Canadians vote on Canadian Mandate – February 2022

Q9 How has the mandate affected your life?
Answered: 87,671

Skipped: 5,464

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

I am not allowed to publicly socialize with friends and family that as adults made a choice not
to get the Vax.

2/21/2022 11:56 AM

2

Can't go for nurse

2/21/2022 11:56 AM

3

Emotional

2/21/2022 11:55 AM

4

Husband had to be vaccinated in order to stay employed was not his choice, our children and
myself are not vaccinated. We can not do daily activities we used to enjoy like going to the
public pool, dining in a restaurant, seeing loved ones at assistant homes and when we do our
children and I have to be tested even if we are feeling well and my 2 and 5 year old have to
wear a mask, face shield, gloves and a nightgown when they see them. It does not go over
well especially for our children. Over the last couple years my husband and I have struggled
with anxiety and depression as we are concerned for our families future regarding the
mandates it was getting incredibly hard to the point we needed to be prescribed an anti
depressant. We have never struggled with this prior to covid.

2/21/2022 11:55 AM

5

Cannot travel, cannot socialize the way I want, cannot see the doctor in person whenever I
want, I cannot breath under the mask,it makes me sick, I cannot see my cousins, it affects
my job.

2/21/2022 11:55 AM

6

I have not been able to properly go to school and get my education, I cannot go out with my
friends or go to the gym for my mental health

2/21/2022 11:54 AM

7

Completely destroyed family traditions, marginalized us from regular activities, destroyed
relationships with family and friends as polarization resulted from differing opinions, took away
our civil liberties

2/21/2022 11:54 AM

8

In the beginning it was scary no one knew what was happening or true We locked down to hard
and fast in certain rural areas it has caused depression and self harm in my teenagers. I had to
get a second job to make ends meet at the first lock down Overall we have been blessed I do
know several people that have died but they had preexisting medical issues. My 20 year old
niece has heart inflammation due to the vaccine she should recover but can’t lift more than 1o
pounds for 6 months. She was a runner. I’m not against vaccines I just don’t think it’s right to
demand proof or bully people to comply. This protest makes me sad The government in power
should have talked to them it would have been different The measures that are happening to
control are disgusting and damaging to our country.

2/21/2022 11:54 AM

9

I have not been able to do the things I love. My family has split up from being stuck together. I
don’t take joy in anything anymore.

2/21/2022 11:53 AM

10

Lost my job, barely can pay my bills, my family is so decided! Lost friends and have been so
depressed!

2/21/2022 11:53 AM

11

It hasn’t. I’m fully vaccinated and am proud to do my part to keep others safe.

2/21/2022 11:53 AM

12

Masking has helped to protect my family from getting sick

2/21/2022 11:53 AM

13

Wife’s business shut down. My hours of work reduced. Lockdowns affecting mental state.

2/21/2022 11:53 AM

14

Suicides

2/21/2022 11:52 AM

15

Lots

2/21/2022 11:52 AM

16

It has made me too cautious, more depressed, more anxious and made me a bit paranoid.

2/21/2022 11:52 AM

17

Not being able to see my family who live out of town. My children’s mental state. My children
lost most of their childhood experiences because of this. My son didn’t get to go to his Toronto
trip or grade eight grad. My daughter didn’t get to go to her grade 6 grad. It has taken a lot
away from all of us.

2/21/2022 11:52 AM
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18

It violates my God given ability as a Canadian citizen to move freely within my own country. In
addition I am deeply concerned about the negative impact the mask mandates have on my
children and their linguistic development

2/21/2022 11:52 AM

19

Severe depression

2/21/2022 11:51 AM

20

Mental health

2/21/2022 11:51 AM

21

Has not affected my life

2/21/2022 11:51 AM

22

In too many ways restricted from seeing my family who live in the same country lost jobs,
unable to see or visit elderly family in nursing homes and has created huge amounts of stress
in my life

2/21/2022 11:51 AM

23

I haven't been able to attend my kids sporting events

2/21/2022 11:51 AM

24

In every way possible. Mentally, physically, emotionally, spirituality.

2/21/2022 11:51 AM

25

Loss of income, loss of lifestyle, loss of social, educational, spiritual activities, loss of
friendships, loss of freedom, mental health and more

2/21/2022 11:51 AM

26

I was born a free person NOT property of a gov’t I did not elect or do I agree with! I should not
be made to feel that I am nothing more then a mindless idiot who cannot make decisions and
need a gov’t to make them for me! My right to enter business without being masked when they
have been proven to be useless! My right to get medical care, my right to Optical care, my
right to travel freely. All my Rights under the Charter of Rights and Freedoms have been
suspended for two years! I am a second class citizen and as far as Trudeau, I am taking up
space as well as being racist, misogynist and a whole host of not very nice things!

2/21/2022 11:51 AM

27

Feeling trapped. This is not the free country I was born into and loved.

2/21/2022 11:50 AM

28

Not at all, except that with the convoy protest everything went up in price. These protest was
childish.

2/21/2022 11:50 AM

29

Uncertainty with rolling lockdowns

2/21/2022 11:50 AM

30

Loss of employment and loss of family visiting.

2/21/2022 11:50 AM

31

It's affected EVERY single Canadian. Our own Government is stripping away our Rights and
Freedoms through Tyranny.

2/21/2022 11:49 AM

32

No issues.

2/21/2022 11:49 AM

33

I have been unable to see my family in the Usa for two years. I live in a border town. Federal
quarantine rules do not go with my employment in Ontario. I can’t miss work, therefore I can
not see my family as I can’t quarantine for two weeks and keep a job.

2/21/2022 11:49 AM

34

Lost my job

2/21/2022 11:48 AM

35

I am losing everything I've worked for, my children's mental health has suffered... my family is
amongst millions of Canadians in the same boat. We are not an antivax family, however we do
support the right to choose what does and does not go Into one's body.

2/21/2022 11:48 AM

36

Some friend Relationships severely altered and damaged.

2/21/2022 11:47 AM

37

Depression, weight gain, high stress, anxiety, and many other things

2/21/2022 11:47 AM

38

Travel, working in a mask all day. Places closed up

2/21/2022 11:47 AM

39

Mentally, emotionally, financially, mentally for my children, loss of family & friends due to the
divide.

2/21/2022 11:47 AM

40

Shortage of work. Loneliness, depression

2/21/2022 11:47 AM

41

I lost my job

2/21/2022 11:47 AM

42

I live in fear of my government becoming tyrannical, forcing vaccinations on people who don’t
need them. Children are not at risk, yet they succumb to the side effects of these vaccines,
the fear mongering that has been done over the past two years is disgusting. The rest of the
world is realizing this virus is endemic and are getting on with life, but our government seems

2/21/2022 11:46 AM
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to want something else. A fundamental change to how Canadians live, I’m scared, not of the
virus, but of how our politicians are using this pandemic to fundamentally alter our freedom.
43

The quality of life, mentally and physically

2/21/2022 11:46 AM

44

I was fired from a job i loved. Lots friends and family during this because of Trudeau hate

2/21/2022 11:46 AM

45

Lose of income/employment. Mental stress due to isolation and separation from family and
friends. Interruption in health care and loss of faith in health care system

2/21/2022 11:46 AM

46

Isolated from friends and family.

2/21/2022 11:46 AM

47

I think the lockdowns made some sense early on as we didn't really know what this was,
however since the summer of 2020 we should NOT have had any lockdowns or restrictions.
People that were immunocompromised could have done everything they could to protect
themselves but the rest of us should have been able to freely move about as we've always
done. In order to protect our senior citizens, we should have mandated caregivers to only that
one facility to stop the spread within these long term care homes. We could have also set up
temporary hospitals to treat covid patients rather than overwhelming and shutting down our
hospitals as covid treatment centres. The mental health toll is enormous along with the cancer
diagnosis and treatment and elective surgeries that were and continue to be postponed.
Personally, it's not taken a toll on my own mental health but it has divided the country and the
world. I believe the last year of various mandates is a severe overstepping of governments,
whether municipal, provincial or federal and needs to stop immediately.

2/21/2022 11:46 AM

48

We have become shut-ins

2/21/2022 11:46 AM

49

Unable to travel, visit my dying father in law, go to sporting events to which I am a season
ticket holder, kids being excluded from playing sports, excluded from funerals, and many more
examples.

2/21/2022 11:45 AM

50

The mandates are destroying my life and our country creating divide and encouraging
discriminatory behaviour in Canada. The affects of these mandates and government overreach
are bankrupting the country launching the cost of living to unsustainable levels for the majority
of Canadians and depriving people of their livelihoods, their ability to cope, and their freedom to
life liberty and security of the person! The government is lost in their ideology and too
pigheaded to acknowledge the harm they are inflicting on society!

2/21/2022 11:45 AM

51

Provincially I have lost my job, lost friends, had to rise my kids out of sports and activities,
they have had to miss birthday parties and other events. Federally I am a prisoner in my own
country.

2/21/2022 11:45 AM

52

My young children have not been able to visit friends and family and we are afraid of how
inflation rates are affecting the cost of living.

2/21/2022 11:45 AM

53

I have lost work. There has been isolation from friends and family. I’ve struggled with
depression wondering how this will ever end.

2/21/2022 11:45 AM

54

It has made me afraid to go without a mask not because it helps but I don’t like the
confrontation with friends neighbours it consumed my life

2/21/2022 11:44 AM

55

It keeps us all safe

2/21/2022 11:44 AM

56

Broken family, broken spirit, despair

2/21/2022 11:44 AM

57

Total loss of mental health, trust in most of major canadian institutions and the main stream
media.

2/21/2022 11:44 AM

58

My daughter has been hospitalized due to extreme mental health problems caused by the
lockdowns. We have all been unable to workout at the gym or attend extracurricular activities
for our health.

2/21/2022 11:44 AM

59

Can't get a job because I am not vaxed

2/21/2022 11:44 AM

60

My family had been ostracized for our decision to wait on vaccination. Family troubles, lots of
friends, divided in all areas! Labeled misogynistic, bigots, racist, and someone who doesn't
care for anyone else! The complete opposite of who I am. I am pretzel fine socially distancing
and wearing a mask to make others feel safe, but when I am being told what to do ama what to
put into my body - I draw the line.

2/21/2022 11:43 AM
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61

Divided friends and family Health issues due to vaccine

2/21/2022 11:43 AM

62

I was threatened with loosing my job. This was months worth of stress. As a single mother, I
worry about what governments are willing to force into or into my child now or in the future.
This is my main preoccupation and being able to feed and house my child.

2/21/2022 11:43 AM

63

It has changed our way of living the life in imprisonment

2/21/2022 11:42 AM

64

Isolation…..intimidation

2/21/2022 11:42 AM

65

Many many friends and families have lost their jobs as AMAZING long term health care
workers. The mental, emotional and financial stress these mandates are having is devastating.
My family also can’t fly across the country to visit my husbands parents/grandparents/siblings
due to the federal travel mandate.

2/21/2022 11:42 AM

66

Stolen my protected rights and freedoms under the Charter. My mobility rights, freedom to
choose what I put into my body, I’ve lost my family doctor who we had for 20 years as the
doctor has lost her right to practice, being unvaccinated, I cannot leave the country, I cannot
travel within my country, I’m discriminated against wherever I go. On and on

2/21/2022 11:41 AM

67

Separation and segregation

2/21/2022 11:41 AM

68

Restrictions affected mental health

2/21/2022 11:41 AM

69

As a senior, I am unable to enjoy my golden years socializing in indoor restaurants, going to
the theatre, flying, or taking the train to see friends & family. I can't take my grandchildren to
The Zoo or Wonderland even though they're mostly outdoors. Very sad!

2/21/2022 11:41 AM

70

I do not have an acceptable government that includes my choices

2/21/2022 11:41 AM

71

Don't want to feel pressured to be vaccinared

2/21/2022 11:41 AM

72

I have three young kids who are lonely, sad and missing their regular lives. Parents can’t
watch them at activities, they have reduced classroom outings. My oldest (9 year old) told me
she wished she was never born. This is a nightmare. People are scared all the time. Teaching
their children to be fearful of others. Too much pressure has been put on them. It’s time to call
our children “the vulnerable group” and support their needs. They need to see faces and smiles
again. Being taught by teachers faces again. They are losing so much.

2/21/2022 11:41 AM

73

I fell people should have the right to make up there own medical choice. It has not affected me

2/21/2022 11:40 AM

74

It is just a bunch of garbage from the start. Some drama teacher is taking away our human
rites. It tears family’s and friends apart. Many nights I lay awake and think of my kids and their
families. What future will they have. Even the police department we pay army against us.

2/21/2022 11:40 AM

75

Negatively

2/21/2022 11:40 AM

76

Negatively. My child has lived 100% of her life under these ridiculous mandates.

2/21/2022 11:40 AM

77

Our kids have been more anxious than ever. They hate wearing masks and just want to be
kids without ridiculous rules. We are unable to leave the country to go visit our elderly
grandma. Our grandparents felt like they were in prison in their seniors home and lost all the
rights as human citizens. We are unable to support those in hospitals.

2/21/2022 11:40 AM

78

Its like a prison

2/21/2022 11:39 AM

79

Poor mental health isolation

2/21/2022 11:39 AM

80

Depression Anxiety

2/21/2022 11:39 AM

81

I had to quit my job working for the federal government in order to avoid being so-called
"vaccinated". My father, my sister, my aunt, uncle, and cousins have all been so-called
vaccinated and I hope they will be well. One of my best friends believes the globalist
propaganda, so we are no longer friends. I believe these so-called vaccines are dangerous
experimental drugs that only do harm, and NO ONE should be injected. The health authorities
and the legacy news are lying to us regarding the need for these so-called vaccines, their
safety and their effectiveness. Shame on Health Canada! There is no free speech on this
topic. Adverse events are grossly under-reported in Canada partly due to threats to doctors
from the medical associations. Healthier, more natural and safe ways of strengthening the
immune system have been ignored and safe early COVID treatments suppressed. I believe the
lockdowns, masks, vaccines and mandates do nothing to stop the coronavirus, it is way too

2/21/2022 11:39 AM
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small and easily travels through the air, so the measures are useless and have caused a huge
amount of economic, social, psychological and physical suffering. Children should never get
"vaccinated." They are generally naturally immune to the Coronavirus and it variants. I believe
the pandemic is over. Omicron is not a threat to most people. The original Coronavirus was
only a mild to moderate threat. The lockdowns and other measures should have only lasted 3
months at most, until we knew the seriousness of the threat. The health measures should
have been targeted at the vulnerable in a balanced way, not the entire society. The "cure" has
been much worse than the disease. The truckers have a right to peaceful protest. The Charter
of Rights and Freedoms is the supreme law of the land, and it is clearly necessary to maintain
our basic human rights. I don't agree with blockades or horns, but these issues have been
resolved peacefully. Police brutality is unjustified. We no longer live in a democracy, we live
under dictatorship. The Emergency Act should not be used until it is approved by parliament!!!
The Prime Minister's office has way too much power, and this need to be corrected so this
does not happen again. The Prime Minister should not single-handedly be able to suspend
parliament. I want my freedom back! I don't want to be subject to a globalist dictator who is a
minion of Klaus Schwab.
82

Closed my restaurant. Unable to travel, un able watch kids sports when they are actually
allowed to play!

2/21/2022 11:39 AM

83

It’s a way of life and I am choosing to support it so we can all Stay healthy

2/21/2022 11:39 AM

84

2 yrs

2/21/2022 11:38 AM

85

Restricted travel and socializing

2/21/2022 11:38 AM

86

Mental health

2/21/2022 11:37 AM

87

Lost my job

2/21/2022 11:37 AM

88

Lossed hours at work (financially). Caused much stress and added mental health. (Children
suffer from mental health more than ever now), plus losing 2 years of vital schooling.

2/21/2022 11:37 AM

89

I am no longer able to truck into the United States which makes it harder to provide for my
family.

2/21/2022 11:37 AM

90

Created severe economic problems & severe mental health problems.

2/21/2022 11:36 AM

91

Anxiety, stress, family divide, friendships divided

2/21/2022 11:36 AM

92

Lost more than I can imagine.

2/21/2022 11:36 AM

93

Confined us...no travel...dislike and distrust the govt...messed up way too much...wrecked the
economy

2/21/2022 11:36 AM

94

Mental health declined

2/21/2022 11:35 AM

95

The mandates have made me feel isolated and hopeless of a normal life

2/21/2022 11:35 AM

96

This mandate has stressed me out and made me feel oppressed, controlled and manipulated
and has taken away my rights and freedoms to make a choice in a democratic society. We are
turning into a communist country where we are under the dictatorship of a tyrant.

2/21/2022 11:35 AM

97

23 months

2/21/2022 11:35 AM

98

Extreme anxiety

2/21/2022 11:35 AM

99

Lost my job, can’t finish my diploma. Can’t see my dad. Mental health not good.

2/21/2022 11:34 AM

100

Negatively. I feel isolated and unhappy.

2/21/2022 11:33 AM

101

Hurt my marriage

2/21/2022 11:33 AM

102

Excessive inconvenience

2/21/2022 11:33 AM

103

Not able to be with LOVED one @ time of death

2/21/2022 11:33 AM

104

Unable to visit loved ones in a variety of settings, depression in offspring, behaviour
challenges in grandchildren due to lockdowns, reduced work hours

2/21/2022 11:32 AM

105

I am a 2nd class citizen

2/21/2022 11:32 AM
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106

Travel restriction. Lockdowns

2/21/2022 11:32 AM

107

ISOLATION

2/21/2022 11:32 AM

108

I was out of work for 18 months.

2/21/2022 11:31 AM

109

Jobs, relationships,, my mental health , family division,

2/21/2022 11:31 AM

110

Destroyed relationships with family and friends. TOTAL loss of government trust.

2/21/2022 11:31 AM

111

Made my depression and anxiety worse, suicidal,

2/21/2022 11:31 AM

112

very small & limited

2/21/2022 11:31 AM

113

Lost revenue, lost wages, unable to travel, unable to support local businesses

2/21/2022 11:31 AM

114

I’m free.

2/21/2022 11:30 AM

115

I think and believe the mandates have allowed safer communities and for the covid emergency
to be shortened and think the incedible selfish nature of "anti" folks is a blight on canadians
reputations and nature

2/21/2022 11:30 AM

116

Forced

2/21/2022 11:30 AM

117

I am unvaccinated and am restricted to a lot of things

2/21/2022 11:30 AM

118

Father was having health issues, made to stand outside Dr building for 1 1/2 hours, sick,
exhausted only to see Dr and Dr only concerned he didn't have covid. Father Died of sudden
heart attack next evening. Dr did not check his heart or have any concerns even though he
had all the symptoms. Paramedics who attended left my father dead outside his bathroom,
naked, with tube inserted in his mouth/throat (not removing for fear of covid, which he did not
have) for all of us family to sit and be with for 5 hours till funeral home came. These mandates
and rules have divided our family as views are different. Children in our family have been
segregated from activities and distraught as to having to go to school and wear masks all day.
Unable to properly be at the side of loved ones who have passed in the last 2 years. Unable to
access medical care have had ear infections for well over a year and unable to properly have
cured. I can go on and on

2/21/2022 11:30 AM

119

Strife between family members, friends, depression, anxiety, hopelessness, financial strain, no
longer have job security, loss of faith in my country. I no longer wish to live in a country that
has terrible weather, no freedoms and no hope for a brighter tomorrow.

2/21/2022 11:29 AM

120

Made us prisoners

2/21/2022 11:29 AM

121

Near bankruptcy for my small business

2/21/2022 11:29 AM

122

I can't travel to see my daughter in BC due to the vaccine mandates for travel.

2/21/2022 11:28 AM

123

Mentally Physically Emotionally ………..

2/21/2022 11:28 AM

124

No. Have kept me safe

2/21/2022 11:28 AM

125

My small business had to shut down. Couldn't see family

2/21/2022 11:28 AM

126

It did not effect my livley-hood as I am on a pension but it has annoyed me !! ...and caused
division - it has also made me double down against vaccines and govt decsions altogether
Christians bowing down to stupdity thinking that they must @obey@ as a believer -is very
frustrating - scripture doesn't say that - and we should be smarter by now !

2/21/2022 11:28 AM

127

passports have a negative affect on all aspects of life & violates our human rights

2/21/2022 11:27 AM

128

Ruined my career and lively hood, broke many long term relationships

2/21/2022 11:27 AM

129

shortages and waits

2/21/2022 11:26 AM

130

I’ve had to sell my business (I was fortunate that I did), and my husband couldn’t work either
because of the vax mandate!

2/21/2022 11:25 AM

131

I have become more introverted in a bad way.

2/21/2022 11:25 AM

132

Badly

2/21/2022 11:25 AM

133

It has ruined every aspect of my life, I can’t do any recreational activities

2/21/2022 11:25 AM
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134

Freedoms removed

2/21/2022 11:25 AM

135

It has made me very depressed.

2/21/2022 11:24 AM

136

It’s made my family safer and kept selfish morons out of the restaurants

2/21/2022 11:24 AM

137

I am not allowed to travel out of country because of my vax decision. It has affected my
relationship with family members. The incidents of injury directly affected my daughter who
has M.E. She was in E.R. several times with Covid pneumonia. My otherwise healthy 22 year
old grand daughter now has Map Cell Activation and has also had to be rushed to Emergency
on more than one occasion. My daughter in law became so stressed and depressed she
required medical care for 2 weeks. As a senior, who cared for my husband for over 30 years
due to cancer, I should have been able to enjoy the remainder of life that I may have. My
grandchildren have missed out on so much already. I worry for my great granddaughter as well.
No child should have to be forced to take the jab with parents knowing full well that they are
risking their child's long term health if they have no choice in the consent. This is a tyrannical
takeover by the elite to mold the world into a New World Order that will benefit them but
squash the common man.

2/21/2022 11:24 AM

138

Loss of income, mental health of those around me

2/21/2022 11:24 AM

139

As it has affected every other person

2/21/2022 11:22 AM

140

I don't see my family. Hard to breathe with a mask on.

2/21/2022 11:22 AM

141

It made me realize how incompetent our total government is.

2/21/2022 11:21 AM

142

I have been living under vaccine apartheid for quite some time now. I can't even go to the pool.
And this is necessary for my health condition.

2/21/2022 11:21 AM

143

It has made it safer by encouraging those around me to get vaccinated.

2/21/2022 11:21 AM

144

My children have spoken about depression and thinking of ending it all. My husband has had
to get the shots in order to keep his job. Joy and freedom have been taken away from
Canadians in a way never seen before, and it’s not ok!

2/21/2022 11:21 AM

145

Made me feel safer.

2/21/2022 11:21 AM

146

It’s destroyed my social life and half of my business

2/21/2022 11:21 AM

147

It has stolen my sense of autonomy, it has destroyed social liberty, it has alienated people that
I love, it has spread fear and torment all around me, it has motivated me to resist tyranny and
has made it obvious that government at all levels have become the enemy of freedom, sanity,
liberty, hope, prosperity.

2/21/2022 11:21 AM

148

In every way possible

2/21/2022 11:21 AM

149

Social isolation and forced inoculation to keep my job

2/21/2022 11:21 AM

150

Made is suck. Very damaging

2/21/2022 11:20 AM

151

Quality of life, stress on children and adults. Being restricted

2/21/2022 11:20 AM

152

Difficult on mental health of myself and children, difficult on marriage and friendships

2/21/2022 11:20 AM

153

Not yet

2/21/2022 11:20 AM

154

Horribly, I don't know if I can fix the damage the mandates have done.

2/21/2022 11:20 AM

155

100%

2/21/2022 11:20 AM

156

it's created divide in our once great country

2/21/2022 11:19 AM

157

Stolen my kids childhood years

2/21/2022 11:19 AM

158

Taken away my job and freedoms.

2/21/2022 11:19 AM

159

Ripped apart families, friends and the fabric of this country

2/21/2022 11:18 AM

160

Family is divided and some not speaking to each other. Loss of jobs. Depression

2/21/2022 11:17 AM

161

Wearing a mask 8 hrs a day is affecting my lungs , also the looming fear of losing my job bc I

2/21/2022 11:17 AM
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don't want to be forced to get vaxed causes alot of stress.
162

It’s ostracizing

2/21/2022 11:17 AM

163

Has not had any effect on anything I want to do.

2/21/2022 11:17 AM

164

Caused sickness and depression, loneliness

2/21/2022 11:16 AM

165

It has caused extreme mental hardship. I have lost friends. My children suffer with anxiety.

2/21/2022 11:16 AM

166

I have lost companionship and performances with two concert bands, 3 choirs, untold numbers
of private music students, acting and modeling jobs, travel to visit my children in other
Provinces, church services, family funerals, family gatherings JUST to name a few. I have
been ostracized in the community, and denied access to entertainment and sports centres.

2/21/2022 11:16 AM

167

My freedoms have been restricted

2/21/2022 11:16 AM

168

It kept me isolated

2/21/2022 11:15 AM

169

Personally the mandate has restricted me from family and friends. I've had to watch what it
has done to grandchildren's education and sports involvement be destroyed. Most importantly
is what this is leading into, a tyrannical rule in a communist regime. The mandates are only the
beginning

2/21/2022 11:15 AM

170

Major depression for my whole family.

2/21/2022 11:15 AM

171

I could only have 30 people at my moms funeral, it was devastating.

2/21/2022 11:15 AM

172

I have incredibly bad anxiety and am unable to do the things that I normally would to help my
mental health. I am treated like a second class citizen and Excluded from society. I also am
dealing with kids who have developed worsening anxiety, depression, suicidal thoughts and an
eating disorder. This has got to stop.

2/21/2022 11:14 AM

173

Divided family with different vaccine beliefs

2/21/2022 11:14 AM

174

There aren't enough words. I'm 75 years old. The mandates have robbed me of two years of
my life. I can never get that back. Anyone like me should be compensated for that loss, not by
the taxpayer but by the criminals, who are responsible for the mandates, from their personal
assets.

2/21/2022 11:14 AM

175

Has distanced me from family and friends. Many times i could not be around my grandchildren.
I have lost my job in Healthcare due to my choice. I have medical issues that made me
cautious to take vaccine but there were no other options.

2/21/2022 11:14 AM

176

Mental health and work

2/21/2022 11:13 AM

177

Division

2/21/2022 11:13 AM

178

Im out of work and will be homeless soon I have two boys four and six and a wife and we dont
know what to do cause i wont get poked with poison and i sure as hell wont let them poison my
boys what can we do?? My government knows the vaccine is not working yet they are pushing
hard to make everyone comply wtf is going on in canada!!! I didnt vote for a dictatorship and i
do not stand behind a dictator!!!

2/21/2022 11:13 AM

179

Firstly, my GF is permanently disabled as a result of vaccination & can't get any financial aid
from the gov't other than a tiny amount from CPP disability. Only 1 neurologist out of dozens of
doctors will acknowledge that this disability is a direct result of her being vaccinated. She can
no longer work more than a couple of half-days/week to help support our household. My
pension is insufficient to cover our cost of living and I will have to return to work after being
retired for almost 8 years. Secondly, Trudeau's lies have caused division and unrest in my rural
community such that decade-old friendships have dissolved.

2/21/2022 11:12 AM

180

I have had to wear 1 sometimes 2 masks all day while I work. I'm tired ALL day from breathing
in my TOXIC gas that is not meant to breath back in. My hands are dry, cracked and bleed
often due to all the washing and alcohol I am FORCED to use. I haven't been able to see my
children or grandchildren. It's caused tension between myself and my husband

2/21/2022 11:12 AM

181

I have adapted to living as the fringe minority... however I fight like hell for the future of my 3
teen daughters. Learning how to peacefully, lawfully dismantle the corrupted systems, and lead
by example for my daughters how to stand for my own beliefs.

2/21/2022 11:12 AM
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182

Too many restrictions. This is a free country.

2/21/2022 11:12 AM

183

Separation, judgment, segregation and my husband lost his job a year ago over this. We are
struggling.

2/21/2022 11:11 AM

184

It’s made life more stressful. It’s affected my ability to do things that normally I could do
without much thought. It’s limited my ability to move around society freely.

2/21/2022 11:11 AM

185

Haven’t been able to see friends, attend events, go to restaurants, see my family

2/21/2022 11:11 AM

186

Friends and family are divided

2/21/2022 11:11 AM

187

Socially.. mentally.

2/21/2022 11:11 AM

188

It has caused difficulty in the complete community as well as familly!

2/21/2022 11:11 AM

189

Completely destroyed it

2/21/2022 11:10 AM

190

I feel there is no more freedom in this countryand I am shocked at how the government is
handling peaceful protest.

2/21/2022 11:10 AM

191

Crippled m immune system and my child's. Took away my child's right to join after school
activities.

2/21/2022 11:10 AM

192

Grossly raised govt debt, house prices, goods prices, and inflation. Government lost credibility.

2/21/2022 11:10 AM

193

Depression, isolation, work,division, loss of family members

2/21/2022 11:10 AM

194

Financially, emotionally, mentally, physically....It has completely changed life as we know it

2/21/2022 11:10 AM

195

What little mandates we have had are at least an attempt to keep the more vulnerable safe. It
has been a small sacrifice for the greater good.

2/21/2022 11:10 AM

196

My wife has been unable to work many times. Both of our mental health has suffered greatly

2/21/2022 11:10 AM

197

It has effected my mental health, finances my ability to function and live a normal life. It goes
against the bill of rights

2/21/2022 11:10 AM

198

Depression

2/21/2022 11:10 AM

199

Mentally for myself and my children…and not being able to see family anytime..

2/21/2022 11:09 AM

200

It has made friends become enemies, caused mental health issues, became an angry person.
I have no trust in our government or media. The list goes on and on

2/21/2022 11:09 AM

201

Destoyed it. Treading water but going down with my ship soon. No fun.

2/21/2022 11:09 AM

202

I feel more comfortable shopping with mandates and masks in place

2/21/2022 11:09 AM

203

I am unemployed after 10 years, for the business had to close their doors after 15 years

2/21/2022 11:09 AM

204

I’ve found myself isolate from my peers; friendships have become strained, I don’t know where
we stand. It’s difficult to have nuanced conversations about the complex topics we’re facing
because we didn’t have opportunity to discuss them face to face. We do now, but we didn’t
before as they were emerging, before they were so vastly polarized. My marriage has been
difficult because we haven’t been able to get babysitters, or Even simple colds and slight I’ll
was caused us to reevaluate a plan, we’ve gone out alone once since Dec 2019. It is now Feb
2022. I’ve never felt so responsible for checking up on what the govt is doing because they’re
operating underhandedly (Ie in 2021 threatening the eastern slopes of the Rockies with severe
mining) it’s exhausting.

2/21/2022 11:08 AM

205

Personally it has been a challenge but necessary. I lived within my bubble for 2 years and it
has been difficult. Not being able to go to a restaurant has been difficult. Exploding prices of
food, any supply, gasetc has been difficult. As a person on her own hard to cope with all of it
but it had to be done!

2/21/2022 11:08 AM

206

In every way possible!!! All negative effects.

2/21/2022 11:07 AM

207

I travel extensively for work. I can't go to a restaurant to eat. I can't use facilities in hotels

2/21/2022 11:07 AM

208

Social restrictions

2/21/2022 11:07 AM

209

Mentally for the seclusion and division of family and friends. Financially for the dramatic

2/21/2022 11:07 AM
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increase in products and supplies that have cancelled projects
210

My family and I are fully vaccinated and have adhered to all of the mandates. We need to be
able to go on and live our lives now that the virus is no longer life threatening. I have been
separated from seeing my father who is in long term care, various times over the last 2 years.

2/21/2022 11:06 AM

211

It hasn't really.

2/21/2022 11:06 AM

212

Negatively

2/21/2022 11:06 AM

213

It has effected my children's abilities to live free in a free country

2/21/2022 11:05 AM

214

Made me not have life experience with a decline in mental health. Limited job opening

2/21/2022 11:05 AM

215

I have seen friends and family suffer from depression and anxiety. I have had family who have
died alone and elderly parents who have suffered greatly. The government has traded some
lives for others as emergency surgeries have been cancelled. Enough of this already, it’s time
to move on!! I support freedom!

2/21/2022 11:05 AM

216

I lost my job, can't get another job, I have difficulties breathing with a mask on, I have a lot
more anxiety, I don't feel comfortable going to places I used to before all the mandates

2/21/2022 11:05 AM

217

Lost my buisiness, separated my family, split friends........I can no longer have freedom 5o
travel

2/21/2022 11:05 AM

218

I lost my job as a full-time employee because I didn't take the covid vaccine.

2/21/2022 11:05 AM

219

The mandates have caused me to lose almost 2 years of employment imposing financial
distress to myself and my family, loss of time spent with extended family and friends, resticted
my access to a sibling in long term care, mental and emotional distress, wearing a mask is
ridiculously unscientific and a hindrance to natural breathing. People should be responsible for
their own health, what works for one may not work for another.

2/21/2022 11:05 AM

220

Yes

2/21/2022 11:05 AM

221

In all ways. My kids are depressed. They need their lives back

2/21/2022 11:05 AM

222

The mental health if myself and my family has suffered. My son was suicidal. Masks give me
anxiety. I was forced to receive a vaccine I didn't feel safe getting in order to visit family.

2/21/2022 11:04 AM

223

Separated families. Eliminated all forms of socializing. Lost connections with friends. Lost
work and income

2/21/2022 11:04 AM

224

It has had a really negative affect on teenagers. I have 2 of them. Wearing masks and keeping
kids apart has been very difficult and detrimental to their mental health. It has weakened the
education system because teachers have this extra layer of covid to deal with instead of
enriching the minds of students.

2/21/2022 11:04 AM

225

Family and friends

2/21/2022 11:04 AM

226

I was forced to get a vaccine that I didn't feel I needed ,as well as my children and
grandchildren.

2/21/2022 11:03 AM

227

Divided family members, distrust in government, anxiety for future

2/21/2022 11:03 AM

228

I feel isolated,sad, I’ve lost income, I don’t trust media or government.

2/21/2022 11:03 AM

229

What kinda of question is this, it’s affected my life the same way it’s affected everyone else’s
life, that pm couldn’t run a 7 eleven,

2/21/2022 11:02 AM

230

Hell

2/21/2022 11:02 AM

231

Employment opportunities, academics, income, life milestones, ability to travel, medical
privacy in the accommodations processes. Very significant losses and stresses all around.

2/21/2022 11:02 AM

232

I can’t go to lplsces i once could

2/21/2022 11:01 AM

233

I will be losing my job shortly because of the vaccine policy they have implemented.

2/21/2022 11:01 AM

234

Terrible. Going thru a Covid divorce after 33 years

2/21/2022 11:01 AM

235

May have saved it, or others.

2/21/2022 11:01 AM
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236

I'm a trucker, it would take a long time to list them all.

2/21/2022 11:01 AM

237

Depression

2/21/2022 11:01 AM

238

Depression, divided family, financial impact, the list goes on

2/21/2022 11:00 AM

239

No vaccine no work no trust for people that did they dont trust God what would Jesus do no
needles in his arms

2/21/2022 11:00 AM

240

It’s cause my mental health to decline, also has caused me to go bankrupt, single woman
isolation for 2 years no family support

2/21/2022 11:00 AM

241

Isolation, depression, lost friendships, rifts between family and friends

2/21/2022 11:00 AM

242

Depression and anxiety.

2/21/2022 11:00 AM

243

I am a critical care registered nurse that is basically unemployable now because I have 1
vaccine and have had COVID twice, yet that isn't considered the same thing as being triple
vaxed. I didn't need a chickenpox vaccine to be a nurse because I had the chicken pox, I don't
understand why this isn't being treated the same

2/21/2022 11:00 AM

244

Destroyed my healing I lost my Dad I lost ALL friends except 2 or 3 I lost my career I lost my
relationship with my partner I fear everyday for my young adult children I lost treatment for my
ptsd This has caused me to sink into a deep depression for 1 year and so much more

2/21/2022 11:00 AM

245

social isolation

2/21/2022 10:59 AM

246

HOW THE FUCK HASN'T IT??.

2/21/2022 10:59 AM

247

The mental health of my family

2/21/2022 10:59 AM

248

It has affected our lives for the worst.

2/21/2022 10:59 AM

249

increased level of stress, loss of wages

2/21/2022 10:58 AM

250

It hasn’t!

2/21/2022 10:58 AM

251

It has taken two years off my life . I lost my job no income . I am so fed up of this government
and its tryconian measures I want them out now!

2/21/2022 10:58 AM

252

Horribly

2/21/2022 10:58 AM

253

Everything

2/21/2022 10:57 AM

254

Kept me and my family healthy

2/21/2022 10:57 AM

255

Huge strain on mental illness. Suicide and anorexia. Financial ruin. No confidence in any
Canadian rulers. Total loss of democracy my grandfather fought for in the First World War.
Inflation causing great food insecurity. Absolutely no faith in any liberal leadership. No faith in
Prime Minister Justin Trudeau or any of his affiliates!!!

2/21/2022 10:57 AM

256

it has divided my friends, family and has effected my business as a Realtor. My personal
health is private. I have past medical reasons why I did not get vaccinated and many clients
ask me, and I tell them the truth. Through their fear and brainwashing there has not been any
opened mindedness for the many who have personal reasons and beliefs why I would never
trust a vaccine that is not been tested for the proper duration. I know people who's health is
already being effected a direct result of the vaccine that is not a vaccine. I am more concerned
at the broken Canada we have! When a PM can control ALL Canadians, with brutality
Emergency towards Canadians in what was protected by our Charter of Rights (Freedom of
speech), not meet all the requires and inform and involve all cabinet members and their parties
in the decision, freeze are bank accounts and use Hate speech to us Candians who are hard
working Canadian Citzens, raising our families, and paying our taxes! This so called leader is
all about personal gain, politics and trying his hardest to rule Canada into a Communist
Country. I am sad, depressed and Fear for my children and Grandchildren. This is not the
Canada my grandparents immigrated to after the war both families one with 10 children another
with 13 with a penny in their pockets not even speaking the English language; they were
determined to risk their lives determined to make a life and future for their children and future
generations. They were successful, they stood strong for what they believed in. Hard working
immigrants! My values are as they instilled. HOwever I am no longer a proud Canadian and
determined to stand strong for the freedoms of all Canadians . The healing will take time... but
it will be worth it. This Criminal leader Justin Trudeau also further driven and exercising

2/21/2022 10:57 AM
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overextend powers backed not only by the liberal cabinet members but the dirty corrupt World
Economic Committee. Membership to this reform Should not be allowed by any member of
Parliament moving forward
257

I’m no longer able to the things I used to .

2/21/2022 10:56 AM

258

Limited access to essential services, unable to travel anywhere, have felt isolated and not
accepted

2/21/2022 10:56 AM

259

All fine - besides being with family and travelling

2/21/2022 10:56 AM

260

In every way. I am a college student who cannot afford to pay her own tuition as my
workplaces have closed. It is absurd and these mandates need to end.

2/21/2022 10:55 AM

261

Socially, financially, emotionally, relationally

2/21/2022 10:55 AM

262

It has had a negative impact on both my work life as well as my social life and needs to end
now. Let Canadians get back to work send the lives.

2/21/2022 10:55 AM

263

Loss of work, depression in children, hightened stress, fear of
doctors/hospitals/tyranny/destitution/etc Fear of government. Fear of persecution. Etc.

2/21/2022 10:55 AM

264

Horribly. Anxiety, depression.

2/21/2022 10:54 AM

265

Falling out of relationships, friendships…dividing families This needs to end now! We need
normality to come back around and go on living our lives !

2/21/2022 10:54 AM

266

Division of the country breaks my heart. I want to be proud to be Canadian again

2/21/2022 10:54 AM

267

Affecting my mental health

2/21/2022 10:54 AM

268

Work financially stress and personally

2/21/2022 10:54 AM

269

Division in families and church. Stress, anxiety. See children falling behind academically and
socially. It’s terrible and should never have gotten to this point.

2/21/2022 10:53 AM

270

I've never been depressed in my life and all i do is cry now I've gain 20 pounds in the last 2 yrs
i feel there is no hope for Canada

2/21/2022 10:53 AM

271

Mentally and emotionally on myself and my children

2/21/2022 10:53 AM

272

It has divided my family and my friends. Many have medical problems that mysteriously
cannot be explained and some are very serious. I see many children in our family that are
confused and scared. There social development is definitely seriously affected.

2/21/2022 10:53 AM

273

Took away my graduation from Highschool, my Highschool Prom, my college experience, My
mental process of all the hard work I did in school for 14 years of my life to never be able to
walk across a stage and get my diploma(this being every students goal from kindergarten that
will never feel like it has been reached), Forced me to go into collage learning from a computer
full time(not everyone learns on a computer)- despite all of this I managed to find my self a Job
Working in a special Needs group home doing exactly what I loved. I excelled there and
worked there for 8 months until I was forced to quit because of the Vaccine mandates. I’m not
complaining, I am saying this needs to stop. These experiences are things I will never ever get
back, this is the only time in my life where I am 19 and as of right now, everything I have
worked for so far in life has no meaning anymore because of this mandate controlling
everything. These were accomplishments that I was waiting to achieve that were taken away
from me and so many others. These are not just pictures on the wall, they are confidence that
we take with us when we become an adult. The way that I felt when I “Graduated” Highschool
was the most un accomplished feeling I’ve ever had. I have never in my life had social
Anxiety, Depression and everyday Anxiety until this pandemic. I have never in my life truly
wanted to kill myself until this pandemic. And if it wasn’t for the hope of being free again one
day I would have killed myself a long time ago-believe me or not, this is coming from a 19 year
old who used to love herself and since this pandemic has started has had to fight every day
just to stay alive. I used to be mentally stable, imagine someone who was already on there
way out before this pandemic. This isn’t about safety this is about killing people slowly through
ways not seen as murder and this needs to stop.

2/21/2022 10:53 AM

274

The vaccine mandates have created loss of jobs and increased unemployment because the
people who have lost their jobs become unemployable. It is okay to want people to get
vaccinated. It is bit okay to make them have to choose between vaccination and livelihood.

2/21/2022 10:52 AM
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275

As a business owner the lockdowns have greatly impacted me. As a unvaccinated person my
rights and liberties have been stripped away

2/21/2022 10:52 AM

276

Yes

2/21/2022 10:51 AM

277

Forced me to get vaccinated. Caused stress in family relationships. Family jobs. Family
socializing. Mental health

2/21/2022 10:51 AM

278

Made work harder too find and everything more expensive

2/21/2022 10:51 AM

279

In every way

2/21/2022 10:50 AM

280

Family arguing

2/21/2022 10:50 AM

281

As a health care provider it really hasn’t . I still have to be out with covid neg or positive
individuals, vexed or unvaxed

2/21/2022 10:50 AM

282

I lost my job, family torn apart from division of people by the PM

2/21/2022 10:50 AM

283

Work my kids and food gone crazy price and the gas to it hard to live normal lives

2/21/2022 10:49 AM

284

Tearing at family, suicides in my community, increased anxiety, loss of my job at Canada post,
complete loss of faith in my government.

2/21/2022 10:49 AM

285

Isolation loneliness loss of freedoms

2/21/2022 10:49 AM

286

Anxiety

2/21/2022 10:49 AM

287

Masks make me harder to breath!!

2/21/2022 10:48 AM

288

I have aquirred heart problems thanks to the vaccine. The face masks that been annoying and
have been pulling out my facial hair. And worst of all I've been forced to suffer the stupidity of
wearing masks that don't work. People that have been far more careful than me have gotten
Covid and I contribute the fact that I've been treating it like the flu to the fact that I haven't
gotten it yet even though these careful coworkers have. And I'm at the point that if a revolution
happened I would willingly lynch the prime minister because of his totalitarian attitudes.

2/21/2022 10:48 AM

289

I have coped we’ll but look forward to ease and open social interactions.

2/21/2022 10:47 AM

290

It has shown how far away from God and blinded our politicians are. It has not allowed me to
see my family because of the fear the government has placed on most people’s lives. I do not
live in fear because Jesus is my lord not the government.

2/21/2022 10:47 AM

291

minimal

2/21/2022 10:47 AM

292

Restrictions on what and when I can do what I want. And I am vac.

2/21/2022 10:47 AM

293

Depressed

2/21/2022 10:47 AM

294

Forced job change

2/21/2022 10:47 AM

295

It’s made us unable to visit family or to frequent businesses we would like to support.

2/21/2022 10:47 AM

296

How the government has a mandate that has taken our freedom of choices in our country
(CANADA). Mentally challenging and over whelming to me and family. To have controllability
by our prime minister of our freedom of rights is the most unconstitutional thing that one man
(prime minister) can do to this great country that we live in

2/21/2022 10:46 AM

297

Horribly!!! In each and every way!!

2/21/2022 10:46 AM

298

It has changed my ability to do my job properly and live freely.

2/21/2022 10:46 AM

299

I am a grandma and couldn't go out and watch all the grand kids sports activities. The sadness
was that so many younger people lost their jobs

2/21/2022 10:45 AM

300

In many ways I am unable to do things, but most importantly it has felt like Canada is no
longer a free country.

2/21/2022 10:45 AM

301

Left me feeling alienated alone and angry with all the misinformation spewn by the very biased
media

2/21/2022 10:45 AM

302

Taking my freedom of choice

2/21/2022 10:45 AM
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303

It’s been stressful and disruptive on myself and my families lives, my kids are behind by a
year in schooling and are struggling in some subjects due to lockdown mandates. Overall
anxiety heightened. Just wanting to go back to normal.

2/21/2022 10:44 AM

304

It has destroyed our family relationships. Many aren’t speaking and the fear is palpable among
them and it’s irrational

2/21/2022 10:44 AM

305

Stopped me from seeing our family. Forced us to get the J&J

2/21/2022 10:44 AM

306

Not able to travel, locked up in my own country!

2/21/2022 10:43 AM

307

Not too much. I am still alive

2/21/2022 10:43 AM

308

We have followed it fully as we are seniors and I have serious health issues. The most difficult
part is not being able to be with our grandchildren, except through FaceTime

2/21/2022 10:43 AM

309

Profoundly. Family deaths from Inability to access health care. Closed dance business for 2
years. Unable travel internationally. Outrageous prices. Family fractured. Personal anxiety.

2/21/2022 10:43 AM

310

I have been discriminated against, lost family and friends. Not been able to be apart of society
because of my own beliefs. Been home for 2 years. My children have missed out on their
childhood because their parents were not allowed to put them to sports, or activities such as
swimming, birthday parties, or family dinners out or movie theatres because of our decision on
what was best for our family.

2/21/2022 10:43 AM

311

Financially

2/21/2022 10:42 AM

312

More stress and social/family division

2/21/2022 10:42 AM

313

Lost occupation

2/21/2022 10:42 AM

314

The TRUDEAU-imposed mandates are being used to violate my Canadian Charter Rights!

2/21/2022 10:42 AM

315

I was laid off of my job because of the Coutts blockade for a few days. It may not seem like a
big deal but to me, it's huge.

2/21/2022 10:41 AM

316

Lost my job And I support my family

2/21/2022 10:41 AM

317

Travel School

2/21/2022 10:40 AM

318

Divided people, families, friends etc

2/21/2022 10:40 AM

319

Removed my freedoms..freedom of speech, movement, socialize etc.

2/21/2022 10:40 AM

320

Isolated Ruined opportunities for friendships and family gatherings Created more anxiety at
work Constant frustration w masks, and worries about ill effects of vaccine.

2/21/2022 10:40 AM

321

become lonely and lack of connection with people

2/21/2022 10:40 AM

322

Lost of my income, psychology damaged, unable to assist a sick relative for not being allowed
in the hospital, declined life quality.

2/21/2022 10:39 AM

323

Depression, financial difficulties, lost friends and family, my children are depressed, anxious,
missed graduations, college delayed, …negative impact in every way.

2/21/2022 10:39 AM

324

I think it has done the job of keeping me safer than if there were none. I think that it has kept
the hospitals barely able to operate versus being completely overwhelmed. I think it has
allowed me to possible stay alive and not get seriously ill.

2/21/2022 10:39 AM

325

My family doesn't want me to visit my 95 year old mom

2/21/2022 10:38 AM

326

I don’t have a life anymore because of the mandate

2/21/2022 10:38 AM

327

I’m a nurse so work has been unreal. Forget mandates and masks. Working with fewer nurses
is scary for everyone involved. My kids no longer play sports. My kids have mental health
issues. My kids have trust issues. End it all. Let’s get back to living. Not fearing.

2/21/2022 10:38 AM

328

Have been boxed in for to long

2/21/2022 10:38 AM

329

Biohazard masks Family separation Divisive

2/21/2022 10:38 AM

330

freedom

2/21/2022 10:38 AM
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331

I have had family members die alone. The vaccine has caused many adverse effects in my
family members. I have been prevented from flying to see my family. I have had my charter of
rights broken in many ways. I am not the government’s property and will not be subject to their
tyranny anymore.

2/21/2022 10:37 AM

332

Loss in wages

2/21/2022 10:37 AM

333

Has given me PTSD

2/21/2022 10:37 AM

334

I have kept my immuno compromised family members safe & ALIVE!!

2/21/2022 10:36 AM

335

Almost lost my home, my salon is doing so bad I've had to get another job. I've been doing
hair for 17 years and can no longer afford to pay bills. My medical appointments are constantly
canceled. Homeschooling had made it hard to work and my children to have a proper
education. I have constant headaches while wearing masks, my voice sounds like I'm a heavy
smoker, I get painful acne. I haven't been able to pay my student loan or other bills. Listening
to children cry about masks and not being able to breath, masks filled with snot and dirt. So
much anxiety of living day to day of how I'm going to survive. Sitting in the dark because I
need to conserve power, wearing layers because I can't afford the heat in my home. I've had
constant medical issues since receiving my vaccine but can't get any exemptions. I've had
covid but natural immunity means NOTHING. I've had people around me commit suicide due
to losing everything from the mandates. I have a 95 year old World War 2 veteran client that
calls me crying saying she feels like she's in jail and that this isn't the freedom she fought for.
Watching the world open up has made me lose all faith in my government

2/21/2022 10:36 AM

336

It hasn’t Much other than having to wear a mask

2/21/2022 10:36 AM

337

It has sent me into massive debt, it has ruined my business and mental health. It has effected
how I can raise my child, and has hurt every aspect of life in q negative way.

2/21/2022 10:36 AM

338

Venues I use for work have been forced to close and limit operations, which has reduced my
income and mental emotional health.

2/21/2022 10:36 AM

339

Stressed all of our family and friends without any benefits

2/21/2022 10:34 AM

340

Not dramatically but seeing others suffer was unsettling

2/21/2022 10:34 AM

341

It’s useless

2/21/2022 10:34 AM

342

My income is 50% less

2/21/2022 10:34 AM

343

Negatively.

2/21/2022 10:34 AM

344

Caused fear and health issues

2/21/2022 10:34 AM

345

I'm in my 80s. My social life is based around a few friends with the same lifestyle as me, so it
hasn't effected me as much as my children and younger friends. However I would like to travel
with no restrictions, shake hands with friends, huge those who need a huge kiss my
grandchildren, shop with ease, have a chance to say goodbye to friends who have passed
away and couldn't have a celebration of life.

2/21/2022 10:34 AM

346

I was unable to travel in Dec. 2020 to visit my sister days before she died.

2/21/2022 10:34 AM

347

Made me consider leaving Canada

2/21/2022 10:33 AM

348

I be had to adapt from being a very social person always out and about to being home a lot.
It’s made my work a lot harder to do. And I lost work because of of. But I’m adapting. We have
to adapt to the times we live in. I don’t think mandates should be ended or not ended. They
should ebb and flow as needed to control outbreaks. But other things should happen too. Paid
sick days would go a long way in stopping the spread.

2/21/2022 10:33 AM

349

I wasn't able to say goodbye to Mt grandmother before she passed away among many things.

2/21/2022 10:33 AM

350

the division of ppl and the hate from the vax extremists everywhere,everyday, every
second...is extremely hard on my heart and psychy

2/21/2022 10:32 AM

351

Yes

2/21/2022 10:32 AM

352

Personally experienced loss of family & friends, affected our children’s right to education.
Unable to see family for almost 2 year. Have friends who have attempted suicide. The division
& hate we see daily makes me so sad.

2/21/2022 10:32 AM
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353

Job loss, a friend committed suicide

2/21/2022 10:32 AM

354

Cornered into getting a vaccine injected into my body which I 100% did not want but had to in
order to keep my job. Mental health decline for myself. Relationships deteriorated.

2/21/2022 10:31 AM

355

Prevented travel, seeing family, and family. Isolation resulting in impulsive addictive behaviour
and depression.

2/21/2022 10:31 AM

356

Been depressed, sad, angry, in disbelief of all that’s going on.

2/21/2022 10:30 AM

357

Denies access to air travel restaurants international travel on land

2/21/2022 10:30 AM

358

Greatly both socially and for employment. Its time to end the corruption

2/21/2022 10:30 AM

359

It has made my life more lonely and fearful and is really just criminal and asinine that it has
gone on so long. 2 weeks to flatten the curve I understand. Not against that. But this
government over reach and lies upon lies upon more lies from our elected officials and their
bought off media is despicable and is causing death and mental distress as well as being
unlawful and unfair to citizens. Stop all mandates! Now!

2/21/2022 10:29 AM

360

Separation, how people act

2/21/2022 10:28 AM

361

I have been affected Greatly I have not worked since November 2020

2/21/2022 10:27 AM

362

For the first time in my life I’ve been on unemployment and struggled to pay my bills

2/21/2022 10:26 AM

363

No comment

2/21/2022 10:26 AM

364

Lost career, inability to travel within Canada to see family. Ruined long-time relationships.
Vaccine injuries of people forced to take shot to keep job.

2/21/2022 10:26 AM

365

I’ve lost friends and struggled with depression

2/21/2022 10:26 AM

366

Mentally and physically I am a widow and my life has become increasingly lonely

2/21/2022 10:25 AM

367

Emotionally there kids have suffered greatly it’s caused many many issues

2/21/2022 10:25 AM

368

My business are suffered and thus my family is paying the price. Happy Family Day

2/21/2022 10:25 AM

369

I don’t believe anything the news media says. They are the false profits the bible talks about.
Became more Christian. I lost friends and now hate every politician. Not one stood up to
Trudeau. I now realize the government was never there for the people but themselves. There’s
more but all this needs to stop

2/21/2022 10:24 AM

370

Made my life stressed, lonely and difficult

2/21/2022 10:24 AM

371

I cannot travel, I cannot participate in any concert, restaurant or many other public events. I
couldn’t spend Christmas with my loved ones

2/21/2022 10:23 AM

372

Terrible. It’s all terrible from masking to forcing us to get vaccinated in order to provide for our
families. Where is our right to choose what’s right for our bodies.

2/21/2022 10:23 AM

373

Destroyed my children's education

2/21/2022 10:23 AM

374

Lost my job and have been unable to attend events like wedding/birthdays that are held in
public spaces

2/21/2022 10:23 AM

375

The mandates have made my life a living hell. I had covid in April 2020. I have had some ever
decreasing residual symptoms since then, otherwise known as long covid. I would accept 10
times those symptoms to end the mandates.

2/21/2022 10:23 AM

376

It hasn’t I am more than happy to continue to follow to keep others safe and hospital numbers
down

2/21/2022 10:23 AM

377

Has hurt us financially and made a rift in our family that will probably be permanent

2/21/2022 10:23 AM

378

It has made it difficult for my children to attend school it has caused issues with child care. It
has caused delays in my parents seeking medical attention which has resulted in a permanent
injury. it has caused service delays in the day to day care of my parents. It has been an
excuse for staffing shortages at my work where there should never be shortages

2/21/2022 10:23 AM

379

It has affected Canada Pm has divided us all and that’s not ok. He has incited violence and

2/21/2022 10:22 AM
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more.
380

Family separation Depression

2/21/2022 10:22 AM

381

Anxiety, depression, feelings of hopelessness. Chest and other unusual pains. Headaches

2/21/2022 10:22 AM

382

Probably saved me from getting Covid

2/21/2022 10:22 AM

383

I had to get a vaccine I was not comfortable taking in order to keep my job, this was very
demoralizing.

2/21/2022 10:22 AM

384

It has made my depressions worse

2/21/2022 10:22 AM

385

Increased stress, complete distrust in the government, increased prayer.

2/21/2022 10:21 AM

386

Lost my job, mental health and am being held hostage against my will in this country. I have
been discriminated against and oppressed.

2/21/2022 10:21 AM

387

Too many to write in a poll

2/21/2022 10:21 AM

388

I have not been able to worship my Lord and Savior in church as I should. My Pastor has been
deported with his family because of a meeting held which supposedly spread covid so he was
blacklisted by Premier Houston who interfered with the family's immigration papers for
permanent residency.

2/21/2022 10:21 AM

389

I feel alienated from society, my family is at odds, and my friends have lost livelihoods. My
child’s learning has been affected by not seeing his teacher’s face when he’s learning. I know
this because as a teacher, I find it much harder to connect with students over their education
when we are masked.

2/21/2022 10:21 AM

390

Two kids with anxiety issues

2/21/2022 10:21 AM

391

It has kept me safe. Thanks!

2/21/2022 10:21 AM

392

Made me fearful for job loss, having to test weekly for work. Not being able to take my kids
anywhere, or watch them participate in their extracurricular activities. Being scared to reveal
that I am vaccine free for fear of repercussions

2/21/2022 10:20 AM

393

The mask causes sneezing and hurts my ears. Haven't had time with family like we usually
do. I'm 70 and who knows how much time I have left. This needs to end.

2/21/2022 10:20 AM

394

Hardly at all. We still do the things we need to do. We follow the rules and it has little impact
on our daily lives. Fighting this is stupid. It will just make things stay locked up longer. Get the
shot, and wear your mask!

2/21/2022 10:20 AM

395

It has affected my children’s confidence and ability to cope at school.

2/21/2022 10:20 AM

396

High levels of stress that has made catching Covid-19 a relief. Separation of family around the
world. Coercion to keep my job.

2/21/2022 10:20 AM

397

Depressed

2/21/2022 10:20 AM

398

It had caused a great division in my family where just because I did not get vaccinated we
were disowned by them

2/21/2022 10:19 AM

399

Work, school,kids , depressed, suside

2/21/2022 10:19 AM

400

Lost of jobs social interaction and depression

2/21/2022 10:19 AM

401

Emotionally and financially devastating

2/21/2022 10:19 AM

402

I got depression I can’t travel I can’t find a job I like . This is crazy

2/21/2022 10:19 AM

403

Relationships, stree

2/21/2022 10:18 AM

404

Depression, my 3 year always sucks because low immunity and cannot go to daycare
because she has a sniffle!!!! All the stress at work as a nurse!!!!! And much much more !

2/21/2022 10:18 AM

405

Put on unpaid leave from work. Had to look for whatever work.

2/21/2022 10:18 AM

406

immensely negative

2/21/2022 10:17 AM

407

I had to pay $900 for 2 boxes of tests cause I’m unvaccinated. But the vac ppl got it for free.

2/21/2022 10:17 AM
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408

It has not affected my life that much. I got my whole family vaccinated to protect the
vulnerable.

2/21/2022 10:17 AM

409

It has protected me and my family.

2/21/2022 10:17 AM

410

ruined my family

2/21/2022 10:16 AM

411

You have No Clue No Family or friends and no Grandchildren The government needs to Stay
out of People!!! And Do what we voted for them to do !!!! Not telling us how to do everything
Stop spending our money and that is all they have done for 2 1/2 years!!!! This Covid thing has
cost our country everything🤬🤬

2/21/2022 10:16 AM

412

It has caused me adverse reactions and solidarity and livelihood in cases

2/21/2022 10:16 AM

413

It has caused us to lose household income and has had a major effect on mental health.

2/21/2022 10:16 AM

414

Yes feeling the effects of being masked and the closures. Sad 😔 about the many people who
have died and those left with permanent issues. However we Stayed home Got The vaccines.
The worry of getting Covid has been very stressful it All adds up. It has been a terrible
frustrating couple of years. However. I believe the health care professionals have battled as
best they can. The word Pandemic calls us to be responsible to think of the impact of the
virus’ spread to our neighbours, friends, family, community, province, and country. The
convoys have also increased frustration and division when we should still be trying to conquer
the virus

2/21/2022 10:16 AM

415

It has broken the Canadian Constitution and robbed me of fundamental freedoms that
document secures. I have been forbidden to practice my faith by gathering to worship; barred
from travel; coerced to accept an experimental genetic poison by unwanted penetration of my
body; censored in expression; been divided from those whom I would have chosen to be united
with. It has robbed me of a government of laws rather than a government of men. This
staggering reversal of political development, sacrificed, fought, and died for by vast numbers
of Canadians, has been stolen by the criminal governments both federally and provincially. I
have dealt with relationship breakdowns, aggressive and criminal police interruption of worship;
nearly endless stress and uncounted nights of broken sleep. I have struggled with depression
and anger, feelings of betrayal, and temptation to give up permanently. Much more could be
said,but I will end this piece by stating that the virus was itself a minor inconvenience; the
measures taken because of it were the sickness.

2/21/2022 10:16 AM

416

It has caused depression from lack of socializing and activities. It has caused stress from
worrying about how much more government overreach will occur and our country’s future.

2/21/2022 10:16 AM

417

Sports cancelled a pushed a year back for my son. Many events being cancelled. (Christmas
gatherings)

2/21/2022 10:16 AM

418

I not only lost my business,I lost the last few of my working years trying to secure my old age.
I have lived under extreme stress, as I lived as a ward of the government in my childhood and
teenage years and I was severely abused, I feel the same now as a senior citizen.

2/21/2022 10:15 AM

419

Negatively

2/21/2022 10:14 AM

420

My children have lost out on important childhood experiences and social interactions. Ive had
small business failure due to mandates. We have faced discrimination due to our medical
choices.

2/21/2022 10:14 AM

421

I was coerced to accept vaccinations for my employment to continue..

2/21/2022 10:14 AM

422

Made things difficult

2/21/2022 10:14 AM

423

Unable to see family , friends, loss of work, my children having fear brought into their lives ,
my children not being able to breath with masks on their faces all day, irreversible stress

2/21/2022 10:14 AM

424

Horribly.

2/21/2022 10:13 AM

425

I am out of the country and can’t get home because it is against the law for me to use any
public transport without a vaccine passport I am not the only one. A dr friend of mine And her
family are out as well plus many medical nurses etc

2/21/2022 10:13 AM

426

Being bullied into taking a vaccine and people looking at me differently because on my own
medical and health choices also being told my job will fire me soon if I don’t comply

2/21/2022 10:12 AM
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427

To comprehensive to even explain

2/21/2022 10:11 AM

428

lose

2/21/2022 10:11 AM

429

Made travel expensive... quarantined for 2 weeks after I had all the tests, family segregation,
unable to lead a normal life....scare mongering by media and government

2/21/2022 10:11 AM

430

It has ruined my financial, mental and social aspects of life

2/21/2022 10:11 AM

431

We have not seen two of our adult children and families for 2 years. We have had to take a
vaccine we would not have taken to see an elderly parent and for work. We have had so many
restrictions to live with.

2/21/2022 10:10 AM

432

Mental health issues. Not seeing family.limitations due to restrictions everywhere

2/21/2022 10:09 AM

433

Lost part time job , socializing, travel local and beyond,

2/21/2022 10:09 AM

434

Freedom to travel

2/21/2022 10:09 AM

435

So Mach by raining our bossiness

2/21/2022 10:08 AM

436

I’ve lost my freedom

2/21/2022 10:07 AM

437

Can't travel freely to visit grandparents

2/21/2022 10:07 AM

438

Terrible

2/21/2022 10:07 AM

439

Prevented me from visiting my dying father in Nova Scotia. Fuck Trudeau

2/21/2022 10:07 AM

440

Trying to date someone without having typical date places to go. Planning a wedding and not
being able to invite all my family.

2/21/2022 10:06 AM

441

Sadness, depression, financial loss, worst health, broken relationships, anxiety, insomnia.

2/21/2022 10:06 AM

442

Hard to breath in mask. Kids are behind in school. Can’t have proper funeral for family.
Anxious kids.

2/21/2022 10:05 AM

443

A very sad and disgraceful situation. The liberal government needs to be removed.

2/21/2022 10:05 AM

444

Not able to come see my father who had cancer before her passed away. I couldn't cross the
border into Saskatchewan to visit him in his last years of his life. Sad! I believe that not being
able to have visitors to lift his spirits shortened his days on this earth.

2/21/2022 10:04 AM

445

Lost my job

2/21/2022 10:04 AM

446

It has protected us

2/21/2022 10:04 AM

447

A great deal but it has been necessary as I live with an immunocompromised individual and we
are both seniors!

2/21/2022 10:04 AM

448

It has changed relationships and you see folks who just comply rather than critically think

2/21/2022 10:04 AM

449

Been in complete isolation for 2 years

2/21/2022 10:03 AM

450

It has distance me from family members abroad. I have missed a total of two funerals due to
this travel bans. Our economy is going down the drain, inflation has gone up 5% to 7%. The
next government screw up will be taxing the people to recoup the lost revenue over the past
two years. Small and medium sized businesses are closing their doors or close to closing their
doors. This Covid19 mandates must end.

2/21/2022 10:03 AM

451

Honestly I live in a rural community and I’m able to carry on with my life as much as possible.
It is my kids that I feel this has been unfair and affected the most. The masks and
vaccines/boosters should be a choice. Mental health is now a huge issue among teens way
more than before the mandates

2/21/2022 10:02 AM

452

Shut down my business and caused major loss of income for myself and my employees

2/21/2022 10:02 AM

453

It has effected my mental health.

2/21/2022 10:01 AM

454

Had to take early retirement (no Vax for me) Could not fly to visit family or otherwise travel, no
entertainment for over 2 years, lost friends and family members over difference of opinion, lost
job opportunities

2/21/2022 10:01 AM
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455

Not able to Breathe. Loss of income. Isolation and grandchildren. Not being able to see my
USB only for over two years which is emotional bondage. Communism being in printed on me
and my family. COUNTRY quiet compared to Our economics when Harbour was in office.
Trudo is a communist he should be in prison. Stop it cost the test coming down from the
border this needs to go now

2/21/2022 10:01 AM

456

I’ve been able to continue working in as safe an environment as the government can make it.

2/21/2022 10:01 AM

457

Yes

2/21/2022 10:00 AM

458

Dramatically

2/21/2022 10:00 AM

459

Not being able to travel has affected my life greatly can’t visit my children and grandchildren.
Because I chose not to be vaccinated my mental health has suffered greatly. Segregation,
pressure from family members to get vaccinated. Friends turning their back on me. Not
allowed into their homes anymore. Not wanting to come to my home. It’s been hell on earth. All
freedom taken away. A simple thing like going to a salon to get your hair washed and styled,
not allowed anymore. Not being allowed into the gym anymore. One thing I did for my mental
health, gone. Thank God I can still walk. Because that’s the only thing that keeps me going
right now. Canada is not a free country anymore, if the mandates continue I will choose to live
somewhere else,

2/21/2022 10:00 AM

460

Devastating. Our family will never be the same again 💔 😔 😪

2/21/2022 9:59 AM

461

Separated my family

2/21/2022 9:59 AM

462

My life has been destroyed. The lies have destroyed my life and the lives of those around me.

2/21/2022 9:59 AM

463

It has ruined friendships and caused more hate and divide… people should always have the
choice to do what they feel is best for them

2/21/2022 9:59 AM

464

negatively

2/21/2022 9:58 AM

465

How the hell has it NOT? My 11 year old ran out to get this without my say so because she
wants to live. Now she probably has HIV. Dosed into her blood by our one and only
"government of the corporation of Canada " Im ready to leave Canada altogether if this
ridiculousness doesn't end NOW.

2/21/2022 9:58 AM

466

With removing covid restrictions and numbers, my child who has medical issues Is more at
risk and I cant make safe, informed decisions for her because the government is not taking
things seriously

2/21/2022 9:57 AM

467

Stress. Lost money because my employer charged me for enrolling in a monitored testing
program because I would not get vaccinated. Lost friends and family.

2/21/2022 9:57 AM

468

How hasn't it? I am now considered unacceptable.

2/21/2022 9:57 AM

469

Distanced relationships, church family, family, friends, not able to meet for coffee. Increased
awareness & participation in prayer and worship. God removes fears, reveals His love. I am
sure there is more.

2/21/2022 9:56 AM

470

In every way

2/21/2022 9:56 AM

471

Financially, physically, emotionally…

2/21/2022 9:55 AM

472

Divided family anxiety depression

2/21/2022 9:55 AM

473

Mental health Family turning their backs on each other Not being able to say goodbye to loved
ones I could go on for a while.. you get the point

2/21/2022 9:54 AM

474

We lost our business

2/21/2022 9:54 AM

475

Lost job

2/21/2022 9:54 AM

476

I'm speaking for myself but I know that I'm speaking for so many other Canadians and people
around the world when I say that this all has to end. The plandemic has affected all of us and
the people who believe in it and comply are the reason why this has gone on this far, in part.
The global agenda, the great reset made sure it would happen anyway, no matter the
circumstances and no matter how many people stand up. With that said, the more people who
speak out, especially real doctors, who are actaully more focused on peoples health exposing

2/21/2022 9:54 AM
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this corrupt plan instead of filling their pockets, are who are helping wake up everyone around
the world. So we have to be very thankful for them all.
477

They have divided our country. Our family life has suffered. I had forced overtime. The inflation
is killing us

2/21/2022 9:54 AM

478

Just a small inconvience

2/21/2022 9:53 AM

479

Mental. Health. Crises.

2/21/2022 9:53 AM

480

It has taken away all my pleasures in life, can’t travel can’t socialize can’t see family. It has
actually divided some of our family

2/21/2022 9:53 AM

481

major anxiety, depression, segregation from friends, family conflict, discrimination, suicidal
thoughts, financial hardship,

2/21/2022 9:53 AM

482

Segregation of society. Massive cost economically and emotionally

2/21/2022 9:53 AM

483

Yes

2/21/2022 9:52 AM

484

I have a 2 year old son that is speech delayed due to masking and we have missed out on
many activities and socialization because of closures and vaccine passports.

2/21/2022 9:52 AM

485

Loss of sleep, depression, anxiety

2/21/2022 9:51 AM

486

Not too much. I follow what science says and flow with it. I'm also in healthcare and
understand the need for the mandates.

2/21/2022 9:51 AM

487

Just a lot of pressure and stress that isn’t even real. Covid is a virus, you can’t build a vaccine
for a virus. We learned that in bio 20 why are the “so called experts” saying we can?

2/21/2022 9:51 AM

488

Can't go where I want to, I am from NL originally and Can't travel home to see my mom or
family back there. Can't even see my son who lives 2 hrs away.

2/21/2022 9:51 AM

489

I have suffered depression, lost income, struggled to support my family, been segregated and
discriminated upon as a result of mandates.

2/21/2022 9:51 AM

490

Work

2/21/2022 9:50 AM

491

Hasn’t

2/21/2022 9:50 AM

492

I'm a prisoner in my country, lost wages, depression, family division, everything has been
effected in my life by the mandates!

2/21/2022 9:50 AM

493

my grandchildren is 2 and has no social skills developed. I cannot visit my grandmother in a
nursing home and I cannot make sense of the rules that the stores have made up . ex can
only try on 3 items but the other store says dosnt matter or cannot try on any. canadian tire
dosnt take store saved paper money but accepts real paper money. could go on for hours

2/21/2022 9:50 AM

494

Depression set in for my parents and my father died because of poor senior care when sent to
the hospital. Both parents had delta and omicron and recovered in three days with vitamins
and immune vegan diet (both 94 years old) Hope you receive this long entry as I feel the crime
minister’s campaign election fund is EXACTLY the same as the truckers fund therefore under
Trudeau’s speech is equally illegal and should show in court alongside the truck rally
organizers.

2/21/2022 9:50 AM

495

Lost work, friend have had health effected by vaccine, depression, anxiety

2/21/2022 9:49 AM

496

Discrimination as I had a major reaction to vaccine 1. Freedom to travel and visit loved ones

2/21/2022 9:49 AM

497

Although inconvenient at times, I see the need for them until we can have it under control to
protect all citizens of Canada.

2/21/2022 9:49 AM

498

A lot

2/21/2022 9:48 AM

499

It has given me confidence to be in public, and that people are willing to end the pandemic by
listening to medical experts.

2/21/2022 9:48 AM

500

Negatively

2/21/2022 9:48 AM

501

Destroyed it

2/21/2022 9:48 AM
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502

I am no longer able to go to the gym, or go to my grandchildrens sporting events, eat at a
restaurant . Due to medical concerns I am mask exempt. I have been absolutely attacked in
the grocery store for not wearing a mask… my family won’t see me.. it has affected my life in
every way!

2/21/2022 9:48 AM

503

My mental health is shaky. My kids not living a normal life

2/21/2022 9:47 AM

504

Made my work life miserable, I was COERCED to get jabbed to keep my job.

2/21/2022 9:47 AM

505

It has kept my family and others in the community as safe as possible. It has also showed me
who does not care about the elderly, the vulnerable and the young children.

2/21/2022 9:47 AM

506

It has allowed me to feel safe and to limit the spread of illness. It has also allowed me to have
peace of mind going to work ( I’m an er nurse) and not have to argue about distancing rules or
wearing a mask and instead be able to focus on making patients feel better

2/21/2022 9:47 AM

507

...

2/21/2022 9:47 AM

508

How it has affected my life is inconsequential compared to the suffering of others. We've been
able to keep our income. Our kids miss playing sports. But that's nothing compared to the
mental health issues and economic misery being experienced by others. I stand up for them.

2/21/2022 9:47 AM

509

N/A

2/21/2022 9:47 AM

510

It has kept me safe and I believe it has helped us get through many times of this pandemic.

2/21/2022 9:46 AM

511

The un scientific lock down and no gym access made me feel unhealthy and going crazy by
living alone.

2/21/2022 9:46 AM

512

It has kept me safe and reduced the spread of Covid-19, deaths and illnesses.

2/21/2022 9:46 AM

513

I am happy to follow the recommendations laid out by my Medical Professionals. However, life
needs to return to normal at some point. If I feel uncomfortable in crowded places, I will leave
or wear a mask. Ultimately, my personal protection is my responsibility.

2/21/2022 9:46 AM

514

It has helped keep us and others safe.

2/21/2022 9:45 AM

515

Too many ways to list

2/21/2022 9:44 AM

516

I am unable to go to restaurants, indoor events, take my kids swimming or to any activities In
our business it has drastically changed how we operate as well as our revenue

2/21/2022 9:44 AM

517

My son in law lost his job a week ago after working for the last two years in the worst of it.
Now it’s about control of people so he can’t work! Are you kidding me???

2/21/2022 9:44 AM

518

Mental health, kids mental health, social relationships, family dynmamics

2/21/2022 9:43 AM

519

Lost job

2/21/2022 9:43 AM

520

In a hundred ways...as it has with everyone This is no longer Canada. It will take years to free
people of the fear of getting c. The anti-social distancing...fear! Over a virus with 99% survival
rate!!! Lies upon lies upon lies.

2/21/2022 9:43 AM

521

Multiple different ways (negatively)

2/21/2022 9:43 AM

522

I have never been sick, but I believe not clean ingredients were put in the vaccinations, as
many who were vaccinated still got sick.

2/21/2022 9:42 AM

523

Stress Limited church

2/21/2022 9:42 AM

524

Mental health, obstructed our ability to go to church and school, separated and divide family
and friends with their fear tactics, destroyed relationships.

2/21/2022 9:42 AM

525

With the infringement of my rights as a Canadian

2/21/2022 9:41 AM

526

I lost my job in the army.

2/21/2022 9:41 AM

527

Damn near bankrupted me, had to use all my retirement savings. The federal government
handouts never helped me at all because my small business didn't use T4's. Had all the other
requirements met.

2/21/2022 9:41 AM

528

It has had tremendous negative mental impact on our children

2/21/2022 9:41 AM
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529

I am a tourist operator...it has effected my life by putting almost out of business

2/21/2022 9:40 AM

530

I lost my job and I’m hard of hearing so I have trouble hearing what people are saying with the
masks on.

2/21/2022 9:40 AM

531

It has taken all freedoms away and ruined relationships and my mental health

2/21/2022 9:40 AM

532

Lost job

2/21/2022 9:40 AM

533

I lost my job, my livelihood to support my family. My child is suffering wearing mask and
currently homeschooling. She wants to be with her friends!! I have sepression, anxiety. I dont
understand how my employer could have done such a thing to me, after 9 loyal commoted
years.

2/21/2022 9:40 AM

534

No problems

2/21/2022 9:39 AM

535

Horrible

2/21/2022 9:39 AM

536

Both my husband and I have lost our jobs. My children have been pulled out of school
because of the stressful and repressive mandates. Our families have been torn apart and we
have lost friends because of exercising our freedom of thought, belief and conscience. We
have never been so stressed and depressed in our entire lives. We no longer have hope for life
to return to "normal" and we no long have a shred of trust for our government. We are ashamed
to call ourselves Canadian.

2/21/2022 9:39 AM

537

Passports Mask mandates

2/21/2022 9:39 AM

538

Family division. Mental health.

2/21/2022 9:39 AM

539

No change. I’ve actually loved the lockdowns and virtual employment. But my coworkers who
refused to work should all be fired and charged with treason. They can’t go to work but can go
golfing and to pubs and patios with other coworkers who still work.

2/21/2022 9:39 AM

540

Domestic upset

2/21/2022 9:38 AM

541

It’s been an annoyance.

2/21/2022 9:37 AM

542

I had developed a depression effected my pregnancy and we both almost died with
complications! I was tarafide through delivery and made it hard to do.. kids are suffering
depression my 12 wants to die all the time and my girls cry wearing a mask all day and don’t
want to go to school and more anxiety and depression from my family and more I have never
seen it so bad

2/21/2022 9:37 AM

543

Separated my family and friend; Got divorced; Living in fear of loosing my job; Shamed and
blamed for thinking critically.

2/21/2022 9:37 AM

544

It has divided my family, caused strife within our normally peaceful small town, tension
between friends, stress and anxiety at a new level with every member of my family. My 7 year
old has developed anxiety and trust issues with things constantly getting cancelled.
Depression from not being able to see family and celebrate life. Most importantly I have lost
trust in our governments leadership. Trudeau is ruining our country that our veterans and
predecessors have fought so hard for.

2/21/2022 9:37 AM

545

Limited opportunity to see family and friends

2/21/2022 9:37 AM

546

stopped my life, eating in restaurants, annual travel out of Canada, family relations poor, my
mental health poor, no church, rules at work - not able to eat with others at work, constantly
masked when I work outside!

2/21/2022 9:37 AM

547

Created division in friendships, families, communities and our entire country. Massively
impacted mental health of us and our kids.

2/21/2022 9:36 AM

548

Have no life

2/21/2022 9:36 AM

549

Children excluded from sports, activities, friend groups.

2/21/2022 9:35 AM

550

Less social outings

2/21/2022 9:34 AM

551

Horribly

2/21/2022 9:34 AM

552

These mandates are based on medical fraud and these are un-scientific tyranny all based on
lies and deceit. These mandates are meant to do all the harm to the very fabric of a

2/21/2022 9:34 AM
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prosperous society.
553

In every way

2/21/2022 9:32 AM

554

keeping me from family

2/21/2022 9:32 AM

555

It has made Canada a horrible place to live.

2/21/2022 9:32 AM

556

Segregation and division

2/21/2022 9:32 AM

557

Divided family

2/21/2022 9:31 AM

558

How much time do you have to read? The mandates were absolutely ridiculous from the
beginning. Arresting teens for skating on outdoor rinks to two YEARS later arresting veterans
for being at their own memorial. Shame

2/21/2022 9:31 AM

559

I lost the best two years of my life .. things that I enjoyed weee taken away .. I had to get
vaccinated for a disease I already had and have a 99% survival rate from in order to keep my
job .. the govt is always months behind the science ..

2/21/2022 9:30 AM

560

It has limited and broken my family apart on differing personal opinions

2/21/2022 9:30 AM

561

It has divided friends and family. I feel angry that this is what has become of our country. I feel
abandoned by our government. People are afraid to donate to a cause they believe in. This is
wrong. I have not been allowed to travel outside the country because of the federal mandates.
This is a shameful time on our country.

2/21/2022 9:30 AM

562

Isolation, division of family and friends, loss of trust in government

2/21/2022 9:29 AM

563

I cannot wear a mask and neither can my husband sue to health issues. That limits where we
can go. My husband cannot use the walking track even though his Dr. says he needs to walk.
It has also stoped us from celebrating milestones in our lives because we can’t eat in a
restaurant. This must end!!

2/21/2022 9:29 AM

564

It’s take jobs away, can’t advance career without vaccines, has separated friends and family
inflation has gone sky high, most laws have broken by Government taking away more
freedoms a dictatorship country, Canada will never be the same again

2/21/2022 9:28 AM

565

I live in a border town, I used to go across for coffee, for dinner, for groceries etc. Now I
haven’t been able to cross in 2years. It’s very depressing and not healthy for the head.

2/21/2022 9:28 AM

566

WHAT LIFE

2/21/2022 9:28 AM

567

Mental health problems

2/21/2022 9:27 AM

568

On able to be with family in the U.S.A and Ireland

2/21/2022 9:27 AM

569

Loss of income for me and my family members.cant have proper burials for family members.

2/21/2022 9:26 AM

570

It's isolated me from friends and family.

2/21/2022 9:25 AM

571

Had to take the jab against my will

2/21/2022 9:25 AM

572

It’s ruined my life.

2/21/2022 9:24 AM

573

I have only been able to see my grandchild once.

2/21/2022 9:23 AM

574

I have been put on a leave without pay. I have been a nurse for 25 years and working as a
EMERGENCY nurse since 2006. I feel angry most days, I feel sad and hopeless others. I am
being judged by my peers that are brainwashed and can't think for themselves.

2/21/2022 9:23 AM

575

I now have anxiety and depression and have been on a medical leave for a month to treat my
anxiety. I never had anxiety in my life before this. The last two years have taken a toll in ways
I couldn’t imagine. Not being able to see my family, not being able to travel freely to the
grocery store, let alone another country. Helping a young child navigate virtual school. Not able
to go to a restaurant when I want. The list is endless.

2/21/2022 9:22 AM

576

Family divided, many of us don't talk anymore. Lost income. My kids living in fear, limited
social interaction.

2/21/2022 9:22 AM

577

Stifled it

2/21/2022 9:22 AM
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578

Teenage daughter hospitalized for suicide attempt due to Covid restrictions

2/21/2022 9:21 AM

579

Mentally disturbed

2/21/2022 9:21 AM

580

Lost loved ones lost of income and job

2/21/2022 9:20 AM

581

Segregation, dehumanizing and lost relationships.

2/21/2022 9:20 AM

582

Being locked down at home. We winter elsewhere but we’re not able to cross the border to go
to our second home. Vaccinations mandatory to travel.

2/21/2022 9:20 AM

583

Made me a second class citizen

2/21/2022 9:19 AM

584

I feel very ashamed to be a Canadian.

2/21/2022 9:19 AM

585

My anxiety and depression levels have increased. I lost two jobs over this and I have a
daughter that is has affected negatively. This all could have been avoided.

2/21/2022 9:18 AM

586

It has shown me that there are people in our society that won't do the right thing and fight
against their best interests every step of the way. Anti-mask and anti-vax people are NOT
CANADIAN!

2/21/2022 9:18 AM

587

Words cannot even begin to describe how it’s affecting life.

2/21/2022 9:17 AM

588

Stress, and mental health

2/21/2022 9:17 AM

589

I have been one of the lucky ones as I was only shut down for two months. However, people
have been fearful to utilize my services because of Covid mandates and fear mongering. I am
a hairstylist.

2/21/2022 9:16 AM

590

was suppose to go to europe for my retirement trip- CANCELLED

2/21/2022 9:16 AM

591

Decline to comment

2/21/2022 9:16 AM

592

I have seen many people suffer from mental illness. Myself I have felt trapped and isolated
and feel hopeless that life will get back to normal

2/21/2022 9:16 AM

593

It has kept my family safe.

2/21/2022 9:15 AM

594

Depression, high anxiety, I may lose my job because of all this.

2/21/2022 9:15 AM

595

My mental state is in a worse place than it’s ever been. I don’t struggle with mental illness but
I constantly feel the weight and oppression the mandates have brought.

2/21/2022 9:15 AM

596

I lost my job

2/21/2022 9:15 AM

597

Unable to eat out as I refuse ro be jabbed by an untested vaccine!

2/21/2022 9:15 AM

598

None of your business but devastatingly

2/21/2022 9:14 AM

599

Work and personal relationship

2/21/2022 9:14 AM

600

It has caused great division in my family and friends. I feel depressed now and with little hope.

2/21/2022 9:13 AM

601

These mandates have made our future uncertain and put our lives on hold. We have missed so
many milestones that we will never get back all for a virus that has over 99% recovery rate. I
have watched my children suffer with mental illness and succumb to bullying from friends,
teachers, our family doctor and not to mention the mainstream media as well as the
government. So much damage has been done to our society as a whole and the way we
interact with each other. The government has done a fine job of dividing Canadians not only
physically but emotionally as well. The future was looking grim until the truckers did something
that had to be done and that was bringing Canada back together again. We not only had hope
once again but it really showed us how many people were actually out there that have had
enough and just wanted our free lives back. This got world attention and Trudeau’s pathetic
attempt to smear the convoy and anyone who supports it as racists, misogynists, science
deniers, and far right extremists with unacceptable views only shows how desperate he is.
48% of Canadians donated to the freedom movement so that really showed the world just how
huge we are. So now we shall wait and see what our dictator does next.

2/21/2022 9:13 AM

602

It’s kept my family and friends healthy and alive

2/21/2022 9:12 AM

603

Reduced work and wages, unable to visit loved ones and caused relationships to become

2/21/2022 9:12 AM
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strained because of false reporting and fear mongering by the MSM
604

I feel forced to take the vaccine in order to be able to work and spend time with family and
friends. I have not been able to attend worship services due to limit restrictions and feel
overrun by the government mandates and restrictions.

2/21/2022 9:12 AM

605

It hasn’t. I still work full time, eat in restaurants, shop when needed.

2/21/2022 9:11 AM

606

Reduced income, travel, and quality of life.

2/21/2022 9:11 AM

607

It his made me a 3rd class citizen, and a target of the vaccinated

2/21/2022 9:11 AM

608

Dividing and disruptive in family and friend circles. Creating painful isolation

2/21/2022 9:11 AM

609

All of them

2/21/2022 9:11 AM

610

Anxiety, agoraphobia

2/21/2022 9:11 AM

611

I would like to be able to take my children to libraries and museums without being vaccinated
for Covid.

2/21/2022 9:11 AM

612

all of the above

2/21/2022 9:11 AM

613

In to many ways to

2/21/2022 9:10 AM

614

I couldnt go watch my children play there sports because i was forced to get the vaccine

2/21/2022 9:10 AM

615

This plandemic is nothing more than an agenda to enslave the people in debt and the NWO to
only benefits the elites

2/21/2022 9:09 AM

616

To be with family and friends.

2/21/2022 9:09 AM

617

havent been able to travel, even domestically, because i refuse the kill shot until we have long
term data on side effects

2/21/2022 9:09 AM

618

Has kept my family safe including someone who is high risk. None of us have has covid.

2/21/2022 9:08 AM

619

Made work more difficult, it was harder to breathe, I couldnt see my sister's wedding

2/21/2022 9:08 AM

620

I was forced to take an early retirement. Now taking home half the money per month. We may
sell our home to get by.

2/21/2022 9:08 AM

621

Both of my parents and two of my siblings have been illegally terminated from their jobs after
being refused exemption requests. My father had two years remaining at Chrysler’s as a truck
mechanic before he could retire with a full pension, and my mother had four before she could
retire from her position as a social worker specialized in children with Autism and
Developmental Disabilities. This ignoring the thievery the university of Ottawa is currently
undertaking affecting my older sibling.

2/21/2022 9:08 AM

622

Not much I am retired and work from home

2/21/2022 9:07 AM

623

It hasn't

2/21/2022 9:07 AM

624

Separated family Stress in my marriage Lost good friends

2/21/2022 9:07 AM

625

All

2/21/2022 9:07 AM

626

Mandates have caused division and fear. They've stopped us from loving everyone as our
equal, created in the image of God. Masking mandates have separated children, locked them
inside of themselves :(

2/21/2022 9:07 AM

627

I’ve lost my job. I haven’t been able to see my family since the mandates were imposed.

2/21/2022 9:07 AM

628

no eat in restaurants, theaters, not allowed to quote on government jobs because of passport

2/21/2022 9:05 AM

629

My child with sensory issues forced to wear a mask every day all day at school.

2/21/2022 9:05 AM

630

Yes. I have a 16 month old who I nurse. I am NOT comfortable getting the vaccine and
passing it onto him through breast feeding. There is NOT enough testing done on the vaccine
yet. I have a good community but because of all this still felt lonely. I have also talked to other
moms who have felt suicidal. We need community and people around to support each other.

2/21/2022 9:04 AM

631

My husband lost his job of 30 years of service

2/21/2022 9:04 AM
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632

Watching people suffer from dissection in their families. Seeing people live in fear. Frustration
and disbelief about governments grabbing control, anger at the PM.

2/21/2022 9:04 AM

633

It affects everyone. All you have to do is go into a store and mask mandates are present.
Many placed have all the others. Mary have even lost their ability to work. I have been
fortunate this was not my case. Either way I still have to give medical information to whoever
to go anywhere. And that's if you can even get in.

2/21/2022 9:03 AM

634

I have no life

2/21/2022 9:03 AM

635

Mental breakdown, Severe Anxiety, Depression… Isolation

2/21/2022 9:03 AM

636

Restrictions on sporting events restaurants wearing masks

2/21/2022 9:03 AM

637

Unvaxxed, so a bit.

2/21/2022 9:02 AM

638

Ok

2/21/2022 9:01 AM

639

Curtailed living!

2/21/2022 9:01 AM

640

I am a senior and have been isolated far to long.

2/21/2022 9:01 AM

641

I'm bored but hanging in there

2/21/2022 9:00 AM

642

My husband is vaccine injured as am I. My daughter is completely depressed and shut down
as she is handicapped and unable to process everything. We are done with mandates.

2/21/2022 9:00 AM

643

Isolation. Division in society. Noticing increase homelessness increased hopelessness. I am
NOT against vaccinations. But this virus leaks passed them. So it is not protecting people as
stated. When we stop listening to each other respectfully there will not be a good out come.
Too many businesses are going under. Educate people. Promote vaccinations and let people
make there own descisions. Fix the Healthcare System and stop wasting Taxpayers money on
senseless stuff. Support Healthcare so the whole country doesn't need to be shut down. How
many deaths suicides increased substance abuse etc. Because of all this. This will be felt for
decades. Liberal Party of Canada get rid of the divisive leader. Put sanity in to help Canadians
out this mess. Get a new Liberal leader ASAP.

2/21/2022 9:00 AM

644

I was terminated from my teaching job.

2/21/2022 9:00 AM

645

In every single way possible. Being a single father is hard enough, but having all these
restrictions and mandates make living life and functioning on a normal level, far far more
difficult. What a way to live. It's like nazi germany

2/21/2022 9:00 AM

646

Nothing that is un approved and under EUA should ever be mandatory, that is not following
science, that is mass clinical trials.

2/21/2022 9:00 AM

647

Every way

2/21/2022 8:59 AM

648

So much! We and my 4 kids need our lives back!

2/21/2022 8:59 AM

649

Depressing, segragstion

2/21/2022 8:59 AM

650

It hasn’t, very privileged!

2/21/2022 8:58 AM

651

I find some people treat you different, if you don’t agree with them. Which is depressing.

2/21/2022 8:58 AM

652

Brought on division within family. Can’t relate the same to neighbours anymore. There is a
cloud of depression hanging over Canada.

2/21/2022 8:58 AM

653

We are living a lie ! Follow the money

2/21/2022 8:57 AM

654

It hadn’t at all

2/21/2022 8:57 AM

655

I lost my job

2/21/2022 8:57 AM

656

I have lost business and workers and my young children are suffering..

2/21/2022 8:57 AM

657

There have been times when I couldn’t see my family. My father died and I couldn’t get to see
him before hand. He did not die of Covid but I still couldn’t get to another province to say
goodbye

2/21/2022 8:56 AM

658

Mentally, financially. Emotionally

2/21/2022 8:56 AM
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659

It has kept my friends, family and co-workers safe!

2/21/2022 8:55 AM

660

It has cost me thousands of dollars in canceled trips. I can't fly out of the country to see family
which live in US. My job has been threatened. Since I'm unvaxxed I am forced to take a
COVID test every 2 days. Being unvaxxed has caused a riff in my family. My daughter has
threatened not to allow me to see grandchildren unless I'm vaxxed. Our governments has
caused all this turmoil in our lives.

2/21/2022 8:55 AM

661

Completely ruined it!

2/21/2022 8:55 AM

662

It has kept me safe and made it so that I can keep going to work.

2/21/2022 8:55 AM

663

Loss of work.

2/21/2022 8:55 AM

664

Kids can’t go to university, can’t visit our mothers, can’t go to family weddings. Kids can’t play
sports. Our business was unjustly closed for 8 months. We feel marginalized and
discriminated against. Family and friends have turned against us. We can’t travel, eat in a
restaurant even though the vaccinated also spread Covid which just makes the pass a tool of
coercion and punishment. Our kids have lost hope in their future. The masks are destroying
social confidence. Many young men have died suddenly from heart attacks after their second
dose. Many suddenly have cancer, tremors and other strange symptoms.

2/21/2022 8:55 AM

665

Destroyed my business Limited my children’s enriched homeschool life

2/21/2022 8:54 AM

666

It damaged the economy and started inflation that we may not recover from. We all will be
paying for the mental and physical health damage for decades. This government broke all the
laws.

2/21/2022 8:52 AM

667

My surgery was postponed as hysterectomy is elective yet it could be cancerous:(. My kids
sports cancelled, very depressing on her.

2/21/2022 8:52 AM

668

I feel safer in my community.

2/21/2022 8:52 AM

669

Mentally

2/21/2022 8:52 AM

670

Family discontent, a depressed child.

2/21/2022 8:52 AM

671

Limited travel to be with family. They have forced my mother in law to live isolated and like a
prisoner, causing decline in her health. Mandates made navigating end-of-life life care and the
passing of my husband very difficult.

2/21/2022 8:51 AM

672

The mandate hasn’t effected my life. I’m happy to follow some basic mandates to help other
people and to keep our hospitals from being overwhelmed

2/21/2022 8:51 AM

673

I have been discriminated against for the past 2 years. Everyone is allowed to have their own
opinion. I was not allowed to have mine. I was punished for it

2/21/2022 8:51 AM

674

I’ve lost my Job

2/21/2022 8:51 AM

675

It has brought segregation and divisions and taken my dream job as well as not allowed me to
access my ei funds. I am peaceful law abiding citizen and it has sought to teach me I’m a
criminal when in al reality I just want access to my money that I paided into of ei and I desire
to my right to work and who I see etc.

2/21/2022 8:50 AM

676

Online schooling was horrendous with 4 children in a rural home (poor internet), kids cannot
participate in appropriate social activities and school clubs, increased anxiety and fear
amongst children and adults, family torn apart due to vax vs not vax, not able to visit 91 yr old
grandmother.

2/21/2022 8:50 AM

677

Watching the seniors I take care of declining rapidly since they are unable to see family

2/21/2022 8:50 AM

678

missed funerals missed family functions masks are uncomfortable and hard to breathe
through.

2/21/2022 8:49 AM

679

Work shortage, not enough staff extra stress to much time off for colds and kids off school all
the time. Grocery costs, costs of living

2/21/2022 8:49 AM

680

It's made our life hell.

2/21/2022 8:49 AM

681

Lost money from working

2/21/2022 8:49 AM

682

Kept me and my family safe and out of the ICU.

2/21/2022 8:49 AM
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683

I will be moving out of Canada. I may never be able to see my children if it goes on. My one
child can never visit her aunt, uncle or her aunts 3 children and their children. My family is
completely split up now.

2/21/2022 8:48 AM

684

Minimally

2/21/2022 8:48 AM

685

depression,anger

2/21/2022 8:48 AM

686

My kids are unable to join in activities like gymnastic, swimming lessons due to these
mandates. I believe it is healthier to exercise and eat right. My kids have not had the proper
education in the past 2 years.

2/21/2022 8:48 AM

687

My family has more anxiety then ever before. My kids get excited about nothing because
everything keeps getting taken away. I hate not being able to see other people’s faces, it’s like
nobody cares about anybody any more.

2/21/2022 8:48 AM

688

Made me comfortable to shop

2/21/2022 8:48 AM

689

little impact

2/21/2022 8:47 AM

690

Made it so I haven't seen my family for over 2 years.

2/21/2022 8:47 AM

691

Segregation

2/21/2022 8:47 AM

692

As a farmer day to day not much. But it has made it impossible to travel outside the country,
which I miss. Most of all it has lowered my trust in all governing authorities to tell the truth!

2/21/2022 8:47 AM

693

I lost my business

2/21/2022 8:46 AM

694

No

2/21/2022 8:45 AM

695

Got fired from work!! Mental health issues! Segregation!! No gym!!

2/21/2022 8:45 AM

696

Yes as I can use the gym I belong to, I can’t eat in restaurants, can’t go to sporting events. I
have to be subjected to Rapid Antigen testing twice a week. I can’t travel to see my son and
daughter-in-law in law in Calgary.

2/21/2022 8:45 AM

697

Yes

2/21/2022 8:45 AM

698

Caused division within my family

2/21/2022 8:44 AM

699

Self employed, store closed, unable to pay bills

2/21/2022 8:43 AM

700

Saved lives and reduced negative outcomes from Covid 19

2/21/2022 8:43 AM

701

Just want to be left alone

2/21/2022 8:43 AM

702

Because of provincial restrictions I could not see my grandfather before his passing amongst
many other things

2/21/2022 8:43 AM

703

In many ways including no travel or eating out and making us wear breathing barriers that do
no good to stop a virus that compares to a treatable cold.

2/21/2022 8:42 AM

704

Threatened my lively hood if I didn’t get, hypocrisy people being able to do one thing and not
others, tyranny a group of people mostly officials allowed to not follow mandates

2/21/2022 8:42 AM

705

Don't get to have family get togethers as much as like. I hate wearing the mask hard to
breathe. Cant see doctors in person just phone calls

2/21/2022 8:42 AM

706

I left the country to avoid these tyrannical restrictions. My best friend died a death of despair
while I was gone, turning to alcohol to deal with the isolation the mandates created for him.

2/21/2022 8:41 AM

707

Shut in, unable to see my grandkids, higher grocery prices, disagreements between friends
and family

2/21/2022 8:41 AM

708

I am a second class citizen.

2/21/2022 8:41 AM

709

Very difficult to live under restrictions Family division

2/21/2022 8:41 AM

710

A little.

2/21/2022 8:40 AM

711

Limits travelling

2/21/2022 8:40 AM
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712

Lost freedom and friends

2/21/2022 8:39 AM

713

Tremendously negative

2/21/2022 8:39 AM

714

No work

2/21/2022 8:39 AM

715

It hasn’t created mild inconvenience and that’s it

2/21/2022 8:38 AM

716

Working and mental health

2/21/2022 8:38 AM

717

My family is divided and I have not seen my bother or my sisters family for two years because
of the borders being closed.

2/21/2022 8:38 AM

718

Alienated Mental health Loss of income

2/21/2022 8:38 AM

719

Tremendously! I have 3 children ages 15, 14, and 12. This farce must end and our future must
be redirected. Trudeau should be prosecuted and jailed for crimes against humanity.

2/21/2022 8:38 AM

720

It has affected my life by not being able to socialize with family and friends. Having to work
from home and not being able to travel during lock downs. It has also destroyed little
businesses and relationships due to financial hardships

2/21/2022 8:38 AM

721

Limits my freedom

2/21/2022 8:37 AM

722

It has allowed me to do my job safely

2/21/2022 8:36 AM

723

Ruined my faith in humanity. They make me want to leave Canada

2/21/2022 8:36 AM

724

Destroyed family, lost friends, kids missed out on sports and the drive to do them. It’s been
awful.

2/21/2022 8:36 AM

725

My daughter is suicidal, she’s 15. My brother is suicidal, my ex is suicidal. My youngest does
not know what her teacher looks like or her friends. My son has been in school for less than
half the amount of time he should have been and he’s in grade one. My business is suffering.
My husband is mentally sick over all this. My clients are losing their jobs. What else do you
need to hear.

2/21/2022 8:36 AM

726

Gravely

2/21/2022 8:36 AM

727

It has cause anxiety, financial loss and stress

2/21/2022 8:35 AM

728

I haven't seen my loved ones in going on three years. I've lost people who I never got to attend
a funeral. Elderly dying alone and ASKING TO DIE! Children who are severely anxious now
ONLY since these mandates. Respiratory issues only since wearing a mask. Skin infection
and breakouts on chin and cheeks from being allergic. Prices on everything have went up a ton
since these mandates. Canadians need raises to account for the prices of everything.

2/21/2022 8:35 AM

729

Lose of work. My children lives have been affected more than mine

2/21/2022 8:35 AM

730

Helped to keep me and others safer from infection from Covid

2/21/2022 8:35 AM

731

Yes

2/21/2022 8:35 AM

732

What aspect of of our lives haven’t the mandates affected??

2/21/2022 8:34 AM

733

O

2/21/2022 8:33 AM

734

Negatively. My child is asked to mask in school and it’s an ongoing fight for her not to. Having
to mask up many places I go, and not being allowed to go to many places I used to be able to.

2/21/2022 8:33 AM

735

Divided my family, created cruelness and division

2/21/2022 8:33 AM

736

It has destroyed my life and my family’s life. 😢

2/21/2022 8:32 AM

737

Job losses , income loss of course and children’s mental health

2/21/2022 8:32 AM

738

I no longer feel alive. I have become a leper in the government’s eyes and in society’s eyes
because I don’t want toxic poison injected into my body.

2/21/2022 8:32 AM

739

Husband has lost his job, I left my 6 year career to homeschool my child with autism due to
the restrictions in school.

2/21/2022 8:31 AM

740

It has stopped all sports activities for my son and markefs for me to sell my products

2/21/2022 8:30 AM
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741

How can I list the ways, Emotional and mental abuse Child abuse Depression It has hurt me
medically It killed my grandmother slowly in the nursing home alone It hurt family and
friendships I have no trust for our government

2/21/2022 8:30 AM

742

Depression, anxiety, waiting for the guillotine to drop feeling, isolation, loneliness...

2/21/2022 8:30 AM

743

Living under these mandates is like living in a prison cell. This is torture and living under these
rules makes me want to kill myself.

2/21/2022 8:30 AM

744

I am devastated it has ruined my being, I don’t want to live here anymore, my family wants to
flee this country.

2/21/2022 8:29 AM

745

Depressed, discouraged, afraid, inability to participate in usual activities

2/21/2022 8:28 AM

746

I have been unable to live my life fully and travel due to vaccine restrictions. It has kept me
from seeing friends and family

2/21/2022 8:28 AM

747

Affected my children who were imposed masks all day in schools. My 12 year old son was not
able to play competitive sports, and we were all excluded from a number of places. Great
division was caused within my family.

2/21/2022 8:28 AM

748

Heavily restricted

2/21/2022 8:27 AM

749

Mental health issues with myself and family, isolation of dying loved ones I had no access to,
trauma, sorrow, fear

2/21/2022 8:26 AM

750

Lost my job...lot of controversy with family. We all got covid in my family . My vaccinated
husband suffered the most

2/21/2022 8:26 AM

751

No free movement lack of confidence in government

2/21/2022 8:25 AM

752

Negatively

2/21/2022 8:25 AM

753

I work in a produce store, so the business is essential and it requires me to wear a mask all
day. I am perfectly fine wearing masks, and while I am usually always sick through the winter,
the last few years I have noticed I am not getting the cold nearly as often now that masks are
common.

2/21/2022 8:23 AM

754

I hardly get anytime off now

2/21/2022 8:23 AM

755

It has destroyed my life. Lost my job two years ago. Going to lose most of my family because
of this poison. Had a stroke because if the stress for survival!!!😡

2/21/2022 8:22 AM

756

Life is not the same, we've been segregated and bullied for our own personal choices. We've
lost friendships, work has all new pressures. Its Been a hard 2 years.

2/21/2022 8:22 AM

757

My grandchildren are not free to play sports or socialize. And I believe wearing masks all day
in schools is doing way more harm than good

2/21/2022 8:21 AM

758

I had to change jobs because of my coworkers prejudice against me. My parents have
basically disowned me.

2/21/2022 8:21 AM

759

Not your business

2/21/2022 8:21 AM

760

It has stopped us from our daily routines, volunteer driving, visiting with family and friends

2/21/2022 8:20 AM

761

Woke me and many others up to the truth, agenda 2021/2030. Not about our health. Definitely
about the Great Reset.

2/21/2022 8:20 AM

762

Not able to see my mother, sick in the hospital.

2/21/2022 8:19 AM

763

Broken relationships, children had to quit sports, unable to attend social events, generally has
completely restricted our entire lives.

2/21/2022 8:19 AM

764

It has divided people, there are so many hostile people telling others what to do . I live in a
prison without bars restricted by government control.

2/21/2022 8:19 AM

765

Personally, I am not seriously affected, but the level of control from government is just too
much.

2/21/2022 8:18 AM

766

The shorter answer would be how has it not.. it has effected all aspects of my life and my
family.. from increased costs of living to decreased services in return, I could go on but don't

2/21/2022 8:17 AM
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see the point anymore..
767

Made me get a shot when I really didn’t want too. But needed to keep working so did it.

2/21/2022 8:17 AM

768

Lost my job, livelihood, security

2/21/2022 8:16 AM

769

Not at all

2/21/2022 8:16 AM

770

I have a teenager who is extremely depressed. Doesn’t try in any aspect of life at all. Doesn’t
care. Keeps telling me why do i care they take everything away from me. It is heartbreaking. I
have family members who will not talk to me as we believe different in this situation. This is a
major mental health crisis in the way

2/21/2022 8:16 AM

771

In every way. First off masks, I deal with a great amount if anxiety so it's been tortures having
to wear one when science proves it's not working. Being an 'unclean' person not being able to
participate, or take my children where they as canadians should have every right go. And
biggest one is dictated our worship/church and control who we see

2/21/2022 8:16 AM

772

Has made my families life difficult, husband lost his job due to vaccine mandate.

2/21/2022 8:15 AM

773

Lost contact with friends and family. Descriminated against.

2/21/2022 8:15 AM

774

It created depression in myself, my kids and my husband. Work was cut down so I am making
less money. With expenses going up such as gas, it really scares me knowing that I possibly
can't afford anything. Masks have made my children not develop their learning skills properly
and has lowered their immunity, masks should NOT be worn all the time, because it can cause
serious lung issues. My asthma has gotten worse. I feel the segregated between parties who
choose not to be vaccinated and parties who do, is ridiculous! Considering the virus can be
spread from one another. It should be a choice. I disagree with vaccine passports! These
mandates are ridiculous! I am nursing and do not feel comfortable taking a vaccine that is new
and hasn't gone through many years of testing. Pregnant and nursing moms are told not to
take certain medications while pregnant or nursing so with this information I did not feel
comfortable. I believe in taking vitamins and building toe natural immunity up.

2/21/2022 8:14 AM

775

In every way

2/21/2022 8:13 AM

776

It has affected the income in our household

2/21/2022 8:12 AM

777

Division of family & friends! Not seeing my 90 yr mom in a nursing home

2/21/2022 8:12 AM

778

My son and I cannot take life saving skills such as swimming lessons for him, and first aid cpr
for myself. Loss of friendships, job, ostracized by society, made to feel like a lesser by
mainstream media and those influenced by the media and government.

2/21/2022 8:12 AM

779

One of my daughters had to choose between an injection or her post secondary education. My
other daughter was kept from playing sports, going to her gym and spending time with friends
because she chose not to be injected.

2/21/2022 8:11 AM

780

The mandates have taken away my fundamental freedoms. They have caused divisiveness in
my relationships with my family and friends. They have made me feel ostracized from society
and treated like a second class citizen.

2/21/2022 8:11 AM

781

Yes

2/21/2022 8:11 AM

782

I am tired of not being able to breathe and it has effected my mental state I refuse to work out
at the gym because of it I only go to stores when I have to. I sit at home alone ..

2/21/2022 8:11 AM

783

jobless

2/21/2022 8:11 AM

784

All of the mandates and restrictions have made life hell for two years.

2/21/2022 8:10 AM

785

Health and we'll being!

2/21/2022 8:10 AM

786

I lost the career I most loved. Family, friends all gone!!

2/21/2022 8:09 AM

787

Tremendously, health decline both mentally and physically and emotionally.. No income, losing
everything

2/21/2022 8:08 AM

788

My wife, an RN, was put on an unpaid leave with threat of termination if she didn’t comply and
I am on disability and we have four kids. It is getting harder to provide essentials like food,

2/21/2022 8:08 AM
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clothes and keeping a roof over our heads. I have breathing issues that make it very difficult to
wear masks but am forced to by some stores.
789

Anxiety, depression for both parents and children, broken family, financial struggles, no longer
trust our government and societal systems - medical, educational.

2/21/2022 8:07 AM

790

Lost of job, separation from friends and family, conflict in relationship, depression,

2/21/2022 8:07 AM

791

I lost my job, because of mandates.

2/21/2022 8:06 AM

792

I lost my condo, lived with friends and family for over a year

2/21/2022 8:05 AM

793

Loss of job, loss of friends, mental crises in household of one of my children/ hospitalization

2/21/2022 8:05 AM

794

Caused unwarranted divide by use of segregation based on a personal and private medical
decision. I was forcefully coerced to receive a medical treatment without full informed consent,
to be able to feed and house my family. Unable to have a funeral for my mother who died in
2020. Unable to see my grandmother in the two days before her expected death in hospital
because of ridiculous visiting policies in hospitals. I had to miss 10 days of work because I
caught the covid cold, (even though I am fully vaccinated)

2/21/2022 8:05 AM

795

It's a conspiracy designed to make the rich richer and kill the rest of us

2/21/2022 8:04 AM

796

In a negative way anxiety depression

2/21/2022 8:03 AM

797

It ruined our life

2/21/2022 8:03 AM

798

Job loss, pulling kids from school, mental health illness , loss of family.

2/21/2022 8:03 AM

799

It not finish immediately I will need medical help.

2/21/2022 8:03 AM

800

It has destroyed my ability to work, my family relationships, my ability to socially interact with
friends

2/21/2022 8:03 AM

801

Stressful for family

2/21/2022 8:02 AM

802

Great Depression, loneliness

2/21/2022 8:01 AM

803

Mental health affected Lot of stress and fear Lonliness

2/21/2022 8:01 AM

804

It has definitely caused anxiety and not being able to see family & friends. No closure for
funerals, many things. Did not affect my work or finances, but we (my husband & I ) one of the
lucky one. Feel terrible for many people. Mental health is through the roof. We need to get on
with our lives

2/21/2022 7:59 AM

805

Suffering

2/21/2022 7:58 AM

806

Mental health Deteriorating

2/21/2022 7:58 AM

807

It has segregated my family and I from society. I have lost my job. This needs to end

2/21/2022 7:57 AM

808

Lost my employment, still looking for a new job that does not discriminate unvaccinated
workers.

2/21/2022 7:57 AM

809

Health problem so mask restrict my breathing, not good for a heart condition

2/21/2022 7:57 AM

810

It keeps the babies safe. Saves us a lot of money on gas and socializing Brought families
closer together and neighbours helping each other It has also made me realize how
disrespectful politicians can be to healthcare workers and service workers.

2/21/2022 7:56 AM

811

I stopped attending thr gym and pool, I can't go ski, I can't have dinner or breakfast with my
friends at local restaurants, I've lost clients, I've lost friends, I've had anxiety over showing my
face in public, anxiety over working when we're supposed to be locked down.

2/21/2022 7:55 AM

812

i have been discriminated against

2/21/2022 7:55 AM

813

out of work

2/21/2022 7:55 AM

814

Mentally

2/21/2022 7:54 AM

815

Seeing my family outside the country

2/21/2022 7:54 AM

816

Depression, anxiety my mother was admitted to hospital because she wanted to commit

2/21/2022 7:53 AM
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suicide.. my brother with disabilities has been in hospital for a year.. he’s 93 pds and 41 yrs
old! He is being neglected in there! And because my moms mental health is so bad she can’t
care for him. My family is divided over the experiential vaccines! My kids haven’t been able to
go to school because of asthma and can’t wear a mask! Please for the love of God end this
madness!!!!!!
817

I have been segregated from society and made to feel less of a person. I have had so many
arguments with my own family and it has affected my relationship with them.

2/21/2022 7:53 AM

818

In every way, we never needed mandates

2/21/2022 7:52 AM

819

All

2/21/2022 7:52 AM

820

Lost my job at the hospital, created daily anxiety, and it has also divided my family

2/21/2022 7:51 AM

821

I am unvaccinated and my children and I have missed out on any semblance of normalcy over
this past winter. There has been nothing to look forward to, because besides grocery shopping
we aren’t allowed to do anything! My kids should not be punished because of a health decision
that does not affect anyone but us. My family no longer speaks to me because of trudeaus
divisive politics, I’m seen as the enemy. And I have had so many friends come to me recently
and tell me they are thinking of ending their lives. This is no way to live.

2/21/2022 7:50 AM

822

Life has become unrecognizable and I live in a constant state of lonliness and fear

2/21/2022 7:50 AM

823

I'm more concerned how it has affected my children

2/21/2022 7:50 AM

824

Yes

2/21/2022 7:49 AM

825

I want my freedom back

2/21/2022 7:48 AM

826

Mental health

2/21/2022 7:48 AM

827

My freedom

2/21/2022 7:48 AM

828

Depression and anxiety from all these mandates and lack of social settings, and confusion
with this government's inability to do their job appropriately.

2/21/2022 7:47 AM

829

Vaccine caused illness, masking has caused incredible mental health problems for my kids

2/21/2022 7:47 AM

830

Broken family bonds, destroyed freedoms, negatively impacted my employment. The only real
threat was man made and derived from poor policy.

2/21/2022 7:47 AM

831

Unable to spend time with family members.

2/21/2022 7:46 AM

832

I wasn’t able to attend my church, restaurant’s and my job

2/21/2022 7:46 AM

833

I have been segregated in my work and personal life. I have suffered mental anguish on many
levels because of these mandates. I’m healthy and want to make my own choices for myself.

2/21/2022 7:46 AM

834

I’ve lost my job, my kids can’t participate in sports, or go to the movies ect with friends. It’s
depressing. Vaccines should never have been mandated.

2/21/2022 7:43 AM

835

Not being able to travel. Division between friends and family.

2/21/2022 7:42 AM

836

I lost my job because of the mandates.

2/21/2022 7:42 AM

837

Destroyed my life !!!!!

2/21/2022 7:41 AM

838

Lost job and income, division of friends and family, my father died alone!!!!!!!!!!

2/21/2022 7:40 AM

839

Loss of work & work opportunities.

2/21/2022 7:39 AM

840

hurt my business, made my kids and others depressed and anxious, split extended family
apart.

2/21/2022 7:38 AM

841

Separated friends and family.

2/21/2022 7:37 AM

842

Work shut down for several months, my kids couldn’t see their friends and get proper
education

2/21/2022 7:37 AM

843

Made my depression and anxiety worse.

2/21/2022 7:37 AM

844

I feel ostracized thanks to all the social rules and for the first time in my life upset about being

2/21/2022 7:36 AM
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Canadian
845

I don't see my family 2 years ago. Mentally emotionally

2/21/2022 7:34 AM

846

Not much, I Know this is not a vaccine legally it is an experimental medical treatment I can
refuse it !

2/21/2022 7:34 AM

847

4

2/21/2022 7:34 AM

848

Our grandson was born the day of covid lockdowns and then died before he was 3 months old
and we were not allowed to be with our son and daughter in law or our grandson. I lost my job
due to all the bs plandemic. I am a born Canadian and every thing this government has done is
tyranny to its people.

2/21/2022 7:34 AM

849

Mental Health, Fear, not be free to come and go and Iive life as before, normal..

2/21/2022 7:34 AM

850

I’m selling my house and moving to the states. That should tell you all you need to know.

2/21/2022 7:32 AM

851

Depression, suicidal thoughts, my son missed two years of school, weight gain

2/21/2022 7:32 AM

852

I was not allowed to see my father when he unexpectedly had a heart attack in hospital and
was found no vitals. It was illegal to have a funeral and illegal to mourn as a family. Several of
my students and my own child were suicidal. A few actually made an attempt. All of my
students want school to just be normal again. Many are banned from sports and clubs.

2/21/2022 7:31 AM

853

Destroyed relationships with friends and family

2/21/2022 7:31 AM

854

Mentally

2/21/2022 7:31 AM

855

I can't go to any social activity's and I haven't seen my familly in over a year because I can't
afford to quarantine for 2 weeks

2/21/2022 7:31 AM

856

I am totally isolated and deprived of the basics and it has often times left me depressed.

2/21/2022 7:29 AM

857

Gathering with family, friends, church family and co-workers. Lack of social contact has been
heartbreaking

2/21/2022 7:29 AM

858

Profoundly! In many capacities.

2/21/2022 7:28 AM

859

If nothing else it has caused A LOT of division, conflict, and exhaustion. It has made our
ability to connect to our neighbors and community extremely difficult. It's hard to build
community and relationships with people that the government and media have overwhelmed
with fear and hatred and prejudice.

2/21/2022 7:26 AM

860

Isolation, mental health, distrust in politicians and leaders

2/21/2022 7:26 AM

861

Loss of family, friends, job

2/21/2022 7:26 AM

862

Too restrictive and irresponsible

2/21/2022 7:26 AM

863

Lost trust to government

2/21/2022 7:25 AM

864

Debilitating All-consuming Creating mental health that wasn’t previously there Increased
alcohol

2/21/2022 7:25 AM

865

It has caused a rife between family members. Haven’t been able to easily get help for my mom
with dementia, so I’ve been working while caring for her. I haven’t socialized, friends haven
talked to me because of vaccine status. I have been depressed spending most of my time at
home.

2/21/2022 7:24 AM

866

It has disrupted school and jobs

2/21/2022 7:23 AM

867

I have not traveled freely in 2 years, I have had several friends who have lost their jobs or
businesses due to all of this. I have had 2 friends who have died within hours after taking the
shot and know of many more in our small community that have had mild to serious side
effects.

2/21/2022 7:22 AM

868

I haven’t taken my 2 young kids out in public. Our dollar is worth less. Mental health with our
teenagers. Social pressure. The list goes ON and ON…

2/21/2022 7:22 AM

869

- on leave at work (not by choice) - panic attacks - financial security gone - constant worry
about what’s coming next - more stress then I‘ve has in my entire life - unable to see family

2/21/2022 7:21 AM
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and friends - mental health shot - financial struggles caused by mandates (These are just the
main points but here is lots more)
870

Took my lovely hood from making a living to survive. I can not return to work since this
pandemic started.

2/21/2022 7:20 AM

871

Limited access to my church.

2/21/2022 7:20 AM

872

Anxiety

2/21/2022 7:20 AM

873

Nat as bad as some as I am retired but it has certainly effected my health. My son works in a
restaurant so has not been able to work throughout. Cerb had helped but not enough so it had
been a big financial hit

2/21/2022 7:18 AM

874

Lost 2 years of my life. Price increases

2/21/2022 7:18 AM

875

Caused too much division

2/21/2022 7:17 AM

876

For the most part It has protected me and my family and my community. It hasn’t been without
sacrifice, but that is what one does to protect the most vulnerable

2/21/2022 7:16 AM

877

In ways that are unimaginable, they’ve torn our family’s apart beyond repair.

2/21/2022 7:14 AM

878

I have not been able to find winter employment because of vax choices

2/21/2022 7:13 AM

879

My family has stuck with not disclosing vaccination status. As a result, we have been second
class citizens for months. The loss of lifelong friends and family to the division created by
government has been atrocious.

2/21/2022 7:13 AM

880

Put on leave without pay, ostracized, loss of friendships, relationships, worsening of my
anxiety/depression, shamed/bullied even by so called leaders that are supposed to work for its
citizens…some days I don’t want to wake up.

2/21/2022 7:12 AM

881

Two years of isolation, but I’m healthy, happy and safe.

2/21/2022 7:12 AM

882

Has stopped me from seeing my family

2/21/2022 7:12 AM

883

It’s affecting my children and their education and extra curricular activities. It’s affecting the
children that I teach because they are not able to learn the same way and also they have large
gaps in their education from all the switching to online learning. It has created a divide in my
family and left me with depression and anxiety.

2/21/2022 7:10 AM

884

I lost my job as i have health issues and refuse to get vaccinated also my bother died a few
weeks after his first vaccine from a blood clot and dropped dead at work.

2/21/2022 7:10 AM

885

I had a lot of time pass before I could see my loved one in Long Term Care. Then for awhile I
coyld, then again not. He is a needy person, very disabled. He hates when I can’t see him. I
give extra care when I am there.

2/21/2022 7:09 AM

886

Family members had severe reactions to vaccine. Family member lost job. Cannot play sports
with unvaccinated friends. Cannot dine out with unvaccinated friends. Became afraid of my
own grandchildren. Developed a distrust in our government, news, media. Feel violated.

2/21/2022 7:08 AM

887

Affected my families mental health

2/21/2022 7:07 AM

888

It has kept me and my family safe!

2/21/2022 7:07 AM

889

Cut me off from family and friends

2/21/2022 7:05 AM

890

lonely,

2/21/2022 7:05 AM

891

It has kept me safe. I have known people that have died from covid

2/21/2022 7:03 AM

892

Stressed out causing panic attacks. The fear of going out in public. Can't have family visits ,
so sad when you live alone.

2/21/2022 7:03 AM

893

I’m a nurse, I quit my job because of the vaccine mandate. My son has asthma and has been
forced to wear a mask in school, children pose no risk to covid as study’s and stats have
shown. My children can’t play sports, we can’t attend restaurants because we are unvaxxed.

2/21/2022 7:03 AM

894

Restricted travelling to USA and other countries

2/21/2022 7:03 AM
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895

I have watched my mom's mental health and hope fade before my eyes as she has endured
two years in a nursing home that has become a prison. I have watched my students descend
into apathy and fear and hopelessness. They have been imprisoned into online learning and
have never been more disadvantaged.

2/21/2022 7:02 AM

896

Job loss

2/21/2022 7:02 AM

897

Very restrictive to a free life.

2/21/2022 7:02 AM

898

It has kept me safe and healthy. As well as my parents, who are higher risk, and my children,
who were not old enough for the vaccine until December. Happy to do my part to keep
everyone healthy

2/21/2022 7:00 AM

899

Lost income Unable to visit friends Unable to visit family in nursing homes Uncomfortable
shopping Masking is hard on my own health Vaccines that were forced on me regardless of my
situation caused side effects. Unable to support families and friends during their loss of a
family member And so much more

2/21/2022 6:59 AM

900

Fear and depression

2/21/2022 6:58 AM

901

I no longer trust Government or media

2/21/2022 6:58 AM

902

I am feeling boxed in and oppressed. It’s getting harder and harder to remain optimistic for
Canada coming out of this

2/21/2022 6:58 AM

903

I will not be vaccinated. I’m allergic to 3 of the ingredients. I can’t dine out, or go to the gym, or
get on a plane, or leave the country. It’s caused extreme stress and anxiety

2/21/2022 6:55 AM

904

Government took my basic human right of Freedom.

2/21/2022 6:55 AM

905

Can’t go anywhere, can’t do anything

2/21/2022 6:54 AM

906

Listening to trudeaus lies and the news media

2/21/2022 6:54 AM

907

I lost half of my business and all members of my family have suffered depression. Additionally
the inflation and economic collapse of the country has devastated our finances.

2/21/2022 6:53 AM

908

my freedom of beeing resposebile for my live, no one should be forced to act against
themselves

2/21/2022 6:50 AM

909

It has been an infringement on our basic human rights

2/21/2022 6:50 AM

910

My daughter with severe autism regressed severely. She lost tolerance for social activities. It's
tragic.

2/21/2022 6:49 AM

911

Family income significantly decreased. Kids activities get canceled. Fredonia. Of travel was
taken away from us.

2/21/2022 6:47 AM

912

It is too long compared to other counties. I visited the UK and realize see that Canada has
blown this pandemonium c out of control

2/21/2022 6:47 AM

913

Depression

2/21/2022 6:46 AM

914

I have had no life.

2/21/2022 6:45 AM

915

Not seeing family & friends. Loneliness and depression.

2/21/2022 6:43 AM

916

Husband lost job, cannot travel to USA or anywhere, mental health of children

2/21/2022 6:43 AM

917

Terrible

2/21/2022 6:42 AM

918

It hasn’t. I’ve done my part by getting vaccinated and the booster. I support restrictions on
those who don’t follow the mandates…ie not getting vaccinated and the use of vaccine
passports.

2/21/2022 6:42 AM

919

Marriage, job and

2/21/2022 6:42 AM

920

It’s torn apart many friendships and has isolated us from family and freinds.

2/21/2022 6:41 AM

921

I don’t have enough space here to write it all down. It’s been pure hell! And it’s been
unnecessary torture for our family. Theirs no point on staying in Canada! I’m discussed by our
government or lack there of.

2/21/2022 6:38 AM
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922

All

2/21/2022 6:37 AM

923

restrictions

2/21/2022 6:34 AM

924

Zero social life. Stay at home 24/7

2/21/2022 6:34 AM

925

Restricted travel, restricted visiting sick family, restricted work

2/21/2022 6:32 AM

926

Lost my job

2/21/2022 6:30 AM

927

It has stifled my social life....I felt isolated and unmotivated and stayed close to home. But in
my small rural community we did not follow the mandates

2/21/2022 6:29 AM

928

It has reduced my in person contacts but I have found other ways to connect

2/21/2022 6:26 AM

929

I have had to find other employement. I have been morally damaged by being forced to take
the vaccine. My body has not been the same. I feel like I am under attack by my own body
everyday. I have been more miserable and in more pain than ever in my life

2/21/2022 6:25 AM

930

It’s destroying our country. My child is now homeschooling and it’s divided our family and
friends

2/21/2022 6:24 AM

931

In every aspect of my life.

2/21/2022 6:23 AM

932

Convoy ruined my city for over 3 weeks

2/21/2022 6:19 AM

933

Depression loss of job and friends .freedom loss. Separation of family.

2/21/2022 6:19 AM

934

Has caused division amongst family and friends and has restricted freedom.

2/21/2022 6:19 AM

935

All of them

2/21/2022 6:18 AM

936

I cook for a living in a family style restaurant that does NOT rely on takeout service. Even
though my employer has spent hundreds of thousands of dollars to adhere to the regulations
put in place by governments and health officials, we kept being blamed for variant outbreaks
and shut down, time and again. I personally have had to rely on personal loans from my boss
to help me make my rent each month through this NIGHTMARE. A full time worker in Ontario
who can’t pay her rent because her work is forced to cut hours? This is NOT the Canada my
father raised me in.

2/21/2022 6:16 AM

937

Terrible

2/21/2022 6:16 AM

938

Just not gone out

2/21/2022 6:16 AM

939

Lost relationships.

2/21/2022 6:14 AM

940

In the beginning, I went along (but didn't get vaccinated), I thought the mandates would help
eliminate the virus transmission. But 26 months later, we are still in this craziness and I can
feel my stress levels elevating daily. Science is proving that the mandates do not work. My
husband and I have worked hard all our lives and in 07/19 we moved back to NB from AB and
retired. Our savings are not going to be enough to survive if this craziness continues. That
causes me so much stress. I enjoy socializing, going to the gym, traveling, and seeing my
family. and in my wildest dreams I would have never imagined having limited access to my
family. I am not vaccinated, so the limits are getting unbearable and I can feel myself being on
edge and have to keep myself in check that I am not being impatient with my husband. I am
concerned for the well being of my mental health. I am very concerned about the state of our
country. It saddens my heart to see what Trudeau has done to us and to our country.

2/21/2022 6:13 AM

941

Forced me to move to another country

2/21/2022 6:11 AM

942

job loss

2/21/2022 6:09 AM

943

Mom's don't need extra things to think and or worry about. These mandates have prevented
me from seeing my family, my mental health has been affected as has my kids.

2/21/2022 6:08 AM

944

seeing family in other provances kids wearing mask all day , forced to get shots to keep my
job!

2/21/2022 6:08 AM

945

Thinking of leaving Canada

2/21/2022 6:08 AM

946

Separated family and friends! Some don’t talk anymore and lost friends! All because we were
made to think the unvaxed were dangerous to the vaxed how awful

2/21/2022 6:07 AM
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947

To tell people they have to take an experimental drug to partake in society isn’t freedom! We
have no idea what the long term effects are but we are already seeing complications and
injuries! My own daughter and parents took it because they thought they’d lose freedoms
without it. The way the government has handled everything is authoritarian! More like a
dictatorship!

2/21/2022 6:07 AM

948

How hasn't it is the better question. I have lost 5 friends to suicide caused by the measures, I
don't know anyone that's died from covid. I am depressed, anxious and fearful as a medically
exempt resident that is threatened to be beaten in grocery stores because the government has
fed the vulnerable to the wolves by calling us racist masoginists and discriminating against
medical freedom.

2/21/2022 6:07 AM

949

I have been deemed as not as important as my fellow Canadians. I have been segregated and
vilified for my personal choices. I have had my constitutional rights removed. This has caused
much distress and anxiety in my daily life.

2/21/2022 6:04 AM

950

Health both psychology and physically.

2/21/2022 5:59 AM

951

depress

2/21/2022 5:59 AM

952

Horribly

2/21/2022 5:59 AM

953

I was laid off from work 4 times, I was hospitalized following my second vaccination with heart
problems.

2/21/2022 5:59 AM

954

Loss of work and income. I could no longer afford to live on my own and had to move in with
family and change city in doing so.

2/21/2022 5:54 AM

955

It is depressing and bull shit costing people there jobs.

2/21/2022 5:54 AM

956

Unemployment for self and teenage children and lost of public facilities for whole family.
Treated as unwanted by family and friends due to vaccines status.

2/21/2022 5:53 AM

957

The pain and suffering and moctional abuse ,that Justin Trudeau and Doug Ford has aposed
on me and my wife, Has suverly impacked my life . The Name Calling ( Teariost,Insarectionest
,etc ), The police actions of unnessary of force of Violance . Discrimanation. I have gotten to
the Point I do not care if I live or die anymore, The List is Huge , the Lock downs , Have to
ware a mask in sted of being free , Etc

2/21/2022 5:53 AM

958

have to to twice twice a week for work. Also segregated and discriminated at work.

2/21/2022 5:42 AM

959

Myself and my 2 children have been greatly impacted, socially, emotionally, spiritually and
physically for over 2 years now. The damage done we will carry for a lifetime. It's actually
disgusting.

2/21/2022 5:42 AM

960

All have created stress in my life

2/21/2022 5:39 AM

961

I'm now depressed with anxiety, broke and massively in debt.

2/21/2022 5:36 AM

962

Lost my job. Was laid off twice. Work in travel industry.

2/21/2022 5:33 AM

963

I am on antidepressants. I’ve lost work, family and friends and have seen my children suffer.

2/21/2022 5:32 AM

964

What life ??????!!!!!!!

2/21/2022 5:29 AM

965

Prefer not to say for privacy reasonss.

2/21/2022 5:25 AM

966

Very limiting on where i could go interfered with business interfered with the kids schooling

2/21/2022 5:25 AM

967

Driving prices through the roof making it hard to survive

2/21/2022 5:25 AM

968

Every aspect as well as my children's! Mentally physically emotionally and to violate my
choice my body.. just to name a few

2/21/2022 5:24 AM

969

Disscustling

2/21/2022 5:20 AM

970

Friends and family access their health and then we get together. So I don’t feel restriction at all

2/21/2022 5:19 AM

971

Not good at all

2/21/2022 5:16 AM

972

Its has caused division in my family. Many arguments and depression. ++++

2/21/2022 5:16 AM
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973

Exhausting .

2/21/2022 5:11 AM

974

Mental health

2/21/2022 5:07 AM

975

It constricted my movement between provinces

2/21/2022 5:07 AM

976

Can’t see most of my family who live in other provinces. And this is no longer the country my
grandfather fought for. No freedom and taxed to death.

2/21/2022 5:06 AM

977

it affects all my freedom as a canadian citizen, loss of enjoyment of living in my country and
fear for the future

2/21/2022 5:04 AM

978

It has effected me in many ways. Mostly emotionally. I feel depressed, trapped removed and
divided from my family. I feel to continue on this path is very harmful to Canadians. Also I
could not detest the Prime Minister more.

2/21/2022 5:02 AM

979

In every way

2/21/2022 4:57 AM

980

No job no money

2/21/2022 4:54 AM

981

I was forced to take the shot to keep my job I don’t want it in my body. My mental health isn’t
good. I need to social. The masks make me sick. I hate wearing them. I don’t wear it in metro
to shop. Only to work. This hole nightmare needs to end

2/21/2022 4:52 AM

982

Separated friends and family restricted my way of getting home

2/21/2022 4:52 AM

983

It has effected business, my family life, my extended family life. most importantly our ability to
live

2/21/2022 4:50 AM

984

I have asthma and all exemptions have been denied me. I have had to struggle with a face
shield that still interfers with breathing and simply have limited myself to the businesses that
see my face is covered without spouting corporate policy in denying me access to goods or
services. I will not be going back to them even once, and if, the mandates are removed.

2/21/2022 4:48 AM

985

Stress and anxiety.

2/21/2022 4:45 AM

986

we almost lost a child to suicide after only 3 months of lockdowns, he required intensive
medical intervention for several months. I have also started to lose my will to be here- for the
first time ever in my life.

2/21/2022 4:45 AM

987

Mental health

2/21/2022 4:38 AM

988

I'm depressed and isolate. A feeling of hopelessness. I havnt spent any time visiting with my
parents who live close, they are too scared

2/21/2022 4:36 AM

989

Increased social division has effected all Canadians. I'm not necessarily against mandates,
however the mandates in their current form are too restrictive. I don't think 12 year olds should
be forced to get the vaccine because there isn't enough evidence to suggest they are at risk to
justify it, considering how hard it is to do simple survey-based research with anyone under 18.

2/21/2022 4:32 AM

990

Made me want to leave my career of 20 plus years of being a PSW

2/21/2022 4:32 AM

991

Just a constant worry in my head how corrupt the government is and how the RCMP are 100%
on board and basically all cops who have swarm to protect us. It’s a huge revival who they
work for. I always knew this, but the confirmation is very saddening.

2/21/2022 4:30 AM

992

I

2/21/2022 4:23 AM

993

Cannot visit my families

2/21/2022 4:20 AM

994

Lost my job

2/21/2022 4:09 AM

995

Because I am unvaccinated, I have not been able to enjoy the freedoms that we should all
have as citizens In a so called free country.

2/21/2022 4:08 AM

996

I am no longer able to work as a nurse.

2/21/2022 4:06 AM

997

I don’t enjoy being banished from a society

2/21/2022 4:06 AM

998

Divided family, economically, freedom of religion

2/21/2022 4:01 AM

999

Isolation, restricted activities extreme mental duress for myself and my children

2/21/2022 4:00 AM
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1000

Lost my livelihood

2/21/2022 3:58 AM

1001

Very restrictive.

2/21/2022 3:55 AM

1002

Depression. Can’t see family. Can’t fly domestic with out vaccine. Terrible

2/21/2022 3:54 AM

1003

Drastically

2/21/2022 3:51 AM

1004

Well my job was threatened, I havnt been able to go out in public with some of my family. Due
to their vaccination status

2/21/2022 3:49 AM

1005

It has ruined my buisness, caused unmeasurable stress, family and friends are all feeling
devastated. Had many friends die unnecessarily, this has been a disaster they way
governments have handled this.

2/21/2022 3:48 AM

1006

Stuck at home working, had to help our son Financially as he was out of work for months

2/21/2022 3:46 AM

1007

I have not been able to interact with my family as I used to. I feel down and depressed from
not being able to see people's faces and from having to be under these lockdowns. I feel my
civil liberties and freedoms are being attacked!

2/21/2022 3:45 AM

1008

Heartache, family and friend segregation and disagreements, discrimination, depression and
sadness

2/21/2022 3:45 AM

1009

Many businesses I supported had to close permanently.

2/21/2022 3:43 AM

1010

Feel imprisoned in my own country

2/21/2022 3:43 AM

1011

Financially, emotionally, stress

2/21/2022 3:41 AM

1012

It hasn’t much.

2/21/2022 3:40 AM

1013

-it affects children's learning as I see in schools - my quality of life is poor, I'm away from my
family, can't fly to visit - access to my family dr is very poor - I'm losing my job -my child can't
access after-school activities - I feel distanced from others in my circle - the PM's remarks
against the unvaccinated gave way to others bullying those who dont take the vaccine. He
caused me to fear what would happen to me if others found out my status. - kids and teens
see it as ok to bully a peer into disclosing their status. Aggression has insreased in kids and
depression skyrocketed.

2/21/2022 3:39 AM

1014

It has made life miserable. Depression, a feeling of hopelessness. Isolation!

2/21/2022 3:39 AM

1015

I am no longer allowed to take my children to the library (the manager made us leave) or the
swimming pools and gyms. This has negatively affected my mental health.

2/21/2022 3:37 AM

1016

Lost job, lost relationships, no access to family across boarder, couldn’t go to my own
graduation of post secondary schooling I have been working on since 2013 and more

2/21/2022 3:35 AM

1017

Limited social gatherings - holidays - seeing my 93 year old mother for two years. Loss of my
wife’s 18 year career as a dental professional.

2/21/2022 3:33 AM

1018

A lot ! Barely getting by

2/21/2022 3:33 AM

1019

Divided country, less freedom

2/21/2022 3:32 AM

1020

Lost friends and famaly, 2end idind bad effects

2/21/2022 3:29 AM

1021

Ridiculed for not wearing a mask even though I have an exemption. People lived under the
false pretense of being protected while never hearing about prevention and treatments.

2/21/2022 3:28 AM

1022

The passports are discrimatory and unnecessary, they were implemented to coerce and punish
the unvaccinated. They need to.be removed immediately as well as any measures creating
divide between the citizens of canada. The masks wearing has created jaw issues for many
adults. They are also very detrimental to young children who are at the lowest risk from severe
illness and dying from COVID-19. It is time to allow Canadians to make their own choices at
this point. Those at greater risk can chose to take the measures that are necessary for them.
If this government truly cared about the health of Canadians then they would be addressing the
bigger problems such as obesity, diabetes and chronic diseases plaguing our country and
overwhelming our health care system. They would also spend the time and resources on
improving our health care system which has been understaffed and overwhelmed for 20 years.
It's time to stop blaming covid and addres the real issues.

2/21/2022 3:25 AM
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1023

I couldn't go home to Canada or my friends and family couldn't visit me for 2 years now...

2/21/2022 3:22 AM

1024

It's so much more than the mandate - it's the hate speech, the division, the tearing apart
families, friends and businesses. The mandate divides children at schools and sports
depending on their parents status. I'm vaccinated and it rips me up when my loved ones who
aren't (for good reason) and they're being treated like shit and are actually scared for their
livelihood and lives. It's segregation and a massive step backwards.

2/21/2022 3:22 AM

1025

Little because I live in other area of the world

2/21/2022 3:21 AM

1026

It’s beyond words but here’s just a few. Only get to see my dad twice a year because he’s in a
home in the Yukon and couldn’t see him at Christmas. My children and grandchildren can’t see
him because they don’t have a ‘passport’. A few of my friends and family won’t let me near
them without a so-called vaccine. Haven’t been on a holiday for 3 years. Me and my guy have
argued numerous times because he believes what the gvt says and I don’t. Been depressed
for most of 3 years not really knowing why until I was finally able to walk into a restaurant and
sit down. Depressing to think how many deaths this whole experiment caused, which is going
to be more than the real covid deaths I believe. It’s like being in an abusive relationship. You
won’t realize how free you will feel until you get out.

2/21/2022 3:21 AM

1027

Horrendously! Not being able to take my child to any events including swimming or soccer, not
being able to go to the gym or travel on a plane.

2/21/2022 3:20 AM

1028

Loss and reduce of income , my mom died couldn't be with her in her final moments 😭

2/21/2022 3:19 AM

1029

My life is irrelevant. The way it has effected the country is the issue.

2/21/2022 3:19 AM

1030

I have been isolated from friends and family. I haven't seen my dad in over 2 yrs. He is 90 and
there aren't many yrs left. My family is divided over the mandates and vaccines. Depression
and weight gain and stress has been frustrating and it's NOT because of fear of covid. IT'S
because the govt has handled this so utterly poorly.

2/21/2022 3:19 AM

1031

my wife and I are at each others throats, masks are bad for You and I now have trouble
breathing, I don't like taking experimental medicine because the gov. says so, so maybe I am
getting an ulcer

2/21/2022 3:18 AM

1032

Very negatively.

2/21/2022 3:18 AM

1033

Social divided

2/21/2022 3:17 AM

1034

Ostracized my family because they believe they are unable to get the vaccine for religious
reasons - they no longer have the ease to travel to visit a daughter in Ontario

2/21/2022 3:17 AM

1035

It hasn’t affected it negatively. We wear masks and have all been vaccinated

2/21/2022 3:15 AM

1036

disasterous, never thought this could happen, life destroyed, no future no hope

2/21/2022 3:14 AM

1037

Restricting

2/21/2022 3:14 AM

1038

can’t bring my daughter anywhere, we can’t go out except to work and groceries, made us
isolated, she is now in counselling it’s affecting her mental health.

2/21/2022 3:13 AM

1039

Can't go in multiple places due to passports. Anxiety & fear of possible forced vaccination.

2/21/2022 3:12 AM

1040

It has caused unnecessary stress for myself, family and friends. Family has lost jobs.

2/21/2022 3:12 AM

1041

Through medical reasons my doctor has advised against it, I miss being able to go for lunch
with my husband. So no more date nights 🥲

2/21/2022 3:11 AM

1042

No family visits, shunned by all friends, threatened and intimidated, can't go to the gym or any
activities, isolated and lonely, broken-hearted

2/21/2022 3:10 AM

1043

I can’t see my daughters play sports, I have lots many friends and it has sparked divisions
between me and others because I am healthy and don’t need to be vaccinated I’ve done
research and see the harms of the jab !!!!!

2/21/2022 3:09 AM

1044

Division of relationships ; loss of income ; freedom to enjoy life the normal way

2/21/2022 3:08 AM

1045

It is alarming to see the divide of our country: within families, friends, neighbourhoods, work
places, etc.

2/21/2022 3:06 AM

1046

limited my job opportunities limited my ability to travel made it difficult to maintain friendships

2/21/2022 3:06 AM
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(mental health) mask obligation at work makes it difficult to get sufficient oxygen, and
amplifies any germs created unfair two tier medical system and division in society between
vaxxed and unvaxxed, even though unvaxxed who have recovered from co-vid may have
equal or better antibodies. concerned me greatly in how people are conditioned to wear masks
outside when no people around, which is so unhealthy
1047

I suffer about how my canadian relatives have to live

2/21/2022 3:05 AM

1048

Vaccine induced heart inflammation, loss of 35 year old friendships. Loss of work (I can’t wear
a mask)

2/21/2022 3:05 AM

1049

I wear a mask all day at work doing physical labour. More importantly I have watched
Canadians being divided, and a minority being openly segregated and discriminated against.
Science ignored and experts silenced. It is appalling and causes me anxiety and depression. It
does not matter that I am vaccinated, these mandates go against all of the values that I hold
dear!

2/21/2022 3:03 AM

1050

Very little other then extra work stress

2/21/2022 3:03 AM

1051

It hasn't really changed my life except for wearing masks

2/21/2022 3:02 AM

1052

I don’t think it is right for people to not have their freedom of choice.

2/21/2022 3:01 AM

1053

I have been refused service for being mask exempt. I have been threatened to be kicked out
of grocery stores for not wearing a mask. I am no longer able to attend concerts, sporting
events or even the “privilege” of eating at a restaurant for being unvaccinated. I cannot leave
Canada, I cannot board a plane, train or bus to travel to different Provinces. I am now a
second class citizen who has been verbally attacked for my personal medical choices.

2/21/2022 3:01 AM

1054

I can't wear a mask due to a medical exemption so I've been cut off from most retail and
recreational services. It prevents me from doing my job fully. My nana is currently in longterm
care and only gets 1 visitor for one hour a week. It is torture.

2/21/2022 3:01 AM

1055

Can't see my grandchildren and some family

2/21/2022 3:00 AM

1056

Yes

2/21/2022 3:00 AM

1057

I do not trust medical "professionals" or politicians. The government has divided me with their
lies from my family and friends.

2/21/2022 2:59 AM

1058

Income, mental health, division amongst family & peers

2/21/2022 2:58 AM

1059

I feel like I am in prison

2/21/2022 2:56 AM

1060

My child not be able to go to school and get a good education. I had to make some really hard
choices completely change my job and not being able to visit my 92 year grandma.. all the
kids of Canada not having a graduation going out to eat and the movies family gatherings EXT
…

2/21/2022 2:55 AM

1061

Unnecessary unjustified restrictions.

2/21/2022 2:55 AM

1062

I work in sales in the restaurant industry. The many closures and mandates have derailed my
opportunities to make a living. As an unvaccinated citizen, I have also lost many personal
relationships due the hate and fear from the government funded media.

2/21/2022 2:53 AM

1063

Highschool/friend pressure for my 13yr. Old to get vaccinated in order to participate in usual
events. Missing out on family events with "immune compromised/scared senior parents"

2/21/2022 2:52 AM

1064

No freedom of choice

2/21/2022 2:50 AM

1065

Bad for mental health, hard for kids

2/21/2022 2:50 AM

1066

Its impacted on my family's social life and health in so meny different ways including my
cancer

2/21/2022 2:47 AM

1067

It hasn’t as I am alive and healthy.

2/21/2022 2:47 AM

1068

Very negatively - much worse is imposing a dictatorship on Canadians

2/21/2022 2:47 AM

1069

Lost our business Poverty Betrayal by government (Took back our CERB when we legitimately
qualified for it) Depression Loneliness Isolation Spiritual regression (no church) Stress Fear of
police, government Fear of neighbours (snitching) Division in family (supporting vs not

2/21/2022 2:46 AM
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supporting mandates) Travel restriction Feeling ostracized Discrimination in hospitals offices
i’m not getting the treatment I needed Discrimination in restaurants: kicked out of the
restaurant even with a valid medical vaccination exemption I could go on and on…..
1070

Crippling.

2/21/2022 2:44 AM

1071

My family never goes out anywhere

2/21/2022 2:44 AM

1072

Unrepairable

2/21/2022 2:43 AM

1073

Financially, mental health, family friendships desimated.

2/21/2022 2:42 AM

1074

It hasn’t

2/21/2022 2:40 AM

1075

Depression

2/21/2022 2:40 AM

1076

doesn't matter there was no need for them I did what i normally do have never worn a mask

2/21/2022 2:40 AM

1077

Too many ways to even list and many ways that one hasn’t yet realized

2/21/2022 2:40 AM

1078

In various specific ways like having limits on movement and what services we can use but in a
boarder, more important sense: -we have begun to fear our government and lost trust in most
media, medical authorities and government -uncertainty and sometimes extreme stress about
our financial future and security - social and emotional tensions and conflicts with close friends
and family - we have considered fleeing Canada and are constantly monitoring the situation to
determine if we should leave “ before it’s too late “ - we now are trapped in Canada and would
have to sneak out or charter a private flight to escape - Both my husband and I may lose our
jobs, his job loss is imminent now (he is military ) - lifting of provincial mandates ,while
allowing for some to keep them by choice, does little for us. We still stand to lose our jobs as
both of our employers are choosing to follow their own vaccine mandates and the government
is allowing / supporting this. We need the federal mandates to be dropped and a clear message
to be sent that further use of mandates is unacceptable. - we are afraid of the increasing
government overreach and corruption demonstrated. - we have suffered instability , uncertainty
and fear on a daily basis but not once from covid and all from the ridiculous and divisive
government actions and decisions surrounding covid. Covid itself has never been a concern to
us and we were well prepared for it health-wise. We were NOT prepared to lose our charter
rights and become a part of a hated group where discrimination is tolerated and encouraged at
the highest levels in our country

2/21/2022 2:38 AM

1079

Caused discrimination

2/21/2022 2:38 AM

1080

Depression

2/21/2022 2:37 AM

1081

Aweful, all the mandates are the worst that you ever done.man made and the people that made
it profited from it and want complete control of everyone

2/21/2022 2:36 AM

1082

I was forced on an unpaid leave of absence without benefits for non-compliance to the
manditory vaccine policy for non-disclosure/non-compliance.

2/21/2022 2:36 AM

1083

It’s affected the way my education is delivered, having online and in person back and forth has
hindered the efficacy of learning. Mandates can be extremely isolating and negatively impact
mental health at times.

2/21/2022 2:36 AM

1084

The mandates have only had a negative affect on my life physically and most importantly
mentally. This way of life is not living and has triggered a severe depression and constant
anxiety that I have never experienced before. THESE MANDATES NEED TO END NOW!!!

2/21/2022 2:34 AM

1085

Mental health

2/21/2022 2:34 AM

1086

Very bad

2/21/2022 2:33 AM

1087

Mental health issues

2/21/2022 2:33 AM

1088

Loss of quality of life due to reduced social interaction. In addition, family relations have been
drastically affected and life long division has occurred as a result of extreme and prolonged
mandates. I have one toddler and have had a baby during this pandemic-both children have
had their development seriously and permanently negatively impacted as a result of the no
social interaction.

2/21/2022 2:32 AM

1089

I am stressed ALL the time, I have lost income, family and friends. I will die before I go
through this again

2/21/2022 2:29 AM
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1090

I've lost family & friends bc I chose to speak out, I've been threatened, coerced to do things I
do not want to do. I've completely lost any respect and trust in any member of the government
and all the other public institutions, including but not limited to the medical establishment, the
police forces and any and all public servants. I am highly concerned for my son's mental
health state, his inability to find meaningful work that doesn't force the mandates and injections
to be able to feed and care for himself.

2/21/2022 2:28 AM

1091

My muscles have gotten very weak due to a condition, due to not attending a gym. I grew up
as a 2nd class citizen as a gay man, and here I am back again. Did Canada really learn
nothing??

2/21/2022 2:26 AM

1092

It has protected me and my family.

2/21/2022 2:25 AM

1093

Made$ the cost of living increase to making it hard to buy food and utilities

2/21/2022 2:25 AM

1094

Lost my job. Mental health & bank account at an all time low. Family and friends broken up.
Trust in government, politicians, main stream media, police and science lost. It will take years
to recover and worried about the future.

2/21/2022 2:24 AM

1095

I have a 6 year old and he can't do anything, from swimming at anrec center pool to going to
the aquarium. It's completely insane what the government has done to our children.

2/21/2022 2:24 AM

1096

Makes me feel like our people are losing their personal rights and freedoms.

2/21/2022 2:23 AM

1097

Wife lost job, have to be tested before work

2/21/2022 2:22 AM

1098

Unable to go restaurants without vaccine passport. Threat of losing my job because I'm not
vaccinated

2/21/2022 2:19 AM

1099

Losing my rights as a free citizen of Canada, when you take away a person rights this is
coercion is not a choice. I am not able to travel and visit my family in the US and now my
career will be taken away from me. This is unconstitutional and ruthless! I am an allied health
professional, a person who has vowed to do no harm and to obtain informed consent from my
patients and have worked during this whole pandemic before our mandate. There is no
scientific evidence to mandate all health professionals now as the virus has become endemic
and is highly contagious strain which now has infected vaccinated and unvaccinated equally.
This is NOT right and should be removed immediately!!

2/21/2022 2:18 AM

1100

It was majorly impacted my mental health, due to isolation and regulations on fitness centres
and religious centres. These are all places of support for me. I temporarily lost my job and
though I am currently employed , I live in constant fear that my job will be taken from me.

2/21/2022 2:17 AM

1101

Feel like a 2nd class citizen

2/21/2022 2:17 AM

1102

A lot

2/21/2022 2:16 AM

1103

Lost my Constitutional Rights & Rights Guaranteed by The Charter 1983 to Freely Express
myself verbally and in writing. Loss to associate affected my ability to be employed- poverty.
Too, isolated from friends and family, Health affected psychologically and physically to a
severe extent. I support the above documents that support Mine and All Canadians
Entrenched Rights. The Constitution , Charter , BNA Act , Magna Carta remain unchanged;
thus my Rights should not exist only on paper. My government should uphold Canadian Laws.
I feel nauseous. The Canadian Identity as existed post WW2 thru pre Covid 19 does not exist.
We need to Restore Canada and become a unified country once again, and role model a free
democratic society once again. Thank you, Rosemary Andrea Halldorson aka Rosemary
Andrea Dyson Canadian Citizen

2/21/2022 2:16 AM

1104

I am very lonely and suicidal. I wish I could go to the gym, my city pool, see a movie, go for
brunch with a friend, see smiling faces when I go shopping. I wish I could fly to Mexico for the
winter without needing a vax pass and come back without taking a DNA test. The Federal and
Provincial mandates have made my life a living hell.

2/21/2022 2:16 AM

1105

My daughter suffered irreversible brain damage from wearing a breathing barrier aka mask.
We've been segregated and distanced from our support network of community. I've had family
members die from the bio weapon aka vaccine. Watching my community being torn apart and
being turned on one another will have long lasting impact. My daughter got bullied at her school
which was supposed to be her safe place, she was bullied not by her peers but by a teacher.
She has a doctors medical mask exemption and was thoroughly mistreated. We were unable

2/21/2022 2:14 AM
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to use services funded by public tax dollars. My husband was forced out of his workplace for
non disclosure of private medical information. I was denied services at many different
establishments for having a medical exemption. We've lost over 2 years of precious life we'll
never get back.
1106

Yes

2/21/2022 2:14 AM

1107

Negatively. Mental health has declined. online schooling has been less then effective. I haven’t
seen my friends in months. As a society we’ve become unsociable and unfriendly.

2/21/2022 2:14 AM

1108

I might lose my job of 25 years in a few months if I can't go to work (I'm unvaccinated).
Without going into the office I can't be as effective as I normally could. There is more stress at
home. If this happens I will leave for the USA. The vaccine killed my mother. Dead 1 week
later. I've lost all my friends. No one wants to socialize anymore, they are too scared. There is
no social network. The Canadian people are more hateful and I can't believe this is the same
country. My children are not learning properly at school with masks. Ditch the masks already!
They cannot breathe with the masks. They cannot do physical education with them. They
cannot properly socialize. You are scaring them for absolutely no reason! I love fitness and I
can't go to the gym. It's affecting my mental outlook and health. It's made me not want to live
in Canada.

2/21/2022 2:13 AM

1109

Socially and mental health

2/21/2022 2:13 AM

1110

Lost job after 16 years, cannot fly to see aging mother

2/21/2022 2:11 AM

1111

Many ways it affects my life....for one HEALTH(hospitals,drs,making appointments). I feel it
has gone out of control.

2/21/2022 2:10 AM

1112

A lot of unnecessary stress.

2/21/2022 2:10 AM

1113

Our mass medias almost didn‘t report on Canada & it’s coward woke prime minister:
outrageus. now tje people in Switzerland voted against supporting mainstream media with tax
payer’s money: well deseeved!

2/21/2022 2:09 AM

1114

To much to mention. Physically and emotionally it has had a huge effect socially economically.
It has effected my children's development

2/21/2022 2:09 AM

1115

Mask , can’t breathe, the divide between the family, suicidal thoughts

2/21/2022 2:08 AM

1116

I am no longer able to travel by plane or train within Canada and am not allowed in many
businesses.

2/21/2022 2:07 AM

1117

Very much

2/21/2022 2:07 AM

1118

It's lame

2/21/2022 2:05 AM

1119

It has put my wife and I out of work. If it were not for our emergency funds we would have
been screwed.

2/21/2022 2:03 AM

1120

It is ruining any chances of scholarships in athletics without us border crossing to play softball

2/21/2022 2:03 AM

1121

Not much anyone who says different either lost a job or over exaggerated things

2/21/2022 2:02 AM

1122

Since day 1.

2/21/2022 2:02 AM

1123

People I know have lost their business and jobs and the impact this has had on our society is
devastating.

2/21/2022 2:02 AM

1124

Restricted travel

2/21/2022 2:02 AM

1125

It impacted my grandchildren 😢… causing so much anxiety. My 8 year old grand daughter
wears glasses - which constantly fog up during school. She can’t remove the mask so instead
removed her glasses… resulting in severe head aches and dizzy spells. I could write a hook
on how negatively it’s impacted my family… needless to say it’s gone in far too long. Out of
my family of 8 adults and 12 grandchildren - 17 of our family have had Covid. No one was
seriously ill - In fact it’s was one of thr mildest flu bugs for the grand children. So enough - no
more masks - no more causing children unnecessary fear and anxiety.

2/21/2022 2:01 AM

1126

This has very much affected my childrens mental health! and my mental health!

2/21/2022 2:01 AM

1127

Everyone should be treated equally

2/21/2022 2:00 AM
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1128

ottawa is now dead thanks to the politicians. there never was a pandemic, never isolated the
virus, masks, lockdowns, vaccines, etc. do not work. this was scamdemic

2/21/2022 2:00 AM

1129

Not very much.

2/21/2022 1:59 AM

1130

Alienation, friends and neighbour dying from the vaccinations etc etc etc nothing has been
good about the lockdowns .

2/21/2022 1:59 AM

1131

It has segregated me from society, I have lost family members and friends due to differing
opinions. My child was 10 months old when the mandates rolled out and his childhood has
been drastically affected due to not being able to go in any social activities, play dates, even
dr. Visits were scarce and my sons autism could have been caught way in advance had life
been normal. My marriage has also greatly been affected due to differing opinions. I have been
a stay at home mom for 2 1/2 years also due to lack of daycares not being able to operate at
full capacity and that has been financially and emotionally hard.

2/21/2022 1:59 AM

1132

I lost my job in healthcare and now I have 3 jobs that pay me minimum wage. I also lost
friends and I went from working out sometimes 3 times per day to hardly any working out. I’m
segregated from society and my social life has declined drastically.

2/21/2022 1:59 AM

1133

It caused me to lose one job due to vax mandates, and months of lost wages due to repeated
lockdowns. Additionally, I am an asthmatic and the masks are seriously aggravating my lungs.

2/21/2022 1:58 AM

1134

Negatively, isolated, damaging to metal health, etc.

2/21/2022 1:58 AM

1135

Mandate is 100 %wrong.

2/21/2022 1:57 AM

1136

I teach adult literacy. My office was in the local college. I had to move everything home and
learn to teach online. For many ESL students this was good. But for low literacy learners, this
has made my services inaccessible. I also have 3 children still at home in school, one a foster
child with FASD. So school life has been very inconsistent and Im sure they will have a lot of
catching up to do, or that standards will just be lower for a few years. I am also a communcity
choir teacher and active member of my church. All of these social and religious activities have
been affected or ceased during covid because of different mandates. The sense of isolation
and not being able to see the end has been really difficult. I've also had three adult children get
married during COVID, which has definitely had challenges.

2/21/2022 1:57 AM

1137

I could not cross the border. I could not go to the pool or gym. Became a couch potato gained
weight.

2/21/2022 1:57 AM

1138

I lost my job in December 2021 because the government put in the mandate that you have to
be fully vaccinated. I am partially vaccinated due to horrible effects after the first Covid shot.

2/21/2022 1:57 AM

1139

Ruined my family

2/21/2022 1:57 AM

1140

Had to take a vaccine when my doc has always counselled me against vaccines, had severe
vaccine reaction, told by the pharmacist that it would not work for me due to my medical
condition

2/21/2022 1:56 AM

1141

It has made me feel safer. At the beginning of Covid I was diagnosed with severe anxiety…I
was PHYSICALLY making myself sick with worry and stress with how fast it was spreading
,and killing people all over the world. People seem to only mention the “poor people that have
anxiety/panic attacks /depression from being locked down”. Well I say, what about the people
suffering from all of that when everything is open and all of these anti-mask/anti-vax people go
running around like all hells breaking loose??!! For them to be talking about getting rid of
masks soooo soon is making my anxiety go THROUGH THE ROOF!! I’m crying everyday! But
Nobody cares because they want to satiate all of these anti-everything “people”. We don’t
know if there’s another variant just around the corner, perhaps a Nasty variant, and they are
discussing getting rid of masks already????!!!! Like what the hell??!! This is waaaayyyyy tooo
fast!

2/21/2022 1:55 AM

1142

stressed out, panic

2/21/2022 1:55 AM

1143

Massive anxiety and debt!

2/21/2022 1:54 AM

1144

I no longer have trust in our government or mainstream medias. One of my family members
died after taking his second vaccine and two others that are 19 and 20 have became I’ll one
nearly died and is still with heat conditions from the vaccines .

2/21/2022 1:53 AM

1145

The vaccines of my Aunt caused her death. I have a niece who has had a miscarriage

2/21/2022 1:53 AM
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because of the vaccines. I personally don't want to have the vaccine. I can not go to a
restaurant, public recreation facility. I can not visit with family members who are ill. Can't have
funerals will all family and friends. This has caused division within the family, as if funerals are
not hard enough without trying to decide who can come and who can't. It has effected my son ,
both have had a mental breakdown. And my husband has depression and no longer has the
ability to function well in society. Having to recover funds that have been lost to not being able
to work, for my husband.
1146

costed me money!!! costed me my mental health!!!

2/21/2022 1:52 AM

1147

It has inconvenienced me - masks give me acne, groceries take longer when I have to stay 6ft
away from people and I miss going to the movies and stuff. But it has also kept my immunecompromised loved ones safe. I'm so thankful that they're still here and able to enjoy their
lives. They are worth it.

2/21/2022 1:52 AM

1148

Division at work an undercurrent of discrimination. Disinterest in self education or awareness.

2/21/2022 1:52 AM

1149

No comment

2/21/2022 1:49 AM

1150

Removed my respect for all Canadian govts

2/21/2022 1:49 AM

1151

Lost my job

2/21/2022 1:49 AM

1152

I am unvaccinated and secluded from society and family. I fear that I will loose my right to
practise chiropractic care thus my livelihood unless coerced into taking a vaccine that cannot
prevent transmission therefore unlikely to have any effect on the pandemic.

2/21/2022 1:48 AM

1153

Destroyed families, friendships, community, social life as we know it including music,
engagements, grieving, exercise, health, development, growth, being outside.

2/21/2022 1:48 AM

1154

I have no social life. My job is affected by people staying home

2/21/2022 1:47 AM

1155

Our social fabric has been shredded. Our economy diminished (at the least) and inflation
increased. Mental health is very negatively impacted and will deteriorate in the coming years.

2/21/2022 1:47 AM

1156

discriminated against so no public social life to speak of for almost 2 years bullied and insulted
by my PM, premier, and health authorities

2/21/2022 1:46 AM

1157

Passport

2/21/2022 1:46 AM

1158

My business was shut down for 6 months, and thereafter mandate to be at leas than
50%capacity. I have struggled to pay my bills and survive financially. My business now suffers
long term effects of people no longer needing my services being that they were forced to not
have them for so long My sons mental and emotional health has suffered tremendously.
Family members have suffered divorce from the divide that’s been caused from the pandemic
and differences of opinions regarding mandates. The ptsd and fear I have over our familiy’s
financial stability of our future is very real. The worry and covers for our son’s future of
education, socialization, anxiety and fears, as a result of lockdowns, school closures, sports
closures, isolation and segregation…it is all painfully terrifying. This all coming from a triple
vaccinated person, who’s spouse and child are fully vaccinated as well. We are not anti
vaccine…but it is time to move forward in life without fear, restrictions, mandates and division.
We’ve done what we were told and advised to do…but it’s time to live.

2/21/2022 1:46 AM

1159

Loss of friends and family. Fear of loosing job and fear of this governments approach to this
pandemic and abuse of power with the use of the emergency act.

2/21/2022 1:46 AM

1160

Financial, emotionally, my children

2/21/2022 1:45 AM

1161

Live in uncertainty of how restricted my life will be in the future. Damaged family and friend
relationships. Living among paranoia.

2/21/2022 1:45 AM

1162

Preventing me from proper care at the doctor’s office , denied to go to ER unless jabbed,
segregated , cannot participate in any events, volunteering

2/21/2022 1:44 AM

1163

Loss of income, family members dying from vaccine, stress adversely affecting health, loss of
friendships... I could go on...

2/21/2022 1:44 AM

1164

Social recluse and rejected by normal society

2/21/2022 1:44 AM

1165

In BC I am not allowed to go to a sporting event, theatre and out to dinner at a restaurant since
September 13. I have to drive to Alberta now that they lifted their mandates. I am a prisoner in

2/21/2022 1:43 AM
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my own province.
1166

Wage rollbacks. Hours cut. Forcing me to do something I don’t want to do. Limiting my travel
and time with my family and friends.

2/21/2022 1:43 AM

1167

To much to note

2/21/2022 1:43 AM

1168

Feel safer

2/21/2022 1:42 AM

1169

Suicides, adverse effects from the mRNA inject, family & community divides, business
losses.... but met new like minded folks so thank you, but the madness needs to stop. 🙏🏼❤️

2/21/2022 1:41 AM

1170

Ok

2/21/2022 1:39 AM

1171

I have been spit upon, called names and have received death threats. Yet I am still here. I
have experienced racism, segregation and witnessed acts of violence. Yet, I am still here. My
Grandfather fought for this country and now him and his friends are barely in the ground and
this is what becomes of our beautiful country. Disgraceful and disrespectful. I pray for justice,
not just for our country but for the whole world. Crimes against humanity! How can a mother
raise her child with good morals and values when the world is so evil and misguided. Even if
the mandates were to be dropped tomorrow people would still be filled with such ugliness. We
all need to be reprogrammed at this point if we want to have a happy loving future.

2/21/2022 1:39 AM

1172

Job loss, kids school, extra carricular, private business loss

2/21/2022 1:39 AM

1173

Have to wear masks that do not work; cannot go to restaurants,etc.

2/21/2022 1:38 AM

1174

Terribly. We Lost our freedom, due to the mandate.

2/21/2022 1:38 AM

1175

In every single, intrusive way possible > it has affected my son, myself, my family & friends
on every level ~ and all for a virus that is 99.9% recoverable. This is pure corruption and lies ~
fueled by the non-stop main-stream media fear-porn & LIES!!! It has personally affected my
ability to work, breathe necessary, life-giving *unobstructed* oxygen (which is vital
ESPECIALLY in our young children & youth!!!), I cannot live any semblance of a ‘normal or
quality’ life > am refused entry pretty much everywhere, even tho I am a tax-paying, Canadian
citizen. Cannot shop, travel, attend Church gatherings, socialize, etc. THIS ISN’T LIVING!!!
These tyrannical mandates have only caused divisions between family & friends > this isn’t
about our ‘health’...it’s about corrupt global governments overreaching Canadian’s (and
Humanity’s) Sovereign Rights & Freedoms ~ which, btw..are given to us at birth > “my body ~
my choice”. Our Canadian government is being led by a fascist dictator whom is a puppet to
George Soros and the DeepState Cabal that are attempting to usher in their perverted global,
tyrannical One World Order & A.I./transhumanism agendas. NO THANKS!!! Our children
deserve a future...one where “Sovereignty & Freedom” mean something. END ALL
MANDATES & ‘EMERGENCY AUTHORIZATION ORDERS’ > these were given under false
pretenses, corruption and LIES!!! There is NO pandemic! The *EXPERIMENTAL* mRNA jabs
(they are NOT vaccines!) are causing insane numbers of death, life altering side-effects and
complications, sterility, infertility, heart issues in our youth, still-borns/miscarriages...the list
goes on. It is beyond heartbreaking the level of injury & death being FORCED upon Canadians
& humanity. I fully support the push for Nuremberg Trials to begin > every single corrupt soul
pushing & perpetuating these evil agendas MUST ANSWER FOR THEIR CRIMES AGAINST
HUMANITY!!!

2/21/2022 1:38 AM

1176

I would of liked to of decided myself if to get vaccines.

2/21/2022 1:37 AM

1177

How hasn’t it

2/21/2022 1:37 AM

1178

In ability to work, visit family members, mental health, and my kids to grow up with normal
social interactions and developmental skills.

2/21/2022 1:37 AM

1179

It has separated my family, it has negatively affected my elderly parents, it has distanced all
aunts and uncles and grandparents from our the newest baby in the family.....bringing stress
and major lonliness and depression

2/21/2022 1:36 AM

1180

Not able to travel. Kids can't participate in sport activities. I was coerced to vaccinate so I do
not loose my job.

2/21/2022 1:36 AM

1181

My husband has next to no work, has been applying for job, but most places want you to be
jabbed. I’ve lost my part time job, because I’m unvacced and the no longer except a negative
test. I have antibodies and a blood clotting disorder. Was too late in asking my doctor for an

2/21/2022 1:36 AM
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exemption letter, the college no longer allowed exemption without having the shot first. My
other part time job, I lost clients as I work mostly with seniors and was no longer allowed to go
in to the lodges.
1182

ALL OF THEM

2/21/2022 1:36 AM

1183

Segregated me and my family from parts of society and my right to earn a living.

2/21/2022 1:33 AM

1184

Lost my job because I refuse to put that poison in my body

2/21/2022 1:33 AM

1185

Severe depression and anxiety. I have started taking medication due to this

2/21/2022 1:32 AM

1186

Not being able to see family & friends, not being able to take my 75 yr old mom out to dinner
because of vaccine passport, the money grab on pcr testing, not being able to measure my
grandson's foot properly.

2/21/2022 1:32 AM

1187

It has reduced my ability to live and do commerce freely, it has driven up costs of everyday
consumables, it has distanced & divided family & friends. It has impacted my health and well
being both physically, socially & mentally!

2/21/2022 1:32 AM

1188

Not much

2/21/2022 1:32 AM

1189

Lost job

2/21/2022 1:32 AM

1190

Negatively in every way

2/21/2022 1:31 AM

1191

Very poorly. Lose of income

2/21/2022 1:31 AM

1192

Cant visit or go to restaurants

2/21/2022 1:30 AM

1193

I am going to loose my MD and my acupuncturist during my concussion rehabilitation.

2/21/2022 1:30 AM

1194

made me loose faith in canada and my government, loose faith in freedom

2/21/2022 1:30 AM

1195

It's been causing division and segregation in families, between friends and coworkers.

2/21/2022 1:29 AM

1196

Totalitarian measures that are not about science but about control.

2/21/2022 1:29 AM

1197

Medically, emotionally, financially and many more.

2/21/2022 1:29 AM

1198

Immensely

2/21/2022 1:28 AM

1199

Severe mental health, loss of business, domestic violence, family breaking apart. Suicide
attempts.

2/21/2022 1:28 AM

1200

Pointess

2/21/2022 1:28 AM

1201

Lost my job as the company I worked for went bankrupt. Struggling finding a job, paying my
mortgage, bills and food. My son got laid off and moved back home so I’m also taking care of
him, I was mentally fine at first but now I’m struggling to leave my house most of the time I’m
definitely depressed. My mother passed away a few months ago and I couldn’t attend her
funeral because unvaccinated are banned from travel by plane or train. Angry at the
government for keeping Canadians prisoners in their own country

2/21/2022 1:28 AM

1202

Worried

2/21/2022 1:28 AM

1203

It’s made my life and my family’s life hell. We live in fear

2/21/2022 1:28 AM

1204

Mask makes me ill. I can't breathe due to lung disease. I can't shop, or visit family and friends.
Can't go to church, to restaurant. Can't travel. Passports and Mandates and Lockdowns have
not stopped the virus. The vaccinated are now getting sick with it and there is almost no
difference. Mandates and Vaccines and Passports have divided family, work places, society in
general. So much fear mongering that now the unvaccinated are to be extremely feared.
Mental health in children has exploded and suicide and other harms are increasing. All these
noted affect me, my life, my family, my friends and Canada!

2/21/2022 1:28 AM

1205

I can't take my stepfather for his eye appts unless we are double jabbed or tested. My son
couldn't go to uni. We weren't allowed to go to restaurants. Our vaxed family didn't want to be
with us. The censorship re anything opposing the mandates was demoralizing.

2/21/2022 1:27 AM

1206

Large negative impact on myself I decided to retire early as a result and negative impact on
my family and everyone I know

2/21/2022 1:27 AM
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1207

It has caused segregation, divisions, and hate towards people who have made a different
medical choice. Wounds so deep it will take many years to heal the scars these mandates
have caused.

2/21/2022 1:26 AM

1208

I don’t think I can overstate the devastating effects Covid mandates have had on our children’s
development, our mental health family, our social life, our work life, our finances, culture and
economy. The effects have been negative: these mandates were an extreme reaction that
were simply not justified, and had more to do with control than health. Every aspect of our
lives has been NEGATIVELY impacted. This must NEVER be allowed to happen again. I
cannot overstate this.

2/21/2022 1:26 AM

1209

Caused mental issues

2/21/2022 1:25 AM

1210

It's made me sad. I have spent several days and nights stressing wondering how Canada, a
country I once loved so much lost it's way. I am appalled that the people rights to bodily
autonomy are not being respected. My family and I are not able to engage with society. My
children haven't attended activities. My son is behind in his development due to lack of
socialization and facial expressions. My mental health has suffered. My relationships have
suffered!

2/21/2022 1:25 AM

1211

Job loss for myself and my partner. Increased depression, stress and anxiety. Massive divide
and hatred in my community.

2/21/2022 1:24 AM

1212

I’m in active cancer treatment so I’ve been careful. Haven’t travelled by air in two years

2/21/2022 1:24 AM

1213

It has kept my family safe and out of the hospital.

2/21/2022 1:24 AM

1214

Hasnt

2/21/2022 1:23 AM

1215

Cost me my business and my freedom.

2/21/2022 1:23 AM

1216

A massive division in family and friends. It’s absolutely heartbreaking seeing people you love
turn in you just for having different beliefs.

2/21/2022 1:23 AM

1217

Job loss, income loss, health benefits lost, forced to move to another city due to high cost of
rent and utilities

2/21/2022 1:23 AM

1218

I have lost my entire retirement savings trying to survive after losing my job in the travel
industry, I had to move cities to find work and eventually ending up having to go through a
consumer proposal. I am a single female in her forties completely restarting my life.

2/21/2022 1:23 AM

1219

The mandates have caused me to lose jobs, income, and both family/friend relationships, and
they have been significantly taxing on my mental health and energy with all the ups and downs
and the “do what we say” attitudes coming from our leaders.

2/21/2022 1:23 AM

1220

In every way, not able to visit or gather with my family or friends, visit my family abroad, no
able to travel not even within the province I live, not able to attend church, etc

2/21/2022 1:22 AM

1221

Caused divisiveness in family, friends and church. Banned from restaurants, hockey arenas,
theaters, air flights, traveling internationally etc.

2/21/2022 1:22 AM

1222

It has taken all our freedoms away! I can't take my son out for lunch, or take him swimming.
We can't do anything. We are prisoners in a "free" country.

2/21/2022 1:21 AM

1223

It has kept me and my family safe.

2/21/2022 1:21 AM

1224

I don’t have a social life anymore.

2/21/2022 1:21 AM

1225

Work, school, sports, socializing, music performances - lost opportunities = reduced life
quality

2/21/2022 1:21 AM

1226

It has stopped me from participating in my community with my kids.

2/21/2022 1:20 AM

1227

Death of parents without visitation. Not been able to see or getting together with families.
Missed milestone birthdays, events, travel, funerals, church attendance, social gatherings
canceled,

2/21/2022 1:19 AM

1228

Loss of relationships, mental health, inability to travel freely, loss of movement, discrimination
are just a few

2/21/2022 1:19 AM

1229

Buisness

2/21/2022 1:19 AM
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1230

Don’t see people As Often

2/21/2022 1:19 AM

1231

Loneliness, freedom to visit the elderly and others

2/21/2022 1:18 AM

1232

Mentally affected my life

2/21/2022 1:18 AM

1233

Limited options

2/21/2022 1:18 AM

1234

100% negatively

2/21/2022 1:17 AM

1235

It hasn’t affected my life in any way.

2/21/2022 1:16 AM

1236

In so many ways, all negative

2/21/2022 1:16 AM

1237

Seeing those that choose not to vaccinated, lose their jobs is distressing. Then to have them
villianized for their choice creates division in a country that was once beautiful.

2/21/2022 1:16 AM

1238

The Vax passport was like segregation and caused much conflict among people & family I
know. The 2 years seem like far more...almost never ending. We lost 2 years with our
grandchildren, children & friends. I had to be so careful as my mom was in a seniors home...so
in effect I had to protect both her & me.

2/21/2022 1:16 AM

1239

Lost job, my partner unable to accompany me to pre-natal ultrasounds, terrible rifts between
family and friends, depression, feeling vilified and regarded as “unclean” by other citizens ( and
this attitude encouraged by our government) complete loss of faith in mainstream media
messaging and lost trust in government health officials

2/21/2022 1:15 AM

1240

Every aspect of my life and my children's lives. Every. Single. Aspect.

2/21/2022 1:14 AM

1241

Contributed to hastening my mother's death, couldn't visit her in hospital, mental health
decline, less work for husband, wait longer for services and procedure, less family outings,
poor customer service in most places, discrimination.

2/21/2022 1:14 AM

1242

I’ve had to show my vax pass twice when I chose to eat in a public place, no big deal at all. I
don’t travel anyways so it hasn’t hindered my freedom in any way. Wearing a mask and getting
vaccinated 3x is the least I can do to keep myself and my loved ones and fellow countrymen
safe in a global pandemic. It wasn’t the freedom convoy, it was the crybaby convoy. Traitors
and domestic terrorists is what those horrible people did/do.

2/21/2022 1:13 AM

1243

Borh my partner and I have already been squeezed out of our jobs for not being vaccinated

2/21/2022 1:13 AM

1244

Lost income. My mental health is all over the place

2/21/2022 1:13 AM

1245

It has kept myself and family safe

2/21/2022 1:13 AM

1246

Our children believe that they are in control after overriding our decisions to not vaccinate
children

2/21/2022 1:12 AM

1247

It has opened my eyes to what needs to change, to how much we have been lied to, to what I
can do without, to what really matters.

2/21/2022 1:11 AM

1248

It has caused a lot of depression and anxiety. It has caused division. Food prices are sky high.
The name calling has got worse since our PM is so good at this. Many things it has affected

2/21/2022 1:11 AM

1249

Numerous people lost their job including myself I lost my house this affected the custody of
my children

2/21/2022 1:11 AM

1250

Disappointment in government..

2/21/2022 1:11 AM

1251

in every way.....fear, stress, anxiety, nerves, can't sleep, moodiness,

2/21/2022 1:10 AM

1252

Less freedom, more restrictions

2/21/2022 1:10 AM

1253

Mentally and financially it has been detrimental. Have also lost a lot of friends and family
members due to the division this has all caused.

2/21/2022 1:09 AM

1254

People are divisive, critical, not being able to go into public places without flippin’ ‘vaxx pass’
BS ! Distressed by the murderous and debilitating affects of unproven ‘jabs’. high #suicides &
OD’s, Job losses of Good people in the many thousands. We will Not go to hospital for any
reason - Do Not trust as killing machines to boost covid #’s wrongfully . Gov’t over reach power & Control Unknowing Citizens - Fake Media is sickening to listen to constant Lies and
pushing vaxx’s to ‘save the world’ more like to Destroy the World as we knew it / Happy &

2/21/2022 1:09 AM
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Healthy. Immune Systems being Destroyed by vaxx crap. We are DONE WITH THE
PLANDEMIC- SCAMDEMIC ATROCITIES
1255

I lost my job at a paramedic service. My young children have suffered physically, intellectually
and emotionally with masks at school and daycare.

2/21/2022 1:09 AM

1256

Impacted my ability to do classes and activities with my toddler. Impacted my ability to do inperson prenantal courses, exercises. Impacted my work life directly. Completely destroyed our
small business and we are now in more debt than we have ever been in our lives.

2/21/2022 1:08 AM

1257

Taken away my freedom,

2/21/2022 1:08 AM

1258

Stress, depression, and anxiety have had a crippling effect on my life

2/21/2022 1:08 AM

1259

Nobody in my house has actually been sick since masks were mandated. We all tested
positive for covid in January - but we are all vaccinated and nobody actually got sick - we were
required to isolate and that was fine. The mandates are easy to agree with when you have
enough health care workers who you love explaining to you why they are necessary - and
temporary.

2/21/2022 1:08 AM

1260

can't go to restaurants and can't travel

2/21/2022 1:08 AM

1261

Reduced mental health and division in family

2/21/2022 1:07 AM

1262

Socially, it has made life more isolated. I am embarrassed for Canada that the people are not
given choices over the vaccines without losing jobs, etc. This emergency act is totally out of
line. We need to do more to strengthen our medical system, rather than taking these
limitations out on every day citizens. We need to deal with the border in a way that does not
make it impossible for the truckers to prosper in their businesses.

2/21/2022 1:07 AM

1263

Negatively in every aspect of my life. From social to familial and our “essential” business is
struggling. And our church. We need to be able to freely worship!!!

2/21/2022 1:06 AM

1264

Limited work. Large financial impact. Stress on mental health & relationships. Anxiety for my
children. Limited my ability to travel and leave Canada.

2/21/2022 1:06 AM

1265

boring

2/21/2022 1:05 AM

1266

my mom lost her job, had to sell her house. i had to get the vaccine to stay at my university
even tho i’ve never had one in person class during my entire degree.

2/21/2022 1:05 AM

1267

Travel relationship support isolated

2/21/2022 1:05 AM

1268

Socially. Division between family and friends

2/21/2022 1:04 AM

1269

Stress, anxiety inestability

2/21/2022 1:04 AM

1270

Was forced to get 2 shots, to keep my job

2/21/2022 1:04 AM

1271

I lost my job, income and am completely isolated

2/21/2022 1:04 AM

1272

Division among family members. Stress. Financially.

2/21/2022 1:03 AM

1273

Negatively, Traumatically

2/21/2022 1:03 AM

1274

The restrictions have affected my mental health and financial well-being.

2/21/2022 1:03 AM

1275

Required to be vaccinated to keep my job. My son who medically should never have had to get
the vaccine had to to keep his job. My physician plainly stated. “I get your fear. You have been
told his whole life vaccines could kill him, and now we say he has a 50/50 chance. May the
odds be in your favour! Good luck! I reacted to the vaccine. Still on antibiotics for the infection
in my arm 5 months later. Had to get both to keep food on our table! My son was the better 50
and handled it well considering. But the PTSD from giving my baby CPR and watching him
seize and turn blue. Then to purposely without a care say they don’t care and to do it if he
wanted to eat. I am so angry. We should never have been put in the situation! Ever!!

2/21/2022 1:02 AM

1276

I work in healthcare and we are all exhausted. By dropping the mandates we will continue to be
exhausted

2/21/2022 1:02 AM

1277

I have lost friends & loved ones! My job is uncertain - I had one shot - 2 weeks of stomach
problems ( so had to be off work) 1 month later had both arms and head went numb for half of
the day - went to hospital & doctor dismissed the shot with no other diagnosis- now stressed

2/21/2022 1:02 AM
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all the time & work is trying to coherse me to get more shots & I will NOT, I may lose my
home , I can’t travel & perform anymore!
1278

I can’t go into many public places

2/21/2022 1:02 AM

1279

My childrens lives, mine as a mother and a business owner

2/21/2022 1:02 AM

1280

On so many aspects: Spiritual, mental, physical, subconscious, social, economical,...,

2/21/2022 1:02 AM

1281

loss of business

2/21/2022 1:01 AM

1282

Don't know what you mean by "the mandate" there are lots of different mandates at different
times. Some ok some not so much.

2/21/2022 1:01 AM

1283

Haven’t been able to travel to see relatives and nearly missed an opportunity to see my mom
while she was very ill, fortunately she’s still with us. The divisiveness that has been stoked by
the PM has caused a great deal of conflict and terrible economic hardship for the country and
citizens alike.

2/21/2022 1:01 AM

1284

We've lost love ones to suicide & death due to vaccines, highly stressful in our home & family,
income loss, breakdown of the family, the list goes on.....

2/21/2022 1:01 AM

1285

Health care limited, family bonds are damaged, financially

2/21/2022 1:01 AM

1286

Affected work and family security.

2/21/2022 1:00 AM

1287

Losing my 23 year career. Lost friends. Divided family. Hateful rhetoric for choices I've made.
Watched my daughter lose a normal teen life. Could not attend my Grandmother's funeral.
Canceled travel plans....concerts...etc. Unable to participate in normal activities of daily life.
Increased depression and feelings of isolation.

2/21/2022 1:00 AM

1288

It kept me in my home away from family, friends and community! Shopping was a very difficult
task!!

2/21/2022 1:00 AM

1289

Prevented to attend many activities, local business, funerals, weddings, children's
sports/performances.

2/21/2022 12:59 AM

1290

I have lost my job.....I have been very distraught and depressed. I have been discriminated
against. I am in shock. I have to sell a vehicle and our house. We currently have no income
since December of 2021.

2/21/2022 12:58 AM

1291

Complete loss of Freedom; Divisions within my own family and community!

2/21/2022 12:58 AM

1292

can't go in places, I have lung issuse and they want me to wear a mask, family have got sick
from the vaccines.

2/21/2022 12:58 AM

1293

Segregated me and my 3 year old son from favorite activities

2/21/2022 12:58 AM

1294

Loss of work, emotionally drained, at odds with family members, scared for the future and
future generations. Will all that is happening absolutely embarrassing to be Canadian!

2/21/2022 12:57 AM

1295

Bad economy, public division, bad effect on children's education and development

2/21/2022 12:57 AM

1296

It has divided family members where there was already personality differences and tensions
and made them 10x worse! It has put a microscope on every decision I have made as a parent
in the last 2yrs and the saddest part is my youngest son has never had a playdate or
celebrated a birthday and he is now 2! My children were deprived of another Christmas with
their grandparents and my middle son hasn't seen the face of his teachers for 2 years or the
faces of most of his classmates and he was switched into another class the same school year
that they declared there was a pandemic.

2/21/2022 12:57 AM

1297

Justin Trudeau has badmouthed me and encouraged others to discriminate against me. He has
promoted hatred towards all who disagree with his agenda. Many have lost their jobs, homes,
families, and friends because of this divisiveness promoted by the Prime Minister of Canada.
He should be criminally charged for promoting hatred and should be fired along with all of his
assets seized as proceeds of illegal activities. Time for our RCMP to enforce the rule of law
against lawless politicians and go back to their sworn duty of protecting residents of Canada

2/21/2022 12:57 AM

1298

No work

2/21/2022 12:57 AM

1299

Lost my job

2/21/2022 12:57 AM
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1300

I have bing out of worked for almost 2 years, with depression, anxiety, and ptsd. Haven’t bing
able to see my family, especially my mother. Miss my nieces wedding. And most important
haven’t bing able to see my grandchildren. As well my health has deteriorated. Because is an
ordeal to see a doctor and get proper treatment. I gained weight, because the gyms are close.
That created a snowball situation and has contributed to all my problems.

2/21/2022 12:57 AM

1301

Yes, very much so. The inability to travel without a vaccine has hurt our ability to see family.

2/21/2022 12:56 AM

1302

Has affected relationships of all sorts and divided Canadians as a whole.

2/21/2022 12:56 AM

1303

Too many negative to list

2/21/2022 12:56 AM

1304

Socially, divided family, unnecessary arguments

2/21/2022 12:56 AM

1305

Destroyed it. I am constantly angry and worried for my children’s future

2/21/2022 12:56 AM

1306

I have no job. I have no social life. I get anxiety to go into stores now

2/21/2022 12:55 AM

1307

Too restrictive. I am a Covid survivor. I also believe these so called vaccines are not good for
you.

2/21/2022 12:55 AM

1308

I lost my job and friends.

2/21/2022 12:55 AM

1309

Depression, job availability, financial opportunity, cost of living is much tougher, the pay for the
same job opportunities is now lower, isolation is paralyzing and harmful, fear has stopped
people from coming to my support groups (the groups I facilitate) for behavioural addiction
help, etc, etc...

2/21/2022 12:55 AM

1310

I have lived isolated for almost 2 years as I am immunocompromised. The lifting of all
mandates is terrifying, especially as my son just started school again this year after
homeschooling him... and he is immunocompromised as well. He just got his first dose, and
won’t be eligible for his booster for a long time... and the booster is what protects kids from
omicron. To lift masking, which is the only true protection these kids have... is pure idiocy.

2/21/2022 12:55 AM

1311

It has divided my family, community and country horribly.

2/21/2022 12:54 AM

1312

Can't attend anywhere passports are required.

2/21/2022 12:54 AM

1313

Lost 90% of my income. I am a small business owner. Lost my activities and freedom to
attend activities and certain service businesses. Family and friend relationships have been
affected. Affected my physical and mental health. My heart aches all the time. Isolation has
lead to depression. Reduced physical activities and social time. Complete disappointment in
my country’s leadership.

2/21/2022 12:54 AM

1314

I couldn’t take my family out to support local businesses in my community. I have had
unprecedented stress added to my work environment. I haven’t been able to see my elderly
grandparents in their home for almost 2 years. The divide between my friends and my morals
have changed due to misinformation from media outlets.

2/21/2022 12:54 AM

1315

I'm tired of wearing masks. I work in a factory that gets very very hot. I'm also having issues
from these masks

2/21/2022 12:54 AM

1316

My sisters don’t talk to me anymore. I was forced to get a vaccine if I want to see my in-laws,
who live in the USA.

2/21/2022 12:54 AM

1317

Its creating alot of stress both mentally and financially. I can shop in a mall and show no
vaccine passport but will not alow me to clean a catch basins outside the same mall by myself
unless I'm fully vaccinated. This makes absolutely no sense at all.

2/21/2022 12:54 AM

1318

Loss of work & friendships. Has caused anxiety and depression.

2/21/2022 12:53 AM

1319

It has been isolating and kept me from seeing family. This causes mental and emotional
fatigue as has been going on far too long, beyond any scope we could have imagined.

2/21/2022 12:53 AM

1320

They keep our family apart, as we can't travel. It's affected my work and quality of life, as I'm
self-employed and now many projects have been cancelled so I am struggling to make ends
meet. (I didn't accept any government money, as it wasn't clear to me how I fit in as I'm selfemployed and I didn't trust Trudeau's government not to screw me in the end). There are also
other projects that the companies want proof of vaccination and whether I am vaccinated or
not, I won't go to places that demand to see my personal medical information, as that has
always been something private. It has also divided our family that live close to each other

2/21/2022 12:53 AM
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because some now discriminate between vaccinated and unvaccinated people. We never used
to worry about politics... and felt that we were all free to have our own opinions but now they
are influenced by the mainstream media and buy into whatever they're told... and it really IS
ABOUT POLITICS AND NOT SCIENCE OR MEDICINE... What the government and media
said was accurate and "Science" over the last two years have all of a sudden changed (as
they say the "science" has changed, when it really hasn't as I saw the things they're talking
about a very long time ago) and now they acknowledge things that I read about that were
supported by many studies and medical opinions for a very, very long time but that people
were demonized for every expressing or suggesting they were worth discussing and finding out
more about. So, they won't let me see my parents who live in the same city... I have to stand
outside their window to see them.
1321

I will lose my job and my livelihood

2/21/2022 12:53 AM

1322

Loss of family/friends, financial stress, emotional stress, bullying because of Vax status

2/21/2022 12:53 AM

1323

Not able to work Finacial stress ..stress , Depression, Mobility to travel ... segragted unable to
do anything for fun...

2/21/2022 12:53 AM

1324

Uncertainty Unable to see elderly mother Lack of freedom to do normal activities Can’t travel
outside Canada Can’t get on a plane to see children and grandchildren Unable to mourn friends
who have passed away in a normal manner Unable to have music students perform for life
audiences Lack of ability for students to see live performances by professionals My mental
health was very poor during the first year of mandates

2/21/2022 12:52 AM

1325

I have watched others suffer ,especially our children our teenagers . Very difficult. Families in
lockdown very hard . Feel the pressure to take the jab .Have no faith it it at all.

2/21/2022 12:52 AM

1326

Loss of income, mental health, loss of rights & freedoms, unable to see family due to
restrictions. Inability to travel freely within my own country.

2/21/2022 12:52 AM

1327

At work Socially Mental health-wise

2/21/2022 12:52 AM

1328

Mental stress on the kids. Financial hardship mental hardship and divided our family over
useless mandates causing infighting

2/21/2022 12:52 AM

1329

it made my life safer

2/21/2022 12:52 AM

1330

Severely depressed & sick of the division

2/21/2022 12:52 AM

1331

Stolen my freedom as a Canadian citizen

2/21/2022 12:52 AM

1332

It has caused loss of livelihood for family members, division amongst family and friends, loss
of ability to move freely within my own country and complete lack of trust and confidence in
mainstream media and government.

2/21/2022 12:52 AM

1333

na

2/21/2022 12:51 AM

1334

It has caused undue stress and pressures with my job and personal life

2/21/2022 12:51 AM

1335

Depression, isolation, loss of connection to family, division, anger about what it's doing to our
children

2/21/2022 12:51 AM

1336

Terribly

2/21/2022 12:51 AM

1337

Negatively

2/21/2022 12:51 AM

1338

Unable to work. Loss of income.

2/21/2022 12:50 AM

1339

Limits interactions, travel, recreation

2/21/2022 12:49 AM

1340

In all ways

2/21/2022 12:48 AM

1341

It hasn't

2/21/2022 12:48 AM

1342

It has made me miss family funerals and not be able to travel and attend dinners like I used to.
I have lost my job due to it and other people I care about due to suicide because of increase
isolation and addiction.

2/21/2022 12:48 AM

1343

Working from home is good! Missing family gatherings

2/21/2022 12:48 AM

1344

it has created a division in our extended family. It has made me feel like an outcast and a

2/21/2022 12:48 AM
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criminal for having certain Spiritual beliefs of what I choose to put in my body and how I
choose to live a healthy life. It has not allowed me to travel which I rely on for my
business/income.
1345

Doing what we can to keep all community members safe. We are doing ok.

2/21/2022 12:48 AM

1346

My baby boy was born Feb 2020. 1 month before the pandemic started here in Canada. It has
drastically affected our lives as a small family. My son has only known a life of masks. He
hasn't been able to develop socially the proper way. I hope it doesn't affect him long term. He
just turned 2 a couple weeks ago. Not only has this affected us socially and such, but deeper
mentally and also our views on our society, or government, and our country itself has changed
a lot. And not in a positive way. Which is such a shame because I used to be so proud to be
Canadian. Right now, it's a bit embarrassing. I would like to be proud of our country again.

2/21/2022 12:47 AM

1347

My kids and I are done

2/21/2022 12:47 AM

1348

I was unable to complete my last semester of college because I would not comply and take
the shot. Six months have passed and I’m still not allowed to go to campus and complete my
degree. Quarantines don’t allow my to visit my family freely, it’s ridiculous.

2/21/2022 12:47 AM

1349

I have t had a job in over a year …

2/21/2022 12:47 AM

1350

Lost job 5 months no income

2/21/2022 12:47 AM

1351

Division, bias, fear, anxiety,

2/21/2022 12:47 AM

1352

Some, no square dancing, no hockey for my husband, no movies, we’re unvaccinated

2/21/2022 12:47 AM

1353

Work restrictions, profitability, family life, loss of friendships, church divides, segregation, loss
of Canadian pride

2/21/2022 12:47 AM

1354

Family members and friends lost their jobs/livelihoods, all in healthcare. Unable to see family
overseas due to travel restrictions.

2/21/2022 12:46 AM

1355

I’m tired of masks and vaccine passports and I think it leads to suicides and addiction. I know
two people who have committed suicide and I’ve also see a rise in drugs in the people I know

2/21/2022 12:46 AM

1356

In every way

2/21/2022 12:46 AM

1357

I have lost family and friends because of these mandates. Because I don’t have a passport I
no longer spend money in our communities to support them. We have saved tons of money
not being able to eat out or do anything anymore. I will not wear a mask anymore and will only
go to stores that are ok with that. It has been very difficult looking for a new job that doesn’t
require a mask.

2/21/2022 12:45 AM

1358

Can't travel, masks make school horrid for my kids, lost my membership at my gym and
dance studio. These mandates take the joy out of life.

2/21/2022 12:45 AM

1359

I have 2 young daughters, they are unable to swim, skate, see movies. Out of principal I have
stopped working as a performing musician as I refuse to support the punitive passport system.
I could go on and on but why….

2/21/2022 12:44 AM

1360

Not at all

2/21/2022 12:43 AM

1361

Unable to visit family, go to sporting events, out to eat, unable to breathe or hear people with
mask on, feel stress and anxiety because if mandates

2/21/2022 12:43 AM

1362

We don’t go anywhere barely see family or friends. Most people we know who got the jabs
have ALL HAVE COVID!! Some of us know exactly what is / has been going on with this
plandemic!! Time to FIRE TRUDEAU!! NO EXCEPTIONS

2/21/2022 12:43 AM

1363

Need to be tested to work, unable to frequent establishments due to entry requirements,
stress, relationships have suffered, travel is a challenge.

2/21/2022 12:43 AM

1364

Coerced into getting vaccinated to keep my job

2/21/2022 12:43 AM

1365

I have lost my job because I did not want to get vaccinated as I have had Covid 19 delta virus
in August 2021 and I have lost friends and family members in disagreements about
vaccinations and I have friends who could not have a funeral for their son who passed away
unrelated to Covid

2/21/2022 12:42 AM
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1366

I'm unemployed because I refuse to get the vaccine.

2/21/2022 12:42 AM

1367

It has prevented me from living my life as per my choice.

2/21/2022 12:42 AM

1368

It has prevented me from getting jobs and from going to particular places

2/21/2022 12:42 AM

1369

It’s a disgrace to humanity

2/21/2022 12:41 AM

1370

It has given me less anxiety cuz I feel more safe

2/21/2022 12:41 AM

1371

Division between family members & friends …..It takes much courage and practice to keep
“depression at bay”……. if not for books, music, meditation, lots of water , juice , healthy food
& choosing to practice “staying hopeful”……. suicide looms!….

2/21/2022 12:41 AM

1372

I have felt depressed. I have been overworked at work because of short staffing and increased
work load. Lost touch with my friends and family.

2/21/2022 12:40 AM

1373

Noticeable decline in health and wellbeing

2/21/2022 12:40 AM

1374

I am embarrassed to call myself Canadian.

2/21/2022 12:40 AM

1375

Not being able to travel, and to visit my family that live in the states

2/21/2022 12:40 AM

1376

I didn't get Covid. If not for the mandate, would I have gotten it from someone? Who can say

2/21/2022 12:40 AM

1377

I have been isolated, ostracized, discriminated against, have suffered anxiety, depression, and
PTSD. Due to the abuse I have experienced from my employer, the provincial, and the federal
government, has triggered mental, emotional, and physical abuse not unlike the abuse I
experienced personally in a past relationship.

2/21/2022 12:39 AM

1378

Mentally , physically, and financially

2/21/2022 12:39 AM

1379

As an unvaccinated my life has been affect greatly. My wife has lost employment and hurt
financially. Mental health has suffered too!

2/21/2022 12:38 AM

1380

Very badly, they're depressing

2/21/2022 12:38 AM

1381

My husband lost his job, my kids don’t get to do sports because I can’t attend, and I’ve been
made to feel “less than” for my choices.

2/21/2022 12:38 AM

1382

Needs to be stopped immediately.

2/21/2022 12:38 AM

1383

Caused depression and division

2/21/2022 12:38 AM

1384

Tough in many aspects. So is life.

2/21/2022 12:38 AM

1385

Exhausted by the division and hate.

2/21/2022 12:37 AM

1386

loss of freedom and loss of small businesses. Unable to be with people I love when they were
dying.

2/21/2022 12:37 AM

1387

- Facing termination from my employer due to my covid vaccination status. - Mental health

2/21/2022 12:37 AM

1388

It has affected my workplace as I work in LTC and still have to get rapid tested every shift, and
wear goggles and a masks all day long. Worse than that is how all the mandates have affected
and continue to affect the seniors that we care for, it it time to let them live again instead of
just existing and waiting and wanting to die!

2/21/2022 12:37 AM

1389

I have been segregated and unable to attend many functions because of my beliefs and
religious values. I was unable to attend parts of my rehabilitation therapy that pertaining to
swimming pool exercises not able to do on dry land. Not able to attend counseling sessions in
person. Not getting all of the rehabilitation in person which limited my recovery process. Being
alienated from friends and family by not able to meet together. Very bad depression from
accident, and not able to get the right help. Lost my human rights, and freedoms. Forced to do
things I don't agree with. Forced to listen to lies by mainstream media, while not being able to
voice my opinions or hear the facts about what is really taking place. Government was allowed
to enforce things that were not right.

2/21/2022 12:37 AM

1390

Psychologically

2/21/2022 12:37 AM

1391

I’ve had migraines from the mandate vaccines. Mandates are just driving everyone nuts

2/21/2022 12:35 AM
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1392

My mental health is declining rapidly

2/21/2022 12:35 AM

1393

It has had an extremely negative impact on my life in terms of career opportunities, family
relationships, social interactions, etc.

2/21/2022 12:35 AM

1394

Which of above mandates? Each of them has served to keep me, my family, friends and
community much safer than we would have been without them.

2/21/2022 12:35 AM

1395

The division in our society created by the mandates is no longer acceptable We are isolating
ourselves from what is most important for our mental well being: meaningful personal social
connections

2/21/2022 12:35 AM

1396

Not being able to travel within Canada to visit my family and participate in 8 funerals. Not aloud
to travel. Being segregated at work because I’m unvaccinated, not aloud to participate in
events. Feeling stressed with events happening.

2/21/2022 12:35 AM

1397

Decreased movement and social contact. Many services have become harder to access.
There is a feeling of separation and non helpful ways as there were in the past. Messy stores
sometimes. Seems as if Covid has lowered standards of helpfulness in consumer standards
that creates a sense of helplessness. You are still paying top dollar but sometimes feel not
respected. Dentists don’t offer some services like brushing saying this aerosolizes. My mother
just was told by her Dr that he wasn’t seeing anyone in office only on conference call for an
assessment of lump on back of her head. It is crazy and unjustified. Rights of individuals
seem to be shrinking every day and for over 2 years media has been talking about it with high
alert on their faces and in the tone of their voice. I had double vax as a nurse when it was first
released and have noted changes in bowel. Have heard of so many weird side effects. No
treatments for Covid were ever explored with well known safe medications. Media has lied
about these medications. The health care system let people stay home if they contracted
Covid and did not offer treatment. As a nurse I have never seen anything like this. It is like
sending someone home with pneumonia and not offering any frontline meds to alleviate
symptoms and help decrease risk of severe illness. It is a travesty of injustice and complete
departure of everything we believed and trusted in like our health care system and government.
Enough is enough. The effects on society have been devastating for everyone.

2/21/2022 12:35 AM

1398

Kids can't be kids anymore. Unless they are experimented on. In what kind of world is that
okay? It's pathetic and sickening

2/21/2022 12:35 AM

1399

My mental health is horrible.

2/21/2022 12:34 AM

1400

This

2/21/2022 12:34 AM

1401

has denied me freedom to go to places in the community.

2/21/2022 12:33 AM

1402

In every way

2/21/2022 12:33 AM

1403

Living in fear from the evil tyrants and all the evil followers

2/21/2022 12:33 AM

1404

Greatly !!

2/21/2022 12:33 AM

1405

All freedoms and liberties have been lost regardless of what people think they have or have not
lost.

2/21/2022 12:33 AM

1406

Kept me constantly under stress because I refuse to see the true science behind something
that was not proven.

2/21/2022 12:32 AM

1407

Lost work, isolation, intimidation

2/21/2022 12:32 AM

1408

It has restricted my freedoms, inhibited my children from natural healthy interactions and kept
people I love from being able to work.

2/21/2022 12:32 AM

1409

Have not been able to take my son swimming. Broken apart some of my wife’s family forever.

2/21/2022 12:32 AM

1410

Depends on which one you are talking about.

2/21/2022 12:32 AM

1411

Been horrible

2/21/2022 12:31 AM

1412

Not a lot of work.

2/21/2022 12:31 AM

1413

It has caused division and hurt in my family.

2/21/2022 12:31 AM

1414

It has caused division amongst our friends and family. My children are not able to continue

2/21/2022 12:31 AM
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with their swimming lessons and my youngest child's speech development has been delayed.
We are unable to watch our middle son play hockey and our children feel segregated from our
community. People have been hateful towards us because of our medical decisions. We are
unable to go to the movies, restaurants, clubs, events or concerts. We are also unable to
participate in gyms or fitness programs. Our mental and physical health has been in decline.
Our family would like to be apart of society again. Please end the mandates.
1415

I lost my husband in July 2020 and I can’t get his medical records. It is awful to have to
change my life during this stupid time.

2/21/2022 12:30 AM

1416

isolation, unable to travel, unable to leave the country, unable to go to gyms, restaurants, civic
centres, church , it created discord within my family, being shunned by some friends and
neighbours

2/21/2022 12:30 AM

1417

They have caused my children to grow up in a world that is not normal. They havent got to
socialize properly. Wearing a mask causes me tremendous anxiety. Has caused division with
family and friends.

2/21/2022 12:30 AM

1418

Separation from family. Travel restriction.

2/21/2022 12:29 AM

1419

Being unvaccinated, not been able to fly out of Canada to go home to see my family

2/21/2022 12:29 AM

1420

It has been most brutal on my kids and has caused severe anxiety, anxiousness and inability
to reenter social situations for all of us. It has broken and/or divided families and friends and
even coworkers and neighbors. Forced businesses to close leaving only big box stores raking
in the money. People have lost everything. Livelihood and even lives lost due to stress and
strain causing major episodes of Mental Health issues.

2/21/2022 12:29 AM

1421

It has effect my civil rights as a Canadian

2/21/2022 12:29 AM

1422

Job loss, relationships

2/21/2022 12:28 AM

1423

0

2/21/2022 12:28 AM

1424

government ruined so many business and life over a flu... shame on them

2/21/2022 12:28 AM

1425

It has divided my family and caused much stress and difference of opinions

2/21/2022 12:28 AM

1426

It hasn't. You do what's right for the benefit of all

2/21/2022 12:28 AM

1427

Job lose, mental illness in my child, divorce

2/21/2022 12:26 AM

1428

We have been unable to engage in many activities with our family members (some who chose
to remain unvaccinated for valid reasons). We were a close knit family prior to this and now our
family has been torn apart. Children in our family have been left crying unable to understand
why their Mommy (our niece) could not go with them into an arena (she had previous issues
with a vaccine - she had developed Bell’s Palsy - and had already had Covid - her doctor, who
could not honestly recommend she get the Covid vaccine, said unfortunately their was no
choice but to take the vaccine if she ever wanted to see her children play sports).

2/21/2022 12:26 AM

1429

Divided my family,caused undue stress,limited social interaction,caused depression,vaccine
took life of family member

2/21/2022 12:26 AM

1430

Terribly. Lost ability to visit my mother with dementia who has now died! Extreme isolation!

2/21/2022 12:25 AM

1431

Lost everything

2/21/2022 12:25 AM

1432

I lost my job in August of 2020. I’m now struggling to pay my debts.

2/21/2022 12:25 AM

1433

communism is the end goal

2/21/2022 12:25 AM

1434

Depressed

2/21/2022 12:25 AM

1435

Friends and family members dying from suicide, vaccine adverse affects, senior mother in
senior lodge am not able to visit, lost relationships with family and friends through
disagreements, not being able to travel to usa as had been done for 8 years as was planned
for retirement, inflated prices of everything, mom in law died alone in hospital…17 family
members allowed at funeral but not allowed to even have a luncheon afterwards, mother not
allowed to see her great grandchildren. Senior mother living in constant fear of being locked in
her room if quarantined (I talk to her often and she is so anxious her blood pressure is sky high
and I’m afraid she will have a stroke and I will never see her again which is very stressful for

2/21/2022 12:24 AM
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me and my family). Please stop punishing people for no reason. Nothing the government has
done to stop covid has worked. I have a list of almost 150 people I know who are double or
triple jabbed and the all got covid anyway. Why force jabs that don’t work…it doesn’t make any
sense!
1436

It’s affected every aspect of my life: job security, finances, education, quality of healthcare,
mental health, etc.

2/21/2022 12:24 AM

1437

Financially and emotionally

2/21/2022 12:24 AM

1438

Ever way possible I haven’t been able to lay 5 family members to rest as haven’t been aloud
to have funeral for them. Wasn’t able to see them or say my goodbyes. I lost my mother 2
aunts a grandfather and cousin in the past 2 years and these rules and mandates stop them all
from being with loved ones and family well they were fight cancer, Alzheimer’s, Lou Garricks
disease. I worked in long term care and the affect it has had on the elderly not see loved ones
is disgusting. They deserve to spend the last little bit of there life’s with loved ones. After all
you would think those who are not feeling well or has covid or possibly do have covid would to
caution and stay home. So don’t see the need to keep people from those who they need the
most it is sad and truly uncalled for

2/21/2022 12:24 AM

1439

Separation of family and friends

2/21/2022 12:24 AM

1440

Quieter. but safer

2/21/2022 12:24 AM

1441

Very badly!!! Return our Canada to the people!!!

2/21/2022 12:23 AM

1442

Unable to access normal everyday things. Hate from strangers. Job loss

2/21/2022 12:23 AM

1443

It’s been a minor inconvenience

2/21/2022 12:23 AM

1444

Adversely- cannot fly in my own country. Reduced income. Stigma in media & by government.

2/21/2022 12:22 AM

1445

Income and metal physical health

2/21/2022 12:22 AM

1446

Has caused serious psychological damage.

2/21/2022 12:22 AM

1447

I'm essential didn't affect me

2/21/2022 12:22 AM

1448

It has made it difficult to see my biggest support group - family and friends. It has made me
feel discriminated against and instilled a fear for my kids and the future generation.

2/21/2022 12:22 AM

1449

As a member of society I cannot participate in intentionally discriminatory “laws” (though a
discriminatory law is no true law). Additionally, travel to see family has been hindered,
worshipping God as I see fit has been limited despite charter guarantees and a lack of
evidence that churches are bad.

2/21/2022 12:22 AM

1450

Lost job lost income lost home had to relocate

2/21/2022 12:22 AM

1451

Made me feel safer

2/21/2022 12:22 AM

1452

In everyday possible, I took a vaccine not by choice but to keep my house, my car, buy my
groceries, just to keep a job.

2/21/2022 12:21 AM

1453

It hasn’t, we listened to the advice of medical professionals. The people who are talking about
lost “freedom” are people of privilege who do not understand the difference between privilege
and Freedom. They are embarrassing themselves

2/21/2022 12:20 AM

1454

Caused stress, anxiety, depression, loss of family time together. Stuck on one side of the
border while the rest of my family is in the USA and can’t cross easily

2/21/2022 12:20 AM

1455

I fight depression and anxiety. I never have before. I am usually so upbeat. I have lots friends
and family members because of the fear mongering. This has to and more people are dying
from depression and MAID than from Covid. I want my life and my joy back.

2/21/2022 12:20 AM

1456

Financially, physically, mentally and even spiritual detriment has occurred to my life because
of mandates, these mandates did more damage than covid ever could have

2/21/2022 12:20 AM

1457

My children have been stunted. We go nowhere, do nothing and our tight knit extended family
has been destroyed.

2/21/2022 12:20 AM

1458

It's caused me to share my medical records which are suppose to be PRIVATE. I did my part,
it's no ones business whether or not I am vaccinated. Why do I need to be vaccinated to eat at

2/21/2022 12:19 AM
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a restaurant, but those who are serving me, don't?? Makes 0 sense. Forcing the hands of the
working class. Get the jab or lose your job. Who were once heros, are now considered terrorist.
These mandates have made me ashamed of this country with the divide it has caused.
1459

I was forced to get vaccinated for work and had an adverse reaction. My teenage kids have
most of their friends now on either depression or anxiety medication.

2/21/2022 12:19 AM

1460

Proof of non science and corporate control of govt.

2/21/2022 12:19 AM

1461

Protected me from being sick with Covid while battling cancer

2/21/2022 12:18 AM

1462

It hasn’t. It’s kept people safe

2/21/2022 12:18 AM

1463

Mandâtes have affected my mental and physical health… I have a brain injury i have a more
difficult time processing information… I had to leave my home in Northern Ontario and travel to
southern Ontario … because my parents who where 85 and 84 were both sick and there were
no services to help them… so there we were the three of us and we struggled… I have to pace
to accomplish tasks during the day… I have to lay my head down and rest … my parents got a
bit better and I decided to go home for a bit in April/21… I went back down during the summer
with my husband so he could help out… we stayed till late September /21… thé I got a call I
December that my dad was palliative and I needed to get back down to southern Ontario… my
husband came with me thinking he would just drive me there and he would go back home to
our daughter and her two boys because my daughter has been sick and off work… however
once there it became apparent to him that he needed to stay and help me until I was able to
get a routine… My dad was in and out of ER and hospital stay because of his health… I was
appalled when I was told that I couldn’t be with my dad during some visits to the ER and
hospital … I explained my concerns for my dad not able to talk for himself… I informed various
medical staff that what they were doing was criminal… after making a stand I was allowed to
assit my dad … people made comments that how surprised and unfair that I was able to go
with my dad to the hospital and assist my dad… the stress of being a caregiver in challenging
health situations my elders were sick and I have a head injury… we were all in our beds more
than we were out… Then the fear tactics have to wash your groceries I was scolded by a
home visiting nurse for my dad… about getting the vax and how to bring groceries into the
apartment … I couldn’t keep the apartment clean… but we all lowered our expectations of each
other… we started ordering food in … on a routine… we tried meals on wheels… and hired a
house keeper once every other week… we and struggled on… then came the fear of going to
the store… physical distancing… then apologizing to people because you went down the isle in
the store the wrong way… and people looking at you angrily and or hollering making comments
can’t you see the signs… mask wearing learning how… remembering to have masks with you
and on hand…. hand sanitizing every room store you enter or leave and then again once in
your vehicle… every time you turned around you were washing sanitizing… Everyone became
germ-phobic… I wasn’t even able to take a trip home because of the lockdowns and the
mandates … the division between family and friends… some pro vax others not wanting to get
the vax because not enough information was available… and I totally said there is NO way I
am signing … The the government made people sign that they would not be responsible for
anything adverse or affects of the vax… ARE YOU STUPID…! That confirmed for me that my
choice NOT to take the vax was the right choice… however I am married my husband caved
into the pressure to get vaxed… now I find out from the hidden information that I may as well
be vaxed because of how the body passes the chemicals and toxins around and out of the
body… Then and now it has come to where my grandchildren have to take the vax 😱 … how
can that be right… there was no information that it was safe and the kids had to sign the
government off being responsible…!!! AaaaARE YOU KIDDING ME….No…No…NO… I live in
Canada… I live in a free country… This last 2years has be nothing but fear mongering and
mind control… I have 2 sisters of whom I love very much… COVID has harm us… our
relationships … my sisters are very upset with me for trying to explain what is really happening
in this world… My one sister just went through a bad medical diagnosis from her doctor…
which she changed doctors found out she had cancer… and needed an agressive combination
treatment of radiation and chemo… I recently sent a text of the information that is being
revealed as a result of the truckers and others digging through information to find the truth
about what is going on… she boldly told me not to send her any more information… I was
shocked… she has an open mind… but totally opposite… fear mongering and mind control…
she has a computer business so I know there was a lot of mandates she had to be up on and
implement… She thought that the vax was protecting her… as she was told people with
immune compromised symptoms were #1 high priority people needing to have the vax… I had
a conversation with my sick father who wasn’t capable of making any decisions for himself
had to decide if he was going to agree to the vax… I was told by my family that I better not try

2/21/2022 12:18 AM
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to brain wash my dad to the way I felt about the vax because I am against getting the vax…
so I held my tongue… I did not try to even convince my dad to my way of thinking… I was so
upset… then came the day when I had to take my dad to get his vax… We got to the clinic
and they had run out of Phizer… so I decided that because Phizer was the vax that my dad
wanted then we would wait till they get another batch in… so I took my dad home… however I
called my sister on route home… she was very upset with me and instructed me to get him
back to the clinic… my dad said he wanted to go back… so we went back… they still had
room for my dad… he got his first injection and the nurse that was doing it insulted me and
laughed at me and made me look really dumb in front of my dad… my dad didn’t know and he
poked fun at me too… and in the future when the conversation came up he would talk about
what the nurse said about me and he would laugh… people have laughed and have made snide
remark’s about the fact that I don’t want the vax… I was told /harassed repeatedly by medical
professionals that I was being very irresponsible by not getting the vax because of my dad and
stepmom being immuno compromised … my other sister is grieving the loss of her husband…
she was traumatized by trying to resesitate him… he was gone instantly but she tried and
tried… her son is a scientist so guess what he is telling my sister… the vax is good… well the
family holds our nefew grandson highly for his esteemed accomplishments… My dad says well
ask D. what he thinks about this vax… He is pretty smart… if anyone knows he will know…
my sister says mean things to me about not getting the vax and tells me that her son (the
scientist) thinks anyone that doesn’t get the vax is incredibly dumb… now my sister doesn’t
want to talk to me… I feel like I’m on guard all the time… I notice my veins tighten and
throbbing I get so excited and involved with passing the information around that I am finding
out from friends and professionals about the missing information and the misinformation… I
just want people to know the truth.., this is all criminal at its worst…
1464

Isolation, division in community, children and family very stressed

2/21/2022 12:18 AM

1465

My health by not able to see a doctor at the beginning of my illness. Restricted areas not
allowing in me to get treatment, not able to socialize with friends, not able to have friends in
our home, not able to go to church, not able to enjoy a movie at the theater with my husband,
not able to restaurants anywhere, not able to attend family funerals, not able to see friends
dying in hospital, not able to have my husband with me in emergency, not able to fly to see my
mom who is 84 years old and lives on her own, not able to fly to see my brother that has
Parkinson's Disease and doesn't have much time to live, not able to be with my dog when he
had to see the vet and he was completely traumatized, not able to have a repair man to come
and fix our furnace, and much more

2/21/2022 12:18 AM

1466

My husband and I have both lost our jobs. Affected is not the right word, desecrated and
abused is more like it. I have 2 kids, had I known this was going to happen I wouldn't have had
them. Their lives have been turned literally upside down. I will never forgive or trust the
government ever again.

2/21/2022 12:18 AM

1467

My children are getting depressed because of their inability to function normally. I am not able
to provide for my family like I usually do, and we are unable to travel

2/21/2022 12:18 AM

1468

In everything

2/21/2022 12:18 AM

1469

In every way

2/21/2022 12:18 AM

1470

Work and quality of like.

2/21/2022 12:17 AM

1471

Depression , lost my mom and sister from isolation

2/21/2022 12:17 AM

1472

Not at all as a vaccinated individual.

2/21/2022 12:16 AM

1473

Mentally and physically difficult

2/21/2022 12:16 AM

1474

Can't see my family. Can't go anywhere

2/21/2022 12:16 AM

1475

Who could say No to that question ?

2/21/2022 12:16 AM

1476

It caused mental health issues and destroyed my relationship with my spouse and family
segregated others, pug my daughter behind I'm her education time dhe will never get back
forced me to take medical treatment I did not want and feel abused by my work and
government

2/21/2022 12:16 AM

1477

Feel like my freedom was taken away and given an ultimatum. Get a vaccine or you can’t visit
your family on another province. Her a vaccine or no job for you, her a vaccine or stay home…
just awful

2/21/2022 12:16 AM
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1478

Family division, friends lost, having to choose between getting vaccinated and keeping my job
I am not happy I had to get vaccinated and regret it. Kids affected have anxiety, lost out of
being kids for the last 2 years.

2/21/2022 12:15 AM

1479

lost job

2/21/2022 12:15 AM

1480

Major loss of income and a complete loss of financial stability

2/21/2022 12:15 AM

1481

Fear, Isolation, no freedom, unable to travel and see family

2/21/2022 12:14 AM

1482

It has created great separation and division with families and communities due to differing
opinions and fears created by misinformation and inconsistent regulations.

2/21/2022 12:14 AM

1483

Limited family members wanting to gather. Less money spent going to places not allowing
entry. Many businesses have permantly closed. Has only created uncontrollable inflation.

2/21/2022 12:14 AM

1484

No work

2/21/2022 12:13 AM

1485

Mental health Visiting my mom and dad

2/21/2022 12:13 AM

1486

Destroyed it

2/21/2022 12:13 AM

1487

Destroyed family unit

2/21/2022 12:13 AM

1488

Ruined my old life… still hopeful for future though

2/21/2022 12:13 AM

1489

Loss of income. Loss of social activity and seeing family.

2/21/2022 12:13 AM

1490

Untold psychological damage, family estrangement, loss of friendships, unable to travel and
attend a family wedding (which was postponed several times and limited in the end), unable to
travel to visit a dying parent or attend the funeral, depression and loneliness.... for starters.

2/21/2022 12:13 AM

1491

Well, for starters, I was terminated from my job, with cause.

2/21/2022 12:12 AM

1492

Ethics out the door. Nothing that stood as democracy and human rights is acknowledged.

2/21/2022 12:12 AM

1493

See fewer people

2/21/2022 12:12 AM

1494

Job, emotional, travel to see family.

2/21/2022 12:12 AM

1495

It changed everything in my life. I’m jobless and have mental stress that’s affected my
physical well being

2/21/2022 12:12 AM

1496

Made it safer

2/21/2022 12:12 AM

1497

It has taken away support systems and resources for me as a parent of multiple special needs
children. It has impacted their well being and development

2/21/2022 12:12 AM

1498

lost home. lost job.

2/21/2022 12:11 AM

1499

Negatively impact mental health, my daughters first year of life has been void of social
relationships beyond her immediate family

2/21/2022 12:11 AM

1500

Where do I begin

2/21/2022 12:11 AM

1501

Restricted, isolated, affected our business, stopped worship gatherings

2/21/2022 12:11 AM

1502

I am a single mother with no family in this country. It has been very isolating and hard on my
mental health as well as my son's mental health. I have also lost my job due to the mandate
and vax passport. I do not support being forced to put something in my body or my child's
body with no scientific evidence of the long-term side effects.

2/21/2022 12:11 AM

1503

Family problems, business losses. Prime Minister has endorsed shaming and censorship

2/21/2022 12:11 AM

1504

Forced me to take an injection I don’t agree with. Cause division in our once great country.

2/21/2022 12:11 AM

1505

Made it depressing, have felt hopeless, being able to go into stores or work with a mask on
has been awful. Lost trust in government

2/21/2022 12:11 AM

1506

Depression, hopeless, suicidal, Lise of family and friends, isolation, kids being bullied, left out,
isolated, used as weapons, unable to work, loss of marriage,

2/21/2022 12:10 AM

1507

caused separation among our family

2/21/2022 12:10 AM
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1508

This is not a free country.

2/21/2022 12:10 AM

1509

It has caused division and upset in families and communities. It has effected abilities of some
very dear friends ability to feed their families and strain relationships. The forced hand of
deciding between a livelihood and an experimental vaccine that we have no faith in. Mental
health issues in my family that were there previously that have now spiraled into substance
abuse to the point where my step sister has flat lined multiple times and brought back just to
hit a lower rock bottom. At this point travel restrictions seems trivial compared to overall
mental health of the population.

2/21/2022 12:10 AM

1510

It has made me extremely worried for the future of the land we were so proud to come to with
our young family many years ago. We no longer know if we are safe from experimental
vaccinations and forced experiments. I no longer feel safe here

2/21/2022 12:10 AM

1511

Depression

2/21/2022 12:10 AM

1512

It's been a lie from the start. Not seeing family not travelling friends loosing business all
inflected by a bunch of criminals

2/21/2022 12:09 AM

1513

We have tourism based business. Very limited guest last few years

2/21/2022 12:09 AM

1514

All

2/21/2022 12:09 AM

1515

No social life No travel Anxiety Depression

2/21/2022 12:08 AM

1516

Limited our freedoms to connect with family, leave the country and access amenities.

2/21/2022 12:08 AM

1517

Where do I start

2/21/2022 12:08 AM

1518

Depression money issues kids want to end their lives that hard to live with no social life hyper
inflation fines that exceed any sense it’s ruin peoples entire lives and never stops science
proofs we been lied to by our federal governments seems small business is not wanted this is
all over the reset that no one should be able to do what they have to the world and the
misinformation never ends our media lies to us our pm exceeds his power call war time
mandate because our pm will not meet and try to fix the unhappiness the list goes on and all
but having the media lying to us for money from the government is totally unacceptable this
whole deal is so wrong. They trying to ruin all man kind except the rich or people with
connections I think our pm is nothing but a lying dictator and should be removed from power
feb 22 2022 I cannot believe this has happen we all been played and having to sign a waiver
for the vaccine is again wrong making people choose job or feeding their families this is a
crime against humanity and all envolved should be charged no bail loss all they have seize
bank accounts exspecally Trudeau who only ruin the most peaceful place on earth on purpose
I will never recover what’s be done to my life both in health waiting for surgery since the start
and each time given a date gets cancelled day before live with that on your mind. I also cannot
live with this mandate and why have other countries been successful reopening but our pm
seems to have been boughten off for his gain and even his brother says he gone way to far
with the mandated he approved but will not listen to the people to remove the mandates I
thought the people of Canada views and wishes were number 1. This is nothing short of the
most cruel act since Hitler.

2/21/2022 12:08 AM

1519

It sort of diminished it, made me very cautious about other people, made me lonely at times.
But it also showed me how resilient one can be.

2/21/2022 12:07 AM

1520

Much anxiety. Poor coping behaviors. Depression. Suffering watching loved ones miss
surgeries. Much division amongst family and friends surrounding belief. Loss of finances.

2/21/2022 12:06 AM

1521

It has affected my general health, mental health, friendships with friends and family, my ability
to get proper medical care due to a lack of staff, medical care not provided in some cases, my
ability to work, my ability to socialize with friends and family, my rights as a Canadian under
the Canadian charter of rights and freedoms and the Canadian bill of rights. It has affected my
belief in our government at all levels, my belief in the health care system of canada. I do not
trust my government at any level or the health care providers here as they have all be told to
lie to their patients! I do not support mandates! They were not necessary and with the science,
we know this, yet our govt put devide between canadians and doesn't care. I do not want to be
tracked everywhere I go with the digital system. I have a right to privacy and the govt is
infringing on those rights daily!! These need to end NOW!!!! Stop violating canadians and
telling us that you speak for us. You do not speak for me!

2/21/2022 12:06 AM
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1522

Divided my family, unable to travel, unable to socialize, medical care has been so sporadic I
feel I nearly lost my life, grandchildren have lost two years of their life’s and I worry how they
will handle this later in their life’s -

2/21/2022 12:06 AM

1523

No being able to live a normal life.

2/21/2022 12:06 AM

1524

All of them

2/21/2022 12:06 AM

1525

It has affected everyone around me.

2/21/2022 12:05 AM

1526

Job loss

2/21/2022 12:05 AM

1527

Minimizes spread through the simple act of masking

2/21/2022 12:05 AM

1528

I am not able to visit my mother in Long term care who is at end stages of Dimentia. I cannot
visit my dying sister in hospital, I cannot visit my daughter in BC.

2/21/2022 12:05 AM

1529

Travel, work, social life

2/21/2022 12:05 AM

1530

I have been on Put on leave without pay for 3 months now from my job. I cannot travel, go to
restaurants, events, recreation centres or gyms. I have been insulted and called names by the
prime minister and others following his example. I cannot visit my mother in law and my
children haven’t seen their grandma in over a year. My youngest daughters mental health has
been effected by the lockdowns/ mandates and I can no longer afford the help she needs as I
lost my benefits when I was put on leave. The amount of damage the Covid response has
caused is huge and unjustified.

2/21/2022 12:04 AM

1531

Job loss

2/21/2022 12:04 AM

1532

Put me at risk of illness by requiring unhealthy masks. Deprived my family of healthy practices
such as exercise and proper health care. caused huge stress due to being forced to take
absolutely unwanted vaccines. Stress because many of my family caused to loose their jobs.
Depression as well.

2/21/2022 12:04 AM

1533

Horribly

2/21/2022 12:04 AM

1534

I lost my job. I have been opposed of all mandates from beginning. All of this has been a lie. I
had Covid and now apparently our bodies natural immunity doesn’t work. Crazy bullshit.

2/21/2022 12:04 AM

1535

lost my job

2/21/2022 12:04 AM

1536

The mandates have left my children unsure of people and scared of public interactions, not
because of sickness but because they have not been able to interact with people properly for 2
years of their lives. We have also lost income and have lost relations as tensions rise and
other people decide to disassociate with us.

2/21/2022 12:03 AM

1537

Mandates have not affected my life as much as the anti-mandate movement has. I felt safer
sending my kids to school knowing everyone would be wearing a mask, felt safer going out in
public and maybe starting to pick up social activities if I could see the numbers going down.
Moe has left us in the dark and the convoy has made the divide worse. Now not only do I feel
unsafe because of mandates being lifted too soon, I feel unsafe in general. And also feel
embarrassed to even carry my own country’s flag because of what it now represents. If
mandates stayed in place when cases are low (not at a peak) then yeah I would protest, but at
a peak it is not the right time.

2/21/2022 12:03 AM

1538

Lost my job, depression, anxiety

2/21/2022 12:03 AM

1539

Lost a family member and close friend due to the "safe and effective" bio weapon "vaccine"

2/21/2022 12:03 AM

1540

Job loss, home loss, mental health concerns from lockdown stress, strain on relationships due
to divisive government, financial strain, child anxious and afraid due to masking. Trapped in
own country unable to leave.

2/21/2022 12:03 AM

1541

Divided our family. My children now have severe anxiety.

2/21/2022 12:03 AM

1542

As a performing and touring musician, it has completely halted my life. Monthly tours to <10
gigs a year? Needlessly to say, it has greatly affected my mental health and my growing, lucky
career path. The division caused by making anyone who does not feel comfortable with getting
a vaccine for example, is utterly deplorable. I believe in the choice for any and all Canadians to
do with their body as they please - abortion, gender identity, health, and yes of course, the
right to choose to not take the vaccine. No matter what you choose to do with your body,

2/21/2022 12:03 AM
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should NOT be a reason to become secluded from the rest of society, and loose their job over.
It’s taking a giant step back in time, which we all frown upon.
1543

Created division amongst family and friends Almost ended my marriage Heightened anxiety
and panic attacks

2/21/2022 12:03 AM

1544

In everyway my mental health, my physical health, my employment, my family relationships,
my faith in our country. These mandates are not for our health and safety.

2/21/2022 12:02 AM

1545

I’m unable to do the things I like to do (i.e. go out to eat, go to the movies)

2/21/2022 12:02 AM

1546

I retired early from my teaching position since I objected to the rules and fear-mongering in
children. Children have very little risk of illness in this epidemic.

2/21/2022 12:02 AM

1547

no life

2/21/2022 12:02 AM

1548

I can’t work and I’m in more debt then ever

2/21/2022 12:01 AM

1549

Created a senses of loneliness and disconnectednes with friends and relatives. Perpetuated
divisions in society.

2/21/2022 12:01 AM

1550

Lonely hurt business

2/21/2022 12:01 AM

1551

The "science" is very contradictory and has cause much separation between families and
friends. Mental health issues have played a big part to isolation and fear and the overall lack of
open discussion around key issues.

2/21/2022 12:01 AM

1552

I know people have passed from the vax and suffering serious side effects. Plus it is a hoax

2/21/2022 12:00 AM

1553

Very negatively in all aspects.

2/21/2022 12:00 AM

1554

Negatively

2/21/2022 12:00 AM

1555

It's taking our freedoms away

2/21/2022 12:00 AM

1556

Every aspect of my family life has been impacted negatively

2/21/2022 12:00 AM

1557

Mental health

2/20/2022 11:59 PM

1558

Mandates lessen my stress about catching and spreading covid. Also noticed fewer colds and
flu.

2/20/2022 11:59 PM

1559

Job more stressful due to lack of support from Scott moe

2/20/2022 11:59 PM

1560

Its affected my freedom to live a normal life I live with restrictions that's not free

2/20/2022 11:59 PM

1561

Impossible to visit children in u.s.a

2/20/2022 11:59 PM

1562

Created isolation and depression

2/20/2022 11:59 PM

1563

Severe anxiety disorder, so I have great difficulty with masks, yet goaded / chastised / bullied
into wearing them for over two years now - no respect or acknowledgement of any
"exemptions" whatsoever! Social distancing erodes our "connections" as human beings (Goes
without saying, you'd think..) I could go on...

2/20/2022 11:59 PM

1564

It has made me fully aware of the fact you cannot believe everyone. Especially, the Media,
Government's & Medical Staff, Family Doctor's, etc.. one has to do a thorough research on
your own time. It has made me more reluctant to stay at home more. Order my groceries in.
Go out when necessary and have very little contact with people. It has totally turned my whole
life around. I will not take any Covid shots, Boosters, etc... Nor will I put my TRUST in MAN
but In GOD. Especially, when the FDA didn't approve of them in the first place. We're not to be
used as Guinea Pigs. Nor should we TRUST in pharmaceutical companies when they are
making a great deal of money. They aren't accountable for their actions and conducting illegal
acts, which have already caused a great number of deaths!!!

2/20/2022 11:59 PM

1565

Depression and I have not been able to meet with my VA case manager, my VA appointed Dr
of psychology or my Psychiatrist from Occupational Stress Injury Clinic

2/20/2022 11:58 PM

1566

My mental health being concerened about how they are affecting the health of my grandkids,
my kids having to wear masks and if tney will end up being jabbed. Also being segredated
from so many thimgs because I have chosen not to be vaccinated.

2/20/2022 11:58 PM
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1567

It has allowed me to spend more time with my family

2/20/2022 11:58 PM

1568

We deserve our freedom !!!

2/20/2022 11:58 PM

1569

It has been DEVASTATING! from ISOLATION to insidious CONTROL of all aspects of my life.
Implementing Trudeau's ulterior WEF plan created FEAR, MISTRUST, HATE,VIOLENCE.

2/20/2022 11:58 PM

1570

Coerced some of my adult children in getting vaccinated against their will.

2/20/2022 11:57 PM

1571

Yes my husband lost his dream job over refusal to get the vaccine. This has significantly
impacted our family income.

2/20/2022 11:57 PM

1572

Unable to work in my chosen career

2/20/2022 11:57 PM

1573

Where I go. Where I don’t go. Where I shop. Where I don’t shop. My doctor’s visits by phone.
Stress. Sleepless nights. Division with neighbors, friends. Frustration, telling people to cover
their faces that does nothing but show submission to absurdity. Travel has totally changed,
borders. My life has been affected in most every way possible, not to mention the n rational
debt which has gone out of control and will affect our economy for generations. That’s all for
starters.

2/20/2022 11:57 PM

1574

Gave my kids anxiety and depression

2/20/2022 11:57 PM

1575

Nervous Financial Family isolated

2/20/2022 11:57 PM

1576

Work social travel ect

2/20/2022 11:57 PM

1577

It has caused division amongst people & made people fear each other. I have lost trust in
Health Authorities & our politicians.

2/20/2022 11:57 PM

1578

Family, very day leaving, not seeing my grandmother before past away, not being able to
travel, the list goes on!!! Thanks to Turdou he needs to. Go, step down and pay big time for
what he has caused!!

2/20/2022 11:57 PM

1579

Made us alone and no one to help us kept us away from support our families and separated us
from being a part of belonging anywhere Canada’s is not what it once was a free nation

2/20/2022 11:56 PM

1580

Negatively

2/20/2022 11:56 PM

1581

Its driven a wedge between family members. They have no problem going to the community
center, Tim's or anywhere else, but they have only seen their grandchildren for 30 minutes in 3
years.

2/20/2022 11:56 PM

1582

I had to quit my job

2/20/2022 11:56 PM

1583

Being able to spend time with loved ones.

2/20/2022 11:55 PM

1584

Loss of life of family friends. Anxiety for fear of being aggressively harassed for expressing our
Rights and Freedoms to not be jabbed and not have to wear a Mas, and not be kept from life
and the pursuit of happiness. Loss of wages due to non Vax status. Personal anxiety,
depression, morbidly obese weight gain. Loss of contact with family members and friends due
to different views. All caused by misinformation from the federal and provincial governments.

2/20/2022 11:55 PM

1585

Yes it has caused serious depression and division in my family and with those who have been
brainwashed by the bought a paid for propaganda ministry (CBC and others) Just like what
Hitler did

2/20/2022 11:55 PM

1586

Negatively.

2/20/2022 11:55 PM

1587

The worst thing that happened in the whole life

2/20/2022 11:55 PM

1588

Restrictions galire

2/20/2022 11:55 PM

1589

Reduced contact with friends. Reduced travel.

2/20/2022 11:54 PM

1590

I lost my job in aviation manufacturing and the hobbies which make my life enjoyable have
been taken away (playing hockey and playing/seeing live music, just to name two).

2/20/2022 11:54 PM

1591

Ruined it

2/20/2022 11:54 PM

1592

It has affected my family with division and suspicion. It affected my teaching career. It
affected relationships with friends. It caused anxiety, fear and created a deep distrust of police

2/20/2022 11:54 PM
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as well as government officials. It caused us to miss many occasions such as my son’s
wedding, my parents sixtieth wedding anniversary, family gatherings, our thirtieth wedding
anniversary, my superannuation from a twenty five year teaching career. There is so much
carnage. Suspicion among neighbours, fear that is palpable in the market place. It has been
horrendous for children and seniors we love. Years lost that can never been recovered. Loss of
freedom to choose. Worst of all democracy hangs in the balance for the next generation.
1593

Haven’t been able to visit my family , grandchildren , great grandchildren, friends in Canada for
3 years.

2/20/2022 11:54 PM

1594

Kid were bullied

2/20/2022 11:54 PM

1595

Mental health, financially, education, children, socially, emotionally, family, literally every
aspect of life has been affected in a negative way

2/20/2022 11:54 PM

1596

Division between family and friends, denied birthing and parenting experiences, developmental
delays in children, unable to complete education program, depression, anxiety, detrimental to
the mental health of myself and my family, discrimination, financial hardship, to name but a
few ways.

2/20/2022 11:54 PM

1597

*

2/20/2022 11:53 PM

1598

My husband lost his job and now we are a family of 5 trying to live on minimum wage jobs

2/20/2022 11:53 PM

1599

My business closed and I filed for bankruptcy. Mental health is at an all time low

2/20/2022 11:53 PM

1600

Mental well being, Job loss, family Division

2/20/2022 11:53 PM

1601

yes it has

2/20/2022 11:53 PM

1602

I will be loosing my career on mar 24th due to mandates. I am a single mother of two young
children with a mortgage to pay. I have no idea what I’m going to do. The mandate is
destroying my life

2/20/2022 11:53 PM

1603

It’s irrelevant as it’s against international law and is therefore not valid.

2/20/2022 11:53 PM

1604

Mentally. my kids need to have a normal life mask free. My family member died alone. So
much more.

2/20/2022 11:53 PM

1605

It has disrupted my daily life

2/20/2022 11:53 PM

1606

I can't get my regular physio or medical visits for my injuries.

2/20/2022 11:52 PM

1607

My 15 year old daughters good friend committed suicide

2/20/2022 11:52 PM

1608

Limited my involvement and access to normal activities

2/20/2022 11:52 PM

1609

These mandates have been horrible. I have lost friends, family members, felt extreme
isolation, my daughter has been suffering emotionally and mentally. I have not been able to
enjoy life as I have previously before Covid And I hardly recognize my country anymore based
on the separation and division between people

2/20/2022 11:52 PM

1610

Depressed, powerless, like I am back in USSR.

2/20/2022 11:52 PM

1611

The mandate has caused a lot of negative division amongst family. Friends and family have
lost their jobs because of the mandate.

2/20/2022 11:51 PM

1612

It almost closed our businesses. How we feed our family. We have lots a ton of our loved ones
due to suicide

2/20/2022 11:51 PM

1613

n/a

2/20/2022 11:51 PM

1614

I cannot travel to other provinces to see my children/grandchildren. I cannot visit my father in
nursing home. My children cannot take part in sports or activities. My special needs daughter
is cut off from all of her social & developmental activities/friends. My adult children have felt
coerced into receiving vaccinations against their will in order to retain employment or continue
their education. My most recent high school graduate will not move on to either, as it all seems
pointless to him. Due to the promotion of covid fears, many of my familial relationships are
permanently damaged. My own mother is afraid to see me in person. I have grown to see the
media and government as my oppressors. Trust in both institutions has been destroyed. My
doctor has abandoned me; too busy with covid to see me or my family members. Hospital care

2/20/2022 11:51 PM
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is something I dread/avoid, as I now see the medical system as not having my best interest
as their priority.
1615

Limited traveling

2/20/2022 11:51 PM

1616

Lost freedom and rights.

2/20/2022 11:51 PM

1617

The better question is how have they not effected my life?

2/20/2022 11:51 PM

1618

No work

2/20/2022 11:51 PM

1619

Negativity

2/20/2022 11:50 PM

1620

Depression, feel like a prisoner in my own country. All government leaders are liars,cannot be
trusted

2/20/2022 11:50 PM

1621

Travel had been restricted. Access to fitness facilities, theatres, sports events, children’s
functions, restaurants has been denied. Church attendance has been limited. Subbing is no
longer available. Our government has far too much overreach and input into one’s life and
activities.

2/20/2022 11:50 PM

1622

Lost my job

2/20/2022 11:50 PM

1623

Masking daily for work. Less travel. Less socializing. Hardly a sacrifice! I’m happy to help
those who would have a harder time without mandates in place.

2/20/2022 11:50 PM

1624

Husband can no longer work for his company. Many Many tears for my children for the things
we can't do anymore. Didn't get to see my father after he almost died from a heart attack. Can't
visit my best friend dying of cancer. Just to name a few!

2/20/2022 11:50 PM

1625

Yes

2/20/2022 11:49 PM

1626

Loss of employment

2/20/2022 11:49 PM

1627

Divided my family; distanced friends. Makes me feel oppressed.

2/20/2022 11:49 PM

1628

Has had negative mental effects on my young daughters

2/20/2022 11:49 PM

1629

lost my faith in my government and been very jard to find a job

2/20/2022 11:49 PM

1630

It’s put division between family members, friends, co workers and I’m tired of not having a
social life. It’s time to get our lives back and give us our freedoms back

2/20/2022 11:49 PM

1631

My 90 yr old mother is too sensitive to medications to get vaccinated. To forbid her from going
to a Sr. Centre or anywhere to socialize is cruel. She is the fragile one. If assisted suicide is
okay with government, my mom should be able to choose what does or doesn’t go in her body.

2/20/2022 11:49 PM

1632

I'm depressed

2/20/2022 11:49 PM

1633

Children activites Gym Fear of losing job

2/20/2022 11:49 PM

1634

i can’t even take my daughter swimming… i can’t get a medical exemption after having a heart
attack among heart issues

2/20/2022 11:49 PM

1635

Negatively

2/20/2022 11:48 PM

1636

It has created division amongst friends and family and killed many small businesses

2/20/2022 11:48 PM

1637

Haven’t been able to see family that live abroad.

2/20/2022 11:48 PM

1638

Mental health, family relations and income have all been HUGELY negatively affected

2/20/2022 11:48 PM

1639

Violation of my freedoms and the Canadian charter of rights and freedoms. It has also caused
unnecessary inflation and supply issues.

2/20/2022 11:48 PM

1640

Isolation, depression, not able to go out.

2/20/2022 11:48 PM

1641

Closed my business and restricted it. We list hundreds of thousands of dollars and 40% of our
business

2/20/2022 11:48 PM

1642

Caused a lot of anxiety and anger, distance between family members

2/20/2022 11:48 PM

1643

Negatively

2/20/2022 11:47 PM
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1644

Division of family and friends loss of freedom to travel

2/20/2022 11:47 PM

1645

It has caused my siblings to stop talking to each other. It has divided communities, families
and Freinds. I feel persecuted by neighbours and friends and a prisoner in my own home

2/20/2022 11:47 PM

1646

We have lost friends. We have been restricted from attending our grandchildren's events,
dining in a restaurant when away from home (an 80 yr old, a 70 yr old and our 30 yr old
daughter with down syndrome have had to eat in our vehicle in a SK winter when having appts
out of town). We all have medical conditions which would merit an exemption if a Dr would give
us one.

2/20/2022 11:47 PM

1647

Just the daily inconvenience. Don’t see the logic with lots of the rules.

2/20/2022 11:47 PM

1648

Lost my job

2/20/2022 11:47 PM

1649

In every possible way. Work, family, social life, my child's life.

2/20/2022 11:46 PM

1650

My business was shut down, slowed down due to limited capacity, my child has developed
anxiety. This never should have been how it was handle and even more so needs to end now!

2/20/2022 11:46 PM

1651

It hasn't changed anything...

2/20/2022 11:46 PM

1652

No freedom

2/20/2022 11:46 PM

1653

I am not vaxxed so I don't go to restaurants.

2/20/2022 11:45 PM

1654

Loneliness hopelessness

2/20/2022 11:45 PM

1655

I am constantly worried that my job will require me to get vaccinated and I'm not confident in
the vaccine being the right thing for me and my body. I have had covid once and recovered
just fine.

2/20/2022 11:45 PM

1656

Missed 2 Christmas dinners , don't see friends and family as much, the one good thing is that
the media is as exposed as Liars when you can watch the freedom Convoy 24/7 live feed then
hear what the media says is black and white , I have no trust in the media or police anymore

2/20/2022 11:44 PM

1657

Where would I even start? Everything has gone downhill. A lot oof bad things have happened
to my family alone, things that ccan never be undone. The masks are horrible to wear while
wworking, anytime for that matter. So much division. None of this ever should have happened.
It's been so devastating to so many people. It's time to start to try and heal from all of this.

2/20/2022 11:44 PM

1658

Mostly just the hassle and discomfort of wearing a mask. I would like a choice

2/20/2022 11:44 PM

1659

Caused hate and division, jobs, mental health is suffering. Such an overwhelming sadness as
other countries are openend or have been open and now we have this craziness in Canada
brought on by a out of control individual j Trudeau!! I am afraid to stay in this country if this
continues!

2/20/2022 11:44 PM

1660

I cannot travel in/out or around my country. My 7 year old wears a mask 8.5 hours a day 5
days a week. My husband had to be vaccinated or lose his job. I work in a restaurant but I
cannot eat there. The fighting of fellow Canadians is very depressing and completely
unnecessary at this point.

2/20/2022 11:43 PM

1661

3 rapid test per week for work Isolated from family who refuse to see us if not vaxxed Cannot
participate in outings that require a passport Can't travel or visit family outside of Canada Can't
attend family weddings

2/20/2022 11:43 PM

1662

lost my job, suffered verbal and physical assault and harassements due to not wearing the
mask for medical and consciousness reasons, worsening current health issues

2/20/2022 11:43 PM

1663

Loss of friends, family, emotional disturbances, inability to see family overseas, financial
hardship, loss of trust for leaders in every facet of our country and provinces

2/20/2022 11:43 PM

1664

I haven’t been able to see my family in the United States for over 2 years.

2/20/2022 11:43 PM

1665

Loss of income, loss of family time, death from Covid jab, mental health decline, social
divisions,.

2/20/2022 11:43 PM

1666

It’s limited my usual social contacts and kept my family healthy and my workplace able to
manage patients

2/20/2022 11:43 PM

1667

It has segregated my family

2/20/2022 11:43 PM
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1668

Limited ability to spend with family. Had a brother be diagnosed & die alone with a huge family
I Freund base were unable to be at his side. It was in-humane!!!

2/20/2022 11:43 PM

1669

negatively

2/20/2022 11:42 PM

1670

Depression

2/20/2022 11:42 PM

1671

Not at all.

2/20/2022 11:42 PM

1672

I haven’t been in a restaurant or fitness studio in 6 months. That was fine, I was happy to stay
home, but now I am possibly giving up my career in healthcare to keep my right to bodily
autonomy, right as the rest of the world opens up. I’ve had Covid, I have natural immunity,
better than any artificially induced vaccine immunity. This is ridiculous. Trudeau needs to go…

2/20/2022 11:42 PM

1673

Bad

2/20/2022 11:42 PM

1674

retired so not that much of an affect

2/20/2022 11:41 PM

1675

N/A

2/20/2022 11:41 PM

1676

Wrecked it stupid tutdoe

2/20/2022 11:41 PM

1677

It has affected so much personally and professionally. The government (Federal & Provincial),
business owners or employers have NO authority to coerce/demand/require people inject a
medical treatment permanently in to their body against their wishes. Canada must respect and
uphold the right to provide/withhold informed consent, bodily autonomy and the individual
choice to approve (or decline) medical care/treatments.

2/20/2022 11:41 PM

1678

Major anxiety. over increased costs No communication I AM Boss Canadians must turn to
God Govt must listen

2/20/2022 11:41 PM

1679

Destroyed relationships

2/20/2022 11:41 PM

1680

Discrimination, separation from family and friends has made regular life harshly torn.

2/20/2022 11:41 PM

1681

Stressful, depressing, devisive

2/20/2022 11:41 PM

1682

I have been a straight-A student, law-abiding, always wanting to do the right thing citizen my
whole life but have been demonized, name called and literally punished by my government (not
being allowed certain jobs, into restaurants and theatres and all sorts of places vaccinated
virus spreaders may go) for choosing the less risky of options for myself and subsequently the
family I take care of daily: covid (which I got and did very well with), over the vaccine due to
the specific comorbidities I have. The vaccine was made to protect the vulnerable and it has
done that (for many of those vulnerable to wished to receive it), but I support freedom of
choice as we all know ourselves and our own stories. We cannot live if safety is our god or we
place safety above freedom. The prisoner in a solitary confinement cell is the safest of all but
likely the unhappiest. All of these mandates have in some way, shape or form, taken away a
little piece of humanity and the joys we and our children had (doing extra curricular activities,
seeing each other’s expressions which are a major part of our language and communication as
humans, visiting and ministering to the elderly if they so desired, sending off our dying loved
ones, not having to stay away from fellow humans for two week or ten day or five day (science
always changing) chunks when we may or may not have a virus that is here to stay. I hope we
act like many other countries in ending all mandates ASAP.

2/20/2022 11:40 PM

1683

I can deal with the mandates. It's the incompetent premier and his ucp extremists that cause
me stress.

2/20/2022 11:40 PM

1684

Negatively

2/20/2022 11:40 PM

1685

Lost freedom to visit friends and family. Opened my eyes to media lies. Life is depressing now

2/20/2022 11:40 PM

1686

All

2/20/2022 11:40 PM

1687

Emotionally

2/20/2022 11:40 PM

1688

It has effected my whole family,my job,my life all over lies

2/20/2022 11:40 PM

1689

Very much depressed

2/20/2022 11:40 PM

1690

Breathing Headaches Extra stress Loss of work/income Limiting activities indoor and out

2/20/2022 11:40 PM
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1691

I have researched and studied for the last 2 years to discover the government agenda and the
global agenda. It is clear that a totalitarian government snd enslavement of the population is
desired. Also clear that the vax is harmful. So disappointing.

2/20/2022 11:40 PM

1692

Lost my RN job

2/20/2022 11:40 PM

1693

Family division...loss.of job...freedom of going to restaurants and other social.events.

2/20/2022 11:40 PM

1694

Our childrens mental health main concern. Social division and small businesss suffering.

2/20/2022 11:39 PM

1695

Isolation, restriction, social life non existent, family occasions missed

2/20/2022 11:39 PM

1696

Loss of job, kids mental health, stress and anxiety increased,

2/20/2022 11:39 PM

1697

Lost job as airline Captain. 3.0+ million in lost income till retirement. No travel. No vacation. No
visiting family. Family members with Vax injury. Discriminated against. Hesitant to visit
hospital.

2/20/2022 11:39 PM

1698

My income has been cut in half… all my savings to buy my first home ended up going to bills
and groceries to keep my house afloat

2/20/2022 11:39 PM

1699

It has helped me to feel safer as an immunocompromised person.

2/20/2022 11:39 PM

1700

In every which way

2/20/2022 11:39 PM

1701

Lost my job … mental health has suffered immensely due to lack of physical activities

2/20/2022 11:39 PM

1702

I lost my job, my livelihood, my mental and physical health.

2/20/2022 11:39 PM

1703

Everything

2/20/2022 11:39 PM

1704

Negative all around, mentally it has been terrible

2/20/2022 11:38 PM

1705

Feel mentally and physically drained because of lockdowns, being away from family, friends,
Church, and indoor activities. Worried about Grandchildrens Education and Social Skills can
we ever regain what Canada has lost. Feel like my Country is badly broken !

2/20/2022 11:38 PM

1706

Masking has negatively affected my young granddaughter and all mandates have affected my
family mentally and emotionally.

2/20/2022 11:38 PM

1707

N/A

2/20/2022 11:38 PM

1708

Have not been able to work. Not fired, but also not enough business to get a shift.

2/20/2022 11:38 PM

1709

Lack of freedom

2/20/2022 11:38 PM

1710

Bad

2/20/2022 11:38 PM

1711

Uncertainty and living in a constant state of fear from my government

2/20/2022 11:38 PM

1712

Feeling like slave

2/20/2022 11:38 PM

1713

Hard lockdowns and impossible to go to Rona, Canac, Costco ect …

2/20/2022 11:38 PM

1714

Terribly

2/20/2022 11:38 PM

1715

Work hours reduced.

2/20/2022 11:37 PM

1716

ruined some relationships and enjoyment of life

2/20/2022 11:37 PM

1717

I have lost my job, my children also have been effected. My older daughter is in college and
she couldn't attend and it has affected her mentally.

2/20/2022 11:36 PM

1718

Job loss - medical field

2/20/2022 11:36 PM

1719

I have a teenager that has lost 2 years of his adolescence because Trudeau and Kenny
decided to punish the unvaccinated.

2/20/2022 11:36 PM

1720

I can no longer see my dr, eye dr, or chiropodist in person for any reason because they don’t
respect my medical mask exemption. I have been kicked out of stores because they won’t
respect my exemption. I was in a store with my father who lives in the same house, so there
was nothing spread and told by cash supervisor to move away from him and when I told him,
he ignored me. I have no access to transportation other than my parents because I don’t drive

2/20/2022 11:36 PM
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and can no longer take a cab or bus. I can’t attend any social events. I have been called every
name in the book by family members and former friends due to vaccine status , have been told
I should be thrown in jail, selfish, stupid. A lot of time when I go online I see posts or
comments about how hated unvaccinated people are some from family , how we should be
exiled, fined, jailed, refused health care. Most of my family doesn’t like me because I am
unvaccinated. I have become depressed and sometimes suicidal because of this. I have had
to increase adrenal medication for rare condition. because I keep having adrenal crisis due to
emotional stress. If my adrenal crisis was bad enough which it has been in the past, I can’t go
to the ER like I’m supposed to for emergency IV because during crisis I am too ill to speak for
myself and parents aren’t allowed to come with me because they are unvaccinated. I have lost
almost everything due to mandates and everything that goes with them.
1721

It has ruined our lives and created fear in our children.

2/20/2022 11:36 PM

1722

Less face time with people, not good for mental health.

2/20/2022 11:36 PM

1723

Since the beginning

2/20/2022 11:35 PM

1724

I stay home most tge time to be safe from tge virus. I cannot breathe wearing a mask.

2/20/2022 11:35 PM

1725

Lost my cat Separated from the rest of my family Had to move more than once

2/20/2022 11:35 PM

1726

Vaccine passports means I cannot visit my grandmother in her care home, I cannot visit
museums, go to shows or restaurants

2/20/2022 11:35 PM

1727

Unable to spend time with my 95 year old gramma. She is alone. Made my mental health really
bad

2/20/2022 11:35 PM

1728

Terribly

2/20/2022 11:35 PM

1729

Decision to keep job or get the vaccine. Get the vaccine just to be able to fly to see family…
and even then flying has become so difficult… children not being able to go places because
we as parents were not at peace or felt it medically safe to give… As a nurse - seeing patients
families not allowed to enter building due to passports. Patients left facility due to this being
implemented even though they were not ready to go home. Find it extremely interesting that
the virus only lasts 5 days for the vaccinated but 14 (?) for the unvaccinated… that is not how
a virus works… None of the policies and mandates have scientific effect. Stop the mandates!

2/20/2022 11:35 PM

1730

Not

2/20/2022 11:35 PM

1731

Limited social activities and made early retirement.

2/20/2022 11:35 PM

1732

I was forced to be vaccinated to keep my job with the RCMP

2/20/2022 11:35 PM

1733

Caused my loved ones to die alone in the hospital cause we can’t see them, my loved ones
lost their jobs, can’t see my family and friends, families and friends have become divided. The
government has lost their respect

2/20/2022 11:35 PM

1734

I can’t travel, for awhile I couldn’t go out with my friends. My family is too scared to visit us
and my mother. Many Relationships are strained. Masks give me a headache and anxiety.

2/20/2022 11:34 PM

1735

In every way Im fighting with my family and haven't seen them in 2 years I've lost my job
because Im a vocal teacher I don't trust my government anymore and worry about the political
structure of the future

2/20/2022 11:34 PM

1736

My 2 young kids have been impacted the most by mandates

2/20/2022 11:34 PM

1737

The separation and isolation, has caused stress, fear and exhaustion due to increased work
responsibilities and not being able to see family and properly mourn lost loved ones.

2/20/2022 11:34 PM

1738

I will not disclose

2/20/2022 11:34 PM

1739

Ruined my life lost my job, struggled to pay mortgage and truck payments love to work and
make money and that was taken from me from the pos prime minister

2/20/2022 11:33 PM

1740

Loneliness. Frustration Excessive anxiety Distrust of government

2/20/2022 11:33 PM

1741

Not necessary

2/20/2022 11:33 PM

1742

Feel like second class citizen, has divided friends, fear, stress, I may lose my job due to
vaccine mandate and I am a single mum

2/20/2022 11:32 PM
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1743

I have not ended up in hospital so others have received care they needed

2/20/2022 11:32 PM

1744

Mentally which leads to physically not so great and not free at all!

2/20/2022 11:32 PM

1745

Depression, anxiety, mentally fatigued.

2/20/2022 11:32 PM

1746

Unable to effectively perform job. Divisiveness between family, friends, Co-workers and
acquaintances. Mental stress

2/20/2022 11:32 PM

1747

The mandates have impacted by ability to work, my children at school, my husband and his
job, my mental health

2/20/2022 11:31 PM

1748

Mental health

2/20/2022 11:31 PM

1749

separated from family and lost my job

2/20/2022 11:31 PM

1750

Unable to travel, have dinner or dates with girlfriend, headaches from mask

2/20/2022 11:31 PM

1751

Not in a good way.

2/20/2022 11:31 PM

1752

The mandates have negativity affected my work, social life, mental health, my family, and
relationships.

2/20/2022 11:31 PM

1753

I was going to laid off from my job of 16 years because I was unvaccinated. I decided to get
the J&J vaccine. I felt forced to take a vaccine that I did not want to take, to keep my job or
even be employable.

2/20/2022 11:31 PM

1754

Thankfully not much kept from extensive travel

2/20/2022 11:30 PM

1755

I’ve lost jobs, friends have committed suicide from the stress, my children are depressed,
we’re financially struggling, etc

2/20/2022 11:30 PM

1756

Divided my family and isolation

2/20/2022 11:30 PM

1757

As a teacher, my work has many extra tasks due to COVID.

2/20/2022 11:30 PM

1758

Lost my job, my mom passed away and I couldn’t even be with her. Now my dad is in hospital
and I cannot visit him

2/20/2022 11:30 PM

1759

Its effected family life.. work .. friends.. and division of people

2/20/2022 11:30 PM

1760

Limited where I could go with my children, income loss, etc.

2/20/2022 11:30 PM

1761

It has divided my family, our community and our church, my nephew committed suicide
because of isolation, I have experienced depression for the first time in my life

2/20/2022 11:30 PM

1762

Isolation is hard

2/20/2022 11:30 PM

1763

My work has been unstable. My children have developed anxiety.

2/20/2022 11:29 PM

1764

Depression

2/20/2022 11:29 PM

1765

In all aspects. Work, family, mental health of me, my husband and kids.

2/20/2022 11:29 PM

1766

Negatively

2/20/2022 11:29 PM

1767

Mandates have affected every aspect of my life. From lack of work to government overreach.

2/20/2022 11:29 PM

1768

Lost relationships, lost of freedom and quality of life

2/20/2022 11:28 PM

1769

Lower mental health

2/20/2022 11:28 PM

1770

It has negatively impacted my family for 2 long hard years that I don’t get back with my young
children to live freely and make our own choices. Have also lost friendships with family and
close friends because of this bullshit divide for a Vaccine that doesn’t work. Vaxxed or not you
still spread what is a COLD

2/20/2022 11:28 PM

1771

Too many inconsistencies

2/20/2022 11:28 PM

1772

Freedom to bodily autonomy, freedom of speech, freedom to travel, freedom to assemble.

2/20/2022 11:27 PM

1773

Fucked it up

2/20/2022 11:27 PM

1774

I have felt confined, alienated and second class

2/20/2022 11:27 PM
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1775

Loss of income, freedom and belief in our country. Division of family, friends, community.
Decline of mental health and increase in anxiety, stress

2/20/2022 11:27 PM

1776

Negatively

2/20/2022 11:27 PM

1777

Not spending time with family. Putting up with bullshit from the Prime Minster who has
absolutely no respect for the Canadians. He is a liver and cannot tell the truth.

2/20/2022 11:27 PM

1778

Sadness with everyone

2/20/2022 11:27 PM

1779

Limited ability to eat at restaurants, attend events and prohibited travel

2/20/2022 11:27 PM

1780

Lost my job, separation from family

2/20/2022 11:27 PM

1781

A lot, but I’m okay with that for the safety of others around me.

2/20/2022 11:27 PM

1782

Significant reduction in freedom to do anything

2/20/2022 11:27 PM

1783

Has been horrible witnessing depression suicide ruining peoples lives and business. Total
abuse.

2/20/2022 11:27 PM

1784

Psychologie and divisions with my family

2/20/2022 11:26 PM

1785

I list my job for a week as a substitute teacher. I got called back to work. I needed to test
twice a week to continue working. Stress in myself, my sons and my husband. We can’t leave
the country to see my husbands family.

2/20/2022 11:26 PM

1786

Job loss Mental health Stress Division amongst family and friends

2/20/2022 11:26 PM

1787

Basically take away your freedom it total bullshit

2/20/2022 11:26 PM

1788

Negatively

2/20/2022 11:26 PM

1789

I cannot take care of the medical needs of my mother who is in a retirement home

2/20/2022 11:26 PM

1790

It’s stupid. It was unnecessary and

2/20/2022 11:25 PM

1791

It hasn't.

2/20/2022 11:25 PM

1792

Lost of works, split family, stress, insecurity. Tired of being lied to. Crime against humanity.
Especially that it is all based on lies.

2/20/2022 11:25 PM

1793

Mental health has taken a huge hit. I can’t go see my family, friends. My business is struggling
as am I!!! Hanging on by a thread has taken on a whole new meaning. My poor kids…. And
then us as adults trying to navigate through the shit to make our kids not see the corruption.

2/20/2022 11:25 PM

1794

My kids want to have fun and play sports. I quit my job to be at home for online school
support. Inflation is increasing so much it’s getting more difficult to afford healthy food. I can’t
get a job in my trained field as it in medical and they are mandated. I can’t travel. I’m treated
like I have the plague. I’ve lost friends and family members that don’t agree with my personal
choice.

2/20/2022 11:25 PM

1795

I have been sick since my first vaccine. Lost my job because I could do my second vaccine.
Because of my reaction to the first shot.

2/20/2022 11:25 PM

1796

It has restricted my ability to freely live my life as I am unvaccinated. It has also caused me
emotional strain watching many people close to me be forced into taking a vaccine they didn’t
want in order to watch their children grow up.

2/20/2022 11:25 PM

1797

The mandates have caused rifts between family, friends, and my community. They have
restricted my ability to work effectively within my community, my children have had to miss
countless activities, the list goes on and on

2/20/2022 11:25 PM

1798

They have effected me mental emotional and physically From rejection and fear and anxiety.
Breaking up and destroying families,friendships and co workers. Extreme side effects from
vaccinations and extreme sickness

2/20/2022 11:25 PM

1799

Grossly effected my job

2/20/2022 11:25 PM

1800

It’s been tough.. isolating as a senior… but I support public health measures..

2/20/2022 11:24 PM

1801

It has violated my charter of rights. Section 1 & 6

2/20/2022 11:24 PM
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1802

Mandates have negatively impacted my children's education, hobbies/interests and my
family's relationships. I'm done with all of it. We have all had the virus and had zero
complications. It makes me so sad for our children's futures to continue with this charade. The
government needs to mind its own business and leave it's citizens to make their own choices.

2/20/2022 11:24 PM

1803

Isolation, separation from family

2/20/2022 11:24 PM

1804

I’m in sales. Can’t travel can’t do my job.

2/20/2022 11:24 PM

1805

Limited socializing and traveling. Unhappy with the way small business group were handled.

2/20/2022 11:24 PM

1806

im still alive

2/20/2022 11:24 PM

1807

I took unpaid leave of absence from my job.

2/20/2022 11:24 PM

1808

Forced to choose between taking unwanted vaccination or to loose my job of 15years. My
children were deprived rights to their social development. My daughter is 7 and yet to have a
birthday party with school friends. We couldn’t say goodbye in-person to family members when
they died due to a NON-covid reason for not having a QR code.

2/20/2022 11:24 PM

1809

It hasn't hurt me yet, but I know it has been negatively life altering for some people that I know.

2/20/2022 11:24 PM

1810

Lost my job of 19 years

2/20/2022 11:24 PM

1811

Unnecessary added restrictions and stress in many aspects of 'life' and 'living'

2/20/2022 11:23 PM

1812

I’ve lost life long friends and family members and been ostracized and made a second class
citizen plus been lied to by politicians,doctors,and health authorities and watched the mental
and physical decline of way to many people especially children.

2/20/2022 11:23 PM

1813

Loss of job, inflation, loss of freedoms

2/20/2022 11:23 PM

1814

I’m retired and had hoped to be active socially but that’s been taken away. Family celebrations
not allowed for 2 years as there are 25 of us. Not allowed to travel even across my own
country or abroad. I can’t see most of my grandchildren. The mandates need to be lifted.

2/20/2022 11:23 PM

1815

The mandates have brought challenges and trauma, financially and mentally.

2/20/2022 11:23 PM

1816

My children aren't allowed to enter recreation centers, movie theatres, my family can't go to a
restaurant. We can't board a plane, we have been trapped for 2 years without being able to visit
our family in Mexico! I can't go workout to the gym, which was helping my mental health. This
is madness

2/20/2022 11:23 PM

1817

They have kept me and my family safe. Otherwise the hospital's would be overrun with covid
cases

2/20/2022 11:22 PM

1818

This has affected mine and my children’s ( 4 boys) life to the max ! Our mental health is at the
highest it’s ever been.

2/20/2022 11:22 PM

1819

Completely

2/20/2022 11:22 PM

1820

Every way possible.

2/20/2022 11:22 PM

1821

unnecessary mandates like masks, vax cards, loss of jobs, suicides, travel bands, loss of
rights and freedom

2/20/2022 11:21 PM

1822

Lost business , strained relationships , stress , anxiety , instilled fear in my child I could go on

2/20/2022 11:21 PM

1823

Feel like a hostage, deteriorated mine and my 4 kids’ mental health, loss of income, division
between family and friends.

2/20/2022 11:21 PM

1824

Caused division in immediate family. Appears to be no middle ground, either for or against all
this Covid stuff.

2/20/2022 11:21 PM

1825

zero faith in current government so long as it is wef controlled.

2/20/2022 11:21 PM

1826

I have PTSD and mental health issues now, same with my kids, friends and family. Soo
divided and lost really good friends because of the pressures and difference of opinions. Like
as if you have been made to choose between one or the other. Vax’d and unvax’d so sad, I
just want to live my Life like before COVID 19, and still be safe, wash hands. Stay home if
sick. I cannot wait for the sunny summer to be here. Winter is hard with all this, I feel sad for
the world right now. So many angry people, we all can’t take much more of this. Our poor

2/20/2022 11:21 PM
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children. All the therapy, years of IBI for my son son ASD and ADHD, he has regressed
socially, my poor boy. My daughter tried to take her life, she is 17, she cuts herself and has
major social anxiety and I can’t work full time because they need me home to help them with
so many daily activities, transitioning. My kids struggle to interact at even family gatherings
now. It’s been so hard, I cannot see my godmother age 89, I finally got her in to LTC close to
my house, and because I’m not vax’d I cannot see her in the home. It’s to cold to take her out,
she only likes short 1 hour visits. She says I’m her one and only person she wants to see, she
is giving up on life and the will to live. I’m so crushed by this. Wasted time I cannot get back,
she has dementia and may not remember me soon, she is progressing quickly. So I could go
on and on, let’s just say this could have been handled way better and it wasn’t. I don’t trust the
government and I feel like I want to move from Canada.
1827

Near suicide Mental anguish Family torn apart Irrepaitable Vaccine injuries

2/20/2022 11:21 PM

1828

Difficulty with children being schooled at home. They have fallen academically behind.
Loneliness and isolation from family and aging parents. Depression and anxiety in our children.

2/20/2022 11:21 PM

1829

Financially, mentally, emotionally

2/20/2022 11:20 PM

1830

Unemployed

2/20/2022 11:20 PM

1831

Can't do the things I wanted to do or the places I wanted to go

2/20/2022 11:20 PM

1832

Hasn’t changed much.

2/20/2022 11:20 PM

1833

Taken away our freedom

2/20/2022 11:20 PM

1834

Mentally. Family life. Employment. Health

2/20/2022 11:20 PM

1835

I've done what has been asked of me to protect public health.

2/20/2022 11:20 PM

1836

Mental stress and anxiety

2/20/2022 11:20 PM

1837

Division has taken place all around. Can’t host events like I used to do

2/20/2022 11:20 PM

1838

Division in family

2/20/2022 11:20 PM

1839

It was to much

2/20/2022 11:19 PM

1840

My health my mental health my finances are suffering my kids are struggling my grandchildren
haven’t had normal anything has skin and breathing troubles with masks my youngest son
depressed and drinking and threatening suicide cause he can’t get a start in life

2/20/2022 11:19 PM

1841

Depression

2/20/2022 11:19 PM

1842

We stay home more

2/20/2022 11:19 PM

1843

Separated me from my family, unable to visit my kids

2/20/2022 11:19 PM

1844

It has caused rifts in the family as it polarized members. Friendships have also been affected
by the polarization. Friends have suffered the loss of jobs and homes. Inability to travel to
family and friends in other provinces. Cannot enjoy a meal in a restaurant with family and
friends.

2/20/2022 11:19 PM

1845

it wase to mach

2/20/2022 11:19 PM

1846

Discrimination

2/20/2022 11:19 PM

1847

My business is operating at average 25% for the last 2 years. I have developed anxiety. There
is so much uncertainty.

2/20/2022 11:19 PM

1848

Inflation, job opportunities, not seeing family, not visiting loved ones abroad.

2/20/2022 11:18 PM

1849

Socially, financially, relationally, psychologically, and in my day to day life

2/20/2022 11:18 PM

1850

It's saved our lives

2/20/2022 11:18 PM

1851

Every aspect financially socially. Experienced workplace discrimination. Had family separation.
Isolation for others during birth and death. Have an overwhelming waitlist for therapy at my
work due to the impacts of restrictions on mental health and domestic violence

2/20/2022 11:17 PM

1852

It has completely destroyed my extended family. My kids have lost all contact with friends and

2/20/2022 11:17 PM
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most of our family. We have zero social interaction. No sports. No date nights. Nothing.
1853

I have been housebound since the beginning of the pandemic. My daughter has attended
virtual school for both her kindergarten levels. My son hadn't been around people since he was
7 months old and is still too young for the vaccine. My husband goes out for groceries once a
week and I'm terrified he will bring this virus home to our son from some anti-vax anti-mask
person. That fear will only increase of the mandates are removed. I have been waiting for a
surgery for over a year that has been cancelled three times because the hospitals have gotten
overwhelmed by COVID patients and they had to cancel surgeries; all because mandates were
not followed. I support the mandates and think they should be stricter. I think Premier Ford has
not done enough to make our schools safe in Ontario.

2/20/2022 11:17 PM

1854

Forced vaccinated to keep my job. Now waiting on surgery to remove lymph nodes that have
gone crazy and growing till I can't walk

2/20/2022 11:17 PM

1855

As a teacher my health and safety, and the health and safety of my students, all depends on
each other. My students seem to understand that better than a number of adults claiming that
their freedom has been taken away. All of the measures taken to keep all of us healthy should
follow health and medical guidelines and should end when it makes most sense medically, not
when politicians who have no medical background and who are being “advised” by a very loud
minority of the population who believe conspiracy theories. I have followed the guidelines so
far and will continue to mask and distance myself until there is no need. I have seen very few
family and friends in person these last 2 years in an effort to protect those I love and my
students and coworkers. My mother died of cancer without having her friends around her in the
last year and a half of her life. Yes it has been difficult to not see people or go out beyond work
and groceries but I definitely will not dine out now that vaccine passports are no longer
required. I will do my best to support local businesses by takeout or by quick shopping, and I
will make a point of supporting those who continue to require vaccine passports and masking
of their customers, past the end of those restrictions. The fact that our premier has done the
opposite of what medical professionals have advised, for the majority of this time is truly
baffling and ensures I will NEVER support this government and political party. They have
caused so much death and illness that should not have ever occurred.

2/20/2022 11:17 PM

1856

Damn near ruined us financially.. thanks Trudeau POS

2/20/2022 11:17 PM

1857

It hasn't.

2/20/2022 11:17 PM

1858

Lost my Job and have been removed from society. Unable to visit family because of travel
restrictions.

2/20/2022 11:17 PM

1859

In every way!! Mainly because I lost my job

2/20/2022 11:17 PM

1860

At 61 years old my freedoms have been drastically reduced. I am now considered less than an
equal in my own country. I have worked hard my entire life and now that I have time I have so
many restrictions. No eating out, no travel, no pool, no library, no gym NO CHOICE. I was
once so proud to be Canadian

2/20/2022 11:16 PM

1861

I fell like I have been in jail am allergic to masks so for 2 years I have been house bound this
is not living

2/20/2022 11:16 PM

1862

Been frustrating but think it was necessary.

2/20/2022 11:16 PM

1863

I’ve had my first child in this “pandemic” My own family was scared to see her in fear of
passing it on to her. We have all come through healthy but not happy. Shame on the
government. Life involves risk! I will use my own judgement to decide what to do with my body
and my family. We cannot even fly within country! In short: Psychological damage trying to
raise a baby and being isolated Being severely discriminated against by our own elected tyrant
officials. Loss of some contracted jobs due to vaccine mandates. Not even able to visit my
mother on the other side of Canada. I will say it again, SHAME ON OUR GOVERNMENT!

2/20/2022 11:16 PM

1864

Financial Mental health Family and friends

2/20/2022 11:16 PM

1865

In more ways than one. It has destroyed my life and my families

2/20/2022 11:16 PM

1866

Financially

2/20/2022 11:15 PM

1867

The mandates have helped keep the vulnerable people in my life safe.

2/20/2022 11:15 PM

1868

I am happy to protect the community through mandates. It’s a small part that I can play to

2/20/2022 11:15 PM
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protect vulnerable Canadians
1869

My husband’s company had to pay off more than half its staff, my children haven’t been able
to play any sports or activities, I’ve lost relationships with friends and family members as well
as my job, for not being vaccinated.

2/20/2022 11:15 PM

1870

made me feel alone with my beliefs before I realized so many felt the same. I felt violated that
I had to get vaccinated when I did not want it if I wanted to go see my son play ball then be
told I could not go anyways. felt forced to vaccinate my son so he could continue playing
sports, something I will always regret so very much.

2/20/2022 11:15 PM

1871

It has effected my life and my children lives everyday. The amount of stress and anxiety we all
feel on a daily basis is not normal. The mandates need to end NOW! We need our life and
freedom back!

2/20/2022 11:15 PM

1872

Division

2/20/2022 11:14 PM

1873

It has kept us safe. Although hard and hit my family financially I was ok with the mandates so
my family and others could be safe.

2/20/2022 11:14 PM

1874

It hasn’t at all.

2/20/2022 11:14 PM

1875

My life has been negatively affected by mandates. My kids haven’t been able to attend
swimming and other extracurricular activities. We are treated like second class citizens
because of the mandates

2/20/2022 11:14 PM

1876

I’m upset with all the right winged yahoos thinking they can take over. Also sad that it took
Ottawa that long to act, although I know they had to get backup before proceeding with the
hoodlims roaming Ottawa streets. Also disappointed with the conservatives behavior in
Parliament.

2/20/2022 11:14 PM

1877

It has torn my family apart.

2/20/2022 11:14 PM

1878

I do not feel it has affected me

2/20/2022 11:14 PM

1879

I have been miserable for 2 years with many friends and family opting out of single meetings
and gatherings because of fear of authority’s consequences of visiting one another. Family
members have died and not held funerals. As a very social person I have been segregated
from society (concerts, restaurants, pubs, pool halls, sporting events) based on my personal
medical decisions. I am not happy. In fact I’m pretty outraged. I’ll stop there

2/20/2022 11:13 PM

1880

A lot of things I had to do in order to not lose my job

2/20/2022 11:13 PM

1881

Hardly at all.

2/20/2022 11:13 PM

1882

Jobless, loss of home, food safety, mental health

2/20/2022 11:13 PM

1883

Too many questions

2/20/2022 11:13 PM

1884

Less oxygen and more stress

2/20/2022 11:13 PM

1885

Kept me safe

2/20/2022 11:13 PM

1886

My kids education and social development have suffered greatly, along with active
participation in groups and activities. Terrible consequences for all kids!

2/20/2022 11:12 PM

1887

Loss of income

2/20/2022 11:12 PM

1888

Our entire family has suffered many emotional and mental consequences from the restrictions
and division that our government has enforced

2/20/2022 11:12 PM

1889

Ruined it top to bottom. No trust in government!

2/20/2022 11:12 PM

1890

Protected my family from contracting Covid!

2/20/2022 11:12 PM

1891

Unable to attend my children's sports, my daughter has been unable to join parent participation
activities, unable to take my kids swimming or enter any businesses that brequire the
passport. It has hindered my ability to homeschool my children as I am not able to take them
to places like science world. My kids have wanted to go to movies or restaurants. Unable to
workout at a gym which keeps me healthy and my mental health in tact. Have made me fearful
of being denied or treated poorly in hospital.

2/20/2022 11:12 PM
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1892

Every aspect of my life has been outragiously destroyed by these pirate's unlawful,
unnecessary, fraudulent mandates. Conflicts of interest charges must be laid once our courts
are cleansed. So much corruption.

2/20/2022 11:12 PM

1893

It's basically ruined it. This whole thing has destroyed our society!

2/20/2022 11:12 PM

1894

I will not share my medical information.

2/20/2022 11:12 PM

1895

Stressful not being able to have family, Stressful for loved ones losing jobs over vaccine
mandates, and being excluded to do what we do.

2/20/2022 11:11 PM

1896

Limited access to services and to educational opportunities.

2/20/2022 11:11 PM

1897

Mental health problems. No job. Lost education. Loss of work.

2/20/2022 11:11 PM

1898

Greatly limited where I can take my children and what activities we can participate in.

2/20/2022 11:11 PM

1899

I am a helicopter pilot and due to federal travel/vaccine mandates I have lost my job. I also
have a 1 year daughter who has never met her family due to travel restrictions.

2/20/2022 11:11 PM

1900

Tremendously! It’s been the worst two years so far…discrimination and division is absolutely
heartbreaking. This is worse than living through a war. Pretend free country that is far from
being free.

2/20/2022 11:11 PM

1901

Vaccine mandates have ostracized me from may friends and eliminated my sources of human
connectivity, resulting much suffering mentally and emotionally

2/20/2022 11:11 PM

1902

In the ways that needed to be impacted in order for a civilized society to navigate through a
global pandemic

2/20/2022 11:11 PM

1903

Lost job and income and Devided family a real fuckin disaster..

2/20/2022 11:11 PM

1904

Can not travel to see my grandchildren

2/20/2022 11:10 PM

1905

A constant state of depression, fear, stress, and worry. For my kids, for myself, for the future,
for the constant state of changes and inconsistency’s and nothing making any logical sense.

2/20/2022 11:10 PM

1906

Lost 4 months of work, lost saying goodbye to loved ones before they passed. Mental health
went down the drain!!

2/20/2022 11:10 PM

1907

Just sickening how our government handled things. Like we’re children and the money they
gave away and not a cent to help Canada

2/20/2022 11:10 PM

1908

Both me and my wife have been threatened with our jobs. We can no longer go to the gym to
stay healthy along with restaurants etc.

2/20/2022 11:10 PM

1909

Haven't seen siblings for over 2 years because they're paranoid....my church, organizations,
etc. have quit or soon will, broken up many of my friends and families, couldn't have many
funerals so no closures with many close cousins/friends, makes me cry to see kids wearing
masks, couldn't see many close friends in CareHomes and hospitals, I have missed out on
countless events, on life in general, and at my age, I want to enjoy every minute, period.

2/20/2022 11:10 PM

1910

I lost my full time career I worked years too get along with my pension and benifits that came
with it. I am forced to live somewhere that isent safe because I can’t afford anywhere else on
my own. My dad lives in a retirement home and I haven’t been allowed to hug him in two
years.

2/20/2022 11:10 PM

1911

Lost personal time In debt further My teens college plans are ruined Haven’t seen my elderly
mother in over 2 years Put weight on Feel like we are in communist country Don’t trust any
government efforts Do not trust health care workers Haven’t been to dentist in 3 yrs Can’t have
my injuries fixed Miss having a life with friends My kids sinuses are ruined

2/20/2022 11:10 PM

1912

I can’t swim, take my kids swimming, take them to family community play programs. My kids
aren’t seeing people’s faces which is imperative for their language and speech development.

2/20/2022 11:10 PM

1913

Job loss

2/20/2022 11:10 PM

1914

I lost my job and can’t see my family

2/20/2022 11:09 PM

1915

Deep depression. Loss of ambition. Couldn't see my fiancé for over a year and a half. My face
is in level "sever" with acne issues as my doc said and I've never had face issues befor the
mask.

2/20/2022 11:09 PM
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1916

Forced to get a jab to keep my job, to see my family in LTC, to travel back home to see my
family. This needs to end. When Covid hit and we were kept out if LTC so many seniors lost
their lives due to no family visits and contact. How is that right? Trudeau needs to step down
and stop being such a dictator like Hitler

2/20/2022 11:09 PM

1917

Caused segregation for my kids and I. It has impeded our right to freedom of religion by forcing
church closure and restrictions.

2/20/2022 11:08 PM

1918

My children hate not being able to breath in school. I hate when we are outnot being able to
see their smiles, emotions. My face has broken out numerous times where the masks lay
around my mouth. Masks are gros!

2/20/2022 11:08 PM

1919

It hasn't. I refuse to play by their rules.

2/20/2022 11:08 PM

1920

My husband has lost his job, my child with sensory condition no longer attends school and
now we homeschool all our children, I am discriminated daily and segregated at work.

2/20/2022 11:08 PM

1921

Sons sports, Gym access, Family access, Ability to attend celebrations of wedding and
graduations,

2/20/2022 11:08 PM

1922

It has kept me safe.

2/20/2022 11:07 PM

1923

Lost my job over cross border mandates Couldn’t see my daughter when giving birth to grand
child Cant go see my 92 year old grandmother I needed medical help this summer had a
severe emergency and was admitted to the hospital but they would not treat me for pain or
anything until the 14 days were up because I had been to USA 🇺🇸 Would you like me to
continue?

2/20/2022 11:07 PM

1924

Wearing a mask is debilitating. People being treated like 2nd class citizens. Vax injuries, fake
media, fear porn, corruption

2/20/2022 11:07 PM

1925

Huge inconvenience for everything. Limited vacation choices, lack of freedom. The real
science does not back up the measures taken. Government, police confidence........ GONE.

2/20/2022 11:07 PM

1926

It's kept me and everyone I care about alive and healthy. It hasn't been easy for any of us, but
I'd rather go through what we have, than go through what some other countries did with the
massive losses of life because they didn't listen to the medical and scientific experts.

2/20/2022 11:07 PM

1927

The mandate has reduced my interactions with others, however, I have maintained strong
connections with those close to me. If it means keeping people healthy and safe I am willing to
follow the medical officers directions. I am tired of politicians politicizing the situation.

2/20/2022 11:07 PM

1928

It has not effected my life majorly, it is a minor change that I am willing to make to protect
others.

2/20/2022 11:07 PM

1929

Lost my job! Can't get work.

2/20/2022 11:07 PM

1930

Son in law lost his job which he loved. More stress.

2/20/2022 11:06 PM

1931

Less going out for dinner, grocery store shelves have empty spaces, have to go to different
places to shop, otherwise it's been the same.

2/20/2022 11:06 PM

1932

Extremely negativity. I never want to have to live in Canada again

2/20/2022 11:06 PM

1933

Imposed fear in customers and made meeting new clients harder

2/20/2022 11:06 PM

1934

Horribly. Segregated our community.

2/20/2022 11:06 PM

1935

Excluded. Segregation. Loss of friends and family

2/20/2022 11:06 PM

1936

Made us feel very isolated, have caused division in our family, caused depression, fear ansd
anger

2/20/2022 11:06 PM

1937

Restrictions and lies

2/20/2022 11:05 PM

1938

Restricted my ability to do my job properly and therefore affected my income. Inability to
access social events has affected my personal life. I have greater stress; I feel that my
mental health is less robust.

2/20/2022 11:05 PM

1939

Hasn’t affected me very much other than not being able to socialize in larger groups.

2/20/2022 11:05 PM
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1940

It has not allowed me to see my only family members(16).

2/20/2022 11:05 PM

1941

Negatively

2/20/2022 11:04 PM

1942

Left me feeling isolated; feeling threatened that I'll be forced to take the "experimental mRna
injection against my will; created division in my family, community and country; PTSD
symptoms have increased over this time a lot!! No place to exercise with others; no place to
worship; Mask wearing interferes profoundly with my ability to hear others (hearing impaired)
and to communicate effectively; lack of daily socialization with others has been impaired;
Feels like a dystopian universe where the "official science" is in polar opposition to the actual
"science" where there is real data; Left me alienated from my MD and medical system who so
easily went into "mass formation/hypnosis" and went along with the false narrative; Terrified
that the legacy media has been subverted to do the bidding of "global agenda" and those who
have bought the "Pandemic Narrative"; Terrified on a daily basis as I see our Charter of Rights
and Freedoms and Constitutional Rights being violated and usurped by a criminal agenda
which is pushed by the "build back better" WEF agenda 2030 pushed by Trudeau and the other
"young global leaders" who were trained under Klaus Schwab.

2/20/2022 11:04 PM

1943

Full many way

2/20/2022 11:03 PM

1944

Made it possible to live my life safely!

2/20/2022 11:02 PM

1945

It’s made my working and living conditions safer and it’s made life safer for the vulnerable
people in my community

2/20/2022 11:02 PM

1946

Affected our livelihoods and distanced us from family and friends while raising two young
children

2/20/2022 11:02 PM

1947

I am unable to work with the conditions as they are at the moment.

2/20/2022 11:02 PM

1948

Family members haven’t met my 2 year old because they’ve been so scared of covid they
have not left their house.. it’s time to move on

2/20/2022 11:02 PM

1949

It has caused serious family problems. It has taking away two years of schooling from my
young children. It has stopped them from getting to know their classmates & teachers. It has
caused anxiety in my children as well as the rest of my family. It has been a very long 2 years.
Enough is enough.

2/20/2022 11:02 PM

1950

My Livelihood was threatened and we have lost friends.

2/20/2022 11:01 PM

1951

People are scared of everything, isolating themselves and it has caused division in my family
and friends. My children are the ones that are missing out on life the most.

2/20/2022 11:01 PM

1952

Made my anxiety almost too much to bear, hard being in public situations at all. Plus it’s
limited my winter vacation, which used to be my rest/relax time.

2/20/2022 11:01 PM

1953

cant visit the dying, sick.... cant breath with masks, side effects of vaccines of loved ones
that almost died and ended up in ER and ignored....

2/20/2022 11:01 PM

1954

Negatively

2/20/2022 11:00 PM

1955

Made life unbearable. Turned family and friends against each other. Locked us in homes.
Affected social life. Caused anxiety and depression. Passports has affected ability to travel,
eat out , use recreational places, (swimming pools etc.

2/20/2022 11:00 PM

1956

F off

2/20/2022 11:00 PM

1957

In multiple ways

2/20/2022 11:00 PM

1958

This has affected my mental health.

2/20/2022 11:00 PM

1959

Loss of revenue in my business. Anxiety, depression.

2/20/2022 11:00 PM

1960

Yes

2/20/2022 11:00 PM

1961

Restricted on International travel... anxiety and depression .. Communication with friends and
family... Shopping restrictions.... Tensions between family and friends

2/20/2022 11:00 PM

1962

I feel like an outcast. I lost clients and income. I lost friends and some relatives won’t
communicate with me. I can’t even go to doctor because it’s a fascistic state now.

2/20/2022 10:59 PM

1963

Work, sports and the general fact that I’m not free to do what I want.

2/20/2022 10:59 PM
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1964

Not at all

2/20/2022 10:59 PM

1965

Lost confidence in this country!

2/20/2022 10:59 PM

1966

Isolation, depression, conflict, and health and financial well being.

2/20/2022 10:59 PM

1967

Having to watch my children not allowed to be children. Not being allowed normal childhood
things. Removing them from school because I will not put a mask on them.

2/20/2022 10:59 PM

1968

There are several mandates which have not been specific in the question but to generalize,
John Hopkins U had proven lockdowns to be more harmful than good. Mask boxes state that
masks do not prevent illness, and as a teacher, I know the effects of these mandates on
learning outcomes. Vaccines do not prevent transmission, therefore do not meet the definition
of a vaccine. On a personal level, I have experienced severe depression and anxiety not
because of Covid, but because of the mandates and more specifically, the rhetoric coming
from our Canadian Prime Minister.

2/20/2022 10:58 PM

1969

I do not allow it to.

2/20/2022 10:58 PM

1970

I got my shots. I didn’t get sick and I haven’t caused anyone to get sick. I have no issue
whatsoever if I’m asked for proof of vaccine.

2/20/2022 10:58 PM

1971

Financial, mental health. Destruction to family and friends

2/20/2022 10:58 PM

1972

Severe reaction from the vaccine

2/20/2022 10:58 PM

1973

Losing Nurses at work.

2/20/2022 10:57 PM

1974

Positive- full work from home only. Negative n/a as it's all temporary.

2/20/2022 10:57 PM

1975

It has caused friction amongst family and friends, it's like a two system, when we are all the
same . Derogatory words from the leader of Free world....causing division.

2/20/2022 10:57 PM

1976

Destroyed completely

2/20/2022 10:57 PM

1977

It is illegal and should not have been forced on anyone. I have struggled to get through school
having to pay for rapid tests to go.

2/20/2022 10:57 PM

1978

I lost my job.

2/20/2022 10:57 PM

1979

It's made it safer for me

2/20/2022 10:57 PM

1980

It’s has destroyed my life, harmed my children and caused mental illness

2/20/2022 10:57 PM

1981

It has made me feel proud to do what I can to help vulnerable humans. Anti-mandate people
have made me ashamed to be Canadian

2/20/2022 10:56 PM

1982

Awfully. Ostracized from society for a different medical choice.

2/20/2022 10:56 PM

1983

My husband works in the oilfield and I am a teacher. We have been impacted by job loss,
stress, and a change in the way we live.

2/20/2022 10:56 PM

1984

Kept me and my loved ones safe, particularly my young children.

2/20/2022 10:56 PM

1985

Where do I start?! My children have lost their freedom and right to express emotion/love to
their family and friends, loss of employment, social interaction cut down to a fraction, anxiety
and depression…etc

2/20/2022 10:56 PM

1986

Stressful. Causing anxiety when going out

2/20/2022 10:55 PM

1987

I have been treated like a second class citizen, not allowed to eat in restaurants, go to the
movies or work in my industry.

2/20/2022 10:55 PM

1988

It has given me a first hand experience of the beginnings of a Communist dictatorship in the
making.

2/20/2022 10:55 PM

1989

Ruined relationships, segregated society, my children can't read facial expressions

2/20/2022 10:55 PM

1990

Ruined livelihood

2/20/2022 10:54 PM

1991

Protected me, my loved ones and my community

2/20/2022 10:54 PM
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1992

Frustrations

2/20/2022 10:54 PM

1993

Almost committed suicide and lost my job

2/20/2022 10:54 PM

1994

Being controlled, not able to travel or go for a meal , shouldn’t have to show papers to get
groceries. Divided friends and family members

2/20/2022 10:54 PM

1995

I now get frequent headaches from having to mask at work. I cannot go to watch my son play
hockey. My daughter is not allowed to play hockey… or volleyball. My husband had to take an
injection he didn’t want to keep his job.

2/20/2022 10:54 PM

1996

Kept myself and family safe

2/20/2022 10:54 PM

1997

Stress on family and friends because of all restrictions.

2/20/2022 10:53 PM

1998

definately isolated

2/20/2022 10:53 PM

1999

Limited visiting, lack of physical activity, Lack of income

2/20/2022 10:53 PM

2000

Negatively, my kids were not able to participate in sports, hanging out with friends, feeling like
outcasts not being able to go into a restaurant, my husband has been put on leave without
pay!

2/20/2022 10:53 PM

2001

Every aspect plus employment

2/20/2022 10:53 PM

2002

It has allowed us to do the things we need to do without completely overwhelming the medical
system or putting more people in jeopardy.

2/20/2022 10:53 PM

2003

It has divided our country. Trudeau all he had to do is have dialogue with the Truckers Instead
you brought out the Emergency Act Trudeau you are here for ALL PEOPLE You are a
COWARD.

2/20/2022 10:53 PM

2004

made me sad and lonely at times. I have been unable to even start to collect a debt of Over
$25000 because the courts are not doing that gue to covid.

2/20/2022 10:52 PM

2005

Im broke

2/20/2022 10:52 PM

2006

Masks make you sicker and I was terminated from my job as a healthcare worker because I
can not legally give informed consent to the injection intended for Covid-19

2/20/2022 10:52 PM

2007

Segregation, inability to see family through travel, divisions in family and friends

2/20/2022 10:52 PM

2008

A lot. Its been 2 years of a headache. Everyone i know wants it to stop.

2/20/2022 10:52 PM

2009

Stress from not seeing family and the trying to make us get the vaccine

2/20/2022 10:52 PM

2010

I’ve become highly depressed and have had massive struggles with school

2/20/2022 10:52 PM

2011

I believe my mother and father in care have been affected by the lack of visits and I have
issues with masks as I have copd

2/20/2022 10:52 PM

2012

Less travelling

2/20/2022 10:51 PM

2013

My wife lost her job, I didn't send my child to school to be damaged by fear and mask use. I
can't go to restaurants, events. I can't fly to see my newborn niece. My wife's grandmother
was not able to see her dieing husband after being married for 70 years. I was denied visiting
my mom in hospital after her stroke.

2/20/2022 10:51 PM

2014

No travel Kids have to wear masks Can't go to the states Division in church, family and school

2/20/2022 10:51 PM

2015

I’ve been waiting 6 months for cancer surgery. I’ve lost friends and family. My daughter has
missed out on so much of the first years of her life.

2/20/2022 10:51 PM

2016

In too many ways

2/20/2022 10:51 PM

2017

Duscusting

2/20/2022 10:51 PM

2018

Majorly in many aspects of life

2/20/2022 10:51 PM

2019

My nephew committed suicide last week. My sons have fled the country. I have strained
relationships with friends. I am angry and sad ALL THE TIME.

2/20/2022 10:50 PM

2020

Physical and mental stress

2/20/2022 10:50 PM
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2021

I all ways

2/20/2022 10:50 PM

2022

Wife lost job I’ve lost business Kids have lost social life What else is there to say, it’s all
wrong!

2/20/2022 10:50 PM

2023

It has divided my family, caused loss of friendship, taken a toll on my mental health, made my
fibromyalgia worse through stress

2/20/2022 10:50 PM

2024

Having mask mandates and vax REP program has reduced my anxiety. It has allowed my
family to do fun things with reduced risk of covid exposure. Kids still masking in school for
same reason.

2/20/2022 10:50 PM

2025

Can not do the things we want to do, cant see family, cant go across the border, cant work,
everybody is mad and angry all the time, cant see peoples faces, i hate this crap!!!!

2/20/2022 10:50 PM

2026

It has caused divid that was unnecessary in Canadian people and it needs to end!

2/20/2022 10:49 PM

2027

Developed depression, anxiety

2/20/2022 10:49 PM

2028

Can’t travel outside the country to see our daughter and family who live overseas. Have been
discriminated and segregated because of our medical choice.

2/20/2022 10:49 PM

2029

It has hurt the economy and has closed down many businesses

2/20/2022 10:49 PM

2030

In so many ways I can’t list them all here… they need to be ended immediately.

2/20/2022 10:49 PM

2031

Put wedges between me and family

2/20/2022 10:49 PM

2032

Significant impact!

2/20/2022 10:48 PM

2033

Negatively

2/20/2022 10:48 PM

2034

Freedom for family and friends

2/20/2022 10:48 PM

2035

Life changing. Friends and family thrown into trauma over. A virus with a 99.9% chance of
survival. Division, confusion.

2/20/2022 10:48 PM

2036

It has protected my health

2/20/2022 10:48 PM

2037

It has proven that all forms of government that we currently have are corrupted beyond repair
and the media is just as bad it has proven that history most definitely repeats itself in a way
that communism will always be knocking on the door step

2/20/2022 10:48 PM

2038

Negatively

2/20/2022 10:48 PM

2039

i dont get the medical help I need for my Multiple Slerosis diagnoses. im facing it all alone. I
have been separated from and have not seen my young daughter in two years becasue of
lockdowns/ restrictions

2/20/2022 10:48 PM

2040

It has stolen mental health from my family and I, and robbed my two children of a healthy
childhood.

2/20/2022 10:47 PM

2041

Bullying at the mall by security for not wearing masks (medically exempt); police called on us
at Subway by a customer for no mask (medically exempt), refused service at Booster Juice,
Costco & Chapters, been sworn at in WalMart, been treated like I am a leper in Save-On
(woman yelling at me telling me not to come close to her), church restrictions/closed down, not
allowed to eat in restaurants for 4 months - isolated from peers, kids couldn’t be kidsdepressed, sat in a parking lot crying from anxiety needing groceries but can’t go in. It’s
affected my sleep. I pretty much stayed home until the trucker convoy. It was the first glimmer
of hope I’ve had that life felt normal. My stepson committed suicide in jail. He had been held in
isolation in the remand centre and then moved to Ft.Saskatchewan and had another 2 week
isolation. Isolation is trauma. This length of isolation was inhumane. Friends have lost jobsthey don’t know what to do, high anxiety. Multiple friends who had vaccine reactions. Multiple
friends forced to take vaccines to keep their job-they are heartbroken. The anxiety from
pastors being jailed and reporters being beaten. I’m feeling scared to leave my house.

2/20/2022 10:47 PM

2042

It has kept myself and others safe.

2/20/2022 10:47 PM

2043

Health,stress

2/20/2022 10:47 PM

2044

Segregation anxiety, family is divided, cannot go to restaurant/movie/travel as a family

2/20/2022 10:47 PM
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2045

Lost several jobs, lost our home, segregated from society, made to feel like diseased
monsters even though we’ve had covid., affected all our families mental health. Our family
escaped communism for freedom in Canada, we are now terrified with how TRUDEAU has
become a dictator.

2/20/2022 10:47 PM

2046

I got vaccinated so it wouldn’t affect my life. But my choice was pressured…….by mandates.
MNRA IS A new was for a vaccine and there is a lot of information to wade through to truly
know the risks and effects I strongly believe we should not vaccinate children

2/20/2022 10:47 PM

2047

Made my family safe

2/20/2022 10:46 PM

2048

EVERY-WAY NEGATIVELY

2/20/2022 10:46 PM

2049

Job loss

2/20/2022 10:46 PM

2050

Absolutely 100%

2/20/2022 10:46 PM

2051

I lost my job

2/20/2022 10:46 PM

2052

Unable to live fully, son and daughters life effect by immunization policy,

2/20/2022 10:46 PM

2053

- As an unvaccinated person, I've spent the last several months as a second class citizen.

2/20/2022 10:46 PM

2054

Ended my relationship, caused family amd friends arguments. Everyone is divided.

2/20/2022 10:46 PM

2055

I wear a mask to work , I keep my distance. It has not affected me negatively.

2/20/2022 10:46 PM

2056

Taken away my life and everything I missed out on

2/20/2022 10:45 PM

2057

loss of freedom

2/20/2022 10:45 PM

2058

no travel ,no restaurants,no church,divided family and friends.

2/20/2022 10:45 PM

2059

I wasn’t sure if I was going to be able to finish my bachelor’s degree. I have had to do the
majority of my university experience online. My sister had to quit playing her favourite sport.
My dad lost his job even though he has legitimate health concerns about taking the vaccine. I
get looked at like I have the plague when I cough due to allergies. Life needs to go back to
normal. Mandates need to be gone and everyone should be able to choose how they would like
to protect them self. FREEDOM should return, this is Canada!

2/20/2022 10:45 PM

2060

We have children that have suffered from anxiety from having to wear the mask.

2/20/2022 10:45 PM

2061

Loss of income/job

2/20/2022 10:45 PM

2062

My kids have been greatly impacted. They had no life. Kids shouldn’t live like that! We didn’t
have to when we were children!!

2/20/2022 10:45 PM

2063

Depression. Wave loss. Friend family loss

2/20/2022 10:45 PM

2064

Extensive lockdowns not being able to work mentel health has not been great, not being
allowed certain things because of a personal medical decision, constant worry of being
shutdown again or losing my job due to vaccination etc

2/20/2022 10:45 PM

2065

Job loss, division in family and friends, segregation .

2/20/2022 10:44 PM

2066

Turned family against each other. Healthy children and adults suffer from anxiety..Elders are
isolated and alone..abandoned!!

2/20/2022 10:44 PM

2067

Mental health - depression

2/20/2022 10:44 PM

2068

I’m hated I don’t believe in mandates

2/20/2022 10:44 PM

2069

Lost wages

2/20/2022 10:44 PM

2070

I have been dealing with anxiety and depression due to this man made virus by Faucci and
NIH and the ccp

2/20/2022 10:44 PM

2071

Stay home more often than not

2/20/2022 10:44 PM

2072

I don't get to always see my daughter and family cause of everyone needing to be vaccinated
and the social distancing

2/20/2022 10:44 PM

2073

Not able to participate in any inside activities/sports held in public/private places because I

2/20/2022 10:43 PM
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don’t have a passport even though I have natural immunity, lockdowns, school closures, can’t
fly/travel, not able to visit my senior friends/ relatives in hospital/nursing homes.
2074

Couldn't be with family members or friends and love ones when they were sick and died alone.

2/20/2022 10:43 PM

2075

Restricted to go into hospitals as my wife’s care aid as she has two forms of Leukemia. It’s
disgraceful the division it has caused between family and friends.

2/20/2022 10:43 PM

2076

Puleeze!!!!

2/20/2022 10:43 PM

2077

Watching my fellow Canadians become polarized, angry, and frightened was horrible. I do not
agree with the masks, or the experimental vaccines. My community is very small, remote and
all up for Bonnie Henry’s bandbox though. I have children and grandchildren, and fear for their
futures. This made me extremely sad, and hopeless. I began planning my end of life, because
it felt that’s where I was at. Then…a small fringe of freedom fighters started a huge wave of
Hope. Today is the day before parliament votes on the EMERGENCY MEASURES ACT. I
have written my MP. I have written Jagmeet Singh. I am not feeling good about tomorrow,
because the liberals and ndp outnumber the bloc and conservatives…so what chance do
Canadians have? There’s nothing right about this. So, the mandates have totally fucked my
life up, thanks Trudeau. From a 71 year old retired RN. who just wanted to be able to finish life
in peace. If he wins, we are done. Canada. RIP.

2/20/2022 10:43 PM

2078

Has divided family members and friends. My kids have to wear masks all day at school. I was
not allowed to see my grandmother before she passed away.

2/20/2022 10:43 PM

2079

Significantly.

2/20/2022 10:43 PM

2080

No

2/20/2022 10:43 PM

2081

It Took away everyone’s freedom!

2/20/2022 10:43 PM

2082

Family. Friends Anxiety family and friends gathering. Swing grandchildren not having schools
sports study’s interaction with there friends. Not having. Graduation. Like we had

2/20/2022 10:43 PM

2083

Inability to go to REP places. Heard of heart attacks and blood clots from vaccines from
people in my wide circle. Wife got vaxxed because she wanted to do stuff. Now I worry for her
life.

2/20/2022 10:43 PM

2084

It’s been a complete eye-opener how bad and how corrupt our government is.

2/20/2022 10:42 PM

2085

Partially

2/20/2022 10:42 PM

2086

Mental health, physical health, emotional health, loss of income, inability to travel, inability to
attend activities once enjoyed, division between friends and family -on their part not mine, not
seeing certain family members in almost 2 years, my children have not been able to enjoy the
activities we used to enjoy, our children’s education has been interrupted, my husband had to
switch his job to an employer who pays less than his previous employer due to stress and less
product availability for his previous sales position, and these are just a few ways that our
family has been affected by the mandates.

2/20/2022 10:42 PM

2087

Detrimental

2/20/2022 10:42 PM

2088

Kept our families safe

2/20/2022 10:42 PM

2089

Dividing families.

2/20/2022 10:42 PM

2090

It has caused damage to our mental health due to family separation.

2/20/2022 10:42 PM

2091

Isolation

2/20/2022 10:42 PM

2092

Put a wedge between some close family members , kept me from supporting and entering
local businesses who are already struggling to survive. Kept me from hugging and being with
grandchild because they are fearful of getting Covid or giving it. Family members having
mental breakdowns , family members who have lost their jobs . The saddest is watching
innocent children ( preschoolers , babies) wearing masks everywhere even outside in the fresh
air, not seeing smiles and hearing kind voices clearly. This is Only the tip of the iceberg of how
this has affected me....the breakdown of my marriage because of increased alcoholism and
isolation!

2/20/2022 10:42 PM

2093

I am not allowed to enter some places and cannot get on a plane to go anywhere, due to not
being vaxed I also could not visit with my own mother who turns 91 tomorrow and that is not

2/20/2022 10:42 PM
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right by any means, she felt so alone and when so close to the end of the life cycle it is not
right and I have always had the attitude if I was not feeling good I would not visit with her to
keep her and others in the building safe, even the vaccine cannot provide safety as one can
still get and spread covid after the shots, the whole passport thing was only bad attempt to get
more to take the shots, it was never any good for stopping the spread of covid, I have lost a
lot of time with my mother and I will never forget that and it has really slowed down work a lot
2094

While life has been tough, it is better than seeing my community and those I love be sick and
or die from this pandemic.

2/20/2022 10:41 PM

2095

Destroying families and friendships

2/20/2022 10:41 PM

2096

Made life difficult

2/20/2022 10:41 PM

2097

It has destroyed our children's lives and we cannot operate our business.

2/20/2022 10:41 PM

2098

I have an immunocompromised child with a learning disability. I get to decide how to manage
our health and situation. It's unique and different and this measures limit us not help us.
Continued speech issues, limited access to care and services. No understanding from the
public that my child cannot carry these mandates out nor can I so that my child won't only just
be alive, but live.

2/20/2022 10:40 PM

2099

My life will never be the same. It's been ripped apart. I've lost my job because I won't
vaccinate. It's caused drama in my family and I've lost alot of friends and now im seeing a
therapist and taking Prozac. So ya its affected my life.

2/20/2022 10:40 PM

2100

Closed my work for two months. Might have to quit my job if 10 years for forced vaccine when
I have natural immunity. Cannot visit my family because I cannot fly

2/20/2022 10:40 PM

2101

Travel, entertainment, work, social, etc.

2/20/2022 10:40 PM

2102

Destructive financially. Limited travel. Ruined friendships Destructive for child development

2/20/2022 10:40 PM

2103

Torture Not humane

2/20/2022 10:40 PM

2104

Has limited our international travel, communication with family and friends, caused anxiety and
depression.

2/20/2022 10:40 PM

2105

Being careful to wear my mask and social distancing

2/20/2022 10:40 PM

2106

Financially, physically, and mentally

2/20/2022 10:39 PM

2107

I appreciate them. I'm a health care worker

2/20/2022 10:39 PM

2108

Overwhelming stress, anxiety in both myself and my two daughters. Weight gain. Loss of
friendships

2/20/2022 10:39 PM

2109

Made it hard to run a business an hard on mentally

2/20/2022 10:38 PM

2110

I have been oppressed for over a year due to being unvaccinated from vovid experiment.

2/20/2022 10:38 PM

2111

It has helped me feel safer in my place of work and confident that my kids are safe at school. I
would love to see the vaccine passport continued for the next year at least to reduce the
chances of the virus continuing to spread again through travel.

2/20/2022 10:38 PM

2112

Its destroyed my life

2/20/2022 10:38 PM

2113

It has infringed on my bill of rights and charter of rights and freedoms.

2/20/2022 10:38 PM

2114

It destroyed my life. I literally watched as friends lost their jobs by refusing the jab. And that
was after they saw coworkers become permanently disabled from the jab. But our evil
government did not care and still tried to force them to inject some foreign substance into
themselves. I also watch a country that was strong and free crumble under a dictator that has
become just as evil as Hitler, not to mention our heath minister Bonnie Henry and ever Prime
Minister of every province and territory. And now because of what happened in Ottawa I will be
deathly afraid of any and every RCMP Officer or police personnel. I’m afraid of my own
government the country I loved so much. The one I would have died for.

2/20/2022 10:37 PM

2115

Mental health decline Lost time with my great aunt before she died

2/20/2022 10:37 PM

2116

negatively since day what an absolute scam

2/20/2022 10:37 PM
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2117

It made us as a family more stressed out unit. It has put pressure on our marriage as well.

2/20/2022 10:37 PM

2118

Terrible it is taking our freedom away from us that our farther/mothers and fore parents fought
for

2/20/2022 10:37 PM

2119

Ruined my marriage, I lost my job. Myself and my children have suffered tremendously

2/20/2022 10:37 PM

2120

Could loss my job

2/20/2022 10:37 PM

2121

The mandates has stolen two years of my life. I am a victim of a medical error. I am still in
pain after 17 years. But those professionals made up false diagnostic to cover up the damage
they cause me. How do you think that makes me feel when we ask me to trust them Again ??
😡 I will not comply I don’t trust them. Trudeau has betrayed us Canadians he is a dictator.
He’s causing me anxiety pain fear anger and I live discrimination now because I cannot go in
stores even hardware store so I can’t build my trailer anymore 💔🤯 He is dangerous people will
die if he is not removed so do the right thing remove this Mad man or we will remove him us
Canadian 😡 fuck off Trudeau 🤬

2/20/2022 10:37 PM

2122

We were unable to attend a conference in the US that we had already purchased tickets for
and couldn't get a refund. We've been unable to eat at a restaurant for months. Our family
looks at us like we're morons despite the fact that they've all had covid even though they're
triple vaxxed.

2/20/2022 10:37 PM

2123

Can no longer see my 96 year old mother in care and was not able to be by my sisters side as
she passed away from Cancer ... In comparison I care that I couldn't go to restaurants movies
etc that's not that big of deal but losing my job because I wanted to seek medical advise
before I got vaccinated was considering I relocated to another Province and bought a house
believing I'd be working for them until I retired now I face losing my house which was to be my
sons inheritance - not okay !!

2/20/2022 10:37 PM

2124

Every aspect of my life has negatively declined! Work, friends, family, school, mental and
physical!!! Everything!

2/20/2022 10:36 PM

2125

Horribly. Mental health parent death. Family divided

2/20/2022 10:36 PM

2126

I lost my job. And family relations.

2/20/2022 10:36 PM

2127

HORRIFIC!!! Too much to list! This is unreal! Unjustified! Completely false! Not open and
transparent! This truly is a global genocide!!

2/20/2022 10:36 PM

2128

Covid is just another flu...

2/20/2022 10:36 PM

2129

Lost time with loved ones taken away my freedom to go on social outings

2/20/2022 10:36 PM

2130

It’s evil. Made me depressed and suicidal. I feel alone in the world, and I can’t see the people I
love most or do the things that make me happy.

2/20/2022 10:36 PM

2131

It has affected my mental health I had to resign from my job and I have seen my grandchildren
go into deep depression for not being able to see the grandparents and my daughters have
been devastated because our family had to be a part not normal not health not healthy it has
been devastating for our family and friends

2/20/2022 10:35 PM

2132

Unable to see family over seas for more than 2 years, and my work has been seriously
impacted as I work internationally.

2/20/2022 10:35 PM

2133

Have become anxious, miss family, miss contact and socializing with people, most of all
MISS FREEDOM

2/20/2022 10:35 PM

2134

Its totaly wrong to not be able to shake a mans hand

2/20/2022 10:35 PM

2135

Restrictions have made it hard to see a health/dental care professional or visit loved ones in
the hospital on the brink of death on life support. It has made it hard to go places without a
mask and have the mask exemption for medical reason not be honored, Or to to go shopping
and watch my wife in tears as person after person berates her for not wearing a mask and then
have to yell at them to back off and leave her alone because she is mask exempt for medical
reasons that d and also tell them that the store accepted her exemption does not concern
them and unless you are a medical practitioner, you have nothing to say about it. Or being told
when I left my table in the restaurant to go to the washroom that I should be wearing a mask
an d I in turn politely said quietly at first I am just going to the washroom but they kept going in
about it and then I said loudly so the entire restaurant heard me that I have no time to discuss

2/20/2022 10:35 PM
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this I need to go pee but if you would rather I stand here and engage in this stupid
conversation I will stand right here and pee on the floor where I stand ! I have been told that I
must have a mask and a face shield on as well. I wear a shield because the mask suffocates
my breathing and triggers my asthma, I have tried t explain this but I have been denied entry
into some stores saying they do not care and I reply in agreement I can see that or I will make
sure your business is famous for the wrong reasons. We have not been able to say farewell to
family who have died or visit them in ICU. Right now we have a family member who has been
in hospital for 2months with no visits. I am unable to visit my brother in long term care
because I do not meet the visiting mandates. We have been unable ti attend live in person
church until recently and have to be masked and deal with social , I have distancing etc. Nu
civil rights have been denied.
2136

My sons didn’t start school due to the mandates but should have… unable to go to
restaurants, play places, possible job loss for my husband due to a choice of wanting to wait

2/20/2022 10:35 PM

2137

Metal/ physical health Depression Loneliness I could go on!

2/20/2022 10:35 PM

2138

It has brought tremendous pain to my psychological well being. My mental health has been
affected negatively where I’ve segregated myself and want to remain alone. It’s affected every
relationship I’ve had. So much division within a nation where people are being judged for a
personal choice. Vaccination or not the science shows that it is transmissible. I’ve lost my job
as a result of the mandates and luckily if I didn’t have family support I would be homeless and
living on the street. I’ve lost a friend due to suicide and another to addiction because of the
lack of services during the lockdown period. It’s affected myself, my younger sister and my
whole family.

2/20/2022 10:35 PM

2139

Job and social life

2/20/2022 10:35 PM

2140

It has created division, depression, anxiety and the list goes on. Never in my life thought
Canada would be like this. Scary and disgusting.

2/20/2022 10:34 PM

2141

Stressed out

2/20/2022 10:34 PM

2142

This has effected my children’s education, HEALTH, their sports, school graduations, my work
environment, friendships, family, emotional hardships, financial burdens, stress, depression,
eating habits, lockdown, freedom of movement, no travel, shut out of society, afraid to speak
my truth, ridicule, judgment and last but not least, isolation and lost time with my kids. This is
unforgivable. I have been more healthy than most people, and am being punished for
absolutely NO reason. Shame on you. This has been a horrendous and unacceptable 2 years.
Freedom of choice! Total freedom! End ALL mandates NOW.

2/20/2022 10:34 PM

2143

It’s taken 2 years of family from my life

2/20/2022 10:34 PM

2144

My family and I are prisoners in our own country!

2/20/2022 10:34 PM

2145

Mental health, employment, socially segregated, travel

2/20/2022 10:34 PM

2146

Mainly my children, also myself I cannot go to public restaurants, entertainment which is
discrimination. What is happening to children is disgraceful!

2/20/2022 10:34 PM

2147

Not good business

2/20/2022 10:34 PM

2148

I miss my family and my mental health is suffering

2/20/2022 10:34 PM

2149

Ruined our country, our democracy! No longer have our freedoms!

2/20/2022 10:33 PM

2150

Made it pretty hard to enjoy life

2/20/2022 10:33 PM

2151

Can't live a normal life

2/20/2022 10:33 PM

2152

Loss of work, raised costs of living, forced to take a vaccine I didnt want

2/20/2022 10:33 PM

2153

Made it suck ass

2/20/2022 10:33 PM

2154

Communism

2/20/2022 10:33 PM

2155

The division between family members has been the worst

2/20/2022 10:33 PM

2156

Took my freedom away and seen many people losing their jobs and broken filly appart and its
sad to see this happen in this once best county to live .In the world

2/20/2022 10:33 PM
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2157

How hasn’t it would be a better question!

2/20/2022 10:33 PM

2158

Denied my freedom to live my life as I see fit

2/20/2022 10:32 PM

2159

The entire Covid response has been wrong headed .

2/20/2022 10:32 PM

2160

Dam straight it has

2/20/2022 10:32 PM

2161

I have a teen daughter whos mental health, physical activity, school grades and overall
motivation and happiness have diminished over the past two years. My family is vaxed,
however I strongly disagree with forced vaccinations AND the silencing of vaccine scientists.
This force from our government has created a very high level of anxiety and sadness and is
making me question our families future in Canada. Our family is considering leaving the
country.

2/20/2022 10:32 PM

2162

It has absolutely destroyed my life. I have nothing left. No job, no money, family torn apart.

2/20/2022 10:32 PM

2163

Grandmother died alone. Beother hung himself due to depression

2/20/2022 10:32 PM

2164

Increased inflation. Unable to travel. Ieffective loxkdowns. Medical treatments, etc.

2/20/2022 10:32 PM

2165

It has been extremely hard on my mental health. We are human and made to be social and
interact with ome another. Travel when we just need a break to escape stressful times in our
lives. To live, spend time with our friends and loved ones. Enjoy the time we have while we
have it. Not having to worry i will be discriminated against when i enter a shop, restaraunt,
wedding, funeral.

2/20/2022 10:32 PM

2166

Depressed, suicidal, loss of business, loss of family and friends

2/20/2022 10:32 PM

2167

At this moment it is going to cost me my career and livlihood as of March 24th, 2022. Before
this, I have seen countless small business' have to close their doors, people's mental health
diminish like never before, but worst of all, making the children wear masks for so long has
changed them for the negative in ways that they may never come back from. Not being able to
hug, to trust, to smile. They are joyful little beings that have been muzzled. As adults we have
been muzzled too, and there has been so much judgement and anger over misinformation.
Fear has hurt all of us in this. It is heart-breaking to see.

2/20/2022 10:32 PM

2168

Yes

2/20/2022 10:31 PM

2169

Destroyed my social life

2/20/2022 10:31 PM

2170

Positively

2/20/2022 10:31 PM

2171

Thoughts of suicide , depression, anxiety, don't want to live in xanada anymore

2/20/2022 10:31 PM

2172

It has restricted my freedoms EVERYWHERE and caused mental anguish.

2/20/2022 10:31 PM

2173

Ability of life and freedom...ability of travel...all of my constitutional rights

2/20/2022 10:31 PM

2174

Bullshit

2/20/2022 10:31 PM

2175

Depression. Bc of all these mandates my son committed suicide

2/20/2022 10:31 PM

2176

I plainly dont fallow them. I am a leader not a sheep!!!

2/20/2022 10:30 PM

2177

Horrible. Unemployment discrimination segregation mental health.

2/20/2022 10:30 PM

2178

Has divided people, caused fear in the people I work with, work place tension

2/20/2022 10:30 PM

2179

I lost my job

2/20/2022 10:30 PM

2180

I've almost committed suicide a number of times due to mental health and have been verbally
attacked by trudeau supporters. I've had no life since this began.

2/20/2022 10:30 PM

2181

Inability to attend any event, party, dinner. Destruction of lifelong personal relationships due to
disagreements over personal freedom of choice. Intense anxiety over never ending restrictions
that don’t make sense given risk profiles, mask efficacy, and the vaccines’ inability to prevent
infection or transmission.

2/20/2022 10:29 PM

2182

It’s sophisticated

2/20/2022 10:29 PM

2183

Almost made me lose my job as a paramedic that worked for over 20 years , the masks give

2/20/2022 10:29 PM
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my children anxiety and daily headaches
2184

Lost 75% of my business just hanging in

2/20/2022 10:29 PM

2185

Couldn't work three times in a row over the two years because other people in my household
had covid. I tested negative every time but still was not allowed to work.

2/20/2022 10:29 PM

2186

Wearing of masks for hours at work and cannot breathe properly, had to take rapid antigen
tests twice a week in order to keep my job and pay $40.00 for those tests each time because
of the policies put in place.

2/20/2022 10:29 PM

2187

The mandates have made me feel a bit safer going about my life in public places.

2/20/2022 10:29 PM

2188

I have not been able to see my Dad in a nursing home due to continuous lockdowns. He has
alzheimers.

2/20/2022 10:29 PM

2189

Imposing on my employment

2/20/2022 10:29 PM

2190

Only the PCR because it's too expendive

2/20/2022 10:29 PM

2191

Traumatic! Unimaginable harm to my kids.

2/20/2022 10:29 PM

2192

My kids and and friends have suffered far more from lockdowns then covid

2/20/2022 10:28 PM

2193

My children are suffering and not growing like they need to and myself I'm not having social
contact which is important in my own life

2/20/2022 10:28 PM

2194

In every way

2/20/2022 10:28 PM

2195

Narrowed my job opportunities. Caused me stress and anxiety.Prevented me from taking my
handicapped granddaughter to the pool for post-op therapy

2/20/2022 10:28 PM

2196

Broken my family Broken my friendships Financially, verge of almost a one million dollar loss
Desperate person on the edge……..

2/20/2022 10:28 PM

2197

Jab or loss of employment

2/20/2022 10:28 PM

2198

I am healthier, feel more secure and happier.

2/20/2022 10:28 PM

2199

Mental health, family friends financial,

2/20/2022 10:28 PM

2200

They have made many easy things about life become tedious. Shopping. Teaching. Travelling.
Family dynamics.

2/20/2022 10:27 PM

2201

This mandate affected my children's mental health the most. Also mine as well. They cannot
play sports anymore and my daughter cannot go to dance due to mandates. My children 9,8
and 7 yrs old come home from school and tell me how they can't breath with a mask on and
can't wait for recess to finally take a deep breath. Main conversation they have with their
friends is covid. They've been having headaches, nose bleeds, low energy due to lack of
oxygen. While wearing a mask my children constantly touch their faces. My 9 yrs old came
home crying last week because his best friend at school told him that he can no longer be his
friend because he in not vaccinated. My husband's job might be on the line come spring if he
doesn't get vaccinated. He is our main source of income. Our children need to go back to
being children. Our lives need to go back to normal. Vaccines are not stopping the spread so
how does a mandate make sense?

2/20/2022 10:27 PM

2202

Made me feel safe.

2/20/2022 10:27 PM

2203

Discouragement, frustration, sadness

2/20/2022 10:27 PM

2204

Unable to travel outside Canada, or go to restaurants.

2/20/2022 10:27 PM

2205

Has directly interfered with me being able to do my job

2/20/2022 10:27 PM

2206

It has nearly crippled my business. I have lost family and friends due to illness ans suicide

2/20/2022 10:27 PM

2207

Can not go out to eat. Increased anxiety and depression

2/20/2022 10:26 PM

2208

Tensions when checking vaccine passports at work (mandatory), tensions in family and with a
few friends

2/20/2022 10:26 PM

2209

Negatively! My husband lost his job. My son with disabilities has lost all the recreational

2/20/2022 10:26 PM
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programs that kept him sane and healthy. My daughter dropped out of school after a semester
online. Her friend committed suicide during the pandemic. We've been disconnected from our
church family and relatives. My loved ones have been ill since receiving the covid shots. We
feel science and logic have been abandoned for tyranny and no longer feel safe or free in our
country!
2210

Opened my eyes as to how corrupt our government is.

2/20/2022 10:26 PM

2211

The mandates have not only broken my family apart but also are forcing us all to get the
vaccine inorder to be a working citizen among more

2/20/2022 10:26 PM

2212

Lost my job

2/20/2022 10:26 PM

2213

Can’t travel. No social life. FAmily full of fear. Can’t see family

2/20/2022 10:26 PM

2214

I'm alive healthy & thankful.

2/20/2022 10:26 PM

2215

Loss of money,friends,work and family

2/20/2022 10:26 PM

2216

Massive slow down in work. My senior position has kept me employees but it’s been
extremely stressful. My kids have felt a huge impact with not being able to do play dates and
extra curricular activities

2/20/2022 10:26 PM

2217

My business suffered. However I couldn’t find a job, due vaccine mandates Could not visit
family abroad

2/20/2022 10:26 PM

2218

I haven’t been able to visit my family for 2 years now since the border is closed to
unvaccinated

2/20/2022 10:26 PM

2219

With both my husband and I owners of small businesses we were affected greatly by
lockdowns and mandates. We are now homeschooling our kids because we do not want them
being affected by masks, distancing, and mental/emotional repercussions of the last 2 years
and the unnecessary fear perpetuated in social environments. We no longer trust the
government to take care of us or our children in any way. Mandates should have ended long
long ago, and the fear that has permeated every part of our culture through news and schools
and politics will ultimately continue to have lasting impressions and consequences for a very
long time to come. This all is long over due to end and the fact it is even still an issue being
discussed within our society given the evidence clearly showing the opposite of the media fear
rhetoric is infuriating and embarrassing. End all the restrictions and mandates immediately.
End the coercion and manipulation driven by media and our government. End the federal
mandates, the division, the blatant disregard for our constitutional rights. End the government
overreach. Leave the children alone now and always. Canadians have had enough.

2/20/2022 10:25 PM

2220

Stressed Out!

2/20/2022 10:25 PM

2221

🙈

2/20/2022 10:25 PM

2222

Social isolation

2/20/2022 10:25 PM

2223

My mental health has suffered. Faced discrimination because I can’t wear a mask.

2/20/2022 10:25 PM

2224

Friendships ending, stress in the marriage and extended families, poor children development,
unable to exercise, job promotion suspended based on inability to travel outside the country,
etc.

2/20/2022 10:25 PM

2225

I feel it has kept me safe.

2/20/2022 10:25 PM

2226

my life is much worse than it was before plandemic

2/20/2022 10:24 PM

2227

I lost my job

2/20/2022 10:24 PM

2228

Visiting my daughter in hospital and the delays in her getting more surgery. And the mental
health of my mother who cannot go out and socialize with friends. As she is a widower and
needs the social connections with friends

2/20/2022 10:24 PM

2229

Division of family

2/20/2022 10:24 PM

2230

Mental health issue’s

2/20/2022 10:24 PM

2231

Isolation

2/20/2022 10:24 PM

2232

Not at all other than saved money

2/20/2022 10:24 PM
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2233

Depressing

2/20/2022 10:24 PM

2234

Vacinations that dont work

2/20/2022 10:24 PM

2235

Can't travel, can't go to gym.

2/20/2022 10:24 PM

2236

Excluded people from participating in society eg. going for supper, events, travelling etc. Job
losses due to forced jabs Separated family and friends to due some having the jab and others
not Mental health-continual pumping of fear Masking causing difficulty breathing Continual
division

2/20/2022 10:24 PM

2237

We have become a dictatorship. Loss of freedoms. Debased currency.

2/20/2022 10:24 PM

2238

I have health issues and it’s extremely disturbing to know every time I’m stuck in the hospital I
can’t see my son but it’s ok to have a super bowl of people next to eachother. It’s affected my
mental health in not seeing my family or friends at all yet being allowed to be in a store full of
strangers. I think it’s completely ridiculous and there is no balance or logic! I am out of a job
because I refuse to risk the side effects of the vaccine due to major health conditions I already
have yet now I’m also not working because I don’t want to take something that might not even
help me in the end anyways. Thanks so much for really caring about my life health or stability.
Mandates are a joke!!!!!!! I will wear my mask and keep my distance as I think it’s the
honourable and respectful thing to do, I don’t need to be threatened with multiple losses to be a
good human being. The boosters and vaccine is a joke and hasn’t been proven effective in
spreading it or not!

2/20/2022 10:23 PM

2239

These mandates affected my livelihood, how I operate my business, financial stress, mental
health, self confidence, family & friend relationships on top of all the extra added anxiety.

2/20/2022 10:23 PM

2240

Impacts from Mandates on my life are not that severe, though I miss traveling to friends
overseas. The impact on people that I care about has been harsh. I resent the damage that
has been caused

2/20/2022 10:23 PM

2241

I could tell you stories for days. For one, my son is Autistic and having to keep him home for 6
mths at the beginning of the pandemic was detrimental to his learning, ability to regulate and
make sense of what was going on. He became violent multiple times because he couldn’t
understand . The masks are a gross sensory overstimulation but he so desperately wants to
follow rules and fit in. My job- I am a Clinical Supervisor at Mental Health & Addiction services
and could share the most heartbreaking stories of children as young as 8 attempting to end
their lives because they were so isolated. There was a 60 % increase of suicidal behaviours in
ONE year of lockdowns. My husband- his father died when travel was not allowed and he has
yet to travel home to India for closure. My eldest daughter- she began seizuring in 2020 for
unknown reasons and she is so tremendously traumatized from the perpetuated fear from the
media that she has developed OCD related to intense fear of becoming sick. She screams at
people for not wearing masks and at me when I was sick for TOUCHING her door handle. My
sister, fired for not getting the vax. I could go on and on but those are just a few examples
there.

2/20/2022 10:23 PM

2242

Unable to see family members on the mainland as I am not fully vaccinated and Im unable to
go into restaurants or see some friends

2/20/2022 10:23 PM

2243

Financially, unable to watch grandkids play sports. Unable to fly, eat out, visit aging parents.

2/20/2022 10:23 PM

2244

It has kept us home-stopped is from socializing and made life in general difficult.

2/20/2022 10:23 PM

2245

It has divided my family, sculled my children from being involved with their friends, and family.

2/20/2022 10:23 PM

2246

It has made m feel that I am not part of a minority, and have lost certain rights and privileges
to certain public services. I don’t have access to services that I pay taxes into.

2/20/2022 10:22 PM

2247

I lost everything from my job,house, vehicle, and I got nothing else to lose beside my life and
it won't happen under Trudeau's action,I will keep fighting for my rights and freedoms and for
every damn Canadians

2/20/2022 10:22 PM

2248

I feared for my job. My special needs son cannot go in public. I have been called horrible
things by my prime minister. I cannot do many things in society, go swimming with kids, go out
for dinner. I feel like an outsider in my own community.

2/20/2022 10:22 PM

2249

It’s been very restricting

2/20/2022 10:22 PM
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2250

Harder to travel

2/20/2022 10:22 PM

2251

Loss of business. Depressed children.

2/20/2022 10:22 PM

2252

Lost my job,friends and family over this divisive situation

2/20/2022 10:22 PM

2253

It has affected my mental health, my finances, my relationships, my family, my physical
health in a negative way.

2/20/2022 10:21 PM

2254

I have lost all contact with friends and family due to the impersonal expectation of society.
Going to the grocery store is anxiety inducing because of the mask requirement. My husband
and I had to cancel travel due to the mandates. We lost $3500 in travel costs due to
mandates. I am in school and cannot attend class due to mandates. My children haven’t been
able to socialize in a productive way because of the mandates. Depression has hit me hard
from lack of socializing, even with my best efforts of natural intervention (eating healthy and
exercising)

2/20/2022 10:21 PM

2255

Unable to be at church, kids masked in school resulting in behaviour changes, sick more often
due to stress. Inflation of food, gas, electricity has made it difficult to save any money or even
have an extra money to buy other necessities like clothes, hygiene products and repairs to our
home and vehicles. Division in our family and loss of friends.

2/20/2022 10:21 PM

2256

I can not access freely all places of business. I can not leave my country. I m concerned the
government will never stop the mandates and will use emergency measures for ever. My
children are also victims of this. The segregation and divisions of Canadians has affected our
community , churches and families. Please stop the mandates

2/20/2022 10:21 PM

2257

I can’t take the vaccine, therefore I can’t go visit my mother three provinces away. I can’t drive
that far on my own

2/20/2022 10:21 PM

2258

Causing me and my family mental stress. Very hard.

2/20/2022 10:21 PM

2259

They haven’t really.

2/20/2022 10:21 PM

2260

Work with a mask all day. Unable to see family and friends for holidays and special occasions.
Missed 2 years of my grandchildren’s lives. Who knows how many more years we have

2/20/2022 10:21 PM

2261

I lost a lot of money that I had saved in my retirement funds as had to use them in order to
survive. Trying to live under $ 2,000.00 a month is a joke even the retirement funds I was
taxed on even when I paid taxes before that was taken out of my paycheck. Much of my work
was shut down because of the mandatory. Because of lower amount of getting CCP and OAS I
still need to work to survive as cost of living too high

2/20/2022 10:21 PM

2262

Kids have fallen behind with inadequate schooling, and sporting and socializing events
activities

2/20/2022 10:21 PM

2263

I am alone

2/20/2022 10:21 PM

2264

My daughter attempted suicide

2/20/2022 10:21 PM

2265

Destroyed my work if 30 years

2/20/2022 10:20 PM

2266

Effected my job, also the mental health of me and my children.

2/20/2022 10:20 PM

2267

Lost my job

2/20/2022 10:20 PM

2268

Greatly effected my mental health I am on the verge of losing my mind & health

2/20/2022 10:20 PM

2269

Anxiety, division between friends and collegues

2/20/2022 10:20 PM

2270

Depression and anxiety. This is not my Canada anymore. Sad.

2/20/2022 10:20 PM

2271

Nearly broke and major family dissension… As well as friends… None of this was worth it for
the piss poor results of all these nonsensical interventions… I’m a Dr and real research shows
none of the changes truly helped… Massaging data can make it seem like it but not when you
read the data critically…

2/20/2022 10:20 PM

2272

I have lost freedom and autonomy through micromanagement by government, limiting choice,
freedom of movement, association, and self determination.

2/20/2022 10:20 PM

2273

Created isolation, division and social issues for my young children.

2/20/2022 10:20 PM
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2274

It effected my finances and it was really dirty to freeze EI for those losing their jobs. Its an
experimental vaccine, so many auto-immune diseases as a result. Big pharma happy about
that. I am very interested in the Novavax and will get in line for sub unit protein based vax so
thanks to Trudeau for that.

2/20/2022 10:20 PM

2275

Anxious

2/20/2022 10:20 PM

2276

My chorus involvement, ability to enjoy exercise programs, limited church activities, concerts
and restaurant outings. Our inability see our USA friends.

2/20/2022 10:19 PM

2277

Ruiening life

2/20/2022 10:19 PM

2278

I have children with mental health issues going to school and with all these mandates, have
not been able at time to do in class sessions, even though they followed all your bullshit
reasons! They have had a negative impact to there mental heath because of this. Blatant
abuse of powers!

2/20/2022 10:19 PM

2279

Loss of income, children in school were negatively affected, division in relationships, cannot
perform our music in public

2/20/2022 10:19 PM

2280

Devastated and anxiety attack. My wife and I can not do what we love and used to do, like
swimming, exercising in gym, Zumba, badminton, sauna for the past 5 months since the
mandate started. I cried a lot seeing people still going into community centre but it has proven
both vaccinated and unvaccinated can contract and transmit, then what is the difference and
reason behind the mandate? Not for our health definitely. Why would the vaccinated health
matter and the unvaccinated health not matter?

2/20/2022 10:19 PM

2281

Broke friendships, divided my family and relatives lost their jobs

2/20/2022 10:18 PM

2282

Depressed. Thoughts of self harm. Only had one shot and I lost complete control of my entire
right side as well as I lost control of my bladder. My son has a deviated septum and has
trouble breathing and gets in trouble at school for pulling mask down a bit to catch a breath.

2/20/2022 10:18 PM

2283

I have been unable to eat in a restaurant. Furthermore, as a pregnant woman, I have been
reluctant to go to stores due to the mask mandate, as wearing a mask makes it harder for me
to get enough breath; beyond that, sitting areas have been made inaccessible, so I am unable
to rest as needed.

2/20/2022 10:18 PM

2284

It has taken away my rights and freedoms as a Canadian born citizen. It has limited my
freedom to visit family and friends, to travel, to shop, to church, to breathe, to sing, tho see
my doctor, to visit those in hospitals in times of distress, to attend funerals, to celebrate births
and birthdays and other happy occasions with family and friends, it has limited my ability to
get to know my new neighbourhood and neighbours, it has taken away my income and my
voluntary involvement, my forms of exercise and entertainment, my continued education, it
has robbed me of my peace, my joy, my trust, and over two years of living life to the fullest!
These are just a few of what has been stolen since February 2020.

2/20/2022 10:18 PM

2285

I had to leave my job early during pregnancy due to mask mandates being unsafe for pregnant
women, I've not been able to return to that position due to vaccination mandates. I've not been
able to go to the cinema or get my haircut due to the mandates. I haven't been able to attend
certain children's programs due to mandates.

2/20/2022 10:18 PM

2286

I have been on an unpaid leave of absence for 2 months. This has placed much stress
(emotional and financial) on our family.

2/20/2022 10:18 PM

2287

My children needed to be pulled from school due to masks making my son sick and my
daughter was unable to interpret speech. My children mental health has suffered immensely
and it's divided us from our extended family.

2/20/2022 10:18 PM

2288

Can’t see my family. The young kids at school suffer from distancing, masks, stressed from
what they think they should do or not do, not seeing their friends when it’s virtual learning,
suffering staying home while they have sneezing nose, sore throat, stomach pain or whatever
it’s written for screening. It’s sad to see more suicide or suicide thinking for youngest, it make
me sad to see people not respecting the choice of others and so much more……

2/20/2022 10:18 PM

2289

Our entire life has been damaged. Family, friends, work. This is not a free country.

2/20/2022 10:18 PM

2290

Half my family and friends have had/ experiencing vaccine side effects. Have been forced to
accept the jabs to keep jobs. Have breathing issues due to masks and are suffering social

2/20/2022 10:18 PM
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depression because of lack of social contact
2291

Has not

2/20/2022 10:18 PM

2292

Mental health decline of myself and my children

2/20/2022 10:18 PM

2293

Travel and the ability to see friends and family

2/20/2022 10:17 PM

2294

Unable to get employment, socially lost - miss gatherings & friends, realized how gullible too
many Canadians are, the obvious biased liberal paid media, disgusted with many 'socialist'
media platforms. I want to travel.

2/20/2022 10:17 PM

2295

job, relationships, stress, travel

2/20/2022 10:17 PM

2296

I’ve seen close friends not be able to spend time with loved ones and they have seen them
deteriorate to point of death... I see an increase in anxiety amongst kids I know and in friends
... an anxiety that was made worse by media I’ve had good friends lose their jobs after
committing their lives to their careers ... it was a blanket statement get the vaccine or lose
your job no wiggle room or compromise like test every other day because you are valued as an
employee who has been loyal ... even a few friends who work from home lost their job as again
blanket statement The division in society between vaccinated and non vaccinated amongst
family and friends not socializing or taking the time to understand... this view was a narrative
by media that everyone assumed correct but was it

2/20/2022 10:17 PM

2297

Division/segregation. Emotional distress. Fear. Anxiety. Confusion regarding truth. Broken
trusts. I could write a book on how this has affected my circle.

2/20/2022 10:17 PM

2298

In every single way! Work! School! Travel! Death of family members! Funerals!

2/20/2022 10:17 PM

2299

It has divided family and friends..division is not the Canadian way

2/20/2022 10:17 PM

2300

Severe mental health decline

2/20/2022 10:17 PM

2301

Just limited what I can do with some family members

2/20/2022 10:17 PM

2302

Feeling isolated

2/20/2022 10:17 PM

2303

The ability to travel and socialize and attend indoor events

2/20/2022 10:16 PM

2304

Ruined my marriage over different views. Heavy drinking. Depressed

2/20/2022 10:16 PM

2305

Socially isolated,

2/20/2022 10:16 PM

2306

the mandates havwcohysically not affected me greatly but the psychological warfare done by
the government for 2 years and knowing we live in tyranny has been extremely painful

2/20/2022 10:16 PM

2307

It has cost me friends, caused the bankruptcy of several businesses I had dealt with, made
travel difficult, caused depression and anxiety.

2/20/2022 10:16 PM

2308

Mental health depletion due to all of the stress from every direction. Family members losing
their employment, discriminatory rapid testing not based on science, family feuds and loss of
friends/community. Heartfelt agony for the children unable to life a good life, and not know what
they are missing if they're that young. Society falling apart is evident.

2/20/2022 10:16 PM

2309

It costed me my career and lost a lot of friends and family due to the vaccines. The cost of
inflation has bankrupt my household. My children's mother relapsed ito her addiction and it
ultimately ended our relationship, due to the isolations in the beginning.

2/20/2022 10:16 PM

2310

It’s been very difficult on my mother who is in a nursing home and has diminished capacity.
She is struggling to understand why only a few family members can see her. She’s asked me
if she’s done something wrong and that’s why they stopped coming. I’ve watched her go down
hill so quickly. The fear of not passing a stupid covid test has caused me many sleepless
nights. It’s been stressful in the way it turns people against each other. Enough is enough I
want my life back without rules that make no sense.

2/20/2022 10:16 PM

2311

How hasn’t it... work, school, social life, mentally and physically

2/20/2022 10:15 PM

2312

We haven’t been able to socialize the way we normally do and that’s been really tough with
young kids- it’s so important for their development ! We hadn’t gone to the pool in 2 years
because of Covid. We weren’t able to do things because of a medical decision and it affected

2/20/2022 10:15 PM
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our mental health. I lost a friend to suicide because she felt so isolated. I could go on and on
but I’m sure you get the idea.
2313

Financially, and has put added stress on my life in the requirement of a negative test once a
week to stay employed.

2/20/2022 10:15 PM

2314

Minimally

2/20/2022 10:15 PM

2315

Extremely negative

2/20/2022 10:15 PM

2316

Lost friends and family over vaccine philosophies. Became an alcoholic. Became suicidal.
currently suffering from depression.

2/20/2022 10:15 PM

2317

Affected my mental health, my finances and my business

2/20/2022 10:14 PM

2318

I have had no freedom

2/20/2022 10:14 PM

2319

very minimally

2/20/2022 10:14 PM

2320

I can't breathe properly at work wearing a mask, I work next to an oven all day long and it's
hard to breathe. I refuse to get the vaccine I've had covid and it's not that big of a deal. Yes I
lost my bad because if it but he's the only one out of over 70 people that I know that died and
it wasn't even covid that killed him it was the health care system that didn't know what to do
and drugged him up and made it impossible for his system to fight the virus. I haven't seen
some of my family in 2 years because of this my mental health as diminished because of it, I
struggle with depression if I'm not active and being around other people.

2/20/2022 10:14 PM

2321

I have sold my business, left my family and moved out of Canada

2/20/2022 10:14 PM

2322

Not Seeing my elderly grandparents, not spending time with friends and family on special
occasions.. I have severe social anxiety in public due to the mandates and hateful speech
shown by our prime minister and liberal party that now it’s ok for people to be down right
disrespectful of others choices, if they don’t share the same views.

2/20/2022 10:14 PM

2323

I had to get my vaccinations to keep my job

2/20/2022 10:14 PM

2324

I can’t see a doctor because of the restrictions. I can’t go to a group fitness class, I feel lonely
and depressed and stressed all the time and anxiety. I feel like there is no human connection
anymore

2/20/2022 10:14 PM

2325

Limits my access to enjoy life as others do Limits my job flexibility. Divided family and friends.
Watch my mother die in senior care from a distance.

2/20/2022 10:14 PM

2326

Company I work for had to shut down due to no parts to keep production going Family and
friends divided

2/20/2022 10:14 PM

2327

It hasn’t effected me I learned how to do things a little different, and I will continue to do so in
the future. But it is time to let people move on in there life’s and hope people will continue to
use different measure to protect themselves .

2/20/2022 10:14 PM

2328

Lose of work Childrens mental health concerns Division of family and friends The list goes on
and on

2/20/2022 10:14 PM

2329

Simply put the overall vibe of this country is incredibly low. There is a divide. It is
demoralizing.

2/20/2022 10:14 PM

2330

Been made to feel like an outcast. My husband and I are unable to take my daughter for her
cardiology appointment at MMcMaster University Medical Centre. It has split my family in two

2/20/2022 10:13 PM

2331

In every way

2/20/2022 10:13 PM

2332

Mandates have made me personally physically ill (specifically the vaccine) and has divided my
family/ friends & country.

2/20/2022 10:13 PM

2333

Lost jobs

2/20/2022 10:13 PM

2334

Horribly

2/20/2022 10:13 PM

2335

Na

2/20/2022 10:12 PM

2336

Very stressful, very separated, very lonely. I’ve lost friends because of different opinions that
they received from unreliable news sources. (MSM) I’m feeling very segregated and ashamed

2/20/2022 10:12 PM
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at times
2337

I have atrial fibrillation and was hesitant, then four young healthy people I know had heart
attacks and myocarditis, and others with serious adverse effects. I decided to wait and not get
it until further studies. Therefore lost my job of 8 years. Suffering from anxiety, depression.

2/20/2022 10:12 PM

2338

Restricted travel and freedom

2/20/2022 10:12 PM

2339

I am isolated and depressed. I am often afraid to go into public or large gatherings. My children
are struggling as are my husband and my elderly mother. Covid.is no longer our biggest
problem. It is time to move on

2/20/2022 10:12 PM

2340

Discouraged

2/20/2022 10:12 PM

2341

Put division between family friends and the social environments. Cost of living & jobs

2/20/2022 10:12 PM

2342

Loss of income, increased stress and anxiety, husband had to take a job out of town so I’m
raising our children by myself much of the time

2/20/2022 10:12 PM

2343

I am losing my career, I am treated like a second class citizen

2/20/2022 10:11 PM

2344

I’m about to lose my job

2/20/2022 10:11 PM

2345

Depression, anxiety, added stress, job loss, homelessness

2/20/2022 10:11 PM

2346

Isolated and caused mental hardship

2/20/2022 10:11 PM

2347

Terribly

2/20/2022 10:11 PM

2348

Lost my jobs! Yes I was working 2 jobs to provide for myself and family. Mandates have made
me anxious, I feel excluded and isolated, I have lost friends and family because of our
different views, I have been under a lot of stress, I have medical conditions that I take
medication for, without a job or benefits, how can I buy my meds? I can't travel, can't use
certain stores, and on top of everything, the vaccines allegedly are not working. What works is
an individual's immune system combined with how healthy they are! My fully vaccinated
mother caught covid from a fully vaccinated family member and has been hospitalized since
Jan 20th 2022! Give us our freedoms back! Give us our lives back!

2/20/2022 10:11 PM

2349

It affected me mentally and physically and emotionally.

2/20/2022 10:11 PM

2350

We have been Ostracized. I haven’t been able to visit grandchildren. There’s breaks in family
relationships. The controls of out government are not for our good. We are not heard by our
government. They call good evil and they call evil good. Too much control.

2/20/2022 10:11 PM

2351

My children are unable to participate in their favorite activities because our local buisnesses
have gone bankrupt. No more Jiujitsu, no more swimming at our local YMCA, no more indoor
playgrounds. My kids do not want to wear masks at school. It affects their breathing and
concentration. Our family has lost income due to mandates, restrictions, and excessive
quarantines.

2/20/2022 10:10 PM

2352

Unnecessary stress anxiety.

2/20/2022 10:10 PM

2353

In so many ways I can’t explain, I watch my children and grand children and relatives and
friends suffer from all this!

2/20/2022 10:10 PM

2354

Cant fly prisoner in my province

2/20/2022 10:10 PM

2355

Im on dépression

2/20/2022 10:10 PM

2356

EVERYTHING has been adversely affected........travel, family, business etc.

2/20/2022 10:10 PM

2357

In every way. Missing my kids play sports, no dates with my husband, my kids not developing
speech properly with masks on either their faces or the ones around them, missed out on my
dad in the hospital with cancer cauee no one was allowed to see him. The list can go on and
on.

2/20/2022 10:10 PM

2358

I am depressed I can't take my son anywhere without a passport. It's hard for jobs. It's a huge
set back and I want our rights and lives back please

2/20/2022 10:09 PM

2359

Depressing!!! I believe every person should be able to make their decisions for their lives.

2/20/2022 10:09 PM

2360

My wedding was postponed. I have been forced to vaccinate against my wishes to keep my

2/20/2022 10:09 PM
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job. I have had negative side effects from the vaccine. Our kids have been forced to wear
masks at school and a divide between students. Mandates are putting a divide between
families and friends. I refuse to vaccinate my kids and they are looked at as lesser than
because of this. Trucker convoy has given us hope that a difference can be made but
unfortunately for them it seems to be at their expense based on how they are being treated!
2361

Lost 50% of my business and has changed my way of life. I am restricted to going to gyms,
restaurants, movies. My daughter can not attend activities. And now we can not fly on an
airplane

2/20/2022 10:09 PM

2362

Loss of liberty and fear for the loss of liberty in Canada. For those not wanting to lift or feel
protective measures are needed, they can continue to mask and social distance (probably the
only protective measure that actually had somewhat positive impact).

2/20/2022 10:09 PM

2363

.

2/20/2022 10:09 PM

2364

-young woman in my community commited suicide - friends and acquaintances facing horrible
financial challenges including bankruptcy due to being "non essential" or non complaint with
vax mandates - my children can't play sports - i can't go to the library - anxiety from fear of
police - anxiety from engaging in criminal activity such as "having friends over for supper"

2/20/2022 10:08 PM

2365

It has made me a second class citizen.

2/20/2022 10:08 PM

2366

limited social interaction and access to arts, performances unable to access gym and
swimming pool memberships causing divisions within the family unit unemployment within the
family due to vaccine passport requirements

2/20/2022 10:08 PM

2367

It has beena lonly life n been treated as if l cannot choice what is good for myself

2/20/2022 10:08 PM

2368

It’s left us unsure as what the federal and provincial wanted!

2/20/2022 10:08 PM

2369

Poorly, social isolation, feeling abused emotionally mentally spiritually socially physically
segregated in society, fearful and sad. Loss of power to make decisions affecting my life.
There is also an element of coercion and lack of choice and freedom. My democratic rights
and freedoms have been taken away.

2/20/2022 10:08 PM

2370

It's a large inconvenience to everyone

2/20/2022 10:08 PM

2371

njgnv

2/20/2022 10:08 PM

2372

It has been very depressing

2/20/2022 10:08 PM

2373

It has taken the freedoms that were granted to me when I was born and then became an adult.
My body, my decision. As long as it doesn't effect anyone else.

2/20/2022 10:08 PM

2374

Isolation

2/20/2022 10:07 PM

2375

I lost my job that I loved on Oct 8th at a nursing home and EI will not help me! This is
effecting my mental health and.my stress is almost unmanageable. I can not pay my bills, I
can not proper food on the table this is unexpectedly

2/20/2022 10:07 PM

2376

I am unable to watch my daughter play soccer indoors when they practice, I am not able to
apply for school or get a job after not been working for so long being pregnant and then taking
care of a baby, I need money to LIVE, and for my daughter's recent birthday I couldn't rent any
kind of indoor space as her bday is in winter time, I didn't even do anything fun for her. Family
have shamed me and it's been uncalled for. And beyond that all, masks make it hard to
breathe. I'm done with the shame. Let us live with the virus. And let us live. It's effected my
mental wellness on all levels.

2/20/2022 10:07 PM

2377

The question should read ‘how has Covid affected your life.’ I am grateful for the vaccine, I
detest wearing a mask but will do it to prevent transmission of Covid. I miss community.
Isolation is not a healthy life choice.

2/20/2022 10:07 PM

2378

It has disallowed me the freedom to travel outside of my country, excluded me from healthy
lifestyle choices including access to my community centre, local gym and yoga classes I
would normally frequent and feeling isolated and unwelcome in my community. Overall, it has
had a horribly negative impact on my mental and emotional health and severly damaged
relationships with family and friends.

2/20/2022 10:07 PM

2379

Forced testing for my husband to work. My niece took a drug overdose, suicide 2 days after

2/20/2022 10:07 PM
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Christmas 2021. It's ridiculous how the stores, vets, etc. treat us. I was a volunter for a few
years at a 2nd hand store and kicked out because of where my husband worked as the women
there were so afraid he'd bring covid to them. Treated like a 2nd class citizen because of
vax's. Mandates have divided the whole country, families, friends, etc. We're not allowed
places. Killed businesses!
2380

Had to shut down my gym of 18 YEARS. A 15,000 square foot BEACON of health in our town.
Awards: Lieutenant Governor's award finalist for impacting healthy communities, 2x Business
of the year, and as the owner: 2x Rotarian of the Year, 2 x Citizen of the year. GONE. $500,000
LOSS to my family and the legacy? I owe $40,000 to the government for the loan that we
needed to pay staff and keep the empty building secure until we could find a tenant. My Wife
lost her job as a Teacher Assistant for 18 months, and when she finally got hired again - was
FIRED 4 months later for not getting the shot with no reason because it was a week prior to
her probation period ending. MY family not permitted to attend sports, local facilities like the
pool - where we had just paid for an annual family pass - NOT ALLOWED IN for 2 years. all
that and more.

2/20/2022 10:07 PM

2381

I have missed out on the development of my grandson. I will never get that back. He is my
first grandchild and the experience instead of being joyful has been heartbreaking.

2/20/2022 10:07 PM

2382

It has Forced me to not see my aged mother who has severe memory loss and is in long term
care. Because of Trudeau’s forced rules I may never see her again alive.

2/20/2022 10:07 PM

2383

I have been shunned by business partners and by various friends who believe my actions are
misogynistic and that I have racist views.

2/20/2022 10:06 PM

2384

Son has high anxiety and depression as well as my husband and nyself

2/20/2022 10:06 PM

2385

Financially

2/20/2022 10:06 PM

2386

Mandates have affected me menty, financially and have lost connection with elderly parents
and friends

2/20/2022 10:06 PM

2387

It has effected my work ,my income.and my consulting rights

2/20/2022 10:06 PM

2388

It’s been terrible. Absulutely horrible. We bent the knee and got the shot, the vax almost killed
my wife. This has been proven by doctors, she now has a medical exemption. Suffers daily
with this affliction caused by mandates. Justin Trudeau is a stain on our country and we need
to END THE MANDATES NOW!!!!!

2/20/2022 10:06 PM

2389

I was forced to take the unwanted vaccine to travel to lay a family member to rest.

2/20/2022 10:06 PM

2390

I have lost 5 jobs throughout this pandemic and I am unable to see family in other parts of the
us and Canada.

2/20/2022 10:06 PM

2391

Financial, mental and physically

2/20/2022 10:06 PM

2392

spent more time at home, which i ocuppy, doing improvements..

2/20/2022 10:06 PM

2393

No funeral for my mother in-law. Needing surgery due to reaction to the COVID vaccine

2/20/2022 10:06 PM

2394

I’m not able to participate in recreational activities, travel by plane, eat at restaurants,

2/20/2022 10:06 PM

2395

It has kept us safe and I am glad for that.

2/20/2022 10:05 PM

2396

My daughter has not been able to pursue her dream of playing competitive softball and working
towards receiving a scholarship later because we refuse to treat her like a product, get her a
QR code to scan and prove she is ‘clean’ enough to play a sport with other children. We also
went from being a double income family to a single income family during all this garbage.

2/20/2022 10:05 PM

2397

Ended friendships, strain on family life, financial issues

2/20/2022 10:05 PM

2398

The government is infringing on my freedom of choice.

2/20/2022 10:05 PM

2399

In Absolutely every aspect!

2/20/2022 10:05 PM

2400

I got vaccinated to continue work for my current company

2/20/2022 10:05 PM

2401

Divided, loosing friends, disputes with family members. Struggling with mental health.

2/20/2022 10:05 PM

2402

It has torn apart my family. It has prevented us from attended funerals of loved ones, it has
prevented my children from attending activities we were involved in, like kind music because I

2/20/2022 10:05 PM
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cannot wear a mask. We just pulled out two year old out of our local Montessori because they
asked two year olds to mask and were constantly fearful of toddlers with runny noses. When I
was seven months pregnant I was approached by a older woman in a coffee shop while giving
my order. She walked all the way from the back of the shop, 15 feet or so, to point her finger in
my face and tell me I don’t belong here, I shouldn’t be here, I should be wearing a mask
because it’s the law. I told her I was aware of the mandate and I’m glad she was too, as she
would know there are exemptions to be respected. She kept yelling a bit until she realized she
had walked over without her mask on! She abruptly turned around and marched back to her
seat. She later went on to yell and swear at two young mothers with five young children
between them for not wearing a mask when they stood up next to their corner booth to put their
jackets on. That encounter made my cry, the manager cried, the barista taking my order said it
took her fifteen minutes to calm her nerves. Two men who were in the shop and saw the
encounter both approached the cash register to make another purchase before they left and to
state that what the older women did was wrong. And yet no one stood up for the pregnant
woman, because Trudeau and his media has convinced everyone that people who don’t wear
masks are selfish and worthless.
2403

I am not able to get any of the vaccines for health reasons. I have lost income and jobs (I am
a contract office worker). It was wrong to mandate an experimental vaccine, disgraceful.

2/20/2022 10:04 PM

2404

It has effected a lot of people around me and my self included, depression, drugs, alcohol to
name a few things people turn too when isolated from society.

2/20/2022 10:04 PM

2405

Financially, mentally and physically

2/20/2022 10:04 PM

2406

Anxiety in childeren Depression Financially Our business Feeding family

2/20/2022 10:04 PM

2407

Depression and anxiety due to segregation and lack of work opportunities

2/20/2022 10:04 PM

2408

Made ever day harder work even harder

2/20/2022 10:04 PM

2409

Travel,crossing from Ontario to Quebec, curfew, the right to choose

2/20/2022 10:03 PM

2410

Its impacted my admission to several places because I'm un v ax d and I can't go to the U S !

2/20/2022 10:03 PM

2411

Lost friends, watched friends lose jobs, watch family deal with depression from the isolation
and stigmatization created by the mandates.

2/20/2022 10:03 PM

2412

Health

2/20/2022 10:03 PM

2413

Forced me to get a vaccine I never wanted in order to keep my job as a nurse. It’s caused
major depression, anxiety, stress. It has cost me friends & family.

2/20/2022 10:03 PM

2414

Mentally and physically. My kids are not the same as they were 2 years ago. I/we want our
freedom back.

2/20/2022 10:03 PM

2415

Lot of stress!

2/20/2022 10:03 PM

2416

Reduced quality of life

2/20/2022 10:03 PM

2417

I was forced to be vaccinated while I was trying to conceive a child or I would lose my job. I
got the vaccine and then miscarried 2 days later. I was planning to get it but wanted it to be on
my timeline.

2/20/2022 10:03 PM

2418

My mother has been in lockdown in her nursing home for most of the past 2 years! No family
or friends allowed. This is persecuting them in the final stages of life.

2/20/2022 10:03 PM

2419

I am not free to go to church and work they way I want to. I’m not free to go anywhere the way
I want to. I also feel forced into getting vaccinated so I could finish my education and now
make a living.

2/20/2022 10:03 PM

2420

No jab no job, no EI either because Dr Bonnie Henry made sure of that if you lost job for no
jab.

2/20/2022 10:03 PM

2421

I m working and paid taxes for 2 year slave like with no life. Just existing

2/20/2022 10:02 PM

2422

Prevent me from visiting family, going out for meals

2/20/2022 10:02 PM

2423

2 years

2/20/2022 10:02 PM

2424

Not travelling as much as I i would like

2/20/2022 10:02 PM
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2425

Positively: Allowed me to reflect on what’s important to me in my life & opened my eyes to
leadership & our government. Negatively: Mental health & well being. I’ve lost trust in some
authoritative figures & have become scenically disturbed by some of our human behaviours.

2/20/2022 10:02 PM

2426

Terribly bad

2/20/2022 10:02 PM

2427

I am a senior citizen. I live in a rural area. I feel alone, unable to socialize. I feel very
depressed. I have lost good friends because they are afraid of catching COVID. We used to
meet regularly for coffee, but now they feel like they need to stay home. I am also seeing
depression among my grand children.

2/20/2022 10:02 PM

2428

Segregation

2/20/2022 10:02 PM

2429

Lost 2 jobs Bullied at university Losing “friends”

2/20/2022 10:02 PM

2430

Lost jobs lost friendships missed birthdys missed saying goodbye to loved ones

2/20/2022 10:02 PM

2431

The merger of political science and medical science has been a disaster; none of the
mandates were effective. Social, physical and emotional health has been greatly impacted
negatively. Families and friends torn apart due to mandates. Inability to attend spiritual centres
or travel. Sad.

2/20/2022 10:02 PM

2432

We haven't been able to go to restaurants, it has caused tension between us and some our
kids' teachers over us not allowing them to wear masks. Our kids have been bullied and
shamed for refusing to wear masks. I have been made to feel segregated and black listed on
my own small community for standing for medical freedom.

2/20/2022 10:02 PM

2433

In all ways. From food to how I consume important information.

2/20/2022 10:01 PM

2434

Freedom of choice

2/20/2022 10:01 PM

2435

Depressed and anxious.

2/20/2022 10:01 PM

2436

Lost my job

2/20/2022 10:01 PM

2437

It has not I never complied

2/20/2022 10:01 PM

2438

I have lost my job because I refused the vaccine even though I had covid and my natural
immunity is through the roof. I have absolutely lost all confidence with our government

2/20/2022 10:01 PM

2439

It's been very depressing!!!

2/20/2022 10:01 PM

2440

These mandates have hurt my community's businesses, kept families apart and caused
people to die alone without their loved ones. It doesn't get more tragic than that

2/20/2022 10:01 PM

2441

Made my family safe

2/20/2022 10:00 PM

2442

Not being able to travel or do special things with our kids.

2/20/2022 10:00 PM

2443

Difficulty breathing with mask on - separation of families

2/20/2022 10:00 PM

2444

It had put me in a very stressful state. I have had my freedom taken away. Never in my life did
I ever think this would happen. We are no longer strong and free in Canada. Very sad timed.

2/20/2022 10:00 PM

2445

Negatively. Trudeau is a dictator. He needs to be removed from office.

2/20/2022 10:00 PM

2446

Negatively

2/20/2022 10:00 PM

2447

Complicated all my daily working protocols. Its exhausting, stressing, violation of my civil
rights, and it is unnacceptable.

2/20/2022 10:00 PM

2448

Has given me more quality time at home with my family.

2/20/2022 10:00 PM

2449

Forced me to get vaccinated. I have had a flu shot!Ever!!

2/20/2022 10:00 PM

2450

Job loss, segregated unable to move freely in my local towns, business. Unable to go out to
eat with family, unable to watch hockey game, not able to go to friends wake that passed away

2/20/2022 10:00 PM

2451

Financially, emotionally, physically, spiritually

2/20/2022 10:00 PM

2452

I chose to not have the vaccination because of autoimmune concerns. No travel, no movies
etc. for my choice. I am a responsible citizen and have not problem accepting mandates for
reasonable behaviours, for example, seat belts. But I have serious concerns as to how a

2/20/2022 10:00 PM
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person can be mandated to have an injection which has the potential to harm, or kill him or her.
VAERS has reported tens of thousands of serious injuries, and thousands of deaths. I truly
believe that the vaccines are not safe, and they are not effective.
2453

Lost income

2/20/2022 9:59 PM

2454

In a negative way

2/20/2022 9:59 PM

2455

I feel isolated and afraid for my safety

2/20/2022 9:59 PM

2456

Turned friends against friends, kept me isolated from loved ones and made me an enemy of
most people in our small town.

2/20/2022 9:59 PM

2457

I’m alive thanks to the government.

2/20/2022 9:59 PM

2458

Less time with family

2/20/2022 9:59 PM

2459

Stopped commerce, brought anxiety to my children.

2/20/2022 9:59 PM

2460

Can't afford to buy groceries, have gone nowhere or done nothing for over 2years, felt we were
forced to get the jabs, caused unrest, disagreements, arguing within my home which weren't
there before the plandemic, was started..

2/20/2022 9:59 PM

2461

In every way. Stressed everyday. Can’t go live a normal life. Scared of being forced out of my
job Price of living going up Going on an overseas to see for a holiday. Watching my father
dying in front of me unable to get help or support, not only from my family but from Vancouver
Frasier health. Not getting time off from being a full time Careaid for my father because respite
care was declined, ending up getting extremely burnt out physically and mentally. And that’s
only a few

2/20/2022 9:59 PM

2462

Huge divide in my family , mandated to keep my job

2/20/2022 9:58 PM

2463

It's been awful. Kids couldn't go to school. Not doing well mentally. Job is affected. Can't go
where we want. Neighbours screaming at other neighbours. Family division. Virus has done
nothing - the mandates have ruined our lives.

2/20/2022 9:58 PM

2464

Having to wear a mask for the past 2 years. Having to teach on line instead of in person.

2/20/2022 9:58 PM

2465

I was terminated from my job because I am unvaccinated. I am not allowed to travel on a
plane or train to visit my son. I have no access theatres, the gym or restaurants as well as
other social gathering spots. I could not attend Church Services. I could not attend funerals for
relatives. My daughter could not have her wedding & was forced to postpone for an entire year.
My nephew’s wedding was also forced to postpone. The mandate has caused division with my
family & friends. I am single & so I have had to spend many weeks alone & isolated during all
of the lockdowns. These are only just a few examples

2/20/2022 9:58 PM

2466

Lost my job, division between friends and family. Affected my mental health and makes me
want to move from Canada, a country I love.

2/20/2022 9:58 PM

2467

And every aspect

2/20/2022 9:58 PM

2468

Took away my choose, caused fear in so many people, divisions in families, community…did
more harm than good, nothing made sense…if you had the flu before,you wouldn’t go to the
hospital, nothing they could do for you; no matter how sick you were they wanted you to get
tested…get those #’s up…cause more fear

2/20/2022 9:58 PM

2469

It has left us feeling discriminated against and without a choice of what's best for our bodies
and what we put into them and how we take care of them. It makes no sense to have a
vaccine forced upon us that is experimental at best when we already have natural immunity. It
has negatively affected our emotional, mental and spiritual well being in more ways than one
and has placed strain and strife on and in the many relationships we have. We have heard of
more suicides and cancer deaths through all of this than covid deaths!

2/20/2022 9:57 PM

2470

Not much cause I think it silly, will they helped save money on restaurant food ,the rules didn't
even make sence

2/20/2022 9:57 PM

2471

I don’t want to live anymore

2/20/2022 9:57 PM

2472

I own property in Ontario but because I reside in BC I can't fly home stop the mandates now

2/20/2022 9:57 PM

2473

I’ve lost hours at my job, my children’s mental health is on a decline, my own mental health is

2/20/2022 9:57 PM
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on a decline, local businesses are suffering……
2474

Developed Depression and anxiety. Feelings of separation.

2/20/2022 9:57 PM

2475

Disproportionate mandates have fostered fears to damage close relationships

2/20/2022 9:57 PM

2476

Not

2/20/2022 9:57 PM

2477

Turn this world into a living hell

2/20/2022 9:57 PM

2478

It destroyed my community group. It caused tension in my family and with friends. It has made
me fear from my government. It has made me fear to be able to support my family as I am the
sole breadwinner and could be losing my employment over this. It has shaken my faith in
Canadian institutions. I have seen many friends lose employment and divide their families.

2/20/2022 9:57 PM

2479

Break down in relationships.

2/20/2022 9:57 PM

2480

My charter rights

2/20/2022 9:57 PM

2481

Has caused family and friend divisions within work and home life. And a second class citizen
to be bullied. Gave too many powers they did not know how to handle and got abused. Made
both my specialists doctors not be allowed to write me an exemption even though they
recommended. Lost faith in govt and medical system. Broke my heart. I have fought lyme
disease since 2017 paying 400,000 of my own money to save my health including severe
treatments in mexico march-may of 2020. I will never let someone bully me into something in
my body that is because i said so? Wont answer my questions. I relapsed 6 times during my
treatments and asked who would financially pay for my medical bills or my business to
continue if i relapsed again. I paid taxes my entire life and when i needed the medical system
they wanted to put me in a home with early onset altheimers. My private doctors saved my life
and showed me i need to make decisions about what goes in my body matter what as if u dont
have health u have nothing. I dont have much money left but i have always supported my
community. I even opend up a petting zoo to share our hobby farm during covid. Took animals
to care homes and schools. Then october of 2021 i was not allowed. 2 weeks after being
praised for being such a great member of the community having my trailer and two trucks
loads of animals at the local care home during our busiest time of year at work and farm sept
23. Sept 24 i lost my best friend to suicide. Mental health is horrific we need to unite and
support eachother despite our differences

2/20/2022 9:57 PM

2482

Isolation

2/20/2022 9:57 PM

2483

It has affected my freedom as an unvaxxed person, it has affected my right to breathe, my
family’s mental health- as masks in schools & exclusion from school activities. It has divided
my family & community. And I know the scientific evidence of harm.

2/20/2022 9:57 PM

2484

Every way possible, care home visits, family visits, going out to eat. Putting kids in swimming
lessons

2/20/2022 9:56 PM

2485

Hell

2/20/2022 9:56 PM

2486

Isolation and segregation has increased suicidal depression anxiety

2/20/2022 9:56 PM

2487

Since the start of covid my mental and physical health has depleted. The lack of knowing what
the government was going to mandate next had me anxious and worried not only for myself but
my family and friends. Vaccinated or not, we have gone into numerous lockdowns and
restrictions continue to chance. I’ve had less of a want to get out of bed, be social, workout,
eat, laugh, and love… I feel as all is falling apart.

2/20/2022 9:56 PM

2488

separation from my friends and family distrust of govermnent and medical authority
transgression of charter of rights and freedoms a feeling that i am being persecuted by my
goverment

2/20/2022 9:56 PM

2489

Coerced to get vaccinated or lose my job

2/20/2022 9:56 PM

2490

Lack of community, lack of social interaction for my children to develop and learn and grow.
Extra stress, lost our sole family income, and strong armed all of us into getting a medical
procedure that I don’t feel safe in getting (one that WHO no longer deems safe to mandate or
even promote).

2/20/2022 9:56 PM

2491

We need to end the decision

2/20/2022 9:56 PM
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2492

Impacted my business and friendships negatively

2/20/2022 9:56 PM

2493

I’m having to close my own small based business because of all this. I’ve work 7 years to
make it work and was doing well before mandates. And now I have close because I can’t
afford it. It’s unfair and does not follow the science. I have family that don’t talk to each other
over this and friends. He as the PM has divided this wonderful country for his own capital gain.

2/20/2022 9:55 PM

2494

Sheltered and scared

2/20/2022 9:55 PM

2495

Makes travelling, visiting with family and friends very difficult

2/20/2022 9:55 PM

2496

Heightened anxiety and Depression Missing family and making precious memories together
Divided and polarized society Being othered based on vaccination status I’m currently on
maternity leave, and have had one dose of Pfizer after being told it was safe while
breastfeeding, however my son had an eruption of eczema like rash, the day after I received
the vaccine. So I will wait until I am finished breastfeeding before I take my next dose, as he
is still dealing with the skin irritation since September when I got the vaccine. Meanwhile, I
can’t take my 3 kids swimming, skating, to see a movie or any indoor activities. Can’t go out
for breakfast with family or dinner with friends, and I’ve had to give up my gym membership as
well

2/20/2022 9:55 PM

2497

Job and travel

2/20/2022 9:55 PM

2498

Reduced income with travel restrictions.

2/20/2022 9:55 PM

2499

Family funerals Not able to be with family Heart breaking

2/20/2022 9:55 PM

2500

My 6 year old has tslked about suicide because we have no family near us and she is an only
child who has felt isolated

2/20/2022 9:55 PM

2501

Can’t go anywhere

2/20/2022 9:55 PM

2502

I cant see friends and family. My niece is growing up with out her Aun-T. They are trying to
force my sis in law to get jabbed while she is pregnant. I can not even go out and get basic
needs any more as for health reasons i can not wear a mask. My mom and dad are older cant
see them. My great gramma passed. No funeral. And on and on and on.

2/20/2022 9:54 PM

2503

Not seen family in particular 93 year old mom, friends lost. Feel isolated, discriminated against
and over all emotionally exhausted!

2/20/2022 9:54 PM

2504

My family no longer see one another

2/20/2022 9:54 PM

2505

It's been crap!!!!

2/20/2022 9:54 PM

2506

My biz is bankrupt and both my kids have been homeschooled in spite of having special needs
and needing school routine

2/20/2022 9:53 PM

2507

Mental, physical, and social wellness

2/20/2022 9:53 PM

2508

Masks are dangerous for me as well as the vaccine

2/20/2022 9:53 PM

2509

My kids don't know public life. They are 4 and 2 years old. My other kids haven't seen me in
two years cause they are in Manitoba, ex wouldn't let me see them unless I quarantined for
two weeks.

2/20/2022 9:53 PM

2510

Expensive to travel outside canada

2/20/2022 9:53 PM

2511

Negatively

2/20/2022 9:53 PM

2512

I’m in a hospital because I can’t go to a gym

2/20/2022 9:53 PM

2513

Medical segregation, husband lost his job due to his medical choice so we are struggling
financially. Family fights due to medical choices. Had a baby in April 2021, had to go to
appointments alone and wear a mask while delivering which was very hard to do. OB tried to
push the vaccine on me but I stood my ground. Everyone deserves bodily autonomy.

2/20/2022 9:53 PM

2514

Seious loss of income, health, enjoyment, stress is increased. Lost faith in government.
Became hopeless and lost.

2/20/2022 9:52 PM

2515

Made life miserable

2/20/2022 9:52 PM

2516

It has made me feel safer and overall has had no negative impacts.

2/20/2022 9:52 PM
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2517

Left us stranded in our homes for way too long. No travel. No dining out. Mostly mandates
affected me when my mom spent months and months alone, with only one possible visitor.
(out of 6 kids) She died alone and I hadn't seen her for 2 months living in the same city

2/20/2022 9:52 PM

2518

To be honest, people have changed to much and have become rude jerks to each other and it's
probably cause we weren't allowed to go out and interact. Children were losing social skills
bring home schooled and not being able to see friends

2/20/2022 9:52 PM

2519

Too many regulations

2/20/2022 9:52 PM

2520

Wasn’t allowed to work due to lock downs for 9 months . Financially . Emotionally . Mentally .

2/20/2022 9:52 PM

2521

All

2/20/2022 9:52 PM

2522

Husband missed my fathers funeral will potentially miss my sisters wedding No visiting friends
or family closed down churchs. On and on

2/20/2022 9:52 PM

2523

Developed anxiety and depression for the first time in my life and lost my family doctor
because she chose not to be vaccinated

2/20/2022 9:52 PM

2524

We have had covid and have natural immunity. This is not recognized, and as we have chosen
not to be vaccinated we cannot go out to eat, cannot go into an arena to watch our kids play,
can’t go to public skating or swimming, etc. Our youngest comes home and tells us in detail
what a teachers face looks like if she happens to see them without a mask on. My kids all
come home with rashes on their hands from having to use so much hand sanitizer. We really
do feel like a lesser caste of human because of our personal al decision not to vaccinate.

2/20/2022 9:52 PM

2525

It has negatively affected my mental health and relationships with people.

2/20/2022 9:51 PM

2526

anxiety struggles and not been able to see my parents

2/20/2022 9:51 PM

2527

Isolation from loved ones. Loneliness Anger. Family division. Financial strain. Depression.

2/20/2022 9:51 PM

2528

I didn’t get to attend grad or any of the events a person graduating wants to do, I lost friends,
missed my 19th birthday, lost scholarships because I couldn’t attend provincials for my team
sport, put riffs between my family, my grandpa died after getting vaccinated, my friends lugs
are basically exploding from the vaccine, I’ve missed many milestones a person becoming an
adult deserves to do, I became very depressed and even suicidal because I couldn’t see
friends, attend school, play sports, go out, or do anything a person living in Canada should get
to do in a free country, my moms side of my family basically disowned me, and lastly me and
my boyfriend can’t do anything together to have dates so it has put a weight on my
relationship. END ALL VACCINE MANDATES ASAP

2/20/2022 9:51 PM

2529

Loss of lives by suicide. ALSO Unfair and unscientific restrictions has made everyone’s lives
a living hell.

2/20/2022 9:51 PM

2530

Caused me severe mental harm

2/20/2022 9:51 PM

2531

Frustration. Division. But I knew from the start they were either ignorant corrupt or evil so I
educated a ton of people so my network of friends is still solid.

2/20/2022 9:51 PM

2532

FREEDOM WAS ROBBED FROM US

2/20/2022 9:51 PM

2533

I lost my job because I refuse to take the vaccines.

2/20/2022 9:50 PM

2534

has affected my mental health & stress levels, anxiety and the ability to see my family and
close friends. I haven't seen them in over 2 years now and it tears my heart apart

2/20/2022 9:50 PM

2535

My daughter was fired from her job. She worked from home for Canpotex for 17 months with no
issues and they said her work was excellent, but they fired her

2/20/2022 9:50 PM

2536

Put my family in a terrible situation that's lead to depression

2/20/2022 9:50 PM

2537

I've learnt to be content with my life as far as the things they use to punish me with for my
opinion. Nothing good has come out of the mandates as far as I'm concerned.

2/20/2022 9:50 PM

2538

It’s affected my kids which affects me

2/20/2022 9:50 PM

2539

I work with youth, and have personally intercepted several attempts of suicide. It has been a
full time job just trying to keep hope alive for most young people. I have heard of far too many
suicides and overdoses throughout my region. The mandates are literally killing our youth

2/20/2022 9:49 PM
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2540

Caused depression, anxiety in my children. Loss of income for myself and my husband. Kids
lost out on sports for 2 years

2/20/2022 9:49 PM

2541

We did get the vaccine shots and booster shots in order to keep our jobs, however, it was
totally against what we believe in! I feel we have been violated by our Federal Government; in
lieu of the fact that it is obvious the vaccine does not prevent anyone from getting Covid!
Could you imagine if this was Smallpox and a serum was used that did not work! Shameful on
our Federal Governments part! The blame lies at Trudeau's feet! The social distancing has
kept our grandchildren away from us...unforgivable, in our eyes! Several elderly relatives still
very vibrant, died alone, without any of us being able to be with them in their hours of greatest
need. Lost time with friends for two years, because of restrictions and fear the Federal
Government instilled. Our freedoms stripped from us is inexcusable!

2/20/2022 9:49 PM

2542

Unable to travel

2/20/2022 9:49 PM

2543

Prevented me from participating in activities

2/20/2022 9:49 PM

2544

My mother has disowned me for being "one of those people". The rest of my family thinks I'm
crazy. I have been denied service 3 times at different retail locations for not wearing a mask
despite explaining that I have a medical exemption. My child has been suspended from school
so many times for resisting mask mandates we have lost count. I have lost all faith in
government, anyone involved in medicine, and law enforcement save for those few who stood
up against illegal orders. Plus I'm kind of tired of all this. We have gone beyond peak absurdity
and yet still so many people can't seem to tell we are living under full-blown tyranny. Hopefully
I get put on one of the comfy train cars on the way to the gulag.

2/20/2022 9:49 PM

2545

Lost jobs, on the verge of bankruptcy

2/20/2022 9:49 PM

2546

I am not able to breathe well and I am not allowed to go eat out ...movies..

2/20/2022 9:49 PM

2547

Tragedy

2/20/2022 9:49 PM

2548

Loanely, sad, lost friends, can’t c my doctor in person, fear, superating families

2/20/2022 9:49 PM

2549

as a senior it has caused lonliness and isolation

2/20/2022 9:49 PM

2550

Stress from loss of income, anxiety, distrust of government and police

2/20/2022 9:49 PM

2551

Fractured family the vaxed have become condescending and abusive

2/20/2022 9:48 PM

2552

VERY BAD Way

2/20/2022 9:48 PM

2553

Crazy

2/20/2022 9:48 PM

2554

It's ended a dear friendship between myself and my best friend, just because they believed all
the fear propaganda perpetuated by the media and certain, Corrupt health care professionals.
Even though I said we didn't have to discuss it or let this issue come between us. Thanks for
being a traitor to your people Trudeau! Or rather, I should say Caligula!

2/20/2022 9:48 PM

2555

unemployed

2/20/2022 9:48 PM

2556

Restricted from seeing my mom and the rest of the family. Prevented me from having a social
life.

2/20/2022 9:48 PM

2557

Not greatly since I am vaccinated and don’t mind having to show proof

2/20/2022 9:48 PM

2558

The mandates have kept me safe from COVID for over 2 years. They have kept me, my
family, and my community safe.

2/20/2022 9:48 PM

2559

It destroys family and restrict me from going to Indonesia to see my family.

2/20/2022 9:48 PM

2560

I would’ve lost my job. Haven’t seen family in other provinces for 2 years. I have not travelled.
Holidays have been missed. Haven’t been able to watch my kid play hockey all year and it’s
his first year. My kid is wearing a mask at school and he has glasses so his glasses fog up
which is a distraction to his learning. My kid has only known Covid rules his first years in
school.

2/20/2022 9:48 PM

2561

Depression …Isolation …Inflation …segregation …can’t go anywhere nor can I afford to it I
wanted to

2/20/2022 9:48 PM

2562

Let’s see I am part of the 82% that are vaccinated. I may not like wearing a mask but I prefer

2/20/2022 9:48 PM
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to be part of the solution and help prevent the spread, especially to those that CAN’T be
protected.
2563

Job loss, and isolation

2/20/2022 9:48 PM

2564

It has not.

2/20/2022 9:47 PM

2565

Not to much I just never obeyed them lived my life like always

2/20/2022 9:47 PM

2566

Huge! I deal with a lot more stress and anxiety when going out to do everyday things. Worrying
about masks, getting too close to other people in stores, going wrong way down an isle and
getting yelled at by other customers. I work in a grocery store, wearing a mask I have found
I’ve had harder times breathing, more headaches from lack of fresh air for prolonged times,
being yelled at by customers for shelves not being fully stocked due to businesses having to
cut back production to meet the standards which results in less products being delivered to
stores.

2/20/2022 9:47 PM

2567

I've lost 65% of my business

2/20/2022 9:47 PM

2568

Had to drop out of school to care for my children, my children know have to wear masks at
school, loss of quality of life

2/20/2022 9:47 PM

2569

It has taken away so many precious moments I could have been having with my family disallowed my grandma to have the loved ones by her side who wished to be there for her as
she passed away in March 2021, has negatively impacted my entire family's mental health
including my young children. I could continue to list any reasons, but this absurdity has had a
negative impact in so many ways it is sickening.

2/20/2022 9:47 PM

2570

I live in fear these days wondering what Castro will do next. If I’m not jabbed will I still b able to
get health care, renew liscence, health card, mortgage, etc

2/20/2022 9:47 PM

2571

I havent been able to work due to shutdowns in my province. My doctor was refused
permission to grant medical exemption which I would be eligible for. I was taking Ivermectin as
a prophylactic for several months before there was a shutdown on prescribing it. As an
unvaxxed person, I have been shut out from my local pool where I have taken deep water
aquafit for 5 years to maintain my health. I have been shut out for months now, and my health
has deteriorated. I have not been able to attend cultural events, choir practices, funerals of
friends, conferences, restaurants and more

2/20/2022 9:47 PM

2572

More than anything by the way I have seen it impact and hurt thousands of others! As well as
the stress it has created in my own life

2/20/2022 9:47 PM

2573

My business has depleted by 50 % and I want to sell to hopefully recovery from this nonsense

2/20/2022 9:47 PM

2574

Trudeau and the liberal government are filth.

2/20/2022 9:47 PM

2575

There are family and friends that have died that I could not go and support the family. Not
being able to see my kids abd grand childern . I'm depressed

2/20/2022 9:47 PM

2576

Lost job despite natural immunity, discriminated against, fear of going to hospital, witnessed
dozens of vaxx injuries, lost people I thought were lifelong friends

2/20/2022 9:46 PM

2577

Government overreach! Government control! Government division! Unlawfully excuse of
Government power! Crimes against humanity!

2/20/2022 9:46 PM

2578

Negatively

2/20/2022 9:46 PM

2579

Lost my job , and my Child has missed two years of minor hockey/education

2/20/2022 9:46 PM

2580

Sad depressed lonely isolated

2/20/2022 9:46 PM

2581

Destroyed My thriving Barbershop of 28 years. Had to abandon it because of lockdowns (I had
hope to sell my business and retire) Divided my friends. Forced me to sell my house and
Destroyed the economy! Is that enough Blood Justin????

2/20/2022 9:46 PM

2582

Unable to see my family. Divided friends and family. Missed work. Suffering

2/20/2022 9:46 PM

2583

I work grocery it's a way of life I've come to agree with and to keep us safe

2/20/2022 9:46 PM

2584

Genetalized anxiety. Bad parenting and divorce

2/20/2022 9:46 PM

2585

Can no longer cross US borders

2/20/2022 9:46 PM
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2586

These unlawful mandates has affected every aspect of my family’s lives for the last two years.

2/20/2022 9:45 PM

2587

Kids lost so many opportunities - sports, graduations etc.

2/20/2022 9:45 PM

2588

Broken family mental health, being called names/hate speech by the prime minister, lost
friends, lost quality of life and not able to fly to see my old grandparents. I've had enough of it
all!

2/20/2022 9:45 PM

2589

Kept me and my family healthy

2/20/2022 9:45 PM

2590

Decreased my income and increased my stress and depression.

2/20/2022 9:45 PM

2591

All aspects

2/20/2022 9:45 PM

2592

I’m a Healthcare Aide, I felt I had no choices . If I wanted to support myself I had to get the
vaccine. I didn’t want the vaccine. I wanted a choice . I get sick more often, I do not agree
with the mandates.

2/20/2022 9:45 PM

2593

It hasn’t

2/20/2022 9:44 PM

2594

Lose my job because I have no medical freedom.

2/20/2022 9:44 PM

2595

It has cost one income in our house hold to be lost due to a business closing out, mental
illness, anxiety in our children and not being able to see loved ones which live out of province.

2/20/2022 9:44 PM

2596

Got the vaccine when I otherwise wouldn’t have.

2/20/2022 9:44 PM

2597

Mentally, i am depressed the first time in my life

2/20/2022 9:44 PM

2598

They have stopped us from being able to go out. Stopped my son from going to school.

2/20/2022 9:44 PM

2599

Passport

2/20/2022 9:44 PM

2600

Extremely hard for my kids and their mental health

2/20/2022 9:44 PM

2601

Reduced income, affected of physical and mental health

2/20/2022 9:44 PM

2602

Lost my job, pulled my kids from AA sports and put a divide between family.

2/20/2022 9:44 PM

2603

Loss of life. The division between friends,families,and co workers

2/20/2022 9:44 PM

2604

It has destroyed my life! My Childrens life, independence, income! And you name it! It has
divided people and discriminated, it has endorsed fear and fed the evil, it has brought pain to
families and communities as one, i can keep going forever. I just wish that this will end NOW!

2/20/2022 9:44 PM

2605

Lost job, lost home

2/20/2022 9:44 PM

2606

Stopped playing sports

2/20/2022 9:44 PM

2607

This can be a 3 week conversation.

2/20/2022 9:44 PM

2608

Kept me from traveling.

2/20/2022 9:43 PM

2609

They have all but ended my life

2/20/2022 9:43 PM

2610

Vaxine mandate at my place of employment. I will be put on unpaid suspension march 28.
Then I will be fired. 750 people being threatened at Ford oakville assembly..!

2/20/2022 9:43 PM

2611

My husband has been put on leave without pay indefinitely without the ability to collect EI, we
fear a federal mandate will leave me without employment, unable to provide for our child. Living
in constant fear of bank accounts being frozen, our credit score being affected and fear of no
bank/insurance company wanting anything to do with us, and unable to leave the country puts
us in fear of our lives. We are stranded with no choice and are targeted everyday and
dehumanized by those around us who know we’ve openly stood up against the mandates.

2/20/2022 9:43 PM

2612

made it so i cant have a life

2/20/2022 9:43 PM

2613

It wants to put everyone in fear

2/20/2022 9:43 PM

2614

On leave without pay since November 2021. Unable to go to restaurants, gyms, etc. horrible
for physical and mental health.

2/20/2022 9:43 PM

2615

It has made my life a living hell💔

2/20/2022 9:43 PM
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2616

Very restricted for seeing family, no air travel...

2/20/2022 9:43 PM

2617

Last 2 years have been terrible

2/20/2022 9:42 PM

2618

Job loss, friendship loss, family loss, all due to this psychosis. End it now

2/20/2022 9:42 PM

2619

In every part, I want to bring my 5 year old to the pool or out for lunch!! So many points I’d
bring up but just end the madness already!!

2/20/2022 9:42 PM

2620

Anxiety and mandatory masks increased pre existing health issues.

2/20/2022 9:42 PM

2621

Mental, emotional, physical and financial well being Family and friends friends sick and unable
to see and comfort. Death and no closure. Death in family by overdose. Adult daughter with
24/7 care and no support

2/20/2022 9:42 PM

2622

Completely negative impact on mental health, rights violations and my trust in all medical and
political institutions

2/20/2022 9:42 PM

2623

Unable to travel for continuing education for professional requirements. Masking has caused
me anxiety and decreased my health and mental Wellness. Masking has effected my
children's learning ability Social distancing and cohorts at school have effected my children's
mental state

2/20/2022 9:42 PM

2624

Loss of employment, finances, education opportunities, friendships/relationships

2/20/2022 9:42 PM

2625

Death to a loved one, hopelessness, anger...hatred of all government and health care in
Canada.

2/20/2022 9:42 PM

2626

Unable to visit family during illness,

2/20/2022 9:42 PM

2627

I’ve had to close my business so I could be available to homeschool my kids. My kids aren’t
able to participate in activities like they did prior to the pandemic. It has ruined relationships
with families and friends.

2/20/2022 9:42 PM

2628

It has caused minor depression and hurt people in my family who lost jobs due to mandates.

2/20/2022 9:42 PM

2629

Makes it difficult to spend time with my grandkids and family in Alberta

2/20/2022 9:42 PM

2630

My son lost his job after working for the company 13 years for not taking the vaccine. This is
disgusting in a free country.

2/20/2022 9:41 PM

2631

I have lost my long distance relationship due to travel restrictions, due to that i have lost the
home i lived in and lost my job in December. I was unable to see my family over the holidays
after all of this and became very depressed. I am now paying 40$ every 48 hours to be able to
keep working at the hospital in grande prairie, working a job that hardly pays the bills as is
because of inflation. I am unable to relocate closer to my family because of the vaccine
mandate for health care workers. End all mandates. My body, my choice.

2/20/2022 9:41 PM

2632

It has extremely effected my whole family , and caused divide in our friendship and
community!!!!

2/20/2022 9:41 PM

2633

Loss of income due to restrictions of customers I can serve as a plumber

2/20/2022 9:40 PM

2634

Social life, economy, overall health and stress level. Mandates are much above common
sense and benefits vs. harm to whole Canadian population.

2/20/2022 9:40 PM

2635

Stress anxiety loss of job family friends lost trust in medical professionals fear of the
government

2/20/2022 9:40 PM

2636

Yes, lost my job. Had to take the vaccine to fly & resulted in a pinched nerve

2/20/2022 9:40 PM

2637

Mental health of my entire family, relationships, divisions, trust in government has been lost,
lost the last 2 years of my kids playing sports they love and instead childhood obesity has
taken place also as a result of all the at home learning. My kids education has been a joke.
Nothing good has come of this.

2/20/2022 9:40 PM

2638

I can't go to friends' homes or meet them at a restaurant. I can't travel to visit anyone. I am a
single senior who lives alone. I only go out to go for groceries 1 time a month.

2/20/2022 9:40 PM

2639

My family has not been able to engage in activities we enjoy because of mask and vaccine
requirements. Two of my family members, both in good health, died suddenly the day after

2/20/2022 9:40 PM
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receiving their forced Covid vaccines. My physical health has suffered as a result of not being
aloud into my favourite gym. The community store in my town has struggled tremendously
because people are not allowed to gather there for events. (Limits on attendance rendered
them infeasable). These are events I would have taken my kids too and how I would have built
connections with my community.
2640

Made every day life miserable and work

2/20/2022 9:40 PM

2641

By restricting my freedoms as laid out in the constitution.

2/20/2022 9:39 PM

2642

Depression, fearful of every day life, became hypochondriac.

2/20/2022 9:39 PM

2643

I’m not happy to be Canadian anymore. I feel like a prisoner in my own country.

2/20/2022 9:39 PM

2644

I have not been able to ear in a restaurant and feel like a 2nd class citizen. It has affected me
emotionally and socially. I have nor been able to travel, although the Charter gives me that
right. I have been a prisoner in my own country with my freedoms restricted.

2/20/2022 9:39 PM

2645

Can’t fly to go see my family. Can’t go to yoga.

2/20/2022 9:39 PM

2646

Less work

2/20/2022 9:39 PM

2647

It’s ruining my families life, I was forced to get the mRNA technology shot to keep my job, I
am not very happy right now.

2/20/2022 9:39 PM

2648

Unvaccinated. No social life. No dancing. No church. Can’t shop without mask and some
without vaccine. Can’t go south for winter because can’t cross border to USA

2/20/2022 9:39 PM

2649

Personally it hasn't, but I know lots of people who have lost their jobs or have felt they had to
choose feeding their family over taking a shot that may or may not have long term side effects

2/20/2022 9:39 PM

2650

It has affected my children's schooling

2/20/2022 9:39 PM

2651

Unable to socialize with friends

2/20/2022 9:39 PM

2652

I am no longer curling, playing sports, participating dance classes. I feel alone as I cannot join
my friends/family in restaurants, holidays etc. It’s hard to be a regular Canadian citizen
enjoying life in a free society, when it is no longer a free society.

2/20/2022 9:39 PM

2653

I have been discriminated against, I have been forced to choose btw my job and the vaccine. I
have been forced to test three times a week or else loose my job. I have really bad reaction to
having to wear a mask all the time . I have lost many friends and family members due to all
the mandates. My children are depressed and can’t breathe well in the masks. They have
missed out on so many milestones due to all the mandates . They need to stop immediately.

2/20/2022 9:38 PM

2654

Impacted my ability to work and shortage of food/supplies or they are now outrageously
expensive

2/20/2022 9:38 PM

2655

While I have reduced clientele seeking massage therapy, I support the mandate until we are
well clear of this pandemic. I rely on science and evidence based decisions made by proven
science, not on politicians wanting the popular vote.

2/20/2022 9:38 PM

2656

It hasn’t affected me personally, but it has negatively affected many people that I care about.

2/20/2022 9:38 PM

2657

Mental health all time low.

2/20/2022 9:38 PM

2658

I have a compromised immune system and even with an exemption I am unable to participate
in society

2/20/2022 9:38 PM

2659

I organized part of my friend’s retirement party, only to learn, I can’t join them in the restaurant.
I may never see my relatives (sisters) again in Germany!

2/20/2022 9:38 PM

2660

It made my daily life difficult. No interactions with people, travel has been very difficult, felt
separation from the society

2/20/2022 9:38 PM

2661

It has divided our country, caused trauma, anxiety, and depression

2/20/2022 9:38 PM

2662

Loss of work!

2/20/2022 9:38 PM

2663

I am a senior and my only form of exerciser is swimming. My pool is closed as I am
unvaxxed. I cannot travel to get away from the Canadian winter.

2/20/2022 9:38 PM
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2664

I can't even fly to my sick mom because of the vaccine mandate

2/20/2022 9:38 PM

2665

Separated me from family, friends and others who need help. Affected my job, my kids’
schooling, my business for the worst.

2/20/2022 9:37 PM

2666

I had to sell my house...No job and I have health issues..This caused
mental...Emotional...Physical...Financial hardship

2/20/2022 9:37 PM

2667

Loss of job

2/20/2022 9:37 PM

2668

Family divided and business falling . No proper entertainment .

2/20/2022 9:37 PM

2669

Inadequate online education for my children. Federal government debt related to covid support
will increase taxes terribly.

2/20/2022 9:37 PM

2670

JUST GETTING USED TO LIMITED ACTIVITIES

2/20/2022 9:37 PM

2671

It has ruined relationships, hard a negative affect on mental health and has made local
businesses suffer

2/20/2022 9:37 PM

2672

Depressed my kids, robbed my job, destroyed mental health

2/20/2022 9:37 PM

2673

Need vaccine to keep my job or PAY for monitored testing

2/20/2022 9:37 PM

2674

I’ve been denied access to businesses and been harassed for not having the vaccine

2/20/2022 9:37 PM

2675

Loss of work, loss of freedom to enjoy others

2/20/2022 9:36 PM

2676

I have lost my job due to shutdowns and capacity limits. Income gone. My husband has been
limited in his work due to restriction and mandates. Income reduced. I know people who have
died due to suicide because of lack of hope, lack of steady employment and difficulties in
relationship because of stresses caused buy COVID mandates. My father-in-law died of
loneliness in a care home. My cousin died from an opioid overdose in part due to lack of
support groups, no employment and isolation. I myself have suffered with depression, extreme
anxiety, and high stress levels. These things were not an issue before COVID. My father
passed from cancer and we were not allowed to be by his side as a family in the hospital to
support one another and hold his hand. Mourning the passing of family has been made more
difficult due to restrictions and has cause incredible isolation at a time when support is
essential. That covers death and only some of the the mental health issues. Now let’s talk
about how my kids have been affected. Education has been horribly impacted. Social skills
have not been allowed to develop. They have suffered from depression and health issues due
to lack of exercise. Missed birthdays and holiday memories and bonding with family. On
another note let’s talk about the discrimination and segregation because of mandates. Let’s
just say I never thought Canada would have stopped this low again since we are still paying off
indigenous people.

2/20/2022 9:36 PM

2677

It took away my freedom and my rights!!!!🤬

2/20/2022 9:36 PM

2678

I hate what it is doing to the children

2/20/2022 9:36 PM

2679

Divisiveness within the community, family, and friends — very sad and depressing. Not able to
see loved ones who live far away. Not able to take care of my health — no doctor available.

2/20/2022 9:36 PM

2680

Unable to visit family dying in hospice Unable to visit family during holidays and birthdays and
weddings and funerals Unable to sit down and eat in a restaurant Unable to go to hockey
games Unable to watch kids in sports Unable to go camping and attend gatherings with family
and friends Unable to live freely

2/20/2022 9:36 PM

2681

Lost family and friends by division. The vaccine shots, masking, etc., should have been all by
freedom of choice. There should have been no lockdowns whatsoever. Only hospitals and care
homes should have been protected against the virus. Couldn’t travel and still can’t travel. We
weren’t even allowed to travel out of province at one point. Get rid of the stupid testing at
borders, it’s a money grab. You can’t help but worry about the big picture of The Great Reset.
When a government can freeze a Canadian taxpayers bank account, something is terribly
wrong with our leader. It does not make me proud to say I’m Canadian, we’re headed to a
country like China. Very worrisome for our children. Trudeau has to be ousted, what kind of a
leader wants to ruin the country. I grew up thinking a leader is someone to look up to because
he/she is looking out for the best interests of their team, not for himself.

2/20/2022 9:36 PM

2682

It has taken away opportunities to connect with people and enjoy each other’s time. This is the

2/20/2022 9:36 PM
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way we all feel.
2683

Staying inside

2/20/2022 9:35 PM

2684

Forced to close my business.

2/20/2022 9:35 PM

2685

Negatively. The lies from the government and officials has made me loose trust

2/20/2022 9:35 PM

2686

lost my job, i have been banned from society, i can"t go anywhere to have fun.

2/20/2022 9:35 PM

2687

Impact on emotional health. Division within the family.

2/20/2022 9:35 PM

2688

Terrible

2/20/2022 9:35 PM

2689

It ruined it

2/20/2022 9:35 PM

2690

It has made life not healthy and determination to do anything has significantly dropped. I want
the mandates ended immediately.

2/20/2022 9:35 PM

2691

Divided my family and friends

2/20/2022 9:35 PM

2692

Lost jobs, can’t afford food, mentally, physically emotionally in every way especially to
children!!! End Niw!!!

2/20/2022 9:35 PM

2693

Only negatively. Feel a complete lack of control and autonomy. Very anxious. Forced to get
vaccinated otherwise would lose my job

2/20/2022 9:35 PM

2694

people dying in the hospital with the covid....

2/20/2022 9:35 PM

2695

Lost my job and now am unemployed

2/20/2022 9:34 PM

2696

I am hurt from the way our government has handled everything, the mandate needs to stop
and let us (Canadians) live our lives in peace and harmony, this has gone on too long, working
8-9 hours a day wearing a mask has tired me out mentally and physically. It is time to stop all
mandates, give us our freedom back, that's what our fore father's went to war for,so we could
be free.

2/20/2022 9:34 PM

2697

Caused division between family

2/20/2022 9:34 PM

2698

Stressed

2/20/2022 9:34 PM

2699

Not being able to travel without vaccine, not being able to live life to the fullest

2/20/2022 9:34 PM

2700

It has caused to shut the doors of my salon

2/20/2022 9:34 PM

2701

Poorly

2/20/2022 9:34 PM

2702

Not much

2/20/2022 9:34 PM

2703

My dad was alone in the hospital, almost died but didnt. My 100 year grandmother was not
allowed to have her usual visits n the staff broke her leg, leaving her in a room for 4 days not
telling anyone before taking her to hospital, ultimately lead to her death, my sister lostvher job.
My cousins lost their jobs. Friend was in hospital with heart sweling after receiving boster,
neighbor was bed ridden for months after first shot. Child experienced discrimination at school
for her opinion n was homeschooled, but got depressed so put her back in hoping the
discrimination stopped. Little girl in community commited suicide at age 14. Isnt that already to
much

2/20/2022 9:33 PM

2704

My business had to close for 9 months of the past 2 years My family gatherings have been
restricted I missed my best friends wedding

2/20/2022 9:33 PM

2705

I could not travel to my home province too see loved ones. My kids social well being has been
damaged due to numerous school, extra curricular activities. The list goes on and on

2/20/2022 9:33 PM

2706

Not being able to see dying family meber

2/20/2022 9:33 PM

2707

divided my community; unable to travel

2/20/2022 9:33 PM

2708

Missed celebrations, couldn't have funeral of father, couldn't travel, eat out, go to a movie,
limits on family gatherings, lost friends, family feuds, lost job, hard finding job, zero income

2/20/2022 9:33 PM

2709

It’s boring now

2/20/2022 9:33 PM
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2710

Isolation has caused grief and alcoholism

2/20/2022 9:33 PM

2711

I have watched young children suffer throughout these lockdowns and repeated and
unnecessary school closures and masking. I have also lost my job as a nurse - and fyi the
nurse who took my position (fully vaccinated and ‘safer’) tested positive for Covid weeks after
taking my position!!!!!!!

2/20/2022 9:32 PM

2712

It's not normal

2/20/2022 9:32 PM

2713

Myself and my wife have both lost our jobs . We have five children who are all suffering
mentally from this and we have all been devised from certain others . This must change before
we loose everything!

2/20/2022 9:32 PM

2714

I have become very depressed and almost suicidal at times of loneliness. My spouse died just
before the lockdowns and I had to grieve alone with no help and no income.

2/20/2022 9:32 PM

2715

Depression

2/20/2022 9:32 PM

2716

Mental health,

2/20/2022 9:32 PM

2717

My mental health is the worst it has ever been. Isolated me & my family from those we care
about.

2/20/2022 9:32 PM

2718

It has made my social life miserable as well as economically harming me and my family.

2/20/2022 9:32 PM

2719

Screwed it up. I have been so mad over loss of freedom. I had to go on stress leave.😡😡😡

2/20/2022 9:31 PM

2720

Stress anxiety hurt relationships I can’t see loved ones or friends I can’t go out for meals/drinks.

2/20/2022 9:31 PM

2721

Mental health

2/20/2022 9:31 PM

2722

In my work

2/20/2022 9:31 PM

2723

All ways

2/20/2022 9:31 PM

2724

I have had to deal with it every day as a local delivery person. Changes in rules and
procedures weekly. Know people that I couldn’t attend funerals of

2/20/2022 9:31 PM

2725

My whole family in a negative way! Employment Mental health Quality of life and living
Emotionally Physically Financially

2/20/2022 9:31 PM

2726

Lost my job, when working reduced my income, mental health concerns, family does I could
not visit, health concerns

2/20/2022 9:31 PM

2727

Greatly

2/20/2022 9:30 PM

2728

Mental health of my family especially my young adults. Loss of friends and family Differing
opinions. Also loss of life and vaccine injuries due to the vaccines. Many friends and family
have been affected by these vaccines. I have not lost a single loved one to Covid.

2/20/2022 9:30 PM

2729

Negative in social life and bad economically, also emotionally; poor, depressed, divorced,
suicidal....

2/20/2022 9:30 PM

2730

It has driven a wedge between people and allowed even our PM to put awful labels on people.

2/20/2022 9:30 PM

2731

Unable to say goodbye to family before they passed away, let alone visit them when they
needed someone, broken relationships and onset and/or worsening of depression in some
family members.

2/20/2022 9:30 PM

2732

It has made me fearful of being in public for being myself.

2/20/2022 9:30 PM

2733

Unemployed, can't see elderly parents, haven't been in a restaurant for almost 2 years and
most of all, we haven't seen some of our 10 grandchildren for a very long time.

2/20/2022 9:29 PM

2734

Has changed life dramatically for me and I have no freedom to go to the gym for my mental
health

2/20/2022 9:29 PM

2735

It has made me feel safer to go about my life and do my job.

2/20/2022 9:29 PM

2736

Everyone looks at the unvacinated in a very poor way

2/20/2022 9:29 PM

2737

Isolation, depression, resistance, ....

2/20/2022 9:29 PM
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2738

I dislike being treated like I cannot think for myself

2/20/2022 9:29 PM

2739

It has caused many great issues. I cannot go certain places because I’m not “vaxxed” It is
causing issues to allow me to travel inside and outside of Canada. It is forcing my Wife to do
in home testing 2 times a week to keep her job. We cannot go to my sons sport activity’s
because we are not “vaxxed” there is never a clear action we can take because rules keep
changing. We have lost any faith in governments civil, provincial and nationally. We have lost
faith in our justice system/s, we have lost faith in the police who are supposed to up hold our
Civil rights, we have lost faith in any/all legacy media outlets. We cannot even visit our kids
schools because of overreaching laws prohibiting us to do so. School doors are locked. It has
created many many issues for our physical and mental well being. We are being discriminated
against on all fronts because of our non compliance to get “vaccinated”

2/20/2022 9:29 PM

2740

Depressed

2/20/2022 9:29 PM

2741

It’s dosnt

2/20/2022 9:29 PM

2742

It has made me feel in-prisoned and I feel like my freedoms have been taken away.

2/20/2022 9:29 PM

2743

We had to stop sporting activities for our kids, our kids were distort from wearing masks all the
time, we had to stop going out for any activities, restaurants, movies, indoor gathering and
also lost work due to the mandates.

2/20/2022 9:29 PM

2744

Stuck in my tiny apartment

2/20/2022 9:29 PM

2745

Depression, miss my family gatherings

2/20/2022 9:29 PM

2746

I haven’t been able to meet people in my new city. My depression had gotten worse over the
last two years. Things have to change in order for everyone’s mental health to get better.

2/20/2022 9:28 PM

2747

No more travelling , because the science has now proved it is terrible for young kids. Deaths
have been hidden through this Funell in the name of safety, the science is continually changing
, we now know natural immunity is the best way to fight this. The bottom line is , this shouldn’t
be mandated we should have freedom of choice to decide, DO WE STILL LIVE IN CANADA??

2/20/2022 9:28 PM

2748

Interesting, which "mandate" is being referred to here? Mandates implemented by various
levels of government: federal, provincial? This is a really poorly devised survey, and Trudeau's
name was spelled incorrectly. All in all, I'd say that the vaccinations that rolled out across my
province (sk) did a fair deal of good to lessen the morbidity of covid, and to the help protect
people's lives. Was I inconvenienced that I couldn't travel as easily as I'd have liked to? Yep,
but that's not on the Canadian government, many countries across the globe closed boarders,
or closed boarders to un-vaccinated people. However, people that I care about are alive today
because they had access to vaccines, access to medical care when needed, and access to
information about the COVID transmission in our local communities to help individuals manage
risk. I'm proud to live in a province where, if it's -40 out and you have car trouble, others will
stop on the highway to lend a hand. Though it's cold out, and inconveniences them to stop on
their own journey, they do it because: a) they understand how risky it is to be alone in that kind
of cold without options, and b) they would want you to do the same if the tables were turned.
This is how I was raised: take care of yourself, yep, but lend a hand to those who need it
because without those those other folks life kinda sucks.

2/20/2022 9:28 PM

2749

I haven’t seen my family for 2.1/2 years

2/20/2022 9:28 PM

2750

Detrimental to relationships, mental health, finances

2/20/2022 9:28 PM

2751

They have made me a prisoner in my own country as well as kept me close to home on a
short leash

2/20/2022 9:28 PM

2752

My kids have not had a normal childhood for 2 years. My oldest son is depressed and doesn’t
leave our basement. We have all been severely affected and we no longer have a strong
connection with friends and family.

2/20/2022 9:28 PM

2753

Lost my job

2/20/2022 9:28 PM

2754

It has affected me emotionally more than anything. I feel stressed, angry, frustrated and full of
fury.

2/20/2022 9:28 PM

2755

Very little

2/20/2022 9:28 PM

2756

Financially, socially, as an employee, mental health poor, spouse mental health poor & great

2/20/2022 9:28 PM
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division between family members; children not advancing socially or academically.
2757

Stress , people hate

2/20/2022 9:27 PM

2758

Greatly

2/20/2022 9:27 PM

2759

Huge impact on mental and emotional health

2/20/2022 9:27 PM

2760

Lost my job due to not taking the vaccine

2/20/2022 9:27 PM

2761

Family segergation

2/20/2022 9:27 PM

2762

I have been segregated and marginalized by society. I have experienced mental health stress,
fear of retribution, and feel unsafe in my own country due to the divisive and hate speech
spoken by the prime minister. I have been unable to move freely in and throughout canada
which is in contravention of my charter of rights and freedoms.

2/20/2022 9:27 PM

2763

We have been fortunate that our places of employment did not mandate vaccines or be
terminated. But many friends have lost their jobs/livelihoods because of the vaccine mandate
& that has been heart-breaking & infuriating. Especially so as in our fully vaccinated
household, one got Covid (Omicron), it was super mild. Of course we all had to isolate to not
spread it. What's the point of mandating a vaccine that doesn't prevent being infected & being
able to infect?

2/20/2022 9:26 PM

2764

My emotional, psychological, and mental well being has been greatly affected as a result of all
the mandates. The indoor mask mandate has caused me to endure severe panic, stress and
anxiety as I have been traumatized by employers and fellow Canadians who deny me service,
threaten, shame and treat me as an unworthy citizen for not being able to wear a mask. Not
being able to leave the country has caused major depression in my life. I have lost the spark
and motivation for life as an unvaccinated Canadian. Travel had always sparked my passion,
brought me many positive experiences, gave me the will to live and kept my depression at
bay.

2/20/2022 9:26 PM

2765

all of them

2/20/2022 9:26 PM

2766

Harmed my life and the lives of my friends and family members immensely: emotionally,
financially, mentally, physically, ...

2/20/2022 9:26 PM

2767

Work, family stress

2/20/2022 9:26 PM

2768

I've lost family and friends who do not agree with my personal medical choices.

2/20/2022 9:26 PM

2769

Not so much personally,but young people around us.

2/20/2022 9:26 PM

2770

No longer allowed to go to the gun, see friends, no work etc etc

2/20/2022 9:26 PM

2771

Dividing the country. Depression, family and friends arguing

2/20/2022 9:26 PM

2772

Very stressful, not being allowed to visit family and friends. People fighting, worried about my
grandchild with anxiety now with wearing a mask he’s been sick, stomach problems worrying
about going to school having to wear a mask not understanding what’s going on, or
understanding the teachers when they talk with a mask on.

2/20/2022 9:26 PM

2773

Financially, emotionally and mentally. Disturbed at the idea that our leaders are a corrupt group
seeking $$

2/20/2022 9:26 PM

2774

Seriously depressed and unmotivated to work, dealing with isolation and discrimination
because of my choice to support people's freedom of choice.

2/20/2022 9:26 PM

2775

The mandate has affected my life in numerous ways and as a result myself and my family
have remained healthy while others have not. I am grateful for vaccines and guidance and I
follow instructions to serve my country and fellow citizens to the best of my ability. Civic duty!

2/20/2022 9:26 PM

2776

Lost my job, children cant play sports

2/20/2022 9:26 PM

2777

Travel to a warm winter spot interrupted

2/20/2022 9:25 PM

2778

No celebration of life for my mom, mother-in-law. Husband in chronic side in hospital and is not
allowed out on day passes.

2/20/2022 9:25 PM

2779

The indoor mask mandate has caused me to endure severe panic, stress and anxiety as I
have been traumatized by employers and fellow Canadians who deny me service, threaten,

2/20/2022 9:25 PM
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shame and treat me as an unworthy citizen for not being able to wear a mask. Not being able
to leave the country has caused major depression in my life. I have lost the spark and
motivation for life as an unvaccinated Canadian. Travel had always sparked my passion,
brought me many positive experiences, gave me the will to live and kept my depression at
bay. I had to let go of my job due to my morals and was not willing to take part in illegal
segregation.
2780

It kept me out of restaurants, forced a medical procedure on me to keep my job, and kept me
from boarding transportation.

2/20/2022 9:25 PM

2781

-Vaccines mandated (former frontline health care worker) - Vaccines- spouse injuries from
vaccine - travel restrictions, sick parent in another province - health care taken away… fighting
cancer and can not get treatment. - can not have family support me during my cancer fight. -

2/20/2022 9:25 PM

2782

Very negatively in All areas.. not necessary and created only to this end

2/20/2022 9:25 PM

2783

All

2/20/2022 9:25 PM

2784

Stress, anxiety and depression. Nothing compared to what most have had to encounter,
enough is enough !

2/20/2022 9:25 PM

2785

Depression, loss of work and income, stress, alienation, fear of authoritarianism

2/20/2022 9:25 PM

2786

I am unable to assist my children in school, they have learning disabilities. They have not
been able to see their grandma's. They are on the spectrum, mandates do not help either of
my children's development. Depression, my mother in law lives in a home and is depressed.
These mandates are not helping anyone, just creating division. Personal, I have been called
names and insulted for my opinions, never before has this happened to me.

2/20/2022 9:25 PM

2787

My/family’s mental health has declined due to all the mandates! I miss my family, friends and
neighbors. I miss being able to go weddings and other functions

2/20/2022 9:25 PM

2788

Negatively

2/20/2022 9:24 PM

2789

Sports. Travel. Restaurants. Charter rights completely violated.

2/20/2022 9:24 PM

2790

Flipped it upside down. Loss of job. Loss of friends

2/20/2022 9:24 PM

2791

polarized family members and friends, isolated physically and otherwise, authoritarian,
draconian measures, leaving a majority of folks in fear, deterioration of our economy, makes
people that choose not be vaccinated deemed as the the wrong vs the right. There have been
many lies and hypocrisies around the mandates resulting in progressive decreased trust in
people making these decisions. They say they follow the science, but that is not true.

2/20/2022 9:24 PM

2792

I was laid off

2/20/2022 9:24 PM

2793

Absolutely 100%

2/20/2022 9:24 PM

2794

no

2/20/2022 9:24 PM

2795

Isolation, severe depression, watching family going against each other due to Covid fear and
sliding information

2/20/2022 9:24 PM

2796

Can’t fly on an airplane anymore. Loved one coerced to be injected in order to maintain
employment. :(

2/20/2022 9:24 PM

2797

The vaccine has made me I'll I am sick to death of what this deplorable government has done
to the people of Canada. Shame on him the Liberals and the NDP. None of them will ever have
my support ever. And as far as the Conservatives go: where in the hell have they been?

2/20/2022 9:24 PM

2798

In all aspects

2/20/2022 9:23 PM

2799

Mental Stress, Financial impact isdevasting, cost of goods and availability. Kids are not able
to play sports etc

2/20/2022 9:23 PM

2800

I've watched my country turn into a place I could never have imagined. I stand for freedom and
freedom of choice for every person

2/20/2022 9:23 PM

2801

Tons of issues with friends and family, activities, mental health, stress, and getting vaccinated
e even though we didn’t want to.

2/20/2022 9:23 PM

2802

Socially, mentally, professionally and basically every other way

2/20/2022 9:23 PM
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2803

Restricted access to public places and prevented travel for work.

2/20/2022 9:23 PM

2804

Every aspect of my life has changed

2/20/2022 9:23 PM

2805

Stressful, health and anxiety suffering

2/20/2022 9:23 PM

2806

Not able to visit friends as much, which doesn't bother me as many of them have new/young
children unable to get vaccinated (age) and I absolutely do not want to be responsible for
transmitting COVID-19 to them or their parents.

2/20/2022 9:23 PM

2807

Greatly, with young kids, church (very important) and travel.

2/20/2022 9:22 PM

2808

Prisoner in my own country

2/20/2022 9:22 PM

2809

Disproportionate response to covid

2/20/2022 9:22 PM

2810

Can’t travel. I can’t wear a mask. Unable to go into many stores.

2/20/2022 9:22 PM

2811

Horribly isolating, bad vaccine reaction on my health, loss of income due to travel restrictions

2/20/2022 9:22 PM

2812

How hasn’t it is a better question to ask

2/20/2022 9:22 PM

2813

Stress and health and financially

2/20/2022 9:22 PM

2814

Destroy my life

2/20/2022 9:22 PM

2815

Because of the mandates I’ve lost my job, I’ve lost 2 years of my livelihood, I’ve lost multiple
friends. People are discriminatory towards me. I am disgusted at the unjust totalitarian
sanctions that have been imposed on myself and others. In summary the mandates have had
an extraordinarily negative affect on my life and my freedom.

2/20/2022 9:21 PM

2816

- I lost my job as an RN of 11 years in an acute care pediatric setting where my specialized
skills and credentials are difficult to replace because I refused to participate in an experimental
drug trial/study. - my 4 children (4-9 yrs) have been on an emotional roller coaster and we have
done everything in our power to keep things as “normal” as possible. - my husband’s plumbing
business has suffered - despite our best efforts, strains have been placed on relationships with
friends/family, some of which may never be fully reparable. - it has led to a degree of distrust
in a government that I always used to feel overall has my best interest in mind.

2/20/2022 9:21 PM

2817

Job loss

2/20/2022 9:21 PM

2818

Restrictions on our freedoms

2/20/2022 9:21 PM

2819

I personally was not that affected other than i am a wellness practitioner and the amount of
distress from people was upsetting. A 21 year old friend of my daughter hung himself in the
nearby park. So, to see this much distress caused by the media's coverage and the handling
of the situation of the lockdowns which were proven to be ineffective was heartbreaking.
Seeing the situation used for political gain and manipulation has horrified me and then being
told that I have lost the right to my bodily autonomy which is my sovereign right as a human
as well as a violation of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. As a health care practitioner in
my manual of safety and jurisprudence it clearly states that any treatment that is given without
consent or with coercion is assault. I am horrified to learn that I live in a fascist state. So, I
guess it has affected me to the point that I want to leave. I used to be proud to be Canadian
but know I feel sick to my stomach about it.

2/20/2022 9:21 PM

2820

Loss of income, psychological trauma to my family, family and friends divided.

2/20/2022 9:21 PM

2821

It has created a lot of emotional stress within the family.

2/20/2022 9:21 PM

2822

Really.. this is a real question, how has it not.. from lost wages, lost benefits, lost trust in our
own ability to do what's right for ourselves, lost trust in general in people's ability to just
respect one another! This is a loaded question.. it has effected everybody's life.. yours, mine,
my families, in every sense possible. We have been told what to do.. we were told to do it for
others.. and when that wasn't enough, we were told do this! Or loose your ability to make a
living, lose the ability to provide for your family.. comply or be replaced, be disgraced.. pushing
people either to take an experimental vaccine, or suffer financial hardship, due to lost work or
forced testing out of your own pocket, I do not know how we got here, the time to act was Oct
2019, not a 2 year long lock down that our country will take years to recover from, the (ptsd)
alone in this country from this unnecessary course of action will last some canadians a life
time! That is sad.. sad on so many levels, there are things such as natural immunity.. there

2/20/2022 9:21 PM
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were treatments that could have helped.. and most of our issues have been brought on by un
just decisions by people who have not had to endure the hardships they themselves imposed
on the general population of Canada.. thats all I have to say at this moment!
2823

Taking away my freedoms and financially wrecked my life. Family and friends have been
divided over this now. My rights to walk freely is gone and that is not what Canada is about .
Mentally draining causing depression .

2/20/2022 9:21 PM

2824

Passports, can’t leave country

2/20/2022 9:21 PM

2825

My freedom of Choice and not being able to meet with friends and my job. Hate wearing the
mask. Not being able to see my father in-law for a year

2/20/2022 9:21 PM

2826

Crazy

2/20/2022 9:21 PM

2827

Our Freedom to go to church and meet with church family. Wearing mask and social
distancing. Don’t like it

2/20/2022 9:20 PM

2828

These mandates have caused Great Depression.

2/20/2022 9:20 PM

2829

It has made normal everyday hard. We need justice for people of Canada. As in justice in the
priminister of Canada and his crew of liberals. From the Laval affair the we organization and
now the Covid bs. Billions of tax payers money has been spent foolishly. As a tax payer of this
country I do not agree of my tax dollars being spent in this manner

2/20/2022 9:20 PM

2830

Depression and segregation

2/20/2022 9:20 PM

2831

I believe that the mandates of the government were an overreach of power. If something is not
done to remove the power of the government, I believe that the greatest effect of corrupt use
of power will be in the future.

2/20/2022 9:19 PM

2832

I’m extremely worried the way this country is headed we won’t be a free country anymore. I’m
frightened of what will happen to our children’s futures

2/20/2022 9:19 PM

2833

It's been very horrible times and dark times for the country

2/20/2022 9:19 PM

2834

I am a medical professional and it has ruined my life. fighting with family and friends due to
different views. so much unnecessary stress. Tired of the lying narrative by the mainstream
media. I am so upset what this has done to my grand children such awful effects on their
development… ug i could go on for a long time. Sad to even admit I am canadian hw we have
let globalists take over our world. sad sad sad

2/20/2022 9:19 PM

2835

My 2 young children barely know family members, isolation and financial issues have cause
me and my fiance to split due to enormous amounts of stress and the lack of resources
outside of our home. ( date nights, dinner, babysitters) I did not feel comfortable getting the
vaccine but was threatened to lose my job so I was forced to do it for my family.

2/20/2022 9:19 PM

2836

Major depression and anxiety

2/20/2022 9:19 PM

2837

Dramatic!!!!

2/20/2022 9:18 PM

2838

How hasn’t it affected my life? It affected the societal view that business and individuals think
they have a right to know and have a say about my personal beliefs and my private medical
information. It has affected my mental health in a very negative way. It has affected my kids
and how they learn, how they interact with others, how they learn to read and understand body
language and facial expressions. Mandates have dictated way to many aspects of my
life…..the fact that a person can’t go one day without mandates/covid/fear etc being brought
into a conversation is appalling. It says alot about how many people now live in a state of fear
just for wanting to live a free and sovereign life

2/20/2022 9:18 PM

2839

Ruined my life

2/20/2022 9:18 PM

2840

Very negatively in every way

2/20/2022 9:18 PM

2841

I have lost money and family time. I haven't seen my girlfriend in almost 3 years

2/20/2022 9:18 PM

2842

I personally have weathered the situation well. Others in my community haven’t and the
burdens of overspending will continue on for generations passed down to my children. Inflation
will continue for years driving up interest rates making it impossible for new buyers to get
homes.

2/20/2022 9:18 PM
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2843

They have ruined my life

2/20/2022 9:18 PM

2844

Mental health greatly affected

2/20/2022 9:18 PM

2845

It is ruining lives

2/20/2022 9:18 PM

2846

It has made me fearful of recriminations from some neighbours for not being vaxxed...also has
upset our travel plans for my retirement

2/20/2022 9:18 PM

2847

Very negatively

2/20/2022 9:18 PM

2848

Terribly, I have family members and friends who don’t get together or talk anymore. I’ve see
kids mentally damaged by these disgusting masks.

2/20/2022 9:17 PM

2849

My son quit school due to being segregated from sports, groups of friends, lost his pt job, now
he has become so depressed that I feel like I’m on suicide watch 24/7. My job is on the line, I
think about having to flee the country, I’ve lost best friends, family members, i cry daily. My 3
year old is developing behind schedule due to not being allowed to do anything or allowed to
play with other kids. I refuse to put him in the daycare system wearing a mask all day. There is
so much more to add to how these past 2 years affected me. But here is another one just to
feel you how horrible my life has been, separated from my husband cause Covid tore us apart!
I truly feel if we are not allowed to live then what’s the point of living?

2/20/2022 9:17 PM

2850

Friends have committed suicide, I had lost my job, became financially strapped, became
medically and publicly segregated, became FEARFUL of my own government and police force,
have lost complete confidence in the federal Liberal government.

2/20/2022 9:17 PM

2851

Restrictions and lockdowns affected my mental health and my children's lives

2/20/2022 9:17 PM

2852

Added stress and impeded the development and opportunities of my young children.

2/20/2022 9:17 PM

2853

It made our lives much harder, with no benefits.

2/20/2022 9:17 PM

2854

I’m a musician

2/20/2022 9:17 PM

2855

50% for 50% against in the family see what happens to these jab rats in 2 years.

2/20/2022 9:17 PM

2856

Isolation Mental stress

2/20/2022 9:17 PM

2857

Its has effected my children's life with school and a social life this needs to end this is just
another common cold out immune system can fight it off this needs to end

2/20/2022 9:17 PM

2858

It's affected my children's lives in school and sports and their future

2/20/2022 9:17 PM

2859

Mental health Not seeing family Division amongst family, co workers and friends Sadness and
loneliness

2/20/2022 9:17 PM

2860

PTSD

2/20/2022 9:17 PM

2861

Questioning if I wish to continue living in Canada.

2/20/2022 9:17 PM

2862

Mentally, emotionally, financially draining

2/20/2022 9:17 PM

2863

Reduced social life . Cancelled my sons 2 final hockey seasons. Missed family funerals due to
restrictions. Vaccine or potentially loose job . Or have to pay hundreds of dollars monthly to
keep job ( healthcare)

2/20/2022 9:17 PM

2864

It hasn't. It goes against my rights ans freedoms so ignored them completely

2/20/2022 9:17 PM

2865

Negatively

2/20/2022 9:16 PM

2866

Mental health stress

2/20/2022 9:16 PM

2867

Division, income, stress, money, kids, work.. nothing to do with health. Any of us that did get
sick it was a mild cold.

2/20/2022 9:16 PM

2868

Yes

2/20/2022 9:16 PM

2869

I have lost a significant amount of income because of the mandates. As a single father the
schools closing has been detrimental to both mine and my kids mental health, as well they
have fallen behind because of has changed so many times with online or in person.

2/20/2022 9:16 PM

2870

Stress

2/20/2022 9:16 PM
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2871

Work, mental illness, depression

2/20/2022 9:16 PM

2872

My mental health and the mental health of my children

2/20/2022 9:16 PM

2873

Disruptive, divided , made me extremely angry, mental anguish daily, can’t sleep,

2/20/2022 9:16 PM

2874

I have both vaccines but still have gotten Covid. The work I do has been so affected by the
mandates that I am not making enough to support my family. My friends daughter tried to
commit suicide, my granddaughter doesn’t know any of her family. My uncle died and I could
not visit him. My mother went into the hospital and I could not go with her. The mandates are
not the only reason. I believe Trudeau is not listening to or caring about his fellow Canadians.
His behaviour is terrible and insulting.

2/20/2022 9:15 PM

2875

I cannot travel

2/20/2022 9:15 PM

2876

I felt forced into the vaccine. I got both because I wanted to go through it before It was
mandated upon my children. I don’t want it forced on my kids. If they want it, they should be
able to choose to get it. I will wear a mask if I feel the need too, as will they. But the vaccine
should not be forced. It’s too new. Too many adverse reactions. Too many unknowns. I hope it
may help if we get it (they’ve had one each so far) but vaccines should be an option.

2/20/2022 9:15 PM

2877

Restricted my movements and comfort level. It's worth it for now.

2/20/2022 9:15 PM

2878

I am vaccinated. I have also had Covid. I am still not employed. I have have been close to
suicide. I have finally seen my first granddaughter who is now 4 years old. So half of her life I
have missed. I am still trying to deal with my depression but I only get $518.00 to live on. So I
ask you to live on that and see how you would do and feel. Like crap is how you would feel. I
am grateful that I have a pet because that has literally been my saving grace.

2/20/2022 9:15 PM

2879

All ways

2/20/2022 9:15 PM

2880

Negatively in all aspects

2/20/2022 9:15 PM

2881

Family is broken apart and may never get over the damage this has caused.

2/20/2022 9:15 PM

2882

No a whole lot. We live in the rural area. So dont get together with that many people. Only go
to town when necessary

2/20/2022 9:15 PM

2883

Just about lost my job, and the discrimination has been very rough! Thought we were pass
those days

2/20/2022 9:15 PM

2884

It has effected my 4 yr old daughters life. This bullshit is all she has ever known and I’m
sickened by the way the priminister has handled everything since he has been in power. He
needs to step down and let someone who is a grown up run the country. He has also shut
down all oil production which is the way we make money not to mention all the taxes and never
ending dept he has put us and our children in

2/20/2022 9:15 PM

2885

Affected my childrens abilities in school.

2/20/2022 9:14 PM

2886

Travel restrictions and loss of freedom

2/20/2022 9:14 PM

2887

Horribly

2/20/2022 9:14 PM

2888

Negatively

2/20/2022 9:14 PM

2889

Limited seeing my large family. Only curbside pickup at Restaurants and stores. Some grocery
delivery. Division within family about convoys and vaccination which affects my mental health

2/20/2022 9:14 PM

2890

Stressful,

2/20/2022 9:14 PM

2891

I am Single mother off 4 Kids, their father hang himself, My healt whent so bad in the first
confinement, nobody would help me because of the Covid !!!! I never get back to work , no
help $$$ lost my house …. Now my daugther Have cancer than no help from my family
because of covid !!! My parents arent brainwasht . That is so sad to see à gouvernement using
violence against his people , using police against his peacefull citizen!!! This is a big lie

2/20/2022 9:14 PM

2892

A little inconvenience for the health of our community was worth it to me

2/20/2022 9:14 PM

2893

H

2/20/2022 9:14 PM

2894

Its turning many great happy peoples into stressed out unwell individuals torn from friends and

2/20/2022 9:14 PM
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family. Possibly permanently damaging the mental well-being of most everyone
2895

Job termination.

2/20/2022 9:14 PM

2896

It separates families

2/20/2022 9:14 PM

2897

Lost income

2/20/2022 9:14 PM

2898

Lost irreplaceable time with loved ones. Witnessed many ended friendships. Complete Division
of my country. Loved ones illegally physically violated by police who are to serve and protect
us.

2/20/2022 9:14 PM

2899

Depressed and suicidal

2/20/2022 9:13 PM

2900

My wife passed last July - Sitting at home because of lock downs!

2/20/2022 9:13 PM

2901

Cost me tones of money friends and family

2/20/2022 9:13 PM

2902

It has affected the well being of my teenaged children. My daughter is in grade 11 and has yet
to have a full high school year. Now my son is in grade 9. The kids need to have social skills
and have missed out a lot. They need each other.

2/20/2022 9:13 PM

2903

I am double vaxxed, a chemo patient and cancer survivor. I have lost 11 friends in the past
year due to suicide and mental health issues, one of which as a recovering addict, was my
sponsor. My kids are unable to enter restaurants, swimming pools and college now.

2/20/2022 9:13 PM

2904

Inconvenient a bit but hoping it helped the underfunded healthcare system.

2/20/2022 9:13 PM

2905

I have lost my job as a nurse due to vaccine mandates. This has caused havoc on my mental
health and makes every day a struggle.

2/20/2022 9:13 PM

2906

Kids are depressed, I am depressed, anxiety has skyrocketed in my house.

2/20/2022 9:13 PM

2907

I have lost my job. My 2 of my 3 children don't know what life is without masks and tyranny.
My wife will soon not be able to work. Our once was close knit family is now torn apart.

2/20/2022 9:13 PM

2908

Basically segregated me my wife and girls out of society,

2/20/2022 9:13 PM

2909

It’s hard to work with a mask on. It’s depressing not to go out and socialize. I believe they
have separated people in out country.

2/20/2022 9:13 PM

2910

My mental health and my finances

2/20/2022 9:13 PM

2911

Took my freedom and yours!!

2/20/2022 9:13 PM

2912

Depression Suicidal ideation Isolation Poor socialization and delayed language in youngest
child Segregation and division of families Marital / family stress Loss of living a normal life for
2 years Loss of travel Workplace stress / discrimination

2/20/2022 9:13 PM

2913

Disastrous. I haven’t seen my grandchildren for 2 years. I have however deepened my spiritual
life and dependency on God.

2/20/2022 9:13 PM

2914

Restricted my profession and pretty much life in general for the last 2 years

2/20/2022 9:13 PM

2915

Needed Hip surgery 4 years ago :(

2/20/2022 9:12 PM

2916

Negligible

2/20/2022 9:12 PM

2917

Job loss with no EI

2/20/2022 9:12 PM

2918

I have been repeatedly harassed and confirmed because I can not wear a mask for medical
reasons. I have been denied access to life and freedoms to movement. I have been denied my
right to choose what is or is not good for me or my family. I can not have in office visits with
my doctor and am afraid to even try to seek medical help else where. The mental and
emotional abuse has made me very depressed and has limitedy life.

2/20/2022 9:12 PM

2919

I have not allowed it to affect me negatively. Are they inconvenient measures, yes but better to
be inconvenienced for a short period of time than end up in ICU or dead. The mandates have
made me feel more at ease when I have had to go out.

2/20/2022 9:12 PM

2920

My heart breaks for my kids mostly. The masks need to go! And I should never have to tell my
kids “we aren’t allowed in.”

2/20/2022 9:12 PM
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2921

It has effected me emotionally, mentally, physically and financially. Suffer from deep
depression. It has destroyed my relationship with my common law parter, I have seen people
close to me turn to drugs, alcohol and even talk about suicide.

2/20/2022 9:12 PM

2922

Ruined my savings and friendships

2/20/2022 9:12 PM

2923

the presence of masks on public transit has made it feel safer for me to take the public transit;
vaccine passports have made me feel more stressed about my freedoms as i probably will not
be getting a booster and hope that mandates for vaccines will be removed as choice over body
autonomy is paramount, particularly since these vaccines are experimental and there is mixed
information about their safety, almost no research information about the future impacts, may
everyone be healthy.

2/20/2022 9:12 PM

2924

Lost job

2/20/2022 9:12 PM

2925

Split my family apart

2/20/2022 9:12 PM

2926

Im a mental health clinician who was fired for not giving my body to the govt mandate of an
experimental injection (for a virus with a 99.8% recovery rate . ) I pulled my two children from
school due to the traumatizing mandates and behaviour of the school system, teachers,
principals and superintendents .

2/20/2022 9:12 PM

2927

It’s caused me to not be able to go do activities and go out with my family/friends and it’s
changed everything for me, I feel like I can’t be myself when I go out.

2/20/2022 9:12 PM

2928

It has made my family unable to do some of our favourite leisure activities, such as taking our
kids swimming for their birthdays.

2/20/2022 9:11 PM

2929

It has made me feel safe.

2/20/2022 9:11 PM

2930

with every once - we ALLLLL lots 2 years - it's just a friggen flu......and why is no one talking
about all these 'young leaders' approved by klaus schaubs - trudeau, pollivier, ford, freeland,
and so many more......WE ALLLLLLLL KNOW ABOUT THE WORLD ECONOMIC
FORUM........MOST CANADIANS ARE AWAKE ---so enough is enough ----

2/20/2022 9:11 PM

2931

Restricted me from enjoying my family and our freedoms

2/20/2022 9:11 PM

2932

It has not affected my life. I support the mandate to keep myself and my community healthy.

2/20/2022 9:11 PM

2933

Ruined my life completely! Financially, emotionally, physically. Ruined my relationship with
friends and family members! Battling depression. No will to live sometimes

2/20/2022 9:11 PM

2934

Not much

2/20/2022 9:11 PM

2935

It has effected my ability to do my job successfully. My son and mother whom live with me,
have become depressed, due to lack of socializing etc.

2/20/2022 9:11 PM

2936

Lack of social interaction Freedom of movement Shutting of social gatherings Transportation
of goods limited hence increased prices

2/20/2022 9:11 PM

2937

Divide family, friends. Stress, anxiety. Destroyed my trust in our Prime Minister! Feel of
serration. Charter of Rights and freedom taken away.

2/20/2022 9:11 PM

2938

Work, mental fatigue, emotional abuse, friends have dies from the vaccine...you need more?

2/20/2022 9:11 PM

2939

I am segregated against in the I cannot conduct my business without meeting clients in
restaurants, etc

2/20/2022 9:11 PM

2940

I’m lImited and feel that my freedom is jeopardized. Mask wearing affects me as I’m
asthmatic.

2/20/2022 9:11 PM

2941

Travel friends

2/20/2022 9:11 PM

2942

Cannot visit my elderly mother in a nursing home Cannot visit my daughter out of country
Cannot breathe with a mask on Cannot hear people with their masks as I need to read lip

2/20/2022 9:10 PM

2943

Life altering effects. Possibly permanent traumatic trauma that will take years/decades to
recover from.

2/20/2022 9:10 PM

2944

not at all

2/20/2022 9:10 PM

2945

It makes it impossible for me to travel to go see my family. It has separated my only child

2/20/2022 9:10 PM
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from me because we have opposite vies.
2946

Somewhat

2/20/2022 9:10 PM

2947

Terrible. One son tried to commit suicide. It has put myself and many people I know in a great
depression among losing work. I could go on and on what a negative impact this has had

2/20/2022 9:10 PM

2948

Work

2/20/2022 9:10 PM

2949

Unfortunate but necessary. I can live with it.

2/20/2022 9:10 PM

2950

Dosent effect me personally as I’m Vaccinated. But it shouldn’t be forced upon those who
don’t want or feel the need to get it. It’s a choice!

2/20/2022 9:10 PM

2951

Strained family relationships, heightened stress, added frustrations, lost hope in democratic
process

2/20/2022 9:10 PM

2952

It has prevented the identification of an elderly parent's illness, limited our family experiences,
sacrificed a normal education for my children and divided my community.

2/20/2022 9:10 PM

2953

Not having the freedom to see relatives in continuing to care facilities. And travel

2/20/2022 9:10 PM

2954

Lost hours of work

2/20/2022 9:09 PM

2955

Mandates force behavoir & removes choicewhich is what i always saw what canada was
about. This is what i understand is a democracy.

2/20/2022 9:09 PM

2956

It has ruined my life and has made me think about suicide.

2/20/2022 9:09 PM

2957

We’ve done whet we needed to to stay safe, I’m ok with most mandates, just miss social
activities

2/20/2022 9:09 PM

2958

Negatively

2/20/2022 9:09 PM

2959

I used to work in a gym, but now I can't even work out in a gym.

2/20/2022 9:09 PM

2960

Lost my job, affected my relationships, caused mental and physical distress.

2/20/2022 9:09 PM

2961

I wear masks, social distance, and am fully vaxed. I can’t stand the hate these mandates
have created in our country

2/20/2022 9:09 PM

2962

I have lots two family members to depression. I haven't been able to travel or do my business
because of the mandates even though I have had covid.

2/20/2022 9:09 PM

2963

Had to close my business. So completely lost income. Felt forced into getting the vaccine.
Can't go anywhere or do anything. Felt dehumanizing having to stand in lineups while someone
shouted at you what to do. Couldn't attend church. Couldn't see ill family members. Couldn't
visit family in hospital when they had 3 brain surgeries. Family of the person who had brain
surgery had to live in their van in hospital parking lot. That person is a totally disabled person
who needs 24/7 care. Can't go see family who are at end of life in another province. So much
stuff.

2/20/2022 9:09 PM

2964

Mental and physical health was and is very impacted from stress and financial impact from
loss of employment, insane inflation, increased taxes and government policies and overreach.
One relative commited suicide. It’s kept me from being able to find the support I need from
family and friends and medical help. And the discrimination and bullying started by the
governments is unforgivable.

2/20/2022 9:09 PM

2965

made it lonely

2/20/2022 9:08 PM

2966

It has kept me safe and made me more comfortable to be teaching and out in public with my
family. The ending of the mandates means we will no longer be supporting businesses
because it is no longer safe to go into them.

2/20/2022 9:08 PM

2967

It has cost me my job

2/20/2022 9:08 PM

2968

Unable to work , unable to travel,struggling to survive

2/20/2022 9:08 PM

2969

The divide between my families and friends over mandates and the gym being periodically
opened and closed.

2/20/2022 9:08 PM

2970

Can't wear a mask. Medical Mask Exemption from my Dr is not accepted by stores.

2/20/2022 9:08 PM
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2971

The same way it has affected everyone,

2/20/2022 9:08 PM

2972

Limiting everything we do. Without evidence to support them. And an unwillingness by
government to justify the science

2/20/2022 9:08 PM

2973

It has torn my family apart. It has forced me into choosing to keeping my job and thereby
being able to feed my family and relinquishing my bodily autonomy.

2/20/2022 9:08 PM

2974

Could not see family members.

2/20/2022 9:08 PM

2975

My mental health has declined a lot since not being allowed to go places.

2/20/2022 9:08 PM

2976

Embarrassed to be Canadian. Ruined family and friendships. Children confidence with masks
and late of proper schooling has affected the entire family and beyond. Less income. Higher
stress. People are so incredibly rude to one another. Makes me want to cry every day

2/20/2022 9:07 PM

2977

No access to many places. Family and friends lost to each other or irreparably relationships
Job loss for immediate family and friends Mental health issues

2/20/2022 9:07 PM

2978

My family has done what we have been asked to do.

2/20/2022 9:07 PM

2979

It has affected my and my family's lives negatively in many ways. A member of my family
attempted suicide.

2/20/2022 9:07 PM

2980

My mental health has plummeted, not because of the mandates. But people's reactions to
them. The lack of empathy is appalling.

2/20/2022 9:07 PM

2981

Everything that I am passionate about has been taken away.

2/20/2022 9:07 PM

2982

Not too bad, but we are sad for the truckers

2/20/2022 9:07 PM

2983

I was forced to get a vaccine that I did not want or felt I needed to keep my job and livelihood

2/20/2022 9:07 PM

2984

I have lost money from my business because of lockdowns and I have depression

2/20/2022 9:07 PM

2985

I have not been able to see my family as I would have normally. My grandma passed away
and u was unable to see her before as I was put on isolation for taking a wrong road leading
into boarder. Which was not marked. Had to quarantine for 14 day and didn't even have covid
😢

2/20/2022 9:07 PM

2986

Locked Down, loss of relationships, missed opportunity, difficult to find products, inflation…and
more

2/20/2022 9:07 PM

2987

Mental health struggles

2/20/2022 9:07 PM

2988

Masks are hard for my children to breathe. I can't sit down in a restaurant with my friends.

2/20/2022 9:07 PM

2989

My job was terminated because I am not vaccinated

2/20/2022 9:07 PM

2990

I’ve been segregated from society. Need I say anymore.

2/20/2022 9:06 PM

2991

Financially mentaly Emotionally And Physically. It's actually been pretty close to me as
tragically.

2/20/2022 9:06 PM

2992

Ruined mental health

2/20/2022 9:06 PM

2993

I haven’t been able to see someone in the hospital. I can’t go to the gym or Resturant. I can’t
leave the country. I can’t go to school. I can’t travel in Canada. I have to wear a mask and it
effects my health. I can’t get a exemption for the mask. They will not even look at the
reasons. I can’t get proper medical help.

2/20/2022 9:06 PM

2994

It’s just plain wrong

2/20/2022 9:06 PM

2995

no longer travel anywhere

2/20/2022 9:05 PM

2996

Jib loss. Financial issues. Loss of family. Loss of friends. My child was injured by the vaccine.
Loss of medical care.

2/20/2022 9:05 PM

2997

It forced me to get the shot which I am totally against. But I have to work so I had to get the
shot. I never got sick not even a cold for the last ten years till I got the shot now I am sick.

2/20/2022 9:05 PM

2998

Depression

2/20/2022 9:05 PM
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2999

Division

2/20/2022 9:05 PM

3000

Exposed the Tyranny we could live under any day they decide to subjugate us all.

2/20/2022 9:05 PM

3001

My toddler has become extremely unsocial. She was born before the pandemic started and we
haven’t been able to socialize with others due to continuous lockdowns.

2/20/2022 9:05 PM

3002

Horribly. Felt like a criminal in my own country.

2/20/2022 9:05 PM

3003

It hasn’t affected my life in a bad way . However, I feel it’s time now to lift the mandates.

2/20/2022 9:05 PM

3004

I’m isolated, has divided my family and some friends-has prevented me from doing what I had
planned i n my retirement and financially.

2/20/2022 9:05 PM

3005

It has kept me from working and as a student, this has drastically affected my income and
ability to pay for my courses and makes ends meet.

2/20/2022 9:05 PM

3006

It's divisive! It drives wedges between friends and family!

2/20/2022 9:05 PM

3007

Adversely but it has protected so many lives. So it's good!

2/20/2022 9:05 PM

3008

It has made it significantly worse

2/20/2022 9:05 PM

3009

It has cause my children to be extremely behind in school, I have lost family members due to
mental illness from the lock downs and due to the vaccine. My father was paralyze for 8
weeks on his left side of his body due to the vax. My mom has heart problems since being
vax. I am unable to take my children anywhere due to lock downs.

2/20/2022 9:05 PM

3010

It’s as stop me from visiting family and friends. It has caused a lot of mental health issues.

2/20/2022 9:05 PM

3011

IT'S BEEN TERRIBLE. I FEEL AWFUL SHOWING A QR CODE TO SEE MY NIECE'S
HOCKEY. IT'S SO WRONG AND SO ANTITHETICAL TO WHAT CANADA MEANS TO ME. I
CHOSE TO BE VACCINATED. I DO NOT SUPPORT PEOPLE LOSING THEIR JOBS
BECAUSE OF A DIFFERENT, PRIVATE MEDICAL CHOICE. A CHOICE THE SCIENCE
SHOWS REDUCES SEVERITY OF SYMPTOMS BUT NOT ABILITY TO TRANSMIT/CATCH
THE VIRUS.

2/20/2022 9:05 PM

3012

Badly - prisoner in my own country. Can’t leave because I have naturally acquired immunity
instead of vaccine acquired immunity. Couldn’t even go to a restaurant for months. People
thought I was some kind of monster or extremist because I didn’t get an unecessary medical
treatment

2/20/2022 9:04 PM

3013

Segregation

2/20/2022 9:04 PM

3014

Healthy and alive

2/20/2022 9:04 PM

3015

It’s a mess

2/20/2022 9:04 PM

3016

The mandate has caused division, making those with the vaccine feel superior to those who
choose not to be vaccinated and this division is promoted by the government. As a result, I've
lost friends and I'm at risk of losing my job. My mental health has severely deteriorated.

2/20/2022 9:04 PM

3017

For the worse

2/20/2022 9:04 PM

3018

Negatively

2/20/2022 9:04 PM

3019

My dad died alone in a palliative unit, so we could protect him from dying. My mother thought
she should get vax so she could volunteer, coincidentslly reacted and now won't get another
shot so now lives a 1/2 life, not allowed to go out with her friends, walk at her community
center and is in fear the Drs won't see her for her "new" cardiac condition. She also can't
volunteer Personally, I have been yelled at when my mask has slipped, insulted and now have
family and friends who won't speak with me since I think I had covid before we had testing and
can't get a test to see if I have antibodies but I should still get shot! I work with a person who
is medically exempt and have been yelled at for not protecting other people properly. Mandates
and "following the science" has driven a wedge between me and most of my family. For the
first time I am considering medical assistance for depression. I am struggling and am
considered selfish for not putting everybody else, including strangers, before myself. This isn't
how we should live our lives and it's getting harder to cope. This is just the tip of what I'm
feeling or I have seen.

2/20/2022 9:04 PM

3020

Separated our family, causing unrepairable hard feelings, haven’t been able to travel to our

2/20/2022 9:04 PM
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second home in Arizona. My husband has missed watching his kids play sports.
3021

I've been able to stay safe and healthy

2/20/2022 9:04 PM

3022

Negatively. A state of diress.

2/20/2022 9:04 PM

3023

Badly

2/20/2022 9:04 PM

3024

Thrown my family into poverty. Made 22 years of experience in the restaurant industry a
waste. Lost my job. I’ve watched my young sons starve for socialization and normal life for 2
years while scared adults advocate for the continued neglect of our children’s mental health

2/20/2022 9:03 PM

3025

Negatively impacted my mental health, the mental well being of many people I know, trust in
government, my business, family relationships, relationships with friends, and I'm now facing a
divorce since June 2021.

2/20/2022 9:03 PM

3026

It has not. I agree with masking and social distancing

2/20/2022 9:03 PM

3027

Neither negative or positive. Just getting by, trying to stay healthy.

2/20/2022 9:03 PM

3028

I haven't had no life for two years

2/20/2022 9:03 PM

3029

I cannot use a swimming pool and my joints are becoming inflamed. I can't eat at a restaurant,
attend a social activity. I can't apply for a job overseas.

2/20/2022 9:03 PM

3030

Restricted freedom is unacceptable

2/20/2022 9:03 PM

3031

I have a severely autistic son who is unable to go to a community center to swim or arena to
skate. These aren't luxuries but necessities for him and life skills. My other daughter struggled
with online college causing her to fail. She can't go and meet people so she is isolated. My
other daughter has increased mental health issues. I personally can't go to a gym anymore
which is for my mental health to support my family as well as staying healthy so I can care for
the needs of my son. My husband has his own struggles too

2/20/2022 9:03 PM

3032

Had kept family and friends devided and its time to stop.

2/20/2022 9:03 PM

3033

Freedom has been lost

2/20/2022 9:03 PM

3034

my kids health

2/20/2022 9:03 PM

3035

Kept me from travelling Hindered relationships Caused stress

2/20/2022 9:03 PM

3036

Lost my job

2/20/2022 9:03 PM

3037

Job loss family opinions causing stress but these are minor compared to living in a
dictatorship

2/20/2022 9:03 PM

3038

The mandates affected us as I needed to isolate and couldnt see my kids during a hospital
stay where i needed emergency surgery, my spouse lost his job for not being vaccinated, its
caused issues due to different opinions in the family, my 8 year old with ASD hardly knows
whats normal at school and needs to run during gym with a mask... he has missed so much
schooling due to coin flip changes. My 2 year old thinks its normal to see masks on people
instead of smiles... It's also cause serious anxiety and financial hardship. Those who took the
vaccine to be able to keep their jobs, to not get covid or to have a normal life, are still
restricted are still catching covid and spreading it... all mandates have failed us and are
inaffective.

2/20/2022 9:03 PM

3039

I do not recognize my country. I am affected generally, like most Canadians. It’s different and
scary country. We’ve never experienced, or would have believed this completely irrational and
highly divisive mess. Justin would be the worst leader ever of almost any country.

2/20/2022 9:02 PM

3040

It forced me to become vaccinated though I did not want to in order to maintain my
employment

2/20/2022 9:02 PM

3041

There are many ways, all of the above has impacted in a negative way of Canadian Freedom
and Rights

2/20/2022 9:02 PM

3042

Split family apart

2/20/2022 9:02 PM

3043

Not to much! I don’t travel far anyway!

2/20/2022 9:02 PM

3044

Lost my job and unable to find another in my field!

2/20/2022 9:02 PM
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3045

It is beyond crazy. No seeing family, masking is so unhealthy, People Need people in their life,
New laws being passed without the peoples knowledge....the list goes on and on....

2/20/2022 9:02 PM

3046

These have been 2 years of complete hell!Ive witnessed and felt the division at work, in the
community, sports, worship and the list goes on!Our country is not the Canada I know and
LOVE🥲

2/20/2022 9:02 PM

3047

It has cause my anxiety to be worse then ever.

2/20/2022 9:02 PM

3048

Felt discriminated all the time

2/20/2022 9:02 PM

3049

Having to pay for antigen testing so I could work.

2/20/2022 9:02 PM

3050

Negativity

2/20/2022 9:01 PM

3051

Depression

2/20/2022 9:01 PM

3052

It has put my life on hold not been able to go anywhere you want and it has put family against
each other

2/20/2022 9:01 PM

3053

still cant go to uni

2/20/2022 9:01 PM

3054

Financially ,emotionally

2/20/2022 9:01 PM

3055

It’s causing mental health problems and unhealthy habits like drinking and overeating

2/20/2022 9:01 PM

3056

Destroyed t

2/20/2022 9:01 PM

3057

My mental health mosty and hoes it’s Dividing me from friends and family financially wise
control taking my freedom away

2/20/2022 9:01 PM

3058

handling of these mandates (especially vaccines mandates)has created social division which
our country and families within it will be dealing with for some time

2/20/2022 9:01 PM

3059

Awful I hate it

2/20/2022 9:01 PM

3060

Mentally physically drained depression myself and family

2/20/2022 9:01 PM

3061

Made it a living hell for my teen children, our church, torn apart our family for the first time
ever, and I could go on and on!

2/20/2022 9:01 PM

3062

Positively! I'm a covid Survivor and grateful for all mandates and a government that cares
enough to listen to science and medical team to keep us safe and healthy.

2/20/2022 9:01 PM

3063

I was hospitalized and in ICU w COVID so I appreciate the efforts made to keep me safe.

2/20/2022 9:01 PM

3064

Mental health

2/20/2022 9:01 PM

3065

I’m fine with it.

2/20/2022 9:01 PM

3066

List of job , unhappy, and stress

2/20/2022 9:00 PM

3067

Stress and confusion of changing directions. Latest mandate on truckers makes no sense, as
we are getting COVID-19 numbers down and they have not been shown to be spreaders.
Invoking the Emergency Act is overkill, to say the least! Existing laws are and were sufficient
to stop blockades and clear downtown Ottawa!!

2/20/2022 9:00 PM

3068

Yes lost job 2 yrs ago

2/20/2022 9:00 PM

3069

I lost my amazing career of 7 years and wasted another 4 years studying for my health care
careear I lost 11 years over coercion and forced mandates.

2/20/2022 9:00 PM

3070

Hours cut in half. Some weeks even less.. unable to work during the lock downs, lost of my
apartment, could no longer afford, cost of the rent. 😡

2/20/2022 9:00 PM

3071

My wife owns a business and the mandates have severely impacted her income.

2/20/2022 9:00 PM

3072

My life has been over run with fear and loss

2/20/2022 9:00 PM

3073

Too many ways too list

2/20/2022 9:00 PM

3074

This is NOT living.

2/20/2022 9:00 PM
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3075

My grandma and grandpa both passed away and I did not get to say my final goodbyes. We
also lost family friends and never got to say goodbye. My grade 12 year I missed out on
dance, volleyball, 4h, basketball, club volleyball and a lot of other activities due to restrictions.
And my last two years of college have been completely online.

2/20/2022 9:00 PM

3076

I'm in health care and double vaccinated... It doesn't affect me much.... How ever in saying
that how can we mandate a vaccine that now is proven to give negative immunity

2/20/2022 9:00 PM

3077

Fear. Job loss

2/20/2022 9:00 PM

3078

My hours at work have been cut my 1 year old daughter has missed out on so many important
social events and family has been distant/non existent in her life

2/20/2022 9:00 PM

3079

It has caused conflict with friends and family. Isloation for our seniors and people who live
alone. It's been a very miserable and long 2 years. The mental health of people

2/20/2022 9:00 PM

3080

I have been pretty much housebound. I missed a lot of family time

2/20/2022 9:00 PM

3081

These mandates have caused divide in family, friendships. Has caused arguments in the work
place, anxiety for me and family members. Not knowing if I am going to be able to go to work.
It is causing complete strangers to become angry with others while shopping which causes
anxiety for me. All of these mandates are destroying and making life unhappy and
disfunctional.

2/20/2022 8:59 PM

3082

It hasn't

2/20/2022 8:59 PM

3083

It has cause severe depression

2/20/2022 8:59 PM

3084

Being excluded from society is very hard on my mentality and relationships. My children are
depressed and having anxiety attacks. These mandates are no longer about health

2/20/2022 8:59 PM

3085

Does not see family members

2/20/2022 8:59 PM

3086

Excluded

2/20/2022 8:59 PM

3087

Anxiety, loss of friends/family, loss of access to recreational / entertainment activites, fear for
the future, etc.

2/20/2022 8:59 PM

3088

None because I do what ever it takes to stay safe

2/20/2022 8:59 PM

3089

There’s so many things they have taken away from me i things I have not be able to do I was
denied a job at German lumber because I didn’t have my shots

2/20/2022 8:59 PM

3090

I haven’t been able to care for my mom who is dying of cancer in an old folks home. I am not
allowed to visit her. My partner lost his job supporting people with disabilities I am a TCM
student who just got mandated and might not be able to finish my schooling

2/20/2022 8:59 PM

3091

I lost my freedom of choice. Vaccin or my job…. This is not a choice! And I have been working
from home for the last 10 years!

2/20/2022 8:59 PM

3092

Made living in Canada a horrible experience

2/20/2022 8:59 PM

3093

With 5 kids it has been hell not being able to do anything.

2/20/2022 8:59 PM

3094

I miss my hugs and kisses - especially when you love everyone.

2/20/2022 8:58 PM

3095

I lost my home and business and it has affected my mentality and physically

2/20/2022 8:58 PM

3096

Grand daughter has attempted suicide twice. I have a heart attack due to stress. Our family
are now second class citizens

2/20/2022 8:58 PM

3097

Depression, loss of social life, complete lack of respect developed for all levels of government,
becoming a second class citizen in my own country based on a private medical decision

2/20/2022 8:58 PM

3098

Divided family/people. Loss of income.

2/20/2022 8:58 PM

3099

I am a social worker, Psychotherapist. I see how many people are effected, panik attacks are
raising, stress, depression, suicidal thoughts, loneliness...It's very scary. Kids have significant
speech delay...

2/20/2022 8:58 PM

3100

It’s isolated us from family who have since passed away and we can never get that time back,
it’s made a father who works in another province to make a better life for his children, miss

2/20/2022 8:58 PM
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some important milestones and just precious time with his family. The impact of wearing
masks in school has certainly affected my kids. Frustration levels are at an all time high, not
to mention the impact on the organized sports that so many of our kids crave and need to be
healthy. The list goes on and on. The wait times to get dr. Appointments is another issue. Or
the government offices!
3101

Lost all socializing with friends and family

2/20/2022 8:58 PM

3102

Limited freedom

2/20/2022 8:58 PM

3103

Loss of friends and family, not by death, by differences in opinions. Very depressing!

2/20/2022 8:57 PM

3104

100% negatively livelihood, mentalhealth, and children's sanity

2/20/2022 8:57 PM

3105

Infringed on my freedom to do what I want & where I want to do it.

2/20/2022 8:57 PM

3106

It is destroying my business

2/20/2022 8:57 PM

3107

It has taken away my freedom and bodily anatomy. It’s threatened my income, my life and
wellbeing. Not only mine but that of my whole family. It has affected our physical, emotional
and mental health.

2/20/2022 8:57 PM

3108

Isolated from family and friends. Division in families. Depression, anxiety and panic attacks.
Loneliness.

2/20/2022 8:57 PM

3109

Traveling visiting with family and friends unable to attend functions

2/20/2022 8:57 PM

3110

In what way HASN’T it affected our lives??? And all negative.

2/20/2022 8:57 PM

3111

Fucking shit

2/20/2022 8:57 PM

3112

Every way possible. It’s a scam

2/20/2022 8:57 PM

3113

Mental health, I need normal

2/20/2022 8:56 PM

3114

Losing my mom from no family being able to see her, in a nursing home. Family separation
Job pressure

2/20/2022 8:56 PM

3115

Wasted time dividing family and friends. A lot of Bull loss of work

2/20/2022 8:56 PM

3116

I am not welcome at my church. My son in law lost his job for choosing not to be jabbed. My
husband has been subjected to daily testing and has to wear a mask at a job that is outdoors
and with only 4 other people. My brother and sister are practically prisoners in their own
apartments due to fear and paranoia from the other residents. My grandchildren are
traumatized by having to wear masks in public and being unable to see friends due to
lockdowns. We are discriminated against at every turn it seems.

2/20/2022 8:56 PM

3117

I lost my job because of it I had a good job and it was taken from me

2/20/2022 8:56 PM

3118

Caused me great deal of stress and anxiety

2/20/2022 8:56 PM

3119

Can't live your life as we should be doing

2/20/2022 8:56 PM

3120

crazy

2/20/2022 8:55 PM

3121

Entirely

2/20/2022 8:55 PM

3122

I’ve lost jobs, lost loved ones (due to not being vaccinated), my children and myself are
struggling with mental health. I hate my country!

2/20/2022 8:55 PM

3123

It as caused so much stress and anxiety , and division in my family , it as taken away our
freedom to choose what we do with our bodies , and it as forced vaccines on us to be able to
go to work and provide for our families , our lives are being taken from us day by day and it’s
heart wrenching .

2/20/2022 8:55 PM

3124

It has put me in a poorhouse

2/20/2022 8:55 PM

3125

It has been inconvenient at times but it is a sacrifice I am willing to make in order to protect
vulnerable citizens.

2/20/2022 8:55 PM

3126

Being widowed in the last year has been tough enough but put in can't see family can't see
friends its been very mentally challenging

2/20/2022 8:55 PM
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3127

Cannot travel.

2/20/2022 8:55 PM

3128

Totally suppressed my freedom, affected mental health & caused financial distress

2/20/2022 8:55 PM

3129

I lost my fucking job after 27 years and my pension.

2/20/2022 8:55 PM

3130

Loss of income, physical, mental and emotional damage

2/20/2022 8:55 PM

3131

Drastically. My business has been shut down numerous times, my finances have been greatly
affected, stress level is through the roof constantly, and one of my best friends is being denied
entry back into the country even though he has lived in Canada the last 7 years, is married to
a Canadian and just adopted 4 Canadian little girls this past summer. They went to visit his
parents in the states so they could meet their new granddaughters and now the government
won’t let him back into the country, to his home, because he isn’t vaccinated. Even though he
has already had COVID.

2/20/2022 8:55 PM

3132

Segregation in any form goes against my belief

2/20/2022 8:55 PM

3133

I lost a full time 40 to 60 hour a week job making $18/hour and have barely gotten by since the
pandemic started. My mental health is absolute garbage because of everything.

2/20/2022 8:55 PM

3134

Divided my family, limited my travel and education, limited my work, limited my socializing

2/20/2022 8:55 PM

3135

Yes significantly

2/20/2022 8:55 PM

3136

I have been more depressed by not being able to visit with friends and go out to restaurants to
socialize. I was ineligible to take contacting jobs that could help my struggling contracting
business because I didn’t want to take an experimental vaccine. I could not properly start-up
my business and get networks developed because of mandates and people not wanting to
meet in person. The mandates have driven my new business into the ground and I am not sure
it will recover.

2/20/2022 8:55 PM

3137

I feel like a second class citizen. And I'm at the receiving end of alot of hate for not being
vaccinated. Even some of my family won't talk to me

2/20/2022 8:54 PM

3138

Forced me into taking a medical intervention or lose my living.

2/20/2022 8:54 PM

3139

Depression! I've had to adapt to a world of loneliness

2/20/2022 8:54 PM

3140

It has destroyed my small business

2/20/2022 8:54 PM

3141

Extremely negatively

2/20/2022 8:54 PM

3142

Due to the state of different body parts, diabetes etc. I was going to the pool as often as I
could to get exercise that didn't hurt as much as other forms. First with the restricted numbers
the pool set up times you could book they were 2 1/2 hours that was ok for me as I could swim
a km with my bad shoulder in just over an hour and then spend some time in the hot tub to
relax the muscles etc. Then the change the sessions to just one hour with the exception of the
earliest one which was 1 1/2 hours. It would have been ok but my drive in was 1/2 hours to
start with. I have now had that shoulder replaced and would have liked to use the pool to help
with the rehabilitation of it but now they require proof of a vaccination which I absolutely do not
believe in for many reasons! Since these mandates I have put on weight which I was losing
and I am back on my diabetic meds which I had previously been able to get completely off of!
In my opinion ALL landlords and tenants whose money has gone to support these publicly
funded facilities and weren't allowed to use them due to their choice to remain pure bloods,
should have a portion of their taxes returned for that reason. Part of everyone's rent goes
toward paying the landlords taxes!

2/20/2022 8:54 PM

3143

Travel, eating out, going to grandson sporting events, visiting husband as much as I would
have before he died in a nursing home, not able to have a memorial for him, not being able to
fly or go by train within Canada, not being able to have family dinners during holidays and
much more closing small local businesses down and ruining most is unforgivable

2/20/2022 8:54 PM

3144

Lost my job and almost my house. I wasn't able to see any of my family members for 2.5
years now.

2/20/2022 8:54 PM

3145

Travelling not being able to do the things in society that we normally can. I’m scared of the
rights they were losing as Canadian

2/20/2022 8:54 PM

3146

10 lbs on

2/20/2022 8:54 PM
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3147

Terribly. Worst years of my life and horrible start to lives of my kids.

2/20/2022 8:54 PM

3148

you have to wear masks, social distancing, going places, and not going places..

2/20/2022 8:54 PM

3149

Basically locked up for 2 years. Social life gone. Wife showing signs of mental stress. More
family arguments. Less family get togethers.

2/20/2022 8:54 PM

3150

Everything from my job to not being able to see my mom which she is in the nursing home
with dementia and this is keeping me away from her and all she has is me

2/20/2022 8:54 PM

3151

It’s ruined my quality of life and our children’s quality of life … no more swimming, sports ,
playgrounds, play groups , life groups , church , family interactions… no more dates or going
to restaurants no more 12 step meetings… schools closed … it’s been beyond horrible … I
pray in Jesus name the government never has this kind of authority ever again. Never.

2/20/2022 8:54 PM

3152

Places on leave from job. Unhirable. Social ostracization. Mental health decline. Financial
distress.

2/20/2022 8:54 PM

3153

Restricted my ability to meet with people

2/20/2022 8:54 PM

3154

Lost my job

2/20/2022 8:54 PM

3155

Every part of my life has been affected- financial, loss of friends and family, not being able to
go out and do the things I normally do....

2/20/2022 8:54 PM

3156

I have isolated for 53 days in the last 4 months: all while completely healthy and having
multiple negative rapid and PCR tests. I felt like a prisoner and treated like a less than citizen.
Meanwhile I watched as my vaccinated friends were free to come and go anywhere despite the
fact that this virus was spreading rapidly amongst themselves and their entire families. The
mandates do not stop spread or contraction. And the rules are dividing and segregated citizens
of our country. It is affecting mental health in massive ways - I’ve seen this first hand.

2/20/2022 8:54 PM

3157

It has effected my finances and mental health like either has ever been tested before.

2/20/2022 8:54 PM

3158

isolated from family. Unable to provide a proper funeral for my father who was a WWII VET.

2/20/2022 8:54 PM

3159

It makes me fear the Cavs I grew up in is gone

2/20/2022 8:53 PM

3160

Terrible

2/20/2022 8:53 PM

3161

Family, medical, funerals simply put disruption of everything in the community and jobs.

2/20/2022 8:53 PM

3162

Depression

2/20/2022 8:53 PM

3163

Personal medical information compromised. Doxtor wouldn't give exemption even with a
history of breathing issues. Friends lost jobs for not disclosing medical information.

2/20/2022 8:53 PM

3164

It hasn’t……. Yet

2/20/2022 8:53 PM

3165

It has completely eroded my trust in government and caused me never want to vote liberal or
NDP again despite only voting for these two parties my entire life.

2/20/2022 8:53 PM

3166

loss of work

2/20/2022 8:53 PM

3167

Every aspect 😡

2/20/2022 8:53 PM

3168

In my opinion i just want this Dawn mandate to like right now, in the name of Jesus Christ of
Nazareth.

2/20/2022 8:53 PM

3169

It hasn’t. The only mandate that affected my life was when there was a complete shutdown if
everything

2/20/2022 8:53 PM

3170

Isolated me from society since I chose not to take an experimental medical treatment. Soon to
end my career as a massage therapist. Ruined friendships, caused depression, loss of
finances from lock down

2/20/2022 8:53 PM

3171

Complete and total social stigma for not being able to breathe without hyperventilating when
trying to wearing the mask.

2/20/2022 8:53 PM

3172

Can breathe with mask, can't go. Anywhere, can't go anywhere, can't go to chudch

2/20/2022 8:52 PM

3173

I'm much more depressed and anxious, and I've missed out on trips and opportunities with my

2/20/2022 8:52 PM
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friends. I also will not be able to go to college without being vaccinated if the madates continue
3174

Mental health, discrimination, loss of work, loss of things I enjoy

2/20/2022 8:52 PM

3175

Difficult travels for work.

2/20/2022 8:52 PM

3176

With work , anxiety , travelling , mentally exhausted from it

2/20/2022 8:52 PM

3177

hardly at all

2/20/2022 8:52 PM

3178

My childrens education has been impeded! I have a child suspended for not be smothered by a
mask meanwhile he’s asthmatic, type 1 diabetic and has had Covid. And while I’m gym and
outside too? Our children have headaches and bandages from these masks that states on the
packages of all masks “Does not prevent from Covid”

2/20/2022 8:52 PM

3179

Had to get the shot that doesn’t prevent getting the virus in order to provide for my family

2/20/2022 8:52 PM

3180

Taken away opportunities for my children to live a normal life and have extracurricular
activities. My son has sensory issues and anxiety while wearing masks at school, my nieces
and nephews are all struggling with some sort of physical or mental health problem due to
masking, lockdowns and restrictions.

2/20/2022 8:51 PM

3181

Threatened my church, prevented family gatherings, driving division in my family

2/20/2022 8:51 PM

3182

Lost job, increased cost of everything, no social life for myself and children, no extra curricular
activities, separation, lost friends and family, having to be teacher, and the lists goes on and
on and on

2/20/2022 8:51 PM

3183

Divided families, mental health of children

2/20/2022 8:51 PM

3184

The mandates have imposed limits on my freedom of speech; freedom of movement and
travel unimpeded; freedom of association; freedom to work without being coerced to comply
with a vaxx mandate; freedom to choose--and my doctor to decide--which medical treatment I
should receive, if/and when I need it; freedom to conduct legitimate business activities and to
contribute donations to legitimate organizations.

2/20/2022 8:51 PM

3185

Anxiety, torn apart family, torn apart friendships, lack of energy to work, lack of energy to raise
my family, drop in income, stress

2/20/2022 8:51 PM

3186

Mentally emotionally and physically i have been slowly declining over the last 2 years of these
mandates. It has drained me financially and i have also lost friends due to the division of our
people because of opinions

2/20/2022 8:51 PM

3187

Negative effects of the mental health of me, my wife and all our children to varying degrees.

2/20/2022 8:51 PM

3188

It has kept me and my family safe throughout a global pandemic. Keeping my loved ones alive
means more than politics.

2/20/2022 8:51 PM

3189

Family and friends divided. Depression, financial strain.

2/20/2022 8:51 PM

3190

Been unable to see my family. That’s all I care about is seeing my family and not having to be
forced to take something that I am uncomfortable with. My family has also lost some of their
jobs…

2/20/2022 8:51 PM

3191

Made it so much worss

2/20/2022 8:50 PM

3192

I have lost not only family and friends but also work and livelyhood. I have been locked in my
home with no social contact because I have kids in my home as a single parent and their
rules.

2/20/2022 8:50 PM

3193

It’s been bad for My Family. Why wife has lost her job and I have my depressed friends now

2/20/2022 8:50 PM

3194

No freedom ….. no choice!

2/20/2022 8:50 PM

3195

Stole my freedom needlessly

2/20/2022 8:50 PM

3196

As a result of being isolated from family and friends for extended periods of time i experienced
depression. I was unable to maintain my secondary income that allows me to meet my
financial obligations due to mandates. I miss seeing people's faces when I'm out and about.

2/20/2022 8:50 PM

3197

I see families torn apart. People with mental health issues.

2/20/2022 8:50 PM
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3198

Lost one business!

2/20/2022 8:50 PM

3199

Loneliness

2/20/2022 8:50 PM

3200

Ruined relationships, depression

2/20/2022 8:50 PM

3201

job loses, loss of rights, impact on health,

2/20/2022 8:49 PM

3202

I lost my new possible career because of covid restrictions. We have been lonely shut in its
unhealthy. We haven't had a large family gathering in over 2 years

2/20/2022 8:49 PM

3203

Really hard on the kids

2/20/2022 8:49 PM

3204

I am discriminated and forced to discriminate. The mandates is forcing me to commit unlawful
acts such as violating a person’s private medical status. I lost customers for my business and
forces to stop working due gym lockdowns. It has ruined many relationships I have. The
mandate has not proven to work nor it has any data to back it up.

2/20/2022 8:49 PM

3205

Lost my job and livelihood

2/20/2022 8:49 PM

3206

Loss of work

2/20/2022 8:49 PM

3207

Negatively

2/20/2022 8:48 PM

3208

Mental health..financial..loss of work..loss of friends due to suicide.

2/20/2022 8:48 PM

3209

My daughter who lives in Mexico can't come to Canada.

2/20/2022 8:48 PM

3210

Cannot visit my elderly mother in Ontario or elderly mother-in-law in Australia.

2/20/2022 8:48 PM

3211

Restricted travel

2/20/2022 8:48 PM

3212

I feel the biggest damage has been in regards to human camaraderie and relationship. I see so
much more hate in how people treat each other at work, businesses I go to, and even among
friends.

2/20/2022 8:48 PM

3213

It is very demanding uncomfortable and against my beliefs and freedoms

2/20/2022 8:48 PM

3214

Made me realize we are not a democracy anymore

2/20/2022 8:48 PM

3215

restricted my freedoms to normal activities of life

2/20/2022 8:48 PM

3216

Lost job

2/20/2022 8:48 PM

3217

Mental health

2/20/2022 8:47 PM

3218

Mental health is a concern

2/20/2022 8:47 PM

3219

Shut down my business

2/20/2022 8:47 PM

3220

I was pressured to get an ineffective,possibly dangerous vaccine

2/20/2022 8:47 PM

3221

Lost my truck and almost my house.

2/20/2022 8:47 PM

3222

So much stress from the Segregation

2/20/2022 8:46 PM

3223

Like most Canadians. I was and still am not in favor of mandates period. Don’t like having an
unproven drug in my body. Having to be vaxed to travel to see my family to go out for dinner or anything else. !!!!!

2/20/2022 8:46 PM

3224

It has affected my kids more than anything. Muffled talking, lack of interaction with people
period, division of friends, and so much more.

2/20/2022 8:46 PM

3225

Total frustration! Stop causing division between Vax and unvaxed!

2/20/2022 8:46 PM

3226

Depression, Fear of Government.. I ask what is really going on communism????

2/20/2022 8:46 PM

3227

Two of my grown children have lost their employment and livelihoods and we have been
treated like outcasts. My young grandchildren are experiencing daily anxiety and sadness. We
feel like we have no power or control over our own lives and we have lost trust in the
government or the healthcare system. I don't trust my doctor anymore and don't believe they
care about their patients - Mainstream Media cannot tell the truth because they just protect
their money source and they are all corrupt.

2/20/2022 8:46 PM
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3228

Depression, anxiety, low self esteem.

2/20/2022 8:46 PM

3229

Absolute spirit of oppression!

2/20/2022 8:46 PM

3230

Ruined everything, relationships, education, cost of living, the list goes on.

2/20/2022 8:46 PM

3231

Increased anxiety with work, short staffed, under staffed, pressure to be vaccinated, pressure
to vaccine children, unable to play sports, working overtime, having no work, a great amount of
uncertainty and division

2/20/2022 8:46 PM

3232

Negatively

2/20/2022 8:46 PM

3233

Not able to travel and gather together for churches

2/20/2022 8:46 PM

3234

It has restricted me as a healthy law-abiding citizen. Preventing me from visiting restaurants
and other social activities

2/20/2022 8:45 PM

3235

It has causes unnecessary stress and trauma to my children.

2/20/2022 8:45 PM

3236

Distance me from interaction with real human beings

2/20/2022 8:45 PM

3237

Depression, isolation, and unnecessary pressure on my family both financial and emotional.

2/20/2022 8:45 PM

3238

Suffer from mental illness and depression

2/20/2022 8:45 PM

3239

Everything

2/20/2022 8:45 PM

3240

Allowed me to participate in life with reduced risk of spreading or contracting COVID.

2/20/2022 8:45 PM

3241

Lost my job due to jab status

2/20/2022 8:45 PM

3242

Negatively

2/20/2022 8:44 PM

3243

Seeing family and my kids being able to do things

2/20/2022 8:44 PM

3244

It’s bs

2/20/2022 8:44 PM

3245

I can't travel anywhere or go to restaurants

2/20/2022 8:44 PM

3246

My children want to go to the swimming pool. We want care at the hospital. We want to be able
to see a dr in person instead of over the fone. Masks give me anxiety.

2/20/2022 8:44 PM

3247

It has kept me from being able to travel to be reunited with my partner and life abroad. It has
caused major conflict within relationships in all areas of my life including family and work. It
has taken away my ability to have a social life. All these things have taken a huge toll on me
mentally, emotionally and physically.

2/20/2022 8:44 PM

3248

It has done more harm than good, non stop divisive, big pharm wins…

2/20/2022 8:44 PM

3249

I haven't been able to visit family and friends. My father passed away, and we were unable to
have a proper funeral. Family members were scared to hug and comfort each other. I was
unable to attend My aunts funeral because I have chosen not to be vaccinated.

2/20/2022 8:44 PM

3250

mindfucking 101 Lies since the inception,,,,no accountability. Too many refused to question
anything,,,,,

2/20/2022 8:44 PM

3251

Personal choice has been stigmatized. Personal freedoms curtailed by government (provincial
and federal) edicts.

2/20/2022 8:44 PM

3252

The public health mandates keep me and my family safer

2/20/2022 8:44 PM

3253

Don’t go out

2/20/2022 8:44 PM

3254

Yes.

2/20/2022 8:44 PM

3255

Decline in mental health, loss of job, psychological distress

2/20/2022 8:44 PM

3256

I feel alienated from people, it seems most like this

2/20/2022 8:43 PM

3257

being free to do what you want to do when you want to do it.

2/20/2022 8:43 PM

3258

Not very much, but I worry about government overreach and my children’s future

2/20/2022 8:43 PM

3259

Work from home. Mental health. Lost friends.

2/20/2022 8:43 PM
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3260

Travel, shaming, stress, loss of freedom to choose/live according to my own conscience.

2/20/2022 8:43 PM

3261

Created division, neglect of care in healthcare system, caused judgment and discrimination in
healthcare system and day to day life with people. The truth and real science has been
censored out there which is unfair and your treated not right. Mandates have caused nothing
but hurt and hate in society,kids can’t be kids and other people as well. Family can’t see family
it has effected me and everyone mentally. Our free country went to not free and I’m sad what
this county has become the mandates all need to stop.

2/20/2022 8:43 PM

3262

Deteriorated standard of life plus substantially affected my business in a negative way

2/20/2022 8:43 PM

3263

Isolated me from other family members and my mental health suffered.

2/20/2022 8:43 PM

3264

In many ways

2/20/2022 8:43 PM

3265

My spouse has been put on leave without pay. I have had to pick up extra work to help with
bills and we might now be able to move forward on the build of our new house this year,
pushing our plans and life on hold.

2/20/2022 8:42 PM

3266

Mandates have only served to divide family and friends. It has ended employment from many
that have worked so hard to achieve and provide for their families. Depression, addiction, and
suicide are all too common now. I hate what the mandates have done.

2/20/2022 8:42 PM

3267

On unpaid leave my company plans to terminate on may 1 cause they said trudeau is gonna
make “vaccines” mandatory

2/20/2022 8:42 PM

3268

Negatively

2/20/2022 8:42 PM

3269

We have lost friends and family. Have lost Pretty much all of our social life. Being unable to
dine out, participate in public activities that require papers has caused much depression in our
household.

2/20/2022 8:42 PM

3270

I am not allowed to go anywhere that non vaccinated people can go! I am not able to see my
doctor to get proper health care. During the past 2 years myself nor my family has ever been
sick. And I work in the hotel industry. Even during lockdowns the hotel I work at was always at
50% compacity. I'm in and out of rooms right after guests check out. Never sick! So I do not
find that I need to be vaccinated. My children either

2/20/2022 8:42 PM

3271

Im broke depressed and have no friends anymore

2/20/2022 8:42 PM

3272

Travel, socializing,income

2/20/2022 8:42 PM

3273

More freedoms lost

2/20/2022 8:42 PM

3274

I haven’t been able to enjoy life in two years!!!

2/20/2022 8:42 PM

3275

Mentally.. anxiety has been highly effected

2/20/2022 8:42 PM

3276

Prisoner in my own country

2/20/2022 8:42 PM

3277

Job loss, depression, child with severe mental health issues

2/20/2022 8:42 PM

3278

I lost my job and was unable to get another one as I had to homeschool my 2 young children
for months on end. My husband suffered serious chest pains and had to go to ER after taking
the vaccine to keep his employment. My son who has ADHD did not receive the therapy that
he needed and both my children suffered due to being isolated and all social activities being
cancelled. I was unable to go to the gym which affected me negatively physically, mentally
and emotionally.

2/20/2022 8:42 PM

3279

Finacially

2/20/2022 8:42 PM

3280

Severe depression. 3 sudden deaths of close friends and relatives. Children developed OCD
and germ paranoia

2/20/2022 8:41 PM

3281

Terribly.

2/20/2022 8:41 PM

3282

Minor inconveniences

2/20/2022 8:41 PM

3283

Sadly, it ha divided and ripped my family apart.

2/20/2022 8:41 PM

3284

Has damaged my small business and has made my 12 year who was 10 when this started
become depressed. Her sweet outgoing soul has been crushed by these mandates.

2/20/2022 8:41 PM
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3285

It has forced my to run my business in a way I don’t want to. Having to ask for information
from clients that I don’t feel should be made a available for me. It forces me to accept or reject
clients according to their medical information. It has also prevented me from dining out.
Affected friendships negatively, and my mental health due to that reason

2/20/2022 8:41 PM

3286

I own a business & I have been losing money steadily because of the mandates

2/20/2022 8:41 PM

3287

Freedom of choice.

2/20/2022 8:41 PM

3288

Restrictions to my family for living every day life dining out and travelling. My university aged
children were forced to vaccinate to attend university. My teenager was limited for physical
extra curricular activities and limitations in programming. We have all suffered mental health
detriments with isolation and discrimination and undue stress

2/20/2022 8:41 PM

3289

Loss of social life skills and supreme depression

2/20/2022 8:41 PM

3290

Very negatively. I am not wearing a mask, not getting the jab. I have been treated like a leper.
Kicked out of some commercial establishments, so unable to shop. Lost Costco membership.
Unable to go to sit-down restaurants. Unable to fly, travel across provinces, or at least that is
what I am told.

2/20/2022 8:41 PM

3291

Lack of communication and connecting

2/20/2022 8:41 PM

3292

Job loss and restricted from restaurants, etc

2/20/2022 8:41 PM

3293

Family and friends divided and financially

2/20/2022 8:41 PM

3294

Suspended from my job. Loss of family and friends. kids have lost their jobs. Can’t see my
mom and she has dementia hope she remembers me when I am “allowed” to see her. 2 years
of my life gone. Haven’t see child living in BC. lost holidays and family time. Depression and
anxiety is constant. The list goes on

2/20/2022 8:41 PM

3295

Forced to get a vaccine and got covid anyways. I see residents in nursing homes lonely and
sad.

2/20/2022 8:41 PM

3296

Being retired not too much, however lots of extra costs which being retired is a hit! Also it has
interfered with family connections and travel.

2/20/2022 8:40 PM

3297

It has affected my mental health tremendously. Not being able to travel and see my family has
left me isolated and lonely. Watching my daughter miss special life events because the
government decided to shut life down for almost three years is devastating. These years we do
not to get to do over. They are gone, time has been lost and memories have not been made.

2/20/2022 8:40 PM

3298

Has hurt my children at every level possible.

2/20/2022 8:40 PM

3299

Masking and social distancing, otherwise not much

2/20/2022 8:40 PM

3300

It hasn't

2/20/2022 8:40 PM

3301

Stress due to Federal mandates that say you have to be vaccinated to work for a Federally
based company

2/20/2022 8:40 PM

3302

Made life boring

2/20/2022 8:40 PM

3303

It has made me feel safer going places and working at my job in a school

2/20/2022 8:40 PM

3304

Lost my job, developed anxiety & health issues, sadness and rage, no confidence in
governments anymore,

2/20/2022 8:39 PM

3305

Every aspect of life has been changed. Mental health is a major problem for so many around
me now.

2/20/2022 8:39 PM

3306

Feeling fearful that I will be targeted for having a medical mask and exemption. I have
frequently been discriminated against for it. I also am unable to go to the gym, restaurants and
movie theatres. I feel like I’m being treated like a second class citizen. I don’t feel at home in
my own country and province. I am also unable to visit my sister who lives in BC because of
the travel restrictions.

2/20/2022 8:39 PM

3307

Restricted

2/20/2022 8:39 PM

3308

Stress, anxiety, division, alcohol abuse, trust issues, realizing how poor the government is

2/20/2022 8:39 PM
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3309

I have been able to work majority of it .. and I have lost clients to it

2/20/2022 8:39 PM

3310

It has destroyed all my plans for business and pleasure for 2 years and I personally know 44
people who have died or been seriously harmed by the mandated mRNA experiment.

2/20/2022 8:39 PM

3311

Restricted my ability to travel by plane to see my family across the country. Please stop all
travel mandates and testing. The pandemic is fading out to just being a flu. People need to
return to normal daily life and have freedom to choose for their own bodies.No more covid
vaccine mandates please.

2/20/2022 8:39 PM

3312

Depression, anxiety Have a teenage child who we thought had broken a rib and possibly
punctured something internally (thankfully ok). But he refused to go to a doctor or hospital
because of how he would be treated.

2/20/2022 8:39 PM

3313

Alot

2/20/2022 8:39 PM

3314

Lost my job, and lots of family won’t talk to me anymore

2/20/2022 8:39 PM

3315

Mentally exhausted

2/20/2022 8:39 PM

3316

I cannot socialize with my family and friends and also impacted my business

2/20/2022 8:39 PM

3317

My business has been shut down several times not allowing me to provide for my family. My
husband has lost his job due to being unvaccinated, my small children (2,5) have suffered
greatly having to be pulled out of school because I refuse to mask her. The psychological
damage this has done will take years if ever to correct.

2/20/2022 8:38 PM

3318

Caused anger, immense stress, anxiety, headaches, fear to live like an equal canadian

2/20/2022 8:38 PM

3319

Has not

2/20/2022 8:38 PM

3320

I have lost my job. I have lost friends. One of my disabled clients had to die alone because no
one was allowed in to see her. This has divided a nation. All the mandates, Provincial and
Federal need to end NOW!

2/20/2022 8:38 PM

3321

Limited my activities and created a serious division between some friends and family

2/20/2022 8:38 PM

3322

Increased mental health issues

2/20/2022 8:38 PM

3323

Losing loved ones without being able to be there for him in nursing home. All vaccine related
deaths and people in my area with very adverse effects. Division of family and children ended
up doing hard drugs. Horrible worse then the virus!!!!!

2/20/2022 8:38 PM

3324

Shots in the arm to work

2/20/2022 8:38 PM

3325

Little impact as we have followed guidelines

2/20/2022 8:38 PM

3326

My children are suffering with their mental health.

2/20/2022 8:38 PM

3327

The hole mandate is a fucking joke.

2/20/2022 8:38 PM

3328

Negatively, put social life on pause

2/20/2022 8:38 PM

3329

Absolutely tiring

2/20/2022 8:38 PM

3330

I'm battling Cancer and doing chemo and as such my amune system is compromised , so I'm
needing all the protection I can get . I will be wearing a mask and being very careful around
other people even after the mandates are removed . Being I have cancer , my spouse has to
be very careful as not to bring covid home or any cold flues or any thingelse .

2/20/2022 8:37 PM

3331

Torn family apart

2/20/2022 8:37 PM

3332

Not allowed to travel Hate wearing masks. They don’t work!! Community events canceled
Vaccine passports unnecessary

2/20/2022 8:37 PM

3333

Less freedom and choices. I am over it already. People will choose what they want regardless
of any mandate…as we have seen. I respect the privacy to one’s choice. After all this is
CANADA.

2/20/2022 8:37 PM

3334

Annoyance

2/20/2022 8:37 PM

3335

Lost my job, isolated from society, discriminated against, openly

2/20/2022 8:37 PM
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3336

Income and Health

2/20/2022 8:37 PM

3337

Not being able to enjoy life to the fullest with my friends and family. It has also broken
friendships and family’s up.

2/20/2022 8:37 PM

3338

These health measures contribute to the division of the population and families, to hatred, it is
discriminatory and it affects my mental health., my joy of living has diminished, it's difficult to
have projects, goals... with all these restrictions. I lived in loneliness, the lack of human
relations is harmful to my well-being. There is still a lot to say but I will stop there.

2/20/2022 8:37 PM

3339

Mentally & physically.

2/20/2022 8:37 PM

3340

Shut my business down, caused division in family, curtailed travel, caused mental stress, etc.
etc.

2/20/2022 8:37 PM

3341

It's likely kept me and my family healthy

2/20/2022 8:37 PM

3342

limited my regular living and freedoms

2/20/2022 8:37 PM

3343

It’s destroyed my family. 3 friends of mine committed suicide. My grandmother died 4 days
after her vaccine. I’m broken

2/20/2022 8:37 PM

3344

Ruined alot

2/20/2022 8:37 PM

3345

I am afraid of my government. I am in fear of my life and the lives of my family. The current
government is not for the people. This is not the Canada I love. The prime minister is not
concerned with the vaccine damage being reported. This country no longer feels free.

2/20/2022 8:37 PM

3346

It has destroyed our life and livelihoods

2/20/2022 8:37 PM

3347

Stress, loss of education for kids, breathing problems and headaches caused by masks,
segregation, family discourse, loss of job, terrible health care. More expensive Goods &
Services loss of kids sports. Loss of gym memberships.

2/20/2022 8:36 PM

3348

It had been very hard we have lost so many of our rights and freedom

2/20/2022 8:36 PM

3349

I lost my job!! I experienced verbal abuse and harassment at work because of my choice. I
missed out on MANY events like my niece's gymnastics competition. I was separated from
my boyfriend who lives just across the border (only a 1/2 hr drive) for two years, which ended
that relationship. I live my life as a 2nd class citizen, and I'm held hostage in my own country.
I've been the victim of hate speech coming directly from the Prime Minister. There's literally
NO aspect of my life where these inhumane mandates haven't caused suffering.

2/20/2022 8:36 PM

3350

I AM VERY UPSET. VERY.

2/20/2022 8:36 PM

3351

Making me sick and loosing sleep

2/20/2022 8:36 PM

3352

Loss of income and freedom

2/20/2022 8:36 PM

3353

Stopped me from going to restaurants, travel, liquor stores, family gatherings, etc, the list can
go on and on and on!!’

2/20/2022 8:36 PM

3354

They haven’t really, but I live on an acreage outside a small town and am retired.

2/20/2022 8:36 PM

3355

Ruined it

2/20/2022 8:36 PM

3356

I’m senior and a widow. My children and grandchildren all live quite a distance away. It’s been
very difficult to visit them, especially my daughter who lives outside the country. Neither the
masks or the vaccine have been proven to be effective in preventing Covid. I want my freedom
back. All this control is putting people at risk of far more dangerous things than Covid, such as
depression, suicide, financial difficulties, addiction and so on.

2/20/2022 8:36 PM

3357

My business was closed, kids home from school, lost wages,

2/20/2022 8:36 PM

3358

I was forced to take the vaccine to keep my job. I did not want the vaccine.

2/20/2022 8:36 PM

3359

Mentally it has messed with my family.

2/20/2022 8:36 PM

3360

Stressed. Had to move my family so my husband could continue to work without taking the
experimental vax, or regular tests (truck driver) Can't see our daughter who lives in USA.

2/20/2022 8:36 PM

3361

Depression, physical health plunge, family division, sleepless nights,

2/20/2022 8:36 PM
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3362

As I am 90 years old I have been in Lock down for nearly two years.

2/20/2022 8:35 PM

3363

My father is being terminated from his job because he has chosen not to be vaccinated, this
placing me in the situation of having to financially support my parents. I’m addition, the
mandates have placed a strain on the relationships I have with others as my ability to go out
with them is limited, and my freedom has been limited.

2/20/2022 8:35 PM

3364

It has been 2 years of psychological torture on everyone. In the freest country invthe world, I
have been bullied by government and others, breach of confidentiality of private information by
employer, been coerced and discriminated against. I have watched my children suffer the
consequences of true evil so trudeau can line his pockets, get drunk on power, and push the
depopulation agenda for his masters who pull his strings.

2/20/2022 8:35 PM

3365

Greatly

2/20/2022 8:35 PM

3366

Mental health, and child development

2/20/2022 8:35 PM

3367

Depression and isolation

2/20/2022 8:35 PM

3368

Fianancially

2/20/2022 8:35 PM

3369

Extreme depression, anger, financial loss, friendship loss

2/20/2022 8:35 PM

3370

No freedom, children can’t go to school, my children’s mental health is being affected. Couldn’t
say goodbye to my mom as she passed away.

2/20/2022 8:35 PM

3371

It has deteriorated it dramatically physically, spiritually, mentally, and emotionally.

2/20/2022 8:35 PM

3372

Isolating people I love

2/20/2022 8:34 PM

3373

I can't go meet a guy I met. It's caused me lots of anxiety

2/20/2022 8:34 PM

3374

The masks, the social distancing, the uncertainty, the never-ending variants, the economic
destruction have imposed barriers on human social interaction that are in no way warranted by
real world conditions. The social distancing, plexiglass barriers, masking (literally) freedom of
speech would actually be the barriers I would expect to be put in place to prevent social
unrest, runs on banks, looting of stores and other consequences of a general economic
collapse brought on by a global breach of fiduciary trust in October 2019.

2/20/2022 8:34 PM

3375

It has given me confidence to live life outside of my house.

2/20/2022 8:34 PM

3376

Chikdren have lost jobs. Grandchildren are stressed and have lost academic skills and have
been isolated from their carefree childhood for nothing.

2/20/2022 8:34 PM

3377

There has been no positive effect at all.

2/20/2022 8:34 PM

3378

The Mandates have had an impact on my overall mental health in the sense that there is a
lack of a healthy level of joy that I had prior to the lock down and vaccination Mandates. I find
myself more stressed out from the insecurities about the political direction our country is
moving in and the state its leaving our economy in. People are being forced to take a vaccine
in order to keep their jobs. I have been very fortunate sofar to have remained employed and
have steady income inspite of the pandemic. My heart goes out to my fellow Canadians who
have lost their livelihoods from lock downs. Some have lost loved ones due to depression
ending in suicide. My problems are small compared to so many of people who have suffered
extremely from these Mandates. I believe now is the time to live with COVID-19. We need to
reopen our economy to full capacity while respecting everyone's freedom of choice in making
their own medical decisions for themselves and their children.

2/20/2022 8:33 PM

3379

Yes but I am willing to do whatever needed to protect fellow citizens

2/20/2022 8:33 PM

3380

Created division and sadness

2/20/2022 8:33 PM

3381

Destroying it

2/20/2022 8:33 PM

3382

Cost us our business. We opened Dec 31 2019. It’s been a nightmare We put the bar up for
sale last week

2/20/2022 8:33 PM

3383

Forced to vaccinate to keep job. Had health issues due to vaccination that I am still being
treated for. We are loosing our personal rights in a free country.

2/20/2022 8:33 PM

3384

It has divided me from certain friends and family and made me want to move away from this

2/20/2022 8:33 PM
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country I once loved
3385

Extinguish the mandate immediately. It’s a joke and has established a new and stupid social
construct.

2/20/2022 8:33 PM

3386

Division in family, loss of travel opportunities, and loss of connection with family and friends.

2/20/2022 8:33 PM

3387

Loss of income, increase mental health struggles for my teens. Loss is supports for my child
autism.

2/20/2022 8:33 PM

3388

It’s a flu

2/20/2022 8:33 PM

3389

It forced me to get a vaccine that I’m still unsure of to continue my daily life.

2/20/2022 8:32 PM

3390

It has, utterly, destroyed my family. Split us apart because of differing views. It has,
completely, changed the way people interact with me, in my own small town..hatred, anger,
banned from stores because of my political opinions, and because I cannot wear a mask
(medical reasons). Due to this inability, I have been forced to not participate in society, alone
and depressed, at times, suicidal due to anxiety and loneliness.

2/20/2022 8:32 PM

3391

My children are extremely happy to be unmasked...they've said things like I Caan breath
again, I can't wait to see my teacher's face. We want to travel and visit family and friends.
Freely. These mandates are completely unnecessary and need to end!

2/20/2022 8:32 PM

3392

I'm not allowed to get on a plane to see my elderly mother in Pennsylvania or my sister. My
unvaxced family can't come here. I saw so much suffering in the care home I worked in due to
mandates. I have been bullied at work for not vaxxing. I couldn't eat in restaurants....excluded
from society.

2/20/2022 8:32 PM

3393

It has made me feel safer for protecting my parents and my children. I’ve felt pride in my
community putting the good of others ahead of individual convenience.

2/20/2022 8:32 PM

3394

Prevented me from physical fitness activities. Prevented me from almost all social activities.

2/20/2022 8:32 PM

3395

Taken away rights and liberties

2/20/2022 8:32 PM

3396

Not at all. It is barely an inconvenience and helps protect my fellow Canadians.

2/20/2022 8:32 PM

3397

Just don't go anywhere.

2/20/2022 8:32 PM

3398

Negatively in many ways.

2/20/2022 8:32 PM

3399

My family has missed out on so many events and functions that my kids will never get some
of that back! We have also chose as a family to not wear masks so that mental abuse has
been hard to deal with all the way around.

2/20/2022 8:32 PM

3400

In many ways. Left a good desk job with benefits to utilize independent distance learning
schools so my kids didn't have mental and emotional harm from masking and distancing. Two
years now with no government assistance allowed since I quit to do the school for my kids. I
am depressed and scared anxious about what my gov will do to me and my kids for refusing to
take an injection with known harmful ingredients and no long term studies. I can't see my
parents do to geographic distance and Vax passport mandates. My kids are in sports still so
they see other kids. Physical activity is huge part of our lives but I can't enter to help volunteer
or cheer them on. My son quit hockey because it was no longer fun. If there was a tournament
he could only go in and play then have to leave without meeting his team for the pep talk or
food because he is in the arena unattended. He's 9. My 7 yr old daughter is a promising figure
skater but can't compete because it's absolutely necessary to have a knowledgable guardian in
the arena to tie skates, change wardrobe and cheer her on. Prior to Vax pass mandates I
volunteered for both hockey and figure skating. No one got covid. Now the figure skating club
has required volunteering but I can't do it due to the mandates. It's embarassing and stressful
asking someone to cover those shifts. I don't live in town so I'm forced to sit in my car. I got a
dog just so I could walk it during these times for my mental health. I've lost countless friends
over the Vax pass as I can't go anywhere and the media propaganda is so strong they view me
with disdain. The Truckers convoy was the only hope I had after two years of knowing that
covid is just a flu that can be managed with vitamins and rest etc. Knowing all this was just to
roll out Vax passes and they did. My province isn't dropping the passport. My local MP is NDP
and voted No to ended mandates because it was a conservate bill. My daughter performs in
the club's skating gala in mid March. I still won't be able to watch because the club and
volunteers take the Vax pass that seriously despite the arena being huge and distancing

2/20/2022 8:31 PM
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possible. It really affects her. She is sad and talks about it all the time. We aren't doing the
spring skating session now between the volunteer requirements and my inability to do so
(same as my hubs who choose no injections). Invoking the EPA is an absolute disgrace and
wrong.
3401

Loss of job and freedom

2/20/2022 8:31 PM

3402

It has divided people, ruined economy, traumatized kids and adults, made people fear each
other, divided families

2/20/2022 8:31 PM

3403

Lockdowns have been hard mentally. Vaccination mandates, my body my choice.

2/20/2022 8:31 PM

3404

Lost family & friends over division on mandates…. Not from the so called virus… lost valuable
time with family because of spending time to protect & retain my rights under the Cdn Bill of
Rights and Freedoms.

2/20/2022 8:31 PM

3405

I am an elderly woman, shut in 2 years now. am terrified that this current liberal gov't. will be
allowed to continue. I was a vibrant, active indvidual pre-lockdowns. Today, I am an angry,
isolated , frail and a very concerned citizen for the future of my kids / grandchildren

2/20/2022 8:31 PM

3406

ruined crucial family time with older loved ones. unable to attend funerals. watched family and
freinds loose jobs and business and watched communities go more downhill from lack of
tourism causing lack of income that it needed to support their families. numbers of suicide has
drasitally inceased as well

2/20/2022 8:31 PM

3407

It sucks to say the least.

2/20/2022 8:31 PM

3408

Loss of medical support for my condition

2/20/2022 8:31 PM

3409

Conflicts with business and public, disagreements with family and friends

2/20/2022 8:31 PM

3410

Couldn’t see my grand kids ,lost a lot of friends ,lost two years with my family ,suffered
depression,

2/20/2022 8:31 PM

3411

Not too drastically. All mandates to me are minor inconveniences.

2/20/2022 8:31 PM

3412

Medically it has affected all of us

2/20/2022 8:31 PM

3413

A senior very confined

2/20/2022 8:31 PM

3414

Limited Worship services. Limited social action

2/20/2022 8:31 PM

3415

almost cost my niece her life from a heart attack caused by the vacinne

2/20/2022 8:31 PM

3416

Ruined it

2/20/2022 8:30 PM

3417

Lost my job, almost divorced me, separated friends and family, currently suffering from mental
stress!

2/20/2022 8:30 PM

3418

Not at all.

2/20/2022 8:30 PM

3419

Stressful, not as much socialization, no travel

2/20/2022 8:30 PM

3420

half my family are gone. not due to covid, we just dont see eachother or talk because some of
them watch the cbc lies.

2/20/2022 8:30 PM

3421

I can't see my Dad in the nursing home. My cancer surgery was greatly delayed.

2/20/2022 8:30 PM

3422

Loss of freedoms 2nd class citizen for my health choice

2/20/2022 8:30 PM

3423

Many aspect of life

2/20/2022 8:30 PM

3424

My small business lost tens of thousands of dollars in revenue. We opened 8 days before
Covid started. I feel like a prisoner. I feel stuck and trapped. Masks make me panic yet I have
to wear it. I have struggled financially and mentally for the last two years. It’s been awful.

2/20/2022 8:29 PM

3425

Making it hard to breath and understand customers.

2/20/2022 8:29 PM

3426

Too many limits

2/20/2022 8:29 PM

3427

Had been hard on mental disease in a lot of person i know

2/20/2022 8:29 PM

3428

We have been unable to cross into the United States as we normally would. Our church was

2/20/2022 8:29 PM
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closed for some time and I don’t agree with making children, especially wear masks.
3429

Work

2/20/2022 8:29 PM

3430

Restricted business, income Restricted time with family and friends Made serious divisions
Fear

2/20/2022 8:29 PM

3431

It's restricted my way of life way too much!

2/20/2022 8:29 PM

3432

Divided my friends and family.

2/20/2022 8:29 PM

3433

The mandates have turned me into a second class person because I don't trust the lies.

2/20/2022 8:29 PM

3434

I can fly to visit family, because I didnt give in to the bullshit worthless vaccine!!

2/20/2022 8:29 PM

3435

Lost wages

2/20/2022 8:29 PM

3436

I graduated high school in 2020 so the end of my grad year was completely changed. I didn’t
graduate how I was supposed to. Then in the fall I started my flight school but not the way it
was supposed to be. All of my classes were online with no teacher helping get through it. I
would only go to the school for my flight and head home after because Covid wouldn’t let many
people be there. Therefore I have been struggling with my school work because it was
supposed to be in person with someone there to help me. My future wasn’t supposed to start
like this.

2/20/2022 8:29 PM

3437

It has restricted me from visiting my mom in a nursing home. Inflation has been ridiculous.

2/20/2022 8:28 PM

3438

Too many reasons to list

2/20/2022 8:28 PM

3439

Badly….depression….fight between family!!

2/20/2022 8:28 PM

3440

I have been financially crippled by being forced to live on credit cards as cerb was only half of
what was needed. Financial subsidies and support from Financial institutions and lenders
came much too late. Catching up now with constant calls from creditors is wreaking havoc with
my emotional health.

2/20/2022 8:28 PM

3441

It makes me feel like I have no freedoms left

2/20/2022 8:28 PM

3442

It’s destroying my marriage and personal life. End them all before it ruins more families.

2/20/2022 8:28 PM

3443

Mental health

2/20/2022 8:28 PM

3444

My adult children either lost jobs or were forced to take a shot they did not want. I have
chosen to be house-bound rather than deal with inconvenient mandates.

2/20/2022 8:28 PM

3445

I’ve been discriminated against and los my freedom of a human being. It has been emotionally
and mentally stressful. And it needs to stop now.

2/20/2022 8:28 PM

3446

Have had to commute a half an hour each way for work. Been unable to carry on normal
everyday life activity because of it. Travel restrictions have been a huge disruption.

2/20/2022 8:27 PM

3447

Not being able to see elderly family. Division of family and friends who are injected. Loss of
income. Communication from injected family, bosses and co-workers confusing, like they are
not fully present, they are no longer making strong decisions.

2/20/2022 8:27 PM

3448

Limited social contacts

2/20/2022 8:27 PM

3449

Destroyed 2 of my business', set me back financially, sold my home to pay off all my debts
but now have insufficient work to support my family.

2/20/2022 8:27 PM

3450

They have torn my life, job and family apart

2/20/2022 8:27 PM

3451

Horrible

2/20/2022 8:27 PM

3452

Having chosen not to be vaccinated, o now live in a segregated world . Lots of division. Spend
time with antigen tests 3 times weekly because I have chosen to remain unvaxxed

2/20/2022 8:27 PM

3453

It’s made me realize that communism, segregation & tyranny is alive & well in Canada.

2/20/2022 8:27 PM

3454

I am not able to visit my family and friends across the country. I wasn’t able to visit my sister
in the hospital when she was sick. Work has become more difficult with testing and masks. I

2/20/2022 8:27 PM
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have bad claustrophobia and wearing a mask for long periods cause dizziness and
lightheadedness.
3455

Greatly

2/20/2022 8:26 PM

3456

Negatively

2/20/2022 8:26 PM

3457

Horrible!!! They tried to kick me out of university because I am not vaccinated. I have pulled
my children from the school system to learn at home so they do not have to be masked and
told to stand on a line all day. Ridiculous!

2/20/2022 8:26 PM

3458

One minute I have a job the next I don’t because one minute things are open the next they are
closed

2/20/2022 8:26 PM

3459

Isolation, unable to travel, unable to eat at restaurants, unable to worship and fellowship freely
at church, lost my job, unable to breathe freely while masked.

2/20/2022 8:26 PM

3460

My kid’s

2/20/2022 8:26 PM

3461

It has caused much stress and destroyed my livelihood and finances.

2/20/2022 8:25 PM

3462

My family and I feel better knowing that being vaccinated has kept us safe and protected other
Canadians.

2/20/2022 8:25 PM

3463

Job loss

2/20/2022 8:25 PM

3464

Not able to see family friends, go to restaurants go on vacation, enjoy my retirement,
FREEDOM

2/20/2022 8:25 PM

3465

Children have lost much schooling

2/20/2022 8:25 PM

3466

Financially, mentally,

2/20/2022 8:25 PM

3467

I suffer from asthma and my medication has been increased 2 and I still have a hard time
breathing ! I can’t take time off work because I’m considered essential

2/20/2022 8:25 PM

3468

It’s just been a long haul, we need some normalcy

2/20/2022 8:25 PM

3469

In every way, socially & economically

2/20/2022 8:25 PM

3470

Our elderly Mother died she was in a retirement home, because of the lockdowns the isolation
put to much stress on her heart, she passed away February 1st, 2021🥲

2/20/2022 8:25 PM

3471

In every way, it has divided my family, it has prevented my kids from bring in sports, it has
made me unable to go to most places

2/20/2022 8:25 PM

3472

Stress

2/20/2022 8:25 PM

3473

Na

2/20/2022 8:25 PM

3474

My daughter has been suicidal since this started 2 years ago. That’s how it has affected my
life!

2/20/2022 8:25 PM

3475

Negatively.

2/20/2022 8:24 PM

3476

It's caused severe anxiety/depression. Constant fear and suppression. Overall decrease in
quality if life.

2/20/2022 8:24 PM

3477

Not able to fly and eat in restaurants.

2/20/2022 8:24 PM

3478

I have been in almost complete isolation for over 2 years, for no good reason. I most certainly
have never been afraid of covid - have had it twice & found it to be a mild flu both times & I am
62 years old & in good overall health. I am very tired of all lying government & health officials absolutely disgusted & sickened by the narrative forced on all people of the world by such a
small amount of ultra wealthy non-humans that consider themselves to be elite & therefore
more important than all other people on earth.

2/20/2022 8:24 PM

3479

In every way

2/20/2022 8:24 PM

3480

Yes

2/20/2022 8:24 PM

3481

Lock downs jave affected family relationships and friendships

2/20/2022 8:24 PM
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3482

These mandates have affected my life negatively in many many ways, too numerous to report
here. Briefly: my health physically and emotionally, my formerly harmonious family life.

2/20/2022 8:24 PM

3483

Isolated my family and caused a lot of stress and depression!

2/20/2022 8:23 PM

3484

all

2/20/2022 8:23 PM

3485

Depression, anxiety, almost became terminated but I have to feed my family so was coerced
into getting two shots. The second shot gave me heart palpitations quite severely for a few
weeks.

2/20/2022 8:23 PM

3486

My 4 kids are being segregated by their own school for personal beliefs.

2/20/2022 8:23 PM

3487

Negatively in more ways than it has ever helped.

2/20/2022 8:23 PM

3488

Robbery of my kids youth

2/20/2022 8:23 PM

3489

I am vaccinated but I do not support mandatory vaccines

2/20/2022 8:23 PM

3490

I have been banned from many places because I have had just one shot. My social life has
been very unsatisfactory.

2/20/2022 8:23 PM

3491

I'm an old man. I probably have only a short amount time until I die. These draconian rules
have made my existence now a waste of time. Time that could be used in a much more usful
way.

2/20/2022 8:23 PM

3492

Loss of income/revenue, division between family members and friends, mental abuse to kids
and adults

2/20/2022 8:23 PM

3493

Loneliness

2/20/2022 8:23 PM

3494

Effects on my mental and physical health

2/20/2022 8:22 PM

3495

It has made me feel defeated and depressed and I have been bullied by my government to
take a vaccine that I did not want this violating my moral and spiritual convictions.

2/20/2022 8:22 PM

3496

Unable to travel to see a son and family overseas. Grandmother died alone.

2/20/2022 8:22 PM

3497

Social isolation, increased anxiety loss of employment

2/20/2022 8:22 PM

3498

Because of the recommendations and the bully tactics use to force employers to have a
vaccination policy, I was terminated without severance because they used 'just cause' for
removing me from the corporation of my decade long career and not being able to continue
with my OMARs and loosing my benefits.

2/20/2022 8:22 PM

3499

My freedom has been taken away!!!!!

2/20/2022 8:22 PM

3500

Made me lose faith in those who have been elected to represent the people and their good.
Cannot easily see loved ones or friends. Cannot travel. Sad to see the division in families,
friendships, churches and other communities which need unity.

2/20/2022 8:22 PM

3501

It has destroyed my income. Life is lifeless now.

2/20/2022 8:22 PM

3502

How hasn't it...it affects everyone

2/20/2022 8:22 PM

3503

I have been targeted and screamed at for my beliefs by people who support the mandates. I’ve
been told that I and my family should be locked up for our beliefs. I did NOT want to be
vaccinated for covid-19 but felt I had to so I could continue having access to regular life.

2/20/2022 8:22 PM

3504

I work health care. Great impact

2/20/2022 8:22 PM

3505

Lost friends and family. Mental health issues.

2/20/2022 8:22 PM

3506

depression, anger, isolation, loneliness, fear, job loss, income loss, made to feel like a leper

2/20/2022 8:22 PM

3507

Every way possible

2/20/2022 8:22 PM

3508

Very deeply, I was suicidal, my mental health has been terrible, divided my family and lost my
job and have been discriminated against within the workplace and by the general public.

2/20/2022 8:22 PM

3509

Loss of trust in the government , loss of bodily autonomy. Children depressed, stressed, I
could go on and on and on.

2/20/2022 8:22 PM
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3510

Lost my job

2/20/2022 8:22 PM

3511

Wearing a mask limits my breathing with asthma, I pass out when I have it on too long. It has
divided people. Vaccinated against the unvaccinated, this should never happen. Doesn’t stop
The spread of the virus. Cost of living has gone way up! Keeping families and friends apart..
just shouldn’t happen in a free country!!

2/20/2022 8:21 PM

3512

Forced and threatened job loss!?

2/20/2022 8:21 PM

3513

Unable to do the things I normally do. Fortunately was able to earn through out.

2/20/2022 8:21 PM

3514

Mental health and income issues

2/20/2022 8:21 PM

3515

Just pure pressure. On verge of suicide

2/20/2022 8:21 PM

3516

This has destroyed my teenaged childrens mental health( emergency stays in hospital for
mental health) she may not be able to graduate, totally destroyed a child full of so much life.

2/20/2022 8:21 PM

3517

Mental health is not good Loss of income Children’s mental health is not good

2/20/2022 8:21 PM

3518

Limited social functions and cannot go to restaurants with friends due to this vaccine
passports

2/20/2022 8:21 PM

3519

Work family and mental health

2/20/2022 8:21 PM

3520

Loss of income. Etc etc

2/20/2022 8:21 PM

3521

It has not had a meaningfully negative impact on my life. I am completely indifferent to
vaccine mandates and do not have a problem with vaccine passports. I would like to see travel
testing end. I would like to see masking become a personal choice and other restrictions
removed. I believe they were necessary, but have outlived there useful purpose. The risk of
serious outcome is low amongst vaccinated people and these restrictions no longer do much
for public safety or preventing spread of COVID.

2/20/2022 8:21 PM

3522

I’ve lost many hours of work due to quarantine

2/20/2022 8:21 PM

3523

I have two businesses. The one I started during Covid, which was very difficult. With the other
business, I lost 2/3 of my clients. Personally, I have really struggled with the mask mandate
as I have three medical exemptions. I have lost friends and I have been socially isolated. As it
stands now, I have no social life. I have been treated with contempt and discrimination over
the vaccine mandate by friends and clients. I've even lost business over that mandate.

2/20/2022 8:21 PM

3524

My mental health is suffering yet again. My children's homeschooling (homeschooler before
pandemic started) has been taken right out from under thier feet with little to no science to
back it up. My 4 year old doesn't know life without fear, hate, separation and division. Our
bodies have not had exposure to the good and bad bacterias needed to keep a health immune
system and body because of all the sanitizing. The after effect of this pandemic are going to
far out way the justification used for the mandates, vaccine, lockdowns and passports. This
will be years maybe even generations to get us back on our feet again.

2/20/2022 8:21 PM

3525

Lost jobs.... children have mental issues because of the lockdowns ..

2/20/2022 8:21 PM

3526

Can’t watch my son play hockey. And can’t go out to eat. Can’t travel. It’s not right

2/20/2022 8:21 PM

3527

Unable to take kids swimming or skating, may be unable to watch my son play lacrosse, was
unable to volunteer for the poppy drive this year as well as other volunteer opportunities

2/20/2022 8:20 PM

3528

Job loss for me and family members. Isolation. Mental health issues for me and my children
and family. 3 known young people have committed suicide in our church. Some of my family
has been forced to take a vaccine to keep their job. Some have decided to not keep their job
due to a different choice. Choices were not an option for some of us. Choice for medical
procedures should always be an option. These lock downs and mandates have caused undue
stress and none of us had any potential of dying from covid. We have lost trust in our
governments and totally lost confidence in our PMs ability to lead and govern due to his
complete lack of communication skills, his lies, scandals, giving of printed money to other
nations without first checking his own turf, his embarrassing episodes of costumes and
speeches, his need to pay his friends an inflated amount of funds, his need to be pretty in
looks ( constant selfies) , his bought off fraudulent media coverage, and his ignorance towards
ordinary peace loving citizens... Besides his use of extremist words to describe such normal
and peace loving citizens. And lest not forget how he treated our First Nations people on

2/20/2022 8:20 PM
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Reconciliation Day where another holiday surfing was far more important. Besides wasting
money on a pipeline that is not in use. Sure wastes a lot of money but never answers a
question.
3529

Yes

2/20/2022 8:20 PM

3530

Cannot travel

2/20/2022 8:20 PM

3531

My face has become very irritated from wearing a mask. My eldest child has speech issues
My youngest child does not have facial expressions Both my children have not had social
groups with their peers. Stress and worry of all of us getting sick, hearing we will be
hospitalizated and die, or very sick. Being isolated. Feeling depressed. Not being able to work.
Working from home and not having childcare is very stressful

2/20/2022 8:20 PM

3532

I have not been able to socialize in restaurants or bars because I am not vaccinated and will
never be

2/20/2022 8:20 PM

3533

2 years of not being able to freely visit family members or travel, being coerced into taking
untested jabs, division within my family,etc

2/20/2022 8:20 PM

3534

Lack of participation in society brings about depression

2/20/2022 8:20 PM

3535

I don't like the way this is nothing more then to push fear into people.

2/20/2022 8:20 PM

3536

Ruined it.

2/20/2022 8:20 PM

3537

created division, discrimination and deaths!!!!!

2/20/2022 8:20 PM

3538

Has caused unnecessary stress amongst myself, my son,my family, friends and strangers
alike. Has caused much divide amongst Canadians!

2/20/2022 8:20 PM

3539

It’s cause turmoil btwn families and friends, it’s ruined relationships and I’ve seen too many ppl
lose their jobs and lively hoods because of this

2/20/2022 8:20 PM

3540

It’s divided relationships

2/20/2022 8:19 PM

3541

My mental health is destroyed, I have medical receipts to prove the psychotherapy treatments
I’ve participated in. Personal relationships destroyed, bullied and harassed at work for not
being vaccinated. I hate living in this country now. I caught COVID from a triple jabbed
coworker and was sick for 3 days….he was sick for 3 weeks

2/20/2022 8:19 PM

3542

I can’t travel, or go to restaurants or watch my grandchildren skate or swim or play hockey.

2/20/2022 8:19 PM

3543

Loss of job

2/20/2022 8:19 PM

3544

Split society, segregation division

2/20/2022 8:19 PM

3545

Isolation. Decline in mental health. Loss of job.

2/20/2022 8:19 PM

3546

All fronts. Ruining it

2/20/2022 8:19 PM

3547

My family cannot leave country, children cannot attend college. I was forced/coerced to have
vaccine to keep employed in healthcare

2/20/2022 8:19 PM

3548

it has completely ruined my entire high school experience and put me out of work many times
in the last 2 years

2/20/2022 8:19 PM

3549

Family members

2/20/2022 8:19 PM

3550

Depression, fear mongering, lost faith in news providers/reporters, felt a national division that
rooted was unjustly founded.

2/20/2022 8:19 PM

3551

Lost all my work. Husband's job ending in a month. Two+ lost years is a lot of time.

2/20/2022 8:19 PM

3552

It has definitely ruined my life and highschool and gap year experience. Job lost for a while
friends lost no money. Just was the worst possible thing ever and could not have been handled
WORSE!

2/20/2022 8:19 PM

3553

Kept family and friends safe

2/20/2022 8:18 PM

3554

I have not be able to visit my elderly mother in an assisted living situation throughout the last
two years. She has suffered and failed physically, mentally and emotionally not being to visit

2/20/2022 8:18 PM
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with me. In my family there is division because of different decisions. This something that
never would have happened if we had simply been given a choice and not mandated to take a
shot. I have seen my children as young adults be coerced to take a shot in order to finish
university degrees, continue working and other children lose their livelihoods because they
chose not to take a mandated shot. I have children in the USA I cannot visit unless I take a
mandated shot. I have a child living oversees who I can’t visit and who cannot come home b/c
they could not leave once they came home for a visit because of Mr Trudeau will not allow
Canadian citizens to fly unless they have taken a shot. I have been told I will be responsible
for spreading a virus while standing beside people who although they have taken the shot are
just as capable as spreading a virus as I am however nothing is said to them. I am the one at
fault. I think the impact of all these mandates has been great on my life.
3555

Terribly

2/20/2022 8:18 PM

3556

I am treated like a second class citizen, no longer allowed to travel freely within my own
country. I have suffered from anxiety and depression relating to the mandates and government
restrictions

2/20/2022 8:18 PM

3557

I was not able to complete my third year of a clinical Somatics course because l could not fly
and was not vaccinated. My family has been separated and segregation has happened within
my family unit. I have suffered from extreme depression and thoughts of not wanting to be
here . Hopelessness.

2/20/2022 8:18 PM

3558

It made so I couldn't commerce.

2/20/2022 8:18 PM

3559

brime mes droit et liberté

2/20/2022 8:18 PM

3560

Senior living in isolation with depression and loneliness. Family torn apart by differing views.
Mandates forced on us by a government that only thinks of its agenda.

2/20/2022 8:18 PM

3561

We cant go out to eat , i cant play hockey , cant go to weddings, funerals,

2/20/2022 8:17 PM

3562

I’ve become depressed!! And I now hate the government!!

2/20/2022 8:17 PM

3563

Depression

2/20/2022 8:17 PM

3564

Created division between family members and friends

2/20/2022 8:17 PM

3565

It has caused division within my circle of family and friends. Which has led to anxiety, stress,
and depression.

2/20/2022 8:17 PM

3566

No gym

2/20/2022 8:17 PM

3567

Unemployment for 2 years

2/20/2022 8:17 PM

3568

Lost my job Family is fractured Stress level through the roof

2/20/2022 8:17 PM

3569

I have been unable to take my children to their recreational activities, I’m not allowed inside.
I’m not allowed to fly to England to visit my family members. It’s been very painful and hard for
my family because of these mandates. My partner can’t work in certain government buildings
now because he is not vaccinated.

2/20/2022 8:17 PM

3570

Socially, mentally, financially, health concerns etc

2/20/2022 8:17 PM

3571

While some mandates like proof of vaccine were unnecessary in my opinion I do believe that
masking is a simple solution And an easy way to ensure the safety of our most vulnerable
population including the immune suppressed, children, and all those who suffered Adverse
reactions to the vaccine and are unable to be boostered. Indoor masking should be maintained
especially in our schools.

2/20/2022 8:17 PM

3572

I just think it’s quite isolating to say you can’t have dinner with a friend or go out if you’re not
vaccinated but like literally everyone is getting it anyways, this is coming from a vaccinated
person, I think it’s damaging to mental health and putting a stigma around vaccination to a
further degree.

2/20/2022 8:17 PM

3573

Bad stress

2/20/2022 8:16 PM

3574

negatively

2/20/2022 8:16 PM

3575

We have lost the ability to do much and support small business. Most of all, the threat of being
forced to take a vaccine that has not been fully tested, that could endanger us as it has

2/20/2022 8:16 PM
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others...
3576

Depression, seclusion, isolation, income, mental health

2/20/2022 8:16 PM

3577

It’s making society miserable and everyone is now socially awkward…I hate not having my
freedoms, Canada is a FREE country where we have freedom of choice, let’s get back to that!

2/20/2022 8:16 PM

3578

I am not able to see my mom and could not visit my father when he was dying.

2/20/2022 8:16 PM

3579

Mentally and financially it has overwhelmed us.

2/20/2022 8:16 PM

3580

Totally turned my life upside down

2/20/2022 8:16 PM

3581

Restrictions and government over reach has divided my family and friends

2/20/2022 8:16 PM

3582

Prevented a good quality of life.. isolation from family and friends and fear affecting my
stability and mental health

2/20/2022 8:16 PM

3583

Depression, segregating me from my unvaccinated family, forced vaccination to keep my job

2/20/2022 8:16 PM

3584

Caused anxiety, social isolation, division in the family, kids speech has been delayed, no
social outlets for my kids, they have lost significant acedemic skills, etc. It has been
devastating to relationships and recreation outlets - - cancelled sports, and vax passports has
bumped kids out of competitive dance, etc.

2/20/2022 8:16 PM

3585

Caused divide between my family and community

2/20/2022 8:16 PM

3586

Negatively

2/20/2022 8:16 PM

3587

Gained weight, increased stress, financial ruin

2/20/2022 8:16 PM

3588

I am trapped inside my own country, unable to see my family that lives outside of Canada.

2/20/2022 8:15 PM

3589

Lost business

2/20/2022 8:15 PM

3590

Kept me safe

2/20/2022 8:15 PM

3591

Je trouve que cela a mis beaucoup de pression sur nos vies, beaucoup plus de stress, tout
est plus cher…. Le manque de rassemblements, les Noël en confinement sans toutes nos
familles ♥️❤️

2/20/2022 8:15 PM

3592

It has ripped our family apart. We had covid and survived, not sure our family will thou.

2/20/2022 8:15 PM

3593

In every way

2/20/2022 8:15 PM

3594

Kids activities, work, mental health

2/20/2022 8:15 PM

3595

I am a very depressed and anxious person and need to surrounded by my family and friends
so this has been very hard on me mentally.

2/20/2022 8:15 PM

3596

It has wrecked my economy in the country I live in. It has affected my job, the shipping of any
product you wish to order, excreta. Violence has increased, my rights and freedoms have been
invaded and numerous rules and laws have been broken by police and my government. Our so
called prime minister needs to be taken out of the position he's in and these "mandates" need
to stop and go away for good. Life needs to get back to normal before this turns into a civil
war.

2/20/2022 8:15 PM

3597

Anxiety, broke, seperated

2/20/2022 8:15 PM

3598

The trauma will be everlasting.

2/20/2022 8:15 PM

3599

It has caused a wedge between family, friends, and co-workers. It's saddens me as to how we
as Canadians are so decided.

2/20/2022 8:15 PM

3600

cant work travel stress and makes me be treated as a second class citizen

2/20/2022 8:14 PM

3601

Division in family members, isolations, loss of income due to quarantine factors.

2/20/2022 8:14 PM

3602

Losing my freedom, property/assets, family and friends.

2/20/2022 8:14 PM

3603

Not really. I live on a small town

2/20/2022 8:14 PM

3604

Made life difficult and has forced people to loose their business and raised the cost of living

2/20/2022 8:14 PM
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way too high.
3605

I can't breath with the masks

2/20/2022 8:14 PM

3606

May personal and families mental health

2/20/2022 8:14 PM

3607

Affected my ability to work, took my freedom of choice away in order to feed my family

2/20/2022 8:14 PM

3608

Like we are told what to do ,,each and everyday of our lives

2/20/2022 8:13 PM

3609

Negativly

2/20/2022 8:13 PM

3610

Horribly!

2/20/2022 8:13 PM

3611

My wife lost her job

2/20/2022 8:13 PM

3612

Not at all. It is not my choice but it is my responsibility to keep everyone safe.

2/20/2022 8:13 PM

3613

Loss of freedom for myself and my children. Limited extracurricular activities such as
swimming, libraries, dinners out. Husband having to test for work and loss of income for
unnecessary, government mandated tasks such as tests.

2/20/2022 8:13 PM

3614

I have been alienated from family. I feel like I am a second class citizen. I am not sick but
treated like I am a disease. I am blessed not to have lost my job, but am required to have
regular antigen testing done.

2/20/2022 8:13 PM

3615

My heart is broken seeing the divisiveness taking place, the restrictions has kept me from
seeing family

2/20/2022 8:13 PM

3616

I own a business and it is very hard to get employees. They have to stay home at any sign of
a cold symptom. Ridiculous

2/20/2022 8:13 PM

3617

very little. getting vaccinated to protect myself and those around me was a no-brainer. wearing
a mask is simple. I liked vaccine passports, ensuring people using businesses were as safe
and low-risk as possible

2/20/2022 8:13 PM

3618

Depression, anxiety, financially

2/20/2022 8:13 PM

3619

I couldn’t get cancer treatment I was on blood transfusions for 1 year My kidneys stopped
working I lost 90% of my business

2/20/2022 8:13 PM

3620

I lost my job, I’m traumatized be the ostracization, discrimination, ridicule, and fear for our
future rights and freedoms. I feel like a prisoner in my own country, I feel like a prisoner in my
own home!!

2/20/2022 8:13 PM

3621

It’s make a lier out of me to avoid being harassed for not being vaccinated. I was unable to go
to restaurants or on a holiday to Hawaii

2/20/2022 8:13 PM

3622

Bankruptcy

2/20/2022 8:13 PM

3623

Loss of income, continuous home schooling stress, I've had to close my business. It's
affected my kids mental health, education and they are forced to be masked between 7:10am4:45pm when they get off their bus. They have lost out on extra curriculars and also lost
spending time with family and friends. The mandates have affected my relationship with family
and friends. I have supported friends through the loss of their loved ones who passed away
after being vaccinated, also have been there for friends being diagnosed with vaccine injuries
(blood clots, myocarditus, pericarditus).

2/20/2022 8:13 PM

3624

I felt forced to do something I didn't want to do just to be able to live a halfway normal life. I
can't enjoy many public places with loved ones do to mandates

2/20/2022 8:12 PM

3625

Kept me safe

2/20/2022 8:12 PM

3626

Has made it miserable!

2/20/2022 8:12 PM

3627

Destroyed more than two years. Segregation family and friends. My business is sinking closed
more than open. Devastating for what ???

2/20/2022 8:12 PM

3628

I was not able to attend university due to vaccine mandate

2/20/2022 8:12 PM

3629

It has caused divisions and separation between family and friends,they have created fear and
anxiety,vacinated against unvaccinated.

2/20/2022 8:12 PM
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3630

Job loss, family divide, serious loss of trust in government

2/20/2022 8:12 PM

3631

Lost my job over mandates, now living in poverty

2/20/2022 8:12 PM

3632

Our family lost jobs because of these mandates.

2/20/2022 8:12 PM

3633

Depression on being locked up for years

2/20/2022 8:12 PM

3634

loss of job, division of family and friends, unable to say goodbye to family member who dies of
covid.

2/20/2022 8:11 PM

3635

Division in family, distrust of government, unwilling to use hospitals at all, distrust of police.

2/20/2022 8:11 PM

3636

Loss of work, income and children no longer able to participate in sports bc of the vaccine
mandates

2/20/2022 8:11 PM

3637

It's created a division in families, communities, etc.

2/20/2022 8:11 PM

3638

I’m unvaccinated so I’ve been limited in how I can participate in society. I’ve experienced
blatant discrimination and hate. I’ve been fearful at times to tell people my choice.

2/20/2022 8:11 PM

3639

My job my lifestyle my freedom need I say more as a father of 3 boys it's been hard

2/20/2022 8:11 PM

3640

Required to be vaccinated in order to keep my job. Mandates are not law, it’s a guideline only.
I’am in no way against vaccines, but I’am against this experimental vaccine. The purpose of a
vaccine is to prevent disease, and so far these covid vaccines have failed to meet this
definition.

2/20/2022 8:11 PM

3641

Isolation. Division within family and community. Increased anxiety.

2/20/2022 8:11 PM

3642

I had to give birth during this difficult time, very little support due to restrictions and minimum
in person support from other mothers due to restrictions

2/20/2022 8:11 PM

3643

Harmed Mental and Emotional health. Spread fear and terror. Reduced trust in the government
and authorities.

2/20/2022 8:11 PM

3644

It ruined the momentum in life, caused financial stress due to lost employment opportunities
(business shutdowns, closures etc), Stress from coercion and dehumanizing from the
government, health authorities, and other pro-vaxxers.

2/20/2022 8:11 PM

3645

Very little change

2/20/2022 8:11 PM

3646

Not Living, masks, limited family, vaccinations more than one, all bull shit. End it NOW

2/20/2022 8:10 PM

3647

Family contact

2/20/2022 8:10 PM

3648

Lost my job

2/20/2022 8:10 PM

3649

Enfants ma femme ma vie

2/20/2022 8:10 PM

3650

Talk to my psychiatrist

2/20/2022 8:10 PM

3651

Negative psychological impacts. Negative family impacts. Negative impact on children’s social
growth, scholastic growth

2/20/2022 8:10 PM

3652

Forced vaccination due to the threat of job loss

2/20/2022 8:10 PM

3653

Psychologically

2/20/2022 8:10 PM

3654

Won’t allow me to travel to and from USA as I’m a Az driver

2/20/2022 8:10 PM

3655

I'm being discriminated.

2/20/2022 8:09 PM

3656

Loss of income, family friend committed suicide, loss of rights and freedoms such as the right
to breath oxygen and not back toxic carbon dioxide, division in family and friends, not able to
see dying family member in hospital. AHS and RCMP harassing my work place because we
refused to put masking signs on the door, the list is endless.

2/20/2022 8:09 PM

3657

The division that the government has caused between family and friends coworkers etc. Is
unbelievably. And it has nothing to do covid it is totally on there shoulders . In my opinion they
are responsible for every single death in the country!!

2/20/2022 8:09 PM

3658

Put barriers between my loved ones. Kids will be behind in sports and extracurricular activities.

2/20/2022 8:09 PM
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Limited explosion and things to experience for our children. Mental health decline.
3659

Being away from friends and kids needing to cover their faces which is ridiculous

2/20/2022 8:09 PM

3660

Doesnt feel like a free canada i grew up in PM Starting a civil war.

2/20/2022 8:09 PM

3661

Almost everything in my life

2/20/2022 8:09 PM

3662

It’s affected my personal life in numerous ways, affected the option of giving back to my
community as a fire fighter and affected my business

2/20/2022 8:09 PM

3663

Stress

2/20/2022 8:09 PM

3664

Feel isolated…family division…not able to travel or see family living in other provinces

2/20/2022 8:09 PM

3665

Horribly. My Dads slowing dying in a home I can’t see him. Moms 83 and alone. Need to hear
more?

2/20/2022 8:09 PM

3666

Has created mental health issues anxiety within my house hold

2/20/2022 8:09 PM

3667

Job loss for partner, restricted life

2/20/2022 8:09 PM

3668

In every way. I cannot see family or enjoy life. It is miserable

2/20/2022 8:09 PM

3669

All aspects

2/20/2022 8:09 PM

3670

Any mandate is wrong.

2/20/2022 8:09 PM

3671

I lost my son!! I can not be a free to do all the things I enjoy in life! I can not play sports or go
and watch or coach sports! I can not gather ,greet, meet without being questioned! This is not
the CanadaI grew up in! The country I grew up in was a free and democratic society ! I feel this
is about control and putting fear into everyone! I am not happy with the criminal unjust
government, which is occurring in our country! It has to stop now! I refuse to belong to a
fascist dictatorship!

2/20/2022 8:09 PM

3672

Fired from my job. Used up all my savings just to live because the government stole my
unemployment benefits that I and my employer paid into. The government just administers the
money, not contribute a single cent!!

2/20/2022 8:08 PM

3673

It is going against my religious beliefs. It is stopping me from practicing my Bill of Rights.

2/20/2022 8:08 PM

3674

In every way and on a daily bases. I have had to wear a mask 8 hours a day.

2/20/2022 8:08 PM

3675

Removing my medical freedom of privacy, and right to choose.

2/20/2022 8:08 PM

3676

Restrained

2/20/2022 8:08 PM

3677

It has been hard not being able to just go wherever you want and be part of larger social
gatherings. Such as weddings and funerals.

2/20/2022 8:08 PM

3678

A constant feeling of general depression. Lack of joy in life. Lack of connection. Some lost
income. Job life online earns less money and takes far more effort. Watching parents living
stifled in probably their last decade of life.

2/20/2022 8:08 PM

3679

3 teen age boys are struggling and battling mentally.

2/20/2022 8:08 PM

3680

I refuse to show medical info to go to restaurants, venues, or travel

2/20/2022 8:07 PM

3681

I had to close one of my small businesses year ago, I chose to not vaccinate my kids,
therefore they can't participate in their extra curriculur sports, my now ex husband lost his job,
and after 30 years my husband and I have separated due to serious mental health issues
exasperated by the pandemic. That's just the tip of the iceberg !

2/20/2022 8:07 PM

3682

I wear a mask when I go out.

2/20/2022 8:07 PM

3683

It’s not a singular mandate, I’m not sure why this survey treats all of the various mandates as
one entity. This creates a false dichotomy making respondents see it as an either/or situation.

2/20/2022 8:07 PM

3684

I have a now 5 year old who has missed out and a 1.5 year old who doesn't know any different.
The vaccine has caused fights within my family.

2/20/2022 8:07 PM

3685

Mentally , affected kids education and social skills , increased drug and alcohol use , people
are more depressed and the list goes on and on

2/20/2022 8:07 PM
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3686

Mental health destruction. I've had 10 friends commit suicide. My once thriving business is
hanging on by a thread and that after exhausting every loan I could get which I do not know
how I am going to pay it back. Even simple things like playing hockey or going to the gym was
taken away. When I look at the numbers in terms if death rate and average age, none if this
makes sense. The world is opening back up, yet a highly vaccinated Canada is not. I want my
life back and the ability to feed my family. This is being taken from me.

2/20/2022 8:07 PM

3687

Its seperated me from my family and other people from theres

2/20/2022 8:07 PM

3688

Has not but it is wrong to take our rights away

2/20/2022 8:07 PM

3689

It’s been nothing but discrimination for a choice people have made for themselves. And the
worst part is, there’s about ZERO evidence that the Vax reduces getting it and spreading it so
these mandates are scientifically useless. Period.

2/20/2022 8:07 PM

3690

Can’t do anything

2/20/2022 8:06 PM

3691

Lost my job, do not speak to certain friends/ family members over this nonsense

2/20/2022 8:06 PM

3692

I’ve gotten to experience harsh segregation as well as discrimination. I’ve felt attacked by my
government and the national media and been made to feel unsafe for myself and for my
families well being in my own country, by my own countrymen.

2/20/2022 8:06 PM

3693

Health wise

2/20/2022 8:06 PM

3694

Made my life much worse

2/20/2022 8:06 PM

3695

Never thought when my loved ones were sick with or without Covid, I’d be forbidden to see
them or help them. Inhumane.

2/20/2022 8:06 PM

3696

Mentally, financially

2/20/2022 8:06 PM

3697

Negatively

2/20/2022 8:06 PM

3698

Lost job

2/20/2022 8:06 PM

3699

Yes

2/20/2022 8:06 PM

3700

depression

2/20/2022 8:05 PM

3701

Loss of work loss of family time with grandparents aunts uncles loss of sense of community
loss the trust of the government and so called doctors lost friendships

2/20/2022 8:05 PM

3702

Lost my job, stress, family divided, Trudeau must step down.

2/20/2022 8:05 PM

3703

In shock that my country would descend into totalitarian control like this !

2/20/2022 8:05 PM

3704

Financial loss. My entire family has suffered severe mental stress from being ostracized due
to mandates, passports and mandatory testing. We have lost all respect and trust in
government. Fear for the financial future of our country due to the mismanagement of funds.

2/20/2022 8:05 PM

3705

2 yr disaster

2/20/2022 8:05 PM

3706

Negatively - emotionally, spiritually, physically

2/20/2022 8:05 PM

3707

After two years of continuing lockdowns and mandates life as we know it has stopped . Human
interaction with one another has diminished, family and friendships have eroded and the
physiological effects of loneliness has had detrimental effects on all of us . Mistrust in
government and its agencies as well as the legacy media. Open transparent information is all
we want and need going forward. Enough already with the government divisive dialogue . We
want our lives and freedoms back, This includes the dropping of passport mandates.
Legitimacy of health policies and regulations not tainted by politics.

2/20/2022 8:05 PM

3708

47 years as an Emergency Services worker - spent my life saving yours - now I’m a second
class citizen unable to go into a restaraunt because I refuse to divulge my personal medical
history. Globalism = fascism - and the Emergency Measures act are being implemented
illegally - where is our military to arrest and court Marshall this actor and his globalist
supporters . This is not a police action - this is an insurrection

2/20/2022 8:05 PM

3709

I was forced to get the vaccine or lose my job as a Registered Nurse. We are in the middle of
a nursing crisi because we are so short staffed. We lost over a thousand nurses in BC. Now

2/20/2022 8:05 PM
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we are working short, cancelling surgeries, labs and diagnostic test are not happening fast
enough, and as a result people are suffering. This is not okay. We need bodily autonomy. We
need our workers in every sector to not fear for their livelihoods. Our children need their social
Lives back. We need a focused approach at protecting the vulnerable. I am mentally suffering
due to these mandates and I know many, many others who are also suffering.
3710

Wearing a mask and following all mandates is easy. However the price of n95 and cleaning
products does add up quickly.

2/20/2022 8:05 PM

3711

Divided Canadians!! Lost time with my grandma before her death

2/20/2022 8:05 PM

3712

Covid was not wanted but it had to be dealt with. I feel that our government did as was required
to do. Most of us have survived many have not but the medical community has done the best
job they could. I believe the scientists. When the mask mandate is gone I may still wear my
masks. That is my prerogative. I will continue to do what I can to make myself healthy. I do
not agree with what happened in Ottawa. There has been too much interference from white
supremacists and the USA. I really do not think that what happened with the truckers would
have occurred without these interferences.

2/20/2022 8:05 PM

3713

It has created great anxiety in a number of members of my family. It has created division in
my family. Members of my family have been coerced into getting vaccinated with a vaccine
that they knew was risky and that they believed there was little or no benefit to them or to
society for them to be vaccinated - so that they could keep jobs or go to university. In some
cases they feel guilty because they went against their own convictions and allowed
themselves to be coerced. Others have chosen not to be vaccinated and have dealt with the
constant anxiety caused by what has felt like psychological warfare and threats against them
by their own government. Those of us who have made the personal health choice to not to be
vaccinated have been discriminated against and have had a number of our freedoms taken
away - such as travelling - which has deprived us of many of the things we enjoy in life. As we
see our constitutional rights and freedoms taken away without justification, and as we see the
government double down even as the justification wanes, we feel fear of how far the
government will go in becoming more and more authoritarian - wonder whether we are losing
our status as a free democracy. A number of people in my family got Covid BECAUSE of the
vaccine passports. They believed it was "safe" for them to go out during the Omicron wave
because they had a vaccine passport. They caught Covid and gave it to other family
members. As they received no medical treatment and in some cases were elderly, we had to
scramble to buy vitamins and over the counter medications that might help them recover. I
could go on.

2/20/2022 8:05 PM

3714

Segregation from family and friends, stress and so much more

2/20/2022 8:04 PM

3715

.

2/20/2022 8:04 PM

3716

Sick of it all like everyone else

2/20/2022 8:04 PM

3717

It’s made me feel like a hostage in my own home,town,province, and country. I have had all 3
types of Covid and it wasn’t as bad as the government and the media claimed it to be. This
country has made we want to sell everything I own and go to a communist country as the
people get treated better

2/20/2022 8:04 PM

3718

Mom died alone and not the funeral she asked for...division in family and friends!!!

2/20/2022 8:04 PM

3719

It has made me realize that our citizens are ridiculously entitled and are blinded by their
privilege. I am saddened and have become profoundly depressed by the support my family
have given to the convoy. May we all act out of love and compassion for our neighbors.

2/20/2022 8:04 PM

3720

Very lonely

2/20/2022 8:04 PM

3721

Hard

2/20/2022 8:04 PM

3722

Distrust the government. Some of my kids have educational delays. Kids are anxious about
rules and changes every time there is an announcement.

2/20/2022 8:03 PM

3723

Created divisions in family and cost a number off rounds their jobs, their livihoods

2/20/2022 8:03 PM

3724

isolated me from my family and friends

2/20/2022 8:03 PM

3725

I now know how very deep and corrupt our government has shown itself to be!

2/20/2022 8:03 PM

3726

Not. Don’t go places where the mandates are enforced.

2/20/2022 8:03 PM
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3727

It has discriminated against us and taking away our ability to enjoy life with restaurants and
travel, it has segregated separated people family and friends

2/20/2022 8:03 PM

3728

Big depression.

2/20/2022 8:03 PM

3729

Seclusion, mental health, financial crisis, isolation, depression

2/20/2022 8:03 PM

3730

Forced to get vaxxed in order to keep job. Stress leave from work for 3 months. Witnessing
severe anger and frustrations from people in everyday settings due to different opinions on
mandates. All 5 household members forced to stay home from work and miss pay bc of "close
contact" mandates, or showing symptoms even with a negative pcr test.

2/20/2022 8:03 PM

3731

Not at all

2/20/2022 8:03 PM

3732

Mental health has deteriorated, social life has been obliterated, family relationships have
become complicated… Ibhave been a victim to paranoia, fear, oppression, discrimination,
bullying, condescension and more … I lost my pride of being Canadian.

2/20/2022 8:03 PM

3733

It’s violated my freedoms, My business, mental health, finances, relationships with friends and
family, my kids, and my families ability to access certain programs and extra curriculars. Not
to mention the fact that the government intrusion is being marketed through corrupt
propaganda as normal.

2/20/2022 8:02 PM

3734

Turned family and friends against

2/20/2022 8:02 PM

3735

It’s a long day with masks on etc

2/20/2022 8:02 PM

3736

No sports, no travel, no extracurriculars for my children. Masks at their school, mental health.
Loss of friendships family and business.

2/20/2022 8:02 PM

3737

$, depression,

2/20/2022 8:02 PM

3738

Horribly in every aspect of my life and my family’s life!

2/20/2022 8:02 PM

3739

leave without pay - dead relatives (cancer, suicide, prion disease)

2/20/2022 8:02 PM

3740

Not just my life you ruined

2/20/2022 8:02 PM

3741

Haven't seen anyone for almost two years

2/20/2022 8:02 PM

3742

Caused my life to be destroyed because of no reason at all.

2/20/2022 8:02 PM

3743

In every which was

2/20/2022 8:01 PM

3744

It hasn’t

2/20/2022 8:01 PM

3745

In many negative ways family job social interactions fitness and health

2/20/2022 8:01 PM

3746

It has affected my income, mental and emotional health of myself and family in a very
negative way. I haven’t been able to travel or even attend my sister’s funeral. My son had to
leave university and financially we are struggling hard. It has been awful. I know 4 people who
have taken their lives and do not know ONE person who has died from covid.

2/20/2022 8:01 PM

3747

Not as much as most because we have ignored them and chose not to surrender our freedom

2/20/2022 8:01 PM

3748

I see my friends suffering because of all those mandates also my kids!

2/20/2022 8:01 PM

3749

It has segregated and divided people like nothing before.

2/20/2022 8:01 PM

3750

Our business and our family, our life!!

2/20/2022 8:01 PM

3751

Negatively

2/20/2022 8:01 PM

3752

Fuck it all up

2/20/2022 8:01 PM

3753

Lost wages/mental health declined

2/20/2022 8:01 PM

3754

I have been very fortunate and it has had minimal impact for myself.

2/20/2022 8:00 PM

3755

I’m not vaxed you tell me it total BS

2/20/2022 8:00 PM

3756

I used to be a very outgoing happy go lucky person. Now I'm home nearly every single day,
ALONE. I now have anxiety leaving the house for being isolated for so long. I fear for my life at

2/20/2022 8:00 PM
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times from discrimination or medical racial attacks. Our P.M. hates me because I chose to
trust my body and Immunity. I've gained weight and fear the police if I express my Charter
freedoms in any capacity
3757

I can't go anywhere and do anything

2/20/2022 8:00 PM

3758

Has made families/friendships divided, separated, or troubled. It has negatively affected my
career and has left businesses out of work and with uncertainty for 2 years. It has instilled fear
in many people around me. A lot of mental health issues.

2/20/2022 8:00 PM

3759

Didn’t glad to do my part

2/20/2022 8:00 PM

3760

Terrible

2/20/2022 8:00 PM

3761

Loss of wages

2/20/2022 8:00 PM

3762

I'm a health care worker. I'm vaccinated and boosted but my husband is not so I'm the one
having to do all the grocery shopping. And I got sick after all vaccines I'm worried about my
health currently and have had enough of covid and trying to work and take care of my family

2/20/2022 7:59 PM

3763

Mentally

2/20/2022 7:59 PM

3764

I cant be free!!

2/20/2022 7:59 PM

3765

In every way

2/20/2022 7:59 PM

3766

It has affected my mental health and has taken he joy out of life. My daughter was also put on
unpaid leave for not taking an experimental jab. Our freedoms has been taken from us. Too
much division amongst family and friends. Life has become very sad

2/20/2022 7:59 PM

3767

Left me feeling distanced, lonely, depressed and separated from society.

2/20/2022 7:59 PM

3768

It hasn’t

2/20/2022 7:59 PM

3769

It has made it safer.

2/20/2022 7:58 PM

3770

Family is divided. Less friends

2/20/2022 7:58 PM

3771

Don’t feel safe to answer

2/20/2022 7:58 PM

3772

Created division amongst family and community

2/20/2022 7:58 PM

3773

Lost my job, got it back on the condition that I stick swabs up my nose twice a week. My job
sucks. My life sucks.

2/20/2022 7:58 PM

3774

My brother died because of it . His valve replacement kept getting cancelled over and over the
last 2 years . His valve that needed to be replaced exploded inside his heart . He was only 62
years old , I blame the Governments for this .I myself have been waiting on 2 surgeries for 2
years now and my one surgery has been cancelled 3 times now and my full knee replacement
is probably over another year away according to my Dr. My leg keeps giving out and one of
these days I know I'm going to break my leg because of this because the way it gives out is
not normal .

2/20/2022 7:58 PM

3775

Cost me my job

2/20/2022 7:58 PM

3776

Turned my life upside down

2/20/2022 7:58 PM

3777

The mandate has kept myself and my family safe. My 93 year old Mom and my 7 year old
grandson specifically. Thank you

2/20/2022 7:58 PM

3778

As a born and raised canadian, i am ready to pack up and leave this shit hole of a country

2/20/2022 7:58 PM

3779

Not much. Not where my attention is.

2/20/2022 7:58 PM

3780

Division between friends and family, sadness, many of vaccinated were forced due to income,
sports etc

2/20/2022 7:58 PM

3781

Mental anguish. Family torn apart, massive financial loss in my business, at least $500,000 in
two years. Loss 33% of clients never to return. Ridicule, Facebook attacks for not following
restrictions always to the letter, don’t travel, go out to dinners, movies or any social event
gatherings in two years. Physical loss of health by eating fast food because of being too busy

2/20/2022 7:57 PM
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all the time to cook, infighting with my spouse and kids. Distrust in all authority in Canada on
all levels.
3782

I felt forced to take my vaccinations.

2/20/2022 7:57 PM

3783

I am not free to travel as I should be.

2/20/2022 7:57 PM

3784

Depression, Locked into my home for 2 years with no hope for freedom with this current
tyrannical government! Trudeau is a dictator and must be removed. We want democracy and
the Charter of Human Rights to be enforced!

2/20/2022 7:57 PM

3785

We all need to ‘suck it up buttercup’ to protect others.

2/20/2022 7:57 PM

3786

I have been placed on unpaid leave and am even not able to collect EI because I would not
take the jab.

2/20/2022 7:57 PM

3787

Same as everyone else. Isolation, depression, and economic harm.

2/20/2022 7:57 PM

3788

Not able to enjoy my retirment

2/20/2022 7:57 PM

3789

Unnecessary vaccines, that caused health problems in my family, tension w vaccine
mandates, money out of my pocket to prove that I did not get covid, always and still negative
past 2 yrs while my vaccine members were positive, affected my credit rating when I had to
isolate for weeks, almost lost my job because of mandatory vaccine, arguments about
vaccines, and a lot more

2/20/2022 7:56 PM

3790

My wife lost thousands of dollars due to shut downs to her industry despite zero cases or
spread in our home salon.

2/20/2022 7:56 PM

3791

Slowed down work, kids are struggling with breathing as one has a lung condition and no one in
schools seem to care.

2/20/2022 7:56 PM

3792

Loneliness, depression, anger

2/20/2022 7:56 PM

3793

Has caused division with my family and friends, and has caused intense depression and
loneliness. Unnecessary fear.

2/20/2022 7:56 PM

3794

My kids have missed out on classes, sports and general life. We are miserable. Friends and
family have turned against us. We are generally depressed

2/20/2022 7:56 PM

3795

We live in retirement complex. Prior to March 14/2020 we could volunteer in all areas of facility
(long term care and assisted living). Volunteers were the life line! Because we don’t agree with
the coercive medical mandates, we are forbidden from those areas to volunteer! The CEO runs
the place like gestapo! It’s sad and it’s sick!

2/20/2022 7:56 PM

3796

All aspects ! N my marriage n job n child

2/20/2022 7:56 PM

3797

Living in a global scale takeover by an international drug cartel equipped with mass
propaganda media campaign is not how we expected to live our retirement.

2/20/2022 7:56 PM

3798

It has affected my life negatively greatly because I didn’t have a social life, I lost my job, I was
in a huge depression battling my thoughts, not being able to go or do anything unless I gave
into them pressuring me into getting the vaccine. I want it to end.

2/20/2022 7:56 PM

3799

Prevents me from getting medical care.

2/20/2022 7:56 PM

3800

My life was not affected much, but I just think it’s unjust and evil. Fauci said unvaccinated
people are equally likely to spread the virus when they are infected, which happens all the
time. Also I don’t like they don’t report most of the vaccine side effects on the mainstream
media and when they do they put a non neutral word like “rare” in the heading. Why can’t they
just report facts and leave us to make our own decision? I think there are so many things the
government officials say that do not make sense and there is something fishy going on. I can’t
help but believe they have an ulterior motive behind the vaccine mandate.

2/20/2022 7:56 PM

3801

Terribly in so many ways no gym no eating out little socializing, job opportunities gone from
vaccination status. I got covid and so did my vaccinated friends and family it isn't an
emergency at all and neither is peaceful protest

2/20/2022 7:56 PM

3802

It fucked shit up for me

2/20/2022 7:56 PM

3803

Our extended families have not gotten together during the virus. I wore a mask at first but as

2/20/2022 7:56 PM
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time went by and the truth and the REAL science started to come out, I have not worn a mask
for a year and it's been fine. I have continued to see my immediate family and grandchildren
and never stopped doing that.
3804

Isolation, depression in my husband, loss of health facilities and treatments, family divisions
and breakdowns, loss of church services and activities, loss of gym & pool use, and
meetings/volunteer activities, reduced health and physical activity ( both husband and I are
74), delayed renovations, shock and sorrow/grief over deaths of friends, unable to breath in
masks and one of us has severe chronic lung condition..heart attack, and immune
compromised. Anxiety and meds for it, insomnia, and now fear over what our government is
doing,....totalitarian, authoritarian, dictatorship. Where is our Freedom and Safety anymore?

2/20/2022 7:56 PM

3805

i feel left alone, on the side, not considered, like a threat for my fellow companion. I feel
segredated, like an under race...

2/20/2022 7:55 PM

3806

Left my job due to increased pressure (had to do twice the amount of work with mandatory
sanitizing every 30 mins, with no extra help or compensation, while also trying to be crowd
control for customers). Been unable to live a life outside of working from home/groceries due to
mandates. Been labeled as a bad person who deserves all sorts of horrible things based off of
my own personal medical decision to to get vaccinated. Lost contact with all friends and
support groups.

2/20/2022 7:55 PM

3807

SEGREGATION

2/20/2022 7:55 PM

3808

I have lost family and friends due to the divisiveness that has occurred. Travelling is
prohibited. I have not been able to play sports or eat in restaurants. I cannot go to my 50th
High School Reunion!! I cannot see my grandchildren. And more.....

2/20/2022 7:55 PM

3809

I became suicidal again with the isolation even in my senior house home. We were not allowed
to socialize or anything. My family sent the police to check on me as I they had not heard from
in in days. I was so depressed they then pulled efforts together to move me to Alberta to live
with my daughter and grandchildren. Every time I had to wear a mask I ended up sick so I just
did not go out but at least I had my daughter and grandchildren.

2/20/2022 7:55 PM

3810

I am a prisoner in my own country

2/20/2022 7:55 PM

3811

Cause of a medical condition that I have I can not be vaccinated and therefore I can’t live my
life the way I want to

2/20/2022 7:55 PM

3812

Mine and my children's mental health, my teenage boys social life has diminished, I have been
out of work, my kids are so behind in school. It is hard to afford new masks and hand sanitizer
when I can't work to even pay my bills and rent which keeps going up as well

2/20/2022 7:55 PM

3813

Loss of work. Fearful of hate that Trudeau and media have created. I am a second class
citizens with loss of rights as a citizen.

2/20/2022 7:54 PM

3814

Infringed on Canadian Charter

2/20/2022 7:54 PM

3815

Lots of ways,none positive

2/20/2022 7:54 PM

3816

I feel persecuted . I want my freedom back

2/20/2022 7:54 PM

3817

Loss of education for my children. Division in family and friends. Lack of trust in mainstream
media. Loss of trust in governments.

2/20/2022 7:54 PM

3818

How hasn’t it ….. think about it 😳

2/20/2022 7:54 PM

3819

It has had little effect on my life except for my social life. I miss people and activities.

2/20/2022 7:54 PM

3820

Can’t travel , or can’t go to concert or restaurant

2/20/2022 7:54 PM

3821

Life feels like war times without the artillery.

2/20/2022 7:54 PM

3822

Hasn't effected me at all.

2/20/2022 7:54 PM

3823

Yes, my mother-in-law was left to die alone in her room in long term care. We could not see her
when she was alive and needed us. Once she was dead, we were allowed in her room. :(

2/20/2022 7:54 PM

3824

I was hospitalized as a child due to a vaccine reaction so I opted out of this one. Therefore I
suffered from Job loss, relationship loss, complete isolation and depression, just getting by

2/20/2022 7:54 PM
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and I can’t visit my family in another province as the road conditions are not good and I can’t
fly on an airplane.
3825

Restricted my freedoms and restricted my kids schooling and sports!

2/20/2022 7:54 PM

3826

I lost my job

2/20/2022 7:54 PM

3827

Mentally physically emotionally spiritually

2/20/2022 7:53 PM

3828

Losing personal connections

2/20/2022 7:53 PM

3829

I feel like a leper and my kids have suffered. And for what? 99% survival rate virus that ruined
so many lives and businesses. Disgusting

2/20/2022 7:53 PM

3830

Friend committed suicide due to isolation.

2/20/2022 7:53 PM

3831

Negatively!!!! No benefit whatsoever

2/20/2022 7:53 PM

3832

Made me feel segregated, freedom to choose medical procedure/treatme nt was coercion.

2/20/2022 7:53 PM

3833

Loss of income, money, isolation, loneliness, breakup, impossibility of having a medical followup for my multiple sclerosis, family quarrel, anxiety.

2/20/2022 7:53 PM

3834

No job,...Not able to visit my family in Europe.

2/20/2022 7:53 PM

3835

Unable to visit family within my own country, let alone the ones that live abroad. My children
are unable to participate in activities. My youngest has lived with this her entire life

2/20/2022 7:53 PM

3836

I have two elderly people in my life, That have suffered immensely My father who has been in
hospital for months, Unable to see the people he loves the most, A dear family friend that just
pasted away alone at home, She wasn't able to do the things she need to do to keep herself
healthy, Like going to a swimming pool to keep herself strong, absolutely heartbreaking, This
has caused a lot of stress and sadness for me.

2/20/2022 7:53 PM

3837

Has divided my family that thinks we are wrong for not vaccinating for Covid

2/20/2022 7:52 PM

3838

Was unable to travel. Go to Restaurants. Shunned by Friends.

2/20/2022 7:52 PM

3839

I've lost my job as a registered nurse

2/20/2022 7:52 PM

3840

Shutter my small business. Broke up families. Greatly delayed childrens education and
impacted mental health.

2/20/2022 7:52 PM

3841

I was forced to get a vaccine that I did not want. Was terrified and cried myself to sleep most
nights leading up to having to get it. My children are missing out on being able to do normal
children things because they are not vaccinated. It has caused a lot of unnecessary stress
and anxiety.

2/20/2022 7:52 PM

3842

Limited interaction with family and friends. Fear for my family's future. Stifling freedom to
work,travel, and lead a normal life that i did before all of this nonsense.

2/20/2022 7:52 PM

3843

Its put anxiety at 90% My child’s life has been affected in so many ways it’s taking so many
experiences away from her, this needs to end

2/20/2022 7:52 PM

3844

Loss of friends, not able to take my family on various outings nor holidays, splitting members
of my family apart…

2/20/2022 7:52 PM

3845

100 percent

2/20/2022 7:52 PM

3846

I didn’t have freedom

2/20/2022 7:52 PM

3847

I am traumatized and living in fear not knowing if I will be taken away to some jail for not being
vaccinated

2/20/2022 7:52 PM

3848

We have not seen my daughter in the USA since October 2020. Our hearts are broken and this
is the biggest show of racism have ever seen in the country I was burn and raised in

2/20/2022 7:52 PM

3849

It’s been very hard not seeing people or grandchild. Causes people to be depressed

2/20/2022 7:52 PM

3850

I'm being held hostage in my own province! I can't even if wanting to be vaccinated can't and
won't because of other health issues plus its no politicians business to my health status nor
anyone else but my doctor or lawyer!!!!

2/20/2022 7:52 PM
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3851

I believe that is has saved many lives.

2/20/2022 7:52 PM

3852

Cut off from family, unable to travel provinces to see them. I'm told the measures are for my
safety at work but receive no extra pay for hazardous Work or increased exposure to a
potentially life altering illness because my job requires me to be in store and in contact.

2/20/2022 7:52 PM

3853

Mental health

2/20/2022 7:52 PM

3854

Destroyed it

2/20/2022 7:52 PM

3855

Ruins it

2/20/2022 7:52 PM

3856

I feel that the mandate has taken away my rights as a free person living in Canada to go and
enjoy the pleasures of sitting in restaurants/coffee shops with family and friends. Unable to
attend funeral homes Loved ones/friends who have passed because of limitations. It is just so
sad that our government feels that they can control us, tell us where/who we can see. I live
alone so having to stay home and not visit anyone or go anywhere takes a toll on a persons
mind.

2/20/2022 7:52 PM

3857

Depression which requires medication, which also caused a nervous stomach for which I am
taking medication to heal it

2/20/2022 7:52 PM

3858

Socially, mentally, spiritually.

2/20/2022 7:52 PM

3859

Made me a second class citizen unable to enjoy my Canadian rights and freedom. Unable to
travel or enjoy my retirement

2/20/2022 7:51 PM

3860

Made me cry many times, thinking what the heck has happened to Canada!!!

2/20/2022 7:51 PM

3861

My mental health

2/20/2022 7:51 PM

3862

I’m a single mom of two children I’m new to the hairstyling industry it’s been a struggle with the
high costs of living food fuel we are barely barley making by but we are happy am trying to see
the bright side of all sides

2/20/2022 7:51 PM

3863

I can’t go on dates with my husband nor trips. It has caused depression and anxiety in me and
family and friends.

2/20/2022 7:51 PM

3864

Isolation+ without freedom of movement, the inability to see my family.

2/20/2022 7:50 PM

3865

I have not been able to see my family in 2 years

2/20/2022 7:50 PM

3866

Been trying to keep my son from suicide from the lack of support and closure of activities he
used to attend. We were told we could mot go to funeral, dit with people who were dying, could
not go to church, school, weddings, small businesses had to close where big box stores could
stay open. Could not have friends in our house. My elderly parents had fear forced on them.
The gov gave us the CERB money and then sent threatening letters to people saying they had
to pay it back. This was very stressful on many low income people. We need more can do's
instead of can't do. We need freedom as it is now a cold or a flu.

2/20/2022 7:50 PM

3867

The mandate has effected my life and the lives of my partner and children is so many negative
ways. Where to even start?Anxiety to shop, or go out at all, cause of the discomfort over
masking and the polarization of the community, concern for my children will be discriminated
against for my choice they should not be masking as it is bad for their health, or that they
would witness discrimination. Having people ruled by fear pushing their demented fear based
views on everyone around them, concerned about them pushing them on my children, like their
teachers or anyone at school. We home school now because I do not trust the education
system wont do that exact thing. Push Fear on my children when they need the exact
opposite. The blatant obviousness that my government has absolutely no respect for my, and
my families rights and freedoms, especially our right to make our own medical choices! This
has caused so much trauma its hard to even put it into words. This is the most fundamental
and precious time for my children's lives and its the most special time for me as a mother and
the Government has taken 2 years of that from all of us. This is not a dictatorship, its not
supposed to be anyway, thats exactly what happened these last two years. We are adults with
fine cognitive functions are, the majority of us anyways, able to make our own risk
assessments and medical choices just as our laws state it should be. More people died from
fentynal than from covid in the last 2 years by a ridiculous amount! why is Covid the only thing
the government has Focoused on? Th mandates made me loose hope for our country, all our
systems, and even many of my fellow citizens who enforced the mandates when they were not

2/20/2022 7:50 PM
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deputized to do any such thing, and i lost my assurance that my children would grow up having
the ability for life, liberty, security of the person, and to pursue happiness in their own ways. I
am ASHAMED of my government! I am HEARTBROKEN for our youth! We need to get back
to the Canada I love the land of the strong and FREE.
3868

In too many way to describe.

2/20/2022 7:50 PM

3869

Not be able to see our 94 year old Vater and go and help him , he’s all alone, and not being
able to see our precious children

2/20/2022 7:50 PM

3870

They have stolen my free choice and my charter of rights

2/20/2022 7:50 PM

3871

I have lost numerous friends and family. My mental health is the lowest it's ever been in my
life and my anxiety is through the roof. I don't sleep well at night. I am afraid for my future as
well as the future of my kids and grandkids. I am restricted and segregated and judged unaccordingly.

2/20/2022 7:50 PM

3872

I have lost a few friends to suicide, notes including covid and the stress it put on them. My
mental and physical health declined. I feel a loss of freedom. Torn apart from some friends and
family. I couldn’t go to school. Everyone is drinking more and doing drugs.

2/20/2022 7:50 PM

3873

Lost everything

2/20/2022 7:50 PM

3874

It has put my mental health at risk by not letting me see my friends and family. It has run my
parents out of town to get away from all of it and has affected my breathing because of the
masks

2/20/2022 7:49 PM

3875

Negatively

2/20/2022 7:49 PM

3876

physically: I am not able to use the community recreation and pool center - and that is my best
form of therapy, particularly after hip-replacement and back issues - unable to enter certain
smaller stores without a mask (which I have a medical exemption for) to purchase items I
cannot get elsewhere. mentally / emotionally: family and friends unable to gather results in
loneliness - friends losing their business because of the lockdowns and mandates

2/20/2022 7:49 PM

3877

Destroyed it

2/20/2022 7:49 PM

3878

Forced me to go about a medical procedure I felt u ethical in rider to Maintain my job.

2/20/2022 7:49 PM

3879

Lost my job due to me not taking a shot

2/20/2022 7:49 PM

3880

alot!!!

2/20/2022 7:48 PM

3881

My business

2/20/2022 7:48 PM

3882

Loss of income! I had to close my business because I was not allowed to work on clients in
my home! My husband had fewer work hours and the cost of living has increased incredibly.

2/20/2022 7:48 PM

3883

It has affected my ability to do anything

2/20/2022 7:48 PM

3884

I have lost 2 years of my life. I have lost total autonomy over my body. I am unable to work in
my field because Of my vax status when I was good enough to be essential & a hero … but
now I’m a zero. It’s disgusting to see how this country has gone down hill. I am an immigrant
since 1985 and looking to sell off everything & leave. This is not the great country I came to.
Not even close!

2/20/2022 7:48 PM

3885

It has segregated my family from society, caused irreparable damage to my relationship and
cost me thousands of dollars, all financial assistance programs I do not qualify for

2/20/2022 7:48 PM

3886

It's made pur family feel like we're prisoners in our own country

2/20/2022 7:48 PM

3887

I lost my job and had my life upset in every way.

2/20/2022 7:48 PM

3888

Devastated. I am a second class citizen because I can’t get the vaccine because I had Bells
Palsy. Now I can’t fly or see my clients when they are performing.

2/20/2022 7:48 PM

3889

Depression, loss of income

2/20/2022 7:48 PM

3890

It has destroyed relationships with family and friends

2/20/2022 7:47 PM

3891

It has held me back, robbed my of 2 years of living like a free Canadian should live. Robbed
me of money, friends and family times.

2/20/2022 7:47 PM
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3892

Mentally

2/20/2022 7:47 PM

3893

Keeping families apart, children going into depression and taking their childhood away. Family
members going through medical emergencies alone with no support.

2/20/2022 7:47 PM

3894

Feel pressured to do what doesn't make sense

2/20/2022 7:47 PM

3895

The mandates have impacted my ability to carry on business, live in my community and
interact with those of my community. They have torn apart family relationships and destroyed
long-held friendships. They have ruined most of the businesses in my community.

2/20/2022 7:47 PM

3896

Negative impact. Mental & physical health have eroded. Relationships have suffered. Loss of
self confidence, financial strain, unhealthy weight loss.

2/20/2022 7:47 PM

3897

It has caused severe isolation from loved ones, missed medical treatments, destroyed
friendships, lost job, focused medical treatment that I did not agree with.

2/20/2022 7:47 PM

3898

Mentally ,physically livelihood job.

2/20/2022 7:47 PM

3899

I became depressed and had to get my doctor to prescribe medication. Also my health care
has suffered immensely

2/20/2022 7:47 PM

3900

Missing family

2/20/2022 7:46 PM

3901

SEVERE Depression

2/20/2022 7:46 PM

3902

I’m fully vaccinated and have had covid twice. I can’t understand what all these restrictions
and mandates are protecting me from???

2/20/2022 7:46 PM

3903

Loss of income, mental health, family and friends losing their jobs, and their mental health.
Wearing a mask and not being able to smile!

2/20/2022 7:46 PM

3904

The mandates have affected me financially, mentally, emotionally and physically

2/20/2022 7:46 PM

3905

Left me feeling divided and stressed

2/20/2022 7:46 PM

3906

Negatively,

2/20/2022 7:46 PM

3907

My children have lost 2 years of their life and the mandates have imposed anxiety and lack of
life needed skills for my children

2/20/2022 7:46 PM

3908

Rupture Trouble de santé mentale Conflit relationnel Incapacité à travailler Perte de jouissance
de la vie Fin de la danse Fin de l'accès aux loisirs Déménagement Sentiment de fardeau
parentale Conflit d'allégeance de la vaccination avec père de mon enfant

2/20/2022 7:46 PM

3909

Lost my job

2/20/2022 7:46 PM

3910

I do not have my brain tumor checked on as I will have to be alone and if need surgery will
require vax despite being at risk for taking it. Tumor wrapped around carotid artery. My children
haven’t played sports and now my son should be going off to university but can’t under current
mandate.😢 my eledesy son needs mental health services that can’t be accessed because of
lockdowns.

2/20/2022 7:45 PM

3911

made me stay home and PAY $$$ for the actions of selfish antivaxers....tired of the
government at all levels not enforcing what is in CANADAS best interests.

2/20/2022 7:45 PM

3912

It’s made me realize the government spreads lies snd the media is their puppet

2/20/2022 7:45 PM

3913

Mentally

2/20/2022 7:45 PM

3914

Family members have split due to this mandate. My kids dad is crazy against the govt and my
kids dad doesn't even see they exist. I work in health care and I'm burnt the eff out

2/20/2022 7:45 PM

3915

Freedom

2/20/2022 7:45 PM

3916

Secluded me from seeing my dad since July 2021. Divided my family and friends Prevented
me from domestic travel.

2/20/2022 7:45 PM

3917

It has had some minor inconveniences. But as a whole, I believe that most of the decisions
made by public health and governments have been effective. And our family has done our part
as have 90 ish % of Ontario.

2/20/2022 7:45 PM
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3918

Affected everyday life

2/20/2022 7:45 PM

3919

Loss of job, anxiety and depression in children, lost savings, mistrust in government and
media, uncertainty about future

2/20/2022 7:45 PM

3920

Created enormous tension and it violated my health and my lifestyle.

2/20/2022 7:45 PM

3921

It has caused division

2/20/2022 7:45 PM

3922

mental health destroyed

2/20/2022 7:45 PM

3923

My husband lost his job of 22 yrs. Our oldest daughter lost her federal government job. My son
got booted outed of his business college program when they decided to discontinue the online
curriculum and he got kicked out of junior level hockey which he had worked hard to achieve. I
was not allowed to eat in my work building with the vaccinated workers, having to go out to my
car to eat. We live in Canada by the way. All of this because we weren’t vaccinated. My
parents suffered depression because they were too afraid to be visited by us or to socialize
and became very lonely. My mother, her sister and her good friend all had episodes of transient
global amnesia within a short time of receiving vaccine boosters for “covid.” Our teenage
children suffered depression during lockdowns and one of their friend’s attempted suicide. It
caused division in our home. Our teenagers were torn, weren’t sure about the vaccines but
took them anyway because of pressure at school and on social media. I pleaded with tears for
them not to, knowing the potential health risks involved and the unknown risks. This cause is
great mental stress.

2/20/2022 7:44 PM

3924

Depression, family economics

2/20/2022 7:44 PM

3925

I have lost friends and it has divided family... My heart is broken. So is Canada. We need new
leadership

2/20/2022 7:44 PM

3926

Segregation. Stress. Work. Family. Friends. Nothing good came from these unnecessary
mandates.

2/20/2022 7:44 PM

3927

Terribly. They are doing nothing but causing inconveniences with no science to back any of the
mandates.

2/20/2022 7:44 PM

3928

Has made work slow cost alot of extra money extremely inconvenient... and with all the money
the government is handing out to people that are using the system to not have to go to work
now we are paying extra in taxes and fuel and food and has made the world a terrible place
where we can't buy anything or if it is available it's triple the regular price

2/20/2022 7:43 PM

3929

Reduced my income dramatically Torn me away from my grandchildren

2/20/2022 7:43 PM

3930

Can not go anywhere with my family, pay check has not increased but the cost of everything
has skyrocketed

2/20/2022 7:43 PM

3931

miserable, death of friends due to vaccine injury

2/20/2022 7:43 PM

3932

I have lost my job effected me emotionally I have watched the elderly die from loneliness has
caused some friends and family members to take opposite sides therefore has destroyed
relationships and have seen family members suffer from adverse side effects from the vaccine
and have personally been insulted by my company human relations person tell us that we are
fronting workers we do not deserve increase pay and to go back and do my job there is a lack
of combination between companies and the government and the ordinary person

2/20/2022 7:43 PM

3933

I was able to keep my job being unvaxxed. I do rapid test 3X week.

2/20/2022 7:43 PM

3934

It has effected ever part of my life an job as a front line healthcare worker

2/20/2022 7:43 PM

3935

Cut me off from family, friends and colleagues in the US and parts of Canada; has severely
limited my ability to travel; has hampered my ability to do my work.

2/20/2022 7:42 PM

3936

It hasn’t really

2/20/2022 7:42 PM

3937

Unvaccinated, couldn’t do anything

2/20/2022 7:42 PM

3938

It’s helped my family feel safer when we go out. At most, the mandates have been a minor
inconvenience.

2/20/2022 7:42 PM

3939

My wife lost her job. Less work hours. Mental stress

2/20/2022 7:42 PM
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3940

I can no longer cross the Canadian/US border to do commercial business as of January 15th.
It doesn’t make sense as I’m in more contact with people at the grocery store than where I
pick up my shipments. I am also unable to go to concerts, bars or restaurants. We haven’t
been able to watch our daughters public competitions (cheerleading). It’s really become a twotiered country, this who can participate in society and those who can’t.

2/20/2022 7:42 PM

3941

My family is destroyed, my friends are terrified of life now, my wife and I can't go anywhere
that requires Vax pass. The whole ordeal is about crippling our democracy to usher in the new
world order that Obama will be the poster child for.

2/20/2022 7:42 PM

3942

Minor inconveniences have protected more people from death.

2/20/2022 7:42 PM

3943

Mentally, financially

2/20/2022 7:42 PM

3944

Ruined it

2/20/2022 7:41 PM

3945

Split up our families on my and my wife's side, caused huge stress and anxiety, reduced trust
in governments and health authorities, increased fear and concern about the future if these
draconian unscientifically backed mandates continue. Why would the government and current
health representatives attend an open public meeting to discuss our concerns about the
science and all these policies ? This is not the Canada that I grew up in.

2/20/2022 7:41 PM

3946

Basically controlled what I could or couldn't do

2/20/2022 7:41 PM

3947

Mentallydepressing

2/20/2022 7:41 PM

3948

Children, loss of work, mental health issues,

2/20/2022 7:41 PM

3949

Lost my job, lost numerous life long friends, can't watch my 14yr old play hockey, been ignored
by all local politicians. School districts have accussed me of harrassment for sending credible
info ( Dr. Malone, Dr.McCollough, Dr.Hoff etc). I've lost faith in Public Health (UBC produces
lipid nano particles) Henry has financial interest, Trudeau owns 40% of Global Vaccines- Great
Reset- Klaus Swabb- Freeland, Trudeau, Gates, etc etc...its absolutely disgusting. The
Government, PH and every other entity that has ignored Pfizers own early data- are
murders..Bonnie ur wrong..safe and effective- ur a murderer for profit. Myodcartis, stillborn,
Pfizers own data...Moderna stocks are 70% down, Pfizer 19%. One America plus multiple
other companies noted an 40% increase in deaths, funeral homes can't believe the increase.
They are murdering thieves and need and will be held accountable. Shame on the mediashame on all of you.

2/20/2022 7:41 PM

3950

Cant do anything

2/20/2022 7:41 PM

3951

These mandates have had a very negative impact on my life, my children’s and
grandchildren’s lives as well. I have become very depressed and I believe my health has
declined considerably too. I’ve lost friends and family members because of Turdeau’s divisive
rhetoric. I have lost complete trust in our political system and faith in our doctors.

2/20/2022 7:41 PM

3952

I'm aware of the agenda behind this global governance the satanic agenda as the Lord Jesus
Christ will always shed light on the darkness of the world so his children can expose it.

2/20/2022 7:41 PM

3953

Throughout 4 miscarriages in 1 year, after 12 years of infertility, I have been unable to see my
therapist except online. I have been placed on unpaid leave from my job. I have suffered with
anxiety and have been unable to see my doctor. I have been unable to go to restaurants, and
movies with my husband.

2/20/2022 7:41 PM

3954

I have lost a sense of peace. I am with at least one other person every day, all day long. Most
of the time it has been four adults all together, all day. I feel smothered and irritable and
emotionally exhausted. There is no haven for solitude for me, no place I can go to get away
from the constant barrage of people in my space.

2/20/2022 7:41 PM

3955

Harmed business, lost friendships, strained family

2/20/2022 7:40 PM

3956

Negatively

2/20/2022 7:40 PM

3957

Family divided, friends

2/20/2022 7:40 PM

3958

It had given me depression and suicidal thoughts

2/20/2022 7:40 PM

3959

split up family living in Canada and US - kids have lost so much out of their life - graduation
school experiences - university - family has experienced mental health issues never before

2/20/2022 7:40 PM
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seen. Marriage struggles
3960

Destroyed all aspects of my life. Also delayed my cancer treatments despite hospital not being
overwhelmed. All propaganda, all of it.

2/20/2022 7:40 PM

3961

I was forced to get the vaccine to be able to keep my job

2/20/2022 7:40 PM

3962

It has caused isolation, loss of job, conflicts with friends and family

2/20/2022 7:40 PM

3963

For 2 long years, I had absolutely no life whatsoever. It affected me physically, mentally and
morally. I lost a lot of friends. Was ans still am very depressed. 😪

2/20/2022 7:40 PM

3964

Can't see my family or go to funerals

2/20/2022 7:40 PM

3965

Makes you feel trapped at home and cant go anywhere

2/20/2022 7:39 PM

3966

Isolated

2/20/2022 7:39 PM

3967

I have lost important time with my dad before he passed away in September and many family
times with my grandkids.

2/20/2022 7:39 PM

3968

Every aspect.

2/20/2022 7:39 PM

3969

It has had a detrimental effect on my social, family, and Church life.

2/20/2022 7:39 PM

3970

The mandates enabled me as a frontline healthcare worker to be able to stay somewhat
connected to events and community in a safer setting.

2/20/2022 7:39 PM

3971

I have not participated in my culture or faith, nor have my children been able to breath in gym
class or show their emotions to other children.

2/20/2022 7:39 PM

3972

Loss of friends. Loss of job . Loss of trust of Federal Government. Loss of tolerance of
mandates .

2/20/2022 7:39 PM

3973

It has brought segregation and hate into a country that was once loving and caring. Our PM
has done an amazing job of creation by hate and divide with name calling and temper
tantruming while accusing other groups of spreading mysogony, racist and condoning violence
with ‘tolerating these people’ and has forgotten he works for the Canadian people not the other
way around. It’s a democracy not a dictatorship

2/20/2022 7:39 PM

3974

Minor inconvenience at home. Major inconvenience for travel.

2/20/2022 7:39 PM

3975

Brought isolation, separation Caused anxiety, stress

2/20/2022 7:39 PM

3976

Loss of work, unable to see family and friends

2/20/2022 7:39 PM

3977

Family Dying and I cannot be there for them

2/20/2022 7:39 PM

3978

Introduction of the Emergencies Act which is a massive and frightening over reach. Mandates
causing terrible division between friends and family members. Loss of jobs and housing due to
higher poverty level created by mandates.

2/20/2022 7:39 PM

3979

I have lost my job and it has caused distance and damage to my family and friends

2/20/2022 7:38 PM

3980

It's effected me and everyone I know.

2/20/2022 7:38 PM

3981

been to long. poor decision making by the government

2/20/2022 7:38 PM

3982

Not affected it.

2/20/2022 7:38 PM

3983

How hasn't it

2/20/2022 7:38 PM

3984

I am not vaccinated, for many reasons, but I have to say one of my top reasons was I felt
something wasn’t right and I didn’t trust the Federal Government, Especially after forcing
vaccines. My daughter has had issues with it because she cannot go places with her friends
who are vaccinated. I have been called names and treated like an outcast, oh I can handle that
but my daughter shouldn’t have to.

2/20/2022 7:38 PM

3985

Job loss! Family divided, depression! My sister died from an adverse reaction to the
government’s vaccine!

2/20/2022 7:38 PM

3986

Nightmare!! Feel like we have a communist government. Trudeau just hides under his desk
rather than have a conversation with the protesters. He has to go, before we become the third

2/20/2022 7:38 PM
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world country that he wants us to be.
3987

Hasn’t

2/20/2022 7:37 PM

3988

To many ways to list

2/20/2022 7:37 PM

3989

Cost of living, invasion of constitutional rights

2/20/2022 7:37 PM

3990

No rest, stress no travel possibilities except under more control

2/20/2022 7:36 PM

3991

it's excluded me from society and from finding employment. it's excluded me from bringing my
elderly parents to their medical appointments at the hospitals or from visiting the relatives i
have in long term care.

2/20/2022 7:36 PM

3992

A used extreme hardship of our business

2/20/2022 7:36 PM

3993

In every way possible

2/20/2022 7:36 PM

3994

I had a son who can't have the vax so i stand by his side and decided to not take the vax to
secure him and show him he's not alone. On 6 people in my household, 3 are vaccinated ( my
husband and my 2 teenagers) and me, my son with a disease and the youngest are not. We
can't go to any activities with the rest of the family and we hace to adapt our daily routine to it
too. No more sport for him, no more restaurant, no more friends at home... how sad it is for
him!!! So now, we are ready to live with the risk. We know there's medecine available in case
he need it. We are afraid no more! Let kids play !!!

2/20/2022 7:36 PM

3995

Made me feel much safer

2/20/2022 7:36 PM

3996

Far less social contact than prior to 2020

2/20/2022 7:36 PM

3997

In every way

2/20/2022 7:36 PM

3998

Difficult to socialize with people.

2/20/2022 7:36 PM

3999

Trudeau is trying to make us a communist country. He is a dictator with no brain. It was a
PEACEFUL PROTEST!!!

2/20/2022 7:35 PM

4000

I have lost trust in the Canadian Government. I have seen the extent that our government is
incapable to understand balanced, impartial science and prefer to push an agenda that is
unscientific and perpetuate fear. I worry that the doctor patient relationship has been damaged,
and people have lost their right to informed consent for medical procedures.

2/20/2022 7:35 PM

4001

Has not allowed me to fly to Vancouver to visit my ailing aging parents in Vernon

2/20/2022 7:35 PM

4002

My business has suffered

2/20/2022 7:35 PM

4003

It is the population sleeping on covid restrictions because in their view, political science is
enough but real science scientific uncorrupt medicine is not the top decider. No Discernment
and no responsibility on their own.

2/20/2022 7:35 PM

4004

I've lost my job. Been stuck mostly at home for months. Been lied to, that getting the vaccine
will end the pandemic, the restrictions, that the hospital rates would go down.

2/20/2022 7:35 PM

4005

Limited social contact.

2/20/2022 7:35 PM

4006

I live in BC and my daughter lives in Ontario. Not being able to fly and see her. Jobs requiring
vaccine shots which I do not have. Gone more in debt these last two years then ever before.
Being divided from my fellow Canadians and being harassed because I don't have it.

2/20/2022 7:35 PM

4007

I quit my job ( rotational worker) because mandates made it to hard on my family. So an easy
choice was made to choose family. With current mandates be having to be vaccinated to be
able to fly. I would be unable to get to work. Not to mention drive wedges between the family i
choose and myself bc they can all go out to socialize and now I am left behind bc I was
considered a health risk. Now evidence is clear vaccated transmission virus just as successful
as unvaccinated so leaving them out of society is no longer justified. Just punishing them for
thinking for themselves

2/20/2022 7:35 PM

4008

Of course its been difficult but i feel some people are very weak minded and there are worse
things in the world like real war!

2/20/2022 7:35 PM

4009

My social skills

2/20/2022 7:35 PM
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4010

Are you kidding me?

2/20/2022 7:35 PM

4011

Locked in, Can't socialize. been belittled for not getting vaxxed!

2/20/2022 7:34 PM

4012

It has forced me to take a vaccine that I otherwise would have declined. I am not anti vaccine
as I have many other vaccines such as the MMR.

2/20/2022 7:34 PM

4013

I can not visit my family in nursing homes, restricted my son from being in sports. Was forced
to get a vaccine I don't agree with. The list goes on.

2/20/2022 7:34 PM

4014

Forced me to get a vaccine I did not want to take just so I could work. Huge anxiety about it.
Terrified to be forced to take a booster. I’ve had Covid & the J&J vaccine. One & done & never
again. Prior to vaccine in my research days, I was shamed, ridiculed, isolated, made to feel
dirty & unwashed, the looks, the arrogance of the vaccinated weighed so heavy on me. People
called me a conspiracy theorist. Funny how they’re not theories any longer. Mentally fatigued
with some down days. Watching this corrupt government take control & enforce all of this is so
frightening. I’m so afraid for the children… We deserve better.

2/20/2022 7:34 PM

4015

I was threatened to lose my job and coerced to take the jab. It cased me depression, anxiety
and work exhaustion. I lost my relationship and many friends and family division.

2/20/2022 7:34 PM

4016

destroyed it.

2/20/2022 7:34 PM

4017

It has built wall, shut down religion, imposed fines and imprisonment upon people to curtail
lawful liberties. I hate it. it's made people hateful, divisive,

2/20/2022 7:34 PM

4018

Husband lost a job. Down the one income. Have had to ask for financial assistance because
not eligible for EI.

2/20/2022 7:34 PM

4019

Every aspect. Social, financial, mental, physical, community, family. From this point forward,
give people their freedom back and everyone can go back to doing what they think is right.

2/20/2022 7:34 PM

4020

In every day life always!

2/20/2022 7:33 PM

4021

Harms. Harder and unable to see much of my family. Loss of friends. Increased cost of living.
Major increase in general axiety.

2/20/2022 7:33 PM

4022

Interfered with my potential to earn income, my friendships, my opportunity to travel. I believe
it has impacted my health as I’ve had to wear a mask for 10-12 hours a day at work. It has
impacted my mental health.

2/20/2022 7:33 PM

4023

Deeply

2/20/2022 7:33 PM

4024

Terribly. Kept our immediate family from being together, even when none of us are I'll. Kept us
from being free and travel. Not being able to live our own way and making our own choices.

2/20/2022 7:33 PM

4025

It hasn't. I'm taking care of the vulnerable around me and will continue to do so. The trucker
convoys are full of racism and are in fact terrorist organizations that need to stop

2/20/2022 7:33 PM

4026

Destroy are small community organizations that been able to do fundraising

2/20/2022 7:33 PM

4027

Not at all

2/20/2022 7:33 PM

4028

Unable to visit mother in hospital, unable to travel, strain on relationships, mental anguish,
depression

2/20/2022 7:33 PM

4029

Everything

2/20/2022 7:33 PM

4030

It has had a devastating impact on our family business employees and their families

2/20/2022 7:33 PM

4031

Affected me by family division. Income loss with work.

2/20/2022 7:33 PM

4032

Discriminated against, loss of enjoyment, hate due to government propaganda

2/20/2022 7:32 PM

4033

it has made second class citizens and divided our once great nation. it is time for love and
unity

2/20/2022 7:32 PM

4034

Financial and emotional and physical hardships for me and everyone I love

2/20/2022 7:32 PM

4035

I am a hospital employee. Mandates save lives

2/20/2022 7:32 PM

4036

I have CPTSD and since this pandemic has started my mental health has declined. I had been

2/20/2022 7:32 PM
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going to the gym everyday and my mental health had been improving. The lockdowns than
happened and my whole life went to shit. I have a mask exemption and so I am very self
conscious about going out any where in public. With my CPTSD comes all the usually mental
illnesses like depression and anxiety so instead of feeling that anxiety of being looked at
differently or being yelled at because I didn’t have “proof” of my exemption; I isolated in my
house and than became depressed. The deeper I got in my depression the more my family
suffered. Lockdowns than were lifted and gyms were open because of my poor mental health it
took me much longer than it should have to get back into going to the gym. It didn’t help that
the gym I was going to had went under and closed permanently. I was than tasked with having
to find a new gym a new group of people it was so fear out of my comfort zone. I did it though
got back into routine and was starting to feel better mentally and physically. Than BAM another
lockdown and gyms are closed once again. This time it was after March break so I am now
lockdown with my children to become a teacher and parent and still maintain my mental
health!! It sure was a struggle I don’t know how I survived some days but we made it through.
My sons had football. We have routine and football. Than things are opening up again. Kids are
going back to school gyms are open. Things look like they’re going back to normal. Than
guess what another lock down. This has to stop. My youngest son has asthma and since
wearing these masks his asthma has gotten worse and he’s had to use his puffers after not
having to for years. My other son has become isolated and angry when before he was so
social and happier. These mandates have negatively affected my family.
4037

I feel safe, thanks to my government in the face of an unpredictable pandemic.

2/20/2022 7:32 PM

4038

It’s really been good at exposing the corruption worldwide.

2/20/2022 7:32 PM

4039

Mental illness, injuries, loss of family members

2/20/2022 7:32 PM

4040

being retired it has not changed much but realising giving up some freedom is important for
democracy

2/20/2022 7:31 PM

4041

It has been the worst two years of my life! I have 5 small kids. We can’t take them anywhere
or do anything fun. They have mostly been stuck inside especially with winter time being
harder. I refuse to mask them so we are homeschooling and only take them to stores that
allow us in without a mask. This plandemic is bullshit and needs to stop. We are seriously
considering a move to a free state in USA

2/20/2022 7:31 PM

4042

Loss n isolation

2/20/2022 7:31 PM

4043

It has cost me my freedoms my income amount. Stress , relationships.

2/20/2022 7:31 PM

4044

Restricted human rights

2/20/2022 7:31 PM

4045

Father died in isolation at a nursing home. Children unable to play minor sports. Friend
committed suicide. No ability to travel.

2/20/2022 7:31 PM

4046

can't come back from vacation without vaccine and leave again as I wish

2/20/2022 7:31 PM

4047

Travel

2/20/2022 7:31 PM

4048

Let’s just move on

2/20/2022 7:31 PM

4049

Isolation for too long

2/20/2022 7:31 PM

4050

Feel segregated in society, affected my mental health, feel like a prisoner in my own house
without the freedom to travel

2/20/2022 7:31 PM

4051

2 years of living in a free country that isnt free. Just like everyone else.

2/20/2022 7:31 PM

4052

Job threatened, broken family relationships, ostrasized from public social areas

2/20/2022 7:31 PM

4053

Terrible

2/20/2022 7:30 PM

4054

Divided families. Travel restrictions. Can't be in hospital to visit sick family.

2/20/2022 7:30 PM

4055

Lost clients, surgery got delayed, can’t travel,

2/20/2022 7:30 PM

4056

I have felt safe in all my activities.

2/20/2022 7:30 PM

4057

Ruined it.

2/20/2022 7:30 PM

4058

it has taken away my GOD GIVEN RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS. IT HASDIVIDED MY FAMILY

2/20/2022 7:30 PM
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AND FRIENDS. I have been segregated against. It has caused me to lose respect for my
government and humanity. it has affected my mental health! and employment.
4059

I have been out of work for 2 years because of the mandates. I travel throughout Atlantic
Canada to trade shows and exhibitions which have either been cancelled or severely restricted
due to the governments handling of Covid. I refuse to wear a mask or get the vaccination so
I'm restricted as to where I am allowed to Canada. There is no more freedom in Canada.

2/20/2022 7:30 PM

4060

It has divided my family

2/20/2022 7:30 PM

4061

Severally, can’t do anything

2/20/2022 7:30 PM

4062

Families and friends are getting devided

2/20/2022 7:30 PM

4063

They have made my life unbearable. They have divided the Country and allowed for
discrimination of certain Canadians.

2/20/2022 7:30 PM

4064

too many to list

2/20/2022 7:29 PM

4065

Can't be with all my family

2/20/2022 7:29 PM

4066

Depressed, feel isolated and sad. Scared for my childrens future. Want them to live in a free
country

2/20/2022 7:29 PM

4067

Negatively in many ways such as financial.

2/20/2022 7:29 PM

4068

Very badly, I became depressed & wanting to die.

2/20/2022 7:29 PM

4069

My body my choice...

2/20/2022 7:29 PM

4070

Mental health, physical health, so much stress.

2/20/2022 7:28 PM

4071

It has divided my family and friends with major damage to the relationships. I am a nurse and I
have witnessed first hand severe mental health damage to the community I served. I also
witnessed gross mismanagement of resources and delays in life saving healthcare to the
public. I also lost my job due to the mandates. I had been a nurse for 12 years. I worked on
one of the first Covid units in our zone. I saw a lot and as time passed and we gained more
information about Covid from around the world, the more we saw politics overreaching and
changing the foundations of medical relationships and rights. It is very complex how this world
wide situation has been destroying the fabric of civilized society. The politicians are drunk with
power while the medical professionals of the world are no longer able to critically think and
express their opinions if it doesn’t follow the prescribed narrative. This is wrong. Please help
restore our country to one of intelligent cooperation with compassion and freedom to think,
speak, gather, and participate in society without fear of losing our livelihood and ability to
travel.

2/20/2022 7:28 PM

4072

Feeling like a slave

2/20/2022 7:28 PM

4073

negatively

2/20/2022 7:28 PM

4074

I've been ok, but know very many who have not. The absolutely incredible steps the prime
minister has recently taken are inexcusable, primarily the Emergency Act.

2/20/2022 7:27 PM

4075

Got vaccine I did not want

2/20/2022 7:27 PM

4076

My husband lost his job, it put a huge strain on my job where I had to quit. My household (4
adults) require first aid for new job but are unable to take course because we don't have
vaccine passport. It has put a wedge in relationships because some people believe the rhetoric
the government and health officials spout on the unvaxxed being unclean. Was treated less
then during my hospital stay when compared to vaxxed. Mental health declined on many
people in our family and friends. As a result, I have very little trust in medical system, MSM or
government- especially since Convoy. Shame on all those following the narrative at the
expense of the many

2/20/2022 7:27 PM

4077

I've been on a stressleace from work

2/20/2022 7:27 PM

4078

No comment

2/20/2022 7:27 PM

4079

I am not happy anymore, feel lonely, I miss going to restaurants and coffee shops with friends.
I would like to travel and see my mom. This has to stop NOW!

2/20/2022 7:27 PM
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4080

My freedom. Also, I believe the vaccine has caused a lot of inflammation in my body.

2/20/2022 7:27 PM

4081

Yes

2/20/2022 7:27 PM

4082

Many negative ways

2/20/2022 7:27 PM

4083

Negative in every aspect

2/20/2022 7:27 PM

4084

I have not been able to socialize with my family

2/20/2022 7:26 PM

4085

It has had a negative affect on my life. Lots of hours at work, my children social skills that I
work so hard for have suffered, unable to travel and see friends, my children and my mental
health has suffered greatly. Mandates need to end now and we need to learn to get back to
normal life and live with this flu like virus! Enough!

2/20/2022 7:26 PM

4086

Mentally

2/20/2022 7:26 PM

4087

Depression

2/20/2022 7:26 PM

4088

Not able to enjoy the things i used to

2/20/2022 7:26 PM

4089

I feel sad and deoressed

2/20/2022 7:26 PM

4090

I get very depressed when I am stuck at home a lot. My grades are affected.

2/20/2022 7:26 PM

4091

Killed it

2/20/2022 7:26 PM

4092

I will not work in a place that enforces masks or vaccines, therefore since I moved back to
B.C. more than a year ago, I have not found a job i can work at.

2/20/2022 7:26 PM

4093

Financial deviation of my small business

2/20/2022 7:26 PM

4094

It’s been very difficult mentally, to cope with restrictions that didn’t make sense. Then be told
we are inadvertently going to force you, through coercion, to comply with this vaccination.
These vaccinations were largely untested, until now. The fallout, hasn’t been good.

2/20/2022 7:26 PM

4095

Had no job for months

2/20/2022 7:26 PM

4096

My ability to farm and by equipment

2/20/2022 7:26 PM

4097

Prevented working

2/20/2022 7:26 PM

4098

Huge financial loss as well as human contact (mental health)

2/20/2022 7:26 PM

4099

Has not, not yet. Am retired.

2/20/2022 7:26 PM

4100

Mentally drained

2/20/2022 7:26 PM

4101

It has given me incredible anxiety and closed me off from my family

2/20/2022 7:26 PM

4102

On my social Life

2/20/2022 7:26 PM

4103

It has taken the lives of 3 people in my life and effected numerous others including myself
through vaccines, restrictions, lack of medical attention due to restrictions, mental health, drug
addiction and suicide

2/20/2022 7:25 PM

4104

I can no longer use several of my Charter rights, including leaving the country. My employment
is at risk now because of vaccine mandates. The mandates of all kinds have created a violent
division in society, after so many years of working towards equality.

2/20/2022 7:25 PM

4105

I’ve wondered why parliament is as weak as it is for decisions now

2/20/2022 7:25 PM

4106

It has sucked. And I believe it has saved many lives possibly of people I love

2/20/2022 7:25 PM

4107

I cant go to movies or out with friends

2/20/2022 7:25 PM

4108

I can’t visit or hug family because of the mandates, certain family members can’t be around
me because I work with the public daily and these certain family members are considered to
be high risk.

2/20/2022 7:25 PM

4109

Broken friendships. Removed my children from school. Destroyed my faith in my government
and medical system.

2/20/2022 7:25 PM

4110

Every points of my life

2/20/2022 7:25 PM
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4111

Everything is effected

2/20/2022 7:25 PM

4112

Oh man! Relationships broken, earning income decrease, stress on our mental health and our
children’s, disruption in routines for the kids school and physical development etc.

2/20/2022 7:25 PM

4113

Masks have brought on severe headaches. Division with family. Job loss and anxiety.

2/20/2022 7:24 PM

4114

Loss of business and livelihood

2/20/2022 7:24 PM

4115

Lost my job

2/20/2022 7:24 PM

4116

Taken my personal rights away, my rights to free speech and the ability to decide what I want
injected into my body! It is my body my choice!

2/20/2022 7:24 PM

4117

I am at home all the time ,I look after my father in law so I am vaxed as my choice to protect
him , my husband travels for work I have lost friends because of choices I have made I am
sad and find my self embarrassed at being a Canadian because of the lies the media spreads
and all the things our prime minister has done and got away with. Why is Trudeau aloud to
March in blm when they burnt down police stations and flipped over cop cars how could he
support violence then use emergency acts in Canada.

2/20/2022 7:24 PM

4118

Financially and mentally

2/20/2022 7:24 PM

4119

cant visit family and friends

2/20/2022 7:24 PM

4120

I lost my job

2/20/2022 7:24 PM

4121

Has not affected my life

2/20/2022 7:24 PM

4122

Negatively

2/20/2022 7:24 PM

4123

I am a senior and it has caused me to stay away from my friends. I have definitely isolated
myself from going out very often . I just want to be free to hug and spend time with the people
that I love and care about.

2/20/2022 7:24 PM

4124

Many way

2/20/2022 7:23 PM

4125

Unable to take my kids to many activities. Unable to work in my field. Lots of hate and division
within family and friends

2/20/2022 7:23 PM

4126

In every way possible

2/20/2022 7:23 PM

4127

No words to explain. Extremely bad

2/20/2022 7:23 PM

4128

Affected my ability to see my family and travel it see them. Also has caused division between
us because of vax status

2/20/2022 7:23 PM

4129

Unable to travel abroad, go to restaurants, fitness centre, bowling alley...all things that I
deserve to participate in. I am the same peraon..just was not ready to take vaccine.. no long
term results. Feel "less than" because of this discrimination.

2/20/2022 7:23 PM

4130

I am unvaccinated for medical reasons, but they are not related to a heart condition, so not
recognized by my doctor. I do not have freedom of movement and am deemed a threat to
public health, totally unacceptable as I have committed no crime, but get treated like a
criminal.

2/20/2022 7:23 PM

4131

Cant go into no wheres, or take my kids places

2/20/2022 7:23 PM

4132

The mandates have cause a lot of division between my friends and family. Okie

2/20/2022 7:23 PM

4133

It’s affected my friends. My family. My finances. My mental health. It’s negatively affected
every aspect of my life

2/20/2022 7:22 PM

4134

My grandchildren having anxiety and depression. Local businesses closing does affect me.
Closure in schools not good for children.

2/20/2022 7:22 PM

4135

Professionally, emotionally, mentally, socially and Psychologically. And this applies to myself
and many friends and family.

2/20/2022 7:22 PM

4136

In a negative way

2/20/2022 7:22 PM

4137

Horribly

2/20/2022 7:22 PM
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4138

My work has been affected, and it has made it difficult to see family in long term care and a
family member needed hospital care. My children did not get to have as many extra curricular
activities, etc. I wish people would do the simple things (all wear masks) so we could all
benefit! These people being unreasonable and not considering the effects on the whole system
are wrecking it for others: hurting businesses and causing healthcare delays. I’m not saying
everyone has to vaccinate (though I wish all who can would), but simple things like masksthere are no reasons why we can’t all do this simple protection. When the Canadian hockey
team won their game while wearing N95 masks, those convoy people should have admitted
that they aren’t actually protesting masks! I sincerely hope we can come together as a country
and remember that taking care of our neighbours is important. Reasonable protections (masks)
would mean we live with this virus instead of constantly reacting to the crises.

2/20/2022 7:22 PM

4139

Can not travel to see family

2/20/2022 7:22 PM

4140

Made it miserable and I like people a lot less now that they all try to push all the stupid
mandates and rule’s on every one.

2/20/2022 7:22 PM

4141

Conflicting freedom

2/20/2022 7:21 PM

4142

My children haven’t seen peoples faces in two years, fear mongering has lead to a divisive
community and my children can’t do any recreational things with friends without putting a
chemicals in their bodies that are extremely unnecessary.

2/20/2022 7:21 PM

4143

it has affected my life very negatively, I was forced to quit my job because the vaccine was
mandatory, I could afford to feed by poor family of 5!!! We need to do better!! Stop the
mandates!!

2/20/2022 7:21 PM

4144

I am a small business and it has very much affected my income. It has decreased it. I has
kept me from supporting local businesses and being able to do fun things with my children.
Which literally broke my heart.

2/20/2022 7:21 PM

4145

Lack of job security Disrupted education/routine for children Children’s mental health declined
Family/friend disputes Organized sports disruption and some gone for good

2/20/2022 7:21 PM

4146

My basic rights have been taken from me. I am not been able to travel freely

2/20/2022 7:21 PM

4147

I haven’t seen my grandchildren or my children from last summer. They are all vaccinated and
their children 22,10, 9, 8 yr old. I and my husband won’t vaccinate because I am very allergic
to chemicals I get very sick. All of our kids they phone us but we didn’t see them. Don’t
understand why u are afraid of getting Covid when all got 3 vaccines and a booster. We didn’t
get sick yet. I am real surprised this is still going on after 2 yr and won’t stop unless not only
Trudeau and his cabinet is out but too this WHO organizations that is pushing this bioweapon
on humanity. Nuremberg Jury Court hope will put all them in jail if our country won’t.

2/20/2022 7:21 PM

4148

Seperation, deprivation, division amongst family and friends. Loss of trust for government.

2/20/2022 7:21 PM

4149

It had not been good. So much had been cancelled and I no longer have the friends and
functions I used to have I am a senior. I have trouble breathing with a mask. So much division
and the government had created that body fear.

2/20/2022 7:21 PM

4150

In every way imaginable. Mainly inability to travel.

2/20/2022 7:21 PM

4151

Travel restrictions causing job loss. Kids locked up… family decide….

2/20/2022 7:21 PM

4152

It's cost financially. Mentally and physically.. not over worth the risks considering masks and
social distancing would have bern enough . People with compromised health issues, obesity
and diabetics should have taken the extra steps ro protect themselves over and above the
basic had washing and face masks. With a 99.7 percent several rate the mandates by
government have taken away our rights and choices as Canadian citizens. Stop the BS
immediately. We have had enough of Trudes lies .

2/20/2022 7:21 PM

4153

Job loss

2/20/2022 7:21 PM

4154

Terible!

2/20/2022 7:21 PM

4155

Well terribly , and i was diagnosed with multiple myeloma over a year ago and have
compromised immune system , so I have to be cautious and careful either way and have bin
off work , but I’d half to say mostly , tearing families and friends apart , because of it , and
government kept changing rules and moving goal posts , they should Gould just stayed the

2/20/2022 7:21 PM
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heck out of it completely , it’s more of a health care issue than a covide issue , and we bin
dealting with this long before covide came along , short staff , short doctors , short beds ,
4156

It has kept me and my family safe!

2/20/2022 7:21 PM

4157

Destroyed financially and relationally.

2/20/2022 7:20 PM

4158

Alot

2/20/2022 7:20 PM

4159

It has destroyed my small business, it has mentally broken us as our daughter and
grandchildren live in the states. I am ashamed to call Canada my home

2/20/2022 7:20 PM

4160

Loss of work hard ships on family

2/20/2022 7:20 PM

4161

It has been absolutely miserable for my entire family. None of us wanted to be forced to get
vaccinated. However, due to the ways the hospitals were handling unvaccinated children being
separated from unvaccinated adults if they were submitted to the hospital, at least one of us
had to get vaccinated. The shots caused me to suffer asthma attacks, and now breathing
issues since my first shot. My wife had life threatening side effects and refused to get a
second shot. My children have been forced to sit for hours in a classroom wearing masks,
unable to see friends, unable to talk, properly eat, unable to be kids. years of their lives have
been taken away from them. Years, and experiences they will never be able to get back. Years
that will cause unknowing damage in the future.

2/20/2022 7:20 PM

4162

It’s bullshit can’t do anything or go anywhere

2/20/2022 7:20 PM

4163

Like most Canadians freedom of movement and able to make my own decisions basted on
personal research

2/20/2022 7:20 PM

4164

A lot.

2/20/2022 7:20 PM

4165

Depression, loss wages , lost jobs opportunity ,miss out on education, lost family over
mandates . Family with side effects from vaccine

2/20/2022 7:20 PM

4166

Shut down, mental stress, loneliness.

2/20/2022 7:20 PM

4167

Created division in my family

2/20/2022 7:20 PM

4168

Effected my work fhe first year. Effects my kids everyday.

2/20/2022 7:20 PM

4169

Loss of freedom

2/20/2022 7:20 PM

4170

Feeding my family, mental health, my kids health

2/20/2022 7:20 PM

4171

I have had to get three vaccine shots in order to keep my job, my 10 year old son is depressed
bc what childhood has he been able to have the past two years, my 4 year old has no idea
what socializing is bc of constant shutdowns, and only seeing people with masks on their
faces. My fiance hasn't gotten vaccinated bc thank God his work doesn't make him, but in turn
this means that I (the vaccinated parent) has to manipulate my work schedule to get our son to
sports and actually have a parent there to cheer him on and be present for wins and loses. I
have lost touch with friends and family and am terrified for what the future holds.

2/20/2022 7:20 PM

4172

work from home. no commuting. more time with pets and kids.

2/20/2022 7:19 PM

4173

Lockdowns affected mental health and created fear and division. People lost their jobs and
small businesses.

2/20/2022 7:19 PM

4174

Work and family stigma , stress, fear of losing work and not being able to finish school

2/20/2022 7:19 PM

4175

I lost my job, I’ve lost friendships, I’ve lost friends to side effects of the vaccines not to
mention extreme depression and anxiety.

2/20/2022 7:19 PM

4176

It has ruined the mental health and stability of our family

2/20/2022 7:19 PM

4177

Family tension. No exercise in swimming pool. (My knees don't take walking far!) One bank
didn't honour no mask for me, and cancelled my account.

2/20/2022 7:19 PM

4178

My teen and preteen’s mental health is so bad now. As is mine. I had to go on anxiety and
depression meds during the pandemic because of the restrictions and hopelessness.

2/20/2022 7:19 PM

4179

Jobless

2/20/2022 7:19 PM
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4180

little

2/20/2022 7:19 PM

4181

My kids have been isolated at home, when schools were shut down, I saw that anxiety and
depression was seeping in..Especially with my youngest. It is better for their mental health to
be IN school. I fortunately did not loose my job, however I work in a place where we adminster
the jabs, and I saw a lot of different emotions throughout the pandemic. I saw customers
desparate for the vaccine, because they were terrified. I saw people crying out of fear of taking
the vaccine, as they didnt want to, but had to, to keep their job. My stepfather died after
receiving his 2nd dose.. I have heard of many vaccine injured people. I have seen the hate and
divison amongst canadians, shaming and putting down canadians and calling them names,
that chose to not get the vaccine.. I have seen this especially in my workplace. Not being able
to see my family or friends due to fear of spreading covid, even if we dont have symptoms
("asymptomatic") I have chosen to not get the jab for reasons of my own... I do not trust it.
The science shows it does not work.. but because of this, I have felt very alone, and afraid to
speak up. I cannot go to the gym, concerts,restaurants or theatre.. Meanwhile those who did
get the jab are allowed to, yet can still spread the virus. This is so wrong...

2/20/2022 7:19 PM

4182

Anger,that people have no compassion, that leaders are lying cheating and trying to take
control.

2/20/2022 7:19 PM

4183

My child’s husband has list his job after 16 years of service with the police force. Shameful

2/20/2022 7:19 PM

4184

It is taking toll on everyone mental health ,we do not fell free in our country anymore ....

2/20/2022 7:19 PM

4185

It's very hard for my mental health. I feel abuse from the government. I no longer believe in the
system. I want things to change. I fear for my freedom. the leaders have lost my trust

2/20/2022 7:19 PM

4186

Not a bit

2/20/2022 7:19 PM

4187

As a travel agent working on commission it has completely taken my livelyhood from me. As
the government has so many people afraid of this "pandemic".

2/20/2022 7:19 PM

4188

Negative in every way

2/20/2022 7:18 PM

4189

It's saved my life, quite literally, along with that of thousands of others.

2/20/2022 7:18 PM

4190

Me and my family's mental health

2/20/2022 7:18 PM

4191

Working

2/20/2022 7:18 PM

4192

Ruined relationships, been ousted from society, my kids have been bullied and excluded from
everything, seen as a danger even though I am careful about my health.

2/20/2022 7:18 PM

4193

I feel safe and I am more considerate of others in my community. It has affected my ability to
supplement my retirement income.

2/20/2022 7:18 PM

4194

Forced me to be segregated from society. Doctors won't listen to me about my autoimmune
condition. It's fractured my relationship with my family and friends. It's made me lose all faith
in democracy.

2/20/2022 7:18 PM

4195

I’m sad for the way my kids have to go to school. My youngest doesn’t know “normal” school.
My extremely athletic daughter has been unable to play sports, which is now affecting her
mental and physical health. The division and hate between people is devastating.

2/20/2022 7:18 PM

4196

Too many ways to count. Economically, loss of friendships, loss of connection with family
members.

2/20/2022 7:18 PM

4197

Restrictive travel, restrictive social bubble

2/20/2022 7:18 PM

4198

Lost my bus drivers job!

2/20/2022 7:17 PM

4199

Mental health, my finances and my job

2/20/2022 7:17 PM

4200

My school age children are suffering mentally, we haven’t been able to have one of my sons
get the help he requires due to Covid mandates/regulations, my toddler is not getting the social
interaction she requires to prosperity speak and socialized, closed off from family and friends,
unable to train our new puppy at fitpets as they require a passport and I refuse to share my
medical information. I haven’t been able to go out and get a job due to mask mandates and
pass required, unable to provide the kinds of food we would normally feed our family due to
price inflation, unable to put my toddler in swimming lessons due to v pass, unable. Not getting

2/20/2022 7:17 PM
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the proper medical treatment for the infection I have… I’ve seen 2 doctors and still have an
infection that is unresolved due to Covid and not being able to have office visit
4201

Very negatively

2/20/2022 7:17 PM

4202

Has hurt my business

2/20/2022 7:17 PM

4203

Masks, unable to enter Buisnesses

2/20/2022 7:17 PM

4204

Not being able to travel or go to restaurants, worked all my life to enjoy my retirement.

2/20/2022 7:17 PM

4205

Negatively with respect to marriage, relationships and financially

2/20/2022 7:17 PM

4206

I am not considered equal to my fellow neighbour or citizen causing mental health issues.

2/20/2022 7:17 PM

4207

Having to manage and pivot a business that spans the country has been very challenging

2/20/2022 7:17 PM

4208

No one should be forced to inject anything into their bodies... Not one person mandated a
hepitis shot.. why is that?

2/20/2022 7:16 PM

4209

Restricted travel and socializing but probably saved my life and that of my relatives and
friends. It was the right thing to do.

2/20/2022 7:16 PM

4210

Realized how corrupt everything is

2/20/2022 7:16 PM

4211

In everyway possible. Because I was forced to live in a lie for 2 yrs. Believe in the science. I
do believe in the science but science also shows its not working.

2/20/2022 7:16 PM

4212

I work in retail. So anything to do with masks, occupancy restriction. And sports

2/20/2022 7:16 PM

4213

Terrible

2/20/2022 7:16 PM

4214

Mental health of my children has deteriorated, difficult keeping business open, cannot travel to
oversee our property and maintain it, cannot see aging parents

2/20/2022 7:16 PM

4215

I am discriminated against continually, am a prisoner in my own country and am watching the
media and prime minister advocating hatred of me and people with similar beliefs to mine.

2/20/2022 7:16 PM

4216

Severe Financial strain, mental strain, my 5 year old has told me he just wants to die. My 9
year old is depressed and it has split our family….my husbands family has stopped talking to
us because our viewpoint is different and because we questioned the “science”

2/20/2022 7:16 PM

4217

Family gatherings ability to see our sister in another province availability of goods freedom of
movement

2/20/2022 7:16 PM

4218

Loss of livelihood

2/20/2022 7:16 PM

4219

Created major divide in my family and friends, pretty put me on the street financially, my
mental health has suffered, but I am a trooper that will fight for my kids future

2/20/2022 7:16 PM

4220

Has mandated my husband who is a federal worker to be vaccinated or go on LWOP. No one
should be coerced to put something in their body that is experimental and not proven to be
safe or else lose their livelihood.

2/20/2022 7:16 PM

4221

Not able to travel, eat out at restaurants, blocked from schooling, and not able to see family
and friends.

2/20/2022 7:15 PM

4222

Not being able to see all of my family. Loss of loved one and not being able to attend. My job.

2/20/2022 7:15 PM

4223

Extremely disheartening

2/20/2022 7:15 PM

4224

Ruined the Canada that I used to know and love. Haven’t seen my daughter for 3 years!! Pitted
people against each other.

2/20/2022 7:15 PM

4225

I’m always alone. I’d rather die of a sickness than being isolated and alone.

2/20/2022 7:15 PM

4226

Every aspect of my life , can't even visit my children

2/20/2022 7:15 PM

4227

Fucked my life up. Not being able to see my family at time made me think if suicide.

2/20/2022 7:15 PM

4228

Unable to work without vaccine

2/20/2022 7:15 PM

4229

Loss of freedom & personal choice

2/20/2022 7:15 PM
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4230

Upset life, socially, physically, mentally for the worst.

2/20/2022 7:15 PM

4231

I lost one of my revenue from a job that I had for 8 years because I choose to not get 2nd
vaccine after not reacting well to the 1st one. Could go to resto. and other fun social activities,
ski, ho spring....

2/20/2022 7:15 PM

4232

Business is down, kids are not socialized, split my family up, killed friendships, divided the
country, and the debt my kids and grandkids will face is crazy.

2/20/2022 7:15 PM

4233

Immensely

2/20/2022 7:15 PM

4234

It has completely destroyed my friendships. My professional relationships. My family
relationships. My social life. My ability to focus on anything important. It has consumed my life
for too long. My mental health is off the rails. And it is EXHAUSTING having to deal with the
politics that come along with this whole situation.

2/20/2022 7:15 PM

4235

I was forced to take the vaccine in order to keep working . 😢

2/20/2022 7:15 PM

4236

Illegal and irrational apartheid divides communities, fans hatred and affects everyone's life.

2/20/2022 7:14 PM

4237

Ruined it

2/20/2022 7:14 PM

4238

Husband lost his job after 23 yrs of working as a nurse in the emergency department in Red
Deer Alberta. I’m originally from Greece and have lost the ability yo travel home and visit my
family and my mother who’s now 86

2/20/2022 7:14 PM

4239

Loss of freedoms.

2/20/2022 7:14 PM

4240

I'm disgusted with this ...

2/20/2022 7:13 PM

4241

In every way possible, I fear the government I don’t feel Canadian, I feel like I’ve been
discriminated against

2/20/2022 7:13 PM

4242

Restricted with work, family, travel, medical care

2/20/2022 7:13 PM

4243

Financially devastating, emotionally horrific, all family, friends and coworkers are divided.

2/20/2022 7:13 PM

4244

Ruined it

2/20/2022 7:13 PM

4245

Taken away my right to chose. Taken away my freedom. This has been done with a vaccine
that has not been proven

2/20/2022 7:13 PM

4246

My mother got GBS from first Pfizer shot and was hospitalized for 3 months, lived with us for
2 months after. Still is affected today.

2/20/2022 7:13 PM

4247

It hasn't

2/20/2022 7:13 PM

4248

Made me safer.

2/20/2022 7:13 PM

4249

Diminished my ability to participate in things I enjoy doing, forced me out of work, didn’t allow
me to spend time with elderly relatives/friends I enjoy.

2/20/2022 7:13 PM

4250

Everything eveyway

2/20/2022 7:13 PM

4251

Very negative! Almost completely bankrupt my small business The vaccine passport system
has destroyed Canadian communities.

2/20/2022 7:13 PM

4252

Huge negative impact on business.

2/20/2022 7:13 PM

4253

We’re lucky as the impact has mostly been social not being able to see family and friends or
travel.

2/20/2022 7:12 PM

4254

It’s been difficult to see family overseas, I have missed funerals, weddings, births. I have new
famil I haven’t even meet

2/20/2022 7:12 PM

4255

Physically/Mentally/ $

2/20/2022 7:12 PM

4256

It has affected mine and my families quality of life negatively, mentally, financially, lack of
work and family dinamics

2/20/2022 7:12 PM

4257

Hasnt

2/20/2022 7:12 PM

4258

Child development - couldn't attend story time or any social engagements for our toddler, and

2/20/2022 7:12 PM
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couldn't attend baby group for child born in 2020. Intense post partum depression and anxiety with no family or friends supporting during a very difficult post partum experience - putting both
my baby and I at risk. Extreme emotional strain - both my spouse and I are now on regular,
significant doses of anti depressants & I attend regular counselling, neither of which happened
pre 2021. Family division - no longer interact with certain family members who were angry and
refused to speak to us if we didn't get vaxd. Both our FT jobs stated we were forced to have
vaccines or we risked losing employment. Neither of us work in healthcare, and there were
many other protocols in place to address concerns of spreading germs.
4259

It hasn’t really affected mine. But I work with truckers who are all affected now

2/20/2022 7:12 PM

4260

Daughter cannot attend university. Son cannot play sports. I can no longer get a job.

2/20/2022 7:12 PM

4261

Not seeing family, division of friends and family,

2/20/2022 7:12 PM

4262

Depression, loss of bodily autonomy by way of coercion to remain employed. Loss of hope.

2/20/2022 7:12 PM

4263

as a Canadian citizen I feel my Government has failed me. I chose not to be jabbed with what
is falsely being called a vaccine. Our Prime minister called me names that as a Christian was
hurtful and not accurate. He left me segregated from family, friends and Comrades of our Local
Legion, where for many years now I have spent many many hours as a volunteer. Real
science, not political science tells us, it is time to end the mandates.

2/20/2022 7:12 PM

4264

Severely impacted my children’s mental health and education and fitness.

2/20/2022 7:12 PM

4265

Taken away my rights!! Caused disaccord in my family and friends

2/20/2022 7:11 PM

4266

Horribly, my grandfather barely let my grandma see the unvaccinated grandchildren on her 90th
birthday. She seems depressed and it makes me sad. Also there are side affects to the
vaccine and even health issues wearing the mask. On top of all the mental health problems
masks, lockdowns, social distancing cause to adults and children. Humans are social
creatures and the pandemic has damaged our society. Plus suicides and overdoses and
domestic violence have all gone up statistically. All mandates need to end immediately!

2/20/2022 7:11 PM

4267

Terribly

2/20/2022 7:11 PM

4268

Faced job loss.

2/20/2022 7:11 PM

4269

It has isolated my child and limited her ability to socialize as a 4 year old should be able to

2/20/2022 7:11 PM

4270

Financially, depression

2/20/2022 7:11 PM

4271

I have made a lot more money during these mandates, however I abhor how Trudeau has
handled the whole situation!

2/20/2022 7:11 PM

4272

Lost friends and work

2/20/2022 7:11 PM

4273

Haven’t been able To see your kids and grandkids

2/20/2022 7:11 PM

4274

I missed the last month's of my Grandpas life because I couldn't visit him in hospice

2/20/2022 7:10 PM

4275

Life is miserable and hopeless under this government

2/20/2022 7:10 PM

4276

It hasnt

2/20/2022 7:10 PM

4277

Isolation, fear, broken relationships with friends and family, depression, not sleeping, fear for
my children and grandchildren future. Fear for our country freedom. Literally learning hate I font
think I have ever felt so strongly about that. Watching bullying from LEADERSHIP in this
country.

2/20/2022 7:10 PM

4278

Too long of a list for this survey. Miserable 2 years.

2/20/2022 7:10 PM

4279

It has affected my children mental health above all. My son had adverse reactions to the
vaccine he was forced to take to play hockey. We ended up in emerg after he lost feeling in his
left side. He had inflammation of the blood. It is unbelievable that my children were forced to
have a vaccine to play a sport they loved.

2/20/2022 7:10 PM

4280

Every way possible, my job, my family and so much more

2/20/2022 7:10 PM

4281

Employment, income, personal savings used to support friends and family, disconnect with
friends and family, quality of life in general.

2/20/2022 7:10 PM
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4282

I lost my job

2/20/2022 7:10 PM

4283

I have lost faith and respect for our institutions and governing bodies.

2/20/2022 7:09 PM

4284

Depressing, infuriating, lost trust in government and medical profession

2/20/2022 7:09 PM

4285

As someone who is partially deaf, not being able to see a person's mouth when they speak is
especially hard. When the environment is noisy, it is basically impossible to tell what people
are saying. Also, I and my kids have been forced to have the vaccine so that we can continue
with sports in school and in our community.

2/20/2022 7:09 PM

4286

Im going to lose my job with the BC Wildfire Service. Greatly affected my mental health being
discriminated against by the loss of freedoms and privileges

2/20/2022 7:09 PM

4287

How has it not?

2/20/2022 7:09 PM

4288

Had 2 jabs have been sick since .my mental health is affected ,and my freedom to socialize
,has been taken away ,.

2/20/2022 7:09 PM

4289

Too unbearable to discuss! Have suffered severe mental heal issues regarding mandates.

2/20/2022 7:09 PM

4290

I've lost all friends, I've lost my freedom.

2/20/2022 7:09 PM

4291

None. I not a spoiled brat who has not traveled the world and learned what real life affects are
that cause harm.

2/20/2022 7:09 PM

4292

Watch people divide and the young get depressed.

2/20/2022 7:09 PM

4293

I have been unable to work for two years as my position was eliminated with the restrictions.
Because of this my family is struggling to make ends meet and with higher energy costs we
are falling behind every month

2/20/2022 7:09 PM

4294

Very concerned for the negative social affect and mental health issues

2/20/2022 7:09 PM

4295

Taken away my freedom

2/20/2022 7:09 PM

4296

Yes

2/20/2022 7:09 PM

4297

Lost my job

2/20/2022 7:08 PM

4298

I was forced to get a vaccine that I didn’t want, in order to keep my job. As well, I’ve noticed a
big divide in citizens who are vaccinated and those who are not. This needs to stop
immediately

2/20/2022 7:08 PM

4299

There are so many ways I could answer this question and probably no end to my answer once
I started because the impacts have been huge lately n so many ways and I’m exhausted with
it all.

2/20/2022 7:08 PM

4300

The vaccine has ruined my life! I’m now my doctors case study. I’m an RMT with case studies
of my own! Nice job GOVERNMENT. I have lost faith in you.

2/20/2022 7:08 PM

4301

Isolation from family and friends. Decreased my clients by 2/3rds and this my income.

2/20/2022 7:08 PM

4302

Isolation mostly

2/20/2022 7:08 PM

4303

My mental health. Fighting with friends and family on what’s the truth and trying to wake them
up. Lost my job because I refused vaccination. Cannot have a normal social life.

2/20/2022 7:08 PM

4304

Mental

2/20/2022 7:08 PM

4305

No

2/20/2022 7:08 PM

4306

Kept me from seeing family. Isolated my elderly parents. Divided my family on the topic of
Covid. Restricted my movements regarding work and socially.

2/20/2022 7:08 PM

4307

Loss of freedom. Medicine that works against Covid is not allowed to be used. Doctors that
speak out have been silenced and had their license removed. Etc. Etc.

2/20/2022 7:08 PM

4308

Not really that much.

2/20/2022 7:08 PM

4309

Extremely negatively

2/20/2022 7:08 PM

4310

Depression, anxiety, loss of business, lost time with friends and family. Unable to have a

2/20/2022 7:08 PM
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funeral for my father. Lost friends and family due to segragation.
4311

Just annoying as shit

2/20/2022 7:07 PM

4312

Like living in a communist country. No freedom.

2/20/2022 7:07 PM

4313

Not helped in any aspect.

2/20/2022 7:07 PM

4314

My fiancé lost his job because he was unvaccinated

2/20/2022 7:07 PM

4315

Disrupted my life,stressful

2/20/2022 7:07 PM

4316

In so many ways . Kids with anxieties and worries , family members not talking anymore .
Depression and worry - not being able to see loved ones

2/20/2022 7:07 PM

4317

I have lost a sense of true connection with people when I only see them online instead of being
in the support groups that I have normally been a part of. I am not able to go the gym or other
places of discretionary activity due to the fact that I have chosen not get vaccinated.

2/20/2022 7:07 PM

4318

I am not vaccinated. So I have been outcast. Told I’m a terrible person. Told I should die. I’m
not allowed to take my kids to a dance competition. It’s been depressing and very challenging.

2/20/2022 7:07 PM

4319

I've lost my job.... family friends. This has been a devastating few years. Government is a joke

2/20/2022 7:07 PM

4320

Can’t travel, can’t visit loved ones in hospitals, go to funerals, stress at work, division among
friends and work

2/20/2022 7:07 PM

4321

Ruin

2/20/2022 7:07 PM

4322

Caused division among group of friends and family. Impeded social life and mental health.

2/20/2022 7:07 PM

4323

Economical socially and mental health

2/20/2022 7:07 PM

4324

I have anxiety everyday and trouble going to sleep wondering what I was forced to put into my
body. Everytime I feel different or out of sorts I wonder if this is the time I'm going to die from
adverse affects from the vaccine. I need medication to put me to sleep or I dont sleep. I have
had family and friends pass away and didn't get a chance to pay my respects and say
goodbye because of the mandates...

2/20/2022 7:06 PM

4325

Positive way

2/20/2022 7:06 PM

4326

Cant travel to see my parents

2/20/2022 7:06 PM

4327

I had to retire at least a year before I needed to Had numerous issues with wearing the mask
for 7hrs a day several days in a row It divided my family both through isolation and through
opinions Opinions the government should not have encouraged this included our premier I
experienced depression for many months Was unable to visit my family and friends including
going to church Unable to travel So many things were affected

2/20/2022 7:06 PM

4328

Lost my job have no income

2/20/2022 7:06 PM

4329

It has torn my family apart and caused so much depression

2/20/2022 7:05 PM

4330

Huge costs,huge unessisary protocall

2/20/2022 7:05 PM

4331

In every way

2/20/2022 7:05 PM

4332

Lost a lot of family and friends over a flu.

2/20/2022 7:05 PM

4333

Discrimination and coercion. Kids mental health has suffered.

2/20/2022 7:05 PM

4334

It has isolated me from family, caused mental health issues, family hardships and loss of jobs

2/20/2022 7:05 PM

4335

In every possible way. I’m a hairstylist so I’ve faced multiple closures. I had to isolate with my
husband last year for 16 weeks during his time home for his 2 weeks on 2 week off rotational
out of province job. I’ve suffered with depression anxiety ptsd and my husband also Is
suffering with this. I’ve faced incredible financial strain. I’ve worried for my friends and family
and watched some of them lose their careers over choosing to not be vaccinated after years in
their field. I hate to watch my friends children are suffering with mental health issues. I hate
wearing a mask.

2/20/2022 7:05 PM

4336

I have lost my job, decreased income, lost friends and family because of a difference of

2/20/2022 7:05 PM
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opinons, increased levels of stress, and have family members who have suffered unreported
myocarditis feom receiving the experimental MRNA Covid-Sars vaccine. Enough is enough.
4337

Employment, travel

2/20/2022 7:05 PM

4338

It has helped keep us safe from infection

2/20/2022 7:05 PM

4339

Name a way it did not

2/20/2022 7:05 PM

4340

Made it better actually. I have got to realize more things about myself. Got a job position in BC
due to everything going on. But my home province needs to be looking at what the other
provinces are doing to keep their numbers much lower in percent to the population

2/20/2022 7:05 PM

4341

I haven’t had to worry too much about catching COVID. I haven’t gotten sick, and I’ve only
ever been assaulted at my job from those who disagree with the mandates

2/20/2022 7:05 PM

4342

I was forced without personal choice to get the vaccine to keep my job. I have had to show
random strangers my medical QR code when going out. I want to have the choice for my body.

2/20/2022 7:05 PM

4343

I’m poor, depressed, stressed, worried about the future for everyone.

2/20/2022 7:05 PM

4344

Trying to raise my children inflation is breaking us Canadian these mandates are ridiculous and
need to end we need a new leader

2/20/2022 7:05 PM

4345

Lost loved ones due to covid but not from covid - horrible health care scare

2/20/2022 7:05 PM

4346

It has affected me mentally and affected my business.

2/20/2022 7:04 PM

4347

Mental health decline if family members. Lost of trust in government officials and political
leader. Homeschooling Experienced greatly inhibited by closure of activities and learning
opportunities. Fear being a common emotion with each declaration of how our country is
reacting to a bad cold. Husbands job being threatened.

2/20/2022 7:04 PM

4348

It limited my freedom. it slows down the opeation specially the small business.

2/20/2022 7:04 PM

4349

Can not do anything fun with kids.

2/20/2022 7:04 PM

4350

Cancelled events and mental health

2/20/2022 7:04 PM

4351

Reduced ability to work because of closures. Uneeded social stresses

2/20/2022 7:04 PM

4352

Not seeing family is devastating

2/20/2022 7:04 PM

4353

Isolation, loneliness, segregation of community, friendships, groups and family, much reduced
income, which has also affected our family, unable to visit my loved ones who need help
because of travel restrictions, anxiety, lack of trust for those that hold power, etc

2/20/2022 7:04 PM

4354

Divided families, suicide of a family member, fired from my job, do I need to say more??

2/20/2022 7:04 PM

4355

Job. family. new job. Division among all people. Frustration. Ignorance. Incompetence is
overwelming

2/20/2022 7:04 PM

4356

I have coached and played soccer for most of my life and now I'm not allowed. I'm not allowed
to go places I would go to on regular basis with family, friends, coworkers for example; sports
venues, restaurants or movie theaters ect.. I have lost friendships or relationships with friends
and family due to the division the government has caused. The mandates have taken a huge
emotional toll on my family.

2/20/2022 7:03 PM

4357

I wasn't able to see my grandchildren. I had to get the shot to keep my job!!! This is
unacceptable!!!!

2/20/2022 7:03 PM

4358

It hasn’t. I do my part to keep everyone safe, and the hospital number low. If that means I
have to make a few sacrifices in my very privileged life, then so be it.

2/20/2022 7:03 PM

4359

Mental health heavily - ongoing and getting worse. High level anxiety. My marriage has
suffered substantially along with the relationship with my kids. Absolute division from certain
family members and statements that I can never unhear. Not able to visit family in other parts
of the country and gross division there as well. The list goes on, the above is without
considering my business and employees

2/20/2022 7:03 PM

4360

All of them

2/20/2022 7:03 PM
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4361

Loss of work and Paying for rapid tests for work or the ability to go out to restaurants,
swimming pools and ski hills etc.

2/20/2022 7:03 PM

4362

Not really

2/20/2022 7:03 PM

4363

It has made me change my career. I can not attend the gym. I cannot go to movie theaters,
bars or clubs. I cannot attend a church. PLEASE STOP THESE MANDATES

2/20/2022 7:03 PM

4364

Horribly!

2/20/2022 7:03 PM

4365

Makes doing anything difficult

2/20/2022 7:02 PM

4366

As a business owner it has almost crushed us. But God is good and has provided.

2/20/2022 7:02 PM

4367

Isolated from family and friends! Decline in mental health for children and self. Demonized abd
segregated from public freedoms, fear of Government force.

2/20/2022 7:02 PM

4368

I feel it's hurting everyone by nobody getting sick anymore. A regular cold is going to be a bad
one if nobody is "allowed" to mingle

2/20/2022 7:02 PM

4369

Lost my company it took me 6 years to build and lost my afternoon job when they mandated
the Covid vaccine

2/20/2022 7:02 PM

4370

Job loss for unvaccinated employees. No Restraunt dining. Unable to travel abroad Devision
among friends and niehbours.

2/20/2022 7:02 PM

4371

Horrible

2/20/2022 7:02 PM

4372

Miserably! It has robbed my children social development skills due to not being able to play
with peers at the park etc. I now have anxiety going out when I used to be a social butterfly
and I will not go back to work.

2/20/2022 7:02 PM

4373

Majorly

2/20/2022 7:02 PM

4374

Traveling and attending local events.

2/20/2022 7:02 PM

4375

It affected my life My sanity and work and family life

2/20/2022 7:01 PM

4376

Mental health has got worse, not being able to enjoy life and travel freely to see family and
friends.

2/20/2022 7:01 PM

4377

Taken hope and freedoms away

2/20/2022 7:01 PM

4378

I'm depresss and lonely, my family didn't support not being vaccinated. My work force me to
take the vaccine or I would loose my job my only source of income.

2/20/2022 7:01 PM

4379

I closed my service business until all mandates and passports etc are removed. My clients
medical choices are private and as such I refuse to subjugate them to any question regarding
injection, passport nor mask requirement needed to enter service providers I use.

2/20/2022 7:01 PM

4380

My child doesn’t get to socialize and learn from other children and adults as much as she
needs to develop fundamental skills like talking and social skills. Our freedom has been
stripped from us not being able to leave my country and participate in certain events, go into
businesses or socialize with people

2/20/2022 7:01 PM

4381

I cannot have the vaccine due to health issues, and so I have become a prisoner in my own
country. I have family in the US.

2/20/2022 7:01 PM

4382

Financially .. socially .. physically .. mental health wise … occupationally.. medically

2/20/2022 7:00 PM

4383

Negatively

2/20/2022 7:00 PM

4384

Torn my family, friends, and colleagues apart.

2/20/2022 7:00 PM

4385

Bad all the way's

2/20/2022 7:00 PM

4386

Ended my work career, has caused unrepairable damage to my children.

2/20/2022 7:00 PM

4387

I was forced ‘on leave’ for non-compliance as a Child Youth Worker and I’m suspended from
being a foster family with CAS because I’m not vaccinated for Covid 19. This was not in either
of my contracts nor have I ever been asked if I have any other vaccinations. Private
information & I want medical autonomy.

2/20/2022 7:00 PM
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4388

I lost almost everything. My 11 year old daughter is psychologicaly ruined because of this shit.
End it now!

2/20/2022 7:00 PM

4389

Job lose.

2/20/2022 7:00 PM

4390

In too many ways to explain. It will leave generational trauma for sure.

2/20/2022 7:00 PM

4391

Coeristed into taking vaccine to keep my job?

2/20/2022 7:00 PM

4392

Loss of job, family, connection, community, mental health

2/20/2022 7:00 PM

4393

loss of family, loss of friends, loss of community, loss of faith in people, loss of freedom of
travel, loss of basic enjoyment and needs of happiness, not that we are not happy in the home
we've made but we are mourning the above losses and extremely worried about our future and
the future of our children and their children.

2/20/2022 7:00 PM

4394

Kids struggle with not knowing what's happening with school, not knowing if they are safe from
getting a vaccine we don't want. Can't go out and do anything, can't go in anywhere. Can't put
anyone in sports. Can't travel and see my family The list goes on

2/20/2022 6:59 PM

4395

Not being able to visit family in states. Or them to come here

2/20/2022 6:59 PM

4396

I help people with anxiety and substance abuse issues. I have seen a 10x increase in suicidal
thoughts. I have witnessed many people die from not get needed medical procedures. I am
overwhelmed, so came to Mexico.

2/20/2022 6:59 PM

4397

Took a vaccine that I know is harmful in order to be able to fly to Vancouver Island to help sick
sister. Masks impede my ability to breathe properly!

2/20/2022 6:59 PM

4398

segregated friends

2/20/2022 6:59 PM

4399

It hasn't affected my life at all.

2/20/2022 6:59 PM

4400

Lost my job. My kids and granddaughter has to were masks in school. My mother to afraid to
go outside. My kids having to get double vaccinated for college. It must all end now

2/20/2022 6:59 PM

4401

My anxiety was at its highest. I couldn’t do anything, see anyone, and study properly.

2/20/2022 6:59 PM

4402

Less work options available to earn income

2/20/2022 6:59 PM

4403

Business, discrimination, insults, all because I did not want to vaccinate

2/20/2022 6:59 PM

4404

Forced into vaccination without confidence of effectiveness or long term side affects, damaged
relationships, difficulty to plan vacations with my children, overall sense of disparity.

2/20/2022 6:59 PM

4405

It has affected my mental health and the quality of life!!

2/20/2022 6:59 PM

4406

Separated from family ,,isolation has caused me to very depressed,,feeling of abuse from the
government ,, not feeling like our government can or will protect the Canadian people ,,, I never
had a problem in public places before COVID

2/20/2022 6:58 PM

4407

Job loss more than 3 times Feeling hopeless, scared

2/20/2022 6:58 PM

4408

It has helped keep my friends and family safe and made me feel better about going out and
doing things.

2/20/2022 6:58 PM

4409

I lost my job

2/20/2022 6:58 PM

4410

Kept us safe

2/20/2022 6:58 PM

4411

In the most negative way

2/20/2022 6:58 PM

4412

It's forced me to change how I do many things because of the illogical and nonsensical rules
affecting every area of life.

2/20/2022 6:58 PM

4413

Could not travel to take care of my 87 year old mother with dementia and her husband just
passed because of flight, train and bus restrictions.

2/20/2022 6:58 PM

4414

It has significantly caused mental anguish for me and my family.

2/20/2022 6:58 PM

4415

Nursing homes not being able to see family. Elder abuse in my opinion. Families divided over
vaccine issues. And who can come visit. Each other. Hate for fellow Canadians. About many
issues. The country is so divided. And many more issues.

2/20/2022 6:57 PM
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4416

mental health issues

2/20/2022 6:57 PM

4417

I am, by nature, a cautious and thinking person as you may have surmised from my previous
responses. My husband died of cancer in Aug.-2020. We/I had carefully navigated labs,
clinics, hospital and long-term care home situations when no vaccines were available. Not
trusting the transparency of the Public Health system (my 2 reasons below), among other
concerns about the upsurge (in general) in vaccinations, I have chosen to remain unvaccinated
for Covid. Not at all wanting the genetic therapy conveyed by the mRNA vaccine. Public
Health concerns: 1. I received many units of blood in mid-1983 in Vancouver and Kamloops
due to a pregnancy gone wrong. No doctors (and they were among the best) were worried
about HIV in the blood supply. They surely hadn't been informed of even the possibility! This
has since been shown/proven to be a cover-up at the highest levels. (Luckily, I did not receive
contaminated blood.) 2. My son received a second measles vaccine in the mid-90s and
suffered 9 successive breakouts of fever and 9 major breakouts of blisters on his back and
legs. The first two fevers he was almost delirious. I followed up as much as I could right
through to the head of P.H. in Victoria (who) claimed his condition had nothing to do with the
vaccine. Never recorded, no data. End of that problem for the vaccine-safety claims. I now live
alone in my home. During this pandemic, I have been isolated from all social and other
community events and gatherings for almost 2 years. Highways and other disasters in BC
have made travel from the BC Interior to the coast where my (very supportive) children live has
been very difficult since November. I have had much time to think and attempt to make sense
of the omnipresent vaccine propaganda, the questionable statistics, and the ongoing
statements from the medical experts re Covid-related illnesses -- number of cases,
hospitalizations, and the persistent claims that it is the unvaccinated who are the major cause
of all the Covid cases and medical staffing woes. There are so many great gaps in the logic
and "the science"! Needless to say, many of my (educated and kind) mainstream-following
friends attempt to educate me on my naivete. It hasn't worked (I don't argue, I simply don't
agree or comply) and they now make contact less and less. I have used my time and written
letters to our MP, other politicians and senators, and our morning CBC radio show host who is
(without doubt) completely biased in favour of the government position. Eyes even wider open
now. Knowing that the truth will out sometime; I'm simply being patient and holding the line. I
continue to be transparent about my choice, my stance, and certainly share my reasons when
asked.

2/20/2022 6:57 PM

4418

Job loss,loss of friends, mental trauma,substance abuse

2/20/2022 6:57 PM

4419

Lose of friends, family, travel, restaurant attendance, job, cross boarder restriction.

2/20/2022 6:57 PM

4420

Punitive and isolating

2/20/2022 6:56 PM

4421

No effected

2/20/2022 6:56 PM

4422

Mental and physical stress on myself and family

2/20/2022 6:56 PM

4423

I’m sick of life like this…

2/20/2022 6:56 PM

4424

Work and private life have both suffered.

2/20/2022 6:56 PM

4425

My work my kids school my wife’s work every aspect of our entire lives

2/20/2022 6:56 PM

4426

Mental health for myself and kids, I was forced to a vaccine and almost lost my life. My
fitness studio was affected majorly

2/20/2022 6:56 PM

4427

My business has been decimated, there are great divides in my family and friends, everyone I
see is stuck in great fear, funded by government dollars, there is bitterness everywhere, old
heroes (nurses) are the new enemy, also old heroes (truckers) are the new enemy, many in my
community are out of work based on poor "science" it is untenable

2/20/2022 6:56 PM

4428

I have not been able to live my life

2/20/2022 6:56 PM

4429

Restricted travel. Denied me access to restaurants, fitness facilities, entertainment such as
theatres, sports games; watching my grandchildren play sports; the opportunity to substitute
teach; freedom to worship in church the way I enjoy.

2/20/2022 6:56 PM

4430

It proves democracy doesn’t exist

2/20/2022 6:56 PM

4431

Socially and mentally devastating.

2/20/2022 6:56 PM

4432

negatively

2/20/2022 6:55 PM
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4433

Withdrawn from doctorate studies and loss of Job. Decline in mental emotional, health, and
physical health.

2/20/2022 6:55 PM

4434

It’s divided my family and made my kids fearful of people in public . It’s also made them afraid
that they need these medical procedures (vaccines ) to have a half fast normal life

2/20/2022 6:55 PM

4435

Words cannot describe

2/20/2022 6:55 PM

4436

Made it very very difficult and destroyed my mental health. My career is no Ionger able to
exist.

2/20/2022 6:55 PM

4437

Job loss Family division Mental and emotional stress

2/20/2022 6:55 PM

4438

Half of my business gone, depression. Conflicts. Inability to travel, cross borders and more...

2/20/2022 6:55 PM

4439

It’s affected my business financially and divided my family. It’s also affected my physical and
mental health.

2/20/2022 6:55 PM

4440

It’s been horrible, we have not seen grandparents or friends in over two years, people have lost
jobs and income. I have autoimmune disorders that I react to medication and had reaction to
other vaccine, I cannot afford to compromise my health by taking more vaccines, I have
worked too hard, I can’t get exemptions as it can’t be proven until it were to happen. I’m not
willing to put my health in jeopardy for that. Our mental health has declined, I’ve lost most
friends and family.

2/20/2022 6:55 PM

4441

Mentally, Emotionally, Financially, Socially.

2/20/2022 6:54 PM

4442

Visiting and enjoying grandchildren. Harassment because of differing views. Division in family
and with friends because nobody is allowed to debate anything or have free speech. No church
to congregate worship or just sing!!! Unable to visit elderly friends and not able to have a
funeral for proper goodbye and respect for their passing. Not able to visit loved ones in hospital
when we didn’t know if they would live or die or even if they were properly taken care of. It’s all
been devastating for the grandkids enduring masks and segregation plus a lot of bullying by
teachers and adults alike. The whole thing has been a disregard of humanity.

2/20/2022 6:54 PM

4443

We're friggin prisoners. Govts are not getting away with it.

2/20/2022 6:54 PM

4444

Side affects from vaccine, lost job I was (am) so sick. Missed too much time because school
was closed. My kids suffered the most. My little girl missed a full yr of kindergarten , went for
half of grade 1. Their mental health has gone down hill. They are the ones suffering the masks
ALL day, inside and out. They are only allowed to move their mask aside to take a bite at
lunch. NO talking, at all! Have you seen kids eat?! Their mask is their napkin basically, then
most kids are stuck staying in that mask for the rest of the day. They can't sing, they can't
play, online "school" was a joke. When your kids say "You are an adult Momma, you have a
office, why is it safe for me to go to school and you can't go to work?" I've been bullied and
name called by the PM. I'm tired of explaining to my young Kings that it's NOT ok to make call
no matter what. I've had to explain nasty comments and names that the PM keeps repeating
like a broken record. The "leader" of our country has ran away or doesn't show up, but great at
teaching my kids new words. We as a family has lost family and friends do to our PMs
bullying. We've lost ALOT!

2/20/2022 6:54 PM

4445

Our business has been affected our family has been torn apart and our mental wellness is at
an all time low! I have visited communist country’s many times an. Ow feel Iike I live in one !

2/20/2022 6:54 PM

4446

Lost work and money, my way of life

2/20/2022 6:54 PM

4447

Cannot visit loved ones in hospital. Cannot attend funerals. Missed birthdays and celebrations.
Cannot support local restaurants or businesses. My business has been affected. My child's
education has been effected. Personal Relationships have been effected. These mandates
have divided society and caused more damage than good. my mental health has been affected

2/20/2022 6:54 PM

4448

i prefer to keep to myself but at the same time i don’t want to be terrified of retribution should i
decide to socialize. living in fear of constant threats of punishments for not following the “rules”

2/20/2022 6:54 PM

4449

Was unable to go to university for post second or commit to my scholarship, forced to get
vaccine in order to keep job and attended NAIT

2/20/2022 6:54 PM

4450

My kids not living normal lives

2/20/2022 6:54 PM

4451

These illegal and immoral mandates have caused me to lose my primary employment, plus my

2/20/2022 6:53 PM
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secondary employment as well. The uncertainty and the constant change of the narrative is
disconcerting. The people are right and we WILL win this at some point.
4452

My work has been greatly curtailed imparting our already limited income...ny physical health
has greatly deteriorated as well as my mental and emotional health..my social life was totally
eliminated

2/20/2022 6:53 PM

4453

It cost me my job, lost a baby, had to postpone our wedding multiple times

2/20/2022 6:53 PM

4454

Discrimination

2/20/2022 6:53 PM

4455

100%. On all fronts including stress.

2/20/2022 6:53 PM

4456

It’s affecting my mental health and well being. Feeling like I can’t do anything I love ever again

2/20/2022 6:53 PM

4457

Very disturbing and harmful….felt pushed to answer their way or no way!

2/20/2022 6:53 PM

4458

Prices on the rise and seniors are second class citizens

2/20/2022 6:53 PM

4459

Hurt my children and parents significantly.

2/20/2022 6:53 PM

4460

Financially badly.

2/20/2022 6:53 PM

4461

Immensely… my two teenage children are and have suffered the most.. I’ll leave it at that

2/20/2022 6:53 PM

4462

Family members have lost their jobs, I see huge social changes in my children. I see fear in
so many people. So much hate and people being unkind to each other . Business lost and
people who are struggling with drinking and other bad coping skills that are not good for their
health. My husband who is a first responders has also seen a huge increase in suicides
especially in teens and sadly even children 😔. Now our first responders have to deal with even
more PTSD from that

2/20/2022 6:52 PM

4463

Crippled my mental health

2/20/2022 6:52 PM

4464

I’m depressed!! And so angry!!!

2/20/2022 6:52 PM

4465

barely. as i regularly follow health and safety guidelines, and have received my vaccine (2nd
dose and booster), the regulations have not affected me . if fact, i feel much safer in public if
everyone wears a mask and only vaccinated individuals are allowed to partake in certain
privileges

2/20/2022 6:52 PM

4466

Everyone needs to be responsible for themselves. If you have covid stay home and away from
everyone else.

2/20/2022 6:52 PM

4467

Bad

2/20/2022 6:52 PM

4468

Losing my job. Not allowed at many social places.

2/20/2022 6:52 PM

4469

Mentally, financially, and emotionally

2/20/2022 6:51 PM

4470

Family divided over fear of government vaccine policy.

2/20/2022 6:51 PM

4471

Mental health is biggest issue

2/20/2022 6:51 PM

4472

2 years of enough

2/20/2022 6:51 PM

4473

It has not helped my life for one ! And It’s made me feel like a prisoner in my own country,
nothing good came from any of the mandates. Masks don’t help, they hinder a persons
breathing…

2/20/2022 6:51 PM

4474

The overall mandate situation is unreasonable, unrealistic. It has nothing to do with health. It's
causing frustration, stress and extreme anxiety.

2/20/2022 6:51 PM

4475

Trudeau consistently preaches hate messages. He has bought off the media which publishes
fear where there is no reason for it. My day to day life is me always looking over my shoulder
because I actually have a mind of my own

2/20/2022 6:50 PM

4476

I am losing my job, and haven’t seen my family in 2.5 years. It has created a huge divide in
my family and community. This is ludicrous!

2/20/2022 6:50 PM

4477

feeling hopeless, close to suicidal

2/20/2022 6:50 PM

4478

Not at all

2/20/2022 6:50 PM
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4479

Very little as I’m retired with a good pension income and investments.

2/20/2022 6:50 PM

4480

I feel isolated, and it has been hard, both mentally and emotionally. Going to the pool, doing
laps and sitting in the sauna is not allowed now.

2/20/2022 6:50 PM

4481

I think the flu disappeared. And covid took over .and now that February is almost done .the
hospital in the town were I live has never even had a covid death. So I think its time to drop all
of it .and make Justin Trudeau. Pay for what he has done to Canada 🇨🇦

2/20/2022 6:50 PM

4482

immensely

2/20/2022 6:50 PM

4483

It’s kept me safe!

2/20/2022 6:49 PM

4484

Felt like a 2 year prison term. Living as an outcast and perceived diseased is horrific. Knowing
there is no scientific basis behind it makes it worse.

2/20/2022 6:49 PM

4485

Is affecting my mental health, our children's lifes at school and lost a lot of contact with family
and friends. It's divided us in to separate groups in the general public, getting blackmailed in
getting a Vax just to walk in to a arena or even restaurant or even to watch a movie at the
theater I could go on, but you may or may not understand but you get the picture!!!

2/20/2022 6:49 PM

4486

Loss of job, friendships, family, deaths from these jabs on countless people we know and
miscarriages one stillborn death in our family. Depression, family suicide. This list is a mile
long!

2/20/2022 6:49 PM

4487

Horrible. Its lonely and depressing.

2/20/2022 6:49 PM

4488

Been separated from my family because they live and work abroad. They are Canadian
citizens too.

2/20/2022 6:49 PM

4489

No huge effect other than making me more aware of protecting those around me.

2/20/2022 6:49 PM

4490

Every aspect of my life has been affected in a negative way. Severe depression. Loneliness.
Treated like a second class citizen. No rights or freedoms.

2/20/2022 6:49 PM

4491

has held back my career in many ways i dont even want to go into detail.

2/20/2022 6:49 PM

4492

All of them

2/20/2022 6:49 PM

4493

Slowed work, unable to do specific outings with my children and wife, my families mental
health, my ability to see family and friends. Miss my grandfathers funeral.

2/20/2022 6:49 PM

4494

It has caused many problems with my work and mental health, family division. Nothing has
been good about it!

2/20/2022 6:49 PM

4495

In every aspect of my life that would be too long to explain.

2/20/2022 6:49 PM

4496

It has not

2/20/2022 6:49 PM

4497

I lost my job after working through most of the pandemic unvaxxed, got Covid (February 2021,
Alpha strain) from my job, went through 13 days of Covid hell, went back to work 2 days after I
got out of quarantine and then when I wouldn't get a "vaccine" for something I already had
antibodies too, was put on unpaid leave on October 15th. The only that changed was that I
wouldn't get the "vaccine".

2/20/2022 6:48 PM

4498

I have lost family & friends to the division. My work has been significantly impacted as many
clients wanted proof of vaccination. Soon I will loose my ability to do my work as a registered
massage therapist all together due to mandates.

2/20/2022 6:48 PM

4499

Mental health

2/20/2022 6:48 PM

4500

Not affected at all

2/20/2022 6:48 PM

4501

My daughter has ASD and many services/supports were not available for in person if at all. I’m
addition, I am not able to take her fo any extra curricular which is important for her growth in
social skill because I am not vaccinated.

2/20/2022 6:48 PM

4502

It has not.

2/20/2022 6:48 PM

4503

Depression

2/20/2022 6:48 PM

4504

It has not affected my life. I did what is best for myself and others around me. I got the

2/20/2022 6:48 PM
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vaccines to help others around me.
4505

They are over reach they’ve gone on far to long

2/20/2022 6:48 PM

4506

money/jobs/feedom/trust

2/20/2022 6:48 PM

4507

Restricted too many regular activities.

2/20/2022 6:48 PM

4508

Missed my family... I am worried about my grandchildren’s mental health from isolation and
couldn’t play sports because didn’t get vaccinated

2/20/2022 6:48 PM

4509

Helped to keep my family safe

2/20/2022 6:48 PM

4510

I lost my job for not being vaccinated. I’ve lost my ability to travel, despite following applicable
guidelines set forth by our/ other governments. My social life was constrained heavily,
following these mandates, causing massive mental health distress and physical decline.

2/20/2022 6:47 PM

4511

Je suis une enseignante qui doit porter un masque toute la journée pour enseigner à des
enfants de 6-7 bans qui eux aussi doivent porter un masque. Le masque que les enfants porte
ne les protège pas du tout, ils ne savent pas porter des masques et je suis affectée
émotionnellement de voir tout ce que les enfants ont à endurer. Ils on a apprendre à lire les
expressions sur le visage des gens et a vivre avec de l’espoir.. non à vivre dans la peur.

2/20/2022 6:47 PM

4512

Restrictions to what I wanted to do visit with my friends and family mostly.

2/20/2022 6:47 PM

4513

Locked me down like a animal in a cage.

2/20/2022 6:47 PM

4514

It has been Terrible

2/20/2022 6:47 PM

4515

Could not see zanily and friends. Masks are useless.

2/20/2022 6:47 PM

4516

Severe depression. My child is mentally, physically, and emotionally delayed. Have lost
access to needed medical treatment, even though I’ve needed Emergency treatment 3 times,
and the hospitals have always been empty. The fear and division has created long term
catastrophic issues, and bringing back repressed memories and feeling of when my family was
interned being Japanese Canadians. The over reach of the government has reached
unprecedented levels. I agree that Covid can and may be dangerous to certain populations,
age groups, and medical conditions, but the harm done by the mandates and lockdowns will
create everlasting negative consequences that may not heal.

2/20/2022 6:47 PM

4517

Not being able to socialize plays a role on mental health

2/20/2022 6:47 PM

4518

I can't leave the country, I have been forced to stay away from my aging parents,I can't go to
the gym, restaurants, sporting events etc. My employer has harassed me. I've spent 100's of
dollars on rapid tests. I feel discriminated against and persecuted. And worst of all, my son
has fallen into a depression.

2/20/2022 6:47 PM

4519

It has helped keep me and my family safe.

2/20/2022 6:47 PM

4520

Not being able to work and I social distance from everyone because I have anxiety

2/20/2022 6:46 PM

4521

Depression anxiety and loss of job

2/20/2022 6:46 PM

4522

The government is trying to tell me who I can and cannot see in my life, and how many people
I am allowed to have in my home. I am double vaxxed and boostered. I wear a mask when I go
in a store. After two years we know how to deal with this on our own without government
interference. My older children are not vaccinated. Because that is their choice. But they are
denied the opportunities to travel, to have a family dinner in a restaurant, etc. It needs to end.

2/20/2022 6:46 PM

4523

Put me in a state of depression

2/20/2022 6:46 PM

4524

I have lost a lot of friends and have stained a lot also. The isolation is hurting me mentally.
The divisiveness of the mandates caused by the governments are going to last for quite some
time.

2/20/2022 6:46 PM

4525

Stay at home orders are very depressing and not needed

2/20/2022 6:46 PM

4526

I’ve had extreme discrimination as a disabled person it affects my family myself in countless
ways and my community province and country

2/20/2022 6:46 PM

4527

It has made school hard doing it online. It has also mentally impacted many people I know

2/20/2022 6:46 PM
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4528

Continual inconvenience, no travel, division amongst friends and families

2/20/2022 6:46 PM

4529

Increased depression and lost a lot of business at my job

2/20/2022 6:46 PM

4530

Hasn’t affected much

2/20/2022 6:45 PM

4531

The Government’s overreach to my Charter Rights and Freedoms.

2/20/2022 6:45 PM

4532

It’s pure common sense to listen to scientific and medical advise on this. I would rather follow
the masks, social distance etc then to be the cause of spreading Covid to anyone else and
they die. This is about lives not cash and rights. People need to stop and think and stop being
assholes about their rights. What about my right to have safety in place and not to have some
protestors stomp on my rights. We don’t know what 90 % of things we eat or put into our
bodies are and what they will do but we do it anyway. People smoke dope, drink alcohol,
smoke and take over counter drugs, illegal drugs and eat food from gosh knows where and
what is in it plus take whatever the doctors say when they need too so why now be against
this vaccine and wearing masks that they did for all other pandemics! It’s the me generation
and they think of nothing else. I chose life for all and Norma finically gains!

2/20/2022 6:45 PM

4533

Potential to lose my job. Favorite restaurants are all permanently closed. Not allowed to travel.

2/20/2022 6:45 PM

4534

I have a very divided family on these issues, it has cause a lot of fights and stress within our
family. I just came back from Mexico and Canada is the laughing stock of the world.
Canadians have to be vaxxed to fly then pay $150 to have a pcr test, then again tested at the
airport , then told to quarantine, this is such a lot of bullshit. I've done everything I'm supposed
to do and you want more. I'm pissed.

2/20/2022 6:45 PM

4535

Depression, loneliness, Family and friends issuesss

2/20/2022 6:45 PM

4536

Horrible loss of business We want freedom

2/20/2022 6:45 PM

4537

Yes

2/20/2022 6:45 PM

4538

Don’t like living in Chinese Canada!! When did we sleep & allow our inherent God given rights
to be stolen/stripped away from us?! End this ludicrous evil nightmare already!! If Trudeau
loves & admires China so very much, please just exit/leave Canada & go reside with your
admired leaders & heroes there!!

2/20/2022 6:45 PM

4539

Keeping us healthy

2/20/2022 6:45 PM

4540

All negatively. Nothing positive came from this whole pandemic.

2/20/2022 6:45 PM

4541

How to take the vaccine to protect the job of the breadwinner of the house.

2/20/2022 6:45 PM

4542

Depression lonely fear not happy with life

2/20/2022 6:45 PM

4543

It hasn’t

2/20/2022 6:45 PM

4544

Ruined my school experience in highschool and post secondary. Hard to get a job and pay bills

2/20/2022 6:45 PM

4545

The bank is threatening to foreclose on my house for lack of income due to lockdowns!!! I may
very well be facing bankruptcy.

2/20/2022 6:44 PM

4546

Helped me avoid getting COVID

2/20/2022 6:44 PM

4547

Forced vaccination to provide for my family.

2/20/2022 6:44 PM

4548

Lack of socialization, increased food prices.

2/20/2022 6:44 PM

4549

Zero work in 20 months. Cant eat in a restaurant.. cant travel to see family in the US. Couldnt
visit mom in the hospital..

2/20/2022 6:44 PM

4550

Don't see anyone, more stress in my life. Ashamed of my government. Having to wear the
mask made me lose a month of work because it caused me to end up on two different
antibiotics and two different asthma/lung infection puffers. Outrageous cost of products and
services and earning minimum wage makes it hard to earn a living.

2/20/2022 6:44 PM

4551

Negatively

2/20/2022 6:44 PM

4552

Can't go anywhere or visit family very depressing and lonely

2/20/2022 6:44 PM

4553

Missed alot of precious time with family members who are no longer here and my young

2/20/2022 6:44 PM
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daughter is severely lacking in social skills
4554

All levels. Financially, socially, mentally.

2/20/2022 6:44 PM

4555

Isolation mainly. Mostly I have been impacted by the divide and shunning of "the other". I
cannot believe that the government encouraged employers to fire people; that QB considered
taking away nursing licenses, that heads of government disparaged and discounted whole
groups. I am ashamed of my leaders.

2/20/2022 6:44 PM

4556

Stuck at home

2/20/2022 6:44 PM

4557

I have a hard working job and wearing a mask makes it harder

2/20/2022 6:44 PM

4558

Depression is now the leading cause of death amongst my circle

2/20/2022 6:44 PM

4559

My eldest child has had multiple blood clots since receiving the first two shots. As a mother I
am not able to enter my children’s schools, and my younger children have not been able to
participate in extracurricular activities as they are unvaccinated and over the age of 5.

2/20/2022 6:44 PM

4560

Lost friends. Mentally and physically challenging.

2/20/2022 6:44 PM

4561

Loss of job due to vaccine mandates, loss of friendships and family, mental fatigue and
exhaustion, overall depression, feeling hopeless , wanting to leave Canada ... just to name a
few .

2/20/2022 6:44 PM

4562

Placed unnecessary restrictions and taken away personal choice freedoms

2/20/2022 6:43 PM

4563

Desperate, isolated, alone, depression, anxiety, hopeless, powerless, under assault, targeted
for our choice, alienated from family's & friends.

2/20/2022 6:43 PM

4564

Social division, restricted activities, loss of freedoms

2/20/2022 6:43 PM

4565

I have a vaccine injury and have one mth to get the 2nd shot or lose my Federal job that I
have been a dedicated employee for 14 years. I am extremely stressed and feeling defeated. I
have to choose between my health or feeding my family. There are thousands in the same
predicament and we are being silenced.

2/20/2022 6:43 PM

4566

Choose not to share.

2/20/2022 6:43 PM

4567

No access to any vax passport activities (gym, sports), was unable to accept a position for a
new job due to vax status.

2/20/2022 6:43 PM

4568

I am a third year nursing student and banned from my courses because I am not vaccinated
with the COVID19 "vaccine"

2/20/2022 6:43 PM

4569

My loved ones are in despair.

2/20/2022 6:43 PM

4570

Difficulty communicating with masks on. Cumbersome putting on and taking off masks. Very
limited social life affecting my mental health. Time for all Covid requirements to be lifted and
allow natural immunity to take over protection.

2/20/2022 6:43 PM

4571

Has isolated me from family and friends and sports I enjoy!

2/20/2022 6:43 PM

4572

It hasn't. Dropping it has caused me to be more unwilling to eat out.

2/20/2022 6:43 PM

4573

Tremendously, list family, friends and job! Of course I also lost my freedom like many others.

2/20/2022 6:43 PM

4574

I can’t travel with my family because we have decided to remain unvaccinated until it’s proven
to be more safe. The future of these vaccines are too unknown.

2/20/2022 6:43 PM

4575

Restricted me from going to restaurants, being with friends, family in care facilities.

2/20/2022 6:43 PM

4576

Because of the travel restrictions, I haven't been able to visit my family in my home province
in over 2 years.

2/20/2022 6:42 PM

4577

Stressful sadness not seeing my family and friends AND PLEASE RELEASE PASTOR
AURTHER PALOSKI NOW OR NO VOTE FOR YOU DICTATORSHIP DOES NOT BELONG
IN CALGARY 👌👌👌👌

2/20/2022 6:42 PM

4578

It has put me in a dark place. It has made me consider the things that I am willing to live for
and the things that I am willing to die for. [[this story: potential mental health trigger warning has a happy ending]]. It has forced me to potentially choose between my health and my

2/20/2022 6:42 PM
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education. 4 out of 6 Doctors that I spoke to indicated that the risks outweigh the benefits of
me getting vaccinated at that time.. So I received a medical exemption.. My university did not
accept it.. The Doctor would not renew it… The University did not consider that some students
may require accessibility accommodations while filling out vaccine forms.. The University
contacts would not respond to me.. After my virtual appointment with my specialist Doctor
(who undiagnosed me with something I was diagnosed with in 2016), I had 4 days to get
vaccinated in order to stay enrolled in school.. I received a last minute J&J appt.. I got COVID
and missed the appointment.. I came to terms with my fate.. I’m in my 4th year of school and
will not get to interact with my friends and professors. I will not get to learn in person and meet
potential employers. Although, I will get to experience the stigma and discrimination from
people in my life who do not know my story. I will go through a roller coaster of emotions. I will
fall into a depression. A depression where I am struggling with an internal battle of what choice
I should make. I will not see a future for myself that is worth living. I future where I either
choose between being locked out of society where I do not finish school, where I do not get a
job, where I can not move out of my parents house, where my friends and peers disown me
((During my internship at a a hospital my coworker said that they had to “bully” people into
getting vaccinated. And in fact, that’s what they did. I felt ostracized, demonized and actively
excluded)).. I had to choose between this scenario and the one where I get the vaccine and my
health could possibly severely digress. I admit that there was a chance that nothing bad could
happen but I felt as though I was taking an unnecessary risk. (In fact, last summer I was
experiencing additional problems and my Doctors could not find the answers - I am waiting for
my MRI). I thought that if I got injured I might not finish school, I might not get a job, I might
not get to move (because my parents might have to take care of me) and might not be able to
interact with people. I felt as if neither of these options were ones I wanted to choose. Neither
of these lives felt worth living…. I got a call from public health saying that they had a J&J
opening for me and I accepted the appointment.. I accepted that this decision could kill me. I
was fully aware that by making this decision I could be killing myself - I had convinced myself
that I was okay with killing myself. I had a bath, went for a walk and had a final super. I didn’t
want to die, I reminded myself. I don’t want to die. I did not make it to the appointment. (I did
not make it out of bed that day). Two days later my school contacted me saying that I can
attend school virtually. The asked me if this made me happy and I could not say yes. This
decision was incredibly easy for them to make and in the meanwhile the decision for me to
potentially harm myself was a very difficult one. Why did they do this? Why are they doing
this? And why can’t they please stop? People can continue following the rules but it should be
their choice. Coercion is not consent. I’ve lost my happiness and my trust. I can’t loose much
more and I do not want these mandates to effect me anymore. I personally respect people’s
boundaries and I respect other peoples differentiating opinions. I understand if some people do
not want to be in contact with me or allow me to go to school, work, gatherings, restaurants or
public transit. If some people want to continue the mandate, I understand… but please let
them have a choice. I don’t want people to feel sorry for me. This pandemic was hard for
everyone. All that I am asking is for people to understand how I feel too. So, I want to thank
the brave people who are standing up and speaking for our rights; To preserve the importance
of consent and to ensure that we have a future where we are free.
4579

Mentally drained

2/20/2022 6:42 PM

4580

It has been very divisive. Mental health is suffering

2/20/2022 6:42 PM

4581

My children can't do afterschool activities, not allowed to leave the country, it divided my
family, I feel like a second class citizen. I been working full time for over 30 years.. Paid my
taxes. I feel descriminated and scared to live in this country. I run from Communism to have a
better start in life and I feel like I'm living through it again

2/20/2022 6:42 PM

4582

Work loss

2/20/2022 6:42 PM

4583

Lost employment

2/20/2022 6:42 PM

4584

Had to get both shots to fly on planes. If I hadn’t I would of lost my job.

2/20/2022 6:42 PM

4585

In every way. My mental health. My kids health / mental health. Their development.

2/20/2022 6:42 PM

4586

Can’t do any family activities outside of the house.

2/20/2022 6:42 PM

4587

Its affect everyone

2/20/2022 6:42 PM

4588

I cannot visit my daughter.

2/20/2022 6:41 PM

4589

Negatively

2/20/2022 6:41 PM
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4590

its ruined 😪 everything way too much to type

2/20/2022 6:41 PM

4591

Financially

2/20/2022 6:41 PM

4592

Can't do anything

2/20/2022 6:41 PM

4593

The mental well-being of my whole family has been impacted negatively. Personally, I am lost
for words with how the current Prime Minister and his staff have handled this situation and how
they have divided the people of this incredible nation. I am aghast and deeply saddened with
the treatment of peaceful protesters. For the first time in my life I am questioning “what has
happened to humanity?”

2/20/2022 6:41 PM

4594

Los of employees,financial,no travel,depreciation

2/20/2022 6:41 PM

4595

It has stopped me from being with family it has made 2 years of my life hard to deal with I list
my husband last year due to the Phifer shot he got and it's just hard to deal with

2/20/2022 6:41 PM

4596

Turned friends and family on each other

2/20/2022 6:41 PM

4597

I have almost lost my job, I am not allowed to get on an airplane or leave Canada, the
workplace mandates were very stressful, enough that I went on stressful and a pregnant. I had
to pay for a test to take my kids to any activities.

2/20/2022 6:41 PM

4598

I was deprived worshipping God in my Church and the Sacraments of my faith. I was not able
to be with a dear aunt in her last days. She was blind and had hearing loss and only had me as
a consolation during her illness. Her health deteriorated in a Long term care home because I
was not able to be there with her. She experienced tremendous neglect. Additionally, I have
seen family members experience depression who had never suffered from it before Covid
restrictions. My father broke his hip and was in a hospital for 6 weeks. He was not allowed
visitors and as a result he has cognitive decline that he did not experience prior to this forced
isolation. My son who went to school for firefighting was called for an interview for a job only to
be not allowed to interview through a zoom call because he was not vaccinated. My daughter
in law gave birth by c-section and on her one night in hospital was not allowed to have my son
stay with her at night to help with the baby and neither did nurses help her. My grandchildren
have suffered not being able to trust in a consistent schedule and normal life, lack of
education, lack of friendships, not be allowed on play equipment, swimming pools for many
months.

2/20/2022 6:41 PM

4599

It has affected everything of our lives. Our kids could not continue with some of their activities
(swim lessons for example) do to mandates. My husband lost wages from time away from
work due to mandates. My 98yr grandma had to spend last 6 months of her life, alone, isolated
from her family members, there were family members (myself and my kids along with many
others) who were unable to visit her. Her own children missed seeing her alive one more time
due to mandates. Kids have lost so kuch time and education due to mandates, their
learning/understanding/grades have suffered tremendously. Their friendships have suffered.
EVERYTHING has been significantly negatively impacted.... let's end this now!

2/20/2022 6:41 PM

4600

It's made me a second class citizen with limited civil rights and destroyed my relationship with
my husband and my adult children.

2/20/2022 6:41 PM

4601

It has had measurable negative psychological and emotional effects

2/20/2022 6:41 PM

4602

Parents in retirement home and unable to visit freely

2/20/2022 6:40 PM

4603

It has destroyed my closest relationships with family and friends. It has caused me to hide and
live in chronic fear of being “found out”. It has caused mental health issues that I’ve never
before had to deal with. Fear of other’s wrathful judgements and hatred. Fear of losing my job,
my home, my security. I am now considered vermin to most, a second class citizen. I am the
hated in society. Ironically, I have had CoVID (officially). I did not require a doctor and did not
die. Many more unvaccinated like me have had similar experiences.

2/20/2022 6:40 PM

4604

Segregation and hate has never been more evident in our Country all due to personal and
privacy of choice! The lose of death by Covid and suicide will never be repaired!

2/20/2022 6:40 PM

4605

Unable to visit family and friends, felt isolated

2/20/2022 6:40 PM

4606

My husband died July 29, 2020 The funeral had to be streamed do to the restrictions. We had
over 1800 views. We had less than 50 people. That was just family and a few close friends. I
can’t continue to support my business any more. I held on as long as I could but I am no

2/20/2022 6:40 PM
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longer able to pay the rent, hydro, property tax etc. I manufacture candy and sell to small
stores which WRD forced to close. The potential growth was seriously harmed. Stores didn’t
want new products due to the inventory cost during uncertain times.
4607

Bad

2/20/2022 6:40 PM

4608

In every way, stress, I never had anxiety before now I do thanks to the mandates.

2/20/2022 6:40 PM

4609

It is very boring but I haven't got the covid yet.

2/20/2022 6:40 PM

4610

It has taken me away from practising my first Nations cultural practices. It has taken me and
my family away from visiting our family in living assisted facilities. So on and so on

2/20/2022 6:40 PM

4611

Verging on bankruptcy, after 2 years of opening and closing. Had the booster but in quebec,
over 2 million people contracted covid with on 6 weeks, mostly vaxinated people. The
economy had tanked, inflation will destroy us, the population has been divided. People should
have the basic right to choose to be vaxed ir not. Those damn vaci passes are immoral, my
medical formation is for me only, and not for dome hostess at a restaurant. No more vilifying
people for their basic choices. Change the directives and mandates now, or our beautiful
canada will fall, in chaos.

2/20/2022 6:40 PM

4612

Haven’t been able to do or go anywhere in almost a year. Family and friends no longer
speaking to me. All because of medical choices

2/20/2022 6:40 PM

4613

my kids being social, alot of anxiety problems and health not being able to feel free and do
what we want and having to be isolated at home instead of being able to enjoy our freedom
outdoors and living normal

2/20/2022 6:39 PM

4614

I feel safer

2/20/2022 6:39 PM

4615

Good

2/20/2022 6:39 PM

4616

Division

2/20/2022 6:39 PM

4617

I can’t go to see my elderly parents abroad I can’t watch my kids play basketball I have
developed depression, anxiety and insomnia, which reduces my productivity. I am a single
mom and worried I won’t be able to support my kids. Both my kids have developed anxiety and
cannot participate in any indoor exercise or other activities.

2/20/2022 6:39 PM

4618

Haven't went to a restaurant or movie theater in years. People judge me for my vaccination
status. Although the truth is coming and they will learn why I chose not to get it.

2/20/2022 6:39 PM

4619

Made my childrens lives absolute hell for two years. I do as little as possible to follow the
mandates.

2/20/2022 6:39 PM

4620

Not being able to enjoy my freedoms. Family, friends,restaurants. I want to see people faces
again

2/20/2022 6:39 PM

4621

Segregation and discrimination

2/20/2022 6:39 PM

4622

Constant upheaval of my life, family members fighting against each other’s beliefs, losing
friends, no one knows how much is real or who to believe, I hate seeing my Grandchildren
defeated from family and friends and missing out on school and social skills being a huge
problem, they are scared and angry because their parents are scared and angry. Nothing is like
it once was.

2/20/2022 6:39 PM

4623

Pulling families apart - isolated from immediate family members Family members can't receive
post-secondary education Family couldn't attend son's wedding Couldn't attend funeral of a
very close aunt Caused depression to many family members Close friend had son commit
suicide.

2/20/2022 6:39 PM

4624

Disruptive in my personal family over this none tested vaccine.

2/20/2022 6:39 PM

4625

Income, mental/physical health, friendships have all been affected in a very negative way.

2/20/2022 6:39 PM

4626

I am unemployed, suicidal, lost all hope of ever having a real Life again

2/20/2022 6:38 PM

4627

Can't go anywhere an Can't see family

2/20/2022 6:38 PM

4628

Can’t see my dying mother in nursing home. I am not vaccinated but I have had Covid and
have antibodies. Which should be recognized.

2/20/2022 6:38 PM
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4629

Kept my family and me safer. Pritected me in the workplace.

2/20/2022 6:38 PM

4630

Not allowed in my workplace, and unable to get an exception

2/20/2022 6:38 PM

4631

It has kept my family safe

2/20/2022 6:38 PM

4632

It has taken away my rights under the Canadian Charter

2/20/2022 6:38 PM

4633

Destroyed my life..

2/20/2022 6:38 PM

4634

At the beginning of the pandemic I 100% trusted in what the government was saying and
people in high power of health and safety for the people. I am double vaccinated, always wear
a mask, have taken so many precautions. But it’s been two years, nothing has changed. In
fact before the convoy spoke out, we were getting to the worst we eber were. The government
is using their power to control us, and now that they have that power. They don’t want it taken
away. The convoy is trying to do that, so Trudeaus response has been to tear Canada apart.
This isn’t the Canada i’m proud to be in, this isn’t the Canada I grew up with.

2/20/2022 6:38 PM

4635

I Feel like the entire country is divided and no one is listening . I'm very saddened by this.
Canada is in distress!

2/20/2022 6:37 PM

4636

Wife got a lay off notice. Cannot enjoy the same freedoms as those that have been jabbed.

2/20/2022 6:37 PM

4637

I no longer have a 5 star emergency room Md as my personal doctor due to vaccine
mandates. They are not afraid of the viruses and can cure anyone of Covidism but was
threatened and gag order to Shut up. My took early retirement for refusing to take a dangerous
experimental medical procedure. i was targeted with every variant and cured myself with
antivirals and supplements at the health food store.. I cannot fly or travel within Canada or
abroad to be with family and I am hostage to medical apartheid. the government has over
reacted and banned the cures discovered by Dr Paul Marik in march of 2020. my cure for
covid. berberine a nonprescription hydrochloride that shuts the virus down if it breaches the
blood brain barrier. 515 mgo manuka honey that cures flesh eating disease on contact orally
mixed with berberine in the mouth. ionic zinc D liquid jell caps ascorbic acid crystal vitamin C
adaptogen to regulate the immune system that cures both, auto immune disorders and immuno
compromised Red reishi mushrooms. lactobacilus ruteri probiotic multi vitamin system beyond
tangy tangerine 2.5 and adult stem cell activator peptides to recover any damaged organs
systems or tissue from the virus.

2/20/2022 6:37 PM

4638

Not seeing family in another province

2/20/2022 6:37 PM

4639

My mental health and had to close my business

2/20/2022 6:37 PM

4640

Terribly. Been completely rejected from my entire family..

2/20/2022 6:37 PM

4641

Depression Family disconnection Isolation Can’t pay bills Drinking way to much Unhealthy
Ruining life

2/20/2022 6:37 PM

4642

Families falling apart

2/20/2022 6:37 PM

4643

In multiple ways. I wasn't able to simply eat at a restaurant for almost a year. Relationships
with family and friends were ruined over it. Tension and depression increased for everyone. I
had to start working from home without an option. I felt like my freedoms were gone.

2/20/2022 6:37 PM

4644

It’s created unjustified hatred and division against me and my family and anyone who chooses
not to get the vaccine.

2/20/2022 6:37 PM

4645

It hasn't I worked through the entire pandemic followed the mandates and protocols that
therefore protected my friends and family by listening to dr. Bonnie Henry

2/20/2022 6:37 PM

4646

Travel, work place closures.

2/20/2022 6:37 PM

4647

Restrictions on who I can see and where I can go

2/20/2022 6:37 PM

4648

I am safe and healthy because of the mandates.

2/20/2022 6:37 PM

4649

Isolation/ Division amount family/friend

2/20/2022 6:36 PM

4650

Isolated & scorned.

2/20/2022 6:36 PM

4651

Segregation

2/20/2022 6:36 PM

4652

feeling ostrasized, vilified and blamed, punished for my vaccine choice, not permitted to share

2/20/2022 6:36 PM
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in society - cut off, loss of freedom and rights
4653

terrifide what the gov is doing

2/20/2022 6:36 PM

4654

It is destroying my mental health, breaking my family apart, causing financial hardship and
severely affected my 30 plus year marriage

2/20/2022 6:36 PM

4655

Restricted visits with loved ones,less work,less income,loss of enjoyment with
friends,housebound,inability to travel.

2/20/2022 6:36 PM

4656

I’ve not been permitted to live a normal, full life, free from rules and regulations. It is now
having an impact on my mental health.

2/20/2022 6:36 PM

4657

It didn’t to much as I don’t care if I can’t eat out or movies and stuff. I love nature more. Made
me sad watching our freedoms being taken away and no one noticing.

2/20/2022 6:36 PM

4658

this is tyranny of human rights

2/20/2022 6:36 PM

4659

Affected my children, their mental health, their friendships. Our family income, our family
relationships have suffered. Loved ones pass and cannot see, miss moments that we can
never get back, children being born

2/20/2022 6:36 PM

4660

My family has lost half our income.. Divided us from friends... Couldn't say goodbye to my
grandmother before she passed after having adverse reaction to getting the vaccine

2/20/2022 6:36 PM

4661

Our children are the most affected

2/20/2022 6:35 PM

4662

Loneliness fear.

2/20/2022 6:35 PM

4663

I can't afford the basic necessities for my daughter and I with all of the issues covid has
caused the economy topped with inflation. I'm away from my family and it effects my mental
health

2/20/2022 6:35 PM

4664

Limited interaction with family and friends. Depression.

2/20/2022 6:35 PM

4665

My goodness. The biggest worry I have is for increased extreme anxiety and depression in our
young people. While physical safety is important, the current COVID stats don't warrant the
mandates. Additionally, mental health and civil liberties need to be equally supported and
valued.

2/20/2022 6:35 PM

4666

Loss of employment

2/20/2022 6:35 PM

4667

I am a trucker

2/20/2022 6:35 PM

4668

Stress,lonelyness,hate,anger,frustration…

2/20/2022 6:35 PM

4669

Reduced travel.

2/20/2022 6:35 PM

4670

Ended relationships, lost friends, isolated and depressed.

2/20/2022 6:35 PM

4671

Unable to be with loved ones.

2/20/2022 6:35 PM

4672

Financially, life with family, employment

2/20/2022 6:35 PM

4673

Did things I did not want to do or take. Took away my freedom

2/20/2022 6:35 PM

4674

No effect

2/20/2022 6:34 PM

4675

lost our life for two years and my husband gave up and dies.Could not visit him in the hoapital
his last four days because I was not vacinated

2/20/2022 6:34 PM

4676

Socially, economically, emotionally, relationships.. the list goes on

2/20/2022 6:34 PM

4677

I can't take my kids to go a library, play sports or even eat out. My first son is 2.5 and has
zero socialization with other kids.

2/20/2022 6:34 PM

4678

It has caused splits in our family and friends, it has negatively effected our social life,
prevented us from seeing family and friends and has caused much stress in our lives.

2/20/2022 6:34 PM

4679

Depression, isolation, fear

2/20/2022 6:34 PM

4680

Depression and watching many people mental and physical health deteriorate!

2/20/2022 6:34 PM
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4681

Conflit familiaux Réduction de revenu considérable Privatisation de mes droits Ségrégation/
jugement publique

2/20/2022 6:34 PM

4682

Watching my in-laws, who are very sociable people have aged 20 years in last 2 years. Have
been healthy and are now sickly and looking to go the Dr appts, I believe just to see other
people but now are very sick. Members of the family losing their jobs. Depression. Your young
couples will not bring a family into this dictatorship. I may only have one grandchild because of
our prime ministers poor leadership. They r frighten to have him and his decisions hurt their
children and no politician will help the regular hard workin Canadian. I’m glad my parents are
not here to witness this. They were very hard workin, fair parents.

2/20/2022 6:34 PM

4683

Stress, anguish, abusive against my children.

2/20/2022 6:34 PM

4684

I have very sensitive skin, the mask make my face break out in a horrible rash, I also can not
travel or visit family. I can’t eat at a restaurant with my friends. It has taken a huge toll on my
mental health.

2/20/2022 6:34 PM

4685

I lost my job in April 2020.

2/20/2022 6:34 PM

4686

It hasn't really other the the fact we have to adhere to it otherwise business as usual

2/20/2022 6:34 PM

4687

I feel isolated and depressed. It has been two years dealing with Covid and it’s variants. We
must go back to our regular lives. I do support vaccines, masks and social distancing. Since
80-85%. of Canadians are vaccinated let’s return to living freely. Make the vaccine part of our
yearly vaccines along with the flu shot. Let Canadians have freedom of choice in our
Democratic country. Thanks, Kathleen

2/20/2022 6:34 PM

4688

Depressing

2/20/2022 6:34 PM

4689

concerned About freedom of right to choose and asking if elected leader to be our voices do
not listen to the people of the affects their rules have on our lives how healthy is our
democracy and society?

2/20/2022 6:33 PM

4690

It has had me living in fear for 2 years. Had to get vaxxed or would have lost my job.
Depression and had been losing hope in everything and my life.

2/20/2022 6:33 PM

4691

I have become suicidal from the lack of family time. Scared to say what I feel and increased
anxiety.

2/20/2022 6:33 PM

4692

it almost cost me my job, Also, I am treated like an outcast.

2/20/2022 6:33 PM

4693

Mental health. Locked up. Restrictions.

2/20/2022 6:33 PM

4694

Isolated me from friends and family, hurt my small business , made me very cynical towards
authority as I realize how much of my life and government is ruled by billionaire corporations

2/20/2022 6:33 PM

4695

It has taken two years of my freedom I have not seen my grandchildren I can never get that
one back ! Mental depression caused by all the mandates and Trudeau

2/20/2022 6:33 PM

4696

Stressed me out

2/20/2022 6:33 PM

4697

it has irritated me intensely. If the people making the mandates listened to the eminent
scientists and doctors and took heed of their advice we would not have had to suffer through
them.

2/20/2022 6:32 PM

4698

Forced vaccination to maintain employment. Depression

2/20/2022 6:32 PM

4699

I have too much to say about it, So I won't say anything.

2/20/2022 6:32 PM

4700

My husband was injured by the vaccine and he was unable to get a medical exemption. In fact
his doctor told him the exemption would no be approved by the board of doctors and surgeons.
This is tyranny when you cannot refuse what goes into your own body. Just one question is
Justin Trudeau getting kickbacks from Moderna and Pzyser and if so I want him charged with
crimes against humanity. I do not believe he was vaccinated as he knows exactly what is in
them. Did you know people are dying from this vaccine. I also believe Alberta Health Services
should be charged. They have pushed this for 2 years. Every single day

2/20/2022 6:32 PM

4701

I was forced to vaccinate to keep my job. My life and family are decided. My mental health.
My pregnancy and my life have be affected

2/20/2022 6:32 PM

4702

Stupid question

2/20/2022 6:32 PM
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4703

It has been terrible. I have been banned from restaurants and sporting events in a country that
I am a tax paying citizen of.

2/20/2022 6:32 PM

4704

Divided my family

2/20/2022 6:32 PM

4705

Loss of business revenue, segregation, forced to vaccinate for travel when not wanting to

2/20/2022 6:32 PM

4706

Cannot travel

2/20/2022 6:32 PM

4707

It has been wretched, especially seeing the confusion and division sown by these unelected
health officials.

2/20/2022 6:32 PM

4708

I have been a prisoner in my home for 2 years. I’m done!!!

2/20/2022 6:31 PM

4709

Made me feel safer.

2/20/2022 6:31 PM

4710

Can't breath with mask

2/20/2022 6:31 PM

4711

As long as when it started !

2/20/2022 6:31 PM

4712

Mentally financially divided from family and friends

2/20/2022 6:31 PM

4713

Financial and socially

2/20/2022 6:31 PM

4714

Depressed

2/20/2022 6:31 PM

4715

I have been judged, criticized and called names by family members and nurses. I was coerced
and shamed by medical doctors and mental health Counsellor’s for my personal health
choices. I have been told that I don’t deserve to take up space in a hospital because I decided
it was in my best interest not to take the Covid vaccine. I was unable to enter many places
and businesses which made me feel dirty and like less of a human being. My mental health
has deteriorated and I don’t think I will ever be the same. The division among us is clear and
the Prime Minister of Canada keeps fuelling the hatred among us.

2/20/2022 6:30 PM

4716

I simply chose to be part of the solution, not part of the problem so I accepted that the medical
officers knew what was best. Because I am elderly and compromised medically, I also chose
to limit my contact to those who felt the same way I did

2/20/2022 6:30 PM

4717

Socially and financially

2/20/2022 6:30 PM

4718

Not able to travel. Haven’t been able to teach yoga. Not able to frequent restaurants, gyms,
movies etc.

2/20/2022 6:30 PM

4719

It has turned my life upside down

2/20/2022 6:30 PM

4720

It has divided family and friends. It has decimated the small businesses in my city. It has
discriminated against people. It also gave people who were vaccinated a false sense of
security that they wouldn’t get or transmit covid. The mandates did not change the course of
this health situation.

2/20/2022 6:29 PM

4721

Prevented me from living my life and earning a living

2/20/2022 6:29 PM

4722

Upset family life. Caused divisions within my family. Restricted everyday life

2/20/2022 6:29 PM

4723

It has devastated me

2/20/2022 6:29 PM

4724

Depression, loss of income, isolation, discrimination,

2/20/2022 6:29 PM

4725

Drastically

2/20/2022 6:29 PM

4726

It has increased my anxiety

2/20/2022 6:29 PM

4727

I lost my freedom

2/20/2022 6:29 PM

4728

Mental health decline, children Have been doing online school for 2 years, miss their friends,
miss in class learning. Do not want to wear masks to have to go to school

2/20/2022 6:29 PM

4729

I got natural immunity back in March 2020 with the first strand of the virus. I don’t want to take
a vaccine for something that I am already protected from! I’m discriminated for believing in real
science.

2/20/2022 6:29 PM

4730

The stay at home school order in 2021 caused such depression in my 15 year old daughter

2/20/2022 6:28 PM
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that she had to be admitted the suicide ward in the hospital!! It also ruined my commercial
tenants business and sent him into bankruptcy!
4731

hasn't affected me very much, didn't really follow them unless forced

2/20/2022 6:28 PM

4732

Mental health

2/20/2022 6:28 PM

4733

Too many ways too list!!!! Major one was my Mom going through cancer and having to spend
weeks in the hospital by herself!!!!! Terrible ways all the way around.

2/20/2022 6:28 PM

4734

Low income

2/20/2022 6:28 PM

4735

Work, financial, family friends have all been effected. I may not be able to recoup some.

2/20/2022 6:28 PM

4736

NA

2/20/2022 6:28 PM

4737

Loss of employment, loss of a parent in unnecessarily trying times, inability to gather to lay
my father to rest, unable to attend the wedding of a loved one, home schooled my children
while trying to work, mental health decline for myself and my family, unable to watch my
daughter attend her grad or finish her senior year with friends, unable to celebrate her 18th
birthday, it's a seemingly endless list of all that's been lost

2/20/2022 6:28 PM

4738

Have not been able to see family

2/20/2022 6:28 PM

4739

Knowing I’ve had people in the hospital who have been sick, not from Covid but forced to be
alone, or dying ALONE. Everyday wondering if I’m going to have to choose between my job or
a jab. The lesser of two evils is never a choice.

2/20/2022 6:27 PM

4740

It has forced choose a vaccine in order to work and watch my children play sports, even after
having natural immunity from the Delta variant.

2/20/2022 6:27 PM

4741

Jujust can't go to the pub or restaurant

2/20/2022 6:27 PM

4742

Stress of losing job and no contact with immediate family

2/20/2022 6:27 PM

4743

Kept me healthy.

2/20/2022 6:27 PM

4744

It has affected my job,my life in general my daughters schooling

2/20/2022 6:27 PM

4745

Unvaxxed kids cannot participate in sports. This is NOT right.

2/20/2022 6:27 PM

4746

Having to wear a mask for my job. Getting tested 3 x / week for my job only choice other than
being fired. Having to watch the children be masked at my job is not fair. Lots of division in my
family.

2/20/2022 6:27 PM

4747

Family separation due to vaccines, restrictions on what MY family can do as a unit

2/20/2022 6:27 PM

4748

It’s affected my 8 year old daughters social skills the most as well as her mental health

2/20/2022 6:27 PM

4749

We are seniors and live by the mandate to protect ourselves and our families. I understand we
will live with this for a long time. We rarely eat out, order in. We don't go to too many public
outings and functions. We remain close with our family and enjoy our time with camping,
boating, etc summer sports and sledding, ice fishing and tobogganing in the winter. More
family activities and time spent together. Whatever our provincial Premier and our head Doctor
mandate we will respect and follow.

2/20/2022 6:27 PM

4750

Lots. Travel

2/20/2022 6:27 PM

4751

Made me negative, fearful & unhappy. Negative attitude in my self employed business. Feel
the world is Unfriendly

2/20/2022 6:27 PM

4752

My mental health is declining. Financial status is bad . It’s hard to make an income and keep
living In this situation. The government is messing with people live and freedoms which is not
right at all.

2/20/2022 6:27 PM

4753

Decreased social contact and support, stress for kids at school, increased work stress

2/20/2022 6:27 PM

4754

Personal choice is the only way to understand and experience the true will of the people.

2/20/2022 6:27 PM

4755

Abided by the rules. Time to get back to a near normal as Covid-19’s may be around for a long
time.

2/20/2022 6:26 PM
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4756

To be able to travel to see family

2/20/2022 6:26 PM

4757

It caused me a lot of stress at times. Because its ongoing shutdowns.

2/20/2022 6:26 PM

4758

Depression, loss of income, loss of job, complete stress

2/20/2022 6:26 PM

4759

mental health concerns have increased

2/20/2022 6:26 PM

4760

Lost job...not able to participate in society and lost family members

2/20/2022 6:26 PM

4761

Lost my job

2/20/2022 6:26 PM

4762

Right to chose

2/20/2022 6:26 PM

4763

Isolation.

2/20/2022 6:26 PM

4764

My daughter was contemplating suicide

2/20/2022 6:26 PM

4765

My mental health

2/20/2022 6:25 PM

4766

Endured 1st and only pregnancy alone due to COVID stay at home orders. My own mom
wasn’t allowed to support me while birthing my baby. Couldn’t get into some appointments due
to COVID backups. Baby missed hearing appointment due to COVID closures. Endured having
to stay in a toxic household as COVID closures make alternate living spaces/housing
unavailable/unobtainable. Family/friends/pretty much any support system, cut off and isolated
from coming to see/help with baby due to COVID restrictions and implementation of fear. Peed
my pants postpartum having to wait in COVID lineup at grocery checkout and bathrooms were
closed off. Have become clinically diagnosed with PTSD and ongoing depression as a result of
COVID mandates. Difficulty breathing and seeing during work hours in a high paced and
strenuous field. Experienced burnout within 2 months of returning from mat leave due to
COVID regulations and job overwhelm. My toddler is missing out on joining clubs, networks
and developmental establishments due to COVID closures and/or restrictions.

2/20/2022 6:25 PM

4767

My mental health is through thru the roof. I used to be able to zumba in person which I am not
allowed to do anymore.

2/20/2022 6:25 PM

4768

Life is ending can’t do nothing with family can’t travel

2/20/2022 6:25 PM

4769

Negatively

2/20/2022 6:25 PM

4770

Suicidal, heart condition after the first vaccine. Sad depressed. Trapped.

2/20/2022 6:25 PM

4771

severe loss of liberty

2/20/2022 6:25 PM

4772

I lost my livelihood, missed tons of time away from my elderly parents. Caused me so much
stress and anxiety.

2/20/2022 6:25 PM

4773

My children

2/20/2022 6:25 PM

4774

Both my sons are in University and have been attending virtually for the most part of the last 2
years. I work in healthcare so now have to wear a mask and face-shield at work as well as be
fully vaccinated. I am happy to do this to protect the patients in the building. My husband also
now works from home so we had to reconfigure our house to allow for these work spaces. Our
church has been meeting virtually via zoom and has only recently gone back to in-person
services. We are part of a large family which have not met all-together since March of 2020.

2/20/2022 6:25 PM

4775

Can’t go to the gym

2/20/2022 6:24 PM

4776

It’s destroyed my life

2/20/2022 6:24 PM

4777

It has made every aspect of life more difficult and more costly.

2/20/2022 6:24 PM

4778

Extreme anxiety 😬

2/20/2022 6:24 PM

4779

Stress

2/20/2022 6:24 PM

4780

Life sucks

2/20/2022 6:24 PM

4781

I feel safer. It has affected my professional life as I am a therapist and a singer. But I live with
a doctor and I know what the situation is.

2/20/2022 6:24 PM

4782

Freedom no longer exists. Canada is a dictatorship and Trudeau is just like hitler and Castro

2/20/2022 6:24 PM
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4783

made life undesirable

2/20/2022 6:24 PM

4784

There is no metaphysical basis undergirding any moral right to close or lockdown society for
any reason. Lockdowns are anti-human and tremendously immoral in every sense. Even
wartime would not necessitate lockdowns. Test, Track, and Isolate is the time-tested method
for dealing with viral outbreaks, but our governments failed to do their duty and used the viral
outbreak as a massive power grab.

2/20/2022 6:24 PM

4785

Can’t watch my kids sports. Unable to attend public places. Can not travel. Close to being a
requirement for my job.

2/20/2022 6:24 PM

4786

Haven’t been out staying home getting fat now depressed diabetic community functions are
realy hurting

2/20/2022 6:23 PM

4787

Depressed sad lost work lost connection with friends and family members

2/20/2022 6:23 PM

4788

It’s hurt the social health of our community

2/20/2022 6:23 PM

4789

My 13 year old son coukd nor play hockey with his local minor hockey team who he has
played with since age 4 and SITS IN CLASS WITH. My 11 year old son also didn't play
because he felt it was unfair that his parents could not attend any practices or hockey games
at any arenas. My 2 year old daughter has never experienced a playgroup. In fact, I registered
her for an outdoor toddler activity for a morning back in October by my local ON early years
center, I was so excited to finally get her out with kids her age and have some fun. Only to be
extremely disappointed the morning of I recieved an email stating I needed to be fully jabbed to
attend with her AT AN OUTDOOR ACTIVITY. I was heartbroken for my toddler. My family has
had covid, therefore we are naturally immune. Yet still segregated from society. My KIDS are
suffering the most

2/20/2022 6:23 PM

4790

It's made it shit

2/20/2022 6:23 PM

4791

More ways than one

2/20/2022 6:22 PM

4792

Mental heath!!!

2/20/2022 6:22 PM

4793

Work and family life has been tremendously affected.

2/20/2022 6:22 PM

4794

It’s affected my mental health. Not being able to do the things I want to do and spend time with
family and friends.

2/20/2022 6:22 PM

4795

Physically- not being able to go to the gym due to vaccination Financially- not able to work due
to vaccination and lockdowns.. has also stopped me from buying a house for my family
Spiritually- not being able to go to worship due to restrictions Mentally- a compound effect over
the last 2 years that has caused detrimental effects to my mental state of being. I could
continue in much more detail, that is the short version

2/20/2022 6:22 PM

4796

Divided society

2/20/2022 6:22 PM

4797

My six year old son now regularly experiences anxiety and has had bouts of suicidal thoughts
as a direct result of these policies. I know of four people within my social circle who struggled
to access mental health and addiction services during these mandates that are now dead.

2/20/2022 6:22 PM

4798

How has it not? Friends and family turned against each other. Forced, threatened and extorted
just to be a productive person in society. The lies and deceptions and not allowing me to speak
or learn the truth without fear of persecution.

2/20/2022 6:22 PM

4799

I was unable to attend my younger brothers funeral (suicide due to depression that was
aggravated by the lockdowns in April of 2020) I was denied entry into Canada because my 18
month old son was not a Canadian citizen and was not allowed to see my family until July
2020, after a two week quarantine. I delivered a daughter in 2021 with no familiar support, due
to my family not being able to enter into the states until she was 8 months, during this time I
suffered immense depression and anxiety. The vaccine requirements pushed my mother to
become vaccinated and after having an adverse reaction, ( her heart stopped) she was sent
home with a form that said she’d fainted and a date for the next dose, (which she also got with
the same reaction. They revived her and did not deny her reaction. Under genetic reaction I
cannot in good conscience take the vaccine and am therefore barred from freely entering.

2/20/2022 6:22 PM

4800

Financially, mentally physically. It is destroying canada which is what our useless Pm wants

2/20/2022 6:22 PM

4801

Pointless

2/20/2022 6:21 PM
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4802

VERY HARD.

2/20/2022 6:21 PM

4803

I would need more than this tiny box to explain all the ways these totalitarian mandates have
affected my life.

2/20/2022 6:21 PM

4804

Debilitating,,depression increase,, lonely,,financial ruin,,

2/20/2022 6:21 PM

4805

Job lose, broken relationships, financial hardship, distrust in government/healthcare/media

2/20/2022 6:21 PM

4806

I lost my job

2/20/2022 6:21 PM

4807

Made it safer for Me to work in a school with multiple unvaccinated children and still be able to
see my mother who is vulnerable and lives in a care home.

2/20/2022 6:21 PM

4808

My place of work was forced to close, and all of my friends and associates have lost their
livelihood…

2/20/2022 6:21 PM

4809

So terrible my life is lifeless sad can’t see my family

2/20/2022 6:21 PM

4810

It has caused depression and anxiety. It has also caused discrimination against myself and
my family.

2/20/2022 6:21 PM

4811

n/a

2/20/2022 6:20 PM

4812

Not much

2/20/2022 6:20 PM

4813

got vaccinated become a redpdible citizen .

2/20/2022 6:20 PM

4814

It is a bit insular but ok

2/20/2022 6:20 PM

4815

Depression. Stuck i. The house weight gain financial lost

2/20/2022 6:20 PM

4816

I can’t fly and visit my family, I am not able to watch my kids sport.

2/20/2022 6:20 PM

4817

It has adversely affected our business financially and greatly restricted our ability to move
freely. These mandates have had a very negative impact on the mental state of most people.

2/20/2022 6:20 PM

4818

It has pretty much ruined it

2/20/2022 6:20 PM

4819

The gov't has violated my charter of rights, it has interjected itself in-between myself and my
doctor. It has brought in medical apartheid with its dogmatic one size fits all mandate without
due regard to any negative adverse reactions and deaths.

2/20/2022 6:20 PM

4820

limited my freedom of choice, my freedom to expression, my freedom of movement , my
freedom of social gatherings, my freedom of assemble and many more restrictions unheard of
in a democratic nation, ruled by law. The government is dangerously over reaching into areas
which they have no authority nor empowered to do.

2/20/2022 6:20 PM

4821

Segregation, division, tension amongst friends and family, demotivating, depression, anxiety,
financial loss to name a few things.

2/20/2022 6:20 PM

4822

I struggle with panic attacks which I’ve never experienced prior to this. Being forced to get
vaccinated or lose my job has been a major violation for me and I feel like I’ve never been so
let down

2/20/2022 6:19 PM

4823

The mandates have caused great division with family and friends.

2/20/2022 6:19 PM

4824

It has protected me.

2/20/2022 6:18 PM

4825

space not big enough..main thing is i t took away my right to live a normal life in canada by
removing my freedom to choose whether i want to be in an vaccine experiment???

2/20/2022 6:18 PM

4826

Saved lives of people in my community, I'm not a sociopath so that is a good thing

2/20/2022 6:18 PM

4827

Big time!!! Cant' travel, can't have social gathering with family. Huge psychological and
physical impact!!!

2/20/2022 6:18 PM

4828

We are unable to travel across the country to see my husband's family. His grandmother may
pass soon.

2/20/2022 6:18 PM

4829

My job. My career in the union is over due to not getting the jab. My future is now undecided
due to economical and tyranny.

2/20/2022 6:18 PM
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4830

Terrible it has been a struggle

2/20/2022 6:18 PM

4831

Separated from family and friends, our children have suffered the most .

2/20/2022 6:17 PM

4832

not at all

2/20/2022 6:17 PM

4833

Sergregation of the public, and my family. This should be up to the individual to decide what
they want to do medically with their body. My body my choice, isn't that what all the liberals
were saying prior to this?

2/20/2022 6:17 PM

4834

Not to be around family, not be able to visit hospital and nursing homes, not be able to attend
church in person,

2/20/2022 6:17 PM

4835

makes visiting family across USA border difficult for no reason, as well as shopping for
groceries/gas.

2/20/2022 6:17 PM

4836

No work. No care for my son.

2/20/2022 6:17 PM

4837

I know many people who have become suicidal and have no reason to live.

2/20/2022 6:17 PM

4838

Terrible

2/20/2022 6:17 PM

4839

Depressed

2/20/2022 6:17 PM

4840

It has negatively effected my business and quality of life. It has confused my child and forced
him to miss school and limit his interactions with his peers. Friends have losses jobs and/or
been forced to get vaccinated to keep thier jobs. Some having adverse effects to their health
such as miocarditis.

2/20/2022 6:16 PM

4841

Dividing friends and family against each other. Alienation. Social upheaval. Isolation.
Depression. Loss of income. Uncertainty.

2/20/2022 6:16 PM

4842

Lost my job, my retirement fund is almost gone….will most likely rely completely on Cpp to
live

2/20/2022 6:16 PM

4843

Made my life hard to coup due to the agzitites its caused my wife and the stress it's put on are
marriage

2/20/2022 6:16 PM

4844

Emotionally, mentally, financially

2/20/2022 6:16 PM

4845

to be honest it has not really affected my life, I have had covid twice and survived so I do not
see the need for all of the mandates

2/20/2022 6:16 PM

4846

People are divided

2/20/2022 6:16 PM

4847

My two children were coerced into taking the jab due to the fear of losing the ability to go to
restaurants and to the gym… we have been treated like second-class citizens not being
allowed to have our freedom to do what we want and put into our body what we feel is
necessary. Prime Minister Trudeau has robbed us of our freedom of rights. We have felt
segregated and discriminated against to his actions and his affect on other people.

2/20/2022 6:16 PM

4848

My friends relatives died alone. At one point I was told I wouldn’t have a job if I didn’t get the
shot. I spent a lot of money to attend required meetings because I had to pay for the rapid
testing. Our family gatherings and traditions were affected. Feeling isolated and helpless is
terrible! Feeling insecure is terrible!

2/20/2022 6:15 PM

4849

cand see famile lose friends mental hurt my kids . and life is going to be expensive

2/20/2022 6:15 PM

4850

My husband, a professional engineer, has lost his job of 13 years because the company took
the lead set by the federal government and made the vaccine mandatory.

2/20/2022 6:15 PM

4851

Work personal all of the above

2/20/2022 6:15 PM

4852

Lost my job

2/20/2022 6:15 PM

4853

Caused depression

2/20/2022 6:15 PM

4854

1-Mental health 2-Financially 3-Didn’t get to see loved ones before they passed 4- not allowed
to watch kids par take in activities 5- worrying about my kids future 6-impact on kids lives in
school socially and education 7. Division Of friends and family 8. Forced vaccination

2/20/2022 6:15 PM

4855

Short of supply’s

2/20/2022 6:15 PM
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4856

Isolation, divided our country, my mom in long term care not able to see family, financial loss,
depression in my children

2/20/2022 6:15 PM

4857

Separate family and friends

2/20/2022 6:15 PM

4858

In so many ways. I need a book to write it all.

2/20/2022 6:15 PM

4859

Negatively

2/20/2022 6:15 PM

4860

Have not been able/allowed to work since April 2021 - but had to pay more taxes to give the
government a raise

2/20/2022 6:15 PM

4861

I want to leave Canada

2/20/2022 6:15 PM

4862

It's negatively impacted my mental health by making me afraid to interact with other humans.

2/20/2022 6:14 PM

4863

i lost my job

2/20/2022 6:14 PM

4864

lost my business

2/20/2022 6:14 PM

4865

Want to leave the country

2/20/2022 6:14 PM

4866

The first dose of the vaccine caused heart issues for me. Im scared for my Children’s safety I
don’t want them to get this experimental vaccine. We don’t know the long term effects. If you
ask why most Canadians got the vaccine it was so they could start living again.

2/20/2022 6:14 PM

4867

Asthma.

2/20/2022 6:14 PM

4868

Financially, business mandated to close two delegate chunks of time, family, emotionally My
university student children in their education and huge country division of sides Shaming of
others No longer the feeling of a unified country

2/20/2022 6:14 PM

4869

Kept me safe and healthy

2/20/2022 6:14 PM

4870

Depressed ,Feelings that they took our lives completely

2/20/2022 6:14 PM

4871

Anxiety, divided everyone

2/20/2022 6:14 PM

4872

I will lose my job and it has caused heart issues and blood clots in my husband’s legs. My
husband cannot even walk a block. My husband has been debilitated and unable live a full life

2/20/2022 6:14 PM

4873

Ruined it

2/20/2022 6:14 PM

4874

Isolation, discrimination ,loss of income loss of job

2/20/2022 6:13 PM

4875

Divisiveness and freedoms

2/20/2022 6:13 PM

4876

Limited my freedom

2/20/2022 6:13 PM

4877

increased anxiety. created a culture of division among Canadians and a culture of fear.

2/20/2022 6:13 PM

4878

Lost my job twice

2/20/2022 6:13 PM

4879

All

2/20/2022 6:13 PM

4880

I now have PTSD - I suffer with horrible depression. I cry for no reason. My daughter is
Canadian Military. 15 years. Tour in Afganistan. two medals. An award from the queen. 6
beautiful children, the youngest is 3 years old. All attend private Christian school. She applied
for a religious exemption. Her chaplain recommended it be approved, but it was denied and her
religious rights have been horribly violated. She is facing dishonorable discharge, her medals
stripped from her, no income. No EI. No way to support her family. Can't find another job with
vaccine passport. DISGUSTING!!! There is no way, no way, no way - that a person should lose
their job for a personal medical choice. That isn't informed consent. That is black mail in the
highest order.

2/20/2022 6:13 PM

4881

Our ballroom dance business has been closed for 2 years

2/20/2022 6:13 PM

4882

Created division, discrimination, violence and isolation within society, community and family.
This does NOT feel as though it's keeping people safe. Rather just silenced, stressed and
separated. I stand for the true, north strong and FREE! Version of Canada. Not this, and I
100% disagree keeping anyone from leaving a country they don't feel safe or secure in. These

2/20/2022 6:13 PM
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mandates are treating human beings like prisioners in their own home country. It's NOT okay.
No means no!
4883

Fearful of playing into chinas hands.Loosing hope for our countrysFreedoms and choices.Now
our way or the highway.Insecurity.Disturbing !Our pms Love for china.Using us as Guinee pigs

2/20/2022 6:13 PM

4884

Ruined 2 years of life and living. Financial losses. Ruined the ability to visit sick relatives. The
hardships are many. Absolutely terrible way to live.

2/20/2022 6:13 PM

4885

Isolated Depression

2/20/2022 6:13 PM

4886

Abuse and induced anxiety/fear of Canadian federal and provincial government along with: 1.
Invasion and restriction of human rights. 2. Constant confusion and mixed messages from
government. 3. Unreliable messages and leadership of AHS. 4. Limited our choice to support
local restaurants and some businesses.

2/20/2022 6:12 PM

4887

LWOP

2/20/2022 6:12 PM

4888

Caused division and unhealthy mental state

2/20/2022 6:12 PM

4889

I live in a place I have to cross the border to get back to my country so it’s been terrible

2/20/2022 6:12 PM

4890

Negatively

2/20/2022 6:12 PM

4891

Depression, anxiety, loss of income, spousal issues

2/20/2022 6:12 PM

4892

Severe depression, anxiety, anger. Poor health, Severe mental health issues

2/20/2022 6:12 PM

4893

Socialism, physically, emotionally, spiritually….

2/20/2022 6:12 PM

4894

Work and whole life/family/religious beliefs our right to choose what we do to our bodies

2/20/2022 6:12 PM

4895

It has kept me and my loved ones safe

2/20/2022 6:11 PM

4896

I strongly believe in having a choice in what I do with my body. I am vaccinated by choice
before the mandates were even enforced but that was by choice and not by force. That is the
way way it should be. My significant other chooses not to be vaccinated and it has severely
restricted our life. Medical procedures should never be force on anyone. Those who choose not
to vaccinated should not be punished.

2/20/2022 6:11 PM

4897

Negatively

2/20/2022 6:11 PM

4898

It's forced me to think through what I view as important. I've had opportunities to access gyms
and pools to improve my physical health, it's impacted my community in restricting meeting for
events and church, and it's limited my access to other services based on a vaccine status.

2/20/2022 6:11 PM

4899

Loss of jobs, income, financials, mental health has taken a turn for the worse, no family or
friends, isolation

2/20/2022 6:11 PM

4900

A lot I can’t go anywhere without having to put a mask on and it makes my acne go up, and
having a barcode on your phone to just eat out or go to the movies and to fly is just pathetic
and I’m sick of it I want it to end.

2/20/2022 6:11 PM

4901

Negatively

2/20/2022 6:11 PM

4902

Air travel restrictions

2/20/2022 6:11 PM

4903

Hate it

2/20/2022 6:10 PM

4904

My hubby lost his job And we have lost family and friends over this

2/20/2022 6:10 PM

4905

Poorly

2/20/2022 6:10 PM

4906

Caused Depression for me, my husband, and my children

2/20/2022 6:10 PM

4907

Terribly! Our business has drastically struggled which has triggered mental and financial
distress. Meanwhile it has divided our family and friends.

2/20/2022 6:10 PM

4908

Masks, social distancing, restrictions.... they all have to end. I want to see my kids smiles
every morning, I want to go and see my family and go to a funeral or wedding to support my
family

2/20/2022 6:10 PM

4909

Lost my business. Can't travel to see my family within Canada. Kids can't participate in sports.

2/20/2022 6:10 PM
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4910

In every way. Mostly mentally.

2/20/2022 6:10 PM

4911

Distanced from grandchildren

2/20/2022 6:10 PM

4912

Split our family.

2/20/2022 6:10 PM

4913

Massively

2/20/2022 6:10 PM

4914

I have lost my lively hood and soon to loose my home. It has devided my friend, family and
country.

2/20/2022 6:09 PM

4915

These mandates have had a very negative impact on all Canadians. They have targeted small
business, forcing many to close. They have divided Canadians and destroyed families. The
mandates have affected all Canadians lives when everyone has to show papers, whether a
passport or negative test, to participate fully in society. And even then, people cannot fully
participate.

2/20/2022 6:09 PM

4916

Forced to be vaccinated to keep my job

2/20/2022 6:09 PM

4917

Social aspects, physical exercise at the gyms, allowing to go to on dates, watch kids sports,
professional sports, concerts, events

2/20/2022 6:09 PM

4918

Inconvenience

2/20/2022 6:09 PM

4919

Destroyed my business & put us in debt. Negatively affected my children regarding mental
health, depression & suicidal thoughts

2/20/2022 6:09 PM

4920

Social isolated me, divided my family, and removed my ability to travel

2/20/2022 6:09 PM

4921

I’ve been miserable, outcasted, afraid to express how I feel

2/20/2022 6:09 PM

4922

Suffering from depression more now than before. Effects my job since I have to get tested
once a week. There is actually no life left

2/20/2022 6:09 PM

4923

Family relations, cash and travel

2/20/2022 6:09 PM

4924

Cant go to sport, restaurants, cant do anything social and health related

2/20/2022 6:09 PM

4925

The mandates have affected my life negatively in the following ways. I work in Childcare, in a
two year old classroom. Seeing them have to suffer through trying to wear wet/dirty masks for
8 hours a day is not only wrong but helps nothing. It causes sickness to spread more as we
constantly have to try and put it back on their face. Taking away rights to medical treatments.
Taking away the right to choose on getting a vaccine or losing my job. Not able to access the
same human basic rights as others.

2/20/2022 6:09 PM

4926

Divided my family and friends leaving older people lonely and alone. Affected my business and
general well-being.

2/20/2022 6:08 PM

4927

Low Social Life

2/20/2022 6:08 PM

4928

It's made me feel like a segregated person. It's made me feel like I'm being discriminated.

2/20/2022 6:08 PM

4929

Loss of family, job and health.

2/20/2022 6:08 PM

4930

Kept me safer

2/20/2022 6:08 PM

4931

Laid off a few months, brought back, segregated, loss income...possibly position...loss of trust
in employer, politicians, news, government, elites

2/20/2022 6:08 PM

4932

Mine was one of many small businesses that had to close.

2/20/2022 6:08 PM

4933

No freedom to go move freely, and go where we want! Hospital visits.

2/20/2022 6:07 PM

4934

Meh

2/20/2022 6:07 PM

4935

Kept me safe

2/20/2022 6:07 PM

4936

Must husband was forced to get vaxxed or loose his job. Daughter lost her job as a nurse. We
can barely afford groceries, bills and taxes

2/20/2022 6:07 PM

4937

I cannot express how ashamed I am of this government on its handling of its own Canadian
citizens. It wrong on all levels and just a reminder that in democratic societies governments

2/20/2022 6:07 PM
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work for the people and not against them.
4938

Can’t go to college

2/20/2022 6:07 PM

4939

Yes, affected families health as well from vax side effects/ division

2/20/2022 6:07 PM

4940

I was forced to get vaccines I didn't want,OR BE forced to stay out of businesses I frequent,
despite showing no symptoms. Shipping has been delayed, I can find a friggin job because of
the mandates and constant open and close of businesses. I ran through my entire savings. I
would have rather given it to the truckers convoy to stop this garbage long ago. UNITED WE
STAND, AND WE ARE UNITED. TRUDEAU NEEDS TO STEP DOWN. HE IS RUINING OUR
CONTRY.

2/20/2022 6:07 PM

4941

It has cause harm mentality and physically I watched both parents die alone or wth out family
members. Seeing members having adverse reactions to vaccines heart attacks blood clots
blindness HLH Diease . No exemptions to a experimental vaccine that’s not Science plus we
now are on a vaccine that’s 2 yrs old approx We watched our PM cause so much hate he
needs to resign

2/20/2022 6:07 PM

4942

Lonely

2/20/2022 6:07 PM

4943

Limited ability to visit loved ones. Restricted ability to travel. Restricted access to fitness and
lifestyle facilities Mask discomfort Not able to volunteer at school Inability to see facial
expressions

2/20/2022 6:06 PM

4944

Depression

2/20/2022 6:06 PM

4945

My wedding and my son’s wedding were hugely infringed. Fear and oppression re the unethical
controls invaded my personal life and my family is deeply fractured. The cultural socialist aka
Marxist agenda of our government is frightening and hugely causing an ever growing fear for
the future of my children and grandchildren.

2/20/2022 6:06 PM

4946

We are a farming trucking and health care working family. It has impacted us in every way.
Mental physical and spiritual

2/20/2022 6:06 PM

4947

Not seeing my family ,how all our freedoms have been stripped, to see our democratic country
go down I have lost faith in our government all levels

2/20/2022 6:06 PM

4948

Negative Psychological impact, family strife, delayed development in very young children,
negative economic impact

2/20/2022 6:06 PM

4949

Loss of income, loss of family connection, family having mental health issues, elder family
members not able to see others, unable to travel, led to distrust of government and public
health, break of bonds of friendships of many years, lack of focus - too much emphasis on
"covid" to detriment of other parts of life. Brain too full of covid - too much time spent learning
and researching at detriment of living life, less attention to education. Loss of enjoyment of
previously enjoyed activities. Distrust of others, reticence to have conversations if on the other
side of the "divide". Concern for children growing up in this environment for their future mental
health. It is all too much...

2/20/2022 6:06 PM

4950

Crippled me financially

2/20/2022 6:06 PM

4951

In every way possible

2/20/2022 6:06 PM

4952

Effects the way I live my life. Masks should be worn if your feeling sick at all to protect others.

2/20/2022 6:06 PM

4953

It has created a barrier to seeing our children and their kids. It has attempted to make us
believe that our bodies cannot defeat and heel themselves vs taking artificial methods.
Nonsense!!!

2/20/2022 6:06 PM

4954

Lost friends, feel like we are nothing but puppets to the government,

2/20/2022 6:06 PM

4955

Forced me to receive 2 Covid Vaccine so I could visit my 95 year old Mom in a nursing home.
A lady that survived Nazi Occupied Netherlands. This is disgusting these past 2 years.

2/20/2022 6:06 PM

4956

I am a new mom, I did not get the vaccine while pregnant, and not getting it while
breastfeeding. I can’t go to dinners, I can’t take her to swimming lessons. I can’t even join my
local mom group because I’m not vaccinated. It’s really isolating becoming a mother to begin
with, I just want to show her everything without being stared down like I’m some sort of
monster. I’m terrified to get vaccinated because of all the accusations about it. And everyone

2/20/2022 6:06 PM
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in my family has one or all shots. I had covid while pregnant and was fine. I just want life to go
back to normal.
4957

In EVERY single way

2/20/2022 6:05 PM

4958

It hurts small business

2/20/2022 6:05 PM

4959

In every way. I am no longer friends with certain people and I am in conflict with my family
because of our difference in our beliefs. Mental stress, mental trauma, unnecessary measures
to prevent something that will never go away. There are other reasons these plans were set in
place and it isn’t because of some flu virus. I see through the curtain and I will have no part in
it.

2/20/2022 6:05 PM

4960

It’s disheartening to see mental health impact of segregation for children

2/20/2022 6:05 PM

4961

My husband has lost his job/financially struggling (it was a struggle before), my children are
very far behind in their education and activities like learning how to swim. It has created a huge
division within our friends and family, which I am unsure will ever be reparable. We have yet to
catch covid, actually have never been healthier, how ever, I am seeing far to many close
young friends and family having strange conditions/and heart problems happening after having
the vaccine. I am terrified that is is turning into a slow and painful tyrannical genocide upon my
fellow Canadians. We need to return to a sane minded country. What ever the plan is, this is
not right, and I can’t help to feel like the bad man always seems to win. When will the good
people come out on top?

2/20/2022 6:05 PM

4962

I have not seen my elderly mother in 2 years. I have people close to me who have lost jobs.
People close to me mandated to take the vaccine because they financially couldn’t refuse

2/20/2022 6:05 PM

4963

Destroyed it

2/20/2022 6:05 PM

4964

It really hasn’t, it’s kept me healthy and I work up close and personal with people so masks
mandates have really helped keep me and my family safe

2/20/2022 6:05 PM

4965

Job termination. Healthcare worker. Depression. Anxiety. Poverty

2/20/2022 6:04 PM

4966

It has been a downhill slide to loneliness sadness because I was a senior I was struggling with
a sick husband alone. While in hospital not able to go in and comfort him. These last two years
have shown only Fear, and phobias to the ones we love ,pushed at us heartlessly in every
media possible. There is definitely an uncanny side to all of this with no thought for human
happiness. We have lived through many pandemics without this garbage as God has given us
a natural Immunity. And as we look after ourselves it works well without any science which has
too many holes in it. I am thoroughly disgusted by all of this.

2/20/2022 6:04 PM

4967

Loss of job due to vaccine mandate at work

2/20/2022 6:04 PM

4968

Yes…give me my life back… it’s ruined the economy

2/20/2022 6:04 PM

4969

My children have lost their chosen careers/professions due to the vaccine mandate. They are
under 30 and spent a lot of time, money and energy to complete their schooling and establish
themselves in their jobs. I work with people and the amount of depression is unbelievable.
Myself and others have been ostracized, criticized and discriminated against. I can’t go and
watch my grandchildren play sports. I can’t take them to a program at the library. I can’t use
any I unvaccinated volunteers at my youth programming. It’s awful.

2/20/2022 6:04 PM

4970

How hasn’t it???

2/20/2022 6:04 PM

4971

Effected all areas, family, work, mental health, financially

2/20/2022 6:04 PM

4972

Negative

2/20/2022 6:04 PM

4973

Mentally and physically

2/20/2022 6:04 PM

4974

Children social development being altered, friends and personal depression/anxiety being
increased, work being slow and lowering income, government debt being increased with no way
to pay for it except for future tax increases putting a further burden on my household
responsibilities!

2/20/2022 6:04 PM

4975

Lost livelihood, freedom, social well being, employment, decrease in childs social and
enotional health.

2/20/2022 6:03 PM

4976

Depression! Loss of work, loss of income.

2/20/2022 6:03 PM
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4977

Lost friends and family because of the hate the governments Are spreading. Lost time being
with loved one during lock downs. Can't breathe with a mask on and feel panicked with one on.
Life is hard and stressful

2/20/2022 6:03 PM

4978

It has affected my livelihood, my mental and physical health as well as relationships with
family and friends.

2/20/2022 6:03 PM

4979

I have been banished from society because of the mandates. I have natural immunity. The
mandates and fear mongering of political leaders, especially our Prime Minister's hate speech
has caused a horrible divide in society. The experimental gene therapy does not prevent a
person from becoming infected nor does it prevent a person from spreading the virus, so
therefore the mandates do not even make rational sense, nor are they even legal. My rights as
a human being have been extremely violated. I know what’s best for my body according to my
own personal situation, it’s never been me my doctor, a politician, and the rest of society to
show papers, and it never will be for me

2/20/2022 6:03 PM

4980

Work has changed and my kids life has chamged

2/20/2022 6:03 PM

4981

Destroyed it

2/20/2022 6:03 PM

4982

Reduced my income as businesses were closed due to Government mandates - it’s still
unbelievable small businesses were destroyed while major chains thrived as they were allowed
to stay open.

2/20/2022 6:03 PM

4983

Lost my job

2/20/2022 6:03 PM

4984

Inwas forced to take 2 jabs as was my wife for us to continue to work at our professions. I now
have bells palsy. And now govts are looking at bringing back suspended without pay
employees with full retro pay here ... not fair

2/20/2022 6:03 PM

4985

It violates my human rights. No one should be forced to put anything in their bodies. Doing so
violates their most basic human rights of bodily autonomy (ownership of their own body).

2/20/2022 6:03 PM

4986

Stressful times

2/20/2022 6:02 PM

4987

Cannot go to USA nor Europe to start, no ice hockey, no fitness outlets, etc.

2/20/2022 6:02 PM

4988

It has caused separation to family and friends and alot of depression

2/20/2022 6:02 PM

4989

My rights are non existent My job has been affected My mental health has been affected

2/20/2022 6:02 PM

4990

Closed my business. It has taken away my rights as a Canadian citizen.

2/20/2022 6:02 PM

4991

My husband died 2021 and they wouldn't let me into hospital. Sick. Criminal politicians

2/20/2022 6:02 PM

4992

My husband was not allowed to be there for the birth of our first child. I was forced to give birth
alone.

2/20/2022 6:02 PM

4993

Can't see my family, can't spend the time I have left with them around them!

2/20/2022 6:01 PM

4994

Lost my job

2/20/2022 6:01 PM

4995

Negatively!

2/20/2022 6:01 PM

4996

I can’t go outside without people demanding me to not go by my own choice to do something,
also I don’t like being told that my life doesn’t matter unless I m vaxxed

2/20/2022 6:01 PM

4997

Money and heath and wellness

2/20/2022 6:01 PM

4998

Because I refused the ''vaccine'', I am now unemployed. Also, I cannot travel overseas to see
my family. And I am appalled at the violence against peacefully assembled Canadians in
Ottawa. I vote non-confidence in PM trudeau.

2/20/2022 6:01 PM

4999

Family members put on leave from work, cannot leave the country, division among family and
friends

2/20/2022 6:01 PM

5000

Hell

2/20/2022 6:01 PM

5001

Lost job and now knowing that the fact is that virus theory was a lie as was the fact that
government can even make anybody do anything disgusts me. Mandates are voluntary as
confirmed by Black's law and the rules of civil procedure do not apply to men and women as

2/20/2022 6:01 PM
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confirmed by an FOIA request. The whole system is corrupt and Trudeau did not meet UN
covenant so illegally brought in the emergency act 2 years ago and now. This is a coup d'etat
and the police and RCMP are REQUIRED to arrest Trudeau immediately.
5002

Hugeimpact on freedoms

2/20/2022 6:01 PM

5003

It has been inconvenient. Emotionally difficult not seeing family and friends. Not being able to
travel has not been any fun.

2/20/2022 6:01 PM

5004

Can’t go to restaurant with friends, sick of vaccine passport time to stop all covid mandates

2/20/2022 6:01 PM

5005

Unable to see family,and friends go out occasionally for meals, no funerals weddings etc

2/20/2022 6:01 PM

5006

Negatively. Kids are suffering. I want this all to end for the kids. It’s incredibly sad to see what
society has become after mandates were enforced.

2/20/2022 6:01 PM

5007

Having had covid and consequent antibodies, I was not okay getting a vaccine with no long
term data. I was then persecuted by the government and left without a vaccine passport to
display so I could take my 8 year old to swiming,gymnastics, etc. The govt preaching science
but disregarding all previous science that has been proven. The way people have been treated
gives no faith or trust in the govt going forward.

2/20/2022 6:01 PM

5008

No work, no money and most importantly MY FREEDOM

2/20/2022 6:01 PM

5009

My husband has heart failure and because he shouldn’t be vaccinated his family won’t talk to
us including our kids,Tired of seeing my kids masked up and hand sanitizer 20 times a day
just to go to school this is crazy they have eczema my 10 year olds hands are falling apart full
of cut and sores. My kids have been bullied and told they are making selfish decisions but
school officials.

2/20/2022 6:01 PM

5010

It sucks

2/20/2022 6:00 PM

5011

Depression, isolated and alone. Controlled to the point it affects my whole life and emotions.

2/20/2022 6:00 PM

5012

Makes me feel like I can go to a few public places more safely. My little one is too young to be
vaccinated and my mother in law has terminal cancer, and I have multiple friends suffering
from severe effects of long covid. We are so tired of needing to be so careful - and vaccine
mandates make it a bit less risky for us to get out in our community occasionally.

2/20/2022 6:00 PM

5013

it is not easy but i believe in science and believe that following public health recommendations
is beneficial.

2/20/2022 6:00 PM

5014

In every way. My job. My family and friends

2/20/2022 6:00 PM

5015

I feel like I have nothing left to live for. I want to flee Canada. I’m terrified if what could happen
if J Trudeau is not removed along with Christia Freeland and the rest of their WEF infiltrated
party

2/20/2022 6:00 PM

5016

They have created divisions, spread false ideas, they are based on un scientific theoretical
assumptions, COVID never materialized the way the modelling predicted or the way DR strang
communicated things could go. The pandemic has been economically and socially disastrous,
the cost will effect our children the most. The jab is toxic and has lead to 25k deaths. It’s time
we live in truth and freedom because Dr strang and our health officials are not leading society
in a positive way or a way that is reflective of scientific reasoning. It’s political science
masquerading as medical science and the harm being done is enormous.

2/20/2022 6:00 PM

5017

Working from home, home schooling children yet having more family time than ever. Spending
more time outdoors and making the best of a bad situation.

2/20/2022 6:00 PM

5018

Forced vaccination to keep job

2/20/2022 6:00 PM

5019

Very poorly. I feel more depressed and I feel like the community has slowly started to die.
Many events have stopped happening and support for them has decreased substantially

2/20/2022 5:59 PM

5020

Inconvenience. It has hurt several family members who were unable to work and others who
were unable to attend college.

2/20/2022 5:59 PM

5021

Of course it has. I’m afraid to talk to people because I don’t know how they will feel about
Covid. I’m afraid they Don’t want me to get to close to them. Family won’t see us because
we’re unvaccinated. The kids are always sad because they have had to give up things they
enjoy and haven’t been able to see their cousins or their friends. They aren’t allowed to play

2/20/2022 5:59 PM
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with other kids out side of their “cohort” group at school. They can’t see peoples faces or be
able to read their lips when they can’t hear what they are saying. Anxiety about being sick and
having other people judge you for it. The policing done by AHS in the schools and grocery
stores and countless small businesses. The stress of leaving your house and having to deal
with countless stresses over being able to enter a building or not.
5022

Not wanting to hear Hinshaw, Kenney and Trudeau speak and especially not wanting to see
Trudeau.

2/20/2022 5:59 PM

5023

The mandates are GARBAGE and have ruined lives

2/20/2022 5:59 PM

5024

Business My children’s state of mind. Depression.

2/20/2022 5:59 PM

5025

Mentally and it caused depression. No socializing

2/20/2022 5:59 PM

5026

Restricted. Distrust of information distrust of media distrust of politics

2/20/2022 5:59 PM

5027

Lost employment, pension, severence, EI. My career. Federal top secret clearance, MWO.
Had vaccine injury earlier in my life. Horrifying ordeal. Paralized. How has mandate affected
me? I have no income since October 2021. I observe our Prime Minister making Canadians
stand off with one another. Canadians should be brought together not separated. Without an
income, I only become more desparate day by day. Desparation brings more and more risks.
Horrible situation, how long can mental stability remain. I cannot even trust legacy media.
Propaganda invokes steady mistrust. This whole ordeal has just got to end with the prime
minister stopping his tyranical, inhumane ordeal.

2/20/2022 5:59 PM

5028

I don't go out any more, even though bad, I refuse to support mandated masks and passports

2/20/2022 5:59 PM

5029

Mental health, anxiety, miss my parents that are elderly

2/20/2022 5:58 PM

5030

Lost my work at $100 + hr in oil fields cause I don’t trust the vaccines

2/20/2022 5:58 PM

5031

Can’t enter many establishments

2/20/2022 5:58 PM

5032

Made my community unsafe, I have lost people to suicide, alcoholism is on the increase,
family have lost jobs, the price of everything has increased, I have lost family without
attending funerals or saying goodbye, my children did not finish school, my husband lost
work……

2/20/2022 5:58 PM

5033

Affected the way we treat eachother. Affected our connections and the way we live our life.
Affected my free choice

2/20/2022 5:58 PM

5034

Countless ways

2/20/2022 5:58 PM

5035

Limited my work .lost 1/3 income . Effected minecand families mental health

2/20/2022 5:58 PM

5036

We have not been too affected yet, thankfully, but I have many friends and family that are
affected. The government has no right whatsoever to interfere in people’s lives or their
livelihoods in this way.

2/20/2022 5:58 PM

5037

Life in general

2/20/2022 5:58 PM

5038

We have been traumatized! We are unable to fly to our home province to visit our elderly
parents and our first grandchild. Our entire family has been affected in a terribly negative way.

2/20/2022 5:58 PM

5039

Acrimonious division in my family and among friends. Toxic division in my community.

2/20/2022 5:58 PM

5040

Na

2/20/2022 5:58 PM

5041

My friend shot himself because of losing his livelihood due to the mandates. I have had a
friend have a mental break from losing his business and ended up stabbing his friends little girl
to death with scissors. The mandates have caused so much division between my friends,
family, colleagues and strangers in the stores. I have never seen so much hate and depression
in Canada because of the mandates.

2/20/2022 5:58 PM

5042

I have lost my Doctor as he was suspended for not being vaccinated. I also am not
vaccinated, I have lyme disease snd my lyme Dr. ( different Doctor) did not want me to take it,
he has seen too many if his lyme patients regress back to how they were before starting
treatment. I have only left my house to pick up supplies due to not being protected, i have
been so depressed due to the treatment of the unvaxxed, and the division that the Prime
Minister has deliberately unleashed on us and have actually thought a few times that I didn’t

2/20/2022 5:58 PM
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want to live in a world with so much hatred. We are turning into a communist country and it
must be stopped. Today, I almost didn’t do this survey, I wondered if my bank account will be
frozen and I’ll be put on a terrorist lust for even voicing my opinion here.
5043

Mandate to be vaccinated to travel

2/20/2022 5:58 PM

5044

It destroyed my business of 30 years, relationships between family and friends; it has been
isolating and my daughter has missed so much in her young life. No graduation, no prom, no
post secondary in class attendance, she can't even find a booking to get her driver's license! I
can go on...

2/20/2022 5:58 PM

5045

Produced much fear and trepidation!

2/20/2022 5:58 PM

5046

Taken away one one of the key pillars of being human…….human interaction. But on the bright
side, it’s shown us how corrupt our politics are and how offside the Liberal party is today.

2/20/2022 5:57 PM

5047

Angry

2/20/2022 5:57 PM

5048

Travel to see my family and friends was difficult. Damaged health by forced vaccines. Fear for
my children to be affected in a long run. To be handled like a cattle at the airport. Substantial
money spent for PCR tests. Disheartened by all the lies and harmed people. My beloved
grandfather dying alone. People policing on each other and being unkind.

2/20/2022 5:57 PM

5049

Can not see sick family in the hospital

2/20/2022 5:57 PM

5050

It hasn't. I have more money in the bank and have travelled locally as before and shopped as
before.

2/20/2022 5:57 PM

5051

It’s has destroyed my mental health and the relationship with my family. It’s time to rebuild
Canada for the people not the politicians!

2/20/2022 5:57 PM

5052

I've lost my job,my family is torn apart, I've lost people left all by themselves, I've had my
eyes opened to such corrupt people I've seen true colors in people both ways ,that's been quite
shocking

2/20/2022 5:57 PM

5053

Wearing a mask has been of no consequence, vaccine passports no problem whatsoever.

2/20/2022 5:57 PM

5054

It has limited my ability to travel, to work, it has affected my relationships with friends and
family. The mandates were a complete overreach by the government and should have never
been allowed.

2/20/2022 5:57 PM

5055

I was discriminated out of an education, my kids (11 and 10years) are depressed and
struggling with anxiety their grades have fallen. I am suffering with anxiety and depression
holding it together for my family. Inflation has hurt us deeply. We haven’t seen family in years,
we haven’t travelled in years, I’ve been living in chaos as we were in middle of Reno’s and we
had to stop having people in our home and now we can’t afford to fix them. Our lives are
miserable! We had covid and it was a mild cold. We hate this. It was all for nothing!

2/20/2022 5:57 PM

5056

Taking of personal freedom.

2/20/2022 5:56 PM

5057

I live alone and I have been fairly isolated. Cannot attend special events celebrating family and
friends. Wearing a mask has heightened my anxiety, made it difficult to breathe when I wear it
and also difficulty hearing. I am slightly hearing impaired and rely on reading lips which is not
possible with masks covering them.

2/20/2022 5:56 PM

5058

I’m afraid to speak up and say what I believe. Fear keeps me silent. Fear of loss of job and
friends.

2/20/2022 5:56 PM

5059

Ruined mental health and financial stability Also got divorced after 29 years of marriage

2/20/2022 5:56 PM

5060

All aspects affected negatively

2/20/2022 5:56 PM

5061

Coerced into taking the vaccine, I felt like I was going to loose my job, or cost me alot of
money to test away from my facility.

2/20/2022 5:56 PM

5062

Jobs mainly and have ruined a ton of relationships and my credit majorly trying to keep paying
bills

2/20/2022 5:56 PM

5063

Not at all, I'm happy to keep my fellow Canadians safe and healthy.

2/20/2022 5:56 PM

5064

I am a social person so these mandates has been a mental challenge. We may as well have

2/20/2022 5:56 PM
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been contestants on 'Survivor' where we survive by lying, cheating and stealing because that's
what has become of society.
5065

We lost income for almost a year in my and my husbands businesses. Our children have not
been able to participate in their sports when events are taken place at certain venues. We
have been segregated and separated from extended family. My children have worn masks on
their faces at school for two years while learning in French, which is not their native language.
It is extremely difficult to learn another language when you cannot see lips moving. We have
cancelled a family vacation that we had been planning a year before covid. I have had to
postpone advancing in my education as a practitioner, as my school is on the us. This is just a
few of the ways we have been affected.

2/20/2022 5:56 PM

5066

It kept us safe while there were so many unknowns and it got a great number vaccinated which
may have lead to the less threatening Omicron. Big business flourished while small
businesses failed.

2/20/2022 5:56 PM

5067

I could not travel to see my dying mother.

2/20/2022 5:56 PM

5068

Depression

2/20/2022 5:56 PM

5069

Pulling my kids from sports they they love Extra stress Lost business Difficult to do my work
because of masks Division in our family so we can't be in the same room anymore because
they don't want to be near us

2/20/2022 5:56 PM

5070

Affected my chatter rights of freedom.

2/20/2022 5:55 PM

5071

All of them

2/20/2022 5:55 PM

5072

It has affected my life preferably workplace social life and well-being

2/20/2022 5:55 PM

5073

Too many restrictions

2/20/2022 5:55 PM

5074

Segregation, lost friendships, parent died from Vaccine, required testing (loss of income, added
health risks), misunderstandings with masks, impersonal student/teacher relationship…

2/20/2022 5:55 PM

5075

Depression, divided family, added stress, chest pain, made life difficult for hearing impaired
relations who need to read lips for communication, no closure with funerals...etc

2/20/2022 5:55 PM

5076

Hasn’t

2/20/2022 5:55 PM

5077

Preventing me from seeing family in Nova Scotia, making my son wear a mask for 8+ hrs a
day to get an education/so I can work, having to work a physical job in a mask, getting
vaccinated under pressure.

2/20/2022 5:55 PM

5078

Horrible, almost become homeless. Almost lost everything I worked for.

2/20/2022 5:55 PM

5079

Confused and stressed out and 100%against the mandates

2/20/2022 5:55 PM

5080

Caused emotional distress as I have family on the other side of the border Restricting families
from seeing each other is criminal

2/20/2022 5:55 PM

5081

It now sucks hard

2/20/2022 5:54 PM

5082

Painfully

2/20/2022 5:54 PM

5083

It has impacted me and humanity negatively as I have not been able to be human! My health,
mental health and well-being has depleted and I feel I have lost my freedom, rights and soon
my ability to breath! I feel like Canada is no longer the land of the free and is heading into a
communist leadership! Everything that has happened in the last 2 years is inhumane and the
powers of the government are so unwarranted and is self serving in the name of public safety!
Then there is the divide and conquer tactic in lace by the government which is unacceptable
and wrong!

2/20/2022 5:54 PM

5084

It's cost me hundreds of thousands of dollars in income. It has caused severe depression for
me living alone by myself. It has divided my family on vaccine issues. Divided friends on
vaccine issues. It has been a complete disaster personally to me and many many other people
everywhere.

2/20/2022 5:54 PM

5085

It is okay

2/20/2022 5:54 PM

5086

Travel…not going out…job

2/20/2022 5:54 PM
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5087

Unable to visit with my family and support my elderly parents properly.

2/20/2022 5:54 PM

5088

The mandate hasn't affected my life, the virus has. I would be taking these measures without
mandates. It's unfortunate that mandates had to be implemented due to people not cooperating
in the efforts to manage Covid.

2/20/2022 5:54 PM

5089

Have no freedom! I have the right to choose and that’s been taken away

2/20/2022 5:54 PM

5090

Too many ways to count.

2/20/2022 5:54 PM

5091

My mental health is suffering. My 11 year old son has talked about suicide due to feelings of
isolation and loss of activities/sports. School cohorts has amplified bullying at school. I have
lost friends due to my vaccine status. I feel hopeless.

2/20/2022 5:54 PM

5092

Caused me stress by trying to push the vaccine on me

2/20/2022 5:54 PM

5093

It has divided some of my family and I was fired from my job at a nursing home . I no longer
have freedom to go to a hairdresser, restaurant etc. and for what ? A virus that everyone can
catch, spread , even thr vaccinated.

2/20/2022 5:53 PM

5094

It has affected me negatively emotionally as I feel that I am watching my country be torn in
two. The Liberals are incompetent.

2/20/2022 5:53 PM

5095

Work has been busier as I work I. Health care

2/20/2022 5:53 PM

5096

Broke my business and others around me

2/20/2022 5:53 PM

5097

Depression and stress. Unable to have family at our daughter’s wedding, no gym for my
husband who has struggled with obesity for his whole life and has been able to maintain a
healthy weight for the past 7 years. Our family has been unable to meet our son in law’s family
due to border closures although they are only 20 minutes south of our border.

2/20/2022 5:53 PM

5098

It has affected my job

2/20/2022 5:53 PM

5099

I have found the overreach by the federal and provincial governments, the closing of the border
and free uninhibited travel, as well as the infringement of most of my basic rights as
guaranteed in the charter, to be unconstitutional, unnecessary, and politically suppressive

2/20/2022 5:53 PM

5100

Helped me feel safe

2/20/2022 5:53 PM

5101

It has added extra complexity but it’s worth it to reduce overall deaths and the impact on our
most vulnerable & our overworked health care providers

2/20/2022 5:53 PM

5102

Hasn't. Never obeyed

2/20/2022 5:53 PM

5103

I had to take the vaccine to travel.

2/20/2022 5:53 PM

5104

Can’t travel, ruined friendships, mental health, sports restricted, child’s activities restricted.

2/20/2022 5:53 PM

5105

It has curtailed family life causing a serious depression in a grandchild. It has limited our need
to gather and worship. It has greatly reduced our capacity to Socialize. Even though fully
vaccinated, I have concerns about long-term lasting effects. Totally unscientific.

2/20/2022 5:53 PM

5106

Seriously!

2/20/2022 5:53 PM

5107

It has almost destroyed my family. Our 6 year old told me she wants to really die now so she
can go to heaven because she doesn’t have to wear a mask there. I have lost all respect the
government!

2/20/2022 5:53 PM

5108

Disconnected from family and friends. Isolation has been tough.

2/20/2022 5:53 PM

5109

Had to get the vaccine but noting else changed. Still had to social distance, wear a mask and
follow protocols. What's was the vaccine for then?

2/20/2022 5:53 PM

5110

It has affected my mental health and my children's.

2/20/2022 5:53 PM

5111

Terribly. Destroyed relationships amongst family and friends. My business has been affected
greatly. I do not recognize my country. I have always been a proud Canadian and was raised in
a military family and have been proud of the sacrifices that we endured for this country. All for
one man to become our dictator. This is not Canada.

2/20/2022 5:52 PM

5112

It may have limited me physically for certain activities, but you learn to be flexible & cope to

2/20/2022 5:52 PM
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do what you'd like to do. For example, I may not be able to get together with friends & family,
but I can call, text, email and use social media to connect.communicate
5113

It has made me a prisoner in my own home!!!

2/20/2022 5:52 PM

5114

Horribly. Affected my children the most.

2/20/2022 5:52 PM

5115

I am vaccinated. I am pro choice. A person should have the choice to do what they want with
their body.

2/20/2022 5:52 PM

5116

Killed the family owned gym i've been going to for years, caused mental health issues, and i
dropped out of uni because of online schooling

2/20/2022 5:52 PM

5117

It has divided the people in my life and caused conflict amongst ones I know

2/20/2022 5:52 PM

5118

Where do I even begin! My children's education, jobs and freedoms have all been effected. I
am a nurse of 30 years and I have watched my patients health and mental health deteriorated
rapidly. First it was the most vulnerable and then it was those with good support systems start
to deteriorate. My mother in law was in lockdown for a year and then got covid from a worker.
She battled through it only to die because she choose to stop eating and drinking. She said
she was tired of being alone. I am not vaccinated. So I have been able to travel and see my
family prior to the federal mandates. Now I can’t get on any form of government transportation
or cross the boarder. I have been quarantined twice after travel for 14 days even if though I
have 3 negative covid tests in those days and zero symptoms. That was lose of wages and
not being able to move freely. My children have been isolated numerous times as close
contacts…with no symptoms. I have spent over 4000 dollars in covid tests to allow my family
to assess services and make life feel somewhat normal. I have been put on an unpaid LOA
because I choose to that everyone deserves bodily autonomy. It is the basis of healthcare and
freedom But the worst effect is that one of my children was forced to be vaccinated to finish
her PHD. That is a crime against humanity!

2/20/2022 5:52 PM

5119

Ive adhljusted accordingly as I am a grown ass adult.

2/20/2022 5:52 PM

5120

I cannot play hockey and I cannot see my mom in a nursing home which is heartbreaking.

2/20/2022 5:52 PM

5121

Family and friends depressed and anxiety. Locked up and waiting for hope it’s almost over. Ppl
committing suicide. Daughter missed out on most of high school. Lost confidence in
government and main stream media. Family members unable to get medical care.

2/20/2022 5:52 PM

5122

Caused much unnecessary stress. No one should have to be forced into something just to
feed their families. The fear and hatred the government has spread will not go away quickly for
some people.

2/20/2022 5:52 PM

5123

Broken relationships in families and communities. Spread fear, lies and distrust. Almost
completely erased all foundational beliefs in the medical professions. It has replaced a outward
looking viewpoint, to a primarily inward or self-centered culture. Now we think about ourselves
and our wants above the needs of others.

2/20/2022 5:52 PM

5124

Stress levels way higher not being able to visit family out of province and not being able to go
shopping and interacting with people

2/20/2022 5:51 PM

5125

Stress, family and friend division, loss of relationships, STRESS!!!!!!!!

2/20/2022 5:51 PM

5126

Forced vaccination from employer, severe isolation has affected my parents mental health,
divisiveness amongst family members, struggling to hang onto my husband's small business,
children's education has suffered

2/20/2022 5:51 PM

5127

Unable to travel and kids have been unable to participate in certain activities

2/20/2022 5:51 PM

5128

Anxiety , frustration, inability to plan or attend activities, disagreement with friends

2/20/2022 5:51 PM

5129

Can’t see my family

2/20/2022 5:51 PM

5130

Lost social and athletic opportunities. Thus greatly affected health and well-being.

2/20/2022 5:51 PM

5131

Social life, family and work

2/20/2022 5:51 PM

5132

Affect my mental health, vaccin have give me a lot of health problem , seing my kids in those
environments have hurt me and scare me.

2/20/2022 5:51 PM

5133

Financial

2/20/2022 5:51 PM
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5134

Socially I watched my dad's 83 year old life stolen from him because of covid restrictions. He
went from a healthy robust outgoing pickleball player to a man with no outside source at all
except to sit all day in front of biased legacy media. Shameful. He has recently died.

2/20/2022 5:51 PM

5135

We are not living fully or freely

2/20/2022 5:50 PM

5136

Loss of employment, loss of joy and purpose.

2/20/2022 5:50 PM

5137

Mentally, financially,

2/20/2022 5:50 PM

5138

It’s been brutally harmful to my metal health and well being. I can’t take this any more. Please
end all mandates.

2/20/2022 5:50 PM

5139

Caused times where household was down to only me working due to my partners job type
being shut down repeatedly

2/20/2022 5:50 PM

5140

With the border being closed, I have not been able to see my children in over a year

2/20/2022 5:50 PM

5141

It hasn't. I am more concerned about precedents being set and political science trumping
health sciences

2/20/2022 5:50 PM

5142

It has affected my son, first due to job loss and receiving money from the government. His
words - the less you do the less you want to do. My son once was asked if he was a morning
or night person - he said I am an all day person. He is 24 years old right now and feels there is
nothing to live for, this does not sound like the same person, does it. It has affected our work
as well but for me and my husband this is our greatest sorrow.

2/20/2022 5:50 PM

5143

Fights and devision in my own family hurts the most. Very inconvenient..kept us cooped up for
way to long..separation..depression ..suicides ...fear ..restricted breathing..a sister who died of
cancer ..she had to go through it alone at the hospital ..no real funeral ..restricted visitation and
so much more :( we are done!

2/20/2022 5:50 PM

5144

I was put on unpaid leave from not disclosing my health status. I'm not able to travel for work.

2/20/2022 5:50 PM

5145

In terrible in settling ways and my relationship with friends and familt

2/20/2022 5:50 PM

5146

Big time

2/20/2022 5:50 PM

5147

Yes

2/20/2022 5:50 PM

5148

Yes

2/20/2022 5:50 PM

5149

Segregation... Profound impact on my childrens social development and education via
lockdowns

2/20/2022 5:49 PM

5150

Depression and loss of income for my young adult children who at the time didn’t “qualify” for
CERB payments. They fell through the cracks. Had found jobs but weren’t allowed to work.
Feelings of hopelessness, isolation. Witnessing situations where sick people admitted to
hospitals or long term care facilities (not with Covid) were forced to sit in total isolation from
their families. “No visitors allowed”. At a time when contact with family is most important. And
honestly? Having to watch the government slowly, gradually, systemically take more power
and control over its citizens than they shouldn’t be allowed to. It happened over such a span of
time that most people didn’t take much notice when they were focused more on immediate
things. If you compare our rights and freedoms from 3 years ago to now, the results are very
disturbing.

2/20/2022 5:49 PM

5151

Segregation of families, job loss

2/20/2022 5:49 PM

5152

I God vaccine injured from the Moderna vaccine because I got the shots..

2/20/2022 5:49 PM

5153

Restricted my movement Improper breathing with mask on

2/20/2022 5:49 PM

5154

My health Mentally and physically challenged Every day

2/20/2022 5:49 PM

5155

Depression

2/20/2022 5:49 PM

5156

It has restricted my ability to travel, inflated the cost of goods, made shipping costs and times
rise, and been frustrating to live under.

2/20/2022 5:48 PM

5157

It has greatly affected my mental health. Being unable or made to feel bad for seeing friends
and family takes a toll. My work life in healthcare has become so incredibly stressful due to

2/20/2022 5:48 PM
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short staffing caused by mandates.
5158

Negatively

2/20/2022 5:48 PM

5159

I had lost my job as a direct result of the lock downs .

2/20/2022 5:48 PM

5160

Very badly, I can't breath with a mask and I can't travel freely without a vaccine which I don't
need since I have already survived covid and have immune issues which make taking the
vaccine a bad idea.

2/20/2022 5:48 PM

5161

It has devastated it in more ways than I can mention. Loss of income, loss of education,
mental anguish, loss of faith in my government....

2/20/2022 5:47 PM

5162

Loss of so many freedoms, family. Friends, social activities, theater/sports/entertainment
curtailment, church activities, job loss for family members, visiting restrictions for elderly
mom, added stress emtionally/physically and financially, sleep deprivation .

2/20/2022 5:47 PM

5163

I lost my job, my children have missed out on milestones and I've lost several friends for my
beliefs since they are avid mainstream media watchers.

2/20/2022 5:47 PM

5164

Negatively, this has been pro longed for too long.

2/20/2022 5:47 PM

5165

I haven’t been able to enjoy an evening out with my husband /and friends for over a year. I
hardly shop as I get anxiety attacks wearing a mask. I have been told by”friends” that if I get
Covid I should be sent home to die!

2/20/2022 5:47 PM

5166

First of all an attack on human rights, totally against are Charter of Rights Dictator ship has
affected us and me every way

2/20/2022 5:47 PM

5167

Lost my job , kids have been denied sports and socializing, school was a waste of time,
mental health issues,

2/20/2022 5:47 PM

5168

I got laid off, lost friends, stress, depression, missing life

2/20/2022 5:47 PM

5169

Loss of friends, loss of business, stress and anxiety, all negative impacts

2/20/2022 5:47 PM

5170

Horribly. My childhood asthma has come back and 3 of my children are experiencing major
anxiety issues since the mandates started.

2/20/2022 5:47 PM

5171

Financially, mentally.

2/20/2022 5:47 PM

5172

Drastically. Lost my job, family members to suicide, watched business around me fall, people
lose their livelihoods. I myself would have taken my own life if it weren’t for those fighting.

2/20/2022 5:46 PM

5173

Financial difficulties as our business closed more than once. Didn’t qualify for the “help” from
the government.

2/20/2022 5:46 PM

5174

Kept me safe from getting covid -19 while still allowing me to work and interact with the
community socially

2/20/2022 5:46 PM

5175

It’s frustrating, services reduced, or delayed. None emergency medical appointments are hard
to come by because everything went to Covid. I’m 2 years behind getting a pap exam.

2/20/2022 5:46 PM

5176

My small business has lost work, unable to travel for work at times , mental toll on my
children.

2/20/2022 5:46 PM

5177

The mandate has caused division between people and increased depression and loneliness.

2/20/2022 5:46 PM

5178

The mandates...or precautions have kept me comfortable because I am fully vaccinated, and
like to physically avoid those whom are not as much as possible.

2/20/2022 5:46 PM

5179

I'm no longer employed. Its caused division in my family

2/20/2022 5:46 PM

5180

Lost job, kids are stressed

2/20/2022 5:46 PM

5181

I had to take vaccine othewise I would be home as I am RN... Lots off bad, disapproval looks
from coworkers who were pro vax..

2/20/2022 5:46 PM

5182

Well I was sick more then once and I had all the systems of COVID but did not have it. But
still kept doing what the government said was it hard YES it was. But my family and I done it.
Up ontil what I've seen with my own eyes the orders that was given to police and to come in
with horses and what that did and continue to use them. It's like the truckers said and the

2/20/2022 5:46 PM
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prime minister showed it all they are not for us little people. What do we pay taxes for and all
the truckers wanted is to talk to Priminster but he chose not too . We're in a Pandemic and
everything has sky rocked in price.
5183

Don’t see family enough, economically, depression

2/20/2022 5:45 PM

5184

Negatively effected my life. Caused unnecessary stress.

2/20/2022 5:45 PM

5185

I have been segregated for 6 months. Lost family and friends. My kids can't play sports and is
depressed

2/20/2022 5:45 PM

5186

Reduced opportunities, distanced friendships, back and eye pain due to working virtually,
inability to travel to see family, feeling lack of church fellowship when churches were closed

2/20/2022 5:45 PM

5187

Lost my business and a 20 year career lost my home and now I'm struggling with a massive
amount of debt.

2/20/2022 5:45 PM

5188

It has divided people

2/20/2022 5:45 PM

5189

Depression, division, loss of relationship with friends and family, less physically active, less
socializing, isolated

2/20/2022 5:45 PM

5190

Trudeau is terrorizing the people of his country. He has made me feel fearful in my home. The
mandates imposed have made me lose hope, feel depressed, alone.

2/20/2022 5:45 PM

5191

It was necessary at one time but no longer

2/20/2022 5:45 PM

5192

Family distant

2/20/2022 5:45 PM

5193

Lost employment

2/20/2022 5:45 PM

5194

Tough breathing with masks on

2/20/2022 5:44 PM

5195

My trust and confidence in politicians, medical staff and beaurocracy is at an all-time low.

2/20/2022 5:44 PM

5196

killed all meaningful contact with other people.

2/20/2022 5:44 PM

5197

Prior to Covid, I was already feeling anarchist due to long time corruption and fraud in
government and this has thrown it over the edge. People aren’t stupid (some are, and those
are the ones who have fallen for this hook, line and sinker). But when you start to implement
measures that have clear, long term scientific proof of what works and what doesn’t work and
silence any opposing narrative, that is just pure evil! How this has affected my life is that I
realized that evil doesn’t just exist, it’s prevalent within government; ALL government!

2/20/2022 5:44 PM

5198

Not seeing my family! It has divided the Family!

2/20/2022 5:44 PM

5199

How hasn’t it

2/20/2022 5:44 PM

5200

Overall, everything was safer. It’s time to end the restrictive measures.

2/20/2022 5:44 PM

5201

Lost my job

2/20/2022 5:43 PM

5202

Mental health has deteriorated vastly, alchohol consumption has drastically increased and had
to get vaccine to go to school only for mandates to be lifted, gave my rights up for that

2/20/2022 5:43 PM

5203

Wrecked it completely

2/20/2022 5:43 PM

5204

Negatively

2/20/2022 5:43 PM

5205

Have been unable to conduct business as usual because of being barred from certain facilities
and events. And have been stigmatized for my personal medical decisions

2/20/2022 5:43 PM

5206

In a negative way

2/20/2022 5:43 PM

5207

Masks are a joke, makes me sick wearing one. Limited where I could go until I finally caved
and got the experimental shot.

2/20/2022 5:43 PM

5208

Tremendously, I feel discriminated because I don’t agree with the vaccine, and the government
imposing it on us! I stand up for free choice what goes in my body!

2/20/2022 5:43 PM

5209

My whole life, the first time in 63 years I am a shamed to be Canadian!

2/20/2022 5:43 PM

5210

It has had a NEGATIVE mental, spiritual, and physical effect on my life.

2/20/2022 5:43 PM
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5211

It has restricted my freedom of rights as a Canadian. I have not been allowed to truly live free
in my own country for over two years. They have prevented me from seeing family and friends,
going to social functions, watch family and friends get married, or even spend time and or say
goodbye to family and friends that are in the hospital.

2/20/2022 5:43 PM

5212

It has effected my business and social life.

2/20/2022 5:43 PM

5213

-My kids are out of school. -Grandparents have to bring the kids to sports. -My wife can’t work.

2/20/2022 5:43 PM

5214

The mandates have affected my mental health badly. Masks cause me to have frequent panic
attacks, and I am unable to look forward to anything because of the restrictions as I can not
participate in events. Employment opportunities are even fewer as most require full
vaccination. I am not even able to leave the country, I feel like a prisoner.

2/20/2022 5:43 PM

5215

Can’t find work without being forced to take the vaccine

2/20/2022 5:43 PM

5216

The mandate has not affected me

2/20/2022 5:43 PM

5217

I work travel industry and have not been on much assistance and now with all the mandates
my business is still majorly affected. I want to work. Plus unable to attend family funerals
which is awful plus having my daughters wedding postponed. This has just affected life in so
many ways its hard to put into words. And I must say I had no mental health issues prior but
I'm now feeling it way to much.

2/20/2022 5:43 PM

5218

I cannot travel on an airplane for work, family or education purposes. It sends the signal to all
authorities that it's okay to discriminate against unvaccinated persons.

2/20/2022 5:42 PM

5219

I lost my job. My mental health has grown. My relationship has been under stress. People are
separated

2/20/2022 5:42 PM

5220

Loss income, mental stress for myself n family. Feel trapped in a supposed free country.

2/20/2022 5:42 PM

5221

how hasn't it? I haven't been in a public building since October 2020.

2/20/2022 5:42 PM

5222

Lost freedoms. Lost faith in gov’t and the belief they are protecting us.

2/20/2022 5:42 PM

5223

unable to travel useless mandates that did nothing .

2/20/2022 5:42 PM

5224

Destroyed my small business. Damaged my physical and mental health with all this bullshit
and stress. I am almost 60 fucking years old!

2/20/2022 5:42 PM

5225

Mentally, physically and emotionally. Being isolated and divided from friends family and others

2/20/2022 5:41 PM

5226

Having to get tested to watch my grandson play his sport, and to be able to dine in a
restaurant. Stressful and unnecessary since we have natural immunity which the gov refuses
to acknowledge.

2/20/2022 5:41 PM

5227

It’s created nothing but division and total anxiety! It’s almost cost me my job. Is this single
mom of three it is my responsibility to provide for them. It’s prevented me from taking my
children out and enjoying life! Two of my children no longer enjoy school cause of the division.
This is Canada people! Land of the free!!! Let’s get back to that.

2/20/2022 5:41 PM

5228

Took away my Freedoms and choices. Made me depressed and anti social.

2/20/2022 5:41 PM

5229

They have destroyed what should have been two of my best years in retirement. I couldn’t
travel, I couldn’t eat in restaurants, for a long while I couldn’t even visit my grandkids. I had
surgery delayed by months. The list is endless.

2/20/2022 5:41 PM

5230

Just to much bullshit to put up with. More than two years to brainwash the world into believing
this flu will end the world.

2/20/2022 5:41 PM

5231

It had destroyed mental health. I now drink way more then I ever used to.

2/20/2022 5:41 PM

5232

Family divided. Neighborhood divided. Unable to eat in restaurants. Difficult to hold social
functions to establish social connections. Placed on with employer

2/20/2022 5:41 PM

5233

The mandates are against all my chater rights and freedoms. Everything govt did during this
endemic has been illegal. End every mandate and digital I D immediately.

2/20/2022 5:41 PM

5234

Made it hard to earn a living

2/20/2022 5:41 PM

5235

Life has been restricted

2/20/2022 5:41 PM
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5236

Socializing now is not fun at all

2/20/2022 5:40 PM

5237

Harming my health. I have a lung condition COPD and cannot wear a mask. I am also allergic
to the injection. My health has deteriorated.

2/20/2022 5:40 PM

5238

Anxiety

2/20/2022 5:40 PM

5239

Isolated, unable to see friends and family wile I was working 70 hours a week driving truck
through the pandemic.

2/20/2022 5:40 PM

5240

Not much i haven’t travelled, I’m vaccinated x2, and work in Heath care.

2/20/2022 5:40 PM

5241

Increased depression and financial loss. It's caused division amongst my friends and family. I
know people who have died of heart problems right after the booster. It's affecting inflation
nationwide.

2/20/2022 5:40 PM

5242

not one little bit

2/20/2022 5:40 PM

5243

Lost friends and family over the mandate.

2/20/2022 5:39 PM

5244

It's pissed me off to no end and if I were to tell how mad I am I'd probably be arrested

2/20/2022 5:39 PM

5245

Increased mental health issues. Missed out on special events like baby showers. Family is
decided over vaccines

2/20/2022 5:39 PM

5246

As a Canadian living overseas I am unable to fly back to Canada without experiencing great
cost for quarantine as well as not being able to fly within Canada without a vax passport.

2/20/2022 5:39 PM

5247

My mental state and over all well being!

2/20/2022 5:39 PM

5248

Work and play

2/20/2022 5:39 PM

5249

It has caused depression and anxiety,sadness feeling of hopelessness

2/20/2022 5:39 PM

5250

Its made me have bad social anxiety and unable to make friends, also has gave me slight
anger issues as I find it stupid.

2/20/2022 5:39 PM

5251

Divorced Suicidal

2/20/2022 5:39 PM

5252

Loss of employment and alienation from family and friends

2/20/2022 5:39 PM

5253

It's been a devastating 2 years A major struggle...I suffer from anxiety and this has made me
10 times worse. But we all know this was never about our health. It is about control!!!

2/20/2022 5:39 PM

5254

Terrible

2/20/2022 5:39 PM

5255

No ski saeson can`t go to restaurants hardware stores couldn`t not see old family members in
seniors home and hospital no movie ....felt a second class citizen I find it hard to see clodes
nighbours and friends loose their job because they wanted to express their right a refusing an
experimental injection which we know now is far from being safe and effectice. When ther is
risk there should be choice. I ha d divides society, my family and friendship.

2/20/2022 5:39 PM

5256

Lost my job

2/20/2022 5:39 PM

5257

It hasn’t SaskParty did

2/20/2022 5:39 PM

5258

Discouraged with political leaders in ottawa and nb...disappointed in them. But Encouraged to
believe politicians will reap what they sow...pay day someday for them...don t believe hardly a
thing the media reports...exasperating

2/20/2022 5:39 PM

5259

Has affected my business as Airbnb owner and my husband has left his job 2-3 yrs before his
planned retirement which directly affects our financial position. My sister and daughter are
nurses and burned out not due to Covid patients but More from the Massive increase mental
health issues and drug and alcohol addiction due to the stresses over the past two years. The
worst stress on our family and people we know has been due to the actions of JT. It’s a sad
day in history that we could let this get so far in a free Canada and a dictator can take our
freedoms and country away.

2/20/2022 5:39 PM

5260

In every way. Caused divide in workplace, friends, family and community. I feel discriminated
upon for my personal choices by the government and others.

2/20/2022 5:38 PM

5261

I lost my career my freedom friends over my choices

2/20/2022 5:38 PM
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5262

Mandates plus closures, distancing, lockdowns, masks, etc have caused turmoil in our
families, friends and neighbours plus invoked fear, depression and irreparable damage to my
own and my children's livelihood, health and well-being, extending to our community. I am
sickened by the actions of our govt, lack of humanity and the use of totalitarian methods to
scare, control and deceive the Canadian people. Our reputation as a free country has been
stabbed by the disgusting measures, in the name of mandates, which we are told will keep
people safe by taking an experimental vaccine that does NOT protect us, nor stop the spread
of a virus that we must learn to live with. Shame on those who enforce a narrative filled with
taking away a Canadian's personal rights while using tactics to turn people against one
another.

2/20/2022 5:38 PM

5263

Limits what I can and can't do.

2/20/2022 5:38 PM

5264

Beyond description

2/20/2022 5:38 PM

5265

My job our family life

2/20/2022 5:38 PM

5266

Dramatically. The mandates have created so much division and upheaval. Canada is in such a
bad place right now with the way the government is coercing and manipulating the people. It is
no longer about health and is obvious that it is only about power and control and always has
been.

2/20/2022 5:38 PM

5267

Restricted my freedoms

2/20/2022 5:38 PM

5268

Lost work, made me feel as if I had NO control 0f my own life and the government as
overstepped their boundaries

2/20/2022 5:38 PM

5269

It has ruined my relationships with many friends.caused much anxiety

2/20/2022 5:37 PM

5270

Mandates need to go time to get on living life! Covid has been dragging on way too long

2/20/2022 5:37 PM

5271

I didn’t follow the mandates.

2/20/2022 5:37 PM

5272

Job loss, reduced hours at new job, divided family and friends, random lockdowns and not able
to travel

2/20/2022 5:37 PM

5273

Useless

2/20/2022 5:37 PM

5274

Cost thousands in testing, limited travel, lost family members without seeing them

2/20/2022 5:37 PM

5275

The mandate …. Being FORCED to inject something into MY body that has not been studied
enough to know all of the pros and cons disgusts me… being FORCED is what is disgusting…
get the shot, or you are limited to what you have been free to have and do your entire life.
What the hell did all our veterans fight for?? Sure as hell wasn’t FOR dictatorship!!! Our bodies
are designed to build its own defence….. mandates are bullshit!

2/20/2022 5:37 PM

5276

In many ways it’s especially effected my mental health

2/20/2022 5:37 PM

5277

I am a 2nd class citizen who is not allowed to participate in erything to do with coersion and
certain activies becaus eof my health status. I have done a lot of reading and research and d
what affects me most is the fact that the mandates have nothing to do with our health and
compliance in other words harkening back to times we said would never happen again..Since
those venues I can live without, I would say it is the internal working of finding truths the
biggest effect, and standing firm and strong ...

2/20/2022 5:36 PM

5278

Can’t work

2/20/2022 5:36 PM

5279

I’m stuck at home more then 2 years lost half of my friends because all of the restrictions
can’t visiting my family in Europe because restrictions

2/20/2022 5:36 PM

5280

Restrictions

2/20/2022 5:36 PM

5281

Negative

2/20/2022 5:36 PM

5282

Yes it has!! My Mental Health and my health care im depressed. And not only me but my
daughter as well she not getting the proper education cuz of these mandates and these masks
are hurting out face cuz they are good for you!!

2/20/2022 5:36 PM

5283

Income

2/20/2022 5:36 PM

5284

It has truly caused havoc. It has separated our family and friends. I am unable to work at the

2/20/2022 5:36 PM
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federal income tax office. I have depression due to the mandates. This madness must come
to an end.
5285

It has caused Extreme mental illness. It has kept me away from seeing my family that lives in
the USA.

2/20/2022 5:36 PM

5286

Very little. Following the direction of health officials we have so far avoided contacting COVID.
Hopefully people will in the future become more aware of safety precautions around flu season.

2/20/2022 5:35 PM

5287

Discrimination, mental health, finances, marriage strain, kids mental health

2/20/2022 5:35 PM

5288

This phoney emergency is ruining everyone’s life, not just mine.

2/20/2022 5:35 PM

5289

My loved ones have been placed on LOA and now sit at home while all of their coworkers who
are triple vaccinated have covid. There is no sense. Depression, isolation, missed funerals and
holidays and weddings, no travel, my small children masked like they are somehow a disease
inside their schools….. it’s just endless. All of this far outweighs any covid crisis since
omicron. It’s insanity and wrong. It’s government overreach plain and simple.

2/20/2022 5:35 PM

5290

Negatively

2/20/2022 5:35 PM

5291

I could not go to my twin sister's funeral and I have not gone home in two years.

2/20/2022 5:35 PM

5292

Ruined it.

2/20/2022 5:35 PM

5293

Depression, stress, loss of friends, loss of my life…

2/20/2022 5:35 PM

5294

I have lost my job. Struggling to keep up with cost of living re: inflation My children in grade 3
and 4 DO NIT REMEMBER A NITNAL EXISTENCE IN SCHOOL IT WITH OUR FAMIKY
TRADITIONS FOR HOLIDAYS. They have experienced the exclusion and name calling. They
have gone to bed crying because someone told them they would kill them if they didn’t wear a
mask. Children being held responsible for someone else’s health. Ludicrous!

2/20/2022 5:35 PM

5295

Everything shit

2/20/2022 5:35 PM

5296

It is not easy to make decisions about vaccines, including allergies and personal reasons and
nobody should be punished for doing what they believe is best and healthiest for them.
Especially when it come to lively hood and jobs. It has been very difficult and stressful on my
whole family.

2/20/2022 5:34 PM

5297

Have lost too much money and had to close my business.

2/20/2022 5:34 PM

5298

Common sense approaches like vaccines, boosters, masks, hand washing and social
distancing have made me feel so much safer and I have , knock on wood, been able to escape
being infected. Moe is an idiot.

2/20/2022 5:34 PM

5299

I lost my job because if it.

2/20/2022 5:34 PM

5300

My mother died as a result of Covid 19 - one of the early preventable deaths in LTC. The
mandates have protected my life and given me peace of mind that within reason I am
protected from this virus.

2/20/2022 5:34 PM

5301

Financial disaster

2/20/2022 5:33 PM

5302

Not allowing the celebration of holidays and birthdays due to no social gatherings as well as
dividing families and friends

2/20/2022 5:33 PM

5303

Depression

2/20/2022 5:33 PM

5304

The mandates have divided my family and friends.

2/20/2022 5:33 PM

5305

Can't eat out anywhere or go to the show or hockey game if I want to.

2/20/2022 5:33 PM

5306

Complete discrimination. Cannot watch my children in their sports.. cannot visit parents across
country, cannot access museums and other educational options. Have been threatened with
violence, coercion, exclusion, segregation based on my personal medical decision for my
health.. of which I know best.. nobody else.

2/20/2022 5:33 PM

5307

Loss of freedom

2/20/2022 5:33 PM

5308

It has cancelled childrens sports and school. Affected which companies I can work for.

2/20/2022 5:33 PM
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5309

Breach of my human righs in making my own decisions. Being manipulated and lied to over
mainstream media usage while silencing medical professionals with cotracting TRUTHFUL
data and information. Discrimination towards those of use who don't believe nor trust Trudeau
nor Bonny Henry nor any other person associated with their similar decisions, rules, and
recommendations. Ruining the economy, ruining businesses and thousands of people currently
and futures financially & mentally. Delaying and damaging our futres. Please let Pierre
Poilievre take the seat of prime minister! He is our only hope an does not lie to we the people.
He is what our country needs to become free and strong. He is a true leader and a true
gentleman. Justin Trudeau is not fit for any role within our government and he never has been.

2/20/2022 5:33 PM

5310

Isolation, rejection, anxiety, depression, stress, broken relationships

2/20/2022 5:33 PM

5311

Made my life horrible. I am so depressed because of the mandates. I want them to end NOW. I
want my life back NOW.

2/20/2022 5:33 PM

5312

We have not been able to visit our family in the United States and have been restricted in
contact with so many here. It’s nothing but tyrannical gov’t control that won’t loosen it’s grip on
law abiding, tax paying citizens. This is no longer a health issue but a political control issue,
with those not in total agreement being shamed and maligned. What a way to treat a country’s
citizens!

2/20/2022 5:33 PM

5313

Lost work options

2/20/2022 5:33 PM

5314

Its shut down everything just as planned

2/20/2022 5:33 PM

5315

Destroyed business and family

2/20/2022 5:33 PM

5316

I worked in health care so I know how important the mandates are.

2/20/2022 5:32 PM

5317

Big time. Surgery for Wife on 3 year delay.

2/20/2022 5:32 PM

5318

Depression, anxiety, isolation, and more.

2/20/2022 5:32 PM

5319

I followed all the rules, and still got treated like we have a pleg

2/20/2022 5:32 PM

5320

Work

2/20/2022 5:32 PM

5321

Negatively impacted our family. Especially our 4 children

2/20/2022 5:32 PM

5322

Caused decisions and made me embarrassed to be a Canadian

2/20/2022 5:32 PM

5323

Kept me from my family and grand babies

2/20/2022 5:31 PM

5324

Horrible !

2/20/2022 5:31 PM

5325

Reduced social interaction causing mental health strain, made to believe I'm less then others
because I was hesitant on making a choice based on very little information. Driven wedges
between friends and family over a political standing rather then actual public health precautions
because that's all this is, is a tool bring used for political gain

2/20/2022 5:31 PM

5326

Restricted my freedoms

2/20/2022 5:31 PM

5327

All of it

2/20/2022 5:31 PM

5328

Stressful. I am discriminated against on a daily bases

2/20/2022 5:31 PM

5329

Financially , socially and mentally

2/20/2022 5:31 PM

5330

It has isolated and depressed me.

2/20/2022 5:31 PM

5331

Mental damage

2/20/2022 5:31 PM

5332

Negatively

2/20/2022 5:31 PM

5333

It has made have no trust in government. There are to many politicians.

2/20/2022 5:31 PM

5334

We are prisoners in our own country and can’t leave it if not jabbed. Masks should be optional
and stores should acknowledge this. The govt shouldn’t tell people to spy on their neighbor if
they have people over. A vaccine does not trump someone’s education and work experience

2/20/2022 5:31 PM

5335

not at all

2/20/2022 5:31 PM

5336

It has played on my child’s mental health as well as mine

2/20/2022 5:30 PM
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5337

3

2/20/2022 5:30 PM

5338

Frustrated but that's OK

2/20/2022 5:30 PM

5339

Kept myself and loved ones safe during Covid 19.

2/20/2022 5:30 PM

5340

Loss of freedoms, dignity, business

2/20/2022 5:30 PM

5341

Forced to shut my business down multiple times, finances, mental health majorly affected, our
children have been deprived of social interaction, family and friendships strained

2/20/2022 5:29 PM

5342

It’s affected me and childrens life… we are done and wanna move on with our life

2/20/2022 5:29 PM

5343

Hurt every business I know

2/20/2022 5:29 PM

5344

-Separated family and friends -Breach of medical confidentiality - added stress to my children loss of work

2/20/2022 5:29 PM

5345

In every aspect for the worst.

2/20/2022 5:29 PM

5346

My family and I have been segregated from society. My kids have not been able to play.
Sports and this has affected their mental health.

2/20/2022 5:29 PM

5347

Negatively

2/20/2022 5:29 PM

5348

Mental illness, Anxiety, My child is harassed at school by teachers when he puts his mask
under his nose because he needs fresh air for his brain to function properly, being forced to
chose to get vaccinated to be able to go anywhere or to play sports, my daughter cant play at
the park, is not Canadian. Enough is enough.

2/20/2022 5:29 PM

5349

most of my friends and most of my family did not die , I am incredibly proud that so many
Canadians cared enough about the others in Canada to take every precaution. I am totally at a
loss, having heard no moral reasoning why a few Canadians feel it is "right" to endanger
others. As a comparison over the last 50 years there were about 30,000 murders( i.e.) my
rights trump yours - in less than 2 years 36,000 people died of Covid .

2/20/2022 5:29 PM

5350

Job loss

2/20/2022 5:29 PM

5351

It has caused divisions in my family and friends between the vaccinated and unvaccinated

2/20/2022 5:29 PM

5352

Canadians are very divided now , makes it heartbreaking to watch

2/20/2022 5:28 PM

5353

Reduced social contact, exercise, and ability to see new things

2/20/2022 5:28 PM

5354

In every way

2/20/2022 5:28 PM

5355

I was forced into getting a vaccination that I didn’t want risking my health in order to keep my
job I feel very disgusted with the way they treated this matter.

2/20/2022 5:28 PM

5356

To be able to handle specific situation in my life, I had to get the vaccin, which is against my
nature.

2/20/2022 5:27 PM

5357

The mandates have affected my mental health and my job.

2/20/2022 5:27 PM

5358

I had to give up my 29 year career.

2/20/2022 5:27 PM

5359

Extremely nagatively. Especially to my grandchildren

2/20/2022 5:27 PM

5360

Negatively

2/20/2022 5:27 PM

5361

I have asthma, I have a VERY hard time wearing a mask. I also have a Heart Condition a
"BBB" I have been advised not to take the Vaccines. People have been bullying me to have
the shot. they figure that I am lying. I do not lie! This is Scary watching all the hate. and the
scariest is the PM taking his Cuban action. I am appalled with his reactions all the other
provinces are lowing thier mandates, why can't we in BC????

2/20/2022 5:27 PM

5362

Severely

2/20/2022 5:27 PM

5363

It has left me feeling like a b-class citizen

2/20/2022 5:26 PM

5364

Diversity of my family. Friends and co workers losing their jobs. And one of my friend's dads
commited suicide because of the mandates imposed by our governemt

2/20/2022 5:26 PM
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5365

Badly! Especially my daughter. More damage caused by mandates then good

2/20/2022 5:26 PM

5366

Severely damaged family ties. Divided us.

2/20/2022 5:26 PM

5367

My children are afraid, anxious and depressed! They want to play sports and they want me to
be able to go places and they don’t understand why I can’t. As a single mom, the past two
years have been so isolating. There were points when I didn’t want to live any longer but I
couldn’t imagine leaving my children. This has to stop. Life is a risk, let everyone choose what
they want to risk. If you don’t want to, stay home, wear a mask, distance. Don’t punish the
healthy people who actually work on their health and invest in it

2/20/2022 5:26 PM

5368

Brutal

2/20/2022 5:26 PM

5369

Effected my life by destroying my business my livelyhood. Very isolating. Losing connections
with friends and family.

2/20/2022 5:26 PM

5370

Lack od access to health care. Prisoner in my own country. Bad decisions made by
government and uselessness of WHO. China not held responsible for keeping border open and
withholding information regarding virus is criminal.

2/20/2022 5:26 PM

5371

Isolation not being able to go out to eat with friends. Divided family and friends loss of jobs for
many who didn’t want to be vaccinated

2/20/2022 5:26 PM

5372

very bad

2/20/2022 5:26 PM

5373

Not much of a life.

2/20/2022 5:26 PM

5374

Financial

2/20/2022 5:25 PM

5375

Ruined it

2/20/2022 5:25 PM

5376

Lost my job in March 2020 and not able to work since because of my personal health choices.
I've been living with 700 a month I can't survive on this any long and I need to work. Our PM
has to go he's a dictatorship leader not a people's leader.

2/20/2022 5:25 PM

5377

Loneliness, depression, anger, feel lost and alone

2/20/2022 5:25 PM

5378

It has affected it by not being able to freely move and do whatever I want.

2/20/2022 5:25 PM

5379

Anxiety and depression

2/20/2022 5:25 PM

5380

It's affected everyone's life in different ways, but we need to stand together and get through it.

2/20/2022 5:24 PM

5381

I am hearing impair and unable to read lips , I am a senior isolated from society social
activities. I want to make my own medical choices and I choose quality of life over tyranny
and coercion. My body my choice until the day I leave this earth.

2/20/2022 5:24 PM

5382

I am saddened that the true science behind all this has been ignored; that the media only
reports on one side; that our elected officials refuse to hear the voice of the common people;
that families and communities have been divided on an issue that should not be mandated
instead of free choice.

2/20/2022 5:24 PM

5383

Depression from not being able to see friends and family. Not feeling welcome in any store or
public area by scared uneducated people about Covid.

2/20/2022 5:24 PM

5384

Distanced relationships with friends and family Travel

2/20/2022 5:24 PM

5385

Difficulty finding any work

2/20/2022 5:24 PM

5386

It has caused economic hardship and psychologically harmed my kids.

2/20/2022 5:24 PM

5387

Can’t leave the country, can’t visit my family, can’t participate in society. Go to work, go home,
pay your taxes! It’s been horrible.

2/20/2022 5:24 PM

5388

Waiting for hip surgery for 2 plus years😡😡

2/20/2022 5:23 PM

5389

Took my freedom away

2/20/2022 5:23 PM

5390

Bad

2/20/2022 5:23 PM

5391

It has affected it so badly tearing me away from friends family my business has suffered and
my mental health has suffered

2/20/2022 5:23 PM
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5392

Masks and vaccines being mandatory

2/20/2022 5:23 PM

5393

My most memorable moment of Agee toward the mandates was when we lost my Mom in
October 2021. We could not allow so many of our loved ones to attend her funeral or see her in
the hospital. Heartbreaking and traumatic.

2/20/2022 5:23 PM

5394

So bad it’s hard to put in words

2/20/2022 5:23 PM

5395

Haven’t been able to take my family out for any public outings since this started

2/20/2022 5:22 PM

5396

How many words do I have? Negatively. Divisively. Unethically. Detrimentally.

2/20/2022 5:22 PM

5397

No travel. Very little family. Loneliness. Nothing to do.

2/20/2022 5:22 PM

5398

Negatively

2/20/2022 5:22 PM

5399

Very little

2/20/2022 5:22 PM

5400

I've lost my job as an RN. I no longer have the means to support my family.
Depression/anxiety.

2/20/2022 5:22 PM

5401

Stress, mental anguish, health, angsiety personal freedom.

2/20/2022 5:21 PM

5402

It has isolated us and alienated us.

2/20/2022 5:21 PM

5403

Negative impact

2/20/2022 5:21 PM

5404

Can't go anywhere or do anything

2/20/2022 5:21 PM

5405

It’s changed our whole family Depression Anxiety Lethargic No hope Coerced Feeling defeated
Etc It’s been the worst Also I have vaccine induced injuries I am very sick now and was
perfectly healthy prior to getting them

2/20/2022 5:21 PM

5406

Divided our country

2/20/2022 5:21 PM

5407

It’s limited me and my family of what we can do and make sure not want to go out in public if
we have to wear masks.

2/20/2022 5:21 PM

5408

It affected my freedom of choice. I should choose what to do with my own body while
protecting those most vulnerable

2/20/2022 5:21 PM

5409

Forced to get a vaccine to keep my job. My son cannot participate in sports travel and my kids
who don’t need to wear masks are being forced to wear on for 8 hours per day. This is toxic to
their system

2/20/2022 5:20 PM

5410

Depression, anxiety (to the point of needing medication), a death in the family due to isolation,
marital strife (nearing divorce), extreme financial hardship and stalled careers. Family discord.
EVERYTHING has been affected!!

2/20/2022 5:20 PM

5411

Terribly, can't hug and kiss my mom, who has now passed away all alone, AprilApril 2021, my
daughter in ICU, Not from covid , induced coma on life support for a month , again no visitation
😭😭😭💔💔💔💔

2/20/2022 5:20 PM

5412

My wife lost her job and it inhibits where I can work

2/20/2022 5:20 PM

5413

Money income coming in and the cost of living skyrocketing

2/20/2022 5:20 PM

5414

Very negatively. Housing hard to get prices soaring due to inflation. Hard to get jobs.

2/20/2022 5:20 PM

5415

Kids

2/20/2022 5:20 PM

5416

Made me feel safer

2/20/2022 5:20 PM

5417

My business has suffered financial loss. My kids in school have suffered mentally. They’ve
missed out on so many events - graduations, proms, sports.

2/20/2022 5:20 PM

5418

What life ?

2/20/2022 5:20 PM

5419

Health

2/20/2022 5:19 PM

5420

I was threatened about loosing my job if I didn’t get vaccinated. I have been forced to wear a
mask at work and many places I frequent even though I have a medical exemption. It has put
strain on relationships, family and friends.

2/20/2022 5:19 PM
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5421

I'm not working,I was luckier than majority,had very little effect

2/20/2022 5:19 PM

5422

I lost my job as a nurse

2/20/2022 5:19 PM

5423

Family division, work stress

2/20/2022 5:19 PM

5424

The mandates have segregated and demoralized a lot of people and families and creating a
sense of loneliness and depression throughout the country

2/20/2022 5:19 PM

5425

In many ways

2/20/2022 5:19 PM

5426

My rights are being violated

2/20/2022 5:18 PM

5427

Coercion

2/20/2022 5:18 PM

5428

Travel

2/20/2022 5:18 PM

5429

In every way

2/20/2022 5:18 PM

5430

Has not allowed me to visit my aging mother due to border restrictions and silly testing
requirements

2/20/2022 5:18 PM

5431

Destroyed it.

2/20/2022 5:18 PM

5432

The necessity for mandates has expired, and I have realized that they now have been used to
create ways to easier instil communist ideals, and a way for the prime minister to stigmatize
and push people apart.

2/20/2022 5:18 PM

5433

None. I got my vaccines and still live doing everything that I enjoyed before.

2/20/2022 5:18 PM

5434

I am an emotional mess, among other things.

2/20/2022 5:18 PM

5435

I have a 14 year old that is suffering a mental health problem because of all the manadates an
retriction

2/20/2022 5:18 PM

5436

I am a sr. and have been isolated far too long. I have all ready lost 2yrs of my life, how many
do I have left? In isolation?

2/20/2022 5:17 PM

5437

Caused alot of stress and vax almost killed my friend.

2/20/2022 5:17 PM

5438

Financial ruin and depression, anxiety and other mental health issues. It's been the most
destructive 2 years ever.

2/20/2022 5:17 PM

5439

Wearing a mask has saved me from getting sick at all for over 2 years!

2/20/2022 5:17 PM

5440

My partner has been out of work, money loss, debt increase, forced to take the vax in order to
work, mental stress, anxiety and depression for my parents, mislead by media, it’s created a
divide amongst my friends

2/20/2022 5:17 PM

5441

My freedoms have been stripped.

2/20/2022 5:17 PM

5442

More staying at home. It’s not a problem to wear a mask when going out. The vaccine was not
a problem as I have all the other vaccines as required

2/20/2022 5:17 PM

5443

Affected my mental health and my families.

2/20/2022 5:17 PM

5444

It has ruined my life

2/20/2022 5:17 PM

5445

Caused division in my family and friends. Destroyed my church and seriously damaged
restaurants we used to frequent. Postponed my hip replacement surgeries probably 2-3 years.

2/20/2022 5:17 PM

5446

Unrest and distancing

2/20/2022 5:16 PM

5447

I am deeply concerned for the safety and wellbeing of all unvaccinated canadian citizens

2/20/2022 5:16 PM

5448

I was put on an loa and almost lost my job. Plus I have a family that couldn’t do any activities,
it’s not fair for kids and people of all ages to suffer like that. We just want our lives back and
be able to travel outside of Canada.

2/20/2022 5:16 PM

5449

Down to one part-time job. Travel to see kids and do work. Miss seeing the smile of people
instead of the eyes of fear.

2/20/2022 5:16 PM

5450

Loss of work, family, friends , local business , mental and physical health including my kids

2/20/2022 5:16 PM
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5451

Loneliness, health, etc

2/20/2022 5:16 PM

5452

Limited places to go. It hasnt

2/20/2022 5:16 PM

5453

A 92 year family business shut down

2/20/2022 5:16 PM

5454

Affects kids lives, school, my work, seeing my family

2/20/2022 5:16 PM

5455

It's dehumanizing. Affected my social life and mental health. Gave me a lot of anxiety. Pushed
me to essentially escape from Canada.

2/20/2022 5:16 PM

5456

Affected my business. Caused great financial burden. Caused severe mental stress.

2/20/2022 5:15 PM

5457

It’s affected my business and my finances BIGTIME!!

2/20/2022 5:15 PM

5458

Vaccines for travel

2/20/2022 5:15 PM

5459

It destroyed it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! No scientific back up anymore to be jailed and harassed.

2/20/2022 5:15 PM

5460

Can't travel out of the country to my my s/o family

2/20/2022 5:15 PM

5461

Very restrictive. Unable to see family, travelling anywhere is restricted.

2/20/2022 5:15 PM

5462

Higher cost of living.

2/20/2022 5:15 PM

5463

Basically not being allowed anywhere because I made the choice not to be vaccinated. I also
think it’s disgusting how the government can say who’s allowed at your private residence

2/20/2022 5:15 PM

5464

As a teacher, I was almost mandated to get the shot but thankfully my district voted no.
Masks are enforced. I can't go watch my kids do their activities because of the passports. I
can't fly across my own country to visit my family and friends in Ontario. I'm on stress leave
because of the mandates and how it's affecting me. I'm worried we will now have our bank
accounts frozen because of our supports of the freedom convoy 2022. My relationship with my
own mother is fractured because of these mandates too.

2/20/2022 5:14 PM

5465

Stress and abuse of authority bullying and discrimination

2/20/2022 5:14 PM

5466

It has crippled the social aspect. It’s making our children grow up in a world where people don’t
have faces. Being unable to read a persons facial expressions has a serious impact on
communication. The division it’s caused between friends, family and neighbours is extremely
upsetting.

2/20/2022 5:14 PM

5467

Mentally not being able to see friends. Having my children see their friends and also be social

2/20/2022 5:14 PM

5468

Lost friends and family

2/20/2022 5:13 PM

5469

Two years. Ridiculous.

2/20/2022 5:13 PM

5470

By being purely nonsensical

2/20/2022 5:13 PM

5471

It is distressing to me that people, families and communities are being divided and treated
differently....this is mostly about vaccine passports which I think have been most destructive
and divisive.

2/20/2022 5:13 PM

5472

It was bad couldn't do anything or go anywhere and so tied of mask and all the crap that went
with it

2/20/2022 5:13 PM

5473

Mandates have cause depression and financial hardship

2/20/2022 5:13 PM

5474

Couldn’t eat out anymore. Glasses steam up with masks on. Can’t sing good or recognize
people. Hard dealing with Ag service companies

2/20/2022 5:13 PM

5475

I feel safer to leave my home with mandates in place. I will now be losing my freedom to go
out in public and I’m not happy about it

2/20/2022 5:13 PM

5476

Vaccine induced pneumonitis after the 2nd vaccine that has taken nearly a year to recover
from. We left the country and will return when mandates have been lifted.

2/20/2022 5:13 PM

5477

Lost job. Mental health. Eating disorder in teenager. Depression in kids. Limited access to
homeschooling options. No travel.

2/20/2022 5:13 PM

5478

I travel for work and I can’t do anything after work I work pick up fast food then go to my hotel
for the past year. cause I’m not vaccinated with a vaccine that doesn’t work. Can’t eat at a

2/20/2022 5:13 PM
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restaurant can go to the gym. Almost couldn’t even work.
5479

My kids have lost two years, I am angry and bitter about the way our government has made
people turn on each other, segregated people based on their personal health decisions , taken
over the media so that only one side of a story is now being told, I am disgusted to be
Canadian

2/20/2022 5:13 PM

5480

Lost a job. Lost opportunity. Lost a friend. Lost 2 years of my life. Lost complete trust in
government institutions.

2/20/2022 5:13 PM

5481

It has affected my boyfriend's mental health. He has not been able to attend healthy social
functions due to the discriminatory vaccine mandate policies. He has chosen to be
unvaccinated, and through his practice of bodily autonomy, has been treated by our society as
a second-class citizen.

2/20/2022 5:13 PM

5482

I haven’t been able to see my family or friends in over 2 years now due to the closed border.

2/20/2022 5:13 PM

5483

Économie and Business shut down Life is getting expensive

2/20/2022 5:13 PM

5484

Very isolated and depressed

2/20/2022 5:12 PM

5485

Unable to visit love ones funerals or hospital visits when family has needed medical attention.
Extremely depressed to lose friends and family from division that has been inflated by my own
prime Minister. Lost my business in 2020.

2/20/2022 5:12 PM

5486

My business of over 30 years is down 70% Never in my self employed years have I had these
numbers! My livelihood is threatend

2/20/2022 5:12 PM

5487

Yes

2/20/2022 5:12 PM

5488

I felt forced to be vaccinated to participate in my kids sports.

2/20/2022 5:12 PM

5489

Work, restrictions, family unit,emotionally,financially,physically,

2/20/2022 5:12 PM

5490

Can’t travel freely

2/20/2022 5:12 PM

5491

I currently live in Saskatchewan where the premier and the Saskatchewan Party MLAs have
ignored the advice from medical health experts. I am quite OK with public health measures
that protect our communities. Right now that is not happening.

2/20/2022 5:12 PM

5492

I almost couldn't graduate from university in the final year of my degree, I was fired from two
professional dance/cheer teams, friendships have been put under stress due to different
opinions, etc.

2/20/2022 5:12 PM

5493

:(

2/20/2022 5:12 PM

5494

Depression for myself. Trying to keep my 22 year old on a level keel with his anxiety and
depression! Financially with my 32 year old who lost his job and required assistance with
house, vehicle, and food! Never in his life depressed by put him so deep in trouble I am
appalled by these mandates!

2/20/2022 5:12 PM

5495

Restriction on freedom of movement and discrimination of medical choices

2/20/2022 5:12 PM

5496

It has made a person go crazy. The government had bullied people with there push to
vaccinated . You only need one flu shot so why do many shots for virus.

2/20/2022 5:12 PM

5497

Removed all travel and social gatherings and caused me to lose my job.

2/20/2022 5:12 PM

5498

It is caused a division between my friends and family. It has caused me to lose my job. Due to
the mandates I have not been able to live my life freely and do activities, and travel and many
other things. I feel like a prisoner

2/20/2022 5:12 PM

5499

Took my freedom to travel

2/20/2022 5:11 PM

5500

The mandates have not affected my life but working in healthcare Covid has affected my life

2/20/2022 5:11 PM

5501

It’s been a thorn in my side since the beginning as well as The entire population of Canada

2/20/2022 5:11 PM

5502

My father n law died in long term care alone. My mental health is terrible. We can't afford to
pay our power gas and groceries. My vehicle has been sitting cuz I can't afford to fix it. I live
on a measly disability pension.

2/20/2022 5:11 PM
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5503

Division of friends, relatives on what should be done. Feeling anxious about how everyone is
perceived when out and about

2/20/2022 5:11 PM

5504

No work. No social life. Mental health. All negative

2/20/2022 5:11 PM

5505

Feel like Prisoner. Everyday stress. Financially strained. Close family member develop mental
illness. Need my help.

2/20/2022 5:11 PM

5506

Has split family and friends Has had a mental effect on me and some of my friends have lost
their business and livelihoods

2/20/2022 5:11 PM

5507

Dispecable

2/20/2022 5:11 PM

5508

I’m a teacher so have seen first hand how difficult this has been on children.

2/20/2022 5:11 PM

5509

Increased stress with family and employment for zero reason

2/20/2022 5:11 PM

5510

Kept me from seeing terminally ill daughter and seeing her have to get chemo and scans, etc
without anybody being allowed in to see her. As a senior living alone have experienced 2 years
including all holidays alone. Sad.

2/20/2022 5:11 PM

5511

It has kept me from family members and stopped me from attending my Dad's funeral.

2/20/2022 5:11 PM

5512

Yes

2/20/2022 5:10 PM

5513

Mental health

2/20/2022 5:10 PM

5514

Care worker

2/20/2022 5:10 PM

5515

Way to much to include here

2/20/2022 5:10 PM

5516

I am unable to be vaxxed due to hralth reasons but my whole family is vaxxed. I suffered for
months had to test to keep my job. My doctor told me he can't give me a note because it will
hurt his practice and was told he coukdnt give out medical exemptions. Makes no sense. I
didn't do anything wrong.

2/20/2022 5:10 PM

5517

Struggling with social isolation, which has resulted in a significant worsening of my chronic
depression. Often feel suicidal.

2/20/2022 5:10 PM

5518

My mental health, it mentally effected my children, the ability to do my job properly

2/20/2022 5:10 PM

5519

Mental health and depression.

2/20/2022 5:09 PM

5520

I have trouble breathing with a mask on which has limited my outings

2/20/2022 5:09 PM

5521

The mandates have made NO sense!!! The politicians have only followed their own rules when
they wanted too. There is NO science in any of the mandates! It's time to start living again!!!

2/20/2022 5:09 PM

5522

In every way. I work in health care for Long term care facility. The impact of vaccine mandate
has tripled our workload. Health care is in an awful state, if any prime minister or anyone with
authority to institute mandates could actually See what this has cost health care workers, they
might rescind them!!

2/20/2022 5:09 PM

5523

Stress, can’t visit loved ones.

2/20/2022 5:09 PM

5524

Since it started

2/20/2022 5:09 PM

5525

What life?? It's been 2.5 yrs of hell.... it's been mentally taxing on my family. The loss of many
freedoms and the continuous attack from the government over reach has to stop. The current
actions of our prime minister and the police forces in Ottawa is a disgrace and attack on our
charter of rights and freedoms!

2/20/2022 5:09 PM

5526

Job loss,and distance from others, masks is useless, family divided in many ways.Tyranny is
not welcome in our Country

2/20/2022 5:09 PM

5527

As a small business they impacted me huge. I had to shut my business down, downsize and
pivot my business

2/20/2022 5:09 PM

5528

It has caused us, Loss of movement Loss of activity Loss of children's livelihood Loss of
freedom

2/20/2022 5:09 PM

5529

Lost my mother because she couldn't get the medical attention she needed in a timely manner.

2/20/2022 5:08 PM
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5530

Work from home stress, concern for the negative impact on my students and others I care for,
inability to see loved ones including senior mother (for a time) who I’m responsible for,
alienation from friends, loss of regular activities, need to support adult children who have lost
jobs, being treated as a second class citizen, increased DISTRUST and DISGUST of
government at ALL levels (Federal, Provincial, Municipal). I no longer feel like participating in,
or supporting the community, province or country I live in. I have NEVER felt like that before.
Until ALL mandates, workplace and otherwise, are DROPPED, and RESTITUTION is made to
those harmed by job loss, etc. I doubt I’ll ever be able to function happily as a citizen, or
TRUST leaders in any level of government. I am APPALLED at our loss of freedoms and
respect and compassion for each other. I am devastated by the cancellation of dissenting
views, and the intolerance of differing points of view. I am grieving the gradual loss of an ill
loved one, but what’s going on around me and in our country compounds the grief. I feel
thankful I don’t have any grandchildren yet so I don’t have to worry about them being raised in
a communist dictatorship. I am not feeling at all like the person I once was.

2/20/2022 5:08 PM

5531

My job, potentially getting back my job, feeding family, getting a job, financial distress, fear for
my life, fear of my future, seeing my kids having no opportunity to socialize with other kids or
not seeing friend's or teacher's faces made me very emotional.

2/20/2022 5:08 PM

5532

Minimal

2/20/2022 5:08 PM

5533

IMMENSELY! TOO LONG TO TYPE

2/20/2022 5:08 PM

5534

Travel. Restrictions on not being able to attend funerals of brothers etc.

2/20/2022 5:08 PM

5535

In every way can't meet with loved ones can only work when I'm aloud to

2/20/2022 5:08 PM

5536

Job loss. Friend and family loss. Cant see my aging grandparents who are in long term care
facilities. Cant take my kids to swimming lessons, sports etc

2/20/2022 5:08 PM

5537

Ive managed to configure my life in a way that i don't need anything the mandates restrict

2/20/2022 5:08 PM

5538

Breaches Freedoms and Privacy

2/20/2022 5:08 PM

5539

I struggle everyday with my mental strenght!!! Its super hard on the family,

2/20/2022 5:08 PM

5540

Devision in my family, depression

2/20/2022 5:08 PM

5541

Very badly. My wife has lost her job because we refuse the useless and dangerous mRNA and
vector virus shots. Neither she not I can fly within Canada, or travel to the US, or leave
Canada. Until a few days ago, we could not go to a restaurant, the attendance in our Church
was restricted to 15%. We also resent the

2/20/2022 5:08 PM

5542

It has affected it by forcing me to choose between getting the vaccine or keeping my job. It
goes against our rights. Not to mention our mental health because of the way things have been
handled.

2/20/2022 5:08 PM

5543

Alcohol abuse

2/20/2022 5:08 PM

5544

Has been an assault on my inalienable rights

2/20/2022 5:07 PM

5545

Having to get vaccinated to go anywhere, travel, see my family

2/20/2022 5:07 PM

5546

It’s been a minor inconvenience in my life.

2/20/2022 5:07 PM

5547

Completely, in every negative aspect. Social, physical, mental, family, health, financial, etc.
Now it’s embarrassing to call ourselves Canadian.

2/20/2022 5:07 PM

5548

Unable to travel. Restrictions on kids activities and who can watch. Eating out.

2/20/2022 5:07 PM

5549

Every day

2/20/2022 5:07 PM

5550

Oppressive and divisive

2/20/2022 5:07 PM

5551

Immensely! I miss my family and friends! We try to socialize online.. not the same! But I
understand it’s for the betterment of mankind! I will continue to do my part to keep those I love
and those I come in contact with safe!

2/20/2022 5:07 PM

5552

Stress of losing my job

2/20/2022 5:07 PM

5553

Depreation mental health not seen my dying loved one deprived of family...

2/20/2022 5:07 PM
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5554

They have restricted my family and my kids ability to live a free life

2/20/2022 5:07 PM

5555

Kind of

2/20/2022 5:07 PM

5556

Mentally , I’ve also not been able to see my Grandpa who’s had a stroke.

2/20/2022 5:07 PM

5557

I’ve had to pay $1,180 for testing so far to keep my job! However, I am grateful I had the option
to test but I live on my own and $40.00 twice a week is tough. It’s debt.

2/20/2022 5:06 PM

5558

Can’t see family

2/20/2022 5:06 PM

5559

Moderately

2/20/2022 5:06 PM

5560

I've become a hobit and not because of fear a virus but fear of these estranged Canadians.

2/20/2022 5:06 PM

5561

I was forced to take the experimental mnra vaccine so that I could continue working and
providing for my family.

2/20/2022 5:06 PM

5562

Divided friends and family due to mandates. Kids are missing out on opportunities not being
vaccinated. Their future shouldn't be hinged on a vaccine that dosen't prevent transmission
and immunity to variants.

2/20/2022 5:06 PM

5563

Was not able to visit loved one during emergency surgery. Taken all of the joy out of life.

2/20/2022 5:06 PM

5564

No change

2/20/2022 5:06 PM

5565

Family divided. Kids are scared of people. They only know people with masks. I lost my job...

2/20/2022 5:06 PM

5566

It has made me feel like an outcast in my own country. I have watched my own son develop
social anxiety and his marks in school drop. It has affected businesses and my own line of
work as well as my family

2/20/2022 5:06 PM

5567

No confidence in my prime minister Justin Trudeau.!!!!

2/20/2022 5:06 PM

5568

Mentally drained

2/20/2022 5:05 PM

5569

You’ve seen loved ones suffer from depression and mental health distress. You go from a
$180k household income to $60k. Where is the love and joy in the world? Definitely not under a
mask and mandates.

2/20/2022 5:05 PM

5570

I have lost all trust in our government. This 'plandemic' has cost me thousands of dollars in out
of pocket expenses. Especially so when my only income is CPP and OAS. Try surviving off
what us retirees get, Liberals.

2/20/2022 5:05 PM

5571

It ruined a couple years of live

2/20/2022 5:05 PM

5572

Realy bad

2/20/2022 5:05 PM

5573

I work in HR and the fear instilled in employees makes them not want to come to work, has
caused division amongst departments, and and has made the small business owners follow
guidelines they do not support. My kids have been forced into virtual school for periods of
time, rural internet was not helpful to this, and the removal of friendships caused serious
anxiety and burdens in their lives. Since being back in school, my kids have flourished. I also
have a child allergic to the latex in the elastic in many masks which has been a struggle in
itself. And finally the lingering affects of mandates have caused supply shortages for the small
business I work for and for the small business my husband runs. It is a widespread issue that
will take months and years to fully recover from. Lifting mandates now will help these
businesses begin to heal from the shortages.

2/20/2022 5:05 PM

5574

Too much solitude and division amongst family. Restriction on where I can go etc .. it has been
militant and not living as a Democrat

2/20/2022 5:05 PM

5575

Mental health for our children, our business & family & friends have all been impacted. It has
divided many of us.

2/20/2022 5:05 PM

5576

Prevented my dad from being able to visit both his children who live in the U.S. One of which
has a new grandchild.

2/20/2022 5:05 PM

5577

Neg

2/20/2022 5:05 PM

5578

Im so many ways. From my metal health to my families mental health, to loosing my grandpa
and then my Grandma who passed away alone because she tested positive on the last day

2/20/2022 5:05 PM
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she was on this earth to not being able to have a proper funeral and grieve with family, taking
our son out of public school, financially, being afraid of seeing family, to having to miss
cousins weddings ,to my own sisters wedding having to change. I could go on and on
5579

By losing work and causing separation between family and people

2/20/2022 5:05 PM

5580

It has destroyed my business, my social life and my family.

2/20/2022 5:05 PM

5581

Yes between my husband and I arguing because of the vaccine. Can't visit family because of
it.

2/20/2022 5:05 PM

5582

Isolated me from family contact and friends and loved ones , church store snd restaurants plus
taken away freedom of choice

2/20/2022 5:05 PM

5583

Prefer not to say

2/20/2022 5:05 PM

5584

Very negatively. People have killed themselves all around me because of lives ruined by
mandates.

2/20/2022 5:04 PM

5585

My brother committed suicide because he was so afraid from the terror campaign that has
been waged on US 24 hours a day 7 days a week for 2 years that he was terrified of catching
covid-19 and dying alone in hospital. So he took a lethal overdose of medication to end his life.
And these bastards wouldn't even let them out that easy, they tested his dead body and
deemed him a covid death. My friend's brother committed suicide two weeks after mine,
because his life and his livelihood were destroyed by the covid measures. My mother-in-law
has Guillain-Barre syndrome. The first shot she couldn't walk properly from the knee down and
had a lot of pain. After the second shot it moved up into her hips and back. After the third shot
she could not lift her head any longer. My other cousin had a heart attack after his second
shot. Another cousin who is a pilot had blood clots that caused a massive heart attack and left
him brain dead. I know dozens of people with these types of injuries. Where death is a side
effect or serious personal injury is a side effect, there must be a choice. I don't want to exist in
a country that doesn't offer freedom. Without personal autonomy, there is no freedom. Only a
lunatic would give power of medical attorney over themselves or their family to a tyrannical
government.

2/20/2022 5:04 PM

5586

I am unvaccinated so I am treated as if I am less of a person- hate towards me - less access
to various social events restaurants etc.

2/20/2022 5:04 PM

5587

Very bad.

2/20/2022 5:04 PM

5588

Caused us loss of movement, loss of activity, loss of friendships, loss of our children’s
livelihoods, loss of freedom

2/20/2022 5:04 PM

5589

Divided church, friends, family

2/20/2022 5:04 PM

5590

Can’t travel, extra work load, Forced to do things I’m not comfortable with

2/20/2022 5:04 PM

5591

I have never experienced anxiety nor depression before

2/20/2022 5:04 PM

5592

The mandates Threatening my job and limiting me where I can work. They are keeping me
from travelling to the states to see my father . They are against my beliefs in human rights.

2/20/2022 5:04 PM

5593

We are barely surviving. Lost it all.

2/20/2022 5:04 PM

5594

Greatly… negative

2/20/2022 5:04 PM

5595

Mentally and financially

2/20/2022 5:04 PM

5596

Serious mental health decline and unable to participate in normal things.

2/20/2022 5:04 PM

5597

It has stifled many aspects of my life

2/20/2022 5:04 PM

5598

It has added stress, anxiety and worry for my kid’s futures.

2/20/2022 5:03 PM

5599

My husband lost his job and put on LWOP because he wouldn’t comply to the vex or testing. I
was made to involuntarily comply to testing twice a week to keep my job

2/20/2022 5:03 PM

5600

I can’t go home with my family.

2/20/2022 5:03 PM

5601

In too many ways! Loss of job, my husband had vaccine side effects, my children are
miserable, we all are.

2/20/2022 5:03 PM
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5602

Mandates has prevented me from flying out of Canada to go visit my parents, family and
friends. It has also coerced my son to take the vacinne when he didn't want to, to be able to
participate in university and sports. This also had an enormous impact on my family's mental
health to a point where my daughter wanted to commit suicide. But the worst of the mandates
was while I was on a ventilator in hospital with only a 20% chance of survival, my husband and
kids were not able to visit me, not even once. But even worse than that, is that our church has
lost fellow believers due to the fact that we weren't able to worship together. We were muzzled
and abused by these mandates. Myself, my kids and my husband's rights have been trampled
on. Coercion is not choice, freedom of choice is not 'get a jab or loose your job' that is not
choice, that is blackmail.

2/20/2022 5:03 PM

5603

in all social situations, and some relationships, very intrusive

2/20/2022 5:03 PM

5604

I have become very isolated, feel like I am a "leper" or treated like one by those that are
vaccinated, I feel deprived of being able to go out with my family and friends, it has great
division in our country and even with those that I am close to.

2/20/2022 5:03 PM

5605

Nothing except going to restaurants

2/20/2022 5:03 PM

5606

Made me get a vaccine that I didn’t want so I could travel south to care for family

2/20/2022 5:03 PM

5607

It has made me feel safer going out in public

2/20/2022 5:03 PM

5608

Has severely effected my mental state. Being restricted access to my family and friends has
not only harmed myself but many in my social and familial sphere.

2/20/2022 5:03 PM

5609

Not being able to see people

2/20/2022 5:03 PM

5610

nil

2/20/2022 5:03 PM

5611

My wife lost her job!

2/20/2022 5:03 PM

5612

Yes

2/20/2022 5:02 PM

5613

it’s a great things

2/20/2022 5:02 PM

5614

Affected my business and my everyday life for over 2 years

2/20/2022 5:02 PM

5615

Seriously? Masks suppress oxygen levels, can’t go to restaurants, everyone is in fear and
therefore friends aren’t congregating, I live in isolation. It’s truly affected my mental health.

2/20/2022 5:02 PM

5616

The inconvenience of having to wear a mask and inability to go anywhere a vaccine passport
is required.

2/20/2022 5:02 PM

5617

In every aspect it has ..my kids can't go to school because medical exemption are not being
honored.. its a disgrace what this country has come too.

2/20/2022 5:02 PM

5618

Has caused many of my family members as well as myself significant loss of income and job
security. And has caused severe emotional and mental distress to myself and many peers
around me.

2/20/2022 5:02 PM

5619

I've been placed on unpaid leave of absence from job at provincial crown corporation, despite
working from home.

2/20/2022 5:02 PM

5620

Turned everything upside down, ruined all business and Labour standards

2/20/2022 5:02 PM

5621

Restricted my way of life and put fear into those around me.

2/20/2022 5:02 PM

5622

Off work for 2 weeks when my wife had COVID. Could not visit my wife when she was in the
hospital. Can not go inside a restaurant to eat. Couldn't always go to worship services
restaurant

2/20/2022 5:02 PM

5623

Isolation and mental health decline

2/20/2022 5:02 PM

5624

Separating families,

2/20/2022 5:02 PM

5625

Psychology I am broken. I have lost friendships and family. I have not seen some family for
2years. My child does not know what real life is like. Some family and friends will never speak
to me again because I questioned mandates. Ties have been broken that can never be rebuilt.
I took the experimental vaccine under threat of losing my job, and therefore I would not be able
to support of child. Since taking the vaccine I have suffered from debilitating knee pain and
had to cut back my working hours.

2/20/2022 5:02 PM
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5626

My livelihood is under threat, my ability to work to care for my family is under threat

2/20/2022 5:02 PM

5627

My husband divorced me and my children don’t care about school anymore

2/20/2022 5:01 PM

5628

Loss of work. Loss of travel. Loss of choice. Division amongst family members and friends.
Increase of stress and mental health.

2/20/2022 5:01 PM

5629

Kept my baby safe

2/20/2022 5:01 PM

5630

I lost my business and financially we are struggling.

2/20/2022 5:01 PM

5631

Some good ways, some not so good

2/20/2022 5:01 PM

5632

Business closed, isolation, missed funerals and events, lost touch with family, children's
mental health

2/20/2022 5:01 PM

5633

I feel safer with the pandemic. I believe it is a sacrifice for the good of the whole to be
vaccinated. I need to think more of others.

2/20/2022 5:01 PM

5634

Depression,imprisoned,can't see family,friends,no visits to parents dying,confined
alone,restricted,thank-you.

2/20/2022 5:01 PM

5635

I own a small business. Lock downs were financially draining.

2/20/2022 5:01 PM

5636

Depression

2/20/2022 5:01 PM

5637

It hasn’t other than the fact that I don’t support business that enforce these mandates.

2/20/2022 5:01 PM

5638

I have a lung condition and can not wear a mask properly/safely. I get harassed at stores and
potentially police called on me. Treated like I'm sick when I've never even had covid the past 2
years. It's taken a huge toll on my mental health. Afraid to go in public places cause of the
mandates.

2/20/2022 5:01 PM

5639

Health

2/20/2022 5:01 PM

5640

Hasn’t really impacted me, but house prices have gone through the roof

2/20/2022 5:01 PM

5641

Depression in my kids, missed childhood experiences, athsma from masks, anxiety

2/20/2022 5:00 PM

5642

I feel like a second class citizen with no choice over my own body,and believe the government
has no right to instill division and fear on the people it is there to protect

2/20/2022 5:00 PM

5643

It has ruined my mental health.

2/20/2022 5:00 PM

5644

social life nearly halted. lack of travel. impossible inflated cost of living. knowing the powers
that be can get away with tyranny, lack of compassion for Canadians, on a whim can brutalize
Canadians verbally, emotionally, and physically... and must be addressed leaves me feeling
defeated and concerned for the safety of all. I fear for my grandchildren for the immediate
future they face. I have no respect left for JT for any government position, however I bless him
because of my spiritual beliefs and ways and I deem compassion a necessity. Concerned and
distrustful of any new government PM after this catastrophe as it ventures into the 3rd year. I
feel unheard and unimportant to the PM JT. He does not speak for me.

2/20/2022 5:00 PM

5645

Horribly

2/20/2022 5:00 PM

5646

If some of the newer mandates are enforced, I would lose my ability to practice my profession
for which I completed 8 years of post secondary education.

2/20/2022 5:00 PM

5647

Mental health, financially, my freedom

2/20/2022 5:00 PM

5648

divided friends and family, affected job, liberties, freedom to travel, worship.

2/20/2022 4:59 PM

5649

Can not travel to see family because of my vaccine status. Being coerced from employer to be
vaccinated. Can not for med reason take vax, but can not get exemption because the gov't,
who is not even my doctor, think I don't qualify for exemption. I am a prisoner in my own
country.

2/20/2022 4:59 PM

5650

Only positively. Once the mandates removed, my family that suffer from anxiety will only have
that anxiety INCREASE as they will be nervous to go out in public.

2/20/2022 4:59 PM

5651

Ruined my life

2/20/2022 4:59 PM
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5652

Understandable at the beginning but it’s time to move on.

2/20/2022 4:59 PM

5653

it sucks

2/20/2022 4:59 PM

5654

Constant stress

2/20/2022 4:59 PM

5655

Not able to volunteer, travel, see grandparents or care home residents.

2/20/2022 4:59 PM

5656

Just tired of everything

2/20/2022 4:59 PM

5657

I’ve been home for 2 years. I no longer have a relationship with my family. My kids have been
forced to quit their sports. 14 year old was fired from her part time job. These mandates have
devastated our family.

2/20/2022 4:59 PM

5658

Lost my job

2/20/2022 4:59 PM

5659

Experienced fear and segregation for the first time.

2/20/2022 4:59 PM

5660

At this point not a great deal.

2/20/2022 4:59 PM

5661

I myself and so many others have been impacted in so many different ways personally ever
since the mandates I’ve struggled to go to school because I don’t always want to wear a mask
it hurts my ears I can’t breathe it causes skin conditions.I have been struggling to go to school
specifically because of the mandates. Myself and so many others do not feel comfortable
being forced to get the vaccine and support the mandates because we lost our freedom over
it.I need to choose what I want for myself not anyone but myself. It makes me so
uncomfortable and I feel like I’m in the wrong when my face isn’t covered up Because how
many times a day I am told to cover up. My great grandfather went to World War I and two For
freedom for choice and it was taken like it didn’t mean anything.I have had covid I survived,
and I know someone with a vaccine who has gotten Covid therefore I do not believe the
vaccine will prevent or lower the risks of getting it.It is a virus that 99.9% of the world will get
you can not stop it. There has been and will continue to be walkouts out of schools all of us
teenagers are so very sick of it we need our freedom we need our choice and we deserve our
rights

2/20/2022 4:59 PM

5662

has jeopardized jobs, taken away options to do many regular activities

2/20/2022 4:59 PM

5663

Forced to get something I did not want then had reactions to it. But again not bad enough that I
still had to get the second one.

2/20/2022 4:59 PM

5664

Extreme losses to my small business. Division of family, friends and customers. Destroyed
lives/businesses. I have 8 friends commit suicide for lack of hope and extreme loses.

2/20/2022 4:59 PM

5665

It’s made me realize how people can lie on the highest level of leadership and not get punished
and it confirmed my thoughts of mainstream media be extremely lopsided

2/20/2022 4:59 PM

5666

How haas in not affected my life

2/20/2022 4:58 PM

5667

I’ve lost my freedom as a Canadian citizen

2/20/2022 4:58 PM

5668

It’s invoked depression and fear, every single day of its existence.

2/20/2022 4:58 PM

5669

Division with family and friends work my children are upset and less social don’t see my
parents kids don’t see grandparents as much as would like

2/20/2022 4:58 PM

5670

I lost my job!!!

2/20/2022 4:58 PM

5671

This has caused a division in our family, being asked to to attend family events by one of my
sisters. Division and loss of friends, my 14 year old is now been treated for depression due to
the REP programs and threat of losing her job. My 17 year old has declining grades due to
having to miss school for any headache or sniffle, he hasn’t applied for post secondary as he
doesn’t want the vaccine. My husband had to turn down a promotion due to the travel the job
involved. And I’m under strain from all of this and developed shingles due to stress.

2/20/2022 4:58 PM

5672

Job loss

2/20/2022 4:58 PM

5673

Difficult travel, direct negative effect on the kids I work with, increase in hate between people,
feels like apartheid (yes I lived there)

2/20/2022 4:58 PM

5674

It’s not about my life, I’ve been fine. If anything I made more money because of lockdown.
Locking down and masking entire healthy populations should be a LAST resort because it

2/20/2022 4:58 PM
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destroys lives and causes serious depression and suicide.
5675

My children have lost all interest in activities and are having difficulties now in school. Without
activities to keep their interest and having to stay apart from friends, it’s made school and, life
in general, boring and unchallenging and extremely stressful. Our families haven’t been able to
travel, we haven’t been able to experience life how we should. Our costs of living have
skyrocketed. The government has spent way too much money on this and it needs to end

2/20/2022 4:58 PM

5676

I feel safer wearing masks and they are not a bother to me.

2/20/2022 4:58 PM

5677

Made my life complete shit

2/20/2022 4:58 PM

5678

I'm still healthy

2/20/2022 4:58 PM

5679

Terribly, business, family and friends.

2/20/2022 4:58 PM

5680

Lost work, can’t visit family in Canada

2/20/2022 4:58 PM

5681

Depression and social interaction

2/20/2022 4:57 PM

5682

My mental health has gone way down not being able to do the things I love to keep my head in
check

2/20/2022 4:57 PM

5683

10 /10

2/20/2022 4:57 PM

5684

I’m not affected personallybut I’m seeing a lot of mental health issues and hardships around
me. I’m also seeing a big division between friends and families. I’ve never seen so far people
being in a permanent fear state from a virus.

2/20/2022 4:57 PM

5685

In many ways. Mainly my mental well-being.

2/20/2022 4:57 PM

5686

not a whole lot. we eat out less. lost my job. grocery shelves have empty space. otherwise, we
ignore the whole mess and carry on

2/20/2022 4:57 PM

5687

High stress. Isolation depression high cost of living. Feeling of imprisonment

2/20/2022 4:57 PM

5688

I am a supervising librarian so I work directly with the public. I have to wear a mask all day at
work, and make sure my staff and library customers also wear masks. It is upsetting and
exhausting for me when people choose not to wear masks because it endangers my staff and
other library customers.

2/20/2022 4:57 PM

5689

Incredible financial hardships,job loss , divorce , mental health

2/20/2022 4:57 PM

5690

Effected church and community life, cause division in our country, shut down work life for
addicts I work with, finances, wife couldn’t engage in community.

2/20/2022 4:57 PM

5691

Increased awareness of mass censorship of science, alternate views. Sadness at divisiveness
created by political, public health single focus narrative.

2/20/2022 4:57 PM

5692

My mental health has greatly been affected and those around me.

2/20/2022 4:57 PM

5693

I was unable to see my grandchildren, I also work as a nurse in long term facility and the
residents and staff are depressed! No family can visit you can see the residents and staff
mental health deteriorating

2/20/2022 4:56 PM

5694

My husband was forced into termination. My family is divided based on the choices made to
vax or not vax. Mental health has suffered, we've completely lost trust in our government.

2/20/2022 4:56 PM

5695

My girls are afraid of germs and other kids, my 2 year old daughter is behind in speech. My
work and income has been affected greatly and the mental health in my entire family. The
divide between Sibley…. It’s just awful

2/20/2022 4:56 PM

5696

Financially, emotionally

2/20/2022 4:56 PM

5697

It's created mental health issues in my house and social anxiety issues.

2/20/2022 4:56 PM

5698

“The mandate”? Which mandate? In general, public health mandates have served to minimize
transmission of COVID-19, and are, as such, protective. Of course, there are negative effects,
but the mandates are not to blame, COVID-19 is to blame.

2/20/2022 4:56 PM

5699

I can’t go to the gym, restaurants, theatres etc. All because of this giant scam called Covid.

2/20/2022 4:56 PM
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5700

I work in healthcare and I was forced and threatened to get the vaccine. My rights and
freedoms taken away from me. I was violated.

2/20/2022 4:56 PM

5701

I became second class citizen, my son, who was not viccinsted, lost his job, now I have to
pay for him too.

2/20/2022 4:56 PM

5702

Terribly

2/20/2022 4:55 PM

5703

I cannot work due to the mandates. And I also can’t collect EI. Therefore I can’t make money
to feed my kids.

2/20/2022 4:55 PM

5704

Complete distrust of all government!

2/20/2022 4:55 PM

5705

Division, loneliness, stress, loss of joy, church absence to name a few

2/20/2022 4:55 PM

5706

I am senior I feel so isolated from my friends and family.

2/20/2022 4:55 PM

5707

Depressing.

2/20/2022 4:55 PM

5708

Prevented me from seeing sick and dying friends and relatives in the hospital and long term
care. Deteriorated my wife’s and childrens mental health

2/20/2022 4:55 PM

5709

Segregated us from society.

2/20/2022 4:55 PM

5710

how has it not

2/20/2022 4:55 PM

5711

I’ve lost my job and haven’t been able to find work till just recently and it’s part time not full
time and less pay than what I was making. I’ve been isolated in my home by myself. Which
has led to loneliness, low self esteem, health concerns and at times a struggle to even go get
groceries and unable to afford healthy food. I have literally felt like my life has been put on
pause for the past two years with thoughts of, if this is what life is going to be like what is the
point of living.

2/20/2022 4:55 PM

5712

Loss of job, depression in my kids and Mom not being able to visit, the small businesses that I
use to go to to support them are shut down, the list can go on....

2/20/2022 4:55 PM

5713

Unable to work enough hours in a day to pay for the rising cost of taxes, Hydro ,Gass, food
,basic cost of living are sickening ,as a country we are not flourishing we are floundering
around like fish out of water

2/20/2022 4:55 PM

5714

Lost job

2/20/2022 4:54 PM

5715

Forced retirement due to not getting the shot

2/20/2022 4:54 PM

5716

coerced to keep my job.

2/20/2022 4:54 PM

5717

Work, socially, travel

2/20/2022 4:54 PM

5718

I find ways around a”mandate” that isn’t a real law. A mandate needs my consent and I do
NOT consent!

2/20/2022 4:54 PM

5719

It's cause division among family and friends that we as a people will take years to recover
from.

2/20/2022 4:54 PM

5720

It has been tough especially around holidays and birthdays but I feel it was best to play it safe.

2/20/2022 4:54 PM

5721

yes- self employed

2/20/2022 4:54 PM

5722

Can't take the family out to normal family events.

2/20/2022 4:54 PM

5723

At age of majority we should be able to make our own informed decisions. It has taken that
away from us.

2/20/2022 4:54 PM

5724

In big way,my husband left the country because of this,he lost his job,I lost emotionally and
financially

2/20/2022 4:54 PM

5725

Stuck at home, banished from stores, unable to leave my country (Iron Curtain 2.0) and afraid
of being fired.

2/20/2022 4:54 PM

5726

Freedom

2/20/2022 4:54 PM

5727

Not a lot. We were always some what isolated but the vaccine mandates have made it worse.
Especially on the younger kids who now think it’s normal to be fearful of strangers and grab

2/20/2022 4:54 PM
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your mask when someone knocks on the door.
5728

Restricted me for work

2/20/2022 4:53 PM

5729

YES

2/20/2022 4:53 PM

5730

No freedom. Discrimination.

2/20/2022 4:53 PM

5731

It's devided our country mostly

2/20/2022 4:53 PM

5732

Being forced to take a vaccination I don’t need or want

2/20/2022 4:53 PM

5733

Work short staff

2/20/2022 4:53 PM

5734

I cannot hear peoples voices clearly and vice versa. I am breathing co2 and possibly more. I
cannot sing, cannot see faces and/or expressions, was often not able to properly communicate
to the patients at the long term care home I worked at before I lost my job bc I would not be
covid-19 vaccinated or test via PCR.... I am extremely horrified to see my children forced to
wear these knowing I know many of the things that I endure when out of my home are forced
on them to an even larger degree because they have to wear them all day every day in school
other than when eating

2/20/2022 4:53 PM

5735

I have only caught one cold and the flu once since mask-wearing began. I think it’s a net
positive.

2/20/2022 4:53 PM

5736

It has caused us not to be able to get together with extended family for holidays. My
husband’s parents live in the USA. We were unable to see them for over a year & a half due to
the border being closed and his dad died in April without us being able to see him during his
last 13 months of life.

2/20/2022 4:52 PM

5737

Loss of friends to suicide, loss of only family member I had left due to not accepting the vx
into my body

2/20/2022 4:52 PM

5738

Treated like a crimanal

2/20/2022 4:52 PM

5739

It has devided friends and family, the adverse reaction to the covid medical procedure has
caused injury and death to family members, taken away freedom of movement and freedom to
choose

2/20/2022 4:52 PM

5740

I couldn’t be around my grandson for his first year of life, I couldn’t go to restaurants with my
family, I have PTSD regarding mask’s, I lost my job

2/20/2022 4:52 PM

5741

Took away my freedom. Coerced and harassed by employer, business owners.

2/20/2022 4:52 PM

5742

Horribly

2/20/2022 4:52 PM

5743

It has Isolated me from friends and family. I have allergies that cause asthma. Wearing a
mask is. Rey hard for me. I stay home and order most things on line

2/20/2022 4:52 PM

5744

Isolated from family

2/20/2022 4:52 PM

5745

Bad

2/20/2022 4:52 PM

5746

Limited work

2/20/2022 4:52 PM

5747

It’s made it very difficult

2/20/2022 4:52 PM

5748

I was placed on unpaid leave because I refused to put an experimental drug in my arm. And
have been exposed to the division this has created. It is a violation of our charter of rights.
Plain and simple.

2/20/2022 4:51 PM

5749

I lost my job. My child is suicidal. I have lost many friendships and my sister because of the
politicalization of vaccines. My private information is being monitored: this is a crime against
humanity and knowing that the PM is profiting by the inplementation if the vaccines is actually
against the law, let alone a moral issue.

2/20/2022 4:51 PM

5750

Too many loses

2/20/2022 4:51 PM

5751

Crippled our ability to function as free citizens

2/20/2022 4:51 PM

5752

It makes me live in fear

2/20/2022 4:51 PM
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5753

I have lost my career as a thriving, educated, employed nurse.

2/20/2022 4:51 PM

5754

It has affected my life by not able to go out to restaurants, bars with friends ect , nothing do
anything fun. It is splitting people up

2/20/2022 4:51 PM

5755

Job loss/ inability to pay bills/ depression

2/20/2022 4:51 PM

5756

Took away any freedoms we had.. and I’ve lost hope in our Canadian political system.

2/20/2022 4:51 PM

5757

Took a hard knock to my mental health. My physical health was never even remotely affected.

2/20/2022 4:51 PM

5758

Because of a long history of heart related side effects from meds, and I am also a bleeder, I
chose to not take the vaccine as it would probably be life threstening for me, resulting in huge
social restrictions that are difficult because I live alone. I've had very little contact with family
and friends and much condemnation and demanding I get vaxxed to protect them. I'm
considered a threat to many. Because of heart issues I can't breath and walk with a mask so
the hospital gave me a face shield. But my 25 year chiropractor has refused to see me for well
over a year and I'm not allowed in many local businesses apart from grocery stores and big
tech.

2/20/2022 4:51 PM

5759

It has caused division in my life and every Canadian citizen. It is a disgrace to discipline unvaxed people. The prime Minister has stopped me from entering any establishment illegally I
might add. So I am to starve. I am not allowed to see a doctor without wearing a mask witch
again is illegal. The mask have been proven to have cancer causing agents in them.

2/20/2022 4:51 PM

5760

A lot

2/20/2022 4:51 PM

5761

I got the first shot. Then all went haywire. I was in ER 4 times, blood pressure all over, heart
problems, vision changed entirely, leg was unusable for three months excruciating leg pain,
couldn’t drive, turned into a neurological zombie as well. Couldn’t function in daily life, so
brutal!!! Also have squishy pea like thingy and spasms in right vaginal lymph nodes

2/20/2022 4:51 PM

5762

I'm someone within that vulnerable, immunocompromised group. I have no idea what will be
inflicted upon us next. We are already much more conscious of not getting others sick. The
lesson was learned by all, long ago. Basically, everything in my life has been negatively
affected by removing everyone's freedoms. I spent 4 months in absolute isolation and when I
work, I am still under restrictions. Everything is controlled or unknown. The inflation is
absolutely insane! I make the same wage in BC as I did in 2012!!! My career is to look after
the terminally ill. I am vaccinated, I do not want to have this forced on me with little research. I
would do a titre test and fight it now. Our grandparents fought for freedom and we have had
that taken away.

2/20/2022 4:50 PM

5763

Too many ways to list. Recently I lost my job. Career of 18 years in a profession of a very
specific skill set that my company owns a monopoly on in Canada. Lost friends and family for
sure because we aren’t vaccinated and they fear us now.

2/20/2022 4:50 PM

5764

Affected all my life

2/20/2022 4:50 PM

5765

I feel like a prisoner in my house

2/20/2022 4:50 PM

5766

Loss my job, limited visits to aged parents

2/20/2022 4:50 PM

5767

In every way!

2/20/2022 4:50 PM

5768

Lost wages. Isolation. Mental health issues

2/20/2022 4:50 PM

5769

Extremely depressed, on medication now to help anxiety, want to quit my job teaching, family
disputes and alienation of family, friends, coworkers. I can’t afford a house now, I can’t help
my kids with their house, or school. Frustration beyond frustration. Feeling of no control. Gas
prices will stop me from going to work soon because I have to drive there. My job is a 45 min
drive. I can’t get there with transit. This is all unacceptable!!!! Dictatorship had to go. Wasting
government money and stupid spending has to go. We are a country that can and should be
self sufficient… we Do not Ned the rest of the world.

2/20/2022 4:50 PM

5770

It's horrible I am judged by having unexceptable views, I along with a lot of other canadians
have been slandered by the Government who hasn't been truthful for the last 2 years. They
knew that the experimental mrna vaccine has a list of 13 pgs long of side affects. They were
given this info last year April 21 and still pushed the bioweapon. Most people complied as they
are trusting. I took one and had bad affects a lot of them really fast and the second one will kill
me. Especially after seeing the 13 pg list of pfizer shots. It's my body my choice and I feelnit

2/20/2022 4:50 PM
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will wreck my immune system. Plus I believe the black listed nurses and doctors over the
people who have a political and financial gain. I never thought we would have Hitler times in
Canada in all my years of growing up. It is so very sad freezing the bank accou to of freedom
fighters, we deserve to have MY BODY MY CHOICE. ALSO OUR BILLNOF ROGHTS
CHARTER OF ROGHTS NUREMBURG COSE THE GOVERNMENT HAS IGNORED ALL OF
THESE THING ALSO SO HAVE THE COPS. WHAT ABOUT THE CHILD PEDOPHOLES
AND HUMAN TRAFFICERS WHY ARE THEIR ACCOUNTS NOT FROZEN
5771

Job loss, depression, kids kicked out of post secondary

2/20/2022 4:50 PM

5772

Bog time!!!

2/20/2022 4:49 PM

5773

Small inconvenience

2/20/2022 4:49 PM

5774

I can't have a social life. If I want to go out I have to pay $25 per family member to go out.
Then cost of food or movie. Can't afford it. Has turned my family and friends against each
other.

2/20/2022 4:49 PM

5775

I can’t go in places as well as I had to test for work and the division everywhere

2/20/2022 4:49 PM

5776

I have a 4 and 2 year old. Who don’t even get to swim, dance, socialize, these mandates have
taken my children’s livelihood. I have been unemployed since this started! If my husband
loses his job because he won’t get a certain vaccine we will be homeless. Trudeau is the sole
cause of all of this

2/20/2022 4:49 PM

5777

I suffer from Bipolar and as well as COPD. The continued isolation and use of masks has
increased my bouts of depression and makes any of my outings in public very short because I
cannot breathe properly with the mask on

2/20/2022 4:49 PM

5778

Lost jobs, finances, seen the terrible effects of masks and lockdown in my kids. My son is
depressed because he can't do anything. My daughter has a speech delay due to not being
able to see people's faces and her teachers are masked up. Segregation has occurred.
Families are more torn apart than ever.

2/20/2022 4:49 PM

5779

A lot of stay at home. Less travel

2/20/2022 4:49 PM

5780

It affected my life a lot. Its is bad to be not able to see the parents, the family for so long. It
has devided families and friends. The media is not telling the trueth. (PAID BY Government)
The vaccin forced against the will of the people without the use of science. Doctors are
treatned to do what government is saying, otherwise They will loose there licence. The app
arrive Can is one of the many new forms of controle by Government. Giving money for free to
buy the people is wrong. Go on and on. Its not healthy. Its killing lots of bussinesses. It's
making Government more powerfull. This is called Dictator ship.

2/20/2022 4:49 PM

5781

Severe depression and anxiety

2/20/2022 4:49 PM

5782

Mental health ruined, inflation is making everything more expensive, arts and other events
have been ruined

2/20/2022 4:49 PM

5783

No social life and undecided future

2/20/2022 4:49 PM

5784

I am a prisoner of my own country

2/20/2022 4:49 PM

5785

Terribly. Huge negative impact on my mental health and my trust in our Canadian institutions.

2/20/2022 4:49 PM

5786

They have caused extra stress & anxiety as well as disrupted my children's mental growth &
socialization skills.

2/20/2022 4:49 PM

5787

It caused a mental breakdown

2/20/2022 4:49 PM

5788

All my freedom was taken away, I felt like a prisoner.

2/20/2022 4:49 PM

5789

Could not visit my first newborn who lives overseas

2/20/2022 4:49 PM

5790

It’s has protected myself, my friends, and my family members from contracting covid and
developing long-term health effects.

2/20/2022 4:48 PM

5791

Having to stay home to look after my son full time thus not being able to go to work.

2/20/2022 4:48 PM

5792

I work in health care which means I have worked a lot of shifts and dealt with a lot of hostility.
People are unkind when they are asked to do something for mankind. I’m very disappointed in

2/20/2022 4:48 PM
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humanity right now. I applaud the law enforcement this past weekend in Ottawa. They deserve
to be recognized.
5793

Made finding a job difficult and I struggle to watch my son grow up in a dictatorship

2/20/2022 4:48 PM

5794

Restrictions, social isolation, increased costs do everything, stress and secregation

2/20/2022 4:48 PM

5795

Hurt friends and caused dissention

2/20/2022 4:48 PM

5796

I am not having suicidial if we lose our freedoms. I didn't sign up for this.

2/20/2022 4:48 PM

5797

I lost my job. My children have been stigmatized and unable to participate in their sports and
other activities for over 2 years. My daughter has a learning disability and the masks have
impacted her ability to learn. The forced masking has also resulted in my children having
headaches during the school week and have impacted their ability to concentrate in school.
Our relationships with various family members and good friends have also been negatively
impacted due to the fear mongering, division and hatred fueled by our governments and legacy
media. We also know friends/family who have lost loved ones due to adverse reactions from
the vaccines and doctors who have been silenced from voicing their concerns re: risks vs.
benefits.

2/20/2022 4:48 PM

5798

Healthy, never called in sick. Others with vaccine remained getting sick, calling out of work
along with their families. I remain healthy along with many others around me who don't support
the vaccine Trudeau has invested stocks in. I get fired because Bonnie henry thinks it's best
for me.

2/20/2022 4:48 PM

5799

Effected me mentality. Can't believe how incompetent our medical system is. Embarrassing

2/20/2022 4:48 PM

5800

Mandated vaccines/boosters and vaccine passports are by far the most discriminating of all
the mandates. Everyone should have a choice with no repercussions.

2/20/2022 4:48 PM

5801

My prime minister has made me feel unsafe in my own country. I have lived in fear, been
marginalized, bullied, threatened and given ultimatums that he called “choices.” I have felt like
a second class citizen since the vaccine mandates have been in place. My 9 year old son
couldn’t play hockey because his parents couldn’t enter the arena. My relationship with my
partner has become strained due to being excluded from simple stress relievers like going to a
movie together, eating at a restaurant, or buying a bottle of wine. We have no family in the
province we live, and I haven’t been able to fly to visit family in BC or Ontario. I missed two
funerals, one in BC and one in Ontario for my grandmothers who both passed away in 2021.
I’ve been struggling with depression and anxiety, as have most of my unvaccinated friends.
When your leader calls you part of a “racist, misogynist, fringe group” and asks how much
longer the leaders should “tolerate us,” it doesn’t make for sleeping well at night. I’ve worried
things would get so extreme that I wouldn’t be able to enter grocery stores eventually and my
family would be faced with starvation unless I got the jab. My social media has been censored,
truth has been censored, the CBC has been feeding Canadians so much propaganda that a
good portion of my friends have turned on me simply because I didn’t take an experimental
drug with known and unknown possible side effects—including death. An experimental drug
that is NOT a sterilizing vaccination and does not prevent transmission; therefore it is not a
public health matter it is a personal health choice. I’ve lost two people to the jab.. and none to
covid. Our family had covid—I’ve had worse colds. And our natural immunity has been
completely ignored. Instead we are told to go get the jab after we recovered. In what world is
natural immunity less than vaccination induced immunity? If I got chicken pox, then went to
my doctor after I recovered and asked for a chicken pox vaccine, she wouldn’t give me one.
Because it’s not indicated to do so. Vaccines IMITATE natural immunity.. not the other way
around. Natural immunity is more robust than vaccine immunity. But our PM is so determined
to put a needle in every Canadians arm that he ignores REAL science for pseudo science that
financially benefits him. And he forced his pseudo science on everyone with complete
disregard for the bill of rights and the charter of rights and freedoms. I do not and have not felt
like I live in a free country under the rule of this tyrannical dictator we call our “prime minister.”
We have had our freedom of life liberty and security of person infringed upon. Our Freedom to
assemble, Freedom of movement, freedom of speech, freedom of religion, and freedom of the
press (Rebel News)

2/20/2022 4:48 PM

5802

I had to leave canada

2/20/2022 4:48 PM

5803

Lower quality of life

2/20/2022 4:48 PM

5804

My wife ended up in hospital due to the mental anguish of the lockdowns and the constant

2/20/2022 4:47 PM
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stresses of trying to take care of our kids mental health. We have two kids on the autism
spectrum. Our oldest has been completely dropped by the system through his transition from
17-18 and now has no support. We enrolled him in university and he has failed due to the fact
he is not allowed on campus ti receive his tutoring, as he has chosen not to get vaccinated.
He has struggled through all of this as well as he is used to routine. We admitted him to the
hospital last month as well. My teenage daughter is now on anti depressants. My youngest
daughters in school have basically missed the last 2 years of their schooling due to constant
closures and lack of routine. My mother became ill with a severe kidney disease and was sent
to the emergency room 4 times and has still yet to see her kidney specialist. The patient
doctor relationship has completely deteriorated. This is a mere fraction of what our family has
been through.
5805

No job, no income, I can’t take my son to a park to play. He can’t play sports.

2/20/2022 4:47 PM

5806

Financially and mental health have been extremely compromised. Relationships are hugely
Stressed. Family divided.

2/20/2022 4:47 PM

5807

Cannot see and be with my family

2/20/2022 4:47 PM

5808

Ruined relationship, been hard on my children mentally and socially

2/20/2022 4:47 PM

5809

I only socialize outside or for sort periods of time with a mask on. Because I have a chronic
cough.

2/20/2022 4:47 PM

5810

I am self-employed, so it has not prevented me from working, but I know many people whose
lives have been severely affected, even life-threatening. I cannot visit my friends and family as
I need to travel by air.

2/20/2022 4:47 PM

5811

I did not want to get vaccinated

2/20/2022 4:47 PM

5812

Lots family members. A close friend's mother was one of the first to die from the Vax.

2/20/2022 4:47 PM

5813

Caused divided between family and friends and my job and a partner ship in a business

2/20/2022 4:47 PM

5814

It has created division in churches communities and families. It has taken away my God given
rights and freedoms

2/20/2022 4:47 PM

5815

Loss of freedoms affect mental health, the health of my children, my work, separation from
friends and family, divisions all around

2/20/2022 4:47 PM

5816

I have lost my job as a nurse and have been denied participation in society. I have been
dehumanized and live in fear for my safety from individuals radicalized by my own
government. Such individuals would have people like myself, rounded up and set on fire. This
threatening language is being hurled against us.

2/20/2022 4:47 PM

5817

Depressed

2/20/2022 4:47 PM

5818

The severe mental health of one individual because of the mandates decided to take his own
life on a highway south of Melfort, SK on the night of Sept 12. In doing so he took the life of
my Son and his fishing buddy. I hold the government responsible for killing my Son and leaving
his dear wife with 4 small children to raise on her own. It is deplorable what they have done to
our country.

2/20/2022 4:46 PM

5819

Healthy but treated like leper by society.

2/20/2022 4:46 PM

5820

Testing for work twice a week. Cant fly to visit family.

2/20/2022 4:46 PM

5821

Stopping me from seeing family and friends, this is not living. I want to breathe without a
mask. I want my normal.life back

2/20/2022 4:46 PM

5822

Limited my freedom

2/20/2022 4:46 PM

5823

My living life

2/20/2022 4:46 PM

5824

The mandates had no effect on my life as I was going to follow the recommendations even
without a mandate. It gave me assurance however that others were taking precautions that
would benefit those at high risk.

2/20/2022 4:46 PM

5825

Affected terribly. In many ways!

2/20/2022 4:46 PM

5826

The divide in society makes my utterly sick to my stomach. Too much hatred and not enough

2/20/2022 4:45 PM
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love.
5827

Business is failing. Unable to do my job properly with masking. Mental health.

2/20/2022 4:45 PM

5828

The mandates have isolated me. I am very depressed

2/20/2022 4:45 PM

5829

A bit of sacrifice short term for long term benefit - safety for all

2/20/2022 4:45 PM

5830

I am not vaccinated and am not planning on getting vaxxed because of underlying health
issues. The mandates have not let me live a normal 18 year old life. For example not being
able to go to NHL games, travel, and do stuff with my friends. With Kenney lifting the
restrictions, it was a dream come true! We have to learn to live with Covid, the same way we
learned to live with the flu.

2/20/2022 4:45 PM

5831

Psychological depression, unable to travel for work

2/20/2022 4:45 PM

5832

Horrifically, while watching our country of Canada being destroyed by our government. Not
being able to have the family be with our dying mother & sister. Finding out that my nursing
friend was found dead in her house after she took the shot. Sick friends, businesses failing,
loss of friends to suicide.

2/20/2022 4:45 PM

5833

I’m now a second class citizen

2/20/2022 4:45 PM

5834

Lost my savings, completely broke,almost homeless, living on sandwiches, lost my mother in
law due to vax injury, my kids are depressed and sad, Im sad, scared of our future.
Persecuted by my premier and prime minister and people who are under mass psyhcosis. Told
I didnt deserve to live or have health care. Will never trust people the same again. Will never
trust law enforcement or government the same. Will never support big business like walmart or
costco again.

2/20/2022 4:45 PM

5835

I feel encumbered but fear and have a strong sense of betrayal and corruption in our govt, I
have lost trust with parliament and the all politicians. I feel that Canada the home of the free is
on very shaky ground. I feel the prime minister has negated his position by means of false
information, manipulation of media and ruthless disregard for the well being of all Canadians. I
have seen my aging mother become afraid of public and has lost touch with friends who have
now passed. I feel separation between local small business’s and the large box stores. Small
business failing and forced to close under heavy restrictions, while stores like Costco, Walmart
and Home Depot thrive. I have seen close friends become suspicious of my doubt at the
legitimacy of these mandates. This has caused separations and anxiety between family and
friends. I feel the information we have received from our Canadian news, has been misleading
and to a great extent, corrupt and false. I am scared of what lies ahead of us if Prime Monster
Trudeau is not removed from office immediately!! Sincerely, Tara Petersen

2/20/2022 4:45 PM

5836

Stopped me from working CASUAL on a psychiatric adolescent hospital unit. Much needed for
coverage. Has separated me from my eldest son, wife ( all her family) & my 3 granddaughter
s( 21, 17, 7 years old) I feel like they treat me as if I had LEPROSY!! Friends won’t SEE ME!
Can’t recognize people in church with masks!! HOSPITALITY …. Not There! Couldn’t go to a
restaurant with my friends! Couldn’t see my husband in long- term care!! These are a few of
more!!

2/20/2022 4:45 PM

5837

Distancing from people

2/20/2022 4:45 PM

5838

Finacial, been laid off because of lock downs, mental not being able to see family & friends,
suffering from aniexty attacks because can wear a mask so been literally stuck in my house. I
want to be able to go shopping again and live my life. Life is to short for mandates to take
away what life we do have. Seeing people die alone is not ok. Seeing people sick with terminal
illiness and not being able to spend the little time left with family and friends is not ok. Seeing
kids education effected is not ok. They are missing so much.

2/20/2022 4:45 PM

5839

It had affected our economy, our children at school, sports, social life, etc.

2/20/2022 4:45 PM

5840

It has kept us from living as free Canadians to make our own choices.

2/20/2022 4:44 PM

5841

My brother killed himself in March 2021, he was 51, my teenage children are both frightened of
everything and are socially challenged, they don’t like to go outside at all and my business has
suffered.

2/20/2022 4:44 PM

5842

Want to leave country

2/20/2022 4:44 PM

5843

Loss of freedom of mobility. Loss of income. Encourages hatred

2/20/2022 4:44 PM
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5844

It has effected my childrens life. To Create social life’s.

2/20/2022 4:44 PM

5845

Made it difficult

2/20/2022 4:44 PM

5846

It has kept me from going places I would like to go. I have had to adapt to wearing masks at
places I go regularly.

2/20/2022 4:44 PM

5847

Tough running a small business

2/20/2022 4:44 PM

5848

First of all I have all 3 vaccine shots, I made this decision my personal choice, we had a
family member in long tern care, only two family members were designated to visit and only
those two. for two years our other family members, Sons, Daughters, grandchildren, great
grandchildren, were not allowed to visit. Our mother passed away two weeks ago, Some of our
family were able to view her at the funeral home..Am I frustrated yes I am. If you say that I
don't care about my fellow man and hospitals being overrun, I do care, The Federal
Government paid SNC Lavilin millions of dollars to construct portable hospitals, That never
happened. The one's that don't want the Jab their choice, I chose to wear the armour.. I really
could go on As this whole failed experiment has created more division in this country with to
many trying to force people to do what they don't want..

2/20/2022 4:44 PM

5849

My business has not operated since 2019. Financially ruined

2/20/2022 4:44 PM

5850

Anxiety

2/20/2022 4:44 PM

5851

Havnt been able to sign my son up for activities with other babies and has interfered with my
maternity leave.

2/20/2022 4:44 PM

5852

Massive price increases , increased hostility, job loss ….only a moron supports the status quo

2/20/2022 4:44 PM

5853

It’s caused diversity and divisions amongst family, friend &neighbours. It’s been a horrible
experience in me and my family’s life. The worst 2 years of my life.

2/20/2022 4:44 PM

5854

It has cost me thousands in of out of pocket expenses, it has caused tensions among family
and friends that probably will never be rectified, and lost all trust in the government!

2/20/2022 4:44 PM

5855

Logistics shortages have made services to my customers in my line of work very difficult on a
daily basis

2/20/2022 4:44 PM

5856

Increased depression, my wife and I are now both on antidepressants, my youngest kids are
scared to even get a haircut or go out. The feelar mongering that has been pushed through the
schools, the isolation, and the public labeling by the prime minister against those of us families
that have chosen not to inject a drug without any long term studies has shown that Canada is
no longer a diversity friendly, inclusive country under his rule!

2/20/2022 4:43 PM

5857

I haven’t been able to travel to see our kids and grandkids until very recently and still had
stupid pre tests to do before travel…. Felt I was forced to get jabbed twice to ever see them
again! Could not travel with my husband as planned on his business trips as a flight attendant.
Could not celebrate family birthdays and special days with our kids …even our local ones!
Could not go to restaurants as usual….some closed for good now!! Have not been able to
attend church services, funerals and weddings. The choir I conduct could not meet or continue
our programs in the retirement and long term care homes like we have for 10 1/2 years! …
these are a few examples!!

2/20/2022 4:43 PM

5858

My children have been able to do nothing and the Alberta government is forcing me to
vaccinate the children in my care. Against what I believe

2/20/2022 4:43 PM

5859

It has only been positive for me. Gave me a sense of security and safety

2/20/2022 4:43 PM

5860

Isolation, lost friends, depression.

2/20/2022 4:43 PM

5861

Loss of employment Segregation Loss of friends Family differences Depression And the list
goes on

2/20/2022 4:43 PM

5862

My teenage daughter is suicidal as she can’t do anything in her life that a normal teen does. I
have lost my employment due to vaccine mandates. My son is 2 and hasn’t been seen by a
doctor except once in his life.

2/20/2022 4:43 PM

5863

It has negatively affected my mental health, and my childrens health. It has divided my family
and affected my livelihood. It has made me question those that I used to take as truth sayers.

2/20/2022 4:43 PM
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It has me worried about the rights and freedoms of future generations. It makes me question
the legacy we will leave behind!
5864

I am sad for Canada 🇨🇦 We were once known as a great nation which represented freedom and
democracy. The eyes of the world are watching Canada fall to a Dictatorship and the citizens
who are fighting for freedom being silenced by heavy handed measures. It is a sad time for all
Canadians and any so called Democracy.

2/20/2022 4:43 PM

5865

Laid off from my job

2/20/2022 4:43 PM

5866

Cannot return to our home in another country even though we are citizens there. Cannot work
at our profession as a pilot, our kids cannot do sports. Our kids schooling has been disrupted,
and they feel sick after wearing masks all day

2/20/2022 4:43 PM

5867

Turned family and friends against one another.

2/20/2022 4:42 PM

5868

I was forced to get vaccinated so I could get on a plane to go to work. The People who refused
are losing their job in the next two weeks. It’s sad I cried and spent good money on detoxes to
get that vaccine out of me. Sad that that’s what it has come to

2/20/2022 4:42 PM

5869

Extremely

2/20/2022 4:42 PM

5870

I'M A PRISONER IN MY OWN HOME

2/20/2022 4:42 PM

5871

do you do the mandates I have been illegally placed on leave without pay and have lost over
$15,000

2/20/2022 4:42 PM

5872

Increased depression & anxiety

2/20/2022 4:42 PM

5873

It hasn’t

2/20/2022 4:42 PM

5874

Basically forcing my family to get vaccinated so my son would be able to play sports and we
would be able to watch.

2/20/2022 4:42 PM

5875

We were being forced to do what we didnt believe that would worked

2/20/2022 4:42 PM

5876

Mostly social isolation, but it is manageable with online options

2/20/2022 4:42 PM

5877

Negatively! Our kids have missed so much and have so many mental health issues. I’ve
missed spending time with my grandma who passed away alone in the hospital. It’s ridiculous.

2/20/2022 4:42 PM

5878

We are imprisoned

2/20/2022 4:42 PM

5879

The list is too long. These mandates inflict so much harm on relationships, family, friends,
businesses and so on. It's divisive, incoherent at times and does not take into consideration all
the other ways it is hurting people. Most importantly it undermines people's civil liberties. This
is terrifying and sets an equally terrifying precedence.

2/20/2022 4:42 PM

5880

Created fear and stress

2/20/2022 4:42 PM

5881

Divided people in a very sinister way! has not given freedom to choose what a person feels is
best for their selfs or family. Raced to vaccinate but has had little to slow the hospitalizations.
Gov has changed the finish line over and over again. Credibility at an all time low. Turned
science into a joke !

2/20/2022 4:42 PM

5882

My business was shut down multiple times. I couldn’t go anywhere because I’m not
vaccinated. My son missed out on his last year of minor hockey.

2/20/2022 4:41 PM

5883

Job loss, loss of trust in my government

2/20/2022 4:41 PM

5884

I have become very depressed

2/20/2022 4:41 PM

5885

I lost my job, had to move back in with my parents and now I struggle bad with social anxiety
everyday.

2/20/2022 4:41 PM

5886

Lost my job In debt because of all this Depression and anxiety

2/20/2022 4:41 PM

5887

They make me (unvaccinated because I have natural immunity) pay for tests to go to work,
even though tons of vaccinated people at work are sick. Also I can’t travel anymore,
sometimes this effects my work

2/20/2022 4:41 PM

5888

Lost my job

2/20/2022 4:41 PM
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5889

Wearing my mask while pregnant makes me nauseous but I’m still ok with it

2/20/2022 4:41 PM

5890

Stress, loss of job, family division

2/20/2022 4:41 PM

5891

Going to lose my job because of this prick forcing us to get the poison that doesn't even work.

2/20/2022 4:41 PM

5892

I cannot participate in society, no science behind it.

2/20/2022 4:41 PM

5893

Restrictions

2/20/2022 4:41 PM

5894

My daughter who is unvaccinated can’t attend dinners with us. She got covid. We isolated her.
None of us got Covid. She has antibodies now like us. End the passport

2/20/2022 4:41 PM

5895

- Been indirectly and directly harassed at work for my choice to remain unvaccinated. - Had an
emotional breakdown at home - Threat of job loss - Federal Government has labeled me a
misogynist and rascist, opened me to more criticism - feel if I defend myself I get immediately
shit on - results have made me lose trust in government and Healthcare authorities

2/20/2022 4:41 PM

5896

Cant wear a mask..health reasons..therefore I only go to grocery stores . Destroyed my ability
to socialize, exercise and receive medical care.

2/20/2022 4:41 PM

5897

Mental health has been impacted, social skills have decreased, relationships have been
negatively impacted, stress has increased, confidence in government has decreased, my
child's speech development regressed, my marriage was strained, my job was threatened, I've
been marginalized on the jobsite, my wife has been unable to visit her family/parents/siblings
during the loss of her grandfather who raised her, causing emotional trauma, our physical
health has also decreased

2/20/2022 4:41 PM

5898

Made my life isolating and depressing.

2/20/2022 4:41 PM

5899

Can’t travel, go to restaurants or even sit down in a food court in a mall, theatres, fly, bowling,
sports venues, casinos, even visit some friends and relatives cause they believe the narrative
that unvaxxed will infect them whereas even the vaxxed could infect them. They are not
hearing the truth! Also I had to give up my job and watch my adult children struggle with
keeping their jobs, watch my young grandchildren not be allowed to play sports or even attend
their friends birthday parties because the friend’s parents told them the unvaxxed friends were
bad selfish people and will infect them!! Having to witness all kinds of heart breaking scenarios
like this as well as seeing children being masked and being forced to get vaccinated when they
are not in any danger of dying of Covid 99% of the time. Learning about the statistics about
how all these mandates have had a negative impact on our society from suicides, alcohol
abuse, drug abuse and all the physical,mental and emotional abuses that have escalated since
the mandates have been forced on our world.

2/20/2022 4:40 PM

5900

Distrust in the government!

2/20/2022 4:40 PM

5901

Caused extreme divisions and hatred

2/20/2022 4:40 PM

5902

Very limited activity allowed

2/20/2022 4:40 PM

5903

Both myself and my wife have lost our income due to all of these measures

2/20/2022 4:40 PM

5904

Loss of work, friends suicide,broken families, lost all faith in AHS and all prov and fed govts

2/20/2022 4:40 PM

5905

Put stop to enjoying the life we come to know

2/20/2022 4:40 PM

5906

Cost me money, lost Friends, having to seek therapy. Been dealing with depression and after
what I've seen that happened in ottawa i wonder why anyone would want to even be alive in let
alone live in Canada anymore!

2/20/2022 4:40 PM

5907

I have had to get testing every week at work in order to keep my job, I can not travel, I have
not been able to go to funerals, I gave birth almost two years ago and family still haven’t met
my baby. I haven’t been able to go out… which we all need in our life to keep our sanity. I have
to wear goggles at work.

2/20/2022 4:40 PM

5908

Lost my job

2/20/2022 4:40 PM

5909

quality of life is not the same. My children are being affected emotionally, socially, and
physically.

2/20/2022 4:40 PM

5910

Higher anxiety and depression. Can’t travel or work

2/20/2022 4:40 PM
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5911

For the worst

2/20/2022 4:40 PM

5912

I have lost clients . I have lost time with my Peers and church.

2/20/2022 4:39 PM

5913

Yes

2/20/2022 4:39 PM

5914

Cognitive/academic, social/emotional abilities/growth and speech delays in students- including
my children- are lacking/not yet meeting, harmful and troubling. Mental health decline,
depression and anxiety rising in myself, my children, my students, friends and family daily.

2/20/2022 4:39 PM

5915

My family lives in Alberta and I am living in NOVa Scotia and can not visit them.

2/20/2022 4:39 PM

5916

Haven't really.

2/20/2022 4:39 PM

5917

Caused a lot stress and division between family and friends mandates all need to end.

2/20/2022 4:39 PM

5918

Medical Coercion is a crime that needs to be enforced and all complicit politicians must be
held accountable. Mandates have caused , Emotional, Physical and mental harm to all of my
family. The stress level upon myself from the mandates caused high blood pressure and I am
now on medication. Watching a sitting government USURP power in order to put lockdowns in
effect has made me extremely frustrated and agitated. The Charter of Rights and Freedoms is
to keep elected public servants accountable. When they USURP powers that violate the #1 law
they were elected to preserve leaves me feeling helpless and hopeless. I believe our current
governmental bodies have committed crimes against humanity and need to be removed from
the temporary power we put in their care. They abused that power and need to be criminally
charged. Usurping power under the threat of a national health emergency should never have
been done. The Charter of Rights and Freedoms should not be limited or abridged even in a
national emergency. If those elected public servants can’t figure out a alternative course of
actions they should have resigned immediately. They have offered no scientific data to anyone
only projections. They are all incompetent!

2/20/2022 4:39 PM

5919

Destroyed relationships Negative effects at work Split the nation

2/20/2022 4:39 PM

5920

i lost 6months from seeing my 101 year old mother and now she's dead. i can't get that time
back

2/20/2022 4:39 PM

5921

Ruined friendships, tore apart family, lost job. Mental depression.

2/20/2022 4:38 PM

5922

Many ways, all negative

2/20/2022 4:38 PM

5923

Unable to see family

2/20/2022 4:38 PM

5924

They have taken away my basic rights and freedoms as set forth in the Canadian Constitution.

2/20/2022 4:38 PM

5925

I can't travel. I can't eat in restaurants. I lost a lot of my zest for life.

2/20/2022 4:38 PM

5926

My mental health.. following mandates that are ever changing and making no sense. Or
making lots of sense, opening eyes to see what is really going on.

2/20/2022 4:38 PM

5927

I have watched Premier Trudeau express hate speech on a public forum towards others and I.
I have been segregated and treated differently due to my views and beliefs. I have been
targeted and discriminated. People have called me an anti vax which I am not. I have been
unable to be with family in hospital and care facilities during rough times because of this. I lost
a job of five years in healthcare because they wouldn’t even “consider” an exemption for me,
no due process or nothing. I lost a second job because that company was being harassed to
impose the mandates and vaccine pass and therefore I couldn’t work there unless mandatorily
vaccinated. I have had my beliefs questions and prodded. I have had people/employers
attempt to finish my beliefs to something they’re able to “approve” or “verify”, incredibly
disrespectful. I have lost faith in Canada. The charter is rights, the freedoms, the democracy.
We as citizens had no vote whatsoever. We were left in the dark about everything and had
decisions imposed on us. When the truth began emerging, we were removed, blocked,
ostracized, belittled, ignored, punished, mocked, had our safety threatened, our livelihoods
threatened. And yet to only believe that everyone behind this illegal force of mandates and
vaxpasses probably won’t even be held account for their crimes against humanity. May God
have mercy on us all.

2/20/2022 4:38 PM

5928

Depression and lock of family and friend connections. Feeling lost and alone.

2/20/2022 4:38 PM

5929

Ruined

2/20/2022 4:38 PM
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5930

Cant travel

2/20/2022 4:37 PM

5931

Mental health, physical health, loss of family/friends.

2/20/2022 4:37 PM

5932

I’m vaccine free - no restaurants, travel, etc. Hard to be excluded from society when you are
completely healthy. Have not had COVID.

2/20/2022 4:37 PM

5933

Missed on some family members deaths. Being able to hold my grand babies or even meet my
new one till she was over 6 months old. That is terrible in my opinion.

2/20/2022 4:37 PM

5934

It has affected me psychologically more than materially. It has been a shock to me to discover
how much freedom people are willing to trade for the possibility (not certainty) of greater safety.

2/20/2022 4:37 PM

5935

My kids wearing masks in school; unable to go and do normal things teenagers are supposed
to do; relationships with friends, family, co-workers; unable to travel; unable to go out to
restaurants and the list goes on and on.

2/20/2022 4:37 PM

5936

Had to close our business, move from west coast to east coast and then I lose my job
because I can’t take the vaxxx but medical and religious exemptions aren’t even a thing. My
daughter isn’t allowed to do anything, she’s a natural athlete and has been to 3 schools and
had to move twice during this pandemic, not to mention how hard it’s been on children and
teens, then to strip away her right to play sports. Or how we aren’t allowed to travel to see our
parents, siblings and grandparents in other provinces. Telling someone how they can and
cannot worship God too, I pray the Good Lord has mercy on all the souls making these
decisions.

2/20/2022 4:37 PM

5937

Yes. Can't travel. Can't go to stores. Has isolated us.

2/20/2022 4:37 PM

5938

I can feel safer knowing I’m protecting my two young kids when everyone is following public
health preventions.

2/20/2022 4:37 PM

5939

I have strived for 2 years to be careful and considerate of others regarding covid. Yet I am now
barred from flying within Canada to see my sister and niece and to the US for potential career
and other opportunities. I am barred from going snowboarding, to the theater, to restaurants. I
can no longer choose to go swimming at my local pool for my health. The news of Walmart in
QC barring unvaccinated people is an extraordinary violation of human rights and I can't help
but wonder if I will eventually be barred from buying groceries and other necessities of life.

2/20/2022 4:37 PM

5940

In order to keep my job I've had to wear a mask which doesn't protect you from getting a virus.
When a vaccine is experimental and we're forced to take it in order to keep your job, this is a
crime against humanity. The true science is we have an immune system that gives us
antibodies after we'e had the virus.

2/20/2022 4:37 PM

5941

Psychologicaly and financially.

2/20/2022 4:37 PM

5942

I work in long term care. Our residents lives have suffered more then anyone else!!! All long
term care homes have. All the activities such as library, pool, green house, coffee club, craft
corner computer room have been closed for almost 2 years. They live in a small Room, most
don’t even have a tv! Never mind the fact their family the ONLY thing these people Look
forward to was also taken from them.

2/20/2022 4:36 PM

5943

Be forced to get vaccin to keep my job l’m so mad and sad at the same time and my lost his
job and he has 2 kids 1 and 3 years old and because of it he’s been galoshes by a
phsycologist for a deep burn out I was so afraid he committed suicide

2/20/2022 4:36 PM

5944

Can't see family in usa, stressfull

2/20/2022 4:36 PM

5945

It has caused nothing but problems to EVERBODY !

2/20/2022 4:36 PM

5946

Work ultimatum

2/20/2022 4:36 PM

5947

Negative

2/20/2022 4:36 PM

5948

Depressed. Very angry at the way Trudeau speaks to us. How dare he! All these leaders have
over reached and have woke the people up. They are supposed to be working for us not
themselves. This is part of a world wide move on the people. But we have woke up and
realized there is more of us!

2/20/2022 4:36 PM

5949

No work

2/20/2022 4:36 PM

5950

My children have been having anxiety and depression issues are in therapy. This needs to end

2/20/2022 4:36 PM
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NOW!
5951

Restricted, anxiety, depression, loss of business, nightmares! Freedom of choice in bodily
autonomy

2/20/2022 4:36 PM

5952

-fighting with friends /family -seragation for not wanting vax -forced to take it to keep my job
/let my kid continue to do activities

2/20/2022 4:36 PM

5953

As a teacher the mandate has ensured that I can feel safe in my workplace, minimizing the
risk that I catch COVID or that I give it to my students.

2/20/2022 4:36 PM

5954

I am not vax'd. I believe the vax is detrimental to my health. I hv been belittled by my family,
felt like I was in prison. I cd not eat out, attend any function. I hv found wearing the mask very
hard on my breathing. Lonely due to isolation. I am a senior.

2/20/2022 4:36 PM

5955

A lot

2/20/2022 4:35 PM

5956

Depression & Anxiety

2/20/2022 4:35 PM

5957

Depressed , alone, stressed out ,struggling,sad

2/20/2022 4:35 PM

5958

Can’t work, lot’s of stress, can’t leave the country

2/20/2022 4:35 PM

5959

Cause stress and anxiety

2/20/2022 4:35 PM

5960

It has caused isolation, increases cost of living, loss of jobs, children not being able to get
jobs or go to school because of vaccine mandates, unkindness from others, anxiety in my
children.

2/20/2022 4:35 PM

5961

Hurt our business, taken social aspects out of our lives that bring positivity. Created a group of
uncaring mask/vaccine nazis around us that are carried away with the tiny bit of power they
have received with no compassion.

2/20/2022 4:35 PM

5962

Unhappy, depressed, worried for the future of my children

2/20/2022 4:35 PM

5963

divided our family; restaurants & travel, friends fired!

2/20/2022 4:35 PM

5964

I lost my job.

2/20/2022 4:35 PM

5965

false pandemic, a trick for global controll, genocide

2/20/2022 4:35 PM

5966

Depression. Division. I have had 2 heart surgeries and was hesitant, but was bullied and torn
from my own family. Worst discrimination I’ve ever felt

2/20/2022 4:35 PM

5967

Stressful

2/20/2022 4:35 PM

5968

Financially, socially

2/20/2022 4:35 PM

5969

Haven’t been able to travel to our neighbouring country USA to check on my home in Phoenix,
Arizona. Can’t drive or fly. Ridiculous

2/20/2022 4:35 PM

5970

Mental illness depression.

2/20/2022 4:35 PM

5971

I lost my freedom and democratic country

2/20/2022 4:35 PM

5972

In every way. Financially, socially, mentally, physically. Not allowed to do anything or see
anyone. This has gone beyond being ridiculous. Life has to go back to living and not locked up

2/20/2022 4:35 PM

5973

I have lost 2 jobs. Amy family, both immediate & extended are fractured on these issues & I
am so concerned for the future of our children & country as this farce is perpetuated.

2/20/2022 4:35 PM

5974

Freedom

2/20/2022 4:35 PM

5975

Depression

2/20/2022 4:34 PM

5976

Caused depression, anxiety and insecurity within my children. Conflicts within the adults, job
loss and reduction of potential jobs.

2/20/2022 4:34 PM

5977

Loss of employment, loss of freedom, needless mental stresses, isolation.

2/20/2022 4:34 PM

5978

Kept us safe

2/20/2022 4:34 PM

5979

as a mother i no longer trust the medical professionals to have my daughters best interest at

2/20/2022 4:34 PM
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heart as a carpenter, it has limited me as to where i can work and forced me out of better
paying jobs as a daughter/sister/ cousin/niece/friend it has caused divides as a Canadian
these mandates have discriminated against me, they have gone against my rights and
freedoms from day one, they have taken too much from me. no more. Peace Love and Unity
5980

Feeling unsafe in public, ridiculed, excluded from society, unable to move about freely, job
threatened over bodily autonomy

2/20/2022 4:34 PM

5981

Discrimination, loss of freedom, feeling bullied, fear of future, increases in cost of living adding
additional stress

2/20/2022 4:34 PM

5982

Not able to take my baby to any activities, terminated, no socializing. Alone and lonely

2/20/2022 4:34 PM

5983

Isolation, object of criticism and hatred, loss of friends and family members, risk of losing job
and financial means. Can’t travel, missed family members wedding. Exclusion from work and
other social

2/20/2022 4:34 PM

5984

I have not been able to see loved ones. I cannot travel outside the country, cannot go into a
restaurant or any type of indoor venue. I have been bullied.

2/20/2022 4:34 PM

5985

It's a global pandemic.... it's affected everyone. You aren't special

2/20/2022 4:34 PM

5986

It’s caused division with family members.

2/20/2022 4:34 PM

5987

Negatively in almost every way

2/20/2022 4:34 PM

5988

Added so much stress to my life. Couldn’t see loved ones.

2/20/2022 4:34 PM

5989

The vaccine made me ill and I am not an antivaxxer. If it could do what it did to me To
anybody else I definitely would not wish that on anyone

2/20/2022 4:33 PM

5990

Restrictions on my normal daily activities

2/20/2022 4:33 PM

5991

It’s kept my daughter with a heart condition safe until such time she can be vaccinated

2/20/2022 4:33 PM

5992

How hasn’t it? From schooling to work to family life. Everything has been destroyed by this
government overreach.

2/20/2022 4:33 PM

5993

Loss if business!!!

2/20/2022 4:33 PM

5994

Not able to travel for business

2/20/2022 4:33 PM

5995

Watching young people suffer

2/20/2022 4:33 PM

5996

Not able to get medical appointments when needed…Not being able to get out & be with
family, not able to get groceries as needed. High increase of gas & food when income is
limited. No travel. I honestly feel like I live in a communist country. What I see today reminds
me of stories my parents, who both served in WW2, had told me. It’s awful. I feel like I have
no control of my life anymore. Very sad what Canada has become.

2/20/2022 4:33 PM

5997

it’s definitely made changes but overall I’m glad to do my part in keeping everyone healthy

2/20/2022 4:32 PM

5998

A lot. Haven’t seen my dad in two years. Stress and anxiety.

2/20/2022 4:32 PM

5999

It has limited our social life and forced me to get a vaccine that I didn’t really want to have
administered to myself in the first place

2/20/2022 4:32 PM

6000

Caused division in my family. Caused my daughter to miss school. Made us have to move
across the country. Forced vaccination.

2/20/2022 4:32 PM

6001

I cannot leave my country

2/20/2022 4:32 PM

6002

I was given an ultimatum at work that I either got double vaccinated or lose my job which
affected my mental health and disregarded my freedom of choice. It also triggered the fact that
as an aboriginal person I am once again under the authority of government with no recourse of
mandates. I have also not been able to spend time with my mother over the past two years
and she is a paraplegic and has been hospitalized for the last three months. My rights and
freedom of choice has been taken away like many other rights throughout my lifetime. I have
never been too political and it is the first time where I feel the government has taken improper
methods of action in regards to the pandemic. I valued say much more and know that I have
written to my local MP and sent emails to parliament. This has divided friends and families and
many are feeling the impacts. The divide in our country is very evident.

2/20/2022 4:32 PM
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6003

Inability to travel, enjoy entertainment venues. Division of my family & friends. Unhappiness at
work. Loss of income.

2/20/2022 4:32 PM

6004

Negatively

2/20/2022 4:31 PM

6005

Loss of hours at work. Loss of extra curricular activities. Extreme anxiety in children.

2/20/2022 4:31 PM

6006

Depression, home schooling has been so hard on my grandaughter she now has anxiety, and
she cannot breath in a mask!!

2/20/2022 4:31 PM

6007

Robbed me of opportunity to travel and visit family and to celebrate weddings, graduation and
birth of grandchildren. Robbed me of the opportunity to be with my life partner who lives 45
minutes drive across an international bitter which we are forbidden to cross. I have lost friends
and family members due to the divide cleaved by the irresponsible government and media.

2/20/2022 4:31 PM

6008

limits my liberty and rights

2/20/2022 4:31 PM

6009

Crippled my social life and life in general.

2/20/2022 4:31 PM

6010

I can’t go to many public spaces. I fear losing my job. I’ve lost family and friends. I lost one of
my greatest passions, being able to share music on stage and with others.

2/20/2022 4:31 PM

6011

Laid off from a struggling industry that was what down for almost 2 years. Now only allows
passport holders to be a part of the customers. Torpedoed my life and that of my family's.
Can't travel to visit loved ones, deaths with no funerals and no end in sight. Overall very
poorly. However, I've reconnected with faith and life has never been better despite the
pressures of an over reaching government.

2/20/2022 4:31 PM

6012

I feel much safer as a result of these mandates.

2/20/2022 4:31 PM

6013

There has been lockdowns that have closed our church for a while,. I have worked retail with a
mask on that has made it hard to breathe at times. We had to isolate for 2 weeks in order to
visit family in Manitoba... many other things as well with having to stay home and not have
people in as it’s part of our work!

2/20/2022 4:31 PM

6014

prevented me from participating in society and been discriminatory in countless situations. it
has caused so much divide between so many people in my life

2/20/2022 4:31 PM

6015

Its kept me and my loved ones from getting sick.

2/20/2022 4:31 PM

6016

I can not go anywhere with my kids. I can’t go do my own shopping. I can’t go to a restaurent

2/20/2022 4:31 PM

6017

Mentally has played disturbing thoughts.

2/20/2022 4:31 PM

6018

It has ruined my life ive tried to kill myself

2/20/2022 4:31 PM

6019

I have major anxiety for over a year now, my heart is broken from all the division our
government has done to us. How are we going to heal when you see this emergency act
hurting loving human protestors. We don't have a right to smile anymore 😔 💔

2/20/2022 4:31 PM

6020

It's put immense restrictions on my life for the past 2 years. Laying me off, denying me from
church, fear and demonization from family etc.

2/20/2022 4:31 PM

6021

It’s not how people should have to live their lives!

2/20/2022 4:31 PM

6022

I have been unable to visit my younger siblings who live on the other side of the border.

2/20/2022 4:31 PM

6023

Given me a much needed peace of mind that I can leave the house and go about my business
with less worry about contracting the virus.

2/20/2022 4:31 PM

6024

Lost member of my family died by himself because of does stupid rolls of Trudeau. My aunt
died in home care no visite past away along stupid rolls

2/20/2022 4:31 PM

6025

The mandates has affect me more than any other part of the pandemic. It is not a choice when
it is mandated. It lead to me going on stress leave and not being able to cope with the risk of
loosing my job and not being able to provide for my family. The mandates need to be dropped
immediately and everyone should be reinstated in the jobs with back pay the government is at
fault for causing more harm then good for with these mandates. Not being able to get in a
plane or even leave my own country is disgusting and out governments need to be healed
accountable for the breach of our constitutional rights and freedoms

2/20/2022 4:30 PM
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6026

Separated me from my grandkids as I can’t attend their sports.

2/20/2022 4:30 PM

6027

not, in foreign country

2/20/2022 4:30 PM

6028

made me not trust the government or the media due to half truths, gas lighting and
misinformation.. isolated people.. ruins busineses and lives.

2/20/2022 4:30 PM

6029

Could have been worse, might be dead by now.

2/20/2022 4:30 PM

6030

Cannot move freely within my own country

2/20/2022 4:30 PM

6031

Financially screwed 10 mths lock down i had no work. Depression.

2/20/2022 4:30 PM

6032

Ruined lives. Lost jobs. Lost businesses.

2/20/2022 4:30 PM

6033

Can't go anywhere, mentally suffering and emotionally

2/20/2022 4:30 PM

6034

Lost freedom of movement and association.

2/20/2022 4:30 PM

6035

Has made my life stressful, and taken away my freedom to do certain things.

2/20/2022 4:30 PM

6036

I lost friends, division within family, been bullied, insulted, denied access to normal life, ie:
can't go to gyms, swimming pools, restaurants, movie theaters, all because I made a person
medical decision for my health. My own Prime Minister has even referred to me as anti vax,
racist, a misogynist and taking up space, just because I chose not to get any covid vaccines
or boosters.

2/20/2022 4:30 PM

6037

My Mental health has been affected dramatically by these mandates/ restrictions

2/20/2022 4:30 PM

6038

Work- mental health & life in general

2/20/2022 4:30 PM

6039

Yes very much so.

2/20/2022 4:29 PM

6040

Depressed and so is my 8 year old. Also I am mentally disturbed by what happened in Ottawa

2/20/2022 4:29 PM

6041

Limited Job opportunities, a poor post-secondary experience, mental health issues

2/20/2022 4:29 PM

6042

Stopped me from traveling and caused problems with family members

2/20/2022 4:29 PM

6043

Dépression, anxiety

2/20/2022 4:29 PM

6044

Isolation

2/20/2022 4:29 PM

6045

It made me retire from my RN job early Creating much division in my family Unable to swim
last 5 months…pool is across the St from my house…also unable to enter gym …no exercise
Unable to dine in restaurants

2/20/2022 4:29 PM

6046

The mandate has affected my civil liberties. Vaccine (?) mandates are unethical. It has
affected Canadians by having their businesses closed and not being able to support their
families and employees.

2/20/2022 4:29 PM

6047

My kids

2/20/2022 4:29 PM

6048

Has limited my freedom of movement and my ability to participate in different aspects of
society.

2/20/2022 4:29 PM

6049

I was not given a choice for my vaccine it was that or my job. Therefore I didn’t have a choice
I wish I would of had a choice of what I put into my body. I fear that these vaccines have done
more harm then good

2/20/2022 4:29 PM

6050

Terrible. Feel like in prison.

2/20/2022 4:29 PM

6051

Emotionally physically and financially have worsened

2/20/2022 4:28 PM

6052

Loss of income and mental health

2/20/2022 4:28 PM

6053

Don't see friends and business associates enough. Restrictions on international travel,
Trudeau has overreacted to a peaceful protest.

2/20/2022 4:28 PM

6054

Negatively

2/20/2022 4:28 PM

6055

Limited what Can do, where I can go, even to see a doctor is very hard to get appointment.
Some of my favourite business closed, plus gas prices going through the roof.

2/20/2022 4:28 PM
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6056

Did not want to get the vaccine but i felt like i had no choice.

2/20/2022 4:28 PM

6057

I lost my job after 17 years there. Worked through the whole pandemic but once the mandate
was given I was terminated. No severance pay and I can't even collect unemployment
insurance after paying into it for all these years. It's absolutely crazy for the government to
fully coerce ppl like that and shut them out of society allike while still taking my tax dollars. It's
all illegal but yet laws don't apply to them. They should be on trial for this and testing
experimental vaccines on citizens

2/20/2022 4:28 PM

6058

Separated me from my family

2/20/2022 4:28 PM

6059

The masks have been the worst for me. I'm claustrophobic, have never been able to even
have a pillow or blanket over my nose or mouth, and then being forced to wear a mask?!
Traumatic!!!! The vaccine mandate has prevented me from accessing hot yoga classes, I
need these for a herniated disc I have, so I am in constant pain, seeing a chiropractor for
something I could get relief from in the form of exercise. Overall, this has affected both my
mental and physical health, and if things continue as they are, it's only a matter of time before
my financial health is also affected. Truly a tragic time in the history of Canada, when people
are fleeing Canada to places like Mexico and Costa Rica!!

2/20/2022 4:28 PM

6060

Too much stress, not able to get a good night’s sleep

2/20/2022 4:28 PM

6061

Having to inject myself and my daughter so she could participate in hp gymnastics. Bad
reactions to the shot for my daughter. This is all something I would not want injected into my
daughter or my own body. Constant shutdowns at schools for both my daughters. Having to
worry about injecting my 10 year old daughter just so she can play hockey. Family members
not allowed to get together for important holidays. Boyfriend having to get injected to go to
work. This morning my daughter could not get on a plane from Edmonton to Vancouver for a
gymnastics camp because she is exempt from the 2nd shot - had to go through hours of
paperwork and calls, as well as a $200 NAAT test, trying to get her on the next flight. This has
to end!

2/20/2022 4:27 PM

6062

Wasted money on testing, ruined friendships, affected unity in the church, have been
suspended at work and lost employment opportunities

2/20/2022 4:27 PM

6063

Distanced from my family due to not being able to fly. Seeing the affects on children and
teens. Dangerous road to tyranny.

2/20/2022 4:27 PM

6064

Experienced unkind behaviour, my kids feel like they have no future, they had/have no work.
Over the top Taxation. High cost of living, and essentials for living

2/20/2022 4:27 PM

6065

pure hell, and unnecessary,

2/20/2022 4:27 PM

6066

Business slow and some family members don’t want us around because we never took the jab
. Elite just want to get rich which are the criminals

2/20/2022 4:27 PM

6067

Terrible I had to choose if I want to keep my job or not. So wrong in so many ways!

2/20/2022 4:27 PM

6068

It has made me see the real Canada under a Hitler like regime

2/20/2022 4:27 PM

6069

It has been destroyed

2/20/2022 4:27 PM

6070

great loss of income , and being totally aware of the tuth of what is going on is extremely
Traumatic

2/20/2022 4:27 PM

6071

Affected work, family, tore families apart, mental health

2/20/2022 4:27 PM

6072

affected my mental health, which then has affected my physical health

2/20/2022 4:27 PM

6073

It has protected me and made me and my family feel safer.

2/20/2022 4:27 PM

6074

Lost my job as a nurse because I can read the real science and it’s all wrong

2/20/2022 4:27 PM

6075

My business went down, my level of health significantly decreased (mostly mental, but
physician too)

2/20/2022 4:27 PM

6076

Destroyed my childrens mental health. Affected all of our schooling. Affected my husbands job

2/20/2022 4:27 PM

6077

All aspects of our life.

2/20/2022 4:27 PM

6078

I’ve lost all friends family wife

2/20/2022 4:27 PM
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6079

My mental health has been affected greatly. I was attempting to go back to school and
because I wouldn’t stick this crap in my arm I wasn’t able to be inside of a school. Same goes
with the gym, I had to forfeit my gym pass because I was not able to enter a gym. And now
I’m forced to sit and home and isolate even without exposure to any virus, how is that fair? I’ve
been lucky enough to not lose my job but I’ve lost everything else including my ability to be
social in the least bit

2/20/2022 4:27 PM

6080

I am on my own and the isolation has been debilitating. The lies and manipulation have been
mentally and emotionally abusive.

2/20/2022 4:26 PM

6081

I feel punished for not wanting a experimental ‘vaccine’. Segregated and depressed; in my own
small circle three acquaintances have committed suicide due to the mandates.

2/20/2022 4:26 PM

6082

It has made me much more distrusting against the fed govt and the media. I don't believe a
word they're reporting or saying.

2/20/2022 4:26 PM

6083

Mentally. I have major depression

2/20/2022 4:26 PM

6084

It has divided Canada

2/20/2022 4:26 PM

6085

Mandate affected my mental health in a bad way

2/20/2022 4:26 PM

6086

Depression, overwhelming financially

2/20/2022 4:26 PM

6087

Created distance with certain people and limited events I'm allowed to attend.

2/20/2022 4:26 PM

6088

It makes everything suck. I suppose that this is what a Jewish in 1940's Germany felt like.

2/20/2022 4:26 PM

6089

They sat u don't have to get the Vax but we r made to feel cruel if we don't and it's impossible
to go about with out masks and vax

2/20/2022 4:26 PM

6090

I can’t go to yoga, skiing, movie theatres, restaurants etc. i feel like a second class citizen. I
don’t have the same rights as others. I can only go to the office to work after 6 pm at night and
by myself.

2/20/2022 4:26 PM

6091

Depression

2/20/2022 4:26 PM

6092

I am hard of hearing, I cannot communicate with people wearing a mask as I read lips!

2/20/2022 4:26 PM

6093

Lost job

2/20/2022 4:26 PM

6094

Divided families

2/20/2022 4:26 PM

6095

Is has caused people to have prejudicial views, stereotyping anyone who refuses to agree with
them or follow the path they've taken. It has caused one part of our population to become
privileged, and the other to fall in despair, to be criticized, and in some cases oppressed. It has
caused families and friends to divide, irreparable damage to relationships. It has created a
confused, mentally fatigued, self-conscious and frustrated younger population who are caught
in the middle of the wars people and organizations are having with one another. It has brought
depression and other bouts of mental health in my home, my family's home and my friends'
homes. It has divided our country so severely that in not sure we can get it back. There is so
so much damage done. And I fear it will be felt for generations.

2/20/2022 4:25 PM

6096

It has effected everyones life mentality, physical, financially,

2/20/2022 4:25 PM

6097

The vaccine mandates and lockdowns have prevented me seeing my family. My immediate
family living in Ontario have also suffered with a negative impact on mental health with the
lockdowns and cutting them off from the people they hold most dear.

2/20/2022 4:25 PM

6098

I work with mental health and addictions, the mandates have created increased mental health
and addiction problems, people are very wounded. During the last 2 years, I’ve traveled back
and forth between BC and Florida. I’ve been angry and cried when I’ve returned to Canada
because of freedom stolen. The mandates have been unnecessary by all means! Covid was
not life threatening to most. My family all had it, the mandates were not equivalent to the
problem. I see the mandates as a power grab from our government, as said above I’ve
witnessed this first hand seeing freedom In florida. Been to multiple conferences and concerts
with 5-10 THOUSAND people, with NO mask or vaccine mandates. However in Canada we
were mandated not to even see family at Christmas.

2/20/2022 4:25 PM

6099

After 3 years of going to the gym for weight loss and muscle building it was suddenly closed.
Since then I've gained the weight back and don't have as much energy as before. It didn't

2/20/2022 4:25 PM
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make since closing gyms but it was ok to have places like Walmart and Costco open with very
little restrictions. Also mom and pop stores were also forbidden to stay open.
6100

Children are scared, not being social. I cannot watch my son play hockey then 1/2 way through
had to not play as we did not participate in the testing of this Covid jab. List my job.

2/20/2022 4:25 PM

6101

Mental health and personal relationships have been impacted. Masks contribute to an increase
in headaches

2/20/2022 4:25 PM

6102

Lost our freedom and there is no point to live in a dictatorship

2/20/2022 4:25 PM

6103

My husband and I lost our jobs (firefighter and RN). My 13 year old daughter went against my
wishes and got vaccinated and has now left to go live with her father because of her friends
not being allowed to come to our house and because she believes the narrative. My husband
was charged criminally at a protest because he was trying to question police about someone
else they were dragging up the street and arresting. We have lost friends and family because
they disagree with our beliefs. I wake up at night wondering what more our premier can do to
“make life more difficult” for us and what will happen to us if our PM decides not to “tolerate
people like us”

2/20/2022 4:25 PM

6104

My life has changed drastically but worst of it all is how it has affected my 3 children. Not
going to school, not having any sports to play and being forced to wear a mask when they do
decide to open the schools. It's not good for them in any way.

2/20/2022 4:25 PM

6105

Destroyed

2/20/2022 4:25 PM

6106

Drastically

2/20/2022 4:25 PM

6107

My mother died as a result of it.

2/20/2022 4:25 PM

6108

I have compromised my integrity and dignity as I was forced this vaccine mandate in order to
keep my job

2/20/2022 4:25 PM

6109

It has ment that 3 of my grandparents spent the last months of their lives alone and that I was
unable to be with them when they passed away. I have been unable to get my medical
treatment from my doctor even when all he was doing was sitting at home the government told
him he could not treat me or others. It has ment I can not see a large number of people
important to me and that I have been unable to travel. It has been a nightmare!

2/20/2022 4:25 PM

6110

It has restricted, limited and obstructed my freedoms as a Canadian citizen

2/20/2022 4:24 PM

6111

Made it tough for me to perform the duties of my work and also to do anything as a family

2/20/2022 4:24 PM

6112

Lost my job

2/20/2022 4:24 PM

6113

anxiety shopping for groceries, shaming, bullying, name calling, loss of friends, mild
depression, unable to visit family doctor, weight loss, loss of sleep, exclusion from social
activities

2/20/2022 4:24 PM

6114

Yes very much!!! Once the mandates end, our family can get back to work and our social
commitments.

2/20/2022 4:24 PM

6115

I feel looked down upon if I don’t wear a mask. My kids have felt pressured into getting
vaccinated. My mother can’t visit me because of border restrictions and now she can’t fly.

2/20/2022 4:24 PM

6116

I have lost work. I have been separated from friends and family. The isolation has had a huge
impact on me.

2/20/2022 4:24 PM

6117

Has ruined my familys income

2/20/2022 4:24 PM

6118

I’m miserable I can’t go anywhere besides work and no longer school with it being online flip
flopping. Everyone’s had covid, we’re fine, vaccines don’t stop the spread of covid and at this
point the vaccination passport is discriminatory and disgusting. Goes against everything
Canada stands for and is down right illegal/wrong.

2/20/2022 4:24 PM

6119

Lots of wYs

2/20/2022 4:23 PM

6120

The mandate have affected me financial emotionally and also divided my family and friends. In
which, also has taking my GOD given right to choose whats good for me.. I DO NOT
CONSENT .... TRUDEU MUST BE REMOVED FIRED AND BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE FOR
HE'S CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY. GOD BLESS CANADA AND THE WORLD

2/20/2022 4:23 PM
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6121

It has made me depressed and alone

2/20/2022 4:23 PM

6122

Lost friends. Lost freedom. Lost work and money

2/20/2022 4:23 PM

6123

How much time do you have!?? The financial, social or mental affects. They’ve all suffered.

2/20/2022 4:23 PM

6124

Haven’t seen some of my family for two years

2/20/2022 4:23 PM

6125

I’ve lost respect for our leaders.

2/20/2022 4:23 PM

6126

As as small business owner, one of the first pregnant when the vaccine came out I have been
terrified and pressured along with shamed and divided and pressured to take the vaccine when
there were minimal to no studying on pregnant women because it’s illegal to do. I haven’t been
able to take my 2 year old to any activities or events in 2 years and she is not able to play well
with other children

2/20/2022 4:23 PM

6127

Not really

2/20/2022 4:23 PM

6128

Life has been put on hold

2/20/2022 4:23 PM

6129

Being a senior every thing affects my budget, especially the useless carbon tax. And all the
money the government gave away

2/20/2022 4:23 PM

6130

Serggation of my community and my family. This has cause nothing but fear and division
across Canada, which was once was one of the great country of the world.

2/20/2022 4:23 PM

6131

Lacking social interaction, unable to freely go out to certain places, restricted worship of my
religion, divided family and friends. Unable to leave Canada. Costed me financially, salary cut.

2/20/2022 4:23 PM

6132

Which mandate?

2/20/2022 4:23 PM

6133

2 years of my life wasted

2/20/2022 4:23 PM

6134

Overwhelming stress

2/20/2022 4:23 PM

6135

Loosing out on my 20s. Struggled keeping a steady job as I am a server.

2/20/2022 4:22 PM

6136

I'm not allowed to do anything but buy groceries and go home. I have NO freedom.

2/20/2022 4:22 PM

6137

Potential health risk from vaccine, micro plastics from masks

2/20/2022 4:22 PM

6138

It has caused division in our family and in other relationships.

2/20/2022 4:22 PM

6139

I have been laid off 3 times, have drained my savings. I have lost friends and family members.
I cry more than I ever have.

2/20/2022 4:22 PM

6140

Saved my life!

2/20/2022 4:22 PM

6141

3

2/20/2022 4:21 PM

6142

Can't get a job, visit family, travel, Can't get a house.

2/20/2022 4:21 PM

6143

Forced to vaccinate myself and my kids despite having neurological and cardiovascular
problems after receiving vaccine. Other family members have had very significant adverse
reactions as well.

2/20/2022 4:21 PM

6144

i lost my job my car my home and my life due to all of this crap when i survived a real
pandemic in 2009 whe h1n1 hit in mission bc half my building died at once i was pregnant
almost died let alone rest of town and this is all a sick way of population control and control
over the people as well as coverup for sex scandal that happened all at same time as covid

2/20/2022 4:21 PM

6145

Negatively. I've missed out on weddings, visitations and family gatherings

2/20/2022 4:21 PM

6146

Prevented my family from being with my Mom when she was ill and in emergency. My Mom
has had a stroke and could not answer their questions. My sister is full vaccinated, and has
power of attorney for care. She still was not allowed in. I am a photographer and an artist. My
ability to sell my products was hugely curtailed by shops and Galleries being forced to close,
or limit customers. I have a medical condition that makes me faint of I get to warm. The
masks cause you to warm up, I have had bad falls, or been forbidden to enter places because
of the mask issue.

2/20/2022 4:21 PM

6147

Financially, socially, emotionally. Every aspect of our lives have been negatively impacted -

2/20/2022 4:21 PM
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and for what?? Risks outweigh benefits of further mandates not to mention the vaccines.
6148

Because I refuse the vaccine I am limited in many activities.

2/20/2022 4:21 PM

6149

Discrimination, hatred, depression, name calling by people who are misinformed

2/20/2022 4:21 PM

6150

Cant get work. No money. No idea where my next meal is coming from. Relying on churches
and family to eat.

2/20/2022 4:21 PM

6151

I have lost my job, way of life, had physical and mental impairments due to the effects of
these infringements on my rights, with NO reasonable grounds. I am still waiting for officials to
debate, shame on them for not doing their due diligence.

2/20/2022 4:21 PM

6152

Has affected my life everyday but has hurt my children more. Two years lost of school, no
proms no graduations no sports no parties. Terrible, I feel so bad for them.

2/20/2022 4:21 PM

6153

Took away my travel, dining out and ability to watch my children rights.

2/20/2022 4:21 PM

6154

It has broken friendships, my husband lost his job, I see untold stress on family and friends. I
have daily conversations with the children I work with who are scared and confused. This
needs to end. I have also lost both my parents during this time and have not been able to hold
a proper celebration of their lives. I also had to be alone with them as they passed. Please
stop this madness!!!

2/20/2022 4:20 PM

6155

Isolation has affected my mental health critically. It has divided and alienated my social
community. Family members have lost jobs. Created mistrust of the science available.

2/20/2022 4:20 PM

6156

Unable to see family

2/20/2022 4:20 PM

6157

I do not enjoy being a 3rd class citizen

2/20/2022 4:20 PM

6158

I am a prisoner in Canada without being charged

2/20/2022 4:20 PM

6159

Mentally, physically and spiritually

2/20/2022 4:20 PM

6160

Shut down our recreational activities but did not affect us financially

2/20/2022 4:20 PM

6161

We don’t socialize or go out for meal’s we cannot live our life to the fullest.

2/20/2022 4:20 PM

6162

It has made it so I cannot return to Canada

2/20/2022 4:20 PM

6163

Every day, fear, intimidate.

2/20/2022 4:20 PM

6164

It has prevented me from getting my education.

2/20/2022 4:20 PM

6165

Can't do anything I used to be able to do. For a stupid flu

2/20/2022 4:20 PM

6166

Personal relationships with family and friends! Travel restrictions.

2/20/2022 4:20 PM

6167

A lot. My work options are limited, there are many placed I can't go and things I can't do. I
can't travel... the list is extensive. As a person with sometimes severe anxiety masks are
extremely difficult to wear. Myself and my family, as well as everyone else, deserve the right
to make our own choices.

2/20/2022 4:20 PM

6168

Keeping me away from food/eating establishments.

2/20/2022 4:20 PM

6169

I’m a hairstylist so I’ve had to shit down 3x. So loss in income. Now I have to limit capacity
and take more time to clean Btwn customers. Depression, isolation.

2/20/2022 4:20 PM

6170

In every way. Affecting my mental health dramatically. Have lost my job because of the
mandates.

2/20/2022 4:20 PM

6171

These mandates have affected my ability to be with my family and friends. It has caused
psychological stress and unnecessary divisions among society. It has turned Canada into a
place where friends and neighbors will report you. It is now a place of censorship, propaganda
and outright lies. End these mandates. Protect those that need or want protection and leave
everyone else alone. Advise, don't mandate. Save the tyranny for countries that don't believe
in freedom.

2/20/2022 4:20 PM

6172

Tremendous stress, challenge to my business, inability to travel, inability to see loved ones,
but above all it is a clearly defined violation of my basic human rights.

2/20/2022 4:20 PM
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6173

Reduce income made things like getting groceries more difficult, seeing family members who
have passed non existent, small businesses are gone,

2/20/2022 4:19 PM

6174

The mandate has caused great division between family

2/20/2022 4:19 PM

6175

Both my jobs Friendships Mental health Physical health Career Work on house that needs to
be done has been postponed Seeing family Trips to see family have been cancelled
Relationship with spouse

2/20/2022 4:19 PM

6176

Hard on my mental health.

2/20/2022 4:19 PM

6177

Cost of living inceases, lack of freedom to travel, anxiety

2/20/2022 4:19 PM

6178

It has ruened my life …. It is total stupidity …….

2/20/2022 4:19 PM

6179

Not being able to comfort friends and family who are grieving the death (not COVID related) of
someone they love. Decreased social interactions leading to greater mental health issues in
friends and family

2/20/2022 4:19 PM

6180

Isolation. Lies from media and our Government.

2/20/2022 4:19 PM

6181

Kept me healthy and helped protect my infant and toddler grandsons.

2/20/2022 4:19 PM

6182

I am a teacher and our work has been increasingly getting difficult. Lack of mandates has
impacted my work more than imagined. I interact with so many people and then go home to
immunocompromised family. Sask government has no regard for any of us

2/20/2022 4:19 PM

6183

Two teenage kids that very much mentally been impacted. Passports were nothing but
Discrimination and dividing people and family’s. Very wrong

2/20/2022 4:19 PM

6184

Mentally,emotionally,financially, physically the most!

2/20/2022 4:19 PM

6185

Lost wages, unable to take our children to sports or swimming lessons, friendships destroyed,
family divided.

2/20/2022 4:19 PM

6186

Loss of employment,

2/20/2022 4:19 PM

6187

I can no longer go anywhere, cannot go out for a meal, at times I could not have my family
over.

2/20/2022 4:19 PM

6188

My husband and I almost divorced. My sister and I no longer speak. I feel so unsure of who I
am and who has my back and I don’t trust the media or government at all.

2/20/2022 4:19 PM

6189

We roll with it same as we do with everything

2/20/2022 4:18 PM

6190

Total frustration and anxiety just living a normal life.

2/20/2022 4:18 PM

6191

Very lonely. My husband passed away on May 2020. I couldn’t have a funeral only graveside
service with just 10 people. I am alone and couldn’t go out to restaurants and visit family. I
believe it made my grief that much worse. Lost a best friend because of it, too. We are on
different sides.

2/20/2022 4:18 PM

6192

It ruined my kids life and our relationships with other people!!!

2/20/2022 4:18 PM

6193

It’s affected my children. With sports and not being able to have functions. And stupid
vaccines. Should be your personal choice

2/20/2022 4:18 PM

6194

Kids with anxiety and missed education and job opportunities

2/20/2022 4:18 PM

6195

Stress of not knowing if I’ll loose my job or not. I have stood on guard for this country and this
isn’t what I stood on guard for. Our PM is a tyrant who needs to be stopped.

2/20/2022 4:18 PM

6196

I'm alone because of it

2/20/2022 4:18 PM

6197

Stress, anxiety, depressed

2/20/2022 4:18 PM

6198

It basically stopped our life.

2/20/2022 4:18 PM

6199

To many ways to even begin. We lost our mom and fsmily couldn't come home that was one..
lost jobs. Mental health care went down bad

2/20/2022 4:18 PM

6200

I 40% + loss of income Loss of freedom to travel

2/20/2022 4:18 PM
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6201

I can't go to the local pubs & restaurants. My hiking club demands vac passes to hike!! The
places where I volunteered want me to have a vac pass!

2/20/2022 4:18 PM

6202

My kids have left the country, much depression & anxiety,family members divided, some not
speaking at all

2/20/2022 4:18 PM

6203

Broken up my family.

2/20/2022 4:18 PM

6204

Constant worry. The division within Canada and a liberal government that has gone way to far
overreaching !

2/20/2022 4:18 PM

6205

My partner lost their job, I was unable to participate in my usual activities, has divided me from
some of my friends and family members.

2/20/2022 4:18 PM

6206

Lack of freedoms. Erosion of trust in federal government

2/20/2022 4:17 PM

6207

Negatively in every way possible

2/20/2022 4:17 PM

6208

It has affected me in my daily life. At work, I am required to stay a distance from my students
and wear a mask each day. I teach 4-5 year olds where they learn within social contexts. They
need to see faces for the purpose of language, speech, and social cues. I am unvaccinated so
when a fully vaccinated colleague came down with Covid, I had to quarantine for 10 days. 10
days away from my students contributes to learning loss. I have had to test 3 times a week as
well. In my family’s lives, my children have been unable to participate in extra-curricular
activities. They have played rep hockey for over 10 years and this year it was taken away from
them as they are unvaccinated. We have not been able to go to restaurants to celebrate
birthdays and other special occasions with our family and friends. All for what???

2/20/2022 4:17 PM

6209

It has isolated me from the closest people around me. It has forced my mother to be
vaccinated in order to save our family from devastating situations in Ukraine. It has divided us
in so many ways and we would really like to be whole and one again. It has created issues
within health about wearing masks. It has allowed us to stay home, grow and love ourselves
which is beautiful, however, it has taken the freedom of travel away, to see family, to reconnect
with our roots, to explore this beautiful world.

2/20/2022 4:17 PM

6210

Having these mandates in place has been detrimental to many of my relationships excluding
friends and family. It has taken a toll on my mental health and as a result I have started
smoking again due to stress and drink heavier than I did pre mandates.

2/20/2022 4:17 PM

6211

These mandates have divided people, made them fearful. I feel for the kids as they have been
robbed 2 years of their childhood that they will never get back.

2/20/2022 4:17 PM

6212

Isolation, fear, lack of community etc. Constant fear as we all are reminded by the mask that
we are each others source of illness and we can die at any point!

2/20/2022 4:17 PM

6213

Life

2/20/2022 4:17 PM

6214

Retarded my children’s education and damaged their social and mental health and destroyed
close one’s businesses.

2/20/2022 4:17 PM

6215

It has destroyed freedom in our country

2/20/2022 4:17 PM

6216

After 2 years and a bit, Trudeau still has no plan...as usual. We need to live our lives around
covid...99.7% survival rate.

2/20/2022 4:17 PM

6217

cannot find employment, social life, mental health, emotional health.

2/20/2022 4:17 PM

6218

I have more anxiety than I have ever had before. Not because of fear of the virus, but because
of the government handling of mandates, vaccines, lockdowns, passports and taking away our
travel rights. I wasn’t able to attend my aunt’s funeral in B.C. because of the travel restrictions
WITHIN Canada. I am also dumbfounded at how many citizens believe the legacy media’s
lies, and don’t follow old and/or new studies or evidence that contradict passports, lockdowns,
(vaccine) mandates, and the effects of them. And that my church follows restrictions, and will
not take a stand.

2/20/2022 4:17 PM

6219

Depression, anxiety, put employment at risk. Mental health has suffered.

2/20/2022 4:17 PM

6220

Torn my family apart, created division and fear amongst Canadians

2/20/2022 4:16 PM

6221

It has basically destroyed my small business

2/20/2022 4:16 PM
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6222

Socially in that unable to see family. As a senior the family is very important. Newborns that I
haven’t even met yet.

2/20/2022 4:16 PM

6223

Mandates have been at best inconsistent and controlling, at worst downright cruel. I also feel
they are elitist.

2/20/2022 4:16 PM

6224

Social mentality family

2/20/2022 4:16 PM

6225

It has kept me from contracting and spreading COVID-19 keeping myself and
neighbours/friends/family safer.

2/20/2022 4:16 PM

6226

Watching my children develop anxiety due to restrictions and isolation. Also division within
extended family and in within the community.

2/20/2022 4:16 PM

6227

Was forced to get vaccinated because of work, I moved to a new city when the madates came
into affect and had no social life and was alone for 2 years.

2/20/2022 4:16 PM

6228

Lost my job lost money and friends

2/20/2022 4:16 PM

6229

Depression, anxiety, isolation, fear of losing employment, stress, my daughter having to wear
a mask. It's horrible.

2/20/2022 4:16 PM

6230

It has almost torn my family apart and caused severe anxiety and depression.

2/20/2022 4:16 PM

6231

loss of work (multiple jobs). mental health has been affected in so many ways. physical well
being, emotional well-being. everything

2/20/2022 4:16 PM

6232

I risk not being able to get to work this week bc of time off for 10 days and over a head cold.
Now not enough $ to throw in the gas tank. So after the mandates, taxes they need to be
lowered or abolished get it....

2/20/2022 4:16 PM

6233

Affected my mental health. Work conditions couldn’t see family as they were dying because of
travel restrictions. And I didn’t like being forced to get a vaccination

2/20/2022 4:16 PM

6234

Social division, hatred and bullying. And everyone is still getting sick. This is all pointless.

2/20/2022 4:15 PM

6235

It has set back my surgery multiple times due to restrictions. I'm in a lot if pain and can't get
my medical issues dealt with. Children being out of school or forced to wear masks in school
impedes their learning and ability to respond appropriately to social cues as everyone's face is
masked. Medical and community services overall are barely available to support me and my
family Long lines in grocery stores or other necessities. I struggle to stand and walk for any
great period of time. The lineups made it very hard for me to get into stores to get what I
needed Waiting in the cold made it worse and some days I just chose to go home and negate
my needs

2/20/2022 4:15 PM

6236

It has reminded me that God does not and never will tolerate sin. Which is deliberate denial of
His authority. God said in Genesis 6:3 My Spirit shall not always strive with man. Meaning we
are seeing the end of God’s patience with sin and His promised judgment. The Liberals and the
Globalists may think they are in control. The are only allowed what God grants them to bring
about His will. Just be patient, it will all start to make sense.

2/20/2022 4:15 PM

6237

Work in a nursing home and all my residents and residents and staff members want life to
move on we're all over these mandates and want life going back to normal we want our
freedom back

2/20/2022 4:15 PM

6238

I live alone, so I felt the isolation at extreme levels. As an older person I have had friends die
to whom I never got to say goodbye. I have been unable to see my doctor face to face. My
family has been divided in ways that may never heal. I have felt fearful for my safety in my
community and country, not because of the virus, because these mandates caused so much
division and emboldened the hatred of those that felt mandates were the answer.

2/20/2022 4:15 PM

6239

Depressed , oppressed, financially hurt

2/20/2022 4:15 PM

6240

Financially, emotionally, mentally, physically. Government has tried to ruin my livelihood.

2/20/2022 4:15 PM

6241

It has taken away my rights. I am considered a second class citizen . I believe it is not healthy
to breath in your own air with the mask. I believe we should be able to decide what is healthy
for our bodies .

2/20/2022 4:15 PM

6242

Stress and difficulty getting medical care for my ALS, this whole fiasco has put me in a bad
way. Nuremberg Code.

2/20/2022 4:15 PM
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6243

No social and family life+ it has divided us between friends.

2/20/2022 4:15 PM

6244

They have sent me and my children into depression, I have lost educational time, created
division between family and friends and even division in society as a whole, lack of appropriate
medical care,

2/20/2022 4:15 PM

6245

Single mother of a 3 year old. I'll leave it at that

2/20/2022 4:15 PM

6246

I am immune compromised. It has saved my life.

2/20/2022 4:15 PM

6247

House bound. No freedom. Felt harassed because of my choice not to get vaccinated. Should
be a personal choice.

2/20/2022 4:15 PM

6248

I have no work,now applying for government assistance, i had cancer and had radiation ,i will
not take this vaccine because of my previous medical history...

2/20/2022 4:14 PM

6249

It has made it impossible to get work or travel to places for work. It also has negatively
affected friendship with friends and family.

2/20/2022 4:14 PM

6250

It's taken two years of our lives away and who knows the damage it's caused our kids.

2/20/2022 4:14 PM

6251

I suffer fro depression and everything that has happened in the past 2 years has increased the
depression. Anxiety and a higher stress level which has harmed my relationships

2/20/2022 4:14 PM

6252

It’s been hard on mental health of youth

2/20/2022 4:14 PM

6253

It has made me distrust government and want to kill myself.

2/20/2022 4:14 PM

6254

Limited freedom in a supposedly free country.

2/20/2022 4:14 PM

6255

I think it’s personal choice on masks but the mandates for passports and travel restrictions are
not necessary. During COVID day it’s delta peak the flights were still happening and distancing
was not in place but in the milder omnicron it was tyrannical measures. Lots of depression and
suicide unnecessary because of mandates.

2/20/2022 4:14 PM

6256

Lockdown, separated our family, our mantel heath issues,

2/20/2022 4:13 PM

6257

They provide a degree of freedom in terms of what I can participate in with reasonable
assurance as to my wellbeing; my vulnerability is age.

2/20/2022 4:13 PM

6258

Every aspect school home and work

2/20/2022 4:13 PM

6259

I have had to wear a mask at work, even though I have a medical exemption. I cannot play
soccer or enjoy a meal with friends and family. Some family and friends have separated
themselves from me. Cannot go to church. My mental health is poor and my stress level is
high.

2/20/2022 4:13 PM

6260

Descrimation and division Job loss Mental abuse

2/20/2022 4:13 PM

6261

Lost my job, unemployed, hitting poverty, children are mentally impacted

2/20/2022 4:13 PM

6262

Very negatively.

2/20/2022 4:13 PM

6263

It has caused depression. Family division. Fear

2/20/2022 4:13 PM

6264

Lost family and friends. Friends lost jobs and livelihood

2/20/2022 4:13 PM

6265

Lost a job and a job opportunity, I cannot fly to help my grandparents move, I cannot see my
friends get married, my friends and coworkers see me as a disappointment.

2/20/2022 4:13 PM

6266

Kept me safe and protected the most vulnerable and our health care system

2/20/2022 4:13 PM

6267

Lost complete trust in Canadian government. Fearing for my life

2/20/2022 4:13 PM

6268

Badly …I cannot attend my gym which I really really need due to my chronic back pains &
depression. I cannot visit my sweet elderly friends in their nursing homes ! I got sent out of a
flower shop. Etc. this division HURTS!

2/20/2022 4:12 PM

6269

It has allowed me to enjoy dining in restaurants knowing the risk of transmission amongst
vaccinated patrons is significantly reduced. It has help to protect kids in schools, elderly and
the immunocompromised.

2/20/2022 4:12 PM
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6270

Economically poorer as a family

2/20/2022 4:12 PM

6271

We have suffered greatly with mental health. Relationships with others have suffered. My
earnings were cut due to travel mandates.

2/20/2022 4:12 PM

6272

It is time to move on, we must learn to live with it just like the flu!

2/20/2022 4:12 PM

6273

My whole family is depresd .We have lost 2 years of our life.They destroyed people and
Canada.

2/20/2022 4:12 PM

6274

Under the circumstances of a pandemic I adjusted and made the best of it.

2/20/2022 4:12 PM

6275

Been very challenging, especially on the mental aspects.

2/20/2022 4:12 PM

6276

They have i difficult to make a living

2/20/2022 4:12 PM

6277

Terribly.

2/20/2022 4:12 PM

6278

It jus has

2/20/2022 4:11 PM

6279

hardly at all

2/20/2022 4:11 PM

6280

I was out of work and have been suffering from anxiety

2/20/2022 4:11 PM

6281

I witnessed the distress of my family, some coerced to get the jab in order to work or to go to
school. I witnessed also the harassment of getting PCR tests over and over again to play
sports and or to work. All mandates have caused distress.

2/20/2022 4:11 PM

6282

Negatively

2/20/2022 4:11 PM

6283

It has isolated a lot of the people and I thought the government was supposed to make people
strong and bring them together for a strong country not I say not divide and weaken the
country with your mandates and your vicious use of excessive force instead of being a leader
and standing up to the problem and finding a solution with the people

2/20/2022 4:11 PM

6284

Shots hastened the death of at least 3 people in my family and caused at least 4 serious heart
issues in family in their 50’s. I am afraid to display the Canadian flag due to being associated
with people with”unacceptable” views and police or other citizens will vandalize or assault me,
mental and physical health of everyone I know has suffered and I cry every night for the
children. I no longer trust the police or health care providers.

2/20/2022 4:11 PM

6285

Not being able to go visit grandma not being able to go to restaurants and stuck wearing
masks always depressed angry wth the government and the police

2/20/2022 4:11 PM

6286

isolation

2/20/2022 4:11 PM

6287

Heated discussions that have ended friendships and have divided family and my Community
and my country. Promotes hate and division so we no longer stand “strong and Free”

2/20/2022 4:11 PM

6288

In all ways

2/20/2022 4:11 PM

6289

Family, church, freedom to travel, restrained from moving about freely, segregation, nasty and
hateful environment.

2/20/2022 4:10 PM

6290

As a single dad the biggest impact is watching my daughter not able to participate in school
activities.

2/20/2022 4:10 PM

6291

Many Teens hopeless and depressed and suicidal thoughts.

2/20/2022 4:10 PM

6292

N/A

2/20/2022 4:10 PM

6293

There are not enough words! Socially, physically, emotionally, spiritually It has caused
depression and sadness. Isolation, anger It makes me realize how irresponsible the
government really is.

2/20/2022 4:10 PM

6294

I went to restaurants once the vaccine certificate was implemented with 50% capacity. I order
much more on-line. Still went out for groceries.

2/20/2022 4:10 PM

6295

Hurt our business and has mentality exhausting all of us, and not our prime minister has made
us all feel Ashamed and cast out

2/20/2022 4:10 PM

6296

Being forced to take vaccine if i wanted to work

2/20/2022 4:10 PM
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6297

Personal liberty violated

2/20/2022 4:10 PM

6298

It has impacted my studies, fitness training, socially impacted my overall mental health by not
allowing me to continue with my education, travel and Health / Fitness!

2/20/2022 4:10 PM

6299

Depression

2/20/2022 4:10 PM

6300

I'm experiencing discrimination.

2/20/2022 4:10 PM

6301

Depressed

2/20/2022 4:09 PM

6302

Mental stress mistrust in doctors health care government

2/20/2022 4:09 PM

6303

All negative

2/20/2022 4:09 PM

6304

Mostly stay home. Missed doing things and visiting with children and grandchildren.

2/20/2022 4:09 PM

6305

Drastically

2/20/2022 4:09 PM

6306

Divides people Not needed

2/20/2022 4:09 PM

6307

Government is a fraud

2/20/2022 4:09 PM

6308

It has caused much confusion. So many mixed messages. Some of us had to follow isolation
while others still continued to travel overseas. Not sure who or what to believe any more. We
were told if the percentage of the vaccine was high enough we could open up but this did not
happen. Feel like we have been lied to. I do not yet believe in conspiracy theory but am
beginning to have doubts as to how this all came about. Too many unanswered questions. Not
sure I will believe a word the next time the government says there is an issue. 😳😳

2/20/2022 4:09 PM

6309

Can’t participate in normal society , family division ,damaged relationships, infringement on my
rights to travel, can’t watch my grandkids play sports, attend funerals of loved ones

2/20/2022 4:09 PM

6310

- unvaxxed me got no invite to any family event - I'm 81. - couldn't leave to go to my Florida
condolences - had to cancel travel plans to Germany, Hungary, Romania- family ancestral
countries needed for my writing our family history, and 4 others as I was to be their translater. interference with church practices..several ways!!!!!restrictions not necessary However, all
aside, my relationship with Our Lord is strengthened. I just want my family back.

2/20/2022 4:09 PM

6311

Prevented attendance of important religious services.

2/20/2022 4:09 PM

6312

Disturbed my freedoms as a Canadian.

2/20/2022 4:09 PM

6313

Can’t confirm travel plans due to moving testing regulations and masking of kids. I have to
help family members that lost their jobs. My wife and kids have anxiety and I’ve had to hire
counselors for them. There’s a huge divide amongst friends and family about mask and
vaccine mandates.

2/20/2022 4:08 PM

6314

Horribly

2/20/2022 4:08 PM

6315

Mental health issues for kids family members. Income loss. Kids grades. Depression . Over
eating/ drinking.

2/20/2022 4:08 PM

6316

Can't do anything

2/20/2022 4:08 PM

6317

I can not attend any events in my city including restaurants

2/20/2022 4:08 PM

6318

lost of employment

2/20/2022 4:08 PM

6319

Hugely. I’m in the uk right now as a Canadian COVID refugee

2/20/2022 4:08 PM

6320

Cut my business in half, made me do the work of enforcing, paperwork, and much extra unpaid
time at work to keep up with it all.

2/20/2022 4:08 PM

6321

Financially we are suffering with my partner having a hard time with work.

2/20/2022 4:08 PM

6322

reduced my income by 55%. Family members in care have not been allowed visitation in 2
years, the narrative ahs created large numbers of people that are afraid of unvaccinated people
and there is no validity for this belief, but it is real in the minds of those that are scared. I
deplore the division this has created

2/20/2022 4:08 PM

6323

I have a small business and it has been a very tough couple years.

2/20/2022 4:08 PM
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6324

Very negatively. Kids missed on on their sport’s and education!!! Completely criminal to also
have masked them for 2 years!

2/20/2022 4:08 PM

6325

I have lost two amazing people during all these mandates and it hasn't been easy while they
were in the hospital for visiting. My children didn't even get to say goodbye to their great aunt
because of all of the mandates.

2/20/2022 4:08 PM

6326

I’m mandated out of work. I have 3 kids we’re all suffering. I’m selling assets

2/20/2022 4:07 PM

6327

No social life ..little to no contact with friends and family .

2/20/2022 4:07 PM

6328

They’ve taken my freedoms.

2/20/2022 4:07 PM

6329

Made things very hard

2/20/2022 4:07 PM

6330

Mental health, depression, adult daughter loss of employment, blocked from completing
university, locked out of society, prohibited from leaving the province and country, restricted
from church community fellowship, Loss of employment, loss of income, loss of relationships,
ailing elderly parent with zero access to hospital and LTC. Rarely go outside, struggling with
anxiety, fear of people, crowds. The mandate has severely affected my entire life. It will take
many years to heal and restore.

2/20/2022 4:07 PM

6331

Every area

2/20/2022 4:07 PM

6332

Ruined it

2/20/2022 4:07 PM

6333

I am now trying to get back to being social. It sounds crazy but throughout this pandemic I
have become afraid to be around other people. It is sad.

2/20/2022 4:07 PM

6334

Adversely in all ways

2/20/2022 4:07 PM

6335

Hasn't yet

2/20/2022 4:07 PM

6336

Lost friends and family. Not able to go to funerals to say good bye, not able to spend time with
family in hospital. Mental health of some family members

2/20/2022 4:07 PM

6337

Less work

2/20/2022 4:07 PM

6338

Friends have lost jobs.

2/20/2022 4:07 PM

6339

Stress, lack of activities for children's, debt, weight gain, health problems, attacks from
neighbours.

2/20/2022 4:07 PM

6340

Divided our immediate Family relationship between vaccine-free and even partially vaccinated.

2/20/2022 4:07 PM

6341

I no longer live in a free country! I no longer have the right to choose what’s right for me or my
family. I no longer have any faith or trust in anyone involved in governmental positions.

2/20/2022 4:07 PM

6342

Mentally

2/20/2022 4:07 PM

6343

Everything, my work personal time family my mental health and entertainment

2/20/2022 4:07 PM

6344

I’m unable to go visit my sick grandfather who is in the hospital since September 2021 with
dementia.

2/20/2022 4:07 PM

6345

Financially it has crippled us and emotionally it has hurt us

2/20/2022 4:06 PM

6346

Destroy the life of many people

2/20/2022 4:06 PM

6347

Going to church and distance from family travel

2/20/2022 4:06 PM

6348

Lost most of my friends, my job, family and now divorced because of it

2/20/2022 4:06 PM

6349

Children have missed out on school and friends

2/20/2022 4:06 PM

6350

I work in the service industry, and business has been slow because of the mandates… we’re
on of the only places you need it yet we were shut down once again

2/20/2022 4:06 PM

6351

I am unable to travel back to Canada, and then leave Canada.

2/20/2022 4:06 PM

6352

lost a cross border trucking job. Unable to travel, unable to enjoy normal every day life.

2/20/2022 4:06 PM

6353

financially

2/20/2022 4:06 PM
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6354

Like being in a confined prison!!!

2/20/2022 4:06 PM

6355

Severe restrictions on work related and social activities.

2/20/2022 4:06 PM

6356

How has it not. Depreasion, segregation, loss of loved ones due to suicide. The list is endless

2/20/2022 4:06 PM

6357

Divided friends & family.

2/20/2022 4:06 PM

6358

All of them

2/20/2022 4:06 PM

6359

Has cost me money to provide negative tests for my job. And mental stress. I'm done with this
bs

2/20/2022 4:06 PM

6360

Very terribly lost all kinds of work and money my children have all suffered mentally and
psychologically and it will affect their social set for life as well as their current IQ in IQ in their
future it's been hard on my relationship with my wife it is divided me for my friends and family

2/20/2022 4:06 PM

6361

Travel and social has caused family to fall apart

2/20/2022 4:06 PM

6362

It has taken two precious years of living my life as a normal person away. I hate the liberals
and their lying and corruptness more than ever

2/20/2022 4:06 PM

6363

Depression, financial, my kids are struggling, marital. Major mental health

2/20/2022 4:06 PM

6364

Terribly. It has left me constantly feeling anxious and has affected my total mind set

2/20/2022 4:06 PM

6365

Lost my job

2/20/2022 4:06 PM

6366

Life is depressing. People hating on the unvaccinated. People being scared to socialize even
tho COVID is a cold. My kid thinks this life is normal and it's not. I shouldn't have to get my
son tested for such a stupid thing. Life is horrible for everyone except the rich.

2/20/2022 4:05 PM

6367

My business of 38 yrs has gone almost bankrupt.

2/20/2022 4:05 PM

6368

I started my treatments for cancer at beginning of covid, after treatments I was told to stay in
my house, cant visit people, see family, I had to be put on depression pills to cope, I know it
affected my health and seeing my oncologist, havent seen her in 2 years, , I want my life back

2/20/2022 4:05 PM

6369

It has affected my whole life I can’t do anything

2/20/2022 4:05 PM

6370

I'm retired so it has very little impact

2/20/2022 4:05 PM

6371

Nominally

2/20/2022 4:05 PM

6372

Fear of losing my job and being unable to provide for my family has left me with considerable
amount of stress. Worrying about my childrens educations and mental health from lockdown
and decreased social activities.

2/20/2022 4:05 PM

6373

Stress

2/20/2022 4:04 PM

6374

Mental health. Career.

2/20/2022 4:04 PM

6375

Govt over reach telling me how to live my life. Pushing me to get an experimental jab,
alienating me from society, turning people against each other. I no longer trust the Govt or my
doctor

2/20/2022 4:04 PM

6376

These mandates have ruined personal relationships with family and friends alike. The likes of
which can never be repaired. I have children that dont know what it's like to play with other
children freely or what the inside of a department store looks like. My two oldest boys are
forced to distance from friends and my kindergartener has never seen the faces of his
classmates or teacher. The psychological damage to our children will have rippling effects for
generations.

2/20/2022 4:04 PM

6377

I don't go to restaurants unless it's takeout. I don't go to cinemas, concerts, games. My only
recourse is kitchen parties with a group of bubble friends once every blue moon. It's lessened
my faith in the govt and some people.

2/20/2022 4:04 PM

6378

Isolation, segregation, children have barely had an education for almost three years now,
depression, increased alcohol consumption, feelings of sadness, frustration, disbelief, etc

2/20/2022 4:04 PM

6379

Horrible life changes My child is so depressed And my business is crumbling Let’s get back to
normal

2/20/2022 4:04 PM
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6380

Affected my mental health. My daughter's has developed social anxiety. She was greatly
affected by the on and off school closures.

2/20/2022 4:04 PM

6381

Yes. More stupidity around.

2/20/2022 4:04 PM

6382

Can't go out to restaurants, school is not enjoyable from wearing masks and life is stressful

2/20/2022 4:04 PM

6383

Greatly negatively

2/20/2022 4:04 PM

6384

I am not limited where I may attend

2/20/2022 4:04 PM

6385

Isolated me

2/20/2022 4:04 PM

6386

N/A

2/20/2022 4:03 PM

6387

I feel shelter from friend and family. Couldn't visit my dieing father in the hospital

2/20/2022 4:03 PM

6388

Not much because im vaccinated, but discrimination against un vaxxed is despicable

2/20/2022 4:03 PM

6389

It has made me realize how corrupt the government is.

2/20/2022 4:03 PM

6390

Disrupted negatively the mental health of our entire household.

2/20/2022 4:03 PM

6391

The society they have created is so divisive. As a result I have started to experience mental
illness at times. This has never been an issue for me in the past (pre-covid).

2/20/2022 4:02 PM

6392

It’s fine. We need the mandates to protect everyone

2/20/2022 4:02 PM

6393

It has secluded me to the point that I do not wish to socialize unless I really force myself. I
feel alone.

2/20/2022 4:02 PM

6394

Depression from not being able to what I as a healthy adult like to do.

2/20/2022 4:02 PM

6395

I got covid working the front line and then was put on leave for not taking the vaccine. Not one
person in AHS could give me any data to support why I needed it after being infected other
than I needed to comply. I have been mentally and physically segregated not allow to
participate in society. It has cause a great deal of stress and anxiety. All I wanted to do was
continue to work the same way I’ve done from the beginning of the pandemic

2/20/2022 4:02 PM

6396

Loss of humanity in the people of Canada. I have been the subject of extreme prejudice

2/20/2022 4:02 PM

6397

Never changed my life

2/20/2022 4:02 PM

6398

In so many ways. Mentally!! So u healthy. Can't watch my daughter enjoy her activities

2/20/2022 4:02 PM

6399

It has affected my life in its entirety and every aspect of it for the negative.

2/20/2022 4:02 PM

6400

Separated from family for a great amount of time and forced to get vaccinated

2/20/2022 4:02 PM

6401

We have lost jobs, our children have lost graduation, attending highschool, playdates, etc. It's
been a complete mess and we need it to end

2/20/2022 4:02 PM

6402

It has caused mental illness. My family and children are suffering. These mandates are
causing the most harm.

2/20/2022 4:01 PM

6403

Physically and mentally, I have a hard time connecting with people now and my health is
worse than it was before mandates and the mental health of my family has also gone down to
a point that I am worried for them and myself. This has to stop.

2/20/2022 4:01 PM

6404

I work away from home can’t eat in a restaurant

2/20/2022 4:01 PM

6405

Only effects what you let it control

2/20/2022 4:01 PM

6406

devastating to my childrens mental health, discrimination, appalled at the actions of all
government - feeding lies, fears and now brutality.

2/20/2022 4:01 PM

6407

I was not able fly back to home country and was required to pay 350 for the text as gov said
that can’t provide test results on time

2/20/2022 4:01 PM

6408

In every way !!! This government has overstepped its boundaries !!! This is Canada , NOT a
communist country !!!

2/20/2022 4:01 PM

6409

Mental state and stability,major depression and shortage of work

2/20/2022 4:01 PM
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6410

It has at times kept us from family and friends

2/20/2022 4:00 PM

6411

Can’t see family

2/20/2022 4:00 PM

6412

I am embarrassed by the convoy fiasco. I have family that lives across the border and they
didn’t feel comfortable crossing into Canada.

2/20/2022 4:00 PM

6413

Horribly

2/20/2022 4:00 PM

6414

Endless stress and the loss 9f faith in the government of my country

2/20/2022 4:00 PM

6415

Ended my active life.

2/20/2022 4:00 PM

6416

Divided the people.

2/20/2022 4:00 PM

6417

In everway possible in a negative way

2/20/2022 4:00 PM

6418

Job loss

2/20/2022 4:00 PM

6419

Keeps me away from family and friends, has destroyed my friendships with many people and
divided my family to the point of destroying it as well

2/20/2022 4:00 PM

6420

I am a second class citizen. I was once able to walk freely. Now I am masked 11 hours/ day at
work, my daughter wears a mask all the time in fear (she’s 14) and lives with such anxiety and
depression it is crippling her.

2/20/2022 3:59 PM

6421

Segregation; family divisions; vaccine injury

2/20/2022 3:59 PM

6422

Suicidal

2/20/2022 3:59 PM

6423

Being retired it hasn't affected my life much but I feel for all the people that it has affected and
our poor kids....sad, sad.

2/20/2022 3:59 PM

6424

Isolation. Sadness. Fear. Limited life experience. Zero travel .

2/20/2022 3:59 PM

6425

Family finds it difficult or impossible to visit family in the USA.

2/20/2022 3:59 PM

6426

Impacted my mental state

2/20/2022 3:59 PM

6427

Greatly has affected my life! Freedoms stripped away

2/20/2022 3:59 PM

6428

My small business has suffered. My kids have suffered enormous mental harms through
discrimination from friends, businesses and most tragically they are unable to attend post
secondary school. Their failure to comply with vaccine requirements at Queen’s university had
them de-enrolled from working towards their teaching and engineering degrees. The school
would not accommodate them; Queen’s did not accept religious exemptions or rapid testing or
proof of immunity. We have had family and friends turn against us. We know many people who
have been injured, or killed after taking the mRNA vaccine. We believe in health privacy and
the preservation of personal body autonomy.

2/20/2022 3:59 PM

6429

It has made my life very isolated from family,friends and organizations I belong to.As a senior
living in a rural area it has made life very lonely not being able to get out to live my life as I
used to do.

2/20/2022 3:59 PM

6430

Financial ruin, children who think they can't leave the house

2/20/2022 3:58 PM

6431

Mental health is a hazard for all citizens of Canada.

2/20/2022 3:58 PM

6432

It’s really affected the mental health of myself and my family

2/20/2022 3:58 PM

6433

Severely impacted my social life, divided my family, caused depression, anxiety and resulted
in a complete mistrust of my government

2/20/2022 3:58 PM

6434

Work and social, plus family activites

2/20/2022 3:58 PM

6435

Sadness, loneliness, isolation

2/20/2022 3:58 PM

6436

No able to go where I want to go.

2/20/2022 3:58 PM

6437

Mental health, less activities but it is worth reducing risks of others health

2/20/2022 3:58 PM

6438

yes

2/20/2022 3:58 PM
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6439

It's affected my job my family's employment and cut us off from seeing family and enjoying our
freedom of travel

2/20/2022 3:58 PM

6440

Limited family events

2/20/2022 3:58 PM

6441

Losing people connection.

2/20/2022 3:58 PM

6442

I was mandated from my employer to get the vaccine. They denied 2 religious exemptions and
then put me on a 2 weeks leave of absence without pay. Out of fear I got the first dose. Ended
up at the doctors clinic and Emerge with the following symptoms, rash on my skin, singles,
racing heart beat, feeling week. High anxiety and depression not wanting to be in this world
anymore ended up on sick leave. There are many doctors and scientist telling us the truth
about how dangerous these so called vaccines are.

2/20/2022 3:58 PM

6443

I have been missing my kids and grandkids, getting together with family and friends. Going
where and when we want !!! It has to stop... anxiety is through the roof. I could go on..oh and
most of all being with family when a love one dies !!!!! And that is just a start !!!!

2/20/2022 3:57 PM

6444

It’s affected my children's lives dramatically and that’s all that matters.

2/20/2022 3:57 PM

6445

caused the loss of income and vaccines have killed healthy friends

2/20/2022 3:57 PM

6446

Alienation, ostracized, family, friends, freedoms…the list is almost limitless

2/20/2022 3:57 PM

6447

It has completely demised ANY last remaining respect I had for Prime Minister Trudeau and
his party. I believe he should have followed the science, as he himself said, and not instilled
the Trucker vaccine mandate when so many were already vaccinated and we have to learn
how to live with this ourselves.

2/20/2022 3:57 PM

6448

It is horrible and unnecessary. I am an AHS employee and I think the whole thing has been a
joke.

2/20/2022 3:57 PM

6449

Yes

2/20/2022 3:57 PM

6450

Changed our way of living - not in a good way - made us feel stigmatized - made us see how
corrupt the government is.

2/20/2022 3:57 PM

6451

My daughter had a concerning side effects regarding the vaccine and no doctor will give us an
exception because they were all too afraid to be fired. My husband lost almost 2 years worth of
work and my kids are not able to participate in any activities because They are not fully
vaccinated due to the concerning side effect that we experienced with this first vaccine.

2/20/2022 3:57 PM

6452

I am about to lose my job in 1 month. I’ve felt more stress in this last 6 months since the
vaccine mandates than ever. My children’s mental health had started to spiral. They have no
reasonable access to physical activities. We have become isolated from our friends

2/20/2022 3:57 PM

6453

Locked out from my job, havent been able to take vacation outside country, locked out of
theatres and restaurants, no access to be with family member in hospital, restricted from
fellowshipping with my church community

2/20/2022 3:57 PM

6454

Same as it has effected everyone else. Depression and suicide are at an all time high. I want
to be able to live the traditional Canadian life were I can go where I want without being treated
like a criminal all because I won't take a booster to protect "others". Which is statistically
incorrect anyway.

2/20/2022 3:57 PM

6455

Extra time to get to work

2/20/2022 3:57 PM

6456

It has made me depressed not wanting to live on some days. It has made me so sad to see
kids wearing mask being afraid of hugging their friends in fear they may die. I have been
unable to visit my 92 year old grandmother in over a year. It has mad her depressed to have to
live whatever she has left of her life this way. It has caused so much divid within my family. It
has to end!!

2/20/2022 3:57 PM

6457

Financially, mentally and emotionally

2/20/2022 3:57 PM

6458

Stress levels are at its highest

2/20/2022 3:57 PM

6459

Well I’m in Mexico now and can’t even return to Canada because of the useless mandates.

2/20/2022 3:57 PM

6460

Outcast...delayed memorial.services ...mental health

2/20/2022 3:56 PM
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6461

In a positive way

2/20/2022 3:56 PM

6462

Loneliness! Not seeing people

2/20/2022 3:56 PM

6463

Hard to make a living when businesses are closing and government financial support is below
poverty level. Mental and physical health deteriorated because of no human contact

2/20/2022 3:56 PM

6464

It has my restricted all Of my freedoms

2/20/2022 3:56 PM

6465

I can’t watch my children play sports. My gym that I own is negatively impacted by declining
membership

2/20/2022 3:56 PM

6466

Affected very much. Lots of stress, depression.

2/20/2022 3:56 PM

6467

Emotionally not being able to see family

2/20/2022 3:56 PM

6468

It hasn’t

2/20/2022 3:56 PM

6469

It’s been too much for too long

2/20/2022 3:56 PM

6470

Isolation from my family, travel.

2/20/2022 3:56 PM

6471

I was unable to see my grandmother as she died, she was alone. For no reason. We own a
small business which is a gym, we have been disproportionately ruined over other busineses.
Even though we followed all the proper cleaning protocols and the gym promotes health! I have
been divided by my family and close friends. I had to put my wedding off I am studying
acupuncture, this is a hands on in class- I was made to pay the same amount for school, to
only do online classes. My husband has a medical ailment that does not support him wearing a
mask, as he could literally die. He has been treated like a terrorist because of this in almost all
places we have been (except for the united States, they treated him with kindness and
respect). My youngest started school in the pandemic, she has yet to have a normal school
year, is behind in school and struggling. Now my kids are bullied on the playground for not
answering to their friends if they're vaccinated or not (I have taught them to keep their personal
medical health and feelings or opinions to themselves ). They didn't see their grandma for over
a year until grandma realized this was nothing to be that overly concerned about as to not see
anyone. This woman now struggles with anxiety and depression as she missed a year of her
families lives due to the fear and stress the government put on us. We have lost friends to
suicide. We have lost friends to vaccine injuries. We have lost friends due to other ailments
which were then clouded with the lie of it being from covid. I have traveled annually to Quebec
to see my family since I was 2 yrs old. I am unable to go these past 2 years as they have
strict rules places on them and they are afraid of their neighbors telling on them. My husband
had a minor heart attack from the stress this state of Canada has been under. Our gym is
struggling because the government has convinced people that gyms are the problem. That
gyms alone spread covid. People's mental health is utterly ruined. I have Zero faith in my
medical doctors as they only spew what the government has told them to and don't actually
talk to us like humans any longer. I have friends who were denied Healthcare due to their
choice to unvaccinate. There has been zero outpatient care provided, thus I truly believe pur
government is trying to kill its citizens There has been zero education on healthy living. Or
even simply what meds to take at home when one is sick as to not over load the hospital zinc, vit c, vit d. These two years have been hell, and it seems to only be getting worse. I
dream of moving anywhere that is away from Trudeau. We are terrified of him and tyrant ways.
We feel extremely unsafe in canada. We fear for the future of our children here

2/20/2022 3:55 PM

6472

Unable to do many of the things that made life worthwhile. I feel bullied, lied to and cheated by
the people elected to provide me with government.

2/20/2022 3:55 PM

6473

Horribly! My mental health is in the verge of collapse.

2/20/2022 3:55 PM

6474

Not seeing family for two years depression for my with and family

2/20/2022 3:55 PM

6475

I lost my mother who died of a massive sudden stroke and cried daily cause she couldn’t take
another minute being kept from her family as a result of extreme mandates, I can’t see my
very ill brother in the US and I can no longer work due to the mandates.

2/20/2022 3:55 PM

6476

Not greatly. Just being more careful, health wise.

2/20/2022 3:55 PM

6477

It has turned members of my family into second class citizens.

2/20/2022 3:55 PM

6478

ot really except, but I believe in choice and non segregation

2/20/2022 3:55 PM
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6479

Most negatively in my finances and in my mental well-being

2/20/2022 3:55 PM

6480

Can't travel as I would like.

2/20/2022 3:55 PM

6481

Lost my freedoms

2/20/2022 3:55 PM

6482

My father never held his newest born grandchild because the media scared my daughter to
become a secluded person at the age of 36

2/20/2022 3:55 PM

6483

Mental health sucks Work environment sucks Community moral down

2/20/2022 3:55 PM

6484

By creating mental health issues

2/20/2022 3:55 PM

6485

It has not, but this is suppose to be a free country

2/20/2022 3:54 PM

6486

I had to declare bankruptcy

2/20/2022 3:54 PM

6487

I lost my job after 17 years, it has brought me stress, lost friends and family

2/20/2022 3:54 PM

6488

It’s about time to end everything.

2/20/2022 3:54 PM

6489

Personally, we continue living our best life ...but we also refuse an unnecessary needle and
have not been wearing masks... these mandates have been bullshit from day one for
something as menial as a seasonal flu...

2/20/2022 3:54 PM

6490

Unable to fly, unable to enter most restaurants/gyms/etc., unable to pursue further higher
education, increased animosity between friends/relatives, breakdown of social trust

2/20/2022 3:54 PM

6491

Limiting social contact has impacted my mental health, as has watching the atrocities
happening in Ottawa

2/20/2022 3:54 PM

6492

My mental health has been greatly affected. The inability to see family, friends, travel in my
own country has made my mind unstable. Also my physical health as I am unable to do the
needed therapy and rehab as I just recently lost my leg. Enough already.. give us the freedom
to make our own choices.

2/20/2022 3:54 PM

6493

Been very stressful. Very disappointed in humanity. Dislike politicians even more than I did
before. They are evil. Most only care about power and staying in power and instead of
admitting to be wrong or failing, they just double down. Even more disappointing is our medical
community. They are the most responsible for all of this. They caved to keep their jobs. They
took an oath to do no harm. They have harmed many and many people have died because of
their failure to do the right thing. I have lost friends and family over this scamdemic.

2/20/2022 3:54 PM

6494

There is not enough time to explain what does has done to our family unit, to my
grandchildren, to my friends and family, it has affected every person I know all in different
ways. It needs to stop

2/20/2022 3:54 PM

6495

Lost my job, can’t support my family, lost my house. Sometimes I don’t eat so my kids can.
I’ve gone 3 days with no food so I can feed my kids. What’s next? I often think I’m better
killing myself so at least my kids will be taken care of. This is the last month I have before I’m
homeless.

2/20/2022 3:54 PM

6496

In every way possible

2/20/2022 3:54 PM

6497

It’s made it difficult

2/20/2022 3:54 PM

6498

No longer allowed to be living, what's the point of this new life?

2/20/2022 3:54 PM

6499

My charter rights have been violated

2/20/2022 3:53 PM

6500

In every way possible. My life is at a standstill and time with my children has been chopped by
80%. My mental health is in the worst state ever and life is absolutely depressing

2/20/2022 3:53 PM

6501

In every way

2/20/2022 3:53 PM

6502

Well I've lost absolutely everything but the home I rent! Because I refuse to go against my own
natural immunity and jab myself with an experimental vaccine that was only passed with an
emergency measures being implemented it's sickening! Trudeau and all involved in our
parliament with the world economic forum need to be pulled out of cabinet. Absolutely tyranny
on the most peaceful country in history

2/20/2022 3:53 PM

6503

Loss of job

2/20/2022 3:53 PM
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6504

Yes

2/20/2022 3:53 PM

6505

I Have lost my job. Both of my parents died within days of their covid shot. It has divided
canada against each other. The list is endless

2/20/2022 3:53 PM

6506

Lost job, can’t take kids to skating or hockey. Divided my immediate family where we are no
longer speaking.

2/20/2022 3:53 PM

6507

Made me depressed, angry,sad when I couldn't see my family,friends, and the P.M.'s "the
Science " saying he just had our backs when all he wanted was to have his power over us to
govern us by submission. Hateful,deceitful,and just down right evil.

2/20/2022 3:53 PM

6508

No vacine equals to many limitations on everything.

2/20/2022 3:53 PM

6509

Ever thing . Living. Work. Family. Friend could go on and on

2/20/2022 3:53 PM

6510

I have kids and we will not get vaccinated, sucks having your 3yo daughter asking to go to her
first birthday party but can't cause she isn't vaccinated.. unbelievable what this world has
come too.. she asked for us to eat at McDonald's and we can't because we are not
vaccinated.. it's quite the choice we are given...

2/20/2022 3:53 PM

6511

I have lost my job because of the unnecessary mandates

2/20/2022 3:53 PM

6512

Isolation, watching fear in my family, watching people children die from these medical
procedures and mental illness

2/20/2022 3:53 PM

6513

New mother, lack of postpartum support and child exposure to life and other people/ activities.
Add stress of getting groceries and day-to-day outings

2/20/2022 3:53 PM

6514

It’s affected my business, my family, every aspect of my life. They need to go and we need to
start being normal people again living with mitigated risk. It has cause such a huge divide and
so much hatred and needs to end now.

2/20/2022 3:52 PM

6515

Lost

2/20/2022 3:52 PM

6516

It’s horrible that you can’t go anywhere or do anything our freedom is taken away and that’s
bullshit we need our freedom back we need our privacy back to doubly bullshit everybody
should be able to live privately and freely in Canada not this fucking Trudeau piece of shit
asshole For a Prime Minister he has to go

2/20/2022 3:52 PM

6517

It has taken my freedom away and that is unacceptable!! Canada is supposed to be a free
country but it looks like nazi Germany now!!

2/20/2022 3:52 PM

6518

Restricted my choice in classes for university. A lot were in person and did not provide
alternatives for unvaccinated people. Even though I could not spread Covid anymore than
vaccinated individuals, I was excluded from school property. I only had hope to continue in my
future because of God, that is the only reason I was able to stay in school until now. Otherwise
I would have dropped out and thought I’d have no hope of ever becoming a teacher.

2/20/2022 3:52 PM

6519

NA

2/20/2022 3:52 PM

6520

Not much.

2/20/2022 3:52 PM

6521

I lost my job, and my kids haven't been able to participate in social activities. And I haven't
been able to see family in over 2 years!

2/20/2022 3:52 PM

6522

Mental health, unable to attend places, or take my 2 year old to events or places I wish I could
take her. Also has affected her big time socially which I am afraid for how this will affect her in
the future.

2/20/2022 3:52 PM

6523

Anxiety

2/20/2022 3:52 PM

6524

cannot enjoy life as it was prior to covid

2/20/2022 3:52 PM

6525

My husband has a vaccine injury. I worked as a greeter in hosp. And was spit at swore at and
treated badly. Northern health. I took retirement earlier than planned due to stress and masking
having bronchitis and asthma! I feel shut in and depressed. It's over the top gone on too long
and become very apparent that the vaccines don't work!! Sad I'm ashamed to say I'm
Canadian.

2/20/2022 3:52 PM

6526

Loss of employment as a truck driver.

2/20/2022 3:52 PM
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6527

I sympathize with those not vaccinated and thus affects me more emotionally. Disturbed by
how they are portrayed by many. Also saddens me to see the loss of jobs because of it.

2/20/2022 3:52 PM

6528

Mental health, Anxiety, fearful of Government, unable to visit family and friends

2/20/2022 3:52 PM

6529

Tremendously. I have been isolated from family and friends. I have to wear a mask every time
I leave my home (Stores, work, family etc). my young nieces and nephews don’t recognize me
and some other family Members and play strange because we can’t visit each other as much
as we normally would. My mental and physical health has suffered exponentially. Family
members and friends have ceased communication due to my non-vaccinated status. We are
divided as a nation. I support individuals with disabilities in the group home setting and the
clients have not been able to see their friends and peers from other group homes in 2 years,
they have not been able to participate in their regular activities (Day programs, outings, special
Olympics, jobs, out of town trips, family visits, going to the movies, swimming, bowling, mall
walks…they are declining physically and mentally, we have seen depression, anger and
anxiety in clients who are otherwise healthy and a great increase for those who have
previously had said issues. It has become very difficult to support those individuals. Some
clients are afraid of the staff as they do not recognize them, some have PTSD from previous
negative experiences so having to wear a mask AND shield has brought those negative
memories out front. We’ve seen an increase in violent behaviour, both self inflicted as well as
towards peers and staff. As a staff member, we are burning out. People are going off on stress
leave, having to stay home with their kids for schooling or being sick, so we are sometimes
forced to work 16+ hour days, several days in a row. Our vacation time has been revoked
twice for months at a time. When our children are sick, we are forced to use vacation time or
chose not to get paid. We have been placed on the agency’s attendance program for being off
for more than 10 days, which can lead to losing our position and/or job completely. This is not
the Canada I grew up in, this is not the Canada I was once proud to call home. It’s time to lift
the mandates and allow us to go back to what we call normal, as many countries around the
world have done. Enough is enough. The government cannot keep doing this to its’ people.
Prices are going up on everything (except our wages), people are being forced out of a job and
forced into relying on the government to live (which is just what they want so they can be in
more control over their people). We NEED our freedoms back. We need to be able to move
freely without fear. We need to move on. We need to end ALL mandates immediately!

2/20/2022 3:52 PM

6530

Made for much difficulty to live a normal life and to find work that didn't require mask and jab.

2/20/2022 3:52 PM

6531

Prevented me from doing multiple of my regular activities/hobbies that keep my mental health
in check. Caused uncontrollable work environment and tension between friends and family

2/20/2022 3:52 PM

6532

Mental health tremendously suffering. Anxiety. Stress.

2/20/2022 3:52 PM

6533

Our Son’s Best Friend just committed suicide yesterday. He could not handle not being able to
work. He became super depressed under these circumstances. I am heartbroken. Where is the
Hope?!?!

2/20/2022 3:52 PM

6534

Job ended. Couldnt travel. Government overeach is going to destroy democracey in canada.

2/20/2022 3:52 PM

6535

Caused severe tension in my relationship among other things but thenrest will get better

2/20/2022 3:51 PM

6536

It hinders my childs ability to be invloved in family and social events and sports. Her wearing a
mask all day is not healthy

2/20/2022 3:51 PM

6537

It has been disturbing to see the destruction of our democracy and human rights

2/20/2022 3:51 PM

6538

This virus should never have been noted as a pandemic

2/20/2022 3:51 PM

6539

I suffer getting enough oxygen most of the time and wearing a mask to go places, caused me
to have to stay home most of the time. I have felt very isolated from friends and especially
family. I can't shop or eat out. I have the 2 vaccines and will not be getting anymore or
boosters after how my sister-in-law got so I'll after getting her booster. We are retired and have
lost 2 full years of the golden years. I've been robbed of the life we should have been living.
Time for mandates to be gone.

2/20/2022 3:51 PM

6540

Getting depressed not getting to go out not being able to work no money other than pension
coming in the quarantine not seen my grandkids in Ottawa for 3 years please let’s get back to
normal as much as possible people are getting sick even with the vaccine just fed up with it all

2/20/2022 3:51 PM

6541

All 3 of my children have had to make career changes. Mandates have made my business

2/20/2022 3:51 PM
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environment stressful/challenging and my client base is anxious 24/7
6542

Depression, loneliness, financial

2/20/2022 3:51 PM

6543

I have lost my job and it is PERMANENT! I cannot go back as it no longer exists! It has
created division an animosity amongst my family and friends. Some friends I will never get
back because of this TYRANT and his communists ideologies! It has stressed my wife to the
point where she doesnt even want to go outside anymore!

2/20/2022 3:51 PM

6544

Job/family/general freedoms/ discrimination

2/20/2022 3:51 PM

6545

No funeral for my 46 year old husband. No visitors allowed to say they’re goodbyes.

2/20/2022 3:51 PM

6546

It’s been a bit boring but better than getting Covid

2/20/2022 3:50 PM

6547

Protection for me and my child

2/20/2022 3:50 PM

6548

No life lockdown at work

2/20/2022 3:50 PM

6549

Created major mental health issues in our children and isolated us from family and our regular
way of living

2/20/2022 3:50 PM

6550

Hasn't

2/20/2022 3:50 PM

6551

In every way, negatively. Financially, mentally, etc.

2/20/2022 3:50 PM

6552

It affects my family relationships, I live in fear of being condemned by fellow Canadians for my
opinion. My livihood is threatened. I find even strangers have become unkind.

2/20/2022 3:50 PM

6553

Completely isolated me and my husband during my pregnancy and birth of our first baby.
Caused so much division with my family and friends, some of whom I will not talk to again and
vice versa for how they have behaved

2/20/2022 3:50 PM

6554

Lost job, financial instability, young children with speech delays, stress, anxiety, planning to
move out of country because no freedoms, being persecuted for my choice, segregated from
society, poor postpartum mental health, isolation, bullying, lost all faith in government and
associated systems.

2/20/2022 3:50 PM

6555

Absolutely destroyed our family as far as savings, income, and mental health

2/20/2022 3:50 PM

6556

My mental health is effected not being able to spend time with all my family. Not being able to
get a family doctor.

2/20/2022 3:50 PM

6557

It has caused divisions throughout our country

2/20/2022 3:50 PM

6558

I haven’t been able to bury my mother’s ashes who passed away Jan 31, 2020. It has been
two years that her ashes have sat in box when all she wanted was to be put to feast beside
her brother and parents. I have lost my job and suffered sever depression and anxiety do to
the mandates, imposed shots. I had to leave the country until things change because I could
not take it anymore. I miss my friends and family.

2/20/2022 3:50 PM

6559

Didn't allow me to have a funeral for my Mother or see my family.

2/20/2022 3:50 PM

6560

For the first time ever I’ve considered ending my own life.

2/20/2022 3:50 PM

6561

Tremendous

2/20/2022 3:50 PM

6562

Family torn apart

2/20/2022 3:49 PM

6563

Had to get the jab for work and travel

2/20/2022 3:49 PM

6564

I could lose my job

2/20/2022 3:49 PM

6565

Laid off for not taking the jab.

2/20/2022 3:49 PM

6566

Terminated from my job of 39 years. Plus difficulty breathing when wearing mask. Unable to
have family visit due to restrictions and more

2/20/2022 3:49 PM

6567

Did not help. Haven’t seen my mother in months. I could go on for an hour

2/20/2022 3:49 PM

6568

Ruined it

2/20/2022 3:49 PM

6569

Having a NORMAL life. Not able to see friends, attend school, play sports, and travel to see

2/20/2022 3:49 PM
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family.
6570

I have a long list, but I'll make it short. places that I couldn't go because they deemed none
essential. not being able to go eat at a restaurant because I don't have a vaccine passport. not
being able to shop in different store because I don't wear a mask that is not going to stop a
virus. soon to be not able to do some job because I will not be able to go across the borders in
Canada to do the work my boss has for me. not being able to fly, take a bus or a train to travel
in Canada. not being able to get together with friends because they don't live in the same
house. there is more but I hope this helps.

2/20/2022 3:49 PM

6571

I run two small businesses. It has cut my business by half

2/20/2022 3:49 PM

6572

My job and spending time with my family

2/20/2022 3:49 PM

6573

I have no life left!

2/20/2022 3:49 PM

6574

Government imposed discrimination has divided the country and turned its own citizens
against each other.

2/20/2022 3:49 PM

6575

Negatively.

2/20/2022 3:49 PM

6576

Socially, economically, family

2/20/2022 3:49 PM

6577

In everyway possible

2/20/2022 3:49 PM

6578

My breathing

2/20/2022 3:49 PM

6579

Terrible life. Cannot do anything.

2/20/2022 3:48 PM

6580

My husband got a blood clot after his vaccination that went to his lung. My children have been
struggling go with depression. We need to live. Life is short. No one will protect my family
better the us.

2/20/2022 3:48 PM

6581

No travel, lost friends because of being unvaccinated, daughter not allowed on university
campus, mental health issues, discriminated against

2/20/2022 3:48 PM

6582

My mental health and marriage has suffered greatly due to being isolated and locked up.

2/20/2022 3:48 PM

6583

Broke up my relationship and now don't speak to my brother

2/20/2022 3:48 PM

6584

Negatively.In too many ways to count.

2/20/2022 3:48 PM

6585

Negative social pressure, inability to see family friends and go to funerals or travel. Anxiery,
depression. Work.

2/20/2022 3:48 PM

6586

Freedom is no longer!

2/20/2022 3:48 PM

6587

Mental illness and depression. I have lost friends to suicide and drug overdose trying to cope.
I’m am no longer a free Canadian living under JTs tyrannical dictatorship.

2/20/2022 3:48 PM

6588

How hasn’t it?

2/20/2022 3:48 PM

6589

Makes me question our government and setting precedents for mandates for the future.

2/20/2022 3:48 PM

6590

Unable to get work. Familial conflicts. Isolation, unable to visit friends or family. Depression
and anxiety. Fear that I will be forced to take a vaccine that does not align with my values and
beliefs.

2/20/2022 3:48 PM

6591

Aside from traveling not much.

2/20/2022 3:48 PM

6592

What life? It has affected our life and our mental health immensely.

2/20/2022 3:48 PM

6593

It has tried to steal my livelihood, my social sphere and other areas. But God is about to make
this right for His children!

2/20/2022 3:48 PM

6594

Hardly at all

2/20/2022 3:47 PM

6595

I am unable to do just about anything and I am 65

2/20/2022 3:47 PM

6596

Mentally and emotionally. Unable to see family, friends or volunteer at care homes for those
who need a community connection the most.

2/20/2022 3:47 PM

6597

Made it depressed, isolated, financial insecurities and stopped being proud that I am a

2/20/2022 3:47 PM
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Canadian
6598

Financially, with work closed then reduced hours, separation from family during lockdowns.
Division between friends and family over mandates. The lack of communication between the
government and doctors and scientists to work together and the absolute absence of scientific
debate about what to do with the Covid “pandemic”is simply alarming and ridiculous!!! The
cancelling out of injuries and deaths from the vaccine shots, not to mention the cancelling out
of the voices of anyone who has a valid differing opinion than the one-sided mainstream media
driven narrative about the “pandemic” being shoved down everyone’s throat. Scientific studies
that have been suppressed, medical care not functioning the same during lockdowns and the
lack of early treatment for Covid. The stress of watching our country change from one of
peace, freedom and democracy to one where the government and our leader is refusing to
even listen to listen to it’s people is greatly distressing.

2/20/2022 3:47 PM

6599

Financially, psychologically, physiologically, unnecessarily, and destructively.

2/20/2022 3:47 PM

6600

Not allowed me to live the life I normally do

2/20/2022 3:47 PM

6601

It’s ruined it. It has made me unhealthy cause no gyms and stress and anxiety

2/20/2022 3:47 PM

6602

Of course, like so many others, I too was poked and tested because of the mandates. More
than that, the mandates stopped the summer festivals, and thereby stopped my summer
income. Those are bad laws. My life will be better once they are removed.

2/20/2022 3:47 PM

6603

It has positively impacted my life by allowing myself, my family, and my friends to stay safe
an not become ill from COVID-19

2/20/2022 3:47 PM

6604

Financial. Family. Loss of freedoms

2/20/2022 3:47 PM

6605

I have lost two years of my life to a completely ineffectual pandemic response - the disease is
now endemic, it's here to stay.

2/20/2022 3:47 PM

6606

Can’t support our favourite restaurants, my kids can’t play their sports that they have done for
years, haven’t been able to go on a family vacation, lost my job as they closed down
permanently thanks to Covid. Has hurt my family’s mental health and I could go on and on

2/20/2022 3:47 PM

6607

I have had to homeschool my 6 year old son because of the mask mandate. I have also not
been able to participate in extracurricular activities with my children because I do not have a
QR code. I have seen relationships and families hurt through these mandates.

2/20/2022 3:47 PM

6608

It's been hell

2/20/2022 3:47 PM

6609

We not supposed to be comunist country

2/20/2022 3:47 PM

6610

Isolated, depression

2/20/2022 3:47 PM

6611

It has prevented me from visiting my 90 yrs old mother in the personal care home where she
lives.

2/20/2022 3:47 PM

6612

Separate family and friends

2/20/2022 3:47 PM

6613

Job and family loss

2/20/2022 3:47 PM

6614

Stopped us from living

2/20/2022 3:47 PM

6615

Infringing on my charter of rights and freedoms is a good place to start

2/20/2022 3:46 PM

6616

STRESS

2/20/2022 3:46 PM

6617

I cannot work at the job I had for years

2/20/2022 3:46 PM

6618

1) I was forced to take this vaccine in order to keep my job. That was stressful. 2) Ive lost
friends and family members or have strained relationships with them because I have a different
opinion than they do. 3) I've lost income because my place of work had to cut hours due to
covid. 4) I've lost alot of trust in doctors, politicians, and the media. Defund cbc!!

2/20/2022 3:46 PM

6619

It has made me mature in my response to what I perceived as evil...aiming to add positive
energy instead of descending to the level of the evil. Thanks for this Magda.

2/20/2022 3:46 PM

6620

I have 2 kids to feed I have been a stand up employee for 5 years finally earned my position I
have been working for 5 years only to be put on leave because I refuse to have the vax

2/20/2022 3:46 PM
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because I have had covid and have a heart condition my doctor wanted to write me an
exemption bit couldn't due to fear of losing his license
6621

Not being able to travel, go to restaurants, movies, etc. Being sick at home all the time.

2/20/2022 3:46 PM

6622

Not liking how the rules changed all the time,it never made sense,it seemed nobody knew what
they were doing,but learning how to control people

2/20/2022 3:46 PM

6623

Trudeau is a dictator I have been stressed for the last 4 years of his phoney lying

2/20/2022 3:46 PM

6624

Husband of off work without leave. Experienced hate and disgust from the public and media for
my medical choice. I am discriminated against on a daily basis for not taking a medical
procedure which has a risk of death or side fx and does not prevent transmission or infection

2/20/2022 3:46 PM

6625

I am unemployed, have no future, want to leave this country to regain my rights and freedoms.

2/20/2022 3:46 PM

6626

It has been devastating. As someone with natural immunity to Covid 19, had it while pregnant
& unvaccinated & recovered in 5 days, these mandates are not only unscientifically in place,
they are unethical & cause severe damage to the health & livelihoods of Canadians.

2/20/2022 3:46 PM

6627

It has caused nothing but division and family discord. It cost me my job

2/20/2022 3:46 PM

6628

My patients have lots strength, endurance and are all depressed. Everyone is living in fear.
The media and our government clearly work together. Why are we not seeing this happen in
other countries? Canada has it all wrong. Enough is enough. Heart disease, cancer and
diabetes are killing many more people than COVID. The drug crisis, homelessness is only
getting worse. Nobody can afford basic groceries. I no longer want to live here.

2/20/2022 3:46 PM

6629

Depression , anxiety , health issues , exercising restrictions , mobility restrictions , travel
restrictions , friendship relations , negative emotions of hopeless for society

2/20/2022 3:46 PM

6630

🥺

2/20/2022 3:46 PM

6631

It's been depressing

2/20/2022 3:46 PM

6632

Loss of work , my focus is off , having trouble remembering things

2/20/2022 3:46 PM

6633

A waste of two precious years! S T R E S S

2/20/2022 3:46 PM

6634

Separation from my parents and all the other things that go with freedom

2/20/2022 3:45 PM

6635

I've been put on unpaid leave and can hardly provide for my family, ive lost friends. My kids
cannot attend any sports or activities legally. Those are the main ones

2/20/2022 3:45 PM

6636

I am unable to travel in my own country and see my parents because of this. Increase in
stress, anxiety due to the lockdowns and mandates. The division our PM has placed on the
Canadian people has affected 100% of Canadians I’m sure. Mandates DO NOT WORK and it’s
time to move on with our lives!

2/20/2022 3:45 PM

6637

My mental and physical health is deteriorating fast I need this to end we need this to end

2/20/2022 3:45 PM

6638

Big time

2/20/2022 3:45 PM

6639

Created huge familial tensions, and community divisiveness.

2/20/2022 3:45 PM

6640

Depression

2/20/2022 3:45 PM

6641

It has ruined many aspects of my life.

2/20/2022 3:45 PM

6642

Iam fully vaccinated but only to keep my hkb in the united states and to see my family

2/20/2022 3:45 PM

6643

Separated family

2/20/2022 3:45 PM

6644

My children suffer from anxiety don't want to leave my side .. has been to any social event
with friends outside of school Please let me continue to be the single mother taking care of my
children on my own with now help so again ... I know what is in the best interests of myself
and family

2/20/2022 3:45 PM

6645

Terminated from my career, backpay of maternity top up, been discriminated against, lost
friends and family over my families decision to not vaccinate. Stress, anxiety, depression....
the list goes on...

2/20/2022 3:45 PM
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6646

My Freedom was taken away

2/20/2022 3:45 PM

6647

Im stressed and scared to live my life

2/20/2022 3:45 PM

6648

Lost my job Can’t see friends or family Cancelled my daughters wedding Want a normal life
back Want joy back in my life

2/20/2022 3:45 PM

6649

Medical reason can't where a mask. I have been discriminated against numerous times

2/20/2022 3:45 PM

6650

It has prevented my family and I from celebrating milestones with friends and family. From
traveling along with partaking in our normal way of life. We have also been stigmatized for our
choices which before the pandemic never were of concern.

2/20/2022 3:45 PM

6651

We feel like second class citizens, without hope to be equal again, at least in Canada. I will
have to leave to be free again.

2/20/2022 3:44 PM

6652

It is limiting my liberty, my capacity to take decision about what it is safe and how to decide
myself what is a risk. I am an adult and taking risks is a way to learn. I don't want that the
governement do micromanagement my life.

2/20/2022 3:44 PM

6653

I can’t go to my university, can’t work in a nursing home where I can make way more than I do
at my minimum wage job.

2/20/2022 3:44 PM

6654

My 2 year old has never socialised or played with other children. He is not developing the way
a child should. I worry for him. My 11 year old used to love school and look forward to school.
Now it's a tedious task to ask a child to wear a mask 6 hours a day. He also got covid in his
class even though all the rules apply there. It just does not work and it's time to end mandates.
My best friend took the jab and she has since been mentally and physically deteriorating.

2/20/2022 3:44 PM

6655

Very negativity! Mentally I have felt hopeless and bullied! Overwhelming sadness!

2/20/2022 3:44 PM

6656

Financially, and physically

2/20/2022 3:44 PM

6657

Made life miserable and strained relationships for no reason. Most of the mandates are not
even logical

2/20/2022 3:44 PM

6658

My aunt, who has been my mother most of my life, was in a bad accident,, I was not allowed
to visit her in the hospital nor in rehab. Now I am no longer permitted in the house because I
have different medical views (not vaccinated).

2/20/2022 3:44 PM

6659

Threatening my career and those of my friends. Reduced mental health of friends and family.
Disruption of life. Reduced freedoms. Living in fear of breaking rules. Dispair at loss of
freedoms with no end in sight.

2/20/2022 3:44 PM

6660

Lose of job due to closures , poor health due to closures of gyms. High levels of stress and
anxiety.

2/20/2022 3:44 PM

6661

My CPTSD is triggered. This has caused my son to be suicidal, due to the division lost
friends, my daughter cannot attend school. We have had to support our adult children
financially due to lockdowns. Our mental health has declined to the point we are all taking anti
depressants just to get through our day. I have auditory processing delays and rely on lip
Reading to understand people, I don't know what they are saying. Not being permitted to see
friends has been detrimental to our social skills. I've had to close my business due to
lockdowns, mandates, and "safety" protocols. This has gone on for over 2 years and we are
still in the same place? It doesn't take a scientist to know this is the definition of INSANITY.

2/20/2022 3:43 PM

6662

Negatively divided my family over force vaccine

2/20/2022 3:43 PM

6663

Mental health

2/20/2022 3:43 PM

6664

We can’t travel and go to restaurants

2/20/2022 3:43 PM

6665

Unfavourably

2/20/2022 3:43 PM

6666

Mental health, job, fitness, funerals in family, friendships, care for my elderly in family,
alcoholism

2/20/2022 3:43 PM

6667

My husband, because he is unvaccinated cannot go anywhere with his family. We are unable
to Plan vacations, we are unable to Go home no NS to see our family. Vaccine mandates need
to end, this should be a choice.

2/20/2022 3:43 PM
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6668

My child has yet to see his teachers face since he was 1!!

2/20/2022 3:42 PM

6669

No socializing

2/20/2022 3:42 PM

6670

I did not see my children or grandchildren for the first 2 months then as a family we decided to
follow our own rules and see each other I have lost friends who are to afraid to leave there
home

2/20/2022 3:42 PM

6671

Makes my life very miserable to say the least

2/20/2022 3:42 PM

6672

More hoops. Less family togetherness

2/20/2022 3:42 PM

6673

Caused division amongst good people.

2/20/2022 3:42 PM

6674

Being with family

2/20/2022 3:42 PM

6675

Difficulty breathing with a mask and difficulty hearing people with a mask on. Missing funeral.
Unable to take a vacation

2/20/2022 3:42 PM

6676

As someone who has chosen not to take the jab, I am banned from restaurants and events. At
work, I have been discriminated against by having to test, even though all the vaxxed staff
members are able to spread it just as easily as I can.

2/20/2022 3:42 PM

6677

It has separated family, caused so much stress,

2/20/2022 3:42 PM

6678

My daughter's couldn't say goodbye to their mom and uncle that died in the hospital.... I ain't
been able to go out with anyone anywhere cuz I refuse the poison they're pushing....Fire the
Pm

2/20/2022 3:42 PM

6679

It impacted my personal life and well as my health.

2/20/2022 3:42 PM

6680

Interfered with social life. Cause anxiety and stress. Inflated the price of everything.

2/20/2022 3:42 PM

6681

I can’t go on field trips with my kids! I’m treated like a subhuman because of my PERSONAL
choice! Trudeau needs to be put in prison for crimes against humanity

2/20/2022 3:42 PM

6682

It’s wrecked my life and my Children’s and my job and my husbands job. We won’t survive.

2/20/2022 3:41 PM

6683

It has restricted my ability to travel because of extra costs for tests and time for quarantine.
My social life is inhibited due to restrictions. Anxiety is heightened because of differences in
opinion regarding the mandates. A general feeling of despondency as there was no end in
sight, ie continuous movement of the goalposts.

2/20/2022 3:41 PM

6684

My husband lost his job for over a year, we barely made it through without loosing everything.

2/20/2022 3:41 PM

6685

Covid all together has completely destroyed my life. The mandates forced me out of a job. A
job I loved, that I got after Thyroid cancer…. When I thought my life was finally coming
together. As it has been a very difficult life for me all together. I just had purchased a new
vehicle weeks before the mandates effected my employment, now I don’t know how I’m going
to pay the payments. I can’t find a decent paying job to replace my previous job because I’m
unvaccinated. Travel was the true love of my life and my travel passport was my most
valuable possession now it’s useless and my passion is gone for me. Eating in restaurants
one of the activities that I loved to take part in, now gone. People who used to be my friends,
family and co workers have turned on me, verbally attacked me. Relationships and families are
torn apart over difference of opinions on these issues. I see daily comments of the vaccinated
wishing ill will upon me and others who are unvaccinated. I feel personally attacked every
single time I read a horrible comment, I feel personally attacked by the Prime Minister. My
mental health and well being has taken a major nose dive as has my mother who has been
locked in her home for 2 years straight. I am terrified that my two teenage daughters are going
to harm themselves due to the seclusion and the loss of the past two years of their lives. I
have nothing left to lose and I have my government to thank for that.

2/20/2022 3:41 PM

6686

99.9%

2/20/2022 3:41 PM

6687

Beyond words!! We have 2 autistic children and it has caused our family more damage and
restrictions then before. Has undid all progress we had made with managing all anxiety etc. We
are already targets living in government housing let alone these added mandates.

2/20/2022 3:41 PM

6688

Negatively and my childrens lives even more so

2/20/2022 3:41 PM

6689

Call t off from family and friends for 2 years .

2/20/2022 3:41 PM
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6690

Not at all

2/20/2022 3:41 PM

6691

Less stress

2/20/2022 3:41 PM

6692

Inconvenience

2/20/2022 3:41 PM

6693

Missed out on birthdays Important events and I Unable to be there for loved ones in the
hospital

2/20/2022 3:41 PM

6694

The mask mandates are not supported by scientific evidence, yet I am mandated to comply
because of policies. It is nonsense. The vaccine mandates have forced me to choose between
my career and an unsettling knowledge that there could be potential irreparable long term
damage. Regrettably, I chose my career. I disagree with the vaccine passports so strongly that
I refuse to visit any location that requires them, as much as I would love to support these
businesses. Canada is not a country of segregation and I refuse to participate in this,
regardless of my vaccination status. Perhaps most of all, these mandates have created
division in our society, which has sequestered the peace and unity of this great country. This
affects us ALL.

2/20/2022 3:41 PM

6695

Division

2/20/2022 3:41 PM

6696

Loved ones lost their jobs, vaccine injuries to friends. Masks on son in school cause bad
eczema on face

2/20/2022 3:40 PM

6697

Lost all income, lost home.

2/20/2022 3:40 PM

6698

Mental illness in my children

2/20/2022 3:40 PM

6699

Severely damaged relationships, segregated and divided Canadians. Hatred has been pushed
by the liberal government and some conservatives provincial governments. Also by chief
public health officials. It’s disgusting and it’s been a slippery slope towards communism.

2/20/2022 3:40 PM

6700

Not being able to be with loved ones in times of crisis.

2/20/2022 3:40 PM

6701

It's taken 2 years of my life at an age I cant afford to be wasting years

2/20/2022 3:40 PM

6702

It has completely disrupted our lives it has the made me to feel like a second class citizen
because I want to choose what I want

2/20/2022 3:40 PM

6703

So much stress it can’t even be quantified. Unable to see my family has ripped my heart apart

2/20/2022 3:40 PM

6704

I am very isolated and keep to myself. I see friends infrequently. Major restrictions to visiting
my mum in her care. Definite impact on overall mental health but doing okay. I do follow all
mandates identified in this survey. I do question the politicians decisions with this pandemic
and their underlying motives. I am exhausted my the duration of the pandemic and I worry
about its impact on Canadians and everyone in the world.

2/20/2022 3:40 PM

6705

my husband lost his job. My daughter and I are at conflict. My son cannot find work.

2/20/2022 3:40 PM

6706

It has been terrible. Wesring masks aggrevate my allergies, we aren't able to see friends or
loved ones. Our loved ones are dying alone. It is heartbreaking. Our grandchildren are
frustrated with school, on off on again. University diplomas interrupted, weddings put on hold,
businesses closed. We can't see what we are buying.

2/20/2022 3:40 PM

6707

Affected my mental health and my family relationships

2/20/2022 3:40 PM

6708

Made me feel safer to Go out to restaurants

2/20/2022 3:40 PM

6709

Anxiety

2/20/2022 3:40 PM

6710

I live in a different part of Canada and its prevent3d me from traveling to see my family, go on
vacations, see relatives when they re sick or die to name a few.

2/20/2022 3:40 PM

6711

Masks make my face sore, causes cold sores, my breathing is now impaired

2/20/2022 3:40 PM

6712

Less freedom to do the things a citizen should be allowed to do.

2/20/2022 3:39 PM

6713

Limit my activities, tiredof wearing a mask, after vaccination I start to feel tired and feel heart
palpation.

2/20/2022 3:39 PM

6714

Iam crqzy

2/20/2022 3:39 PM
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6715

Missed family gatherings, weddings, and funerals. Small businesses in our town had to shut
down.

2/20/2022 3:39 PM

6716

2 years of family time I’ll never get back with the ones that passed away

2/20/2022 3:39 PM

6717

Restricted my God given freedoms!

2/20/2022 3:39 PM

6718

Made me feel defeated and depressed

2/20/2022 3:39 PM

6719

I am a health professional working in gyms and studios as well as restaurants to support my
income. My mental health and livelihood has been constantly impacted due to changes and lay
offs and having to adapt to things that seem quite unreasonable and have no valid backing.
Please stop these mandates.

2/20/2022 3:39 PM

6720

Poorer and more depressed

2/20/2022 3:39 PM

6721

My choices are outlawed .. Freedom to play, work whoever I choose 😔

2/20/2022 3:39 PM

6722

Not allowed to go anywhere where the vacines are required. Can't even travel to visit family
who live out of country. Haven't seen my daughter since this all started.

2/20/2022 3:39 PM

6723

Mandatory Mask wearing has taken a mental and physical toll on me aswell as the rest of the
mandates negatively effecting my work, day to day life and ability to do the things I enjoy,
resulting in deteriorated metal health and happiness

2/20/2022 3:39 PM

6724

It has isolated my children and my spouse and I from our families, our children have had to
given opportunities to play Jr A hockey due to the mandates - my daughter has never been to
a preschool - I haven't been able to have a gym membership in over 2 years... I struggle with
depression and with seeing ny friends lose their businesses because they aren't deemed
"essential". This is an outright overreach of government powers, it's a fascist takeover under
the guise of public health. It is evil

2/20/2022 3:39 PM

6725

Hurting my fellow citizens hurts me. My friends, neighbour's and relatives have been sad and
alone in hospital, have lacked needed health care, have been unemployed.

2/20/2022 3:39 PM

6726

It kept me safe. (By the way... it was covid that affected my life.

2/20/2022 3:39 PM

6727

Terribly mental, emotional, physical and financially

2/20/2022 3:39 PM

6728

Both my husband and my son had major issues after their vaccine. My husband almost died
after vac one but even after such an extreme reaction could not get an exemption. My 17 year
old son lost weeks as shot one effected his heart and Shot 2 effected his lungs. He too could
not get a medical exemption even from his cardiologist. Mental health has suffered in both my
children and my mother in her retirement home.

2/20/2022 3:39 PM

6729

I’ve lost two years of real living. I miss my family.

2/20/2022 3:39 PM

6730

Same as everyone else, an inconvenience but I do believe the government mandate is for the
betterment of all Canadians.

2/20/2022 3:38 PM

6731

Everything

2/20/2022 3:38 PM

6732

I lost my jobs with the lockdowns. I was forced to complete my education at home. My
husband lost his job due to vaccine mandate. I have lost friends and family because of all the
divisiveness. I have had deeper bouts of depression since March 2020. I can not see my
doctor because I have chosen not to be vaccinated. And so much more

2/20/2022 3:38 PM

6733

Socially Professionally My Rights have been taken away

2/20/2022 3:38 PM

6734

My parents lost their jobs. My work has been in constant fear of shutting down and the
mandates have killed bussiness. I don't have the freedom to fly to visit my family out east. I've
been casted out as a member of society.

2/20/2022 3:38 PM

6735

Job, child, family

2/20/2022 3:38 PM

6736

Unable to travel

2/20/2022 3:38 PM

6737

Too restrictive

2/20/2022 3:38 PM

6738

It has not , I have my vaccines . I guess it has caused divisiveness with people I have a
different view from .

2/20/2022 3:38 PM
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6739

Loss of relationships, inability to travel, to shop, to dine out, to ENJOY living

2/20/2022 3:38 PM

6740

I remember two years ago the price of things were half of what they are now. . And know all of
Canada will pay the price of what this pandemic has created. That’s just one thing. The next is
how this government devided the people because of the vaccine. . Then there’s the children.
What they have been missing out on in this world. And know just look at the world of what’s
happening. This is just a few. What’s next. We have to put the world back to a good way for
everyone not just the rich. It wasn’t broken in the first place.

2/20/2022 3:38 PM

6741

I've had to take a vaccine that I did not want to fly to work to feed my family. That is not
medical freedom that is medical coercion.

2/20/2022 3:38 PM

6742

To the extreme

2/20/2022 3:38 PM

6743

Limited interaction with friends and family. Unable to dine out, having had Covid, my natural
immunity has not been acknowledged

2/20/2022 3:38 PM

6744

I lost my Freedom

2/20/2022 3:38 PM

6745

All aspects

2/20/2022 3:37 PM

6746

I have lost 3 jobs because of the mandates. I cannot afford to live in my city anymore.

2/20/2022 3:37 PM

6747

Horribly

2/20/2022 3:37 PM

6748

It has effected us in every Way needs to stop!!! If our PM had a brain he would realize
Canadians want it to end

2/20/2022 3:37 PM

6749

Adds stress and irritation

2/20/2022 3:37 PM

6750

Mental health, job security, children mental health, division

2/20/2022 3:37 PM

6751

minimal inconvenience

2/20/2022 3:37 PM

6752

I just don't believe it. We don't live in a communist country. I'm tired of the premier not listening
to Canadians he works for us not the other way around.

2/20/2022 3:37 PM

6753

Hasnt

2/20/2022 3:37 PM

6754

No words can explain how negatively it has effected my life and the ones we love. It’s
disgusting what our government has done to its people and our beautiful country of Canada.

2/20/2022 3:37 PM

6755

Since the beginning, what kind of question is this?

2/20/2022 3:37 PM

6756

My son has autism. He has been turned away at book stores and clothing stores for not
wearing a mask, even with an exemption. He has had to be pulled out of school twice due to
mandatory masks with no exemptions. It is embarrassing for him to be pointed out as having
autism everywhere we have to go. This has affected my own mental health. Anxiety, fear of
losing my livelihood. Watching our freedoms disappear. Division from my family and extended
family who support it all. We can not go down this path.

2/20/2022 3:37 PM

6757

Husband was forced to leave his job. No EI. Take first job can’t His way to pay the bills. Not a
sustainable job for our family though.

2/20/2022 3:37 PM

6758

Mentally and physically. From my anxiety/panic disorder to effecting my means of providing for
myself/family

2/20/2022 3:37 PM

6759

Less time with family

2/20/2022 3:37 PM

6760

The mandate has forced me to retire earlier than I had planned. It also makes it impossible to
visit my elderly parents who are in a retirement home.

2/20/2022 3:36 PM

6761

Split family and friends with wedge issues

2/20/2022 3:36 PM

6762

It's affected everyone in various ways. Infringes on our freedom to choose for ourself.

2/20/2022 3:36 PM

6763

Travel.

2/20/2022 3:36 PM

6764

Ended my career

2/20/2022 3:36 PM

6765

Major depression and anxiety. Devision amongst friends and family

2/20/2022 3:36 PM

6766

It has made life more depressing by forcing me to be alone more and have little contact with

2/20/2022 3:36 PM
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family. I have lost two people I love dearly without being able to say goodbye to them.
6767

Depression can’t see my kids can’t go visit

2/20/2022 3:36 PM

6768

Complete depression

2/20/2022 3:36 PM

6769

I did not get to visit my father in a facility who suffered from dementia. He was pushed and
broke his hip and died from a blood clot . I was turned away from emergency entrance after
bringing my 80 year old mother suffering from heart and renal failure . Was hospitalized for 7
days and I was not allowed to visit , her discharge was incredibly confusing because of
medication changes. I have lost friends , had very uncomfortable disagreements with my
husband . I now avoid visiting anyone and have major anxiety, and sadness with the world

2/20/2022 3:36 PM

6770

I almost lost my house

2/20/2022 3:36 PM

6771

Very negatively

2/20/2022 3:36 PM

6772

Takes away any confidence in our govt. takes away my democratic rights. Puts tons of stress
on me.

2/20/2022 3:36 PM

6773

I refuse to show my vaxx status so: - I don’t go out eat - I pay to get tested to go to work - I
pay to volunteer to coach my kid - I pay to go watch my kids play sports - my tax dollars pay
for people to monitor entrance to events - I cannot fly to travel - my kids get ostracized by their
friends because we refuse to disclose their vax status - mandates have made people really
hateful to each other

2/20/2022 3:36 PM

6774

It has not.

2/20/2022 3:36 PM

6775

Very negatively… my mental health has suffered immensely, I had to take a medical leave
from work because I became so depressed and overwhelmed by the mandates. We need this
to be over so we can get back to living our lives without this dark cloud above us at all times.
As Canadian citizens we deserve the right to choose… if you feel as if you need to continue to
wear a mask and limit your social interactions that is fine, but the majority of us do not feel
that is necessary anymore and having the ability to make that decision for ourselves is of
utmost importance.

2/20/2022 3:36 PM

6776

Lost job of 16.5 yrs

2/20/2022 3:36 PM

6777

My company was losing money so they offered early retirement separation package. I was
going thinking of traveling around the world in 2020. That didn't happen. I have been in my new
social bubble and have not seen some old friends or extended family members since the
beginning of the pandemic.

2/20/2022 3:36 PM

6778

Coerced into vaccine to keep job, family cutting me out for my opinions

2/20/2022 3:36 PM

6779

Have to test every three days at my own time and cost to be able to go to work. As a teacher
and role model for young people, I support the freedom to choose what medical advice I want
in my body and to show my students we need to be critical thinkers

2/20/2022 3:35 PM

6780

Same as everyone else. Although not as bad as some who have lost their jobs, their
livelihoods, businesses, their lives from sucide, etc.

2/20/2022 3:35 PM

6781

Shut in for 2 f'ing years

2/20/2022 3:35 PM

6782

My kids were both born in the pandemic and neither time could family come over to meet them
for weeks. It has been isolating and depressing. During pregnancy I blacked out multiple times
from overheating due to the masks and not being able to breathe properly. I didn't get to see
my sister that lives in the states or meet her new baby for over a year. I've had chest pain
since receiving the vaccine that I was forced to get; had an emotional painful labour
experience as a covid swab was shoved up my nose during labour and caused an excruciating
headache for hours upon hours. I have lost friends and family over it because I believe in free
choice. My not even two year old daughter rips the mask off my face and gets mad because
they scare her and confuse her. Canada is not free anymore and I am not proud to be
Canadian anymore

2/20/2022 3:35 PM

6783

Just like anyone. Sometimes they are inconvenient but necessary.

2/20/2022 3:35 PM

6784

Lost my business Social contact with people Depression Masks affecting skin Feel like
freedom and rights have been taken

2/20/2022 3:35 PM
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6785

It has removed my freedom of choice regarding the vaccines. The real science is not being
followed. Scientists are censored if they show conflicting studies or opinions. It is a political
issue. The economy is being destroyed. Charter of rights and freedoms disobeyed. Children
are being raised to fear something that does not harm them. People are being made to feel
guilty if they don't receive an experimental shot. Division of the population.

2/20/2022 3:35 PM

6786

I was coerced into getting the vaccine to keep my employment despite my worries as an
autoimmune disease patient with an already overactive immune system. I was in remission
and after getting the vaccine- I can barely walk. I literally cried as they injected me, praying it
would trigger a flare...but I did it to keep my employment-and now I am suffering a severe flare
in symptoms. It should have been my choice.

2/20/2022 3:35 PM

6787

It has taken away freedoms and simple civil rights.

2/20/2022 3:35 PM

6788

50-70% less hours worked because of cnrl decision to only have vaxd ppl on work sites

2/20/2022 3:34 PM

6789

It destroyed my life and life of my child

2/20/2022 3:34 PM

6790

I have lost friends due to the division over mandates. It has comprised my relationships with
family members. It has affected my family by not being able to do things like go out for dinner
to restaurants. I have not been able to support my children watching their sports activities like
hockey and dance. Etc etc.

2/20/2022 3:34 PM

6791

depression, isolation, loss of hope

2/20/2022 3:34 PM

6792

Hasn’t

2/20/2022 3:34 PM

6793

Took away my freedom

2/20/2022 3:34 PM

6794

Sadness and loneliness, I see many people around me suffering with extreme mental health
issues that are new to them within the last two years!

2/20/2022 3:34 PM

6795

I lost my job. Travel to see my family has been severely restricted and far more expensive

2/20/2022 3:34 PM

6796

It has outed the weakest members of our society, they've displayed their cowardice in convoys
and their unwillingness to protect their neighbours.

2/20/2022 3:34 PM

6797

No friends, no visiting family, no social life, gas prices thru the roof. etc. etc.

2/20/2022 3:34 PM

6798

Wearing masks impair my ability to see and communicate with others they cause my face to
break out. My health care has been disrupted and delayed and denied to keep me healthy. I
have been isolated from many of my friends and family. I wasn't able to attend several
weddings and funerals. I now suffer from depression and there has never been a scientific
reason for any of the mandates.

2/20/2022 3:34 PM

6799

It was the hardest on my 2 youngest kids, 15 and 17 at the beginning of covid. Dance
competition season had just started so my daughter didn’t get to perform the dances she had
been working on all year, her last chance to dance with a group on stage. I had waited 13 years
to see her dance at this level. She didn’t get to have any traditional grad experiences. When
school was first closed it was supposed to be temporary so the grade 12’s didn’t get the
chance to say goodbye to people in person or take that one last walk around the school. She
was supposed to move to Vancouver for University and instead she did her first year of
university, dance major, online in the family room. My 15 yr old had recently discovered a love
for volleyball and had just started club season. They didn’t get to have a school or club season
in grade 11 and no spectators for grade 12 school season and so far no spectators for club
season either. He didn’t do well with online learning so had a lower GPA in grade 11 which is
what his scholarships are based on. We’re still hoping for graduation celebrations but nothing
planned yet. Both kids are very social and went crazy not hanging out with friends.

2/20/2022 3:34 PM

6800

I did see my mom for a year and she died before I was allowed to see her again..I'm mad that I
couldn't see my mom...now my dad thinks I'm disrespectful for not complying...my body my
choice

2/20/2022 3:34 PM

6801

Lockdowns. Unfair restrictions on canadians that are unvaxed

2/20/2022 3:33 PM

6802

Yes mentally as an individual and mentally my family has suffered the divide is suffocating.

2/20/2022 3:33 PM

6803

Lost my jobs, had a muscle in my chest blow from the masks

2/20/2022 3:33 PM

6804

Unbelievably divisive and damaging to my mental health and my families wellbeing.

2/20/2022 3:33 PM
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6805

Socially, financially

2/20/2022 3:33 PM

6806

Unable to care for my mom at nursing home - raising child 11 years old - struggles- Lost
friendships-family ties - Freedom

2/20/2022 3:33 PM

6807

Suffer from depression

2/20/2022 3:33 PM

6808

Too many people ignoring the mandates, so it's not easy to go many places

2/20/2022 3:33 PM

6809

Locked down has divided our country. Can’t travel, loss of pay ect

2/20/2022 3:33 PM

6810

Lost job/career

2/20/2022 3:33 PM

6811

Isolated, depression, anxiety, unhealthy

2/20/2022 3:33 PM

6812

Work Can’t see family Can’t travel Mental health has taken a hit Financial stress

2/20/2022 3:33 PM

6813

It’s destroyed the economy, created a communist style dystopia and and pissed away what
little constitutional rights we had. There is no democracy, that’s very obvious, and it’s very,
VERY clear we are ruled over by international Bankers and the biggest liars control almost all
of the worlds media through about 5 corporations. There’s also a very obvious depopulation
agenda that only an idiot couldn’t figure out by now.

2/20/2022 3:33 PM

6814

Isolation and restrictions

2/20/2022 3:33 PM

6815

Ruined it. School for my kids is no longer a place to learn and socialize. Lost my job. Lost
friends. Stress in the roof

2/20/2022 3:33 PM

6816

Been devastating. Divided people. Not been able to go to the gym restaurants etc

2/20/2022 3:33 PM

6817

The overreach by government and health officials has limited my places of employment

2/20/2022 3:33 PM

6818

Financial ruin

2/20/2022 3:33 PM

6819

I Have lost friends , neighbors and family members due to a difference of opinion on
mandates! Segregation due to jab related mandate, as a trucker, I am no longer allowed to haul
freight across our borders , my freedom to choose has been taken away in many ways!! My
grandchildren have suffered socially as well as their education has been restricted! STOP ALL
THESE MANDATES IMMEDIATELY!

2/20/2022 3:33 PM

6820

I am getting crazy

2/20/2022 3:33 PM

6821

by affecting all my friends, family, and neighbours and surrounding community, it has greatly
affected my life.

2/20/2022 3:33 PM

6822

prevented direct communication, friendship, community betterment

2/20/2022 3:32 PM

6823

It hasn’t

2/20/2022 3:32 PM

6824

Employment, relationships, financially, everything!!!

2/20/2022 3:32 PM

6825

People are divided and it’s disgusting people losing there jobs being forced to take an
experiment “vaccine” ridiculous innocent people arrested this isn’t a free country anymore ran
by a dictator mental health suicide at a high sickening shame to be in a Country I once loved
now I’d rather flea then be treated with such division shame on the government and it’s
democracy!

2/20/2022 3:32 PM

6826

Lost my jib

2/20/2022 3:32 PM

6827

I've been unemployed since 2020. Every time I get a job, they have to lay me off due to further
restrictions, and I'm fully vaxed!!

2/20/2022 3:32 PM

6828

Yes

2/20/2022 3:32 PM

6829

My good friend will not let me come visit her since this all started. I have to test 3 times a
week for work. I can’t stand the masks I believe each person should have the right to decide
what they want to put in their body Scared for family members that have received the shots
and the main stream media is not putting the truth out about it. All these people are asleep

2/20/2022 3:32 PM

6830

What life? We’ve been kicked out of everything.

2/20/2022 3:32 PM

6831

I almost had to have my first and only child alone in the hospital. I did not get to attend mom

2/20/2022 3:32 PM
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classes. My kid has barely met any of her family. No engagement party. No baby shower. No
friends. I got the vaccine so that I could take my child swimming and give her a semi normal
life and then had my period for three weeks straight and now I get sick with everything that my
toddler gets sick with… how is that when I’m 32? My depression has gotten so bad I’ve
thought about death. I am angry with myself for bringing a child into this awful country. I don’t
sleep. I cry every day. My family is so divided because of political views. I believe my stress
levels were definite contributions to my recent diagnosis of cervical cancer.
6832

Stress, discrimination, children develped anxiety, seeing people with vaccine side effects.
Horrible time in our history

2/20/2022 3:32 PM

6833

Distanced us from family, broken relationships with friends, have not seen a medical
professional in two years unless for emergent care due to fear of being condemned for not
vaccinating . Children being bullied because they are not vaccinated from adults and children.
Looking at even changing schools. It’s heart breaking

2/20/2022 3:32 PM

6834

The restrictions have caused a huge spike in my anxiety and depression. They have caused
me to nearly lose both my jobs.

2/20/2022 3:32 PM

6835

It has restricted and unlawfully infringed on my inalienable basic human rights.

2/20/2022 3:32 PM

6836

Yes

2/20/2022 3:32 PM

6837

It has kept us from our family, kept our children away from their friends, caused us to feel
segregated and forced us to breath more carbon dioxide than fresh air.

2/20/2022 3:31 PM

6838

Cannot travel for work. Masking has effected my health making it harder on my lungs. My
friends and family are divided.

2/20/2022 3:31 PM

6839

It had been very dusruptive of everyday life. I have been forced to get a rapid test once a week
to keep my job.

2/20/2022 3:31 PM

6840

Jobs lost, can’t participate in activities or visit family or friends. Very sad

2/20/2022 3:31 PM

6841

My health can't see my doctor only call can't go dinner it's worse than commie countries

2/20/2022 3:31 PM

6842

It prevented me from visiting in long term care homes,hospitals,eating at restaurants with
family and friends. Limiting family gatherings.It has also divided our families regarding
vaccines,masks etc..It has shut down our church fellowship services,even singing when
services resumed.

2/20/2022 3:31 PM

6843

Isolation and liss of control

2/20/2022 3:31 PM

6844

No hair cut, can’t fly, stress , can’t go to church

2/20/2022 3:31 PM

6845

It has caused extreme anxiety and depression , not because of Covid! It’s a virus ! I’m not
scared of viruses! It has kept me from my family and locked down my church …. The 2 things
we all need when going through difficult times! I couldn’t get proper medical treatment or in a
timely fashion! I was kept from travelling and shamed, coerced and threatened to get a “
vaccine” which neither worked or helped the spread of the virus! I almost lost two close family
members due to the adverse effects of the jab plus several friends were hospitalized . The
whole mess was handled inhumanly and was full of lies and manipulation! I’ve lost all faith in
our governments and medical staff! Trudeau is hell bent on stripping us of our freedoms and
ITS morally WRONG!!!

2/20/2022 3:31 PM

6846

Can’t travel to visit family or even travel for work

2/20/2022 3:31 PM

6847

Not seen family members..kids out of schools. Can breath with a mask or a shield.not been
able to go to the funeral home to see our loved one that died of the vaccine that caused covid

2/20/2022 3:31 PM

6848

It made normal contacts with family and friends very difficult and divided us.

2/20/2022 3:31 PM

6849

We feel discriminated against because of our personal medical choices, have lost friends and
clients. We feel disappointed and saddened at the state we are in as a country, created by
Prime Minister Trudeau. He has used offensive and vilifying language to increase division
among Canadians and this is not a country I am proud of anymore. We are considering
leaving, because we do not feel welcome here, even in our own country.

2/20/2022 3:30 PM

6850

I feel like the last 2 years being told what to do has been a waste of time. Time to get back to
the good Ole days AND GET RID OF TRUDEAU!!!!

2/20/2022 3:30 PM
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6851

My 5 kids have suffered tremendously. We are now a divided family and I no longer have
contact with one of my siblings or my parents. Thank you very much Mr Trudeau for ruining
my life and trampoling all over the bill of rights I am ashamed of how you deal with your
people. Step down you owe that to Canadians!

2/20/2022 3:30 PM

6852

shut down our business

2/20/2022 3:30 PM

6853

Can’t watch my children play sports, can’t work out or be social that’s good for my mental
health. My depression anxiety has increased significantly.

2/20/2022 3:30 PM

6854

I have spent more time away from the business has been limited opening people didn't want to
wear masks or stay home anyway Once I had I believe covid my body was weakened..this
was pre-shots

2/20/2022 3:30 PM

6855

It has totally disrupted my, my ability to speak, make my own health decisions, the freedom to
do many things. The media and government has lied to get people to take thhese vaccines
and silenced those who know and have seen the results of these vaccines. The government
has turned friends and families against each other and divided many people by spreading false
narrative. This needs to stop!

2/20/2022 3:30 PM

6856

I have developed mental issues. I have increasing depression and my anxiety is getting so
bad I’m in able to leave the house. I Am constantly harassed for not wearing a mask even tho
I have an exemption. I just want to feel I have so control over my life again.

2/20/2022 3:30 PM

6857

like everyone else

2/20/2022 3:30 PM

6858

I have been fired, humiliated. I believe we now know how the Jews felt in Germany in the 30's

2/20/2022 3:30 PM

6859

Loss of job

2/20/2022 3:30 PM

6860

My metal health My physical health My 20s My education

2/20/2022 3:30 PM

6861

It has brought greater isolation from people. My personal and mental health has been
impacted.

2/20/2022 3:29 PM

6862

Very stressful especially for the children

2/20/2022 3:29 PM

6863

In every aspect

2/20/2022 3:29 PM

6864

Loss of family. Loss of friends. All due to differing opinions of this time.

2/20/2022 3:29 PM

6865

Negatively

2/20/2022 3:29 PM

6866

Basically ruined university

2/20/2022 3:29 PM

6867

I suffer from agoraphobia and the mandates have stopped me from working on expose therapy
to get me back out and about. I was making amazing progress til the pandemic hit. Also my
mom died at the start of Covid and due to all the mandates she hasn’t had a celebration of life
due to capacity limits. How can one grieve and have some kind of closure when you can’t
even celebrate your moms life or any loved one. I’ve lost a handful of people during the
pandemic and haven’t been able to do anything because of capacity limits.

2/20/2022 3:29 PM

6868

I'm severely depressed. I have very little income without help almost homeless

2/20/2022 3:29 PM

6869

Creates fear and uncertainty in our economy and disparities in the have and have not. Also
inflation and greed is promoted which separates the people

2/20/2022 3:29 PM

6870

Jobs

2/20/2022 3:29 PM

6871

Very much

2/20/2022 3:29 PM

6872

So much restricted our social life and therefore our emotional and psychological well-being.
Also created a huge divide between people, destroying family relations and friendships.

2/20/2022 3:29 PM

6873

Basic necessities

2/20/2022 3:29 PM

6874

Lost employment

2/20/2022 3:29 PM

6875

Myself and my family have been affected so many ways. From issues with anxiety and
depression, social anxiety, actually becoming sick (not Covid related ) and falling through the
cracks of health care. Where I work has been shut down, I’ve lost wages and tips that have
made it extremely difficult to pay for the ever rising cost of living. I have daughters who were

2/20/2022 3:29 PM
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forced to get vaccinated in order to keep their jobs or continue college. My son struggles with
social anxiety after so many months taken from his friends at such a vulnerable age. The list
could go on for ages. I’m honestly not physically, mentally or emotionally able to live through
all again in this survey. Life has stopped for 2 years. Things have been lost that we will never
get back.
6876

Loss of Freedom

2/20/2022 3:29 PM

6877

I am fully vaccinated however it’s a waste of time.

2/20/2022 3:29 PM

6878

Like most Canadians we are on the verge of losing our homes due to no work.

2/20/2022 3:29 PM

6879

Learning to live with injustice, and using Covid as a means of authoritarian control and violating
constitutional human rights.

2/20/2022 3:28 PM

6880

Extremely negatively in my bank account and my mental health

2/20/2022 3:28 PM

6881

My child hadn't had a birthday party in years

2/20/2022 3:28 PM

6882

It has limited the social and emotional well being of our children. We need to learn with Covid
and begin our lives. I have had to shut down my business in personal services multiple times
and while I appreciate the funding government would pay that is a fraction of what my busy
months were. We need to be able to freely live our lives.

2/20/2022 3:28 PM

6883

No job. Depression. Missed my son’s wedding. Price of everything has gone up so high it is a
struggle to live.

2/20/2022 3:28 PM

6884

I can’t see my family

2/20/2022 3:28 PM

6885

Socially, mentally, money wise, my kids social and mental health

2/20/2022 3:28 PM

6886

Depression, division’s, other health issues, family struggling and lots more!!!

2/20/2022 3:28 PM

6887

Stupid mask

2/20/2022 3:28 PM

6888

Helped slow the spread to keep me safer.

2/20/2022 3:28 PM

6889

Can’t go to work, mental illness, my son can’t get a haircut , my daughter can’t fly home to
see us. My other daughter can’t go to hockey games

2/20/2022 3:28 PM

6890

There have been few mandates in SK, so I have been relatively unaffected other than having
to resort to take out for meals with unvaccinated loved ones

2/20/2022 3:28 PM

6891

freedoms removed. fear introduced to my family. I am disturbed by the media bias

2/20/2022 3:28 PM

6892

taken away our livelyhood, taken away my job

2/20/2022 3:28 PM

6893

Strained family and friendship ties. Slowed my children’s development and blocked activities
and friendships from taking place. Created distrust of government and other societal pillars

2/20/2022 3:27 PM

6894

My husbands job mandated vaccine or no job. My job mandated vaccine or no job. My dad and
step mom are in a nursing home spending the last precious bit of their time in lockdowns. It is
having huge negative impacts on all of our lives.

2/20/2022 3:27 PM

6895

I moved out of communist Canada, I was separated from my wife and kids for a year and half
due to the Covid protocols preventing my immigration.

2/20/2022 3:27 PM

6896

Spent Christmas Day by myself. I’ve seen much less of my grandchildren . No funerals for
some friends.

2/20/2022 3:27 PM

6897

It has not been life!!

2/20/2022 3:27 PM

6898

minor affects on my daily life style

2/20/2022 3:27 PM

6899

Can't see friends or family. Couldn't visit my grandpa in hospital. Had to get vaccinated or lose
my job

2/20/2022 3:27 PM

6900

Depression and stress

2/20/2022 3:27 PM

6901

Isolation, disruption of education, division of community members, anxiety

2/20/2022 3:27 PM

6902

It has has had a negative effect on every aspect of my life

2/20/2022 3:26 PM
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6903

Severely impacted my breathing, my relationships, my ability to do my job properly, and my
children

2/20/2022 3:26 PM

6904

Not able to travel or enjoy my right to go out to dinner or entertainment. Getting together with
family over Christmas was difficult

2/20/2022 3:26 PM

6905

Changed my living situation. Created extra steps to follow at work.

2/20/2022 3:26 PM

6906

Extremely for the worst

2/20/2022 3:26 PM

6907

My life hasn’t been affected too much. We can’t afford to e at out or go to sport events. It has
helped me to be more aware of healthcare and think of others needs first

2/20/2022 3:26 PM

6908

Extremely negatively. I’m over being a second class citizen.

2/20/2022 3:26 PM

6909

I've been so angry and lonely since I've not been able to go to events or keep healthy at the
gym/s I go to.

2/20/2022 3:26 PM

6910

It has great affected my families life. Hard raising a baby alone when your family is in separate
zones and provinces and told we cannot go to see them. That is not freedom or right way to
live.

2/20/2022 3:26 PM

6911

Created an excuse for people to order other people around harshly Shut down a business I was
fighting to get going Put fear into anyone that felt vulnerable and many people already felt that
way

2/20/2022 3:26 PM

6912

Yes

2/20/2022 3:26 PM

6913

Divided families

2/20/2022 3:26 PM

6914

I lost my job

2/20/2022 3:25 PM

6915

In every possible way. No one to be around has affected mental health

2/20/2022 3:25 PM

6916

The mandates cause more harm then good

2/20/2022 3:25 PM

6917

Can’t travel by air, bus or train Can’t eat inside a restaurant

2/20/2022 3:25 PM

6918

Children are anxious wearing masks and sanitizing We felt disconnected from society. We fear
for our countries future and the future of our children.

2/20/2022 3:25 PM

6919

Work changes, more expenses and less income. My kid’s lives have been negatively affected.
All trust is lost in government.

2/20/2022 3:25 PM

6920

It has caused me socially to not be with family and friends, so it has isolation and depression.

2/20/2022 3:25 PM

6921

Locked down. Disbelief divided family and friend

2/20/2022 3:25 PM

6922

Caused anger division among friends and family depression financial stress and worry there is
no medical attention or support for anything other than covid surgical delays for very long
periods of time hopelessness the list goes on and on

2/20/2022 3:25 PM

6923

In many ways as I am a free Canadian, and these mandates infringe on my charter of rights
and freedoms

2/20/2022 3:25 PM

6924

It has made it impossible to have our yearly family gathering for two years. I miss my family.

2/20/2022 3:25 PM

6925

Limited where i can go, when i can see family, where i can work. Ive had covid several times
and it was no worse than a normal flu

2/20/2022 3:25 PM

6926

It has hurt buisness and families by restricting our ability to communicate. People have died
alone...nothing good has come out of this

2/20/2022 3:25 PM

6927

Socially Physical Emotionally

2/20/2022 3:25 PM

6928

We have been completely removed from society including my teenage children. Our mental
health has suffered immensely with no plan in sight. Countries all of the world have returned to
normal and we are still living under this government tyranny. It has been awful.

2/20/2022 3:25 PM

6929

Extremely, it has hurt our families income. It's affected our children's ability to socialize on a
normal level. It has stopped us from being part of our used to be welcoming community which

2/20/2022 3:24 PM
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is now two different types of citizens on separate sides of the street, certainly not an open
armed community anymore
6930

Loss of revenue. Depression. Marital problems. Family division. Some of my local restaurants
permanently closed.

2/20/2022 3:24 PM

6931

It has made me an outcast and I’ve lost family and friends due to the mandates. It has
affected my life negativity in many many ways.

2/20/2022 3:24 PM

6932

The covid mandates have created nothing but division and hatred for fellow Canadians with
different view points. They have done very little to keep Canadians safe from the virus.

2/20/2022 3:24 PM

6933

Everything and my health as well very bad depressed can't function .

2/20/2022 3:24 PM

6934

Haven't been in a restaurant for 2 years. My wife who works for the Federal government was
Mandated to take the vaccine twice & she works from home

2/20/2022 3:24 PM

6935

no way

2/20/2022 3:24 PM

6936

My work and social life

2/20/2022 3:24 PM

6937

Lost friends due to death due to the bio-weapon they call a vaccine. Lost friends & family due
to me being against all these mandates. They would rather believe MSM who have been
bought off. Actually, too numerous to mention.

2/20/2022 3:24 PM

6938

Division in my family

2/20/2022 3:24 PM

6939

Destroyed my faith in the government and health care.

2/20/2022 3:24 PM

6940

Not able to visit family in nursing home. Not able to see family in different provinces. No
Family gatherings. I miss my friends.

2/20/2022 3:24 PM

6941

My family's mental health has deteriorated

2/20/2022 3:23 PM

6942

I was not comfortable with the validity of the scientific data on the vaccine and felt personal
shame that I did take it to be able to participate in certain activities. Having the schools closed
has greatly impacted the learning of basic skills such as reading and writing to my young
children.

2/20/2022 3:23 PM

6943

Restrictions are unconstitutional, unacceptable!

2/20/2022 3:23 PM

6944

Very negatively. I lost my job. Can’t visit my elderly parents. My school age daughter is an
mental wreck.

2/20/2022 3:23 PM

6945

Lost friends, not able to see family. Those families that have been vaccinated have shunned
us!!

2/20/2022 3:23 PM

6946

No longer an active employee. On leave without pay (after 16yrs of service)

2/20/2022 3:23 PM

6947

i became diagnosed with depression and was abusing alcohol my grades plummeted and i am
still trying to bring them back

2/20/2022 3:23 PM

6948

Lose of job as no freedom of choice

2/20/2022 3:23 PM

6949

It has kept me safe from covid 19.

2/20/2022 3:23 PM

6950

Psychologically made me not want to live anymore. Feels like the end of democracy and
legacy of my family

2/20/2022 3:23 PM

6951

Open your eyes. Is affecting everyone's life. Not in a good way.

2/20/2022 3:23 PM

6952

Lock downs having to stay away from people we care about. The now division and ignorance. I
homeschooling my child so I can be around my mom amd grandmother who is 92. But my
brother isn't vaccinated and is not allowed to go anywhere. I'm fully vaccinated but I will not do
booster. My daughter who is 11 have 1 shot but I doubt we will do another

2/20/2022 3:23 PM

6953

Vaccine passports have affected my ability to live as vaccinated canadians

2/20/2022 3:22 PM

6954

Caused loneliness and depression in my home

2/20/2022 3:22 PM

6955

Mental health, family broken, child doesn’t know life with freedom, financial stress due to lay
offs, segregation, harassment, manipulation.

2/20/2022 3:22 PM
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6956

Very sick from Vaccine

2/20/2022 3:22 PM

6957

It has taken my freedom away. Even the information I have access to is being censored and I
have no freedom to voice my opinion

2/20/2022 3:22 PM

6958

Negatively; for me and my family, extended included

2/20/2022 3:22 PM

6959

Lonley

2/20/2022 3:21 PM

6960

My mental health has declined.

2/20/2022 3:21 PM

6961

I can't go to work

2/20/2022 3:21 PM

6962

Negatively

2/20/2022 3:21 PM

6963

Helped keep me safe.

2/20/2022 3:21 PM

6964

I am not happy with being told how to conduct myself. The lock downs could have started
earlier. You could have locked up the boarders earlier. I think the Gov. Knew Covid was on its
way and did nothing to protect us. I also think Trudeau wants to be a dictator. The sooner he is
out of parliament the better. He knows nothing about real life and how the average person gets
by.

2/20/2022 3:21 PM

6965

Seeing my family lose their jobs‼️watching my family slip into depression‼️Watching my kids
be saddened by seeing their friends try to end their life because of lockdowns and losing their
job‼️Dealing with family segregation‼️Can’t attend family gatherings when loved ones die
because of the hate and misinformation. that is being spread. It goes on and on the many
ways it has affected our lives‼️

2/20/2022 3:21 PM

6966

Not being able to travel to see loved ones. Family and friends here avoided us

2/20/2022 3:21 PM

6967

Mental health, financial,

2/20/2022 3:21 PM

6968

It fucked it up good

2/20/2022 3:21 PM

6969

Have not been able to care for my mum in her LTC facility. Lost job.

2/20/2022 3:21 PM

6970

Negatively. We are prisoners in our own country.

2/20/2022 3:21 PM

6971

Killed my soul

2/20/2022 3:21 PM

6972

It’s taken everything away. Weddings funerals school businesses Every basic necessity of life
Has been taken away. Every basic human right. Sue as taken

2/20/2022 3:21 PM

6973

Mental Illness

2/20/2022 3:21 PM

6974

It allows me to be relatively safe during a pandemic.

2/20/2022 3:20 PM

6975

Being coerced into getting a medical procedure i feel to be unlawful has made me untrusty
worthy of government and public health authorities

2/20/2022 3:20 PM

6976

Depression

2/20/2022 3:20 PM

6977

I've been put on unpaid leave for not getting the jab. Lost friends and family for my views

2/20/2022 3:20 PM

6978

It kept me protected

2/20/2022 3:19 PM

6979

No longer able to travel or do fun things. It's made me consider moving from canada

2/20/2022 3:19 PM

6980

Apart from not travelling it has not had any great effect.

2/20/2022 3:19 PM

6981

As a senior citizen and my kids and grandchildren living in another province I have not been
able to visit them. As a senior I am cutoff from socializing, eating in restaurants or being free
to walk around without a mask.

2/20/2022 3:19 PM

6982

Quality of life has dropped significantly. I feel like second class citizen.

2/20/2022 3:19 PM

6983

It hasn’t

2/20/2022 3:19 PM

6984

Small businesses closed Discrimination and segregation from vaccine passport system Lost
freedom of movement in my own country (due to vax passport) Lost freedom to travel out of
country Lockdowns/shut ins Told how many and who I could have in my own home! Masking
when not ill

2/20/2022 3:19 PM
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6985

Making me get a vaccine so I can still enjoy going places etc

2/20/2022 3:19 PM

6986

I'm 73 and I just lost the last 2 years of my life to a flu...how do you think it affected me? 2
years gone forever!!

2/20/2022 3:19 PM

6987

Creating a segregated society is abhorrent.

2/20/2022 3:19 PM

6988

Too many restrictions

2/20/2022 3:19 PM

6989

Cant visit my mother in retirement home. Cant breath due to COPD yet no one recognizes
mask exemption.

2/20/2022 3:19 PM

6990

Visiting

2/20/2022 3:19 PM

6991

Loss of freedom, and loss or friendship.

2/20/2022 3:18 PM

6992

No social contacts for immigrants and newcommers

2/20/2022 3:18 PM

6993

Distroyed our business.

2/20/2022 3:18 PM

6994

My spouse entered a Care Facility a few weeks before the lockdown.He died there in 2021
lonely and confused. Unable to go to our home in Point Roberts . Divided our family & some
friends.

2/20/2022 3:18 PM

6995

Affected my mental health by restricting access to certain places.

2/20/2022 3:18 PM

6996

My teenage daughter has severe depression and anxiety over all this. She can't do her sports,
or hang out with her friends. The vaccine mandates and passports have destroyed
relationships and businesses

2/20/2022 3:18 PM

6997

Not much has changed from start of pandemic

2/20/2022 3:18 PM

6998

Depression

2/20/2022 3:18 PM

6999

I've lost my job of 13 years, I've lost my buisness of 5 years and I cannot get a job. I can't go
swimming, can't go out to eat, can't watch my neice or nephews play sports. I've lost 5 friends
to suicide in 2 years.

2/20/2022 3:18 PM

7000

Hurt my business , hurt my mental health , lost friends to overdoses , delayed medical
procedures because of a fake emergency

2/20/2022 3:18 PM

7001

In every way.

2/20/2022 3:18 PM

7002

It has caused tension with my neighbors and stopped my wife and I from doing things like
going outto eat and shopping. I have also been unable to go to the local provincial range by
myself to shoot. It has stopped us from visiting our daughter in Florida.

2/20/2022 3:18 PM

7003

Yes

2/20/2022 3:18 PM

7004

Horribly due to division and severe depression Fear of the vaccine

2/20/2022 3:18 PM

7005

Hours cut at work. Loss of income

2/20/2022 3:18 PM

7006

Ruined my family's ability to make money and provide

2/20/2022 3:18 PM

7007

Negatively in all aspects.

2/20/2022 3:18 PM

7008

my mental health has suffered greatly. I've had family and friends treat Mt different based on
what I choose to do with my body. My anxiety has gotten worse. Some days I am scared to
leave my home because of all the random attacks and hatred from people due to your personal
health status. It's sad what this has done to all of us

2/20/2022 3:17 PM

7009

significant decrease in income (self-employed), significant loss of time spent with family,
significant loss of freedom to assemble, move within Canada

2/20/2022 3:17 PM

7010

Mentally, physically, financially. I continue to take anti-depressants, I have gained weight. I
lost the ability to visit loved ones, some of whom passed away and I will never forgive myself
for not breaking the “no gathering” rules and visiting them in the 2 years before they died. My
business has been crushed, I barely know how I will make my monthly business payments.
My marriage has suffered greatly with the strain of everything.

2/20/2022 3:17 PM

7011

I lost my business due to constant government closures and capacity restrictions

2/20/2022 3:17 PM
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7012

Want it to end

2/20/2022 3:17 PM

7013

Other than going to my favourite restaurants it hasn’t, I do as I please! Always have always
will, it was a free country until Feb 18 2022

2/20/2022 3:17 PM

7014

Mental illness, loss of community, loss of 3 yrs of my life, list goes on and on. Trudeau has to
go.

2/20/2022 3:17 PM

7015

It’s taken away my freedom

2/20/2022 3:17 PM

7016

Don't ask

2/20/2022 3:17 PM

7017

tremendously

2/20/2022 3:17 PM

7018

Disrupted day to day life and harmed friendships and family relations

2/20/2022 3:17 PM

7019

Mental societal Divided people Nothing good

2/20/2022 3:17 PM

7020

Can't see family...have to deal with the constant mask wearing because of the job I do...and
not being able to take my mom out of her apartment because she can't go anywhere without
needing a mask or proof of vaccination

2/20/2022 3:17 PM

7021

It makes no sense. People should have the freedom to choose what goes into their bodies. If
the protocols the mandates are enforcing work, there should be no need them them to be
mandated.

2/20/2022 3:17 PM

7022

No freedom to travel or assemble.

2/20/2022 3:17 PM

7023

There's more damage to the peaple emotional, physically, and financially over the mandate!!!

2/20/2022 3:17 PM

7024

It has destroyed my faith in Government and so-called democratic institutions and processes,
globally, as people have been coerced into giving up their individual rights and freedoms in the
name of percieved safety for "the common good", where real science has been politized and
healthcare comprimised with tragic consequences, far worse than that caused by the
pandemic.

2/20/2022 3:17 PM

7025

I had to find other employment due to Vax mandates at my job of 17 years. I was a police
civilian. Thankfully I was graced with another job not mandatingand still keep my pension.

2/20/2022 3:17 PM

7026

I don't know if I can go anywhere or come back without being quarantined by a positive Covid
test that has proven unreliable. The mandates have caused prices to rise and shortages to
occur because of supply chain and staffing issues and you can see it at the grocery stores
and elsewhere.

2/20/2022 3:17 PM

7027

Very lonely

2/20/2022 3:17 PM

7028

It has caused financial hardship, family divisions, mental health issues

2/20/2022 3:16 PM

7029

Lost all my savings, lost my job, had to move, lost friends and family to lockdowns suicide
and od, saw friends lose everything they had and life's careers as they were forced out of
business and still are. Seen children abused for years, and continue to be with ineffective
shots. Watched our country spit on the charter of rights and the Nuremberg code. So much
more...

2/20/2022 3:16 PM

7030

Lonely, very limited social life, discriminated against regularly...

2/20/2022 3:16 PM

7031

Lonely, lack of purpose, lack of hope, I don't enjoy going to work anymore because of potential
conformations with people on both sides of the COVID issue, I feel ostracized, marginalized,
ignored, demonized, discriminated against, misunderstood, hated and spit upon. My life is now
one of fear of physical violence against my person, financial security, etc. etc.

2/20/2022 3:16 PM

7032

Families have been destroyed, segregation. Being made to feel like a lesser person in society
because of beliefs.

2/20/2022 3:16 PM

7033

Mental health, work/income, family life and access, have all been negatively affected.

2/20/2022 3:16 PM

7034

Can't travel with no worries to come back to Ontario

2/20/2022 3:16 PM

7035

Increased depression and anxiety due to uncertainty in conducting my public affairs

2/20/2022 3:15 PM

7036

Nine out of 11 of my family members have contracted Covid-19, despite all of us having been
vaccinated. My daughter experienced severe bleeding and clotting after vaccination and did

2/20/2022 3:15 PM
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not receive a second shot. I have lost 3/4 of my income over the last two years, because of
lockdowns and related restrictions. Even if all restrictions were eliminated today don't believe I
will ever be able to financially recover from these losses. If the restrictions are not removed
immediately, I will be forced to declare bankruptcy and lose my house.
7037

Financially, socially and worse my child developmentally

2/20/2022 3:15 PM

7038

Mental illness. Loss of wages. Loss of human contact with elderly parents who died alone.
Worse government ever. INCOMPETENT PURE EVIL

2/20/2022 3:15 PM

7039

Increased depression, anxiety, family members refuse to see me and my baby. Harassment in
stores, and my social life has stopped. Increased isolation, increased fear that the world is not
on a good path

2/20/2022 3:15 PM

7040

Work and social plus family for and against Vax

2/20/2022 3:15 PM

7041

Lost my job in Ontario. Moved back to NB to be near family, but with restrictions I have barely
been able to see them. My son is in NS with medical issues I haven’t been able help with.

2/20/2022 3:15 PM

7042

Lost my job, lost my house, lost my social life and went insane. Someone needs to be locked
for everything they've done to us.

2/20/2022 3:15 PM

7043

Splitting up family. Bringing division in the nation.

2/20/2022 3:15 PM

7044

Severe depression, massive loss of income, savings, loss of a business, huge relationship
stress, chronic anxiety, immense mental health decline

2/20/2022 3:15 PM

7045

Negatively

2/20/2022 3:15 PM

7046

Very depressing and my wife has mentally broken down and destroyed her life.

2/20/2022 3:15 PM

7047

Segregation and discrimination. My husband is suicidal and on stress leave from work. My
daughter has been unable to be a normal teenager.

2/20/2022 3:14 PM

7048

Not much affected my life, but has huge negative impact on local businesses and life of those
who choose to be not vaccinated

2/20/2022 3:14 PM

7049

My kids have missed graduations & the ability to go to college. Can’t see my parent in the
hospital Can’t go to the gym Metal health is very poor due to huge depression

2/20/2022 3:14 PM

7050

Very negatively

2/20/2022 3:14 PM

7051

Infringed on my rights to freedom

2/20/2022 3:14 PM

7052

Hasn't

2/20/2022 3:14 PM

7053

Division with family and friends. Deception from the government. Lost trust in all government.

2/20/2022 3:14 PM

7054

I am A FREE CANADIAN, I want to stop living in fear and segregation. It has been two years
and I have an ill spouse and family members can not come visit with him due to the unjust
mandates. We had to spend Christmas a lone. We went into a depression and cried over
Christmas. What the mandates have done has eroded our family unit. There are no longer
discussions but hard feelings and arguments. I could go on and on. This must stop

2/20/2022 3:14 PM

7055

Depression, less oxygen, more headaches, extreme stress, loss of job, discrimination and
more exclusion, caused more separation in society, loss of choice and freedoms, now more
distrust in media and government or health officials, fear for the future generations and
disbelief on currently ignoring of our charter of rights and allowing tyrannical actions.

2/20/2022 3:14 PM

7056

I would like my kids to socialize again.

2/20/2022 3:14 PM

7057

The awareness of false data collected to support Covid restrictions, loss of our Charter Rights
of Freedoms from an over reach government that is not willing to dialogue with citizens that
question the evidence.

2/20/2022 3:14 PM

7058

It has restricted me from living my everyday life. I cant do the things I normally would. My
physical activities have been cut way down. My health has been affected. I have missed out
on jobs because I CAN NOT wear a mask.

2/20/2022 3:13 PM

7059

Mentally and socially

2/20/2022 3:13 PM

7060

Y

2/20/2022 3:13 PM
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7061

It has imprisoned me! Forced unnecessary stress between me and family members. It has
forced me take a vaccine that I didn’t want in my body. I had to do it or not ever to spend
Christmas with my children who live in another province. I also don’t believe that I should have
to disclose my medical information. That is my business only.

2/20/2022 3:13 PM

7062

Myself and my family lost their careers, causing Unnecessary stress on our lives

2/20/2022 3:13 PM

7063

It has brought about great depression to my family. It is a dictator ship for sure. Our freedoms
have been taken away. Our veterans died for our freedom. For what? We are being stripped of
it all. God help us. Trudeau must go. he is a dictator in my opinion and many others opinion!
God help us. What kind of a government goes into a peaceful protest running down people with
horses. Hitting our veterans with clubs while they are singing, Oh Canada. How sick is this? All
because we want to be free like our veterans fought for. I don't think I will ever get over the
disgraceful way the police went in and bluggoned our beautiful peaceful protestors. This is the
government we want? Who ordered this? No caring at all for his fellow Canadians. Just as lont
as Trudeau wins, the sky is the limit. I cannot imagine how we could have a worse PM.
Sharron L Langille

2/20/2022 3:13 PM

7064

Social isolation, friends and family struggling with depression, 3 people I know have committed
suicide in pat year and a half, adverse medical effects from required masking, harassment at
at workplace over vaccine status, unable to have funeral for brother, unable to travel to visit
loved ones, segregated and discriminated against from participating in society - restaurants,
events, church, gym, etc

2/20/2022 3:13 PM

7065

Depression

2/20/2022 3:13 PM

7066

I feel like a bug about to be squished. I have had anaphylaxis three times in my life. The last
time my heart stopped and the “lovely” doctor in emerg asked me how it felt to be dead. I
cannot go to a restaurant,to a movie, a sports venue, or a school play to watch my
grandchildren. I can’t go on a plane etc etc. I have had COVID and have the lab report that
states that I gave the COVID antibodies but apparently that is not good enough. Having the
actual antibodies is far better than having the antigens you get from the vaccine

2/20/2022 3:13 PM

7067

I can’t freely travel. I can’t freely enjoy my life and to enjoy social life, like to go to the
restaurants.

2/20/2022 3:13 PM

7068

No Weddings ..Funeral ...Friends & Family...Depression.. No traveling

2/20/2022 3:13 PM

7069

Like shit

2/20/2022 3:12 PM

7070

Anxiety

2/20/2022 3:12 PM

7071

Decreased Mental health Decreased physical health Decreased emotional health Occupation job loss Segregation from society Increased fear Division in family and friends Loss of
relationship with family and friends over Covid topics Increase in Substance use

2/20/2022 3:12 PM

7072

Negatively in every way

2/20/2022 3:12 PM

7073

It has divided friends and families. Ruined relationships. Increased stress and mental health
issues.

2/20/2022 3:12 PM

7074

My elderly mother can’t return home into Canada because she is unvaccinated & feels these
vaccines are dangerous and would kill her. She is healthy and on no proscription drug. Yet
many of her friends have had the 3 jabs some have died shortly after & some now have
suddenly become very ill.

2/20/2022 3:12 PM

7075

Made me feel discriminated against and segregated from society because of a personal
medical decision.

2/20/2022 3:12 PM

7076

While slightly inconvenient, the mandates have helped keep my children safe in their
classrooms and have helped me feel safer when needing to be in public.

2/20/2022 3:12 PM

7077

Forcing an experimental vaccine to keep food on our table.

2/20/2022 3:12 PM

7078

In all aspects. Family ties have been broken, friends lost, my kids have suffered, my work life,
etc.

2/20/2022 3:11 PM

7079

The teachers union ETFO censored my objections to mandates to the degree that I have
resigned from my permanent teaching position. Our family is losing our home but I am showing
my children that no means no bc my body is my choice.

2/20/2022 3:11 PM
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7080

mentally

2/20/2022 3:11 PM

7081

I am not vaccinated so I can’t travel, can’t go to social settings. I already live alone due to the
loss of my husband from cancer in 2019, I feel like I’m in prison in my grief and covid has
made it like I’m in solitary confinement.

2/20/2022 3:11 PM

7082

Restricted all aspects of my life. Took away my freedoms

2/20/2022 3:11 PM

7083

Frustration is now an every day occurrence for me and I have had a sinus infection for 2
moths. Furthermore, because of the divided tactic, I no longer speak to my mother as she is
fearful of the virus and will not leave her house.

2/20/2022 3:11 PM

7084

Limited my movements, decreased my ability to make as much money as I could have.
Negativity effected my and my children's mental health.

2/20/2022 3:11 PM

7085

Same as everyone else.

2/20/2022 3:11 PM

7086

Job loss as a nurse Could not see my family for Christmas wedding, baby shower. Interrupted
my cancer surgery 3 times. Church was a problem.

2/20/2022 3:11 PM

7087

It affect everybody life This is going to far, there was no need for what s happening right now
it’s not only about COVID 19 it’s about our democracy our freedom as Canadians There was
no reason for emergency act in this situation I am fully vaccinated but I think it’s going to far
This is not what Canadians are It is painfull and mentally exhausting for us What’s wrong with
the Government , this could of been dealt with weeks ago.

2/20/2022 3:10 PM

7088

Mostly mandates and covid have eliminated my travel, socializing and seeing my daughter in
USA until recently

2/20/2022 3:10 PM

7089

Threatened my ability to work, interfered with travel, deteriorated mental and physical health.
Vilified innocent Canadians of whom I consider friends and family

2/20/2022 3:10 PM

7090

My business. My mental health, my child has been suicidal, can’t travel and feel like a
prisoner in my own country

2/20/2022 3:10 PM

7091

The mandates have driven a wedge between me and many friends and family. They have
destroyed my face in the medical profession, Public Health and all levels of government and
all parties.

2/20/2022 3:10 PM

7092

I am close to losing my job soon, and My mental health has been deeply harmed since I
cannot go out in public settings and havent been able to since last september. Can’t go for
dinner with frie ds to socialize, cant go to the gym. Feels like im not welcome in society due to
my health decisions.

2/20/2022 3:10 PM

7093

Most depressing 2 years off my life. Nobody has been able to live a nor.al life. Only fear
mongering. Seniors have died lonely and alone. Kids can not be kids and play with others.
Very sad.

2/20/2022 3:10 PM

7094

Am unable to find work after being layed off due to masking and vaccination status. Has
completely limited my ability to provide for my family basic necessities where stores enforced
mandates.

2/20/2022 3:10 PM

7095

Loss of friends ,loved ones and financial loss. Lost time with family and friends.

2/20/2022 3:10 PM

7096

It has restricted me from outings, travel, work and dividend my family and friends

2/20/2022 3:10 PM

7097

How hasn’t it!!!

2/20/2022 3:10 PM

7098

Cant do what we want visiting family and friends

2/20/2022 3:10 PM

7099

Ruined my life

2/20/2022 3:10 PM

7100

my 13 year old (special needs) daughters extreme degrade in mental health and education, my
8 year old granddaughters anxiety and sadness, my 84 year old moms depression and
loneliness, my own post secondary education as I try to reestablish myself after divorce at the
age of 51, my community and country's great division, PM hate speech is extremely fear
inducing

2/20/2022 3:10 PM

7101

It’s made me a very mentally stable person at the beginning of this pandemic be a person who
struggles with anxiety and hopelessness many more days than not. It’s destroyed friendships

2/20/2022 3:10 PM
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and other important relationships in my life.
7102

It has caused me extreme anxiety, depression and I have lost the joy in life. I no longer have
bucket lists or a desire to do anything. This government has divided friends and families and
has been so inhumane to us.

2/20/2022 3:10 PM

7103

Mentally

2/20/2022 3:10 PM

7104

Made it very hard for my family

2/20/2022 3:09 PM

7105

I will be losing my job March 24, 2022 because of Vacine Mandate. I'm a Health Care
Professional.

2/20/2022 3:09 PM

7106

I am a leader of a group of people that met weekly to grow and strengthen each. This had to
stop. My granddaughter went from an Extravert to an introvert and tried to kill herself. Does not
like to be around people anymore and is still having suicidal thoughts. My grandson who use to
love outdoors, just wants to stay inside.

2/20/2022 3:09 PM

7107

Not able to fly to my seasonal job in Alberta. Also trying to start a family and wife was denied
an exemption while we try for a baby.

2/20/2022 3:09 PM

7108

yes unable to see mother n law for visit

2/20/2022 3:09 PM

7109

I have been slandered and bullied for my opinions and beliefs. I have had "consequences" for
making a medical decision that should have never been public knowledge. Medical
confidentiality and medical freedoms have been breached.

2/20/2022 3:09 PM

7110

I was forced to get vaccinated or loose my job. I was unable to attend to my daughters school,
can’t watch sports due to no spectators.

2/20/2022 3:09 PM

7111

Loss of employment. Loss of mobility. Division in family, church. Division in friendships.
Division in society - fearful of confrontation and shame for my views. Embarrassment for our
country’s action and words. No world leader should say the kinds of words our PM has said.
Makes me fearful for my future and opportunities lost. Can’t plan a future and feel hostage in
my own country.

2/20/2022 3:09 PM

7112

Took my freedom and actually everyone’s freedom

2/20/2022 3:09 PM

7113

The real question should be how has covid affected your life. Humans are not meant to live in
a world without human interaction and Covid has pushed that to the limits

2/20/2022 3:09 PM

7114

Control

2/20/2022 3:09 PM

7115

My business has closed and will not re open my five children have spent more time at home
then in a classroom

2/20/2022 3:09 PM

7116

Affected every aspect from social to furthering my education and getting a qualifying job to
gain qualifying hours for my CPA. Affected my health mentally and physically, affected
relationships.

2/20/2022 3:09 PM

7117

Loss of income. Affected hospital care. Loss of social health. Mental health concerns
increased. Affected the well being of my young child/social interaction. Affected church life

2/20/2022 3:09 PM

7118

Not being able to take my kids to swimming lessons or any activities (I am awaiting heart
surgery and cannot vaccinate) I cannot go out for dinner with my husband or friends. I cannot
be free in my country to travel within it.

2/20/2022 3:09 PM

7119

I had been laid off with no notice or any know how of when we would be going back which put
me in a money hole that I’ve been stuck in with rising prices of everything

2/20/2022 3:09 PM

7120

It has caused my government to become dictatorial.

2/20/2022 3:09 PM

7121

Keeping families apart and businesses closing

2/20/2022 3:09 PM

7122

Discrimination of healthy people

2/20/2022 3:09 PM

7123

Loss of work and unable to visit family in other countries because of mandate

2/20/2022 3:08 PM

7124

Basically we are ptrisoners in our own country , although we have had Covid and have
antibodies

2/20/2022 3:08 PM

7125

I will not surrender my freedoms.i will not live in fear. You can keep your change. This mandate

2/20/2022 3:08 PM
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us ruining lives and the world
7126

It has affected everything - including mental health and family dynamics. Weighing both sides
of the science aline would help to make proper decisions

2/20/2022 3:08 PM

7127

Now my family has mental health issues

2/20/2022 3:08 PM

7128

They are destroying this country as engineered.

2/20/2022 3:08 PM

7129

I have lost 3 different jobs in 6 months, my mental health is deteriorating with no hopes to look
forward to anything. I can barely afford to live due to inflation cause by Covid and I work non
stop.

2/20/2022 3:08 PM

7130

travel, restaurants

2/20/2022 3:08 PM

7131

Made me feel like a second rate citizen

2/20/2022 3:08 PM

7132

I have to wear a mask and eye protection at work and had to get immunized to keep going to
work! I understand that I also had a choice to not follow the mandate and therefore not be able
to go to work! I made this choice to do what is right for me and my family I feel everyone
should be able to make that choice and not be judged for it! Your life will need to be adjusted
by the choices you make as with anything in life Everyone is entitled to their opinion nobody
should be punished for it

2/20/2022 3:08 PM

7133

It has affected my ability to make a living, take courses and classes, see my family and
friends to have a healthy level of social interaction, do average everyday things that add to a
full and balanced life as well as work towards the goals I have for my future. Due to all of this
and all of the division that has come with it, it has also affected my mental health in a number
of ways.

2/20/2022 3:07 PM

7134

Troublesome, inconvienient

2/20/2022 3:07 PM

7135

I did my part for the safety of myself and the ones around me that already have health issues,
the vaccine should of been made mandatory at the start of the covid outbreak and maybe
things wouldn't of lasted this long.

2/20/2022 3:07 PM

7136

It has restricted access to family members and loved ones and created issues through work.

2/20/2022 3:07 PM

7137

Negatively every day!

2/20/2022 3:07 PM

7138

It has affected my friendships and relationships with family. Divided so many of us.

2/20/2022 3:07 PM

7139

I have no life, my social, my job, my shopping, my traveling, all has been controlled in a
dictatorship way with no citizen’s input. Most Canadians have been herded like sheep and
never given time or opportunity to think of how this will effect us in the long run. Democracy,
ha!

2/20/2022 3:07 PM

7140

I was forced into taking a vaccine with a known substance that I am allergic too..

2/20/2022 3:07 PM

7141

It has created a greater amount of anxiety and increased depression among myself and many
people in my community. It has also put a wedge between relationships between friends and
family. It has also taken away opportunity for me to work.

2/20/2022 3:07 PM

7142

Lost my job, unable to watch my kids play sports

2/20/2022 3:07 PM

7143

It has divided the people of Canada and put them against each other. The mandates violate our
Canadian charter of rights. Our children are suffering in school. We have been stripped of doing
anything fun and creating long lasting memories with our loved ones. The mental well being of
canadian citizens has been compromised by our underqualified and overpaid government.

2/20/2022 3:07 PM

7144

I've been locked down for two years so my life has been affected financially the most.

2/20/2022 3:07 PM

7145

Not being able to travel go to concerts, restaurants, other gstherings

2/20/2022 3:07 PM

7146

Had to quit my job because of asthma could nor wear mask & for reasons of science will NOT
get a vaccine.

2/20/2022 3:07 PM

7147

I have panic attacks,anixiety issues,and depression

2/20/2022 3:06 PM

7148

I lost faith in people in power

2/20/2022 3:06 PM

7149

Loneliness, isolation, loss of community, discrimination, loss of friendship and family member

2/20/2022 3:06 PM
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gatherings because of narrative from government leaders
7150

Medical procedures and seeing my doctor face to face

2/20/2022 3:06 PM

7151

Lack of employment opportunities

2/20/2022 3:06 PM

7152

The inability to visit family on the other coast of Canada and have them visit us. I also retired
from nursing 4 months ago and the past 2 years as ruined the joy I had in my career.

2/20/2022 3:06 PM

7153

It has caused me to become extremely isolated. It has kept me from travelling. It has
worsened my depression! It has contributed to skyrocketing prices of everything which is
negatively affecting my income as a pensioner and causing me a lot of stress.

2/20/2022 3:06 PM

7154

Negative in every way. Financially, mentally, physically and emotionally.

2/20/2022 3:06 PM

7155

Immensely. I could write a novel on it - as I’m sure most could. Our children and our lives - our
relationships (family and friends … everyone on the spectrum), travel, social aspects, our
schooling, our community involvement, and the ripples that have occurred beyond. We’ve had
covid. Gratefully it was minor … as one would expect based on the scientific and empirical
evidence that was always provided.

2/20/2022 3:05 PM

7156

Work

2/20/2022 3:05 PM

7157

Too many ways to list. Loss of income, mental health compromised, family divided, friends
divided. Physical health too.

2/20/2022 3:05 PM

7158

They’ve forced me to get a vaccination that I did not want to get, just for my family to live a
“normal” life.

2/20/2022 3:05 PM

7159

Better question. How hasn’t it affected my life ?

2/20/2022 3:05 PM

7160

Shut my hole life down

2/20/2022 3:05 PM

7161

Husband on unpaid loa Not able to do anything other than groceries, can’t get an exemption
even though I have natural immunity, mom dying after not diagnosed with cancer

2/20/2022 3:05 PM

7162

Broke my spirit no longer trust any politician especially Trudeau

2/20/2022 3:05 PM

7163

It’s helped keep our hospitals from being overwhelmed even worse than they are. It’s saved
lives

2/20/2022 3:05 PM

7164

Lost wages, loneliness , separation from family and friends, near bankruptcy, lost business
lost retirement

2/20/2022 3:05 PM

7165

It has created an enormous amount of stress for myself and my husband in regards to being
able to put food on our table. Being scared that he wouldn’t be able to find a job or keep a job
due to not being vaccinated.

2/20/2022 3:05 PM

7166

My 17 year old son went from honour roll in high school to failing, my other son is in major
depression because he wasn’t allowed to play hockey or see his friends because he was
scared to take the shot . My daughter is afraid to go near people on the street because she
has been told even at school to be afraid last 2 years. I have lost half my clients because of
the lockdowns..

2/20/2022 3:05 PM

7167

It has destroyed my family, friendships and our entire social life

2/20/2022 3:05 PM

7168

Depression, isolation

2/20/2022 3:05 PM

7169

Lack of work . Separation of friends and family

2/20/2022 3:05 PM

7170

Too much isolation for our family

2/20/2022 3:04 PM

7171

What life? My life as I knew it ended on March 17, 2020 when the government told me what I
could and could not do.

2/20/2022 3:04 PM

7172

Name it, that is how I'm affected. When families cannot see family, broken relationships, that
is in itself enough...

2/20/2022 3:04 PM

7173

Family split because some are vaxed others aren't the vaxed 1s dont wanna be near un vaxed
just a terrible mess.

2/20/2022 3:04 PM

7174

lost friends and family members over fear

2/20/2022 3:04 PM
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7175

I hqve lost friends and family relationships, felt qlone depressed for 2 years. Unsure to start a
family, had wedding postponed cancelled multiple time due to mandates

2/20/2022 3:04 PM

7176

It has distroyed my business and has had a severe impact on my mental health. I haven't
been able to work. I was denied being able to get bloodwork because of masks which has now
caused a severe drop in my health due to a blood disorder which I can not get treatment for.
I've now waited 2 years to see a specialist. I've been attacked by people over masks while
trying to get groceries. I've seen it have negative impacts on my kids, family and friends
including addictions, depression and suicides. My uncle not being diagnosed until in a later
stage of cancer and recently passing away. And the worst, I was hauled out of a church by 2
RCMP officers at my Grandmother's funeral and publicly humiliated because of the ridiculous
mandates for other provinces!!!!

2/20/2022 3:04 PM

7177

My partner was fired from her job, we were forced to move and now pay more in rent, my work
pay cheques are reduced, my interest rates on my credit card have low interest rat promotions
for 2 years now… I can go to a gym, or restaurant or do things like go to hockey game with my
dad the list goes much further.

2/20/2022 3:04 PM

7178

Unvaxxed. Cannot participate in everyday life. Cannot fly home to see family. Cannot travel.

2/20/2022 3:04 PM

7179

More stress financially and emotionally. And has caused a divide in personal relationships

2/20/2022 3:04 PM

7180

Not much

2/20/2022 3:04 PM

7181

In every way

2/20/2022 3:04 PM

7182

Yes

2/20/2022 3:04 PM

7183

Lost my job, gained weight, bad mental health, prisoner in my home

2/20/2022 3:04 PM

7184

Devastation

2/20/2022 3:03 PM

7185

Mentally

2/20/2022 3:03 PM

7186

Speech delay for my child. Financial debt. Pulled child out of preschool.

2/20/2022 3:03 PM

7187

My child lost the ability to continue playing NCL waterpolo representing western Canada
internationally and lost the opportunity for university and scholarships

2/20/2022 3:03 PM

7188

Na

2/20/2022 3:03 PM

7189

lost my job

2/20/2022 3:03 PM

7190

Anxiety around not being ready to take the vaccine but also not being allowed to live a life that
keeps me happy without having to take it. Hard spot to put people in.

2/20/2022 3:03 PM

7191

Job loss, depression, home loss, financially destroyed me, loss of family friends and loved
ones, watched so many friends and family be injured by the vaccine

2/20/2022 3:03 PM

7192

Anxiety and depression

2/20/2022 3:03 PM

7193

Strained relationship, impacted mental health, limited access to day to day necessities like
fitness & community, witnessed friends & family members suffer injury, financial ruin and
coercion.

2/20/2022 3:02 PM

7194

My wife and kids left My business has suffered

2/20/2022 3:02 PM

7195

It take on tow on me and my family, we from back east and me and my wife have no related
family here and every one we know are vaccinated so we no social life anymore. My daughter
didn't do any activity since she won't go by herself since I'm not allowed in. She 7. My son is 2
years older and play sports without me been there.

2/20/2022 3:02 PM

7196

we cant see all our loved ones nurses and doctors and goverment people have lost their jobs
kids cant enjoy life anymore and so much more!!! and the jab in which i got 3 people are still
getting covid and dying some of my family have all ben jabbed 3 times and guess what all got
covid

2/20/2022 3:02 PM

7197

Undue stress and anxiety. Hopelessness

2/20/2022 3:02 PM

7198

Very negatively. I’ve been abusing alcohol as a means of escape. My daughter has been
suffering mentally from a lack of interaction with other kids.

2/20/2022 3:02 PM
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7199

Ruined shopping experiences stricken fear and distrust of government in people I know.

2/20/2022 3:02 PM

7200

I am not able to freely move across my country or even leave my country.

2/20/2022 3:02 PM

7201

Lost job

2/20/2022 3:02 PM

7202

All

2/20/2022 3:02 PM

7203

I have followed the mandate closely. I have not been infected with covid as of yet.

2/20/2022 3:02 PM

7204

Not being able to see my loved ones and spending time with them

2/20/2022 3:01 PM

7205

My family is not able to live life anymore. Without the jab, we can't go anywhere to eat or even
take our kids to play at a Chuck E Cheese. Birthday parties and all family outings have turned
into a burden and my family feels segregated.

2/20/2022 3:01 PM

7206

I feel it has effected everyone's life negatively, especially small businesses and the
development of young children. It should be up to the individual to make a safe decision for
themselves on a personal risk bases.

2/20/2022 3:01 PM

7207

I haven’t seen family in 2 years. I’ve had to get a vaccine I didn’t want. I’m being pressured to
get my children a vaccine that I don’t want them to have.

2/20/2022 3:01 PM

7208

Frankly, not a ton but I want people I see to get the care they need in a timely manner.

2/20/2022 3:01 PM

7209

The mandates have caused the ultimate trauma, distress division, mental illness, sickness
and the removal of my and my families freedoms and futures! The mandates have crippled and
ruined any future for Canadians, the youth and financial affects of any Canadian that simply
works to feed their families and survive day by day! It has removed any kind of dream my
children have had! It has stripped away any freedoms. The vaccines have only increased the
risk of any type of long health life my CV listen had an opportunity to live, until being forced to
take the vaccines because they wanted to continue to play soccer or hockey.. it has taken
away their educational rights and freedoms because of the lack of education and so called
safety measures implored! The greed of our government and the greed of our country’s heads
of state, have risked the lives of every single living person and unborn child in this country!
These unlawful attacks on peaceful rights to freely assemble and protest the unlawful acts is
beyond despicable and every police units should be held accountable to the highest laws of
The country! The government heads that handed over this control to them should be held
accountable to the highest law of this country! The governments disregard and divisive nature
is not a government I will ever support over my dead body! All of government should be
arrested for the treason and tyranny executed and approved by them!

2/20/2022 3:01 PM

7210

Devastatingly across every facet of my entire existence and everyone around me, it's
unscientific, harmful and disastrous

2/20/2022 3:01 PM

7211

Financialy and my freedom

2/20/2022 3:01 PM

7212

Social isolation, my children have missed regular developmental moments and milestones,
people around me have faced anxiety and division

2/20/2022 3:01 PM

7213

I feel safer because I am less likely to get Covid

2/20/2022 3:01 PM

7214

Greatly

2/20/2022 3:01 PM

7215

AM A SENIOR , LOCKED IN FOR OVER TWO YEARS AND DETERIATING QUICKLY .

2/20/2022 3:01 PM

7216

A lot of things the vaccine made me sick

2/20/2022 3:00 PM

7217

Depression, segragation, fighting, fear, loss, and death of loved ones due to cancelled
surgeries. As well as death by suicide because my brother could not cope. The mandates are
killing everyone.

2/20/2022 3:00 PM

7218

Travelling

2/20/2022 3:00 PM

7219

I am not vaccinated so have been rejected by family. I am not welcome in a gym which I
believe should be essential. I am not welcome to enjoy a night off of cooking by enjoying an
evening meal at a restaurant. I am not welcome at my local ski hill and my daughter can not
enjoy basketball or gymnastics. We are not allowed on a plane to travel to see family.

2/20/2022 3:00 PM

7220

My kids are behind in learning. The mandates are causing me to have a baby with no medical
care. The midwife terminated caring for me. I have not been able to go to church and

2/20/2022 3:00 PM
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fellowship with my church community. I no longer work in the corrupt medical system.
7221

It has dramatically and forcefully effected my family, children and businesses. The segregation
must end. The mandates must end

2/20/2022 3:00 PM

7222

Business failure, mental health issues in my child and division in a country

2/20/2022 3:00 PM

7223

From the very beginning

2/20/2022 3:00 PM

7224

Financial hardship, mental torment, physical health decline, emotional distress

2/20/2022 3:00 PM

7225

- unable to participate in social life, e.g. can't go to restaurants, the gym, etc. - unable to travel
domestically and internationally - mental health deterioration - increased alcohol consumption

2/20/2022 3:00 PM

7226

Stay home more .no going out to eat.

2/20/2022 3:00 PM

7227

Lost my business and moved.

2/20/2022 3:00 PM

7228

My daughter burned out in the health care profession.

2/20/2022 3:00 PM

7229

Loved ones excluded from society. Depression, loneliness, despondency.

2/20/2022 3:00 PM

7230

Majorly. I am not able to move freely and participate in my God given freedoms. I cannot fly
home to see my family and limited in my choices for work.

2/20/2022 2:59 PM

7231

It’s been mental exhausting families fighting suicide it has to stop. JT needs to step down and
let Canada get back to normal.

2/20/2022 2:59 PM

7232

Depression

2/20/2022 2:59 PM

7233

It has highlighted how close to death our democracy has been for decades. It has sent me into
even deeper learning about our governance; governmental psy-ops; widespread banking,
medical, and government fraud; Public Private Partnerships and international trade deals,
especially FIPPA; and much more. We have been so badly screwed, but ...

2/20/2022 2:59 PM

7234

Ruined it & caused great mental health & has caused an immune deficient illness in my
husband. Ruined my love of my job!!!

2/20/2022 2:59 PM

7235

The mandates put In place have been put there for a reason… to slow the spread of covid. The
mandates are a good thing

2/20/2022 2:59 PM

7236

Excessive dpending for pcr test to return to canada

2/20/2022 2:59 PM

7237

I lost my freedom, lost income & the government has lost all credibility forever.

2/20/2022 2:59 PM

7238

The fact I can see all my family like I use to

2/20/2022 2:59 PM

7239

i lost two part time job's because of this plandemic !!!

2/20/2022 2:58 PM

7240

I live in Israel and I haven't been able to visit my family this entire time. Also, some of my
family members have been "jabbed" because of the fear instilled by the government and their
false information - we have no idea what the long term effects will be. Also, can't get a job
anywhere.

2/20/2022 2:58 PM

7241

It has killed my son

2/20/2022 2:58 PM

7242

In too many ways! I haven’t been able to watch my children play organized sports, can’t take
them to indoor activities as a family. Masks are making them sick in school. People have
judged and hated on us for our personal choices. It has been beyond stressful and
disheartening to say the least.

2/20/2022 2:58 PM

7243

We've been discriminated against by co workers and immediate family members because I
chose not to put an experimental shot into myself and my 12 year old child.

2/20/2022 2:58 PM

7244

Feel like a prisoner

2/20/2022 2:58 PM

7245

Mentally and physically

2/20/2022 2:58 PM

7246

It is terrible

2/20/2022 2:58 PM

7247

Stressful anxious financial

2/20/2022 2:58 PM

7248

I had to "Retire' early as I did not agree with having to be vaccinated or do testing at my job. It

2/20/2022 2:57 PM
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has divided our family. It has stopped us from traveling. A friend got a vaccine injury.
7249

Crippled my finances

2/20/2022 2:57 PM

7250

Not able to visit my mom in the seniors home, lost job

2/20/2022 2:57 PM

7251

Don’t trust anything our government and msm says regarding any major events and policies

2/20/2022 2:57 PM

7252

It’s distanced close family and friends and has kept me from meeting my two little nephews,
who I still haven’t seen, it’s been over two years. I had to get vaccinated to keep my job that
provides for my family. Most recently, my 4 year old son told me, that he doesn’t want to turn 5
years old because he doesn’t want to wear a mask like his sister. This is heartbreaking!!!

2/20/2022 2:57 PM

7253

Too much isolation. Increased anxiety and antisocial tendencies

2/20/2022 2:57 PM

7254

It sucks

2/20/2022 2:57 PM

7255

I feel like a prisoner in my own country. I had to sell my business of 15 years. My family is
divided.

2/20/2022 2:57 PM

7256

Stolen my freedom to choose what I want to do for myself.

2/20/2022 2:57 PM

7257

My wife got fired by the federal government.

2/20/2022 2:57 PM

7258

Mentally. Emotionally. Socially. Professionally. Mandates no longer serve a healthy purpose.

2/20/2022 2:57 PM

7259

It’s the division of family and friends and restrictions that take away our rights

2/20/2022 2:57 PM

7260

Passports made my children unable to play sports. We cannot fly within Canada.

2/20/2022 2:57 PM

7261

Division of family and friends around what is right. People treating each other poorly.

2/20/2022 2:56 PM

7262

Depression

2/20/2022 2:56 PM

7263

Lots of wages from missing work. Extra cost of living due to the mandates.

2/20/2022 2:56 PM

7264

It has ended my career and destroyed my livelihood

2/20/2022 2:56 PM

7265

With every government mandate has effected me as independent parent, and small business
owner. Have not been effected by covid or being sick in anyway.

2/20/2022 2:56 PM

7266

Made me miserable, struggle financially and emotionally. Scared that my kids future will be like
this and just made me hate and not respect the government

2/20/2022 2:56 PM

7267

What life ??? Basically missed two years with my grandkids that I can never get back That
pretty much sums it up

2/20/2022 2:56 PM

7268

Mentally.. work loss of pay. Family children's mental health

2/20/2022 2:56 PM

7269

Hate it

2/20/2022 2:56 PM

7270

I work in the hospitality industry...its been very difficult asking ppl for their vaccine passports
as this takes a lot of time to do each individual that comes into the establishment. Sometimes
20 ppl come in at once and all need to be served .It just takes so long to have to check each
person's vaccine passport. Also working hard for hours wearing a mask is just horrible.

2/20/2022 2:56 PM

7271

As one of the very few unvaccinated, I have been labelled as an extremist, misogynist, racist.
When all I am is a teacher who has made a personal medical decision that is no ones
business. If I wasn’t a dual citizen, I would not have seen my family in two years!

2/20/2022 2:56 PM

7272

Its brought nothing but heavy hardship to my family

2/20/2022 2:56 PM

7273

My father had to die alone and scared not from covid but covid restrictions. This will
emotionally affect me for my lifetime. My son was born to play hockey and can’t My husband
has been waiting back surgery for years I’m a stay at home parent who has no social life and
feels trapped in my home by these mandates My MP blocked me for asking opposing
questions. I have no voice in parliament. I have no trust in the government and public health.
I’m willing and able to work but can’t find employment. It’s hard to put groceries on the table
due to this, my husbands disability and inflation. My mental and physical health is suffering
My toddlers never seen a face outside of our home that’s not on TV and my daughter hardly
talks.

2/20/2022 2:56 PM
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7274

I don’t feel free, unable to travel, visit family etc.

2/20/2022 2:55 PM

7275

Close Contact, Restaurant And Jobs

2/20/2022 2:55 PM

7276

Have become very house bound and suffering from crippling side effects of not being able to
get out to shop gyms swimming etc

2/20/2022 2:55 PM

7277

Poor mental health, lost friendships, slower development of our children, strained family
relationships, stress, financial difficulty… and that is the short list.

2/20/2022 2:55 PM

7278

Mental health has not been good, and divided me from members of my family permanently

2/20/2022 2:55 PM

7279

Lost my job

2/20/2022 2:55 PM

7280

Has shortened our livelihood and taken away our rights to live free as it was meant to be. Tired
of being afraid. I really fear the future for our next generations.

2/20/2022 2:55 PM

7281

Made it hell

2/20/2022 2:55 PM

7282

It has kept me out of restaurants and limited me from going to church. It has limited who I can
visit

2/20/2022 2:55 PM

7283

Divided family Job opportunity Cost for testing

2/20/2022 2:55 PM

7284

I’ve been segregated and my two children have suffered greatly.

2/20/2022 2:54 PM

7285

My son overdosed after he lost his job as a result of the lockdowns. There was zero support
from all 3 levels of government when it came to the mental health fallout. We protected one
group of society completely ignoring others.

2/20/2022 2:54 PM

7286

Cant go to work

2/20/2022 2:54 PM

7287

Not allowed to go in anywhere without showing id. People can no long have civil conversation
with opposing narrative. Alternative treatments have been suppressed. People are being
threatened and in some cases losing their livelihood, freedom to travel, freedom to speak,
freedom to protest, The right to bodily autonomy, The right to feel safe. All of our God-given
freedoms that are not gifted to us by the government but are entitled to us as free individual
people of Canada!

2/20/2022 2:54 PM

7288

It has affected our social life the most. We miss our interaction with family and friends.

2/20/2022 2:54 PM

7289

Caused anxiety, fear, depression, feelings of helplessness, division and estrangement between
family members, friends and colleagues. Isolation, hurt finances.

2/20/2022 2:54 PM

7290

Mental health and loss of income

2/20/2022 2:54 PM

7291

Lost my job some of my family members and friends , depressed and anxious affect my
livelihood my life 🥺🥲

2/20/2022 2:54 PM

7292

It angered me. We supposedly live in a free country, a democracy. Therefore it should be each
individual's choice to opt to be or not to be vaccinated. It's NOT for the government to impose
it on the population, taking away its freedom of choice, limiting its freedom of movement with
imposing isolation laws, and threatening people's livelihood for long lengths of time. All these
tactics are absolutely inhuman! These impositions have created many psychological, physical,
and extreme behavior problems- such as suicides, the increase intake of hard drugs, and
physical abuse. It's an unacceptable behavior by a government towards the people who had
elected it to represent their rights, NOT to control them.

2/20/2022 2:54 PM

7293

It has destroyed everything canadian and has caused division , hate and the collapse of our
economy. I will no longer support this government in anything. My family and I are hoping to
move to another country ASAP.

2/20/2022 2:54 PM

7294

not as much as disease would

2/20/2022 2:54 PM

7295

Depression and sence of lack of control without true leadership

2/20/2022 2:54 PM

7296

Have not been able to live a normal life. Missed important family events

2/20/2022 2:54 PM

7297

Isolation, suffering from mental health, Anxiety, no trust. Loss of friends/families. Rights taken
away

2/20/2022 2:54 PM

7298

Vaccine free has barred my entry into many establishments.

2/20/2022 2:54 PM
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7299

Caused so much stress that I had a mental breakdown last year. Feeling of constant insecurity
in all direction of life. Loss of my freedom of speech and rights. Devastating and I do not
recognize my country. Feels like a communist country now. Worried for the future.

2/20/2022 2:54 PM

7300

Lost work and has had a toll on my mental health and ability to trust government and the
media when our leaders speak in divisive rhetoric

2/20/2022 2:54 PM

7301

I pulled my kids from school and we now home school our children. Mandates have kept us
from seeing family and going to certain places, restaurants etc. Masking gives headaches and
makes it hard to breath naturally.

2/20/2022 2:53 PM

7302

Divided family members , caused great stress and anxiety , ....made me lose faith in our
government with its overreach .... and our law enforcers !

2/20/2022 2:53 PM

7303

Made me depressed and diagnosed with anxiety. Masks triggered trauma for me.

2/20/2022 2:53 PM

7304

Lost my job, still looking for work. Gained 30 kilos, now dealing with hypertension and
depression.

2/20/2022 2:53 PM

7305

Forced to be vaccinated, or lose my job. Plus much more.

2/20/2022 2:53 PM

7306

Stress,

2/20/2022 2:53 PM

7307

Divided from my family Loss of sports and healthy mind and body movement for my family.
Loss of friends and human respect for one another Anxiety Loss of income in my job Life has
felt hard, uncomfortable and I loss respect for my community, government and county. I
always felt proud to be a Canadian.. I have been actually considering moving and scared of my
unknown life. Canada feels like it’s being taken over and we are not free. It’s makes me very
unsettled for my future and my children. I am very sad. If I didn’t already have children I would
be hesitant to bring them in to the world. Makes me very sad 😞 I hope we can make a big
change.

2/20/2022 2:53 PM

7308

Loss of income, loss of confidence in this minority govt , loss of family members both to the
vaccine and covid And also loss of families relationships , mental health issues

2/20/2022 2:53 PM

7309

Dropped my income to 1/3 of what it was

2/20/2022 2:53 PM

7310

Mentally, emotionally, financially, it has bred hatred in my community and country at large.

2/20/2022 2:53 PM

7311

Mentally socially Making feel like I should feel guilty about even stepping out of my own home

2/20/2022 2:52 PM

7312

Mental health...loss of income

2/20/2022 2:52 PM

7313

Mental health loss of job, delayed surgery for daughter, loss of family connection, hostility
along friends

2/20/2022 2:52 PM

7314

I cannot dine out, travel, watch movies, attend funerals, weddings and other functions.

2/20/2022 2:52 PM

7315

I have no more freedom.

2/20/2022 2:52 PM

7316

Violation and loss of my Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Unable to travel freely; segregation
and discrimination in everyday life; separation from family members and friends; and inability
to practice my faith, to name a few.

2/20/2022 2:52 PM

7317

Hard to enjoy life with a bunch of restrictions

2/20/2022 2:52 PM

7318

It has caused a lot of grief to family members. It makes life for my pregnant and nursing
granddaughters,. My brother had a stroke and I can not even visit him...my sister has breast
cancer..i cannot see her...and I am vaccinated to please my husband .

2/20/2022 2:52 PM

7319

I’m single, I’m all alone now depressed, hate the government with every once of my body and
the people enforcing it. Can’t see love one, go to there funerals, can’t go no where’s, but you
still want me to pay taxes on things I can’t do or can’t go to . This liberal government is a
dictator, but he works for us , he should be put in jail for what he has done to Canada, and all
the laws he has broken. I’ll soon be in attawa back all the people, that fighting for or rights and
freedoms that Trudeau has taken away for us . Like the old saying go I’ll die on my feet not on
my knees.🤬🤬

2/20/2022 2:52 PM

7320

I now do the majority of my shopping online and in stores where I can shop without a mask.

2/20/2022 2:51 PM

7321

I can’t participate in many activities in society anymore and I’m shamed for the educated

2/20/2022 2:51 PM
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choices that I have decided to make.
7322

I had to hospitalized for a month - I had a manic depression which of course, I could not
explain to any "psychiatrist" - still today. They are indoctrinated and force the same rhetoric,
making YOU feel insane. This needs to end before I have another mental breakdown. I can't
guarantee I'll be as civil next time. The UN, WHO and WEF all need to be exposed. All PMs,
royalty, kings, queens, senators - companies, pharmaceuticals, they all need to be exposed for
the crimes against humanity they have committed and continue to severly abuse and oppress
us. This is WW3.

2/20/2022 2:51 PM

7323

They have divide my family and my friends. I can not go to a restaurant, see my doctor or
even go shopping. They have never isolated this COVID, therefore all these mandates are
illigal.

2/20/2022 2:51 PM

7324

I could not return to work because of vaccine mandates with my job.

2/20/2022 2:51 PM

7325

Mental and physical illness …. I have a 90 to old mother isolated for almost 2 years. This is so
wrong. They want to live and be with family.

2/20/2022 2:51 PM

7326

Destroyed people’s lives and livelihoods. Caused division among family and neighbours. As a
health worker that needs to be tested has divided us and many excellent staff have quit
because of these mandates. I am angry. We are living in very dark days. May God have mercy
on us all!!

2/20/2022 2:51 PM

7327

Still alive and haven’t got Covid.

2/20/2022 2:51 PM

7328

Negatively. Waste of time. Ineffective. A twist of the science.

2/20/2022 2:51 PM

7329

I have never been in so much turmoil, loss, grief sadness in my life like these mandates have
imposed on my family

2/20/2022 2:51 PM

7330

Financially bankrupt, mentally unwell

2/20/2022 2:51 PM

7331

Got depressed and it effected my business

2/20/2022 2:51 PM

7332

The mandates have killed my small business and therefore my ability flit create income

2/20/2022 2:51 PM

7333

I have loss friends and family to the Major Divide the PM has imposed of the people!! Enough
all ready !! Fake science won’t win!

2/20/2022 2:50 PM

7334

It’s completely separated Canadians, a them vs us mentality. The prime minister has divided
the country more than it has ever been and Canadians are angry and taking it out on one
another.

2/20/2022 2:50 PM

7335

I lost my job in October 2021. Homeless by January. Refused to collect cerb because I
refused employment by not getting the jab. I lost my home my vehicle. I have a family of 5. I
am finally working again. But doesn't make up for the kisses I took.

2/20/2022 2:50 PM

7336

I like my freedom and want it back

2/20/2022 2:50 PM

7337

loss of jobs, family split over mandates, lost friends over different oppinions, mental and
emotional rollercoaster ride. Do not trust MSM and Government any longer :( I am experiencing
a devide in society.

2/20/2022 2:50 PM

7338

Treated as second class citizen

2/20/2022 2:50 PM

7339

All

2/20/2022 2:50 PM

7340

It has divided friendships, kept family members apart, and prevented being woth loved ones to
celebrate the passing of a family member (not Covid related)

2/20/2022 2:50 PM

7341

Loss of income,personal stress, family conflict.

2/20/2022 2:49 PM

7342

I need to take an airplain for work in North. So due to fly restriction I can not work any more,
so i have a great boss he relocate me in the compagny..

2/20/2022 2:49 PM

7343

I don't trust the government I don't trust the police I feel like Canada is not the Canada I grew
up in. Is it feel that Justin Trudeau is the worst thing that ever happened to Canada.

2/20/2022 2:49 PM

7344

I’ve had to take a lower paying job, my adopted children come from trauma this has increased
their anxiety, you can’t smile at people anymore, I’m stressed an worried about the future for

2/20/2022 2:49 PM
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my family. I know a woman who died 3 days after her jab from blood clots. I no longer trust the
government AT ALL.
7345

Loss of work for friends / travel restrictions

2/20/2022 2:49 PM

7346

Strained family relationships

2/20/2022 2:49 PM

7347

Forced covid testing 3 times per week or I lose my job. Husband without work due to
decimation of hospitality industry shutdowns. Created division amongst Canadians coworkers
and families. Complete government overreach into my life

2/20/2022 2:49 PM

7348

It has divided family and friends

2/20/2022 2:49 PM

7349

My family and I have been isolated from friends and family a lot. My daughter started grade
nine last year with the mandates. She rapidly went from a happy go lucky teenager, to a
depressed and anxious one by January 2020. I watched as she went downhill quickly. I tried to
get her counseling but there was a 13 month waiting list because mental health issues have
risen so dramatically due to the mandates and lockdowns. My daughter was suicidal as well
and I was constantly worried about her. I finally got a counselor for her but it is only every other
week. My daughter missed her friends and interacting. She still does miss them, as of course
interacting is still limited. We chose not to get the Jab, so we cannot be part of regular society.
We are banished from doing many things. The media spin, where only the 'benefits' of the vax
is touted has many convinced it is a good thing. To the point that it has the vaxxed against the
unvaxxed in many cases. I have friends and family who will not see me because they are
afraid. Our family feels segregated. This is the haves and the have nots. The mandates are
taking away our freedom. I have been depressed and anxious as well, and so worried about my
daughter and the children that it is hard to sleep at night. Wearing a mask causes me to
experience anxiety and it is difficult to breathe. I get cold sore break outs on my face after
wearing. When I don't wear a mask for my own health, I get sneers and comments. I have
been asked to leave stores. I had to give up my gym membership because of the vaccine
passport. In essence, the mandates and lockdowns and school closures have had a dramatic
negative affect on all our family. It will take years to recover. This is only a portion of how the
mandates have affected us. I could write an essay on it.

2/20/2022 2:49 PM

7350

Had elderly family being forced into isolation during hospital admission. The hospital then
proceeded to prescribe chemical restraints. Person was admitted due to drug side effects but
tested pos for Covid....so the hospital totally ignored the fall and drug problems and isolated
her. She was vaccinated 2x. Definitely unnecessary and in-humane.

2/20/2022 2:49 PM

7351

Life in general

2/20/2022 2:49 PM

7352

Life in Canada sucks and lost my job

2/20/2022 2:48 PM

7353

I am an American from the Chicago area of Illinois. The mandates and fearmongering around
Covid forced me to shut down my commercial music lesson space that I had held onto for 13
years. I am now teaching lessons out of my home. I also run a group called Speakeasy Illinois
that encourages people to go maskless and provides alternatives to vax/mask obsessed
establishments.

2/20/2022 2:48 PM

7354

I had my small business closed 3 times and I had to close permanently. The anxiety the whole
lockdown and continued division have caused was unbearable. I had to go on medication to
help me to survive this. I actually now left the country because I’m scared where it’s heading.

2/20/2022 2:48 PM

7355

Not enough space

2/20/2022 2:48 PM

7356

I’ve lost my job, and am now out of work. I’m not allowed to fly home to see my family, and it’s
a 5-day drive.

2/20/2022 2:48 PM

7357

poor mental health

2/20/2022 2:48 PM

7358

Isolated by family

2/20/2022 2:48 PM

7359

I am a cancer survivor (thyroid cancer) and have no idea how having Covid would affect me…
so I am glad that we have taken precautions to keep us safe. That being said I’m tired of
masks and some of the restrictions and wish life was as it was before…knowing it will be a
LONG time before that happens. I DO NOT agree with truckers freedom rally AT ALL!!

2/20/2022 2:48 PM

7360

Lost my business 🙃 😒

2/20/2022 2:48 PM

7361

Savings gone. Less freedom. Mental health is at an all time low. My children are mentally

2/20/2022 2:48 PM
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effected. Fear is high and energy is low. Relationships ruined. People are less friendly. Social
anxiety is higher. People are doing and injured from vax and it is scary and disheartens me.
Favourite gym was shut down.
7362

I live alone and it has been very lonely...for 2 years ..

2/20/2022 2:47 PM

7363

Unable to enter stores and restaurants, I have been far more fortunate than others who have
lost everything due to mandates.

2/20/2022 2:47 PM

7364

Depression fear family pulling apart

2/20/2022 2:47 PM

7365

Violating my rights and freedoms

2/20/2022 2:47 PM

7366

Job loss, isolation from family

2/20/2022 2:47 PM

7367

Very little, except in the impact of economy and relationships.

2/20/2022 2:47 PM

7368

Division in my family

2/20/2022 2:47 PM

7369

Isolation

2/20/2022 2:47 PM

7370

Taken away social event from us and our children. My husband and myself almost lost our
jobs. Lots of stress. I feel it’s terrible for the children especially

2/20/2022 2:47 PM

7371

Almost going out of business & unable to pay my bills

2/20/2022 2:47 PM

7372

I am unable to attend events/restaurants. I have lost work due to vaccine passports. My
mental health has deteriorated due to isolation from friends and family. My day-to-day health
suffers from wearing a mask all day, particularly while doing heavy work (where breathing is
already difficult). My personal medical information is no longer private. Under the federal
mandates, I am not allowed to leave my own country, nor re-enter, should I leave.

2/20/2022 2:46 PM

7373

It restricted my constitutional rights and freedoms and alienated unvaccinated people for no
logical reason but division.

2/20/2022 2:46 PM

7374

For me personally it had caused stress just navigating it at home and work. For others I know
very dearly it has affected every area of their life much more than myself.

2/20/2022 2:46 PM

7375

My family has been divided parents are distant, lost several friends, severe depression, lost
my job and will loose home soon I fear the police now instead of supporting feel like my life is
falling apart

2/20/2022 2:46 PM

7376

It's restricted my life and impacted my work as well.

2/20/2022 2:46 PM

7377

Prohibited travel and freedoms for all Canadians

2/20/2022 2:46 PM

7378

I cannot travel to see family, I'm afraid for the development of my child, i cannot participate in
social and physical activities that provide mental and physical health and well-being

2/20/2022 2:46 PM

7379

The same way its affected every Canadian home...2 years....thats ENOUGH of a lockdown
sentence for Canadians...There has been no change in covid...its here to stay....we need to
learn to live with it....wash yoyr hands...distance yourselves...stay home if unwell....stay home
if scared...we tried to do it the governments way...we are all done with loosing family and
friends and jobs....we are all done with staying home..the suicides the mental problems and
hath concerns over the mandates..its has to stop..lockdowns were not the answer....the
government should be focused on our needs...our well being...our voice needs to be heard.We
want to IIVE TRAVEL visit and celebrate ...we do not need mandates.

2/20/2022 2:46 PM

7380

I cannot travel to see my family in the US or travel within Canada, my mental health has been
greatly affected, not able to go out socially,’ and watching my kids grow up in a culture with
masks has been terrible.

2/20/2022 2:46 PM

7381

I was placed in temp leave, then reduced hours. It’s affected my livelihood. My kids have
suffered immense mental and psychological damage.

2/20/2022 2:46 PM

7382

Daughter lost implement in Restaurant industry. 4 friends have lost their Restaurant's

2/20/2022 2:46 PM

7383

It doesn’t I just want people do there part stay safe and stay well so we can get through this
together

2/20/2022 2:45 PM

7384

Not a whole lot

2/20/2022 2:45 PM
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7385

In every aspect I have been off work since 2019 due to illness related to my pregnancy and
unable to see my amercian bf for 2 years because of being unvaccinated. Selling my home
and moving to the USA because these restrictions have been prolonged and cost of living has
increased can no longer afford to live here. My family cannot visit and have missed my sons
first two years of life

2/20/2022 2:45 PM

7386

These mandates have had huge impacts on our families mental health and our childrens
development. We have been stripped of our freedom to conduct ourselves in a way that is best
suitable for our family, our health and our lively hood.

2/20/2022 2:45 PM

7387

Long story

2/20/2022 2:45 PM

7388

Jobless nurse, monetary, livlihood and mental ups and downs =(wellness), segregation in
family and groups and employment.

2/20/2022 2:45 PM

7389

My mother is in long term care and cannot see her, tears our whole family apart, my husband
got all 3 vaccines and got a very bad bacterial infection and affected his liver, my youngest
son is gearing married and non vaccinated family cannot attend and separated his fiance
family from our family

2/20/2022 2:45 PM

7390

In all the ways these truckers have been fighting for+

2/20/2022 2:45 PM

7391

Well we had a death in the family and we couldn't even have a service

2/20/2022 2:45 PM

7392

Depressed

2/20/2022 2:44 PM

7393

It's ridiculous & non scientific, with no unpaid by Trudeau drs being allowed to speak.

2/20/2022 2:44 PM

7394

Citizens have become more populist in their beliefs and divided into separate camps

2/20/2022 2:44 PM

7395

Fuck you Trudeu

2/20/2022 2:44 PM

7396

Everyone's life is affected

2/20/2022 2:44 PM

7397

Forced to take a vaccine that I didn’t want to take or lose my job!

2/20/2022 2:44 PM

7398

Horribly. I dont have the space here to list all the bad effects its had on my whole family.

2/20/2022 2:44 PM

7399

made me fully aware of the corruption in our world governments

2/20/2022 2:44 PM

7400

Terrible

2/20/2022 2:44 PM

7401

It has allowed me to feel somewhat protected by the government and because of that no one
in my family has come down with any form of covid thus far. Our government should keep up
with the medical and science based suggestions. The government is constantly evolving with
what they learn and doing it safely.

2/20/2022 2:43 PM

7402

Missed work, time with family, financial hardship, children wearing masks at school. They need
to end, it’s effecting their social, emotional and cognitive development.

2/20/2022 2:43 PM

7403

A negative social impact

2/20/2022 2:43 PM

7404

Family members with adverse reactions to the vaccine, friends who have had to close their
businesses, my own mental health, being discriminated against for wanting to have control
over my own body.

2/20/2022 2:43 PM

7405

It has put extra cost extra stress on Sammy’s friends coworkers it was completely
unnecessary

2/20/2022 2:43 PM

7406

Death of an infant granddaughter and not being able to see her to my goodbyes or to be able to
be present to support my daughter through such a loss, loss of precious time to be able to
spend with 3 ninety plus year old parents, isolation from friends and family, travel restrictions
(to be able to travel into the US to see 96 yr old mother), worry, anxiety, grown son’s health
and his limited finances, church restrictions, missed funerals...

2/20/2022 2:43 PM

7407

Can’t socialize with people anymore, can’t see faces or emotions.. harder to find frinds and get
in relationships.

2/20/2022 2:42 PM

7408

It hasn’t negatively affected my life.

2/20/2022 2:42 PM

7409

feel to be controled my life by government

2/20/2022 2:42 PM
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7410

Anxiety I never previously had

2/20/2022 2:42 PM

7411

Kept me from travelling to see my family for last two years, missed time with grandchildren
and what was to be their special activities, missed everybody I know and knew, distancing is
destructive to mental health. It is hard to be always alone and at times needing help one
cannot get due to restrictions.

2/20/2022 2:42 PM

7412

It has effected my mental health extensively and I have seen the mental health of my children
also be impacted. It needs to end now!

2/20/2022 2:42 PM

7413

I have to test for covid 19 every two days and I'm tired of wearing masks and eye Sheilds it's
stupid

2/20/2022 2:42 PM

7414

As a new graduate from college it destroyed my jobs in my career field at 2 hospitals where I
devoted my time and effort and where I made a huge difference in patients lives because I
actually care about people and I am good at helping people. It also destroyed my continuing
education at college as I was trying to obtain a certification in another area of my career to
help the hospitals with shortages in this specific career. It caused division among family and
friends, it caused my loved ones to feel depressed and lethargic. It took two years away from
my life and I wasted money on a good career.

2/20/2022 2:42 PM

7415

Massively

2/20/2022 2:42 PM

7416

Caused unnecessary interpersonal conflict

2/20/2022 2:42 PM

7417

Lost coworkers

2/20/2022 2:42 PM

7418

My mental health has plummeted. A friend of my brother who was 15 committed suicide. All I
see is hate. The government is turning people against each other. I’m being treated as a
second class citizen.

2/20/2022 2:42 PM

7419

My Cousin has committed suicide due to constant job loss. He was not able to support his
family and it took such a toll on him, he is no longer with us.

2/20/2022 2:41 PM

7420

From all aspects. From the roots. All it’s been so wrong from the beginning. Government must
hold accountable for all the damage it has been done to my kids and family!

2/20/2022 2:41 PM

7421

Unable to fly, lost job due to vaccine mandates, borderline bankruptcy

2/20/2022 2:41 PM

7422

My partner not being vaxt and force to to keep my job has ruined this country can't travel or go
anywherd with my partner because of her choice she is no threat to anyone un vaxt

2/20/2022 2:41 PM

7423

My kids have become exhausted wearing masks in school all day. I don’t feel comfortable
wearing a mask while I’m in public. Our society is being forced to divide into who is vaccinated
and who is not.

2/20/2022 2:41 PM

7424

Made my work life intolerable. Made my retirement to be hopeless. Made my grandchilds
future doubtful.

2/20/2022 2:41 PM

7425

Prisoner in my own country. Can’t travel, can’t leave, can’t go out to eat, can’t go to the
movies, you name it.

2/20/2022 2:41 PM

7426

I couldn’t visit my family, and when I was able to visit I couldn’t do any activities like
swimming, going to the mall, the movies ect. due to not having my vaccine. I fully support
masking and social distancing but I do not want to get vaccinated.

2/20/2022 2:41 PM

7427

All negatively-division of family and friends and poor mental health has affected all-too much
suffering….my mental health is more important to me than this bullshit Covid political game by
Trudeau! We are not safe anymore and have to learn to live with it….vote of non confidence JT
was groomed his whole life to ruin our country….we are done with his political scams and lies
because clearly this was never about our safety No that Canada is awake we can deal with the
corrupt govt before us! I’m a human being not a lab rat for experiments and I deserve respect!
We did everything we were told to lose and sacrifice family friends and our minds NO MORE
MANDATES

2/20/2022 2:40 PM

7428

Lost two people to suicide, others are on the verge with severe mental health issues. Lost my
job, my long-planned move to BC was reversed, I’ve lost connections with friends and family
that may never be mended. And my losses don’t compare to that of many others I know.

2/20/2022 2:40 PM

7429

Lost my job in 2021, had bad reactions to the 2 vaccines I had & still week.

2/20/2022 2:40 PM
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7430

Emotionally, financially, socially all negativity

2/20/2022 2:40 PM

7431

The fake plandate has affected all of our lives. It was unnecessary and to costly. In lives and
financial stupidity for the gain of the rich and narcissistic globalists. Shame.

2/20/2022 2:40 PM

7432

Parenting my children has become far more difficult as a single full time father

2/20/2022 2:40 PM

7433

My business, my career, my family life

2/20/2022 2:40 PM

7434

It has stolen the right to freedom of movement, association, medical and personal choice, the
right to education for my children, the right to have jobs without ultimatums based on medical
choice. It has stolen the right to freedom of expression. Stolen the right to bodily autonomy.
Stolen the last moments of the lives with dying loved ones. The vaccines have stolen the
health of numerous friends and the lives of a few people dear to my family. It has all stolen my
childrens dreams of education and career choices. It has destroyed faith in government. It has
interfered severely in religious choices, beliefs and the god given right to those. It has
negatively affected all emotional, financial, spiritual, mental, physical, psychological and
security aspects of the lives of everyone, absolutely everyone, i know. The mandates defy all
realistic life as people know it. All while living under the ridicule, dehumanization,
demonization, criticism, and threats of the government. A government that is supposed to
work for its people. Not against them for personal financial and political control.

2/20/2022 2:40 PM

7435

Not able to see family, mask causes anxiety, can't eat at favorite establishments, unable to
visit friends/family in hospital or long term care homes

2/20/2022 2:40 PM

7436

Ruined everything

2/20/2022 2:40 PM

7437

Job loss, fear of persecution.

2/20/2022 2:40 PM

7438

Lost my job..been discriminated against..cant leave country..lost friends

2/20/2022 2:40 PM

7439

It’s locked me like a Prisoner with no rights

2/20/2022 2:40 PM

7440

It has affected my family. For my daughter was the school systems, going out with friends,
segregation of the people and their choices. If we had money then the mandates wouldn t
affect us like the politicians. They have been living their lives and we the people are struggling
with the mandates which does not make any sense!

2/20/2022 2:39 PM

7441

Isolation and depression

2/20/2022 2:39 PM

7442

Makes me feel like an outcast, divided families, fruends, freedoms lost

2/20/2022 2:39 PM

7443

It has caused me to worry about the power the Federal government has wielded without proof,
simply by stating they "follow science". I also question the fact they have allowed MSM to
simply follow their side , and not allowed Canadians to see any other opinions. To force and
bribe people to accept a medical procedure to continue life as we know it.

2/20/2022 2:39 PM

7444

Socially for the most part

2/20/2022 2:39 PM

7445

I lost my job of 23 years November 15th, I've missed out on several social gatherings with
friends and family which has left me feeling alone and isolated. But most importantly, I was not
able to spend time with my husband in the final days of his life during his unexpected stay in
the hospital. This will haunt me for the rest of my life. I feel his outcome would have been very
different had I been able to be with him for support and toadvocate for him in person. He didn't
have to die!

2/20/2022 2:39 PM

7446

My family and them having surgeries

2/20/2022 2:39 PM

7447

I didn't die

2/20/2022 2:39 PM

7448

were I was aloud to go or not

2/20/2022 2:39 PM

7449

Business Opportunities have been on the decline as more and more businesses are shutting
down. Getting desired jobs have been a real challnege

2/20/2022 2:39 PM

7450

Has impacted me and the ones I love m, emotionally, financially, physically, mentally. People
can’t live one more year this way, things need to change, immediately.

2/20/2022 2:39 PM

7451

Negatively

2/20/2022 2:39 PM

7452

Lost money and time

2/20/2022 2:39 PM
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7453

Have learned to live with the restrictions for the best for everyone

2/20/2022 2:39 PM

7454

I lost my job of 8 years

2/20/2022 2:39 PM

7455

A

2/20/2022 2:38 PM

7456

Losses and not being with people in the end of life, mental health of loved ones, medical
procedures being postponed and causing death

2/20/2022 2:38 PM

7457

Isolation

2/20/2022 2:38 PM

7458

The mandate(s) have taken away my (our) basic human rights.

2/20/2022 2:38 PM

7459

I can't travel to Australia to visit family because the government is forcing this nonsense jab.
My choice. I wish to not have this vaccine unless it's my decision. To many risks on the line

2/20/2022 2:38 PM

7460

Division, loss of business, unnatural and unnecessary fear or trauma

2/20/2022 2:38 PM

7461

It has isolated my family and children, has decrease child interaction that helps in
development, increased drug usage for husband, trouble finding community connection and
support when we moved away from family, trouble finding in home child care, decreased my
ability to attend activities and events which effects mental health, stress levels and personal
growth

2/20/2022 2:38 PM

7462

Detrimentally

2/20/2022 2:38 PM

7463

I am a single mom. I went back to school to get my degree. I cannot find a job in my field
because I’m not double vaccinated. So now we’re barely scraping by. Barely. I also have two
autoimmune diseases and my doctor recommended that I do not get these vaccines right now
but is unable to write me an exemption.

2/20/2022 2:38 PM

7464

I am vaccinated, so not that much

2/20/2022 2:38 PM

7465

Shown me how compromised our government is by the world economic dory and by the
Chinese communist Party

2/20/2022 2:38 PM

7466

Mental health, separation, lack of social contact

2/20/2022 2:38 PM

7467

I did have one vaccination June 2nd 2021 and I was one of the people that had a vaccination
injury and I've had severe headaches for months but it's starting to dissipate a little bit now it is
caused me to miss a lot of work because I could not think right but the bad headache it has
restricted me being able to meet with my kids who are older and have grandchildren it has
caused a great hardship socially and has made a lot of people to feel alone and it's divided the
country and also families and also has affected my family I never thought I would see
something like this in my lifetime that would destroy Canada

2/20/2022 2:38 PM

7468

To be honest... I haven't followed the mandates for the most part

2/20/2022 2:38 PM

7469

There is nothing that can replace the time and people lost to Covid mandates

2/20/2022 2:37 PM

7470

Feel isolated and mental stress for being isolated from family and friends. Mental stress from
all the conflicting information.

2/20/2022 2:37 PM

7471

We own a small business and have lost many customers due to the continus lockdowns.
forced to have the vax in order to keep my job. havent seen some family since the beginning
of covid

2/20/2022 2:37 PM

7472

I have been cut off from society for refusing to vaccinate.

2/20/2022 2:37 PM

7473

Mental health and job loss

2/20/2022 2:37 PM

7474

Suffocating. Created division in my community, province and country. Negatively affected my
4 grandchildren by school closures. Negatively Impacted my community atmosphere and
created interpersonal problems unnecessarily.

2/20/2022 2:37 PM

7475

Negatively

2/20/2022 2:36 PM

7476

Lost 1 of 2 jobs. Kids struggled with school and lack of socialization.

2/20/2022 2:36 PM

7477

No freedom

2/20/2022 2:36 PM

7478

Drastically in a negative way

2/20/2022 2:36 PM
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7479

My children have missed out on many opportunities, and we are tired of of the every day worry
that the restrictions and mandates give to us. Enough is enough!

2/20/2022 2:36 PM

7480

Relationship , work

2/20/2022 2:36 PM

7481

Has restricted us from going anywhere to enjoy that has the passport restrictions

2/20/2022 2:36 PM

7482

I lost my job as an essential worker because customs said I wasn’t fully vaccinated with
booster as well. Total transparent information has been pathetic for the last 2 years!

2/20/2022 2:36 PM

7483

Poorly

2/20/2022 2:36 PM

7484

it kept me safe as iam immmunecompromised

2/20/2022 2:35 PM

7485

Everyway

2/20/2022 2:35 PM

7486

In all levels: finantial, physical psychological …

2/20/2022 2:35 PM

7487

Depresdion

2/20/2022 2:35 PM

7488

Trapped in my home with my kids all the time!!

2/20/2022 2:35 PM

7489

Depression. Suicide thoughts. 2 years of losing 65% of my business income. Loss of family
and friends. Loss of hope. Poor health. Increased drinking.

2/20/2022 2:35 PM

7490

It's destroyed everyone's life

2/20/2022 2:35 PM

7491

Make me discriminated, depressed, untrusted in government, filing the Canada becoming
USSR or China.

2/20/2022 2:34 PM

7492

Like I have lived in a bubble for too long .COVID is not an automatic death sentence, we have
survived it without the need of hospitalization. I trust in God not in Bonnie or Trudeau.
Mandates must go , vaccines must go ,Bonnie must go , Trudeau must go . Promote healthy
living.

2/20/2022 2:34 PM

7493

Caused travel and shopping restrictions, lack of community involvement and family interaction,
financial losses and stress

2/20/2022 2:34 PM

7494

By ruining the lives of millions of canadians.

2/20/2022 2:34 PM

7495

Family dying alone

2/20/2022 2:34 PM

7496

Negatively by removing rights and freedoms. We have felt like criminals not being able to visit
friends and relatives . We have been looked down on for personal health decisions .

2/20/2022 2:34 PM

7497

Distanced me from friends and family. Interrupted contact with business associates

2/20/2022 2:34 PM

7498

I lost my job early into the pandemic and struggled as a newly divorced single mom for a year.
Three weeks after I finally found work, the v mandates began. I managed to convince my new
employer to let me test but watch friends and neighbours lose their jobs due to their
preferences. My children were barred from activities because I couldn’t take them into public
places. I desperately wanted to give them some normal outlets, esp my daughter who
struggled with her mental health through lockdown. The past 5 months have done a number on
me. I am chronically anxious about what the govt may implement next. I do not feel safe.

2/20/2022 2:34 PM

7499

I lost my business

2/20/2022 2:34 PM

7500

Me personally, not much as Im a hard working farmer out in the country but others I know have
been affected dramatically the past two years, some have lost jobs due to the vaxx mandates,
most have families and we’re put between there job and the shot, and if you have a family to
provide for you’ll be taking the shot, it’s sad too see people being forced into an “vaccine” they
were told was going to be 100% effective but proved only to cause major Heath problems and
even kill some who’ve taking this shot, I’ve known people who have died prom This shot

2/20/2022 2:33 PM

7501

My people have lost their businesses

2/20/2022 2:33 PM

7502

I was forced to have something injected into my body, or possibly lose my job.

2/20/2022 2:33 PM

7503

I have become depressed and anxious.

2/20/2022 2:33 PM

7504

Not being able to work, before all of this started I just moved into my own place,got a job and
was getting back on my feet. When

2/20/2022 2:33 PM
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7505

Depression. Loosing hope for future generations. Financial loss.

2/20/2022 2:33 PM

7506

The question is an appeal to emotion. Bottom line is mandates were always illegal and
pandemics are to isolate the sick if they so chose to be isolated. Keneral Redman of CDN
forces lays out proper and legal protocols

2/20/2022 2:33 PM

7507

Limited work Mental health Physical health Social health Spiritual health

2/20/2022 2:33 PM

7508

Negatively. Traumatically. Unforgivably. It has made my life despairingly maddening.

2/20/2022 2:33 PM

7509

Has made very difficult to do my business and socialize and theather participation...

2/20/2022 2:33 PM

7510

-Kids don't like school because they have to wear mask everyday -kids sports/extra activities
being cancelled - not being able to visit family/friends -depression -not being able to visit my
people in the hospitals, they are dying of depression not covid -division between friends and
family

2/20/2022 2:32 PM

7511

Made mental health of family members very poor. Loss of income

2/20/2022 2:32 PM

7512

It hasn’t affected mine personally. But my young kids under 6. All 3 have been affected greatly
by having family turn on us for our nine vaccine decision & kids haven’t been socialized
whatsoever which now gives them anxiety to do now.

2/20/2022 2:32 PM

7513

Kids can't do literacy programs, sports, swimming lessons. Kids can't have birthday parties, I
can't visit my grandparents, I can't eat in restaurants

2/20/2022 2:32 PM

7514

It hasn't much. Just very grateful to be alive and living in Canada.

2/20/2022 2:32 PM

7515

difficult to gather with many people at times but also has been safety for my family as my
mother is immunocompromised. Sometimes too strict but I believe its better to be safe

2/20/2022 2:32 PM

7516

It’s made me hate our PM more then I already did, didn’t think that was possible !

2/20/2022 2:32 PM

7517

Lost my right to work, no EI (under review for 2 months), depression, discrimination, lost
relationships, isolation, can't find work due to employer mandates.

2/20/2022 2:32 PM

7518

I had a hard time with staying home and not seeing my friend or family

2/20/2022 2:32 PM

7519

Its not impacted it as much as families who have lost loved ones

2/20/2022 2:31 PM

7520

Work is shit with mask on

2/20/2022 2:31 PM

7521

In a very negative way. In Canada we should have the right to choice for ourselves.

2/20/2022 2:31 PM

7522

Negatively, I was unable to say goodbye to my dying grandmother, I Missed my grandsons
birth, my child was in the hospital for 2 weeks with gallbladder and kidney issues and I couldn't
be with her, my son was kicked out of student housing in university for not having a vaccine, I
had to drive through dangerous avalanche areas to get to my son because he wasn't allowed
the safer route of flying, my family has lost work and we struggle to survive on most days, I've
lost family members and friends over this divide I am mentally emotionally and physically
exhausted . I'm depressed and I struggle with the fear of what this government may do next

2/20/2022 2:31 PM

7523

Thankfully not as bad as most. I hate masks. Socializing was impacted! We missed family get
togethers and regular neighborhood gatherings. Church going was effected. I had a friend that I
got together with weekly. We stopped, until she told me she was more impacted by the
isolation than by fear of Covid. For mental heath, we resumed getting together. I couldn't go out
to eat. Missed that!

2/20/2022 2:31 PM

7524

Stop me from doing my work.

2/20/2022 2:31 PM

7525

Dictatorship,isolation,separation,the absence of children is deafening,no playing ,no fun,no
socializing,no laughing,destroying the country economically,small buisness closing,no trust in
the police,doctors,nurses,no respect for the veterans,elders, no church service,No
Leadership,No serving the people,No Country!

2/20/2022 2:31 PM

7526

No social life, unable to see family. My child’s first year of daycare has been stressful and
uneasy for transition

2/20/2022 2:31 PM

7527

Monetary, family health issues due to vaccination

2/20/2022 2:31 PM

7528

Negatively in every way

2/20/2022 2:31 PM
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7529

Affected every aspect of my life. Divided my family and friends. My elderly father has lost
hope to live. Child has his emotional and physical development damaged, he needs his social
and athletic outlets. My family has been financially impacted in a huge way.

2/20/2022 2:31 PM

7530

In a multitude of ways. My business. My ability to travel. My health. My stress level. My
friendships. My ability to go to church.

2/20/2022 2:31 PM

7531

I became a widow shortly before the pandemic started. Having to stay home alone & not travel
has been very hard on my mental health. My brother in long term care has suffered immensely

2/20/2022 2:30 PM

7532

It has made it very difficult

2/20/2022 2:30 PM

7533

I live In isolation alone at 63

2/20/2022 2:30 PM

7534

I can’t afford to live anymore. Life’s stupid

2/20/2022 2:30 PM

7535

It caused fear in people who your close to , separation between family, friends, in the work
place you lock in lock up ,no social life. Couldn't be with dying friend, she passed away alone.
The living in mask caused allergies dry throat. It messed everything up. And in the end it didn't
stop covid or according to them who said these mandate were the answer.

2/20/2022 2:30 PM

7536

Division with family and friends anxiety deep sorrow and fear of future

2/20/2022 2:30 PM

7537

The mandates, lockdowns, and passports make me feel like a prisoner in my own home. I am
hesitant to go out in public for fear of reprisal for my decision to not ware a mask and not carry
a passport.

2/20/2022 2:30 PM

7538

The mandates ruined my religion, put a strain on my relationship, forced me to cancel my
wedding plans. I'm 27 and haven't had kids because someone released a virus/disease on
purposed then covered it up. I'm so angry all the time. I have heart problems now because of
constant stress. The media made me feel like a bad person for refusing to put trash into my
body. It's trash, it doesn't work. It's not Canadian like to take our freedoms away. I've lost trust
in the governemnt, the media, the police And my country altogether. To the point I want leave
under refugee status. I cannot live like this anymore. I tried to commit suicide multiple times,
my relationship with my only family member is ruined because my mom is vaxxed and I'm not.
This whole mandate thing is complete bullshit and I want it to NEVER happen again. Vaccines
DONT WORK. DONT MANDATE RUSHED SCIENCE. I'm sure the lab techs are pissed about
their product but had to sign off on it anyway. The entire planet hated the mandates. Ugh. So
angry.

2/20/2022 2:30 PM

7539

loss of livelihood, death of family member, social isolation and loss of friendships and family so much pain has been caused by this

2/20/2022 2:30 PM

7540

Job losses Division among family and friends. Permitted from enjoying freedoms of going to
things like restaurants, etc

2/20/2022 2:29 PM

7541

Loss of friends, family, income and my son's relationship with his girlfriend has been basically
on hold....can't date, go out with friends. Holidays cancelled, sick days not covered...having to
be off work 2 weeks for a sniffle even if tested negative....it's all ridiculous.

2/20/2022 2:29 PM

7542

Ii has taken my freedom

2/20/2022 2:29 PM

7543

The mandates have invaded my privacy

2/20/2022 2:29 PM

7544

I cannot leave the country. My business lost major revenue.

2/20/2022 2:29 PM

7545

My children and my family have lost so much that can never be regained. I have now lost
confidence in all governments because I can see it was all for nothing. Nothing was gained.
The best thing now is for the government to admit their mistake or at least say the threat has
receded and stop ruining our lives any further.

2/20/2022 2:29 PM

7546

Mental Stress, Family Divide, division amongst friends.

2/20/2022 2:29 PM

7547

How has it not

2/20/2022 2:29 PM

7548

Division has hit the worst. Family and friends are all divided.

2/20/2022 2:29 PM

7549

I feel depressed

2/20/2022 2:29 PM

7550

I forget what it is like to be free

2/20/2022 2:28 PM
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7551

Hardly get out of my house. Cannot visit my friends and family Constantly harrassed to
receive a vaccine. No eating out

2/20/2022 2:28 PM

7552

Loss of income...divided family....depression...freedom....loss of fun....social

2/20/2022 2:28 PM

7553

Separated family in USA. Caused division in families friends and workplace

2/20/2022 2:28 PM

7554

Was suspended from work and pushed to get vaccines against my will

2/20/2022 2:28 PM

7555

The fact that I've been out of a job for 15 months now because of the mask mandates..
(considering the fact that I am medically exempt) should speak volumes.

2/20/2022 2:28 PM

7556

It took all our rights and freedoms

2/20/2022 2:28 PM

7557

Created divisiveness between friends, families and co workers.

2/20/2022 2:28 PM

7558

Stress, impacted my business, and divided life long friendships

2/20/2022 2:28 PM

7559

Negatively, stress for employment security, issues with childcare and school. It’s divided
society unnecessarily, propagated by the prime minister

2/20/2022 2:28 PM

7560

Can’t go anywhere or do anything get yelled at in stores

2/20/2022 2:28 PM

7561

Being unable to see family friends. Losing my job. My children losing their jobs. Missing 2
years of my grandchildren growing up. Miss out on most of the last years of my mother's life.
She fid not die of Covid but her children didn't spend the time with her that we should have
because we were locked down. She did not understand why.

2/20/2022 2:28 PM

7562

Spending time with my family and that doing the things I used to do

2/20/2022 2:27 PM

7563

Job loss, for my family, all university educated. Now can't get a job without the jabs

2/20/2022 2:27 PM

7564

The mandates haven’t done any good at all. It causes divide between friends, family,
neighbours, citizens of the country. It has effected my health both physically and mentally. It
has broken homes of people I know . Jobs have been lost. I don’t know a single person that
has died of Covid 19 but I know several that have been injured by the so called vaccines and
some fatalities from it.

2/20/2022 2:27 PM

7565

"Bullied" me into getting the vaccine when I absolutely didn't want to! I had to do it to keep my
job!

2/20/2022 2:27 PM

7566

Lots of contradictions, confusing and makes no sense

2/20/2022 2:27 PM

7567

It’s the idiots not following the mandates or science or our health experts that have affected
my life. More is a terrible premier. He is an idiot. I wish he was not making such poor decisions
which endanger the lives of everyone. He is making it impossible for business to survive. He
should just resign.

2/20/2022 2:27 PM

7568

Made me angry. Feel like a controlled society.

2/20/2022 2:27 PM

7569

Not allowed to fly anywhere . Hard time finding job. Feel trapped in our own country , and for
what?? They proved this stuff doesn’t work .

2/20/2022 2:27 PM

7570

Negatively.

2/20/2022 2:27 PM

7571

Delayed development of my kids in their sports. I couldn’t skate with my club in Calgary. Could
not go to funerals. Can’t fly to Victoria to watch my nephew play WHL hockey. Couldn’t take
my family on a vacation and still can’t. Can’t even visit family in the states. Caused a lot of
division with family and friends. Slowed down the supply chain for ordering parts to fix our farm
machinery.

2/20/2022 2:27 PM

7572

It has limited both my social life and my work

2/20/2022 2:26 PM

7573

Unable to travel even within Canada. Unable to gather with friends at public events. Unable to
see my elderly parents.

2/20/2022 2:26 PM

7574

The mental health of my teen and preteen sons have suffered immensely as they are
discriminated against at school, in their sports and in society at large for our medical choices.
My own mental health has been affected by the hate that has been spread about those that
choose to not accept this shot as they were portrayed as villains. The government has
perpetuated these thoughts as our our PM called me names and belittled me for choosing what

2/20/2022 2:26 PM
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I feel is best for myself and my family. My employer has imposed discriminatory practices
upon me and I have no faith left in science or the government.
7575

Our businesses were shut down for 5 months. We have a lot of debt now in our business.

2/20/2022 2:26 PM

7576

Has protected me and my family from getting Covid!

2/20/2022 2:26 PM

7577

Financially

2/20/2022 2:26 PM

7578

I feel like a prisoner in my own country. I’ve lost friends to depression and suicide, lost
business and my parents are too scared to see their grandchildren- even whilst being triple
vaccinated. Our country has split in half, the world is boiling over and our P.M. is deliberately
working against our unity.

2/20/2022 2:26 PM

7579

I’m anxious, depressed and angry.

2/20/2022 2:26 PM

7580

Depression, mental health issues, threat of job loss, division amongst family, friends and
colleagues.

2/20/2022 2:26 PM

7581

Reduced family interaction, no social interaction due working at home, stress, exhaustion,
fear… do t trust this government, saw the sign of control as far back as 2016,

2/20/2022 2:26 PM

7582

Tougher

2/20/2022 2:26 PM

7583

cost me unimaginable amounts of both time and money, and the relationships of my friends,
and FAMILY.

2/20/2022 2:26 PM

7584

Infringe upon my freedom

2/20/2022 2:26 PM

7585

I no longer see my friends and family on a regular I have asthma so masks are very hard for
me for any length of time.

2/20/2022 2:26 PM

7586

It has caused division in my family.

2/20/2022 2:26 PM

7587

I had to be vaccinated or pay weekly for the testing

2/20/2022 2:26 PM

7588

Can’t travel. Couldn’t see my brother as he died of a brain tumour, lost my business

2/20/2022 2:26 PM

7589

Not bad

2/20/2022 2:26 PM

7590

Other than the obvious restrictions on movement / entry into establishments, it sets a
precedent of tracking individuals which might be kept after the the pandemic ends

2/20/2022 2:25 PM

7591

Im in Denmark

2/20/2022 2:25 PM

7592

I do not like the division the vaccine passports have created in Canada. I thought we were a
free country and I don’t understand why we are being forced to take a shot that obviously is
not effective and is dangerous. My friends son is dead now because of this shot. Myocarditis
in a healthy young man is unheard of. I’m saddened at where our country is heading which
doesn’t seem fair or just.

2/20/2022 2:25 PM

7593

It has infringed on my privacy as a Canadian citizen, stolen my pride as I try to better myself.
Has now try to shun my line of work to look like terrorists when I have not stopped working or
gotten anything extra money like most others. Depression is something I fight with every day
now. I have never had this issue till the mandates have forced me to believe that I no longer
have a choice or a voice!

2/20/2022 2:25 PM

7594

I feel safer going where I need to go, and working amongst the public

2/20/2022 2:25 PM

7595

Like a prison

2/20/2022 2:25 PM

7596

I feel as though I’m living in a communist society. I am not opposed to vaccines in general like
most of us protestors. I’m pro charter rights and pro choice!

2/20/2022 2:25 PM

7597

It has effected my family in every sense. My 2 year old toddler isn’t able to join social groups
and learn to interact with other babies and individuals her age. My grandmother is all alone in a
care facility with no visitors “rotting away”. My husband is out a job because we refused to get
an experimental vaccine with no science behind it.

2/20/2022 2:25 PM

7598

Medical treatments have not been in a timely fashion....when injured in multiple auto accidents
at the start of Covid.

2/20/2022 2:25 PM
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7599

No reason to live.

2/20/2022 2:25 PM

7600

I know suffer everyday with anxiety and depression my relationships have all suffered some
not repairable. Loss of income due to my partner becoming severely ill after his second
Moderna vaccine. My children’s mental health has also suffered in many ways. What is
happening right now is criminal. Please end all mandates and the emergency act now.

2/20/2022 2:25 PM

7601

We have lived normally, visited pur grandchildren who are too young to be vaccinated because
we were careful and our friends and community are careful

2/20/2022 2:25 PM

7602

My kids do online only because I won't have them going and out when schools shut down or
have to wear masks all day in school! I either had to get the "vaccine" or not be able to afford
to keep my home and feed my kids!

2/20/2022 2:24 PM

7603

very bad

2/20/2022 2:24 PM

7604

Everything has been affected. Relationships, mental health, financial income. We can not get
back the time and things this has taken.

2/20/2022 2:24 PM

7605

Division, segregation, discrimination is unacceptable in Canada or any other nation.

2/20/2022 2:24 PM

7606

Best friend died from heart attack , Significant other left me

2/20/2022 2:24 PM

7607

Keeping me and others safe.

2/20/2022 2:24 PM

7608

Suppressed my natural Immune System - separation from friends - no funeral for my father treated like a walking virus - work opportunities near zero because I choose to not vax.

2/20/2022 2:24 PM

7609

too many to say. financial, social, emotional needs of family and kids

2/20/2022 2:24 PM

7610

Emotionally, lost faith in our government & media.

2/20/2022 2:24 PM

7611

I was born for this! I will miss all the people who have taken the poison and will die!

2/20/2022 2:24 PM

7612

Our 5 year old son isn't allowed in school or on the bus without a mask. He's been denied
public education and bussing because we refuse to mask him. He's been at home since
November 24, 2021. He's basically missed his whole Kindergarten year so far because of the
mandates and we not comply to tyranny.

2/20/2022 2:24 PM

7613

Financially Mental Health

2/20/2022 2:24 PM

7614

Depressed

2/20/2022 2:24 PM

7615

Terrible to a of us.

2/20/2022 2:24 PM

7616

Threatened to be fired.

2/20/2022 2:23 PM

7617

I’ve lost my freedom. The vaccine directly contributed to my mothers passing

2/20/2022 2:23 PM

7618

I am being treated like a second class citizen because I am unvaccinated. I have had rights to
which I am entitled taken away from me.

2/20/2022 2:23 PM

7619

My children live in fear, constant headaches from masking I feel isolated and segregated
because I refuse an experimental vaccine to be put in my body.

2/20/2022 2:23 PM

7620

Lost my job as I’m not vaccinated. Was only able to find a minimum wage job that didn’t need
the passport. Cannot support myself on this wage. My debt has gone way up just trying to
survive. My Daughter got kicked out of university for not being vaccinated. She couldnt even
do anything on line as the university decided that online students needed to be double
vaccinated too. Not being able to go places without showing a passport makes us feel like
second class citizens, and it evokes feelings of Germany during WWII. We have been isolated
for 2 years now which takes a toll on ones mental health. I’ve been called so many horrible
names for not getting vaccinated (I’ve had covid) and have even had my life threatened twice.
My daughters grandparents cut her off because she’s not vaccinated and my son stopped
talking to me for 5 months because I wouldn’t get vaccinated with an experimental drug

2/20/2022 2:23 PM

7621

Forced me to get vaccinated to keep my job.

2/20/2022 2:23 PM

7622

In all ways, job,family division , division with friends, my right to choose for what I put in my
body, etc

2/20/2022 2:23 PM

7623

Job loss

2/20/2022 2:23 PM
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7624

Mental health

2/20/2022 2:23 PM

7625

Risked my job and prevented me from travelling and seeing my family in hospital.

2/20/2022 2:23 PM

7626

Loosing love ones and not being able to see them and it was not a death from COVID

2/20/2022 2:23 PM

7627

Prevented me from doing the few things I did enjoy as a teenager things I will never get back
in my life

2/20/2022 2:23 PM

7628

Has not

2/20/2022 2:23 PM

7629

Its terrible

2/20/2022 2:22 PM

7630

Very Stressed, isolated, I lost income

2/20/2022 2:22 PM

7631

I get depressed seeing where these mandates are taking our country. The government has
intentionally caused harm to all Canadians.

2/20/2022 2:22 PM

7632

Taking my freedoms away.

2/20/2022 2:22 PM

7633

Too many ways to type here.

2/20/2022 2:22 PM

7634

We haven’t been able to see loved ones before they passed away, we have some division in
our family and there is so much judgement and bullying at work.

2/20/2022 2:22 PM

7635

Created an uncertainty of my life and future. Fear for my children, grandchildren and future
generation’s freedoms! It has made me depressed at times and I AM NOT a depressed
person, EVER!! I feel like I’m living in a “state of limbo”, uncertain and fearful! I distrust this
country’s government and prime minister!

2/20/2022 2:22 PM

7636

Not trusting the government anymore

2/20/2022 2:22 PM

7637

Nobody should be forced to take an injection to participate in society.

2/20/2022 2:22 PM

7638

God give us freedom; we should not have mandatory work travel

2/20/2022 2:22 PM

7639

My lifestyle has completely changed for the worse. Pretty much don’t see anybody anymore
and my income has been highly impacted. Very stressful Oh my daughters health and many
friends has been impacted by the vaccine. Some have died.

2/20/2022 2:22 PM

7640

My depression got much worse

2/20/2022 2:22 PM

7641

I know people you have vaccine injuries, people who have died from the vaccine. People close
to me and myself included have lost their employment. People have not been with loved ones
when they were dying and not being able have funerals which is awful to see people so greatly
suffer through their grief.

2/20/2022 2:22 PM

7642

It has totally destroyed our family. It has cut off relationships between brothers and sisters
mothers and fathers grand children nieces nephews everyone has turned on each
other.Trudeau has caused so much pain I don’t know if it could ever be fixed All because of
him and his power attitude. It has forced my family into getting vaccines that some never
wanted to have them and knew they should have never got them. It has called all kinds of side
effects for them but no one wants to listen how bad this needle really is. It has also showed
me that there is no way to ever trust this government about anything something needs to
happen. What’s going on is just wrong wrong wrong this is Canada the land of the free we’re
just being persecuted here.The one great thing it has done, it has shown us that we can all
stand up and love each other and fight for our freedom of our rights and I’m proud of that . The
world is watching and they’re all standing with us they’re saying everything that is going on
here in Canada and they’re all against what’s happening here.This is a friendly protest with
bouncy castles and children and people singing and dancing for our freedom, Trudeau sends
the police in with sticks you see them on the news beating people with sticks injuring people
then they bring the horses in and running over people that aren’t doing anything at all this is a
disgrace this is our police department the world is seeing this as well I am ashamed to be a
Canadian at this time.

2/20/2022 2:22 PM

7643

Had to close a business

2/20/2022 2:22 PM

7644

Can't do anything besides sit in my house. It's not good for mental health.

2/20/2022 2:22 PM

7645

I was forced by my employer to get a shot that I didn't want. Financially my back was against
the wall. I have suffer anxiety attacks and depression. I had to go for therapy and now I am on

2/20/2022 2:22 PM
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antidepressants. My Grandson had to Waite a year and a half for a surgery. A good friend is
dying of cancer and cannot get a life saving surgery. I have lost all faith in our government
from every parry. Our country is heading for a civil war and I am terrified.
7646

I feel like I’ve been in jail for a crime I didn’t do for the last two years. I’ve never been
depressed in my life until the government decided that I couldn’t do the things I used to do
because I wouldn’t take a shot with unknown long term side effects. Other than my parents
and my sister, all other family members don’t want to see me anymore because they’ve been
brainwashed by the government. I’ve lost all hope that the damage that’s been done can be
repaired. We’re fucked and that asshole prime minister loves it. If anyone needs to be arrested
and have his bank account frozen, it’s him. I can’t even look at his face anymore. He’s a
disgusting piece of shit ruining lives of Canadians.

2/20/2022 2:22 PM

7647

Family division, business disruption, Worship disruption. Stress, made our family feels like
second class citizen's

2/20/2022 2:22 PM

7648

Tore my marriage, caused division in my community, many people have lost work around me ,
health compromised

2/20/2022 2:21 PM

7649

Yes. It's blatant discrimination and segregation of society. These masks are suffocating me
when I have to wear them 8-12 hours per day at my job. The vaccines don't work as promised.
My co-workers got sick with COVID after being double-vaccinated. The "experts" have been
wrong for over 2 years and counting. This is not about your health, it's about CONTROL!

2/20/2022 2:21 PM

7650

Horribly on all fronts! Trudeau should be prosecuted!!!

2/20/2022 2:21 PM

7651

Negatively

2/20/2022 2:21 PM

7652

In every way not allowed in places

2/20/2022 2:21 PM

7653

Lost job Not able to leave Canada

2/20/2022 2:21 PM

7654

Very bad

2/20/2022 2:21 PM

7655

Isolated me and my family from family and friends

2/20/2022 2:20 PM

7656

Worse

2/20/2022 2:20 PM

7657

Lack of social life. Depression. Watched family and friends suffer mentally. Need our life
back!!!! Even being vaccinated three times...people still got COVID. End the mandates. It's
time!!!

2/20/2022 2:20 PM

7658

Financially

2/20/2022 2:20 PM

7659

Can't go swimming with my kids. can't go to dinner with my wife. People in fear that others are
not vaccinated. Fear mongering and lies perpetuated.

2/20/2022 2:20 PM

7660

It has divided my family and cause my husband to be isolated from visitors

2/20/2022 2:20 PM

7661

All

2/20/2022 2:20 PM

7662

My job, my family, my freedom, my rights, me as a Canadian citizen, divided Canada, fake
government, fake lying politicians who get paid way to much to lie and do nothing

2/20/2022 2:20 PM

7663

No comment

2/20/2022 2:20 PM

7664

Job loss, family and friend loss

2/20/2022 2:20 PM

7665

Lost work, struggling financially, divided family

2/20/2022 2:20 PM

7666

I have been treated like a second class citizen and feel I have been discriminated against. I
also feel My voice was taken from me. I feel my Charter and Rights and Freedoms were
violated!

2/20/2022 2:20 PM

7667

Kept me away from places I support.I

2/20/2022 2:20 PM

7668

Unable to see family members.... can't go shopping like I used to because I can't breathe with
mask on.... husband can't truck into US anymore... can't be with large groups of people....
mentally it's taxing and the list goes on and on

2/20/2022 2:20 PM

7669

Govt policies caused the pre-mature death of my mom and I lost my job

2/20/2022 2:20 PM
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7670

Ruined everything there ever was good about living

2/20/2022 2:20 PM

7671

Lost of work or lack of work minimized interaction to family and close friends

2/20/2022 2:20 PM

7672

It has caused a lot of friction in my family and with friends and aquaintances. It has divided the
country

2/20/2022 2:20 PM

7673

In every way. My mental health has declined, friends and family have become irrational and
verbally aggressive, work mandating vax passes and a tracking app has made me quit. I have
no faith in our government or media. Humanity is in crisis.

2/20/2022 2:20 PM

7674

depression, physical health declined, loss of work

2/20/2022 2:19 PM

7675

Lost friendships family members and dignity of being a senior in Canada

2/20/2022 2:19 PM

7676

It has severe negative effects on all aspects of my personal and working life.

2/20/2022 2:19 PM

7677

Lost of freedom

2/20/2022 2:19 PM

7678

Makes me feel like my freedom is in jeopardy the PM has stepped far beyond anything that
can be considered reasonable

2/20/2022 2:19 PM

7679

Negatively

2/20/2022 2:19 PM

7680

Wasted two irrecoverable years.

2/20/2022 2:19 PM

7681

It has negatively affected my mental health, my financial situation, my rights, my freedoms,
my social life and my physical health.

2/20/2022 2:19 PM

7682

Not able to connect with my elderly mom in person has increased depression in both of us,
since wearing masks has been mandatory I have noticed a huge increase in asthma
symptoms. And I despise the “we vs they” division that has been created

2/20/2022 2:19 PM

7683

Lost my job over and over again with the lockdowns. Not being able to make any money and
feed my family and keep a roof over my head

2/20/2022 2:19 PM

7684

negatively no social contacts , no exercise classes , no line dance group Very bad for seniors
Am m83

2/20/2022 2:19 PM

7685

Lost my freedom

2/20/2022 2:19 PM

7686

Forced to take the vaccine forced out of my job

2/20/2022 2:19 PM

7687

Complete discrimination in regards of where we are allowed to go. Less than minimum health
care due to staffing shortages and health care cuts.

2/20/2022 2:19 PM

7688

Mentally. I have developed permanent anxiety and minor health issues.

2/20/2022 2:19 PM

7689

Destroyed our lives completely

2/20/2022 2:19 PM

7690

Unable to do things as a family due to vax passports. Unable to travel even within our own
country.

2/20/2022 2:18 PM

7691

Restrictions to so many events education

2/20/2022 2:18 PM

7692

Has negatively influenced relationships with family and friends, worsened my mental health,
I've been called a horrible human being and have repeatedly fallen to the beliefs of the
mainstream media, telling me I am a disgraceful human being for not being vaccinated.

2/20/2022 2:18 PM

7693

Thru the worst of the "pandemic" I was a railroader, an essential worker, a "hero". That
changed very quickly and I became a second class citizen. The mandates took away my
livelihood and separated me from my friends and loved ones, took away social sporting
activities.

2/20/2022 2:18 PM

7694

Sent me into depression, took away group fitness, created division in my friends group, took
away my ability to travel.

2/20/2022 2:18 PM

7695

I can't go to school to finish my plumbing apprenticeship.

2/20/2022 2:18 PM

7696

It’s caused intense anxiety, depression, financial difficulties and tore apart our family

2/20/2022 2:18 PM

7697

Was only able to get groceries nothing else essentially

2/20/2022 2:18 PM
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7698

Lots of anxiety now! Very sad how Canadians are so divided and angry! Canada is NOT a
peaceful country anymore:(

2/20/2022 2:18 PM

7699

it’s made me feel safer to continue doing the fun things like going out to a restaurant, i feel
secure knowing that everyone there is vaccinated

2/20/2022 2:18 PM

7700

Stress depression caused my divorce

2/20/2022 2:18 PM

7701

Mental health.

2/20/2022 2:18 PM

7702

It has made us SAFER!

2/20/2022 2:18 PM

7703

Im a prisoner besides grocery stores and work

2/20/2022 2:18 PM

7704

my mental health has declined i used to be so confident and happy now im suffering from
anxiety and stress everyday.

2/20/2022 2:18 PM

7705

Physically, socially, emotionally, psychologically for myself and my family.

2/20/2022 2:18 PM

7706

Mentally

2/20/2022 2:18 PM

7707

Divided family and friends and created a lot of anger and fear in people. This is Canada and it
is wrong !!

2/20/2022 2:18 PM

7708

My world had become quite small socially, don't feel safe to travel, missing things like art
events and classes etc that are important to me, not seeing family/friends who aren't
vaccinated has caused some tension.

2/20/2022 2:18 PM

7709

Produced loneliness, anxiety, fear, higher prices on all things we buy.

2/20/2022 2:18 PM

7710

I was forced to get both doses of the vaccine in order to be able to travel/commute on plane
for my work. Visiting my family down in the US is extremely difficult as there are many hoops
and hurdles to go through. I was delayed 1 week trying to get back into Canada from the US
over Jan. 2022 due to delayed PCR test results exceeding 72 hours, flight
cancellations/delays, and random testing at Canadian border.

2/20/2022 2:18 PM

7711

Bad isolation, stress, no family live and cut posibility of travel

2/20/2022 2:18 PM

7712

It divides family and friend. I have a health issue after the 2 vaccines as I am a caretaker for
my mom and that is the only way I could see her not doing boosters. They can shove them

2/20/2022 2:17 PM

7713

I have several respiratory issues and masks ( they don’t even seal so they ineffective
anyways) affect my breathing more and I feel particles going to my throat. This type of mask
is not meant for inhabitation for many hours a day only short bursts, they are the most stupid
part of the whole restrictions

2/20/2022 2:17 PM

7714

I was laid off from my job

2/20/2022 2:17 PM

7715

It’s completely ruined my life.

2/20/2022 2:17 PM

7716

lost friends and family to pressures and disagreements, serious depression.

2/20/2022 2:17 PM

7717

Depression, healthcare issues, list moments with family and friends. I’ll never forgive those
responsible

2/20/2022 2:17 PM

7718

It has stolen valuable time with loved ones and was totally unnecessary.

2/20/2022 2:17 PM

7719

I’m not vaccinated so it’s made travel impossible not to mention dining out and so on.

2/20/2022 2:17 PM

7720

It has divided family beyond repair

2/20/2022 2:17 PM

7721

Financial hardships, mental health decline including social anxiety, depression, panic attacks,
grief from not being able to see loved ones, not being able to birth my first son without my
mother and loved ones by my side, the list is endless.

2/20/2022 2:17 PM

7722

Forced to vaccinate so I could visit family without quarantine coming home

2/20/2022 2:16 PM

7723

It had affected every part of my life from my job, to my finances to losing family. However, I
would rather be inconvenienced for a couple years instead of needless people dying.

2/20/2022 2:16 PM

7724

Stressful

2/20/2022 2:16 PM

7725

No travel, less shopping, less sociability

2/20/2022 2:16 PM
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7726

Job, Freedom to travel, gather with family and friends and breathe fresh air.

2/20/2022 2:16 PM

7727

It's kept me safe

2/20/2022 2:16 PM

7728

It has destroyed my business. Put us into unnecessary debt. We are dealing with stress
related illnesses. Divided our families and friends. It is an appalling mess.

2/20/2022 2:16 PM

7729

Children will have a lifetime of counseling. Almost destroyed my family financially to the point
of bankruptcy and almost homelessness of me my wife and 2 young daughters.

2/20/2022 2:16 PM

7730

I have had to retire early. I have been a prisoner in Canada for the last 2 1/2 years, and I have
suffered through 3 lung infections caused by having to wear a mask.

2/20/2022 2:16 PM

7731

In every way possible including loosing my job

2/20/2022 2:16 PM

7732

These sky rocketing prices are killing us all. 720.00 bill for an aish recipient. That's half my
cheque.

2/20/2022 2:16 PM

7733

It’s completely divided my extended family as well as my own. Not being allowed to attend
many events, as well as travel.

2/20/2022 2:16 PM

7734

Awful, I wanted to die, and I've been feeling like that for 2 years now, can't put it into words.

2/20/2022 2:16 PM

7735

I’m every way. I’m terrified for our childrens future.

2/20/2022 2:15 PM

7736

I have been unable to visit family in the US for 2 years. I am prohibited from practicing indoor
tennis with my tennis team. I can no longer meet with friends or family in a restaurant. I can no
longer visit my municipal recreation centre to exercise or participate in any programs. I am
basically a prisoner in my own country unable to vacation and travel to visit family, outside
Canada. I have done extensive research on the safety and efficacy of this vaccine and made
an informed choice to say 'based on the balance of risk, I don't accept the treatment being
offered" - and yet I am ridiculed, continually pressured to take the vaccine, shamed, and
punished by government officials by excluding me from 'privileges' of society. I feel doubly
discouraged now: despite the fact that the vaccinated are contracting and spreading Covid, I
am still being punished for not taking a vaccine that has so little efficacy. I contracted Covid in
December 2021, with mild symptoms, and yet there is no regard for natural immunity. It's
incredibly frustrating to be treated like a 2nd class citizen, when my body was able to mount a
strong defense against Covid without a vaccine, and yet the decree of the government is still,
"without the vaccine passport you are a danger to all the vaccinated citizens, so stay home."

2/20/2022 2:15 PM

7737

Given marriage problems as my wife couldn’t be by my side during my cancer treatments

2/20/2022 2:15 PM

7738

There is a lot of chaos and hurt family members. We have not seen our Granddaughter for
almost two years. Food missing from the shelves and clothing etc due to less truck deliveries
from the store.

2/20/2022 2:15 PM

7739

I’ve been unable to travel to see family. And it makes visiting local family stressful, as we
can’t even hug each other. It has also divided neighbours on my block.

2/20/2022 2:15 PM

7740

Not as bad as M A N Y others, but yes it has caused problems with family and friends!!
Everyone I know has run their course living in Chinawan...and our dicktator!!!!!!!!

2/20/2022 2:15 PM

7741

restricted social outings (and in=ings), family visits, increased work load

2/20/2022 2:14 PM

7742

The mandates have effected may life by not being able to go places,go on vacations seeing
family,going to relatives funerals. They are literally to may ways it has effected my life to list. I
just want the mandates to end

2/20/2022 2:14 PM

7743

Family only allowed 1 at a time to visit loved ones and Family not allowed to be all together
when loved ones were dying.

2/20/2022 2:14 PM

7744

It has strained my relationship with my daughter as I only see her for day trips for now, I can
barely take her anywhere

2/20/2022 2:14 PM

7745

Financially and emotionally.

2/20/2022 2:14 PM

7746

Mentally

2/20/2022 2:14 PM

7747

Stress to the nines, costly financially Do not trust government or the media

2/20/2022 2:14 PM

7748

A lot. Business and family life. Mental health. My child.

2/20/2022 2:14 PM
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7749

Restrictions on how I go about daily living

2/20/2022 2:14 PM

7750

We were greatly impacted as a family caring for our elderly sister and because of the difficulty
in getting proper and immediate care for her she lost an eye to infection and then because of
Covid isolation in her seniors home died alone fighting a major infection that never got cured.
We as a family couldn’t be with her till she was deemed palliative and then it was too late. Our
family was also affected by job losses and no income this has been a very hard year for
families and seniors locked away from each other.

2/20/2022 2:13 PM

7751

It has protected me and my family . . .

2/20/2022 2:13 PM

7752

Can't go out anywhere

2/20/2022 2:13 PM

7753

Can’t do very much anymore the world sucks this fucking shit needs to end right now

2/20/2022 2:13 PM

7754

Negatively in all their aspects, work, education, physical activity, human interaction, etc.

2/20/2022 2:13 PM

7755

Mental health

2/20/2022 2:13 PM

7756

A lot job wise depression anxiety numerous things

2/20/2022 2:13 PM

7757

Negatively!! Lost my job, family and friends due to the divisive government narrative.

2/20/2022 2:13 PM

7758

You have caused damage that will be in repairable...family an freinds lost to stupidity.

2/20/2022 2:13 PM

7759

Working with the public it has made it difficult to recognize a person when they are wearing a
mask, I was at to funeral and couldn’t hug the parents who had lost their sone a few days
before.

2/20/2022 2:13 PM

7760

It’s made everything over the top complicated. Getting groceries, going to arenas and going to
work.

2/20/2022 2:13 PM

7761

Breathing and my choice to decide.

2/20/2022 2:13 PM

7762

Divided society affected my family. Taken away freedom of choice and liberty. We are
supposed to be a free and democratic country.

2/20/2022 2:13 PM

7763

I lost friends, part of my household income was lost, my children's physical and mental health
was affected and they developed gaps in school

2/20/2022 2:13 PM

7764

Hear to my family 3 kids in my son's secondary school committed suicide in one month ..

2/20/2022 2:13 PM

7765

It has created extra stress, had to sell my home of 18 years and down size to someone be
able to live

2/20/2022 2:13 PM

7766

My children have missed out on graduations, school, sports, we have suffered depression,
anxiety, financial hardships. It’s time for this to end!

2/20/2022 2:12 PM

7767

I lost my job as a nurse and I just recently got my nurses licenses

2/20/2022 2:12 PM

7768

yes it has.

2/20/2022 2:12 PM

7769

Yes

2/20/2022 2:12 PM

7770

Made my life safer.

2/20/2022 2:12 PM

7771

unnecessary restrictions, lies by media and politicians, fake news, lies lies ies...

2/20/2022 2:12 PM

7772

Stress is the big factor,when are you are not allowed placesand you can't have a choice or
freedom

2/20/2022 2:12 PM

7773

I lost my job of 11 years

2/20/2022 2:12 PM

7774

It has created a divide within our country, families and entire community. The government does
not belong in a doctor's office, where there is risk there should always be choice. When there
are doctors who are being silenced in fear of loosing their job and those who choose to speak
up loose their jobs there is something terribly wrong.

2/20/2022 2:12 PM

7775

It has improved my quality of life. I feel less concerned about being in public when I am
entering places with people abiding social distancing and masking (as these are founded on
well established science). I would not be going into public areas or supporting local businesses
if the mandates were not in place.

2/20/2022 2:12 PM
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7776

Loss of job opportunities; relationships & freedoms

2/20/2022 2:12 PM

7777

Depression, loss of work.

2/20/2022 2:12 PM

7778

It has ruined my life as a new mother. All my routines I used to be healthy as a mother on
maternity leave were taking away. All my supports were gone. My family was divided. My
children grew up in the last 2 years and I have done everything in my power to say no. No for
my children. Leave the children alone.

2/20/2022 2:12 PM

7779

I can't work, I can't recieve health care or private health care because I have a mask
exemption. I have been accosted in stores before, lost friends and have strained relationships
with family members.

2/20/2022 2:11 PM

7780

It has caused a huge divide in our families and friends. Loss of employment ans business
income. Led to depression.

2/20/2022 2:11 PM

7781

Trust in all government is zero. Lack of debate by experts and doctors. Ashamed of our Police
violence and hate. Sad these days churches were hit so hard. Sad to hear hate speech coming
from our P.M. Lost faith in our MP. 6 e-mails sent no reply. Hope is nearly gone.

2/20/2022 2:11 PM

7782

I live alone and I have 5 children and 8 grandbabies. I haven't been able to have my family
together for 2 years. This breaks my heart. It has caused me anxiety and depression. I do
voluntary work and that has been taken away because of lock downs. My lack of social life
has been taken away. I have had family members pass away and was prevented to go say my
goodbyes because of lock down measures. All this division and mandates has caused me
some mental anguish. I have missed days of work because of my anxiety. Wearing a mask
makes it very hard for me to breath as I am closterohobic. It's just not healthy to be wearing
them at all. Nobody should feel forced to get a flu shot ( vaccine). That's a personal choice as
to what goes into your body.

2/20/2022 2:11 PM

7783

Unable to travel and participate in society fully

2/20/2022 2:11 PM

7784

My children have suffered the worst.

2/20/2022 2:11 PM

7785

Mandate has had almost zero affect on my life. Our family fully trusts and supports mandates
and decisions basedon science. I strongly support our Prime Minister’s mandate decisions.

2/20/2022 2:11 PM

7786

In many ways including not being able to be there for my Spouse during Cancer treatments

2/20/2022 2:11 PM

7787

Family Job losses. Increased workload in my healthcare job. Not being able to see family.

2/20/2022 2:11 PM

7788

It hasn't

2/20/2022 2:11 PM

7789

Left me, home mostly and when I was in hospital I couldn't see it speak to my family when my
life was being in danger. My depression has gone up, so has my anxiety, and things that we're
healthy for me like going to the gym was taken away.

2/20/2022 2:11 PM

7790

Friends, family, gatherings, travel, church

2/20/2022 2:11 PM

7791

Negatively in many ways, mentally physically emotionally spiritually and financially.

2/20/2022 2:11 PM

7792

Destroyed families

2/20/2022 2:11 PM

7793

Negatively in an unprecedented manner

2/20/2022 2:11 PM

7794

Can barely support myself because I’m not aloud to work more than one job

2/20/2022 2:11 PM

7795

It has affected my health and mental health. I am upset everyday and sad to see how we as
Canadians are being treated and separated and put against each other. Family and friends now
not taking because of false news. I can not do my days like I use to. In the past two years
anxiety, and depression is about 60% worse. My mind is crazy and scared and sad, angery,
lost, disappointed, and trying to keep it all together. I want to be free to be happy, carefree,
able to think straight.I want to be ME again. Have someone in government that is trust worthy.

2/20/2022 2:11 PM

7796

Are you kidding me. Who has it not affected. In all the worst ways possible.

2/20/2022 2:11 PM

7797

Negatively

2/20/2022 2:11 PM

7798

It's hard to get employment

2/20/2022 2:10 PM

7799

I have had to watch my kids not be able to enjoy the things the do in life off and on. I hate the

2/20/2022 2:10 PM
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fact that we couldn't celebrate my sons birthday properly and also not being able to have
family over when we want them I feel with these mandates I have no freedom like I use to
7800

The mandates have caused me to be depressed and sad. I want my freedoms back.

2/20/2022 2:10 PM

7801

Not a big effect

2/20/2022 2:10 PM

7802

I’ve had my family split by decisions made. There are those who are believing everything told
by the government and those who don’t believe and unfortunately if they don’t agree there is
segregation.

2/20/2022 2:10 PM

7803

Fucked my life

2/20/2022 2:10 PM

7804

Can't visit elderly sister or see my children.

2/20/2022 2:10 PM

7805

All of them

2/20/2022 2:10 PM

7806

I still work from home full time and I am cautious in the activities that me and my family
participate in at this time.

2/20/2022 2:10 PM

7807

loss of income

2/20/2022 2:10 PM

7808

My family has been made second class citizens. My childrens mental health has been
severely damaged. My country is divided and hatred is everywhere. I have lost all confidence
in the medical establishment, media, politicians and law enforcement. Democracy is dead.

2/20/2022 2:10 PM

7809

At this point (endemic not pandemic) there is no point in having such severe restrictions. I am
FRUSTRATED at the lack of common sense in some of our political leaders

2/20/2022 2:10 PM

7810

My family has not been able to go to restaurants, and not been able to travel, and my wife lost
her job at our regional hospital do to her only having 1 vaccine shot and was gonna get
terminated if she didn’t get her 2nd one by the middle of February.

2/20/2022 2:10 PM

7811

It’s caused segregation of family and friends, depression, marriage trouble , anxiety, isolation

2/20/2022 2:10 PM

7812

No Freedom….we are definitely prisoners in our own country!!! So so sad!!!

2/20/2022 2:10 PM

7813

I have not been able to go to college because of my medical choices. I have lost 2 years of
my life because of lock downs and being limited to what I could do even when things did open
up. I have not been able to live my life to the fullest. It has been a quite depressing 2 years.

2/20/2022 2:10 PM

7814

My kids, Heath care, sports, family, friends. Life in general. Mental health

2/20/2022 2:10 PM

7815

I cannot go to restaurants, concerts, church, my niece's wedding or visit family and friends by
plane. My life has become reclusive.

2/20/2022 2:10 PM

7816

I suffer from ptsd from childhood abuse. Masking has caused the trauma to escalate. I have a
medical exemption from my doctor. When out in public without a mask I have been called a
murder, selfish, wished death upon and called horrible disgusting names. I have found myself
considering suicide more than once in the last 2 years. I am hanging on … hoping for change.
Honestly it needs to come now.

2/20/2022 2:09 PM

7817

Created a two tiered society. It’s disgusting.

2/20/2022 2:09 PM

7818

Terrile

2/20/2022 2:09 PM

7819

My mental health has been deeply impacted. I’ve lost so many people in the last 2 years to
suicide and most recently drug overdose.

2/20/2022 2:09 PM

7820

Job, personal life relationship, access to basic human rights, mask detrimental to my health

2/20/2022 2:09 PM

7821

Restricted travel, entry to stores, restaurants, entertainment, sporting venues, etc. Caused
conflicts among friends.

2/20/2022 2:09 PM

7822

Cant haul wood into USA anymore and it has affected me in million other ways this was a
plandemic and this needs to stop

2/20/2022 2:09 PM

7823

Got evicted, “undisclosed amount of forced time off” from my job so I quit and have been
shunned/isolated from my friends and extended family. Mandates have uprooted my life.

2/20/2022 2:09 PM

7824

I was unable to work for 9 months which affected my future retirement date, stress level and
belief that I can trust the government when they would give no scientific evidence as to why

2/20/2022 2:09 PM
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personal services were chosen to stay closed. I had cancer 3 years ago at which time I had
treatments in the US. My Dr where I had treatment recommended not to get vaccinated for the
future of my health. I need to return for a follow appt but cannot do that due to the mandates. I
am constantly stressed with the segregation/discriminatory narrative of the vaccinated and
unvaccinated
7825

I stopped going out. I'm depressed, my mom lost her job. I hate shopping.

2/20/2022 2:09 PM

7826

a bit harder than usual - there's a pandemic, it's expected

2/20/2022 2:09 PM

7827

Job issues, lifestyle issues

2/20/2022 2:09 PM

7828

Negatively

2/20/2022 2:09 PM

7829

I've lost friends, family and my kids have lsot schooling and the right to experience school and
sports without masks. They've lost friends.

2/20/2022 2:09 PM

7830

Lost income and freedoms

2/20/2022 2:09 PM

7831

Cannot travel back to canada. Cancelled flight options for my international export company.
Stopped tourists from coming to rent vacation rentals in my current country of residence.

2/20/2022 2:09 PM

7832

Can’t travel without having to do a covid test. My work has slowed down.

2/20/2022 2:09 PM

7833

I am closing my business down after 37 years small business does not have a chance
anymore because of the tyrant Trudeau

2/20/2022 2:09 PM

7834

I can no longer take NY kids to restaurants, pools, bowling etc. I can no longer enroll them in
organized sports because I'm not allowed to accompany them and watch. My kids have mask
exemptions at school but they feel like they stand out and that makes them uncomfortable at
times. I'm no longer allowed to breathe freely in stores, which affects my mental health and
causes me anxiety and stress. I haven't been able to go out dancing in forever. The list goes
one. End the mandates NOW.

2/20/2022 2:08 PM

7835

Opened my eyes. Demanded Courage, integrity and clarity.

2/20/2022 2:08 PM

7836

Puts stress on myself and effects my family. Especially loosing my job and wondering how to
feed my family

2/20/2022 2:08 PM

7837

Mental health crisis, unemployment, can't travel, couldn't attend hospital to care for sick family

2/20/2022 2:08 PM

7838

freedom of choice stripped away and feeling like a prisoner.

2/20/2022 2:08 PM

7839

Access to visit my mom in a nursing home, getting sick from the jab, anxiety and a blood clot

2/20/2022 2:08 PM

7840

I had to get a vaccine that inotherwsie would Not have so I could keep my job. My kids and
myself have had to basically spend entire days in masks which is a struggle to breathe and
detrimental to our health. Not to mention the division and stress it has caused us among
friends and family due to our stance and choice of not vaccinating our children. My son has
not had a normal year of school in his life and experiences true play dates and birthday parties
and mask free faces which is sad

2/20/2022 2:08 PM

7841

I have lost my job; been harmed by the shot, not able to see my 101yr old Mom, been
discriminated against.

2/20/2022 2:08 PM

7842

It has divided relationships based on different views.

2/20/2022 2:08 PM

7843

It violates m'y fundamental rights and freedoms

2/20/2022 2:07 PM

7844

N/a

2/20/2022 2:07 PM

7845

feelings of anger, depression, sadness

2/20/2022 2:07 PM

7846

I retired earlier than I had planned because of the stress of having to follow and keep up with
all the restrictions was just to stressful. I find it ridiculous that I have to show a vaccine
passport and wear a mask to take my grandson to watch his Mom play hockey when we're the
only spectators in the arena. It is ridiculous that I can order at Tim Hortons, take my order and
sit down at a table without showing a passport but if I want to go to a regular restaurant, sit
down, order from the menu and have it served that I have to show a passport. These are
provincially mandated. As for federal, I should be able to move about freely in my own country
without showing proof of being vaccinated. I could understand, given the circumstances,

2/20/2022 2:07 PM
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having to pass a COVID test before boarding a plane. A COVID test to leave or enter the
country, I can understand. A person should not be forced to show a vaccine passport to enter
the many places that it is required. Having been vaccinated does not ensure that you cannot
contract COVID or pass it on to someone else. Therefore, vaccination status is a moot point
and none of anyone’s business!
7847

Suppressing my freedom

2/20/2022 2:07 PM

7848

Job Children Family

2/20/2022 2:07 PM

7849

I am a foot care nurse. I have lost clients as a result of the mandates. It has affected my
income. My social life has been curtailed. Our family has distanced from each other as a result
of these mandates. It has hurt our relationships. My husband had to spend all day on New
Year’s Day in the hospital and I was not able to be with him. He has a memory problem.
Please do something to stop this insanity. Let’s do it we’ve always done urge people to stay
home when they’re sick. That doctors treat people when they’re sick instead of telling them to
go home and wait till their lips turn blue.

2/20/2022 2:07 PM

7850

The government’s mandates were anti scientific, and did extremely little to alter any negative
outcomes. The mandates got my PREGNANT fiancé laid off and do fuck all

2/20/2022 2:07 PM

7851

I’m a young ex college athlete who’s college athletic career ended because of covid. Since
mask mandates were implemented my breathing had declined. I struggle breathing freely like I
use to. Keep in mind I have never tested positive nor have any covid symptoms. So these
mandates to keep us safe has harmed myself more than covid has.

2/20/2022 2:07 PM

7852

I have been on unpaid leave since Nov 1 2021.

2/20/2022 2:07 PM

7853

My His daughter cannot get the medical care and surgery she needs to maintain her life
because of the restrictions

2/20/2022 2:07 PM

7854

Kids loosing friends. Kids no able socialize and do sports and activities. Stuck in the house so
it affect the moral and health. Not good for business. Loosing our rights.

2/20/2022 2:07 PM

7855

Not much but think it's unnecessary

2/20/2022 2:07 PM

7856

hasn’t affected it badly at all and makes me feel safer

2/20/2022 2:07 PM

7857

?

2/20/2022 2:07 PM

7858

Feels like a communist country

2/20/2022 2:07 PM

7859

Only in respect to having to wear a mask.

2/20/2022 2:07 PM

7860

Made it extremely difficult just like everyone else

2/20/2022 2:07 PM

7861

Wearing the mask is a pain in the ass. Those who are vaccinated are those who are not are
not going to get the shot but that is their choice. It is time for the country to get back to living
and not things dictated by a power hungry twerp like Trudeau

2/20/2022 2:07 PM

7862

Loss of employment twice x2, restricted travel, limited job opportunities, limited family
interaction and mental health within family and myself

2/20/2022 2:07 PM

7863

It has made me feel segregated from my community, family and friends, I have lost all faith in
government and their lies I don't trust the media or the supposed science

2/20/2022 2:07 PM

7864

Not really mine but has had a major impact on the social and recreational development of my
children

2/20/2022 2:06 PM

7865

It has been terribly destructive in my life and sane for my two children.

2/20/2022 2:06 PM

7866

Kept me from getting ill with covid.

2/20/2022 2:06 PM

7867

Family

2/20/2022 2:06 PM

7868

A child with depression and a mother who is struggling to put food on the table. Struggles that
have been caused by Justin himself

2/20/2022 2:06 PM

7869

Loss of my income unjustly

2/20/2022 2:06 PM

7870

Divide friends and family…bullying….treated like a second class citizen…safety issues! This
MUST end IMMEDIATELY

2/20/2022 2:06 PM
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7871

Lost my kid. Lost friends. Lost family. Depression. Stress.

2/20/2022 2:06 PM

7872

I have depression and anxiety. I hate going out. I just want to see everything back the way it
was before all of the mandates. My siblings are now estranged from me. I want my freedom
back.

2/20/2022 2:06 PM

7873

I have been let go from my workplace due to the mandates My kids and my own mental health
has taken a toll from this and I want things to go back to normal It’s time

2/20/2022 2:06 PM

7874

Negatively. My husband is not allowed to go into his office. My kids can't play organized
sports. My teens have all struggled with their mental health.

2/20/2022 2:05 PM

7875

i feel like a prisoner in my own country/province. i’ve lost friends and family members, my
husband has lost his job, and we are no longer allowed to move freely or access places in
society. it’s unethical and wrong. i’m devastated at the opportunities that have been robbed
from me and i am fearful for my future.

2/20/2022 2:05 PM

7876

Not good my mental health

2/20/2022 2:05 PM

7877

It affects my family; their ability to work and provide for their family.

2/20/2022 2:05 PM

7878

I cry on a daily for humanity due to the division, the fighting and bullying and not being able to
see family anymore either because of not being able to travel or because of our differences.

2/20/2022 2:05 PM

7879

Our family business had to close due to CERB, our children wearing masks in school, my 14
year old couldn't play competitive soccer with his new team because of the mandate, it's hurt
us more socially and relationship wise. I wanted to go back to school but I need a vaccine. To
get a new job I may need a vaccine

2/20/2022 2:05 PM

7880

Mandatory vaccination at my employment is against not only my beliefs, but my rights as a
Canadian. This must end immediately.

2/20/2022 2:05 PM

7881

Caused severe depression , have not had a physical checkup in 2 years , had divided my
family , has caused severe anxiety to my 2 grandbabies

2/20/2022 2:05 PM

7882

They have kept me and people I care about safer, especially immunocompromised and elderly
people.

2/20/2022 2:05 PM

7883

Income Mental health Emotional health Depression Loss of faith in government

2/20/2022 2:05 PM

7884

I have lost my job, my child is home schooled now because of severe anxiety from public
school, and I lost my 58 year old father due to the vaccine because he thought “he was doing
the right thing”. I suffer with daily mental health challenges due to all of this. Something of
which I have never experienced or had to deal with before. I was always a happy, healthy,
positive individual before March of 2019. I feel I have lost myself and I work tirelessly to hold
on to my normal self for the sake of my kids, my husband, my widowed mother, and the rest of
my family.

2/20/2022 2:05 PM

7885

Less freedom to access services that have been available my entire life. Daughter ill and
unable to work due to healthcare being managed by covid rulings. Still waiting on tests and
services.

2/20/2022 2:05 PM

7886

I lost enjoying 2 years of my life. I lost the freedom to see family and friends, to travel and to
have proper access to health care and services.

2/20/2022 2:05 PM

7887

Children’s mental health deteriorated

2/20/2022 2:05 PM

7888

I knew my rights and stood for them early. Was targeted by media, subjected to media
attacks. I was traumatized by this and by a previous series of medical assaults, but kept
fighting, leading activism against medical tyranny. Lots of summons, tickets, just for being in
public protesting. The stress has been almost impossible to deal with. Destroyed my marriage,
my health. I'm terrorized by all of this. Will not stop fighting.

2/20/2022 2:05 PM

7889

Financially

2/20/2022 2:05 PM

7890

Can’t afford to pay bills and eat

2/20/2022 2:05 PM

7891

Have family that have lost jobs

2/20/2022 2:05 PM

7892

Has seriously had a negative effect on my children’s mental health & my employer has
participated in discriminatory practices with no accountability

2/20/2022 2:05 PM
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7893

Hasnt

2/20/2022 2:04 PM

7894

My job and that of my adult daughter on the line (RHP) my son cannot continue his educational
plan in trades . My family is barred from any social , restaurants; gyms theatres; flying ;
leaving country; inter provincial flying ; this has effected us all deeply . Have had to watch
many friends lose their jobs homes !

2/20/2022 2:04 PM

7895

Mentally stressful

2/20/2022 2:04 PM

7896

In every possible way.

2/20/2022 2:04 PM

7897

I’m not allowed to travel to the US to visit family. I can’t fly or travel by road. We have 18
grandchildren in Texas that we haven’t been able to see for over 2 years now.

2/20/2022 2:04 PM

7898

Restricted on where u can go, who I can see. Pits family members, relatives, neighbors &
communities against each other. The TIP line was disgraceful. The ones who tattled on their
classmates were the only ones to use it.

2/20/2022 2:04 PM

7899

Lost my job. Family members lost their jobs. Had to make end of life decisions for my wife. I
have not been able to travel. See friends

2/20/2022 2:04 PM

7900

Almost made me feel NOT PROUD to be a Canadian......until the Truckers Convoy! I have
never been so proud of these people and the words...I AM CANADIAN

2/20/2022 2:04 PM

7901

I was unemployed for 6 months, and then coerced into getting a vaccine in Oct in order to
keep my job. The shot inflamed my nervous system and now I have to get a mouth guard for
when I sleep so I don't chip my teeth. It's been incredibly depressing being trapped here and
unable to leave the country. I have family in the states I have not been able to see.

2/20/2022 2:04 PM

7902

It has created a division between me, my family and friends. I have lost lots of relationships. I
suffer from depression and anxiety from being isolated all the time. My children have suffered
the most. They are not able to be kids, they aren’t able ti participate in activities with other
children. They feel the impact and stress this whole situation has in their mom and dad. I have
been discriminated against because of my own beliefs. I went from being a hero in the
healthcare field to an enemy over night. My freedoms have been stripped away from me and
the needs of me and my family have been ignored and bulldozed. I have been lied to and
called a liar by simply sharing opposing science. I find it really difficult/impossible to put the
damage that has been done into words.

2/20/2022 2:04 PM

7903

I feel scared I'm my country and wonder if I should leave before my family is hurt any further
by our shady prime minister and his minions!

2/20/2022 2:04 PM

7904

The mandates have not affected my life a whole lot because I mostly disregard them. I’ve
seen the brutal toll it has taken on most people around me though…. They desperately cling to
the idea that what they are doing is making some sort of difference, when all they are
accomplishing is damaging children beyond comprehension and acting out these strange
public health rituals. It’s like a cult of some sort; rituals, isolation, the “leadership’s” divisive
rhetoric, questioning the narrative is a thought crime… It is sick.

2/20/2022 2:04 PM

7905

Not AT all

2/20/2022 2:04 PM

7906

Mentally

2/20/2022 2:03 PM

7907

Torn apart my friends/family, caused me depression and anxiety, my brother overdosed

2/20/2022 2:03 PM

7908

Job restrictions Loss of family Unable to travel

2/20/2022 2:03 PM

7909

Division in my everyday life. Including my job, my children and my friendships. All resulting in
financial hardship and in necessary heartache.

2/20/2022 2:03 PM

7910

Too many ways to write out

2/20/2022 2:03 PM

7911

We lost our business!! Financial hardship

2/20/2022 2:03 PM

7912

Decreased social interactions, depression, financial hardships

2/20/2022 2:03 PM

7913

Every single part of my life and mine and my children's mental well being.

2/20/2022 2:03 PM

7914

No travel, no restaurants, lots more to add to the list. Getting tired of this obvious scheme.

2/20/2022 2:03 PM

7915

It has shown how you cannot trust the Government or any mainstream media to actually,

2/20/2022 2:03 PM
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scientifically take care of the citizens of Canada
7916

It hasn't, you adjust because you know it protects the vulnerable.

2/20/2022 2:03 PM

7917

Has not

2/20/2022 2:03 PM

7918

In many ways. Friends are fearful . There is no pandemic

2/20/2022 2:03 PM

7919

loss of jobs

2/20/2022 2:03 PM

7920

Positively! The mandates are helping keep people safer and saving lives. Saskatchewan has
just announced 42 new deaths, in a week, the worst in two years. Our hospitals are full and
people (myself included) can’t get operations or the medical care we need. Removing
mandates now, would be careless and criminal.

2/20/2022 2:03 PM

7921

Reduced my income, freedom to travel, access to my children, stressed my 30yr marriage as
we have different views, mental health issues increased

2/20/2022 2:03 PM

7922

It has affected my ability to earn a decent living because of lockdowns

2/20/2022 2:03 PM

7923

Everything, seeing family, laying to rest my Uncle and then my Aunt, wearing masks..can’t
breathe, hearing of all the people suffering from addictions, all of them closed..people dying
alone, separating people vaxed/non vaxed…dividing our friends, family and country

2/20/2022 2:03 PM

7924

In a very bad way

2/20/2022 2:02 PM

7925

For the worst

2/20/2022 2:02 PM

7926

Negative

2/20/2022 2:02 PM

7927

Stress

2/20/2022 2:02 PM

7928

Caused mental health issues, caused loss of family members and friends because I we don't
see I to I with them

2/20/2022 2:02 PM

7929

Mental health of myself and my children, opportunities to recreationally bond and nurture
relationships

2/20/2022 2:02 PM

7930

It stopped me from working & living a free life. All crap mandates & illegal.

2/20/2022 2:02 PM

7931

It has been difficult

2/20/2022 2:02 PM

7932

They disrupted every facet of life for me and my family. There was no need for them. The
government science was a lie.

2/20/2022 2:02 PM

7933

Can't breathe wearng masks, discriminating against the the vaccine free people, harmful
sanitizers, reduced capacity into businesses etc. Everything that was introduced with this
pandemic.

2/20/2022 2:02 PM

7934

I lost my country, and health care job:

2/20/2022 2:02 PM

7935

It’s given me everything except freedom. It’s made me very very depressed.

2/20/2022 2:02 PM

7936

People are more judmental and has caused separation on all social levels. People have and
are continuing to lose jobs over mandates.

2/20/2022 2:02 PM

7937

Division in community, exploitation of health information, HIPPA

2/20/2022 2:02 PM

7938

Very much

2/20/2022 2:02 PM

7939

not seeing family or friends for socializing, unable to eat at restaurants, unable to attend a
wedding, unable to have 2 baby showers for grandbaby and niece, etc

2/20/2022 2:01 PM

7940

Affected social aspects, mental Heath and my business

2/20/2022 2:01 PM

7941

Seperation of family is the worst that could happen to anyone. Mr Prime minister I'm from a
generation that has supported this Liberal government through all its trial. In my grave this time
will be different . By

2/20/2022 2:01 PM

7942

Sadly!

2/20/2022 2:01 PM

7943

very negatively.

2/20/2022 2:01 PM
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7944

Travelling is difficult as Canada states nonessential travel not allowed so travel insurance is
expensive and going against rules is not easy on masks are disgusting as I can't breathe or
see people's faces

2/20/2022 2:01 PM

7945

Immensely. I have never experienced true depression or anxiety in my life until this past year. I
feel trapped in my own country and I have lost the sense of pride I used to feel as a Canadian,
until these past few weeks now seeing people standing up peacefully for freedom. I am so
proud of how Canadians have calmly protested what’s been happening and how they have
maintained expressions of love throughout their protests.

2/20/2022 2:01 PM

7946

My kids can't be kids. My 6 year likes to wear a mask and has become the biggest
germaphobia I have ever seen!

2/20/2022 2:00 PM

7947

Cannot see loved ones. Cannot go freely into restaurants if everyone in group has not been
vaccinated

2/20/2022 2:00 PM

7948

Constant frustration

2/20/2022 2:00 PM

7949

In every way possible. I am currently off work due to injury, but if the mandates stay in place. I
wont have a job to go back to.

2/20/2022 2:00 PM

7950

I have watched with horror as our Prime Minister's policies have been divisive to the people of
Canada

2/20/2022 2:00 PM

7951

Income, access to goods, socially, emotionally, access to health care

2/20/2022 2:00 PM

7952

Haven’t seen my family barely at all. Not right. I no longer go shopping in my home town
because I don’t wear a mask.

2/20/2022 2:00 PM

7953

I lost a business, husband committed suicide, had to sell my house and cannot afford rent or
to purchase any type of housing. Mental trauma from being the above plus discrimination for
not wanting to take an experimental non - vaccine.

2/20/2022 2:00 PM

7954

Destroyed family relationships and friends. Caused much solitude and loneliness, prevented
me from seeing family in other Provinces or to fly to enjoy a vacation and see children.

2/20/2022 2:00 PM

7955

Turmoil

2/20/2022 2:00 PM

7956

LOSS OF WAGES

2/20/2022 2:00 PM

7957

Lack of family visiting business closed prices sky rocket on lots of product

2/20/2022 2:00 PM

7958

In the worst ways possible

2/20/2022 2:00 PM

7959

Freedom

2/20/2022 2:00 PM

7960

every aspect

2/20/2022 2:00 PM

7961

No travel delayed surgery family medical neglect son cant join military unjabbed son cant go to
college to finish apprentiship not jabbed. two close friends died shortly after the jab. Want me
to go on?

2/20/2022 2:00 PM

7962

It has taken away my freedom to choose for myself whether I want a vaccine or to wear a
mask. This is about the freedom of choice

2/20/2022 1:59 PM

7963

It made life tough

2/20/2022 1:59 PM

7964

It is depressing me and causing animosity between my family, my co-workers and my friends.
Needless to say, it’s totally useless and stupid!

2/20/2022 1:59 PM

7965

It has cut my hours at work, it has stopped me from seeing my friends and family which has
given me depression. My papa died and me and my family couldn’t be by his side.

2/20/2022 1:59 PM

7966

Divided my family ,hurt businesses the small businesses that connect communities.mental
illness has increased .Children can't live in a normal world .

2/20/2022 1:59 PM

7967

We lost my brother-in-law to an overdose. And we weren't allowed to go to restaurants without
a vaxpass

2/20/2022 1:59 PM

7968

Not free to enter restaurants, etc. due to my personal medical choice

2/20/2022 1:59 PM

7969

I lost my job for saying no to the jab when mandated are not even legal

2/20/2022 1:59 PM
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7970

Loss of business, loss of friends, unable to attend father in law’s funeral, segregation from
others, postponed surgery.

2/20/2022 1:59 PM

7971

Yes. Lost jobs and kids are out of activities.

2/20/2022 1:59 PM

7972

Mental health has taken a serious toll. Motivation has been heavily depleted. Loss of career
due to vaccine mandate.

2/20/2022 1:59 PM

7973

Has made it harder to get work. My mental health has been horribly affected. Tired of people
being divided by a medical choice forced by the government

2/20/2022 1:59 PM

7974

I despise wearing masks primarily because hundreds of studies have PROVEN that they do
not work.

2/20/2022 1:59 PM

7975

Hasn't

2/20/2022 1:59 PM

7976

Kept away from family

2/20/2022 1:59 PM

7977

Me and my family CAN’T travel to see each other!!!

2/20/2022 1:59 PM

7978

It made everything worse

2/20/2022 1:59 PM

7979

Taken sports away from my kids, causing other physical ailments. Taking my children away
from friends and education. Divided people (friends family and people in general). Fear of
unknown side effects of vaccine. Distrust of government and healthcare professionals.
Saddened by families torn apart, Suicide rates and overdoses in my town.

2/20/2022 1:59 PM

7980

In every way possible! Forced to vaccinated for work against my will, major side effects to
vaccine, underwent total hysterectomy post vaccine, depression not being able to attend gyms
and being treated as an unvaccinated individual because I refuse the QR code! I did not want
the vaccine in the first place. either or has made no difference on benefitting my life. The
stress of not wanting to mask my small child after 2 years of wearing it! The elderly treated
horribly and being denied access and visits in long term care facilities, going into surgery
alone! Was horrible, even the vaccinated could not help me through a terrible time with support
before or post surgery. The list can go on!

2/20/2022 1:58 PM

7981

I had to take the vaccine to keep my job. Prior to getting it I could not eat in restaurants. No
one should be segregated from society

2/20/2022 1:58 PM

7982

Same as everyone, it sucks to have limited recreational services, etc. But I am not in any way
oppressed or really hurt by the mandates. They help keep me and my loved ones safe.
Especially people like my grandmother and brother, who have weakened immune systems.

2/20/2022 1:58 PM

7983

Many friends committed suicide because they saw no other option, family has been divided.
My Grandmother and Father both passed from cancer this past summer, both of them could
not be surrounded by their family in their last days, family had to schedule times hoping their
last breath wouldn’t be too soon before they could see them. I have lost many friends because
of the divisiveness breathed from our leader and legacy media towards those, like myself, who
choose to question, who choose to want freedom to have an opinion.

2/20/2022 1:58 PM

7984

All of them.

2/20/2022 1:58 PM

7985

Travel back to my country of birth

2/20/2022 1:58 PM

7986

Has made me very depressed and anti social.

2/20/2022 1:58 PM

7987

Destroyed my faith in government, doctors, hospitals, public health, legacy media, and I am
now aligned more than ever before with God.

2/20/2022 1:58 PM

7988

Depression, loneliness, isolation , over eating , money, sadness and many more !!

2/20/2022 1:58 PM

7989

I was unable to partake in certain sporting competitions. Unable to travel internationally.

2/20/2022 1:58 PM

7990

I have retired and only go to town (I live in the country side 20 miles from town) every other
week to run errands and buy groceries, so it hasn't affected me much. I do hate the mask
mandate, not because I hate wearing it but because the general public don't know how to use
masks. I feel the masks are more detrimental to health than none at all.

2/20/2022 1:58 PM

7991

I haven't be able to enter a public place or eat in a restaurant since vaccine passports were
created. I can't attend the gym I used to workout at. I can't attend the ballroom dancing
lessons my husband and i were taking. I cant attend community events, programs, public

2/20/2022 1:58 PM
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skating, swimming etc. My 13 year old daughter can no longer attend her gymnastics class but
my other children can. My 9 year old's optometrist has refused to giver her medical care if
she's not vaccinated. My children can't enter our ymca or continue with their swimming
lessons. I have friends that have lost their livelihoods. I have felt alone, scared and unsafe.
7992

I'm out of work because of the mandates.

2/20/2022 1:58 PM

7993

Unable to travel,enjoy celebratory meals with family, not able to carry on life without
restrictions

2/20/2022 1:58 PM

7994

Ruined my relationship cost me child support. Cost me the loss of seeing my kids on a regular
basis Ruined relationship with friends. Isolated me having PTSD and being a Veteran it’s
ruined my healing process.

2/20/2022 1:58 PM

7995

It hasn’t

2/20/2022 1:57 PM

7996

Was out of work for almost 2 years, I am a hairstylist. Divided family and friends

2/20/2022 1:57 PM

7997

I can’t get excemption as college of physicians won’t allow it

2/20/2022 1:57 PM

7998

It has affected my mental health

2/20/2022 1:57 PM

7999

Really hasn’t

2/20/2022 1:56 PM

8000

Isolated , sad , financially , divisive stressful

2/20/2022 1:56 PM

8001

Unable to meet friends

2/20/2022 1:56 PM

8002

Controlled my choices

2/20/2022 1:56 PM

8003

Made my life unnecessarily miserable!!

2/20/2022 1:56 PM

8004

My mom has gotten a lot worse during the Covid period and my children missed out on a lot of
school activities. It’s caused my husband a lot of stress at his work.

2/20/2022 1:56 PM

8005

Lost my job due to mandate, ex wife lost her job due to mandate, we separated, now I live with
my father. Depression is very real and I am attacked by it every day.

2/20/2022 1:56 PM

8006

I can’t fly to work. Now I put 4000 extra kilometres on my truck per month and lose 4 of my
days off to travel. Can’t watch my nephews play hockey. It’s an absolute joke!

2/20/2022 1:56 PM

8007

Positivly

2/20/2022 1:56 PM

8008

Would rather live a long miserable and unfufilling life or a short happy and fulfilling one?

2/20/2022 1:56 PM

8009

It has made it difficult to have a social life and travel within North America

2/20/2022 1:56 PM

8010

Husband put in lwop, my son has contemplated suicide, kids sports have been taken away,
kids development has been delayed, lost family members due to politics and division. Have
been kept away from dying family in hospitals. Medical treatment delayed or avoided. Kept
away from family due to travel restrictions.

2/20/2022 1:56 PM

8011

Pretty much affected me in most aspects of every day life

2/20/2022 1:56 PM

8012

It has made me a sad, angry broke person

2/20/2022 1:55 PM

8013

kept me safe as possible from covid being older I am glad to be still alive

2/20/2022 1:55 PM

8014

Did not. I am comfortable going about my life with mandates in place

2/20/2022 1:55 PM

8015

Discrimination

2/20/2022 1:55 PM

8016

Shut it down forced to do things I didn’t want to

2/20/2022 1:55 PM

8017

Has stripped my family of hope. Stopped myself from being able to work and has taken
graduation plans/ceremonies from my child

2/20/2022 1:55 PM

8018

Has made life extremely depressing, have heard my son say twice that he thought life is not
worth living as there is nothing to look forward to in the future, he has had 3 birthdays during
the pandemic. Have been scared for those who have taken the experimental jab, have been
divided amongst friends, unable to dine out or go to events for two years, the list goes on.

2/20/2022 1:55 PM

8019

Massive reduction in income, interference with social life, forced to take shot to keep career,

2/20/2022 1:55 PM
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side effects from shot impacting physical activity
8020

Taking my freedom and liberties away. Putting more financial and mental stress on average
Canadians..

2/20/2022 1:55 PM

8021

Lost my job had to move now in deep financial need

2/20/2022 1:55 PM

8022

In every aspect.

2/20/2022 1:55 PM

8023

My mental health work fun activities

2/20/2022 1:55 PM

8024

Family illness from vaccination. Loss of income. Undo stress.

2/20/2022 1:55 PM

8025

I think the question should be. How has the mandates not affect my life. Everything about the
mandates have affected me, my family, extended family and all my friends negatively. This is
not living.

2/20/2022 1:54 PM

8026

This has caused depression in my family

2/20/2022 1:54 PM

8027

It has affected my schooling and being able to do things in my social life

2/20/2022 1:54 PM

8028

Divided family and friends. Witnessed an increase in mental health issues.

2/20/2022 1:54 PM

8029

I’ve lost my job, been alienated from community.

2/20/2022 1:54 PM

8030

Bad

2/20/2022 1:54 PM

8031

horribly. mental illness, depression and breaking apart my family

2/20/2022 1:54 PM

8032

Since the mandates I have been diagnosed with depression and anxiety. The mandate has
caused families to disown one another and self isolation impending on human rights of
everyone.

2/20/2022 1:54 PM

8033

Immensely

2/20/2022 1:54 PM

8034

Depression fear of loosing our job, tge segregation needs to stop, the hate between family and
friends need to stop

2/20/2022 1:53 PM

8035

Killed my social skills. Haven’t seen some friends.

2/20/2022 1:53 PM

8036

Watching our small town businesses struggle to stay alive, and families torn apart has been
very difficult.

2/20/2022 1:53 PM

8037

Affected my mental health brutally. Made me very angry and hopeless for my future.

2/20/2022 1:53 PM

8038

Mental health for our family.

2/20/2022 1:53 PM

8039

Financial health mental

2/20/2022 1:53 PM

8040

Wearing a mask 8 hours a day is unnecessary. It’s affected my mental health and my
breathing. I still got Covid and I’m double vaxed.

2/20/2022 1:53 PM

8041

Lost my licence to practice in my profession so lost my livelihood for me and my family and
my employees

2/20/2022 1:53 PM

8042

Monetary as well as personal health

2/20/2022 1:53 PM

8043

People treat each other with contempt for their own medical decisions. Cut off from family in
the states, cut off from having my husband at ultrasounds, and stolen my right to birth with
those I love around me.

2/20/2022 1:53 PM

8044

5 attempted suicides in my life, 1 successful, walked in and stopped another, 29 year old
friend had heat attack after the first shot. Father had CABG due to blood clots all throughout
body. I have no hope.

2/20/2022 1:53 PM

8045

When it started I lost my job and had a very hard time finding a different one. Can’t see my
friends, I’ve got depression.

2/20/2022 1:53 PM

8046

Kept me, my family, and my friends safe and alive.

2/20/2022 1:53 PM

8047

Miss family and friends

2/20/2022 1:53 PM

8048

Work school life everything

2/20/2022 1:53 PM
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8049

It has been very hard mentally physically and financially not only on myself but my family and
friends. Covid is here to stay it is about time we just learn to live with this virus and get back
to normal life. (Actual normal life) people deserve to be able to make whatever choice they
think is right for themselves. If you want to still wear a mask by all means do it if you want to
get vaccinated by all means do it, if you don’t want to wear masks or get vaccinated by all
means do it. It is a shame that people have died due to this virus, but the people that are still
alive need to be able to live their lives in the way they have the right to. End all mandates and
let life go back to the true normal. End the tyrannical governments rules and remove Justin
Trudeau from power so that Canada can get back to being free.

2/20/2022 1:53 PM

8050

Mandates made it very difficult for my family as we weren't allowed into any places to enjoy
Canadian stuff. Mandates have locked me inside my home for too long and caused serious
effects like depression and many other issues. Please end all so we can get back to doing
what we do best.

2/20/2022 1:53 PM

8051

Lost business list lives lost friends and family

2/20/2022 1:52 PM

8052

Mentally, physically and has torn our family apart. My children have suffered in so many ways
in unbelievable. I complied with utmost regret and got vaccinated on a promise it all goes
away, had I not of I would be unemployed. We will never be the same country again. Trudeau
has to go along with all of the mandates.

2/20/2022 1:52 PM

8053

I have sick old people in old folks home be locked down several times not good for mental
health

2/20/2022 1:52 PM

8054

All three of my children have developed anxiety and depression disorders. We have been
isolated from friends, family, and all true support systems.

2/20/2022 1:52 PM

8055

It’s making people fearful and angry towards each other

2/20/2022 1:52 PM

8056

All way around

2/20/2022 1:52 PM

8057

Depression

2/20/2022 1:52 PM

8058

Division, discrimination

2/20/2022 1:52 PM

8059

Lost my job. Less money. Harder to live.

2/20/2022 1:51 PM

8060

It has not affected my life in any way. I am an adult and not a selfish ignorant baby. I give a
shit about others and so I have gotten vaccinated and respected all public health protections
so that others don’t die.

2/20/2022 1:51 PM

8061

Financial loss and divorce

2/20/2022 1:51 PM

8062

I am not allowed to work. I had an adverse reaction with my first vaccine shot. I will not get a
second. How is this fair.

2/20/2022 1:51 PM

8063

Loss of our rights and freedom

2/20/2022 1:51 PM

8064

Terrible.

2/20/2022 1:51 PM

8065

Isolation & despair

2/20/2022 1:51 PM

8066

Seeing the segregation. And wearing masks all day at work. And choosing to get a 'vaccine'
that i DID NOT WANT, so i can work.

2/20/2022 1:51 PM

8067

I was patient but this needs to end. it's not healthy long term. any medical expert should agree
with that.

2/20/2022 1:51 PM

8068

Lost my job

2/20/2022 1:51 PM

8069

My son has developed a skin infection from the continuous mask wearing, I have felt
discriminated against and made to feel different when being asked for a passport rather than a
negative test which has never been asked for as an option, I have suffered depression from
isolation, I have suffered a loss of friendships and relationships from my choice to remain
unvaccinated, I have watched friends suffer from adverse reactions from the vaccine, one
developing a rash all over her body from head to toe, the other suffering severe myocardial and
being hospitalized for treatment and another now needing iron transfusions as her body
became incapable of retaining iron....all of these ladies having confirmation that the vaccine
was the cause from hospital doctors, I have lived with major anxiety and have been on edge
waiting to find out if I will be forced to vaccinate my small children who are of no real risk of

2/20/2022 1:51 PM
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succumbing to the effects of the virus with very little information of possible long term effects
from the vaccine, I have experienced feeling rageful and anger for the last two years about how
the situation has been handled due to the inconsistencies and idiocy of the decisions being
made for the people.
8070

Very badly

2/20/2022 1:51 PM

8071

So much..when you are locked up for 8 months all alone not much to do in the
day..lonely..depressed..should I continue..it takes a mental on every one

2/20/2022 1:50 PM

8072

Domestic violence of my daughter, fear of being fired for not getting vaccinated, lack of trust in
my community and my government in all levels.

2/20/2022 1:50 PM

8073

it has kept me, my family, and my co-workers safe. while it has added stresses and mental
health challenges, it has also slowed down the pace of life and given me more time with the
people closest and most important to me. by the way, there is no "mandate", there are several
different public health regulations and SOME mandates for access to certain privileges. It has
not removed choice, but for those who choose not to follow the mandates, there are
consequences...you know, the way life works in the grown up world!

2/20/2022 1:50 PM

8074

It's segregated society and destroyed lives , effected my children from being children it's wrong

2/20/2022 1:50 PM

8075

Haven't been able to see my family in 2 years.

2/20/2022 1:50 PM

8076

It has effected my children's lively hood and careers which has an impact on me. My son is in
the process of been released from the Canadian Navy as he refused to take part in the
experiment and come September my daughter will not be able to stay in university residence.
In 2018 my daughter won the Canadian Nationals in Judo in her division and has been unable
to go to training camps and complete since the mandates. She was also an active member in
Jaz and Concerts bands and has not been able to perform since the mandates. This madness
must stop. Thank you.

2/20/2022 1:50 PM

8077

I feel like I've been violated under the human rights act and segregated as a person who feels
the constant pressure against my wishes to have freedom of choice I'm depressed and have
been forced to miss seeing loved ones before they passed away my mother had a stroke and I
was denied entry to the hospital this has to end immediately!

2/20/2022 1:50 PM

8078

Visiting family/ friends. Closed down my church. Not being able to play sports

2/20/2022 1:50 PM

8079

I feel I was forced to get an experimental vaccine to travel. Had I not wanted to travel, I would
have never got the covid vaccine.

2/20/2022 1:50 PM

8080

It affected everyone. We all lost trust in our so called elected officials. We have no confidence.

2/20/2022 1:50 PM

8081

Friends have lost their jobs, family could not come visit, could not visit family and now worried
about banks taking my money.

2/20/2022 1:50 PM

8082

Separation from family and friends is terrible

2/20/2022 1:50 PM

8083

In so many ways, I don’t know where to begin. I’ve lost everything, but gained equally in
awareness and knowledge. I’m still here, so that speaks volumes. But these mandates are the
slippery slope to being more of a slave on this planet and I do not consent. I did not incarnate
on this planet to be a slave. I am a sovereign being and that will remain until my last breath. I
pray for us all! End the mandates and all the lies. Nothing can stop the truth.

2/20/2022 1:50 PM

8084

Right to right liberty security mobility within country

2/20/2022 1:49 PM

8085

Closed my business, causing me stress, depression and even thoughts of ending everything

2/20/2022 1:49 PM

8086

Terribly...it's the most abusive form of oppression I have ever experienced

2/20/2022 1:49 PM

8087

I am continually being harassed due to the fact I can't wear a mask. I was forced to get the
vaccine thus infringing on my right to choose

2/20/2022 1:49 PM

8088

big time reduce businees familly conflics lost friends and many more

2/20/2022 1:49 PM

8089

I have been forced to get vaccinated with an experimental vaccine that has high injury rate and
low effectiveness in order to stay employed and have witnessed many coworkers get fired. My
children have lost valuable education time, been forced to wear masks all day, even in gym
and we’re be separated at school from each other as they were in a different cohort.
Friendships were lost and less interaction with peers. The mental toll is huge and the deep

2/20/2022 1:49 PM
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sadness, isolation and despair is always there. My trust is broken in the government, legal
institutions and mainstream media
8090

I no longer trust the government as they can bring on new mandates and emergencies as they
see fit. Change rules day by day until you have no idea anymore what is allowed or not.

2/20/2022 1:49 PM

8091

Very negatively. It has affected my ability to work and had been terrible for my physical and
mental health.

2/20/2022 1:49 PM

8092

In many ways, but the most painful was after my little brother accidentally killed himself on
New year's Eve & his 23 bday of 2020 (my 2021 was a nightmare) being told we could only
have 12 ppl, including the service director. I choose to believe Trudeau & wait until restrictions
were lifted as my little brother was loved by many. We are still waiting....

2/20/2022 1:48 PM

8093

Lost job for myself and spouse, mental health, lost friends and family

2/20/2022 1:48 PM

8094

I work as a medical professional and all these mandates need to be lifted for the mental and
physical health of all us immediately!

2/20/2022 1:48 PM

8095

One of my children has become severely depressed to the point of needing hospitalization.
The constant changing of rules and divisive fallout that has come from it when the science
doesn't support such measures has affected my family more than actually having covid did.

2/20/2022 1:48 PM

8096

I have become rather incapacitated having list the ability to walk by not being able to get to the
gym. Also much more isolated and depressed - I am in my early seventies. Scary prognosis!

2/20/2022 1:48 PM

8097

It takes a village, the division & pressure of the mandates have taken that away. I will not put
a mask on my oldest to go to school, the push for vaccines in schools also terrify me

2/20/2022 1:48 PM

8098

Been unemployed for a year and a half. I can’t get medical help and my mental health has
deteriorated

2/20/2022 1:47 PM

8099

Yes, I have been unable to say good bye to family and good friends. I got lonely person
syndrome because I live alone.

2/20/2022 1:47 PM

8100

I am claustrophobic so wearing a mask is very difficult.

2/20/2022 1:47 PM

8101

made me a prisoner in my own country

2/20/2022 1:47 PM

8102

Bad

2/20/2022 1:47 PM

8103

Isolated me. Made me fearful and increased my anxiety. It has affected my employment
(hospitality) and my livelihood. It has affected my personal relationships with my family and
friends, my support system. It has affected my freedom of choice what enters my body, where
I go, who I see, all aspects of how I choose to live my life. It has affected my toxicity levels in
my body from getting 3 doses of vaccinations and the anxiety of that and future issues with
the vaccine.

2/20/2022 1:47 PM

8104

Mentally and socially

2/20/2022 1:47 PM

8105

It’ has removed our freedom

2/20/2022 1:47 PM

8106

I have had to relocate for work 1000km from family/friends! Can’t go and eat at a restaurant!

2/20/2022 1:47 PM

8107

Terrible

2/20/2022 1:47 PM

8108

Life.

2/20/2022 1:47 PM

8109

Cannot watch my kids grow up. Kids not engaging in important social activities and norms

2/20/2022 1:47 PM

8110

Not as much as it's affected others. Limited ability to travel and participate in some events.
Others have it far worse.

2/20/2022 1:47 PM

8111

It has seriously affected some of my friendships

2/20/2022 1:47 PM

8112

It's made me inject pharmacy poison in my body after surviving Delta

2/20/2022 1:47 PM

8113

Loss of employment, home, family division and loss of friends, total separation from one
grandchild, divorce in one sons family, loss of ability to keep my health status and choices
personal, lack of entrance to the pool and senior centre and gym where I exersize, loss of
ability to travel, socialize especially in restaurants, library etc. Loss of my volunteer positions
which were important to community. It has affected every part of life. These losses and more

2/20/2022 1:46 PM
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were not free choices but freedom of choice removed. I watch and hurt as the world around me
hurts, affected. Job loss, cancled and limited numbers in weddings, funerals, etc., children and
families affected by lack of exersize, lack of social interaction, divided levels of agreed
compliance. Schools forcing children to wear masks that affect the oxygen that get to their
brains, breathing in their/our own expelled breath for extended periods of time, the depression
of those in hospital and special homes who couldn't see family, who cried and died abandoned!
Much needed nurses and doctors losing jobs, loss of faith in our medical system, our system
of government and system of judicial- as the insanity of these mandates are forced on society
world wide though each mandate is ineffective to prevent illness. It is insanity that doctors and
the medical system prevented the uses of medical intervention that would have saved millions
of people. Watching our Canadian systems of government following insane mandates,
preparing by force/bullying its own citizens to follow what we know is wrong. Restaurants and
small business hurt to the point of failing yet some who dared to exersize their rights to resist
the illegal mandates- closed, fined, etc. The behavior of our government and especially our
Prime Minister, literally disgusts me. It mortifies me that his cabinet and the governal general
have not stepped in to remove it from power though almost every act is illegal. The closing of
provincial borders, provincial parks... So much more.
8114

It's affecting my job, my family's work and our health.

2/20/2022 1:46 PM

8115

Kept most of my family and friends away.

2/20/2022 1:46 PM

8116

Lost my job

2/20/2022 1:46 PM

8117

No problem

2/20/2022 1:46 PM

8118

The mandates have divided my family along with many other families across the country.
Health choices are confidential and my body my choice! No one should ever be forced to take
something that is not studied long enough such as the experimental covid vaccine. People
died alone! That is a disgrace to us all that that was even Allowed to happen. We need our
lives back and now is the time to end all mandates! The science is out there and proven that
covid has greatly harmed many many families and kids of all ages!

2/20/2022 1:46 PM

8119

Our son lost his job .

2/20/2022 1:46 PM

8120

Mandates have affected my job performance, my health, mental stability and social.. these
mandates have divided my family physically and mentally...please for the love of God and
humanity, remove all mandates immediately.

2/20/2022 1:46 PM

8121

I cannot do simple things like take my children swimming. My alcohol intake increased
dramatically until recently, relationship with my best friend destroyed, family has become
divided, anxiety about the future of our country.

2/20/2022 1:45 PM

8122

Very sheltered. Mental health deteriorating, unable to travel to see families.

2/20/2022 1:45 PM

8123

it’s affected it quite a bit but i don’t mind the mandate.

2/20/2022 1:45 PM

8124

Lost friendships and freedom to live my life without destruction. Social isolation.

2/20/2022 1:45 PM

8125

Makes me feel like a guy in jail

2/20/2022 1:45 PM

8126

Terrible and Trudeau has made it 1000% worse.. He will kill us all

2/20/2022 1:45 PM

8127

I cannot travel, eat at restaurants, use public transportation (planes trains buses). It’s horrible

2/20/2022 1:45 PM

8128

I can’t work because wearing a mask for longer then 10 minutes makes me sick. Going
shopping makes me so tired I have to go with another person so I don’t fall asleep on the drive
home. It’s made me feel ashamed to be a Canadian. Told you have to get the vaccine no
matter what. Well I’ve seen that there are heart side effects and I can’t afford anymore heart
complications so I do not think in good conscience I should take it.

2/20/2022 1:45 PM

8129

Lost job - kids can’t play sports - lost job opportunities - inability to buy real estate due to lost
job - inability to travel

2/20/2022 1:45 PM

8130

Sad. Job loss. Shock.

2/20/2022 1:45 PM

8131

In so many ways. All negative!

2/20/2022 1:45 PM

8132

I am in healthcare, to keep my job I was forced to take 3 doses of the covid vaccine. I am
worried about how many vaccines will be forced in me in the future.

2/20/2022 1:45 PM
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8133

Yes

2/20/2022 1:45 PM

8134

It has made me lie, create fake legal documents, disobey the law, not see family friends,
created unnecessary division in my professional, personal relationships with others. The
mandates have only affected my life with negative and harmful impacts.

2/20/2022 1:44 PM

8135

No air travel

2/20/2022 1:44 PM

8136

Every way possible

2/20/2022 1:44 PM

8137

loss of income, inconvenience, fear

2/20/2022 1:44 PM

8138

It has made it very difficult with the kids they can’t play sports they are unable to visit family
friends they are unhappy places that I love going shut down !

2/20/2022 1:44 PM

8139

I have now been diagnosed with anxiety that I have to rely of medication for now, my kids
mental and physical health has deteriorated. When my kids say that they would rather die with
whatever complications from a vaccine then alone in a hospital that shows you how wrong this
all is. Since when do children have to make that choice

2/20/2022 1:44 PM

8140

Drastically

2/20/2022 1:44 PM

8141

Mentally and the same for many around me

2/20/2022 1:44 PM

8142

reduced social gatherings

2/20/2022 1:44 PM

8143

With my job

2/20/2022 1:43 PM

8144

I lost my career, and a business. It’s affected myself and family immensely

2/20/2022 1:43 PM

8145

I am suicidal and have no trust in anyone anymore. Anxiety is through the roof, constant
nightmares/night terrors

2/20/2022 1:43 PM

8146

Masks, lack of sports, lack of restaurant lack of family at dads funeral

2/20/2022 1:43 PM

8147

I had to take a demotion at work because the daycare was closed too many days. My son who
is 3 is delayed in speech because the people that teach him 9 hrs a day have to wear masks
the whole time and he can’t see them pronouncing. Programs like tile talk are over loaded or
have to be done on zoom. My son won’t sit for the session so that doesn’t work now. Kids
have nothing but screen time but professionals say they should have minimal. My boyfriends
son is failing online learning and now having trouble in, in person schooling which was never an
issue before. People I know have died alone. We hardly get to see our families and my
extended family has split because of vaccine mandates. My boyfriend‘a dad was waiting for a
heart surgery that was delayed so long he had a heart attack and was admitted to ICU before
they did it. Which cardiology told him was the only way his triple bypass would happen. The
inflation is not matching my income and because I’m a government employee bill 124 meant
no negotiation for my pay increase. Buying a used car now costs more than buying a brand
new car but ordering a new car could take 6-12 months to arrive. I could go on forever. It is
disgusting how the government has ruined our lives.

2/20/2022 1:43 PM

8148

It hasn't. I did all the things I needed to do without waiting for a mandate.

2/20/2022 1:43 PM

8149

It has NOT adversely affected my life. The minor inconvenience of wearing a mask is not
worthy of complaint.

2/20/2022 1:43 PM

8150

I'm a small business owner. Need I say more?

2/20/2022 1:42 PM

8151

Loss of socialism and travel. Family members job loss. My younger daughters high Anxiety
due to In class closures

2/20/2022 1:42 PM

8152

It has dramatically affected our family business. It has also forced me to pull my children out
of public school for 24 months. I refuse to follow illogical mandates.

2/20/2022 1:42 PM

8153

Lost friends. Lost job. Lost hope in Canada and democracy.

2/20/2022 1:42 PM

8154

I run 2 businesses that have both suffered. I have not taken a pay check in months

2/20/2022 1:42 PM

8155

I have depression now from isolation

2/20/2022 1:42 PM

8156

Family division and hardship Restricted Church Worship Discrimination and hardship within
Medical System Discrimination in shopping stores, restaurants etc.

2/20/2022 1:42 PM
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8157

It has made my battle with mental illness much harder. It has kept me from my son and my
girlfriend in America. It has made me fearful of my government!

2/20/2022 1:42 PM

8158

I have seen people close to me loose jobs. I have seen people have health issues from the
vaccine. I have seen it cause sorrow world wide.

2/20/2022 1:42 PM

8159

Healthcare, financialy,family.

2/20/2022 1:42 PM

8160

It has limited my ability to travel freely without questions and without having invasive
measures subjected on my and my person. I haven't seen my family in over two years which
causes deep sadness. It has caused rifts withs family and friends. And it has also shown how
completely inept and corrupt our government is.

2/20/2022 1:42 PM

8161

Lost my job Children forced into vaccination for work or school Splitting apart my family

2/20/2022 1:42 PM

8162

Loss of income, hindrance of breathing, lack of patience, emotionally distraught and feeling
empty and alone.

2/20/2022 1:42 PM

8163

I do not recognize my country, all of this over a cold ? The mandates have affected me in
every way possible.. financially of course but the fear and anxiety pumped out by the media
24/7 has done damage to our society that I doubt can be fixed… I’m not afraid tho suck it
Trudeau!!!!

2/20/2022 1:42 PM

8164

Travel has been difficult. Impossible to visit some of the family

2/20/2022 1:42 PM

8165

Division between lived ones and friends, to mental health for the children being bullied

2/20/2022 1:41 PM

8166

Lost my job lost and house. My ex turned to drugs. I Now work in a factory which I hate

2/20/2022 1:41 PM

8167

I lost many bookkeeping clients due to lockdowns. I am not allowed to leave ON and drive to
Florida. I am not allowed to fly or take a train, eat in a restaurant, attend a gym, go to a movie.

2/20/2022 1:41 PM

8168

Both of my elderly parents resulted in my dads death, my mom's pain (delayed hip surgery
which landed her in a wheelchair) and blindness. My children are not the same. 12 and 15.
Both have said they want to die. Their friends have said the same. I have most countless
family members, friends, and clients. I do not believe in their 'science' as I have not followed
western medicine for 30 years. I don't believe in segregation or division. I don't believe in any
other this. It's all for the new world order. It's a disgrace that Canada has been sold to a
communist country

2/20/2022 1:41 PM

8169

It has effected all my children the most, they can't be children anymore. I also have 2 small
children who have never known anything other than mandates, they don't know what the inside
of a grocery store looks like because they won't wear a mask even if I try. It's not fair to them

2/20/2022 1:41 PM

8170

It's been horrible and my family eels oppressed

2/20/2022 1:41 PM

8171

Loss of money… Loss of job… Very unhealthy due to sitting around can’t go anywhere…

2/20/2022 1:41 PM

8172

My child hasn’t developed proper reading skills from wearing a mask all day! We can’t travel
with our kids without penalty even though I am against Vaccinating my 5 year old

2/20/2022 1:41 PM

8173

Isolation/depression/loneliness

2/20/2022 1:41 PM

8174

We have lost people do to lock downs Suicide ,,,seniors locked up in long term care are so
depressed with lack of families and friends visitations. Lost one person to vax booster and flu
shot.

2/20/2022 1:41 PM

8175

Terribly!! No socializing , no normal visits to the doctors which I need badly after a stroke... no
freedom ... I got really depressed ... I see no future for my children and grandchildren . It really
ruined my life!!!

2/20/2022 1:40 PM

8176

Wasted time and tax dollars

2/20/2022 1:40 PM

8177

They stole our freedom from us by forcing us into these mandates. We know this is all about
population control. We know how these shots affect our immune systems and how the
government is using it for population control. We aren't stupid. When the government tells us
one thing about the Vax and covid, but the people who got the shot, the doctors who are fed up
with the lies and the first hand responders that know the truth, they say the complete opposite
of what the government wants us to believe. So how has the mandates affected my life? I
have absolutely no trust in our government anymore. They let us down. Our prime minister is
dragging our country into the ground. People can't afford housing without help now. People

2/20/2022 1:40 PM
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can't afford proper groceries to feed their kids because of price raise after price raise. The
government has done nothing in our favor to help us. Trudeau is the worst prime minister we
have had to represent Canada, all he does is take our money and follow in his father's
footsteps! He NEEDS to go!
8178

Lots of relationships & depression; available jobs

2/20/2022 1:40 PM

8179

Made of more isolated

2/20/2022 1:40 PM

8180

Kept me from getting severely ill or dying! I'm over 65 and have heart and immune system
issues. Please be considerate of others!

2/20/2022 1:40 PM

8181

Good so far have not caught COVID

2/20/2022 1:40 PM

8182

Mental health. Physical health

2/20/2022 1:40 PM

8183

Mentally, physically, emotionally.

2/20/2022 1:40 PM

8184

Slow work, prices on food, gas prices, entertainment

2/20/2022 1:40 PM

8185

Total destruction

2/20/2022 1:40 PM

8186

It has limited my interaction with friends and family and it has made it more difficult to conduct
business

2/20/2022 1:40 PM

8187

Loss of family to vaccine side effects, division, mental health , job loss.

2/20/2022 1:40 PM

8188

It has ruined my livelihood,relationships,family and business!!! Lost my freedoms!!!!!!!

2/20/2022 1:40 PM

8189

Haven't seen a lot of family and friends because they got sucked into this and were
brainwashed! My wonder daily if I'll have a job tomorrow! Rules,rules,rules!

2/20/2022 1:40 PM

8190

Terrible

2/20/2022 1:40 PM

8191

The mandates have been horrible for my anxiety and family life. My child has been affected by
it as well in the sense that none of her friends are allowed to play with her. It has made me feel
scared for my life at times and like I don’t exist in this world. Horrible for my mental health.

2/20/2022 1:39 PM

8192

Extremely affected it for the worst. It needs to stop

2/20/2022 1:39 PM

8193

Business mental health children in school all have been damaged but these mandates

2/20/2022 1:39 PM

8194

In more ways then I could ever imagine the last 2 years me and my family have endured many
hardships because of the mandates and has taken a major told on my mental health and my
drinking issues they need to end immediately

2/20/2022 1:39 PM

8195

I do not have to choose of being injected and keep my job. This is horrible measures. I believe
in natural immunity and freedom to choose what to do with my body

2/20/2022 1:39 PM

8196

Higher costs for everything and less availability, inability to visit family sucks

2/20/2022 1:39 PM

8197

The mandates and closures have suffocated me and my family and my loved ones, it had
caused me to stay away from my family for absolutely no reason. The only social Aspect to
my life is going to work and then I come home. I hardly see friends I hardly ever see my family
and it’s gotten to the point I don’t see any of my neighbours. Justin Trudeau and Doug Ford
have made Canada and Ontario the laughing stock of the world. Filling their pockets while the
essentials workers (construction workers, nurses, paramedics, fire fighters, truckers, etc) have
held the line and kept Canada afloat while our leaders only care about there own agendas. As a
Canadian citizen who has worked everyday through this pandemic we need change and we
need it now!

2/20/2022 1:39 PM

8198

2 years have been stolen. Reduced socializing, no Christmas gatherings, mental anguish,
economic damage,

2/20/2022 1:39 PM

8199

Lost job

2/20/2022 1:39 PM

8200

I hate masks

2/20/2022 1:39 PM

8201

Schwab et al -knowledge of how heart of man is desperately wicked. Is sad. But Creator God
still is, and it is worthwhile seeking and finding this truth.

2/20/2022 1:39 PM

8202

In every way. Kids can go out with friends. We can't go out with friends. No social life. Can't

2/20/2022 1:39 PM
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travel can't live. It's time to end. People on antidepressant medications domestic violence is
up drug use is up people dying from missing surgeries misdiagnosed cancers the list goes on
and on
8203

I see fear/anxiety all around me, separation, segregation, isolation, very sad.

2/20/2022 1:39 PM

8204

Not able to fly to visit kids and grandkids. Masks no real protection and forced on kids BS.
Everything the government has done has not worked. They have successfully separated
Canadians and created this hatred between Canadians. That’s about it. Fuck Trudeau

2/20/2022 1:39 PM

8205

Work and social life more difficult

2/20/2022 1:39 PM

8206

Destroyed my life

2/20/2022 1:39 PM

8207

Job loss, depression, major lifestyle undesired and unnecessary change.

2/20/2022 1:39 PM

8208

I am a healthcare worker and a parent of young children. I have seen the devastation in
hospitals with COVID, postCOVID and LongCOVID. My family has cancelled travel plans and
restricted activities to keep ourselves and our community safe.

2/20/2022 1:39 PM

8209

violated my rights as a Canadian as they are outlined in the charter of rights

2/20/2022 1:39 PM

8210

I was forced to get vaccine as a condition of my employment. My mental health has
significantly deteriorated not being able to see friends and family, and by not being able to
engage in activities I previously found enjoyment in. The goal post for compliance, and life
returning to normal keeps moving. After almost two years I feel hopeless.

2/20/2022 1:38 PM

8211

It controls my life as reduced or eliminated family get together, outings , the ability to have
choice over what renters my body, freedom to do what I want

2/20/2022 1:38 PM

8212

terribly, moral depression

2/20/2022 1:38 PM

8213

Cannot eat at resturants or going to indoor events. Cannot work on certain job sites. Conflict
between family.

2/20/2022 1:38 PM

8214

Division in family friends

2/20/2022 1:38 PM

8215

Isolation, loss of income, depression

2/20/2022 1:38 PM

8216

Fear of losing control of my rights

2/20/2022 1:38 PM

8217

Extremely Adversely affected my life and my family, friends and colleagues . Unable to work
and travel as no fitness ! Prolonged psychology distress

2/20/2022 1:38 PM

8218

Very little effect on me personally.

2/20/2022 1:38 PM

8219

Sad times when the governments do not listen to the people, if they can not protest peacefully
then what options do we have?

2/20/2022 1:38 PM

8220

My daughter is clinically depressed. My husband almost lost his job. My mental health has
declined dramatically

2/20/2022 1:38 PM

8221

Yes

2/20/2022 1:38 PM

8222

My son has not had a normal school life. Currently sk. My husband was not Allowed to attend
any pregnancy visits for our 3rd baby. He loves being apart of all aspects. We own our own
company in the trades. Shut downs and rules.. hard to fallow. Gym closures. We have not
beem vaxed and not contracted covid . Mid 30s.

2/20/2022 1:38 PM

8223

It just didn't affect my life, I'm single mother of two with no support from the father! Been
struggling on my own unable to see family, my grandfather passed away unable to attend
funeral. And what the government is doing is making it harder! Gas prices sky rocket food to
feed my family tripled I go without food so my kids have.. this is depressing and stressing for
me and my family. The government suppose to help the people not make it worst!

2/20/2022 1:37 PM

8224

Division within family & friends

2/20/2022 1:37 PM

8225

In every possible way it has affected our life financially family socially our children's lives and
education in every aspect it has affected us

2/20/2022 1:37 PM

8226

I’ve watched love ones loose there jobs

2/20/2022 1:37 PM
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8227

Stress anxiety depression financially

2/20/2022 1:37 PM

8228

Horribly

2/20/2022 1:37 PM

8229

Horrible just horrible both parents passed away and I believe it’s from their vaccines I also lost
a uncle. I have all three shots …no more. To me all this is about control.

2/20/2022 1:37 PM

8230

Alot everything is going up except wages it's getting harder to live

2/20/2022 1:37 PM

8231

It has been negative in every aspect and affects my mental health and daily life

2/20/2022 1:37 PM

8232

Lost job

2/20/2022 1:37 PM

8233

In every way. I am not allowed out of my own country. I cannot use resources that my tax
dollars paid for.

2/20/2022 1:37 PM

8234

No socializing seeing family and friends

2/20/2022 1:37 PM

8235

In every way, arguing with family made so much division. Also work I lose work if I dont want
to get vaccinater

2/20/2022 1:37 PM

8236

Lost 2 years of my life for absolutely no reason

2/20/2022 1:37 PM

8237

Negatively

2/20/2022 1:37 PM

8238

The mandates have isolated, stigmatized and created such great division, they have harmed
my mental health, they have created a country that now needs deep healing. May that healing
start now.

2/20/2022 1:36 PM

8239

Depressed, life is passing me by …

2/20/2022 1:36 PM

8240

Since the mandates I my fitness level and health has gone gone down. I have gained weight,
developed high blood pressure and developed a wine problem.

2/20/2022 1:36 PM

8241

The Emergency act should have never put into place we are dealing with are fellow citizens
Trudeau should have Consequences for his actions

2/20/2022 1:36 PM

8242

As an unvaccinated, I’ve been stripped from my freedoms that makes us Canadian, because
of our communist true colored prime minister and his mandates, he is wayyy over exaggerating
the covid issue in every way. I recently had it and I only felt a slight cough, stuffy nose and
fever for the first day, that is signs of the cold/flu. That is what covid is, just a cold/flu.

2/20/2022 1:36 PM

8243

Took away freedom of choice

2/20/2022 1:36 PM

8244

Unabled to travel to visit elderly parent.

2/20/2022 1:36 PM

8245

Yes

2/20/2022 1:36 PM

8246

Can’t work with any ill symptoms. If you test negative you should be able to return to work.

2/20/2022 1:36 PM

8247

unable to travel, earn a living, see my family. The children in my family are being deprived an
education and to be provided for as their parents employment is disrupted

2/20/2022 1:36 PM

8248

Majorly. Socially disabled me. Depression. And fear. Lost friends

2/20/2022 1:36 PM

8249

Yes

2/20/2022 1:35 PM

8250

Lack of social life, lack of organized sports, social isolation

2/20/2022 1:35 PM

8251

I feel sad and lonely at times. I miss going out socially.

2/20/2022 1:35 PM

8252

I've lost my job and my mental health has declined severely

2/20/2022 1:35 PM

8253

Isolation. No socializing with my community. Dehumanizing us all by taking away are faces.
Disturbing to see see children wearing masks. Familys and friends divided over vaccines.
Couldn't work out with out having to wearing a mask then couldnt work out unless vaccinated.
Canceled my rec hockey in 2021. Couldnt dine eat in public. List could go on for awhile.

2/20/2022 1:35 PM

8254

Immensely! Canada is divided!

2/20/2022 1:35 PM

8255

Depression. Social anxiety. Ruined relationships and a completely divided family. Loneliness.
Suicidal thoughts. 3 people killed themselves in a week whom I knew or my family knew. Has
been tremendously oppressing.

2/20/2022 1:35 PM
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8256

Not at all, kept me safe

2/20/2022 1:35 PM

8257

Not being vaccinated it sucks that I feel like a minority and that I can't do certain things
without the passport

2/20/2022 1:35 PM

8258

Ruined it. Need to travel. Getting locked up by the Crime Minister.

2/20/2022 1:35 PM

8259

Depression, isolation, weight gain, loss of sleep, stress and anxiety

2/20/2022 1:35 PM

8260

It has made it a living hell

2/20/2022 1:35 PM

8261

Kids sports

2/20/2022 1:35 PM

8262

Cannot go to restaurant, fly, etc... without vax

2/20/2022 1:34 PM

8263

This mandate has effected lives in ways that can’t even be told in this little space. Stop
dividing Canada Trudeau

2/20/2022 1:34 PM

8264

Depressed

2/20/2022 1:34 PM

8265

Restricted access to small businesses

2/20/2022 1:34 PM

8266

Financially, emotionally, my son,my parents health, my nieces education and friends…….

2/20/2022 1:34 PM

8267

Haven’t been able to see my family and I also can’t travel.

2/20/2022 1:34 PM

8268

Caused huge stress between family and friends. Has flared anxiety in myself and many people
I know causing unease and unhappiness

2/20/2022 1:34 PM

8269

As a small business owner my livelihood has been compromised. As a friend and neighbour
my life has changed entirely not directly because of covid but because of the fear and
divisiveness created by the ongoing unnecessary mandates. This is not about health and
safety let’s be clear on that.

2/20/2022 1:34 PM

8270

I can’t travel because of this bullshit and know lots of friends and family members who lost
their jobs cause of it so I have had to help them out financially

2/20/2022 1:34 PM

8271

I think it’s affected ever body’s mental health. I’m my experience my mental health has
plummeted greatly even thought I’m just a kid.

2/20/2022 1:34 PM

8272

Job threatened unless get the jab, loss of friends/family, lost money on a trip we had booked
because we weren't allowed to travel, being treated by others like I have a disease since I am
not vaxed, censored by the govt since I don't agree with them

2/20/2022 1:34 PM

8273

Destruction

2/20/2022 1:34 PM

8274

sense of isolation, feelings of hopelessness that life will return to normal, anger at the
stigmatization of some members of society, reduced trust in governments.

2/20/2022 1:34 PM

8275

My dad is in the hospital waiting for open heart surgery, and none of his family is allowed to be
with him, this is abuse!!!

2/20/2022 1:34 PM

8276

Irreversible damage in a lot of personal relationships. Caused an undue amount of stress. The
stress has led to mental and physical hardships

2/20/2022 1:34 PM

8277

Being forced to take time off work

2/20/2022 1:34 PM

8278

My children's mental health has been on a gradual decline since covid19 began and they had
to stay home from school. My hubby and I have depression from going to work and home,
work and home.... The inflation due to the covid impact has us broke, and we don't go
anywhere anymore. :*( I want life to go back to the old normal.

2/20/2022 1:34 PM

8279

Medical surgery delayed

2/20/2022 1:34 PM

8280

I gone missed earlier treatment for my injuries. I haven't had a proper funeral for my father. My
daughter waited 4 hours for a ambulance while gasping and choking for air. I couldn't see my
family/ taring us apart. My 7 year old has major depression. My 2 year old is scared of people
because no contact with people.

2/20/2022 1:33 PM

8281

My granddaughter now licks my face when she is happy…her only friend is her dog….she is 3
😢

2/20/2022 1:33 PM
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8282

Loss of freedoms

2/20/2022 1:33 PM

8283

Not allowed to participate in daily life. Can't go to restaurants, movies. Division within my
family with my parents and siblings due to my vaccination status. My teeenagers social lives
have been affected.

2/20/2022 1:33 PM

8284

In every way possible

2/20/2022 1:33 PM

8285

All freedoms

2/20/2022 1:33 PM

8286

I'm restricted in going into various businesses. I’m relegated to coming to the back door of the
Post Office, as if I were some kind of second-class citizen, to pick up my mail and parcels. I
now have to fear seizure of my financial assets.

2/20/2022 1:33 PM

8287

Terrible.

2/20/2022 1:33 PM

8288

Not able to cross the border. At work we have had to care for our parishioners with WAY more
hurdles in place. Giving spiritual help to our parishioners has been stripped of its ease. There
are people who have not been cared for in this time due to the mandates.

2/20/2022 1:33 PM

8289

Loss of productivity and freedoms.

2/20/2022 1:33 PM

8290

In all ways it's horrible

2/20/2022 1:32 PM

8291

me as a 14 year old kid it has taken my whole teen years away from me my high school
experience and everything in between I can’t go out and hang out with my friends or even go to
the movies I can’t go to a restaurant and grab a bite to eat with my friends and family I can’t
travel to see my grandparents Its taken a huge impact on my mental health aswell

2/20/2022 1:32 PM

8292

Affected career, travel plans, family vacation, work travel, general happiness and mental wellbeing.

2/20/2022 1:32 PM

8293

Reduced quality of life

2/20/2022 1:32 PM

8294

Trauma

2/20/2022 1:32 PM

8295

Not allowed to go on Band festival I’ve been practicing for years. Discrimination and bullying
for my choice to not get the vaccine

2/20/2022 1:32 PM

8296

Lost my job. Lost family members my partner fights with me cause I pay attention to what's
happening in the world n disagree with these so called mandates

2/20/2022 1:32 PM

8297

Lost my job/income that I've had for 14 years, because I would not get vaccinated. I telework
and hardly ever leave the house unless its for groceries, but they still require mandatory
vaccination. One of my kids is doing cyber school from home and the other should be in
Kindergarten, but they don't have cyber school for that as its considered not mandatory. I will
not harm my kids health by sending them to school.

2/20/2022 1:32 PM

8298

I am 13 yrs old and it has affected my life by how I'm not allowed to see my friends, wear a
mask in school and already had 2 covid birthday parties where I couldn't have a party with my
friends and I'm about to have a 3rd if mandates don't end.

2/20/2022 1:32 PM

8299

ability to travel, childrens education, ability to do all the things i did in 2019. zero respect and
trust in healthcare and governement

2/20/2022 1:32 PM

8300

Very controlled no freedom

2/20/2022 1:32 PM

8301

Negatively, job lost, children pulled out of school

2/20/2022 1:32 PM

8302

In every way

2/20/2022 1:32 PM

8303

Job loss

2/20/2022 1:32 PM

8304

After twenty years of service to my City, my community and other members I was placed on
LWOP. This has has severe impact on my life and my families. No longer about safety, the
science and data shows omicron don’t care about your vaccine status.

2/20/2022 1:32 PM

8305

It has restricted me from seeing my parents on occasion even though they are living in their
own home. Socially I have not been able to go to restaurants, concerts, vacations to other
countries. But most importantly I have not been able to go to the gym which I was going
regularly. I definitely have modified my lifestyle to stay physically, emotionally and mentally

2/20/2022 1:32 PM
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healthy. Thank goodness I am able to still work as my employer has not mandated the vaccine
at his business.
8306

At the beginning, it only felt mildly inconvenient, but the benefit of protecting the vulnerable far
outweighed the inconvenience. Now with Omicron, it seems that many of the measures are
moot, and it is confusing why the mandates across Canada are not all keeping online with that
reality (as of writing this message)

2/20/2022 1:32 PM

8307

Mentally ill, suicidal,

2/20/2022 1:31 PM

8308

In every way possible depression mental health, work, Financially, turning people against each
other

2/20/2022 1:31 PM

8309

I am no longer a proud Canadian. I feel abandoned by my own government totally ashamed
and now worried for all Canadians freedoms

2/20/2022 1:31 PM

8310

Divided my family. Early on my mental health, I chose to right it so as to remain who I am. I
Make decisions for me from a wide range of information. Because the fear early on almost
destroyed my ability to LIVE.

2/20/2022 1:31 PM

8311

Freedom of speech, travel , FREEDOM FREEDOM

2/20/2022 1:31 PM

8312

Was forced to take the vaccine to complete nursing school which I don’t have a problem with
vaccines itself. I just have concerns of long term effects as there has been in the past where
vaccines have caused breast cancer in people and there was a lawsuit. It took at least 5 years
to even figure that one out and I have big concerns that I just took a vaccine that couple
possible effect my health in a negative way. Im pretty sure I developed pericarditis but I was
too busy working to ever go seek medical attention since I am a psw with an angency where I
am needed almost every single day. Plus I work as a chef, COVID screener for movies and for
the public as well as fire safety watch for welders at job sites. Having multiple jobs in different
locations along with the mandate has been difficult, I have been forced to pay and undergo
PCR test and rapid test more than the average person. I never once caught covid and I was
working in a active covid unit before vaccines even rolled out and before they even decided
mask were necessary. Clearly my immune system was strong enough to not get me sick but I
was forced to take the vaccine anyways. I believe my vaccines could of beeen beneficial to
give to someone who was immunocompromised as opposed to me because I’ve never get
sick. I also do not think it’s fair that you’re forcing vaccines on people who may not even take
any vaccines to begin with because it’s against what they believe in and I believe in human
rights. I found it very difficult to hang out with my friends because some of them are
unvaccinated either due to allergies or other issues whether it’s regards to human rights or not
it does not matter but I was unable to go out with them for the past couple years due to this
mandation and they as well have never contracted Covid even though they’ve been surrounded
by people who’ve had Covid. I understand the government wants to keep us safe but Mandana
vaccine I think it’s wrong because you’re injecting a foreign thing into your body and not
everybody agrees with the use of synthetic materials and they should not be forced to take it
against their will.

2/20/2022 1:31 PM

8313

Lost my job/career/businesses I owned. Lost the ability (unlawfully I might add) to go out with
my wife and kid.

2/20/2022 1:31 PM

8314

I have become more of an introvert and feel uncomfortable in social gatherings now when
before I was a very social person. I am also struggling with anxiety more than ever since covid
started.

2/20/2022 1:31 PM

8315

Loss of job, inability to travel or dine in a restaurant, haven’t met 2 of my nieces yet,
depression.

2/20/2022 1:31 PM

8316

It hasn't. I am a flexible person who has the maturity to make adjustments as needed instead
of being stubborn and complaining.

2/20/2022 1:31 PM

8317

It has created a socially isolated environment for my toddler. 2 years of her life were spent in
isolation.

2/20/2022 1:31 PM

8318

Infringing on my basic rights as a sovereign human and tore apart my family. Negatively
affected my health, both physically and mentally.

2/20/2022 1:31 PM

8319

We ended up moving to get out of the state of Washington!

2/20/2022 1:30 PM

8320

The mandates have politicized my livelihood, ostracizing me from my colleagues and friends.

2/20/2022 1:30 PM
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The mandates and the fear caused by the government's (mis)treatment of the pandemic
prevented me from being able to take the necessary measures to prevent my mother's very
preventable death.
8321

Evry way

2/20/2022 1:30 PM

8322

I was fitted from hospital.

2/20/2022 1:30 PM

8323

Ruined my life

2/20/2022 1:30 PM

8324

Financial loss, loss of rights defined by the charter of rights

2/20/2022 1:30 PM

8325

Financially /mentally/socially/religiously

2/20/2022 1:30 PM

8326

It has affected my ability to socialize and build community. Leaving to feelings of loneliness
and isolation which have greatly impacted my mental health

2/20/2022 1:30 PM

8327

In many way this country is divided, my kids play hocky my 8 year old is able to play but my
12 years old have to be vaccinated is not fair at all

2/20/2022 1:30 PM

8328

Ruined my daughters life. She is an addict thanks to them!

2/20/2022 1:30 PM

8329

Stress

2/20/2022 1:30 PM

8330

Very divisive.

2/20/2022 1:30 PM

8331

I can’t travel. I couldn’t go into the hospital when a member of my family wish sick or injured. I
can’t go into a restaurant or any facility except a grocery store. Not only did most of the
provinces drop mandates our beautiful British Columbia decided to add more restrictions. This
is not the Canada I grew up in and love. Shame on our police and our Prime Minister for what I
have witnessed over the past month. Absolutely disgusting

2/20/2022 1:30 PM

8332

Raised my anxiety, broke my heart to witness jobs being lost, people being isolated, madks in
school . Nightmare !

2/20/2022 1:30 PM

8333

Job loss Financial stress Depression

2/20/2022 1:29 PM

8334

PTSD, Depression, Health issues, asthma, postponed major surgery, PAIN, grief, vax caused
mother to have a mini-stroke and blood clot on her brain. Lost all my trust and faith in Drs &
Govt. Division within our family, unable to see medical and rehabilitation specialists so I can
try to get back to bringing in an income.

2/20/2022 1:29 PM

8335

I’ve lost time with my family that I won’t get back

2/20/2022 1:29 PM

8336

Affected travel to visit family as well as friendships

2/20/2022 1:29 PM

8337

Surgury postponements, job, travel, life

2/20/2022 1:29 PM

8338

It has violated many of my constitutional rights, offended me greatly, and thrown my life into
unwarranted turmoil.

2/20/2022 1:29 PM

8339

All the mandates have been political. They have oppressed ans segregated. Our town is
divided. Friends nd family members are polarized and no longer speak or associate. Children in
school are still wearing harmful masks. Educators bully and ostracized mask free children.
Those with any authority have become above the natural laws of fair and kind and protective of
children. I could say so much more but bottom line is that these unlawful mandates have given
scared people unlawful and unjust power. These mandates are undemocratic (choice) and have
nothing to do with health.

2/20/2022 1:29 PM

8340

It’s been a crazy rollercoaster ride for the past two years. Lockdowns & restrictions, alleged
stabilization, staged reopenings, less restrictions, alleged cases numbers rise, supposed
spike, lockdowns & more restrictions…Rinse and repeat. Always waiting for the authorities to
make decisions about my health & wellbeing for me. Absolutely insane.

2/20/2022 1:29 PM

8341

Isolated me from family and friends, Lost income due to COVID restrictions, uncertainty about
the future, weight gain due to gyms being locked down and restrictions. Put strain on
relationships. Had to burry my father without a proper funeral. Have had health problem due to
the COVID vaccines that I was forced to take to be able to work.

2/20/2022 1:29 PM

8342

I was forced to take an injection that is still in experimental stages in order to keep my job. I
am also going to be forced to take the booster by March 14 just because I work in LTC.

2/20/2022 1:29 PM
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8343

Divided my family, unable to participate in family events.

2/20/2022 1:29 PM

8344

It has been Brutal in every Aspect

2/20/2022 1:29 PM

8345

Of course the mandates have affected my life however the greatest current impact is the fact
that many people believe they should be fearful. This fear is robing people of their autonomy,
their joy of living and has created division within families.

2/20/2022 1:28 PM

8346

Cost me a lot of money and lost 2 years

2/20/2022 1:28 PM

8347

Divided my family friends, not how humans were born to live. Lost my freedom of speech,
religion, travel, association. Everything that's important for human survival

2/20/2022 1:28 PM

8348

Negative

2/20/2022 1:28 PM

8349

terribly

2/20/2022 1:28 PM

8350

Worsened health problems; family distanced from fear

2/20/2022 1:28 PM

8351

I’ve been depressed and lonely and sad.

2/20/2022 1:28 PM

8352

It has caused great stress. Our family has missed my sons convocation from university as
well as my daughters last year of sport in school and her graduation.

2/20/2022 1:28 PM

8353

Ruined it

2/20/2022 1:28 PM

8354

Made it a living hell

2/20/2022 1:28 PM

8355

It has ruined my life and the life of my husband and kids. My mental health has deteriorated
immensely. My children have been out of school for a year and a half and they miss their
friends but wearing masks all day and not being able to hug their friends has affected their
mental health. My husband lost his job of 11 years because he didn't want to be vaccinated
and that has affected his mental health. Please, we need to get back to our lives.

2/20/2022 1:28 PM

8356

Can't trust cops nor the givernment

2/20/2022 1:28 PM

8357

It has shown me how simple minded most people are. How they do not appreciate personal
freedom and how fragile it is.

2/20/2022 1:28 PM

8358

Mandates at this point in time should be over-its time we remove Trudeau & take our country
back

2/20/2022 1:27 PM

8359

No bars, no restaurants, no sports, no theatre. Division between friends and family. No
freedom of choice

2/20/2022 1:27 PM

8360

It has negatively impacted my social gatherings and interactions with people

2/20/2022 1:27 PM

8361

I lost my job

2/20/2022 1:27 PM

8362

It has made it impossible to travel, to run my business, to enjoy life.

2/20/2022 1:27 PM

8363

No real changes...just developed better skills at living.

2/20/2022 1:27 PM

8364

How has it NOT affected my life should be the question. It has affected every single area of
my and my children's lives. Let us go back to living. Give us our freedom back!!!!

2/20/2022 1:27 PM

8365

It has affected my family’s life in many ways. Loss of work, divisions among family members
and depression. I have also seen friends struggle or lose their businesses and we personally
know of someone who has committed suicide over this

2/20/2022 1:27 PM

8366

$

2/20/2022 1:27 PM

8367

I am alone and have no life.

2/20/2022 1:27 PM

8368

I have lost my job, I have lost complete contact with majority of my family as they either feel I
am an extremist now or that I am a danger to their health. I have anxiety and depression most
of the time and am constantly trying to rise above it.

2/20/2022 1:27 PM

8369

Become a shut in

2/20/2022 1:27 PM

8370

Negatively,

2/20/2022 1:26 PM

8371

protected me from others who think this is all a conspiracy theory

2/20/2022 1:26 PM
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8372

I have to carry a pass to eat at restaurants

2/20/2022 1:26 PM

8373

I have been forced to modify all aspects my life. I was coerced into getting the vaccine and did
not want to ! Had a loss of livelihood for over 2 years now !

2/20/2022 1:26 PM

8374

Heartbreaking to see my fellow Cdns manipulated in fear by the NWO Cabal deceitfully
misleading us all with an agenda of control, depopulation, slavery, surveillance etc ever
increasing towards communism & worse

2/20/2022 1:26 PM

8375

This has torn apart my family. My son whom has Aspergers ..24 years old is terrified. He has
had three shots and now has a rash all over his body. His university (Trent) has mandated it
and scared him to death. I lost my business and now am abused by the government with
horrible words. My Husband has a pacemaker and we are terrified to get help for him as these
doctors are not following REAL science. I have never thought of suicide...it now crosses my
mind everyday...someone please help us!!

2/20/2022 1:26 PM

8376

I’ve lost my job, my marriage, my health, my friends. My children have lost their communities
and have emotional issues I need to deal with. They feel worried every day.

2/20/2022 1:26 PM

8377

Loss of relationships & income. 3 of our family members now suffer depression. Kids living
unhealthy lives with no interaction with others, no sports, and now believing they're 'germ
carriers'

2/20/2022 1:26 PM

8378

Everything has been affected

2/20/2022 1:26 PM

8379

Health issues and presently off work.

2/20/2022 1:26 PM

8380

Lost my job, no contact with the in-laws and lost the right to be able to take my child/family out
to play houses restaurants museums zoos… etc etc. Goes on and on.

2/20/2022 1:25 PM

8381

Which mandate? There’s been many different public health orders imposed within our province,
which our Premier, not the Prime Minister, is in charge of setting. It has been an inconvenience
for us, and of course has been a difficult time, but in dealing with such a virus that has had a
huge impact on our medical system and businesses, I don’t think there is easy answers and I
think people have been doing their best to mitigate the situation. If anything, I just wish that
there was less politics in it. I wish people could understand the science better and that our
politicians communicated things in a way that did not try to divide people, but instead
encouraged us to try to be helpful and caring and supportive of one another in our different
circumstances.

2/20/2022 1:25 PM

8382

Taken freedoms away

2/20/2022 1:25 PM

8383

Depression, financial hardship, adverse reactions to vaccine, conflict with friends and family

2/20/2022 1:25 PM

8384

Physically, mentally and all aspects of life

2/20/2022 1:25 PM

8385

I am unable to enter public places which I pay taxes for. I cannot eat at restaurants. I cannot
go into the office. Segregation!

2/20/2022 1:25 PM

8386

Torn families and friends apart. Threatened my husbands job and the ability to feed our
children. Forced me into a new industry. Pushed me to withdraw from public school system.
Fostered extreme distrust in public health. Fostered extreme distrust in our democracy.
Fostered extreme distrust in police enforcement and collusion with banks.

2/20/2022 1:25 PM

8387

We miss our family and friends

2/20/2022 1:25 PM

8388

I am not able to keep my mental health clear by not been able to go to the gym. Hang out with
friends in restaurants.

2/20/2022 1:25 PM

8389

Employment

2/20/2022 1:25 PM

8390

It has restricted access goods and services. Has caused a division in family and friends that
cannot be repaired.

2/20/2022 1:25 PM

8391

Lost all jobs in our household. Taken all our savings. Etc. all the fallout of that.

2/20/2022 1:25 PM

8392

Isolation. Family discord. Feeling like a social outcast. Unable to access services bc of no QR
code.

2/20/2022 1:25 PM

8393

No swimming, no restaurants, no Christmas with whole family at once, no church for quite a
while, smothering face coverings

2/20/2022 1:25 PM
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8394

Family and country divided!! Mentally!!!

2/20/2022 1:25 PM

8395

I feel like a second class citizen. We left a country who treated their citizens in the same way.
I came here to be free, and not live in fear. Well looks like we need to find a better place to
live. I am ashamed to call myself a Canadian.

2/20/2022 1:24 PM

8396

hasn't

2/20/2022 1:24 PM

8397

I am more over weight I am depressed and lonely all the time. I do not go out I have no more
patients

2/20/2022 1:24 PM

8398

I dont even know how to answer this, I have not been affected as harshly as so many as my
husband is still able to work without the vax but its been a very lonely segregated 2 years and
that has definitely taken its toll on mine and my children's mental health. They has missed out
on all there sports and most friendships as well :(

2/20/2022 1:24 PM

8399

Unable to live a normal live due to a virus with a 99% survival rate.

2/20/2022 1:24 PM

8400

My nana passed away because she was lonely. She only wanted to see her family.

2/20/2022 1:24 PM

8401

All of them. Lost my job due all these illegal mandates.

2/20/2022 1:24 PM

8402

Loss of income , depression . Loneliness

2/20/2022 1:24 PM

8403

Depression, death, family breakup

2/20/2022 1:24 PM

8404

Family doesn't want to gather as we are not jabbed. Lost church as they refuse medical
exemption

2/20/2022 1:24 PM

8405

in every single way. I’m a single parent, when the kids had to do online schooling, I worked
from home. I am not teacher! I work in Justice/Corrections. My perfectly healthy son had to
miss hockey for weeks because he deemed a “close contact”. So ridiculous!

2/20/2022 1:24 PM

8406

Job loss, seclusion, depression anxiety. Unable to watch my son play hockey.No skiing
swimming or movies. Isolation

2/20/2022 1:24 PM

8407

PROVINCIAL mandates have limited some of our activities. FEDERAL MANDATES have not
affected us in any significant or moderate way.

2/20/2022 1:23 PM

8408

Slowed my business, my wife lost her job.

2/20/2022 1:23 PM

8409

In all ways

2/20/2022 1:23 PM

8410

Mental health ,it does not make sense what he dictates ,he is a tyrant and has to go to China
since he has said he likes how China governs their people

2/20/2022 1:23 PM

8411

Negatively. Isolated. No support. Decreased mental health. Constant fear. Judgement.
Harassment.

2/20/2022 1:23 PM

8412

Depression

2/20/2022 1:23 PM

8413

I had to get vaccinated for a job, against my will. I need to work to support myself and my
family.

2/20/2022 1:23 PM

8414

Seriously compromised the level of business we get. But first and foremost it cost me my job

2/20/2022 1:23 PM

8415

IMMENSELY 😭 mentally physically emotionally

2/20/2022 1:23 PM

8416

My business was closed for 9 months. I do not want the vaccine therefore my rights to
participate in many public things has been stripped from me.

2/20/2022 1:23 PM

8417

Tired of all the restrictions. Life needs to return to normal!!! It's been TWO years!!!

2/20/2022 1:23 PM

8418

It's slower but overall I feel safe.

2/20/2022 1:23 PM

8419

I have been kicked out of college due to being unvaxxdd, I’m Not allowed to go into a library or
restaurant.

2/20/2022 1:22 PM

8420

I have began to suffer from depression as well as my children. My stress levels have
increased as well

2/20/2022 1:22 PM

8421

No one in government cares about my answer

2/20/2022 1:22 PM
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8422

Friendships. Anxiety. Lack of social inter action. No trav

2/20/2022 1:22 PM

8423

Was t able to have family many of my relatives that have passed away, lost a job

2/20/2022 1:22 PM

8424

Lots

2/20/2022 1:22 PM

8425

Negatively. My children's mental health has greatly suffered

2/20/2022 1:22 PM

8426

i can’t go on dates with my partner and make memories with him because i require the vaccine
to do everything! WE WANT OUR FREEDOM BACK!

2/20/2022 1:22 PM

8427

My mental health has been an issue. I lost my job

2/20/2022 1:22 PM

8428

I have severe depression

2/20/2022 1:22 PM

8429

Wife lost her job as a nurse. Psychological damage to my children. The loved ones in my
family with adverse side effects from vaccines including immune deficiency. Too much to list.

2/20/2022 1:22 PM

8430

I am following all orders from Dr. Bonnie. She is the expert. No big hardships. It is a pandemic
after all and never dealt with this before. Whatever she says, we will follow her advice.

2/20/2022 1:22 PM

8431

Yes!

2/20/2022 1:22 PM

8432

Causes friends to hate friends kept Christian s out of church Preaches have been arrested

2/20/2022 1:22 PM

8433

Broken up friendships, family and employment

2/20/2022 1:22 PM

8434

I am unable to travel I am unable to attend funerals I am unable to visit my elderly family in
care homes I am unable to go to a restaurant to eat because I’m not vaxed I am still unable to
go to a Events because if you don’t have the VAX your capacity drops to 50% so nobody will
let me in

2/20/2022 1:21 PM

8435

It is unCanadian and a power grab. It depresses me and physically makes me sick to my
stomach.

2/20/2022 1:21 PM

8436

Negatively

2/20/2022 1:21 PM

8437

Lost job, mental health, kids mental health! Fear of losing freedoms and democracy

2/20/2022 1:21 PM

8438

In almost every aspect of freedom

2/20/2022 1:21 PM

8439

I personally know of 7 people who have died from being vaccinated All social gatherings have
been canceled Cant leave my country Cant take any public transportation, eat in restaurants,
attend entertainment venues, etc. It has severed family relations, neighbours and friends, not
to mention attacks from strangers. Social media platforms have been censored to the point
that I’ve deleted most of them. I lost my job for refusing to wear a mask Watching the
government force vaccines which are causing injuries and deaths upon the people The only
good thing coming out of all this tyranny is seeing people wake up and come together standing
up for the truckers in protest of all corruption from the global puppets who want to enslave our
country and the planet.

2/20/2022 1:21 PM

8440

Can't fly. No social life.

2/20/2022 1:21 PM

8441

It hasn’t because I’m self employed but I vote with my money I will not support anyone that
want to remove our freedoms. We all need to take responsibility for our actions

2/20/2022 1:21 PM

8442

It has made me unsure of the possibility to continue my work without having to be vaccinated.
It has impacted my ability to visit with friends and family. Finally it has impacted my ability to
worship God with fellow believers in our church.

2/20/2022 1:21 PM

8443

Isolation, fear, anxiety, discrimination, thoughts of fleeing the country permanently, threat of life
with PM’s comment that unvaccinated individuals “take up space”. I personally made the
choice to not get vaccinated while pregnant and then breastfeeding until more data was
available, a choice that came at cost of feeling that my life and future in Canada has been
threatened. This has been a perfect recipe for PTSD.

2/20/2022 1:21 PM

8444

Lost our fre0edom for past two years

2/20/2022 1:21 PM

8445

Had to follow rules.

2/20/2022 1:21 PM

8446

It's made it safer for our family to access essentials such as groceries, therapy and medical
appointments in a safer way, to keep my immunocompromised son safe.

2/20/2022 1:21 PM
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8447

I have lost my jobs, family member, friends as well as colleges. It continues to harm my family
by singling us out as a small fringe minority with unacceptable views. Which all I want is my
right to be healthy happy work and be a proud Canadian.

2/20/2022 1:21 PM

8448

Job loss

2/20/2022 1:21 PM

8449

All my normal groups have been canceled. Fortunately none of my family has caught Covid as
we are very careful

2/20/2022 1:21 PM

8450

Mentally, physically, socially and spiritually to myself, my children and the rest of my family
and co-workers

2/20/2022 1:21 PM

8451

Severe depression

2/20/2022 1:21 PM

8452

In every way. Work, splitting family and community, daughter and grand kids forced to
vaccinate. This is a free country and we have brains. Let us decide for ourselves.

2/20/2022 1:21 PM

8453

Work. Financial

2/20/2022 1:20 PM

8454

Give me P TSD

2/20/2022 1:20 PM

8455

Family, friendships destroyed, mental illness

2/20/2022 1:20 PM

8456

Lost alot money and ruined my relationship with now ex-wife and family

2/20/2022 1:20 PM

8457

This has destroyed my freedom to associate with friends, family and travel (freedom of
association), it has prevented my access to information through censorship (freedom of
speech), it has attempted to take away my right to choose what I put in my body(freedom of
choice).

2/20/2022 1:20 PM

8458

Very lonely with no feelings of accomplishment.

2/20/2022 1:20 PM

8459

Mental and emotional health has suffered

2/20/2022 1:20 PM

8460

Not allowed to work. No income. No EI.

2/20/2022 1:20 PM

8461

Discouraged about life

2/20/2022 1:20 PM

8462

Being a “frontline worker” and “essential” worker, having worked through the entire pandemic,
my mental health has definitely taken a hit and having watched it affect everyone around me
has taken a toll….enough is enough and it’s times to end all these mandates now, not later,
time to get back to how it was, back to normal….NOT the “new normal”

2/20/2022 1:20 PM

8463

Not a bit a carry on as usual but see the heart ache it has caused others it must end now

2/20/2022 1:20 PM

8464

Negativity

2/20/2022 1:19 PM

8465

I every way possible!

2/20/2022 1:19 PM

8466

Numerously

2/20/2022 1:19 PM

8467

My children’s mental health effected by mandates. I feel I have been demonized and
segregated from society. Forced to wear masks on my face when I can’t breath. The drs news
parliament don’t acknowledge any judgement against there narrative . Immunization has not
been recognized ! Medical info is not accurately given to Canadian citizens !

2/20/2022 1:19 PM

8468

It has caused division in friends, family, including making people feel like first and second
class citizens leaving people to think it’s okay to be cruel if you don’t believe the same. And I
DO NOT trust the healthcare system after hearing/seeing how many were treated/cared for
Seems like the right to choose is gone

2/20/2022 1:19 PM

8469

I very rarely go out because I won't wear a mask. I can't go visit my family in Alberta because
I'm injected and won't get it.

2/20/2022 1:19 PM

8470

Lost my job

2/20/2022 1:19 PM

8471

I have no life right now because OF THE MANDATES

2/20/2022 1:19 PM

8472

My husband was terminated from his job and this has increased our stress everyday

2/20/2022 1:19 PM

8473

Totally ruined my life!

2/20/2022 1:19 PM
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8474

Other than staying home I really have not been affected. I am vaccinated and did not get covid

2/20/2022 1:19 PM

8475

Job loss

2/20/2022 1:18 PM

8476

I lost my business and relationships with friends and family

2/20/2022 1:18 PM

8477

In every way, financial, not seeing family for 2 years!!! Can't fly anywhere warm, surgery was
postponed!! Groceries and gas is way to expensive!!

2/20/2022 1:18 PM

8478

As someone who chooses to not be vaccinated, I have faced extreme discrimination from
government and businesses, this is not what Canada is supposed to be about. We are the land
of the free, not the land of the oppressed. Discrimination of any kind is wrong and has no place
in Canada. This has severely impacted my mentally to the point I have considered suicide

2/20/2022 1:18 PM

8479

Unable to participate in society, I do not have freedom to move and travel in my country

2/20/2022 1:18 PM

8480

I'm a software developer so working at home wasn't a problem: the biggest thing for me was
not being able to attend Catholic mass for some of the lockdowns. And it made no sense that I
could go to a CostCo but not to a church.

2/20/2022 1:18 PM

8481

Not

2/20/2022 1:18 PM

8482

Been segregated and treated like a leper

2/20/2022 1:18 PM

8483

Mentally stressful, broke, broken family and friends

2/20/2022 1:18 PM

8484

Lost my job, friends and family

2/20/2022 1:18 PM

8485

Kids mental health, can't live freely to do the things we want and spend money where we like.
Fitness levels have gone down can't go to the gym.

2/20/2022 1:17 PM

8486

Every possible way

2/20/2022 1:17 PM

8487

I was unable to go to the gym. Working out at home is impossible. Depression, weight gain
and feeling quite unhealthy.

2/20/2022 1:17 PM

8488

Can’t work, limit on spending time with family

2/20/2022 1:17 PM

8489

No connection with others, housebound, no transparency about what's really happening.

2/20/2022 1:17 PM

8490

I lost my job, my ex went crazy and i ended up homeless during a lockdown so had nowhere to
go and I lost my children because of all that! So I would say it has completely screwed up my
life. I believe in covid and support anyones decision to get vaccinated, but I believe i should
have the choice like any other vaccine. It all comes down to money & population control,
people are losing everything so the rich can get richer, it’s disgusting to be honest, shame on
our government what an embarrassment!!!

2/20/2022 1:17 PM

8491

Unable to travel. Church services , sports venues etc

2/20/2022 1:17 PM

8492

Job and career destroyed. Unable to visit family in Newfoundland. Unable to participate in
extracurricular activities. Savings and RRSPs gone

2/20/2022 1:17 PM

8493

My children are no longer allowed to participate in the sports and activities they love. My
mental health has deteriorated due to the division within the country and sure to not being able
to go to the gym. My daughter will not be allowed in colleges or universities, and she has an
amazing opportunity to volunteer at a camp in BC this summer and I don't know a) if she is
even allowed or b) if she is allowed, how will she get there. We are citizens who are trapped
within our country, being governed by people who hate us and encourage the segregation and
name calling.

2/20/2022 1:17 PM

8494

Vaccine mandates are a form of medical assault.

2/20/2022 1:17 PM

8495

Lock down measures are far reaching & extreme I’m constantly being threatened about losing
my job & severely restricted within my own province.

2/20/2022 1:17 PM

8496

Division of relationships with family & friends. Restriction of going to our winter home because
I’m not vaccinated. Treated like a 2nd class citizen!!

2/20/2022 1:17 PM

8497

Has basically made me a second class citizen because I believe in free choice and don't go
along with the mainstream narrative.

2/20/2022 1:16 PM

8498

It’s divided the Canadians, I feel like a lesser person

2/20/2022 1:16 PM
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8499

In every single way: -mental health -financially -inflation -family hating family -friends
separating -no longer being able to do the things that keep me sane and far away from anxiety.

2/20/2022 1:16 PM

8500

Sports, school activities, social activities, anxiety attacks

2/20/2022 1:16 PM

8501

Isolated as a senior

2/20/2022 1:16 PM

8502

Shown me that the government can overreach its limits with no real thought or concern for the
Canadian people

2/20/2022 1:16 PM

8503

Hasn’t

2/20/2022 1:16 PM

8504

driving us crazy!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2/20/2022 1:16 PM

8505

It has created such division amongst my family members and friends. Luckily my job wasn’t
impacted as I am self employed but I’ve witness so many struggling with being forced to take
vaccines, they never wanted in the first place, just to keep their jobs.

2/20/2022 1:16 PM

8506

It coerced me in to getting a medical procedure I did not want that is irreversible. It’s destroyed
the communities around me and torn family’s apart. I can go on and on and on about how it’s
affected me.

2/20/2022 1:16 PM

8507

I lost a sister to cancer who didn’t get tested early enough due to covid restrictions and was
terminal by the time she did, she lasted 3 weeks after. I have elderly, sick loved ones whom I
haven’t seen for so long. I have been diagnosed myself with a life limiting disease and have
been restricted from travelling to my dream destination for 2 years. I don’t know if I’ll ever see
it now. I’m a senior living alone in a basement suite. I am starting to feel the onset of “I don’t
want to even go out, get out of bed, or even talk with others anymore”. It’s been a terrible, sad,
lonely time. People making the decisions have no, absolutely no, idea of the reality for so
many of us. I don’t trust our leadership, I don’t trust our health people - too much ch corruption
- bought and paid people who serve their own needs. I seriously don’t trust our media and
never will ever again. The biggest loss from all of this is the peoples’ loss of trust in our
democracy. Thanks for letting me have my say

2/20/2022 1:16 PM

8508

Mental health has deteriorated for all my family members. Loss of income due to restrictions

2/20/2022 1:16 PM

8509

I couldn't get married when and how I wanted to, it has caused a rift in my family, we don't see
or talk with eachother any more, none of the regular statutory Holidays have been spent
together. I am feeling isolated from friends and society, and I feel like an outcast. I feel very
insecure about the future of my finances.

2/20/2022 1:16 PM

8510

Of course. Kept me alive

2/20/2022 1:16 PM

8511

Confirmed my commitment to wellness for my community and beyond

2/20/2022 1:16 PM

8512

My family is suffering of luck of customers, business was destroyed. Family went through nigh
mares. Som members of our family left Canada for good.

2/20/2022 1:15 PM

8513

Has not really affected me

2/20/2022 1:15 PM

8514

I'm about to loose my job because of vaccines mandates. Non of the mandates are in the best
interests of people. Fed gov is ceating division between Canadians

2/20/2022 1:15 PM

8515

Take away our rights.

2/20/2022 1:15 PM

8516

I have not been able to work, participate in my adult sports or watch my children’s.

2/20/2022 1:15 PM

8517

They have divided relationships

2/20/2022 1:15 PM

8518

It has divided my family.

2/20/2022 1:15 PM

8519

I can’t coach basketball at 20 years of coaching. My son can’t play basketball. My daughter
can’t go to university. My wife has to test 3 times a week

2/20/2022 1:15 PM

8520

Stole the best years of my kids life

2/20/2022 1:15 PM

8521

The young people in my life are facing in precendented anxiety and depression issues. I also
am made to feel like I’m a different class of citizen because of medical decisions

2/20/2022 1:15 PM

8522

It really hadn't, I just don't think that health should ever be a mandate

2/20/2022 1:15 PM
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8523

My job, my young kids and relationships with family members have all been affected
negatively by these mandates.

2/20/2022 1:15 PM

8524

Contributed to alrwdy ongoing mental health for myself - made it much more difficult to go out
and do groceries even, there are times as a single mom I wouldn’t go for almost a month as
this divisive narrative over some virus has made people ugly. Those that are all for it have
shown their true colours abd thanks to our own prime minister promulgating such divisive
language, as a veteran even I dread walking into my own community. Mh daughter is 11 abd
just put on anti depressants due to the last two years of fuckery and instability, while I sit here
doing what I can already with mental health issues then having to deal with this on top of it has
made it extremely difficult in ways I can’t even articulate at times

2/20/2022 1:15 PM

8525

negatively

2/20/2022 1:15 PM

8526

It's affecting my children's development, I'm going to lose my job if I don't get vaccinated, and
its creating stress in my life and affecting my mental wellbeing 😡

2/20/2022 1:15 PM

8527

Very negative

2/20/2022 1:15 PM

8528

It had affected my mental and emotional health. We weren’t allowed to go out for supper and
has created division

2/20/2022 1:15 PM

8529

Destroyed my social life

2/20/2022 1:15 PM

8530

I currently am going to school in the unites states and trying to come home for Christmas was
a terrible pain. I ended up taking 8 tests (all negative) within 10 days. I had two and a half
weeks off from school to go home. I was forced to quarantine for two of those weeks. That is
just one example from my own personal life.

2/20/2022 1:14 PM

8531

This box is not big enough

2/20/2022 1:14 PM

8532

Lost father, couldn't grieve or have a proper funeral

2/20/2022 1:14 PM

8533

Everyway

2/20/2022 1:14 PM

8534

In every aspect of life.

2/20/2022 1:14 PM

8535

Made it terrible. Being allergic to vaccine I can do absolutely nothing not even get a job. Doctor
wasn’t allowed signing my exemption paper so I have no way of paying for things

2/20/2022 1:14 PM

8536

i want to see my family with no restrictions. just because some decide to not inject a vaccine
in themselves doesnt mean i shouldnt be able to see them. lets go back to the canada people
love.

2/20/2022 1:14 PM

8537

Loss of income Mental stability

2/20/2022 1:14 PM

8538

We have been placed under house arrest for traveling, Our ability to travel has been restricted,
we have not been able to attend functions or restaurants, we are not allowed to go to a gym.
We have lost friends and family due to divisiveness promoted by the government.

2/20/2022 1:14 PM

8539

I cant visit family in the hospital. My daughter could only have 30 people at her wedding. I cant
fly to see family on the east coast. Wearing a mask has affected my lungs so I have
shortness of breath. My mom doesn't want to see me because I havent gotten the shots,
because she's brainwashed by the media.

2/20/2022 1:14 PM

8540

i feel very isolated

2/20/2022 1:14 PM

8541

Took my rights away. Made me very angry. Created social division with my family and friends.
I learned a lot about the corrupt medical establishment, which has been captured by the
pharmaceutical corporations and associated organizations like GAVI.

2/20/2022 1:14 PM

8542

The mandate had taken away my freedom in canada. The prime minister has abused it to strip
Canadians of their freedom. It is time to let individuals make their own choices when it come to
getting sick. Im absolutely disgusted at Trudeau and the liberals.

2/20/2022 1:13 PM

8543

Kept my family and friends safe

2/20/2022 1:13 PM

8544

I have become very I’ll 21 days after the second “vaccine” and do Not have confidence in
Health Canada (our healthcare system), our Prime Minister Mr Justin Trudeau, Chrystia
Freeland or any person (that is a member or connected) with The World Economic Forum I see
how “the mandate” is a cover up for The World Economic Forum. I am a cashier in a grocery

2/20/2022 1:13 PM
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store and this price rise in groceries hydro carbon tax charged numerous times over and over
The poor is poorer and oppressed We need a Government that mandates freedom and health
to the marginalized, fixed income and the poor
8545

Not being able to take my children to lessons or watch their extracurricular activities has been
hard on our whole family. With passports and capacity limits I can’t even put my children in
swimming lessons. Not to mention not being able to take my baby to play groups or classes or
participate in health and fitness classes.

2/20/2022 1:13 PM

8546

My children couldn’t go to university, I am in fear of losing my job and we couldn’t leave the
house causing mental anguish for my whole family.

2/20/2022 1:13 PM

8547

Family and friends turning against one another

2/20/2022 1:13 PM

8548

Unable to travel freely

2/20/2022 1:13 PM

8549

I am unable to apply for jobs that I would be fully qualified for because I refuse to disclose my
private health information to potential employers. Requiring proof of a legitimate working (one
and done) vaccine is debatable, but these vaccines wain in their efficacy requiring boosters for
a virus that is still transmissible when fully vaccinated. I’m not comfortable bring a test subject
for a product that has full protection for any liability.

2/20/2022 1:13 PM

8550

It’s been very stressful. I wasn’t keen on the vaccine but had no choice to get it as it was
required to keep my job. It has alienated people and kept people inside, in some cases alone.
It has also kept families apart.

2/20/2022 1:13 PM

8551

Job loss, children ousted from sport groups- sell home and move further away for affordability

2/20/2022 1:13 PM

8552

every way! Relationship, work, psychologically

2/20/2022 1:13 PM

8553

Immensely and negatively

2/20/2022 1:13 PM

8554

We can’t live like this anymore, you’re fucking killing us !!

2/20/2022 1:12 PM

8555

It has affected my whole family mentally and spiritually since the beginning. This is not a
pandemic, and the only emergency is our government

2/20/2022 1:12 PM

8556

It affects everything

2/20/2022 1:12 PM

8557

Jobless in 3 weeks due to vaccine mandates

2/20/2022 1:12 PM

8558

It has affected work , play , relationships

2/20/2022 1:12 PM

8559

It’s attempted to keep me safe from all of those who have no common sense…

2/20/2022 1:12 PM

8560

It makes me angry that ordinary working people are being vilified and their freedoms are under
attack.

2/20/2022 1:12 PM

8561

Work Finance’s health

2/20/2022 1:12 PM

8562

Socially/mentally

2/20/2022 1:12 PM

8563

Infringing my God given freedoms.

2/20/2022 1:12 PM

8564

I was forced to resign as head coach of my sons hockey team because I didn’t get vaccinated
as I was afraid after having a DVT blood clot in my leg months prior. My 12 year old couldn’t
play hockey because they enacted the passport program. And my 7 year didn’t play because
we weren’t going to send him into a building alone with strangers. Especially with my husband
being a police officer and knowing things that happen in those situations. Also I have a
medical exemption. Yet still the stress and anxiety I suffer when going into stores is
unmanageable. The criticism and remarks I receive are unnecessary and it has created a
society where people have animosity towards strangers and confrontation based on whether
you have a piece of cloth or plastic shield in front of your face. They enforce these mask
mandates, yet in the stores people are shoulder to shoulder. Social distancing is not enforced
and there is zero consistency in any measures put in place.

2/20/2022 1:12 PM

8565

Retired so I left and went to Florida

2/20/2022 1:12 PM

8566

I’m not free . I cannot leave the country nor go to the gym,movies, bar. Etc…. The prime
minister has divided the country

2/20/2022 1:12 PM

8567

I missed out completely on my life. It has divided family and friends who think it's ok to bash

2/20/2022 1:12 PM
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you, laugh at you, segregate, isolate or ostracize you. Can't go anywhere and won't until all is
ended. Don't have a relationship with my doctor anymore since he pulled back because of fear.
Fear of going to hospital or emergency. Couldn't attend funeral and weddings because of
restriction, nor anything pleasurable. Can't trust the system or even people around you.
Everyone feels entitled to tell you how to live, how to think, what to do. The ridiculous and not
logical mandates have taken over everyone's life, including critical thinking, causing
expotential fears, loss of income, enjoyment, isolation, loss of closeness, smiles, hugging,
and the list goes on. On top of that, the government has rank up our debt recklessly with no
end on site.
8568

I have not been able to swim because I do not feel the vaccine is good for the body and am
unwilling to take it.

2/20/2022 1:12 PM

8569

Divided family and friends, increase anxiety, lack of support in schooling,

2/20/2022 1:11 PM

8570

It's shit!

2/20/2022 1:11 PM

8571

Taking away our Canadian Freedom

2/20/2022 1:11 PM

8572

It has completely destroyed all of my relationships. The propaganda and fear mongering is
detrimental to society. With many people only following the censored government information.
It is an attack on our rights and freedoms.

2/20/2022 1:11 PM

8573

It hasn’t.

2/20/2022 1:11 PM

8574

It’s ruined it. Life without true freedom is not a life worth living. Things must change.

2/20/2022 1:11 PM

8575

Not seeing my parents for two years, nobody noticed she was showing dementia signs until we
were able to see her again. My cousin lost his job due to not getting the Covid vaccine, he
committed suicide shortly thereafter. I’ve had to hire a therapist for anxiety in my 8 year old
after she went back to school in September.

2/20/2022 1:11 PM

8576

Everything

2/20/2022 1:11 PM

8577

It hasn’t

2/20/2022 1:11 PM

8578

Kept me from seeing my Dr. and kept me from Socializing.

2/20/2022 1:11 PM

8579

It’s made me depressed and made feel like a second class citizen

2/20/2022 1:10 PM

8580

Job opportunities, unable to visit elderly relatives and ostracized by other relatives/friends.

2/20/2022 1:10 PM

8581

Prevented me from having quality of life, taken away my freedom, silenced my voice, and
forced me to live in a communist country

2/20/2022 1:10 PM

8582

this must be rhetorical?

2/20/2022 1:10 PM

8583

My mental health

2/20/2022 1:10 PM

8584

Socially destroyed.

2/20/2022 1:10 PM

8585

Hasnt at all

2/20/2022 1:10 PM

8586

Loss of employment, young cousin committed suicide due to loss of freedoms

2/20/2022 1:10 PM

8587

In so many ways, my business has suffered I am in so much more debt. I could not leave
canada for business trips. Emotional strain caused a long term relationship to end. And so
much more.

2/20/2022 1:10 PM

8588

:(

2/20/2022 1:10 PM

8589

It makes me feel safe

2/20/2022 1:10 PM

8590

Mental health

2/20/2022 1:10 PM

8591

My freedoms need to be restored.

2/20/2022 1:10 PM

8592

Very depressing and feeling extremely imprisoned. Also very confused because we are not
being told the truth on The news channels and millions are being made from fining people etc.

2/20/2022 1:10 PM

8593

Going to university but having to do all my school online and still paying the same amount for
tution.

2/20/2022 1:10 PM
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8594

Depression

2/20/2022 1:10 PM

8595

Unable to travel by plane to visit daughter and having to instead make monthly dangerous 12
hour drive through the Rocky Mountains.

2/20/2022 1:09 PM

8596

Complete violation the sacred things, damaged youth, mistrust in our institutions and the
establishment had corporate interests at heart not the people they are supposed to serve. We
need a government like this,like we need a hole in the head.

2/20/2022 1:09 PM

8597

My Children struggle with masks all day at school. Cannot fly to Alberta for sons medical
(heart) procedure. Cannot attend religious services as desired. Cannot participate in choir
singing group Cannot dine in a restaurant

2/20/2022 1:09 PM

8598

Not in a bad way at all. I have been working full time at a good job and enjoying life.

2/20/2022 1:09 PM

8599

Mentally Physically

2/20/2022 1:09 PM

8600

It’s made my mental health go down the drain. It’s put a strain on my marriage and my
finances. I am no longer working because of these mandates

2/20/2022 1:09 PM

8601

It sucks

2/20/2022 1:09 PM

8602

Friendships, family gatherings, social gatherings, travel, shopping, entertainment, anxiety, fear
for our children’s future.

2/20/2022 1:09 PM

8603

Not allowed me to see my family and friends and put me in a state of depression. It should be
a personal choice if you want to be vaccinated not a mandate. I don’t believe the figures are
accurate and they are labelling most deaths on Covid. In two years years not a mention about
the flu. I have heard of serious side affects from the vaccine so why would I subject myself to
this vaccine when I am perfectly healthy. I had a flu shot once and was so sick from it never
again. Get rid of all the mandates and let things go back to normal and give people back the
freedom of choice. Who has the right to force people to lose their jobs, be isolated, nor being
able to travel, not visit loved one in hospitals and the list goes on. Let’s get back to normal.

2/20/2022 1:09 PM

8604

Delayed hospital procedures, vaccine injuries in family members including death due to cardiac
arrest in 25 year old. Friends with blood clots. Mental health issues in children. I have
quarantined over 50 days in the last two years to see sick family members in NL. I was
basically forced to get the vaccine to see my dying father in nl

2/20/2022 1:09 PM

8605

Loss of work to earn money to support my family.

2/20/2022 1:09 PM

8606

My wife and I both lost our jobs.

2/20/2022 1:09 PM

8607

Restrictions on my employment, mobility and social activities.Mandates also curtail business
activities and resulted in higher prices for food ,goods and services

2/20/2022 1:09 PM

8608

.

2/20/2022 1:09 PM

8609

Couldn’t visit my mom, haven’t seen one of my grandchildren yet.

2/20/2022 1:09 PM

8610

Would rather not ssy. This is what the Gov't has done. Caused this distrust.

2/20/2022 1:09 PM

8611

Unable to celebrate family gatherings and special family events…. i.e Grandfather’s Funeral,
Relatives Weddings. Niece’s and Nephews education is at risk with such harsh classroom
restrictions and school mandates.

2/20/2022 1:09 PM

8612

It hasn’t really. Get a vaccine and wear a mask… it’s not that hard. It feels good knowing I’ve
done my part and I’m not part of the problem.

2/20/2022 1:08 PM

8613

Not been able to travel

2/20/2022 1:08 PM

8614

It has made me more cautious and respectful of educated prifessionals

2/20/2022 1:08 PM

8615

Interfered with free travel. Caused division amongst friends and family. Have perhaps been
injured by 2 doses of an experimental injection.

2/20/2022 1:08 PM

8616

Living in constant fight or flight mode has effected myself, my children and my husband. We
have went into severe debt over months of loss of work and having to isolate for any illness.

2/20/2022 1:08 PM

8617

My mother was isolated in a lodge, they started to enforce the vax which she has many
allergies and a serious reaction is highly possible. They told her she would have to remain in
her room When she contracted Covid while in her room through outside individuals as she was

2/20/2022 1:08 PM
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quaranteened, they were not monitoring people, she ended up severly dehydrated and
immaciated as she had not eaten or drank in 4 days. I moved her into my home which has
limited me to either finding work from home or no work at all.
8618

very little change

2/20/2022 1:08 PM

8619

You have taken away our freedom and rights and for that mental health has been a factor.

2/20/2022 1:07 PM

8620

Made it hard to see family and friends

2/20/2022 1:07 PM

8621

What life, the mandates have taken away our rights to live ours lives with freedom, we can no
longer see loved ones as they die alone, forced to put experimental vaccines in our bodies with
no liability to the makers should side effects occur

2/20/2022 1:07 PM

8622

Kept me alive

2/20/2022 1:07 PM

8623

Horrible resign Justin and Ford Depression Anxiety Income loss Health mental physical
emotional Freedom to travel I have hundreds of patients who are suffering it's sad it's
inappropriate that such is taking place and the Canadian freedoms are being taken away and
science is not being challenged in an open and honest discussion In addition the WEF is
influencing our government and must stop

2/20/2022 1:07 PM

8624

Confusion stress awakening to the undermining of government and media against the working
class

2/20/2022 1:07 PM

8625

It has been unhealthy emotionally and physically. It is completely against what the Lord our
God has for us. Unsettling that someone so incompetent could be running our country. It's
actually unbelievable. God has so much more for us, to live an honorable life and have people
with Integrity leading our Country's.

2/20/2022 1:07 PM

8626

locked of freedom

2/20/2022 1:07 PM

8627

Kept me safe

2/20/2022 1:07 PM

8628

Divided our family and our friends perhaps irredeemably .

2/20/2022 1:07 PM

8629

I’m sick and tired of the “google scientists” that seem to think they know more about this virus
and the immunizations than actual intellectual scientists that have studied immunology and the
vaccines! Other than that my family and my own life has not been affected by the mandates

2/20/2022 1:07 PM

8630

I was threatened my apprenticeship from my general foreman, I was threatened to lose my job,
benefits and bonuses through a letter from my employer. I was coerced into taking the
experimental vaccines, once I got my 2nd dose, the pharmacists, made a mistake as the vial
was not diluted enough and injected me with 6 times the dosage. I have everything
documented through the pharmacy indicating this mistake, as well through WCB for missing
time due to work for vaccine injury.

2/20/2022 1:06 PM

8631

I fear the long term effects of these lockdowns are having reprocessing on my children. My
eldest just turned 21 and has had severe mental health issues due to the separation from
friends and family. She attempted to take her life a few weeks ago. My youngest is 6 and the
lockdowns with her school has had quite an effect on her learning. She has fallen behind in
reading and letter and number recognition. She now has to see a resource aid to try and catch
back up. The separation from her friends and classmates was very difficult for her especially
because she is the only child living at home with us. So she had little to know interaction with
other children her age. That is just not right.

2/20/2022 1:06 PM

8632

Isolation/loneliness Unnecessary Conflict Restrictions

2/20/2022 1:06 PM

8633

Far too many to mention

2/20/2022 1:06 PM

8634

Traumatized! Anxiety and Depression for my child and myself. Loss of my business. Job loss
for my child. Pay cuts for my husband. Loss of income. Child can’t attend post secondary.
Child can’t go to the gym provided by her job. No hope. Loss of friendships & family
relationships. Discrimination. Extreme stress. Despair. Flare ups of illness exacerbated by
stress. Couldn’t see mother in hospital. Triggered trauma from wearing a breathing barrier.

2/20/2022 1:06 PM

8635

measurable

2/20/2022 1:06 PM

8636

It has impacted it dramatically. Was a proud PSW before I was put on a LOA because I am
pregnant and unwilling to get vaccinated.

2/20/2022 1:06 PM
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8637

It has kept me safe

2/20/2022 1:06 PM

8638

Not allowed in liquor stores

2/20/2022 1:06 PM

8639

Alot

2/20/2022 1:06 PM

8640

I have lost my job, not been able to take my grandson anywhere or go anywhere. I realize now
that Trudeau is a dictator.

2/20/2022 1:06 PM

8641

It has allowed me to continue to be able to work and protect my personal safety. The
mandates have provided me with health security to prevent getting sick with Covid

2/20/2022 1:06 PM

8642

It hasn't.

2/20/2022 1:05 PM

8643

caused depression, limited income, increased prices of goods, limited family travel

2/20/2022 1:05 PM

8644

A lot of sadness due to 1000's of people who've been dismissed from jobs due to choice re:
vaccine. Many willing to do regular testing to keep their jobs

2/20/2022 1:05 PM

8645

Deep depression

2/20/2022 1:05 PM

8646

Depression, sadness, separation from family, affected breathing

2/20/2022 1:05 PM

8647

Negatively

2/20/2022 1:05 PM

8648

I've been segregated/discriminated against by friends, family, businesses and country thanks
to the measures and requests of Trudeau and his Liberal Party. Not allowed to travel, not
allowed to enter majority of establishments and it's all been done by Trudeau's Liberal Party as
an inconvenience to us, to strong-arm us into submission. This has never been about health
and safety. Only control and power.

2/20/2022 1:05 PM

8649

A lot of division has been created with some family members and friends. Unable to do my job
due to covid passports.

2/20/2022 1:05 PM

8650

I am afraid for my kids future. I’ve had mental health issues from being forced to do what the
Gov says. This needs to end ASAP.

2/20/2022 1:05 PM

8651

Reduced businesses, limited travel, depression, suicidal, anger, helplessness, sleeplessness,
reduced social activities. My son had adverse reaction to his first vaccine/poison injection. P

2/20/2022 1:05 PM

8652

Almost has ruined my small business

2/20/2022 1:05 PM

8653

Your mandates have ripped my family apart. Adults and children alike now have anxiety, social
problems, problems connecting with each other. Our whole family now has severe depression.
The children miss being able to have birthday parties with all there friends, and family. They
want to see there family that is stuck in another country. Jobs have been lost, struggling to
make ends meet. Limited capacity is reducing income in stores to stay afloat. We are all over
this covid crap. We will move on with or without your approval. Your are going to see a lot more
problems if you don’t lift all the mandates because your mandates have caused more problems
then there are to even write about.

2/20/2022 1:05 PM

8654

Social impact. Mental health. Ability to connect with family and friends. Volunteer work. I
haven't donated to any of the related causes and typically don't get involved in politics but the
way the leaders of this nation have handled themselves has been disturbing and the length to
which they have gone to "prove l" that they are right is also concerning. It seems they don't
actually care about the people but only being what they believe is right. There is no humanity.
We tried for 2 years. Consider the opportunity cost. We must. Time to live life. It is life after
all. People are scared and they are angry. People feel like they can't trust their government and
even fellow man. This is not the environment where we should be raising our children. People
are divided and hurt. I barely want to do this survey because I have no idea if my answers
would lead to me being called an antivaccer or it being used against me. We shouldn't even be
thinking that way in a free society. For have mercy on us.

2/20/2022 1:05 PM

8655

Economically, physiologically, mentally

2/20/2022 1:05 PM

8656

Made it possible for me to be more involved in my community as I feel safer.

2/20/2022 1:05 PM

8657

my rights was violated. created stress, depression, lost of control of my life, lost connection
with friends and family, division in my family

2/20/2022 1:05 PM

8658

I have been segregated and made out to be something I am not for more than 2 years. I have

2/20/2022 1:05 PM
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suffered emotionally and financially from these mandates.
8659

Wrecked my life totally by not being able to associate with family and friends at gathering.

2/20/2022 1:05 PM

8660

Trudeau has made me feel like a person that does not belong to Canadian. I believe him when
he said 14 days to flatten the curve. Now I believe in suicide!!!!!!!!!!

2/20/2022 1:05 PM

8661

I’m forced to be vaccinated in order to eat out and wear a mask when around other people
even though I found it affected my ability to breathe.

2/20/2022 1:05 PM

8662

Affecting mental health

2/20/2022 1:04 PM

8663

There is nothing in my life that hasn't been affected by it in some way.. I have to move
provinces because I can't afford to live in my home province anymore, can't find an adequate
job here or an affordable place to live! Groceries are to expensive, gas is crazy! I literally can
only afford to stay home

2/20/2022 1:04 PM

8664

In many ways, throughout our friends and family

2/20/2022 1:04 PM

8665

Suppressed it

2/20/2022 1:04 PM

8666

My mental health is suffering due to enforced isolation. I cannot hear properly with those
masks and I question exactly what use they are. I distrust every politician and news agency.

2/20/2022 1:04 PM

8667

It has negatively impacted our small businesses as well as caused irreparable division in our
families, friends and community. We have had friends lose their jobs. Our entire family has
been extremely negatively impacted and we want the mandates to end immediately!

2/20/2022 1:04 PM

8668

Separated our family. Travel

2/20/2022 1:04 PM

8669

Forced me to do something (mask up), against my will, that I know has zero value in
protecting myself or others from the coronavirus. As well the continuing threat of mandated
gene therapy inoculation has led to exponentially increased stress in my life and in the lives of
my loved ones.

2/20/2022 1:04 PM

8670

Depression, lost job

2/20/2022 1:04 PM

8671

I had to go through my cancer treatments alone, it was very hard. I suffer from anxiety issues
and having to were a mask 😷 is terrible, I got depressed.

2/20/2022 1:04 PM

8672

Dividing my family

2/20/2022 1:04 PM

8673

Stopped us from being with family ,and friends.

2/20/2022 1:04 PM

8674

It has made me get a vaccine against my will, it has limited my abilities to live freely with
freedom of choice. It’s done more harm than good and needs to end. Trudeau and freeland
should be publicly hung.

2/20/2022 1:04 PM

8675

As non of these mandates were necessary, the Charter of Rights and Freedoms was assaulted
and the pandemic measures set in place were completely ignored I feel this has been a
complete set up in a push for Globalism. Trudeau did state "Canada will be the 1st postnational state. This whole thing has never been about a disease it has been about establishing
CONTROL. I feel very sad that the Canadian people have paid so little attention to politics' that
they got took this bad. This is tyranny. Trudeau and his followers are criminals and should be
tried for treason.

2/20/2022 1:04 PM

8676

Depression, loss of motivation, feeling that I am powerless, loss of empathy

2/20/2022 1:03 PM

8677

It has turn into me being illdgal in my own country.

2/20/2022 1:03 PM

8678

Major impact on job possibly leading to termination. Episodes of depression and anxiety.

2/20/2022 1:03 PM

8679

Loss of income

2/20/2022 1:03 PM

8680

Socially

2/20/2022 1:03 PM

8681

I was forced to be vaccinated. Flue vaccines have been optional for those who wanted in
previous years.These time it was obligatory. Three people in my family lost their jobs because
they refused to be vaccinated.

2/20/2022 1:03 PM

8682

I am incredibly sad for my children. They have not been allowed to be kids. There are some
children who have never seen another person's face outside of their immediate family. That is

2/20/2022 1:03 PM
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not right.
8683

Taken away individual choice and freedom.

2/20/2022 1:03 PM

8684

It hasn't. I am carrying for myself and others by following mandates

2/20/2022 1:03 PM

8685

Only family gathering limits. Outside of that it hasn’t affected my life.

2/20/2022 1:03 PM

8686

Bad

2/20/2022 1:03 PM

8687

Not answering

2/20/2022 1:03 PM

8688

I am aware of people getting close to me and not following the regulations. I have come to the
conclusion that Canada does not enforce laws strict enough.

2/20/2022 1:03 PM

8689

Yes

2/20/2022 1:02 PM

8690

Life sucks!

2/20/2022 1:02 PM

8691

Restricted to visit family, church. As adults we don'2t need a government to be told don't do
this or don't do that.

2/20/2022 1:02 PM

8692

This has been a complete fabrication from the very beginning. This has been done to justify
One World Order

2/20/2022 1:02 PM

8693

Lost my double vaxxed father to Covid. None of his family could be with him because of
restrictions. Not one therapeutic was offered to him to lessen the progression of the virus.

2/20/2022 1:02 PM

8694

The mandate for vaccination and/or boosters has pushed me to the brink of suicide. I hesitated
to be vaccinated because I did not feel at high risk and thought the vulnerable should get them
before me. As well, I suffer from anaphylaxis, so did not feel they were safe for me. I opted to
wait for a better option and found myself part of the ‘great unclean’. My husband was
vulnerable, so opted for the vaccines, which I supported. We lived a microcosm of society,
working through our differences and supporting each other. Being pro-life, we both would rather
have no association with pharmaceutical products derived or tested using fetal cell lines. I lost
my mental and physical health, significant relationships and my ability to trust every institution
which I once trusted. The mandates enforced deception, caused division, created and
supported negative diversions (alcohol and drug addictions, deaths) and have caused a level of
discouragement among the working class Canadians, especially, those who worked from the
get-go without vaccinations and who knew better than to take them once Omicron became
dominant. The front page of the Toronto Star made it clear that the unvaccinated were vilified,
with headlines stating they should die, not get medical treatments, etc. My doctors were
unable to direct me to a safe medical alternative, nor advise on affective prophylaxis, nor
conclusively say how I could safely be vaccinated due to the nature of my anaphylaxis. All I
got was silence, an email trail that ended with me saying how anxious I was, that I was on the
brink of losing my job and could they please give me a medical exemption. But there were no
exemptions for the unvaxxed. One had to be vaccinated and risk death in order to get the
exemption. I lived these past few years feeling like a hunted animal, not a human being. Had it
not been for the mercy of my employers who fought for me to be tested weekly, I would have
lost absolute faith in every one and every thing. That and daily mass, every day the churches
were open… There is no mercy in mandates. If I had not been a person of faith, with a loving
husband and loving, understanding friends and co-workers, I would not be alive to write this.

2/20/2022 1:02 PM

8695

Caused a lot of fear and anxiety about the state of our country/province. Got a vaccination due
to peer pressure and fear of losing my job.

2/20/2022 1:02 PM

8696

Badly.

2/20/2022 1:02 PM

8697

Makes you feel like you have no say on this subject

2/20/2022 1:02 PM

8698

For the worse

2/20/2022 1:02 PM

8699

Feel imprisoned, it has split family and friends, it is wrong to impose their agenda with tyranny

2/20/2022 1:02 PM

8700

Both mine and my husbands mental health has been effected. My husband has lost work
because of the vaccine mandate. We have homeschooled our kids this year because of the
mask mandates.

2/20/2022 1:01 PM

8701

Socially

2/20/2022 1:01 PM

8702

Barely at all, masks are hardly an inconvenience

2/20/2022 1:01 PM
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8703

Depressed. Fearful. Not able to be social. We all wonder whether we will ever go be to how
things used to be before the virus. It gets financially difficult raising two children under 4, one
with autism.

2/20/2022 1:01 PM

8704

my income has drastically reduced as well as the cancellations in schools and activities for
children

2/20/2022 1:01 PM

8705

Prevented us from flying and eating at restaurants. We hate wearing masks when shopping
and hate that our grandsons have to wear masks at school.

2/20/2022 1:01 PM

8706

2yrs resembling a prison sentence

2/20/2022 1:01 PM

8707

I was put on Leave Without Pay and so have had no income for almost three months.

2/20/2022 1:01 PM

8708

Very stressful

2/20/2022 1:01 PM

8709

Deeprest

2/20/2022 1:01 PM

8710

Negaitive Emotional and mental impact on my kids, myself and my family. I have not been
able to see my aging mother who is losing her memory on a daily basis.

2/20/2022 1:01 PM

8711

I have been discriminated against due to my personal choice.

2/20/2022 1:01 PM

8712

Unemployment Poverty Marital breakdown

2/20/2022 1:00 PM

8713

Devastating to personal relationships

2/20/2022 1:00 PM

8714

Has made it very difficult to live

2/20/2022 1:00 PM

8715

I cant go see my grandparents in the nursing home.

2/20/2022 1:00 PM

8716

Our family has been destroyed....

2/20/2022 1:00 PM

8717

My children have been affected, right to mobility, lost education

2/20/2022 1:00 PM

8718

My father passed a death with no dignity due to unnecessarily firing healthcare workers

2/20/2022 1:00 PM

8719

I lost my job and the ability to provide a roof over my head and put food on the table for myself
and my child.

2/20/2022 1:00 PM

8720

It hasn’t.

2/20/2022 1:00 PM

8721

I have asthma and have had a hard time breathing while wearing these masks! Also we were
told that if we get vaccinated our lives as vaccinated people will change which has not we still
have many mandates in place! Doesn’t matter if you are or aren’t vaccinated anymore!

2/20/2022 1:00 PM

8722

Divided my family. And depressed

2/20/2022 1:00 PM

8723

I can not go back to my nursing job because of a health choice I made for my own body! I
have a 10 yo who’s life has been turned upside down! He can’t go play sports and who was
thriving in every aspect of his life and is now depressed not wanting to live!!! The government
has ruined our beautiful lives! My father died of blood clots and stroke after the Covid injection!
Other family members have got severely sick after the injections, I am been cohered to take it!
I am getting bullied in grocery stores and called names for not wearing a mask in public
because I am not able to wear a mask as I’m recovering from concussion and my son states
he much wether die than life in a mask! We know make don’t work so why are we forced to
wear them and abused when we don’t like this!? I am terrified with the actions the pm has
taken and the division and hate he has caused. I don’t want to imagine how far he is willing to
take this insanity. I beg you to stop and see what the mandates our doing to our lives!
Everything in me as a nurse and as a montrer knows these mandates need to end! 🥲

2/20/2022 12:59 PM

8724

It has had a large negative impact on my family, friends and country

2/20/2022 12:59 PM

8725

Our country is under tyranny, about to fall off the edge into communism. Clearly, I`m not happy
about it.

2/20/2022 12:59 PM

8726

Job loss, unable to see family, depression, anxiety, severe stress

2/20/2022 12:59 PM

8727

Divided,which is so wrong

2/20/2022 12:59 PM

8728

Lost my career of 27 years

2/20/2022 12:59 PM
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8729

Increased mental health issues fir myself, my kids and family members. Just coping with
everyone's demands trying to stay afloat. Teenagers with severe anxiety and social regression.
Decreased funds due to not being allowed ti have my second job, making it all harder to
do.manditory Masks giving me daily headaches and dizziness. Kids not wanting to attend
school now, they use to love it.

2/20/2022 12:59 PM

8730

miss gatherings coffe shops and lots of items are hard to get or very pricey

2/20/2022 12:59 PM

8731

I lost almost all of my work and unable to take my kids anywhere, even to a museum, concert,
sporting event, or extra curricular activities

2/20/2022 12:59 PM

8732

No job, no cash flow and depressed from isolation. Sleepless nights worried about ending up
homeless. Can’t care for family as I should be.

2/20/2022 12:59 PM

8733

We are fine

2/20/2022 12:59 PM

8734

I Need to wear masks in Hospital and at work given I am A DND employee! Otherwise I had
enough of this given I know the science!

2/20/2022 12:59 PM

8735

Funerals, weddings, family functions

2/20/2022 12:59 PM

8736

Unable to be with my Father the last two months of his life due to restrictions. Unable to have
family and friends at his funeral. My Mother has been 'locked in' on and off throughout and that
his been very difficult. Most other restrictions have been what I consider a necessary
inconvenience.

2/20/2022 12:59 PM

8737

I lost my job and I am a healthcare worker who was deeply needed. . I couldn't take my
children places. My mental health declined. My marriage has suffered. I have lost friends and
family. I have lost trust in my government and healthcare system

2/20/2022 12:59 PM

8738

not at all.

2/20/2022 12:59 PM

8739

Depression

2/20/2022 12:59 PM

8740

freedom to go where i wish

2/20/2022 12:59 PM

8741

My children have to wear masks all day at school. I have to wear one all day at work, we want
to breath proper. We can't go anywhere being unvaccinated eventhough we have has covid and
have natural immunity. We have 3 kids that can't participate in extra curricular activities in or
out of school.

2/20/2022 12:59 PM

8742

Allowed me to support businesses without endangering my community.

2/20/2022 12:59 PM

8743

My rights and freedoms to get on a plane or train. My right to enter my child’s school. My
restaurant business impacted enormously. People being lied to now living in fear. People not
wanting to go back to normal based on 2 years of fear tactics. My daughter having to quit
University because she’s no longer on allowed on campus. My niece spending Thanksgiving
weekend in the hospital diagnosed with Periocarditis and Drs LYING to her saying it was from
a virus not vaccine because it was more than 3 months since her second shot. My child
having to make the decision between being vaccinated and traveling to the Stares with his
baseball team. He chose to get vaccinated even though he’s in the Prime prospect group for
myocarditis. We have all had Covid and recovered perfectly fine at home but yet since we are
not vaccinated we can’t have regular access to rights and services as vaccinated Canadians.
It’s wrong. We have been lied to for 2 years and now it’s a huge mess and businesses and
organizations think it’s OK to continue with REP programs even though it’s no longer
permitted. It needs to stop now. The truth needs to be told.

2/20/2022 12:58 PM

8744

Terrible in my house

2/20/2022 12:58 PM

8745

In every way.

2/20/2022 12:58 PM

8746

What life, Life will only return with the common flu

2/20/2022 12:58 PM

8747

Divided friends and family, segregated society, unable to travel by air, even within Canada.
Emotional abuse of elders by isolating them.

2/20/2022 12:58 PM

8748

I was coerced into getting vaccinated (I REALLY did not want to) so I could play my sport at
my university. Despite having natural immunity and being a healthy 21 year old, I was still
forced to choose between living my normal life by getting the shot or giving it all up. I have to
live with my decision every day.

2/20/2022 12:58 PM
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8749

It has driven a wedge by politicizing a medical issue, it was almost as if there was a financial
or power motive behind it or possible hidden agenda ie World economic forms infiltration that
klaus schawb openly braggs about

2/20/2022 12:58 PM

8750

My son has Autism and an anxiety disorder and cannot wear a mask without having a panic
attack. He has not been able to attend school in person for 2 years now and has been strictly
online. He has missed out on so much that he will never get back.

2/20/2022 12:58 PM

8751

Depression

2/20/2022 12:58 PM

8752

Division of family Business losses Children depressed and anxiety

2/20/2022 12:58 PM

8753

It has basically quarantined my family to our house... exept for work.

2/20/2022 12:58 PM

8754

It’s divided us, but it’s been horrible for our children

2/20/2022 12:58 PM

8755

Added great stress to my life

2/20/2022 12:58 PM

8756

Had stopped me from traveling and seeing my children as often as I’d like

2/20/2022 12:58 PM

8757

It caused my divorce. I’m depressed.

2/20/2022 12:58 PM

8758

Depression

2/20/2022 12:58 PM

8759

It has made me feel safer and more confident in continuing to live my life. We are blessed to
live in a country that has (with the exception of a couple provinces) followed the advice of
scientists and medics professionals.

2/20/2022 12:58 PM

8760

I mange Jessy’s pizza bridgewater and wearing masks while we cook, although I understand it
gets so hot it’s going to pose a health risk when temperatures get much higher in n the
kitchens over a busy supper hour . Going into a store no problem but at work it’s really really
hard in the heat

2/20/2022 12:58 PM

8761

Financially, mentally & socially. The mandate has split our population causing rifts, mistrusts &
hatred among canadian citizens like I have never seen before.

2/20/2022 12:58 PM

8762

The mandate kept my healthy kids out of activities.

2/20/2022 12:58 PM

8763

It hasn’t really affected my life. As a healthy adult, I have no problem wearing a mask or
showing proof of vaccination. However, the provincial government has ended mandates and
now made it against the law for my employer to provide a safe work environment. Due to the
end of mandates, I have now contracted Covid (exposed at work).I am very sick, isolating
away from my minor children. I am the only parent. My children are taking care of themselves
while I am sick. The end of mandates has affected my life.

2/20/2022 12:58 PM

8764

Kept me out of restaurants. Kept me from visiting my 93 y/o father in home. Took away my
interest in life.

2/20/2022 12:58 PM

8765

It has affected us in many ways

2/20/2022 12:57 PM

8766

We can’t do any thing. Couldn’t go to restaurants, movies, our kids events. Masks give my
kids anxiety.

2/20/2022 12:57 PM

8767

I want my 3 years back, this is not a life to live. Other countries are lifting their mandates and
we are still talking about this.

2/20/2022 12:57 PM

8768

Created division it had affected my life greatly. I can’t see my brother who is in a home it has
affected my job My income my ability to travel

2/20/2022 12:57 PM

8769

Compromise my business and my belief and common sense.

2/20/2022 12:57 PM

8770

My son now has anxiety about going out and being a 7 year old. He has limited to no social
skills with children his age. My sister-in-law at the age of 38 is in early menopause. My
mother-in-laws past away from a 5 inch clot. She was playing with the grandkids, hiding under
the pool table and doing gardening and between 12-3am she had a stroke. My son was around
for that, saw his grandmother in that state. She was so health it took her 11 days to finally
pass. My son would like a room of his own but we can’t leave my father-in-law on his own right
now. This is not including the financial struggles our family business has went through and
about half our income being lost.

2/20/2022 12:57 PM

8771

It has had a drastic affect on my business and if it continues much longer, I will be forced to

2/20/2022 12:57 PM
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close. Right now, I am at a loss of 50-60% of my business pre-covid.
8772

I can't Travel by Airplane(because of these mandates) to see my Mother in Winnipeg, who has
stage 4 Breast Cancer

2/20/2022 12:57 PM

8773

Terribly my small business Lost more the half a million dollars and we are still struggling. All of
this covid is nothing bu a scam to for e the worlds population into compliance to the new world
demonic agenda. It should never be accepted, ever

2/20/2022 12:57 PM

8774

My kids don’t live free and can’t be just kids. Mental health is affected. Feels like we live in a
cage.

2/20/2022 12:57 PM

8775

Keeps me safe

2/20/2022 12:57 PM

8776

It honestly hasn’t much. Just wearing an uncomfortable mask. For me, it’s not the way it’s
changed MY life but the lives of others. The control and dictatorship this country is heading
towards is terrifying and needs to end.

2/20/2022 12:57 PM

8777

They have kept me safe from contracting covid.

2/20/2022 12:56 PM

8778

Can’t visit family.

2/20/2022 12:56 PM

8779

Makes life not worth living

2/20/2022 12:56 PM

8780

Set me at odds with family and friends. It has made me anxious.

2/20/2022 12:56 PM

8781

I lost my job, a very good job I worked at for 12 years building my career, I’ve lost friends, I’ve
been pitted against family members. Most importantly I have had my freedom and fundamental
rights attacked.

2/20/2022 12:56 PM

8782

Hasn't affected my life in any way

2/20/2022 12:56 PM

8783

Feel like I am being controlled by the government. There is too much government involved in
our live. We need less government and more focus on opportunities for Canadians to make a
good living. Government is to make the framework and support and then get out of the way so
people can flourish

2/20/2022 12:56 PM

8784

Business is struggling more and more each day. Limited options for things to do when you are
barred from restaurants, activities, museums etc.

2/20/2022 12:56 PM

8785

Hasn’t affected my life

2/20/2022 12:56 PM

8786

It has ruined families and the unity of this country

2/20/2022 12:56 PM

8787

I CAN HARDLY DO ANYWHERE. OURS SENIORS CLUB DON 'T ACCEPT UNVAX PEOPLE.
I CAN'T GO TO THE RESTAURANT, BOWL, PLAY BINGO... I'M STUCK IN MY
APARTMENT.

2/20/2022 12:56 PM

8788

It has added an additional workload to my job with 0 added pay. It has prevented me from
seeing family members. I it has put family members out of work. Not to mention that it has
shown that the government gives zero fucks about the citizens of Canada and would rather
help themselves.

2/20/2022 12:56 PM

8789

In every way possible. It’s a scam. It’s destroying the future for our children.

2/20/2022 12:56 PM

8790

I’ve lost my psw job after 30 years cause of refusing the pathetic booster shot

2/20/2022 12:56 PM

8791

Restricted gatherings, going out to certain venues and travel.

2/20/2022 12:56 PM

8792

Vacation holidays is the most thing that affected our lives

2/20/2022 12:55 PM

8793

We are unable to see sick family. We are unable to see kids play sports or do activities.
Unable to participate in exercise and community leisure

2/20/2022 12:55 PM

8794

I have had to stop my schooling as of now because of the mandates put in place.

2/20/2022 12:55 PM

8795

Anxiety, depression, isolation from family

2/20/2022 12:55 PM

8796

Kept me safe

2/20/2022 12:55 PM

8797

Negatively. To continue to work and travel, I needed a vaccine that I did not want to recieve
yet. Daily life became inconvenient. Relationships are still being tested due to the divide on the

2/20/2022 12:55 PM
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political situations. Maggie events seem to be covered up while our attention is being diverted
elsewhere. How well they talk about these current events in social classes in the future?
8798

It has been only an inconvenience. I am surely willing to put up with a bit of inconvenience to
support our collective health and our healthcare system.

2/20/2022 12:55 PM

8799

Its taken away my freedom to live my life the way I choose

2/20/2022 12:55 PM

8800

It’s absolutely changed my life. Good and bad. Fortunately for me, I have a strong brain and
heart and was able to see a lot of these changes as positives to my life - it allowed me to
wake up. However it was not without pain, and trauma. I have fear of what people think of me
being vaccine free. I can no longer get the same jobs, I am afraid to be authentically myself
around people I don’t know in fear of their judgement. I lost basically all of my friends. My life
basically stopped with these mandates and I had to rebuild.

2/20/2022 12:55 PM

8801

We have tried to live as normally as possible but still being cautious. I think the damage done
to children and families was not worth the lockdowns and mandates. Time to end them

2/20/2022 12:55 PM

8802

A better question would be what hasn't been affected by these mandates. Its affected my
relationships with friends and family, I have a lung disease so I cant go anywhere because
masks are impossible for me. I want to see peoples faces, everyone is depressed.

2/20/2022 12:55 PM

8803

It has been hard to find employment and has been hard on the emotional level with people
being afraid of each others

2/20/2022 12:55 PM

8804

Divorce

2/20/2022 12:54 PM

8805

Disbelief

2/20/2022 12:54 PM

8806

Mental health worse. Trying to deal with my husbands death and all of what is going on is
distracting me from that. In a bad way. I am more stressed and anxious. And having issues at
work because the mandates/power trips, and my job is on the line. I cannot work on getting
better, instead getting worse.

2/20/2022 12:54 PM

8807

The following is how the mandates have affected my life: My family and friends have been
divided, I cry daily, I quit my job because I could see how divided the workplace would
become. I have deep sadness in my heart to see Canadians divided in their own country and
unable to leave if they want to. It does not matter to me what people decide to do with their
bodies I lhave deep love for all Canadians. I am afraid that fear, greed and ego from our
politicians will not allow truth to be told and that our great nation will succumb to chaos and
civil war. Because we do not have a political leader that can lead and unite the country but
instead buys out media and censors truth, instead of a very simple solution which is to end
mandates he creates hatred and anger and hides. He makes zero apologies to the Canadian
people that he continues to name call. His actions or lack there of have affected my life in a
way that I have never felt before. I have zero faith in our governments or our legacy media.
The fact that Canadians have to show a medical document to go watch their childrens hockey
game and their own Canadian hockey players cannot even play hockey in their own country is
beyond comprehension. So I ask myself daily; WHY, WHY, WHY and HOW is this possible?
The insanity continues is my answer to myself. When will this ALL end????!!!

2/20/2022 12:54 PM

8808

I have lost the choice to freely travel, enjoy day-to-day life and express myself. I hesitate in
participating in society as I prefer to not be coerced into medical treatments. I have lost faith in
Canada and want to leave.

2/20/2022 12:54 PM

8809

I literally lost faith in canadian politics. I fear that all I worked for is compromised

2/20/2022 12:54 PM

8810

It has caused division amongst friends and family members 😭

2/20/2022 12:54 PM

8811

Feeling alone and losing my savings account

2/20/2022 12:54 PM

8812

Before the vaccines it was rough. I’m ok with it now.

2/20/2022 12:54 PM

8813

lost friends and family, death of others....untold mental and social harm

2/20/2022 12:53 PM

8814

We are living on a prison planet. Governments and highly paid bureaucrats ae making
draconian decisions for everyone. They have ignored the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
They have destroyed the lives of millions of children, the youth, working age adults, retirees
and elderly. This is not about Covid, it's a planned genocide, both physically and mentally. It
also ruined our economy with the lockdowns. It has destroyed the country and almost all the
people. But we are resilient and will take back our God Given Rights!

2/20/2022 12:53 PM
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8815

I HAVENT NOR WILL EVER COMPLY

2/20/2022 12:53 PM

8816

Loss and death of friends and family. Disruption and division in relationships and community.
Undue stress.

2/20/2022 12:53 PM

8817

It hand cuffs our freedom

2/20/2022 12:53 PM

8818

Loss of relationship, broken family no social interactions, depression

2/20/2022 12:53 PM

8819

I don't go anywhere, anyway. So it has made my life a lot simpler. I don't have to deal with
fools.

2/20/2022 12:53 PM

8820

Badly

2/20/2022 12:53 PM

8821

Restricted

2/20/2022 12:53 PM

8822

Traveling

2/20/2022 12:53 PM

8823

My husband was forced to vaccinate so he didn't lose his job. I am not vaccinated

2/20/2022 12:53 PM

8824

Not much really. I don’t go out as much but I’m saving money for other things.

2/20/2022 12:52 PM

8825

Terrible. No travel had to sell my home.

2/20/2022 12:52 PM

8826

Can no longer enjoy the conpany of close friends and family

2/20/2022 12:52 PM

8827

Travel and access to restaurants.

2/20/2022 12:52 PM

8828

Divided friends, my friends lost their jobs

2/20/2022 12:52 PM

8829

It has eroded my confidence in government, medicine, the law, politics, the good sense of
people generally.

2/20/2022 12:52 PM

8830

Horribly, with the lockdowns!!

2/20/2022 12:52 PM

8831

In every aspect of my life my mental health my financial life

2/20/2022 12:52 PM

8832

Its been frustrating. To lose privileges is never ideal. This virus is unpredictable and more
infectious than any before it. We cant get everything right everytime. Its trial and error and we
cant get discouraged and drop all mandate "because i wanna!"

2/20/2022 12:52 PM

8833

Not allowed in restaurants Haven't been invited to any family gatherings. Have had to remove
my child from school because of teachers who segregate .

2/20/2022 12:52 PM

8834

It’s affected my learning. It has been detrimental to my young children. It has made them
behind in learning and they are not able to participate in extra curricular a

2/20/2022 12:52 PM

8835

Quality of life has been severely compromised, both for myself and my family! Our
movements have been restricted since 2020 and this needs to STOP!!!

2/20/2022 12:51 PM

8836

It has significantly decreased my mental health primarily, and well as physical health
secondaryily, and socially as well.

2/20/2022 12:51 PM

8837

I was battling depression before the mandates with success and now I feel so isolated and feel
so helpless and I cannot freely do anything outside of my house anymore.

2/20/2022 12:51 PM

8838

All mandates were necessary and helped me feel safer and supported during a pandemic.

2/20/2022 12:51 PM

8839

Emotional distress

2/20/2022 12:51 PM

8840

Negatively

2/20/2022 12:51 PM

8841

Lost my job

2/20/2022 12:51 PM

8842

I am more depressed and angry than I've ever been in my life. Genuine science (and debate) is
being silenced while the governments try to shove their agenda down my throat, backed by big
tech life Google and Facebook and worst of all, main stream media. The lies are blatant and
obvious to ANYONE who does any real research on their own. Canada has now gone beyond
reason with the "Emergencies Act". We are becoming a Communist Police State, run by a
DICTATOR and his socialist, government paid media. Over a flu. Dragging this insanity out for
two LONG YEARS has removed whatever confidence and faith/trust I have had in the

2/20/2022 12:51 PM
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government, police, media, big tech, medical industry, CDC, WHO, etc. I've had enough AGES
ago and I want this political nonsense to stop NOW!!!!
8843

My husband was forced to get the vaccine and he got Bell’s palsy from it and he can’t get a
medical exemption from his dr or Sask health. So if the mandate continues he has to get
another one to be part of society and be able to work at certain locations.

2/20/2022 12:51 PM

8844

Position cancelled due to Covid as I was in the hiring phase. Places of employment requesting
interviews but requiring vaxx status ahead of that. Regardless if vaxx status it is illegal for
them to ask, I am not comfortable and will it discuss any of my private medical information
with an employer

2/20/2022 12:51 PM

8845

It was made me feel safer and less anxious about COVID.

2/20/2022 12:51 PM

8846

Stressful

2/20/2022 12:50 PM

8847

I'm broke

2/20/2022 12:50 PM

8848

I am happy to have mandates as I have a newborn grandson who can't be vaccinated

2/20/2022 12:50 PM

8849

Rarely see family, never leave house because I can't wear mask, prices are outrageous, cant
trust givr or news because the censor what we can hear,

2/20/2022 12:50 PM

8850

Limited in so many ways. Insecure to live in this country and unsafe to pursue a dream.

2/20/2022 12:50 PM

8851

Work ,travel ,everyday life ,more stressful

2/20/2022 12:50 PM

8852

My husband has lost his job of 20 years, our family is divided, my kids are struggling mentally,
the list goes on and on. These mandates NEED to go. Everyone is struggling and enough is
enough!

2/20/2022 12:50 PM

8853

It has closed my gym The vaxx has killed two people I love It has separated families It has
left fast food, drug, & booze stores open for unhealthy lifestyles It has ISOLATED the senior
citizens into depression & loneliness It has spiked suicides It has spiked child abuse It has
spiked spousal abuse It has spiked animal abuse It has ruined friendships It has ruined
families It has destroyed businesses It has caused financial ruin ENOUGH IS ENOUGH

2/20/2022 12:50 PM

8854

It has caused a great financial burden with the associated price gouging that has come with it.
It has effected my mental well being, and my health as it is difficult to get appointments for
routine medical care.

2/20/2022 12:50 PM

8855

I can’t play sport or anything and it’s pissing me off

2/20/2022 12:50 PM

8856

Reduced social interaction. Reduced sports activities. Less family contact.

2/20/2022 12:50 PM

8857

Lots friends to 2 suicide and 4 to vaccine adverse reactions. It has taken a massive tool on
our family mental health

2/20/2022 12:50 PM

8858

employment restrictions, forced isolation from family members in stress

2/20/2022 12:50 PM

8859

Yes, I can’t travel anymore!

2/20/2022 12:50 PM

8860

social marginalization, living in a police state

2/20/2022 12:50 PM

8861

All effects will know in years to come if I survive until then

2/20/2022 12:49 PM

8862

I am vaxed , that was my choice, that is not some peoples lives. We must include a freedom
of choice. These mandates have divided my family, my community, my country. I am now
retired but my friends have lost their jobs .. this has brought about censorship of all but most
importantly the our so called public Canadian news … this must end !

2/20/2022 12:49 PM

8863

Lost my job

2/20/2022 12:49 PM

8864

A lot

2/20/2022 12:49 PM

8865

Depression, anxiety, stressful for kids, pessimism aboht the future

2/20/2022 12:49 PM

8866

my movement has been restricted: cannot travel without incurring unreasonable amount of
money unable to watch and support my children’s social/sports activities

2/20/2022 12:49 PM

8867

My kids ability to grow social skills needed in life

2/20/2022 12:49 PM
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8868

Made life difficult

2/20/2022 12:49 PM

8869

frustrating and will be glad it will end ,only when it is safe to do so.

2/20/2022 12:49 PM

8870

Stress, isolation, fear and division amongst people I love

2/20/2022 12:49 PM

8871

Job , no social relief like being in jail or controlled sheep , we are not here on earth to be
controlled by any government there not god

2/20/2022 12:48 PM

8872

My husband has been on unpaid leave since November. We have not been able to have our
children participate in extra curricular activities. We have been socially ostracized and lost
relationships over this

2/20/2022 12:48 PM

8873

It has negatively effected all aspects of mine and my family’s lives !

2/20/2022 12:48 PM

8874

I’ve lost friends and family due to the division. My kids have been affected the most, being
pressured to wear masks and not be able to see their friends. Not being able to have preschool
graduations or field trips. The list goes on

2/20/2022 12:48 PM

8875

Our social life has been taken away. Limited interaction with family, friends etc

2/20/2022 12:48 PM

8876

Some of the businesses that I supported went under because of a bunch of this

2/20/2022 12:48 PM

8877

I want to leave Canada and go back to my home country. My depression is worse than ever
before.

2/20/2022 12:48 PM

8878

I was able to work through the whole pandemic. But watching a small fringe minority getting
ostracized by my fellow Canadians has really taken a toll on my heart. I have never seen so
much hate over people who just want to have their job back and to be a part of society. I am
ashamed at the majority of the population that sits back on their high horse and thinks this ok.
That our government can destroy people businesses, jobs, families over a mandated that is
clearly not working ! The division is real and why people have ignored what has happened in
the past and has not learned from this. I have no words but sadness and disbelief. I am always
for Pro choice! Always!

2/20/2022 12:48 PM

8879

It made it 1000 times worse (or more) than if we had simply dealt with COVID like we have
always done with the flu, where if you're sick stay home or get treatment if necessary (don't
ban existing effective treatments), recover, and build up your natural immunity.

2/20/2022 12:48 PM

8880

It hasn’t.

2/20/2022 12:48 PM

8881

It’s led to harmful trauma from friends killing them selves and me finding a friend passed away
without reason who recently was vaccinated. My family has been broken up from the
mandates and I’ve on and off work for the past two years

2/20/2022 12:48 PM

8882

It has impacted my work life, social life and has put a wedge between family members.
Mandates need to end.

2/20/2022 12:48 PM

8883

Financial problems, compiled with watching our children suffer they hate school and teachers
as they act like gastopo towards kids my kids loved school and learning you ruined that for
them likely for the rest of their lives the damage you've caused will forever be felt for
generations. The prime minister must resign.

2/20/2022 12:47 PM

8884

Been a pain in the arse

2/20/2022 12:47 PM

8885

Made it unbearable

2/20/2022 12:47 PM

8886

It made me stronger as a person because anything can be used to strengthen.

2/20/2022 12:47 PM

8887

Depression and poor mental health

2/20/2022 12:47 PM

8888

Hasn’t allowed us to eat out and created a lot of division between friends and family

2/20/2022 12:47 PM

8889

It allows my digital info to be seen by anyone.

2/20/2022 12:47 PM

8890

People say there is a choice. A choice to be vaccinated or not. I can absolutely say that is a
100% lie. When you have to choose between a vaccine and losing your livlihood to support
your family...that is NOT a choice. It is STILL continuing I my husband's place of employment.
Get the booster by April 15, 2022 or you are not allowed on the company property. That's a
choice??? It makes me absolutely sick. We have chosen to nor accept the booster. We have

2/20/2022 12:47 PM
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faith in our heath and support our health journey as best we can ALWAYS, not just during
"covid".
8891

I can’t cross the border, I have to wear masks that make me not breath, not aloud to go
anywhere without a vaccine.

2/20/2022 12:46 PM

8892

Really??

2/20/2022 12:46 PM

8893

In everyway

2/20/2022 12:46 PM

8894

divided families, friends, neighbours and brought communism into Canada via the dictator
Trudeau

2/20/2022 12:46 PM

8895

Affected my work and personal life, friendships and families and the inability to travel and see
loved ones

2/20/2022 12:46 PM

8896

Now there’s a new racism to work through every where!!!

2/20/2022 12:46 PM

8897

I have no problem helping to protect my community by getting vaccinated and by wearing
masks.

2/20/2022 12:46 PM

8898

Hard to meet socialily, unable to travel outside the country, inflation is out of control, housing is
out of reach for young people to purchase a home!

2/20/2022 12:46 PM

8899

It negatively affected my children’s education, physical, emotional and social aspects of their
lives

2/20/2022 12:46 PM

8900

How has it not!?

2/20/2022 12:46 PM

8901

Limited my capacity to socialize with family & friends. I’ve had to cancel events that I’d paid to
attend. Made breathing while at work very difficult effecting my quality of work. Made me feel
ostracized from society. I’ve lost close friends. My children are all experiencing more anxiety ,
loneliness & depression.

2/20/2022 12:46 PM

8902

I cannot attend family events because of vaccine passports and I struggle with my breathing
while wearing masks

2/20/2022 12:45 PM

8903

Restricted my freedoms, my business, my family.

2/20/2022 12:45 PM

8904

stay home more

2/20/2022 12:45 PM

8905

It has taken my right to bodily autonomy

2/20/2022 12:45 PM

8906

Made my teenager want to kill her self. Thanks for screwing up our kids.

2/20/2022 12:45 PM

8907

Horribly. I’m now on stress leave because I am constantly harassed about my vaccine status
at my workplace when it’s not even mandated for my position. My sons life has become
nothing but isolation and video games at home so he is becoming more and more unhealthy
both physically and mentally as each day passes under these ridiculous, NON FACT based,
NON SCIENCE based mandates that are ruining lives and our economy.

2/20/2022 12:45 PM

8908

Divided the country and made a lot of stress in my family because 2 are really believing in it
and have lost the common sense approach on things

2/20/2022 12:45 PM

8909

I have lost friends who do not agree with my right not to vaccinate. I have had to be subjected
to testing before having to go into work. I have not been able to enjoy a free life and not being
able to go have a meal in a restaurant.

2/20/2022 12:45 PM

8910

division between family friends and coworkers

2/20/2022 12:45 PM

8911

Well I was forced to get vaccinated or lose my job. Not a personal choice. That is called
forced. Not what Canada stands for as a free country. It's even in the constitution that you
don't have to be vaccinated. Trudeau needs to go!

2/20/2022 12:45 PM

8912

My business closed permanently

2/20/2022 12:45 PM

8913

Hopefully kept me safe and healthy

2/20/2022 12:45 PM

8914

They affect how I do my job and interact with my students.

2/20/2022 12:45 PM

8915

Not at all.

2/20/2022 12:45 PM
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8916

All mandates

2/20/2022 12:45 PM

8917

Job loss, kids not being able to participate in sports, kids falling behind academically

2/20/2022 12:45 PM

8918

Restrictions on where I go…businesses I can’t go in Can’t leave the country.

2/20/2022 12:44 PM

8919

Yes

2/20/2022 12:44 PM

8920

Mandate and the main narratives from Government devided people including my friends and
family and made people scared of nothing more than cold or flu for most of people which is
totally unnecessary. Kids cannot attend activities because many small kids friendly business
had to close.

2/20/2022 12:44 PM

8921

I am 74 years old and cannot visits my friends, have a heart condition which makes it difficult
to breathe - and with a mask on it can be even more difficult. Even with all the
precautions(including 2 shots) I still caught Covid!!

2/20/2022 12:44 PM

8922

Negatively

2/20/2022 12:44 PM

8923

It's made me feel safer

2/20/2022 12:44 PM

8924

There was never a plandemic it was totally brought in to carry out the elites plan to bring in the
new world order and the social credit system pushed by that Claus Swab and the idiot Puppets
under him.

2/20/2022 12:44 PM

8925

Lost friendship, not allowed into certain businesses, scared for people to find out my status

2/20/2022 12:44 PM

8926

While it has limited the performing opportunities I would normally have, it has kept me
relatively safe from serious Illness

2/20/2022 12:44 PM

8927

In every aspect

2/20/2022 12:44 PM

8928

It has made me very thankful for our medical and scientific community.

2/20/2022 12:44 PM

8929

Pretty much moved along with life and the mandates

2/20/2022 12:44 PM

8930

Yes kept our family and friends safe

2/20/2022 12:43 PM

8931

They have kept me, my family, my friends and my community SAFE!!!!

2/20/2022 12:43 PM

8932

Hip replacement put off! Not essential!! Seeing how afraid some people still are!!! UN in
Ottawa, REALLY!!

2/20/2022 12:43 PM

8933

Had to get shots to work.

2/20/2022 12:43 PM

8934

Interrupted my ability to earn a living

2/20/2022 12:43 PM

8935

Loss of revenue, children’s loss of activities and decline in mental and emotional health,
reduction in adult mental health in our household, engrained fear and distrust of government
opinions, advice and actions, loss of contact with family and friends, loss of life within family
and friends, few due to Covid but majority due to suicides, overdoses, delayed
surgeries/unavailable treatments, physical weigh gain leading to decline in health, economic
insecurity, stress, anxiety and depression in ALL ages, elder family in care treated as
prisoners and thus denied family/friends and denied removal from facilities, denied local, Interprovincial travel and international travel! there is soooooo much more….. WHY??? Follow the
real science instead of the completely one way stacked “science table”

2/20/2022 12:43 PM

8936

They have ruined my existence.

2/20/2022 12:43 PM

8937

Made me leave Canada

2/20/2022 12:43 PM

8938

Mental health in the toilet. Relationships in shambles. Not currently working over not honoured
mask exemption.

2/20/2022 12:43 PM

8939

Some inconveniences but I have NEVER felt my freedom is gone.

2/20/2022 12:43 PM

8940

It’s discriminating and has robbed me my freedom

2/20/2022 12:42 PM

8941

It destroyed it, our loved ones in LTC were left alone for months without seeing their loved
ones. Our dying loved ones again alone till the en Fear of this so called disease which is no
more than a bad cold Distancing from our immediate children and friends People took their own
lives to get out of lack of social distancing. School children no social lives with other children.

2/20/2022 12:42 PM
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Forced to wear the mask which was suffocating us with the lint going into our lungs. Vaccines
where people were dying from it and still for red to get the 2nd one then next the booster and
another vaccine…this will never stop because trillions of dollars are being made by Trudeau
and his cronies. Ottawa isn’t listening they’re forcing Emergency Act at protesters which no
real threat was ever showed or done at the government level. The list goes on and on… I want
him remove from his position as P. M. now We’re fed up, fed up!!!
8942

Travel, family, work, restaurants, and living a normal free democratic life!

2/20/2022 12:42 PM

8943

Every way possible!

2/20/2022 12:42 PM

8944

It has divided my family...like never before. I have seen my dear unvacinated friends fear for
jobs and be treated like second class citizens. So sad. I got Co vid as a double vaxed
person...most unvaxed I know have not got it...or if they did they recovered same as me.

2/20/2022 12:42 PM

8945

Social life, job, health and well-being has been affected.

2/20/2022 12:42 PM

8946

Depression

2/20/2022 12:42 PM

8947

Isolation, segregation, alienation, hate, judgment, fear, division, and loss of freedoms were
imposed on me, my family, and friends. A very sad time in Canadian history.

2/20/2022 12:42 PM

8948

Lost my job and have to start over

2/20/2022 12:42 PM

8949

I have my lost job, i have lost my lively hood and my medical, it has divided friends and
family.

2/20/2022 12:42 PM

8950

Made me less healthier....more mentally than physical

2/20/2022 12:42 PM

8951

Emotionally and financially

2/20/2022 12:42 PM

8952

I work in healthcare and I acquired Covid19 through caring for a patient. I was extremely sick
and encountered lung problems. I currently find it extremely difficult to work in a mask as it
often gets difficult for me to breathe. I did not get the vaccine (I got Covid in the early stages
when the vaccine was just becoming available to healthcare workers) and as I have had it, I
believe I have immunity to the virus, feel the vaccine has too many risks associated with it so
do not intend to ever get it. I was subject to a lot of pressure to get it in my job, was subject to
harassment from my employers including disciplinary meetings for questioning the efficacy,
necessity and safety of the vaccine on social media and was docked $225 a month off my
paycheque to be enrolled in the mandatory testing program as an alternative to mandatory
vaccination. I also gained 55 pounds since the pandemic as all my former social activities
ended (including twice weekly rec soccer) and I no longer go to the walking track because I am
unable to do anything physically exerting while wearing a mask. I saw a doctor who conducted
an oxygen level test while wearing a medical mask and my oxygen levels drop to such a
degree that I am actually eligible for a mask exemption but my employer will not accept it.

2/20/2022 12:42 PM

8953

Feeling oppressed, depressed and worried about my family’s future. I feel they have no future
in Canada.

2/20/2022 12:42 PM

8954

Division amongst people, stress just to go to the store, no eating out, no indoor sports

2/20/2022 12:42 PM

8955

Loss of work, dealing with cancelation of children's sports with no legit reason. Kids wondering
why they can go to school but not play sports. Masks are so unhealthy. Loss of friends and
family due to differences of opinions. It's way over due to end this corruption.

2/20/2022 12:42 PM

8956

Depression , anxiety , fear of manipulation thru government

2/20/2022 12:42 PM

8957

It's made me distrust my elected government officials and media even more.

2/20/2022 12:42 PM

8958

Pain in my ass

2/20/2022 12:42 PM

8959

Lost my job more to come

2/20/2022 12:42 PM

8960

It’s been very difficult at times on our family, dividing them on thoughts on how to spend time
together, on vaccinations or not to vaccinate. Also on our elderly parents it has caused them to
suffer much loneliness and increased their dementia.

2/20/2022 12:41 PM

8961

Lost my job. Lost relationships with friends and family due to the divisive rhetoric touted by all
levels of government. Lost the freedom of movement.

2/20/2022 12:41 PM

8962

Travelling. Daily

2/20/2022 12:41 PM
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8963

I believe the mandates have increased public safety. While it has been difficult at times to stay
home and not be able to see people, I believe it is our duty as Canadians to do everything we
can to keep others safe. Especially when those things are as easy as putting a piece of fabric
on your face or getting a needle.

2/20/2022 12:41 PM

8964

They haven’t

2/20/2022 12:41 PM

8965

It has affected my life and family

2/20/2022 12:41 PM

8966

2 years of no social life

2/20/2022 12:41 PM

8967

This feels like jail with no logical reasoning behind it. Two camps of people and the hostility
makes the future seem bleak. Families are being torn apart and depression is so prevalent I
am concerned about the future.

2/20/2022 12:41 PM

8968

Affected my children’s post secondary education

2/20/2022 12:41 PM

8969

I'm a prisoner in my own country.

2/20/2022 12:41 PM

8970

Massive segregation Unable to see friends and loved ones

2/20/2022 12:41 PM

8971

Added stress, reduced income, delay of goals and plans

2/20/2022 12:41 PM

8972

Kept family my apart, severely decreased mental and physical health

2/20/2022 12:41 PM

8973

it’s ruined my whole life

2/20/2022 12:41 PM

8974

Mental health for myself and my teenager has been impacted negatively. There is divide in my
family and friends over our choices in regard to vaccines. I have watched family and friends
lose their jobs and small businesses.

2/20/2022 12:41 PM

8975

Haven't been able to go anywhere for 2 years, divisions in families, stressful

2/20/2022 12:41 PM

8976

It hasn't really. But I think people should have the ability to choose what goes into their body.

2/20/2022 12:41 PM

8977

Judgement and shaming -affected our families mental health. We’ve taken our kids out of
school. Our Kids are not allowed to participate in organize sports which affects their mental
And physical health. Lost friendships.

2/20/2022 12:41 PM

8978

It hadn't. But it affects others

2/20/2022 12:41 PM

8979

Frustrating

2/20/2022 12:41 PM

8980

I lost my father because he didn't get the proper cancer treatment or even looked at because
of restictions and fear.

2/20/2022 12:40 PM

8981

Almost closed my small business, negatively affected my marriage, family and metal state

2/20/2022 12:40 PM

8982

Mentally abused

2/20/2022 12:40 PM

8983

Not at all

2/20/2022 12:40 PM

8984

Job loss, depression, selling home to get out of debt, relationship stress with friends and
family

2/20/2022 12:40 PM

8985

My oldest friend was killed by the vaccine because he was forced to take it against his will to
keep his job he was an ER Nurse, and I am completely heartbroken and devastated. I
constantly worry about my friends/family who took the vaccine having heart attacks, strokes
and all the horrific side effects from these deadly, unsafe, ineffective shots. This insane,
immoral, revolting and FAILED experiment must be ended as the lockdowns alone have killed
far more people than covid (for which they blocked early treatment) from suicides, overdoses,
despair, destroyed livelihoods and businesses. They have torn apart friends and family and
created a mental health crisis (especially for children and young people) that was completely
unnecessary. These governments actions are a crime against humanity and all those involved
need to be thoroughly investigated for conflicts of interest and the unconscionable death and
suffering they have directly caused. Canadians need justice for this travesty.

2/20/2022 12:40 PM

8986

Forced to vaccinate

2/20/2022 12:40 PM

8987

Can't socialize with friends and family

2/20/2022 12:40 PM

8988

Negatively. Due to my profession and desire to travel abroad I felt forced to take the vaccine

2/20/2022 12:40 PM
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which was inaffective
8989

It has impacted my life greatly. I am of Natsarim faith and I feel that masking and the jab goes
against my religious beliefs which used to matter in Canada. At work I had a customer
complain to our Health sector that I wasnt masked and almost lost my job. I am pregnant so I
took a leave. This is not the Canada I want for my child. My child should be able to choose
how they feel about their body and what goes on it and in it. The choice has been removed.
The WEF has a plan and they have weasled their way into Parliament. This is now a
dictatorship. Democracy is dead

2/20/2022 12:40 PM

8990

In every aspect, I now know what psychological warfare is like, and I have more respect for
veterans

2/20/2022 12:40 PM

8991

Depression, mental health

2/20/2022 12:40 PM

8992

I was forced to get a vaccine I didn’t want or need.

2/20/2022 12:40 PM

8993

Currently on an unpaid leave from my employment.

2/20/2022 12:40 PM

8994

Unable to do to activities to assist my severe osteoarthritis because I'm unvaccinated. Not
permitted to see my handicapped sister. Division among family and friends perpetrated by
government & media. Mental Health deterioration. Psychiatrist will not see patients face to
face unless masked, gowned & gloved - very extreme & not therapeutic.

2/20/2022 12:40 PM

8995

It has destroyed everything

2/20/2022 12:40 PM

8996

lost contact with friends

2/20/2022 12:40 PM

8997

I've become depressed and unable to see my children who some live abroad

2/20/2022 12:40 PM

8998

Haven't gone to a restaurant since vaccine passports came in. Traveled much less.
Particularly when we couldn't take a break from driving to stop to eat.

2/20/2022 12:40 PM

8999

Stressful

2/20/2022 12:40 PM

9000

It has caused separation between friends & loved ones. I lost my job at the beginning of Jan,
& am still unemployed without the option for EI.

2/20/2022 12:40 PM

9001

I don’t even know where to start. Never seen so much division and mental, spiritual, physical
and emotional anguish.

2/20/2022 12:39 PM

9002

Working too much due to staff leaving due to Covid. My knees are worse now than 2 years ago
due to additional wear caused by more work

2/20/2022 12:39 PM

9003

Socially Restricted

2/20/2022 12:39 PM

9004

The Fake Plandemic ( virus has not been isolated and therefore cannot be differentiated from
the flu bug) mandates have greatly hindered my ability to support my family, large economic
loss!

2/20/2022 12:39 PM

9005

I wear a mask everyday at work and going out. I spend less time with family and have had to
show my vaccine passport to go out. Life has become slightly inconvenient but I don't mind if
it helps to protect me and others.

2/20/2022 12:39 PM

9006

Freedom to attend Mass Freedom to travel freedom to work freedom to travel for work

2/20/2022 12:39 PM

9007

My mental and physical health deteriorated.

2/20/2022 12:39 PM

9008

It has made me more distrusting of government and a despise for main stream media.

2/20/2022 12:39 PM

9009

It's against the charter of rights

2/20/2022 12:39 PM

9010

Not at all

2/20/2022 12:39 PM

9011

Lost entire income for two years! I cannot work until all mandates are eliminated, as it has shut
down our industry.

2/20/2022 12:39 PM

9012

Denied entry to certain businesses and shops

2/20/2022 12:39 PM

9013

ability to work.

2/20/2022 12:39 PM

9014

Mentally, physically, financially, relationship, discrimination, hatred, divisiveness,

2/20/2022 12:39 PM
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dissolution/mistrust of all levels of governments.
9015

I decided to get double vaccinated so hasn’t affected my life. I am concerned about how these
mandates have segregated unvaccinated people and made Canada more divisive.

2/20/2022 12:39 PM

9016

Depression, family segregation

2/20/2022 12:39 PM

9017

Not able to take my child to sports and extra curricular activities.

2/20/2022 12:39 PM

9018

Friends kissing their businesses

2/20/2022 12:38 PM

9019

I have had to chose between being a regular equally treated Canadian citizen or being a test
dummy for the untested vaccine. Areas in my life that have suffered are family, school,
church, and just being part of a community helping each other through many of the trials that
come our way in this life.

2/20/2022 12:38 PM

9020

I am staying home more

2/20/2022 12:38 PM

9021

Creates fear

2/20/2022 12:38 PM

9022

lost job

2/20/2022 12:38 PM

9023

I cannot and have not seen most of my family since the mandates came into play. As a
homeschooler, I cannot take my child to museums, art or science exhibits, zoos. I am unable
to pursue my career goals due to vaccination mandates. Even small things like going dancing
with friends, or going to see a movie. These mandates have basically made my family and I,
and many others, prisoners in our own homes. We've been under house arrest for over 2 years.

2/20/2022 12:38 PM

9024

Destroyed my life and lockdowns killed many loved ones. Segregation and prejudice based on
lies....

2/20/2022 12:38 PM

9025

Not able to travel, visit cinema, sport events, eat in restaurants, basically live free.

2/20/2022 12:38 PM

9026

My husband and I both lost our careers. Divided our family and my son quit hockey after being
invited to several academy’s and it was his draft year. With several of his friends being drafted.
😢

2/20/2022 12:38 PM

9027

Has negatively affected all aspects

2/20/2022 12:38 PM

9028

In every way imaginable. Social, health, wealth, relationships.

2/20/2022 12:38 PM

9029

Effected every aspect of my life social mental and physical

2/20/2022 12:37 PM

9030

It keeps me safe and the preschool children I work with safe. Lifting mandates should take into
account that preschool children in our country do not have access to safe effective Covid
vaccine.

2/20/2022 12:37 PM

9031

I lost my job and my health because i got one dose of vaccine and it caused me a lot of
inflammation which caused me a lot of health problems, my autoimmune condition that i had
under control with diet and lifestyle flared up after my vaccine

2/20/2022 12:37 PM

9032

Mental health

2/20/2022 12:37 PM

9033

Massive stress!

2/20/2022 12:37 PM

9034

Spent a week in a mental health facility last fall, because of the isolation during the last 2
years.

2/20/2022 12:37 PM

9035

What life?

2/20/2022 12:37 PM

9036

Mental stress, depression, anxiety

2/20/2022 12:37 PM

9037

I am losing my medical license next month. I am unfortunately leaving my home and moving
to the US where I am able to work. My patients will have to find a new primary care doctor in
an already burdened system.

2/20/2022 12:37 PM

9038

Depression

2/20/2022 12:37 PM

9039

#Notatall

2/20/2022 12:37 PM

9040

I lost both my parents in December, Dad on the 15th and Mom on the 21, both from getting the
vaccine, now my son has heart and liver problems. This has affected our lives in a bad way

2/20/2022 12:37 PM
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and our Trudeau and Ford need to be held accountable for this mess and all the people behind
this. They are and embarrassment to our Country
9041

I've lost my work, parts of my family, depression

2/20/2022 12:37 PM

9042

Very depressing and distancing from friends and families. Don't think it will ever be normal
again after the division it has created.

2/20/2022 12:36 PM

9043

It has stolen my freedom

2/20/2022 12:36 PM

9044

Ruined it

2/20/2022 12:36 PM

9045

Division and hate amongst friends and family. Limited movement, anxiety, stress. The
pandemic is over, time to move on and drop government control over our movement and
bodies

2/20/2022 12:36 PM

9046

Stopped me for enjoying day to day loving and created depression

2/20/2022 12:36 PM

9047

I have been forced out of my job as a RN and have suffered extreme mental hardship in
relation to the discrimination and alienation that it has caused.

2/20/2022 12:36 PM

9048

I feel violated but having to do something I didn’t want to do and has put undue stress on
family life .

2/20/2022 12:36 PM

9049

Severely, these mandates have taken a toll on my mental and physical health.

2/20/2022 12:36 PM

9050

Banned from flights, restaurants, gym. Forced to test twice weekly for Covid even though I’ve
already had it. Forced to isolate. Could not see family at Christmas. Called names such as a
conspiracy theorist, anti-vaxxer, mysoginist, racist, the list goes on. Lost trust and faith in the
government.

2/20/2022 12:35 PM

9051

in every way

2/20/2022 12:35 PM

9052

I lost my job. Treated like a second class citizen because I chose bodily autonomy and
refused to get an experimental vaccine. I have paid contributions to the EI program for the past
30 years but I am not eligible to get benifets because I have lost my job due to being unvaxed.
How is this fair. I ALSO SUFFER ANXIETY AND DEPRESSION BECAUSE OF MANDATES
AND FINANCIAL INSTABILITY DUE TO MANDATES. MY mental and financial stability has
been greatly compromised by these mandates.

2/20/2022 12:35 PM

9053

Everything

2/20/2022 12:35 PM

9054

No Travel, eating in restaurants, social gatherings

2/20/2022 12:35 PM

9055

It affects small businesses the most

2/20/2022 12:35 PM

9056

I cannot work. I cannot travel.

2/20/2022 12:35 PM

9057

no job, no school, cant visit family, difficulty in booking doctor visit

2/20/2022 12:35 PM

9058

Loss of job for my husband, inflation, inconvenience, separation, expense, cancellation of
travel commitments, cancellation of volunteer commitments out of country....

2/20/2022 12:35 PM

9059

No, funerals, weddings, family gatherings. Lots of depression, drug overdoses, suicide.

2/20/2022 12:35 PM

9060

depressing

2/20/2022 12:35 PM

9061

Depression, anxiety, Fear

2/20/2022 12:35 PM

9062

Division of family, my business, travel

2/20/2022 12:35 PM

9063

Quite harsh just like the rest of canada

2/20/2022 12:35 PM

9064

Not good

2/20/2022 12:35 PM

9065

Put more fear and stress of what else this mandate might do for restrictions.

2/20/2022 12:35 PM

9066

I am no longer allowed to play hockey, I sport I have played for 35 years. I am no longer
allowed to take my 8 year old son to play hockey, not even allowed to step inside the rink. This
is devastating for both my son and I.

2/20/2022 12:35 PM

9067

Lost job

2/20/2022 12:35 PM
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9068

Stress

2/20/2022 12:35 PM

9069

Travel expense with requires testing. Breathing issues with masks. Terrible after effects from
vaccine.

2/20/2022 12:35 PM

9070

Isolation

2/20/2022 12:34 PM

9071

My 5 year old is growing up with fear and lacking social skills because of these stupid
mandates. They must end immediately

2/20/2022 12:34 PM

9072

Not much I am an anputee

2/20/2022 12:34 PM

9073

I have had to choose between having the rights of a normal Vanadian Citizen and injecting an
untested vaccine into my body.

2/20/2022 12:34 PM

9074

Had to finish my final year of university online with raised tuition and terrible teaching. Worked
through the whole pandemic without any relief because I made $100 too much a month for
CERB. Stress, pressure and pure exhaustion of going to work while others stayed at home and
got their pockets filled by the government.

2/20/2022 12:34 PM

9075

I have lost my business that I operated successfully since 2001 without any notice. My. Work
just stopped. I am a Senior Citizen who has to work. Because I choose not to have the
vaccine I cannot find anyone who is willing to hire me!

2/20/2022 12:34 PM

9076

It's changed everything! It's divided us, and that was intentional, and made me seriously
question this country with it's bought and paid for "Liberal Bias Main Stream Media".

2/20/2022 12:34 PM

9077

Entirely and in a horrible way

2/20/2022 12:34 PM

9078

Loss of personal freedom, treated as unequal due to vaccination status,

2/20/2022 12:34 PM

9079

Not being able to do things with my kids. Having to explain to my kids that how some people
don't want to see them based off vax status. There is just so much hate on both sides. Never
has vaccinations made people so angry. I want my kids raised in a world where people help
each other and show love. Not after showing papers proving you are "acceptable"

2/20/2022 12:34 PM

9080

Restricted my ability to live a normal life and do the things that make me happy cause anxiety
and depression to spike

2/20/2022 12:34 PM

9081

Social interaction

2/20/2022 12:34 PM

9082

Losing my business, my family and friends, homeschooling my daughter, anxiety and mistrust
in healthcare, government, police, medias, educational system and religious institutions

2/20/2022 12:34 PM

9083

How has it not? My family is miserable. My kids are depressed. Enough is enough

2/20/2022 12:34 PM

9084

It’s been a ridiculous waste of time for everyone

2/20/2022 12:34 PM

9085

Extremely negatively.

2/20/2022 12:34 PM

9086

Family torn apart, depression has set in, a total lack of faith in government and main stream
media, total disbelief and disappointment in Canadas leadership.

2/20/2022 12:34 PM

9087

Can’t visit nursing home, son can’t play baseball And train with his team,can’t go to funerals of
loved ones, work getting more in debt,Over all stress of being a single mom watching mental
health decline all around me.

2/20/2022 12:33 PM

9088

no socializing

2/20/2022 12:33 PM

9089

Have been segregated from society. Family members have treated me badly and cut me off.

2/20/2022 12:33 PM

9090

It is destroying my country, small business, family/friend relationships/economy and freedoms.
ALL MANDATES ARE COMPLETELY ILLEGAL, UNNECESSARY AND EVIL!!!

2/20/2022 12:33 PM

9091

It has let you exclusion and isolation. I live with a disability and the barriers I face have
multiplied. Masking makes my condition worse but I have to wear one for hours at work. I have
been shamed for my decision to remain vaccine free. I have been turned away from housing,
employment and recreational activities.

2/20/2022 12:33 PM

9092

Myself & my family members have been forced to take this unwanted vaccination just to keep
their livelihoods or else loose their jobs while the next step would be to loose their houses. &
that has caused so much stress in our already stressful life’s.

2/20/2022 12:33 PM
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9093

Division of family and friends, mental health issues. Depression.

2/20/2022 12:33 PM

9094

Lie sucks

2/20/2022 12:33 PM

9095

I wasn’t able to finish my college course in person and lost the networking experience and a
chance of being hired because we went remote for the last month. I lost my job of 8 years
because I had to transfer my daughter to another school because the reserve kept the schools
closed for in person learning. With this change I was responsible for transportation and work
would not accommodate so I had to quit and lost my severance. Found a job that suited my
new schedule but then I was fired for refusing to be vaccinated. Lost my rights to claim EI.
Used all my savings and had to collect welfare and go in debt until I found another job. Single
mother of 4 living on a reserve and being attacked by Justin Trudeau as a racist misogynist
white supremest, neo nazi for personal choice. Both my sons were in university and both have
been kicked out for refusing the vaccine. These last two years have been hell. Trying to beat
the Stigmatization of being a native living on a reserve and throwing to the bottom of the pit. I
want my lists returned.

2/20/2022 12:33 PM

9096

Can not get proper healthcare

2/20/2022 12:33 PM

9097

lost my job

2/20/2022 12:32 PM

9098

mental health

2/20/2022 12:32 PM

9099

My child has not been able to go to school. Not able to live a normal childhood. I was forced to
get A vaccine to keep my job as a nurse. The burnout in my career along with my coworkers is
beyond a point I could ever imagined. The mental health toll this has taken on my entire family.
I see seniors scared to live their lives every single day. I had Covid. It made me realize it was
not worth what we have gone through for the past 2 years. Watching the division that our prime
minister has caused in our country is appalling. These mandates need to stop!

2/20/2022 12:32 PM

9100

I don’t want to live in a dictatorship.

2/20/2022 12:32 PM

9101

Restrictive and depressive

2/20/2022 12:32 PM

9102

Severely depressed

2/20/2022 12:32 PM

9103

Loss of work/income Crazy hours Curfews, no restaurants, Difficulty breathing Family /friends
relationships broken

2/20/2022 12:32 PM

9104

Made my life totaly miserable. My husband is going to lose his job end of this month.

2/20/2022 12:32 PM

9105

Has caused segregation (between supporting business, family and friends) and discrimination.
The mental health of loved ones has degraded, the lost of lives that mattered and those that
are injured from something that should never have been pushed on people in the first place.

2/20/2022 12:32 PM

9106

Introduced fear into my life, fear over my childrens future, anxiety, lack of sleep, fear of what is
happening in the country.

2/20/2022 12:32 PM

9107

Anxiety, stress, division in Family

2/20/2022 12:32 PM

9108

Decreased business. Don’t approve of vaccinating children for Covid. Childrens activities.

2/20/2022 12:31 PM

9109

Very little.

2/20/2022 12:31 PM

9110

My marriage broke up partly due to financial issues because my husband was out of a job for 1
year, and then couldn't get a job because he did not want to be vaccinated. He was perfectly fit
to work but the Gov forced him into unemployment. The mandates are utterly ridiculous everyone has the right to choose what goes into their body and to make informed decisions
about their own body, without coercion or threat. My job also became much more stressful in
health care and finances were stretched thin as our union tried tirelessly to negotiate a contract
and cost of living kept increasing. There was no compensation given to full time front line
workers in my province. In addition, the mandates took front line workers from "hero" to "zero"
in no time flat - nurses and doctors were fired for not complying with Gov mandates. The rest
of us who complied as much as possible because we couldn't risk being fired were just flat out
silenced and threatened if we spoke against the narrative. I have chosen not to be vaccinated
because I love my body and I trust my natural immune system, whereas I don't trust big
pharma and I certainly have no reason to trust the Gov anymore either. As a result of
mandates and the constant fear and division in the media, my family has disowned me and I'm
only allowed to see them outdoors on "nice" days in the middle of winter. I am treated like I

2/20/2022 12:31 PM
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carry a plague even though I've been perfectly healthy since the start of the pandemic (much
healthier than most vaccinated ppl around me who got Covid Despite their vaccines). I am
treated like a conspiracy theorist, "antivaxer" just because I don't agree that people should be
forced to inject substances into their body and because SCIENCE has taught me about the
power of the natural immune system. I am strongly considering leaving Canada and going to a
country where there are no mandates and where the Gov doesn't dictate how citizens need to
live their lives and where the Gov doesn't shove fear, division, and hatred like a Nazi-style
regime. I am embarrassed to be "Canadian".
9111

It keeps me isolated from the rest of the world

2/20/2022 12:31 PM

9112

We’ve lost our freedom

2/20/2022 12:31 PM

9113

Totally destroyed the social cohesion of my family, my church, many of my friendships, and
severely and unlawfully limited my access to almost all normal services.

2/20/2022 12:31 PM

9114

Business negatively impacted; mentally negatively impacted- depression, and stress causing
physical symptoms.

2/20/2022 12:31 PM

9115

Forced into talking the vaccine that I'm dead against just to keep my job as I cut afford to pay
weekly for the tests. And now have a few side affects from the vaccine that aren't going
away!!!!! Also alot of social and emotional stress along with it.

2/20/2022 12:31 PM

9116

Can not participate in society. Can not fly interprovincial. Can not see family. Mental illness is
on the rise.

2/20/2022 12:31 PM

9117

I am unable to travel to see my young Grand Children and I feel the Government is robbing me
of my most precious Senior years.

2/20/2022 12:31 PM

9118

Unable to participate in society, no travel

2/20/2022 12:31 PM

9119

Unable to take my daughter out with friends, not able to sign us up for activities, had to cancel
my gym membership, basic freedoms taken away.

2/20/2022 12:30 PM

9120

Added isolation and increased anxiety and distress levels to someone already suffering from
anxiety, depression and ptsd disorders. It compounded to the point I was not able to look after
my children and had to put them in someone else’s care.

2/20/2022 12:30 PM

9121

No

2/20/2022 12:30 PM

9122

Horribly in everyway. This doesn't feel like Canada anymore . Justin Trudeau needs to go
ASAP. Everyone's mental health is at risk. I am a health care worker and have seen horrible
things happening. So scared for my children's future.

2/20/2022 12:30 PM

9123

I live in fear everyday. I’m tired of the division our Government pushes. I’m tired of hate. Let us
heal please.

2/20/2022 12:30 PM

9124

You lose touch with family and missed several funerals. Also had a bad reaction to the shot

2/20/2022 12:30 PM

9125

Not visiting with family

2/20/2022 12:30 PM

9126

Freedom of choice as to what I put into my body. I put a vaccine into my body because I didn't
want to waste more years of my life not traveling and such.

2/20/2022 12:30 PM

9127

- Extra costs - discrimination from others because of my choice which resulted in loss of sleep
and high anxiety

2/20/2022 12:30 PM

9128

It has kept me safe.

2/20/2022 12:30 PM

9129

It threatens the Rights & Freedoms that are mine as a free Canadian. It has given unbalanced
power to the PM

2/20/2022 12:30 PM

9130

Loss of family and friends. Restrictions on movement, etc.

2/20/2022 12:30 PM

9131

It has caused depression and suffering from the blahs.Loss of work, no income.

2/20/2022 12:30 PM

9132

Lost my job

2/20/2022 12:30 PM

9133

Made me feel like a confined criminal, Stressed me out seeing the financial and emotional
strain it imposed on my family! The feeling of helplessness knowing how wrong the
government behaviour was and seeing the Police being used to Enforce it!

2/20/2022 12:29 PM
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9134

Mom who has terminal cancer and advised to not get vaccine can not enjoy last moment of
her life no t Travel

2/20/2022 12:29 PM

9135

My son was born Oct.2019 what should have been the best time of our lives turned into torture
and torment and when I thought the end was near it became tyranny. I want to flee Canada
with my family should the truckers fail.

2/20/2022 12:29 PM

9136

Broken our family and friends. Prohibited travel to US where our daughter and 4 grandchildren
live.

2/20/2022 12:29 PM

9137

Can't see my family, or have a life as a 20 year old like it should be

2/20/2022 12:29 PM

9138

These last two years have been the most stressful of my life. I realized early on that the
mandates didn't have to do with our health, but had to do with control, and I realized that we
weren't going to comply our way out of this situation. So I have endeavoured to resist the
mandates as much as I could, which has led to a great deal of conflict. I have also lived with a
great deal of fear in terms of the welfare of my kid, and the future that many people seemed to
be sleepwalking towards.

2/20/2022 12:29 PM

9139

Job loss, Deaf (Isolated and unable to communicate with the masked, regularly discriminated
against) Vaccine-Free due to Biblical beliefs as well as medically exempt (No doctor will sign
for fear of losing medical license)

2/20/2022 12:29 PM

9140

all of them

2/20/2022 12:29 PM

9141

Mental health issues with me and the kids

2/20/2022 12:29 PM

9142

Forced me out of my job through direct violation of my fundamental human rights.

2/20/2022 12:29 PM

9143

Unable to enjoy life to the fullest reduced hours at work due to less people out. Rising costs of
goods and services create an unstable financial situation

2/20/2022 12:28 PM

9144

Can’t go anywhere

2/20/2022 12:28 PM

9145

Huge my life has been mentally a challenge. My kids have suffered no social accpect. This
has been such bullshit

2/20/2022 12:28 PM

9146

Can’t do anything

2/20/2022 12:28 PM

9147

Children and their sports, travel. Relationships

2/20/2022 12:28 PM

9148

Almost destroyed my business

2/20/2022 12:28 PM

9149

In every way imaginable. Lost jobs, kids stuck in masks, mandatory vaccination to travel,
being ostracized from society for a personal health choice. Feeling ashamed of being
Canadian!

2/20/2022 12:28 PM

9150

Caused division and arguments in my family.

2/20/2022 12:28 PM

9151

It has affected every aspect of my life, forced to go against my belief, and freedom of choice,
isolation from family and friends, gyms were a huge part of keeping me healthy, no proper
access to Dr’s and divided best friends and family, made to feel “ unclean”. Also felt like being
“ shut up” and looked down upon by others of a different opinion. The worst ever. No proper
worship service , lost ones you couldn’t put to rest, absolute disaster 😡

2/20/2022 12:28 PM

9152

Terrible. Haven't seen my daughters family in 2 years. Has divided our country friends and
families, the core of our country!

2/20/2022 12:27 PM

9153

Stressfull

2/20/2022 12:27 PM

9154

Lost childcare, lost job. Credit card debt just got paid off, and now it’s maxed out, and I’ve had
to take on new loans to survive. Now I work for myself (Covid made my son lose his spot at a
daycare he’s attended for 5 years) and we’re barely making it.

2/20/2022 12:27 PM

9155

Not too much really.

2/20/2022 12:27 PM

9156

Fewer job opportunities and lack of freedom to dine in restaurants and to go to indoor sporting
and cultural events.

2/20/2022 12:27 PM

9157

Has affected my relationship with my kids as it's shared custody with my ex. I was forced to
be vaccinated or else I would have lost my job which would have led me into debt and losing
my house. My rights as a Canadian were violated because of these mandates and goes

2/20/2022 12:27 PM
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against my rights in the charter of rights and freedoms. Each person has a right to chose what
they inject or expose there bodies too, especially against a new and very unproven vaccine. I
now have to live with this so called vaccine that is ineffective and how knows what future side
effects or health effects I will struggle with. I have never been more disappointed in my
government. I am a Canadian solider and often us soldiers do what's expected of us, we live
breath, fight and die in the worst conditions but the way the government has enforced these
jabs on the Canadian people and children without clearly proven science is utterly disgusting
9158

It has divided my family, I have lost friends, it has isolated me and prevented me from
traveling and enjoying a vacation. It has ostracized me from normal rights and freedoms such
as eating I a restaurant, attending events I had tickets for and getting a new job. I have
experienced discrimination that I never experienced before and has caused me great mental
suffering and depression. I have also watched my family and friends suffer.

2/20/2022 12:27 PM

9159

Isolates me from the people I love, especially my parents. I had to wear a mask when I
delivered my baby and could not have the people I want there. Could not go see my mom I the
hospital when she got a heart attack, etc. Plus all the division and hate that is encouraged by
the gouvernement and the mainstream media.

2/20/2022 12:27 PM

9160

Lost my savings and my son has asthma and can't breath in gym class with a mask on. He
was in emerge this past week because he couldn't breath

2/20/2022 12:27 PM

9161

It hasn't as a person with underlying medical conditions I will still wear my mask when mask
mandate in my province ends.

2/20/2022 12:27 PM

9162

It’s shit I lost my job I don’t talk to my dad and the attacks from people on social media is just
depressing the way they cheer for my demise

2/20/2022 12:27 PM

9163

No longer a part of society. Lost a piece of joy in my life. Lost all trust in government and
health officials. Scared. Still have my job thank god. I know millions of others don’t and it’s not
fair. This is so fucked up.

2/20/2022 12:27 PM

9164

I was forced to get double vaccinated so I could continue to work the liberal government is
nothing but failures lead by a limp dick coward failure

2/20/2022 12:27 PM

9165

Severe depression, loss of work loss of friends to suicide

2/20/2022 12:27 PM

9166

Lots of isolation and restrictions on travel in and out of Canada and between provinces.

2/20/2022 12:27 PM

9167

I have been prevented from fully engaging in society. I have been anxious. This is unhealthy.

2/20/2022 12:27 PM

9168

Not working, being divided by friends and family

2/20/2022 12:27 PM

9169

I had a mental breakdown in June after the lockdowns started. My place of work was shutdown
and was hard to find other work while still trying to deal with the aftermath of said breakdown. I
have bouts of depression and refuse to take part of the segregation of society that’s taking
place. No one should have to show a QR code to access society

2/20/2022 12:27 PM

9170

No job no income because of vaccine mandate

2/20/2022 12:27 PM

9171

To the extend that I am thinking about leaving this country

2/20/2022 12:27 PM

9172

It has not affected my life at all. I am covid shot free.

2/20/2022 12:27 PM

9173

Unemployed

2/20/2022 12:27 PM

9174

It has divided our families, we are treated like second class citizens. We both have received
the Covid vaccine, and still got Covid in spite of being very careful social distancing, masks
etc. we couldn’t go to restaurants, travel, church, or even our own families funerals. It is NOT
a privilege for any of these things. I refused to get a vaccine passport because my father and
uncle went to the Second World War for us to have the freedom we have in Canada. My uncle
lost his life and was buried in Flanders field. People from around the world want to be in
Canada because of the freedom we have here. These mandates didn’t help at all it only
caused fear to Canadians.

2/20/2022 12:26 PM

9175

Less time with family and friends, losing friends and family due to differences in opinion about
mandates.

2/20/2022 12:26 PM

9176

I have lost all opportunities for work in my industry. Hi I’m not allowed to visit my mother for a
long time now and her time is running short...

2/20/2022 12:26 PM
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9177

Drastically diminished the quality of life.

2/20/2022 12:26 PM

9178

Made life miserable by being treated like a 3rd class citizen or someone deplorable

2/20/2022 12:26 PM

9179

No business, no travel, destroyed relationships, no future.

2/20/2022 12:26 PM

9180

Every aspect

2/20/2022 12:26 PM

9181

It had caused my husband to get laid off and has caused undue stress

2/20/2022 12:26 PM

9182

My daughter’s wedding delayed because her older sister can’t get home. I’ve been basics
isolated for 2 years, not good for mental health

2/20/2022 12:26 PM

9183

My ability to conduct my business and personal interests have been curtailed by 80%.

2/20/2022 12:26 PM

9184

Has opened my eyes to how broken this system is , it has brought waves of anxiety ,fear and
mental health issues to the people around me .

2/20/2022 12:26 PM

9185

It has prevented me from enjoying time with my family &friends. Stopped my travels to the US
where I go down for a few hours to shop or play golf. It has cost me money because I was cut
off from bargain hunting state side. AND it made my face sweat from those stupid masks.

2/20/2022 12:26 PM

9186

I treat mental health daily. Since the beginning of this, I have watched the sharp and severe
decline of the mental health of almost every single one of my patients. My heart hurts so
badly, as much as I try and stay neutral to their stories and their pain. My mental health has
declined. Suicide has been on the table intermittently, where it has never been before. We
have gone months without talking to family. Unwelcomed and divided by our best friends. Dealt
with judgement and hate and division not only from society as a whole, but from those we were
once closest to. My time was restricted and limited to say goodbye, as my best friend was
dying in hospice. We were unable to have a funeral for her. My other best friend/cousin who
died suddenly, we were unable to do the funeral we wanted due to number restrictions and vax
passports. I was completely cut off and vilified from the entire side of the family. Our children’s
mother had the children jabbed without our consent or conversation- and now we wait hoping
they won’t drop dead from myocarditis. My sister was forced to get the vaccine- she has been
suffering debilitating vertigo ever since. My sisters MIL had a severe reaction to the vaccine
with enormous blood blister boil looking things all over her body. I had one cousin die- 3 days
after receiving the vaccine. My gfs grandfather died after receiving the vaccine. I have many
patients who suffered moderate to severe vaccine injuries. My relationship with my fiancé has
suffered. Our wedding postponed, and now unsure if we’re even going to make it through, with
all the suffering, hurt and fighting we’ve endured. So much more…

2/20/2022 12:26 PM

9187

It isn't merely about how it affected my life, it's about how it has adversely affected the lives of
children, parents of children, the poor, small and medium sized businesses, and the elderly
who have often been left isolated from those they love.

2/20/2022 12:26 PM

9188

Job loss Depression

2/20/2022 12:26 PM

9189

Not seeing family. Cross border visiting difficult. Can’t partake in social functions.

2/20/2022 12:26 PM

9190

Affected my kids in their sports Affected r ability to attend gym /indoor walking Affected the
small businesses in our neighborhood that we frequented Affected ability to socialize Affected
my kids education dramatically with online or cohorts .. unless u have $$ to attend private
school kids are at a significant disadvantage Paying$$$ for tutors to ensure my kids grasp the
courses effectively Limited ability to travel to visit extended family in USA Affected my elderly
parents .. depression and isolation Cost of everything is crazy !! I’m sure I missing something
I want to know how many people actually died from the virus and not from a cormibid condition
they had but labeled it a covid death .. how many people have had significant side effects from
the vaccine !!! How r athletes dying after getting the jab .. why are people being ostracized if
unvaccinated .. this governement has divided us.. called unvax names .. he’s a horribly human
being and should not be leading this great country .. we r no longer taking the laissez-faire
approach .. kudos to the truckers from taking a stand .. I do however disagree with the
blockades

2/20/2022 12:25 PM

9191

It has been a lonely two years. But I think all of the mandates have been put in place to try
and protect me and all others from contracting and/or from passing on the dreaded Covid virus.

2/20/2022 12:25 PM

9192

It made things too isolating

2/20/2022 12:25 PM

9193

I have been extremely hurt in my heart that our country is so torn apart over being forced to

2/20/2022 12:25 PM
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take a medication or needle. If feel this is heart breaking for such a thing to be happening here
in my home land.
9194

It has ruined my day to day life enjoyment. It has made it impossible to live my life. Gyms,
movie theaters, nights out with friends, ruined countless small businesses.

2/20/2022 12:25 PM

9195

Mentally Caused division Caused hatred Tension Stress

2/20/2022 12:25 PM

9196

Division with family and health

2/20/2022 12:25 PM

9197

I now suffer from extreme anxiety and the thought of going in public and seeing plexiglass and
face masks everywhere can trigger an emotional breakdown. I have to build myself up just to
grocery shop and be prepared for the negative interactions with everyone whose path I cross. I
lost my best friends of 20 years who think I simply have a different political opinion. My
daughter has homeschooled since birth and has lost innumerable opportunities for in person
gathering and group learning. She's missed out on playing and making friends at a very
important age. My Husband has become suicidal. We can't go to church. And even now
churches enforce mandates and have plexiglass and masks everywhere. Every single
mandate and measure has always and continue to be immoral and wrong!!! END ALL
MANDATES NOW!

2/20/2022 12:25 PM

9198

Inability to receive proper healthcare

2/20/2022 12:25 PM

9199

Loneliness, made people scared, lost my job, disagreements with family and friends, loss of
freedoms

2/20/2022 12:25 PM

9200

Constant division

2/20/2022 12:25 PM

9201

Haven't seen family in two years

2/20/2022 12:25 PM

9202

My family is unable to go into many stores. We cannot travel to see all of our family (moms,
dads, sisters, grandparents) who live across Canada. My children cannot do any
extracurricular sports or after-school event. We lost all our freedoms of movement and being
part of the community.

2/20/2022 12:25 PM

9203

My kids have struggled with depression, we haven’t had vacation in 2 years.

2/20/2022 12:25 PM

9204

Lost a job, separated family

2/20/2022 12:24 PM

9205

I was forced to get injected today keep my job

2/20/2022 12:24 PM

9206

Negatively

2/20/2022 12:24 PM

9207

mental and emotional distress. Lack of connection with friends and family. Separation,
discrimination, and belittlement because of personal choices. Too much confusion, lack of
transparency by “leaders”.

2/20/2022 12:24 PM

9208

The mandates have taken away everything i love, as well as interfered with being about to see
and connect with my family without fear of what will happen. It has left me anxious and
depressed, in a dark numbed out state wondering what is going to happen

2/20/2022 12:24 PM

9209

I was forced to get the vaccine to work it was not a choice to choose between vaccines are
food

2/20/2022 12:24 PM

9210

Not been able to have funerals for loved ones. Friendships lost over vaccines. The restaurant
we normally go to calling us at home wondering where we went. Trust lost in government and
media.

2/20/2022 12:24 PM

9211

I have lost the ability to take my kids to lessons/fun days out (unless outside or shopping), I
have watched them suffer in masks, I have lost work that I deeply enjoy and that I've worked
hard to be able to do, I'm fighting with friends and family, I lost almost 2 years to horrible,
inadequate virtual school, and the ability to work at all during those days. And I have lost hope
as I can't even escape for a vacation because I'm not allowed to fly. I follow the FLCCC
protocol, take those supplements, eat healthy, I haven't been sick with anything in years let
alone COVID, and yet I am being villainized as a threat to public health. Absolute madness! I
also will NEVER give this shot to my kids so I'll be "country shopping" for another place to live
if the mandates to kids continue.

2/20/2022 12:24 PM

9212

Widowed age 86, only 10 allowed at funeral. Can’t eat at restaurant..family can’t visit

2/20/2022 12:24 PM

9213

I have been shunned and spoken against where I live, and not allowed to participate in

2/20/2022 12:24 PM
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functions because I am unvaccinated. I have been isolated, which affects mental health.
9214

I have to test 3 times a week even though I am in a low risk setting in a warehouse

2/20/2022 12:24 PM

9215

Disruptions with no positive impact

2/20/2022 12:24 PM

9216

My husband adversely affected by first vaccine. My family cannot travel or go for dinner.

2/20/2022 12:24 PM

9217

It's taken my freedom away

2/20/2022 12:24 PM

9218

Tuff to get work. Put in depression. Can’t travel or visit family. Feel like a hostage in my own
home. Want this to end now. And let us have the right to choose what we want

2/20/2022 12:23 PM

9219

My brother can’t travel with us because he is not vaccinated

2/20/2022 12:23 PM

9220

With work, cannot travel how I want, cannot go to a restaurant with my family and affecting the
church

2/20/2022 12:23 PM

9221

Lost millions of dollars Lost quite a few friends Lost respect for leaders Found peace in God

2/20/2022 12:23 PM

9222

Cannot leave this country that is heading downhill fast!

2/20/2022 12:23 PM

9223

These mandates have increased stress levels, depression in my home and family, isolation
has increased deterioration of mental state of seniors in my family.

2/20/2022 12:23 PM

9224

Government telling me who I can and cannot socialize with. Cost me $1000 dollars in pcr tests
just for us to see are grandson.

2/20/2022 12:23 PM

9225

Loss of business, inflation in the market, psychological impacts to my child and friends. Loss
of overall well being in life.

2/20/2022 12:23 PM

9226

It left me jobless, ashamed to be in public and killed my grandparents because of mandatory
vaccines

2/20/2022 12:23 PM

9227

Lost jobs

2/20/2022 12:23 PM

9228

Stress, prisoner in my own country, depression, limited to what I’m allowed to do, no travel

2/20/2022 12:23 PM

9229

Lost work, ability to travel (necessary for work), divided family and friendships, created mental
health stress

2/20/2022 12:23 PM

9230

It has caused alot of me and my friends who are now to be divided, have lost alot of friends....

2/20/2022 12:23 PM

9231

Stress

2/20/2022 12:23 PM

9232

The right to choose what I have medically induced into my body has been violated without
proper testing. The Prime Minister has turned into a communist leader on peacefully protesting
demonstrators and All Canadian s. Mainstream media cannot be trusted. The police are just as
bad. Shame on all of them. They will have there day in court. Labeling CANADIANS for there
freedoms and taking away freedoms witch started 2 years ago. This is a country with many
immigrants who left there countries because of BS Dictatorship SHAME ON THEM

2/20/2022 12:23 PM

9233

My children are no longer my happy, outgoing kids. They’re depressed, I’m depressed. They’re
scared for their future and would like to move to a place where there is freedom of choice.

2/20/2022 12:22 PM

9234

Mentally

2/20/2022 12:22 PM

9235

Being a person with anxiety and depression being isolated and filled with fear over covid has
deeped my depression and made my anxiety worse and my children are scared to go to school
because all of us have underlying health conditions and it is basically a crapshoot, take the
chance on the virus or the vaccine killing us and my son has bad asthma and can't wear
masks so he's been home for 2 years and has gone no further them our front yard...
Something needs to give because we've lost too much already just to line Trudeau's pockets,
he needs to be arrested not peaceful protestors....

2/20/2022 12:22 PM

9236

Divided friends and family. Forced to take a vaccine I didn’t want to keep my job!!!!!!

2/20/2022 12:22 PM

9237

It has changed my life and my families life terribly. Loss of income. Loss of freedoms. I have
seen my children's behaviour change for the worse since mask mandates have been
implemented in schools.

2/20/2022 12:22 PM

9238

I lost employment for over a year and a half. My entire family has locked me out from their

2/20/2022 12:22 PM
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homes because of the false trust in the mainstream media which is going against all the
science.
9239

Lack of hope, destabilized economy and housing market, poorer quality of life, heartache at
witnessing poor quality of life for children and older relatives and friends.

2/20/2022 12:22 PM

9240

I have lost my job and been unable to see my father who is in long-term care for over half a
year

2/20/2022 12:22 PM

9241

Went into debt, had to close my business. Changed my life as I know it and feels like forever

2/20/2022 12:22 PM

9242

I feel like a prisoner in my own country

2/20/2022 12:22 PM

9243

Aside from not being able to plan my high school reunion last year not much. I am vaccinated
and pretty free. Most restrictions aside from maybe losing a job is first world problems.

2/20/2022 12:22 PM

9244

It’s taken a toll financially on my family and has affected my kids. No one knows how long
these effects will last on little ones.

2/20/2022 12:22 PM

9245

Family and friends got pericarditis and other adverse effects from vaccines. Lost my job due to
vaccine mandates. Family devided and won’t speak anymore. Lost social life, not able to work
out for my mental health. Mental health is at the worst it’s even been

2/20/2022 12:21 PM

9246

It has segregated friends and family and caused tense relationships. Seeing loved ones have
become next to impossible. Our childeren are now home schooled causing more stress at
home but also bringing us closer together.

2/20/2022 12:21 PM

9247

Job loss. No school

2/20/2022 12:21 PM

9248

All aspects of my life and this is beyond disgusting now.

2/20/2022 12:21 PM

9249

Depressed, Sadness, trapped, isolated, loss of family, sometimes panic, violence thoughts,
hard to live with, suicidal.

2/20/2022 12:21 PM

9250

Lost of freedom

2/20/2022 12:21 PM

9251

Depression

2/20/2022 12:21 PM

9252

I lost my job

2/20/2022 12:21 PM

9253

I lost my job, my kids are masked at school…. For A VIRUS.

2/20/2022 12:21 PM

9254

Depressed, anxiety, fear of government and how they will use their power and take everything
away from me. Their calling me names and saying I’m not a good person is not nice. I’m a
kind loving human who cares for everyone. My brother died from 3rd vaccination, I don’t think
Justin Trudeau has any right to he name calling when he doesn’t know what we are going
through!

2/20/2022 12:21 PM

9255

Stress ,divisions with friends and family. Constant changes by the government,moving
goalposts . Name calling by the media and government!

2/20/2022 12:20 PM

9256

Only when crossing border into USA. Had two shots.

2/20/2022 12:20 PM

9257

My job… social contact

2/20/2022 12:20 PM

9258

So much we are unvaccinated because I had a seizure the last time I was vaccinated but
because I didn't have an allergy to glycol and couldn't prove I had a heart attack I wasn't
eligible for an exemption. Now because I choose not to kill my brain I am being ostracized by
my family and clients.I do not feel I should have to explain myself to anyone or defend my
decision the choices they have made ...made an angry argumentative place to exist it should
be YOUR BODY YOUR CHOICE. PERIOD!

2/20/2022 12:20 PM

9259

The mandates have cost me my job, cost me friendships and relationships with family
members, it has increased my anxiety and now I am on pills for depression

2/20/2022 12:20 PM

9260

Depression, excessive alcohol abuse, missing out on events with family and friends

2/20/2022 12:20 PM

9261

It has cost me extra money and extra inconvenience in time spent showing vax proof and
unnecessary testing in airport after being tested 7 hours earlier

2/20/2022 12:20 PM

9262

Strain on relationships, social isolation, harassment

2/20/2022 12:20 PM
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9263

Loss of income, mental health struggles…

2/20/2022 12:20 PM

9264

Isolation, loss of family and friends, total loss of freedom

2/20/2022 12:20 PM

9265

Caused anxiety and restricted my ability to travel.

2/20/2022 12:20 PM

9266

I am a bi polar single woman working from home, I have gone weeks and months without
physical human contact at points. I have been in a dark depression for two years

2/20/2022 12:20 PM

9267

Ruined it, prevents me from starting my own family and living free

2/20/2022 12:19 PM

9268

It has basically locked me in my own country. My kid and husband have not been able to play
team sports. We have all become severely depressed.

2/20/2022 12:19 PM

9269

My anxiety has increased substantially!!my family dynamics has been greatly affected, some
family members has broken up, we don’t talk any more, I don’t even have friends! This has
caused a tremendous amount of stress, I feel so isolated and alone.

2/20/2022 12:19 PM

9270

I had to quit my job because of discrimination I fear for the future of my family and myself with
our current Liberal Government. I have lost all faith in parliment Trudeau divided and
discriminates. I do not feel like I belong in the country I was born into. My family and friends
have been divided. I miss Canada

2/20/2022 12:19 PM

9271

Segregation from services, mental health decline

2/20/2022 12:19 PM

9272

Lots list my family

2/20/2022 12:19 PM

9273

Breach of the Peace caused by, discrimination, isolation, stigmatization, immobilization,
segregation

2/20/2022 12:19 PM

9274

Mental health Jaw problems due to masks all the time Cancelled trips Move abroad cut short

2/20/2022 12:19 PM

9275

Very much depressed

2/20/2022 12:19 PM

9276

Job loss, couldn't see family that was passing away (2) , forced to get vaccine to get job.

2/20/2022 12:19 PM

9277

It has kept me somewhat safe from Covid.

2/20/2022 12:18 PM

9278

Loss of freedoms, discrimination, potential loss of employment

2/20/2022 12:18 PM

9279

Lack of freedom

2/20/2022 12:18 PM

9280

I have felt bullied by my provincial and federal govt by not being vaccinated. I have been
harrassed by the vaccinated and have not been allowed to enter my place of work

2/20/2022 12:18 PM

9281

We have been unable to see family , visit my mother in LTC and travel freely.

2/20/2022 12:18 PM

9282

It has cause severe depression, loneliness, and addiction issues in communities, and created
a sense of animosity and division among the populace.

2/20/2022 12:18 PM

9283

Unable to hold larger meetings in restaurants.

2/20/2022 12:18 PM

9284

no comment

2/20/2022 12:18 PM

9285

Mental health

2/20/2022 12:18 PM

9286

it has caused huge mental strain and sorrow....my kids having no job to survive ....the division
amongst friends and families

2/20/2022 12:18 PM

9287

It has made my Classroom feel like a safer workplace. It has given me confidence that our
parents (in their 70s) are safe when they attend events.

2/20/2022 12:18 PM

9288

I can no longer move freely within my own country, it has divided my family and friends.

2/20/2022 12:18 PM

9289

Everything

2/20/2022 12:18 PM

9290

Separates individuals

2/20/2022 12:18 PM

9291

It has taken away my freedom to live as a free citizen in my own country.

2/20/2022 12:18 PM

9292

extremely tough.

2/20/2022 12:18 PM

9293

My partner and I have both been forced out of employment, my children are unable to attend
birthday parties, go swimming, bowling, or see movies. It's caused poorly informed friends and

2/20/2022 12:18 PM
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family members to alienate me under the assumption I am careless and dangerous to their
health. These mandates have been financially motivated and have created endless barriers for
individuals across the country.
9294

Very negatively.

2/20/2022 12:17 PM

9295

It’s made me more comfortable gong into public places knowing that I’m around people who
take the pandemic seriously.

2/20/2022 12:17 PM

9296

I didn’t vote for a dictator and I don’t want to live in a dictatorship

2/20/2022 12:17 PM

9297

Made it absolutely miserable too do anything. It has taken all freedom away from us.

2/20/2022 12:17 PM

9298

Concern for the future of generations to come.

2/20/2022 12:17 PM

9299

Horribly , lost our jobs , lost our freedoms , we lost our country in the process .

2/20/2022 12:17 PM

9300

Mentally has been terrible.I havnt even bonded with my FIRST grand baby.I feel I have no
control over the decisions I make in my life,there being dictated.The vaccines do not work.And
yes I am fully vaccinated against my own better judgment.This emergency act has caused
violence and brutality from our government.

2/20/2022 12:17 PM

9301

Division and conflict in immediate family work freinds in communities. Loss of employment,
freedom, trust in government and in doctor's.

2/20/2022 12:17 PM

9302

Watched my mother lose her job at a care centre and now she is struggling as she can’t even
get ei. I’am for my kids. My son is vaccine injured as he was coerced into taking the vaccine
for work and schooling(college). I am worried for my own job and sick of the division and
discrimination. Not being treated as equal has been sickening. My daughter is in a depressive
state and I fear for her life. She’s 20 and is scared she may never get to go to college or
travel. This has greatly impacted my life. I was harassed by coworkers and bosses at my last
job daily for my views, beliefs and morals. Frustrated that so many people don’t see the big
picture on what the government is imposing (great reset, agenda 21, one world government)…
it’s in plain sight but the mainstreaming media lies and the indoctrination in schools and
universities has people believing we are crazy or conspiracy theorists and it’s heart breaking. I
don’t want to continue losing our rights and freedoms any longer. I live in a freeeeee country
and have always been proud of that. What’s happening now is sickening.

2/20/2022 12:17 PM

9303

badly

2/20/2022 12:17 PM

9304

Family members unable to work although they are completely healthy. Not able to participate
as an active member in society, restaurants, gyms etc. Fearful of government control. Not able
to travel. Not being free.

2/20/2022 12:17 PM

9305

I feel like a prisoner in my own town, country!! I literally can not go do or see anything outside
of my neighborhood!

2/20/2022 12:17 PM

9306

On an unpaid leave. Unreal after 21 years of dedication, commitment to my employer. Unreal
treatment. After 2 and a half years if this pandemic I am still healthy and have been careful
about the whole thing but still doing life and caring for the living people in my life

2/20/2022 12:17 PM

9307

Lost my job for refusing the Covid19 shots!

2/20/2022 12:17 PM

9308

Inability to see my Grandfather in the hospital before passing

2/20/2022 12:17 PM

9309

Lost my federal job of over 30 years, major depression and fear of living in this country which I
am unable to leave. A prisoner!

2/20/2022 12:17 PM

9310

can not go anywhere or do the things we want totally isolated people no longer call us friends
because of the idiot mandates and poison vaxx

2/20/2022 12:17 PM

9311

It has effected my mental and physical health not to mention my childrens

2/20/2022 12:17 PM

9312

My freedom of choice has been taken away, hospital surgeries and nessary appointments
have been pushed back or canceled. Family has been torn apart, the vaccine had killed a
couple friends! Everything! Mental health has been compromised. Entire lifestyle has been
compromised.

2/20/2022 12:17 PM

9313

It feels like tyranny not freedom. The mandates are unscientific so it’s stupid. mRNA gene
therapy is neither safe or effective.

2/20/2022 12:17 PM
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9314

Health is down from not working out. Depressed. Lost hope in our country. Thinking I need to
move to a better country.

2/20/2022 12:16 PM

9315

The mandates have impacted every facet of my life. It has unnecessarily divided family and
friends and the small town that I live in is now in bitter osition to one another. The mandates
haven't quantitatively reduced transmission in any way demonstrable. And the passports have
achieved nothing but division and further loss of business to business owners. They have
stressed out my children and others in school and have not stopped the spread of covid at all.

2/20/2022 12:16 PM

9316

Have been unable to go to restaurants, go to the theatre or movies, go to watch sports games,
go to the indoor walking track, to go skiing, to go swimming, to have people in our home, to
visit in hospitals. It has created division in our population through fear created by a government
bought media. It has caused depression for me and for family members including children. It
has caused family members to get the vaccine through coercion so they can support their
family. It has taken away my freedom of choice.

2/20/2022 12:16 PM

9317

Income change/decreased

2/20/2022 12:16 PM

9318

Afraid to leave my home, lack of food in grocery stores, widespread hysteria, anger, confusion,
disruption in everyday life, scared to stand up for what we as Canadians have already fought
for which is freedom of choice, freedom of speech, and the right to feel like your opinion
matters all because our prime minister has shares in what I'd hurting this countries people
because he has shares in the testing equipment etc fuck Trudeau he can suck a big fat hairy
dick and I hope he gets covid for real this time and has to fight for his last breath before he
succumbs to his death and someone walks by and spits in his fuckin face!!!

2/20/2022 12:16 PM

9319

It has negatively impacted my family, business as well as caused undue mental stress to
almost everyone I know

2/20/2022 12:16 PM

9320

In every aspect of life.

2/20/2022 12:16 PM

9321

Depression. Both mental and physical abuse. Cost me my marriage.

2/20/2022 12:16 PM

9322

How hasn't it

2/20/2022 12:16 PM

9323

Depression and loss of income can't see my family as much

2/20/2022 12:16 PM

9324

Taken away my rights and freedoms - It has opened my eyes to the amount of manipulation
and deception that all levels of authority are now exercising.

2/20/2022 12:16 PM

9325

I lost my job

2/20/2022 12:16 PM

9326

Have felt discriminated against. Causes tension and division in family and community

2/20/2022 12:16 PM

9327

vaccines dont work you can still get covet

2/20/2022 12:16 PM

9328

I have been treated like a second class citizen in the country I was born in. I am 37. I am
enraged that my government has done this to myself, my fellow citizens and country. I am
depressed. I have been denied service to restaurants, movie theatres, stores and been
harassed for not having a covid vaccine or because I'm not wearing a mask. I refused the
mask from day 1 and will keep refusing it. I don't wear a mask anywhere. No government of
mine will force me to cover my face in public for a virus I have proven is not a major risk to
myself and that studies show most are not hospitalized from. I hate the mask. People look
creepy in them and sick. And it keeps the fear going. I often just try not to look at anyone so I
don't have to see their masks. I am usually the one normal, maskless person among a bunch
of masked people. Sometimes I stay home all weekend and don't do shopping that needs
done, like groceries because I just don't want to have to look at all the masked people if I don't
have to, and deal with the all the questions: "Mam, u need a mask. Mam, u need a mask in
here" from business workers. And then having to lie and say I have a medical exception. And
then there's the odd confrontation with regular people in the public who think it their right to
bully me, or that they're going to drop dead because my face isn't covered. ( And they call us
the selfish ones.) But it's ok, I can give as well as receive. It's very sad that we now have to
pretend we have a medical reason for being allowed to show our faces in public. Although
many actually can not wear masks for medical reason. In regards to the vaccine passports, it
is disgusting that we have allowed this modern legalized discrimination and segregation in what
used to be a free country. We are NOT free anymore! We are shameful! And those still
supporting this horrid nonsense are simply brainwashed by fear imposed by their government.
What has happened to the peaceful protesters in Ottawa is horrific. It made me cry. Those are
my fellow protesters who are only standing for their country and basic freedoms for everyone. I

2/20/2022 12:16 PM
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have been to Ottawa once for the freedom convoy and been protesting for freedom in Toronto
since May 2020. The person that needs arrested is Justin Trudeau for treason and crimes
against humanity. I'm not joking. Many people in power need to be held accountable, but we
can start with him.
9329

It has made me realize that I eat too much

2/20/2022 12:16 PM

9330

Family life Wedding Funerals Work

2/20/2022 12:16 PM

9331

Huge financial impact, divided friends, made me ashamed to be Canadian, mental health
decline.

2/20/2022 12:15 PM

9332

My partners work, my 2 year olds relationship with friends, family her ability to do new things
experiences - family trips. My partner and myselfs mental health, our families mental healthmy grandfather who is old had a great relationship with my sister and because she is not
vaccinated they are no longer speaking that is on our pathetic prime minister!!!!

2/20/2022 12:15 PM

9333

Very crucial

2/20/2022 12:15 PM

9334

Badly

2/20/2022 12:15 PM

9335

Reduced income, depression, loss of friends, fear

2/20/2022 12:15 PM

9336

School, home, financial.. litterly everything.

2/20/2022 12:15 PM

9337

Negatively

2/20/2022 12:15 PM

9338

Lost my family and job. So pretty much everything

2/20/2022 12:15 PM

9339

Constant stress, unable to plan future and overall dread.

2/20/2022 12:15 PM

9340

Unstabilized and endangered all areas of connection to others and distrust of government
mainly trudeau

2/20/2022 12:15 PM

9341

I’m disgusted with my government both Federal and Provincial… the use of some of the
legislation tacked onto our Charter of Rights and Freedoms should never ever be used against
the citizens of Canada or any democratic society as our forefathers knew of the tyrannical
control measures that some elite people want and the desire for full world governance and
domination

2/20/2022 12:15 PM

9342

isolation, church service, visiting family and friends, seeing people fear without actually looking
at the real data, dividing of of family and friends over vaccines and other mandates

2/20/2022 12:14 PM

9343

It’s affected every aspect of my life from my income to my mental health. But what’s most
concerning is how it’s affected my children. This is abusive and damaging

2/20/2022 12:14 PM

9344

Detrimental to my mental health and that of my family and friends

2/20/2022 12:14 PM

9345

Not able to access a school classroom in university, a gym, coffee shop to study, a plan to
visit my parents

2/20/2022 12:14 PM

9346

Limited my ability to see my grandchildren grow up, has nearly destroyed my small business.
Has made seeing friends impossible

2/20/2022 12:14 PM

9347

Depression

2/20/2022 12:14 PM

9348

The mandates are unconstitutional. They do not follow science, they only stigmatize divide
and separate Canadians. There is only a political addenda, any opposition will not be listened
to, we no longer can decide for ourselves, we must follow what Trudeau says, how is this
right?

2/20/2022 12:14 PM

9349

It’s protected my life and the lives of those around me. I’m willing to make some small
sacrifices to help keep others safe.

2/20/2022 12:14 PM

9350

Depression, anxiety

2/20/2022 12:14 PM

9351

Restricted where I go and who I see. Has taken n away my constitutional rights of free speech,
has created a police state where once trusted police officers enforce immoral laws, which has
now broken my trust in them.

2/20/2022 12:14 PM

9352

I feel segregated, ostracized, demonized by the Prime Minister and I am a prisoner in my own
country because my right to mobility has been rescinded.

2/20/2022 12:14 PM
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9353

It is affected my livelihood and my ability to work

2/20/2022 12:14 PM

9354

Mental Health has declined. Physical Health has declined.

2/20/2022 12:14 PM

9355

I can’t do anything or go anywhere with my kids.

2/20/2022 12:14 PM

9356

mental and health wellbeing has been down

2/20/2022 12:14 PM

9357

It has made me feel like a second class citizen because I refuse to mask or get vaccinated. It
has caused a lot of stress in my life.

2/20/2022 12:14 PM

9358

Lost friends, and family because of mandates. I have anxiety, and more stress then ever now,
because we are not allowed to do anything without the vaccine! Or be with family.

2/20/2022 12:14 PM

9359

confusion, in the beginning it made sense as we were figuring out how to protect ourselves
from getting sick. It did not make sense to impose one solution on al humans, no exception.
There needs to be room for choice over medical interventions. Masks were the least of the
problems. They made sense to a point. Social distancing also made sense to a point,
depending where you lived and the infection rate around your immediate surrounding. The 1 fix
for all is crazy, and is bound to bring resistance. Corporations have not proven to be
trustworthy, certainly not big pharma. Fortuntely we are not all blind followers of authority, when
you do not make sense.

2/20/2022 12:14 PM

9360

Making every day life stressful and full of hate from other Canadian citizens

2/20/2022 12:13 PM

9361

Been told I should die. I received the first shot and had a vaccine injury and my health has
declined significantly since October. On a positive I've saved money eating out.

2/20/2022 12:13 PM

9362

Destruction

2/20/2022 12:13 PM

9363

The division of our society (vaccinated vs unvaccinated), the fear mongering and the lack of
transparency of information has caused depression and conflict among my friends and family.

2/20/2022 12:13 PM

9364

It has caused division in families and the country

2/20/2022 12:13 PM

9365

Heavily

2/20/2022 12:13 PM

9366

Can lose my job any day due to mandates, cant go out. Stay at home

2/20/2022 12:13 PM

9367

Mental health severely compromised, discrimination, basic freedoms revoked.

2/20/2022 12:13 PM

9368

It has had a huge negative impact on my mental Heath. There are days when I can’t bear to
talk to friends or family because I am so depressed. I am about to lose my job because my
employer is putting in a vaccine mandate.

2/20/2022 12:13 PM

9369

Work, social, family have been affected negatively

2/20/2022 12:13 PM

9370

A bit more debt than usual

2/20/2022 12:13 PM

9371

Helped to keep me, my family, and my loved ones safe. Unfortunately, those who do not follow
the mandates put us all in jeopardy.

2/20/2022 12:13 PM

9372

A lose of life, liberty and health

2/20/2022 12:13 PM

9373

Lost my job. Can’t pay my bills

2/20/2022 12:13 PM

9374

My kids have no social life and have had to stop sports. It has affected them badly. I have
seen my family in Aus during this whole time, it has been incredibly isolating as we have no
family here. It has truly been awful and Trudeau needs to be in jail.

2/20/2022 12:13 PM

9375

I can no longer work as a Registered Nurse

2/20/2022 12:13 PM

9376

It has divided friends and family, caused bullying at my kids schools, stopped us from
travelling , and I know people who have had bad side effects from the vaccines

2/20/2022 12:13 PM

9377

Ruined my business, anxiety, uncertainty in every aspect of my future and my family's. Loss
of friends due to death, misinformation and opposing ideas. The list goes on and on.

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9378

My life has become cut off and sheltered from friends and family; and as a result, my isolation
has severely affected my mental health.

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9379

Unnecessary lockdown and taken away freedom of choice

2/20/2022 12:12 PM
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9380

No good

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9381

Depression, anxiety, inability to move freely about my own home city.

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9382

Severe mental illness

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9383

It has devided my family! It has instilled fear and terror in the heads of my family. We no
longer are allowed to visit eachother, see eachother, or celebrate together ! My son 7yr old is
forced to wear a mask in school when he has severe asthma and requires several puffers
every day just to maintain his breathing with that mask on his face restricting him! This is not
the world I invisible invisible bring my child up in, where his friends are no longer allowing him
to play with him at school because he doesn't have the vaccine, and they do. There should
NEVER be any type political segregation amongst 7 yr Olds! Teachers bullying my child to pull
up his mask while he's trying to breath or tale his puffers. Telling him he's selfish for not
wanting to wear a mask!

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9384

Mental health struggles. Gyms and centers unavailable My young adults business. Personal
financial loss. Division with family and friends.

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9385

Not being able to see my family

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9386

how has it not. nothing will ever b the same again even if it goes back. that’s how much it
negatively affected my life.

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9387

Terribly.

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9388

Loss of employment. Forced career change/starting from scratch. Forced to spend life
savings/starting from scratch. Division between family, and friends. Etc.

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9389

We are unable for to watch our childrens sports in their last year(s).

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9390

It's affect my freedom...

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9391

I was off work for 4 months

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9392

Limited the ability to travel freely and work has been affected

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9393

Mentally and financially

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9394

Goes against my religious beliefs everyone should have there own right and freedom of religion

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9395

Segregation, loss of job, loss of travel, loss of freedoms

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9396

Not a lot as I've continued to live as normal as possible. But I know many others who've been
negatively affected by the mandates in various ways.

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9397

I own a restaurant we have lost customers,lots of business very hard on our employees and
management

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9398

As a recent aggressive breast cancer survivor (diagnosed Oct/20, surgery Nov/20, chemo JanMay/21, radiation Jun/21) the mandate(s) were a giant positive. I was able to go about my daily
life and attend treatments confidently due to ‘everyone’ having to take precautions.

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9399

Ive lost my job, my son has lost 2 years of interrupted school, I cant see family, the division is
disturbing. My son can engage in activities , neither can I leading to depression obesity.

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9400

terribly

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9401

Mandates have negitevly affected my young children's lives

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9402

My wife lost her job , my family doesn’t talk

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9403

Forced to move, children denied education

2/20/2022 12:12 PM

9404

Lost my business

2/20/2022 12:11 PM

9405

Church attendance, Unscientific requirement to wear mask which do not work. Canadian
government irresponsible spending with No accountability. Inflation. Cost of gas. Lying about
benefits of vaccines. Difficulty crossing the border to see family.

2/20/2022 12:11 PM

9406

The vaccine made me extremely sick. I’ve been safe from covid the last couple years and was
before the vaccine but I had to get it to keep my job. Even tho it was terrible for my health.

2/20/2022 12:11 PM
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9407

It hasnt

2/20/2022 12:11 PM

9408

Disconnected from family, separated from my partner, moved provinces, slowed business. Etc

2/20/2022 12:11 PM

9409

Basically killed my business and made me dizzy wearing mask. The Compliance of others
shocked.

2/20/2022 12:11 PM

9410

Cannot keep up with bills from not working with all the lockdowns. The covid relief does not
cover half of what I need in a month. It doesn't even cover my rent. My kids feeling depressed
and suicidal thoughts are very high!! It's hard to keep them level headed with all these
mandates and everything changing constantly! Masks are good - masks are not good - masks
are only good if it's N95 - but only for workers - now you need to wear 2-3 masks for it to be
effective.. This is too much!!! Let the kids have their own immune system actually do what it's
meant to do. Vaccines shouldn't be forced or coaxed onto people. If it was actually effective
and working properly we wouldn't be given restrictions because we chose not to get it. Lack of
work due to not being vaccinated, discrimination is extremely high. The social divide is getting
bigger and bigger. The convoy has actually brought a lot of people together and is shining a
very big light on the e tire situation pertaining to covid, mandates, politicians, prime minister
(acting like a power hungry child that can't handle a situation rationally), restrictions. So much
more but I'm tired of talking, I will let the convoy do the rest! Stay strong Canada!

2/20/2022 12:11 PM

9411

Horrifying watching my children suffer with masks and restrictions from their friends and family.
It's divided my husband's family and my family with mental health issues and vaccine
disagreement. It's been a sad time for us all.

2/20/2022 12:11 PM

9412

If it ends I would be able to go I'm immune compermized

2/20/2022 12:11 PM

9413

Couldn’t see my sister in hospital who passed away. can’t see relatives in hospital. can’t
travel, or go to a movie. can’t watch my grandchildren play hockey. Divided my family &
friends….. we don’t talk to each other now. My husband & I argue over vaccines all of the
time. Turmoil on our family.

2/20/2022 12:11 PM

9414

Yes, in effect, on a daily basis, by actions of government, I am being segregated based on a
health choice. I am unable to travel by air or plane. I cannot access recreation facilities. I am
not allowed in certain businesses and venues. The list is long...

2/20/2022 12:11 PM

9415

Lost my home

2/20/2022 12:11 PM

9416

Lost of choice took a jab I didn’t want

2/20/2022 12:11 PM

9417

I felt extremely pressured to get vaccinated. I did not WANT to 😔

2/20/2022 12:11 PM

9418

I can’t travel, I have lost family and friends through the divide that Trudeau has caused.

2/20/2022 12:11 PM

9419

I can’t take my kids anywhere anymore, we can’t have family nights or date nights.

2/20/2022 12:11 PM

9420

I lost my Freedom here in Canada!

2/20/2022 12:10 PM

9421

Negatively in every way. Physically, mentally and socially.

2/20/2022 12:10 PM

9422

Due to mask mandates ending in schools, my husband will have a higher risk of getting Covid
and dying, as he has lung problems. N95 masks in schools, not all the time, but during peak
times when Covid spread and death rates are high, would help until death rates from Covid are
more comparable to the flu.

2/20/2022 12:10 PM

9423

Mental health has been really affected given the isolation that has been required for my son
and I , discrimination by others bc I choose not to be get the “vax”, work stress, financial loss,
etc

2/20/2022 12:10 PM

9424

Negatively in most areas of life.

2/20/2022 12:10 PM

9425

I feel duped and lied to. I was compelled to follow the advice of government and get vacinated
to save our people, our liberties. At a cost of family and friends. Now I see they had not clue,
most everyone that is vacinated is contracting covid anyway and all this was for NOTHING.

2/20/2022 12:10 PM

9426

we are basicley forced to take the vaccine or were not aloid to do anything

2/20/2022 12:10 PM

9427

I've worked through the pandemic and have encountered division and poor working conditions
from mandates , ie : no access to washrooms , watched customers deal with protocols to a
point that it affect day to day operations , and also have had to take days off work because I

2/20/2022 12:10 PM
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was in proximity to someone who later tested positive . Healthy and forced to take days off
and loose money on my cheques .
9428

Feel like I’m locked up in prison. And the whole world is used as Guinea pig for inhumane
experiments.

2/20/2022 12:10 PM

9429

Lack of income. depression, fearful

2/20/2022 12:10 PM

9430

Negatively

2/20/2022 12:10 PM

9431

Shit

2/20/2022 12:10 PM

9432

Financially and mentally

2/20/2022 12:10 PM

9433

Depression can’t do anything

2/20/2022 12:10 PM

9434

no travel family members losing their job if they don’t get the shot

2/20/2022 12:09 PM

9435

Extremely negative!! High blood pressure!! Stroke!!

2/20/2022 12:09 PM

9436

My wife will lose her job due to not getting vaccinated.

2/20/2022 12:09 PM

9437

I am so angry that our Prime Minister refuses to engage with a significant part of the Canadian
population, choosing instead to demonize those who disagree and now going so far as to bring
in armed police / military and authorizing banks to freeze bank accounts to quash dissent. My
family and I felt marginalized already because of our choice not to get vaccinated. I have been
asking government officials for transparent evidence showing efficacy and risk. Instead, I have
been told that the vaccines are safe and effective—just get them. I’ve done endless research
to find my own reputable resources (doctors, CDC, UK Yellow Card vaccine injury reporting
system, peer reviewed epidemiology, immunology, and virology studies, etc.), and my research
has reinforced that the benefits of these inoculations do not outweigh the potential risks for me
or my immediate family members. Now, I despair that we’re truly being crushed by a
totalitarian regime. We no longer have a voice, and our Prime Minister has made it very clear
that if he had it his way, our lives are going to be squeezed even more if we don’t comply and
get vaccinated. We can’t participate in what used to be “normal” activities—going to a
restaurant, a gym, a concert, travelling outside our country, visiting my mother-in-law in her full
care facility, watching our son play sports at school, listening to our daughter sing opera at
UBC, etc. We have become “the great unwashed,” unwelcome in many spheres because we
have refused vaccines that are increasingly being proven to be ineffective and unsafe. Until
such point that the government can guarantee that the vaccines are near 100% effective and
there is virtually no chance of any vaccine injuries (e.g. myocarditis, pericarditis, endocarditis,
blood clots, strokes, seizures, etc.), there is no way that I want anyone in my immediate
family to take them. This is especially so considering that we’ve already had Covid and no one
in my family is of a high risk demographic. We want our freedoms back!

2/20/2022 12:09 PM

9438

Even if I have over 100 allergies to different foods, additives and medications, I still could not
get an exemption from my nurse practicioner, I don't have a family foctor but I have a long
history of allergic reactions to various substances one of them is PEG otherwise known as
Polyethylene Glycol , also to Macrogol, Polysorbates, I am also allergic to Propylene glycol,
Saccharin, Polydextrose, Sulfites, Sulfates etc....I even had allergic reactions to Flu Vaccines
in 98 and 99, never got another after that. However when I spoke to the alleged expert , I
asked what was the procedure to test me for allergens to the vaccine components of which
Polyethylene Glycol is, would it be a blood test, a skin test, a hair test? I have had extensive
allergy testing in the last 18 years so I know the methods used. Well to my shocking horror,
the alleged expert said they would inject me with a smaller first dose of the vaccine, wait and
monitor me. I tell you this was disconcerting, I told him listen, I am allergic to so many
chemicals and additives that I can't even receive treatment for my hypertension and high
cholesterol, so you couldn't help me when I react. This has considerably affected my ability to
freely go anywhere. I can't even wear n95 masks or blue medical masks as they contain
Propylene glycol which irritate my sinuses and throat, it's horrible. I can't even go to the Post
Office to pick up my mail because of mask mandates. I have natural immunity since I have
survived Covid infection, so mandates are pointless and don't help anyone. It makes me feel
unimportant and ostracized in my own land. I am French/Métis Italian, I never thought my
Homeland would make me a prisoner.

2/20/2022 12:09 PM

9439

It’s made dumb people angrier about listening to reason and science.

2/20/2022 12:09 PM

9440

It has avoided me from living my life, seeing my family and staying mentally happy

2/20/2022 12:09 PM
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9441

It hasn't at all.

2/20/2022 12:09 PM

9442

My children can not go to school

2/20/2022 12:09 PM

9443

Decreased mental health

2/20/2022 12:09 PM

9444

Unable to freely travel and live my life without restrictions. I have seen many suffer by these
restrictions, mentally and financially.

2/20/2022 12:09 PM

9445

First unable to hire as everyone was conveniently on Cerb and other government assistance
programs. Sitting on their couches at home not wanting to work. Then seeing people turning
against each other over to get or not get the vaccine. Worse is the vaccine injuries and deaths.
Worse still is a friend who committed suicide over the mandates.

2/20/2022 12:09 PM

9446

Not very much. I miss concerts though.

2/20/2022 12:09 PM

9447

Violated our civil rights, created depression amongst myself and family members. Created
oppression. Shut down businesses I use to go to. In every single way possible it has affected
our lives for the last 2 years.

2/20/2022 12:09 PM

9448

Mental health, depression

2/20/2022 12:09 PM

9449

Making no money and now not be able to cross the border

2/20/2022 12:09 PM

9450

2 years locked down, stifled, lost identity, lost family , lost freedom, lost my job, discriminated
, lost medical rights, hes stated hes following the coerced majority , over riding the charter of
rights, which was designed to protect minorities, hes blatantly over riding the charter, for the
same reasons is twas designed. He has refused to respond to parliament , refused to obey
orders from speaker, shut down parliament and enacted the Emergency mandate anyway, over
bouncy castles and honking horns, he is not acting in democratic manner whatsoever, hes
racketeering Acuitas, he doesnt follow science, other countries have already lifted mandates,
he takes money from truckers, and pays off Isis Hamas Terrorists, We scandal, SNC scandal,
lied to natives about water, gave Billions to bankrupt Chinese realestate , Sexual assault
scandals are numerous, the list is endless. He is cri inal and traitor to the people of Canada,
he isnt even fit for GITMO, he should be lynched.

2/20/2022 12:09 PM

9451

Cancelled family plans. Medical Reaction to first covid shot. Lost time with kids growing up
and grandparent in covid shot proof.

2/20/2022 12:09 PM

9452

Yes,no longer trust cbc, ctv reporting. No longer trust Trudeau

2/20/2022 12:09 PM

9453

Financial losses Children in severe mental distress Mental stress Loss of social contacts
Inability to visit old parents needing care forcing them into isolation Inability to connect with
family Being harrasses and bullied and discriminated me and my children Loss of hope and
initiative for future plans

2/20/2022 12:08 PM

9454

In every way socially and with in my family the divide it has caused

2/20/2022 12:08 PM

9455

Life is very difficult I can not travel

2/20/2022 12:08 PM

9456

Not affected

2/20/2022 12:08 PM

9457

I am fully vaccinated so I don't feel it has affected my life too much.

2/20/2022 12:08 PM

9458

Negatively. I felt coerced to be vaccinated and regret it every day

2/20/2022 12:08 PM

9459

I realized the subconscious fear I had built up inside when I got covid last month. The anxiety
accompanying my very mild illness was shocking.

2/20/2022 12:08 PM

9460

Loss of income, added financial and family stress, loss of loved ones

2/20/2022 12:08 PM

9461

Unable to see family, divisions of family & friends. Depression of being lockdown.

2/20/2022 12:08 PM

9462

Because I choose to get vaccinated, mask, and distance, I don't feel the mandates have
limited me in any real way. A minor inconvenience for good reasons.

2/20/2022 12:08 PM

9463

Missed 2 years of special occasions.

2/20/2022 12:08 PM

9464

By not seeing my family in the hospital

2/20/2022 12:07 PM

9465

It has drastically changed my life to the worse !! My kids hate school now can’t concentrate
with mask and haven’t been allowed to normally socialize with other kids .. I have lost my job

2/20/2022 12:07 PM
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due to the mandate and my choice for what goes into my body .. We sold 25% of our assets to
stay afloat ! After fighting for employment insurance for 4 months . I was denied any financial
help because I was not jabbed .. this after working and paying into the “system” for 18 years !
This is shameful and appalling… I fear for the life my kids are going to face in the dictatorship
country I once called free….
9466

Been restricted from working & living freely

2/20/2022 12:07 PM

9467

My family and I are divided. My brother won't talk to me about these matters, he just avoids
any discussion. Our last conversation turned into an argument. I can't travel to see my son or
my daughter's family whom both live in the US. On my spouse's side we aren't invited to family
functions.

2/20/2022 12:07 PM

9468

As a senior with Type 2 diabetes I have to be very careful. I have both vaccine shots and a
booster. I wear a mask everywhere. I have only 3 people in my bubble. I have followed all
guidelines and mandates in order to keep myself and others safe. I don't mind because I
believe in the scientists and the public health policies. I think the end (beating covid) justifies
the means( temporary restrictions on my freedom). I believe in democracy. I believe in the right
to protest. But not in the right to occupy, obstruct, harrass.

2/20/2022 12:07 PM

9469

I was not able to celebrate my wedding with all of my family there, I have not been able to go
to school to go into the field that I want, my last year of high school was cut short, and I have
not been able to go out to eat or see movies with friends to socialize, I have also had to quit a
job due to Covid restrictions that I could not comply too.

2/20/2022 12:07 PM

9470

caused division in my country

2/20/2022 12:07 PM

9471

Decided to get the vaccine for travel not for health. Daughter didn’t want to get it but was made
to for work. My body my choice. People asking if your vaccinated as if it was any of their
business. Watching the divisiveness in Canada breaks my heart.

2/20/2022 12:07 PM

9472

Cancelled weddings, loss of activities, children's schooling and social lives completely put on
hold!

2/20/2022 12:07 PM

9473

There is to many reasons to list. Loss of friends due to suicide. Mental illness is being put on
hold. People are waiting months to talk to a therapist and when they finally do, there waiting at
least a month to hear back from them. I feel our country is country is turning into a
dictatorship.

2/20/2022 12:07 PM

9474

I am losing my career after 13 years of service in the Canadian Armed Forces. My daughters
father has lost his job 4 times in the last two years so I haven’t received child support since
the beginning of Covid.

2/20/2022 12:07 PM

9475

Conflicts with family and friends. Division. In proper medical care for senior family member.
Part-time caregiver for child in school because of closures and daycare closures. Stress.
Ability to travel.

2/20/2022 12:07 PM

9476

Charter > prime minister Constitution > prime minister

2/20/2022 12:07 PM

9477

Job, mental health, physical health, stress, anxiety, unable to attend funeral, unable to visit
sick people in the hospital, isolated, discriminated, called names

2/20/2022 12:07 PM

9478

Greatly

2/20/2022 12:07 PM

9479

Negatively

2/20/2022 12:07 PM

9480

Depression and thoughts of suicide

2/20/2022 12:06 PM

9481

Haven’t been able to take my family out to eat ... haven’t been able to play hockey ... haven’t
been able to go to the movies ... haven’t been able to travel south ... haven’t been able to fly
to relatives in another province ... these mandates amd vaccines have done absolutely nothing
but divide families and this country!!

2/20/2022 12:06 PM

9482

All of them

2/20/2022 12:06 PM

9483

It has caused great division in our country. I also want to say that I am opposed to the Federal
Govt's plan for a digital ID system.

2/20/2022 12:06 PM

9484

I can not see my children

2/20/2022 12:06 PM

9485

Broken friendships, lost opportunities for my young son to be with other kids, not able to go to

2/20/2022 12:06 PM
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a restaurant, even for our anniversary, not allowed to travel outside our country, or on
airplanes. My depression had been terrible, marriage nearly ended.
9486

Fired

2/20/2022 12:06 PM

9487

It’s not only destroyed my social life it also destroyed my income

2/20/2022 12:06 PM

9488

Lost job

2/20/2022 12:06 PM

9489

Not being able to worship in church. Division in friends and community.

2/20/2022 12:06 PM

9490

Isolation division

2/20/2022 12:06 PM

9491

Everything

2/20/2022 12:06 PM

9492

Family feuds, children's mental health, physucal health, travel, job, family events, and
everyday life.

2/20/2022 12:06 PM

9493

My business is failing, my emotional health is failing...

2/20/2022 12:06 PM

9494

Division amongst family and friends. Preventing us to attend funerals, go to church. Mental
stress, harassment by strangers who have been propagandaized. Never before has my health
choices affected anyone else

2/20/2022 12:05 PM

9495

Nilnilnilnil

2/20/2022 12:05 PM

9496

Mental health issues within my family.

2/20/2022 12:05 PM

9497

it has stopped us from living a normal fulfilling life

2/20/2022 12:05 PM

9498

It’s absolute bullshit lost 2 years business

2/20/2022 12:05 PM

9499

I have lost freedom because of a choice I have decided to make for my OWN body. I have had
to disappoint my kids on several occasions and try to explain to them what has been going on
without scaring them and making them think the world is a horrible place. The psychological
effects this has had on me and many many families is devastating and completely wrong on
every level. It needs to stop.

2/20/2022 12:05 PM

9500

Stress from the divisive policies.

2/20/2022 12:05 PM

9501

Social life is gone, family in distress, mental anguish to my senior mother (86) job shut down,
husband financially broken

2/20/2022 12:05 PM

9502

It has been a struggle in many ways. I have been incredibly stressed, isolated and, in the last
year, actually shunned. The negativity coming at me in person, on social media, at my
workplace and in my private life of family and friends has resulted in a clinical depression and
although I haven't yet lost my job and have instead been "allowed" to work from home (more
isolation and stress). I can't attend church, go swimming, go to gyms, restaurants or EVEN
most coffee shops (which have unbelievably chosen to refuse me service). Even going into
stores to buy medicine or food or shop in a store I was once welcome in is something I now
dread and avoid as much as possible because being yelled at in (in my bank, in the Bay, in
supermarkets, the list is endless) is phenomenally hard on the spirit. That's just a brief
synopsis. Many family members have unfriended me on social media and some in real life.
Friends I used to see regularly now make excuses and I have had Covid and have antibodies
and am not sick.

2/20/2022 12:05 PM

9503

Mental illness. Segregation from friends and family with opposing views.

2/20/2022 12:05 PM

9504

It's a constant struggle to pay my bills on time and find steady full time work

2/20/2022 12:05 PM

9505

It has divided our family. Cost us thousands of dollars in rapid tests. We are missing so much
of our children's day to day lives. Parents need back in the schools, gyms and arenas.

2/20/2022 12:05 PM

9506

Bat

2/20/2022 12:05 PM

9507

In every way. There is no need for supervision by the government.

2/20/2022 12:05 PM

9508

Economical,Mentally, physically, socially and emotionally.

2/20/2022 12:05 PM

9509

To be careful

2/20/2022 12:05 PM

9510

Unable to visit love one when was palliative and subsequently died. Unable to visit family and

2/20/2022 12:05 PM
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friends. Unable to travel. Family member lost job due to vaccination.
9511

I cannot travel if I wanted to come back to Canada

2/20/2022 12:04 PM

9512

It has been incredibly difficult and depressing. My children have been abused by mask-tyrants
in the ministry of education, banned from all sports, shunned by the terrified parents of friends,
prohibited from fully living life as Canadian citizens, vilified for not wanting to take an
unwanted, unnecessary medical intervention with serious known and unknown side effects,
coerced, manipulated by, and lied to by mainstream media and government. I have ZERO trust
left in our institutions. In fact, it is now mistrust and distrust. Censorship has flourished,
dissent and "wrong-think" have been criminalized, our extended family has been torn apart,
friends are terrified of losing their livelihoods (and some already have); we know the mandates
did nothing positive based on observable data from more honest-reporting countries, and yet
media and government continue to lie and dismiss the incredible harms they've caused.
Discrimination, based on unscientific wishful-thinking, has become official government policy,
and even the provinces who are dropping mandates (for the moment) have not relinquished or
outlawed this egregious, illiberal practice. Friends have been polarized and honest, civil debate
has been literally outlawed by a federal government that is beyond unethical and morallybankrupt. It is my firm belief that every institution in this country has been captured and
corrupted by corporate interests, from provincial to federal parliament to the judiciary. The
federal government is threatening all who dare to disagree with them, stealing Canadian's
property and freezing bank accounts. This is not a free country. This is a regime. It is
sickening and terrifying.

2/20/2022 12:04 PM

9513

It has impacted my physical and mental health in a negative way

2/20/2022 12:04 PM

9514

They opened my eyes on our government and Trudeau.

2/20/2022 12:04 PM

9515

Can no longer work or volunteer or go to school.

2/20/2022 12:04 PM

9516

I haven't been able to live at the fullest. I have been victim of discrimination and I have had
health issues due to anxiety and losing of hope

2/20/2022 12:04 PM

9517

Unnecessary, shows government is trying to gain power and create a dictatorship. Why has
Trudeau buddied up to the Chinese. Why has he donated money to Black Lives Matter?

2/20/2022 12:04 PM

9518

Forced to get a vaccine I did not want or need.

2/20/2022 12:04 PM

9519

This mandate has affected my life and that it has severed my immediate family. It has caused
such a rift for the vaxxed and unvaxed that I am afraid that we will be permanently damaged. I
can no longer see my son and future daughter-in-law and part of the family between my
husband and other son will not be able to attend the wedding because they are unboxed this
makes my heart cry. Please end these mandates for passports and vaccinations so that
families can be brought back together after such a time apart it is ruining our Canadian
families.

2/20/2022 12:04 PM

9520

Many relationships lost

2/20/2022 12:04 PM

9521

Negatively

2/20/2022 12:04 PM

9522

Financial, segregating

2/20/2022 12:04 PM

9523

All affect my life and my family Vaccine and booster should be a personal choice not imposed.
Much like a flue shot

2/20/2022 12:04 PM

9524

Young Children with depression. Loss of family relationships.

2/20/2022 12:04 PM

9525

It has divided my family.

2/20/2022 12:04 PM

9526

My mental health has seriously deteriorated, my place of work has few employees and even
less customers. School has been affected and so have exams

2/20/2022 12:04 PM

9527

I lost my job of 15 years

2/20/2022 12:04 PM

9528

Lost friends, money and faith in our government

2/20/2022 12:04 PM

9529

Can't sport , not even outside on a hill or ice rink, Can't show my smile, people get mental
issues, Can't get jobs while being healthy

2/20/2022 12:04 PM

9530

People treat each other like shit over shots even Doug Ford admits are not effective in
reducing transmission. Which was extremely the whole point. To top it off it remains to be seen

2/20/2022 12:04 PM
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what physical harm is done by experimental shots.
9531

Mentally

2/20/2022 12:04 PM

9532

Teenage anxiety up to the roof. Kids obsessed with keeping masks. Isolation, stress and
working from home , stay home, fear, fear, fear. It is enough!

2/20/2022 12:04 PM

9533

I have lost my career as a nurse. I can no longer ethically work in an industry that takes away
medical freedom. My husband is a consultant with most customers in the US. We may lose
his career as well. I have developed social anxiety as well.

2/20/2022 12:03 PM

9534

Limited social life. Breathing issues. Dealing with fear around me. Angry belligerence around
me. Rude people.

2/20/2022 12:03 PM

9535

Depression, anger, division. I refuse to live in nazi Canada

2/20/2022 12:03 PM

9536

Not able to visit elderly family in care homes. Not able to go to church which is very
debilitating to mental health. Can't take my kids swimming or to sports...or even watch them.
Can't travel. Living with scare tactics.

2/20/2022 12:03 PM

9537

Bad

2/20/2022 12:03 PM

9538

JOB LOSS

2/20/2022 12:03 PM

9539

I lost my job

2/20/2022 12:03 PM

9540

I have been segregated because of vaccine status. My kids schooling is always unpredicted,
will they be at home learning this week and able to attend in person the next week. Mask
mandates make absolutely no sense.

2/20/2022 12:03 PM

9541

Negatively

2/20/2022 12:03 PM

9542

I’m horribly depressed and suicidal.

2/20/2022 12:03 PM

9543

By seeing the destruction it has caused to the children and the Canadians….

2/20/2022 12:03 PM

9544

Trust in God

2/20/2022 12:03 PM

9545

Am at the verge of loosing my self employed business

2/20/2022 12:03 PM

9546

My freedoms and choices have been impaired. I’m a scientist and have studied the impacts.
There never should have been lockdowns and vaccines have risks and should be by choice.

2/20/2022 12:03 PM

9547

Access to medical services has been disruptive. I have been unable to visit my family since
travel between Canadian provinces is restricted and monitored, specifically between Nova
Scotia and New Brunswick and the other Atlantic provinces. No singing at faith services has
greatly affected my spiritual life. Even limited access to church fellowship whi h is against
scripture. No longer able to take my kids to an event, swimming, or movie. No longer able to
have a meal in a restaurant with my husband. I feel like a hermit.

2/20/2022 12:02 PM

9548

It’s taken our freedom and put massive stress on my family in every way

2/20/2022 12:02 PM

9549

My relationships are suffering and my mental health

2/20/2022 12:02 PM

9550

It made me depressed, lost friends, lost joy of life

2/20/2022 12:02 PM

9551

The mandate hasn't bothered me much honestly.

2/20/2022 12:02 PM

9552

I have stress ,I am unemployed and stay home for over 2 years

2/20/2022 12:02 PM

9553

N/a

2/20/2022 12:02 PM

9554

Negatively

2/20/2022 12:02 PM

9555

It has taken away my freedom.

2/20/2022 12:02 PM

9556

Financially mentally keep from family unable to go to birth of grandebaby unable to have
funeral for multiple family members

2/20/2022 12:02 PM

9557

It has help keep my family and community more safe

2/20/2022 12:02 PM

9558

Terribly. Extreme emotional distress as a result of being stigmatized by society and loved ones
for enforcing our freedom of right to medical choice and bodily autonomy. My husband was

2/20/2022 12:02 PM
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forced to get the jab against his will to keep his job. We spent hundreds of dollars on detox
supplements out of serious fear for his safety. I have had financial hardship from having to pay
$80 per week on covid tests to maintain my job status even though I'm working from home!!!
9559

Separation from family and friends. Children loss of friends and freedom, activities and family
time

2/20/2022 12:02 PM

9560

Negatively missing out on family stuff and things with friends people are struggling

2/20/2022 12:02 PM

9561

Second tier citizen with no rights

2/20/2022 12:02 PM

9562

Reinforced my distrust of the government. Created division amongst my friends, family and
coworkers

2/20/2022 12:02 PM

9563

Financially

2/20/2022 12:02 PM

9564

My child’s mental and emotional health has been greatly affected

2/20/2022 12:02 PM

9565

Taken away my freedom

2/20/2022 12:02 PM

9566

Work, family, relationship issues

2/20/2022 12:02 PM

9567

Financially!!! Most of all mentally.

2/20/2022 12:02 PM

9568

Can’t do things with my friends, vaccine has had negative health effects on family

2/20/2022 12:01 PM

9569

Financially, mentally, Physically

2/20/2022 12:01 PM

9570

Mental health has declined severely. Family is divided

2/20/2022 12:01 PM

9571

Mental depression, my children can no longer bear wearing masks, we cannot see our family
outside of the country due to health issues that prevent us from taking vaccine. However, we
all have natural immunity from 2020.

2/20/2022 12:01 PM

9572

My liberty

2/20/2022 12:01 PM

9573

Not really that Much

2/20/2022 12:01 PM

9574

It’s creates division and is taking away my freedom to choose

2/20/2022 12:01 PM

9575

I was forced to get double vaccinated as a requirement to keep my job.

2/20/2022 12:01 PM

9576

My work is to be with people as a Christian minister, pastor and missionary. This is my fulltime work, and during the pandemic, as we have learned more along the way, our lockdowns
became more strict making more difficult for me to be with the people who need me the most. I
have, first hand, seen people's health in all areas decline...everyone to a degree, and many to
a great degree. This is due to the long standing, overly "safe" mandates that has done more
damage than good.

2/20/2022 12:01 PM

9577

Segregation, division of people.

2/20/2022 12:01 PM

9578

It helps me to stay safe.

2/20/2022 12:01 PM

9579

Mental anguish and frustration

2/20/2022 12:01 PM

9580

Yes! Dividing and alienating families and friends

2/20/2022 12:01 PM

9581

Marriage, friendships, financially and most of all mental health

2/20/2022 12:01 PM

9582

unfair unjust

2/20/2022 12:01 PM

9583

The mandates have made it so unvaccinated are treated like the lepers of society. You can’t
even apply for a job without being asked if you’re vaccinated. ETC

2/20/2022 12:01 PM

9584

It’s ruined it

2/20/2022 12:01 PM

9585

In every way possible. Has affected my family life. Has affected my work. Has affected my
children. Has affected my bills.

2/20/2022 12:01 PM

9586

It ruined my life!

2/20/2022 12:01 PM

9587

Taken many holiday opportunities from my daughter (disneyland) unable to visit family
members in care homes, inflation of prices

2/20/2022 12:01 PM
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9588

A lot. I support peaceful protest

2/20/2022 12:01 PM

9589

Restrictions from seeing family

2/20/2022 12:01 PM

9590

No longer proud to be a Canadian, no longer wish to live here.

2/20/2022 12:00 PM

9591

I’ve lost my job, my mental health has suffered, and so has my Children’s

2/20/2022 12:00 PM

9592

I’m about to loose my job

2/20/2022 12:00 PM

9593

It has taken away many freedoms, the ability to purchase, go to restaurants, inhibited a full
gathering at my church ( this is unacceptable). The constant feeling of having to comply and
submit to draconian and at times tyrannical dictates.

2/20/2022 12:00 PM

9594

I used to attend many live music events. This was my main social activity. The mandates
ended that part of my life. At first we were all in this together so it was okay. But after the
vaccines were made mandatory conflicts began to arise over whether a person was vaccinated
or not. The vaccine passport was when I became alarmed at government overreach. Since
then the division between vaccinated and unvaccinated has made me more anxious over
where we are headed. The lack of parliamentary discussion over treatment of covid is also
alarming to me.

2/20/2022 12:00 PM

9595

Lost my business last year due to restrictions and have basically stayed home not to see
everyone walking around in masks. Ordering most things online.

2/20/2022 12:00 PM

9596

My kids have been the most affected. From isolation Caused by school closures and speech
delays caused by the masks. Anxiety because of the taboo placed on hugging and gathering
with loved ones and friends. My family has been financially affected because of our hair salon
business being locked down

2/20/2022 12:00 PM

9597

It's brought out nastiness in people. The lockdown have created a generation of children unable
to socialize. I work in an elementary school and see the damaging effects daily.

2/20/2022 12:00 PM

9598

It has divided families and created loss of jobs and unnecessary stress for people

2/20/2022 12:00 PM

9599

Health and money

2/20/2022 12:00 PM

9600

Everything from the worship of my God, work, and pleasure. I need the sunshine in the winter
for my mental health and now I cannot fly. I took the first vaccine shot and it screwed md up.
K will not take the second.

2/20/2022 12:00 PM

9601

The mandates have affected my mental health in a negative way. It has affected my children’s
mental health as well.

2/20/2022 12:00 PM

9602

Negatively in so many ways!

2/20/2022 12:00 PM

9603

Two tier society, claustrophobic, become more isolated, mental health issues. The media have
filled the population with fear.

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9604

Making me depressed from staying inside I have no social life for the past 3 years

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9605

N/A

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9606

Can’t see friends as often.

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9607

I’m not able to take my kids to the swimming pool

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9608

Social, economical, mental health, physical health

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9609

Got laid off from two jobs

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9610

I have lost my job. I can't breathe properly with the mask on. I have never caught covid even
though I worked in a high risk environment.

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9611

In no positive way at all. It was an over reaction to a flu. Causing severe grief in my life and
many others I know. Even with all the restrictions I still contracted the virus, and that was
probably the best thing that happened in the last two year. Just proving further to myself and
others that this sickness is blown way out of proportion.

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9612

My wife was so overwhelmed she tried to end her life!

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9613

Less socialization, less money and opportunities, less travel

2/20/2022 11:59 AM
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9614

Lost my job

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9615

The quality of life has declined. There is so much anger in our society. The cost of living is
near unbearable.

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9616

Loss of job, depression, anxiety, children behind in school

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9617

The Mandates are not implemented based on facts, data or science. Mandates have affected
every area of my Life Negatively. Much damage has come due to unnecessary mandates
imposed.

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9618

Lost two plus years of freedom that can never be repaced.

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9619

It hasn't

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9620

Divided my family.

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9621

I was unable to attend the funeral of a friend. I was unable to attend my friend's wedding. Many
of my friends were depressed due to the lock down. People are interdependent and need each.
My community of friends became smaller and is now ruled by fear. This has not improved the
well being of our citizens. The lockdown did not help with Omnicron.

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9622

In every possible aspect of life with stress and decision and economic hardship

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9623

The mandate makes me feel discriminated against for choosing not to have something injected
in me

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9624

I have not gotten covid

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9625

Like a prisoner in my home

2/20/2022 11:59 AM

9626

Eliminated all my trade shows. This has stopped my ability to sell and market my products

2/20/2022 11:58 AM

9627

The general quality of life has decreased since mandates have been in effect

2/20/2022 11:58 AM

9628

Horribly.

2/20/2022 11:58 AM

9629

Restricted my freedom

2/20/2022 11:58 AM

9630

Cost me my relationship, employment income friends and my sanity!! Horrible experience

2/20/2022 11:58 AM

9631

Work life, social life, family division, my quality of life feeling like an outcast because of the
decisions our lack of government made

2/20/2022 11:58 AM

9632

Unnecessary control from the government. It obviously appears this has been a plandemic
with corruption of government contoll of the medical system and media. Follow the money and
you will see the WEF has strong roots in all of this. Trudeau and any other WEF member
should resign.

2/20/2022 11:58 AM

9633

It hasn’t. Yet.

2/20/2022 11:58 AM

9634

Debilitating anxiety to my children and myself. Loss of my job.

2/20/2022 11:58 AM

9635

It's made me lose trust in our governments and legal system.

2/20/2022 11:58 AM

9636

In many ways. Currently on unpaid leave.

2/20/2022 11:58 AM

9637

family has had a very hard time finding work. children stressed and unsure of their future

2/20/2022 11:58 AM

9638

I've been isolated and have not been able to carry on activities or meet with family and friends.

2/20/2022 11:58 AM

9639

It's like I've been robbed of 2 years of my life. It's divided families and the media has become
an enemy of Canadians. The pro government bias, outright lies (they've been caught numerous
times) and complete meltdown over covid has made me realize I can never trust the MSM
again. They've cried wolf too many times. Other countries are scrapping the mandates. Let's
do it. We re Canadian, strong and free. The scenes which have unfolded with cops (badges
and names covered) assaulting peaceful protestors is insanity. People were blocking supply
routes, attempting to derail trains but the government did nothing. ZERO. This double standard
along with the dictatorship needs to go.

2/20/2022 11:58 AM

9640

Socially and financially

2/20/2022 11:58 AM

9641

Nightmare

2/20/2022 11:57 AM
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9642

Unable to travel outside of the province or country.

2/20/2022 11:57 AM

9643

Families divided, living in fear.fear created by media.

2/20/2022 11:57 AM

9644

It is not normal to behave like this forever.

2/20/2022 11:57 AM

9645

Loss of income, loss of friends, depression, anxiety, loss of hope…

2/20/2022 11:57 AM

9646

Travel

2/20/2022 11:57 AM

9647

Will leave the country as soon as practical.

2/20/2022 11:57 AM

9648

Severely has divided my family and friends, lost my job I barely surviving

2/20/2022 11:57 AM

9649

I’ve been out on forced unpaid leave of absence Financially, emotionally and physically

2/20/2022 11:57 AM

9650

Loss of work, loss of being able to visit elderly relatives, restricted travel

2/20/2022 11:57 AM

9651

Negatively

2/20/2022 11:57 AM

9652

In all ways possible. Financial, mental health of myself and family, my children who have not
seen their classmates faces ever (kindergarten) our business, friends businesses

2/20/2022 11:57 AM

9653

It has limited my ability to visit family, as I actually live in two provinces and travel back and
forth, not being able to fly.

2/20/2022 11:57 AM

9654

I do not make the effort anymore to go out or see my friends like I used to. I used to have a
drive to help people and be part of groups but this is so hard to do I now.

2/20/2022 11:57 AM

9655

The vaccine mandate/passport has added much stress and discrimination against me.
Otherwise the mandates cause confusion(the "science" doesnt add up), loneliness, lost jobs,
hate, and mental health problems/crisis.

2/20/2022 11:57 AM

9656

Stress and loss of hope, loss of freedom

2/20/2022 11:57 AM

9657

The mandate has provided me with the ability to feel safe while I am shopping, going to
appointments, meeting with friends and family, going to restaurants... in other words I am able
to assist in the economic health of my city/province while the virus is around. The mandates
allow us to fight the virus on a personal level so that in the future we can get back to a sense
of a "normal"!

2/20/2022 11:56 AM

9658

Depressed as fuck

2/20/2022 11:56 AM

9659

The mental health of our children has been negatively impacted, my own mental health has
been challenged strongly, division amongst family members and friends, discrimination and
bullying out of my workplace even though I followed protocol.

2/20/2022 11:56 AM

9660

My family and I have been traumatized by all of this. The division, and trust lost in any kind of
leadership wether it be in work, political or media has been heart breaking.

2/20/2022 11:56 AM

9661

Had to close our fitness studio and sell off what we could of the equipment.

2/20/2022 11:56 AM

9662

Restricted and increased difficulty to earn a living

2/20/2022 11:56 AM

9663

It violated my human rights against the Canadian charter of rights.. which our current
government has forgotten

2/20/2022 11:56 AM

9664

Not too much but it needs to end

2/20/2022 11:56 AM

9665

Emotionally. Stop me from seeing my Children and Grand Kids

2/20/2022 11:56 AM

9666

Excluded, divided

2/20/2022 11:56 AM

9667

Freedom taken away

2/20/2022 11:56 AM

9668

My wife and I have found things spiralling out of control cost of living is stupid yet income has
been affected I’m a long haul truck driver and find it hard to make a living even though I have
been vaccinated

2/20/2022 11:56 AM

9669

Financially and I worry for my children's future.

2/20/2022 11:56 AM

9670

Kids are suffering massive depression. Quit lying about the fear of a virus.

2/20/2022 11:56 AM
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9671

I have missed family events.

2/20/2022 11:56 AM

9672

The mandate helped at the beginning when nobody knew what was going on. Now it is should
be voluntary

2/20/2022 11:56 AM

9673

Drastically impacted my life and my children's activities

2/20/2022 11:55 AM

9674

Economical,Mentally, physically, socially and emotionally.

2/20/2022 11:55 AM

9675

Tyranny has injured all of our inalienable rights. It has destroyed the very freedoms which wars
were fought for. Public servants are granted their privilege of representing the people through
the consent of the people and the people have no lawful right to delegate any actions to any
servants which they have no right to do themselves. All actions which any public servant
does, which no one has any right to do, are inherently unlawful, immoral, and wrong because
all men and women are born with the SAME inalienable rights (the right to do any action which
DOES NOT violate the rights of anyone else), and no many or woman can possibly grant
anyone else the "right" to violate anyone else's rights. Personally my live has been affected
through injury to my income, and to my community, and I have lost relatives and friends not to
"covid" but rather to the effects of the mandates. Duress therefore is another effect on my life.
Which of our inalienable rights have NOT been injured?

2/20/2022 11:55 AM

9676

Financial disaster

2/20/2022 11:55 AM

9677

I've been placed on "non-disciplinary" unpaid leave for the past 3 months for refusing to
disclose my private medical info to my employer of 8 yrs and declining to participate in the
arbitrary, discriminatory, punitive, and coercive measures of testing and masking as though I'm
some filthy parasite who isnt worthy of breathing the same air as my coworkers - all of whom
are able to (and in fact are) catch and transmit a virus w a 99.97% recovery/survival rate
despite vax status

2/20/2022 11:55 AM

9678

Anxiety and depression from lockdowns Affected my health and others around me so much.
Please end the mandates and let us get back to living life again and not with masks or
vaccines or lockdowns. We need to learn to live with covid now like we lived with colds and
flus pre pandemic.

2/20/2022 11:55 AM

9679

Depression

2/20/2022 11:55 AM

9680

More health problems with mask, splitting, but all in all CHILDREN ARE SUFFERING.

2/20/2022 11:55 AM

9681

I am trapped in my own country.

2/20/2022 11:55 AM

9682

We as people need contact not staying 6 feet away from people

2/20/2022 11:55 AM

9683

Loss of income an freedoms

2/20/2022 11:55 AM

9684

Stress, loss of income, almost lost my job, loss of freedom and bodily autonomy.

2/20/2022 11:55 AM

9685

We would be here all day if we were to discuss the stress that is brought onto my health,
finances, emotional and mental health and the scenarios that I have been traumatized to see
our own government and police doing to our own civilians!

2/20/2022 11:55 AM

9686

In every possible way. And the children!!!!

2/20/2022 11:55 AM

9687

I was not able to be there for my mom when she passed away , from non covid health issues.
That were complicated by the mandates and restrictions!!

2/20/2022 11:55 AM

9688

Kept Distanced from my grandchildren and other important people in my life!

2/20/2022 11:54 AM

9689

Two years of complete rubbish hysteria and propaganda. Disgusting, neighbors and family in
disarray, have never seen anything like this kind of segregation, a kind of racist mentality, a
Nazi like atmosphere. I have lost work as have most of my friends. Completely unnecessary
and COV lies have ruined lives in so many ways: People are DYING from the vaccines.
Ridiculous. SUE SUE SUE

2/20/2022 11:54 AM

9690

Yes, It has helped protect my family and friends to keep from getting sick. We have followed
the rules because it helps keep everyone safe. It is the responsible thing to do. Along with
rights comes responsibilities!

2/20/2022 11:54 AM

9691

Destroyed relationships

2/20/2022 11:54 AM

9692

Many people have been kicked out of university because of this, but everyone should have

2/20/2022 11:54 AM
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access to secondary education regardless of medical choices. I had to go online again; I’m
more depressed than ever and I’ve thought about ending it all several times. The worst part is
that my mental health and that of others is regarded as less important, not important enough
for any significant medical professionals to say anything about it. There has been division,
friends turning against friends simply because of this. Anyways I’ll leave it at that
9693

I want to sell everything I own and move to Mexico

2/20/2022 11:54 AM

9694

Been horrible for my work also my kids at school and sports

2/20/2022 11:54 AM

9695

Depression, isolation from friends family and community

2/20/2022 11:54 AM

9696

N/A

2/20/2022 11:54 AM

9697

How does one convey the degree of damage inflicted on one’s life to this magnitude. Let’s just
say profoundly negative affect! Physically, mentally and financially (like most I’m sure).

2/20/2022 11:53 AM

9698

It has caused division between friends and family in my life. I am unable to see family
members because of the lies spewed out by the government right now. It has been two years
and my mental health has never fluctuated this much in two years as it just has. Enough is
enough we are tired of being boxed up.

2/20/2022 11:53 AM

9699

Made me a bit less social, bored, the masks affect my lungs and online school affected my
education and social stuff. Cece age 11

2/20/2022 11:53 AM

9700

i got vaccinated like a sensible human being so the vaccine mandate (if that's the one you are
asking about) hasn't, really

2/20/2022 11:53 AM

9701

Isolated me. Divided me and my family. Mental health issues. Employment loss. Socially
disconnected. Bullied. Made to feel like a second class citizen.

2/20/2022 11:53 AM

9702

Loss of income. Depression. Loss of friends.

2/20/2022 11:53 AM

9703

Saskatchewan has had far too lenient policies and far too high of a death rate to go along with
it. The letter written by the minister of education banning them from implementing their own
mask mandates is a disgusting display putting politics ahead of the safety of young children.
We run multiple small businesses and welcome an extension or the mask mandates.

2/20/2022 11:53 AM

9704

Restrictions on traveling. Unemployed

2/20/2022 11:53 AM

9705

Lost my job.

2/20/2022 11:53 AM

9706

The mandates have made me feel safe. No other issues.

2/20/2022 11:53 AM

9707

It has destroyed my mental health.

2/20/2022 11:53 AM

9708

Loss of income staying home when a child is slightly sick from school. Masks are terrible and
don’t work.

2/20/2022 11:53 AM

9709

.

2/20/2022 11:53 AM

9710

It has made me a second class citizen, I can’t travel, go to a concert, hockey game, movie or
restaurant. I can’t see my dad in his nursing home even though I PAY FoR HIM TO BE
THERE!! And no I will not get the shot!

2/20/2022 11:53 AM

9711

No socializing, was denied access to my education, no physical activity and increased screen
time leading to worsening anxiety

2/20/2022 11:53 AM

9712

It has made me insecure going into shopping places.

2/20/2022 11:52 AM

9713

Lost my job.

2/20/2022 11:52 AM

9714

It has impacted my ability to earn a living and my mental health.

2/20/2022 11:52 AM

9715

My child has never experienced a typical/normal year of school. We have been confined to our
homes with limited activities to participate in outside of the home. Anxiety about the future. I
have an absolute loss of trust in: public health, all levels of government and media.

2/20/2022 11:52 AM

9716

It has separated me from my boyfriend as his parents would not let us contact each other for
three months. This has caused me grief and depression

2/20/2022 11:52 AM

9717

It's been next to impossible to find enough work to scrape by.

2/20/2022 11:52 AM
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9718

It has created alot of tension in relationships. The overwhelming sense that my own country
will do away with me and my rights because I refuse to put something in my body for very
legitimate reasons is very hard on my mental health. I've had severe bouts with depression
since all of this madness started 2 years ago.

2/20/2022 11:52 AM

9719

Good morning. These past two years have been a challenge for many people. I speak on
behalf of myself and my family. My husband and I both lost our jobs both shutdowns and it has
hurt us financially. The first shutdown yes we received Cerb and then EI was topped up
thankfully, but of course we have to pay back some which is hard as we had to start to get
back on our feet after and no money to pay back money at Income tax time from before plus
the added on amount and so the interest just adds. We want back to work and then the second
shutdown came and that really hurt us bad. So for the shutdowns that is how that hurt us. The
masks and the social distancing really did not bother us. We just were hopeful to stop the
spread of the virus. Even though we really got sick before testing was available where my 7
year old lost feeling in her legs to walk and myself with a high fever, no taste and hard to
breath with a bad cough. We DID NOT and HAVE NOT been vaccinated my children and I
because I just wasn't comfortable with getting it and think that we should of built immunity
ourselves. Not being vaccinated did effect us not being able to go out to a public place like a
restaurant as a family so we could just get out and enjoy time out. But, we understood that in
the beginning this had to be done and not like we really could afford to go to a restaurant
anyways so we just enjoyed our family at home. People becoming divided because of
vaccines was a problem, but I think we all have our own thoughts and are entitled to it so I just
kept to myself. My children couldn't do sports. I fell into a depression and had anxiety attacks.
I know many people who are vaxxed more so that caught the variants then non vaxxed. I
prayed for family's who lost loved ones from the virus being vaxed and non vaxxed. Also those
we don't hear of that did get vaxxed amd suffered from them also and some deaths too or life
long problems now. I work in a very busy place with many tourists. I think we should open up
slowly, but I personally believe we should have the mandate for the passports amd for any
vaccines dropped. We should all have the choice to get them or not and not be penalized in
any way for.not getting them. Those truckers are in Ottawa and not just truckers many
Canadians and other supporters who have come in to stand in unity how many people feel
strongly about the mandates. Even though our Prime Minister refuses to see it that way. There
was no violence until he started. I know many of those police officers are just doing their jobs,
but the force they are using should not be. Where people are getting hurt that is rediculous. I
know they have been asked to leave I get it, but they aren't hurting anyone. There is a woman
in your area who killed, murdered three young ladies who is living freely after only serving
twelve short years for murdering, taking their lives and that is ok?? Mistakes that were made
by police departments and the judicial system. Now that is a massive problem. People
standing for what they believe in is not. I know I went on past the mandates here but, I had to
and I wish someone would show this to the judge who is giving a bail verdict for the lady who
ran the Convoy and is in jail. She never hurt anyone. The murderer did. Many people. Vaccine
passprts and having to get the vaccines should be dropped and for traveling as well. No extra
hospital bills if one does travel and happe s to get sick with the variants. All the times we have
traveled and came home sick with viruses from other countries. We just have to move on now.
Give the people of Ontario, Canada and other countries the choice if they wish to get vaccines,
wear a mask especially during the winter months during influenza season and to social
distance. Also, not going to work if sick because many do go sick because they get written up
for patterns or running out of emergency/sick days and also not getting paid for days they have
to call in sick for because they just can't afford it. Praying for our Country!

2/20/2022 11:52 AM

9720

It has separated me from family & friends. Caused health issues when I couldn’t see a Dr. or
dentist. The masks give me an eye infection. To name just a few things.

2/20/2022 11:52 AM

9721

Depression, suicidal thoughts, fear, anger, loss of family members and friends because of
differing opinions.

2/20/2022 11:52 AM

9722

It has greatly affected my mental health…It has caused division and hatred in my own family. I
have 2 adult children who both struggle with mental healthy issues and are unable to attend
post secondary schools due to the vaccine mandates. They are struggling to find FT work that
pays enough for them to be able to afford their basic needs.

2/20/2022 11:52 AM

9723

Postponed surgery by 2 years!!!

2/20/2022 11:52 AM

9724

Many family and friends injured or Dead from vaccine

2/20/2022 11:52 AM

9725

Has affected me much

2/20/2022 11:52 AM
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9726

In so many ways

2/20/2022 11:52 AM

9727

Division with family. Loss of employment. Severe depression, anxiety and PTSD. Allergic
reactions to required masks. Failure of so many small businesses. Removal of freedoms and
rights. The loss of democracy in Canada is so sad.

2/20/2022 11:52 AM

9728

Makes me feel safer.

2/20/2022 11:52 AM

9729

It’s been there to keep us safe even though it may have been a pain

2/20/2022 11:51 AM

9730

Loss of employment and the ability to travel outside of my country

2/20/2022 11:51 AM

9731

Not at all.

2/20/2022 11:51 AM

9732

Forced unpaid leave because I would not get injected with an experimental drug that does not
stop you from getting or transmitting a weak virus with 99.9% survivability and extremely
dangerous side effects.

2/20/2022 11:51 AM

9733

Work, Mental Health, Physical Health (Gym Limitations), Socially/Environmentally

2/20/2022 11:51 AM

9734

Limite activities

2/20/2022 11:51 AM

9735

Every mandate has caused hatred and segregation. This has impacted my family everyday.

2/20/2022 11:51 AM

9736

My emotional state has been effected horribly from being kept away from people

2/20/2022 11:51 AM

9737

Terribly!!!! I don't like socialist regime with dictatorship!!!

2/20/2022 11:51 AM

9738

job loss, used up savings

2/20/2022 11:51 AM

9739

Depression, kids are not doing well, marriage and financial issues

2/20/2022 11:50 AM

9740

All

2/20/2022 11:50 AM

9741

Impacted our ability to do cross border business.

2/20/2022 11:50 AM

9742

Too many businesses closed, some that will never reopen due to this mandate.

2/20/2022 11:50 AM

9743

Definitely more of a feeling of uncertainty and divide between friends and family. Stressful

2/20/2022 11:50 AM

9744

Negatively, segregation, bullied, mychildren and our family as Canadians can't eat in a
restaurant or kids go to skate at the arena with same kids they go to school with. If vaccine
doesn't stop transmission there is no logic to any mandate. Period.

2/20/2022 11:50 AM

9745

Family members dealing with depression , losing their jobs

2/20/2022 11:50 AM

9746

Restricted my access to businesses

2/20/2022 11:50 AM

9747

my children can not get jobs due to the vaccine masks or social distancing

2/20/2022 11:50 AM

9748

Family division, reduced health care, financial hardship, mental health, physical health.

2/20/2022 11:50 AM

9749

I cannot travel, volunteer, prices have increased, my grand children have been affected
dramatically. I cannot shop without restrictions....etc.

2/20/2022 11:50 AM

9750

Financially, mentally. We’re drained.

2/20/2022 11:50 AM

9751

less work for me. Friends & family have become enemies. My kids have missed so much
school & sports events-2years =complete loss of interest. My kids are wearing useless masks
from 8am till 3.30 every school day.

2/20/2022 11:50 AM

9752

It has hurt my business , hurt my children emotionally , and I have lost so many friends.

2/20/2022 11:50 AM

9753

Its divided my family and friend. Lost friends to suicide cause if all the mandates.

2/20/2022 11:50 AM

9754

Negatively in every way

2/20/2022 11:49 AM

9755

Has restricted myself and my children from social gathering and actives vital to a positive
upbringing. Has driven a wedge in between family members and cause anxiety and tension in
everyone.

2/20/2022 11:49 AM

9756

I was forced to get a vaccine I didn't want (or lose my job). I have been kept away from loved
ones. I have been unable to go anywhere with loved ones.

2/20/2022 11:49 AM
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9757

Not at all

2/20/2022 11:49 AM

9758

House bound. Anxiety, Depression

2/20/2022 11:49 AM

9759

Work shortage

2/20/2022 11:49 AM

9760

It hasn't. Up till recently, I felt we were playing catch up to the virus. Now finally it seems we
have gotten ahead of it. When this all started everyone was just guessing and trying to do the
best with the information available at the time. I fully supported the steps taken to keep people
safe despite some missteps. Now as we exit the pandemic everyone is erroring on the side of
caution and maybe moving slower than need be. Give it time and this too will all soon be
behind us. Making decisions to help 37 million people in Canada or just 4 million in Alberta has
no perfect solution.

2/20/2022 11:49 AM

9761

It has kept me healthy.

2/20/2022 11:49 AM

9762

In every aspect of my life and my toddlers life

2/20/2022 11:49 AM

9763

It affected it mentally

2/20/2022 11:49 AM

9764

No good

2/20/2022 11:49 AM

9765

I am exempt from masks, but I shop in less stores because many refuse to allow me in, this is
discrimination sanctioned by the Government, EVIL

2/20/2022 11:49 AM

9766

All

2/20/2022 11:49 AM

9767

Can't travel to our place in the USA, can't fly anywhere.......it's disgusting having to wear a
diaper wherever you go as those masks do NOTHING to prevent any spread of anything.....

2/20/2022 11:49 AM

9768

Given me more motivation to promote peace, love, diversity

2/20/2022 11:49 AM

9769

Not really, fully vaccinated. But support a free country

2/20/2022 11:48 AM

9770

I cannot watch my children's music recitals; they must wear masks in all of their lessons; they
cannot take swimming lessons because they are not allowed in the pool without me and I am
not allowed in the building without a passport. I am barred from restaurants bars, theaters,
missing out on valuable social time with friends which contributes to my mental well-being.
Wearing a mask when studies have shown low to no effect makes me doubt my sense of
security and reality, and when I choose not to wear one, fellow citizens in my community turn
against me in anger. My husband can no longer fly for work. One of my relatives is paralyzed
from vaccine injury, one week after his second dose. One of my friends suffered a miscarriage
on one week after her vaccine and miscarried again 6 months later. Several of my friends have
lost their jobs which plagues me with worry for them and for my own security. My teenage
daughter is threatened with job loss, a few months before she starts university.

2/20/2022 11:48 AM

9771

I've become a lot less healthy, both physically and mentally, due to lack of socialization, and
the inability to work out. It has affected my work aswell since people don't want plumbers into
thier house unless the need it

2/20/2022 11:48 AM

9772

It has caused severe anxiety and depression along with financial instability and a burning
hatred for the Justin Trudeau and the liberal party of Canada

2/20/2022 11:48 AM

9773

Depression

2/20/2022 11:48 AM

9774

I've lost friends/family to division and hate. But I've also lost them due to suicide. I haven't lost
anyone to the virus Covid 19

2/20/2022 11:48 AM

9775

No one needs to know if I choose to vaccinate or not.

2/20/2022 11:48 AM

9776

Not at all. I'm not a selfish twit and wearing masks, distancing and getting vaccinated are
small, easy things to do for the good of others.

2/20/2022 11:48 AM

9777

Devision amongst family and friends. Feel unheard, unseen. Marginalized.

2/20/2022 11:48 AM

9778

My wife's home business which we had spent $10000 to build has not been able to get off the
ground since obtaining her first business license in Jan of 2020. 2 years

2/20/2022 11:48 AM

9779

Curtailed my employment Had to drop out of organized exercise and yoga programs Can’t fly
across the country to see family Can’t attend grandchildren’s extracurricular activities (that
haven’t been cancelled)

2/20/2022 11:47 AM
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9780

Lost my job!

2/20/2022 11:47 AM

9781

I have chronic pain. I get some relieve at the local swimming pool. It is the only activity I can
partake of. Without a passport I can no longer exercise. My pain has increased due to my lack
of activity

2/20/2022 11:47 AM

9782

We've been ostracized, outcast and had literal "war" declared upon us by our own Prime
Minister, even prior to the emergency act, due to personal medical choices and a desire for
informed consent. I have lost employment, trips and was called home from a 7 city European
tour as a result of all of this nonsense and I'm suffering financially, along with mentally, as a
result.

2/20/2022 11:47 AM

9783

My depression has become much more severe, my work has been impacted a lot which
effects what I can afford to buy for food, gas or any other essentials. The price of houses is
ridiculous. How is someone buying their first home supposed to get into the market when the
average priced house is not worth the condition of the house.

2/20/2022 11:47 AM

9784

Prevented me from watching my sons hockey and participating in his life. It has taken away
my basic freedoms. It has discriminated and ostracized me personally and professionally

2/20/2022 11:47 AM

9785

I feel like a free prisoner for a virus with a 99% survival rate. The government overreach is
appalling.

2/20/2022 11:47 AM

9786

Helped the majority of Canadians to avoid hospitalization and. serious outcomes

2/20/2022 11:47 AM

9787

These mandates have ruined my life and the lives of so many friends and family

2/20/2022 11:47 AM

9788

Na

2/20/2022 11:47 AM

9789

The government getting involed in personal health is wrong

2/20/2022 11:47 AM

9790

Don’t like it

2/20/2022 11:47 AM

9791

Destroyed my business which I have permanently closed. Disrupted and harmed family
relationships because of the divisiveness of the gov't mandates

2/20/2022 11:47 AM

9792

A lot

2/20/2022 11:47 AM

9793

We don't go out save for essentials because there are still too many people out and about who
are flouting the mask mandate and refuse to social distance. Effectively then, we're forced to
stay at home.

2/20/2022 11:47 AM

9794

financial , no swimming, no proper food, angry people, am overweight now, a prisoner of
canada which is against my rights.

2/20/2022 11:47 AM

9795

Destroyed my health, my business.

2/20/2022 11:47 AM

9796

We haven't seen family in care homes, haven't eaten out in restaurants and I have been
divided from my brother, his wife, kids and my mother as well as friends.

2/20/2022 11:47 AM

9797

All

2/20/2022 11:47 AM

9798

Broken home. It affected my family financially, mentally and physically. Enough is enough

2/20/2022 11:47 AM

9799

Missed family celebrations, not been able to see the grandchildren.

2/20/2022 11:46 AM

9800

None

2/20/2022 11:46 AM

9801

Kept me out of places I would usually attend regularly. IE the gym and restaurants.

2/20/2022 11:46 AM

9802

Loss of freedom

2/20/2022 11:46 AM

9803

Lost my friends, families members and above all lost my freedom.

2/20/2022 11:46 AM

9804

Isolation

2/20/2022 11:46 AM

9805

..........

2/20/2022 11:46 AM

9806

Many family member’s couldn’t be with my dad when he passed, he was restricted to family
during his dying days, my mental health has been affected.

2/20/2022 11:46 AM

9807

Mask's have made my job very tough as we wear safety glasses. As a industrial electrician
deal with 600v+ and glasses fog up which is unsafe when dealing with electrical circuits.

2/20/2022 11:46 AM
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9808

Worst stress of my life.

2/20/2022 11:46 AM

9809

Lost my job lost family friends and myself

2/20/2022 11:46 AM

9810

Anxiety, business is in serious trouble, can’t spend quality time with family and friends.

2/20/2022 11:46 AM

9811

It has taken away my freedom to choose. It has finachialy hurt my business and significantly
lowered my income, while increasing the cost of living.

2/20/2022 11:46 AM

9812

Terribly. Ruined my family relationships, taken my kids out of sports and school . Declined my
business and divided friendships.

2/20/2022 11:46 AM

9813

In every way

2/20/2022 11:46 AM

9814

Depression

2/20/2022 11:46 AM

9815

deprest unhappy suffering not seeing my grand kids and my own children lonely lonely lonely

2/20/2022 11:45 AM

9816

mentally, socially and financially

2/20/2022 11:45 AM

9817

I know 6 people that died in the last 2 years. 2 of cancer, 2 of heart attack, 2 of suicide. I
wonder how the stress of thr last 2 years has effected their health, would they be alive if they
had family support , and not isolated? I lost thr last year of seeing my mom before she died.
Financial hardship, increased stress, so much loss, none from actual covid. Why do why not
promote health?

2/20/2022 11:45 AM

9818

Isolation and sadness for all the suffering imposed to many

2/20/2022 11:45 AM

9819

So many negative ways to many to list

2/20/2022 11:45 AM

9820

It has brought n so much division in family and friends Enough is enough

2/20/2022 11:45 AM

9821

I am stressed with everything, fighting depression which is new to me. As a mom I do not like
how my kids have been effected. They a not the happy social kids I once had. The division in
our extended family and friends over everything is sadly ruining the most important things.
Plus my mom had a stroke 2.5 weeks after her second dose and her life is forever damaged
and not one doctor asked about any recent vaccines. She is one of the unlucky ones. Let
everyone live and the vulnerable decide how they need to move on. No different than any other
health condition that puts the vulnerable at higher risk.

2/20/2022 11:45 AM

9822

Lost my business, my 4 children have been severely affected mentally and socially 2 of which
are special needs. Broken family and friendships. Struggling to survive financially. Separated
from immediate family over the border and we can’t leave Canada only my husband that was
forced to vaccinate or lose his job. Disgusted as a Canadian. Haven’t been able to go take my
kids anywhere that requires a vax pass. Very sad

2/20/2022 11:45 AM

9823

It has increased anxiety, created social issues, created divisions between races. This mandate
has caused many jobs, limit choices of jobs.

2/20/2022 11:45 AM

9824

As a salesperson it has hampered my ability to do my job. It has divided us as never before. It
has affected my mental state & has left me in a prolonged state of depression, something I’ve
never felt before. Not seeing people’s smiles has the effect of dehumanizing people

2/20/2022 11:45 AM

9825

It has forced me to do what I don’t condone to, in order to keep My job

2/20/2022 11:45 AM

9826

Mandates have lowered the quality of me and my families life.

2/20/2022 11:44 AM

9827

Mental health has sky rocketed

2/20/2022 11:44 AM

9828

It’s kept my loved ones safe

2/20/2022 11:44 AM

9829

I've lost my work from home job because of the federal mandate and refusal to disclose
information. I have been isolated and refused services, my children have been segregated and
has put our health and safety in jeopardy. We are worried that people will find out we are
unvaccinated and be out casted by everyone and with so much anger, we are worried about
being attacked.

2/20/2022 11:44 AM

9830

Feel imprisoned...hard to see other countries free and Canada of all countries led by a tyrant!

2/20/2022 11:44 AM

9831

Adverse!

2/20/2022 11:44 AM
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9832

It is about to take my job from me.

2/20/2022 11:44 AM

9833

Psychological, physically, mentally- family division! Suicidal

2/20/2022 11:44 AM

9834

It’s been difficult in many ways. Mostly the cost of food and gas going up and supply chain
issues

2/20/2022 11:44 AM

9835

To much to long and has turned into a political game

2/20/2022 11:44 AM

9836

Negatively in EVERY aspect of my life. The mandates have caused Discrimination, Division,
Depression. I have absolutely NO confidence in our governments federally and provincially. I
lost a friend to suicide who lost hope to carry on due to the way these restrictions affected her
life.

2/20/2022 11:44 AM

9837

Lots

2/20/2022 11:44 AM

9838

It has caused me to lose work and income, limited my social life, eliminated my international
travel options. Mandates have limited my freedom.

2/20/2022 11:44 AM

9839

It has been very stressful

2/20/2022 11:43 AM

9840

Division segregation Finacial loss

2/20/2022 11:43 AM

9841

Strained family relationships & friendships. Restricted travel in retirement. Reluctance to
procure medical help.

2/20/2022 11:43 AM

9842

I lost my home and vehicle due to not being able to work. I moved in with my boyfriend who
became very armistice in front of my daughter and, was forced to leave my older five children
in Windsor to get away from him. I became homeless with my now for your old daughter and
we had to live in a motel. I lost my closest aunt and my father and, was not able to have a
service for either of their deaths. I lost my psychiatrist due to my appointments being
cancelled because of Covid and then not being able to get there when I was able to
reschedule. Therefore I’m now off of my medication and in a state of depression.

2/20/2022 11:43 AM

9843

It taken my freedom and right away it taken away from me seeing my kid play hockey and to
see family

2/20/2022 11:43 AM

9844

As a person with a mask exemption and who has remained unvaccinated until safety studies
are fully conducted my life has been impacted in many ways. I have been harrassesd by
public and transit emloyees; as far as having one screaming in my face. On top of this not
only have I been ostracized by family, friends, and colleagues, I have been unable to get home
to see my ailing mother. This has caused immense duress and emotional suffering. I have
become a prisoner in my own country under Trudeau's regime and after what happened today
on parliment hill I am afraid for my life liberty and freedom in this country. My mental health
and relationships have suffered greatly and are impacting my ability to perform the functions
my job. These mandates serve no purpose, something I have said since the beginning.
Science has never supported any of this. I am devastated, and shocked, and have suffered
great personal loss. Not only have these mandates impacted me personally but they are about
to impact me indirectly as well. My therapist has been one of my rocks, and tethers to sanity.
Even though weeks ago Bonnie Henry stated that Omicron was to be treated like the common
cold/flu she later announced that mandates would be kept in place till June 30th and then
expanded the vaccine mandates to RSWs and Councellors. This has left my councellor fearful
that she will lose her status of designation with her college. This means that she will be unable
process payments through FNHA who currently covers the cost of my councelling. Losing this
connection would further damage my mental health. Not to mention put a woman out of work
who has through this entire public health public policy failure kept in person sessions going for
those in the community who are most desperate, and mangaged to not get anyone sick. These
mandates, though never scientifically justified, were at least arguably potentially viable. That
has since vanished; for months now those who are "fully vaccinated" have made up the
majority of cases, and hospitalizations.

2/20/2022 11:43 AM

9845

Really, think about it

2/20/2022 11:43 AM

9846

Social

2/20/2022 11:43 AM

9847

Against my own moral and religious beliefs I have been forced to take a vaccine so I can feed
my family

2/20/2022 11:43 AM

9848

Lost time at work which is directly related to income and budget for future of my children.

2/20/2022 11:43 AM
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9849

Isolated from family

2/20/2022 11:42 AM

9850

Depression

2/20/2022 11:42 AM

9851

Mentally I have shut down and have more death thoughts. I am afraid to talk to people about
anything outside my space. Our families don’t talk anymore…..

2/20/2022 11:42 AM

9852

No work

2/20/2022 11:42 AM

9853

People in my family have lost their jobs. I worry every time there is an announcement that I
might lose mine too. I haven’t been able to see family because I can’t travel. I have been
isolated, lost friends and family.

2/20/2022 11:42 AM

9854

Seriously

2/20/2022 11:42 AM

9855

Horribly!!! In multiple ways.

2/20/2022 11:42 AM

9856

My mental Health is the worst it's been in ten years.

2/20/2022 11:42 AM

9857

Yes

2/20/2022 11:42 AM

9858

Unable to travel, anxiety, lost of relationships and fear of the unknown

2/20/2022 11:42 AM

9859

Depression

2/20/2022 11:42 AM

9860

Mental health issues, familial issues, marital issues

2/20/2022 11:42 AM

9861

Negatively in all respects!

2/20/2022 11:42 AM

9862

Protected me

2/20/2022 11:41 AM

9863

Isolation and personal conflict

2/20/2022 11:41 AM

9864

Made it difficult to go to work and live my life as I choose

2/20/2022 11:41 AM

9865

Job , socially , mentally, loss in trust of all elected officials

2/20/2022 11:41 AM

9866

Limited time with family and impacted the mental wellbeing of me and my family

2/20/2022 11:41 AM

9867

Closed my business Now have mental health issues- fear anxiety suicidal

2/20/2022 11:41 AM

9868

Mental health is affected forgetting how to interact in society.

2/20/2022 11:41 AM

9869

there is no life in such country

2/20/2022 11:41 AM

9870

As a health care professional it has had a direct affect on my ability to earn a living due to the
fact I supported the scientific evidence and refused to treat unvaccinated clients.

2/20/2022 11:41 AM

9871

We haven't been able to live the last 2yrs We have been held hostage at thr hands of our
provincial and federal governments

2/20/2022 11:41 AM

9872

I have 2 teenagers who have been in and out of the hospital with mental health and one teen is
suppose to be graduating with his twin sister and because of all the school closers he hasnt
even passed all of his gr 10 courses which he is not attending school now because he now
feels more self conscious before covid started. This all needs to stop.

2/20/2022 11:40 AM

9873

Inconvenient, at worse, at times

2/20/2022 11:40 AM

9874

Made me a prisoner in a democratic country.

2/20/2022 11:40 AM

9875

Every aspect its has influenced the decision I have made.

2/20/2022 11:40 AM

9876

Mental health of myself and loved ones. The drastic measures taken by the government was a
massive overstep in there power. Every citizen should feel threatened by this show of power
and stand up and pr ignore the mandates to show the federal government they can't trample
over the charter of rights and freedoms without consequences.

2/20/2022 11:40 AM

9877

MYSELF, not so much but all three of my siblings have lost their jobs in healthcare on account
of the vaccine mandates.

2/20/2022 11:40 AM

9878

Death and vaccine injuries. Loss of employment, loss of school/education/extracurricular
activities/graduations. Destroyed friendships, divided my family, increased negative health
issues. For nothing!!!!!!

2/20/2022 11:40 AM
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9879

Not being able to travel. Emotionally by being discriminated because I was not vaccinated.
Lost of trust in my governments, by seeing the workings of governments, the impossibility of
being heard as people. By understanding better that the constitution and the charter of rights is
put in place to limit the abuse of power by governments.

2/20/2022 11:40 AM

9880

Covid = $$$$

2/20/2022 11:40 AM

9881

It hasn't as my family followed public health advice and got vaccinated

2/20/2022 11:40 AM

9882

I’ve lost my business and family have had to live in poverty, my doughter can’t even see a
doctor, I don’t believe in forcing anyone let the business choise wether they support the
mandates

2/20/2022 11:40 AM

9883

I work as an outreach counselor for a women's shelter:increase demand for services and made
to work at half capacity plus ridiculous social distancing masking and now rapid testing for
services users. Outreach program has seen increase in trauma response to induced collective
fear by media, vaccine policy and/or rapid testing for service provider and in this current
climate again sent home to meet the demanding needs virtually or by phone (I worked with
clients in person from August 2020 to January 2021 and now I can't unless I and clients rapid
test)

2/20/2022 11:40 AM

9884

I lost my job due to medical exemption from wearing a mask. I even provided a medical note
from my family physician.

2/20/2022 11:40 AM

9885

I've learned to appreciate my freedom and recognize its value. Its worth standing up to tyranny
for.

2/20/2022 11:40 AM

9886

I have lost my job, waiting for neck surgery since. I couldn’t fly home when my mom had a
stroke and some of my most loved ones are scared to be in the same room as me

2/20/2022 11:39 AM

9887

Server loss of work and income. Mental stress.

2/20/2022 11:39 AM

9888

Actually, although I had cabin fever for a while, am happy I have not had covid so far thus not
passing it on to someone else such as family or friends and vaccines, masks and social
distancing have not stopped me from breathing. Sorry for those who have lost loved ones
regardless if they had been vaccinated or not.

2/20/2022 11:39 AM

9889

My father died alone in the hospital. My kids who suffer from chronic sinus problems are
forced to wear mask all day long at school . Child abuse my opinion . I lost my income that I
made as a fitness trainer because gyms were closed for 2 years .

2/20/2022 11:39 AM

9890

As a made the choice to not take the vaccine (deciding to improve my immune system by
alternative means) I became a social pariah, unable to participate in many aspects of life.

2/20/2022 11:39 AM

9891

Watched many loved ones get permanent damage to theyre health from vaccines...our
economy is ruined small businesses closes many of our nation turned to drug use which has
caused epidemic of recreational drug use also have heard of many divorces domestic violence
and worst of all death by way of suicide and homicide as a direct result of restricrions
increased homelessness and children of all ages have been permanently affected mental
physical emotional along with educational and social implications

2/20/2022 11:39 AM

9892

I have not been able to see my loved ones in other provinces… I do not get out to take care of
my physical health like I use to

2/20/2022 11:39 AM

9893

Unbelievable, jailed, secluded, depressed, angry, I don't trust anyone in or with power. I feel we
are heading towards a catastrophic, Trudeau has way, way over stepped, you can tell he is his
father's son. These mandates are completely unreasonable and a further and deeper grab for
more power and authority over a peaceful country. I can't fathom what has been done this far
and how much worse it could get if Justin Trudeau isn't either forced to resign, charged with
TREASON, or removed. These mandates have destroyed people's livelihoods, set out children
and grandchildren's education including my own family. I have lost a very dear loved as well as
the rest of my family, she was a family member of coarse and very dear to us, she was
healthy, and peaceful, full of love and life. She had the vaccine, then the booster which cause
her to get inflammation around her heart then it snowballed and she died within a 24 hrs period
or less. We knew right away before the dr said anything, what had happened. There were no
health problems for her even with her heart. So needless to say we have all been dealing with
her death on top of things. I am so distraught!!

2/20/2022 11:39 AM

9894

What LIFE

2/20/2022 11:39 AM
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9895

Where do I begin?

2/20/2022 11:39 AM

9896

Negatively for all, even my children

2/20/2022 11:38 AM

9897

I can't leave the country to see my family. My mental health has declined due to not being able
to see family or take part in society. I am unable to see my daughter to play hockey for her
first time.

2/20/2022 11:38 AM

9898

It has caused my mental health to suffer.

2/20/2022 11:38 AM

9899

I was forced to get a Covid vaccine I didn’t want to get

2/20/2022 11:38 AM

9900

I am on suspension without pay.

2/20/2022 11:38 AM

9901

In a very negative way,My husband has dementia,couldn’t even access senior care centres,no
doctor,no one to look at him unless he had covid.suffered from depression from lockdowns I
could go on and on,division in family,anxiety in children and grand children.I have no faith in
our government,they have acted like dictators,and I could never believe it was to protect
anyone but look after themselves.I am also disgusted with main stream media lies,paid by the
government to lie.I do not feel we live in a democracy,but are being controlled by trrants

2/20/2022 11:38 AM

9902

Forcing people to put things (vaccines) in their bodies to keep their jobs and livelihood even if
it causes them health problems. There is no choice anymore, and no freedom. We need our
human rights and freedom acts back.

2/20/2022 11:38 AM

9903

Terribly. Mental health has suffered

2/20/2022 11:38 AM

9904

Too many ways to list here quickly. But mostly all negative.

2/20/2022 11:38 AM

9905

I no longer feel safe in Canada. My human rights are under threat

2/20/2022 11:38 AM

9906

Mental struggles. Relationship troubles. Depression.

2/20/2022 11:38 AM

9907

Financially, stress etc

2/20/2022 11:38 AM

9908

Does any of the members of parliament have any connections to the WEF ??? Why do we
have UN planes in northbay?? I lost ALL my rights as a Canadian, this must stop!!! Freedom
for all Canadians.

2/20/2022 11:38 AM

9909

It cut me out of normal life and has turned people against me

2/20/2022 11:37 AM

9910

Financially, mentally, physically and emotionally

2/20/2022 11:37 AM

9911

terribly

2/20/2022 11:37 AM

9912

Mental stress . Tension with friends and family

2/20/2022 11:37 AM

9913

Lost work caused lots of depresion

2/20/2022 11:37 AM

9914

I have been affected mentally, physically and emotionally. I have been treated as less than a
dog due to the REP passport program. I have been disrespected and discriminated against.
My own government turned my friends and family against me. My mental health has suffered a
lot due to all of this. This needs to end. Now

2/20/2022 11:37 AM

9915

Can’t visit my grandma, can’t go out for dinner, social shame for not vaccinating, so much
more

2/20/2022 11:37 AM

9916

Job loss

2/20/2022 11:37 AM

9917

Fucked it.

2/20/2022 11:37 AM

9918

Ruined my business

2/20/2022 11:36 AM

9919

I lost my job after getting student loans, quitting my ok’d job and dedicating a year to reeducation in an intense field. All for nothing. All the time I didn’t spend with my kids, all the
money I now have to pay back. For nothing.

2/20/2022 11:36 AM

9920

Depression, of myself and children

2/20/2022 11:36 AM

9921

Freedom to be with my spouse, freedom to travel, mental health

2/20/2022 11:36 AM

9922

Oppressive

2/20/2022 11:36 AM
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9923

It has segregated family and friends. Caused much division and hate. I can not travel to see
my parents without a 14 day quarantine even though I have had covid 2x in 15 months. I have
natural immunity that is not even considered. It’s not based on Science. It’s POLITICAL
SCIENCE.

2/20/2022 11:36 AM

9924

Increased work stress and difficulty performing tasks.

2/20/2022 11:36 AM

9925

It's causing depression

2/20/2022 11:36 AM

9926

Not being able to travel to see family.

2/20/2022 11:36 AM

9927

Separation from family members and friends

2/20/2022 11:36 AM

9928

It has been a nightmare

2/20/2022 11:36 AM

9929

The opening and shutting down of our province has left me anxious and depressed my 17 year
old is currently being treated for depression and I want this all to stop immediately

2/20/2022 11:36 AM

9930

Almost lost my job

2/20/2022 11:36 AM

9931

Mental health

2/20/2022 11:36 AM

9932

Travel, family gatherings, work

2/20/2022 11:35 AM

9933

Mental health is down the drain. I haven't been able to do anything in almost 2 years because I
don't mask. Family broken apart. So much more...

2/20/2022 11:35 AM

9934

I was recently diagnosed with Mild PTSD due to a combination of the current mandate in my
workplace, and past military history. I have been on disability since end of October. Before
these passports & mandates no one cared & life was good. Now this Gov has divided
Canadians even more. Unless this stops ? We are only witnessing the calm before the storm
across the globe !

2/20/2022 11:35 AM

9935

I am unvaccinated. I can't leave my province or my country I can't do anything I want to do. I
can't even book a wedding venue to plan my wedding.

2/20/2022 11:35 AM

9936

In every way

2/20/2022 11:35 AM

9937

Waves Major depression, brief alcoholic, Family divided, neighbour divide, country divide.

2/20/2022 11:35 AM

9938

Destroyed it

2/20/2022 11:35 AM

9939

Lost our single income. Cannot enter most buildings including many stores. My son cannot do
sports. Lost friends. Divided family.

2/20/2022 11:35 AM

9940

Oppression, depression, disgust in our “leaders”, lost faith. Will be moving out of Canada.

2/20/2022 11:35 AM

9941

I am unable to cross the border. Most of my family lives twenty minutes from where I live on
the American side. However, I am unable to see them because of the mandates.

2/20/2022 11:35 AM

9942

Financially, emotionally, mentally

2/20/2022 11:35 AM

9943

Lost the ability to travel to visit family in other countries due to not being vaccinated.

2/20/2022 11:35 AM

9944

The last 2 years have been a joke . Shut down the world for the common cold

2/20/2022 11:34 AM

9945

Suicide in family and lost of bank count savings and marriage break up. I at the end of my
rope .

2/20/2022 11:34 AM

9946

Stress Division Loss job

2/20/2022 11:34 AM

9947

It has made my life hell

2/20/2022 11:34 AM

9948

Loss of connection, CHildreb suffering

2/20/2022 11:34 AM

9949

I have kids who cannot go out and socialize and live their life. Cannot go to stores without
wearing a mask and cannot find work cause I am not vaxed

2/20/2022 11:34 AM

9950

I was not able to travel and see my parents. My doctor was not able to see me

2/20/2022 11:34 AM

9951

Multiple family members have committed suicide due to financial stress Two friends have
committed suicide due to financial stress and divorce. I have lost all of my retirement savings.
I have lost most friends due to this divisive subject. My kids have not been able to go

2/20/2022 11:33 AM
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swimming or enjoy any leisure activities that we still have to pay taxes for. This country is a
complete joke the way it’s being ran is a disgrace and I will not tolerate it much longer
9952

Depression, anxiety. I do not afraid of covid, I am afraid of mandates and corrupted
government. No trust to the government.

2/20/2022 11:33 AM

9953

Financially, socially, mentally, family division

2/20/2022 11:33 AM

9954

I have lost my lifelong friendships, I cant hug my loved one. Everyone I know has shut down
mentally and emotionally

2/20/2022 11:33 AM

9955

Negativity in every way

2/20/2022 11:33 AM

9956

It’s stupid

2/20/2022 11:33 AM

9957

I feel i have been held hostage for 2 years. Enough!!

2/20/2022 11:33 AM

9958

Mental health decline, work restrictions, Church community, relational decline, lack of travel,
no entertainment, division everywhere. I am deeply saddened over how this has been handled
on every front. At first I could appreciate how they were trying their best to manage an
unknown, widespread situation but now? This is ridiculous.

2/20/2022 11:33 AM

9959

The masks are a real nuisance. I felt it was against my rights to have to have the vaccines to
go to some places

2/20/2022 11:33 AM

9960

It hasn’t.

2/20/2022 11:33 AM

9961

Negative impacts on mental and emotional health of myself but more importantly my children.

2/20/2022 11:32 AM

9962

I am unvaccinated and I am unable to watch my son play hockey, or my daughter at dance. I
can no longer play hockey with my peer group nor am I permitted to fulfill my duties as a
volunteer firefighter.

2/20/2022 11:32 AM

9963

Prompted me to leave Canada while I could!!! I don’t know when I can go back to see my
family as I will not take the experimental vaccine

2/20/2022 11:32 AM

9964

Severely impacted the social and communication abilities of my 3 grandchildren. Were not able
to visit and care for elderly parents in another province. Suffer depression and anxiety. Haven’t
had a break from my business for over 2 years because of changing rules, finding staff due to
Covid cheques making people not want to work. It’s endless.

2/20/2022 11:32 AM

9965

Business Financials

2/20/2022 11:32 AM

9966

Less time with family and friends, a baby that has never been to a library, no hearing test, a
toddler who hasnt been to the library in two years. Financially set back, disassociated from
family and friends. Lonliness, anxiety, depression.

2/20/2022 11:32 AM

9967

I had a severe reaction to the first vax and can not nor do I want to get the second. I can not
go anywhere or do anything.

2/20/2022 11:32 AM

9968

It is harming my children in the worst of ways. I can't fly to work.

2/20/2022 11:32 AM

9969

Inability to see elderly in crisis; job security gone; parent died due to vaccine injury

2/20/2022 11:32 AM

9970

I’ve lost the following freedoms: - employment - travel (within my country & abroad) - lost my
financial freedom(s) - lost my freedom of where to attend within my country - of who(m) to
associate with - freedom of medical choice - social/political causes to support (both physically
& financially) - freedom to assemble - freedom not to be discriminated against These are just a
few….

2/20/2022 11:32 AM

9971

Loss if income, mental stability for my elderly parents

2/20/2022 11:32 AM

9972

Mental health issues, loss of job, discrimination, isolation

2/20/2022 11:32 AM

9973

It has caused immediate family and friends to loose their jobs and created an enormous
amount of stress. This has caused some of my family members to develop diagnosable
mental health issues

2/20/2022 11:32 AM

9974

TOO LONG ... FROM DAY 1

2/20/2022 11:32 AM

9975

Ostracized me from society

2/20/2022 11:32 AM
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9976

Lost friends to suicide

2/20/2022 11:32 AM

9977

Depressed to the max. Lost half my friends

2/20/2022 11:31 AM

9978

My young son has been sheltered from other people and now he is socially awkward

2/20/2022 11:31 AM

9979

Kept me safe

2/20/2022 11:31 AM

9980

I'm pretty anti social so bot THAT much

2/20/2022 11:31 AM

9981

Emotionally damaging causing depression and anxiety. Stunting my future growth. Tearing
family and friends apart. Cannot do any of my normal things/go out/be apart of society. We are
social creatures....limiting us causes major mental health issues.

2/20/2022 11:31 AM

9982

I took the shots because my boyfriends school made him or he would have been expelled and
plus my job almost made me… My mental health has affected me so much ever since covid
started that it came down to me almost having anxiety attacks because I didn’t know whether
to get the vaccine or not and so I caved in not cuz I had to but for my health.. If my mental
health was better I would not have taken any of the vaccines because I think they are useless
and it has created so much division in this world and government controlled.

2/20/2022 11:31 AM

9983

Caused financial hardship, stress, mental health decline, depression, thoughts of suicide,
discrimination at work, harassment, bullying, verbal and emotional abuse, segregation, excess
fear due to constant barrage of fear messages in media and advertising, threat of job loss,
discrimination and slander from the Prime Minister of my own country, broken relationships
with friends and family, having to wear masks constantly has increased my anxiety
astronomically from having been raped as a child.

2/20/2022 11:31 AM

9984

In every way possible

2/20/2022 11:31 AM

9985

It has ruined many relationships cause fear and anxiety in my life and family. Family members
have got fired my husband lots work family members died in the hospital with no one around
tone with them I can go on it’s is awful what as happening because of the mandates

2/20/2022 11:31 AM

9986

destroyed my social life

2/20/2022 11:31 AM

9987

I was unable to be with my mother when she passed.

2/20/2022 11:31 AM

9988

High level of stress a d depression

2/20/2022 11:31 AM

9989

I hate seeing the unvaccinated and vaccinated angered at each other

2/20/2022 11:30 AM

9990

I have lost my freedom…freedom to travel, freedom to go to the gym, freedom to visit my son,
and many more.

2/20/2022 11:30 AM

9991

My kids are depressed and not the same confident people they used to be because of
lockdowns.

2/20/2022 11:30 AM

9992

All

2/20/2022 11:30 AM

9993

Mentally for myself and my young children. Financially, job expectations increased…leisure
activities, travel, sports and recreation

2/20/2022 11:30 AM

9994

Made me stop being part of my fitness club and community

2/20/2022 11:30 AM

9995

My schooling was postponed 2 years ago and my mental health has been greatly affected

2/20/2022 11:30 AM

9996

not good

2/20/2022 11:30 AM

9997

Travel, socializing, church, broken relationships, etc

2/20/2022 11:30 AM

9998

It has made it impossible to visit friends and family, divided friends and family and we lost my
grandmother without being able to see her or say goodbye.

2/20/2022 11:30 AM

9999

I have spent the last two years not able to attend church normally and I have not been able to
visit friends in care homes that really appreciated when I visited. People need to submit to the
Lord's law, not the whims and fancies of a corrupt government

2/20/2022 11:30 AM

10000

I was forced to get 2 vaccinations to keep my job as a PSW and I still caught Covid. My 2
adult children caught Covid as well and were not vaccinated and I had Covid worst than them.
So how come I was vaccinated and got sicker than my 2 kids that weren’t vaccinated? I have
seen how some people with 3 vaccines got Covid. My son has gone through a lot of mental

2/20/2022 11:30 AM
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issues since all these lockdowns have been in place. He has talked about killing himself I
have talked him out of it but I hope to God he doesn’t succeed cause this family already has
experienced a suicide where my 13 year old nephew shot himself in the head bit a pretty sight.
I just don’t want my son to do that as well. He can’t get a job cause he isn’t vaccinated and
that is not right. These mandates need to stop and we all need to have a normal life again
10001

Loss of business Loss of life of 7 family & Friends including: Mother, brother, father, father-inlaw and uncle. Only one died from Covid, and it wasn’t put as cause of death on death
certificate. Unable to have proper funerals for any of them. Increased stress Travel (business
& leisure) has been impossible. Costs for materials in my business have increased up to
400%, seriously affecting my bottom line and ability to survive. Forced to borrow money to
stay afloat and it now seems impossible that I will be able to pay that money back. Loss of
family and friends interactions - ie social gatherings, celebrations, religious events,
graduations. Lost opportunities. In every way emotionally, physically, financially

2/20/2022 11:30 AM

10002

Negatively

2/20/2022 11:30 AM

10003

Reduced my life to that of a secondary citizen

2/20/2022 11:30 AM

10004

witnessed coercion and anxiety in my daughter, witnessing coercion and anxiety in my
husband, was prevented from seeing my senior mother for months, witnessed her depression
and decline from not being able to see her family, experiencing separation and discrimination
from my sister and her family, experiencing separation and discrimination from certain close
friends, witnessed brutality and hate from my government and police forces in my country,
feeling unsafe to live in Canada

2/20/2022 11:29 AM

10005

Isolation, no work

2/20/2022 11:29 AM

10006

Made it safer

2/20/2022 11:29 AM

10007

Depression and family discord

2/20/2022 11:29 AM

10008

Na

2/20/2022 11:29 AM

10009

In every way. My rights and freedoms taken away. Lost time with my children as I am not
allowed to watch them play sports.

2/20/2022 11:29 AM

10010

Taking too much control and govt changes rules constantly and doesn’t know themselves

2/20/2022 11:29 AM

10011

Not at all

2/20/2022 11:29 AM

10012

HORRIBLY

2/20/2022 11:29 AM

10013

Last 2 years in lockdown

2/20/2022 11:29 AM

10014

I have lost friends and I am out of work. My business crumbled to pieces. I have fallen into
depression

2/20/2022 11:29 AM

10015

We went from free Canadian citizens to a communist rule over night. We have our charter of
rights that allows me to choose for me and my family and give the government NO rights to
think they can supersede my rights. The threat of loosing ones job, home, bank accounts
because we don’t agree with our current totalitarian government in a free country is offensive to
all Canadians.

2/20/2022 11:29 AM

10016

It has destroyed my business of 25 years of hard work

2/20/2022 11:29 AM

10017

Wearing masks only. I have followed the science not the money, my realization is that this
situation has been handled wrong from the beginning.

2/20/2022 11:28 AM

10018

I ignore it all

2/20/2022 11:28 AM

10019

Removing the vaccine passport and removing the mask mandate has now made me a prison
in my own home, I am a senior who is immune-comprimised. It saddens me that so many in
this country will only think of themselves.

2/20/2022 11:28 AM

10020

I work with the public in retail and have not gotten COVID yet thanks to distancing, masks,
and more frequent hand sanitization

2/20/2022 11:28 AM

10021

I am in travel and tourism so no travel means no income

2/20/2022 11:28 AM

10022

It's kept us safe and alive.

2/20/2022 11:28 AM
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10023

I cannot go on airplane or train. I am trapped in my house.

2/20/2022 11:28 AM

10024

Had to resign from my job and return to my parents house

2/20/2022 11:28 AM

10025

I have been ok. I feel for those who have lost their business or have been forced to do
something against their will

2/20/2022 11:28 AM

10026

little

2/20/2022 11:28 AM

10027

I have been isolated. Feel like my rights have been taken away. Wish this whole thing would
end and my life could get back to normal

2/20/2022 11:28 AM

10028

Mental health issues. Financial issues. Family issues

2/20/2022 11:28 AM

10029

Family death and division

2/20/2022 11:28 AM

10030

I am home as the unvaccinated or a tyrant as some have called me! The first question asked
if proof of vaccinations I have never in all my 50 years had such personal information asked
and to prove why I choose this two freedoms I hold very dear my privacy and my belief. Lucky
me I get to stay home be SAFe wtf I am depressed and cut off from church and my family it’s
an abomination!

2/20/2022 11:28 AM

10031

Harmed my work and my business, causes a rift between family members, forced my grandma
to die alone in the hospital, forced me to choose between being able to travel out of the
country and possibly impact my baby who I was pregnant with and am now breastfeeding,
anxiety and depression.

2/20/2022 11:28 AM

10032

How hasn’t it affected my life! It has negatively affected every aspect of my life

2/20/2022 11:28 AM

10033

It has isolated me in my home and created lonely Ness.

2/20/2022 11:28 AM

10034

Isolation

2/20/2022 11:28 AM

10035

My job

2/20/2022 11:27 AM

10036

Extremely

2/20/2022 11:27 AM

10037

In a nutshell. I'd rather be dead than go thru another 2 years of liberal and Trudeau's bullshit

2/20/2022 11:27 AM

10038

bodily autonomy & freedom of choice (breathing freely, jab mandate for employment, exclusion
to access basic need facilities (including "health" and "natural" food stores).

2/20/2022 11:27 AM

10039

Masks are a minor inconvenience. I have no issue with these mandates. Covid is a real
disease. I will do everything I can to protect my family and those around me.

2/20/2022 11:27 AM

10040

Family separation. Depression. Health = Mental & Physical. Employment income.

2/20/2022 11:27 AM

10041

Where do I begin?? It’s all bull shit has been fight after fight there is discrimination you name it
im sad to say I’m Canadian it’s a disgrace

2/20/2022 11:27 AM

10042

Stress, anxiety coworkers killing themselves

2/20/2022 11:27 AM

10043

Big time!

2/20/2022 11:27 AM

10044

No travel

2/20/2022 11:27 AM

10045

Divided families, mental distress, financial costs, inflation, family died of over dose.

2/20/2022 11:27 AM

10046

Many ways but I’ll just say it’s robbed me from my freedoms and destroyed the relationships
between the Canadian people.

2/20/2022 11:27 AM

10047

Which mandate?

2/20/2022 11:26 AM

10048

The mandates have torn families apart by vaccinated against unvaccinated. It has caused
anxiety from not being able to gather with each other. Having to be vaccinated or I lose my
JOB!!! That is NOT OKAY!!! Wearing a mask all day long has affected my health and mental
well being. Lack of oxygen, being exhausted no form of socializing. It’s been WORK THEN
HOME THEN BACK TO WORK!!! What is free about that!! Work then die??? This is how it
has affected my life!

2/20/2022 11:26 AM

10049

All of them

2/20/2022 11:26 AM

10050

Severe anxiety/depression. Stress causing autoimmune flare ups. Lost time with family and

2/20/2022 11:26 AM
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friends. Tension and anger with loved ones because of differing opinions about the covid
vaccines and being pressured to get it.
10051

Unsure which mandate you are referring to but I want to keep people safe so I do what is
needed.

2/20/2022 11:26 AM

10052

Divided Society

2/20/2022 11:26 AM

10053

Deciding friends and family and no travel

2/20/2022 11:26 AM

10054

Made it safer

2/20/2022 11:26 AM

10055

In every day life

2/20/2022 11:26 AM

10056

It has tremendously affected my life negatively in every single way possible.

2/20/2022 11:26 AM

10057

Very negatively. Business is down up to 70 percent. Depression. Children's lives have been
severely affected.

2/20/2022 11:26 AM

10058

I am a wedding photography and have lost alot of weddings and it has affected my mental
health

2/20/2022 11:26 AM

10059

It has divided my family and friends. Made living difficult and it had affected my health and
mental health.

2/20/2022 11:26 AM

10060

Limited family and friends getting together

2/20/2022 11:26 AM

10061

The truckers protesting the mandate have affected my life and all the people who don't listen to
the doctors. Politicians are doing their best I an unprecedented time

2/20/2022 11:26 AM

10062

Ruined it

2/20/2022 11:25 AM

10063

It has split my family and has cause massive split among Canadians. This is a huge failure of
all levels of government and the media for fear mongering

2/20/2022 11:25 AM

10064

Negatively

2/20/2022 11:25 AM

10065

Mental health will kill more than Covid

2/20/2022 11:25 AM

10066

It hasn’t I am happy to do what I can to keep others safe and prevent the medical system from
becoming overwhelmed!

2/20/2022 11:25 AM

10067

Being isolated from family & friends! Being treated unfairly for not wanting to get jabbed!
Dividing people against each other over what should be a personal choice! Not being allowed to
attend events, or go out over a personal choice while being blamed by those who are told
they're superior for rising cases in places they can go but I can't!

2/20/2022 11:25 AM

10068

-All the progress I have made at the gym has gone down the drain as I am too poor to afford at
home equipment. - even though I am fully vaxxed, I am unable to get into buildings ever since
the QR code came out. Lost my health card shortly before so I could not sign up for the QR
code and now what was once accepted as proof means nothing, therefore I am treated as if I
am unvaxxed. -the vaccine does not stop spread or stop me from getting it, and it gave me
heart complications that have lost me a job. -overall the mandates have caused my mental
health to Plumit.

2/20/2022 11:25 AM

10069

Loss of family employment, loss of travel opportunity, increased expenses ,increased stress,
discord within the family, side effects brought on by vaccine

2/20/2022 11:25 AM

10070

The mandates directly effected my personal relationships with friends and family. I was told
that I should not be allowed to use our healthcare system by my father in law. I was attacked
at the hockey arena by people I thought were friends for my believes. I was singled out by the
first time in my life and discriminated against because of our government!

2/20/2022 11:25 AM

10071

sickening mandates, and abuse of my body and intelligence as a scientist, worst crime against
humanity since the residential schools, this government is corrupt.

2/20/2022 11:25 AM

10072

Very little. We are fully vaccinated and have no problem showing our documents to enter
restaurants etc. We have a group of friends who are all like minded and visit them regularly.
None of us have had the virus

2/20/2022 11:25 AM

10073

It affected the mental health of my kids, access to the hospital to see my dying parent.
Watching other family members not be able to come over visit on special events and seeing

2/20/2022 11:25 AM
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them start to have depression.
10074

No comment.

2/20/2022 11:25 AM

10075

Unable to receive medical treatment in many cases Lost loved ones (same reason)

2/20/2022 11:25 AM

10076

Not allow me to visit family in Nova Scotia or go into a restaurant with friends or officiate a
marriage.

2/20/2022 11:25 AM

10077

Yes

2/20/2022 11:25 AM

10078

Stress and depression

2/20/2022 11:25 AM

10079

Lack of social life depression ruined relationships

2/20/2022 11:25 AM

10080

Pain in the ass.

2/20/2022 11:25 AM

10081

I travel for a living across the border. Being threatened with isolation if I don't have proper apps
on my phone to be tracked by the stupid government

2/20/2022 11:24 AM

10082

Has devided my family. Hate around Canada to who is vexed and unvaxed. We have to be
vexed or lose or jobs. Some people have lost everything!!! Can't go anywhere unless getting
food for your home. Until a week ago thanks to Scott moe.

2/20/2022 11:24 AM

10083

Discriminated against my family performing daily activities and prevented working in some
areas.

2/20/2022 11:24 AM

10084

Devided the family, financially, lost 2 major out of the country trips, non refundable, extra travel
to larger stores as local businesses were shut down.

2/20/2022 11:24 AM

10085

My mental health is really messed up

2/20/2022 11:24 AM

10086

I can't put my kids in organized sport

2/20/2022 11:24 AM

10087

We can’t even go to our public library.

2/20/2022 11:24 AM

10088

Broken relationships, closed my business, affected mental health.

2/20/2022 11:24 AM

10089

I feel safer going out to restaurants or activities with my kids, I feel better able to protect my
family

2/20/2022 11:24 AM

10090

Haven’t seen my daughter or grandkids since 2019. 😭😭

2/20/2022 11:24 AM

10091

Very Little

2/20/2022 11:24 AM

10092

I am vaccine injured from the first dose. Doctors cannot write me an expedition or the
government can take their license - exemptions are a myth. Doctors do support me to not get
any more doses. I feel like I have been punished for something that was not my fault. I cannot
go out into society or even take my daughter to extra-curricular activities. I’ve been stressed to
the max every day that I’m going to lose my job and I am the bread-winner of the family. I have
lost friends over this because the government and media have taught people to hate anyone
who isn’t fully vaccinated. Oh and I can’t even mention it on social media or I could lose my
job, not to mention anyone/anything against these vaccines get censored or punished.

2/20/2022 11:24 AM

10093

These mandates have had a negative serious impact on my life. Firstly lost my employment
due to these mandates! I am NURSE my job need me!! I have no income no ei! All job
requirements that I have looked at all have vax mandates. This has prevented me from
purchasing my dream home. These mandates have prevented me from travelling to see my
family. These mandates have prevented me to assist a funeral and a marriage. These
mandates have had an effect on my mental health. These mandates have prevented me to
assist hockey games and to sit down to eat at the restaurant. These mandates reduced my
social interactions. These mandates have caused suicides in my hometown. These mandates
cause isolation. These mandates affected some relationships with my family members and
friends. In my opinion these mandates have hurt more than helped! Please end mandates now!
<3

2/20/2022 11:24 AM

10094

Depression, segregation, empty. Social life is gone. Lost friends and family. Children have
suffered enough. We need to get back to a normal life where people are united again.

2/20/2022 11:24 AM

10095

I can't even take me kids anywhere because of the passport system. They're depressed and
starting to hate school. I'm depressed and it's affecting my relationship. I can't be vaxxed

2/20/2022 11:24 AM
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because of a heart condition yet I'm being segregated for something out of my control.
Physically we are a very healthy family with naturally primed immune systems. When
everyone around us (mostly vaxxed) was getting omicron we did not. If the virus is affecting
everyone no matter vax status, it is clear that the mandates aren't about health and science,
but about control and punishment. Tyranny in my opinion.
10096

Im not able to see my son play hockey. He has no one there to support or cheer him on.

2/20/2022 11:23 AM

10097

I have friends who wouldn't get together with me. I have a daughter in law who wants little to do
with us. I have suffered stress.

2/20/2022 11:23 AM

10098

It has divided my family, threatened our livelihoods, stripped my daughter of many childhood
experiences, forced me to close my business that I’d started at the beginning of 2020, the
ways it’s affected my families life is sooooooo extensive.

2/20/2022 11:23 AM

10099

Lost my job

2/20/2022 11:23 AM

10100

We haven’t been able to do what we would like. Our freedom has been taken away from us.
Justin Trudeau has tried to divide all of us Canadians

2/20/2022 11:23 AM

10101

Quite alot

2/20/2022 11:23 AM

10102

I was not able to see my grandmother when she passed away. I aas not able to get my dream
job, I'm a single mother.

2/20/2022 11:23 AM

10103

It has caused a rift between my grown children I am not sure can be repaired

2/20/2022 11:23 AM

10104

My entire group of active friends are excluding unvaxxed friends. I am depressed and lonely

2/20/2022 11:23 AM

10105

not able to travel to see my family, isolation is difficult

2/20/2022 11:23 AM

10106

Lost some friends

2/20/2022 11:23 AM

10107

Divided my family and friends. Lost a whole 2 years of no travelling to make memories with my
children

2/20/2022 11:23 AM

10108

Public health orders have likely saved my vulnerable father's life, and have allowed us all to
have *a bit* of freedom. Without them, my parents will be in full isolation again to protect my
dad, and I will no longer be able to safely see them, since I work in a high risk environment (a
school).

2/20/2022 11:23 AM

10109

Cause stress and heath problem s

2/20/2022 11:23 AM

10110

I am a front line physician. The incidence of alcoholism, drug abuse, domestic violence,
delayed development in children, depression in all ages has increased by 1000%. We are on
the path to national suicide.

2/20/2022 11:23 AM

10111

Made me more secure about getting on a plane, being in a restaurant

2/20/2022 11:22 AM

10112

all of them

2/20/2022 11:22 AM

10113

Worst time of my life

2/20/2022 11:22 AM

10114

Forced into things without information

2/20/2022 11:22 AM

10115

Can't travel freely

2/20/2022 11:22 AM

10116

I lost my job

2/20/2022 11:22 AM

10117

Drastically. I had severe COVID. I have robust long lasting antibodies and immunity far better
than the vaccine with its rapidly fading efficacy. I can’t travel for business which has cost our
company millions. We had a 30 million dollar contract come apart because of travel
restrictions. It was impossible to find workers as so many were being paid to sit at home and
do nothing. There are huge divisions in our family over this issue, which at this point should
not be an issue. Omicron is the best possible “vaccine” as everyone basically has been
touched by it by now and has immunity. I can’t go to restaurants, go to my kids sports events,
do almost any of the activities we like to do as a family outside the home….

2/20/2022 11:22 AM

10118

It has taken away my childs ability to be a child and participate in life to her fullest potential...
the vaccine is proved not to be effective and yet I was still backed into a corner and forced to
inject not one but two! Unknown, Not fully tested vaccines into my body or I would no longer
have employment to feed my child as I am a federal employee... i feel violated, have been

2/20/2022 11:22 AM
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suffering with my health since the doses, and i feel its inappropriate and a violation of my
health with my body, and no government should have that much power over its people... I
shouldnt be coerced into doing something I am not okay with doing by threat of loosing my
sole income stream...
10119

I am a cross border truck driver and in order to keep working. I am extremely pissed off about
it. I haven't been sick in 6 years and I think it is a violation to be forced to get this vaccine.

2/20/2022 11:22 AM

10120

Ruined my family with divorce and fighting

2/20/2022 11:22 AM

10121

Lost my job due to business closing

2/20/2022 11:22 AM

10122

It has kept my family safer. These are not mandates, these are protective measure.

2/20/2022 11:21 AM

10123

Depression, broken relationships, anxiety, loss of work

2/20/2022 11:21 AM

10124

I disregard mandates

2/20/2022 11:21 AM

10125

I was forced to leave a job because I refused to hand in my vaccine status. I've had to jump
from job to job to survive paying bills and rent. It is difficult to breathe constantly wearing a
mask and it has affected my acne which then affected my confidence and it has striked my
mental health. I have felt constricted not being able to socialize. I have not seen family since
the mandates started. Most importantly I have had to set aside going back to school to finally
start my career because I cannot attend the school if I don't show my vaccine status and there
is no way I can learn this industry through remote schooling, it is simply not enough to get the
experience that I need to thrive

2/20/2022 11:21 AM

10126

It effects our day-to-day lives mental health. Effects all areas. Work, school etc

2/20/2022 11:21 AM

10127

Considerably affected

2/20/2022 11:21 AM

10128

It has caused unnecessary tension and friction with family and friends.

2/20/2022 11:21 AM

10129

Restricted where I can go

2/20/2022 11:21 AM

10130

no work

2/20/2022 11:20 AM

10131

Emotionally affected by not being able to see friends and family

2/20/2022 11:20 AM

10132

Mental health and not having my classroom having to push a cart with supplies to teach
classroom to classroom. I had to buy my own cart!! My children being home during online
learning and me working online was terrible. Not what they deserve and not what the kids I
teach deserve.

2/20/2022 11:20 AM

10133

My mental health and finances have suffered

2/20/2022 11:20 AM

10134

Depression, anxiety, job

2/20/2022 11:20 AM

10135

All aspects

2/20/2022 11:20 AM

10136

Physical injuries due to gym and fitness facilities closing and mental depression and severe
anxiety. Loss of income. Loss of friends. Separation on family. Quality of life has disappeared.
Everything is now unaffordable. Housing, food.

2/20/2022 11:20 AM

10137

I was unable to return home to Canada due to firstly, the Covid hotel policy. And secondly
because chose not to vaccinated and was not allowed to fly home.

2/20/2022 11:20 AM

10138

Friendship and relationship damages. Mentally health decline.

2/20/2022 11:20 AM

10139

I feel desperation and dread every single day and I would rather die than to live like this with
these useless draconian mandates. I don't know how much more I can take and I'm ready to
just end it all.

2/20/2022 11:20 AM

10140

I felt alone and my family was diveded

2/20/2022 11:20 AM

10141

Bad skin from the mask, I have to wear at work so it is on so much of the time. No
restaurants. Canceled concerts. Family conflict.

2/20/2022 11:20 AM

10142

Not able to see family and friends, going out to restaurants,concerts,sporting events

2/20/2022 11:20 AM

10143

I rarely leave the house, my depression level has increased

2/20/2022 11:20 AM
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10144

Same as all stress , concerns for family ,especially children ,dislike division in any walk of life.
No longer working .

2/20/2022 11:20 AM

10145

No life at all doing only necessary stuff. It effects me mentally

2/20/2022 11:19 AM

10146

feelings of isolation, anxiety and depression

2/20/2022 11:19 AM

10147

Hasn't affected my life

2/20/2022 11:19 AM

10148

Destruction!

2/20/2022 11:19 AM

10149

Loneliness, constant anxiety

2/20/2022 11:19 AM

10150

I'm classified as second class citizen, losing family and friends due to division. Can't play
sports, Can't watch kids play sports, Can't go to any municipal buildings, list goes on and on

2/20/2022 11:19 AM

10151

all

2/20/2022 11:19 AM

10152

Isolation is not easy

2/20/2022 11:19 AM

10153

It has seriously, negatively affected my life.

2/20/2022 11:19 AM

10154

It has made me aware of how selfish people are. Many only think of themselves and take no
responsibility for protecting others

2/20/2022 11:19 AM

10155

Taken away from me part of my life.

2/20/2022 11:19 AM

10156

Separation from family. Children are experiencing depression. Social separation.

2/20/2022 11:19 AM

10157

Mentally exhausted and physically depressed.

2/20/2022 11:18 AM

10158

too complicated to write here

2/20/2022 11:18 AM

10159

Isolation mental health passports restrictions never belonged in Canada vaccines are harming
people and tge narrative is the*** benifits outweigh the risks !!! *** until its your family member
that dies 5 days after 1st shot with no liability or accountability no reporting system or autopsy
i will never never take this vaccine now even if undecided before !!! Serious side effects
ignored by our govt over $$$$ as Canada has invested in the future of RNA vaccines without a
problem with deaths paralysis blood clots the list goes on !!! Losing 3 people close to me to
vaccines in less than a year it should be every person's right to refuse as these are not
vaccines that stop transmission or stops you from getting the viris ?? If it doesn't stop the
disease than what really is it for ??? I promise you people cooperated for their 2 & 3 shots but
will NOT COMPLY FOR 4,5,6 ONGOING RESTRICTIONS AND BS THE GOVT IS PUSHING
IN THE FUTURE !!! FIND ANOTHER CASH COW THR NARRATIVE IS NOT WORKING
ANYMORE !!!!

2/20/2022 11:18 AM

10160

it has made this country divided and permanently fractured

2/20/2022 11:18 AM

10161

in every aspect. To feed my family, to socialize with friends, to go to place of worship, and get
a haircut. Unvaccinated individuals cannot meet locally with our member of parliament in his
office.

2/20/2022 11:18 AM

10162

Depression I was the happiest person in the world

2/20/2022 11:18 AM

10163

Hopefully prevented a serious illness and protected me and my loved ones.

2/20/2022 11:18 AM

10164

Mom has depression, my son had a lump on his head after his shot and it has divided my
family.

2/20/2022 11:18 AM

10165

It has comprised almost every conversation with others. Allowed me to feel rage against my
own government leaders, that are supposed to have my country's best interests as their
standard, NOT promoting their own overreaching power. These leaders, both here in British
Columbia and Justin especially need to get rid of their 'intitled' attitude and think of threat of
Canada 🇨🇦. We pay their wages!!!!

2/20/2022 11:18 AM

10166

Lost my career, financial hardships, no income or medical/dental coverage, divided family, lost
friends

2/20/2022 11:18 AM

10167

Loss of freedom and money and pleasure and family , mental health

2/20/2022 11:18 AM

10168

In every way

2/20/2022 11:18 AM
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10169

Everything

2/20/2022 11:18 AM

10170

I cannot worship. I cannot get my haircut. I cannot eat out with my family. I cannot go to the
gym. My son has lost his job. SHAME

2/20/2022 11:18 AM

10171

Immensely

2/20/2022 11:17 AM

10172

lonely depressed . bullied and rudeness in stores , not allowed in a movie theatre?

2/20/2022 11:17 AM

10173

Job loss, depression, death of friends and family members

2/20/2022 11:17 AM

10174

depression devision health issues

2/20/2022 11:17 AM

10175

My son had to withdraw from his first year of college because he was in the risk category for
vaccine injury. His aunt got both myocarditis and pericarditis. Our daughter fought all semester
to finally be granted a religious exemption to complete her final semester of university. She
has a liver disease and does not filter vaccines properly. My Father in Law was diagnosed with
cancer during Covid. We missed most of his final year of life and the only reason we got to see
him at all was because he was at home until the end. Our mental health, the mental health of
our children has been crushed.

2/20/2022 11:17 AM

10176

Depression and loss of family relationships

2/20/2022 11:17 AM

10177

It’s stupid and not scientific

2/20/2022 11:17 AM

10178

I haven’t been able to leave my house cause of the fear the government has put in me

2/20/2022 11:17 AM

10179

My mental health was amazing before this started. Since this began I have lost financially and
have taken no help from the government. I have lost friends and family because the
government has encouraged separation and segregation. My mental health has suffered
immensely. My family has suffered. My daughter can’t do the sport she has trained for 12
years for. I lost my dog but was unable to take him to the vet. I have been refused service
(including medical treatment) because I have a medical exemption for a face covering (with a
doctors note in hand). I was a proud Canadian who lost her pride.

2/20/2022 11:17 AM

10180

Caused unnecessary disruptions in every day life

2/20/2022 11:17 AM

10181

Fucked ya

2/20/2022 11:17 AM

10182

Impaired social life!

2/20/2022 11:17 AM

10183

Severely

2/20/2022 11:17 AM

10184

I am a Canada Post employee who has been sitting at home on Leave Without Pay since
November 29, 2021.

2/20/2022 11:17 AM

10185

Business has suffered, kids are missing out on so many things

2/20/2022 11:17 AM

10186

It has been divisive. I’ve lost confidence in my government.

2/20/2022 11:17 AM

10187

We have to stay home, cant go anywhere

2/20/2022 11:16 AM

10188

I had worked really hard to recover from post-traumatic stress disorder and was able to go
outside and socialize for the first time in over a decade...then came the restrictions. One of my
triggers is injustice and these last two years have wreaked havoc on my body because of the
stress it is causing me, especially the fact that I had worked hard to overcome some of my
triggers, only to be shut down....over and over, again.

2/20/2022 11:16 AM

10189

Not at all i left to a country that does not have any mandates untill freedom is restored in my
home country

2/20/2022 11:16 AM

10190

Suffered depression, living cost are still unmanageable making a really good wage. Lots of
issues with work and a lot mental health issues.

2/20/2022 11:16 AM

10191

Work from home (great), restricted travel (Ugg) and reduced family get togethers (Ugg)

2/20/2022 11:16 AM

10192

Worst in all aspect

2/20/2022 11:16 AM

10193

Limited where I can go and what I can do.

2/20/2022 11:16 AM

10194

It hasn’t. My business has continued on and I’ve adapted to have the mandates included.

2/20/2022 11:16 AM
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10195

I had to take the vaccine to keep my job. Paying for rapid tests, money I could of spent
elsewhere. Costs of everything going up with major government waste and them causing
hurdles for goods to be delivered. Government printing money will cause years of overpriced
goods and services. I’ve struggled with conflict with family and friends about the vaccine. My
son has missed out on valuable interactions with friends. My son has missed years of being a
kid. I could go on.

2/20/2022 11:16 AM

10196

Freedom of movement and medical choices, besides destroying small businesses and
organizations ability to sustain themselves.

2/20/2022 11:16 AM

10197

It has effected me my children, family and friends in many years aye in our lives, income and
mental health.

2/20/2022 11:16 AM

10198

It's separated me from loved ones,I was sent home from my work,it has no use for people of
his own country,I watch as many died or have long term illnesses from it along with many other
problems that it has cause everyone!

2/20/2022 11:15 AM

10199

Very negatively

2/20/2022 11:15 AM

10200

Depression. Being locked up in my house, being discriminated against because I don't hold
same views as others.

2/20/2022 11:15 AM

10201

My kids are unable to do sports or any e yea curricular activites, moved a year ago to NS and
hard to meet friends as everyone is afraid

2/20/2022 11:15 AM

10202

Job loss, mental health, social anxiety

2/20/2022 11:15 AM

10203

Lost contact with family members. Depression. Communist control. Lost my rights and
freedom of choice. My body, my choice. The vaccine has given me nerve damage problems to
my health.

2/20/2022 11:15 AM

10204

I’ve lost over $200,000, I’ve lost friends to suicide due to not being able to support their
families, I’ve lost the ability to support myself

2/20/2022 11:15 AM

10205

Surgery postponed for 2 years and counting

2/20/2022 11:15 AM

10206

It has saved lives & kept people from getting sick. I’m so grateful that hardly any of of my
family or friends have gotten COVID and the few that have did not get seriously ill because
they are vaccinated

2/20/2022 11:15 AM

10207

More stress

2/20/2022 11:15 AM

10208

It has robbed me of practicum and educational opportunities. I am currently suffering from
pandemic fatigue.

2/20/2022 11:15 AM

10209

Lost family and friends, constant stress, can’t go to a restaurant, gym. Can’t leave the country
to visit family or vacation. close friends have died from this vaccine!

2/20/2022 11:15 AM

10210

Negative; with financial consequences, vaccine injuries

2/20/2022 11:14 AM

10211

I am safe and healthy.

2/20/2022 11:14 AM

10212

Loss of freedom to travel, church assembly, entertainment, restaurant dining, mental angst,
divisiveness, segregation

2/20/2022 11:14 AM

10213

Depression, poor mental health, job loss, increased debt

2/20/2022 11:14 AM

10214

Hard to work

2/20/2022 11:14 AM

10215

A great deal. Especially my children

2/20/2022 11:14 AM

10216

Business almost went bankrupt Major health issues from lack of access to physio and healthy
community programs

2/20/2022 11:14 AM

10217

Super…extremely to the maximum level.

2/20/2022 11:14 AM

10218

A limited amount

2/20/2022 11:14 AM

10219

I am finished with it all, it is proven that none of it has worked, it has only hurt people and
businesses

2/20/2022 11:14 AM

10220

Practically waisted two years of it yet I don't have many left.

2/20/2022 11:14 AM
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10221

It has helped keep me and the patients I care for safe

2/20/2022 11:14 AM

10222

Not good

2/20/2022 11:14 AM

10223

Mentally

2/20/2022 11:14 AM

10224

Depression from no people and not able to do anything

2/20/2022 11:14 AM

10225

Destroyed my business, Destroyed my family and renewed my faith in God

2/20/2022 11:14 AM

10226

isolation

2/20/2022 11:14 AM

10227

Entirely.!

2/20/2022 11:14 AM

10228

I am a school bus driver it affects my job.

2/20/2022 11:14 AM

10229

Civil liberties had been curtailed by health authorities and the legislature abondoned their duty
to act laws in this pandemic that health officials turned into dictators

2/20/2022 11:14 AM

10230

Loss of travel. Feeling like a sheep. I work in healthcare. Protect the vulnerable but everyone
else gets a choice. Not forced. Free will.

2/20/2022 11:13 AM

10231

Other than outing my personal medical status, facing job loss (spouse lost job), losing friends,
fighting with family, not being able to adopt a child, I cannot even begin to describe the mental
toll this has taken and the effect on my relationships with loved ones. Whenever I’m not angry,
I’m terrified. Whenever I’m not terrified, I’m anxiety riddled. Whenever I don’t have anxiety, I’m
stressed. Whenever I’m not stressed, I’m sad. Sad has been the most miserable of them all;
I’ve never been more ashamed to be from this country and I don’t know if I want to stay in it
any longer.

2/20/2022 11:13 AM

10232

Our business has suffered huge and grandkids have sufferers by wearing masks and having to
social distance

2/20/2022 11:13 AM

10233

Physical and mental health of all my family.

2/20/2022 11:13 AM

10234

Can't see my kids in Canada

2/20/2022 11:13 AM

10235

I am not permitted to work because I don’t have the shots

2/20/2022 11:13 AM

10236

life hasnt been the same ,, havent been able to see my family and friends ,, cant do anything
anymore ,, my mental health is going down hill ....I want my freedom back to be able to hung
out and hug my family .

2/20/2022 11:13 AM

10237

Destroyed it

2/20/2022 11:13 AM

10238

I have lost my job for not disclosing my V status, I have lost relationship with friends and
family with different views, I have seen so many suffering from mental health due to
lockdowns, my kids have missed out on so many childhood opportunities like sports and
dance

2/20/2022 11:13 AM

10239

Stress, loss of movement ! Loss of respect for leaders.

2/20/2022 11:13 AM

10240

I’ve been segregated

2/20/2022 11:13 AM

10241

No freedom

2/20/2022 11:13 AM

10242

Too many I know have had reactions to vaxx. Separation of relationships because of the
propaganda

2/20/2022 11:13 AM

10243

Not much

2/20/2022 11:13 AM

10244

It has made me feel safer and vaccine passports have made me feel safer to go out to
restaurants etc. I’m very worried about the mandates coming off before the levels in my
province decline. Last time they were removed the incidence of illness and death reached
record highs per capital. We were almost worst in the country. I’m worried about heath care
workers leaving because they do not feel as if the government and many people don’t care
about the impact on our health care system. I’m worried about teachers and early childhood
educators who are also totally burned out and also feel that they have not been given the
support or tools to keep doing their work. For both sectors, so many employees are sick and
everyone else is just expected to keep these organizations functioning. We have had
numerous medical personnel leave because they are totally burned out and feel as if they

2/20/2022 11:13 AM
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cannot do their jobs with any integrity because the decision makers do not listen to medical
advice.
10245

It hasn't. I wear a mask. I get vaccinated, and nothing else is impacted.

2/20/2022 11:12 AM

10246

I had to go to all my prenatal appointments alone and give birth without support. My baby has
been around other children a handful of times and is a year old. I fear for her social
development.

2/20/2022 11:12 AM

10247

I want to move out of this communist country.

2/20/2022 11:12 AM

10248

Made my life a living hell

2/20/2022 11:12 AM

10249

Closure of our business nultiple times over the course of two years, needed to sell our home
snd move to a cheaper city 2 hours away. Our children can no longer play sports because we
cannot enter the buildings. Our daughter was diagnosed with anxiety disorder pre pandemic
and this has escalated her condition. We can not support local restaurants and cafes by dining
in. I could not show my smile to my daying grandma by removing my mask. I have lost friends
to their views on the mandates and me not supporting them because of lack of scientific data.
I got covid from masked doctor!!!!

2/20/2022 11:12 AM

10250

Everything mental health ,for kids as well affected at work and feels like we don’t have a
choice no freedom,i left a communist country and thought I came to the best country in the
world now it feels like I’m back in the country that I was it doesn’t feel safe no more and it’s
extremely sad cause I thought i felt at home and safe now you don’t have any free speech of
nothing it’s like you are even afraid to say something and it’s sooosad to see all these
beautiful people that have being brainwashed and divided sooo depressing

2/20/2022 11:12 AM

10251

lots my job, friends, family polarized

2/20/2022 11:12 AM

10252

It is dividing families, neighbours,friends,coworkers and communities...this is a sad time for
the country

2/20/2022 11:12 AM

10253

It has caused financial distress due to a lay off, mental health issues for our children, loss of
freedom for the unvaxxed, divison in our families and a country in dissaray.

2/20/2022 11:12 AM

10254

Segregation

2/20/2022 11:12 AM

10255

Very negatively

2/20/2022 11:12 AM

10256

I no longer believe our government acts in the best interests of the citizens. I no longer trust
my relationship with my doctor. I lost a significant amount of income. I have been unable to
freely spend time with family and friends which makes me feel lonely and depressed.

2/20/2022 11:11 AM

10257

My pregnant daughter in law forced into the shot to keep her job! No one knows what effects
there might be to this!! And that gutless PM said on tv at the very start "no one will ever be
forced into getting a shot"!

2/20/2022 11:11 AM

10258

It has kept people around me healthy and alive

2/20/2022 11:11 AM

10259

Mentally and physically

2/20/2022 11:11 AM

10260

i have experienced depression, anxiety, stress and feeling hopeless

2/20/2022 11:11 AM

10261

Not enough space hear to list all the ways it has negatively affected my life.

2/20/2022 11:11 AM

10262

Terribly

2/20/2022 11:11 AM

10263

Not in any negative way. I spend more time outside and now have a gym set up in my
backyard.

2/20/2022 11:11 AM

10264

Seeing the crazy people in our country frightens me. I chose to listen to the doctors

2/20/2022 11:11 AM

10265

Depression the uncertainty of the future and what it holds is constantly driving a anxiety that
won't go away, everything in the media is bullshit and used against you us.

2/20/2022 11:11 AM

10266

My family lives 6312km away from me. I used to fly to see them twice a year and they would
fly to see me twice a year never going more than 3 months without seeing them. since the vax
passport and requirement of vaccines to fly I haven’t seen them, I’ve seen them once since
the beginning of covid. This has led me to major depression and I’m working on selling my
homestead and moving provinces. This is an incredibly difficult decision because we love our

2/20/2022 11:11 AM
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farm and have worked incredibly hard to build it, but feel as though we’ve been pushed into
choosing either family or our way of life because of government mandatory vaccine
requirement. Not only is this heartbreaking but it’s an extreme financial burden. We both work
outside our farm and haven’t been able to maintain steady employment since the beginning of
covid. My husbands grandmother has been given a terminal cancer diagnosis and we fear we
will be unable to say our final goodbyes due to mandates in place. As previously mentioned
mandates have caused depression. Normally when I’m feeling down I’d call a friend and half a
coffee, only now I’m segregated from society and because of personal beliefs I’m not allowed
in public coffee shops and have lost many close friends because of this divide. Which Furthers
depression and a feeling of perpetual hopelessness. Another way I use to help myself out feel
better is to get personal grooming services like waxing, hair styling/cutting, and manicure
pedicure. I found that just getting this done would make me feel put together and that was
often enough to boost my mood. Again these are no longer services I can avail due to the
segregation of the unvaccinated.
10267

In so many ways, there isn't enough room to write it all. First and foremost, fearing for my
safety, especially with the comments of hate spured from the Prime Minister's mouth. I have
been bullied and discriminated against at my place of employment. Not being able to live my
life and seeing my child suffer half of her life in restrictions. My mental health has suffered
greatly. This is just the icing on the cake in regards to how my life has been impacted.

2/20/2022 11:11 AM

10268

Lost a lot of our freedoms it never was about the pandemic

2/20/2022 11:11 AM

10269

All

2/20/2022 11:11 AM

10270

Mental health stress.

2/20/2022 11:11 AM

10271

Mental health

2/20/2022 11:10 AM

10272

Loss of family and friends (division), not being able to go anywhere, loss of money

2/20/2022 11:10 AM

10273

My husband owns a small business and I’m a stay at mom with 4 little kids…I’d need to write
a book on the negative impacts.

2/20/2022 11:10 AM

10274

Income, friendships, family division

2/20/2022 11:10 AM

10275

Lost my career and livelihood, lost friends and family over difference of opinion. Gained weight,
depressed.

2/20/2022 11:10 AM

10276

Reduced hours of businesses I support, supply issues

2/20/2022 11:10 AM

10277

I wear a mask whenever I’m inside a store etc. it’s not always been easy but I have stayed
healthy. I have no problem showing a vaccine passport to attend my grandsons hockey games
etc. We have stayed out of crowded places. As vaccination rates have increased we feel
confident that mandates will soon be safely lifted.

2/20/2022 11:10 AM

10278

Everyday living

2/20/2022 11:10 AM

10279

I can't go anywhere that is not essential despite being healthy. I have friends and family who I
can't have a conversation with because I'm unvaccinated. I couldn't use my sleep apnea
machine for over a year because I'd have anxiety attacks from wearing masks at work all day

2/20/2022 11:10 AM

10280

Has divided Canada in the worst way. Discrimination, hate & for what...?! Still less deadly than
the flu. Not to mention goes against the charter

2/20/2022 11:10 AM

10281

My family has been separated to find work else where after losing job. I had to get vaccine to
keep my job of 32 years. My grandchildren 7 in total most of them have never seen a world
free of fear.

2/20/2022 11:10 AM

10282

Completely changed the way we live and think. Brought about a huge distrust for government.
Particularly federal

2/20/2022 11:10 AM

10283

Feel safe and protected. The government has my best interests in mind.

2/20/2022 11:10 AM

10284

Ruined my will to live.

2/20/2022 11:09 AM

10285

Keep me and my family safe

2/20/2022 11:09 AM

10286

My business, my mental health, my kids sports

2/20/2022 11:09 AM

10287

It affected my physical,mental and social well being. Made me feel discriminated on many

2/20/2022 11:09 AM
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levels of normal life.
10288

Not too much but I think it has been completely over hyped by the media and has been used
as an experiment for control

2/20/2022 11:09 AM

10289

The isolation has led to greats bouts of depression for myself to the point I'm now taking
medication to get better.

2/20/2022 11:09 AM

10290

I lost my job, my children have been excluded from extra curriculars. I lost my volunteer
position with scouts canada.. the list goes on. I can't visit my grandmother.

2/20/2022 11:09 AM

10291

Husband out of work. Special needs children cut off from society.

2/20/2022 11:09 AM

10292

Made me more of a homebody than I've ever been in my life.

2/20/2022 11:09 AM

10293

Lost friends unable to travel I have become a second class citizen and I have lost my basic
rights to decide what I put in my body

2/20/2022 11:09 AM

10294

Depression, anxiety, destroyed my business...

2/20/2022 11:09 AM

10295

I lost my job.

2/20/2022 11:09 AM

10296

My mother almost died duo to Covid lockdown at the nursing home. The home was short staff.
My mother was neglected she lost 60 lbs because we couldn’t see her in person. The nursing
home lied to us telling us everything was good.

2/20/2022 11:09 AM

10297

Restricted where I spend money.

2/20/2022 11:09 AM

10298

Social interactions severely limited, ruined friendships due to difference of opinion due to
government direction

2/20/2022 11:09 AM

10299

I have not been able to go about my normal life, see my children or grandchildren nor have
family gatherings. Family and friends have died and I have not been able to attend the
services. Just when we think the restrictions are done the government comes up with fictious
information so they can bring back their rules. I have lost hope we will ever go back to normal.

2/20/2022 11:08 AM

10300

In many ways!

2/20/2022 11:08 AM

10301

The division of those i love, the END of the children's field hockey, not being able to visite m'y
aunt in an independent homme that she pays a crazy Price ans she can' t t'écrive visits ans
they Locked hier un her Room 2 months....inhumain. She us desperately votes. Being très like
a nobody because i choisie not to be caccinated, even thougt i am pro- Choice. Wearing a
mask that Harms m'y physical ans mental health. Allô the shows I asked a refund ans the
cations canceller....etc etc

2/20/2022 11:08 AM

10302

Turned it upside down meanwhile the virility of the virus did not justify the harsh response by
govt.

2/20/2022 11:08 AM

10303

My husband has been laid off twice, I’ve been laid off by two of my part time jobs. My mother
has been laid off three times. If it wasn’t for her living with us, she likely would have been
homeless! This needs to end!!!

2/20/2022 11:08 AM

10304

Vaccine Passports

2/20/2022 11:08 AM

10305

It make me feel like am in a communist country where I don’t have any rights to make
decisions for myself and my family, I feel like am a criminal hiding from the law.

2/20/2022 11:08 AM

10306

More difficult to travel

2/20/2022 11:08 AM

10307

It affects the proper care of my 97 mother. It has caused division in my family regarding
vaccine or no vaccine. It has greatly damaged my community and family economically.

2/20/2022 11:08 AM

10308

In the most terrible way possible

2/20/2022 11:08 AM

10309

The segregation and division Trudeau has created has caused severe mental pain and
suffering.

2/20/2022 11:08 AM

10310

Contributed to inflation Carbon tax is unfair to heat your home 🏠 & low income Or fixed income
citizens!

2/20/2022 11:08 AM

10311

I have become a second-class citizen in my own country of birth by exercising my freedom of
choice

2/20/2022 11:08 AM
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10312

Testing to go to work, division from family and friends, spiritual growth

2/20/2022 11:08 AM

10313

Your basically locked in your home. Can't vist family friends, Can't take trips .Fear is running
wild. Vaccinated have become the Police chasing non Vaccinated, sometimes physical.

2/20/2022 11:08 AM

10314

Separated my family with different beliefs and made it difficult see see my great grandmother
in long term care

2/20/2022 11:08 AM

10315

poverty, tyranny

2/20/2022 11:08 AM

10316

I've lost family members who won't see me because I am not vaccinated. I haven't stepped
foot in my sons school or daycare in over 2 years. I haven't seen my mom or brother in almost
3 years. My family hasn't even met my almost 2 year old son. I've missed out on family
functions that I was not invited to because I am not vaccinated. I've had to miss work and lose
money because my children were not allowed to go to school or daycare for long periods of
time due to the covid policies. The stress and worry has made me physically sick at times. I
am a British citizen, Canadian permanent resident, but I can no longer leave the country and
travel back to my homeland like I used to every year. I haven't been able to take my children
to our annual Christmas activities because I don't have a Vax pass, even though those
activities all take place outside. I can't go to a gym to take care of my physical health. I
haven't been able to take my kids out to do fun things that other children are allowed to do.

2/20/2022 11:08 AM

10317

All

2/20/2022 11:08 AM

10318

Friends and family have become disconnected

2/20/2022 11:07 AM

10319

It has affected us financially, socially, mentally… it has put a lot of stress on our family. It
needs to end.

2/20/2022 11:07 AM

10320

Health, Asthma, hard time breathing with mask allergy to the material creates skin rash,
anxiety & panic attack, my income, the ability to see my friends and family. 2 Friends that
have died due to Improper treatment in hospital, Friendships with friends and family have been
strained due to difference of opinions due to mandates

2/20/2022 11:07 AM

10321

Risk of losing my job. Mental health has suffered.

2/20/2022 11:07 AM

10322

I feel very depressed.

2/20/2022 11:07 AM

10323

Even my children have mental health issues bc they can’t even be children.

2/20/2022 11:07 AM

10324

It has caused division and segregation in my family and we are all equal under the Canadian
constitution. Freedom to travel, eating out ect.

2/20/2022 11:07 AM

10325

Not in a negative way. I understand that public health measures are needed to provide
protection to those most vulnerable, and to keep our publicly funded health care system
functional.

2/20/2022 11:07 AM

10326

I have lost time with my family, aging parents and small grandchildren. I have been forced to
be vaccinated in order to go to work. Emotionally this has taken such a huge toll as I live
alone. Depression and anxiety are through the roof. The division between the pro-vax and antivax has separated neighbors, families and friends. Mandates were never about health everyone should have been allowed to choose for themselves and live with the consequences.

2/20/2022 11:07 AM

10327

Division and isolation, stress and anxiety.

2/20/2022 11:07 AM

10328

Many ways. My wife was forced to get it to keep her job. My kids have missed out on many
activities such as football clinics and dance. We can no longer travel. I have been shamed by
family and friends.

2/20/2022 11:07 AM

10329

Made it inconvenient

2/20/2022 11:07 AM

10330

I am discriminated against, impeded my work, cannot do the things and go places I want.
Cannot travel

2/20/2022 11:07 AM

10331

I am unable to enroll my children in activities. Unable to go out to many places, vacation. I
have to test every other day for work. Left my previous job because of mandates. Doctors said
if I get the shot I will probably have seizures again but won’t write an exemption. I received
terrible comments from people even after explaining why I don’t have the shot. If I were ti start
having seizures again, I would still lose my job and as well my licence. So it is a no win
situation for me with the mandates.

2/20/2022 11:07 AM
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10332

I now do not socialize as well as can’t see my family

2/20/2022 11:07 AM

10333

My freedom restricted. And it is not a natural virus but a manmade one.

2/20/2022 11:07 AM

10334

Left me segregated and divided amongst my fellow Canadians

2/20/2022 11:06 AM

10335

I've lost my job, lost friends and family. My son has tried to harm himself because of how he is
being treated at school and the bullying from making a different medical decision

2/20/2022 11:06 AM

10336

Lost my job and no work

2/20/2022 11:06 AM

10337

I have lost my job 3 different times, and it has separated our family!

2/20/2022 11:06 AM

10338

It hasn't. I still see my friends and go about life as usual. I trust the medical community to
recommend vaccines that are needed for community health. I've had no side effects. Also, the
federal government has not imposed any restrictions that personally affect me that I've been
aware of. It has been at provincial level and they are now being lifted.

2/20/2022 11:06 AM

10339

Depression

2/20/2022 11:06 AM

10340

Loss of activity for my entire family. Loss of income for my family. Loss of friends for my
children. Loss of community. We have been excluded.

2/20/2022 11:06 AM

10341

Been suicidal on and off since the beginning of the pandemic, relapsed to alcohol and drugs
more than I have have in my entire life. Lost my job I liked. Becauseni can't where a mask
long or visor with out freaking out. Haven't been able to hold work since the beginning of the
pandemic. Oh my family thousands of dollars. Friendships broken because of the different
beliefs we have. And I am unvaxxed and have had covid, and I was hardly sick. Where vaxxed
family.mwmbers were very sick.

2/20/2022 11:06 AM

10342

I feel safer knowing that people who might otherwise behave in selfish and irresponsible ways
are prevented by law from doing so in public places, where they could endanger others.

2/20/2022 11:06 AM

10343

Our total life ways

2/20/2022 11:06 AM

10344

Isolated

2/20/2022 11:06 AM

10345

It has affected my relationship and my mental health

2/20/2022 11:06 AM

10346

I face being terminated from my job if I do not submitt to vaccination due to the vaccine
mandate imposed by the government.

2/20/2022 11:06 AM

10347

Forced to take a “vaccine” that is not tested for long term side effects to keep my job. No
informed consent.

2/20/2022 11:05 AM

10348

It's pretty easy to live with the mandates. Just get vaccinated and things are pretty normal
again.

2/20/2022 11:05 AM

10349

Depression, finances, solitude

2/20/2022 11:05 AM

10350

Keeping my family safe. Mandates are a small sacrifice for the health of all. The virus is what
shatters businesses, not mandates that keep us safe

2/20/2022 11:05 AM

10351

inside my house forever

2/20/2022 11:05 AM

10352

Can't go to the hardware store or restaurant. My girl miss the time she can go shopping with us
or eat some different food from home.

2/20/2022 11:05 AM

10353

It’s kept me safe, thanks

2/20/2022 11:05 AM

10354

Depression is through the roof, mental state is at an all time low, worried about my kids health
and well being as wel

2/20/2022 11:05 AM

10355

Disappointed

2/20/2022 11:05 AM

10356

I will never be the same!

2/20/2022 11:05 AM

10357

Negative mental and physical health implications

2/20/2022 11:05 AM

10358

In every way

2/20/2022 11:05 AM

10359

My grandmother passed away and I was unable to go to her funeral, my brother Inlaw got

2/20/2022 11:05 AM
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married and wasn't able to to and my 11 year old son has been so depressed he's come to me
with words of "if this is life now I no longer want to live"
10360

Loneliness and depression for two years

2/20/2022 11:05 AM

10361

Vaccine mandates and passports have made it impossible to feel like a FREE RIGHTS
CANADIAN. I am persecuted because I want to be in control of my own health.

2/20/2022 11:05 AM

10362

Just tired of all of it. We need to move on

2/20/2022 11:05 AM

10363

Mental health, community , faith all gone since covid started. No appreciation for Canadian life.

2/20/2022 11:05 AM

10364

It has taken away from my children

2/20/2022 11:05 AM

10365

Restrictions

2/20/2022 11:05 AM

10366

Lost all capacity to offer my services of past 30 years.

2/20/2022 11:04 AM

10367

I'm scared

2/20/2022 11:04 AM

10368

Unable to travel as normal, unable to attend church, anxiety

2/20/2022 11:04 AM

10369

Restricted outings to social events.

2/20/2022 11:04 AM

10370

I’m a prisoner in my own country

2/20/2022 11:04 AM

10371

My children have missed out on school, making memories and just being a kid. Their mental
health is declining.

2/20/2022 11:04 AM

10372

Ruined my childrens childhood. Effected everyone’s mental health.

2/20/2022 11:04 AM

10373

Lost work, lost time with family and friends, inflation, my children have been affected, the
media isn’t telling the unbiased truth, my government isn’t following their own science but
someone else’s, the list goes on

2/20/2022 11:04 AM

10374

It's made me feel like a leper in my own community, a crazy person to friends and a nuisance
to businesses for having a medical exemption. The lack of work in these Grey areas shows
how quickly the government decided to try to control its people rather than protect it.

2/20/2022 11:04 AM

10375

i feel like a prisoner and second class citizen living in a communist country.

2/20/2022 11:04 AM

10376

It hasn't. Wearing a mask and showing government issued documentation in regards to
vaccine status has not affected my life.

2/20/2022 11:04 AM

10377

Work

2/20/2022 11:03 AM

10378

Socially & financially

2/20/2022 11:03 AM

10379

Stress, mental stress, forced to get vaccinated unwillingly or lose my Job.

2/20/2022 11:03 AM

10380

suicidal, loanly, hopeless

2/20/2022 11:03 AM

10381

Restrictions of movement, travel, general nervousness. Thinking of moving out of Canada as it
becomes non democratic society if people don’t have and autonomy of their own bodies.

2/20/2022 11:03 AM

10382

Created isolation and no employment

2/20/2022 11:03 AM

10383

Mental health has decreased significantly. My children's mental health and friendships have
declined so far it is scary. I have had to stop coaching athlete sports. Our family has lost
friends, jobs, contact with family members.

2/20/2022 11:03 AM

10384

I suffer from mental depression and fear from the mandates not covid. My children often cry
about the mandates.

2/20/2022 11:03 AM

10385

Not able to see loved ones or practice my faith & beliefs.

2/20/2022 11:03 AM

10386

Helped to keep us safe

2/20/2022 11:03 AM

10387

Lost my job, lost my livelihood and faced constraint ostracizing and discrimination directly
from our government.

2/20/2022 11:03 AM

10388

I have seen families divided, relationships ended, children who haven’t been able to celebrate
birthday parties. Children who haven’t been able to meet their grandparents without a mask.

2/20/2022 11:03 AM
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Surgeries that were considered non emergency cancelled or postponed causing more pain and
suffering. People who have lost their jobs and homes. People afraid to go outside and breathe
fresh air, even when they are on their own. I’ve never experienced this type of divide before in
my lifetime, only read about it and watched movies about it. I’m so disheartened that this is
the current reality of a country I grew up in.
10389

It has ruined my employment, my social norms, my family, friendships, financial stability and
so much more ! It has divided this country ! It has ruined our economy and the list goes on!

2/20/2022 11:02 AM

10390

Mental Health declining. Divisive behaviour from family. Cannot travel for business. Losing
faith in Canadian values.

2/20/2022 11:02 AM

10391

It has caused us to lose work, depression and anxiety

2/20/2022 11:02 AM

10392

There is no freedom!

2/20/2022 11:02 AM

10393

It created huge divide between family and friends over are liberties

2/20/2022 11:02 AM

10394

Holistically, in most areas

2/20/2022 11:02 AM

10395

I’m a physician and have lost my job, mental health has suffered, financial hardship, strained
social relationships and I’ve been cut out of society for honouring autonomy of body and do no
harm to patients or myself. Canada has lost its way and I’m planning on leaving the country if
this tyranny continues.

2/20/2022 11:02 AM

10396

Unable to achieve the career I’d like, unable to see certain family members, gas prices
skyrocketed, hard to stay on top of bills, stressed and anxious, lost sleep over what is going
on in the world

2/20/2022 11:02 AM

10397

Trudeau Government deprived me of freedom to mobility. I can’t even leave the country. They
took millions of unvaccinated Canadian taxpayers hostage based on their medical choice. This
is both illegal and unscientific. Trudeau must be held responsible for all the collateral damage
done and for each life lost because of the « efficient and safe « vaccines.it’s time for the
Canadian people to take off their masks so they can smell the bull ship coming from Trudeau
and accomplices.

2/20/2022 11:02 AM

10398

I have developed survive allergies to medical masks and ppe. I have missed my children's
sports. My children have missed physical activities. It has divided friendships and families.

2/20/2022 11:02 AM

10399

My freedom is gone

2/20/2022 11:02 AM

10400

Took away my livelihood, freedom, choice. I feel like I live in Soviet Union where I grow up.

2/20/2022 11:02 AM

10401

Mostly as a parent seeing how it affected our child . The time they spent out of the classroom
at the beginning of this and sports being put on hold was very damaging to them. Sitting at
home with the internet and nothing but time . That leads into a whole bunch of other affects to
normal life . My family vaccinated so affects of being segregated wasn’t an issue for us like
lots of others. The social distancing aspect certainly changed important valuable relationships
with elders.

2/20/2022 11:02 AM

10402

Affected frienships and relations with family

2/20/2022 11:02 AM

10403

I was coerced into taking a vaccine I didn’t need or want to keep my job.

2/20/2022 11:02 AM

10404

Finances, social life, emotional well being all negatively impacted

2/20/2022 11:02 AM

10405

Depression, loss of friends, my husband lost his career as a pilot, divided my whole family,
brother died and we could not be with him or have a funeral……. The list is long!

2/20/2022 11:02 AM

10406

Loss of job Segregation Loss of unity in the family

2/20/2022 11:02 AM

10407

I have lost close friends and my family is divided. I work for a school district and constantly
fear that I will lose my job because I am not vaccinated. Thank you for this survey!

2/20/2022 11:02 AM

10408

No freedom to choose

2/20/2022 11:01 AM

10409

People died from mandates NOT covid

2/20/2022 11:01 AM

10410

Took away my freedom

2/20/2022 11:01 AM

10411

Getting me sick

2/20/2022 11:01 AM
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10412

My family members have lost their jobs.

2/20/2022 11:01 AM

10413

Depression and feelings of being isolated. No freedom

2/20/2022 11:01 AM

10414

No social life, unable to visit people in hospital. Caused division in my family. That alone has
also caused depression and anxiety.

2/20/2022 11:01 AM

10415

Financial difficulty, mental depression

2/20/2022 11:01 AM

10416

Caused the suicide of my cousin in April 2020! Torn apart dozens of family and friend
relationships. Has taken away All of my natural freedoms.

2/20/2022 11:01 AM

10417

I’ve been discriminated and segregated.

2/20/2022 11:01 AM

10418

Jobs. Social life cost of everything

2/20/2022 11:01 AM

10419

Lost my business

2/20/2022 11:01 AM

10420

They have ruined so many people's lives, in so many different ways!

2/20/2022 11:01 AM

10421

My Dad DIED alone in his home - Southern Saskatchewan ALL because of travel regulations,
Vaccine requirements that we couldn't visit him! He was FOUND FACE DOWN - DIED ALONE.
But a DEATH CERTIFICATE allowed us to go SEE HIM "DECEASED" DEAD!!! GONE!!! No
90th birthday party! But almost 91yrs old we could see him DEAD!

2/20/2022 11:01 AM

10422

I have had friends, family and strangers all aggressively tell me I should suffer and die from
the virus and have my children stripped away from me. We have had the virus 3 times with
very mild symptoms, and decided our bodies had a good immune response and therefore did
not want the vaccine which has no long-term data available. Family and friends do not want to
see me because I am made out to be a villain, homophobic and racist science-denier. My
husband cannot find work. My in-laws nearly lost their livelihoods. It has been no small impact,
but I am permanently traumatized from all this hate and unwarranted aggression toward my
husband, kids and myself. We have always volunteered, teach our kids to be kind and
compassionate, and love everyone. Why now are we being treated this way?

2/20/2022 11:01 AM

10423

the situation the governments around the world has caused such great separation amongst the
people. Worst part being separation amongst families, friends and co workers. The whole
situation is so wrong on all levels of human existence.

2/20/2022 11:01 AM

10424

I have not seen my family fir two years!!! They are living in fear and will not allow anyone into
their homes!!! My father is 89!!! How many years do Les he have left. He believes Trudeau
and and “his” science. He believes what the media and Dr. tam tells him. No one is
accountable! Stop these mandates. Stop the fear mongering!!

2/20/2022 11:01 AM

10425

Restricted activities

2/20/2022 11:01 AM

10426

Work, not being able to see loved ones in homes and ones that passed, adverse reactions,
adverse reactions that killed loved ones,mental health

2/20/2022 11:01 AM

10427

ALL OF THEM

2/20/2022 11:01 AM

10428

Unable to travel,family members layed off, unable to legally spend time with my family

2/20/2022 11:01 AM

10429

It has made my family and I feel safe. I have a baby who cannot be vaccinated and my mom
has cancer. The mandates allow us to feel safer when we get groceries, go to appointments,
etc.

2/20/2022 11:00 AM

10430

Un able to travel freely or use buinsesses (like eating in a restaurant) because I am
unvaccinated. I chose not to get the vaccine because I was pregnant and it was not worth risk
to my baby. I feel discriminated against because of this choice and I have even received
hateful speech from other people due to this. The mandates have caused massive divide
amongst people in Canada and all over the world.

2/20/2022 11:00 AM

10431

Stopped most everything, friends lost jobs , lost my ability to play sports, or even watch our
kids play spots. Lost an entire net work of friends which has give me an overwhelming sense
of lose. At 50 years old I have had incredible thoughts of suicide as life has been stolen from. I
have worked so hard to get myself in a position to start traveling the world and my government
took that from me. We now live it a dictatorship run by a child. I don’t want to be a part of this
country anymore nor do I want to live in a world he is creating

2/20/2022 11:00 AM

10432

Suicide of friends, lost family, not being able to visit with dying friends and family, no funeral to

2/20/2022 11:00 AM
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celebrate life, lost job,income, can't afford heating house nor groceries, you stole my good life
and left me in this fucked up country run by criminals. But it is nothing compared to what has
happened to children. I am haunted by sad children eyes. Oh and i have ptsd now because of
government and police. Never trust a police officer again nor a doctor/nurse
10433

I've lost friends over it. And seen the division it has caused in communities. The hate and fear
that was spread is unbelievable. We are grown-ups and can make our own health choices. I've
been a Nurse in the Past and through my research I know what is happening is wrong and I
don't appreciate that there is no open minded debate that actually involves real data and facts.
I want people rights and choices be respected regardless of what they are. We need freedom
of choice in a free democratic country! I want Canada to stay strong and free!

2/20/2022 11:00 AM

10434

Anxiety, stress, grief and loneliness

2/20/2022 11:00 AM

10435

It has torn apart our family and friends. We have been considering leaving the country
permanently

2/20/2022 11:00 AM

10436

Suffocating my life, my air, my rights

2/20/2022 11:00 AM

10437

My mental health has suffered, as has my children's. I lost my job

2/20/2022 11:00 AM

10438

It has almost killed my company

2/20/2022 11:00 AM

10439

Mental health effects in our family, as well as social issues with our kids

2/20/2022 11:00 AM

10440

I can’t go to work. My job doesn’t even allow me to test if I don’t want the vaccine. My children
don’t want to go to school. It has been very hard on my family mentally and financially.

2/20/2022 11:00 AM

10441

I chose to be vaccinated, helped protect myself snd others, and maintained my personal
freedoms at an acceptable level.

2/20/2022 11:00 AM

10442

Added stress

2/20/2022 10:59 AM

10443

I'm not vax'd, I don't wear a mask and I refuse to show "papers" for a negative test,and I will
not conform. Therefore, I haven't been to restaurants in ages, can't fly to anywhere unless I
Charter a plane, and I can't go to the USA. My kids have suffered, we started home school
immediately once covid hit. We have done our best to keep things "normal" for them. There
really is no end to the list of every area of impact. Hell even our closest friends have changed
due to believes

2/20/2022 10:59 AM

10444

I have lost family members and have been unable to see them prior to their passing. What a
disservice to their life when they are not even allowed to see those they love prior to their
death. Healthy people were not meant to be made to live in fear of a virus with a 99.7%
survival rate. This is absolutely irrational and unfounded. The mandates and vaccines have
done nothing to slow down the spread of this virus - and it should never have been expected
to. It is becoming more evident that this is all theatrics for an agenda that has nothing to do
with safety.

2/20/2022 10:59 AM

10445

Mentally and financially

2/20/2022 10:59 AM

10446

depression

2/20/2022 10:59 AM

10447

Haven't worked in 25 months

2/20/2022 10:59 AM

10448

I can't travel or go to restaurants.

2/20/2022 10:59 AM

10449

Not allowed to move freely

2/20/2022 10:59 AM

10450

It has created a great division of community and pitted citizens against one another. At a time
of crisis we need to pull together and support each other, government mandadtes have just
isolated individuals and created animosity NOT community!

2/20/2022 10:59 AM

10451

Lost my job. My children could not visit my husband on the hospital before he died.

2/20/2022 10:59 AM

10452

negatively

2/20/2022 10:59 AM

10453

Family separation, social gatherings, can’t travel, loss of friendships.

2/20/2022 10:59 AM

10454

Almost killed myself, lost my job and almost got kicked out of school.

2/20/2022 10:59 AM

10455

Had to leave work, can't take another job offer due to fed mandates for travel. Even tho I have
contracted covid and have possible immunity

2/20/2022 10:58 AM
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10456

It has stolen 2 years of my life and the same for all 3 of my children.

2/20/2022 10:58 AM

10457

Segregated from my family. It's ripped us apart 💔

2/20/2022 10:58 AM

10458

Have been turned away from important job interviews for not being vaccinated, cannot travel to
see my family, my mental health has been strained with my inability to be a part of society.
Feeling outcast for my medical decisions.

2/20/2022 10:58 AM

10459

Job, travels, freedom etc…

2/20/2022 10:58 AM

10460

I haven’t seen my parents for 3 years

2/20/2022 10:58 AM

10461

Loss of job

2/20/2022 10:58 AM

10462

Depression, my family is destroyed, my husband has lost jobs, my grown children can’t get
jobs and live at home, medical issues put on hold and gotten worse, isolation

2/20/2022 10:58 AM

10463

I absolutely do not support the "new normal" that is being pushed and refuse to live like that.

2/20/2022 10:58 AM

10464

It divided family and friends and kids in sports and recreation

2/20/2022 10:58 AM

10465

They have effected every aspect of my life

2/20/2022 10:58 AM

10466

Making me dpressed….u cant tell whos behind the mask or if they are friendly or not

2/20/2022 10:58 AM

10467

Not able to work during lockdowns!

2/20/2022 10:58 AM

10468

It’s kept my Immunocompromised friends safe.

2/20/2022 10:58 AM

10469

To save thousands maybe millions. Worth it.

2/20/2022 10:58 AM

10470

No social life, career threatened

2/20/2022 10:58 AM

10471

I am persona non grata in my office due to my values that the others don’t share

2/20/2022 10:58 AM

10472

Loss of freedom

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10473

I have been unable to visit family. I feel lonely, depressed and have fear for the future. I feel
unsafe - being coerced into taking a trial vaccine known to cause damage in some people.

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10474

I can’t go/do anything at all.

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10475

My daughter was in crictal condition in CCU at Sick kids and only one parent was able to be by
her side. When she stabilized and was released she has had to wait timely process for clinics,
etc due to Covid. My son first 2 years of school have not been normal. He spent 1.5 years
doing online. Started school in September 2021, he cry’s because it’s hard to breath in the
mask. He can’t see his friends faces/smiles. (He’s 5) He has never been able to participate in
sports. My eldest daughter graduated and started gr 9 during the pandemic. My youngest
daughter who fought for her life ans my eldest daughter struggle tremendously with mental
health now and there’s next to no help available. We lost time with family that we can never
make up. My grandmother is in a LTC facility and she can’t see anyone unless they are
vaccinated. My son is old enough he could remember her and he can not visit her.

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10476

If effected my whole families life

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10477

Ok

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10478

Mental health, increased stress, job security, not being able to see family, not being able to
attend a friends wedding

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10479

It has brought tyranny to our country and the world. The new world order with the great reset
must fail. Tyranny is not the answer. Restore my freedom.

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10480

What hasn’t affected everyone’s life in Canada now a days prices are through the roof

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10481

It has impacted business, it has divided community and families, it has caused more harm to
peoples health and well being then the virus it’s self and caused me to loose all respect for our
government and police service.

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10482

Made me get unwanted fake vaccines to keep job.

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10483

N/A

2/20/2022 10:57 AM
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10484

Home business stopped. Depression. Limited ability to do my job. Every 48 hour testing.
Discrimination. Can’t see family for 2 years. Injury needing pool allowed to worsen due to
discrimination

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10485

Has caused divide and limits how I can live my life.

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10486

I feel safer and more comfortable carrying on with regular activities.

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10487

I was coerced into taking the vaccines by work, seeing my mother in a seniors home and to
travel.

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10488

It has given me peace of mind for my immunocompromised family and friends. Masking is
only a minor inconvenience. I would have been play with stricter measures.

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10489

Not able to be with my husband as he died

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10490

Pretty much lost everything. Family, Business, savings, faith in government, faith in medical
system. But never my faith in God!

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10491

I have been living in fear, feeling terrorized even, BY MY GOVERNMENT. I have never feared
covid. I was always more concerned with government overreach. And here we are.

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10492

Only certain place I can go

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10493

We have become isolated, disconnected and locked in our homes without the ability to travel,
see loved ones, and told we have to have vaccines to do anything now or in the future.

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10494

Disbelief and complete sadness for the way people treat each other.

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10495

1. No work or unable to 2. Not being financially able to take off of work if sick 3. Mental health
4. Having to support more family financially who have been affected by the mandates 5. Not
knowing if I have a job 6. Not knowing if the government will shut down my place of work at
any moment 7. Trying to manage a business not knowing what will happen tomorrow regulation
wise 8. Impossibility of hiring people 9. The social divide 10. Fear. Fear of the government.
The people we are supposed to trust.

2/20/2022 10:57 AM

10496

Travel difficulty

2/20/2022 10:56 AM

10497

It has separated my family. I FEEL like a prisoner in my own country.

2/20/2022 10:56 AM

10498

Not much

2/20/2022 10:56 AM

10499

Locked up .Mother passed away alone because of restrictions No freedom!!

2/20/2022 10:56 AM

10500

Havent worked in two yrs. lost a great deal financially. Ive lost all family and friends
relationships. Anxiety, stress and depression through the roof. I will NEVER TRUST A
POLITICIAN, DOCTOR OR ANY LAW OFFICIAL FROM COP TO JUDGE.. My mood is
horrific and just ending things will never repair what we have all lost

2/20/2022 10:56 AM

10501

Destroyed my children’s mental health, family and friendships. Loss of freedoms, increased
hatred towards people bc gvt says so. Second class citizens. Loss of trust in gvt, media, « the
science »TM , employers.

2/20/2022 10:56 AM

10502

Extremely to the point of terrible mental health no work and families going crazy due to being
lied to from government

2/20/2022 10:56 AM

10503

I’m unvaccinated because of autoimmune condition. I have been shun from society. Family
does not want to have anything to do with me because our goverment told them unvaccinated
are spreading and the reason for pandemic. I can’t work. I’m not allowed to take my son to his
activities as I’m not alllowed inside sports centers. I can’t take my son to museums when we
go on vacation. We can only go on vacation to nearby cities because I can’t board a plane to
fly somewhere else. I can’t fly to see my family.. etc

2/20/2022 10:56 AM

10504

Caused unneeded hardships.

2/20/2022 10:56 AM

10505

I had to get a vaccine I don’t believe in to keep my job

2/20/2022 10:56 AM

10506

It hasn't just affected my life it's affected the world financially mentally and physically

2/20/2022 10:56 AM

10507

I am sick and cannot be immunized so am trapped at home. Unfair.

2/20/2022 10:56 AM

10508

I felt forced to take a vaccine that science did not support.

2/20/2022 10:55 AM
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10509

It’s helped keep my family safe.

2/20/2022 10:55 AM

10510

This is not living. We are not cattle

2/20/2022 10:55 AM

10511

Can't see my family and I don't want poison in my body

2/20/2022 10:55 AM

10512

Ptsd

2/20/2022 10:55 AM

10513

It's caused me to isolate myself more from my family and friends and created a change in my
lifestyle. I go nowhere now, period. For no real apparent reason?

2/20/2022 10:55 AM

10514

Yes

2/20/2022 10:55 AM

10515

Stopped me from doing what I like to do in the free country I am supposed to be living in

2/20/2022 10:55 AM

10516

Very bad

2/20/2022 10:55 AM

10517

I lost my job. My children have been unable to attend post secondary education. I have been
unable to watch some of the sports games my children are in.

2/20/2022 10:55 AM

10518

I am unable to leave my country if I wish to. I am afraid to show that I am patriotic to my own
country. I am afraid for my children and grandchildren's future.

2/20/2022 10:55 AM

10519

Stregthened my Faith in god.

2/20/2022 10:55 AM

10520

Mandates have effected mine and many Canadians lives by creating division within our
communities families friends and co workers! We do not need a tiered society! Absolutely
disgusted with government actions over the past two years. Canada and it's citizens are
quickly starting to lose faith in our government as a whole!

2/20/2022 10:54 AM

10521

Loss of family and friends

2/20/2022 10:54 AM

10522

Segregation

2/20/2022 10:54 AM

10523

Lost my job after 22 years of service - so hurtful. Had to regroup and find another job and start
all over again. My children cannot go to theatres, gyms, etc.

2/20/2022 10:54 AM

10524

I have been controlled in a free country , my personal life and of others has unessarly been
controled .that is not the task of government. Thanks.

2/20/2022 10:54 AM

10525

Travel

2/20/2022 10:54 AM

10526

Depressed

2/20/2022 10:54 AM

10527

It cost my wife her job. Now we have to try to support our family on a single income. My 5 year
old son can’t participate in any activities because we can’t access any facilities even though
my tax dollars pay for the local community centre

2/20/2022 10:54 AM

10528

lost of family.......mental health issues

2/20/2022 10:54 AM

10529

I dont leave the house because most places require us to have the vaccine so it becomes
hard to even get groceries or meds that we need to survive i am having a hard time to support
my self

2/20/2022 10:54 AM

10530

I hate people even worse. Media needs to be shut down. Medical industry needs to be
completely overhauled, all government needs a complete overhaul. Welcome to the shitshow
of your life.

2/20/2022 10:54 AM

10531

I'm very depressed my kids are depressed lost my job because of these unconstitutional
mandate. I've gain weight lost friends I couldn't even attend a live ones funeral because of
these mandates. I have anxiety I don't feel safe in my own country because of this
government Trudeau has to go to jail and everyone who went along with this plandemic.

2/20/2022 10:54 AM

10532

Lost my job, mental health, relationships

2/20/2022 10:54 AM

10533

Negatively

2/20/2022 10:54 AM

10534

N/a

2/20/2022 10:54 AM

10535

made me a second class citizen even more than my illness has

2/20/2022 10:53 AM

10536

Stress,restricted access, and constant confrontation

2/20/2022 10:53 AM
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10537

To many to list!!! I had to get vaccinated or loose my job was the worst

2/20/2022 10:53 AM

10538

Ruined my family relationships

2/20/2022 10:53 AM

10539

It’s kept me and my family safer during the covid pandemic, and for that I’m grateful. It should
continue until such time as medical professionals deem it safe and hospitalizations from covid
have dropped significantly, not when irate individuals say so.

2/20/2022 10:53 AM

10540

Made Canada into a communist country full of hate run by a dictator. Changed everything in
my life. I’ve been an unacceptable part of the fringe for 2 years. Lost friends. Trudeau is
wrecking the country for his own agenda.

2/20/2022 10:53 AM

10541

My family has lost jobs. We are unable to participate in society. We cannot put our kids in
sports. It is depressing

2/20/2022 10:53 AM

10542

Social isolation has brought about anxiety and depression and divisiveness between family
and friends

2/20/2022 10:53 AM

10543

I have almost lost my business numerous times, I have known no one to die from Covid but
over 10 people whom have had adverse reactions to the injection. Children included :(

2/20/2022 10:53 AM

10544

Badly

2/20/2022 10:53 AM

10545

We are seniors and life as we knew it ended. Our mother will be 100 years old February 28 and
we can not visit her. Upset about my time with grandchildren.

2/20/2022 10:53 AM

10546

I was forced under duress to get the vaccine or lose my livelihood. I just wanted to wait a few
years and see what the long term effects were. I can’t go to places that require a passport
because even though I was force vaccinated I refuse to participate in the segregation a
vaccine passport promotes. Its sickening.

2/20/2022 10:52 AM

10547

Lost my job, I have no life. Can't go see my mother.

2/20/2022 10:52 AM

10548

Losing my job

2/20/2022 10:52 AM

10549

My four year old daughter has not been able to interact with other kids her age often for
months at a time. Her social skill have obviously suffered. My friend and family have removed
themselves from my life based on my opinion. This is a result of hypnosis from the
mainstream media.

2/20/2022 10:52 AM

10550

I have never been so disgusted to be Canadian, I have never felt so much general hate and
discrimination and never did I think I would be treated like a 3rd class citizen for not getting
vaccinated, especially when I have natural immunity (and by the way my triple vaxx'd husband
just had covid which it sounds like he got from his fully vaxxed hockey team and I didn't get
it....). I cannot get on a plane with a negative test to see my family but anyone vaccinated who
seems to think they cannot transmit it can get on a plane hacking and sneezing (2nd hand
accounts) - it is absolutely ridiculous that we also do not talk about any other health measure.

2/20/2022 10:52 AM

10551

Isolated my family. Unable to find meaningful employment. Can't go to school

2/20/2022 10:52 AM

10552

I am concerned that health Canada has approved an injection with no long term clinical data,
which will not be done to may 2023

2/20/2022 10:52 AM

10553

isolation not being able to see family not getting medical treatment watching my family suffer
mental health early on set for dementia for mother in law due to isolation

2/20/2022 10:52 AM

10554

In every way. Work. Social. Mental. Home. Personal relationships.

2/20/2022 10:52 AM

10555

It has been preventing me from participating in social activities and created excessive stress.

2/20/2022 10:52 AM

10556

I’m depressed all the time because of this.

2/20/2022 10:52 AM

10557

I gain 70 pounds ! I uses to do yoga.,,aquaform…stretching etc …The gouvernement forbitten
all sports!

2/20/2022 10:52 AM

10558

It has been very difficult with the vaccination passport to go anywhere or do anything. I dislike
it. My grandkids are just starting school and to have to wear a mask all of the time is not good
for their happiness and development

2/20/2022 10:52 AM

10559

I cannot cross the US border to do my job, the government will never dictate how I live my life.

2/20/2022 10:52 AM

10560

Forced into vaxx to keep my job. Stress, kids are very unhappy. Anxiety

2/20/2022 10:52 AM
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10561

Work

2/20/2022 10:52 AM

10562

Negatively

2/20/2022 10:52 AM

10563

Isolation, division and anxiety/mental health issues for family and friends. Loss of business
and employment opportunities

2/20/2022 10:52 AM

10564

It has caused mental health issues in my community to skyrocket. Children in our schools are
growing up with a lack of empathy and social skills, as well as being slowly suffocated by
masks. Personally I have not been able to travel as I’m unvaccinated. Also unable to dine in at
restaurants. Then there’s the constant feeling of oppression in the spiritual atmosphere. There
are more things of course but I’ll leave it at that.

2/20/2022 10:52 AM

10565

I’ve become severely depressed Separation of family and friends

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10566

I’m no longer considered a person. I’ve been locked out of places for 6 months along with my
family. Time to become Part of Society again

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10567

It’s like being in jail.

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10568

?

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10569

I have felt coerced into a vaccine I did not want, and have not been able to gather with friends
and family and enjoy life.

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10570

Mental health, loss of friends and family due to opinions

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10571

I would love to go to dinner with my friends again instead of being segregated

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10572

It stopped me from some family things and and any kind of group gatherings. Other than that, I
haven't really been effected by it.

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10573

Income has dropped

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10574

No income for almost a year My husband was medically raped by the government My
indigenous medical practice may be taken away from me, a native woman if I do not take
white supremacy based Petro chemical products

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10575

Not able to travel, not able to spend holidays and weekends with family, not able to support
friends at funerals or visit them when they needed me

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10576

It has kept me and my family safe as I am immunocompromised. Having others wear a mask
has been a minimal ask to keep those that are vulnerable safe.

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10577

Not been able to visit my family in 2 years. My mom's important cardiology appointments been
constantly cancelled. I see the fear and mental heath problems in people and kids over this
whole fiasco. 😪

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10578

Yes. Greatly.

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10579

Miserable

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10580

It is what it is.

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10581

Has not

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10582

I no longer feel like a free citizen or Canada. I feel for my First Nation daughter and grandkids.
A slave to the system. Everything is being taken away from us. We need freedom and
democracy in Canada again.

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10583

I cannot travel. Other than that, it hasn’t affected me much as I am retired and have no need
or desire to go out to restaurants, gyms, malls, concerts, sports events, etc.

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10584

In every way possible

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10585

Shortage of work Affected kids sports Church gatherings Family holidays

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10586

Depression. Anxiety. Fear of job loss. Took child out of public school.

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10587

Minor inconvinience

2/20/2022 10:51 AM

10588

Kids loosing out in some sports because those groups chose to follow the back pass mandate

2/20/2022 10:50 AM
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10589

Life is not normal since

2/20/2022 10:50 AM

10590

Now im suffering with panic attacks

2/20/2022 10:50 AM

10591

Discrimination! Is against the law

2/20/2022 10:50 AM

10592

Teribile

2/20/2022 10:50 AM

10593

It has made it difficult to socialize and be with family. A lot of my family lives in the states, so
with the border restrictions it makes visiting so complicated.

2/20/2022 10:50 AM

10594

Loss of quality time with family and friends. Dining out

2/20/2022 10:50 AM

10595

Lost income Mental health struggles For me and my children Unable to see my mother before
she died

2/20/2022 10:50 AM

10596

Disruptive to my family, work, church, social life.

2/20/2022 10:50 AM

10597

Restricción of my liberty

2/20/2022 10:50 AM

10598

Very divisive, restrictive, created anger, frustration, loneliness, Emotional Damage!!

2/20/2022 10:50 AM

10599

Hell this mandates are against our will and God’s love I have to adjust to a life of little after 40
years of hard work 😓

2/20/2022 10:50 AM

10600

Depression, anxiety, stress, anger, frustration, lack of community,

2/20/2022 10:50 AM

10601

Isolation instills fear and anxiety. Not being able to easily assist family & neighbours is
disturbing. The ridiculous reporting of irrelevant "stats" is upsetting. 2years of inconsistent and
inexplicable mandates creates an atmosphere of distrust. The media/gov't and W.H.O. & CDC
ridiculous and inconsistent messaging created general distrust, doubt and anxiety. Who do you
trust? The world is laughing at Canada.

2/20/2022 10:50 AM

10602

My mental health is struggling and we are being divided by this crazy vaccination passport

2/20/2022 10:50 AM

10603

None

2/20/2022 10:49 AM

10604

Some Friendships have ended and it's divided our family , but they are slowly starting to wake
up. I have some loved ones already exited the country, I'm considering it too....

2/20/2022 10:49 AM

10605

Destroyed my life

2/20/2022 10:49 AM

10606

I feel like a prisoner...I should have the basic freedom to decide how to live my life....

2/20/2022 10:49 AM

10607

Its taken away my freedoms.its clearly Mr Tredou cant run a country and needs to stand in
court for his actions

2/20/2022 10:49 AM

10608

Everyone in my circle is alive. I had Covid but was doubled vacxed so it was mild

2/20/2022 10:49 AM

10609

Forced to get the vaccine that doesn’t work. Isn’t effective. So I could continue working

2/20/2022 10:49 AM

10610

Unnecessary, horrible. Almost like the plan is just to cause division, destroy mental health,
and destroy small and .edium size business. Almost seems like this was never about people's
health. And the.qr code is just sooo illegal

2/20/2022 10:49 AM

10611

Lost my job, kids have mental health issues (they are 3&7). I have mental health issues

2/20/2022 10:48 AM

10612

Caused division and segregation at our childrens public schools. Caused anxiety and fear by
those that are scared of covid.

2/20/2022 10:48 AM

10613

It has adversely affected relationships and put fear in the minds of family members. It has
recklessly restricted my movement.

2/20/2022 10:48 AM

10614

Stay home more often, less social opportunities.

2/20/2022 10:48 AM

10615

I feel locked up and pressured to do what some elected official thinks is good for me without
even asking me.

2/20/2022 10:48 AM

10616

Minimally. I care about the health and safety of others

2/20/2022 10:48 AM

10617

Isolation- not good

2/20/2022 10:48 AM

10618

I couldn’t plan a funeral for my mother who passed away in May 2021.

2/20/2022 10:48 AM
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10619

Yes my friends cannot go to restaurants with me and my children And I can barely breathe in
those masks

2/20/2022 10:48 AM

10620

I'm a farmer so not to much, just having to wear a mask while working in a hot kitchen
because I am a part time cook.

2/20/2022 10:48 AM

10621

I lost my job, have been unable to watch my kids play sports, unable to see my grandma
before she passed away. Have developed depression and anxiety like nothing before.

2/20/2022 10:48 AM

10622

I am a low income disabled senior with chronic pain and with all the lockdown i have gotten
worse which i didn’t think was possible

2/20/2022 10:48 AM

10623

Ended volunteer work Ended social meetings Ended family dinners at restaurants

2/20/2022 10:47 AM

10624

It has personally impacted me to see people loose their lively hoods and children’ mental
health and wellness be challenged.

2/20/2022 10:47 AM

10625

Lost friends and family, feel depressed and alone. Work environment is stressful

2/20/2022 10:47 AM

10626

Can’t afford to live because of Trudeau 😠

2/20/2022 10:47 AM

10627

Increased stress, mental health has deteriorated.

2/20/2022 10:47 AM

10628

Depression and constantly trying to put my family in fear

2/20/2022 10:47 AM

10629

I am no longer allowed to be in social settings and see my family in sports and school
activities due to my vaccine choice. It affects my mental health greatly. With the high vaccine
rates and current situation of vaccinated and unvaccinated people equally spreading the virus,
these mandates are no longer necessary.

2/20/2022 10:47 AM

10630

Improved my ability to live my life freely. Improved my ability to participate in driving the
economy by resuming regulate activities and fully support local businesses as I did prepandemic

2/20/2022 10:46 AM

10631

It has totally divided up our family and circle of friends

2/20/2022 10:46 AM

10632

Lost job, freedom of travel taken away, discrimination, segregation

2/20/2022 10:46 AM

10633

Taken any joy of living away. Vaccines have Injured people I know.

2/20/2022 10:46 AM

10634

Negatively I have had constant sinus infection one after the other due to the masks

2/20/2022 10:46 AM

10635

It has been the most trying time of my 47 year old life to the point of going to the doctor and
have him give me a suicide survey on account of my mental state and that is NOT me. I know
of 3 men that have committed suicide during this time. I am embarrassed that this is how our
country is acting out against the truckers and what they stand for. There should also be the
question of - do you feel legacy media should be held accountable for this shit show? Peace
and love Carolyn :)

2/20/2022 10:46 AM

10636

My children have been scared for life. Their education has been crippled by these mandates
and restrictions and it’s something they will never get back

2/20/2022 10:46 AM

10637

Much isolation

2/20/2022 10:46 AM

10638

I have lost substantial income as well as social activities

2/20/2022 10:46 AM

10639

Lost my job

2/20/2022 10:46 AM

10640

Restricting my charter rights

2/20/2022 10:46 AM

10641

I've been persecuted

2/20/2022 10:46 AM

10642

Forced to take unproven vaccines. Vacinnes that increase your chance to get covid.

2/20/2022 10:46 AM

10643

I've lost everything. My job, my house and I have to rehome my dogs. I've had to choose
between paying a bill or eating. I've considered suicide over the last two years multiple times.

2/20/2022 10:46 AM

10644

Depreciation and lost jobs

2/20/2022 10:46 AM

10645

I have received three vacines but the mandate has made government devisive but outting one
againsst the othe. People should have a choice to receive the vaccine and it should not be
mandated and people should not have lost their jobs.Famalies have become negative against

2/20/2022 10:46 AM
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each other people have lost kindness. What happened to we are in this together. I am not
convinced the vaccines are the solution but it is time for canadiands to live life again
10646

Family friends & loss of employment

2/20/2022 10:45 AM

10647

Has drastically reduced my income because I work inside people's houses.

2/20/2022 10:45 AM

10648

Ruined my business

2/20/2022 10:45 AM

10649

It has made me safer

2/20/2022 10:45 AM

10650

It has kept me safe but it has definately affected mental health and wellness. I firmly believe
that without the mandates we would have gone deeper down holes you wouldnt want to go.

2/20/2022 10:45 AM

10651

It has made myself and my loved ones safer

2/20/2022 10:45 AM

10652

I cannot travel to visit my family and its giving me a lot of anxiety

2/20/2022 10:45 AM

10653

Dépression

2/20/2022 10:45 AM

10654

Can’t go anywhere cause I’m not vaccinated cause of my heart problems I have to live with
this and want to get back to normal where I can be happy and not looked down on cause not
having the shots

2/20/2022 10:45 AM

10655

Divided family and friends.

2/20/2022 10:45 AM

10656

it divided my family, my friends, it forced me to have no choice to be vaccinated otherwise i
would be retired without pay and my surrounding, my city , my workplace is now fill with
paranoia,,, ie the non vaccinated are now bad person... it is us against them

2/20/2022 10:45 AM

10657

Job change

2/20/2022 10:45 AM

10658

No social life Bad mental health And I realized or prime Minister is trying to change the country
without our consent

2/20/2022 10:44 AM

10659

Made my heath decline and my financial well being suffer.

2/20/2022 10:44 AM

10660

Minimal hrs at work.

2/20/2022 10:44 AM

10661

Loss of job

2/20/2022 10:44 AM

10662

Made me feel safer

2/20/2022 10:44 AM

10663

Depression and anxiety .. fear

2/20/2022 10:44 AM

10664

Our family was not able to travel across the border in USA, where we have extended family.
Our children haven't seen thei grandma, aunt and cousins for 2 years. Our teenage son who
fearfull to be vaccinated had to stop going to Gym and other sports activities. Our children
have to wear masks in school, including at the P E. class or when they're outside. We would
like our freedom back. We got Covid in January 2022 and it was very mild. If sone people still
want to keep their masks on, they could, but the rest of the people shouldn't have to be forced
to still wear them.

2/20/2022 10:44 AM

10665

Loss of friends and family. Loss of social contacts,loss of quality of life. Loss of health. Loss
of time. Years wasted.

2/20/2022 10:44 AM

10666

Passports can’t travel don’t want shots

2/20/2022 10:44 AM

10667

Loss of income

2/20/2022 10:43 AM

10668

No international travel for 2 years. (No vacation)

2/20/2022 10:43 AM

10669

Being unable to visit family was the worst!

2/20/2022 10:43 AM

10670

It has cost friends of mine lots of business

2/20/2022 10:43 AM

10671

It has had an immeasurable effect on my life.

2/20/2022 10:43 AM

10672

Let the government gain to much control over the taxpayer

2/20/2022 10:43 AM

10673

Destroy liberty and freedom of Canadians

2/20/2022 10:43 AM

10674

Financially restricted our movement To travel to live freely

2/20/2022 10:43 AM
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10675

Affected our business, our family, my child’s desire to go to school, our marriage and mental
health

2/20/2022 10:43 AM

10676

Inconvenience, yes. But I support anything that saves our citizens and healthcare system.

2/20/2022 10:43 AM

10677

Ripped our family in half

2/20/2022 10:43 AM

10678

My 8yr old has fallen so far behind schooling. I’ve lost my federal government job and my
mental health has suffered greatly.

2/20/2022 10:43 AM

10679

Negatively

2/20/2022 10:43 AM

10680

Not able to social

2/20/2022 10:43 AM

10681

Almost lost my job for signing up to test a new covid vaccine which disabled me from being
able to get the approved one. Anxiety, fear, had death threats, treated like second class
citizen..

2/20/2022 10:43 AM

10682

Horribly.

2/20/2022 10:43 AM

10683

Without going into all the details, very negatively

2/20/2022 10:42 AM

10684

What life? Due to mandates i dont have a life!

2/20/2022 10:42 AM

10685

It is a total infringement on my rights and freedoms. There is no science to justify it and no
proof yet the jabs are safe. We know they don’t work as more than half of the people I know
that are jabbed have gotten covid anyways. I’m sick of the overreach of power and careless
spending of taxpayers money. I do not support any of it!!!

2/20/2022 10:42 AM

10686

Too mAny negative impacts to mention. I want justice

2/20/2022 10:42 AM

10687

It has made me very sad. We will never get back the lost times with our families and friend.
My grandchildren's education has suffered as well as their childhood. It is time to put an end to
all of this.

2/20/2022 10:42 AM

10688

Isolation

2/20/2022 10:42 AM

10689

Personally quite little aside from the horrible distrust/fear/antagonism they spur between people
I know. I do know people highly adversely affected due to the vaccine passport/health care
worker mandates though.

2/20/2022 10:42 AM

10690

Loss of work income And family issues have arised

2/20/2022 10:42 AM

10691

Really no affect basically a home person

2/20/2022 10:42 AM

10692

My husband is American and it makes it difficult to keep up with the changing restrictions for
me to go and be with my husband

2/20/2022 10:42 AM

10693

Doesn’t matter now. To late.

2/20/2022 10:42 AM

10694

Mentally, Socially, Physically and financially.

2/20/2022 10:42 AM

10695

It has caused depression, division, lack of exercise, lack of income, my son dropped out of
school because of it, my 82 yr old, triple vaxed mom is afraid to come watch her grandkids
play sports, I have been unfriended because of my views, triple vaxed friend's won't associate
with us.

2/20/2022 10:42 AM

10696

In every way. Depression, financial insecurity, social hostility...etc.

2/20/2022 10:42 AM

10697

Lost my Freedom and family and income and mental health

2/20/2022 10:41 AM

10698

Kids and mine mental health

2/20/2022 10:41 AM

10699

I've lost my business, and I've lost 3 friends to suicide, due to losing thier lively hood and not
being able to support thier families.

2/20/2022 10:41 AM

10700

What life

2/20/2022 10:41 AM

10701

Mental health, livelihood, Time with family and friends, forced me to do things I wasn't
comfortable with

2/20/2022 10:41 AM

10702

Mental stress, economic hardship, tension between family and friends

2/20/2022 10:41 AM
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10703

afraid to leave my house

2/20/2022 10:41 AM

10704

I will lose my job (Military so it didn’t happen immediately), for the first time ever I couldn’t go
home to see family at Christmas, it’s put a huge strain on my marriage, I’ve been isolated and
more depressed than usual.

2/20/2022 10:41 AM

10705

It has driven a wedge between me and my friends/family. It has made the cost of living m9re
expensive and commodities harder to access. It's affected supply chains and just brought
unnecessary stress and anxiety to everyday life. All of this is the result of very poor
government policies that are not necessary.

2/20/2022 10:41 AM

10706

I have no life. Can’t shop. Can’t visit. No hair care. No mani/ pedi. No dinner parties. No time
spent with elderly friends as they pass. Lost friends and family members with different
opinions. At 75, I’ve lost two important years of my life. No family Christmas. !!!Rarely see my
2 year old granddaughter and daughter and son!!! No church. No cross border visits!!!

2/20/2022 10:41 AM

10707

My kids school just being off and on there life doing online school

2/20/2022 10:41 AM

10708

I have trouble with a mask and never trusted the government and their `quick to
develop`vaccine. I have turned into a recluse and don`t go anywhere. I quit my very good
paying job in September 2021 because of the masking policy they had. As a rape survivor,
covering my face puts me into panic mode. I never thought this is how I would spend the last
years of my life. JT created panic first and then division second and it makes me sick to my
stomach. I am not sure how Canadians will ever recover from this. Mentally or financially.

2/20/2022 10:41 AM

10709

Lost job at end if October 2021

2/20/2022 10:40 AM

10710

Not at all

2/20/2022 10:40 AM

10711

Employment, children, mental health

2/20/2022 10:40 AM

10712

Husband has lost his job over vaccine mandate

2/20/2022 10:40 AM

10713

Anxiety

2/20/2022 10:40 AM

10714

A total disgrace to all of humanity

2/20/2022 10:40 AM

10715

The mandates have made me so depressed. I am a single female, I couldn’t tell you how
many weeks I spent alone in my house. It’s ruined my mental health, my social battery, my
anxiety is through the roof. And I even had COVID, it’s nothing more than a flu

2/20/2022 10:40 AM

10716

Very negative impact on my mental health and social life

2/20/2022 10:40 AM

10717

Depression

2/20/2022 10:40 AM

10718

Sadness because of so much division. It is not worth it.

2/20/2022 10:40 AM

10719

Everything from my mental health, not being able to see my family, feeling segregated,
targeted, and watching Canada get more and more divided breaks my heart.

2/20/2022 10:40 AM

10720

Can't go to church and worship freely. Could not find employment because of discriminatory
mandates.

2/20/2022 10:39 AM

10721

Lost my job

2/20/2022 10:39 AM

10722

Division in family. Separation from friends. I now have stress anxiety and a heart condition
directed related to the Vaccine.

2/20/2022 10:39 AM

10723

Heart broken over how much damage ALL these mandates and restrictions over the past
2years have hurt my child mentally and physically in school, extra curricular and socially. I find
it very difficult breath while wearing a mask.

2/20/2022 10:39 AM

10724

I can’t bring my children in our local arena for skating lessons or swimming lessons. My
children and husband can’t play baseball in the summer. We aren’t allowed to go bowling with
family and friends. I’m not allowed in my Children’s school (it’s my sons first year).

2/20/2022 10:39 AM

10725

Made it very stressful

2/20/2022 10:39 AM

10726

Trouble finding work

2/20/2022 10:39 AM

10727

Felt more comfortable with mandates in place

2/20/2022 10:39 AM
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10728

Stressfully, mentally, discriminated against, emotionally, socially, restricted. Feeling hurt for
myself, for my family the children,and how this is effecting their lives and future, and people,
as well.

2/20/2022 10:39 AM

10729

It’s taken freedom aways and divided my family

2/20/2022 10:39 AM

10730

Sever depression and anxiety

2/20/2022 10:39 AM

10731

Huge depression and furthering my PTSD and opportunity to heal, as covid affects every level
of services and human interaction and the polarization stemmed from the mandates has
caused tremendous turmoil

2/20/2022 10:39 AM

10732

3 children with mental health issues, 2 others unable to work due to mandates plus the loss of
my own job and benefits due to mandates.

2/20/2022 10:39 AM

10733

My freedom has been taken away

2/20/2022 10:39 AM

10734

I lost my job

2/20/2022 10:39 AM

10735

Societal breakdown. Respect and decency are no longer

2/20/2022 10:39 AM

10736

has given a sense of protection for my elderly relatives

2/20/2022 10:39 AM

10737

Freedom,,fear,family and friends,divisions .health, financial the whole world deficit. Fredom to
worship in our churches. Deception at all levels. Freedom,at all levels. Do not trust people in
power.. at any level.

2/20/2022 10:38 AM

10738

Loss of income loss of freedom division in friends. Loss of Freedom of speech freedom and
travel

2/20/2022 10:38 AM

10739

Have gone out way less, shopped local less, supported way less businesses and travel

2/20/2022 10:38 AM

10740

My daughter has missed out on crucial social developmental milestones. I was pregnant and
healthy, but still restricted from participating in certain activities of daily living… due to my
personal medical decision to not become vaccinated until after the birth of my child. I was
judged by many due to the strong division and harsh restrictions the government has
implemented. I have lost loved ones to suicide. I have had to console elderly residents living in
personal care homes… I have had many cry on my shoulder saying they would rather risk
dying than to never see or feel their family again. These residents being well into their 90’s,
knowing their time on this earth is nearing the end.

2/20/2022 10:38 AM

10741

Made traveling to see family harder and more complicated

2/20/2022 10:38 AM

10742

What part of my life hasn’t it affected. I am a prisoner in my country, not allowed to move
about freely. Anxiety’s and stress on all my children. Canceled plans. It has taken away so
much over the last two years. It needs to end

2/20/2022 10:38 AM

10743

Loneliness and separation anxiety

2/20/2022 10:38 AM

10744

It has alienated people from each other thereby creating a fearful and govt controlled society.

2/20/2022 10:38 AM

10745

Travel family friends

2/20/2022 10:38 AM

10746

I ended my dream career and couldn't work and had to find a job just to pay the bills

2/20/2022 10:38 AM

10747

I am able to work safely and continue to do what I do in my daily life in a r sponsoble way
while protecting people with health issues

2/20/2022 10:38 AM

10748

It has created segregation in families and friends . This is just what they did to the Jews. And
what they did to my first peoples . We need to make better choices when voting for politician
.The devil will not win God will reveal the TRUTH.

2/20/2022 10:38 AM

10749

Financially & emotionally

2/20/2022 10:37 AM

10750

Badly

2/20/2022 10:37 AM

10751

Yes

2/20/2022 10:37 AM

10752

My job was shut down , no income for 6 months and even upon return I was less than half of
my regular earnings , missed out on many family time moments and since then my husband
was killed in a trajic accident so no more to even be made with him , my father in law was very
ill but because of restricted numbers we could not visit him in hospital and He also passed just

2/20/2022 10:37 AM
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3 weeks after his son ... now some family loves in fear and we don’t get to see them either ...
it’s destroyed Connections between human kind And caused so much fear , anxiety and anger
... division everywhere
10753

Divided my family. Prevented access to travel around my own country and to other countries.
Movement to all kinds of services accessible to other citizens. A deep feeling of being
discriminated against. Fear in my heart as my family escaped a totalitarian system and I see it
spreading in this country

2/20/2022 10:37 AM

10754

Unnecessary mandates that didn’t make sense. Ex: QR code to enter restaurant sit at table
have dinner w/o mask. Leave table immediately have to put mask on to use bathroom there
and back …? Makes no sense

2/20/2022 10:37 AM

10755

Divided family and friends and affected my business

2/20/2022 10:37 AM

10756

School, Depression, loss of job,

2/20/2022 10:37 AM

10757

Lost friends and family with trudeaus divisive rhetoric over the course of 2 years

2/20/2022 10:37 AM

10758

Seeing people wearing surgical or cloth masks alone outdoors, driving alone, etc is disturbing
because they are purely using these for a placebo effect. They filter nothing and are effectively
the same as coughing into your sleeve or a handkerchief. The SARS COVID 19 virus is not
deadly enough to warrant any of the measures taken this is not much worse than influenza
having had it myself with only one compliance injection at the time. This is not the Spanish Flu
or even remotely close. World governments and especially the Canadian government have
seized this opportunity to control people while they implement all kinds of shady legislation for
the purpose of globalization and control of the population. Legislation such as the Order in
Council to ban a large number of firearms as opposed to fighting actual firearms crime, Bill C10 to censor the internet, Universal Basic Income, and far more than I have time to write here.
There is so much government spending waste going on, especially with funding programs that
only benefit the lowest common denominator in society aka the ones who take free rides on
the backs of my tax dollars. These mandates have affected me in that I have worked very
hard in my life to have the things I have, and the current government and Mr. Trudeau would
see to it that I have those taken from me. If that's not disturbing I don't know what it. I also
have a government job and feel I cannot have my own opinion on any of this other than that
which I'm forced to keep to myself for fear of repercussions. All of these things are also
seeming being manipulated o create rifts among the population in order to warrant further
government intervention and control All this has shown me that even the original definition of a
liberal no longer applies. The left does not take any other options into any consideration, it's
their way or its the wrong way now. Even as a conservative myself I can still accept a
opposing perspectives if the other party will objectively listen to mine. The whole point of a
democracy is to find common ground to work from and that is not happening.

2/20/2022 10:37 AM

10759

It affected my business, the mental health of my wife, my kids aren't getting the childhood
thay deserve like I did, and so much more

2/20/2022 10:37 AM

10760

It has affected my family life

2/20/2022 10:37 AM

10761

We have not been able to enjoy the freedoms we would like too. It has been very divisive
among family and friends. We have a place in Arizona too and we are left to make some of
those decisions for ourselves!!

2/20/2022 10:37 AM

10762

I stopped watching them years ago. Nothing but lies from them.

2/20/2022 10:37 AM

10763

A shorter question would be, “how hasn’t it affected my life?” Mental and physical health
decline after learning about the WEF plan and who is connected. Relationships are strained.
Tearing families apart. Friendships ended over their divisive and hateful remarks. A severe
case of CPTSD has been triggered by the hateful rhetoric spewed by our PM, and by the
violent use of authority on our own Canadian citizens. Trust of our government has went out
the window. My life will never be the same. The mandates did bring together the most loving
and kind Canadians though... so maybe, just maybe there is a glimmer of hope for our future.

2/20/2022 10:37 AM

10764

Social life for myself, my daughter who is 3 and has spent most of her life with this. I'm an
excellent parent though it will, I am certain, has caused trauma.

2/20/2022 10:37 AM

10765

I am caregiver for my disabled husband. He has zero immune system and has never gotten
Covid even being around 2 positive cases. I am refusing the vaccination and am now not able
to attend his hospital visits with him. He does not understand all the medical terms and is

2/20/2022 10:36 AM
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confused about his treatments now. The gyms were shut down and he needed them for his
essential daily exercise to keep his lungs functioning! He did great after double lung transplant
up until masks became mandatory. Since then constantly battling bacterial infections in his
lungs!
10766

extremely negative, my family is broken

2/20/2022 10:36 AM

10767

It has turned me into a second class citizen because I do no want to take an experimental
medical treatment while there are known effective therepeutic treatments, and I am not in an at
risk group for covid anyway. It has divided my family and destroyed the society that I grew up
in.

2/20/2022 10:36 AM

10768

I can not do half the things that I would like to do and I can not see half of the people that I
would like to see

2/20/2022 10:36 AM

10769

It all has ruined my life for the past 2 years

2/20/2022 10:36 AM

10770

It never

2/20/2022 10:36 AM

10771

Devastated, don't want to live in a world without freedom would DIE fighting for freedom !!!!!

2/20/2022 10:36 AM

10772

Adversely

2/20/2022 10:36 AM

10773

Now I have to work away from home for an good income.

2/20/2022 10:36 AM

10774

Depression, anxiety, anger, physical decline.

2/20/2022 10:36 AM

10775

Made it safer

2/20/2022 10:36 AM

10776

Feeling more and more isolated

2/20/2022 10:36 AM

10777

Poorly in every possible way.

2/20/2022 10:36 AM

10778

They have taken our freedom away

2/20/2022 10:36 AM

10779

Stress, disgusting behavior of unelected officials, disgusting behavior of mainstream media not
questioning the government on the validity of restrictions and mandates, quashing any
dissenting opinions or facts that go against the official narrative.

2/20/2022 10:36 AM

10780

Mentally and financially

2/20/2022 10:35 AM

10781

It has made me feel isolated and lonely.

2/20/2022 10:35 AM

10782

Yes

2/20/2022 10:35 AM

10783

Severe depression and lack of social interaction

2/20/2022 10:35 AM

10784

Financially and emotionally!

2/20/2022 10:35 AM

10785

Created division and hate amongst friends and family, anxious kids

2/20/2022 10:35 AM

10786

Too much. I could not visit my dying father or go ti His funeral due to travel COVID
restrictions. Went through depression, etc.

2/20/2022 10:35 AM

10787

Lost some employees - tougher to get and do work - way too much division

2/20/2022 10:35 AM

10788

I lost my job if 15 yrs 🤬

2/20/2022 10:35 AM

10789

Travel restrictions. I have a disabled adult and going away for one week to carribean is my
only break… this was taken away from me for 2 years. Mental health affected. I agree with all
other restrictions, masks vaccination passport social distance etc

2/20/2022 10:35 AM

10790

Made it very hard to pay my bills. Now because of inflation even worse

2/20/2022 10:35 AM

10791

Restricted my access to loved ones and friends, worsened my depression

2/20/2022 10:35 AM

10792

Traumatic, has taken away my freedom to travel and seeing my family in another province &
abroad.

2/20/2022 10:34 AM

10793

It has made me feel safer when I have to go out in public. It has also allowed me to do some
of the normal things that I had missed, such as going to movies, restaurants and the few
events that happened since I was vaccinated. It has been a very positive experience during
such a trialing time.

2/20/2022 10:34 AM
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10794

It has kept me safe

2/20/2022 10:34 AM

10795

Loss of friendship, loss of employment, loss of trust in the government, all of which is very
isolating and anxiety inducing!!

2/20/2022 10:34 AM

10796

Loss of income.

2/20/2022 10:34 AM

10797

Closed my business a few times, suffocating me wearing a face diaper everywhere, can’t see
family on a regular basis.

2/20/2022 10:34 AM

10798

Depression, loneliness, isolation of my children.

2/20/2022 10:34 AM

10799

Anxiety is through the roof.

2/20/2022 10:34 AM

10800

It’s destroying our life. We’ve had more serious virus before with no mandates.

2/20/2022 10:33 AM

10801

Created division and alienation in my family and my community

2/20/2022 10:33 AM

10802

Negatively

2/20/2022 10:33 AM

10803

Getting a job because of the mandatory vaccine policy to be hired

2/20/2022 10:33 AM

10804

Not travelling out of Canada

2/20/2022 10:33 AM

10805

grrrrr where do I begin!!

2/20/2022 10:33 AM

10806

Due to medical reasons, I did not take the Covid vaccine. My medical exemption was rejected
by my employers and i therefore lost my job. I lost my right to go out. I lost my coping outlets
(e.g., volleyball), which led to depression and anxiety, I’m experiencing hate speech and
segregation and I’m unable to travel or visit my family.

2/20/2022 10:33 AM

10807

Waited a long time to travel to see daughter and grand daughter. And now I have 3 visas, got
to get an expensive PCR test and wear a mask for over 40hours (that is how long it will take
me to travel)

2/20/2022 10:33 AM

10808

Restricted from going to events and unable to support local businesses

2/20/2022 10:33 AM

10809

Can’t leave the country, until last week, couldn’t go anywhere but a grocery store. Lost a loved
one to the shot, many others hospitalized in my family.

2/20/2022 10:33 AM

10810

There fear of germs for kids has cause such mental state for them. Also no work, delay of
health appointments

2/20/2022 10:33 AM

10811

It has created extreme segregation in our society and seriously impacted the physical, mental,
and psychological development of our children

2/20/2022 10:33 AM

10812

I am a mom who’s children have suffered so much that one is extremely depressed and sees
no point in living, my middle son hates masks to the point he’s starting to get angry wearing
them all the time and my youngest is so sad with the world. She sees in our world so much
hate in fact one day when we were driving we have a flag on our window and two older people
stuck their middle finger up at her (she’s 7). I heard a young girl walking down the street in her
mask telling everyone to F themselves in a very femonic voice. I stopped to ask her what’s
wrong and she said get a clue wear a mask - I was outside on the street but she was so
programmed that anyone not wearing one she was screaming at them. The world is falling
apart it’s time to stop at this rate the virus is so less impactful than the mental state of our
people. Now I witness truckers peacefully protesting and our PM invokes the emergency act?
🤷♀️

2/20/2022 10:33 AM

10813

Completely destroyed my life

2/20/2022 10:33 AM

10814

I can't go out for dinner and support my local restuarant owners, I can't go to the pool, I can't
go to the gym, I can't go to the movies or to a concert, I don't go anywhere or do anything fun
anymore. I just work from home and stay home all the time.

2/20/2022 10:33 AM

10815

Mostly for our Vaccine free autistic son who had a successful small business that had to
close..he also is being affected by not being able to do the 2 things he loves most..watching a
movie at the theatre and watching live NHL/OHL Hockey games .and then some

2/20/2022 10:33 AM

10816

My kids don't know what its like to have a normal life. My health and my care during the birth
of my daughters was greatly harmed and I suffered a mental break down due to mandates and
such.

2/20/2022 10:32 AM
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10817

Family members were coerced into getting the jab to keep their jobs. Family divided by
"mandates" It is a virus ie. flu lying about numbers etc all a money grab by corruption.

2/20/2022 10:32 AM

10818

Divided the people!

2/20/2022 10:32 AM

10819

I am treated like a second class citizen in my own country. I have lost personal and family
relationships, and was forced to take a vaccine that I still had questions about to continue
working and providing for my family

2/20/2022 10:32 AM

10820

I feel controlled.

2/20/2022 10:32 AM

10821

Isolation as a Senior Citizen is detrimental to my mental health...i need close in person contact
with my family and Church Fsmily... God ordained FAMILY

2/20/2022 10:32 AM

10822

It has been very difficult for me as a mother especially as I did not feel comfortable getting the
vax for my kids...they have felt the pressure and isolation of this as gave I....our mental health
has suffered

2/20/2022 10:32 AM

10823

“How has it not affected my life?” would be a better question, and much less typing.

2/20/2022 10:32 AM

10824

Lonely sad

2/20/2022 10:32 AM

10825

It’s been inconvenient at times

2/20/2022 10:32 AM

10826

The division of family and friends. The erosion of my rights under the Constitution. The Federal
lies stating, "This is a health crisis"

2/20/2022 10:32 AM

10827

Lost my business, Lost contact with my friends & family. Brainwashes by fake liberal media.

2/20/2022 10:32 AM

10828

Negativity

2/20/2022 10:32 AM

10829

No longer feel free. Mask is exhausting to wear...can't go anywhere when not vaccinated and
threats of losing job if vaccine is mandated

2/20/2022 10:32 AM

10830

Destroyed family and friends and business. My life as a free and feel good Canadian is gone.
And going to hurt my kids and grandkids lives forever.

2/20/2022 10:32 AM

10831

So much restrictions

2/20/2022 10:31 AM

10832

Separated from family and friends. So much depression and anxiety.

2/20/2022 10:31 AM

10833

In every way possible from discrimination, verbal abuse, job security, mentally, physically and
many more.

2/20/2022 10:31 AM

10834

My job and my life socially are effected terribly I now suffer from emense depression

2/20/2022 10:31 AM

10835

Job loss. Charter of rights and freedom trampled.

2/20/2022 10:31 AM

10836

I can't go out for dinner with my boyfriend, we can't go anywhere for a date night which we did
once a week. I can't watch my kids play hockey and it's hurting them. These mandates have
made me feel like a second class citizen.

2/20/2022 10:31 AM

10837

Work, childrens mental health

2/20/2022 10:31 AM

10838

It's left me not being able to access my rights and freedoms layed out in the charter.its left us
unable to be with the community in a healthy meaningful way

2/20/2022 10:31 AM

10839

I have been unable to participate in sports and social gatherings because of my vaccination
status. I also can’t take my young kids to try important new life experiences or learn skills
through things like swimming lessons.

2/20/2022 10:31 AM

10840

My 4 year old child is forced to wear a mask and not breathe. He is not allowed to attend kid
activities which every kid should be allowed to!!!!!!!

2/20/2022 10:31 AM

10841

I’ve lost everything. This needs to stop. They are now beating up old ladies to try and keep
their power. This is crazy.

2/20/2022 10:31 AM

10842

Lots of stress

2/20/2022 10:31 AM

10843

Business closed, financial, cannot see family or travel. Trudeau acts like tyrant and
embarrassing to be Canadian with his separation tacktics

2/20/2022 10:31 AM

10844

Crippled my life and those around me Sent me into a severe depression

2/20/2022 10:30 AM
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10845

Yes.

2/20/2022 10:30 AM

10846

My God given right..

2/20/2022 10:30 AM

10847

My children have missed out on so much school, anxiety has come on them bc of this

2/20/2022 10:30 AM

10848

Caused unnecessary separation of friends and family. Affected travel plans with family
overseas which we have not seen in 3 years. Affected our childrens learning and grades.

2/20/2022 10:30 AM

10849

Significantly

2/20/2022 10:30 AM

10850

It affected every aspect of my life, my family life, my grandchildren's life, my neighbours life,
my community's life, my province's life, my country's life.

2/20/2022 10:30 AM

10851

Divided family friends etc.

2/20/2022 10:30 AM

10852

all in a negative way!

2/20/2022 10:30 AM

10853

Made our families miss out in so much

2/20/2022 10:30 AM

10854

My family life has been destroyed

2/20/2022 10:30 AM

10855

Makes me worry about my kids grandkids and all future generations. Added alot of fear (which
was intended) depression and segregation from family/friends. Confusion as seemed everyday
things changed or ppl interrupted the rules differently. The list could go on but I guess one of
the best words to use would be utter confusion and hopelessness

2/20/2022 10:30 AM

10856

Pain in the ass

2/20/2022 10:30 AM

10857

Missed seeing my grandchildren

2/20/2022 10:30 AM

10858

Destroyed friendships, destroyed a church, Illness and deaths of people we know by vaccine

2/20/2022 10:30 AM

10859

Immensely

2/20/2022 10:30 AM

10860

from being with my family

2/20/2022 10:30 AM

10861

I can no longer go into restaurants or fly in or out of my country. Attend concerts or plays. I
was not able to be in the hospital with my dying father. I have lost 90% of my clients for my
medical choices

2/20/2022 10:30 AM

10862

High stress, job loss and more

2/20/2022 10:30 AM

10863

Mental Health

2/20/2022 10:29 AM

10864

I have been off on sick leave. Ready to return to work but don’t think they will allow me without
vaccination. My 15 year old son is struggling and had to leave a sport that he loves and can’t
go places with his friends.

2/20/2022 10:29 AM

10865

Very negative

2/20/2022 10:29 AM

10866

Mental illness, health issues, unable to go shopping due to not being able to wear a mask
without hyperventilating due to asthma and anxiety.

2/20/2022 10:29 AM

10867

My mental health has significantly been affected Fear of loosing my job, and of others with
differing opinions based on the hate rhetoric from our Prime Minister.

2/20/2022 10:29 AM

10868

The fact that I can't see my grandma on my dad side and she only has 6 months to live or
sooner and I can see her became of this covid it hurts me every day that I can't see my loved
ones

2/20/2022 10:29 AM

10869

I can not fly or move freely

2/20/2022 10:29 AM

10870

Of course it’s affected everyone’s life. But the mandates have kept my family safe

2/20/2022 10:29 AM

10871

Mental health, loss of relationships, being cut out of society essentially not able to go
anywhere or take my family to fun places including outdoors, forced to make decisions we
wouldn’t have made otherwise, It’s been mentally damaging.

2/20/2022 10:29 AM

10872

I lost my job.

2/20/2022 10:29 AM

10873

I'm alive

2/20/2022 10:29 AM
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10874

Destroyed small business and divided my customer base.

2/20/2022 10:28 AM

10875

I am isolated and have delayed my lifestyle changes to travel Via motorcoach across North
America

2/20/2022 10:28 AM

10876

I am a prisoner, have lost my job and have no way to support myself. I’m going to be
homeless soon

2/20/2022 10:28 AM

10877

It has just made it difficult, divinding friends and families because the media and conspiracy
theorists have created a lie of panic. It’s a cold- we must deal with it now that we know more
about it and move on with life. Feels like we’ve lost 3 years.

2/20/2022 10:28 AM

10878

Created a divide

2/20/2022 10:28 AM

10879

Severely

2/20/2022 10:28 AM

10880

It has kept me safe from getting covid.

2/20/2022 10:28 AM

10881

destroyed relationships because of fear and unsupportable measures reduced my opportunity
for employment

2/20/2022 10:28 AM

10882

Very little

2/20/2022 10:28 AM

10883

Has ruined me financially, stressed my marriage to near destruction, caused myself, wife and
kids to seek counseling.

2/20/2022 10:28 AM

10884

Stress , lack of ability to travel , conflict with some family members

2/20/2022 10:28 AM

10885

No more freedom for Canada

2/20/2022 10:28 AM

10886

My husband lost his construction job because he waited for the Johnson and Johnson option.
Now we’re thousands of dollars in debt, about to lose his car, household appliances we’ve been
renting to own and our landlord is threatening eviction. Additionally, I have a special needs
daughter who hasn’t been able to access community and health supports which has impacted
her development. I have a health issue which makes wearing masks very uncomfortable and a
challenge to breath and I’m tired of it.

2/20/2022 10:28 AM

10887

How hasn’t it?

2/20/2022 10:28 AM

10888

Horribly

2/20/2022 10:27 AM

10889

Can’t visit my dad in ltc. My kids had to drop extra curricular cause of vaccinate mandates.
Limit friend contact

2/20/2022 10:27 AM

10890

Limited freedom to socialize and travel.

2/20/2022 10:27 AM

10891

My family’s mental health and my lively hood

2/20/2022 10:27 AM

10892

Restrictions are now not needed

2/20/2022 10:27 AM

10893

Deterioration of social circles. Depression. Fear/stress that freedom is not real in canada.
Tyranny is methodically being imposed.

2/20/2022 10:27 AM

10894

Immensely

2/20/2022 10:27 AM

10895

It hasn't.

2/20/2022 10:27 AM

10896

My family are all still alive

2/20/2022 10:27 AM

10897

Mental health and work

2/20/2022 10:27 AM

10898

Lonely, kids are having mental health issues/learning issues

2/20/2022 10:27 AM

10899

Mental health in family members. Children missed out on activities

2/20/2022 10:27 AM

10900

Terribly. Lost jobs. Couldn’t be with loved ones at hospital. Severe mental and physical health
impacts. Divide between family and friends. Financial stress.

2/20/2022 10:27 AM

10901

It really hasnt

2/20/2022 10:27 AM

10902

I feel safer

2/20/2022 10:27 AM

10903

I feel like I've been held hostage.

2/20/2022 10:27 AM
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10904

It has affected my employment, my personal life and mental health in so many negative ways.
The unlawful handling of the entire situation was unbearable and has dragged on far too long.

2/20/2022 10:27 AM

10905

Freedom has been takin away and it's BS

2/20/2022 10:26 AM

10906

I have felt like I am living in country that is moving toward a society where people have no
choices, but are simply told what to do and not to do.

2/20/2022 10:26 AM

10907

Kids out of school. Business

2/20/2022 10:26 AM

10908

Was hesitant to get vaccine, but felt pressured into doing so… I’m not anti-vax!

2/20/2022 10:26 AM

10909

A lot!!!

2/20/2022 10:26 AM

10910

Too many ways to list here!

2/20/2022 10:26 AM

10911

Devastatingly. Has hurt my marriage, has hurt my kids development, has hurt my mental
health. Was not able to see my Grandpa before he passed away. Has hurt churches and
freedom of worship. People have not had proper funerals or weddings, graduations, etc. It
needs to end.

2/20/2022 10:26 AM

10912

Lessening covid spread

2/20/2022 10:26 AM

10913

Work Social Happiness Pretty much every aspect of my life has been disrupted by these
absurd mandates.

2/20/2022 10:26 AM

10914

It has impacted my schooling and I was forced to take a medical treatment I did not want or
need due to the mandates imposed by my post secondary institution and AHS, at significant
personal risk to myself due o my past medical history, and was denied multiple times a
medical exemption because the College of Phsicians and Surgeons of Alberta explicitly told
their members (doctors) they were not allowed to give medical exemptions or they would loose
their license. You tell me how that supports the medical community oath to do no harm and
support bodily autonomy and informed choice. The management of this pandemic and the
associated mandates are a gross overreach of the political and health care system and all
involved should be held accountable and jailed for the disgusting disregard for personal
informed choice and ones own autonomy over their health. Choosing to get the jabs to not be
kicked out of school 6 months before graduating with I will never be able to pay back my
student debt is not a choice. It is coercion and I was under duress. I am ashamed to be a
Canadian, and since we have NO information on long term effects of this experimental
procedure, I will spend the rest of my life wondering what I'll effects will befall on me because I
was forced to take something I never wanted or needed. I will never trust my government,
public health, or main stream media again.

2/20/2022 10:26 AM

10915

They have depressed and disheartened me.

2/20/2022 10:26 AM

10916

First of all i can't go see my parents in Europe , i can't go and watch how my son play's
hockey and i feel like all of theses mandates are for the government and not for the peoples
who wants freedom.

2/20/2022 10:26 AM

10917

Locked up and treated like a Leper. Only time in history that the well were segregated and
quarantined rather than the sick. Totally stupid.

2/20/2022 10:26 AM

10918

I’m not vaccinated so I can’t do most normal activities, the most important one is I don’t have
access to any hardware store that I can go within 1 hour of driving from home.

2/20/2022 10:26 AM

10919

These mandates have put me in a continuous state of fear and frustration.

2/20/2022 10:26 AM

10920

Financial loss, employment, chronic depression for my kids and I and separation of our friends
and family.

2/20/2022 10:25 AM

10921

Depression, seclusion, disgusted with the corruption in all levels of government, overall
changed for the worse

2/20/2022 10:25 AM

10922

It has affected my ability to be there for others who need me when they need me

2/20/2022 10:25 AM

10923

Memtally Unable to socialize with family and friends Unable to participate by going to movie,
gym etc

2/20/2022 10:25 AM

10924

Loss of freedom

2/20/2022 10:25 AM

10925

Depression, anxiety in both the adults and children of my home. Severely damaged family

2/20/2022 10:25 AM
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relationships due to the division and misinformation regarding vaccines.
10926

Freedom loss

2/20/2022 10:25 AM

10927

I don’t attend public events or public venues. Had to find a new job due to employer mandates.

2/20/2022 10:25 AM

10928

Unnecessary mental and emotional stress. Restricted access to quality meals and comfort

2/20/2022 10:25 AM

10929

Friends,family,& business is impacted

2/20/2022 10:25 AM

10930

I cannot take my kids to their sports, watch them play, to the movies, swimming, nothing. My
oldest daughter is over 12 so she also can’t do anything because of these mandates, she had
to quit her basketball team. She says she’s having the worst teen years because of the
mandates. My kids school is so militant and cares more about their covid measures than my
children’s educations. My youngest has always been so excited to start school, but hates it
now that he started this year of kindergarten with all of these measures. I’ve gained weight
have become less healthy due to not being able to go to the gym. My husband had a mental
breakdown, we almost divorced last year. My family wants to leave Canada and move to
another country at this point but we are not allowed to leave. After reading into asylum seekers
we honestly sound like we’d qualify. Pretty sad.

2/20/2022 10:25 AM

10931

Very stressful, like second class

2/20/2022 10:25 AM

10932

Taken the joy of of life. Restriction to travel freely whenever I choose. Healthwise masks have
affected my ability to breathe, especially during pregnancy. Affects vision while walking. Our
kids have suffered as a result of the mandates

2/20/2022 10:25 AM

10933

Got segregated from society, tore apart friendships and family

2/20/2022 10:25 AM

10934

Cant do anything we usually would

2/20/2022 10:25 AM

10935

Terrible

2/20/2022 10:25 AM

10936

loss of work + not able to see family and friends + not able to travel

2/20/2022 10:25 AM

10937

Vaccines and passports

2/20/2022 10:25 AM

10938

Not dieing.

2/20/2022 10:25 AM

10939

Restricted my freedom to go places I sometimes go to.

2/20/2022 10:25 AM

10940

Not much, less options for privileges but it’s an acceptable sacrifice for community safety

2/20/2022 10:24 AM

10941

It has affected my mental health by being stuck in my house, not being able to see family and
friends. Having to constantly worry.

2/20/2022 10:24 AM

10942

It allowed me time to pursue ongoing education

2/20/2022 10:24 AM

10943

Negatively

2/20/2022 10:24 AM

10944

Caused division in families,friends and work place. Masking kids is child abuse. Teaching kids
to be afraid of there own breath is NOT OK!!! free our children!!!!!

2/20/2022 10:24 AM

10945

Freedom

2/20/2022 10:24 AM

10946

It totally destroid my family and friends . I been very depressed my family is suffering because
of it . It has to STOP.

2/20/2022 10:24 AM

10947

Financial emotional physical spiritual ruin

2/20/2022 10:23 AM

10948

Not being served in a fast food restaurant even tho I have had the vaccine but no passport

2/20/2022 10:23 AM

10949

Can't do anything because of my medical choice

2/20/2022 10:23 AM

10950

Not much change for myself

2/20/2022 10:23 AM

10951

Lost my job Lost income Cannot see family Cannot support sick mother in care home

2/20/2022 10:23 AM

10952

lost my job, lost friends, cannot travel to see my mother with dementia, cannot participate in
any events, no more choir or other healthy practices like Tai Chi, could not be with my partner
when he needed to go into hospital for surgery, etc.

2/20/2022 10:23 AM

10953

I lost many Friend's The worst loss was my Mom A whole Year she avoided me ....didn't come

2/20/2022 10:23 AM
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to my Wedding...no Family did Now my Mom is Dead and all I had through this was the last 9
Months It was never the same again I love and miss my Mom ...more then word's I've packed
up to Leave Ontario for Alberta
10954

We haven’t seen our family in Quebec for 3 yrs. Our son in law has lost his job as a pilot. Our
nephew has heart issues as a result of the vaccine. He was forced to take the vaccine or lose
his job. Our grandson is stressed about being able to return to Canada as he finishes his
education out of country.

2/20/2022 10:23 AM

10955

Caused division with loved ones. Loss of freedom

2/20/2022 10:23 AM

10956

My business has been shut down, and we had to lay off all of our employees in manitoba. My
wife lost her job.

2/20/2022 10:23 AM

10957

Not at all

2/20/2022 10:23 AM

10958

Violates my rights

2/20/2022 10:22 AM

10959

Loss of my freedom to do other activites and get parts for my rig to support this shit fuck
country

2/20/2022 10:22 AM

10960

cancelled races (running) Few eating out occasions cancelled

2/20/2022 10:22 AM

10961

Loss of work, division of friends and family, witness of adverse reactions within 2 days of jabs,
stress and anxiety of unknown. Complete Disgust of PM. Loss of confidence in Federal
Government and police who stand by the violence imposed by PM.

2/20/2022 10:22 AM

10962

Significant negative impact on my mental health. A few friends have died of COVID, several of
my family members have had it, and my fiance and I are dealing with it now

2/20/2022 10:22 AM

10963

torn from family and friends, work, social activities, travel, all areas of life

2/20/2022 10:22 AM

10964

Positively as I’m triple-vaxed.

2/20/2022 10:22 AM

10965

Mentally

2/20/2022 10:22 AM

10966

Financially, socially, and emotionally harmful. I’ve been affected in every way I can think of

2/20/2022 10:22 AM

10967

I have lost faith in other Human beings and the Government. People are so divided now. Some
are comparing being Un-Vaxxed to being HIV Positive. They aren't "Following the Science".
They are following the Government and being mislead. I have not been able to travel outside of
the Country as I had been doing for vacations as of late. My annual Income is down compared
to what it normally was prior to all the Mandates.

2/20/2022 10:22 AM

10968

I have been segregated from life. Decreased socializing, separated families.

2/20/2022 10:22 AM

10969

Torn my family and friends Such a horrible divide

2/20/2022 10:22 AM

10970

Has made me lose all trust in the people that are suppose to protect Canadians, and have
sworn to serve on our behalf for the greater good…..and not for Personal Gains. I now live in
FEAR for myself and my children that Canada as we know it is now just a dream.

2/20/2022 10:22 AM

10971

It has kept me and all my family from getting covid.

2/20/2022 10:21 AM

10972

Has put a strain on friendships and family life. Stopped us from being able to have my son get
to know and socialize with other kids and family

2/20/2022 10:21 AM

10973

Loss of life due to quarantine. Loss of friendships. Mental stress, depression.

2/20/2022 10:21 AM

10974

100% I work in the service industry and have a 'covid' baby

2/20/2022 10:21 AM

10975

Greatly. My son born in the first lockdown has lived his whole life in covid land. No swimming
lessons yet, no aquarium, can't visit my dying grandfather, everything has changed. I have
been demonized and excluded. My husband almost lost his job and now has to spend
hundreds of dollars a month if our own money to prove he's not sick before each shift, when
coworkers bring the illness into the workplace undiagnosed for hours. My older son has speech
issues and hasn't been able properly communicate with people for 2 years, missed out on over
a year of therapies and now the Waitlist and availability has drastically worsened. Everyones
anxiety is high and mental health has been greatly affected

2/20/2022 10:21 AM

10976

My pregnant wife was denied an ultrasound.

2/20/2022 10:21 AM
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10977

Made me feel like a Prisoner in my own home

2/20/2022 10:21 AM

10978

I am a first responder and I have never seen mental health this bad in general society. The
divisive language used to attack all political opponents - this is supposed to be medical, not
political - is unacceptable.

2/20/2022 10:21 AM

10979

Restricted to see my father in LTC. Can’t see my grandchildren. I’ve been discriminated and
are now fearful of my safety. I’m lonely and depressed. I can’t sleep , cry all the time and have
lost the desire to take care of myself. The mandates have done more harm then good. If they
continue there is a good chance I will loose my job.

2/20/2022 10:21 AM

10980

Family gatherings, divided families

2/20/2022 10:21 AM

10981

Lost my job

2/20/2022 10:21 AM

10982

My child struggles with speech bc she has to have her face covered 24-7.

2/20/2022 10:21 AM

10983

My employment was terminated even though I WORK FROM HOME 100% for the last EIGHT
years.

2/20/2022 10:20 AM

10984

My life has been better for it. People are no longer breathing in my clean oxygen as they chose
to breathe in their own rejectamenta. I’ve been let go from a soul sucking evil job with La
Caisse de dépôts and after a much deserved sabbatical, got the job of my dreams working for
great people. I had to work from home full time instead of travelling 3 hours a day by TTC
harassed by the reality of mental health issues plaguing my fellow uncared for citizens. My
boss paid for my Ubers so I could come in once a week for general paperwork. I never wore
the mask and stood for my rights without making a scene. In the last 2 years, almost no one
dared to question me while still obeying sheepishly. When the holidays rolled around, my
bosses got a 5-star financial sector restaurant to accept that I was exempt from wearing the
mask (as we all were from day 1) and that they’d exempt me from showing a vaxx pass. I
never had to ask or to push. I stood my ground and my space and space stood with me. I tried
to lead my example everywhere I went. Lovingly showing people they always had a choice.
But most still can’t grasp that and live in fear. Whereas I’ve been eating organic fresh fruit and
veg from a farm I patron. I’d given up boxed evil chemical snorted foetal cell foodstuffs years
ago. I don’t have “tv”. I never had social media. I was always a true history buff who actually
learned from history and clearly saw it repeating itself. I fought every day in my own way to
stop this insanity from day 1. Every Saturday at queens park with the then fledging grassroots
groups. I wrote to every head of country, “health officials”, media spokesperson that was
pushing the pandemic. I fought for all our rights and freedoms while enjoying the best life I ever
had because of the tyrannical measures. I have grieved for everyone who I knew would die
from the death shots and everyone who will one day soon face the horrors they allowed onto
themselves and their children. I have held by light for a better tomorrow where the true pedosatanic evils of our world are finally clearly seen and annihilated once and for all.

2/20/2022 10:20 AM

10985

I hate the masks and that people are fearful and that the gov is so controlling

2/20/2022 10:20 AM

10986

For 2 years now I've been oppressed by out disgusting Government Provincial and Federal.
Suicide is on the rise big time yet they keep pushing their narative. Very dark times ahead I
believe.

2/20/2022 10:20 AM

10987

Restricted access to services Increased mental health issues

2/20/2022 10:20 AM

10988

I noticed that divided and separated the people,

2/20/2022 10:20 AM

10989

Ruined my business. Almost had to close

2/20/2022 10:20 AM

10990

Feel like I live in Brave New World

2/20/2022 10:20 AM

10991

Lost complete faith in life..people .. government.

2/20/2022 10:20 AM

10992

Restricted business, hugely. Not seeing friends and family. Family and friends sick because of
the poisonous jab.

2/20/2022 10:20 AM

10993

For the worse!!! Restricted my ability to earn a living

2/20/2022 10:20 AM

10994

Can’t go to places I like because of vax pass. I do not like wearing masks in stores.

2/20/2022 10:20 AM

10995

Suffering for depression and anxiety.

2/20/2022 10:20 AM

10996

Unbelieveble whats happening!!Mentally ,emotionally,phisically!! Very sad for everyone

2/20/2022 10:20 AM
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10997

They have broken relationships and alienated me in my own town/culture.

2/20/2022 10:20 AM

10998

Depression,

2/20/2022 10:20 AM

10999

My mental health was affected and it was sad for people to die alone!

2/20/2022 10:20 AM

11000

People live in fear, the government has lied and has sold Canada to the devil

2/20/2022 10:20 AM

11001

Too much isolation affect our relationships and social interaction.

2/20/2022 10:20 AM

11002

Horrible eczema, Brian fog and anxiety from mask wearing, unable to function socially and go
to visit my grandchildren and father with cancer. Family members will not see me. put up with
discrimination. Not be able to hear people. And then there are lots of minor things which add up
to social isolation and yet I have isolated when sick even when I tested negative for Covid. I
was treated poorly even though my boss knew I tested negative. I have been Covid free for
two years and yet because we are the unvaccinated we get treated like we have lepercy. It
was a vaccinated person who finally passed it along to me. It has divided people. Affected our
environment as reusable bags were not acceptable for so long. My sons were threatened that
they would loose there jobs if not vaccinated with an experimental vaccine either having been
tested with or using aborted fetuses. I am fully vaccinated throughout my life but this vaccine
is not ready for use. I don’t stand for everything the truckers did but in this regard I do,
Trudeau needs to go along with his mandates and emergency act. He has turned a peaceful
nation against one another.

2/20/2022 10:20 AM

11003

Negative

2/20/2022 10:19 AM

11004

Lost job

2/20/2022 10:19 AM

11005

Mentally and financially

2/20/2022 10:19 AM

11006

They have ruined my life and I don't think I can ever get back to normal. I don't even know
what normal is anymore...

2/20/2022 10:19 AM

11007

I suffer from mental and emotional issues contributed by all of the mandates and seeing the
way the Prine Minister has and is treating the people of Canada is breaking my heart further.
Also hearing of the suicide rate has gone through the roof with not enough mental health
workers has been devistating. It has broken and divided my family apart. Family members
have lost their jobs! This needs to stop so people can heal.

2/20/2022 10:19 AM

11008

The rights and freedoms of Canadian citizens were taken our. Our forefathers gave their lives
so we could live in a free society and the PM of this country took that all away. He continues
to act like a spoiled little dictator instead of some that is competent if leading a country

2/20/2022 10:19 AM

11009

What life?? We where barely surviving before as the cost of living was over the top and we are
paying way to much taxes. Now we don't have a life anymore, our freedom and rights where
taken away. We feel controlled, sad, angry, stressed, depressed, extremely frustrated and
exhausted.

2/20/2022 10:19 AM

11010

It allows me to get my errands done without worrying. I can go to the pharmacy to get my
medication since everyone is masked. I worry less about my son getting COVID in school.

2/20/2022 10:19 AM

11011

Job at risk. Ostracized me at work. Affected my mental health and my kids

2/20/2022 10:19 AM

11012

Divorce

2/20/2022 10:19 AM

11013

Personal (my wife left me) and business (can’t staff my business)

2/20/2022 10:19 AM

11014

Depression

2/20/2022 10:19 AM

11015

I’m medically exempt from wearing a mask, and to avoid being ridiculed I only go into 2 stores
as little as possible to be able to get necessities for my family. There is a division between
family and friends now because of all of this

2/20/2022 10:19 AM

11016

Don't know my family like I did...inflation has ruined way of life...peoples moods are out of
control...can't trust those running the country. Loss of faith in mankind

2/20/2022 10:19 AM

11017

Job

2/20/2022 10:19 AM

11018

Hard to socialize, depressing, very hard on me

2/20/2022 10:19 AM

11019

My work and everything thing I enjoy doing

2/20/2022 10:18 AM
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11020

I'm on a unpaid leave of absence after working for 25 years.

2/20/2022 10:18 AM

11021

Terribly . It’s has dived my family fiends and clients. My daughter awash forced to be
vaccinated since she is a scrub nurse and can not afford to take a lead without pay. I am a
realtor essential worker not vaccinated and if asked by clients I won’t lie. Therefore I have lost
business era over these mandates . Like everyone , suffering from mood swings to near
depression over the hate and anger out there, and now our country is deeply broken ! As a
proud daughter of immigrant grandparents and parents from Holland after the war they were
promised freedom of speech and a land of opportunity !! I stand strong for all Canadians my
family and my ancestors. Trudeau has got to go. He is a criminal and the brutality enforced
this weekend with illegal use of the Emergency Act he should be put in jail ! Hi evil corrupt
ways must stop! Then we has Canadian can begin to heal and work on the long process as
uniting as one .

2/20/2022 10:18 AM

11022

Wearing mask at work at hard to breath . My kindom hall is closed, no door to door ministry.
My husband and i cant go out for supper , missed my annual anniversary dinner

2/20/2022 10:18 AM

11023

Division among friends and family

2/20/2022 10:18 AM

11024

It has been a relief not to have to worry about the health and lives of loved ones who are
vulnerable.

2/20/2022 10:18 AM

11025

Stressfull

2/20/2022 10:18 AM

11026

My children's growth and development

2/20/2022 10:18 AM

11027

Not substantially in terms of what I can do or not do. But the whole thing of course is very
stressful. I can only imagine how horrendous it is for those who are more directly affected in
every way and who have children through all this

2/20/2022 10:18 AM

11028

Loss of income Quality of life

2/20/2022 10:18 AM

11029

No affect on my life.

2/20/2022 10:18 AM

11030

Depression and loneliness

2/20/2022 10:18 AM

11031

I lost my job. Along with many of my family members while others felt forced to get the
vaccine to keep their jobs. I don't think I know a single person who willingly got the vaccine.
Many of them had adverse reactions.

2/20/2022 10:18 AM

11032

The mandate has given mental issues, I have lost alot of work due to mandates, my freedom
has been taken away.

2/20/2022 10:18 AM

11033

I have lost friends and family due to the division it has caused in this country, and have
become angry and unhappy

2/20/2022 10:17 AM

11034

I find the passports irrelevant and causing losses for small businesses

2/20/2022 10:17 AM

11035

Lost 1 1/2 years of work

2/20/2022 10:17 AM

11036

Mental health

2/20/2022 10:17 AM

11037

Illegally going to see family and friends is bs

2/20/2022 10:17 AM

11038

Masking children is wrong, unhelpful, detrimental to children's health and development.
Masking in general is not useful and does not prevent the spread of viruses. 'Vaccines' for
covid are ineffective and do not work. They are also not a real vaccine. They cause far too
many health issues for people when there is little risk of serious covid. Vaccine passports are
segregation and divisive to society. Cannot take my children to extracurricular activities. Loss
of family and friends caused by division in society. Food chain and supply issues. Extreme
increases in cost of groceries and goods. Loss of business. Employees being off work.

2/20/2022 10:17 AM

11039

Dépression

2/20/2022 10:17 AM

11040

Loss of income , family grievances, anxiety, social deprivation

2/20/2022 10:17 AM

11041

They have affected my buisness, my health and my children's social and emotional health

2/20/2022 10:17 AM

11042

suicides failed employers family division and more for what? a shot that does not work?

2/20/2022 10:17 AM

11043

Depression…loss of loved ones via suicides & overdose as well as lack of ability to get time
sensitive medical procedures sometimes leading to death…loss of social interaction borne with

2/20/2022 10:17 AM
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clients at work & family…children are growing up without hugs & parents watching their
sporting events..without concerts at school, play, outings.
11044

We have lost business revenue, had to close our business office and now struggle to pay rent
in our home. My children haven’t had birthday parties because their cousins refuse to see us. I
have seen my 98 year old grandma only from the window for the last 2 years and she is our
Neighbour. She is too fearful my children will get her sick.

2/20/2022 10:16 AM

11045

It's caused great division within our Country, families are divided, friendships are divided,
employer employee relations is divided. It's caused great amounts of stress and stress related
health issues

2/20/2022 10:16 AM

11046

Psychological damaging, isolating is devastating, harmful divisions in the human thought
processes by brainwashing and lies, deception from the media. Who knows what to believe
anymore. This is absolutely devastating.

2/20/2022 10:16 AM

11047

Psychologically and financially.. I am a personal trainer and gyms got hit hard.. I also have
family divided and isolated from one another causing extreme mental hardship and depression
and anxiety.

2/20/2022 10:16 AM

11048

It hasn’t affected my life because I wouldn’t let it. But I have lots of family members that are
seriously fearful and high anxiety

2/20/2022 10:16 AM

11049

Mental health, division of friends and family

2/20/2022 10:16 AM

11050

Very much

2/20/2022 10:16 AM

11051

Terrible

2/20/2022 10:16 AM

11052

It has dramatically affected my ability to make a living & provide for my family. My children
have been removed from all extra-curricular activities. It has affected the mental health of
everyone in my family, including my children.

2/20/2022 10:16 AM

11053

As an educator, I have seen the stress on families and am spending a lot of time supporting
and counseling in ways I have never done so before. It is heartbreaking to see.

2/20/2022 10:16 AM

11054

Only negatively.

2/20/2022 10:16 AM

11055

Affected my whole families mental health and and my business has suffered

2/20/2022 10:16 AM

11056

Negatively in every way. I know people who have died because of the mandates.

2/20/2022 10:16 AM

11057

It’s been very stressful and limiting.

2/20/2022 10:16 AM

11058

In all ways but not all negative they did open my eyes further to corruption.

2/20/2022 10:16 AM

11059

Uncomfortable

2/20/2022 10:15 AM

11060

I am against the vaccine mandate. I was forced to take them even though the wording stated
choice. If I wanted to work I took something I am nervous about putting in my body

2/20/2022 10:15 AM

11061

I adjusted and moved on. Its a temporary thing.

2/20/2022 10:15 AM

11062

Division

2/20/2022 10:15 AM

11063

Being depressed for two full years. Feeling like I have been muffled wearing a mask every day
for 8 hours. At times feeling like I couldn’t live through this. Time to end all the mandates and
give our freedoms back.

2/20/2022 10:15 AM

11064

Negatively

2/20/2022 10:15 AM

11065

It has affected my ability to earn an income and has affected me mentally. Because of my
limited interaction with others I find I am more depressed.

2/20/2022 10:15 AM

11066

I’m constantly in a state of panic. I can’t afford to live.

2/20/2022 10:15 AM

11067

Has stopped all social life

2/20/2022 10:15 AM

11068

Business has been closed at times. Forcing me and my family to take vaccinations or loose
certain rights. Lost income. Stuck at home. Can’t see family members. Difficult to travel to
USA. Government tyranny. Unable to attend religious functions. Isolation. Restrictions.

2/20/2022 10:15 AM
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11069

Lost work

2/20/2022 10:15 AM

11070

I almost lost my business. All savings are gone. Almost lost my house.

2/20/2022 10:15 AM

11071

My son tried to take his life. I had to take leave from my employer. We are living on very little
money and the unpaid bills are mounting.

2/20/2022 10:14 AM

11072

Nothing good came of any mandate. Canada is supposed to be a free country

2/20/2022 10:14 AM

11073

This has majorly affected my life,family divisions. I have become depressed and hopeless
about our country. I’m fearful for my life ,my children and grandchildren. We are slowly being
segregated into groups with new mandates suppressing controlling us with travel, our banking
where will it end. Probably Getting executed for not agreeing for some simple thing a person
doesn’t agree with.

2/20/2022 10:14 AM

11074

Yes, in every way possible. Mentally and physically.

2/20/2022 10:14 AM

11075

They have had a big impact on socializing and they have also curtailed the spread of the virus.
I think they were necessary and put in placebor removed by medical professionals

2/20/2022 10:14 AM

11076

Mentally

2/20/2022 10:14 AM

11077

As UNvacxed I cannot access recreation and cultural facilities. I experience discrimination
from vaxx Ed.

2/20/2022 10:14 AM

11078

Can’t participate in life and society, can’t travel, can’t attend friend’ weddings, can’t take my
child to swimming classes, etc.

2/20/2022 10:14 AM

11079

Beyond’s description

2/20/2022 10:14 AM

11080

Family has been torn apart

2/20/2022 10:14 AM

11081

It has affected my mental health as well as my faith in humanity

2/20/2022 10:14 AM

11082

I have had 2 babies in the midst of this craziness and have been way more afraid of not being
able to feed my family due to inflation rates than a virus that is affecting very few people. Yes,
me and my children have had covid. Whether we’re the “lucky ones” or not, us and everyone I
know that’s had it (dozens of people I know at this point) has been totally fine and bounced
back as if it were nothing more than a cold. Our hospitals were understaffed and full before this
happened. More people die from smoking every year than have died from covid in the two
years of this pandemic, yet cigarettes are still sold on every corner. End rant, I could go for
days. The fact of the matter is that my mental state having two babies and not even being
allowed to have any help from family yet my husband was allowed to work full time with the
public just got to a point of almost mental breakdown status. My children have been limited on
activities, friendships, family contact, and so much more that will affect them the rest of their
lives. It’s made me a sad, angry, bitter person and the more time passes, the more comes out
to prove that all the “conspiracy theories” are, in fact, totally true. Anyone that trusts anyone in
a position of power these days is an idiot.

2/20/2022 10:14 AM

11083

I am totally against having to show passports to get into anything and I do not want to have to
wear a mask anywhere. I do not appreciate being tracked on my phone and.them being able to
see if I am vaccinated without even being asked. Anyone who wants to follow this BS should
go ahead but we should have been given the choice.

2/20/2022 10:14 AM

11084

Haven't seen my siblings in dam near 3 yrs 🤯

2/20/2022 10:14 AM

11085

Constant depression, insomnia, headache, losing faith, friends, family relationships and so
on…

2/20/2022 10:14 AM

11086

Negative! Mental health, work, freedom.

2/20/2022 10:14 AM

11087

Everything. Work. Children. Social. Family

2/20/2022 10:14 AM

11088

Daughter suffering mental health. My business shut down

2/20/2022 10:13 AM

11089

Mental health

2/20/2022 10:13 AM

11090

inconvenience

2/20/2022 10:13 AM

11091

I am ok with the mandate

2/20/2022 10:13 AM

11092

Lost of revenues. Anxiety (never had before). Acknowledge of society collateral damages

2/20/2022 10:13 AM
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especially on youth and older People.
11093

Haha I don’t have enough time to sit here and type for what these evil tyrants of the WEF and
NWO has done that’s had nothing but a massive negative effect on everyone’s life. Sickening
what they’ve done and they need to pay for their disgusting ways and actions

2/20/2022 10:13 AM

11094

I have PTSD and am unable to wear a mask. I have been a prisoner in my own home for 2
years. I am unemployed and about to lose that home.

2/20/2022 10:13 AM

11095

Total depression

2/20/2022 10:13 AM

11096

Mental health is suffering.

2/20/2022 10:13 AM

11097

Took my life and freedom away , forced lies and suffering on me and my family and friends . It
made me suffer from the evil forces of government ….

2/20/2022 10:13 AM

11098

Only slightly for visiting family

2/20/2022 10:13 AM

11099

It ruins my life. I don’t have a job and very soon I will be a homeless.

2/20/2022 10:13 AM

11100

Can't see my father in hospital. My child lost 2 years of education, prom and graduation. My
other child lost her collage graduation. Can't see family. Can't travel. Forced to get vaccine I
didn't want.

2/20/2022 10:13 AM

11101

Lost relationships

2/20/2022 10:13 AM

11102

Put my life on pause for 2 years.

2/20/2022 10:13 AM

11103

Caused loss of frienships, income, discrimination and just overall negative impact

2/20/2022 10:13 AM

11104

My young children have not had a childhood. I have a 4 year old who has lived most of her life
in lock down

2/20/2022 10:12 AM

11105

Bad

2/20/2022 10:12 AM

11106

Freedom of movement, lose of job

2/20/2022 10:12 AM

11107

my income has gone down, separation between family members, people I know are struggling
mentally, emotionally and financially, and all the lies

2/20/2022 10:12 AM

11108

COVID has impacted my life. I do not blame the mandates. They have been a necessary
consequence of the pandemic to protect Canadians

2/20/2022 10:12 AM

11109

Shown me that my opinions on the Covid Plandemic are shared by many many Canadians .
Long live Canadian Democracy. Please Liberals, stop this power struggle with this who you
serve !

2/20/2022 10:12 AM

11110

Cannot travel. Kids live in fear

2/20/2022 10:12 AM

11111

My children are missing out on their childhoods. Our families are unable to be together. Enough
is enough.

2/20/2022 10:12 AM

11112

No longer trust government, financial institutions, media, health care system. Divided family
and friends.

2/20/2022 10:12 AM

11113

In so many ways that I can’t even put into words. It’s affected my children and their
development the most.

2/20/2022 10:12 AM

11114

Our retail businesses are barely surviving and we can't see our children and grandchildren in
the USA

2/20/2022 10:12 AM

11115

pretty much ruined it

2/20/2022 10:12 AM

11116

Mentally. Hate all of it. Feels like slavery. We are born sovern

2/20/2022 10:12 AM

11117

iv lost friend's and family over the division the mandates have brought i have also been unable
to get a job to afford a place to live

2/20/2022 10:11 AM

11118

We feel like prisoners in our own country. Families are divided as well as our communities,
jobs and businesses have been lost and we are sick of the constant narrative spewed by every
media outlet unceasingly as well as the contempt this Prime Minister has for Canadians.

2/20/2022 10:11 AM

11119

It’s restricted the way I want to live my life, I believed that Canada is a free country and these

2/20/2022 10:11 AM
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mandates have changed all of that and not for the good, I should be able to make my own
decisions in life , not leave them up to my government
11120

My grandson can not breath with the mask has been in trouble with the teacher every day he
comes home crying saying he can’t breath it’s been horrible it’s ridiculous this is still
happening and I have lost friends and family because of the fear of getting together most have
not left their house in two years Stop the fear God Bless Canada and we need Trudeau to
resign he has brought so much devastating effect on our economy I live in a small town and
the shut downs have been devastating to our community and businesses It’s time to live again

2/20/2022 10:11 AM

11121

As a o shots , my rights has been reduced as noting

2/20/2022 10:11 AM

11122

Division between family and friends

2/20/2022 10:11 AM

11123

I was unable to see clients in person for work and therefore was just scrapping by to pay my
mortgage. My credit card is maxed out.

2/20/2022 10:11 AM

11124

Can't travel, can't dine out

2/20/2022 10:11 AM

11125

Very much

2/20/2022 10:11 AM

11126

Separated us from our family and friends, effected the mental health of our kids, it was very
effective in dividing our population, like it was intended to do!

2/20/2022 10:11 AM

11127

caused my family severe depression and anxiety. I had covid and it was mild compared to
mental anguish and long lasting depression caused by the mandates

2/20/2022 10:11 AM

11128

Kids masks! My mask, vaccine pass for access to things, kids sports, kids school, supply
chain, prices, business, societal division(loss of family and friends!). Financial, suicide,
poverty rates. I'm a Canadian citizen, If one of these occurs it affects all of us! Ever creed,
faith, every origin.

2/20/2022 10:11 AM

11129

More anxiety.

2/20/2022 10:11 AM

11130

Financially, socially, emotionally. My children have suffered ENOUGH is ENOUGH!

2/20/2022 10:11 AM

11131

Forced stress leave from work due to mandatory vaccination. Depression due to not being able
to do anything as I did prior due to businesses being forced to close and anxiety now due to
mask wearing when it was unnecessary. I’m scared to see people because you have
completely desensitized our nation.

2/20/2022 10:11 AM

11132

Aside from the rampant inflation caused by mandates and policies. I have developed some
social anxiety.

2/20/2022 10:11 AM

11133

Work, recreation

2/20/2022 10:11 AM

11134

These mandates have turned me into a second-class citizen who has been ostracized and
demonized by my prime minister and fellow citizens for simply making different Health choices

2/20/2022 10:11 AM

11135

It hasn't really except the inconvenience of wearing a mask ang glasses and having them off
up. If everyone complied in the first place we would not be in this mess

2/20/2022 10:11 AM

11136

Being divided

2/20/2022 10:11 AM

11137

They have destroyed my life period. I have lost loved ones and I will NEVER EVER trust
government again

2/20/2022 10:11 AM

11138

Misery

2/20/2022 10:11 AM

11139

Leo me from getting seriously ill and dying

2/20/2022 10:10 AM

11140

No travel

2/20/2022 10:10 AM

11141

isolated

2/20/2022 10:10 AM

11142

I had the Omicron virus, even though I am fully vaccinated and bolstered. But it showed me
how short life really is. I need to live the rest of my life.

2/20/2022 10:10 AM

11143

Slowed work production to a crawl because of stock issues. No work, no job, less paycheck.

2/20/2022 10:10 AM

11144

It has caused severe isolation and depression

2/20/2022 10:10 AM
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11145

Besides almost dying from one moderna vaccine ...... Lost nursing job Segregated from all of
my family in british columbia Rejected from all my volu teer work Many abusses by vaccinated
people

2/20/2022 10:10 AM

11146

made me a second class of citizen as I only had 1 vaccination.

2/20/2022 10:10 AM

11147

I feel more free going out to eat and going to the gym, knowing people are more likely to be
protected.

2/20/2022 10:10 AM

11148

It has restricted my ability to do my job. It has forced businesses to discriminate against me
for my own personal choice. It has forced division in my family and friends

2/20/2022 10:10 AM

11149

I am alone and depressed

2/20/2022 10:10 AM

11150

limited education

2/20/2022 10:10 AM

11151

Big time with stress and anger with government..

2/20/2022 10:09 AM

11152

Segregation, forced to stay home for 10 days from work when I indeed did not have covid
because I was considered a close contact when in reality 28 fully vaccinated staff and 15 triple
vaccinated residents contracted covid. The virus was brought in by a double vaccinate ed
staff. I had to use sick time to stay home. IWasted my valuable sick time I may include as I
was not sick. This is injustice to us and all mandates need to end. The segregation is wrong
and it did clearly not work to stop the spread of rhe virus by the vaccinated population.

2/20/2022 10:09 AM

11153

It has kept me from seeing my grandchildren grow.

2/20/2022 10:09 AM

11154

It's made it challenging but we've worked hard for 2 years to minify the effects of the pandemic
and it's important to stay strong until it's under control.

2/20/2022 10:09 AM

11155

It has caused my faith to grow and trust in God and has shown me the evil mandates our
government have impose without listening to the true science The stress it has caused with
division of families stirring up anger makes this a very unsettling situation to be in. Surgeries
have been postponed for no reason and people are sufferings over the decisions that have
been made

2/20/2022 10:09 AM

11156

Have kept me as save as they could

2/20/2022 10:09 AM

11157

2 yrs in prison

2/20/2022 10:09 AM

11158

I had to change industries resulting in the loss of income because my work was considered
non-essential, my son is allergic to the masks that are required by the school to wear. My
family will not speak to me and my makes me test regularly because I am unvaccinated. I
cannot travel or take my son out of the country after a costly battle to obtain sole custody and
a passport. I have paid for passports I cannot use because we are now now allowed to leave
the country. I moved to a moved to a new community and there are no places to meet and
gather with others due to the cancellation of all events. I couldn’t participate in sports due to
vaccination requirements that lead to less physical activity and less overall health.

2/20/2022 10:09 AM

11159

Lost my right to work. Currently suspended with no salary, for a job I am awesome at doing.
Best in Canada.

2/20/2022 10:09 AM

11160

A bit

2/20/2022 10:09 AM

11161

Loss of activities to take our young child to which includes outdoor events. Fear of job loss.
Not able to see my elderly grandparents. Family feuds. Loss of friend and family due to what I
believe should be personal choice towards the shot. Seeing elders cry in windows, waving at
their great grandkids scared to allow anyone inside their home for fear of getting in trouble.
Mental health decline. My child's lack of social skills with other children

2/20/2022 10:09 AM

11162

Made our country look like a joke

2/20/2022 10:08 AM

11163

Remote worker for over 5 years, lost job as I would not get the vaccine. Have little contact with
anyone and live 8 hours from closest work office.

2/20/2022 10:08 AM

11164

My kids can’t do sports. Families are divided. Everyone is depressed. This isn’t living!

2/20/2022 10:08 AM

11165

The mask. I can't breathe

2/20/2022 10:08 AM

11166

My mental health is starting to be affected. I am being harassed by my ideas on freedom of
choice and I have not seen many of my family members in 2 years.

2/20/2022 10:08 AM
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11167

Isolation, travel,sports, divided my immediate family and friends.

2/20/2022 10:08 AM

11168

School closures Online learning doesn’t provide the same education

2/20/2022 10:08 AM

11169

Negatively

2/20/2022 10:08 AM

11170

Left me without a choice to get jabbed to continue my life as normal

2/20/2022 10:08 AM

11171

It has destroyed it.

2/20/2022 10:08 AM

11172

I can’t recognize most of my colleagues because of the masks. It also affects my breathing.
The vaccine passports have also be too discriminatory and restrictive.

2/20/2022 10:08 AM

11173

Division of country, hatred

2/20/2022 10:08 AM

11174

Unable to travel unable to socialize or go to a restaurant

2/20/2022 10:08 AM

11175

Work Haven’t been able to do anything Can’t see loved ones

2/20/2022 10:08 AM

11176

Lost my job and the income it provided Divided and estranged me from my family and friends
Witnessed many Injured some dying of side effects due to mandate induced vaccines Inhibited
travel to visit my family members Emotional/ mental burden due to experiencing and hearing of
others experiencing overwhelming difficulties due to the imposed mandates ( one girl in the
community committed suicide after writing a note how she could not endure another lockdown/
isolated from her friends) Influenced my children’s education negativity Complete break down
of trust in our public medical system and government

2/20/2022 10:07 AM

11177

Loss of work. Social life and depression

2/20/2022 10:07 AM

11178

Stupid anti vaxers attacking friends

2/20/2022 10:07 AM

11179

Where do I begin....My kids can't go to university, play sports, ect, ect. We can't see friends,
family. Go to restaurants, gyms and so on. Mostly it has affected our mental health negatively

2/20/2022 10:07 AM

11180

I lost my job working from home. I have been stressed beyond belief and my immune system
has taken a hit because of this stress.

2/20/2022 10:07 AM

11181

I lost a 23K part time job at a hospital due to vax refusal. Also was abused by doctors and
people who pressure me to vax.

2/20/2022 10:07 AM

11182

It has divided and stole the joy from most people. I ve had covid and found it very mild . We
need to learn to live with covid

2/20/2022 10:07 AM

11183

It kept my family safe!

2/20/2022 10:07 AM

11184

How has it not? It has made me vow never to vote Liberal again! It has made me realize the
Canadian media is like PRAVDA!

2/20/2022 10:07 AM

11185

Loss of rights as explicitly stated in the charter of rights snd freedoms. Almost broke,
depressed, desperate

2/20/2022 10:06 AM

11186

This has been a time when depression and anxiety have been rampant in our country. Me
personally, I have lost all respect for our government and the health system here in Canada.
People are still afraid to live their lives after being trained to be fearful. Young people have
missed graduations and mile stones that they can not get back. This has pitted and divided
our country and it has taken away our freedoms and for what? The vaccines are not vaccines
at all because they do not stop transmission of the virus. Trudeau proved that himself when he
got Covid with his third booster in.

2/20/2022 10:06 AM

11187

I was sexually assaulted by a police officer; as were several other women. He was charged
and 3yrs later we are still awaited the Supreme court trial that has been postponed 3 times
over 3 yrs due to covid restriction mandates! Our rapist has been allowed to even relocate to
another Province because his life was so difficult here where he committed his crimes! Along
with that he was granted full retirement pension of a Niagara Regional Police officer! To say
that this is heinous is to severely undermine this situation. I along with several of the other
women who I shouldn't be speaking for but know for a fact have suffered severe trauma and
continue to live in fear. Our government also ended any victims Services entitlements that we
were entitled to such as counselling Etc so we have been left hanging to dry all of this time
and the next court date on the schedule is still another year away! This is just one aspect of
how these mandates have affected my life. Both of my grandchildren that were supposed to

2/20/2022 10:06 AM
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start school 2 years ago have not seen a full week in school and their development is greatly
impacted. These mandates need to end yesterday!
11188

Forced poison into my body

2/20/2022 10:06 AM

11189

I just graduated as the shutdowns began. I was not able to follow through with my plan and get
the work I needed to pay off debts. Separation from family who moved just as shutdowns
stared. Division between family and friends. Church services severely compromised.

2/20/2022 10:06 AM

11190

My children have not been able to have swimming lessons, dance classes or any extra
curricular activities since the pandemic started we also had to cancel our Disneyland trip and
have not been able to leave our own Country because of vaccine restrictions!!!

2/20/2022 10:06 AM

11191

I had to get vaccinated to keep my job. I reacted to the vaccine and lost work days because of
it. The rest of my family is not vaccinated and I’m the only one who has actually contracted
Covid (after my second shot)

2/20/2022 10:06 AM

11192

Discrimination against me. Broken families.

2/20/2022 10:06 AM

11193

It has driven family members apart, meant I can't take the youth in our church anywhere (50%
unvaccinated) , limited where I can go, and brought such division into my community that it
has been far worse than anything Covid did.

2/20/2022 10:06 AM

11194

Killed my sun in law. Lost my freedom

2/20/2022 10:06 AM

11195

Not much at all.

2/20/2022 10:06 AM

11196

It affected everyone in my family in many ways. It’s really hard on all of us but especially my
teenagers. My son got depressed. We had to go for counselling to help him cope with this
ridiculous rules and mandates. My younger son missed his grade 8 trip and normal graduation.
He will never get that back. We can’t go to the gym which helps me in many ways. We can’t
join friends to restaurants, we can’t travel, see movies at the theatre with my family and many
more activities. My son can’t play sports. I can’t go watch my other son play hockey. Lost
friends because of my vaccinations statuts. They actually believe that you protect others by
being vaccinated. I can’t believe they are forcing people to get this injection or they lose their
job. So many people lost their job. It makes no sense. It divided our community. I can’t believe
what Trudeau says about his Canadians. He wants control of the world. This will get worse if
you don’t stop him. I have lost friends because they believe in his lies. They are brainwashed.
I have loss a lot of sleep. Very stressful because I didn’t know if I was going to lose my job or
not. Missed many family reunion because we were not aloud to have more then 1o people. I
teach 6 years old and I think it’s terrible that they have to wear mask. I can’t see their face
expression. I teach how to read and they can’t see my lips and I can’t see their lips if they are
doing it right and if they are participating. What’s sad is we communicate with face
expressions in a normal life and we have lost that so our life is so different now in a bad way. I
just want my normal life back. It’s time to end all this.

2/20/2022 10:06 AM

11197

Lack of Christian community, unprecedented fear on some neighbors

2/20/2022 10:06 AM

11198

Everything

2/20/2022 10:06 AM

11199

Lost employment Witnessing division Mothers healthcare being delayed

2/20/2022 10:06 AM

11200

It has eroded my belief in the ability of people to understand the reality of the 'the human
condition '. I am disturbed by the fact that those in positions of 'power' do understand it and
behave in ways that contradict morality and , indeed, the laws of the land.

2/20/2022 10:05 AM

11201

Separated my family and friends. We were forced to be vaccinated to keep employment

2/20/2022 10:05 AM

11202

Positively, it has kept my family and I safe and healthy.

2/20/2022 10:05 AM

11203

Minor inconvenience personally.

2/20/2022 10:05 AM

11204

I went from being a hero to being terminated.

2/20/2022 10:05 AM

11205

My startup financial business, and all relationships became difficult, slowed down, lost
momentum, caused a great deal of stress, in not meeting targets. Covid fears and mandates
scared people away, and from them going outside to my place of business which operates and
grows best with face to face relationships. The new business may not survive.

2/20/2022 10:05 AM

11206

Terminated from work, and rejected to receive ei benefits

2/20/2022 10:05 AM
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11207

I lost my job in December due to the mandates

2/20/2022 10:05 AM

11208

Affected business and stopped travel

2/20/2022 10:05 AM

11209

Work, everyday life most all my kids lives

2/20/2022 10:04 AM

11210

It has caused division of my family, the loss of friends, the fear my for children's future, the
degradation of my mental health.

2/20/2022 10:04 AM

11211

Devided and lost family and friends to our loving hearts. Restricted travel, eating out at
restauants DANCING TO LIVE MUSIC. FREEDOM TO BREATH, Inability to have easy and
available access to our doctor and hospital. fighting off shingles every time I was in the
company of someone who recently had been inoculated with the experimental gamble that will
cost us so many - have a fright so deep it numbs the mind. There is an over abundance of
political espionage upon the everyday Human Being reigning down on us from an unbelievable
despot with a taste for children and fear. Fear a constant stinking environment everywhere.

2/20/2022 10:04 AM

11212

Stolen from everyone, time, precious time the list goes on

2/20/2022 10:04 AM

11213

terribly

2/20/2022 10:04 AM

11214

It has affected my life negatively. Lack of income & social interactions.

2/20/2022 10:04 AM

11215

Destroyed it. Ripped my family apart for diffee my views, my children’s mental took such a hit
that they were put on antipsychotic drugs to deal with the anxiety of the masks, gained 30 and
50 lbs, one ran away and mentioned he didn’t want to live.. at age 11 I am currently on stress
leave and am a health care worker. The animosity and hatred amongst health care workers is
deplorable. I am experiencing PTSD from the traumatized people I have worked with and the
insane conditions created in LTC outbreak, not because of the virus but because of severe
insufficient staffing. The inability to take my family of 5 anywhere, my family is covid
recovered and still treated like diseased rats. I have lost all faith in medical professionals and
society as a whole. I am currently looking into leaving Canada so I can raise my children
elsewhere, in a more inclusive environment free of discrimination and one that respects clients
rights to bodily autonomy

2/20/2022 10:04 AM

11216

They have caused isolation, stress, division and taken away freedoms.

2/20/2022 10:04 AM

11217

Mandates make me feel safer

2/20/2022 10:04 AM

11218

Connection with friends & family

2/20/2022 10:04 AM

11219

It has ruined the first years of my kids life, my job, traveling, the price of things has gone threw
the roof. There is no need for it

2/20/2022 10:04 AM

11220

Destroyed my career. Divided my family. Police brutality everywhere. We are no longer a
democracy.

2/20/2022 10:04 AM

11221

Murdered Small Business!!

2/20/2022 10:04 AM

11222

totally & negatively -- many mental health issues developed from being locked down and
forced to not recognize and see people

2/20/2022 10:04 AM

11223

They’ve caused me depression, anxiety, and a lot of uncertainty with the healthcare system.

2/20/2022 10:03 AM

11224

Had to change occupations n suffer loss of wages

2/20/2022 10:03 AM

11225

Children at school treated like death factories. Children with speech delays up almost 400%
Can’t take kids to classes and lessons. Or the library

2/20/2022 10:03 AM

11226

too many reasons to list

2/20/2022 10:03 AM

11227

How has it NOT affected my life, should be the question. These draconian measures have
made me feel unsafe and trapped.

2/20/2022 10:03 AM

11228

It has made me feel safer to go out to restaurants and other fun things, knowing that everyone
around me is vaccinated

2/20/2022 10:03 AM

11229

I’ve noticed my mental health has been impacted as well as my children's. I also was forced to
quit my job.

2/20/2022 10:03 AM

11230

Cannot visit family in hospital

2/20/2022 10:03 AM
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11231

Can’t travel can’t see our parents in the hospital can’t go out to eat can’t see grandchildren’s
school events can’t go to funerals or weddings . List wages at work got Discriminated at my
job .

2/20/2022 10:03 AM

11232

It oppressed and separated family & friends; it made an unfair hierarchy of rights and
privileges; it gave us inconveniences, rocked our emotional, physical and psychological health,
etc..

2/20/2022 10:03 AM

11233

Loss of work and social life

2/20/2022 10:02 AM

11234

Loss of work and everyday life

2/20/2022 10:02 AM

11235

Made visiting people and going out difficult. Feeling of isolation being alone

2/20/2022 10:02 AM

11236

Depressing! Financially devastating!! Terribly angered by politicians and news media that lied
about the situation! We’re allowed peaceful protest as a god given right!!!

2/20/2022 10:02 AM

11237

Lost my mother because a PCR test punctured her Brain Blood barrier, causing her liver
disease too flare up and passed 4 months after the incident.

2/20/2022 10:02 AM

11238

Created stress,anxiety and depression

2/20/2022 10:02 AM

11239

Was very stressful. Life in the big city isn't easy and to figure out how to pay the bills while
unemployed and unable to live freely is not worth living in a city!

2/20/2022 10:02 AM

11240

It has created divide in my family.

2/20/2022 10:02 AM

11241

I have not been allowed to see my children, grandchildren. It has brought distance to us all. I
watched businesses close up, some big companies like the one I work for, come closer and
closer by the day of closing. This effects our livelihood. I followed the rules, I got vaccinated
but still got covid. I am denied medical care because doctors don’t have to see you, or they
can’t perform the tests you need. I watched my dad almost not get a serious operation to save
his life, and thankfully a doctor lied to get him in so he wouldn’t miss this life saving operation.
But when he went in, my whole family couldn’t see him, his two sons were denied to go in?
This is wrong!!!! My story could go on.

2/20/2022 10:02 AM

11242

There is more than one! The requirement to be vaccinated to work is the most impacting - loss
of PSWs and other workers at retirement/nursing homes, despite the fact that NOW they are
testing everyone, due to known that vaccines don't stop transmission. Mother's care
deteriorated significantly as a result.

2/20/2022 10:02 AM

11243

Not applicable

2/20/2022 10:02 AM

11244

Restrictions on seeing my family in the USA, going to the gym, church, long wait time for
supplies, finding parts.

2/20/2022 10:02 AM

11245

My kids life especially for my 6 year old … she never got to experience her kindergarten years
as maskless child … mentally as well

2/20/2022 10:02 AM

11246

Can’t visit loved ones in hospital, can’t hug grand kids, no travel, I will not wear a mask, no
way !!! I am pro choice, I’ll decide. All governments are untrustworthy, they all lie to gain for
themselves !!!

2/20/2022 10:01 AM

11247

Very little

2/20/2022 10:01 AM

11248

Freedoms have been lost

2/20/2022 10:01 AM

11249

Mental health. Planning to leave the Country.

2/20/2022 10:01 AM

11250

Isolated, depressed,divided,singled out and hard on mental health.

2/20/2022 10:01 AM

11251

Division, hate, sadness

2/20/2022 10:01 AM

11252

Make me feel like a slave

2/20/2022 10:01 AM

11253

The mandates have kept me and my family safe, I know some people who refuse to be
vaccinated to help keep others safe and since I know mandates are for everyone’s safety I’ve
spent a drastically less amount of time with those people

2/20/2022 10:01 AM

11254

missing funerals unable to go to restaurants or some businesses unable to have family events

2/20/2022 10:00 AM

11255

No health care- doctor shut down Lost job due to mandates No ei

2/20/2022 10:00 AM
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11256

I lost my business and have been living in a rollercoaster! My children can not do sports they
love and are miserable at school!

2/20/2022 10:00 AM

11257

- discrimination at work (longer isolation period than my coworkers, having to prove I am
negative with constant testing, harassment from coworkers, can not pqrticipate in certain
duties because of vaccination status, etc. ) because I am not vaccinated -discrimination and
jugement in a social setting -deprived of outings (for example: restaurants, bars, cinemas, etc

2/20/2022 10:00 AM

11258

Divided friends, family and neighbours. Undue stress on minimum wage workers having to
enforce the ridiculous mandates. 90% vaccinated let people choose what’s right for them now.

2/20/2022 10:00 AM

11259

It has kept me safe as well as friends and family who respect the mandates

2/20/2022 10:00 AM

11260

I am unable to travel to visit my father, and family!

2/20/2022 10:00 AM

11261

Unable to travel freely within my own country. Ability for healthy lifestyle options (gyms/pools)
has been taken away.

2/20/2022 10:00 AM

11262

It has made my retirement very lonely and I feel I have lost my last 2 years of my life open it
up and let mother nature have her way.get someone in gov that does not spend hate and
control like the liberal and ndp has done.

2/20/2022 10:00 AM

11263

Completely harmed it.

2/20/2022 10:00 AM

11264

Depression anxiety frustration anger

2/20/2022 10:00 AM

11265

It has made me feel safer to go to work and do what is needed in this unusual time . I am
proud to be a Canadian as I see the majority of us are willing to do what is needed to keep
ourselves and others safe from what to some is a deadly disease and to others the thought of
the vaccine to scary to consider . I am happy to get my jab and whatever else it takes to
protect them. The government mandates make me fell United with my fellow human beings in
a struggle that we can overcome if we all work together .

2/20/2022 10:00 AM

11266

In every way!

2/20/2022 9:59 AM

11267

Halted my life, affected mental health, caused division in relationships

2/20/2022 9:59 AM

11268

By not being able to see my loved ones or travel outside Canada to visit family

2/20/2022 9:59 AM

11269

I lost my job because I refused to be part of an experiment

2/20/2022 9:59 AM

11270

It has destroyed our future

2/20/2022 9:59 AM

11271

I’m unvaccinated and I feel like an outcast. I want to participate in being able to go to events,
restaurants etc.

2/20/2022 9:59 AM

11272

Caused alot of anxiety and worries. Affected mental health

2/20/2022 9:59 AM

11273

It was not supposed to make things hard only a cold thats all stress was an is a big factor we
need to live our life with or without covid .back to where we we 2019 .the choice is ours we the
people

2/20/2022 9:59 AM

11274

Yes, huge

2/20/2022 9:59 AM

11275

Strain on relationships

2/20/2022 9:59 AM

11276

It’s caused more tension in my relationships then I’d care to remember.

2/20/2022 9:59 AM

11277

It has caused a lot of mental health issues for me and my family. We can no longer do a lot of
things that we would do as a family. We feel like we are in a prison

2/20/2022 9:59 AM

11278

Significantly

2/20/2022 9:59 AM

11279

“Human beings are born with different capacities. If they are free, they are not equal. And if
they are equal, they are not free.” ― Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn

2/20/2022 9:59 AM

11280

My childrens mental health and my mental health has suffered

2/20/2022 9:58 AM

11281

I feel it reduced social interaction in person, made me feel safer and responsible for all people
around me. I believe in medically sound decisions.

2/20/2022 9:58 AM

11282

It has really affected my mental health.. struggling terribly with anxiety and depression even

2/20/2022 9:58 AM
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being on medication.
11283

I had to change careers as my previous company put a vaccine mandate in place. I have had
Covid and feel no need to inject myself with an experimental vaccine to “protect myself” from a
virus I have had

2/20/2022 9:58 AM

11284

depression, anxiety, anger

2/20/2022 9:58 AM

11285

I lost my business. My mental health has suffered

2/20/2022 9:58 AM

11286

My health has been protected. I've never been healthier since wearing a mask. Now that
students don't have to wear them I will be less protected.

2/20/2022 9:58 AM

11287

EVERYTHING

2/20/2022 9:58 AM

11288

I haven't been able to take my little girls to receive centers for swimming lessons, havent been
able to do any sort of after school activities. Parents weren't allowed in the school to help in
the classroom. By themselves it doesn't seem like much, but add that up over 2 years and
there has been a lot missed out on.

2/20/2022 9:58 AM

11289

Am not too comfortable

2/20/2022 9:58 AM

11290

We have been unable to travel to the States to visit our daughter and her family. I have been
unable to go to the gym where I use the pool for strengthened my knee while await total knee
replacement. The wait means I have to use a walker to get around. The traditional gatherings
of friends has been cancelled due to fears of being with us non vaccinated. The fear of people
to touch and hug when greeted has distanced friends and family. It is all so unhealthy. It has
engendered distrust and of health units, hospitals, their administrators , politicians, and our
government and the mass media . The divisiveness the government has engendered has torn
friends apart. All this for a virus that only killed less than 1% of the population and mostly in
LTC homes. It just has been so so unnecessary . The lack of action on changing conditions in
LTC when it is obvious it is needed. Ok I’m starting to rant. Thank you for asking for my
opinion.

2/20/2022 9:58 AM

11291

It created friendship and family divide. Not freely being able to visit/volunteer at my child’s
school without paying for a test, or to just simply have a conversation with her teacher in
person was really hard to accept. The extra expense of wanting to eat out or attending an
event by having to test sure wasn’t easy on the pocket book either. Biggest thing was the
shame felt because of my choice to not vaccinate myself because of health concerns. You bet
shame was felt when I had to show a negative test to someone asking for proof of negative
testing. And you bet, shame was felt when wanting to meet up with friends at a restaurant and
having to show proof of negative test, and that’s IF friends or family would even accept being
around a non-vaxxed friend or family member. The shame felt was certainly huge and now that
mandates are lifting, sure makes you wonder where friendships and family lay.

2/20/2022 9:58 AM

11292

Family division, young children in school with masks,

2/20/2022 9:57 AM

11293

Destroyed the basic rights of Canadians that thousands of men fought and died for. Disgusting

2/20/2022 9:57 AM

11294

I’m unable to see my grandchildren. They are babies and I’m heartbroken.

2/20/2022 9:57 AM

11295

Travel. Family. Socialization.

2/20/2022 9:57 AM

11296

work and health after reviving de vaccine

2/20/2022 9:57 AM

11297

It has caused nothing but grief, stress, threatening behavior towards my family and I,
inconveniences, devision at home, at work , in my community, mental health concerns and
more.

2/20/2022 9:57 AM

11298

It’s fucked me up mentally ! It’s taken away my identity

2/20/2022 9:57 AM

11299

Not good. Too much division

2/20/2022 9:57 AM

11300

Keeping me safe

2/20/2022 9:57 AM

11301

Strong armed into getting a vaccine for life to return back to “normal” only to be where we were
2 years ago — with no progression. The mental turmoil is the unlisted symptom for COVID-19.

2/20/2022 9:57 AM

11302

Isolation, division, separation, avoidance, unemployment

2/20/2022 9:56 AM

11303

Freedom and my rights as a Canadian

2/20/2022 9:56 AM
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11304

Depression. Segregated

2/20/2022 9:56 AM

11305

made it safer for me and my loved ones

2/20/2022 9:56 AM

11306

Hasn’t really

2/20/2022 9:56 AM

11307

It's great that our gov. is taking care of us. The mandate supports me and everyone in snuffing
out CoVID once and for all.

2/20/2022 9:56 AM

11308

segregated my family and children in school system has become very real in the last year.
Just Sickend by the MAIN STREAM MEDIA they shall be held accountable for all there crimes
spreading missinformation and HATE so easily and irresponsibly to all who tune into 6 pm
News every day Canadian's. Absolutely dispicable!!! Never mind the man dating any unproven
drug made by companies with very shady track record's who will nit disclose the seceret recipe
within these so called Vax's. Oh I could go on and on......

2/20/2022 9:56 AM

11309

More ways than can be texted here.

2/20/2022 9:56 AM

11310

Made everyday life inconvenient

2/20/2022 9:56 AM

11311

Depression, live on a farm on dead end road with one vehicle. My kids and I haven’t seen
people in years. Our only joy is family at holidays Or parks, sports .. all were taken

2/20/2022 9:56 AM

11312

Loss my handyman business - no income Loss of freedom!!!

2/20/2022 9:56 AM

11313

very much

2/20/2022 9:56 AM

11314

It has negatively effected my mental and physical health prohibiting me from services that
contribute to my overall health and well being

2/20/2022 9:56 AM

11315

Unable to travel to see family in other countries

2/20/2022 9:56 AM

11316

Depression fear

2/20/2022 9:56 AM

11317

Isolation from family and friends Medical appointments delayed

2/20/2022 9:56 AM

11318

Lost my employment.

2/20/2022 9:56 AM

11319

I have 4 children 1 has depression and the other 3 are terrified of people as they seem to think
if someone looks at them they will die of covid. They don't want to see people. And this all
comes from people in our community telling my children bs

2/20/2022 9:55 AM

11320

I have remained fairly stable but I see what legacy media and politicians have done to Divide
the country. I couldc write an essay on how I feel about Canada now. Its not the Canada I grew
up in. It is broken. I fear for the people of Canada. What health care we have has become too
political and government is totally corrupt. Trust no one! So sad!

2/20/2022 9:55 AM

11321

It has affect me physically mentally and I've lost family members

2/20/2022 9:55 AM

11322

In every way. Loss of loved ones going unmarked, our children losing interest in school due to
an unsettled pattern. Mostly, people treating each other like garbage!

2/20/2022 9:55 AM

11323

The mental health of myself and my family have been affected tremendously. So much missed
time at work and school. Anxiety and worry about everything.

2/20/2022 9:55 AM

11324

It really hurts and disgusting to see Trudeau use his power to hurt innocents. Makes me sick
how the police are abusing there power. I don't know how they can sleep at night knowing what
they have done. It's a sad country we live in. We are not free.

2/20/2022 9:55 AM

11325

In nearly every conceivable aspect, except Ill health.

2/20/2022 9:55 AM

11326

Not being able to do anything. My child is missing out on his favorite sports, recreational
sports due to the mandates, cant have birthday parties, wear mask in school.

2/20/2022 9:55 AM

11327

Had to close my small business. Son forced to get vaccine because he wanted to be on
campus at university of Windsor. My boys are 21 and 19, it has affected their lives socially,
mentally, emotionally and physically. Even gyms being closed…they couldn’t work out.
Husband works from home now. I’m struggling to start new business. I could go on and on but
I choose to try my best to stay positive…so I’m going to stop here. It has affected ALL of us
and we are looking forward to when all mandates are lifted.

2/20/2022 9:55 AM

11328

Have fractured relationships with family & friends & caused me to quit my job due pressure

2/20/2022 9:55 AM
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from vaxxed people
11329

It's divided good people, it's hurt my business in a way subsidies couldn't make up for.
Watched people's individual confidence whither.

2/20/2022 9:55 AM

11330

My kids live in Canada, and they are Canadian citizens. I am not. I can no longer cross the
border to see them. I will NOT get the shots, and I cannot get time off work long enough to
quarantine for two weeks. It's rediculous.

2/20/2022 9:55 AM

11331

Socially and economically

2/20/2022 9:55 AM

11332

fear....that a corrupt leader could force his mandates on a country and get away with it

2/20/2022 9:54 AM

11333

I feel safer when I take my unvaccinated baby out in public because the masks protect her
from getting sneezed or coughed directly on from a person with Covid. I also appreciate that
places are less crowded. I also appreciate the vaccine passports because it means she can
safely go to a coffee shop with me. However, once the mandates end in Saskatchewan at the
end of February, I will be in total isolation in my home again. It sucks.

2/20/2022 9:54 AM

11334

Imprisoned me in this now hell hole of a country where I am discriminated against for my
personal health decisions

2/20/2022 9:54 AM

11335

It has totally stumped the growth of my children , mentally and emotionally, I lost two jobs and
we had to rely on the food bank(which was over run) for mouldy/expired food, all because of
these mandates. All this and so much more

2/20/2022 9:54 AM

11336

I have no life I can not go anywhere

2/20/2022 9:54 AM

11337

It has helped me support and protect family members, friends, and other people in the
community who could get very sick and possibly die if contracting COVID

2/20/2022 9:54 AM

11338

Loss of work and my mental health

2/20/2022 9:54 AM

11339

Mentally alot for my kids also!

2/20/2022 9:54 AM

11340

No going anywhere fun or socializing

2/20/2022 9:54 AM

11341

I've lost loved ones and been on the receiving end of sooo much hatred as a direct result of
the mandates and the hatred that's been spoken out of Justin trudeau's mouth

2/20/2022 9:54 AM

11342

Impacts on my own and my children's mental health, much longer wait for medical care, feeling
very isolated and left out of most all family get togethers due to vax status.

2/20/2022 9:54 AM

11343

Restricted movement, caused breakup’s within the family unit.

2/20/2022 9:53 AM

11344

All thoes that I know who have had the thing have been way more sick than anyone else. My
cousin at 42 years old died. He was jabbed. I cannot sit down with my son eat at the mall! WtF
is wrong with people!

2/20/2022 9:53 AM

11345

I can't take my child to indoor soccer because I'm not vaccinated... I just had a baby and
decided not to get vaccinated while pregnant because it doesn't matter what the known
associates are saying we do not know any neurological affects the vaccines will have on the
babies who mom's were vaccinated while pregnant.. I was going to get vaccinated after having
my baby but we had covid... therefore I have natural immunity for now.. all the information
being released by so called health officials is insane.. shame on them for selling out and being
told what to say... I know for a fact the physicians were threaten if they spoke out about the
vaccine.. you can't even get honest advice from your doctor as they won't risk losing there
license.. shame on our government for creating divide and not following the science behind a
virus...

2/20/2022 9:53 AM

11346

Stole my life away. I 'm not living, just barely surviving.

2/20/2022 9:53 AM

11347

Division

2/20/2022 9:53 AM

11348

It has kept me away from family

2/20/2022 9:53 AM

11349

I do not want to be controlled or limited by my government. Want the right and freedom to
"choose" what is right for me and my family

2/20/2022 9:53 AM

11350

It’s made myself and my 3 year old mistakable. I’d anybody had doubts about mental health
after this we should all know that it’s alive and strong

2/20/2022 9:53 AM
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11351

I am being forced to get vaccinated for travel and work, even though my doctor advises
against it.

2/20/2022 9:53 AM

11352

Watching all the harm it has brought to people. I know people that were harmed by the vaccine
and even death.

2/20/2022 9:53 AM

11353

imitations People need to get back to work. No handouts from the government

2/20/2022 9:53 AM

11354

Its affected my family and friends causing rifts between them as well as my breathing from
wearing these masks.

2/20/2022 9:53 AM

11355

I couldn't return to work because my 3 young kids had no in person school. When schools
opened they would face horrible masking, prison like environment and the uncertainty of when
will they be sent home because they sneezed or cleared their throat ("symptoms" of covid).I
chose my kids over my career as a health care provider.

2/20/2022 9:52 AM

11356

Closed my business, delayed my adult children's post secondary. Forced one adult child to
resign.

2/20/2022 9:52 AM

11357

I lost my job

2/20/2022 9:52 AM

11358

The science based precautions implemented by most jurisdictions has kept me, my elderly
parent, family and friends safe and covid free... so far... please keep these safety measures in
place until it is scientifically advisable to lift the restrictions!

2/20/2022 9:52 AM

11359

Segregated and divided me from others

2/20/2022 9:52 AM

11360

I have made personal choices and adapted my lifestyle because of the mandates. As I work in
long term care who have seen the worst if the worst outcomes initially, I have ensured
personally to do the right things to ensure I am not the one bringing it in. I received the vaccine
in Jan2021 and felt like I won the lottery and then went 10 months without a booster. I wear a
mask and physically distance myself from those not complying. I have been the punching bag
trying to enforce visitor restrictions when persons were denied entry into long term care
because of active outbreaks and restrictions. I make choices based on my comfort level and
level of risk! I have been judged when I wore a mask when restrictions were lifted in our
province in the summer 2021.

2/20/2022 9:52 AM

11361

Yes very much so.

2/20/2022 9:52 AM

11362

I can’t go visit with my family and friends out in public

2/20/2022 9:52 AM

11363

the mandates have affected me spiritually, emotionally and physically. They have prohibited
me from physically being with my aging parents who are in a care home, they have caused me
to have much anxiety and have forced me to have an unhealthy fear of the authorities, they
have put division between me and my friends who don't share the same opinion and not limited
to this but have divided our country, they have prohibited and dictated the way I worship in my
church by mandating I wear a mask even while singing and not being allowed to fellowship with
my churchmates, they have taking away the right to be a member of a gym without the vax,
they prohibited me having access to the public facilities in my city. These unjust mandates
and restrictions have caused me much anxiety as I watched my loved ones being punished
under them for just wanting to provide for their families.

2/20/2022 9:52 AM

11364

Listening to the government being proud of saving the environment while making me submit 3
rapid tests a week of wasteful plastic, even though fully vaccinated can still catch covid. I'm
not welcome in restaurants, arenas, gyms or sporting events. I've lost touch with family
members because it is my (the unvaccinated) fault that we are still in a pandemic. My child
can no longer do extra curriculer activities because we are unvaccinated. We are segregated
from society. I'm losing the will to live.

2/20/2022 9:52 AM

11365

Restrictions have divided friendships n family.

2/20/2022 9:52 AM

11366

Ruined social life

2/20/2022 9:52 AM

11367

It STOLE 2 years of my life.

2/20/2022 9:51 AM

11368

Separated from family and friends from their fear of Covid. Although my family is double
vaxxed we did not participate in the vaccine passports. They are a violation of our privacy. Our
son is immunesuppressed and we feel it’s our responsibility as a family to protect ourselves
and our family not through mandates.

2/20/2022 9:51 AM
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11369

Sucjed the life right out of my family and I

2/20/2022 9:51 AM

11370

I am a federal worker. And can’t work

2/20/2022 9:51 AM

11371

Not

2/20/2022 9:51 AM

11372

decreesed way of live brought discord to fam, friends

2/20/2022 9:51 AM

11373

Not too much, I wear a mask and have been working from home for 2years. My surgery was
postponed a couple times and I have not been able to see friends much over those years but I
have not contacted COVID or even come close this whole time.

2/20/2022 9:51 AM

11374

Very depressing

2/20/2022 9:51 AM

11375

I cannot visit my elderly parents outside country I cannot swim in the pool(need it for healthy
reason) I even cannot make grocery shopping because I cannot breath with face mask.All my
family cannot breath with face masks. No museum, movie,restaurants. I don't feel I have
rights in this country anymore

2/20/2022 9:50 AM

11376

I should have the right to decide what goes in my body

2/20/2022 9:50 AM

11377

I can't travel internationally to visit family.

2/20/2022 9:50 AM

11378

Destroyed my mental health!!

2/20/2022 9:50 AM

11379

I have been segregated and discriminated in my community. We can not travel, my children
can not fly home to visit from college. One child had to quit college due to being ostracized.
Medical care has almost ceased, everything is blamed on covid. I no longer trust my Dr our
medical system or government. The mandates have destroyed business divided friends and
family and taken countless lives

2/20/2022 9:50 AM

11380

Kept me away from my grandchildren...made me hate to go outside, isolated and really sad
about what our country has become. Feeling unsupported by our Prime Minister and Ontario
PM Doug Ford. We want a different government, by the People for the People!

2/20/2022 9:50 AM

11381

I have a rare cancer and the protections allowed me to live a near normal life. With masks
lifted I will be forced to self isolate.

2/20/2022 9:50 AM

11382

It has made me feel safer

2/20/2022 9:50 AM

11383

Daughter postponed wedding x 2 years and counting. Emotional stress. Knowing your
government does not have your best interests at heart and is actively working to undermine
our rights and freedoms is incredibly discouraging.

2/20/2022 9:50 AM

11384

Violence Seizing of bank accounts the activity by the police and the government have created
an unsafe place to live. People have been killed law enforcement have used all their force. I
have no trust or faith in our laws as they can be broken by our government at an time no mater
what our rights don’t exist as if there was never charter rights It was a A peaceful
demonstration and protest for our rights until the government got involved and now there are
two deaths. This is not a safe Province to live in anymore and he Mr. Trudeau has crippled
Canada and divided us all

2/20/2022 9:50 AM

11385

Stress, anxiety, no travel, family divides, arguing and fighting with family and friends because
of difference of opinion.

2/20/2022 9:49 AM

11386

It has gave us the feeling of fear and this is not healthy ,we should back to normal as soon as
possible ,we did what we had to do vaccines boosters We have to learn how to live with this
virus Stop scare people

2/20/2022 9:49 AM

11387

Has left me and my family with deep emotional wounds. Has caused segregation and we feel
oppressed . I fully support coming back to freedom, love, and unity.

2/20/2022 9:49 AM

11388

It has kept me from seeing my grandkids and has attributed to some mental health issues

2/20/2022 9:49 AM

11389

Lost job.

2/20/2022 9:49 AM

11390

No comment!

2/20/2022 9:49 AM

11391

Family

2/20/2022 9:49 AM

11392

Not at all.

2/20/2022 9:49 AM
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11393

Negatively

2/20/2022 9:49 AM

11394

I’ve lost business. Family members don’t want to see us. We’re not able to travel.

2/20/2022 9:49 AM

11395

Unable to do many things like watch my children play indoor sports.

2/20/2022 9:49 AM

11396

The mandates of left me without faith in my government and our leader.

2/20/2022 9:48 AM

11397

I am divided from my extended family. I have lost friends. I have to be careful in my small
community due to division over what we put in our bodies. I am isolated and fighting
depression. I have lost faith in government and health authorities. I have lost my primary
relationship because he could no longer handle the social pressure of my not being COVID
inoculated. I am ashamed of how my province, my country and the media have lied and
continue to lie. I am healthy. I peacefully protest COVID restrictions and mandates.

2/20/2022 9:48 AM

11398

It has limited our ability to interact with family and friends as well being able to travel!

2/20/2022 9:48 AM

11399

my job , everyday things.

2/20/2022 9:48 AM

11400

I don't have a job, I can't flee the country, I've been discriminated against, vaxxed people are
getting sick, I lost friends, I've been kicked out of a place I visited frequently, I almost got
arrested for not showing a QR. This is about $cience VS Science.

2/20/2022 9:48 AM

11401

Job loss

2/20/2022 9:48 AM

11402

My oxygen level in my blood has dropped due to wearing masks. My daughter is 3 and has no
friends because everyone is living in fear. I lost my uncle to the jab. My sister n law lost her
job. List goes on

2/20/2022 9:48 AM

11403

I see everyone miserable!

2/20/2022 9:48 AM

11404

It’s ruined relationships with family and friends and cost me my job

2/20/2022 9:48 AM

11405

Very unhappy person

2/20/2022 9:48 AM

11406

lost job and wife

2/20/2022 9:48 AM

11407

Yes

2/20/2022 9:48 AM

11408

Which mandate? I think the mandate that has caused the most damage is the passport.

2/20/2022 9:48 AM

11409

I am not able to see my daughter and son in law!

2/20/2022 9:47 AM

11410

It has caused division amongst all aspects of life. The social isolation, fear-mongering, the
division from amongst my social relationships was quite abusive and traumatizing.

2/20/2022 9:47 AM

11411

bad

2/20/2022 9:47 AM

11412

Severe depression

2/20/2022 9:47 AM

11413

Love them way less people in store and area I go

2/20/2022 9:47 AM

11414

Financial consequence and mental health

2/20/2022 9:47 AM

11415

Loss of constitutional rights and freedoms

2/20/2022 9:47 AM

11416

Hate wearing masks, still got covid even after double Vax, was terrible when restaurants
etc.were shut down for 3 months and couldn’t even have family over and especially for
Christmas!!

2/20/2022 9:47 AM

11417

Many negative effects, mentally, physically and health wise. Stress. Discriminated against
repeatedly...far worse than any racism I have endured as an indigenous male

2/20/2022 9:47 AM

11418

That’s to private but it’s been very negative I feel we were lied to we were told that if we got
vaccinated life would get back to normal because if we were vaccinated we were less likely to
pass on the virus that’s what we were told and that was all a lie and then I had to dump God
knows what into my system so I could keep my jobAnd it really wasn’t about that it was all
about the hospitals overwhelming the medical system I’m really pissed off

2/20/2022 9:47 AM

11419

Every single aspect has been affected by mandates.

2/20/2022 9:47 AM

11420

Fear and sepwration

2/20/2022 9:47 AM
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11421

Horribly

2/20/2022 9:46 AM

11422

Behind 10 years in debt , loss of social support , divided from family, metal and physical health
due to stress , quality of life diminished with inflation,

2/20/2022 9:46 AM

11423

Severe impact on my mental health

2/20/2022 9:46 AM

11424

I've lost my pws job of 15 yrs. My son is now suffering with depression because he is not
allowed to attend the ymca as he's not vaccinated. My youngest daughter now dislikes school
because the mandatory masking and not being able to play with her friends.

2/20/2022 9:46 AM

11425

Masks and vaccines are easy. Politics ignoring the health experts is frustrating and makes
wonder who will want to work in health care in the future.

2/20/2022 9:46 AM

11426

It has separated my family and friends so that people won’t talk to each other. Even well
established groups are suddenly making a motion to resist membership to vaccinated people
only. My son lost his job due to vaccine mandates. The rest of my family and extended family
live in fear of when they will be terminated because they wish not to reveal their vaccine
status. Young grandkids having to wear masks in school all day and for a while out on the
playground outside.

2/20/2022 9:46 AM

11427

Financially, mentally and emotionally

2/20/2022 9:46 AM

11428

I was coerced in getting the covid vaccine, my body does not like foreign things, my lymph
nodes hurt ever since the first shot. I can't see certain family members, masks hurt my throat
too, I have to wear at least 5 days/week at work. This has all been very negative part of my
life, sometimes arguing with family over this bullshit!!! The government DOES NOT care about
our well being at all!!

2/20/2022 9:46 AM

11429

Mentally and emotionally has destroyed me

2/20/2022 9:46 AM

11430

It has affected my way of income I don't have a job because of vaccine mandate

2/20/2022 9:46 AM

11431

I’ve been fine

2/20/2022 9:46 AM

11432

Pitted family members against one another I’m dizzy when wearing a mask

2/20/2022 9:46 AM

11433

It’s divided my family and friends.

2/20/2022 9:46 AM

11434

It has divided the country! Friends hating friends because of differences of opinions! Has made
just going out for groceries, dining out and beverages is difficult. Many businesses have fallen
victim to this madness!

2/20/2022 9:46 AM

11435

To many ways to explain.

2/20/2022 9:45 AM

11436

Restricted socializing and going out

2/20/2022 9:45 AM

11437

The mandates have saved lives by the countless thousands. Backed by our medical
professionals and scientific data, which fluctuates as new information becomes available, our
country has has done a very good job of keeping our residents healthy. Keep in mind, never in
history has the entire planet had the resources or technology to combat a plague of this
magnitude.

2/20/2022 9:45 AM

11438

We have not seen family in 3 years and my great grand kids don't need to live life wife a mask
covering their faces. We all need mandates gone and get our life's back to normal what ever
that maybe. We need our freedoms restored.

2/20/2022 9:45 AM

11439

It really hasn’t. I’m an adult and I can get a needle, wear a mask, and wash my hands without
throwing a hissy fit

2/20/2022 9:45 AM

11440

Where to begin! My Childrens social life and confidence levels My stress and worry levels at
trying to keep a business going My health with all the worry about my business My marriage
with all the stress about our business My motivation to get up in a morning I could go on and
on. But I am so tired of talking about COVID

2/20/2022 9:45 AM

11441

The mandates have affected my life because I now see this was all a scam to turn Canada
into China. Shame shame shame on you Liberals for being such sellouts

2/20/2022 9:45 AM

11442

Im vaxxed spouse not... Cant do or go anywhere together... The stress has made me ill and
we are now seperated due to covid crisis n isolation- now im homeless i cant go to family NB

2/20/2022 9:45 AM
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cause of madates... End mandates.. We have to learn to live it n take our own precautions
based on individual needs.. End the EMA n Man☮️⚖️🇨🇦😔💯dates...
11443

Family deaths from vaccine and medical complications severe mental issues with other family
members and friends financial hardship

2/20/2022 9:45 AM

11444

It has impacted every bodies life, it has divided our family along with many others, it has
closed stores, I hate seeing my kids in masks, my daughter cries that she has to wear it for 8
hours a day, but she is a kid that needs to be in a class room! I was outraged when they took
my sins temperature with a gun thermometer without my consent because he had a headache
from the noise in the classroom, I could right a book about how angry 😡 I am!!!!

2/20/2022 9:45 AM

11445

I havent' been able to see my family for over one year

2/20/2022 9:45 AM

11446

Rarely see my mom

2/20/2022 9:45 AM

11447

Destroyed it completely.

2/20/2022 9:45 AM

11448

Friends who will never go back to normal, too much fear. Alienated due to vaccination status.
Family quarrels, not speaking to each other. Marriages broken up due to differing views.
Children’s social skills in limbo. Seeing fear in so many people. Just not happy with life as it is
now. Too much division, stigmatizing, hatred spewed by our prime minister. Fear for the future
of our once great country.

2/20/2022 9:45 AM

11449

Many restrictions without data support Very divisive

2/20/2022 9:45 AM

11450

Depression, anxiety, rage

2/20/2022 9:45 AM

11451

It like living in a Communist country. I have been unable to visit and assist my 99 year old
blind lady friend. My children do not see us.

2/20/2022 9:44 AM

11452

I lost my job for doing my due diligence and research a research use only product, linked to
deaths and adverse events. For freedom to choose.

2/20/2022 9:44 AM

11453

Ruined me financially

2/20/2022 9:44 AM

11454

Depression

2/20/2022 9:44 AM

11455

I feel safer going out knowing that people will be following mandates. I have been able to stay
safer to protect high risk, immune compromised individuals in my family. I have been able to
work from home to protect myself and others.

2/20/2022 9:44 AM

11456

Dépression Suicidal thoughts Wanted to die everyday

2/20/2022 9:44 AM

11457

It has caused a rift in my family because of differing opinions on all of it.

2/20/2022 9:44 AM

11458

Discrimination, anxiety, depression

2/20/2022 9:44 AM

11459

It has ruined everything that one’s early twenties are supposed to be. I have felt anxiety and
depression for the first time in my life.

2/20/2022 9:44 AM

11460

Quit my nursing positions at 2 inner city hospitals

2/20/2022 9:44 AM

11461

Mental health

2/20/2022 9:44 AM

11462

Work ,travel and my everyday life has been affected

2/20/2022 9:44 AM

11463

Depression, anxiety, loss of staff, division within my family and friends, fearful anxious
children

2/20/2022 9:44 AM

11464

It has made me depressed, our family has been divided, and I feel like a prisoner in my own
province.

2/20/2022 9:44 AM

11465

Lost family and friends.

2/20/2022 9:44 AM

11466

Divided our household somewhat.

2/20/2022 9:44 AM

11467

Caused immense anxiety over the force being used to push the vaccine. Divided family and
long time friends, causing a disgusting level of hatred that I’ve never seen before. It’s
incredibly alarming. I have had suicidal thoughts over the turn of events. It’s hard to see the
light at the end of the tunnel, if there is any at all.

2/20/2022 9:44 AM
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11468

No travel

2/20/2022 9:44 AM

11469

As I am currently working overseas, I am unable to return to Canada as I can't fly out again
under the current restrictions and quarantine is unpredictable and expensive.

2/20/2022 9:43 AM

11470

Witnessing the suffering and pleading from seniors to not be isolating anymore

2/20/2022 9:43 AM

11471

Our are homeschooled. When for months they were not legally allowed to have grandparents
over or get together with other kids at homes. Winter is long in Saskatchewan. It’s too cold to
play outside for little children sometimes . My mother-in-law lost her job my dad was given an
ultimatum get the shot or lose your job by the end of the week. He had adverse reactions. My
mental health suffered. We were second class citizens marginalized and ostracized by our
government.

2/20/2022 9:43 AM

11472

In the most crucial way, mentally it’s affected myself. I face depression head-on on so many
levels, if this continues who knows how many others will just give up. I have young, young
children who couldn’t go to school or do extra curricular because these mandates. Division of
once close family and friends beyond belief. It’s made being a Canadian a disgrace. What our
prime minister is doing is beyond wrong.

2/20/2022 9:43 AM

11473

Been laid off since March 2020. Can’t travel. Can’t do anything. Depressed.

2/20/2022 9:43 AM

11474

Have not seen some of my family for 2 years. Wife is deeply depressed.

2/20/2022 9:43 AM

11475

Very negatively

2/20/2022 9:43 AM

11476

Lost income lost revenue and lost time

2/20/2022 9:43 AM

11477

It has protected me from getting sick and/or doing from Covid.

2/20/2022 9:43 AM

11478

Mental health

2/20/2022 9:43 AM

11479

Financial and emotionally distressed plus hearing of all the suicides and sad stories of
lockdown issues.

2/20/2022 9:43 AM

11480

Mandates take away my freedom of choice and I’m considered a second class citizen

2/20/2022 9:43 AM

11481

Segregated by family and friends. Living as tho there could be no work or money tomorrow, no
future to plan, no travel. Children are growing up assuming they will have no future.

2/20/2022 9:43 AM

11482

Mentally financially

2/20/2022 9:42 AM

11483

Screwed up my life from the get go and everyone I know!

2/20/2022 9:42 AM

11484

It has caused me social isolation

2/20/2022 9:42 AM

11485

I can not travel freely, I can not go to restaurants, I have basically lost all my freedoms to live
a healthy life participating in events with other people and having any hope for the future! I
have lost, family, friends, income !

2/20/2022 9:42 AM

11486

I am mandated to be vaccinated.

2/20/2022 9:42 AM

11487

Isolation. Shamed. Bullied. Restricted access to public venues, restaurants, travel. Not
currently employed. Currently restricted from volunteering with an organization I was registered
with previously.

2/20/2022 9:42 AM

11488

Stress, isolation, mental health, financially,

2/20/2022 9:42 AM

11489

feeling locked in feeling things going wrong with my health tons of headaches plus more health
problems i feel i should not have taken vacines

2/20/2022 9:42 AM

11490

Mental health, no rest as a front line worker, no pay increase, no recognition from government,
used and abused

2/20/2022 9:42 AM

11491

Too many negative effects to list here

2/20/2022 9:41 AM

11492

It cut me off from my loved one and my friends. It is segregation of people, it a violation of the
constitution, of our rights and freedom.

2/20/2022 9:41 AM

11493

I can’t do anything, i can’t go to restaurants i can’t go to the movie’s so on My life for the past
2 years was work, go home , work , go home , work , go home

2/20/2022 9:41 AM
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11494

Member of the Crown Corporation. Vaccin mandatory Off work without pay !

2/20/2022 9:41 AM

11495

It has caused a division between friends and family!! It has caused mental illness on my
children! It has not been good please end this

2/20/2022 9:41 AM

11496

There was and still is so much I cannot do, I couldn’t see my family for any special holiday
such as thanksgiving or Christmas for the last 2 years. I’ve been rejected and denied jobs
because I was not willing to get vaccinated. It has created a divide in so many relationships.
The mandates have been affect everyone, badly. The mandates need to be dropped
immediately and let us live in a free country again.

2/20/2022 9:41 AM

11497

Stress, depression, discriminated against repeatedly, children developing mental health issues
and developmental delays due to masks, lied to repeatedly and regularly by media and public
health, ruined trust in media, public health officials and government

2/20/2022 9:41 AM

11498

It has destroyed family bonds. My son has been greatly affected by depression and we’ve had
to get professional help. I am fortunate to still have my job but my partner lost his.

2/20/2022 9:41 AM

11499

Extreme anxiety, mental health, difficulty coping,missed medical procedure

2/20/2022 9:41 AM

11500

I did not get a winter cold, the mask seams to stop all the coughing in my face.

2/20/2022 9:41 AM

11501

Lost my job, lost family friends over a personal choice, get harassed buy every business out
there

2/20/2022 9:41 AM

11502

Not really

2/20/2022 9:40 AM

11503

No surgeries and long wait lists for medical treatment. Telephone Dr appts

2/20/2022 9:40 AM

11504

Depression

2/20/2022 9:40 AM

11505

Drastically .... I lost all of my sources of income as justin trudeau shut my hair salon down for
months with his mandates and ended up having to sell my hair salon I also lost all my income
from my employment for two years when he shut the borders down as I cook for Americans
during the hunting seasons and they weren’t allowed to come into Canada for the last couple of
years. Forcing me to have to drive 2 1/2 hrs for employment. I still have not financially
recovered from his mandates

2/20/2022 9:40 AM

11506

How hasn’t it is the real question

2/20/2022 9:40 AM

11507

Very negatively both at work and in my personal life

2/20/2022 9:40 AM

11508

In every single aspect. They’ve negatively impacted all aspects of my life. In family, friends,
employment, mental health, physical health, and emotional health. It is despicable to impose
these mandates on humans.

2/20/2022 9:40 AM

11509

Horribly

2/20/2022 9:40 AM

11510

Made me feel like a second class citizen. Discriminated against. Unable to enjoy my life in
civil society. Fearful of keeping my livelyhood. Fear of being forcibly segragated . Unable to
travel across Canada by plane and re-enter without lengthy and costly isolation stays. I am
very disappointed with how this has been handled and want thorough investigations held once
this is over.

2/20/2022 9:40 AM

11511

I am on an unpaid leave since sept 28 for not consenting to give medical info and not testing

2/20/2022 9:40 AM

11512

Haven’t seen family

2/20/2022 9:39 AM

11513

Children home from school Mental health

2/20/2022 9:39 AM

11514

It turned me into a second class citizen. But that’s ok because I am a citizen of God. God’s
Grace and mercy mandates my life and not the government

2/20/2022 9:39 AM

11515

Lost my freedom to travel, to see my Mom in a home, dine out but can not afford to dine out,
The liberals need to step down. F Trudeau

2/20/2022 9:39 AM

11516

Loss of business and income. Social interactions have changed and created divide among
people I know.

2/20/2022 9:39 AM

11517

I am a mask exempt individual due to breathing issues and I have been the recipient of mass
amounts of verbal abuse. I've had the police called on me for grocery shopping, I am
constantly getting kicked out of stores by way of verbal abuse and yelling. I get called a

2/20/2022 9:39 AM
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psychopath, a witch, that I'm crazy, etc. I am also un vaccinated so as a business owner I am
loosing business. Due to the shedding of spike proteins by vaccinated, I am unable to go into
stores for any duration of time as it then impairs my breathing for 3-5 days. That also affects
my business because I get sick going into clients houses who are vaccinated. My life will
never be the same and will constantly be a fight to breathe.
11518

I lost my casual job. No travel.

2/20/2022 9:39 AM

11519

Inability to do my business and visit my family and to comfortably attend church or be with
family. Etc. Etc. Etc.

2/20/2022 9:39 AM

11520

Loss of social interaction. Alone a lot.

2/20/2022 9:39 AM

11521

Separation from family,distance of socializing,created anger in friends and family

2/20/2022 9:39 AM

11522

Depression Suicidal

2/20/2022 9:38 AM

11523

I lost my job for a few months.

2/20/2022 9:38 AM

11524

I had to get the shot because I would loose my job, and I would not be able to finish university
degree.

2/20/2022 9:38 AM

11525

It really hasn't..but the divide in Canada will be but hurts us all

2/20/2022 9:38 AM

11526

Entirely

2/20/2022 9:38 AM

11527

I can't get a kidney unless I receive all doses

2/20/2022 9:38 AM

11528

The continual push by the gov’t, media, and others to target the un-vaxed as being
irresponsible and the cause of more variants has created a high level of stress for our families,
and many others!

2/20/2022 9:38 AM

11529

It has caused anxiety, loss of job

2/20/2022 9:38 AM

11530

Lose of job. stress and anxiety due to fear of my government and their over reach.

2/20/2022 9:38 AM

11531

Myself and my family have felt very isolated, I’ve had depression. I don’t agree that an
employer has any right to ask for any medical information from employees as a requirement for
employment so it cost me my job. It has cost me dearly financially, this is the most stress and
anxiety I’ve had to endure in my lifetime. It has completely eroded any trust I had in every
level of government, public health and education systems as well as other public services. The
only positive that has come out of this is that it has revealed just how corrupt our institutions
have become.

2/20/2022 9:38 AM

11532

Reduced the risk of transmission of the virus. Helped the hospitals stay afloat.

2/20/2022 9:38 AM

11533

It has kept families apart, the separation, not being able to hug them, or even touch them,
absolutely broke our hearts. It divided families. Our kids businesses had to close and their
income was greatly reduced. Our grand children not being able to go school, see their friends,
parents trying to find care for them was beyond stressful.

2/20/2022 9:38 AM

11534

My child has been forced out of post secondary loosing all of Wgat she’s done The division
amongst family/friends Mental health of my young adult teens has been jeopardized Missed
out on 2 years of their lives with graduating and having fun The fear of wgats to come to those
we care about who took the “vaccines”

2/20/2022 9:38 AM

11535

negative

2/20/2022 9:38 AM

11536

I’ve seen many people suffer! Families divided! Old people die alone! It’s just awful!

2/20/2022 9:37 AM

11537

My mother is in palliative care in hospital and could not see her for 2 months during lockdown.
Two months I will never get back.

2/20/2022 9:37 AM

11538

I do not have the same freedoms I used to have. The people are divided and friendships have
been broken irreparably.

2/20/2022 9:37 AM

11539

We have lost friends and family because of different opinions and views. It’s been extremely
stressful and damaging mentally. We have been impacted financially.

2/20/2022 9:37 AM

11540

Masks are so hard to breath in when worn a long timr

2/20/2022 9:37 AM

11541

My boyfriend and I have been laid off of work for 2 years, we both work in aviation and now

2/20/2022 9:37 AM
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that we are back at work everytime there’s a new restriction out in place our work/hours/pay
get effected even though there’s no logical reason for it and we are constantly afraid of being
laid off again. Also our parents own a store and their income is also significantly reduced. Not
to mention I was unsure of how I felt about the vaccine but had to get it to keep my job.
11542

Emotional health and respiratory issues

2/20/2022 9:37 AM

11543

It has not, the virus has affected my life

2/20/2022 9:37 AM

11544

Feeling of no hope. Changed my opinion of the government, who i thought were my friends.
Feeling i don't have freedom of choice any more

2/20/2022 9:37 AM

11545

In too many ways to try sum up here. Family, work, business, friendships, social, community
and country have all suffered greatly.

2/20/2022 9:37 AM

11546

Cannot put food on the table

2/20/2022 9:36 AM

11547

The mandates have had a severe negative impact on my life!

2/20/2022 9:36 AM

11548

Stopped me from enjoying my life and excluding me then everyone else

2/20/2022 9:36 AM

11549

Badly

2/20/2022 9:36 AM

11550

Job loss, wage loss, loss of sports for my entire family, discrimination in the work place and
community events, loss of friends, stress on family relationships

2/20/2022 9:36 AM

11551

Mental health and trust in government

2/20/2022 9:36 AM

11552

I have watched an 18yr old friend suffer from what we now know as long term effects from the
shot being pushed on him. I have seen a local man Deol dead at 34 from cardiac arrest after
his second dose in front of his children. This man was perfectly healthy. I have suffered from
depression, over the past few years watching my freedoms dwindle. I have watched family
members turn from love to hate amongst each other. This will never be repaired fully. I have
watched family members regrettably get the jab and say they will never get another one. Their
trust is gone. They were coerced. My mother being one of them, and she has been a nurse for
over 30 years. And much much more...

2/20/2022 9:36 AM

11553

Once the PM began promoting segregation and discrimination of the unvaxxed in August, my
family and I have been disowned by relatives, my children have not done the sports and
groups they love, and we have been left out of all public events, outings, funeral, etc. I did
extensive research about the vax when it came out and I made a highly informed choice not to
take it or put it in my children. The general public was never given all the information
necessary to have informed consent.

2/20/2022 9:36 AM

11554

I choose to be unvaccinated so I can not go to my childrens sport games, exercise classes,
restaurants or travel to see my elderly parents without having to isolate. My business has been
shut down with no scientific evidence supporting their decision. My husband works in the
restaurant business and has been shut down many times. My son doesn’t want to go to school
because he sits in the same seat all day and feels unhealthy by the end of the day from
wearing a mask all day. His sports and social activities have been limited leading him to
depression and getting addicted to video games.

2/20/2022 9:36 AM

11555

Freedom, peaceful talks with others in public, fighting with others where I would have not
normally done and increased my distrust in Canadian politicians to zero trust.

2/20/2022 9:36 AM

11556

Discrimination, division. Children being injected makes me sick. Masks are useless

2/20/2022 9:35 AM

11557

Job problems

2/20/2022 9:35 AM

11558

Restrictions

2/20/2022 9:35 AM

11559

I’ve lost my job and had to find other jobs. I was catering. That business closed and even
when it reopened it was slow I could not earn the same amount and that really hurt me along
with the constant inflation of food and goods!

2/20/2022 9:35 AM

11560

Isolation, dépression, family division, worry about finances, worry about the future of our
children and grandchildren. Distraught over the wickedness in people in positions of
power/control. Worried about apathy, ignorance and/or acceptance of the masses. Utter
disbelief, we were taught NOT to experiment with drugs, now they are being FORCED on

2/20/2022 9:35 AM
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everyone, while adverse effects/death from the shots are being covered up, swept under the
rug. All for the sake of money/control. I am afraid for humanity.
11561

Anxiety and depression not wanting to live any longer

2/20/2022 9:35 AM

11562

Gave depression and anxiety

2/20/2022 9:35 AM

11563

Depression

2/20/2022 9:35 AM

11564

By the restriction they put to see our relative

2/20/2022 9:35 AM

11565

Limit my travel

2/20/2022 9:35 AM

11566

I follow the rules am vaccinated so have been able to do everything I needed to do. I believe
masks are necessary until the Covid is under control. I work in health care.

2/20/2022 9:35 AM

11567

Division and segregation

2/20/2022 9:35 AM

11568

It hasn’t, you have to work through what life puts in front of you

2/20/2022 9:35 AM

11569

Making it difficult to survive

2/20/2022 9:35 AM

11570

It hasn’t. Go with the health officials and what they say.

2/20/2022 9:35 AM

11571

Feeling isolated from society and overall oppression by the government.

2/20/2022 9:34 AM

11572

Definitely lowered quality of life. Extreme anxiety and claustrophobia wearing masks. Coerced
into receiving a biological product I did not want in order to keep my job.

2/20/2022 9:34 AM

11573

I now question the government, doctors, science and police. Seems to all revolve around
political views and public safety/interest

2/20/2022 9:34 AM

11574

Lost massive amounts of income. Had to sell personal assets to survive. I've lost employment
and travel opportunities because I'm not vaccinated. I have lost friend because they have been
convinced that unvaxx people are dangerous to be around. I have lost friends to Vax reactions.
Two friends are permanently disabled now who were athletes and healthy before the jab.

2/20/2022 9:34 AM

11575

I’m a doctor and have seen the impacts in my clinic with my patients.

2/20/2022 9:34 AM

11576

Loss of jobs, freedom of choice is gone, freedom to travel gone, broken family relationships,
grandchildren’s loss of schooling & sports, fractured society, delay of non-covid health care,
homeland (Canada) is shattered politically-socially-emotionally-financially, civil freedoms
(dining etc) and access to services restricted, depression & stress caused by crippling fear for
our children’s & grandchildren’s futures

2/20/2022 9:34 AM

11577

I have watched friends and family lose their jobs, I’ve watch friends become enemies, I’ve had
loved die alone. It’s enough

2/20/2022 9:34 AM

11578

All my Life its affectef

2/20/2022 9:34 AM

11579

The Mandates made me more isolated from things I like to do it has caused a mental health
crisis for many people

2/20/2022 9:34 AM

11580

In every way with family and friends. I couldn't see my doctor in the office with real health
issues. I can't wear a mask so wore a face shield and have been kicked out of stores. This is
not the Canada I have known.

2/20/2022 9:34 AM

11581

Made me feel like an outcast

2/20/2022 9:34 AM

11582

It has adversely affected my mental health

2/20/2022 9:34 AM

11583

Mentally

2/20/2022 9:34 AM

11584

Lost 2 years now on oxygen and can’t travel. Lost track of family. Feel lost & depressed

2/20/2022 9:34 AM

11585

I have lost friends and family members due to the great divide of our society around the Covid
shot. I have had my freedoms suspended and have been called a racist by my prime minister.
I’m angry that the lies and fear mongering have been allowed to spew out of the prime minister
and all levels of government along with so called health agencies. This plandemic is not about
health rather control.

2/20/2022 9:34 AM

11586

It has effected my freedom of worship with the church and the ability to see family and friends.

2/20/2022 9:33 AM
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Also effected my families health having to wear masks in a negative way.
11587

Made me feel safer in public and protected everyone, including my unvaccinated toddler
granddaughter. Follow the science, not the people who have zero knowledge of how a virus and
vaccine and the health care system works.

2/20/2022 9:33 AM

11588

I was forced to be vaccinated in order to keep my job, but the stress of losing other employees
and having to deal with scheduling at work and the division created with staff, eventually
caused me to quit and seek other work. The only real fear I've had, was whether or not my
grandchildren would be forced into having this 'vaccine' as well. I have family in the USA that I
haven't seen since before covid mandates started...and my husband and I are now divorced.

2/20/2022 9:33 AM

11589

Divided immediate families and they have psychologically hurt my children and has caused
depression...

2/20/2022 9:33 AM

11590

We’ve followed all their rules for the last 2 years , now they are saying it’s not good enough
why ??? If masks work why do we need to distance ? If vaccines work why is vaccinated still
spreading when things closed in the province only the vaccinated were Allowed to to anyways !
Let us just live our lives , pro choice !

2/20/2022 9:33 AM

11591

Negatively Distance between family members.

2/20/2022 9:33 AM

11592

It has affected me mentally mostly. I feel that I can't express my opinion to my loved ones. I
feel it has divided my family.

2/20/2022 9:33 AM

11593

Loss of job, isolation, disconnect with family and friends, affects my mental health

2/20/2022 9:33 AM

11594

Tavel anywhere with freedom’s and being told what to do by a tyrant useless dictator called
Trudeau

2/20/2022 9:33 AM

11595

Unable to function normally and peacefully

2/20/2022 9:33 AM

11596

Fighting depression. Breaks my heart. My O Canada . betrayed by J.T.

2/20/2022 9:32 AM

11597

I’m tied of being alone, masks and not going out to functions

2/20/2022 9:32 AM

11598

My mental and physical and emotional health I’ve never been worse. My job has been affected
and my family has been divided.

2/20/2022 9:32 AM

11599

It has truned into a dictatorship country

2/20/2022 9:32 AM

11600

It’s been great

2/20/2022 9:32 AM

11601

Yes

2/20/2022 9:32 AM

11602

Destroyed my business and income.

2/20/2022 9:32 AM

11603

Terribly

2/20/2022 9:32 AM

11604

Lost wages Depression Family loss

2/20/2022 9:32 AM

11605

Truckers protest was ok, the Fringe that jump on the coat tails is appalling, false news,
misguided redneck views- lock ‘em up, pull citizenships, this isn’t the Old Wild West or
America!!

2/20/2022 9:32 AM

11606

It has kept my family, friends and I safe. It has kept all Canadians safe.

2/20/2022 9:32 AM

11607

Restriction of my freedoms as a citizen of Canada

2/20/2022 9:32 AM

11608

Loss of income due to covid shutting down businesses, lost my house. Causing major stress
and depression.

2/20/2022 9:32 AM

11609

Unable to volunteer for organizations as usual Unable to travel Unable to visit family ETC

2/20/2022 9:32 AM

11610

Reminds me of nazis

2/20/2022 9:31 AM

11611

All my normal activities outside my home have been affected.l did not see my son and his
family for 23 months. I have not been allowed to visit my Mom in LTC

2/20/2022 9:31 AM

11612

Wasted my life for 2 years.

2/20/2022 9:31 AM

11613

Family job losses, segregation from friends, segregation of children, depression, significant
financial loss and stress

2/20/2022 9:31 AM
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11614

Feel secure

2/20/2022 9:31 AM

11615

I feel very sad not being able to visit my 98 years’ old mother for her anniversary because I am
not injected, not being able to travel and see my family in law in France, all governments
decisions are political and not for the health of population, no more right, no more freedom, no
scientific debate, I don’t want to live in my country where I feel a prisoner, fears and terror are
all around and our children continue to suffer ridiculous decision who déshonore our démocratie
with the support of corrupt journalism and main media in collaboration of police. All these dead
soldiers in wars to loose our right. Impossible to trust no more in our justice, violation of our
constitution and human rights. Anger,solitude, dépression, sicknesses we’re seeds by
government and it could be so different like Suede

2/20/2022 9:31 AM

11616

It has kept me from protecting my mother in LTC. I am her POA and was advocating for her
health and well being because she cannot speak or fully understand and cannot press her call
bell. She has fallen out of her wheel chair and her care plan has been neglected daily! I have
communicated these issues with long term care and nothing gets done. When I’m with her I’m
able to provide staff relief as they are short all the time, provide personal care as well as
speech therapy and physical therapy. Her progress has declined significantly since they have
kept me out!!! She is unvaccinated as is myself and my two siblings!!! The staff that are all
double vacxed have brought in the virus and caused outbreaks on two occasions!!! She is
being held against her will in her own home!!

2/20/2022 9:31 AM

11617

Anxiety depression loss of church and community increased illness.

2/20/2022 9:31 AM

11618

Had to close my Upholstery business because of the mandates

2/20/2022 9:31 AM

11619

Separated family; hurt income.

2/20/2022 9:30 AM

11620

I continue to live life as a follower of Jesus. The restrictions are frustrating at times, but they
aren't what defines my life.

2/20/2022 9:30 AM

11621

Definitely Unable to travel See family Financially

2/20/2022 9:30 AM

11622

Masks are an additional cost that as a senior, I certainly don't need. Plus having to travel to
Deer Lake for one of the vaccines and that took money for gas. Plus having to be shut in for
so long. It was just one big unnessessary convenience.

2/20/2022 9:30 AM

11623

I can't breathe well due to eating mask. I've been held hostage for 2 years and can't travel to
see my aged parents all because I can't take the gene therapy drug called vaccine. Friends are
not visiting me. People demonized and criticized me.

2/20/2022 9:30 AM

11624

It prevented me of visiting my elderly parents and doing activities.

2/20/2022 9:30 AM

11625

Created division

2/20/2022 9:30 AM

11626

my Canada is now Chinada

2/20/2022 9:30 AM

11627

I became a second class citizen. Lost friends, divisions in my family.

2/20/2022 9:30 AM

11628

Lost job, isolated from family, depression

2/20/2022 9:30 AM

11629

I vaccinated because I had no choice in the matter

2/20/2022 9:30 AM

11630

Profoundly negative. Mental health problems in my one son already. I cannot be supported by
my husband during traumatic hospital stays because of his vax status. It is inhumane and
sickening.

2/20/2022 9:30 AM

11631

I am not able to travel to see my daughter after having a severe reaction to the first Covid
dose and being exempt from the second. I am a front line worker and have seen an increase in
anxiety, depression, and suicidal ideation. These mandates have served their purpose. It is
time to move on.

2/20/2022 9:30 AM

11632

Shut me out of 'life'. Scaring me to think of my future. Insomnia. Panic attacks. Anxiety to the
point I'm scared all the time. My days are lonely and sad. I'm suffering from debilitating
depression. No where to turn. No where to go. No connections. I'm a senior who lives alone.
Fear of losing my part time job. Fear of ending up on the streets. I'm all alone here. I have no
family in this area. Disconnecting with family has brought great divide among us. We are all on
the same page as far as this nonsense, but no contact has taken its toll. Thoughts of ending it
all. Can't live like this anymore.

2/20/2022 9:30 AM
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11633

I've been forced to get the vaccine to keep my job. I lost employment because I couldn't fly
back to my job. Then I couldn't get back home because of the change in regulations, when you
needed 2 jobs to fly. So I was forced to take the second one.

2/20/2022 9:30 AM

11634

I lost my job, my decision to earn an income! Caused anxiety, lots of stress in my life. Division
in my family and friends

2/20/2022 9:30 AM

11635

Lost trust in government

2/20/2022 9:30 AM

11636

Destroyed my life and my business

2/20/2022 9:29 AM

11637

Everyone’s life has been affected + the economy

2/20/2022 9:29 AM

11638

In every possible way fiscally, mentally and economically

2/20/2022 9:29 AM

11639

Mental health has been extremely poor . Couldn’t go to recreation with toddlers . Burn out at
work . Anxiety attacks in public due to masks . Trouble breathing with masks. Disconnect and
division in place of worship

2/20/2022 9:29 AM

11640

Feeling segregated, afraid, business slow, stress anxiety, watching people get sick and die of
vax, Feeling unheard S everything gets censored, afraid for the future of our country. Don't feel
our govt has our best interest

2/20/2022 9:29 AM

11641

My employment has changed since it was made

2/20/2022 9:29 AM

11642

My child has to be ins cool wearing masks all day which is very damaging to her health.

2/20/2022 9:29 AM

11643

Its cost me alot of money

2/20/2022 9:29 AM

11644

Isolation

2/20/2022 9:29 AM

11645

I am a senior. I live alone. And this has made my life longer than I have ever experienced.

2/20/2022 9:28 AM

11646

Mental and healthy, anxiety, distrust in authority, dislike of public workers (ALL, including
doctors ).

2/20/2022 9:28 AM

11647

Terrible I am asthmatic and these masks kill me so I stay home rather then suffer from
wearing them later.

2/20/2022 9:28 AM

11648

R

2/20/2022 9:28 AM

11649

Screwed my son out of hockey

2/20/2022 9:28 AM

11650

Hermit

2/20/2022 9:28 AM

11651

Life as I knew it has ended. I have lost a son, grandchildren and friends. I no longer have the
freedom to travel to my second home in the US. I have been unable to go to the gyms,
restaurants, swimming pools. Freedoms are seriously in jeopardy.

2/20/2022 9:28 AM

11652

Made life more difficult. Distributed youth / community programs and disruptive to essential
services

2/20/2022 9:28 AM

11653

Made it safer and helped keep the spread under control

2/20/2022 9:28 AM

11654

My children are in school, there is no way that they should have to be wearing masks and
distancing when sports events and other large gatherings are a able to go on. They have
missed out on so many activities. I am always on guard to make sure that their are not getting
too depressed and withdrawn.

2/20/2022 9:28 AM

11655

Due to restrictions, No baby shower allowed for first grandchild, not able to be at son's
wedding, not able to visit parents overseas. It ruins family relationships. Wear a mask for a
couple of minutes and I start coughing, it's just not good to breathe in old air

2/20/2022 9:28 AM

11656

Separation from family and friends

2/20/2022 9:28 AM

11657

Employment, air quality wearing masks, division in family & friends, travelling, emotional and
psychological undue stress.

2/20/2022 9:28 AM

11658

My family is completely divided over this. Wasn’t able to attend my sons wedding or go visit
my newborn grandson. My dad died after getting the vaccines all 3

2/20/2022 9:28 AM

11659

Physically and Mentally

2/20/2022 9:28 AM
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11660

In the past 2 years, our salon has been shut down multiple times. Due to the uncertainty of
work, the stress, anxiety and depression have taken a toll on my mental health.

2/20/2022 9:27 AM

11661

Stress

2/20/2022 9:27 AM

11662

Restriction from certain venues. No sports for the kids.

2/20/2022 9:27 AM

11663

Can each t my kid play volleyball . My sister is losing her buiseness because of the open and
shut downs also losing her house because they said no one will get kick out of rental so now
she paying for he s hydro water heat weal he goes out and buy a new car and the courts are
back up to take cair of the situation

2/20/2022 9:27 AM

11664

Divided family and friends

2/20/2022 9:27 AM

11665

Loss of job , unable to go to childrens sport event, unable to go to church or dine out, unable to
travel outside of province to visit family,etc.

2/20/2022 9:27 AM

11666

No travelling. Seeing my mom in long term care. Receiving all the sacraments. Stress and
depression

2/20/2022 9:27 AM

11667

I took the vaccine and it made me sick off and on for over three months. I’m not impressed at
all. It caused a lot of anxiety and some depression and delayed plans.

2/20/2022 9:27 AM

11668

Lost my job because of the mandatory mandates

2/20/2022 9:27 AM

11669

Divided a lot of people

2/20/2022 9:27 AM

11670

Lost my job, friends

2/20/2022 9:27 AM

11671

Time lost with my ailing father.

2/20/2022 9:27 AM

11672

Freedom taken

2/20/2022 9:27 AM

11673

Friends and family have turned against me and was suicidal

2/20/2022 9:26 AM

11674

Badly.

2/20/2022 9:26 AM

11675

I have watched my youngest sons mental health decline as well as my own. The division and
hate that has been created by JUstin Trudeau and the main stream media that he funds, Has
made me sick and not to want to live here anymore

2/20/2022 9:26 AM

11676

Destroyed my life

2/20/2022 9:26 AM

11677

Financially and mentally

2/20/2022 9:26 AM

11678

It really hasn't affected me much, must do these things to keep everyone safe

2/20/2022 9:26 AM

11679

I lost my only source of income, and now I cannot provide food for my family.

2/20/2022 9:26 AM

11680

Slightly

2/20/2022 9:25 AM

11681

Our family lost two members during covid and due to lockdowns we weren't allowed to gather
together as family to mourn our losses. My Mom lives in a retirement and I wasn't able to see
her for quite some time and even now I have to test every time I visit her. The list goes on and
on.

2/20/2022 9:25 AM

11682

All ways. Lost friends and family

2/20/2022 9:25 AM

11683

isolation, not being able to attend Church, can't breath with those masks, just overall not a
good situation

2/20/2022 9:25 AM

11684

My children inhaling in there own CO2 from mask wearing at school. Constant online learning
with children with reading disabilities. So No one has been educated in the last 2 years but
moved on to the next grade. My Child cant play sports even with medical exemption . My
Grandmother 101 in Long term care hasn't seen any family or been outside all winter, has been
locked in her room for all the false positives on her floor, for 14 days at a time, even though
everyone else is 5 days vaccinated so the government strangle holds Long term care because
they are unconcerned about the elderly and confine them and they give up and die?!.just a
disgrace. That is Not human kind. My Aunt 55 died Alone and scared in hospital fast diagnosis
of cancer. My daughter a Nurse in the Hospital over worked under paid, she having a baby and
husband cant stay over night? Very young couple scared. My step father went into hospital 2
weeks ago quick onset of dementia with no warning? No one can see him, they claim he has

2/20/2022 9:25 AM
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Covid because he has a cold previously and weeks previously no one can get in hospital to
see him he wont eat and is dying alone. What has happened to our country/community that
someone would instruct life to be like this. He is a paramedic and this is his end of life scared,
confused and alone?! No family allowed to be in our homes we pay for and pay taxes for?
Made the Vax and Un-Vax turn on each other, made people believe each side us a disease to
the other? What has the government done?. And they wonder why there is protesting. Shame
on them 2 weeks to flatten the curb but 2.3 years later we have been prisoners in our own
homes. My Business declined do to constant lock downs
11685

no freedom

2/20/2022 9:25 AM

11686

Forced an injection into my body for a virus I had already contracted and had immunity for.
Which is unnecessary

2/20/2022 9:25 AM

11687

These mandates have torn families apart and created depression issues and mental health
issues. Quality of life has been decreased terribly

2/20/2022 9:25 AM

11688

Depression, loss of hope for brighter future, loss of motivation, loss of sense of purpose, fear
for what the future will be for our kids because the forecast looks dark, deep sense of pain for
a purposely divided Canada. Mandates made sense whilst it made sense with the science. But
the science has been evolving and changing but the leadership (Fed and Prov) has not
followed this change and are clamping down on control and power long past expiry. Enough.
It’s time we can be free, happy, motivated, self reliant, hopeful and united Canadians again.
It’s time.

2/20/2022 9:25 AM

11689

Segregation , denied me my freedom of choice

2/20/2022 9:25 AM

11690

All

2/20/2022 9:25 AM

11691

Government overreach, in banking, personal autonomy, infringe right to work, freedom of
movement, provincially, locally, curfews, removing my access to small businesses, extortion
to keep my job: I am now vaccinated against unemployment! I have suffered anxiety,
depression, bursts of anger. I want MY rights protected even as I chose to spend my own
money! Fear of job loss, fear of frozen and confiscated cash assets in my bank. I see tyranny
by police, police chiefs, Mayors, liberal government, Premiers, violent action against
Canadians on the streets of Ottawa and other provinces. I see Trudeau denigrating, slandering
and abusing Canadians all to save his ego. This tyrant has to be removed before he destroys
our country. The amount of our debt is astronomical and has consequences to future
generations - let’s not have to relieve our debt by selling off pieces of Canada to the CCP.
Trudeau and Freeland is a stain on democracy, a puppet and a lap dog for the WEF.

2/20/2022 9:25 AM

11692

I have experienced segregation and discrimination and emotional distress.

2/20/2022 9:25 AM

11693

In every way possible. When my grandmother was dying I couldn’t say goodbye. When I was
pregnant with my first and NOW pregnant with my second son I’ve had to go to every
appointment alone. We also are a high risk Pregnancy so if anything happens I find out alone.
My 10 month old has a blood condition which requires us to travel from province to province
and it’s always a huge hastle everytime. Freedom should be mandated. Period.

2/20/2022 9:25 AM

11694

Tremendously, as a retired man I've seen things happening, that should never happen.

2/20/2022 9:24 AM

11695

It’s affecting everyone clearly this is a moot question

2/20/2022 9:24 AM

11696

I lost more than a year of employment. My community has lost three businesses I liked to
patron. I miss my frineds and family

2/20/2022 9:24 AM

11697

I opened a business March 16, 2020. We were open for one day before having to shut down. It
has been a exhaustive rollercoaster of emotions trying to stay afloat and get our business off
the ground. Grateful to still be open, but we have not thrived by any means.

2/20/2022 9:24 AM

11698

Complete disaster for everyone

2/20/2022 9:24 AM

11699

Got back to the simple and important things in life; not distracted by all the extras

2/20/2022 9:24 AM

11700

Depression

2/20/2022 9:24 AM

11701

Travelling has been affected by the vaccine requirements, hotel quarantining, etc. enormous
added expense ! Was unable to travel to USA to see my brand new grandson !

2/20/2022 9:24 AM

11702

In every way. These mandates were supposed to be two weeks to flatten the curve. The

2/20/2022 9:24 AM
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government has used this pandemic to take away our God given rights and get more and more
control. It’s unbelievable. Freedom of worship. I am sickened that pastors have been arrested
for not following the government mandates, but they have submitted to God’s word and refuse
to sin. christians have been threatened by the government for simply practising our religion.
There have been numerous other ways we have been affected by covid. It being able to be
with sick family, the suffocation and anxiety of mask wearing. Many more.
11703

Isolation created deep depression, created suicidal ideation, masks created additional anxiety,
no support networks, my grandkids fear people as they can’t read expression, all people now
fear others, families are divided, no one trusts news or political leaders, society is a mess

2/20/2022 9:24 AM

11704

I have felt like a prisoner in my own country

2/20/2022 9:23 AM

11705

My mental health

2/20/2022 9:23 AM

11706

Assisted in my family avoiding COVID.

2/20/2022 9:23 AM

11707

I am depressed, lack of social life, inflation, cant travel.

2/20/2022 9:23 AM

11708

I lost my job, my income, family and friends. I cry everyday day and I feel like I'm living a
nightmare over and over.

2/20/2022 9:23 AM

11709

Forced to get vaccine to keep job

2/20/2022 9:23 AM

11710

Few jobs, loss of job. Loss of connection to family and friends. Has created huge splits
between family and friends.

2/20/2022 9:23 AM

11711

The mandate has made me feel safer ensuring people adhere to the advice of medical Science
professionals.

2/20/2022 9:23 AM

11712

Losing my job

2/20/2022 9:23 AM

11713

My kids have to go to daycare with people that are forced to use face coverings. As soon as
they have the slightest signs of a cold I have to keep them home and can’t work. My wife
hasn’t seen her family much over the past couple years and misses them very much.

2/20/2022 9:23 AM

11714

It hasn’t. I don’t mind wearing a mask on my face or getting a vaccine.

2/20/2022 9:23 AM

11715

Stress

2/20/2022 9:22 AM

11716

Unable to socialize or travel and enjoy it.

2/20/2022 9:22 AM

11717

I quit my job 2 weeks before the implemented mandatory vaccinations for office staff Jan 10,
2022. I also had to leave the country and everything I had, or I ran the risk of not being able to
be with my husband who lives in another country, leaving the rest of my family with the
uncertainty if I'd ever be able to return. Fortunately I have no dependants yet.

2/20/2022 9:22 AM

11718

My partner lost her job due to vaccine mandates. The division in this Country, even within my
own family, is caused by unfounded fear created by the governments with their
mandates/lockdowns and fear propaganda.

2/20/2022 9:22 AM

11719

I haven’t been able to go to my university, I’ve lost friends, mental health has taken a giant dip

2/20/2022 9:22 AM

11720

financial social mental all bad please help

2/20/2022 9:22 AM

11721

My son nearly committed suicide. I have not been able to see my youngest son and his family
in Texas for over two years. We have felt isolated and have been ridiculed by friends for our
decisions. We haven’t been able to attend Church.

2/20/2022 9:22 AM

11722

Negatively! Loss of income; loss of family relationships; loss of joy; loss of freedom.

2/20/2022 9:22 AM

11723

Every second of it for the last two years Mind unrest

2/20/2022 9:22 AM

11724

I’ve lost 16 employees and hundreds of thousands of dollars

2/20/2022 9:22 AM

11725

I am fully vaccinated but I did not go to any restaurants or public places requiring the
passports. It is wrong. We should not force anybody to do anything against his/her own
approval.

2/20/2022 9:22 AM

11726

Socialize with people

2/20/2022 9:22 AM

11727

I own a restaurant and am the only income in my family, we have been 2 years of mandates

2/20/2022 9:22 AM
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which has resulted in financial hardship
11728

I feel controlled

2/20/2022 9:22 AM

11729

Depression, anxiety, they are taking our freedom away this is not about a virus

2/20/2022 9:21 AM

11730

Turned us into second class citizen. Son in law lost his job. Inflation is crazy! Stole two years
of grandchildrens lives, education.

2/20/2022 9:21 AM

11731

Being an unvaccinated canadian i have been ostracized from things i pay taxes towards and
enough is enough.

2/20/2022 9:21 AM

11732

Depressed and anxiety . Kids home from school

2/20/2022 9:21 AM

11733

Slight inconvenience. Nothing to get excited about

2/20/2022 9:21 AM

11734

I work in an elementary school and see kids struggling with a variety of issues, including
communication (speech development, unable to hear muffled masked speech),
social/behavioral, effects of increased abuse and increased marital breakdown due to covid
lockdown stressors. Inflation is another major negative effect. We've lost money from 2
canceled trips - the latest was last week when my son tested positive and couldn't travel due
to his covid cold. The restrictions are way past being needed or effective in promoting
wellness.

2/20/2022 9:21 AM

11735

Hard on everyone

2/20/2022 9:21 AM

11736

Hurt my livelihood & mental health

2/20/2022 9:21 AM

11737

Life has stopped.

2/20/2022 9:21 AM

11738

I’ve seen my good friends and family suffer mental health issues. I’ve seen family torn apart.
It’s getting harder to operate my business and I will have to drastically increase pricing this
year to cover the inflation costs on goods and gasoline. I’m at the point where I’m looking for
another country to move to with my young family, and this is a common theme amongst my
social circle. Canada is lost as far as I am concerned

2/20/2022 9:21 AM

11739

Not seeing anyone and I can't go places I used to go. My friend don't want to hangout with me.

2/20/2022 9:21 AM

11740

It has isiolated us from the world, and some of our hard hearing children have a terrible time
not hearing what teachers and people say

2/20/2022 9:21 AM

11741

Feel like a prisoner in my own country

2/20/2022 9:20 AM

11742

Created hate, people treating me like outsider

2/20/2022 9:20 AM

11743

My kids are depressed, my husband has lost work and I’m a walking mess trying to hold
everyone together. Justin Trudeau has ruined mine and my families life.

2/20/2022 9:20 AM

11744

These mandates have ruined livelihoods , divided not only communities but families alike ,
they have help take the lives (suicide) of so many young and old . They have inhabited early
detection of disease like cancer . The mental health of children will take will take years to
restore if ever ! Nothing good has come from these ridiculous “rules” . It has injured our
economy, our federal debt will take generations of sacrifice to repay . It has allowed
governments to over reach on boundaries of freedom of choice , freedom of expression limited
our right to move freely within our own country. These “mandates” have ruined our Country !

2/20/2022 9:20 AM

11745

Terminated from employment due to vaccine injury

2/20/2022 9:20 AM

11746

More isolated

2/20/2022 9:20 AM

11747

A great deal

2/20/2022 9:20 AM

11748

Never really followed them beside had to find someone to pull be booze and I saved money by
not eating out

2/20/2022 9:20 AM

11749

I feel like I’m living in a communist country!

2/20/2022 9:19 AM

11750

It hasn’t

2/20/2022 9:19 AM

11751

It hasn’t affected me much at all I believe from the research I have made that Canada has
been out of harms way from this pandemic since the Omnicron Variant started

2/20/2022 9:19 AM
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11752

For travelage out country.

2/20/2022 9:19 AM

11753

It has caused untold suffering, shame, and inconvenience, all in the name of “Public Safety”
when it has done more damage than good.

2/20/2022 9:19 AM

11754

Bad

2/20/2022 9:19 AM

11755

reduced my income and created conscious separation amongst some of my friends and family

2/20/2022 9:19 AM

11756

depression,no freedom

2/20/2022 9:19 AM

11757

Not able to travel, missed holidays with family, divisions

2/20/2022 9:18 AM

11758

Has generally made me feel better about the health and safety of my elderly mother

2/20/2022 9:18 AM

11759

There isn’t anything social about social distancing. It effects the way we communicate with
others - it’s difficult to read lips and hear what people are saying with masks on their faces. My
husband isn’t as involved with my pregnancy as he deserves because hospitals don’t allow
support people that are not vaccinated to come to ultrasounds etc. I’m also not allowed to visit
my grandmother who is 103 because of the hospital restrictions. Therefore she isn’t able to
have normal company and feels alone. It effects my health - masks on my face cause my
nose to be runny, stuffed and sore. It effects my religious beliefs to be able to gather in
fellowship, worship and sing together in unity. There is not one pro I can think of that it helped
my life in anyway but I can list out a hundred cons it causes. Please help us as Canadians elderly, adults and the children.

2/20/2022 9:18 AM

11760

I live in a city where it gets extremely cold out. I have 2 small children and have not been able
to take them places because of these mandates. My mental health and quality of life has
declined. I was unable to see my grandmother when i visited NB in 2020, she passed a few
months later. I believe her health rapidly declined due to family not being able to see her (she
had Alzheimer's, also deaf so would read lips, and it was imperative that she saw someone
from our family daily).

2/20/2022 9:18 AM

11761

It has not as I stay home a fair bit to try to stay safe.

2/20/2022 9:18 AM

11762

It's been a pain. I watch my wife's mental health go down the drain. We Canadians have lost
our freedoms of choice.

2/20/2022 9:18 AM

11763

Loss of my job as a nurse, my kids cannot go to school without a mask so they have been
home the past year or so, not able to do recreational things I did before, etc. It has divided my
family.

2/20/2022 9:18 AM

11764

Mental health degraded, segregation from society, job affected

2/20/2022 9:18 AM

11765

More ways than I even have tome to list - worst of all it’s ruined life for my children.

2/20/2022 9:18 AM

11766

Division being ostracized

2/20/2022 9:18 AM

11767

I can't take my kids to sports...I can't go hangout with friends or go for a drink..my mental
health and that of my kids have gone out the window..

2/20/2022 9:17 AM

11768

Bad

2/20/2022 9:17 AM

11769

I run a business so it has affected my life financially and emotionally and others that used to
be employed

2/20/2022 9:17 AM

11770

It has not

2/20/2022 9:17 AM

11771

Negatively in every way

2/20/2022 9:17 AM

11772

I mainly disagree with divisiveness and marginalizing people who choose not to be vaccinated.
80%+ vaccination is a great response. I am vaccinated. We need to stop forcing people to be
vaccinated.

2/20/2022 9:17 AM

11773

Very bad

2/20/2022 9:17 AM

11774

We missed a family funeral due to Covid restrictions.

2/20/2022 9:17 AM

11775

It has been hard, effecting mental health. It also is not comforting watching the children with
the school. Parents not being allowed inside a place our children are spending their day,
marching like zombies with arms out stretched to maintain appropriatedistance, being masked
and getting in trouble for speaking with their friends at lunch. Never seeing their friends or

2/20/2022 9:17 AM
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teachers supportive smiles. Specially when they are the least effective by all of it. It's sad, and
the fear pushed down on them is not right
11776

Terribly. All of the mandates have put a huge strain on my mental health and my every day life.

2/20/2022 9:17 AM

11777

It has woken me up to the absolute corruption of the government and the media

2/20/2022 9:17 AM

11778

It hasn't. I was asked to be vaccinated by my workplace, but I would have been vaccinated
anyway. Sometimes difficult to access good masks but I don't mind wearing them because
they reduce transmission.

2/20/2022 9:17 AM

11779

Created division Restricted freedom

2/20/2022 9:17 AM

11780

Gave me stress and anxiety, loss of hope, separation from my family, unable to live my life.

2/20/2022 9:16 AM

11781

Socializing and gatherings

2/20/2022 9:16 AM

11782

We have been isolated and banned from participating in regular daily activities, such as eating
out, working out and also have not been able to travel for 2 years. We have lost friends and
relatives as well as had a parent pass away alone in a nursing home.

2/20/2022 9:16 AM

11783

I lost my job; I am morbidly depressed; I have lost all competence in our government; I have
never felt so hopeless and misrepresented and disposable.

2/20/2022 9:16 AM

11784

Loss of income and livelihood

2/20/2022 9:16 AM

11785

I believe vax passports segregated people

2/20/2022 9:16 AM

11786

Made me more careful/aware of preventative measures I can take to support myself and
others

2/20/2022 9:16 AM

11787

Countless ways, from losing my sister to not being able to do simple things with my
grandchildren

2/20/2022 9:16 AM

11788

My life has been put in “hold”. I haven’t been able to have family get together. I am missing my
grandchildren(out of town). I miss travelling. Some days I don’t even feel like getting out of bed
I have lost some friendships and do find it hard to tolerate family members who do not believe
in the COVID mandates. But I do feel fortunate that I haven’t lost any family members to
COVID

2/20/2022 9:16 AM

11789

It has stopped my child from being able to have a normal experience as a kindergarten
student. My sister passed away last March and majority of our family was unable to attend her
funeral!!! I was put into the hospital for health reasons and was unable to have any family visit,
right after I lost my sister. I have been unable to visit my immediate family during our grieving
process and we’ve had to face this loss alone. It’s ridiculous, it’s time for this bullshit to end!!!

2/20/2022 9:16 AM

11790

Totally unacceptable

2/20/2022 9:16 AM

11791

My children have been psychologically damaged and almost loosing my business

2/20/2022 9:16 AM

11792

It has made it difficult for me to move freely. Members of my immediate family have been
threatened with job loss. One Son has had adverse affects. I am fearful for their long term
health.

2/20/2022 9:15 AM

11793

The mandates have separated my family and friends, everyone believes what the media has
done which has created fear and hate and separation of many many Canadians. Sad

2/20/2022 9:15 AM

11794

I live with chronic conditions/invisible disabilities. Therefore it would be extremely reckless to
participate in experimental medical “treatment”. The mandates have caused me to be even
MORE isolated and misunderstood. The PM has called for my fellow citizens to NOT tolerate
people like me. I am afraid to go out in public - not due to virus, but due to mandates and the
hate and judgement they cause.

2/20/2022 9:15 AM

11795

I have been without a closest loved one as they died. I was unable to attend their funeral. It
was/ is still awful. I was unable to continue in social groups, lost friends, experienced isolation,
depression, separation.

2/20/2022 9:15 AM

11796

My 92% grandma has been isolated in a nursing home and misses us. My parents have to dig
through snow to talk to her through a window and phone her. Friends have cried their way to
getting the shot to play sports and have a job. Friends and their husbands have been fired for

2/20/2022 9:15 AM
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not sharing their vaccine status and have needed counselling. Our healthy kids are treated like
they have a disease and can’t go to any public recreational place.
11797

Has made me feel safer

2/20/2022 9:15 AM

11798

So much anger and division between people I care about

2/20/2022 9:15 AM

11799

Yes

2/20/2022 9:15 AM

11800

Lost my job , lost my wife kids

2/20/2022 9:15 AM

11801

Feel dehuminized. A wedge driven between friends and family and society as a whole. Fear.
Anxiety. Feel like a prisoner in my own country.

2/20/2022 9:15 AM

11802

It has taken away my freedom of movement, but most of all the media and government have
divided a country.

2/20/2022 9:15 AM

11803

Isolation, depression

2/20/2022 9:15 AM

11804

I’ve been treated like a second class citizen for not taking a gene therapy that killed a friend of
ours.

2/20/2022 9:14 AM

11805

Have not been able to live a normal life.

2/20/2022 9:14 AM

11806

countless times quarantined, loss of work and school, canceled dr appointments,

2/20/2022 9:14 AM

11807

Minimally

2/20/2022 9:14 AM

11808

Financially, depression, my childrens education, stress

2/20/2022 9:14 AM

11809

Rising cost of living

2/20/2022 9:14 AM

11810

Hasn’t really just been a pain with all the decision that they cannot decide wheaten there right
or wrong and now that don’t know if they are right or wrong the province medical doctor should
be forced out of of the position because I think she really doesn’t have a clue of what should
have been done

2/20/2022 9:14 AM

11811

I am an immigrant and a self employed single parent. I have been in my own for two years and
homeschooling my daughter alone whilst trying to work from home. I have not been able to
travel abroad to see my family in this time. I need to go home and I need to be able to travel
for part of my job.

2/20/2022 9:14 AM

11812

Very disturbing to see politicians acts of tyranny and lie’s hurting hard working honest people

2/20/2022 9:14 AM

11813

Forced my granddaughter to have an experimental medical procedure that we did not agree
with.

2/20/2022 9:14 AM

11814

In every aspect

2/20/2022 9:14 AM

11815

little

2/20/2022 9:13 AM

11816

being put on leave without pay indefinitely!

2/20/2022 9:13 AM

11817

Medical appointments, friends, sanity, travels

2/20/2022 9:13 AM

11818

Personally, professionally, financially and my health has taken a huge toll

2/20/2022 9:13 AM

11819

Depression, anger frustration and betrayal by our government at all levels and law
enforcement.

2/20/2022 9:13 AM

11820

Loss of work

2/20/2022 9:13 AM

11821

Work leave of absence without pay, could not travel nationally and internationally, could not
participate in events due to vaccination passports, could not access recreational venues,
restaurants..affected social gathering, church attendance, create division among family, friends
and community, affected well being with having to wear masks...and I could go on

2/20/2022 9:12 AM

11822

Mental illness

2/20/2022 9:12 AM

11823

I am immune compromised and I want to live

2/20/2022 9:12 AM

11824

It has given me too much time to research what is going on in canada and has made me
question the direction our government is leading us into. Also the abvious restrictions on travel

2/20/2022 9:12 AM
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has made me stay in the cold rather than seeking a fun filled beach
11825

Loneliness , depression and coersion

2/20/2022 9:12 AM

11826

Has put this country divided, and bullied into such hate, debt. Can’t pay to keep a business
going.

2/20/2022 9:12 AM

11827

family relationships ruined separation from family and friends depression

2/20/2022 9:12 AM

11828

Made it uncomfortable and un enjoyable due to travel restrictions

2/20/2022 9:12 AM

11829

When the authorities know what is fact & not just guessing, I would accept the mandates, but
literally everything they have mandated does in no way lead to a solution.

2/20/2022 9:12 AM

11830

You don’t have your freedom

2/20/2022 9:12 AM

11831

lost my job

2/20/2022 9:12 AM

11832

Depression, anxiety, work, lost friends and family.

2/20/2022 9:12 AM

11833

It has made our family separated. Made us isolated. And has effected both my job and my
husband’s job. And it has gave myself health issues.

2/20/2022 9:12 AM

11834

It has separated me from my family when they needed solace. It has affected my physical,
mental and emotional health. It has caused me to say : I am so glad my Mom passed away in
2019. Because then my Sisters and I were able to be there with her all the time Words that
should never have been necessary for me to say. It has caused stress and worry for my
Grandsons. And on and on and on.

2/20/2022 9:11 AM

11835

C’est un frein à mes libertés et à mes droits. Nous sommes en démocratie, et ces lois « pour
notre santé » sont abusives et inacceptables. J’en appelle à votre jugement.

2/20/2022 9:11 AM

11836

My business and livelihood has been shut down multiple times, affecting my income and
impacting my business negatively.

2/20/2022 9:11 AM

11837

Has caused loss of income, mental health such as ptsd, alienation of family members

2/20/2022 9:11 AM

11838

My husband was coerced into getting vaccinated or he would've been fired. I also have to
close my business due to the impact of mandates. This has put so much stress on my family.
It has affected us mentally, physically and financially.

2/20/2022 9:11 AM

11839

MENTALLY

2/20/2022 9:11 AM

11840

It allows everyone to remain safe.

2/20/2022 9:11 AM

11841

No social life

2/20/2022 9:11 AM

11842

It has divided groups and ruined many relationships

2/20/2022 9:11 AM

11843

miss family

2/20/2022 9:10 AM

11844

People r bullied. Isolated. More disease financial distress

2/20/2022 9:10 AM

11845

Stuck at home and can’t travel or meet friends or family at indoor events

2/20/2022 9:10 AM

11846

I was a Socialopathic alcoholic. Jesus saved me from this. I was a non believer for 41 years.
Until the Lord comes into your heart, you just don’t know? I would like to go back to a free
church building. Like minded, liked hearted people need to congregate to be recharged. The
more good people together is like more copper windings in an electric motor.

2/20/2022 9:10 AM

11847

I haven't been out of my house for 2 years other then groceries

2/20/2022 9:10 AM

11848

It really has not affected my life. Covid affected my world. Hospitals were not able to keep my
husband safe because they were fighting COVID. My husband died of cancer. But stress made
his body weaker.

2/20/2022 9:10 AM

11849

I was forced to get vaccinated in order to have freedom of movement. I was not permitted my
freedom due to extortion by this government.

2/20/2022 9:10 AM

11850

It’s taken all my freedom to do anything that I may enjoy. Caused friction between
family/friends.

2/20/2022 9:10 AM

11851

My kids were violated in order to attend post secondary education at Western university.

2/20/2022 9:10 AM
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Shortly after, Alan Shepard fell into a coma from his jabs and we are not sure if he died. This is
despicable.
11852

Lost my job

2/20/2022 9:10 AM

11853

Had to quit job as health care provider because because what I was expected to do was
unethical. Masks are bad for my health. Mandates have effected my part time business

2/20/2022 9:10 AM

11854

It has given me extreme anxiety, I can't even do my groceries alone. My 6 year old son has
not had 1 normal day of school yet, kids need a better education. FREEDOM!!

2/20/2022 9:10 AM

11855

Caused depression and hate in my heart..division..time to end this NOW!!!!

2/20/2022 9:10 AM

11856

Depressed, lonely, hopeless, no job,

2/20/2022 9:09 AM

11857

I’m not allowed to visit my country to visit my kids.

2/20/2022 9:09 AM

11858

Depression Caused the complete breakdown in my elderly father-in-law’s life, a veteran, who
got the second vaccine and had a major side effect which has resulted in total disability. The
pandemic has caused so much social anxiety. Divided our family’s and friends group. What
happened to what we held sacred? Like informed consent. And freedom and choice over our
own bodies. As a woman, we had fought so long and hard for that and you took it away in a
New York second. It would be one thing if any of it made scientific sense. In fact you’ve ruined
science. Making arm chair scientists out of news watchers. No one I know with side effects
from the vaccines reported their side effects. People losing jobs. Do you know I could become
a teacher with a 28 minute YouTube video education and NO evidence to show I am not
convicted of pedophilia. And these mandates broke the medical system. How many able
nurses and doctors are not working now because of the mandates. And you took away our
ability to travel. Our SAD depends on travel. In a restaurant I can be served by an unvaxxed
person but as a client I have to be double vaxxed. And show papers or be cast out??? And
this doesn’t sound like pre WW2 to the government.

2/20/2022 9:09 AM

11859

Intrusion into my personal life like no other government has previous. Devastating government
overreach!!!

2/20/2022 9:09 AM

11860

I can't get a job

2/20/2022 9:09 AM

11861

My mother is elderly and lives alone. She is healthy enough to still go out to do her own
shopping and enjoy coffee with friends or go for dinner. She has been depressed during the last
two years. She needs to be social to stay healthy!!! My grandaughters are wearing masks at
school all day. IT IS NOT HEALTHY!!! My younger granddaughter is in JK, she has never seen
her teachers smile! How sad is that? Kids need to be able to smile and hug their friends. It has
been a very sad world for Canadians the past two years. Our country is divided. Families are
fighting or not speaking. Who is actually being protected with all the mandates when people are
dying alone in the hospital. When they are committing suicide from loneliness. People are
losing their jobs and non of the mandates or vaccines help stop the spread. It’s time to STOP
WITH THE MANDATES and let people be responsible for their own health… like back in 2019
and EVERY DAY PRIOR TO THAT!!!

2/20/2022 9:09 AM

11862

We have suffered mentally in our spirts family financial the enemy is a lier we know the truth
but they have lied to break the people. I have personally seen the suicidal rates rise and
family’s break.

2/20/2022 9:09 AM

11863

Social gatherings mainly

2/20/2022 9:09 AM

11864

It has made me feel safer when I have gone out in public and it helps my mental health by
knowing our community is doing all we can to protect the most vulnerable among us by
preventing transmission of Covid.

2/20/2022 9:08 AM

11865

My job is affected and layoffs are imminent.

2/20/2022 9:08 AM

11866

Reduced freedom to certain places and activities

2/20/2022 9:08 AM

11867

Hard to get through my college program to be a psw with everything being shut down.

2/20/2022 9:08 AM

11868

I cannot fly home to see my family, my grandmother is 99 and I've been barred from seeing her
because Canada won't let me on a plane. My kids can't attend anything indoors because I can't
come with them. I also can't wear a mask and while I've been doing my best with shields,
some places still kick me out.

2/20/2022 9:08 AM
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11869

Have stayed home as much as possible.

2/20/2022 9:08 AM

11870

I have never felt such lows and so isolated from society. I have felt gutted for what it has done
to my kids. Our financial situation has been affected greatly, we make 45 percent of what we
did before the pandemic.

2/20/2022 9:08 AM

11871

I was forced to get a “vaccine” to continue attending school, in order to change careers. I still
ended up sitting in front of a computer to learn. My adult daughter went through a terrifying
bout of depression and we nearly lost her. My grandchildren are experiencing a society that
has no face!!

2/20/2022 9:07 AM

11872

I have been fortunate. And, I chose to have the vaccine especially because I am an
elementary teacher. The passport is an annoyance and I don't like that I can be tracked. I feel
like the pandemic is being used as an excuse by government to overreach their mandate. I
think that the mandate was important while we were waiting for a vaccine. Now that the
majority are vaccinated, I think people should be encouraged but not mandated.

2/20/2022 9:07 AM

11873

A lot of divisions in my family. Hurtful comments.

2/20/2022 9:07 AM

11874

Yes,in a good way

2/20/2022 9:07 AM

11875

Losing my job

2/20/2022 9:07 AM

11876

Forced coercion to take a vaccine I was not comfortable with and felt as an otherwise healthy
person I did not need

2/20/2022 9:07 AM

11877

It made me depressed and my child suffer inside school and outside school this must end now

2/20/2022 9:07 AM

11878

Too much to list

2/20/2022 9:07 AM

11879

It affected in not being able to work or to find another job because I am unvaccinated.

2/20/2022 9:07 AM

11880

Mandates have affected my business and social gatherings.

2/20/2022 9:07 AM

11881

My oldest son has developed an eating disorder and ocd and my youngest son struggles with
depression. For a virus with a 99.6% survival rate. These politicians and public health experts
shoukd be held accountable for these crimes against humanity

2/20/2022 9:07 AM

11882

General it hasn't personally; however, I have witnessed the damage to people I care about, my
community, province and country.

2/20/2022 9:07 AM

11883

Visits with friends and family, spouse lost employment due to lack of work, Travel, curfews,
feeling like a second class citizen, called terrorist because I went to parliament to support the
convoy. Feeling divided with friends and colleagues because of different views.

2/20/2022 9:06 AM

11884

Divided friends and family slowed the economy.

2/20/2022 9:06 AM

11885

Loss of business. Mental health issues.

2/20/2022 9:06 AM

11886

I have seen family divided and am so depressed and now very scared for myself, my
grandchildren and everyone else

2/20/2022 9:06 AM

11887

Isolation - I feel like I live in a prison camp. This isn't life - this is existence and it's wrong!

2/20/2022 9:06 AM

11888

I a prisoner in my own country and I don’t feel safe here. My daughter was vaccinated to stay
in school against her will. She had a terrible reaction and has been sick since. We are not a
free country anymore!

2/20/2022 9:06 AM

11889

Negatively

2/20/2022 9:06 AM

11890

I haven't been able to travel and felt like I was loosing control of my life. I feared my
grandchildren's freedom was lost and they would have no future.

2/20/2022 9:06 AM

11891

Financially, socially, discrimination, loss of friendship and family relationships, fear,
underdevelopment, inability to get resources

2/20/2022 9:06 AM

11892

It has made me live safer through the pandemic

2/20/2022 9:06 AM

11893

I have lost a major portion of my income. My daughter has had to wear a mask with zero
science to prove they work. The children have been effect the most with the least cases. The
constant lies from the government and gaslighting is disgusting..I have never seem my
country look so unrecognizable in my 50 years of life.. I want to love my country again..please.

2/20/2022 9:05 AM
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11894

The past two years has ruined my life. I have close to the breaking point. I have friends who
killed them selfs over this from being bullied for their personal medical choices. I my self had a
baby may 2020 no friends and family could come to the hospital or house to visit. I was alone
and isolated. What should have been the happy time of my life was robbed from me.

2/20/2022 9:05 AM

11895

Extremely negatively

2/20/2022 9:05 AM

11896

Isolated me for the most part.

2/20/2022 9:05 AM

11897

Freedom of choice- body sovereignty

2/20/2022 9:05 AM

11898

Hasn't, never put a chin diaper on

2/20/2022 9:05 AM

11899

Depressed

2/20/2022 9:05 AM

11900

Segregation

2/20/2022 9:05 AM

11901

My husband lost his job. My boys can’t play sports. Families are broken. As a teacher I feel
children have been abused with mask mandates in school.

2/20/2022 9:05 AM

11902

Lost job

2/20/2022 9:04 AM

11903

Hasn't really other than helping me feel safe.

2/20/2022 9:04 AM

11904

Nearly fired now subjected to three times weekly testing. Not allowed to participate in society
in simple ways like eating out or attending a game. Can’t watch my son play hockey. Feel
threatened by my own PM and government.

2/20/2022 9:04 AM

11905

To be honest I carried on through all this didn’t stop nothing as I believe I have a choice no
government going to stop me from seeing my family and friends

2/20/2022 9:04 AM

11906

It has taken my God given rights and freedoms and given them to the state

2/20/2022 9:04 AM

11907

No international travelling

2/20/2022 9:04 AM

11908

Inability to have needed surgery. Unable to see family

2/20/2022 9:04 AM

11909

Mental health of kids and parents, lack of access to everything including home based
treatment which in other countries has avoided crashing hospital systems. We cannot continue
to survive on one silver bullet ignoring what is working in other countries. So much for
Canadian known approaches of results based management, this has only been managed with
a biased focus on one part of the healthcare system and one single way out of the pandemic.

2/20/2022 9:04 AM

11910

Can’t travel. Can’t live my life as I once did.

2/20/2022 9:04 AM

11911

This has only divided the people of Canada. Causing explosive numbers of mental unwellness.

2/20/2022 9:04 AM

11912

Freedom. This is a WEF INDUCED TAKEOVER OF CANADA. TRUDEAU SHOULD BE HUNG
FOR TREASON

2/20/2022 9:04 AM

11913

I'm put on unpaid leave from my job

2/20/2022 9:04 AM

11914

Loneliness stress. Seeing my grandchildren suffer with school anxiety

2/20/2022 9:03 AM

11915

Lost my job

2/20/2022 9:03 AM

11916

had to cancel trips that were years in the making

2/20/2022 9:03 AM

11917

Freedom taken away

2/20/2022 9:03 AM

11918

I fear for the safety and freedom of my loved ones in our country in which civil rights and
parental rights have been taken. I am planning to leave Canada permanently.

2/20/2022 9:03 AM

11919

I'm a trained health and safety officer I work in research facilities I know the masks arent for
viruses for a fact ... and I'm not the pandemic isnt a complete lie based on false positives PCR
TESTING that theve now admitted tont even work all sorts of experts being silenced.. science
is always open for debate not now and the government cant even debate Trudeau keeps
walking out and wont even hear any opposition who voted for a dictator... the emergency order
never went through the house and wasnt presented to the senate these are unlawful orders and
TRUDEAU SHOULD BE CHARGED then theres the allegations of racketeering on Trudeau
owning part of aquitis pharmaceutical and hes making a fortune while he forces everyone to
comply to his tyrany ... my mother hates me cause shes brainwashed by the fake news it's

2/20/2022 9:03 AM
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obvious now cause the show none of the violence being imposed on the peaceful protesters
there been several rally up to 50000 people in the streets of TORONTO nothinb on mainstream
media nothing .... and how come there hasnt been a massive breakout of unvaxined truckers
in Ottawa... and if you can still get and transmit covid after 3 weird shots then what exactly is
the purpose of the mandates and passports it's all about compliance to the tyrannical
government I'm z 4th generation taxpayer my grandad was a mountie in like 1918 ....I dont
even want to be Canadian anymore and if I could leave and collect my pension ifmd bd gone
but I feel trapped here I need my income to survive
11920

mental, financial, family. The most divisive policy of my lifetime. Our country has been divided
at every turn under the current PM

2/20/2022 9:03 AM

11921

It has ended our business fact of how we communicate with our family

2/20/2022 9:03 AM

11922

Division,

2/20/2022 9:03 AM

11923

It has ruined my life socially and mentally

2/20/2022 9:03 AM

11924

I’ve been forced to take a vaccine that made me sicker than I’ve ever been in my life, and I
didn’t even go to the doctor because I knew they wouldn’t consider it connected snd probably
put me on some other drugs. I have no more faith in the medical system as it is obviously so
biased by the interests of big business

2/20/2022 9:03 AM

11925

My mental health has severely been affected with all the fear mongering the government has
used.

2/20/2022 9:02 AM

11926

Feeling of gov control on a situation that doesn’t warrant it. Frustrated at all the lies from the
government. Restricted activity with family as we aren’t vaccinated

2/20/2022 9:02 AM

11927

I no longer leave my home. I have terrible panick attacks when I see people in masks, let
alone try to wear one. I also have a slight hearing issue and read lips. The mandates mean I
can not communicate with others wearing masks. My husband has also lost his job for not
wanting to take an experimental drug.

2/20/2022 9:02 AM

11928

Not being able to have family come home when a loved one dies. Just the stress of everything

2/20/2022 9:02 AM

11929

Mental health not able to be free, go or do what I’d normally do. It has also affected my mental
health as we are constantly battling an immense amount of negative information and hate for
which aide or group you belong. There is a lot of division happening with the mandates. This
needs to end.

2/20/2022 9:02 AM

11930

Despicable

2/20/2022 9:02 AM

11931

Isolation

2/20/2022 9:02 AM

11932

Separation from family and friends. Lack of freedom to move freely in our country.

2/20/2022 9:02 AM

11933

Medical appointments Travels Friends Sanity

2/20/2022 9:02 AM

11934

It's deeply affected my children, some who had no graduations, no hanging out with friends, no
birthday parties, some depression and anxiety. It has affected the development of my
grandchildren, so unnatural and the masks are so unhealthy. My mom is permanently damaged
by the vaccination.

2/20/2022 9:02 AM

11935

Other than being forced to be vaccinated to be able to travel and wearing a mask to go
shopping for food which is essential to life and hiding in my home just in case I could catch the
flu…ridiculous!!!

2/20/2022 9:01 AM

11936

All of them

2/20/2022 9:01 AM

11937

Can't find a job

2/20/2022 9:01 AM

11938

Terribly

2/20/2022 9:01 AM

11939

That make our life misarable.

2/20/2022 9:01 AM

11940

Protected myself and my family from catching Covid, which I'm grateful for.

2/20/2022 9:01 AM

11941

Loss of income, depression, feelings of hoplessness

2/20/2022 9:01 AM

11942

I now have anxiety and depression

2/20/2022 9:01 AM
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11943

It has allowed some sort of normalcy instead of being trapped in my house.

2/20/2022 9:01 AM

11944

Social disfunction

2/20/2022 9:01 AM

11945

Lower income, mental health issues, inadequate education, loneliness, sense of hopelessness
at finding work, alienation and misunderstanding from once-trusted relationships, stress, less
robust physical health, impeding of public worship, isolation from family members. The
imposition of these mandates has ruined my trust in the integrity of our government with their
lack of commitment to Canada’s Constitution. The rule of law is slipping away from Canada.

2/20/2022 9:01 AM

11946

It has been what is necessary to keep people safe and while inconvenient, it was absolutely
necessary

2/20/2022 9:01 AM

11947

I lost my job.

2/20/2022 9:00 AM

11948

Depressed

2/20/2022 9:00 AM

11949

An exercise in frustration, untruths, divisiveness of society on every level. I do not believe
these controls have been in the best interests of humanity.

2/20/2022 9:00 AM

11950

Loss of income, higher cost of living, isolation, disconnection from family and friends, mental
health, suicide of friends, loss of opportunity to travel

2/20/2022 9:00 AM

11951

I couldn’t see my dad on his death bed-quit my job as a public health nurse of 19 years and
my son having to be tested to play sports. Children’s education and falling behind..

2/20/2022 9:00 AM

11952

Been very difficult mentally.

2/20/2022 9:00 AM

11953

All the ways

2/20/2022 9:00 AM

11954

I live in fear, anger and suffering since the begining of those mandatés.

2/20/2022 8:59 AM

11955

Travelling in my own country and abroad, visiting my mother in nursing home. I don’t
understand how federal mandates remain when provinces have abandoned them

2/20/2022 8:59 AM

11956

The level of stress and desperation is at a high, not to be able to train in gyms is terrible for
the human body and soul.

2/20/2022 8:59 AM

11957

Become more isolated and uninterested in life

2/20/2022 8:59 AM

11958

Inabiiity to travel

2/20/2022 8:59 AM

11959

Lost my job, difficulty finding equivalent full time work due to requiring proof of vaccination.
Unable to travel out of Canada, unable to use plane or train to travel within Canada. Potentially
having bank account seized for supporting protests. Potentially being arrested and charged for
peacefully protesting, exercising my charter of rights

2/20/2022 8:58 AM

11960

Psychological problem, this is a disgrace

2/20/2022 8:58 AM

11961

We’ve been discriminated against for our medical choices. We were not allowed in public
spaces, have had to cancel our kids activities. We’ve felt unsafe sending our kids to activities
because we were not allowed to go in with them. We have not been allowed to leave our
country, banned to travel on public transport.

2/20/2022 8:58 AM

11962

Cancer in the family Stroke in the family 6 occupations lost Division within family Suicidal
ideation Fear in children Division within school

2/20/2022 8:58 AM

11963

Unable to go to places I enjoyed going to before.

2/20/2022 8:58 AM

11964

Negatively

2/20/2022 8:58 AM

11965

Lost my job because of mandate rules and can not help my elderly father to medical
appointments. Cannot visit sick friends in hospital or in hospice

2/20/2022 8:58 AM

11966

Loss of work , added depression and anxiety, in ability to visit aging loved ones and say good
bye to the dying in person —people need to be able to see and touch their loved ones.

2/20/2022 8:58 AM

11967

Loss of freedom to shop, attend church or public gatherings increase costs of living and
excessive taxes.

2/20/2022 8:58 AM

11968

we are looking for other places in the world to live. we can't see our aging relatives in care. we
can't see our sick family in hospital. it has ruined many friendships. it has destroyed our

2/20/2022 8:58 AM
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freedom
11969

Children suffer anxiety and fear, one developed rashes from mask wearing, loss of job/ in
person school, family division and unacceptance. Freedom to decide what is best for me and
my family with those decisions come serious restrictions....things that we never had to show
proof of vax for now we do! This is not Canada 😓

2/20/2022 8:57 AM

11970

It has caused me friendships, and much mental anguish!

2/20/2022 8:57 AM

11971

I’ve lost everything ,health,wealth and self respect and respect for the government and police
and cabinet ministers

2/20/2022 8:57 AM

11972

More then we’ll ever know

2/20/2022 8:57 AM

11973

Our oldest child (17) has struggled deeply with mental health issues due to mandates in school
and shut downs of activities she loved. Our family has been living under the vaccine passport,
unable to do many regular activities, go on a date at a restaurant or movie, and I am even
unable to attend my grandmother’s father’s memorials since they died. Our family has actually
temporarily left the country because we are so sick of living this way and we wanted normal
life for our poor kids.

2/20/2022 8:57 AM

11974

Too many ways to list lost loved ones and couldn’t be there on their dying beds. Died from
loneliness not COVID. Ripped apart our family. Trudeau and Singh should be tried with treason

2/20/2022 8:57 AM

11975

It’s caused division with family and friends

2/20/2022 8:57 AM

11976

Where do you start it affects in every aspect visiting elders funerals movement for work ect
ect

2/20/2022 8:57 AM

11977

Staying home all the time (I live alone), not being able to be with my daughter who lives in a
different province, feel like a prisoner.

2/20/2022 8:56 AM

11978

Loss of income, impeding of public worship, loss of confidence that Canada will be a country
where my children can flourish, barriers to my children’s education and employment,
challenges to mental health, isolation from family members, alienation from colleagues and
neighbours, threat to my job security, loss of confidence that Canda will go forward as a free
country governed by the rule of law, particularly in regard to the charter of rights and freedoms.

2/20/2022 8:56 AM

11979

My girlfriend and her daughter lost their home and had to move provinces to live with family.

2/20/2022 8:56 AM

11980

I can't do anything

2/20/2022 8:56 AM

11981

My wife lost her business, I ended up retiring from 45 years as. General Contractor because I
refused to use the mandates and we have lost 80% of family and friends because of our
stance on covid

2/20/2022 8:56 AM

11982

Getting together with friends and family at restaurants and Other events and gatherings

2/20/2022 8:55 AM

11983

It has taken away my freedom to choose what is good for my body. There is a lot of fear over
making the right choice and then having to be aware of places you are allowed to go and the
rules you must follow while in that place.

2/20/2022 8:55 AM

11984

Ability to partake in activities.....curling, pickleball, church, family gatherings etc etc

2/20/2022 8:55 AM

11985

Loss of job, loss of friends, additional distrust in police, media, government and my fellow
Canadian citizen.

2/20/2022 8:55 AM

11986

Negatively

2/20/2022 8:55 AM

11987

I haven't seen my son in over two years, and never met my grandson.

2/20/2022 8:55 AM

11988

Before leaving Canada, my work (a salon) was closed over and over again. My children were
having anxiety and were struggling with mental health as was I.

2/20/2022 8:55 AM

11989

Have made it difficult to be with family and friends over the past 2 years

2/20/2022 8:55 AM

11990

Our son had his first child . Moments after gving birth, mommy and daddy weren't allowed to
see or.touch baby until covid test came back negative. It took 19 hours and then they only
could be 1 at a time in the room with the baby. I consider this psychological warfare. The was
in st catharines Ontario. We are ALL so depressed over this 2 of our 3 boys lost their jobs
for.not taking the jab Our other son was forced to take it for his job at Canada Post

2/20/2022 8:54 AM
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11991

It has created a nation of fear. We have experienced remote learning and masking which has
been awful for the children in my family and work place. My father had delayed surgery that
has resulted in loss. Worship has been. A huge challenge without the freedom to sing, attend,
smile at each other at will. We have experienced coercion and intimidation, broken family
relationships and a feeling of division in our daily life - running errands, wanting to connect with
others. We have lost trust in government and our doctors - hard to know how to navigate
medical help.

2/20/2022 8:54 AM

11992

I have felt more secure and safe when mandates have been in place. Having them lifted would
simply ensure that I'd be having to stay at home more. Not fair. I had no issues with vaccines,
masks and social distancing, maybe with a few people over, who agree with my thoughts. This
is NOT time to life mandates.

2/20/2022 8:54 AM

11993

My small business, family gatherings, my grandchildrens upbringing.

2/20/2022 8:54 AM

11994

On every aspects

2/20/2022 8:54 AM

11995

Feels like I'm living in a Communist state.

2/20/2022 8:54 AM

11996

It's taken my rights and freedoms away. I can't see family, can't go in to all buinesss. Can't do
my job effectively. Watching friends and family suffer financially. It's divided and it's made
discrimination acceptable to many

2/20/2022 8:53 AM

11997

It has taken my almost five year olds ability years away. “Ability years” are when a child enters
an age where they can finally start doing activities, he was never able to do that. My 8 month
old has rarely seen a face other then our own. I’m a dental assistant and feel as though the
mandates are just going to become more extreme and enter my job field as being mandated.
My patients has told me they have wanted to die because of the isolation they have been
going through, some would make medical appointments to justify getting out to have the
slightest social interactions this is wrong. All of this is so so wrong. Humanity needs to take
precedence over greed, corruption and money.

2/20/2022 8:53 AM

11998

Destroyed a large part of my psyche

2/20/2022 8:53 AM

11999

I haven't been able to attend my children's extracurricular activities (karate and football camp);
it has driven a huge wedge between us and family / friends.

2/20/2022 8:53 AM

12000

The government overreach on mandates is a violation of my freedoms and the constitution.

2/20/2022 8:53 AM

12001

Devisiveness of family and friends. Loss of income. Feeling repressed. Family members
suffered negative effects from the vaccine

2/20/2022 8:53 AM

12002

Seclusion division of family’s depression

2/20/2022 8:53 AM

12003

Negatively all the way

2/20/2022 8:53 AM

12004

Travel

2/20/2022 8:52 AM

12005

I don't want my 7 year old to have a vaccine that is not necessary for her age group. I do not
want it to be mandated that she must get it.

2/20/2022 8:52 AM

12006

All based on lies

2/20/2022 8:52 AM

12007

Loss of freedom, discrimination against me & my family for not being vaccinated. Witnessing
the depression of my children because of it.

2/20/2022 8:52 AM

12008

Division among family, financial stress, stress as health professional, emotional stress

2/20/2022 8:52 AM

12009

.

2/20/2022 8:52 AM

12010

Isolation caused increased depression and anxiety , lost friends

2/20/2022 8:52 AM

12011

To live again. Has hurt my family a lot. Emotionally and financially.

2/20/2022 8:51 AM

12012

It has taken away my husband's ability to participate In doctors apt and ultrasounds during
pregnancy. It has taken our support system and help away with the baby.

2/20/2022 8:51 AM

12013

Taking away all our rights and freedoms for a virus with a 99.8% survival rate is ludicrous to
begin with but add that to the fact that masks and the vaccine doesn’t even work! This has
never been about health and it’s time to end!

2/20/2022 8:51 AM

12014

I have not been able to work at my job . All the mandates have made me feel isolated.

2/20/2022 8:51 AM
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12015

Terribly. They don't work. It's all about control by a tyrannical government.

2/20/2022 8:51 AM

12016

Isolation an deteriorating health issues

2/20/2022 8:50 AM

12017

it screwed my business and effected my relationships in a negative way

2/20/2022 8:50 AM

12018

Cannot travel and no longer free to do the things I love.

2/20/2022 8:50 AM

12019

Could have been worse

2/20/2022 8:50 AM

12020

Financial struggle, Depression, isolation

2/20/2022 8:50 AM

12021

it has been very stressful and hurtful and caused division among family and friends.

2/20/2022 8:50 AM

12022

I became a person of disability due to a vaccine injury 10 years ago that ruined my life. Now I
fear every day that someone is going to force me to take the covid-19 vaccine, that I will be
further injured and who will take care of my child then? Living in fear constantly leads to mental
health issues and I fear what the continued mandates will do to our people. Please save our
people.

2/20/2022 8:50 AM

12023

It’s been a long two years I haven’t seen my fsmily

2/20/2022 8:50 AM

12024

Depressing. None of it works or makes sense. Makes me very angry.

2/20/2022 8:50 AM

12025

Isolation depression lack of healthcare strain on relationships

2/20/2022 8:50 AM

12026

I don't go to as many places as I use to. Friends, family and businesses.

2/20/2022 8:50 AM

12027

Not going out, being scared to go out. Put the FEAR in everyone. Missing family functions as
we weren’t allowed to travel or have more then a few in your house !

2/20/2022 8:49 AM

12028

Almost lost my job

2/20/2022 8:49 AM

12029

Cannot live a normal life

2/20/2022 8:49 AM

12030

Stressful, isolation, discrimination

2/20/2022 8:49 AM

12031

University age children most affected. Elderly parents as well.

2/20/2022 8:49 AM

12032

Depression

2/20/2022 8:49 AM

12033

Can’t leave the country to take a holiday or get out of here.

2/20/2022 8:49 AM

12034

Divided my family

2/20/2022 8:49 AM

12035

Very bad, especially for my kids, my 13th old soon suffered from depression and my
development delayed daughter missed valuable school time and therapy sessions. In addition,
my wife lost her job at City of Toronto because she is unvaccinated by choice, which is no
longer an option in the eyes of her employer.

2/20/2022 8:49 AM

12036

Took away personal decisions along with control

2/20/2022 8:48 AM

12037

Is there room to write a book here? It is killing our country….stealing lives….making prisoners
of everyone….ruining the economy….damaging the children socially mentally and
physically….depressing people….dividing our countries, friends and families….even
churches…robbing people of their right to worship and gather or socially gather….destroying
small business….robbed people of their careers, jobs, homes….it has skyrocketed inflation
which will bring hardship on all of Canada and especially on the poor, lower class and seniors.
People who want to travel are kept from their families and many have been forced to die alone
in their darkest hour…healthcare and their reputations have been ruined….they denied good
adequate treatment to many and allowed them to crash at home and then come in for a
treatment that DID NOT WORK….this has already destroyed the nations trust in this
healthcare system….It was crashing 15 years before this so called pandemic arrived…..and
the government refused 15 years ago to get ready for or deal with the OVERLOADED AND
CRASHING HEALTHCARE SYSTEM. People have died in their dirt and without proper care in
some facilities…documentation has already been show on TV shows that will prove this in a
court of law…So don’t be surprised that the public has NO or LITTLE respect or trust in these
systems. People who are retired have not even been allowed to go do an hr of waking in a gym
or rink in their area…we have been ostracized from living period…. We have been threatened
that we will not be allowed into grocery n pharmacy if not taking the jab. We have never seen
any data presented to us to show that it is even safe….they can get on TV and say it is all

2/20/2022 8:48 AM
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they want….where is their data…pharmacists don’t have it…so who has it???? What I have
seen are deaths of people we know and injuries of many who live around us including our
friends. Never taking it….PERIOD….not the 1st,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, or 10th….answer is
NEVER…. I have obeyed all the restriction….but refuse to allow a wicket dictator who hates
half of this country and speaks hate and control to decide what will go into MY BODY…..HE IS
A RAPIST….A ….TRAITOR…TO HIS OWN COUNTRY…..AND HE SHOULD BE
REMOVED…. Now you can include parliament….Thursday they all went home and did NOT
vote to STOP the Emergency Measures Act which they all knew was INVOKED AND WOULD
BE USED ALL WEEKEND AGAINST THE PEOPLE WHO HAVE BEEN IGNORED…
PERIOD….BY PARLIAMENT…. How has this affected everyone….well you all generated a
country of people who are mixed in age….and are NOT from any one area who will be
continuing to WAKE THIS COUNTRY UP….you all knew that omicron was only a small
common cold and that there was NO REASONS TO KEEP PEOPLE PRISONERS AND
FURTHER HURT THEM BUT ….YOU ALL WOULD NOT DO ANYTHING TO STOP
IT….WELL THE PEOPLE OF CANADA HAS JUST STARTED….IT WILL NOT END….UNTIL
THESE MANDATES END….How has all this affected me….IF I COULD I WOULD HAVE
PARLIAMENT IMPRISONED FOR MISMANAGING OUR COUNTRY AND TAKING AWAY
THE RIGHTS TO SURVIVE IN ONES OWN COUNTRY….THEN I WOULD SHOOT ALL OF
THEM AND START OVER….Are you starting to get an idea of how I am feeling….right
now…..OUTRAGED …..DISCUSTED….FED UP…..NOT WILLING TO LISTEN TO
PARLIAMENT ANYMORE OR THE MEDIA WHO FEEDS THE PUBLIC LIES….I HAVE A
VIDEO OF THE HORSES RUNNING OVER THE 2 PEOPLE THERE…..no bicycles in this
video…..nothing was thrown….ALL LIES…ALL LIES…ALL LIES….Wether you want to admit it
or not….we are still under these mandates….and all this happened while we were under
them….I have a son who is a member of the RCMP but by the LIVING HELL IF HE EVER
SHOWS UP IN A CIRCUS TO CHARGE AGAINST THE PEOPLE, his neighbours, and
family…LIKE I SAW IN OTTAWA….I WILL NO LONGER BE HIS PARENT…SHAME ON
THEM AND THE PARLIAMENT FOR NOT DEALING WITH THIS SOME OTHER
WAY…..THEIR REPUTATION WAS ALREADY AFFECTED AND THE PUBLIC HAD A HARD
TIME TO TRUST MANY OF THEM…..ALL DESTROYED AGAIN….WHO IS A REAL
COP….WHO IS THERE TO PROTECT THE PUBLIC, who are by the way paying their salary
while DICTATOR ORDERS THEM AROUND…..THAT HAS TO CHANGE….WHERE WERE
THE PEOPLE WHO WERE IN DANGER….WHERE? THAT LITTLE SNOTTY NOSED KID
THEY HAD ON TV NEWS WHO FILED A CHARGE AGAINST THEM….REALLY…THAT WAS
IT??? PROBABLY PAID LIKE MOST OF THE OTHERS WHO GO ON TO LIE FOR THE
FALSE NEWS MEDIA….I use to actually believe the news….NOW…NEVER AGAIN….SO
SEE WHAT THE PM OF CANADA DID….HE HAS DESTROYED THIS COUNTRY AND
EVEN THOSE WHO ARE IN PARLIAMENT CAN’T SEE STRAIGHT ENOUGH TO TRY TO
GET HIM REMOVED FROM OFFICE….THAT TELLS ME THEY ARE A PART OF IT….OR
THEY WOULD HAVE SEEN IT BY NOW…How are the mandates affecting me…..are you
getting a little picture yet….or should I continue….the discrimination and hate it has caused to
rise up within this country is a HUGE DISGRACE….kids and teens are SUICIDAL and troubled
every day and attacked by people and are being bullied over the fact that you do or don’t have
the killer jab….i can say that now as there are data that proves there are thousands of
deaths….miscarriages….still born babies…..sick new born infants….children that have
died….along with thousands and thousands of injuries and permanent disabilities…and then
there are the hundreds of thousands of hospitalization that have occurred due to the
mismanagement of all this for the past two years….how is that suppose to make me feel…
what about all the surgeries and appointment that were cancelled because of the
mandates….that caused all this to occur….yes…mandates caused it because it could have
been managed a WHOLE LOT BETTER….THAN THIS INCOMPETENT DICTATOR
DID…..PARLIAMENT IS NOT A GOVERNMENT….IT IS A 1 MAN
SHOW….DICTATOR….WHO TALKS TO NO ONE….AND LISTENS TO NO ONE……SO
HOW IS HE SERVING THE PEOPLE OF CANADA….HOW???? GET RID OF HIM….HE IS A
TRAITOR OF HIS OWN COUNTRY….BY THE WAY I AM HOLDING BACK….THIS IS ONLY
SLIGHTLY WHAT I WANT TO SAY….BUT FOR PERSONAL REASONS I DO NOT GO
THERE….now are you getting an idea of how namdates are affecting me….I worked like crazy
and sacrificed to get my daughter through nursing school….then she worked for the past 14
years to invest in her own careeer….course after course and working a career that was over
demanding in an infant ICU Unit….Job stolen…her career gone….all on the order of this
dictators mandates….we the public know that an unjabbed person who tests negative is safe
to go to work….but this government took her living away from her, her pension…her seniority,
you have degraded her to being of the same value as an immigrant without any right to live in
this country….I can not put into words how I feel as I would be charged for the content of my
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words….are you getting close to how I feel ….no…..not yet…..words can not express how I
really feel….OUTRAGED….DISCUSTED…..STRIPPED OF MY LIFE….MY CHILDREN AND
GRANDCHILDREN STRIPPED OF THEIR RIGHTS TO MAKE A LIVING IN THIS COUNTRY
THAT THEY WERE BORN IN…. I paid taxes all my life, worked hard and this is the reward me
and my family gets….in return….I could say F -JT but how I feel is way worst than
that….towards parliament….healthcare officials ….. BIG PHARMA….justice
system….premiers….MLA….. media…..GONE ALL TRUST AND FAITH IN THEM ARE
GONE….SO NOW….if you were to sum this up…..how would you say it has affected my
life???
12038

Isolated our family, caused mental health issues. I am suspended from work. I had 2 side
effects from 1st dose, got Covid, recovered. Don't want/need 2nd dose as I have immunity. I
want to go back to work.

2/20/2022 8:48 AM

12039

Mental stress, loss of family friends and relationships, personally attacked and belittled.

2/20/2022 8:48 AM

12040

My mental health and soon to be my job

2/20/2022 8:48 AM

12041

Lost friends and family over the division. My body my choice. I will not be a slave to
government and can’t believe more doctors didn’t stand up against this fake agenda. The
damages physically to the people I know and love from the jab. When will that be talked
about? The damages mentally to my kids friends family

2/20/2022 8:48 AM

12042

Destroyed Business and Mental Health. Drove Division in the people.

2/20/2022 8:48 AM

12043

Forced to get a vaccine to keep my job.

2/20/2022 8:48 AM

12044

Psychological, physically, financially and spiritually

2/20/2022 8:48 AM

12045

I’ve lost my career of 11.5 years as a Registered Practical Nurse. I’ve declared bankruptcy.
I’m an unemployed single mother with a toddler.

2/20/2022 8:48 AM

12046

It has ruined me financially

2/20/2022 8:48 AM

12047

The mansates have been hard on my 3 children.My 8 year old wales up everyday screaming
and crying and says he hates his life and hates school its like going to jail.they say thdy cant
breath having the mask on their face makes them feel confined to the point they start panic
attacks.They have no social life they can't speak with their friends or hang out cause of the
bubble they are in.Everyday after school they are pale feel sick and tell me they feel dizzy and
very tired.Not to mention how back up they are from school being homeschooled was not ideal
and now they are suffering their education is behind.Their mental and physical health is
definitely at risk for 2+ years and on going my kids have changed their mental health had
declined.they use to be happy excited and now they wake up saying they hate their life with
tears in their eyes and say they want their life back again.

2/20/2022 8:48 AM

12048

I cannot travel by plane, I am banned from restaurants. I get to hear people tell me (without
knowing) that the unvaccinated are the scum of the earth and the whole reason for the
shutdowns. I have had to be covert during the last two years in order to allow my child to have
friend time so that none of them suffer the mental health effects of the lockdown. I have known
friends kids who have attempted suicide.

2/20/2022 8:47 AM

12049

It’s ruined my mental health & threatened my job. I’ll be on leave without pay soon.

2/20/2022 8:47 AM

12050

My 35 Yr old son DIED 8 days after the Pfizer vaccine! Daughter harrassed & may loose her
job. Grandson just started school masked, fear & hatred of anything Covid. Newly retired stuck
at home when we should be celebrating after working 50 years. Friend dies last week because
of hospital negligence. Publicly shamed for not wearing a mask even though I have a medical
exemption....Constant fear porn on Legacy media using our tax funds to run this propaganda
campaign...et al

2/20/2022 8:47 AM

12051

I cannot see my family, who I love. This is destroying families.

2/20/2022 8:47 AM

12052

Destroyed the living of people on this planet, psychologically damaging entire population, is a
genocide against me and all humanity!!! I consider is a Premeditate criminal act . Masks are
blocking the oxygen to children’s brain and is reduces to be develop in a proper way!!! Please
ask them if they want to live with a gun pointed to them head every one minute 24/24 ? How
they will feel? This is what they are doing with us

2/20/2022 8:46 AM

12053

Forced to get vaccinated, forced to wear masks all day my children’s education has been

2/20/2022 8:46 AM
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affected
12054

I’m loosing my job, my kids have no parent watching them in sports

2/20/2022 8:46 AM

12055

In every way

2/20/2022 8:46 AM

12056

I have not been able to go out lije a normal person and be a patron of restaurants, movie
theatres and sports activities and no travel because I am not vaccinated. Abs I have lived in
fear and still do thinking what might happen to me in the future because if not wanting to get
vaccinated.

2/20/2022 8:46 AM

12057

Not much

2/20/2022 8:46 AM

12058

isolation

2/20/2022 8:46 AM

12059

Yes my mental health

2/20/2022 8:46 AM

12060

I have lost my job as a RPN in the community in Hamilton, Ontario after 14.5 years. Fired for
cause . No EI or severance. I currently am unable to regain employment anywhere that is
upholding the mandates. Since Nov 29, l have been living of my RRSP's and I fear for my kids
and grandkids futures here in Canada and also for those around the world . This has caused
stress and division in my family. Mental health wise l am managing but struggle at times to
see hope for the future . Watching Justin Trudeau overreach his power time and time again
causes me to loose hope in whole government as a whole as well as the police, RCMP and
military. Their refusal to stand what is right and Freedom speaks volumes. Unless things
change asap Canada will no longer be Strong & Free.

2/20/2022 8:46 AM

12061

It has sowed discord in my family and has made a lot of people leave my life simply because
of my health choices. It has become political and absolutely divided the nation. I can’t go
anywhere to eat out or drink out so I miss out on events with my friends. I missed out on my
best friend’s wedding because I wasn’t allowed in the area. I haven’t gone anywhere for two
years now. How is that supposed to be “for my health?”

2/20/2022 8:46 AM

12062

Loneliness depression.

2/20/2022 8:46 AM

12063

Asthma came back after being made to wear a mask for a year and a half and I suffer every
single day

2/20/2022 8:46 AM

12064

Depression isolation ...

2/20/2022 8:46 AM

12065

Divided my family

2/20/2022 8:46 AM

12066

More sense of community and respect

2/20/2022 8:45 AM

12067

My Dad died and I couldn’t visit him

2/20/2022 8:45 AM

12068

It has affect every aspect of our lives. It has caused devision in my family, friends and
community. It has impacted our livelihoods, our children's social development and our mental
health. We have spent 2 years isolated, insecure, powerless and living in fear. I have lost trust
and faith in our institutions.

2/20/2022 8:45 AM

12069

I no longer curl, less social, anxiety of how I’ll affect others when around them.

2/20/2022 8:45 AM

12070

Government over reach of power individual freedom of rights violated, our fundamental rights
have not been protected I feel like our constitution is null and void it's frightening I feel like
Trudeau is a dictator who is going to bankrupt Canada for a reset to create a communist
country. He is part of the WEF wanting New World Order.

2/20/2022 8:45 AM

12071

My children are miserable. Everyday is a fight to get them to go to school. Too many tears and
sad faces in my house. This has to end.

2/20/2022 8:45 AM

12072

Mental health

2/20/2022 8:45 AM

12073

Was discriminated and forbidden to use the gym, to travel, etc

2/20/2022 8:44 AM

12074

Disappointment in government decisions and taking too much onto themselves.

2/20/2022 8:44 AM

12075

Removal has made it unsafe for my children to go to school. Working my job is now unsafe
because none of the kids I work with are old enough to be vacinated. I'm hoping the 80 children
in the center don't all get Covid at once.

2/20/2022 8:44 AM

12076

I have a dead husband i couldn't travel too. A depressed 7 yr old grandson. My childrens father

2/20/2022 8:44 AM
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that died with no one allowed at his side
12077

I haven't been able to join my family in any public activity. It had divided us in this manner.

2/20/2022 8:44 AM

12078

Loss of friends , family, and income. Freedom is totally restricted

2/20/2022 8:44 AM

12079

Unable to travel outside of Canada. This is not freedom.

2/20/2022 8:44 AM

12080

Missed surgery for my husband Destroyed friendships No mental health support for my
daughter for 2 years. Has made me nervous and distrustful of government

2/20/2022 8:44 AM

12081

Lost business, income, family, friends

2/20/2022 8:43 AM

12082

Friends are lost

2/20/2022 8:43 AM

12083

Had enough

2/20/2022 8:43 AM

12084

Mentally

2/20/2022 8:43 AM

12085

All

2/20/2022 8:43 AM

12086

Not able to see the people I love. Seeing friends lose their jobs or take the vaccine out of fear.
Very sad

2/20/2022 8:43 AM

12087

It’s has affected everyone to being locked in your houses to being pressured to get the
vaccine not being able to eat out or go out period! Then my children being in and out of school
all year and having to wear a mask everywhere this is not RIGHT!! We have lost our freedom
to live how we use to and not live in fear!! This is sickening what our government has done to
this world!!

2/20/2022 8:43 AM

12088

Inability to work

2/20/2022 8:43 AM

12089

Work ethic relationship family

2/20/2022 8:43 AM

12090

Has made me realize that our federal government most definitely has clue on what is best for
Canadian citizens Are just bullies,in beginning they said masks not needed were was science
then.

2/20/2022 8:42 AM

12091

Fear

2/20/2022 8:41 AM

12092

Life has been painful the last few years, my children haven't been able to show their faces in
public. Hard to know what is true, the media and gov always flip flopping.

2/20/2022 8:41 AM

12093

I have had to change my shopping habits because of masks. Having to wear masks and eye
covering has affected my work as I am constantly aware of and adjusting. I have sensory
challenges and anxiety. I have a mask exemption but my work only gives the option of unpaid
leave or wear PPE so I am forced to wear it because I can’t afford to not work. I also am
unable to go places because of the vaccine mandate. This has impacted my childrens ability
to participate in extracurriculars and blocked us from going to various entertainment venues.
Additionally, the lockdowns dragged out my family court matter so I have been 3 years without
child support and only this month have managed to get an order and FRO involvement. My
daughter has had her autism assessment delayed 3 times because of Covid rules changing.
The delay in diagnosis has impacted her ability to connect with services and her education.
Online learning does not work for my youngest daughter and she has therefore fallen further
and further behind. My oldest daughter was diagnosed with anxiety during Covid and my
youngest had the diagnosis before Covid. Both girls and myself have struggled with the
changing rules, the constant fear messages, the limits on social interaction, and the inability to
access in person services such as counselling. The isolation requirements despite no
symptoms caused my girls to have major anxiety over the tiniest sniffle, they have missed
school over a classmate having it with no other students presenting symptoms or testing
positive. Public health even told me to abuse my child by isolating her from the family and
masking when she leaves her room. This is insane and I refused to neglect my child and treat
her like a walking disease for especially for no reason other than a classmate contact and I
still would not neglect my child if she were sick. The rules have not made sense, change
constantly, there is no transparency and the science does not support the drastic measures.

2/20/2022 8:41 AM

12094

All

2/20/2022 8:41 AM

12095

Losing my job

2/20/2022 8:41 AM

12096

I lost my job

2/20/2022 8:41 AM
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12097

I have seen and felt . Dividedin my family and friends. And not being able to see people face
.to know if there mad or sad. Or happy its made me angry . Not be able to talk to people . With
out fighting over what going on. Seeing children not happy . Its just bull shit let people get on
with there lifes

2/20/2022 8:41 AM

12098

doesn't give me the freedom of choice, leaving and do what I want. The government went to
fare and the only think the PM or other province do, is to impose by PASSING THE HUMAN
RIGHTS.

2/20/2022 8:41 AM

12099

My mental health has declined in the last 2 years. My kids are lonely, depressed and feel like
outsiders since we are unvaccinated. I have lost friends and family over not being vaccinated.

2/20/2022 8:41 AM

12100

Loss of work, depression, mental health issues

2/20/2022 8:41 AM

12101

Cery much .

2/20/2022 8:40 AM

12102

Stopped us from travelling Limited our own business Ruined opportunities for our children
Limited our church and community gatherings

2/20/2022 8:40 AM

12103

I'm disabled more now because couldn't do my aqua fit ,broke because of inflation,we 2
seniors only income 1 oa pension to live on. I've lose 22 friends &family, in my life as they
won't talk to us anymore because I can't get vaxed due to allergies and exemption notes don't
help. They still won't give you because they get I trouble

2/20/2022 8:40 AM

12104

Divided all my family

2/20/2022 8:40 AM

12105

All the mandates has created such a fear in the people causing anxiety, depression and anger.
The mandates has also caused so much separation, anger and resentment amongst family,
friends and co-workers. fear of getting COVID - which isn’t more than a virus and has a 99%
recovery rate. That’s the science that the media isn’t sharing

2/20/2022 8:40 AM

12106

Immensely

2/20/2022 8:39 AM

12107

The mandates have lessened my income, they have devided my family and friends. I had
walked into a beer store without a mask, and had racial slurs thrown at me by an employee
there, it was very scary.

2/20/2022 8:39 AM

12108

Have been dealing with depression stress , anxiety , and economic hardships. My teen has
had to seek counselling for depression and anxiety. Both urine physical health has been
impacted as well

2/20/2022 8:39 AM

12109

Attempts to take away freedom of choice

2/20/2022 8:39 AM

12110

lost my families business, increase depression, anxiety, ruined friendships and families

2/20/2022 8:39 AM

12111

Family members have lost their jobs, my kids are not able to play their sports, I can’t go for
lunch with my friends, I can’t travel and that is the biggest thing I mourn

2/20/2022 8:39 AM

12112

Lost my job and lively hood!

2/20/2022 8:39 AM

12113

Complete negative impacts, decline in mental/physical health, increased cost of living, divided
our families/friends, no longer trust government/mainstream media, concerned about our future
safety and well being from enforcement by “authorities,” etc.

2/20/2022 8:38 AM

12114

I dont see my kids ifbwe get the sniffles. My arm surgery was over a year delayed ans ive lost
partial of my arm.

2/20/2022 8:38 AM

12115

Took away our Freedom, and destoryed our economy..

2/20/2022 8:38 AM

12116

anxiety, divided family and friends , travel, freedom, air quality wearing masks, kindergarten
grandchild not wanting to go to school because of masks on bus, people are irresponsible if
you feel sick or have a cold stay home like we use too. nothing is consistent. i am vaccinated
only to travel people get covid vaccinated or not so why all the restrictions Freedom of choice
for Canada 🇨🇦 We are turning into a Cuba and I’m not proud of that Trudeau is tearing our
country apart

2/20/2022 8:38 AM

12117

I am depressed isolated and sad

2/20/2022 8:38 AM

12118

Our teenage boy developed anxiety panic attacks. We’ve been socially isolated. We have
been ostracized for wanting to make our own medical decisions. We’ve been called terrible

2/20/2022 8:38 AM
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names by our PM. It has been fairly traumatic.
12119

Completely taken away my social life and my rodeo career. My mental health is suffering
hugely. And insanely high lumber prices make it hard to build anything. I've never been so
scared for the state of my country

2/20/2022 8:38 AM

12120

I work as a cook in a B.C. pub.. I'm in constant fear of not getting enough hours to make rent
or properly buy groceries.. I can't afford anything anymore. I haven't even had the money for
common household items, haven't been able to go out and enjoy the service industry that I
work as a small part to keep running in these difficult times and will most likely be homeless
very soon even though I've worked hard my whole life and only tried this whole time to support
something that will just let me fall through the cracks.. Canada is just a big lie, making
redundant promises that are never fulfilled, without ever fully being held accountable or even
questioned about the blatantly deceitful actions.. I have learning disabilities, I'm slow, I don't
understand things too well about government bizz and its impossible for people like me to
make it out of this alive, accessing my own government stuff feels like an unsolvable cryptic
puzzle that you'll never know the answers too, and will suffer immensely with life threatening
consequences for not knowing. I wish everything was more accessible like this easy to
understand survey where i can share my experience through this and my opinions on what I
think about recent matters, but I still don't think my opinion matters or that its going anywhere..
I'm a 30 year old lower class Canadian, which apparently means subhuman to the upper class
of Canada. And I never thought this country would end up so class divided.

2/20/2022 8:38 AM

12121

In every way possible. They need to end immediately. Justin needs to step down. This is no
longer the Canada I know and love. This has torn families apart. End the mandates now!

2/20/2022 8:38 AM

12122

All bad in all areas

2/20/2022 8:37 AM

12123

Terribly. My husband has been unable to watch our son play hockey. My mental health has
declined so much that I have contemplated seeking professional help so I don’t hurt myself.

2/20/2022 8:37 AM

12124

Socially ostracized, can’t produce in-person education conferences

2/20/2022 8:37 AM

12125

I’ve been discriminated against. Can’t see my grandson. Can’t leave the country. I’ve lost all
my freedom & rights & it’s getting worst.

2/20/2022 8:37 AM

12126

Job loss, discrimination, segregation, depression,

2/20/2022 8:37 AM

12127

Embarrassing that we have a dictator for a prime minister

2/20/2022 8:37 AM

12128

Cut off from my friends for social gathering. Weight gain from lack of activity.

2/20/2022 8:37 AM

12129

In every possible way. Mentally Emotionally Socially Financially Physically Fundamentally
Completely!

2/20/2022 8:37 AM

12130

Lost my job unpaid leave. I have you g children at home. Lost daycare I cannot afford. Lost
job. Back in debt. Savings gone. Was unable to buy a home. Now rent is becoming to high.
Stress and worry financially how I will be able to feed my household. My children miss family
and friends. And have also forgotten who some family members are. Unable to attend funeral
of loved ones. My Grampy couldn't have his children fly here to see him in his last week's or
attend funeral. It's been hard mentally, financially. I want to be able to return to work. I want my
children to be able to play. I want to be able to afford more than a tiny bag of groceries as
prices have gone up way to high and I'm still out of work.

2/20/2022 8:36 AM

12131

Masks make it hard to breathe vaccines don't help anyone vaccine passport aren't necessary
we all need freedom to live our lives

2/20/2022 8:36 AM

12132

i’ve mentally not been able to handle this

2/20/2022 8:36 AM

12133

I'm a seasonal worker and was told I needed to get vaccinated or do 14 days isolating. Then it
was 5 days with a negative test.. so if I'm vaccinated and the vaccine works why did I waste 4
weeks of my life in isolation ? Just a piss off when I done what the government asked, and yet
I'm still wearing a mask...

2/20/2022 8:36 AM

12134

We’ve lost over half of our family income with 4 kids. The amount our children have been
unable to attend school or daycare has stopped me from being able to earn an income. My
husbands work load has also decreased significantly he is hardly able to bring enough money
in to keep us afloat.

2/20/2022 8:36 AM

12135

Restricted jobs - helping to keep me in a toxic environment. I have ptsd and went weeks

2/20/2022 8:36 AM
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without access to a counseller. Very hard to recover from My daughter has never experienced
a normal year of school. My son BMX’d and had an incredible drive towards it. The restrictions
killed that drive and took it away. My kids haven’t taken a swimming lesson or played and
organized sport for two years. I lost my house. I had two friends who committed suicide, not
being able to handle the weigh/pressure of it all. I lost my business. My mom watched The
news constantly and hibernated herself for the majority of 2 years. She didn’t come out the
other side the same.
12136

It stopped me from living my life in so many ways.

2/20/2022 8:36 AM

12137

Decrease in mental health

2/20/2022 8:35 AM

12138

It has made me anxious and scared

2/20/2022 8:35 AM

12139

Lose of basic personal freedom.

2/20/2022 8:35 AM

12140

Restrictions on employment. Family lost job

2/20/2022 8:35 AM

12141

It has ruined it and mentally killed my father. The Healthcare system also failed my father and
my kids

2/20/2022 8:35 AM

12142

It was acceptable at the beginning but at this point it has become ridiculously pointless

2/20/2022 8:35 AM

12143

It has affected my life tremendously. I have no employment because of this mandate. I have
worked in my place of employment for 21 years as a frontline worker. I worked the 2 years
during this pandemic not missing 1 day of work. This is heart breaking

2/20/2022 8:35 AM

12144

Nothing has improved, things have only deteriorated. Things cost alot more.

2/20/2022 8:34 AM

12145

Not able to see family

2/20/2022 8:34 AM

12146

Extremely negatively

2/20/2022 8:34 AM

12147

Lost my job, ruined relationships and mental health amongst myself and my family

2/20/2022 8:34 AM

12148

Many ways bust most important my charter of rights as a Canadian citizen

2/20/2022 8:34 AM

12149

The mandates have caused a lot of sadness in my life. Wether it was restrictions on visiting
my family or the closure of school/daycares

2/20/2022 8:33 AM

12150

Forced to work from home. Divide among family and friends

2/20/2022 8:33 AM

12151

These mandates have affected myself and my families lives terribly. Living in fear and locking
down for the last two years will have irreparable damage mentality and physiological to each of
us in many different ways. My prayer is, as a mother, that my 4 children continue to be strong
individuals and will come out on top despite the damage done to their social and educational
development, at the hands of their own government. To see the division and hate in our little
rural community is disheartening and it’s time to mend our fractured societies and people. It’s
time to come together and be the loving and great Canadian people we are.

2/20/2022 8:33 AM

12152

Broke my heart!

2/20/2022 8:33 AM

12153

Depressing

2/20/2022 8:33 AM

12154

It has effected social and mental well being

2/20/2022 8:33 AM

12155

I nearly lost my job due to vaccine mandates. I am a nurse. I was coerced into the vaccine
while in the hospital for weeks, pregnant and extremely depressed from isolation due to
hospital protocols. I was not able to see my husband or daughter because I was unvacinated. I
did not get to see my husband hold my son until he was 16 days old since we were not allowed
into the nicu together even though we tested negative. Vaccine mandates do NOT make sense
and people should not be losing their livelihoods due to a medical choice they made for
themselves! Transmission happens no matter what and the vaccine doesn't prevent you from
getting sick and infecting others!

2/20/2022 8:32 AM

12156

Frustrating,fear,lonely,distancing from even family,

2/20/2022 8:32 AM

12157

Makes life tough

2/20/2022 8:32 AM

12158

None

2/20/2022 8:32 AM

12159

Job loss, discrimination, isolation, harassment

2/20/2022 8:32 AM
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12160

I have been put on leave without pay for not getting vaccinated since November 29th. I have
suffered anxiety and depression and a feeling of defeat

2/20/2022 8:32 AM

12161

Anxiety and stress and isolation are intensified.

2/20/2022 8:32 AM

12162

Loss of work. Unable to play music (musician)

2/20/2022 8:32 AM

12163

The mandates have preserved my health and those I love and cherish in my life. We are active
and working adults who have been strengthened these past 2 years with covid restrictions.
Although sometimes a burden, public health measures and government decisions have not
caused much undue hardship in our lives.

2/20/2022 8:32 AM

12164

Watching our neighbors to the North withstand such tyranny is heartbreaking. We must stand
together with Canada and fight this abuse of power!!!

2/20/2022 8:32 AM

12165

I have been banished from society. Apartheidall over again

2/20/2022 8:32 AM

12166

Has split our family apart.

2/20/2022 8:32 AM

12167

It has created division and fear

2/20/2022 8:31 AM

12168

Placed on leave due to vaccination policy at work, mental health and physical health due to
loss of social contacts and gym closures. Last 2 years has caused Canadians unnecessary
stress.

2/20/2022 8:31 AM

12169

Can’t go to church, can’t even have friends over for dinner, have to wear a face diaper
everywhere and I already have a breathing problem.

2/20/2022 8:31 AM

12170

In every way possible, traveling, shopping, just living!

2/20/2022 8:31 AM

12171

Threat of job loss, can't go to gym, travel, eat out in restaurants can't see doctors freely, can't
be fully free

2/20/2022 8:31 AM

12172

Mentally and financially

2/20/2022 8:31 AM

12173

I’ve never been a depressed person but now I am struggling

2/20/2022 8:31 AM

12174

Has taken away our freedom and destroyed our economy

2/20/2022 8:31 AM

12175

not much

2/20/2022 8:30 AM

12176

Relationships, jobs, freedoms, autonomy over my body

2/20/2022 8:30 AM

12177

Not able to see my family!!😞😢

2/20/2022 8:30 AM

12178

I was refused a kidney transplant

2/20/2022 8:30 AM

12179

My children already developed anxiety and mild depression.

2/20/2022 8:30 AM

12180

I do not like losing my freedom. can't go a restaurant

2/20/2022 8:30 AM

12181

Social , Mental. Some Citizens For & some against. It is Covid 19 that is the root of our
problem

2/20/2022 8:29 AM

12182

I can no longer take part in indoor sporting and fitness. I am restricted from entering some
businesses to perform my job.

2/20/2022 8:29 AM

12183

I have been very fortunate as it has not. But I have friends who have lost their business’s,
families who don’t speak and friends who are unable to see their grandchildren because they
are not vaccinated!!! I am tired of seeing our country divided over this.

2/20/2022 8:29 AM

12184

Terribly. My children were born throughout the pandemic and haven’t gotten to see alot of there
family as much as we would like them too. It’s affected our income as well. It’s hard to support
two children on a one person income.

2/20/2022 8:29 AM

12185

Mental illness for our children. No socialization. Damaging family. Isolation mental illness for
parents. Damaged nearly 3 years of education for children & teens alike. Endured stress &
physical hardships. Long-term effects are horrible.

2/20/2022 8:29 AM

12186

This is a nightmare

2/20/2022 8:28 AM

12187

It has hurt my small business immensely.

2/20/2022 8:28 AM
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12188

It has given me a sense of community, we are all in this together.

2/20/2022 8:28 AM

12189

Yes. It has infringed upon my freedoms and robbed my children of their youth.

2/20/2022 8:28 AM

12190

My child can’t go anywhere and socialize; he’s gained weight. Social life doesn’t exist anymore
and we all need people around us. It has affected my work being self employed; clients cancel.
My child has one “symptom” and off school and I’m home with no pay. It’s ridiculous
considering those who are vaccinated still get Covid. In fact everyone I personally know who
has got Covid; we’re vaccinated!

2/20/2022 8:27 AM

12191

We have lost 3 years of normalcy, our children have suffered the most mental health has been
the number one side affect. Plus division of families and friends. This has been inhuman

2/20/2022 8:27 AM

12192

Brutally

2/20/2022 8:27 AM

12193

All Good

2/20/2022 8:27 AM

12194

Caused family divide, denied us the ability to attend funerals of immediate family, closed our
church due to a call from RCMP with threats of high fines, denied us ability to travel out of
province/nation, kept our children from activities of exercise ... even outside.

2/20/2022 8:27 AM

12195

It has destroyed my relationship with three of my four siblings and many friends. It has made
me a target of hate and made me feel like a prisoner.

2/20/2022 8:27 AM

12196

Not in a negative way.

2/20/2022 8:27 AM

12197

I have an autoimmune disorder. The mandates have made me feel less endangered when it is
unavoidable that I go out. I am only 35, and I've come pretty close to death a few times due to
respiratory illnesses in combo with my asthma. If I were to die, my daughter would have
nobody to care for her.

2/20/2022 8:27 AM

12198

Depressed and isolated

2/20/2022 8:27 AM

12199

Horribly! Separated my family/ friends. Mental health of my children and myself

2/20/2022 8:27 AM

12200

I have 2 kids ans my oldest once start schooling this year

2/20/2022 8:26 AM

12201

I didn't let it. I continued to not care.

2/20/2022 8:26 AM

12202

Trying to teach - the rules seem ubsurd. Wear masks all day. Telling my grade two classes for
two years to stay in their imaginary bubbles, we cant hug, they can't get out of their desks,
SOCIAL DISTANCING 22 KIDS IN A CLASSROOM IS IMPOSSIBLE. The stress has
absolutely defeated me. DEFEATED. Hearing other teachers who are enforcing the rules more
strictly yelling to keep distance, keep your masks on, stay in their desks. I AM DONE. DONE.
DONE. I would love Trudeau to come see the current classroom. Primary school teachers are
all saying the same thing - hardest year ever. I am essentially teaching Kindegarden, grade
one and two bc so many students never logged on to online learning. I am burnt out. The
masks NEED TO GO. And the vaccine mandates have created hate among Canadians who
used to love one another.

2/20/2022 8:26 AM

12203

I cannot participate in society with my children. I have lost trust and faith in our leaders,
medical professionals.

2/20/2022 8:26 AM

12204

Negatively

2/20/2022 8:26 AM

12205

Because of this mandate I got injured at work and when I went to return to work I could not
because I am not showing my personal medical information with the company and because of
that work safe hasn’t been paying me so now I’m gonna have to move out of my house
because I haven’t been getting paid in over two months

2/20/2022 8:25 AM

12206

Money loss due to closures

2/20/2022 8:25 AM

12207

Idk

2/20/2022 8:25 AM

12208

Has induced extra stress and health deteration

2/20/2022 8:25 AM

12209

Depression, social anxiety, family stress, my children’s school experience

2/20/2022 8:25 AM

12210

I was forced to get vaccinated or lose my job.

2/20/2022 8:24 AM

12211

Mental health

2/20/2022 8:24 AM
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12212

What life? Been locked up for 2 years except for work and essentials.

2/20/2022 8:24 AM

12213

It has impacted my life so negatively. Undivided isn’t something anyone wants to experience,
especially when it comes to family. We have learnt how to manage so why these mandates.
Depression in my family is at a all time.

2/20/2022 8:24 AM

12214

Ruined relationships with friends and family by ripping people apart and by creating polarizing
views on the issues… Wrecked my kid’s (now 2.5 and 4 years) formative years by not allowing
play dates, forcing masks which limit learning social cues and language… The mandates on
vaccines made me nearly lose my job until testing was introduced and now I have to test
2/week (for no reason as I’m not safe in my workplace from others who don’t have to test). The
list goes on and on…

2/20/2022 8:24 AM

12215

It has made me feel safer during the pandemic.

2/20/2022 8:24 AM

12216

We all know the answer to that

2/20/2022 8:24 AM

12217

It's stopping me from seening NY family It's affected Mt freedom my right as a canadian the
pandemic has turned Canada in to a 3rd world country

2/20/2022 8:24 AM

12218

If we dont get vaccinated we lose our Job. I can fly to see my 82 yr old mother, cant go to a
restaurant without being vaccinated , cant cross the border, kids are going up with out a
education The list goes on and I feel I'm livid g in a communist country.

2/20/2022 8:24 AM

12219

Unable to find a family doctor in my area that will accept me as a patient because I'm
unvaccinated

2/20/2022 8:23 AM

12220

My life has been impacted in so many ways. For one visits with family always turn into fights
cause everyone is divided now, what was once a loving family is not a divisive angry wreck.
My grandma wants to die cause she had no life because of the mandates. My children are now
homeschooled because of the mask mandates. Our business have been affected with inflation
since the pandemic and this is getting hard on the customers who have to take the hit with that
inflation. Omg I can go on and on, my mental health has been seriously impacted because
everyday we as Canadians are sitting on edge wondering if one day things are going to shut
down or not. It’s absolute nonsense at this point to continue this. I have watched the lives of
my friends be so impacted that they may never fully recover from this, business’s closing and
debts they didn’t have before. This is just sickening all of this is just turned into a big sick joke
on all of us.

2/20/2022 8:22 AM

12221

n/a

2/20/2022 8:22 AM

12222

Family members and friends division over the lies the mandates and bs vacancies. Division
over belief that the mainstream media was only telling us the government TRUTH not the
actual truth. And government leaders are getting rich from this whole pandemic.

2/20/2022 8:22 AM

12223

being told what to do and when to do it it by an insane lunatic and his followers has taken its
toll on my mind and body, and it has to end now,,,by whatever means necessary

2/20/2022 8:22 AM

12224

Mandates in the beginning were a good thing. Now mental health and finances are huge. I see
both sides to the issue. I think it's time to let each person decide for themselves if the want
protection from covid.

2/20/2022 8:22 AM

12225

Haven't been able to go out socially for 2 years

2/20/2022 8:22 AM

12226

Loss of income, liberties , freedom. Split our family and community

2/20/2022 8:22 AM

12227

Mentally , Phyically and emotionally drained it’s so hard to function for the last two years

2/20/2022 8:22 AM

12228

I Could not Take care of My Health as before I Could not see My parents Could not travel

2/20/2022 8:22 AM

12229

The mandates have affected me physically (I have a disease where inflammation/pain is
triggered by stress) emotionally, spiritually and financially. I have worked for the government of
Saskatchewan for over 20 years in the field of corrections and up until discovering the Covid
pandemic was a complete hoax, have lost all trust in all levels and branches of government, all
mainstream media and all institutions including health, education, financial. I am a single
mother of a 10 year old, and I am afraid most for my daughters future. She will never know
what freedom is and likely either never want to be a parent or be unable to have children due to
the molecular damage the ‘vaccines’ will cause our generations. To sum it up, all of our lives
ended with the introduction of Covid measures….it’s just a slow, painful death and we all know
it.

2/20/2022 8:22 AM
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12230

Yes-successful friends, social life

2/20/2022 8:21 AM

12231

Caused much pain stress and sadness

2/20/2022 8:21 AM

12232

My husband has not worked in his field (live entertainmemt) since pandemic declared
March2020. Teen children not able to participate in sports or other extra curricular activities. No
social activities. I must submit to testing twice weekly to continue working. Poorly, affected
relationships with some family and friemds. My parents and inlaws health has declined
drastically since start of pandemic because cut off from church community and social
activities. Closed churches and restrictions has devided parishioners and caused deep wounds
in the parish community.

2/20/2022 8:21 AM

12233

Very little - retired. The mandate is inconvenient but necessary. Costs are up and supply
delays at least partially Covid related.

2/20/2022 8:20 AM

12234

It's affected everyone's life, but really, my partner and I are covid-free and all of my loved ones
are still alive. I'm fine with that.

2/20/2022 8:20 AM

12235

Tremendously

2/20/2022 8:20 AM

12236

Family not being able to say goodbye to loved ones

2/20/2022 8:20 AM

12237

I’ve had to watch my son miss his graduation, become over weight and depressed because he
couldn’t attend college for the last 2 years, his life is on hold and all of this because of
mandates and vaccines that don’t work!

2/20/2022 8:20 AM

12238

Limited travel and travel restrictions, can’t play recreational sports or attend sports events. Not
being excepted in society for having a healthy natural immune system, medical discrimination,
this mandate is doing more harm then good it’s dividing the people and putting the citizens in
more danger. I choose not to live life in fear so I want things to go back to normal especially
our human rights that have been infringed upon. I can’t even put my daughter in recreational
sports indoors and watch her that is wrong and I feel disriminated and pressured into doing a
unsafe experimental drug. There are other anti viral options that have been proven would work.

2/20/2022 8:19 AM

12239

Division with family and friends. Constant anger with people in public

2/20/2022 8:19 AM

12240

Depression and anxiety not seeing my family

2/20/2022 8:19 AM

12241

Negatively. My child is not hitting his social milestones because he hasn't had the opportunity
to spend enough time with kids his own age. I was forced to disclose my private medical
information to my workplace. I had gotten the vaccine but didn't feel like that was any of their
business. It is private medical information. In terms of masks, I had to give birth with one. It
was not pleasant. I was already struggling to catch my breath while pushing and I had to wear
a mask on top of that. Also I had no visitors in the hospital. My child's grandparents were not
allowed to meet him legally until he was a month old. Restrictions need to end and we need to
get back to normal.

2/20/2022 8:19 AM

12242

Freedom of choices. If I didn't get the shots I'd loose the job I have been working for the past
20 years. This is not Freedom!

2/20/2022 8:19 AM

12243

Lost my family

2/20/2022 8:19 AM

12244

House is going into foreclosure

2/20/2022 8:19 AM

12245

My vulnerable loved ones remain healthy.

2/20/2022 8:18 AM

12246

Everything is frozen

2/20/2022 8:18 AM

12247

It has broken relationships; I lost an important job/source of income; lockdown’s decimated a
business I taught yoga at and they had to claim bankruptcy and close; I have had to claim
bankruptcy; my emotional and mental health has suffered.

2/20/2022 8:18 AM

12248

I lost my job

2/20/2022 8:18 AM

12249

Oppression, depression, fear

2/20/2022 8:18 AM

12250

I wasnt able to see my Grandpa on his death bed or have a proper funeral for him. My kids are
behind at school and couldnt attend functions.. Lost friends over different views of vaccines.

2/20/2022 8:18 AM

12251

No job and I am vaccinated

2/20/2022 8:18 AM
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12252

Lost a job in healthcare and can’t go to the gym anymore. Both have had severe impacts on
mental and physical health.

2/20/2022 8:18 AM

12253

It has had a Negative impact on my mental health

2/20/2022 8:18 AM

12254

I feel imprisoned by unscientific false information.

2/20/2022 8:18 AM

12255

Exclusion, fear, division

2/20/2022 8:18 AM

12256

My daughter has developed an anxiety issue from online learning. Both if My children have
developed weight management issues due to lack of exercise (being stuck at home, no
access to sports etc). I have lost friends and there are rifts in my family due to the vax vs
unvaxxed division in our society.

2/20/2022 8:18 AM

12257

Not able to travel, go in restaurants, café, etc…

2/20/2022 8:18 AM

12258

I lost my brother to covid 19 isolation. If more people would have been vaccinated I would
have been able to see him before he died.

2/20/2022 8:17 AM

12259

Not a lot. I live on an island and I’m retired so I have concerns for other people especially
children. I wish the prime minister had met with the truckers as they politely requested and
maybe a compromise could have been worked out from what I have observed from a distance
the way the uprising ended could have been avoided.

2/20/2022 8:17 AM

12260

Completely, terrible.

2/20/2022 8:17 AM

12261

Less work, family divided

2/20/2022 8:17 AM

12262

Devided my friends and families and effected our churches opened

2/20/2022 8:17 AM

12263

it hasn’t

2/20/2022 8:16 AM

12264

I am still alive.

2/20/2022 8:16 AM

12265

T

2/20/2022 8:16 AM

12266

Negatively in all aspects

2/20/2022 8:16 AM

12267

I have missed out on wedding, events and felt like I was a part of society that was unwelcome.
I have begun to loose faith in our democracy.

2/20/2022 8:16 AM

12268

Incredibly negative, destroyed our family, unheard of levels of stress, loss of employment put
my family's health in jeopardy etc.

2/20/2022 8:16 AM

12269

Socially, mentally, physically, economically

2/20/2022 8:16 AM

12270

Anxiety, the cost of living is ridiculous

2/20/2022 8:16 AM

12271

The Mandates have ruined my freedom of choice and I cannot see my 92 year old mother in
her nursing home. I miss her and it is very hard on her mentally. She doesn't understand.

2/20/2022 8:16 AM

12272

It almost ruined my family, I've lost friends, I'm at constant fear of loosing my job

2/20/2022 8:16 AM

12273

Made me feel like I could not think for myself

2/20/2022 8:16 AM

12274

Became depressed, angry; our man/wire relationship has suffered badly; out expenses for food
and other essentials have skyrocketed!

2/20/2022 8:15 AM

12275

Kept me at home isolated for two years. Delayed surgery for a year.

2/20/2022 8:15 AM

12276

Divided friends and families

2/20/2022 8:15 AM

12277

Division and lots of arguments amongst friends and family. Lots of feelings of being judged for
decisions I’ve made during the pandemic and lots of anger because of divisions and disrespect
from public. Anxiety caused from fear of getting Covid at first because of all the news causing
fear in people.

2/20/2022 8:15 AM

12278

Can't travel to see my senior parents..if my sons in the hospital me and his dad would have to
fight over who can see him..that'd not okay

2/20/2022 8:15 AM

12279

Restricted movement and violation of civil liberty

2/20/2022 8:15 AM

12280

The mandates have helped save lives and reduce the strain in our healthcare system.

2/20/2022 8:15 AM
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Otherwise the effect on personal lives has been minimal and justified.
12281

Social isolation, unable to work, adverse reactions from the trial gene therapy drug, medical
intervention.

2/20/2022 8:15 AM

12282

Kids got hurt My family got hurt Could not fly to visit my grandparents that one past away
recently from old age.

2/20/2022 8:15 AM

12283

The mandates have put undue stress and pressure on the mental health of myself and my
family. The mandates for forced and coerced vaccines have negatively impacted us as well.
We are supposed to be a free country where we are free to make choices for ourselves.

2/20/2022 8:14 AM

12284

I have no life because I'm not aloud out to live it.

2/20/2022 8:14 AM

12285

Every provincial health order has helped me feel safer in indoor public places. I have suffered
no negative consequences as a result of the provincial health orders or any federal government
regulations. In fact, I know of many small businesses and individuals who benefitted greatly
from both CERB and CEWS. I also know many people who got COVID and because they were
vaccinated, had mild cases and didn’t even infect others in their homes. It has been a long two
years, don’t get me wrong. I can’t wait for the day I don’t have to think about COVID. Until
then, getting vaccinated and boosted and wearing a good KN95 mask while in indoor public
places are incredibly minor behaviours that help reduce the spread and protect me and my
family.

2/20/2022 8:14 AM

12286

I have phlegm always now because of wearing a mask. Vaccine passports don't allow me to fly
to travel. We couldn't go to movies, restaurants, work-out gyms and pools and we NEED the
exercise. Kept us away from family and that is NOT right.

2/20/2022 8:14 AM

12287

I can't breathe while wearing a mask The price of everything has tripled and can't afford to pay
rent and groceries (can't afford both) I haven't left my house in months. Mental health is not
good

2/20/2022 8:13 AM

12288

It has made me depressed to leave my house or see friends. It’s impacted my children not
being able to see friends and develop socially.

2/20/2022 8:13 AM

12289

Laid off

2/20/2022 8:13 AM

12290

I am ill and can't take the vaccine and wouldn't even if I could. I am not permitted to enter
facilities nor participate in any leisure services; yet still get taxed for it. It hurst me immensely
the separation and hate speech Trudeau has relayed. It saddens me when friends and those
from other countries are weeping - WEEPING - at what they are seeing while they PTSD about
past experiences in different countries and parents are terrified of how they children will be
'stuck' with a Gov't out of control.

2/20/2022 8:13 AM

12291

I’ve been isolated to my home for the past 2 years with a toddler and can’t participate in
society as a healthy human being

2/20/2022 8:13 AM

12292

Traumatizing effects on my children , isolation and vaccine passports have caused a
tremendous division among people…political overreach of power has got to end!!!!!

2/20/2022 8:12 AM

12293

Was forced out of work due to covid restrictions. I have two shots that I was forced to get, if
you are not vaxxed you cannot work on construction site.

2/20/2022 8:12 AM

12294

No family left

2/20/2022 8:12 AM

12295

Can’t travel, can’t eat out at a re, can’t go to the gym, can’t take my kids to the movies, zoo,
or the human rights museum!!!!! Can’t watch my kids play sports. I am discriminated at work
on a daily basis. Have to test when I am completely healthy.

2/20/2022 8:12 AM

12296

I can't find the words

2/20/2022 8:12 AM

12297

I’ve lost my Secured job for 27 years due to this mandate

2/20/2022 8:12 AM

12298

Horrible economy, horrible mental health in the community, increased crime rate, more divided
society and anger amongst people, fear in the community.

2/20/2022 8:11 AM

12299

It has divided family and friends, affected my health in a negative way.

2/20/2022 8:11 AM

12300

Unable to travel to see family Church and gym closures affecting our families mental health

2/20/2022 8:11 AM

12301

Divided family

2/20/2022 8:11 AM
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12302

Mental health

2/20/2022 8:11 AM

12303

No freedom rights puppet on a string

2/20/2022 8:11 AM

12304

I am a salon owner. Although based in a small community and at home, I still suffered a major
cut in my income. Half my income has been lost with closure and the simple fact that clients
are now stretching their appointments further apart. With rising costs of living, people are not
making their hair a priority anymore.

2/20/2022 8:11 AM

12305

Kids struggling at school and unhappy. Society and environment is negative. Businesses that I
frequent for decades are closing permanently. Inflation is effecting quality of life. I feel unsafe
due to negative state of mind of population due to the psychological impact of mandates on
society.

2/20/2022 8:11 AM

12306

Lost my job. Can't provide for family. Injuries from vaccine of close friends.

2/20/2022 8:10 AM

12307

No life

2/20/2022 8:10 AM

12308

It exposed my Government for imposing Marshall law tactics against its ppl!!!

2/20/2022 8:10 AM

12309

Depression

2/20/2022 8:10 AM

12310

Mental illness.

2/20/2022 8:10 AM

12311

I became a mom in complete isolation. I’m now raising two babies

2/20/2022 8:10 AM

12312

.

2/20/2022 8:10 AM

12313

Traumatized

2/20/2022 8:10 AM

12314

Very negative. I can’t hear people because they mumbled behind their masks. Lockdowns &
businesses closed means there is no where to go, leading to isolation that causes depression.

2/20/2022 8:10 AM

12315

Discrimination over vaccine status which has affected quality of life and limited employment
opportunities. Also haven't been able to see our in-laws in almost 4 years. Ruined 2
Christmases and Birthdays.

2/20/2022 8:10 AM

12316

It has broken friendships and family members fighting because it has caused division. I was
on board at first but when these mandates didn’t stop the spread as promised, it makes no
sense to keep this division over something that does not work.

2/20/2022 8:10 AM

12317

Mental health. Job lose.

2/20/2022 8:10 AM

12318

I haven't been able to go to most places being unvaccinated. My children have missed out on
sports and activities. The masking is horrendous

2/20/2022 8:09 AM

12319

Tyrannical government control is evil

2/20/2022 8:09 AM

12320

Protected me and my family

2/20/2022 8:09 AM

12321

Lost job as RN emergency medicine over 30 yrs experience, lost friends from division,no ei
,soon losing house because no income, living off of loans

2/20/2022 8:09 AM

12322

Have a husband just admitted to long term care. He is in isolation were he sits n a room alone.
In the 4 days he has been there he has deteriorated immensely. They are treated like prisoner.
You have to gown up wear mask and he has dementia so he does not recognize you. This has
to stop they are human beings and should be treated as such.

2/20/2022 8:09 AM

12323

It has impacted all of our mental health and kept me from my husband...I lost my original job.

2/20/2022 8:09 AM

12324

I work in a hospital, in critical care. This has been an awful two years. I fully support vaccines.
I do not support a mandate for vaccinations.

2/20/2022 8:09 AM

12325

The mandate imposed by government has impacted me in way of job time loss, restrictions to
multiple things in life do to a covid vaccine passport which was forced on people.

2/20/2022 8:09 AM

12326

Has taken away my right of free travel causing mental stress not being able to spend time with
family

2/20/2022 8:08 AM

12327

Negatively

2/20/2022 8:08 AM

12328

Lost our business.

2/20/2022 8:08 AM
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12329

I haven’t been able to see loved one in nursing homes . Divide in my family discriminating
towards friends Mentally restrictions have been hard

2/20/2022 8:08 AM

12330

Brought my immune system down and causing me to be petrified of my surroundings. Not
wanting to leave the house very much. I'm not scared of the of covid. I'm don't want to get
ticketed if I break the law. Which also makes me angry

2/20/2022 8:08 AM

12331

Took away my ability and freedom to create a great life for myself and my family. It drove
inflation and made it harder to earn a living.

2/20/2022 8:08 AM

12332

Affected finances, relationships and mental health

2/20/2022 8:08 AM

12333

A different level of stress altogether. I do not have tv any longer, the advertisements on the
radio and anywhere I go (grocery store) have Covid announcements. It’s like I’m in a SciFi
Movie. Hearing those announcements alone have upped the stress to a whole new level
altogether. Masks give people a false sense of security…I Know the Cold Virus goes right
through it! The media is not always telling truths, Covid was man made and humans are being
controlled more than we ever were. The world has been changed and a great divide has been
created by the media, and the Government. This in itself is scarier than Covid! I had Covid and
now have antibodies but still “they” push a vaccine that did not work to prevent me from getting
it on the first place. Why? I know science …none of this makes sense. It seems it’s all about
having Control and Money over people more than any vaccine….and this appears to be the
Wealthy and the Government’s Agenda! I only speak for myself but have heard through others
the insurmountable stresses caused by the Covid Media hype

2/20/2022 8:07 AM

12334

Isolation, depression

2/20/2022 8:07 AM

12335

Elosss of freedom and rights

2/20/2022 8:07 AM

12336

Cut of from family and friends

2/20/2022 8:07 AM

12337

The mandates have ruined my life. My children cannot attend school in person or play sports
because I refuse to cover their faces with cloth mask that has ZERO data showing
effectiveness against airborne illnesses. My husband lost his job to a mandate and now has to
work outside our province. We are being held hostage in our own country.

2/20/2022 8:07 AM

12338

I can’t travel to visit my mother who will soon be 100. I was unable to visit her for nearly 2
years. My granddaughter missed her grad and she and her sister are having panic attacks and
depression. I’ve been unable to ski or dance and feel like I’ve been in prison for 2 years. I’m
sleeping a lot and feeling depressed and anxious.

2/20/2022 8:07 AM

12339

I was fired after 15 years from a job that I loved and was excellent at

2/20/2022 8:07 AM

12340

100% fisical, mental and financial negative

2/20/2022 8:07 AM

12341

I have serious mental illness now. I don’t even wanting to live in this world any more.

2/20/2022 8:07 AM

12342

Stress business grandchildren speech with mask on the children in daycare. They are not
learnig to speak clear.

2/20/2022 8:07 AM

12343

Negatively

2/20/2022 8:06 AM

12344

I have been put on leave without pay since November 26, 2021. I have no income to support
myself and my family.

2/20/2022 8:06 AM

12345

Kept my family safe

2/20/2022 8:06 AM

12346

So many ways. Mental and physical health.

2/20/2022 8:06 AM

12347

Segregation from family and coworkers. Segregation of my children in their schools

2/20/2022 8:06 AM

12348

It was horrible

2/20/2022 8:05 AM

12349

Makes me sad

2/20/2022 8:05 AM

12350

My handicapped son has been shut in for 2 years

2/20/2022 8:05 AM

12351

Divide

2/20/2022 8:05 AM

12352

Socializing

2/20/2022 8:05 AM

12353

In every way I almost lost my business couldn't find employees because of cerb

2/20/2022 8:05 AM
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12354

I have 4 children and as an unvaccinated mom I can’t take them to their extra curricular
activities. We’re not allowed to go to restaurants to go eat as a family. I’ve been shunned,
looked down upon. It’s caused division in family and friends and our church. We can’t worship
our God as Churches are either closed down, or have a limited occupancy meaning you have
to register. It’s always full and I don’t like to be the first to sign up incase there’s someone out
there that needs it more than I do. Maybe they’re having a spiritual crisis. Of course fear ,
anxiety and confusion of the way the government is treating her citizens. How can anyone
force one to do something to their own body is beyond me! What had happened to our freedom
?

2/20/2022 8:05 AM

12355

Horrible!!!!

2/20/2022 8:04 AM

12356

Struggling a lot with mental health issues.

2/20/2022 8:04 AM

12357

Job

2/20/2022 8:04 AM

12358

Severely and Negatively.

2/20/2022 8:04 AM

12359

Taken away freedom

2/20/2022 8:03 AM

12360

Put my job and financial income at risk.

2/20/2022 8:03 AM

12361

Interferes with traveling.. seeing family and friends.. mask and eye protection all day at work

2/20/2022 8:03 AM

12362

Too many things to mention.

2/20/2022 8:03 AM

12363

N/A

2/20/2022 8:03 AM

12364

Horrible impact

2/20/2022 8:03 AM

12365

Stress having to deal with parents' anxiety to the unfounded fears. Weight gain. Loss of church
fellowship.

2/20/2022 8:03 AM

12366

Loss of Employment, loss of my father and father-in-law no funerals, no celebration which we
celebrate all birthdays deaths weddings anniversary, eating in restaurants and take outs has
been difficult. Not be able to go in to visit loved one in LTC watching hearing them deteriorate
over the phone, not being with family and friends, mentally, depression.

2/20/2022 8:03 AM

12367

Restricted in all but my job.

2/20/2022 8:03 AM

12368

As I teacher, mandates have made teaching in person possible. It's an inconvenience to wear
masks, social distance etc...but it's to keep us all safe. In the big scheme of things it's not a
big deal. We're all doing the best we can.

2/20/2022 8:02 AM

12369

It has caused anger/depression and separation in the family. We have not been able to see our
adult son and grandchildren who live in another province

2/20/2022 8:02 AM

12370

I have been ostricised and persecuted in my own homeland. I am suffering from depression
and anxiety. My business has suffered and I am struggling financially because of Covid
restrictions and beliefs. My dearest sister is terminally ill and I am not allowed to be at her
bedside. Insanity all around 😕

2/20/2022 8:02 AM

12371

Our government has made a two tier system, valid, invalid. I have be ostracize out of system
that is rigged to fail. It’s disgusting and extremely disappointing.

2/20/2022 8:02 AM

12372

It has torn my family apart. Mental health, emotional health, physical health have all
deteriorated.

2/20/2022 8:02 AM

12373

…

2/20/2022 8:02 AM

12374

Single and no way to meet anyone in public

2/20/2022 8:02 AM

12375

Yes closed my business restricted my domestic travel and abroad stopped me from watching
my children’s sports

2/20/2022 8:02 AM

12376

It’s pointed out some major flaws in our government and media to the point we are currently
considering leaving Canada

2/20/2022 8:02 AM

12377

It has been mentally exhausting. I have never experienced any mental issues in my life, until
the mandates happened. This is something the government is not acknowledging. The mental
negative tide this has created for so many.

2/20/2022 8:02 AM
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12378

Stress

2/20/2022 8:02 AM

12379

It has added undue stress to an already stressful sutuation

2/20/2022 8:02 AM

12380

I’ve almost lost my job, I’ve lost friendships and family members, my mental health and my
childrens health.

2/20/2022 8:01 AM

12381

I don’t do masks well.

2/20/2022 8:01 AM

12382

Made my mental health alot worst and made me feel unloved and unsafe in my own town.

2/20/2022 8:01 AM

12383

Lost income. Family depression. Community division.

2/20/2022 8:01 AM

12384

Anxiety and depression

2/20/2022 8:01 AM

12385

The mandate has created divisions with our family, friends and colleges. We have been
discriminated because of our choices. Missing out on recreational activities, outings, etc…
now we know how black people felt when they were discriminated in society many years ago.
Also almost lost our jobs. These mandates have created divisions and conflicts in our society.

2/20/2022 8:01 AM

12386

Its made it extremely difficult to say the very least... from work to family

2/20/2022 8:01 AM

12387

Lost ability to leave the country Impedes travel Ability to hire good people Social division of
freinds and family

2/20/2022 8:00 AM

12388

Killing my family slowly

2/20/2022 8:00 AM

12389

I feel trapped and alone

2/20/2022 8:00 AM

12390

besides trampling on my rights and freedoms, these mandates have have done nothing to stop
a virus that can't be stopped..i haven't worked in almost 2 yrs especially since i don't wear
masks and will never put a chemical gene therapy in my body

2/20/2022 8:00 AM

12391

Depression, isolation, mental health

2/20/2022 7:59 AM

12392

My mental health

2/20/2022 7:59 AM

12393

Horribly

2/20/2022 7:59 AM

12394

job loss

2/20/2022 7:58 AM

12395

Made it safer for students to attend school. I feel safer when I am out, knowing people are
vaccinated and there is less spread.

2/20/2022 7:58 AM

12396

Hardly

2/20/2022 7:58 AM

12397

Gyms, restaurants, ski hills,

2/20/2022 7:58 AM

12398

Lost my job. My family, my friends and my coworkers are divided and always arguing about
safety mesures. I have been restricted from going anywhere I wated for more than 2 years. I
cannot join my colleagues for meetings in restaurants. Basically, all my fundamental rights
have been stripped gradually.

2/20/2022 7:58 AM

12399

These mandates have restricted every aspect of my life & they need to go now.

2/20/2022 7:57 AM

12400

We cannot travel or enter restaurants. We have watched the mental health of many people
deteriorate over the past 2 years

2/20/2022 7:57 AM

12401

I was treated as a second class citizen because I refused an experimental jab.

2/20/2022 7:57 AM

12402

Now stay home . No traveling and spending money abroad

2/20/2022 7:57 AM

12403

Socially isolated, depressed, hard to focus on positive things, fired from my job, ostracized bu
a few members of friends and family but most support my views and decisions.

2/20/2022 7:57 AM

12404

Wearing a mask in public. Not being able to worship with my church some of the time. Not
being able to eat in a restaurant for half a year. Division in my family, church, and community.
Feeling like a second class citizen.

2/20/2022 7:57 AM

12405

It has kept us all safer and allowed us to continue to support businesses and services instead
of being sick or dead. So the madnates have been pretty great, really.

2/20/2022 7:57 AM

12406

I’m pregnant and will lose my job in the next few months. I have served my country for 15

2/20/2022 7:56 AM
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years in the military, and I am the sole provider in our family. I now have horrible anxiety,
stress and depression, which I’ve never had before. My children cannot participate in sports or
any social activities. They are also forces to wear masks cause who knows how much social
damage. My 1 year old has only seen adults with masks and babies don’t know words only
facial expressions…. It’s not right for them, who knows the damage it’s causing in their
development
12407

It has made me feel isolated from friends and family, I’ve lost friends due to disagreements
over it. Have had arguments with my family over it. My children are effected mentally and
emotionally. And I’ve watched Canadian people divide, it’s sad. We no longer have freedom of
speech or to protest couldn’t even do what I thought was best for my family. That choice was
taken from me by the government. And if i do say or do something I am belittled called racist,
or a terrorists? I am not racist nor am I a terrorist. I am a Canadian citizen born and raised with
rights, the right to choose what’s right for me and my family, not to be told what’s best and
forced to do as I’m told. I want things back to normal for myself my family and my friends. As
we’ve suffered enough. Thanks for listening

2/20/2022 7:56 AM

12408

as a senior over 80 quite badly

2/20/2022 7:56 AM

12409

Terribly.

2/20/2022 7:56 AM

12410

Many Freedoms have been violated

2/20/2022 7:56 AM

12411

Lifestyle. Family. Friends. Thoughts. Constantly thinking about something that is depressing,
has caused huge depression. The mandate affects everything. !!

2/20/2022 7:56 AM

12412

A lot

2/20/2022 7:56 AM

12413

It has kept me and my family safe.

2/20/2022 7:56 AM

12414

unable to travel south, can’t watch my grandsons play hockey , unable to play in my curling
club, threat of loosing my job, all the division that’s going on, I would like to control my own life
and decide if I would like a vaccine or NOT, so many things it just goes on and on.

2/20/2022 7:55 AM

12415

Mandates have interfered with our rights & freedoms.

2/20/2022 7:54 AM

12416

Cannot see my family. My children don’t know what the public is like.

2/20/2022 7:54 AM

12417

Depression, family divide, My brother inlaw has had a adverse reaction and permanent
disability from the vax

2/20/2022 7:54 AM

12418

Negativity

2/20/2022 7:54 AM

12419

Had a friend that passed away after vaccine, also nursing my daughter and didn’t feel
comfortable getting the shot. Was put on leave from my job (even though I had been working
virtually from the time I started there in December 2020). Friends and family divided and
relationships that suffered. 5 year old son doesn’t want to go to school because he hates
wearing masks. Tons of school and daycare missed due to protocols (classes shut down due
to an exposure or my daughter being sent home for a runny nose). My husbands job as a
wedding DJ was non existent for most of the time. Extreme stress and anxiety.

2/20/2022 7:54 AM

12420

My Wife was mandated by Her work(not Provincially mandated), betrayed by Her Union and
She took Her life after being bullied at work concerning Her vaccine status for months and then
being put on permanent unpaid leave from Her career (10+ years invested). My Life has been
destroyed. Very little is left of the loving husband I was. I am an absolute wreck and I am
doing my best to remain strong so that others may not suffer the same fate as my Beautiful
Wife or myself.

2/20/2022 7:54 AM

12421

Draconian processes inflicting fear and injury on an entire society is well beyond words

2/20/2022 7:53 AM

12422

With emotional stress

2/20/2022 7:53 AM

12423

Severely. It has affected my 20 month old with anxiety, unable to socialize. I am a health care
worker (nurse) at a LTC facility and it has impacted not only us but our residents. People dying
without family or there families watching them pass away through a window. Very very
unacceptable

2/20/2022 7:53 AM

12424

Kids and husband can’t play hockey. Can’t see friends and family. Turned people into paranoid
automatons. Can’t travel. Don’t trust government. Don’t trust health care.

2/20/2022 7:53 AM
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12425

It has made me feel safer

2/20/2022 7:53 AM

12426

I lost my previous job when I said no to the jab. Distance has hurt me mentally and sometimes
financially.

2/20/2022 7:53 AM

12427

Schools closing but we adapted

2/20/2022 7:53 AM

12428

Family members lost jobs do to mandates

2/20/2022 7:52 AM

12429

Forced me to vaccinate for work. Isolation. Loneliness. Depression.

2/20/2022 7:52 AM

12430

Made me feel safer.

2/20/2022 7:52 AM

12431

Could not travel back to Canada to see family without getting the vaccine

2/20/2022 7:52 AM

12432

1- Lost job 2Can’t play tennis

2/20/2022 7:52 AM

12433

I have a genetic blood clotting disorder and decided not to get vaccinated due to higher risks of
clotting and death. I have two small children, and considered the risks carefully. I have not
been able to attend local gatherings, my local gym that I used to attend regularly, and have
fallen out with my own mother due to this choice. The fear-monging and level of hate induced
because of this choice is disturbing and unnecessary. Everyone needs to be given the power
to make their own choices for their own reasons without punishment. Bottom line.

2/20/2022 7:52 AM

12434

Can't travel

2/20/2022 7:51 AM

12435

My wife has been in constant distress over her employer pushing their employees to get
vaccinated over the course of this "pandemic." I have also lost days of work over these
mandates.

2/20/2022 7:51 AM

12436

It effected very negative my whole life - everything takes a lot of time (work permit, permanent
residence, health issues, business)

2/20/2022 7:51 AM

12437

Negatively

2/20/2022 7:51 AM

12438

Lost my job

2/20/2022 7:51 AM

12439

Lost my job

2/20/2022 7:51 AM

12440

Taking away our freedom of choice and taking away our charter of Rights.

2/20/2022 7:50 AM

12441

Loss of job, stress, anxiety

2/20/2022 7:50 AM

12442

These mandates have divided our country, our neighbours, friends and coworkers. In the
beginning it was 'our choice, our right -but do it for everyone else' And then it became 'fine,
dont listen on your own, we will demonize you and your morals and choices, hey everyone!
This person isn't listening to the recommendations!' To 'misogynistic racist fringe minority that
isn't out for anyone but themselves.' None of my immediate family was able to be with my
stepfather during his surgery, my brother was kicked out of sports he's been on the team for 8
years as well as drivers Ed, my mother was placed on unpaid leave and will be fired after over
21 years with no severance or answers from HR to her emails. My spouse and I have not been
able to part take in social activities, see friends or coworkers. We have lost friends over our
choices. We have been ridiculed and outcast by a society that was just like us only 7-8
months ago. This is only skimming the surface.

2/20/2022 7:50 AM

12443

Affected travel to see close family overseas, other relationships, employment, permanent
deterioration of health through not being able to get medical treatment in a timely way, extreme
stress, unable to participate in normal activities affecting our entire family and the maligning of
us for health choices, loss of trust in politicians, media, police and the medical community to
look out for people’s best needs.

2/20/2022 7:50 AM

12444

-limits on family gatherings -limits on care partners in hospital settings -limits on care providers
for home care -segregation of unvaccinated -division of families, friends and coworkers -mental
health issues -work ethics

2/20/2022 7:50 AM

12445

My mental health ...I'm worried the world I grew up in is destroyed because if this scamdemic!

2/20/2022 7:50 AM

12446

I have a very low risk of a serious infection with Covid so do not want to take this vaccine.
Because of this choice I’m not able to participate in a lot of things. The rules are not created fir
safety just to coerce.

2/20/2022 7:50 AM
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12447

It gave me a sore arm for a day

2/20/2022 7:50 AM

12448

Unable to spend time with dying relative, brother lost his company, child unable to spend time
with other children, unable to see doctors in timely manner, etc

2/20/2022 7:50 AM

12449

Isolated my family, created rifts between family members,

2/20/2022 7:50 AM

12450

I'm an adult, I can take my own safety in my own hands like I've been doing for my entire life.

2/20/2022 7:49 AM

12451

Time with my family especially my grandchildren has be way too limited

2/20/2022 7:49 AM

12452

It’s made it easier for me to feel great about caring for and about my community and the most
vulnerable in it! Go science-led public health mandates!!

2/20/2022 7:49 AM

12453

Division of people/ gym memberships/ restaurants/ gatherings

2/20/2022 7:48 AM

12454

With the understanding that mandates have been driven by the advice of scientists /medical
professionals who are working tirelessly as they try to understand this ever - evolving virus,
mandates have helped me tremendously to feel safer and more secure amid the unknown.

2/20/2022 7:47 AM

12455

How hasn't it, would be a much shorter answer.

2/20/2022 7:47 AM

12456

All

2/20/2022 7:47 AM

12457

Loss of work, not being able to see my family, depression, loss of my mom!

2/20/2022 7:47 AM

12458

Every way you can imagine , life is a nightmare now

2/20/2022 7:47 AM

12459

I feel my freedoms have been taken away also feel like second class citizen

2/20/2022 7:47 AM

12460

Destroyed my life

2/20/2022 7:47 AM

12461

I have had to pay my sons dills and rent because he got fire for not getting jabed

2/20/2022 7:47 AM

12462

Loosing our rights to live … taking our freedom …

2/20/2022 7:47 AM

12463

Can't see many friends

2/20/2022 7:47 AM

12464

Financially, socially and the isolation of the seniors is unforgivable. Prohibited life saving
surgery and health care. The most disgraceful tyranny we have ever seen.

2/20/2022 7:46 AM

12465

Lost business, mental health, breached charter rights and freedoms. They are UNLAWFUL

2/20/2022 7:46 AM

12466

I am not vaccinated and a senior but apart from following protocols, my friends; and I use that
term very loosely ostracized me but I am sending them love. So I continued on as I am free.

2/20/2022 7:46 AM

12467

I got vaccinated anyways but should be freedom Of choice

2/20/2022 7:46 AM

12468

Caused division with ppl who have believed the fear narrative pushed by our govt

2/20/2022 7:46 AM

12469

Can’t travel with my husband who is not vaccinated, can’t go with kids anywhere

2/20/2022 7:46 AM

12470

I have been FORCED to take vaccines that I normally would not have taken, only because I
work in a group home setting & to keep my job. I feel that we have been to mask away over
two years of our lives & socially distance our lives away from family/ friends. This needs to
stop. This cold/ flu virus has to be treated basically like a cold/ flu, which has never shut our
lives down before...but now it's taken over our lives/world, plus we have had to inject STUFF
into our bodies that we do not know what was in these vaccines. We have been TOLD that
these vaccines are good for our health, but NO ONE has allowed us, to know what it was
made of? Why, if it is so good, that we cannot know the way/ how it is produced? This
pandemic has brought about so many negative & unanswered questions.

2/20/2022 7:46 AM

12471

Unable to Share experiences with my daughter… unable to see my grandmothers who are
isolated in care homes… my mental emotional and physical well being have been
compromised by the pandemic

2/20/2022 7:46 AM

12472

Divided family and friends and loss of jobs and income/ability to work. Children's school,
sports and social lives have been negatively impacted.

2/20/2022 7:45 AM

12473

Destroyed my family ... Destroyed by business Destroyed my mental health Destroyed my
spiritual life

2/20/2022 7:45 AM

12474

No longer able to go to gyms, sports, Restaurants, or travel on plane or train. Also doctors in

2/20/2022 7:45 AM
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Nova Scotia are refusing to do in person consults with unvaccinated patients!! This is
Ridiculous I pay taxes!!
12475

I lost my job

2/20/2022 7:45 AM

12476

Not allowed me to go to restaurants and the like, it's made me feel angered that a democracy
is lost, and that a dictatorship is being forced on the citizens of Canada.

2/20/2022 7:45 AM

12477

confinement of body & soul

2/20/2022 7:45 AM

12478

I am excluded from using public facilities because I refuse to be used as a pharma lab rat ..I
have been confronted and shamed while shopping because I refuse to comply with masking
and distancing ... I was asked to leave my bank because the young weekend manager refused
my medical exemption ... Yhe whole pandemic has been nothing but a hoax.

2/20/2022 7:44 AM

12479

I have lost my freedom

2/20/2022 7:44 AM

12480

.

2/20/2022 7:44 AM

12481

Lost my job

2/20/2022 7:44 AM

12482

How hasn't it?? Local economy gone down the drain, small businesses disappear, no family
contact, missed funerals & weddings.....

2/20/2022 7:44 AM

12483

Taken my freedom away for no benefit

2/20/2022 7:44 AM

12484

Income loss, travel restrictions, anxiety and depression

2/20/2022 7:43 AM

12485

Loss of income Unable to go in various places Confined to my own province Limited time to
visit dying relatives/problems to get permits to see them Such extreme crowd limits closed our
business for many month Dropped prices in our auction business nearly 50% Because of the
media fear mongering caused by mandate, people were and still are terrified buying things.

2/20/2022 7:43 AM

12486

Masks have caused a rash on my son's face. 3 of my 4 kids have issues with their ears
because of masks. All of my kids get headaches because of masks. Our family has been
segregated from society because of the vax pass - no events, activities, we even left our
church and started our own - so our mental health has taken a beating. Many sleepless nights.

2/20/2022 7:43 AM

12487

Laid off. Moved rural

2/20/2022 7:43 AM

12488

Destroyed my life

2/20/2022 7:43 AM

12489

Has ruined my life. My son had to withdraw from his 3rd year of university, my teenage
daughter now suffers from depression, my other 4 children will have ever lasting damage. We
all had covid at different times and we all live together which is super weird, and we were all
fine. End these mandates

2/20/2022 7:43 AM

12490

Members of my Family had seizures/convulsions and bad falls after vaccines, resulting in
concussions. 3 covid tests Negative, I live in REMOTE Village,yet prevented enroute from
leaving Canada to attend a one day Humanitarian Workshop in Santa Ana Ca.

2/20/2022 7:43 AM

12491

took away my music career, lost 2 bands , lost all my work , be distanaced from all my friends,
terroized by the government, made to take vaccsines, created hate in the world , lost my living
, my friends, lost the life i had . brooke my spirt , and taken away any trust and respect i had
for our n government. has created war measures act , the stupidest thing i have ever heard .
prime minister goes in to hiding , thats not leadership , thats chicken shit .made me ashamed
of my country .lIve in fear now

2/20/2022 7:42 AM

12492

So many mental health conditions. 3 members of my family never showed any signs of
depression prior to COVID all three now suffering depression. 2 of my adult children list jobs

2/20/2022 7:42 AM

12493

I have lost my job. Therefore, it has greatly impacted my life and family's life.

2/20/2022 7:42 AM

12494

Stopped my freedom caused anxiety and depression

2/20/2022 7:42 AM

12495

I have constant anxiety and now take severe panic attacks.

2/20/2022 7:41 AM

12496

Unable to work cross-border

2/20/2022 7:41 AM

12497

It really hasn’t

2/20/2022 7:41 AM

12498

I am almost bankrupt, my mental health is at an all time low, I want to give up- what’s the point

2/20/2022 7:41 AM
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- we have no control over our own lives anymore I feel like I live in China and this is not how I
want to live - Trudeau doesn’t care about us he just wants the power. I have never been
ashamed to be Canadian until now. The hate and division he has created between the people is
horrific. I don’t talk to anyone anymore because it always ends up in arguments and name
calling. This has to stop.
12499

Easy to answer what is hasn’t effected.

2/20/2022 7:41 AM

12500

badlly

2/20/2022 7:41 AM

12501

having babies during the pandemic with next to no support. my kids being terrified of people
and not knowing normal life.

2/20/2022 7:40 AM

12502

Isolation

2/20/2022 7:40 AM

12503

It has restricted my ability to travel freely. I have been stigmatized and have lost friends
because of my morals and values. It has limited my social and spiritual opportunities. I have
lost the joy of being Canadian.

2/20/2022 7:40 AM

12504

Well as a non vaccinated person I feel that all the mandates have done is allowed me to stay
home and save money. It has also gave me a clear picture of what businesses to support now
and later. They divided our country and did more harm than good.. the mandates were set out
for propaganda purposes not for heath measure. And they are 100% bullshit

2/20/2022 7:40 AM

12505

No access to tax paid facilities. I want a property tax refund.

2/20/2022 7:39 AM

12506

It has made me feel isolated.

2/20/2022 7:39 AM

12507

Lost income as a single mother and business over. I’ve had to choose between growing my
flourishing business staying home with my kids. Depression. Anxiety. Isolation

2/20/2022 7:39 AM

12508

Job loss and no income and emotional hopelessness

2/20/2022 7:39 AM

12509

My children have not been able to play their sports. They are high level competition tennis and
hockey players. It has taken 2 years of their youth which they will not get back. It has created
division of friends and family which I feel will last forever. I now have no confidence in our
government, law inforcement, Healthcare system, education system, media, and mankind in
general. The response to this virus has created sever isolation, unfounded fear, and mental
illness.

2/20/2022 7:39 AM

12510

Inconvenience

2/20/2022 7:39 AM

12511

I work in long term care and I am dealing with so many depressed residents due to isolation.
My children also are not allowed to play sports at school or even volunteer to help with the
gardens at school and have felt treated as second class citizens for not getting vaccinated.

2/20/2022 7:39 AM

12512

Depression and family stress

2/20/2022 7:39 AM

12513

It is unconstitutional and unlawful.

2/20/2022 7:39 AM

12514

Fear,anxious,health,family

2/20/2022 7:38 AM

12515

It is showing how govt lies are being used to trample human rights.

2/20/2022 7:38 AM

12516

Lost job. Depleted savings and retirement funds. Almost lost my house. Decimated my life and
career that I worked for over 20 years.

2/20/2022 7:38 AM

12517

I feel stressed and unhappy with my current situation in Canada. I fear for my children. This
situation has made me think about moving outside the country

2/20/2022 7:38 AM

12518

Mandates affected my life in a bad way. My anxiety has never been so bad. Also, Justin
Trudeau/Francois Legault and their mandates created some kind of tension in my family.

2/20/2022 7:38 AM

12519

My life has stopped when mandates were imposed on me. I’m depressed, my self esteem in
non existing.

2/20/2022 7:38 AM

12520

The mandates have been difficult for everyone but have ultimately kept me and my family safe
from getting covid.

2/20/2022 7:38 AM

12521

I lost my job. I have become very depressed and anti social. My children have missed so
much schooling and social time and fallen behind in school my oldest has also developed
depression and both of children have anxiety because of these ridiculous mandates.

2/20/2022 7:38 AM
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12522

Made me vulnerable to abuse from the majority. Treated as a minority for an extended period
of time. Call names by people including the PM etc.

2/20/2022 7:38 AM

12523

In every way.

2/20/2022 7:37 AM

12524

Has affected my income, children's learning, social life with family and friends.

2/20/2022 7:37 AM

12525

Fractured relationships anxiety and distrust. Isolation and confusion. Anger at the government
and disappointment in media.

2/20/2022 7:37 AM

12526

Negatively

2/20/2022 7:36 AM

12527

Mental health has been effected for the whole nation

2/20/2022 7:36 AM

12528

Not able to get medical care needed. Not able to cross border. Rights are being limited which I
never thought was possible in a Canada. Sense of personal security and feeling of just world is
gone.

2/20/2022 7:36 AM

12529

It has made all interactions with others difficult due to the fear generated and by loss of
healthy activities - many mental health issues!

2/20/2022 7:36 AM

12530

Kept us from church. Started homeschooling. Had to stay home for months. Can't travel
anywhere. Can't go to sporting events or restaurants. Government is invoking a form of martial
law. Mentally draining.

2/20/2022 7:35 AM

12531

En causant des discordes dans ma famille. En créant de la peur chez les autres à mon égard.
En incitant les autres à la méfiance et la séparation vis-à-vis moi.

2/20/2022 7:35 AM

12532

Lost my business

2/20/2022 7:35 AM

12533

Ruined it, missed seeing and being with loved ones before they passed away

2/20/2022 7:35 AM

12534

I came close to losing my job over the vaccine passports. Because I am not vaccinated I can
no longer access many of the physical activities that grounded me and also connected me to
other people. Some of my family and friends have said terrible things about the "unvaccinated"
and this has caused me to lose friends. I have withdrawn socially.

2/20/2022 7:35 AM

12535

My entire extended family has been given free protection from a global pandemic and we are
all still healthy and able to work because of the health measures put in place.

2/20/2022 7:35 AM

12536

Depressed.

2/20/2022 7:35 AM

12537

Isolated me from friends. Severely disrupted church activities

2/20/2022 7:35 AM

12538

It has ruined lives all around me and caused serious issues in my own life with family and
relationships

2/20/2022 7:35 AM

12539

I have received the Pfizer vax and am a person affected by this vaccine. I am also an
essential caregiver for my mother who resides in a Nursing Home and is 87 years old. These
mandates have affected her life with visitation and masks, etc. over the past 2 years. She's
sad..... I am now being mandated to have a booster in order to see my mom The nursing home
will not let me in to see her after March 14th without the booster. My doctor submitted a
request to the Health Department for a medical exemption as a result of all is issues I now
face from the Pfizer vaccine and the Public Health Nurse, Morgan Harnest has denied the
request for the exemption. This woman does not even know me. I've written to my MP for
assistance, but have had no reply to date although it's only been a few days. I WILL NOT GET
A BOOSTER and make myself sicker. I did not want the vaccine in the first place and only got
it so that I could go into the nursing home to visit with my mother. I should have gone with my
"GUT" feeling and not gotten it.

2/20/2022 7:35 AM

12540

Family problems My income

2/20/2022 7:35 AM

12541

My children education /sports

2/20/2022 7:35 AM

12542

I haven't seen my boyfriend in Scotland for almost 2 years.

2/20/2022 7:35 AM

12543

Lost job opportunuty

2/20/2022 7:34 AM

12544

Isolation, division no travel

2/20/2022 7:34 AM

12545

Devastating on my mental emotional and physical health.

2/20/2022 7:34 AM
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12546

Broke our charter of rights and freedom!

2/20/2022 7:34 AM

12547

Stress, job loss, anxiety

2/20/2022 7:33 AM

12548

Mental health decline, was very hard to juggle kids home and working as a nurse. Had a very
low point at one time and just didn’t want to continue living. In fall 2021 I was terminated from
my job because I wanted a bit more time and information before making a decision on
receiving the covid vaccination (I have other vaccines as are my children vaccinated for other
things). I also asked for a short term LOA to have time to make this decision and was
declined. I decided a bit after being terminated I was ready to be vaccinated, and now am. My
past employer continues to deal with staffing shortages and outbreaks and I could be working
still helping out, but they decided against it. I’m not sure I want to go back to the profession.
My family hasn’t been able to see our family in Michigan for over two years now and the
impact on my children has been great. My 6 year old complains daily about wearing her mask
to school.

2/20/2022 7:33 AM

12549

I’ve had to move my wedding and social multiple times I can’t do anything with my fiancé and
my fiancé has lost out on a lot of money due to missing work

2/20/2022 7:33 AM

12550

Restricted movement (not seen family in 2 years). Less social gatherings.

2/20/2022 7:33 AM

12551

I have been unable to attend any of my kids activities. Our oldest who is 14 has been
excluded from her love of sports and her mental health is awful so my mental health is poor.
My youngest wants to try sports but we can’t get into arenas to let him try anything. My middle
daughter has a fear of death and dying.

2/20/2022 7:33 AM

12552

Liberty

2/20/2022 7:32 AM

12553

Made me loose all respect for our government and no longer trust anything I hear online or on
the news

2/20/2022 7:32 AM

12554

Stress

2/20/2022 7:32 AM

12555

We have family abroad and can not visit because all of these forms tests etc cause anxiety. I
watch our grandchildren cope w depression. Cannot breathe w masks, tired of seeing people
fearful. Free choice has disappeared. Most of all- we know suicide victims personally & all
because of loss of HOPE. GOD gave us freedom who has the right to take away our
FREEDOMS

2/20/2022 7:32 AM

12556

Isolation Depression

2/20/2022 7:32 AM

12557

Watching my grandchildren struggle wearing masks and not wanting to go to school my heart
breaks. Is this the future I am leaving for them caged in? Are we taking the freedom away so
this could become the new norm? I am here to stand up for them anddo whatever it takes!!!

2/20/2022 7:31 AM

12558

Affected my kids the worst, cancelled sports and activities were very hard on them. The while
thing has made me bitter and has reduced my trust of government

2/20/2022 7:31 AM

12559

I wasn’t able to say goodbye to a dying loved one. I’ve faced judgement for not getting my
daughter vaxxed. Plus my mental health has been affected hugely! Etc. Etc

2/20/2022 7:31 AM

12560

yes, very much so. I have been teleworking for the last two years, which I don't like. I got used
to it but that's all. I am very much looking forward to go back to the office to recuperate a
normal life, socialisation, meeting people, walking to work, etc. but most importantly is that we
have two young children. following is a French text that I wrote for another survey: la situation
a eu un impact négatif sur nos deux adolescents. nous avons observé un repli sur eux-même
et une utilisation exagérée de tout ce qui s'appelle écrans. leur joie de vivre est en chute libre.
cela nous cause beaucoup de colère et un très fort sentiment d'impuissance. avant mars 2020,
nous réussissions à avoir un certain encadrement de l'utilisation des écrans, mais on s'est
retrouvés complètement démunis à plusieurs niveaux dans notre rôle de parent d'adolescents
quand l'isolement nous a été imposé. nos adolescents passent pratiquement 100 % de leur
temps dans leur chambre. le seul moment que nous avons réussi à préserver sont les repas
du soir et quelques autres repas durant la fin de semaine. nos deux enfants sont en démarche
pour rencontrer des psychologues (en attente de rv). notre aîné nous a annoncé qu'il était
trans. les seuls amis avec qui il a pu garder contact sont ceux qu'il s'était fait au secondaire et
ceux-ci ont tous, sans exception, fait de grands changements en ce qui a trait à leur
orientation sexuelle et de genre. nos divergences d'opinion avec certains amis et
connaissances ont occasionné des pertes et de l'éloignement. nos enfants vivent beaucoup

2/20/2022 7:31 AM
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d'isolement. c'est énormément difficile de voir ses enfants souffrir ainsi. nos enfants vivent
une démotivation complète de l'école, alors que notre plus jeune, en particulier, avait le vent
dans les voiles et là, il en est rendu à être en attente de psychologue et n'arrive plus du tout à
trouver de but et de motivation et des pensées suicidaires tout comme notre enfant aînée . j'ai
mis beaucoup d'espoir dans l'intervention du convoi parce qu'ils ont fait pression pour que
toutes les mesures sanitaires cessent, ce que je souhaite de tout coeur moi-même. de toutes
façon, ont-elles vraiment fait une différence? les jeunes ont des yeux pour voir que non. quel
début dans la vie de jeune adulte. de s'apercevoir que les gens qui sont au pouvoir ne sont pas
nécessairement là pour le bien de tous.
12561

I lost my business that was only 2 yrs old because of the mandates. It has completely divided
my family. We dont speak anymore. I cannot keep up with the rises prices and tax theft. I am
emotionally drained. I worry about my grown children who were threatened and coersed into
taking the death shot. My health is deteriorating but I refuse to enter any medical facility. I
would rather die than go to another doctor again. The lies spewed my the government, heath
minister, and media are so thick that I get physically sick and pray they are all arrested and
put away for life.

2/20/2022 7:31 AM

12562

Has placed lot of fear and division among my loved ones and friends and my beloved
neighbours

2/20/2022 7:31 AM

12563

Had to take vaccine in order to keep my Job.

2/20/2022 7:31 AM

12564

Work suffered and mentally my kids snd us have suffered

2/20/2022 7:30 AM

12565

life in general was impacted

2/20/2022 7:30 AM

12566

Loss of job . No traveling to see family in my own country

2/20/2022 7:30 AM

12567

The division between ppl affected me and my day to day

2/20/2022 7:30 AM

12568

Job, friends, children, home life, stress, health, finances, planning for the future because we
are not sure if Canada has one.

2/20/2022 7:30 AM

12569

My mother almost died in hospital due to lack of care due to staff reduction from covid
mandates.

2/20/2022 7:29 AM

12570

I’ve lost all of my friends and family. My husband and I are about to lose our jobs over these
mandates. I’ve thought about suicide. So many people have. I would rather not wake up then
wake up to this tyrannical government over reach.

2/20/2022 7:29 AM

12571

It’s not a mandate. Because I did not agree to it. A mandate is an agreement between the
involved parties. Therefore, I ignored vaccine “mandates” were possible.

2/20/2022 7:29 AM

12572

Negatively

2/20/2022 7:29 AM

12573

Like a person in prison! No freedom!

2/20/2022 7:29 AM

12574

I will soon lose my job because I won't take the experimental injection

2/20/2022 7:28 AM

12575

Need to travel farther for necessities, less job mobility, family members forced to take
vaccines that they weren’t satisfied with the safety of under threat of unemployment. Get
injected or face bankruptcy isn’t a ‘choice’, not all professions have employment options in our
system.

2/20/2022 7:28 AM

12576

Lost job

2/20/2022 7:28 AM

12577

Yes

2/20/2022 7:28 AM

12578

MENTALY DRIANED

2/20/2022 7:28 AM

12579

Tremendously

2/20/2022 7:28 AM

12580

Separated and caused rifts between family and friends

2/20/2022 7:28 AM

12581

I have become unsolvable, grand kids are not as close anymore, we are loosing our freedom

2/20/2022 7:28 AM

12582

Life has been affected, life has become stale, and very hard to enjoy

2/20/2022 7:27 AM

12583

My business was forced to close because there was no sports. Luckily we had savings to
keep our rent paid. In my regular job i run a retirement home and the mandates were
exceptionally hard on those residents. The survival rate from covid is extremely high and

2/20/2022 7:27 AM
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compared to the regular flu deaths are extremely low so everything that has been pushed is
really a waste of time and money.
12584

Loss of revenue, severe emotional distress

2/20/2022 7:26 AM

12585

Hard on my kids and our mental health, we need to get back to normal.

2/20/2022 7:26 AM

12586

My family is irreparably divided. My family has been a prisoner to a very small existence. I
have seen too many lose everything including their lives to these mandates.

2/20/2022 7:26 AM

12587

My husband is no longer worker. We have been distanced from friends. Our children are no
longer in school learning. Stress and anxiety levels are at an all time high.

2/20/2022 7:26 AM

12588

It has affected me mentally. I am now on anti depression medication

2/20/2022 7:25 AM

12589

Has caused great discomfort and stress on the whole family

2/20/2022 7:25 AM

12590

Depression, friend loss, job loss, money loss, social anxiety, bed ridden for days, angry
constantly, distrusting to Canadians, I don’t like the police force or respect the laws anymore, I
think Canada is embarrassing, I think we are liars, the media is harmful and a lie, you
destroyed kids speech, we’ve lowered the bad for kids learning, for income, I hate Justin
trudeau. You will probably use this survey as a scam to harm us even more, I don’t trust you, I
don’t trust canadian soil, I am ashamed to be a canadian, media LIED ABOUT THE CONVOY!
Police escorting racist people with signs wishing death on the unvaccinated … should I keep
going!????? I HATE BEING ALIVE SINCE COVID!!!!!!!!!

2/20/2022 7:25 AM

12591

It has torn my family apart. Made my child that once was excited to go to school, now scared
and being bullied. My child has had multiple headaches and nose bleeding from wearing the
breathing barrier all day. We are not able to travel to see family (my sister and niece) in another
province in my own country. My business has been shut down. Your segregation has caused
many arguments and separation from my friends and family. Implementation of segregation
and fear should never been mandated!

2/20/2022 7:25 AM

12592

Mentally

2/20/2022 7:24 AM

12593

I felt pressured to get the vaccine just so I could be able to have a fun with my children

2/20/2022 7:24 AM

12594

It has effected my life by giving me and everyone else in our country a small taste of what
communism is.

2/20/2022 7:24 AM

12595

Depression, lost all friendships, bonds and affections with associating partners

2/20/2022 7:24 AM

12596

It has not been a major inconvenience for me

2/20/2022 7:24 AM

12597

Job loss, family member committed suicide

2/20/2022 7:24 AM

12598

My mental health has deteriorated substantially

2/20/2022 7:23 AM

12599

Huge

2/20/2022 7:23 AM

12600

It has affected my freedom.

2/20/2022 7:22 AM

12601

It has made me difficult to live. I had to pull my son out of school because his teacher has
been bullying him for not wanting to wear a mask after TWO YEARS. I have loved ones who
would rather disown me than accept the fact I don’t want to take a flu shot because the
government has brainwashed them to think that’s what’s best. I have missed weddings and
funerals of loved ones because the government said we weren’t allowed to mourn or celebrate.
I have had people harass me because of my choice. Our government has SERIOUSLY
overstepped their boundaries. I no longer feel safe living in Canada.

2/20/2022 7:22 AM

12602

My husband has lost his job. We have been treated like criminals in our small town.

2/20/2022 7:22 AM

12603

My children’s education has been negatively affected. Mental health. Soaring prices for
everything. Division in relationships, both personal and professional.

2/20/2022 7:22 AM

12604

My children are struggling with their mental health - this should not have ever happened. They
should have been protected above all else

2/20/2022 7:22 AM

12605

I had to shut my business down ! It’s affected me mentally, I’m depressed and my 90 yr old
mother is Ill and depressed from its it has segregated some of my family and friends!

2/20/2022 7:22 AM

12606

It caused so much division

2/20/2022 7:22 AM
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12607

Can’t travel. Can’t family dine in restaurants. Can’t socialize with friends. Have to sneak
around.

2/20/2022 7:21 AM

12608

Mentally,emotionally In More ways then one

2/20/2022 7:21 AM

12609

Can't watch my 10 year old play hockey. My 13 year old could not play hockey because of
mandates. I am very blessed my workplace put a testing option in place instead of a vaccine
mandate. This is it Canada anymore and we are in the midst of planning to immigrate to the
U.S. in the near future

2/20/2022 7:21 AM

12610

Got fired from my job. Cant celebrate with family and friends. We cant find a place to eat. Had
to eat at the bus or subway or just stand anywhere or eat at public benches where im
immediately asked to leave. Cant go to my Church without a mask and receive the
Sacraments. DISGUSTING while politicians are voluntarily EXEMPTED from these restrictions
TRUDOLF IS DESTROYING THIS COUNTRY. HE HAS TO BE IMPEACHED

2/20/2022 7:21 AM

12611

Financially- socially

2/20/2022 7:20 AM

12612

Depression, antisocial, more sensitive, lack of simple life pressure

2/20/2022 7:20 AM

12613

Has pitted Canadians against a segment of society, caused immoral segregation and heaped a
huge amount of ridicule and anger upon those who have not taken the shot.

2/20/2022 7:20 AM

12614

Mandates forced me to get vaccinated to continue my son's hockey career. Lock downs are
effecting my child's mental health. And effecting is education.

2/20/2022 7:20 AM

12615

I can't get to see my mother in long term care facility as I am not vaxed. It has given me
anxiety as to how she is being looked after as many CCA's quit in the facitily she resides.

2/20/2022 7:20 AM

12616

I’m a company here in hamilton Ontario and I’m struggling with bills and debt from every side.
The opening and closing of our business and the mandate destroyed everything. Trudeau
needs to leave asap

2/20/2022 7:19 AM

12617

My whole family has experienced depression, and loss, and I don’t feel like it’s helped in the
spread of Covid. Time to own that the measures taken have t worked! We need real
Leadership someone with moral courage to stand up and have integrity!

2/20/2022 7:19 AM

12618

Isolation Depression Weight gain Loss of relationships

2/20/2022 7:19 AM

12619

Lost a lot of revenue, made to look like less of a human citizen, kept me out of my gym, I am
now on anti-depressants, lost friendships

2/20/2022 7:19 AM

12620

Haos

2/20/2022 7:18 AM

12621

It has RUINED my kids childhood along with the childhood of millions of others

2/20/2022 7:18 AM

12622

Life

2/20/2022 7:18 AM

12623

No affect

2/20/2022 7:18 AM

12624

Depressed and the fear of losing our Country to communism and dictator trudeau.

2/20/2022 7:18 AM

12625

I have to care for my mother plus work full time because she has suffered a vaccine injury. I
took care of kids since I was 15. I was looking forward to being able to take care of myself for
once in my life. Now I care for my paralyzed mother and brain injury husband. My family is
treated like second class citizens. I feel like we are being pursecuted because of a medical
disability. The truckers brought me hope for a little while. I'm done.

2/20/2022 7:17 AM

12626

Freedom of movement to go anywhere I please without restrictions

2/20/2022 7:17 AM

12627

Well it has made me do absolutely nothing but go to work and stay at home away from
everyone and very mentally affected my life

2/20/2022 7:17 AM

12628

2 years

2/20/2022 7:17 AM

12629

It hasn’t really

2/20/2022 7:17 AM

12630

hard to breathe with mask

2/20/2022 7:17 AM

12631

Unable to see family, travel has been difficult, stress levels and anxiety has increased.

2/20/2022 7:17 AM
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12632

In every way possible. I am a nurse and I paid for my tuition and now I can't even work due to
vaccine mandates. Unbelievable.

2/20/2022 7:17 AM

12633

Family splits, feeling isolated

2/20/2022 7:17 AM

12634

Increased anxiety, mental health depletion in not only myself but my children. Segregation
from my own family.

2/20/2022 7:17 AM

12635

Isolated and made even the most simple tasks stressful.

2/20/2022 7:16 AM

12636

Family and friends devision, isolation loss of freedom.

2/20/2022 7:16 AM

12637

Not at all

2/20/2022 7:16 AM

12638

In every possible way. Social life is gone and doesn't exist.

2/20/2022 7:15 AM

12639

Was quarantined for 14 days without a positive test and lost $6000 in wages! Haven’t been
able to go to the gym or restaurants! It’s been two years of mental abuse by this government
total fear mongering and manipulation! And less then 1% does not justify what we have gone
through!

2/20/2022 7:15 AM

12640

In every way possible

2/20/2022 7:15 AM

12641

Unable to travel, university student FORCED to get the vaccine in order to go to school, kids
wearing masks at school 8 hours a day

2/20/2022 7:15 AM

12642

Children unable to play sports, school lockdowns, masks all day for school and work, unable to
go out to restaurants and most outings, unable to leave the country and even fly within my own
country.

2/20/2022 7:15 AM

12643

I lost my job. I have a young child.

2/20/2022 7:14 AM

12644

Job loss for me and partner, livelihood . Loss of my hard earned pension

2/20/2022 7:14 AM

12645

Taken away my freedom , limited visits with family, infringed how I’m allowed to worship God ,
haven’t seen my parents in over two years because of travel restrictions Caused distention
between friends !! Unable to go to funerals , no one could come to hospital with me , on and on

2/20/2022 7:14 AM

12646

Caused major depression and loss of a few family members I could not see before they
passed and go to the funeral

2/20/2022 7:13 AM

12647

Loss of job; loss of income; ruined family relationships; depression

2/20/2022 7:13 AM

12648

Lost friends and divided friendships, no gyms to maintain physical and mental health,
judgement from others, work

2/20/2022 7:13 AM

12649

In every possible way. Is life worth living under these conditions?

2/20/2022 7:13 AM

12650

I can't be apart of society because of my medical choice. Masks also give me anxiety.

2/20/2022 7:13 AM

12651

My access to family members in long term care. Very sad!

2/20/2022 7:13 AM

12652

It’s BULLSHIT

2/20/2022 7:12 AM

12653

It has cause a lot of stress and pressure. I haven’t been able to freely speak my opinion at
work in schools.

2/20/2022 7:12 AM

12654

Affects my mental health

2/20/2022 7:12 AM

12655

It’s destroying my mental health and the people around me

2/20/2022 7:11 AM

12656

I have not been able to see my fiancé for over 2 years!

2/20/2022 7:11 AM

12657

I was forced to take the vaccine to keep my job, even though I had no desire to get it. My
church has been unable to meet in our building and sing due to mandates. The masks I am
required to wear hamper my breathing. And there are some family members that I have not
been able to travel and see for 2 and a half years due to Covid restrictions

2/20/2022 7:10 AM

12658

Work,family division over vaccines,mask for kids to go to school ,mental breakdown

2/20/2022 7:10 AM

12659

Work, seeing family

2/20/2022 7:10 AM

12660

I can’t even get into it right now, I don’t want to get upset again

2/20/2022 7:09 AM
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12661

The mandates have affected every aspect of my families day to day and has cost my wife her
job as a front line registered nurse.

2/20/2022 7:09 AM

12662

Loss of income,social life, promotes fear, promotes division

2/20/2022 7:09 AM

12663

Negatively

2/20/2022 7:09 AM

12664

Kept us from being human, I love hugging and traveling

2/20/2022 7:09 AM

12665

Lack of social contact with family

2/20/2022 7:08 AM

12666

In every way

2/20/2022 7:08 AM

12667

It has ruined my life .

2/20/2022 7:08 AM

12668

Could lose my job. Can’t support my family.

2/20/2022 7:07 AM

12669

I am not permitted to enter my place of employment. I have adverse effects from the mask

2/20/2022 7:07 AM

12670

Jobless

2/20/2022 7:06 AM

12671

I was unable to work as a hairstylist for way too long.

2/20/2022 7:06 AM

12672

Depression

2/20/2022 7:06 AM

12673

My mother died alone not of covid, broke up my family, I'm now divorced after 40 years in a
very abusive marriage and alone , I suffer from depression, I'm unable to see my victims
abuse councellor, I struggle every day because of cannot have anyone in your house. I have a
small business had to let my employee go could not pay her. I was just recovering from
stomach surgery when covid started and recovering now from knee surgery which Dr did the
wrong surgery have to have my knee done again. Manitoba has been restricted right from day
1 where the other provinces started later and has started lifting off their restrictions and were
still restricted, and just now covid is in our town after 2 years following restrictions staying
home cannot visit wear mask sanitize social distance I did everything. I have not had covid
yet but approximately quarter of our town in last 3 weeks has. I got my shots 3 of them so I
could keep my business open. Not buy choice but HAD to if I wanted to stay open. The
loneliness and depression is hard to deal with. I'm on antidepressants but pills alone dosent
help need to be around people the human contact. People need human contact

2/20/2022 7:05 AM

12674

We were not able to see my sister in law in the states when her husband died …. My Daughter
wasn’t able to invite as many family and friends to her wedding …. I have had to breath on own
sweat through a mask every summer in a factory that is gross … it has divided my family
because of different views ….

2/20/2022 7:05 AM

12675

I've lost my job, due to personal choice. I've feel discriminated against, due to my personal
choices.

2/20/2022 7:05 AM

12676

Separation

2/20/2022 7:04 AM

12677

Can’t travel to USA to see our whole extended family

2/20/2022 7:04 AM

12678

Caused stress

2/20/2022 7:04 AM

12679

It’s been hell.

2/20/2022 7:04 AM

12680

It has at times kept me from seeing my family. Holidays were delayed because of lockdowns
and limited gatherings. I can’t travel some family won’t see me because of my personal
decisions for my health. I’m sick of all of it.

2/20/2022 7:04 AM

12681

All of them

2/20/2022 7:03 AM

12682

My daughter has had strep throat from wearing masks everyday. I miss seeing people smile. I
have missed out on many already paid vacations. I feel very isolated and miss life. The
mandates have caused friction between our family and friends.

2/20/2022 7:03 AM

12683

So far I have lost my job and mentally I am not in a good spot. My children have missed 2
years of very important moments in their lives and their school has been greatly effected.

2/20/2022 7:01 AM

12684

I can socialize with my family and friends. I can’t work at my employment that I have been
employed for over 20 years. I have no income coming in. It’s made it impossible to live unless
I get vaccinated which I believe my God does not want me to do so. It’s gone to far when we

2/20/2022 6:59 AM
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can’t choose what goes in our bodies. Or that what we worked so hard for so many years is
taken from us. No wonder there is so much mental health issues. People are upset because
they are being forced. To do something they don’t want.
12685

My children cannot play in school sports or participate in activities outside of school as they
did before. My daughter is also suffering from depression. The mandates have both affected
my families mental health.

2/20/2022 6:58 AM

12686

Very negatively

2/20/2022 6:58 AM

12687

Religion family work

2/20/2022 6:58 AM

12688

They have trampled on my God given rights

2/20/2022 6:58 AM

12689

I have to test three times a week to be able to go to work. I gave not been able to enjoy a night
out with friends at a restaurant or sporting event. My sister in law had to choose whether to
take the shot or provide food and housing for her family.

2/20/2022 6:57 AM

12690

It is affecting my whole family and our ability to have a normal life. It is affecting the physical
and mental health of many people I know.

2/20/2022 6:56 AM

12691

Limited my schedule and social life

2/20/2022 6:56 AM

12692

Limits the people we can associate with including family we seldom see now.

2/20/2022 6:54 AM

12693

Caused segregation depression anxiety….

2/20/2022 6:54 AM

12694

I was forced into an early retirement, masks inhibit my breathing , been treated like a 2nd
class citizen , have lost friends and have had family disown me because of it , seen way to
many unnesdary deaths , which depresses me , worry about the future of my children and
grandchildren

2/20/2022 6:54 AM

12695

Divided people especially family. Not permitted to see elderly mother in nursing home because
I'm not vaccinated. Unable to take plane to visit son in BC.

2/20/2022 6:53 AM

12696

My grandpa died alone, my husband was injected because he would lose his job, my son has
had very bad reactions to overuse of sanitizing at school and masks have had negative effects
on his mental health. He lost a year of hockey because of masking on the ice. My dad is in
long term care and isolated worse then being in prison. I could go on.

2/20/2022 6:53 AM

12697

Loss of freedoms, couldn’t travel, couldn’t go to restaurants , some stores

2/20/2022 6:52 AM

12698

Left me unable to get needed surgery. Has put all my children and grandchildren at risk of
death by gene therapy!

2/20/2022 6:52 AM

12699

Not for the better. Wife lost her job, kids hate going to school and we are shunned in regular
society for being unvaccinated.

2/20/2022 6:52 AM

12700

In every way

2/20/2022 6:52 AM

12701

Its affected our whole family life with grand kids dropping out of university there jobs.

2/20/2022 6:52 AM

12702

Almost lost my job and cant travel out of the country.

2/20/2022 6:50 AM

12703

Me and may family have been treated like outcasts. We are limited to where we can go and
what we can oarticupate in. We life our religious institution because of hateful squabbling and
division caused by mandates.

2/20/2022 6:50 AM

12704

Being locked down,forced to wear useless masks, having to wait in long lines to get essential
supplies, not being free to go where I want without being harrassed

2/20/2022 6:50 AM

12705

Threatened my livihood and coerced me. Wearing masks and social distancing is affecting my
kids. I have a difficult time breathing well in my mask. Anxiety about the future.

2/20/2022 6:50 AM

12706

Social stigma, family alienated, faith venue not accessible which affects the core of my being.
Mask wearing causes feeling of suffocating, chest constriction.

2/20/2022 6:50 AM

12707

It has made me feel like a second class citizen

2/20/2022 6:49 AM

12708

I am retired and I can’t go anywhere to enjoy it. My daughter has lost her job because of it

2/20/2022 6:49 AM

12709

Lost the ability to do volunteer work.

2/20/2022 6:49 AM
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12710

It has stripped away my basic right of choice

2/20/2022 6:48 AM

12711

I've lost friends , almost lost my spouse and feel isolated .

2/20/2022 6:48 AM

12712

Socially, family and friends division,

2/20/2022 6:48 AM

12713

I work in Healthcare and feel like everything in place has helped but it is enough.

2/20/2022 6:48 AM

12714

Caused anxiety

2/20/2022 6:48 AM

12715

15yrs as PSW, I'm not allowed to work.

2/20/2022 6:48 AM

12716

Where do I begin ? This has affected my mental health because of loss of connection with my
family. It has caused division in my family and also with friends that don't speak to me any
more.

2/20/2022 6:47 AM

12717

My body my choice

2/20/2022 6:47 AM

12718

It has taken our God given freedoms away & brought us into so much bondage

2/20/2022 6:47 AM

12719

My job, my family life, my social life, my mental health. All negative affected.

2/20/2022 6:47 AM

12720

Division in family, inability to spend Time Together

2/20/2022 6:46 AM

12721

Mentaly

2/20/2022 6:46 AM

12722

I believe in civil liberty. I am vaccinated but absolutely do not believe in forced vaccinations

2/20/2022 6:46 AM

12723

Caused division with friends and family,depression,anxiety and anger.

2/20/2022 6:44 AM

12724

It hasn't adversely affected my life. My children, husband and I have adjusted to the masks
easily and as our family is pro-vaccine we have all been vaccinated and boosted.

2/20/2022 6:43 AM

12725

Negatively

2/20/2022 6:43 AM

12726

I now suffer from anxiety and depression

2/20/2022 6:42 AM

12727

I am a pastor and the biggest problem for me has been the restrictions placed on churches.

2/20/2022 6:42 AM

12728

Feeling like I no longer have control or a say for my own body without loosing my Job that I
worked so hard to get. My children having no life outside the four walls of our home.

2/20/2022 6:42 AM

12729

I got to spend more time with my family. Began to meditate too.

2/20/2022 6:42 AM

12730

They have been most divisive. Friends, work colleagues, family no longer speak or have
become mean. Unvax people are treated like they are not people. Children can't join sports
teams or attend events. Friends have lost jobs. Those who are vaxed, some have become
very ill with side effects. Some have died. But it didn't matter. They need to end. Now.

2/20/2022 6:42 AM

12731

Increased child anxiety, no entry into schools, decreased family income, decreased children’s
activities.

2/20/2022 6:42 AM

12732

Devastated!

2/20/2022 6:41 AM

12733

Prevented me from seeing my grandchildren, certain family members and friends.

2/20/2022 6:41 AM

12734

This is not living

2/20/2022 6:40 AM

12735

Social life destroy family enough of this communism regime.

2/20/2022 6:40 AM

12736

We lost my grandpa in an old age home, we could not all be there with him. My children's
school keeps closing down, their education has been interrupted. Vacation, family gatherings,
friends... we have all been divided by it.

2/20/2022 6:39 AM

12737

My kids have seen more fear and hate in the past two years than ever before

2/20/2022 6:39 AM

12738

Created division in our country and has crippled the upbringing of our children

2/20/2022 6:38 AM

12739

Not at all

2/20/2022 6:38 AM

12740

These mandates have cause anxiety, depression, and division in my life.

2/20/2022 6:38 AM

12741

No normal life

2/20/2022 6:38 AM
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12742

Separated me from my family & boyfriend in another country

2/20/2022 6:37 AM

12743

Less socializing but saving a lot of money.

2/20/2022 6:37 AM

12744

Mandates took my job. I serve in Canadian Armed Forces strong and proud. That is about to
end and I will be released soon. This is the end of my life. Thank you very much.

2/20/2022 6:37 AM

12745

I have to take vaccine in order to take exams.

2/20/2022 6:37 AM

12746

I am a registered nurse that got Covid at work, in November 2020, before vaccines were
available. I used all the protective equipment at work and still got Covid. Masks, shields, PPE,
didn’t protect me from Covid. I recovered and now have robust natural immunity. I retired after
recovering from Covid, as I was 70 years old. If I had remained working I would have been
fired for not becoming vaccinated. I have family members who will not associate with me, and
I have been denied access to much of societies activities. As a Christian, I have been denied
access to my church, and from physically being present to services. I can no longer volunteer
to help people, in my community. I am shunned from society, and have received verbal abuse
and attempts to shame me for my choices. I went from being a hero, with people rattling pots
on their doorsteps to honour my service to a reject from society. I have chosen not to take the
vaccine, because I have a heart condition and the vaccine has a good chance of causing
further damage to my heart. Never in history has the medical establishment mandated a
vaccine without providing exemptions for medical or religious reasons. Never has the medical
establishment forced vaccines on people. Ethically, people have always been free to choose a
treatment by informed consent, until now. We have become a dictatorial country, no longer a
free democratic country. I no longer trust my health care system or my government.

2/20/2022 6:36 AM

12747

Can not attend certain social functions, go to restaurants, fly domestically, fly internationally,
cross the US border

2/20/2022 6:36 AM

12748

Caused division, loss of work, no freedom as a Canadian, no church...I could go on and on

2/20/2022 6:36 AM

12749

Cost of living. Unaccountable Government

2/20/2022 6:36 AM

12750

Not able to work at multiple places. Can only work at one

2/20/2022 6:36 AM

12751

Broken relationship, mental illness

2/20/2022 6:35 AM

12752

I keep myself isolated as the government has brainwashed everyone into thinking if you go
close to people you will get covid

2/20/2022 6:35 AM

12753

My job, financial, stress, mental health

2/20/2022 6:35 AM

12754

It didnt

2/20/2022 6:35 AM

12755

Caused unemployment

2/20/2022 6:34 AM

12756

I nearly lost my job for my medical choice. My children have been in masks for two years,
wearing bacteria filled cloth over their faces . I was unable to attend my grandmothers funeral
because the mandate said only 10 people present. I will not be able to attend my cousins
wedding if mandates and division continues to be the goal of our government.

2/20/2022 6:34 AM

12757

I now hate living in Canada.

2/20/2022 6:34 AM

12758

It’s not the mandates, it’s the virus. I want us to do something about the virus. We aren’t going
out as much so our kids who can’t get vaccinated don’t end up in the hospital. It sucks.

2/20/2022 6:33 AM

12759

Miss trust government and media, lost income, divided family,

2/20/2022 6:33 AM

12760

Division

2/20/2022 6:32 AM

12761

It’s stopped me from earning my full income! 2 years I was an essential worker. Now I’m
relegated to second class citizen.

2/20/2022 6:32 AM

12762

Worsened my mental health. Depressed, stress

2/20/2022 6:32 AM

12763

Watching everyone be frightened by legacy media propaganda to assist wealthy foreign
billionaires become trillionaires at the expense of all of our rights and freedoms hasn’t exactly
been a picnic. Klaus Schwab has bragged that the WEF has undermined our democracy by
having several of its members infiltrated in our Canadian cabinet. Trudeau and Singh are both
graduates of his “Young Global leaders” program. Some might see this as high treason.

2/20/2022 6:32 AM
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12764

This has destroyed our trust in governments, has separated families, businesses,
communities, churches, charities, recreational groups, and the worst we have seen is how this
has effected seniors and school age kids…the government overreach has to stop, people have
to be free to make their own medical decisions and make the decision for their own kids ! Our
grandparent was a war veteran.. he fought for the freedom this government is trying to take
away! This government has forgotten what Canada is all about! We were a country that stood
on Christian and moral values, now we have a government that seems it’s Goal is to become a
socialist government! It time this all stop immediately!

2/20/2022 6:32 AM

12765

It’s made it less likely for me to catch covid and spread it to vulnerable people

2/20/2022 6:30 AM

12766

Discrimination because I choose no to be vaccinated.

2/20/2022 6:30 AM

12767

Mental life, some member of my familly has side effect of the vaccine like Stroke, ,thrombose,
heart attack and 1 pass away

2/20/2022 6:29 AM

12768

They have kept me alive.

2/20/2022 6:29 AM

12769

Stripped away my God given rights

2/20/2022 6:28 AM

12770

unable to get together with family to celebrate holidays and birthdays etc

2/20/2022 6:28 AM

12771

My husband died at the mine he worked at..I was allowed in hospital to say goodbye..police
lied they said could..after waiting outside for two hours..the cop no my husband was on his
way to Ottawa for post modern..covid took that away from me and my freedom

2/20/2022 6:27 AM

12772

Industrial projects Canceled, no Construction work, the Economy is being destroyed, massive
inflation being denied by Government, peoples rights and Freedoms being erroded on a daily
basis , Government blaming the Citizens for being Racist when successive Governments and
Churches made all the Racial decisions effecting Natives and all through History , the Fake
News Media spreads Gov. Propaganda , the CBC plays a major part in shutting down Industry,
in June of 2021 the CBC ran a Story across Canada accusing Construction Workers of being
Racial Rapists knowing that it was FAKE NEWS. The Gov. that I helped Elect turns out to be a
Socialist Dictatorship destroying Democracy in favour of the Great Reset as Students of a
New World Order

2/20/2022 6:27 AM

12773

Adversely

2/20/2022 6:27 AM

12774

Social isolation, stress and weight gain, divisiveness to my country, ruining of young people
and their hearts and minds (I witness this daily), too much government over reach in my life,
lost trust in systems - health, education and government - bc of the last two years.

2/20/2022 6:27 AM

12775

In an awful way. My children are not as happy and sure of themselves. Our mental health as
suffered. Due to medical issues we can’t get the jab and are excluded from so many normal
day to day things. We can’t go to the city pool, no restaurants, no movies, no concerts, no
family reunions. It’s divided our extended family. I know friends who’ve committed suicide. I
have friends who turned to drugs and overdosed. I’ve seen relationships destroyed. My life has
been oppressed and sad.

2/20/2022 6:27 AM

12776

I am vaccinated, but am upset that the government lied about “once 75% are vaccinated,
things will be fine”. You cannot force people to get vaccinated, nor should you feel the right to
treat individuals differently based on their vaccination status. That’s un-Canadian. I am also so
disappointed and honestly mad, at how little nurses got from all this. I am a nurse and I almost
committed suicide because of this pandemic, and the government let people on CERB make
more than me some weeks. I am a registered nurse who worked in a regional covid hospital,
how on earth did Trudeau not help us and let people sitting at home on their asses make
more?? CERB was the biggest joke, and harshest insult to essential workers and the liberals
will never have my respect again because they let someone WORKING IN AND ICU TAKING
CARE OF COVID PATIENTS MAKE LESS THAN PEOPLE ON CERB.

2/20/2022 6:26 AM

12777

Lost home and job

2/20/2022 6:26 AM

12778

Like all sensible humans, I know when to stay home when sick , NOT BY A MANDATE.

2/20/2022 6:26 AM

12779

Divisive, financial, psychological, frustration...

2/20/2022 6:25 AM

12780

Loss of work. Mental health challenges. Relationship challenges

2/20/2022 6:24 AM

12781

Mentally, physically, monetarily, it has divided friends and family.

2/20/2022 6:24 AM
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12782

Negatively

2/20/2022 6:22 AM

12783

Greatly limited my social interaction causing depression and my work

2/20/2022 6:22 AM

12784

Destroyed it. Lost my job of 15 years and now vaccine mandates make it impossible to make
any money to support my family. It also has greatly effected my personal business which is
renting out inflatable bouncy castles. My children have lost the most. Education is a joke, the
schools also pushed hate and mandates segregating students. I can go on and on. The
mandates have destroyed all life and the economy

2/20/2022 6:21 AM

12785

It’s caused division in our immediate and extended family, and among friends. It’s made me
feel isolated, and lead to being laid off and missing extended periods of work. It’s limited my
ability to work with the young people in our church who desperately need to be social.

2/20/2022 6:21 AM

12786

Family tensions ( brother ain't real to me right now, unable to attend some family celebrations),
unable to travel out of country w partner to meet his sister. Niece, and other family, quit
restaurant serving side job as I would be required to enforce vaccination pass, dedicated at
least 100 hours of personal time to researching in order to discern truth about all things related
to pandemic, feeling the need to self censor when around business partners, friendships lost...

2/20/2022 6:20 AM

12787

Loss wages, loss of life, separating people

2/20/2022 6:20 AM

12788

Half of my extended family is not talking to the other half. I can’t get on a plane to go on a
vacation. I have to do a rapid test 3x/week to keep my job. I’m disillusioned with my
government and the media. I feel hopeless and worried about my future.

2/20/2022 6:19 AM

12789

I am restricted as to where I can go and do.

2/20/2022 6:19 AM

12790

Mentalement

2/20/2022 6:18 AM

12791

My husband is on unpaid leave due to the vaccine mandate. My daughter lost her part time
job, due to her boss being afraid she would catch covid. I cannot worship God freely in the way
I wish in my church. The cost of living has increased drastically making it hard to care for my
family properly (one of whom has a disability and the medication is expensive). My children
have not been able to participate is sports activities and youth events with their friends, both of
which teens need.

2/20/2022 6:18 AM

12792

Negatively

2/20/2022 6:18 AM

12793

It really hasent

2/20/2022 6:17 AM

12794

Stuck in a foreign country for 1.5 years now.

2/20/2022 6:17 AM

12795

Not allowed to travel, my 13 year old is not allowed to play sports. I am not allowed to watch
my youngest child play hockeys. This has had a negative impact on my children's mental
health. My father passed away due to effects of the jab.

2/20/2022 6:16 AM

12796

hard to find work. lost friends because of politics. stayed home the whole time

2/20/2022 6:15 AM

12797

Less family time Holidays. Gathering. Friends and family. Church.

2/20/2022 6:14 AM

12798

Poorly. Stress. Anxiety. Job loss. Alchoholism

2/20/2022 6:13 AM

12799

Has not

2/20/2022 6:13 AM

12800

It has made me very concerned about the future of my children. We have missed some very
important events in the lives of our family.

2/20/2022 6:12 AM

12801

I live in Brazil and we have the same problems here - we have been locked down, separated
from friends and family, businesses are struggling and kids can’t come back to school unless
they take an experimental shot! I can’t go to museums or business congress or can’t travel
unless I take an experimental shot that I am not comfortable with. Many friends have lost their
jobs because they refused to take an experimental shot. And I have lost a friend who died the
day after her first dose. I am healthy and productive and I want to life a normal life without
restrictions that don’t make any sense, just like every Canadian trucker is fighting for right
now, so I fully support their moment even from abroad. This is a global problem and I believe
the decisions that come out of this will echo in other countries, like mine.

2/20/2022 6:11 AM

12802

Terrible!!

2/20/2022 6:11 AM

12803

Mentally,💉vaccines affect my health, emotional and employment

2/20/2022 6:10 AM
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12804

It has created distress and discomfort where there was none. I have not seen my grandmother
in two years and she has failed greatly. The ministry my family is involved with, teaching sign
language in churches to help Deaf people gain friends and have the opportunity to go to church
and have an interpreter has been stopped. My children no longer enjoy going to town because
they hate wearing masks. My husband, children and I are considered as lower class people
because we are unvaccinated. We are unable to go many places and enjoy many activities
because of this. My children are timid of police officers after hearing about the unnecessary
acts of violence and "restraint" against peaceful protesters in Ottawa. The arresting of
veterans made my physically ill and the brutality I have seen as broken my heart. Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau has single handedly removed and trust I had in our government and
the democracy of Canada. I am a prisoner in my own country. I feel threatened and unsafe.
Please give us back the freedom our veterans fought for!

2/20/2022 6:10 AM

12805

It has taken away social, educational and employment opportunities. Has damaged friendship
and community structures for my family.

2/20/2022 6:09 AM

12806

This mandate has separated families, ruined businesses, taken my freedom of choice, and
worship.

2/20/2022 6:09 AM

12807

Quality and freedom of life. Isolating me from community and family. Loved ones in hospital.

2/20/2022 6:08 AM

12808

Lost of work

2/20/2022 6:08 AM

12809

Loss of income. Almost losing my home.

2/20/2022 6:07 AM

12810

It has caused great psychological affect to my well being.

2/20/2022 6:07 AM

12811

Lost income, and dramatically reduced quality of life.

2/20/2022 6:06 AM

12812

Mental state of ny family ; relationship with others and lost job

2/20/2022 6:06 AM

12813

Mental health has plummeted, the will to live down.

2/20/2022 6:06 AM

12814

Poorly

2/20/2022 6:05 AM

12815

The mandate has more than affected my life it has ruined my life, from losing my job, to
making it impossible to gain employment. As well as driving a massive wedge between not
only my immediate family and I but ALSO between my ex husband and I who used to have an
amazing co parenting relationship, where now we can hardly speak to one another. Mandates
have ruined nearly every aspect of my life

2/20/2022 6:04 AM

12816

Got laid off from my job. Not able to visit my elderly mother in Long Term Care. Not able to see
my family at Christmas. Stress from having to wear a mask.

2/20/2022 6:04 AM

12817

Every aspect of my life has been affected. Mainly I lost my job with Canada Post. I have
family that will not associate with other family. I have lost friends.

2/20/2022 6:03 AM

12818

Financial, socially, & mentally debilitating

2/20/2022 6:02 AM

12819

Negatively

2/20/2022 6:02 AM

12820

Loss of income and loss of social connections with family abs friends.

2/20/2022 6:02 AM

12821

Family has been broken; Daughter has major emotional/mental stress.

2/20/2022 6:01 AM

12822

As a nurse working in icu where we see many unvaccinated people come in with covid, it is
worrisome to see that there will be decreased measures to encourage vaccination which will
overwhelm our hospital and healthcare system even further and prolong the end of the
pandemic

2/20/2022 6:01 AM

12823

Depression. financial strain, loss of friends and cohesive family relationships, poor health

2/20/2022 6:00 AM

12824

It’s limited my interaction with friends and put my employment at risk. It’s limited my ability to
go to church and celebrate holidays with family. I have difficulty using the masks as it limits
the fresh air I can breath

2/20/2022 6:00 AM

12825

Small businesses have suffered; inflation; created a generation of entitled boobs that don’t
want to work

2/20/2022 6:00 AM

12826

These mandates are far expired. They have affected my life and the lives of so many others in
a million different ways, both directly and indirectly. Here are just a few of the ways my family

2/20/2022 6:00 AM
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and I have been affected personally. My 10 year old is 2 grade levels behind in school from
lockdowns, school closures, isolation mandates, and not being able to wear his glasses with
his mask at school. I lost a business I started in January of 2020. We were forced to close our
doors permanently in May of 2020 after only 6 weeks in operation and then 8 weeks of not
being allowed to open (non-essential retail establishment) I lost my side job as a school bus
driver in March of 2020 with the first lockdown. Difficulty finding a new job as most required
proof of Vax even to apply. My daughter now suffers tremendously from mental health issues,
anxiety and social disorders caused by not having a social outlet for two years of her very
important pre teen development. Family members and relatives are divided over personal
choices and have become indifferent to one another. Children have nightmares and wonder
why police are being so brutal to people who just want their lives back. My children will forever
have trust issues after witnessing how the peaceful protesters were treated by the police, who
my children previously believed are here to protect us and be a help to citizens. That trust is
destroyed. After searching long and hard, I was finally able to obtain only part time
employment for minimum wage at a local retail shop that respects my choice not to take the
vaccine. This employment is not even enough to cover the grocery bill for a family of 5. There
are many more ways we have been affected and we support ending the mandates. We need to
end the division of Canadians and put this whole pandemic BS in the trash bin.
12827

Stay home. Ni access to sports. No passport

2/20/2022 6:00 AM

12828

Horrible

2/20/2022 5:59 AM

12829

Cooped up for two years plus .

2/20/2022 5:58 AM

12830

I lost my job, my 2 young children were DENIED health care even with negative tests. I wasn’t
able to go to my uncles funeral or watch my cousin get married. I cant attend birthday parties,
I have been ostrisized by my family and friends. I haven’t been able to attend my cultural
ceremonies nor have I been able to find any help for my Post Partum depression or anxiety.
My spouse has to test every 48hrs to keep his job even tho the entire crew can still spread it
and get it. I have young friends committing suicide or turning to drugs to cope. My children’s
social development is complete crap and they are unable to communicate in public due to the
masks and lack of social interaction over the last 2 years.

2/20/2022 5:57 AM

12831

Divided family and friends, anxiety over vaccine side effects for myself and family, anger,
resentment, not able to visit elderly family, not seeing family in person, can’t hug……

2/20/2022 5:57 AM

12832

I use to take my cousin home from Richmond Villa to visit my Mom who looked after him. Now
I'm not allowed in. I'm 63 and I love Pickleball and played two to three times a week, I cannot
now. I could go on but this is just some of the affects it's had on my life.

2/20/2022 5:55 AM

12833

Very very negatively, it has been the ruination of our country ,province, & workplace.

2/20/2022 5:55 AM

12834

My anxiety and depression is at an all time high constantly wondering what they are going to
do next to control us and seeing so many people fall for all the lies is frustrating. I hate how
our kids are affected and forced to inject this into their body’s if they want to live a normal
teenage life. It’s not okay.

2/20/2022 5:54 AM

12835

It hasn’t

2/20/2022 5:54 AM

12836

Tired

2/20/2022 5:51 AM

12837

The vaccine has destroyed my health, I now have serious health problems from. The
lockdowns have destroyed my finances and I don't know if I will ever recoup what I lost.

2/20/2022 5:50 AM

12838

It has changed everything that I do

2/20/2022 5:49 AM

12839

Can't do anything like I use too

2/20/2022 5:47 AM

12840

Depression, feeling alone, isolated from family and friends, anxiety of being around others who
think differently than me, affected our family relationships, affected my marriage by putting
strain on it, feeling imprisoned, very untrusting of any government especially in Canada, feeling
like I want to move away from Canada

2/20/2022 5:47 AM

12841

Totally depressed .

2/20/2022 5:47 AM

12842

Mandates have cut my income by at least 50%

2/20/2022 5:47 AM

12843

It hasn't . We need to keep people safe and not overload our hospitals.

2/20/2022 5:47 AM
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12844

dumb question, who designed this... in the political game in my day you would not last a week

2/20/2022 5:46 AM

12845

It's been very negative. I've had to get a new job. I've lost friends. It's caused family stress.
Facing going on EI for the first time in my life of 46 years in Canada. I've felt demonized and
been ostracized from a society I've been an avid contributor to.

2/20/2022 5:46 AM

12846

Reduction in work and quality of life in so many ways. Huge increase in stress. Lots of
divisions between family and friends many who I may never see again.

2/20/2022 5:45 AM

12847

It has given too much power to our government and made myself and others in our household
very scared for our lives.

2/20/2022 5:45 AM

12848

I have lost all faith in government, healthcare.

2/20/2022 5:44 AM

12849

Denied me basic service in establishments for not having my Identification, restricted my
movements, transformed me from a living Canadian citizen, to a Canadian citizen living in fear,
the complete opposite of our anthem, ( True North strong and free )

2/20/2022 5:43 AM

12850

I don’t like what this has done to humanity. It has ruined relationships. How do you reason with
people who have been paralyzed with fear?

2/20/2022 5:41 AM

12851

Depression

2/20/2022 5:41 AM

12852

Taken away my freedom and liberty

2/20/2022 5:40 AM

12853

Stupid question

2/20/2022 5:39 AM

12854

There are not enough words to discribe how these mandates have distroyed my mental health,
relationships and how I view government and medical professionals.

2/20/2022 5:38 AM

12855

Financial hardship, limited my access to vital services and store, caused division in families,
took away my right to assemble in church, feel lonely

2/20/2022 5:38 AM

12856

Freedom to be with family a country divided mental health psychological health mental anguish
employment

2/20/2022 5:37 AM

12857

Emotionally, terribly. But my concern comes most with how it’s affected my children and what
they’ve lost.

2/20/2022 5:33 AM

12858

family and friends breakdowns , pressure and anxiety on my immediate family members….

2/20/2022 5:32 AM

12859

Attacked the basic fundamental charter freedoms of person!

2/20/2022 5:32 AM

12860

It’s all about control and I don’t like to be control not like this

2/20/2022 5:31 AM

12861

Lost my freedom

2/20/2022 5:30 AM

12862

I have lost 2 jobs & been denied medical care twice

2/20/2022 5:30 AM

12863

Not badly as I am retired senior

2/20/2022 5:29 AM

12864

Are you kidding? Loss of any normal life, education lost for my great grandchildren, 2 years of
fear...for nothing. Medical procedures delayed. Places where no lockdowns or closures exist
have similar outcomes. Devastation of small business and a massive government debt which
will harm us for generations. And the fear created for our fellow man. As we slowly learned, all
for nothing.

2/20/2022 5:27 AM

12865

Sad, Angry and worries for the future of mankind.

2/20/2022 5:26 AM

12866

Very negatively

2/20/2022 5:25 AM

12867

To many way to mention

2/20/2022 5:25 AM

12868

Depression, excess drinking, became a recluse

2/20/2022 5:23 AM

12869

I refuse to return to Canada until Justin Trudeau is jailed for crimes against humanity.
Furthermore my wife can't get vaccinated and because the mandates came while we were out
of the country, she can't return to Canada. My work in Canada was destroyed by his mandates,
and I think how the Liberals have handled the pandemic has been criminal, leftist, and biased.

2/20/2022 5:22 AM

12870

Kept me safe from covid

2/20/2022 5:22 AM

12871

Stopped me from seeing my children, divided family and friends, stressful

2/20/2022 5:20 AM
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12872

It's terrible

2/20/2022 5:16 AM

12873

Social alienation,?divisiveness, work and financial hardship, mental wellness challenges

2/20/2022 5:15 AM

12874

because i had a heart scare and don’t want to get the vaccine i am treated differently by
almost everyone, people look at me like i’m a horrible person. i can’t even go out with anyone
anymore unless it’s to the nearby walmart. it’s depressing. i see everyone get to go wherever
and i am forced to stay home 24/7 because i didn’t get a stupid vaccine.

2/20/2022 5:13 AM

12875

Mandates have helped keep our community safe. A layered approach is necessary in
mitigating the risks of Covid-19.

2/20/2022 5:13 AM

12876

I'm a covid survivor with natural immunity, actual immunity proven by science. But I've been
stopped from being able to work because I refuse a medical procedure that can literally do
nothing for me but cause potential harm. Because the geniuses in our government are
"following the science". Yeah that makes a lot of sense doesn't it?

2/20/2022 5:11 AM

12877

loss of work, mental illness, stress, loss of friends, i see hatred between people where ever
you turn around, and on and on......

2/20/2022 5:11 AM

12878

I lost my job and I'm a single mom trying to support my family. My kids are anxious with the
school mandates and life is heavy now. Everything needs to end immediately before there are
anymore suicides and small business losses, etc.

2/20/2022 5:10 AM

12879

Yes

2/20/2022 5:09 AM

12880

Increased mental stress

2/20/2022 5:09 AM

12881

job loss; isolation; mental; denial of job opportunity because of vaccination mandate for an
experimental drug which does not prevent the contraction and spread of the virus, restriction
on access to services such as train aeroplanes; freedom of choice, conscience; inability to
visit my almost 90 year old mother who live across the border, restriction on my right and
freedom of movement in Canada

2/20/2022 5:08 AM

12882

LOST HUSBAND DIED NOV 30TH 2020 TO HEART CLOT BECAUSE OF LOCK DOWN all
paramedics who supposedly came to help hubby did not touch him kept screaming covid covid
covid??? COMMON MAN GET UP

2/20/2022 5:07 AM

12883

Financially, socially, relationally, mentally, occupationally

2/20/2022 5:07 AM

12884

Slower work with divide amongst family and friends. Finally coming to light how corrupt our
government is was an eye opener

2/20/2022 5:07 AM

12885

Business has been incredibly impacted. Daughter has had anxiety and her schooling has been
effected. We have not been able to leave the country to visit home. We are not antivaxers.
Just do not have anywhere near enough data and info concerning the jabs. Too many doctors
have concluded that the jabs are not good for anyone and information is coming out that those
who have succumbed to the tyranny are in store for a very rude awaking of adverse effects.
STOP ALL MANDATES IMMEDIATELY!

2/20/2022 5:06 AM

12886

Horribly

2/20/2022 5:04 AM

12887

Everything

2/20/2022 5:02 AM

12888

Work, family, life, relationships

2/20/2022 5:02 AM

12889

It’s been a shameful period in Canadian history

2/20/2022 5:02 AM

12890

It has effects are not being able to go out like free Canadian citizens or travel in of out of the
country freely

2/20/2022 5:01 AM

12891

N/A

2/20/2022 4:59 AM

12892

It’s inconvenient and stupid, the only reason I wear a mask is to keep people off my back.

2/20/2022 4:59 AM

12893

Restricted my daily movements such as walk, go to the gym, visiting, alienated from a family
member, have not been to my southern home fir 2 years(restricted my traveling) more online
shopping, slowed my obtaining a surgery(done now).

2/20/2022 4:58 AM

12894

Negatively impacted mental health and relationships.

2/20/2022 4:57 AM
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12895

I lost my job

2/20/2022 4:56 AM

12896

Family has been divided family members put on unpaid leave

2/20/2022 4:56 AM

12897

It has caused mental anxiety. I have become less healthy from not going to the gym my
favorite place to exercise. Caused stress In family over disagreements.

2/20/2022 4:56 AM

12898

Vaz Blocked my trip to Mexico Nov- March

2/20/2022 4:55 AM

12899

I am feeling losing my freedom

2/20/2022 4:54 AM

12900

it is terrible

2/20/2022 4:53 AM

12901

It's affected my job/livelihood. It's negatively affected my entire family's mental health. It's
created division amongst family and friends. These mandates are unjust and unnecessary.

2/20/2022 4:53 AM

12902

In every negative way possible. The country will never recover economically.

2/20/2022 4:52 AM

12903

Watching my family and friends suffer. Not see each other. Watching the consequences of
isolations. Fear. Loneliness. My grandfather died, and only a few people could go out of our
large family.

2/20/2022 4:52 AM

12904

it hasn’t

2/20/2022 4:51 AM

12905

in a very negative way

2/20/2022 4:51 AM

12906

I recognize I have to fuck Trudeau

2/20/2022 4:51 AM

12907

Financially, personal divisions and overall rights to freedoms of this country

2/20/2022 4:49 AM

12908

All

2/20/2022 4:48 AM

12909

Taken away my God given right like to see my Gramma, go to a restaurant with my family and
travel like we do every year until 2 years ago. The mental stress of not being able to breathe
properly at work and makes it hard to see our customers suffer being alone the Government
dividing and shaming. We also lost my Childrens father not to covid but to his mental health
not being able to have support and being separated from his loved ones when he needed
someone. Hearing about two of my close friends never being the same ever again because of
the first shot…

2/20/2022 4:47 AM

12910

What life

2/20/2022 4:46 AM

12911

Depression , solitude

2/20/2022 4:46 AM

12912

Segregated my family, ruined my kids social lives and education, stressed my marriage

2/20/2022 4:45 AM

12913

Made me leave the country

2/20/2022 4:44 AM

12914

Loss of contact with friends

2/20/2022 4:43 AM

12915

Shut down my industry

2/20/2022 4:41 AM

12916

Not being able to see loved ones that are hospitalized is cruel. Having people encouraged to
turn on each other is so wrong. To many things do not make sense. Not seeing family is
wrong. Not getting medical care is wrong. Etc.

2/20/2022 4:41 AM

12917

Loss of work, intense stress, being hated by my friends because I’m not vaccinated. My
doctor phoned me and told me to get vaccinated. When I said no I wasn’t, he asked me why I
wanted to kill everyone!??? That is abuse of the worst kind

2/20/2022 4:41 AM

12918

Isolated and disconnected. Unable to travel & visit family gatherings.

2/20/2022 4:40 AM

12919

Ongoing vaccine reaction with heart.

2/20/2022 4:40 AM

12920

It’s discriminatory of human rights.

2/20/2022 4:38 AM

12921

Undue stress, segregation from family and friends, loss of employment, discrimination.
Harassment.

2/20/2022 4:38 AM

12922

It totally ruined my life

2/20/2022 4:37 AM

12923

I lost my last year of university, had to switch schools and pay 10 000 more in loans. Great
divide in some family and friends, could not do yoga , which is vital for me..... caught Covid,

2/20/2022 4:36 AM
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denied early effective treatments with ivermectin and HQC...
12924

How hasent it?

2/20/2022 4:35 AM

12925

i have lost friends and family to suicide and the vaccines, I have lost friends because they
hold different views than me. My anxiety is through the roof. I am isolated in my house with
just my dog. Even though i am a military vet and i proved i have a mask exemption due to
anxiety< from PTSD incured while in the service, my friends at the seniors center would rather
i do not go for cards because i can not wear a mask even though i had proof i had covid in
January certified test at pharmacy. I used to eat lunch there for 3 yrs and play cards twice a
week.

2/20/2022 4:35 AM

12926

It has ruined the life of my family... my children's lives. We had to flee the country on short
notice, leaving everything behind when the government announced the ban on traveling by air,
because my aging parents live overseas. We are now in limbo, without a home or a clear
future. My heart breaks for my children. We miss our home the way it used to be. We mourn
for what Canada has become.

2/20/2022 4:35 AM

12927

People I know who are against protective measures focus i. Themselves and thier individual
rights. They do not understand that when we live in close proximity with others (cities and
towns) our decisions can harm others who live beside or with us. It saddens me that we have
become so self centered— that our individual rights are more I Portent than protecting our
neighbors.

2/20/2022 4:35 AM

12928

Loss of income. Anxiety. Depression .

2/20/2022 4:34 AM

12929

The mandates have affected my life with the loss of community, loss of being able to travel for
important family gatherings. (For example, my wedding.)

2/20/2022 4:34 AM

12930

I can not get on a flight.

2/20/2022 4:33 AM

12931

I lost my job and had to leave Canada

2/20/2022 4:33 AM

12932

My life has been affected in many ways, no able to have a the life I had before pandemic. As a
trucker my rest and fuel stops has been restricted. I can’t get fuel to run the truck to work if I
don’t wear mask or foods in many places. I feel that I need to leave this country, that my
freedom has been raken away,

2/20/2022 4:33 AM

12933

Depression, healthcare delays, lack of socialization, frustration with isolation.

2/20/2022 4:33 AM

12934

Lost faith in the integrity of government.

2/20/2022 4:32 AM

12935

I have family members that are still fearful to leave the house, a healthy coworker who died
after her first shot, a healthy nephew who got pericarditis after is second shot, another
coworker who gets sicker with every shot she takes that she can hardly work half-time now,
extended family circle is polarized against each other, friend groups who have split, my
boyfriend was threatened by roommates that he'd have to move out if he continued to see me
as I wasn't in their house bubble, felt alienated from fellow church members, chronic angst
because my point of view is allowed no airtime, I no longer feel I can trust anyone in
government, feel like I have a dirty little secret (I am unvaxxed) I have to hide from people,
covid "outbreaks" have so disrupted my workplace, dread that one day the BC PHO will say
my sector is next up or I lose my job, I want to plan my wedding but there is no way to pick a
date, place or number of guest as nothing about the rules is predictable, it breaks my heart to
see children in masks for so much of the day and seniors stuck in their little rooms...please
make it stop.

2/20/2022 4:31 AM

12936

its based on Fraud!

2/20/2022 4:30 AM

12937

Created fear and uncertainty

2/20/2022 4:29 AM

12938

ostracized by family/friends, unnecessary testing, missed church, kids lost activities

2/20/2022 4:29 AM

12939

We have been alienated from our children, lost employment, been unable to travel for work,
and lost loved ones to adverse reaction from these posions

2/20/2022 4:29 AM

12940

The mask has caused respiratory issues with my asthma.

2/20/2022 4:29 AM

12941

Deeply

2/20/2022 4:26 AM

12942

It has made my life miserable.

2/20/2022 4:25 AM
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12943

1) I felt pressured into taking the vaccine so I could see my family that lives in another
province, so another 2 years didn’t go by before I spent time with them. 2) In order for me to
make that decision, I had to upset my daughter here, who is a nurse, and had been following
the science, begging for me not to take the vaccine. 3) It caused divide in the family which
wasn’t necessary if the truth had been told first. Covid was inevitable whether you had the
vaccine or not. 4) My daughter lost her job as an ICU nurse because she did not provide proof
of vaccine. She was on the front line for two years and they just sent her out the door. 5) It has
taken away my freedom, and I will fight for it to the end. What else do I have to lose?

2/20/2022 4:25 AM

12944

Caused physical, social, emotional and spiritual problems and pain.

2/20/2022 4:24 AM

12945

Dividing, limited to freely access to establishments.

2/20/2022 4:24 AM

12946

In Every Negative WAY POSSIBLE 😭 I can’t Travel 🧭Without That Insane Travel Passport or
his mandated poisonous JAB.. We Live In CANADA 🇨🇦 Not A communist country.. So where I
travel 🧭 to is My Free Choice My Decision.. It’s Not Justin Trudeau’s Business or decision. .
We Live In A democracy not a dictatorship.. I will Not Get ANY Poisonous ☠️Experimental
jab, it’s MY BODY I GET TO DECIDE WHAT I PUT InTo IT.. PLEASE 🙏 STOP 🛑 All Mandatory
restrictions.. Please 🇨🇦Give Us Back Our Rights & Freedom’s

2/20/2022 4:24 AM

12947

Negative impact mental. Health

2/20/2022 4:23 AM

12948

I lost my family

2/20/2022 4:22 AM

12949

n/a

2/20/2022 4:21 AM

12950

In every aspect of my life. My career, my passion for singing and performing, my social life,
my mental health. I've been severely depressed with suicidal thoughts for 2 years now and I
am at my breaking point. I'm very disappointed in my government and how they've handled this
pandemic.

2/20/2022 4:20 AM

12951

i lost my job, i list my students, our music school was closed. i lost all my stage performance,
concerts, scheduled concerts. i am useless, depressed, mentaly, physicaly stressed out, i
don't like to socialise anymore, no trawelling, concerts, trips, financialy brock

2/20/2022 4:16 AM

12952

Kept me safe

2/20/2022 4:15 AM

12953

Can't travel, dine out, attend large gatherings, alienated friendships and relationships,
subjected to irrational public hatred.

2/20/2022 4:14 AM

12954

Family separation. . Loss of loved ones. Youngest son on anti-depressants due to social
disruption in life

2/20/2022 4:11 AM

12955

Affected a lots. No family life. I feel like a prisoner. Drain me mentally, physically and
emotionally.

2/20/2022 4:10 AM

12956

I do not trust our government and I’m not sure I ever will again.

2/20/2022 4:10 AM

12957

All of them.

2/20/2022 4:10 AM

12958

I have lost my job at age 64.

2/20/2022 4:10 AM

12959

Not able to live a normal life

2/20/2022 4:08 AM

12960

Negatively

2/20/2022 4:07 AM

12961

Taught me how entitled some people are, and general lack of respect for people outside
immediate social circles

2/20/2022 4:06 AM

12962

Terrible, controls never-ending. Trudeau must go.

2/20/2022 4:06 AM

12963

Currently both me and my wife are unemployed due to non compliance with mandatory vaccine
policies at work.

2/20/2022 4:05 AM

12964

Makes everything harder than it needs to be

2/20/2022 4:04 AM

12965

it sucked and was unconstitutional un scientific

2/20/2022 4:04 AM

12966

I am unvaccinated and therefore I was unable to partake in going out to restaurants, or other
public facilities, I could not apply for certain positions most of them. It made me a second
class citizen. It It’s like living under communist rule. Trudeau is a communist

2/20/2022 4:03 AM
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12967

Lonely, missing music and dance that make me happier

2/20/2022 4:03 AM

12968

Mostly seeing the rise in mental health issues. Can’t go to the pool. Don’t care about the rest,
won’t get my money for even considering othering people.

2/20/2022 4:02 AM

12969

I am lucky to be a stay at home mom for now because I had my baby during the pandemic.
However my boyfriend is still looking for a job that will not require vaccine mandate. We both
made a personal choice not to vaccinate and it is hard to find a job to make money and feed
our family with this vaccine mandate in place. Thank you.

2/20/2022 3:58 AM

12970

It's made it miserable.

2/20/2022 3:58 AM

12971

I have had 1 family member die from death jab and 4 more that are suffering serious injuries.
My wife has been out of a job since November 1st and blocked EI. My kids have missed out
on sports and are segregated from there friends. I could go on and on but I think you can see
this has been very detrimental.

2/20/2022 3:58 AM

12972

Being afraid I will lose my job. Being scared for my childrens futures and the now. They have
been bullied when they have been at school because they are unvaxxed. The way my country
is changing. I no longer what to be a part of this country. I have anxiety every day. I don’t trust
the government. I don’t trust doctors. Everything is backwards in the world. I am tired of being
scared. If I didn’t have children that need me, I do t know if I would still be here.

2/20/2022 3:57 AM

12973

I am severely depressed and isolated

2/20/2022 3:57 AM

12974

Going into a depression and anxiety, because that all what people talk about, my family is not
like they where, paranoia will kill you before COVID-19.

2/20/2022 3:57 AM

12975

It sucks but it's not all about me!

2/20/2022 3:56 AM

12976

Division in our family, unable to be with loved ones passing away, not able to attend funerals,
unable to have our family reunions, unable to attend my granddaughters wedding. Isolation

2/20/2022 3:55 AM

12977

I had to get vaccine in order to keep my job. I am totally against this experimental drug. I hate
the masks and can’t breathe with it on. Not allowed to see family.

2/20/2022 3:53 AM

12978

I became very mentally unwell. I am a university student, I ended up taking a 3 month leave of
absence from my program to focus on relieving the pressures that the mandates put on myself
and my relationships (with my classmates, instructors, friends and family)

2/20/2022 3:52 AM

12979

Way too lonely now!!!!!

2/20/2022 3:51 AM

12980

Discrimination, separation

2/20/2022 3:51 AM

12981

I have suicidal thoughts now😔

2/20/2022 3:50 AM

12982

Completely shut down and divided families

2/20/2022 3:50 AM

12983

Taken away my fundamental freedoms, divided society and ruined our economy.

2/20/2022 3:48 AM

12984

Emotionally Mentally socially

2/20/2022 3:48 AM

12985

Medical coercion with threat of job loss

2/20/2022 3:47 AM

12986

Can’t work. Divided family.

2/20/2022 3:47 AM

12987

Horrid. Loss of friends n connections, fearful friends, disconnections, friends with lifelong
injuries, loss of freedom in every way n manner.

2/20/2022 3:46 AM

12988

Taking the freedom of choice away, and forcing ppl to lose there jobs is wrong and not freedom
of choice.

2/20/2022 3:45 AM

12989

More socially isolated, divided family.

2/20/2022 3:45 AM

12990

It has divided the entire country. I have developed anxiety as a direct result of the vaccine
mandate.

2/20/2022 3:44 AM

12991

Taken my freedom away. Has turned me into a separatist

2/20/2022 3:44 AM

12992

Lost my job. Had to sell my house.

2/20/2022 3:43 AM

12993

My husband’d Job was terminated. And me, as an ICU nurse with 20 years experience, had

2/20/2022 3:43 AM
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my job threadened
12994

In every negative way possible. Loss of business and income, friends , family interactions,
trust in government . Everything has been affected negatively.

2/20/2022 3:42 AM

12995

Was given a decision to get the vaccine passport or be laid off without pay.

2/20/2022 3:40 AM

12996

Torn friends and family apart, watched loved ones die and I will not allow this future for my
children, I do not approve our rights to be taken from us

2/20/2022 3:40 AM

12997

It has cost our family around $25K per year of last two years because of the mandates

2/20/2022 3:39 AM

12998

lost my job

2/20/2022 3:39 AM

12999

Limited many aspects Lost income Segregated from society

2/20/2022 3:39 AM

13000

It has destroyed families.

2/20/2022 3:38 AM

13001

I don’t mind following sensible health mandates. There seems to be a significant
misunderstanding of the role and responsibility of the different levels of government. Too many
have made “their rights and freedom” a cause rather than a reasoned and truly informed
decision. During the bubonic plague people isolated, social distanced, wore face coverings and
would have thought you absolutely crazy to think that was an infringement of your rights. The
same was true during the Spanish flu at the beginning of the 20 century. ….. and now it is a
political issue!!!

2/20/2022 3:37 AM

13002

Witnessed a significant rise in mental health issues in many people, but especially young
people. This has to end...NOW!

2/20/2022 3:37 AM

13003

Hasn’t

2/20/2022 3:36 AM

13004

Huge financial losses

2/20/2022 3:36 AM

13005

Badly

2/20/2022 3:35 AM

13006

Not much, have to wear a mask in public spaces.

2/20/2022 3:34 AM

13007

Broken family, relationships, health issues, children lost opportunities, they had to give up
activities they loved, cannot watch our children play sports, cannot travel to see family abroad,
son couldn’t go to university because of the mandates, feeling humiliated, discriminated,
disrespected, segregated

2/20/2022 3:34 AM

13008

I couldn't go out and dine in among other things.

2/20/2022 3:33 AM

13009

It hasn’t affected my life.

2/20/2022 3:32 AM

13010

It has caused divisons and anger amongst my friends

2/20/2022 3:32 AM

13011

I lost my job giving care to the vulnerable, the very ones who were first told they had to be
isolated.

2/20/2022 3:32 AM

13012

I lost my job, depression, lost my house, lost my confidence in politicians elected to serve the
people. Use of tax payers money my government and globalists to distress taxpayers from all
points of view. Lost my dignity by allowing any individual to know info about my medical
status, fear to lose my finances since government could block my account and so many
others

2/20/2022 3:31 AM

13013

Fear of medical rape and permanent fascism.

2/20/2022 3:31 AM

13014

It has been pure hell for 2 years! Loss of friends, family due to division, my marriage on the
brink of divorce after 14 years, stuck in the same 900 square foot house working from home.
No supports for mental health available....trauma, and sadness, missing loved ones and
everyone picking sides and judging each other....I would rather live my life fully and take the
risk of sickness or death than live my life this way.

2/20/2022 3:30 AM

13015

Big time!

2/20/2022 3:30 AM

13016

Division

2/20/2022 3:29 AM

13017

Very much

2/20/2022 3:29 AM

13018

Physically and mentally

2/20/2022 3:29 AM
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13019

In every way they need to go and Justin T

2/20/2022 3:29 AM

13020

The “True Science” behind face masks is that they violate Occupational Health and Safety
Regulations, reducing oxygen to 17.5% from 21% which is Immediately Dangerous to Life &
Health. Face masks also drive Carbon Dioxide levels from 380 ppm to on average 25,000 to
over 40,000 ppm which is Immediately Dangerous to Life & Health! Face masks reduce
immune health and increase risk of infections and all illnesses. Second the Truth is that Early
Treatment Therapeutics have been available since March-April 2020 and could have saved
over 90% of the 35,000 people who died with covid-19. Health (Death) Canada is controlled by
Big Pharma and suppressed Early Treatment Therapeutics that worked 90% plus effective to
stop covid-19 virus. Go to: https://c19early.com to review over 1,000 studies on Early
Treatment Therapeutics! The suppression of ETT is evidence of Crimes Against Humanity!
Facts and truth matters. Those who suppressed the truth in science must be tried for Crimes
Against Humanity! The Covid-19 Experimental Injections killed 0.26% of those who took them
and injured 5% of those who took them, compared with a 99.95% survival for anyone under 70
years of age. Forced injections was criminal and any politician or medical agency who forced
injections has committed Crimes Against Humanity! Lockdowns killed far more people than
they saved and was a Crime Against Humanity with Suicides increased by 1000%! The
Economic Damage caused by morally corrupt, incompetent and criminal politicians, medical
professionals and civil servants were Crimes Against Humanity and must tried by Nuremberg
Trials 2.0 so that the Manmade Covid-19 Crisis which killed over 25 million people and injured
hundreds of millions of people for life!

2/20/2022 3:29 AM

13021

The mandate has just about crippled my family financially I've had to help my daughters
through depression and anxiety and it has caused division in my family

2/20/2022 3:28 AM

13022

Since I have been able to keep my job without having received a vaccine, just jumping through
some other hoops, I have been doing pretty well. My concerns are for how others are being
affected.

2/20/2022 3:28 AM

13023

I drive truck I am vax'd but we have been shut down because of mandates domestically and
internationally.

2/20/2022 3:28 AM

13024

Loneliness, loss of friends, could not see my family. Stop seeing other people faces and
smiles makes me sad. Fear is not a way of life.

2/20/2022 3:28 AM

13025

Destroyed our family

2/20/2022 3:28 AM

13026

Divided family and friends

2/20/2022 3:27 AM

13027

Division within family. Unable to visit sick parents. Loneliness, depression, anxiety affecting
various members of the family.

2/20/2022 3:27 AM

13028

Mentally, physically, economically, relationally

2/20/2022 3:27 AM

13029

No social activities.

2/20/2022 3:27 AM

13030

It has stigmatized those of us that question government regulations

2/20/2022 3:26 AM

13031

It has effected my kids mental health.

2/20/2022 3:25 AM

13032

It is affecting my life in a horrible way. The masks don't help with anything and make it hard to
focus on school. The vaccines make it hard to do anything fun in my province.

2/20/2022 3:25 AM

13033

Loss of income/ Loss of clients/ Much disruption in family and friend relationships

2/20/2022 3:24 AM

13034

It has stopped me from getting medical attention when it was needed

2/20/2022 3:23 AM

13035

Cancelled holidays, trips, family gatherings, work, school, life. Division and hatred within the
family and friendship circles. People are angry and lash out aggressively thinking they are
right.

2/20/2022 3:23 AM

13036

I am extremely disappointed and disgusted at the draconian and tyrannical mandates imposed
on citizens.

2/20/2022 3:23 AM

13037

My family & I have been Discriminated against because we choose not to be vaccinated or to
wear masks. My elderly mother has been threatened to be evicted from her home if she
doesn't get vaccinated or wear mask. I was served with court papers & an evoction notice from
my landlords, same as my mom's but different buildings, she's in a seniors building. We have

2/20/2022 3:23 AM
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been kicked out of stores & restaurants, called names, slandered. That all causes a great deal
of stress & depression for all of us & fear to leave our house in
13038

Irritations, frustrations at the inconsistencies and inaccuracies in the handling of this situation.
Deeply alarmed that 1000s of healthcare professionals where dismissed because they refused
the vaccine. So many negative consequences of the mandate: food shortages, mental health
etc.

2/20/2022 3:23 AM

13039

Ruined mental health

2/20/2022 3:23 AM

13040

It really hasn't affected my life at all. However, our rights are being eroded. The question of
mandates is a distraction, the convoy is simply a symptom of over reach by the government.

2/20/2022 3:23 AM

13041

Loss of business income, loss of family, friends.

2/20/2022 3:22 AM

13042

Just get rid of Trudeau so we can live again

2/20/2022 3:22 AM

13043

To much separation not enough social gatherings

2/20/2022 3:21 AM

13044

I work in a school. It is not safe and it is a mess. I neigh home covid and spread it to my little
one who is under 5 and can't choose to be vaccinated. He was very sick and more had caught
covid from his class. A child under 5 with civid twice. Things at not safe, things are not ok. Do
better.

2/20/2022 3:21 AM

13045

We lost our freedom/ We are afraid to lose CANADA we love .

2/20/2022 3:21 AM

13046

I don’t go out any more cause not vaccinated , can’t get in to social outposts

2/20/2022 3:21 AM

13047

In every way possible

2/20/2022 3:21 AM

13048

Separation and division in my family and with previously close friends. Division at work and
now a deep distrust of the police and definitely of our governments.

2/20/2022 3:21 AM

13049

In every way.

2/20/2022 3:20 AM

13050

Restrainst me from working, travelling and leaving the country

2/20/2022 3:20 AM

13051

Losing my job

2/20/2022 3:19 AM

13052

I could not visit my children in NZ for two years!!! It forced me inside my home, I would rather
stay in my residence than be confronted for not wearing a mask.

2/20/2022 3:19 AM

13053

The mandate has prevented my family from getting sick for 2 years. Keeping my critically ill
child alive and lowering his risk.

2/20/2022 3:18 AM

13054

I couldn't travel, I was denied access to watch my daughter play soccer, I was bullied and
harassed, I was followed like a dog... I couldn't enjoy things that others enjoyed. I was
humiliated. I lost friends and family, not because of Covid but because of division created the
people enforcing the mandates.

2/20/2022 3:18 AM

13055

Lost my job for not getting a jab.

2/20/2022 3:18 AM

13056

Bothersome

2/20/2022 3:17 AM

13057

Loss of trust in my government, constant fear of job loss, mental illness, segregation and fear
of being ousted from family, friends and coworkers.

2/20/2022 3:16 AM

13058

I have no life

2/20/2022 3:16 AM

13059

I am not allowed to visit my family in the Netherlands because I am not vaccinated

2/20/2022 3:16 AM

13060

I am excluded from restaurants,gym,hockey arena and other public places. I don't have to
spend any money to support any of them and so I don't. The restaurants in our area are barely
surviving. My sister is a nurse with 30 yrs experience and had to get the jab or be fired. She
got ivermectin in case her family needed it. My brother got it and got blood clots in his head.
He lived on morphine and intravenous in hosp for a week. He is out but on blood thinners. A
girl I know in Kelowna had her 1st Pfizer shot and was paralyzed immediately. She has 3 little
kids. It's been 4 months and she is still recovering. Her employer BC health fired her for not
getting the 2nd shot. The government lies about vaccine injury and covers it up. Their go to is
a vaccine that is unproven and the government is getting kickbacks from the drug companies.
Other drugs like HCQ or ivermectin are discouraged strongly. A doctor in the Red Deer area
was banned from Alta for giving patients ivermectin. They were all near death and all survived.

2/20/2022 3:16 AM
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The government is trying to force unproven vaccines on the public and doctors who disagree
are censured. Most doctors who go along with the story are just trying to not be censured or
fired. The doctors who are running this are bought off and do not have the public interest first.
The doctors who run AHS in our province are despised. The doctors who run BC heath are also
hated. In BC the doctor from Lytton was censured for speaking out against the government
narrative. BC Heath is just as complicit as AHS in Alta. AHS pays the top 4 who run AHS
about 600k/yr each for their service. Most people do not trust the government or doctors as
they are stifling doctors,nurses and scientists who present an alternative view to the official
narrative. Trudeau's own health Minister was asked a question about vitamin D as a treatment
and she called it fake news. She is not a nurse or a doctor and should not have said that.
Many other countries are promoting Vit D as a treatment. Most people see the
government/medical establishment as corrupt.
13061

i lost my job for not being vaccinated illegal act as a citizen

2/20/2022 3:16 AM

13062

Deeply

2/20/2022 3:15 AM

13063

Yes. My wife works I the food industry

2/20/2022 3:15 AM

13064

I am about to loose my job and can’t support my family anymore

2/20/2022 3:13 AM

13065

Depressed

2/20/2022 3:13 AM

13066

The mandate has made it hard to find important medical care, as well as work and true mental
health support. It has kept me from doing the things to socialize that I need to do in order not
to go crazy. It has put great divides between friends and family and I didn’t even disagree with
anyone yet I lost most of the people in my life due to them fighting each other. These
mandates have brought out the worst in everybody and it feels like the world is ending more
than it was when we were in lockdown.

2/20/2022 3:12 AM

13067

The mental anguish has been horrible The divisiveness that has been caused by all the
government is unbearable

2/20/2022 3:11 AM

13068

Lost my job as a hcw

2/20/2022 3:11 AM

13069

I was forced to take the vaccine in order to keep working. My children have missed so much
school because of the mandates. There were many times where they weren’t even sick but
because they had close encounters they had to miss school it was ridiculous. Being shunned
because you don’t want to be a part of the experimental drug or take the risk of vaccinating
your children when there’s a very very very small chance that anything bad will happen to
them. The divide between myself and friends, the divide between myself and family members
even. I understand in the beginning all the things that were put in place to protect everyone as
we didn’t know anything about Covid, but two years later and the variant being as simple as
the common flu these mandates are ridiculous it’s time to MoveOn move forward and begin to
heal and recover from this horrible last two years.

2/20/2022 3:11 AM

13070

it is a worthwhile inconvenience to save lives

2/20/2022 3:10 AM

13071

It has been difficult for those around me, and sad for communities and hard dealing with fear. I
think keeping everyone separated has been very unhealthy and it needs to stop. Our poor
children are being affected I detrimental ways. Teachers are seeing this, I see this. We all
need to live like we always have with flu seasons.

2/20/2022 3:09 AM

13072

It’s torture

2/20/2022 3:09 AM

13073

Lost friends and family members because of my decisions, my kids get bullied from kids who's
parents brainwash them into believing the unvaccinated are a threat and I fear for their mental
development. It's my life on this planet and I want freedom back

2/20/2022 3:09 AM

13074

It’s not been easy for anybody but we understand the need for some sort of mandate to keep
the line as flat as possible so as to care for each other and not overwhelm the medical
system. No, the government has not always made the right decision and at times it’s made no
sense and been frustrating…

2/20/2022 3:09 AM

13075

Depression, lack of work

2/20/2022 3:08 AM

13076

Until one week ago I could not watch my girls play ringette. I could not go out to restaurants,
sit in a mall to eat or go to movies, skiing and other activities. I have a medical condition that
woukd be greatly impacted if I had received the vaccinations and yet it was not enough to

2/20/2022 3:08 AM
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have a medical vaccination. Although I didn’t have to end up getting the vaccinations for work
many others did that didn’t want to and I had to submit my vaccination status to work by a
specified date in the fall or be suspended. I still do it believe they should have a right to this
and I had to specify why I hadn’t taken the vaccination. My kids have missed out on so much
in these two years. As have my family members. My father in law passed away last summer
and we weren’t able to travel to attend the small gathering they had to celebrate his life.
Limited family time together and most of all there has been a division in what people believe in.
13077

government wants to crawl up my ass further... I can only take so much intrusiveness before
my ass explodes... normal guy doesn't take it up the ass well 😘

2/20/2022 3:08 AM

13078

Fear inducing… thus affecting family and work life. Not putting fear into me but into my
surroundings, family, friends and therefore affecting my everyday what was normal life.

2/20/2022 3:07 AM

13079

My family and friends and my workthe government does not care about their people

2/20/2022 3:07 AM

13080

Segregated

2/20/2022 3:07 AM

13081

Too many ways to list. But for the most part me and my kids have been denied freedom , my
daughter hasn't been able to have a bday party since she was 5 since lock down always
comes around her bday. Life feels empty .

2/20/2022 3:07 AM

13082

Unable to see my parents in nursing home Unable to eat in restaurants, take planes or trains

2/20/2022 3:05 AM

13083

I don’t travel out of Canada I don’t socialize much I have more fear and anxiety for myself and
Canadians

2/20/2022 3:05 AM

13084

Loss of job . loss of connection to society, loss of ability to travel. Strife with the polarization
of views loss of friends and family

2/20/2022 3:05 AM

13085

Family relationship and friend

2/20/2022 3:04 AM

13086

Alot

2/20/2022 3:03 AM

13087

Medical status discrimination, restricted from basic health care, restricted from seeing family
and friends, banned from eating at restaurants or participating in events/weddings, being
vilified by the media. I am basically a second class citizen. I pay my taxes fair and square yet
I’m treated less than my vaccinated brothers and sisters. The facts are upfront that these
vaccines do not work.

2/20/2022 3:02 AM

13088

Terribly. I feel like I’m losing my country and all that goes along with it

2/20/2022 3:02 AM

13089

Was coerced and threatened to take an injection I didn’t want.

2/20/2022 3:02 AM

13090

My children cannot even go to the swimming pool or a movie with their friends sad!

2/20/2022 3:02 AM

13091

lonely no money friends lost loved ones

2/20/2022 3:01 AM

13092

I feel devastated for the children being affected severely by this insanity, I feel disgusted by
the legacy media suppressing medical truth and shaping some people's thoughts and beliefs
with lies, I believe it is wrong to mandate any medical treatment, and even more so,
experimental, synthetic treatment that causes your body to produce a spike protein with no
shut off switch, travelling all through the body and causing the body to attack itself, resulting in
severe adverse events and over 20,000 deaths. I believe in my body, my choice, the
sovereignty and free will of every individual and that that is their right, I believe that the
government's mandates are not at all supported by true science, they are useless and
ridiculous, and are all based on lies. They are not needed and the government has no right to
take away their citizen's rights, or cause tgem to lose their jobs if they do not comply. I have
had to pay for rapid testing for work, costing me money, because I do not want a poison in my
body. There is no emergency. Citizen's have a right to peaceful assembly, peaceful protests,
and civil disobedience when draconian measures make no sense and the government is no
longer standing up for the rights of the people. Invoking the EMA is uncalled for and wrong.

2/20/2022 3:01 AM

13093

I was unable to see my father while he was in hospital twice. I have been unable to access
restraints and other public spaces. These mandates have divided my family

2/20/2022 3:00 AM

13094

Very tough mentally

2/20/2022 3:00 AM

13095

Lost my job. Has divided me from some family and friends.

2/20/2022 2:59 AM

13096

It has saved the lives of everyone I love, including my elderly parents and my immune

2/20/2022 2:59 AM
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compromised children.
13097

My husband is a crown Corp worker l, and was coerced into getting the vaccine or pay $120
weekly for testing. He got it as we couldn’t afford the tests. I am a immune compromised
person that wasn’t recommended the shot, however to travel to see my family and my friends
wedding I was forced to have it . I had long haul complications from the shot. My husband ,
and family at Christmas all got covid and it was lesser then a flu for us all. My vaxx
complications far outweighed the minimal covid symptoms. I’m a disabled person that already
has so much isolation time . The mandates put fear and division uninformed my family and
friends and I’ve been left very unsupported with declining mental health.

2/20/2022 2:59 AM

13098

It’s making me do something I don’t think actually works. And the use of intimidation but the
federal government is totally unacceptable!!!! The federal government needs to be replaced
immediately. Bring back Canada’s freedom

2/20/2022 2:59 AM

13099

Terribly

2/20/2022 2:58 AM

13100

Negatively, however I owe it to my fellow citizens to do my level best not to be a spreader or
carrier of this dreaded virus. I will do what I can to protect myself and everyone around me
from covid.

2/20/2022 2:58 AM

13101

Devistated

2/20/2022 2:58 AM

13102

It is not right to segregate people especially once it was blatently obvious that the vaccine did
not stop people from getting or spreading covid

2/20/2022 2:57 AM

13103

Not at all, aside from showing who is a karen and an asshole than be helpful.

2/20/2022 2:57 AM

13104

Socially distanced from family and friends.

2/20/2022 2:57 AM

13105

It has caused me great mental anguish and damages my child and family relationships

2/20/2022 2:57 AM

13106

Can’t go to restaurants, or homes for elderly. Can’t go out with friends.

2/20/2022 2:57 AM

13107

Lower quality

2/20/2022 2:56 AM

13108

I had to get jabbed against my wishes for something yet to be proven. I have had other jabs for
my international work such as hepatitis a and b, but I knew the risks and they had years of
data

2/20/2022 2:56 AM

13109

Attempted suicide, financial loss, my young daughter now stuffers social anxiety and health
issues.

2/20/2022 2:56 AM

13110

unable to travel with in my own country or out of country. Not being able to eat in a restaurant.
Frustration with the lack of common sense hearing some of the ridiculous restrictions and the
censoring of good information from reputable doctors but didnt fit with the government
narrative.

2/20/2022 2:56 AM

13111

Lost my job which I have had for 20 years. No severance, no EI for 5 months!!

2/20/2022 2:55 AM

13112

isolation..no freedom to travel to look after family members..no freedom to travel anywhere

2/20/2022 2:55 AM

13113

All

2/20/2022 2:55 AM

13114

Forced to take a experimental jab in order to travel for work. This goes against my charter of
rights.

2/20/2022 2:55 AM

13115

Limiting social interaction within close family and friends, making it impossible to be together
for special celebratory occasions or for funerals! Requiring proof of vaccination for anyone over
12 years of age for our child(ren) to be able to participate in activities has also impacted us
severely, especially being a mother of a homeschooled child! It has caused great division
which created irreversible damage to several familial relationships/friendships. We have not
been able to participate in our “normal” life for 2 years now, it is causing great distress and
mental health issues as well with isolation and the inability to socialize as we used to!

2/20/2022 2:54 AM

13116

2 of my brothers have passed away since the mandates and my family couldn’t gather for their
funerals. I haven’t seen family in 2 years!

2/20/2022 2:54 AM

13117

It has given no protection from covid but has caused immeasurable stress affecting me
physically and mentally, for no benefit to society, or at least the public, perhaps increased
powers have benefitted the world governments, but that is dangerous

2/20/2022 2:54 AM
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13118

Lost love ones I couldn’t be there for

2/20/2022 2:54 AM

13119

Lonely

2/20/2022 2:53 AM

13120

Lost job, lost family and could not attend, divided family and friends, depression

2/20/2022 2:53 AM

13121

Work and relationships

2/20/2022 2:52 AM

13122

The social credit system being brought in is really going to fully enslave us all.......diacc.com
The Covid lie was just a tool and warm up for the hell that awaits us all

2/20/2022 2:52 AM

13123

These mandates have affected not only my family but the family of many others. From being
forced to take a vaccine or get fired, to seeing colleague's sent home without pay for making a
personal choice. Not being able to see family, have proper funerals, celebrations of life. These
mandates are an over reach on the government’s part and should be removed immediately. For
the mental health of all, and the freedom of our children.

2/20/2022 2:51 AM

13124

It has destroyed our friends and family and divided everyone. This was a plandemic that is
destroying our country

2/20/2022 2:51 AM

13125

It has kept me safe. I wouldn't say the mandates have effected me negatively in any way

2/20/2022 2:51 AM

13126

Can’t leave Canada, and endure all restrictions 2nd class citizen ( nonvacciated) the restriction
have been imposed upon

2/20/2022 2:50 AM

13127

My partner was put on leave, i am on leave, my dad is dead my son is vax injured. Family
business closed.

2/20/2022 2:50 AM

13128

100% negatively. It has affected every single are of my life negatively and not a single area
positively. I even got covid and I'm completely fine. They are useless and are teating the
country apart

2/20/2022 2:50 AM

13129

Definitely affected our mental health

2/20/2022 2:50 AM

13130

A poorly stated question. What does the author mean by “mandate”? Different mandates in
different provinces. Please educate yourself before writing these surveys.

2/20/2022 2:50 AM

13131

Mentally. Physically. Divided our family. This is bullshit

2/20/2022 2:49 AM

13132

How has it not every aspect has been affected

2/20/2022 2:49 AM

13133

It’s ruined my relationship and the first year of raising my first born son

2/20/2022 2:49 AM

13134

Depression

2/20/2022 2:49 AM

13135

Just will love for things to get back normal soon as possible

2/20/2022 2:49 AM

13136

My wife is a nurse. The hospital she works in has forced her into vaccination despite the fact
that she already had natural immunity, effectively destroying her health

2/20/2022 2:48 AM

13137

It has not affected my life but has terribly affected those around me

2/20/2022 2:48 AM

13138

Lost my income Declared bankruptcy. Stress affecting physical health

2/20/2022 2:48 AM

13139

Friends & family

2/20/2022 2:47 AM

13140

It has made me ill.

2/20/2022 2:47 AM

13141

I cannot see or be close to my family. I cannot obtain work. I know many who have died after
getting the covid shot. Social outings and quality of my life has been diminished. The morale
of my community is terribly depressed and our economy is worse than ive ever seen. Its been
more challenging to stay sober. The youth are afraid and uncertain of their futures.

2/20/2022 2:47 AM

13142

I have three small children (5 and under) who have been restricted in so many different ways
throughout the entire past two years. It’s heartbreaking to know that for most of their life they
have lived through draconian rules that restricted our regular life.

2/20/2022 2:45 AM

13143

Mental illness, my autistic son (21) wanted to go to the tyrell museum in drumheller alberta.
Without being vacinated on Jan 13 he was not allowed in. There was no way I was going to let
him be swayed into a lie of the vaccination. I did get my son the appropriate paper work and he
did go. He has gone to this museum every birthday since he was 2 years old. There was no
way I was going to let this birthday be any different! Thank you

2/20/2022 2:45 AM
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13144

Was not allowed to do many things. But more than that, it has divided family members and
community groups into the vaccinated and those who are not.

2/20/2022 2:45 AM

13145

Physical health, Grief over how it has affected others especially children and those who have
died from Covid and the vaccine

2/20/2022 2:44 AM

13146

No social interaction, hard to find meals while working

2/20/2022 2:44 AM

13147

Social isolation has been the main issue. I fear my young children's development has been
affected.

2/20/2022 2:42 AM

13148

Anxiety, depression, anger , trust issues

2/20/2022 2:42 AM

13149

In the most negative way, with creating a barrier between myself & some of my family
members!

2/20/2022 2:41 AM

13150

It destroyed my business. Put my husband and I into consumer proposal. And now because of
stress we are getting a divorce. And we both have health and mental issues. And our children
have mental health issues too. These mandates destroyed my whole life.

2/20/2022 2:41 AM

13151

Lost my job can’t leave my country and can’t come back to my country I was given at $6255
ticket at the airport for not wearing a mask and not wanting to show my exemption papers or
show my ID to public health

2/20/2022 2:40 AM

13152

It has made all of life's necessities hard to impossible to provide for. Job loss pay loss. Then
can't get a job if you're not vaxed, can't go places because you are not vaxed. QR codes. All in
my opinion illegal. Forced upon all people.

2/20/2022 2:39 AM

13153

My mental health and well-being has been deeply impacted by the mandates. I have lost all
faith in my government and judicial systems

2/20/2022 2:39 AM

13154

Finically, EmotionallyMentally, Physically Damages Violated All My Canadian Rights and
Freedoms, Basic Human Rights and A Terrorist Attack On The Peoples Of Canada, The
Trudeau Liberal Government Declared An Act Of War On The Peoples Of Canada 🇨🇦 For Profit,
A Capital War Crime Against Humanity Under The Nuremberg Code and Conspiracy For Mass
Genocide For Profit, Collusion and Racketeering is Also A War Crime Against Humanity for
Engineered Government Agenda, Illegally. Securities Commission Violated Not Moral, Ethical
or Legal.

2/20/2022 2:39 AM

13155

Its lies

2/20/2022 2:39 AM

13156

I’m segregated which is not the way it should be

2/20/2022 2:39 AM

13157

Lost my transport Canada mandated job

2/20/2022 2:38 AM

13158

Minimally

2/20/2022 2:37 AM

13159

MY HUSBAND PASSES AND WAS NOT ABLE TO SEE HIM ///IN THE MIDDLE OF HIS
SICKNESS ...

2/20/2022 2:37 AM

13160

For the betterment of public health and safety

2/20/2022 2:37 AM

13161

It has been a very depressing time ,My wife already suffers from depression and having to go
into stores and be criticized by others for touching the fruit is making her crazy and so hating
having to go out

2/20/2022 2:36 AM

13162

Made me angry

2/20/2022 2:36 AM

13163

Socially, mentally, physically, emotionally, spiritually all in negative ways. Particularly for my
children.

2/20/2022 2:36 AM

13164

Lost Rights and income

2/20/2022 2:36 AM

13165

Loss of job, Loss of income, loss of freedom. I feel like a prisoner in my own country. This is
not okay.

2/20/2022 2:36 AM

13166

Can't go out as much and everything costs more.

2/20/2022 2:36 AM

13167

Segregation and mental health. My 17 Year old knows 6 kids who have committed suicide
within the covd era. I know thousands of people and I don’t know anyone who’s has passed

2/20/2022 2:36 AM
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away from Covid. This was not dealt with properly. People should always choose what is is put
into their body. They should not be coherence or intimidated to do so. My body my choice!!
13168

Can’t attend sports, restaurants, entertainment, wear masks which I know don’t filter a virus,
can’t shop at some stores, can’t go out for a meal, had to watch my grand daughter unable to
go into change room for soccer, couldn’t travel with team, and be humiliated as if she had done
something wrong.

2/20/2022 2:35 AM

13169

Yes

2/20/2022 2:35 AM

13170

Immensely, this was absolutely ridiculous. The masks did more harm with the lack of oxygen
than they did good. All the testing they were doing to try to grab big numbers to spread over
the media , A total scare tactic , Trying to instill fear in people and divide people. If people are
sick they can go to the hospital but in most cases there was no need for that and there was no
need for the media to exaggerate , and lie about all the numbers but people were dying of
various things and they made it all look like it was Covid. And restricting peoples lives. The
vaccine is just a joke and you didn’t allow any medicines of any kind to be used on people you
said had Covid

2/20/2022 2:34 AM

13171

Don’t watch any Canadian media TV.

2/20/2022 2:34 AM

13172

Not seeing family, work and social life.

2/20/2022 2:34 AM

13173

It has made it difficult to tolerate people with limited education claim they know better than
trained medical authorities and refusing to look out for others that are immune- compromised
and cry out that their freedoms were taken away!?!?! What competent leader would listen to
these buffoons over science?

2/20/2022 2:34 AM

13174

Lost jobs; been segregated from society, have been bullied and harassed for my personal
choices.

2/20/2022 2:33 AM

13175

Ruined it

2/20/2022 2:33 AM

13176

While many public venues had reduced capacities religious services were banned for much of
this “pandemic”. Unfair.

2/20/2022 2:32 AM

13177

Drastically.

2/20/2022 2:32 AM

13178

Not a lot because I stay home

2/20/2022 2:32 AM

13179

Took away my rights, there are divisions in my family and friends

2/20/2022 2:32 AM

13180

It has torn our family apart. I don’t get to see my first born grandchild at all because the
government has put so much fear into my daughter and son-in-law. My youngest daughter
won’t come visit because she is afraid of bringing COVID to our household, as she is affront
line worker. We are isolated and very lonely. We no longer have any personal contact with our
family.

2/20/2022 2:32 AM

13181

it made me more depressed and more loss

2/20/2022 2:32 AM

13182

It hasn’t

2/20/2022 2:31 AM

13183

It has caused segregation and removed my rights to equality.

2/20/2022 2:31 AM

13184

Generalized anxiety, depression and monetary loses

2/20/2022 2:31 AM

13185

Lower pay, more stress, less companionship causing mental stress, divided families no
attending my father's funeral

2/20/2022 2:30 AM

13186

I got depressed

2/20/2022 2:30 AM

13187

I have lost wages, friends, division between family/friends, worsening depression and anxiety
and pain, isolated, can't do any of my favourite things anymore and have had my freedoms
and rights stripped away from our Prime Minister.

2/20/2022 2:29 AM

13188

I’ve become sick and scared, depressed

2/20/2022 2:29 AM

13189

Severely

2/20/2022 2:29 AM

13190

Traveling to my family in New Zealand, jobs, mental health, sports

2/20/2022 2:29 AM

13191

It has not

2/20/2022 2:28 AM
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13192

It has taken away my Sovereignty as a Canadian citizen and the right to both freedom of
speech and live freely, including the ability to travel.

2/20/2022 2:28 AM

13193

I lost my job.

2/20/2022 2:28 AM

13194

It's a nightmare

2/20/2022 2:28 AM

13195

My business is all but dead!

2/20/2022 2:27 AM

13196

In only negative ways

2/20/2022 2:27 AM

13197

Been a prisoner in my own home. Going to the grocery store is all I can do. Mental health
deteriorating, depressed, lack motivation.

2/20/2022 2:26 AM

13198

The mandates haven't made significant impacts on my life. Living through a global pandemic
as a person with compassion for others has required that changes be made.

2/20/2022 2:26 AM

13199

My child has not been to school since March 2020 as a result of this plandemic, my family is
depressed as it affected us financially and mentally, this vaccine has made me sick as well as
the masks has effected all of our health

2/20/2022 2:25 AM

13200

Lost income and social connection

2/20/2022 2:25 AM

13201

I miss people and social ease.

2/20/2022 2:25 AM

13202

Free choice to what I put in my body is very important to me. Forced vaccines (yes Canadian
mandates make the vaccination forced) is not constitutional, not humane, and not something
I’m ok with in my nation I love so much.

2/20/2022 2:24 AM

13203

Mental health

2/20/2022 2:24 AM

13204

My mother died or rather "killed"[in a nursing home] when her essential PRIVATE care was
denied due to the mandates ...

2/20/2022 2:24 AM

13205

Restricted my freedoms

2/20/2022 2:24 AM

13206

Work related and family depressed

2/20/2022 2:24 AM

13207

I lost a brother to suicide because of the lockdowns.

2/20/2022 2:24 AM

13208

I’m in the wedding industry it’s affected my live hood. I want to have Events’s abd not to wear
masks

2/20/2022 2:24 AM

13209

Family , 25% of my business

2/20/2022 2:24 AM

13210

Isolation fear for the future, distrust of all government.

2/20/2022 2:24 AM

13211

Lost career

2/20/2022 2:23 AM

13212

Depression

2/20/2022 2:23 AM

13213

Yes

2/20/2022 2:23 AM

13214

I cannot work

2/20/2022 2:23 AM

13215

In too many ways to write here

2/20/2022 2:22 AM

13216

Has caused anger at the division and discrimination vaccine passport had created.

2/20/2022 2:21 AM

13217

I miss not being able to go to the USA when I want.

2/20/2022 2:21 AM

13218

Can’t do my job in the winter

2/20/2022 2:21 AM

13219

Loss of job....mental health financially. loss of home. My child committed suicide. Mandates
have divided my family.

2/20/2022 2:21 AM

13220

I don't have a freedom.

2/20/2022 2:21 AM

13221

Every one !!

2/20/2022 2:20 AM

13222

Loss of friends and criticism by people who have nelieved the lies of the gov and main stream
media

2/20/2022 2:19 AM

13223

Very negatively

2/20/2022 2:19 AM
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13224

Kept my family from doing the things they like to do and increased depression in multiple
family members

2/20/2022 2:19 AM

13225

Depression , isolation , loss of time , feel like I’m excluded and a second class citizen

2/20/2022 2:19 AM

13226

Freedom

2/20/2022 2:19 AM

13227

I’m not vaccinated and I won’t be getting it anytime soon. In my town I can’t do any fun
activities, I don’t get to see faces, I have to wear a mask in a classroom but not in a gym with
the exact same people??? It makes no sense at all! As a teenager in the pandemic, it’s
especially hard because this is the time where I’m supposed to be living and hanging around
friends. Instead I’m isolated and my mental health is getting worse.

2/20/2022 2:19 AM

13228

Discriminated, imprisoned, stressed, weight gain loss of friends and family.

2/20/2022 2:19 AM

13229

Depression

2/20/2022 2:18 AM

13230

Cant live 'normally' any more! It has made me feel like a second class citizen

2/20/2022 2:18 AM

13231

So life has had a great empact,changed has separated me from the rest of what I live for. To
old to be shut off or out,it's been he'll.just want it to be over this separation.

2/20/2022 2:18 AM

13232

I don’t feel isolated and almost like unclean at work.

2/20/2022 2:18 AM

13233

No one in my immediate family has contacted COVID, including my parents in their 70s. I call
that a win.

2/20/2022 2:18 AM

13234

It hasn’t

2/20/2022 2:18 AM

13235

Made life a misery in practically every area. Unnecessary overreaching by the government that
ultimately led me to have to have a substance put into my body that I had no need for and is
potentially harmful to me. I was coerced and threatened with unemployment unless I submitted
to an experimental drug that by definition is not a vaccine. The position of our government
gave my employer the empowerment to impose an unwanted and unneeded injection of a
foreign substance into my body that could even yet prove to be fatal to me.

2/20/2022 2:17 AM

13236

I have no family left I can trust. My parents got a divorce. My 11 year old brother is on the
verge of suicide.

2/20/2022 2:17 AM

13237

I lived in BC for 12 years and left Canada when it was announced that unvaccinated would not
be able to leave the country. I closed my successful business, sold house, my family is split.

2/20/2022 2:17 AM

13238

Government decides how to live my life it is not right. This is dictacorship.

2/20/2022 2:16 AM

13239

I have been unable to live my life, missed out on key years of high school, missed out on
opportunity to go to states and has affected me from going out nd living my life

2/20/2022 2:16 AM

13240

There is an impending mandate forcing me to take the jab to continue my profession.

2/20/2022 2:16 AM

13241

Caused division within the greater family. People are living in unreasonable fear. People are
hating on others.

2/20/2022 2:16 AM

13242

Prevents my wife and I from visiting Canada

2/20/2022 2:16 AM

13243

It has caused division, disunity & polarization between our family members & friends. We have
been extremely limited in what we can do with our children for recreation, and extracurricular
education. Our homeschool field trips have stopped for 2 years, where we would pre-mandate
have 1-3 per month. We also stopped attending church. Stopped eating out. Haven't got hair
cuts professionally, avoided making doctors appointments, avoided chiropractic treatments.
The mandates shut you down. They caused isolation & depression.

2/20/2022 2:15 AM

13244

Total depression.

2/20/2022 2:14 AM

13245

i left my career after 25 yrs, and my family had been separated from each other during
important gatherings but also during serious health scares. i grieve for a nation that was once
free, and is now put at each others throats by wreckless hateful vomments by leaders, and not
the Canada that my uncles fought for at Normandy or representative for my siblings today. we
used to be a wonderful peace keeping nation open to all, but now i hear only to those who
value what the ruler values matter. dangerous words that we've cried over fearing for the future

2/20/2022 2:14 AM
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of our children and grandchildren. despait and suicide has been a close enemy to our family
too.
13246

Medically, socially, family

2/20/2022 2:14 AM

13247

It has effected me personally , employment , socially and family , I cannot visit my mother due
to the fact that since she got her second vaccine dose she has contracted shingles bad and is
contagious , she has been suffering other illnesses as well .

2/20/2022 2:13 AM

13248

As a nation it is time we invite God back into our lives

2/20/2022 2:13 AM

13249

I had to get the shot to keep my job. I watch peoples mental health suffer daily in my job. I feel
sick wearing a mask

2/20/2022 2:13 AM

13250

It is dividing family and friends!

2/20/2022 2:13 AM

13251

Difficult. It’s hearing a repetition of lies daily. It’s knowing people being deceived and hurting
themselves. It’s losing freedoms to work, speak and be free, which I’ve always loved about my
country.

2/20/2022 2:13 AM

13252

There is a lot of stress having kids in school with them being forced to be masked. It is
depressing to see people in masks all the time. It is not normal human behaviour. I have lost
friends because of my disagreement with the mandates. I also have family that won't see us.
The uncertainty for what is going on in our country definitely adds stress to life. Unable to
make any plans for the future.

2/20/2022 2:12 AM

13253

It has had a huge mental impact causing feelings of burnout

2/20/2022 2:12 AM

13254

I lost my job

2/20/2022 2:12 AM

13255

LGreatly, can not travel and see my son, sister and granddaughter in Ontrio. Three of my kids
and their children ( my grandchildren) are are barely in communication with me and we no
longer have a loving relationship. I feel very lonely and very depressed! I have lost friends.

2/20/2022 2:12 AM

13256

So much stress. It delayed all my nursing schooling for two years, then they threatened I'd
lose my first job if I didn't get these Jabs! What a stressful obligation to commit your body to
experimental drugs. And it goes on from there. Anxiety through the roof.

2/20/2022 2:11 AM

13257

I can’t get a job due to the vaccine mandate I get dizzy wearing masks nobody follows social
distancing anyways

2/20/2022 2:11 AM

13258

My freedom and basic human rights are being taken away! My husband was laid off, our
income is down, people are dead, due to the vaccine or suicide... and it goes on.

2/20/2022 2:11 AM

13259

My emotional and physical health has been effected

2/20/2022 2:11 AM

13260

I’ve completely lost all trust in government. The past two years have only proven that the
Canadian government does not have the good of the people in mind, but rather their own
political agenda. The fact that the pandemic has been entirely politicized is proof of this

2/20/2022 2:10 AM

13261

THIS IS A HOAX AND THOSE SHOTS ARE KILL SHOTS

2/20/2022 2:10 AM

13262

I refuse QR codes, so if I have to prove it I'm not allowed entry!! "NOT RIGHT"

2/20/2022 2:10 AM

13263

Mental Health

2/20/2022 2:10 AM

13264

Cant go anywhere

2/20/2022 2:09 AM

13265

The loneliness and sadness of it all is so oppressive so restrictive and depressing

2/20/2022 2:09 AM

13266

friend died from the vaccination 4 days after [ he was not sick ] economics locally are affected
badly

2/20/2022 2:08 AM

13267

Tremendously!

2/20/2022 2:08 AM

13268

My mental health. Not being able to see my family & friends it has taken away my social life😢
my mom became ill in Jan 2021 was admitted to hospital & we where not aloud to go see her a
week later she passed away😢 we where able to get her moved to hospice a day before she
passed.the family was aloud in there but only 2 @ a time very heart breaking! I was off work
for 3 months when Covid had first started. Was a very hard time trying to make it on my own.

2/20/2022 2:08 AM

13269

I miss people and social ease.

2/20/2022 2:08 AM
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13270

I was forced to get the shot which I did not want. My children are segregated from society
because I will not have them inoculated with an experimental shot that has huge risks. The
mandates have divided my family and my community. I have lost faith in my provincial and
federal governments. There Covid policies are not about safety or well being. I got the vaccine
but because I have not got my QR code I am treated like I am not vaccinated. The other day I
wanted to go to the hot pools, but a guard told me I wasn’t allowed because I had no QR code.
The sign on the door said proof of vaccination required. I showed them my vaccine card given
to me by the nurse. They wouldn’t except this card. Everyone else had to show their drivers
licence and a QR code just to soak in a hot tub!!! If that doesn’t scare the hell out of you then
you and everyone of the politicians who support mandates and vaccine passports should move
to China with their social credit system!!!!

2/20/2022 2:08 AM

13271

I have several autoimmune disorders & have been experiencing a major flare since my 2nd
shot. I had family members die when we couldn't hold funerals for them. Weddings had to be
postponed. I didn't leave my home for months. Now that I've learned more about covid, I'm
fearful my immune system is damaged significantly which could impact my health & lifespan. I
also was forced to get the vaccines or lose my job.

2/20/2022 2:07 AM

13272

Multiple areas of my life have been affected. My career, my children, my mobility.

2/20/2022 2:07 AM

13273

Made me feel like a second class citizen

2/20/2022 2:07 AM

13274

It has affected my ability to earn a living and affects my families ability to do activities. To
breathe freely, to participate in my community and our mental health and well-being.

2/20/2022 2:07 AM

13275

Very limited activities. No pools, no restaurants, no concerts, no travelling on trains, airplanes
etc

2/20/2022 2:06 AM

13276

Loss of income, stress, constrained, social breakdowns, profound distrust in the government,
medical community and media!

2/20/2022 2:06 AM

13277

It has made me lose trust in our government and believe that our so called “democratic”
society is all a facade. I have lost faith in humanity and my mental health has struggled. I
have also lost friends and family members.

2/20/2022 2:06 AM

13278

I have a single child and it has caused her tremendous anxiety for an 8 year old. EXTREMELY
disappointed on how this has been handled

2/20/2022 2:06 AM

13279

In every way

2/20/2022 2:06 AM

13280

In many ways

2/20/2022 2:06 AM

13281

I am living in fear as an indigenous person because of the PMs actions and words.

2/20/2022 2:05 AM

13282

Do you have an hour?

2/20/2022 2:05 AM

13283

It has been depressing.

2/20/2022 2:05 AM

13284

Unemployment, social distress, depression, fear of government overreach

2/20/2022 2:05 AM

13285

side effects

2/20/2022 2:05 AM

13286

Psychological damage and disrupting society

2/20/2022 2:05 AM

13287

Has caused me great stress and anxiety

2/20/2022 2:04 AM

13288

Personally not that much as I am vaccinated and my job did not require mandates
anyways…..but I disagree with them on principle.

2/20/2022 2:04 AM

13289

It’s created fear and division.

2/20/2022 2:04 AM

13290

Lost many social networks and connections. Ostracized and disallowed from polite society
where I was perfectly welcome before because of a manufactured false narrative that makes
people think they can judge my entire person based on one medical decision. Cannot go to
gyms so physical, mental, and emotional health has declined.

2/20/2022 2:04 AM

13291

Lost my freedom and liberty that our veterans died for.

2/20/2022 2:04 AM

13292

Division everywhere. Closed businesses. No more eating out. Raised prices.

2/20/2022 2:04 AM

13293

Tension with in the family in the beginning, lack of travel going out to eat

2/20/2022 2:04 AM
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13294

after two years of mandates it is enough, depression, not able to visit if over certain #, no
holiday gatherings if over certain #, businesses closed and those opened have to impose
mask mandate at the door. My relationship with family because of vaxxed/unvaxxed. Tired of
not being told the truth by the leaders of this country. Tired of our leaders not following the
science, because who knows more. It is time.

2/20/2022 2:03 AM

13295

Caused division between friends and family, isolating, my children have spent their entire lives
thinking masks are normal, cancelled programs and activities for kids.

2/20/2022 2:03 AM

13296

Increase in mental health issues, lower income due to lockdowns

2/20/2022 2:03 AM

13297

What life it ist time to start living again.

2/20/2022 2:03 AM

13298

1000% haven't eaten in public since can't remember. I pick my mail up at the back door like a
dog. Can't take my kids to do sports or events. So disappointing to have Sen what's happened
and knowing it was coming. Our cabinet has been infiltrated by globalist and now hurting my
country folk

2/20/2022 2:02 AM

13299

Stress in absolutely every area of my life. Staying strong on the inside and outside by not
giving in to popular thought, which is that this is all for our own good. My faith is stronger but I
feel traumatized by the lies of government and media. Elderly parents, young grandkids,
church, social, personal: what is the truth? The government is not telling the truth, they are
trying to control every facet of society, and it is wrong and illegal.

2/20/2022 2:02 AM

13300

Job. family. Friends. Mobility/travel Recreation Fitness Health and Healthcare……

2/20/2022 2:02 AM

13301

Constant fear of Losing my job and in consequences losing life necessities

2/20/2022 2:02 AM

13302

Much more Anxiety!

2/20/2022 2:02 AM

13303

There are no words😢

2/20/2022 2:02 AM

13304

Money grab

2/20/2022 2:01 AM

13305

Loss of job

2/20/2022 2:01 AM

13306

How hasn’t it , it’s divided society

2/20/2022 2:00 AM

13307

My dying brother, travel, my job of 15 years gone, having to relocate for work, travel to get
there longer cause I can’t fly, can’t go to the dentist, can’t see family, friends committed
suicide, lost friends,

2/20/2022 2:00 AM

13308

Terribly

2/20/2022 2:00 AM

13309

Greatly

2/20/2022 2:00 AM

13310

Terrible

2/20/2022 2:00 AM

13311

Stress, depressed. Financial.

2/20/2022 2:00 AM

13312

In a not good way. I’m taking a bucket of steroids so my blood won’t hemolyze . The vaccines
work by causing red blood cells to hemolyze. I could need a transfusion immediately if it all
happens to fast. Unsafe for me , but too bad. The only way to get a medical exemption is to
have a harsh reaction from the first jab.. just great.

2/20/2022 2:00 AM

13313

Confusion and anger between the family members and people around me, at work, on the
streets, Loosing hours of work with not enough money to support myself and the family

2/20/2022 1:59 AM

13314

Socially, divided family and friends. Can’t get a job.

2/20/2022 1:59 AM

13315

Made an informed decision to not get the vaccine. As an RN I was forced, coerced under
duress to get the vaccine in order to keep my job. Yes I made a choice, only to feed my kids
and put a roof over their head.

2/20/2022 1:59 AM

13316

Non-socialized children. Unable to go anywhere with my children. School closed down

2/20/2022 1:59 AM

13317

I'm a second class citizen.

2/20/2022 1:58 AM

13318

Not much social life and less visits with family and friends

2/20/2022 1:58 AM

13319

Both my partner an I have lost our jobs. My son who is 16 months doesn’t get any activities
that would encourage proper social an cognitive development. My brothers partner an I no

2/20/2022 1:58 AM
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longer talk an it has caused grief in our family unit.
13320

Yes. Very much. My family member died from vaxx. My husband lost his wonderful job that
was paying our mortgage, and bills. We bought a condo last year.. after my husband Job it
seems very challenging to keep up with bill expenses. We want a free Canada not a tyranny
canada. Years ago i left islam to escape a controlling and abusive religion.. & thank goodness i
became a Christian 8 years ago and felt peace and freedom. The control thing from Trudeau is
exactly what I am experiencing with this government. This emergency act is a threat for
canadians. I choose Canada to live a free live away from abuses violence etc.. lately Trudeau
doings, his plan and action is unacceptable. He either needs to resign for good and be in jail. I
pray that Hod will change. Everybody can make a choice regardless who we are what culture
or religion we are. I choose not to be vaccinated, i don't want to have permanent damage or
illness in my body.My body my choice. COERCION is not consent. I love everybody
regardless being vaccinated or not vaccinated. Its our medical rights to keep our choice
private. This is Canada not Cuba, Russia or China. Sorry what's going in and especially our
rcmp trampling an old lady that speaks volume.. it really breaks my heart Canada has fallen in
the hands of dictatorship and people are hurting. People have been hurt a lot during pandemic,
marriages have been broken during pandemic etcc. We all want a free life. I Pray that Canada
will be free again which says our national anthem "Glorious & Free". Thank you so much.
Blessings & love in everything you do. hayfaa.zafiirah77@gmail.com

2/20/2022 1:58 AM

13321

Violates my person choice. A vaccine mandate on a vaccine thats does provide immunity
should definitely not be mandated!! Divided my two children and that is unacceptable and not
in line with the science and statistics.

2/20/2022 1:58 AM

13322

i lost my job, i am a music teacher, i am totaly useless, unhappy, broke down, depressed

2/20/2022 1:57 AM

13323

I have been unable to go to a gym to keep healthy, shutting me out from public life is unethical
and morally corrupt

2/20/2022 1:57 AM

13324

It has created division. It has created stress , hurt the business.

2/20/2022 1:57 AM

13325

Division within families, not able to visit my 101 year old grandmother. My business has
suffered to the point that I’ve almost gone bankrupt. My grandchildren are seriously
handicapped by these mandates. I have not received proper health care. It has to stop.

2/20/2022 1:56 AM

13326

I can't get a job

2/20/2022 1:56 AM

13327

Ruined relationships and mental health

2/20/2022 1:56 AM

13328

I have lost so many events that bring me joy in my life my children have missed out in so
many things that kids should never have to miss out on . Birthday parties for 2 years school
with there friends things we will never get back. I have felt sub human these past few years
and it's put me into a depression

2/20/2022 1:55 AM

13329

Lost my job as a flight attendant. Have missed spending time with friends. The constant
changing of mandates have been unsettling and stressful.

2/20/2022 1:55 AM

13330

Yes

2/20/2022 1:55 AM

13331

I got fired from my job because of the mandate to vaccinate.

2/20/2022 1:55 AM

13332

I need to travel to my other business concern. And to travel out of Canada to see family

2/20/2022 1:55 AM

13333

It has attempted to take away my Civil rights and force me and my family into an unhealthy
lifestyle.

2/20/2022 1:55 AM

13334

I've never felt so discriminated against in my life! The way people have been divided by our
government is disgraceful. I'm treated as a second class citizen who can't even enjoy the
small things in life with my children! This is NOT the world I wanted my children to grow up in!
I'm so disappointed in how our governing bodies have handled this entire situation, and they
only continue to allow things to worsen!!!

2/20/2022 1:54 AM

13335

How do you think?

2/20/2022 1:54 AM

13336

Miserable

2/20/2022 1:54 AM

13337

I feel demonized, discriminated. I have lost many friends

2/20/2022 1:53 AM

13338

Loss of job, loss of trust and respect for the government authorities, depression and

2/20/2022 1:53 AM
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loneliness.
13339

Locked in a bubble

2/20/2022 1:52 AM

13340

business and family

2/20/2022 1:52 AM

13341

Devastated lives, friendships family relationships

2/20/2022 1:52 AM

13342

Unable to participate in my children’s lives. Unable to see loved ones in hospitals. Unable to
see elderly family members. Loss of income and discrimination at work.

2/20/2022 1:52 AM

13343

Lost my job, created division within my coworkers and social life. Caused stress and anxiety
and still is to a point that I cant even talk to someone because they all talk the same thing,
Get vaccinated.....

2/20/2022 1:51 AM

13344

Job

2/20/2022 1:51 AM

13345

Depression

2/20/2022 1:51 AM

13346

Has made me depressed

2/20/2022 1:50 AM

13347

Mental health issues , enormous stress, loss of job, unable to see family , unable to attend
sick and dying relatives , funerals ,

2/20/2022 1:50 AM

13348

Depression, physical assault by my principal at my school, inability to attend school, the
feeling of discrimination and loss of 3 years of my life for no reason.

2/20/2022 1:49 AM

13349

Pure hell

2/20/2022 1:49 AM

13350

Its ruined my career, health, mental health and social aspects

2/20/2022 1:49 AM

13351

Depressing

2/20/2022 1:49 AM

13352

First-time with Depression and anxiety, loss of work, loss of relationships

2/20/2022 1:48 AM

13353

Job loss, mental health problems in my daughter, huge stress, division in extended family, loss
of friendships.

2/20/2022 1:48 AM

13354

It had caused much emotional and psychological stress. Not to mention the financial stress
and all the activities we can no longer do due to our personal health choice. We have also
been unable to visit my family and friends due to the mandates.

2/20/2022 1:48 AM

13355

Job loss

2/20/2022 1:48 AM

13356

It has reduced my income considerably. Made looking for work very difficult due to less
opportunities available for various reasons. Has delayed any possibility to start my own
business due to months of waiting for a business license that normallytakes a coupleofdays.
Has raised the cost of living exorbitantly for the essentials of life (Food and necessaties) and
in combination with less work and wages (with pay being the same or less than it was) has
brought a tremendous challenge to living adequately on a month to month basis - never mind
comfortably. Affected my social interactions on many levels. Has divided friendships due to
mandates pitting people against each other instead of keeping things calm and encouraging
understanding for a personal choice - that is a God given right. Has brought segregation.
Quality of life is what affects a person's mental, physical and emotional health and this has
disrupted, if not taken away Quality of life on many levels. We are a democracy not a
dictatorship...or at least that's what we were, now I don't know my country any more.

2/20/2022 1:48 AM

13357

It bothered me very much when churches were shut down .

2/20/2022 1:48 AM

13358

Worst thing ever to happen in my 38 years of living other then Trudeau as our PM

2/20/2022 1:48 AM

13359

Tired of all of it but don’t have enough information on upcoming variants to wipe out all
mandates.

2/20/2022 1:48 AM

13360

As a Canadian citizen, a peaceful, loving Canadian citizen, I am horrified at the draconian
measures our PM has taken, and continues to take I am a social person, and to be distanced
from family who live in my city is barbaric! My mental health suffers, my physical health
suffers. The division that has been caused from the lies that our government and Health
officials are spreading is heartbreaking

2/20/2022 1:48 AM

13361

Caused great loss of friendship and health

2/20/2022 1:47 AM
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13362

Made me an outcast, had family and friends shun me and my prime minister painting me as a
racist misogynist taking up space…

2/20/2022 1:47 AM

13363

Destroyed a once loving family.

2/20/2022 1:47 AM

13364

Extremely limited & isolated.

2/20/2022 1:47 AM

13365

It hasn’t

2/20/2022 1:47 AM

13366

in every way possible, every single day . and the loss of our rights and freedoms is
unimaginable

2/20/2022 1:46 AM

13367

Being forced to be vaxed to work has stressed me out, my marriage is in the shithouse thanks
to this

2/20/2022 1:45 AM

13368

Mental health , loss of friends and family . Division in work place and in society . Sadness .
Irritability , Loneliness , loss of respect for our government . Isolation . High anxiety

2/20/2022 1:45 AM

13369

As a person that cannot wear a mask to do to trauma I'm unable to enter a lot of places. I have
an autoimmune disease which means I am unable to get the job so I also can't go anywhere
and I have only seen my oldest son for an hour tops in 2 years! So to say it hasn't caused me
depression would be a lie

2/20/2022 1:45 AM

13370

Job loss

2/20/2022 1:45 AM

13371

I lost several loved ones to suicide due to their job losses and the social isolation. My son
struggles with his mental health severely lately due to being away from his friends. Wearing
masks daily at school has increased his headaches and anxiety. My son is 8 and feels
uncomfortable to show up to school without a mask for fear of being bullied by others, but he
struggles with connecting with his peers when their faces are all covered on a daily basis. I
had a baby in Covid and it was terribly lonely. My husband wasn’t able to attend my
ultrasounds or doctors appointments due to limits on people being allowed in the spaces. The
pregnancy was hard while having to breathe through a mask everywhere I went. With limited
airflow, I found myself struggling to breathe and fainted twice. I received my first dose of the
Pfizer vaccine and became very sick. I got the vaccine because I wasn’t able to participate in
anything public with my family without it. I didn’t feel like I got to make the choice for myself. It
was either, get it, and get to be a part of society, or don’t get it and be considered a second
class citizen that would be bullied daily by our government and the system.

2/20/2022 1:45 AM

13372

Horrendous mental, emotional, financial, spiritual, relational, physical hurt.

2/20/2022 1:45 AM

13373

Yes

2/20/2022 1:44 AM

13374

I am fully vaccinated but I do not agree with people being forced to have the vaccine under
penalty of losing their jobs.

2/20/2022 1:44 AM

13375

It has prevented me from traveling to visit my ailing father missing my last moments with him
plus being denied travel to be present at his funeral.

2/20/2022 1:44 AM

13376

It has been hard.

2/20/2022 1:44 AM

13377

Division amount friends and family, terrible consequence for my children at the school level.
Job loss . Anxiety, anger and frustration

2/20/2022 1:43 AM

13378

Extremely

2/20/2022 1:43 AM

13379

In every aspect

2/20/2022 1:43 AM

13380

I live in isolation. I barely see my children. I'm alone most of the time. Its not living

2/20/2022 1:43 AM

13381

Extremely. My husband suffers from manic depression and he has been suicidal many times
over the past 2 years.

2/20/2022 1:43 AM

13382

Ruined family and friendships ruined children's early years

2/20/2022 1:43 AM

13383

It has destroyed our lives

2/20/2022 1:43 AM

13384

It completely changed our way of life. It was a temporary measure that seems the government
now will not let go of. It has now become a gross over reach of power I fear more then I ever
feared Covid. We can not let this divide and anti social behaviour be the new normal for our
children. It’s not about the mandates anymore, it’s about a deeply disturbing government

2/20/2022 1:43 AM
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movement toward a level of power no governing body should ever obtain. We should all be
ashamed of ourselves for failing or children and allowing things to escalate this far. I pray we
will all overcome this nightmare!
13385

No family can come visit , no gathering for holidays , division of families , could not attend
close family funerals , Cannot visit family in care homes, cannot travel , could not eat in
restaurants , could not watch our grandson play hockey !!!

2/20/2022 1:42 AM

13386

The mandates have been not fun... but we have been thankful that in Canada we Value lives
before profit. We are thankful that iur Healthcare system is there for us when we need it. In the
USA their death rate per capita was 3x higher than ours. Nearly 1 million dead in the USA
because they could not have affective policies with the divisive politics ... 1 million dead. In
comparison if Canada had similar population we would have approx 250 000 dead to 300 000...
They mandates were a social sacrifice to help the many... we had soldiers who sacrificed our
lives for save " The Many"... surely we can do iur part. Do I belive every one was as affective
as they hoped or or was as needed.. perhaps not. But no one country got this right. Have I
protested to iur civic and provincial and even federal officials ... yes but in a civil and
constructive manner. These convoys are smoke screens for right wing aggressors to seize a
foothold in Canada. If anything what has become more clear is that both Left and Right Wing
Extremists are coming out of the closet. I for one as do many believe and hope they will be
met with the stiffest of laws and the longest sentences of treason to our Democracy...

2/20/2022 1:42 AM

13387

It causes a lot of stress. I don’t want to see a doctor or hospital because I no longer trust
them. I also avoid going up town as much as possible.

2/20/2022 1:42 AM

13388

?

2/20/2022 1:42 AM

13389

Lost job because religious beliefs weren’t “good enough”reason for exemption from vaccine
requirement. Two young men we know committed suicide due to loss of hope/restrictions from
things that gave their lives meaning. Know 3 families with extreme life/death health
emergencies (non-Covid) who were not allowed to be with loved ones in hospital. Uncle dying
of cancer right now will be same situation, so family doesn’t want to admit him to palliative
care facility.

2/20/2022 1:42 AM

13390

Negatively

2/20/2022 1:42 AM

13391

Lost my love for life

2/20/2022 1:41 AM

13392

It has made it so my country has turned my back on me. The vaccine passports have divided
the country.

2/20/2022 1:41 AM

13393

very bad

2/20/2022 1:41 AM

13394

Friends lost there bussiness

2/20/2022 1:41 AM

13395

Travel, breathing with masks, gyms being closed for extended times

2/20/2022 1:41 AM

13396

it has deeply impacted mebtak health, decimated my business and caused hige divide in our
family, anxiety and worse in my children.. Trudeau should be in Jail for his haye crimes,
bullying and Tyranny.. Main stream media should be shut down and penalties for their fake
news, biased reporting and fear mongering

2/20/2022 1:41 AM

13397

Divided family and friends. My work colleagues are paranoid and afraid.

2/20/2022 1:41 AM

13398

Very stressful, it's enough no more clothing, it's enough it's enough it's enough

2/20/2022 1:40 AM

13399

It hasn’t

2/20/2022 1:40 AM

13400

Loss of work. Depressed people to deal with. Great divide in the people. Can't move. No
places to rent. Skyrocketing rent prices. Separation from family, confusion with the changing
mandates, distrust in the information. Lockdowns are prison. Could not attend funerals and
support. People forced to take an unproven injection. Forced vaccination. No information on
shedding or transmitting. What is being shed or transmitted to unvaccinated people from
vaccinated people. Conflict because of changing science and the government never
progressed, changed or updated it's knowledge. One sided opinions. There has been no
support for holistic health or taking vitamins. Mexico and India handed out Ivermectin in Covid
care packages delivered to every household yet Canada banned it and harassed Dr.s with
suspension or losing their licenses for prescribing it. The masks are causing respiratory
issues, face rashes and breathing difficulties. People are attacking each other and

2/20/2022 1:40 AM
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discriminating again each other. People can't get jobs or go to work with out being mandated.
The mental cruelty that is continued to be imposed on the people world wide is criminal.
Trudeau calling out the Emergency Act is very distressful. He needs to be removed from
office. That is a legal and peaceful protest. We do have a Charter of Rights and Freedoms and
a Bill of Rights. Trudeau is a tyrant. Trudeau is a liar. The media is not telling the truth. I have
seen many Ottawa residents interviewed that support the Convoy.
13401

Prevents you from doing many things

2/20/2022 1:40 AM

13402

I had to take the vaccine, to keep my job, even though I felt like I was being violated. Not a
choice that I would have made! We missed our family who weren’t allowed to visit. We lost our
freedom of choice! We lost our right to voice our opinion. We were treated horribly by
coworkers, and people who were for the mandates. We were discriminated against by our
countrymen, friends and family.

2/20/2022 1:40 AM

13403

It has stopped me from being able to socialize with friends, put stress on family relationships
and affected my.mental health. It also caused unnecessary work issues leading to unpaid
leave.

2/20/2022 1:40 AM

13404

Caused friction in family life, segregation of friends and neighbours, feeling depressed, alone,
upset, insomnia, cannot socialize…. You name it!

2/20/2022 1:39 AM

13405

My business has been made to close for a period of time as well as follow a variety of
mandates. All of which I support.

2/20/2022 1:39 AM

13406

Caused stressed and depression when I was never at risk of serious health concerns

2/20/2022 1:39 AM

13407

Dramatically!!!!

2/20/2022 1:39 AM

13408

No work

2/20/2022 1:39 AM

13409

Divided families

2/20/2022 1:39 AM

13410

I am limited as to where I can travel, shop and socialize. I am limited to where and how I can
earn a living. I am limited to where I may socialize with friends & family. I am segragated and
treated like a criminal for having a different view on my body and autonomy. I'm treated like a
criminal for having a different view and have had verbal abuse from complete strangers.

2/20/2022 1:38 AM

13411

Because I made a decision not to be vaccinated because of a blood disorder, I have been
treated like a second class citizen, not being allowed to visit healthy family members (10 can
visit but all must be vaccinated), and were it not that I work from home and do a lot of zoom
calls I would feel 100% isolated and cut off from people. The toll on peoples mental health has
been enormous and far outweighs the threat of this virus. I grieve for what this has done to my
grandchildren and with so little threat to their risk of dying from this disease, I believe we must
stop what we are doing to them immediately. Let kids be kids and not masked robots who are
afraid and don’t understand what is happening. I could write a book on the many ways the
mandates have affected my life and that of close family members.

2/20/2022 1:38 AM

13412

Mandates have affected peoples mental health negatively ,increasing illicit drug use,
increasing police calls responding to mental health episodes, increased suicides and threats of
suicides, increased family breakdowns due to stress and financial stress,increased domestic
violence, increased people taking stress leave from work, increased peoples inability to cope,
increased homeless people into our communities, dramatically negatively affected our
economy, brought huge level of division between families, neighbors, co-workers and beyond,
increased bullying on social media and even at local businesses, we are a social people and
the mandates are destroying the basic foundations of healthy living and healthy relationships
right across the country!

2/20/2022 1:38 AM

13413

Has been very oppressive.

2/20/2022 1:37 AM

13414

Harmed my family business and lost my main job

2/20/2022 1:37 AM

13415

Divisive, can't move freely in the world.,forced friends to lose jobs because of not wanting to
be vaxxed, people ill from vaccines, loss of income, loss of friends..and major loss in trust of
our MSM and our world leaders..I feel that Covid was hyped up and was really a very
contagious bad virus..but should never have been made to limit our freedoms and lock down
society..all that has and continues to be worse then covid ever was..end mandates and
government overreach.

2/20/2022 1:37 AM
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13416

It has destroyed many relationships, brought my wife to the brink of suicide and has deprived
my children of critical learning and developmental activities. It has been a horrible experience.
Shame, Shame, SHAME to the corrupted individuals who forced these mandated.

2/20/2022 1:37 AM

13417

I am treated as a secondary citizen. I am unable to attend sporting events or restaurants.

2/20/2022 1:37 AM

13418

Terribly. Depression, anxiety, missed family time.

2/20/2022 1:36 AM

13419

Inconvenience

2/20/2022 1:36 AM

13420

Me, my husband and kids have all had covid, and it was really stressful but we all made it
through. I feel that the masks have caused my kids a lot of stress and anxiety and it is time to
end all mandates. We need to live life no longer in fear. We all need to heal and come together,
I’m sick of all the divide between family and friends. So please please let us return to normal.

2/20/2022 1:36 AM

13421

Depression and anxiety, my 10 year old son has no friends anymore. I am a 3rd year Business
student and almost had to drop out when the vaccine mandates took effect. It has caused
division between my friends and family, and the vaccines don’t fucking work!

2/20/2022 1:36 AM

13422

All if this masking and social distancing bullshit, and what I will call the ‘covid lingo’ (“keep 6
feet”, “we all need to do our social distancing”, “limiting our contact”, “stay home, saves lives”,
“wear your mask”, “we’re being very careful because of all the cases”) just makes me so mad
because it’s such a complete insult to our basic human intelligence. And then we get this
vaccine, and nothing gets better, and now we’re supposed to get another one? Seriously? This
virus seems to have about the same recovery rate as nasty flus and colds that have no doubt
gone around without us noticing, all the time, year after year. And yet, everyone is acting like
it’s a virus that makes your brain ooze out through your eye sockets.

2/20/2022 1:35 AM

13423

Lost my company, divided my family.

2/20/2022 1:35 AM

13424

It has affected my business/divided my family/division with friends… I have never been a
weight on society… Meaning that I am a strong healthy individual that doesn’t smoke, I don’t
over eat, I look after myself. I don’t get sick. I don’t take up room in the hospitals… But I am
now a prisoner in my own country I am not allowed to go to restaurants/movie/watch my sons
hockey game/daughters dance etc. This is supposed to be my home my country but I have
always been proud of. I can honestly say I do not feel proud at this moment. My heart is
broken

2/20/2022 1:35 AM

13425

Where do I begin, I feel like we are living in a communist country, no family gatherings, parent
in a long term care facility, it is sad and depressing to see what all the mandates have done to
divide family, friends and communities. Jobs lost, businesses closing doors, surgeries and
procedures on hold. I have waited 22 months for a biopsy. Others have died because they
didn’t get the required surgery they need.

2/20/2022 1:35 AM

13426

Stress possible job loss Not able to visit family

2/20/2022 1:34 AM

13427

I have chosen not to be vaccinated. So no restaurants for me no pubs no travel.

2/20/2022 1:34 AM

13428

Frustration

2/20/2022 1:34 AM

13429

Caused mental health issues, turned me against the government because my comprehensive
research has discovered that legitimate expert scientific data and opinion HAS BEEN DENIED
the public and the media has been lying.

2/20/2022 1:33 AM

13430

Ripped our family apart Affected my daughters and my mental health

2/20/2022 1:33 AM

13431

Brought a lot of friction.

2/20/2022 1:33 AM

13432

Bankruptcy

2/20/2022 1:33 AM

13433

Mental health decline, income decline , family stress,

2/20/2022 1:33 AM

13434

EVERY SINGLE ASPECT OF LIFE!!!

2/20/2022 1:33 AM

13435

In every way - health both physically and mentally, financially, and socially.

2/20/2022 1:33 AM

13436

Loss of bodily autonomy

2/20/2022 1:33 AM

13437

My place of worship at times has been forced to close and move to online services. The gym I
go to has been forced to close at times, and now they've had to move to vaxxed only. I can't
come home to visit my family because of the restrictions put on flights in & from Canada. I

2/20/2022 1:33 AM
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have seen how the mandates affected my nephews as well. It is so unhealthy for them to wear
masks, and it impedes their stages of development. Mandates, restrictions, everything needs
to be stopped immediately.
13438

Loss of job ...depression ..separation of family ..

2/20/2022 1:32 AM

13439

My daughter and I have been in full isolation since March 2020 and do not even go out for
groceries, as if she got Covid she would not survive. But I was harassed and discriminated
against and told I would lose my job over the course of 6 months, despite having two medical
certificates and a religious exemption against being injected. Every doctor I contacted after the
first month told me that they had been threatened with losing their license if they wrote another
exemption, regardless of whether the patient risked death or not. The censorship and
propaganda have been chilling. As a Canadian citizen, I should not have needed exemptions to
be able to determine in consultation with the doctor of my choice what medical treatments I
should take. But instead both my medical exemption and my religious exemptions were denied
by the federal government with no reason and no reasons given, even when I asked. I was told
I had to have TWO medical exemptions -- which was not part of the TB policy. And then they
rejected the second medical certificate as well because I had to go to the best clinic in the
world for my condition, which was in the US. According to the federal government, US doctors
are apparently unqualified, even when they are the pre-eminent clinics in the world. The
government decided that there were no individual medical concerns and that everyone should
be forced to be injected or lose their jobs, access to services, etc. I can think of no greater
violation of a person`s rights than of their right to choose their own medical treatment for their
own body. I can think of no greater travesty than breaking the Nuremberg Code and forcing
people to participate in an experimental gene therapy experiment. The mandates are violence,
and invoking the emergency act with no emergency existing, has resulted in police violence
against peaceful citizens.

2/20/2022 1:32 AM

13440

My freedom is affected for too long and it t unnecessary any more

2/20/2022 1:32 AM

13441

Cannot travel, go to the Rec centre/gym, restaurants. I’m Discriminated for exercising my right
to choose.

2/20/2022 1:32 AM

13442

Ff up family relations

2/20/2022 1:32 AM

13443

Canada is no longer a free country and the government has violated the charter or rights and
freedoms. Trudeau is a disgrace and we need to get him out of power now!!!

2/20/2022 1:32 AM

13444

Im stressed all the time worrying about how my children could grow up in a Canada thats lost
its freedom

2/20/2022 1:32 AM

13445

lost wages, lost access to opportunity, unnecessary mental distress, loss of
community/culture, increased inflation = decreased buying power,

2/20/2022 1:31 AM

13446

Mostly relational as I’ve been marginalized as a supposed threat since I refused the jab.

2/20/2022 1:31 AM

13447

Marriage hanging g by a thread after 40 yrs

2/20/2022 1:31 AM

13448

Could not go to nephew’s wedding or luncheon after cousin’s funeral. Couldn’t visit relative in
hospital. Couldn’t have Christmas with my family.

2/20/2022 1:31 AM

13449

Business is struggling

2/20/2022 1:31 AM

13450

Yes and has tainted my view of the people who are impower

2/20/2022 1:30 AM

13451

My family’s mental health has suffered greatly

2/20/2022 1:30 AM

13452

Not enough personal social interaction as too many people are afraid because they believe the
mandate narrative. These policies have divided people and created tension in Canadian
society in general and my immediate family and friends in particular.

2/20/2022 1:30 AM

13453

Both of our mothers took the jabs against our pleas and both mental and and physical decline
and ended up from being independent and living in own home to moving to senior facility with
dementia. Daughter is as dismissed as lab tech in hospital.

2/20/2022 1:30 AM

13454

In the most negative way imaginable

2/20/2022 1:30 AM

13455

Health, physical and mental. Financially

2/20/2022 1:30 AM

13456

I am isolated and not able to things I would like her Participate in like exercises, Swimming.

2/20/2022 1:30 AM
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and eating in in rin estaurants
13457

Like being in jail

2/20/2022 1:30 AM

13458

Mentally

2/20/2022 1:29 AM

13459

Taken away all my rights and freedoms as a Canadian citizen and affected the mental health
of myself and my family.

2/20/2022 1:29 AM

13460

I have been shut out of restaurants and entertainment venues. Worship services are drastically
affected. Friendships impacted. Exercise facilities, travel limited.

2/20/2022 1:29 AM

13461

Just like everyone else

2/20/2022 1:29 AM

13462

In everyway possible. Work, sports/activities, friends, mentally, physically.

2/20/2022 1:29 AM

13463

Family breakdowns, division with friends & family, lost my grandkids

2/20/2022 1:29 AM

13464

Had to close my business due to mandates, Have experienced division among family
members and friends.

2/20/2022 1:29 AM

13465

It attempted to remove my rights and freedoms.

2/20/2022 1:29 AM

13466

Ruined my career. 40 years down the drain.

2/20/2022 1:28 AM

13467

Loss of job, loss of stable housing, loss of healthy mental health in my family, loss of timely
medical care for other ailments, loss of freedoms and recreations.

2/20/2022 1:28 AM

13468

I have been segregated for making my own medical choices (based on science)

2/20/2022 1:28 AM

13469

Kept me from doing things I want to do. Hate feeling like I'm suffocating when wearing the
mask. Object to being vilified and denounced by the PM.

2/20/2022 1:28 AM

13470

Treating me like I am a threat , taking freedoms away as punishment for non compliance

2/20/2022 1:28 AM

13471

Added enormous amounts of stress and taken away our rights and freedoms.

2/20/2022 1:28 AM

13472

Diadem my friends,make stresto my family. I lost energy, I am to stres My life is not the
same, as before plandemic

2/20/2022 1:28 AM

13473

Can’t go to certain places, and life isn’t the same hard to get a job

2/20/2022 1:27 AM

13474

mask mandate - complicates my breathing problem, am asthmatic vaccine mandate threatens my livelihood/employment social distancing - needlessly curtails family gatherings,
religious freedom, social gatherings

2/20/2022 1:27 AM

13475

Extremely limiting.

2/20/2022 1:27 AM

13476

Every aspect. Broken my family up

2/20/2022 1:27 AM

13477

2 weeks to flatten the curve, goal posts changed at whim of government officials, tyrannical
mandates for a jab that has only proven it does not work, more people now who have been
jabbed are getting Covid and being in hospital, lost my job due to not getting jabbed, sick to
death of all the government interference in private lives and personal choices, calling me a
mysoginist, racist, extremist and a host of derogatory names, I'm offended and right pissed of!

2/20/2022 1:27 AM

13478

Nearly lost my job

2/20/2022 1:26 AM

13479

My employment as a cross border trucker.

2/20/2022 1:26 AM

13480

Comfortable wearing a mask when science suggests otherwise. Unable to visit. Causing
division amongst family and friends. Can’t attend funerals or funerals post phoned. Unable to
have community events for 2 + years; devastating to rural communities and vaccination
passport still required to attend. Unable to have church services. Caused lack of respect for
personal choice. Accusations that anti vaned are causing the problems when those that have
their booster were not protected. And we’re carriers. Different rules.

2/20/2022 1:26 AM

13481

The mandate is affecting me mentally & social life

2/20/2022 1:26 AM

13482

The mandate has been the most serious affront to Canadians and all people of the world. To
observe the ignorance of the Health Care Directors and the politicians disallowing Doctors,
Immunologists and Virologists to express the damage that continues being done by the

2/20/2022 1:26 AM
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mandates is shocking . The breach of trust enacted by Health Care Directors has been
appalling. The loss of life, injury to those who complied, and the economic hardship created
has been abhorrent. It appears that the evil handlers of the Health Care Providers and the
politicians will have to be exposed for all humanity to understand how the depopulation of
planet earth got initiated. The German International Lawyer, Reiner Fuellmich and thirty
International Lawyers that he consulted with are providing humanity with more information
about the origins of this unfortunate depopulation agenda. My health has been compromised
with the realization of the lies imposed on humanity such as false pretenses used to
implement control measures.
13483

It has affected my life in more ways than I could ever imagine. I could not visit or care for my
elderly parent in a long term care home. Because of total restrictions and lockdown in 2020, he
declined in health emotionally and physically. Then he died. I was disappointed to see him
suffer because he could not see us and when we visited him he could not recognize us well
nor converse w staff as well because of the barrier of the masks. My children were not able to
see him properly or up close for over 5 months. Only when he was dying, then It was too late.
He was sad and lonely before he died. Also I have lung and lip problems w masks where they
inhibited my breathing often and caused viruses and pimples to grow on my Lips from the inner
mask moisture. I was very disappointed to not be able to see people’s facial expressions
anymore in public. Even tho I bot a face shield, some places would not even allow that. I also
was very very disappointed that we could not enter a public exercise facility like a swimming
pool and also a restaurant. I have been desperadoes since as I am a lover of restaurant
outings and swimming. I understand the urgency Because I used to be a registered nurse
about 28 years ago. Things are not that simple with a pandemic type outbreak. but to go this
Far and take away the rts of citizens to go out and impose a vaccine mandate to go to some
public places is inappropriate and very dictatorial. No one should be able to make another
person have to vaccinate. That is a personal choice and should remain that way. I have
learned that a lot of vaccines are precancerous as the health officials and scientists cannot
confirm what is exactly in them. They also contain aborted fetus stem cells which is wrong and
very controversial in my opinion. Thank you for hearing me. God bless

2/20/2022 1:25 AM

13484

Feel like a second class citizen. Was layoff for 18 months because of it

2/20/2022 1:25 AM

13485

It has ruined my life my happiness my freedom of everything my rights and maybe even the
damaged me mentally

2/20/2022 1:25 AM

13486

Unaffected

2/20/2022 1:25 AM

13487

I’m a barber currently we are doing great the shop is real busy, I went out for drinks with the
boys Friday night no problems, Saturday I enjoyed a movie at cineplex (uncharted they got
chloe bang on) and got take out because my friend just had a baby and didn’t get the vaxx
while pregnant (understandable) played some board games. Idk seems like the mandates
didn’t affect it too bad

2/20/2022 1:25 AM

13488

Because of the mandates I have been segregated and judged. My personal medical
information is now something anyone and everyone can know and judge. I have been labeled, I
have been discriminated against. I have begun to struggle with depression and anxiety. There
has been division between friends and family. I haven’t been able to cross the border to see
family in years. I cannot watch my son play hockey because if I enter a taxpayer funded arena
the police will be called. My son had to quit playing for the last few months as he doesn’t have
a QR code. He has cried to me that his world (school, friends, social life) has changed so
much over the past 2 years that he doesn’t care if the world just ends. I can’t even put into
words how this experience has changed and affected me.

2/20/2022 1:25 AM

13489

Lost my job and many....

2/20/2022 1:25 AM

13490

In every way

2/20/2022 1:25 AM

13491

Where do I start? I have been segregated from my friends and family along with the rest of
society. I have struggled with depression for the last 6 months. My uncle received the vaccine
and had a heart attack the next day. I have struggled to find employees for my business
causing me to work 14-15hr days to make it. At this point, I want to sell and move to a
different country that supports my decision to not put an experimental vaccine in my body. It's
been two years.. I must be a walking Miracle. I know 2 friends both female one 39 one 70 who
both have heart issues after the vaccine and my uncle had a heart attack the day after the
vaccine. I will not take this shit, just like I don't take the flu shot.

2/20/2022 1:24 AM
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13492

In every way possible

2/20/2022 1:24 AM

13493

Although I have been fine helping my community feel safer, I am not willing to watch the
government push farther into our livelihood. Showing a QR code to enter a business is already
3 steps farther than we should have let this go.

2/20/2022 1:24 AM

13494

I’m about to lose my job because of the vaccine mandate

2/20/2022 1:24 AM

13495

It has hindered my child’s education, social development, it has set our family back financially,
my husband was unable to attend ultrasounds of our daughter, I felt that I was alone in much
of my pregnancy which affected me mentally. It was a struggle to balance work and my child
having to do school virtually from home. Really how hasn’t mandates affected our life
negatively? It has brought a divide in our country/families.

2/20/2022 1:24 AM

13496

Are ability to travel Access to watch kids activities. My daughter is missing her grade 8 grade
trip due to a vaccine passport. Ability to go for dinner and movies.

2/20/2022 1:23 AM

13497

Affected my workplace along with my personal life not seeing my family from other areas in
Canada, travel to USA

2/20/2022 1:23 AM

13498

Job less, I’ve been discriminated against, mental health issues, worrying about the children,
family division, etc……

2/20/2022 1:23 AM

13499

Getting tired of being told by a government that does not work for Canadiens

2/20/2022 1:22 AM

13500

Ruined it- family, health, freedom Confidence in government etc.

2/20/2022 1:22 AM

13501

Yes!

2/20/2022 1:22 AM

13502

So many fights amongst friend family and work, so much depression around

2/20/2022 1:22 AM

13503

Turned friends and family against each other

2/20/2022 1:22 AM

13504

Depression, family torn apart

2/20/2022 1:22 AM

13505

I am an unvaccinated senior with a heart condition. My cardiologist intimidated me and
basically told me I would not receive emergency treatment at a hospital if I am unvaccinated.
That has caused me deep and long lasting anxiety. I am now suffering from depression. I feel
alienated and shamed for making a choice to not be vaccinated with an experimental vaccine
with proven serious side effects. I have lost friends and family. I have lost my quality of life
due to mandates and coercion to take an ineffective leaky vaccine that is causing continued
mutations of this virus. There is no science without debate and transparency. I no longer trust
my government, the main stream media or the health authorities because of what they have
done

2/20/2022 1:21 AM

13506

It has caused division in my family. It has affected my mental health very badly. It has shown
me the corruption of our government and media as well

2/20/2022 1:21 AM

13507

We feel pressured to take the vaccine. Our family is divided, and have not gathered together.
Have not travelled. Unable to eat at restaurants.

2/20/2022 1:21 AM

13508

Greater frustration... dealing with mental health issues in my family due to the isolation and
fear

2/20/2022 1:21 AM

13509

Forced to be vaccinated to keep my job

2/20/2022 1:21 AM

13510

Exponentially. Not enough space provided.

2/20/2022 1:21 AM

13511

Taken away citizens rights and freedoms. Kids aren't allowed to be kids. Created division
among everyone due to personal beliefs. Limited work for some. Was forced to take a vaccine
just to be able to keep working when I already have severe health issues which vaccine
created more issues for me.

2/20/2022 1:21 AM

13512

Brutally emotionally and financially

2/20/2022 1:20 AM

13513

It saved my life.

2/20/2022 1:20 AM

13514

Depression, anxiety, loneliness, sadness, much worry for my children

2/20/2022 1:20 AM

13515

Caused me a lot of stress and anxiety.

2/20/2022 1:19 AM

13516

Divided family, caused hardship

2/20/2022 1:19 AM
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13517

Job lost. Vehical lost. Family broken. About to be homeless. Nothing left to loose. Multiply that
by a few million people, and you have a powder keg about to explode into civil war.

2/20/2022 1:19 AM

13518

Caused a lot of stress, from being isolated for so long. I struggle to breath while wearing a
mask. Can’t associate with all the people I want to, because these mandates are so limiting.

2/20/2022 1:18 AM

13519

Couldn't watch kids play sports, my children get headaches and have difficulty concentrating in
school with masks on my children have been harassed by teachers and students regarding
immunization, can't travel with kids, stress as a single parent to 3 children, who. I am a nurse
and there was no plan to help single parent Frontline workers with kids schooling during
pandemic...I could go on for a long time how it's negatively effected our family

2/20/2022 1:18 AM

13520

at which time

2/20/2022 1:18 AM

13521

It destroyed by business and took 2 years of my kids' lives.

2/20/2022 1:18 AM

13522

Living Hell

2/20/2022 1:18 AM

13523

Everything is affected. It’s death not life

2/20/2022 1:18 AM

13524

Constant fear and depression, I fear it has taken years off my life span, not because of illness
but because of stress and depression. My son in laws 14 year old sister hung herself last night
I know of at least three people who have committed suicide because of this…

2/20/2022 1:18 AM

13525

Mainly going to gyms, Hockey games restaurants, car shows events, alot more

2/20/2022 1:17 AM

13526

divided my family, people have left my church, mask traumatize me, I was fired from my
healthcare job. I have had to go on antidepressants. One of our church youth commit suicide.

2/20/2022 1:17 AM

13527

Split family and friends!!

2/20/2022 1:17 AM

13528

I am incredibly ashamed to be a part of the federal public service. We are supposed to serve
Canadians, not shame, maim decieve and murder them. The federal public service has been
weaponized against its servants and the Canadians it is supposed to serve. I am sickened and
disgusted with my employer.

2/20/2022 1:17 AM

13529

Not. My husband and I have chosen to stay home except for grocery shopping and medical
visits with our family doctor.

2/20/2022 1:17 AM

13530

Negatively in too many areas for too long all from false science claims.

2/20/2022 1:17 AM

13531

It's ruined our economy and mental health

2/20/2022 1:17 AM

13532

Horribly , it’s not right

2/20/2022 1:17 AM

13533

Division of family members be the biggest thing. Some will likely never speak again.

2/20/2022 1:16 AM

13534

No e

2/20/2022 1:16 AM

13535

I am in constant fear of losing my job, with an impending vax mandate.

2/20/2022 1:16 AM

13536

Extremely negatively. Especially my children. This needs to end. NOW!

2/20/2022 1:16 AM

13537

Put on unpaid leave. Have been on it since Dec 1. So far 3 months with no income. I live alone
and have bills to pay. I have felt segregated and discriminated against because I didn’t take
the shot.

2/20/2022 1:16 AM

13538

It had made me lose my Job

2/20/2022 1:15 AM

13539

I received the first shot of the Pfizer vaccine and had a frightening adverse reaction. As a
result, I didn’t feel safe getting the second dose. I was unable to get a medical exemption and
was unable to attend the college I applied to for Massage Therapy. This is not a one sizes fits
all solution for everyone. I am unable to obtain employment or leave the country. How is this
fair?

2/20/2022 1:15 AM

13540

Social interactions are nonexistent…..social life and activities are gone

2/20/2022 1:15 AM

13541

I have lost 60% or more of my work as everyone is so afraid. The lies told about this virus are
rampant. The truth needs to get out to the public. Our freedoms have been stripped away.
Division and hatred caused by lies and fear. Unable to bisit with family or friends, its criminal.

2/20/2022 1:15 AM

13542

I got one vaccine, Moderna & got Pericarditis. Possible permanent heart valve damage.

2/20/2022 1:15 AM
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Doctors have not been supportive of my vaccine injury.
13543

Isolation, depression and falling outs with friends and family

2/20/2022 1:15 AM

13544

Felt forced to get a vaccine I didn’t want, or need, in order to be able to watch my kids play
sports.

2/20/2022 1:15 AM

13545

It hasn’t. Wearing a mask and showing vaccinations is a very small inconvenience to keep
people around me safe.

2/20/2022 1:15 AM

13546

Mental health, separation from family, anxiety, stress in the workplace, mistrust of health
practitioners, alienation from colleagues, unable to freely gather and worship in my church,
restricted freedom to travel or attend weddings and funerals, fear that I could lose my job,
absolute mistrust in the government that they do not have my welfare and a deep sense of
alienation from my fellow Canadians

2/20/2022 1:14 AM

13547

Loss of rights, jobs and connections

2/20/2022 1:14 AM

13548

Work closures. Lost relationships. Mental health issues

2/20/2022 1:14 AM

13549

Need to do it to safe lives. It’s been hard but humanity matters.. It’s only a temporary until
Covid is curbed if people follow them and health recommendations.

2/20/2022 1:14 AM

13550

work and mental health big time

2/20/2022 1:14 AM

13551

I am about to lose my job (have been working as an emergency room nurse for the past 13
years) because of the vaccine mandate. My kids' mental health has severely declined due to
the masks at school and social distancing. My mental health has also been pushed to the
limit!

2/20/2022 1:13 AM

13552

Provided some protection for my child who is too young to be vaccinated, though not strong
enough to prevent the healthcare system from being overwhelmed/important tests, surgeries,
etc. from being delayed due to resources redirected to covid

2/20/2022 1:13 AM

13553

Everything

2/20/2022 1:13 AM

13554

I have my only aunt sick with cancer back home, she wants to see me for last time, I can’t
travel because I don’t have the vaccine passport, and not to be with her in her last days is
causing me anxiety and depression. I feel prisoner in my own country...this mandates have to
end, I want freedom!!! Freedom to choose what to put in my body, freedom to travel, freedom
to have a normal life .

2/20/2022 1:13 AM

13555

Severely limited and increased relationships with family. Limited opportunities for my children.
Increased cost of living. Fear of job loss. Limited ability to interact and relate in my
community.

2/20/2022 1:13 AM

13556

Could not fly abroad to see my sick father for almost 2 years. Unable to maintain social
activities (choir). Lost business/customers in small community through fear that was instilled
in people of unvaccinated humans.

2/20/2022 1:13 AM

13557

It limited my freedoms and the right to have normal life

2/20/2022 1:12 AM

13558

My wife and I lost our jobs, we are on the verge of depression

2/20/2022 1:12 AM

13559

Depressed

2/20/2022 1:12 AM

13560

Poor emotional health.

2/20/2022 1:12 AM

13561

I couldn't see my family

2/20/2022 1:12 AM

13562

Lonely

2/20/2022 1:12 AM

13563

Deep divide between family and friends.I also feel i live under communism.

2/20/2022 1:12 AM

13564

I lost my career

2/20/2022 1:12 AM

13565

Lost my job. Financial hardships. Mental health. Loss of family time. Graduation ceremonies.
Loss of grieving family members who have died. Loss of freedoms. Breakdown of
relationships.

2/20/2022 1:12 AM

13566

I am treated like a second class citizen because I have chosen to not be vaccinated. I can’t
take my kids swimming or skating or do an art class together or watch their activities. My

2/20/2022 1:11 AM
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fellow citizens police me by asking for the vaxx passport at community centres, restaurants
and all of the other places it is required. These mandates have divided our communities and
families. It has been a very difficult 2 years.
13567

not much

2/20/2022 1:11 AM

13568

Made me feel like a prisoner, divided our country.

2/20/2022 1:11 AM

13569

Restriction of public service and events. Loneliness,trust issues division among family and
friends

2/20/2022 1:11 AM

13570

Will lose my job in a month if I am not vaxxed and currently I am not allowed to socialize at all.
For the past 4 months….tell me that has not affected my mental health. I was also not able to
worship as all churches have been shut down repeatedly in the past two years and I have not
been able to workout at my gym either.

2/20/2022 1:11 AM

13571

It destroyed my social life. I’m very frustrated

2/20/2022 1:11 AM

13572

I have 9 children. ANY social gathering has been illegal for 2 years. I almost lost my job after
19 years and many friends and family have. Global totalitarianism.

2/20/2022 1:11 AM

13573

It did

2/20/2022 1:10 AM

13574

I used to have hope, as well as faith in our country and leadership. I no longer have either and
suffer from depression and hopelessness.

2/20/2022 1:10 AM

13575

Lost my mom due to vaccine reaction.. one of my son Missed prom and graduation and was
robbed of a proper high school education .. no exams..

2/20/2022 1:10 AM

13576

The pandemic has been hard on family and friends ..the mandates have been measured,
thoughtful and science based.

2/20/2022 1:10 AM

13577

The mandate has caused a lot of anxiety in my life! Social distancing has prevented me from
seeing and people (my daughter)that were going through serious illnesses/surgeries after the
birth of her baby or celebrating the birthdays of my grandchildren/children! The mandates
prevented me from being able to go to church, see my friends or have social gatherings
(potlucks and such @ my church) Seeing that the vaccines are not working, you can still get &
give covid, then getting boosters and they still aren't working, no point to the vaccines
therefore no point to the passports...it's time to on to living our lives again and stop with all of
these controlling mandates that are not working except creating so much anger, frustration,
hate & disunity amongst everyone - families, church, schools - enough already!

2/20/2022 1:09 AM

13578

It has divided my family and friends. I have lost many freedoms: to travel between provinces
and to USA, to fly, to assemble, to work, to attend weddings, funerals, graduations and church
services and school events, to visit loved ones in hospital, to visit elderly relatives due to
lockdowns, to eat in restaurants, to attend cultural events, to be able to breathe properly due to
forced mask wearing, to be able to buy items from shops not deemed “essential”, to be able to
get a haircut, decreased availability of goods in shops. Have lost faith in getting “truth” from
legacy media and health care.

2/20/2022 1:09 AM

13579

Kept me from family,medical treatment, unable to use sports centre, kept from visiting family
in USA, events and restaurants

2/20/2022 1:09 AM

13580

Lost more than half my household income, relationships ended

2/20/2022 1:09 AM

13581

Segregation, division, discrimination... invasion of privacy in history of health records... Not
being able to trust, Doctors, media, Scientists, Government and Politicians or the Police for
that matter. Loss of freedoms, loss of choice, being threatened of having my privileges taken
from me if I don’t get “Vaccinated”, travelling has literally been revoked even though I am
healthy!!! Plus plus plus.... need I go on???!!!

2/20/2022 1:09 AM

13582

Loss of work, daughter delayed learning basic life lessons, suicide in the family, loss of life

2/20/2022 1:09 AM

13583

It has caused stress around my work place and in public. It is an invasion of privacy. I feel
grief and loss for those I know who have been lost to suicide and overdose.

2/20/2022 1:09 AM

13584

Horribly. Hurt family Buisness, relationships, work, friendships financially

2/20/2022 1:09 AM

13585

Affected my work and my way of life

2/20/2022 1:09 AM

13586

Made it so that my already difficult life was even more difficult to function... i now have trauma

2/20/2022 1:09 AM
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from being kicked out of stores for being mask exempt. It's increased the cost of living to
unbearable levels when you are on income assistance
13587

Loss of income. My daughter lost her job. Unnecessary stress wearing masks.

2/20/2022 1:09 AM

13588

depression

2/20/2022 1:08 AM

13589

I have been concerned withhh socializing becase of the fear tactics. I miss seeing family and
friends.

2/20/2022 1:08 AM

13590

Loss of income and a great amount of pressure on our and our families mental health. Not to
mention family division!!

2/20/2022 1:08 AM

13591

It has limited my ability to care for family in need, take my children to school and sports and
pools and anything else fun they need. Mental health declining all around me.

2/20/2022 1:08 AM

13592

I have lost my career and the ability to provide for my family

2/20/2022 1:07 AM

13593

My kids social life and my social life. Forced me to get something i didnt want

2/20/2022 1:07 AM

13594

Even though I’m double vaccinated I refused to use my vaccine passport and so I did miss out
on a couple of things.

2/20/2022 1:07 AM

13595

Caused tension and division within my family. Lucky I chose to vaccinate my children and I as
we currently have COVID with only mild - medium symptoms.

2/20/2022 1:07 AM

13596

Horribly

2/20/2022 1:07 AM

13597

My husband is too sick to get the vaccine. It is not fair he isn't aloud to do things. He has is
first shot since then had been very very sick.

2/20/2022 1:07 AM

13598

Pros and cons

2/20/2022 1:07 AM

13599

Can’t go to public places when vaccinated can. Can’t apply for most jobs. Threat of losing
current job as government set mandates. Health concerns from isolation and vaccination of
child under the age of 12. No ability to travel or visit family. Two members of my direct family
passed away last year and I couldn’t be there to comfort my family

2/20/2022 1:06 AM

13600

It would be nice to be able to get on an airplane and visit my family in the USA as an
unvaccinated person. If everyone can get and spread this INCLUDING VACCINATED
PEOPLE, why are we still dividing the country with these travel restrictions?

2/20/2022 1:06 AM

13601

Friends with depression

2/20/2022 1:06 AM

13602

Lots. Cannot go/do anything outside our home. People interaction greatly negatively affected.
Canadian freedoms removed.

2/20/2022 1:05 AM

13603

It has been devastating to my mental health. I have lost relationships and have had to endure
hateful rhetoric.

2/20/2022 1:05 AM

13604

Restricted, my way of life over a 3 day flu

2/20/2022 1:05 AM

13605

I am have not been allowed to eat in restaurants with me family, arenas to watch my grandson
play hockey, or to view my granddaughters dance. I have been shunned by people who believe
the vaccines should be mandatory. I have been unable to attend church due to the restrictions
in seating. Family has connections have no been fractured because of the mandates. I have
been unable to visit with family in the United States and the other provinces. I cannot get on
an airplane, a bus, a ferry, boat, or train. Canada has become a prison, not a free country.

2/20/2022 1:05 AM

13606

Depression, anxiety, division in our family & friends

2/20/2022 1:05 AM

13607

Anxiety!!! It’s adversely affected the physical health of some family members who were
vaccinated and put a wedge between some family relationships! Totally lost faith in
government!!!

2/20/2022 1:05 AM

13608

Not well. I'm medically exempt from wearing mask and had limited places to shop.

2/20/2022 1:05 AM

13609

Affected my family with depression and want to end life . Financially affected . Mental heath
affected .

2/20/2022 1:05 AM

13610

I have lost a daughter as well as my cousin. They did not die from covid. Isolation, loneliness ,
lack of community kills people.

2/20/2022 1:04 AM
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13611

Can’t travel outside of Canada have to follow rules not backed by science but liberal narrative.

2/20/2022 1:04 AM

13612

it has broken my heart to see so much hatred and division.

2/20/2022 1:04 AM

13613

all

2/20/2022 1:04 AM

13614

It has made me lose any faith in the Canadian governments that I had left. Banning
Ivermectin, combined with the fact that Trudeau owns large shares in a company that supplies
part of the vaccine recipe, has shown that conflict of interest is being overlooked by
mainstream media. The benefits conferred on these legacy media outlets that have done away
with any solid journalism is unacceptable. I’m done being lied to constantly.

2/20/2022 1:04 AM

13615

Lost 2 years with family and friends

2/20/2022 1:04 AM

13616

Forced to sell my business at a loss. Unable to get the services I need for my disabled
husband.

2/20/2022 1:04 AM

13617

It’s ruined my life can’t go back to my career cannot finish college and obtain my diploma,
cannot find adequate employment, and I’ve fallen way behind on bills. And it has effected me
psychologically

2/20/2022 1:04 AM

13618

How hasn't it. Every possibility.

2/20/2022 1:04 AM

13619

Isolation, limitations on business practices has reduced income. Family and social divisions

2/20/2022 1:04 AM

13620

It's devastated it!

2/20/2022 1:04 AM

13621

I chose not to be vaccinated and now I can’t eat at restaurants, enjoy a movie, or fly and visit
my family in Alberta.

2/20/2022 1:03 AM

13622

I would have lost my job if I wasn’t vaccinated

2/20/2022 1:03 AM

13623

I can’t support my kids the way they deserve.

2/20/2022 1:03 AM

13624

Mental health issues. Scared. Discrimination. Child wants to end life

2/20/2022 1:03 AM

13625

I am a psychologist. It’s has been devastating for me and my family. My clients the same. So
much hatred. Job loss. Division etc. so wrong

2/20/2022 1:03 AM

13626

I have not gone out except for groceries. I work 6 days and come home.

2/20/2022 1:03 AM

13627

Mental health, depression, suicidality, anxiety, eating disorder, job loss, savings eaten away,
physical health, vaccine injury , divided friends and family

2/20/2022 1:03 AM

13628

Every way possible, death, housing, financially, personally, dividing my family, dividing friends,
the industry i work in and now my mental stability.

2/20/2022 1:03 AM

13629

Need to wear masks is uncomfortable but needed

2/20/2022 1:03 AM

13630

Yes

2/20/2022 1:03 AM

13631

Lost my job

2/20/2022 1:03 AM

13632

Mental, financially, freedom, I imagine I feel like the Jewish People did in Natzi Germany
before WW 2, We do not have a leader just a very bad person in it for his own personal gain no
matter what the cost

2/20/2022 1:03 AM

13633

Its ridiculous the dumbest thing ever It's all a lie

2/20/2022 1:02 AM

13634

I lost my job when the pandemic first hit. I was a resident manager at a hotel. The hotel shut
down and as a result I had to move. After a year when things still hadn't returned to normal I
saught out work in a different location and 3 months into my job the workplace mandated the
vaccine and I was dismissed due to my religious beliefs against vaccinations. Due to the lack
of social interaction I have become more depressed. My son (aged 15) refuses to go to school
under these conditions. It has been 2 years and he hasn't had a friend to talk to. This
interaction with kids his age helps him to behave certain ways and without seeing how other
kids act he continues to behave like a 13 year old. This will stunt his growth until he can be
around other youth who can help him mature. Our family lives in Ontario and New Brunswick.
With the mandates on flying we are no longer allowed to see them. I can not book a flight to
see my mom. It is devastating and I feel shunned by my country. It makes me want to kill
myself. What is the point in living if everyday I am trapped in my house like a prison cell. A

2/20/2022 1:02 AM
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prison cell I can not even afford after next month because I am not "allowed" to work to pay
my Bill's.
13635

Having asthma and wearing a mask has made my asthma worse

2/20/2022 1:02 AM

13636

Financially and emotionally

2/20/2022 1:02 AM

13637

It’s hard to travel anyplace when we have to eat in our car, my work decided against enforcing
the jab at the last minute but was a possibility of losing my job. My son was supposed to start
swimming lessons but was not able due to lockdowns.

2/20/2022 1:02 AM

13638

Forcing me to get a vaccine or lose my job

2/20/2022 1:02 AM

13639

Vax made me sick and lost my job

2/20/2022 1:02 AM

13640

Added extreme stress watching people I know losing jobs for no real reason. Loss of visiting
family, social contact and events. Financial loss. Depressed and fatigued

2/20/2022 1:01 AM

13641

Can't be around family & friends. Can't go out to eat.

2/20/2022 1:01 AM

13642

Ruined it

2/20/2022 1:01 AM

13643

I don’t get to travel. I don’t wear a mask

2/20/2022 1:01 AM

13644

Mental health, anxiety, loss of job, family division, friend division, mistrust, minor vaccine
injury, it goes on and on

2/20/2022 1:01 AM

13645

Divided my family, put my sister under extreme mental duress, cancelled my nephew’s
basketball and school plays, destroyed my nephews and nieces’ education, caused my niece
speech problems, eroded all trust I have in political and medical institutions

2/20/2022 1:01 AM

13646

I feel trapped and isolated from the world. I feel we are overreacting to something that has
caused way more severe side affects in trying to stop this pandemic. Society has suffered
enough, it’s not going away. Enough of personal profit and gain for certain people while mass
society suffers.

2/20/2022 1:01 AM

13647

Travel, breathing, mental health, thrust in federal and provincial government and health
system.

2/20/2022 1:01 AM

13648

I have lost friends as a result of the required shot. I have seen families split. I am appalled at
the increase of suicides and drug overdose incidents AND how the science has been
neglected. I have saved enough to manage rising costs because I can’t eat at restaurants.

2/20/2022 1:01 AM

13649

It cost me my Job for a time and then my family and I were forced to take a “medicine” that I
don’t think anyone should be forced to take. My father died and we couldn’t see him in his last
days due to the mandates.

2/20/2022 1:01 AM

13650

I have developed constantly living in fear and anxiety by being discrimated and segregated by
my choices. My mental health has taken turn. I have lost friendships and family because of
my beliefs. I have lost my job. My children have not been able to attend birthday parties held
at certain facilities. My children are not able to participate in activities such as sports, dance
classes, ice skating, swimming lessons.

2/20/2022 1:01 AM

13651

I feel suicidal, segregated, victimized, harassed, stressed, bullied , lied too, etc… never in my
life have I felt this way My life. My body. My choice.

2/20/2022 1:01 AM

13652

Had friend die in the hospital alone, couldn’t go say goodbye or even hug his body after he’d
passed. Lost 2 years of normalcy and seem more anger and frustration in adults and children
alike than I’ve ever seen in my life.

2/20/2022 1:01 AM

13653

Kids well being, they are unable to keep mask on during the school, konstant teacher
reprenendation causing them stress, other kids discussing vaccine mandates based on that
creating separate groups, school progress as fear at school and PHA rezime is stressing kids,
work environment is now at home, unable to attend my father funeral, lost lots of friends due to
fear tactick from MSM.

2/20/2022 1:00 AM

13654

They've been inconvenient, cost me money, been very hard in many ways but I'm extremely
grateful to live in a country that did at least ok with handling the pandemic.

2/20/2022 1:00 AM

13655

Let us not forget what it means to be free. Free to travel, to work, to live, to breath, to choose
what we do with our bodies, to love and to speak. Our ancestors fought and died for these

2/20/2022 1:00 AM
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freedoms and Trudeau seems to have forgotten this. I believe he’s also forgotten history and
that the Nuremberg Code and the trials held mean something! Canada is a free country filled
with people from around the globe who’ve built amazing lives in a free society. People who
have escaped dictatorships and communism. What’s happening under Trudeau’s leadership is
appalling and Tyrannical. The media has lied about the Truckers and why they are there. The
Truckers have caused no harm. They are not racist, they are not misogynistic people, they
aren’t haters! They are there to support choice! The lockdowns, masks, social distancing,
vaccines and passports, have never worked. It’s all useless! This has been proven. It has all
been theatre. One rule for us and another for those in government, which has been proven by
numerous maskless photos of the elites from around the globe. None of those ‘preventative
measures’ have worked. In fact, they caused massive harm to society as a whole!
Economically, mentally, physically, harm caused by all of it. Including the vaccines which don’t
work and have caused major injuries around the globe including deaths on an enormous scale!
The evidence is out there, however one must dig, things are suppressed, hidden and censored
by big tech and the MSM. Lies continually being told. In my opinion, This has all been an
Agenda created by the WEF and Trudeau is happy to participate in this ‘Great Reset and
Fourth Industrial Revolution which will ultimately destroy liberty. The Tyranny has affected the
lives of millions in seriously negative ways. It must end and now. We must unite for freedom!
Never forget how many people have sacrificed their lives for us to be free! I thank them for
their service! I also Thank the truckers for their bravery and for holding the line and standing
firm fighting for all our rights!! God Bless this World! God Bless Canada! 🇨🇦 Stand United!
13656

1 - mandates nearly killed my beautiful daughter who became isolated and very depressed due
to lockdown isolation and is still not recovered; 2- it has prevented me from being able to meet
my two baby grandsons who live overseas; 3 - my formerly-close family have become very
disconnected due to irrational fears of virus and fear of getting together for gatherings; 4 - loss
of friends due to lockdown disconnection; 4 - loss of relationships with work colleagues; 5 feelings of apathy and less motivation to engage in life. 6 - extreme worry about the
psychological and emotional impact of mandates on children and teens, ie the extreme harm to
their normal psycho-social development, increased levels of depression. anxiety disorders,
substance use disorders, eating disorders, cyber porn use, and vulnerability to trafficking. (all
have increased dramatically over the past 2 years). 7 - disgust and mistrust of all Canadian
politicians and govt health bureaucrats due to outright constant lies and manipulation of the
Canadian citizens, especially by Trudeau and Doug Ford. 8 - increase in motivation to research
truth about world wide agenda regarding virus/ passports by the World Economic Forum and
the involvement of J Trudeau in a corrupt world agenda. 9 - plans to leave Canada to live in
another country.

2/20/2022 1:00 AM

13657

Financial hardship, job loss, my daughter has been hurting herself. Wife and marriage is very
strained. Constant fights with people to get basic supplies in stores. Restless sleepless nights

2/20/2022 1:00 AM

13658

Makes me feel like we live in communism

2/20/2022 1:00 AM

13659

It has made me feel safer in my teaching position. I am constantly exposed to children’s
germs etc and have elderly parents for whom I am the primary support. The Covid mandates
have allowed me to do the job I love and care for the people I love and feel relatively safe
doing both.

2/20/2022 1:00 AM

13660

Not able to go anywhere due to mandate restrictions.

2/20/2022 1:00 AM

13661

Loss of income, mental health struggles

2/20/2022 12:59 AM

13662

I can't visit my family in Ontario. My children are missing out on growing up with their cousins
and spending time with their grandparents. My kids can't join extra curricular activities, we
can't take them to fun events or locations like the aquarium, which is also a learning
experience. They are delayed in speech due to masks.

2/20/2022 12:59 AM

13663

Tremendously

2/20/2022 12:59 AM

13664

Lost a lot of loved ones...one of my best friends tried to commit suicide and failed...the second
time he succeeded...he didn't want to live anymore...didn't want to spend his life alone. These
mandates have forced so many into depression and suicide and drug addiction.

2/20/2022 12:59 AM

13665

Mental, physical, financial health. Loss of faith in government, media and ‘science’. If
something is ‘settled’ (ie the ‘science’) and not open to debate or advancement in knowledge
and understanding, then it’s political and tyrannical.

2/20/2022 12:59 AM

13666

It has effected my health emotionally, its affected us financially etc, its been very stressful.

2/20/2022 12:59 AM
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13667

I got vaccinated against my better judgement and have suffering adverse effects from the
vaccine since May 2021

2/20/2022 12:59 AM

13668

It’s annoying

2/20/2022 12:59 AM

13669

My family members have mental health and physical issues. Because of their health, they
dont want to get the vaccine untill the side effects are known amd the risk of the vaccine is
less than the risk of contracting it. This means that they have lost their jobs and it is on me to
help support 2 families aswell as myself on my 30/h paycheques.

2/20/2022 12:59 AM

13670

It really hasn't affected my work life. Just being able to see family and friends.

2/20/2022 12:58 AM

13671

My husband had to get vaxxed to come to canada.. he’s not even a Canadian.. my kids see
Drs who then the drs stopped seeing them which affected their mental health.. I cannot leave
my own country..

2/20/2022 12:58 AM

13672

Basically imprisoned me.

2/20/2022 12:58 AM

13673

Greatly

2/20/2022 12:58 AM

13674

I am about to lose my job. My kid is forced to wear useless masks. This whole event has been
an insult to the rational mind

2/20/2022 12:58 AM

13675

Create divides between friends and family

2/20/2022 12:58 AM

13676

I haven’t travelled , I haven’t gone to restaurants. We haven’t been anywhere outside our home
except to get groceries or pick up take out. It’s disgusting what’s happened to Canada. Get ri$
of the dictator & his cronies

2/20/2022 12:58 AM

13677

I have lost my right to choose what I put in my body. I fear that if I lose right, I could lose
many more in the future.

2/20/2022 12:57 AM

13678

Unnecessary duplication Covid testing to travel at a time when there was a shortage of tests.

2/20/2022 12:57 AM

13679

My children are growing up in a masked society. Children learn how to talk, facial expressions
etc from watching your face. We have been shamed for not vaccinating, have been mandated
to get vaccine or lose our jobs. (Healthcare, Military). We want our children to be able to enjoy
life, not be scared and divided but all the fear being pushed at us from the government, and
these mandates.

2/20/2022 12:57 AM

13680

caused much mental distress, division in family and friends

2/20/2022 12:57 AM

13681

My business was forced closed for six months. It has torn my family apart. My mental health
has suffered alot.

2/20/2022 12:57 AM

13682

Socially, emotionally, spiritually. A major infringement of my personal liberties/freedom :(((

2/20/2022 12:57 AM

13683

Divided friends and colleagues. Caused mental harm to our kids through loss of freedoms of
Mobility to participate in all of society.

2/20/2022 12:57 AM

13684

I can't see my family and had to watch through a window outside a nursing home as my
grandmother passed away.

2/20/2022 12:57 AM

13685

This mandates have ruined our lives. My family is suffering.

2/20/2022 12:56 AM

13686

In every way I want and need freedom

2/20/2022 12:56 AM

13687

Division amongst friends and Family

2/20/2022 12:56 AM

13688

Tremendously. My family has disowned me for not being vaccinated. My mental health is
horrible because of these mandates. All I want to do is sleep. It's depressing. Feel like a slave
to the government. Find life to be pointless now

2/20/2022 12:56 AM

13689

Depressed children; wife is jobless, sister is suicidal

2/20/2022 12:56 AM

13690

I have not been able to travel to visit my children and grandchildren for 2 years.

2/20/2022 12:56 AM

13691

This has affected my son from social skills to check up appointments as well as
immunizations.

2/20/2022 12:55 AM

13692

It has taken every opportunity for my future away right out of high school and has tore my
family apart

2/20/2022 12:55 AM
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13693

My youngest has a severe cognitive delay. Due mask mandates forces on teachers. As well
my husband would have lost his job and the ability to care for his family of 7 if he didn’t take a
vaccine he didn’t need. Nor wanted. He was more sick from his vaccine then he was from
having the delta varriant.

2/20/2022 12:55 AM

13694

Stress Financial difficulty

2/20/2022 12:55 AM

13695

Havent been able to take my children out and they dont understand why, cant go out on dates
with my husband. Have been pretty well banished from society. Ive have the freedom to
choose what medical procedures stripped away from me.

2/20/2022 12:55 AM

13696

Mentally!!!!

2/20/2022 12:55 AM

13697

Loss of income for my husband. Missed Birthdays, Christmas and other Special Occasions
with Family and Friends. Not being able to see my Children that live in PEI. Fear of a Family
Member Depression and possibly Suicide because of the Restrictions while they live on the
other side of Canada. I’ve been Discriminated against. I have been DENIED My Constitutional
Rights and Freedoms!! I have missed occasions I’ll NEVER get back such as my Grandson’s
Birthday!! We were Denied the right to pay our last respects and attend a Family Wedding due
to Mandates!! I am the one that makes sure People that I know that are sitting all alone at
holiday times have a place to go. It has been going on for so many years that I think they just
know they won’t be alone. It broke my heart to have a basically empty dinner table and know
of all of the ones sitting alone… Because the Government Said So!! I couldn’t understand it.
Most people were basically home bound. No Covid Symptoms but Still not allowed!

2/20/2022 12:55 AM

13698

It’s takin away some of my work, It tramples all over my rights and my freedoms, no hope for
the future It has kept me from going to church to fellowship with other believers which is a
command from God to fellowship with other believers

2/20/2022 12:54 AM

13699

Mental health

2/20/2022 12:54 AM

13700

I AM BEING FORCED TO LIVE IN A LIVING NIGHTMARE

2/20/2022 12:54 AM

13701

It has taken most of the joy of living from me and left me in depression.

2/20/2022 12:54 AM

13702

Stress and financial worry

2/20/2022 12:54 AM

13703

The mandates have not followed the Canadian Charter of Rights, my rights as a Canadian
citizen have been compromised.

2/20/2022 12:54 AM

13704

Household income and mental state of my family

2/20/2022 12:54 AM

13705

Hasn't

2/20/2022 12:54 AM

13706

It affects my life every step I make I do not believe in none of the garbage that are great Prime
Minister has put forth to me it is all garbage I do not believe it it goes in the trashcan

2/20/2022 12:54 AM

13707

How hasn't it

2/20/2022 12:53 AM

13708

Creates division in the world; everyone is either side and it’s not a healthy way to live. We
don’t have a voice - the government has decided and made mandatory what we should do.
Personally, I could lose my job if I not vaccinated - that isn’t right. Also, working in health care,
seeing residents in long term care being affected and not being able to see their loved ones
whenever they want and not having a say or choice in that is just wrong and something that
has been hard to witness and be a part of over this whole pandemic

2/20/2022 12:53 AM

13709

Sad to see the state of my country.

2/20/2022 12:53 AM

13710

mandates wrong

2/20/2022 12:53 AM

13711

The same as every other Canadian being told to stay locked up

2/20/2022 12:53 AM

13712

Very negatively- not having family get together; not being allowed into theatres, restaurants,
community arenas etc., wearing masks and not being g able to breathe or see faces; seeing
people constantly afraid of getting sick.

2/20/2022 12:53 AM

13713

Can’t get aqua fit that I desperately need for health reasons.

2/20/2022 12:53 AM

13714

Not able to get a job due to not being vaccinated

2/20/2022 12:53 AM

13715

My 5 year relationship ended after we both lost our jobs to covid restrictions. We are both

2/20/2022 12:52 AM
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educated; he is a dual red-sealed tradesman, and I have Degrees in Business Management
and Production Planning. Despite this, we found it difficult to find employment. We both ended
up having to take EI. I was pregnant. We both began to have anxiety and depression. This
affected our children. I had to pick up small jobs like child-minding, yard care, house cleaning,
and an impromptu delivery/driving service for drunk people. On the other hand, he turned to
drugs. Drugs! He'd never gone there before. He was smoking Crack and doing cocaine in our
family home yet couldn't contribute to groceries. He had never experienced depression or job
loss, nor ever felt emasculated and while I was too busy trying to hold us up, I couldn't see
what was happening before my eyes. Prior to the existence of covid restrictions, we had two
memorable fights in our 5 years. We were happy. We are now a broken home and both sides of
families are broken, too. These restrictions and mandates have allowed toxic behaviours to
puncture our families and communities.
13716

There is not an aspect of my life that mandates have had a positive effect on...NOT ONE
SINGLE ASPECT

2/20/2022 12:52 AM

13717

I am not allowed to travel and use public services and that is a breach of a fundamental right

2/20/2022 12:52 AM

13718

I am aware of the criminal deep state. They will all go down! Nuremberg 2.0

2/20/2022 12:52 AM

13719

I have lost many friends due to the divide in beliefs and aside from feeling completely isolated
with or without my business being allowed to be open… I actually almost lost my business
altogether

2/20/2022 12:52 AM

13720

It has absolutely limited the social aspect of my life

2/20/2022 12:52 AM

13721

I do not feel safe in my own country, I feel the prime minister has betrayed us, I have a
vaccine anxiety, they clearly do not work, but yet are forced on us, masks to more harm than
good! I also have a public spaces anxiety so it has affected me mentally a lot. I live in
constant fear for my childrens future. I Do NOT want my kids to live in fear of some decease
that their immune system can fight off and getting questionable vaccines for life, living in
society where people are distant from one another and divided.

2/20/2022 12:52 AM

13722

Being able to go to my retirement home in the USA AZ

2/20/2022 12:51 AM

13723

Lot work, my adult son with autism is dealing with debilitating anxiety because of these
mandates.

2/20/2022 12:51 AM

13724

It has been devastating. I feel like an unwelcome member of society. The 1st injection has
injured me and continuous to do so. I’m told to by doctors to not do another while I have these
terrible symptoms. However it does not fall into the government’s standards of exemption so
I’m expected to take another one. I never wanted to take the first one in the first place and felt
forced to do so. Now I suffer every day from the adverse reaction I’m having that my
government will not even acknowledge and I’m punished by that same government for not
taking another shot. 6 months of physically suffering and 2 years of suffer from mandates. I’ve
lost friends and family over not being vaccinated. I’ve felt abused by people because of the
media narrative and Justin Trudeau’s divisive language and incredibly hurtful insults. It’s
depressing. The truck convoy have me hope that this might all end.

2/20/2022 12:51 AM

13725

Made my life extremely complicated

2/20/2022 12:51 AM

13726

Lost revenue in my business. Less access to our favorite public events.

2/20/2022 12:51 AM

13727

-heightened levels of depression and anxiety -loss of friendships and relationships with family
members -I work in childcare and wearing a mask puts limits on forming relationships in the
classroom, speech development as I can’t show children the mouth positions for certain letters
-anxiety in children -Online graduation -Online course delivery for university -Not being able to
travel to see family -Unideal wedding

2/20/2022 12:51 AM

13728

taken away my ability to get post secondary education, as well as employment

2/20/2022 12:51 AM

13729

Divisive on all aspects. Has been very poorly managed and has been made political by our
prime minister

2/20/2022 12:50 AM

13730

The entire Covid plandemic was planned and is completely unsubstantiated. It has affected all
aspects of the entire population, not just me.

2/20/2022 12:50 AM

13731

Made very difficult to impossible to see my children.

2/20/2022 12:50 AM

13732

My husband has been laid off twice. My sister is a travel agent who had no travel to advise.

2/20/2022 12:50 AM
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My brother is in the film industry and has been shit down. I had to shut down my small
business and didn’t qualify for any assistance. My kids have not seen their grandparents in
years. My doctor has advised I not get the vaccine at this time so mandates isolated me. Our
extended family is divided. We have lost two years of our lives. Mental health has suffered.
My dad is a trucker. We no longer trust our government or main stream media. My faith in the
system is broken. I am heart broken and we are barely holding on.
13733

Fear of freely expressing my opinion. Fear of losing my livelihood, has impacted my career.

2/20/2022 12:50 AM

13734

Kept me safe

2/20/2022 12:50 AM

13735

I lost my job because I did not have a passport

2/20/2022 12:50 AM

13736

My kids. Swimming, playdates, birthday parties.. most of all - family gatherings.

2/20/2022 12:50 AM

13737

Too many unnecessary restrictions

2/20/2022 12:49 AM

13738

It has made me feel more comfortable going out and knowing we are doing what we can to
prevent hospitals and healthcare resources from becoming overwhelmed.

2/20/2022 12:49 AM

13739

Minimally, apart from the general despondency it has engendered.

2/20/2022 12:49 AM

13740

Created a lot more stress at work and my social life

2/20/2022 12:49 AM

13741

Pay taxes, and cannot use certain public resources in which I pay for. Cannot see people’s
smiles. Communication barriers are evident. Masks do nothing. Neither does social distancing
or testing(proven peer reviewed studies). Tyrannical governments inciting division and hate
detrimental to all, including children. None of these restrictions are science based. Multiple
people I know have had severe adverse reactions to covid jab poison. Discrimination and
segregation is also promoted.

2/20/2022 12:49 AM

13742

Kept me and my family safe and healthy

2/20/2022 12:49 AM

13743

Personal Depression & there are days where it takes everything inside of me to just keep
going.

2/20/2022 12:49 AM

13744

I have seen close friends experience loss of their careers and forced into financial instability
(many of them indigenous healthcare workers). I've seen people abandoned by their unions,
dismissed by the human rights tribunal, denied unemployment insurance, and socially
ostracized due to their personal medical choices. The BC PHO has refused to give the
reasonable of alternative of rapid testing and will not even consider religious exemptions. A
person's own healthcare provider cannot write a medical exemption. The vaccine mandates in
BC are rigid, unreasonable, unethical, and it's time for them to go.

2/20/2022 12:49 AM

13745

Social isolation, fear of losing my job, difficulties with masks, loss of friends, loss of trust in
government, inability to access public activities or travel.

2/20/2022 12:49 AM

13746

It opened my eyes that our government with the prime minister J.Trudeau betrayed Canada
and Canadians.

2/20/2022 12:49 AM

13747

In every way.

2/20/2022 12:48 AM

13748

Not a lot as Me and my family have lived our lives as we see fit and safely of course

2/20/2022 12:48 AM

13749

Lost jobs. Lost friends. Made life MISERABLE. Been ostracized. Been betrayed. And I have
had ENOUGH

2/20/2022 12:48 AM

13750

Destroyed friendships and caused segregation with family members.

2/20/2022 12:48 AM

13751

I haven’t been able to see family I can’t breath with the mask . No one has the right to force
you to tell them your medical information . Have caused a divide with friends and relatives .
It’s time they end and we learn to take care of ourselves . No one should die alone in hospital
or nursing home .

2/20/2022 12:48 AM

13752

Annoying but happy to respect others space and protection.

2/20/2022 12:48 AM

13753

It affected my every day life No soccer and Swimming lessons for my children We don’t go
places/or travel Mostly stuck at home

2/20/2022 12:48 AM

13754

Hugely. I cannot take my kids to the pool, to the movies, restaurants or any place like the
aquarium. It’s awful to be segregated because of a medical choice that should not be

2/20/2022 12:48 AM
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mandated
13755

Made me very aware the this government is power hungry and needs to be reminded who
works for who

2/20/2022 12:48 AM

13756

I can’t go out with my kids, I can’t manage my kids sports team as I have down for the last 7
years, my family won’t see me, my health has suffered because of all the stress, it has made
a wedge between my kids and extended family, my marriage has failed, my daughters
depression has been getting worse....THIS NEEDS TO END AND JUSTIN TRUDEAU NEESS
TO STEP DOWN AS HE IS NOT A LEADER WHO HAS THE BEST INTEREST OF
CANADIANS AT HEART.

2/20/2022 12:48 AM

13757

Isolation, to some degree mental health is poorer.

2/20/2022 12:48 AM

13758

Lots we were able see our mother when she passed away, niece getting married . Bleed really
bad when I got the Covid test had to Cauterized my nose to stop the bleeding

2/20/2022 12:48 AM

13759

Depression and loss of hope

2/20/2022 12:47 AM

13760

Every way imaginable

2/20/2022 12:47 AM

13761

It has been tough but staying the course for the better good of all people

2/20/2022 12:47 AM

13762

Broadly

2/20/2022 12:47 AM

13763

Freedom gone Fell like I'm in China

2/20/2022 12:47 AM

13764

My mental health has gone down the toilet, I’ve had a hard time getting my toddler medical
care without trapping him in a hospital room for hours on end when it could have been treated
at a doctors office. I’ve missed work and school opportunities. I have been emotionally
damaged by being forced to get the vaccine. I don’t even feel comfortable in my own body
now. I’ve had long term symptoms since getting the vaccine but because of everything with
my child’s health being so complicated (by the fact Covid has messed up how to get him
treatment) I haven’t had the opportunity to see a doctor about myself. My son hasn’t been able
to meet a lot of family since he’s been born.

2/20/2022 12:47 AM

13765

Created marriage problems and caused divisions among friends and family

2/20/2022 12:47 AM

13766

Not a problem

2/20/2022 12:47 AM

13767

Very depressing and excuse for people not to work

2/20/2022 12:46 AM

13768

Separated from husband when he was in hospital- kept from mass- unable to see my sons
winning composition performed by a Vancouver choir…paying full price but unable to attend
Arbutus club, family unable to attend physio therapy at the Arbutus club

2/20/2022 12:46 AM

13769

It's affected everything. It's taken away all my freedoms and destroyed my country. I am
unable to fly so I can't see my family. It's destroyed my family's life.

2/20/2022 12:46 AM

13770

Dividing family and Canadians , loss of jobs

2/20/2022 12:46 AM

13771

I hardly go any where as I feel smothered having to wear a mask. I am prevented from
watching my grandson's events. I am not able to take part in organized exercise activities. I
am not allowed to take part in events. I feel isolated from friends. I am not allowed to travel out
of the country by air...My sister's estate is being held up because of travel restrictions. I find
this an emotional drain as we are trying to get closure. Large families can not have funerals.
As a very large family we have lost 2 members. No funerals. No closure...I am on stress leave
from work. My mental health has suffered greatly. Also my work was first to mandate. Fed
Gov't... Most importantly. My mother suffered from vaccine injury. She was hospitalized for 3
months. I personally know 3 people who have had heart issues after vaccine. One passed. All
in 40's.... All male... I know one other male early 30's that almost died. I know 2 other young
men in 30's that were paralyzed with old injury pain after vax'd. Both hospitalized for a period
both time. This terrifies me....

2/20/2022 12:46 AM

13772

Hasn’t in any significant way

2/20/2022 12:46 AM

13773

It is discriminatory. Throughout history fear has always been used to bolster segregation and
segregation is always wrong. Informed consent is vital in health care and one cannot have
informed consent when people are coerced into making those decisions.

2/20/2022 12:46 AM

13774

N/A

2/20/2022 12:45 AM
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13775

I feel like I’m in a cage.. claustrophobic and feel like I’m in a communist country

2/20/2022 12:45 AM

13776

Segregated friends and family vax against unvaxed

2/20/2022 12:45 AM

13777

It has affected my mental health. I haven't been able to visit my family due to travel bans. Not
being able to go out socially, it's been very stressful and has also separated some family
members due to different opinions

2/20/2022 12:45 AM

13778

I had a severe reaction to my 1st jab, which sadly I was basically forced to take. I was refused
my 2nd jab and to date have not received an exemption. Long story!!!! My precious Mom was
diagnosed with terminal cancer at the beginning of covid and was hospitalized alone, not
permitted outside food or clothing, did I mention ALONE and so scared, she was my world, I
lost my world and we were not permitted to be with her until she was placed in end of life care,
I am scarred for life. I have lost friends and family over " opinions " .. For the love of God, we
should have freedom of choice, not hatred. It's time for this to end

2/20/2022 12:45 AM

13779

It is disturbing that we are being pressured & coerced into taking medical treatments against
our will that are not proven to be safe, otherwise we may lose our livelihood & freedoms.

2/20/2022 12:45 AM

13780

Seeing family, work, life in general

2/20/2022 12:45 AM

13781

As a Senior, these mandates have affected all aspects of my daily living regarding socializing,
volunteering, outings in the community, travelling and health care. I have difficulties wearing a
mask as it causes me to sneeze! Isolation has been a detriment to my mental health!

2/20/2022 12:45 AM

13782

Immensely

2/20/2022 12:45 AM

13783

Many family members and friends have been fired from their jobs and non of them got an
approved exemption and their fundamental freedom of conscience and choice was
disregarded. Depression and anxiety and substance abuse developed in my family from the
constant mandates and lockdowns. My children can not participate in society. Causing
depression. These mandates, lockdowns and restrictions have been abused by our
government and its time for it to stop and allow people to make their own health choices.

2/20/2022 12:45 AM

13784

I had to sell my home and move to Calgary to find work and live with my brother

2/20/2022 12:45 AM

13785

Devastating

2/20/2022 12:45 AM

13786

I am worse off now than before the mandates were imposed.

2/20/2022 12:44 AM

13787

How has it not?!!!

2/20/2022 12:44 AM

13788

It has divided friends. My mental health has suffered. I’m a teacher and the students entering
school have many issues including no socialization skills, aggression and anxiety.

2/20/2022 12:44 AM

13789

Hard on the kids education and development socially.

2/20/2022 12:44 AM

13790

My company has suffered immensely over the last two years because of these mandates. I
would our society to go back to a protect the vulnerable scenario as compared to the govt
need to protect us... Please end this.

2/20/2022 12:44 AM

13791

Travel, employment, recreation, mental health

2/20/2022 12:44 AM

13792

Mandates have not only affected muy life, but the life of all Canadians. To me and my family
have affected us Mentally & psychologically, financially, socially, and unjust. This mandates
have not made any sense, not cured or eradicated Covid-19.

2/20/2022 12:44 AM

13793

can't eat in restaurants, divided friends & family because of vaccine statuses

2/20/2022 12:44 AM

13794

I am about to lose my job.

2/20/2022 12:44 AM

13795

It has added a lot of stress, frustration and anger.

2/20/2022 12:43 AM

13796

Unemployment, financial stress, loss of home, separation from family/loved ones,
discrimination, personal/existential angst. I feel strongly that Canada has lost its way and is
not the country I used to love nor the country I want a future in if it continues on the present
course toward medical fascism (later to become outright fascism).

2/20/2022 12:43 AM

13797

It hasn't affected my life

2/20/2022 12:43 AM

13798

I have not only been depressed due to isolation but also the division these mandates caused

2/20/2022 12:43 AM
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between my family and friends over the past 2 years.
13799

Caused my family of 7 to move from Canada.

2/20/2022 12:43 AM

13800

Lost friends,family members, it creates division. Not being able to go anywhere, travel, eat
with my mom, people bullying others, loosening their jobs, having to self tests even due to
medical conditions, et

2/20/2022 12:43 AM

13801

Very badly.

2/20/2022 12:43 AM

13802

I feel marginally safe navigating the world in a pandemic with a newborn. I wish mandates were
not lifted until vaccines are available for all ages

2/20/2022 12:43 AM

13803

Emotionally physically and economically

2/20/2022 12:43 AM

13804

I’ve voluntarily had to remove myself from my job (taking unpaid leave) where I’ve been
mandated to be vaccinated and attest to it. I’ve done this in order to allow myself time for
these mandates to end, because I don’t want a vaccine, and to ensure that my employer
doesn’t fire me for not being vaccinated, in which case I’d lose my career and pension. I’m
basically segregated from society, which has been horrible on my mental health and spirit, and
I’ve been labeled by my PM as an extremist because I do t agree with him. I’m losing hope in
our democratic systems, and I feel like I don’t recognize my country anymore. I’m definitely
disheartened, for sure because I no longer trust that I have any rights and freedoms in regards
to what happens to my own body.

2/20/2022 12:43 AM

13805

Affected my job and child

2/20/2022 12:43 AM

13806

Not much. We support local more than we were, we're healthier, seasonal allergies avoided,
must be doing something right

2/20/2022 12:43 AM

13807

Eroded relationships. Caused fear and anxiety, social isolation.

2/20/2022 12:43 AM

13808

I can’t go places in my own community that I helped fund raise and pay taxes to support. Feel
discriminated against for my values and loss of freedom of choice.

2/20/2022 12:42 AM

13809

Not at all My sons skin colour has affected us more than a mandate lmao !!!

2/20/2022 12:42 AM

13810

Shut down my business

2/20/2022 12:42 AM

13811

It has allowed me to live my life close to how I would have normally while keeping myself and
others as safe as possible.

2/20/2022 12:42 AM

13812

It has effected my health and well being ,financially, my families happiness

2/20/2022 12:42 AM

13813

Lost everything

2/20/2022 12:42 AM

13814

Horribly !! I DO NOT SUPPORT NEW WORLD ORDER!!

2/20/2022 12:42 AM

13815

Wow, in every way possible, forced vax to keep job, getting sick and rashes from jab, hearing
of people dying from jab, getting COVID after jab, not before, being lied to by govt, social
isolation, close friend committing suicide, and the list goes on

2/20/2022 12:42 AM

13816

It will probably cost me my job cause on vaccines

2/20/2022 12:42 AM

13817

My dad was alone for over 18 months in a home with no family... He has recently died and only
2 ppl could be with him in the last days.. so wrong

2/20/2022 12:41 AM

13818

I have lost my job due to vaccine mandate

2/20/2022 12:41 AM

13819

They affect the spirit of our well-being. Oppressive

2/20/2022 12:41 AM

13820

My daughter has missed out on prom 2020/ university years/ engagement festivities/ planning
a joyous wedding. My sons have dealt with loneliness and isolation from friends. Poor
education even in a paid private school spectrum. Our company has lower clientele in home
services. Financial a big hit Gramma and grampa were separated their last years of life. Our
family and friends have been constantly fighting over support and being their for each other
when their son made multiple attempts at suicide. The mandates were senseless and need to
end

2/20/2022 12:41 AM

13821

Has kept me from living with freedom of my choice

2/20/2022 12:41 AM

13822

It has divided my immediate family members, made my 20 yr old grandson have heart

2/20/2022 12:40 AM
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problems, my inability to travel to the USA, constant stress in my everyday life.
13823

Affected relationships,division among friends

2/20/2022 12:40 AM

13824

I'm on leave without pay from my job

2/20/2022 12:40 AM

13825

My mental health has declined as well as the people around me because of these madates,
lockdowns. I deserve to have a choice. My body my choice. What am i supposed to do,
quartine for the rest of my life because i dont want to take a vaccine that clearly doesnt work
and puts peoples health and lives at risk??? I cant go out to restruants, big box stores. Whats
gunna happen next? I loose my job because im not vaccinated ? This is absoulty ridiculous.
Everyone deserves a choice.

2/20/2022 12:40 AM

13826

My relationships of all types have been negatively impacted. I am in a constant state of fear,
anxiety and depression. Being a trauma survivor, hearing how Trudeau and others speak about
individuals who made different choices, is very triggering and concerning of what is to come.
Left feeling alone with nowhere to turn when I have questions or concerns.

2/20/2022 12:40 AM

13827

In many ways including job, social life etc

2/20/2022 12:39 AM

13828

Disrupted my life and turned everything turmoil!

2/20/2022 12:39 AM

13829

I feel discriminated against

2/20/2022 12:39 AM

13830

Feel division in family, community and country

2/20/2022 12:39 AM

13831

Less in person social interaction

2/20/2022 12:39 AM

13832

in many ways, negatively always

2/20/2022 12:39 AM

13833

Loss of career, laid off 3 times in 2 years as industry collapsed (events), mentally illness,
isolation, alienation and ostracization based on opposing view point

2/20/2022 12:39 AM

13834

Financial hardship, basic freedoms, and much more. Most of all is the health, mental health
and vitality of my young children.

2/20/2022 12:39 AM

13835

Mentally. Emotionally. Depression. Almost lost my mom and couldn't see her

2/20/2022 12:39 AM

13836

I have missed out on my kids sports and dinners out. Makes me sad I can’t be there

2/20/2022 12:39 AM

13837

I have to show vaccine passport and double ids which is a real pain, and then I got covid
anyway. Some of my relatives can't do things they'd like to do because they haven't had the
vaccinations. They had the same level of sickness. These rules are causing a great deal of
family strife.

2/20/2022 12:39 AM

13838

Depression Anxiety Lost job

2/20/2022 12:39 AM

13839

I am paying more for products and services because I have to travel for them instead of
walking. I am bombarded with fake news and stupid people everyday!

2/20/2022 12:39 AM

13840

It has broken me. It has altered who I am. I do not recognize my country, my government, my
profession and my uniform. I have served my country as an rcmp officer for 15 years. Never
would I have thought the mental anguish, pain and suffering I am currently undergoing would
be at the hands of my employer. I am broken.

2/20/2022 12:39 AM

13841

Ruined my mental health

2/20/2022 12:38 AM

13842

Mental health and right to mobility has been compromised

2/20/2022 12:38 AM

13843

I can’t see my parents for 2 years

2/20/2022 12:38 AM

13844

Was forced to get vaccine

2/20/2022 12:38 AM

13845

I have been out of work for almost 3 months on Lwop, would like to get back to work.

2/20/2022 12:38 AM

13846

Underserved sense of rejection. Not equal in My day to day living rights. I feel ridiculised and
pressured and censured

2/20/2022 12:38 AM

13847

They do not represent all of us Canadians who work hard everyday for the safety of families,
children and our communities. it is detrimental to the unity of Canada and to the freedom of all
of us who want to work and support this country. Sone people think they know better or that
some of us are puppets and we are not. We have listened, pitched in and obeyed consciously.

2/20/2022 12:38 AM
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It is because of the measures taken that we’ve had lower rates of deaths. For me those who
say iys just a virus, we are at the end of the pandemic, it is nothing more than a cold are
insensitive, selfish and totally unempathethic with those whose lives have been changed by
the loss of a loved one. Stop beibg selfish and think tou know better than all of us.
13848

Lost my job

2/20/2022 12:38 AM

13849

It restricted church gatherings. I don't agree, as well as vaccine passport. Restricted my
access to certain businesses.

2/20/2022 12:38 AM

13850

Destroyed us

2/20/2022 12:37 AM

13851

Division within the family and financial hardship

2/20/2022 12:37 AM

13852

Having a young child explaining why we can’t do the things we once do. The discomfort my
child experiences wearing a mask. Not being allowed to play with friends see family. Our family
is divided and ppl are casted out based on there freedom of choice

2/20/2022 12:37 AM

13853

It’s been so hard to watch many friends and family members loose their jobs; their ability to
support their families. We need this to end, and we need our freedoms back.

2/20/2022 12:37 AM

13854

I have become very depressed. I feel that all my friends are gone. I cannot see my elderly
father in law

2/20/2022 12:37 AM

13855

It affect my life in everything that my Life should be FREE

2/20/2022 12:37 AM

13856

It has ruined our economy, shut down businesses, bankrupted restaurants made small
businesses almost impossible

2/20/2022 12:37 AM

13857

I can’t fly back to my home thousands of kilometres away to meet my new grandchildren for
the first time, or see my adult children again. I am very worried for everyone’s health and
safety after experimental injections with unknown longterm risks and effects.

2/20/2022 12:36 AM

13858

Stress about any going out in public, not able to enjoy outings with children (swimming,
museums, learning oportunities). Extreme family stress regarding prevention of crossing border
to USA to care for elderly inlaws. Ruined and divisive family Christmas.

2/20/2022 12:36 AM

13859

Trucked through the first year …clean washrooms were non existent food was hard to get…
After being hurt at work an being put on permanent disabled which has been a long process..
Plus 3 time being quarantined (I live alone ) I hardly seen my Dad before he passed away..I
had to watch My parents unable to visit because of lock downs an mandates Which was
CREUL!! Life has become very Lonely, zero social life … an dealing with depression now…

2/20/2022 12:36 AM

13860

It is extremely upsetting because it’s based on lies, fear, and premeditated murder and crimes
against humanity. The end game of the soulless heartless perpetrators is depopulation,
permanent harmful boosters of unpredictable and often unknown blends substances and
eventually utter control of humanity in ways that make us transhuman. It’s the stuff of
nightmares.

2/20/2022 12:36 AM

13861

My spouse lost their job because they were a federal worker. It's killing our family

2/20/2022 12:36 AM

13862

It has affected all aspects of my life. Work, Family, Leisure, sport, income……

2/20/2022 12:36 AM

13863

Not at all. I'm vaccinated and can go to restaurants and travel

2/20/2022 12:36 AM

13864

Depression/ anxiety

2/20/2022 12:36 AM

13865

Socially and missing being close to family.

2/20/2022 12:36 AM

13866

It’s caused major depression, loss of income

2/20/2022 12:36 AM

13867

Dealing with main stream media pushing lies and propaganda causing stress with workers and
friends, wearing masks that have no way of ever stopping a virus, pure stupidity

2/20/2022 12:35 AM

13868

Numerous ways - stress, anxiety, division of family and friends, discrimination, etc

2/20/2022 12:35 AM

13869

Very negatively

2/20/2022 12:35 AM

13870

Has affected my job, my treatment as a human being. Entering certain places etc..

2/20/2022 12:35 AM

13871

Kids sports, education, work relationships, family relationships divided

2/20/2022 12:35 AM
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13872

Upside-down for two whole years. Lost job jan 15 2022 to vax mandate

2/20/2022 12:35 AM

13873

lost my job, can't travel around my own country or visit family, forced to wear a mask, cant
take my child to sporting events, activities, ect

2/20/2022 12:35 AM

13874

Job loss Family stress Personal stress Financial difficulties

2/20/2022 12:35 AM

13875

Destroying my world view, ie. the prime minister’s unchecked powers over Canadians, the
withdrawal of my Charter of Rights and Freedoms, corrupt news media and possibly that of
government. The erosion of Canada as a democracy is becoming more evident every day!

2/20/2022 12:35 AM

13876

Stolen my freedom to travel, couldn’t have surgery to repair a torn shoulder, depression, family
discord, 6 friends committed suicide, 4 friends died of the vaccine, 12 friends are vaccine
injured. Just people close to me.... this is aweful!!!

2/20/2022 12:35 AM

13877

I have been inconvenienced…..a small price to pay for the health and safety of all Canadians.

2/20/2022 12:35 AM

13878

Completely ruined it

2/20/2022 12:35 AM

13879

Wasted much of two years of my life

2/20/2022 12:35 AM

13880

Doesn't affect my life as much as it would with a whole bunch of other people that go out and
socialize more because I just work from home all the time and I never go out, I'm really
thinking about everybody else. I dont believe in the mandates Justin Trudaeu produced !!

2/20/2022 12:35 AM

13881

Changed the way i do things

2/20/2022 12:35 AM

13882

My livelihood, mental health, financial hardship, division and my employment

2/20/2022 12:34 AM

13883

Made life safer for my family and friends

2/20/2022 12:34 AM

13884

isolated family members and divided coworkers

2/20/2022 12:34 AM

13885

No social life Depression Kids missing sports Treated like a second class citizen Segregation
Discrimination

2/20/2022 12:34 AM

13886

Work had diminished. Social life limited.

2/20/2022 12:34 AM

13887

Very terrible I can’t visit my family

2/20/2022 12:34 AM

13888

Work, school, travel, income, social interactions, general day to day life, mental health,
physical health

2/20/2022 12:34 AM

13889

Changed my life for worst, physically and mentally!

2/20/2022 12:34 AM

13890

Has taken two years of my freedom

2/20/2022 12:34 AM

13891

Isolated, feel judged and not respected in my choices, I lost friends and family and I developed
anxiety.

2/20/2022 12:34 AM

13892

Removed my freedom and divide family and friends

2/20/2022 12:33 AM

13893

Family and friends

2/20/2022 12:33 AM

13894

I think my health from getting the vaccine. I have different pains in my body now

2/20/2022 12:33 AM

13895

Depressed

2/20/2022 12:33 AM

13896

Worst 2 years of my life

2/20/2022 12:33 AM

13897

Depression, anxiety, loneliness, financial loss,

2/20/2022 12:33 AM

13898

My income and personal relationships have disappeared.

2/20/2022 12:33 AM

13899

I can't believe the Canadian government resorted to fascism and lied to us from day one. So,
how has it affected my life? It has not affected my life at all because I knew that the
Government was lying and I didn't follow any mandates.

2/20/2022 12:33 AM

13900

Lots of anxiety financial, emotionally and physiologically

2/20/2022 12:33 AM

13901

Stress, seclusion, division.

2/20/2022 12:33 AM

13902

My families income has gone way down, depression has gone way up, relationships damaged,
we have been unable to support family since my dad passed away in 2021.

2/20/2022 12:33 AM
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13903

I’m so lonely , depressed & frustrated! I very strongly feel that it’s time to go back to predemic
life & those that want to wear a mask & get vaccines & boosters, great. But no more pushing
& mandates

2/20/2022 12:33 AM

13904

Living in communism, with narcissist leader

2/20/2022 12:32 AM

13905

We haven’t been able to run our organization the way we need it to run. We need our rights and
freedoms back!!!

2/20/2022 12:32 AM

13906

It’s against civil rights. I understand at the beginning but we should’ve had our country locked
down for 20 days and then no one in or out for another month. Our government closed our
world down for over 2 years! It’s absurd!

2/20/2022 12:32 AM

13907

Can’t travel, children quit sports and extracurricular activities.

2/20/2022 12:32 AM

13908

My mom has been a nurse for over 30 years. She had a severe reaction to the vaccine and
had to see a cardiologist regularly for 5 months. For her it was not “safe and effective” as
advertised. She continued to work, but had to be tested every 40 hours, which included
humiliation in front of all her peers as she had to even leave to get tested during a shift if her
40 hours were up. She was told by her employer that if she tells anyone her experience she
can be terminated as they feel it would cause vaccine hesitancy. How many others have been
told the same thing? After seeing her go through these scary health issues, I decided to not
get vaccinated. I have never publicly shared my mom’s story or discouraged anyone from
getting vaccinated. Due to being unvaccinated myself, I’ve faced discrimination and hatred
within my own city, province, & country. This has been a very long and difficult winter for
myself and my children.

2/20/2022 12:32 AM

13909

Mentally, physically, socially, spiritually

2/20/2022 12:32 AM

13910

Look at the suicide/accidental overdose rates skyrocket since 2020 and ask us why? We treat
respiratory viruses with rest & chicken soup. Not the World Economic Forums “Covid-19, The
Great Reset”. If you know you know and everyone is figuring it out. The web of lies is
unraveling.

2/20/2022 12:32 AM

13911

Dissension amongst family members

2/20/2022 12:31 AM

13912

I significant decline in my business that may take a year or two to recover from.

2/20/2022 12:31 AM

13913

Seining small business die

2/20/2022 12:31 AM

13914

The isolation, discrimination, masks and the loss of relationships

2/20/2022 12:31 AM

13915

Can’t go swimming, skating, to restaurants or any kind of event that requires vaccine
passports.

2/20/2022 12:31 AM

13916

Quality of life, conflict between neighbors, divisiveness spurred on by our Prime Minister. This
is not the Canada I thought it was - it’s heartbreaking.

2/20/2022 12:30 AM

13917

Has restricted my quality of my retirement years.

2/20/2022 12:30 AM

13918

No freedom lost my friends and family

2/20/2022 12:30 AM

13919

I've obliged

2/20/2022 12:30 AM

13920

Effects on my children are far more important to me than how it has effected myself. My
oldest has missed so much school she is 2 years behind her required level. Their extra
curricular activities have been difficult to get enrollment due to occupancy limits. Cant go
swimming because the rec center doesn't allow parents in. My toddlers group activities have
been eliminated which socially impacts them. Our healthy family programs have been
eliminated this effects both My kids and me as this is time we take to recharge and reconnect
with other families in town. My youngest daughter had her toddler dental program cancelled
twice and now they are saying they don't even know when it will be running again. All things
that have been put in place have been nothing but detrimental to public health. We need a
more productive way to get back to what each person chooses for their own "new normal" time
to manage your own risk like we all should

2/20/2022 12:30 AM

13921

Not at all

2/20/2022 12:30 AM

13922

I was fired from my job for not taking the covid injection. I have worked in my profession since
1974 and this facility since 1988. I am unable to obtain a position any where in Canada in this

2/20/2022 12:30 AM
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profession unless I take the shot.
13923

It’s kept me & my loved ones safe

2/20/2022 12:29 AM

13924

My mental health has deteriorated drastically due to lack of human interaction. I have been
stigmatized for my medical choice.

2/20/2022 12:29 AM

13925

Where do I begin.. the list is almost infinite... but the worst is being told my family should Not
include me in their holidays, and being home alone for basically 2 years without socializing
with friends has caused me some very sad times. Life has challenges under normal
conditions, but our government has made it even more difficult with their irrational and unstable
restrictions and mandates. I am 66 years young... and after waiting to retire so I can travel,
only to be restricted so I cannot travel leaves little to look forward to in my senior years... and
so much more.

2/20/2022 12:29 AM

13926

I would’ve lost my job as a healthcare professional, had I not been coerced to get vaccinated.

2/20/2022 12:29 AM

13927

Lost my family of 17 years

2/20/2022 12:29 AM

13928

It has taken away my freedom, my income and my family

2/20/2022 12:29 AM

13929

I have watched my mother deteriorate as she has been isolated in the nursing home. She was
a vibrant 94 yr old that was mobile and happy to having mobility issues and cognitive decline
due to lack of stimulation and numerous falls due lack of staff assistance in her nursing home

2/20/2022 12:29 AM

13930

travel

2/20/2022 12:29 AM

13931

Destroyed friendships, destroyed family, destroyed community, created divisions,
impoverished millions, enriched Trudeau, Butts and their elite cronies. I could go on forever.

2/20/2022 12:29 AM

13932

Negatively

2/20/2022 12:29 AM

13933

The worst of it was after I had to have my cancer surgery and there were complications. My
husband had to wait outside in our truck. I had to wake up alone. Very difficult day.

2/20/2022 12:29 AM

13934

No QR code. Can’t eat out, take my kids swimming, go to a theatre, attend a concert, attend
my family members and friends weddings/funerals.

2/20/2022 12:29 AM

13935

Loss my job of 15 years Depression and anxiety for whole family

2/20/2022 12:28 AM

13936

The mandate has affected my family gatherings, our right to attend restaurants, our right to
employment. the list never ends.

2/20/2022 12:28 AM

13937

I lost my my job because of mandates, and it is a challenging. I am still looking for work. I
have been depressed, lonely and isolated! I will never give up though! If we don't have freedom
it is not worth living!

2/20/2022 12:28 AM

13938

-Retarded my life immensely -Divided families -created unnecessary fear. Has caused
confusion, -Discrimination, & unjust loss through cohersion

2/20/2022 12:28 AM

13939

Mental health, family separation, HCW terminated, income loss, loss of trust with government
authority, physical health, gym closures, mass censorship on Main stream media,
DISCRIMINATION for all those unable to get Covid shots, loss of trust in medical
establishments, loss of trust in education establishments Self confidence in choice, ability to
find quality research on own, confidence in tools to build community outside of mandates

2/20/2022 12:28 AM

13940

It has put stress on me and my family . The divide of people for a personal choice is
disgusting. Has made me feel Like a second class citizen .

2/20/2022 12:28 AM

13941

Depression, loss of work, segregation ,

2/20/2022 12:28 AM

13942

Had to take kids from school to private learning pod to avoid masks mandated. Can’t use
facilities I’m paying taxes for. Can’t travel. Emotional distress.

2/20/2022 12:28 AM

13943

Our family of 6 hasn’t been sick in 2 years thanks to masking & social distancing. As an
immuno-compromised mother struggling with progressive respiratory failure due to ALS, these
mandates have extended the time I get to have with my children by 2 years. My lung function
has stayed the same since I haven’t contracted any illnesses over the past 2 years. Please
keep the masking and social distancing in place.

2/20/2022 12:28 AM

13944

Divisiveness and stress. Worst thing that has ever happened here in Canada.

2/20/2022 12:28 AM
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13945

I can’t go about and do the things I want to. I can’t go visit people I care about. Have kids in
school that have to wear a mask all day long everyday. It’s crap. What about their health.

2/20/2022 12:28 AM

13946

I have had several people in my life commit suicide, my 82 year old mother spends all her time
alone and has sunken into depression..I almost lost my job..I know many of my friends that
have lost their livelihoods..my kids were forced into getting vaccines to keep their jobs..I have
had people in my life die in hospitals alone! I could not attend funerals of people who had to die
alone! I had family members that got married that I could not attend their weddings..enough is
enough..the list goes on and I am one of the lucky ones..

2/20/2022 12:28 AM

13947

Alot of Mental issues as I live alone for 2 years not seeing freinds and Family because I am
not vaccinated. Prime Minister has divided thus country.

2/20/2022 12:27 AM

13948

Turned me into a second class citizen and caused unrepairal damage to my life for 2 years

2/20/2022 12:27 AM

13949

What life

2/20/2022 12:27 AM

13950

Stress

2/20/2022 12:27 AM

13951

Detrimental

2/20/2022 12:27 AM

13952

It’s enhanced my life. I can work from home, I was able to reduce sick time. It helped me deal
with a lot of personal issues because I had time to focus. It’s been a challenge for kids and
family and I acknowledge that 100%. But I feel like the kids have lived through something hard
and are learning how to do hard things. Everyone is. Also? We are finding out who we are when
faced with hard things. It’s time for our government to admit that it’s anti science, and that
they don’t give a shit about the people in Saskatchewan.

2/20/2022 12:27 AM

13953

When and where mandates have been lifted ensures I'll not enter establishments without

2/20/2022 12:27 AM

13954

It has had very little affect

2/20/2022 12:26 AM

13955

Murderous, depression, insanity of the state

2/20/2022 12:26 AM

13956

Friends and coworkers refused jobs, no access to restaurants or theaters, cannot fly or leave
Canada. I am totally disgusted that this has happened over a fly bug that has not killed any
more people than any other year statisticaly!!

2/20/2022 12:26 AM

13957

N/A

2/20/2022 12:26 AM

13958

Caused our family to miss out on special family events

2/20/2022 12:26 AM

13959

Mentally, emotionally, financially

2/20/2022 12:26 AM

13960

My anxiety and depression has increased. I am worried for the future of my children

2/20/2022 12:26 AM

13961

Put my business in jeopardy of bankruptcy and made me a second class citizen and restricted
travel

2/20/2022 12:25 AM

13962

Deprived the right for freedom of movement. I cannot leave the country

2/20/2022 12:25 AM

13963

Being with my family, watching small business owners lose their livelihood, people losing their
jobs

2/20/2022 12:25 AM

13964

Unable to see my parent

2/20/2022 12:25 AM

13965

It has cause mental harm, finance issues. Lost good paying 12 year job. Family issues over
mandates.

2/20/2022 12:25 AM

13966

Not necessary !!!!

2/20/2022 12:25 AM

13967

It is brutal to wear masks! I have been restricted in seeing my parents in their seniors' home! I
watch many family and friends live in absolute fear! I am restricted in my social life with
vaccine passports! I am concerned about what the vaccine will do to me! I am restricted in my
travel! My heart absolutely breaks at what is happening in Canada right now ... how the police
in Ottawa have behaved abominably, how horrid the government has been to it's own citizens
who have protested peacefully as is their right!

2/20/2022 12:25 AM

13968

Forced to take a vaccine I do not want. Forced to wear mask and face shield in my line of
work for 2 years.

2/20/2022 12:24 AM

13969

Utter bullshit

2/20/2022 12:24 AM
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13970

It’s made it miserable. I’ve lost friends over it because of the massive washing of brains by
MSM 😢

2/20/2022 12:24 AM

13971

Terrible how it has divided family and our country.

2/20/2022 12:24 AM

13972

Created division between family and friends

2/20/2022 12:23 AM

13973

No travel, segregation

2/20/2022 12:23 AM

13974

Unable to participate in society. Son is now home schooled. Business has suffered.

2/20/2022 12:23 AM

13975

I lost my job in the hospital and now can hardly feed my kids or pay my bills. Most of the bills
are not getting paid because I don’t make enough money now. I’m well educated and still
paying my student loan but am now unable to work in my field of study. My family has been
torn apart by the mandates also.

2/20/2022 12:23 AM

13976

Limited contact with family

2/20/2022 12:23 AM

13977

I have lost family . And have had family and friends die from the poison jab..

2/20/2022 12:23 AM

13978

I can not travel. Until a few days ago I could not go to a restaurant, a gym, hockey games,
etc.

2/20/2022 12:23 AM

13979

Emotionally, physically, mentally, financially, socially, and so much division with friends,
family, colleagues

2/20/2022 12:23 AM

13980

I have teeth issues from the mask, I was unable to attend my sisters wedding, I missed the
birth of my grandson, been unable to see my friends and family. Lost friends/family.

2/20/2022 12:23 AM

13981

We waiting for our citizenship more than two year,immigration doesn't work, everyone blame
covid for their failure instead of doing their job.

2/20/2022 12:23 AM

13982

Didn’t really bother me. Masks are annoying but not the end of the world

2/20/2022 12:23 AM

13983

These “protocols” put my child in the ICU fighting for her life where she required 5 life saving
blood transfusions. The”mandates” have made accessing medical care nearly impossible and
has left us struggling to find help.

2/20/2022 12:23 AM

13984

Massive emotional harm and stress. Financial fear. Destroyed personal and family
relationships.

2/20/2022 12:23 AM

13985

Kept me safe

2/20/2022 12:23 AM

13986

Financial emotional suicide tentacles lack of friends family gathering for family functions xmas
birthdays ect

2/20/2022 12:23 AM

13987

Forced vaccination to keep my job and got liver inflammation from the shot.

2/20/2022 12:23 AM

13988

My life hasn’t been the same. I can’t socialize, travel exercise etc. Had an effect on my
mental end physical health.

2/20/2022 12:23 AM

13989

Made my friends and family distant for my choices, kept me from seeing my ill friends in
hospital, I can't go into some facilities, need to ware masks for everything., confined mostly to
inside. It has shown me how corrupt our govt is, I don't trust them anymore and I want PM to
resign, he should go to jail for what he has done to our country and the people, I would like to
see him expelled forever from Canada and never receive another penny in the future

2/20/2022 12:23 AM

13990

Lost my job and cannot travel

2/20/2022 12:22 AM

13991

I feel divided from others

2/20/2022 12:22 AM

13992

Mental health, no travel, family issues, work issues

2/20/2022 12:22 AM

13993

Impacted my work and destroyed my family.

2/20/2022 12:22 AM

13994

Horribly

2/20/2022 12:22 AM

13995

All these ridiculous mandates have caused a lot of depression and not to mention the
unnecessary stage of constant stress and a sense of loneliness due to all the limitations.

2/20/2022 12:22 AM

13996

I have respiratory issues, can't wear a mask and won't take an mrna spike protein jab that
doesn't prevent me or anyone from getting it or spreading it. Plus all the adverse reactions, no

2/20/2022 12:22 AM
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thank you. It's an experiment on healthy humans
13997

My children have suffered and I was not able to go to church or restaurants

2/20/2022 12:22 AM

13998

Saddens me ,made me afraid ,separating me from important people in my life. Divides
people,pit people against each other,neighbour against neighbour family against family.
Isolation and fear reign supreme paralyzingly me more than once. Glueing me and my husband
to the tv! Making people rude to each other. Everyone acted like an authority on government
and medical information. Fear of People reporting on each other!

2/20/2022 12:22 AM

13999

Mental health anxiety, stress, inability to sleep, work, or enjoy travelling, participating in normal
day to day routines, loss of friends and family due to segregation.

2/20/2022 12:22 AM

14000

Too many to list here. Mental health of myself and my children has been the most difficult one.
Being isolated, feeling ostracized if I don’t say exactly what everyone else is saying.
Frustration, fear…

2/20/2022 12:22 AM

14001

isolation

2/20/2022 12:21 AM

14002

Lost employment, discriminated against, isolated , caused depression

2/20/2022 12:21 AM

14003

Luckily I have stayed employed without forced vaccination. It has affected my trust in "the
system". Especially government who acts like the mafia got to them with threats

2/20/2022 12:21 AM

14004

Has come between family members. I am worried about the health of my vaccinated children
and grandchildren.

2/20/2022 12:21 AM

14005

It has destroyed the community spirit of my community.

2/20/2022 12:21 AM

14006

Mentally, by taking away the freedom.

2/20/2022 12:21 AM

14007

It sucks

2/20/2022 12:21 AM

14008

Loss of all our freedoms.

2/20/2022 12:21 AM

14009

Mental health has gotten significantly worse. Financial situation has gotten significantly worse
and I didn’t qualify for any of the government funds offered to Canadians.

2/20/2022 12:21 AM

14010

Mental health decor Have not spend time seeing friends or having fun

2/20/2022 12:21 AM

14011

Divide, depression, complete loss in humanity.

2/20/2022 12:21 AM

14012

No family contact or visits. Can’t fly. Job loss. No in person eating in restaurants.

2/20/2022 12:21 AM

14013

Get Trudeau out!! He is ruining our beautiful country!! I'm so ashamed and disappointed in
what he is doing to the Freedom Convoy and won’t even speak to them!

2/20/2022 12:21 AM

14014

Been very restrictive - unable to attain my best physical condition at a gym or in any indoor
sporting events, separation from my relatives and unable to travel.

2/20/2022 12:21 AM

14015

Big Time

2/20/2022 12:21 AM

14016

Haven’t seen family in 2 years. Depression, fatigue,

2/20/2022 12:20 AM

14017

Created divided and taken away my right to choose !

2/20/2022 12:20 AM

14018

It seems that the provincial government has caused confusion and on the job time

2/20/2022 12:20 AM

14019

I don’t have much of a life anymore

2/20/2022 12:20 AM

14020

Restrictions in places to go, air to breath, intense quarantaine mesures

2/20/2022 12:20 AM

14021

Teen become depressed. Waste of two years when numbers overall were not much different
over the period

2/20/2022 12:20 AM

14022

Feeling like we live in some sort of war zone being occupied by nazzi government pushing
everyone to do things against thier will.

2/20/2022 12:20 AM

14023

Job loss, family broken

2/20/2022 12:20 AM

14024

It has caused major emotional damage in my family and some friends. It has caused
segregation and hate.

2/20/2022 12:20 AM
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14025

Mental health and financially

2/20/2022 12:20 AM

14026

Disrupted livelihoods of myself, family and friends. Caused significant psychological harm to
my children.

2/20/2022 12:19 AM

14027

2 yrs

2/20/2022 12:19 AM

14028

Reduced social interaction, reduced happiness, reduced enjoyment of life, reduced sense of
living in a free country, and more negative effects. The economy has been severely damaged
also.

2/20/2022 12:19 AM

14029

Depression, loneliness, broke

2/20/2022 12:18 AM

14030

Work, can't visit mother in law in home, always wearing a stupid mask that does nothing

2/20/2022 12:18 AM

14031

In every way terribly

2/20/2022 12:18 AM

14032

Family aren’t speaking. Community is segregated and hatred is real :(

2/20/2022 12:18 AM

14033

I was discriminated, felt isolated, was called names by the Prime Minister

2/20/2022 12:18 AM

14034

How hasn’t it? Threats, coercion, assault, lawlessness, charter ignored, bodily autonomy
eliminated, discrimination, hatred. These are to just name a few.

2/20/2022 12:18 AM

14035

Every way possible

2/20/2022 12:18 AM

14036

I have been unable to return to Canada to visit my 97 year old mother. I reluctantly took the
first vaccine, had a negative reaction and did not take the second vaccine. I am desperate to
see my mother but extremely wary of these experimental injections. I believe Trudeau has an
agenda which has little to do with health, but with control. I suspect it has to do with
commitments made to the pharma industry and to the World Economic Forum, would you
please investigate this. Thank you!

2/20/2022 12:18 AM

14037

I am financially ruined.

2/20/2022 12:18 AM

14038

Positively

2/20/2022 12:17 AM

14039

I am vaccinated and that was my choice no one should have to put things in there body that
they don’t want

2/20/2022 12:17 AM

14040

Loss of wages, loss of freedom, loss of opportunity

2/20/2022 12:17 AM

14041

Work, family life, mental health

2/20/2022 12:17 AM

14042

Harder to have friends and earn a living

2/20/2022 12:17 AM

14043

Impacted everything in my life but that’s expected in a medical crisis

2/20/2022 12:17 AM

14044

My mother has had 2 adverse reactions to vaccine. She isn't being exempted from it. How
many vaccines until the adverse reaction turns into the death of my mother. My mental health
has been greatly effected. For past 2 years I have basically locked myself up in my parents
home. I have to be forced by friends and family to go out. I question all my beliefs. I was
worried bout getting vaccine due to the fact it hasn't been fully tested. We don't know long
terms. I was coerced and harassed by many medical staff at kgh after recently getting and
beating cancer into getting vaccine. I get vaccinated as I dont wanna die in my bedroom.
Things were opening up. Govt told us all that our lives were gonna suck if we didn't get
vaccinated. More people got vaccinated and then we go into yet another lockdown due to
omicron. I'm terrified that I beat cancer only to die from vaccine or need to seek help from
mental health professional to deal with all my thoughts, fears and doubt in myself put into my
head by the govt. Because I have been forced into wearing a mask my eyes hurt more and my
hearing is terrible from masks putting pressure on my ears.

2/20/2022 12:17 AM

14045

Most significantly through my children - my daughter's, who was 10 at COVID-19 start, used to
make friends easily and try new things. Now, she has become significantly introverted, shy
and reluctant to do new things, get outside the house, etc.

2/20/2022 12:17 AM

14046

Where do I start: My husband wasn’t allowed to come to my doctor appointments/ultrasounds
with our first child, even through multiple miscarriage scares As an asthmatic wearing a mask
is very difficult, let alone during pregnancy when I was experiencing a lot of nausea and
vomiting. My doctor refused to give me an exemption. I am unable to socially gather with any
of my usual support systems despite dealing with postpartum depression I was out at the

2/20/2022 12:17 AM
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bottom of triage in hospital when I was bleeding internally from an ectopic pregnancy that
required emergency surgery I was unable to put my young son in classes where he can learn
proper social skills with other children I’m sure there’s more, simply just not on my mind right
now.
14047

I have been made to feel like less of a Canadian citizen due to not allowing an experimental
drug to be injected into my body.

2/20/2022 12:17 AM

14048

I have had to go on stress leave twice from my teaching job. Severe mental stress and
anxiety.

2/20/2022 12:17 AM

14049

The same as everyone else.. being forced to do something you don’t want to do and seeing
my kids have to wear a mask or be segregated from their class

2/20/2022 12:17 AM

14050

It has made it extra dstressful because there are many more things to keep track of

2/20/2022 12:16 AM

14051

Hard to breath wearing a mask for 12 hours at work

2/20/2022 12:16 AM

14052

They have torn my family apart, caused depression, isolation, anger and financial difficulties.

2/20/2022 12:16 AM

14053

Affected my mother immensely at many levels in the seniors home where she lived. It has
affected our lives in every way as it has all Canadians! There are too many to list but one thing
is suicide of a family member and also a close family friend. The list is endless.

2/20/2022 12:16 AM

14054

No pay/work for 3 months due to mandate. Worked all through pandemic prior.

2/20/2022 12:16 AM

14055

1) It has divided and separated: - my spouse's and my own families. - some of our friends - our
neighbors from each other 2) Some of our family members and I have had to deal with fearful,
prejudiced and very rude people - both vaccinated and unvaccinated. 3) I've personally (as well
as some family members, and a friend) experienced the damage some of these vaccine
mandates have caused Canada's Medical Services industry, which has taken a huge hit!! I for
one have suffered because of this (see **below). (Many Medical Professionals in all fields,
including dentists and LifeLab Techs have either quit, or taken early retirement because of the
'FORCED COVID-19 VACCINE mandates which they want no part of.) ** These mandates
have caused me and some of our family members, and also two friends, to find it very difficult
to get the prompt medical attention needed, including getting appointments to see the doctor,
and extremely lengthy waits when trying to book LifeLabs appointments. a) I myself in
particular have had many appointments and tests done to try diagnose this terrible gut pain,
which still has not yet been diagnosed, and more appointments and testing yet to come, which
means loooooong waiting time. b) In addition, a couple of dentists, at the clinic where I go to,
one had quit and two had taken early retirement.... this left me with a wait to get in to see my
dentist (thankfully still there) and get my toothache and a molar looked examined. Then I had
to wait again before I could he had the time to see me to do the root canal needed. 4) The
resignation and walking off the job by countless truckers across the country (all because of
forced vaccines and mandatory COVID Passports) which has been holding up various orders
and our supply chain... In particular, I'm having a very difficult time ordering in specialized cat
food for my cat who requires a special diet.

2/20/2022 12:16 AM

14056

Caused my children to have fear of dying. Prevented me from going to church and restaurants

2/20/2022 12:16 AM

14057

I can’t go to movies, to restaurants, gyms etc. It has caused so much hate and division and
it’s extremely awful and stressful.

2/20/2022 12:16 AM

14058

The costs of living has sky rocketed and being on a limited income it has become a financial
struggle for me.

2/20/2022 12:16 AM

14059

Everything…

2/20/2022 12:16 AM

14060

Financially emotionally, physically. Lost my job, lost everying.

2/20/2022 12:16 AM

14061

Impacted it badly

2/20/2022 12:16 AM

14062

It has caused separation , depression , family division loss of job

2/20/2022 12:16 AM

14063

I’ve struggled with the trauma of the divisiveness that these mandates have created. Our
family is divided, and separated. We’ve been discriminated against and have had our views
deemed “unacceptable” by our prime minister and my livelihood has been affected.

2/20/2022 12:16 AM

14064

Government dictating what unvaccinated can/can't do. Even though vaccinated people get
covid too. Unlawful powergrab

2/20/2022 12:16 AM
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14065

Divided my family, created fear in the hearts of my students

2/20/2022 12:16 AM

14066

Illogical restrictions on church.

2/20/2022 12:16 AM

14067

to many issues-to name

2/20/2022 12:16 AM

14068

My wife has lost her job in the RCMP because of the mandates on federal workers. Career and
pension gone.

2/20/2022 12:15 AM

14069

Everybody is fearful of everyone else

2/20/2022 12:15 AM

14070

Negatively, in almost all aspects of live

2/20/2022 12:15 AM

14071

It has made me feel like all of my freedoms have been taken away. It has been 6 months to 18
months since I have seen some members of my family. It has caused conflict in my family as
well with the mandates. Some are pro vaccine and others are on the other end of the
spectrum.

2/20/2022 12:15 AM

14072

I have done much to mitigate the effects of the mandates in my life as much as possible
through maintaining social contact with others to offset the effects of social isolation. I see the
effects of the mandates in the terrible divide that has been created between friends/family, the
children's mental health and development, in elderly isolation and many dying and suffering
completely alone, in many people losing their livelihoods and/or being very affected financially,
overall mental health of everyone. Of course, I can't travel, dance, attend music concerts etc
but that is of small consequence relative to the impacts listed above. The biggest impact for
me personally is probably discrimination I now experience due to the fact that I did not choose
to receive the jab. Luckily I am self employed however if further mandates come to be, than
that could also be in jeaopardy.

2/20/2022 12:15 AM

14073

I feel trapped in a world without love or compassion.

2/20/2022 12:15 AM

14074

Work

2/20/2022 12:15 AM

14075

loss of income. divided familly, depression, loneliness

2/20/2022 12:15 AM

14076

My kids ha e no immune system, they don't socialize and don't get to enjoy any things that
kids born just 3 years ago got to enjoy. They haven't met strangers that smile at them because
their faces are covered.

2/20/2022 12:15 AM

14077

🤢

2/20/2022 12:15 AM

14078

Lost job

2/20/2022 12:15 AM

14079

Wery badly, I'm financialy and mentally devastated and my famy too.

2/20/2022 12:15 AM

14080

loss of Work

2/20/2022 12:15 AM

14081

Less exciting, but I’m alive and well and protected

2/20/2022 12:14 AM

14082

Caused division with friends/family, mental health of both myself & my child has been
affected, being able to see my ill grandmother who’s unable to see her any of her family and
feels locked up in prison (her nursing home).

2/20/2022 12:14 AM

14083

My husband and I cannot travel to visit his mother in Ontario who is sick due to unlawful
vaccine mandates to fly.

2/20/2022 12:14 AM

14084

We became divided over mandates in our family

2/20/2022 12:14 AM

14085

Increased stress and anxiety dramatically, as well as financially difficulty. I feel betrayed as a
Canadian by my government who took my freedom of rights away when they put me on unpaid
leave from my nursing job after working for 30yrs including throughout the pandemic. I worked
to my own and family’s peril throughout covid before there was even a vaccine available, and
was later “rewarded” with losing my job, and being treated like a traitor.

2/20/2022 12:14 AM

14086

I feel my respiratory system has been compromised from wearing masks all the time. I don’t
feel as healthy

2/20/2022 12:14 AM

14087

It's made an impact on my overall well-being. I am presently on unpaid leave from AHS since
mid December. I have lost the insurance on my home due to no income and have had to resort
to utilizing such organizations as the food bank, as well as depending heavily on my 23 year
old daughter for financial support.

2/20/2022 12:14 AM
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14088

Too restrictive!

2/20/2022 12:14 AM

14089

.

2/20/2022 12:14 AM

14090

Greatly

2/20/2022 12:14 AM

14091

I have felt stigmatized and unfairly treated because of my choice to not declare my
vaccination status.

2/20/2022 12:14 AM

14092

In every way

2/20/2022 12:14 AM

14093

My family managed well; however, to continue on strict measures and imposing mew
mandates when the world is loosening /dropping theem off is a non sense at this point. It is
highly political and that is wrong!

2/20/2022 12:13 AM

14094

All of it has completely and illegally Infringed upon my Canadian Rights and Freedoms, and my
Canadian Human Rights.

2/20/2022 12:13 AM

14095

Job, travel, doctor, seeing friends, divided family

2/20/2022 12:13 AM

14096

Yes.

2/20/2022 12:13 AM

14097

Depression!

2/20/2022 12:13 AM

14098

I had to distance from family & friends I was offended when got told couldnt see family for
special events like thanksgiving...christmas etc

2/20/2022 12:13 AM

14099

It has ruined it. All mandates have destroyed my children. School, sports, entertainment
(movies, family dinners out) no trust in government and law enforcement, afraid to go to school
because they can’t see anyone’s face and they are worried they will be vaccinated against
their will. The tyrannical government over and mandates has destroyed us financially and
mentally.

2/20/2022 12:13 AM

14100

Divide between friends, family, co-workers. Avoid seeing a doctor, when normally I would have,
because of the waiting for hours at walk-in clinics etc. for health problems unrelated to Covid. I
have almost no social life now.

2/20/2022 12:13 AM

14101

Husband lost his job Unable to take kids to programs due to REP Unable to see my sister who
lives overseas

2/20/2022 12:12 AM

14102

I’m still alive.

2/20/2022 12:12 AM

14103

Separation of family and frienss

2/20/2022 12:12 AM

14104

I cannot go anywhere, nor do I get to enjoy my life. I am perfectly healthy and at all at risk,
However people who are constantly getting sick can freely go anywhere because they go the
shot.

2/20/2022 12:12 AM

14105

It has caused fear and angst. The mandates are illogical at best. The mandates have tanked
our economy. Politicians have run away with the $cience and have lined their own pockets
while Canadians suffer & struggle.

2/20/2022 12:12 AM

14106

Distroed my family, my 3 kids have anxiety and panic atacks

2/20/2022 12:12 AM

14107

I have been quarenteed too many times with loss if pay. I have been laid off without pay by
AHS. I can only work if I have a negative RAT, which I must pay fir, yet are handed out to
healthcare workers for free. to any others, than the ppl that have chose to exercise their ability
to choose, bodily autonomy.

2/20/2022 12:12 AM

14108

no jobs

2/20/2022 12:12 AM

14109

Financially and mentally

2/20/2022 12:12 AM

14110

Tired of the lies and the one sided view reported in the news.

2/20/2022 12:12 AM

14111

Loss of being able to breathe good oxygen for long periods of work. Being unable to visit with
family and friends. unable to say goodbye to loved ones. Watching people have so much fear
and anxiety from them. Our freedom and liberties have been totally eroded with them. Have
never seen or been able to find any science that says they were doing of did any good at all.

2/20/2022 12:12 AM

14112

It has killed our business I personally have not been affected by Covid

2/20/2022 12:11 AM
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14113

Killing business

2/20/2022 12:11 AM

14114

The worst: I can't visit my family and native land overseas!

2/20/2022 12:11 AM

14115

In too many adverse ways to list here.

2/20/2022 12:11 AM

14116

Family relationships, mental well being, stress

2/20/2022 12:11 AM

14117

Hasn’t

2/20/2022 12:11 AM

14118

Trudeau has made living in Canada intolerable. Everyday he forces us to live with mandates
that have nothing to do with the health and safety of Canadians. He is decimating the very
fabric and foundation of what our society stands for. We need to cleanse our country of
Everything and everyone connected to or supporting the WEF agenda.

2/20/2022 12:11 AM

14119

isolation, safety, concern for others

2/20/2022 12:11 AM

14120

I am a prisoner in my own country and not able to visit any of my family, so shameful

2/20/2022 12:11 AM

14121

Lost family and friends. Treated like a Lepper. Lost Charter rights. Lost ability to live a normal
life.

2/20/2022 12:11 AM

14122

it made it better

2/20/2022 12:11 AM

14123

Psychologically, physically and spiritually.

2/20/2022 12:10 AM

14124

i live in nunavut, which is entirely fly-in only, no road access. i cannot access MY HOME
without being vaccinated. That is against everything Canada should stand for. Vaccine
mandates for employment and travel are a ridiculous infringement on human rights.

2/20/2022 12:10 AM

14125

Divided my family, community and hindered me from

2/20/2022 12:10 AM

14126

Hard on my mental stability. I will have issues going in public again

2/20/2022 12:10 AM

14127

Future security and career destroyed

2/20/2022 12:10 AM

14128

Was totally a waste of time.

2/20/2022 12:10 AM

14129

It has hindered me from being able to visit my sick family and travel to see my grabdkids

2/20/2022 12:10 AM

14130

In every way!!

2/20/2022 12:09 AM

14131

The bc healthcare professionals mandate will put me out of work. I will lose 90% of my
clientele who use their benefits to access my services!

2/20/2022 12:09 AM

14132

Inability to visit my family for almost 3 years. From both sides of the border. Economy

2/20/2022 12:09 AM

14133

In so many ways! It is imperative to have the freedom to choose to be able to apply the rights
& freedoms God has given us through the charter of rights & freedoms & all the other legal
documents that apply to my life.

2/20/2022 12:09 AM

14134

It has secluded me from some of my friends and family. I feel trapped in my own home. I have
anxiety all the time and have to be on meds. I have not been able to take my grandkids on a
trip or even to a restaurant or a show because they are not vaccinated as their parents are
against it. So I feel like I’m losing all this precious time with them. Is all so very depressing.
For me it’s worse than getting Covid.

2/20/2022 12:09 AM

14135

We are careful and protective of our families

2/20/2022 12:09 AM

14136

Yes

2/20/2022 12:09 AM

14137

Emotionally / physically / mentally. My quality of life has been drastically affected

2/20/2022 12:09 AM

14138

They are too divisive on the population , family. Communities.

2/20/2022 12:09 AM

14139

I had my first baby at the start of everything. My best friend was unable to fly from Ottawa for
the birth. My mom was unable to be in the room with me. And now 2 years later, I have had no
chance to develop mom friendships, I’m depressed, I lost my job. My son doesn’t know what a
play date is. Or swim class or anything else that any other moms before this have taken for
granted.

2/20/2022 12:08 AM

14140

Job, relationships, especially family, mental health.

2/20/2022 12:08 AM
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14141

It has affected my mental health, my relationships with family and friends, my ability to live
freely, without discrimination, created lack of hope about my safety in the future, and the future
of my children. While I have been fortunate so far that the mandates have not impacted me
financially, I am uncertain about the future because of inevitable economic collapse in this
country and worldwide.

2/20/2022 12:08 AM

14142

The uncertainty, anxiety, loss of complete faith in all government officials.

2/20/2022 12:08 AM

14143

Idiots ignoring it have made life hell for the rest of us

2/20/2022 12:08 AM

14144

So many things to write I don't know where to start. Let's just focus on my complete distrust in
government, police and media.

2/20/2022 12:08 AM

14145

How has it not affected the lives of Canadians? Having to stay at home and not see family
members, having to wear masks, not be able to physically touch loved ones or friends, not
being able to to work or make choices about our own healthcare... Yea it's affected us all

2/20/2022 12:07 AM

14146

Not being able to get together with friends and family.

2/20/2022 12:07 AM

14147

Positively

2/20/2022 12:07 AM

14148

Negatively

2/20/2022 12:07 AM

14149

it has segregated family and made it impossible to aquire a job

2/20/2022 12:07 AM

14150

Negatively. All around

2/20/2022 12:07 AM

14151

Mental health big time!!!

2/20/2022 12:07 AM

14152

Worsened my depression because I can't stand the division it creates among family, friends,
and citizens across Canada

2/20/2022 12:07 AM

14153

It has limited the services my business can offer and in turn has had a negative effect on my
business income. I have not been able to travel. And It has also divided my family and friend
groups.

2/20/2022 12:07 AM

14154

I feel like a Jew living in Nazi Germany in the 1930s.

2/20/2022 12:07 AM

14155

I am a 45 year old, First Nation woman, a Breast Cancer Survivor and a full time student, with
no income, fighting to keep my apartment. This is all because I will not be forced to take an
experimental injection. Because I refuse to get the "vaccine," I can not find a job or even look
for one. I need am income. I need to be able to spend time with my sick Uncle. My family is
divided, my son and his grandfather are not talking. It needs to end

2/20/2022 12:07 AM

14156

Stress, illogical mandates , feiction between collegues, everyday people afraid t o ibteract

2/20/2022 12:06 AM

14157

I may loose my job.

2/20/2022 12:06 AM

14158

Job Loss Family

2/20/2022 12:06 AM

14159

I feel my god given rights have been taken away, right to live and choose to do what I think is
best.we have no voice.

2/20/2022 12:06 AM

14160

Suffered undo stress as my daughter was coerced to get jab for university. I cannot travel or
enter establishments that require jab

2/20/2022 12:06 AM

14161

I’ve lost people who were in recovery partially due to gyms and meetings cancelled and liquor
stores open. My 19 year old daughter was fired last week from working in a hotel doing laundry
and her bf attends second year university and can’t go to library or cafeteria at University of
Victoria because of not being vaxed. I’ve not been able to travel with my partner, my 2 sons
are vaxed and one in ontario lost work after volunteering to get vax in order to not shut dine his
plant however he caught Covid while wearing masks working in a factory with fully vaxed
employees and then he brought Covid home to his girlfriend and children. There’s discord in
my family and community due to these horrible mandates. There’s just so many many things
affected.

2/20/2022 12:06 AM

14162

My mental health & my kids

2/20/2022 12:06 AM

14163

I never thought I would love in a communist state.

2/20/2022 12:06 AM

14164

Beyond telling. My teen has been destroyed.

2/20/2022 12:06 AM
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14165

Minimally!!! I am not an entitled sissy!!!

2/20/2022 12:05 AM

14166

Lost job. Children missed too much school. Constant pain trying to do extracurricular activities.

2/20/2022 12:05 AM

14167

Shortage of work Restrictions on seeing my mother and other family members

2/20/2022 12:05 AM

14168

Ruined it completely. No need to lock up the healthy.

2/20/2022 12:05 AM

14169

It has brought division and hate with family, friends, coworkers and others. Children are divided
between parents. No freedom to do anything. Can’t even enjoy family outings. My father
passed away alone in May and I have guilt that he died alone. The list goes on.

2/20/2022 12:05 AM

14170

I feel very isolated. I can't spend time with my grandkids. Because I'm not vax I can't go to
most of there hockey games Depression is starting to set in. im lossing my zest for life. I dont
trust my family doctor after 30 years. I dont know who to trust or believe any more. BUT most
of all im losing family and friends because of the mandates. I refuse to get the jab (because I
had covid)im tired of wearing a mask.

2/20/2022 12:05 AM

14171

My husbands business is going bankrupt

2/20/2022 12:05 AM

14172

It has caused an extreme amount of stress and mental and physical illness due to stress. Also
my son almost passed away as the health professionals were so concerned that he had Covid
they misdiagnosed him and he almost passed away. His appendix had ruptured and he had
gone septic, all because they were too paranoid he had Covid, and they said he had to stay
home and isolate because of his symptoms. Also it brought about a serious mental illness in
my other son as he went from playing sports 5 days a week to nothing at all because of
restrictions.

2/20/2022 12:05 AM

14173

Too many to list

2/20/2022 12:05 AM

14174

I was forced to be vaccinated! Stress depression

2/20/2022 12:04 AM

14175

I have lost my job. My children do not go to school they are now doing virtual school. Justin
Trudeau has taken away our lives!

2/20/2022 12:04 AM

14176

Horrible

2/20/2022 12:04 AM

14177

Made me feel constant pressure of getting fired. I felt segregated everywhere I went. And it
has made myself and other Canadiens look at each other differently.

2/20/2022 12:04 AM

14178

I watch my mother age 10 years in two years because my government has got everybody so
paranoid. We all know that I had nothing to do with the pandemic can’t believe how corrupt the
media and our government is our federal government has in the liberals and the man that runs
it speaker or the mouse

2/20/2022 12:04 AM

14179

Separated me from friends and family.

2/20/2022 12:04 AM

14180

Mental health problems for my teenagers. Job loss. Stress. Fear of our future.

2/20/2022 12:04 AM

14181

Financial children heart aches

2/20/2022 12:04 AM

14182

gym, resto, shopping, travelling (to flee from this tyrannical govt)

2/20/2022 12:04 AM

14183

The mandate prevents me from pretty well doing anything in society. My friend groups
completely drifted apart since it's borderline impossible to meet up in public anymore. I also
cannot bring up the mandate anywhere without risking my job and risking my image. My Uncle
also completely cut ties with me as well because I don't support Mandates.

2/20/2022 12:04 AM

14184

It has kept my family and I safer than without anything in place.

2/20/2022 12:04 AM

14185

Anxiety in my kids, division between family and friends, work stress, extracurricular activities
inaccessible, lost confidence in political leaders, inflation, polarized society,

2/20/2022 12:04 AM

14186

It hasn’t really affected it

2/20/2022 12:03 AM

14187

Life is less now

2/20/2022 12:03 AM

14188

Unnecessary stress and divisions among family and friends.

2/20/2022 12:03 AM

14189

The mandate has divided families and friends. They have made me a second class citizen and
taken my rights away from me.

2/20/2022 12:03 AM
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14190

split my family, and my community

2/20/2022 12:03 AM

14191

Too many ways to put here

2/20/2022 12:03 AM

14192

Horrifically

2/20/2022 12:03 AM

14193

Feel like I have been in prison for two years 😕 😪

2/20/2022 12:03 AM

14194

The PM's tyrannical measures have NO place in our Glorious and FREE CANADA! I believe
the prime minister is ill motivated and should be held accountable for his CRIMINAL actions
immediately. Including and certainly NOT limited to hate crimes, discrimination, treason and
many crimes against humanity, specifically Canadian People!!!

2/20/2022 12:03 AM

14195

Adversely. Mental health issues.

2/20/2022 12:03 AM

14196

I feel the government power grab is only the beginning of what is about to come if he gets
away with this.

2/20/2022 12:03 AM

14197

Almost lost my job Most of my coworkers took the vaccine to keep their job and not for any
medical benefit

2/20/2022 12:03 AM

14198

I am a Canadian working in Zimbabwe. I did not want to get vaccinated in Zimbabwe but was
forced to do so because otherwise travelling hone to visit my family in Canada was an
impossible situation. I am likely to be married this year and my family will not be able to attend
my wedding if mandates stay in place. And my boyfriend from England is not allowed in
Canada (or to leave) because Canada also would force him to be vaccinated. Even being
vaccinated, travelling to Canada has been very stressful and extra expensive because airlines
and Canada have PCR testing requirements that are almost impossible to meet without taking
COVID tests at stop overs. Pcr testing for travellers in Canada is also far to expensive.
Getting results within 2 hrs is $500 in Canada and only $30 in Zimbabwe. So something is
obviously unreasonable. I have travelled to Canada on two occasions and the quarantine
requirements are cruel and unnecessary. After having Covid and having the vaccine and
testing negative for covid pre departure and on arrival it wastes 2 weeks of my limited time to
spend with my family and friends.

2/20/2022 12:03 AM

14199

Negatively affected both physical and mental health.

2/20/2022 12:02 AM

14200

It has definitely done serious damage could not even have a funeral for my dad

2/20/2022 12:02 AM

14201

My mother is currently dying of cancer, because of the vaccine mandate I have had to struggle
with the possibly that i might not get to say good bye to her in person, let alone be allowed to
see her in the hospital. due to this circumstance I unwilling opted to get the vaccine so my
mother could have a friendly face care for her. further more I am also a government worker who
works for Justice the mandate to get vaccinated is so unethical I should NEVER have to stand
infront of my Management team and take a medical test of any sort! but this not only
happened once but multiple times, and further more I became aware of other peoples medical
choices by doing just by the way it was organized .

2/20/2022 12:02 AM

14202

6 trips had to be cancelled. We have lost so much money on timeshares we can't use,
separated from our son who lives in Ontario we are in Alberta. Watching family members get
so sick from jabs. Lost friends as mandates have turned people against each other. Not being
able to socialize, theatre, meals out. Scare tactics which made us fearful at beginning but
soon knowing all lies. Fighting for rights under our Charter.

2/20/2022 12:02 AM

14203

It’s restricted our movement

2/20/2022 12:02 AM

14204

I lost my job, my new grandkids havent been able to make friends

2/20/2022 12:02 AM

14205

I’ve contemplated suicide

2/20/2022 12:02 AM

14206

I am absolutely disgusted with this mind controlled society and am leaving Canada; it is a
totalitarian state.

2/20/2022 12:02 AM

14207

Mental anguish and loss of personal freedom. I am afraid to speak freely

2/20/2022 12:02 AM

14208

Broken us physically, mentally & economically

2/20/2022 12:02 AM

14209

I’m lonely,can’t breathe with my face covered,can’t vac as health issues.Need to live a free
life.

2/20/2022 12:02 AM

14210

No job

2/20/2022 12:01 AM
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14211

Immensely

2/20/2022 12:01 AM

14212

It broke me Financially, emotionally, mentally, spiritually(in all levels of my being) specially
after being jailed at the golden cage of Westin hotel.

2/20/2022 12:01 AM

14213

It has interrupted our freedom living life and has caused many conflicts with others. My elderly
mother is depressed thanks to the mandates.

2/20/2022 12:01 AM

14214

Mental health of my children has been impacted. Feels weird when someone wants to shake
your hand. Barely go in public anymore or shop cause what’s the point.

2/20/2022 12:01 AM

14215

Unable to participate in many social activities

2/20/2022 12:01 AM

14216

Isolated, vaccines to keep my job was wrong! Can't breathe in masks anymore

2/20/2022 12:01 AM

14217

Cannot go anywhere, people around me getting sick from vaccines.

2/20/2022 12:01 AM

14218

It has caused much psychological hardships, ruined relationships, violence and abuse and not
one mandate is proven to work

2/20/2022 12:01 AM

14219

Mentally, socially, economically. My 12 year old has suicidal depression. We lost our house.

2/20/2022 12:01 AM

14220

Very disruptive

2/20/2022 12:00 AM

14221

Job loss

2/20/2022 12:00 AM

14222

Local small businesses that I knew pre pandemic did as much as they could to be flexible…
but after two years of inconsistencies…several of them were unable to sustain themselves and
have now closed permanently. Also living cross border it has been a nightmare trying to see
family.

2/20/2022 12:00 AM

14223

My family has been torn apart.

2/20/2022 12:00 AM

14224

In every way except in a positive one

2/20/2022 12:00 AM

14225

Pressure to loose my work without taking the vaccine..against my rights to decide what is best
for my health bullied by govt.

2/20/2022 12:00 AM

14226

Took my freedom and caused separation and I lost all my savings

2/20/2022 12:00 AM

14227

I am a hermit. I don’t see family

2/20/2022 12:00 AM

14228

lots of stress unemployed not able to pay bills 5 friends have already committed suicide

2/20/2022 12:00 AM

14229

I was suspended from my job

2/20/2022 12:00 AM

14230

It is totally unnecessary and it's harmed millions of people world wide in one way or another.
Proof is all the vaxxed passing on covid-1984 to others and them catching the virus
themselves even though they are fully vaxxed and boosted. There is too much proof to all this
now. MSM (Fake News) will not tell you that though.

2/20/2022 12:00 AM

14231

It has destroyed my long worked for retirement. Trudeau has no right to compel citizens to
take experimental unproven medications that in the long run don’t work. I wonder why they are
so intent to get this product into everyone’s system? Is there something that is being hidden?

2/20/2022 12:00 AM

14232

I am a senior that has not been able to partake in her gym, going to restaurants, travelling. And
not allow to visit my friends. I have not taken the vaccine because I weighted the prongs and
cons and felt it could cause me more harm then good. I also know it has not finished all the
trails and will not until late 2022 or early 2023. I choose not to take an experimental shot and
no one has that right to tell me what to put in my body.I have had friends that are doubled
vaccinated and have the booster and still got the virus. I think I may have had it, not sure, I
stayed home and did what I was suppose to do with a virus and was good in a few days.

2/20/2022 12:00 AM

14233

Horribly

2/19/2022 11:59 PM

14234

I am not vaccinated for religious reasons. My Employer is aware and as not imposed any
hardship. I worked from home as often as possible before COVID, and after. I feel for those
who lost their jobs. A number of my co-workers lost a family member to suicide.

2/19/2022 11:59 PM

14235

Threat to loose my income, stop going for joga for 2 years at least, for long time no chanse to
travel, no restorants, a division of society

2/19/2022 11:59 PM
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14236

Can’t go to gym, restaurants, visit mom in hospital…

2/19/2022 11:59 PM

14237

I'm no longer a free individual. The government has turned on me, and the rest of this country.

2/19/2022 11:59 PM

14238

Mentally, emotionally, financially

2/19/2022 11:59 PM

14239

My child is only 2 years old and has never lived a normal life

2/19/2022 11:59 PM

14240

Tragically and in every aspect of my life. Especially emotional. I wake up everyday with that in
mind. Knowing that our Canada is not Canada anymore. It is going in a direction that scare me.
The division and conflict greatly affecte me. Also friends and family members have lost their
job. Some have sink in depression and others that don't talk to each other anymore. It has
broken family, mariage. It has created division. I don't trust Justin Trudeau. I am even thinking
to leave the country.

2/19/2022 11:59 PM

14241

Taken away my freedom and rights. Affected travel.

2/19/2022 11:59 PM

14242

Loss of my rights and my voice.

2/19/2022 11:59 PM

14243

It has changed how I interact with people

2/19/2022 11:59 PM

14244

Lost job

2/19/2022 11:58 PM

14245

Lost wages

2/19/2022 11:58 PM

14246

I lost my job, can't get hired most places. Being able to afford rent has been tough. I haven't
been able to leave the house much which has effected my mental and physical health.

2/19/2022 11:58 PM

14247

Social life

2/19/2022 11:58 PM

14248

It has impacted my life by not letting me live my life. Trudeau is a cowardly dictator. He needs
to step down!

2/19/2022 11:58 PM

14249

Discriminated against and punished only to encourage vaccination. No right to do that to
Canadians cruel

2/19/2022 11:58 PM

14250

Cannot fly out of country or provincially. Cannot visit sick friend in hospital. Cannot go to gym,
yoga classes. Cannot work in my field. Cannot go to a movie or restaurant.

2/19/2022 11:58 PM

14251

Mentally weak

2/19/2022 11:58 PM

14252

There is not enough room on this page to explain how these mandates have affected my life.
The trauma is going to be visible for years

2/19/2022 11:58 PM

14253

Kept me from seeing loved ones in Health care facilities. This has been devastating. Health
care for loved ones unavailable. Mental health care access is non existent. Rising costs of
everything.

2/19/2022 11:58 PM

14254

I lost my RN job after serving for 47yrs. My son-in-law lost his job on a scallop dragger. Both
because we wouldn’t comply with an experimental drug that is NOT a vaccine. I can’t go to an
excercise aqua fit as I did previously. And my grandchildren can’t play sports. SHAME on this
TYRANNICAL gov’t. How else is my life changed? ??? My family outside of my daughters is
divided because they drank the Kool aid. I have lost faith in ANY gov’t representatives. I’m not
certain I’d vote again because they ALL have the same agenda, just a different colour. This
current gov’t that ALLOWED Klaus Schwab to “infiltrate” & “hand picked” the “young politicians
that would go along with the WEF agenda”. His words, not mine. Then admits he “penetrated at
least HALF” of the Canadian gov’t for his plan. TOTALLY DISGUSTING!!!! NOT DEMOCRACY
any longer. Crimes that Trudeau has committed (which WIll) come to light some day. A few
have. but no inditements yet. The insulting things he called ALL Canadians. Terrorists, racist,
masagonists, unacceptable views, TAKING UP SPACE, As a leader we shouldn’t have to
TOLERATE THESE PEOPLE“. Trudeaus words, not mine. His hate speeches are very clear.
He brought VIOLENCE into a PEACEFUL, LOVE FILLED protest. I Praise the Lord, for he
says in his word, the Bible, that vengeance is his. I believe the Lord is protecting all the people
in This country. Jesus blood will be on the hands of those that go against Gods word. Again,
taken from the Bible. So, how has this PLANDEMIC affected me. In a HUGE way that will
have lifelong imprints in my mind & memories of the horrid negative responses of the countries
Leader. If he wants to live under Communism, go live in those countries. MANY immigrants
came to Canada to get away from their Tyranny countries, and now says, “it smells the same”.
WOW. Who is this person????? What “democratic” leader turns on their country who gave him
his pay cheque. He works for the people, NOT the other way around.

2/19/2022 11:58 PM
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14255

You have no idea….. I’m pretty much have thought about ending my live very soon

2/19/2022 11:58 PM

14256

In every way.

2/19/2022 11:58 PM

14257

I am a nurse. So the mandates have made me feel safer. It is a feeling shared and talked
about frequently at work in the hospital. Because of the mandates I felt safer going out to eat
and attending social events. When they end I will probably.stop going out.

2/19/2022 11:58 PM

14258

Made it miserable

2/19/2022 11:58 PM

14259

Mental health has decreased incredibly!

2/19/2022 11:58 PM

14260

I lost my job in the beginning of Covid. I might my new job because of mandates

2/19/2022 11:58 PM

14261

I wear a mask 14 hours a day for work

2/19/2022 11:57 PM

14262

Job security, sever mental health difficulties, financial.

2/19/2022 11:57 PM

14263

It’s been extremely traumatic and will forever be something we have to work through. In our
darkest family trauma we were separated from our loved ones in unacceptable ways and we
are still dealing with healing from that traumatic experience. It’s a long story but I’m not happy
with what our government has done at all.

2/19/2022 11:57 PM

14264

Job has ended due to vaccine mandate

2/19/2022 11:57 PM

14265

It has decreased my quality of life

2/19/2022 11:57 PM

14266

Financially, socially, haven't seen my aging mother confined to retirement home for months,
pulled kids from school to reduce harassment and seclusion, children have not been able to
meet socially, and have been reduced to virtual learning and social activites

2/19/2022 11:57 PM

14267

Negative in every way.................

2/19/2022 11:57 PM

14268

It has mostly been something I’ve agreed with until 2022. I fully supported masking, social
distancing, shutting down restaurants etc during the first 18 months, I was willing to postpone
all those things in order to keep myself and others safe and well. I decided at the beginning of
this year that neither the Premier nor the Prime Minister were issuing mandates that made any
sense. Jason Kennedy does what he think will buy him some votes when his review by the
provincial party occurs in the near future. Trudeau is a fancy boy who has no business running
a sandbox let alone our country. I’m so tired of both of them. Stop the world, I want to get off.

2/19/2022 11:57 PM

14269

In many ways, gealth, mental health, lifestyle, no longer being able to go out and socialize

2/19/2022 11:57 PM

14270

Lack of actual time with family and friends.

2/19/2022 11:57 PM

14271

I stopped going out to restaurants and other entertainment. And work life got busy due to coworkers that may have had Covid

2/19/2022 11:57 PM

14272

It has been terrible. I have never been so depressed, unsure and disappointed in our
leadership. We have been forced into a world that isn’t right. It’s not healthy. My kids deserve
to play freely and attend classes, that I can watch. My optimistic self left. The fear tactics are
never ending and are unjustified.

2/19/2022 11:57 PM

14273

It has brought me closer with my family, but we have also suffered in ways that we’re trying to
repair. My daughters fear telling anyone they have a cold, my baby girl born in 2020 has severe
upset when she’s left at daycare, or with anyone other than main family. We don’t have normal
conversation in groups anymore, everything is about COVID, illness, death, forceful mandates
taking away our most important rights… it’s exhausting. I want my children to be free, to
experience life and meet new people. Canada can be great again. Let us be free, let us love
and hurt, let us be how we were. These mandates and vaccines are tearing people apart,
families are dividing and Christ has been put on a back burner.. things are not right.

2/19/2022 11:56 PM

14274

Every single aspect. Phycological, finacially, relationships, I have wanted to die many times
for all the nonsence imposed on people. Freedom a d choce makes us human

2/19/2022 11:56 PM

14275

Limited freedoms. Made life meaninglessly difficult. Frustrating. Loved ones of my friends
gone unvisited; makes it hard to do myself. And many more things!!!

2/19/2022 11:56 PM

14276

In every way, divided our family, locked us down, can’t travel taken our basic freedoms away.

2/19/2022 11:56 PM

14277

I feel good with the mandates.I have done my part to protect myself, my family ,friends and

2/19/2022 11:56 PM
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strangers.I have worked in jobs that have required me to have vacations to protect myself and
the public from things we handled.No big deal in the 1970’s traveling in Europe you had to have
a vacation passport to get into a lot of the countries we visited.The customs officers cared
more about the vaccine passport than they did my Canadian passport.No big deal then no big
deal now.
14278

We have been discriminated against because we choose to not take a vaccine. We’ve had
covid and recovered just fine and for some reason they won’t recognize healthy people with
natural antibodies. The mental health repercussions of mandates and dividing Canadians must
stop!

2/19/2022 11:56 PM

14279

Can't work

2/19/2022 11:56 PM

14280

Couldn’t deliver to some customers

2/19/2022 11:56 PM

14281

Not mine directly but people I know and love have lost jobs because of it and they have a right
to provide for their families

2/19/2022 11:56 PM

14282

It shut down our business

2/19/2022 11:56 PM

14283

Mental health

2/19/2022 11:55 PM

14284

Had to pull kids out of school and wife got depression

2/19/2022 11:55 PM

14285

It has taken away many of my freedoms

2/19/2022 11:55 PM

14286

My immediate family has endured many difficult changes and it's been nearly impossible to
see my extended family. Leaving the house for anything is a chore

2/19/2022 11:55 PM

14287

Less than most. I’m double vaccinated, but the vaccines don’t work well against Omicron, and
I disagree with forcing people to get vaccines or lose their jobs.

2/19/2022 11:55 PM

14288

New World Order IS NOT AN OPTION.

2/19/2022 11:55 PM

14289

Dramatically. Mentally. Freedom

2/19/2022 11:55 PM

14290

I can't go on many places

2/19/2022 11:55 PM

14291

I've lost all connection to my family, and several friendships. I am out of a job. My daughter is
depressed and needing therapy. My church pastor has asked me to leave the Church because
I support the ending of mandates.

2/19/2022 11:54 PM

14292

No bussiness

2/19/2022 11:54 PM

14293

Took away my freedom rights, that are in Canada's constitution

2/19/2022 11:54 PM

14294

Limited my life , not able to travel , go to theatres

2/19/2022 11:54 PM

14295

Keeps me and my family safer and able to live as normally as possible. Now that most are
vaxxed I don't think passports are needed.

2/19/2022 11:54 PM

14296

Loss job , vaccine injuries to many people I know , lost friends

2/19/2022 11:54 PM

14297

Unnerving to watch my country go down an authoritarian path.

2/19/2022 11:54 PM

14298

friends and family

2/19/2022 11:54 PM

14299

My family has felt severely restricted because of the health choices we’ve made. I also
missed the last few months of my mom’s life due to restrictions a year ago. I attribute her
death to lack of adequate care and loneliness. The government stole her last months from
myself and the rest of my family. And stole all the joy from her life for her last year. Not a way
to live! Maybe death would’ve come sooner otherwise, but at least there would’ve been more
joy and less grief now.

2/19/2022 11:54 PM

14300

Family and friends suffering from financial hardships, depression, addiction. My 19 year old
daughter developed an opioid addiction at the time the “pandemic” started and overdosed last
Christmas”. We weren’t able to hold a funeral due to mandates.

2/19/2022 11:54 PM

14301

I was told that if I did not receive the vaccine I would lose my income (as a result directly from
the federal government). As I was waiting for more clinical data to make true informed consent
this was quite unsettling.

2/19/2022 11:54 PM
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14302

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 11:54 PM

14303

Not sure entirely. Thats a loaded question

2/19/2022 11:54 PM

14304

It has been hell for the past 2 years since it marginalized those that did not want to participate.
My family can’t accept my decision because the media are telling people what they should
think instead of bringing the facts and keeping the government in check. The bill of rights is
not something you put to the side when things get though; it’s the lighthouse that guides us to
what is right when difficult times arise and you can’t see clearly!

2/19/2022 11:54 PM

14305

Lost job, lost joy, lost hope worst part is what my daughter has lost! Her favourite activities
and she now has anxiety. We lost family and not to death but due to division. We want to
escape this horrible country. We do not feel safe!

2/19/2022 11:54 PM

14306

With lowered incomes and fast rising prices it's very difficult to stay afloat!

2/19/2022 11:54 PM

14307

The mandates have helped keep me safe as I am immunocomprimised.

2/19/2022 11:53 PM

14308

Lost alot of friends

2/19/2022 11:53 PM

14309

My business was shut down. I've lost over 75% of my income permanently (biggest verbal
contract terminated because I'm unvaxxed. I have had Covid, have natural immunity and am in
excellent health EXCEPT I've had 16 autoimmune reactions after working with recently
vaccinated clients... seeing my body's reaction to temporary touch exposure to those recently
vaxxed, I cannot jeopardize my health by getting a permanent injection.

2/19/2022 11:53 PM

14310

Lost over have my wages for the last 2 years

2/19/2022 11:53 PM

14311

I think it should have been much stricter right from the start and maybe we wouldn't be where
we are now. I don't understand why people are so bent out of shape. You have the right to not
be vaccinated. I have no problem with your choice but don't come anywhere where I am . You
have the right to your opinion but do not inflict your choice on me or our health system. It is no
different than smoking. You are restricted where you can smoke. You have to wear a helmet
when bike riding a seat belt whey you are in a car so if you are injured you do not become a
burden to the Canadian Health Care system. This should be no different. Either don't go to the
hospital if you get sick or pay an insurance premium for your right to choose. These are
unprecedented times.

2/19/2022 11:53 PM

14312

It divided my immediate family, friends, coworkers, neighbors. Caused lots of anxiety, stress.
It turned my brother in-law into a mentally ill person. He's 32 years old, so paranoid that he
hasn't been working since COVID-19 started. Just hiding in his elderly parents basement, triple
vaccinated & still so afraid of catching the virus. It's heartbreaking to see how he's wasting his
life. It coerced my children to get vaccinated because they believed that they would have a
normal graduation, could continue their competitive sports & simply life would go back to
normal faster as we were promised. Also they wouldn't be able to take courses, work if
unvaccinated. The coerced vaccination, vaxx cards, News not reporting both sides & lying,
division among Canadians makes me feel like I'm back in my old communist country, where
people were constantly talking about politics, arguing with one another, not allowed to travel to
the Western Block or overseas, the corrupt government, bribery.... This is definitely not the
same Canada I once choose to come for freedom & better life!

2/19/2022 11:53 PM

14313

In every aspect. I did not see my father for 2 years. Now I will never see him again, no funeral,
no closure. My children have suffered socially. To much to list. This needs to end now.

2/19/2022 11:53 PM

14314

Freedom

2/19/2022 11:53 PM

14315

Every aspect of my life work,family , children and mental health

2/19/2022 11:53 PM

14316

No good

2/19/2022 11:53 PM

14317

It created relationship problems, kids dealing anxieties and depression, a lot of frustrations,
feeling very controlled, abused and bullyied!

2/19/2022 11:52 PM

14318

I have health issues and some of it affects me in a very negative way… It has affected me in
a very negative way with social interaction as well as work slow downs associated to this…
The list for this is long… It has affected my life in many negative ways

2/19/2022 11:52 PM

14319

Loss of businesses, loss of freedom, missing family and friends. People need to be social and
breath oxygen

2/19/2022 11:52 PM
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14320

Not able to go socialize without a neg test. So if I wanted to do something I went and paid for
one

2/19/2022 11:52 PM

14321

Watching my friends that didn’t get vaccinated because the couldn’t lose everything! Her job
her house. Watching my kids suffer…. Many many many ways

2/19/2022 11:52 PM

14322

I watched my sons mental health deteriorate. My oldest broke down in tears because he
cannot do online learning and his dreams of attending college or university for baseball are
over before they even started and he is a very talented player. I am suffering from the effects
of the vaccine.

2/19/2022 11:52 PM

14323

Stress. Family disconnect

2/19/2022 11:52 PM

14324

Minimally

2/19/2022 11:52 PM

14325

watching our freedoms disappear. also had to get vaccine to go on a trip that was booked a
year earlier. a vaccine i didn't want

2/19/2022 11:52 PM

14326

I work for Ontario Parks, I had to self test ever 48 hrs or I was not able to go to work. I was
given supply for 3 week and then the tensing test were taken away. I was season, started this
April 25 I again had to test ever 48 hrs or I’m not able to go to work. I resigned, and wanted to
go back to school and live driving. So Loyalist College was offering free DZ licence but…. I do
not have my double vax including the 14 day after so I was declined. Now I can’t work in any
government facility in my profession of Civil Eng Technologist so I’m force to take a lesser
paying job. I love and support the truckers and all the protesters. I love you all and being a
single mom of 3 little ones we watch and cheer from the side lines. Thank you truckers.

2/19/2022 11:52 PM

14327

Emotional break down with kids and especially my 15 year old

2/19/2022 11:52 PM

14328

It has taken the lives and health of many of my friends, through adverse vaccine reactions.

2/19/2022 11:52 PM

14329

Life will never be the same...I now know how corrupt government is.. you cannot trust
polititians they see controlled btboutside foreign interests.. ie WEF great reset

2/19/2022 11:52 PM

14330

It has taken my job by force

2/19/2022 11:52 PM

14331

Anxiety

2/19/2022 11:52 PM

14332

Separated our family. Not allowded to visit new grandson in his home or mine because I am
not vaxxed. Can’t go to restaurants or movies …. Feel marginalized because of my personal
health choice!

2/19/2022 11:52 PM

14333

yes it has for everybody. the police are hurting the Canadians in Ottawa when they should be
supporting them

2/19/2022 11:51 PM

14334

I am not able to go inside some public places with my family and enjoy what we should be able
to enjoy and what we used to enjoy. I am forced to wear a mask most of the day at my job. My
children have not had sports or pizza days at their school. My parents and older sister have
not be going to church in long time because their church is too scared to open and offer in
person services. My child's friend does not want him to play inside his house now. The children
have not had group class photos since 2019. The children have not gone on field trips since
2019. My children's school has been closing a lot since 2020. I have been layer off my job
every time schools close and I am forced to go on E .I.

2/19/2022 11:51 PM

14335

My wife has given up her career due to vac mandates by her school division. 2 of my children
took the vaccine so they could either continue with post education or keep their jobs. 1 son
was fired from his job by Ducks unlimited for not taking the shots. No going out for dates at
restaurants. Watching people die who were healthy and died shortly after getting their shots.

2/19/2022 11:51 PM

14336

I have been unable to go to work as a nurse with 13 years of experience I would think I would
be wanted at work but AHS says I am too unsafe, being unvaxed, because I might transmit
Covid if I have it. Yet the vaccinated can also.

2/19/2022 11:51 PM

14337

Elevated stress, anxiety, depression.

2/19/2022 11:51 PM

14338

Depression, mental health, financially, dependency, friendships and family, constant fear of our
Trudeau Government, fear for other Canadians, tyranny, fear for my children, my children
getting pressured to take this vaccine, fear of the outcomes of these vaccines on the people I
love, fear of the side effects of all my loved ones who got this vaccine who are suffering and

2/19/2022 11:51 PM
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most of all the horror of the people that I personally know who have got this vaccine that have
so many disabilities now and in some cases have died, it is disheartening and devastating
14339

I feel there is no personal involvement with people in general and these mandates have
created a serious problem in people’s feelings of well being...now we have been forced into a
society of suspicion...it must end before it is to late.

2/19/2022 11:51 PM

14340

How has it not? This isn't the Canada that I grew up in.

2/19/2022 11:51 PM

14341

It has been an unnecessary source of division in this world, our communities and families. Too
much focus on vaccinated verses unvaccinated. Time to get back to normal so we can be
there for our families and build our businesses. The amount of debt that our country has
accumulated due to Covid is a huge source of concern. The thought of a government taking
control of peoples bank accounts just because they exercised their right to peacefully protest
is alarming. It’s a bully and bystander scenario - people in this country are fearful of stating
their opinions because they don’t want to be targeted by this type of bullying retaliation of this
government.

2/19/2022 11:51 PM

14342

Negatively

2/19/2022 11:51 PM

14343

It affected my family life and my personal life, we were isolated and lonely, unable to see a
doctor in person or go out for a dinner, we have not traveled out of country for 2 years. My kids
education suffered because of switching to distance learning and wearing masks, my
relationship with friends and neighbors suffered because of the division of vaccinated and non
vaccinated. Masks are helpless and we have had covid with no complications and now have
natural immunity. Stop segregation end masks and mandates immediately.

2/19/2022 11:51 PM

14344

Financially. It has divided my family and friends.I have Lost my faith in my Country,
Government and no longer trust public healthcare.

2/19/2022 11:51 PM

14345

Unemployment, family division

2/19/2022 11:51 PM

14346

Mental Health has gone down hill, and my daughter is missing out on to many things. There
are far too many things to count that have been negatively affected by the mandates, and they
don’t even make sense from one thing to the next.

2/19/2022 11:51 PM

14347

No social, total isolated

2/19/2022 11:51 PM

14348

I have 2 children with special needs. I lost my supports, had to homeschool my kids. They lost
all their activities & structure. Lockdowns caused stress, depression & anxiety in my kids.
They can’t be vaccinated. Nor can I. We have not been allowed to have a normal life for
almost two years. My children’s program at school was totally changed because of Covid
mandates. They have not been able to learn what they were supposed to do and they lost all
their normal programming and as a result did not learn any of the skills they were supposed to
be learning in school. Due to inflation we are struggling to make ends meet. I am on disability
benefits and CPP disability and my benefits have not increased but expenses for everything
has. I have an elderly parent and I have not been able to see her due to Covid restrictions. I
can never get back this time. I support the truckers in wanting to end the mandates & vaccine
passports. People who took the jabs can still get Covid and spread it just like those who are
not vaxed. It angers me because I feel it was more about control & trying to punish those who
did not get vaccinated. For some they can’t risk taking the jab. Or if they had a bad reaction or
vaccine injury, they should not be forced to get it. There should be the freedom to make your
own decision in regards to taking it or not because you know your own health situation &
should be trusted to make the best choice for you. Canadians have not had a voice at anytime
in this pandemic. The truckers helped give them a voice. Our government, especially our
Prime Minister has refused to hear all of our Canadian people. People should never be
punished or fired or demonized by our government or their workplace or by our Prine Minister
because they have not been vaccinated. I feel he has made it ok to hate and demonized
people who have had to stop finishing being vaxed or had to make a decision not to be. He has
spoken hate speech to this group of people & they have been fired or denied access to
programs in our community or normal life activities just because they were vaxed. Meanwhile
I’d done one has had a million jabs they can still get it & spread it & in that way are the same
as the unvaxed. My present government’s actions & that of our PM have left me being fearful
for my safety & my families because we had to choose not to be jabbed. I have had to deal
with abusive behaviour from others. We have been segregated from those who are. We have
not had the same rights. None of these things should have ever happened. I am angry at my
government for their power grab with evoking the emergency powers act. Feel it was unjustified

2/19/2022 11:51 PM
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and did not meet the requirements to evoke it. I do not agree how the peaceful protestors were
treated. I do not feel that the main leaders should have been arrested or charged for exercising
their rights to peacefully protest. I am horrified how our Liberal government & Trudeau has
handled Covid and this peaceful protest. I have lost complete faith & trust in our present
government and fear for my future & that of my children. We do not feel safe in our own
country any longer.
14349

The mandate has caused me to be terminated, throwing me into poverty, and causing me to
emotionally, mentally and physically go down hill. I am only getting through this because of
family and friends. I was a care aide for Fraser Health for 11yrs!!! One and a half of which was
working during covid. I have faced abandonment from my government who has no right, to
force ANY toxins, into my body. I believe in my natural immunity. Fraser Health, the world
health organization, and our government have caused more mental abuse on me than I could
ever imagine being subjected to. Every angle of our government and health system is soiled. I
have watched families divide because of the bully mentality created, from the lies made by the
high up authority figures. These people have miss used their positions, against me and the
people of Canada. Further; concerning questions 3, 5, and 6, my answers read NO I DO NOT
SUPPORT. Nice word twist, shame on you.

2/19/2022 11:51 PM

14350

Warrants violate my rights and freedoms.

2/19/2022 11:51 PM

14351

I have lost my job and my girlfriend because of the mandates and the rift they caused between
people. I have felt discriminated against by everyday people as well as by the Canadian
government.

2/19/2022 11:51 PM

14352

Couldn't get the surgery I was scheduled to because "covid" restrictions forced all non
imergent surgeries to be canceled. Wasn't a life threatening surgery like heart replacement but
it was to eliminate a possible cancer risk

2/19/2022 11:51 PM

14353

Can't travel or go to restaurants because I choose not to be injected with an experimental
vaccine.

2/19/2022 11:50 PM

14354

The last 2 years have been like living in hell for my entire family! End ALL mandates NOW

2/19/2022 11:50 PM

14355

Depression anxiety

2/19/2022 11:50 PM

14356

I’ve lost 4 jobs due to mandates, mental health and education for children suffering, can’t see
my grandma in LTC home or family in the states feeling isolated, treated poorly by others due
to governments divisive comments. Lost friends and family over mandates. Can’t take children
to events they can’t join school activities!!

2/19/2022 11:50 PM

14357

I have anxiety, I feel like a prisoner in my own country. Lots friends, clients and family
members. I feel my life is in limbo. I am nervous for the future.

2/19/2022 11:50 PM

14358

My son has become depressed. Has a hard time breathing due to masks. We are
discriminated against due to not being vaccinated. We are not allowed to travel in a supposed
free country.

2/19/2022 11:50 PM

14359

Social isolation

2/19/2022 11:50 PM

14360

Restricted our freedom by not allowing to do the things in every day life

2/19/2022 11:50 PM

14361

What life?

2/19/2022 11:50 PM

14362

Our 10 year old daughter has decided she doesn’t want to go back to school. I lost a position
because I would not get the vaccine. I have seen my elderly father become depressed and sad
because he is no longer welcome to volunteer because of the vaccine mandate because he
has many adverse reactions to shots before. My oldest son was not allowed to attend college.
Our oldest daughter felt pressured into getting a vaccine so she could complete her degree. I
have seen so much division and hatred because of these mandates . We also have a 2 year
old daughter with Down syndrome and because of the masks her speech is been delayed
because she can’t see people’s faces. I have seen the impact on the elderly. My husband was
unable to visit his mother in the hospital ( she had a stroke) because of the vaccination policy
he was not allowed meanwhile 2 fully vaccinated nurses caused an outbreak in the unit. Our
one son couldn’t play sports and our 10 year daughter was humiliated because her soccer
coach asked the girls to raise their hands if they were vaccinated and she didn’t . She was
already upset since she wanted her parents to watch her play. We have many reasons why we
can not take this vaccine both morally and ethically .

2/19/2022 11:50 PM
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14363

By forcing me to put a vaccination into my body without having a choice. I was forced to get
vaccinated to keep my job.

2/19/2022 11:50 PM

14364

Family

2/19/2022 11:50 PM

14365

In many ways.

2/19/2022 11:50 PM

14366

family lost jobs, many family and friends had vaccine reactions 17year old heart attack

2/19/2022 11:50 PM

14367

Fucked it up

2/19/2022 11:49 PM

14368

I am saddened people fell for the bs

2/19/2022 11:49 PM

14369

Has effected socializing with people, and with the relationship with my family where we have
been kept at a distance.

2/19/2022 11:49 PM

14370

I have so far been protected from COVID. As a vulnerable 84-year old, that is probably a lifesaving fact. None of the mandates have been onerous or painful. They mean I am still alive,
unlike too many people I know who have been victims of this disease.

2/19/2022 11:49 PM

14371

Income loss, depression, moving to another province with lower costs of living

2/19/2022 11:49 PM

14372

Social relationships have struggled immensely

2/19/2022 11:49 PM

14373

Have to pay for pcr test to go to work wearing masks

2/19/2022 11:49 PM

14374

Disaster

2/19/2022 11:49 PM

14375

Locked up - can`t go out for coffee with the boys (over 2 years now) My wife passed July 2021
and no one to talk to. Trying to keep my sanity!

2/19/2022 11:49 PM

14376

Mentally

2/19/2022 11:49 PM

14377

Discriminations of my rights

2/19/2022 11:49 PM

14378

Jeopardy for mental health, broken immune system, divided from my family and friends, and
my social life. The society became more and more aggressive. All mandates, all restrictions
are against humanity! That was and continued to be doing by Government of Canada and elite
class!

2/19/2022 11:49 PM

14379

I have been discriminated against. I have been forced to take part in discriminatory behaviour,
and my mental health has taken a beating

2/19/2022 11:49 PM

14380

I don't have several days to fill this with the sadness, anxiety (mostly other's), paranoia, the
loss of my sister's and my step-sister's acknowledgement of my existence, loss of the ability
to go to a restaurant, a gym, leave Canada - which I would do in a heart-beat right now. I could
sell my house before the Pinhead steals it, move to Florida and live in the same type of
neighbourhood, pay the difference in exchange and have money left over and peace of mind.

2/19/2022 11:48 PM

14381

In a very negative way. I have seen how it has impacted my children, my teens, us as adults,
including my three middle aged brothers. It has impacted us all emotionally, at times we have
all be emotionally unwell and stopped our one son from even taking part in our family outings.
It has divided our families, it has created division in our work places, it has allowed for
discrimination to take root and thrive.

2/19/2022 11:48 PM

14382

The mandate has personally affected me in a negative way, it postponed my sports, my
hobbies, and changed my high school experience all in a negative way.

2/19/2022 11:48 PM

14383

I'm a Fromt Line Worker in a Nursing home, before COVID I was struggling with my mental
health. Now, it's even worse then before... My previous Doctor, Dr, Bhopa she dropped me as a
patient for questionishing her, then she lied and said she lost my file in a flood, so makes it a
THOUSAND times harder to get help... so I'm doing great.. N.R.

2/19/2022 11:48 PM

14384

We have taken a job in the United States but all four of our children still reside in British
Columbia. We have used all of our vacation time and many other expensive things because of
the 14 day quarantine. We have quarantine multiple times. Also, I worked NBC during the first
year of the Covid restrictions and I was doing hard physical labor and wearing a mask was
very unhealthy because I desperately needed oxygen which I could not get with a mask on in a
hot factory.

2/19/2022 11:48 PM

14385

Other than minimizing my social activity, mandates have not affected my life

2/19/2022 11:48 PM
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14386

Health

2/19/2022 11:48 PM

14387

The mask

2/19/2022 11:48 PM

14388

How hasn't it!

2/19/2022 11:48 PM

14389

Not as much as many others, but also seems the longer this goes on, the greater the
“evidence” that there is greater global plan involved behind this, rather than cautious effort to
beat a virus.

2/19/2022 11:47 PM

14390

Negatively in too many ways to even describe it

2/19/2022 11:47 PM

14391

Having a disability family its been extremely hard

2/19/2022 11:47 PM

14392

It has severely curtailed any social events I could attend, it has left me isolated, and more
alone, it has caused more depression, anxiety, and personal turbulence, than I have let on. It
has significantly increased my fears, on becoming ill, increased fear and mistrust of others,
and institutions and governments, at the local, provincial, and federal level. It has confirmed
my well researched and now well founded suspicions of government malevance and
malfesance. A government has no authority and power to act outside tbe will of the people,
and if this is withdrawn, then the government has lost its legitimacy, and any actions
undertaken thereby are tyrannical in nature and scope. No government exists unto itself
outside the will of the people, and if this trust is lost, no legitimate form of goverence can claim
to represent the populace at large.

2/19/2022 11:47 PM

14393

Think it was all unnecessary..never needed to be a pandemic

2/19/2022 11:47 PM

14394

Lots of unneeded fear in our families lives.

2/19/2022 11:47 PM

14395

Job loss. Childrens health. Mental and emotional health. Inability to visit family that lives a far.

2/19/2022 11:47 PM

14396

Made it miserable

2/19/2022 11:47 PM

14397

In every way possible

2/19/2022 11:47 PM

14398

lost job...lost freedom to choose....lost respect in Government....

2/19/2022 11:47 PM

14399

Air travel not possible because of vaccine mandate

2/19/2022 11:47 PM

14400

The mandates would have ended sooner if everyone would have gotten vaccinated. Poor
vaccine rates help cause mutations

2/19/2022 11:47 PM

14401

Reduced interactions with other people for me & my kids.

2/19/2022 11:47 PM

14402

I now suffer depression, anxiety around other people, I have a hard time going into grocery
stores so I order my groceries online and do contactless pickup. With the rise of cost of living I
can barely afford to buy food for myself after I pay my outrageously high rent, Bills and my fuel
cost for my vehicle has gone from $200.00 a month to $300 - $325 a month due to the Carbon
Tax being introduced during this pandemic. I'm a single adult with no children, I'm one of many
that are never thought of by the government. My future seems hopeless and I have attempted
suicide 3 times so far in the last 2 years.

2/19/2022 11:47 PM

14403

Every aspect. Very worried for the children it has effected them greatly. They do not want to
wear masks anymore

2/19/2022 11:47 PM

14404

Travel to US.

2/19/2022 11:46 PM

14405

Negatively

2/19/2022 11:46 PM

14406

not much, wish my parents moved to europe instead of here though

2/19/2022 11:46 PM

14407

Stress, job loss, relationships issues, disconnect with family and friend, alcohol .

2/19/2022 11:46 PM

14408

In multiple ways, my kids are falling behind in school, I haven't been able to work, I haven't
been able to find work, we've missed out on 2 years of family get togethers, time we will
NEVER get back. My kids are missing out on being kids, we can't go to the movies or have
birthday parties, they can't go on school trips, so many things we have lost

2/19/2022 11:46 PM

14409

Has destroyed my mental health. I have been on anti depressants since may 2021.

2/19/2022 11:46 PM

14410

I am being treated as a second class citizen, I'm unable to find work and most importantly I'm
being segregated in my own country.

2/19/2022 11:46 PM
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14411

The government has taken away our rights and freedoms.

2/19/2022 11:46 PM

14412

V bad

2/19/2022 11:46 PM

14413

Mental health

2/19/2022 11:46 PM

14414

Made our preteen very distressed and anxious. Had a family member lose their job.

2/19/2022 11:46 PM

14415

Isolating

2/19/2022 11:46 PM

14416

I am a healthcare worker who is currently not able to help patients and families as my team
has been redeployed to help in other areas due to the release of other staff for not being
vaccinated and not wanting to return to a site and be tested constantly. My kids are scared to
go to school because they are constantly berated by teachers who don’t support their choice to
be unmasked. We have been excluded from family gatherings, social outings, and even
grocery shopping just for our choices and medical limitations. Our support system is fractured
and our financial situation is the worst it has ever been. These mandates have done nothing
but destroy lives and create division.

2/19/2022 11:46 PM

14417

Caused me concern

2/19/2022 11:46 PM

14418

it hasn't

2/19/2022 11:46 PM

14419

No freedom No choice

2/19/2022 11:46 PM

14420

We can't leave the country and couldn't eat at restaurants or go swimming.

2/19/2022 11:46 PM

14421

It robbed me of community after my son was born. Never had I faced such anxiety in my life!

2/19/2022 11:46 PM

14422

Loss of family, loneliness, breathing issues due to mask

2/19/2022 11:45 PM

14423

It has been a nightmare...mentally, emotionally, physically, damaging to my school-aged
grandchildren, loss of employment and division within my normallt very tightly knit family
...devasting

2/19/2022 11:45 PM

14424

Yea

2/19/2022 11:45 PM

14425

I can't go out to restaurants or other venues

2/19/2022 11:45 PM

14426

It has destroyed my family. I spent 24 days in the hospital with no family able to see me.

2/19/2022 11:45 PM

14427

I lost my job due because I’m not vaccinated !!!!

2/19/2022 11:45 PM

14428

I don’t have anymore freedom to do what I want.

2/19/2022 11:45 PM

14429

Traveling and social events, most of all freedom

2/19/2022 11:45 PM

14430

It’s been ridiculous!!!

2/19/2022 11:45 PM

14431

Very little Social Life.

2/19/2022 11:45 PM

14432

Lost work, excluded from restaurants, sports, kids cant participate in sports, divided family
and friends, mental health issues

2/19/2022 11:45 PM

14433

Horrible

2/19/2022 11:45 PM

14434

This whole thing has set our world up to failure. Are rights and freedom to voice and express
our beliefs are gone. Our children suffers from inconsistencies of our government closing the
schools. The health and well-being of everyone has been completely affected by the way all
this was handled. The government has lost the true meaning of what the our veterans have
died for. The government needs to remember that our freedom is precious and valuable.

2/19/2022 11:45 PM

14435

Not negatively.

2/19/2022 11:45 PM

14436

They have put such a mental strain on the lives of me and my children to the point of
collapsing. They have put family members against each other .torn our lives apart .

2/19/2022 11:45 PM

14437

Divided from family and friends, work opportunities, family stress, no grandchild speech delay
access. Limited access to activities for children causing undue stress

2/19/2022 11:45 PM

14438

I have been discriminated against and have lost all my rights of freedom. Wasn’t able to visit
family n other province. It’s all shameful.

2/19/2022 11:45 PM
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14439

My normal life? The one we are supposed to have? You should ask how it hast affected our
normal lives. Seriously. That is your answer. This is a joke.

2/19/2022 11:44 PM

14440

We have been segregated for our choices, which has negative affect on our children

2/19/2022 11:44 PM

14441

We’ve been really struggling financially. Can’t get ahead with inflation and cost of living. Our
business had to close down and it was difficult to keep it afloat. Our kids can’t play sports or
participate in activities. Masks are just controlling their lives and ours. All of this is not right.

2/19/2022 11:44 PM

14442

yes

2/19/2022 11:44 PM

14443

Stolen my daughters grade 12 graduation, all their birthday celebrations, get together a with
family and MY JOB as a nurse due to refusing to put something unprecedented and
experimental in my body.

2/19/2022 11:44 PM

14444

Suicidal, loss of job, friends, family, fear

2/19/2022 11:44 PM

14445

I lost my job. I can’t take my kids anywhere. It’s had devastating consequences with zero
science to adequately support it. I hear Prime Minister Trudeau will be financially benefitting
from these mandates though because of certain stocks that he owns. I sure hope that’s not
true.

2/19/2022 11:44 PM

14446

My business suffers because of travel restrictions. Mental health deteriorating.

2/19/2022 11:44 PM

14447

My mother died alone in a hospital bed. I could not say goodbye because mandates forbid me
from entering a hospital. Then we were not able to have a funeral or celebration of life. It’s
about time my family and I can do this

2/19/2022 11:44 PM

14448

Isolation inside has been very difficult. I work from home since start of pandemic. I haven't
seen most of my good friends in almost 2 years except over zoom. I have compromised
immunity from lupus, but i can take precautions. I want to be free to make my own health
decisions. No politician has the right to tell me what to do with my body. I am double
vaccinated.

2/19/2022 11:44 PM

14449

NOONE should be forced to take an experimental mrna dna changing jab!

2/19/2022 11:44 PM

14450

Social Isolation; Divisiveness amongst family and friends; marginalization.

2/19/2022 11:44 PM

14451

I have lost friends, Been diagnosed with clinical depression and anxiety, spent $1500 so far on
therapy in the last 10 months, been bullied, harassed, name called, shamed, kicked out of my
gym, meditation centre and yoga studio (my main forms of self care) and received death
threats

2/19/2022 11:44 PM

14452

I cannot go out to eat a nice dinner, I am unable to breathe properly at work, I can't fly to see
family. Not able to go to a gym or visit sick friends in hospital. Basically every aspect of my
life.

2/19/2022 11:44 PM

14453

Depression. Everyone I know is sad and depressed. Increased suicidal thoughts in many
family members. I feel like a prisoner in my own country.

2/19/2022 11:43 PM

14454

My son has not grown up and has affected him in his emotional and social skills

2/19/2022 11:43 PM

14455

Not enough room to write. Destroyed relationships, family, job, health, faith in humanity and
total loss of faith in government officials to look out for Canadians. That's a small portion of the
effect.

2/19/2022 11:43 PM

14456

Stressed me out and inconvenienced everything made it so I haven’t been able to visit
grandparents

2/19/2022 11:43 PM

14457

Because I wasn't comfortable masking my 2 and 5 yr olds all day I was given no choice but to
homeschool for almost 2 years. My children love and miss school, but we will not return until
mandates have dropped. Telling children not to touch other kids or breathe freely is not a
message I want implanted in their minds.

2/19/2022 11:43 PM

14458

I can not travel any more. Sad..

2/19/2022 11:43 PM

14459

It is effecting health and moral

2/19/2022 11:43 PM

14460

Finances ...mental health Loss of Work

2/19/2022 11:43 PM

14461

Prevents me from functioning in society’s

2/19/2022 11:43 PM
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14462

I 'm loosing 70% of my income and life goes down.

2/19/2022 11:43 PM

14463

can't work

2/19/2022 11:43 PM

14464

Misery for 3 years

2/19/2022 11:43 PM

14465

In every way ..financially emotionally and mentally

2/19/2022 11:43 PM

14466

Poor mental health, didn’t get to be with loved one when in hospital and dying, missed family
and delayed family wedding and funeral, family members forced to get experimental “vaccine”
to be able to go to school or work…agency taken away

2/19/2022 11:42 PM

14467

Mentally , financially , lost family due to division

2/19/2022 11:42 PM

14468

Flights

2/19/2022 11:42 PM

14469

Division in friends, family and work place. Forced to follow mandates or lose job. Loss of
culture and recreation. 2 years of lost growth for children. Very disappointed and loss of faith in
leadership.

2/19/2022 11:42 PM

14470

I wasn’t able to be with my mother during her last days.

2/19/2022 11:42 PM

14471

Chronic sinus infection Loss of income

2/19/2022 11:42 PM

14472

It's interrupted our daily lives, social gatherings, changed the atmosphere of my workplace &
the whole culture has been changed, created divisions in family & friends & has taken away
freedoms we had come to expect as normal.

2/19/2022 11:42 PM

14473

I have been FORCED to take the vaccine as my asplenic daughter has various health issues
and being a single mother I was forced tontakenthe vaccine that I didn't want, before it is
properly approved by health Canada and not needing to more then one boater. Bottom line I
was forced to take a trial that I didn't want to-do. I have been coughing since I got the second
booster

2/19/2022 11:42 PM

14474

i have medical issues and the government took away my ability to get a medical, religious
release from mandates thus preventing me from entering stores for necessities to survive. The
government mandates prevent me from freedom of movement I can not board bus, subway,
train, ship or plane. my income has been drastically reduced due to these restrictions. I was
unable to be with pets and family who died during these mandates

2/19/2022 11:42 PM

14475

Horribly

2/19/2022 11:42 PM

14476

Me and husband had to seperate. No work in the film industry and we where locked in together
for two years 24-7. No place to get away

2/19/2022 11:42 PM

14477

Made us leave the country now because we refuse to take an experimental drug we are kept
from family and loved ones

2/19/2022 11:42 PM

14478

Suspended my family’s Charter rights and freedoms. I no longer feel safe in my own country
and am worried about whether our 4 children will be able to go to college or have a normal
childhood. I don’t know if they will grow up on a free democratic country anymore. I’m horrified
by the depth of corruption and tyranny taking over our society, and I no longer have any trust in
the media, government, health agencies or courts. I feel that we have been discriminated
against and segregated from society on purpose and no one except the trucker convoy has
stood up for us. Now the current Canadian government is showing its true colours of corruption
and unscientific basis for their covid decisions. It will take years to regain the people’s trust.

2/19/2022 11:42 PM

14479

Can not find employment due to c-19 vaccine injection restrictions

2/19/2022 11:42 PM

14480

Anxiety, stress, distrust of government

2/19/2022 11:42 PM

14481

Made my kids afraid of other people

2/19/2022 11:42 PM

14482

Lost friends and can't visit family that is super lonely. It's been super hard.

2/19/2022 11:42 PM

14483

It's an inconvenience. That's it

2/19/2022 11:42 PM

14484

Loss of education, movement, income, family relationships, mental health.

2/19/2022 11:42 PM

14485

It has cost us money, time and not being able to live a free life.

2/19/2022 11:41 PM

14486

My wife and my children have lost their jobs . My body my choice . My life style has been

2/19/2022 11:41 PM
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greatly affected .
14487

My children and I have lost out on activities and sports, awards ceremonies, graduation
ceremonies, dinners with family, celebrations, funerals, medical and dental treatments. My
partner lost out on our prenatal visits for our first and only baby together, and we will never get
that back. He has lost his income, his home, his vehicle, his food security, his surgery has
been cancelled for 2yrs and he cannot work but has no other means of income thanks to these
mandates.

2/19/2022 11:41 PM

14488

Negatively

2/19/2022 11:41 PM

14489

It has divided family and friends

2/19/2022 11:41 PM

14490

Depression , loss of job, can’t travel to see elderly family members , EVERY ASPECT OF MY
LIFE

2/19/2022 11:41 PM

14491

I can' travel outside the country to visit my parents. I kids need to visit their grandparents!!

2/19/2022 11:41 PM

14492

Isolation. Marital discord, education restrictions for kids,

2/19/2022 11:41 PM

14493

Division between friends and family members

2/19/2022 11:41 PM

14494

It has strained relationships in my family. As well my father is in a nursing home. He is 92 and
a social person. There have been a few lockdowns. I understand they want to protect them but
so unfair at the same time. Because of my Covid vaccine status my siblings don’t totally trust
me with him. They got the most part don’t come around me

2/19/2022 11:40 PM

14495

Destroyed it.

2/19/2022 11:40 PM

14496

Lost of contracts, depression, kids depression, loss of money, much more

2/19/2022 11:40 PM

14497

Mental health in the tank

2/19/2022 11:40 PM

14498

Lost job

2/19/2022 11:40 PM

14499

It kept me alive and safe.

2/19/2022 11:40 PM

14500

All aspects of my life in one way or another

2/19/2022 11:40 PM

14501

Business lost.

2/19/2022 11:40 PM

14502

Feeling isolated, caused division with family

2/19/2022 11:40 PM

14503

The biggest mistake the mandates have made is that the healthcare system has suffered so
much because of it. We are losing family doctors and as a result thousands of patients will no
longer have a family doctor. There was already a shortage of family doctors pre covid so this is
just adding to and compounding the problem. Paramedics have been terminated at a time
where we are in a crisis and need every last one available. Making a call for an ambulance in a
busy city and getting told that the wait will be 3 hrs is completely unacceptable. If there’s that
bad of a shortage why are we not working together to find solutions to keep very one safe?!?
The vaccine is not working to keep people from getting covid. Many who have been terminated
from their jobs have had covid and are likely just as protected as their vaccinated peers….
There has to be accommodation of some sort. If you don’t want the vaccine, test for
antibodies, rapid test before work…. Etc…. Vaccine is not the only way and the governments
crass decisions are hurting EVERYONE, vaccinated people included! Drop the mandates for
healthcare workers and bring as many people as you can back before they leave and practice
elsewhere where these ludicrous expectations are not being mandated! Also flying ….
Unvaccinated people should not be held back from visiting loved ones. Pre flight testing is
safer than saying that if you are vaccinated you are safe to fly. Vaccinated people are getting
and spreading so it makes NO SENSE. Its discrimination, not science!

2/19/2022 11:40 PM

14504

All of them have negatively affected my life

2/19/2022 11:40 PM

14505

Loss of friends, family members, social life, friends with mental conditions forming and
depression, constant fear of job and income loss, no voice to speak, the stress has caused a
permanent heart condition for me and literally lost of voice for six months.

2/19/2022 11:40 PM

14506

I’m depressed and miserable

2/19/2022 11:40 PM

14507

I lost 2 contract positions/jobs. It has caused a lot of stress in my life.

2/19/2022 11:40 PM
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14508

Just about ended my marriage, and my job

2/19/2022 11:40 PM

14509

Self employed- business is impacted. Family is divided. Community has suffered. Economy is
worse than I have ever seen.

2/19/2022 11:40 PM

14510

I have lost my job, now only have part time employment. It has divided my family and my
community, made a portion of society into second class citizens. I have lost faith in the
government to respect my rights, I now see legacy media as propaganda, it has destroyed our
already struggling medical system, I have seen isolated elderly in our community die of
loneliness, and the list goes on…

2/19/2022 11:40 PM

14511

Reduced work. Unable to attend anything my kids are involved in. Skiing dance hockey
gymnastics and school events.

2/19/2022 11:40 PM

14512

I work at a hospital - enough said. These mandates have also caused division in my family
and social circle.

2/19/2022 11:40 PM

14513

I do not enjoy the class divide of vax vs unvax. I would like to take my grandbabies to the
swim pool. I would like them to experience a world without masks and social distancing. I also
feel the mandates have created fear and division.

2/19/2022 11:40 PM

14514

The mandate has taken away my freedom of choice

2/19/2022 11:39 PM

14515

Despite having reacted to vaccines in the past- my family doctor told me I’d be the ‘perfect
candidate for the vaccine’ (because I have a history of asthma) so I asked for an allergist
referral. Booked an appointment. 6 months later my appointment was cancelled because AHS
denied any allergy testing for any mRNA vaccine ‘until further notice’. Left confused how
risking an anaphylactic reaction is ‘for MY health’…. Besides that I’ve not only lost friends and
family over this mandate, but I’ve lost my life. Depression and anxiety took my life. Thanks
Trudeau

2/19/2022 11:39 PM

14516

Lots, mental and physical health. No travel, no visiting, due to closures.

2/19/2022 11:39 PM

14517

I am alone. I'm treated as if I could seriously make someone ill or worse die and therefore
avoided. My sister passed Jan 3. I've not seen any of my friends since that date. Not even a
hug. I'm not sure why I'm alive, but if something doesn't change, I expect to be taken at night
to a place where I won't infect someone jabbed to the hilt.

2/19/2022 11:39 PM

14518

I am not able to fly to Ontario to see my 3 children and 10 grandchildren.

2/19/2022 11:39 PM

14519

Destroyed relationships, way of living.

2/19/2022 11:39 PM

14520

Being forced into getting a vaccine that has been proven by ACTUALLY SCIENCE. Not by the
paid off scientist that the government hired to push there narrative. That they do not work!

2/19/2022 11:39 PM

14521

Lost job

2/19/2022 11:39 PM

14522

It's hard at work

2/19/2022 11:39 PM

14523

I LOST MY JOB AND GOT PUT ON LWNP because i choose to not get vaxxed

2/19/2022 11:39 PM

14524

Myself and my family had to receive a medical treatment We did not want, I don’t recognize
the country I live in, I want to escape this country with my family but feel trapped with no
where to go.

2/19/2022 11:39 PM

14525

Made me feel like a social outcast based simply on my freedom of choice for my own body.

2/19/2022 11:38 PM

14526

It makes me nervous

2/19/2022 11:38 PM

14527

Very bad

2/19/2022 11:38 PM

14528

Missed experiences

2/19/2022 11:38 PM

14529

Work. Grandchildren. Friends. Connection with others. Elderly parent on my side and my
husband. They have been treated through this whole mandate like something in a
concentration camp . It has been inhumane. Locked up , not even sick. Common sense says
and all thru history, quarantine the sick person.not isolate all.

2/19/2022 11:38 PM

14530

It’s been a good way to protect my immune compromised family member 2 times in 3 years
survivor of cancer and stem cell recipient

2/19/2022 11:38 PM

14531

It kept me from working a few different jobs

2/19/2022 11:38 PM
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14532

Lost our job, lost contracts for our business, kids struggle in school, and social disruptions for
kids and adults.

2/19/2022 11:38 PM

14533

Kept me and my family safe

2/19/2022 11:37 PM

14534

It has created layers of discrimination whereby my freedoms have been illegally taken from
me.

2/19/2022 11:37 PM

14535

It has divided families. It has made it difficult for people to get jobs. Most of all it has isolated
the majority of Canadians

2/19/2022 11:37 PM

14536

Massive depression

2/19/2022 11:37 PM

14537

Imprisonment

2/19/2022 11:37 PM

14538

Have been in a state of anxiety for sometime. With all the restrictions that have been imposed
as well as the hate speech and pressure from our government to be vaccinated. There has
been absolutely no transparency.

2/19/2022 11:37 PM

14539

It hasn’t. In fact, masking has allowed me to continue my job without the wildfire spread of
COVID which would occur without the proper use of masks.

2/19/2022 11:37 PM

14540

Living in constant fear of my safety, security and my rights and freedoms.

2/19/2022 11:37 PM

14541

All aspects

2/19/2022 11:37 PM

14542

My entire family have become social outcasts. My children were barred from sports that they
have played their entire childhood, removed from social events with friends, banned from
people’s homes and ridiculed by their peers. They were forced to sit in disgusting masks for
many hours in and outside of school and treated like bio weapons for two long years. My son
has severe asthma and his respiratory therapist refuse him a mask exemption and told him to
just get use to it, while pumping him full of pharmaceuticals to assist his diseased lungs. I am
a teacher and have been on unpaid leave for two years because I refuse to comply. I will not
forced innocent children to hide behind plexiglass, stay away from their peers, follow stickers
on the floor or breath their own germs for hours every day. My family has been imprisoned in
our own country. My husband had to decline a vacation that he won to New Brunswick
because of the vaccine mandates. It has created a divide in my family and with our circle of
friends.

2/19/2022 11:37 PM

14543

Should not need vaccine passport to travel.

2/19/2022 11:37 PM

14544

Work and sports

2/19/2022 11:37 PM

14545

When enforced has helped to not overwhelm hospitals

2/19/2022 11:37 PM

14546

I love to travel, and I have not been able to. Multiple work trips have been canceled due to
this. My quality of life is not the same

2/19/2022 11:37 PM

14547

I lost my job, got into depression, getting poor, totally lost fate into Canada

2/19/2022 11:37 PM

14548

In a many ways.

2/19/2022 11:37 PM

14549

Mental and physical health.

2/19/2022 11:37 PM

14550

I’ve been laid off of work for months

2/19/2022 11:36 PM

14551

In every Way

2/19/2022 11:36 PM

14552

It has prevented me from being there for friends and family who need it.

2/19/2022 11:36 PM

14553

PTSD, depression, severe stress, heartbroken by the DIVISION caused among family
members, can't even leave the country or visit, lack of freedom of movement, disgusted with
govt totalitarianism feels like NAZI GERMANY. Trudeau is DESTROYING our DEMOCRACY.

2/19/2022 11:36 PM

14554

I’ve become more stressed, depressed and anxious. It has divided my family and I have lost
friends.

2/19/2022 11:36 PM

14555

I feel like I’ve been ostracized and so many people hate me just because I’m unvaxxed.
Trudeau telling the country that people like me are misogynistic and racist isn’t helping and to
be clear it is not true. I’ve watched so many small businesses go under due to these mandates
that are supposed to be protecting us. I don’t feel protected at all by any of these mandates.

2/19/2022 11:36 PM
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They’re just making life more difficult. I’ve seen friends and family lose jobs for not being
vaccinated. I’d much rather live in a free country and take my chances with Covid.
14556

I have been very lonely. I have not seen my out of province kids and grand kids in 2 years!
Some of them say we can't see our grandkids again because we refuse the vaccine! Our long
planned and saved up for trip to Cincinnati has been cancelled twice. I am hard of hearing so
masking has made it difficult for me to understand much of what is said. I need to read lips. I
also get head aches from not being able to breathe well with a mask on. Because of eye
problem I can't do zoom so I have missed out on many occasions that I would have attended
live. My daughter with disabilities had to suddenly move home after living happily in a group
home for 7 years. I was completely worn out with her daily care and trying to keep her from
depression due to missing her house mates. I just need life to get back to normal before I am
to old to enjoy being finally retired.

2/19/2022 11:36 PM

14557

Took away personal freedoms. Dying family member couldn't see grandchildren and other
family members.

2/19/2022 11:36 PM

14558

It hasnt, things in life have shifted sure, actions have consequences and choices are a two
way street.

2/19/2022 11:36 PM

14559

It has made me feel isolated and kept me from seeing family. The vaccine mandates make me
feel like a second rate citizen.

2/19/2022 11:36 PM

14560

Financially

2/19/2022 11:36 PM

14561

These mandates have created havoc in our lives, division amongst friends and family, loss of
job, health problems, segregation, hostility, loss of confidence in our leaders and doctors,
medical system and vaccines.

2/19/2022 11:36 PM

14562

I have never been sick yet I am not allowed to travel by plane or train within my country and
I’m not allowed to leave by plane to go to Mexico -who does not require any of this nonsense!

2/19/2022 11:36 PM

14563

What do you think?? In every way.

2/19/2022 11:36 PM

14564

Lost tons of friends that belief the radical and wrong science

2/19/2022 11:36 PM

14565

Lots of mental health issues suicidal attempts

2/19/2022 11:36 PM

14566

Closest I've been to socialism

2/19/2022 11:35 PM

14567

Lost friends and unable to see family

2/19/2022 11:35 PM

14568

Money, mental health

2/19/2022 11:35 PM

14569

I'm required to be fully vaccinated for work, but I chose to be fully vaccinated to protect myself
and my family. I don't love wearing a mask to work, but I'm willing to do so to keep others and
myself safe.

2/19/2022 11:35 PM

14570

It has taken away all our freedoms

2/19/2022 11:35 PM

14571

Mental stress

2/19/2022 11:35 PM

14572

It hasn’t. I am vaccinated. This is to be expected in a Pandemic.

2/19/2022 11:35 PM

14573

Lost my job, couldn’t socialize, became isolated, many broken relationships with friends and
family which will never recover.

2/19/2022 11:34 PM

14574

almost destroyed but now know the truth.

2/19/2022 11:34 PM

14575

Discriminated against our family resulting in exclusion, mental health issues and segregation.
The stress caused by these mandates have been immeasurable and have stolen my
freedoms.

2/19/2022 11:34 PM

14576

92% canadians are vaccinated. Enough of all this restrictions.

2/19/2022 11:34 PM

14577

Mentally, financially, emotionally, socially.

2/19/2022 11:34 PM

14578

Broken family

2/19/2022 11:34 PM

14579

Can’t travel

2/19/2022 11:34 PM

14580

Loss of job, loss of family and friends, loss of worship, new health issues due to mask

2/19/2022 11:34 PM
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mandate and many other things
14581

I am no longer free to travel, eat out, participate in some hobbies, work as a driver crossing the
border.

2/19/2022 11:33 PM

14582

What life? This is not living. This is living under an authoritarian regime, Hell bent on installing
a Chinese Communist social score. The green check mark will only appear if your up to date
on latest vax, you vote for the right party, you don't protest, you toe the line. It will be used to
erase you from society. 99.7% survivability, average age of death 83 years old. And we
destroyed our lives and economy for that? It' insanity.

2/19/2022 11:33 PM

14583

Lost 85 percent of my work for 2 years and qualified for zero help from anyone , increasing
bills and living costs with no pay cheque. My savings gone. Im near retirement age, now live
with extreme anxiety, sleeplessness, stress , and dont want to be in this world any longer.
Thankyou covid

2/19/2022 11:33 PM

14584

Ruined my career, and killed my father.

2/19/2022 11:33 PM

14585

So much loss… Health, harm from vaccines, anxiety, finances, tyranny, loss of friends and
family due to division, fear for the future

2/19/2022 11:33 PM

14586

Isolation, depression, wages

2/19/2022 11:33 PM

14587

Being forced to take a shot is discusting. My grandfather was 99 last year he faught for our
freedoms.

2/19/2022 11:33 PM

14588

We have been isolated, lost income, separated family, depressed, angry, fearful, prejudiced
against, madder than hell, no science to support this mandate.

2/19/2022 11:33 PM

14589

It has caused major division between families and also affected my work

2/19/2022 11:33 PM

14590

Negatively

2/19/2022 11:33 PM

14591

Forced to get vaccinated to visit family. Family members forced to get vaccinated to keep their
jobs. Unable to attend my children’s sporting events.

2/19/2022 11:32 PM

14592

Not being able to see family, friends, having supports into ultrasounds, and birth of my child.

2/19/2022 11:32 PM

14593

It has caused separation among families n friends

2/19/2022 11:32 PM

14594

Canadas sad decline into a communist police state has a negative impact on my social and
mental wellness

2/19/2022 11:32 PM

14595

They have caused me to miss out on the first two years of my Granddaughters life, not to
mention the loss of other family relationships!

2/19/2022 11:32 PM

14596

I worked 40 years to be able to retire and travel. Now, my prime minister has made me a
prisoner of my own country.

2/19/2022 11:32 PM

14597

It has been very hard when one of your love one is in the hospital and you can’t go see them
on there last days of life

2/19/2022 11:32 PM

14598

Limited my life to work and home for 2 plus years

2/19/2022 11:32 PM

14599

Family members (more than one) Life threatening I’ll was from COVID and now life-long long
hauler effects which are permanent

2/19/2022 11:32 PM

14600

Lost my job

2/19/2022 11:32 PM

14601

Financially, physically, emotionally.

2/19/2022 11:31 PM

14602

How has it not

2/19/2022 11:31 PM

14603

Negatively

2/19/2022 11:31 PM

14604

Been the worst 2 years of my life. The virus is not the problem. The Canadian government,
provincial and federal, is the problem.

2/19/2022 11:31 PM

14605

Distance from everyone, made my cancer treatment harder

2/19/2022 11:31 PM

14606

Locked me away in my own house! Friend and family relationships!

2/19/2022 11:31 PM

14607

Depression, fear of the future..that we are moving toward Communism

2/19/2022 11:31 PM
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14608

forced vaccination to keep job, restrictions kept me from family, affected mental health

2/19/2022 11:31 PM

14609

poorly

2/19/2022 11:31 PM

14610

Family divided. Charter rights and freedom of the right to peacefully protest and assembly has
been violated. Loss of child extra activities and swimming and sports

2/19/2022 11:31 PM

14611

It's been tremendously difficult as small businesses were not allowed to generate an income
while the corporate feudalists made an obscene amount of money, if that's not a red flag than I
don't know what is. Our ignorance will be our detriment.

2/19/2022 11:31 PM

14612

Lack of seeing family.. witness to the division of Canada, sad time to be a Canadian.

2/19/2022 11:31 PM

14613

Totally

2/19/2022 11:31 PM

14614

Loss of rights and freedoms

2/19/2022 11:31 PM

14615

Respected my travel,visit family,and dining out and other activities.

2/19/2022 11:30 PM

14616

Terrible

2/19/2022 11:30 PM

14617

Horrible segregation from society

2/19/2022 11:30 PM

14618

In many ways Not being able to be with family and not being able to enjoy the activities I used
to such as live entertainment. It has greatly affected my mental health and my relationships

2/19/2022 11:30 PM

14619

I am depressed. Alone. My family has divided and abandoned me because of my choice not to
vaccinate. My kid has lived her whole life isolated.

2/19/2022 11:30 PM

14620

Affected all aspects of my life ; like living in a prison . No more liberties . Can't attend theaters
, restaurants , can't visit parents in old age home etc.

2/19/2022 11:30 PM

14621

It’s hasn’t just isn’t right

2/19/2022 11:30 PM

14622

Work wise, family wise, and my normal travelling life

2/19/2022 11:30 PM

14623

Travel, socializing, work All life in general

2/19/2022 11:30 PM

14624

Travel

2/19/2022 11:30 PM

14625

Depression

2/19/2022 11:30 PM

14626

Layed off. Lost alot of money. Good friend lost his business

2/19/2022 11:29 PM

14627

Been a living hell

2/19/2022 11:29 PM

14628

I have been divoded from friends and family. Socislizing has been nil

2/19/2022 11:29 PM

14629

I have no life since Covid

2/19/2022 11:29 PM

14630

This has been hell for me and my family. The stress I’ve been under has been brutal. My poor
kid is so depressed she doesn’t eat much. It’s made her stop loving dance at a crucial time in
her life/ age and she was so good too. Fights with family and friends. Major division. Couldn’t
watch my younger daughter play hockey. This whole thing has been a mess and it needs to
end now before the devastation is irreversible!

2/19/2022 11:29 PM

14631

Terrible experience Didn't go anywhere in 2 years

2/19/2022 11:29 PM

14632

Restricted my freedom of movement and association. I believe everyone should have a choice
to be vaccinated or not and not be vilified, lose their job or be restricted if they do not get
vaccinated.

2/19/2022 11:29 PM

14633

Mental health Distance between family and friends My job My health from vaccine High blood
pressure Breathing problems Chest pain I have a heart murmur

2/19/2022 11:29 PM

14634

Myself, spouse and children are depressed. Lost work.

2/19/2022 11:29 PM

14635

It affected my life, my job, my social life.

2/19/2022 11:29 PM

14636

No job, no income, no leisure activities, break up with family and friends

2/19/2022 11:29 PM

14637

It has kept me safe

2/19/2022 11:29 PM
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14638

Cut me off from friends and family. And seriously limited my freedom to worship corporately.

2/19/2022 11:29 PM

14639

Retired so not as much as someone working, especially if they have children.

2/19/2022 11:29 PM

14640

Not being able to do things ,we have had our freddom takin away And that just doesn't seem
right .

2/19/2022 11:28 PM

14641

I will loose my job, lost trust in the system and the money system. Nothing feels stable in our
system anymore. I feel like I’m heading towards more slaves then ever before.

2/19/2022 11:28 PM

14642

Lost my income, divided my family, affected my children’s mental health, affected my trust in
public services, affected my trust in the gouvernement, affected my mental health, ostracized
by my friends, treated like second class citizen, sports/activities for children were cancelled,
can’t visit both my grandmothers...all because I don’t believe in having to show private medical
information.

2/19/2022 11:28 PM

14643

Many friends have turned to drugs and alcohol to cope, I have lost a few friends to suicide. I
was not allowed a baby shower for my first born child, my family was not able to visit in the
hospital when I had a baby and only 1 person was permitted to be present. It’s unfair for the
children, there are no social groups to attend. Enough is enough already, we have to learn to
Live with covid. My entire family had it and all survived as did everyone I know.

2/19/2022 11:28 PM

14644

The fact that I can't do nothing can't go nowhere for what? It's just a common cold

2/19/2022 11:28 PM

14645

I can't travel to Mexico to get dental work done that I can't afford here. I was not allowed
access to a room I rented and almost slept on the street in Victoria. I'm being segregated
because I do not with to be in a vaccine trial.

2/19/2022 11:28 PM

14646

Lost my job. Lost family connection. Lost friends. Stress. Kids couldn’t go to university.
Stress. And much more

2/19/2022 11:28 PM

14647

Lost my job

2/19/2022 11:28 PM

14648

Create division between friend,family

2/19/2022 11:28 PM

14649

Division in the family

2/19/2022 11:28 PM

14650

I am a nurse who received a Pfizer shot due to my employer mandating them. I suffered a
severe reaction days later, and have been off on medical leave because of the reaction for the
past 5 months with no income. This is having a tremendous impact on my family financially
and is affecting my mental health.

2/19/2022 11:28 PM

14651

Job loss. Children spending whole days with masks on. Unable to attend public facilities such
as community centers, kids activities, pools, etc. Unable to travel.

2/19/2022 11:28 PM

14652

It’s been a constant, stressful attack on my rights and freedoms in the misguided name of
health, that was consistently proving the state health officials wrong in their claims they made.
And as such I have lost faith in the government having my best interests in mind going
forward.

2/19/2022 11:28 PM

14653

Limited job opportunities due to vx mandate. Breathing problems due to masks

2/19/2022 11:28 PM

14654

everyway -distanced from people, things are closed stress of knowing that people are losing
their jobs, i have lost income, I am excluded from everything, lost freedom can't go anywhere,
can't get health care due to synthetic closures and reduced intake, now fear of lost democracy
we all know by now that it was never about health so now lost trust in health care system and
all politicians

2/19/2022 11:28 PM

14655

Dividing family, friends

2/19/2022 11:27 PM

14656

Negatively. Very isolating even though I'm double vaxxed.

2/19/2022 11:27 PM

14657

I have lost many constitutional rights and freedoms. I have lost confidence in my government.
Mandates have put a wedge in relationships. I have lost faith in CBC. CBC is needs to report
the news; not opinions. My Prime Minister, whom I voted for, has declared me fringe. I am not
fringe.

2/19/2022 11:27 PM

14658

made me feel angry

2/19/2022 11:27 PM

14659

It made my life streseraul, miserable, unbearable.

2/19/2022 11:27 PM
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14660

Isolation.

2/19/2022 11:27 PM

14661

It's made me very anxious and still questioning the vaccine in my body

2/19/2022 11:27 PM

14662

I can not go to a pub , concert or travel

2/19/2022 11:27 PM

14663

Job loss, daily stress, alienation from pro-mandate people. Mandates made me aware how
quickly a free country can decay into tyranny and how the average person would stand by and
allow it or even ask for more.

2/19/2022 11:27 PM

14664

It has caused me to be put on loa for 6 weeks because of not disclosing my vax status at
work , my husband lost his job and my daughter almost died from the vaccine .

2/19/2022 11:27 PM

14665

Challenged me to Love

2/19/2022 11:27 PM

14666

It has made me feel ostracised by my friends and family. It has shaken my faith in a freedomoriented government.

2/19/2022 11:27 PM

14667

Stress

2/19/2022 11:27 PM

14668

It cost me my ability to work and support my family.

2/19/2022 11:27 PM

14669

Ruined economic opportunity, infringed on my basic canadian freedom to assemble, removed
my freedom to make personal medical decisions.

2/19/2022 11:26 PM

14670

Sick and tired of taking antigen and PCR tests to cross US/Canadian border

2/19/2022 11:26 PM

14671

Yes

2/19/2022 11:26 PM

14672

Not at all

2/19/2022 11:26 PM

14673

Lost my job!

2/19/2022 11:26 PM

14674

Negatively. Life’s simplicities like seeing loved ones has gone terribly. Loved ones lost unable
to say goodbye. Disgusting

2/19/2022 11:26 PM

14675

Ive missed out on weddings, laying my family to rest the correct way, time with family and
more.

2/19/2022 11:26 PM

14676

My daughter was going into her 3rd yr of University in Ausralia and she had to return home and
lost all her education and over $300.00 dollars.

2/19/2022 11:26 PM

14677

Protected myself and my loved ones. Protected vulnerable and has help to protect our health
care system and schools

2/19/2022 11:25 PM

14678

Ruined my life

2/19/2022 11:25 PM

14679

Divided society, inflation is insanely high, no federal leadership

2/19/2022 11:25 PM

14680

Negatively

2/19/2022 11:25 PM

14681

Endlessly

2/19/2022 11:25 PM

14682

It ruined the life of my family

2/19/2022 11:25 PM

14683

Reduced access to church. Not being able to attend weddings/funerals. Being scared to host
or attend family events because that would be over the limit

2/19/2022 11:25 PM

14684

Horribly

2/19/2022 11:25 PM

14685

depressed, anxious and agitated to the point of violence... ....

2/19/2022 11:25 PM

14686

It wasn't too bad really but every time I had to go out use the mask stay away from people I've
been living alone at my house now for a long time for about 20 years I lived here all alone I
always kept to myself and I always have to use this pandemic or whatever they call it So it
wasn't very nice for this masks and this is the thing to Stop everyone from communicating
terrible thing

2/19/2022 11:25 PM

14687

No comment

2/19/2022 11:25 PM

14688

It is mentally and emotionally crippling!

2/19/2022 11:25 PM

14689

My life has continued to improve abundantly as I have done the mirror opposite of what the

2/19/2022 11:25 PM
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government has suggested during the fake pandemic
14690

Closed biz 3 times husband not able attend post Secondary school due to mandates overall
veey negatively Impacted our lives

2/19/2022 11:25 PM

14691

Mental illness is become a normal

2/19/2022 11:25 PM

14692

Turned it around

2/19/2022 11:24 PM

14693

loss of income, loss of freedom to move and travel, loss of relationships, family death due to
the shot, multiple family members injured by the shot

2/19/2022 11:24 PM

14694

It had created a barrier between me and my family. It has created such a divid in between the
people i care about.

2/19/2022 11:24 PM

14695

I was forced to take a vaccine I did not want or I would have been fired from my job of 18
years

2/19/2022 11:24 PM

14696

Lose of freedom, fear, mistrust, segregation, totalitarianism

2/19/2022 11:24 PM

14697

The mandates have impeded on my freedoms as a Canadian citizen. Because of these
mandates, I have not been able to spend time with my friends and family. The government is
overstepping its bounds when they are telling churches that they can't sing anymore. I go to
church. I sing. The mandates have made me a criminal for practicing the freedoms guaranteed
by our charter of rights and freedoms. In short it has made life suck

2/19/2022 11:24 PM

14698

Excluded from all of society, anxiety, loss of friends and family

2/19/2022 11:24 PM

14699

Vaccinated to keep my job, lost time spent with family and friends, feelings of despair and
anger heightened

2/19/2022 11:24 PM

14700

Terribly

2/19/2022 11:24 PM

14701

All the unessary lock downs

2/19/2022 11:24 PM

14702

Created division, hatred, segregation, discrimination, fear and dehumanization.

2/19/2022 11:24 PM

14703

Treats me worse then an animal. I am God's creation and will always be! Amen!

2/19/2022 11:24 PM

14704

Terribly

2/19/2022 11:24 PM

14705

Finances and mental stress

2/19/2022 11:23 PM

14706

How hasn't it?

2/19/2022 11:23 PM

14707

Divided my family

2/19/2022 11:23 PM

14708

I have to wear a mask to work all day in customer service and it’s hard to speak and
understand others. I’m not able to dine in restaurants of our communities and support small
business owners, I’m not able to attend yoga that greatly helped my mental health during the
wildfires. It has effected my children with their learning and development as well as their
social/emotional development. It has stopped sharing experiences with my kids and family for
the fact that I’m not allowed into facilities. And lastly it has effected friendships and
relationships within my family. It has created a divide.

2/19/2022 11:23 PM

14709

Travel restrictions, unable to visit Dad in hospital, unable to work (electrician) in health facility,
family divisions, unable to spend energy on other important things

2/19/2022 11:23 PM

14710

Feel segregated, unnecessarily, unconstitutionally controlled. Rights and Freedoms illegally
stolen.

2/19/2022 11:23 PM

14711

It has caused me to close my small business, created agoraphobia and deepened my
depression.

2/19/2022 11:23 PM

14712

Isolated, my kids activity disrupted, reduced our business, physical decline/respiratory health
due to masks, unable to travel and visit family, community hostility

2/19/2022 11:23 PM

14713

Mental Health Physical Health

2/19/2022 11:23 PM

14714

Depression anxiety, division between family and friends

2/19/2022 11:23 PM

14715

It’s not a big imposition, but it’s time to stop.

2/19/2022 11:23 PM
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14716

I lost my job, it caused me to be isolated from family and friends and limited my travel.

2/19/2022 11:23 PM

14717

Depression, suicide thoughts

2/19/2022 11:23 PM

14718

It has separated family ,friends, it has isolated and depressed myself and those I am close to

2/19/2022 11:23 PM

14719

Nasty

2/19/2022 11:23 PM

14720

Can’t go out with family Worried about kids wearing masks all day

2/19/2022 11:22 PM

14721

Very hard on our family, especially my parents to visit a dying daughter.

2/19/2022 11:22 PM

14722

Countless ways

2/19/2022 11:22 PM

14723

Trapped, shitty, wanting our freedom back

2/19/2022 11:22 PM

14724

Took my freedoms

2/19/2022 11:22 PM

14725

Not free No jobs Interrupted every part of my life functions

2/19/2022 11:22 PM

14726

Loss job. Cancelled flights. Negative family interaction. Fear. Even shittier economy.

2/19/2022 11:22 PM

14727

Restricted movement, isolated from family and events. Forced retirement

2/19/2022 11:22 PM

14728

Affected my mental health

2/19/2022 11:22 PM

14729

Loneliness

2/19/2022 11:21 PM

14730

Distanced from love ones, had the move, restrictions.. tired and sad

2/19/2022 11:21 PM

14731

It has divided a country that has always been known for it's friendly and smiling residents. This
mandate has taken freedoms away from people who have their own beliefs. It has divided
families.....these mandates are irresponsible and unethical

2/19/2022 11:21 PM

14732

It has ruined it completely

2/19/2022 11:21 PM

14733

Depression

2/19/2022 11:21 PM

14734

My husband the primary income was fired. my child waited a year for surgery. My children
suffered abuse & anxieties being confined away from friends & families for huge time of their
developmental years. Emotionally, Mentally & physically (remember when playgrounds were
blocked off & still sports remains hindered) My children are both behind a year in what they
should have learned and continue to miss school and socialization of others especially other
ages which builds strong community. We have missed the funeral of multiple loved ones and
weddings, community events and most importantly church gatherings. Lost Hours days years
worrying about the future for my children and on searching for the truth & freedom. I have
coworkers I’ve worked with for two years and I barely would recognize their smiles. Forced to
breathe stale air for hours on end. Locked out of churches. Seen businesses close. Can’t see
family across Canada nevermind in another country. It has affected ever area.

2/19/2022 11:21 PM

14735

I feel like a second rate citizen as I am kot allowed in restaurants gyms etc as I am not
vaccinated therefore do not have a pr code. I feel it is the choice of every person to decide if
thy want thr injection or not. No person or government should force you to do so or take away
your freedom for not doing something you don't believe in.

2/19/2022 11:21 PM

14736

Becoming a PSW and my childrens future.Freedom for my future and for all Canadians

2/19/2022 11:21 PM

14737

Terrible so many inconsistencies. Always moved goal posts, always told follow science, not at
any time shown. Should have been called plandemic. Who will pay for businesses that went
under, governments should be paying

2/19/2022 11:21 PM

14738

Less sociable

2/19/2022 11:21 PM

14739

Segregation for my husband and kids, loss of income, depression, fear, anger, sadness

2/19/2022 11:21 PM

14740

Losing everything in my life

2/19/2022 11:21 PM

14741

Loneliness

2/19/2022 11:21 PM

14742

In September 2021 I started school at NAIT to become a dental assistant. I worked really hard
to upgrade and went through a very competitive application process and was accepted. I was
truly proud of myself. In October 2021 they enforced a new policy stating every student had to

2/19/2022 11:21 PM
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be vaccinated and recieve their first dose by a certain date. I have many other vaccines but I
did not chose to get the covid vaccine. So I had to drop out of school. It was the hardest
decision I ever made. This decision changed my future completely. Fast forward to February
2022 I recieve news that NAIT has now got rid of their vaccine mandate. A little too late for me
to return to school. I've missed too much. I would have been almost done my first year now
but instead I've been struggling to find a job for the last 5 months. Fear of an employer asking
if I'm vaccinated and turning me away because I'm not has been at the forefront of my mind. I
want to have children before I'm 30 years old and now if I decide to go back to school a year
later because I'm "allowed" now that will mean delaying having children by another year. I was
absolutely devastated to hear that they took away the mandate so soon after implanting it. My
life was forever changed and for what. For them to go back on it a few months after. Absolutely
unforgivable in my eyes. They should never have been allowed to have a mandate like that.
That's just 1 way the mandates have affected my life. And as you can tell it relates to
everything in my life. Work. Children. Financial. Mental. Feeling like what happens to me
doesn't matter in the eyes of our government. So sad.
14743

Divided my whole family

2/19/2022 11:21 PM

14744

Makes life not enjoyable at all

2/19/2022 11:21 PM

14745

The division among family and friends has been too much! For some, irreparable.

2/19/2022 11:21 PM

14746

I lost everything. My business first. Then my home. Then my car.

2/19/2022 11:20 PM

14747

Destroyed my community, business & organizations in mg community. Negatively impacted
mh own health. The division cultivated by the PM & media have destroyed friendships and
family relationships. I don't trust doctors, hospitals, nurses dentists, police, politicians at every
level. Financial destruction on so many levels. Cost of living is ridiculous. Procurement of
goods & services is drastically impaired. Our PM is an international embarassment (we were
once a proud nation). Devastation at so many levels.

2/19/2022 11:20 PM

14748

cannot go to gym, very depressed mentally, and emotionally traumatized

2/19/2022 11:20 PM

14749

Negative: - Made my job harder (masks make it much harder to effectively teach or manage a
classroom of young children) - Kept me from visiting my family in another province - Deprived
me of the support of my church community - Caused division and hard feelings among people
in my community - Made me feel like a lower class citizen, almost subhuman, because I am
unable to do everything that vaccinated people are allowed to do Positive: - Forced my
boyfriend and I to get creative about date night ideas, which resulted in us learning to cook Dramatically increased business at the local bakery/produce/convenience store where I worked
- Taught me to be more accepting of people with different values (e.g. people who think it is
important to wear a mask while driving in a vehicle alone)

2/19/2022 11:20 PM

14750

It has caused tension between family members, frustration, anxiety, stress, depression,
missed a trip, and so much more.

2/19/2022 11:20 PM

14751

Health Care Worker 18 years-unpaid leave since September 28th, 2021

2/19/2022 11:20 PM

14752

Made me safer

2/19/2022 11:20 PM

14753

Inducing unnecessary fear.

2/19/2022 11:20 PM

14754

Missing out on newborn baby visits. No visits during hospital stays. Not seeing grandparents.
Church not allowed to be full. Birthday parties. Family gatherings. Travel restrictions. My child
shouldn't be used to people wearing masks. Unnecessary division in family, church and
community.

2/19/2022 11:20 PM

14755

I hate it. I has caused unnecessary stress at work, unnecessary division in family, fear of
losing my job and family who have been vaccinated. Fear of losing our freedom as individuals
and as a country.

2/19/2022 11:20 PM

14756

Negatively in all aspects

2/19/2022 11:20 PM

14757

The church that my family are members of has been forced to require attendees to wear mask
and has been reduced to 50% capacity.

2/19/2022 11:19 PM

14758

Yes

2/19/2022 11:19 PM

14759

Created division. And segregation

2/19/2022 11:19 PM
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14760

Seclusion and discriminatory

2/19/2022 11:19 PM

14761

Kept me and my family safe.

2/19/2022 11:19 PM

14762

I was unable to watch any of my kids sports or even take them into the arena.

2/19/2022 11:19 PM

14763

It has cost me money as we had to cancel several trips, I was laid off from my job for several
months, it has caused tension to my extended family due to differences in the belief around
the mandates. It has affected our quality of life as it’s been very stressful living under these
mandates & restrictions. We have not been able to have weddings, social gatherings, travel &
the list goes on & on. It’s time to get on with our lives & for those that choose not to get
vaccinated, they should continue to have restrictions as they are the ones getting sick & in the
hospital & costing more resources & money. I 100% support vaccines & getting rid of the
restrictions for those that are vaccinated.

2/19/2022 11:19 PM

14764

It goes against our freedom and rights. I see hatred among local residents and neighbours that
was never there before.

2/19/2022 11:19 PM

14765

Negatively in numerous ways.

2/19/2022 11:19 PM

14766

My business was closed for 7months. I lost thousand and thousands of dollars.

2/19/2022 11:19 PM

14767

I gained twenty pounds, depressed, feel discrimination, second class citizen, family division.
Unable to visit my family or go to church.

2/19/2022 11:19 PM

14768

They have made my community safer and saved lives

2/19/2022 11:19 PM

14769

It has confined us from watching our grandchildren and children play sports it has totally
mentally and physically made us separate from our family. We have been distanced from our
families and friends. We have lost jobs and I totally hate our country right now. Trudeau is the
biggest liar and has blood on his hands for forcing people to get this vaccine. My kids got it
against my will so they could be with their Friends and participate in sports. They are the ones
who got vovid! I served them food and dr them but I did not get sick. This is Bullshit!

2/19/2022 11:19 PM

14770

It has destroyed any confidence that I had for the government, health agencies, medical
colleges and mainstream media.

2/19/2022 11:19 PM

14771

Doesn't matter

2/19/2022 11:19 PM

14772

Like being in a prison. No social life. Depression.

2/19/2022 11:18 PM

14773

Depression

2/19/2022 11:18 PM

14774

I can’t acssess the gym because only one vaccine that I had a bad reaction to. I will wear a
mask. I will limit people I hang around but don’t take away a place that makes me happy and
healthier. Take away the passport

2/19/2022 11:18 PM

14775

I'm depressed and very upset

2/19/2022 11:18 PM

14776

lost my business 1 year short of planned retirement

2/19/2022 11:18 PM

14777

Lack of confidence.

2/19/2022 11:18 PM

14778

Loss of autonomy.

2/19/2022 11:18 PM

14779

It has made everyday living brutal!! I can’t go anywhere without a diaper on my face, can not
go to any venue!! I had Covid and guess what?!! My 99% chance I would survive .. worked…
was like a three day flu/ cold!!! Just like every year!!! This has been a joke since day one!!!

2/19/2022 11:18 PM

14780

Brainwashed family members with undue fear. Created fatigue because of trying to figure out
conflicting rationale.

2/19/2022 11:18 PM

14781

Very negative/ division/ isolated/ lonely

2/19/2022 11:18 PM

14782

Psicologically, spiritually, economically and socially

2/19/2022 11:18 PM

14783

Unemployed now

2/19/2022 11:18 PM

14784

In every way, but most importantly kept us healthy

2/19/2022 11:18 PM

14785

Positively. I won't go to resurants now that mandates are lifted. Masking was the simplest and
I miss capacity restrictions.

2/19/2022 11:17 PM
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14786

It has divided our family

2/19/2022 11:17 PM

14787

It's made life crap

2/19/2022 11:17 PM

14788

Not affected.

2/19/2022 11:17 PM

14789

Had to lie to keep a job,not able to gather and worship God

2/19/2022 11:17 PM

14790

It made me depressed

2/19/2022 11:17 PM

14791

Very negative lots of depression

2/19/2022 11:17 PM

14792

I can’t afford gas,electricity, vehicle insurance, land taxes, food, hydro, medication on a penst

2/19/2022 11:17 PM

14793

Haven’t been able to see family in another country.

2/19/2022 11:17 PM

14794

Ended the Canadian way of life as we know it. We are under totalitarian rule now. Borderline
communism.

2/19/2022 11:17 PM

14795

It has taken away our families income, affected my child’s schooling, socialization and
learning. Created a divide within our families and friends, not allowed us to use facilities that
our taxes go to, has created a second class of citizens and made people think that the
unvaccinated are a danger. Affected our right to travel freely, speak freely, move freely and
most importantly they infringe upon my charter rights and the bill of rights.

2/19/2022 11:17 PM

14796

Will lose my job if it continues. My teenagers and son lost so much and were VERY stressed
and hurt in MANY ways. Daughter can't go on field trips. Friends lost. Stress, sadness,
discouragement, bullying and harassment because we don't like the mandates. Lost family
times/Christmas and our support community. Lost Single Mom helps and supports in the
community.

2/19/2022 11:17 PM

14797

It has prevented travel for work. It has divided our family seriously. It has Caused division at
work and a loss of colleagues and friends.

2/19/2022 11:17 PM

14798

feel alone and depressed. coerced to take a vaccine I didn't feel went thru enough testing

2/19/2022 11:17 PM

14799

Horrible

2/19/2022 11:16 PM

14800

Yes in a zero positive way.

2/19/2022 11:16 PM

14801

In a negative way

2/19/2022 11:16 PM

14802

Kept me from my job and watching my children’s sports, kept me awake a night wondering
how Canada became communist!

2/19/2022 11:16 PM

14803

It has demonstrated the importance of connection, the importance of free speech, the
importance of every individual in the country

2/19/2022 11:16 PM

14804

Made me careful.

2/19/2022 11:16 PM

14805

Lost my job, house, kids out of school,

2/19/2022 11:16 PM

14806

I hate Justin Trudeau

2/19/2022 11:16 PM

14807

My wife and I and our children have decided not to become vaccinated. For that reason we
have not been able to enjoy certain things such as going out for dinner. Also as part of a
church group, we could not worship the way we feel we should be worshiping. The restrictions
have also created a lot of anxiety. My wife is from Ontario so we have also not been able to go
back to visit her family. This has been very hard on her as her parents are aging.

2/19/2022 11:16 PM

14808

Emotionally physically and mentally. Wearing a level 4 surgical mask at work for 8+ hours
daily then to go ANYWHERE has permanently changed my voice hurt my throat and given me
an at times debilitating headache.

2/19/2022 11:16 PM

14809

I have had my freedoms taken away and lost my job. So if I have no job government gets no
taxes

2/19/2022 11:16 PM

14810

Loss of social activities and exercise, loss of friends and family both physically or through
disagreements of facts vs rack news.

2/19/2022 11:16 PM

14811

Stress because of being forced to inject an untested solution into my body

2/19/2022 11:16 PM
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14812

My mental health has suffered greatly. Watching my son start his school experience with all
the restrictions is terrible to deal with, It’s all he knows. Family members are also having
mental health issues. Also having being beat down for 2 years the worst part is a lot of the
decisions made along the way made no sense. Which makes my head spin even worse. I can
go on but I think my point is made. Thank you for the opportunity to have my voice heard.

2/19/2022 11:16 PM

14813

Destroyed my spirit

2/19/2022 11:16 PM

14814

No rights to do things. Have show a passport but do not have the shots so that is
discrimination. Should be your choice. Every restriction was set the the goal post just keep
moving. This is not about health but about control.

2/19/2022 11:16 PM

14815

It has made life unrecognizable, stressful and uncertain

2/19/2022 11:16 PM

14816

A sense of removal from friends and fellow citizens; hard to breathe with masks, terrible sense
of dislocation not seeing people's faces - that is perhaps the most poisonous aspects of the
mandates. We are humans, and every one of us is an individual.

2/19/2022 11:15 PM

14817

Cannot travel and are pushing the end of our life.

2/19/2022 11:15 PM

14818

Trapped in Canada and unable to conduct my business. Children’s education decimated,
sadness for those people damaged by the experiment

2/19/2022 11:15 PM

14819

I know of 5 people who have committed suicide, including 2 of my cousins.

2/19/2022 11:15 PM

14820

Yes

2/19/2022 11:15 PM

14821

Made it very difficult to work. Made it so people rather suffered at home instead of going to the
hospital to suffer there alone. The list goes on forever.

2/19/2022 11:15 PM

14822

I can’t travel to Europe to our family

2/19/2022 11:15 PM

14823

Feel locked up loss of freedoms

2/19/2022 11:15 PM

14824

Segregation of society has affected my mental health. Rifts between close friends and family.
Government overreach is concerning and I’m terrified to raise children in this country.

2/19/2022 11:15 PM

14825

I can’t shop in the United States, as I have to get a pcr test to re-enter Canada, and it’s almost
impossible as for timing when your results will be available

2/19/2022 11:15 PM

14826

It has caused depression in me, my kids, prevented us from having physical, social, sports,
entertainment outlets, healthy community, volunteer opportunities, friendships, hands on
learning and interaction and development through the Ontario learning centers for my
preschooler now aged 5, hindered developmental stages for our 7 and 5 year old, hindered
getting developmental help through special government programs for learning needs; job loss
for my husband and son, grossly delayed and hindered my major operation needed, medical
tests and specialist appointments, caused severe mental breakdowns and depression and
psychosis for 2 of my adult children.

2/19/2022 11:15 PM

14827

On unpaid leave for 3 months now. I had covid too. Natural immunity

2/19/2022 11:15 PM

14828

Financially and emotionally

2/19/2022 11:15 PM

14829

Kept me safe

2/19/2022 11:15 PM

14830

its an intrusion of freedom, All Canadians should have the choice to personal health
decisions!!!! duh

2/19/2022 11:15 PM

14831

Mentally, financially, spiritually, and is slowly destroying Normal life, causing families and
friends to fight each other.

2/19/2022 11:15 PM

14832

Vaccine-injured, no job, no social life, I did my best, then I got called a misogynistic racist by
my Prime Minister

2/19/2022 11:15 PM

14833

Lost my business

2/19/2022 11:15 PM

14834

Very dissatisfied with the loss of personal freedoms and the possible legacy of the COVID
mandates on my children’s future.

2/19/2022 11:15 PM

14835

Negatively in all aspects of my being, physically, mentally, and spiritually.

2/19/2022 11:15 PM

14836

It has forced me to put a mask on for the flu

2/19/2022 11:15 PM
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14837

Negatively

2/19/2022 11:14 PM

14838

It hasn’t. I wear a mask at work and it’s not a big deal. I like knowing that my actions can help
others.

2/19/2022 11:14 PM

14839

mentally in all aspects

2/19/2022 11:14 PM

14840

I felt forced to take the vaccine when it should be our choice and I feel stripped of my
Canadian rights. I believe these mandates have discriminated and divided people.

2/19/2022 11:14 PM

14841

Interrupted family connections and work

2/19/2022 11:14 PM

14842

Depression

2/19/2022 11:14 PM

14843

It slowed my trucking company considerably

2/19/2022 11:14 PM

14844

Caused hard feelings with family and friends

2/19/2022 11:14 PM

14845

All

2/19/2022 11:14 PM

14846

Stopped us from travel

2/19/2022 11:14 PM

14847

Lots

2/19/2022 11:14 PM

14848

I can not move freely out of my country or from province to province. I have to test 3 times a
week for employment

2/19/2022 11:13 PM

14849

Has divided family and lost a lot of friends

2/19/2022 11:13 PM

14850

Mentally.

2/19/2022 11:13 PM

14851

Emotional

2/19/2022 11:13 PM

14852

Unable to travel to visit our children who live abroad.

2/19/2022 11:13 PM

14853

No freedom

2/19/2022 11:13 PM

14854

I have lost 12 family members in the last 2 years, all died alone, from
despair,isolation,overdose and suicides..NONE FROM OR WITH COVID

2/19/2022 11:13 PM

14855

Shopping. Depressed. Shortages. Friends and family. Etc.

2/19/2022 11:13 PM

14856

More difficult to live.

2/19/2022 11:13 PM

14857

divided my family

2/19/2022 11:13 PM

14858

Terrible. Ruined parts of my daily life.

2/19/2022 11:13 PM

14859

As a public school teacher it has made a drastic difference in my day to day life for two years.

2/19/2022 11:13 PM

14860

They have had a terrible negative effect on my life. Isolating and reducing my value in the
eyes of my community. For a time I was not allowed into a community centre that I helped
fundraise for. They have put my children at risk and reduce my children’s access to resources
and hinder their educational programs. They are cookie cutter policies that don’t take into
consideration the individual’s needs and medical history. They have cause extra unneeded
stress and added financial stain to my family.

2/19/2022 11:13 PM

14861

Restrict family gatherings, recreation. Not being able to enjoy all the social gatherings I'VE
been used to. No being able to attend church for some months. Not being able to travel in the
past. Ot bei g able to rake vacations I gave paid for. Not being able to see family in the U.S. or
have them come here.

2/19/2022 11:12 PM

14862

Made our family think we live in nazi Germany 1942.

2/19/2022 11:12 PM

14863

Loss of income

2/19/2022 11:12 PM

14864

I have lost Faith in this country

2/19/2022 11:12 PM

14865

It has affected my work and relationships and freedoms.

2/19/2022 11:12 PM

14866

Only makes me feel more confident that I am fully vaccinated..

2/19/2022 11:12 PM

14867

If you are not vaccinated, you cannot participate in organized sports. I am coaching a group of

2/19/2022 11:12 PM
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girls that were turned away from sports teams because they are not vaccinated.. they are 12 to
16 years old. This is insane and completely unacceptable. I cannot take my child to swimming
lesson. I cannot eat at my local restaurant. The mainstream media has lied, the medical
professionals have lied, our government has lied. The reality is that not all of these vaccines
are safe and people are getting hurt and no one is talking about it. The divide that this mandate
has created is absolutely disgusting.
14868

Extreme financial emotional, mental and physical debilitation

2/19/2022 11:12 PM

14869

Affected my business, my social life, my personal life. Feel singled out and targeted and
segregated. An awful time to call myself a Canadian. All mandates must end now!! Enough is
enough. COVID is here to stay - get used to it, take preventative care & get on with life!

2/19/2022 11:12 PM

14870

Frustration

2/19/2022 11:12 PM

14871

Lost my job in healthcare. Lost my mother because of covid. Lost my income. Lost my home.
Segregation, discrimination, isolation, division with family. Caused panic and anxiety. Mental
health and well being affected. Loss of rights and freedoms. Disgust in the events in Ottawa
the police attacking peaceful protestors

2/19/2022 11:12 PM

14872

I have lost my occupation of 30 years

2/19/2022 11:12 PM

14873

Shut down every aspect of my life! These last 2 years have been the worst and I never want to
see this happen again! There was no reason to shut down the world when only the immune
compromised were at risk! Take care of the elderly!

2/19/2022 11:12 PM

14874

Laid off of job

2/19/2022 11:12 PM

14875

Cant travel. Loss of freedom..hardship for grandkids. Unable to go to restaurants, community
activities etc. We are lepers...apartheid... segregation

2/19/2022 11:11 PM

14876

It has turned me and members of my family into second class citizens.

2/19/2022 11:11 PM

14877

Extreme depression and axiety

2/19/2022 11:11 PM

14878

In every way possible!!!! It must end

2/19/2022 11:11 PM

14879

Makes me feel like a second class citezen.

2/19/2022 11:11 PM

14880

Realizing how corrupted the system is has been an amazing choc and awakening

2/19/2022 11:11 PM

14881

I was forced to get the jab to keep my job to earn a living.

2/19/2022 11:11 PM

14882

It has caused unnecessary stress in my life as well as the life of my family. It has caused
division in my family and church. I have seen the government grab power that wasn’t theirs
and abuse the people of Canada.

2/19/2022 11:11 PM

14883

Enabled my employer to implement a vaccine-only policy, putting unvaccinated employees on
unpaid leave.

2/19/2022 11:11 PM

14884

It has been scary, depressing, repressive

2/19/2022 11:11 PM

14885

In every way possible. Work mandate lost my job. School for my son wearing a mask and
can't breathe, husband needs to test 3ntimes a week. Not being able to enter restaurant, gym,
sports for my children....every way possible it has affected us

2/19/2022 11:11 PM

14886

Vaccine passport system is causing a 2 tier system and breaking our country

2/19/2022 11:11 PM

14887

Don’t even know where to start. - financially - emotionally - physically FUCKING
STUPIDITY!!!!!

2/19/2022 11:11 PM

14888

I’m about to lose my job!

2/19/2022 11:10 PM

14889

It has helped keep me alive.

2/19/2022 11:10 PM

14890

It’s horrible

2/19/2022 11:10 PM

14891

I am vaccinated and boosted. The mandates protect my grandchildren who can’t be vaccinated
yet.

2/19/2022 11:10 PM

14892

My daughter had cancer and I wasn't allowed to go and help her. My 95 yr old mother died and
we were not allowed to be with her and comfort her. These are sins against God. I forgive but

2/19/2022 11:10 PM
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those responsible will face the creator one day.
14893

Made it much more difficult

2/19/2022 11:10 PM

14894

All

2/19/2022 11:10 PM

14895

always ask where's my mask i don't wear one ever

2/19/2022 11:10 PM

14896

Constantly fearing for my safety due to the prime minister encouraging the population to be
hateful and violent against vaccine free individuals with his hate speech.

2/19/2022 11:10 PM

14897

It is impacting my relationships. It has impacted my work life.

2/19/2022 11:10 PM

14898

So fuck and ridiculous

2/19/2022 11:10 PM

14899

I have asthma and masks make it difficult to breathe.

2/19/2022 11:10 PM

14900

Separated myself from family and friends, not allowed my deceased father a proper funeral,
kept my wife from returning to work, made locating childcare extremely difficult

2/19/2022 11:10 PM

14901

No job opportunities and overriding fear for future for all the children. Fear of losing one income
household if mandate applied. Scared of discrimination from community and authorities. Close
family relationships eroded or deeply broken. Loss of opportunity to find friends for children and
self

2/19/2022 11:10 PM

14902

Way too much government overreach

2/19/2022 11:10 PM

14903

I have been isolated from family and friends. My health has deteriorated greatly these past 2
years. I see it in all the people I know... how tramatized they have become and how negatively
they have been affected by all these mandates and restrictions. It is time to get back to
normal and be a united and free country again.

2/19/2022 11:10 PM

14904

I was forced to make the decision to either get the vaccine or loose my job

2/19/2022 11:10 PM

14905

Prevented work, prevented family time, prevented education, prevented access to fitness
centres, prevented access to medical help.

2/19/2022 11:10 PM

14906

I would have had to go on an unpaid leave of absence from my job had I not agreed to testing
every 72 hours. I have not been allowed to get on a plane since Trudeau’s mandates against
unvaccinated people. My husband is not able to join the fire department in our city even though
he ranked #1 of all recruits.

2/19/2022 11:10 PM

14907

Mandates have made life unbearable!

2/19/2022 11:09 PM

14908

In every aspect

2/19/2022 11:09 PM

14909

A lot

2/19/2022 11:09 PM

14910

It has made me miss so much time with my special needs daughter. Another Christmas she's
had to spend alone because of this foolishness. It needs to end, now!

2/19/2022 11:09 PM

14911

Family connections

2/19/2022 11:09 PM

14912

It hasn’t. I’m vaccinated to help protect those in my community. Life is good when vaccinated!

2/19/2022 11:09 PM

14913

stopped having lunch with friends

2/19/2022 11:09 PM

14914

I am unv so am unable to take my children for sports lessons as they are also unv. It has
caused division between family and friends. The govt has instilled fear. Masks are
uncomfortable with asthma. I could go on and on. Vax passports or segregation papers as I
call them, are isolating and discriminatory.

2/19/2022 11:09 PM

14915

Isolation is a torment typically reserved for the worst criminals. Under these unconstitutional
statutes every Canadian of all ages has been crippled mentally, economically and socially.

2/19/2022 11:09 PM

14916

Lost hope

2/19/2022 11:09 PM

14917

I not able to travel and go where I like even though I take many precautions and have been for
2 years

2/19/2022 11:08 PM

14918

All of them did

2/19/2022 11:08 PM

14919

I was not able to spend the last year of my father’s life with him. He did not die of Covid, he

2/19/2022 11:08 PM
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died of loneliness. During this time I have suffered emotionally and my quality of life has
significantly deteriorated. This is not what I looked forward to and worked so hard for, my entire
life. Instead I felt like a prisoner in my own home. Even though I am vaccinated, I felt like I
was more or less forced to do so and I now fear for my future health and the health of my
family.
14920

Causes depression and anxiety and stress

2/19/2022 11:08 PM

14921

More isolation and less opportunities to socialize.

2/19/2022 11:08 PM

14922

It affects our relationships with families and friends. We lost a lot of quality time with them due
to mandates.

2/19/2022 11:08 PM

14923

I lost my job

2/19/2022 11:08 PM

14924

Unnecessary strain

2/19/2022 11:08 PM

14925

I can not visit my family in canada

2/19/2022 11:08 PM

14926

Difficulty finding/changing job. Inability to spend quality time with loved ones. Freedom to
simply go out for the night.

2/19/2022 11:08 PM

14927

I have been discriminated and lose some of my rights. I am a citizen as others.

2/19/2022 11:08 PM

14928

I have suffered significant loss of freedoms, many family memories missed. Significant
emotional and mental stress.

2/19/2022 11:08 PM

14929

It has affected my family relationships, my children’s physical and mental health. Our
economic well being and our rights and freedoms.

2/19/2022 11:08 PM

14930

Its divided my family! I doubt we'll ever be healed from this damage!

2/19/2022 11:08 PM

14931

Restricted in many ways. Can not go swim can not fly out to visit our children in different
province, can not go see our old and frail parents in an other country

2/19/2022 11:08 PM

14932

It has taken away hope, reason and surrounded me with inconsistencies and outright criminal
lies.

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14933

More than myself I am worried about the mental health of my kids

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14934

Depressed

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14935

It’s government over reach that can no longer be supported by science. This is only one of
many mandates in many sectors that are coming without public consultation.

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14936

I’m beyond depressed. In every way possible it has affected my life.

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14937

We have mostly lost contact with 3 of our grandchildren , and 3 of 4 of our children. My
husband who is the sole bread winner lost his job Nov 20/21, and so far has not gotten UI. (
We are both in our 60's) My sister told me in so many words that I and anyone else who
doesn't get vaccinated should die. And on our granddaughters 6th birthday, she got her 1st
shot of "poison" We now have to sell our home.

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14938

It has restricted my normal day of life

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14939

My husband has heart problem and he had to have that vax to keep his job, very depressed
over all that . We are treating like bad person it is a bad feeling.

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14940

Not being able to see family members and not being able to find work even with having both
Vaccinations. Having skin reactions after having the shots. I believe that the small business
owners that lost their business due to mandates and to all Canadians that lost their life line
jobs that need to be considered also

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14941

Stressful to socialize and ruined some sports for my brothers and myself

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14942

Nothing is worst than this. It's pure fascism. I now live in poverty because of this government.

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14943

Not so much me but my children and grandkids are being out through hell

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14944

Extremely negative

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14945

Mental stress and fianancially.

2/19/2022 11:07 PM
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14946

It hasn’t impacted me personally other than going into a store with a mask exemptions not
being honoured.

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14947

Unable to travel or see family

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14948

It has kept me from being able enjoy life because of the choice I made not to get the jab. Not
able to watch my grandkids play hockey, not able to go to a movie or restaurant. It has caused
division within my family and community.

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14949

Living in fear, prices have it difficult to buy groceries or gas.

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14950

I’m every which way

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14951

Mental health problems

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14952

Severly

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14953

Can’t travel by air for work. Employment at risk.

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14954

very bad

2/19/2022 11:07 PM

14955

How hasn’t it!? It’s affected everything. mental health. Stress. Work. sex. Travel. Friendships.
Family gatherings…

2/19/2022 11:06 PM

14956

its a big restriction and nuisance

2/19/2022 11:06 PM

14957

It's ripped my only few family I have in this country apart which came here for a better life. I
can't find a job that will accept me. I can't leave the country to visit the majority of my family,
diners, weddings, funerals. My body and mobility rights is all I have. I would rather die than live
in this world.

2/19/2022 11:06 PM

14958

It has cause unprecedented conflict within my friends and family. These mandates are dividing
a country that has been for my lifetime been very supportive to all. But now everyone fights
and argues because we all believe we are 100% correct with our facts instead of listening and
respecting everyone's personal choices.

2/19/2022 11:06 PM

14959

My immune compromised kids are no longer safe to go to school

2/19/2022 11:06 PM

14960

The mandates have had a severe negative economic, social, physical and social health of all
Canadians while providing zero benefit in preventing illness or death due to Covid. They have
been an absolute disaster. They must all be lifted immediately and never imposed again.

2/19/2022 11:06 PM

14961

Major anxiety, friends losing jobs, my trust in politicians and bureaucrats is quickly
disappearing.

2/19/2022 11:06 PM

14962

It has been divisive .

2/19/2022 11:06 PM

14963

Not at all

2/19/2022 11:06 PM

14964

Cost me my job and life for the past two years

2/19/2022 11:06 PM

14965

This has made my life incredibly increasingly difficult as I have been the glue keeping the
whole entire show running by being the ONLY one going into work every day. I am exhausted
and burnt out.

2/19/2022 11:06 PM

14966

Horribly, it’s inhumane and destroying our lives

2/19/2022 11:06 PM

14967

I avoid Liberals who believe in mandates.

2/19/2022 11:06 PM

14968

Mental health

2/19/2022 11:06 PM

14969

My business is almost closed because people cannot travel or attend events without
passports. My business caters to people travelling. I have been in business since 1985 and
have never been this close to permanently closing. I own/operate a pet boarding facility. Trying
to keep my employees and my livelihood. I don’t qualify for government handout as I own my
building. Self employed so no government help here.

2/19/2022 11:06 PM

14970

Ruin my relationship with my children

2/19/2022 11:06 PM

14971

I found out truth and the great awakening happened for me and many others !!! Knowledge is
powerful 🙏🙏

2/19/2022 11:06 PM
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14972

It has torn my family apart, lost friends, caused my child to be suicidal and may lose me my
job.

2/19/2022 11:06 PM

14973

Psychologically and physically

2/19/2022 11:06 PM

14974

unable to visit my daughter ,restrictions at my church ,visitors to my home ,unable to go out to
eat at a resturant .ALL restrictions

2/19/2022 11:05 PM

14975

Stress through the roof

2/19/2022 11:05 PM

14976

On many levels. I lost my job, my eldest daughter is now on anti-depression drugs because
she is suicidal, my two younger children are feeling sad, lonely and depressed and my spouse
and I are more devised as a result of all this stress.

2/19/2022 11:05 PM

14977

Terrible

2/19/2022 11:05 PM

14978

If people would follow then properly, the mandates are intended to save lives. Only selfish,
natrow-minded individuals can't understand this.

2/19/2022 11:05 PM

14979

decreased income. isolation from friends and family. it is causing a mental health crisis for so
many people.

2/19/2022 11:05 PM

14980

Very negatively

2/19/2022 11:05 PM

14981

Lost my job Lost my income Can't fly to Ontario to see my family My family members lost
their jobs Effecting my mental and physical health. Effecting my retirement

2/19/2022 11:05 PM

14982

As a health care worker, I'm very tired and overworked. Though the money has been great. I
really miss my family.

2/19/2022 11:05 PM

14983

It hasn’t. I’m vaccinated.

2/19/2022 11:05 PM

14984

I stay home and go to work .shopping is a pickup.holidays at home. My animals need a
vaccine but i cant bring them to the vet. Need a hip replacement and can't get that either

2/19/2022 11:05 PM

14985

It puts pressure on my employment. Depression because I'm not allowed to join friends.
Depression because ive had covid twice and LESS symptoms than my friends family and co
workers

2/19/2022 11:05 PM

14986

Yes less work . Higher costs . Delayed supplies !!

2/19/2022 11:05 PM

14987

Faced medical coercion in exchange for basic freedoms

2/19/2022 11:05 PM

14988

Cost me my job of 30 years

2/19/2022 11:05 PM

14989

Fear, isolation

2/19/2022 11:05 PM

14990

Separated us from our children disrupted our worship and denied us the ability to support
friends and loved ones who have had loved ones die

2/19/2022 11:05 PM

14991

It caused me to take my family & leave the country temporarily to get away from the insanity.

2/19/2022 11:05 PM

14992

Feel insulted… since you rejected unvaxxers by vaccine passport, people started looking at
them as if they are virus itself… A “are you vaccinated?” B “no” A “don’t come closer” Why do
vaccinated people think like they became undefeated and see and contact people? I know
many people went to New Years parties and got infected But they are cared and protected
even they take irresponsible actions. Unvaxxers who try not to see people and be responsible
are always accused… Not fair ….

2/19/2022 11:04 PM

14993

Loss of income

2/19/2022 11:04 PM

14994

This has crippled the whole world fear is rampant lies And deceit , mental health is at an all
time low

2/19/2022 11:04 PM

14995

Reduced quality of life. Made fearful, anxious, worried for loved ones health, safety and ability
to support themselves. Broken relationships with close friends and family.

2/19/2022 11:04 PM

14996

Can’t fly Go to restaurant Coins not go to my brother-in-law funeral

2/19/2022 11:04 PM

14997

Travel restrictions, kids mental health..all unnecessary. Enough is enough

2/19/2022 11:04 PM

14998

Both my husband and I decided to get 1 vaccine but we felt coerced into it. After he had a

2/19/2022 11:04 PM
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reaction to the first one and my period was negatively affected by it we did not get a second.
Since then we have not been locked in our province/country and can't leave. Thankfully our
jobs haven't mandates anything but mine has for people who are certified. I'm a receptionist
14999

Yes

2/19/2022 11:04 PM

15000

Negatively

2/19/2022 11:04 PM

15001

Horribly, tragically and merciless from Trudeau and his tyranny

2/19/2022 11:04 PM

15002

Horrible

2/19/2022 11:04 PM

15003

Lost family and friends due to fake news on MSM. Potentially could still loose my job if they
choose to enforce vaccine mandates

2/19/2022 11:04 PM

15004

Unable to see children and grandchildren in next province. Missed granddaughters birth.
Missed seeing my 88 year old grandmother. Miss seeing my parents. Mental health with
limited socialization has been effect. Cause division between me and most of my family and
some friends. Lost time with my grandkids who were in the same province as me. Feeling
angry that they are continuing. Unable to attend church some of the time no Sunday school,
puppet ministry, youth, teen, womens, men's monthly activities,Bible study and fellowships.

2/19/2022 11:03 PM

15005

It’s has effected my personal, professional and family relationships, causing division among all
these relationships. Has effected my financial life and has caused stresses on my physical,
mental and emotional health.

2/19/2022 11:03 PM

15006

It has made me anxious, depressed, and I have lost all confidence in the democratic process.
I feel corruption is at every corner of government and I no longer trust our pliticians.

2/19/2022 11:03 PM

15007

I lost a job and now might not be able to continue with my schooling or get my license to
practice in my field

2/19/2022 11:03 PM

15008

It is an abuse of basic human rights and greatly affects the way I feel about this government
with its blatant arrogance, disregard and contempt for it's citizens. I did get vaccinated and still
we had oppressive lockdowns despite 80% vaccination rates and no true science to justify
these actions.

2/19/2022 11:03 PM

15009

Mostly it has separated family members to one side or the other

2/19/2022 11:03 PM

15010

It hasn't, as the only federal mandates are travel..same as every other country. Others are
provincial

2/19/2022 11:03 PM

15011

Severely inhibited family and social connection. The way it has been handled has created
unreasonable fear and division for many.

2/19/2022 11:03 PM

15012

Lost more than one job. Unable to visit my elderly father in retirement home. High amounts of
depression. Friends thinking of suicide. Worry of what kind of world we're leaving our kids.
Disgust and loss of faith in our government and police force.

2/19/2022 11:03 PM

15013

Unable to travel or take my kids swimming or go about normal life really. It’s incredibly
stressful trying to raise a young family during these times. Many close relationships have been
strained and life is forever changed.

2/19/2022 11:03 PM

15014

I feel like a second class citizen not being allowed in certain buildings or partake in certain
activities because of my religious choice not to vaccinate.

2/19/2022 11:03 PM

15015

It has severely impacted the freedom and normalcy of life for my children. It has cost me my
job.

2/19/2022 11:03 PM

15016

It has left me isolate from family, unable to be at a funeral for my brother.

2/19/2022 11:03 PM

15017

Separation from family, friends, and general ability to enjoy travel, eating out and just regular
living. I am retired so did not effect my job.

2/19/2022 11:03 PM

15018

I have lost my husband of 52 years. Couldn't get good health care for him . I worked in
healthcare most of my life. I am ashamed of saying that now. My life will never be the same.
There' s not mandate they can lift now that will bring my husband back to me.

2/19/2022 11:02 PM

15019

Horrible, deadly

2/19/2022 11:02 PM

15020

Do not have the freedom to enjoy our retirement prior to COVID. I have lost 2 years of

2/19/2022 11:02 PM
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retirement freedom. A freedom that I have worked a lifetime to be able to enjoy while our health
lets us.
15021

It affected all aspects of our lives Traveling, jobs, Divided friends and families, taking our
rights away, freedom of choice. Endangering lives with an unproven vaccine. Canada was once
a wonderful multi-cultural country that I loved! This is horrible.

2/19/2022 11:02 PM

15022

The ceiling for joy is much lower. It feel like being under the heavy wheel of a Grist Mill being
slowly ground down.

2/19/2022 11:02 PM

15023

Robbed my freedom to participate in social interactions. Damaged family relationships.
Frustrated kids

2/19/2022 11:02 PM

15024

Horrible extreme experience

2/19/2022 11:02 PM

15025

Loss of trust in my government. Saw the corruption from the beginning. Mandates have killed
people.

2/19/2022 11:02 PM

15026

I see depression on the rise, inflation, families divided, businesses going under, vaccine
injuries not taken seriously. The list goes on..

2/19/2022 11:02 PM

15027

Family division, anxiety for my kids and their futures

2/19/2022 11:02 PM

15028

Lack of freedom and access to honest information

2/19/2022 11:02 PM

15029

As a Canadian citizen, it's changed my life in such a dramatic form that I no longer identify as
Canadian. I identify as a citizen of a Communist regime.

2/19/2022 11:02 PM

15030

I lost my Job because of COVID-19

2/19/2022 11:01 PM

15031

Amongst others

2/19/2022 11:01 PM

15032

Unable to have surgery

2/19/2022 11:01 PM

15033

Division of society, added stress, mental health has suffered for most, I’ve seen so much
exclusion & turmoil in families and among friends...so much fear too.

2/19/2022 11:01 PM

15034

my health everyday

2/19/2022 11:01 PM

15035

Mentally - depression, isolation Physically- weight gain Emotionally - anxiety, depression
Financially- insecure, not sure how to proceed Overall- stagnant, hopeless, feeling confined
with no rights, no voice, no future.

2/19/2022 11:01 PM

15036

Took away my freedom took away my friends took away my life it was terrible let’s end it now

2/19/2022 11:01 PM

15037

Work, mental health, physical health. Everything.

2/19/2022 11:01 PM

15038

Two years of being controlled is enough…. I’m worried about the mental health of many I know!

2/19/2022 11:01 PM

15039

It violates my Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

2/19/2022 11:01 PM

15040

yes, absolutely. i have 7 chronic auto immune conditions. my church, family and rec centre
group are my support systems. having the mandates in place has seriously impacted my
ability to visit with friends, family, church and others and the freedom to just be in my
community including being able to be in restaurants and cafes.

2/19/2022 11:01 PM

15041

Loss of clientele at work, loss of freedom to travel domestically or internationally, loss of
freedom to take my family/children to restaurants, movies, anything requiring POV, loss of my
children to participate in their sports, after school extra curricular. Mental health decline for
myself and children with being segregated and marginalized against for personal choice.
Relationship/partnership/family strain due to differences in values on bodily autonomy and
justification on mandates.

2/19/2022 11:01 PM

15042

Suffering from a life altering adverse reaction to the Pfizer vaccine that I was coerced into
getting!

2/19/2022 11:01 PM

15043

Masks are one thing. Passports and removing all freedom until someone complies is not okay

2/19/2022 11:01 PM

15044

Tremendously

2/19/2022 11:01 PM

15045

I lost some friends over gaps in fear levels. The school system did a horrible job and
lockdowns made all of us lack social and family connections. Travel restrictions are making

2/19/2022 11:00 PM
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any flight a mission impossible.
15046

I’ve been trying to buy a house and can’t because the prices are too high. I’ve watched my
friends and family lose their jobs or can’t find a job. I’ve watched how the government has
beaten people of the trucker convoy even though it has been a peaceful protest. I’m done with
Trudeau leadership.

2/19/2022 11:00 PM

15047

Laid off two times during lockdowns

2/19/2022 11:00 PM

15048

I have had a significant decrease in salary, so much so that I cannot afford my rent, I have
had to get help and use a food bank service for the past 2 years.

2/19/2022 11:00 PM

15049

Not

2/19/2022 11:00 PM

15050

I am banned from society, as are my children.

2/19/2022 11:00 PM

15051

Not seeing family, relationships broken by opposing views. Missing activities. Isolation. At
home learning was VERY difficult. Uncertainty, stress, anxiety.

2/19/2022 11:00 PM

15052

I was forced to get vaccinated to keep my job although as a front line worker I worked the
whole pandemic. But when the politicians said, all of a sudden I was a “danger”. It doesn’t
make any logical sense.

2/19/2022 11:00 PM

15053

Was forced to get vaccine to keep job when I had natural immunity from previous COVID. It’s
wrong to impose medical mandates.

2/19/2022 11:00 PM

15054

The leader of this country has mandated illegal travel orders on the unvaccinated. This means
that I can’t go overseas to visit my aging parents just because I don’t want to be injected by a
new and experimental medication with no long term safety data. Furthermore, I may lose my
job.

2/19/2022 11:00 PM

15055

I've lost jobs, couldn't get any work as I came from an oil & gas work history so no one would
hire me not even a Macdonalds. My family lost our house, our vehicle all to the bank because
of this. As I know many others have as well. I pretty well lost my sanity & was at one point
ready to take my own life. Through lots of therapy & humility I've managed to regain a little bit
of self worth & keep on getting up each morning. My life has been permanently changed as
well as my daughters & as an Albertan it's never felt like we are looked at as the scum of the
earth in Justin Trudeau's eyes.

2/19/2022 11:00 PM

15056

Very inconvenient. Have missed interaction with family especially.

2/19/2022 11:00 PM

15057

My mental health has declined.. My son's behavioral issues have increased.. We've been
abused mentally by the public for our choices and secluded from society.. This isn't the life I
want for my child or me.. I have to rare conditions that I constantly Need medical attention.
I've been told they can refuse me to get treatment if needed.. What I have has no cure.. It has
affected me tremendously.. The government overreach needs to stop now.

2/19/2022 11:00 PM

15058

I have not been able to see most of my family and friends nor get proper medical care!

2/19/2022 10:59 PM

15059

very bad, loss my job that i have had for 15yrs, stress, fights with my family, depression, a
sense of hopelessness, and fear of this country Turing into a socialist country with a
dictatorship rule, fights with friends, financial problems, no future, a complete sadness, cannot
travel to see family, my work refuses to pay me my overtime and has taken my vacation pay
away and will not let me work until I tell my work if I am vaccinated or not because of the
mirroring mandatory vaccine policy

2/19/2022 10:59 PM

15060

Chaos

2/19/2022 10:59 PM

15061

It has been the darkest time in our lives. We have felt like prisoners and a lower class in
society like in India thy has the caste system.

2/19/2022 10:59 PM

15062

The mask mandate caused me health issues, sinusitis and anxiety. I lost friendships. I'm not
being able to go to events and socialize with people.

2/19/2022 10:59 PM

15063

It has exacerbated my mental health condition

2/19/2022 10:59 PM

15064

It hasn’t. I still go out and socialize, eat at restaurants, hang out with friends, play sports.
Masks are no big deal to wear when required.

2/19/2022 10:59 PM

15065

Horrible , my mental health decline , i have nightmares it is horrible

2/19/2022 10:59 PM
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15066

Can't go to the hospital if I get sick or need medical procedures done, can't go to restaurant
with my family, can't buy groceries, can't go to any public building ,and many more restrictions

2/19/2022 10:59 PM

15067

Lost my job

2/19/2022 10:59 PM

15068

It’s made my family my friends and acquaintances and society in general very distant from
eachother

2/19/2022 10:59 PM

15069

It has permanently altered my future.

2/19/2022 10:59 PM

15070

Family divided

2/19/2022 10:59 PM

15071

It'd difficult to explain with words, but I can say I'm not interested to live in a world if these are
becoming the new normal.....

2/19/2022 10:59 PM

15072

My childrens mental health, physical health, my job, my family. Everything!!!!

2/19/2022 10:58 PM

15073

Afraid and stressed!!

2/19/2022 10:58 PM

15074

Ruined my life. Don’t have anything to look forward to.

2/19/2022 10:58 PM

15075

My children have not been able to go into sports and activities or facilities to participate with
other children because of my vaccine status. If my children do participate in activities I am not
allowed to enter to watch and be with my under age children. As a guardian and parent that is
unacceptable. The segregation this has caused between friends and family is unfixable in
some situations. This has caused segregation at a level to match the holocaust.

2/19/2022 10:58 PM

15076

Business limits, sports for my son, travel

2/19/2022 10:58 PM

15077

Are you kidding me? I lost my business, my nurse wife lost her job, I lost my liberty, my life
and my happiness!!

2/19/2022 10:58 PM

15078

Delayed cancer screening for loved ones. Limited funeral capacities.

2/19/2022 10:58 PM

15079

Limited outings and not seeing family very much, but we are luckier than most: lots of porch
visits, zoom visits

2/19/2022 10:58 PM

15080

Unaffected as wearing a mask or getting a vaccine is no issue

2/19/2022 10:58 PM

15081

Mental health of entire family. Destroying family relationships. Hostile workplace. Hostile prime
minister who thinks my views are unacceptable. One daughter fears being forced to get
booster for her job and the other doesnt want vax at all and missing out on last years of high
school and possibly grad and prom. Saying final goodbyes to family on Facetime. Our PM is
now a dictator and needs to go!!

2/19/2022 10:58 PM

15082

isolation separation from family depression not being ab allowed to visit elderly friend in
nursing home said my good byes at her grave 3 weeks ago

2/19/2022 10:58 PM

15083

My son’s life has been affected drastically

2/19/2022 10:58 PM

15084

It has decreased my ability to travel Unable to visit some people in nursing homes Has
affected family financially Caused divisions in some relationships Affected social life

2/19/2022 10:58 PM

15085

Job loss. Family no longer speak to my family. Mental health issues. Lost trust in health
officials and government agencies.

2/19/2022 10:58 PM

15086

The mandates in my province have banished me from the library, the gym, Cinemas,
restaurants, and any other establishments they deem "non-essential". It has illegally kept my
church from worshiping and meeting in the normal, legal way which we are promised in the
Charter of Rights and Freedoms and other legal documents, which the Prime Minister is
supposed to agree to honor and uphold while in office; this he has not done and it is
unacceptable.

2/19/2022 10:58 PM

15087

No trust in our governments & politicians! No trust in all mainstream media! No trust in big
Pharma! No trust in big Tech. Deception & lies spewed by all of the above! Their is NO
INTEGRITY & NO TRUTH in any of the above!

2/19/2022 10:58 PM

15088

Made me have no life

2/19/2022 10:57 PM

15089

To the extent that I cannot communicate with people because of the masks and the rest of the
restrictions

2/19/2022 10:57 PM
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15090

It has affected our family in every way it’s just not normal to not be able to be around your
family love them and support them help them. And to be in church and love one another
support one another.

2/19/2022 10:57 PM

15091

1. Ive waited 2 years for surgery on a broken wrist. 2. I no longer can find a Dr. For basic care.
3. My mental health is in decline. 4. Ive been verbally assaulted by more business owners ,
grocery cashiers and bank tellers during the past two years than I care to mention. 5. I no
longer go outside, or socialize, unless I need supplies.. 6. Ive lost all relationships with family,
friends, and neighbors . 7. I am afraid of my government.

2/19/2022 10:57 PM

15092

Divided people, took shot or lost my job

2/19/2022 10:57 PM

15093

A lot

2/19/2022 10:57 PM

15094

I lost my job. My son was deregistered from University. We can't watch or participate in sports,
go to movies, eat in a restaurant, travel. My kids can't play sports in school. We can't enter a
school ever for anything without vaccination.

2/19/2022 10:57 PM

15095

No income no relationships no social interactions I am dead and a broken woman !

2/19/2022 10:57 PM

15096

Caused unnecessary fear, uncertainty and isolation.

2/19/2022 10:57 PM

15097

I was not able to see my mother with my kids. It has caused conflict in our family and I am not
able to visit with my sister

2/19/2022 10:57 PM

15098

Depression to the point I'm fighting suicidal thoughts every day . 🤦🏼♀️

2/19/2022 10:57 PM

15099

Devided family and friends.

2/19/2022 10:57 PM

15100

Lost my job and anxiety through the roof.

2/19/2022 10:57 PM

15101

No travelling

2/19/2022 10:57 PM

15102

Killed my business

2/19/2022 10:57 PM

15103

social isolation

2/19/2022 10:57 PM

15104

Not significantly; we don't mind doing our part to keep others safe for the time being.

2/19/2022 10:57 PM

15105

Mandate to vacinate (flue shot in my opinion) has lead to family feeling I let them down. I am
not able to go to restaurants, movies, exercise clubs, or gatherings. Just started to live on my
own so feeling the isolation.

2/19/2022 10:57 PM

15106

My 93 year old mother had to die alone in a hospital because of restrictions, she was not
allowed to see her family. Telling unvaxed people that they are not allowed in establishments
were others go is the biggest form of discrimination since slavery, and I find that appalling

2/19/2022 10:57 PM

15107

All of it

2/19/2022 10:57 PM

15108

Loss of wages

2/19/2022 10:56 PM

15109

Single mom lost my job

2/19/2022 10:56 PM

15110

Kept me safe. Thank ful for the drs and nurses

2/19/2022 10:56 PM

15111

Depression

2/19/2022 10:56 PM

15112

Alot wife lost here job so it's financial burden some family won't talk to us because we're not
vaccinated can't enjoy the little thing like going out with friends around for a meal my son can't
get married because of capacity rules lost a bunch of money on concert tickets that we bought
before so called pandemic concert got postponed then couldn't go because we're not
vaccinated at the rescduald date stress of everyday life can't go to The gym anymore

2/19/2022 10:56 PM

15113

Lost my job

2/19/2022 10:56 PM

15114

I am a handicapped senior citizen, no transportation of my own. Been home by myself the past
two years with little human contact.

2/19/2022 10:56 PM

15115

So much, I won't bother to begin to list!

2/19/2022 10:56 PM

15116

I was forced into the vaccine or I’d lose my job. I’ve lost friends and my mental health has
been sadly effected

2/19/2022 10:56 PM
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15117

Much better for my mental health

2/19/2022 10:56 PM

15118

Lost job

2/19/2022 10:56 PM

15119

Lost our home, business, family feuds,can’t see dying friend,can’t travel, go public places with
my grandson

2/19/2022 10:56 PM

15120

Just hard conversations with family, some either against or didn't get vaxxed

2/19/2022 10:56 PM

15121

Tremendously. My partner and I have missed out on work opportunities that have greatly
affected our financial situation

2/19/2022 10:56 PM

15122

I have been estranged from all friends and social activities as well as my exercise activities

2/19/2022 10:56 PM

15123

Forced to get a needle I didn’t want that could have adverse health affects, a year out of work,
travel restrictions (couldn’t see my family in Ontario because I was unvaccinated) , loss of
150000.00 for being out of work,

2/19/2022 10:56 PM

15124

Work

2/19/2022 10:56 PM

15125

Socially, kids groups cancelled and outings, mask trauma and anxiety, taking away freedom

2/19/2022 10:55 PM

15126

It’s taken 2 years away from our lives. It needs to end now

2/19/2022 10:55 PM

15127

I feel safer because of the mandates

2/19/2022 10:55 PM

15128

Forced to take an injection that the consequences of are yet unknown

2/19/2022 10:55 PM

15129

I can't attend my sons school events. My kids are losing out on field trips, sports days, bday
parties. My special needs child is denied entry to venues because of mask mandates. We
can't get into therapeutic swimming because of limits.

2/19/2022 10:55 PM

15130

I’m leaving Canada

2/19/2022 10:55 PM

15131

Not being able to be with family members and restrictions for attending social events
churches,hospitals, restaurants etc. Lock downs effect mental health like depression etc.

2/19/2022 10:55 PM

15132

Forced to take vaccine

2/19/2022 10:55 PM

15133

It has divided families, prevented church attendance, I’m afraid to go into stores/public places
as a disabled person because of the many rules and being ostracized for breaking the rules
unintentionally.

2/19/2022 10:55 PM

15134

Not able to see family, not able to travel.

2/19/2022 10:55 PM

15135

Shut down

2/19/2022 10:55 PM

15136

Makes me angry and has ruined my friendships and family friendships.

2/19/2022 10:55 PM

15137

Depression, loss of family n friends, loss of employment

2/19/2022 10:55 PM

15138

a prisoner in my own home and country, not a fan.

2/19/2022 10:55 PM

15139

It hasn’t.But them lifting restrictions does affect me because now as an E.A. If I get sick I
don’t get paid

2/19/2022 10:55 PM

15140

It is destroying our beautiful country, job losses, childrens well being, suicides, elderly dying
alone, health issues related to vaccines, my husband got blood clots on his lungs from
vaccine, forcing unneeded vaccines on everyone, especially children, people being divided and
arguing about mandates, could go on and on, endless reasons...

2/19/2022 10:55 PM

15141

My whole life is sad, my kids are missing out on everything

2/19/2022 10:55 PM

15142

Too many lockdowns. Moved to the US in May 2021

2/19/2022 10:55 PM

15143

Negatively

2/19/2022 10:55 PM

15144

I'm working 1330km to a camp job. Working for an Engineering firm abandoning wells. I drove
to Grande Prairie yesterday 680 km to get on my flight and was refused. I have 1 jab and
tested negative. So I drove today 700km to get home. Ill be at home for 48 hrs. Drive back up.
Putting my life in danger driving or jumping on a plane to reduce windshield time. Freezing rain
between Valleyview and Fox Creek. Stayed in Fox due to road conditions. The safety of
Canadians traveling has no been thought through.

2/19/2022 10:55 PM
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15145

In every way, mental, physical, financial

2/19/2022 10:55 PM

15146

Big Brother iswatching🤬🤬🤬 Takes my Rights and Freedoms away!!

2/19/2022 10:55 PM

15147

school

2/19/2022 10:54 PM

15148

Lose of job, kids having to stay home because they have a common cold which means once
again I lose work days, anxiety

2/19/2022 10:54 PM

15149

I feel scared that the government thinks it is ok to try and force people to be vaccinated
against their wishes

2/19/2022 10:54 PM

15150

I have lost my job, my other business has been unable to operate with any certainty,
relationships have suffered to name the top three.

2/19/2022 10:54 PM

15151

Not able to attend restaurants, church, many events. My daughters can’t attend university.
Social isolation. It has caused division, name calling, hatred if you don’t agree with others
decision. It has caused great fear in people. Major changes in my workplace-constant
adjustment have to be made, going remote, back in class, etc. Unable to attend weddings,
funerals. Unable to travel. My daughter was unable to have a proper graduation. And much
more.

2/19/2022 10:54 PM

15152

I’ve barely left my house. I’m a prisoner

2/19/2022 10:54 PM

15153

Yes

2/19/2022 10:54 PM

15154

Separated from many

2/19/2022 10:54 PM

15155

Drastically

2/19/2022 10:54 PM

15156

Like iam a prisoner in my own country not free

2/19/2022 10:54 PM

15157

Not

2/19/2022 10:54 PM

15158

Completely changed my work environment and how we interact with one and other. Travel and
freedoms

2/19/2022 10:54 PM

15159

Restaurants

2/19/2022 10:54 PM

15160

Supressed, depressed, oppressed. All negative things.

2/19/2022 10:54 PM

15161

I lost my job as a frontline critical care emergency room nurse. My heart is broken to see and
interact with masked humans. Especially children.

2/19/2022 10:54 PM

15162

In every way possible

2/19/2022 10:54 PM

15163

Haven't been able to see my family or friends

2/19/2022 10:54 PM

15164

Gives me a negative attitude every time I have to deal with it.

2/19/2022 10:54 PM

15165

All of them

2/19/2022 10:53 PM

15166

They have kept my love ones safe.

2/19/2022 10:53 PM

15167

Physical abuse, unable to see family, mental health decline, unable to watch my children play
as they did before.

2/19/2022 10:53 PM

15168

Not much. We live on a ranch.

2/19/2022 10:53 PM

15169

Segregated family and friends, I've witnessed families and businesses crumble for no other
reason.

2/19/2022 10:53 PM

15170

It has affected family life, shopping and I just dislike the way it has taken over. Life needs to
get back to normal.

2/19/2022 10:53 PM

15171

I had to close down my business for half of the year last year while others were allowed to
remain open. It has divided relationships and family members.

2/19/2022 10:53 PM

15172

The mandate has greatly affected my life, my husband travels internally for a living. This has
affected us greatly financially as well as mentally.

2/19/2022 10:53 PM

15173

..badly very much ..

2/19/2022 10:53 PM
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15174

It's just made it more complicated.

2/19/2022 10:53 PM

15175

I can not report anything positive, it has ruined our family, ans friend relationships and created
extreme mental health impacts. It's not ok. It's a dam flu which Ians my family have natural
immunity. Is that too big of a science word for turdeau?

2/19/2022 10:53 PM

15176

Very deeply

2/19/2022 10:53 PM

15177

Canada is ruined by the totalitarian government approach

2/19/2022 10:53 PM

15178

It hasn’t , but I am worried about my grandparents not being able to go out and do things
because people are careless

2/19/2022 10:53 PM

15179

More than words, I had to fly home in October from BC to Ontario to be with my father as he
was dying from cancer, I was not vaccinated I am not an anti vaxxer but wanted to wait and
see, my trip back was extended to he with my dad because I was extended to Dec 17th after
my dad passed away. I had to be double vaxxed in order to get home to BC. I had no choice I
had to get back for work

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15180

Made me realize that I do not own my own body or control what I put into it the government
does

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15181

Solitary confinement without committing a crime

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15182

I lost my job and now having trouble securing employment due to the vaccine mandate,
struggling to pay bills and high cost of food and gas and not able to see my elderly father for
almost two years, because he is in a care home that requires you to be vaccinated to visit. It
has also caused my son to suffer with anxiety, loneliness, frustration and at times
hopelessness feeling like his future is being robbed because of these mandates.

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15183

Socially and professionally

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15184

Job

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15185

Negatively

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15186

I was forced to take a poisonous flu shot.

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15187

A friend was not able to attend school. Many friends felt pressure to be vaccinated.

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15188

I haven’t gotten COVID yet!

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15189

As an unvaccinated family we are treated like second class citizens. My children haven’t been
able to do normal childhood activities or sports. We haven’t been able to go out to restaurants
as a family, nor have my husband and I been able to nurture our relationship by going on
dates. When I return from maternity leave I will not be able to work due to a vaccine mandate
at my place of employment. My husband went from a steady place of employment for nearly 3
years to jumping from job to job to keep a roof over our heads and food on the table. We have
lost relationships and alienated in our community.

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15190

Cannot go to United States or travel via flying

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15191

They haven’t because I’m not a baby who can’t handle getting a vaccine or wearing a piece of
cloth on my face. Lifting them has greatly impacted my life and restricted my freedoms
though.

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15192

Every aspect!

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15193

Depressed

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15194

Make me depressed and sad.

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15195

Yes

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15196

Made me feel safe to go out and get essential supplies.

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15197

miserable

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15198

Depression. Loneliness

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15199

loss of income , wasted time and potential

2/19/2022 10:52 PM
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15200

I am not the same person. I fear for the children. This has affected my whole family. Some of
my family members have lost their jobs because they did not believe in the vaccines. Trudeau
has no right to do this to us. He has no right to sell us out this way. This is illegal and against
our rights. He wanted everything so quick that’s why I decided to look into this further and then
deciding against everything that he wanted. I fear every day that I’m gonna lose my job, and
who wants to live this way.? The convoy… I think God for them I felt like my prayers were
answered. I supported them because I believe that we need to fight for our freedom‘s. Please
help us get our freedom back before we become a communist country… This cannot happen.
We have a charter of rights he has no right to go against. We Canadians have fought to have
them protected. He is doing everything legally… What got me was he wanted to freeze our
rights our bill of rights for five years?? What do you mean freeze them so he can do whatever
you wants to us? We need to finish this! He needs to pay for what he has done to us. This is
history, please help us and be a part of the right side of things. Thank you

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15201

Kept me and my family safe

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15202

Depression suppression Not able to visit dying mother

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15203

Nobody controls me, but me. Period. So in every way this has affected my life.

2/19/2022 10:52 PM

15204

I hate wearing the masks and see peoples smiling faces.

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15205

Been really depressed. Can't do the thing's I enjoy sometime's I feel it would be better just to
die

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15206

Drastically

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15207

Not being able to travel to see family or go see loved ones that are in care has been extremely
difficult to deal with and very depressing

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15208

very negatively, discrimination at its finest

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15209

I will only fully realize when I get my freedoms back...

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15210

Isolation,

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15211

It has destroyed friendships and affected the mental health of almost everyone I know. It has
isolated family members from each other and resulted in job loss for others. It has caused
irreversible damage to society.

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15212

Lost a loved one from getting the vaccine

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15213

Kept me and my family safe

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15214

Divided my family,isolated me, caused me great anxiety and depression afraid to lose freedom
in Canada!!!!

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15215

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15216

I don’t socialize as much as I’d like. Which mandate?

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15217

Exclusion from society, feeling alone and hopeless, being discriminated against for making
choices pertaining to my own body.

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15218

I have protected my family members and friends by wearing masks and getting vaccinated. It
has been an invonvenience, but I can handle it.

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15219

Hard time breathing in masks. Hard connecting with others. So sad to see the massive
deception on good willed ppl

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15220

Horribly. Sick of all the lies

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15221

Has separated me from my family on multiple occasions and has kept me from my own home
at times due to restricted travel. Masks have affected my breathing, asthma, triggered
migraines and severe breathing issues.

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15222

I was unable to fly to spend Christmas with my husband and his parents. I am unable to work
out in the gym.

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15223

It has made life sad, it’s been hard on our communities, families and must if all elderly and
children.

2/19/2022 10:51 PM
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15224

Lost my family and job

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15225

Probably for the better mostly. I perform covid pcr testing so it be more overwhelming if we had
more positives. Also work in blood bank which provides support to critically I'll covid patients
and other lab duties. I appreciate how the mandates have helped reduce hospitalizations and
critically I'll patients. Not so sure about vaccine mandates but that was our hospitals CEO that
decided to fire all unvaccinated staff not the government. We could really use those members
back on our team.

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15226

I am unable to travel to visit my family

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15227

Loosing work, can't travel to see my family in Europe, mental health worsen, no leisure time
sport activities, no social life.

2/19/2022 10:51 PM

15228

I have been restricted from seeing family, friends, the gym, restaurants and medical care.
More importantly the right to choose.

2/19/2022 10:50 PM

15229

Loss of income, damaged family relationships and friendships, depression, fear of a virus that
I got and wasn’t near as bad as the worst flu I’ve had, isolation, held me back from living my
life, made me decide against having children, missed weddings and funerals, missed
birthdays, need I go on?

2/19/2022 10:50 PM

15230

It hasn’t negatively affected my life.

2/19/2022 10:50 PM

15231

My kids have lost out on sports, times with friends and family crucial to their development.
Loved ones have died alone and we could not mourn as a family.

2/19/2022 10:50 PM

15232

In sooooo many ways. My teenagers mental health, trust of authority and opportunities to grow
and learn. My family relationships. My mental health… the hours and hours of research, fact
checking, watching interviews, writing letters, being talked down to, limited access to…. So so
many ways

2/19/2022 10:50 PM

15233

Loss of work and ability to travel prisoner in my own country

2/19/2022 10:50 PM

15234

It's stolen 2yrs of my children's childhood

2/19/2022 10:50 PM

15235

made me safer kept people alive.

2/19/2022 10:50 PM

15236

All of it

2/19/2022 10:50 PM

15237

It has taken a toll mentally, emotionally, financially, lots of trust lost in our medical/health
system, no more trust in the government which is supposed to be a democracy. One thing
after another.

2/19/2022 10:50 PM

15238

New found anxiety, but also some amazing career opportunities.

2/19/2022 10:50 PM

15239

My 20 year old daughter was forced to take the Vax to keep her job and has had some
concerning health issues since. Our worship services were hindered by limits on attendees,
and no singing. We are COMMANDED by God our Creator to worship and SING PRAISES!

2/19/2022 10:50 PM

15240

It has made me angry, depressed, lethargic, cynical, and disheartened. People, on the other
hand have inspired me, uplifted me, made me laugh, gave me joy, helped me trust humanity,
and motivated me. Politicians, "health" authorities and SOME "law enforcement" agencies
have literally scarred my soul.

2/19/2022 10:49 PM

15241

Negatively cost me my job

2/19/2022 10:49 PM

15242

My anxiety had increased tremendously, I rarely leave my home and depression is at an all
time low. I rarely get to see my children, grandchildren, husband and father. Prior to this I was
extremely outgoing, loved traveling and talking and visiting with people. I have lost family
members that I was not allowed to see. My father had a major heart attack, I was unable to go
in the room to talk to him. I had to talk to him through a glass door which 3 "busy" nurses
listened to and monitored our conversation. I have had physical medical issues that I refuse to
go to the hospital for just to sit and wait for 3 1/2 hours for not to be seen as us what happened
to 2 very close friends

2/19/2022 10:49 PM

15243

Caused huge divisiveness with family and friends. Caused huge stress, lack of sleep, not able
to attend my gym, restaurants, fly.. quality of life low

2/19/2022 10:49 PM

15244

It has affected my pregnancy, made me have to cancel appointments and not get the best
informed medical care I should have had.

2/19/2022 10:49 PM
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15245

Could not have a funeral for mom or nephew

2/19/2022 10:49 PM

15246

Lost of income, loss of democracy and liberty, complete lack of confidence and trust in our
government...

2/19/2022 10:49 PM

15247

I was given the choice to get the shot, or lose my job of over 20 years

2/19/2022 10:49 PM

15248

We have seen our young kids suffer drastically due to limited social interaction, and them
seeing adults in masks. Our mental health has deteriorated significantly as well. Many strained
or lost relationships with friends and family over differing views.

2/19/2022 10:49 PM

15249

I am on anti anxiety medications.

2/19/2022 10:49 PM

15250

My child is depressed because he can't goto school and play with friends. He's scared and it
causes me stress. Friends have been hateful towards me when I have always been a good
friend. I can't breathe in the mask. I'm stuck at home

2/19/2022 10:49 PM

15251

Young children don't learn to decifer facial cues while in school and daycares as teachers wear
masks. Unable to participate in activities with my child due to capacity restrictions, unable to
attend specific activities or enter some store with a young child ages 2 and 3 because they
refuse to wear a mask and the business requires it. Unable to fly to Ontario to visit family due
to masks on flight requirements for children over 2. The mandates have created a huge divide
between friends and family due to differing opinions regarding the mandates.

2/19/2022 10:49 PM

15252

I pay a lot of money for official Rapid Antigen tests to visit my father in a SHA Nursing Home.
A week between my visits to see my father, Covid was passed into the Nursing Home
including a staff member and fully vaccinated residents. Vaccination did not stop the spread of
Covid.

2/19/2022 10:48 PM

15253

It’s been awful. Lonely and depressed as I can’t visit with friends or family. Arguing over
vaccines.

2/19/2022 10:48 PM

15254

Unable to go to restaurants, events, and meet up with some friends. Let our Church after
active in service there for 34 years as 95 % of congregation living in fear. Have many friends
and family thing I am crazy for listening to Doctors that are sharing true science. I have a lot of
sadness that so many really smart people I know have be hypnotized by main stream media
that is lying to them. I am sad that it looks like my grandkids will not grow up in a democracy.

2/19/2022 10:48 PM

15255

Negatively

2/19/2022 10:48 PM

15256

It's hasn't much

2/19/2022 10:48 PM

15257

Like being in prison

2/19/2022 10:48 PM

15258

ptsd

2/19/2022 10:48 PM

15259

The mandates have caused immeaserable stress and anxiety as well as creating division with
family and friends. I have fear, not of a virus, but of how easily the masses can be
manipulated by government and media

2/19/2022 10:48 PM

15260

When something is from the dark which this fake covid 19 is and is forced on me it affects all
issues in my life. P.S. I do know that GOD has got our backs we have defeated the dark.

2/19/2022 10:48 PM

15261

I got vaccinated before the mandates and I despise politicians using vaccinated %ages as
justification for mandates. Just because I'm vaccinated doesn't mean I support mandates. I
see a lot of division forming between Canadians who were previously friendly

2/19/2022 10:48 PM

15262

I’m unable to travel and have been unable to attend my children’s activities and school. It’s
enough, we need to get our freedoms back.

2/19/2022 10:48 PM

15263

I couldn’t go places and do normal things.

2/19/2022 10:48 PM

15264

It’s more importantly affect my child’s life. She’s 6. Just like the flu; you cannot fight it just roll
with it.

2/19/2022 10:48 PM

15265

Every possible aspect.. financial mental physical spiritual...as well as our children and
grandchildren

2/19/2022 10:48 PM

15266

I feel safer.

2/19/2022 10:48 PM

15267

In EVERY single way for the worse

2/19/2022 10:48 PM
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15268

Negatively

2/19/2022 10:48 PM

15269

I’ma single mom who lost her entire business and income in one fell swoop. I have lost my life
savings as I am still unable to work and unable to get government assistance.

2/19/2022 10:48 PM

15270

Depression, anger and sadness

2/19/2022 10:48 PM

15271

Easier to say I can only go to the grocery store.

2/19/2022 10:48 PM

15272

I am a disabled woman who has recently become a widow. Through this grieving process I
have been deprived of the visits that most people need during the grieving process. Nothing
worse than being alone without human touch. The hugs from people that I love are what I need
to help me navigate my grief.

2/19/2022 10:47 PM

15273

I am unable to enjoy my family and my retirement, and teavelling

2/19/2022 10:47 PM

15274

My daughter's fiance is dead because of the draconian measures.

2/19/2022 10:47 PM

15275

horribly!

2/19/2022 10:47 PM

15276

Send them to jail

2/19/2022 10:47 PM

15277

The mandate has negatively affected ALL aspects of my life. I am emotionally exhausted and
drained due to social discord. I have been effected financially due to being terminated from my
job for deciding against being vaccinated. I am effected psychologically because I am unable
to socialize outside of my inner social circle, or gather in a social setting. I don’t trust my
government which is very stressful.

2/19/2022 10:47 PM

15278

I have two friends who have been forced to get the vaccine to keep their jobs and then had
brain hemorrhaging and nearly died. Grateful they are still alive but very scary. I am very upset
that such stories are not shared with the public. People need to know that there are risks with
these “vaccines.”

2/19/2022 10:47 PM

15279

In every way I worked right through it had Covid in the beginning. Have not seen my
granddaughter 1 year old or been in my Moms place she’s 98 on in Hertiage place I’m not
vaccinated and worker right through all this . I help many ongoing and my job is essential it
brings in millions I work at a liquor store . I’m lowly and respect everyone I hear so much pain
and my coworkers who had the jab all of them are and all been sick . I’m worried about their
ongoing health one co worker died suddenly too very sad 41 years old . What are these
vaccines doing to people ! I’m strong not vaccinated my children now have cone down with
health issues and they are vaccinated I’m worried they are adults. One child not vaccinated or
his family no issues . We need answers what are these vaccines doing to us !

2/19/2022 10:47 PM

15280

Not been able to see family in a different province.

2/19/2022 10:47 PM

15281

I have never cried so much in the last two years. I have watched these ridiculous mandates
turn my two young children’s lives upside down with no scientific evidence to prove these are
any kind of necessary. Kids were never at risk when it comes to covid. I see families, friends
and neighbours fighting and tearing each other apart. The propaganda and the hate need to
stop.

2/19/2022 10:47 PM

15282

My wife (an emergency nurse), was fired in November. Our finances have suffered
significantly. We got married in September and mandates forced us to change venue due to
the vaccine passport. We were not allowed to eat out in restaurants during our honeymoon. We
are barred from many activities and treated like second class citizens. We no longer feel safe
in our own country and may be forced to leave if it keeps getting worse.

2/19/2022 10:47 PM

15283

The effects are so far reaching there isn’t time enough to put all of them

2/19/2022 10:47 PM

15284

Mentally, financially

2/19/2022 10:47 PM

15285

I was put on unpaid leave because my employer enforced the vaccination mandate. And I lost
access to gyms, cinemas, restaurants, etc. because of the requirement of providing
vaccination proof.

2/19/2022 10:47 PM

15286

Have had to forfeit half of my jobs due to covid mandate restrictions. I cannot travel freely or
enjoy many of the liberties I once had.

2/19/2022 10:47 PM

15287

Very little

2/19/2022 10:47 PM
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15288

Economically

2/19/2022 10:47 PM

15289

Well first of all I lost my job because i refused to put an experimental vaccine into my body.i
am over 60 and I am finding it difficult to find another job. So I am needlessly struggling
financially as I was making a good salary working with child and family services.i was
expecting to have this job until retirement as I am single person.This was my only means of
survival.at the same time what little money I had set aside seems to buy me next to no
groceries with because of the rising cost of everything ;including the risingcost of gasoline for
my vechicle . Also it's been very stressful because of the attitudes and unkind words being
directed at me by vaccinated friends and family.Wearing masks that you dont work is not
healthy breathing in Carbon dioxide all day makes me feel I'll.This has brought divisions with
some family members. It makes me very concerned about what the government will mandate
next concerning vaccine passports.will I not be able to go to a grocery store next?I get anxious
not knowing what freedom I may lose next.i am concerning for my grandchildren,will they not
be able to attend school unless they get vaccinated? IT is my opinion from personal
experience that these mandates are currently doing us more harm then good.

2/19/2022 10:47 PM

15290

Emotional tolls

2/19/2022 10:46 PM

15291

I am a single parent, both of my kids struggle in school and mask wearing has made that
harder. When the schools close down I can not work and provide for them. END THE
MANDATES

2/19/2022 10:46 PM

15292

I am confused by the lack of logic in the approach to the pandemic, and the single sided
government approved news reporting.

2/19/2022 10:46 PM

15293

Lost the ability to vist friends and loved ones. My physical therapy was canceled, my doctor's
appointments are only over the phone, can't travel, can't go out, etc.,etc. And I lost family,
friends and acquaintances due to the criminality of 'Covid'.

2/19/2022 10:46 PM

15294

Everything: health (mental and physical), relationships, business and career, finances… all
have suffered

2/19/2022 10:46 PM

15295

I quit a lucrative overseas job due to the usolation and mental stress that these lockdowns and
restrictions caused me.

2/19/2022 10:46 PM

15296

Seeing division amongst friends and families.

2/19/2022 10:46 PM

15297

N/a

2/19/2022 10:46 PM

15298

family in peril

2/19/2022 10:46 PM

15299

Not vaxxd so access to venues limited but fortunate to have not lost my job. BC also been
reasonable in that can still go to coffee shops. Could not fly to visit family at Christmas.

2/19/2022 10:46 PM

15300

I have lost my job and caused severe depression and anxiety!

2/19/2022 10:45 PM

15301

Loss of work. Loss of family unity. Family is divided and my wife has threatened to leave me.
My work has segregated those who don't want or need the gene therapy from those who do. I
see fearful people everywhere screaming at me and others who want to live and let live. I see
communism rising almost daily from the federal government.

2/19/2022 10:45 PM

15302

I’m prone to be depressed and having to stay at definitely made it worse.

2/19/2022 10:45 PM

15303

Forced to get jab.

2/19/2022 10:45 PM

15304

I feel no freedom in my own country

2/19/2022 10:45 PM

15305

Lost my job, lost my friends and partner. Lost my apartment. Lost my social skills. Lost my
health. Lost my mind.

2/19/2022 10:45 PM

15306

Made everyday things difficult ,like shopping, dining out, made anxiety levels rise, as I'm
diagnosed with b.a.d. not a good thing

2/19/2022 10:45 PM

15307

Deterioration of my mental health, loss of job/income, negative impacts on my children.

2/19/2022 10:45 PM

15308

My options are limited by my truth and values have increased.

2/19/2022 10:45 PM

15309

Completely hindered me from any travel outside Canada. Masks destroy your immune system.
Vaccine poisoning people

2/19/2022 10:45 PM
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15310

It has limited what I can do with my family. My daughter lost her job due to vaccine mandates.

2/19/2022 10:45 PM

15311

My daughter had a very bad allergy reaction for three months has been covered in hives and
blisters. Tested positive for tb is on prenizone not better yet. My aunt died. My friends have
had blood clots, heart problem. Horrible

2/19/2022 10:45 PM

15312

It has shown me how willingly people will give up their freedom to live for a false sense of
security.

2/19/2022 10:45 PM

15313

Could not hold a funera for my son or aunt . Friends could not say goodbye to senior
grandmother dying in hospital from old age . Friend could not say goodbye to dying mother as
she had a positive covid test ... but a week later was able to visit same ward one door over to
pick up another friend discharged from hospital ... anxiety , depression, loss of income, loss of
friends and loss of family with varying opinions .

2/19/2022 10:45 PM

15314

immensely lost my job by not consenting and my freedom

2/19/2022 10:45 PM

15315

I do not feel like I am free person anymore…

2/19/2022 10:45 PM

15316

Sadness

2/19/2022 10:45 PM

15317

Limited social gatherings. Working from home

2/19/2022 10:44 PM

15318

Torn our family apart

2/19/2022 10:44 PM

15319

It is no one’s business what my personal medical choices or condition is. I have missed out on
family. I have missed out on travel. I have missed out on work. My company lost revenue. I
have missed out on attending events. The mandates must stop now.

2/19/2022 10:44 PM

15320

so many ways. mental stress , children had schooling affected. stress ant home and loss of
job

2/19/2022 10:44 PM

15321

Negatively

2/19/2022 10:44 PM

15322

I can’t fly, relationships are strained, social life suffered, kids missed out on activities/time with
friends, hard to find a job

2/19/2022 10:44 PM

15323

I'm retired , and living on a fixed income. I literally have no entertainment , other than internet
or television . I cannot visit with , go to a restaurant or any public place with ,nor be visited by
friends nor family !! Life is very lonely and boring . depression is a very familiar mood !!!

2/19/2022 10:44 PM

15324

Had to close a small business, then restructure new model several times, unable to travel,
family trauma

2/19/2022 10:44 PM

15325

My 80 parents feel like they are back in communist Yugoslavia and I am afraid everyday for
my job.

2/19/2022 10:44 PM

15326

Mentally, physically and financially

2/19/2022 10:44 PM

15327

I find it hard to breathe wearing a mask & despite having a letter from my doctor saying I do
not have to wear a mask stores will not let me in - Natures Emporium Burlington, Goodwill, No
Frills Grocery Store...

2/19/2022 10:44 PM

15328

Can’t travel. Can’t go to grandkids sports

2/19/2022 10:44 PM

15329

The various mandates and restrictions have cost me my job and job opportunities, prevented
travel, and alienated friends and family.

2/19/2022 10:43 PM

15330

It affected me to much.

2/19/2022 10:43 PM

15331

Badly

2/19/2022 10:43 PM

15332

Cannot attend my children’s activities, cannot go to community centres or the pool with my
children, cannot eat out at restaurants with family,

2/19/2022 10:43 PM

15333

Limited. Divided. Judged. Mentally and physically exhausted. Silenced. Etc

2/19/2022 10:43 PM

15334

I was forced to leave my job of 13 years in healthcare because I didn't want the jab. Gave up a
lot also my kids have suffered not being able to do or go places. Mental health greatly affected
in my family. Also has cause family issues between extended family.

2/19/2022 10:43 PM

15335

Wow! You’re the first to ask…it has financially challenged my family beyond stress levels that

2/19/2022 10:43 PM
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I would never wish on anyone. Over 2 years we lost 95% of our income through job loss and
closures. Ridiculous rules set out in court intake areas, gym closures, rules after rules that
didn’t allow my family to thrive or even live…at least ok. Rules that took away health and left
some, stranded. We couldn’t pivot in these times, because our grip was so tight on our life line
of just trying to keep it together. We did what we could. We are still trying to survive the mental
challenges it has scared on us. We take medication to numb the challenges and just try to
move forward. My children deserve life back. Let the parents make the rules like we were
taught. I have survived so much, but I was only able to do it, because I had my people. Too
much distance has been dug between us now, in ways that might not appear on the surface.
Life was never meant to be easy, but divide at every turn, doesn’t make my island the party I
want life to be.
15336

It made my life horrible

2/19/2022 10:43 PM

15337

Destroyed relationships; destroyed career; caused tension with coworkers; caused undue
stress and anxiety with all 3 of my kids; marital stress; financial stress

2/19/2022 10:43 PM

15338

Very little other than inconvenience but I am more concerned about my grandchildren who will
be changed forever by these restrictions

2/19/2022 10:43 PM

15339

our child cannot do sports, masks affect mental and physical wellbeing, cannot travel to visit
old parents in other country, no vacations, hotels, fear mongering and insanity around affects
mental health of our older mentally unstable child, he lost his job, total insanity in behaviours
of authorities makes us thinking of leaving the country

2/19/2022 10:43 PM

15340

It has kept myself and my children safe, along with many others I care about and love.

2/19/2022 10:43 PM

15341

They all cause great separation

2/19/2022 10:43 PM

15342

Inflation. No reason it ever had to come to this. Jobs and shortages of work because of
delays.

2/19/2022 10:43 PM

15343

Loss of Freedoms from the Charter of Rights. The Constitution cannot be violated any longer
by the Liberal government.

2/19/2022 10:43 PM

15344

No words to describe. My son lost his job,,,i have been discriminated at work...

2/19/2022 10:43 PM

15345

I quit my job; I can't go to restaurants or theatres; I can't travel to see my children overseas;
I'm heartbroken that children and adults are being harmed unnecessaily, that so many are sick
and many have died from the this medical experiment; that our national news media are
corrupt to the core.

2/19/2022 10:43 PM

15346

Mental Health has suffered and have been homeless for 2 years

2/19/2022 10:42 PM

15347

I am born to what was a great, loving country that I was proud to call home…no longer. Politics
has destroyed this once great nation.

2/19/2022 10:42 PM

15348

Horribly. Animals are treated more humanly

2/19/2022 10:42 PM

15349

It has caused family mental and physical Health financial difficulties.

2/19/2022 10:42 PM

15350

I haven't seen my mom in almost 2 years because she is in fear because I did not get the jab .
The seperation and judgement of the unvaccinated is criminal

2/19/2022 10:42 PM

15351

depression

2/19/2022 10:42 PM

15352

Took away my freedom

2/19/2022 10:42 PM

15353

They have removed our right to choose. People are losing their jobs because they don't want
to be part of an experiment

2/19/2022 10:42 PM

15354

In everyday possible to me...can't go anywhere or do anything...

2/19/2022 10:42 PM

15355

It has made my life somewhat restrictive but nothing I couldn’t handle

2/19/2022 10:42 PM

15356

Destroyed it. Created social awkwardness with my children cost my partner her job, cost me
compensation at work.

2/19/2022 10:42 PM

15357

My family is divided and I have been discriminated against countless times. I can no longer do
the volunteer work that I have been doing, representing Canada as a humanitarian aid worker
because I no longer have the freedom to travel, even as a healthy conscientious individual. I

2/19/2022 10:42 PM
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am now stuck in a situation of dependence and poverty because of these mandates. I no
longer feel safe in my own country and have struggled with my mental health
15358

Life in isolation

2/19/2022 10:42 PM

15359

Job loss, no access to gym and living in fear.

2/19/2022 10:41 PM

15360

I don’t have enough space here to adequately explain how negatively I have seen these
mandates play out not just for me but for my children my family, community and my country

2/19/2022 10:41 PM

15361

Job

2/19/2022 10:41 PM

15362

They really haven’t yet but like I always said if they just tell the truth and work with the people
this probably wouldn’t be happening rite now 🤷♂️

2/19/2022 10:41 PM

15363

My children’s lives in particular have been greatly affected: education, friendships, physical
activity, screen time, etc

2/19/2022 10:41 PM

15364

Caused unnecessary anxiety and violence towards one another

2/19/2022 10:41 PM

15365

Made it worse

2/19/2022 10:41 PM

15366

Minamal

2/19/2022 10:41 PM

15367

I can not travel, we could not eat out.

2/19/2022 10:41 PM

15368

Can not travel by air. Finally get to go to a restaurant. Still Have to wear a mask to go
shopping.

2/19/2022 10:41 PM

15369

Lost friends over the vaccine debates, business ruined by restrictions, lost my job but gained a
new one, vaccines are required for jobs which is bullshit - all the poor seniors who died alone

2/19/2022 10:41 PM

15370

My work is on and off, I can’t breath with masks neither can my kids!!! Enough is enough we
should all have a choice !!

2/19/2022 10:41 PM

15371

We have 2 adult sons with wife’s and children. These mandates have crushed their lives. Lost
jobs, lost homes. Our sons were Forced/ Coerced by employers by jab mandates by provincial
and federal governments in order to be employable. Both sons have since had nothing but
health problems including heart irregularities, nerve issues, depression. These mandates have
done nothing positive. The exact opposite is true. Our once happy and healthy family has been
decimated both health wise and financially. Our leaders should be in prison for inflicting this
torture on us. I am discussed.

2/19/2022 10:41 PM

15372

Loss of job

2/19/2022 10:41 PM

15373

A family that was close is divided..the division comes from those that support mandates and
those that don't

2/19/2022 10:41 PM

15374

I'm not the same person and I find it has destroyed my family

2/19/2022 10:41 PM

15375

Negatively

2/19/2022 10:41 PM

15376

Infringed on my freedoms

2/19/2022 10:41 PM

15377

It’s kept my family, friends, and myself healthy and safe.

2/19/2022 10:41 PM

15378

It has kept me safe. I’m glad for it

2/19/2022 10:40 PM

15379

Dictatorship is not what Canada is about, I want my family to live in a free democracy

2/19/2022 10:40 PM

15380

It has harmed my children who had to quit post secondary education,decreased business and
caused a lot of anxiety

2/19/2022 10:40 PM

15381

Depressed. Natural immunity should be considered as better then vaxxed. Sad to be a
Canadian lately.

2/19/2022 10:40 PM

15382

It has cause anxiety and depression

2/19/2022 10:40 PM

15383

In every way

2/19/2022 10:40 PM

15384

Job difficulty, depression children suffering, children lost opportunities, children lost learning ,
family losing faith in government

2/19/2022 10:40 PM
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15385

Loss of income. Children are not integrating socially due to community activities being
canceled or vaccine passport required. Loss of friends and certain social groups. Physical and
mental health deteriorated. Strained family relationships.

2/19/2022 10:40 PM

15386

Brutally

2/19/2022 10:40 PM

15387

Ongoing emotional trauma.

2/19/2022 10:40 PM

15388

I am struggling with depression. My children's futures are limited and they have been
negatively affected. My husband's job prospects are limited. We struggle to put food on the
table because everything is so expensive.

2/19/2022 10:40 PM

15389

Ruined my life. I was fired from my job at Ttc

2/19/2022 10:40 PM

15390

In a very negative way.... my brother committed suicide because of it.

2/19/2022 10:40 PM

15391

Damaged family relationships, death of several family members

2/19/2022 10:40 PM

15392

Made it very difficult- travel, division among family & friends, isolation

2/19/2022 10:40 PM

15393

Horrible like every Canadian lockdown and forcing to implement something what it's completley
unlawful.

2/19/2022 10:40 PM

15394

Made life seem hopeless

2/19/2022 10:40 PM

15395

My mental and emotional health, family life, Going to the gym, restaurants

2/19/2022 10:40 PM

15396

can not dine out

2/19/2022 10:40 PM

15397

Employment and freedom of choice

2/19/2022 10:39 PM

15398

Medically, financially, friendships, family & workplace.

2/19/2022 10:39 PM

15399

They have distanced friendships, made making celebration very tough to organize and attend.

2/19/2022 10:39 PM

15400

Divided family and friends. Destroyed mine and my families mental health.

2/19/2022 10:39 PM

15401

Restricted my life activities

2/19/2022 10:39 PM

15402

We are in prison

2/19/2022 10:39 PM

15403

It ruined my life

2/19/2022 10:39 PM

15404

Financial loss /job loss. Mental health. Physical health. Emotional well being. My kids life.
Family relations.

2/19/2022 10:39 PM

15405

My oldest child has never had one normal school year. Cannot do extra curricular activities. No
birthday parties. The list goes on.

2/19/2022 10:39 PM

15406

Badly

2/19/2022 10:39 PM

15407

Drastically

2/19/2022 10:39 PM

15408

Took my job away

2/19/2022 10:39 PM

15409

Like everyone else’s who knew they were necessary. Thank god for the vaccines and
mandates that will help us eventually end this pandemic.

2/19/2022 10:39 PM

15410

It has made life depressing because of the division they have caused in Canada

2/19/2022 10:39 PM

15411

I have had to adapt to new ways of doing things. Aside from travel being restricted for a period
of time and quarantine requirements pre-vacine after travelling to the USA, very little impact -other than doing things differently, social distancing, mask wearing etc..

2/19/2022 10:39 PM

15412

Mental health

2/19/2022 10:39 PM

15413

Unable to live my life as I want. Unable to see family. Depressed unhappy stressed

2/19/2022 10:39 PM

15414

Not being able to be with my family, friends and clients in person. Mental and emotional stress.
Medical appointments and procedures delayed. Reduced Income....Inability to travel for my
business...family disagreements and misunderstandings. Being met with abuse and
intolerance, because of my medical condition that don't allow me to abide by the mandates.
the loss of being to attend activities for my health, well-being and quality of life.

2/19/2022 10:39 PM
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15415

I teach and it's hard to use facial expressions with masking and to have students follow strict
distancing.

2/19/2022 10:39 PM

15416

Not being able to socialize. Especially our children.

2/19/2022 10:39 PM

15417

I’m depressed and look for new place to move from Canada, though I love this country so
much

2/19/2022 10:39 PM

15418

Creates divide, uncertainty due to lack of debate and lack of options, changing sciences and

2/19/2022 10:39 PM

15419

Drustically devastated unhuman

2/19/2022 10:38 PM

15420

80%

2/19/2022 10:38 PM

15421

-Restrictions on visiting ailing and family members that ended up passing. -Job loss. Restricted gym access -provoked unhealthy lifestyle

2/19/2022 10:38 PM

15422

Lost my job, can’t watch my son play sports. He’s too young to be left alone to get geared up
etc so my son can’t attend as many sports as he would typically be in. Can’t go to the movies
with my family, can’t take my kids swimming. It’s been effecting my mental health, my
partners mental health, our means of staying afloat financially, and it’s effecting my kids now
too..

2/19/2022 10:38 PM

15423

Deeply socially, mentally and also my family

2/19/2022 10:38 PM

15424

My child needs to wear a mask at school while most kids have already had covid and so have
their parents!

2/19/2022 10:38 PM

15425

Traveling has become impossible

2/19/2022 10:38 PM

15426

Every aspect of my life. There have been times I have been depressed to the point of wanting
an out. This group of people going to Ottawa have saved my life. I thought I was alone. They
have given me hope.

2/19/2022 10:38 PM

15427

YES

2/19/2022 10:38 PM

15428

Very bad ..was alone again and stuck,

2/19/2022 10:38 PM

15429

Travelling

2/19/2022 10:38 PM

15430

I lost my job as a registered nurse because I refused to get this experimental vaccine

2/19/2022 10:37 PM

15431

Activities with my children

2/19/2022 10:37 PM

15432

Financially

2/19/2022 10:37 PM

15433

negatively, socially and commercially

2/19/2022 10:37 PM

15434

The mandate has affected members of my family and friends, people have lost their jobs ,
have suffered loneliness and fear, if the government had been upfront in the beginning people
would have reacted better.

2/19/2022 10:37 PM

15435

Can’t go to certain places with my kids. Not getting excercise.

2/19/2022 10:37 PM

15436

Trudeau and the government have divided and traumatized our nation.

2/19/2022 10:37 PM

15437

.

2/19/2022 10:37 PM

15438

Lost my job, as the industry I work in, hospitality, has been decimated. Cut off EI since last
October with no government support. My excellent credit rating destroyed, I have incurred debt
that will take several years to pay off, on the verge of bankruptcy, mental and physical health
compromised. It's been a living HELL!

2/19/2022 10:37 PM

15439

You just need to see what has happened with the undecided and unvaccinated. Everyone
complains and most follow social media as their guide. Has it affected me personally yes of
course those who have refused to comply with science. They say they have lost their freedom.
In that case I must also my my personal freedom because of their beliefs and rights...

2/19/2022 10:37 PM

15440

I couldn’t travel to go to my sisters wedding. The mandates have been unnecessary and
confusing for kids at school. You forced my husband to get the vaccine against his will just so
he can feed us. I can’t take my kids anywhere (pool or restaurant ) because I’m not ever
getting that vaccine.

2/19/2022 10:37 PM
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15441

My son has felt isolated, academics have suffered. Mental health of our family has suffered

2/19/2022 10:37 PM

15442

I’m unvaccinated

2/19/2022 10:37 PM

15443

Ruined it

2/19/2022 10:37 PM

15444

I want to flee Canada. It’s gone corrupt and I’m under so much stress and fear of what’s to
come. I got pericarditis from the vaccine. Grandkids are talking suicidal thoughts. I can barely
function enough to leave the house. I’m not allowed anywhere anyways.

2/19/2022 10:37 PM

15445

It's been difficult more so with elderly people in my life and for mine in the last two years of
this pandemic . It's time to move on and open things up and get the economy moving again .
We have to if we want to have a country.

2/19/2022 10:37 PM

15446

Job loss, forcing of vaccine to keep current job, health issues with masks first then vaccines,
going anywhere with family, scared for my children

2/19/2022 10:37 PM

15447

Financial

2/19/2022 10:37 PM

15448

Deprived me of access to family, friends, public places, freedom of speech, freedom of
movement, freedom to choose my right to put in my body what I feel is necessary. I feel that
all my rights were violated over a simple flu. More people died the year before the planned
demic than have died through the planned demic. I am angry and hurt that our freedoms and
rights have been taken away because someone got an idea this would work for tyranny and
dictatorship which leads to communism. We have been bullied, those who are not vaxed, are
called names and made to feel less than human because we would not comply. Because our
eyes are open to the "plan" we are under attack.

2/19/2022 10:37 PM

15449

Segregation of family has been despicable & not a good example to children.

2/19/2022 10:37 PM

15450

Destroyed it

2/19/2022 10:36 PM

15451

everything

2/19/2022 10:36 PM

15452

It has effected every aspect of my life from work to personal. Some of my friends now won’t
talk to me. My health is much worse mentally I’m drained.

2/19/2022 10:36 PM

15453

Bad . Loss of money . Loss of health . Losses all around .

2/19/2022 10:36 PM

15454

hasn't really

2/19/2022 10:36 PM

15455

I'm ostracized from normal activities and yet trapped in my country. My son's mental health
has him admitted to children's hospital twice. This miss end. Enough.

2/19/2022 10:36 PM

15456

I have seen these mandates destroy people’s lives

2/19/2022 10:36 PM

15457

I am afraid for my future.

2/19/2022 10:36 PM

15458

I get tested 3 times a week, family avoids me, I can’t take my children to swimming lessons
ect.

2/19/2022 10:36 PM

15459

Unnecessary division amongst family, friends, neighbours and coworkers

2/19/2022 10:36 PM

15460

It would take too many words to type out but I’m happy to discuss on the phone. 250-640-3702

2/19/2022 10:36 PM

15461

No affect

2/19/2022 10:36 PM

15462

Anxiety/depression, Families and friends pitted against each other, to much indecisiveness

2/19/2022 10:36 PM

15463

My mental state is a worry when not allowed to do anything by choice

2/19/2022 10:36 PM

15464

Keeping my distance to protect elderly parents. I do miss them

2/19/2022 10:36 PM

15465

It has put our family in a depressive state. My wife and I feel there is no way out of the
political mess and decision in this country. My two grown adult children if they could would
move to another country where they would not be oppressed by a government who does not
want to listen to the people of Canada. He has his own agenda at what ever it costs the people
of Canada. The division between provinces and people is something this government seems to
want. His character phrase we are here for Canadians is not true. He wants to conquer and
divide this nation like a dictator.

2/19/2022 10:36 PM

15466

It has separated Canadians , families, imposed restrictions on hospital & medical care, taken

2/19/2022 10:36 PM
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interactive sports out of schools
15467

This country/province has become too authoritarian for my liking. We have been lied to at the
very start of the pandemic and I do not believe that every suggested mandate is for my and
my close ones benefit. Forcing things like injections and passports that track you is not right.
Closing down schools was not right, closing down gyms was not right, etc.

2/19/2022 10:36 PM

15468

I lost my job, had to move to another town so I could work again.

2/19/2022 10:35 PM

15469

It’s taking away the freedoms of my kids!

2/19/2022 10:35 PM

15470

Mentally depressed and physically I cannot go back home ( fly back home) Income & lost
friends and family mentally divided. This is the most illogical mandate ever made especially
now everybody knows the vaccine failed!

2/19/2022 10:35 PM

15471

Loss of freedom to do pretty much anything. Has divided family and friends. Nothing good
about it.

2/19/2022 10:35 PM

15472

Torture! Inhumane

2/19/2022 10:35 PM

15473

Separate and lonely

2/19/2022 10:35 PM

15474

Not seeing family, not being able to enjoy life, watching kids struggle

2/19/2022 10:35 PM

15475

my sons have asthma and masks are making life miserable. vaccine passports are disgusting
and do nothing but segregate people and turn people against each other. we should have all
been able to choose not be coerced into getting vaccinated. I’m literally disgusted

2/19/2022 10:35 PM

15476

It has made my life safer

2/19/2022 10:35 PM

15477

Limited my work

2/19/2022 10:35 PM

15478

same as everyone else....

2/19/2022 10:35 PM

15479

It has divided family members.

2/19/2022 10:35 PM

15480

We had to shut our business down. We couldn't see our family. We were not able to fly to see
the rest of out family

2/19/2022 10:34 PM

15481

Na

2/19/2022 10:34 PM

15482

Looked upon as a second class citizen. Fear of losing employment. Many new businesses
only receiving vaccinated applicants. Unable to attend public places due to a need for proof of
vaccination

2/19/2022 10:34 PM

15483

Its not freedom ...its not choice ..its not right .. its not justified ..or logical

2/19/2022 10:34 PM

15484

Hard to breath for all members of our family. Using vac passport not helping for COVID stop

2/19/2022 10:34 PM

15485

My family can no longer go out to restaurants, cinemas, gyms, recreation centres and sporting
events. We are second-class citizens in our own country because we are cautious about what
medicines we put in our bodies

2/19/2022 10:34 PM

15486

My sister had to flee the country to birth her child with her husband by her side away from her
support systems. I have lost friends of 20 yrs. it was quit stressful trying to find a job that
didn’t include a vaccine

2/19/2022 10:34 PM

15487

Negatively

2/19/2022 10:34 PM

15488

My middle child has speech delays, my husband had to shut down one of our businesses, my
marriage is being impacted because of the added stress and discussions of moving back to
England, our mental health is decking, my two youngest children have gone backwards in
swimming confidence to the point of being nervous around water. My 12 year old was kicked
out of her lifelong sport, she’s experiencing even more division amongst friends to be added to
all that a regular 12 year old already goes through, we’ve rewritten our Will changing who the
guardian of our children would be should something happen to myself and my husband, and
there is extreme division within our family to the point our children are missing out on what
should be regular time with grandparents/aunts.

2/19/2022 10:34 PM

15489

Employment, cancellation of cancer treatments due to unscientific lockdowns

2/19/2022 10:34 PM

15490

It is an unnecessary and ineffective imposition upon basic human rights to choose for

2/19/2022 10:34 PM
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themselves. It has caused unnecessary division among the population.
15491

Mental health issues, caused family conflict, watched many friends and family lives crumble.
Several suicides

2/19/2022 10:34 PM

15492

In every way

2/19/2022 10:34 PM

15493

It has mental affect my children and so many I love!

2/19/2022 10:34 PM

15494

Making a hermit out of me and making day to day life unaffordable as a senior.

2/19/2022 10:34 PM

15495

It's imposed an illegal vaccine in me .my body, my choice

2/19/2022 10:34 PM

15496

Not Being able to see my family and grandchildren because of passports

2/19/2022 10:33 PM

15497

Unable to travel freely, to be together with does that I love,to express my love with a huge or a
kiss. Devision between families and friends.

2/19/2022 10:33 PM

15498

crated conflict in the family

2/19/2022 10:33 PM

15499

loss job

2/19/2022 10:33 PM

15500

I can’t go to USA and socialize with family and can’t see my mom in old folks home

2/19/2022 10:33 PM

15501

Limited abilities for movement. Stress from family members losing work.

2/19/2022 10:33 PM

15502

Haven't seen as many people but safety first

2/19/2022 10:33 PM

15503

It's messed with our livelihoods mentally, physically and financially. Enough with the two
weeks to wreck our lives or flatten the curve propaganda

2/19/2022 10:33 PM

15504

Two years in prison. Came from a communist country and this is almost worse. Feel like
Liberals and NDP declared a war on their own people.

2/19/2022 10:33 PM

15505

Lost contact with family, put family against each other because fear was used as a tactic for
separation not safety. Unable to attend trainings due to inability to fly or cross boarders. My
mother has ended up almost isolated and without medical attention due to all the restrictions
and cancellations of appts with lockdowns, backlogs etc. Ended up with breathing issues from
being forced to wear a mask for long periods of time. Son and daughter lost his and her
birthday party two years in a row due to Covid lock downs and loss of friends due to Covid vax
division. So much more to list

2/19/2022 10:33 PM

15506

Feel controlled and bullied. Not herd and discarded.

2/19/2022 10:33 PM

15507

Kept me safe

2/19/2022 10:33 PM

15508

Made work very hard, emotional financial and mental stress over a flu that is not killing the
majority of people. we have the ability to recover, but we are told we must have mandates to
be safe when it is causing so much other forms of harm and control, loss of Canadian
freedoms. living at we are is not the answer!

2/19/2022 10:33 PM

15509

It has kept me safe and healthy

2/19/2022 10:33 PM

15510

It’s kept myself, my family and friends safe.

2/19/2022 10:32 PM

15511

Depression, family and relatives divided.

2/19/2022 10:32 PM

15512

I have been threatened to be fired, I have been unable to travel to see my family, I am a
prisoner in my own country, my mental and took all health has suffered.

2/19/2022 10:32 PM

15513

Kept us safe

2/19/2022 10:32 PM

15514

The covid-19 mandate has caused me to lose out on my education by thrusting me into the
workforce one year ahead of time and made the job market an extremely competitive place
where my only alternative is a low salary job that I can't even afford to live with.

2/19/2022 10:32 PM

15515

Loss of ability to visit family and friends. Because of my decision to not participate in the
madness overtaking this country I’m labeled a social outcast and a part of a small minority
group with unacceptable views.

2/19/2022 10:32 PM

15516

No travel…it’s OK

2/19/2022 10:32 PM

15517

I have been completely isolated, I feel like a second class citizen. I am an outcast at work. It

2/19/2022 10:32 PM
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has effected my relationships personally and professionally. My mental health has drastically
declined.
15518

It was insulting

2/19/2022 10:32 PM

15519

In every way! Negative!

2/19/2022 10:32 PM

15520

It has alienated family and friends, caused loss of life and extreme anxiety along with extreme
financial hardship

2/19/2022 10:32 PM

15521

Isolation, division of family and friends, cut off from all my freedoms.

2/19/2022 10:32 PM

15522

Distanced us from family!!😡 and travelling!

2/19/2022 10:32 PM

15523

It has made me more aware of the things I can do to make this difficult time more manageable
for my community.

2/19/2022 10:32 PM

15524

It has divided my family and friends, kept me away from my friends, and isolated.

2/19/2022 10:31 PM

15525

Husband lost his job before Christmas, and has not found other empmoyment These mandates
have alienated family, my younger sister has permanent injury from CoVid treatments. My
daughter had no normalcy for a 16 year old Canadian girl.

2/19/2022 10:31 PM

15526

Unemployment, Destroyed Relationships, Aggressive Neighbors , Violent Police and Security
presence

2/19/2022 10:31 PM

15527

Terrible

2/19/2022 10:31 PM

15528

There isn’t enough space or time for me articulate the frustration with government we have had
to put up with over the last 2 years.

2/19/2022 10:31 PM

15529

I am devastated. The business is almost dead.

2/19/2022 10:31 PM

15530

We have put our younger kids in virtual school to avoid masks knowing the negative impact of
lung development and visual recognition. My older kids have suffered mentally from the
constant unnecessary lockdowns.

2/19/2022 10:31 PM

15531

I have problems breathing from the masks! I’m not vaxed so limited to where I can go and am
treated like a second class citizen! Was out of work with each shutdown! And I haven’t even
had a sniffle in the last 3 years.

2/19/2022 10:31 PM

15532

Its made life crappy! No freedom

2/19/2022 10:31 PM

15533

The mandate has caused so much separation between family, friends, colleagues etc. My life
has been completely altered in my prime ages of 17-20. I was forced to get the vaccine due to
the mandate making me choose between having a normal teenage life where I am not
discriminated and looked down upon for wanting to go eat at a restaurant or workout at gyms
etc.

2/19/2022 10:31 PM

15534

Made me feel I’m not apart of society

2/19/2022 10:31 PM

15535

Constantly living with a government that continues making corrupt decisions and being forced
to give up our rights. Not even being allowed to walk freely

2/19/2022 10:31 PM

15536

Minimally

2/19/2022 10:31 PM

15537

It is created division in this country severe depression in my life anxiety and had us shut our
voices down. My grandchildren have suffered terribly from the anxiety of what was going on all
this is been is a conquer and divide and I’m embarrassed to say I’m Canadian right now, and I
have always been proud of my country

2/19/2022 10:31 PM

15538

It has made getting necessary medical appointments almost impossible. I have been dealing
with cancer since the beginning of this pandemic and have found it increasingly difficult to be
seen. The tumour in my eye cannot be felt over the phone. Not to mention the inconvenience
of simply being able to live, breathe and visit. I have watched well educated “normal “ people
become absolutely terrified of everyone. Children are losing their childhoods.

2/19/2022 10:30 PM

15539

I was forced to take leave of absence without pay with the AHS mandate on Dec 13th.

2/19/2022 10:30 PM

15540

How hasn't it

2/19/2022 10:30 PM

15541

Self Employed. Client base grows thru connecting with people. Not allowed to gather. Stay

2/19/2022 10:30 PM
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home orders etc. Income decline. By my own choice i use natural remedies for health issues.
Do not drink or smoke. Eat well walk 7.2 k 3 times a week. Why should i risk a foreign agent in
my body when i take care of myself. Lonely for connections with others. Lost family
relationships and friendships due to mandates and fear from media.
15542

Threatening my career and livelihood as well as my mental health. Has caused PTSD. And
feelings of isolation and hateful discrimination because I don’t do any pharmaceuticals. I also
cannot make any informed consent because I have no long term data provided or ingredient
list. I also do not consent to taking part in an experimental therapy

2/19/2022 10:30 PM

15543

Unable to fly to Newfoundland to see my family and my kids had to miss more school than
they should

2/19/2022 10:30 PM

15544

Vaccine passports have alienated people I love and separated me from my family.

2/19/2022 10:30 PM

15545

The Liberal Government could have done better. That being said, they proposed mandates
because Hospitals were full Dec. & Jan. I do not support the convoy; ship you people to live in
a communist country, then let's see what you consider freedom!

2/19/2022 10:30 PM

15546

Lost ny job, my kids are depressed, haven't seen my family or friends in almost 2 years, can't
currently attend my sister's wedding in 2023 because i am not vaxxed, my boys can't attend
their aunts wedding because they aren't vaxxed,my kids have missed school, missed friends,
missed socializing, missed playing at the parks, my 6 year old started school in sept of 2020,
he is not having a normal jk/sk experience, so many things! Its taken a toll on my mental
health, the.mental health of my 12 and 6 year old boys! They shouldn't be depressed at these
ages, they are innocent children! They haven't been able to have a relationship with their great
grandfather, or cousins . I lost my job because i couldn't optain evening child care for my
children, i have lost out on jobs because i won't get vaxxed

2/19/2022 10:30 PM

15547

My kids where not allowed to continue their studies at University , lost their life guarding jobs

2/19/2022 10:30 PM

15548

Stress, depression

2/19/2022 10:30 PM

15549

Seeing my 9 year old suffer mental stress due to masks when all science said kids were not
affected was very saddening and stressful for me.

2/19/2022 10:30 PM

15550

Stolen my freedom in so many ways.

2/19/2022 10:30 PM

15551

Yes

2/19/2022 10:30 PM

15552

My mental health has deteriorated over the past 2 years.. anxiety, depression, panic attacks.
I’ve been in healthcare on the front lines of caring for my fellow humans as a nurse and now as
a massage therapist, unconditionally. I’ve advocated for the informed consent of my clients,
and now I’m about to lose my dream career because the same informed consent is not being
extended to me

2/19/2022 10:30 PM

15553

I lost my job.

2/19/2022 10:30 PM

15554

Separated families,

2/19/2022 10:30 PM

15555

Cannot travel Have not been able to visit elderly father who is very lonely Have not been able
to watch grandsons play hockey or go to a restaurant to eat out

2/19/2022 10:29 PM

15556

Depression lack of socialness lack of hours in my job not having family

2/19/2022 10:29 PM

15557

It goes against my character rights and freedoms.

2/19/2022 10:29 PM

15558

The trucker protest results in less trucks in the road

2/19/2022 10:29 PM

15559

I was a nurse for 40 years, I retired this year d/t mandates, now I can't even get a job at Tim
Hortons

2/19/2022 10:29 PM

15560

Immeasurable ways

2/19/2022 10:29 PM

15561

Terminated from work

2/19/2022 10:29 PM

15562

Personal,business , family all were effected.

2/19/2022 10:29 PM

15563

i lost my job and all my friends

2/19/2022 10:29 PM

15564

Affected all my life

2/19/2022 10:29 PM
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15565

I am a senior, miss seeing my friends, miss fellowshipping at church, hate wearing masks and
missing so many smiles. Hate what is happening to the children with missing school and their
friends. We seniors lived this long through many diseases, flu seasons and all. Stop all this
nonsense,

2/19/2022 10:29 PM

15566

Loss of job, segregation and division in relationships, feeling like a target for people’s anger,
infringement on my rights to choose a medical intervention that is best for me and my
circumstances.

2/19/2022 10:29 PM

15567

I can’t go onto the campus of the school I pay tuition and activity fees for. I can’t go into my
children’s’ schools or on trips with them, which I’ve always done. I can’t take my kids to dinner
or the movies or a water park or bowling. I can’t even watch my kids play sports! Even though
we have antibodies, and the vaccinated can catch and transmit Covid as much or moreso than
we can. It’s discrimination based on nothing.

2/19/2022 10:29 PM

15568

Negatively in all ways! It’s open segregation and way overboard for what the Covid-19
“pandemic” requires! It made me embarrassed to be Canadian

2/19/2022 10:29 PM

15569

Removed basic human rights and has limited my free will to move and travel. Taken away my
right to gather and go to church freely and serve others in that.

2/19/2022 10:29 PM

15570

It has allowed me to perform my activities of daily living and work with as much safety as
possible. My goal is to not get covid.

2/19/2022 10:29 PM

15571

limits my movements and all my daily actions

2/19/2022 10:29 PM

15572

I have been placed into a prison of which there is no escape. Family problems, work
shortages, no travel etc.

2/19/2022 10:29 PM

15573

Badly

2/19/2022 10:29 PM

15574

I am unvaccinated, it has affected my family life it has affected my work life it is affected
where I can go who I can see these mandates are horrible and the vaccines and the passports
have to go. I want a better Canada from my children. And our Prime Minister is far from doing
that.

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15575

I can’t do stuff with my family and friends anymore , like go to the movies, restaurant and
other places because I am not vaccinated. It brings me to have a life more isolated witch
brings more feelings of depression. My family is divided because half is vaccinated and half is
not. The hospital told me I can’t not be in the room when me sister gives birth because I am
not vaccinated witch means I will miss out on a very important moment in her life. I even had
to change job ! A job that I been working for 10 years !! So yes the mandate has truly affected
my life.

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15576

Job loss

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15577

It has drastically divided my family. My brother won't allow unvaxx in his home. Our son and
his wife wont visit us. Unvaxxed cannot use the gyms, our son is very dpressrd over this. We
are retired and locked in. No travel allowed. And we had covid.

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15578

Isolation, depression, I should be out finding a wife but instead I'm told to stay inside

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15579

It has made me a hermit, scared to go out of my home for fear of people judging me for not
wearing a mask

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15580

Could not be with my dad as he passed away.

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15581

Very much

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15582

There has been no value to the last two years of my life.

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15583

Terrible destroyed family and friendships . Work business

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15584

Divided my family and lessened job opportunities for me so I can support my family

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15585

It has affected me negatively in every way. Due to PTSD issues, I cannot put anything directly
on my face. The mask mandate has made me relive, everyday for 2 years, the day I almost
died at the hands of someone else. It has prevented me from getting medical attention due to
"private clinics" being able to make the rule of mandatory masks. I was literally refused
medical attention while wearing a face shield. I was told i had to wear the mask over my mouth
AS WELL as the shield in order to get my medical attention. This refusal came from ALL 7

2/19/2022 10:28 PM
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clinics listed on the patient requisition forms. It has made a huge divide in my family. I was not
invited to Christmas dinner solely because I decided NOT to inject myself with an experimental
"vaccine". My family literally required proof of vaccination if you showed up. My employer is
using the mandates to discriminate against those who are unvaccinated and are trying to
justify it by saying it's best for the masses but yet again, my rights are being taken away all for
something that statistically is no where near as "dangerous " as the flu. More people have died
from the flu in 1 year than covid combined. Flu shots have always been optional but yet we are
on world wide pandemic with mandatory proof of vaccine and masks... a little controlling as far
as I can tell. Also, covid literally canceled the first ever adult vacation I ever booked for myself
to see my amazing friends get married 1 week before I was to leave!! With said vacation
canceled, my friends didnt get the dream wedding the spent so much time booking and
preparing for. I now have no idea what the outcome for my $3000 of my hard earned money is.
Who pays that money back to me if I'm never allowed to travel without the covid vaccine? The
airline isn't prepared to as they put it into a travel voucher that I'm actually yet too see proof of
AND my friends my not see their deposit for the wedding back either... who pays that back to
them? COVID DESTROYED SO MUCH IN MY LIFE!! WHO IS GOING TO FIX IT?!?!
15586

The freedom to do things I used to be able to do and took for granted

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15587

No being able to go do activities with my family at facility’s I have to pay taxes on but am no
allowed to use. Not being able to go to the gym when I was told by my physician to never stop
exercising as I have degenerative bone disease, and many others.

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15588

Anxiety is high, I have a small child who has no friends as we can’t socialize with anyone.
Thanks to the hate speech provided by the Prime Minister, the division among family, friends
and strangers is at an all time high.

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15589

Life quality dropped down

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15590

Can’t find a job. Can’t socialize. Can’t believe what has happened to a supposed free and
democratic country in such a short period. The world has been corrupted and enslaved into
darkness and evil.

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15591

I have been depressed and feel isolated from everyone as I live alone. It has caused division
within my family and friends.

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15592

The mandates my every day life, my right to choose were I can or can't go just like the Jewish
in natzi germany in WW2 go do your fucking research it is not a joke

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15593

Losing everything. My partner is suicidal and we are both devastated at how the government
has handled this

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15594

Work good bills school and health issues right after the vaccines for both me n my child

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15595

It has been isolating with some financial hardship but we were okay with everything for the
greater good

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15596

Social isolation

2/19/2022 10:28 PM

15597

Depressed and lost my job

2/19/2022 10:27 PM

15598

Lost my job and livelihood, deteriated health following vaccination 2.

2/19/2022 10:27 PM

15599

Lower quality of life, increased cost of living, restriction of movement and greater difficulty
supporting my family.

2/19/2022 10:27 PM

15600

Family separated

2/19/2022 10:27 PM

15601

I was forced to take the vaccine to see my mother in long term care.

2/19/2022 10:27 PM

15602

No sense of unity family or friends … very devisive … lost friends and family due to fear of
seeing each other … absolute overkill from health authorities and government

2/19/2022 10:27 PM

15603

Lost work

2/19/2022 10:27 PM

15604

Turned our Country into a communist stare

2/19/2022 10:27 PM

15605

Mental health, financially, confidence in social and justice system, confidence in democracy,
misrepresented, violated, exploited, misguided, repressed, no longer proud to be Canadian and
the desire to have a family of my own with the growing bureaucracy has greatly diminished.
This is not even close to every thing and each one of these keywords could be broken down.

2/19/2022 10:27 PM
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15606

It’s made me aware of how much control the government has over us

2/19/2022 10:27 PM

15607

I have become isolated and depressed and no longer see hope to live.

2/19/2022 10:27 PM

15608

I lost my dad and couldn't say goodbye, now I can't see my mom who is older and not doing
great.

2/19/2022 10:27 PM

15609

Loss of family/friends, major depressionand stress

2/19/2022 10:27 PM

15610

I have not been able to visit my family on the East Coast since 2 years. I also lost my job
because I was mask exempt, but my company wouldn’t accept my exemption.

2/19/2022 10:27 PM

15611

Lost my job

2/19/2022 10:27 PM

15612

Not being able to see loved ones, go to weddings, funerals, hospital visits, not feeling like the
country has been divided between vax/un..lost friends because of division, lost revenue
because of mandates, I could go on

2/19/2022 10:27 PM

15613

Depressed daily

2/19/2022 10:27 PM

15614

feel uncomfortable in the mask, couldn't get into places

2/19/2022 10:27 PM

15615

Isolation is bad for anyone’s mental health

2/19/2022 10:27 PM

15616

My son was born with a disease and he had to be hospitalized, I went through recovering from
birth, taking in the new info of how to care for my son with the disease, his surgery and
recovery in the hospital. ALONE. only one person was allowed to visit, my daughter wasn’t
even allowed to see her own brother. Meanwhile I was in a room with at least 10 other people
who were sick/recovering from surgery. My kids haven’t had bday parties, gone to fairs,
experienced normal kids things. HUGGING, blowing out fricken bday candles, having play
dates and going places with friends. I’ve missed friends funerals, weddings, graduations. I feel
my immune system is strong enough and I can make the decision myself on what sort of
protection I choose to wear.

2/19/2022 10:27 PM

15617

I feel my freedom is gone and this is not the country I grew up in.

2/19/2022 10:27 PM

15618

Turned it upside down.

2/19/2022 10:27 PM

15619

I moved away from the city to get away from all the nut cases! Litterlly, I actually moved offgrid!

2/19/2022 10:26 PM

15620

My children are having mental health issues. Social life has lessened. My children not
participating in regular physical activities on a regular basis has injured their physical health.
Mental, emotional and physical well-being has all declined.

2/19/2022 10:26 PM

15621

It has made me feel depressed and unwell from wearing a mask

2/19/2022 10:26 PM

15622

The mandates have ruined my children's chance at a normal life growing up and have stopped
all family from coming to meet them.

2/19/2022 10:26 PM

15623

Can’t see people faces, all those smiles gone, division everywhere, freedom lost,

2/19/2022 10:26 PM

15624

Depression

2/19/2022 10:26 PM

15625

I can’t travel, I can’t go out to eat, can’t attend any venues, including hockey games. I’ve had
to take multiple pcr tests and another next week before my foot surgery.

2/19/2022 10:26 PM

15626

My friend died alone, because of only 1 family bubble regulation nobody got to view her body.
Feelings of isolation is horrific, unable to visit my elderly father, and so much more.

2/19/2022 10:26 PM

15627

Dramatically. Our government are puppets to the people behind the scene hiding like cowards.
They are all infiltrated in our system through none other then the schooling for the economic
forum. Young global leaders. Canada needs to be free again and the only way to do this is to
have canada removed from the WHO, Economic Forum, and UN. The most corrupt
organization, corporations out there. Covid is just a distraction from the bigger plan. This
effects everyone's life in Canada. God help us all!!!!

2/19/2022 10:26 PM

15628

It's made my life hell especially with ptsd

2/19/2022 10:26 PM

15629

Depressed. Anxious. Feels like I live in China.

2/19/2022 10:26 PM
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15630

I have been segregated from friends and family. I have been segregated at work. Due to
Bonnie Henry’s and Justin Trudeau’s comments about unvaxed being racist, misogynistic and
to stay away from them at all costs my life has been hell. I see all the backed people out and
about testing positive by the thousands and I am forced to stay in my house. I can’t even get
on a plane and get out the country. I am a prisoner. This is the biggest infringement on my
rights as a human in Canada.

2/19/2022 10:26 PM

15631

Puts everyone in a corner and separates family, friends and people in general.

2/19/2022 10:26 PM

15632

Where do I begin? Barely making it through

2/19/2022 10:26 PM

15633

Depression

2/19/2022 10:26 PM

15634

Everything is fucked.

2/19/2022 10:26 PM

15635

Work and the financial burden of paying people for jobs that are no longer needed with these
mandates.

2/19/2022 10:26 PM

15636

It has ruined my business, my family life, my mental health, my sense of pride in my
community and country. Do I add more or is this enoug for you? I could on for about 2 years!

2/19/2022 10:26 PM

15637

I have never felt stress like I have these past two years. Lost loved ones and couldnt have
funerals, couldnt attend weddings, births of new babies. Infighting with family and friends! Its
over, we need to give our countries back to the people!

2/19/2022 10:26 PM

15638

I lost my job... i have anxiety.. i have lost friends and have been estranged from family
members.

2/19/2022 10:26 PM

15639

it has made it an absolute travesty. I cannot see my sister whom I have now not seen in over
3 years. I cannot celebrate milestones properly with my family. I cannot be there to share
positive events with my siblings and very good friends.

2/19/2022 10:26 PM

15640

I have lost income and has affected my mental health as well as affected my freedoms under
the Charter.

2/19/2022 10:25 PM

15641

I feel like I'm in confined space with my mouth shut. Absolutely abnormal conditions for human
life.

2/19/2022 10:25 PM

15642

lost so much money. my mental health has been hurt. Hardest years of my life.

2/19/2022 10:25 PM

15643

Increased stress, increased anxiety, chronic headaches from constant mask use, my kids
social skills aren't where theyre supposed to be, division and fear amongst friends and family.

2/19/2022 10:25 PM

15644

Increased mental issues in our family ,

2/19/2022 10:25 PM

15645

Unable to travel. Unable to live normal life

2/19/2022 10:25 PM

15646

I was terminated from my job against my will. The mandates have all affected my ability to go
to shops travel just about everything total unlawful segregation and irrational discrimination

2/19/2022 10:25 PM

15647

It has made making a living more difficult as well as any day to day activities, it’s caused
division amount friends and even family.

2/19/2022 10:25 PM

15648

Unable to fully enjoy our retirement

2/19/2022 10:25 PM

15649

I don't feel free in my chois, in my rights and freedom, I can not live country, I can not invite
my family members anymore.

2/19/2022 10:25 PM

15650

Having to take a vaccine that I didn't want to take only to be able to keep working at my job.

2/19/2022 10:25 PM

15651

Every way

2/19/2022 10:25 PM

15652

I've had to choose between testing and my job. It's created huge amounts of extra work in my
role to deal with constant changes. And it doesn't seem like all the measures have really made
much difference, and the indirect consequences are severe and will likely be felt for decades in
Canada

2/19/2022 10:25 PM

15653

It has hurt my relationships with friends and family and I have lost complete trust in the
government. I feel violated by those who are in power…

2/19/2022 10:25 PM

15654

Shut my business down. Divided family and friends. Division amongst Canadians.

2/19/2022 10:24 PM
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15655

Made job more difficult

2/19/2022 10:24 PM

15656

I care for 5 special needs adults in my home, we have been locked down for several times, as
much as 6months last year. We were finally feeling a sense of freedom, and security in being
in public. Until Scott Moe decided that the pandemic was done, now even though we have
done everything required of us we are now being punished with no limits for anyone. And we
have no where in public to be safe!

2/19/2022 10:24 PM

15657

Discrimination, broken ties, hopelessness

2/19/2022 10:24 PM

15658

Can’t play volleyball with my friends

2/19/2022 10:24 PM

15659

Extremely affected my life no visiting my friends

2/19/2022 10:24 PM

15660

Lost my job

2/19/2022 10:24 PM

15661

I lost my job and freedom

2/19/2022 10:24 PM

15662

Bad every way possible. Anxiety, depression, hopelessness, and don’t want to live here in
Ontario anymore.

2/19/2022 10:24 PM

15663

I haven’t seen my grandchildren in over 2years. I live alone and I miss my children. The
mandate has caused family dissension and hardship.

2/19/2022 10:24 PM

15664

Bad

2/19/2022 10:24 PM

15665

I feel ostracized for being unvaccinated. Cannot travel. Cannot go to restaurant, theater,
shows, events, hockey games. It has totally divided my family.

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15666

I feel like an outcast in my community. I live in a seniors apartment building and I'm the only
one in this whole complex that is unvaxed and everyone is avoiding me as if I have the plague.
Telling me how inconsiderate I am and not caring who will be infected because of me and if
anyone dies I will be at fault. I feel so isolated and alone that I can't even speak because I
loose my voice due to not using it. I feel like there is no meaning or need for me to continue
life.

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15667

Lost my apt, and my car.

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15668

I’m so many ways

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15669

:(

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15670

Being treated like a second class citizen isn't exactly pleasant. People act like the virus
originated with me and my family and that I'm the reason their dad had his kidney transplant
cancelled. I did cancel their surgeries, I didn't bring this virus here. I'm not more dangerous
than a vaccinated person. The very notion that I am 'the problem' is phsycotic. My livelihood is
endangered, which in turn effects my seven children. Justin Trudeau need to get a life and
stop being a miserable cow. He's destroying this country.

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15671

Forced me to become a hypocrite.

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15672

It has caused a lot of mental stress.

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15673

No travel, mental health, physically as gym work out with mask! Not able to see customers in
person.

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15674

I haven’t been able to see my family in over 2 years

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15675

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15676

I can’t work because of it. So I would say it’s affected it terribly

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15677

Health deteriorated, stress increased substantially, social interaction very much reduced, Godgiven freedoms lost!

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15678

I can’t visit family across the country. Most of my family has never even met two of my
children. My parents have to drive 40 hours to visit us.

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15679

Financially with job losses in the household and emotionally, being segregated and also not
able to see dear friends when sick and dying.

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15680

All of it

2/19/2022 10:23 PM
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15681

Made it difficult for me to travel & go about my business

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15682

Inability to travel and see loved ones , increased anxiety and loneliness,allergic reactions to
masks, decreased ability to worship, inability to see loved ones in hospital

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15683

The mandate has marginalized our family. The mandates have caused division and strife in our
family relations. The mandates have negatively affected our business and our livelihood. The
mandates have caused undue fear, loneliness, emotional trauma, distrust of government,
disillusionment of our perception of freedom and democracy, and distrust of ANY authority and
what they tell us; ESPECIALY if they tell us to trust them.

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15684

It has hopefully helped to keep more people from getting sick. Most of the people I know who
got Covid was from friends/families hanging out without masks.

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15685

Let’s put it this way I cried when I heard ontario might be lifting them

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15686

Loss of revenue, family splits, disagreement and arguments. Loss of job

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15687

Lost job. Discriminated against. Family/friend division. Unwelcomed in many businesses.
Husband had critical vaccine injury (from mandated vaccination for employment).

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15688

It has not because I have not taken a experimental biological agent, the only people I know
who have died from this virus have all been given the jab.

2/19/2022 10:23 PM

15689

Same as everyone

2/19/2022 10:22 PM

15690

Psychologically, emotionally, financially and medically. The damage done will be near
impossible to recover from.

2/19/2022 10:22 PM

15691

Lost my job, cant go anywhere do anything. Mental health affected my family, we cant go to
the gym anymore so our physical health is also suffering.

2/19/2022 10:22 PM

15692

Fuck off to these freaks. Crime against all persons.

2/19/2022 10:22 PM

15693

I lost my job. My kids are losing out on life.

2/19/2022 10:22 PM

15694

Can’t have contact with friends and family. My husband has been in the hospital for over 6
weeks. Only 2 people can see him and only one at a time. He hasn’t seen his grandchildren
and children. It has divided people in to different classes of vaxxed or I vaxxed. People have
lost their jobs. Horrible !!

2/19/2022 10:22 PM

15695

I’m tryed of the way it was put here and I’m sorry to say we as Canadian will never hear the
true about and we been lied to a lot of times just like for all Canadian freedom and the truth

2/19/2022 10:22 PM

15696

It has not affected my life since I am not working, and have no social contacts anyway.
However, in the future it will prevent me from travelling to see my family in the U.S. since I am
unvaxxed.

2/19/2022 10:22 PM

15697

All aspects

2/19/2022 10:22 PM

15698

It as been awful! Wearing masks makes me claustrophobic, and vaccines have a history of
causing serious damage and even death to people in my family. I both couldn't and wouldn't
get the vaccine, but when I tried to get the exemption my Doctor told me that if he gave me an
exemption, he would loose his Licence. This means that my Doctor, who is sappose to
consider my medical health above all, both couldn't and wouldn't do his job in fear of what the
Government would do to him. That is wrong, the Government should NEVER have ANY kind
authority over my personal choices with my body, ASPECIALLY when it comes to health, nor
should there be consequences for both me and the doctors making that choice.

2/19/2022 10:22 PM

15699

The restrictions set out by the government have destroyed my mental and physical health.
First came the lack of oxygen due to mask enforcement at my job which would leave me
physically exhausted at the end of each shift. I held off as long as I could without taking the
vax, but my employer left me with no choice, and I can't switch employers now because I'm on
long term disability. The employer doesn't recognize rapid tests either, and threatened my only
source of income. My son is in grade 2, and he doesn't recognize his teachers, or classmates
without a mask on. He's 7, and he's depressed. I feel like I've failed as a father because of
what's happened. I suffered a severe adverse reaction from my first and only dose of moderna.
I lost 25 pounds over the first month due to the vomiting and migraines

2/19/2022 10:22 PM

15700

Not being able to see family as much or friends. Becoming very depressed because of it

2/19/2022 10:22 PM
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15701

The mandates have separated friends and family throughout the country the mandates have
not allowed me to move freely to do what I want without feeling that I'm under a microscope a
big brother. I am a vaccinated Canadian not by choice I was forced into getting this in order to
watch my kids play hockey in order to comply with my work I don't think that is a choice

2/19/2022 10:22 PM

15702

Forced to take covid jabs to be able to fly to work. Social suppression Loss if work

2/19/2022 10:22 PM

15703

caused depression

2/19/2022 10:22 PM

15704

Restrictions have prohibited me from shopping or going into any restaurants.They have
hindered all church services.My freedom has been drastically affected to the point one can
hardly leave home.The mask has also affected my wife's breathing along with other health
issue she has to deal with.Been a restricted from going to funerals so yes this mandate has
greatly affected my whole life and wife's.

2/19/2022 10:22 PM

15705

Unable to engage in life outside of my home

2/19/2022 10:22 PM

15706

It forced me to get double vaccinated against my conscience after I had covid so I could work.
It has kept me from traveling and divided people. People have become nasty.

2/19/2022 10:22 PM

15707

Horribly. Financially, socially and mentally!!!

2/19/2022 10:22 PM

15708

It has destroyed all respect and faith in government leaders, public offices, police, medical
care, hospitals and other business. It opened my eyes to an evil and insanity never before
seen nor believed people were capable of doing. It saddens my heart seeing the divide,
segregation and discrimination return at full speed. I am outraged and appalled by the federal
government’s harden hearts and minds. It’s like a war was declared against humanity.
Everyday I fight depression and financial desperation.

2/19/2022 10:22 PM

15709

Negatively, I am actually thinking about packing up and leaving the country. This is NOT the
same Canada I moved to 23 years ago.

2/19/2022 10:22 PM

15710

I am not able to watch my son play hockey. He continues to be part of the team. But asks
every game. Every tournament when can you watch me. I used to cry about when he wasnt
looking. Then i was asked to pay extra money to the hockey association because i cant
volunteer. That just made me mad so i now dont care what i am or what i look like to the other
parents. They are super supportive. The masks that the kids wear and not being able to see
people smile or sad. We are lucky we live in a rural area of BC so my kids have property but
these mandates make no sense.

2/19/2022 10:22 PM

15711

Caused a divide among once was a close family. I don’t go anywhere anymore because of the
ridiculous mandates. Life is not fulfilling anymore. I am close to giving up

2/19/2022 10:21 PM

15712

Travel, family ties hasve been lost, income loss, rise in cost of living, friendships lost.

2/19/2022 10:21 PM

15713

Took away our rights and freedoms. What was rightly give and fought for by our for fathers.

2/19/2022 10:21 PM

15714

Mentally, emotionally, monitarily, occupationally, socially, and most importantly our faith!

2/19/2022 10:21 PM

15715

Social division, unable to travel on business

2/19/2022 10:21 PM

15716

The worst has been that I can’t watch my kids swim lessons or sports, or my oldest not being
allowed to have swimming lessons because of the vaccine mandate.

2/19/2022 10:21 PM

15717

In every way. I’ve lost my income, my business was shuttered, which has inhibited me from
buying my first home. I’ve lost friendships and family members are distanced, we don’t talk
anymore. I have major social anxiety to go out into public, not because I’m scared of covid I’ve had delta and omicron, both times weren’t even as bad as hangovers I’ve had - I feel
hopeless about Canada’s future and the future of our children. The inflation is insane, I’ve
never had to even think about which food I can afford but now every trip to the store has me
making new, and more difficult choices. I’ve been dealing with substance issues and have tried
quitting smoking more times than I can remember. Every facet of my life and my family’s life
has been impacted by our tyrannical governments who won’t let us, the public; in which they
took an oath to serve, make decisions for ourselves and our family. And now to top it all off a
family member has committed suicide last night. FUCK TRUDEAU, FUCK THE LIBERAL
GOVERNMENT. End the mandates now. End the bogus enactment of the emergency
measures act. Enough is fucking enough. We are in Canada, which is still a free and sovereign
land, even though Justin Trudeau is trying to change it into a dictatorship.

2/19/2022 10:21 PM

15718

It's changed our entire free loving & Peaceful country. With hate & division and tyranny in

2/19/2022 10:21 PM
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Government
15719

The fear,anxiety and anger was making me to not want to live anymore

2/19/2022 10:21 PM

15720

It has caused so much unrest & uncertainty, loneliness & depression !!!! Heartache from the
loss of people who should never have taken the shot !!!!

2/19/2022 10:21 PM

15721

It has divided Canada worse than I’ve ever seen. It has torn apart families

2/19/2022 10:21 PM

15722

Mental health, school, friendships and more.

2/19/2022 10:21 PM

15723

Mental health has been affected. I was laid off for months. Finances have sufferred. I have
copd, cannot breath with mask. I cannot see through sheild, and have injured myself. My
family is divided. Have not had a family get together in 2 years, grandkids growing up without
me. I do not trust vaccine, as too many ppl I love have gotten sick or injured from it. I will not
take vaxx, so I am excluded from most activities.

2/19/2022 10:21 PM

15724

Job loss, anxiety.

2/19/2022 10:21 PM

15725

It has affected family and friendships. It has affected my mental health

2/19/2022 10:21 PM

15726

Mentally, socially, financially and emotionally

2/19/2022 10:21 PM

15727

Great

2/19/2022 10:21 PM

15728

My life is terrible, I cannot do anything without being asked to put on a mask, I can’t go
anywhere because I don’t support this awful “state of emergency” to many people are dying by
other diseases, including cancer, aids and many more things that aren’t being touched. No one
should live a life like this. Specially younger kids

2/19/2022 10:21 PM

15729

limited my ability to travel and attend events

2/19/2022 10:21 PM

15730

Mental stress, physical stress, financial stress

2/19/2022 10:21 PM

15731

Made it hard to find work and see loved ones

2/19/2022 10:21 PM

15732

Family divided

2/19/2022 10:21 PM

15733

Taken away our freedom and soverenity.

2/19/2022 10:20 PM

15734

It has separated my family

2/19/2022 10:20 PM

15735

It has affected my Work life, social life, and Childrens lives

2/19/2022 10:20 PM

15736

In every way!

2/19/2022 10:20 PM

15737

My grandchildren have not been able to enrol in any programs, hockey, swimming, toddler
playgroups. We have not travelled, or visited family out of town missed two Christmases! My
grandchildren have missed so much school and On line learning was very difficult. Not
mentally healthy for my daughters and my grandchildren. High anxiety for grandchildren
surrounded by so much change so sudden and all the horrific reporting of deaths created high
anxiety levels for each of my grandchildren. They’re unsettled and fearful of losing someone,
panicing feeling unsafe, stressed out levels for all super high. Cost of living sky rocketed
terrible for those on fixed income, eliminating electric cars impossible in the north and cost
prohibitive, disfunctional expectations. Being charged carbon tax and get tax added to carbon
tax of our fuel bill ridiculous! Paying income tax on our earnings is one thing, getting next to
zero return investing either gic or rrsp. Sure we don’t pay to invest why should we we already
were taxed and then to claim the withdrawal of funds from rifs as earnings and get taxes again
is ridiculously insane! This government has manipulated hard working Canadians with the
insurmountable tax gouging with excuses left and right completely non sensical as to the
reason especially gas at the pumps. No reason whatsoever for the exorbitant prices. For
shame to self profit from numbers getting vaccinated. Now vaccines purportedly causing HIV!!
MY GOD WHAT ON EARTH IS GOING ON! Instead of causing so much turmoil and raucous
solve the nucleus of the problem! HEALTH CARE INFRASTRUCTURE! So much has been cut
to save money for both education and health care that it’s no wonder the onslaught of
pandemics, natural disasters etc cannot be sustained from our government. This country
cannot be stealing from the middle class to pay for the poverty, indigenous, Quebec and the
rich. Every province should have its equal share of provincial and federal transfers not just the
west or the east of Canada because they threatened to separate. Taxes should be charged
based on income. Those who hide it don’t pay those who don’t have it get subsidized and the

2/19/2022 10:20 PM
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middle class pay for both. Maybe since our financial institutions are reporting crazy profits, and
the government taxing we should not be utilizing such agencies for savings investment. A shift
in government dynamics and strategies whereupon citizens affected its leadership should be
steered away from what has not been working. Campaigns for leadership cannot be trusted nor
reliable. The rhetoric is the same song and dance routine and this country’s citizens have
reached an ultimate personal upheaval beyond comprehension and shock and demonstrably
concerned, worried and feel unsafe, unprotected and undervalued. People are questioning for
the first time ever is there a better place to live!!
15738

Kids mental health affected, My mental health affected No travel and seeing family for years

2/19/2022 10:20 PM

15739

No joy left

2/19/2022 10:20 PM

15740

Lost of my job because I refuse to get vaccinated.

2/19/2022 10:20 PM

15741

Very negatively

2/19/2022 10:20 PM

15742

Totally destroyed it

2/19/2022 10:20 PM

15743

The mental well being of my children, lack of trust in government and their policies, the mental
well-being of myself and my spouse. Never knowing if the policies are going to become more
strict from day to day. I have lost faith in the medical establishment.

2/19/2022 10:20 PM

15744

The mandate has kept me from seeing my aunt with Alzheimer's, I lost my job, ability to feed
my family and has created a mental health crisis

2/19/2022 10:20 PM

15745

Horribly. Lost my desire and joy

2/19/2022 10:20 PM

15746

Has made my family mental status depressed

2/19/2022 10:20 PM

15747

Drastically

2/19/2022 10:20 PM

15748

Limited my sovereign freedoms

2/19/2022 10:20 PM

15749

It’s ruined my life.

2/19/2022 10:19 PM

15750

I have been living and working from home on my rural property while online schooling my
children since the beginning of the pandemic. We had Covid before vaccines were possible.
We had it again last month. It’s been to our household twice and we are still alive with no
issues. I am content to be a respectful human for others who are vulnerable and wear a mask
for the rest of my life when in public. We will not be vaccinated for this virus. We are not antiVAX and had our measles mumps rubella and tetanus updated as a household of five in 2015.

2/19/2022 10:19 PM

15751

Loss of work

2/19/2022 10:19 PM

15752

Lost wages. Lost friends. Lost family connection. Watched loved ones suffer mental health
issues. Watched friends marriages break apart

2/19/2022 10:19 PM

15753

Extremely for the worse

2/19/2022 10:19 PM

15754

Enormously

2/19/2022 10:19 PM

15755

Horrible

2/19/2022 10:19 PM

15756

No jab no job-which is preposterous in a free country. The vaccines have no long term safety
data.

2/19/2022 10:19 PM

15757

Depressed

2/19/2022 10:19 PM

15758

I am a good human person, good citizen, working, paying taxes and most of my human rights
and freedoms have been illegally taken away by the provincial and federal governments. I have
my mom who lives in Eastern Europe; is lonely and sick, and I cannot visit her. And this is
only one example.

2/19/2022 10:19 PM

15759

I have been denied access to workshops because I am unvaccinated. I have been socially
excluded, denied access to private home because of my vaccine status. I was threatened with
losing my job, but we found a way to work around it in the fine print. I have been affected by
wearing masks; it makes me anxious and nervous and I avoid social contact and eye contact
when wearing one. I am originally from the UK and can no longer fly there to see my family. My
grandmother died a few months ago and I was not able to be with her because of the travel
ban.

2/19/2022 10:18 PM
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15760

I can not get a job I am staying with my dad I have no income at all also I can not go to many
public places nor can I travel

2/19/2022 10:18 PM

15761

My freedom was taken away

2/19/2022 10:18 PM

15762

Lost my job

2/19/2022 10:18 PM

15763

Broken family, lost of friends, pushed to the breaking point from stress and threats of loosing
my job.

2/19/2022 10:18 PM

15764

Ruined my social life. Lost friends. Divided family. LOST ALL FREEDOMS!!!

2/19/2022 10:18 PM

15765

no money, no work, very sad

2/19/2022 10:18 PM

15766

No freedom, feels like jail locked up in my own country!

2/19/2022 10:18 PM

15767

I lost my job, my friends

2/19/2022 10:18 PM

15768

My fundamentals rights and freedoms have been curtailed. The most basic constitutional
rights were cancelled , like freedom of workship, of speech and the right to decide what
medical treatments I choose . The government has no right to trample on basic rights even in
a pandemic.

2/19/2022 10:18 PM

15769

It destroyed the life of many people in my circle, where they lost everything they spent their
entire adulthood in building.

2/19/2022 10:18 PM

15770

Made my life a living hell

2/19/2022 10:18 PM

15771

I can’t travel, my kids can’t work in certain places, my daughter has to take rapid tests before
each if her shifts, I have to teach a language with a mask on and I’m not free to enter a church
as I once was,

2/19/2022 10:18 PM

15772

Social isolation and financial hardship

2/19/2022 10:18 PM

15773

Dramatically; my children have suffered much anxiety from the masks and not being able to
socialize with friends. The mandates must end now.

2/19/2022 10:18 PM

15774

Very very uncomfortable

2/19/2022 10:18 PM

15775

Mental health is awful, social life, work life. I lost my job I’ve been at for 10 years. I haven’t
been able to see my new nephews born. This has all been an awful time

2/19/2022 10:17 PM

15776

My father spent 14 months in the hospital alone.

2/19/2022 10:17 PM

15777

Negative vaccine reaction lasted 4 months, impairing my functioning

2/19/2022 10:17 PM

15778

Division with coworkers and family. Stressed to the max.

2/19/2022 10:17 PM

15779

It has isolated and divided my family the kids in high school have greatly been effected as
masks are unhealthy to wear with out changing regularly and the depression has gone through
the roof

2/19/2022 10:17 PM

15780

My business and income also my relationships with family and friends

2/19/2022 10:17 PM

15781

I have lost friends to suicide. I have been discriminated against and verbally attacked.

2/19/2022 10:17 PM

15782

It has DIVIDED my family , my friends, created undue fear, and suffering. My daughter was
vaccinated in sixth week of her pregnancy and gave birth to a baby boy with a physical defect
specific to that stage of development in the 6th week of gestation. My elderly mother in law
suffered a vaccine injury as well. She suffered with transverse myelitis and lost all bowel
control. She has rapidly declined since her first shot and second shot …then The hospital gave
her the booster against the directives of family member in charge of her care.

2/19/2022 10:17 PM

15783

I want my child to stay inside my belly forever I'm so scared to raise her in this world now ..
what is canada anymore ?

2/19/2022 10:17 PM

15784

I have lost my freedom for to make a choice for my own health and for bodily autonomy. I have
lost my rights as a Canadian to participate in society. My career has been affected. My elderly
Dad has been negatively affected.

2/19/2022 10:17 PM

15785

My work has put me on unpaid time off as punishment for not getting the covid injection. I’m
the sole breadwinner for my family. I’m a few months we’ll sell everything and move to the US.

2/19/2022 10:17 PM
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15786

My children have not been allowed to participate in simple activities with their friends because
I won't give them an experimental vaccine for a disease that poses very little risk to their age
group.

2/19/2022 10:17 PM

15787

Online learning, travel restrictions, kids not having a normal childhood, kids missing out on
social skills that are learned at early stages

2/19/2022 10:17 PM

15788

Kept me feeling safe. And, yes, I miss the ‘freedom’ of what I was able to do pre-pandemic.

2/19/2022 10:17 PM

15789

I’m fine. I’ve learnt to cook. I spend most of my free time outdoors anyhow. I never did like
eating out. Otherwise everything is mostly the same.

2/19/2022 10:17 PM

15790

I’m now not able to have my husband present with me in ultrasounds for our first baby, he
almost lost his job and we can’t leave the country and have been harassed and threatened and
called second class citizens by our government which has had extra stress on both our health

2/19/2022 10:17 PM

15791

Travelling ,be retired I don’t have many years to enjoy

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15792

It has limited the places I can go, and the amount that I can support my community

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15793

Loss of income loss of family

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15794

Segregation. Bullied. Brink of Divorce. Couldn't see children or grandchildren. Seclusion.

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15795

Loss of job. Financially, Emotionally, discrimination, hatred. Division. As a Vet, I am ashamed
of what my country has become. Shameful.

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15796

Loss of employment and mental health

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15797

The isolation travels,family gathering

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15798

It has destroyed my life.

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15799

My children were not able to play on their sports teams and we aren’t free to travel as a family
outside of Canada. Friends and family have lost jobs due to mandates. Family members have
become sick from the vaccines.

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15800

In every way possible, Financially, Spiritually, Morley, worldly. It has crippled my Country. It
has killed more of my people than in the past. It has divvied my Family and Friends.

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15801

Depression

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15802

Took away our rights and freedoms

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15803

Almost ruined it

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15804

Reduced our quality of life, increased our anxiety and divided our families and community.

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15805

Turning Canadians against Canadians

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15806

Lost income and inability to shop and travel.

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15807

Depression, financially health decline, stress

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15808

Cannot travel or be with friends.

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15809

Overall ok

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15810

It’s kept my immune compromised family members safe.

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15811

I was fired from my jobs and my religious beliefs were not respected

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15812

Not able to work freely between US and Canada due to restrictions. Overcharged in Hotel
Quarantine ($1000 each time), PRC tests $200 everytime to leave and re-enter the country.
Depressing from seeing love ones losing their jobs by not getting Vaccinated

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15813

Every way possible

2/19/2022 10:16 PM

15814

Made me very depressed I wasn’t able to see my dad as he was passing away I don’t think he
got a proper treatment for cancer because of it My family life with my kids the best years of
her life not able to do anything even way up in the north.

2/19/2022 10:15 PM

15815

Loss of employment, loss of being able to see family,

2/19/2022 10:15 PM
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15816

Depression

2/19/2022 10:15 PM

15817

In every way possible. I was forced on to taking a unwanted health procedure or lose my
livelihood. Lots friends, experiencing undue stress, mental illness, and anxiety. The list goes
on it never ending and changes daily.

2/19/2022 10:15 PM

15818

The mandate has kept myself, my family and friends safe

2/19/2022 10:15 PM

15819

I was forced to take an experimental drug, as were my children. That was the worst one
Threatened job loss, kids unable to participate in sports.

2/19/2022 10:15 PM

15820

Affected me in cancer. Isolation. Discriminated when looking for work. Affected seeing my
mom in LTC home. Affected my children and their opportunities

2/19/2022 10:15 PM

15821

Quality of life, potential job loss, loss of family and friends

2/19/2022 10:15 PM

15822

My father grand father and several friends have died alone in hospital's i could not go see them
do you know what the fuck that does to a guy

2/19/2022 10:15 PM

15823

Anxiety, depression

2/19/2022 10:15 PM

15824

Ruined it Ruined families 3 of my jobs are never reopening I'm treated like 2nd class trash
harried by a communist leader here on Canadian soil trudeau

2/19/2022 10:15 PM

15825

Letting someone else decide what to do with your life and body and your childrens is utterly
wrong.

2/19/2022 10:15 PM

15826

Life altering in many many ways ...none positively

2/19/2022 10:15 PM

15827

Confined to home base. But have not had covid. Family division is apparent

2/19/2022 10:15 PM

15828

No life at all

2/19/2022 10:15 PM

15829

Devastating outcones

2/19/2022 10:15 PM

15830

There has been no respect for my choices. I have been constantly put down for it and forced
out of any place that decides they won’t serve me. It has been a disgusting two years and I do
not want to see it going on for any longer.

2/19/2022 10:15 PM

15831

Depressed

2/19/2022 10:14 PM

15832

It has negatively affected my relationship with friend and family, ability to travel, it has
segregated my family, my kids have been prevented from swimming and sports activities etc
etc etc

2/19/2022 10:14 PM

15833

I had to get a vaccine for my job. That was fine because I was already vaccinated

2/19/2022 10:14 PM

15834

none just kept doing everything

2/19/2022 10:14 PM

15835

It is not a normal life any more. It's existence

2/19/2022 10:14 PM

15836

It’s affected my family and I mentally, emotionally, and financially. We had to give up our rental
house because we could no longer afford it. Five of us now live in about 700 ft.² Life in Canada
is truly beginning to feel hopeless.

2/19/2022 10:14 PM

15837

distroyed my business and effected my families overall health.

2/19/2022 10:14 PM

15838

I was forced to get vaccinated or loose my job

2/19/2022 10:14 PM

15839

I have no more freedom I might as well be in jail because I can’t enjoy my life My close friends
and family are now distant because we have deferent “views” This needs to end !!!

2/19/2022 10:14 PM

15840

Not much

2/19/2022 10:14 PM

15841

The Mental Health of myself and children is not well. Being away from family and friends is the
new normal. No celebrations, no Birthday parties, weddings, funerals!! The very thing that
makes humans and communities feel connected is gone, instead there is division. Division
between family, friends, co-workers, employers, teachers, and more. As a community we are
divided, as a country we are divided. There has to be more to life than working, home and
sleep. Our children need to experience life again, enjoy parties, sleepovers and playing with
the kids in the neighborhood. Clearly Covid-19 will never be fully eradicated by vaccine,
vaccine "may" help prevent severe symptoms in immunocompromised individuals, but

2/19/2022 10:14 PM
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transmission will still happen, vaccination or not. We need to move on with life and have our
freedoms back, this can not go on any longer!
15842

Socially

2/19/2022 10:14 PM

15843

I show a simple image on my phone and I drink beer. I wear a mask and I work.

2/19/2022 10:14 PM

15844

In every aspect

2/19/2022 10:14 PM

15845

Not as much as others to date but I worry but my chidrej

2/19/2022 10:14 PM

15846

I feel safer in my community with mandates in place.

2/19/2022 10:14 PM

15847

This mandate has violated my rights and freedom.

2/19/2022 10:14 PM

15848

I am a senior, unvax... need I say more? it has been hell for me and my husband.. can't go
anywhere or do anything but stay home for over 2 years.

2/19/2022 10:14 PM

15849

My child is 6 and has missed out on so much. He is scared of getting sick and it causes him
anxiety because it’s talked about in school all the time.

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15850

So much more fear in this world because of this

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15851

Tremendously. We cannot move freely like we are meant to in our, once free country. The
government is trying to control our every move.

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15852

It’s has made my life safer.

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15853

It has affected me in a very negative way both physically and mentally .

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15854

Buy completely disrupting my life and my Canadian rights! Not being able to see family and
friends. My kids health,

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15855

It has kept my business closed, and kept me from seeing my grandkids, and caused rifts
between family and friends

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15856

Isolation

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15857

My mental health dropped

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15858

Freedom removed

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15859

We missed vacations outside of Canada. I was kept from seeing my mother wholives in
Manitoba. We could not eat inside a restaurant, go to concerts, swim, watch our grandkids
play sports, entertain in our home, fellowship at church, breathe through masks… Some of our
relationships have become estranged, which makes me very sad.

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15860

Taken away God given rights and freedoms protected by the Charter and the Bill of Rights.

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15861

limits ability to choose health options

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15862

Drastically

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15863

Forced vaccination

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15864

I am depressed.I can not work full time.I can not visit my relatives in another country.I can not
travel. I can not enjoy my life any more.

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15865

A lot, people started to be devided.

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15866

Mental exhaustion. I’m vaccinated but it’s time to open up.

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15867

Lost confidence in medical institutions - politically motivated, don’t divulge their science, are
puppets that are incompetent to assess their sources. Controlled by College of P and S. They
arrogantly control a narrative. 2. Alienation.

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15868

Isolation causing severe depression

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15869

Lost my job, mental health is horrible, financially stressed, child missing out on social, school
& activities, depression, hopelessness

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15870

Lost my freedom and job

2/19/2022 10:13 PM

15871

Disastrous

2/19/2022 10:12 PM
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15872

It has made me lose my job in healthcare and ruined my life

2/19/2022 10:12 PM

15873

Very badly, I'm depressed My life is not the same anymore I'm extremely sad 😥

2/19/2022 10:12 PM

15874

It’s impacted my marriage; I have lost friends, I have a terrible rash from wearing masks. I
have missed out on watching my nephews grow, I have missed out on my grand parents life. I
lost income early one. So many things

2/19/2022 10:12 PM

15875

It’s made me realize the unchecked power in both federal & provincial parliaments when it
comes to implementing mandates, not based on any reasonable empirical evidence, but on the
opinions of government bureaucrats based on fear & control

2/19/2022 10:12 PM

15876

The 1st jab stopped my son's heart within 72 hours - 2 weeks before his 34th birthday.

2/19/2022 10:12 PM

15877

Decreased mental health

2/19/2022 10:12 PM

15878

It restricted me seeing my family across different province border, made going to work very
difficult(crossing border) I work in the health care and life has been VERY difficult, restrictive.
Quebec curfew was terrible

2/19/2022 10:12 PM

15879

As I am unvaccinated, I was not able to visit my father in hospital for a month. Meanwhile,
others who were at a greater risk of contracting and spreading COVID (I barely leave the
house) were able to visit him freely. I have also had to endure the negative condemning
attitudes of others including family members as well as being treated like a vector of disease.

2/19/2022 10:12 PM

15880

Have lost family, friends, democracy, and witnessed people loosing their jobs, livelihoods, their
homes, depression, and grands amount of grief, and hatred

2/19/2022 10:12 PM

15881

Dating + being newly weds sucks when you have stupid mandates dictating where you can
and cannot go

2/19/2022 10:12 PM

15882

It has created division and mental health issues across the country

2/19/2022 10:12 PM

15883

Depressed that Canadians are loosing DEMOCRACY

2/19/2022 10:12 PM

15884

Are you kidding? Terrible, we lost all our freedoms and rights!!!

2/19/2022 10:12 PM

15885

Emotional stress Job loss

2/19/2022 10:12 PM

15886

Not much

2/19/2022 10:12 PM

15887

Mentally , physically and financially exhausting

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15888

Emotionally it is draining. Depressing to Never see any one smile, and also hearing about how
many young kids are committing suicide because of the fear and social distancing/lockdowns.
It’s dividing my family. It has cost my business, and my families business a lot of money.
Makes me feel that I can’t trust someone we elect to not do whatever they feel like or want to
do, all the while ignoring us who voted them in.

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15889

Not at all

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15890

Not at all really. I believe the medical people should be making the rules as to when it is safe
to stop wearing masks.

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15891

Sick and tired of listening to this rhetoric and it hasn’t made a difference

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15892

Sad, angry at what had happened to our country, communities and families. Truly this can
never happen again.

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15893

It has affected the mental health of my entire family being stuck at home Limited to essential
shopping only. Its inhumane, totally ridiculous.

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15894

How does government, big medico, big PHARMA, bad tech, and bad media feel about killing
people?

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15895

Limited social contact, limited places to shop for necessities, limited my business, limited
activities for my Mom who I care take

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15896

Father had DNR pulled and died. He was in a nursing home, Dementia , otherwise as strong as
a horse. Denied family, food, water. Uncle had shot, organ failure , died. He too was just fine
before. Many friends lost work. Kids attempting suicide. Older friends killed themselves as

2/19/2022 10:11 PM
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they lost their jobs and could not afford rent after losing pay. Kids cutting themselves. On and
on..... Constant underlying stress. Feeling like I live in a fascist state.
15897

Closed my business, separated from family

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15898

In the worst possible way Totally destructive

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15899

Loss of freedom and choice. Isolation/loss of community. Mental health

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15900

Lost our company. Could not pay last respects when my cousin died of suicide, another 2 from
overdoses and one from cancer.

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15901

Causes division and segregation

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15902

I’ve had precancerous cells removed just as before 1st lock down. I have been trying to have
children. I have not been able to take part in society because there is no research of use of
MRNA for use in viruses and especially for fertility yet it has been mandated that all take it.
This is highly unethical. This affects my life and the life of my unborn children.

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15903

I lost my job. I lost everything.

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15904

I have been discriminated against at work, coerced by my supervisor, bullied by my family,
can’t go out to a restaurant, have lost friends, feel isolated and alone. Have lost my freedoms
and personal rights. This is not right and needs to stop!

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15905

In every way.

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15906

Feel like I'm being treated like prisoner, yet committed no crime. Can't take my kids to the
pool, which my taxes go to support. Couldn't even go to my Grandma, or my Fathers Funeral!
That's something I will NEVER get back!

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15907

It has caused me many sleepless nights of worry for the thousands of those adversely
affected in that they lost jobs and the direction our country was headed.

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15908

An individual should decide on his own course of action,not the government.

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15909

More stress.

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15910

I’m a small business owner that can no longer participate in my local BIA because these types
of meetings now need to be held in a building and all buildings state vaccination status to have
access. We used to meet on zoom, but recently (last year) Huron County Council deemed
zoom meetings illegal, but ONLY for our village of Blyth and not for other villages/towns in
Huron County. Our business has suffered greatly and as such we are unable to support our
local economy. It has caused a great deal of stress and anxiety, financial hardship and a
sense of uncertainty. I feel I cannot trust my government because of all the lies told to us, the
coercion and pressure tactics on people, it’s disgusting the way people are being divided into
two camps, vacc’d and unvacc’d. It bothers me deeply that a government has taken such
controlling measures, I fear of what they might try to do next.

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15911

Depression, consuming more alcohol, weight gain, an awakening about politics and media.

2/19/2022 10:11 PM

15912

No Freedom

2/19/2022 10:10 PM

15913

I’ve been unable to work as a yoga instructor, My child has anxiety, there is division in my
family and community, I’m afraid when the PM babes me as a racist and taking up space, I’ve
felt helpless and hopeless at times, what happened to our free and peaceful country, Canada?

2/19/2022 10:10 PM

15914

Its made it hard to do normal life.

2/19/2022 10:10 PM

15915

Income and mental health

2/19/2022 10:10 PM

15916

Lost job Isolation Depression Anxiety

2/19/2022 10:10 PM

15917

My life as I knew it is over. I have to manifest a new life due to the criminality of the vaccine
war.

2/19/2022 10:10 PM

15918

Forced to take the Vax or loose my job

2/19/2022 10:10 PM

15919

Na

2/19/2022 10:10 PM

15920

I have been discrminated against, lost family and friends and the opportunity to travel freely.

2/19/2022 10:10 PM
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15921

Lost my job. Canadian Natural Resources (CNRL).

2/19/2022 10:10 PM

15922

100%

2/19/2022 10:10 PM

15923

Lost my job and caused depression

2/19/2022 10:10 PM

15924

My children have suffered socially and mentally. I lost my job. We lost freedom of choice. Our
children were coerced to take the jobs in order to play hockey. We were coerced to take the
jabs to keep engaged with society and to watch our boys play hockey. We have lost friends
over the divisive beliefs the government has perpetuated. I have come to realize the Canada I
thought we had no longer exists - this is a direct result of corrupt local, provincial and federal
government “leaders” We are so saddened by the loss of our Canada, our freedoms and right
to choose and live freely.

2/19/2022 10:10 PM

15925

Depression, anxiety and stress in general. Coersion and harassment at workplace; feeling
marginalized in public spaces like attending a restaurant or children's concerts, training
sessions, suicidal thoughts.

2/19/2022 10:10 PM

15926

Forced to get the vaccine when I didn’t want to because needed to fly to see family member
with stage 4 cancer

2/19/2022 10:10 PM

15927

Loss of freedoms. Financial Loss. Mental health. Business loss. Lack of learning in schools.
Etc...

2/19/2022 10:10 PM

15928

Restricted my freedoms

2/19/2022 10:10 PM

15929

It stopped our sports and travel plans, hindered family gatherings

2/19/2022 10:10 PM

15930

Power grab by politicians

2/19/2022 10:10 PM

15931

I’m not able to go to restaurants and movies with my some of my friends who are not
vaccinated. I do not appreciate other people who are vaccinated the cold down and try to bully
my unvaccinated friends

2/19/2022 10:09 PM

15932

Business loses

2/19/2022 10:09 PM

15933

Anxiety

2/19/2022 10:09 PM

15934

No church- no restaurants- no social life

2/19/2022 10:09 PM

15935

I can no longer fly to work

2/19/2022 10:09 PM

15936

Mentally, emotionally, financially. Not being able to see family. Don't speak to some family now
due to this.

2/19/2022 10:09 PM

15937

Loss f wok/work shortage,hard time trying to find ft employment,judgment and hate mongering

2/19/2022 10:09 PM

15938

There are not enough words or sentiments to cover the scope of devastation and betrayal.

2/19/2022 10:09 PM

15939

Dividing the people based on their medical choice. Challenges with work

2/19/2022 10:09 PM

15940

Want to leave Canada, have no friends, depressions, anxiety etc…

2/19/2022 10:09 PM

15941

Mentally, financially

2/19/2022 10:09 PM

15942

Was still able to feed my cows and look after our farm. Was still able to see my immediate
family. The only issue was not being able to go out to public places to socialize but that didn’t
really bother me.

2/19/2022 10:09 PM

15943

I have lost my job, I feel isolated and depressed, I’ve gone into more debt, I’ve had to change
careers , I’m disheartened by the division in Canada and the world, it has changed my ability to
worship God and how I worship him, I am angry and bitter.

2/19/2022 10:09 PM

15944

I have no quality of life

2/19/2022 10:09 PM

15945

I cannot return to my home country. Canadian Approved (4)vaccinations were not available to
start, then got vaccinated and the quarantine rules changed and I cannot afford the costs

2/19/2022 10:09 PM

15946

It has destroyed my life I need back fusion and other things taken care of but every thing in
our medical system has become bottle necked I want my life back.

2/19/2022 10:09 PM

15947

In every segment of my life

2/19/2022 10:09 PM
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15948

Kept me and my family safe.

2/19/2022 10:08 PM

15949

Ruined family/friend relationship and caused financial pain to my small business.

2/19/2022 10:08 PM

15950

Socializing for my kid's. My employment. Mental for my family

2/19/2022 10:08 PM

15951

In far too many ways. Family division, depression, isolation, judgement, punishment from the
government, disrespect and fear!

2/19/2022 10:08 PM

15952

Father in laws business went under. It was successful for over 30 years, but the gov did not
support him through the lockdowns. Walmart never closed its doors for a second, but a small
local business had to as it was deemed "non essential" Well it was essential to him. The most
profound thing however, was the sense of fear and dread that seemed to plague everyone. The
media networks seemed to get a sick satisfaction out of cult of fear they propogated, and our
government seemed all to eager to exploit that fear. As an individual who was not under this
hypnosis, society seemed to be in a daze, confused, fearful and when instructed to be so
hateful as well. It made me ashamed to be Canadian, as we had always stood up to these
things. I was shocked how well the propoganda worked, and glad it didnt work on me, but
sadder that it did work on so many.

2/19/2022 10:08 PM

15953

Box not big enough to voice all my problems because of the mandates that totally
unnecessary!

2/19/2022 10:08 PM

15954

Lost my job!!!!

2/19/2022 10:08 PM

15955

Hard on mental health, kids, feeling like a second class citizen, divisiveness among everyone,
lack of trust in gov't

2/19/2022 10:08 PM

15956

It has made me a very angry person, I did not at all want the vaccine but I’m a very greedy
person and I wanted to travel I guess that’s selfish not greedy so high therefore call bowed to
that tyrants mandate. I absolutely hate what the government stands for I believe he is acting
like Hitler. I also am very hard of hearing and I have a very hard time hearing people talk
through a mask and people get frustrated with me so then I get frustrated with them and that
leads to more anger

2/19/2022 10:08 PM

15957

It has affected me, my children and my husband in the following ways; My husband lost 2 jobs
because of covid and covid mandates. He is the only one who was bringing home a paycheck.
My children and I have suffered immensely at the hands of others because of our choice not to
take the vaccine. We have been foced out of my family and my children have lost many
relationships from my family. We have been told we are dirty discsuting people who don't
deserve to live or thrive because we've not taken the vaccine. My children have been
discriminated against in the public school system after teachers found out that we, their
parents were unvaccinated. The emotional and mental toll that we have have had to endure
has been the so significantly trying on us that it has left us feeling devoid. All we have left is
each other now and all those who are coming forward and standing up for our freedom. They
are our new chosen families, and this/they are the only hope that we have left... we know that
we and countless others are no longer able to go on like this.

2/19/2022 10:08 PM

15958

It hasn’t. It’s made it easier to know where I can go without risking the health and safety of
immuno-suppressed family members.

2/19/2022 10:08 PM

15959

socially distanced from my family as division and segregation

2/19/2022 10:08 PM

15960

Stress increase, children's education has been put as not important, daughter's Graduation
was not how it should have been andnsame with her University experience, tension between
family members...mainthe STRESS from it all

2/19/2022 10:08 PM

15961

Makes me sad as caused so much division & heartache between family & friends. Has caused
increased stress leading to health issues.

2/19/2022 10:08 PM

15962

horribly!

2/19/2022 10:08 PM

15963

Lost coworkers

2/19/2022 10:08 PM

15964

I can't leave this country, to visit my family. I feel like in a jail.

2/19/2022 10:08 PM

15965

Can’t travel. Haven’t been able to eat out, watch grandsons play hockey.

2/19/2022 10:08 PM

15966

It made me lose two jobs and now we live in a dictatorship with 9ur rights being stripped from
us my grand parents left Germany because of Hitler and now we have our own gestapo and

2/19/2022 10:07 PM
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little Hitler here
15967

We have been unable to attend church services, lost work, been unable to enroll children in
sports. Mental health has been affected, missed out on opportunities to visit out of province
family members.

2/19/2022 10:07 PM

15968

Isolation, limited life enjoyment, fear of my fellow citizens

2/19/2022 10:07 PM

15969

Division everywhere!!!!

2/19/2022 10:07 PM

15970

Not much

2/19/2022 10:07 PM

15971

I don't have enough room to express that question...in every possible way in a negative

2/19/2022 10:07 PM

15972

Lonely, depressed, angry, loss of income, family died after taking vaccine, unable to mourne
loss of two close family members (no funeral)

2/19/2022 10:07 PM

15973

The mandate has effected my job, mental health and cause division in family and friends.
Friends vaccine injured and my 95 year old grandma has her period again…

2/19/2022 10:07 PM

15974

Restriction on my mobility rights and freedom

2/19/2022 10:07 PM

15975

No income during lockdowns, stress,depression

2/19/2022 10:07 PM

15976

Made me feel rejected and discriminated against

2/19/2022 10:07 PM

15977

My family members are loosing work. As well I want freedom as a Canadian back

2/19/2022 10:07 PM

15978

Every aspect of it. Cannot see family, they are terrified. can't take my kids freely to outings.
Mental health has been effected by all 5 members of my immediate family, my parents, inlaws, friends. EVERYONE I KNOW, somehow, some way. Freedom is essential, please let
enjoy our freedom again.

2/19/2022 10:07 PM

15979

For 2 years this plandemic has caused so much division amongst Canadians and their
families. We’ve lost our natural born Freedoms & Rights. We can’t travel freely or out of
Canada unless we follow the mandates and restrictions which include an experimental mRna
gene therapy injection which is proven to not stop anyone from contracting or spreading this
flu. The injections are causing death and terrible life long adverse reactions. This Liberal
government has overreached with their tyrannical powers and are now trying their hardest to
insist on Emergency Measures Act (ie: War Act) which means e death and destruction for
Canada. The WEF LEADERS are trying to bring in their new world order where they insist we
will own nothing and we will be happy. Not a chance. We didn’t work hard all our lives to give it
to Klaus Schwab and the other elites.

2/19/2022 10:06 PM

15980

After being sick with Covid I was still asked for a vax

2/19/2022 10:06 PM

15981

It has made me feel like a second-class citizen, and it honestly has felt like I live in an
'occupied' country. I am completely ashamed and have 0% trust not only in government
institutions but in the legal, medical and media.

2/19/2022 10:06 PM

15982

Loss of work & income, loss of friends (over difference of opinion), loss of family time. Loss of
celebrations and memorials. Loved ones dying alone. Inability to watch my son play a concert
or a basketball game. Cancellation of my son’s favourite team sport. Mental health effects. My
son hast lost 2 years of his childhood. Need I go on???

2/19/2022 10:06 PM

15983

Job loss, family and friends, mental health, children’s mental health, physical health

2/19/2022 10:06 PM

15984

Horrible!! Children suffer in school!!! Cant see parents overseas .. mental health!!!!!

2/19/2022 10:06 PM

15985

Gave me lots of anxiety, fear, and stress.

2/19/2022 10:06 PM

15986

ruined family relationships and not being aba to fly to see my elderly mom and financially

2/19/2022 10:06 PM

15987

Isolated from family . My job

2/19/2022 10:06 PM

15988

Divided my family and at my church.

2/19/2022 10:06 PM

15989

I was a hero working childcare for the first year and a half of the pandemic with no vaccine,
once mandated I was fired. I think it’s wrong to have a one size fits all solution to this problem.
Vaccines are great for some people but after doing my research and knowing what I know
about my own health history this vaccine isn’t for me. I was amazing at my job, loving and

2/19/2022 10:06 PM
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patient with the children and now I sit at home like a second class citizen over a single
medical choice.
15990

my son is in a home and we could not visit him....very hard on us

2/19/2022 10:06 PM

15991

Had to leave my job in Healthcare..Can't travel or go anywhere except the grocery
store..Couldn't go to my aunts funeral.

2/19/2022 10:06 PM

15992

Mask mandate vaccine mandate and family distance

2/19/2022 10:06 PM

15993

My children have been unable to have a normal childhood, unable to attend their activities, go
to a movie, go to a restaurant because I would like there to more studies done on a vaccine
before I let them have it

2/19/2022 10:06 PM

15994

It’s affected the motel my wife and I own. It’s affected my kids the most. I believe our kids are
in trouble if Canada stays on the path it is in on a liberal government side

2/19/2022 10:06 PM

15995

I like to support local chef with local food . Ect sport ect . Simple not the way to live .

2/19/2022 10:06 PM

15996

Not possible to see family members

2/19/2022 10:06 PM

15997

It has affected the mental health, normalcy and interpretation of Canadian “freedom” for myself
but more so for my young children.

2/19/2022 10:05 PM

15998

100%negative!lost my job,friends,family

2/19/2022 10:05 PM

15999

No travel, events or restaurants

2/19/2022 10:05 PM

16000

Forced retirement, depression, family/friend distancing, loss of social gatherings such as live
music. I am vaccinate free and have been made to feel like an outcast. I am not allowed to
visit my friend, of who I am her only person (POA/Executor) at the nursing home and her
disease is taking her further away from reality because of it.

2/19/2022 10:05 PM

16001

It has negatively affected my mental health. It's also become a financial burden for me to pay
for weekly testing for my job.

2/19/2022 10:05 PM

16002

Can’t see family members, distrust of government and all authority figures in this nation,
extreme stress

2/19/2022 10:05 PM

16003

Social isolation, health - difficulty breathing when wearing mask at work, depression, fractured
friendships, living fearfully in an angry culture of deception & mistrust, separation - travel
restrictions have kept me from travelling to see my family. Life is completely different…and
definitely not in in a good or healthy way.

2/19/2022 10:05 PM

16004

Terrible being locked up

2/19/2022 10:05 PM

16005

Shortage of staff at work

2/19/2022 10:05 PM

16006

I’ve lost my job and have lost friends and family because of the mandates and vaccines. I am
severely depressed , suicidal and financially broke without an income

2/19/2022 10:05 PM

16007

Our life's normal existence has been destroyed,!!

2/19/2022 10:05 PM

16008

Negatively

2/19/2022 10:05 PM

16009

Won’t let me and my girlfriend live our life’s and have fun and live the life we want

2/19/2022 10:05 PM

16010

Isolated, depressed, not able to see family and friends, worried about government overreach
on basic human rights, disgusted about main stream media lies, worried about democracy in
our beautiful country.

2/19/2022 10:04 PM

16011

We felt forced to have vaccine so we dont loose jobs, sports, social activities. With always the
lockdowns, not enough social with people, so it affects us as parents and our kids too. We
dont want to wear mask anymore, we want to feel free to do what we want, to see who we want
and when and go where we want. We want to feel free like before!!!

2/19/2022 10:04 PM

16012

I was forced to get experimental vaccine to keep my job. I have no idea what long term health
effects I will suffer from these vaccines.

2/19/2022 10:04 PM

16013

I want to be free to choose

2/19/2022 10:04 PM

16014

Made me fear for the safety of Canadians and our democracy.

2/19/2022 10:04 PM
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16015

A lot

2/19/2022 10:04 PM

16016

2 years

2/19/2022 10:04 PM

16017

Lost faith in the Canadian leadership ☹️☹️

2/19/2022 10:04 PM

16018

Seeing my country divided by a Communist Dictator Wannabee is scary!! Hitler/Castro the 2nd
in the making

2/19/2022 10:04 PM

16019

Kept me safe

2/19/2022 10:04 PM

16020

I've lost my job. My husband has lost his job. It's caused unbelievable financial and emotional
stress to myself and my children.

2/19/2022 10:04 PM

16021

Very negatively, kicked out of school, lost my job, have had difficulties finding a new job,
separated my family, loved one passed all alone, the list is endless. This needed to end
yesterday.

2/19/2022 10:04 PM

16022

Loss of job - forced into LWOP because of vaccine mandate, loss of friends/family
relationships due to differing beliefs (I’m pro-choice), unable to continue participating in social
settings/recreational activities due to vax pass requirements (segregation)/scared of Liberal
government- feel like Canada’s has turned into communist police state because of Liberal/NDP
government

2/19/2022 10:04 PM

16023

Cannot travel

2/19/2022 10:03 PM

16024

Nothing serious but I fel they are not doing any good now. We need to have our lives back. It
will never go away so we just need to deal.

2/19/2022 10:03 PM

16025

Hurt my business Hurt my mental health Limited access to medical care with my new born
child I can't access any public events or facilities Unable to travel or leave the country Missed
family funeral because of the mandates

2/19/2022 10:03 PM

16026

I wear masks at work

2/19/2022 10:03 PM

16027

What life

2/19/2022 10:03 PM

16028

Segregation, can’t go to some places, limited ability to attend church, school closures

2/19/2022 10:03 PM

16029

no income, division of friends and family

2/19/2022 10:03 PM

16030

Division, hate, fear, humans being treated as second class citizens, loss of community.

2/19/2022 10:03 PM

16031

It ment we took our 4 children out of school and are now home schooling them. It ment we
have had to illegally meet with our friends and family and caused unnessisary stress everyday,
created division with friends and family.

2/19/2022 10:03 PM

16032

I have lost work income, suffered depression to the point of thinking suicide, ostracized from
family and friends

2/19/2022 10:03 PM

16033

The vaccine made me really sick and I was forced to take the vaccine, it was either get it or
be jobless

2/19/2022 10:03 PM

16034

Possible job loss if I dont get vaxxed

2/19/2022 10:03 PM

16035

badly

2/19/2022 10:03 PM

16036

No social life, no date night with my wife. Being told what to do I am a grown adult and I am
responsible for my health and don't need to be told how to take care of myself or my children

2/19/2022 10:03 PM

16037

Cut social life,uncomfortable for appearing in public

2/19/2022 10:03 PM

16038

My mother is 93 yrs old and I have not been able to spend quality time with her beyond 1.5
hours on any given day when I am able to travel to visit. It has cause a divide with other family
members, and friends. Lost many social group activities. Too much isolation.

2/19/2022 10:03 PM

16039

Unable to eat a restaurants, go to church, or take kids to activities.

2/19/2022 10:03 PM

16040

I lost my income (almost $100K/year), I haven’t seen my 13 year old play hockey for over a
year, I have been excluded from movies, restaurants, travelling, it’s created tension and rifts
among my family and friends,it’s done so much irreparable damage to my kids who are still
obligated to wear masks at school,I’ve had to pay $40 every 72 hours for rapid tests just so

2/19/2022 10:03 PM
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that my son could continue to play sports, the rapid tests are full of carcinogenic ingredients
so who knows the extent of the damage! This is only some of the ways the mandates have
affected my and my family’s health.
16041

Terribly

2/19/2022 10:02 PM

16042

I am an ICU nurse

2/19/2022 10:02 PM

16043

Unable to see family and friends

2/19/2022 10:02 PM

16044

Mental financial my kid sports lost all trust for police government

2/19/2022 10:02 PM

16045

My son and I are not talking I think the vaccine changed his brain

2/19/2022 10:02 PM

16046

I have been cut of from my family and home

2/19/2022 10:02 PM

16047

Stress on my family... mental health issues with my child and family

2/19/2022 10:02 PM

16048

I am depressed and suicidal and I am scared for my future and how it may unfold.

2/19/2022 10:02 PM

16049

Being alone for two years..not being with my Family on Christmas day..extra money I had to
pay to get my food & meds delivered..loneiness

2/19/2022 10:02 PM

16050

I m depressed, lost job, I feel like I m living in South Korea

2/19/2022 10:02 PM

16051

Division among family and friends, loss of work, loss of social functions

2/19/2022 10:02 PM

16052

I am unable to see my mother for two years, I am unable to visit my brother in the hospital he
was hit by a car in July 2021, he is paralyzed from the neck down. I was taking care of him
feeding him lunch and dinner. Then I was not allowed to visit him with out a negative antigin
test with cost me $40.00 every 72 hours. I was then told that in November I would not be able
to take care of him anymore unless I was fully vaccinated. the people who had vaccinations
could still visit without being tested even though they could carry the covid germ. He was then
transfered to London I was able to visit him until the end of December when the rules changed
again. I could not visit him without being vaccinated. They are keeping us from our loved ones.
I have gone though a lot in the last two years. I think we should learn to live with this. It is not
going away. You cannot tell us we can do things if we are vaccinated and then take it away.
We are all turning into hurmits afraid to live our lives.

2/19/2022 10:02 PM

16053

My job told me to be vaccinated to continue working, or be subject to a mandatory test every
two weeks I would’ve had to pay for (which was $200 in testing out of my pocket). I work for
the government as a garbage man. And thank god my mayor agreed to fight alongside me
against the policy, due to it being discriminatory. If my mayor had not been on my side, I
would’ve lost my job.

2/19/2022 10:02 PM

16054

Loss of friendships, freedom and health

2/19/2022 10:02 PM

16055

Depressed - sucidal - stressed -love life - financially

2/19/2022 10:02 PM

16056

How hasn’t it?

2/19/2022 10:02 PM

16057

Kept my family safe

2/19/2022 10:02 PM

16058

Organized race events have been canceled for 2 years, which hit my motivation to stay fit and
active

2/19/2022 10:01 PM

16059

I have only gotten sick twice in two years. It’s been fantastic!

2/19/2022 10:01 PM

16060

These mandates are the worst thing to happen in the 41 years I have been alive. I hate every
single health official and nearly every politician in this country.

2/19/2022 10:01 PM

16061

Negatively... I have lost friends and family to suicide... this Country is so divided that it has
robbed me of life long friends and family for being on different sides of the divide

2/19/2022 10:01 PM

16062

It has cut my business to 50% and we have lost alot of money that could have helped alot of
kids!

2/19/2022 10:01 PM

16063

Lost my job because of forced vaccine

2/19/2022 10:01 PM

16064

Put my family in fear.

2/19/2022 10:01 PM

16065

Negatively

2/19/2022 10:01 PM
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16066

My kids suffer . My family fights. we can't go do much

2/19/2022 10:01 PM

16067

In the WORST WAY IMAGINEABLE

2/19/2022 10:01 PM

16068

detrimental to, mental health, earnings, school opportunities, basic freedoms

2/19/2022 10:01 PM

16069

No travel, restaurants, socializing, even family, masking, events, gym, etc

2/19/2022 10:00 PM

16070

Family has lost jobs, son not able to go to trade school, family torn apart - with no hope that it
will be fixable

2/19/2022 10:00 PM

16071

It’s making people crazy. It has turned friends and family against each other and is slowly
decimating the very fabric that is a free Canada

2/19/2022 10:00 PM

16072

I wear a mask and received a vaccine that has prevented me and my loved ones from getting
seriously ill. Seems like a pretty easy way to do my part.

2/19/2022 10:00 PM

16073

Job was stressful. Lost job because would not comply. Lost my husband to suicide. So no
income.

2/19/2022 10:00 PM

16074

I will likely lose my job when I’m done maternity.

2/19/2022 10:00 PM

16075

Taken my freedom of association and travel away. Taken away my right to decide what goes in
my body. I hate my life in Canada right now and don’t know how much longer I can live being
outcast from society despite being completely healthy…. I’m not a proud Canadian anymore
and will be exploring leaving the country to live somewhere normal.

2/19/2022 10:00 PM

16076

No words to describe no good at all

2/19/2022 10:00 PM

16077

It was not to hard for me, but l disagree the whole reason behind it. Our freedom will be gone
and we have government control society. No more freedom of speech, no more freedom
religion, no more freedom of raising up our children in the Biblical way. What is right and what
is wrong. Etc,etc.

2/19/2022 10:00 PM

16078

I took vaccine and have sufford some as well as feeling unsafe due to government
overstepping their limited and manipulate the public. Financial inflation. Moving thousands of
people into my province in the middle of a lockdown. Making rent and owning a house
impossible. Prices 4 times the rate. Allowing and actually advertising people migrate to my
province from other parts of Canada. Creating laws/ rules that don't seem logical. Could not go
to pools or sauna after my sergery, impacted my healing.

2/19/2022 10:00 PM

16079

It's more how it has effected our entire society and economy. Caused more harm than good by
far. The science doesn't support it what's so ever.

2/19/2022 10:00 PM

16080

Too many ways to list, this is not the Canada I am proud of.

2/19/2022 10:00 PM

16081

The social isolation has increased my depression, fear and anxiety. In addition, I’ve had to
watch my young adult grandkids really struggle with their depression, lack of counseling
available, lose their jobs and struggle to live independently without a steady income.

2/19/2022 10:00 PM

16082

I have lost my job and have been unable to attend church, family and social gatherings incl.
Watching my grandchildren play in their sports games.

2/19/2022 10:00 PM

16083

My uncle took the vaccine and a week later dropped dead in his garage with no sign of heart
attack or stroke

2/19/2022 10:00 PM

16084

The separation from my family members has fed my depression.

2/19/2022 10:00 PM

16085

It sucks that I can’t take my family out to eat . Can’t go in with my parents to the hospital or
visit them in the hospital.

2/19/2022 9:59 PM

16086

I was a healthcare hero fired for wanting to wait until the science around covid vaccine efficacy
and safety was more fully developed.

2/19/2022 9:59 PM

16087

Inconvenience and increased costs of living

2/19/2022 9:59 PM

16088

My wages were cut in half from the beginning March20/20. I was not allowed to work for 7
months but still has to pay rent for my business so I had a spot to go back to. My family & I
were backed into a corner to get a vaccine we did not believe in to save our jobs & for my son
to play basketball & enjoy life as a child! I’m constantly worried that my clients will leave & my
business will fall apart if I speak how I truly feel! I’m in constant stress thinking about when

2/19/2022 9:59 PM
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this is going to end! I worked so very hard to build my business over 25years to have it almost
run into the ground over a cold/flu virus.
16089

No wedding reception. Missed funerals. No traveling out of country.

2/19/2022 9:59 PM

16090

Created division within friends, family and the country. Lack of freedom and not in control of
my life…

2/19/2022 9:59 PM

16091

Took away my many freedoms!

2/19/2022 9:59 PM

16092

Have not seen my grandma in over 2 years among every aspect.

2/19/2022 9:59 PM

16093

Can not see family

2/19/2022 9:59 PM

16094

It made me decide to sell my business and retire. I am now seriously considering moving to a
different country as I no longer feel safe in this dictatorship.

2/19/2022 9:59 PM

16095

Hard to breath with masks at work and exercising I am fully vaccinated. I want to see my
family and travel to do so. I had COVID as did they months ago and should be trusted to show
wisdom in such situations. I am a law abiding adult of 71 years and I do not wish to live as a
hermit alone and isolated!

2/19/2022 9:59 PM

16096

Limited work and accessibility to numerous public spaces, along with increased anxiety around
future restrictions imposed. Limited availability to see family members and friends. Affected
overall mood.

2/19/2022 9:59 PM

16097

Loss of job. Inability to see family.

2/19/2022 9:58 PM

16098

Lost my job Refused unemployment Discriminated against Shut out of restaurants and
services... but still taxed fully Restricted from travel

2/19/2022 9:58 PM

16099

My mental health is not good, and there is a division between me and my family and freinds.

2/19/2022 9:58 PM

16100

Lost jobs, friends, doctor’s appointments

2/19/2022 9:58 PM

16101

Separated loved ones , lost job, isolated children

2/19/2022 9:58 PM

16102

It made me change careers after 26 years. It forced my 24 year old son into taking the shot
against his will, which gave him Myocarditis. It’s left 2 of my sons in limbo, unable to go to
trade school. My 2 daughters had to be taken out of public school and homeschooled because
of the shameful way they were being treated for being unvaccinated. There a lot of frustration
due to these legit grievances not being addressed.

2/19/2022 9:58 PM

16103

Lost my job of 22 years and my mental health is suffering

2/19/2022 9:58 PM

16104

negatively has disrupted every area of life.....I don't need mandates in my life not now not
ever......

2/19/2022 9:58 PM

16105

Like everyone else probably, no life.

2/19/2022 9:58 PM

16106

Totall depression, self isolation from once I had a unconditionally loving family now all fighting,
a lack of freedom of " I could have freedom to better my life & others", Anxiety, Shocked at "
This is not the land of the free anymore" Communism, sleepless nites, Deep sorrow, seeing
sorrow & fear in others trying to stay strong, suicides, loss of peoples yrs of hard work taken
away, homelessness, How a leader of our country can be so very cruel, heartless, evil,
corrupt, no empathy, especially to our vets, elderly, fear for our children's once excited about
life taken away, betrayed, No one in power has our backs, the dimise of once optimism gone,
feel like a child abandoned from from a strong loving parent. Please whomever reads
this..PLEASE help to stop! this unbelievable madness. I beg you! to keep Peace, Love,
prosperity & our minds at ease for a better future starting today! before further damage is done!
PLEASE!!!! Hanging on a thread! Trying to stay alive & keep others going, I'm so very tired
before my glimmer & flame of "hope"is gone!!! I feel broken & lost!! When I use to be was
such a strong woman. So very concerned!! Hear our voices!!!

2/19/2022 9:58 PM

16107

My 16 year old daughter was fired from McDonald’s! It has prevent me to travel to my family
over seas and for them to travel to me. It has stopped myself and my family being able to
attend any public gathering in restaurants, museums, sporting events etc. It is disgraceful
discrimination and without scientific logic. Careful considerations have been made when
making this decision and it was thoroughly researched. The choice of a very personal medical

2/19/2022 9:58 PM
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decision is that of the individual and not the government. Where there is risk there must
absolutely be choice without coercion!
16108

Wreaked family relations. lost work. extreme stress. lost travel and family visits--loss of trust
in health care and government

2/19/2022 9:58 PM

16109

My girlfriend lost her job and I have been supporting her. It stripped my freedom to travel.

2/19/2022 9:58 PM

16110

I have lost loved ones from mental anguish from isolation. 3 close family under age 33
temporary hospital help was required along with psychiatric help.

2/19/2022 9:58 PM

16111

Pros and cons

2/19/2022 9:57 PM

16112

I feel as we have been forced to live in fear out of a pressure from the news and government
not telling us the truth. We are being lied to all on account of money and our PM refusing to be
democratic. He has in turn become more of a dictator and needs to either turn from his ways or
leave his post as he is no longer able to govern the laws properly.

2/19/2022 9:57 PM

16113

Deep depression and lonliness

2/19/2022 9:57 PM

16114

Travel , jobs, family, doctors visits and the list goes on.

2/19/2022 9:57 PM

16115

Unable to travel international to unite with family members abroad

2/19/2022 9:57 PM

16116

Several ways Division huge issue Gatherings with family and friends Social stimulation
Employment

2/19/2022 9:57 PM

16117

I'm afraid. I'm angry. I'm saddened by what my so called leaders have shown themselves to
be. I can't go to the gym, restaurants, theatre and I'm banned from travel. I'm reluctant to
speak openly about what I see and believe. At times I fear that I may be put into a covid camp
like Australia, if things continue as they have. And yet there's hope. Stay strong Canada!

2/19/2022 9:57 PM

16118

Ruined my kids lives. Lost friends to suicide do to being isolated.

2/19/2022 9:57 PM

16119

It made to much division! And some poor elderly need people and didn’t have anyone!

2/19/2022 9:57 PM

16120

Cause division among family stopped me from volunteering in my church unable to travel

2/19/2022 9:57 PM

16121

I can not go out for long i over heat with mask and feel faint I got all vaccines but do not think
makes a difference

2/19/2022 9:57 PM

16122

Has impacted my business and my quality of life . It has severely impacted the lives of Mt
children by taking away the fun things in life. It has increased my depression and anxiety and
has ruined the way my kids see the world

2/19/2022 9:56 PM

16123

Loss of business

2/19/2022 9:56 PM

16124

I have been forced to undergo taking a vaccine (and being denied the one of my choice) so
that I’m not terminated from my employment even though I have recovered from Covid-19. I
have not been able to attend activities and sports I normally enjoy which are critical
components to me mental health. I have watched friends businesses suffer immensely from
mandates that were supposed to last two weeks (not two years) in order to ‘flatten the curve’.
This is just a small snippet of issues experienced by myself, my family and my friends.

2/19/2022 9:56 PM

16125

Toke mu freedom away. Affecting my health: I can't go to my doctor for regular checkups and
tests. Cant go to my regular meetings ............

2/19/2022 9:56 PM

16126

Kept us isolated from people we would have liked to spend time with

2/19/2022 9:56 PM

16127

Segregation of being non vaxxed. Not able to Fully participate in society. Shunned by people.
Shamed by people.

2/19/2022 9:56 PM

16128

Parents scared, friends brainwashed, general division, kids with no freedom to be kids,
stigmatized for not taking vaccine...I can go on.

2/19/2022 9:56 PM

16129

Fascism and tyranny disguised as a health concern has affected my ability to trust any of the
corrupt institutions that Canadians are supposed to rely on. The mandates made me realize
how corrupt this country has become. Corruption reigns in every corner of the political, judicial,
academic, and media sphere. Globalist politicians are terrorizing citizens and stripping them of
their human rights. The mandate has shown me that the country and its ruling class are

2/19/2022 9:56 PM
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hopelessly and utterly lawless and corrupt. Every institution failed in its mandate. Total
corruption.
16130

In every area our lives

2/19/2022 9:56 PM

16131

Not good

2/19/2022 9:56 PM

16132

It has basically put it on hold

2/19/2022 9:56 PM

16133

Locked me in to isolation. Changed business plans. Negatively affected social outreach.

2/19/2022 9:56 PM

16134

Socializing, hard to breathe with a mask, missed university graduation of my kids, could not
visit my mother—in-law in nursing home, watched the mental health of many family and friends
go down, missed Christmas with family in 2020 while politicians went on vacations with their
families 🙄 Socializing with friends and family has been limited for much too long…..

2/19/2022 9:56 PM

16135

Cost of living becoming outrageous for everyone!

2/19/2022 9:56 PM

16136

Loss of work

2/19/2022 9:56 PM

16137

I now have depression, I can't watch my kids at sports,I can't work,I can't breath with the
mask, I'm afraid for my life when the violent vaxxers want me to be killed.

2/19/2022 9:56 PM

16138

I am not selfish enough to think of it that way. I prefer to think of all the lives made better
through the mandates and all the vulnerable people still alive because of them.

2/19/2022 9:56 PM

16139

The mandates have affected my social life, my work life, and my personal life in every way.
There are laws protecting our freedoms that the government (who are sappose to be servers of
the people with no actual authority over the people due to Canada NOT being a communist
country) has completely ignored due to their personal agendas. The mandates were treated as
mandatory, and not like the dictionary definition (not googles definition) meaning of "a friendly
request from the government to the people."

2/19/2022 9:56 PM

16140

I didnt feel free anymore.

2/19/2022 9:56 PM

16141

It hasn't affected me much but I don't want the restrictions anymore. I want hangs to go back
and covid to become endemic. Life needs to move on

2/19/2022 9:56 PM

16142

Prevented us from seeing family and friends, going to church, dining out and going to movies.

2/19/2022 9:55 PM

16143

I lost my job as a health care worker. Can find meaningful employment. Can't enjoy life on top
of this. Can't go for dinner or anything else

2/19/2022 9:55 PM

16144

Unfair devidedness of our fellow citizens

2/19/2022 9:55 PM

16145

Every aspect is negative and beyond acceptable the pm needs to go. He is a liar and a
complete disgrace to this nation.

2/19/2022 9:55 PM

16146

Kids social, mental and physical Caused depression, anxiety. Caused division among family
members.

2/19/2022 9:55 PM

16147

Isolation has caused many issues for me and my family. Being with our family is not okay and
is separating this country.

2/19/2022 9:55 PM

16148

It has lead me to no longer trust government officials and the media. I wish for everyone to find
harmony within themselves and with each other…

2/19/2022 9:55 PM

16149

Mental health has been affected

2/19/2022 9:55 PM

16150

Badly

2/19/2022 9:55 PM

16151

Unable to see my grandchildren and great grandchild. Treated like a second class citizen in my
own country.

2/19/2022 9:55 PM

16152

Kids have not been able to do the activities they long for. Not being able to go out with some
friends because I’m not vaccinated

2/19/2022 9:55 PM

16153

It has segregated me from my family

2/19/2022 9:55 PM

16154

Divided from society and feel imprisoned within our own country

2/19/2022 9:55 PM

16155

Mentally

2/19/2022 9:55 PM
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16156

The quality and freedom of choice has been taken away. We have been madento feel inferior
just by making a personal choice.

2/19/2022 9:55 PM

16157

Kept me from my family in another province & after I had the vaccines, I have not felt good

2/19/2022 9:55 PM

16158

Everything

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16159

Depressing

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16160

The mandates have made my life miserable.

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16161

in ways I never imagined - divide between family, friends and coworkers, complete isolation

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16162

Its restrictive and depressing

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16163

Living under mandated restrictions has created a lack of social interaction that is needed for
good mental and emotional health not only for myself but for everyone.

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16164

It hasn’t. I had to change the way I do things, but I do believe in following the mandate rules to
protect others.

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16165

The mandate has divided my family & some friends. I feel like I have little to live for anymore.

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16166

Big time had a stroke

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16167

Terrible, stole our Freedoms!!!!

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16168

Lost a friend to cancer due to missed treatments.

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16169

It's illegal

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16170

Badly

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16171

Shut down my business three times. I’m a single mom. Had to use child support to keep it
open. Loss of community. Mental health, loss of freedom of worship. Loss of movement

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16172

Very Negatively as we are losing all of our freedoms. It’s been the worst 2 years of my life.

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16173

I lost my job and my family has been segregated.

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16174

Severely affected travel and staining goods for my buisness

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16175

Terrible .i became a widow and it has been horrible living alone after years together with one
man

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16176

I chose not to participate in any of the Covid mandates and restrictions. But it’s effected me
socially and financially.

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16177

Not at all....yet❗️

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16178

It has helped to keep my imunocompromised toddlers safer.

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16179

It’s helped to keep me and my family safer.

2/19/2022 9:54 PM

16180

Besides being treated like a second class citizen for making an educated choice about how to
handle my bodies health, I'm tremendously affected by not being able to properly mourn and
bury my dead. My son lost the light in his eyes and desire to socialize through the lockdowns
and his education has suffered greatly. I can't get a job, can't go to a weeding or visit someone
in the hospital. And why? It makes no sense? Please stop this madness

2/19/2022 9:53 PM

16181

Badly

2/19/2022 9:53 PM

16182

Division with family and friends

2/19/2022 9:53 PM

16183

Totally ruined my retirement plans for travel etc

2/19/2022 9:53 PM

16184

Mental health has been affected with the isolation and loneliness of the last two years of
lockdowns. Have done everything the Government has asked for the last two years but now
it’s time to get back to normal. Our family are in Scotland and haven’t seen them since 2019.
Our parents aren’t getting any younger and we want to be able to spend time with them. The
mandates have to go and we should be able to make our own choices on how to deal with
coronavirus, whether we keep taking vaccines or not.

2/19/2022 9:53 PM
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16185

Mandates have decided my family, neighbors. They affected my kids health.

2/19/2022 9:53 PM

16186

It's very hard to meet and associate with people when they living in fear.

2/19/2022 9:53 PM

16187

Missed out on times with family

2/19/2022 9:53 PM

16188

It has traumatized me, cost me financially, and split apart my family. It has affected my
finances, my state of mind, my mental wellness, and my belief and being a Canadian.

2/19/2022 9:53 PM

16189

alot of worry and stress on my life.

2/19/2022 9:53 PM

16190

I am no longer allowed to go to social meeting with my friends. It’s made me feel very lonely
and separated from everyone

2/19/2022 9:53 PM

16191

I’m sure if I wasn’t vaccinated I would have been much sicker with covid

2/19/2022 9:53 PM

16192

“The mandate” what is referred to here?. No one has been forced to get a vaccination.
Question # 4 asks if I agree with the convoy…. The agenda of the convoy was never clear and
the timing was questionable as restrictions were being planned to be lifted. However the
government has totally gone overboard and taken away freedoms of Canadians that have
nothing to do with health of Canadians. The PM should have simply met with organizers and
discussed whatever their issues were. I do not agree that the convoys should block
transportation; but they can protest. The government tactics though are just completely wrong
and illustrate that our PM still has no understanding of his role and how to be leader. But to say
you support or do not support the convoy is very simplistic .

2/19/2022 9:53 PM

16193

Lost my job of 16 years!

2/19/2022 9:52 PM

16194

The mandate is in effect to protect us from Covid which I have not yet been effected by
because of the mandates.

2/19/2022 9:52 PM

16195

bored not much to do. I like socialy visiting folk

2/19/2022 9:52 PM

16196

Has made me angry about the fear mongering, stupid nonsensicle measures, lies, devision.

2/19/2022 9:52 PM

16197

Hasn’t. I went on and lived my life. The sheeple and ‘experts’ can kiss my ass

2/19/2022 9:52 PM

16198

Bankruptcy, loss of job, family separation, depression and anxiety attacks caused stress and
loss of pregnancy.

2/19/2022 9:52 PM

16199

I can not shop at a number of places

2/19/2022 9:52 PM

16200

Suicidal

2/19/2022 9:52 PM

16201

It has divided my family, loss of work and I fear what this will do to my 1 year old grand
daughter.

2/19/2022 9:52 PM

16202

Work, family connections, friend connections, inability to enjoy regular outside activities,
witnessing fear and depression in my loved ones, friends and community... to name a few.

2/19/2022 9:52 PM

16203

Segregation

2/19/2022 9:52 PM

16204

I am unvaccinated while my husband is vaccinated. These past two years have cause a
terrible rift in our relationship due to the lies and misinformation told by our government and
paid msm. I have lost friends and been ridiculed for not blindly taking an unproven injection. I
have lost faith in our government, justice system, police and my fellow Canadian. I no longer
recognize the country I live in.

2/19/2022 9:52 PM

16205

My job is being taken from me

2/19/2022 9:52 PM

16206

Stuck at home mom, can't go to the library or sports plex.

2/19/2022 9:52 PM

16207

Awful. Sickness. Sadness. Anxiety. Grief. I could go on and on!

2/19/2022 9:52 PM

16208

Greatly

2/19/2022 9:52 PM

16209

I can no longer socialize with family members or travel.

2/19/2022 9:52 PM

16210

I can barely leave my house.

2/19/2022 9:51 PM

16211

Mandates have caused conflicting view points among family members and apprehension of
further punitive measures

2/19/2022 9:51 PM
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16212

Im not allowed in places like a 2nd class person, and it will be more difficult to get a job. Also I
have not been allowed to fly so I can't go see my family. My Dad suffered side effects from the
vaccine as well.

2/19/2022 9:51 PM

16213

Restricted in all aspects of normal life, travel, entertainment, family etc.

2/19/2022 9:51 PM

16214

No Church or lunches out, no cards and unable to visit friends in nursing homes; no bus trips
and the list goes on.

2/19/2022 9:51 PM

16215

Negatively impacted my mental health and thanks to the division created by Trudeau, Kenney
and the media I have family and friends who will no longer speak to me

2/19/2022 9:51 PM

16216

Divided family and friends. People are no longer happy. Segregation is wrong.

2/19/2022 9:51 PM

16217

It has impacted my ability, or desire, to participate in society.

2/19/2022 9:51 PM

16218

Separated family and friends and made divisiveness among many.

2/19/2022 9:51 PM

16219

Stressed, my husband has Alzheimer’s & it’s tough enough for him with masks & restrictions,
he doesn’t understand

2/19/2022 9:51 PM

16220

Lost friends, freedom, family, job, travelling , Doctor, became hated and am treated as if I had
Leprosy

2/19/2022 9:51 PM

16221

Created a division between family and friends . Caused depression and anxiety in my family .

2/19/2022 9:51 PM

16222

Has caused great stress and anxiety for me and my family. I have gained weight and my
mental health is suffering along with my children. They can not play sports and are not able to
be physically active, their mental health has been impacted.

2/19/2022 9:51 PM

16223

Great loneliness

2/19/2022 9:51 PM

16224

I’m still out of work two years later. I’ve lost my benefits and I have a daughter with MS who is
now unmedicated because without benefits, I can’t afford her medications.

2/19/2022 9:51 PM

16225

Depression.. wages.. inflation

2/19/2022 9:51 PM

16226

The mandates have made me very depressed and angry, I feel like I'm living in a communist
country

2/19/2022 9:51 PM

16227

wrong to separated people from families friends and activities without choice.

2/19/2022 9:51 PM

16228

Job shortages

2/19/2022 9:50 PM

16229

It hasn’t. Distressed to see buiseness suffer.

2/19/2022 9:50 PM

16230

How hasn’t it?1) My church that I attend weekly was closed for a ridiculous long time. 2) Live
in fear that Trudeau won’t be removed and Canada will be a Communist country- my nerves
are shot and I want to leave this country that I was born into 3) Can’t go to a hospital if sick
such barbaric rules that this horrible government has put in place 4)Terrified for our children’s
future- doesn’t look like they have one 5) Have been a victim of segregation, called names,
treated as a second class citizen- thanks to the hate that Trudeau has spread through his
name calling of the unvaccinated. He is hell bent on dividing the people of Canada and causing
hatred- not a leader 6) not allowed to go to a restaurant, a movie theatre, live theatre that we
love and have spent all past birthdays/anniversaries at, sporting events, even local arenas to
watch children play, can’t even go to a coffee shop or food court,etc. 7) Planned to sell our
house March 2020 to size down for retirement- we were not allowed to have even 1 single
OPEN HOUSE- our house on the market for 5 months (it had been updated to the 9’s however
nobody could see this from photos) we didn’t get what the house was worth- we are seniors on
a very fixed income and now have a mortgage. Had we been allowed an open house as homes
were just months after our sale we would have got what neighbours did of $200,000 more 😡
and would NOT have a mortgage. We are stuck with a mortgage we will never be able to pay
off due to these ridiculous restrictions 8) have owned a condo in FL for 40 years not allowed to
go there!!! We haven’t been since December 2019 yet get to pay the bills with hefty exchange
rates ( husband a cancer survivor who was given possibly 10 years to live- we have lost 2
years already and not getting any younger. Had looked forward to retirement now being forced
into a mortgage my 68 year old husband who suffers from painful lymphedema in his leg goes
out to work 50 hours a week to make ends meet. 9) I have a serious disease and allergic to
alcohol because of it, couldn’t have a jab if I wanted one as they contain ethanol. That would
kill be instantly yet my doctor would not give me an exemption. This doctor has also coerced

2/19/2022 9:50 PM
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me on several occasions even sending me an email with the dangers of Covid 🙄 10) lost 2
family members 3 days apart to blood clots following injections, my Aunt & cousin ( Mother &
son) leaving their immediate family devastated. Doctors not willing to admit the truth- why are
blood clots suddenly accepted as the norm? It’s obvious and many whistle blowing doctors
have named all the side effects, disabilities, and reasons for so many sudden deaths. No
neither had covid. 10) Now afraid of police officers after watching the brutality in Ottawa on non
censored news. 11) I can now be arrested by expressing my fear/hatred of a communist
government 12) The embarrassment of a so called leader that goes into hiding because he
doesn’t know how to negotiate and fears loosing yet more unlawful money he’s
received/receiving. Then when he comes out finally he won’t even answer the opposition when
asked to at least sit down and discuss ending the mandates. Sends in thugs and a ridiculous
amount of police officers to try to scare and cause bodily harm to peaceful protesters as the
world looks on. Everyone is watching Canada and cheering us on they’ve witnessed what a
spoiled brat has done and continues to do to the Canadians. We are terribly embarrassed by
his behaviour- he isn’t capable of running a bath let alone a country. He admires Communist
China and has gone on record saying so. He’s desperately trying to make Canada a
Communist country. I am terrified and don’t want to live here anymore and I know so many that
feel the same vaccinated or not- that’s not what the Freedom Convoy is about. It’s about lifting
all mandates and giving back Canadians their lives, freedom and Charter of Rights. 13) I’ve
been a victim of censorship ( whatever happened to free speech?) I write in social media how I
feel- I’m now banned from Twitter, Can’t add a comment to a live feed on the subject, not even
allowed to “LIKE “. I want out of this Communist Country that even freezes peoples bank
accounts, follows you on your phone invading your privacy and breaking privacy laws and not
even held responsible for gathering 33 million Canadians data and we had no knowledge till it
was finally stopped. There’s double standards-the laws don’t apply to politicians (that should
be in jail for) racketeering, crimes against humanity, war crimes, murder. Yet innocent peaceful
protesters are brutality hurt and thrown in jail for just standing up for Canadians- our only hope.
I could go on and on how these mandates have affected me and others I know but what’s the
point Socialism is Socialism. I just want out Can’t even afford to fill my car or my kitchen
shelves and fridge. I didn’t sign up for this. The PM needs to be removed along with the
mandates!
16231

It affected my freedom of choice and my liberty as a Canadian citizen.

2/19/2022 9:50 PM

16232

It’s effected my job

2/19/2022 9:50 PM

16233

How/What has it not affected? Our families whole life.

2/19/2022 9:50 PM

16234

It has been very difficult. I have lost friendships due to differing views, I've had to see how
hard it is on seniors at the care home I worked at, I have become mentally and emotionally
exhausted. And my kids have a hard time emotionally and mentally coping with this.

2/19/2022 9:50 PM

16235

I've lost out on work for personal health decisions. Put a dived between friends and family

2/19/2022 9:50 PM

16236

Has not.

2/19/2022 9:50 PM

16237

Too many mandates for too long. Feeling the a prisoner now

2/19/2022 9:50 PM

16238

discrimination , taking away peoples rights as Canadians to be free to choose what they feel is
best for them,freedom of speech

2/19/2022 9:50 PM

16239

I have been treated like a second class person for refusing to let the government use me for a
medical test subject. The rights and freedoms of Canadians has been taken away with lies and
scare tactics and it’s against the law.

2/19/2022 9:50 PM

16240

Socially and mentally as well as my children

2/19/2022 9:49 PM

16241

Watch for my book to come out

2/19/2022 9:49 PM

16242

Anxiety

2/19/2022 9:49 PM

16243

It has wrecked my marriage and gave me person depression

2/19/2022 9:49 PM

16244

Has affected my freedom of choice and well-being in all ways

2/19/2022 9:49 PM

16245

Unable to cross the border to care for grieving father. Daughter, an RN, was fired because she
is choosing not to be vaccinated. Mental health challenges for my teenagers and young adults
who live at home.

2/19/2022 9:49 PM
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16246

We haven’t seen some of our family for over 2 years

2/19/2022 9:49 PM

16247

Fear and anxiety.

2/19/2022 9:49 PM

16248

Almost lost my home, my car & lost my job

2/19/2022 9:49 PM

16249

Terrtble

2/19/2022 9:49 PM

16250

My husband lost his job due to vaccine mandate so loss of household income. I’ve lost friends
and family over disagreements over the vaccines. Every aspect of my life has been negatively
impacted, but the irreparable damage to relationships is by far the worst.

2/19/2022 9:49 PM

16251

Everyday. So much I cannot discuss it all

2/19/2022 9:49 PM

16252

I have been treated like a leper by a lot of people for not wearing a mask and not being
vaccinated.

2/19/2022 9:49 PM

16253

Job loss, social circle loss, dividing family

2/19/2022 9:49 PM

16254

It has not in any way at all

2/19/2022 9:48 PM

16255

Mentaly

2/19/2022 9:48 PM

16256

Can not go to movies, social functions ect because even thought I have recovered from covid19 I can not get vaccine passport

2/19/2022 9:48 PM

16257

Depression Isolated

2/19/2022 9:48 PM

16258

trapped by a falsehood dreamed up by the government

2/19/2022 9:48 PM

16259

Its about choice

2/19/2022 9:48 PM

16260

My husband couldn't work for some of it. My kids learning and social experiences had the
biggest effect. And visiting sick friends and family in the hospital even though there sickness
isn't covid related

2/19/2022 9:48 PM

16261

It’s kept us safe and alive

2/19/2022 9:47 PM

16262

It's crippled me. I go to a foodbank now. Trudeau needs to go

2/19/2022 9:47 PM

16263

I lost my employment, we have been restricted to our home and have become very reclusive. I
havnt seen my parents because the media and governments have made them terrified of it and
they are in their 80s. They have stopped living because they are afraid of dying.

2/19/2022 9:47 PM

16264

Made gathering, visiting supporting / being supported difficult. Couldn't have a funeral for my
sister. Being single was often tough. Missed visiting family in the US. Divided some of my
family and friends... which I pray can be repaired. Trust in government and media is broken.

2/19/2022 9:47 PM

16265

It has restricted family gatherings. Unable to fly to visit family in the USA.

2/19/2022 9:47 PM

16266

Hasn’t

2/19/2022 9:47 PM

16267

It is suppose to be my choice what I choose to inject into my body. Liberal government took
that choice away by mandating vaccines.

2/19/2022 9:47 PM

16268

That misinformation is being used against the masses alone behave in ways the morons in
charge want

2/19/2022 9:47 PM

16269

I feel so isolated. I’m afraid to go out and socialize, because we have been locked in our
homes for 2 years.

2/19/2022 9:47 PM

16270

My children and nearly 2 and 4. One was born in the “pandemic” while the other has spent half
of his life in lockdowns. My daughter has never enjoyed the simple things in life, like a
playplace, a restaurant, a museum, a library, an Early On centre. My son doesn’t remember a
time when he could see the smiling faces of strangers in the store. My husband had to
become self-employed, which of course is a blessing in disguise, but it meant uprooting our
lives. When we moved, we had to find a new church. There are faces of people there that
we’ve never seen because of masks—or should I say, because of government overreach into
our churches.

2/19/2022 9:47 PM

16271

Travel restrictions, seeing family, employment

2/19/2022 9:47 PM
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16272

Sucks

2/19/2022 9:47 PM

16273

Both my husband and I have lost our jobs

2/19/2022 9:47 PM

16274

Too many ways to speak on but the worst part is worry for my grandchildren in a Canada that
has no more freedom of choice or being able to trust the media to tell the facts without a slant
one way or the other.

2/19/2022 9:47 PM

16275

I have been depressed and have constant headaches from the masks

2/19/2022 9:47 PM

16276

Lost my income, husband lost job. Son lost all his activities. Can't do anything without mask,
can't eat out, go to movies, travel without shots. Can't go inside at my parent's or sister's as
they are afraid of us. Lost friends who don't understand.

2/19/2022 9:47 PM

16277

My husband lost his business. We have both suffered depression and oppression by family
and some friends due to the divisive hate speech used by Trudeau.

2/19/2022 9:47 PM

16278

Work, family, friends, health

2/19/2022 9:47 PM

16279

It has separated me from my family for over two years, affected their businesses which they
were forced to close. Created great stress and anxiety, and division amongst family and
friends.

2/19/2022 9:47 PM

16280

As of March 24th I would not be able to continue my profession if not vaccinated

2/19/2022 9:47 PM

16281

In every way you can imagine family friends my KIDS...EVERYTHING

2/19/2022 9:47 PM

16282

It kept me alive.

2/19/2022 9:47 PM

16283

Negatively

2/19/2022 9:46 PM

16284

It saddened my life,people have been without love,government created division and hate,which
you feel and notice around you. My right to travel and be with my family is unlawfully taken
away.

2/19/2022 9:46 PM

16285

My God given freedom & rights….

2/19/2022 9:46 PM

16286

Prefer not to answer

2/19/2022 9:46 PM

16287

This needs to end. Our children deserve better. My child knows no different. This isn’t the
Canada I grew up in. Born in 1991, AND THIS PRIME MINISTER IS SINISTER AND
REVOLTING TO CANADIANS

2/19/2022 9:46 PM

16288

Traveling back and forth across the border south of us, taking PCR testing 3 times in 8 days
while in quarantine. Not being able to work as a RN, threat of canceling my professional
licence when I have mai rained a high level of best practice as outlined by my college of
licensing. Can’t attend Pilates which has greatly impacted my pain and health. Kept me
separated from my children and grandchildren

2/19/2022 9:46 PM

16289

My life is on hold and I could not travel.

2/19/2022 9:46 PM

16290

I'm having major anxiety because I am afraid of catching and giving my roomie who has
dementia some form of Covid.

2/19/2022 9:46 PM

16291

It’s limited our enjoyment of life, and caused family divisions, depression and anxieties.

2/19/2022 9:46 PM

16292

Almost everything about our life has been affected, and the whole thing is based on lies.

2/19/2022 9:46 PM

16293

It has affected friendships

2/19/2022 9:46 PM

16294

Unable to see my parent in an seniors home

2/19/2022 9:46 PM

16295

It has helped to keep me and my family safe from serious Illness due to COVID

2/19/2022 9:46 PM

16296

Isolation, difficulty finding work, childrens mental health

2/19/2022 9:46 PM

16297

Loss of income and business. My children have not had the chance to grow and learn as they
should have

2/19/2022 9:45 PM

16298

I lost my job.

2/19/2022 9:45 PM

16299

Negatively

2/19/2022 9:45 PM
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16300

I’m sick and tired of wearing a mask, I get rashes. The vaccine mandate doesn’t allow bodily
autonomy, I lose my job if I don’t get it.

2/19/2022 9:45 PM

16301

Quality of life and my mental health is just at a critical level. I am depressed and have not
seen many of my family members in 2.5 years. Being able to see faces and expressions is
just vital. Hugs. It is all vital to my health.

2/19/2022 9:45 PM

16302

we are still alive

2/19/2022 9:45 PM

16303

Lost my job, lost friends, family divided, unable to live as a free person. Anxiety, depression.
Vax injured friends and family.

2/19/2022 9:45 PM

16304

It’s taken a toll on my family’s mental health

2/19/2022 9:45 PM

16305

Lost my freedom

2/19/2022 9:45 PM

16306

No work, no social life, isolation and complete decline of mental health.

2/19/2022 9:45 PM

16307

Disappointment, Nontrusting

2/19/2022 9:45 PM

16308

I have lost loved ones from overdose and suicide. Been divided from family. I'm unable to
work. I've been discriminated against due to my "exemption" to not wear a mask. I've been
mentally and emotionally abused by strangers for MY personal choices

2/19/2022 9:45 PM

16309

I have adhered to all the mandates as they have been given. Regardless of the actions of
individuals around me. Frankly astounded at how many actively chose to disregard, especially
once vaccines were available. As someone with complex health I have worked hard to protect
myself during the pandemic. I am unable to go into any public space. In my province there is
no way to be medically exempt. I have been forbidden to see my family through mandates
barring unvaccinated individuals at social gatherings because I cannot take the vaccine
without serious harm to my already precarious health. I have endured hate and ridicule from
my community and elected officials. I live in fear of anyone finding out my vaccine status.

2/19/2022 9:45 PM

16310

My kids and I have been excluded from society and treated like second class citizens. Banned
from pools, restaurants, play places, eating in food courts. It’s appalling

2/19/2022 9:45 PM

16311

I got the shot because I had to or go home, I am not taking anymore

2/19/2022 9:45 PM

16312

I have been ostracized by Strangers, Friends and Family 💔😢 I can not do the couple of things
I enjoy in life I miss not being able to see Family & Friends in Care Homes Being cut off has
been traumatic on both sides of the doors

2/19/2022 9:45 PM

16313

Miserably

2/19/2022 9:45 PM

16314

Separation

2/19/2022 9:45 PM

16315

In all ways

2/19/2022 9:44 PM

16316

It has affected all areas of my life in a negative way. This is a complete ruse!

2/19/2022 9:44 PM

16317

Draconian measures for a common cold

2/19/2022 9:44 PM

16318

Cost of living, way of work, it had made life nearly un doable. Had a huge roll in my fiance
leaving me aswell.

2/19/2022 9:44 PM

16319

When one can't visit family and friends in another province or country this is a problem.
Humans are social people and because of the mandates we now have an increase in mental
health and suicides. End the mandates lower mental health and suicide.

2/19/2022 9:44 PM

16320

It has affected my schooling, my wife’s job, our wedding last April, and more. We weren’t able
to have FAMILY MEMBERS to our own wedding dinner because of some mandates! They
could not celebrate with us for the government feared of COVID! It should be up to us to
decide if we are afraid or not. Those who are afraid can stay home if they are that scared. The
rest of us should be able to get on with our lives!!

2/19/2022 9:44 PM

16321

It has separated my family , in a very destructive way , has also caused depression and
paranoia, these mandates need to end now

2/19/2022 9:44 PM

16322

Yes

2/19/2022 9:44 PM

16323

Very negatively. Depression and mentally draining. I have family members and friends afraid &
divided.

2/19/2022 9:44 PM
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16324

Social distancing and kids with mask at my working place.

2/19/2022 9:44 PM

16325

Can't take my wife to dinner. Can't go to Tennessee to see youngest grsndson.

2/19/2022 9:44 PM

16326

I have been sequestered in my home since the “virus” appeared, because I have underlying
conditions. I also knew from the beginning the whole pandemic drama was manufactured, and
refused all recommended measures, which created fractures within my family. I’m angry, and
sick and tired of all the lies! End it now!

2/19/2022 9:44 PM

16327

It affects my daughter period. There controlling and invasive.

2/19/2022 9:44 PM

16328

Lost confidence in the sovereignty of our government and the integrity of our healthcare
system.

2/19/2022 9:43 PM

16329

The forced masking, lockdowns, isolation and fear mongering caused by our Prime Minister,
Premier, politicians, unelected health officials and the lying mainstream media have caused
such division even within my own family. I have friends and family that have been so affected
by these extreme mandates, I worry they will never be the same. In the last year, I have
known two people to commit suicide and one to attempt suicide...never could I have said this
in the past. I have family members wishing the unvaccinated be punished, and one actually
wishing that the unvaccinated not be allowed to shop for groceries including the exclusion of
curbside service and takeout...these were once nice/kind people. My husband and two adult
daughters (in their 30s) chose to get vaccinated, not because they believed in the vaccine or
because they were afraid of COVID...they just wanted to be free...to go along to get along.
Though they believe that everyone should have the right to choose, they are unhappy in my
choice which is different. Marital and family relationships are now extremely strained because
of this and we are/were a very close family.

2/19/2022 9:43 PM

16330

Lost my job...unable to collect E.I., clients were injured/harmed while I was working. So very
disappointed and disgusted with all of this.

2/19/2022 9:43 PM

16331

They’ve made me feel safer, allowed me to continue to participate in the economy, send my
son to school, and have him attend necessary therapy and medical appointments.

2/19/2022 9:43 PM

16332

Cannot travel and restricted from entering businesses that enforce vaccine passports. It is a
violation of charter rights and is wrong especially when the vaccines are non sterilizing.

2/19/2022 9:43 PM

16333

We don’t shop or go out, we have missed our family Christmas’ and holidays or had smaller
versions, we haven’t travelled, we have almost no social life. Luckily we are retired on it
doesn’t affect our income or workplace.

2/19/2022 9:43 PM

16334

Change everything! I change de job, change my family life and the mental is very affected.

2/19/2022 9:43 PM

16335

It is bullshit how the government thinks we're stupid I have lost alot of close friends due to
suicide due to the restrictions and people don't want to work it is hard on us retail staff

2/19/2022 9:43 PM

16336

breathing socialization

2/19/2022 9:43 PM

16337

My business has been crushed. I couldn’t see my family. It sent me into a depression

2/19/2022 9:43 PM

16338

I am a front line worker in a retirement home I see the mandated saved lives. I have lost a
dear friend who refused to get mandated.

2/19/2022 9:43 PM

16339

Has interfered with continuance of social life, worship, travel etc etc

2/19/2022 9:43 PM

16340

Mentally

2/19/2022 9:43 PM

16341

Brought on division in my family and friends. Created anxiety.

2/19/2022 9:43 PM

16342

As someone who is immunocompromised, it has effected me severely. Yet I thank the
government for taking steps to keep everyone safe. The reactions of the truck convoy makes
me sick. They are acting like children, having temper tantrums. Your voice WAS heard, now go
home. I feel as though we as Canadians are on very polar sides of this. Listening to some of
the rhetoric has truly startled me. To what they truly believe is going on in today's world. The
paranoia and false assumptions are just so far fetched, yet they are believed. Just in shock!

2/19/2022 9:43 PM

16343

Many ways . Mental health

2/19/2022 9:42 PM

16344

My family’s employment

2/19/2022 9:42 PM
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16345

I have become isolated and depressed and feel like I’m powerless. I’m insulted that our PM
has lashed out to peaceful protesters with name calling and running to hide & claiming he and
his family had Covid. Citizens/taxpayers work hard to provide for their families and pay taxes
to support our government and various programs in our country. These are not toddlers having
a hissy fit. They are adults that our government has mistreated & disrespected since 2019.
The overreach for power is completely unnecessary. The absolute waste the pm has displayed
throughout his service to our country has deeply wounded our company for decades to come.
And yet he refuses to answer or give anyone a plan. The rhetoric answers are ignorant non
answers. I want my family and friends to live freely from a dictatorship.

2/19/2022 9:42 PM

16346

In every way possible

2/19/2022 9:42 PM

16347

I work in healthcare so I was forced to get the vaccine in order to keep my job. I did not want
to take it. I have also seen how the mandates have affected our seniors. I have also been
diagnosed with anxiety and high blood pressure. My children also suffer from anxiety and
struggle every day to go to school and other social activities. They have also suffered
Academically. My marriage has also suffered as covid mandates has decided us.

2/19/2022 9:42 PM

16348

A choice between feeding my family or losing my job and standing up for what I believe in. The
loss of friends and family due to seperation and division Trudeau has bestowed upon us
striking fear into Canadian citizens with a media controlled by the government. Also as a first
time father I missed quite a few ultrasounds due to restrictions. That is my child as well and I
have every right to be there

2/19/2022 9:42 PM

16349

It's divided many friends and families because many have been manipulated with the political
lies

2/19/2022 9:42 PM

16350

Loss of income and family division

2/19/2022 9:42 PM

16351

All

2/19/2022 9:42 PM

16352

Depression I smoke more cigarettes and drink more often than before.

2/19/2022 9:42 PM

16353

Anxiety

2/19/2022 9:42 PM

16354

Severely

2/19/2022 9:42 PM

16355

My daughter almost died starving herself when the lockdowns were introduced. My two friends
killed themselves because of the lockdowns and fear.

2/19/2022 9:42 PM

16356

I couldn't travel anywhere by plane or train, I couldn't eat out, I feared and I still fear being
kicked out from work - the latter is the worst of all.

2/19/2022 9:42 PM

16357

Very stressful I want to make decisions on my own life by my self

2/19/2022 9:42 PM

16358

It took away the freedom of choice and took a lot of jobs from my industry

2/19/2022 9:42 PM

16359

Isolation due to lock down was the reason my mother died

2/19/2022 9:41 PM

16360

I no longer have a job due to the mandates. I loved working so much, I miss it, but I believe in
my body. My choice.

2/19/2022 9:41 PM

16361

I work in a school and implementing all the mandates and people opposing to follow has been
difficult. Kids have a hard time with all the change

2/19/2022 9:41 PM

16362

For 2 years we have been in and out of lockdowns, for 2 years we could not travel, eat in
restaurants, have family gatherings. For the last year we have been forced to take the
vaccines or lose our employment. How did we get here in Canada in the year of 2022? As a
canadian it is my right to be free.

2/19/2022 9:41 PM

16363

My husband and I both lost our careers as police officers. We have 3 little children and we lost
our full household income.

2/19/2022 9:41 PM

16364

Very negatively for family and friends. Kids are psychologically damaged

2/19/2022 9:41 PM

16365

Forced me to live in fear for a year, and then the contradictory statements by governments all
across the planet are confusing. No one knows how to handle COVID bc it’s not as deadly as
they say it is

2/19/2022 9:41 PM

16366

I had to take a vaccine I was against at that time to go to work and make money

2/19/2022 9:41 PM
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16367

Not at all.

2/19/2022 9:41 PM

16368

hardly at all

2/19/2022 9:41 PM

16369

It has been the worst year of my life, I have had thoughts of suicide for the first time in my life.
It has segregated and people have discriminated against me. It’s been awful!

2/19/2022 9:41 PM

16370

It has affected my health, my business, and my family

2/19/2022 9:41 PM

16371

Made us feel like prisoners in our own home

2/19/2022 9:41 PM

16372

My son was admitted to a mental ward twice and I had to quit my job to care for him.

2/19/2022 9:41 PM

16373

Being forced to wear a mask has created breathing issues. Ive been forced to isolate on many
occasions and restricted from seeing my family and friends even though I dont and never have
had covid .I see my grandson suffering from having to wear a mask , not being able to visit his
grandparents and play with his friends. My wife has been triple vaxxed and has lost all energy
.She just wants to sleep 16 hrs a day .My daughter has lost partial use of her arm since she
has been vaxxed .Several of my friends have developed severe health issues .

2/19/2022 9:41 PM

16374

It's gotten out of hand, I am tired of the bitching and complaing from both sides. I am tired of
people claiming their better then others because I am vaccinated or not. I am tired of the hate
thats seeping into the country and the world because of everything that's happened because of
covid. It needs to stop

2/19/2022 9:41 PM

16375

Badly, including financial loss, travel restrictions, threats of job loss.

2/19/2022 9:40 PM

16376

Badly

2/19/2022 9:40 PM

16377

Lost friend, lost income, damaged my mental health, created more devision and hurt the
community communication and the trust in the institutions.

2/19/2022 9:40 PM

16378

We have complied, and because we wanted to travel we are vaccinated. But I think people
have a choice .

2/19/2022 9:40 PM

16379

Can't do anything,

2/19/2022 9:40 PM

16380

In all ways...

2/19/2022 9:40 PM

16381

In every way possible.

2/19/2022 9:40 PM

16382

Not seeing my children that live in BC

2/19/2022 9:40 PM

16383

Caused depression and anxiety. Created poor relations with friends and relatives.

2/19/2022 9:40 PM

16384

Unable to live life the way I have the right to as a Canadian citizen

2/19/2022 9:40 PM

16385

i've been raised in a communist country and I feel that I am back again

2/19/2022 9:40 PM

16386

It has caused strife and division in every person around me, as I have to watch people have
ruined relations over vaccinations and COVID mandates. I had had to listen to the news tell
about millions of people lose their jobs either to lockdowns or not having the vaccines.
Peoples' mental health hit rock bottom as suicides have classroom many lives because of
isolation for two years, children being scared and having their childhood robbed from them as
they cannot make friends and play.

2/19/2022 9:40 PM

16387

Miserable stuck in a basement for work damn near 16mths

2/19/2022 9:40 PM

16388

Lost jobs in family

2/19/2022 9:40 PM

16389

Mentally

2/19/2022 9:40 PM

16390

Infringement on my civil liberties

2/19/2022 9:40 PM

16391

Districted me from doing things that I love, my kids are suffering with those masks

2/19/2022 9:40 PM

16392

Mental Health

2/19/2022 9:40 PM

16393

Children missing out. Isolation.

2/19/2022 9:40 PM

16394

Very negatively, felt isolated and humiliated

2/19/2022 9:40 PM

16395

Have to pay for testing to go work...been bullied for not get vaxed

2/19/2022 9:40 PM
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16396

I think people are a afraid to talk to each other also. My family has been divided. My sister had
a major stroke from the vaccines. We have had so many people we know have many adverse
effects from the vaccine. I cry now I never used to cry maybe once or twice a year now it is
like every day.

2/19/2022 9:40 PM

16397

Negatively

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16398

I could not see my grand children. It divided my family in such a way that it will never be the
same. We use to get together on all holidays but have not within the last 2 years. My uncle
passed away from cancer thinking we were mad at him because we didn't come a visit ( he
died thinking that, breaks my heart). I broke my arm in 2 places and was in physio but could
longer go due to gym having to shut down. My husband could not get in to see his doctors,
only phone consults. He is currently waiting for brain scan and mri.

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16399

I have not been able to care for my 87 year old mother (which I had been doing prior to the
pandemic) because she lives 20 minutes away but in the USA. My mental health has really
suffered and I have gained 50 pounds because of it which has effected my physical health.

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16400

Loss of job and home as well as family members from divide caused by our PM and
mandates.

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16401

Seeing and being with family

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16402

I lost my job in Ontario and spent over $5,000 in legal fees to fight for a settlement for me as I
was wrongfully dismissed.

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16403

It has kept my family out of the hospital

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16404

I can’t live my life with the freedom I used to have

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16405

Isolated from my family and friends. I work in a hospital laboratory, and I'm exhausted.

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16406

Made me more conscious of general good-health practices like cleaning my (and
others’)hands, staying home when you’re sick, and wearing a mask when there’s a possibility
you have germs that would be dangerous to other people.

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16407

Mental health

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16408

Not at all.

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16409

It destroyed my business and greatly affected my ability to put food on the table and pay bills
and have hope for the future. This happened not because of a pandemic... but because of
government overreach trying to become a tyrannical dictatorship

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16410

Terrible

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16411

I haven't worked, since Oct, due to all mandates!

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16412

I can no longer travel thruout Canada or outside of Canada by train, plane or bus. I cannot
have needed medical treatment,

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16413

it ruined many lives around me

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16414

Felt forced into getting a vaccine I did not want so that I could continue post secondary
education

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16415

It has prevented our church group from meeting in person for the past two years. I have been
unable to visit in Long Term Care homes. It has blocked funerals and weddings, etc.

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16416

Missed family members funeral. Missed gatherings for Christmas Thanksgiving My children
can't play sports

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16417

Caused a lot of confusion and anxiety.

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16418

Work harrasment in order to get vaccines, my daughter mental health as She couldn’t join any
sport or activity without probe of vaccination, bullying in school because she doesn’t want to
wear a mask. Loosing close friends that decide to live the country .

2/19/2022 9:39 PM

16419

It's affected my daily life, ability to see family and friends. My kids whole school experience
has been negatively affected! Our health is at risk because of masks. So much child
development in school has been interrupted negatively. The segregation and division caused

2/19/2022 9:39 PM
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has been disgusting. Watching people lose jobs for something seen more like the flu now is
horrible. The state of our country is in shambles.
16420

Lost a lot of friends from the lockdown taking a toll on their well beings

2/19/2022 9:38 PM

16421

have been unable to spend time with family living in other provinces

2/19/2022 9:38 PM

16422

Division from family and friends

2/19/2022 9:38 PM

16423

Not good no life lockup

2/19/2022 9:38 PM

16424

I feel opressed by my gov for beliefs I had way before the pandemic

2/19/2022 9:38 PM

16425

The mandates affected my life very negatively and have given me some mental and anxiety
issues that I'm currently dealing with. I knew that this was a scam right from the very start and
it's really starting to show

2/19/2022 9:38 PM

16426

Psychologie

2/19/2022 9:38 PM

16427

Hasn’t

2/19/2022 9:38 PM

16428

It has kept me safe! I follow the rules!

2/19/2022 9:38 PM

16429

Made me very very angry how my rights as a human being were removed. I had to take a
poison, a gene therapy that I knew was harmful in order to keep my job.....I will not forget
those that assaulted me!

2/19/2022 9:38 PM

16430

They have impacted my freedom of autonomy over you self while leading my day to day life.

2/19/2022 9:37 PM

16431

Caused drama and loss of work.

2/19/2022 9:37 PM

16432

It has stolen two years of my freedom. At age seventy-seven that is a lot. It has robbed me of
precious time with family. Not only because of the mandates but also because of the wedge it
has driven in relationships because of the false fear it has instilled in some people.

2/19/2022 9:37 PM

16433

j

2/19/2022 9:37 PM

16434

It has ruined many lives around me. I’ve had enough of jumping hoops for nothing

2/19/2022 9:37 PM

16435

Could not have a funeral for my Mom! Husband forced to get the jab to work!

2/19/2022 9:37 PM

16436

It made my life very hard. My children have very hard time to cope with the situation that we
have to live with

2/19/2022 9:37 PM

16437

I am unable to take my children to sports. My children aren't able to have a childhood. I had to
inject something into my body I didn't want in order to keep my job.

2/19/2022 9:37 PM

16438

Work

2/19/2022 9:37 PM

16439

Has not really

2/19/2022 9:37 PM

16440

It’s protected us and kept us alive.

2/19/2022 9:37 PM

16441

We are now lower classed citizens. Can't attend events,restaurant family outing or date nights
are no more , teenager outing with friends are obsolete, so far husband still has a job! Teenage
daughter seeing therapists due to major anxiety and depression for 1 year now, no longer in
charge of our own bodies! Penalized for freedom of conscience. Heartbreaking times.

2/19/2022 9:37 PM

16442

My kids are not doing well socially or in school.. all if this has to stop!

2/19/2022 9:37 PM

16443

I may lose my ability to work as an RMT if BC continues with its current planned mandates

2/19/2022 9:37 PM

16444

Very isolating; apathy

2/19/2022 9:37 PM

16445

It has turned people against each other. Even families

2/19/2022 9:37 PM

16446

Well I live in the town of Glenboro 750+ people...I deliver the Wpg Free Prees and thre
Brandon Sun. I am 72. I had my first...one of my paper people I deliver to...just told me this
morn. I thought you had more brains in your head? I was deliving his newspaper personally
Thank you Laurie J. appreciated how good ou thought I was doing my job!

2/19/2022 9:37 PM

16447

I had to get vaccinated to protect my job

2/19/2022 9:37 PM
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16448

Depression and my child has suffered as well

2/19/2022 9:37 PM

16449

Depression, anxiety, illness

2/19/2022 9:37 PM

16450

.

2/19/2022 9:37 PM

16451

I have no life . Because of all the mandates.

2/19/2022 9:36 PM

16452

My mom is dying of cancer. The mandates have left her alone fighting for her life. They have
turned the turmoil we are facing as a family, into a fiery hell. My kids have missed out. I lost
my job. We have been ousted from society.

2/19/2022 9:36 PM

16453

Divided our family in an excruciating way. Nobody likes living in a segregated society. Kids are
suffering

2/19/2022 9:36 PM

16454

I have ptsd and cannot wear masks, but people don't understand and I get bullied in public. I
also cannot get vaccinated due to allergies. I have had Covid-19 three times including the
newest Omicron variant. I have had natural immunity 3 times but have been banned from
movies and restaurants the 2 things I did for my mental health. My mental health has suffered
from the mandates and my children's mental health has also suffered by being segregated
from society and bullied.

2/19/2022 9:36 PM

16455

Mentally, physically, financially. Basically all aspects in life.

2/19/2022 9:36 PM

16456

PCRtesting

2/19/2022 9:36 PM

16457

Threatened my small business and caused unnecessary stress and anxiety

2/19/2022 9:36 PM

16458

We lost our freedoms. This country has become a dictatorship.

2/19/2022 9:36 PM

16459

I have to wear a mask all day while I go to work. I have been coughing (dry cough) since the
mask was mandatory...

2/19/2022 9:36 PM

16460

Little to no work. Almost no social interaction

2/19/2022 9:36 PM

16461

Daily Anxiety Social disruption Not able to care for sick family member in hospital

2/19/2022 9:36 PM

16462

Had first covid and am well,and nearly all adults in our house (11)had covid and are well! The
anger and distrust between friends and family and community has destroyed relationships,
businesses, churches,and the disease is past and weakened.

2/19/2022 9:36 PM

16463

It has affected the mental health of myself and family.

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16464

I am isolated from relatives My church is hard to attend because of masks I am lonely

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16465

Causing hardship and unnecessary stress on the elders.

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16466

In everyway possible

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16467

It’s hurt my small business tremendously and it’s affected my “whole” social life.

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16468

Fired from my job

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16469

Mentally and financially

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16470

We are unable to participate in any activity previously enjoyed, including travel, restaurants,
theatres, restricted church services, and other venues.

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16471

Less travel

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16472

100procent

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16473

I was forced to start rapid testing to keep my job. If it would have been at my expense I would
have been unemployed. Division within my family is incredibly sad and was completely
unnecessary. I can’t believe the state our country is in, unacceptable!!!

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16474

Lost my job, depression, alcoholism, gym closed

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16475

Mental and physical health, discrimination, divisive attitudes affects everyone

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16476

I cannot be employed in a position in which I have to breathe carbon dioxide for several hours
a day. Due to blood issues.

2/19/2022 9:35 PM
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16477

I see fear all around me. Terrible I am not allowed to fly, eat in restaurants, go to movies or any
other public events in a country that is suppose to be free.

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16478

Lost my job and freedom, impacted family relationships, list friendships

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16479

It’s all been shit!

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16480

Divorce , mentally , family issuers

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16481

Lost my fire fighting job, hate how my kids have to wear masks and could ruin my kids future
with college or even having kids of their own

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16482

only way to take canada back ... www.themythiscanada.com read the page, then go to
solutions and find out how easy it is for we the people to take our govt back from traitors

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16483

Depressed, disappointed in the leader ship of this country

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16484

I feel like a prisoner in my own country

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16485

It has not affected me in any way so far as I am retired. I value mine, and other's freedom at
all times. Ottawa is doing its best to take these things from all Canadians, this is not the
Democratic way to treat Canada's population, in my view.

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16486

Lost my Squaw to Covid

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16487

It ruined my business and my mental health.

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16488

It has been 2 years of government overreach when many places have been open for a long
time

2/19/2022 9:35 PM

16489

Every aspect, work home and mental health

2/19/2022 9:34 PM

16490

Lost loved ones that I was unable to see. Lost my job. Lost my freedom which is most
important

2/19/2022 9:34 PM

16491

Have followed all the rules set out by the government to keep myself and family as safe as we
can!

2/19/2022 9:34 PM

16492

It really has not

2/19/2022 9:34 PM

16493

My surgeries have been postponed several times, I'm an odsp recipient and recieved zero help
but my cost of living tripled. Became full time care givers to my dementia father when supports
where lost.

2/19/2022 9:34 PM

16494

Lost friends, employment, travel, income, social life, studies, divided family, deep
disappointment and grievous concerns about the freedoms and Democracy of our once fine
Country. Constantly Appalled to see so many travesties and stupid science, censorship, lies in
the press, corruption, illegal rules, withholding of effective treatments that has resulted in
unnecessary and horrific trauma to people, including death. I am mortified and distressed and
angry And

2/19/2022 9:34 PM

16495

Not changed a thing and will always fight for charter of rights and freedom

2/19/2022 9:34 PM

16496

Can't go anywhere

2/19/2022 9:34 PM

16497

Lost my job, masking makes me feel sick(nose starts to run as soon as I put it on), no
freedom to Celebrate funerals, birthdays, Christmas, and other statutory holidays with family
and friends or to even travel across to neighboring Provence. Feel persecution from fellow
Albertains for not getting the shots, yelled at for not putting a mask on fast enough, on and on!

2/19/2022 9:34 PM

16498

It has closed my colleges businesses. Destroyed families. Pitted people against each other

2/19/2022 9:34 PM

16499

Mental health and I developed pericarditisfrom the Pfizer covid vaccine

2/19/2022 9:34 PM

16500

Feeling very weighted and almost at point of depression. Many joys and daily normal activities
stripped from us for such a long period of time is so mentally damaging. My poor kids. They
need to know what normal life is again

2/19/2022 9:34 PM

16501

Ruined high school for me. Lowered grades in school. Hate that I have to wear a mask for my
job because it is hard to work properly with a mask on.

2/19/2022 9:34 PM

16502

I'm not able to work because of the restrictions I have PTSD and no income anymore I will be

2/19/2022 9:34 PM
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homeless soon
16503

Mentally

2/19/2022 9:34 PM

16504

It as enabled me to live my life

2/19/2022 9:34 PM

16505

I’ve missed the better part of seeing my aging parents who live a km from my house because
I’m unvaccinated. I’m not being treated as a fellow citizen of Canada

2/19/2022 9:34 PM

16506

Definitely has. Impacted my work situation

2/19/2022 9:34 PM

16507

Job loss

2/19/2022 9:33 PM

16508

Job loss. Inability to attend loved ones funerals. Loss of security. Discrimination. Hate speak

2/19/2022 9:33 PM

16509

Stopped travel and availability to see my grandkids and kids. Limited socializing. Stopped me
from seeing my sister in hospital who was seriously ill. Stopped me from spending time at the
bedside of my friend who was dying.

2/19/2022 9:33 PM

16510

Lost income, being able to freely travel within my country.

2/19/2022 9:33 PM

16511

It hasn’t effected my lifestyle that much because I live in rural Manitoba. But still not being
able to cross borders and needing to be vaccinated to enter places is nonsense. Financially I
thrived through the pandemic. However I feel terrible for the people it has effected due to job
losses, financial crunch and not being able to socialize even with family and friends.

2/19/2022 9:33 PM

16512

It has made me feel trapped and cut off from society with my health decisions being taken
away or condemned

2/19/2022 9:33 PM

16513

Division family end i cant go see m'y parents in chsld end cant go buy my stuff for my job .

2/19/2022 9:33 PM

16514

Mentally and socially draining for myself and my kids. Very depressing time

2/19/2022 9:33 PM

16515

Yes

2/19/2022 9:33 PM

16516

Every way possible

2/19/2022 9:33 PM

16517

It separates my family and friends. We are not free to breathe the fresh air anywhere indoors.
It is very depressing

2/19/2022 9:33 PM

16518

Terribly. It’s so awful and discriminatory. I can’t believe what we’re living through in Canada

2/19/2022 9:33 PM

16519

Limited travel. Almost no social life or very limited during this time.

2/19/2022 9:33 PM

16520

Depression

2/19/2022 9:33 PM

16521

Discriminations, crimes against humanity, forced testing so I could WORK, forced to share my
information and being forced dictatorship, knowing all of my loved ones who took are going to
get sick and likely die unnaturally.

2/19/2022 9:33 PM

16522

I am a nurse I've had to tell families they can't sit with dying family members, I've had to
console seniors who are worried about dying alone cause I tested them for covid. I've seen
depression, drug use increases I've had families threatening to drive their trucks through the
hospital doors cause they can't come in to visit there mother at Christmas because they are
unvaxed... I personally missed out of two years of my children and grandchildren because they
live in another province... Trudeau and his tyrants need to step down they are an
embarrassment

2/19/2022 9:33 PM

16523

Feels too separated from family and isn't fair to children growing up

2/19/2022 9:32 PM

16524

Masks, isolation, travel restrictions, capacity limits, vaccine passports, pcr testing, lockdowns

2/19/2022 9:32 PM

16525

My mental health has suffered immensely, my son can't go to college and finish his
apprenticeship because he's not vaxed, my daughters anxiety has gone through the roof, she
can't leave our home, she has become so reclusive. It has divided my family as I'm vaxed so I
could keep my job but my husband isn't as he's hesitant. It has created so much stress. My
husbands mental health has been affected as he can't go anywhere and he is made to feel like
a second class citizen! These mandates have done nothing but segregate and create two
classes of citizens! It's absolutely despicable and wrong!

2/19/2022 9:32 PM

16526

Has made me feel safer and able to go out

2/19/2022 9:32 PM
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16527

Galvanized me against vaccinations

2/19/2022 9:32 PM

16528

Not being socialize freely.

2/19/2022 9:32 PM

16529

Almost lots my Job. Still could loose it on the future. I am the only income earner for my
family at this time.

2/19/2022 9:32 PM

16530

The only way for me to leave canada is to “ escape”. Thats not normal.

2/19/2022 9:32 PM

16531

Some of My children have anxiety and are only 2,4 and I haven’t seen family i. Over 2 years !
We lost jobs , and had to rely on credit card to live so now we’re so in debt ! , and we have
medical exemption for masks but still wear it because wasn’t worth the shame and abuse ,
even though it physically hurt us to wear it ! As well as teaching children it’s ok to put things
and plastic on your face !

2/19/2022 9:32 PM

16532

Unable to attend friends wedding, attend memorials, travel, go to restaurants, be with family
member in hospital

2/19/2022 9:32 PM

16533

Not being allowed to see my mom in care home bc of outbreak

2/19/2022 9:32 PM

16534

Has keep me closed in. Not being able to see family and friends has been difficult for me. I am
a senior and the price jump on everything is hard on the budget on a senior income. Trudeau
and Freeland have to go. All these mandates are only for them to have control, control and
more control. They work for us and we should be telling them what to do not the other way
around.

2/19/2022 9:32 PM

16535

Isolation

2/19/2022 9:32 PM

16536

Had to close up shop

2/19/2022 9:32 PM

16537

Depression, division of society, headaches from masking, Fiance lost work.

2/19/2022 9:32 PM

16538

My PTSD has been triggered many many times throughout the two years. My Mental illness
has went down hill. I have not been able to get work.

2/19/2022 9:31 PM

16539

Taking my freedom of choice away

2/19/2022 9:31 PM

16540

Emotionally and mentally, physically being unable to get health care I need

2/19/2022 9:31 PM

16541

I’m unable to fly to the USA to visit my daughter and parents. My daughter isn’t allowed into
Canada because she’s not vaccinated for Covid. It’s been devastating.

2/19/2022 9:31 PM

16542

Stress levels to the point of putting me into perimenopause at 35 years old.

2/19/2022 9:31 PM

16543

Negatively

2/19/2022 9:31 PM

16544

Have not been able to see my husband who as been in the hospital for 4 months. That is
completely wrong.

2/19/2022 9:31 PM

16545

Lost social contact with family and friends. Had to isolate.

2/19/2022 9:31 PM

16546

Stress, forced vaccine = stress; kids mental health, kids reduced activities & socialization,
wide spread divisiveness

2/19/2022 9:30 PM

16547

I am unvaccinated because of severe allergies to all other vaccines for example both the flu
and tetnus shots I ended up in intensive care. Allergic to so many medications that even the
allergy specialist wouldn't test me for the covid test. 3 doctors that I went to said definately do
not get the vaccine. It is people like me that die from the vaccine and those stats are not
reported. Because of the mandates I am not able to fly and see my family that live outside of
Canada or even fly within my own country. I am being held hostage by the government
mandates.

2/19/2022 9:30 PM

16548

Church cannot function as it should. Was not able to work Effected birth of 2 children. Visits
and medical treatment while pregnant

2/19/2022 9:30 PM

16549

It hasn't I completely ignored them

2/19/2022 9:30 PM

16550

Caused divisions, sadness, disappointment in my country, son had to resign etc etc. my adult
kids are planning to move from Canada, etc etc

2/19/2022 9:30 PM

16551

By issuing appropriate health measures, it has made life safer for the general public, myself
and my family included.

2/19/2022 9:30 PM
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16552

No social life

2/19/2022 9:30 PM

16553

I have forfeited (based on past tax returns in the same business) nearly 30k in income in 2020,
and was not eligible for any business funding or help being self employed. I was unable to
attend continuing education courses, and now I could lose my entire career due to vaccine
mandates which have nothing to do with my actual skills and merits in my profession. End it,
now.

2/19/2022 9:30 PM

16554

It has made me not want to go out into public. It had me isolated at work and in my personal
life. I had to deal with anxiety over mandates I had no control over. My expenses when I
returned to work from stress leave, increased because I had to get antigen testing done on my
own dime! The virus wasn’t the problem. It was governments trampling our rights and not
listening to us at all.

2/19/2022 9:30 PM

16555

Increased stress, affected family and friends relations, was unable to access certain health
care, was unable to play sports

2/19/2022 9:30 PM

16556

Lost precious time with family and friends and my church family.

2/19/2022 9:30 PM

16557

It has destroyed my life, my children’s life and our careers

2/19/2022 9:30 PM

16558

Work family

2/19/2022 9:30 PM

16559

In every way, controlled my life and my family's life, my mother got Alzheimers from being
locked up all by herself, we haven't seen our grandkids!!! I had to bury my son with only 25
people outside, while the London Muslim family had 50000 people plus the PM and Ford and J,
sing !! For 5 days and nights ,dont see equal rights and fairness to all skin colors here know
did we !! 😡😡😡😡😡🐃💩

2/19/2022 9:30 PM

16560

Loss of job . Depression, grief and safeness related to social isolation . Anger around being
forced to wear a mask when my body knows that’s the wrong thing for it’s well being , anger
had having my community’s communication being relagated to the written word ( via social
media ) sadness around online violence ( due to lack of real healthy human interaction)

2/19/2022 9:30 PM

16561

It has kept me isolated and in fear .

2/19/2022 9:30 PM

16562

My family has become divided. My rights and freedoms have been violated.

2/19/2022 9:30 PM

16563

I quit my job because I could no longer wear a mask all day with my anxiety and allergies.

2/19/2022 9:30 PM

16564

I am very dismayed at the steps our federal government has taken towards the unvaxed, they
are eerily similar to the steps that the Nazi regime of Germany took toward the Jews.

2/19/2022 9:30 PM

16565

I have lost my freedom to choose. I have lost the ability to choose what I am comfortable with
doing in these weird times and instead have been forced to deal with it the way the government
deems fit.

2/19/2022 9:30 PM

16566

Eveything is more complicated

2/19/2022 9:29 PM

16567

Stress in all ways: physically, mentally, emotionally, and spiritually; stress eating/weight gain;
anxiety/depression; grief/anger; loss of faith

2/19/2022 9:29 PM

16568

They have allowed my family to feel safer in public spaces, and still have contact with our
vulnerable family members.

2/19/2022 9:29 PM

16569

Being in prison

2/19/2022 9:29 PM

16570

Im basically a shut in...i hardly see my grand kids

2/19/2022 9:29 PM

16571

dramatically negative

2/19/2022 9:29 PM

16572

Lost my job since my kids were home so much, financially struggling, all dealing with
depression and bad anxiety. There has been nothing good for us about locking up healthy
people

2/19/2022 9:29 PM

16573

Fed up...too long..makes no sense

2/19/2022 9:29 PM

16574

The mandates have been far worse than the disease itself which my family has all got and
recovered from.

2/19/2022 9:29 PM

16575

Family estrangement

2/19/2022 9:29 PM
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16576

It hasn’t affected my life with anything that is permanent. It has allowed me and individuals
around me to remain safe and alive. It has helped save so many and what this trucker convoy
wants is wrong. What they stand for is wrong.

2/19/2022 9:29 PM

16577

more fear; high blood pressure; worried about the divisions it creates

2/19/2022 9:29 PM

16578

Separated family

2/19/2022 9:29 PM

16579

It had left me living in a troubled, divided country, in the midst of fear and disenchantment,
epidemic mental illness and social breakdown. For what?

2/19/2022 9:29 PM

16580

Better

2/19/2022 9:28 PM

16581

My son is 13 and has had issues with his heart when prescribed azithromycin. When he heard
on main stream media about the vaccine potentially causing myocarditis we decided to speak
to our family Dr. His directive was that "our concern had merit" but due to the government's
very specific exemption form his "hands are tied". Because of this our son has missed put on
many thing that kids his age should be enjoying socially. Our daughter graduated high school
with no ceremony due to restrictions and mandates. Many friends have lost their careers and
as such we feel a need to help them as we have been fortunate and continue to work.

2/19/2022 9:28 PM

16582

We can’t travel or dine out

2/19/2022 9:28 PM

16583

Anxiety depression. Kids have no social life

2/19/2022 9:28 PM

16584

The mandate to healthcare workers is insulting, hurting and interfering with human rights

2/19/2022 9:28 PM

16585

I have been alone for 2 years. Haven’t been able to go out, travel, see my family. It’s very
depressing

2/19/2022 9:28 PM

16586

Not in any meaningful way.

2/19/2022 9:28 PM

16587

Was unable to visit elderly fsmily when sick they eventually died Alone.

2/19/2022 9:28 PM

16588

They same way an abusive controlling partner would

2/19/2022 9:28 PM

16589

I'm unemployed b/c of mandates. However, I'm spiritually awakened and now live without fear
and only love ....and it's contagious and I'm spreading it.

2/19/2022 9:28 PM

16590

I cant stand the masks they're absolutely useless and cause more harm than good and the
experimental gene therapy shotci never wanted but was forced by my place of work

2/19/2022 9:28 PM

16591

Lost my job and I'm pissed

2/19/2022 9:28 PM

16592

Havent worked in 2 years. I cannot wear masks because I suffer from severe migraines that
are debilitating. My doctor will not give me a medical exemption. My son has a hard of hearing
designation this has affected him tremendously. My partner got sick last year and hasnt
worked for 1 year. We are normally very social people and this has affected our family
drastically. I have been suffering from depression and anxiety since the outset of all mandates.
MY son used to love school and hanging with friends and being active. He doesnt even want to
go outside now since Covid. He is exempt from wearing a mask but feels anxious when we go
to the store. He used to wander off in the store to look at stuff but now he clings to my arm
worried that someone is going to yell at him. My partner is also a musician and has not been
able to get side gigs or teaching gigs because he is not vaccinated. We were on EI but it is
running out and we are worried we will not ever be able to find work again. We are worried that
the government will eventually cut us off if we are on income assistance since we are not
vaccinated. we are worried about Canada and what measures our prime minister is going to
implement while the Emergencies Act is in place. They have already been freezing innocent
peoples bank accounts where they have not committed any crime except send money to a
fund they believe in and want to support. Our freedoms are at stake and communism is at our
door step. We are now in a dictatorship much like Nazi Germany right before they walked
people off to consentration camps for having a different religion. Now it is because some
people have chosen to not disclose their medical information which is their God given rights.

2/19/2022 9:28 PM

16593

Lost jo9b and lost 2 years of my life to a virus no worse than the common flu! BUT handled
like the plague so governments can power grab!

2/19/2022 9:28 PM

16594

Devided friends and family

2/19/2022 9:28 PM

16595

In every aspect. Could be say good bye or have a service for my parents…. So many are

2/19/2022 9:28 PM
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unalive because of these mandates
16596

Financially

2/19/2022 9:28 PM

16597

It’s a hassle

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16598

There isn't enough space in this little box to get into it.

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16599

Social isolation, loneliness, fear, mistrust, family tension, unable to see friends in hospital,
stress and burnout at work

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16600

Sick of it

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16601

Took two years of my life.

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16602

It has affected my mental health increased my stress. Caused divisions with family and
friends.

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16603

They tried to force me to get it. Instead I decided to work for other company’s but lost money
because of it

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16604

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16605

Not socializing is not good for a person especially with your own family members.

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16606

I have a health condition I will still ware a mask in large groups of people

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16607

-- loss of all the various freedoms that i enjoyed before the Covid pandemic with all its various
mandates

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16608

Sick of loss of freedom...dinners out ...all the way to the cost of it all

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16609

I have no life now and Canada is a disaster. It has ruined countless lives of normal every day
Canadians .except for large corporations and most high office government workers enjoyed a
life of different rules

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16610

in a negative way

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16611

I work at home now instead of the office; I don't grocery shop, someone else does that for me;
I buy take-out instead of eating in a restaurant

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16612

Made it a living hell. I've been treated like trash for disagreeing with forced vaccinations and
masking children. I've become depressed and full of hate

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16613

Can’t travel. No sport events. No family gathering. Can’t breath with the mask on

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16614

Keeps me from entering the country.

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16615

Kept my kids under 5 safe.

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16616

My 14 year old was refused play by Hockey of Eastern Ontario. That is one of the most
heartbreaking impacts. Lots of other parts of life have been impacted.

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16617

It has affected relationships, enjoyment of life, freedom of movement, work, mental health

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16618

Depression

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16619

Made is miserable, unable to socialize and take part in normal activities.

2/19/2022 9:27 PM

16620

Kids can’t play hockey. Can’t go to restaurants. Wearing masks. Reduced or no family
gatherings. Church online. Reduced social options for kids and parents. Isolation from family
and friends. Implementing mandates and restrictions at work, these come at a cost both time
and money. Shortages and higher costs.

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16621

I lost my job and people became discriminated towards me and have attacked me verbally for
being unvaccinated

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16622

Created division at my work place

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16623

It has kept myself and my family members healthy

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16624

It has hurt my business, life, family, health, and view of our government.

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16625

Destroyed my mental health and self esteem, my physical health, my willingness to cooperate

2/19/2022 9:26 PM
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at creating this society, destroyed my business project after finishing university, lost many
good friends and family. I don't trust the governement anymore including democracy itself, nore
the health system, the legal system does not make me feel safe into this world either. I can't
trust the medias, the police, the education system or the economic sytem in place. It makes
me want to rebel against everything we put in place since i am old enough to understand
society how it is, and it is sad to wake up in depression for many monthts because of it all. I
had suicidal thoughts and i don't enjoy life as i used to, not being interested at making this
country benefit of what i wanted to bring forth, for it has no place for it it the way it becomes
now.
16626

It has been terribly hard on me. It was hard but not so terrible in 2020 when it first started
because my husband and I were alone but at least had each other. In July 2020 he got very
sick having been diagnosed with bladder cancer in 2019. Because of covid restrictions he had
to go through chemo by himself in 2019 and then in in July 2020 things started to go bad and
he was only allowed 2visitors. Because of having been given a covid test we could not see
him at all from Tuesday night to Friday night even though he was an inpatient. He was in and
out of hospital 3 times inAugust, September & October. They finally got him stabilized enough
to bring him home where we were able to have friends and relatives come and visit and say
their goodbyes. We had everyone masks, sanitize and distance and everyone was fine. He
passed Nov. 26th 2020 with only 10people allowed at a funeral. Then I was alone from then on
because my family could not visit . It has been hard to get over the grieving process because I
have been alone so much. I was willing to follow the restrictions because I also felt it was
important to keep everyone safe. Because it has gone on so long it is high time that we are
able to make out own decisions. I have 3 vaccines (including the booster) and believe we all
need to learn to live with it! If people without vaccines want to take their chances let them! It is
their life! The only time people should be quarantined is if the hospital system is at risk and
other than that no! The provincial government should be the ones to decide, not the federal
government because each province had problems at different times. Enough is enough. It is
time to let people live their lives again!

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16627

Destroyed my business and destroyed my health destroyed my finances destroyed my life

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16628

Hugely. I closed my business, I have taken kids from school.

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16629

Church number restrictions, restaurants limited capacity, children in schools being scared of
those not wearing masks

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16630

Mental health. Lost my business. My children are suffering.

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16631

I am not allowed to watch my son play hockey or go into a restaurant or anywhere for that
matter!!

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16632

I don’t have freedom to travel, to be social going to restaurant, theatre, events etc just
because I’m unvaccinated. This is awful. That doesn’t make any sense because many of my
vaccinated friends got Covid. I’m healthy, I haven’t got covid as I have natural immune.
However I don’t have human rights... We should follow the science and countries like Sweden
that handled the situation very well without any restriction or mandate.

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16633

It has helped with a feeling of increased health safety due to my Mom being 92 years old. I
believe the medical specialists when dealing with these health measures. I'm not happy with
the way the provincial government of Saskatchewan has handled the situation.

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16634

It has destroyed the lives of the seniors I minister to

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16635

Greedy wealth transfer.

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16636

Compromised mental and physical health; loss of loved ones and unable to comfort survivors;
segregation; no unity; hate and racism imposed from the top down (PM); financial hardship;
coercion; freedoms restricted; one rule for thee one rule for thee

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16637

Family is very important to me and to have a virus keep us apart and to not have key social
gatherings that promote unity has been very depressing. It has caused me to withdraw within
myself.

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16638

Personal relationships declind. My kids not socializing. Hard time breathing with a mask on.
Harassment at work.

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16639

Mentally, financially, career, familial/friend relationships

2/19/2022 9:26 PM
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16640

Changed it completely

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16641

It has caused loss of employment for a personal health choice

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16642

I am treated as a second class citizen because I chose medical autonomy. I have not felt
comfortable enough to get the shot (“vaccine”), and now I basically cannot participate in
society. It has ruined relationships in my family and in my friend group.

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16643

Im not miserable

2/19/2022 9:26 PM

16644

Cannot go back to my home province

2/19/2022 9:25 PM

16645

Wife was fired from her job for not being vacxinated

2/19/2022 9:25 PM

16646

Could not make a living affected me financially and mentally

2/19/2022 9:25 PM

16647

I can't visit my grandchildren

2/19/2022 9:25 PM

16648

Not being able to with family. Going out to socialize in a restaurant and most of all not being
able to see my daughter Son-in-law and grandkids from Texas

2/19/2022 9:25 PM

16649

It really didn’t affect my life that much because I don’t go anywhere but one day I will and I
hate wearing that mask.

2/19/2022 9:25 PM

16650

It makes me realize how we must stand for freedom and truth !!

2/19/2022 9:25 PM

16651

My husband quit his job because of the mandates. If also has affected my children and my
husband and I which increases the mental health of our family.

2/19/2022 9:25 PM

16652

In a positive way

2/19/2022 9:25 PM

16653

Hurt my mental health as was not able to meet with those who suport me.

2/19/2022 9:25 PM

16654

Being able to live and keep warm and get food to eat

2/19/2022 9:25 PM

16655

It has negatively impacted my business, my mental health, my family unity, my relationships,
my community and more.

2/19/2022 9:25 PM

16656

Ruined it

2/19/2022 9:25 PM

16657

Forced to work from home. Friends and family too scared to visit each other even with all the
vaccines. Cost of living has skyrocketed due to all the restrictions closing down businesses.

2/19/2022 9:25 PM

16658

Positive

2/19/2022 9:24 PM

16659

DIVISION IN FAMILIES, FRIENDS, CANNOT VISIT IN NURSING HOMES OR FUNERAL
HOMES, WEARING OF MADKS EVERYWHERE.

2/19/2022 9:24 PM

16660

I have natural immunity. Yet, I am not permitted to fly, take a train, eat in a restaurant, go to
the gym and my employment has been restricted. I have not been able to see my 85 year old
mother in 2 years. She lives alone in Calgary, I live in Ottawa. Mandates have restricted my
life.

2/19/2022 9:24 PM

16661

My entire family hasn't had a sniffle for the entirety of the pandemic. My husband and I haven't
missed a day of work and my two teenagers haven't missed a day of school. The mandate has
affected us because we can't eat in a restaurant or go to a movie, or travel freely and my elite
athlete children cannot continue with their indoor sports.

2/19/2022 9:24 PM

16662

Worsened it in too many ways to mention in full here. Divided families, strained relationships,
reduced fundamental rights and freedoms, increased governmental power, destroyed trust in
institutions, ruined education and childhood development, made the term ‘expert’ a joke,
destroyed normal life, delayed ‘non-essential’ medical procedures, forced untested injections
upon unconsenting citizens, revealed the fascistic nature of so-called liberals, introduced
medical segregation/discrimination and made a once-free country into a “papers please”
hellhole.

2/19/2022 9:24 PM

16663

ive lost my employment.

2/19/2022 9:24 PM

16664

Depression, lack of rec reaction, family tension

2/19/2022 9:24 PM

16665

Negatively.

2/19/2022 9:24 PM
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16666

Lost time at work and family

2/19/2022 9:24 PM

16667

Severe stress and anxiety, deterioration of mental health, inability to travel, likely loss of work
(hasn't happened yet, but everyday I keep waiting to be told)

2/19/2022 9:24 PM

16668

It’s affecting my mental health

2/19/2022 9:24 PM

16669

In all the same ways as everyone else, and I'm tired of it

2/19/2022 9:24 PM

16670

Unemployed since oct

2/19/2022 9:24 PM

16671

Workplace forced to close. Travel made difficult Seeing family

2/19/2022 9:24 PM

16672

Suicidal

2/19/2022 9:24 PM

16673

Negatively, kids have suffered horribly

2/19/2022 9:24 PM

16674

Lose of income , friends

2/19/2022 9:24 PM

16675

Spiritual, mental, social and economic

2/19/2022 9:24 PM

16676

The mandate is trying to force me to take a improperly tested experimental drug for a virus that
has proven not to be a threat to my age group, a drug that is proving itself to be more of a risk
to me than getting covid this violates me freedom of choice and has unnecessarily restricted
me from supporting local businesses and being able to give my family the freedom they
deserve

2/19/2022 9:24 PM

16677

I was forced to take this jab to keep my job working from home and now having chest pain.

2/19/2022 9:24 PM

16678

My kids wear masks have caused my child to go into depression. Can’t enjoy my life freely

2/19/2022 9:24 PM

16679

X

2/19/2022 9:23 PM

16680

It has affected my mental health, my work and my finances tremendously.

2/19/2022 9:23 PM

16681

It has made it difficult to travel, spend quality time with loved ones, and to enjoy life in general.
I am double-vaccinated and would have rather tested positive for any one of the many Covid
strains than to have endured the mandates and lockdowns.

2/19/2022 9:23 PM

16682

Children socially affected .

2/19/2022 9:23 PM

16683

Have not affect my life, it is necessary considering the impact without it on the hospital
system.

2/19/2022 9:23 PM

16684

Missed work, children suffering wearing uncomfortable masks, difficult to breathe in, can't see
their peers and their teachers faces, travel restrictions, collapse of my marriage. Need I go
on??

2/19/2022 9:23 PM

16685

Almost lost job

2/19/2022 9:23 PM

16686

Lost my job and health..depression and anxiety..

2/19/2022 9:23 PM

16687

Just as it has affected everyone's. But mandates are the responsible way to protect our
community.

2/19/2022 9:22 PM

16688

Extremely. We are under duress. Mental health has been negatively affected. Loss of
business. Destroyed our family.

2/19/2022 9:22 PM

16689

I’ve lost my job, my home, family, and friends

2/19/2022 9:22 PM

16690

In a positive way

2/19/2022 9:22 PM

16691

Made everyone angry

2/19/2022 9:22 PM

16692

Makes me more carefully who I associate with.

2/19/2022 9:22 PM

16693

I had to close my business for 2 years. Barely affected at all.

2/19/2022 9:22 PM

16694

Isolation away from my family

2/19/2022 9:22 PM

16695

Fuck Trudeau, communist China loving fuck

2/19/2022 9:22 PM

16696

No free travel Do not need my nose picked nor a app

2/19/2022 9:22 PM
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16697

Being discriminated. Loss of freedoms and rights within the Canadian charter and Constitution
Seeing Democracy crumble, and being lock down has effected ones mental disposition Totally
changed what life once was! To many more to mention

2/19/2022 9:22 PM

16698

Mental health

2/19/2022 9:22 PM

16699

As a business owner it has been horrible on a personal level it has divided people on a family
level it has put added stresses

2/19/2022 9:22 PM

16700

I have spent upward of $1000 on tests for myself to access an education, and for my child to
participate in sports. My mental health suffered greatly having a baby and being cut off from
supports, and ability to get out and socialize.

2/19/2022 9:22 PM

16701

I have to wear mask to work

2/19/2022 9:22 PM

16702

my partner is 47, the love of my life. He has asthma, diabetes and lung damage from
contracting pneumonia. We have 5 children, and now I am worried for his life. We don't have
the option to keep children home. Because of the restrictions ending, and lack of transparancy
by the government of sask, my son and daughter have now both contracted covid.

2/19/2022 9:22 PM

16703

It has shut down many things for us. From Rodeos, Hockey Schools. Made it very difficult for
my 19 year old son who just started University. A 80% average student to failing 3 out of 5 of
his classes because of the struggles with online learning. I have lost people to suicide and
have seen a lot of my friends and family struggling with anxiety and depression. I’ve seen
friends with successful Businesses have to close their doors. It truly makes me sad how
everything has been laid out and now how so many people are divided.

2/19/2022 9:22 PM

16704

I am lock up like prisoner

2/19/2022 9:21 PM

16705

I am not allowed the option to make choices about my body and my children’s body’s without
being judged or segregated or coerced. We are no longer free.

2/19/2022 9:21 PM

16706

It makes everyday living much more difficult

2/19/2022 9:21 PM

16707

Negatively

2/19/2022 9:21 PM

16708

My kids are unable to be with friends because of other parents views or mandates at other
establishments. Masks in schools are unhealthy. Two of my four kids missed out on proms
and graduations. These are the times you remember and they don’t have any of those. It’s
heartbreaking.

2/19/2022 9:21 PM

16709

By taking a large portion of social interaction out of my life a lot of my friends couldn’t hangout.
Depression was everywhere and literally everything I’ve been doing would be way easier
without mandates. Lots of fighting among friends and family about mandates that could have
been avoided.

2/19/2022 9:21 PM

16710

We aren’t vaxed so our freedom to go and come has been restricted.

2/19/2022 9:21 PM

16711

Caused some stress

2/19/2022 9:21 PM

16712

The mandates have divided family and relatives, limited access and the ability to participate in
normal activities (movie theatres, gyms, pools, swimming lessons, etc). It has divided society
and created a two-tier society. It has affected us in many other ways.

2/19/2022 9:21 PM

16713

I feel as though I have been ostracized but not only my peers but my family as well. I now
have anxiety and depression as well so my life has drastically changed and not for the better

2/19/2022 9:21 PM

16714

Caused really bad isolation and mental illness has deteriorated. Financially has been draining.
Missing family and my relationships with my children have suffered as a result of the travel
and house hold limitations

2/19/2022 9:21 PM

16715

Very suffocating and no real social life, restricted church, and what for, so people can get
scared, when they see you without a mask, while you are not having the covid?

2/19/2022 9:21 PM

16716

My work sold us out to Public Health Canada by getting us to fill out a form stating whether or
not we were jabbed. Shortly afterwards the company "mandated" that it was compulsory to get
jabbed...my life has been turned upside down

2/19/2022 9:21 PM

16717

Its affected my kids life’s showing them it’s ok to put people in groups and judge them for their
beliefs

2/19/2022 9:21 PM
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16718

Made it hell

2/19/2022 9:21 PM

16719

My business my relationships my ability to move freely have all been affected negatively

2/19/2022 9:20 PM

16720

Work, kids sports, support to kids, support to elderly, division among family and friends

2/19/2022 9:20 PM

16721

The worst is seeing how much ugly there is in people. Doing the right thing to protect our loved
ones and neighbour's is the right thing to do and not a negative thing. I have become more
humble and appreciative of everything in my life.

2/19/2022 9:20 PM

16722

Physiquement, émotivement, psychologiquement. Mes 3 enfants ont été grandement affectés
spécifiquement selon leur âge. 18 ans, n’a pas pu célébrer ce que la majorité apporte:
l’autonomie sur plusieurs point. 16 ans, pas de bal de finissant. 8 ans, plusieurs activités
annulé, impossible de garder le contact avec ses amis, difficultés à comprendre les raisons de
toutes les mesures.

2/19/2022 9:20 PM

16723

Loss of employment

2/19/2022 9:20 PM

16724

It has caused extreme anxiety

2/19/2022 9:20 PM

16725

Negatively

2/19/2022 9:20 PM

16726

I has put devision between the family.

2/19/2022 9:20 PM

16727

I’m still alive with no COVID.

2/19/2022 9:20 PM

16728

Work none stop. In lab with out emergency pay any help sad

2/19/2022 9:20 PM

16729

It has created a division between myself and my family members, caused unnecessary
arguments, caused me to be unable to watch my son play hockey, made me question the
government's motives of my health, it has caused a rise in mental health issues and has made
me feel alone. There hasn't been a day that goes by that I don't resent those in charge of this
plandemic.

2/19/2022 9:20 PM

16730

I don’t really get to see my friends or go out and do things anymore I’ve had a couple episodes
of depression now

2/19/2022 9:20 PM

16731

We have no Social Life..I have been on antibiotics twice to clear up a nasty rash from wearing
the mask.

2/19/2022 9:20 PM

16732

Like all of us, in everyway possible. From leaving my house to going to get basic necessities.
For 2 years we we're ok to walk around and make our own decision. I want the right to make
my own decisions. I will not run to a hospital if i happen to contract Covid for the SECOND
time. I will stay home and isolate. Let me choose. Let me live.

2/19/2022 9:20 PM

16733

I watched my young son and my grandchildren not be able to play or go to school as little kids
should. I had to sit at home with no job for over a year. We could not attend my 90 year old
Aunt's funeral nor my 95 yr old Great Aunt's Birthday for 2 years now.

2/19/2022 9:20 PM

16734

Depression

2/19/2022 9:20 PM

16735

Caused a rift between family and friends. Social isolation. Unable to visit elderly people for
months at a time. No visitor for people in hospitals. Church restrictions.

2/19/2022 9:20 PM

16736

Psychosomatic impacts; lack or income; sever restrictions to our liberties

2/19/2022 9:20 PM

16737

Division in family, not seeing family, financial, work relationship, depression, anxiety, every
positive aspect of life negative affects

2/19/2022 9:20 PM

16738

It has brought great hardship to my life, but through it, I have become stronger

2/19/2022 9:20 PM

16739

Had to leave my profession as an ER RN, and flee with my young children to another country,
as there is no chance for them to have a future of freedom in a country governed by dictatorial
mandates that cause more harm than good.

2/19/2022 9:19 PM

16740

It has caused rifts in my family and community. It has impeded my ability to interact in my
community. I can not use the library or community centre or eat in a restaurant because of my
health care decisions. It has created a new undesirable class of people who are not treated as
equal citizens. I watch my grandchildren struggle to breathe and focus in school with soggy
masks on both inside and outside on the playground as they learn that they are carriers of
illness that could kill their grand parents. My grandson was terrified he would be arrested for

2/19/2022 9:19 PM
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playing in an empty playground because they were told that they should not play on the
equipment as that would spread germs. They put police tape and orange barriers around the
playgrounds. I am appalled and outraged that many friends and relatives had loved ones that
died alone, in the hospital or nursing home.
16741

Absolutely destroyed my personal life, now I never want to see or be around people. I am
depressed and don’t like being around people. It ruined my business, body and metal state.

2/19/2022 9:19 PM

16742

Can't travel my daughter lost her job as an RN of 19 years

2/19/2022 9:19 PM

16743

Sadly

2/19/2022 9:19 PM

16744

Profoundly, in a negative way

2/19/2022 9:19 PM

16745

Mental health

2/19/2022 9:19 PM

16746

Got harassed, insulted, lost many friends, divided the Canadians, lost trust in government and
media’s, suffered discrimination, taxing, bullying, non respected for my opinion and total lost
faith in the government, lost control of our charter! Segregated! I strongly feel our PM should
resign IMMEDIATELY! Shall never be seen in Canada anymore!

2/19/2022 9:19 PM

16747

Isolated from family & friends, coerced into disclosing personal medical choice, prohibited from
freedom of movement and access to certain establishments. No reply from MP or MPP after
sharing concerns.

2/19/2022 9:19 PM

16748

It has torn my family apart. My family have lost work , homes. Can't shop without being
harassed, bullied. So many things, too many to list. It is criminal what our government and
police have done to our people.

2/19/2022 9:19 PM

16749

I can not in good conscience take part in these mandates. Because of this I cannot participate
in indoor activities nor can I take my children to indoor activities. These mandates that have
been pushed on us for the past 2 years have been mentally and emotionally draining, they go
against my conscience, my religion, my right to travel freely as it states in the front of my
passport. The mandats are an infringement on my rights and the vaccine passport an invasion
of privacy.

2/19/2022 9:19 PM

16750

not really very much

2/19/2022 9:18 PM

16751

Yes

2/19/2022 9:18 PM

16752

Useless legislation.

2/19/2022 9:18 PM

16753

Very little

2/19/2022 9:18 PM

16754

It has affected my mental and physical health as well as my economic situation.

2/19/2022 9:18 PM

16755

Divided family and friends loss of work and most important my rites and freedom of choice

2/19/2022 9:18 PM

16756

Has destroyed economic freedom social mental families travel education

2/19/2022 9:18 PM

16757

Divided my family. My business is done 40%

2/19/2022 9:18 PM

16758

Drastic social distancing from friends and families. Loss of very important portion (75%) of
income.

2/19/2022 9:18 PM

16759

Isolation

2/19/2022 9:18 PM

16760

Family Divisions, stress and pre-judgements that are unfounded

2/19/2022 9:18 PM

16761

I have been exempt my whole life from vaccines (was in a coma from childhood ones) had
multiple allergist tell me it's not worth getting the vaccine however can't write me an exemption.
My mum is in long term care.. I have not been able to see her since Dec 15th 2021. This all
needs to end.

2/19/2022 9:18 PM

16762

Depression, depression on my children! Lost of education for my children

2/19/2022 9:18 PM

16763

It has effected us in everything we do. Discrimination has been very hard on our family. We
haven’t been able to leave the province in a year. My business was shut down for a month and
income was lost.

2/19/2022 9:17 PM

16764

no travel, unkindness, etc

2/19/2022 9:17 PM
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16765

In every way, division

2/19/2022 9:17 PM

16766

Alone

2/19/2022 9:17 PM

16767

Going to be out of a job by the end of April

2/19/2022 9:17 PM

16768

Being forced to get vaccinated or I’d be terminated

2/19/2022 9:17 PM

16769

Our basic rights and freedoms have been taken away! Canada is meant to be a free country
but we are not free right now

2/19/2022 9:17 PM

16770

Unnecessary restrictions and fear- lingering not following the true science

2/19/2022 9:17 PM

16771

Made health issues very difficult to deal with

2/19/2022 9:17 PM

16772

By losing my job. It has Ruined relationships , restricted travel and personal choices.
Restricted my ability of obtaining employment again and providing for ny family. incurred a
large amount of debt, while completely ruinibg the quality of ny happy and healthy children both
in and out of school. The Trudeau government has removed and infringed on my right and
freedoms. This occured when the government tyranically overreached with their position of
power and authority. completely disregarding our supporting charter of rights and freedoms for
their own political gain and progression of personal agenda.

2/19/2022 9:17 PM

16773

Lack of motivation, loss of social network and has caused division among, friends, family and
co-workers.

2/19/2022 9:17 PM

16774

I have never seen so much division segreation and or discrimination in Canada in my 60 yr life.
The harm these mandates have caused is far greater than the risk of Covid. The masks are
doing immeasurable damage to our children. Our Prime Minister has caused and incited more
division and hatred than anyone.

2/19/2022 9:17 PM

16775

In many ways. Material an spiritual. Fear, fear to speak my mind, lack of confidence in people,
in the capacity of people to restore the good in society, to get out from the kafkian way of life,
built by those declaring they govern.

2/19/2022 9:17 PM

16776

Restricted freedoms

2/19/2022 9:16 PM

16777

I thank most high . god for destroying all covens of azazel mandates are evil segragation,
trying to create nwo. It fails. No to agenda 21 phycopaths. Affected me enough to see the true
evil. God bless

2/19/2022 9:16 PM

16778

Caused severe hardship

2/19/2022 9:16 PM

16779

Caused breathing issues because of wearing a mask and it has wreacked having on my skin.
All th hand sanitizing has also caused many different problems with my hands such as nail
breakage, cracking skin, over sensitive, and always dry even when using lotion

2/19/2022 9:16 PM

16780

I have not really wanted to go out of the house for three years. I want to go to the USA to see
my son and family and cannot leave the country. I can't breathe in a mask. I don't like being
treated as a diseased person.

2/19/2022 9:16 PM

16781

It has been very restrictive and made me anxious.

2/19/2022 9:16 PM

16782

Inability to see my mom who is in a senior care facility. Ability to perform my work properly.
Have been restricted to seeing my family members.

2/19/2022 9:16 PM

16783

Mental health in all of my children and myself.

2/19/2022 9:16 PM

16784

Constant state of fight or flight. Worried about my family, my job, my future. I can’t travel to
visit my son, I can’t enjoy the basic privileges of a hard working law abiding, tax paying
Canadian

2/19/2022 9:16 PM

16785

Socially, alienated friends and family that bought into the fear mongering. They no loge felt
"safe" around me because I would not take the jab. This after 60 years. Lost more than 1/2 of
my income. Impaired my mental and physical health. Limited my ability to earn an income.
Alienated my neighbors. Made me an enemy 9f my own country apparently, a terrorist, white
supremacist, racist, and other nasty acusations according to the current seated PM. It has
made my life unpleasant as it was intended to do.

2/19/2022 9:16 PM

16786

I cannot work with a mask and cannot be unvaxinated to work. I would go against My religious
ideologies . I could not hold my dying fathers hand in hospital. Mental and physical health has

2/19/2022 9:16 PM
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been affected. Have lost many relationships due to differences of opinion and discrimination
16787

Mental Health Loss of employment

2/19/2022 9:16 PM

16788

Lost my job. Lost my friends. Lost my family. Lost 2 years of my life for nothing that had any
scientific backing.Lost my health. Got CoVID and it was like a cold. Lost all respect for
politicians, public health officials, all medical associations and colleges, hospital
administrations, doctors and nurses, big pharma and big tech, all mainstream news
propagandists. Don’t trust any of them any more.

2/19/2022 9:16 PM

16789

Division with family, disrupted my business, mental health issues

2/19/2022 9:16 PM

16790

Mental health, emotional, and the health of my family

2/19/2022 9:16 PM

16791

Toretts , depression, frustration, humiliation, indoctrination, the list can go on for days !

2/19/2022 9:15 PM

16792

Caused division

2/19/2022 9:15 PM

16793

I have no life anymore. I am stuck in my house. I work and come home this country has
turned communist and is fucking bullshit to live here.

2/19/2022 9:15 PM

16794

DIVISION in my family. Not all members being vaxxed, ect. Makes you feel like a bad person
just because you are not willing to risk your health for a vaccine that is not necessarily even
effective. I work in customer service, I am harassed daily about the mask mandate

2/19/2022 9:15 PM

16795

By having little choice of taking the vaccine I had reactions and my health was compromised.
It was frustrating, having to see an allergist and deal with other professionals. Also having to
wear a mask has not always been the best for me as asthmatic, however I understand the fear
of others regarding Covid and the other variants and respect their need to be protected, but I
have felt that the mandates have done little to stopping the spread and now we are hearing we
have to live with it.

2/19/2022 9:15 PM

16796

Horribly!!!

2/19/2022 9:15 PM

16797

In every way. Everything Costs more , loss of privacy , lost freedom of choice, freedom of
movement and of association. Etc

2/19/2022 9:15 PM

16798

It has limited my life to the point where nothing is normal anymore

2/19/2022 9:15 PM

16799

Mentally and financially

2/19/2022 9:15 PM

16800

It has impacted my business directly

2/19/2022 9:15 PM

16801

Happy to see mandates put in place

2/19/2022 9:15 PM

16802

it has made me aware of the false and manipulated "science" that has been imposed on behalf
of pharmaceutical interests and the agenda of the global elite.

2/19/2022 9:15 PM

16803

Mental health and anxiety and loss of pay close to my retirement. I have faced segregation
and discrimination as a Canadian

2/19/2022 9:15 PM

16804

I can’t go out to eat or go anywhere with the passport

2/19/2022 9:15 PM

16805

my ability to breath in stores, and I have face discrimination by the government and my fellow
citizens

2/19/2022 9:15 PM

16806

Limited my contact with family and friends and restrict my right of movement

2/19/2022 9:15 PM

16807

Cannot celebrate with family

2/19/2022 9:15 PM

16808

I haven’t seen my children for two years. I haven’t had company over for two years also. I feel
a distance between us that is not good. It has all made me sad.

2/19/2022 9:15 PM

16809

Mental health has declined. My kids don’t know what regular life is.

2/19/2022 9:15 PM

16810

Restricting life events, family time, and everyday things

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16811

Loss of employment

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16812

Children and family subjected to discrimination. The mandates and divisive language by our
politicians has divided our family, our village, business associates, our city of Vancouver and
our Country.

2/19/2022 9:14 PM
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16813

I am unvaccinated so I can not do anything, I can not breathe when I am wearing mask. I don’t
understand why healthy people have to wear the mask. I rather get the natural immunity.

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16814

It divided people and caused me frequent anxiety and depression.

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16815

Very sad to see people forced to isolation, do things against there will, to have no choice for
our physical health. It's heart braking to see and feel so much pain, depression, physical and
mental serious problems coming from the mandate.

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16816

Limited my life schedule, by that I mean: The mandates have 30% taken over my life in what I
do. I don't think there was such thing as normal lives but those stakes were affected when the
mandates became out of hand. I understand what I am saying as a Canadian and it is not our
shroud that is turned my life upside down but I am scared for family and others as we live in
this country, unrelated but why is our country based on "how we fought for our freedom" but
what it truly means is "how we pride ourselves in killing innocent peoples and taken their life's
as a sacrifice for ours?what is the pride and happiness of that?" Just realizing that as I grow
up in the country, much easier than some but I wish the world can see what we've come to as
humans from the start.

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16817

Hell of a lot.

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16818

Almost under house arrest because of what the government is doing

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16819

Mental anguish

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16820

Divided friends and family

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16821

Horribly

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16822

How hasn’t it.

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16823

Na

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16824

How did it not it took it two years of my life away No going to movie no going to restaurant and
last two years of my life with different event with my son

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16825

Taking freedom away,

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16826

Strained social and personal life and work like

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16827

It’s brought depression and division and made me disrespect police, government and media. I
trust none of it.

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16828

I haven’t see my kids for over two year because they are afraid to come home to an
unvaccinated parents

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16829

Feelings of sadness isolation. Seeing my children suffer and be left out/ not allowed to fully
participate in life.

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16830

Mental health, kids fear and anxiety, business and economic failure. Extreme mental hardship

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16831

With small children these mandates have affected us in a negative way. I lost my job to these
mandates. My children have suffered mentally and socially

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16832

Haven’t been able to travel

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16833

Loss work. Loss of friends. Loss of day to day freedoms

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16834

I haven’t seen many family or friends and I’ve seen my children suffer from this and
depression since this whole covid scandal started

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16835

Yes

2/19/2022 9:14 PM

16836

Turned family against one another

2/19/2022 9:13 PM

16837

Didn’t meet my grandson when he was born, didn’t get to say goodbye to my dying mother. My
work stopped for a few months. ETC….

2/19/2022 9:13 PM

16838

Work, social

2/19/2022 9:13 PM

16839

I work health care, I’m fucken exhausted, I’m unhealthy from taking the vaccines to keep my
job. I have not seen my grandchild grow up or seen my children because I did not want to

2/19/2022 9:13 PM
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infect my residents. I got sick myself not COVID and was forced to go back to work. I’m
seriously changing my career, nobody really gives a fuck about health care workers.
16840

I understand that the mandates protect mine and my health and life to their best abilities.

2/19/2022 9:13 PM

16841

I know what real depression feels like now. I also know what 1930s Germany was like now.

2/19/2022 9:13 PM

16842

No freedom , depressed feeling. Should be a free country

2/19/2022 9:13 PM

16843

Not at all

2/19/2022 9:13 PM

16844

Depression sadness lack of Will to carry on with businesses it sucks it just sucks

2/19/2022 9:13 PM

16845

Mentally damaged

2/19/2022 9:13 PM

16846

Lots of people don’t want to talk to me and avoid the topic because its a hot topic and they
think I am dirty since I’m unvaccinated also I feel like I’m going crazy

2/19/2022 9:13 PM

16847

Depressed sick

2/19/2022 9:13 PM

16848

Segregation in society and family circles. Depression

2/19/2022 9:13 PM

16849

Angry. Too many people listening to the mainstream media and people that stand to profit from
disinformation.

2/19/2022 9:13 PM

16850

Mental health. Economically. Freedoms.

2/19/2022 9:13 PM

16851

It has destroyed my life,

2/19/2022 9:13 PM

16852

N/A

2/19/2022 9:13 PM

16853

Increased my anxiety

2/19/2022 9:13 PM

16854

I was fired and my son dropped out of school and is depressed now.

2/19/2022 9:13 PM

16855

Yes

2/19/2022 9:13 PM

16856

Lost our freedom

2/19/2022 9:12 PM

16857

Made life very lonely

2/19/2022 9:12 PM

16858

Lost two years of my life

2/19/2022 9:12 PM

16859

Rift within family

2/19/2022 9:12 PM

16860

Its far too much loneliness that causes depreciation. Mother of 4 children who misses the
activities and their friends a lot. This brings a lot of sadness and anger.

2/19/2022 9:12 PM

16861

It has divided my family and friends. My grandchildren are bullied because they refuse to be
vaxed.

2/19/2022 9:12 PM

16862

lost of employment off and on... closed then open ect

2/19/2022 9:12 PM

16863

Financial and health impact

2/19/2022 9:12 PM

16864

Angry,sad,hurt,closed in, more judged,anxious, frustrated, worried and more

2/19/2022 9:12 PM

16865

Stress out of concern for our democracy. Forced vaccination violating my bodily integrity and
constitutional rights.

2/19/2022 9:12 PM

16866

So many people around me are filled with fear. A fear that has no logic or common sense. Its
ingrained in them now. My father in law went into a nursing home just before Covid and could
not see his loved ones. He felt abandoned and alone until he died. And we live in a rural area
that had little Covid until Omicrom came. But the fear was there anyway.

2/19/2022 9:12 PM

16867

Husband lost job Discrimination from colleagues Lack to access to pool, climbing wall, and
other facilities

2/19/2022 9:12 PM

16868

I have no personal family anymore. Financial and emotional issues

2/19/2022 9:12 PM

16869

The mandate has resulted in lower income for my family and more difficultly with paying bills.
However, it has also helped to allow my family to stay healthy and keep vulnerable members
of my family safe and ALIVE. Thus, while I am not happy to have the mandates, I am happy
not to have to lose people that are important to me to a preventable illness.

2/19/2022 9:12 PM
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16870

We’ve lived with them and have all our shots. The constant lack of negative and ever changing
comments on social media and from our government about science or lack of makes us feel
apprehensive about moving forward. Sooner or later we need to face the world as people again
and realize that we will get sick. I’m constantly in fear of getting sick.

2/19/2022 9:12 PM

16871

It has completely disrupted my life. There will never be a return to “normal”, but hopefully we
can make it even better than it was before. We should not even need to be fighting for
freedoms that are already innately ours. This situation has taught me to think critically and
question everything. It has also shown me how much misinformation is spread by the
mainstream media and any level of trust I held for them prior is completely gone.

2/19/2022 9:12 PM

16872

Depression anxiety loneliness divide

2/19/2022 9:12 PM

16873

I’ve lost my job. I have no income. Denied EI. 5 friends have died from heart issues that were
healthy. I’m suicidal. I’ve lost hope. I fear for my grandchildren's future. I am a military child
and I’ve am a proud Canadian that has lost all faith in my government. I’ve never wanted to
leave my country. I do now.

2/19/2022 9:12 PM

16874

I am vaccinated but don't feel people should be forced to be vaccinated.

2/19/2022 9:12 PM

16875

Can't see family Had to ose my antiques store

2/19/2022 9:12 PM

16876

Mental health, travel , sense of unease . Imposition of a totalitarian dictatorship is a large
concern

2/19/2022 9:12 PM

16877

Divided my family … vax vs unvax’d; Friends have died by being mistreated in the hospital.
Shameful. Tragic

2/19/2022 9:11 PM

16878

Destroyed our B&B business.

2/19/2022 9:11 PM

16879

More frequent arguing with my spouse, my young children are not socialized, finding work is
becoming more and more difficult, my family has disowned my children and I because of my
rightful choice not to vaccinate.

2/19/2022 9:11 PM

16880

Severe depression and anxiety

2/19/2022 9:11 PM

16881

Limit my social life, took me away from some shops with the vaccine passport

2/19/2022 9:11 PM

16882

Like everyone else… not denying the impact it’s made but it has turned into a dictatorship for
power over people.

2/19/2022 9:11 PM

16883

Too much to even know where to start.

2/19/2022 9:11 PM

16884

Threatened my job

2/19/2022 9:11 PM

16885

These mandates have reduced my contact with people that are important to me. My flights
were cancelled. Travel to the US is impossible. I could not support my local restaurants. My
daughter has lost her job. My income was reduced.

2/19/2022 9:11 PM

16886

Very negatively

2/19/2022 9:11 PM

16887

It makes work difficult we are not meant to wear masks and they do nothing for protection
against a virus! Being pro active vs reactive would hav changed the whole outbreak informing
people to take their vitamins D, C the use of all the drugs like ivermectin for one would have
severely changed the outcome of the so called fake pandemic. But it was used as a tool to
drive agendas NWO!

2/19/2022 9:11 PM

16888

Very hard I have been waiting since January 2020 to have a corneal transplant

2/19/2022 9:11 PM

16889

Cannot go to bars,restaurants, dancing, concerts, travel, i cannot breathe well with a mask on
and get anxiety for having one on for more then 10min. I feel like this whole thing is a violation
of my rights and freedoms not to mention birthrights.

2/19/2022 9:11 PM

16890

Cant get people to work and inflation

2/19/2022 9:11 PM

16891

Haven't been able to cross border so we can travel to our place in California, nor eat at
Restaurants, I can't play Pickleball or Volleyball or go to Rec Centers for swimming, basically
can't do all the things I enjoy and that keep me healthy and fit.

2/19/2022 9:11 PM

16892

Immensely

2/19/2022 9:11 PM
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16893

Got real old sitting at home for two years.

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16894

Depressed, can’t do anything, can’t see my family, work

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16895

I see how Canadians are suffering from the mandates!

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16896

Not allowed to watch my kids sports and can’t work

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16897

Depression

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16898

I have been made to be a 2nd class citizen in my own country. I can't work, can't travel, can't
participate in my former activites and have been shunned by friends and family

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16899

Dam close to have to shut my Business down

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16900

Made it so I can’t go out anywhere fun

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16901

It has created divides in my family and my friend group, distancing all of us and leading to
greater emotional and mental instability. My livelihood has not been effected, but seeing so
many of my friends struggle due to the fear of the virus, not the virus itself has really created
some angst and trauma amongst my closest that makes me feel powerless to help them and
carry some guilt for being less effected.

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16902

I've seen friends and families broken up, friend's of friends suicides, I've only been able to
socialize with friends 3 times in the past 2 years. It's like we're living groundhog day each and
every day. Just when I thought there was no end in sight, I've heard about the trucker convoy. I
thought, "this is great. We have people going for a peaceful protest to show the government we
are ready for mandates to end". So I donated a few bucks, next thing I know, the government
is treating us like terrorists. It makes zero sense.

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16903

End of relationship. Social life Activities for my children

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16904

Their is 6 peoples in my circles who died in the 24 to 48 hours following their vaccinations…
coincidence? 2 of them boys were 25 and 18.

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16905

Solitude, segregation, anxiety

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16906

My family can't attend social events. We do not want the vaccine. Family members died alone
in hospital.

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16907

My family can't see my son's 98yr great grandmother. We haven't seen her in almost 2yrs.

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16908

Useless government over reach

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16909

No freedom at all , It’s supposed to be a free country

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16910

The masks are ridiculous. Makes it hard to do physical work.

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16911

Taking away our freedoms

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16912

More seclusion but worth it to save lives

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16913

Loss of income, sanity, family and friends, joy in employment, hope for a future, faith in our
country, government, and humanity. So many illegal actions and unethical things happening.
This is genocide!

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16914

I lost my job of 15 years and was unemployed for 14 months. I vehemently hate the leaders of
this nation and subscribe to my province leaving the dominion, and becoming its own separate
state and country. Separatism is the only solution. Since elections, protests, dialogue and
petitions are woefully ineffective, all that is left is civil war and violence. The veterans are lying
in wait. How’s that for your survey?

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16915

Depression loneliness thoughts of suicide weight gain due to gyms closed

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16916

Depression

2/19/2022 9:10 PM

16917

I have a 8 year old child who has severe anxiety and is constantly worried about everything.
She's scared to get sick, her social skills have gone down, so much more. It has made me
miss so much work because of the lock downs and having to take time off to care for my
child. I had a full mental breakdown as this is all too much.

2/19/2022 9:09 PM

16918

Depression and weight gain Family problems

2/19/2022 9:09 PM
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16919

To much pressure, depression.

2/19/2022 9:09 PM

16920

Depression and isolation. Nothing to look forward to just endless restrictions. Family divided by
differing opinions.

2/19/2022 9:09 PM

16921

Divided me from society as a second class citizen

2/19/2022 9:09 PM

16922

It has put a limit on society in general. Time to let economic

2/19/2022 9:09 PM

16923

Negatively impacted. Have seen many harmed by adverse reactions. Divided families due to
vaccines and travel restrictions. I suffer chronic sinus infection and pain. I need more oxygen
than a masked 10 hr shift provides. Customers have become miserable nasty , hopeless.
Mental health issues are on the rise

2/19/2022 9:09 PM

16924

Covid schooling my kids has been very taxing on both me and my children. Being cooped up
(especially in the winter) has taken its toll on our mental health

2/19/2022 9:09 PM

16925

My husband & I had to watch his father pass away on zoom because we weren't allowed in the
hospital. My mother was sent home to die from lung cancer and an esophageal stent surgery
(holds your esophagus open) with oral Tylenol. She had no nursing support because all but one
home care nurse in her county had quit due to covid mandates. I drove 4 hours to her, and
advocated for a nurse for her while Christine Elliott (provincial health minister) claimed there
was no nursing shortage. I had to live with my children and husband in a camper on the
property while I nursed my mother for 30 days through to her death at home, to avoid
overcrowding due to limits on in-home visitors placed by Doug Ford. I then stayed on another 2
months to ensure my elderly father was ok, while Ford limited what we could purchase in
stores. My elderly, medically complex, father soiled much of his clothing and I was unable to
purchase more because it was considered non-essential. I was also unable to purchase
footwear for 2 of my children (ages 8months & 20 months at the time) as they were also
considered non-essential. But, if I wanted to buy earrings for myself, cannabis, or alcohol, I
would have had no problem doing so. How is that about a virus? How is buying my child shoes
going to make anyone sick? My son had to give up his years of achievement towards his
lifeguarding badge, in the final year, because he is unvaccinated due to severe, complex,
allergies that made us uncomfortable with the risks associated with vaccination. My children
could no longer attend swimming lessons due to me being unvaccinated and unwilling to send
my young children into change rooms, with other families, on their own... As if that isn't a huge
risk for a child predator. You're exchanging one liability (covid) for another (childhood sexual
assault)... The latter of which holds a MUCH higher possibility. I had a baby during 2020 who
had to be kept in the hospital for 6 days on the pediatric unit. As her food supply, I was able to
stay with her, but prohibited from using the private in-room bathroom and directed to leave my
baby unattended and use a shared public restroom down the hall with other parents, some of
whom had children with highly contagious conditions such as RSV. Having just had a baby,
with my heavy postpartum bleeding, this was not appropriate. When I asked why, I was told
that it was due to covid and enhanced cleaning, the hospital didn't want to clean bathrooms in
patient bedrooms. When I asked the environmental service worker (janitor) she told me the
cleaning procedure is still that same, the only difference is that they now use bleach instead of
a different cleaner they had been using. My baby had nurses and doctors that I couldn't
understand because they were told to wear googles, a mask and a face shield. I could barely
hear a word they said and couldn't recognize the staff at all because they were always so
bundled up. It could have been anyone coming in there. And at one point, a nurse who came in
to check on us, had a newborn from another room with her! How is that about a virus?

2/19/2022 9:09 PM

16926

My children have missed so much school living in fear for what a cold? It's been a awful 2
years!

2/19/2022 9:09 PM

16927

Lost my job in health care , plus a fitness program since i don’t have QR code. Depression ,
not sleeping ,

2/19/2022 9:09 PM

16928

Kept me home and away from family and friends I am triple vaccinated

2/19/2022 9:09 PM

16929

I know they were put in place for the protection of myself, my loved ones and to keep our
medical infrastructure from collapsing. So I was grateful for them.

2/19/2022 9:09 PM

16930

Negatively

2/19/2022 9:09 PM

16931

Inflation, loss of freedom of choice. Not easy to travel.

2/19/2022 9:08 PM

16932

It has stolen two years of our lives that we will never get back and has had traumatic effects

2/19/2022 9:08 PM
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on our young children as well as elderly population by isolating and alienating them from
society
16933

Destroyed our social cohesion and mental health. At the personal, family, community,
provincial and especially, national, thanks to our absolutely egotistical and self absorbed PM

2/19/2022 9:08 PM

16934

Freedom, Isolation, depression, anger, can’t get on a plane, control of of our lives

2/19/2022 9:08 PM

16935

Made my work environment safer and more cleanly

2/19/2022 9:08 PM

16936

Loss of ability to travel, subjected to weekly testing for work or lose my job, my children's
learning and social life is impacted.

2/19/2022 9:08 PM

16937

Hasn't affected me personally

2/19/2022 9:08 PM

16938

Stressful-hair fall out, my SN child handle masking, isolated, broken down education system,
financial burden etc..

2/19/2022 9:08 PM

16939

Job loss

2/19/2022 9:08 PM

16940

Tired of everything Covid

2/19/2022 9:08 PM

16941

Very

2/19/2022 9:08 PM

16942

How the mandates have affected my life include inflation, cost of living, restrictions where
there should be freedoms, loss if income.

2/19/2022 9:08 PM

16943

Gained weight. Mental health suffering. Family and friends fighting. Smoke and drink more due
to boredom and stress.

2/19/2022 9:08 PM

16944

My human rights and the watching the rights of my kids, grandchildren and the elderly has
been heartbreaKing. Every area of my life has been affected making me feel like a second rate
citizen in my own country. The division in families and society has been tragic. My heart is
broken for my beautiful country of Canada where no one living here has the freedom to choose
and to travel freely.

2/19/2022 9:08 PM

16945

Huge impact lost my job son lost his also twice in hospital after jab

2/19/2022 9:08 PM

16946

Literally crippled the fabric of Canadian life, health, and prosperity

2/19/2022 9:08 PM

16947

he hate and divisiveness had affected my mental state

2/19/2022 9:08 PM

16948

Can’t leave Canada! And if things remain the way they are I no longer want to live in Canada

2/19/2022 9:08 PM

16949

Was forced into early retirement

2/19/2022 9:08 PM

16950

Controlling and limited

2/19/2022 9:08 PM

16951

Tremendously!!

2/19/2022 9:08 PM

16952

Unable to see family rally impacts our mental health. My kids are definitely terrified of certain
situations due to other influences in their lives imposing their beliefs on them for a virus that
they will have a minimal chance of an adverse effect. My littlest boy that struggles with severe
delays in speech has not been able to get the help he needs. We have laid a grandparent to
rest that we could not attend the funeral due to restrictions. I have seen so many businesses
suffer and lose their entire life savings due to endless shutdowns and restrictions. I worry
about the debt our country has created for my children and grandchildren. We need the
mandates to end. If people want to wear masks and vaccines, they certainly can. Please end
the mandates!

2/19/2022 9:08 PM

16953

Loss of friends, loss of livelihood

2/19/2022 9:07 PM

16954

Lost coworkers to unemployment. Friends could no longer work because of employer
mandates. Businesses owned by friends shut down. Not able to travel. I’ve had to take over
almost all store purchases as my spouse cannot get around with a mask on, it makes it
incredibly hard for my spouse to breath which causes hysteria. And much anxiety and stress
over economics In my area.

2/19/2022 9:07 PM

16955

Hasnt

2/19/2022 9:07 PM

16956

Fired from a job, devastated my childrens mental health, Feel like an outcast in my own
country for a personal medical choice.

2/19/2022 9:07 PM
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16957

No job without jab

2/19/2022 9:07 PM

16958

Frustration, no freedom

2/19/2022 9:07 PM

16959

Financially emotionally

2/19/2022 9:07 PM

16960

Frustrating that the people don’t follow our laws set out for our safety!

2/19/2022 9:07 PM

16961

Loss of income, loss of unity, loss of freedoms, Loss of virtually everything.

2/19/2022 9:07 PM

16962

It created unnecessary restrictions and control over the population in a way that is no longer
democracy

2/19/2022 9:07 PM

16963

We have no friggin freedom!!

2/19/2022 9:07 PM

16964

Couldn't attend family funerals or weddings

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16965

I haven’t had any of my US clients able to come up since 2019 due to borders being closed. I
own/operate an Outfitting business and is my prime source of income. Covid has royally made
things difficult and financially stressful without any business! Now with the borders being open
and only half of my guests being vaccinated where do I get the additional 50% of my income
from since Canada won’t allow non-vaccinated into Canada?! Enough is enough already!

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16966

I am an osteopathic manual practitioner and was forced to be off work for a total of 9 months.
This has financially devastated my family. My children are very behind socially. My mental
health and the mental health of my spouse is very bad and we are considering moving to a
different country because of how much we disagree with the way this has been handled. Thank
you for this survey

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16967

Home a lot of the time.

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16968

Inconvenient

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16969

Caused anxiety in my family and has damaged my children.

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16970

Yes

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16971

It has taught the critical importance of kindness and courtesy to people who don't share ones
understanding.

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16972

we are seniors ...we have loss 2 years of spending time with are grand-children children family
and friends had to exhile from are normal daily activities. Witness health complication after
vacine on and on I could go.

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16973

I feel like an outcast because I am not vaccinated

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16974

Followed everything for 2 years including booster and still got Covid.

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16975

I’m fully vaccinated and still under the government rules. Why is the government services still
down. When they are fully vaccinated that’s a immediate service for all Canadians. Why are
Canadians being arrested for a peaceful protest maybe noises at times but it’s their rights.
Why is Trudeau still in offices with all the crimes he has committed and nothing happens to
him. Please explain this to me and then I might not be upset.

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16976

Loss of freedoms, friends, right to choose what I do with my own body/forced by my employer
to take a vaccine or loose my job. My kids education & social life.

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16977

Terribly, fights with family friends and coworkers and a loss of faith in people

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16978

Mental distress. Social poverty. Family breakdown.

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16979

Family has been put on leave without pay, I have been to provide medical information when I
don't wear masks. I have not been able to go to restaurants with my friends, there are jobs I
don't have the opportunity to work at... this is a few of MANY ways I have been affected.

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16980

The impact on the economy is what has affected my life the most. As well as Wearing a
mask. Can’t go to restaurants.

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16981

I have not been opposed to mandates over the first year. The virus was new and I was ok to
follow all mandates. Over the last year I believe it’s less about mandates and more politically
motivated. I did not want the vaccine but did get double vaxxed early because I wanted to be

2/19/2022 9:06 PM
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part of the numbers to get us to the 75% for herd immunity but then the line kept getting
moved. Our province is over 95%vaxxed and last week I still had to line up in -16 temps to get
groceries. This is government over reach. While I do not totally support rh trucker convoy I do
support the movement behind it. If people do not start to push back government will continue
to move the line and impose a little at a time until what is happening now starts. While our PM
continues to say 90% of Canadians have been vaccinated a green with with him, he is very
mistakes. Many like me did not want to get vaccinated but felt they should or had to but I wish
I never did or felt I had to as I feel lied to my government
16982

Mandates have killed my friends

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16983

Watching my kids struggle with their emotional and mental health because of these stupid
mandates has made me furious. The mandates have done nothing to stop the spread or the
hospitalizations. The only thing they have done is divide our country. Enough is enough!!!!!

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16984

Minimal socialization for my kids No dates with my wife Back surgery rescheduled

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16985

Inability to apply for jobs, school, to go to work, to go out. In every way and negatively

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16986

Work, family, friends, cost of living

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16987

That I can’t go out to eat at a restaurant with my husband cause my husband is unvaccinated

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16988

It has been difficult.

2/19/2022 9:06 PM

16989

14 year old child has tried to kill herself multiple times

2/19/2022 9:05 PM

16990

Nothing that is unreasonable.

2/19/2022 9:05 PM

16991

Affected my job and my rights as a Canadian citizen.

2/19/2022 9:05 PM

16992

Taken away the right and freedom to attend events restaurants social gatherings seeing loved
ones

2/19/2022 9:05 PM

16993

It is very difficult to live under.

2/19/2022 9:05 PM

16994

Coerced into the vaccines to keep my job as medic/cook remote camps in Canada Masks in
airports. Fogged glasses. Stuffed up nose. Fights with family over me visiting my mom. Very
divisive in camps too.

2/19/2022 9:05 PM

16995

in every way possible

2/19/2022 9:05 PM

16996

Our family has been divided from all these restrictions. Stress levels have never been so high.
I feel like we need to leave Canada.

2/19/2022 9:05 PM

16997

Unable to fly within my country because I don't have a vaccine passport. I missed my
Grandmothers funeral because of this. I was told by West Jet customer service that even
though I have recently recovered from covid and have proof of antibodies I am unable to board
a plane due to the mandates.

2/19/2022 9:05 PM

16998

How hasn't it.

2/19/2022 9:05 PM

16999

Been home for the entire time, cancelled work, travel, gatherings, etc.

2/19/2022 9:05 PM

17000

Has slown down the evolution and production of life.. the cost of living. Hours of work lost. Ext

2/19/2022 9:05 PM

17001

It served its purpose. We survived Covid and now its time to live again.

2/19/2022 9:05 PM

17002

Split family!!!

2/19/2022 9:05 PM

17003

Was unable to go to my Brothers funeral due to covid19 restrictions. Wearing masks has made
my Asthma worse. No home visits from our children and grandchildren. Xmas was alone no
family! Sad Sad Sad

2/19/2022 9:05 PM

17004

Lost employment

2/19/2022 9:05 PM

17005

Working self employed in a spa and government has done nothing for us!!!!!!

2/19/2022 9:05 PM

17006

Fear. My body my choice.

2/19/2022 9:05 PM

17007

separated me from those I love.

2/19/2022 9:05 PM

17008

Stupid question it’s affected the whole country , being told what to do by a tyrant of a prime

2/19/2022 9:05 PM
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minister
17009

It has separation between family and friends

2/19/2022 9:04 PM

17010

Reduced income, inability to go out to eat or attend church, etc.

2/19/2022 9:04 PM

17011

Communism is not for me

2/19/2022 9:04 PM

17012

I got to experience discrimination and segregation from my government

2/19/2022 9:04 PM

17013

Income, prices of goods, living paycheque to paycheque

2/19/2022 9:04 PM

17014

Not in the good way

2/19/2022 9:04 PM

17015

It has strained relationships with family and friends There is way too much government
overreach and restrictions

2/19/2022 9:04 PM

17016

Lost work and can no longer work for a majority of companies that I was more than good
enough to work for up until the end of 2021.

2/19/2022 9:04 PM

17017

I have lost my job. My daughters have no future and talk about suicide. My wife has lost her
job and talks about suicide. I am unable to worship at my church. My life is over while the ahole who runs this country surfs and hides and worships Klaus Schwab because he refuses to
work for our country.

2/19/2022 9:04 PM

17018

I am depress, stressed, financially -45.000,

2/19/2022 9:04 PM

17019

Family, friends, social isolation. It has gone on too long with no direction as to when it will end.
The federal government refuses to even discuss peoples concern. The police have become
goons. A disgrace to all proper law enforcement. It will be difficult to trust them again to turn
violent against our own citizens.

2/19/2022 9:04 PM

17020

I didn't want to get a vaccine but was forced into it! Its ridiculous having to check everyones
passports at the busy restaurant that i manage! The masks are horrible! Social distancing is
uncalled for and i have been extremely depressed the last 2 years! It all needs to end!

2/19/2022 9:04 PM

17021

Yes wife bring shut down 3 times in 18 mins

2/19/2022 9:04 PM

17022

Made me untrust the media and government.

2/19/2022 9:04 PM

17023

Family, Finances, Health, and oppression from the governments mandates.

2/19/2022 9:04 PM

17024

I cannot go to restaurants, volunteer in programs I used to help in, my kids cannot go to
swimming lessons and my daughter is being kicked out of girl guides. We are afraid of how far
the discrimination will go

2/19/2022 9:04 PM

17025

Left jobless, depression,

2/19/2022 9:04 PM

17026

In grade 10 and never been to highschool, haven't played any sports on over 2 years, can't
make any friends and I have trouble with my health after wearing a mask

2/19/2022 9:04 PM

17027

I have a chronic pain issue. I was pressured to vaxx by my employer (employer was likely
pressured by government). Messages from government with undertones that "good citizens"
get vaxxed made me feel like I wasn't a good person for not wanting to put a substance in my
body that I knew would affect me negatively. Vaxx 1 & 2 caused inflammation in my body and
triggered pain to flare up and I am still not feeling better. Being forced to vaxx caused much
anxiety and stress. I feel like I have no voice in what goes into my body. I feel completely
violated. I am hurt, left feeling vulnerable and forced to submission. I've lost friends and
connections with family over the last two years and I doubt that those relationships will ever be
the same again. When the prime minister called the protesters names, it was offensive and it
angered and saddened me. When he avoided speaking with the protesters and then invoked
the Emergency Measures Act it caused me to lose all faith in the government. It's apparent
that Trudeau has something to gain by keeping Canadians in lockdowns and pushing for more
vaccines... booster 3, 4.... I have a lot of fear about what the future holds. It's depressing.

2/19/2022 9:04 PM

17028

Regardless of my personal vaccine status, I would still be uncomfortable discriminating
against anyone for their personal medical choice. It is so wrong, uncanadian and authoritarian.
I am disgusted by the dehuminization of people and the promotion of division in this country
and the world. We are all human, we all deserve respect and to be treated with love and
kindness

2/19/2022 9:04 PM
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17029

My children wear a mask 9 hours a day My son was refused medical due to a possible influx
of covid patients My son can’t have eye surgery because wit not considered emergency

2/19/2022 9:04 PM

17030

Stress desperation anxiety

2/19/2022 9:03 PM

17031

Division between families Ordered despite my views to make a choice to either be forced into
vaccination or feed my family Freedom of choice and dictated how and where I can go, etc.....

2/19/2022 9:03 PM

17032

Near broke

2/19/2022 9:03 PM

17033

My quality family time,holidays and trips to console grieving family has been affected on
several occasions.

2/19/2022 9:03 PM

17034

Heartbroken seeing Canadians breaking

2/19/2022 9:03 PM

17035

The ability to live my life happily has been lost

2/19/2022 9:03 PM

17036

Lost my job its been hard in many aspects. I just want my life back and my kids future to be a
brighter place....

2/19/2022 9:03 PM

17037

Full of anxiety

2/19/2022 9:03 PM

17038

Yes it's been very negative

2/19/2022 9:03 PM

17039

I have not been able to travel after retiring in June 2020. I am tired of being locked up.

2/19/2022 9:03 PM

17040

I am depressed

2/19/2022 9:03 PM

17041

AFRAID AND SICK HOPELESS ALONE

2/19/2022 9:03 PM

17042

Miss people and hard watching my son struggle, but it is worth it to save luves

2/19/2022 9:03 PM

17043

Mandates were never necessary. Information based on what ones personal doctor advised is
all that was required. Governments are not qualified to decide Medical advice.

2/19/2022 9:03 PM

17044

It's stopped me from being able to live a healthy life style of being active and going to the gym

2/19/2022 9:03 PM

17045

It has caused mental a emotional stress, loss of friendships and loss of travel.

2/19/2022 9:03 PM

17046

Caused family strife, depression, limitation of activities, loss of freedoms

2/19/2022 9:03 PM

17047

38yrs in hospitality, customer service and events, DONE because I won't take a shot, not to
mention that I am banished from these same places. Lost that whole community not to
mention lost family and friends for not receiving the jab. I'm a single parent trying to keep a
teen headed in the right direction and these mandates challenge both mental and social
growth. It needs to end.

2/19/2022 9:03 PM

17048

I have had no income and at the end of my life savings.

2/19/2022 9:02 PM

17049

my freedom I no longer have any confidence in our politicians and our governments it takes
precedence over our lives

2/19/2022 9:02 PM

17050

The mandate has forced us what to do to our bodies. my body is not the property of any
government. this should be a recommended vaccine not forced. we should be able to have
jobs and support our families vaccinated or not. I am unvaccinated and will remain so. These
vaccine mandates are against the Charter of Rights. we are basically forced to stay in our own
homes and yards in a free country. and many of us are losing our jobs. canad is turning into a
commu ist country.

2/19/2022 9:02 PM

17051

Tore apart my family and I suffered with depression because of feeling so alone.

2/19/2022 9:02 PM

17052

Depression, anxiety, not able to visit elderly grandparents, not being able to eat out.

2/19/2022 9:02 PM

17053

Friend and family alienation Business has suffered Children have suffered My son has had
mental health issues

2/19/2022 9:02 PM

17054

Restriction that are ridiculous and separation from family. No being able to go to hospital or
funeral of loved ones. Government overreach.

2/19/2022 9:02 PM

17055

It has effected everyone in my life, Families and friend with children that can't play, and learn
without masks. It has effected the hospitals when you need emergency help because of all the
staff that they have fired. I could go on and on!!!!

2/19/2022 9:02 PM
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17056

Missing love one

2/19/2022 9:02 PM

17057

My 96 year old Mother in a care home and I cannot go inside

2/19/2022 9:02 PM

17058

Loss of job, mental stress

2/19/2022 9:02 PM

17059

I have been unable to come home to Manitoba for over 2 years. I have not seen anyone from
my family! I live in Texas and can go and do what I want! I am not forced to be vaccinated. I
am not vaccinated and this is keeping me from coming home because the border is closed to
the unvaccinated.

2/19/2022 9:02 PM

17060

Not at all. They are necessary.

2/19/2022 9:02 PM

17061

it’s affecting my life because i knew it wasn’t ending and we need to let everyone live and be in
control of their health . A politician is in control of my freedom and best interests of all
canadians not one sided like what is going on now

2/19/2022 9:02 PM

17062

It has made me safer, and makes me FEEL safer.

2/19/2022 9:02 PM

17063

I lost my daughter

2/19/2022 9:02 PM

17064

Can't go anywhere. Not allowed in restaurants or gyms. Can't gather with friends and family.
Hearing my senior family members say they want to die because they can't have family visit
and they are lonely just breaks my heart, makes me worry constantly about them, and causes
me to be anxious and depressed as well. I can't travel for vacations and the mandates have
caused loss of friends and divisions in our family.

2/19/2022 9:01 PM

17065

Depression feeling isolated unable to do 90 % of the activities that bring me joy unable to visit
family.

2/19/2022 9:01 PM

17066

Lost my job

2/19/2022 9:01 PM

17067

Unlawfully Suspended from work

2/19/2022 9:01 PM

17068

Causes depression, sad I can't do anything. Missing out on family gathering.

2/19/2022 9:01 PM

17069

These mandates have done nothing but to create a divide in my personal and community
relationships.

2/19/2022 9:01 PM

17070

Health problems from wearing mask Divided my family I could not attend Remembrance Day
ceremony Could not attend church

2/19/2022 9:01 PM

17071

Negativity, loss of work, more stress on wife, kids missing school. All around negative impact

2/19/2022 9:01 PM

17072

Not taken lightly

2/19/2022 9:01 PM

17073

It’s affected my kids and what normal is. I’m an adult and can adjust kids don’t understand

2/19/2022 9:01 PM

17074

Restricted from living my life like I would

2/19/2022 9:01 PM

17075

Unemployed, taking food from my children...strain on mental health...lost faith in our Country
and processes

2/19/2022 9:01 PM

17076

Financially affected my business income, family income. It has divided family members and
friends.

2/19/2022 9:01 PM

17077

I am disabled and it is difficult to get appointments. Must be accompanied by a vaccinated
person when going for tests. I have anxiety issues and wearing a mask makes me feel
smothered. I cannot take my grandkids to the gym and many other places. Many limitations on
where you can shop or eat.

2/19/2022 9:01 PM

17078

Hurt my business, isolated , no travel,

2/19/2022 9:01 PM

17079

Made it safer for me and my family

2/19/2022 9:01 PM

17080

Kept me from travel, seeing my family, and threatened my livelihood by forcing me to inject
something in my body against my will in order to work.

2/19/2022 9:01 PM

17081

feel depressed and discouraged about the whole situation that is a non sense.

2/19/2022 9:01 PM

17082

I’m still waiting to properly bury family who have died. Was forced out of post secondary due to
vaccine mandates. We have 4 family members who’ve been let go from jobs due to mandates.

2/19/2022 9:01 PM
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Our neighbour's healthy son, 26 years old died of a heart attack after his second shot. Should I
stop typing, or keep going. This has been the most stressful and damaging two years of my
life!
17083

Feels like communism

2/19/2022 9:01 PM

17084

It has ruined my family and had a member have serious side effects

2/19/2022 9:01 PM

17085

Made it hard to do much of anything. And its scared alot of people in my life.

2/19/2022 9:00 PM

17086

I am depressed and much more. 😞

2/19/2022 9:00 PM

17087

Yes very much it has been a pain in my ass this crap has to stop now.

2/19/2022 9:00 PM

17088

I'm a prisoner in my own country. I have been delegated to a second class citizen over an
experimental therapy.

2/19/2022 9:00 PM

17089

Not greatly

2/19/2022 9:00 PM

17090

I adapt, I’m not a baby.

2/19/2022 9:00 PM

17091

Income; social gatherings; inconvenience; dating;

2/19/2022 9:00 PM

17092

Hell on Earth

2/19/2022 9:00 PM

17093

Isolation..loss of work...depression

2/19/2022 9:00 PM

17094

Passort vaccin

2/19/2022 9:00 PM

17095

MISERABLE AND HELPLESS LIKE A SLAVE OF THE NAZI PARTY OF CANADA LED BY
TRAITOR JUSTINA CRASTO.

2/19/2022 9:00 PM

17096

I love Canada. Before the Freedom Convoy 2022 I felt Canada has changed a lot, with the
Prime minister dividing, segregating and rejecting Canadians based on their medical choice. I
think after these two years, I truly relearned to appreciate the importance for freedom of
choice, informed consent, and different views.

2/19/2022 9:00 PM

17097

Trashed my business, shredded our church, ruined friendships. These tyrants all need to be
removed! Every government official associated with the WEF! They all have the blood of many
Canadians on their hands, of who has died from the vaccine, drug overdose, and suicide!!

2/19/2022 9:00 PM

17098

Every way possible.

2/19/2022 9:00 PM

17099

Not being able to go anywhere. And had to watch my father die online . Cause wasn't aloud to
cross Canadian borders ffs

2/19/2022 9:00 PM

17100

Nothing changed for me, as my boss agrees with freedom of choice

2/19/2022 9:00 PM

17101

Forced to get a vaccine I don't believe in and have no idea what the long term effects are or I
would have lost my job. If I'm forced to get a booster, I WILL lose my job/career.

2/19/2022 9:00 PM

17102

Horrible depressed, Lost our business , my husband is is terrible 😢 depressed , and can’t get
a job anywhere , we have a tough time putting food on the table , with the cost of living increse
, and the wages just never 👎 going up, I think our PM , wants the middle class people to die ,
so that there will be just rich people on this planet , but he should remember, rich people don’t
want to work , Just like him , he doesn’t do a damn thing for us , except for increasing our
taxes , and spending the taxpayers money on himself , and on other useless stuff , that
doesn’t help anyone a damn bit , he should be ashamed of himself and hide forever , he is not
for the Canadian people , has never been , never will be ,.😢😭😡

2/19/2022 9:00 PM

17103

It’ been a nightmare-economically,physically and mentally

2/19/2022 9:00 PM

17104

Fearful

2/19/2022 9:00 PM

17105

Lost my mind

2/19/2022 9:00 PM

17106

How has it not?

2/19/2022 8:59 PM

17107

Depression

2/19/2022 8:59 PM

17108

The divisiveness, coercion and control has made myself, my immediate family and many
extended family as well as many friends feel isolated and alone. This is not the Canada I was

2/19/2022 8:59 PM
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raised to be a proud citizen of singing the National Athem at the start of each school day. Our
9 year old son wants to write a leter to PM Tredeau "to apologize for people name calling him
because he thinks that's maybe why he's name calling the nice people with bouncy castle for
kids that just want their (and our)back to go live their life and see their families and for kids to
see their grandparents and go to work" I've had 3 suicides in my circle as well heard of many
more outside of my circle of friends. One of them was a 12 year old girl. I know of children who
were medically raped and forced to get an experimental "vax" they didnt want. I feel this goes
against the informed consent in the Nuremberg Code, and that our rights in the Canadian
Charter of rights and freedoms are being denied . . . It's been a roller-coaster of a year - a lot of
mandates are unscientific - and dont make sense!!!!
17109

could not visit with family or friends. travel restricted.

2/19/2022 8:59 PM

17110

Little to no personal impact.

2/19/2022 8:59 PM

17111

How has it not affected every Canadians life! Our children want their lives back, we all want
our lives back. Our entire families mental health has taken a huge toll. Our small family run
business has been impacted negatively by mandates.

2/19/2022 8:59 PM

17112

Being forced to make a choice on a vaccine with out proper information on long term effects
has affected my life in the following ways… unable to visit elderly or ill family members Unable
to travel Unable to support local businesses Unable to work for my regular clients My children
have been home from school My children’s mental health is terrible

2/19/2022 8:59 PM

17113

I had to leave my job of 15 years.

2/19/2022 8:59 PM

17114

Science has proved that masks, lockdowns and even the vaccine don’t work.

2/19/2022 8:59 PM

17115

Fucked it up !!!!!!

2/19/2022 8:59 PM

17116

I lost mine job,I am depressed.

2/19/2022 8:59 PM

17117

Isolation, lack of contact with family and friends, very little in person social life, wearing a
mask when shopping even though I have had pneumonia four times and I have to pulled the
mask away to get breaths otherwise I get weak and have some vertigo.

2/19/2022 8:59 PM

17118

The most difficult part of the mandates was watching my elderly parents. We were not allowed
to visit at times and when my Dad was in the hospital he wasn’t allowed any family support.

2/19/2022 8:59 PM

17119

It hasnt

2/19/2022 8:59 PM

17120

Inability to see my mother in nursing home, inability to travel to visit my family, lack of oxygen
because of masks

2/19/2022 8:59 PM

17121

Working 60hrs per week average as lack of workers my opinion due to much free money.

2/19/2022 8:59 PM

17122

Thankfully it has kept people in my family safe. We have kept our contacts minimal and
followed mandates for the most part. This has kept my family, friends and community safe and
healthy

2/19/2022 8:59 PM

17123

Booster killed my kids dad and maimed my 19 year old. Shes bleeding from her stomach with
no support from doctors to help her. Mandates are stopping my mom from returning home as
she beliefs that the vaccine goes against God. She has had Covid and will not take something
that is a feel good for others shot. The shots did not work 70% in hospital. So all the deaths
from the shots and maiming of people was pointless. It got us no where.

2/19/2022 8:58 PM

17124

Seeing my own kids and family members and the tight to choose

2/19/2022 8:58 PM

17125

Depression and Anxiety

2/19/2022 8:58 PM

17126

Immensely. Broken up friendships, I can’t go watch my kids play sports. I can’t go anywhere.
I’m stuck as a prisoner in my own country

2/19/2022 8:58 PM

17127

Unemployed

2/19/2022 8:58 PM

17128

Very bad

2/19/2022 8:58 PM

17129

Negatively

2/19/2022 8:58 PM

17130

Hopeless

2/19/2022 8:58 PM

17131

Very badly

2/19/2022 8:58 PM
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17132

I have been prohibited from working, dining out, attending the theatre, and travelling by air and
boat.

2/19/2022 8:58 PM

17133

Un able to see other people

2/19/2022 8:58 PM

17134

Increases depression, lose of income, loss of social life which increased depression bcuz
isolation. Loss of fitness level and health

2/19/2022 8:58 PM

17135

Well, it been extremely stressful and difficult to deal with for zero reason.

2/19/2022 8:58 PM

17136

Nightmares, feeling like I’m a criminal and I have committed zero crimes, unable to go to
restaurants, zoos, SAQ, Walmart. Depressed and so much more, essential worker and
couldn’t even get masks in the beginning and then received hazardous mask from government.
Zero hasard pay.

2/19/2022 8:58 PM

17137

My business has had to close. I still support them.

2/19/2022 8:58 PM

17138

Created depression, anxiety and financial stresd

2/19/2022 8:57 PM

17139

Unable to visit my 99 year old aunt in a seniors home or attend church.

2/19/2022 8:57 PM

17140

Freedom has been lost. This is not the Canada I know and love!

2/19/2022 8:57 PM

17141

Depression lack of contact with family and friends I had a vehicle accident And now have a
heart condition Very depressed

2/19/2022 8:57 PM

17142

6 year old daughter had 2 massive breakdowns, and the things she said, no child should have
to say or feel. Also loss of work. I've been discriminated against and in turn, the punishments
have affected my daughter, with no freedom to dine, take her to a movie, or travel.

2/19/2022 8:57 PM

17143

It has made all aspects more difficult and more stressful

2/19/2022 8:57 PM

17144

I have had to put my life on hold for 2 years and focus on activism and educating others about
the lies. In that way it is a blessing as i have learned many new things. However I am very
pained by how they tortured the children into wearing facemasks and now injecting the children
with a poison that does only serious harm and no good for a disease that it is statistically
impossible for a child to die from. My life has been on hold and I wonder if I will ever be able to
travel again ? It is difficult to relax or plan one's future when one is dealing with the most
powerful predator attacking you 10 or more different ways. In this case the predator I am
talking about is the Canadian government - all of it - the medical system, the political system ,
the legal system, the law enforcement, customs and immigration . All of it is totally
contaminate by lies , control , power and now violence.

2/19/2022 8:57 PM

17145

A loss of freedom!!!

2/19/2022 8:57 PM

17146

My young children are growing up not seeing people’s faces. I do not want to wear a mask but
I do as I fear public reaction to a bare face. I’m terrified of the hate directed towards the
unvaccinated. Our extended family is fractured over divisive rhetoric from our PM. My
husband’s career is greatly impacted by vaccine mandates. We live in a border city and
vaccine mandates greatly impact many that we know and love. Watching kids walk to school
across the street is so sad as they wear the masks outdoors too. In and out and in and out of
school is not okay for continuity of education. Not to mention, masks are filthy rags by the end
of the day for these precious children. Get jabbed or lose your job needs to end. No more
segregation and discrimination of the vaxed and unvaxxed. We can all get it and spread it and
we all know that so end it all now

2/19/2022 8:57 PM

17147

Restrictions

2/19/2022 8:57 PM

17148

Destroyed my way of life. Lost my job, loosing my home and vehicles

2/19/2022 8:57 PM

17149

Isolation is a horrible way to live and lost my job because didn't want to get vaccinated

2/19/2022 8:57 PM

17150

Had to take my boys out of hockey because my husband and I aren’t vaxxed and couldn’t
enter the arenas. Have been told by my work 3 months ago I may be placed on unpaid leave
but still waiting for hammer to drop.

2/19/2022 8:57 PM

17151

It has affected my mental health.

2/19/2022 8:57 PM

17152

i dont like the way things where done using polls not science

2/19/2022 8:57 PM
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17153

Ruined family and friends relationships Caused division and judgement on me Unable to trust
government and authorities Ruined my (4yo and 5yo) kids schooling and emotional mental
health Unable to see family which necessary with children Unable to get properly medical
appointments with specialist and delayed my return to work by 2 years. Put financial strain on
my household and had to remortgage 3 times Disgusted to be Canadian currently

2/19/2022 8:57 PM

17154

Financially

2/19/2022 8:57 PM

17155

The mandate has secluded me from my friends and loved one. I was also coerced into getting
vaccinated to avoid loosing my job.

2/19/2022 8:57 PM

17156

I had to say goodbye to my 34 year old best friend through a hospital window. He didn’t die of
covid. The restrictions have been terrible for my mental health and that of my family.

2/19/2022 8:57 PM

17157

No real data substantiating that they actually helped, it did divide coworkers, friends and
families, yet to see a positive outcome from any of the mandadtes thus far, it has all been
negative impacts on my life.

2/19/2022 8:57 PM

17158

suicidal , depressed, near bankruptcy , mom passed because of it , split from significant other
, terrorized and bullied by media and politicians who have never missed a pay check . feel
hopeless

2/19/2022 8:57 PM

17159

In all aspects

2/19/2022 8:56 PM

17160

I have been extremely depressed and contemplated suicide several times. I do not know this
country anymore and the hate a fear that the government has instilled in somany people has
me afraid to leave my home alone so I never leave home alone anymore because in their
description of me I am a dirty disgusting terrorist who is racist. I am not either. I have a
beautiful mixed race family , a big family , full of many races such as white black indeginious
and none of us are okay with dividing family friends or anyone due to government bullies. If
this is the way the country will be and never go back to how we used to be then I want nothing
to do with this world anymore. I am holding on to hope, the only bit I have found in me was
from these truckers standing for us all who are having a hard time standing for ourselves. I
almost lost my only daughter , I was only blessed with one kid, and she had no choice in
taking a injection or lose her job. She had a bad reaction but her doctor brushed it off like all
other doctors. She could have died and now everyday we are scared. I am terrified for her
health. I also had to take care of my mom after her bad reaction that she has been dealing with
now for several months and again her doctor won't acknowledge it was a vax I jury. I have
friends also who have not done well from their injections. I want my life back to enjoy the little
things I used to, like going out to dinner or a movie just anything with family and friends. I can't
go out with my mom or my daughter. They won't go out either because I can't go so it's hard
seeing them not able to enjoy life either so they can be home with me and not have me sink
further into depression about being so excluded from simple normal life things to do. There's a
lot of people like me and alot of people who are injected who won't participate in going out if
they can't include all their family or their friends. If anyone can make this stop they will be
saving a lot of lives,families, friendships and more.

2/19/2022 8:56 PM

17161

Personally, not strikingly. I was able to get out of the main stream system before any job
required the jab. The Vax pass mandate has made my social life go down the drain but I
recognize it was a small price compared to the thousands of others who lost their ability to
provide for their families. The mask mandates are more of an annoyance as there is significant
science that the cloth masks don't actually do anything, but we're all still pretending they do. I
also know people who have medical exemptions but are still persecuted for not wearing a
mask, it just feels wrong.

2/19/2022 8:56 PM

17162

As a vaccinated Health Care Aide working in a Supportive Living I have seen GOOD NURSES
put on unpaid leave for Body Autonomy violations. The Vaccinations have not worked.

2/19/2022 8:56 PM

17163

I lost my job.

2/19/2022 8:56 PM

17164

Unfortunately there were many funerals and not due to Covid but 50 people were allowed But
thousands of people attended Hockey games Football games and this was allowed. Nothing
has made sense this past yr 2021. The scaring of the world wide pandemic was handled in a
brutal manor the 1st yr and the Govt continued the charraid. The 5 th wave they call is the
Comon cold/ Flu. Is this the future plan to name each one as the next wave??

2/19/2022 8:56 PM

17165

I lost my job and it’s been very difficult to find a new job

2/19/2022 8:56 PM
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17166

It has made me an outcast from even my own family. Divided and treated as though we have
the plague because we aren’t vaccinated. Even tho we’re a healthy young family who takes
extra care of our bodies. We deserve the right to choose what we put into our own bodies and
no one has the right to shame us about that!

2/19/2022 8:56 PM

17167

I lost my job and can't go out anywhere Except now I can go to church and to the grocery store

2/19/2022 8:56 PM

17168

Terribly

2/19/2022 8:56 PM

17169

No travel

2/19/2022 8:56 PM

17170

Decreased work availability. Emotional trauma. Increased anxiety for having to wear a face
covering. Friendships destroyed. Family relationships strained. The list goes on! End all these
ridiculous mandates! Let's start to teach the population about proper health and maintaining a
good immune system naturally!!!

2/19/2022 8:56 PM

17171

Isolation, mental health affecting my children

2/19/2022 8:56 PM

17172

When my husband passed away we were not able to have a full open funeral. We were
restricted to 25. It made it hard as we had to tell his friends they couldn’t come.

2/19/2022 8:55 PM

17173

Total turmoil for my loved ones

2/19/2022 8:55 PM

17174

Interrupted every aspect of life and why I enjoy living. It’s brought so much financial stress to
so many people I know and anxiety/depression about the future is at all time high.

2/19/2022 8:55 PM

17175

Lost my job…increased my stress and anxiety…affected friendships etc etc!!

2/19/2022 8:55 PM

17176

Yes unable to work

2/19/2022 8:55 PM

17177

It has helped put us at ease

2/19/2022 8:55 PM

17178

It's divided everyone. My friends, family and people I work with. Trudeau, like his father, have
created chaos in a country that I love! Look at his father during the labor shortage in 76'. Our
whole government is corrupt! Time to clean house!

2/19/2022 8:55 PM

17179

3 family members died from lack of medical care (non Covid). My family is divided over
vaccines and mandates.

2/19/2022 8:55 PM

17180

My kids have developed unrealistic fears, anxiety, social and educational struggles and delays

2/19/2022 8:55 PM

17181

Social isolation for me, my husband and my children. Depression/anxiety.

2/19/2022 8:55 PM

17182

Terrible and broke

2/19/2022 8:55 PM

17183

It has stopped me from doing family activities such as eating out with the family and
entertainment bc I won't get my young kids vaccinated. It also has caused a lot more isolation
as I moved to Manitoba from Ontario and gathering sizes have been restricted for a long time
meaning I miss out on opportunities to meet more people and feel fully included in the
community.

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17184

Drive wedges between friends and family, have a girlfriend who took her own life because of
this, and a huge financial impact

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17185

Divided family and friends. Caused depression, weight gain

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17186

I appreciate the challenges in running à country and 'fighting' a virus, but truly the mandates
have negatively impacted all aspects of my life (save spiritual because the government has no
control in that sphere) - work, family, friends, mental health. I would have preferred having
covid.

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17187

Not at all

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17188

It has totally destroyed Humanity and our God given Freedoms.

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17189

My mental health has been at its worst

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17190

Family separation mainly, normal social activities to some extent

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17191

Tremendously

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17192

Very limited to travel

2/19/2022 8:54 PM
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17193

I cant go for a swim I am in fear of loosing my job and home And I feel like I am being treated
like an idiot Numbers dont add up I am really not that stupid

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17194

Too much to condense into this tiny little box. Mental health has been affected severely.

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17195

Lost my job

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17196

I’m an introvert so not much at all.

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17197

I'm missing social gatherings. I haven't been out much meeting with people for the past 2
years. I'm concerned for the children I work with on the Autism Spectrum. Their opportunity to
observe faces is limited due to mask mandates. I'm concerned for their language and social
skills.

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17198

I almost lost my job, took the vaccine when I had already had covid and have natural
immunity, lost contact with family because they’ve been coerced into believing what I believe
is wrong. Friends have died of overdose, of mental illness, domestic abuse. This only covers
half of how this has affected my life

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17199

Threats to lose employment without vaccine

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17200

Terribly

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17201

It has been challenging. But no more so, than senseless preventable deaths.

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17202

The mandate has been what allows me freedom to walk into a store to feel safe. It’s allowed
my husband who was a cancer patient the ability to go for treatment and not worry the person
sitting next to him wasn’t going to make him sick and miss his next treatment. It has told me
that our government cares to the citizens of Canada. And not just our economy. I want our Drs
to have a day and not feel like they weren’t being heard!

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17203

My husband was forced to get double vaccinated to keep his job at Coca-Cola of 36 years and
now he's sick

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17204

Have been denied normal access to friends and neighbours and social occassions .I find the
masks uncomfortable abnormal and unhealthy and the vaccines worrisome and unsafe

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17205

I’m a health care worker and when my premier inflicted directive # 6 on my organization that I
work for I was forced to make a very tough decision!!! Either I lose my job and I can’t support
my family or I get the jab and continue to work as that’s what’s best for my family. My
husband was also forced to get the jab as well or lose his job.. My children have sever mental
health issues from the pandemic and all the mandates, schools being closed and not having
the proper social interactions.. In the bridging of covid my mother got diagnosed with stage 4
lung cancer in February 2020 and was given 6 months to a year, sadly while she was battling
cancer no one could attend her appointments and she was alone and overwhelmed. She
drastically declined and passed away july 2020 a day we needed to be surrounded by family
and friends was a day of feeling alone when I needed the support the most!! I’m disgusted in
our prime minister and how he has handle the current events in Canada and how things have
been handled in the last two years. It’s not working Thank you

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17206

My grandkids & their parents have had so many stressful things to deal with the list is long

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17207

I collected unemployment for the 3rd time in over 25 years, I’ve always had a job. I had to
pretty much sell everything of value to survive. I’ve missed out on time with loved ones. I have
watched my hard earned money get distributed to fake charities, corrupt organizations and I
feel like I’m the Prime Ministers piggy bank.

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17208

I have not been able to eat in restaurants visit family I have become depressed,

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17209

Complete isolation from family and friends, deterioration of mental and physical health, turning
neighbors against each other, discrimination, judgement, public shaming.

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17210

I cannot visit my son who has been in the hospital for the past two years. I have not been able
to go to the senior center for the past two years since it's been closed for that long. Not able to
travel to see my daughter and grandchildren, in short a life of isolation and loneliness.

2/19/2022 8:54 PM

17211

Yes

2/19/2022 8:53 PM

17212

its too much too long, no more

2/19/2022 8:53 PM

17213

We are unable to take our children to dance, hockey or swimming lessons without sharing

2/19/2022 8:53 PM
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private medical information. We are unable to go to a restaurant, a movie or even public
skating without sharing private medical information. But most concerning, Canadians are
divided. Many feel they can and should force others to behave as they do. People have lost
their compassion and understanding for others.
17214

Gave me hope that we may have a somewhat normal life at one point. Made me feel a little
safer when I went out. Hopefully I’m reading those right!

2/19/2022 8:53 PM

17215

I am not working, we are losing money daily. We are not free to travel our country. People are
becoming mentally unstable.

2/19/2022 8:53 PM

17216

Limited me from seeing my family/kids in other countries. They are Canadian but cannot enter
their own country and it they do they cannot leave despite the fact the country they live in
done not have any mandates. They are more free in a foreign country.

2/19/2022 8:53 PM

17217

Lost two jobs due to covid also due to severe asthma and allergies could not wear a mask or
get vaxxed .The gov't wrecked my life.

2/19/2022 8:53 PM

17218

My Mother died alone because of this crap. Mandates shut down my small business. Then the
passport discriminated against my personal health choices. I am tired of fear being used as a
way to control how people move about this country, how fear has been used to turn us against
each other, mandates have separated families and friends.

2/19/2022 8:53 PM

17219

My job and my quality of life .

2/19/2022 8:53 PM

17220

I have had no work, I am broke and behind on bills.

2/19/2022 8:53 PM

17221

Couldn't visit my elderly Mom and Aunt in Care Homes, couldn't visit sick loved one in hospital
properly, couldn't socialize, lost ability to do volunteer work, couldn't travel to see family, family
members lost jobs, etc.

2/19/2022 8:53 PM

17222

As a person who battles extreme depression and anxiety, it has affected my life almost every
single day in various ways

2/19/2022 8:53 PM

17223

Ashamed to be Canadian - government created division within family and country

2/19/2022 8:53 PM

17224

I have no freedoms left

2/19/2022 8:53 PM

17225

To not allow anyone to do anything. Mt kids not being solicallize properly and they have
disabilities needing the socialing is important

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

17226

My son has had death threats because he isn’t vaccinated. He has no job. I had blood clots
after 2nd vaccine. It scared my son so he doesn’t want to be vaccinated. It has made the
young teens suicidal and they feel singled out. My son has lost friends and had family
members on a daily basis arguing with him. He states it’s his rights and people should not
force him to do anything.

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

17227

frustration, anger, family division, difficulty sleeping and so much more...

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

17228

Decline in mental health. Lack of medical care.

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

17229

I was bullied and harassed by my peers at work, which is the Saskatchewan Health Authority.
Which resulted in a mental health leave, scared to return I went on an education leave, on a
fixed income paying 52$ weekly for testing programs. I have lost friends and family due to the
division of this country. Resulted in anti-depressants and anxiety pills, which was later
increased to a double dosage. I haven't been able to see other family currently living in the
United States for over 2 years. I have never wanted to leave Canada for good but the past two
years the thought has crossed my mind more than once, dreaming of my ancestors Nowegian
land, so free and a government that supports their people. Something Canada once had. I have
felt isolated for the past two years and this trucker convoy has finally given me hope, lifted my
spirits up and given me a sense of unity, stronger than I've ever felt before. I am finally excited
to wake up each morning again. I have built such a strong bond, in such a short time, with the
most loving and like minded people! It feels good to finally have a voice, that has been
silenced for far to long.

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

17230

loss of income, depression, thought of suicide

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

17231

Lost my job and house

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

17232

Mental health

2/19/2022 8:52 PM
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17233

Lost my job and can’t provide for my 3 kids.

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

17234

I don't like the lack of choice, people should be allowed to decide for themselves

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

17235

One son in group home - no contact for 15 weeks. No restaurants, libraries, travel. Church
attendance restricted. Impossible to get quality service anywhere anymore.

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

17236

Landlocked

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

17237

Restricted me from interacting with our family

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

17238

I can not buy what I want where I want

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

17239

Restricted travel ..events ...exercise...family events...resteraunts ...just life in general....work

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

17240

Simply put, it has ruined my life and trust in the Government system that is in place. No way
should Trudeau be in power when had less votes than the Conservatives. Trudeau is a liar,
thief, has his boy toy Singh to help him DESTROY MY COUNTRY. He is a spoiled fucking
brat. He needs to be held in contempt of human rights, in contempt of the freedoms and rights
of ALL Canadians. He should be tried for his ethics violations, he should be made to repay
Canada all he has stolen for his personal use, vacations, home renovations etc…. All these
also must be brought down on Sighn as well. Then seize all assets and deport his ass back to
where-ever he came from out of Canada. Where he can be tried for the illegal acts he has
there.

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

17241

Restricted movement and family ties.discriminated against

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

17242

not having a choice to be able to get the vaccine isn’t freedom of choice not being able to play
sports if you’re not vaccinated isn’t freedom of choice. You should be able to choose what you
do and put into your body that is what canada is represented as “free country” canada isn’t a
free country anymore.

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

17243

I still live my life as before because I don’t coomly with the rules

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

17244

Seclusion, isolation, depression, fear of job loss, anxiety

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

17245

In many ways

2/19/2022 8:52 PM

17246

Alot my wife lost her job. My kids missed 30+days of school. Tore family apart

2/19/2022 8:51 PM

17247

I’ve lost tons of customers either because they are afraid or because I’m not vaxxed. My kids
are suffering mentally and emotionally. My grandpa won’t speak to us because we are not
vaxxed. Etc.

2/19/2022 8:51 PM

17248

Childrens mental health and loss of friends due to the Gov. And Corporate propaganda
narrative and mandates based on false data.

2/19/2022 8:51 PM

17249

Negatively in every aspect. From anxiety to alienation between family members and friends.
My kid got the Vax against my permission and that's OK?? Hell no I hope they hang PM
Trudeau for what he's done to our children..period. he deserves no less

2/19/2022 8:51 PM

17250

Restricted access to a variety of places because of not being vaccinated. We wear our masks

2/19/2022 8:51 PM

17251

Very badly

2/19/2022 8:51 PM

17252

Negatively

2/19/2022 8:51 PM

17253

Destroy

2/19/2022 8:51 PM

17254

Covid protective measures have helped keep my family and my community safer. As a
teacher, masks have had the biggest benefit in allowing school to remain in-person for the
entire 2020-2021 school year and so far all of this school year. When vaccine passports were
instituted, it allowed me to begin to eat in restaurants again, as it was safer.

2/19/2022 8:51 PM

17255

Mental health

2/19/2022 8:51 PM

17256

Lost my job, lost friends and family to lack of treatment for covid

2/19/2022 8:51 PM

17257

No

2/19/2022 8:51 PM

17258

Lost my job

2/19/2022 8:51 PM
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17259

I have to be vaccinated for my job, but it hasn't affected me. I believe in vaccines.

2/19/2022 8:51 PM

17260

In every part of my life. From my mental health, disagreements with family regarding all this
covid crap. With my nephew, who lives with me, as he is young and hates all this covid crap!
With my sister, who had a severe car accident in March of 2020, the beginning of all this
garbage! She is still in the hospital, as she has suffered a severe brain injury! She can’t see
peoples faces, she is confused because of her injury. She has been isolated from her kids and
family due to all these restrictions and mandates. The division it has created throughout our
society! Leaders who “do as I say, not as I do” when they define all the restrictions and can do
whatever they want. The fact that NO ONE is liable for any damages that this so called
“vaccine”! Being “forced” to take it or lose your job! It has effected everyone’s lives
immensely! The costs to all, will and can be seen everywhere! Look at how many people have
died because of lack of cancer treatments, cancelled surgeries, died ALONE because NO ON
WAS ALLOWED IN. There is so so so many horrible things that I can’t even imagine!

2/19/2022 8:51 PM

17261

A loss of freedom

2/19/2022 8:51 PM

17262

I've been forced to help many people who suffer mentally from this plandemic.

2/19/2022 8:51 PM

17263

Lost my freedom to go where I want.

2/19/2022 8:51 PM

17264

It’s big impact on everyone’s life, lots of crime, business impacted, housing, renting income ,
other income like part time job can’t get etc etc

2/19/2022 8:51 PM

17265

It is affecting businesses, families friends

2/19/2022 8:51 PM

17266

I've lost freedoms to choose. They've coerced my son to get a vaccine with unproven long
term side effects, so he can travel. The over reach of the government has canceled free
assembly, not unlawful occupation like they continue to say. Declared emergency act, then
canceled house of commons. Declaring himself a dictator not allowing peaceful protest...

2/19/2022 8:51 PM

17267

Mentally

2/19/2022 8:50 PM

17268

Makes me paranoid.

2/19/2022 8:50 PM

17269

It’s prevented me from being hospitalized and becoming seriously ill. I have not contracted
Covid.

2/19/2022 8:50 PM

17270

freedom to travel and assemble with family

2/19/2022 8:50 PM

17271

Mental health of myself and children has suffered from the isolation

2/19/2022 8:50 PM

17272

It has been an inconvenience but a necessary one for the safety of Canadians.

2/19/2022 8:50 PM

17273

Unable to do much do to being a pure blood

2/19/2022 8:50 PM

17274

It took 2yrs away from us

2/19/2022 8:50 PM

17275

Mental health decline

2/19/2022 8:50 PM

17276

My children are now introverts and hesitant to hang out with friends, go to sports, be their
outgoing selves because of all the fear that the government is putting out there.

2/19/2022 8:50 PM

17277

And has helped me to wake up and only an irritation so far

2/19/2022 8:50 PM

17278

We have had 1 income earner loose there job and another take a large decrease in income

2/19/2022 8:50 PM

17279

Distanced me from my family

2/19/2022 8:50 PM

17280

Havoc.

2/19/2022 8:50 PM

17281

Negatively

2/19/2022 8:50 PM

17282

My best friend killed herself when she was locked down with her abuser for 15 months

2/19/2022 8:50 PM

17283

I lost my business

2/19/2022 8:50 PM

17284

Mental illness. Children suffering

2/19/2022 8:50 PM

17285

No dining in restaurants,divisiveness in relationships,isolation,travel restrictions

2/19/2022 8:50 PM

17286

My son has anxiety and situation crisis. He is suicidal because of how his life has been
affected

2/19/2022 8:50 PM
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17287

It is so depressing

2/19/2022 8:50 PM

17288

Negatively in every way!!

2/19/2022 8:49 PM

17289

My occupation

2/19/2022 8:49 PM

17290

trapped. deteriorating.

2/19/2022 8:49 PM

17291

Financially Mentally

2/19/2022 8:49 PM

17292

I’ve developed depression because half of my large family are vaxed and half aren’t, it’s
caused a divide and many arguments. also I have grandchildren unable to attend post
secondary education. Medical procedures are not happening etc.

2/19/2022 8:49 PM

17293

Loss of job. Loss of family. Loss of free choice. Lost people. Loss ,loss,loss. Segregated.

2/19/2022 8:49 PM

17294

I lost my job because I am medically unable to wear a mask. My family has been torn apart, I
am the black sheep, they act like my enemy, I don't deserve medical help :( My mental health
continues to decline, depression and anxiety and even thoughts of not wanting to continue to
live in this world. I miss going to the gym, dancing with friends to live music of DJs,
restaurants, etc. It all sucks, survival rate 99. something, just ridiculous! TOO MANY LIES!!!

2/19/2022 8:49 PM

17295

Don't need it

2/19/2022 8:49 PM

17296

Caused a lot of manpower shortages for the plant I manage causing delayed deliveries.

2/19/2022 8:49 PM

17297

Kept me healthy, my son healthy, and my unborn child

2/19/2022 8:49 PM

17298

I’ve been treated like a second class citizen by some people who see differently, it’s divided
family members and some friends. I’m being punished (eg. not able to live a normal life - go to
restaurants etc.), anxiety, difficulty breathing in a mask, and a clearer understanding of the
serious need for a change in Government. I’ve also learned that the jabs don’t work and neither
do lockdowns!!!

2/19/2022 8:49 PM

17299

I am a nurse, I am still allowed to work but have to test every 3 days because of being
unvaccinated, very negative comments about unvaccinated at work. I haven't been able to go
out to eat or attend any entertainment, and I have to wear a ask in public infront of my child,
which they should be able to see everyone's faces

2/19/2022 8:49 PM

17300

made me and my family prisoners, and 2nd class citizens in our own Country!

2/19/2022 8:49 PM

17301

Lost my job, lost my social life with people and family. It's time for us to get our lives back.

2/19/2022 8:49 PM

17302

Limited my travel. limited my social life. lots of inconveniences.

2/19/2022 8:49 PM

17303

It has affected the health care I received during two pregnancies and births It had affected
mine and my husband's ability to have freedom of choice It has affected our ability to attend
church with the whole of our congregation

2/19/2022 8:49 PM

17304

It has affected my work I had to leave a job due to the mandates. I have seen how my friends
and family have distanced in the last two years and the biggest area it affected was our
wedding it almost got canceled that was after changing the date due to mandates.

2/19/2022 8:49 PM

17305

I lost my mom during Covid. She had Alzheimers. They didn’t let me see her until she was in a
coma. I couldn’t say goodbye. She passed thinking I didn’t care. Ot will haunt me the rest of
my life. Couldn’t visit a family friend who passed of cancer. Movies and restaurants are my
happy place & where we socialize. No mental break. No gym to help with my physical &
mental well being.

2/19/2022 8:49 PM

17306

Stressful, anxious, upset and discriminating

2/19/2022 8:49 PM

17307

It does not affect me but it affects all individuals who do not want to be vaccinated for health
reason.

2/19/2022 8:49 PM

17308

Canada, divided we stand.. on guard.... My children have lost their spirit. Mental health of
every person in Canada has been affected. Babies are not learning social cues or face
recognition. I find it hard to socialize as it has divided Canada, the melting pot into different
groups of people focused on proving a point more than acceptance. Canada, sadly divided in
accordance to the covid mandate

2/19/2022 8:48 PM

17309

Unable to go to restaurants, gyms, unable to attend my Uncles Funeral, missed countless

2/19/2022 8:48 PM
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birthdays and weddings, lost work, missed rodeo seasons, church services. The mandates
has had nothing but negative affects on my life.
17310

Split family and friends. Unable to visit friends in hospitals are homes. False security of
vaxxed people thing they are unable to catch covid and unaware they are spreading the
disease. Then the children being vaxxed and parents I bc cannot stop that if child wants. This
is wicked

2/19/2022 8:48 PM

17311

Cased a lot of depression emotional disturbance

2/19/2022 8:48 PM

17312

Locked down

2/19/2022 8:48 PM

17313

No life

2/19/2022 8:48 PM

17314

Mentally, physically and emotionally. Can't visit loved ones in other countries, work, religious.
Feel like a prisoner in my own country!

2/19/2022 8:48 PM

17315

I'm staying home most of the time and can't use the services provided by the city even if I still
pay high taxes. I feel discriminated and have a deep depression

2/19/2022 8:48 PM

17316

Undue stress,taken away our freedom to make our own decisions concerning our health

2/19/2022 8:48 PM

17317

friends loss jobs, My kids can't play sports, schooling has been brutal for you you children

2/19/2022 8:48 PM

17318

Divided our family, unable to cross the Border, unable to fly, constantly harassed to wear a
mask, Rights and freedoms erased!

2/19/2022 8:48 PM

17319

Lost freedom

2/19/2022 8:48 PM

17320

It has impacted my mental health, and has taken away many freedoms.

2/19/2022 8:48 PM

17321

Terrible

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17322

Depression, health, finances depleted. Lost my job.

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17323

I am no longer allowed in any of the places I used to be & I've got sick once in two years and
recovered completely. My mental health has been completely shattered over the past two
years. I would like these mandates to end as soon as possible. Suicide rates are at an all time
high.

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17324

Separation and dividing. Depression.

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17325

Every way

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17326

It effects all life and all people

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17327

Have to stay home, stressed out, depressed, not visiting family parents , can’t go wherever I
want. L

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17328

Turned it upside-down

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17329

Lost a career of 25 years CNRL implementation of vaccinations mandate & can’t get on a
plane to get to northern BC to work from Vancouver island

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17330

Has made it very hard and lonely. My kids don't know how to interact with others and I've just
felt alone and depressed

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17331

Not good that’s for sure. Friends and family going against each other because of the vaccine.
And the vaccine doesn’t make a difference weather you have it or not

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17332

Saragation

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17333

Destroyed my small business, restricted travel to see immediate family members living
overseas, destroyed family relationships over differing opinions, impacted our child’s social
development in many negative ways, caused marital stress along with other stressors
(financial and otherwise). Ruined relationships with friends, fellow Canadians,….

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17334

We have all lost our jobs, and are struggling not to loose our house.

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17335

I was forced to take the first vaccine or lose my job.

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17336

Substantially!! Being a unvaccinated Canadian citizen!! This has drove Canadians apart
immensely!!

2/19/2022 8:47 PM
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17337

It has affected my 4 boys all under 11. Their education, their health!

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17338

Ruined my small business of nearly 10 years

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17339

Wasted 2 yrs of my.life

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17340

I have had 3 deaths since March 2020 in my family. Couldn’t have a proper funeral for my
Mother for 15 months and with limited people. My husband passed and could only have 20
people. We have large families and his USA grandkids couldn’t attend. My son went missing
October 2020 in the USA. I still haven’t been able to grieve with his wife and kids. Devastating
for all concerned. The mandates have divided my family truly devastating..

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17341

Has divided friends and family.

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17342

saved lives

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17343

It has been a waste of two years

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17344

A lot!

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17345

Detrimental in every way imaginable

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17346

Lost job, family and friendships torn apart, faith in medical care system destroyed.

2/19/2022 8:47 PM

17347

Separated me from family Unable to travel Unable to attend funeral

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17348

I am in prison and divided from my family

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17349

I am told I may no longer work at my job due to being unvaccinated even though I have worked
virtually for the past 2 years.

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17350

I cannot send my children to school because of the mask mandates. It is scientifically proven
masks, cloth masks especially do not reduce to transmission of corona viruses and I now fear
my teenage children are at risk of being vaccinated at school. My teenage son poses zero risk
of complications for corona virus infections however a very high risk of myocarditis. My
children and I have been excluded from society because we are strong and healthy and
choose not to assume the risks of vaccination. I personally have been sick once this entire 2
year pandemic from tonsillitis. I have a strong immune system and have been treated as germ
factory. Many of my vaccinated coworkers are frequently off on sick leave and I,
unvaccinated, am covering their shifts. This is extra stress on me, and shows zero benefit to
vaccination reducing staff time off due to illness.

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17351

Lost my job of 24 years.

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17352

It hasn't. I'm alive and healthy.

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17353

Canada does NOT feel free anymore. Trudeau seems to be power hungry and will only listen to
those who agree with him. The most upsetting thing is that he will label anyone who does not
agree with him as a racist, white supremist, terrorist, etc. which is totally untrue and there is no
proof. I’m all for getting rid of racism and white supremacy and all, but instead of talking to
someone with an opposing view, Trudeau will turn to slander and false accusations, and
defamation. That should be illegal! That is NOT a leader of the people. He NEEDS to resign for
the safety of Canada. He is destroying our country!

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17354

I have been very depressed, angry.

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17355

Financial and emotional

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17356

It has taken away my right to my own body and my spiritual believes.

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17357

23 months

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17358

Lockdowns and passports have limited my ability to move about freely and have caused some
depression and anxiety in my life.

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17359

Travel Kids Job Extracurricular activities Family Mental health

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17360

First and second shots were Pfizer, and the third shot was Moderna.. And then,,, blood clots!
😡 I was a wait and see’er and was pressured into getting the shots!

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17361

It has destroyed my family, my children are depressed and are doing horrible in school and the

2/19/2022 8:46 PM
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loss of income
17362

To many people suffering from mandates and it seems there isn't a care in the world about the
suffering!!

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17363

My 8 year old is depressed most of the time now. Financially is has put a strain on us as when
school is out I'm paying a fortune on daycare. I'm sad and angry most of the time. I feel myself
wanting to rebel more then ever in my life.

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17364

created stress AND FEAR regarding the safety of my family with forced vaccination possibly
affecting their employment status...minimized contact with family- could not see my child as
she lived out of my home. had to watch seniors being denied assess to their families. watched
vaccines being administered to seniors and others with minimal information on possible side
effects. saw the mental health effects on those around me and had to manage others at work.
stresses at work over staff shortages. watching the division of families and friends over
differences. horrified at the lack of information other than the narrative if the government.
horrified that we sent people home without basic I formation about treatment. felt isolated and
fearful of sharing my opinions. had family members denied access to their loved ones in the
hospital when they needed support. unable to attend funerals of family members. unable to
comfort those struggling. Had employees approach me to advise they thought about suicide or
their spouses did. Worry about injuries caused by vaccine not being recognized in friends and
families. zero trust in government

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17365

Mental health

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17366

Lack of fundamental freedom

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17367

Horribly! And our childrens!

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17368

Missing out on family life

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17369

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17370

It has put a wedge in between people that I don’t agree with it has given me more anxiety than
I have ever felt not because of the virus but because of peoples reactions and lack of respect
for everyone

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17371

It has ruined it

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17372

All of them

2/19/2022 8:46 PM

17373

Lost job due to poor economy cutbacks. Can’t travel to my property in USA

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17374

How hasn’t it affected my life? But it is what needs to happen. I support it 100%

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17375

It has caused division between my families and church members. I have not been able to do
any of the volunteering I have done in the past. My children are not able to participate in most
of the things they were previously able to.

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17376

I live in the bush so it hasn’t much

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17377

All

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17378

Negatively

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17379

Loss of income and tearing families and friends apart

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17380

Mental & physical

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17381

Created division between sibling family members and my family. Closure of local businesses in
small towns. Reduction in religious attendance to mass/church. Fear of others.

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17382

In so many ways, psychological, physical, emotional and financial, just to name a few!

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17383

Depression, discrimination, oppression of my school aged children, family and friends being
divided in difference, to list a few

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17384

I have lost two jobs during the Covid lockdowns and mandates because of this I currently
cannot pay my rent and will likely lose my home.

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17385

Decrease in income; division amongst friends and extended family.

2/19/2022 8:45 PM
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17386

Crimes against humanity big time

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17387

I can go see my kids and grandkids I got very sick 20min after each shot

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17388

In every aspect, relationships, work , mental strength. It’s all been a mess. For no good
reason.

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17389

At first the mandates isolated me which solidified an abusive domestic relationship I was in
and I became trapped. Quickly I became diagnosed with depression and anxiety illness that
needed medicine. I lost all my income, contracts and clients. I also had a troubled dog that
was escalating with violent issues. I was stuck with the dog because none of the shelters
would take her or help me. I was trapped in my apparent with an abusive partner and a dog that
regularly attacked me and would bite me every day. I was not able to re-home this violent dog
until over a year into COVID. Emotionally I started to feel dead inside and really felt I would
end my life, the convoy gave me hope again. A few months ago I left my partner, I lost my
apartment and live with my parents at age 42. I had to move away from little friends I had. Now
I got a job in a new town and cannot see any of my new coworkers faces and I have not been
able to make friends. I do not have a single friend or person in this new town. I also read lips
due to hard hearing and this has been an issue with trying to be social, even if it is just at the
store. I have been isolated, mentally ill, broke, and hopeless. I feel I was brainwashed by the
media and Canadians government. I no longer trust the media and the Canadian Government. I
have almost no faith in the government to get us out of the mess they created and I have been
seriously considering moving to Mexico because I think it would be a better future for me.

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17390

Cost me my job

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17391

Yes

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17392

Divided, can’t travel,

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17393

Hurt my kids education

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17394

It infringed on our constitutional rights

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17395

Negatively affected my teenage son. Hard to put into words the damage that has been done

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17396

terribly I am a senior that live alone it has been horrible and enough is enough

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17397

It has seriously effected my mental health.

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17398

👎

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17399

I can not work at my office with the rest of the staff

2/19/2022 8:45 PM

17400

Ive lost my job of 20 years

2/19/2022 8:44 PM

17401

Isolation and taking away freedoms and making decisions of my own

2/19/2022 8:44 PM

17402

Socially and economically

2/19/2022 8:44 PM

17403

Divided family because of the fear invoked by the PM dripping venom every time he said
“unvaccinated”,I am appalled at how the current government has disrespected and insulted so
many Canadians when it was our ancestors that fought (and died) for the freedoms we were
privileged to have, wearing a mask for extended time results in a migraine that can last for a
couple days, my child has had to breath in her exhale day in and out at school, we were
essentially coerced to get vaccinated with the promos of being back to normal however the pm
is to set on his own agenda to consider the promises he’s made to Canada. I’ve lost close
friends and have been looked down upon because of my Own person belief that what input in
my body should be MY choice and it my right to privacy as to why hat I wish to share .. I feel
that my rights and freedoms have been callously disregarded and that the mom is looking to
creat himself a dictatorship

2/19/2022 8:44 PM

17404

It has been a very traumatic and stressful two years. I have natural immunity but it isnt
recognized. Segregation is awful.

2/19/2022 8:44 PM

17405

It has made things difficult for mtgs, travel, socializing, and getting medical and dental
services among others

2/19/2022 8:44 PM

17406

I cant eat in a restaurant with my family because of their vaccination status. I have sinus
issues which makes it hard for me to breath and having to wear a mask makes it almost
impossible to breath, especially since the science says they don't work.

2/19/2022 8:44 PM
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17407

Unnecessary restrictions have affected us all.

2/19/2022 8:44 PM

17408

Very divisive. Had made many friends so angry and unkind

2/19/2022 8:44 PM

17409

I have lost my job.

2/19/2022 8:44 PM

17410

Work and social life has been greatly affected. My children's development mentally and
socially.

2/19/2022 8:44 PM

17411

Negatively

2/19/2022 8:44 PM

17412

I sometimes find it depressing and overwhelming. It needlessly robs the joy from our lives.

2/19/2022 8:44 PM

17413

Prevented visiting of my elderly father even when health failing. Unable to see grandchildren
and attend their activities. Unable to visit family and friends in hospital. Unable to accompany
husband for medical procedures when he needed support. Missed our regular family
gatherings. Haven't been able to visit sister for almost 2 years. Missed church when they were
closed.

2/19/2022 8:44 PM

17414

Given the government ability to abuse powers

2/19/2022 8:44 PM

17415

I wear a mask all day at work.

2/19/2022 8:44 PM

17416

It’s made my life harder and harder to Trust any of our government

2/19/2022 8:44 PM

17417

Financially, psychologically, mentally and emotionally draining

2/19/2022 8:44 PM

17418

Work wise

2/19/2022 8:43 PM

17419

Not mine but definitely my childrens lives. My youngest has worn a mask for more of his life
than not, no sports and a experimental jab and doesn’t work.

2/19/2022 8:43 PM

17420

Socially and travel wise

2/19/2022 8:43 PM

17421

It has taken away freedoms, divided people, not able to be with our elderly loved ones, loss of
work and happiness.

2/19/2022 8:43 PM

17422

Caused severe depression

2/19/2022 8:43 PM

17423

The wearing of masks has made it difficult to work efficiently and safely. I've had to watch my
children start to think that these temporary mandates are a normality...playing dolls with masks
on because well that what ya do right....wrong. The fact that I've been kept out of places
simply because I don't have a scan code attached to my person now. I refuse to live my life as
a bar code. Not to mention the effect it's likely had on my own personal immune system by
wearing these masks...I'm sure it's not what it use to be. These are just some of the ways the
mandates have affected my life.

2/19/2022 8:43 PM

17424

It has destroyed the togetherness of the family unit and robbed us of important social events.
It has forced unnecessary vaccinations when I was already a covid survivor with proven
immunity.

2/19/2022 8:43 PM

17425

Negatively

2/19/2022 8:43 PM

17426

Financially

2/19/2022 8:43 PM

17427

Seriously

2/19/2022 8:43 PM

17428

I almost got kicked out of university (u”University of Saskatchewan)

2/19/2022 8:43 PM

17429

Isolation depression anxiety

2/19/2022 8:43 PM

17430

how hasn't it?

2/19/2022 8:43 PM

17431

Divided family, difficult to find work, financial struggles

2/19/2022 8:43 PM

17432

Lost my income, caused anxiety and depression

2/19/2022 8:43 PM

17433

Sadness, isolation, depression. Lack of contact with closest family and friends

2/19/2022 8:43 PM

17434

loss of one income earner in the household. Segregation. Depression.

2/19/2022 8:43 PM

17435

My family and I have been excluded from much of society for many months.

2/19/2022 8:43 PM
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17436

I was unable to attend families weddings. Can’t use certain facilities because of the vaccine
passports.

2/19/2022 8:43 PM

17437

I have had no life for over 2yrs. So it has affected my life in every way.

2/19/2022 8:43 PM

17438

Mentally a nightmare. Has family separation because Trudope has said unvaccinated are the
problem

2/19/2022 8:43 PM

17439

Too restrictive, cannot socialize freely.

2/19/2022 8:43 PM

17440

High depression. Loss of work. Lots more stress

2/19/2022 8:42 PM

17441

I own a business that has and is suffering!!

2/19/2022 8:42 PM

17442

My family has become divided because of these mandates and I have watched multiple small
businesses go under in my area because of them.

2/19/2022 8:42 PM

17443

Not allowed me travel and see family, taken rights away including livelihoods

2/19/2022 8:42 PM

17444

Mental Health...so done.

2/19/2022 8:42 PM

17445

It has given me terrible anxiety. I need life back to the way it was in 2019

2/19/2022 8:42 PM

17446

Negative

2/19/2022 8:42 PM

17447

Ostracized friends snd family, economic hardship

2/19/2022 8:42 PM

17448

Coerced me to getting a vaccine I don't want because otherwise I would lose my job. I
miscarried bc of vaccine nad I've never miscarried in my life the same month i got first dose.
My mentrual cycle is now so heavy from the vaccine I bleed through my pads and pants for an
entire week! Compared with 3-4 light days. My husband was in emergency with myocarditis
while I took care of 3 children alone for an entire week. He is 39 years old.

2/19/2022 8:42 PM

17449

Making choices in all areas of my life as I believe are best for me and those around me

2/19/2022 8:42 PM

17450

I was forced into taking the vaccine to enable me to do doctor visits.

2/19/2022 8:42 PM

17451

Couldn’t go to church (freedom of religion), my kids couldn’t go to school (loss of wage), lack
of medical choice (freedom of life, liberty, security of person), couldn’t move throughout
canada properly (mobility rights)

2/19/2022 8:42 PM

17452

It hasn’t.

2/19/2022 8:42 PM

17453

I was forced into vaccines, list friends, family is strained. Mentally sad

2/19/2022 8:42 PM

17454

Depression, ruined relationships with friends and families. Poor lifestyle

2/19/2022 8:42 PM

17455

-Not able to practice my faith (closed Churches) -psychological and emotional damage from
masking and physical distancing, both from the practices themselves and from facing negative
comments or denial of business because I am unmasked -any restrictions on the
unvaccinated, including not being able to travel, enter certain stores/restaurants -separation
from my sister who is stuck in the U.S. because she is not vaccinated and wouldn't be able to
travel back and forth

2/19/2022 8:42 PM

17456

Financial, mental , relationships

2/19/2022 8:42 PM

17457

It has impacted my ability to make my own decisions regarding mine and my families health.

2/19/2022 8:42 PM

17458

My husband was placed on unpaid leave in November because he would not reveal husband
private medical information. They’re still holding his career hostage. We cannot go to a
restaurant, a movie, visit elderly relatives or even go to the public library. My children’s
beautiful childhood has been robbed.

2/19/2022 8:42 PM

17459

It has affected me but not as drastically as someone with an older parent in a old age home,
who has children in school, who runs a small business etc.

2/19/2022 8:42 PM

17460

Not able to travel, spend time with friends, work with others. Isolation.

2/19/2022 8:42 PM

17461

The mandates have done nothing to improve my life or the life of Canadians and have brought
untold harm to the citizens and the fabric of our culture.

2/19/2022 8:41 PM

17462

It is oppression, it affects all people involved.

2/19/2022 8:41 PM
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17463

We no longer have freedom. It’s barbaric.

2/19/2022 8:41 PM

17464

It’s affected not only my mental health, but has far surpassed my comfort level with an
experimental vaccine. We should all have choice.

2/19/2022 8:41 PM

17465

Greatly! Very frustrating when you look at the science of how ineffective these mandates have
been. Other countries are doing much better with less vaccination and less to no mandates.
This isn't about health anymore, completely political! Living a healthy life style should be
encouraged.

2/19/2022 8:41 PM

17466

Very stressful !! I lost loved ones and couldn't be by there side . Then they passed away and i
couldn't even go to pay my respect so so sad :( lost all respect for our present government .
The decision that was made by our president as far as war act were totally very wrong !!
Hurting innocent civilians.

2/19/2022 8:41 PM

17467

My (adult) teenage son has contemplated suicide from lack of social interaction and the
inability to find employment. His vaccination status caused confusion when trying to enroll in
post secondary education. After he received his vaccination there was confusion if he would
be fully vaccinated by their pre-determined date (which changed from what we were originally
told) He ended up being removed from the program for delays in payment (I was waiting for the
confusion to end before paying tuition) My youngest son is still not vaccinated due to concerns
I have regarding the vaccine especially in younger males. This causes him to miss out on
sports and other activities and I fear for his mental health as well. My husband experienced
strong negative side effects after being vaccinated and even though it caused an emergency
room visit we were told it couldn't be reported as a vaccine side effect as too much time had
passed. His side effects began immediately after his first shot and lasted several weeks. I was
terrified for him to get his 2nd dose but he was forced in order to continue bringing income into
the house. My own mental health has suffered dramatically as a result, and I am usually very
resilient, however I have spent several hours sobbing alone in my bedroom worrying for my
family. I've felt segregated as I have chosen to remain unvaccinated due to heart concerns. I
have also already had covid - twice- and recovered easily so I would prefer to let my immune
system do what it is supposed to, but I've been portrayed as selfish (amoung other names) by
our Prime Minister and Media.

2/19/2022 8:41 PM

17468

I lost my business due to mandated closures and no proper government assistance. I lost
THOUSANDS of dollars during every mandated closure. I have a medical condition and can
not wear a mask, which has been met with angry hearts. I have lost countless friends, family
relationships torn apart. Finally, we have buried friends and family due to suicide over
mandates, and side effects of the Jab.

2/19/2022 8:41 PM

17469

Has made divisions between family and friends.. I also retired because of the way our
Government handle it.

2/19/2022 8:41 PM

17470

Hopeless

2/19/2022 8:41 PM

17471

Severely limited access to friends and family.

2/19/2022 8:41 PM

17472

Division amongst people. Complete distrust in my government

2/19/2022 8:41 PM

17473

I have lost a few family and friends to this mandate. I also lost contact with my family. There
has been so much division in my community. Lost trust in our government and police. Saw the
mental health of the people rise and suicide is so high. It is so sad.

2/19/2022 8:41 PM

17474

Limited our freedom of travel, visiting restaruaunts and various other activities that now call for
a vax pass.

2/19/2022 8:41 PM

17475

I have lost work and have been ostracized by friends and community.

2/19/2022 8:41 PM

17476

It’s terrible, missing out on so many opportunities for my kids to learn and grow and participate
in social events and sports it’s garbage

2/19/2022 8:41 PM

17477

Negatively

2/19/2022 8:41 PM

17478

My girlfriend had a debilitating injury almost a year ago from one shot of the moderna vaccine.
She can't do physical activity without heart racing, chest pain, neck throbbing, light headed
and possibly fainting. She has so much pain deep in her legs that she is forced to lay down
most of the day. This has been going on for close to a year. No doctor would even consider
that the injury was due to the vaccine, presumably for fear of being ostracized, until fairly
recently. This seems to be the case with many vaccine injuries as one investigates and talks

2/19/2022 8:41 PM
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with others who have had them. Therefore, the "very rare" injuries are rarely reported, thus
making them "very rare" on paper but they are very real, very debilitating, very scary and not
as rare as advertised. The idea that any pharmaceutical drug be mandated is so unethical that
no mandate should ever have been put in place let alone debated. The covid virus has never
once been an issue for me, however mandates and restrictions have been damaging.
17479

Total segregation. I can’t go and sit down for a nice meal with my wife. Can’t go out for a drink
with my friends. People walk masked to their eyeballs, I haven’t had a pleasant exchange with
a stranger while shopping since this started.

2/19/2022 8:41 PM

17480

Stress and depression

2/19/2022 8:41 PM

17481

Too many to list

2/19/2022 8:40 PM

17482

Isolation, discrimination

2/19/2022 8:40 PM

17483

Very Negatively. Financial difficulties, suicidal family members, serious depression

2/19/2022 8:40 PM

17484

Have vaccine damage,depresses, sick.

2/19/2022 8:40 PM

17485

Very stressful time as I lost my job!

2/19/2022 8:40 PM

17486

IT has destroyed our family and relatives. It has divided and angered and pitted many relatives
against each other. IT has caused the severe depression in my wife and daughter. It has nearly
caused the divorce of my other daughter. It has caused me to loose all faith in our government
and society to the point of wanting to end it all.

2/19/2022 8:40 PM

17487

Immeasurable.

2/19/2022 8:40 PM

17488

Higher cost of living

2/19/2022 8:40 PM

17489

It is tearing our family apart :(

2/19/2022 8:40 PM

17490

My fiance and I both had our incomes cut in half. I now suffer from anxiety and went from
drinking maybe 4 times per month to 3-4 times per week just to feel any sort of happiness.

2/19/2022 8:40 PM

17491

At times through out this fakedemic was unable to see my daughter and grandchildren, great
grandchildren, brother and sisters even though they were sick. They are aging and who knows
how long we all have on this planet. Had great grandchildren born and not being able to see
them is very sad and depressing. It also put a lot of stress on our marriage and almost brought
it to an end.

2/19/2022 8:40 PM

17492

Seen the negative effects on our family, friends and businesses. Peoples lives have been
ruined. Many of the people we know have had adverse reactions to the shots and a huge
increase in depression and suicides amongst our friends and acquaintances.

2/19/2022 8:40 PM

17493

Self esteem, hard to read people, hard to communicate with young and old. Made me sick I
had to stop. Headaches, not worth it. I am healthy.

2/19/2022 8:40 PM

17494

We have no freedom left

2/19/2022 8:40 PM

17495

Had to close my business during Covid and haven’t recovered since

2/19/2022 8:40 PM

17496

It has effect Mt children's life and so it then effects my life as well

2/19/2022 8:40 PM

17497

My wifes small business was ended by lockdowns and school closures. I had to vaccinate or
lose my job. I had achieved natural immunity through infection already and did not want to take
experimental vaccines. I have had painful heart inflammation ever since and have not been
able to enjoy life

2/19/2022 8:40 PM

17498

I have not been able to go or take my children to any indoor playgrounds, swimming, hockey
games/ice rinks, restaurants, theaters, etc. Our church services have been severely limited
which has sorely affected our communion of saints and our worship. The mandates have
caused relational, emotional, and spiritual divisions amongst family, friends and communities.
They need to all end.

2/19/2022 8:40 PM

17499

Caused a lot of stress in my marriage!!

2/19/2022 8:40 PM

17500

Loss of income, depression

2/19/2022 8:40 PM

17501

Mentally taxing, decreased work, tension within families

2/19/2022 8:40 PM
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17502

It’s obvious to all how’s its affected humans.

2/19/2022 8:39 PM

17503

It has darn near ruined it. Being someone who used to be very unhealthy, the gym and
recreation centres were an awesome getaway to be healthy and help out with not just your
physical health but mental health. The choice of mandates to deny access to these life saving
and changing activities is disgusting and abhorrent. It’s the opposite of public health.

2/19/2022 8:39 PM

17504

Trudeau has created hatred toward all of us who choose not to get vaccinated, we have
become societies outcasts and it was done deliberately. Coerced is not the same as choice.

2/19/2022 8:39 PM

17505

Anxiety/ depression Unable to go to loved ones funerals Fighting with relatives Unable to
attend church

2/19/2022 8:39 PM

17506

Much less social interaction. Saddened by ppl having the freedom to chose not to get vaxed
and then bitch about thier freedom being taken away. Consequences. Nobody likes to pay for
thier freedoms. Especially when they confuse it with inconvienence. Science should decide not
some dumb ass in a truck

2/19/2022 8:39 PM

17507

Substantially

2/19/2022 8:39 PM

17508

there are some stores that refuse service; and sometimes there are other customers that start
harassing me with intent to try and publicly shame me!!

2/19/2022 8:39 PM

17509

It's made life miserable for everyone in my family and everyone I know and work with

2/19/2022 8:39 PM

17510

We have no life anymore

2/19/2022 8:39 PM

17511

Its made it fairly isolated except for family. Shopping used to be fun but with masks i am
uncomfortable after a few minutes. I dont see peoples faces and most people seem fearful of
being close. The vax passes make it impossible for us to go to concerts or plays or even
dinner in a restaurant with friends.

2/19/2022 8:39 PM

17512

I've lost my job of 15+ years because of it.

2/19/2022 8:39 PM

17513

Limited my income, caused mental stress, removed my freedom of choice on medical
decisions for my body, caused mental anxiety in my children and grand children by illuminating
their freedom to participate in sports, vacations, family togetherness.

2/19/2022 8:39 PM

17514

I am totally fucked.

2/19/2022 8:39 PM

17515

Not the mandate but the PM words had me harassed at work using his name as a back up for
the harassment

2/19/2022 8:39 PM

17516

Family and friends

2/19/2022 8:38 PM

17517

Closed business, worship, family, separations, etc.

2/19/2022 8:38 PM

17518

Financially and mentally:(

2/19/2022 8:38 PM

17519

I have lost family and friends because of the mandates!

2/19/2022 8:38 PM

17520

Very depressing for me and so many others..so many lost their jobs...business went
bankrupt...

2/19/2022 8:38 PM

17521

Made me and family feel safer

2/19/2022 8:38 PM

17522

Made me feel like I live in a communist country

2/19/2022 8:38 PM

17523

Lost my job

2/19/2022 8:38 PM

17524

Mentally exhausting.. my kids hate school now because of the masks. It isn't good for
ANYONE. I haven't been able to take my children to any fun excursion type things.

2/19/2022 8:38 PM

17525

My family is vaccinated (and boostered). We have not had Covid 19, and we have been able to
live life relatively normal for many months.

2/19/2022 8:38 PM

17526

Family distance. Strife in the workplace. Division. Financially.

2/19/2022 8:38 PM

17527

It has ruined my life in every way imaginable. It has destroyed my relationships with family and
friends. I wasn't able to attend several funeral services. I have not gone to physiotherapy or
massage therapy in 2 years, and I am physically disabled. I have not seen my ophthalmologist
and I am visually disabled. I've been working remotely for 2 years. My son has been learning

2/19/2022 8:38 PM
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remotely for 2 years. He no longer plays hockey. He no longer attends figure skating lessons,
swimming lessons, summer camp, zoo, etc
17528

lose 2 years of work (pay ) spend all saving to live with this total BULLSHIT ...

2/19/2022 8:38 PM

17529

Decisions about my own health

2/19/2022 8:38 PM

17530

Loss of income, loss of friendships, loss of time with my children and other family

2/19/2022 8:38 PM

17531

Feel like a second class citizen because I refused the vaccine.

2/19/2022 8:38 PM

17532

Mentally has taken a toll on my mental health and worsened it

2/19/2022 8:38 PM

17533

Limited as to what I am able to do

2/19/2022 8:38 PM

17534

I lost my job of 10 years and I can’t travel, go to the gym, my daughter is suffering in school.
My mental health is gone down the tubes.

2/19/2022 8:38 PM

17535

I lost my business due to this

2/19/2022 8:38 PM

17536

Put on leave without pay because I would not take Covid vaccine

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17537

My family is suffering from depression and anxiety

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17538

Despair, hopelessness, fear.

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17539

Negatively. I am being discriminated against and have lost relationships over all of this
division.

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17540

My childrens life, my freedom

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17541

I can’t leave my country to see family. I will lose my job on March 24th. I cant bring my
children to any of their sporting events or practice. I can’t book my children's birthday parties
because of the vaccine passport. My son cries all the time because he is struggling with the
masks at school. These are the bigger issues. The stigma associated with being unvaccinated
is crippling.

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17542

inconvenient, caused division in my family and community, interrupted work and school for my
children

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17543

It has not

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17544

My kids in school. Going to church. Eating out. Never seeing anymore smiles

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17545

The loss of family due to the mandates

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17546

Restricts what i want to do

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17547

Kept me safe, although lonely missing my family.

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17548

Made me lose interest in life and my profession.

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17549

Controlling, breathing issues

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17550

Hours of work, travel, family time, public events.

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17551

Completely ruined social life, friendships , mental health

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17552

Lost my business. Son dropped unniversity and is depressed. my father died alone. My
family's life is wearing thin and we want to leave this country.

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17553

Isolated

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17554

Mentally, financially and socially

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17555

It has kept me safe.

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17556

Work related

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17557

I run a beauty business and have been very fortunate, but the constant anxiety that our
freedoms [as business owners and citizens] can be so quickly taken away is heavy. At any
moment I could be shut down and have no way to provide for myself and daughter.

2/19/2022 8:37 PM

17558

Socially it has separated me for people both inside and outside of Canada. The fact we are not

2/19/2022 8:36 PM
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allowed to have our own opinion anymore is appalling
17559

It has helped keep my medically compromised child in school so I can continue to run my
business.

2/19/2022 8:36 PM

17560

Made me very afraid of losing our charter of rights and freedoms. Unable to attend church.
Children’s schooling was devastated.

2/19/2022 8:36 PM

17561

health

2/19/2022 8:36 PM

17562

Major depressed

2/19/2022 8:36 PM

17563

I am 97 and find breathy difficult with a mask

2/19/2022 8:36 PM

17564

Horribly .

2/19/2022 8:36 PM

17565

Like the majority!! Terrible!!

2/19/2022 8:36 PM

17566

Totally negative travel restrictions family unable to visit in my hospital when near death etc etc

2/19/2022 8:36 PM

17567

I have lost 70% of my income. I don’t see my mental health getting any better. My family and I
don’t see eye to eye so we don’t spend much time together. My girlfriend of 30 years and I
don’t speak either… my life has been a mess. I want my life back and some what of a normal
life since JT has destroyed this beautiful country of ours. We need help

2/19/2022 8:36 PM

17568

Depressed

2/19/2022 8:36 PM

17569

See less friends and family, don’t go out as often.

2/19/2022 8:36 PM

17570

Stress, anxiety, divorce, my children have constant rashes in their faces from constant mask
wearing, loss of friends and family, a permanent loss of confidence and respect for Canada’s
government.

2/19/2022 8:36 PM

17571

Keeps us from having a fearless life of everything like taking care of loved one. And not being
able to be care about are healthy.

2/19/2022 8:36 PM

17572

Horrible. Especially the kids and our freedoms

2/19/2022 8:36 PM

17573

Lost my faith in government - definitely not looking out for my best interest

2/19/2022 8:36 PM

17574

Can't travel or go to restaurants, theaters, etc. It has also divided our family ie. vaccinated vs
unvaccinated Friends had to quit their jobs because they were unvaccinated.

2/19/2022 8:36 PM

17575

I was forced to get a vaccine in order to keep my job. My uncle died from the booster, along
with 3 others in a Saskatoon home. My daughter was in a life-threatening car accident Dec. 29,
2020, I drove 5 hours to see her, hospital would not let me see her until her stupid covid test
result came, which took 4 days. If she'd have died without me, I would be suing the hospital

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17576

Can’t see my new Grandson , south of the border due to travel restrictions…he was born Cinco
de Mayo 2021….Arrow. Ami

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17577

Hell

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17578

Forced vaccines forced masks a depression

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17579

The mandate frustrates me because I cannot travel. It has created division in my family.

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17580

It has prevented visiting loved ones . It has taken over too much of my life of what I am told I
csn or can not do..

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17581

My freedoms have been taken away!

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17582

Mental health has deteriorated.

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17583

We lost our families main source of income.

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17584

I lost my job,I’ve lost friends, it’s divided my family, anxiety, stress, depression

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17585

Stress, struggle every day, family members suicide, daughter struggle with drug problem
because can't have a gob.

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17586

Divided friends

2/19/2022 8:35 PM
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17587

I cant travel freely

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17588

It have cost me to leave my job of 37 years and has split my family and friends apart and it’s
very unhealthy.

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17589

Had to get vax to keep my job ,getting tested every 2 weeks,wearing mask all day at work

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17590

Not much

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17591

Lost my job for not sharing my medical information

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17592

Stress , social anxiety, isolation and so much more.

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17593

Travel to see my family, enjoy life. My kids menthal health

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17594

Depression for our children and ourselves, loss of income, loss of jobs, loss of university
education

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17595

Work, Tennts and all the division

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17596

It has made it hard to live any kind of life and has made it hard on my mental health

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17597

It ruined our family and friends relationships by creating a divide and has put my entire family
into a state of depression!!

2/19/2022 8:35 PM

17598

Muc much worse than virus

2/19/2022 8:34 PM

17599

Isolated divisions children with depression

2/19/2022 8:34 PM

17600

Know a lot of people who lost their jobs, couldnt see my family for 2 years

2/19/2022 8:34 PM

17601

My family had been affected and been torn apart

2/19/2022 8:34 PM

17602

Serious mental health issues for my teenage daughter including a serious eating disorder due
to social isolation and fear of losing control.

2/19/2022 8:34 PM

17603

I cannot take my children out of the country. It has divided my extended family terribly. The
masks have stunted social skills and learning in my children. Sporting / social activities
extremely limited. I have personally been battling depression.

2/19/2022 8:34 PM

17604

Yea, big time

2/19/2022 8:34 PM

17605

Complicated my life

2/19/2022 8:34 PM

17606

We are financially broke. And mental depression has gotten to our family splitting it up.

2/19/2022 8:33 PM

17607

Same as everyone else!

2/19/2022 8:33 PM

17608

Lost my job

2/19/2022 8:33 PM

17609

In every way, mentally physically socially etc

2/19/2022 8:33 PM

17610

Forced vaccination to keep employment

2/19/2022 8:33 PM

17611

In every way. It’s also causing mental health issues. Nobody should be forced to die alone in a
LTC home like a prisoner. Just horrible

2/19/2022 8:33 PM

17612

I refuse to let the people of the current Liberal political party decide what I put in my body.
Therefore, travel to see my family is restricted.

2/19/2022 8:33 PM

17613

Can’t fly. Or go to restaurant

2/19/2022 8:33 PM

17614

My children’s youth has been stolen from them. Limited future opportunities for my oldest. Has
caused anxiety and division among family or friends.

2/19/2022 8:33 PM

17615

Not able to travel due to restrictions, and not able to get together with family at times.
Restricted access to events and not able to have or attend funerals in perso of loved ones.

2/19/2022 8:33 PM

17616

Don't have one with all this bull shit

2/19/2022 8:33 PM

17617

Forced to get vaccine to keep job. Have to wear masks and goggles at work. Had to stay away
from family and friends (isolation).

2/19/2022 8:33 PM

17618

It ruined my career and has essentially bankrupted me.

2/19/2022 8:33 PM
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17619

I missed out on the last few months of my grandfather's life! I heard my 7 year old tell me that
the covid vaccine was going to kill her. The mandates have caused me to question if anyone in
power actually contemplates the people at all

2/19/2022 8:33 PM

17620

It’s made me unable to live my life. Unable to see my family. I lost my job. It’s made me
depressed.

2/19/2022 8:33 PM

17621

It has impacted our mental and physical health, and that of our children too. Not being able to
meet our loved ones locally, across Canada & USA has been very depressing! Also, using the
masks has been awful!

2/19/2022 8:33 PM

17622

Job loss, stress

2/19/2022 8:33 PM

17623

I am a small business owner and I have struggled to feed my family. My mental health is at an
all time low and I have watched my family go through devastation because of the way this is
managed.

2/19/2022 8:33 PM

17624

I have lost my job because I was forced to take a vaccine that I didn’t agree with and now I am
proven right that all the lockdowns and vaccine will not stop the virus. Do you think that all
people who lost there jobs could get them back. It is clear that the PM has not done the right
thing . If you go the charter of rights point by point he has violated many. A criminal pure and
simple and how does he get away with it . Send a priest to have him perform an exorcism on
him

2/19/2022 8:32 PM

17625

Negatively

2/19/2022 8:32 PM

17626

It has affected my mental health in a huge way. Same with my kids

2/19/2022 8:32 PM

17627

Psychology, stress, emotional anxiety, physical, lonely etc

2/19/2022 8:32 PM

17628

I rarely go out in public.

2/19/2022 8:32 PM

17629

My work I organize events. I also feel a loss of freedom by being pushed into having
something out in my body I don’t agree with. I feel the loss of public privileges is bullying and
has resulted in a loss of Freedom of choice

2/19/2022 8:32 PM

17630

It has created a devide in my family, I have lost friends. It has created tremendous stress in
my life.

2/19/2022 8:32 PM

17631

Depression issues since the lock downs. Biggest Effect is to the business I work for, very
lucky to get through the last 2 years, thanks to very loyal customers

2/19/2022 8:32 PM

17632

It has made me feel safer with my newborn when in public. It has allowed my husband to work
from home. We are comfortable with the mandates. We are fully vaccinated, follow rules set by
the government, and will continue to wear a mask long after the restrictions are lifted.

2/19/2022 8:32 PM

17633

My teenage daughter has developed respiratory issues from masks. She has become shy and
I secure and doesn't want anyone to see her face behind the mask. We have not been able to
fly and see family. We missed meeting our new born niece and won't be able to meet her until
mandates are lifted. I have lost friends and family who refused to be associated with me and
my kids because we will not get the vaccine. I have been publicly shamed and humiliated
because I will not get the vaccine and will no longer wear a mask.

2/19/2022 8:32 PM

17634

It has caused division, loss of relationship and connection we are all designed to have and rely
on. My mental health has suffered along with that of my children for all missed learning
opportunities and childhood experiences needed to grow and develop.

2/19/2022 8:32 PM

17635

Mental health of the whole family

2/19/2022 8:32 PM

17636

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 8:32 PM

17637

It has isolated my children and caused them to fall into depression. It has caused division in
our family. We have been treated horribly, like absolute criminals, all because my young
special needs son cannot wear a mask. We have been thrown out of stores because of it.

2/19/2022 8:32 PM

17638

Mental health issues, lost my job

2/19/2022 8:32 PM

17639

Made going to university almost impossible as an unvaccinated person

2/19/2022 8:32 PM

17640

Financially, emotionally & family breakdown

2/19/2022 8:32 PM
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17641

Separated families, no restaurant access

2/19/2022 8:32 PM

17642

In so many ways. I can’t go see my family, pulled my child from school, suffered
discrimination, etc. Never imagined.

2/19/2022 8:32 PM

17643

Terrible depression from isolation. Health has gone down hill. Lost family members I could not
see or be with in their final days... anxiety and stress through the roof..lost family to division.

2/19/2022 8:32 PM

17644

Nevers Seen m'y Mothers 2 years before she died

2/19/2022 8:32 PM

17645

Separation within family, shifted with some friends and family, loneliness , people including
myself are frustrated

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17646

Destroyed it lost everything hanging on to my home by my teeth

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17647

Emotionally and mentally. Lost love one's, never got to say goodbye or give them kiss on the
forehead.

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17648

My friends and family don’t want to socialize with me. It effected negatively me and my
children that are not allowed to take part in sports and special programs. I wasn’t allowed to be
with my dying mother.

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17649

I don't see my family or friends as much as I would like

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17650

It ended my relationship of 9 yrs has in my depression

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17651

It has made work so much harder

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17652

Lost my job and was forced to sell my home and move my family.

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17653

No more life

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17654

It’s destroyed relationships

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17655

I am in healthcare and my husband is a first responder. The amount of mental health issues
we come in contact with because of these mandates is unacceptable.

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17656

Everything that I normally do in my regular day has been disrupted by mandates. My children
have been mentally drained by all the mandates

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17657

It has left me isolated

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17658

It has caused me to have to get the Covid shots so that I could keep my job and I am totally
against being forsed into taking any vaccines

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17659

So many things I could go on about. It's basically changed so many things in our lives,
especially my 3 year old daughter who is a single child and hasn't been able to hangout with
children her age plus now is going to school this year and I won't let her go masked and with all
these stupid rules. This is my child's future I'm fighting for.

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17660

Mental health A realization that mainstream media is totally bought off by the current govt and
have continually LIED to Canadian citizens.

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17661

Like everyone elses

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17662

Negative on mental health and finances

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17663

It has caused depression in my family. Especially my 13 year old daughter

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17664

It's has torn my family apart. We now homeschool our children. My mental health has
drastically been affected

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17665

Lost my job

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17666

No words to describe the horrible feeling to have something injected in your body against your
will to keep your job.

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17667

I’m in deep depression right now!!!!

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17668

Immensely, we have re-arranged our entire lives to avoid our small children being impacted by
these draconian measures and ridiculous non-sensical rules and masking.

2/19/2022 8:31 PM

17669

It has had a negative impact on every aspect of our lives. We could not visit family members -

2/19/2022 8:31 PM
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even those who were dying. Worked slowed which meant less income was earned. Services
were restricted. The cost of living has dramatically increased. The list goes on and on...
17670

At work with the mask its impossible. For 2 years we didn't have a life, no friends, no family,
its a horror film. Without the pass, we cant go shopping or to the restaurant.

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17671

Restricted ability to live a normal life

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17672

It’s all against my constitutional rights.

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17673

Caused severe depression. I got sick from vacinnation. My mom was locked in a room in her
nursing home wanting to die from loneliness. Lost friend from death caused by vacinne.

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17674

Lost of friendships Harder to do my job Less social freedom Strength my relationship My Lord
Jesus Christ

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17675

I Found out that I had a brother and then found out that he developed cancer then couldn’t
travel to meet him then couldn’t travel for his funeral

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17676

Absolutely

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17677

No work, longing for family, loneliness and isolation, mental health issues, no car now and
barely getting by

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17678

It was a complete waste of time and money. I have had covid and I am vaccinated. The
vaccine does not work, nor do the mandates. Unfortunately the only through this is natural
selection and letting the virus run its course

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17679

attended college twice for apprenticing mechanics lost significant amount of class time and
learning was significanly deminished causing worse than standard knowlege returning to work
lost two jobs so unable to work on apprenticeship depression financial loss

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17680

It's made me aware of government over reach

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17681

Unable to do things with my family that we were able to do before

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17682

Canasa is not anymore a free, democratic country . I don' t want to live under a communist
dictature , like in China ! I want my freedom back !

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17683

Missed funerals, weddings,visits with family.. my mental health, divisions among friends and
family. Discriminated..

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17684

I’ve lost my job and family/friends

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17685

My self and my kids have suffered anxiety ,depression it’s time to end all the mandates and
just let people live there lives

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17686

Thanks to God did not affect … too much. I live in a town with huge backyard… I have a walk
distance to work. I ignored mandates and socialized with friends . I travel to Europe and west
Canada.. . But i am afraid that the mandates may escalated and could affect more branches of
life.

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17687

Depression not being able to do much!

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17688

Ummm where do I start? Everything. I'm so unhappy to have to make my kids wear muzzles
to school and super upset how the mandate effected how much and if my child was allowed to
play hockey mostly due to the close.contact rule! This has destroyed friendships for me as
well and I can't see them.ever being repaired again :(

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17689

Unemployed

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17690

I am suffering from Cervical Spinal Stenosis. In January I decided to use my 40 plus years of
construction experience to open a home inspection business. The mandates have made it
impossible to get out and talk with Realtors as all offices except 1 are still closed. Making it
next to impossible to get a chance to do any networking with them.

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17691

Segregation

2/19/2022 8:30 PM

17692

N\A

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17693

Divided so many of the families. Mine included

2/19/2022 8:29 PM
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17694

Made school tough for my children a fight to get them to go. Lost rights to be able to go out for
dinner. Problems breathing with the mask. Have lost contact with friends and some family over
the mandstes. Unable to fly home to visit my parents and friends

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17695

Families against one another, haven’t seen friends, not able to travel.

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17696

I has caused anxiaty, and division in our family. Our kids are suffering. I see pain in my fellow
humans. And it has caused more damage than any virus. We are beeing lied to by the
govermwnt and the media. People are not beeing shown the truth because of this liberal
government and its agenda. How has it affected me , I am in severe pain for my country and
its people

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17697

I was terminated from my job; I was excluded from my fitness gym; I can't go to any
restaurants, and most importantly I am restricted to travel

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17698

Negatively

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17699

It’s left me scared and I don’t trust the government one bit

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17700

Mental health issues both myself and child

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17701

Stressed to the maximum and its not good

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17702

Actually not at all,still have all my needs met

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17703

Made life safer for all

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17704

in the worse possible way

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17705

Negatively for my kids, haven’t followed many rules from the start

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17706

No

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17707

Made my family into social lepers 😞

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17708

Iam very sad to be candians and Alberta for all the things Canadians have done

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17709

Don’t have to go to prison to be a prisoner.

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17710

The mandates have caused my life to descend into deep despair and anguish…no friends ..no
relatives..no future..I have lost all trust in politicians..police..medical
professionals..mainstream media outlets…fear of all the totalitarian ..authoritarianism…life in
Canada is now going down a wrong road.

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17711

put me in debt. savings gone and so on

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17712

Mental health of my entire family

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17713

BRB gonna go cry

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17714

Divisive unscientific rhetoric affected social and professional relationships. My family and I
were discriminated against to enter public places.

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17715

Social division

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17716

We've lost 2 years that we will never get back if family get yogethers celebrating with lived
ones family vacations

2/19/2022 8:29 PM

17717

It has made so much separation in this world

2/19/2022 8:28 PM

17718

It cost me a job opportunity and I have been treated like a second class citizen.

2/19/2022 8:28 PM

17719

I prefer shopping at small local businesses, and supporting my community… most have
closed or

2/19/2022 8:28 PM

17720

In every way and has only effected It negatively. With work, friends, family, and general life.
This has been a massive psychological operation since March 2020 created to affect everyone
who’s not the 1%. Needs to end immediately and the PM is liable for crimes against humanity,
and many others!..

2/19/2022 8:28 PM

17721

Husband got fired--he's indigenous and only uses traditional medicines. His work did not grand
him a religious exemption.

2/19/2022 8:28 PM
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17722

I’ve my job, lost friends, been unable to see family members, and suffered anxiety because
I’m unwelcome in society.

2/19/2022 8:28 PM

17723

Mental health in our household is on a decline with the constant back and forth of mandates.

2/19/2022 8:28 PM

17724

Shutdowns

2/19/2022 8:28 PM

17725

Can not travel by air

2/19/2022 8:28 PM

17726

Fear has kept family and friends apart. In a time when we need each other, mandates have
driven people apart. The kids are more anxious, when they see their parents unsure of what to
think/believe. It has also undermined the authority of the government and health profession as
things are continually changing. If you are exempt from masking, going away has become
fearful due to the reactions of many and intolerance of many stores.

2/19/2022 8:28 PM

17727

All of them

2/19/2022 8:28 PM

17728

Profoundly

2/19/2022 8:28 PM

17729

I feel that I wasted 40 years of my life (recently retired MD GP)

2/19/2022 8:28 PM

17730

Stress for absolutely nothing. But bow I learnt that our government all parties are a bunch of
assholes

2/19/2022 8:28 PM

17731

Kept me from visiting cousins and friends

2/19/2022 8:28 PM

17732

Anxiety, hate towards me cause I'm not vaccinated, job security

2/19/2022 8:28 PM

17733

Mandates have caused us serious grief and increased health problems for every member of
our household

2/19/2022 8:28 PM

17734

Ruined it

2/19/2022 8:28 PM

17735

It has given great uncertainty in everything and fear for the power of the government

2/19/2022 8:28 PM

17736

Worsened it in every possible way

2/19/2022 8:28 PM

17737

Negative

2/19/2022 8:28 PM

17738

To many way to list / employment/ financial the kids activities ect ect

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17739

I am suspended from my employment for refusing vaccine.

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17740

It has affirmed my belief in science and research.

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17741

I have 2 shots and not going for 3rd. not really and distressed over going to store kids (the
stupid discourteous excuse for parents allow the kids running around, screaming, handling
things, especially food stuffs, and some adults not masking, ignoring distancing and arrows on
floor, coughing and sneezing open-mouthed in narrow aisles. I'll still use wipes and mask even
when mandate lifted...as long as there are new cases and covid deaths.

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17742

Lost friends and family, can no longer travel, can no longer do voluntary work in manor,

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17743

I HAVE BEEN SICK DEPRESSED I LOST 120,000 DOLLARS IN INCOMME AND A
VEHICLE.

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17744

I didn’t fall for all the lies. But it has divided my family and I was not welcome at my sisters
funeral because I chose not to be vaccinated because of health history I am not welcome in
my siblings homes for same reason

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17745

No social life, reduced comfort of life

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17746

Quality of life has been affected.

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17747

It has affected me emotionally

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17748

It has caused major depression and damage to my children and amongst family. It’s causing a
huge division.

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17749

Created horrible tension in my family and neighborhood depression anger frustration

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17750

Mental health issues have been affected, Ive contemplated suicide many times. My
employment has and is being affected. Lack of human connection has been tremendously

2/19/2022 8:27 PM
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traumatic for all.
17751

Loss of friends family an Charter of rights

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17752

Depression

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17753

Negatively

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17754

Too many things to mention.

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17755

delayed my children development

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17756

Mental health Loss of freedoms

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17757

Kept us as a family from being together Disconnected Depression Untrust Financially the cost
of everything went up its hard to afford basics

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17758

Stopped me from accessing the medical care I need for my disability

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17759

my daughter past away to the vaccines

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17760

Emotionally physically

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17761

Restrictions of movement, socializing, most of them implemented by fools.

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17762

Business has plummeted

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17763

It Took my freedom away

2/19/2022 8:27 PM

17764

It has created life altering division and segregation between my fellow Canadians, reduced
resources, caused emotions and physical turmoil for myself and my children/family. It has
altered how we can plan our life and well being. It has caused stress, uncertainty, fear, anxiety.
It has caused complete distrust in our government, medical professionals, and the media. We
are left feeling alone and alienated.

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17765

3rd booster just about killed me, depressed, put a hold on a operation I needed!! Missed
vacations

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17766

Very divisive in the community and families.

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17767

Lost work. Unable to find new job. Created depression for myself which led to hard times and
my wife and I separated and soon to be divorced. Our 3 children struggled with no social life or
activities, our youngest daughter has had a very hard time with school and regulating
emotions.

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17768

Sick

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17769

Financially - lost my job, has effected my mental health

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17770

Turned it upside down

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17771

Need to work,see my loved ones,friends,travel,need my freedom,no government spying.No
government fascism

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17772

is pretty hard to live your existence like a laboratory rat knowing that the vaccines dont work
and the data of the consequences is raising up.we all know about the prime ministers invol
ment with the vaccine industry,that he ordered double the amount of vaccines ?? Why..this has
become a political agenda not a health solution,we need nurses and doctors ,however there are
thousands getting fired ,people loosing there family business,people getting laid off, people
getting sick after taken the jab,pilots etc etc ,this covid flue has become the detruction of our
society.we have lost most of our costitucional rights,the police force is more violent everyday
,all we need is to die in order to be in Peace. God bless you Sir.

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17773

Lower income Allergic to the vaccine Mental health Mental health of my children Fearful
Mistrust

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17774

Lost my business lost my house not a whole lot other wise

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17775

Causes a lot of mental health issues

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17776

It has given me the time to become more aware of the reset plan our government is trying to
implicate.

2/19/2022 8:26 PM
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17777

Divided my family. I am a front line healthcare worker and my family did not want me
participating in holidays and get togethers as I was at risk for transmitting the virus. Even if I
do not work with covid positive patients. Also, one of my family member is unvaccinated and
they too have been told not to participate in family events.

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17778

I have not seen my grandkids and lost my job

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17779

It has been a living hell.

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17780

My daughter had a job at a hospital and was to be hired at a second hospital but refused the v.
She lost both jobs. Also was taking a college course and was not allowed to finish even though
it was mostly on line and the teacher was willing to work with her but the school refused her
religious exemption.

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17781

It's just wrong to force people to do things against their eill

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17782

taken away things that should never of been taken, with NO justification for it

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17783

Its fine

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17784

👎🏻

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17785

Seperated from family in long term care and hospital, my friend died alone in hospital because
no visitors allowed. I cannot travel outside of my province or country, i cannot eat in a
restaurant, fo to a movie, see a concert or any other public activity. I am expected to devulge
my personal medical information to total strangers in doorways and am treated like a deadly
disease (even though i am healthy) by family and not wanted at holiday gatherings due to my
vaccination status. The harm has been tremendous to every Canadian and rthis tyranny has to
end!

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17786

I feel like a Leper.

2/19/2022 8:26 PM

17787

It has brought tyranny to a country with the intention to divide it. Most people fully understand
that this has absolutely nothing to do with a virus and everything to do with government
overreach and foaming at the mouth for power

2/19/2022 8:25 PM

17788

I have no life. I am a single, unvaxed person ... so I have been allowed at home and pretty
much no where else for 2 years. I also got divorced in the last two years, so life has been
pretty depressing.

2/19/2022 8:25 PM

17789

The forced mandate cripples natural human freedom. I and my family normally care to
informed on the TRUTH for our sake and for others; no need for government controls and
parenting. The falsehoods and extremes are causing division . Human dignity eliminates the
liberal kind of treatment which has tried us over two years.

2/19/2022 8:25 PM

17790

I feel like a second class citizen, not free to make my own medical decisions without harsh
consequences. My family is against me and I have lost friends… I haven’t seen nor hugged
my grandchildren in over eighteen months…

2/19/2022 8:25 PM

17791

made me and members of my family second class citizens

2/19/2022 8:25 PM

17792

My job is much more stressful as a nurse working in acute care settings. Losing nursing staff
due to the mandates which has then increased how much and how hard we have to work as
we’re constantly short staffed. This is causing increased burnout after an already difficult 2
years in the nursing profession. I’m also concerned about my children as my oldest is in
kindergarten and has to wear a mask all day at school. I’m concerned with how this is going to
effect her development as she cannot learn nonverbal expressions as well with a mask. And
both my children have had less opportunities to participate in activities, mom groups, and other
community programs due to them being closed. I worry how this will impact their social
developments, and it has greatly effected my mental health being in a new community with no
family support. It’s been extremely difficult to make connections with others due to no mom
groups and the original lock downs. I want my children to know what it’s like to grow up in a
normal society where they can hug each other and play. Not have people yell at them for
“being too close” or be scared of people if they aren’t wearing a mask.

2/19/2022 8:25 PM

17793

Mentally, physically, emotionally.

2/19/2022 8:25 PM

17794

Trapped at home for two years

2/19/2022 8:25 PM

17795

Almost ruined my business, kept me from 6 deaths in NS of my family. Has decided my

2/19/2022 8:25 PM
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family's values
17796

Stopped my family from traveling throughout Canada and abroad. Segregated my family.
Stopped normal life. Divided family and friends. Psychologically affected my family friends and
all of Canadian citizens. Hurt small business, some of which had to close their doors likely
forever.

2/19/2022 8:25 PM

17797

Haven't been able to see my grandchildren

2/19/2022 8:25 PM

17798

Couldn’t go to school because I was not vaccinated so I lost 2 year of the journeyman salary.

2/19/2022 8:25 PM

17799

I feel like a second class citizen. I was a professional fitness model and can't to to the gym
now

2/19/2022 8:25 PM

17800

Metal health and watching one of my 3 children suffer where she’s been in and out of the
hospital for mental health . Lost 4 friends to suicide. It was all political

2/19/2022 8:25 PM

17801

Family and friends isolation, fear, conflict, depression, lies, separation, my right taken away,
discrimination. My children being affected emotional, physically, mentally, and
developmentally. Very disappointed and sadness

2/19/2022 8:25 PM

17802

Affected travel, access to businesses, my profession,

2/19/2022 8:25 PM

17803

I'm partially vaccinated, not much of a shopper. Don't go out much to eat out or go on dates
with my husband since we live in an area with no family and we have kids. But the vaccine
mandates make it so that I cannot go to a restaurant. I cannot put my kids in sports and watch
them. Swimming lessons, etc.

2/19/2022 8:25 PM

17804

Haven't been sick in 2 years... amazing!! Always gonna mask in flu season now!

2/19/2022 8:25 PM

17805

Isolation

2/19/2022 8:24 PM

17806

I have a medical condition that affects my blood vessels. I was medically unable to get
vaccinated but not allowed a medical exemption under the rigid rules. I lost my job and am in
danger of losing my house.

2/19/2022 8:24 PM

17807

I've remained healthy and had it in the beginning even though natural Immunity isn't recognized
as it is in every country but ours. Everything is a challenge and limited. There is hate and lies
spewed by our govt. Complete over reach and abuse of power. Instead of keeping people safe
it has divided and segregated our country more than ever.

2/19/2022 8:24 PM

17808

I have had to change my career, loss of friendships, bullied for my views on this issue, brought
me closer to God and poor mental health. I know who my Savior is, Jesus Christ.

2/19/2022 8:24 PM

17809

These mandates have horribly affected my whole family, my children are suffering and being
bullied, depression and segregation.

2/19/2022 8:24 PM

17810

I've not been able to support or visit my adult children in hospital 1) broken ankle 2)
hyponatremia 3) appendicitis. Husband had to get the jab or lose his job. All my adult children
cannot attend post secondary without the jab. Can't fly within my own country or go to us for
vacation. 1 adult child lost a job. 1 adult child got his online banking hacked and money stolen.
Unable to attend church freely. 1 adult child suicidal.

2/19/2022 8:24 PM

17811

I am vaccinated but do not agree with discrimination brought about by the passports, I have
not accessed my vaccine passport and have no intention to do so, therefore I am limited of
socializing I can do

2/19/2022 8:24 PM

17812

I am a migraine sufferer and wearing a mask for 8 hours a day at my job only makes it worse.

2/19/2022 8:24 PM

17813

It hasn’t, you all are whiney

2/19/2022 8:24 PM

17814

Has restricted my ability for religious observance. Restricted visiting with friends and family.
Restricted my children’s and grandchildren’s schooling.

2/19/2022 8:24 PM

17815

Depression, can't see my mom or my brother, my son has tbi and can not meet and make
friends...

2/19/2022 8:24 PM

17816

Plandemic scamdemic endemic we are living a lie there is no such thing Covid

2/19/2022 8:24 PM

17817

I just want my life back as before all that shit

2/19/2022 8:24 PM

17818

Yes

2/19/2022 8:24 PM
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17819

It has limited my freedom to worship, shop, visit family and friends, and travel. My daughters
were coerced to get jabbed for university, my son in law for work, and my other daughter can't
play sports. it is pure discrimination and against the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

2/19/2022 8:24 PM

17820

I cannot enjoy the freedoms everyone else can even at this moment. And even those
freedoms are diminished. I want my child to enjoy the freedoms I grew up with. We should not
be hiding from a cold virus which omicron is

2/19/2022 8:24 PM

17821

It has been the worst lost 2 people very close to me no funeral no way of saying good buy .
Missing my grandkids missing life in general.

2/19/2022 8:23 PM

17822

In a very unhealthy negative way.

2/19/2022 8:23 PM

17823

Everything in life

2/19/2022 8:23 PM

17824

I've been forced to work from home and provide weekly negative tests to keep my job. To
prove that I am healthy to work in my own home. I feel like a prisoner in my own home.

2/19/2022 8:23 PM

17825

Loss of work, forced isolation, taken massive tolls on my family’s mental health

2/19/2022 8:23 PM

17826

Still alive which is the most important despite a few inconveniences.

2/19/2022 8:23 PM

17827

Travel

2/19/2022 8:23 PM

17828

It has affected everyone I know. I have depression now in the family, especially with the
children when they were not being as active in sports and other group activities. The mandates
were pushed on everyone. Doctors (G.P's) were told in Alberta they could not administer drugs
that could help cure us and that they could not give exemptions. They were threatened as well
as I know of doctors who had their patient files taken. I know family and friends, who had their
way to make a living taken away. Those of us who did not agree with the untested vaccine or
whose medical condition advised against the vaccine, were threatened by vaccine passports
and with no recourse when doctors were told not to give exemptions in Alberta. Children who
did not pose a risk in getting covid or if they did, they did not have severe reactions were
threatened with vaccine passports as well. The vaccine itself created fear as many people
were being reported to die from vaccine side effects similar to thrombosis, even athletes who
were healthy and top of their game. The media seemed to be pushing one narrative and
crushing those who were listening to different viral experts than those affiliated with Pfiser and
WHO. For many years I have been disappointed that doctors were not getting an education in
nutritional science and so an important world view was just being ignored. A lot of fear and
division created when children were being fined for playing outside hockey and people were
initially told they couldnt walk outside side by side with their partners who they lived with. This
is the first time in Canadian History where Health officials had hired people to police fellow
citizens reminiscent of the early parts of communist takeovers in other countries. I have
personally had two people die in my extended family who we were told died of covid when they
were on their last legs with other health concerns. When the media was saying that the
hospitals were bringing in army tents to house all covid patients I spoke to nurses in one of the
major hospitals who said they had not seen the numbers to warrant that. Again a lot of fear
was propagated by the government. As I am Canadian, and I do not want a vaccine, my
human right to choice has been violated, even when getting a vaccine would compromise my
health as the procedure I do advised against any vaccine.

2/19/2022 8:23 PM

17829

Lost a family member of 52 hours after the booster Grand daughter has not stopped bleeding
hours after the second shot Can’t travel and see my children across Canada Can’t visit my
brother in a home now for over two years Devision in my family and friends I can go on and on
Please get us back to all loving each other and living again

2/19/2022 8:23 PM

17830

It has divided our country and effects peoples mental health

2/19/2022 8:23 PM

17831

Damaged relationships with family and friends, disrupted worship, made work and travel very
difficult- both my husband and I have sales jobs where face-to-face contact is just so crucial.
It has been a challenge to serve clients well. Our kids have been struggling with depression.
Friends who are business owners have really been struggling financially as well.

2/19/2022 8:23 PM

17832

The problem with Assuming: What really ticked me off with a lot of news interviews is the
media saying that because whatever % of truckers are vaxed that the remaining peoples views
dont matter in a democratic society because what , weve been outvoted ? No! People have
been vaxed AGAINST THEIR WILL! I wrote something out after I saw that : Just because any
certain percentage of people are vaccinated doesnt mean that they think that its ok to coerce

2/19/2022 8:23 PM
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people under threat of job loss to get vaccinated . That is a violation of our charter of rights
and freedoms . It is correct in saying that vaccine mandates are segregating people . Imagine
being a visible minority and seeing a sign that says " visible minorities are not allowed in here"
. It IS DISCRIMINATION. Vaccine passports are the EXACT same thing. Using job loss to
coerce someone into taking / doing something that they dont want to do is a violation of the
charter of rights and freedoms . That law is there to stop the past from repeating itself , ie ,
what the nazis did to the jews. NO public health order can override the charter of rights and
freedoms . Saying that taking a PROVEN INEFFECTIVE experimental pseudo vaccine is
going to stop covid which is now nothing more than a weak seasonal flu is 100 % WRONG!
Protesting discrimination is counter freedom? Those are the lies out of the mouth of our PM!
The media is paid by our evil fascist PM to spew out a counterspun narrative in order to sell
vaccines and put more $$ into his pocket. The narrative concocted by this fear mongering is
meant to brainwash people that dont have time to expose the lies themselves into thinking that
this GARBAGE our pull string puppet PM is spewing out is actually the truth, which it is not.
We should study the facts and not the lies being parroted by the media and come to the
conclusion that to the letter of the law these mandates are unconstitutional and discriminatory.
Take it how you want to ! Thanks!
17833

My mental health has declined, I miss my family, I miss being free and going out with my
husband on dates to movies, dinner and spending time with family on major occasions. It's
affected my marriage, our finances and friendships with family and friends. Strangers we've
met at times are bullies, coworkers are bullies.

2/19/2022 8:23 PM

17834

It has caused divisions with family/friends It made me DESPISE the Liberal Party as well as
the Conservative Party

2/19/2022 8:23 PM

17835

Isolation, depression, holidays canceled, haven’t seen some family for 2 years, jobs, etc. We
have been deeply affected by the mandates.

2/19/2022 8:23 PM

17836

I can see how our nation is divided. I can not go abroad because of my choice and do a lot of
other things as I used to do.

2/19/2022 8:22 PM

17837

Not being to life my life. Not able to see family

2/19/2022 8:22 PM

17838

Being so isolated from family and dear friends has taken a huge toll. Some I have not seen in
over two years, particularly one in nursing home. Having to cancel so many precious family
gatherings and not able to attend funerals/memorials. I miss being with church family and
having the freedom to worship God with friends. Not seeing my best friend in person in almost
a year - and she died in January. Heartbroken. we would have spent several special times
together had it not been for lockdowns and other mandates. We have been ROBBED of two
years of our lives and it MUST end NOW! Can the Government give us back all that was lost?
They are responsible for all of the heartache, losses we have endured. Please end it and do
not EVER bring these mandates back. We all have the right to choose who we spend time
with, where we can go to socialize and what gets put into our body - OUR CHOICE - NOT THE
GOVERNMENTS!

2/19/2022 8:22 PM

17839

It’s horrible . I am being forced by my work to have the jab . I got my first and have anxiety
about the second . I am so angry now

2/19/2022 8:22 PM

17840

All the mandates and the fact that the liberals are promoting a dictatorship with these laws.

2/19/2022 8:22 PM

17841

Mental health, children suffering in schools and lack of sports. Family distance, relationships
have suffered. Loss in jobs

2/19/2022 8:22 PM

17842

Unable to travel to US. Huge divides amongst family and friends. Huge psychological, mental
and physical effects from being locked up t home.

2/19/2022 8:22 PM

17843

PTSD

2/19/2022 8:22 PM

17844

Depressed anxiety completely lost faith in our government

2/19/2022 8:22 PM

17845

Hard to get a job. I can’t go anywhere. Been stuck in the house losing my mind

2/19/2022 8:22 PM

17846

I cannot wear a mask so I am a prisoner in my own home.

2/19/2022 8:22 PM

17847

Deprived quality of life and division of society

2/19/2022 8:22 PM

17848

In a negative manner. I feel like I’m a prisoner in my own country instead of a person living in a
free, democratic society. I have never felt more anxiety in my life and an sick and tired of the

2/19/2022 8:22 PM
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political games and lies. We are Canadian. We don’t discriminate against people over their
medical choices. Nor is our private health information anyone else’s business.
17849

...was a contributing factor in my decision to close my B&B...after 13 successful years....

2/19/2022 8:22 PM

17850

Detrimental to mental health. Also, made me and my spouse second class citizens in this
country.

2/19/2022 8:22 PM

17851

We haven’t been able to do any recreational activities as a family, or go to any restaurants
supporting the vax pass. Our church was closed down for a couple months, and had reduced
occupancy for months. The mandates caused a lot of stress in our work and family lives, as
well as our social lives. We have a baby who doesn’t recognize people for people because of
the masks. It’s a awful way to live, and we’re hoping for a positive change so we can bring our
daughter up in a normal world again!

2/19/2022 8:21 PM

17852

Destroyed relationships with family and friends. Hindered my ability to worship as God
intended (IN church).

2/19/2022 8:21 PM

17853

Having to get both shots in order to get into a maternity house and not being able to do
anything special with the fiancée what so ever.

2/19/2022 8:21 PM

17854

divided my family, friends, depression, Zero trust in government and media and ready to leave
Canada if this keeps up

2/19/2022 8:21 PM

17855

The mandates suck I lost my job

2/19/2022 8:21 PM

17856

I am just full of anxiety all the time! I have no social life my workmates have been let go! I was
forced to take the vaccine or I would have lost my job, and I have been there for 24 yrs. I am
just done with the stress and division every where is go! This feeling I have is not what a
Canadian is!

2/19/2022 8:21 PM

17857

Make my life difficult and make everyone sofering fill like prisoner where is our freedom

2/19/2022 8:21 PM

17858

Financially deprived because of missing time from having a cough or sniffles.

2/19/2022 8:21 PM

17859

Less work. Couldn’t see my mother.

2/19/2022 8:21 PM

17860

Family problems

2/19/2022 8:21 PM

17861

Negatively

2/19/2022 8:21 PM

17862

My family is unable to travel or eat at restaurants. My kids have been forced into masking
despite medical exemptions at school. My kids have not been able to participate in rec
activities & sports. Their father lost his job during the most recent lockdown/ vax mandates.
My kids have both suffered losses in education and deficiencies in learning as 2 years of
school has been missed.

2/19/2022 8:21 PM

17863

There isn't enough space here to describe the negative effects

2/19/2022 8:21 PM

17864

Haven’t been able to go see my new grandsons due to lockdowns.

2/19/2022 8:21 PM

17865

The mandates have kept me from my family. I cant even go to my sons wedding. Graduations,
restaurants. It’s discriminatory

2/19/2022 8:21 PM

17866

Isolated us from our families, limited us access to places for our children and has prevented
us from travel numerous times with domestic and international regulations. I have watched
friends lose employment, their businesses and livehoods

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17867

I’m disabled and it’s been wonderful being able to go out without having to worry about being
exposed.

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17868

Restricted access to multiple places and to travel to see my aging mother.

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17869

Yes

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17870

Restricted travel

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17871

The uncertainty of everything and the threat of the government showing power to control our
lives.

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17872

Loss of income, inability to fly. I can't visit family in the USA, I can't visit friends on Vancouver
island ferry mandate

2/19/2022 8:20 PM
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17873

Very badly: in physical and mental way.

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17874

Broken friendships / relationships Been cut off from doing “Normal” things Not able to see
family Sadness and hopelessness like I have never felt before

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17875

Less travel. seeing my mother decline in care home because of lack of visitors and activities

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17876

Suicidal, division of friends and family. Fear of permanent government overreach.

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17877

Separated family and friends

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17878

Words cannot describe how it has negatively affected me and my families lives

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17879

No travel Discrimination Lost off human rights

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17880

Kept me safe. Got me depressed

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17881

In nearly every aspect and prevented my elder brother and I from seeing each other for last
time last year while he was in hospital and later, long term care. I was also prevented from
paying respects to go close, older friend at Scandinavian Centre in Burnaby BC, as they were
enforcing jab passport/QR code.

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17882

Mental health

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17883

My physical health has suffered because I was not allowed to participate in an exercise
program for people w/ disabilities that I have been in for the last 12 yrs because of my choice
to not be vaccinated. The vaccine mandates have divided members of my family, my freedom
to go out to dinner or a movie or travel have been taken away.

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17884

Caused family strife and made me hate all over-reaching political bullshit!

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17885

Isolation from my family, friends and coworkers. Depression and anxiety. Dismay and
disappointment in Canadian people and government.

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17886

Cut off from family and friends . Results in depression Cut off from work and freedom

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17887

Forced to take a Vaccine I did not want in order to keep my job and feed my kids - single mom

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17888

I have contemplated suicide multiple times. Need I write more?

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17889

I've lost my job, my children are suffering from mental health issues now and I have no hope
for our futures

2/19/2022 8:20 PM

17890

It has made me very depressed

2/19/2022 8:19 PM

17891

I cannot travel, I cannot go with my friends to restaurants, I cannot attend classes at a
community centres. Mandates have also caused lots of disagreements among my friends and
family members.

2/19/2022 8:19 PM

17892

It’s affected my children and their mental health, it’s affected my mental health, it’s destroyed
relationships it has prevented me from entering public spaces where my children play sports,
and it has caused me issues with my schooling, it has taken money from my family to pay for
tests for employment and school.

2/19/2022 8:19 PM

17893

It has caused me to be house bound for the last two years, cut into activities, travel,
socializing and I am getting depressed and tired of being deprived of my freedom to do these
things. I’m over eighty old and I want to be able to enjoy the rest of my life.

2/19/2022 8:19 PM

17894

Family. Work. Holidays

2/19/2022 8:19 PM

17895

It robbed my children of their normal childhood. It affected my work, my social life

2/19/2022 8:19 PM

17896

Separation in family

2/19/2022 8:19 PM

17897

The mandates have affected our lives we can’t stay at Ronald McDonald’s’s house in
Edmonton unless we are vaccinated and it’s affected us from seeing family and friends and it
has made ppl fight against each other

2/19/2022 8:19 PM

17898

I had a horrible time with not being able to see my I’ll husband and lost months which I did not
have as he passed and that time I did not have with him made the whole experience awful! It’s
absolutely unfair!

2/19/2022 8:19 PM
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17899

Limited our ability the go out and enjoy life. It's taken a large mental health toll on my kids

2/19/2022 8:19 PM

17900

Lonely, fear, isolation, stigma, division.

2/19/2022 8:19 PM

17901

I am seventy years old & not being with mu family is heartbreaking. The price of all most
everything is way to high & so is the carbon tax

2/19/2022 8:19 PM

17902

The mandates have created severe mental health implications on my family

2/19/2022 8:19 PM

17903

My father in law died alone with bed sores from poor care left in the care home with people who
didn’t follow the mama dated rules. We were better off dressing in PPE and looking after our
father in law since we followed the rules

2/19/2022 8:19 PM

17904

I am a mom of two sweet kids. My daughter is now 9, everyday she cries and has panic
attacks because she has to wear a mask to school every day. I would homeschool her, but
she is also a very social girl, and the thought of not being with her friends is worse than having
to strap on a mask. So she bravely does! A mask scares her more than the thought of getting
COVID. The lockdown was extremely difficult on her, and she has lost her joy. My son is 6 he
has speech apraxia, severe phonological disorder, and autism. He has been given a LIFETIME
of challenges in his short 6 years. He however radiates joy and strength, and has overcome so
much. I believe he could have overcome so much more if it wasn't for these mandates.
Everything was shut down he was starting his EIBI services. These crucial services which
have always been a year were cut back to 6 months. Then he ended up losing one month of
them because of a shutdown. He worked closely with speech therapist as well as EIBI staff.
So not only was there a struggle with a short 6 months, there's also a struggle with teaching a
child how to form his lips to make words wearing a mask and a shield. His speech therapist
has been amazed at how far he has come however has said imagine how far he could have
come if we could have taught him properly without having to wear these masks. Now he is in
kindergarten and the fight now with his teacher is respecting his medical exception of not
wearing a mask. That has been a fight where I have had to become an angry person to stand
up for the rights of my child. Now they are segregating him in the interest of public safety. A
child who already has issues with relationships, eye contact, and being understood. He is now
being told to stay away from his classmates because he cannot wear a mask. His medical
exemption is not his fault, yet he is being treated that way. They even got upset when I told
them what they were doing was segregation however how else would you define it?? I will
admit I have been blessed to an excellent workplace who has been extremely kind to me and
respecting my exemption. I was sexually assaulted with my face covered the entire time with
my attacker's hand. Having to put on a mask causes me great anxiety, and post-traumatic
stress disorder. There is not one doctor even my family doctor who would be willing to give me
an exemption. My caring workplace is extremely considerate of this and has been very kind to
me. Unfortunately other people are not and businesses do not care so I do not go out and I do
not go into stores often. I do always try to wear a mask to respect people's beliefs that they
actually work. However I suffer greatly from this and usually cannot finish my shopping. I
decided for my children that I did not want to get the vaccine for them as well as for myself,
simply because I wasn't sure about it. Our family has suffered greatly from this as my
daughter cannot participate in going swimming, and out with her friends. My son has also not
been able to do the things that he has wanted to do and I wonder and fear that someday it will
affect his rights to his medical treatments. Everyday my husband and I live in fear of losing
our jobs. We are a middle income family who live paycheck to paycheck both working full-time
jobs. We have been blessed with very wonderful employers but we know someday that
perhaps if these measures get any worse that we will in fact lose these are jobs and be left
homeless.

2/19/2022 8:19 PM

17905

Missed out in being able to attend weddings and funerals. Has made separation in friends and
family

2/19/2022 8:19 PM

17906

Irrevocably! We cannot reimburse the loss of 2yrs being unemployed among other serious
consequences.

2/19/2022 8:19 PM

17907

I lost a job because I didn’t want the vaccine

2/19/2022 8:19 PM

17908

Devastated

2/19/2022 8:19 PM

17909

Distorted my life and did nothing to keep me safe

2/19/2022 8:19 PM

17910

Mentally problem

2/19/2022 8:19 PM

17911

Inconvenience traveling as a senior trying to visit other countries that I saved for when retired

2/19/2022 8:18 PM
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17912

Immensely

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17913

Totally anxiety

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17914

Mental health

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17915

Fired from my job Effects my mental health

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17916

never followed any of them

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17917

prevented me from enjoying travel and eating out. it affected my business and the masks
impaired breathing

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17918

In every way

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17919

My family has not been able to do any recreational activities, or go to any restaurants that
support the vax pass, our church was closed closed down for almost 2 months and has
reduced occupancy for multiple months. The mandates have caused a lot of stress in our work
and family as well as our social lives. We had a grandfather that was very near to passing
away and he had to stay in the hospital all by himself and nobody was allowed to see or visit
him which we thought was completely unacceptable.

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17920

I’m more depressed and lost my job

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17921

I've lost my job and finding it difficult to find another due to the mandates. I've worked for 3
years finishing school and pursuing my career for 6 years for this to now happen.

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17922

Beyond words

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17923

Depression anxiety

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17924

Slowed my social and business life

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17925

YES! In every way! Being with friends and family. And my job.

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17926

Lost my job and faith in our system

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17927

Rift in family, unable to travel or eat out. Not able to go to church. Cannot go to some
businesses

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17928

I do not comply

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17929

Fear of losing employment. Now have an accommodation and can’t perform full duties at work.
Can’t go to restauy, fitness clubs, dojos or theatres.

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17930

The current government officials and mainstream media has bred unnecessary FEAR into our
society which has caused great separation, hate, anger with no regard to living a healthy
lifestyle, all while clearly showing to us the corruption, greed, coercion and political gain and
that we are now moving into a dictatorship society, not a democratic one. My personal mental
well being, my children's mental well being, my extended family and friends mention well being
has also suffered severe damage.

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17931

Haven't seen grandkids in 2 years!!!

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17932

I was forced out of my business for 17 weeks and called a non essential person in this country

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17933

Negatively

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17934

I lost my job and claimed bankruptcy I no longer own a home my credit is screwed

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17935

No freedom, I should have a choice. Charter of Rights!!!

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17936

The discrimination, loss of rights, freedoms, and peoples livelihoods has been a very negative
experience.

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17937

No out of Country trips, no weekly family outings to support a local restaurant, Live gigs for our
band Cancelled.

2/19/2022 8:18 PM

17938

I feel like I am being penalized and made to feel like a criminal. I am fully vaccinated but I
believe in freedom of choice for everyone regardless of what that is for you without fear of
reprisals or fines, jail or isolation from the governing body!

2/19/2022 8:17 PM

17939

It effects everyone. Business, economy, health. For no pendemic reasons

2/19/2022 8:17 PM
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17940

Very little

2/19/2022 8:17 PM

17941

It allowed me to see how corrupt the government is and to know I cannot trust the media.
Therefore I am winning

2/19/2022 8:17 PM

17942

I had 1 vaccine so I could visit my daughter, I had a seizure as a result. My husband is double
vaxxed. He can go and do while I stay home. I protect myself with naturopathic medicines.

2/19/2022 8:17 PM

17943

Loss of employment

2/19/2022 8:17 PM

17944

Not good loosing my mind.

2/19/2022 8:17 PM

17945

Vaccine requirement for job. Vaccine gave me bells palsy. This alone has impacted every area
of my life.

2/19/2022 8:17 PM

17946

It made it a healthier life for my family, friends and I. Health professionals are guiding us to
help make our communities safe and to have access to medical care if needed. Because of
mandates I was able to get a heart procedure done. Now with mandates being lifted who knows
who will be able to get needed surgeries and procedures done, or be looked after in an
emergency situation.

2/19/2022 8:17 PM

17947

Created divisive groups within our community. Lack of communication the last 2 years with
some friends and family.

2/19/2022 8:17 PM

17948

Has affected my livelihood and my mental health family and friends.

2/19/2022 8:17 PM

17949

Immeasurably

2/19/2022 8:17 PM

17950

I was forced to be vaccinated even though I work from home.

2/19/2022 8:17 PM

17951

It has created tension and division in my family and friends, and it has impacted my children
and their ability to properly socialize and develop skills.

2/19/2022 8:17 PM

17952

Loss of employment

2/19/2022 8:17 PM

17953

Lost job, was not allowed to attend a funeral, can't find work.

2/19/2022 8:17 PM

17954

Everything!!! Kids work life stress. Etc. Etc.

2/19/2022 8:17 PM

17955

divade my family

2/19/2022 8:17 PM

17956

Negatively financially emotionally physically mentally

2/19/2022 8:17 PM

17957

has made my life a living hell

2/19/2022 8:17 PM

17958

Trudeau has been directed emotional abuse, psychological warfare and hate at me, my friends
and members of my family

2/19/2022 8:17 PM

17959

Closed business, lost about 80% of income

2/19/2022 8:16 PM

17960

I have not seen, hugged or kissed my grandkids for 2 years.

2/19/2022 8:16 PM

17961

Impacted negatively my mental, social, and financial health and driven wedges between family
and friends.

2/19/2022 8:16 PM

17962

tired of not being able to get out

2/19/2022 8:16 PM

17963

Decimated it. Division, discord, stress. For no gain. People are tired and divided and there is
no grace. Stop with the fear.

2/19/2022 8:16 PM

17964

Losing freedom Divide within family and friends Effected my personal business operations and
abilities to succeed

2/19/2022 8:16 PM

17965

We were discriminated against just because we aren't vaccinated. I am talking about my kids
and I.

2/19/2022 8:16 PM

17966

Not able to go out with my friends & some of my family

2/19/2022 8:16 PM

17967

Being divisive in who comes into our store

2/19/2022 8:16 PM

17968

Brime mes droits et libertés.... Divise la population

2/19/2022 8:16 PM

17969

Destroyed my business. Caused depression in my family. After a fall my mother in law was put

2/19/2022 8:16 PM
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into isolation despite being fully vaccinated and testing negative. She quickly declined while in
isolation and died.
17970

I get sick wearing a mask at work, interactions with people we don’t even know what people
look like anymore, my lungs hurt every day from mask at work for 10 hours a day and no fans

2/19/2022 8:16 PM

17971

Family torn apart. Watching my grandkids grow up being isolated from friends

2/19/2022 8:16 PM

17972

I have experienced an enormous amount of hate from strangers, but also from my own family
members and friends, for choosing a different medical treatment than they did. I have health
issues, and I am very cautious of what goes into my body. I am still in disbelief that anybody
would have a problem with my choice, but it has escalated into dangerous I don’t care about
restaurants and movie theatres, but I was not allowed to visit my mother in the hospital after
she had a stroke. My nephew suffered Bell’s palsy after the vaccine and no one seemed to
care. A man collapsed in front of me in a lineup at the DMV, and no one would help him except
me because they were all terrified of COVID. I just cannot understand what is happening to the
world. The government has done a terrible job at dealing with this pandemic, and have
purposely wedged people apart. I’ve been called a murderer. I’ve been called racist, selfish, a
life ruiner. I’ve been banned from seeing my nieces and nephews. I’ve been excluded from
gatherings. But what is worse, is thinking about all of the children and seniors who are
experiencing isolation. Things are not okay.

2/19/2022 8:16 PM

17973

My mental health

2/19/2022 8:16 PM

17974

Traveling to see my mom, socially meeting my friends.

2/19/2022 8:16 PM

17975

I have been unemployed for the first time in 35 years

2/19/2022 8:16 PM

17976

It’s limiting my freedom

2/19/2022 8:16 PM

17977

I moved out of the country

2/19/2022 8:16 PM

17978

Affected my kids! Sports/school less active

2/19/2022 8:15 PM

17979

Have to travel further to get to church-we meet in a theatre. Before we used to meet in a
school gymnasium closer to home. Small businesses closing their doors or shut down during
pandemic. Not able to gather with friends/family.

2/19/2022 8:15 PM

17980

It has taken our freedom

2/19/2022 8:15 PM

17981

While pregnant, my partner could not come to any visits or ultrasound. Now my baby doesn't
get to see faces because of masks and distancing.

2/19/2022 8:15 PM

17982

I have experienced ALOT of discrimination and division and have even worried about my
safety from any hostile confrontation while out getting groceries ect. I am asthmatic and found
that I would get very light headed (to the point of feeling like I was gonna pass out) dizzy and
feeling nauseous from wearing the mask. I also wear glasses to read so I could not wear both
without my glasses fogging up and couldn't see

2/19/2022 8:15 PM

17983

Inturupted quality time with clients family and friends!!

2/19/2022 8:15 PM

17984

Cost me my job, significanrtly reduced the quality of my life, caused me a lot of stress in my
life, my family, my kids, restricted my life. Does not feel like we live in. A free country. More
like a communist state, where our activities and thoughts are monitored. A lot of brain washing
propaganda. Trudeau is everything he can to divide the country and set us against each other.
He doesn't work for the people of Canada. He works for Karl Schwab and the New World Order.

2/19/2022 8:15 PM

17985

Definitely not good!

2/19/2022 8:15 PM

17986

Yes it has had a tremendous impact on my life. It is control, the governments both provincial
and federal,health depts.have rezlly isolated people. Very unhealthy for mind,body and spirit. It
has been extremely divisive. The use of police made me wonder if I was in Canada. Our
fundamental rrights were violated terribly. They put mandates in as if thes

2/19/2022 8:15 PM

17987

Not able to visit family friends and church..

2/19/2022 8:15 PM

17988

Masking is hindering my children is their advancements at school and vaccines requirements
are keeping my children from sports as I don’t feel comfortable injecting them with an
experimental drug

2/19/2022 8:15 PM

17989

Loss of jobs, unable to pay rent, not able to travel, not abke to save. Financially very tight,

2/19/2022 8:15 PM
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credit score has immensely dropped. Security if anything unknown and mental health
depression unfortunately
17990

It has made it very difficult to share time with people I love and build so much stress

2/19/2022 8:15 PM

17991

having to put up with idiots brainwashed by MSM parroting all the false narrative and lies the
govts/ hellth people (spelling intentional) and MSM have been propagating having sold their
souls for profit (the entities mentioned) and power

2/19/2022 8:15 PM

17992

Il a divisé ma famille. Il a volé le sec 5 de mon fils. Il m'a créer énormément d anxiété

2/19/2022 8:15 PM

17993

The same as it has for everyone. Made life impossible, taken away dreams and the hope for a
future for ourselves and our children

2/19/2022 8:14 PM

17994

I’ve been house confined

2/19/2022 8:14 PM

17995

I have not been able to attend recreational sports or other social events in society.

2/19/2022 8:14 PM

17996

At all level. Family, friends, relationships, work, psychologically, emotionally, financially and so
on...

2/19/2022 8:14 PM

17997

Negatively! It’s affecting my career, my home life, my mental health, everything!

2/19/2022 8:14 PM

17998

It has caused stress on the elderly

2/19/2022 8:14 PM

17999

Lost my job, my daughter lost her education. We both lost many yrs on our life.

2/19/2022 8:14 PM

18000

Annoying. Divided from family, friends and coworkers. Isolated as a single person. Depressing.
Added to anxiety what I need to do for every store or even travel was extremely stressful. I
want to see ppl smile. If I can’t hear someone, at least in the past I could read their lips.

2/19/2022 8:14 PM

18001

It has been horrible can’t stand it any more

2/19/2022 8:14 PM

18002

Started with my business

2/19/2022 8:14 PM

18003

Indescribable!

2/19/2022 8:14 PM

18004

My father died alone in the hospital, we were denied to see him, I'm ready to die of a thing
such as covid as long as I have the opportunity to see my family and say goodbye to loved
ones. And if masks and the vaccines aren't working then let it go and let us go back to living
because this isn't life, Not that I'd get vaccinated anyway, it's been forced too much to trust

2/19/2022 8:13 PM

18005

Terrible tyranny!!!

2/19/2022 8:13 PM

18006

Very negatively, job and client loss, division between family and friends, lack of social
connection

2/19/2022 8:13 PM

18007

Everything

2/19/2022 8:13 PM

18008

I haven’t really followed any of the mandates The only reason I wear a mask in the store is the
stop all the whining and the bitching

2/19/2022 8:13 PM

18009

ruined it but made me learn about socialism

2/19/2022 8:13 PM

18010

Closed in. Loss of communication with family and friends. LOSS OF MY FREEDOM AND
RIGHTS

2/19/2022 8:13 PM

18011

Job loss Ostracized

2/19/2022 8:13 PM

18012

Job resistance, peer pressure, suicide thoughts, financial issues

2/19/2022 8:13 PM

18013

My rights as a Canadian.

2/19/2022 8:13 PM

18014

I have 3 vaccines, I have been working at Loblaws since the pandemic started as a personal
shopper. During lockdowns, I work more hours.

2/19/2022 8:13 PM

18015

All

2/19/2022 8:13 PM

18016

I've lost my job

2/19/2022 8:13 PM

18017

It has prevented me from being with family and friends! Prevented me from going to worship,
from going out with my friends and family and from visiting my family in hospital. They have
had to suffer alone! Taken away our freedoms!Much more!!

2/19/2022 8:13 PM
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18018

We left the country, got permanent residence elsewhere. We haven’t seen many loved ones in
over 6 months

2/19/2022 8:13 PM

18019

Loss of family and friends. Cannot see my own grandchildren. Depression.

2/19/2022 8:13 PM

18020

Loss of freedom, grandchildren losing learning opportunities, loss of social contact affecting
mental health, people getting sick and others dying, people in our health care institutions and
seniors facilities wanting to die because of no contact.

2/19/2022 8:13 PM

18021

It took away choices that should be up to ourselves, not outside people. My body, my choice.

2/19/2022 8:13 PM

18022

negatively

2/19/2022 8:13 PM

18023

Loss of work, shortage of money, family seperation, loss of sports, anxiety mental depression.

2/19/2022 8:13 PM

18024

Slower shipping times i guess

2/19/2022 8:13 PM

18025

We are prisoners in our own home. Afraid to go see our family.

2/19/2022 8:12 PM

18026

It has caused a massive divide in my family, with my job, with my children’s schools, their
mental health. This has caused segregation in society by the government and built a two tiered
system! This is NOT Nazi germany!!

2/19/2022 8:12 PM

18027

Lost work

2/19/2022 8:12 PM

18028

The mandates have divided my church my community and my family. And the division and the
lockdowns they are evil. The medical experts are evil high IQ dumb people cold-blooded
clinical Reptilians the fact that these morally deformed cretins attempted to muzzle the bride of
Christ is Satan’s flag pole right there we need look no further.

2/19/2022 8:12 PM

18029

Isolation, depression and division amongst the communities

2/19/2022 8:12 PM

18030

I am in the health care system and have watched in horror at how this has changed family and
friends relationships, caused hostility and division and has brought out the worst in people. It’s
hard to believe how this was handled by our federal government and although we are living in a
so called democracy we have no say in fundamental freedoms. I am not against vaccines, I
am vaccinated but I strongly disagree with what is unfolding in our beautiful Country of
Canada.

2/19/2022 8:12 PM

18031

My daughter lost her job as a nurse I feel our rights to choose are being violated. The tests
and vaccine are scary because there are so many people having side affects and there still
being pushed on people

2/19/2022 8:12 PM

18032

Inflation cost of everything gone up should go down

2/19/2022 8:12 PM

18033

Depression anxiety,

2/19/2022 8:12 PM

18034

Went into severe depression and anxiety and I do not have a history of mental illness. I had to
go on medications due to my nervous breakdown and went off work.

2/19/2022 8:12 PM

18035

They have damaged family and friendship relationships, mental health of many I know
including myself, physical health by preventing access to gyms etc. family members health by
vaccine injury and my overall quality of life

2/19/2022 8:12 PM

18036

Restricted living and seeing family.

2/19/2022 8:12 PM

18037

Work slowed down

2/19/2022 8:12 PM

18038

Loss and depression

2/19/2022 8:12 PM

18039

I and my family are unvaccinated; therefore may not attend public operations such as fitness
gyms and restaurants. The main area it has impacted is our faith community, which is divided
on adherence to these mandates. My family has stopped attending gatherings due to the way
our leadership has handled the restrictions.

2/19/2022 8:12 PM

18040

I have always been so proud to be a Canadian. I’m saddened by the way leadership of our
country has divided us. After fighting two years of Breast cancer going into 2020 the closers
effected a business I had just started getting off the ground. I was unable to work and after my
sick benefits and the CERB benefits ran out it’s been almost impossible to make enough
money to survive. I am 64 years old and so close to retirement. I have decided to stay
unvaxed so that also puts a stop to my in home hair care for seniors.

2/19/2022 8:12 PM
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18041

Increased stress Restrictions to activities I would normally attend

2/19/2022 8:12 PM

18042

Can’t stand it! My business, my financial and my health (mental/emotional/physical) have
suffered. Lost my Mother and had been locked out from visits prior - and much more. Tension
in family/friends. Just ALL so wrong.

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18043

I lost $200 000 in income in the last two years and my psychological health is terrible. I am
angry and need to get back to normal

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18044

Cause me to re evaluate how gov want to control the population

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18045

I was terminated for refusing the jab.

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18046

I have been laid off work, and my opportunity to pursue post secondary education has been
stolen from me

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18047

Hard to find work for unvaccinated people. There is a stigma around unvaccinated people
fueled by government propaganda

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18048

Staying at home got lonely

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18049

Suicidal

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18050

I can’t travel, see members of my family, go to-a restaurant or any other form of outing.

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18051

N/A

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18052

Many ways I don’t wish to disclose

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18053

I have been bullied, called names, had my child assaulted, been unable to get access to
supports in person for special needs children. Our income was affected for a time. But the
most horrible thing is that we have people in our family who have been bullied into taking a jab
that they didn't want to be able to participate in life. One person died 3 weeks after the first jab.

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18054

Limited my activities

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18055

I lost my business

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18056

In every aspect. Division in family, friends, relationships. Unable to move freely around in my
own country unless your vaxed. Can’t go to the dr. If you have any symptom under the sun.
Come on who doesn’t get sick anymore. Everything has been listed Covid. People have being
terrorized, panicked for what? My kids and myself being forced to wear disgusting masks.
Constant disinfecting of hands till they crack and bleed. I’m done with all the lies this corrupt
government has spread and the media that is largely at fault as well. Enough is enough

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18057

I cannot eat in a restaurant. I cannot visit family in care homes. I have lost friends over my
decisions. People hear that I am unvaccinated and automatically assume I am infected and
dirty, not worthy to participate in society. I cannot watch my kid play hockey. I cannot go to a
major league hockey or baseball game. I cannot go to a concert. I cannot travel within my own
country. I cannot travel outside my own country. And for what? When every public health
official has admitted that vaccinated carry just as much virus as unvaccinated, there is no
scientific or public health reason to impose mandates. None. It's not about public health and
never has been. It's about control and nothing else.

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18058

It has not.

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18059

It hasn't

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18060

Lost work friends family ! All to this liberal governments Justin Trudeau ! He’s a lunatic ! He
should be removed from Canada !!

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18061

Made my life too restricted. Anxiety attacks. Gave rise to anger.

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18062

I lost my job as a paramedic. I pulled my son out of school. I sold my house so I'd have
money to support myself

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18063

It’s affected it in every way and makes me worry about my child’s future.

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18064

It cost me my job.

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18065

Isolated me, lost job , division with friends and family

2/19/2022 8:11 PM
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18066

They haven’t

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18067

A dramatic affect on our family dynamics. Separation within our Family and children were
greatly affected both mentally and educationaly

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18068

Not total freedom of choisce

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18069

I have copd and masks and testrictions make it worse

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18070

Secluded from family and friends, Anxiety and depression.

2/19/2022 8:11 PM

18071

Make me mad because it changing all the time. Because the virus is dangerous principally for
older peoples specially the omicron. And many country already cancel there mandate.

2/19/2022 8:10 PM

18072

My basic human rights and freedoms have been infringed upon. This is a scam and has hurt
and killed more people than Covid has or ever will.

2/19/2022 8:10 PM

18073

job loss, money loss, isolation, segregation, everything has been affected somehow mostly
negatively, too much online screen time

2/19/2022 8:10 PM

18074

Constantly wearing a mask has caused me to have more headaches and have troubling
breathing

2/19/2022 8:10 PM

18075

Job loss financial hardship mental health

2/19/2022 8:10 PM

18076

N/A

2/19/2022 8:10 PM

18077

No freedom

2/19/2022 8:10 PM

18078

Witness to the division across Canada with friends, with neighbours (who openly say to my
family that will not have any friends if I keep my opinions), and within families. My daughter is
the only one unvaxxed and her friends have vocally cited racism against people that are not.
All and all I am grounded and it does drive me a little crazy when I see the media lying and our
own PM speaking as he does.

2/19/2022 8:10 PM

18079

Mentally. Family and friends. Turned people against each other. Where there is risk there
should be choice.

2/19/2022 8:10 PM

18080

I feel i was forced to get a experimental medicine that we are not certain of long term side
effects and are certain that it can cause heart problems. No medical proceedure should ever
take priority of free will.

2/19/2022 8:10 PM

18081

Mentally and financially

2/19/2022 8:10 PM

18082

Its bullying to deny people services due to their own choice on what to put in their body.
Anyone who is unvaccined is being bullied Why do we teach children its not ok to Bully people
yet we allow the government to bully people

2/19/2022 8:10 PM

18083

Which mandate? You go from asking about the mandate to the mandates, making it impossible
to answer. There is no mandate that requires anyone to get a vaccine, but there are some that
restrict access to various public situations if you don't. What about the mandate about having
to be tested prior to returning to Canada? This one has affected me from traveling
internationally. This is a poorly written poll.

2/19/2022 8:10 PM

18084

I have been emotionally, and physically traumatized by this nonsense !!!

2/19/2022 8:10 PM

18085

It affected my mental health to a point that I honestly prayed to not wake up. This movement
has given me a reason to hope again. I see that I am not alone in this Many times a week, pre
convoy, I would be wished dead, threatened, and called a lot of really nasty names....people
are now realizing we all have way more in common than not. It feels like I'm finally getting nice
big breaths, after being held under water for far to long. Thank you for caring enough to do this!

2/19/2022 8:10 PM

18086

It has screwed up my business to the point where I doubt I can get by. I also don't want to get
a Mrna gene editing technology. I don't want the Great Reset or the Fourth Industrial
Revolution. Thank you

2/19/2022 8:10 PM

18087

Loss of work

2/19/2022 8:10 PM

18088

Having wear mask continually at work, submitting testing twice a week, unable to visit
grandma, go to certain places or travel

2/19/2022 8:10 PM

18089

Lived with it but will be glad when it's gone.

2/19/2022 8:10 PM
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18090

At times I have been ostracized because of my medical choices. I have been forced to show
medical documents to strangers. People are being marginalized. I have lost relationship with
friends and family, I have lost out on life changing opportunities.

2/19/2022 8:10 PM

18091

A huge amount of stress including depression. We need to move on from a virus that is over
98% survivable!

2/19/2022 8:09 PM

18092

It took my freedom from me

2/19/2022 8:09 PM

18093

negatively

2/19/2022 8:09 PM

18094

Depression and suicidal and loss of job family and friends

2/19/2022 8:09 PM

18095

Anxiety attacks and more

2/19/2022 8:09 PM

18096

I feel like it evasion or my freedom of rights.

2/19/2022 8:09 PM

18097

It has affected me by not seeing family, especially ones in other provinces

2/19/2022 8:09 PM

18098

Not seeing family job security for my family members

2/19/2022 8:09 PM

18099

Divisive, sad because seen kid becoming sad, parents and elderly illogically fearful, confusion
from one sided media caused fear like ebola was walking down the street knocking on doors to
infect us all. I just wish the vulnerable were protected and aware and the healthy could live
less restricted, unsound science about mask protection(unless they are N95 they don't help)
etc.etc. I lost totally respect for media. Disappointing because where do I get truth now???

2/19/2022 8:09 PM

18100

I've had division amongst my friends and family. I've watched lifelong friends turn on each
other. I've lost job opportunities and missed important events. I've had my mental health
stretched to the limit.

2/19/2022 8:09 PM

18101

My kids can no longer participate in sports causing depression. Little one is behind on proper
speaking because of masks. Their childhood is being taken away.

2/19/2022 8:08 PM

18102

Lost Job

2/19/2022 8:08 PM

18103

It hasn't. I just have to be a little flexible and a little creative.

2/19/2022 8:08 PM

18104

I gave in to vaccine so I could travel. Building a home in another country don't want to live in
Canada anymore!!!

2/19/2022 8:08 PM

18105

My whole family is either anger or depressed and never leave there rooms due to all the
stresses at school and work.I have completed disconnected with my parents:( and my
husband and I are on the verge of divorce and I believe it was all brought on due to Covid and
the restrictions they need to end they are have serious mental and health issues!

2/19/2022 8:08 PM

18106

My life has been affected with raising our children, not being able to see or visit loved ones,
division in our church & circles, mental health, our jobs were affected & access to medical
care has been affected as we have family members not vaccinated. It's been stressful,
binding, frustrating, it's affected our health & how my children are going up to understand the
world. We've witnessed death that wasn't linked to covid however because of the mandates &
restrictions, we couldn't have closure at the funerals. We'll never get that back. Our own Prime
Minister is categorizing, labelling & discriminating against people who want the right to choose
what goes into their bodies. Yes stands for the rights of other groups that have had even louder
voices & ones that have envoked violence & vandalism. There has been so much that's taken
place since March 2020. Now it needs to stop. People need to have hope again & the fear
mongering & lies from the mainstream media needs to stop. I no longer trust those in power as
they seem to be blinded by their own ego & wants, not listening to or even being willing to hear
the voices of Canadians. These are a few ways the mandate has affected my life.

2/19/2022 8:08 PM

18107

Can't travel outside of Canada

2/19/2022 8:08 PM

18108

No work unable to socialize properly and freely.

2/19/2022 8:08 PM

18109

In every area, it has affected our lives

2/19/2022 8:08 PM

18110

Considerably

2/19/2022 8:08 PM

18111

Negatively

2/19/2022 8:08 PM

18112

It divides the population, prevents enjoying entertainment, prevents going to stores, makes me

2/19/2022 8:08 PM
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feel isolated, keeps me from travelling, etc.
18113

I’m so very depressed and sad with the divvied of our Canadians. I have given up faith on my
government that they will listen.

2/19/2022 8:08 PM

18114

I ended up getting a vaccine which I regret very much. I don’t trust government or media
anymore

2/19/2022 8:08 PM

18115

Not be able to travel, visit as i want some family members, events cancel

2/19/2022 8:08 PM

18116

Financial stress, emotional stress, our children have lost two years of proper education, school
trips, events etc

2/19/2022 8:08 PM

18117

Not been able to travel. Not been able to worship freely. My children not been able to play
sports.

2/19/2022 8:08 PM

18118

I have been forced to mask up even though I have medical reasons for not wearing masks and
it has made things worse. I almost had to shut down my company and have lost work at my
other job due to these restrictions.

2/19/2022 8:08 PM

18119

The mandates have made borders between me and my friends. Because of masks now
anyone who doesn’t wear one is shunned and because I am unvaccinated I couldn’t do
anything for months. My family was destroyed because of differences in opinions and it
negatively affected my mental health.

2/19/2022 8:08 PM

18120

Lost my business. Harder to visit family. Harder to get a dr. My son lost out on his programs.
Can’t see dad who is dying for a whole year. Can’t take a plane or train

2/19/2022 8:07 PM

18121

Divorce!!!!!!! Social separation from family!!!!

2/19/2022 8:07 PM

18122

I stay home a lot more. Personally I have ignored it all but it is the basis to setting up a global
government that I don't believe the majority of people want or will want when the time comes.

2/19/2022 8:07 PM

18123

Can not live my life as I choose I feel I am being lied yo and controlled These things that are
mandated are not law All of them should be my choice not forced It is a way to control
everything and everyone Our veterans fought and died for our freedom and now it is being
taken away again

2/19/2022 8:07 PM

18124

I was forced to take the vaccine or loose my job. I did NOT want to take this stupid vaccine. I
had 3 years to retire and I could not afford to loose my pension.

2/19/2022 8:07 PM

18125

I was not able to help my own father with appointment when he was sick and in my opinion due
to much of this my father has now passed away.

2/19/2022 8:07 PM

18126

My son and I can’t do things we normally would

2/19/2022 8:07 PM

18127

I was basically bullied into doing something I knew was wrong or loose my job along with
extreme depression for being isolated for 2 yrs and living alone it’s been so stressful I have
lost all hope it seems and I use to be a happy guy now I’m miserable and short tempered o
hate it it so much when the truckers showed up I have never been more inspired in my life
flying a Canadian flag off my truck omg I’m so proud to be Canadians that want our charter of
Rights restored and abided by demonstrably by our Government

2/19/2022 8:07 PM

18128

Depressed

2/19/2022 8:07 PM

18129

My active gym life was taken away from me

2/19/2022 8:07 PM

18130

It's was very depressing

2/19/2022 8:07 PM

18131

Lack of freedom. Family and friend division.

2/19/2022 8:07 PM

18132

I have a serious vaccine injury from one dose of the Covid-19 Modena Vaccine.I took the
vaccine to be able to continue to work. I suffered from major heart symptoms, neurological
issues and debilitating daily pain in my legs. I now a chronic pain and disability. I do not have
the support I require from doctors, my community or my workplace. My 17 year old son had to
carry me when I couldn’t walk. He feared for my life as he saw me rushed to emergency rooms
and is now responsible for a lot of my care. He will not get the vaccine because he has seen
that adverse effects can happen and is worried about myocarditis among other things. Our life
has been severely restricted by mandates and supports have been lost and broken.

2/19/2022 8:07 PM

18133

No job, no school, no travel, no future

2/19/2022 8:07 PM
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18134

Loneliness, being in the hospital for weeks without anybody coming to be with me. Having
family on opposite sides being upset with one another. My grandchildren being forced into a
vaccination that hasn’t had years of study. Putting people on two different levels with the vax
pass. Reminds me of Steerage and first class. Which pits people against each other. Also
making people believe that if your not vaccinated that you are more capable of giving Covid to
the vaccinated. Which is so far from the truth.

2/19/2022 8:07 PM

18135

sales down

2/19/2022 8:07 PM

18136

Mental health strain, community divided, work exclusion

2/19/2022 8:06 PM

18137

Inability to return to Canada without paying for a test as a vaccinated person has cut into our
export business of Canadian products

2/19/2022 8:06 PM

18138

Shut it down

2/19/2022 8:06 PM

18139

Annoying and not right.

2/19/2022 8:06 PM

18140

Knew what was going on all along....it was a total over reach that wrecked my relationships
with my family. Wrecked economy for no reason. Hateful, spiteful, wrong on every level of
government. Created nothing but hate, divisiveness and no trust of any one. Total kaos and
distrust. Moe and Trudeau planted all this and all politicians have to be held accountable. It will
take decades to heal, if ever....all because Klaus Schwab and George Soros told all the world
leaders to do this....so very very sad...

2/19/2022 8:06 PM

18141

Vaccine passport, Job loss, unable to visit family and friends, attend church, travel, etc.

2/19/2022 8:06 PM

18142

Loss of job due to vaccine requirements

2/19/2022 8:06 PM

18143

Depression. I was forced to take the vaccine to keep my job; suffered from miscarriage after
3.5 years of trying to conceive. Will never know if it was preventable if I avoided vaccine.

2/19/2022 8:06 PM

18144

Depression and fear about government over stepping their authority and taking away freedoms.
Also limiting what I am ‘allowed’ to do.

2/19/2022 8:06 PM

18145

My business has lost work because of these mandates. My mother passed away Feb 9th,
2022 from the vaccine. My son doesn’t get to play soccer because of these mandates.

2/19/2022 8:06 PM

18146

I’ve lost my job because of the vaccine policy, and have not been able to make it past the
interview stage on several occasions due to vaccine mandates and policies.

2/19/2022 8:06 PM

18147

Deep depression. Unable to see grandchildren. Unable to grant last wish or say goodbye to
dying brother.

2/19/2022 8:06 PM

18148

As a business owner it’s has been shut down and relies on tourism.

2/19/2022 8:06 PM

18149

In more ways than I care to admit! Government overreach needs to end and never happen
again!!!

2/19/2022 8:05 PM

18150

Greatly. I've lost my job.

2/19/2022 8:05 PM

18151

Affected my freedom of choice. Freedom that our forefathers actually died for.

2/19/2022 8:05 PM

18152

Restrictions because of lies from the government, pharmaceutical companies and WEF

2/19/2022 8:05 PM

18153

Took away our freedoms and gave all governments too much of a power grab that no
government should have.

2/19/2022 8:05 PM

18154

I no longer work, I am isolated and separated from my family and friends, my social calendar
is empty Not only is wearing a mask detrimental to my health it has created a gaglike situation
on free speech. This is not MY CANADA!!!!

2/19/2022 8:05 PM

18155

Repressed personal choice. Caused divisions in relationships.

2/19/2022 8:05 PM

18156

It's making it miserable!!!

2/19/2022 8:05 PM

18157

Very stressful, depressed

2/19/2022 8:05 PM

18158

Lost good friends; lost business for the first year, still recuperating; unregistered my kids from
school, reorganized my whole life so I can homeschool them; lost whatever faith and trust I
had in our government; considering moving out of the country that I love and grew up in; one of
my sons wants to go back to university and is blocked by vax mandate; my then 12 year old

2/19/2022 8:05 PM
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daughter in the first year Mar 2020-Mar 2021 became depressed, thoughts if suicide and thank
G-d came through powerfully after months of therapy….on the flip side of the negative things
listed, I’ve become more observant in my spiritual practice, incredibly grateful to point of tears
of joy for my life at times, and have gotten closer to certain family and friends (new and old)
who became so supportive of one another during this time. Thanks for taking the time to do
this survey.
18159

I’ve lost friends and family over the division our federal government has done

2/19/2022 8:05 PM

18160

Not able to see family, attend funerals, holidays, travel and family and friends losing their jobs.

2/19/2022 8:05 PM

18161

Loss of income and quality life for me and my family

2/19/2022 8:05 PM

18162

am not able to watch my children play sports but instead am outside looking through window.
unable to take my wife out for dinner

2/19/2022 8:05 PM

18163

Completely changed my life, suffering socially and mentally.

2/19/2022 8:05 PM

18164

I am traumatized. I no longer have any trust or faith in anyone. I've been seperated and
segregated. I have been alone and lost alot of communication skills. I lost my mental health
help. I had a break down. I've attempted suicide 4 times. I didn't receive proper treatment or
care. I was treated as a burden to the system and bullied for thinking a bit different. I have no
family anymore. I wasn't allowed to help care for my mom almost dying in the hospital. I wasn't
allowed at my grandfather's funeral because of restrictions. I've basically lost my life. But no
one cares right. The government is narcissistic and I will never be the same. The damage is
done. I honestly have very little hope for my future or my families future and I just had a
daughter. I fear for her and I everyday. I'm terrified of cops and avoid them at all costs. Canada
is lost. And I hope someone somewhere will actually do something about this criminal activity
and give the abused people of Canada some justice!

2/19/2022 8:05 PM

18165

In every way. Discrimination, breathing issues, mental stress, isolation, limited care home
visits, coercion for Vaxx, feeling violated

2/19/2022 8:05 PM

18166

I may be released from my job because I don’t want to get vaccinated.

2/19/2022 8:05 PM

18167

It hasn’t I am free

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18168

It hasn't

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18169

Stopped me from supporting my child's hockey

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18170

Limited visits with family, social time, no activities, swimming, sit down in restaurants, list
could just keep going

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18171

Too many things to list! It has been mentally & financially draining. I have watched family &
friends suffer greatly & feel helpless!!

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18172

The division has been devastating. The unnecessary deaths of despair hurts my heart.

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18173

Promotes segregation and division

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18174

Negatively, broke friendships, caused friction with work colleagues and clients

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18175

Not able to see my grandchildren and daughter in last 2 years, not able to see my brothers and
relatives in Canada and abroad, not able to travel, not able to see my family physician, stress
due to epidemiological stupidity, confounding my life mostly to my house

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18176

Wow. Financially/Socially/Mentally/ Family/Angrily

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18177

Unable to cross the border into U.S. to enjoy my retirement. Unable to get on to an airplane

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18178

It has divided our families. Cannot work. Limited numbers for church services. Could not have
anyone at my father's funeral.

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18179

I have been fired as a result of these mandates. They are an absolute offence of our rights.
Our courts will be clogged for years with damage cases.

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18180

Side effects from vaccine, pain everyday , hard to be with mask all day long

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18181

To many ways to begin to explain

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18182

Lost my job

2/19/2022 8:04 PM
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18183

As a self employed individual I was just getting my business established at the end of 2019.
By March of 2020 my business was placed on hold and I lost more business than I kept. I
work with self employed individuals exclusively and many of those businesses closed down. I
had to change careers to continue to earn, I am barely scraping by on my present salary. I
have also lost the ability to see my parents since Sept of 2020 as they are in a retirement
residence and I am not accepting the Cvd 19 inoculation. My parents are 85 and 89 and I am
very worried that I will never see them again My husband has also been ostracized at his work
place for not having the inoculation and he is at risk of losing hi job as a sales manager. His
income has drastically reduced due to shipping issues due to man power and product lines that
they have had to stop manufacturing for the time being. Cost of living is higher and we are
making less. I could go on but I might not be able to finish.

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18184

Division with family, friends. Increased depression for family members. Kids cannot take
swimming lessons etc. threats of job loss.

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18185

Mentally Physically Financially

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18186

miserable. divided family & friends

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18187

In so many ways I can't lost them all .

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18188

I am being put on unpaid leave March 31, 2022.

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18189

What didn't it affect Is my whole life in general

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18190

Horrible

2/19/2022 8:04 PM

18191

It has split up my family Kept us apart Kept me from my grandkids Kept me away from my
dad when he passed away.

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18192

Social life has ended, affected ability to work and make an income

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18193

Two years of hell, hidden agendas, lies, and political control. What has happened to us all is a
crime

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18194

Caused division between family members, could not play sports, Cannot travel, could not eat
in a restaurant or go to a movie

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18195

Lost friends and family due to depression.

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18196

I lost my job. I cannot go to the symphony, the movie theatre, live theatre, concerts, broadway
productions, restaurants & can't leave the country. We are now Communist Canada thanks to
Trudeau's dictatorship. He needs to be locked up. He is a criminal & not fit for office.

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18197

Work/job, loss of personal choice/autonomy.

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18198

Segregation. Family division. After 29 years in health care NY wife lost her job as a respiratory
therapist because of mandates. I don't hate...but I hate Trudeau.

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18199

Not been able to see family and elderly friends and family in homes or facilities. Extremely
stressed fir two years because I knew where this was headed- totalitarian government . Unable
to go to restaurants or travel.

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18200

Kept us safe

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18201

Very stressful for my family

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18202

Unable to visit aging families and other friends households as well my sons wedding with very
limited guests

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18203

My dad passed away in 2021 because he couldn’t get in person medical care because of
mandates. My children’s mental health and my own has been severely impacted.

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18204

Not being able to see family and friends. My kids have not been able to attend school. Their
social anxiety has taken over. Mental health problems from being locked up for 2 years

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18205

Negatively

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18206

I was forced to get the vaccine in order to keep my job. At work we have to wear masks. It is
difficult yo go out and do anything like sit down for a meal, watch a movie, or go to the gym.
Traveling has been made so difficult and expensive it is not worth it.

2/19/2022 8:03 PM
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18207

Pretty badly

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18208

Loss of social life / depression / job loss / financial loss

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18209

Financial ruin deteriorating health Brain fog lack of purpose . Stress and devision among family
and friends. Fear for our children and country.

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18210

Complete and utter disappointment and disgust with the leaders of this country and the cause
of division and segregation in families, communities and county as a whole.

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18211

It has made me and the children I work with feel more protected

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18212

Division between friends and family, cant go out like a regular person

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18213

Torn my life apart, my family co workers everyone is in disagreement and against each other.
Lives will never be the same.

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18214

Can't travel lost job, we have lost our freedoms in Canada, by Communist government.

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18215

I used to sing and praise God with my voice. I was allowed to meet my first great grandchild. I
rarely see my daughter . I am afraid of hospitals now

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18216

Restrictions to eat in a restaurant Can’t watch my grandson play hockey Can’t get a haircut 🤬🤬🤬

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18217

Restricted

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18218

My business, my child, my freedom, my life, my mental health, my marriage.

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18219

Difficulties in family

2/19/2022 8:03 PM

18220

Wearing masks, illness due to vaccine, not seeing family. Not being able to go out

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18221

It has affected my mental health, and general day today life. Canada has been divided by
Prime Minister Justice Trudeau

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18222

In every way. My business, my children, everything. We’ve lost so much over the last two
years, too much to describe :(

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18223

All un my life

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18224

It made my life horrible and boring

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18225

Pretty much destroyed it, I’m no longer free to live my life as I see fit

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18226

My children have struggled with depression due to isolation and school closures. My income
decreased, almost lost my home. Family division that is unrepairable and heart breaking, lots
of friends, so much pain and hurt. Please end them.

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18227

I have one, my father doesn't

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18228

isolation; people more unfriendly

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18229

The mandates have created devision and discrimination. It has negatively affected myself as
well as my family.

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18230

Teaching was harder

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18231

None

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18232

Had to fight for an exemption to not be mandated to take an experimental vaccination keep my
job.

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18233

Been shunned by others

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18234

I was forced to get the vaccine and now I have not been able to stop hemorrhaging since since
Oct 25th 2021. My menstruation is completely affected and there are no answers. I have to
take medication to stop the blood but I still get breakthrough. Essentially I always need to wear
a pad. I’m 37 years old and I haven’t been intimate with my partner in 4 months. So thank you
British Columbia and Canada for making me wear a diaper for the past four months. My partner
and my father lost their jobs because of the vaccine mandates. So additional financial
stressors were added on top everything. Sincerely, Your Canadian nurse

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18235

List 3 family members, couldn't bury them in traditional methods.... couldn't go see them in the

2/19/2022 8:02 PM
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hospital..... sad, depressed, lonely no social life, angry
18236

Division amongst friends and family social injustice

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18237

Loss of income

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18238

lost my job. unable to go to certain stores or activities

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18239

Psychologic problem, lack of money, No social life, lost of friend,

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18240

Could only work part time Couldn't have friends or family visits

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18241

It's affected my health because I can no longer go to my rock climbing gym, I can no longer
support restaurants and I feel isolated. All things that are detrimental to someone's physical
and mental health!

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18242

Mentally by not being allowed to see and hug my family.

2/19/2022 8:02 PM

18243

It’s drained me

2/19/2022 8:01 PM

18244

I was told to have the vaccine or no traveling for my job . My kids suffered with sports shut
down .

2/19/2022 8:01 PM

18245

My charter of rights have been violated. I feel less safe within my country because I know that
at any moment, all freedoms and rights can be removed instantly whether the reasons are
justified or not. I feel disenfranchised from my own country and my prime minister has deemed
my convictions to be evil and unjust. I have researched more into the actual white papers
released by our scientific community than anybody I personally know and I confidently know
the public has been lied to.

2/19/2022 8:01 PM

18246

In every way, discrimination, needing to wear a mask breathing issue. Mental stress. Visiting
care home. Forced vacation is wrong.

2/19/2022 8:01 PM

18247

I Lost the job, about to loose house…this is enough to end my life

2/19/2022 8:01 PM

18248

Depression

2/19/2022 8:01 PM

18249

I lost my mother 3 days after receiving her first shot. Unable to visit my sister in care because
we are not vaxed. She is mentally between 6 - 8 and in full care and we have not been able to
physically visit her.

2/19/2022 8:01 PM

18250

At first it made it safer. Now with Omicron it makes no difference

2/19/2022 8:01 PM

18251

I am discriminated against for not wearing masks and not getting the covid vaccine. I have
limited access to services snd have been verbally attacked multiple times for not complying
with the mask mandates. The mandates are not supported by legitimate science and promote
bigotry and discrimination. Anyone who supports mandates support bigotry snd discrimination
thereby making them bigots.

2/19/2022 8:01 PM

18252

Forced experimentation was pretty cool hey? 🤔

2/19/2022 8:01 PM

18253

My son’s childhood has been stolen for the the past 2 years. He needs to be a normal child
living a normal lofe again. We all do.

2/19/2022 8:01 PM

18254

My children's mental health has been affected. My daughter has spent half of her high school
years in front of a computer in her room.

2/19/2022 8:01 PM

18255

I am an unvaccinated senior. I had been going to an exercise class for three years before
Covid. I was not allowed in the gym. It is very hard to be motivated at home. So no exercises
be done. Also I have not been able to watch my 13 year old grandson play hockey for two
years. Not to mention not allowed in restaurants. Some of my siblings will not meet with me.

2/19/2022 8:01 PM

18256

My business struggled when the mandates were in place.

2/19/2022 8:01 PM

18257

Restricted, not able to enter some buildings and restaurants

2/19/2022 8:01 PM

18258

I’ve been unable to visit my family or let my child visit museums. I was laid off from a position
despite wanting to be vaccinated simply for not being able to do it fast enough. I’ve had to give
up self care and exercise such as climbing or yoga. But most importantly I’ve had to raise my
child alone with my husband but no help from friends or family and it’s severely affected my
mental health and parenting abilities. The mandates have also divided people who should have
never been divided because of divisive political rhetoric. I’ve also seen friends suffer from

2/19/2022 8:00 PM
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loneliness, isolation, burn-out, or inability to keep their small businesses afloat. Meanwhile
very few people I know have complained of the severity of the disease, even though many I
know have gotten sick or know someone who had.
18259

Lost a business. Have 3 kids struggling in school due to lock downs and subsequent online
learning. Mental health has deteriorated.

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18260

It hasn't affected it much yet other than creating stress and sadness.

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18261

Keeps me safe as a frontline worker.

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18262

Has affected relationships with family and friends

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18263

I could not travel inter provincially to visit my grandmother and mother The vaccine was
pushed on my grandmother- who ended up being hospitalized within a wk of receiving and
ultimately passed away My husband was forced to get the vaccine in order to keep his job I
cant travel and leave the country I could not do social activities because of the REP program

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18264

No social life, no family visits.

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18265

I can't go back to my places of employment that I have done for over 30years because we
have to wear masks all day. I can't breathe through those masks because you are just
breathing in your own oxygen which is unhealthy. I also would have to wear a shield over the
mask which is even worse. I'm vaccinated but the reason for that is I wouldn't be able to see
my elderly mother at her extended care home. Now if that's not dictatorship or what. The
government should be ashamed of themselves for their conducts.

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18266

Heightened my anxiety

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18267

My children are not in university. My family and friends have lost jobs. My children have
suffered greatly from mental health and n turn physical issues!

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18268

not allowed to be free to make my own choices

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18269

No sports and lost a part time career

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18270

Yes big time

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18271

Not sure

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18272

Lost my business

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18273

It has isolated us, created depression and anxiety in our lives

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18274

I can't see my daughter, granddaughter, mother-in-law or brother because of the vaccine
mandate. We are having church outside in winter in a parking lot. The mask is unhealthy.

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18275

I lost my job. Mentally exhausting with the division the government has caused.

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18276

I have become fearfull of life in Canada i don't know when trudo's goon's are going to kick down
my door to take us away and steal everyones assets.

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18277

Yes

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18278

Isolation and fear mongering has lead to mental health and anxiety issues. Kids haven't been
able to thrive as they would when able to play with others often and engage in extra curricular
activities. Community hasn't been able to rally around each other for support, leading to feeling
lonely

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18279

Yes

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18280

I’ve watched friends have their families separated, lost their livelihoods and watched division
grow in this country.

2/19/2022 8:00 PM

18281

Depression

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18282

I have felt safe in the places I work. The mask mandate ends next week and I am terrified I
will get sick and make my vulnerable family members sick.

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18283

A lot been basically staying home for two years

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18284

I want my freedom back

2/19/2022 7:59 PM
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18285

A lot of division of family. Mental fatigue.

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18286

I lost my job. Ruined relationships.

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18287

Its affected me and my family in so many different ways.

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18288

Isolation…from others. Anytime I’m out with my children they have a hard time hearing me
with my mask

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18289

Took away my freedoms

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18290

Divided family. Food costs almost doubled. Cannot eat out. Lost friends.

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18291

Mental health, Unemployment, affected my child’s education.

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18292

it has divided our community as well as our family unit. I also lost my nephew and friends to
the protocal of the hospitals, that if they were givin the proper medication they would still be
with us today.

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18293

It has isolated me and my family suppressing our immune systems.

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18294

It has torn my family to pieces! The government and their elite need to END this hostage
taking of CANADIAN CITIZENS!! NOW!

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18295

These mandates have effected my travel, my identity with masking my self and others. The
divide that this has caused between people and families is not ok in my opinion. The fact that
there was or is no reliable source for updates on current situations. And the list goes on.

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18296

Reduced community, reduced income, reduced socialization for my young children, impaired
mental health via isolation and lost connection with family, ostracized from mainstream
community,

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18297

Segregated, abused, shamed, discriminated, altering my kids' lives, lived in a fascist country.

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18298

lost family, friends, lost livelihood, depression

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18299

The institution of the act for this purpose was the biggest slap in the face Canadians could
receive from our prime minister!

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18300

Discrimination

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18301

Not working as schools closed. Then back to work with masks etc. real hard to get to know
people.

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18302

Going out with friends who cant go to a restaurant or gathering

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18303

My health has deteriorated. Physically and mentally.

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18304

Ability to carry on my life as usual.

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18305

Made it difficult to socialize in person & work in certain environments.

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18306

Constantly in quarantine. More and more swabbing, masks

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18307

Restricted severity from many enjoyable activities that I no longer participate in.

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18308

no

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18309

It hasn't - it has actually increased my quality time with family

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18310

These mandates have torn my family in 2. Ones for and ones apposed to mandates. I am
double vaccinated by peer pressure and now I have chest pains constantly significant chest
pain

2/19/2022 7:59 PM

18311

I have chosen not to be vaccinated so it has stopped my freedom of travel, to go out for a
meal, to the gym, to attend my grandchildrens sporting events,visits friends in the old folks
home. etc

2/19/2022 7:58 PM

18312

We used to go to montana every summer and we left our holiday trailer in montana , we have
not been unable to verify the safety of our property . We live in the country so we have not
been able to enjoy eating out or having the luxury of delivery. Many of my clients have lost
their jobs so my income has dropped due to their inability to pay. I fortunately work outside

2/19/2022 7:58 PM
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farm based so I did not have to wear a mask - I have asthma & high blood pressure and
wearing a mask is irratable
18313

Depression

2/19/2022 7:58 PM

18314

Our rights are getting taken. Time to stand!

2/19/2022 7:58 PM

18315

Wife was forced to take the vaccine against her will otherwise she would loose her job.

2/19/2022 7:58 PM

18316

In every way

2/19/2022 7:58 PM

18317

Depression, Loss of social life....can't do what I enjoy doing...traveling...

2/19/2022 7:58 PM

18318

My family has suffered tremendously from those mandates. We have lost income, my son
wasn't allowed to study at the university, and my daughter like all the children needs to wear a
mask NINE hours per day, she has memory loss and is very stressed. She has seen a Grade
10 getting bullied for being public against mandates *** because his friend committed suicide
due to the mandates *** I have friends and families who suffered as well. Most suffered more
from the mandates than from covid. As you know the suicide rate has increased horribly since
you guys have coerced those restrictions on us, youth suicide quadrupled. And still our elderly
died. I have been saying for TWO YEARS that we should have focused our energy and money
on protecting the vulnerable, not restricting the healthy. The mandates and restrictions MUST
stop and this emergency should NEVER had been called.

2/19/2022 7:58 PM

18319

Unable to meet with Family. Division between family and friends.

2/19/2022 7:58 PM

18320

I can’t go to my gym. I can’t go to my private family club with my family. I can’t eat in a
restaurant. I can’t leave the country.

2/19/2022 7:58 PM

18321

It has divided my whole family and threatened my job

2/19/2022 7:58 PM

18322

Depression and anxiety.

2/19/2022 7:58 PM

18323

mentally

2/19/2022 7:58 PM

18324

All

2/19/2022 7:58 PM

18325

Can’t life our lives how we want to.

2/19/2022 7:58 PM

18326

Great divide amongst family and friends. Have not had the freedoms based on my choice.

2/19/2022 7:58 PM

18327

Ruined it. Lost job

2/19/2022 7:58 PM

18328

I will never take the poison death shot

2/19/2022 7:58 PM

18329

Halfed my income

2/19/2022 7:58 PM

18330

Very hard to breathe with masks, many people depressed due to isolation. No Confidence that
the government cares about people's opinions

2/19/2022 7:58 PM

18331

I was forced to get vaccinated to further my education and to work

2/19/2022 7:58 PM

18332

I lost my job, my son is a prisoner on online school, my country is now communist

2/19/2022 7:58 PM

18333

Loss of work, and mandates have negatively impacted mental health in whole family, & in our
child at school, (diagnosis of Mutism because of mask wearing)Stress, Fear & trauma caused
by mandates. Also conflict & division within certain family members caused vaccination
propaganda.

2/19/2022 7:57 PM

18334

Loss of revenue,loss of liberty,loss ofvgoods and products, no more trust in government and
police i am considering moving elsewhere than north america

2/19/2022 7:57 PM

18335

Depressed, suicidal

2/19/2022 7:57 PM

18336

Lost my mother,some friends to suicide, people being fearful,lost time with families. being
normal live

2/19/2022 7:57 PM

18337

Unable to travel, go to restaurant or movie theatre, meeting with friends and family

2/19/2022 7:57 PM

18338

There has been a lot of hate. I have ptsd and anxiety, and it has been much worse since
Covid. I isolate most of the time. I try not to watch news and believe they lie anyhow. Trust in

2/19/2022 7:57 PM
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people and my government is out the window. Our own government is breaking the law. I am
so scared.
18339

Split between familly membres , difficulties at work, segregation made by the media and
governement

2/19/2022 7:57 PM

18340

It affected the children’s schooling, activities such as sporting events. Work

2/19/2022 7:57 PM

18341

Very much. And none of it good.

2/19/2022 7:57 PM

18342

I and my son who is 16 have been excluded from participating in society because we chose
not to partake in this experimental gene therapy. Masking is ridiculous, as anyone with basic
knowledge understands this offers no protection against air borne disease... not that covid is
something we should even be afraid of. This whole things was never about our health, it s
control.

2/19/2022 7:57 PM

18343

Getting a vaccine I never wanted.

2/19/2022 7:57 PM

18344

Anxiety and stress like a majority of people

2/19/2022 7:57 PM

18345

F my life

2/19/2022 7:57 PM

18346

I feel like my freedom of choice was taken away.

2/19/2022 7:57 PM

18347

Very much

2/19/2022 7:57 PM

18348

My business has suffered from travel restrictions, my children's mental health and optimism
has eroded. My faith in the government and medical institutions is GONE, law enforcement
and parliament is a joke. We have been compromised in all levels. I'm ashamed of Canada.

2/19/2022 7:57 PM

18349

forced me to get a vaccine that i did not want.

2/19/2022 7:57 PM

18350

Stress, less money,but paying more for everything

2/19/2022 7:57 PM

18351

I lost my job as a healthcare worker in B.C….

2/19/2022 7:57 PM

18352

I post my mom because if difference of opinions since she is working in health...💔

2/19/2022 7:57 PM

18353

Made life boring as fuck

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18354

Depression , Anxiety ,

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18355

Little more than inconvenience really. A little less social but I think for good reason.

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18356

Lost job

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18357

I lost my job and my family because the government and the mains stream media said i was
dangerous to invite to their homes.

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18358

Destroying families jobs travel

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18359

All of them

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18360

Not at all

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18361

I fear for my life and my family's lives. I live in fear that I will lose my employment and my
house. I have traumatic nightmares of people coming to my home and forcing me to take the
jab against my will.

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18362

I’m struggling as a single father to make ends meet was never laid off until theses covid rules
and can’t go watch my son play hockey that I paid for it’s bullshit

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18363

Total disruption and disrespect

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18364

Immensely. I was coerced to take an experimental injection just to keep my job. I refuse to
participate in this active discrimination & segregation passport system. Many family members,
friends & colleagues decided to stop communicating with me as I hold a ‘different’ viewpoint on
Covid.

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18365

Divided my friends and family. Hampered us from receiving medical attention for our needs.
My children have missed out on 2 years of their live 2 of them have worked their asses off to
graduate with no celebration. The list goes on we all just wanna live our lives on our own terms
not have people dictate to us how when where we do it.

2/19/2022 7:56 PM
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18366

I’m unvaxxed and I can’t go anywhere … this is not a free country

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18367

Kids unhappy, unable to go for vacation or sking with friends, family and friend devided for
vaccinated and not vaccinated

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18368

Yes

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18369

Created major depression in my life

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18370

Mental health. Security. Trust issues. Family issues. It has been overall a decimating factor
for most families

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18371

Family, I need my family I NEED my family.. I can’t fly with out the passport

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18372

Prevents parents from acively taking part in their children's or grandchildren's lives if they're
unvaccinated, whether by choice or for health issues. Not being able to attend hockey
coaching sessions for example. not being able to meet in restaurants. Being treated like
second class citizens..etc etc

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18373

Travel restrictions are costly and difficult to navigate, and are completely unnecessary given
that Covid is everywhere. We are not preventing its spread by testing airline passengers.
Vaccine passports should never have been required because it took away individuals’ personal
medical freedom of choice.

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18374

screwed it all up

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18375

Multiple closings. Loss of clients. Half of my income is gone. My small business hasn't had
profit in 2 years

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18376

has periodically closed down my workout places, restaurants.

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18377

It has not. Just follow the rules Would be nice to have more intimate contact with those who
are vaccinated

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18378

Entirely closed my companies, went from employing 80 people to none, still not re-open. The
mandates and media bs have torn families apart and made people so divisive. I’ve never ever
recalled a time where families were torn apart for their views like they are today…

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18379

I have never been so depressed in my life and am in better financial condition then most. I
want to see people smile and laugh again.

2/19/2022 7:56 PM

18380

It is the right thing to have to minimize the strain on the health care system

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18381

It has impacted my mental health negatively, my financial situation has been severely
affected, my livelihood & spirit has been affected & it’s hard to see the hope or the reason for
it all. The government has overreached & has done damage that will take generations to fix &
recover. It needs to end now.

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18382

I have to test myself 2x a week so I can go to be eligible to go to work. My kids are not
welcome to go see movies any more or go out to eat inside restaurants or Tim Hortons. My
family is segregated and because of these mandates it has divided my family (my parents and
sisters) they rarely talk to me now because I've spoken up repeatedly about how this is not
right.

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18383

Limited our lives. Cant travel cant see the elderly its destroyed our lives and economy

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18384

It has kept me & my 94 year old father safe from both Covid & stupid people

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18385

Felt isolated and lonely

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18386

Separated us from.family extended periods of time. Isolation. Stopped church worship 2 years
Decided to retire from Dentistry because of vaccine mandates. Saw my children suffer
severely, closed down one other business altogether. Closed down q0 years of hard work. One
other lost 75 % of his business. Building back slowly.

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18387

I have been unable to fly home to see my Mom who has stage 4 cancer, my son has been
unable to attend college

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18388

Lots I can’t take my kids out anymore I’ve lost my job and going to school

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18389

Job loss, stress, lost friends, hospitalization , economic loss,

2/19/2022 7:55 PM
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18390

No Freedom anymore!

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18391

Loss of work, friends and family

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18392

In many ways, most particularly I was not allowed to be with or visit my dying brother, he died
on his own. Shame on the government

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18393

Last two yrs have been mentally draining

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18394

Unable to go to take part in society such as restaurants, sports, extra curricular activities for
my children, no movie theaters. Have experienced discrimination and segregation.

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18395

I’m a first responder and firefighter people’s lives have almost been lost because of this
mandate garbage .Having to put on so much gear to save a life this has got to stop

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18396

Destroying my family.

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18397

💯 % negatively

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18398

Made my life a liveing hell ....lost my job n cant see familly members n canadians are hurting
financially n liberals give money to other countries n not its citizens where it is needed ...

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18399

Fear and anxiety pounded into your head over the common flu that’s been rebranded

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18400

Business is slow. Not allowed to visit husband in hospital.

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18401

Isolation. Ostracism by family and friends due to differences of opinion over Covid and the
Shots. Absolute horror over what is happening in our country.

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18402

Depression suicidal thoughts over lack of normal life

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18403

It affected my family get-together and celebrations of special events.

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18404

to much stress

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18405

depressed because of this

2/19/2022 7:55 PM

18406

Caused division in family, depression, decreased fitness, reduced finances, stress, increased
fear, broken relationships, death and illnesses of friends who received the "vaccine"

2/19/2022 7:54 PM

18407

It doesn't work. Its causing segregation and hate between people. It's a lie

2/19/2022 7:54 PM

18408

Did not see any of our friends or family since december 2019, children handle it very hard.

2/19/2022 7:54 PM

18409

Lost my job, lost my sense of self worth, I did not believe the vaccine would serve my body as
I have had several reactions and adverse effects. Even with a doc note I was forced. I am a
very fit person I love training and taking great care of my body (gyms closing was huge on my
mental health) also putting something in my body felt wrong

2/19/2022 7:54 PM

18410

Gov't control is overboard

2/19/2022 7:54 PM

18411

It has made me embarrassed to be canadian

2/19/2022 7:54 PM

18412

My mental health has declined

2/19/2022 7:54 PM

18413

Restricted free travel. Divided the nation. Victimised a minority of Canadians.

2/19/2022 7:54 PM

18414

Kept me from family & friends. Food prices have skyrocketed. Gas prices gone up. Affected
our health. We are seniors and have affected our whole life

2/19/2022 7:54 PM

18415

All of them

2/19/2022 7:54 PM

18416

Impacted my social life in a negative way, as far as my personal life differences of opinions
between family member, friends, and work colleagues have emphasized division amongst
these groups. Mental health among many people had been a challenge. And the government
here in BC could care less for deaths by suicides and drug overdose, as long as people aren’t
dying in their hospital beds.

2/19/2022 7:54 PM

18417

Poorly

2/19/2022 7:54 PM

18418

Losing my profession

2/19/2022 7:54 PM

18419

It has prevented me from properly looking after my children and sole surviving parent

2/19/2022 7:54 PM
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18420

Communism, tyranny, no accountability, corruption

2/19/2022 7:54 PM

18421

Mental Fatigue, emotional pain, vaccine injury pain.

2/19/2022 7:54 PM

18422

My children’s friendships have suffered. My children are not used to store, people, people’s
faces, talking to strangers, generally being polite to others. My husband has been forced to
choose between supporting our family and getting vaccinated, testing was not a choice due to
the time constraints and the cost. We have suffered loss of friendships because we are
vaccinated.

2/19/2022 7:54 PM

18423

can't travel or locked up at home

2/19/2022 7:54 PM

18424

my family has been surrounded by utter chaos for 2 years

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18425

Depression, gained weight, lost conmection with friends and life in general Vax anti vax issue
has been very divisive

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18426

I have not taken the jab and cannot equally participate in society as an equal.

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18427

depression, division, anxiety, loss of career, loss of family and friends. Being judged,
discriminated against, not able to attend gatherings.. and more to my mental health

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18428

Terrible

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18429

Stress

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18430

Cannot travel, can not go into hospital and I have elderly parents, or senior homes, lost my
business ! Can’t go into a restaurant!

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18431

It hurts to see people suffer for no reason the mandates never did any thing to keep the people
safe it was just a money and control grab to make the richer rich on the backs of the law
abiding people

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18432

Negatively in many ways for myself and my family.

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18433

Poor medical care, family, work, health

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18434

Death, loss of job, loss of relationships, destroyed and killed many lives. Shame on the police
following the vulgar Trudeau and all current government in place.

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18435

My work

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18436

My business is closes. My health mental.

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18437

Depression. Anxiety. Loneliness

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18438

Inconvenient

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18439

Lost job for not getting a experimental medical procedure

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18440

cannot travel, depressing, hate it, can't go to funerals etc

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18441

Terrible lost job

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18442

I was I getto for last 2 years

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18443

Everyway

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18444

Went on medication for depression .. I miss my family I'm a senior 😳

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18445

Depression in my teenage children.

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18446

It put a lot of hate and fear into all the families. It divided families and friends and church
families, it has to go now .

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18447

Divided family and friends. Devastating. Horrible. Unnecessary.

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18448

Lost my job and education. Was kicked out of university. Couldn’t travel to visit my sick
grandparents overseas. Couldn’t exercise for mental health at gyms. Couldn’t socialize with
friends at restaurants.

2/19/2022 7:53 PM

18449

It has kept me safer.

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18450

Paying taxes and can't use public's facilities. Has me very isolated in a brand new community

2/19/2022 7:52 PM
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it's very difficult to meet new people when you can't be out at social functions public social
functions out for dinner etc terrible
18451

Forcing the use of vaccine passports was unnecessary, and divisive

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18452

It took a lot of “drive” away to go ahead. Especially for our teens here. Not being able to go to
church was the hardest. Not being able to visit in the hospital is the biggest disaster. Not being
with my daughter when she had a baby and things didn’t go well.

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18453

It's made me feel like a 2nd class citizen based on my personal and private medical decisions.

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18454

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18455

No choice about getting the vaccine, mandated to get shot to keep my employment or else be
terminated!

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18456

Can’t fly. Quarantine for healthy people and those who had COVID-19. Can’t eat in restaurants
etc.

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18457

Stfling and restrictive. Lowered quality of life.

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18458

Loss of work, travel, friendships, being with dying loved ones

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18459

Created divisions in my family life, my workplace and I’m now suffering from depression and
anxiety

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18460

My family is stressful..kids are very nervous...It is a very tough time.

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18461

Socially and financially

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18462

In many ways...I made the personal choice not to vaccinate because of my health.

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18463

My mental health has decreased drastically. I have lost a 32 yr old son, my mother my father
in law and others that I could either not be with or have a proper send off. I have also lost
relationships with many family and friends due to the fears imbedded in them by the
governments and mainstream media. And now the violence and injuries caused by police
during this peaceful protest is truly heartbreaking and sickening to see. I also vote non
confidence in our governments. Yours truly Guy Manderson

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18464

Not being able to do anything I want

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18465

Conflict in my family. Otherwise it has not

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18466

It's made it more difficult too see my family down in Nova Scotia, I also find they make
working, shopping, entertainment etc awful, longer lineups ride people lost friendships due to
division from freedom of their own beliefs

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18467

Depression, loss of friends to suicide.

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18468

depression

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18469

My mental health and happiness level has been at an all time low. I’m unable to freely visit
with friends and family around the world and participate in events and activities that support
my emotional well-being. My overall sense of joy and confidence has been eaten away at from
constantly telling myself I can’t travel openly and freely, I can’t do many normal things or be
able to look people in the eye because masks have created barriers. Social distancing has
prevented physical closeness, hugging, hand shaking and created a psychological fear and
panic in me because I’m bad and wrong if I do what used to come natural to me.

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18470

Mentakky

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18471

Total stress

2/19/2022 7:52 PM

18472

Jobless and not able to see family… They have stolen 2 years of my life I’ll never get back!!!
All for cold/flu symptoms! I’m not stupid I know what’s going on…

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18473

Heart is heavy for our youth, so many losses due to ALL the unnecessary mandates. The
division between Canadians that the mandates have caused. Loss of trust in our police,
politicians and their mouth piece the lying main stream media. More sickness from these last 3
than the entire Scamdemic!

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18474

Not able to go out on social functions; huge amount of stress and stress related health issues

2/19/2022 7:51 PM
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wondering if I was going to lose my job if they imposed mandates where I work. Made to feel
like I was a bad person by our government leadership deserving segregation and hatred.
18475

I have been unable to go out to public events and restaurants and no longer able to travel by
plane which we do every year.

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18476

My freedoms and liberties to make my own health choices

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18477

I have been put on an unpaid leave from my employer

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18478

Caused depression..seen teenagers getting very depressed and lots people with sores around
mouth from masks

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18479

It’s ruined my f…ing business!

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18480

Every way

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18481

I am not able to enjoy my life with my kids like i used to

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18482

I can't visit my mom in Germany, couldn't even go to my dads funeral

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18483

In every way, income loss, family and friends

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18484

My children have suffered depression and have suicidal thoughts now. They have lost 2 years
worth of learning and socially development. I am locked in the house consistently on video
calls all day. I also have depression. I am lucky to still have a job. The past 2 years of these
mandates have also resulted in segregated friend and family and our country. It is extremely
sad the state this country is in.

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18485

Troubled relationship occupational issues family disturbance. Child has had educational issues
and is suffering now from anxiety. I now suffer from chest pain after getting my second jab.
Hospital did what they could to help. Doctor would not even talk to me about my issue

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18486

Cut back buisness

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18487

Every single aspect Love..exercise, friendships,health,overall well being

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18488

I have no life

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18489

Mental health and stress dramatically increased, 12 yr old unable to attend Recreation
activities, segregation from friends and family, concern for job losses amongst family
members, unable to travel out of country for work or pleasure

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18490

Loss of work, inconvenience and stress

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18491

I don't live in Canada

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18492

Mental stress. It's time to start socializing again

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18493

I haven't gone know where, haven't eaten out at all, can't see my family and friends, anxiety,
stress depression, using my savings to make ends meet.... do I really need to go on ????

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18494

Caused isolation and financial hardship

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18495

Can't travel, couldn't eat in restaurants, couldn't see hockey games or any entertainment

2/19/2022 7:51 PM

18496

I just want the tension and division to stop. I have felt our Prime Minister has be abusive to his
constituents and to the people he was sworn to govern. The mandates are no longer about the
virus but about power and ego. I am done with the hate, the anger, the fear that I feel from both
sides of this. The mandates need to stop and we need to rebuild. I cry for our country, I cry for
those that have been lost in this pandemic. I have lost dear friends to covid, but also to
isolation and depression. I want to dream again. I want to have hope for a future.... I want to
move on.

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18497

It has affected my mental health. Has robbed my education. Has also divided my country. As
a Canadian citizen I feel that the mandates have taken or robbed my freedom. Also as a
Canadian citizen I am embarrassed that we need the mandates to survive and live under a
Communist tyrant. Who wants to turn Canada into a communist country. I feel that mandates
are just a way to control us and also brainwashed into being salves. I also feel that the
mandates are just a experiment that the government can use on us when we the people are
the governments cattle to experiment on.

2/19/2022 7:50 PM
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18498

I’m retired and have found it make my life more expensive. But most importantly, very difficult
to visit family.

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18499

In all the ways it has affected all Canadians. Isolating, vaccinating, working at home, etc

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18500

What life do we have , we want freedom of choice

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18501

Lost job, lost, access to family in hospital, lost all faith in government. Have government turn
Canadian against Canadian using hate as a weapon. Seen my country start to die..

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18502

Visiting loved 1s,dining out,trips,social gatherings, mental health

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18503

As a retired person, my plans to travel across this country...by car...has been severely
hampered. I also dread ANY more time for this govt to drive this country over the cliff into
bankruptcy. My GREAT-GRANDCHILDREN will still be paying the bills for this craziness!

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18504

Divisive to friends and families, interferes with jobs and school, loss of medical freedom

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18505

Everything Mental health of my family, friends and me. Health body. Social life and freedom
life. Thank you

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18506

Wearing a mask has caused health issues to worsen. I get light headed and head aches from
wearing one. I also already have a hard time breathing properly and the masks make it worse,
and cause a lack of oxygen to make it to my blood. On top of that the lack of socialization and
the push for social distancing has caused friction between many friends and family.

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18507

less social life and ability to conduct my life in a productive and joyful way

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18508

Taking away freedoms

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18509

Missing my grandchildren. Family that live away Mental and other physical problems made
worse

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18510

Teenage daughter's friend committed suicide. Daughter and another friend contemplated
suicide. Depression. Long list

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18511

Have anxiety, have not been able to see my mother in senior home. Caused division in family,
church neighborhood

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18512

lost my job, divided my family, cannot see my grandchildren, limit my social activities, many
days of depression

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18513

Depression, loss of income, my children losing hope.

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18514

No social events, like rodeos or cattle and horse shows together with new agricultural shows.

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18515

Depression Isolation Can’t leave my country

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18516

created declining health restricted my freedom to visit family at home and across the border

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18517

The shits

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18518

It has meant I was kept safe and able to continue working safely to support my family and
community

2/19/2022 7:50 PM

18519

I am a widow and alone a lot due to restrictions. There is nothing to do. I am also retired and I
would like to travel. I would like to see my grandchildren play sports. I would like to bring
guests into the amenities in my building. I would like to go to the theater and out for dinner. I
will not get vaccinated because I don't think it is safe.

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18520

I was forced to get vaccinated in order to keep my job. I have been affected mentally and
emotionally.

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18521

I feel that I have lost my rights and autonomy over my own health decisions

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18522

No life and the damp mask no visitor for 2 seasons holidays Were not free anymore

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18523

No social life, time away from family, the lies, the control from the government

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18524

Mentally

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18525

It effected my business and caused me to go near bankruptcy

2/19/2022 7:49 PM
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18526

Yes lost my business

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18527

Psychologically and economically

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18528

Divided country and families.

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18529

I have not been able to continue my education. I intend to go to law school and am unable to
enroll I cannot travel I have missed weddings, funerals and work opportunities. I have lossed
out on wages, work and experience. I have lost relationship with family friends colleagues. I
have excluded from events opportunities parties and events. I have had to provide comfort to
people from afar because I cannot get to those I love. I have lost out on the final years with
my grandparents. I see them very rarely now and it pains me. I’m missing their final years My
best friend is going to have a baby and am presently unable to travel to be with her when her
baby arrives. I lose out on time with my best friend her baby and the beautiful experience of
life beginning. These are the immediate affects I can think of off the top of my head. However,
I don’t think I’ll be able to express Art the affects I’ve endured for years.

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18530

It has affected me and my family a lot . Mentally,financially and physically

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18531

Sad to learn that some of my colleagues lost their job because of the mandate.

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18532

I had to close my buisiness.

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18533

My daughter has attempted suicide due to isolation

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18534

Depression

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18535

It’s been HELL

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18536

I have a depressed 8 and 6 year old that miss their friends and being able to go places

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18537

We became prisoners in our own country without any trials or court decisions. Our God given,
constitutional and human rights have been brutally violated: - Freedom of movement - Freedom
of assembly - Medical choice and privacy - Freedom of peaceful protest

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18538

In every aspect , freedom over tyranny

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18539

Lost my career use to make 70 grand per year now I make minimum wage and I’m so
depressed I have often thought to end things food is too expensive gas outrageous and I’m
living in an apartment that houses drug users Everything is a disaster and I can’t imagine how
people with kids are doing 😡😡😡

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18540

Hassle

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18541

My son can't go to the University. We can't visit our family in Poland. Our young daughters
suffer. We are on the edge.

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18542

Hardly at all, I don't Comply with any of the rules.

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18543

Loss of people to suicide

2/19/2022 7:49 PM

18544

Loss of employment

2/19/2022 7:48 PM

18545

To much fear in people

2/19/2022 7:48 PM

18546

In every part of my life: relationships, anxiety, stress leave, travel etc. It must end
immediately!!

2/19/2022 7:48 PM

18547

Less social active but otherwise ok really. No travel outside of Canada.

2/19/2022 7:48 PM

18548

Very badly-special my kids 19 years and 9 years old

2/19/2022 7:48 PM

18549

Lost income, depression

2/19/2022 7:48 PM

18550

It has completely destroyed my mental health and has made me want to leave this country
and never come back. I can't live in a dictatorship where the lives of so many are destroyed
without a care in the world because of fear that has been completely force fed onto the public.
This is no longer Canada. And it is definitely not the Canada I used to love and be proud of. I
am completely ashamed of everything that has been going on, and I am extremely ashamed of
the response to this convoy. The extreme abuse of force, with so much hate and violence
towards citizens who just want to live is extremely appalling.

2/19/2022 7:48 PM
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18551

It has kept me and my loved ones safe and COVID-free; a small sacrifice for the public good.

2/19/2022 7:48 PM

18552

Can’t bury our loved ones in a normal manner !

2/19/2022 7:48 PM

18553

Just for Travel as I am Retired

2/19/2022 7:48 PM

18554

In every way

2/19/2022 7:48 PM

18555

Many of my fundamental rights have been taken away. I feel like an outcast for simply not
getting vaccinated when it's a personal medical decision and should not be excluded by
society because it.

2/19/2022 7:48 PM

18556

Divided my family Lost my job and potential for a new position

2/19/2022 7:48 PM

18557

I have developed agoraphobia and severe social anxiety and I now struggle to leave the house
for anything other than work. Financial my partner and I have been negatively impacted due to
work closures. Inflation and supply chain issues have also negatively impacted both of our
fields of work and we are looking to leave the country as we can now barely afford to live. My
mental health has never been effected by anything like this before and I truly feel as though I
am living under an abusive narcissistic boyfriend. The government over reach means I know
live in fear.

2/19/2022 7:48 PM

18558

Dramatically !!!

2/19/2022 7:48 PM

18559

It's harder to get work and be with family

2/19/2022 7:47 PM

18560

If the truckers could cross the border for more than two years without vaccine mandate why
start now .. jobs lost

2/19/2022 7:47 PM

18561

Freedom

2/19/2022 7:47 PM

18562

Sick of line ups

2/19/2022 7:47 PM

18563

Very negatively and turns out now it was for no reason at all.

2/19/2022 7:47 PM

18564

Life has sucked. My mental health has suffered terribly.

2/19/2022 7:47 PM

18565

no freedom to choose

2/19/2022 7:47 PM

18566

Has not

2/19/2022 7:47 PM

18567

Immensely

2/19/2022 7:47 PM

18568

Mental health. Isolation etc

2/19/2022 7:47 PM

18569

I was fired after providing 24 years in Healthcare, for not complying with being a participant in
the vaccine experiment. I have suffered financially and emotionally, after I witnessed what
happened to my beloved seniors after their second jab.

2/19/2022 7:47 PM

18570

I feel like a muzzled prisoner, I have had to go on anxiety medication almost lost my job was
FORCED into getting the shot

2/19/2022 7:47 PM

18571

Costing me money to go to work, having to pay for my own rapid testing because my company
I work for refuses to. Even though the government of Alberta clearly states the company is
responsible for the cost of testing.

2/19/2022 7:47 PM

18572

Just made a mess physicals finally and ruined my year

2/19/2022 7:47 PM

18573

Anxiety, family, sport, Freedom, social life….

2/19/2022 7:47 PM

18574

Maybe now it increased the inflation more than usual.

2/19/2022 7:47 PM

18575

Miserable, depressing, sad, MAD

2/19/2022 7:47 PM

18576

I have PTSD after 2 years of elevated stress. My blood pressure is through the roof, and I've
lost all trust in media and government.

2/19/2022 7:47 PM

18577

Lost job

2/19/2022 7:47 PM

18578

Unable to go back to the university I graduated from to further my education due to my v
status. Unable to visit my mother in law in the UK, and my family in the states due to my v
status. Unable to work at certain companies and in certain industries due to my v status. Lost
a loved one to suicide in November 2020 after his usual social groups were cancelled and he

2/19/2022 7:47 PM
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gained an extremely negative outlook on the world due to the irrational and nonsensical covid
response. Have a strained relationship with some friends because I’ve been trying to say how
lockdowns and mandates have negative affects on people since the beginning and they can’t
see where I’m coming from. My granny who lost her husband a year ago is no longer allowed
to her seniors club, which she’s been heavily involved in for over a decade, due to her v
status.
18579

Everyone is sad

2/19/2022 7:47 PM

18580

Poorly lots of lies

2/19/2022 7:47 PM

18581

Stolen my rights and choice. .

2/19/2022 7:46 PM

18582

I have been separated from my family for nearly 3 years as we cannot travel across the
US/Canada border. My younger children have not seen their grandmother for over half their life.

2/19/2022 7:46 PM

18583

To many to list

2/19/2022 7:46 PM

18584

Destroyed my mental health and my kids lives!

2/19/2022 7:46 PM

18585

Heath issues, Death in family,Freedom

2/19/2022 7:46 PM

18586

Was forced to get it to provide for my family

2/19/2022 7:46 PM

18587

Gained 60lbs.. gyms were closed then opened then couldn’t enter gyms without vaccination.
Got fired.

2/19/2022 7:46 PM

18588

It has divided my family, segregated my community and made me fearful of almost all
government employees.

2/19/2022 7:46 PM

18589

Destroyed it

2/19/2022 7:46 PM

18590

Unable to conduct business as usual, not able to be in restaurants, bars and socialize with
friends in public. Mental health problems with myself and for my son- not able to attend
university, music programs, tumbling. Have been ostracized and marginalized by our
community, friends and family as per the mandates to get all people to do the “right” thing.

2/19/2022 7:46 PM

18591

It has affected every one, but if every body would do what’s been asked we would be a lot
further along with getting everything back to normal

2/19/2022 7:46 PM

18592

Sense of community has been reduced. Caused division

2/19/2022 7:46 PM

18593

The saddest thing about all these mandates are the division and hate in this country. It’s
emotionally draining. 😢

2/19/2022 7:46 PM

18594

It made it horrible

2/19/2022 7:46 PM

18595

Mental wellness, fractured community

2/19/2022 7:46 PM

18596

Unable to travel abroad to visit my elderly father. 2 kids - unable to attend university in person
(due to vax. mandate). Adult son with special needs - unable to attend community centre, pool,
library (due to vax mandates and due to inability to wear mask.) Have been discriminated
against due to medical choice (cannot attend various groups, cannot attend gym, cannot go to
restaurant, etc.) Family unable to get services - such as dental, GP - due to extensive
masking requirements that violate our creed/ liberty interest.

2/19/2022 7:46 PM

18597

Watching the elderly die without family members, the elderly not being able to smiling faces,
masks drying out my face and nasal passages, nose bleeds, depression, stress.

2/19/2022 7:46 PM

18598

Income lost, children struggling, relationship division, list friends, isolated & divided.

2/19/2022 7:46 PM

18599

Not good for human well being and especially children very depressing and causing mental
health issuea, also it devided Canadians

2/19/2022 7:45 PM

18600

Lack of play dates for my kid

2/19/2022 7:45 PM

18601

Restricted me from being with my family. Have lost friends and family to suicide and overdose.

2/19/2022 7:45 PM

18602

Cannot see family, cannot take kids out, kids are masked in school and cry all the time

2/19/2022 7:45 PM

18603

Restrictions of Freedom.

2/19/2022 7:45 PM
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18604

This was a test and I'm scared for the next round.

2/19/2022 7:45 PM

18605

I live alone, have been basically by myself for 2 years.

2/19/2022 7:45 PM

18606

School age child Less money

2/19/2022 7:45 PM

18607

Nothing negative, I believe I have been able to stay healthy as the result of mandates

2/19/2022 7:45 PM

18608

Less social life.

2/19/2022 7:45 PM

18609

It’s killed some friends. Others are very ill

2/19/2022 7:45 PM

18610

family

2/19/2022 7:45 PM

18611

Masks make it hard to see, work and breath. I'm feeling blue most of the time. Vaccine
mandates limit social life and travel. Mandates turn people against each other. I want my
freedom and life back.

2/19/2022 7:45 PM

18612

The worst it has divided people and traumatized them and manipulated them with fear... also
affected kids and teenagers, traumatized kids...

2/19/2022 7:45 PM

18613

Mask has made my asthma a living hell, and forced vaccine to keep my job

2/19/2022 7:45 PM

18614

Lot of differences in family and friendships, unable to stay healthy because not allowed to go
inside sport rooms, fear for loosing my job

2/19/2022 7:45 PM

18615

JT has created a divide, abused his leadership and has never represented the majority of the
people. He needs to go and so does all the tyrannical b.s. mandates now or any future in this
pandemic NWO agenda.

2/19/2022 7:45 PM

18616

It made me miserable, lost business due to not being able to meet with clients

2/19/2022 7:45 PM

18617

Destroyed it. Lost my job. Wife left me.

2/19/2022 7:45 PM

18618

Unable to make own choices

2/19/2022 7:45 PM

18619

It sucks but we do it for so the vulnerable are protected

2/19/2022 7:45 PM

18620

Limited me going into some stores/restaurants and other gatherings. I felt looked down on due
to not getting the shots that don't me from catching the virus, worried about any possible side
effects or death from getting the shots. It has taken some of my freedoms away, that have
escalate in our current situation brought on by our ill-informed government.

2/19/2022 7:45 PM

18621

So many things, the kids too, relations, personal life...

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18622

Job loss ,mental health of whole family , poor quality elementy education , inability to access
any public services including swimming for kids. Loss of family and friends

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18623

Isolation from family and friends. Issues with mental health - sad, lonely, worry, upset and fear.

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18624

Well I still got covid

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18625

my daughter and I can’t go to restaurants, concerts or sporting events. We’ve not been able to
visit family in the hospital or family in the states. We’ll have to drive 3 provinces over to attend
a family wedding. Etc.

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18626

Hundreds of thousands of dollars of debt and I have lost my ability to travel and eat at
restaurants.

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18627

My wifelost her job. I could not see my father in law because the hotel expensive quarantine
and he past away last September. My son can not play indoor soccer. He developed anxiety.

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18628

Movement restricted, no travel, father died...sister could not enter country to be with family,
mask wearing made me sick, treated like a second class citizen for not being vxd, losing
friends and family for differences of opinion.

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18629

Not so much me but my children

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18630

It affected my mental health. No income since 16 of October, 2021, I am healthcare worker for
20 years, put on unpaid, forced LOA. Last week not approved by EI

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18631

Same as the rest of Canada!

2/19/2022 7:44 PM
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18632

Lost one store almost bankrupt me in another

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18633

Out of work and broke

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18634

Turned us into uncaring arguing people for no reason.

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18635

Mental health- on verge of suicide

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18636

Lots of stress. Sadness on how divided we are

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18637

Wrecked havoc on my mental health and family state

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18638

Seen loved ones die of loneliness and alone! Not right! And suspect the hospital protocol also
play a part in her death!

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18639

Crushed my Artist ick spirit and my well feint as well economic disaster and indeasency

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18640

Lost relationships, family issues, stress, sadness, madness, don't know who to believe, hate
the prime minister loser. Divide our country.

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18641

I am about to lose my job even though I work alone at home.

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18642

It has robbed my pride of being a Canadian, has caused hatred and division in our beautiful
Canada, has eroded my trust for the first time in 73 years in health care and government - I am
terribly anxious about this mess we’re in

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18643

hasnt

2/19/2022 7:44 PM

18644

My freedom to choose

2/19/2022 7:43 PM

18645

Financially & my children’s mental health

2/19/2022 7:43 PM

18646

Less work, less money. Divided family and friendships..

2/19/2022 7:43 PM

18647

Made my depression and anxiety much worse. Also has caused my 10 year to develop
anxiety.

2/19/2022 7:43 PM

18648

Schools and daycare are never open for something that statistically has .1% chance of even
affecting my kids in a negative way.

2/19/2022 7:43 PM

18649

Not

2/19/2022 7:43 PM

18650

I’ve been treated as a third class citizen with no rights. We were fooled into thinking we lived in
the land of the free. The government owes us two lost years. They need to understand our
charter of rights and the consequences of violating them.

2/19/2022 7:43 PM

18651

My freedom of movement has been taken, I do not go anywhere. My right to a second opinion
has been stripped and I have lost my faith in the Entire Canadian healthcare system and those
who run it.

2/19/2022 7:43 PM

18652

It has made it safer for my family to go and do the things we love to do because everyone is
masked.

2/19/2022 7:43 PM

18653

Business has not been so good.

2/19/2022 7:43 PM

18654

It has kept me healthy during this pandemic

2/19/2022 7:43 PM

18655

Segregated and isolated me and stole my rights and freedom according to the charter of
rights!!

2/19/2022 7:43 PM

18656

Professional litigation, increases in insurance, board inquiries, loss of physical team activity
and exercise , increased stress, loss of family and friends, increased responsibility

2/19/2022 7:43 PM

18657

Lost friends, anxiety, banned from society when I have natural immunity. Depression. Fear.

2/19/2022 7:43 PM

18658

My youngest was born at the very start of the pandemic. He has only met 2 family members
because our family live in a different province to us. We’ve been able to do way less activities
than we used to. I’m still working from home and have had to keep my kids home more than I
used to because of the covid protocols. I haven’t been to church in almost 2 years because
it’s not safe for my kids to be around unvaccinated people. Both of my kids are too young to
be vaccinated. I feel lonely and my mental well-being has been affected. The level of care from

2/19/2022 7:43 PM
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the medical profession has been worse than it used to be pre-pandemic because they are
stretched thin due to the pandemic.
18659

Very negatively unfortunetly. Very severe side effects from 2 phizer shots. Was forced to get
them because of my job.

2/19/2022 7:43 PM

18660

Torn apart our family

2/19/2022 7:43 PM

18661

Fundamental Freedom of Choice. My body my choice.

2/19/2022 7:43 PM

18662

Working every thing

2/19/2022 7:43 PM

18663

Put Me in Bankruptcy with no long term Support!!! 🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬

2/19/2022 7:43 PM

18664

Stalled for 2 + years.

2/19/2022 7:43 PM

18665

Broken relationships, family distress, disunigication, depression, extreme anxiety

2/19/2022 7:43 PM

18666

I was forced/coerced/bullied into taking the Covid shot which messed up my cycle. Because I
can’t bring myself to use the ‘vax pass’ I’ve not been to the gym or restaurant since
September. I have not been to church in 2 years and it has stunted relationships there. I feel
stagnant. I feel deprived. It’s time to get my life back!

2/19/2022 7:42 PM

18667

Masks are annoying and the science says they’re useless at preventing a virus that small.
Travelling would be nice

2/19/2022 7:42 PM

18668

loss of work

2/19/2022 7:42 PM

18669

Not able to participate in sports. Placed on LWOP from my employer. Mental anguish knowing
that we have been lied to from the beginning and the data does not support the actions taken
by governments and other decision makers.

2/19/2022 7:42 PM

18670

It has effected my business, relationships, and caused stress.

2/19/2022 7:42 PM

18671

My children are missing out on normal every day activities. We haven't been able to travel to
visit family. My mental health has seen better times as well.

2/19/2022 7:42 PM

18672

Depression

2/19/2022 7:42 PM

18673

Considerably. Loss of companionship, lost wages, worry about family and friends and utter
frustration over the useless “vaccines” !!

2/19/2022 7:42 PM

18674

Family division, alienation, segregation

2/19/2022 7:42 PM

18675

children missed a year of school, lost my job, can't fly back to canada from uk because not
vaccinated

2/19/2022 7:42 PM

18676

Loss of work, mental health

2/19/2022 7:42 PM

18677

Iam unvaccinated,and Iam being discriminated against for making the choice for my body not
to get the vaccine!!

2/19/2022 7:42 PM

18678

Loss of freedom

2/19/2022 7:42 PM

18679

Can’t do anything locked in my home like an animal

2/19/2022 7:42 PM

18680

I am in construction. The vivid restrictions have severely impaired the work force and the
supply chain. A very unproductive two years

2/19/2022 7:42 PM

18681

Stress, loss of job, forced to get a vaccine to k keep working…. My body my choice!!!

2/19/2022 7:42 PM

18682

Taking away the freedom

2/19/2022 7:42 PM

18683

Stress unemployment

2/19/2022 7:42 PM

18684

Can't see family Cannot go to restaurants Will no longer support any restaurants that did not
allow us in. List customer for life. Hate being smother by unnecessary mask Children given
unnecessary jabs to sterile them Division is friends and family over vaxxed vs unvaxxed
Dismal environment People scared of each other People fighting each other Anger towards
each other Treated as if one is second class if no jab Depression

2/19/2022 7:42 PM

18685

I've been injured and public health would not admit it was from vaccines

2/19/2022 7:42 PM
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18686

Greatly upto according forced vax to keep my job.

2/19/2022 7:41 PM

18687

destroyed it. lost job, lost income, i live on the streets after working in healthcare for 20 years

2/19/2022 7:41 PM

18688

Stress and division

2/19/2022 7:41 PM

18689

These mandates have divided my family and friends. These mandates have taken away my
rights and freedoms to be allowed to make my choice for me. The coercion is so sickening
that I have shut off all tv and radio because I can no longer listen to the lies being spewed by
media and public health and government.

2/19/2022 7:41 PM

18690

Significantly! weve lost our GYM that I built as a single mom and only provider working 15 hour
days to give my kids a good life after 5 years of being open. we have 2 teenage daughters who
are suffering mentally we are in a constant state of anxiety, depression, confusion especially
since Trudeau will not listen to any other science other than what benefits him which is getting
rich off the vaccines and his 40 percent shares . We have lost friends and family. Trudeau has
destroyed Canada and our democracy is now dead with the illegal actions taken against
peaceful protesters. I am watching every one struggle. Mental health in everybody we know
has deteriorated

2/19/2022 7:41 PM

18691

Restricted my freedom to socialize and see family

2/19/2022 7:41 PM

18692

Not much, follow the guidelines, show my Vax status, carry on

2/19/2022 7:41 PM

18693

First of all it affected my business that was just open for 1year when the mandate started.We
we’re shut down for 11month’s in total so far.My health,not seeing my family No income

2/19/2022 7:41 PM

18694

Lost my job!!

2/19/2022 7:41 PM

18695

Lost my job

2/19/2022 7:41 PM

18696

It's horrible! I can't do anything! I can barely use a mask because of my anxiety. The fact that I
can't even sit down in public is annoying! Not everybody can stand for long periods of time! I
also can't understand people talking behind a mask, it's like hearing them speak gibberish and
is especially difficult if that person has an accent. I'm tired of seeing the hell that humans is
putting this world through! The media makes me so depressed and anxious that I barely even
stand being on media anymore. I feel scared of this world when it should feel like a home. And
the fact that emergency workers were fired because they didn't agree on Covid guidelines is
bull. I could go on complaining even more but you'd be looking at pages. I'm surprised that this
world hasn't gone up in flames yet.

2/19/2022 7:41 PM

18697

I was forced to take a vaccine just so I could further my education and make a living

2/19/2022 7:41 PM

18698

It has took away two years of my child’s life. I was also forced to get a medical procedure that
I did not need or feel comfortable with.

2/19/2022 7:41 PM

18699

I can’t travel, go to a restaurant, watch my grandson play hockey and everything else I’m
restricted from.

2/19/2022 7:41 PM

18700

Mentally

2/19/2022 7:41 PM

18701

No work

2/19/2022 7:41 PM

18702

Shut down sports, excluded me from certain venues of society, and created family division.

2/19/2022 7:41 PM

18703

Lost my job (RN terminated due to hospital vaccination policy) Can't travel Cant dine in

2/19/2022 7:41 PM

18704

Travel overseas

2/19/2022 7:40 PM

18705

Mental well being

2/19/2022 7:40 PM

18706

Made it hard to do the thing I am passionate about

2/19/2022 7:40 PM

18707

What life? The one where I’m prohibited from participating in societal activities that should be
the right of every person?

2/19/2022 7:40 PM

18708

i can't see my son in Vancouver

2/19/2022 7:40 PM

18709

Horribly ruined everything

2/19/2022 7:40 PM

18710

Getting a job

2/19/2022 7:40 PM
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18711

Covid should have never limited what any of us can do and where we can go

2/19/2022 7:40 PM

18712

It has poisoned family relations. It has made me depressed, anxious and angry at how the
government has handled things. Our lives and livelihoods have been ruined by the current laws
of the land. Travel has been curtailed and people are following blindly thinking it will free them
to carry on with their lives but sadly they have been misinformed. The hammer just keeps
falling down.

2/19/2022 7:40 PM

18713

In every way - relationtionally, work-wise, church-wise, etc.

2/19/2022 7:40 PM

18714

I have lost business, can't afford to live

2/19/2022 7:40 PM

18715

Occupation freedom

2/19/2022 7:40 PM

18716

I Could not see my 5 grandchildren during lockdowns! Ostracized by my children whom I’ve
always had a loving relationship with as they were brainwashed by media and govnerment
agenda. My disabled son at home has little access to services and ability to see doctors for
diabetes care

2/19/2022 7:40 PM

18717

Lost my job Constantly under high stress Socially withdrawn

2/19/2022 7:40 PM

18718

Financially also emotionally- I am furious about the Trudeau governments overreach of power.

2/19/2022 7:40 PM

18719

Depression and job loss

2/19/2022 7:40 PM

18720

YES !!! INFRINGED MY RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS !!!

2/19/2022 7:40 PM

18721

N/A

2/19/2022 7:40 PM

18722

I can’t visit family. I also had to switch professions

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18723

i can’t go to restaurants see my aunt in the nursing home my son couldn’t have a wedding

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18724

Anxiety , lonely, financial every way possible.

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18725

I live on a farm and have felt very isolated in the last two years. Have not had much company.
One of my daughters is on anti depression and anxiety meds. We feel isolated from our family
because of our choice not to be vaccinated. Lots of stress and division, wondering if husband
the sole provider will lose his job. College daughter under a lot of pressure from the school.
Having to do the testing twice a week. She doesn’t have the support from the college staff. My
parents have basically isolated themselves and don’t want to be around many people. My
mom hasn’t been over to visit since covid started. Church had been closed for 5 months then
reopened but since September some have not come and it has caused some more division
and isolation for them.

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18726

Mentally and physically

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18727

I’m a person who suffers with depression and severe anxiety. Not being able to see my family
and being forced to get a vaccine I’m against has really got me emotionally and physically
drained

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18728

I'm broke! The fear mongering has the senior in my community scared to have a contractor in
their home to do renovations and a majority of my community are seniors as are my clients. I
have only seen damage done by the vaccines and nothing more than typical flu symptoms
from covid-19 infected people. My trust in this government is gone as is my trust in our so
called medical experts. It's suspect when the people in charge will only allow certain
treatments to be used and those are the ones patented by big pharma and for the price of any
over the counter treatments to increase 500 times makes the vaccines more suspect. I've lost
all faith in the leaders of this country. It is shameful what the prime minister has done and how
he has behaved using the Canadian press to further his agenda by telling out right lies and he
should be impeached!

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18729

Kept my loved ones from dying

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18730

I can’t travel anymore because i refuse to comply they are trying to break my freedom and
isolate me.

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18731

Feel like we have no rights

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18732

I lost my job and I can’t do anything with my grandchildren.

2/19/2022 7:39 PM
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18733

Member of family has lost her job of 20+ years.

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18734

The mandates have greatly upset our lives!

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18735

Forced me to do things I feel we’re not needed for me to do

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18736

Fortunately it hasn't effected me but I know many people who's businesses have closed or
suffering. I know many who now suffer from depression and anxiety.

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18737

I’m retired so work was not an issue. I find it difficult to breathe when wearing a mask. It has
divided my family and I felt forced into being vaccinated due to being ostracized by family and
attending public events, restaurants and other public spaces. I was unable to fly or cross the
border to see my children, grandchildren and siblings who live across Canada and the USA.

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18738

I HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE to do all of the following: crossing the boarder, unable to travel, no
dining out with my family at any restaurant, unable to go to the movie theaters. Mandates has
also divided my family, friends, and my neighbours as well. Family and friends have lossed
their jobs all because of these mandates. I have been angry, depressed, stressed and now
suffering with anxiety. Life has lost all meaning.

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18739

💯 negative

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18740

I'm dying of cancer..no operation

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18741

My kids are stressed, my marriage is falling apart ,i am in financial ruin.

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18742

Hardly none

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18743

It has isolated me from family, friends, prevented me from working as a pastor, enjoying
recreational activities/facilities, stopped me from shopping at a grocery store bc I can't wear a
mask, prevented me from traveling outside Canada and made my life as a senior woman very
challenging and lonely.

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18744

Yes

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18745

I work with seniors and I see how it is affecting them and my 91 year old Mom. With seniors
home having more restrictions being a senior such as having only 2 designated visitors and
have to be vaccinated. Not being allowed to have any of their family or friends who do not have
vaccination. A lot of seniors have grand and great grand kids that are under 5 years old that
cannot be vaccinated. Not right to discriminate and take away rights of those that are not
vaccinated.

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18746

My wife lost her job

2/19/2022 7:39 PM

18747

I have been almost housebound for 2 years

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18748

I've know of elderly people getting depressed. I've been stopped from physical activities that
benefit my physical and mental health. I've seen people and families be divided to the point of
no association anymore or probably ever again.

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18749

Made it miserable

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18750

Made everything in my life more difficult and inconvenient. Even going to church

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18751

Cannot travel and do sports.

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18752

Depression isolation, sadness, anger,

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18753

Unable to work for two years.

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18754

I was forced to get the vaccine to keep my job. I can’t go to dinner with friends or family who
haven’t had the the vaccine! I teach little kids and it is so hard to engage with them. I work
with ages that need to see my face! I haven’t seen my dad in over a year because of changes
and restrictions!

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18755

In a very negative and discriminatory situations throughout my day to day life

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18756

Lost job (as an essential worker) family, friends, freedom, mental wellness, faith in humanity,
faith in democracy, and faith in OUR elected officials to listen to US!

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18757

Suicide

2/19/2022 7:38 PM
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18758

It has put me in fear of freedom

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18759

Business has been impacted by mandates

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18760

I have been unable to work. My business as an event professional is gone! Due to this I have
suffered emotionally and mentally.

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18761

Discouragement due to; people having lost businesses and/or lost their jobs; to see our city's
downtown business center hollowed out; segregation; and dividing the country. In Wpg. 50
businesses will NOT come back! I cannot visit with friends, at home, Cannot attend sports, the
arts, restaurants, libraries, museums etc. Cannot travel, The threat that unvaccinated persons
will not be given medical care. Loss of freedoms

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18762

terrible

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18763

NEGATIVE: I lost my job because I had to keep reporting my symptoms- which are covid
symptoms, but also chronic. Before covid, I could just work through my symptoms. Since
covid, I had to call in sick (unpaid) every time my symptoms were noticed by others. I've been
out of work since Feb 2021, and EI stopped paying me in May 2021 because I was sick when I
lost my job and they were paying me sick benefits for only 15 weeks. I've spent all my savings
on very basic living expenses. Since November, my living expenses are sitting on my credit
card account, hoping for an EI back payment to arrive to pay it off. I've applied for countless
jobs and can't get hired. I have cavities on my teeth that I can't afford to get fixed. POSITIVE:
Since I had the past year off anyway, I've spent it having a look at why I have chronic covid
symptoms, and why my body is so sore all the time. I've joined the local pain clinic and now
have lots of medical support helping me learn how to better manage my harmless symptoms
which seem to actually be rooted in anxiety. I'm starting to get back in shape. I'm re-learning to
play the piano. I've started taking a course to improve my writing skills.

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18764

Worse in every way. Hiding a child’s smile behind a mask is a crime. We’ve all had Covid and
recovered with no issue. Let’s move on with life already

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18765

Can’t fly, ride a train or ferry, can’t use public transit. I do not see patients anymore so
professionally I’ve had no consequences.

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18766

I have lost my job and am finding it hard to live. I am falling behind on bills and struggling to
live and feed my family. Very stressful, can’t sleep am sick all the time

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18767

Desperate and isolated my life with my community

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18768

It’s government does not have sovereign right over my own body. The mandate has separated
people and isolated people beyond repair. Real relationships with friends and family been
affected by the mandate.

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18769

We no longer have the freedom of choice

2/19/2022 7:38 PM

18770

Divided family Government creating fear Afraid I’ll lose my job

2/19/2022 7:37 PM

18771

The same as it has affected millions of others. I am emotionally drained. Tired of being pushed
around.

2/19/2022 7:37 PM

18772

Severe depression, loss of church community, teen daughter cutting extensively, family mental
health problems.

2/19/2022 7:37 PM

18773

It has been horrible ended up with a debilitating panic disorder do to mask fatigue

2/19/2022 7:37 PM

18774

Had to get vaccinated for work. Cannot fly to see my family.

2/19/2022 7:37 PM

18775

Division, loss of kids sports, my grandma locked away, loss of friends, shut down my
buisness

2/19/2022 7:37 PM

18776

Very negatively. Very tied down

2/19/2022 7:37 PM

18777

Slowed work, financial burden, social burden

2/19/2022 7:37 PM

18778

Not good

2/19/2022 7:37 PM

18779

Where to begin…. Because of our global exposure to information gathering - I now have ZERO
faith that those in charge are advocating for a) health & b) my well being. Trust is completely
lost and will probably never return. I don’t think I will ever trust a public health officer or
politician again.

2/19/2022 7:37 PM
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18780

Destroyed it

2/19/2022 7:37 PM

18781

We have lost 3 years of our lives and God knows how the Vaccines will affect all of our Family
Members , Friends, and generally we know, in the Future!

2/19/2022 7:37 PM

18782

I lost my career, freedom to participate in society, ability to travel and relationships with friends
and family.

2/19/2022 7:37 PM

18783

No

2/19/2022 7:37 PM

18784

Stressful, depression, breaking families and friends

2/19/2022 7:37 PM

18785

Loss of wages. Children loss of school time.

2/19/2022 7:37 PM

18786

No real affect.

2/19/2022 7:37 PM

18787

It has kept me from seeing 2 family members in 2+ years.

2/19/2022 7:37 PM

18788

Life in general it’s time to get back to normal.

2/19/2022 7:37 PM

18789

I have not taken the experimental so called "vaccine". My choice has caused division amongst
family and friends. So sick of the fear mongering. Two years of a "flu" that could have been
handled differently, although it was all a ploy to get us all under control.

2/19/2022 7:37 PM

18790

It has kept us safe.

2/19/2022 7:37 PM

18791

Can't spend time with family and friends

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18792

I am miserable, my familly is arguing, I lost most of my friends, houses prices when up so
crazy , my kids have to pay 200 000 $ more to by a regular house, this is just a little bit of
what the mandates affected me...:(

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18793

It’s garbage. All this nonsense for a virus that you have a minimum of 96.4% chance of
surviving. Fuckn joke.

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18794

Less freedom

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18795

Everything and the cost of living for rent and food have gone up so much you almost can’t live
and my kids can even live there live and have a good childhood because of this like I got to
when I was a kid

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18796

Too much unreasonable restrictions, LWOP, and need to eliminate the agenda behind it
including digital ID. Everyone deserve to live a free and stable life.

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18797

Fucking shit

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18798

Mentally crippling

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18799

No comment

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18800

I watched my husband suffer through seizures after having the Covid 19 phizer vaccine lasts
year. It has changed our lives over the course of the last few months. We are finally just now
recovering from this incident. It put a huge strain on our lively hoods and relationship. Neither
one of us want the vaccine ever again as it did cause heath issues 5 hours after receiving the
vaccine.

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18801

Print near bankrupt me

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18802

Missing family and friends, no vacations, can’t smile at people in public through a mask, can’t
breathe properly, it’s too hot. I understand them for the beginning of the pandemic, but now?
Not required anymore. We’re all vaccinated.

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18803

Other than being an inconvenience not a lot

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18804

I am unable to go to certain places because I am unvaccinated

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18805

Mental health has greatly been affected. My wife is waiting for a surgery she can’t get because
of this stupidity

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18806

It has divided us

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18807

Which mandate? All of the protocols that have been put in place, both federally and

2/19/2022 7:36 PM
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provincially, have saved thousands of lives and kept our health systems and economy from
collapsing.
18808

Destroyed my business, the economy, and caused division, fighting and hate in my
community.

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18809

Mental health, lost employment, wasn't able to take a Vacation in Mexico, wasn't able to shop
for house in person

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18810

Missed out on opportunities to go out with friends to fancy dinners and family vacations. I feel
like I have to sneak around and everytime I go to someones house It doesn’t feel normal with
these stupid restrictions

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18811

Destroying family and social structures

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18812

Impacted my family’s jobs

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18813

In multiple ways, not of which is positive

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18814

I have lost a lot of income due to this.

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18815

As a taxpaying citizen, I have a right to live & go where I please without injecting an
experimental substance into my body or wear a useless mask.

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18816

Stress

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18817

I have seen many friends lose their jobs and business. I am suffering with anxiety and
depression over the division and effects on family and friends. Watching my father lose his
girlfriend to cancer and having to fight to see her before she died was devastating.

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18818

- It has caused a loss of income - Division in family - discrimination in the workplace due to
medical choice - stress and fear - prevented me from attending fertility appointments with my
wife - prevented me from traveling - prevented me from spending time with friends and family. it has made me a second-class citizen ( no longer able to attend the gym for my health, go to
the restaurant) due to my medical choice -it has prevented me from watching my nephews play
hockey -stopped me from contributing to the economy because I am not permitted to enter
many businesses -on one occasion I was denied the right to purchase food at a coffee shop
due to not having a vaccine passport -my physical and mental health has declined

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18819

It has broke me financially, spiritually and mentally. All of our immediate house hold has had
major mental health challenges since mandates began.

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18820

Every way

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18821

I am depressed have no motivation. I feel I have been lied to and I do not trust the government
due to its control over everything! Media especially and control over our doctors or anyone who
has a different opinion that is not like Trudeau!

2/19/2022 7:36 PM

18822

People I know are afraid to go out and live life. Some will never recover from job loss.

2/19/2022 7:35 PM

18823

Mentally and physically

2/19/2022 7:35 PM

18824

We haven't seen our children or grandchildren in 2 years. It has affected our business, our
livelihood, our mental health. It has divided us from so many of our friends and family, and so
much more.

2/19/2022 7:35 PM

18825

Work… socializing… taking my family out for supper… parks etc

2/19/2022 7:35 PM

18826

Destroyed my faith in mankind

2/19/2022 7:35 PM

18827

Health care are very limited. I am waiting 2 years for surgery

2/19/2022 7:35 PM

18828

Depression,

2/19/2022 7:35 PM

18829

Loss of job. Financial troubles. Loss of socializing. Mental health issues.

2/19/2022 7:35 PM

18830

Terrible

2/19/2022 7:35 PM

18831

Cause division, created animosity, starting to effect my employment

2/19/2022 7:35 PM

18832

My son and many of his friends often talk about suicide and what's the point of being alive,
mental health is a number one problem

2/19/2022 7:35 PM
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18833

In every way possible that made my everyday life peaceful and free.

2/19/2022 7:35 PM

18834

Similar to everyone else's really. The mandates have not been convenient or comfortable but I
believe they were necessary. However, I feel that when the current wave is declining we should
loosen the restrictions if not end them totally. Also, we don't need the vaccine passports or to
mandate trucker vaccinations. No scientific proof that they are jeopardizing our health. They
have been crossing the border and working for the past 2+ years as essential workers without
the mandate and it is not necessary, esp now.

2/19/2022 7:35 PM

18835

Not working , family not speaking to me

2/19/2022 7:35 PM

18836

Unable to see family and friends. Go out and enjoy life. This is not the way to live feel like a
prisoner. So place drop ever mandate and let life get back to the way it was before Covid
started. We all need to learn to live with this it’s no different then living with other illnesses in
the world. This also has affected my children schooling it’s been hard for them the last 2 years
not getting any proper learning or getting to have my daughters grade 8 graduation that was a
big deal she and the family missed out on. U can’t get that back. So I am asking as a mother
please drop all mandates and get life back to whatever normal is. Thanks

2/19/2022 7:35 PM

18837

It has 100% affected my mental health

2/19/2022 7:35 PM

18838

A lot

2/19/2022 7:35 PM

18839

To many ways

2/19/2022 7:35 PM

18840

loneliness

2/19/2022 7:34 PM

18841

Loss of job. Loss of activities. Can’t participate in society. Kids can’t play sports. Can’t eat at
a restaurant. …..etc.

2/19/2022 7:34 PM

18842

It has truly limited our way of life and the freedom that Canadians are use to living by

2/19/2022 7:34 PM

18843

Stopped us from doing everything that’s normal

2/19/2022 7:34 PM

18844

I could not travel to see my parents. Than my father died and I could not travel to Europe to
say last goodbye. My son developed anxiety and could not play indoor soccer.

2/19/2022 7:34 PM

18845

I’m just sick of it all

2/19/2022 7:34 PM

18846

Felt the fear the media projected, anger, frustration, misinformation ,disinformation taught me
the hidden darkness,

2/19/2022 7:34 PM

18847

It has caused great division in families at work, in churches. I am a Pastor of a church in QC,
and have personally witnessed the list in about to share. It has kept many from saying good
bye to loved ones who died in the last 2 years It has kept many from being with loved ones
during serious illness and injury. It has costs many job and career losses because of vaccine
mandates - most in the medical field.

2/19/2022 7:34 PM

18848

Destroyed it for 2 years straight, totally annihilated. Bering alive is not a life. Almost all of the
tyrannical government actions over the past apx 2 years have caused infinitely bigger
problems than any virus could even come close to causing. I think they should all have to
prove their choices were required and be held accountable monetarily etc, since they were not
remotely warranted.

2/19/2022 7:34 PM

18849

I’ve suffered from extreme anxiety

2/19/2022 7:34 PM

18850

Very depressive livin under the mandates division of the people not a good life for democorcy

2/19/2022 7:34 PM

18851

Let's put it this way... I almost killed myself.

2/19/2022 7:34 PM

18852

My grandchildren do not know life outside of families homes and school, no fairs, museums,
amusement parks, i spent nearly $3000 on wonderland passes for the entire family for
Christmas and we have been unable to use them as we are not getting the experimental
vaccines and canadas wonderland has refused to offer a refund, we can’t travel Thats the tip
of the iceberg

2/19/2022 7:34 PM

18853

Watching the country fall apart due to division sewn by the current government

2/19/2022 7:34 PM

18854

Destroyed my family, some are vaccinated and some are not. So heart broken

2/19/2022 7:34 PM

18855

Mental illnesses

2/19/2022 7:34 PM
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18856

I have been actively socially isolated, characterized as selfish and as a racist misogynist who
doesn’t believe in science by the Prime Minister and shunned by friends due to the stance that
unvaccinated citizens are dangerous. I’ve felt so much anxiety about potentially losing my job,
being able to support my children and have had to watch while my son did lose his job due to
his unwillingness to take a jab that is not yet proven to be safe or effective. All of this is in
conflict to law and our charter of rights and freedoms as I do have the inherent right to roam
freely and should have the right over my own medical choices.

2/19/2022 7:34 PM

18857

It hasn’t because I’ve never framed it in the way that it’s ruined my life. I consider all the
mandates necessary to help protect myself and others around me.

2/19/2022 7:34 PM

18858

I am being restricted from going anywhere without a mask and I cannot travel where I want to
go without proof of vaccination. We're being treated unequally when both the vaccinated and
unvaccinated can catch and spread the virus and masks absolutely don't work.

2/19/2022 7:34 PM

18859

Non positive

2/19/2022 7:34 PM

18860

We had to sell our house and move from Ontario to Sask due to loosing a very well paying
career because of the vaccine mandates. Our children have been negatively impacted as well.

2/19/2022 7:34 PM

18861

As all the other Canadians, it made me lose income, friends, and I was unable to visit my
parents in Romania

2/19/2022 7:33 PM

18862

Lost wages,mental health issues

2/19/2022 7:33 PM

18863

Limited social interaction and activities

2/19/2022 7:33 PM

18864

Mental health, lost relationships, my grandma died alone, kids mental health

2/19/2022 7:33 PM

18865

In every way possible!!!!!!!

2/19/2022 7:33 PM

18866

I’ve lost contracts because my customers were in fear of a pandemic that never was a
pandemic at al, Canada lost 2 years of its ability to grow

2/19/2022 7:33 PM

18867

It has made me feel like a prisoner in my own country. I no longer have any of my basic rights
afforded to me via the charter all because I chose what does and doesn't get put into my body.
I am ashamed of my country and the country men who follow this facist agenda.

2/19/2022 7:33 PM

18868

Affected my business, my mental health and access to my family. These were so wrong.

2/19/2022 7:33 PM

18869

I have medical and religious reasons to be vaccinated how can it be forced upon us

2/19/2022 7:33 PM

18870

I haven't been able to visit my family in Ohio

2/19/2022 7:33 PM

18871

Mentally. Stressful

2/19/2022 7:33 PM

18872

No comment

2/19/2022 7:33 PM

18873

Lost my job. Bills are overwhelming. Became depressed for the first time in my life . Lost
friends and family friendships. List my sister in law .. she killed herself . So many things !

2/19/2022 7:33 PM

18874

Division, loss of friendship, grandma locked away from most family, kids loss of sports,
suicide at school and more than one in hockey community, friends not allowed to play any
more, fear making people treat each other badly, reduced work, country put stupidly into debt
that my kids won’t be able to pay. prime minister ignoring our constitution- making our quality
of life abysmal. 😥

2/19/2022 7:33 PM

18875

Freedom

2/19/2022 7:33 PM

18876

In every way possible

2/19/2022 7:33 PM

18877

It hasn't.

2/19/2022 7:33 PM

18878

It has negatively affected my business, my family (especially my children) and my ability to
see my family and friends

2/19/2022 7:33 PM

18879

inability to adore , worship praise and give thanks to my Creator according to the Catholic faith;
gather with family members, friends, restricted traveling for essential purposes...

2/19/2022 7:33 PM

18880

Saved everyones life

2/19/2022 7:33 PM

18881

Took away my ability to work, took away my sons wedding twice Took away my freedom in all

2/19/2022 7:33 PM
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ways, no concerts, no family Christmas or holidays, no social gatherings and the list goes on
18882

STRESSSS

2/19/2022 7:33 PM

18883

Variety of mental strains (depression), lost relationship, lost sense of reality. Workplace
instability.

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18884

I am not allowed to swim in our local pool , I need this for my health as I have a handicap and
it is the only form of exercise I can do. I am unable to enjoy gatherings with friends at
restaurants, i can’t go to a movie.

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18885

Beyond words imaginable. Excrusiating anxiety, depression, loss of hope. Slaved to the
wealthy, discriminated, loss. Etc. This is absolutely not the kind of world I would ever want a
child to live in. The divide and hate created by the words and actions of justin Trudeau are
deplorable and not a reflection of what Canada is, or stands for. We are loosing the title as the
freeist, frienslist and best place to live on the entire world right now. Please end this madness
before we loose everything.

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18886

It has affected our lives to the point we do not go out as much as we use to but feel this is a
small price to pay for the greater good of our neighbours and hospitals.

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18887

2 years in and still feel like we’re locked down. My family can’t participate in anything that we
used to do including travel!!! My son has development delays and speech delays!!

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18888

no real college experience

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18889

It’s kept me safer. We made it two years with no COVID in our family. My son tested positive
yesterday. Got it from school and the relaxed measures compared to past years. Makes no
sense to relax things now in Saskatchewan

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18890

Depression, stress from losing my job

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18891

My husband has been harassed multiple times for not getting the vaccines. We’ve lost friends,
church and any kind of family outings because of the mandates. The division these mandates
have brought on at this point I think some will never come back from. The hate for the
unvaccinated isn’t even backed by science but instead by a PM who pushes that Rhetoric.

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18892

It has turned my life upside-down it has almost cost me bankruptcy

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18893

it has not....I try to be kind

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18894

Negatively

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18895

Made me relive my nightmare life when I was young

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18896

Feel like a prisoner in my country. Have no rights. This has played a part of mental abuse in
my life and I want freedom. Never had a flu shot and never got sick had covid shots and ended
up having covid anyways

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18897

The mental health of my family - the adults and the children - have all suffered. We can’t visit
family who live in different provinces. Couldn’t attend the funeral of my grandmother. Our
physical health has suffered because we cannot go to the gym. Our family doctor left the
province because of the poor handling. I have been waiting 3 years for a specialist
appointment that just keeps getting pushed back. That doesn’t even begin to touch on the
financial hardships that our family has faced.

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18898

They haven't affected me but I am ready to get back to a more normal life.

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18899

Made purchasing anything more difficult.

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18900

Hardly much at all. We have mostly ignored them, other than not being able to attend church
services for a year.

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18901

I can’t go and spend time with people as I used to. I can’t do anything as I used to. I can no
longer travel as I am allowed in the Canadian constitution.

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18902

Cannot work

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18903

The mandates spread fear and divided people. They caused hatred toward unvaccinated
people. I heard at work more than once: “All f***ing anti-vaccers should die on the street and
there should be no space for them in hospitals”. It is very hard to breathe in the mask. Person

2/19/2022 7:32 PM
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needs oxygen, not an obstacle in front of mouth and nose. I was not able to celebrate my 50th
Birthday with friends in a restaurant. I was not able to travel and visit my 87 year old mother,
who lives in another country. Yes, the mandates have been hurting me a lot. The list of
examples would be extremely long, so I only mentioned few. And I still have to do rapid tests
to go to work, despite the fact that I have natural immunity, because I already went through
covid last year. So more than 1/3 employees in my organization are sick with covid (doublevaccinated), but I am the “f***ing anti-vaccer” even I am healty.
18904

Disrupted family

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18905

In my relationships, Schooling, mental, physical, spiritual health, financial losses and
struggles, bring stigmatzed, segregated, called a racist.....the list goes on!!

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18906

Loss job

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18907

I’ve adjusted what has been necessary. Very little disruption after the initial shut down.

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18908

My father doesn't talk to me anymore, my mother was in a CHSLD and lost half her mental
capacity due to isolation. My daugthers lost almost all their friends. They don't want to go to
school anymore.

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18909

Unable to get a new job in my field, unable to visit the resthome, attend funerals,
discrimination in my work place, harrassment inside and outside of work, inability to choose
my own healthcare approach for me and my family, potentially starting homeschooling as I do
not want my child masked and unable to breathe fresh air. My brother has left the country to go
live in the USS where there is more freedom. The rest of my family is debating on moving
there too if the mandates dont disappear. The list goes on....

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18910

It had given more more anxiety and mental health issues

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18911

I was forced to get the vaccine or I would loose my job.

2/19/2022 7:32 PM

18912

Travelling us became stupid

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18913

Division among friends and family

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18914

My business has suffered . It has affected me mentality. I feel alone and isolated from my
family. We can’t go anywhere without being judged. The Trudeau government r has taken away
our freedoms

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18915

My parents travelled to Dominican Republic end of January. My 76 yr old mother had a fall.
Fractured her ankle and broke her wrist at the beginning of her trip. On the way back she
tested positive for covid. No symptoms AT ALL, except for stress and pain because of her
broken arm. They made her and my dad who tested negative, quarantine for 2 weeks. Her doc
set her appt for Friday which was only 9 days of Quarantine. Made her wait another week.
Then she finally had her appt, and now her surgery date has been set for this Wednesday. My
76 year old mother has now going into the 6th week of a broken wrist with no treatment
because of Justin Trudeaus ridiculous mandates. Canadian seniors are loosing out on medical
care and are made to suffer for a ridiculous mandate that makes no sense.

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18916

It’s terrible my daughter had to get the vaccine for work that she did not want to get my
grandson got it too so he could play hockey he did not want to get it. We weren’t able to
always get together as a family so wrong. We weren’t able to go out and eat because we are
unvaccinated masks are very unhealthy for a person. This vaccine is very unhealthy for a
person it is not a vaccine it is wrong wrong wrong

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18917

I lost most of my fruends who elected to hide in their homes and bark denands at me, wear a
mask, get the shot. I have been divided from 2 children who support the mandates. I cant go
to church without wearing a mask. I assemble, as is my right and police threaten to ticket me.
Store owners chase me out if im not masked. That is discrimination.

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18918

Cancer treatments canceled, anxiety and depression

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18919

No one owns me

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18920

Not being able to visit my elderly parent. Loss of job. Divided friends and family.

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18921

In every way

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18922

My surgery is on hold because of this, and I can’t get in to see a specialist that I really need to

2/19/2022 7:31 PM
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see and have to take a medication that has the potential to be quite life threatening. This
“plandemic” needs to stop!!
18923

miserably

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18924

am denied access to sports facilities, mandatory testing in the workplace

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18925

My ability to move about freely to do my work and visit family, friends, and church has been
extremely limited.

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18926

I have remained free of illness. Sure it's sometimes annoying, but it feels right to protect
myself and others.

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18927

I've had to close my business during the past couple of years which affects my business still
to this day. I lost a lot of money and clients due to covid closures and mandates. I have
problems with my lungs from the masks.

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18928

Loss of liberty, stress. Anxiety, depression

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18929

Has affected the relationships with my family, travelling out of country was near impossible to
get back into Canada although I could travel through Europe and Africa with ease, my kids
don't know what it's like to be free and live a great childhood like I once did, it has ruined my
hope for cananda and love for our Country.

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18930

I just abide by the rules even if I don’t agree.

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18931

It has impacted my employment.

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18932

Serious Mental health decline with all family members. Job loss and discrimination.

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18933

I haven’t been able to travel and see my family in the states. I run a nonprofit and I’ve been
unable to have events & do the functions our organization does.

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18934

Made life hell

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18935

It’s creating a void, the way different people treat those around them for having a different
choice is disgusting. These mandates have made people start to feel socially depressed.

2/19/2022 7:31 PM

18936

Very negatively. Caused seriously poor mental health as I'm segregated in society, and treated
like a leper. Lost clients and income, been treated like a stranger by family and friends. Cannot
go to my gym, which keeps me healthy and well mentally. My child has missed out on
activities, classes, etc, that are important for development and is not invited to play with
vaxxed kids. I feel angry most days. I feel ashamed to be Canadian. I've lost my patriotic spirit
and faith in my government and many of my fellow humans. I can't eat at healthy restaurants,
only fast food, which makes zero sense. I have to explain over and over to my 6yr old, why
we're being segregated. She is upset by this. She knows it's wrong. We've missed
Christmases, birthdays, get togethers, important events, which are important for all as
humans. These mandates have made me want to leave the country. But I can't do that either.
I'm a prisoner in my own country! This is communism! This is not the country I wanted to raise
my daughter in. That is heartbreaking to me.

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18937

It has affected my way of life in so very many ways however I do not have a problem with
most mandates it it helps to keep people from becoming hospitized, very sick, or dying.

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18938

Mental health has suffered

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18939

Ive been alone for 2 years....not fun! Really surprised that the RCMP havent arrested Justin
trudo for the crimes hes commiting/ committed! If he can get away with doing what hes done
what does that say about canada its truly unbelievable i will most likely leave the country if he
manages to stick around. Most everyone i know has left already!

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18940

Lost my job, can’t eat a restaurant, can’t live my life without worrying about weather I can go
somewhere or not

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18941

Reduced human rights. Left behind, segregated, anxiety, cannot visit my mother, cannot work
due to my choice to not get vaccinated etc

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18942

Feel like a 2nd class citizen by choosing not to be vaccinated

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18943

It has caused major depression, anxiety and permanently severed family ties. To put it into
perspective: my 8 year old daughter has expressed that she wanted to end her life on

2/19/2022 7:30 PM
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numerous occasions. The mandates have caused her psychological trauma and torn our loving
family apart in a ruthless and devastating manner.
18944

Mandates are destroying our lives get rid of them now my freedom is my freedom nobody
else’s

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18945

Family division/family jobs/irrational fears and phobias

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18946

Bondage!

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18947

Terrible

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18948

Inconvenience, infringement, devision among friends.

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18949

We were all robbed of our freedom and still are for nothing.

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18950

Medically the overwatch of my condition has been regulated to video conferences which
seems ridiculous since it is a heart condition. And mentally I have seen severe depression In
my flock which has made me busier then ever but not in person.

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18951

Horribly! Myself AND my 6 year old son depressed, trying to get back to normal. Just started
seeing psychologists for $200. A visit! Not to mention lost wages. More stress, it’s
overwhelming Now we have our own prime minister trying to run us into the ground. Won’t even
listen to our concerns

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18952

No travel no restaurants. Worship impairment

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18953

Created stress. I see many others in my community under high levels of distress. Worried that
govn and corporations are fascists and seek power and profits over the health of people.

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18954

Living in fear

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18955

Has caused me depression due to the lack of interaction with others and has also financially
hurt me

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18956

Division in all facts of life as community church and family

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18957

I’m now discriminated and segregated by my own family and my children can not learn to swim
or have a social life like I did growing up.

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18958

Loss of income, depression, isolation, loss of fitness

2/19/2022 7:30 PM

18959

I cannot see or take my 96 year old father out of the nursing home and he is a sweet man but
having behaviour from being locked up and can’t see grandchildren do sports etc

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18960

Incredibly.

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18961

only if consensual

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18962

It’s been brutal!! Lost both parents, live in a different province as my family and my in-laws
won’t come see us ! So much divide and unkindness and mental health! My kids are so
affected and so isolated from family and friends!

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18963

My children couldn't play their sports or attend school Comfortably. No after school activities
either. We can't go out to eat as a family or even attend outside events such as skiing or
enjoying the whole life park! It has effected all of our mental health. We can't even enjoy our
whole church family due to mandates.

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18964

Mentally, physically, emotionally. Lived in fear, the stress, anxiety.

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18965

Makes me mad

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18966

It has turned my life upsidedown

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18967

Haven’t been able to stay active in a gym, haven’t been able to watch my nieces and nephews
play sport, haven’t been able to participate in regular church, haven’t been able to participate in
social gatherings in restaurants or anywhere really.

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18968

It made me feel like prisoner in communist country

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18969

I have lost my right to freedom of movement.

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18970

Nazism.

2/19/2022 7:29 PM
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18971

Negatively no question. Lost employment, friends, relatives, emotional stressed, angry at
government and distraught how Trudeau has ignored Alberta and their resources.

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18972

hospital visits, funerals.

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18973

Depressed as many are. Rising cost of groceries and fuel…..

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18974

Financially, emotionally, mentally

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18975

Can’t go anywhere

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18976

Greatly

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18977

Mentally drained at work and home. Unable to travel and live a normal life!!

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18978

Temporary job loss, and some inconvenience

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18979

Decline in mental and physical health.

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18980

Negatively

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18981

It killed my restaurant business. It forced me to find other work. I lost my childcare subsity and
was unable to work at my restaurant. My mother retired from her job to run my cafe because I
couldn't get out of my lease unless i declared bankruptcy. My kids are in and out of daycare if
they have 1 symptom and I lose work. My kids have been scarred by the amount of times
we've had to get covid testing for every little sniffle. I now owe a 60000 ceba loan due to the
fact that the govemernment took control of my business and I couldn't make my own money.
So now I'm in debt. This has been the hardest and most stressful 3 years I have ever
encountered. This NEEDS to end.

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18982

my mental health has deteriorated

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18983

I am a handicapped person. I am limited on things I can and with these mandates that are
imposed I am even more limited on more things I can do, specially with the winter months that
is here.

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18984

Cancelled trips, distance from family during important moments we will never get back, mental
health, life experiences

2/19/2022 7:29 PM

18985

Your family suffering mentally from this. And no supports out there

2/19/2022 7:28 PM

18986

Depression, suicidal thoughts, loss of friends and family members.

2/19/2022 7:28 PM

18987

Unable to find a job . can not collect EI

2/19/2022 7:28 PM

18988

I’m depressed, and cannot even leave my own country

2/19/2022 7:28 PM

18989

Negatively

2/19/2022 7:28 PM

18990

It has made my family member more able to participate in society - school, work, children’s
sports such as hockey, art galleries, museums, etc.

2/19/2022 7:28 PM

18991

It has created great division in my family, our communities as well as our whole nation. Fear of
being forced to take a toxic shot, fear my family will die from it. Fear this government will take
our right to say no or lock us up. Preventing us from healthcare or any of our Constitutional
rights. Stress and depression from all the lies being told and the control being imposed on our
Freedoms. Can't go to church and fellowship or gather in groups which shut down the large part
of my spiritual, social and well being life. Need I say more?

2/19/2022 7:28 PM

18992

I lost my job as a nurse of 5 years. I am not vaccinated and that has made it hard for my
family to enjoy our lives. This has been the worst 2 years of my life.

2/19/2022 7:28 PM

18993

I think all of the mandates exemplify our Prime Minister!s desire to turn us into a communist
country.

2/19/2022 7:28 PM

18994

As a second class citizen can't travel, we all paying for it at the cash register and anywhere we
go.

2/19/2022 7:28 PM

18995

has affected my health and thus my work and my family

2/19/2022 7:28 PM

18996

Forced vac for work Depression

2/19/2022 7:28 PM
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18997

It hasen’t

2/19/2022 7:28 PM

18998

It's taken away my freedom. I can't go out to public spaces so I've had to quit playing adult
sports and i can't watch/support my kids at their sporting events. It has also affected my 2
businesses as i have lower revenue and can't find employees.

2/19/2022 7:28 PM

18999

Stress ,no confidence in government decision making.

2/19/2022 7:28 PM

19000

Lost my job

2/19/2022 7:28 PM

19001

Very isolating. I retired the year before in June and had so many plans. Travel, groups,
activities

2/19/2022 7:28 PM

19002

How has it not effected my life and freedom of choices asspeicailly beimg forced to take a
caccine which is unsafe.

2/19/2022 7:28 PM

19003

Yes

2/19/2022 7:28 PM

19004

My daughter lost her job and my son was put on indefinite leave. Both of them for refusing the
covid jab. I have not been allowed to visit my 90 year old father in a LTC since Dec 20/2021
because I have not taken the covid jab. I have repeatedly been ignored by the MLTC Minister
(Philips and now Callandra) and Premier Ford for the last 2 months in my weekly emails. Each
week I reference the fact that the Infection Rate Per 100,000 is actually lower for unvaccinated
people versus vaccinated people. This statistic comes from the Ministry of Health website and
is updated daily. No one in the provincial gov't will answer this question -- Why am I being
prevented from visiting my 90 year old father in his LTC home when I am actually LESS of an
infection risk than a vaccinated person ?

2/19/2022 7:28 PM

19005

Restrictions have lead to me being alone at home a lot and to restriction of my faith in going to
church and having the fellowship I need, also the countless times that we couldn’t even
comfort those who were suffering, or go to the service for those who passed away, and the
ones we loss to overdose including a cousin of mine , there were just so many ways we are
confined, I decided to be vaccinated and it still has not helped us get free from all the
continued restrictions it didn’t work and even if 100 percent did it would not help it is now just a
bad flue .

2/19/2022 7:28 PM

19006

It has kept me and my family safe and well.

2/19/2022 7:28 PM

19007

Has made it harder too see my family

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19008

I’ve been forced to take part in a vaccination process and I have been forced to enforce it out I
will not be able to work. I feel fundamentally violated

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19009

Can't travel with my family

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19010

Loss of income, social anxiety in my daughter's.

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19011

They have terrorized me. This is not a over exaggeration. I have become afraid because of the
over reach of government. Our economy has been damaged by the loss of small businesses.
I’m afraid for our children. Depression, anxiety and suicide are hurting our citizens, young and
old.

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19012

Social, mental and economic affects.

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19013

It has destroyed a once beautiful country and the lives of its citizens!

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19014

Undecided, but I haven't had covid yet!

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19015

It has destroyed my life

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19016

I can’t wear a mask so can’t work. Anxiety is really high when I go to stores wearing a face
shield as people make comments or give looks.

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19017

If tyranny will continue and social credit system will be implemented in the world it is not worth
to live life anymore.

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19018

A lot

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19019

Out of business

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19020

Yes

2/19/2022 7:27 PM
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19021

I lost my job. I lost my income. I lost many friends from the so called vaccines . My life has
changed from happiness to depression. I now feel better thanks to this freedom convoy ❤️

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19022

My entire career in the arts has been decimated. But my career is not as important as other
peoples lives

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19023

Yes

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19024

Destroyed my business. Lost some close people to me couldn't handle going threw the
lockdowns. Ended up killing them selfs

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19025

Immense damage. Too long list.

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19026

divided my extended family. many friends and family have lost jobs. one friend ended their own
life during a lock down. Also the homeless have gotten extremely desperate.

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19027

Job loss, family division, fellowship with believers

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19028

Watched my country divide. But west of all having a racist comments by Trudeau made my
ears perk up. But a small fringe minority fringe.... to a emergency because one flag? Violence
on innocent protesting. Ndp you are responsible aswell.

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19029

It forced me to have something injected in me in order to keep my job. I believe it is a personal
choice if you want to get vaccinated or not or wear a mask or not and been forced to do so

2/19/2022 7:27 PM

19030

Financial and emotional.

2/19/2022 7:26 PM

19031

I cant go to Florida

2/19/2022 7:26 PM

19032

Honestly, because of severe underlying health concerns - they really haven’t… I’ve been
unable to do much since early 2019… and my insurance has been superb to deal with. But my
kids, my wife, my family… they’re all extremely sad all the time. Even if all the mandates were
lifted the fear and division that the governments have orchestrated means we won’t gather as a
large family ever again.

2/19/2022 7:26 PM

19033

It has isolated me, alienated me from my family and caused stress. I now suffer from panic
attacks and can no longer go to the dentist, fly or be in a tight space. My activities have been
restricted; as a retired citizen these activities are vital to my well-being.

2/19/2022 7:26 PM

19034

For the first time in my life I have had to resort to pharmaceuticals for my mental health. I had
to finish my degree online and did not receive quality education. Once I graduated I could not
get a job because of the mandates. I luckily became self employed, but the mandates restrict
my services and have been detrimental to the health of my clients.

2/19/2022 7:26 PM

19035

I have to watch my daughter have anxiety attacks before school due to the mask, she has
stated she doesn't know what her friends really look like.

2/19/2022 7:26 PM

19036

It has caused my family to teeter on the edge of bankruptcy. We've been fortunate to keep our
jobs, but since December 14th I've been mandated to test every 72 hours at my own cost, to
the cost of $360/m. How many families can afford that.

2/19/2022 7:26 PM

19037

Stress, family issues, work, basically all aspects.

2/19/2022 7:26 PM

19038

It has hurt us socially, economically, Trudeau’s divisive rhetoric has also separated us from
from friends and family

2/19/2022 7:26 PM

19039

Stress for the economy and people’s emotional health.

2/19/2022 7:26 PM

19040

They haven't- I believe in science

2/19/2022 7:26 PM

19041

Division within humans in my community. Angry citizens in public places that feel their
opinions are superior over those that do kot share their beliefs. The main stream media is
opinion based, not presentation of facts which promotes the division. Canadian Charter of
Rights is being challenged illegal by politicians. I am worried for the freedom our country!

2/19/2022 7:26 PM

19042

I feel like a criminal in my own country. I have not been able to leave or come back into my
own country.

2/19/2022 7:26 PM

19043

My work of 13 years fired me. My child cannot do extra curriculars. Choice of daycare also
illuminated.

2/19/2022 7:26 PM

19044

Social distance. Tired of being separated from people

2/19/2022 7:26 PM
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19045

Stress anxiety friendships family divide

2/19/2022 7:25 PM

19046

Restriction s..

2/19/2022 7:25 PM

19047

Depressed, feel really divided and controlling my life. Lost all my confidence on Government!

2/19/2022 7:25 PM

19048

In making the CHOICE to not vaccinated myself or my family, we have become outcasts. Our
freedom and choices have been taken away. Our children suffer at school and socially. We are
judged by others for our decisions to not vaccinate. That is wrong. This a country of freedoms
not mandates.

2/19/2022 7:25 PM

19049

Depression to see what Canada has become.

2/19/2022 7:25 PM

19050

Great division in family , friends

2/19/2022 7:25 PM

19051

Masks make breathing difficult Division Anxiety Depression

2/19/2022 7:25 PM

19052

I’m not working Trudeau is a dummy

2/19/2022 7:25 PM

19053

Destroyed it.

2/19/2022 7:25 PM

19054

stuck at home pretty much cant and wont get the experimental vaccine I am not a guinea pig

2/19/2022 7:25 PM

19055

It has ruined our lives

2/19/2022 7:25 PM

19056

I was forced to take a experimental drug

2/19/2022 7:25 PM

19057

Lost job and adjusted

2/19/2022 7:25 PM

19058

Can’t travel ,eat out, go to library, and more. Finding it hard to express my sadness,
frustration, depression…..

2/19/2022 7:25 PM

19059

Mental illness, fear of not being able to provide for my family, loss of access to community
supports, extra strain on me as a mother with a chronic illness and two young children.

2/19/2022 7:25 PM

19060

Has created a poor quality of life

2/19/2022 7:25 PM

19061

Can1see famly in love in hospital can't injoy friend in stress my life

2/19/2022 7:25 PM

19062

Depression and anxiety

2/19/2022 7:25 PM

19063

Lost my income. Lost my freedom.

2/19/2022 7:24 PM

19064

Negatively

2/19/2022 7:24 PM

19065

Increased social and economic stress

2/19/2022 7:24 PM

19066

Work in low paying high stress job without premiums. So, mandate creates higher stress
environment in aspects of my work and stressful home life as a parent

2/19/2022 7:24 PM

19067

Can't see my elderly mother and father, can't go to hospital with them to provide help and
support!

2/19/2022 7:24 PM

19068

Belittled ostracized and dehumanized me seclusion and depression anger and outrage at what
is happening to children and grandchildren. Isolation and unable to travel. Loss of friendship
and breaking of family relationships. Unable to worship in community

2/19/2022 7:24 PM

19069

Loss of job, can't travel to see family, loss of freedoms

2/19/2022 7:24 PM

19070

How has it not is a better question. Wearing a mask everywhere and being excluded from life.
Friendships ruined, families divided.

2/19/2022 7:24 PM

19071

Extra business cost, implied negative reputation, and divisiveness in families, friends, and
church members because of lies, inducements, and coercive force from mandates.

2/19/2022 7:24 PM

19072

Caused mental health issues

2/19/2022 7:24 PM

19073

It has ruined my opportunity to go to college, caused me to be excluded from events that my
friends are able to go to, confined me to basically just my own home and the grocery store.

2/19/2022 7:24 PM

19074

Wearing masks for entire shifts at work and the judgement of not being vaccinated. Not being
allowed to eat in restaurants etc. Having to worry about having a mask whenever leaving the
house in case I have to go into a business and so much more.

2/19/2022 7:24 PM
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19075

Negatively in every way, shape, and form.

2/19/2022 7:24 PM

19076

Discriminated against, no travel, masks bad for health, experimental drug dangerous restricted
living no freedom for 2 years now

2/19/2022 7:24 PM

19077

No socialization, therefore feeling isolated, lonely, losing money. Stress and frustration seeing
so many people divided. I feel like I won't be able to make my own decisions about anything if
this keeps up.

2/19/2022 7:24 PM

19078

Social scene non existent Battle keeping staff at work

2/19/2022 7:24 PM

19079

It has bid friends against one another. The government cannot be trusted in telling the truth.
Our seniors say why would the government lie then Trudeau opens his mouth.

2/19/2022 7:24 PM

19080

divided my family, lost my friends, lost my job, lost my freedom, suffer from anxiety and
depression which will all have effects on us, our lives going forward. Much damaged has been
inflicted on Canadians.

2/19/2022 7:24 PM

19081

I was kept from being able to use complex for medical reasons. Discrimination at its finest. We
all spread covid!

2/19/2022 7:24 PM

19082

Negatively.

2/19/2022 7:24 PM

19083

It has caused personal stress, affected my health and made me feel inferior.

2/19/2022 7:23 PM

19084

Killed all social life

2/19/2022 7:23 PM

19085

All

2/19/2022 7:23 PM

19086

much

2/19/2022 7:23 PM

19087

A lot

2/19/2022 7:23 PM

19088

Extreme stress in family.

2/19/2022 7:23 PM

19089

sick since I got the vaccine

2/19/2022 7:23 PM

19090

It hasn't because I'm not a Karen and care about the health and well-being of people who aren't
me.

2/19/2022 7:23 PM

19091

My mental health has taken a beating. I was admitted into the hospital in June of 2021
because I wanted to commit suicide because I did not want to live in a world like this anymore.
It has ruined friendships, it has taken a negative toll on my life.

2/19/2022 7:23 PM

19092

Limited freedom.

2/19/2022 7:23 PM

19093

I m a jobless care giver for refusing the trial jab

2/19/2022 7:23 PM

19094

.

2/19/2022 7:23 PM

19095

Division in family and limited visiting. I no longer feel close to them and our conversation is
superficial. It hurts.

2/19/2022 7:23 PM

19096

Depression

2/19/2022 7:23 PM

19097

They have allowed me to keep myself and my family safe by reducing our exposure to Covid19 and for that I am very grateful.

2/19/2022 7:23 PM

19098

Ruined it lost my job after 39 years, many family fights over this

2/19/2022 7:23 PM

19099

Family conflict

2/19/2022 7:22 PM

19100

Depression, suicidal thoughts, worry about my children and grandchildren and wondering I will
be the next person to be held down and force injected with something that can possibly harm
or kill me. Unable to visit family in the homes as the refuse me entry

2/19/2022 7:22 PM

19101

Affected family relationship

2/19/2022 7:22 PM

19102

I lost my job, which was the career of my life, something by which I believe I contributed to the
community, and positively affected the lives of other, less fortunate Canadians.

2/19/2022 7:22 PM

19103

Made it a living hell

2/19/2022 7:22 PM
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19104

It’s been hell these mandates are fucking redicouls and Trudeau has to go haven’t liked him
since he has been voted in sorry excuse for a prime minister

2/19/2022 7:22 PM

19105

It almost closed my business and made me reduce hours for employees and layed of many.

2/19/2022 7:22 PM

19106

Loss of fundamental freedoms

2/19/2022 7:22 PM

19107

Finacialy socially mentally PM trampled our rights. Can't trust got, media, kaw enforcement

2/19/2022 7:22 PM

19108

This has greatly affected the mental health of members of my family, my children especially

2/19/2022 7:22 PM

19109

Unemployment

2/19/2022 7:22 PM

19110

Bit depressed to be honest and developed an addiction…

2/19/2022 7:22 PM

19111

I was forced into an experimental jab i didn’t want and suffered a reaction to. I had to quit my
job to avoid having to get 2 more injections, injections I don’t want or need, which will likely kill
me

2/19/2022 7:22 PM

19112

Friends and family job loss. Friends no longer friends. Family no longer talk. Child can't play
sports

2/19/2022 7:22 PM

19113

don't like the government deciding who i can see and where i can go

2/19/2022 7:22 PM

19114

Can not do sport

2/19/2022 7:22 PM

19115

Can’t visit relatives

2/19/2022 7:22 PM

19116

The only way the mandate has affected my life is positively - I feel SAFER (not safe) to make
my own judgements in how to live my life, knowing there is a standard I can expect that
ensures we are protecting our healthcare system and the health of our families and fellow
citizens. I am not oppressed. I have NOT lost any freedoms.

2/19/2022 7:22 PM

19117

Mental

2/19/2022 7:22 PM

19118

Lost my job

2/19/2022 7:22 PM

19119

Other then having to test for employment it really hasn’t. I don’t wear a mask and haven’t
since day one. Only have had a few incidents with stores/restaurants about it. I have just
learnt which places I support and will continue to support after This crap.

2/19/2022 7:22 PM

19120

ruined my life

2/19/2022 7:22 PM

19121

Distrust in government, politicians, medical professionals, pharmaceutical companies, legacy
media and ultra elite like never before.

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19122

Terribly

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19123

My mental health has been the most impacted, my work closing due to outbreaks, my children
wearing masks and not allowed to partake in extra curricular activities. Restrictions made
family outings near impossible, parks, arenas etc. Children especially early years not able to
learn speech properly in an educational setting due to teachers wearing masks. They need to
see faces and mouth movements to learn speech.

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19124

Lost friends, family and business opportunities. Was reticuled for my health status. Dealt with
depression

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19125

Very restrictive in regards to family.Tired of being spoken to like a child . Has been very
isolating and stressful on family members. Has decreased income. Has created much fear and
division in our Canada.Has shown the authoritarian government that underestimates the
populations ability to use critical thinking and common sense

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19126

Has caused my sister to flee the country with her children. Impacted my work. My families
business. This has been a really bad nightmare.

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19127

Ruined and bankrupt it

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19128

Suicidal, willing to kill myself and any minute.

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19129

Vaccinated or loose job

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19130

Loss of time at work, loss of time with family and friends. Feelings of depression and

2/19/2022 7:21 PM
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hopelessness.
19131

Stop me from being a canadian free to do as I want and go where we want in our own country

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19132

Worsened my ability for self care & had taken a toll on mental health

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19133

I lost my part-time job which entailed traveling to the US.

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19134

Missing out on important family moments and no being able to see real stoves before they
passed

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19135

All of them

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19136

Mental health

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19137

All of the Covid 19 mandates have taken away freedoms and have negatively affected my
business, income, personal and business relationships, sense of security as a citizen, my
mental, and physical health.

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19138

I haven’t been able to travel home to New Brunswick to see my child. 6 months this time
around that I haven’t been able to see him. I also drive school bus and see what wearing mask
for 10-12 hours a day does to the children. It’s sad. This all needs to come to an end

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19139

It has been difficult to stay positive and not get depressed.

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19140

Affected everyone in my family by having to be forced to get stabbed with a vaccine or have to
lose your job. Have not been able to leave the house or go anywhere. Lots of reasons the
mandate is balogna and needs to end.

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19141

Unable to host or attend social gatherings. Creating social anxiety around people with masks.

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19142

Negatively in every way!

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19143

It has made me feel like a prisoner in my own country.

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19144

My work shut down for several months and I took a huge hit in my pay. My children’s mental
health abs also been suffering. They long to see their friends and have school return to normal.

2/19/2022 7:21 PM

19145

Can't go to a restaurant, holidays, family, work

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19146

We can’t travel, can’t go to church, masks make it difficult to breath. Can’t get together with
family and close friends

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19147

Contributed to more problems including family strife

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19148

My children have been deeply affected, harassed going into stores to wear masks, not being
allowed to do a lot activities. My husband was told to be vaccinated by his employer, they
have not enforced it so far thank goodness. I love church, but it has been shut down for the
majority of the past two years. I have experienced depression like never before during the past
two years.

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19149

Depressed

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19150

Reduced intimate social interaction, family divides based on personal vax choices, elimination
of restaurant, gallery, movie etc outings.

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19151

Can’t take my children anywhere because I don’t Believe vaccines

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19152

In so many ways mostly my children and businesses

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19153

Mental health, Childress education and mental wellbeing. Social / family division.

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19154

Hasn't

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19155

Financially and emotionally

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19156

I am struggling with depression. Never before in my life have I .

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19157

It's kept us home, we've felt like prisoners in our own home. We've been made to feel like we're
criminals because my family decided not to get vaxxed. I've lost friends, family employees.
It's been hard mentally and emotionally on my family. It hasn't been all roses thats for sure

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19158

I was fired for not submitting to these unlawful mandates!

2/19/2022 7:20 PM
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19159

Sad, depressed, scared. Frustrated and scared for our children and their mental well-being. I
miss my grandpa xo I miss being able to see my friends and family. Please help

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19160

I was laid off, couldn’t find a job because I chose to be unvaccinated. Lost friends and family.
Been the victim of hate. Worst mental health crisis of my entire life. I don’t want to even live in
Canada any longer is Justine Trudeau is still Prime Minister.

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19161

My and my husband's jobs have been threatened. We pulled out kids from the school system.
Our mental health has been significantly impacted. My husband lost access to our family dr
because he dared to ask questions about covid treatments and the safety of the injections.
We've missed out on time with family. We've lost friends due to the divisiveness.

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19162

Affected my kids

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19163

Destroying my family, destroying my mental health.

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19164

not good

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19165

Kept us alive.

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19166

Mental illnesses

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19167

Well first off they wouldn't test me for anything for 7 months straight.. to young to be sick.. got
so sick well I got stage 4 cancer...I am in remission now and I will never put poison back into
my body ever and let alone a science experiment gone incredibly wrong with the vaccine. My
husband has and injury because he was forced to for work..and my friends have heart issues.
The government is more about political science the wef agenda and un. Not to mention you
like gagging your citizens. I will never be or will ever get your death shot or wear a mask or my
children. This government is an absolute disgrace. Oh not to mention I can't even watch my
child play hockey. I get my health back and the lovely government makes my life even worse
so I can't participate in society. My doctor even tell people not to get but they can't write notes
because we have the most corrupt government ever.

2/19/2022 7:20 PM

19168

With work

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19169

Terribly! It has caused depression, isolation and a feeling of overall doom.

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19170

Huge separation from some family members, ostracized in public, big increase in my anxiety
levels as attested to by my bloodwork and poor sleep record , fear for my bank account. And
huge fear for those protesters on the front lines, their job security and their very lives. My
retirement is not very comfortable these days

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19171

I couldn't go to church depression very hard on senior

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19172

terribly

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19173

depressed

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19174

Everything to lose of job kids mental health the control of the government

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19175

Complete distrust in our government and it’s ability to lead has had devastating effects on our
kids and family relationships.

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19176

I got depressing that's is worse

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19177

My business as been deeply affected! I need normal life please

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19178

Broken relationships, substance abuse, fear, loss of business, unable to see family, mistrust in
government

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19179

limited my ability to move freely shop freely and travel freely

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19180

No seeing family and friends

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19181

Quality of life is low. My kids are suffering!

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19182

Was not able to go into a restaurant or liquor store without paying for a negative COVID test

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19183

It had divided friends and family.

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19184

It has destroyed my family relationships. It has threatened my ability to earn a living. My
children have lost opportunities to compete in sports at a provincial and national level. My

2/19/2022 7:19 PM
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children have suffered from lack of school functions such as performances, school sports,
social and volunteer activities.
19185

Isolation and depression have been very hard

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19186

I’ve lost friends and family to unjustified fear. I’ve also been placed on unpaid leave with the
threat of losing my factory job of over 24 years.

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19187

I am a prisoner in my own city. I can’t travel, eat out, go to shows, etc etc. It has brought
division with friends.

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19188

Restrictions of travel. Social outings. Loss of friends and family

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19189

we are unable to travel -our unvaxed drivers unable to go to the US any longer because
creating difficulty servicing our customers in MI -we were essential so during the worst of the
pandemic they put their health in jeapordy to keep the economy going & now not allowed to
cross border so losing +++ $$$. -its creating divisions between friends & family

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19190

Crippling affects.

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19191

Clinically diagnosed with generalized anxiety disorder and mild to moderate depression

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19192

Restricting job and activities

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19193

Separated from grandchildren and seniors! Masks causing face irritation. Cannot eat in
restaurants. Cannot get into hospitals to visit. Hands burned from sanitizer. No freedom to
travel. Cannot leave Canada.

2/19/2022 7:19 PM

19194

One of our businesses has been closed for about 14 months

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19195

Destroyed my life.

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19196

Badly

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19197

Deaths and freedoms gone

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19198

How hasn’t it!!!!

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19199

Helped me help others to wake them up from the globalist tyranny.

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19200

Negatively in so many ways it’s unbelievable.

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19201

Ability to go to church Ability to participate in activities, events, clubs, etc. Division amongst
family and friends.

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19202

Made me a social recluse and distanced from my family and friends

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19203

Loss of work. Friend and family turning on each other. My children have developpe anxity and
depression. They hate school now. Our stress level is through the roof. Trying to balance work,
school (forced to go home school are closed loss of income do to that has both of us CANT
work at home). Kids have headaches for the past 2 years do to the mask.

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19204

In every way that’s bad

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19205

Due to my own health situation primarily on a social level.

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19206

Canada was a free country before all this bullshit and now we are not I want are freedom back

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19207

No be able to go out to places or on holidays

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19208

Stress on whole family. Dividing vaccinated vs in vaxxed

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19209

Lost my job. Lost friends. Lost freedom. Divided people. Discrimination. So many things.

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19210

In so many bad ways. I'm assaulted verbally in stores for not wearing a mask- accuses of
wanting people to die. I can't see my elderly grand parents. My husband couldn't be with me
when I was with my newborn son in the hospital for his jaundice. My church was fined millions
of dollars for gathering against mandates. Family has turned their backs on us for not agreeing
with mandates. We can't travel because of our personal medical decisions. There are so many
many more....

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19211

Lost my job

2/19/2022 7:18 PM
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19212

Lost job in health care, son got kicked out of university, daughter cannot travel on her mission
trip and husband also lost his job

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19213

Can’t go to the gym, couldn’t go to restaurants with my kids, couldn’t apply for certain jobs as I
just finished my post secondary schooling, we can’t travel abroad to see family members,
severe depression, even suicidal thoughts, severe anxiety and worried for my children,
financially overwhelmed

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19214

I’ve been made to feel like an outcast with no rights. I left a country that was run under a
dictatorship to come to a country where we were free but now i’m feeling like I’m back there.

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19215

Can't visit like I use too. people are getting cranky more now. They look at you like I have it.
Etc

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19216

It has caused diversity between vaccinated and unvaccinated. I have gotten vaccines and not
opposed to it but a trial vaccine should never be mandated.

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19217

The government is doing everything possible to see the end of this pandemic. I am happy to
comply as its obedience to God who has put this government in place

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19218

Devistated

2/19/2022 7:18 PM

19219

Horribly. It's been a disgusting display of discrimination and coercion of illegal experimentation

2/19/2022 7:17 PM

19220

Lots of lonelyness and fear

2/19/2022 7:17 PM

19221

Continually as I do not wear masks

2/19/2022 7:17 PM

19222

Yes

2/19/2022 7:17 PM

19223

It’s kept me from my family and my friends

2/19/2022 7:17 PM

19224

It has divided our Country, our family and our friends. Everyone should have a choice in what
they put in their bodies. These vaccines clearly show they do not stop the spread. So there
should never have been a division (REP) put in place. Sickening what we have done to our
citizens and our kids. Shameful. Disgusted with our leadership.

2/19/2022 7:17 PM

19225

Mandates that have been recently announced are enforcing vaccines that are meant to force
me to get vaccinated against my consent. Because cohesion is not consent!

2/19/2022 7:17 PM

19226

I lost my job

2/19/2022 7:17 PM

19227

Business and Family disagreements

2/19/2022 7:17 PM

19228

It has caused depression, loss of income and domestic violence

2/19/2022 7:17 PM

19229

I was in an emotional abusivive relationship for over 20 years and the way our government is
controlling what and where I can go no who I can see and associate with is very stressful to
deal with

2/19/2022 7:17 PM

19230

Negatively

2/19/2022 7:17 PM

19231

I have been diagnosed with depression, lost relationships, my daughter has never had a proper
birthday party, or half the experiences she deserves growing up, I have panic attacks wearing
masks, and my brother commited suicide. ALL related to mandates. This IS NOT a way of life
for anyone!

2/19/2022 7:17 PM

19232

Every aspect of a proper free living life is supposed to be. Mental physical fiancial...

2/19/2022 7:17 PM

19233

Not enough space

2/19/2022 7:17 PM

19234

It hasn't.. I got vaccinated and life is great. People not getting vaccinated are affecting my life
by keeping this pandemic going.

2/19/2022 7:17 PM

19235

Frustration that the government has taken away options for early treatment of Covid at home.
If this was allowed, there would be no need for mandates. Also doctors should be allowed to
prescribe off-label medication. If allowed, vaccines and shut-downs would not even be
necessary.

2/19/2022 7:17 PM

19236

The mandate has made me a shut in, I have very few places I can go.

2/19/2022 7:17 PM

19237

I have lost a huge amount of income due to not being able to perform as a musician. 50

2/19/2022 7:17 PM
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percent occupancy hardly covers the costs of showing up with a full band to give a show, so
our band had to cancel a March 2022 show in Canada - and perform in the US instead. Canada
will also continue to lose revenue if this continues. While I support all medical advice on
vaccines, mask wearing, and social distancing, somehow there has to be an opportunity for
performing artists to make a living again.
19238

Very badly

2/19/2022 7:17 PM

19239

I have had first two vaccinations unwillingly as the only way to see my father in a nursing
home. I will not get the 3 rd dose.

2/19/2022 7:17 PM

19240

Negatively

2/19/2022 7:16 PM

19241

It has affected the way I do business… everything takes way longer, it has affected my
relationships with family and friends… it has made me have extreme anxiety/depression…. It’s
now affecting me monetarily as well! Let’s get rid of it! Life just needs to happen!

2/19/2022 7:16 PM

19242

Can’t travel , quarantine, job loss , stopped me from seeing my grand children , Masks ( I have
breathing issues . Cannot sit down to eat at restaurants yet the double vaccinated are in
hospital with Covid . Proven no change in vaccinated , unvaccinated , masks or unmasks .
Many dying that were allergic to vaccines that were never tested . My children lost their jobs
—- The list goes on and on and on

2/19/2022 7:16 PM

19243

Lost my job

2/19/2022 7:16 PM

19244

Very stressful wife laid off worrying about how we gonna pay bills just mentally strained

2/19/2022 7:16 PM

19245

I’m 27 and have no life because I’m not vaccinated and can’t afford to move out of my parents
house. I can’t go to the gym or go out with my friends or even go on a date with a girl because
I’m not allowed to dine in anywhere. I’ve been hated and discriminated against for standing
strong against getting vaccinated and taking this plandemic seriously. But even if I wanted to
go out, I can’t afford it because of the inflation of all goods and services. I can’t get a better
job to better myself because once again I’m not vaccinated. So when people ask me how the
mandate has effected my life. I say “what life?”

2/19/2022 7:16 PM

19246

I own a businsss. You figure it out.

2/19/2022 7:16 PM

19247

Seeing family and friends doing activities seeing my nephew play hockey

2/19/2022 7:16 PM

19248

I literally can’t go anywhere cause I’m choosing to not get a vaccine that’s still on trial. I’m
pushing my limits at work being unvaxxed because my employer could get in trouble for
keeping me

2/19/2022 7:16 PM

19249

In every way imaginable. This needs to end IMMEDIATELY

2/19/2022 7:16 PM

19250

Treated as lesser for not wanting to be injected with experimental chemical. Ability to
congregate etc

2/19/2022 7:16 PM

19251

Ruined it completely

2/19/2022 7:16 PM

19252

Cancelled cancer treatments, depression and anxiety for my children

2/19/2022 7:16 PM

19253

As a health practitioner I have been forced closed several times and it has essentially
destroyed my business. , As a world traveler that supports culture and eco tourism as I learn
my craft from masters abroad, I am like a changed bird. Emotionally, I am deeply saddened
watching people not be able to visit their dying parents or what is happening to our children and
their well being.

2/19/2022 7:16 PM

19254

I will lose my professional license because of the vaccine mandates starting on March 24th

2/19/2022 7:16 PM

19255

Negative impact on my (and my children’s) mental, emotional, and physical health

2/19/2022 7:16 PM

19256

I don’t think this little box has room for my comments. I am ashamed of our Prime Minister
and so proud of all Canadians standing up for our Freedom it has been a rough two years in
Montreal a red zone with illegal curfews, felt like I was living in a communist country 😔

2/19/2022 7:16 PM

19257

I have not been able to proceed with my third year of nursing. I could not complete or attend
clinicals without it. I have been taking all electives to reduced course load next year, but will no
longer be graduating with peers. Secondly, I have lost access to health facilities such as
gyms. The gym on of the greatest aspects of my life that strengthen and support my mental
health. I have also not been allowed to work in the nursing home. I have not been able to do

2/19/2022 7:16 PM
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fun excursions since the mandate with peers and family which has cause my life to be quite
boring, plummeting my mental health more.
19258

Was dismissed from my job as a Nurse in a community that already has a shortage of
nurses... Lost friends, community division, depression

2/19/2022 7:16 PM

19259

I was forced to be vaccinated or get fired. my hubby and I were in fertility treatment and
decided not to go through with getting pregnant afraid of adverse effects of vaccine. my
husband and I are in turmoil

2/19/2022 7:16 PM

19260

So much division now everywhere, family, friends etc

2/19/2022 7:16 PM

19261

My kids are suffering from depression, the family has lost jobs, we really can’t go on like this
anymore!!!

2/19/2022 7:15 PM

19262

Our children have missed out on spending time with friends and family. Their mental health as
well

2/19/2022 7:15 PM

19263

Devastated our lives. Our children have lost out on almost 3 years of their childhood

2/19/2022 7:15 PM

19264

It pissed me off, a 16th generation Canadian, to the point that I was going to sell everything
and move to a free country, the USA!!!

2/19/2022 7:15 PM

19265

I have lost my job and I have lost a son in law due to suicide. I am unable to see my
grandchildren play sports, graduate all due to these mandates. All because I made a choice
now I’m punished

2/19/2022 7:15 PM

19266

Seriously ? figure it out What do you think it effects EVERYONE

2/19/2022 7:15 PM

19267

Stress and worry about losing my job beacuse of having an untested experimental vaccine
forced upon us.

2/19/2022 7:15 PM

19268

I cannot go to Europe to visit my sick Mother, because I am not vaccinated, therefore, not
allowed to board a plane. It is sickening how democracy is being crushed in this beautiful
country for last two years. Disinformation and restrictions were the main parts of our lives for
way too long! So enough is enough!!!

2/19/2022 7:15 PM

19269

Depressie

2/19/2022 7:15 PM

19270

Can't travel.

2/19/2022 7:15 PM

19271

Multiple ways.

2/19/2022 7:15 PM

19272

Work and travel restrictions

2/19/2022 7:15 PM

19273

Reduced contact with friends and family, harder on business relationships, reduced income,
less able to enjoy life

2/19/2022 7:15 PM

19274

Affected my children’s education at school and at college, my child couldn’t play hockey, my
family could not travel, I cannot see my dad in his personal care home, I cannot go to church,
my husband’s small business was shuttered for 2 years, my mental health has suffered
greatly.

2/19/2022 7:15 PM

19275

I caused a great deal of stress. Wearing mask interferes with my ability to breath. Due to
certain medical condition Ifeel my body lacks oxygen and causes increased anxiety. Not being
able to read lips and facial expressions, adds to my stress, especially when the other person
feels frustrated about repeating what they are saying. Isolation and constantly being harassed
about masks, distancing and vaccine status makes, not being able to get on a train or plane to
visit family makes life almost unbearable. The state of my health and mental condition has
definitely deteriorated over the last year and half.

2/19/2022 7:15 PM

19276

I lost many friends and family both to Covid and from Covid and was robbed of my last
precious moments with them and the ability to mourn them properly. My teenager has major
mental damage

2/19/2022 7:15 PM

19277

My work has been affected as we have had our shifts and days at work reduced

2/19/2022 7:15 PM

19278

In every single way possible. We are no longer the people we once were. We've all been
traumatized through this pandemic. But things are better now. Time to heal and move forward.

2/19/2022 7:15 PM

19279

Lost job at begining. Impacted relationship which also resulted in a loss. All scholing and

2/19/2022 7:15 PM
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courses I was enrolled in were cancelled at first and now are done online in a way which is
more inaffective. Couldnt see family when they were dying. And couldnt hold a proper funeral
afterwards. Has caused division between friends and families. I notice a difference in everyone
mental health which is more negative. No group therpy is allowed which is something i
enjoyed. And mine and others physical health has deterieted dies to gyms and other physical
activities consistently being cancelled. More negatives then positives have come out of this.
19280

50% loss of income due to closure. Driving cross border was isolated from family for months
Delayed diagnosis and surgery.

2/19/2022 7:15 PM

19281

It has created division and difficulties in relationships, it has affected our kids in a negative
way and taken things away from them that they should be able to enjoy as kids. It has created
segregation, and created many double standards and confusion. It has brought much
frustration.

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19282

Social Financial Emotional My daughter in many ways is effected

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19283

It limits my freedoms, harmed friends, & has divided my family & friends.

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19284

No socializing with friends and family

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19285

Significantly adversely

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19286

Very very badly!!!!

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19287

Positively.

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19288

Mandates have made my life and those I know sick to the stomach with how we as a public
are treated by this obviously WEF corrupted government. There is ZERO respect and support
for the common needs of Canadians, and Justin Trudeau is even more arrogant toward the
public than his father was noted to have been. The entire political system has been exposed
for the way it is systematized to keep these greedy politicians in power, and I, for one, want all
of it stopped, and a new... ENTIRELY new structure of government brought in -- with a REAL
constitution is created for WE THE PEOPLE, (not the dreadful notion of an Act of parliament
which is structured to represent a corporate entity and not the people. The government of
Canada is corporation that is registered in Washington DC. It is not a real government, but
rather --as the Governor General herself was once quoted-- it is a DEFACTO government..
holding on to power and doing everything they can to ensure the public doesn't out them on
this.) We need a REAL constitution--like the United States had prior to 1871 when it, too,
changed from being a republic (true country) and was converted into a corporation. This shit
has to stop!

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19289

It is destroying our society as we know it. Families destroyed, friendships, job loss. Not the
country that I was brought up in and nor want my daughter to live with. The mandated were
never necessary and just used as a control tactic.

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19290

Everything is so confusing with so many opposing views . My mental health has been affected

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19291

I have become depressed

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19292

No freedom to visit my loved ones in the other parts of north america

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19293

It's affected our work and my kids mental health.

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19294

Isolated from family and friends.

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19295

I am unable to take courses through my university. I was also not able to visit my mom in the
hospital.

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19296

Lost friends and even family members on opposite sides. No more travel My business affected
by others that have lost business. The ripple effects are endless Everyone’s level of anxiety is
heightened

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19297

I think my gouvernement stole all the money we have for the next generation and give it to its
friends . I want them to be accountable for what they do.

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19298

I have a lung condition and masks have damaged my lungs even more. I couldn’t get an
exemption because my condition isn’t on the list of acceptable conditions. So to save my life I
had to stop wearing masks and have been excluded from many businesses because of that.
My husband hasn’t been able to work because he’s not vaxxed because of a heart condition

2/19/2022 7:14 PM
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that unfortunately isn’t on the list of acceptable conditions for exemption. We can’t visit our
children and grandchildren because we’re not allowed on a plane. We’re heartbroken over over
being separated from them. Simply because of Trudeau’s travel mandates our family is
suffering. We have both recovered from Covid and have natural immunity. At no point in history
has natural immunity been discounted. These unscientific mandates must end now!
19299

H

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19300

Loss of income, depression, isolation, segregation,

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19301

My personal stress level has never been higher then the past 2 years.

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19302

I'm an AHS contactor, so it affects my work and income.

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19303

I have severe headaches from wearing a masks 13 hours a day caused by blocked oil gland.
We have worked short. I have not seen my family in USA and I’m getting depressed

2/19/2022 7:14 PM

19304

Rights and freedoms taken away.

2/19/2022 7:13 PM

19305

I cannot do the things I’m used to doing I have lost family members who I couldn’t visit or go
to their funerals

2/19/2022 7:13 PM

19306

Caused major depression in family members lost a friend that took his own life because he felt
hopeless with no ability to gain employment

2/19/2022 7:13 PM

19307

l can no longer work because l am not vaccinate

2/19/2022 7:13 PM

19308

Caused division in family, friends and community.

2/19/2022 7:13 PM

19309

Job loss for myself and my spouse. Personal debt has grown. Division within our immediate
family regarding mandates & experimental health choices. Division amongst extended family &
friends over same issues. Decline in mental health for every member of my family. My eldest
child was unable to have a proper graduation and if things continue the same will be said for
our youngest.

2/19/2022 7:13 PM

19310

Stress and depression

2/19/2022 7:13 PM

19311

I couldn’t have my husband with me for ultrasounds, even though I was severely anemic and
needed someone to lean on to walk down the hall. I ended up being in a wheelchair and crying
through the ultrasound. The tech wouldn’t even just hold my arm to steady me. Even though I
got a mask exemption after I blacked out and hit my head while pregnant, many stores still
treated me badly, tried to coerce me into wearing one or kicked me out. My grandfather
committed suicide last year. He was deaf and relied heavily on reading lips. We couldn’t have
a funeral. I haven’t been able to take my children to the pool, indoor playgrounds, a coffee
shop or anything. It has heavily impacted my mental health and that of many around me. I’ve
been continually discriminated against for not being vaccinated or masked.

2/19/2022 7:13 PM

19312

It hasn't cause I walk around like it doesn't exist. Besides losing my job.

2/19/2022 7:13 PM

19313

Isolated us from our mother. Isolated family members and friends from visiting.

2/19/2022 7:13 PM

19314

Coercion and mental health on my children

2/19/2022 7:13 PM

19315

Too many negative impacts

2/19/2022 7:13 PM

19316

It’s caused depression, segregation and mental illness for my daughter.

2/19/2022 7:13 PM

19317

It stopped us from living a free life

2/19/2022 7:13 PM

19318

I have divided my family, my friends, my community 😢

2/19/2022 7:13 PM

19319

depressions, feel like a prisoner in my own home, anxiety, I hate the mask

2/19/2022 7:13 PM

19320

Left me badly depressed and lost.

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19321

Social limitations

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19322

Depression, stress, anxiety

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19323

Lost my job had to relocate.

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19324

Mass division..

2/19/2022 7:12 PM
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19325

Ruined relationships. Loss of income. Restrictions on travel

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19326

It has likely contributed to me developing/triggering an autoimmune disease (from the vaccine)
and isolated and marginalized me from my community and my ability to work, creating
financial instability/scarcity, provoked mass demonization of “my kind” chronic pain and poor
mental health.

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19327

Negatively in every area!

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19328

Ruined it!!! Financially!!

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19329

No job made me distrust government

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19330

Lost my job.

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19331

Terminated from my job as a front line healthcare worker of 25 years

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19332

In every possible way negatively. Ruined both my physical and mental health. See people
commit suicide.

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19333

Terribly Awful I have 2 children who LOVE to go out and do things I can't even take them to a
festival or anything

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19334

Yes. It has kept me and the immune compromised folks in my life safe. There have been
sacrifices, but that is the price of citizenship.

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19335

Family & Friend dynamics due to vaccinated & non vaccinated Breathing issues from wearing
a mask at my 12 shifts, missed important milestones because of lock downs, social
distancing, and isolation Anger, embarrassment towards Justin Trudeau as he has greatly
failed as a leader and has and continues to destroy our country

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19336

Severely! Not happy!

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19337

I essentially can’t leave my house as I’m unvaxxed

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19338

Anxiety, discrimination, like a puppet

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19339

Huge inconveniences

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19340

Yes!!!!

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19341

Horribly I hate it

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19342

I can barely leave my home. I can’t travel on a bus, train, plane, virtually all modes. I can’t eat
in a restaurant, go out with friends, meet people...

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19343

there is NO life anymore with it

2/19/2022 7:12 PM

19344

Terrible beeing forced to take vaccine because if not I will be terminated (I work at the hospital.
Seeing people dying alone at the hospital, seeing people committing suicides , depression and
anxiety .

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19345

Work

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19346

Slows things down

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19347

Loss of jobs, loss of incomes, relationship destruction

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19348

Ruined my social life. Haven’t talked to a lot of friends and family. I’m out of Europe and see
from a bit closer what division brings .. don’t let history repeat it self

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19349

As a recovering addict I need connection and the gym to work on my physical and mental
health.

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19350

I’m not allowed to travel to see my grandson. I can’t access certain stores for organic
products, I have had to miss church due to reduced capacity, I’m not able to visit my mom,
and the worst part is the separation from family and friends and the viciousness that is coming
out of people - the segregation in family, community, and country. I posted the “I am Canadian”
freedom video and my aunt asks if I’m anti-vaxx. I said no, I’m anti-segregation. And her
family has become horribly mean. These mandates that separate us are hurting us. I love my
family but we can’t even get together to sort out our differences. I’m not allowed to set foot in
the building of the business I’ve worked for, for 32 years. And I really miss hugging people.

2/19/2022 7:11 PM
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19351

Drastically, from not being able to probably enjoy the birth of my first child and share that
experience with my family and friends, to not being allowed to see my grandmother when she
was suffering from a stroke in the hospital… these mandates are backed by 0 scientific data
and should be ended immediately so they can stop seriously effecting peoples lives. And give
everyone the freedom to choose how they react to the pandemic!

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19352

Lost friends and family members. Hardest two years of my life.

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19353

Too much hardship to get into here

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19354

Jobless for 2 years. I dont drive, live in a small town, dont qualify for anything. So my life has
been fucked up!

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19355

This is a form of mental/ physical slavery! This is just a power grab. We Canadians are awake
to what’s going on. Not on our watch! SPARTANS!!!!!

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19356

Put on unpaid leave by my employer. I have had family conflict and experience inability to
travel and attend church.

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19357

Horribly.

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19358

Stress, uncertainties, loss of business, loss of travel

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19359

Inflation, the cost of living, not being able to move freely in my country. I have anxiety and
depression now.

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19360

It has prevented me from fully enjoying life to its normal capacity and restricted employment
opportunities.

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19361

Just gets me mad because it devides the people of Canada. It is a persons own body and
there choice to vac or not vac.

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19362

Has mental health issues including an attempt at suicide. Cannot go out and be social, worried
that I could be assaulted if we go without a mask. Terrified of Trudeaus insatiable appetite for
power.

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19363

Stopped the way I live

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19364

To many restrictions and not a free country anymore

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19365

I am a community chaplain and as such has seen the impact around addictions, mental health,
job loss, etc.

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19366

Severe depression, anxiety, less physically active

2/19/2022 7:11 PM

19367

Masks are ridiculous

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19368

I have felt like a prisoner and second class citizen within my own birth country. This feels like
a tyrannical, communist dictatorship.

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19369

Biggest negative impact has been on my Adult Children and Grandchildren

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19370

It’s affected my childrens social life and mental health. My daughter has a mask exemption
and she is singled out and segregated by her school. My wife has epilepsy and is pregnant so
she does not want to get the vaccine at this time. Our lives have been upside down and we are
contemplating relocating to the southern US where we can live free.

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19371

It's hard for me to talk to others about this because these mandates have divided our country

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19372

It has divided people and ended conversations.

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19373

All the activities of my daily life.

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19374

Unable to see and visit family

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19375

I feel like I’m being made quilts for having an immune system

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19376

I have been forced to take vaccine in order to keep my job and be able to survive. My
grandkids have not had any sports or other activities for most of these 2 years. My husband
was not allowed to visit his brother and be with him when he was dying of cancer

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19377

Unable to travel and having to wear a mask everywhere

2/19/2022 7:10 PM
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19378

Took away my life.

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19379

Psychologically unbearable

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19380

Can't visit my elderly aunt or demented friend, my children are anxious, mental strain on my
husband and myself

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19381

Lost of employment, lost of trust in our Prime Minister and government and no freedom of
choice!

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19382

I have not been able to enter many public spaces, as I do not want to be vaccinated with a
new vaccine while pregnant.

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19383

Not allowing me to take my son anywhere or go to his games, always having the thought I may
lose my job because of my personal choice which is my right. Trudeau must resign. My son
has to miss out on having a great life that every Canadian child HAD, and now should have
because of the government denying science and trying to control citizens rather than be public
servants.

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19384

I no longer have a business to sell we don’t believe in experimental vaccines masking has
traumatized our grandkids we are contemplating leaving this country because of this
dictatorship we are living under So disappointed in this provincial and federal government

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19385

Very troubling

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19386

It's slowing down production at work which puts people out of work

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19387

Trapped....No Freedom. No Normal Life.

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19388

Greatly depressing

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19389

Prevented me traveling Visit family and friends Financially

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19390

My work has slowed and my employee retention has gone down for the first time in 12 years.

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19391

Very difficult on my family, kids have been isolated with lots of important programs cancelled,
hard not travelling, not being able to be with friends and family… it has been TOUGH! I think
that mandates should only be in place where credible science (from multiple confirmed experts
not just one) shows this it is ABSOLUTELY necessary to protect lives… reality is COVID is
here to stay we are not getting rid of it, we are going to need to learn to live with it and it
seems like the mental health, relational well-being and economic stability, and personal rights
are far outweighing any concerns of COVID that continue to demand mandates and loss of
freedoms

2/19/2022 7:10 PM

19392

Forced to vaccinate or lose my job

2/19/2022 7:09 PM

19393

Lost my job because of it

2/19/2022 7:09 PM

19394

I have lost friends that I use to see all the time. The distance and time without contact has me
afraid of going out and meeting people. I suffer from anxiety panic attacks and depression
which has worsened over the last 2 years. I want to slowly be able to be social again with no
restrictions I need my friends and family. Only our prime minister can make that happen

2/19/2022 7:09 PM

19395

Have kept me safe and out of hospital.

2/19/2022 7:09 PM

19396

Horribly, everyone losing jobs like my father and everyone is struggling and barely capable of
even putting food in the table and stores barely have good as it is.... This needs to end...

2/19/2022 7:09 PM

19397

I cannot go to school and I cannot get a job. I lost my job and got kicked out of university. My
life has been a depressing mess.

2/19/2022 7:09 PM

19398

I've lost love ones from tak8ng the expiermental jab.

2/19/2022 7:09 PM

19399

External Restrictions always affect my life

2/19/2022 7:09 PM

19400

made me feel alone and depressed

2/19/2022 7:09 PM

19401

yes

2/19/2022 7:09 PM

19402

It has devided our country. This has to stop. We need freedom of choice and freedom of
movement back as per our charter rights.

2/19/2022 7:09 PM
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19403

No words can describe how my children is effected!

2/19/2022 7:09 PM

19404

Wasn’t able to be there when my grandson was born also ruined my two daughters education

2/19/2022 7:09 PM

19405

My son is depressed my daughter now has medical issues we have been segregated from
society simply because we feel the vaccine is not safe for me or my children. The mandates
have often separated my us from my husband, breaking up our family causing stress for the
children and myself and put stress on my marriage.

2/19/2022 7:09 PM

19406

Division

2/19/2022 7:09 PM

19407

Ok

2/19/2022 7:09 PM

19408

It’s made me sad

2/19/2022 7:08 PM

19409

I never had anxiety. For the past 2 years, my anxiety ended up being so bad and my
depression being so bad that I needed better and higher pills. So done with pills and it doesn’t
help my anxiety because I still get it every single day. 😢. Oh and my grandma died and I
couldn’t say bye, I couldn’t hug her, I couldn’t do nothing. No funeral either. So upset,

2/19/2022 7:08 PM

19410

Mental health in many ppl taking away our freedom to do what we wanna do can't go no where
with out the vaccine that is not working

2/19/2022 7:08 PM

19411

In every way imaginable, from finacially, to mentally, and so on

2/19/2022 7:08 PM

19412

I think we should all live our lives free to decide what's best for us.

2/19/2022 7:08 PM

19413

It has made our lives very stressful, impersonal and isolated from our family and friends. It is
definitely not the Canada I grew up in nor one I or my young adult children look forward to
continuing their lives in.

2/19/2022 7:08 PM

19414

None of your business.

2/19/2022 7:08 PM

19415

Mental health

2/19/2022 7:08 PM

19416

Stress

2/19/2022 7:08 PM

19417

My daughter's life changing surgery has been cancelled twice. She cannot work and is reduced
to welfare. The fear mongering has terrified my 84 year old mother to the point where I haven't
seen her since October 2019. She won't let me into her apartment. She lives 20 minutes away
from me.

2/19/2022 7:08 PM

19418

Suicidal

2/19/2022 7:08 PM

19419

Put my job at risk, made me unable to participate in society, spend time with people I love, be
able to travel, made me feel inferior to other people even though I've made what I believe are
the best desicions for myself.

2/19/2022 7:08 PM

19420

Psychologically, socially, mentally

2/19/2022 7:08 PM

19421

Caused anxiety, division amongst friends and family.

2/19/2022 7:08 PM

19422

Everything in my town pretty much slowed to a crawl

2/19/2022 7:08 PM

19423

Division

2/19/2022 7:08 PM

19424

I am a prisoner in my own country!!

2/19/2022 7:08 PM

19425

Destroyed it

2/19/2022 7:08 PM

19426

Causing depression and my financial situation is getting worse

2/19/2022 7:08 PM

19427

Not at all

2/19/2022 7:07 PM

19428

Divided families and friends

2/19/2022 7:07 PM

19429

By being forced into taking an experimental vaccine with many known and unknown side
effects to keep my job. As a result suffering various health issues afterwords, and suffering
the fear of how many more years I have to live thanks to them.

2/19/2022 7:07 PM

19430

The mandates ruined the last two years of high school for me. I have a mask exemption but all
of the teachers were terrified and treated me like a leper and were more interested in making
kids sanitize their hands and muzzle their faces than actually teaching us. No graduation, no

2/19/2022 7:07 PM
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proms, no sports… Nothing. These mandates have created such a mental state of anxiety for
me and most of my friends and I will never forgive the government for what they have done.
Bonnie Henry who should never be allowed to be a doctor again lied from the podium saying
masks were bad and then masks were good… She created such utter confusion that nobody
knew what they were supposed to do we’re not supposed to do. Including the police who
issued erroneous tickets to people not wearing a mask inside at the wrong legislation… They
didn’t even know what the heck they were doing and they still don’t. Are horrible governments
gave people permission to be cruel and unkind and aggressive toward anyone who couldn’t
wear a mask. Our government has dictated that they get to decide what goes inside of my
body after being told my entire life that it was my body and my choice. Trudo is a disgusting
liar. And a hypocrite. These mandates have destroyed my ability to move forward with the
career I wanted to pursue. I can’t even go and sit down at a restaurant. How disgusting is that
in Canada? These mandates have been a wonderful way to usher in communism. In my family
my cousin killed himself because he was so desperate and isolated from the mandates. My
uncle died of a drug overdose… It was accidental… He was trying to get treatment but they
had closed all of the facilities for safety from Covid. The government killed my cousin and my
uncle. My great uncle Mel had to die all alone because no one was allowed to go into the
hospital to see him… Not even his wife. After he was dead the nurse said my auntie could go
up and look at him. That is absolutely cruel. Other relatives have not been hugged in over a
year for their safety… And now they are a shell of who they used to be. Our government has to
blame for that. My own Prime Minister called me a racist and a misogynist and a bigot for
standing up for freedom of choice and freedom of assembly. I watched our Prime Minister
champion and cheer on black lives matter while many of their supporters burn down
businesses and looted them. He took a knee. I’ve been involved in other protests and our print
minister likes those ones so he’s allowed them to continue… And they blocked roads and they
stopped people from going to work… But that was OK. And now because of these mandates
this evil Prime Minister is demonizing hard-working Canadians and destroying their lives and
using the police force as his personal Gestapo. These mandates have been ushered in by the
worst human being I have ever seen lead a country. COVID-19 has a survivability rate of
99.98%… It was never a threat to the bulk of our population. The mandates were put in place
to control us and they have destroyed us. The virus did not overwhelm hospitals in our
government has lied about statistics
19431

Im tired of this nonsense .

2/19/2022 7:07 PM

19432

My social life

2/19/2022 7:07 PM

19433

has caused hardship & division in family & friends

2/19/2022 7:07 PM

19434

Loss of job. Loss of freedom of choice

2/19/2022 7:07 PM

19435

Suicidal.

2/19/2022 7:07 PM

19436

Lost freedom

2/19/2022 7:07 PM

19437

My charter of rights has been infringed on. I cannot travel within my own country. My daughter
lost her job.

2/19/2022 7:07 PM

19438

Has made me feel secluded, bad for mental health, stress.

2/19/2022 7:07 PM

19439

It has segregated me in my workplace, amongst my family and friend groups causing
unnecessary anxiety and stress. It has impacted my income adversely because of the
economic challenges it has created for most small and Medium businesses. I am a digital
marketing consultant and I have lost over 30% of my business and income over the past 2
years. Also my father was in a care home and I was unable to visit him in person for 5 months
until he was on his death bed and unresponsive so didn’t even know I was there. I’m also a
part time Birth Doula but I’ve been unable to take any clients since the vaccine mandates were
extended to health care workers as the hospitals won’t let me work without a vaccine. Even
though I’m hired privately by the family.

2/19/2022 7:07 PM

19440

My kids social activities, mentality were affected. Fuck the governments and their agenda. It’s
not up to them to rule us, they speak for us and majority voted no to mandates

2/19/2022 7:07 PM

19441

been sitting at home for the past 2 years, I immigrated to Canada to give my family and
children a better life.. my son left Canada on a one way ticket in October as he didn't see a
future in Canada. My wife and daughter are both unemployed now.

2/19/2022 7:07 PM

19442

Want to commit suicide

2/19/2022 7:07 PM
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19443

My daughter had a significant adverse effect because of the vaccine. She was hindered from
completing her PhD program and was forced to withdraw from the program she in.

2/19/2022 7:07 PM

19444

It has taken away the FREEDOM that Canada is supposed to be all about

2/19/2022 7:07 PM

19445

Laid off 3 times in 2 years. Divide with friends the colleague’s.

2/19/2022 7:07 PM

19446

Depression, stress and inconvenience division between friends and family

2/19/2022 7:07 PM

19447

Restrictions and cultural change, division and even anger very much felt

2/19/2022 7:07 PM

19448

In the every way

2/19/2022 7:07 PM

19449

Mental and psychological stress thru the roof. Seen doctor many times to deal with this. This
needs to stop

2/19/2022 7:07 PM

19450

Friendships, family division

2/19/2022 7:06 PM

19451

It has stopped me from getting CoVid.

2/19/2022 7:06 PM

19452

Up until the Freedom Convoy started I was very unhapppy, I could not go to restaurants or go
across border shopping or watch my grandkids play sports. Now I have hope again. Thanks
truckers. I haven’t seen my Dr. In over 8 months. I felt like I was in jail. Thanks for standing up
for my rights truckers.

2/19/2022 7:06 PM

19453

It’s affected people around me making them feel very pressured and controlled. And these are
people who matter to me so it affects me big time.

2/19/2022 7:06 PM

19454

It has destroyed our mental health, hurt us financially, divided our country!

2/19/2022 7:06 PM

19455

I did not want the vaccine because I was scared of the newness of it and that it was still
somewhat experimental. I was forced to get it to be able to go to college. If I didn’t go to
college it meant giving up my life’s dream job of becoming a mental health worker. When I got
the vaccine, I had never felt more powerless and vulnerable in my life. I broke down mentally
after getting it because I was so scared that the vaccine would kill me before the virus. To me,
the vaccine is more frightening than the virus. Obviously I’m fine now but who knows what
affects it has later down the line…. Who knows if it causes cancer or infertility? I want kids
someday… the mandate is an unreasonable form of control over the world population and I
believe everyone should get to choose if they want something put into their body that could
possibly drastically change their life someday. For a virus that has a 99% survival rate, I think
forcing a vaccine is a bit overkill. Besides, nothing has changed since the vaccine has come
out, we are still forced to wear masks, social distance, and there is still lockdowns happening.
So what really is the point of this vaccine?

2/19/2022 7:06 PM

19456

It's ruined small businesses, I can't find work.

2/19/2022 7:06 PM

19457

Restaurants, Family and friends divided, My Family Dr of 40yrs no longer wants me in the
office, my Son lost his home and job, lots of anxiety etc.

2/19/2022 7:06 PM

19458

Loss of faith in democracy and tloss of trust in government

2/19/2022 7:06 PM

19459

Cant see family

2/19/2022 7:06 PM

19460

Family members lost their jobs

2/19/2022 7:06 PM

19461

Affected our right and freedoms to work, worship and fellowship by personal choice

2/19/2022 7:06 PM

19462

We have dictatorship. I’m vaccinated by pressure from our government and I’m thinking to get
refugees status and leave Canada.

2/19/2022 7:06 PM

19463

Missed two years of my grandsons life. Missed Christmas with that precious boy. As well as
the mental struggle day to day. The division the entire mess has caused.

2/19/2022 7:06 PM

19464

LOST MY JOB

2/19/2022 7:06 PM

19465

In every way

2/19/2022 7:05 PM

19466

Every negative way possible. So many have lost so much. Tye country should be ashamed of
it’s actions towards Canadians

2/19/2022 7:05 PM

19467

missed work and now to go to work, i need to be vaccinated

2/19/2022 7:05 PM
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19468

No way to travel. The mandates were not enforsed on TTC.

2/19/2022 7:05 PM

19469

Fear of the historical slippery slope from democracy to socialism and on to authoritarian rule
and the abuse of power. It has impacted my mental health and the well being of my family
members negatively. It restricted my right of practicing my religion and of maintaining physical
health. It has caused division among my circles of people.

2/19/2022 7:05 PM

19470

Loss of freedom

2/19/2022 7:05 PM

19471

I am pressured to get jabbed, I get yelled at for not wearing a mask. Even though I have TWO
heart conditions and a smashed face from a wicked Harley crash my MD won’t give me an
exemption. So I get yelled at a lot- at work, at the grovery stores, certain places that enforce
the mandates rabidly. I am quite close to quitting. We don’t travel because of the mandates, all
we hear on MSM and every damn billboard is fear messaging. Enough already. This is a load
of crap.

2/19/2022 7:05 PM

19472

It has torn my family apart bc of the media feeding both sides of the mandates.

2/19/2022 7:05 PM

19473

I haven't been able to work for long periods of time (restaurant business)

2/19/2022 7:05 PM

19474

No comment

2/19/2022 7:05 PM

19475

Family, exercise, health, freedom of choice, financially

2/19/2022 7:05 PM

19476

Financially, socially and health wise, totally destroyed it, and the family members who were
forced to vaccinate

2/19/2022 7:05 PM

19477

It is all political. Trudeau is a Traitor and so are all the Premiers and Presidents. Trudeau
needs to be remove immediately

2/19/2022 7:05 PM

19478

RN x 24 years unvaccinated. Leave of absence x 4 months (off on sick leave) for refusal of a
vaccine I made an informed decision on based on my patient population with covid vaccine
injuries. It’s criminal. Having our premier and doctor along with Trudeau shaming me for not
taking it. Bullied at work for 2 years because I ALWAYS knew it was shit before it hit Canada.I
have been shunned from society not being able to participate in anything. I attempted suicide
in sept from 18 months of pandemic bullshit at work and then the threat of mandated vaccines.
I was very sick. The ICU doctor,in my own hospital I work, said , “just get the vaccine you’ll
feel better”. That added to my depression and anger. Two of my four children got the vaccine
which created a deep sadness in me. I do not even want to be a nurse any longer because I
hate our government and I will never trust our doctors or pharmacists ever again, even my
fellow coworkers.

2/19/2022 7:05 PM

19479

Unable to go to school. I have to test in-order to go to work. Unable to travel. Unable to do
recreational activities. Separated up my family.

2/19/2022 7:05 PM

19480

It has divided our country. Removed our rights to freedom of almost everything: speech, think,
associate with others, our own opinions, our religious rights and the list goes on!

2/19/2022 7:05 PM

19481

Was forced to get vaccinated to keep my job. Kept me from my grandchildren, family and
friends. It has caused depression and anxiety, tension among people I love and care about.

2/19/2022 7:05 PM

19482

Too many

2/19/2022 7:04 PM

19483

Business lockdown. Working at 50% capacity. Personally not allowed to have my own medical
freedom.

2/19/2022 7:04 PM

19484

I could write an essay. Lost my job over it. Missed my son's wedding. Wasn't able to grieve
with family at funerals. Suicidal thoughts.

2/19/2022 7:04 PM

19485

Lost my job, had to move and now I Cannot find employment

2/19/2022 7:04 PM

19486

Put division between many business and personal relationships, created much more expensive
operations

2/19/2022 7:04 PM

19487

Mental health issues, relationships with others due to vaccination status.

2/19/2022 7:04 PM

19488

Socially. Economically.

2/19/2022 7:04 PM

19489

Can’t attend sisters wedding. Can’t see sick family members in hosp.

2/19/2022 7:04 PM

19490

Divided family & friends

2/19/2022 7:04 PM
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19491

It's affected the lives forced to live underneath them.

2/19/2022 7:04 PM

19492

In many ways

2/19/2022 7:04 PM

19493

Isolation is the biggest thing - plus loss of salary as health care worker (who works 100% from
Home ) because no jab- ridiculous!!!!!!!

2/19/2022 7:04 PM

19494

I'm one of three people of a big company that did not get vaccinated and I was told multiple
times that I would loose my job due to this fact. Luckily my contract held up and I am still
employed with the company. Not to Mention the segeration in all of Canada and division. This
is similar to a new possible racism between vaccinated people and unvaccinated people. I'd
like to know what the difference is if your vaccinated and out walking in public areas or
unvaccinated out walking in the same public area. Both can carry the virus and not even be
aware of being A symptomatic. Not to mention lots of people can end up in the hospital's either
vaccinated or not . I also believe that freedom of putting something in my body is my choice
not the government to decide. Exspecially when the vaccine isn't done testing for long term
side effects. Yes sars cov 2 can cause long term symptoms and so can the vaccine therefore
why would I double the chances of receiving any of them. This is only the tip of the ice burg
theirs way more info on this matter I could go on and on on how this effect life for the past two
years. I'm happy to report I keep in good spirits because that's who I am and do lots of out
door activities therefore I have remain sane during these uncertain times. Also wish Justin
Trudeau would apologize to all of Canada for being the tyrant he is. We scandal. Calling people
of Canada that have a different point of view then him, rasist, fascist, fringe minority, terrorist,
and just over all treating the majority of people of Canada like dirt....... I truely believe we
people of canada deserve apologies from the liberal caucus from every individual involved in
invoking the emergencies act for the first time. People of Canada have proven to be peaceful
even while getting beaten by police. And harrassment from the so called leader of Canada.
Have a great day. Freedom for Canada. Love peace and joy to all Canadians and all of the
world xoxo

2/19/2022 7:04 PM

19495

Oppressive and depressing

2/19/2022 7:04 PM

19496

Psychologie affected

2/19/2022 7:04 PM

19497

I personally had a severe adverse reaction to the vaccine and I am still being forced to either
receive a 2nd and 3rd dose of the vaccine or be faced with losing my job! I am still waiting to
see an immunologist however after consulting with the Dr. over the phone it has became
apparent that he will not be pursuing any testing to see if I am either allergic, have an
intolerance or investigate any ongoing health conditions that were not present previous to the
1st vaccine. This Dr. is clearly not carrying out the necessary steps to conclude whether it is
safe or not for each individual. He cannot determine over the phone that he feels it is safe
without doing some diagnostic testing. When asked if he could do a simple blood test to check
for naturally occurring antibodies, (as I had told him I was very sick at the beginning of
pandemic and wanted to know if I indeed had the virus and in which case I could be immune),
he simply responded that their isn’t enough data to tell them what a safe level of immunity is
and therefore would not perform a simple blood test. We have blood tests done all the time to
check on other illnesses which turn up negative or positive results, and sometimes these tests
are run over and over again. Don’t I have the right to have this performed even once? It seems
that even he as a medical specialist has been persuaded by this COVID agenda to in turn
persuade people to just go ahead and receive more doses of the vaccine regardless of their
situation and has stated that the information he has received about the vaccine; is that
artificial immunity attained by the vaccine is better than our own natural immunity! I firmly
disagree with this as we have been told the exact opposite for decades about illnesses vs
natural antibodies. I have ongoing rapid heart beat and fluctuations that are being totally
overlooked. As well I had other reactions immediately following the injection which caused me
to be in ER for hours. Following that episode the ER Dr. recommended that I NOT receive
subsequent doses! Does that Dr.’s recommendations not count for something? Do I not have
the right to choose what I put into my body as a result of what has happened to me?
Furthermore and quite frankly; even if I had not had a reaction, should I not still have the right
to choose to not put something into my body without it affecting my livelihood? As well, the
mandates have put severe and drastic limits on us as citizens of Canada. We can’t go to a
restaurant or a cinema with family and friends, we have been limited to when we can attend
church because of capacity limits, I could not be with my sister while she was dying in hospital
and we were not able to have a proper funeral, we could not have normal family gatherings for
Christmas, birthdays etc. In short we have not been living, we are just existing! We have been
on house arrest for over 2 years and it is time to end. One thing I can’t understand is why

2/19/2022 7:04 PM
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police officers are exempt from receiving the vaccine when they are in very close proximity to
people, but someone else like a trucker who basically lives and works from the cab of his truck
doesn’t have the right to choose! Something is drastically wrong with this picture!
19498

Lost income and normalcy.

2/19/2022 7:04 PM

19499

Has divided my family as well as the mental health of my family members. My choice to
worship my lord in the church , my free choice whether I go to eat in a restaurant, go to the
movies etc.. masks have not only affected our respiratory but our identity to show our faces.
It’s restricted my families right to go see a doctor because they were restricted to only phone
calls. As long as I’m alive when you need to see a doctor you go to his or her office so they
can observe what’s happening with you with their eyes not just listen on a phone . Affected my
work so in turn my finances. Severely divided me from many friends & family because we
don’t sit on the same side of good verses evil. Good the Canadian people evil the government.
Media lying lie after lie after lie. Government needs to change evil must leave 🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼🙏🏼

2/19/2022 7:03 PM

19500

Can't visit my family in Canada. Was difficult to go care for my mom when she was dying.
Couldn't have a proper funeral for my mom.

2/19/2022 7:03 PM

19501

I am unable to work, have serious anxiety and stress Lost my partner and cannot afford all the
inflation

2/19/2022 7:03 PM

19502

Lost revenue....arguments....depression

2/19/2022 7:03 PM

19503

Mental and emotional well-being. Canadian way of life. Relationships divided and hurt.

2/19/2022 7:03 PM

19504

Job loss

2/19/2022 7:03 PM

19505

Segregation, angry friends and family, not allowed to move about or leave the country. Lost
wages.

2/19/2022 7:03 PM

19506

My wife and I both lost ours jobs in healthcare.

2/19/2022 7:03 PM

19507

It has taken the country I love. The whole world really and driven a spike of fear into everyone.
And it was due to the government not the severity of the pandemic.

2/19/2022 7:03 PM

19508

The mandate has made my family feel rejected and discriminated. My children have missed
out on many social situations outside of school and they are struggling with fitting in. Overall, it
has effected our mental health the worst. Many of us get anxiety about not being sure if we are
aloud to attend certain places and whether we will be embarrassed and sent home.

2/19/2022 7:03 PM

19509

It has affected EVERY aspect of my life right down to my belief in media and my government.

2/19/2022 7:03 PM

19510

Drastically

2/19/2022 7:03 PM

19511

Due to covid, I have lost friendships and family members. Friends took their own lives during
the lockdown. My children have been suffocated with masks for 2 years while their education
falls behind. I quit my job because of the mandates. I have been discriminated from
businesses. My prime minister spews words of hate and division. This mandate and the
actions taken have caused me to have minimal trust in my government. I am disgusted with
what is happening to our beautiful free country. It isn't right and it is unfair for future
generations.

2/19/2022 7:03 PM

19512

Mental health in the family has gone down not being being able to see family members Justin
Trudeau needs to be fired

2/19/2022 7:03 PM

19513

Haven't been able to travel and visit my family

2/19/2022 7:03 PM

19514

Negatively

2/19/2022 7:03 PM

19515

Cannot live a normal life

2/19/2022 7:03 PM

19516

It hasn’t bothered me too much but I don’t agree with how much our government lies to us and
I just don’t believe they are necessary anymore

2/19/2022 7:03 PM

19517

Induced depression

2/19/2022 7:02 PM

19518

It's causes depression, anxiety, discrimination and is just really stupid

2/19/2022 7:02 PM

19519

No good

2/19/2022 7:02 PM

19520

Mentally and physically

2/19/2022 7:02 PM
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19521

I may lose my job due to the vax mandate.

2/19/2022 7:02 PM

19522

This is criminal

2/19/2022 7:02 PM

19523

I have not been able to visit family and friends.

2/19/2022 7:02 PM

19524

Lost my job, isolates me, conflict with friends and family who have different beliefs to mention
a few.

2/19/2022 7:02 PM

19525

Without work

2/19/2022 7:02 PM

19526

It has ruined my children and grandchildren's lives.

2/19/2022 7:02 PM

19527

Lost my job as I can't wear a mask. Haven't been able to go out and about. I have natural
immunity as I had Covid.

2/19/2022 7:02 PM

19528

It’s sheltered me from my family and friends. And placed wedges in family and friendships due
to pressures from msm mostly.

2/19/2022 7:02 PM

19529

Extremely difficult

2/19/2022 7:02 PM

19530

Unable to participate in Society and Live as a responsible Free Canadian Citizen

2/19/2022 7:02 PM

19531

Emotionally mentally psychologically exhausted

2/19/2022 7:02 PM

19532

This mandate is holding my a hostage of this so called government

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19533

Sucks, over reaching now

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19534

Split family, financial loss, anxiety, extra workload, etc.

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19535

Mentally

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19536

Lost my job, lost friends and family, this whole scamdemic has wreaked havoc on my life.

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19537

It’s destroying families and friendships lively hoods business's and causing suicides and the
list goes on

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19538

Loss of work, mental health.

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19539

Felt like second class citizen Very isolated snd alone . Caused division in our family . My little
4 year old grandson hasn’t been in our home for well over a year . We have not even had
family altogether for a special meal No birthday celebrations . It is very sad and disgusting

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19540

My kids lost all their sports and friends…we were excluded from family gathering and we’re
treated like disease when we go to doctors or other places….it’s a disgrace to the people being
treated like that….my anxiety is so bad I’m a ticking time bomb….shopping is not even fun
anymore especially when your told go this way, sanitize your hands, keep your distance and
wear your stupid mask…a piece of cloth that’s gonna protect me from the deadliest disease in
history….yeah I’m done and we need our FREEDOM back ASAP!!’

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19541

I’ve had friends commit suicide. Job loss, medical care access is harder

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19542

Lost m'y buiseness, affect social life and psychologique

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19543

Every which way possible! My family’s mental health Espicially my childrens is gone down the
drain!

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19544

I am about to lose my livelihood because my medical condition is not on the approved
exemption list, my doc wants to give me one but has been threatened with loss of their license
if they do.

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19545

All of them

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19546

I’ve not been able to see friends, go to events, travel, meet my wife’s grandma.

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19547

Affected me financially, and mentally. My kids childhood is being taken

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19548

Mental health has declined dramatically

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19549

Cannot visit my old-aged aunt. Cannot see the outdoor activities of my children.

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19550

It made me take a experimental vaccine that I didn't want to put into my body or I would loose

2/19/2022 7:01 PM
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my job
19551

I have lost 8 hrs a week at work since MarMarch 2020 .My 16yr old Step daughter suffers from
anxiety and being forced to take the vaccine just to have some kind of a social life and my
husband is very upset with how things have been handled by our Canadian police and
Government with the removal of the peaceful protests. We no longer can eat out at a
restaurant as husband and wife or as a family. We can no longer go to the movies or go watch
a hockey game. Our lives have been quite but thankfully we have each other not like many
people we know who live alone. The science clearly shows that lockdowns and masking do not
work. Please listen to the peaceful loving Canadians and drop all mandates in Jesus name we
pray

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19552

Can't see my kids or my grandkids, due to the mandates travel restrictions and vaccine
passports. Lost my job and 50% of my income as my school had to close in March 2020 [just
2 weeks to flatten the curve] and it's still closed . My business which started in May 2021 has
no income due to shipping restrictions on food orders from the parent company's warehouse.
My wife's company forced her to get a vaccine or lose her job even though she has a medical
exemption. My daughter hasn't gone to school sice March 2020.

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19553

I had to get vaccinated to keep my job. Something I’ve been angry about since. My son played
his first full season of competitive basketball. I missed his first ever made basket in a game.
Something I imagined for years. My son also won the championship the same season and I
had to wait in my car idling to stay warm in the dead of winter twice a week for 8 weeks. My
daughter is in cheer leading. She’s very uncomfortable in social settings and needs a parent to
take her in. It’s always a struggle to leave because she doesn’t want us to. It’s been an awful
experience for our family.

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19554

Destroyed my family

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19555

Cause sever stress and anxiety in my life and family

2/19/2022 7:01 PM

19556

Tremendously…Worst two Years of My Life (49 years)

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19557

My business has suffered. My relationships have suffered.

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19558

I lost a year with my mom because I followed the rules and when she found out she had 4
months to live I decided spending time with her was more important than following what the
government deemed best. I have been segregated against because of a medical choice. I
have been told that I am selfish because I am unsure what the vaccine would do to me with
my medical history. I have watched my fellow Canadians rip each other apart because of these
mandates that the government doesn’t follow but imposes them on everyone else.

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19559

I own a barber shop and it was shut down 3 times durring lock downs. My daughter suffers
from rashes on the mouth from wesrring masks all day at school.

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19560

It’s been depressing to say the least. My job is intact in health care but it’s been very
stressful!

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19561

It’s completely tragic.

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19562

Caused division with friends and family. Future taxes in this country because of the debts from
Justin Trudeau choices, that my children's children will still be paying. Housing costs
skyrocketing because of Justin Trudeau’s choices, not sure when I will ever be able to afford
to get into the market. Being threatened of job loss.

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19563

Kept me safe

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19564

Depression, loss of job, haven't seen my elderly relatives

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19565

Depression Can breath Division

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19566

less social life, discrimination and segregation although I have a medical exemption

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19567

I know health care workers who were laid off because they do not want to be vaccinated. I
think that’s terrible.

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19568

It has been awful for my mental health and welfare

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19569

It has been a struggle emotionally and trying to raise family.

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19570

Lost my job

2/19/2022 7:00 PM
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19571

My stepmother died without her children being able to visit her near the end. Excessive
isolation. On the other hand, I'm sure it protected many from getting seriously ill, but many
have had increased depression and other issues.

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19572

Family weddings and funerals have not been able to happen. Friends have lost their jobs and
businesses.

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19573

Horribly

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19574

I lost everything financially. My husband had a nervous breakdown. My kids fear life. I have
watched my country be divided and discovered that it is true that the government runs the
media. I am shattered.

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19575

It has slowly divided close family. It has caused myself sever anxiety. I had anxiety before but
now it is not manageable without some intervention. It has divided friendships. It has put my
dog is a serious state of fear. He was not able to be socialized properly as a puppy and now is
fearful of people. I have spent thousands of dollars trying to undue his fears.

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19576

Mental health issues

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19577

Restrictions sadness isolation causes fear

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19578

Tons I was almost strangled to death 11 months prior to Covid buy a man with special needs. I
cannot have anything over my face and I’ve been treated poorly all these Mandates. I’ve even
been turned away from medical attention because I can’t wear a mask. I have three exemption
letters one of them from my psychiatrist because I have extreme PTSD. I just want it all to
end

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19579

Depressed, it has all been so wrong to impose this on us.

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19580

I worked in daycare, where for July and August, we didn't need to wear masks. In Sept. that
changed(2020). On November 1st I was put on an unwanted disciplinary leave (up to 6
months). I have not had an income for 3 and a half months. This is not okay! Why was I fine
back in July when it first happened, but not now because I didn't want an experimental drug?

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19581

Destroying relationships and income

2/19/2022 7:00 PM

19582

Living a quiet life

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19583

Lost my job over the vaccine passport. My family is divided. I am depressed seeing what the
world has come to. I have had covid, I got it from my triple vaxed parents. This is being blown
way out of proportion.

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19584

Caused division through family and added a shit load of mental health issues to me personally

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19585

Isolation and confinement . I live alone.

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19586

Isolation, fear

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19587

affected my freedoms

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19588

job and social life.

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19589

I’ve been more intimate with my grocery store employees, then my own family these last few
years. Most people in my community who have been vaccinated got Covid. I remember when I
couldn’t buy underwear in the store because they may carry Covid, or a mask but had to wear
one. Hypocrisy of all this has been insane. We’re fed up!

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19590

I can’t fly or eat in Restaurants. Has divided me from family members and friends.

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19591

I have not been to a restaurant, community center, any vacations in two year

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19592

I now know what segregation feels like and it's awful!!

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19593

I cannot go to the gym , socialize with friends , my kid was effected by the lockdowns with
schooling, masking my child. I cannot travel , I had to change my profession because of
mandates.

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19594

I have not been able to go to many places. As I am unvaccinated. Due to health reasons. I
was told not to get the vaccine. Life threatening allergies. But also cant be given an exemption

2/19/2022 6:59 PM
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I am told. I already had covid last year too. So there is no reason for me to get a vaccine when
I have my own antibodies.
19595

No gathering

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19596

Depression

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19597

Makes anything that was easy to do before the mandate hard to do now. I’ve know more
people that have died of overdoses or suicides because of mandates, then Covid.

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19598

Ostracized

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19599

It is mentally exhausting and is affecting children the most. They need to be able to be kids
and participate in the things they love with their friends without being told they can’t because
they may get their friends sick and vice versa. Not being able to see their teachers and friends
smile because they are forced to wear a mask. They are being robbed of their childhood and
that is not right.

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19600

It is because it’s a political science not the science of the Newburgh Newburgh science and it
has divided families and not just families people in general and it’s all taken where the dear
people die alone not not able to go visit anyone help anyone and to be confined to your own
place also

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19601

Physical activity has come to a halt.

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19602

Sick of the fighting, let’s get back to having a good time. We only have one life to live, I want
to remember the good times.

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19603

Can’t Attend some of the events I like to

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19604

Taken my freedom of rights to enjoy social settings , travel , choice in vax mandates and pass
intolerable emotional stress , ruined the economy, fearful of disaplinary acts for non
compliance . Trudeau is a tyrant and asshole who's is bending over for Schwaub to shove his
new world order up everyones asses .

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19605

Horribly financially and emotionally

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19606

It took me over a year to find a job in the sector I trained for because as soon as AA became
licensed Covid shut everything down

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19607

The fact that we are being “controlled” it needs to stop.

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19608

My job is threatened. My daughter hates school now.

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19609

Lost of work affected the school year,Justin whoever is not a leader he is a
dictator.RESIGN!!!!!!!! Coward

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19610

I go no where. I do nothing. I'm obese I use to use the swimming pool as my exercise and
have not been able to in so long. I'm 36 and for the first time last year I got drunk. My aunt
suffer massive heart attack and I wasn't allowed to go see her. She died. 2 years living in our
apt. Now can't even go out for dinner. It's sick. Also whats happening in Ottawa omg how sick
is that.

2/19/2022 6:59 PM

19611

Discriminatory

2/19/2022 6:58 PM

19612

I’ve been place on an unpaid leave of absence and I am now risking termination

2/19/2022 6:58 PM

19613

Rough

2/19/2022 6:58 PM

19614

Crimes against humanity

2/19/2022 6:58 PM

19615

it isolated me. It allowed the government officials to call the vaccine free people racists,
misogyns, science deniers and so on. All government paid media is derogatory also regarding
people that decide not to vaccinate.

2/19/2022 6:58 PM

19616

Financially, emotionally, physically, mentally, miss my family… Don’t believe in firing people
for their personal choice and medical freedom and no pay and unjustly let go! So much trauma!
I’m now in debt and barely holding in to my business! This has been a nightmare!! Sooo
devastating for all of us!! Praying it ends today!!!🙏🙏🙏

2/19/2022 6:58 PM

19617

Yes

2/19/2022 6:58 PM
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19618

Kept me from spending time with my family

2/19/2022 6:58 PM

19619

Isolation. Headaches and breathing issues with masks. Could not visit my mom in care home.
Can’t travel. Or eat out. So many restrictions.

2/19/2022 6:58 PM

19620

Severe Depression, family division, unemployment,

2/19/2022 6:58 PM

19621

Income and friendships has been so hard. We can’t see our loved ones in care homes which is
hurting them. The mandates aren’t saving our grandmas and fathers from Covid, they are
killing them from separation and unjust laws

2/19/2022 6:58 PM

19622

Isolation and mental health

2/19/2022 6:58 PM

19623

Where do I even begin?!

2/19/2022 6:58 PM

19624

Feeling very isolated and lonely

2/19/2022 6:58 PM

19625

Alot

2/19/2022 6:58 PM

19626

It has ruined it and my childrens. I’m doing my best to make it normal while adults, children
and gov bully everyone.

2/19/2022 6:58 PM

19627

I can't eat out with my kids and many friends. The Celebration of Life for my sister was very
poorly attended. Travel plans were canceled. Two years of restrictions when you are 76 is a big
sacrifice; I believed it to be unnecessary.

2/19/2022 6:58 PM

19628

Affected my whole life everything I do everything I can’t do this has to stop the mental abuse I
can’t take it anymore

2/19/2022 6:58 PM

19629

It has negatively impacted me on all level of my life biopsycisocioeconimically. It has caused
division in my family, community, province and country. I believe it has caused irreparable
division amongst my fellow health care professional colleagues, it has completely eroded any
trust I have in my government and democratic process. I have learned that the press can not
be trusted to provide objective truth. I have become isolated and mush less open to other
people. I am a front line work and am truly fatigued and have experienced deep personal
trauma related to the policies implemented by government and AHS for Covid. My son has had
an direct adverse effect from the vaccines, I believe it has exacerbated disease processes in
other family members, I have not been able to see my you embers some for 1.75 yrs now and
this has been depressive for me. I was not allowed to see my father shrike he was still able to
speak as he passes in hospital due to Covid restrictions. Most of my family was unable to say
their goodbyes to my father . It has had negative impact on my income as I was work
restricted and now face financial struggles with the increase in cost of food and goods .. many
of my Heath care colleagues were put on unpaid LOA.. are not able yo collect EI and have lost
their portion of their pension contributions from their employer. T has caused developmental
delay in speech in my 3.5 yr old granddaughter. The list of negative impacts are far to long to
list to be honest

2/19/2022 6:58 PM

19630

I haven’t seen my family in two years. Wife son and inlaws

2/19/2022 6:58 PM

19631

Unable to visit my elderly parent and inlaw. Totally scare they pass away before I get to see
them. Online school damaged profoundly my kids education,

2/19/2022 6:58 PM

19632

fear from friends; the elderly isolated in nursing homes; people dying alone; mandates follow
political science, not genuine science; people muzzled

2/19/2022 6:58 PM

19633

Anxiety, anger and general love for Canada has completely diminished. Can’t wait to leave

2/19/2022 6:57 PM

19634

I am a prisoner. Can't visit my mom in the hospital while she is in for cancer treatments, can't
have access to a gym, can no longer travel to see family or for fun, or for any reason

2/19/2022 6:57 PM

19635

Isolation depression

2/19/2022 6:57 PM

19636

It’s caused me to feel like a leper at work being one of the very few not invited to office parties
and literally locked out of office to be made to work from home. It has caused social anxiety
through day to day tasks like groceries and shopping and has caused conflict with prior
friendships due to the division of opinions of medical care which should be private and
emotionally supportive to begin with

2/19/2022 6:57 PM

19637

Financially, and emotionally

2/19/2022 6:57 PM

19638

My business has suffered greatly in income

2/19/2022 6:57 PM
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19639

Destroying families and jobs and taking away freedom

2/19/2022 6:57 PM

19640

It hasn't

2/19/2022 6:57 PM

19641

Freedom should never be in jeopardy small businesses have suffered emencely . Family
gathering the loss of my brother and no funeral all bullshit rules for the poor people. The so
called elites never suffered a dam bit .completely unfair.unfair

2/19/2022 6:57 PM

19642

For me it’s been mental health.

2/19/2022 6:57 PM

19643

It affected me by not being able to be in touch with my family in person!!! Having to breath
through a mask when they were not stopping anything anyways ... the vitus is smaller than a
micron and masks even n95 mask can only hold back something the size of 3 microns

2/19/2022 6:57 PM

19644

Many many ways. Main concern is that my prime minister thinks I am misogynistic racist etc
and doesn’t know if I should be “tolerated” and I am taking up space. And with this much
threat, he won’t let me leave. It is terrifying

2/19/2022 6:57 PM

19645

It has caused myself and others around me undue fear, anxiety and stress. I have seen it tear
family apart. When I stopped washing my groceries after every trip, it was like a weight of fear
was lifted. I believe the same can happen for most (if not all) people if we do away with the
masks and the constant pushing of the vaccine. We need to be able to operate normally in
society again, and see people as people and not as walking germs.

2/19/2022 6:57 PM

19646

My child has not been allowed what used to be normal activity

2/19/2022 6:57 PM

19647

Restricted my Freedom and invaded my right to bodily autonomy! Also has directly affected
family members by curtailing their right to earn a wage and feed their family. The right to work
is a fundamental right of every Canadian and the Government is over reaching by placing
restrictions on a person’s ability to do so.Vaccine passports again are an infringement on the
right to privacy on my medical status. There are many more issues I am disgusted by however
for the sake of keeping this brief I will end on this - I want the “ Emergency Measures Act “
repealed and an admittance by the Political arena that it was used illegally, none of the criteria
for its implementation were met and I want it rescinded IMMEDIATELY!! 🤬🤬🤬

2/19/2022 6:56 PM

19648

Depression, loss of income, increased costs for food, housing, fuel, clothing,,
EVERYTHING…

2/19/2022 6:56 PM

19649

Other than not being able to go out to eat or various things of that nature it hasn't affected me.
I gratefully work from home. Don't watch the news and the world is still beautiful. Listen to
media's narrative and life is scary, no thank you.

2/19/2022 6:56 PM

19650

It not me, it's affecting my 6 year old daughters life

2/19/2022 6:56 PM

19651

In a sad way, especially knowing the real reason behind it all

2/19/2022 6:56 PM

19652

Damages both my physical and mental health

2/19/2022 6:56 PM

19653

I am tired of the whole covid issue.

2/19/2022 6:56 PM

19654

I am I entertainer and have been so secluded I’m unsure if I am able to perform anymore my
depression has worsened.

2/19/2022 6:56 PM

19655

very restrictive social life. depressing

2/19/2022 6:56 PM

19656

.

2/19/2022 6:56 PM

19657

I cannot attend plays, concerts, movies, yoga classes or eat at restaurants because I choose
not to be vaccinated.

2/19/2022 6:56 PM

19658

It has restricted my freedoms severely, and stopped me from spending to help the economy.

2/19/2022 6:56 PM

19659

My Aunt has shut me out of her life because I won’t get the jab. It has secluded me from
things I’d like to do

2/19/2022 6:56 PM

19660

Reduced my freedoms, increased my fear, worried for my children’s future, dramatically
decreased my trust in our governments, divided my relationships, reduced my pride in being a
Canadian

2/19/2022 6:56 PM

19661

There’s way to many things to write down just know these mandates are garbage and so are
you guys for informing them

2/19/2022 6:56 PM
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19662

Two of my children lost their jobs. Grandparents have led a lonely and isolated life for 2 years.
Grandmother pretty well died alone (with only one family member allowed it).

2/19/2022 6:56 PM

19663

Mental Stress.

2/19/2022 6:55 PM

19664

It had ruined my faith in my government and the freedom of Canada. I am a prisoner in my own
country

2/19/2022 6:55 PM

19665

I have lost friends, I have had to watch my children suffer and develop mental health issues
from isolation. I have not seen my husband for months because of the mandates. This is sad

2/19/2022 6:55 PM

19666

Could not visit my family or friends - totally destroyed my way of life

2/19/2022 6:55 PM

19667

Iv been forced to be vaccinated against my will to keep my job. My childrens mental health
has been affected and are currently in therapy. They have had to give up sports, music and
extra activities. Been isolated from friends and are struggling in school with the open/ closures/
homeschool and they are bombarded with rules and are constantly belittle by teachers being
back on school with all the masking and social distancing mandates.

2/19/2022 6:55 PM

19668

Immensely. The mandates are illegal it's up to each of ge citizens to decided. We have the
choice. We gave our charter of rights.this is to me a plan demic not a pandemic. This is based
on politics. Our priminister has hurt us all tremendously. My family division . My son got
depression. Friends passed with the stress from this lockdons over 2 years . Some others I
know has comited suicide. I have lost interest in living also. I can't atend my gym or my
hobbies. I m retired and no able to travel. I need the sun I m lacking on vitamine D . I started
experiencing g anxiety attacks. I never had that experienced before this started. Our
priminister needs to get fired by the public that pays his wages. Cops are violently attacking a
peaceful protest. I have been crying at home watching all the live videos of all the painful
violence Our authority that support to protect us hurting their own brothers and sisters. This is
no longer Canada. I feel ashamed of what's going on . This priminister turned out to be a very
evil person. He has a family and I m sure they see all what the cops are using outhere. Please
help us asap.

2/19/2022 6:55 PM

19669

Impeded our only source of income and contributed to high levels of anxiety and stress.
Eliminated our ability to fly which is a critical part of our job

2/19/2022 6:55 PM

19670

It has cost me work, opportunities, personal relationships.

2/19/2022 6:55 PM

19671

Couldn’t see my 94 year old grandma Couldn’t see other family members Can’t travel Can’t
work Depression Fights between family/friends/co workers The list goes on

2/19/2022 6:55 PM

19672

It is destroyed my life I cannot pay my mortgage pay any of my bills.. It’s destroying our lives
and businesses dividing families dividing friends petting neighbours against each other.
Causing more harm than good with mental health physical health loneliness It’s destroyed my
life and many friends the same way with not being able to work have the kids go out and play
go swimming play sports it’s a complete disaster it’s ruined our world!!

2/19/2022 6:55 PM

19673

It has created psychological and emotional damage my family. My kids lost their high-school
years and have issues socializing now thanks to the fear this government has instill. The
government needs to answer for what they did.

2/19/2022 6:55 PM

19674

Confinement and segregation

2/19/2022 6:55 PM

19675

Unbelievable hardship!

2/19/2022 6:55 PM

19676

i work at a gym in Ontario. Because of the mandates I: lost my job 4 times in 1 year, was
forced to get vaccinated to keep my job - after which gyms were still shut down even WITH
vaccine passports. The mandates are ridiculous, discriminatory, and proven ineffective. The
only thing they have accomplished is they have divided society and made A LOT of peoples
lives more difficult during an already terribly difficult time. Suicide and mental health issues are
at an all time high. This has to end immediately. A slow re-opening of society, when the
science now shows that lockdowns are ineffective, doesn’t make sense. Drop. Drop them
immediately, for the love of god. PEOPLE, CHILDREN ESPECIALLY, NEED TO BREATHE
DEEPLY AND SEE EACH OTHERS FACES AGAIN. Please.

2/19/2022 6:55 PM

19677

Our brother died in hospital and because I did not have the shots I could not be with him…..
Otherwise I have continued my personal life and work life how I chose

2/19/2022 6:55 PM

19678

Affected my job, mentally and was forces to get a shot for work

2/19/2022 6:55 PM
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19679

It has seriously affected me mentally and physically. I have always been a good citizen, paid
my taxes and respect other people's rights. Not being allowed to eat in a restaurant because I
am not vaccinated is in my opinion dividing me from my family and friends

2/19/2022 6:55 PM

19680

I didn't realize how bad it was to be isolated until I was at a conference and seen how everyone
was so unhappy and herded like sheep. This needs to stop and I need to get back to normal
living

2/19/2022 6:55 PM

19681

Loss of freedom of speech, travel, shopping, friends. Loss of jobs for family. Unnecessary and
useless restrictions! Anxiety

2/19/2022 6:55 PM

19682

I am on an unpaid leave of absence from the first real career of my life that I worked extremely
hard for, and am really good at. I am in my mid 40’s with my youngest child being 10 and have
lost livelihood. I cannot watch my boy play soccer. I am not the biggest sports person, but I
have never, until the mandates missed one soccer practice or soccer game of my sons, even
during his weeks at his fathers house. I’ve seen family and friends become segregated. My
son doesn’t want to wear a mask in class because it makes him feel light headed (he has a
brilliant mind), but if he doesn’t wear a mask he will be separated from his friends in his class,
and he doesn’t want that. I cannot take my boy swimming on the weekend, or to the movies
for a mom and son night. THIS HAS GOT TO END

2/19/2022 6:55 PM

19683

I feel like it is a serious violation of my rights. I should have control over what I do with my
body, who I see, where I go and when. This situation has also really affected my finances. I
want my freedom back.

2/19/2022 6:54 PM

19684

Loneliness

2/19/2022 6:54 PM

19685

This mandate has affected us all but Covid has affected us even more. There has been tough
times, especially when we were not able to see our son in a neighbouring province, but this
mandate has also kept us safe. I am a teacher and this mandate has allowed us to be in
school…teaching in person. I take a rapid test 3 times a week but if this keeps my students
safe, then I am all for it. Do I want it over? Absolutely but only when it is safe. I feel very
fortunate that Prince Edward Island has had such strong leadership with our Premier and
CPHO.

2/19/2022 6:54 PM

19686

Unable to fly, fear otherwise I’m retired so I didn’t have to take the hoky pooky.

2/19/2022 6:54 PM

19687

Severly i have been deeply affected by this; my family with serious depression because of this
and me not be able to see my Grandchildren in the states because of it

2/19/2022 6:54 PM

19688

I had to get vaccinated or lose my job. I was very against being experimented on. My first shot
of Pfizer gave me vertigo attacks daily. Greatly affecting my quality of life by rendering me
incapacitated for several hours a day for the month of December

2/19/2022 6:54 PM

19689

Depressed isolated

2/19/2022 6:54 PM

19690

Made it miserable!

2/19/2022 6:54 PM

19691

It has had good and bad affects but such is life

2/19/2022 6:54 PM

19692

In every way! From working to living.

2/19/2022 6:54 PM

19693

In promoting division between people

2/19/2022 6:54 PM

19694

Lost my catering company that l operated with my business partner for 9 yrs.

2/19/2022 6:54 PM

19695

Depression, fear of losing employment, feeling like a prisoner in my country. Seeing my son
suffer and have anxiety and depression. We have both lost friends due to mandates.

2/19/2022 6:54 PM

19696

Everything I do

2/19/2022 6:54 PM

19697

It’s ruined my fucking life

2/19/2022 6:54 PM

19698

I’ve lost my job

2/19/2022 6:54 PM

19699

Had to at times shut down my business leading to the inability to pay my bills Unable to attend
church services Unable to attend funerals And recently unable to advocate and visit my mother
in hospital The little things that do add to the pressure of course is the inability to gather with
colleagues and friends,

2/19/2022 6:53 PM
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19700

can no longer travel, scared for my job, scared for my children's future, tons of stress

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19701

Difficulty attending medical appointments and treatments

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19702

My families life has not been the same. My daughter lost her career due to not taking the jab.
We lost our company due to our tyrannical government. Our life’s savings is just about all gone
trying to survive without getting the jab.

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19703

Badly. In every which way that counts.

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19704

It's divided family, I haven't been able to work my hours, it's affecting mental health

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19705

Its been horrible. I can't breathe when I need to go shopping for groceries because I have to
wear a mask. My kids are suffering at school.

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19706

Missed time from work. Increased child care costs.

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19707

Mandates deceased social interaction but did suffer too much. Maybe some mandates were
justified in the past but not any more. The current vaccine mandates cause me distress.

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19708

The issue is that it never needed to be imposed on us.. this is a free country!!

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19709

Everyday life it's affecting me

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19710

Financially

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19711

Or has created great stress and isolation in my life. My quality of life and mental have have
been severely effected as I have been discriminated against due to my personal choices. I am
a fit and healthy person who takes great care with her health. Have had covid and followed
various top ranking doctors who advised that after having covid I had natural immunity that has
clearly been shown to be better than vaccine immunity and so far the data suggests it will still
be high. Dr Bonnie Henry had chosen not to recognize natural immunity for the passports
which goes against Science. There are numerous peer reviewed papers that corroborate this.
This leaves me shit out from restaurants and gyms and shunned by my friends even though I
am just as protected than Vaccinated people. With omicron it’s been shown that whether you
are vaccinated or not you can get it and share it just the same and even the protection from
vaccines aren’t either holding up from serious illness. Therefore there is no justification for the
mandates anymore and should be stopped immediately and stop creating such division in our
society. I’ve never felt so sad for our society and what these mandates have created.

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19712

Financially, emotionally, mentally

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19713

Mental health. Ability to work on fitness / health. Ability to travel. Etc

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19714

imposed on my constitutional rights and freedoms

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19715

We live in the country with few neighbors and our family lives in the city. Eee don’t see anyone
for weeks. My son buys my groceries and delivers them. Being isolated for 2 years has taken
a huge toll on our physical and mental health. We are retirees.

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19716

Close relatives lost their jobs. Lockdowns affected my own, as well as close friends mental
health in a very negative way.

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19717

Taken away our freedom our rights exc

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19718

My son who has Autism and has been extremely effected, i needed to be by his side all
through online learning , he ended up breaking down with massive headaches, he has
withdrawn from his peers at school. It’s very sad . My daughter experienced terrible life
threatening mental health is issues , my other daughter was a provincial gymnast without
training she needed to it give up. The division has been crippling, the list goes on.

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19719

Extremely negatively. I believe it's criminal

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19720

It’s made it hard to make end meet owning a small business

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19721

Coerced to get shots for JOB

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19722

Lost jobs, fear for our children and generations ahead (with limits on their freedoms and rights),
debilitating depression

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19723

Uncalled for isolation

2/19/2022 6:53 PM
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19724

Psychologically.

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19725

My lively hood

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19726

My rights and freedoms have been violated. My health has been affected by all fear mongering
and lies that have been constantly advertised on every means possible. My faith in
government of any kind is gone. The corruption of government is beyond description. The loss
of family and income can not be dicribed.

2/19/2022 6:53 PM

19727

It’s like living in a communist country not in Canada. Had to put vaccines in my body that I
didn’t want but need my job and I’ve had headaches everyday since

2/19/2022 6:52 PM

19728

I was forced to take the vaccine or lose my job. I've had multiple adverse reactions that are life
altering. I've lost friends and family to suicide from covid restrictions and inability to get proper
medical care. My own health has suffered from lack of medical procedures being completed.
The isolation from other people has had a very negative effect on my mental health and
anxiety levels.

2/19/2022 6:52 PM

19729

I am unable to participate in society, or in activities and events. I have experienced more
sadness, frustration, less physical and mental fitness and have even experienced anxiety (not
normal for me). This has created separation and division from family and friends. There is
more to health than not getting COVID and the mandates are not supporting overall health and
well being.

2/19/2022 6:52 PM

19730

Very negative ways, and I am one that has also worked this entire time.

2/19/2022 6:52 PM

19731

Very negative

2/19/2022 6:52 PM

19732

As a truck driver im not in agreement with it all

2/19/2022 6:52 PM

19733

Loss of work

2/19/2022 6:52 PM

19734

It affected every aspect of our life: our social life was bare minimal, my son’s mental health
very affected. Our family almost went to divorce because of all the stress associated to covid

2/19/2022 6:52 PM

19735

It has affected my physical, mental, emotional and social health

2/19/2022 6:52 PM

19736

It has removed my hope of any kind of a decent future for all of us. Im not able to participate in
ANY SOCIAL BONDIND... Im forced to stay silent at work in fear of being discriminated
against. And soooo much more. I refuse to wear cloth or restrictive masks,when im forced to i
wear a plastic shield instead just to shop for food. I dont feel the need to protect others by
masking my face. If they feel the need they can wear one but dont force your fears on me.

2/19/2022 6:52 PM

19737

My wife lost her job lost her education lost her mental health then I lost my mental health and
can barely afford to live and pay for groceries

2/19/2022 6:52 PM

19738

Threatening our jobs. Way of life. Being able to gather with family.

2/19/2022 6:52 PM

19739

Where would you like me to start. I'm not worried about me I have lived my life free, and I want
it back. It's my grandchildren and all children around the world I worry about and their futures.

2/19/2022 6:52 PM

19740

Restricted my freedom to move around and travel

2/19/2022 6:52 PM

19741

I know it was well planned to achieve huge profits for the very rich and powerful as well as to
achieve greater control over the masses Marxism for everyone

2/19/2022 6:52 PM

19742

Loss of free travel to Montana to visit my property that has been left alone and unattended for
over 2 years

2/19/2022 6:52 PM

19743

It hasn’t because I refuse to live in fear.

2/19/2022 6:52 PM

19744

family splitting, isolation and mental health.

2/19/2022 6:52 PM

19745

It has been a nightmare

2/19/2022 6:52 PM

19746

Lost my house , lost my job , living off very little savings

2/19/2022 6:52 PM

19747

I have no Freedoms left.

2/19/2022 6:52 PM

19748

I lost my job, in healthcare, a job I was hoping to retire from, and I’m still young, many years of
work left in me. My kids missed out on 2 years of hockey, social activities, school, and the
masks have and will affect them more than we even know. The mandates have created a

2/19/2022 6:52 PM
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division amongst my family and friends. I, myself, have been emotionally and mentally
affected and this will take a long time to heal..
19749

My employment options have been severely reduced.

2/19/2022 6:51 PM

19750

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 6:51 PM

19751

Haven’t been able to support my kids at their events etc.

2/19/2022 6:51 PM

19752

I'm in deep depression

2/19/2022 6:51 PM

19753

Gives one more time to reflect the we are lucky. Imagine having polio in 1949. After 1953 when
we developed a vaccine We vaccinated like crazy and it helped save lives. I just find it hard to
believe that in this day and age we have IOP’s. Ie idiots on patrol.

2/19/2022 6:51 PM

19754

Suicidal thoughts, depression in myself and children, lack of hope for our futures, lack of
socializing thats needed for proper childhood development, unable to purchase items our
family needs due to being unmasked, unable to find proper employment without a vaccine,
financially strained due to having to shop online and pay fees, more hydro and water usage
with everyone home, physically we've all gained weight, kids have fallen behind in their public
schools I could go on and on but you get the idea

2/19/2022 6:51 PM

19755

The harassment from non vaccinator who threaten us who wear masks!!

2/19/2022 6:51 PM

19756

Job loss and mental health. Divided family and friends.

2/19/2022 6:51 PM

19757

It has made me and my family, including young children and elderly grandparents safer.

2/19/2022 6:51 PM

19758

Mentally, health , financially angsiaty , all negative.

2/19/2022 6:51 PM

19759

limited socialization , limited shopping , destroying businesses and families and mental health
.

2/19/2022 6:51 PM

19760

It has created segregation and racism between the people and has been difficult working away
from home with restrictions in hotels and restaurants

2/19/2022 6:51 PM

19761

Loss of job

2/19/2022 6:51 PM

19762

Crippling mental/emotional well bring of children, friends, patients. Horrible division and fear.
Loneliness especially for elderly

2/19/2022 6:51 PM

19763

Segregation from society. Ridiculed by friends, family, and coworkers. Unable to do the things I
love, weight gain, children completely not included in any sports, everyone I know is severely
depressed.

2/19/2022 6:51 PM

19764

Caused one of my sons to attempt suicide, no longer trust government or health officials and
family relations to be strained or cut off

2/19/2022 6:51 PM

19765

It has affected my job, my partner and I’d income, our mental health and our kids mental
health. My brother killed himself this past April because of how badly he was affected with it
all. It needs to end now.

2/19/2022 6:51 PM

19766

Travel and socially

2/19/2022 6:51 PM

19767

Limited social activities

2/19/2022 6:51 PM

19768

PERTE DE LIBERTÉ,DE MES DROIT,DE MON LIBRE CHOIX

2/19/2022 6:51 PM

19769

It has caused stress, anxiety and segregation

2/19/2022 6:50 PM

19770

No access to medical treatments

2/19/2022 6:50 PM

19771

Not enough social time with family and friends

2/19/2022 6:50 PM

19772

Depression, anxiety, financial

2/19/2022 6:50 PM

19773

Job loss, very close to bankruptcy and homelessness.

2/19/2022 6:50 PM

19774

Depression from not being around friends and family, loss of money from having to stay home,
loss of love for the government.

2/19/2022 6:50 PM

19775

Governed by idiots

2/19/2022 6:50 PM
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19776

Family

2/19/2022 6:50 PM

19777

My children have all dealt with severe depression, suicidal tendencies and social development
since Covid has began. The restrictions in school have been horrendous for them to deal with
and have created extreme developmental issues. I haven’t seen this in my first two kids but
the last three have suffered immensely from the restrictions.

2/19/2022 6:50 PM

19778

Could not work, go to school, have been called dirty for not getting the vaccine, children have
been excluded from sports etc.

2/19/2022 6:50 PM

19779

Every aspect of my life has been affected. Can't hardly even run my business anymore
because of supply chain shortages.

2/19/2022 6:50 PM

19780

Children have committed suicide. I am also a small buisness owner Canada is a mess and
needs to be saved. Stand up for freedom

2/19/2022 6:50 PM

19781

As a senior I feel this has had an input on my mental health. Being cooped up in our home and
very little human contact.

2/19/2022 6:50 PM

19782

Not been able to see family abroad

2/19/2022 6:50 PM

19783

Alllll of them

2/19/2022 6:50 PM

19784

Freedom and human rights

2/19/2022 6:50 PM

19785

Possible job loss,isolation from family and friends

2/19/2022 6:50 PM

19786

I lost clients because of the lock downs and I lost my girlfriend because I couldn't travel to see
her.

2/19/2022 6:50 PM

19787

The vaccinated want nothing to do with the unvaccinated including family members

2/19/2022 6:50 PM

19788

As somebody who is not vaccinated my rights and freedoms have been completely abolished
in favor of a vaccine that doesn't seem to work and the power hungry people in Ottawa.

2/19/2022 6:50 PM

19789

Made me sad and depressed

2/19/2022 6:50 PM

19790

It has been brutal.

2/19/2022 6:50 PM

19791

Did not think it was realy nessecery

2/19/2022 6:49 PM

19792

Negatively

2/19/2022 6:49 PM

19793

My finances and my state of mind have suffered. I'm tired of the unnecessary control imposed
by the government. And I am tired of hearing about Covid from mainstream media EVERY
DAY - enough!

2/19/2022 6:49 PM

19794

It has caused so many enemies and very difficult on my grandchildren

2/19/2022 6:49 PM

19795

Drastically. I lost my career.

2/19/2022 6:49 PM

19796

Lost business and loss of freedom

2/19/2022 6:49 PM

19797

I have not spent time with my extended family for two years. I have been isolated due to these
mandates.

2/19/2022 6:49 PM

19798

It very hard to follow a government virus.... when the vaccine not working..

2/19/2022 6:49 PM

19799

Mandates have effected my family to numerous to mention, ever in the history of humanity
has the WHOLE WORLD experienced such control and suffering.

2/19/2022 6:49 PM

19800

I have had friends commit suicide. I have watched family and friends lose their jobs and
struggle financially and emotionally/ mentally. I have struggled emotionally and have seen the
financial impact through goods not being available to operate my business

2/19/2022 6:49 PM

19801

Negatively! Stress galore, loss of friends & family, judgements, lack of vacations, etc

2/19/2022 6:49 PM

19802

This mandate has torn my family apart. It has affected my kids mental health.

2/19/2022 6:49 PM

19803

Couldn’t see my family. Being masked to the point where I can’t breathe. Not being able to eat
at restaurants, etc. This has put a lot of stress in my life 😢

2/19/2022 6:49 PM

19804

I cant do basics things with my child anymore because of the mandates. No sports, no rec

2/19/2022 6:49 PM
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centre activities, NOTHING! My child doesn’t deserve to cover his beautiful face with a mask.
Ridiculous!!!! Kids are missing out.
19805

I’ve lost friends, been lonely, feel stuck at at hands of the government rules which are not
based on science. The way Canada handled this is disgusting! The media is complicit with the
lies that have been told

2/19/2022 6:49 PM

19806

I have been impacted in many ways! My job as I work in retail, family and connection. My
husbands family live out of the county and we have not been able to see them. He also has 2
kids that live in Quebec and we have not been able to see them in 2 years because of
mandates- These are his children! My wedding was impacted as we dealt with limitations and
restrictions this last year as well. This is NOT life, freedom needs to be restored!

2/19/2022 6:49 PM

19807

It has made it difficult to live and breathe.

2/19/2022 6:49 PM

19808

Job loss, loss of life, loss of any trust in government, loss of extracurricular activities,
depression

2/19/2022 6:49 PM

19809

2 years of hiding faces from my 2 year old , lack of freedom to take him to swim lessons or
other indoor events.

2/19/2022 6:49 PM

19810

Dividedmy family

2/19/2022 6:49 PM

19811

I can't travel Home to visita family

2/19/2022 6:49 PM

19812

Not good

2/19/2022 6:49 PM

19813

The mandate has affected my kids and grandkids in way of fear mongering, brainwashing and
lack of normal connection. The heavy hand of government has created division among
family/peers and work.

2/19/2022 6:48 PM

19814

I am not vaxs no vaxpass can't be a fireman anymore

2/19/2022 6:48 PM

19815

I am forced to wear a mask, which has been proven ineffective. I am not allowed to go to
events or done inside restaurants, even though an analysis of my blood has proven that I am
immune to covid.

2/19/2022 6:48 PM

19816

I have become a prisoner in my own country, I have been judged for my choice, I feel insulted
and bullied by our prime minister the person who is suppose to be looking out for me. I feel
fear has been spread by our news media and government. The science has not been fair in its
reporting this has created mistrust on all levels. This should never have been called a
pandemic and it should be stopped. Vaccines should not be called vaccines miss leading to
the older generation it should be called a virus shot/flue shot.

2/19/2022 6:48 PM

19817

Can’t work at specific jobs Suicide of friends

2/19/2022 6:48 PM

19818

Caused depression, and anxiety.

2/19/2022 6:48 PM

19819

I had to get the vaccine...and only got it so I was able to visit my mother in an old age home.
So literally had no real choice ...or never be able to visit my mother who's health has
deteriorated expedentially due to the lack of stimulation from family being able to visit her.

2/19/2022 6:48 PM

19820

I have been Isolated, threaten, not been able to attend and probably grieve 3 family deaths, my
job has been affected.

2/19/2022 6:48 PM

19821

My wife lost her job And in-laws own a restaurant and it’s been hell None of the mandates work
or make sense

2/19/2022 6:48 PM

19822

Trudeau has destroyed Canada the government of Canada should be ashamed of themselves
and the dictator Trudeau what he is doing in Ottawa makes me ashamed of Canada

2/19/2022 6:48 PM

19823

Mental health of whole family.

2/19/2022 6:48 PM

19824

Restrictive but better for the greater good.

2/19/2022 6:48 PM

19825

Make difficulty, hold up my freedom

2/19/2022 6:48 PM

19826

Haven't had a cold since 2019

2/19/2022 6:48 PM

19827

Coerced into ending my healthcare career or be terminated. Division between family and
friends. Have had to cancel planned vacations. Family members unable to get medical

2/19/2022 6:48 PM
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treatment due to shortage of health staff. Bouts of depression, anger. Dim outlook of my
future.
19828

I didn't get a stag and doe, Bachelorette party, wedding reception (only a ceremony of 10
people), no honeymoon, had to do all my pregnancy appointments without my husband. I can
not take my son to go swimming or to a restaurant. My husband was forced to get vaccinated
(get did not want it) or he would lose his job

2/19/2022 6:48 PM

19829

Not being able to visit with family. When I was in the hospital real sick, my sisters were not
able to come visit because of the restrictions. Only one of my sisters could visit. Going to see
family you feel like a criminal just to see familyZ

2/19/2022 6:48 PM

19830

very sad

2/19/2022 6:48 PM

19831

Left me isolated

2/19/2022 6:48 PM

19832

Can't access the gym and other services which has negatively impacted my mental and
physical health

2/19/2022 6:48 PM

19833

Beyond depressed, created separation and have no real want to get out as the controlling rules
bring out the meanness in people. This has only divided Canadians.

2/19/2022 6:48 PM

19834

I have been discriminated against because of the words of our PM and the hatered he has
incited against people who are unvaccinated. I feel like a second class citizen, imprisoned in
my own country. I have left a communist country to be free and what is happening in Canada
right now is worse the the martial law I have escaped.

2/19/2022 6:47 PM

19835

Mental health

2/19/2022 6:47 PM

19836

My children have been suffering. My daughter has developed severe anxiety and depression. I
have lost my job

2/19/2022 6:47 PM

19837

Mistrust for authorities

2/19/2022 6:47 PM

19838

Domestic abuse increased. Spouse threatened suicide. Depression set in. Kids are lonely.

2/19/2022 6:47 PM

19839

Not able to spend time with dying family member.

2/19/2022 6:47 PM

19840

The mandates have forced me to question and ultimately lose an immense amount of trust in
public health and our government to act in an ethical way to all Canadians. It saddens and
stresses me to hear the suffering, the mounting mental health crisis the loss of jobs which
threaten and ultimately affect all of us in this country because of the deceitful policies of our
failed government

2/19/2022 6:47 PM

19841

made apployment impossible for me at the moment as i will not get vaccinated, and has
changed daily life activities for me and my family

2/19/2022 6:47 PM

19842

Horribley. Monetarily Child abuse from my daughters school. Discrimination Abuse from people
with different opinions Physical health. Mental health. Segregation Devision with community
And more

2/19/2022 6:47 PM

19843

Seriously

2/19/2022 6:47 PM

19844

Lost job Lost my schooling Lost my business Lost my mental health Lost my physical health
due to doctor wait lists Lost all my income Lost my car My children's mental health is shit The
list just continues . Most of all faith in government, police, health care workers, scientists

2/19/2022 6:47 PM

19845

I can’t do anything.. got a fucking poke to just go out now it’s not needed…

2/19/2022 6:47 PM

19846

I have lost freedom of establishments. Family n friends have separated. I really don’t
appreciate my kid wearing a mask. The censorship of information on alternative medicine is
ridiculous. Other medications r available!!

2/19/2022 6:47 PM

19847

interrupted family life, lost money and relationships

2/19/2022 6:47 PM

19848

Has really

2/19/2022 6:47 PM

19849

Its torn my family and friends apart The disconnection and division has ruined society. I lost
my job which meant the absolute world to me which was helping vulnerable indigenous children
& their families

2/19/2022 6:47 PM

19850

It had divided my family, friends etc.

2/19/2022 6:47 PM
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19851

Lost my job

2/19/2022 6:47 PM

19852

It’s violated all of my individual rights and my fellow Canadians freedoms under Natural law,
international law and under the Canadian charter , bill of rights and common law of this land
Canada.

2/19/2022 6:46 PM

19853

I was forced to get a vaccine I didn't trust just to go about my everyday life

2/19/2022 6:46 PM

19854

It has reduced my work hours, it has taken away my right to say good bye to my grandfather,
and has brought on depression

2/19/2022 6:46 PM

19855

Negatively on all levels.

2/19/2022 6:46 PM

19856

Hard to see family, practice religion, see grandparents in other country.

2/19/2022 6:46 PM

19857

Negatively, lost my job, income and all social interaction

2/19/2022 6:46 PM

19858

My grandson wasn't able to graduate with his classmates because he does not comprehend
well with online learning. I've avoided lab tests, Dr. clinic for prescrip. renewals, and in dire
need of chiropractic, but scared to go where sick people go. On 3 different instances I've been
admitted in ER throughout my life due to reactions to prescribed med reactions. Thank God
each med was in pill form & could be stopped immediately. When specific ingredients are not
public knowledge for vaccine, I cannot trust "follow the science". Fully vaxxed people are still
ending up in hospital AND ICU, thus proof that it prevents nothing. A potential threat from
vaccine reaction can't be sucked out of the body once it has been injected.

2/19/2022 6:46 PM

19859

Lost my job as well as friends and social and travel activities.

2/19/2022 6:46 PM

19860

Wearing a mask gives me headaches, dry eyes and makes it tough to breathe.

2/19/2022 6:46 PM

19861

Lost my business

2/19/2022 6:46 PM

19862

Mental health division in family

2/19/2022 6:46 PM

19863

Financial Depression/ stress Nightmares Delayed surgery on a non union bone fracture.
Missed months of not seeing my new grandson. Missed months of not seeing my older
grandson. My daughter missed graduation. She missed school trips. She is suffering
depression. The mandates have destroyed our economy.

2/19/2022 6:46 PM

19864

Mental health lack of peace broken relationships

2/19/2022 6:46 PM

19865

More isolated, no social recreation, less work

2/19/2022 6:46 PM

19866

Rapid testing

2/19/2022 6:46 PM

19867

Lost employment

2/19/2022 6:46 PM

19868

Segregated . Can't go anywhere

2/19/2022 6:46 PM

19869

Limited my freedoms

2/19/2022 6:46 PM

19870

Social life is non existent. My husband and I can't travel. The lies from the government and the
Canadian media are over whelming and is getting very depressing. Most of us know the truth
about covid. Not being able to get the medications is criminal. These mandates and
restrictions have killed and lot of people.

2/19/2022 6:46 PM

19871

Loss of income, mobility and mental health of my family.

2/19/2022 6:46 PM

19872

Makes me feel segregated!

2/19/2022 6:45 PM

19873

Not able to see my family. Not able to mourn my grandmother and aunt when they passed
away all alone.

2/19/2022 6:45 PM

19874

It has caused my mother to die because I was not allowed to see her while she was
quarantining. We followed the rules and today I know that my compliance resulted in tragedy
that could have been avoided. So, yeah mandates didn’t not affect my life they changed it for
the worse

2/19/2022 6:45 PM

19875

Mental stress

2/19/2022 6:45 PM

19876

My school life was all online, we had to have a small graduation ceremony, I can't be with the

2/19/2022 6:45 PM
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people I want to be with, and I can't do a bunch of things I enjoy.
19877

My freedom of Choice as per the Charter of Rights have been and still are violated on so many
levels. I don’t trust our Prime Minister nor the Government. I have lived in Canada all my life
and since PM Trudeau has come into Power I don’t feel safe.

2/19/2022 6:45 PM

19878

I'm discriminated.Masking made me sick. I'm allergy to vaccine. Totally take out my freedom
to travel outside of the country.

2/19/2022 6:45 PM

19879

Knowing people have to wear masks makes me feel safer to go to work or any necessary in
person shopping.

2/19/2022 6:45 PM

19880

Poor mental health

2/19/2022 6:45 PM

19881

I lost my job because they closed due to Covid.

2/19/2022 6:45 PM

19882

Lost job lost family members and friends .. and my mental health

2/19/2022 6:45 PM

19883

Isolation and suicide ideation leads to more drinking and hospital visits

2/19/2022 6:45 PM

19884

The mandates have isolated me from my family, friends and meeting people. My son has
never seen a non masked face in public, he has not had the opportunity to have play dates or
go swimming. The vaccine mandate has put a wedge in my family and friends relationships. It
has isolated me from the rest of society. Society has cast the unvaccinated out like a rat in
the mud. Treated worse than a dog, dogs are allowed in some patios, unvaccinated are not
permitted.

2/19/2022 6:44 PM

19885

Stessful

2/19/2022 6:44 PM

19886

Loss of business, loss if marriage, loss of money, loss of life. Loss if respect for government
and police.

2/19/2022 6:44 PM

19887

Unvaxd, therefore only able to shop or grab take out. Not allowed anywhere else. Wasnt able
to visit my mom while in the hospital for 3 weeks despite being her caregiver as she lives with
me. Almost not allowed to attend a medical appt at musercordia was segregated from others
and only allowed in because of being her caregiver. Wasnt able to see my grandpa for over a
year until we were allowed in when he was no longer alert and about to die to say good bye and
at limited numbers, also had to wait 6 months for his funeral. Unable to travel.

2/19/2022 6:44 PM

19888

We’re copying with these mandates to keep our family safe and healthy.

2/19/2022 6:44 PM

19889

Depression

2/19/2022 6:44 PM

19890

Every way

2/19/2022 6:44 PM

19891

Devastated!

2/19/2022 6:44 PM

19892

It prevented me from accessing my local gym, which promotes my metabolic health, as well
as made me feel segregated from society due to vaccine status. This has negatively impacted
my mental and physical health.

2/19/2022 6:44 PM

19893

I had to get jabbed or lose my job. I did not want the vax so it was under duress. It has also
caused divisiveness at home , work & with some friends. I cant believe we have lost our
freedom. The tyranny of our prime minister & premier is disgusting & unacceptable. The
propaganda & fear mongering should bring shame to those who played a part in it as well as
the media not reporting anything truthfully.

2/19/2022 6:44 PM

19894

Social isolation

2/19/2022 6:44 PM

19895

Ruined relationships, affected my family’s mental health.

2/19/2022 6:44 PM

19896

Divisions among friends and family

2/19/2022 6:44 PM

19897

I do business in the US and we have been unable to conduct business in person because of
the border restrictions. My son is behind in social activities. Decreased moral because of
masking. I am a Paramedic and the ability to not be able to show my face expressions to my
patients, and not being able to see my patient’s face, has made my job more difficult.

2/19/2022 6:44 PM

19898

Divided friends family work place.

2/19/2022 6:44 PM

19899

Family gatherings and weddings cancelled, shopping spoiled by masks, family, friends and
neighborhood divisions over vaccine, travel plans ruined, grandchildren’s education threatened,

2/19/2022 6:43 PM
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sadness and concerns over vaccine injuries/deaths seen.
19900

Job less and can’t leave my house, no friends now either we all fight

2/19/2022 6:43 PM

19901

I have been discriminated against. I cannot go to restaurants, gyms, etc. I have a mask
exemption that people do not respect! We need to end the discrimination.

2/19/2022 6:43 PM

19902

Made me feel safer

2/19/2022 6:43 PM

19903

There are not enough words to express. But start with: lost job, income,financial stress,
divorce, mental health, anxiety (never previously experienced), wait gain, health issues, higher
than normal alcohol consumption. Fear....and more.

2/19/2022 6:43 PM

19904

Traumatically. Trauma started with the masks, prejudice, fear, anger, division &
dehumanization.

2/19/2022 6:43 PM

19905

I'm doing okay. I don't get out much anyway. I like my own space.

2/19/2022 6:43 PM

19906

Mental health has gone way way down in my whole family

2/19/2022 6:43 PM

19907

Family visitations; division.

2/19/2022 6:43 PM

19908

It has caused arguments with family members, co-workers and divided us as Canadians. The
media has portrayed people who for all sorts of reasons do not want to take the vaccines as
criminals and second class citizens. Alot of the people were praised in the beginning of the
pandemic as heroes and essentials workers. Now they are evil and should be ostracized from
society. It's ridiculous. We have so much more information now, the lockdowns have done way
more damage than good. Canadians are loved all over the world, to demonize them makes no
sense to people watching this and can see right through our Prime Minister Trudeau.

2/19/2022 6:43 PM

19909

Division in family

2/19/2022 6:43 PM

19910

I have been locked in a care home for two years no family visits

2/19/2022 6:43 PM

19911

It has caused chronic stress disorder, financial stress, distance from family who is sick and we
cannot visit because of vaccine passports.

2/19/2022 6:43 PM

19912

Loss of freedom to do what I choose.

2/19/2022 6:43 PM

19913

I feel like I am being punished and persecuted due to "noncompliance" while I hold a bona fide
concentious / religious objection. With equal risk of spreading covid regardless or vax status, I
am not treated equal.

2/19/2022 6:43 PM

19914

I have been depressed, felt sad and angry at how the federal government has acted

2/19/2022 6:43 PM

19915

Rising price,s and destroying our economy.

2/19/2022 6:43 PM

19916

I got double vaxxed so I could fly to see my family, and have not felt like myself, health wise,
since.

2/19/2022 6:43 PM

19917

Forced me to choice if I get a job or not.

2/19/2022 6:42 PM

19918

Many ways. Division of family and friends. Not being able to spend Christmas and other
occasions with family and elderly Mother that we’ve been robbed with our time with her. Our
rights bring stripped, the backlash. Not being able to travel and have family in the US. All the
rules, mandates etc

2/19/2022 6:42 PM

19919

Lost job

2/19/2022 6:42 PM

19920

Slowed down my business growth and spent way less time with loved ones!!

2/19/2022 6:42 PM

19921

Almost cost me my career as an RN in an emergency dept. (I was coerced to get a vaccine I
didn't want - then got covid anyway!), it has caused division and medical segregation. People
have discriminated against me for my personal choice. I suffered a complete loss of income
for 6 weeks due to being put on a leave of absence for my medical choice. The mandates
have caused a great deal of stress for me and my family.

2/19/2022 6:42 PM

19922

Huge strain and stress from lies and uncertainty. Financial, mental, physical, emotional and
spiritual stress from government deceiving the people! I pray for their salvation!!

2/19/2022 6:42 PM

19923

Financially. Mentally. Socially

2/19/2022 6:42 PM
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19924

Ruined relationships with family and friends. Affected my job. Effected my son. As a whole it
is difficult to see a future if the mandates are in place.

2/19/2022 6:42 PM

19925

Reduced my companies operating abilities by 55 - 60 percent, mental health fatigue, extreme
frustration with the government. HAVE LOST ALL FAITH IN ANY GOVERNMENT OFFICIALS
IN ONTARIO/CANADA!!! JUSTIN CASTRO MUST GO!!!

2/19/2022 6:42 PM

19926

The mandate has created an atmosphere of fear and given certain persons the power to bully
and coerce their friends and neighbours. Threatened job loss and ability to care for elderly
family members.

2/19/2022 6:42 PM

19927

Mandates have effected my freedoms that I was born with. It has effected all of my
grandchildren masking children that is in humane

2/19/2022 6:42 PM

19928

Money,mentally,paying for tutoring, inflation. In what way hasn’t this affected me would have
been a better question.

2/19/2022 6:42 PM

19929

My mother had a stroke after the second vaccine and died. My brother had multiple strokes
after the second dose and is in a wheel chair

2/19/2022 6:42 PM

19930

I admire the way the truckers made their point. They did not just quietly say their piece. They
showed us all. If Trudeau had even given them a listening ear it could have turned out so much
better. Now he acts like a dictator. God help us

2/19/2022 6:42 PM

19931

It has not

2/19/2022 6:42 PM

19932

It hasn't really except that we don't know the long term affects of the vaccine.

2/19/2022 6:42 PM

19933

My husband had to quit his job due to the company requiring him to disclose his vaccination
status, which is against the Charter of Rights.

2/19/2022 6:42 PM

19934

Making me feel like a dirty, diseased person who is not safe to be around. I take precautions, I
haven’t had COVID, I’m 65 years old

2/19/2022 6:42 PM

19935

I can no longer work at what I love doing which is 30 years of being a ski instructor at
Sunshine Village in Banff AB, as well as the my last 11 summers as a boat Captain and tour
guide here in the Banff National Park, because I won't participate in a proven ineffective
experimental injection.

2/19/2022 6:42 PM

19936

Secretly restricted my freedoms even though I am COVID positive recovered.

2/19/2022 6:42 PM

19937

I cant go anywhere. I can take my son to group activities. I gave birth alone. It's negativly
effective my mental health.

2/19/2022 6:42 PM

19938

Every aspect!!! Mental, social and physical. This needs to end. Dehumanizing is wrong and
that’s what has happened

2/19/2022 6:42 PM

19939

Feel like a Prisoner in my Country, Community and Home!

2/19/2022 6:41 PM

19940

Difficult to visit and take care of elderly parents

2/19/2022 6:41 PM

19941

I had to close my business and take a substantially lesser paying job; My employer is trying to
force mandates on me against my will, and ultimately trying to fire me for standing my ground;
I have multiple health conditions with masks and am being discriminated against for this
reason; I have been refused service and access to businesses because of discriminatory
policies and mandates.

2/19/2022 6:41 PM

19942

Mental health unemployment unable to see family

2/19/2022 6:41 PM

19943

How hasn’t it?

2/19/2022 6:41 PM

19944

I can’t gather with my family if I don’t have it. Many family members are too sensitive and
expressed the wouldn’t go to a family event if others were not vaccinated.

2/19/2022 6:41 PM

19945

If I wanted a dictatorship leadership I would have moved

2/19/2022 6:41 PM

19946

Horribly

2/19/2022 6:41 PM

19947

Mentally and physically depressing , segregated from ever day living.

2/19/2022 6:41 PM

19948

I can't go anywhere. My social life and ability to travel is gone.

2/19/2022 6:41 PM
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19949

Can’t live freely

2/19/2022 6:41 PM

19950

Extra stress, depression, hopelessness, fear and mistrust of our government.

2/19/2022 6:41 PM

19951

ALL HUMAN RIGHTS CRIMINAL VIOLATIONS

2/19/2022 6:41 PM

19952

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 6:41 PM

19953

All is good for me

2/19/2022 6:41 PM

19954

I have not been able to visit my family in Europe and about to lose my job due to vaccine
mandate for healthcare workers.

2/19/2022 6:41 PM

19955

It's destroyed my life caused depression in my children and anxiety and stress in general.

2/19/2022 6:41 PM

19956

Destroyed relationships destroyed economy Affected learning in a very negative way for
children at schools depression

2/19/2022 6:41 PM

19957

Taken away jobs and freedoms of my family

2/19/2022 6:41 PM

19958

It has effected my life by hurting my mental health being locked inside and not being able to
see family or friend. Not being able to get out and socialize with people and make new friends

2/19/2022 6:40 PM

19959

All the mandates. I find the whole thing ridiculous. Where did common sense go, a new proper
hygiene go.

2/19/2022 6:40 PM

19960

my 94 year mother is left alone day after day waiting for visiting to change. The truckers have
made a point but it's time they leave. they are making fools of themselves now. Trudeau
should have never forced the mandate for the truck drivers at this stage in the pandemic. The
mandates did not work at all. We only gained 4% increase in vaccine rates and for what? More
division.

2/19/2022 6:40 PM

19961

All

2/19/2022 6:40 PM

19962

Interfered with my ability to engage with my family. My grandmother has withered away due to
no family gatherings. She had two mini strokes post lockdown

2/19/2022 6:40 PM

19963

It has taken away my freedom to travel, visit with people, to come and go as I please and has
brought division to families, communities and our country.

2/19/2022 6:40 PM

19964

Negatively in all aspects.

2/19/2022 6:40 PM

19965

Business closure. On the brink of financial ruin. House foreclosure. Memtal health taking a toll.
Substance abuse wayyyy up.

2/19/2022 6:40 PM

19966

divided family ..people thinking that if they are near an unvaccinated person they will get covid
and die

2/19/2022 6:40 PM

19967

Not being with our grandchildren and my husband has anxiety attacks at the thought of our
kids coming home for visits

2/19/2022 6:40 PM

19968

Immeasurably!! Impossible to list in a survey

2/19/2022 6:40 PM

19969

Done with it

2/19/2022 6:40 PM

19970

Lack of finding employment, uncertainty of the future. Vaccines proven not to be effective so
why do we still have things in place. Numerous of people I know with side effects of the
vaccine. One died. Even vaccinated you still get locked down to do nothing. Emotional and
Mentally hard , loss of our freedom

2/19/2022 6:40 PM

19971

It has caused unnecessary division in our family because of the one sided views. There was
no full scientific debate the narrative has been very once sided.

2/19/2022 6:40 PM

19972

Was put on stress leave from my doctor for 2 months and am now back to work at 25 %.

2/19/2022 6:40 PM

19973

Fired from work. No money.

2/19/2022 6:40 PM

19974

How hasn't it, vaxxed or unvaxxed you can still get covid, small business has suffered greatly
while big Corp and the rich elite have all prospered and never lost a paycheck. After all the
money spent on covid they could have strengthened every hospital in Canada and added beds
or even built new hospitals, the government wasted money and handled this extremely horrible

2/19/2022 6:40 PM
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19975

OMG that’s a stupid question LOOK AROUND!! It’s everything NEGATIVE

2/19/2022 6:40 PM

19976

I have been out of work because Restaurants were closed

2/19/2022 6:40 PM

19977

How about feeling like I am back in Communist Poland all over again?

2/19/2022 6:40 PM

19978

Although I'm vaccinated , I've had to isolate after domestic travel. Work projects cancelled
because some members of management aren't vaccinated. My mom suffered a stroke in
February 2021 and spent her entire stay in hospital alone. During same month an aunt passed
away we couldn't have a funeral service for her.

2/19/2022 6:40 PM

19979

Taken freedom away

2/19/2022 6:40 PM

19980

Very dramatically

2/19/2022 6:39 PM

19981

Entirely

2/19/2022 6:39 PM

19982

Depression Debt Separation from family I’m drinking more Feelings of isolation

2/19/2022 6:39 PM

19983

Lost half my business - my son is an engineer had to get vaccinated to get a job- divided our
family and friends

2/19/2022 6:39 PM

19984

Terrible

2/19/2022 6:39 PM

19985

I am not focused on the individual impact in my life. We are need to make sacrifces to support
healthy communities and the vulnerable people who are our neighbours.

2/19/2022 6:39 PM

19986

The mandate is so inhumane and wrong . We live in CANADA. This is not right . It’s causing a
devide between people , it’s causing the government so much money because no one is able
to work. Our healthcare system is failing because there making nurses get vaccines and the
ones who don’t are hired which is killing the healthcare system

2/19/2022 6:39 PM

19987

Family members lost employment. Hospitals are understaffed and family members had to get
very costly private health. I felt discriminated against and have lost some life long friends.

2/19/2022 6:39 PM

19988

Always being told what I can and cannot do. No freedom of choice. Feeling like a second class
citizen. Frustration of the constant changing of the rules. Frustrated at the lack of dialog
between the so called experts in medicine and the real experts in medicine.

2/19/2022 6:39 PM

19989

Not good

2/19/2022 6:39 PM

19990

Life sucks. Can’t do anything. Can’t take my kids or wife out anywhere

2/19/2022 6:39 PM

19991

work

2/19/2022 6:39 PM

19992

Lost a job, financial and emotional stress, unable to visit dying family, treated like a second
class citizen, unable to travel.

2/19/2022 6:39 PM

19993

Lack of medical treatment

2/19/2022 6:39 PM

19994

Social isolation Being treated like a second class's citizen because of a medical decision.
Loss of social connection due to personal choice.

2/19/2022 6:39 PM

19995

Immensely. They’ve negatively affected my mental/emotional health, my social life, my family
and children, my relationships, my work, my entire life!

2/19/2022 6:39 PM

19996

Feeling isolated, discrimination against my family, fighting for mental health supports

2/19/2022 6:39 PM

19997

In every way from work to social life

2/19/2022 6:39 PM

19998

Loss of family and friends

2/19/2022 6:38 PM

19999

Mandates through our government driven societal divisions have adversely affected my family
& friend relationships. They have impacted my athletic involvement and social connections in
general.

2/19/2022 6:38 PM

20000

Lost my job

2/19/2022 6:38 PM

20001

Hindered normal life style and kept us out of church far too long!

2/19/2022 6:38 PM

20002

Stopped me from travel

2/19/2022 6:38 PM

20003

Not at all. I never buy into stuff. I follow my heart

2/19/2022 6:38 PM
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20004

It’s nearly crush my business and put me 5 behind in my life plans.

2/19/2022 6:38 PM

20005

Isolation, worries about mental health for the youth

2/19/2022 6:38 PM

20006

Family and friends divided , grandkids not wanting to wear masks in class , and missing their
friends ,and birthday gatherings. Going to restaurants for family gatherings on special
occasions . Not being able to go to a funeral and missing out on a wedding .

2/19/2022 6:38 PM

20007

It is no longer a life not being able to live.

2/19/2022 6:38 PM

20008

I can't go and see movies or eat at restaurants

2/19/2022 6:38 PM

20009

I’m tired and fed up with the way Trudeau has handled everything. We’re all fed up. Children
are growing up in what has become a Communist country.

2/19/2022 6:38 PM

20010

Lost my Job

2/19/2022 6:38 PM

20011

I have lost over $48k in income, struggling with rent and bills, being terminated from Ford
Motor Company in Oakville because I do not trust these useless covid injections, my higj
school children have suffered greatly mentally and socially, toxic workplaces where Company
and union say take the issue to ministry of health, friends and family members have
ostracized us for choosing to NOT covid inject, entire division across the country, a Prime
Minister Puppet who has stolen democracy over night and refuses to recognize common law
and one's Inalienable Rights, a government that I ha e never been so angry, disgusted, and no
longer trust to any extent, my children and I are seriously considering moving outside of
Canada because of the greed, corruption and dictatorship from a child wanting to out do daddy
by having temper tantrums, blatant lying, tyranny and prejudice against any one person who
doesn't lick his assailed and ask for more. I used to be a proud Canadian, now I am beyond
sick and disgusted with how our government has turned this beautiful country to literal shit on
all levels. The question should be, how hasn't the mandate affected any life negatively?!!!

2/19/2022 6:38 PM

20012

ADDED COVID protocol at schools. Have to make quick transitions to remote learning.
Decreased learnjng

2/19/2022 6:38 PM

20013

By not giving me the freedoms to lead a regular life. Also, by splitting Canadians.

2/19/2022 6:38 PM

20014

Frustrated that more people didn't do the right things

2/19/2022 6:38 PM

20015

Disunity among Canadians

2/19/2022 6:38 PM

20016

Not in any substantial way. Lockdowns have affected my life, mandates have not. I am not a
huge fan of mandates but since the Ford government is too busy lining its donors' pockets to
make any serious effort to prepare schools and hospitals to get through the pandemic,
compared to lockdowns, I'll take mandates any day.

2/19/2022 6:38 PM

20017

Badly enough

2/19/2022 6:38 PM

20018

Lost time with family and friends, taken a toll on my mental health, and forced to be
vaccinated to take my kids to any sports.

2/19/2022 6:37 PM

20019

My job loss

2/19/2022 6:37 PM

20020

Divisive

2/19/2022 6:37 PM

20021

Slowed down life

2/19/2022 6:37 PM

20022

I'm afraid to get the jab and I could lose my job. I am a single mother send need to os my bills.
Mental health had been affected. Too much stress.

2/19/2022 6:37 PM

20023

Kept me safe from a deadly virus

2/19/2022 6:37 PM

20024

In so many ways. Physical health (not able to go play sports); emotional (kids home,
inconsistent schedules for planning, homebound in a not always healthy home environment...
and more!!

2/19/2022 6:37 PM

20025

My husband and I have lost our jobs and my kids have not been able to start school

2/19/2022 6:37 PM

20026

Less contact with friends and family. Occasionally hard to breathe with masks on

2/19/2022 6:37 PM

20027

Cannot travel to see my family

2/19/2022 6:37 PM

20028

Every part

2/19/2022 6:37 PM
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20029

It has taken something away from me that is inherently mine

2/19/2022 6:37 PM

20030

Got fired from my job as a advanced train paramedic, for not vaccinating

2/19/2022 6:37 PM

20031

Loss of freedom of movement as guaranteed in the charter of rights & freedoms.

2/19/2022 6:37 PM

20032

Perdu leurs emplois,restrictions Famillial,restrictions d’activités…

2/19/2022 6:37 PM

20033

Too many ways to list.

2/19/2022 6:36 PM

20034

Financially. Mental health. Employment. Family functions

2/19/2022 6:36 PM

20035

Unable to travel, dine at restaurants and limited work opportunities.

2/19/2022 6:36 PM

20036

I will not show medical info and have been segregated. They have caused division between
family and friends, who now understand my view. The harassment from costumers at work

2/19/2022 6:36 PM

20037

They are absolutely ridiculous & useless! The covid narrative has been a terrible derailment
caused by mainstream media & the liberals! Completely disrespectful of our rights as
Canadians!

2/19/2022 6:36 PM

20038

It has been hard on my lungs, breathing with a mask 8 hours/day for 2 years. As a single
person I have been made to feel lonely and been discouraged about my social life for my well
being. It has divided my family.

2/19/2022 6:36 PM

20039

I missed my own mother’s last breathe because only two people were allowed in her room at a
time. I missed spending quality time with my mother due to all of the mandates!! We haven’t
even had a funeral for her yet and she died in December, 2020. Our family constantly argues
about this nonsense! Fear has made people crazy!

2/19/2022 6:36 PM

20040

Kept me from visiting my 93 yr old mom in a care home for 4 months & can’t cross border to
visit son in California

2/19/2022 6:36 PM

20041

I can’t travel to visit my family and financially

2/19/2022 6:36 PM

20042

Lost my job

2/19/2022 6:36 PM

20043

The loss of access to my family, friends and faith community triggored my first clinically
diagnosed depression and burnout which required a leave of absence from my teaching
position and ongoing medication. I am grieving the ongoing loss of my Constitutional freedoms.
My children feel safest at home where they are able to be free from masks, restrictions and
bullying. Caused division between extended family members. I fear that I may face legal
consequences for my thoughts and feelings.

2/19/2022 6:36 PM

20044

It has wrecked my life emotionally and physically And financially. It will take years to recover.
It has split the family. It has caused emotional depression. It has caused huge financial loss to
our business. Loss of freedom for my grand kids in school and activities. And trauma from
them being forced to wear masks. It has taken two years away from their little lives. It has
caused depression being so isolated from everyone. It has caused me to feel like a criminal
when I just plain got fed up and stopped wearing the stupid mask.

2/19/2022 6:36 PM

20045

Ruined my life Can’t pay bills

2/19/2022 6:36 PM

20046

It brought serious doubt if Canada will survive the political and economical turmoil by the
actions taken by government. Canada is becoming a full blown communist country

2/19/2022 6:36 PM

20047

The first shot I took willingly to be part of the solution but as more and more issues started to
show up about it I felt pressured to take the second shot. Jumping through the hoops so we
could travel. The nurse almost didn't vaccinate me because I was crying it felt like being raped
I had no choice but to allow someone to stick something in by body I didn't want. Even though
I am considered fully vaccinated it breaks my heart that my friends and family are being
treated as less than human for choosing not to take a vaccine that has no track record with
brand new technology. Watching the government overreach has been quite terrifying I have
been to Auschwitz and this feels so similar in many ways.

2/19/2022 6:36 PM

20048

It has driven a wedge through our family. It has divided us between vaccinated and
unvaccinated!

2/19/2022 6:35 PM

20049

In every way imaginable

2/19/2022 6:35 PM
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20050

I was put on a unpaid leave from my job of seven years, was unable to get EI benefits that I’ve
paid into.

2/19/2022 6:35 PM

20051

! Horribly

2/19/2022 6:35 PM

20052

I take care of my mothers needs like shopping and visit with her. She can't go out a visit with
out quarantine for 14 days. Couldn't visit her with the Vax mandates.

2/19/2022 6:35 PM

20053

In every conceivable way, none of it good or positive. Trudeau needs to be arrested and
imprisoned for life. Every Politician needs to fined for assisting rtrying ruin Canada and the
lives of every Canadian! We as Canadians are done with all this Political bullshit.

2/19/2022 6:35 PM

20054

I'll need more room to write!!

2/19/2022 6:35 PM

20055

Increased stress for work and personal life significantly

2/19/2022 6:35 PM

20056

In every way.

2/19/2022 6:35 PM

20057

loss of income

2/19/2022 6:35 PM

20058

Can't breath with these masks. I know people who have had very bad side effects. I am
scared.

2/19/2022 6:35 PM

20059

It has taken away my right to choose

2/19/2022 6:35 PM

20060

Limited access to places

2/19/2022 6:35 PM

20061

Inflation, lost freedom, lost relationships

2/19/2022 6:35 PM

20062

I was not able to continue to work in the health care field without a vaccine

2/19/2022 6:35 PM

20063

Put more stress on everyday living

2/19/2022 6:35 PM

20064

Negatively. Trying to force an experimental drug into my body with no knowledge of long term
effects. Without it I am treated as sub-human with diminished rights. I am punished and can't
even leave this country if I want to. Major government over-reach, so much damage to so
many Canadians and our public servants (note the word servant) don't even seem to care.

2/19/2022 6:35 PM

20065

My freedom has been taken away.

2/19/2022 6:35 PM

20066

I cannot take my children anywhere. I cannot mask and I refuse to mask my children unless
absolutely necessary We do not want to get the experimental injection and are therefore
excluded from society. This has torn apart families and friends when people should just
respect others' decisions about what goes into their bodies. It is unconscionable that people
would lose their jobs over the vaccine mandate.

2/19/2022 6:35 PM

20067

Made it horrible.

2/19/2022 6:35 PM

20068

Unable to work

2/19/2022 6:34 PM

20069

Stress, loss of work, discriminations, segregation, mental and physical health issues.......

2/19/2022 6:34 PM

20070

Ruined it

2/19/2022 6:34 PM

20071

Stressful and lost opportunity to spend time with family and friends.

2/19/2022 6:34 PM

20072

As a long haul driver it’s been hard to eat at places or even use the bathroom.

2/19/2022 6:34 PM

20073

Coerced and bullied into taking vaccine to keep my job.

2/19/2022 6:34 PM

20074

Travelling, take plane, take train, not go to shop on Québec, not go to theater, or restaurant,
have meeting for work or participate to Congress, can not participate to sports activities,
choral. Difficult relationship with friends and family, some who's ended, see friends lost their
jobs, see my three daughters stop schools and sports and music. Having the pression to take
the vaccine, be isolate, obligate to reavel this medical information. etc. Etc. The worst thing is
to see so many people around me who don't care, they are cumfortable and they don't want to
know what is going on. Thank you for what you did for our future. Take care!! :) (Excuse the
bad english!! )

2/19/2022 6:34 PM

20075

It has been really hard feeling rejected by society for a personal choice.

2/19/2022 6:34 PM

20076

I’ve lost my job, my house, my family. Thank you! Canada sucks!

2/19/2022 6:34 PM
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20077

It has made me feel safe and like the Government is putting human lives over profits by
protecting the healthcare system and at risk individuals.

2/19/2022 6:34 PM

20078

Family and friends divided business suffered

2/19/2022 6:34 PM

20079

Depression and fear

2/19/2022 6:34 PM

20080

My kids have had to be held back in school, masks have irritated and damaged their skin, they
don't understand why they can't just be around people and friends, my husband was forced to
take a stand at work my daughter was afraid she might not even get to attend her graduation
ceremony. My oldest can't come home to visit because of mandates across the country

2/19/2022 6:34 PM

20081

I’m experiencing extreme anxiety and depression as well as migraines from the stressful
environment that has tried to force everyone into putting an experimental drug in our bodies
without personal consent. Also cannot go back to school to get a proper job in my field of
medicine. Also my family , my own daughter and grandkids have been torn apart in regards to
what is true and false because we are not getting the transparency that we deserve.

2/19/2022 6:34 PM

20082

KEPT ME LIKE A PRISONER IN MY HOUSE AND IN MY PROVINCE

2/19/2022 6:34 PM

20083

Traumatized

2/19/2022 6:34 PM

20084

Lost Wages, stress, decreased mental health, and physical health, for me and my patients, I
feel like a 2nd class citizen, It reminds me of the holocaust...first there were passports. It's a
loss of democracy for all Canadians. The future of our children and grandchildren are at stake.
What's happening on Parliament is illegal. The violence is caused by the authorities not the
protesters. As a dual citizen, I've started job hunting in the USA. That's how serious it is to
me.

2/19/2022 6:34 PM

20085

Terrible

2/19/2022 6:34 PM

20086

Unable to travel freely on airplane. Visit family. School programs, and sports for my children.
Financially, unable to apply for jobs I am qualified for. My church life, fellowship with believers
....The list goes on

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20087

I stay home more.

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20088

Isolation- not able to have special events with family members

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20089

It has kept us isolated and pitted family members against one another! It has kept us stressed
to see our country and our freedom going downhill rapidly.

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20090

Increased anxiety. Insomnia. My autoimmune condition has worsened. Increased feelings of
loneliness and despair. Loss of friendships and connection. I may lose my licence and job.

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20091

Anxiety and stress.

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20092

Being bullied, can't breath in mask

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20093

Depression,social anxiety loss of money. Housing market out of reach. Loss of experiences
and opportunities and many more things.

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20094

Relationships, health

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20095

Can’t do family and friends gathering. It ‘s affected my mental health. Because of Restrictions
of travel , My parent haven’t seen their sons for yrs.

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20096

I have been suck in the house while I'm pregnant no social life no visit very depressing

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20097

Loneliness.

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20098

I couldn’t host a proper funeral for my daughter, who died during covid - due to a tragic
accident. And I was already struggling before that being a single mother with no help financially
from their dad! Which wore on me hard mentally. The weight I continue to carry still to this day,
wanting my fucking freedom back and the death of my child and all the struggles covid has
brought. I want it over! Immediately! My kids haven’t had a normal life. My son doesn’t
understand what firs like to live without a mask. And my oldestdaughter will never forget this.
They need help with their educations because of the mandates. Everything is out of order and
doesn’t make sense and they suffer the most! They are our future and we arnt giving them
what they need to survive we are not setting them up for success.

2/19/2022 6:33 PM
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20099

Lost of my job

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20100

Destroying the Economy. Science doesn't support the l9ckdown

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20101

It has divided me and some of my friend,I'm not comfortable when I got to shops without a
mask because exemptions are not accepted,I'm a senior it's very hard on me when I go out I
never know what to expect from poeple around me.

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20102

Very negatively!! Enough said!!

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20103

Created division amongst family and friends. Created depression

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20104

Family, employment,social dovio

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20105

Loss of friendships, family division, impact of financial success, restricted travel, death and
loneliness of elderly relatives

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20106

Loss of work. Couldn’t see my dying father. Couldn’t have a funeral for him. Couldn’t see
grandkids. Anxiety, depression

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20107

Placed on unpaid leave and my 2 children are not experiencing a normal childhood

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20108

Charter rights have been infringed upon due to my vaccine status.

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20109

It has greatly in many ways.

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20110

It has protected me by minimizing the spread and severity of the virus.

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20111

I'm afraid to answer but it has made me believe in Jesus Christ and the truth about covid and
unnecessary mandates will come to light. 2. and it has made me more depressed, bitter and
not trust any authority figures and not trust our Public Health of Canada and the complete
medical system.

2/19/2022 6:33 PM

20112

Very negatively

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20113

Lost my job I’m a prisoner in my own country

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20114

Restricted my movement Discriminated against me

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20115

Too many to list

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20116

My children’s lives

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20117

It has given me depression.

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20118

DESTROYED

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20119

It has made me realize how corrupt our government is to unilaterally suspend our rights at the
drop of a hat! Clearly, they never want us to have our freedoms back!

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20120

I lost my choices in life and freedom to do business in Canada or accross the border. I also
missed and still missing hospital visits with family who are ill from other medical issues
unrelated to covid. I also missed close family members funerals because of the delay at the
land and air borders 3 times. I am sad and bitter that I couldn't even attend their funerals
because I didn't see them before they passed on and still cannot believe they passed away. If
I were there then I could accept that they passed on but their deaths didn't have anything to do
with covid.

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20121

Mentally exhausted. Depression of being told by government officials how to live my life and
my family's for the past two years. The deception of our current leader and party and health
care professionals. Lack of trust in the dictator and tyrant that we call the Prime Minister. He
has done nothing but divide a nation and he will be the cause of a civil war within Canada. He
just keeps dividing Canadian citizens with the lies that spew from his mouth, the incompetence
to lead a nation and the lack of transparency and truth. Also the events that transpired over the
weekend in Ottawa has made me lose faith and trust in the many police services that were
assaulting citizens, trampling two elderly people with a 1200lb or more animal!! Who the hell
calls an emergency act on peaceful protestors that legally have a right to assemble, I'll tell you
who, a power hungry tyrant, narcissistic, inhumane excuse of a human being that claims to be
a leader. Who the hell freezes bank accounts over donations of 10$, 20$ dollars. It really isn't
about the amount of money donated but the fact that the government has so much power over
citizens of a democratic country, well once democratic. It was not just a truckers protest but a

2/19/2022 6:32 PM
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protest of a lot of Canadian citizens, middle class family's just trying to survive under this
idiotic Liberal government. There are many people like myself who want to speak out but are
afraid. This man or so called leader will be the demise of Canada and we cannot even speak
out as a nation without fear of repercussions. That makes me scared, sad for the future and
my child's future. What I watched last night in Ottawa from streams online was appalling. We
are now in a police state. The garbage that MSM spreads is down right deceitful because the
Liberal government pays them off with grants by the millions if not billions, so they are not
going to bite the hand that feeds them. I loved Canada all my life, now I'm not sure and that all
changed by what one poor excuse of a human being has done to this nation since he has been
in power. He needs to resign and let the healing begin in this nation that my take years if not
generations to heal. He rules by fraud and force and when the fraud is uncovered all that is left
to rule by is force and I have seen this first hand over the last 3 weeks. Sad, depressing,
mental anguish that's how these mandates and this tyrant is making me feel! This has nothing
to do about mandates anymore, this has to do with how much power he can gain over the
Canadian people.
20122

caused separation

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20123

My work, has drastically dropped…friends who’ve turned to drugs and alcohol, I’ve lost friends
to suicide.

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20124

It affects all of our freedoms

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20125

Can’t put into words

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20126

NA

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20127

Made my work much more difficult!

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20128

Has kept me from feeling like I have any choice to live the way I use to. Almost ended my
small business and social life.

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20129

I’ve lots my job in a management position I’ve loved and worked hard to advance myself in
over 13years with a company car telephone internet and the respect of my colleagues as a
leader. It has changed how to make interact with other people including my wife of 25yrs

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20130

My life has become lonely and stressful. I have been prevented from visiting my cherished
grandchildren and other close family members and participating in healthy, happy, beneficial
community activities. Additionally, the Prime Minister’s hate speeches where he hurls slurs of
every kind at groups he deems ‘unacceptable’ do not belong in the Canada we know and love,
and have created fear and anxiety for many people. He appears to be threatening them and
inciting violence towards them. This behaviour is reckless and dangerous, adds to the tension
we are all under, and shows a complete disrespect for the shared values of our country,

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20131

Can’t go anywhere, take my kids out, can’t get work in my chosen field

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20132

Every part!!!

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20133

My wife is in hospita;l and I could not visit her for a few weeks.

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20134

Negatively

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20135

I can’t fly or ho into restaurants

2/19/2022 6:32 PM

20136

Solitude and depression

2/19/2022 6:31 PM

20137

Unable to attend church, family gatherings, visit neighbours

2/19/2022 6:31 PM

20138

Pain in the butt

2/19/2022 6:31 PM

20139

Freedom lost

2/19/2022 6:31 PM

20140

I’m a teenage girl in New Brunswick and being told repeatedly by people around me and by our
prime minister that I am a bad person for choosing to be unvaccinated against covid is
seriously harming to my mental health. Having to tell my friends I can’t go skiing with them
(which is outside) because I’m unvaccinated is unnecessary and embarrassing. and the
government has overstepped and destroyed many lives, families, and relationships because of
this division.

2/19/2022 6:31 PM

20141

terrible: can't travel, can't visit restaurants, theater, movies etc.

2/19/2022 6:31 PM
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20142

Affected everything like for everyone else

2/19/2022 6:31 PM

20143

have not attended funerals, seen loved ones before death , attended religious services.

2/19/2022 6:31 PM

20144

Lost the freedom to choose Lost the freedom to live by my values Lost
respect........................

2/19/2022 6:31 PM

20145

Its a contant fight everyday to have to wesr my mask. I cannot breath .i want to breath the
fresh air

2/19/2022 6:31 PM

20146

My teen was admitted to the psych ward last year, she's come out of it but on heavy meds. I
lost my job, my family has been divided. My you hear doesn't know what her friends and
teachers look like.

2/19/2022 6:31 PM

20147

It has created so much division, hate fear has been drilled into everyone’s head

2/19/2022 6:31 PM

20148

Loss of job and not able to be with dieing family, mental stress, no FREEDOM

2/19/2022 6:31 PM

20149

In April of 2020, my husband lost his job. My hours were reduced from 43 hours a week to 16
hours. Our three kids started online school in March of 2020. My eighth graders graduation was
postponed indefinitely. In September of 2020 my two younger children did not return to their
school as we could no longer afford the tuition and we didn’t enroll them in catholic/public
school due to mask mandates. In June of 2020, we were kicked out of our church because we
were questioning the teachings and the mask mandates. They would not allow exemptions
which meant our family was excluded from services. My mother basically disowned me in
2020 because I was asking questions and embarrassing her. We didn’t have Christmas in
2020. In February of 2021 the store I managed went out of business. My husband was unable
to find a new job due to mask mandates and mental health issues. I also could not find another
job because of the mask mandates. My youngest son who is 9, developed severe anxiety
about being away from me (his mom) my 13 year old daughter became depressed and anxious
about everything. My 15 year old son started high school but every time they were force into
online learning his grades suffered. My EI is about to run out and I have managed to only find
part time work. I consider myself lucky to have somehow escaped being harassed in public
because I don’t wear a mask. I have though been told that I am selfish and an unfit parent
because I refuse to get a vaccine that I don’t know the ingredients of nor will I allow my
children to be injected. We figure that we have lost almost $250,000 in income over the last 2
years. Our children have been homeschooled and socialized as much as possible but this has
cause harm that will take a long time to fix.

2/19/2022 6:31 PM

20150

It has turned our life upside down. We are stressed out dealing with high energy and food
prices. Watching our children struggle as they get closed down with little justification. Staying
and hiding in Our homes scared of the media news. Nothing positive on the news just doom
and gloom. WAtching our prime minister tear apart our country. I wish I never had to See our
citizens getting Beat and arrested for speaking and exercising there rights.

2/19/2022 6:31 PM

20151

Less time with loved ones resulting in solemn days.

2/19/2022 6:31 PM

20152

Lost a job. Created divisions in my social interactions.

2/19/2022 6:31 PM

20153

It has affected it negatively in every single way, it makes no sense and needs to end now

2/19/2022 6:31 PM

20154

It has not affected my life. I believe in science.

2/19/2022 6:31 PM

20155

Raising children to not see faces, to be refused the liberty of going to church, too not see my
loved ones is so wrong! This needs to end! It’s dangerous and damaging! End it now.

2/19/2022 6:31 PM

20156

prevented me from seeing my family and friends prevented me from travelling caused
arguments

2/19/2022 6:31 PM

20157

I’ve been segregated discriminated against belittled verbally and physically attacked over my
beliefs

2/19/2022 6:31 PM

20158

I can not go to school and was able to before.

2/19/2022 6:30 PM

20159

All

2/19/2022 6:30 PM

20160

I lost my last year of highschool and school sports. I could have gotten wrestling scholarships
and done well in football and badminton. I also lost all of the activities in the career I am trying
to peruse. Those included a final year of musical which I was bound to play the main character
in fiddler on the roof. As well as no one acts and choir and vocal jazz. I dropped out of

2/19/2022 6:30 PM
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university cause remote learning didn’t work for me and was taken advantage of by student
loan who refused to get back to me and the university that charged me tuition fees anyway. I
have a girlfriend who has been denied access to facilities due to her health conditions in being
unable to wear a mask. She is fully medically exempt but is still denied access.
20161

Turned family and friends against each other. It's affected my mental health. I'm afraid I'll
eventually lose my job. I can't go out with friends to restaurants/bars, I can't visit family in the
hospital, I'm scared the vaccine will be forced on me and I don't want to risk taking something
I'm not 100% sure on.

2/19/2022 6:30 PM

20162

We have been declared second class citizens with the passport system, the division and hate
has cause loss of relationships and community,, we are no longer free citizens in Canada.

2/19/2022 6:30 PM

20163

I feel hopeless, I just want it to end, it’s effecting my mental health

2/19/2022 6:30 PM

20164

Restrictive, secluding and unnecessary.

2/19/2022 6:30 PM

20165

My kids get next to no education, zero social life, nobody working

2/19/2022 6:30 PM

20166

Segregation, discrimination, loss of work, kids can't play sports, I can't play sports, loss of
family and friends.

2/19/2022 6:30 PM

20167

All of them

2/19/2022 6:30 PM

20168

Wasn't able to see my family when I wanted too. But I have been going to see them. The
government has no right to say who I can & can't see.

2/19/2022 6:30 PM

20169

I have been personally quite frustrated, but I haven't had to deal with loss of wages. However,
I, my children, and everyone else will have to deal with the financial crisis that will result from
this, even if everything goes back to normal immediately. The money was spent that we didn't
have on things we didn't need. The money I worked for will be stolen via inflation.

2/19/2022 6:30 PM

20170

Isolation/separation/depresdion

2/19/2022 6:30 PM

20171

Very divisive with family & friends. Problematic to visiting in care homes.

2/19/2022 6:30 PM

20172

3 young kids who can’t experience a normal life, away from a fake pandemic

2/19/2022 6:30 PM

20173

Tremendously. Both my kids are in speech . Social divides. Facial divides and more.

2/19/2022 6:30 PM

20174

Mental, health money ( increases on everything). Division of family and friends . Isolation ,
stress , division of our country , mandates , the science is wrong. Our leaders are trying to
force us to put unknown substance in our body .All mandates have to stop immediately

2/19/2022 6:30 PM

20175

Mentally.

2/19/2022 6:30 PM

20176

Every way possible.

2/19/2022 6:30 PM

20177

Terribly

2/19/2022 6:30 PM

20178

Loss my job for being unvaccinated.

2/19/2022 6:30 PM

20179

These archaic and unnecessary measures have divided Canadians and strangled business
owners. My business sales volume is less than half of pre-pandemic levels.

2/19/2022 6:30 PM

20180

I believe in my own bodily antinomy Not to be dictated by a tyrannical government. The
government is not telling the truth about this mandates. Science is no science unless it can be
questioned if can’t be questioned then its just propaganda.

2/19/2022 6:29 PM

20181

My children are growing up under oppression, life is more stressful and lonely. Friends and
family have lost their jobs.

2/19/2022 6:29 PM

20182

PPC supporters have a since of entitlement to tread on the good people of Canada rights to
live . Stop being a narcissist/psychopath!!

2/19/2022 6:29 PM

20183

Covid has been annoying and divisive in my family and community

2/19/2022 6:29 PM

20184

Has made it hard to do every day business. Has put division in between friends and family.

2/19/2022 6:29 PM

20185

Depression. Lack of income.

2/19/2022 6:29 PM

20186

Prevented travel to my sons wedding

2/19/2022 6:29 PM
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20187

Ridiculous to be swabbed before going on plane then swabbed at destination airport. You won’t
catch covid in a few hours when everyone wearing masks

2/19/2022 6:29 PM

20188

Broken up families and societies that used to be unified

2/19/2022 6:29 PM

20189

I feel totally isolated...no freedom to go anywhere because I chose not to take an experimental
drug. I have lost friends and family who do not agree with me. My mother died and could not
be with her because I was not vaccinated.

2/19/2022 6:29 PM

20190

Kids cannot enjoy activities and social interaction with other kids

2/19/2022 6:29 PM

20191

Can’t go anywhere

2/19/2022 6:29 PM

20192

Can’t travel with silly Covid tests back and forth.

2/19/2022 6:29 PM

20193

I was fired from a my job of 22 years.

2/19/2022 6:29 PM

20194

My mother is in care. I have been limited In the time I have been able to visit her. I am 3 times
vaccinated, but still restricted. .???

2/19/2022 6:29 PM

20195

Was forced leave of absence without pay Jan 1, 2022. I just took a severance package
because, after 19 years of dedicated service, I couldn’t believe how I was forced into
something I did not agree with!!

2/19/2022 6:29 PM

20196

My small business has lost hundreds of thousands of dollars in the last 2 years

2/19/2022 6:28 PM

20197

It took away my freedom to chose what's best for my health, and well being.

2/19/2022 6:28 PM

20198

Not really

2/19/2022 6:28 PM

20199

Stress

2/19/2022 6:28 PM

20200

I have been out of work, and have been unsuccessful finding employment due to company
vaccine requirements.

2/19/2022 6:28 PM

20201

Lots of stress

2/19/2022 6:28 PM

20202

Has discriminated against my son with special needs from going to much needed social
events, activities, obtaining relationships etc. We can’t travel outside of our own country, go
into a restaurant, movie theatre, Sport facility, watch my grandchildren at school, sporting
events, community activities etc. Couldn’t have a funeral or celebration of life for my own
father that passed away. Has put emotional and financial strain on my family due to isolation,
Grand children not being able to communicate properly because they can’t be taught proper
language with visual cues due to masking. I myself have breathing problems like asthma &
claustrophobia, and quite a number of health issues which puts me at danger if I go into a
clinical study for a gene therapy only approved for emergency use! However I can’t seem to
get a exemption no matter the reason. I have Numerous amount of allergies to antibiotics so
I’m at risk for lots of issues. However I Already Had Covid-19 and My immune system beat it
without the clinical trial jab! I get discriminated against when asked if I am jabbed so I don’t
respond anymore.

2/19/2022 6:28 PM

20203

Me my wife and my kids had to get vaccinations to be allowed to travel to Mexico for vacation.
I also had to be vaccinated to work for my employers company this winter.

2/19/2022 6:28 PM

20204

Travel

2/19/2022 6:28 PM

20205

Completely...what it's doing to my beautiful grandchildren is child abuse !

2/19/2022 6:28 PM

20206

Affected our family life for too long

2/19/2022 6:28 PM

20207

Has affected my physical and mental health. Has created problems with my work
environment.has prevented me to go to funerals and couldnt have a normal wedding

2/19/2022 6:28 PM

20208

Hurt my families mental health, financial losses, forced home schooling and more

2/19/2022 6:28 PM

20209

Lost our jobs, kids made it through school playing zero sports, my mental health has taken a
hit from being so upset about the way our PM talks about Canadians. Worst 2 years of my life,
I’d like to move out of Canada.

2/19/2022 6:28 PM

20210

I cant live a normal life

2/19/2022 6:28 PM

20211

Very hard the pm should be in my shoes.

2/19/2022 6:28 PM
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20212

Lost job, income loss Mental health issues

2/19/2022 6:28 PM

20213

Depression, job loss, family members forced to take vaccine, isolation, loss of friends,
attempted suicide, bullied, shamed

2/19/2022 6:28 PM

20214

Separated my friends and family loss of job

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20215

I am unable to go out and enjoy thing I used to be able to do out for dinner anything requiring
vax pass etc

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20216

My job requires the vaccine (federal govt) and I won’t be partaking in the vaccine.. everyone
around me is brainwashed and lives in fear because the media instilled fear into the world

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20217

What happened to our FREE CANADA.... Land of the Free....

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20218

Mentally, emotionally, physically

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20219

Loss of job and income

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20220

Not able to travel

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20221

Affects travel Visiting family

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20222

Depression, uneasiness, strife between friends and family, feeling of impending doom

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20223

Lost my job Child segregated at school and not attending recreation programs Gained weight
from losing gym access Division between people who don't want to associate with
unvaccinated

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20224

I’m depressed and lonely. I’d rather be dead than living with these mandates.

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20225

On every level, hurting menataly, physically to myself and my family's

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20226

fucking sucks took 2 years of my life away

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20227

Being treated poorly due to health decision of not getting vaccinated. Missing out on
opportunities for my family and for myself. Not being able to see family. Not being able to see
friends. I supported the mandates when it made sense. It stopped making sense a long time
ago. It’s time we re-open and live with the virus as we live with many other existing viruses.

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20228

Limited

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20229

I was suicidal, lost my job, almost all of my so called friends.. all because I didn’t trust an
experiment.

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20230

Mentally and fisicaly, I fell I have no furture and I'm so afraid for my country. My health has
suffered from this and my christianity

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20231

No family, no friends, no dinner, dancing nor dating.

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20232

Creating division between family and friends. Lonliness

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20233

My family is unable to leave the country. The division is staggering between family members.

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20234

Not much I ignore Parliament and Ford.

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20235

Family dynamics Work dynamics

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20236

job loss

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20237

I was off work for the first month, I found that a very difficult time, I have lost connection with
many people. It has hurt so much to see my grandchildren missing out on so many wonderful
things. I also am a faithful church attender, and to not be allowed to go to church was the
hardest thing I’ve ever been through. This has affected me emotionally and spiritually in ways I
cannot begin to explain.

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20238

Unnecessarily lowered the quality of our lives 😥

2/19/2022 6:27 PM

20239

N/A

2/19/2022 6:26 PM

20240

My children’s post and secondary education interrupted. Waste of money. Unable to see the
Senior citizens before they passed away. Increase cost of living. Regular government services
very poor.

2/19/2022 6:26 PM
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20241

It has effected our children more than us. Two years of a child’s life are critical for their
development. Face coverings are detrimental to the social development of babies and toddlers.

2/19/2022 6:26 PM

20242

I do not trust the competency of the organizers

2/19/2022 6:26 PM

20243

Puts a lot of stress on me

2/19/2022 6:26 PM

20244

It has affected my children with depression from not being able to be FREE!!

2/19/2022 6:26 PM

20245

Stress, anxiety, isolation, division in families, friendships and job loss

2/19/2022 6:26 PM

20246

I have been suspended without pay or EI for non compliance with the mandatory experimental
vaccine, I have been discriminated against and suffered a precipitous decline in my mental
health.

2/19/2022 6:26 PM

20247

I feel like a prisoner in my own country,

2/19/2022 6:26 PM

20248

Socially, medically,

2/19/2022 6:26 PM

20249

It’s taken away our freedoms, our confidence in government, in media, in big pharma, and has
exposed the 2030 agenda

2/19/2022 6:25 PM

20250

Life altering to an unrepairable extent.

2/19/2022 6:25 PM

20251

I lost my job for not getting the jab!!!

2/19/2022 6:25 PM

20252

Depression, anxiety, fear of our country not being free.

2/19/2022 6:25 PM

20253

The lockdowns has resulted in extreme anxiety of family members and suicide of friends
(mental health). Other friends are in their 4th stage of cancer because the government decided
to play God and choose Covid fear instead of the doctors doing their job.

2/19/2022 6:25 PM

20254

I am a senior all the restriction, I was willing to listen to and followed and did what they were
telling us, it seemed at that time we had a choice as to weather we wanted to get the vaccines
and then that would get an end to COVID, as time went by there were more and more
restrictions put on us to the point i felt like a prisoner in my own home , then they started
saying if you weren’t vaccinated you couldn’t go in restaurants or any public places, this
sounded to me like forcing people to get the vaccines weather they wanted to or not were is
there rights to choose for themselves, so I was cut off from family and friends, I could give
you lots more on how it affected me, but I think you can see from these reasons, thank you for
asking this question as I feel no politicians care.

2/19/2022 6:25 PM

20255

Freedom of choice

2/19/2022 6:25 PM

20256

Lost a job

2/19/2022 6:25 PM

20257

Stressed through the roof causing all kinds of things divided among family friends co workers
everyday is a struggle

2/19/2022 6:25 PM

20258

I wasn’t allowed at 2 very important funerals. My 12 year old son can’t go to birthday parties at
theatres, we can’t go to restaurants. My sister has stage 4 cancer and I wouldn’t be allowed to
see her in the hospital if she needed to be there. My daughter can’t wear her glasses at school
because the mask fogs them up. She made in French immersion and the masks make it more
difficult to learn with seeing lips move. I’ve had to explain discrimination to my children as they
see me excluded from things. It’s been disgusting.

2/19/2022 6:25 PM

20259

Mental health and child’s mental health, division I’m family and everything

2/19/2022 6:25 PM

20260

Lack of socializing and killed events

2/19/2022 6:25 PM

20261

Ruined my high school experience.

2/19/2022 6:25 PM

20262

Myself and my family have been discriminated and segregated for our choices. We have been
impacted 1) physically (not being able to go to the gym, mental health from job loss…2)
socially (being restricted from seeing family and friends, 3) emotionally (from long isolation and
job loss) 4) conscious beliefs disregarded.. religious and creed barely accepted /
accommodated for. My children have suffered from school closures, isolation, and mask
wearing.

2/19/2022 6:25 PM

20263

We can not go to restaurants or travel

2/19/2022 6:25 PM
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20264

Same as everyone else

2/19/2022 6:25 PM

20265

For myself and my husband ,did not affect us in any way. We stay at home and only out to
pick food.

2/19/2022 6:25 PM

20266

Alienates from society Takes away your humanity. Decides people. Pits vaccinated vs
unvaccinated. Rules followed by us were not followed by the people imposing them on us. No
trust in this government.

2/19/2022 6:25 PM

20267

Makes life difficult

2/19/2022 6:25 PM

20268

Working

2/19/2022 6:25 PM

20269

Mental health. I live alone so was forced to be alone constantly. Gyms closed so physical
health declined

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20270

I can’t go anywhere and my son can’t go to college, it’s all wrong and discriminatory

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20271

Financially

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20272

No family gatherings,ex. Christmas and socializing.

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20273

Mine and My childrens lives are suffering in every single way. End it all now

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20274

Made it a living hell I have not been able to see my grandchildren for 2 years

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20275

It's all bullshit

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20276

Significantly

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20277

Family dynamics

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20278

I'll lose my job by Vaccine Mandate soon.

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20279

Prevented me from socializing the way I used to

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20280

Badly

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20281

Become an introvert ... not comfortable in large crowds

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20282

We became second class Citizens Children disability support loss Loss of programs Staphe
infections from mAsk I had to quit school as the vaccine was mandated. No more outlets for
my depression and mental health No outlets for children Left out Kids Confused Loss of career
opportunities Jobs

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20283

Shut my business for 10 months. Good thing we didn’t go bankrupt but we incurred debt to
keep it open.

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20284

Constantly worried if tomorrow is the day we loose our jobs. Masking our kids all day is
inhumane. The mandates are crimes against humanity.

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20285

Lost my job

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20286

How hasn’t it affected my life should be the real question.

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20287

Mental health is the worse

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20288

Loss of friends, isolation and mental health issues.

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20289

depression & isolation

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20290

Friends have died.I pay taxes and cant go any where or use anything that other people who are
vaxxed can do.I have almost been in fights all the time.

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20291

These mandates have wasted over 2 years by not seeing family, not having funerals for loved
ones, missed weddings, missed out of town shopping, missed having holidays spent with
family, depression

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20292

I feel opressed

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20293

It brought me a lot of stress.

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20294

I started a new business and are unable to launch do to frightened people

2/19/2022 6:24 PM
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20295

It has divide all humans in every aspect. Has caused depression n mental illness

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20296

mental health

2/19/2022 6:24 PM

20297

My children have been forced to wear masks and even with this their classes have been
shutdown from covid cases.

2/19/2022 6:23 PM

20298

Anxiety on a daily basis

2/19/2022 6:23 PM

20299

It took away from family time. Was unhealthy for children as well as adults. The elderly had no
family support. The sick had to die alone. Just awful and unnecessary.

2/19/2022 6:23 PM

20300

My family of three people was fired, our employee contract was violated.

2/19/2022 6:23 PM

20301

Loss of income

2/19/2022 6:23 PM

20302

Negatively.

2/19/2022 6:23 PM

20303

I am out of work

2/19/2022 6:23 PM

20304

Lost job, depression, loss of connection with friends and family, loss of connection with coworkers. Sense of outrage in regards to seniors locked away from families, and developing a
deep distrust of my government and media.

2/19/2022 6:23 PM

20305

Lots of different ways…Doesn’t make sense…

2/19/2022 6:23 PM

20306

I think we don’t have any more life

2/19/2022 6:23 PM

20307

Badly! Divided family and friends

2/19/2022 6:23 PM

20308

The mandate has greatly affected my life. My kids cannot participate on sport even though
they have acquired natural immunity through infection an recovering. I am being force to be
vaccinated in order to keep my job despite natural immunity. Cannot take public transportation
without a vaccine passport. My employer is refusing to grant me religious exemption on the
basis that I took other vaccine in the past. Emotional stress by measure specially by imposing
me to be vaccinated to keep my salary is far greater than the thread caused by Covid-19 in my
life.

2/19/2022 6:23 PM

20309

Not really in any way. But it's time to let it go.

2/19/2022 6:23 PM

20310

Financial loss, mental and physical health

2/19/2022 6:23 PM

20311

The mandates have taken away my FREEDOM Everyone’s FREEDOM 🇨🇦 This is not Canada,
this is China

2/19/2022 6:23 PM

20312

Work taken, isolation, mental health, broken relationships and social life , inflation
effects,every aspect of life is bad now

2/19/2022 6:23 PM

20313

Mental health issues. Lost loved ones and not able to say goodbye. No sports no family get
togethers . Lost job.

2/19/2022 6:23 PM

20314

Social division, limited access to travel, discrimination, poverty.

2/19/2022 6:23 PM

20315

Restricted freedom in every way.

2/19/2022 6:23 PM

20316

I hate the masks they aren't healthy to wear and i can't breath also miss my family can't visit
or friends this is all terrible mandate

2/19/2022 6:23 PM

20317

Mild inconveniences. Not sure what the big deal is or why everyone keeps freaking out. Relax
people this pandemic, just like all the ones before, will end. The end of the world is not coming.

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20318

Can't see my wife in Long Term Care Facility!!

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20319

Stole two years of my 10 good years close curling club and bar 2 years still have insurance
and other expenses unable to see family doctor sitting in emergency room for hours no service
separation of family and who can visit family stress and depression people need surgery
cancellations flights out of Mexico cancellations so Trudeau could justify subsidies of 6 bullion
but if you wanted to go there just fly to states and go anywhere in world my brother died in
Mexico west jet bump return ticket from April 16 to May 1 to June 6 to July 8 to Aug 8 to
September tried to get vaccinated told not enough vaccine for Mexican died of liver failure
September 7 when the world dropped mandate’s truckers where essential service for 2 years
suddenly have them and other professionals mandated good people losing jobs because they

2/19/2022 6:22 PM
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understand more important about freedom and choice than to do what communistic dictators
demand many people bowed as I did so could go to a restaurant and fly my grandfather and 2
uncle went to war for our freedoms 1drove a tank on d day Europe and us both had full lock
down and discovered it made.2 percent difference
20320

Seperated family. Put supplies on shortage

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20321

Blah

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20322

I was terminated for not being vaccinated

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20323

Freedom of movement, freedom of choice .

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20324

Socially

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20325

Negatively through Segregation, employment, quality of life, loss of travel and freedom!

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20326

financially broke

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20327

It has effected my life in a negative way. Not being able to do family activities as a family

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20328

Lost work, travel, faith in government and medical system

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20329

Causing me stress and anxiety.

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20330

Greatly as jobs were gone and the vaccine mandate makes Veblen hard to find a job. I have
had Covid and don’t need the shot as I have natural immunity and I suspect all the UN
vaccinated have had it too as well the vaccine dos not even stop you from getting Covid.

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20331

lonliness, stress, anger, discrimination,...

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20332

Depression, anxiety and loneliness. I feel desperate and alone. The government has taken my
life from me.

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20333

Constant friction at work and family feuds,exhaustion.

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20334

no travel, family/friends disunity

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20335

These mandates & restrictions have ruined friendships, familial relationships, & is putting an
unimaginable strain on my marriage. The mental health issues for myself have increased, the
mental health issues for my 2 young children has been even worse. The fact that my youngest
child hasn't ever had a normal year of school is heartbreaking. My oldest hasn't had a normal
year of school since grade 1 & grades are suffering due to all of this.

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20336

Restricted mental and physical health pursuits and restricted social contact, travel and
educational opportunities.

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20337

Physically and mentally And put all 3 of my grandsons in the hospital. Trudeau put him in the
hospital He's a mental case himself. Needs to go to prison. Communist dictator.

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20338

Depressing

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20339

Destroy everything

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20340

Nearly ending it

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20341

Disconnected from some family who are not vaccinated

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20342

My children have suffered in not being sociable. My son no longer leaves his room. My
daughter who is younger, struggles to understand her teacher and has had days off because
she is stressed. She has to go to speech therapy because she can no longer form words
correctly. She also talks much less. She will no longer have happy conversations. Mostly just
yes or no answers. I've had medical treatments cancelled because of covid.

2/19/2022 6:22 PM

20343

Honestly it's barely affected me at all. But so many others have lost everything.

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20344

Loss of freedom of travel, loss of freedom of peaceful assembly, loss of my charter of freedom
rights

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20345

Family loss of job. Not allowed to continue as a part of regular society. Emotional and mental
heath wellness destroyed

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20346

Loss of income, depression, anxiety for myself and children. Divide between family

2/19/2022 6:21 PM
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20347

CHILD SUFFERING FROM DEPRESSION

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20348

Very negatively

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20349

Anxiety and depression cannot breath with masks

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20350

Negative atmosphere on everything

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20351

It has taken my freedoms and me childrens freedom away

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20352

Living such a terrible life

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20353

Depression and lonely

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20354

Not being able to be with family the whole social aspect people are meant to be around people
be able to hug see people smile converse face to face. I live at home with myself and my
disabled son it was hard for both of us. Suffered with depression throughout the 2 years on and
off tge truckers brought that hope back into my life

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20355

I am a single mom. Closures to school and daycares have caused me to lose so much work. I
originally lost my job in March 2022 due to daycare closure.

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20356

Isolation depression sadness from my daughter going to school discrimination not been able to
go places last of my freedom to go on holidays lack of faith in the system

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20357

Morality

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20358

Terribly.

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20359

My depression has gotten a lot worse, I have noticed anxieties and my granddaughter, with the
vaccine mandates I can’t possibly work in the career I chose, family has been torn apart, lots
of friends, social isolation

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20360

Financially, emotionally, freedom to visit loved ones impeded, it’s dividing our country.

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20361

financially, fiscally, mentally and I couldn't visit my dying father.

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20362

Ever way possible

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20363

Absolutely every day of it. I have four teenagers. We are constantly navigating new rules and
mandates and shut downs. It’s ridiculous.

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20364

I am a single mom with a 10 year old fully financially responsible and a hair salon in toronto.
My business was closed 12 out of 16 months before reopening last July. I went from fully
staffed and booked to 2 very part time employees. My debt load is going to be with me for the
rest of my life as paying it off seems impossible. I am mentally tired and no longer trust our
government. I am not the same person. It is unethical to transfer suffering from one person to
another person for “health”. The mandates did this. Transferred suffering. Who has the right to
do that? People should have the right to make a paycheck, to feed their families, to not live in
fear. I love and believe in having a government that has the best interest of their citizens. I am
okay to do my part when it is logical And just. These mandates do not make sense. They have
greatly impacted my sons education, our quality of life (we have not been in a public space
outside of a gas station, grocery store, my business or school in over 2 years which impacts
mental health. My future goals, and my livelihood and my relationships. These mandates must
end. Thank you

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20365

In countless ways, we have been negatively impacted by these mandates.

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20366

It's had a negative effect on my livelihood, my ability to earn money, I cannot eat out now and
for me personally that only makes my life more difficult as I struggle to feed myself properly, I
have auto immune issues and the last thing my body needs is a dangerous injection, I want
the right to choose what I do or do not want in my body, and as an artist and a musician these
mandates have completely destroyed my chances to perform almost anywhere. Seeing people
wearing masks actually causes me stress and anxiety, and I've been shunned by family and
many friends for my very real and understandable concerns about this injection. I do not
support these mandates at all, in any way.

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20367

My sister can’t work as a nurse unless she has a jab.

2/19/2022 6:21 PM

20368

It’s kept me and my family safe

2/19/2022 6:20 PM
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20369

Employment, freedom, Division of a great country.

2/19/2022 6:20 PM

20370

Lost my job. Couldn’t see my family. Mental health affected.

2/19/2022 6:20 PM

20371

Destroyed it, cost me my profession.

2/19/2022 6:20 PM

20372

Depression, unemployment, credit fraud from Gymmvt, anxiety, unable to compete, loss of
muscle, parents havent spoken to me since july over vax status. Cost of living is more than
my paycheck. Embarrassed at the behavior of criminister trudeaus illegal and unethical power
hungry behavior. Disgusted with the canadian government. Sad. Worried about the future of our
soon to be third world country.

2/19/2022 6:20 PM

20373

Can't work. Can't see family or friends. Have lost friends over the division caused by Trudeau.
Husband can't work. Depression. No freedom anymore.

2/19/2022 6:20 PM

20374

Causes Fear anxiety wondering who is against you who thinks like you Has caused family &
Friends to fight and stop talking I couldn’t be with my mother when she died

2/19/2022 6:20 PM

20375

Federal Covid testing for travellers, is costly and not need for triple vaxed, mostly the effects
are personal, I.e. angry people, divided opinions impacting family/friendships

2/19/2022 6:20 PM

20376

It divides our society, it has reduced social life which is important for mental health. It has
enabled Trudeau to become a dictator.

2/19/2022 6:20 PM

20377

It has given my youngest school anxiety and made caring for my elderly grandparents very
difficult it has been detrimental to the mental health of many friends and their children. It has
also driven the cost of operating my business to a nearly unsustainable level

2/19/2022 6:20 PM

20378

Scared

2/19/2022 6:20 PM

20379

Massive impacts on mental health of my children, it’s impacted my business, the mental
health of my grandmother and many of my family members.

2/19/2022 6:20 PM

20380

I have been isolated from family and friends. I lost my job. I’m unable to leave Canada. I’ve
suffered emotionally and mentally. This has been the most difficult two years of my life.

2/19/2022 6:20 PM

20381

Not being able to work Not being able to see my dying brother with cancer Not being able to
see my friends and family Not being able to go to events because they are shut down All and
all. This has effected most Canadians

2/19/2022 6:20 PM

20382

It has been a difficult time between family and friends. It also have caused a division among
my church people. Need to get this over and done with so life can get back to as normal as it
can get.

2/19/2022 6:20 PM

20383

Loss of education, loss of work, mental wellbeing decline.

2/19/2022 6:20 PM

20384

In every way. My business and mental health

2/19/2022 6:20 PM

20385

I have lost all hope in this country. We used to have a free country and it is given over to
Trudeau and his Communist connections.

2/19/2022 6:20 PM

20386

In ALOT of negative ways

2/19/2022 6:20 PM

20387

I do not like being told what to do by a totalitarian government

2/19/2022 6:20 PM

20388

Normally, I work all over Canada. Because of the mandates and lockdowns I am getting half
the work I Normally get. My family has not been able to visit me from Ontario. I have an airbnb
that was shut down for months and got no compensation for that. I made improvements to my
landscaping in order to have an airbnb with a designated outdoor space with no compensation
for that either. I have needed a medical test since the pandemic started and I still don't have it.
I have to renew my certifications for work and I can't get that done either. There is going to be
such a backlog after this that we will never catch up.

2/19/2022 6:20 PM

20389

I feel depressed

2/19/2022 6:20 PM

20390

My 13 year old granddaughter almost died because of the isolation, she developed an eating
disorder, and went from a healthy weight to 83lbs, she 5foot 9 inches, it has effected her heart,
kidneys etc.. I myself have been depressed, I have gone without food, just so I could pay my
Bill's. The last lockdown in January I received $465. Dollars for ei for the month of January. My
hours have been cut in half, and being a server, my tips are none existent.. I'm now 2 months

2/19/2022 6:20 PM
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behind in rent and see no way out of this situation if things don't change. Please no more
mandates.
20391

Destroyed it

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20392

My husband got suspended without pay , my children were not able to participate in their
activities, I have been discrimated against by family members, coworkers. The prime ministers
comments scares me as he thinks some Canadians "taking up space", these comments are
terrifying.

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20393

I can not attend my sons hockey games or my daughters gymnastics. Can not take my wife
out on a date. Can not do any activities with my kids and step kids. My son gets major
migraines because he has to wear a face diaper. Time to end these mandates and start living
like we used to.

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20394

Not alot. I still go out. I still gather with family & friends. I still hug, kiss & shake hands. Most
times I do not wear a mask. I only wear a mask when I feel I will be harassed. At this point I
am done & have not been wearing a mask for a couple of weeks. Never social distance.

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20395

Socially, emotionally, mentally, and overall, life is not the same. There has been so much
unwanted tension and divison is this world, even at my school. I am praying people wake up
and realize this is all wrong. I fear people, like my boyfriend, will cave to the pressures of all
this. I want to cross the graduation stage without a mask, walk the halls, see peoples faces,
for people to see others smile, everything as it was before. It is wrong to pressure people to do
something that they dont want to do. Their body, their choice!

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20396

One big way is not being able to see my fiancee in Rochester NY. I have my vaccine and
booster and still it is so hard to get to America.

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20397

Hate wearing a mask and not Able to dine out or travel out of the country

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20398

Threatening the health of my family and my grandchildren with the jabs.

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20399

In every way possible

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20400

It has 100% affected my life. Im losing everything ive ever had due to lack of work.

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20401

Can’t participate in society or travel. I am a prisoner. My son was vaccine injured and lost his
job and moved back home.

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20402

Not much, keep truckin

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20403

Suicidal and mental health

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20404

To much chaos and government control

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20405

The mandates have divided my family members. Put me into difficult situations at work as I
work in a public setting and have had to enforce some of these mandates on customers

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20406

It's caused division between friends family and coworkers.

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20407

no social life, lost job, no savings, age 63 and no income, no EI no CERB, since many months
sleepless nights, stress, anxiety, loss of all motivation to creativity and productivity because ..
what for when clearly - even after having been good civil peaceful members of society..
contributing loved-by-friends, neighbours and co-workers .. even 'most-valued-employees.. we
are now suddenly - as per utterly arbitrary State-Decree - considered outcasts unclean
unwanted disgraceful racist-misogynist-extremist-whitesupremacist grandmakillers - ... I have
utter incomprehension and disbelief at the dictatorial path the Canadian government has
moved onto, stomach-churning knots and stress and thoughts of "what's the point... no reason
to live on.. just get it over with... I don't want to live in a world in which the state politicians
have clearly none whatsoever sincere concern about the citizens of the nation and continue
daily displays of utter hypocrisy and self-serving lust for power and control - what a disgraceful
despicable repugnant stain on the philosophical- ethical- moral- achievements of humanity and
civil society these whole last two years of political usurpation of authoritarian rule.. un-lawful
unscientific disregard of the most fundamental of human rights and Just Law have been !

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20408

Isolation. Two babies growing up in isolation. Increased stress. Decreased mental health.
Relational strain. Total loss of faith in government.

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20409

hospitalization

2/19/2022 6:19 PM
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20410

Financial hardship, ruined my son's high school education to participate in sports, make new
friendships, and master achievements of his strengths in his strong courses., and created
unhealthy family conflict where there shouldn't be any.

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20411

Freedom of movement, freedom of choice .

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20412

Tyy

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20413

Life became truly hopeless

2/19/2022 6:19 PM

20414

Deadly

2/19/2022 6:18 PM

20415

Missed self employment work, Can't do art and craft shows with out an experimental injection.
Those were a big part of my income. Separated from my elderly father for two years in hospital
and now nursing home, as well as my mentally disabled sister in hospital. Witnessed 7 in my
circle die from these injections, Two within 12 hours, two youth from heart failure.....my elderly
mother is now suffering from shortness of breath, now her pharmacist she is not to get a
booster with her heart condition.

2/19/2022 6:18 PM

20416

Fired from my job

2/19/2022 6:18 PM

20417

As a Canadian citizen with no criminal record just because I refuse an experimental job I
cannot leave my country this is bullshit are we living in the communist society

2/19/2022 6:18 PM

20418

Lost freedom

2/19/2022 6:18 PM

20419

Caused depression, anxiety, lost income.

2/19/2022 6:18 PM

20420

Isolated my family caused extreme division in my community a lot of online bullying and nasty
people saying repulsive things. Work has been difficult

2/19/2022 6:18 PM

20421

It has made it very difficult to comfortably live a social life around the people that I love and
around the individuals that are within my surroundings on a daily basis. It put me in a situation
that made me feel extremely pressured and forced to be vaccinated, in order for me to
maintain my job and have access to the essentials needed to survive and live life. It took
away my freedom to be able to make choices for myself, to be heard and to be treated equally
, which is completely against what Canada stands for. I no longer feel free to live life like the
way that I once did. Working in conditions where you feel extremely shielded from the world,
while trying to survive to get through each day and ensuring that your doing your best to deliver
the same quality of work has been challenging. These mandates has stolen the ability that we
all once had to live life to the fullest, as we all once travelled the world, enjoyed the luxuries of
life, along with the company of others around us, without being fearful to stand by each other’s
side and as we embraced the simple little treasures in life, took in some fresh air and seized
the moment to do everything that our hearts desired, without being told how to do it and enjoy
it.

2/19/2022 6:18 PM

20422

Negatively. It’s caused so much hurt and division. Mentally, physically, emotionally, financially,
it’s been so devastating, it would take a book to write it all down.

2/19/2022 6:18 PM

20423

Miserable. Family divided. Discrimination. Increased stress. Lost income.

2/19/2022 6:18 PM

20424

In poverty now

2/19/2022 6:18 PM

20425

My young grandchildren have insomnia, and are anxious, have to wear masks, people who
choose not to vaccinate for personal reasons suffer persecution and severe restrictions etc
etc. The reasons for these draconian measures are based on politics, not actual science. I
follow science, Lancet and other journals that do not support these restrictions. Most of all I
am 75 and I want to live in a FREE Country. A

2/19/2022 6:18 PM

20426

2 years of division and got COVID anyways.. not being able to see loved ones, watching my
parents turn into lonely shells.

2/19/2022 6:18 PM

20427

Mental health

2/19/2022 6:18 PM

20428

Freedom of movement, freedom of choice .

2/19/2022 6:18 PM

20429

Took my freedom

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20430

I have strong religious opposition to vaccines, so I have not taken the COVID vaccine (or any
other vaccine). The passport systems and travel restrictions have ended work related travel
and our ability to visit close family in the Netherlands

2/19/2022 6:17 PM
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20431

Out of work

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20432

From the start I have suspected a scam - it has restricted my life generally on all levels Castro Trudeau needs to go

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20433

Limited social gatherings and entertainment

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20434

It has ruined the Canada I was born in.

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20435

Isolation and depression and an overall deterioration of mental health and well-being

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20436

Socially, mentally and financially.

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20437

Money, sadness, stress, anger, isolation, inconvenience, divided

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20438

In every single way! Fired for my views! Unemployed now!

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20439

My job, depression

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20440

Very stressful time for everyone. I almost lost my job.

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20441

They stole two years out of it

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20442

If I don’t have my shots I get fired at work, I haven’t been able to have my fiancé with me at
my doctors appointments and family dinners at restaurants because he isn’t vaccinated, and
we can’t go and do things together and more

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20443

I was coerced to get 2 shots to keep my job. My wife and children are basically second-class
citizens not able to move freely or simply eat a meal in public.

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20444

it has tremendously changed social inter action negatively

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20445

Feel unsafe - Canucks arena VERY few wear masks. No travel. Little or no conversations with
strangers something that was always done. Don’t see many friends. Feel confined & bored.

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20446

Changed it negatively and took aways all of my outlets that I deal with stress, ei: playing
sports, the gym, friends and family and social gatherings

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20447

I has divided my family and friends! Many of which has lost jobs, friends and isolated the
elderly in my family. Negative and damaging results

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20448

Lost wages, family division, social seclusion, mental health decline, children’s mental health
decline, unnecessary fear mongering, and living wage lower than the cost of living rise due to
closures and capacity limit restrictions. All around unnecessary gloom and depression in all
aspects of society. A mess our country/province will never recover from.

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20449

I had to get vaccinated to keep my job. It was not something I wanted to do. It has put division
between in my family and friends. You feel like your un wanted because your choices.

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20450

Yes. Live alone, and depression has set in. But in a high risk group and therefore taking all
necessary precautions

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20451

Too controlling of my freedoms

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20452

Terrible

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20453

Mental and social health. Wasn’t able to go on trips planned. Missed family weddings, lost
contact of people/ friends. Cost of living has rocketed. University has become unaffordable
and have children in grades I2, 11 10 all wanting to go to university……tyrant Prime Minister
making the situation worst and unbelievable.

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20454

Depression, fear, divided family and friends, i had covid was like a flu not worth shutting down
the world. I have no problem with the vaccine

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20455

Devided my family

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20456

Financially, mentally, emotionally, physically, spiritually.

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20457

Negatively

2/19/2022 6:17 PM

20458

Not being able to go to restaurants or travel

2/19/2022 6:16 PM
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20459

I got turned down for 3 jobs. I can't do anything with my kids. I'm full of rage

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20460

Divided the country

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20461

Fear of vaccine passport and restrictions

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20462

Division between people

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20463

My business was shut down 10.5 months...i was given 1800.00 a month to pay my bills for
both my business and my home...any grants given went to cover my taxes as any savings I
had set aside needed to be used for living expenses.

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20464

It is totally discriminatory! This government has created a lower class called the unvaccinated.
Where people dont get to travel, see family, or even go out for a meal with their family! The big
pharma has gotten rich and the vaccines have been a complete failure!! You still get sick, you
still are contagious, and since when in history have we ever had to get 3 shots in a year for
ANYTHING??? The government's handling of this whole pandemic has been an absolute
calamity! It's a disgrace and I am ashamed to be a Canadian for the first time in my whole life!!
Thanks Justin!!

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20465

I'm treated like a 2nd class citizen because of my medical choices

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20466

I feel like a prisoner in my own country

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20467

I am an essential service worker which has HAD to go to work since the onset of the
pandemic. It has completely changed our day to day operations.

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20468

Taken the joy out of life

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20469

Everyone is suffering more than ever before. This tyrannical rule of Trudeau must end now.
Devisive policy and the lack of transparency. Main stream media censorship. Medical
experimentation. Children committing suicide because they don't see any way froward. Seniors
locked down for years, dying alone. Mandates are destroying families and livelihoods. COVID
is not dangerous. The real danger is the governments abuse of power and grouse overreach.

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20470

Lost in person events which used to be 50% of my income, my mental health and social life
have suffered greatly, cornered into getting a vaccine when I already have high risk of blood
clots, know a number of friends who have permanent illnesses and one whose dad died after
vaccination

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20471

Ruined it.

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20472

Completely. We need our lives and businesses back

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20473

Causing segregation of and discrimination against any who choose freedom of choice!
Mandates inconsistent and ineffective in most cases and unwarranted given the severity of
infection in most people. This has been a power grab and an exercise in public misinformation
and control. No debate allowed, generally forced or coerced compliance. It appears MOST that
have chosen to get the 'jab' have done so out of guilt or having been misled and tricked or
pressured to keep employment.

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20474

Depression and fear of our future and our children's futures.

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20475

Family and social division

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20476

Destroyed business, lost job and house.

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20477

Too many ways to list here. Single mom, 3 boys, mental health, finances etc etc etc

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20478

I am an immigrant from the states. I have not been able to fly home because of the vaccine
mandate. My husband is not allowed to come home with me because of it. The mandates have
caused division within our families and friends.

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20479

i feel like a jew living in berlin in 1945...( justin,adolf same shit different year)

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20480

Tremendouslyive gotten sick due to wearing masks causing me to get nose bleeds which I
have never had. I find it hard to breath.

2/19/2022 6:16 PM

20481

It took away my right to work, it took away my choices to go out and enjoy my life it took away
my choice in what kind of wedding I could have and who could be there with us it took away
my honey moon it took away my loved ones from spending time with us, I believe it has

2/19/2022 6:15 PM
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destroyed my life in these past few years and it wasn’t a life it was like a pause and we were
like animals being told where to go and what to do this is no way anyone should leave it was
hell I was ashamed to be a Canadian
20482

changes & adjustments

2/19/2022 6:15 PM

20483

Poor mental health

2/19/2022 6:15 PM

20484

We'd like to travel. Don't feel welcome nor want the hassle of leaving nor returning to Canada.

2/19/2022 6:15 PM

20485

Seriously mentally affected

2/19/2022 6:15 PM

20486

Made me skeptical and cynical of public health, media, law enforcement and politicians.

2/19/2022 6:15 PM

20487

Masks hard to breath when have asthma

2/19/2022 6:15 PM

20488

Very negatively. I could lose my job and everything else. Stressed beyond belief.

2/19/2022 6:15 PM

20489

A lot as I am a first responder!

2/19/2022 6:15 PM

20490

I was dismissed from my 17 yr career as a scientist with the federal government. Financial and
emotional ruin.

2/19/2022 6:15 PM

20491

Restricted travel. Restricted ability do eat at a restaurant. Restricted ability to by liqueur.

2/19/2022 6:15 PM

20492

Depression anxiety division fear not being able to see parents

2/19/2022 6:15 PM

20493

It has curtailed mostly travel and family gatherings! Also has made my body physically weaker
as I am unable to use the Gym anymore!

2/19/2022 6:15 PM

20494

I have to show a QR code at a restaurant and wear a mask in public. (Which I will probably
continue to do)

2/19/2022 6:15 PM

20495

Imposed restrictions limiting quality time with family, friends outings, social life with coercion
for jobs which is unlawful. Travel restrictions prevented family reunions and limiting family
gatherings especially at time of death caused much stress, grief, anguish and feeling down.

2/19/2022 6:15 PM

20496

I work in healthcare and I am seeing my seniors declining very quickly. They want to die. They
do not want to be isolated any longer. They miss their families ( yes, the unvaccinated ones). I
have had conversations with them, they know these are their last years in LTC and son’t want
to spend it alone. I want to be able to see my friend while she goes through her cancer
treatments knowing it is only buying her minimal time and be able to support her. I want to be
able to bury her when she dies with all that love. And NOT by video. I want people that CAN’T
have the vaccine be able to live their lives without prejudice. Slowly freedoms are being taken
away from Canadian citizens. The only difference between the vaccinated and the
unvaccinated is the vaccinated can live ‘decent’ life AS LONG AS THEY HAVE A CARD. That
sounds a little like OLD Germany to me. It is exhausting to see people’s mental health suffer.
It is angering to see that our children are being programmed to not be able to read social cues
on peoples’ faces. Our children are suffering in education, mental health, physical health,
social health. This must end! It must end now! For the love of God!

2/19/2022 6:15 PM

20497

Financially mental health

2/19/2022 6:15 PM

20498

Lack of therapy and treatment of my concussion. Kids are struggling with speech and over
mental state

2/19/2022 6:15 PM

20499

Restricted my life and has caused division with my family/friends. Mental uncertainty has
caused other issues.

2/19/2022 6:15 PM

20500

Too much to list here.

2/19/2022 6:15 PM

20501

Emergency act is preposterous

2/19/2022 6:15 PM

20502

Negatively

2/19/2022 6:15 PM

20503

I've suffered from depression and anxiety due to being locked down at Christmas,
Thanksgiving and for so long. I have a serious medical condition and it was over a year before
I could see a doctor. Not able to get together with friends.

2/19/2022 6:14 PM

20504

Loss of job Loss of desire to participate in society since I was not allowed for so long

2/19/2022 6:14 PM

20505

Non je supporte les camionneurs

2/19/2022 6:14 PM
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20506

How hasn't it!!! Treating people like bio weapons is disgusting!

2/19/2022 6:14 PM

20507

I’ve been made fearful that if I didn't get the vaccine I would not be able to fly to see my
grandbabies. My son has lost his job. Isolation not being able to gather in church to worship
and gather with other believers. Anxiety depression and the loss of friendships and family.

2/19/2022 6:14 PM

20508

Scared my children and added unnecessary stress

2/19/2022 6:14 PM

20509

Lost friends depression

2/19/2022 6:14 PM

20510

Adversely effected my health with inability to breathe or stress of pressures if I choose not to.

2/19/2022 6:14 PM

20511

Took away hope for my children and grandchildrens future.

2/19/2022 6:14 PM

20512

I lost my job because I didnt get vaccinated. I am unable to visit my senior friends. But,
mostly I watch the depression happen in children.

2/19/2022 6:14 PM

20513

What life? Life sucks

2/19/2022 6:14 PM

20514

It a total Disgrace to Canada and I wonder what’s going to happen to our grandkids if it keeps
up like this we have to get rid of that no good monkey Justin Trudeau

2/19/2022 6:14 PM

20515

It has had detrimental effects mentally, financially spiritually for both my family's (children)
lives and my life. What is going on is criminal and i want a vote of non confidence against
Justin Trudeau.

2/19/2022 6:14 PM

20516

It affected my life to the fullest degree, I lost my job my bills are piling up and I can barely
afford to feed my kids, they lost two years of school and my one child didn't want to live
anymore.

2/19/2022 6:14 PM

20517

My sister and her family from Houston TX, were not able to come to the once in a lifetime
wedding of mine on Feb, 2021, as well as my other sisters wedding, in Sept 2021. It broke all
of our hearts. My husband and I were only aloud 24ppl to attend our wedding in Feb. 2021,
which was extremely difficult and excludes very important people in our lives. Also had to wear
masks for it. (Took a lot of the thrill out of such a beautiful experience) . Also it sucked we
weren’t able to go on a honeymoon out of country..also When the mandates occurred in SK,
my husband and I didn’t get vaccinated after doing our own extensive research about it. We’ve
lost friends and made enemies with family members, as well as was treated as a 2nd class
citizen, not even being aloud to eat in public restaurants, go into a liquor store or any event.
These mandates have been so divisive. The government has not followed the ever evolving
science of Covid. I can send many links to support our stance if you so wish.

2/19/2022 6:14 PM

20518

My family and I stopped using local businesses, meeting with friends and guests. The latest
version of Covid-19, Omicron, is not as dangerous. My son brought it from school, and each of
the family had symptoms for 1.5-2.5 days. We are double- and triple-vaccinated, maybe that's
why the symptoms were weak. Now the pandemic is essentially over, so many restrictions can
be called off.

2/19/2022 6:14 PM

20519

Have been ridiculed many times going shopping for not wearing a mask meanwhile I cannot
wear one for many reasons including medical. If it wasn’t for my church my social life would be
completely non existent and honestly I don’t even want to think of where I’d be right now... a
very bad place or dead even maybe if I didn’t have those people by my side. I am a victim of
Trudeau’s name calling and all of those accusations are so not true about so many people I
know including myself. I almost wasn’t allowed to see my dying grandmother. Thankfully I was
in the end but had to see her all alone with no support which was mentally and emotionally
scarring for me. I am no longer hardly free to do just whatever I want and have whatever
opinion I want without being in danger of the cancel culture of the left. They claim to be so
tolerating but if you have an opinion separate from them it’s very clear just how intolerant they
really are.

2/19/2022 6:14 PM

20520

I have not seen my grandchildren. Hugged them or kissed them. I have been isolated from
family and friends yet had to go work and see strangers! I have slowly seen our freedoms
being taken away and no one (until now with the truckers) have said or done anything. I fear for
all of us with this government over reach, especially for future generations!

2/19/2022 6:14 PM

20521

It has made me regret ever moving to Canada. I lost faith in our government and medicine. I
didnt know that the free Canada would turn into a nazi, communist country.

2/19/2022 6:14 PM

20522

I can't work.

2/19/2022 6:13 PM
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20523

It has affected almost everyone as far as a feeling of isolation from friends and family. Closing
the gyms but leaving Walmart as a safe zone is disgusting. People need that outlet for both
their physical and mental health.

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20524

No jobs no security and being forced to get the vaccine without proper testing

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20525

Too many ways to list. Everything everyday

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20526

ANGER!!!

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20527

Destroyed relationships with my entire family relationships with my work

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20528

- Affected mental health of family and friends - Watched my old parents (91 and 87 years old)
felt isolated and depressed for not seeing their family members - Had to let my 87 years old
mom go in alone at the cancer unit to receive her cancer treatments therefore watched her cry
before going in and saw her getting Moe and more depressed - Lost faith in my government for
the way they acted toward the convoy protesters … dividing our country - Watch the
government make empty promises over and over again … therefore basically lying to the
country - Stress level and anxiety went way up - Financial burden because of job lost for not
wanting to get vaccinated - Not able to get another job because not double vaxed - As parents,
I need to support my children who lost their jobs for refusing to get vaxed

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20529

Not being at work for 8 1/2 months... Financially a hard time

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20530

I have become a second class citizen and can’t do the things I could 2 years ago.

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20531

Fear. Depression. Unability to seek treatment. On a 2 year wait list.

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20532

Goes against my values of how my fellow citizens deserve/should be treated. Causing division
and infighting with families and friends and NOT how I want my tax dollars spent. Vaccines
should be treated as a chosen preventive measure for anyone who chooses them. I do believe
in some mandated vaccination but not for a corona virus.

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20533

No longer able to have a normal existence with my grandchildren. Daughter is vaxx injured
from first dose. Took it 9 months ago and only now is able to walk for a few minutes at a time.
This is insane and has to end immediately

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20534

Anxiety, major depression, divorce

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20535

Horribly

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20536

I have not had the freedom to travel, eat out, attend events, or to associate as I wish. The fear
of Covid caused by misinformation and government mandates has devastated my family life.

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20537

Screwed it totally in many ways. I should be in Florida for the winter! Caused depression.
Cabin fever. Caused division of the people. Stole our freedom!!

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20538

Can’t go out to visit people

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20539

Depression / mental illness

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20540

Cant get medical tests

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20541

No matter how careful I was in following the mandates etc I still contracted Covid. I believe in
the vaccines etc, but have realized that just like the Spanish Flu & all its variants that we are
inoculated against each year, we are going to have to live with this new virus for the rest of our
lives. So being shut away, masked or distancing from each other is not going to eliminate this
& situation we are facing. I have & will continue to follow protocol, but am at the point of, Lets
get on with life. If you are sick, stay home. If you know someone in your peer or family group
is sick or showing symptoms, stay away. It’s simple, just be smart….

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20542

About to loose my license which I have worked hard to obtain! I have a long list of patients
who will be without treatment for a number of months until they are able to find a new therapist,
who might not even be able to help them the same way I do because of different skill sets and
qualifications.

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20543

Terribly. No words. Family break up

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20544

Negatively.

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20545

Très difficile mentalement et financièrement. Perte de notre liberté et super difficile pour les

2/19/2022 6:13 PM
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adolescents. Perte d'ami(e)s, perte de la famille, division du peuple canadien, division dans les
familles. Tout ça est néfaste sur plusieurs plans, sans compter les difficultés scolaires depuis
les 2 dernières années et l'aspect mental de la population. Nous avons vu la détresse chez ma
belle mère de 87 ans, qui est malade présentement, non pas à cause de la covid, mais à
cause des mesures sanitaires trop drastique et complètement inhumaine. Elle fait une
dépression profonde et à 87 ans... on se remet difficilement de cet état. Elle ne mange
pratiquement plus et est en perte musculaire...tout ça à cause qu'elle a été privé de ses
contacts physiques avec les gens qu'elle aimait....
20546

Affecting mental and physical health, masks affect breathing, vaccine passports are turning
canada into a policed country

2/19/2022 6:13 PM

20547

My husband has lost his job. We have not been able to go anywhere or do anything for 6
months. We have been villainized

2/19/2022 6:12 PM

20548

Was not able to have my wedding the way that I had always dreamed.

2/19/2022 6:12 PM

20549

Negatively. I cannot live my life freely

2/19/2022 6:12 PM

20550

Some of my children lost jobs I still mite lose mine Separating the family my mom went into
depression big time from loneliness couldn’t visit her it’s not good

2/19/2022 6:12 PM

20551

Loss of friends, stress about losing my job. My teenager's mental and physical health.

2/19/2022 6:12 PM

20552

It's exposed how the politics of fear and division are destroying good governance. No one is
doing any realistic reassessment of policies to ensure they are necessary and the least
restrictive measure.

2/19/2022 6:12 PM

20553

House bound because of disabilities, Dr appointments suspended because of staff shortages
& stores being closed, difficult to get my meds… too many other issues to mention.

2/19/2022 6:12 PM

20554

I am worried about my brother as he has been working from home for 2 years alone and he is
depressed and needs normalcy.

2/19/2022 6:12 PM

20555

The mandate has been government overreach that has disregarded our charter of rights and
freedoms. It had taken my job, divided the people of Canada and forced many into bad
situations. I have lost all confidence in our government and it has hurt Manu people whom I
care dearly for. It has shut down debate while pushing a false narrative and deceived many
well meaning people. Science is not political it is true or not.

2/19/2022 6:12 PM

20556

More than can be described here.

2/19/2022 6:12 PM

20557

I feel like a prisoner in my own country

2/19/2022 6:12 PM

20558

Daughter can't attend college, division in family, my in laws won't gather with us, my pregnant
cousin won't be with me in person (as I am not vaccinated) and I was supposed to be her birth
partner (she's single). We've been excluded from social events, dine in restaurants, movie
theaters, gyms, my beloved yoga studio and travel. We would have been excluded from my
other cousins wedding but they ended up canceling ... due to covid mandates

2/19/2022 6:12 PM

20559

100% Negatively. Very isolated and saw many lonely seniors. It has caused many family and
friend conflicts for no reason

2/19/2022 6:12 PM

20560

Not significantly

2/19/2022 6:12 PM

20561

Negatively

2/19/2022 6:12 PM

20562

Dramatically! Mentally and physically! Depression. Segregation. And then on top of that no
gym. I can’t go anywhere. Can’t see anyone. It’s inhumane. I am so concerned for the
children!!!! Devastating.

2/19/2022 6:12 PM

20563

Loss my job Cancel family vacation Affected my relations with my wife My son was not allow
to play sports. My family deprived from their liberty I felt forced to take the vaccination or lose
my job again.

2/19/2022 6:12 PM

20564

Living with tension constantly

2/19/2022 6:12 PM

20565

It hasn't.

2/19/2022 6:12 PM

20566

I’m a mom with three kids and it is already a tricky thing going out but to keep masks on the
kids and communicate with them with masks on is tricky. We are also not vaccinated so we

2/19/2022 6:11 PM
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can’t take our kids swimming, go out to a restaurant on a date, visit our grandma, and go to
soccer games of friends.
20567

I have depression, Justin Trudeau has made me a hostage in my own country. Many of my
rightful freedoms have been illegally taken away from me. Currently, I feel afraid to live in
Canada, and I NEVER thought I would have to EVER say that in my life.

2/19/2022 6:11 PM

20568

Separation between friends and family, a great division between Canadians, inability to travel
by air, a great financial stress on Canadians, inflation, job losses, mental health issues.

2/19/2022 6:11 PM

20569

Price of groceries has gone up. Customer service is non existent. It is just another tactic to
enhance the difference in social classes. The rich are profiting while the poor are suffering. The
government wants to divide and conquer

2/19/2022 6:11 PM

20570

I have been made in to slave. I have lost my job, can't travel, have lost family members to the
shot, have stress, fights with spouse, been treated like a non human

2/19/2022 6:11 PM

20571

The vaccine mandates had me as a parent banned from the building that my children play
sports in. My child who has graduated and the other who is about to graduate from high school
have no prospects for secondary education because the Universities and colleges are requiring
it as well.

2/19/2022 6:11 PM

20572

My family has missed seeing each other, it has divided us, my youngest child has missed out
on school activities with peers . We have been affected financially. I could go on and on

2/19/2022 6:11 PM

20573

We are not vaccinated due to my child having severe reactions to injections. And we have not
been able to live for the past 2 years. It’s affecting my childrens lives. They are not growing up
in a normal world doing normal child activities

2/19/2022 6:11 PM

20574

lost my business and income

2/19/2022 6:11 PM

20575

We own restaurant so loss of business and delay or no supplies

2/19/2022 6:11 PM

20576

If referring to the Covid-19 restrictions and vaccine mandate, it has affected me by keeping my
husband and I healthy through out the past two years.

2/19/2022 6:11 PM

20577

It has restricted my basic human rights in multiple ways. It is illegal and I strongly disagree
with it.

2/19/2022 6:11 PM

20578

Depression, lack of gym, fear of police and government, police violence, government
overreach

2/19/2022 6:11 PM

20579

It has put my children's lives on hold for two years - no chance to begin a career, meet new
friends, socialize or meet potential spouses. We have had family members die without being
able to be with them as we should be. It has left all of us depressed, angry and questioning the
motives of elected officials and bureaucrats.

2/19/2022 6:11 PM

20580

Fully

2/19/2022 6:11 PM

20581

It’s killed everything

2/19/2022 6:11 PM

20582

I now suffered discrimination and segregation.

2/19/2022 6:11 PM

20583

Loss of freedom

2/19/2022 6:11 PM

20584

Infringes on my rights as a Canadian citizen.

2/19/2022 6:11 PM

20585

Moved university online

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20586

Created divisiveness among my family and friends (this is sad). Prevented my ability to travel
in Canada and internationally (this is outrageous). Caused me and my family to be
discriminated against by restaurants, gyms, entertainment venues, etc.(draconian). Caused
huge concern over future implementation of passports for more than just the vaccine. (
anxiety)

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20587

Family friction, loss of my God given freedom, general stress over excessive government
control.

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20588

In every way possible

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20589

I am unable to maintain my physical fitness and as a senior I want to remain strong and
healthy. I cannot enjoy my retirement like travel before I’m to old

2/19/2022 6:10 PM
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20590

Emotionally taxed

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20591

closed in from society. Freedom stripped away. no visits. no church. hard on grandchildren
need to enjoy their Freedom.

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20592

Socially mentally financially

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20593

FREEDOM!!!!!

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20594

Father in law has been stricken suddenly with an unknown psychological condition. Was forced
to vaccinate to continue with business. Friends have also suddenly died in explained
circumstances

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20595

My son tried to commit suicide i have had depression from not seeing my family i am afraid of
those that seem to think they can control us taken power to another level and make us a
communist country .

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20596

Loss of relationships, buisness loss, mental health decline, loss of travel,

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20597

It has caused me great anxiety and has caused division in my family. It is also hard to hold my
temper; I am much quicker to “fly off the handle”. I have suffered from extreme loneliness. At
the end of the day the mandate had done far more harm than good.

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20598

Anxiety Stress Prevented travel to see my father My business has suffered My kids have
suffered Family riffs and lost friends My father in law died alone

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20599

Stop me from being able to serve Jesus as I desire

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20600

It has ostracized me from my family, colleagues and society. It has had a detrimental impact
on my mental health, my overall well-being and how others view me. It has caused isolation
and depression.

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20601

Travel, eating out, but mostly separation from pro and con. Dividing our country negatively

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20602

Ive had jobs be unstable and make affording anything extremely hard with prices going up.
With the lockdowns it has worstened my mental health extremely by not being able to go
anywhere or see anyone.

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20603

I havent been able to work. Providing for my family has neen unbelievably hard.

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20604

Travel, socializing

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20605

Made it hell

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20606

by not letting me see family and lost my job

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20607

I have had covid despite three shots but as a result my and my family's cases were mild.
Wearing masks and social distancing has been tough and I miss traveling but I'm not a child
so I understand the value of the restrictions.

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20608

We want to have a choice for our health and not give up our rights.

2/19/2022 6:10 PM

20609

My 89 year old dad passed away alone. He was at the hospital for a month begging for us to
go see him. We had to keep telling him we weren’t allowed! He eas hard of hearing so we
couldn’t talk on the phone!! He died scared, alone, and thought we didn’t care! My 98 year old
grandma died alone. She was in a home. Everyone id vaccinated and boosters and still
couldn’t go see her! She died alone! I’m depressed!! This country has become a communist
country!! Stop Justin Trudeau and the emergency act!

2/19/2022 6:09 PM

20610

Rather not say

2/19/2022 6:09 PM

20611

Violation of freedoms

2/19/2022 6:09 PM

20612

Kept me locked up.

2/19/2022 6:09 PM

20613

Forced to get a vaccine in order to keep my job, and support my family.

2/19/2022 6:09 PM

20614

It has caused major depression in myself and many of my family members

2/19/2022 6:09 PM

20615

Physically, mentally, socially, financially, trust concerns, confused about reasoning in the
choices picked. Fearful to the hidden big picture underneath it all

2/19/2022 6:09 PM
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20616

Division, discrimination, govt lies, lying journalists, total misinformation, distrust

2/19/2022 6:09 PM

20617

Very little

2/19/2022 6:09 PM

20618

It has forced me to show my identification to people who do not have a right to compel me to
do so, depriving me of my right to privacy. This is one of many ways.

2/19/2022 6:09 PM

20619

A lot

2/19/2022 6:09 PM

20620

It doesn't affect much. I'll just follow what course the government has set and adjust my daily
activities accordingly.

2/19/2022 6:09 PM

20621

Took away my freedoms

2/19/2022 6:09 PM

20622

Lost my job, kicked of of a board, child ended up in residential treatment, had a nervous break
down, husband and I seperated, became depressed, suffer anxiety, affraid to leave my home,
weight gain, loss of my home, debt collectors calling everyday, no income coming in

2/19/2022 6:09 PM

20623

I'm a victim from vaccine severe side effects that is destroyed my life..

2/19/2022 6:09 PM

20624

Has made me depressed

2/19/2022 6:09 PM

20625

Depression Family disintegrated Children suffering

2/19/2022 6:09 PM

20626

Can go anywhere, divided families, churches and shut down businesses. So sad

2/19/2022 6:09 PM

20627

My child can’t do things a normal child should be able to enjoy it has ruined her education and
childhood

2/19/2022 6:09 PM

20628

Depression Loss of job Loss of social connection

2/19/2022 6:08 PM

20629

The mandate forced my brother who had a valid medical exemption provided by his health care
team to choose between keeping his job or going against what his doctor recommended. His
exemption was rejected by his employer. Forced to choose to keep the job which provides food
and shelter for his family of 5 with one on the way he received the Pfizer vaccine. Within 12
hours he was rushed to the hospital sustaining two strokes and now has a heart condition
which prevents him from working and raising his growing family. This has put a strain on the
rest of the extended family who has stepped in to help. This has had a traumatic effect on our
entire family.

2/19/2022 6:08 PM

20630

Strassed. I am vaccinated as I did not have a choice which is against my will. Additionally
after vaccination I have serious problem with my bones. I can not see my family. Dividing
people is a horror.

2/19/2022 6:08 PM

20631

People I know died from their vaccines. Young adults I know almost died from the vaccine.
I’ve been sick since my vaccine

2/19/2022 6:08 PM

20632

Emotional damage

2/19/2022 6:08 PM

20633

Has caused me into a state of depression, more stress, anxiety.

2/19/2022 6:08 PM

20634

Hell on earth

2/19/2022 6:08 PM

20635

Lost my wage, can't travel to see my family in BC and in France

2/19/2022 6:08 PM

20636

Friends and family have been lost due to vaccines can see loved ones in hospitals and homes
they have to be alone Jobs lost... breathing difficulties from masks... l have copd and it's hard
enough to breathe... And it has certainly made me lose faith and trust in the government etc

2/19/2022 6:08 PM

20637

It feels like everybody is against everybody. Every place I walk into it's like, do this, do that,
ware this, ware that. No body tells me what to ware but me!!!!

2/19/2022 6:08 PM

20638

As a senior it has taken away my freedom to live the final years of my life in peace and
enjoyment

2/19/2022 6:08 PM

20639

Mentally and loss of family and friends and the division it has caused

2/19/2022 6:08 PM

20640

I have 2 teenage grand children suffering anxiety. I was unable to see my mother-in-law before
she died alone in extended care. I have been restricted from large family indoor gatherings. I
was forced to get vaccinated in-order-to fly to visit with 2 aging aunts and an uncle in Eastern
Canada. Now I stand a chance of having my bank accounts and investments frozen my
property taken away because I support a peace cause for my Chater of Rights and Freedoms

2/19/2022 6:08 PM
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as well as the Canadian Constitution because I believe in those rights and freedoms. Never in
my life could I have conceived of the thought that Canada would be controlled by tyranny after
so many have died for freedom!
20641

Infringement upon I constitutional and charter of rights in the freedoms there in

2/19/2022 6:08 PM

20642

I've lost 2 jobs I am a 20 year experienced nurse I cannot fix my car I cannot pay for my
nursing lisence I cannot pay my child support therefore lost my license I cannot pay rent and
will be homeless end of February Stress anxiety and depression Conflict with the ex over
vaccines and the kids Fear for the safety of the ones I love Fear for Canadians as a whole
loss of freedoms and medical choice This is not a mandate this is criminal and designed in no
way to keep us safe Discussing

2/19/2022 6:08 PM

20643

A lot I don’t believe in Communism or Dictatorship and our Trudeau Government and
supporters

2/19/2022 6:08 PM

20644

I was fired from my job due to the vax mandate. All of our lives were impacted negatively in all
Aspects of life- physical, emotional, social, psychological.

2/19/2022 6:08 PM

20645

Divided family and friends Job and credit loss Health issues Made me decide the gov't
structure MUST change immediately and Jason Kenney and Trudeau MUST be removed from
power immediately!

2/19/2022 6:08 PM

20646

Can’t go anyplace I want .

2/19/2022 6:08 PM

20647

I’m unable to watch my children play hockey, take them to hockey or live normally.

2/19/2022 6:08 PM

20648

In every way, married and family life, social life

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20649

Affected me socially and financially for 2 + years and I do not qualify for any financial tax
breaks due to being a full time worker and single individual

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20650

Total distruction to relationships, particularly devastating to family relationships, and dreams
for the future.

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20651

I hate being lied to and I really hated seeing elderly people being made to fear this crap so
badly that they scuttled around in grocery stores afraid that they would catch something

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20652

Depression

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20653

Socially and family

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20654

yes

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20655

Keeps families apart. Missed funerals

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20656

Mental Health issues, triggers, gambling and when I stand for my freedom of rights, you get
Oster sized.

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20657

Mentally and financially a heartbreaking ordeal.

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20658

Socially, health and well-being,, physically, couldn’t visit immediate family, parents and friends,
losing friendships/peers, could not use services from essential businesses, workplace
bullying/harassment, created fear, created lack of trust in all levels of government, etc.

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20659

Meh

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20660

Lost my Job No EI NO SEVERANCE after 30yrs

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20661

Made me devel depression and anxiety

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20662

My life was like being in a prison. It reminds me of my youth experiences in East Berlin under
draconic Communism.. I have nightmares since 2 years now. Also it reminds me of what my
parents told me about the Nazi times.. How they segregated the helpless Jews from the other
Germans and then killed Millions in camps. I understand that the Provinces already are
building camps.. What for? ARE the unvaxxed to go there.? I am worried, this draconic
Trudeau and minority government could go this way!! They have to vote on a non confidence
to stop Trudeau from wiping out our Democracy totally. I am a retired Pharmacist. originally
from East Berlin. My family had to escspe from there to the West. I Immigrated to Canada,
then one of the freest country in the world in 1975.. Became a proud Canadian, but the country
was then wonderful... The True cool FREE North... BUT NOW...! Mr. "Castro has almost ruined

2/19/2022 6:07 PM
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it. And I would love to leave if this goes on.. The question is where to go to?? It seems that
the Agenda 21 and NWO will catch up with you eventually whereever you go.. They have
planned this very carefully! Best to look up in your Bible 1Tessalon.Chapter 4:14-17..God will
supernaturally interfere for any believer IN HIM... Our Only Hope!! We are praying for justice
and a delay....God bless you! Bettina
20663

Since the mandates occurred my family became very divided. Due to I am unvaccinated, my
children’s family didn’t come to visit us. They said is for our well being. So sad!

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20664

All

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20665

Limited to finding new job, lost my personal restaurant business. Also in every aspect of life.
Its just awful

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20666

Loss of my God given freedoms, loss of charter freedoms, loss of constitutional freedoms

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20667

My Grandfather was medically kidnapped by the hospital and held against his will, was
diagnosed with COPD and then was not giving proper treatment in the hospital for COPD, they
called him a Covid patient. He died from neglect and wrong treatment. He was the most
incredible person , he was always there to help someone in need and was full of love . This
world needs more people like him … not less .

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20668

It has caused undue stress and isolation. My 2 grown children and 2 grandchildren have had to
live with us for the past 2 years adding to a very demoralizing and depressing situation

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20669

Work, Child education, economy

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20670

Loss of movement, loss of business revenue (down 50%), loss of medical access, loss of
visiting family in nursing home, among many other.

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20671

It has caused lots of unnecessary fear among friends and made relationships hard to pursue

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20672

My mental health has been impacted. Lost many friends and family because they could not
accept my position

2/19/2022 6:07 PM

20673

It has made me fearful for mine and my families future under a authoritarian regime. I simply
want to be left alone and be able to decide what drugs are injected into me without being
segregated from society.

2/19/2022 6:06 PM

20674

In every way possible

2/19/2022 6:06 PM

20675

Stress.. depression

2/19/2022 6:06 PM

20676

Added stress and anxiety. More isolatioñ.

2/19/2022 6:06 PM

20677

Had to consider losing my job, stress, depression, financial losses and someone with natural
immunity pressured into getting the vaccine even though they were already protected. Not
being able to go out anywhere or travel because of our medical choice all violated my
protected charter rights.

2/19/2022 6:06 PM

20678

Work has slowed down, trying to pay bills and not having the money

2/19/2022 6:06 PM

20679

I’ve felt isolated and it has had a negative impact on my mental health.

2/19/2022 6:06 PM

20680

It’s shit

2/19/2022 6:06 PM

20681

Isolation, depression, fear, plus division, hate, bullying, and shame tactics from our own
government and its leaders. It hasn’t worked from day 1 and yet they insist the specialists in
their various fields are wrong and they’ve continued with unsuccessful methods.

2/19/2022 6:06 PM

20682

Lost my freedoms and right to my choices

2/19/2022 6:06 PM

20683

Socially, economically, friendships financially

2/19/2022 6:06 PM

20684

In every aspect. My children especially!!

2/19/2022 6:06 PM

20685

Can’t see family in hospital or nursing homes. They die alone

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20686

Negatively , significantly negatively.

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20687

No travel no spending time with family and friends no work for 3 months

2/19/2022 6:05 PM
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20688

Divided friends and family

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20689

Declining mental health, crippled family business, strained and destroyed relationships. I
believe in science and vaccines. I'm triple boosted. I'm a nurse. There are things worse then
covid. I believed in the mandates through most of the pandemic....but it's not the same virus
and we are close to 90% vaxxed. Its time to learn to live with this.

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20690

It’s totally has made my life extremely difficult in many ways .Damaged relationships and
effected my social group and shopping .Even essentials services such as banking hospital
services and taking away my freedom of choice I have filled a few complaints about how I
have been treated especially where going to a Dr and getting a Dr exemption and next to NO
one accepted it even after it was stated right from Trudeau that it would be.

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20691

Mandate had affected me so much physically, mentally and emotionally. I have also lost my
job as frontline worker at UHN for 27 years.

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20692

Affected family visits, family separations do to beliefs. It is a choice

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20693

Lost friends and family members in addition to my job. Live a life of solitude and are unable to
go anywhere or do anything and forced to wear these masks where you can't even breathe and
they don't work! So much division!!

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20694

My inner circle friends are seeming to struggle Without social "in person" interactions. Living
lonely is depressing.

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20695

Being forced to take vaccines

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20696

As a truck driver these have effected every aspect of my job!

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20697

Just you can't socialize with family and friends can't travel to see family

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20698

The mandate has ruined my life. I have lost friends and family members. It has caused me to
go into a deep depression. I have accumulated so much anxiety that never seems to go away.

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20699

The government needs to be more consistent in the rules they are all over the place

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20700

Kids scared of masks; can’t gather with family; unable to visit family overseas

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20701

Depression, lack of work, affected social life, affected my child's extra curricular activities and
so much more.

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20702

I have been terrified on so many levels. Mainly because my daughter has a medical condition
and has had severe reactions to vaccines before. We are otherwise healthy and happy. My
daughter has anxiety and her mental health and self esteem have suffered greatly. U can
hardly get her to leave the house. We have lost many friends and family and had suffered
judgements from people who know nothing about us or her medical condition. No doctor would
give her an exemption even after recommending before the pandemic was ever heard if that
needles are a risk. It has been a nightmare.

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20703

Restrictions of seeing my daughter who’s in a group home for adults. Not seeing family in NB
as I’m not vaccinated. So much testing just to visit family locally. Not enough tests to meet
the demand for testing.

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20704

My mental health has been on a steady decline. Without the support of my like minded
community, I think I would be in a pretty dark place.

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20705

I have not been able to see family. They are the most important part of my life and I can not
see them. My mother-in-kaw is 98 yrs.

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20706

I have family I have not seen since this started. This has divided families, friends & our
country. I have not been able to travel.

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20707

Finiancially, mentally, my daughters mental health and education

2/19/2022 6:05 PM

20708

I feel like life has gotten very small due to regulations and requirements, leading to a constant
state of dis-ease.

2/19/2022 6:04 PM

20709

Loss of love, affection, hugs….

2/19/2022 6:04 PM

20710

Was forced to be vaccinated to keep my job

2/19/2022 6:04 PM

20711

Travel restrictions, family weddings, locked up loved ones, child's post secondary education,

2/19/2022 6:04 PM
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massive stress about future for my children under the massive overreach into our lives
20712

Forced vaccination. In order to maintain income to support family.

2/19/2022 6:04 PM

20713

Cause a lot of worry

2/19/2022 6:04 PM

20714

Not at all.

2/19/2022 6:04 PM

20715

I’m a second class citizen because I can’t take the vaccine due to health reasons...I can’t see
my father to say good bye as he’s dying of cancer

2/19/2022 6:04 PM

20716

It is tyranny! A flagrant violation of our rights and freedoms!!! They have exposed that Canada
is no longer a free democracy.

2/19/2022 6:04 PM

20717

Can no longer go out to restaurants or my cottage with my partner, family and friends

2/19/2022 6:04 PM

20718

Having no freedom. Being judged by family, friends, coworkers, strangers for not believing in
the same thing. Losing relationships over it.

2/19/2022 6:04 PM

20719

mental health, financially everything my fucking life is ruined

2/19/2022 6:04 PM

20720

Division in our country. We are social by nature we need to get back this being human. The
prime minister needs to step down. Everything he has done for the so called safety of
Canadians during covid has failed. It is time to tell the truth and let his people goo.

2/19/2022 6:04 PM

20721

My family life. I worried about neighbors reporting me for having family gatherings The
mandates were very confusing.i was able to go shopping but not see my family

2/19/2022 6:04 PM

20722

Seeing my family being over see

2/19/2022 6:04 PM

20723

Travel was affected greatly.

2/19/2022 6:04 PM

20724

Have been stigmatized and bullied by vaccinated people. Job was threatened

2/19/2022 6:04 PM

20725

Horribly

2/19/2022 6:04 PM

20726

The mandate has affected my life by increasing anxiety. Specifically During the months where
masking was optional as the pro-maskers would judge/berate you for choosing to not wear a
mask. It also made me feel hopeless/depressed being a young health care worker (23 when
the pandemic started) as I had plans to travel the world and LIVE and experience things.
Instead we were shut in our homes. I feel like these three years have been wasted.

2/19/2022 6:04 PM

20727

Delayed kids, separated family members, caused division

2/19/2022 6:04 PM

20728

Very terrible my job was compromised. They tested me 3x a week and pay for it.. I cannot go
anywhere else because of the vaccine passport…

2/19/2022 6:04 PM

20729

Made family, friends, neighbours, coworkers hate each other. Can’t travel, have illnesses from
vax. Over what is now a cold

2/19/2022 6:04 PM

20730

totally be effected by all Mandates as all Canadians have been

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20731

No travel by air, family discord, loss of friends, friend died in hospital (not Covid) with no one to
advocate for her, no personal medical choice, stress, loss of hope for our Country.

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20732

I am not vaccinated because of blood clots, I have not been out in 2 years because the Dr.
refuses to give me a letter!

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20733

Forced to put an unknown substance that is still in the experimental phase in order to keep my
job.

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20734

Increased by quality of life and decreased my mental health as a person on disability

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20735

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20736

Mentally it has been very stress full and it has removed our freedom of choice to be
vaccinated or not. We should have a choice without penalty

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20737

Severely negative affects on entire family

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20738

Wife quit job ,stress ,sick ,daughter lose job ..stress again ..and this government a
failure..stress again ..should I go on

2/19/2022 6:03 PM
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20739

Can’t move freely and my small business has taken a huge hit

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20740

Stress and uncertainty

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20741

Less social interaction, working from home, unable to travel

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20742

Caused division in my family. Not allowed us to see my wonderful Mother-in-law before she
passed away. Caused a lot of depression and anxiety in the children.

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20743

Forced medical procedure

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20744

My father in law was isolated from his family in hospital for three months. Then we were finally
allowed in (only two at a time) to say goodbye while he lay unconscious on the hospital bed.
His wife hadn't seen him in over three months because she wasn't allowed in. My husband lost
his job due to the pandemic and now can't get a job in his industry (aviation) because of the
mandates. My children have been barred from the sports that are available because I am not
vaccinated. And most sports aren't even running because it's too complicated with the rules.

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20745

My freedom.is taken away by these dictating mandates which is no longer necessary b,& only
hurt our businesses & destroy normalcy of life ! More importantly the mandates are very
devisive & has evolved into a tyrranical controlling agenda to bring in " great reset " -- the One
world dictatorship global order ! It's very inhumane to force ppl to put something in their body or
lose job - career & no.way to live & ppl.who.stand up.to question ( many top doctors & medical
expert & scientists already put forth evidence that the jabs do not prevent catching Covid or
stop.transmission & has cause many deaths & injuries within a short year's time !

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20746

Restricted everyday things and canceling important events in life. Effected mental health as
well

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20747

I and my family are prevented from gathering, from soeaking as is our right… pretty much all
our rights and freedoms have been summarilybtrashed but Trudeau

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20748

I work with children with mental health and is by far the worst time for this also I have a sister
that’s been affected by the vax

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20749

My husband and I separated because I didn't want to get vaccinated and we couldn't go
anywhere. And my kids are devastated that they need a shot they don't want to play sports or
to live a normal life.

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20750

Socially it’s been rough. Cut my annual pay by more than 51% both in 2020 and 2021. Been
depressed a lot more than ever before. It goes knand on.

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20751

Cannot travel because of the mandate. Have bot5been able to exercise because of the
mandate.

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20752

Separated my family, prevented me from seeing family and friends in the hospital and
prevented me from traveling to see my family in other provinces and and eating in restaurants,
going to games, and interfering in my earning a living.

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20753

Travel restrictions

2/19/2022 6:03 PM

20754

Discrimination, segregation and loss of human rights

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20755

Forced to get vaccines in order to keep working, can’t socialize, masks make my job very
difficult. I work at a customer service desk and anyone who’s hard of hearing can’t read my
lips if they need to

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20756

My wife lost her job, we can’t go place we like we can’t travel friends and family have turned
on one another

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20757

Depression anxiety loss of income loss of education

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20758

It has caused me to make adjustments to my daily life. Trudeau has given rise to a bunch of
entitled individuals who believe they should have everything for nothing. Tax increases have
dramatically effected my life.

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20759

I have no freedoms

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20760

Creating social discord with family and friends, been harder for my business to succeed due to
lockdowns etc.

2/19/2022 6:02 PM
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20761

Unable to work

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20762

Has prevented me from seeing a sibling for 2 yrs. Last time I seen said sibling was at a
funeral..No contact allowed even at family funeral .

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20763

Both my parents passed away and we could not have a proper funeral for either one. As an
unvaccinated I was discriminated against even by the Prime Minister.

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20764

Family separated

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20765

It has turned my social little special needs girl antisocial who hasn’t had any activities in two
years! Disgusting tyrants!!

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20766

Limited my ability to work

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20767

My privledges for myself and family I can’t do

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20768

My freedom to live my life free and autonomously has been stolen

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20769

Depression, Anger and Extreme sadness

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20770

I feel like we have been robbed of the last two years of our lives.

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20771

It has had a very negative effect on my children's mental health!

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20772

Cannot do any dining out or concerts or travel outside Canada, no weddings or funerals of
extended family.

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20773

Yes

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20774

lost of income and depression

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20775

Work, social, mental health, relationships, financial

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20776

I multiple ways. Can’t fly in my own country to see my elderly mother in another province.
Can’t fly to see my daughter and grandkids in another province. Can’t even go into my work
place office building.

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20777

They have been destroying my life and hurting my kids and relationships

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20778

This is heartbreaking. I’m depressed.

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20779

Loss of freedom to live normally

2/19/2022 6:02 PM

20780

It has shut down my wife's business to a point where we sold our house in Ontario to stay in
business and are presently renting a basement apartment. We refuse to be injected with the
experimental agent so our freedom to attend youth hockey games, attend restaurants and
theatres, and travel via air has been rescinded by the government mandates. The mandates
and misinformation about the experimental agent has caused stress and division with friends
who now refuse to associate with us unless we are jabbed.

2/19/2022 6:01 PM

20781

I may not have a job in a couple of months.

2/19/2022 6:01 PM

20782

My work, school, and family

2/19/2022 6:01 PM

20783

I've been wearing a mask since April 2020. I've been forced to provide a negative rapid test
prior to going to work and have to provide a negative test every 72 hours while I am working. I
have not been able to sit down in a restaurant to enjoy a meal. I could not book a hotel without
a vaccine passport. I have not been able to fly to see my family or have a vacation to help
with my mental health. I've broke down in tears feeling helpless and felt I had no control of my
own body and rights. I haven't visited family for fear of being reported by someone.

2/19/2022 6:01 PM

20784

In everything in my life was affected by the tyranny government

2/19/2022 6:01 PM

20785

It has totally separated my family, has ruined friendships! It has caused much fear in people!
Trudeau is turning Canada into a Communist country, and he needs to be stopped!

2/19/2022 6:01 PM

20786

Depression and life changing job loss

2/19/2022 6:01 PM

20787

Separation and loss of communication with friends and family. Difficulty finding employment.

2/19/2022 6:01 PM

20788

Business slow, family funerals limited, lost family and friends, so much division, children's
education pathetic, some of these kids depended on school in order to eat each day! I could

2/19/2022 6:01 PM
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go on
20789

In every aspect.

2/19/2022 6:01 PM

20790

It has affected my life by taking away my rights and freedom it took away my work, my
freedom to go out and spend time with my family, my choice to do the things that I want to do
it took away my right to breath freely. It has taken away all hope of a normal life it has taken
away happiness of spending time with loved ones during occasions such as Christmas Easter
Thanksgiving. Overall it has taken away my life these past few years

2/19/2022 6:01 PM

20791

We have not been able to see family and friends. My work has gone from 3 days a week to 7 I
am completely exhausted.

2/19/2022 6:01 PM

20792

Prison

2/19/2022 6:01 PM

20793

Severe depression and anxiety

2/19/2022 6:01 PM

20794

Lost my family

2/19/2022 6:01 PM

20795

It hasn't

2/19/2022 6:01 PM

20796

Lost my job after 24 years all for a kill shot that doesn’t work!!

2/19/2022 6:01 PM

20797

I cannot attend my sons wedding… I could not go to the hospital to say goodbye to my dying
brother. …and so much divide…it is shameful

2/19/2022 6:01 PM

20798

How hasn't it?

2/19/2022 6:01 PM

20799

Loss of my business unable to travel to see my grand kids unable to holiday unable to use my
fasilities that I paid tax dollars for. Etc etc etc

2/19/2022 6:01 PM

20800

I lost my job of 19 years. My family is divided beyond repair. I am not allowed to participate in
society

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20801

Hasn't

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20802

I’m a leader not to be fooled by stupidity.

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20803

nothing i just want watch hockey

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20804

My children, my job, too much to explain in a little box

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20805

In every possible way!!! Family destroyed, child experiencing extreme depression, lost
income...

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20806

It has affected my choice by forcing me to take the jab or lose my job to support my family.

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20807

Taken my medical freedom to choose vaccinations. I cannot access some things because of
this.

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20808

have watched all my freedoms disappear

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20809

So much. Too depressed to give the full list.

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20810

Restricted social life and everyday things

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20811

I stay at home alone ALL the time and am becoming suicidal. What's the point in being alive
anymore??

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20812

Mentally, physically and financially.

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20813

stress at the workplace, exhaustion from overwhelming tasks, had to take a sick leave for
which I have received very little financial assistance. The body knows and humanity has
evolved through many such "dis-eases" the body knows how to build its own immunity....
otherwise, we wouldn't be here.

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20814

In every part of my life Having young kids its so stressful and Stressing me out for my job and
socialization with others. It’s unbelievable how the pm divided the canadiens

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20815

Can't go out to watch movies or go out for dinner. Wearing a mask makes me feel
claustrophobic

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20816

somewhat

2/19/2022 6:00 PM
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20817

I live with fear and division in my life.

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20818

The mandates have caused emotional stress, physical stress, division between family, and
has greatly impacted our children’s learning. The mandates have threatened our lively hood,
and have divided us from our fellow Canadian citizens. I have been called racist and other
awful names for supporting freedom. It needs to end and people need to move on and live
again. Our country needs to begin healing!

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20819

Caused massive division between close friends. Greatly impacted ability to do job effectively.

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20820

I was fired as a nurse after working in my organization for 11 years. I worked in mental health.
I am a 20 year nurse. My husband also would of lost his job but he quit.

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20821

I can't get a job because I won't get an experimental vaccine.

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20822

My father passed away last September, he was not able to see his grandchildren the last year
and a half of his life. Nor were they able to say their last goodbyes. 😥 Then with limits on his
funeral caused tension among family. My son who is in high school has not been able to live
the life of a normal teenager as I did growing up in Canada. Not extra curricular activities. Limit
social interactions with friends(this is very an important life skill to develop), and education has
been impacted. Sad, very sad. All for world domination. I don’t want to live in a communist
society or my son either.

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20823

Broke my family, gave me great anxiety, depression and stress. Never have I felt so hopeless.

2/19/2022 6:00 PM

20824

Loss of income, now making 1/3 of what I should be getting

2/19/2022 5:59 PM

20825

Confined me from places I like to go and people I like to see.

2/19/2022 5:59 PM

20826

Isolation, anger, job loss of friends, unemployment and SO MUCH STRESS

2/19/2022 5:59 PM

20827

I am depressed

2/19/2022 5:59 PM

20828

can’t go see my kids play hockey.. :(

2/19/2022 5:59 PM

20829

Unable to be fully free (that's why we're are in Canada)

2/19/2022 5:59 PM

20830

I’m a trucker

2/19/2022 5:59 PM

20831

Very little

2/19/2022 5:59 PM

20832

It has kept us safe and Covid free

2/19/2022 5:59 PM

20833

Kids sports spectating. Not allowed to partake in certain events because of passport
requirements at venues.

2/19/2022 5:59 PM

20834

Negatively, financially, physically, emotionally, mentally damaging

2/19/2022 5:59 PM

20835

I have been diagnosed with cancer and for an entire year already have received NO care! My
husband has been put on a leave of absence without pay, my son has experienced anxiety,
many I know have either died or experienced adverse reactions due to the vax or have been
killed by docs due to the protocol they follow regarding covid

2/19/2022 5:59 PM

20836

Alot of division with the people I care about, and a big pain. And it doesn't help.

2/19/2022 5:59 PM

20837

I am alone thanks to them, FOR YEARS! I have MS and CAN NOT TAKE IT or will be
paralyzed! Trudeau does not care. Yet am told I must? I may die on the spot, still he does not
care. This is not a free country!

2/19/2022 5:59 PM

20838

Spent the last two years unable to make plans for the future, unable to hug/see family.
Constantly changing mandates has made it impossible to keep up. My stress and anxiety has
tripled. I had to go work out in a quarantined camp as an essential employee away from my
husband and family for several weeks. I've lost money from several things I've booked getting
cancelled with no refunds offered (flights, hotels, vacations, races, etc). I've felt hopeless and
postponed having children, waiting on things to change, to go back to normal.

2/19/2022 5:59 PM

20839

I am very lonely because I am not allowed to do anything wish I would just die

2/19/2022 5:59 PM

20840

Have to wear a mask when I don’t want to

2/19/2022 5:59 PM

20841

Medically - unable to go for my regular cardiology check-ups

2/19/2022 5:58 PM
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20842

Loss of income, division in friends/family, negative mental health

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20843

Divided families, caused mental breakdowns, job disruption, ability to participate in activities,
sports…overall life. Loss of friends through my choice/our choice.

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20844

Discrimination. Coercion to take an unnecessary and experimental medical treatment.
Reduced business/income. Strained relationships. Lost opportunities for my kids. Brutal uni
education experience.

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20845

I have lost my job. Can’t visit my friends and family. Wasn’t able to attend my place of
worship. Was ridiculed. Name called. Put down. I could not meet or see people I love or care
about.

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20846

Better question is how has the mandates NOT affected my life?!

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20847

No income for two years and 7 people I know committed suicide.

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20848

Loss of business, loss of income, mental health, family friction, chronic dry skin, reaction to
both doses of vaccine which was worse than both times I had COVID-19, concern about
government disregard for Canadian Law, human rights, individual dignity and the Charter of
Rights and Freedoms.

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20849

Has caused separation between family and friends.

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20850

Negatively on all aspects

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20851

These mandates have taken away everything from everyone. My place of employment
currently has the mandate to be double vaccinated, I’m currently on a leave prior to this. It has
caused stress and anxiety with the threat to lose one’s job/income. It is making me rethink my
profession. I’m a Licensed Practical Nurse and have been for almost 28 years… I feel lost,
stuck, anxious, unsure what to do…. I’m angry we have lost out on so much, I’m angry my
son has had to wear a mask at school and missed 2 years of sports (he played basketball and
looked forward to playing in senior high) he’s grade 11 and gets to play now but has lost some
interest in it.

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20852

Mental health decline

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20853

It’s been ok. I have friends I don’t talk to anymore and have made some new ones.

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20854

My arm is still sore from 2 vaccinations. Having to isolate in Newfoundland before I could see
my Mom and family.

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20855

Travel restrictions has kept us stuck in Canada

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20856

I feel I was forced to take the vaccines under threat of losing my job of 12 years. I started in
the company at entry Level and worked very hard to get to where I am. I felt I didn't have a
choice.

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20857

Unable to see family and friends are definitely making my life difficult.

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20858

I feel imprisoned in my own home and city, anxiousness, frustration and despair

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20859

Not at all.

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20860

My mental health, my daughter’s mental health. Issues at work. Family disagreements.
Inability to travel and fulfill life goals.

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20861

It has been extremely stressful just doing everything things such as shopping or going out in
public. My daughter, who is a single mom raising a youngster has lost her job. She now has no
income and no child support. While she was working, she was also re-educating herself to be
an acupuncturist. With only a few months left of her education, her hopes for a new career
have been dashed, with Bonnie Henry's mandate for all health care workers to be jabbed. We
have been unable to see our other grandchildren who live in the U.S.

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20862

It has taken away my job and my freedoms as a Canadian citizen

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20863

I have left my profession of 15 years not because I am against vaccinations but because I
support medical freedom as was true historically within our nation and upheld by our Chart of
Rights and Freedoms. I struggle against anxiety and depressive symptoms due to the isolation
from others and the great division, conflict and anger that the government has stirred amongst
Canadians.

2/19/2022 5:58 PM
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20864

Its fucked it up. Very inconvenient

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20865

In every way. Being treated like a second class citizen because I don’t want to get the shot

2/19/2022 5:58 PM

20866

I am loosing the will to live in my country

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20867

Emotional I’m toast

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20868

Not at all

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20869

I will be losing my job as of Mar 31 2022. As a first nation's woman and a first generation
residential school or day school survivor and a survivor of sequel abuse I am not okay with an
intrust worthy government violating my bodily autonomy and leaving me with an ultimatum that
either I allow them yo Pentwater me how they see fit or I lose my right to move and travel and
work. Unreal. The government does not belong in my body.

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20870

Restricted my freedom to choose what goes into my body and freedom of where I go and what
I do.

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20871

So bad as the loneliness has cause so much depression. I have been ona strong medication
so can’t get vaccine and this divides me and family END IT ALL

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20872

It’s altered it quite a bit and affected my child and work and business. Gave me anxiety

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20873

Has affected my children more then anything

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20874

For the past two years I have been living in a hell on earth. I am currently labeled a domestic
terrorist as labelled by our prime minister. All because I don’t want to partake in a world wide
experiment, that is my choice or so we are told but you will be punished if you don’t do it. I am
disgusted that our current dictator Justin Trudeau who I might add is a minority government
can take my charter of rights away from Canadians that choose to not join the experiment that
clearly is not working as it doesn’t do the primary thing they promised it would do. In case you
forgot it was to stop the transmission and reach heard immunity neither the so called vaccines
nor the lockdowns have done either of those things. I might add lockdowns are for prisons and
we have been prisoners for the past two years. The Freedom Convoy is the first time in almost
two years I have been proud to be Canadian. It has been wonderful to watch the independent
media coverage of millions of Canadians coming together in love, peace and unity it was
beautiful to not feel all alone for the first time in years. I stopped watching mainstream media
and their one sided narrative since May of 2020. A vote of no confidence for Trudeau moods to
happen immediately thank you for your time.

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20875

I feel very isolated and alone.

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20876

It hasn’t affected me

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20877

I’ve stayed healthy not been in hospital like people I know personally.

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20878

Depression, loosing my job ,....

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20879

Forced vaccination

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20880

I have lost family and friends that I couldn’t be with! My job was also terminated because of
the mandates!

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20881

N/a

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20882

Can’t trust anyone about anything

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20883

Mentally negative

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20884

Financial, isolation, my freedom

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20885

We are separated from friends and family leading to bouts of depression, cabin fever, loss of
travel pleasures, to sum it up quality of life and freedom

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20886

I am in the retail ....its a real pain it affect my family friends

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20887

It has not allowed me to practice some of my core values - family, friends,travel, growth of my
business

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20888

Brought fear, hopelessness, anxiety and depression into my life and my children’s life.

2/19/2022 5:57 PM
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20889

It hasn't. I don't live in Canada. I am not Canadian and I am and always will be a free sovereign
being.

2/19/2022 5:57 PM

20890

Will lose my 19 year career if these mandates push thru.

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20891

My freedom to travel go out for supper and work without accusing looks….it has infringed on
my freedom of personal choice for how I live my own life.

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20892

Depression, unable to see certain family members. Loss of friendships

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20893

I have chosen not to have the shot and I have been a victim of hatred and separation from my
rights to attend public areas and amenities, it has also affected my children and my wife’s
mental health as well as my own in many ways and has put stresses on my family and made it
hard to live a normal life

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20894

Gives me the sense that the government can fully control your life in an instant.

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20895

Loneliness Depression

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20896

It’s affected mine and my families mental health.

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20897

Job restrictions and lack of family interactions.

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20898

I lost my job. I homeschool my youngest child.

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20899

Very little in comparison to those who have suffered with Covid

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20900

Cause me to get a divorce and flight depression am being about case to my family and being
called a burden to everyone

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20901

Can’t breathe with mask, can’t hang out in the restaurants with my unvaccinated friends

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20902

Being forced to get the vaccine to keep my job is not consent and I feel I am being coerced
into getting the vaccine despite my personal health, age, and various other factors.
Considering the known adverse reactions to the vaccine I personally have a higher risk of
injury from getting the vaccine than any long term issues from getting covid itself. Not to
mention I have had covid and natural immunity is not being considered as 'immunity'. I feel like
the government is using covid to control the public as vaccinating everyone is not in the best
interest of every individual especially since we know regardless of your vaccination status we
are all getting sick and transmitting the virus.

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20903

I have 3 kids, they're childhood is ruined.

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20904

Negative impact on my and my family’s mental health.

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20905

73 years old and our Federal and Provincial governments have stolen 2 years of that.

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20906

Taken away families, has cause many health he issues both mentally and physically, given
government more control over personal lives and taken away freedoms

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20907

Not in any way that is terribly bothersome

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20908

Division within family and friends, loss of job

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20909

Yes

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20910

We are seniors and my husband is on dialysis. I have found that him wearing masks for 5 hrs.
is impairing his breathing and mental capacity. Plus they won't let me in the clinic. Also I have
a mask exempt and there are places I cannot go. We order most everything on line haven't
been in a store hardly for the last 2 years. I get anxiety trying to shop with arrows and trying to
go the right way and distance myself so just easier to shop online but would be nice to walk
into a restaurant for a meal without being asked for your personal info..which I will stay home
before I will do that.

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20911

I feel I have been stripped of my constitutional rights and freedoms! 😢

2/19/2022 5:56 PM

20912

It’s caused me depression and anxiety due to being isolated. It has cost me friendships
because of strong feelings on the other side where is I have allowed others their opinion. His
cost financial hardship by there being less jobs available due to so many things closing
throughout the two years. It cost me to inject vaccines I do not trust into my body to prevent
me from having to stay home even more and to have lost a temp job that I enjoy. It has

2/19/2022 5:55 PM
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caused my family member who I care about to have a brain abnormality directly related to her
first shot that she had to get to keep her job. Etc,
20913

It's been Hell...

2/19/2022 5:55 PM

20914

unable to work in health care unable to get a hair cut haven't eaten out in a restaurant will not
support a company that has the passport I have been yelled at and given many dirty looks for
being mask exempt

2/19/2022 5:55 PM

20915

I can't wear a mask so I can't work, get an eye exam, see my grandmother , use a gym etc.
My children can't participate in their activities. I feel threatened and discrimated against by
Trudeau's use of divisive language. I have lost friends. Some family members are afraid so
they don't socialize so I can't see them. We have suffered with depression. It's very sad to see
how people are being abused for what they believe in. I feel that the mandated are coercive
and I don't see the difference between that and being sexually assaulted. To be told you can't
have cetain privileges, and worse, basic needs like a job if you don't succumb to bodily
invasion and health choices is no differentthan being told you can'thave a job unless you
perform a sexual act. I am afraid for my children. I have worked very hard at keeping them
healthy. Nutritious food, teaching them bodily autonomy, exercise. If we can't decide for
ourselves what our body needs we are in a serious health crisis. None of the mandates have
ever been about health. The emergency act proves it. There was no threat to anyone's health
during the protests yet people were beaten for standing up to government tyranny. This breaks
my heart.

2/19/2022 5:55 PM

20916

Everyone 8n our family has experienced depression... coersion and ostracism ...even within
our family.

2/19/2022 5:55 PM

20917

Very my work and social life

2/19/2022 5:55 PM

20918

Loss off rights and freedoms

2/19/2022 5:55 PM

20919

It has caused division in my family and between friends. It has caused stress, mental health
issues due to isolation. It has caused my inability to feel free or have the freedom to say
anything amongst friends or family. It has stopped me from having date nights with my
husband, vacations with my family, from the ability to visit friends or family outside of Canada.
It has taken precious time away that could have been spent supporting ill (dying)family
members.

2/19/2022 5:55 PM

20920

Alot of stess

2/19/2022 5:55 PM

20921

It's shutting down normal life . While supporting the rich few. To many lies . To much like china.

2/19/2022 5:55 PM

20922

My family has suffer with education and social development my kids have not had the social
interactions they need at there age 😢

2/19/2022 5:55 PM

20923

I work in a seniors facility, I couldnt work for 4 months in the beginning

2/19/2022 5:55 PM

20924

Undue stress of forced vaccination for my wife during pregnancy. Stress in friends and family
due to fighting over Vax status and all covid issues.

2/19/2022 5:55 PM

20925

A pointless excercise over a fake pandemic. It stressed my spouse, dehumanized social
interaction, locked my family Indoors for no reason, kept my family from enjoying life, kept my
immediate family apart, We cant travel, we re locked Inside our own country.... The vaccine is
garbage and you know it. And its not just what its done, but also its where its going. Whole
government needs an overhaul.

2/19/2022 5:55 PM

20926

Anxiety financially depression

2/19/2022 5:55 PM

20927

It hasn’t.

2/19/2022 5:55 PM

20928

Broke my marriage apart, damaged family relationships, increased stress

2/19/2022 5:55 PM

20929

Anxiety and depression

2/19/2022 5:55 PM

20930

Lost 2 years

2/19/2022 5:55 PM

20931

Loss of family ,freinds and work .close to losing home

2/19/2022 5:55 PM

20932

It has been the biggest scam ever perpetrated by a government in Canadian history!

2/19/2022 5:55 PM

20933

I am unable to travel to see my family. My family is unable to travel to see me. I am

2/19/2022 5:55 PM
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unemployed.
20934

Ability to earn a living and suffering great mental health issues. Destroyed my will to live. I do
not believe we will ever return to our normal way of life ever again. 😥

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20935

I've lost my job. My mental health has suffered immensely. My finances are now a mess. I am
scared of my government and living in my country. I want to leave permanently.

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20936

Divided friends and family

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20937

Made me a prisoner in my own country. Very depressing. Canada is supposed to be a
democracy not a dictatorship run by a psychopath

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20938

Awful

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20939

Can’t travel, eat out, be social

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20940

It has made me feel that my family is safer when we are out. Without mandates we would not
go out

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20941

Lost our income. No family gathering. Can't fly back home. No hope for future

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20942

Separated family, very limited social like which causes depression. Can't travel the list goes on
and on

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20943

Lost my job

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20944

What life ?

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20945

Everywhere possible destroyed family church business personal freedom. Everything?

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20946

In every conceivable way. I’ve been ostracized from society, denied health care, been bullied,
harassed And threatened because I am medically unable to wear a face covering. I had to
leave my country to escape the tyranny.

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20947

limited outings friends have become seriously depressed .

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20948

Tremendous stress and loss in my mental and physical health , loss of income , job, family,
friends, community, finances gone backwards , soon my home will be in repo. Utility bill fuel
food to expensive choices will be made which to keep. The sadness of such division and fear
brought on by the rulers, worst ever since in my life , such evil

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20949

It has divided my family my work place and my social life this has caused me stress and for
that being off work! This has made me see how corrupted our government in which I use to
trust. I do not trust my prime Minister Justin Trudeau he has ruined my belief in truth, fair, and
a loving Canada he has stolen my peace and freedom.

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20950

Caused division in my family and neighbors. I also have extreme anxiety.

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20951

Too much to elaborate on here other than my ability to earn a living. Being told I deserve to die
at work, bullied and harassed

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20952

It has harmed my children and stolen 2 years of living, learning and important socialization
learning. 2 of which are now suffering from social anxiety and depression. It has segregated
friends and family from one another and permanently harmed relationships. It has killed many
and left even more jobless. It must end.

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20953

More than half my family has ended up with mental issues. We are tired of feeling like second
class citizens

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20954

I was unable to travel to attend to the property I owned in a tropical country. Unable to eat out
even when travelling. Unable to attend social gatherings at the senior center. Unable to enjoy
the company of family and friends. Honestly, these mandates have been overly harsh and has
affected my life so extremely, it cost me my marriage, some friends, my health (vaccine
injury)..... the worst is that it shut the churches.... so my source of fellowship, teaching,
spiritual feeding, ..... It shut down my cultural connections (Batoche Days), and the ability to
meet freely and join in Circle to connect, learn, talk, help each other, be social..... and
hundreds of other ways! Due to the terrible pressures put on me, I submitted to the jab NEARLY DIED OF ANAPHALAXIS AND HAVE SUFFERED RELENTLESS EXCRUSIATING
CHRONIC HEALTH PROBLEMS EVERY SINGLE DAY SINCE 4 DAYS AFTER THE FIRST
JAB!

2/19/2022 5:54 PM
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20955

Restricted movement

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20956

Too many to mention

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20957

My emotional health has be compromised.

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20958

Loss of work It has also affected my grandsons at school it has affected their mental health
my mental health

2/19/2022 5:54 PM

20959

Is this even a serious question?

2/19/2022 5:53 PM

20960

I will lose my employment, career, unable to participate in all of the things that I love to do

2/19/2022 5:53 PM

20961

Travel and work

2/19/2022 5:53 PM

20962

I've been isolated too long. I need a social life again.

2/19/2022 5:53 PM

20963

Loss of work made me sick with the masks

2/19/2022 5:53 PM

20964

Extreme depression, fear and anxiety

2/19/2022 5:53 PM

20965

Nearly lost everything when my husband couldn't work. But we live on a farm so I picked up
some of the slack. My children have suffered the most. No play dates no open playgrounds
diapers on their faces. They're confused struggling and now absolutely terrified of the cops.....
thanks alot ottawa popo

2/19/2022 5:53 PM

20966

Reduced my going to and purchasing from local stores and restaurants. Have heard so many
ill-informed opinions, and witnessed snarky interactions between people of different beliefs makes me sad and reduces my faith in the intelligence and perspicacity of people. Noting that
people are easily angered: they appear to have no more buffer capacity. At first mandates were
understandable, but now I'm upset about imposing vaccination mandates in BC, just as we
appear to be coming out of the worst of the pandemic, because: 1) we can see that Omicron is
not overwhelming hospitals, despite reported numbers being so high, and real numbers must
be so much higher than reported, as everyone I know who has had it (15+ people) have not
had their cases counted as they stayed home until better 2) that lots of people are catching it
and getting over it quickly, often more easily than many get over their booster shots: "bad cold
was worse" 3) that truckers have not been seen to be a source of spread 4) That the people
who have chosen not to be vaccinated likely have a good reason for their choice, which won't
change 5) that forcing those not vaccinated to be vaccinated will cause more hatred,
especially of government, 6) That there are some so chronically unwell that they would likely
suffer ill-effects, and they are exactly the people should be protected by the herd immunity of
the vast majority of the population being vaccinated or having had covid or both. I am
vaccinated, they should not be. 7) I have not seen vaccine reactions reported or counted
properly, nor any interest oil doing so. statistics cannot then be accurate.

2/19/2022 5:53 PM

20967

Deal with kids and Screen, frustration, lost of money, climate of fear, social for health, fear of
my gouvernement and what he is doing to our démocraty and our money.

2/19/2022 5:53 PM

20968

Unable to visit children and grandkids

2/19/2022 5:53 PM

20969

Unable to go to church & Bible study. Unable to visit family in US.

2/19/2022 5:53 PM

20970

The mandates create friction between people rather than resolve differences. The spiritual
effect has been opposite to what the message implies.

2/19/2022 5:53 PM

20971

It’s caused a division in family and friends. The vaccine has has caused health issues with
some citizens and has been proven not to be an effective vaccine. The mandates are
nonsensical and unjust.

2/19/2022 5:53 PM

20972

The over reach of the federal government government has been threatening the very existence
of democracy, free speech and freedom of assembly. Our Canadian Charter of Rights has
proven to not be worth the paper it is written on. The PM Trudeau has treated Canadians like
serfs who must bow to his every whim.

2/19/2022 5:53 PM

20973

business down 200%, mental heath, travel has hindered work, inflation, kids education, kids
fear

2/19/2022 5:53 PM

20974

Negatively, depressed, isolated, restricted job access, mental health issues. I got both
vaccines and STILL caught covid omicron before I was eligible for a booster.

2/19/2022 5:53 PM
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20975

Divide my family, divide friends.

2/19/2022 5:53 PM

20976

Fired

2/19/2022 5:53 PM

20977

Less things available to my kids. Division in families and friends. Having to wear a useless
mask to work 8 hours a day causes headaches.

2/19/2022 5:53 PM

20978

Restrict my movement

2/19/2022 5:52 PM

20979

Filled the people around me with unnecessary fear

2/19/2022 5:52 PM

20980

Hated from other

2/19/2022 5:52 PM

20981

Everything my freedom of choice , my God given rights..to live my life peacefully. My charter
of rights as a child of God. And my rights to travel wherever I want to go. The future freedom
of my children and future grandchildren. No government can dictate me what I do with my
body. We are here to experience life liberty and equality. I didn't come in this country to be a
prisoner because of the government mandate .I come here to have freedom.

2/19/2022 5:52 PM

20982

Hard to have social life and can't get things u need

2/19/2022 5:52 PM

20983

Negatively. Wasn’t able to attend my church. This caused stress. Church is where I get my joy

2/19/2022 5:52 PM

20984

It’s been challenging I lost jobs because of my beliefs and mandates don’t line up.

2/19/2022 5:52 PM

20985

Loss of employment/income

2/19/2022 5:52 PM

20986

My dad died of Covid, I was unable to see him. I’ve had cancer had my breast removed a
complete hysterectomy and still was forced to get these vaccines, since getting the vaccines
I’ve had pains in my stomach, and a rash over my entire body my doctor doesn’t even know
why. It hasn’t helped the pain and in my arms and my hands and fingers. You have caused
nothing but fear in people and separating families and loved ones I have been affected by this
as some family members are against what I believe in. My body my choice what gives you the
right to decide what goes in my body. Like I say I’ve had cancer and I may still have cancer I
now have a spot on my pancreas, i’ve had skin cancer breast cancer I have the ATM gene that
has been passed down through family generations. Again you don’t know my body you don’t
know my personal medical history what gives you the right to decide what goes into my body?
I can go on and on it has destroyed me the fact that I Was forced getting vaccinated.And
shame on you Mr. Justin Trudeau for not even showing up and speaking to the people you are
a disgrace shame on you

2/19/2022 5:52 PM

20987

What life ?

2/19/2022 5:52 PM

20988

I am restricted visiting my family and I can't go into restaurants libraries Recreation centers
theaters and more.

2/19/2022 5:52 PM

20989

Destroyed social/family relations, income, massive national debt.

2/19/2022 5:52 PM

20990

It’s affected income, mental health, family relationships, building relationships/friendships,
general life

2/19/2022 5:52 PM

20991

I have a disability makes it hard for me to get out can’t breathe in the mask because of
asthma the masks make me very sick! He only time I’ve been out of my house is when I need
to go to a doctor or hospital for test I have been pretty well in my house for two years I am so
done with all this it’s depress me so badly!

2/19/2022 5:52 PM

20992

n/a

2/19/2022 5:52 PM

20993

I’ve lost my job, and have had to use most of my pension investments to survive and pay
mortgage. I cannot get over the fact that most so-called Canadians are hating and blaming
people who wouldn’t take the jab for them being sick. And so oblivious of what’s happening
and couldn’t care less. It’s affecting everyone. It has to end now.

2/19/2022 5:52 PM

20994

I have lost my ability to earn income as I have for the past 8 years as a traveling
event/retreat/conference speaker. I've had to take on multiple jobs just to make ends meet and
it never is enough. This has been devastating to my finances.

2/19/2022 5:52 PM

20995

A little different but manageable. I’d rather be safe and safe for others.

2/19/2022 5:52 PM

20996

I am now a couch potato

2/19/2022 5:51 PM
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20997

Like a foreign invasion which it is by foreign fascists. However, it has exposed seditious
criminal libtard traitors! #IsTurdeauCastro #IsBidenBeijing #IsGoogleGestapo
#IsFakeBookFascist #IsOtooleAFool

2/19/2022 5:51 PM

20998

We’ve lost family and friends and freedom!!

2/19/2022 5:51 PM

20999

Very negatively. Depression, substance use, alcohol use, anxiety. I feel I am a completely
person compared to before mandates.

2/19/2022 5:51 PM

21000

Very Negatively..It has done more harm than good to All Canadians. There is no more trust in
our government which controls All the Media News, and All our Medical wrong Information.
There is no one that We can Trust for the Truth anymore. We now live in a very divided
Country because of this misinformation. Makes me Sad, that I am no longer Proud to be a
Canadian.

2/19/2022 5:51 PM

21001

Difficult but we have to win the battle with the virus.

2/19/2022 5:51 PM

21002

Lots

2/19/2022 5:51 PM

21003

Extremely, negatively. Those in charged should be charged with treason and executed.

2/19/2022 5:51 PM

21004

I had my 4th baby right before the lockdowns started. I had zero postpartum support. I
developed severe postpartum anxiety and depression as a result. I have had friendships
strained or end. I have had to cancel an event I was planning. My children hadn’t had birthday
parties, swimming lessons, extra curricular activities. They are anxious about germs. The list
goes on really.

2/19/2022 5:51 PM

21005

I was separated from my dying sister and my dying husband.

2/19/2022 5:51 PM

21006

Caused me loss of work

2/19/2022 5:51 PM

21007

Has restricted me from many places, venues, family gatherings, travelling, has seriously
impacted my everyday joy, the mandates have created divisions with my family that I am not
sure will ever be back to what it was, which angers me (anger for Trudeau/Ford), have lost
friends, the feeling of “them against us” in the community, feeling not good like the ones who
agree and follow the government mandates, the mandates has caused me great sadness daily,
feeling overwhelmed, pressure to vaccinate takes my choice for my body, feelings of anger
and frustration, feel unwell wearing a mask, I am extremely worried for Canada, for seniors that
are isolated and children who will be socially, mentally and intellectually damaged, I am so
disgusted with the Canadian government forcing vaccines at all cost, Shame on the “so called
leaders”.

2/19/2022 5:51 PM

21008

Watch my grand kids change not as happy as before mandates. Could not see some family
members on their last 2 to3 days of life.

2/19/2022 5:51 PM

21009

Takes away my freedom

2/19/2022 5:51 PM

21010

Increased mental health issues (necessitating medication) Difficulty during life changes
Fractured relationships Inability to get domestic help needed (for mental health reasons)
Increased isolation because of how the media and government discusses and describes me
without being true to describing my concerns or views.

2/19/2022 5:51 PM

21011

I have suffered extreme anxiety! My kids have suffered mentally, with depression, anxiety!
Cause so much divid in my family and work life! It’s time we treat this as it should and move
on with our lives now

2/19/2022 5:51 PM

21012

Dont get me started!!

2/19/2022 5:51 PM

21013

It has severely impacted my mental health. I had to choose between my job or my health. I
chose my job and have been sick since the Vacines

2/19/2022 5:51 PM

21014

Job/travel/seeing family

2/19/2022 5:51 PM

21015

Home bound

2/19/2022 5:50 PM

21016

My children cant be children

2/19/2022 5:50 PM

21017

Lack of freedom and autonomy

2/19/2022 5:50 PM

21018

I am fully vaccinated and my health has gone downhill! They checked to see if it is cancer but
according to the doctors it is early COPD! I was always active !

2/19/2022 5:50 PM
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21019

None

2/19/2022 5:50 PM

21020

ive lost two business's and my sense of self

2/19/2022 5:50 PM

21021

I feel like a criminal in my own country even though I’m fully vaccinated. Always having to
prove that I have been vaccinated to go into every day stores or the movies & restaurants. I
would rather stay home. Then you see our government leaders travelling and not wearing
masks or limiting social events. Very hypocritical. It’s not about the science anymore.

2/19/2022 5:50 PM

21022

Myself and my child can't play sports, go to restaurants, movies, ect.

2/19/2022 5:50 PM

21023

I live in ith a person with MAJOR mental health issues. Over the course of the last two years it
has been absolute hell for her to function on a daily basis. They told us all to get vaccinated....
we did.... we still got covid on January 10th and a toddler that is unvaccinated had the exact
same intensity of symptoms for the exact same amount of time as the rest of us. I no longer
believe any vaccine was needed.

2/19/2022 5:50 PM

21024

All areas of my life including; schooling, kids activities, caring for my parents, health care,
caring for my special needs child full-time (no activities for her), mental health, loss of
community (church), division amongst friends and family, mistrust of all authority figures and
media.

2/19/2022 5:50 PM

21025

It’s been difficult but it had to be done. Living is better than dying. The end of it is nearing,
thanks to everyone involved

2/19/2022 5:50 PM

21026

Created rifts with family and friends and been horrible on my daughter’s emotional well-being.
Also, I’m saddened by friends that have lost their livelihoods due to the mandates.

2/19/2022 5:50 PM

21027

Hard to breath with mask forced to vaccinate to go to church stores, etc.

2/19/2022 5:50 PM

21028

Negatively

2/19/2022 5:50 PM

21029

It isolated me from people and affected me emotionally and mentally

2/19/2022 5:50 PM

21030

Choice to how to care for my body has been constrained. In light of my physical sensitivities,
putting many things into my body has risk. Then if I don’t get vaccinated, then perceptions if
others, my ability to bid on contracts for work freely is greatly restricted.

2/19/2022 5:50 PM

21031

To many ways ,our way of life in general

2/19/2022 5:50 PM

21032

discouragement of life goals to pursue carrer. Isolation. Loneliness , nt being to provide for my
elderly friends. My sons lost track of his schooling and has no motivation do go work with a
mask. neither do i. Financial difficulties . Social anxiety. just to name a few.

2/19/2022 5:50 PM

21033

Horrible. Tearing apart family.

2/19/2022 5:49 PM

21034

Made it uneventful and boring.

2/19/2022 5:49 PM

21035

Haven't seen my family, or my 95 year old mother in 2 years.

2/19/2022 5:49 PM

21036

Less extracurricular activities. Eating out, concerts, social activities

2/19/2022 5:49 PM

21037

Can't go out as much

2/19/2022 5:49 PM

21038

deppression & resolution

2/19/2022 5:49 PM

21039

Discrimination

2/19/2022 5:49 PM

21040

Feel like I'm in prison.no rights and no way to be heard without getting sanctioned

2/19/2022 5:49 PM

21041

I have not worked in 2 years and have 2nd child on way due in April. I in debt, no money to
provide food or shelter for my family .

2/19/2022 5:49 PM

21042

I was coerced into taking a jab that is excluded from any sort of liability, in the event of an
adverse effect that also has no long term studies, and is still in trial phases. I was suspended
6 wks from my city of Toronto Job, until I could not pay my bills any longer

2/19/2022 5:49 PM

21043

My life is nonexistent. I might as well be dead. Thanks a lot government.

2/19/2022 5:49 PM

21044

It hasn’t really affected my life. I live a quiet peaceful life, I don’t go out much except for
groceries and the odd shopping expedition. I don’t mind wearing a mask. It’s all good.

2/19/2022 5:49 PM
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21045

My family hasn't had an income for a year and a half. We get harassed for using our medical
mask exemptions. My one year old hasn't been to any activity for kids his age, ever. I haven't
seen my sister in 2 years because she can't cross a provincial boarder. I now can't cross the
American border to see my family because of vaccine mandates.

2/19/2022 5:49 PM

21046

loss of money. loss of work. loss of family and friends. stress. anxiety for this BULLSHIT

2/19/2022 5:49 PM

21047

Can't leave the country. Can't go to a passport mandated establishment

2/19/2022 5:49 PM

21048

I’m a nurse and I was terminated.

2/19/2022 5:48 PM

21049

I can’t visit my grandpa, my grandma is treated very badly by vaccinated people for deciding
not to be vaccinated, our tenant was a hairdresser who wasn’t allowed to work so couldn’t pay
rent, so we struggled to pay the mortgage, etc. On our rental. I’m not allowed to travel or watch
my daughter play basketball, my 14 year old couldn’t be involved in sports. I wasn’t allowed to
attend church in the name of health and safety. And in general, there has been so much hurt
from the fear and division this has caused in my life and the lives of everyone around me. I
feel like my government is bullying me into making a decision about my own health and until
the convoy, I thought this might be the way my life would be for the rest of my life. Now I have
hope the future might head in a different direction.

2/19/2022 5:48 PM

21050

It has made me afraid of people in public places. It's made my children miss out on
opportunities of learning and growing. It has made me avoid going to our doctor for small
concerns.

2/19/2022 5:48 PM

21051

Mentally

2/19/2022 5:48 PM

21052

Low moral

2/19/2022 5:48 PM

21053

Loss of employment and freedom of movement.

2/19/2022 5:48 PM

21054

Mental health

2/19/2022 5:48 PM

21055

My children are not getting the education they need and it has caused more depression in my
family

2/19/2022 5:48 PM

21056

Mentally, financially, emotionally draining. For my entire family.

2/19/2022 5:48 PM

21057

It's tried to keep me and my family and friends alive. I'm happy for it.

2/19/2022 5:48 PM

21058

Anxiety

2/19/2022 5:48 PM

21059

We have missed out, family gatherings, funerals, weddings, kids sports and travel

2/19/2022 5:48 PM

21060

Only negatively. It has provided no benefit.

2/19/2022 5:48 PM

21061

It has not affected it

2/19/2022 5:48 PM

21062

I am isolated and unhappy

2/19/2022 5:48 PM

21063

Mentally, physically, financially, socially…my kids are traumatized and we will never be the
same

2/19/2022 5:48 PM

21064

The mandates kept us from family during desparate times when we should have been together
comforting each other. Mandates also separated friends & incases ended friendships
needlessly. All for politics. I tested positive for Covid 19 - was forced to stay home.
Recuperated with my immune system very quickly without the jab. I am 72 yrs old & I feel
great.

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21065

Stressful on mental health

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21066

My family and grandchildren one of which has angsiety and the masks at school have greatly
affected her condition

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21067

Stolen 2 yrs of my life.

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21068

None of your business

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21069

I was forced to have something injected in me in order to keep my job. My company took away
my elders that I care for until I was jabbed. Family divide. Place of worship interfered with by
government.

2/19/2022 5:47 PM
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21070

Every way

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21071

I have lost all trust in the liberals and health thugs that try to force there agenda on us

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21072

Lose of income. Unable to see my mother

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21073

Unable to have a normal life Unable to travel bad feelings between friends and family Unable to
see my doctor phone only my country is divided depression

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21074

In a very negative way. I have been discriminated at work for my medical decision. I have
been coerced and harrassed to be losing my job if I do not yelled to the mandates for
vaccination. I am sick and tired of this tyranny. This is Canada the land of the free.

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21075

Woke me up to how corrupt the Liberal Goverment has now openly become!

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21076

Forced to vaccinate

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21077

Terribly

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21078

I have been basically locked up in my home for almost 2 years with the exception of a 3 month
break Omer 15 months ago.

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21079

Depression

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21080

Mentally drained and unable to find a job due to it so not to good

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21081

banned from wedding venue after 18 months of complying with everything; husband lost job;
husband denied EI after losing job; divisions in family; loss of income; increased stress

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21082

Destroyed my life & I know now that forsure Clause Schwab is running our country!!

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21083

It has affected everyone’s lives. Schooling online, reduced work hours, limited
sports/activities, travel, time spent with love ones.

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21084

From seeing my grandparents

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21085

I feel like a prisoner locked up with all the lockdowns,

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21086

Missing out on spending time with family and friends.

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21087

I've lost family and friends from the goverment trying to divide and separate the people in this
country

2/19/2022 5:47 PM

21088

Lost business. Lost loved ones I could not be with to say good-bye. Family member suicide.
Social isolation through difference of thought. Verbal abuse because of differences in thought
and opinion. Serious depression in several family members.

2/19/2022 5:46 PM

21089

No

2/19/2022 5:46 PM

21090

Negatively

2/19/2022 5:46 PM

21091

Complete cohersion

2/19/2022 5:46 PM

21092

Too many ways to list since I have two year old twins. Economically, socially, psychologically,

2/19/2022 5:46 PM

21093

Lost my business Lost my home And lost my car Lost family Have not been able to attend a
funeral

2/19/2022 5:46 PM

21094

Lose of freedom and control of our lives ! Canada is not for sale . Trudeau Canada is not your
to sell

2/19/2022 5:46 PM

21095

Can no longer work kids can socialize or be free

2/19/2022 5:46 PM

21096

These mandates divided my family, affected my work, lost income, lost friends and affected
my mental health with depression. It creates fear and uncertainty in my life and makes difficult
to plan ahead.

2/19/2022 5:46 PM

21097

It’s a joke

2/19/2022 5:46 PM

21098

The testing at the border have made it virtually impossible to have family support. My husband
is extremely handicapped and I depend upon our daughter and son in laws help. They live just
on the other side of the border but the cost of tests have severely impacted our finances as we

2/19/2022 5:46 PM
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are on disability. We also emotionally ache at being separated from our other children and
grandchildren
21099

Its made work difficult, affecting my children's live as they were unable to do normal things
that children need. also forced me to pull my youngest from school due to masks.

2/19/2022 5:46 PM

21100

As of today, i am vaccinated but places will not take my passport, unless it has a qr code.
Overall covid and the fear mongering has made things worse

2/19/2022 5:46 PM

21101

I thought the mandates were great at the beginning because the covid variant was so bad. Now
that omicron isn't as bad when it comes to death and illness they should be removing
restrictions. The truck driver restrictions should of never came during this variant. Until a worse
variant comes into play all restrictions should be lifted. I'm all for the vaccine but it shouldn't be
pushed on people when it doesn't completely stop covid. Truck convoy is stupid and the
people involved spread false information. Trudeau needs to be a leader for once. Still waiting
for an actual leader for canada to step up and beat him out of PM or someone in his own party
to take over. He is a joke.

2/19/2022 5:46 PM

21102

It’s terrible ! the bar I manage is closed again …and unemployment is Not good considering
I’ve paid into it for many years

2/19/2022 5:46 PM

21103

Bad

2/19/2022 5:46 PM

21104

i have 3 busy children , and closing down the school and trying to have children under 10yrs
old do online learning . trying to keep kids masked, the anxiety its caused in my two that are in
school the lack of a proper schedule. the mental health toll on myself. I was supposed to start
a business in 2020. and its been in crazy slow motion due to online schooling, and constantly
changing restrictions and now having to navigate the resurgence of mental health issues I
thought I had under control. we didnt have a tv before the pandemic hit , but I needed a break
from my kids and I needed to be able to get work done. and now my kids are tv, zombies! my
son is constantly trying to sneak on to the computer and getting into things he shouldn't, bc
the online schooling introduced him to computer games and its now a constant struggle to
keep him from sneaking on to it. we have been trying to move and this pandemic has also
pushed back all those plans as well, you can move from one province to another if you cant
travel to go see that area. and now political climate has a huge part to play in where we are
looking to move how messed up is that that in Canada we are concerned about what MP's will
stand up for our rights and extend tolerance for our "unpopular opinions". where our children will
be safe and respected

2/19/2022 5:46 PM

21105

It’s torn apart the office, the extended family, friendships have distanced and the laptop class
have become zombies. I they’re really sick

2/19/2022 5:46 PM

21106

I feel trapped at home. I can’t have birthday parties at any venues for my kids. I can’t take my
daughters to the swimming pool. My daughters are 6 and 3 and we have been affected greatly
by these mandates. Can’t goto restaurants or cross the border.

2/19/2022 5:46 PM

21107

Reduced income and quality of life in general

2/19/2022 5:46 PM

21108

Unable to visit relatives in the Nursing Home - people who really needed company; being
shunned by former friends and neighbour's; unable to eat in restaurants and being made to feel
like a second class citizen; loss of sleep over the anxiety of an uncertain future with our
freedom severely curtailed......

2/19/2022 5:45 PM

21109

in every way imaginable

2/19/2022 5:45 PM

21110

I am now depressed. I have anxiety. I had to leave a job I love more than anything. I sacrificed
a lot for this job and now I can’t do it. I was ostracized, bullied, called names, told I was
selfish, ignorant and if I did get sick I should be refused care. This is very wrong

2/19/2022 5:45 PM

21111

In every way! Such as work, school, financial, loss of friends & family etc....

2/19/2022 5:45 PM

21112

Despondency, isolation, loneliness

2/19/2022 5:45 PM

21113

I’m not able to live my life as fully as I would like. We are not allowed to eat out, attend our
children’s sporting events, nor depart our country and so much more. We feel confined, judged
and treated like second rate citizens.

2/19/2022 5:45 PM

21114

Never struggled with mental health until this year. Staying home for school all by myself
everyday is depressing. Especially when you’ve made the decision as it is my RIGHT to not

2/19/2022 5:45 PM
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get vaccinated and have not been able to do anything as vax passports were required. I’m
scared to start a family with my husband as I don’t know if evil restrictions will be pushed on
my children. So much division and hate has been caused because of our communist prime
minister. Dictatorship and communism needs to end now.
21115

Unable to hold meetings and perform non profit and charity work. Members of my family
restricted from visiting loved ones in care homes Unable to travel to visit overseas relatives or
have relatives visit Etc. etc. etc.

2/19/2022 5:45 PM

21116

Lost career, livelihood, friends, missed celebrating major events, can't socialize can't go out for
dinner, can't travel to see family or take a much needed vacation. Mental health suffering a
great deal as well as financial instability. Change fatigue due to ongoing and everchanging
rules that don't make any sense. The list goes on.

2/19/2022 5:45 PM

21117

Negatively!!!

2/19/2022 5:45 PM

21118

Lost trust in my government

2/19/2022 5:45 PM

21119

Made me sick by wearing masks. Prolonged surgery date by at least a year. Isolated me from
family, friends and community. Prevented participating and watching in sports and activities.

2/19/2022 5:45 PM

21120

Almost lost my job, was forced to choose between getting a vaccine I did NOT want or being
able to go to my job and provide for my family. I was coerced into getting the vaccine and am
still being forced to get a 3rd dose by March 14, 2022 or lose my job.

2/19/2022 5:45 PM

21121

Social and travel life has been reduced but not completely eradicated.

2/19/2022 5:45 PM

21122

I have become mentally depressed,, cannt do any thing

2/19/2022 5:45 PM

21123

All of them.

2/19/2022 5:45 PM

21124

I’m from communist country! I don’t want communism again for my kids and grandkids!Im
heart broken and tired!

2/19/2022 5:45 PM

21125

At this point I would like to ask my dr to help me end my life. I can not cope with the lies and
the haterade this goverment is spreading. I see no way out exept by ending my life.

2/19/2022 5:45 PM

21126

Canada is supposed to be a free country, but it sure hasn't felt that way. People need to
interact with others, not just sit at home

2/19/2022 5:45 PM

21127

Put me as a second class citizen

2/19/2022 5:45 PM

21128

People at my place of worship treat me as if I have leprosy is some deadly disease.

2/19/2022 5:45 PM

21129

I lost one of my jobs since I was unvaccinated and it was too unsafe for me to work. I had
periods of times where I couldn’t work with the unnecessary lockdowns. This made me
stressed as I didn’t know if I’d be able to pay rent and my other expenses. I also had to do
rapid tests for work which caused nasal pain. I work with a child who has done many anxieties
about covid and covid rules which causes him to act out with behaviours. This causes me to
feel stressed and burnt out. I would also love to travel again but cannot because I am a racist,
extreme misogynist and a fringe minority with unacceptable views, as the prime minister calls
me.

2/19/2022 5:45 PM

21130

My family and I have not been able to see our friends and family members for over 2 years.
We have lost out on precious time in which we can never get back. The hardest part has been
watching my kids suffer. They have not been able to PLAY with their friends, their sports have
been cancelled, they have had to wear masks while playing sports, could not show great
sportmanship by shaking the other teams hand at the end of a game, have at times not been
allowed to have their own parents watch them play. My 12 year old son told me he didn't want
to be here any more and that he wanted to be with his Aunty. His Aunty sadly passed away 6
years ago. Think about that for a minute, think about how my son has felt due to the trauma of
the Government mishandling and overreach during this Pandemic. My son was treated fairly
and with alot of sympathy and physical help from the security guards and EMS when he was
rushed to the hospital with a sports injury that happened at school. When we brought him into
the hospital he had went into shock due to the injury according to the nursing staff. He was
treated with an extreme amount of care, until they found out he was NOT vaccinated. After
that we were put into a room where no one checked on him at all for 7 hours, they did not take
his vitals or anything within that time despite me repeatedly asking for help. I watched
Dr.Pipegrass sit right outside our room for hours with out even going to help ANYONE. Finally

2/19/2022 5:44 PM
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we received x-rays and learned that he had a High ankle sprain , Dr.Pipegrass came in and
said "he is good - go home" and went to leave the room. I stopped him by asking what
EXACTLY did they find, it was only than that he said it was a High ankle sprain. He NEVER
ONCE examined my son, he did not tell me how to care for him, he did no longer care the
minute he found out my son was not vaccinated. We have watched as our Prime Minister
made it LEGAL for people and business to discriminate against us for not being vaccinated.
Could you imaging if a business did not let a family in solely based on the color of our skin?
That of course would be wrong. Or what if they would not allow us for something that they
could not see - like our religion. That of course would be wrong as well. So why are they
allowed to discriminate against us for not being vaccinated.
21131

Mentally hard living slone

2/19/2022 5:44 PM

21132

It has caused unnecessary division among Canadians. This is unfortunately a sensitive issue
among friends and family for me

2/19/2022 5:44 PM

21133

Job loss , segregation, loss of friends and family, ostracized by the rest of the population

2/19/2022 5:44 PM

21134

In every way imaginable!! Not good ways either!!

2/19/2022 5:44 PM

21135

in every way possible

2/19/2022 5:44 PM

21136

Less frequent visiting with friends and family, less opportunity to travel to visit friends and
family internationally. Shorage of products resulting in higher pricing, and increased cost of
living.

2/19/2022 5:44 PM

21137

Bad

2/19/2022 5:44 PM

21138

Divisions among family and friends, financial impact

2/19/2022 5:44 PM

21139

Dramatically increased depression, anxiety, stigmatized in social settings, 2 of my 3 children
are depressed, lost all trust in the government, deprived of my charter rights and freedoms for
2 years, division and discrimination in my community

2/19/2022 5:44 PM

21140

I am a woman, 64 years young, single, no children, no parents living and 2 younger sister
siblings who are 5 hours west from me. I live in Perth Ontario and have seen what this
plandemic has done. I myself was mandated to sign a work mandate as a fully healthy women.
I chose not to- meaning that I could no longer enter the workplace as of Dec. 1, 2021. So be it.
Rather than following the overreach of the government, I handed in my retirement letter to the
employer. They were not happy about it, but for me my consciousness would not allow me, to
be complicit. It was a decision based on what my intuitive nature as taught me, and I listened.
Completely at peace with my decision.

2/19/2022 5:44 PM

21141

Life

2/19/2022 5:44 PM

21142

Mental health

2/19/2022 5:44 PM

21143

Tremendous financial and business loss. Social & psychological problems especially with my
teen ager kids

2/19/2022 5:44 PM

21144

It has effected everything including Social gatherings with family

2/19/2022 5:44 PM

21145

Few restaurants outing cancelled, running event cancelled, yoga classes cancelled

2/19/2022 5:44 PM

21146

It has made me feel like a second class citizen, excluding me from many groups and
activities. BC is worse than other provinces because they don’t even accept negative testing.
It is a huge infringement on my freedom and totally unmerited!

2/19/2022 5:44 PM

21147

I cannot find work. Mandates prohibit me working.

2/19/2022 5:44 PM

21148

Very negatively in every way!

2/19/2022 5:44 PM

21149

The mandates have prevented me from getting a job. I have never been sick and I won’t fix
something that isn’t broken. I have seen friends and family get adverse reactions

2/19/2022 5:44 PM

21150

All the mandates have affected me in a negative way, I’ve been forced to choose to have a
medical procedure against my will or lose my job, my children are so focused on trying to
breathe having to wear a mask all day at school and complain they can’t breathe day in and
day out! And so much more! This madness needs to end!

2/19/2022 5:44 PM

21151

I'm upset that people have lost their jobs. We are among the the highest vaccinated population

2/19/2022 5:43 PM
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and the vaccine mandates need to end.
21152

It has been an inconvenience.

2/19/2022 5:43 PM

21153

Affected my ability to make a living.

2/19/2022 5:43 PM

21154

Prisoner in my own country. Lung disease made worse due to forced wearing of masks.

2/19/2022 5:43 PM

21155

Made post partum depression more severe

2/19/2022 5:43 PM

21156

All family lost jobs !!!!

2/19/2022 5:43 PM

21157

Freedom

2/19/2022 5:43 PM

21158

It has put fear of death in me and many friends making association with others very difficult
and at times impossible

2/19/2022 5:43 PM

21159

I've been separated from my children, family and the vaccines have affected my wife's
breathing and ability to conceive.

2/19/2022 5:43 PM

21160

Caused my health to worsen as I’m not getting my surgery that is needed.

2/19/2022 5:43 PM

21161

My ability to travel and see my dad in a different province because I cannot fly so I would have
to drive 25 hours to go see him. The ability to have Christmas with my family. The ability to
have any type of contact with friends or family that are not cohorts

2/19/2022 5:43 PM

21162

Horribly.

2/19/2022 5:43 PM

21163

Pressuring me to get vaxxed or else I lose my job.

2/19/2022 5:43 PM

21164

Family members lost jobs, health affected, unable to attend family wedding or funerals,

2/19/2022 5:43 PM

21165

I was fired from my job for noncompliance. I am in financial hardships because of the
mandates.

2/19/2022 5:42 PM

21166

It has been a struggle w/ restrictions, masking our children & mandating vaccines at jobs😡

2/19/2022 5:42 PM

21167

Depression

2/19/2022 5:42 PM

21168

It has been horrible as I am a senior and was coerced into the vaccines otherwise I would have
had to rot in my home!! No visiting my 92 year old mom no going out to have lunch with family
and friends. No being able to watch my grandkids play their sports🤬🤬. I am done with it all!’

2/19/2022 5:42 PM

21169

Lost family, friends, loss of income for family, job loss, emotional and mental suffering

2/19/2022 5:42 PM

21170

Not able to go to the gym, travel, see family in extended care, Christmas gatherings and not
able to go to restaurants

2/19/2022 5:42 PM

21171

Affects my freedom of choice!! No science proven yet for vaccines

2/19/2022 5:42 PM

21172

I need my life back

2/19/2022 5:42 PM

21173

I’ve been having a hard time finding a job and my family has separated because of the
mandates

2/19/2022 5:42 PM

21174

It has created so much unnecessary fear and division of friends and family including job loss. I
feel tricked into getting a vaccine that didn't stop everyone in my family getting the virus, even
though we followed mandates to the letter. As well, I haven't felt this sick so often in my whole
life as much as I have after getting the vaccine. I feel stupid for getting it and for allowing my
children to get it.

2/19/2022 5:42 PM

21175

Losing friends, family and money from our job.

2/19/2022 5:42 PM

21176

I’m depressed , scared for the future of my children, limited on my travel , missed my mom,
brothers and sisters , loosing my business soon and much more to list

2/19/2022 5:42 PM

21177

The mandates are not justified because of the fact that the shot does not stop contracting or
spreading of the virus. End all mandates now. It had segregated the people who have chosen
not to get it for NO reason.

2/19/2022 5:42 PM

21178

It felt like we were incarcerated .

2/19/2022 5:42 PM

21179

Couldn’t work. I travel between countries for work and now I can’t

2/19/2022 5:42 PM
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21180

Mental health. Loss of money friend. Freedom

2/19/2022 5:42 PM

21181

Became depressed because of no social reaction !

2/19/2022 5:42 PM

21182

Can't do anything stuck at home or at work.

2/19/2022 5:42 PM

21183

Mental health issues

2/19/2022 5:42 PM

21184

Lost my job lost friends family won’t let me come to their house. Can’t go to my sisters
wedding

2/19/2022 5:42 PM

21185

It hasn’t, however I fully opposed the idea of them

2/19/2022 5:42 PM

21186

It has taken my freedom away

2/19/2022 5:42 PM

21187

My family is always stressed. Life has changed and definitely not for the better. Trudeau has
fed so many lies and segregated so many people. There is so much hate out there and so
much divide. I will only blame that on Trudeau and the government.

2/19/2022 5:41 PM

21188

It has segregated and degraded those that choose to not vaccinate or can’t take the vaccine.

2/19/2022 5:41 PM

21189

Lost money because of closures

2/19/2022 5:41 PM

21190

Tired of all the fake news; the billions being spent to support communism; stress
accumulation; insomnia and increased anxiety!!!

2/19/2022 5:41 PM

21191

As a veterinarian it has inhibited the service provided It has created such stress for staff that
we have lost 3 members due to stress from a practice with a zero percent staff turn over

2/19/2022 5:41 PM

21192

Inability to see my daughters as I cannot fly. Lack of human connections .

2/19/2022 5:41 PM

21193

It’s made humans mean and it’s taken away families from each other. It’s divided the people
and caused hatred. This must stop now.

2/19/2022 5:41 PM

21194

100%

2/19/2022 5:41 PM

21195

It has made it a lot more expensive from the fallout of the economy going down the dumper.
I've been dismissed by people who think the other way and lost friends seemingly for good.

2/19/2022 5:41 PM

21196

I was coerced into getting a vaccine I didn't want

2/19/2022 5:41 PM

21197

It’s cost me money and disgust that a group of two bit tyrants could impose draconian rules
and Canadians accepted it. Disgusting group of sheep

2/19/2022 5:41 PM

21198

My husband almost died because the vaccine has caused many bad side effects. He is
constantly in and out of the hospital because he was forced to choose a vaccine or get fired.

2/19/2022 5:41 PM

21199

I’m in danger of losing my job due to vaccine mandates. I moved to a new town and it difficult
to get to know people because of the masks.

2/19/2022 5:41 PM

21200

It has ruined my relationship with my wife because of all of the stress caused. Have not been
able to travel as we normally do. Have not been able to lead a normal life.

2/19/2022 5:41 PM

21201

Every way possible

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21202

It doesn’t

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21203

In every aspect

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21204

Yes

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21205

No travel to family.Low traffic to my small business. Treated like a lepper for not taking the
shots.

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21206

Work, family, friends all of which has been affected drastically

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21207

I’m antisocial now. I don’t see friends of family or go to the gym for health maintenance. I don’t
go out to eat or Live venues anymore. Depression, anxiety, eating disorder, no freedom of life

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21208

Lost trust in the government

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21209

My husband died from the vaccine. So, it destroyed my life!

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21210

Fear of losing employment, separation from society, family and friends. Taken hope and will

2/19/2022 5:40 PM
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away.
21211

Ruined it and everyone's around me

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21212

Pain in the ass every we’re I go

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21213

Stress

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21214

I support freedom of speech and we have been living in hell for the last 2 years. This is time to
stop

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21215

Social life , family life , work life everything

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21216

It has affected every aspect of my life. From family/friend relationships, to financially,
mentally, emotionally and physically. It’s destroyed everything.

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21217

isolation, no access to sport to keep fit and healthy, discrimination, rejection

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21218

My way of living

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21219

heightened depression, I now live on social assistance, my friends are no longer my friends

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21220

It's affected my mental health

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21221

divided my family

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21222

Job loss, loss of family and friends, mental health issues

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21223

Loss of employment; loss of relationships with friends and family; inability to travel to
retirement home abroad; absolute disgust for our political leaders and their refusal to follow the
real science rather than the political science

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21224

Most stress my husband and self have ever had. Discrimination. Segregation. Mental illness.
Lost work. Lost income.

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21225

My sister in-law had a stroke from vaccine. I can’t travel. I can’t go and support local hockey.
And no concerts

2/19/2022 5:40 PM

21226

Our country has been living under the health tyranny for 2 years, it is an overreach on the part
of the government….we are not living in China!

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21227

Our children are parents are not allowed to things, it has divided and separated friends and
family.

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21228

Destroyed it

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21229

Who’s loves haven’t they affected, people have lost jobs, everyone is angry, relationships are
tarnished and in some cases ruined beyond repair. Too many things have gone unchecked,
news reporting has been one sided and in favour of government over reach. This has been
about gaining power and control under the guise of a pandemic that would have undoubtedly
cost lives but would not have cause the damages we’ve all gone through. Our government
officials and media should be ashamed of themselves.

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21230

Made me feel like an outsider. It has put strain on family relationships and with close friends. It
has removed opportunities for physical exercise and maintaining a healthy lifestyle.

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21231

Negativity

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21232

Not at all

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21233

I lost my business

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21234

Divided me from family and friends. Prevented me from traveling & dining in at most
restaurants & caused a lot of anxiety

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21235

Killed my restaurant business....separated friends and family.... caused undue stress on my
body brain emotions and social standards...

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21236

Depression, anxiety, pure hatred from our PM and those who agree with him. Loss of
confidence in government. Loss of family members (not to the virus). Loss of friends (not to
the virus). Isolation. Fear of my government.

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21237

It has affected my life by limiting the places I’m allowed to attend. I feel grounded unable to

2/19/2022 5:39 PM
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enjoy things I love. I got placed on unpaid leave from the job I love. When I wear masks I find
they give me headaches and sometimes they give me an anxiety attack as I feel
claustrophobic especially when having to wear a face shield with it. I have missed out on
holidays with family due to the social gathering limits.
21238

My family and grandchildren are struggling with mental health and isolation

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21239

Loss of income- down more then 80%. Loss of contact with family and friends.

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21240

I was forced to get vaccine to do my job in Healthcare. I did not need this vaccine as I am
very healthy and my immune system was impeccable. I wanted the choice as I do for the flu
shot. I have not been able to travel due to this mandate and has affected my life negatively.

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21241

My business failed

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21242

watching how this has hurt businesses, the wellbeing of Canadians, children, elderly dying
alone has been heartbreaking.

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21243

The mandates have effected my mental health along with the mental health of my children. We
spent Christmas all alone last year, and didn’t get to see family. We made a choice to not get
vaccinated, and we totally discriminated against. I am not allow to fly to visit my mom whose
health isn’t great, my niece tried to commit suicide but I wasn’t allowed to go ina. Flight to see
her. This past 2 years has been so hard on my family, and has cause so much division
between us and our friends/family.

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21244

Very Negatively!!!!!

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21245

too long a list to write here . breaking the social fabric , the trust of people toward others ,
distracting people from the real issues we are really facing ( ecological degradation and slow
poisoning of people due to all the pollutions and growing financial equality)

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21246

Canada is no longer a free country. Very frightening.

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21247

Affected kids more than adults. But overall, it's very isolating

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21248

Profoundly

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21249

It has divided our country and the way the government handled over all

2/19/2022 5:39 PM

21250

Can't shop where I want, can't eat in restaurant, can't participate in sports, can't visit friends,
can't go to bars, son can't date, children having to wear masks retard their social development,
don't like wearing masks...can't see smiles, colleagues and friends sickened by vaccine,
colleagues lost jobs, made me miserable and feel like a prisoner who did nothing wrong.

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21251

I have lost so much work and income. I have not been out to see my son's sports games
which is what I live for. I am the suicide watch person for no less than 4 people who are
struggling to find the reason to go on during this time. I'm afraid for my sons and what the loss
of proper schooling for these past two plus years will do for their future. I have lost trust in our
government and institutions to have our best interests at heart versus their own political
careers and bank accounts.

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21252

Unable to visit my mother before she died

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21253

Financially, emotionally and every other way.

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21254

Destroyed my business, my mental health, taken sports and school away from my kids,
affected their mental health. This has destroyed us

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21255

My family and I have been treated worse than criminals.

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21256

Mentally, physically, financially... easier to answer what it hasn’t affected ... that answer is
nothing... because it has negatively affected every aspect of most people’s lives

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21257

Lonely isolation from family who die. And not from covid. Plus a friend lost their daughter to a
vaccine reaction.

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21258

In every negative way. Extended family at odds, work at odds. But worst, I can't watch my
kids experience life. I have to send my 5yo girl into a massive arena every week by herself...
What happens to her if she has to use the facilities??? My son will never be the same... His
dad can no longer coach his team. He's amazing and keeps trudging forward, but we've missed
so much. Pulled my daughter's from dance... Too young to be alone in a theatre. Can't sleep,

2/19/2022 5:38 PM
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eat, or breath!!!!! My almost 3yo has lived a life of seclusion. Only time will tell how much this
has disrupted her development. It's all bad and enough is enough. People who are worried
about their health should be the ones staying home, masking up, not going to restaurants and
arenas. And it should be THEIR CHOICE to do so.
21259

I almost lost my job before I was surprisingly given an exemption by my employer. I have not
been able to fly or travel outside of my country. I have been segregated from normal society
for not being vaccinated. I have suffered financial loss and stress, but I am grateful that I have
not suffered as much has some

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21260

In every way

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21261

it has destroyed our mental and physical health and limited our ability to live a quality of life.

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21262

It has effected me in more ways than I can describe here. End all mandates immediately.
Thank you 🙏🏻

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21263

I’ve had family members die & one brother very I’ll at this time Mandate has impacted my life
in a major NEGATIVE WAY…AN ATROCITY TO MANKIND!!! ✨🙏🏼✨

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21264

All of them. First ever peaceful protest where nobody was injured and no property damaged
and this is the time government rules this is a terrorist threat. Meanwhile they supported BLM
where billions of dollars of property damage and thousands injured or dead. Trudeau is the
terrorist in Canada.

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21265

Family division, isolation, job insecurity, mental fatigue, shame of my country, desire to move
to another country

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21266

I can’t go out for dinner. Or theatre. I have irreparable lung damage and breathing with a mask
is suffocating

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21267

Mentally

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21268

Loneliness , loss of job

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21269

I have anxiety, feel sick, had to quit my job because of the mandates and friendship and family
relationships are fractured.

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21270

Lost my freedom coupled with government overreaching

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21271

At times it's more difficult but often required.

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21272

•Mental and physical health •Loss of Freedoms •Violated Charter of Rights •Violated Rights to
Education •Violated Body autonomy

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21273

I am about to lose my job if I don't get the shot. My daughter died, and I couldn't have a
funeral. I can't have family over. I couldn't see my grandsons birth. My brother in law died
because of the vaccine

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21274

Divided our nation our family our fellow citizens

2/19/2022 5:38 PM

21275

Personally and financially. My body, my choice. I also lost a contract job.

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21276

I was "last years hero this years zero." Fired because I refused the vaccine due to allergies!
Trudeau has refused to give out EI to those who were fired. How is the exceptable. I have no
pay since Beginning of December 21!!!!! My EI claim is still under review since Dec. Luckily I
have a spouse

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21277

I work for canada post and I have no job because of the vaccine mandates. Lots of other
ways. Our freedom, cant see our families. There are so many that I wont mention them all!!

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21278

Physical and mental wellbeing

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21279

Unable to travel Unable to be with family and friends during critical times Financially Mentally

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21280

Unpleasant separation of immediate family. Mandates split our church inspite of legitimate
medical reasons which were given no consideration. So sad. The sooner its over the sooner
we can start back.

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21281

physical and mental

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21282

My trust in government is virtually distroyed

2/19/2022 5:37 PM
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21283

My father passed away abroad and I couldn't fly to his funeral

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21284

Division between friends and family has left me pretty isolated and alone. Struggle daily to find
a reason to keep going. Loss of trust with government, medical system, media and police now
that I see the excessive force used in Ottawa. Really to be honest If this is the way that
Canada is going to continue I want out.

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21285

Not able to work or travel Had to sell vehicles and close to selling house just for survive

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21286

Not able to travel and see family and friends as much as we like

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21287

Lockdowns and mandates have made me loose my liveliness

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21288

Horrible. Arguments with family and friends . Not able to live my life.

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21289

Lost income, relationship breakdown, increased anxiety personally and for my children.

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21290

Are you kidding ? Never has there been anything as bad as these mandates on all aspects of
live .Family's, friends ,health all beat up by them .

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21291

In so many ways, haven’t been able to enjoy things with family and mentally very hard

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21292

Division, lies, government greed, inhumane and unjust policies has crippled our beautiful
country. God will have His justice upon the evil acts of our leaders.

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21293

Lost jobs . Lost loved ones to the vaccinne

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21294

Being forced to have a vaccine to keep my job. Absolutely absurd!

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21295

Travel to see family outside Canada, ferry travel, swimming in public pools

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21296

I am a lone parent and have not been able to get employment for the first time in my life

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21297

Can’t travel, family destruction, missing out on life’s events, psychological pain!!

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21298

Nurse stress

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21299

Shut my business down,can not watch my son's sports,can not eat in a restaurant, can not
travel, can not visit my mother in law in hospital, can not go to a gym, can not go to any large
events. Will not be able to go to my son's grade 12 graduation. In the past 2 years have not be
able to have family and friends in my home. Not been able to leave my health district. I can
not get on a plane , a train or ship in my own country . It has destroyed Canada as we know it .

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21300

Negative

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21301

Been out of work for 2 years. Had to move back to my Grandmothers house to survive. My
family is separated between Alberta and BC.

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21302

Negatively in school social and every other aspect you can think of .

2/19/2022 5:37 PM

21303

forced to vaccinate if you travel or i would have never got one jab

2/19/2022 5:36 PM

21304

Put me into a depression for over a year made my collage experience extremely bad. Took the
gym away which was my escape from depression… forces me into getting a vax I didn’t want
to get

2/19/2022 5:36 PM

21305

I am currently unable to air travel, eat in a restaurant, attend the theatre, my family has
suffered much from the pressure to comply because of the need to keep their jobs and earn a
living. Some have had to cancel or postpone education plans.

2/19/2022 5:36 PM

21306

Increased seperation from family. My kids are not able to enjoy being kids.

2/19/2022 5:36 PM

21307

I’m a young Canadian. And I wasn’t Abel to proceed with my apprenticeship. I have a
shortness of breath cause of the wearing of the mask.

2/19/2022 5:36 PM

21308

We are in the brink of financial ruin. Lost our small business.

2/19/2022 5:36 PM

21309

Depression, fear, suicide, lack of confidence in government

2/19/2022 5:36 PM

21310

Exactly the same as everyone else, this shit suck, end this now

2/19/2022 5:36 PM

21311

I resent a leader calling people names. He’s like a ten year old

2/19/2022 5:36 PM
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21312

Terribly, isolation depression Huge concern that our country is being destroyed at the federal
level. Using mandates and Covid as a tool to control citizens.

2/19/2022 5:36 PM

21313

I’ve lost work, lost opportunities It’s fractured relationships with family and friends

2/19/2022 5:36 PM

21314

I lost my job

2/19/2022 5:36 PM

21315

Huge financial loss Increased debt Increased anxiety

2/19/2022 5:36 PM

21316

I have been discriminated against. Not having the same freedoms and rights as those who are
vaccinated. Children not able to learn and grow like the rest. We have never been sick yet
been treated like we are the plague

2/19/2022 5:36 PM

21317

I've seen horrible division amongst people that used to love each other. It's heartbreaking!!!
Trudeau's languarge toward anyone that doesn't go along with him is appalling

2/19/2022 5:36 PM

21318

It has caused a lot of isolation and stress. I have not been able to travel outside of the country
for 2 years to see my parents and sister. The stress it has caused has been sickening.

2/19/2022 5:36 PM

21319

Made life miserable

2/19/2022 5:36 PM

21320

I have less rights than a vaccinated twice convicted HIV positive pedophile on parole!

2/19/2022 5:36 PM

21321

I feel like I'm getting sunk in a political pool of radical government dishonesty

2/19/2022 5:36 PM

21322

SECOND CLASS CITIZEN OF THIS COUNTRY

2/19/2022 5:36 PM

21323

Hasn't

2/19/2022 5:36 PM

21324

I have lost my business . Can’t travel, go to restaurant or the gym. Lost my freedom for a
normal life.

2/19/2022 5:36 PM

21325

I’m segregated, disassociated, depressed, treated unfairly by government, by police, by family.
Forced, coerced, blackmailed. Our P.M. is spewing hate and division and is morally corrupt
and there is no way for us to stop him.

2/19/2022 5:35 PM

21326

Broken relationships with friends and family.

2/19/2022 5:35 PM

21327

I no longer shop outside my home unless I am forced to do so. I have lost contact with my
close family and friends, I have a zero social life. I believe I have developed some sort of
mental disorder.

2/19/2022 5:35 PM

21328

Like everyone,again in the ass.if you have the shot,carry on

2/19/2022 5:35 PM

21329

It has created hate and discrimination. I and my husband have gotten vaccinated to keep our
jobs but my kids have not. They can’t attend indoor events including dry grad and prom
because of the mandates. We all have had COVID and have natural immunity yet it’s not
recognized, why? A vaccinated person still spreads it as much of a unvaccinated person.
There is reason to discriminate against those who make their own medical decisions.

2/19/2022 5:35 PM

21330

I'm more worried about my grandchildren

2/19/2022 5:35 PM

21331

Ruined my school experience, significant income lost and divided among friends

2/19/2022 5:35 PM

21332

Question is how has it not affected my life!

2/19/2022 5:35 PM

21333

Took away my freedom

2/19/2022 5:35 PM

21334

I have been shut in at the senior's home i live at. I suffer from PTSD, depression ,anxiety. One
on one counciling is not allowed and over the phone counciling doesn't work.

2/19/2022 5:35 PM

21335

It forces me to get vaccinated (fed worker) despite medical contraindications. Nobody can give
exemptions. As a result ive needed to go to the ER 4 times and STILL while doc admit its
probably the pfizer vaccine, NOBODY CAN PUT IT ON PAPER. This means i will lose my job
if a booster isandated

2/19/2022 5:35 PM

21336

Forced vaccination or lose my employment.

2/19/2022 5:35 PM

21337

It has threatened the democracy in the land that I love.

2/19/2022 5:35 PM

21338

It has threatened my freedom of choice, freedom of bodily autonomy, and freedom of speech.

2/19/2022 5:35 PM

21339

The citizens of this great country are realizing just how much of our freedom has been eroded

2/19/2022 5:35 PM
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by this present gov't, whether it includes restrictions of movement, masking, coercion where
vaccines are concerned, loss of jobs, a new debt level that is unfathomable, constant lies from
gov't and msm. These destructive mandates have provided zero benefit from my perspective
and the perspective of the real science, but rather caused unnecessary heartache, pain,
division, financial loss (job loss and business failures), and death. One personal negative
affect of the mandates is the loss of my job.
21340

I have lost business, family member relationships, my daughter lost her job. We have been
discriminated against, we face anxiety and despair daily.

2/19/2022 5:35 PM

21341

I was forced against my will,to get shots

2/19/2022 5:35 PM

21342

Mental illness

2/19/2022 5:35 PM

21343

Shsksh

2/19/2022 5:35 PM

21344

It's devided my family, it's cost us friendships, it's caused mental health problems with very
close personal friends, so much so, a friend of our family recently committed suicide leaving
behind a wife and two children.

2/19/2022 5:35 PM

21345

Stopped me from coaching hockey, and going out to places with my wife and children, due to
not having the QR code

2/19/2022 5:35 PM

21346

I felt forced to get vaccines I didn't want under the pressure of not being able to do anything,
upcoming travel plans, doing things with my kids, pressure from friends and family.... My kids
dad isn't vaccinated so he can't participate with us as a family. Thank God my children are
10,9 and 7 and haven't been mandated to be vaccinated yet! My youngest son who is ADHD
and has an undiagnosed learning disability was forced to put on filthy mask at school, one he
told the teachers it wasn't his and they thought it was a behavior issues and forced him to out
it on! I discovered it when I picked him up from school wearing this mask!!! I immediately
emailed the principal because this was unacceptable!!!! I told the principal I wanted my
children Is accept from wearing masks any longer!

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21347

It divided me from my friends. I can’t visit any event in Vancouver. I can’t travel in Canada or
internationally . I got depressed and feel I have no freedom whatsoever.

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21348

More confirmation that everything is a lie!

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21349

I’ve lost my job, friends, arguments with family and my wife. Canada is divided more than ever
and I fear we’ll never be back to the way things were. My mental health has also never been
so bad. The thoughts of suicide cross my mind often.

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21350

Our family is divided and we have not seen our mothers for over a year and a half. Friends and
family members have suffered strokes and memory loss due to the shot. Friends have lost
their jobs, including a nurse working frontline on the opiod crisis. Enough.

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21351

Lost customers, can't travel, can't participate in the two largest infrastructure projects in the.
Province. Heart wrenching as 4500 healthcare workers put on unpaid leave in the middle of a
supposed health emergency. A friend is losing a job after 15 years due to experiencing bell's
palsy and health Canada denied her a medical exemption due to it not being permanent. 4
friends with pericarditus 2 teenagers on the football team with myocarditis. Dead neighbor 2
weeks after second dose from a heart attack. Death certificate says Parkinson's.

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21352

Affected every part of life

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21353

Forced to choose between my job and supporting my family or a vaccine that doesn’t work,
unable to go to funerals, additional stress, division of friends and family, unable to see my
children play sports due to regulations, delay in medical treatments, delay in injury recovery
due to closed gyms and mandates.

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21354

Mentally

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21355

Kept me safer.

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21356

My 3 year old is very unsocialized and it's hard to get a job because of little hours having hard
time making money

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21357

Horrible

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21358

We’re not free anymore Family silent Lost friends People aren’t happy Can’t travel, why have a

2/19/2022 5:34 PM
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passport Sad to see the government act like in the biblical days, history is repeating Only one
God, our father in heaven, the government should look and read the bible Lost all respect for
the police force, one again the Liberal government doings If the prime minister Would learn how
to take to people and not be so self, this would of never happen
21359

Masks and social distancing are practically impossible to do, I get anxious when I have my
mask on and frankly, I don't think it's healthy to have one one

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21360

Well I can't live life Normal, life is even more upsetting now dealing with anxiety disorder and
depression.

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21361

Turned into a hermit

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21362

The Right of Freedom and choice. It is against our Charter of Rights and our Constitution

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21363

Divided frienshipp

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21364

I have lost 90% of my Business!

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21365

Terribly wrong

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21366

Lost my job

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21367

Totally limited on what I am allowed to do.

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21368

Missed holidays and seeing friends

2/19/2022 5:34 PM

21369

Negatively impacted my mental health, social life, gym, relationships. It’s effected everything
horribly.

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21370

IT HAS MADE ME A VERY ANGRY PERSON . And has me turned against the lying
government brainwashing people to believe a God given seasonal cleansing is curable or
should be vaccinated against.

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21371

It has restricted family and friends from being able to live their lives and join important life
events.

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21372

not much

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21373

I lost my job. I have PTSD.

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21374

Covid affected my life. The mandate was necessary but it has to end

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21375

Not good, as am single and it’s hard to meet women other than shit sites like tinder

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21376

Isolation from friends and Family..

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21377

separation and vilification from family and neighbours based on Trudeau's language that any
unvaccinated people were taking up space. Dear friends thinking my choice was the reason
the country was in lockdown, rather than the virus.

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21378

I had to move to a different country and be separated from my family. My husband and kids
are in Canada while I am in USA.

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21379

Unnecessary attempt at control

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21380

Can’t travel to USA to see grandkids,changed our civic rights

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21381

Yup

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21382

Made me get the shot I didn’t want

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21383

Limited my freedom of movement. Impacted my spouses and my work situation

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21384

I nearly suffocate in those masks! I just don't bother going out any more than I have to.

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21385

I haven’t seen my kids. Their mother is preventing them from coming to see me. Out business
is suffering as a result of shut downs. Offices are not open hence nobody is being clothing. We
have zero traffic in our store as result of this mandate.

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21386

Affected my husband job, lack of unity in our family, friends. It affected my children jobs and
school, it changed all my life . We can't travel, can't see our family in Europe.

2/19/2022 5:33 PM
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21387

Negatively

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21388

Depressed uncertain about the future scared

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21389

Lost my livelihood, my home, my family,,many friends and my feeling of security and safety in
my country. I lost any respect for politicians that I may have had and now trust no one in any
type of leadership position. I have ptsd from this whole ordeal.

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21390

The mandates have had massive effects. Not only socially but mentally. Not being able to
personally play sports, not being able to travel. And not seeing a friendly expression on a
stranger face.

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21391

Made me feel safer

2/19/2022 5:33 PM

21392

Illegally forced into leave without pay and unable to collect EI, Which is something as a
Canadian I am entitled to, I pay into it. I've watched families and friendships be torn apart by
this corrupt clown in charge of the once great country. Had to watch Canadians who didn't want
these injections take it and end up in the ICU or dead. End it all and stop pretending this isn't
about the WEF. Corrupt!!!

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21393

My kids can't do any extra curricular activities

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21394

Yes, our family is a mess thanks to mandates in general, but more specifically, the vaccine
passports

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21395

I can't go our and have dinners with friends. It has had a huge financial impact in my place of
work ever since the passports came in. We are down 70% of our clientele!! It makes no sense
to segregate people when vaxxed are catching it and spreading it just the same. People at my
work with 3 doses have been sick with covid. Where the 2 unvaxxed haven't been sick even
when working closely with the ones that came down with covid. The passports are extremely
harmful to mental health and is creating a society where vaxxed are better than the rest. That
kind of attitude should not be shared by our politicians

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21396

Lost my job, been unemployed for over a year

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21397

Loss of money, can't afford to live with gas prices, food housing and power

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21398

Mental termoil huge stress and financial loss

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21399

I lost many friend and family members due to views on the vaccine. Segregation from family
members and friends caused me depression issues. Heartbreaking so many people were left
to die without families by their sides , including a close friend’s husband dying alone, not Covid
related. Has created an unsettling fear and anger in every person I know! Misinformation by
media and government as per vaccine. Changing their minds in the effectiveness of this
vaccine!

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21400

Other than the turmoil in Ottawa not very much because the whole time I've suspected this is
all bs and a ploy for the govt to divide and conquer the people for their personal gains. I'm
personally double vaccinated and will not be getting a booster. I vaccinated only on the
premise that I would need it to travel internationally.

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21401

Loss of freedom in movement and threat of punishment for being with others not of your own
household has caused depression and anxiety. I am deeply grieved when thi thinking of how
many elderly or sick have been isolated and died alone. The effects of mandates have caused
more damage than covid

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21402

Taken away my freedom to see my family and loves ones

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21403

I'm left fearing that I will have to flee the country of my birth and have been treated as a
second class citizen

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21404

Restricted travel, masks, testing unnecessarily. Reasons for the mandates no longer exist.

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21405

I feel like a hostage in my own country. I am depressed and feel like there is no hope for the
future and for my children.

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21406

I haven’t been dating or able to see people. I’ve been forced to take two jabs of a poison that
has no basis of confirming if I will have long term effects. My menstrual cycle has been out of
sorts and worse than ever.

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21407

My wife and childrens depression atvall time high. Family division.

2/19/2022 5:32 PM
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21408

Too much to say

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21409

Restrictions have had a immense impact on relationships and mental health. The elderly in my
family have declined mentally and physically due to the restrictions. Personally, not being able
to travel freely has been difficult. Not being able to see friends and family because they are
living in fear has been most difficult.

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21410

Mental health situations Not being able to develop a relationship the “normal way” Decline in
the ability to be social Fear of others judgment

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21411

Affected my mental health negatively

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21412

Destroyed friends and family. Makes society seem depressing. No one smiles anymore

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21413

my siblings x3 have not spoken to me for two years due to division this has caused. i haven't
seen my parents in two years because they are in the states and i have lost my job.

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21414

I have suffered severe side effects from this virus, currently wearing a heart monitor, prior to
this vaccination I attended the gym, built barns, restored antiques

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21415

My family has been segregated from society, dehumanizes and discriminated against for a
personal medical choice. My 12 yr old is suicidal, my sibling has been devastated to the point
of hospitalization for the mental health pandemic that is happening greater than any Covid
pandemic. My childrens social, mental and eductional levels have been decimated due to
restrictions, government terror narrative. My family is more afraid of our government and what
they will do to us than we are afraid of any virus. The fundamental fabric of Canada has been
destroyed and I fear our own government is actively trying to rip apart this once beautiful and
unified country.

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21416

It's Communism

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21417

My children have been bullied in school - long story. My own mental health- big time. Gained
weight. Still got covid. Vaccine doesn’t work well. Restricted from seeing family and then they
died (non covid) Frustration and anger with the government for not listening to people Lost
friends who think differently Broken family relationship

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21418

The mental health toll and isolation has been devastating. I am significantly more economically
crippled, stressed, anxious, and lonely.

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21419

Got me kicked out of university, ruined my right to travel freely, am not allowed in certain
places that require vax pass

2/19/2022 5:32 PM

21420

All

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21421

Restriction on my activities and availability if staff

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21422

Significantly. I can not leave my province without having to isolate when I return home. My
children are being bullied because of the divide our Prime Minister has created. I’ve also lost
friends and family due to his actions. Never have I been so judged for my medical choices.

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21423

Forced me to get the vaccine when I didn’t want to get it!

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21424

Don't leave the house. Refuse to shop with masks, so online buying for me. It's my community
that gets hurt.

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21425

Depression, anxiety, declining physical health, loss of relationships with family and friends

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21426

Jobless and very difficult travelling to work. Affected me financially.

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21427

I have been discriminated against because I choose not to be injected with COVID vaccine.
Cannot travel to see my daughter and grandchildren and isolated from my community. There is
a division created by these mandates harming our communities and our civil liberties.

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21428

In every way imaginable

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21429

I have numerous friends that have severe anxiety and job losses and also many who have
died and been maimed by the vaccine. I am a counsellor and know of suicides and others who
are suicidal because of the mandates.

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21430

Less social contact Having to witness Social discord not being allowed freely do as you would
like

2/19/2022 5:31 PM
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21431

In every single way. This all needs to end. We can’t go to our cabin in the states, I cannot
work at the hospital even though I would love to! We are so limited and I want to see my
grandma again. Give us our freedom back.

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21432

Lost income. Laid off.

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21433

not at all. its simply against the charter

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21434

Didn’t

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21435

Fear...anxiety ..loved ones dying..can't travel to visit family.masking and division

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21436

It has kept me from having a life

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21437

Hasn’t really affected me because I didn’t listen right from the get go

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21438

My mental health is at an all time low, it needs to end.

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21439

It has made me very isolated and almost made me go hungry and lose my housing.

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21440

Stress, no life, no freedom, thinking about suicidal

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21441

Cant attend funerals weddings n i have copd n cant breath wearing mask

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21442

#desthtoallcommunists

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21443

Limited movement, employment and education , created great distrust in government and
medicine ie doctors, unnecessary stress, destruction of family and friendships eroded by
irrational fear directed by governments and some doctors erosion of education by unecessary
mandates for those virtually unaffected by a disease that has a recovery rate of 99.8 percent,
over reach of government by means of coercion for vaccine mandates limiting freedom of
movement, employment, use of facilities (requiring QR codes for recreational facilities,
restaurants ECT) and post secondary eduction. Government created and influenced societal
divisions.

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21444

Yes

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21445

As a pregnant woman I have decided to wait for the vaccine and because of that I am no
longer able to take my other children to sports or go out for dinner with my family

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21446

Family and friends

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21447

My depression has skyrocketed I can't see my family I don't believe these vaccinations work
therefore I will not take it I feel isolated and I want them all to end now

2/19/2022 5:31 PM

21448

Segregation, loss of Frieda/family, being viewed as a low life by those in masks, being
aggressively confronted by starangers/staff at stores etc. Developed nasal issues, constant
sinusitis

2/19/2022 5:30 PM

21449

Left me without work and very hard on my kids social life.

2/19/2022 5:30 PM

21450

Depression, small business barely alive, 16-year-old son is afraid to go out/to school and is
lonely and depressed, hardly see family, miss traveling.

2/19/2022 5:30 PM

21451

COULD NOT GET THE HEATLTH HELP IVE NEEDED FOR 4 YEARS.

2/19/2022 5:30 PM

21452

In every negative way.

2/19/2022 5:30 PM

21453

Unable to see family while terminally ill. unable to have family reunions due imposed numbers
for family gatherings.

2/19/2022 5:30 PM

21454

My family lives in the US and they’ve barely been able to meet their grand daughter/niece (my
daughter) this has ripped our family apart. My husband couldn’t even go to his grandmas
funeral.

2/19/2022 5:30 PM

21455

Separated from family

2/19/2022 5:30 PM

21456

I took a job in Texas and went through 3 COVID spikes. No masks, no mandates, no more
lockdowns. Their numbers are the same or better than in BC. I am focusing on returning to
Texas as soon as I can, because they are free. Our Prime Minister refused to even meet with
the Freedom Convoy, and now an elderly woman whose last words were “love, peace and
happiness” is dead because a Police officer trampled her with a horse. I was born a free man,

2/19/2022 5:30 PM
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and I will die a free man. Trudeau’s promise of “safety” is a lie. I want Freedom, and the Godgiven right to pursue a life in an unsafe world.
21457

It has destroyed our community, friendships and family relations. Our children have suffered
from missing friends and school.

2/19/2022 5:30 PM

21458

All of them

2/19/2022 5:30 PM

21459

Greatly for the worse. Mental health finances childrens mental health their schooling and social
lives

2/19/2022 5:30 PM

21460

Foolish. Not right to impose restrictions on our freedom of speech and so on. To fire people
who regused vacines is wrong. We must not allow the government to tell us what to do with our
health and our personal health information.

2/19/2022 5:29 PM

21461

people in my family have lost their jobs

2/19/2022 5:29 PM

21462

I am on 'unpaid leave' from the school board where I was an occasional employee; family rifts
over vaccine; family cannot gather for birthdays or holidays; unable to attend my aunt's
funeral; many weddings watched online rather than attending; many strangers aware of
personal health decisions; and no one but me saw my Christmas tree last year, so I didn't put
one up tgis year --how sad is that? Lonely!!!

2/19/2022 5:29 PM

21463

Loss of income, mental health

2/19/2022 5:29 PM

21464

Enabled me to be safe from covid

2/19/2022 5:29 PM

21465

Has created division in our family.

2/19/2022 5:29 PM

21466

Mental health lost my house no housing available I live in a safe home. Divorce horrible lonely
deaths missing people

2/19/2022 5:29 PM

21467

Family

2/19/2022 5:29 PM

21468

I'm a diabetic and with all the lockdowns, I have been struggling with my sugars over a year as
I can't exercise like I use to. Plus with me being a diabetic I have not seen my dr in person
since before covid which isn't healthy for a diabetic as things can be missed like feet
problems, eyes not being checked by an eye Dr. Since before covid. I know what serious
complications a diabetic person can have from diabetes as I first hand witness my mom and
other family members being severely effected by the disease. I haven't been able to see my
91 year old grandma now for almost 2 years. The last time I saw her was when we celebrated
her 90th birthday in February 2020.

2/19/2022 5:29 PM

21469

I have Anxiety issues now

2/19/2022 5:29 PM

21470

Sucks cant go into my regular places

2/19/2022 5:29 PM

21471

Ruined it. Lost a job. After 1 shot had huge cramps . Nbd cares . Could not see G.Kids in NJ
for last 2 y. Real prominent scientists proved measures dont work . Stats confirm also- Ontario
own vax/ unvaxed Covid stats proved Vaxes are sick more .... other countries -same . UK kids
mortality is 52 times higher after jabs implementing . Canada does not even established smth
similar to VAERS in US ..- nbd wants to know ? Meanwhile everybody knows smb around that
suffered from bad side effects ...what really is going on - most awake know the answer No
Logic . Fishy Agenda only

2/19/2022 5:29 PM

21472

Prevented from seeing my family, division of family and friends. Imposed on my health,
isolation, anxiety, poor health care

2/19/2022 5:29 PM

21473

It has mostly effected the memtal health and joy of my Grand kids. Causes division in our
family

2/19/2022 5:29 PM

21474

Segregation, 2 tiered society, depression, finances, lost confidence in my PM, sadness in my
country

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21475

I'm now a prisoner in my own country. I always fear to lose my job because I'm not vaxed.
Many of my family members and friends don't talk to me anymore. I don't want to live in
Chinada.

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21476

I don’t like how it’s turned people against people over these mandates some support it some
don’t it’s caused division within our own families friends and workers

2/19/2022 5:28 PM
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21477

It has divided family and friends and maybe scared of the Prime Minister

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21478

Iam ostracised. No club meetings or resaurents travel etc .i am perfectly healthy and treated
like a leper

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21479

As a musician I have lost my career. Caring for vaccine injured friends

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21480

I did not buy into anything the government was preaching. In my province Quebec the health
care system has been in shambles before the pandemic. The people were made to suffer
because of the incompetence of the government.

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21481

I cannot work and function in my life and daily requirements

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21482

Terrible

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21483

It’s a pain in the ass and has little effect on COVID at this point

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21484

Lost Job and husband

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21485

Negatively right through. An utter waste. A complete failure as an experiment in social and
people control. A well planned out pandemic.

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21486

Mental health , friendships , family separation , self worth , live life , physical health

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21487

It has tore my family apart, severely impacted my children’s mental health. Masks have done
nothing but cause infections in noses and excessively using sanitizer in schools caused my
children’s hands to bleed. My husband lost his job and I am on the verge of a mental
breakdown try to keep my family together. My 90 year old grandfather has been a prisoner
locked in his nursing home unable to leave. Forced to vaccinate in excess and test
excessively. I could go on but my story is nothing in comparison to those that have been
seriously injured or died as a result of forced vaccination. For what because even triple and
quadruple jabbed can still get and transmit the common cold. Yes common cold/flu, something
that virtual disappeared over the last two years. Funny, how 28 days in Ottawa not one person
sick. We are not in a pandemic if not one of millions of people have gotten sick. Ends ALL
mandates immediately. If people want to mask and get jabbed they can but it should be a
choice. My FREEDOM does not end where your FEAR begins.

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21488

Leave without pay/harassment/thinking about leaving Canada.
Religious/hollistic/healthy/fit/beat covid, didn't tax the healthcare system

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21489

It has divided my family and made the elderly in my family terrified.

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21490

Negative mental health.

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21491

Restricted my movements. Caused division among families & friends. Has created a Class
Society. (ie: Vaxxed / Unvaxxed

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21492

Physically and mentally

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21493

Terribly

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21494

I am struggling. My business is very slow, rent and other nessasary bills and food are more
than I can afford. Wearing a mask while running around in clients homes is effecting my health
(difficulty breathing).

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21495

I will choose violence before compliance. Do better. Or be responsible for more history Canada
has to swipe under the rug.

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21496

OMG REALLY?? Wow!!!

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21497

Can't go to restaurants and public events or public facilities. 2nd class citizen.

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21498

Haven't a lot personally as I'm not a social person but it is not good for my country and that is
person. Caused wars among citizens is not good. I could write for hours in how things could
have been done better but it wouldn't help now. Not one voice here.

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21499

It had affected my work because I was forced to out an experimental drug in my body so that I
could continue to receive a pay check. Social life has been greatly reduced the last few years.
And above all, not being able to say good bye to a very dear elderly friend in the hospital (not
Covid related) who had to endure weeks of isolation and die completely alone because of
visitor restrictions 😢

2/19/2022 5:28 PM
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21500

I have had to completely change careers. I now make far less money and have 3 jobs. Every
bill has gone up in the last 2 years yet I can’t seem to catch up working 3 jobs and my
boyfriend working 2. My employers have had to remortgage their homes to keep their
restaurant open through all of this. I’ve seen them in tears multiple times. I’ve been yelled at
by strangers for being told what to do, what to wear, how to act. I’ve never seen such divide in
my life.

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21501

It's time for investigations, discovery, and prosecutions to commence They're not walking
away from all this horrendous devastation, social deprivation, destitution, and loss of
livelihoods, businesses, employment, pensions, savings, and even lives While destroying our
lives, bureaucrats had job security and pensions At Nuremberg they went to the gallows for
less Even the massive increase in currencies for welfare spending, are governments staking
our national assets to go into debt to private corporations called banks, at compounding
interest Banks who will sooner or later asset-strip our nations, while in the mean time earning
massive interest payments on currency created out of nothing
https://www.sgtreport.com/2022/01/genocide-the-deliberate-killing-of-a-large-number-of-peopledr-northrup-clark

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21502

So so

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21503

Hardly at all, I’m fortunate, but I know many other people whom it has negatively affected.

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21504

Yes, like everyone else's life

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21505

I wasn’t able to be with my daughter during major brain surgery. My dad spent 3 1/2 months in
the hospital alone and very sick. In the end he was diagnosed with ALS while he was by
himself. He came home and died 5 weeks later. My restaurant closed so many times, we had
to sell our house to stay afloat. We are now renting for over $1000 more than our mortgage
was. I could go on and on.

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21506

I haven't t been able to travel out of Canada to visit my family and I haven't been able to take
another job offer because of vaccination mandate.

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21507

Devestated it. I’m a father and they have taken everything away from Kids

2/19/2022 5:28 PM

21508

I am currently loosing everything I have worked my whole adult life for.

2/19/2022 5:27 PM

21509

Derailed kids' education and activities. Disrupted life and plans.

2/19/2022 5:27 PM

21510

Negatively

2/19/2022 5:27 PM

21511

Unable to enjoy life outside of home with children. No activities, fun dinners, with children

2/19/2022 5:27 PM

21512

Our family has seen drastic changes in the lives of all of our children whose secondary and
post-secondary education plans were turned upside-down. We have been profoundly affected

2/19/2022 5:27 PM

21513

The vaccine passport system made me feel like a second class citizen.

2/19/2022 5:27 PM

21514

Too many ways to list! Emotionally the most!

2/19/2022 5:27 PM

21515

A lot. I worry what will be the world my children will have to life in, if our freedom is taken away
from us.

2/19/2022 5:27 PM

21516

I have been discriminated by not being allowed to enter businesses that support the vaccine
mandate.

2/19/2022 5:27 PM

21517

In every way possible ( Freedom )

2/19/2022 5:27 PM

21518

Many ways but mostly I cannot travel to see my 93 year old father!!!

2/19/2022 5:27 PM

21519

It has made me aware of how many stupid idiots exist in the world that are spoiled and entitled

2/19/2022 5:27 PM

21520

I have lost my job of two years, started school and continued to be threatened with
deregistration the entire first two semesters. I was removed from 3 different establishments
because of my mask exemption, have developed social anxiety, and all human rights
complaints were ignored by the tribunal. Hundreds of Alberta students have gotten kicked out
of dorms, registered from their programs, left ineligible to complete practicums. Faculty have
been let go, people's lives have been destroyed.

2/19/2022 5:27 PM

21521

My husband will lose his transit driving job if we don’t get vaccinated.

2/19/2022 5:27 PM
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21522

It's caused one of my children to develop social anxiety, it's increased my agoraphobia,
depression etc. Another child of mine is concerned about not being able to finish his bachelor's
degree due to not wanting the vaccine, among missing out if his graduation ceremony that him
and others worked so hard to earn. All my kids miss out on the extra curricular activities they
love and they can't even have their mom watch when they can participate. This is only a small
amount of negative affects from the mandates and lockdown etc.

2/19/2022 5:27 PM

21523

Social life, depression

2/19/2022 5:27 PM

21524

Depression

2/19/2022 5:27 PM

21525

I haven’t been able to go out and enjoy life with my young family because I refuse to get a
vaccine that doesnt work and may cause more harm then good

2/19/2022 5:27 PM

21526

Feeling of isolation, being discriminated against, fear, psychological effects, trauma, loss of
close friends and family

2/19/2022 5:27 PM

21527

it has put a divide in many family and friends due to not agreeing on points. i want to do
activities with my children but i dont want to support being vaccinated to do so. my children
and i have missed out on alot within the past few years.

2/19/2022 5:26 PM

21528

Fired from my job very soon

2/19/2022 5:26 PM

21529

I watched my dads liver fail after the first shot. He had to be in lockdown and it was torture. I
lost my job. My mom had a terrible reaction to the vax. My moms best friend died of a blood
clot because of it. This has affected me and my family in the worst way. This evil government
must be held in account.

2/19/2022 5:26 PM

21530

Terribly. Family dying and not all that wanted to say good bye could. It has affected mental
health. It need to end

2/19/2022 5:26 PM

21531

It has given me a sense of security and safety.

2/19/2022 5:26 PM

21532

Very little

2/19/2022 5:26 PM

21533

Can’t travel freely Nor live free

2/19/2022 5:26 PM

21534

It has made me feel like an outcast , life in Canada 🇨🇦 is not free anymore, we are prisoners of
the government. I have lost two years of living my life to these mandates . Please do
something for Canadians. Thank you 🙏🏻

2/19/2022 5:26 PM

21535

Never got to say goodbye to 3 loved ones because of the capacity and vaccine restrictions
can’t watch my nephews play hockey can’t visit my daughter because of freedom to fly has
been stripped by a tyrannical government

2/19/2022 5:26 PM

21536

Negative very negative

2/19/2022 5:26 PM

21537

Depression

2/19/2022 5:26 PM

21538

Stress! Too much isolation and anxiety. Too much money spent on covid. Not enough on
problem solving health care and other issues.

2/19/2022 5:26 PM

21539

Was scared into getting the vaccine to keep my job in healthcare. My children are suffering
from depression and anxiety.

2/19/2022 5:26 PM

21540

Lost my job. Forced to get the vaccines because we want to travel. Stopped us from seeing
family and grandkids.

2/19/2022 5:26 PM

21541

Yes

2/19/2022 5:26 PM

21542

Not being allowed to spend time with my best friend in hospital...not being able to visit my
uncle in nursing home...seeing 3 people have bad reactions to the vacine and hearing about
many more has traumatised me.

2/19/2022 5:26 PM

21543

Move and job loss. Loss of relationships. Isolation.

2/19/2022 5:25 PM

21544

Couldn’t travel and visit people, family.

2/19/2022 5:25 PM

21545

It has taken away 2 years of my life. I want my life back.

2/19/2022 5:25 PM

21546

Division in our family, job loss, mental health issues

2/19/2022 5:25 PM
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21547

Not having family get together. Not going to church. I am a Children’s ministry leader and we
had to do online kids videos.

2/19/2022 5:25 PM

21548

Job loss - been placed on unpaid leave, and rights to claim ei

2/19/2022 5:25 PM

21549

create social disention

2/19/2022 5:25 PM

21550

The damn mandates have divided people friends family, and a useless Prime Minister running
the country

2/19/2022 5:25 PM

21551

Has caused depression, can't travel to see family, kids can't play sports, divided friendships

2/19/2022 5:25 PM

21552

Isolation, financial and split the family with the us against them mentality

2/19/2022 5:25 PM

21553

The mandate has affected family relationships and the quality of day to day living.

2/19/2022 5:25 PM

21554

I cannot travel to see my family

2/19/2022 5:25 PM

21555

Good

2/19/2022 5:25 PM

21556

Caused depression and anxiety

2/19/2022 5:25 PM

21557

Mentally physically and emotionally

2/19/2022 5:25 PM

21558

I’m considered a second class citizen because I don’t wish to be vaccinated. I’m not anti
vaccine, but do not trust this government due to their close affiliation with klaus Schwab.

2/19/2022 5:25 PM

21559

We have lost so much of what we used to be able to do. Our children are growing up in a
Canada we aren't proud of.

2/19/2022 5:25 PM

21560

It affected me bad, cause my mom & I was best friends and she was in the manor and she
passed away on October 1st 2021. I lost a lot valuable time with mom that will affect me for
the rest of my life. It was the seniors in long term care and their families who lost the most.
Valuable time we’ll never get back, plus 2 nephews passed away that couldn’t get home to say
my final good-bye too, cause I lived in Moncton in the winter months. I got the vaccine against
my will to be able to see mom and a lot of good, cause still in lock down so i’am never taking
another vaccine or booster in my life. I lost all trust in Government, Public Health and definitely
Science. 😡😡

2/19/2022 5:25 PM

21561

Won’t travel. Prices have gone up

2/19/2022 5:25 PM

21562

Not a lot but I think it is time we got Canada back to the Country we have always been. No 1
wants dictatorship

2/19/2022 5:25 PM

21563

It has caused my kids to miss school and friends for 2 plus years

2/19/2022 5:25 PM

21564

Family division

2/19/2022 5:24 PM

21565

I feel like I'm in the prison

2/19/2022 5:24 PM

21566

My child suffers from depression, sevear weigh gain with all of us, loss of jobs, not able to see
family.

2/19/2022 5:24 PM

21567

Business and livelihood Family relations

2/19/2022 5:24 PM

21568

Ruined my business income and put me $500,000 in debt.

2/19/2022 5:24 PM

21569

Negatively

2/19/2022 5:24 PM

21570

I feel that my freedom of choice has been taken away. Our human rights are leading in the
direction of communism, if in fact, we aren't already there. I 100% agree with the truckers.
Trudeau needs to sit up & pay attention to how to improve our country, as opposed to what he
has been doing.

2/19/2022 5:24 PM

21571

As a senior, isolation and fear of Canada going through what my husband and his families went
thru with Bolshevik Revolution and repercussions of Hitler's communists, has crippled many of
our lives. There is no greater earthly fear. 9. COVID started tying things up in Canada. Trudeau
is the one in the wrong with the truckers, who have been the only brave Canadian citizens,
courageous enough to stand up for our God given laws and freedoms.

2/19/2022 5:24 PM

21572

I am very worried about my adult daughters who took the jabs.

2/19/2022 5:24 PM
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21573

It has had negative effects on my whole family. We lost loved ones, my kids were depressed
because of situations with their schools, no sports or social activities, social distancing and
masking have caused depression. Being treated differently by people because we choose not
to share our personal medical choices with anyone. Vaxx passports have made us feel like
second class citizens. We have strongly considered leaving this country and starting fresh
elsewhere. Home life and work life have been affected in more ways then you can imagine.
The whole ordeal has been nothing but constant negativity for the last 2 years plus. We've lost
faith in our govt, our school system, our media, our health care, and in humanity in general.
This country is trending in the wrong direction big time and its disgusting to see.

2/19/2022 5:24 PM

21574

All of my life

2/19/2022 5:24 PM

21575

It takes away my freedom to go anywhere requiring vaccine passports; it takes my ability to do
ministry in the church, it takes my peace as I see so many people suffer in many different
ways especially the kids & the elderly.

2/19/2022 5:24 PM

21576

Lost my business.

2/19/2022 5:24 PM

21577

I lost my full time job

2/19/2022 5:24 PM

21578

Have lost my job after 28 years of service. Also no EI .

2/19/2022 5:24 PM

21579

In short, I have had my personal freedoms violated. I am treated like a second class citizen
because of my medical choice. I have lost my job and my ability to feed my family.

2/19/2022 5:24 PM

21580

Division, segregation

2/19/2022 5:24 PM

21581

I am discriminated against every day. I feel segregated. I feel like my government doesn't care
about me. I am scared for the future of my daughter. I do not feel like a free citizen. I am a
prisoner.

2/19/2022 5:24 PM

21582

Not able to go into some public spaces

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21583

They have had no impact. I am fully vaccinated as are my family members. I had an
emergency fund, and had prepared to take care of myself for 6 months had I lost employment.

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21584

Cannot go skiing, cannot exercise in rec centres, cannot visit my family outside of Canada,
cannot go see symphonies etc

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21585

It has added undo stress from a virus that is 99% recoverable and now the segregation has
caused even more stress and anxiety

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21586

Completely

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21587

Lost livelihoods.

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21588

The mandate being bad with me in every way

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21589

Suicide

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21590

terrible

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21591

Segregated me from society.

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21592

Not much but the peine and suffering I see all around me saddens me how many more kids
Suicide? Bisness going bankrupt for what 99.9% SURVIVAL RATE VIRUS??

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21593

My wife lost her professional career of 22 years and we were forced to see you family home

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21594

Major loss of income due to business closures.

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21595

In every way possible. This never should have happened.

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21596

I have difficulty breathing when I wear my mask but I gladly do it to protect myself and others
around me. Being able to go somewhere without my mask when there are no crowds or we can
distance would be wonderful.

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21597

Loss of connection to family and friends!! Health; no gyms

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21598

It’s really torn apart my two families. It’s decided them between vaccinated and unvaccinated
= horrible dumb people. It’s really frustrating. I believe we should have the option to be

2/19/2022 5:23 PM
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vaccinated and not publicly shaming people for not doing so. It’s really hard on me not being
able to see certain people etc
21599

I am a registered nurse and not currently working because I do not agree with the mandates for
healthcare workers. The mandates have had negative effects on my whole family, which
includes my husband and four children; from loss of jobs, school disruptions, not being able to
attend post secondary education without vaccinations, not being able to play on the team you
tried out for because of vaccine mandates, division within sports teams because of mandates,
games cancelled because of mandates, getting ostracized for having a viewpoint that is
different from mainstream media, churches getting shut down because of mandates, and not
being allowed to attend certain venues because of vaccination status. The mandates have
caused division among family, friends, and community members on a massive scale.

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21600

Travel is extremely difficult for work and pleasure

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21601

I lost my job as a registered nurse in the operating room x 20 years. I never got termination
pay, nor severance pay. I was denied unemployment as well.

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21602

My mother lay in a hospital bed for 6 weeks. Never got Covid but was an invalid when we
finally decided to bring her home, as she was so lonely and they turned her into an invalid due
to lack of care. I'm not blaming the nurses but the restrictions that prevented us from visiting
and helping with her care. She died in April/2021.

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21603

Not at all

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21604

It caused me to have a myocardial infarction from the STRESS that has been driven by the
Government and Legacy Media. The DIVISION this government has created is disgusting.
How Mr. Trudeau feels he can break the internationals and domestic laws, repeatedly, is
beyond me.

2/19/2022 5:23 PM

21605

My kids can’t have a normal life

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21606

Socializing and mental health issues for all family members

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21607

I can’t fly to Alberta or BC where all my family is, my family hasn’t met my 6 month old or
seen my 2 year old daughter in a year now. I can’t fly to Calgary to complete my Invisalign and
have new attachments put on my teeth. I’ve missed multiple funerals and had to say goodbye
to family over FaceTime. Social life has completely changed, can’t go into restaurants

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21608

It has affected me negatively both mentally and physically. It has caused strife between
neighbours and friends and family and it all has been caused by the existing prime minister
and his direct actions

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21609

I need to go to Mexico for medical reason but was denied flying because of not being
vaccinated!

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21610

Bad

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21611

Has kept me isolated, which is not healthy..

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21612

Lost one of my jobs. Caused emotional, financial strain on family and friends relationships.

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21613

I've been segregated from society. As an indigenous woman dealing with intergenerational
trauma due to colonization. This makes me have zero trust in the government of any kind

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21614

In every way imaginable. Unable to do anything at all for two years and I already live in a
secluded area.

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21615

Wasn't able to visit close family member on my time

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21616

My life turn upside down

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21617

I am 74 years old and am unvaxed because there is no vaccine it is a gene disruptor with
many toxic substances as a way to help the depopulation agenda of Faucci and Gates.

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21618

Has alienated me from my family.

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21619

In my pay and work moral is at all time low cannot visit family or grand parents. Cost of
everything has gone up our primo mister is a disappointment to this country and should resign
immediately for the actions he has taken and be tried for the injuries that have bein brought

2/19/2022 5:22 PM
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upon the innocent dystanders that where in armed and peacefully protesting in the only place
he seems to reside when he is not spend our tax money on holidays out of country.
21620

Felt Pressured, not allowed to travel. Depression. Shamed for having opinion different than
others.

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21621

Having to be copped up inside and not visit for so long (2years) It has been extremely hard on
younger people. People need socializing.

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21622

Horribly! Divided family, killed my loved ones from broken hearts and depression.

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21623

Lost job, mental health, divided family and friends, death

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21624

Lost my job

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21625

My young kids have not been able to enroll in sports and activities because I can’t attend
being unvaccinated.

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21626

Depression. The amount of times I have thought about killing myself in the past 2 years is
devastating. I want to live my life and regain happiness and hope.

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21627

Loss of income, loss of family time, loneliness , loss of freedom to choose what goes into my
body , segregation for my choice . And now fear of living in under dictatorship

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21628

Work

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21629

It made my life miserable

2/19/2022 5:22 PM

21630

Our business was shut down for 3 months, isolated from from family for months. Lost income

2/19/2022 5:21 PM

21631

Left my job as I didn’t want to take the vaccine or take tests every week. No travelling and the
social distancing from family definitely puts a major impact on my mental health

2/19/2022 5:21 PM

21632

Fighting depression, rejection from friends and family, dividing family and friends! I no longer
recognize my Canada. False accusations. Treating the unvaxed like they’re a leper; like how
the blacks were treated in 1950s and 60s; calling the unvaxed the disease carriers like Hitler
treats the Jews! Need I say more?

2/19/2022 5:21 PM

21633

Divided friends and family

2/19/2022 5:21 PM

21634

We are retired and are completely restricted from many activities we used to enjoy. All
because of a personal Medical choice we made. We are not allowed to go out to a restaurant,
see a movie, or travel anywhere. We may not have many years left and it would have been
nice to enjoy the activities we have earned a right to participate in. We were even instructed
not to spend Christmas with our families, our precious Grandchildren. This is a form of mental
abuse in my opinion. Not only to the children unable to get to know their grandparents but to
the elders not bonding with them. Too many things to list really, that we have been robbed of
with these draconian mandates.

2/19/2022 5:21 PM

21635

created a culture of anger, regardless of what 'side', dangerously growing attitudes of hate &
intolerance, fueling 'us vs them' mentalities, bitterly dividing families, friends, colleagues and
neighbors, not to mention the economic devastation suffered by millions of businesses... my
own household has multiple young people whose education has been cut off and opportunities
squashed, directly because of the covid restrictions and policies. My family has medical
appointments and procedures that have been delayed or completely unavailable, because of
the limits put on Dr's/tech's ability to be in person.

2/19/2022 5:21 PM

21636

I’ve had family members get injured from the vaccines, and family members lose their jobs
cause they can’t take the vaccine. I have lost some friends and family due to the division
among us. This is not the Canada i was born into and love. This goes against our charter of
rights and freedoms and Justin Trudeau has to resign.

2/19/2022 5:21 PM

21637

Business closed off and on for over 12 months, isolation from family, bullying from neighbours
because my views aren't the same as theirs, etc

2/19/2022 5:21 PM

21638

I have lost friends and family due to a difference of opinion. The divisiveness and hate has
been awful.

2/19/2022 5:21 PM

21639

Caused heartbreak and much pain, I had to watch my husband find out about his stage 4
cancer and I couldn’t hug him. I am ashamed and disappointed by my nation and the only hope
I feel is from the convoy and the Canadians that support it.

2/19/2022 5:21 PM
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21640

It has mostly forced a division between humanity. Conversations are more difficult when your
view is opposed to the main stream narrative. I personally believe that there is a civil crisis.

2/19/2022 5:21 PM

21641

Unable to visit my Mother in England for her 75th birthday. Unable to travel for work. Unable to
take my family on vacation.

2/19/2022 5:21 PM

21642

it is stupid and the science does not support it. Why is natural immunity ignored? Why are bad
reactions to the vaccines not recorded and made public? If a person had natural immunity,
they are protected by a factor up to 27. So why risk possible reaction to the vaccines, even if
only a .01% chance?

2/19/2022 5:21 PM

21643

Mentally and family

2/19/2022 5:21 PM

21644

I was forced to get the vaccine to keep my job

2/19/2022 5:21 PM

21645

Robbed me of seeing my dying brother.

2/19/2022 5:21 PM

21646

Dramatically

2/19/2022 5:21 PM

21647

Kept us prisoners in our own country. Separated us from family & friends and has impacted
incomes.

2/19/2022 5:21 PM

21648

Lost job, isolated family, prevented family to fly in and meet granddaughter

2/19/2022 5:21 PM

21649

Too many lies have led to distrust of media, health care, and political people

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21650

I didn't want the vaccine but would be fired. Couldn't get my driver's license reinstated due to
interlock stations being closed. Couldn't visit my gf in her apartment. Constant stress at work
over mask mandates. Friends fired for refusal. Watching my Mother under constant stress as
she had cancer and won't take the Vax over the health risk. My part time job was closed for a
season.

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21651

Negatively / lots of stress

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21652

Mental health

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21653

Seperated from some family and friends physically and thru conversations, hit on my
business, financilly instabily creating extreme stress

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21654

Not much.. apart the masks which are a sacrifice to save others. I have not lost my freedoms!

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21655

Its made socializing with family, parents and friends quite difficult.

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21656

No travel, no restaurants

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21657

Can't fly to work

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21658

Can’t take my kids to public school due to masking and lack of exemptions. Can’t take my
kids to sports, swimming, movies. So many more

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21659

Loss of job, discrimination, taken away freedom of movement

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21660

Lots of isolation but for good reason. I have school aged kids.. they have had Covid 2 times
now.. So it’s stressful and they have missed a ton of school and spent a lot of time away from
peers. As well as myself.. because I am the mom, and my husband makes more than I do.
Someone has to stay with the kids?? So I don’t work right now. Which puts a financial strain
on us. I guess that’s it. I mean the list goes on , but those are the main challenges that we
deal With a daily basis.

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21661

My 10 year old become depressed and i lost sleep terrified she thought about suicide. My
marriage almost became impossible. I suffered severe depression. Lost friends to depression
and sucide

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21662

Can't do anything

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21663

I am a child of god. Freedom is my birthright. I don’t make deals with the devil like our world
leaders do.

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21664

I was no allowed to be with my mom when she died.

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21665

I would prefer not to say

2/19/2022 5:20 PM
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21666

I will lose my career by March 24. I cannot leave the country to visit family or to move to a
country that i would be free to work in. I have lost trust in our government and health
authorities because they are ignoring the plethora of studies that show natural immunity works
just as well, or better, compared to vaccines. I was vaccinated as a child and i vaccinated my
own child, but i have now lost faith in the entire vaccination program. Trust has been broken
with these mandates.

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21667

Loss of job,been looking but un employed for a year,no benefits to cover my wife's medication
for cancer treatment. No ei left and no support from Alberta income support. No money for
mortgage or utilities other than gifts from friends and churches. I had a good job,good life until
all this. I am sorry and embarrassed to be Canadian. Other than that, doing OK.....

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21668

My sister has been in a rehabilitation hospital after a terrible car accident that happened the
week covid started. (March 10,2020) She has declined so badly because she is not able to
advance to the next level because of "covid". Everything is blamed on Covid. I am sick of it.
She will ultimately die being in there and I blame all the stupid mandates.

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21669

There is no life with these mandates we're living in a coming nay Communist country

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21670

Kept me COVID free. I’m a senior and have been careful. Others have helped protect me!

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21671

I’m broke don’t have a job don’t have a life it’s affected everyone

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21672

Mentally, physically, socially, spiritually- all aspects of life affected

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21673

Isolation. I am very claustrophobic and so it causes me so much anxiety to wear a mask. So I
have avoided putting myself in situations where I have to for long periods. We haven’t been to
church. We haven’t seen friends. It’s been hard and sad. I want our kids to have a normal
childhood and right now they are being robbed of that.

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21674

Totally taken away my freedom as a Canadian citizen.

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21675

Losing my license for nursing not being able to work. Interferes with health and relationships.
Caused a lot of conflict in family and public. I have lost friends to it who have committed
suicide who I never imagined would do that

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21676

Made me a lower class citizen

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21677

It made my life miserable and pointless

2/19/2022 5:20 PM

21678

Stressed

2/19/2022 5:19 PM

21679

lost my job

2/19/2022 5:19 PM

21680

Terrible health services and customer service

2/19/2022 5:19 PM

21681

Masks

2/19/2022 5:19 PM

21682

It has had a negative impact on my child mentally

2/19/2022 5:19 PM

21683

Too many to list…but mostly my 5 children who have all been negatively in ways I don’t see a
way back from. So much damage to these children.

2/19/2022 5:19 PM

21684

Medically exempt from mask wearing but feel pressure to wear one which limits places I can
go, especially for long periods of time.

2/19/2022 5:19 PM

21685

I am a prisoner My daughter passed out at school wearing a mask I have social anxiety and
avoid leaving the house It is winter a full 6 months here. No restaurants, movie, pool, rec
center, no volunteering, no sports, job threatened, education threatened, can't leave the
country, had to drive for an emergency medical appointment 16 hours away. All because
someone in my family can't get the vaccine or exemption.

2/19/2022 5:19 PM

21686

In every way it could. End the tyrannical government completely thank you

2/19/2022 5:19 PM

21687

Made asthma worse. Made my dying fathers last year horrible. Made me sad and alone.

2/19/2022 5:19 PM

21688

I am not allowed to coach or even watch my boys hockey. My family has been divided
because some believe the BS on local news outlets. We have lost revenue from our business

2/19/2022 5:19 PM

21689

Loss of the things we take for granted like breathing fresh air, shopping, dining out, travel,
family, mental health, seeing people’s facial expressions. I’m saddened and disgusted by the 2

2/19/2022 5:19 PM
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years of government Orwellian overreach & tyranny, the lies, coverups and incessant fear
mongering.
21690

Depression Anxiety Lost family and friends Singled out

2/19/2022 5:19 PM

21691

Lost work, unable to participate in the activities i enjoy

2/19/2022 5:19 PM

21692

My 6 month old baby has not met any of her family yet because we can’t travel. I will not get
vaccinated because I have a family history of very severe allergic reactions to vaccines.
However I am not granted an exemption either.

2/19/2022 5:19 PM

21693

Haven't worked

2/19/2022 5:19 PM

21694

They have been horrific. I lost my job, my family, my friends and my way of life. The
government with out true science have disrupted everything

2/19/2022 5:19 PM

21695

I’m so concerned for the children and my grandchildren. What kind of world are we showing all
children of Canadian

2/19/2022 5:19 PM

21696

Everything

2/19/2022 5:19 PM

21697

Increased anxiety, problems with family, isolation, contributed to poor mental health etc

2/19/2022 5:19 PM

21698

Cannot go to restaurants, gym, theatres or church.

2/19/2022 5:19 PM

21699

It’s taken my job. It’s taken my freedom, it’s taken my right to move freely, worship freely,
congregate freely, attend funerals, to see family and friends in nursing homes, to dine out,
attend sporting events, travel, to visit my family at holidays, to support a loved mother
grandmother in hospital who later died in the manner that she had feared since this plandemic
started, to say goodbye to a brother, uncle son who died of cancer in hospital. So many th8ng
we have lost never to regain because of this tyrannical government over reach in
unprecedented ways. The despicable actions on our elderly and veterans in Ottawa February
18 will never be forgotten.

2/19/2022 5:18 PM

21700

by imposing restrictions that are good for one person and not for another it has divided us all,
including loved ones and close friends. it is idiotic to think that a vaccine that does not work
should be forced upon us and determine who goes where

2/19/2022 5:18 PM

21701

Has isolated me from friends and family. Forced me to get vaccinated vaccine I didn't want to
keep my job

2/19/2022 5:18 PM

21702

Just scared about sickness n family

2/19/2022 5:18 PM

21703

Lost my job , livelihood, suffering from anxiety & depression

2/19/2022 5:18 PM

21704

Stuck at home

2/19/2022 5:18 PM

21705

Discriminated, segregated, my children have not been able to join sports teams or activities.
We have been divided in our family. It has been immensely stressful and we fear for our jobs

2/19/2022 5:18 PM

21706

I lost my job, my mental health is suffering. My children's mental health is suffering, and my
youngest child doesn't remember a time without masks

2/19/2022 5:18 PM

21707

I’ve lost income almost lost my house. My child is suffering emotionally. I am as well.
Fear.division. Lies

2/19/2022 5:18 PM

21708

I lost my job.

2/19/2022 5:18 PM

21709

Divided families and friends. People losing their businesses. Social abuse. Elderly not being
able to see family and dying alone. Abuse in homes sky rocketing. Depression and suicides

2/19/2022 5:18 PM

21710

I am depresed

2/19/2022 5:18 PM

21711

Lost my job. Unable to see my SO from America.

2/19/2022 5:18 PM

21712

I cannot enter many public places, including where I work

2/19/2022 5:18 PM

21713

My kids can’t be kids. They’ve lost two years of their lives. Our mental and physical health is
suffering tremendously. The government overreach is too much to take and needs to end.

2/19/2022 5:18 PM

21714

Made me border line suicidal

2/19/2022 5:18 PM
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21715

It has made it impossible for me to be able to spend time with my family. It has impacted my
children mentally because of all this socal distancing. Children are scared of everything now
and have horrible social skills.

2/19/2022 5:18 PM

21716

Money

2/19/2022 5:18 PM

21717

Isolation from people. People looking down on me for not wanting to get vaccinated while
pregnant. Division in family and amoungst friends. It has significantly affected my mental
health and well being in a negative way.

2/19/2022 5:18 PM

21718

I have not been able to watch my children do dance or hockey I have been segregated and
discriminated against. Lost my job due to the vaccine mandate and have a hard time finding a
job due to that.

2/19/2022 5:18 PM

21719

I haven’t seen my family in two years. It has caused massive rifts between friends and family.
I have been called racist for my pro medical choice.

2/19/2022 5:17 PM

21720

Loose my full time job after almost 18 years of service

2/19/2022 5:17 PM

21721

In a very negative way. We used to go out 2/3times a week. Athletics and food and community
outings. Now we go no where. We weresafe finacially. Now we never know what tomorrow will
bring. Ive lost faith in my country and all of our politicians. The segregation and enforcement of
rules agains our constitution makes me want to bear arms to protect our citizens from the
government over reach.

2/19/2022 5:17 PM

21722

Terribly

2/19/2022 5:17 PM

21723

I no longer wish to participate in society

2/19/2022 5:17 PM

21724

It hasn’t but cert has affected folks around me

2/19/2022 5:17 PM

21725

Significantly

2/19/2022 5:17 PM

21726

It hasn’t anymore than what I was already doing.

2/19/2022 5:17 PM

21727

Significantly increased workload and concerns for the people I work with. I have listened to
many, many people who are struggling with emotions, nowhere to talk, lack of social
interaction and many more issues. Division is no way to solve the incredibly complex issues
people face.

2/19/2022 5:17 PM

21728

Everything

2/19/2022 5:17 PM

21729

Division

2/19/2022 5:17 PM

21730

Not allowed to cross the US border easily

2/19/2022 5:17 PM

21731

Increased anxiety and depression. As well as my business and freedom

2/19/2022 5:17 PM

21732

Mental health

2/19/2022 5:17 PM

21733

Has a a bad impact

2/19/2022 5:17 PM

21734

It has destroyed my faith in this county and separated family. My mother-in-law died alone in
the hospital with no family allowed. Shame on Canada.

2/19/2022 5:17 PM

21735

I have been ridiculed, ostracized and shamed by some family, friends and neighbours
throughout COVID. My medical history is between myself and my team of Dr’s. Adverse
reactions are commonplace for me. I choose not to get a shot risking how severe my allergic
reaction might me. I feel like I have been punished by the government and my rights and
freedoms have been violated. So I have spent 2 years in isolation. Unable to see family,
friends, attend funerals, weddings, go to my niece’s birthday party or see my friend in long
term care. Canada 🇨🇦 no longer is the home of the free. Please stop the mandates. Never mind
the perceived science that changes frequently. How about humanity?

2/19/2022 5:17 PM

21736

I've lost my career of 18 years, am about to lose my house

2/19/2022 5:17 PM

21737

Low quality of life

2/19/2022 5:17 PM

21738

Mentally, physically and stressed each time we had a lock down

2/19/2022 5:17 PM

21739

Anxiety attacks, stress, not able to see my family, not able to have a proper funeral for my
brother, divided my family over covid vaccine safety

2/19/2022 5:17 PM
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21740

Lost my job my Mental health symptoms relapsed And I am now hated by many people for
practicing my right to choose

2/19/2022 5:16 PM

21741

Limited being able to travel, shop and dine out

2/19/2022 5:16 PM

21742

I became suicidal

2/19/2022 5:16 PM

21743

I am a prisoner in my own community

2/19/2022 5:16 PM

21744

I was not able to spend the last two years of my mom’s life with her before she died of cancer.
She was diagnosed shortly before the pandemic began. Life is too short and unpredictable. I
want the freedom to live it to the fullest

2/19/2022 5:16 PM

21745

It affecting my kid no school

2/19/2022 5:16 PM

21746

Horrible depression

2/19/2022 5:16 PM

21747

Pression social Arrêt d’activité pour moi et mes enfants Discrimination/irrespect/isolation
Mépris Anxiété Après 2 ans de tout cela, la santé mentale est un problème dans ma famille…
ce qui n’a jamais été

2/19/2022 5:16 PM

21748

Cannot afford to live and being forced to take something that has caused everything from
nerve damage to blood clots in the brain to 2 separate close family members.

2/19/2022 5:16 PM

21749

I can't do the thing I love to do

2/19/2022 5:16 PM

21750

Dramatically - work (unemplyment), health reactions from v, friends and family divided

2/19/2022 5:16 PM

21751

My kids grades have declined along with mental health. Lost friends and family members due
to deviseness of mandates. Lost faith and trust in gov’t, media and so called ‘experts’.

2/19/2022 5:16 PM

21752

I DO NOT WANT TO SAY ANY THING

2/19/2022 5:16 PM

21753

They have made my life a very lonely place

2/19/2022 5:16 PM

21754

All of them!!

2/19/2022 5:16 PM

21755

Not allowed to attend family in care home. Not allowed to attend funerals. Job loss

2/19/2022 5:16 PM

21756

Negatively

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21757

Negatively in several ways.

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21758

It's ruined relationships with family and friends.

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21759

Caused Anxiety and fear

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21760

It cause division in our family which creates stress and anxiety. It has forced my young adult
to get vaxed in order to go to university and to work. It has interfered with my ability to travel to
see my daughter in the US and visit my mother in NS. It has caused social division in our
church. It has lead me to lose trust in the news media, our government and democracy.

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21761

Increased stress and severe discrimination, division among family.

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21762

Turned our daughter against us

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21763

Somewhat

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21764

Unable to visit family/friends in hospital. My husband, who works off-shore required to do a
quarantine, at hotels, where other families are vacationing! Missing out on family/friends
gathering. Our children bouncing back & forth with online and in person education. Seeing
mental health issues increasing rapidly all around us!

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21765

Brutal. Stop all mandates now.

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21766

Employment, travel, day to day activities

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21767

Negative to my mental health.

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21768

Worried about losing my job, isolation and depression, lack of confidence in our Prime Minister
and our government system.

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21769

Keeping me safe and healthy

2/19/2022 5:15 PM
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21770

I lost my job.

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21771

I got vaccinated by choice. I've had improved access to public spaces because the mandates
have improved my access as a disabled person (reduced crowds and social distancing.)

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21772

How hasn't the mandates affected my life...literally ever aspect of life has gone to shit since
mandates, division of friends and family , constant fear, being unable to be social or participate
without being poisoned by vaccienes that don't even work. Had tonleave ontario for mental
heath, currently residing in alberta and watching my friends and familynget beat by police for
peacefully protesting after not being herd for 2nyears with no progress, I am ashamed to be
living here in canada and not having out government stand up for what is right. Tredeau must
go, this is not a dictatorship. This is not how canada shuld he run. Please I'm begging you to
stop this madness.

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21773

Economic freedom Social gatherings Time to spend with aging parents

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21774

Dramatically made me depressed

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21775

Do you not know?

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21776

Severe mental and physical stress, reduced business, strain on friendships and relationships.

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21777

Not able to travel. Find it hard to where a mask almost lost my job because I wouldn't get
vaccinated also was unable to attend many funerals for loved ones because I didn't have a
vaccination passport

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21778

Mental health

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21779

Depression

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21780

I have watched my children & their peers work in increasingly stressful job situations which
has affected their mental health.

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21781

Masks in stores otherwise not much! Go out and do everything pretty normally. Hubby is a
trucker that goes across border every week no problem.

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21782

Enormous increase in stress, physiological damage to all ages.

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21783

It’s stopping me from being free in a “free country” it is completely controlling how we are
allowed to live. That is not what our veterans fought for in the war.

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21784

Division created when totally unnecessary, couldn’t play sports due to restrictions, kids
activities eliminated due to restrictions. Can’t worship like normal

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21785

Mentally weak, financial issues, suacidale

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21786

Every aspect of my life has been affected. Employment, mental health, financial health, social
anxiety and so much more

2/19/2022 5:15 PM

21787

Its has destroyed it!!! I do not not anyone who has died of covid. But i know 4 people who
have taken their lives because of the mandates

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21788

Our Family wants to move out of Canada. Is a communist country, now, with Turdo a dictator

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21789

Not able to go to church for 2years. Not able to visit sick family members who have cancer.
The isolation and social distancing has had a emotional impact. Difficulty in the area of
medical help, surgery for my husband who has been in chronic pain. My husband who has
been battling depression because of isolation.

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21790

Many benefits of society that I can’t participate in. Separation from fellow citizens who believe
the neo-Marxist narrative

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21791

With my job I have had to get all my shots

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21792

Lost income. Lost friends. Daughter coerced into vaccine to attend university. Husband
threatened at work

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21793

Horrific

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21794

Like a social outcast

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21795

Lost a job. My family suffers with mental health. Lost valuable relationships. Have not seen

2/19/2022 5:14 PM
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my mom in 2 years.
21796

It has made me feel like a second class citizen or even “dirty” just because I have made the
very personal choice of not taking a largely experimental vaccine

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21797

I have health issues since I was forced to be vaccinated to keep my job and the doctors still
haven’t diagnosed the issue

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21798

It has kept me healthy

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21799

I will lose my job if I don’t get vaccinated due to these mandates

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21800

It is a nuisance. I have had 2 shots and 2 boosters and still got Covid (mild) putting a lie to
mandates protecting me from Covid

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21801

It’s been awful, my parents and siblings refuse to see me because they are so terrified to go
out. I’ve lost a best friend from suicide because of all the isolation this pandemic has caused.
I’ve had to quit my job because I didn’t want the vaccine even though I worked through all of
2020 without it with not so much as a sniffle for that entire duration. This needs to end, people
can still have the option to wear masks and social distance and limit contact but Canada is
supposed to be a FREE country. Free to choose, that’s what I stand for, freedom of choice.

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21802

Can’t see my grandchildren

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21803

Against my will I have to be vaccinated; sadly now with side effects.

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21804

Lost friends and family because of the vax and lost my job do to mandates

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21805

Loss of income Detriment of Mental and emotional health Community instability Loss of faith in
government Family destruction Stress from overwhelming pressure from citizens and media
Loss of freedom

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21806

Its fucked

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21807

Family member has lost her job due to vaccine passport, children in school have been
traumatized by masking and distancing , our post office lost all workers due to no choice of
vaccine

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21808

no freedoms

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21809

Loosing job

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21810

I have lost business

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21811

Job losses, mental health of friends family and myself, and loss of life due to mental health
and stress.

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21812

Masks make me miserable and don’t work. Data shows that lockdowns don’t work but
vaccines do work.

2/19/2022 5:14 PM

21813

Discrimination by segregation, mental health (depression)

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21814

Children mental health, education

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21815

As anyone else.

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21816

It’s bankrupted my country for no cause, it’s forced me to undergo medical interventions that I
am against for fear of losing my job and livelihood, these vaccines have caused me ongoing
allergies and medical problems, it’s cause me great mental and social stress.

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21817

They have impacted my life in many ways. Most importantly, my college education will be
affected if the mandates are not lifted. I won’t be allowed to finish my program if I stay
unvaccinated.

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21818

Work, life, health, travel

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21819

Mental and Health health issues.

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21820

Made it a hell hole as I remain unvaccinated.

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21821

Divisiveness, pitting one person against the other. Vaxxed vs unvaccinated. Inability to attend
and go to certain facilities.

2/19/2022 5:13 PM
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21822

Too many ways to list

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21823

I want to scrap the masks, because they hurt my face, and make me itch like crazy. I need to
work!!!!!!! I feel like im Jewish waiting for the camps!!!!

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21824

My mental health has been effective terrible

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21825

Damaged business, lost business, threatened with jail for exercising religion.

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21826

Unemployment for all of 2020

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21827

It has prevented my family from doing anything! No restaurants, no travel, no events
happening around us….NO JOY!

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21828

All negative. The division and isolation have had a negative impact on my relationships and
mental health

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21829

Work

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21830

Mental/physical/emotional stress for my entire family

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21831

Work dining Entertainment

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21832

Discriminates against me and people I care about. Breaks families apart . Coerces people into
making medical decisions they don’t actually want to make.

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21833

I had to change my job and work from home.

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21834

Not being able to see family, being pressured to get vaccinated. Jobs and children’s school
affected. FREEDOM

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21835

Mental health issues have increased in me and my family! Too much solitude. Family
disputes, etc.

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21836

We have kids and were very involved in community events before all this mess. Now, there's
nothing, and we're no longer welcome at restaurants, the pool, the movies, etc. We're raising
children and they're growing up. These are years we won't get back.

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21837

We need to continue our business and travel to follow up business

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21838

Depression and anxiety have been out of control. I am not someone who is against vaccines. I
have had many. I am unable to get this one due to inflammation issues with my heart. I have
been treated like an outcast and it has made me unsure of my future. With the herd immunity
we should have reached, there is no real scientific reasoning to keep oppressing us.
Vaccinated people can still transmit the virus. I’m not seeing the validity of the science.

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21839

Negatively

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21840

Can't see family and friends. Missed childrens sports and events. Didnt get to watch my little
girls first Christmas concert

2/19/2022 5:13 PM

21841

I can't travel within my own country. I am having health effects due to masks. Being judged
with no compassion for my situation. Feeling violated when asked for medical information and
invasion of my privacy.

2/19/2022 5:12 PM

21842

It’s been awful. Lots all friends and family. Relatives have lots businesses etc. Too much
mental illness in our children now. Trudeau must be put in jail for everything he has done.

2/19/2022 5:12 PM

21843

The mandates have affected my life in so many ways. I am not an anti-vaxxer; however, I've
not been comfortable with the Covid vaccine. I feel it was rushed and it is still a 'trial'. There's
not been enough time, testing, or data to fully understand long-term effects. I'm still relatively
young and healthy. I weighed the risks/benefits and decided it wasn't right for me. With that
said, I respect everyone's choice whether or not they chose to get vaccinated. The isolation
and divisiveness have been unbearable. I've never felt so alone and hopeless. It has caused
division within my own family. I blame the government hand-in-hand with the media for using
fear-mongering to divide the country. Once a very close family, my own mother felt it best that
I keep my distance over the holidays. This was heartbreaking and one of the most difficult
times in my life. The ironic thing was a couple of vaccinated family members got Covid and we
couldn't get together anyway. We're working to repair our relationships but I fear things will
never be the same. In the end, I had no choice if I wanted to keep my job. I got the vaccine
before the holidays and within a few days I completely lost my sense of smell, I got Vertigo,

2/19/2022 5:12 PM
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and developed Bronchitis. Antibiotics helped temporarily but the symptoms are back and I fear
the wheezing and shortness of breath may be a new way of life for me now. It can no longer be
disputed whether vaccinated or not, one can get the virus and transmit it. These mandates do
not make logical sense. Personal gatherings have been limited but hundreds could always
gather at Costco. No church but lotto booths were open. Unvaccinated can't eat at a restaurant
but the server that waits on you can be unvaccinated. Mask requirements outdoors. There
have been so many studies that show masks do not provide adequate protection and in fact
they can cause harm (especially in children) yet I see a child on the street all alone and
masked. None of this makes sense. I have spent many nights lying in bed feeling completely
hopeless, wondering what's the point of it all. I have friends and other family members that
have chosen not to get the vaccine. It breaks my heart the way they are being treated like
second-class citizens. Some of their own family members wish them harm! In all my 50 years,
I've never seen so much hate and mean-spirit. Social media is filled with it. No longer do we
live in a society where free speech, free thinking, or healthy debate is permitted. I am so tired
of having to stay silent for fear or ridicule, loss of job, or being ostracised from my community
and family. What has happened to this country? I don't recognize it anymore!
21844

Can’t travel

2/19/2022 5:12 PM

21845

My life is ruined

2/19/2022 5:12 PM

21846

I have been unable to socialize/ watch my child play hockey/ taken away daily recreation/ lost
family members and friends (this vaccine has caused major division between vaxxed and
unvaxxed). It has taken a toll on me mentally. Also has affected my business significantly
causing financial problems. Enough is enough we need to go back to normal life!!

2/19/2022 5:12 PM

21847

We have physical issues that we where unable to deal with do to the multiple restrictions put in
our lives.

2/19/2022 5:12 PM

21848

I have been vaccinated against my will. My alternate was to not be able to visit my sick
mother nor be able to work!

2/19/2022 5:12 PM

21849

Limited socializing

2/19/2022 5:12 PM

21850

Disruptive!

2/19/2022 5:12 PM

21851

I can't work. I can't be with a loved one after surgery. My children hate school. My youngest
has delays due to being socially outcasted. It's ridiculous

2/19/2022 5:12 PM

21852

All my lire was affected Famille, work, etc... The mandate ANTI-VIE ANTI-HOMMES

2/19/2022 5:12 PM

21853

Lost my job, thought about killing myself a lot in Nov / Dec 2021, mandates not scientific and
drive me crazy, loss of freedom / division of people and families.

2/19/2022 5:12 PM

21854

Yes

2/19/2022 5:12 PM

21855

An unacceptable intrusion of government into the lives of citizens.

2/19/2022 5:12 PM

21856

It has been a tool for government to strip me of my God given rights, horrible affect on my life

2/19/2022 5:12 PM

21857

Freedom is a must and this kind of adversarial BS that is going on with Covid and the
restrictions and the poisonous vaccination is inappropriate and should never of happened!
Dividing families communities and friends is causing sickness amongst people mentally

2/19/2022 5:12 PM

21858

Isolation

2/19/2022 5:12 PM

21859

Mental health issues

2/19/2022 5:12 PM

21860

Essentially ruined it.

2/19/2022 5:12 PM

21861

Work, our children's education and mental health

2/19/2022 5:12 PM

21862

I have lost my job and had to take early retirement which has made me live an extremely
minimal life now. I had to move in with other family members...so have lost much of my
independence. I have not been able to travel across the country to see my grandchildren, I
have not been able to socialize in any of the previous ways..restaurant, coffee shop...which is
harming my mental state. Friends and family are divided. And I have felt discriminated against
by others in society and especially the governments of this province and country.

2/19/2022 5:12 PM

21863

Forced to take unwanted vaccine in order to save my job. Increased stress, very concerned
about the welfare of young people. I have struggled with suicidal thoughts that I battled down

2/19/2022 5:11 PM
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years aga after my parents took their own lives. I am very concerned about the future quality
of life in Canada. Angry about the taxation without representation. Appaulled by government
overreach and incompetence. I actually want to flee Canada. I never thought I world see the
day.
21864

It’s done severe damage

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21865

Total Loss - of confidence in our government system, - heartache of seeing families lose their
income & businesses - seeing hatred overtaking peoples hearts & minds towards others watching our constitution becoming absolutely meaningless & losing our freedoms & protection
from tyrannical government which is NOT FOR THE PEOPLE OF CANADA - we’ve even lost
the freedom to having peaceful protests which has fallen on totally deaf ears, & seeing the
brutality exercised towards peaceful protestors is NOT CANADIAN, but rather - sick of hearing
the lies on main stream media ****Our CANADIAN GOVERNMENT has become one arrogant
tyrannical monster!!!

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21866

It has divided friends and family and very much limited my activities. I need water therapy for
my disabilities and cannot access the pools.

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21867

It’s kept my children and myself safe during a Global Pandemic.

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21868

Too many ways to describe here, but the government has sadly wedged society into pieces

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21869

It has reduced our income, caused depression, ruined friendships, and distanced family. It is a
disgraceful set of mandates with no scientific backing.

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21870

I have lost my freedom to gather with family, friends, to worship with others, to dine at a
restaurant, to continue seeking employment as an RN, my kids and I are forced to wear masks
and suffocate all day, and now I’ve lost the freedom of speech, privacy, and the right to protest
peacefully.

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21871

Mentally over all

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21872

It has reduced job opportunities, jeopardized our health, and taken away our freedom.

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21873

Horribly

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21874

Both my parents died without their 9 children.. 30 grandchildren. 10 great grandchildren

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21875

Both my children were forced to take a vaccine against their wishes or lose their jobs. I refuse
to download a QR code even though I am vaccinated. Therefore my wife and I can't go out to a
restaurant or travel together. My grandson can't take skating lessons because his mother is
not vaccinated and can't enter our community centre that my tax dollars helped build. My
daughters boy friend is in hospital with serious health issues and so far none of us have been
able to get in to visit him. He is facing life altering surgery and needs some emotional support
but no one has been able to see him.

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21876

Lost time and experiences and lack of adequate education for my children. Vaccine mandates
to maintain my employment and feelings of depression. General feelings of stress, feeling
unwell wearing a mask for the duration of my work day, uneasy in public due to angry and
paranoid people. Increase in costs for everything from daily supplies and food to utilities.
Watching friends and families lose their jobs and business, committing suicide. Watching
seniors die alone without their families because the government said no visitors.
Heartbreaking.

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21877

Left me feeling alone, depressed, VERY isolated and divided amongst family and friends

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21878

I struggle with my mental health and mandates prevent me from accessing a lot of social
events and gatherings, as well as taken away opportunities to take my kids for uplifting and
positive experiences such as movies, swimming, play dates, birthday parties etc. my husband
and I can’t go out for any date nights or breaks because we cannot access restaurants or
events without a vax pass or mask which we will not participate in given the risks and harm to
our health and the immoral, divisive nature of such practices. We have had to shut down our
trucking company due to mandates being implemented by oilfield companies, and have had to
take a major pay cut which as you can imagine impacts every aspect of our lives, and the
lives of our children. We live in constant fear that the government will continue to strip
Canadians of their legal and charter rights and our sovereign right to bodily autonomy. That
they will harm our children with their reckless policies and continue to politicize medical

2/19/2022 5:11 PM
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choice, which they have no business weighing in on. I experience depression and anxiety more
than ever before and I am in fear for my childrens lives and future.
21879

Totally isolated me from society.

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21880

It hasn’t directly effected me too much. It’s mostly the increased negativity of the country and
the increasing division of the Canadian people. It upsets me to see powers running the country
more observed in their own ideology that the well being and health of its country and people.
The vaccine mandate makes me sad, as individuals need to have their rights. I am vaccinated
twice. I feel no need to force others to do the same if they don’t wish to. There should be less
division of the people of Canada and less arguing.

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21881

It has made me a hostage in my own country!

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21882

Yes

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21883

Lost job

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21884

1.Break up of family resulting in separation 2.Bankruptcy

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21885

It’s been very difficult for the seniors in my life. They have felt very alone and now are on
medication for depression. My grandchildren born in the last two years are very shy and cling
to their mothers. They lack the usual 2 year old social skills to interact with their peers.

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21886

It has caused rifts between family members & friends. Vaxed against anti-vaxed. Health
issues having to wear masks. Not being able to see family & friends. Not being able to have a
date night with my husband outside of the house. Depression. Anxiety. Panic attacks. Being
repressed by the government who we know is corrupt. They don’t care about the people. Rhey
have other plans in the works. Trudeau needs to account for what he’s doing to all humanity.

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21887

Many ways, financially, emotionally and physically. It has had a negative effect on
relationships, family and co-workers. The science has been wrong, it's time to admit to it.

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21888

My husband had to choose between his job and providing for his family over being vaccinated.

2/19/2022 5:11 PM

21889

Major upheaval with staffing at my office. Disruptions to continuity of care

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21890

I have been marginalized and discrimated against for personal medical decisions. The
government have impinged on my Bill of rights and freedoms including my right to peacefully
protest, mobility rights in Canada and to cross the border, right to assemble and associate,
freedom of expressio, security of person.

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21891

I served this country for 12 years in the army. I am now not allows to fly within it on an
airplane, not allowed to leave my country anymore since I refuse to get the covid vaccine,
since I have already beat covid and have natural immunity. This country is a joke now

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21892

Discrimination

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21893

Severe, Me and my family have suffered depression, and are mentally drained but all of it , the
unlawful emergency act has made it all worse!!!

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21894

Loss family & friends breathing problems with masks. Depressed with dealing with long
procedure

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21895

Took my rights as a free person away

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21896

Divided family and friends

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21897

The last 2 years have been nothing about health and everything to do with power and control.
The mandate has been an over reach and in violation of the Constitution of Canada- limitation
of movement.

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21898

I’m vaccinated but enough is enough we have listened and now the prime minister is abusing
his power and we need change not just in the office but as a country

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21899

Anxiety and depression and messed up my kids

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21900

Unable to be social , feelings of loneliness, feeling degraded but prime minister Trudeau,
frightened for people finding out I’m not vaccinated and attacking me .

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21901

Making life more difficult, ruins families, jobs, friendships

2/19/2022 5:10 PM
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21902

Mental health

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21903

Created havoc and pain for family loosing their jobs

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21904

I no longer have my restaurant/Italian Eatery in rural BC, nor the wages it provided for our
staff. I have missed a very important family funeral and have been forced to sacrifice over
85% of my catering business, with no end in sight. This has been devastating, to say the
least. I have also been called “sick in the head” by a fellow Canadian for practicing my
sovereignty and constitutional right to bodily autonomy. The divisive nature of this narrative
breaks my heart and has stripped me of my livelihood.

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21905

Negative effects only

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21906

My daughter missed out on countless things, not to mention organized sports. I almost lost my
job. (Rapid testing)

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21907

Vary bad I had more health problems then before this started

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21908

Can’t see my family like i used too. Lost my job from forced vaccines.

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21909

Covids a lie

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21910

my mental state from not being able to go anywheres for two years has made me anxious to
leave the house I have lost business and and clients friends and family I would have been
better off getting the disease

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21911

I'm fighting for my life with a surgery I need and these mandates put another 3 month hold on it

2/19/2022 5:10 PM

21912

I have had to disclose my personal medical condition to my employer, who in turn has
humiliated me and told everyone I work with about it.

2/19/2022 5:09 PM

21913

Some division amongst family and removal leisure activities for our family.

2/19/2022 5:09 PM

21914

Reduced my income significantly, took my rights and freedoms away and created division in
my life

2/19/2022 5:09 PM

21915

employment concerns.,,grandchildren sports...I disagree with all of it the last 2 years

2/19/2022 5:09 PM

21916

It has caused division between great friends, has prohibited us from seeing friends in public
spaces, causes hate and disgust for those who choose to stay unvaccinated and don’t wear
masks.

2/19/2022 5:09 PM

21917

Made us not want to live in canada.

2/19/2022 5:09 PM

21918

Negatively

2/19/2022 5:09 PM

21919

I am a prisoner in my own country..does this seem normal? My job has been disrupted 3
different times..long term! Not good for anyones mental health or financial health! Have not
seen some of my family in a very long time! There are nights I can’t sleep because I can’t
believe what is happening in this country and there are days I want to scream because of the
over reach of the government and public health! I will decide what is best for myself and my
health!

2/19/2022 5:09 PM

21920

Stressful, nobody in my household thinks like me, I can’t breathe with the mask. Also I pay
taxes, and can’t use any facilities that I used to

2/19/2022 5:09 PM

21921

Children cannot go to university. I cannot travel and see family

2/19/2022 5:09 PM

21922

Devision within my family & work college

2/19/2022 5:09 PM

21923

I have lost my job, my medical license and I am a prisoner in my own country because of the
travel/flight bans. It has affected my mental health drastically.

2/19/2022 5:09 PM

21924

I live by myself & work from home. I have been isolated from my community for too long.

2/19/2022 5:09 PM

21925

It has affected my children and their mental health. The divide that has happened is incredibly
sad!

2/19/2022 5:09 PM

21926

Every fucking way you could imagine. What kind of stupid question is this anyways?

2/19/2022 5:09 PM

21927

Drastically poverty stricken.

2/19/2022 5:09 PM
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21928

Friendships, family, work, extracurricular activities.. how has it not affected my life. The masks
were pointless. Studies prior showed they do nothing for viral infections but yet for covid they
magically did. I used to love science but I see how it is now just another cult full of
brainwashed people.

2/19/2022 5:09 PM

21929

My husband was later off, it’s been financially stressing, I miss my friends, my kids have been
lonely, kids sports have been impacted, my kids social well being has been harmed, I miss my
family, can’t watch the news as it’s just too depressing

2/19/2022 5:09 PM

21930

I live in the U.S.A and property in B.C. And because of the mandates my family have been
unable to visit B.C. for the last two years because of the vaccine mandates.

2/19/2022 5:09 PM

21931

I was not able to take the mRNA vaccine due to health reasons. I was very careful for 2 years
putting no one at risk around me. Early this year i recovered from covid though I'm still treated
like a criminal Natural immunity is well proven with science and honoured in many other
countries. I'd like my life back without the fear, guilt, shame. Follow the science and stop with
this QR code madness.

2/19/2022 5:08 PM

21932

Harmed family relationships

2/19/2022 5:08 PM

21933

Loss of friends & family, harassment for my viewpoint, loss of proper available medical
treatment should I contact a bad case of covid. Not being allowed to eat in a restaurant, not
being allowed to travel by bus train or air. Dealing with the emotional stress of being treated
like an untouchable even though I have never contacted the virus or spread it while the ones
who are inoculated go out and spread it all the time.

2/19/2022 5:08 PM

21934

I feel like im treated like a criminal. Ive experienced discrimination from my own friends and
family over a personal health choice. I am now the black sheep of my family. This has to stop.
The mental health tolls on children is concerning and not even being talked about.

2/19/2022 5:08 PM

21935

My anxiety has been through the roof, my relationship ended after 7 years, severely
depressed!!!!!

2/19/2022 5:08 PM

21936

I cant see my family has restricted travel forced to get vaccinated to keep my job and maintain
lively hood for my family restricted my relationship with my husband having to maintain my
children for sports being the only one vaccinated

2/19/2022 5:08 PM

21937

Depression, travel, anxiety, fear of losing my rights, family discord, work, trust in governement,
in everyway really.

2/19/2022 5:08 PM

21938

We were denied visiting my 98 year old mother & to attend a celebration of life as well as
many other family gatherings & or community events.

2/19/2022 5:08 PM

21939

.

2/19/2022 5:08 PM

21940

I have not had a great need to travel, but have children in BC which made it tough, but going
by inside reports from Dr. Nurses and even funeral directors plus the health officials lack of
proof, personally convinced vaccines do nothing but harm.

2/19/2022 5:08 PM

21941

All of them

2/19/2022 5:08 PM

21942

I am a single mom with 2 jobs ine if which is a restaurant. Another where I had to get
vaccinated in order to work. Forced vaccination. My son has been in and out of school for 2
years learning on his own alone...while I'm working 10 hrs a day...he is depressed has gained
weight and lost self esteem. These mandates have ruined him and made life so much harder. I
have gone on anti-depressants.

2/19/2022 5:08 PM

21943

I is very inconvenient in so many ways. I feel that we all need to enjoy life again

2/19/2022 5:08 PM

21944

Not too much I don't go anywhere usually anyhow

2/19/2022 5:08 PM

21945

Not in a positive manner it affected myself and my family mentally, financially, and the lost can
go on…

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21946

I quit my job and refuse to work with a mask on I refuse to be forced to vaccinate. Even tho I
did by choice vaccinate

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21947

Negatively! Division in family, friends, and workplace.

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21948

I lived a quiet live. However the mandate has forced me to be more secluded

2/19/2022 5:07 PM
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21949

Absolutely

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21950

As a newborn baby has arrived for me and my wife this Ludacris plandemic Has been nothing
but a burden

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21951

It is a total Hoax its about control! there is no vaccine against flu, take the flu shot and you
still get flu. (get a smallpox vaccine you do not get smallpox) It has caused untold division
anxiety and angry among friends and neighbors,

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21952

Not overly

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21953

Immensely

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21954

Travel mandates have eliminated our rights to cross the border or fly in a plane

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21955

Made society dystopian and hostile.

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21956

Negative

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21957

Lost friends, job and years with older family members. It is unbelievable.

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21958

It has not allowed us to travel. It has kept us from just enjoying life as we should have been
able to, under a free society.

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21959

I have not been able to attend 2 funerals of loved ones...I have been threatened loss of job....I
have not been able to come and go as I want...missed family sporting events and just what
regular life was like before. Was not able to go to church for many months....it all is not
scientific..

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21960

On leave without pay since November 26

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21961

It’s been horrible - lost friends, patients, family depression/segregation, emotional distress, lost
sleep, missed Children’s activities, can’t volunteer, can’t go to gym

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21962

Loss of work

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21963

Financially. Mentally. Emotionally. It has created division amongst friends and family. Loss of
faith and trust in government and laws.

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21964

To many stories to share. It’s ripped my family, friends and community apart.

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21965

Very adversely.

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21966

Cancelled work projects, major social changes.

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21967

Not too much…Can’t go to restaurants / noticeable decision on social media…

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21968

Socially, emotionally, Physically, mentally

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21969

Ended a 24 yr position with the company I was with.

2/19/2022 5:07 PM

21970

Severely I am a Covid nurse

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21971

Psychological abuse and trauma perpetrated by the government of Canada for 2 years

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21972

Mild to severe depression, job loss

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21973

Can't travel can't go to a restaurant can't see my dad in long term care home my grandchildren
have been wearing a mask for 2 yrs in school my grandkids can't play sports go to a theater it
feels like I am living g in a communist country

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21974

Terribly

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21975

Mental health Blood pressure Physical health heart ect not being addressed in 2 years Weight
gain due to confinement Emotionally exhausted Miss my 96 year old grandpa, my grandkids,
family and friends I miss movies, dinners out, smiles, laughing and having fun Outrageous
prices for absolutely everything It’s effected everything

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21976

On Sept 26 21 I was fired from my job for not taking the vaccine. I do not qualify for EI
because of that. I have a wife and a 14 month old baby at home. We have also been made to
feel like second class citizens and some people still believe that people who chose not to take
the vaccine spread it to the rest.

2/19/2022 5:06 PM
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21977

Yes, no job, no travel,

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21978

Killed my friend and making me more depressed. No help anymore

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21979

I have been having to stay at home instead of going out to functions.

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21980

Not able to See my loved ones in the hospital and my mental health.

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21981

Depression

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21982

Not able to take flights, eat at resturants, enjoy other activities to keep me healthy and active,
and visit family

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21983

It has affected my life with family and friends such division is wrong on many levels

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21984

I have numerous loved ones who have lost their job. This should never have happened! Their
body...their choice. These were single mothers. So against our FREEDOM as Canadians!

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21985

I was fine with mandate so far. It need to change to masks bolantary. People need to
quarantine ifanyflu like symptoms till asymmetric. Should get pay while on quarantine.

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21986

Impacted mental health and finances

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21987

Lost job, kids poor education, lost income, mental health, could not say good bye to loved
ones that passed away, etc.

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21988

Badly. I am onLOA without pay .

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21989

I had to live more isolated because I was not able to socialize with friends and live a normal
life

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21990

Cannot work in the office, cannot travel, depression level increased

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21991

No gym, no indoor dining, no traveling, kids sports affected

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21992

I feel like my life will never be the same

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21993

In every way possible

2/19/2022 5:06 PM

21994

Very tough

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

21995

Trouble getting consistent work. Trouble with relationships. Feeling trapped

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

21996

Loved working from home and spending quality time with my family

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

21997

My children have lost their sports and extracurricular activities. Our family has been divided

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

21998

My mental health has been the most affected. Also very difficult seeing my family and friends
suffer

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

21999

It has taken my freedom of choice away from me

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

22000

all

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

22001

My husband has been ill since 2020 type B arotic n don't want his children visiting for he thinks
he will get sick he has two vaccine n myself as well n now lm ill, l was diagnosed with cancer
Feb 2022 n l want to see my family if lm dying. This is the worse thing to do to people is not
let them see loved ones. I haven't been sick at all for the past 4 yrs and l work at OPGas a
cleaner n just retired in Oct 2021 and never once got a cold ,flu, or anything, cleaning up after
people daily n l don't mean a handful of people lm talking about a few thousand al the
contractors that work there in refurbishment for they never shut the plant down because of
this.... government run l guess that's why. And my grandchildren don't have a life they can't
have any friends. My children work hard n their bosses say they will have to be laid off if
refuse to get the jab. Hell if you still have to wear a mask n keep your distance why the
shot...cause it don't protect you !

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

22002

I decided not to get vaccinated and my life has become restricted by that choice. I don't have
the liberty I once enjoyed like going out for dinner, spending 20 dollars in the casino. I'm afraid
of what measures the government will take to make us take the vaccine. I see communism in
the way the prime minister is handling the truckers convoy.

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

22003

Lack of ability to travel toUS is hardest part

2/19/2022 5:05 PM
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22004

My 33 year old autistic son lives with me and his world as he knew it is done. He has started
self abusing again and has many more meltdowns. Change is and has been hard. His social
life is gone and what friends he had he sees no more. 😥

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

22005

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

22006

Divided family, caused loneliness and depression

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

22007

Depressed can’t visit my mother. I was forced to get the jab or lose my job. I am sick of being
under house arrest and treated like I have a plague when I’m healthy

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

22008

Tremendously-depression, loss of social life, unable to see family, weight gain, financial status

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

22009

Loss of job and loss of friends and family members

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

22010

Lost of jobs

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

22011

The government is beyond corrupt

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

22012

Depression, anxiety, anger, loneliness, alcoholism

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

22013

Staff confrontations

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

22014

Lost my business!!! Friends and family due to division

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

22015

As a senior - kept us homebound Limited visitation with family Unable to attend dances- music
jams - travelling etc. Our time us limited on earth - and want to enjoy what years we have left Lost 2+ years already -

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

22016

Extreme mental health and financial health damage. Health is health. We need to focus on
Canadians mental health. Children want to kill themselves because of how Justin Trudeau
handled covid-19. He creates mass divides and hate across the country. Justin Trudeau is
Cancer to Canada. Trudeau has to go.

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

22017

More depressed

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

22018

In every way possible.

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

22019

Work and travel

2/19/2022 5:05 PM

22020

It has imposed immense mental health complications on myself. It has shown me that the
country of Canada is not what I believed it was. I am deeply disgusted by the way Trudeau has
handled covid

2/19/2022 5:04 PM

22021

Can’t go to restaurants and many other venues

2/19/2022 5:04 PM

22022

I had several extreme chest pain wearing the masks for long durations one time lasting 10 min
long. My Dr supported me for 18 months until she didn’t with not allowed to give any
exemptions no money support and in the end I was terminated from my nursing job. This is bs
I had never took a flu shot before and I take dandelions and other herbs as my choice for my
wellness. Something God given not man made. The jab doesn’t stop you from getting the flu
as boasted. The lie and I know it is money driven. I had to leave my husband who is a
municipal councillor and couldn’t see my point after 40 years of marriage I wrote a cookbook
called living Dande a green cookbook published in 2012. Works for me

2/19/2022 5:04 PM

22023

I got fired from my job.

2/19/2022 5:04 PM

22024

Don’t like giving my health info

2/19/2022 5:04 PM

22025

Loss of income, friendships, relationships, health

2/19/2022 5:04 PM

22026

Not being able to see family. Not being able to breathe with stupid mask on. Being
discriminated against.

2/19/2022 5:04 PM

22027

Taking my wife out to dinner. And everytime I crossed the border. Back into Canada. It was
very difficult to find services. Being a Truck Driver.

2/19/2022 5:04 PM

22028

In all aspects

2/19/2022 5:04 PM

22029

Wearing masks and people snitching, watching your every move.

2/19/2022 5:04 PM

22030

DESTROYING MY FREEDOMS TO MEDICAL CHOICE! BY DESTROYING OUR ECONOMY

2/19/2022 5:04 PM
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TO WHERE I HAVE NOTHING!! LIBERAL LEADERSHIP IS LEADING US INTO A WHOLE
NEW RECESSION.
22031

Kids missing sports Kids not being in school Not being able to travel Created mental health
issues

2/19/2022 5:04 PM

22032

Created segregation and distance with others

2/19/2022 5:04 PM

22033

kids have been home for 2 years work from home separated from family

2/19/2022 5:04 PM

22034

We almost lost our business in Burlington Ontario. We are personal trainers helping the lives of
many each day. This is our livelihood for us and our son. We haven’t been able to travel, eat in
restaurants, sign up for extracurricular activities, etc. all because we chose not to partake in
the experimental vaccine program. Every other vaccination has exemptions. We should have a
choice when our health and well-being is at risk

2/19/2022 5:04 PM

22035

It has taken away my will to live and thrive as a normal citizen who can uphold a job and look
forward to the future

2/19/2022 5:04 PM

22036

All negative

2/19/2022 5:04 PM

22037

Poorly. Social skills are lacking. Im a loner

2/19/2022 5:04 PM

22038

It has destroyed my family

2/19/2022 5:04 PM

22039

My wife is about to lose her job she has had for 18 years and my kids do not enjoy school
since mask mandates have be enforced

2/19/2022 5:04 PM

22040

Restricted eating out, travel, discord in family and friends, Mental health, social isolation

2/19/2022 5:04 PM

22041

Hate living in jail. Has got our youth in a really bad mental health crisis.

2/19/2022 5:03 PM

22042

Mental health, depression, angry. Division

2/19/2022 5:03 PM

22043

Made it very lonely

2/19/2022 5:03 PM

22044

Wearing masks, people are afraid

2/19/2022 5:03 PM

22045

Lock down is no good for anyone

2/19/2022 5:03 PM

22046

Sucks

2/19/2022 5:03 PM

22047

It's help me manage risk for me and my family

2/19/2022 5:03 PM

22048

I have lost many friends, many family members, my livelihoods... I miss my kids sports
events, I miss my sports and ihave suffered many depression and anxiety outbursts. it's time
to be over now. it's not right.

2/19/2022 5:03 PM

22049

loss of job - now have to sell my house - debating whether to leave Canada

2/19/2022 5:03 PM

22050

It's been hard to live a normal life and work easily and freely

2/19/2022 5:03 PM

22051

I can't breathe under the mask. Division in families and community

2/19/2022 5:03 PM

22052

High stress, isolation for us and kids, financial loss, lack of freedoms, inability to breathe

2/19/2022 5:03 PM

22053

So much mental health issues, my children are scared of people and I have issues since
getting the vaccine.

2/19/2022 5:03 PM

22054

Limited access to public spaces. Restaurants, theatres, arenas. Unable to travel out of the
country. Unable to board an airplane. Which limits my access to work to provide for my family

2/19/2022 5:03 PM

22055

Made me feel more safe

2/19/2022 5:03 PM

22056

Complete isolation , mental health, physical fitness

2/19/2022 5:03 PM

22057

It has destroyed our lives and children. There is no pleasure in life, very depressing, It has hurt
economy, businesses, loss of employment, and won’t get better soon. There are approx 150
cargo ships hanging out at sea off California port for almost 2 years. Car manufacturers
problem is, the semiconductors n computer chips needed to build autos , along with other
parts, are in those cargo ships. Plus millions of other necessities or they could be sitting in
those giant containers in the ship yard. There already are shortage of truckers in USA n
Canada and truckers have an exhausting job trying to keep everyone happy n supplied under

2/19/2022 5:03 PM
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these working conditions. Now, Trudeau declared war on Canadians because they peacefully
asked for Trudeau to hear them about concerns. The lies, threats, and horrible physical abuse,
along with freezing our accounts, forcing us to risk losing homes, cars, utilities, feed families,
care for children, sick, n elderly, farmers animal feed, etc. The worst part, Trudeau can never
be trusted again. He doesn’t care about the welfare of Canadians or Canada. The people that
didn’t protest, were either too scared of Trudeau or sick. Not one person in Ottawa, at any
time, has indicated they were scared. Some did complain it was inconvenient to go shopping
or work but most said it was worth it to get freedom, rights back, without mandates. Nobody
wants to be forced to get injection of an unknown substance that makes us lab rats and hasn’t
worked yet. So far, VAX is causing females changes in menstruation and makes males age 16
n up, dying in myocarditis, in various countries n America. Only common link is VAX.
22058

My job

2/19/2022 5:03 PM

22059

Massive detrimental effect on my small business, caused decision and fear in my family, lost
friends due to fear, my grandson became suicidal, grandchild hospitalized due to mental
health.

2/19/2022 5:02 PM

22060

I can’t take my kids out for healthy dinner or for exercise in public spaces. I feel secluded and
my mental health is suffering.

2/19/2022 5:02 PM

22061

Severely

2/19/2022 5:02 PM

22062

I lost my business

2/19/2022 5:02 PM

22063

The descrimination alone will take a generation to heal.

2/19/2022 5:02 PM

22064

I have been largely imprisoned for two years. All I’ve been able to do is work. I cannot see
friends or family.

2/19/2022 5:02 PM

22065

It disgusts me! I see a government leader dictating things that are absolutely unnecessary and
just trying to control the whole world and Canada with lies and fears!

2/19/2022 5:02 PM

22066

I see many people who are depressed, and it breaks my heart

2/19/2022 5:02 PM

22067

Lost family and friends

2/19/2022 5:02 PM

22068

Not able to go anywhere.

2/19/2022 5:02 PM

22069

Financially, socially, physically, mentally

2/19/2022 5:02 PM

22070

Negatively in all aspects

2/19/2022 5:02 PM

22071

In all aspects of life entertainment travel health etc

2/19/2022 5:02 PM

22072

Unable to meet with family and friends. Also faith groups are targeted more than bars

2/19/2022 5:02 PM

22073

Mental health issues. One day something's ok, the next it's not. No coherent strategies
applied, no coherent talking from the government either federal or provincial.

2/19/2022 5:02 PM

22074

It has isolated me and made me feel like a prisoner in my own country. I have lost all trust in
the government and the media. So many lies and over reach.

2/19/2022 5:02 PM

22075

I had no choice to get vaccinated on January 28 or I’d loose my job being a home hospice
nurse as of February 1. I’ve been home sick since I was made to get vaccinated and no way
to pay bills or afford food because of this

2/19/2022 5:02 PM

22076

Not Canadian to be. Free of choice

2/19/2022 5:02 PM

22077

Fear of losing job if unvaccinated Unable to visit and gather with loved ones Unable to say
goodbye to loved ones Isolation due to hate and judgement from others because of taking a
different choice from them

2/19/2022 5:02 PM

22078

Lost family and friends because of the mandates

2/19/2022 5:02 PM

22079

Isolated

2/19/2022 5:01 PM

22080

Mental and physical health has declined due to this,

2/19/2022 5:01 PM

22081

Felt controlled by government dictatorship Mask suffocates me sometimes

2/19/2022 5:01 PM

22082

It’s put huge riffs Between friends and family. the psychological damage of not knowing that

2/19/2022 5:01 PM
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you could have a job or not just because of your beliefs.
22083

It’s caused isolation, depression, and fighting in my community and within myself

2/19/2022 5:01 PM

22084

I have seen mandates cause and perpetuate fear, division, isolation, loss of hope, and
suppression of the truth. Continually, I have felt that I am not able to live by truth. It is not right
that a person should live under these circumstances.

2/19/2022 5:01 PM

22085

Public health interventions have protected me from illness and death from a variety of
illnesses, including COVID and cholera.

2/19/2022 5:01 PM

22086

Very tough, no social life...

2/19/2022 5:01 PM

22087

I can no longer participate in my community function , travel or visit loved ones in homes or
hospitals. Why is natural immunity not recognized.

2/19/2022 5:01 PM

22088

Isolation hasn’t

2/19/2022 5:01 PM

22089

Missed friends and family

2/19/2022 5:01 PM

22090

Every aspect in a negative way

2/19/2022 5:01 PM

22091

Closing gyms for long periods created a personal mental health issue since it’s a great stress
reliever for me. Also felt like being under house arrest when everything was closed and no
where to go.

2/19/2022 5:01 PM

22092

Not much

2/19/2022 5:01 PM

22093

Made my life difficult.

2/19/2022 5:01 PM

22094

The mental health of my children has declined tremendously. The have developed mass
amounts of anxiety, outbursts at school so dramatic that it included pulling hair out. My
children have missed 6 months of school and a frustrated with how far behind they are. My
husband was forced to take the vaccine or he would lose his job. Our family has divided and
over Thanksgiving I was told I am not welcome because of my health choices and they were
afraid that I would infect them. They are all double vaxxed and some triple vaxxed. My office
is divided and the people that are vaccinated make it a scary place to go to work as they
continuously report anyone if they have a mask off, even if they are seated at their desk. One
person pushed so hard that she had an employee fired by falsifying information because he
would not comply to mandates. Personally, my anxiety has been stronger than in the previous
8 years. My business and workplace have suffered for months. I was projected to double
business and it fell flat with COVID restrictions.

2/19/2022 5:01 PM

22095

Division amongst neighbours, friends & families

2/19/2022 5:01 PM

22096

Lost of work

2/19/2022 5:01 PM

22097

Caused family members to die because of stalled health care

2/19/2022 5:01 PM

22098

Every way you can imagine. This is over-reach by corrupt government. If you follow the
science you will see it has nothing to do with health.

2/19/2022 5:01 PM

22099

Isolation, anxiety & depression

2/19/2022 5:01 PM

22100

Higher food prices. Limited travel to local. Staying home more.

2/19/2022 5:01 PM

22101

Financially, emotionally, mentally, to name but a few! It’s ruining family and relationships it’s
ruining Canada!!

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22102

Stress , loss of a loved one with restricted family and very limited number of friends . Family's
divided . Or limited family gatherings .

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22103

Lost job

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22104

I don't even know where to start. It has effected everything to my kids having anxiety to
loosing family members to my husband being fired from his Job. I have watched our church &
community devide in such a way that is just unspeakable. Canada is no longer a FREE
country you not even allowed to choose for your self anymore your forced into something. I
love Canada but HATE what the government has done to it.

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22105

Destroyed my life.

2/19/2022 5:00 PM
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22106

I lost my job and had to change careers

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22107

I feel like this is no longer Canada. And the government will attack anyone at any time.

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22108

It has decided our family & friends. It has isolated my mother-in-law and hundreds of others in
nursing homes from family & played havoc on her mental well-being. It has divided our country
& taken our God-given feeedoms from us!

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22109

Serious psychological stress.

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22110

Have been distanced from friends and family those who are vaccinated will not see those who
are unvaccinated. I have lost my purpose, as a registered nurse who retired May2020 after 33
years my co workers will not see me I am distanced from them because this government is
severing family and close friends because of their personal decisions. i cannot participate in
small get togethers because i am not allowed in restaurants

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22111

Some family have lost their careers and ability to earn an honest living.

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22112

Severely effects me, absolute nonsense on a faucivirus developed in the wuhan lab to
generate fear and they’ve been successful. This is the Segway to klaus Schwab’s Great Reset
and the road to owning nothing by 2030 and you’ll be happy. Wonderful isn’t it? If you need
more info or need to talk let me know.

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22113

Stressful

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22114

The mandate has affected my life by feeling alienated from all my fellow Canadian citizens.

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22115

Being called a racist for refusing vaccine

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22116

Lost my job ,last family and couldn’t attend funerals . Mask are hard for me to breath

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22117

Mental health and social life

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22118

I almost lost my job because I refused a medical treatement

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22119

Religion and traveling

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22120

Horribly and has caused my PTSD to get worse.

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22121

Significantly

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22122

Stopped me from travelling. And so far has not hindered my work. But we're not done yet so...
Watching my children cut their activities back to almost nill and not beable to go off to post
secondary school. Also made me feel like Im doing something wrong. Ive been called a white
supremesist by the leader of my country... meanwhile Im the one paying all these high taxes
for them. Ruined and strained relationships with family and friends and people in the
community.

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22123

Find it hard wearing a mask all Day. Oddly enough it’s Been making my allergies and sinuses
worse also moving to a new town it’s making it extremely hard to meet friends

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22124

Travel

2/19/2022 5:00 PM

22125

We are no longer free to make our own autonomous decisions. This is not democratic, it’s a
dictatorship.

2/19/2022 4:59 PM

22126

I have had to pull my children from their sports, we aren’t allowed in the arenas that we pay
taxes to support. I prefer to support local businesses but due to mandates we haven’t been
allowed to enter many businesses. We often travel within Canada and haven’t been able to do
so. I’ve watched numerous friends and family members fall ill due to these experimental
injections.

2/19/2022 4:59 PM

22127

The lies is what I have a problem with.

2/19/2022 4:59 PM

22128

Loss of freedom, employment, friendship.

2/19/2022 4:59 PM

22129

I’m afraid for this country we are losing our friends with Trudeau and these liberals

2/19/2022 4:59 PM

22130

It is unconstitutional and the fact that the way the police have handled the situation in Ottawa
is completely unacceptable tear gas and mowing people down on horsesTrudeau needs to
resign immediately

2/19/2022 4:59 PM
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22131

It has caused derision in my family. It has made me afraid to express my beliefs. I quit my
federal job

2/19/2022 4:59 PM

22132

Lost job, lost benefits, can’t go anywhere for my young children to enjoy, lost family members,
lost friends, mentally drained causing illness.

2/19/2022 4:59 PM

22133

I cant go to doctor appointments with my daughters! Bith pregnant! One high risk having twins!
A first time mom! She needs me! I lost one child in this life time. I refuse to allow any worldly
power to dictate my relations with my children and family. I am a cancer patient! All mt
appointments delayed! My mom has serious health issues! I cant even go in and help my
mom with her appointments and health care 💔 I have children suffering with mental healrh
issues and there is no care available! Good job Jesus is my Lord! My govt has failed me and
has caused undue stress on me and mine! I love Canada

2/19/2022 4:59 PM

22134

Uncomfortable masks; division between friends and family; physical separation from family,
friends and acquaintances; people were becoming unfriendly and avoided even basic greetings
that were common between strangers where we live.

2/19/2022 4:59 PM

22135

It has stopped my life in far too many ways.

2/19/2022 4:59 PM

22136

We have witnessed countless families and businesses be crippled financially by arbitrary
regulations, without any regulation to their application.

2/19/2022 4:59 PM

22137

I was denied access to post secondary education based on a personal medical decision,
despite the fact that I was already enrolled and paid my tuition for my final year. Additionally
my third year had to be completed on-line. In addition the mandates have caused undue
emotional stress and trauma. I was denied the ability to meet together with fellow believers for
corporate worship. Which is a very important aspect of my beliefs. Even when restrictions
lessened and we were able to go to church, we still were unable worship all together. And some
Sundays we were not allowed to sing praises to our God. I have not been allowed to visit
family and friends. I was also unable to work for several weeks due to unnecessary
lockdowns.

2/19/2022 4:59 PM

22138

It has caused severe depression anxiety lack of proper hospital care for my children with
cystic fibrosis. A hard time caring for special needs children without the help of family

2/19/2022 4:59 PM

22139

negative impact on sense of well-being

2/19/2022 4:59 PM

22140

Division in a close family due to lack of proof vs trusting government

2/19/2022 4:59 PM

22141

People in my family were forced to get jabbed just to keep there jobs. All the false information
by the mainstream media has caused tensions between family and friends and put undue fear
in us because of reporting false data.

2/19/2022 4:59 PM

22142

Lost my job.

2/19/2022 4:59 PM

22143

It’s allowing me special needs, immunocompromised daughter to go out

2/19/2022 4:59 PM

22144

Socially, travel.

2/19/2022 4:59 PM

22145

Depression, anxiety, lost jobs, afraid for my children's future

2/19/2022 4:59 PM

22146

I can’t go into restaurants and stores without being harassed and yelled at because of my life
choices

2/19/2022 4:59 PM

22147

Unacceptable force coercion and bullying by a prime minister

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22148

Colleagues have lost their jobs Families are divided DS Clients have has services cancelled
Travel has been cancelled To name a few....

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22149

Stress. Kids have suffered. Wondering what the government will do next. Will we be able to
keep working?

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22150

Division, second class citizens, hatred, loss of Constitutional and God given rights and civil
liberties protected by the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, including bodily autonomy, breaches
and violations of international law and Nuremberg code... all perpetrated by the
government's...they all need to be held accountable

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22151

No freedom

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22152

It had negatively effect our family which is most important along with our livelihood.

2/19/2022 4:58 PM
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22153

Loss of business

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22154

I have lost touch with family & friends because we haven't been permitted to gather, I have had
to go onto more medication for depression & anxiety, my husband & I are separated because
of the restrictions placed on everybody and it pulled us apart

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22155

It has made me feel like my life does not matter due to government agenda.

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22156

I have missed time with ailing family members. My mental health has been affected in a bad
way. Family relationships have been DESTROYED. Fully vaccinated/booster family members
are STILL living in absolute fear. My ability to trust media, police and government has gone out
the window!

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22157

My child wants to kill herself...depression..suicidal thoughts...alot of children around my area
are fighting and hurting each other

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22158

Isolated from friends family and society

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22159

Sports for our family, eating out, loss friends and family. Kids out of school

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22160

Many ways

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22161

I don't agree with the restrictions

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22162

Getting the jab went against all that I believe in I was force to take it so that I can put food on
my table

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22163

A lot on many levels!

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22164

The mandate has affected my freedom to travel and socialize. Also has divided my
community.

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22165

50% business reduction, isolation related stress, children's mental/emotional /developmental
/physical health, severely harmed lifelong relationships

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22166

I lost my job and a career cause of that mandate

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22167

Divided families, mental health issues, fear for the future of my family

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22168

Taken away the rights and freedoms I should have as a Canadian

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22169

Its difficult to breath. We are created by God to be free. This tyrannical government headed by
puppet trudo is despicable.

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22170

I habe watched loved ones stuggle through additions, and some by suicide attempts because
of the isolation and helplessness. My mental heal and the mental health of loved ones is at an
all time low.

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22171

The mental health of my myself, family & friends, and both my husband and my small
businesses.

2/19/2022 4:58 PM

22172

Access to fly for jobs

2/19/2022 4:57 PM

22173

Inconvenience I work in Alberta can’t fly to go home , I have to drive!

2/19/2022 4:57 PM

22174

It really hasn't affected me at all. I just stay home unless I have to go out. I wear a mask in all
public settings. I got both vaccinations, but didn't get the booster.

2/19/2022 4:57 PM

22175

Restricted me, family distention,

2/19/2022 4:57 PM

22176

I was coerced into vax to be able to visit my husbands and my family as we have to fly. We
were 2yrs without seeing them and the granddaughters. My mother will not speak to me and
lives in my home because I have spiked out about these crazy and WRONG mandates. I have
lost friends for not being a sheeple. BUT my kids 16/24 both refused the jab and I am so
fawking proud!

2/19/2022 4:57 PM

22177

My mental health has suffered.

2/19/2022 4:57 PM

22178

I was forced to take the shot to keep my job and have had negative effects and have felt sick
ever since I put that shit in my body.

2/19/2022 4:57 PM

22179

Depressed

2/19/2022 4:57 PM
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22180

In every way possible. Shunned, isolated depressed, not aloud to do basic everyday stuff.

2/19/2022 4:57 PM

22181

Negative

2/19/2022 4:57 PM

22182

Negatively

2/19/2022 4:57 PM

22183

Work, friendships, relationships, life in general being unable to go out and act normal for the
past 2yrs is very stressful

2/19/2022 4:57 PM

22184

Make stressful life

2/19/2022 4:57 PM

22185

Job loss

2/19/2022 4:57 PM

22186

Mostly inconvenience and higher cost of everything and the separation and division of concern
between families and Friends i have no respect for this government

2/19/2022 4:57 PM

22187

I work from home, but I kindergartener who stay in the mask all day and gets frustrated, angry.
Effects his learning

2/19/2022 4:56 PM

22188

Division amongst family, friends and country, unable to travel freely, work opportunities limited.
People are fearful and worried for future generations.

2/19/2022 4:56 PM

22189

I have lost income and 2 years of my life and my freedom!

2/19/2022 4:56 PM

22190

frustration, loneliness

2/19/2022 4:56 PM

22191

My children have been unable to attend school, have lost and struggled with relationships with
friends like they once had, we have not been able to participate in regular physical education
programs, unable to see family and unable to attend funerals for loved one that have passed in
the last 2 years. We are planing our wedding and are missing the ability to share in it with all
our loved ones by our side. The stress of my family getting any cold and making it so my
fiancé can’t work, has been so hard on our mental state, not being able to see a smile when
out shopping. Not being able to take our children to a movie theatre or out to diner. Disgusting.

2/19/2022 4:56 PM

22192

Negativlyt

2/19/2022 4:56 PM

22193

Loss of job/income, loss of friendship, mental health distress.

2/19/2022 4:56 PM

22194

I have lost my job. As a federal employee I refused to attest and as a result have no work.

2/19/2022 4:56 PM

22195

I can’t see my nana in a assisted living Center even if I’m vaccinated

2/19/2022 4:56 PM

22196

Negative

2/19/2022 4:56 PM

22197

Positively. It's far easier to figure out which people to objectively avoid to improve your day
vastly.

2/19/2022 4:56 PM

22198

Less of a social life. My whole family had suffered. My daughter cant go to her programs. She
has down syndrome and autism. The govt has taken the family away. I havent been able to
travel to see my parents at times. My husband hasn't been able to see his family in Australia.

2/19/2022 4:56 PM

22199

Limitations on gatherings of family and friends abd masks that do nothing.

2/19/2022 4:56 PM

22200

Put on leave

2/19/2022 4:55 PM

22201

Going nuts

2/19/2022 4:55 PM

22202

Mental health, discrimination with no just cause.

2/19/2022 4:55 PM

22203

I have been in depression

2/19/2022 4:55 PM

22204

Unable to enjoy activities I used to enjoy and feel villainized by my provincial and federal
governments

2/19/2022 4:55 PM

22205

5

2/19/2022 4:55 PM

22206

Unable to fly or take train. Division between family and friends. Depression/suicidal thought.
Increase alcohol intake. Truly, it's terrible.

2/19/2022 4:55 PM

22207

Forced me to get a vaccine I did not fully want. Negatively impacted my ability to see my
elderly parents. Added and immense amount of stress.

2/19/2022 4:55 PM

22208

I cannot go to restaurants or travel out of country and had to be tested for my job

2/19/2022 4:55 PM
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22209

negative

2/19/2022 4:55 PM

22210

Kids missing out on the things they love, seeing their faces sad when I say you can't dance,
curl etc. They have enough to deal with let him have a release of some sort

2/19/2022 4:55 PM

22211

I cannot travel out of country

2/19/2022 4:55 PM

22212

Can’t participate in things with unvaccinated friends and family

2/19/2022 4:55 PM

22213

Put on unpaid leave of absence since October 2021 from my job !

2/19/2022 4:55 PM

22214

Job loss, friend loss, broke, mental health issues

2/19/2022 4:55 PM

22215

Mental health

2/19/2022 4:55 PM

22216

It has irreparably damaged the Canadian economy. Shows government is heading towards
totalitarianism. Has damaged my granddaughters education. Too many other oversteps to
mention

2/19/2022 4:55 PM

22217

I have gained 40lbs and have relapsed with drugs and alcohol,depression and it broke up my
relationship with my girlfriend of 11 years

2/19/2022 4:55 PM

22218

Business and financail

2/19/2022 4:55 PM

22219

Personal

2/19/2022 4:55 PM

22220

Lost my livelihood and many charter and bill of Rights freedoms

2/19/2022 4:55 PM

22221

Work

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22222

Immensely! It's split up families, friends, and society! It's caused more
anxiety/depression/alcoholism/suicides, etc.! Vaccine injuries are the highest in history and I
know more people dying from the vaccine than from covid!!! My doctor told me not to get
vaccinated because I may die...yet I can't even get an exemption!

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22223

Financially, but mostly mentally, emotionally and spiritually. I've lost friends and a relationship
over the divide that Trudeau has encouraged over the past 2 years. Everyone I know including
myself feels defeated, and honestly just wants to give up, because what's the point anymore?

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22224

How much space do I have to write?!? I can not visit my family in the USA … two have
passed away in the last year and I could not go to the funerals. Cancer diagnosis for my aunt
and unable to visit her. Unable to visit my mother-in-law in nursing home who lost 24 pounds
this year, apparently most of it since October. I was going in to feed her but unable to now bc I
am not vaccinated and they have banned me from going in so I can’t go in til I am triple
vaxxed … even if I wanted to it would take a long time to get those 3 in. Churches … do I
even need to say online church is not quite how the good Lord intended? He commands us to
meet together to worship Him. Family strife, missing many birthdays and special events…Had
to stream 3 weddings (2 nieces and 1 nephew) My trust in police has been severely damaged.
I have always been taught to obey and things will be fine. I have taught my kids (21,20 and 17)
the same but unfortunately as we have saw the outright abuse of some protestors, pastors
being arrested and police officers following the orders of a dictator. I was unable to go on my
mission trip to Africa … I was supposed to go with my daughter and daughter-in-law but none
of us were able to fly We have missed out on so much … many are less important than those
mentioned … restaurants, gyms, pools, etc. Can I just say the division the mandate and
restrictions have caused 🤯

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22225

Lockdowns cause more harm than good, especially to mental health between all of the
members in my household

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22226

Sick and tired of wearing a mask!! I also was forced to take the vaccine or I would have lost
my job. This was not the Canadian way of freedom!!

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22227

Terrible

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22228

The mandate has disabled me to be able to open up the world to my new born to bring him
places and give him experiences I had when I was a kid

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22229

It has caused division, anxiety, fear and unnecessary stress for a virus that has a very low
mortality rate now.

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22230

IT HAS DAMAGED THE MENTAL HEALTH OF MANY FAMILY MEMBERS AND NONE OF

2/19/2022 4:54 PM
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US HAVE CAUGHT COVID ONCE.
22231

Every aspect

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22232

Divided family, caused stress and loss of sleep increased mental instability. Loss of
friendships, sports events and outings.

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22233

No wedding for daughter and no funeral for mother

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22234

It isn't about me, its about the ridiculous number of people that had no need to be affected, like
the truckers for instance, but there are plenty more that have been affected needlessly) so
here we are...the government didn't want to listen...so...the convoy. That affects me. Not
politically, not becasue i live near there...but because I know this is WRONG. Why should I be
categorized as a "bad citizen" for not being able or choosing not to have something put in my
body or the government feeling they have the right to collecting our data???

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22235

It has t

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22236

Can not go back to Canada

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22237

Impacted my ability to warn a living as well as blocked my rights of freedom

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22238

Very negatively.

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22239

It’s ruined relationships and should have never happened

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22240

Mentally, Financially, Etc...

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22241

Fill my life with fear, causing anxiety and depression.

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22242

all it has done is divided our country if every moron or just get vaccinated this would be over
Think about your rights think about others rights your rates haven’t been lost they have been
paused until people get the damn shot

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22243

Had to change my job. Make significantly less now. Lost touch with a bunch of my family.
Wasn’t able to attend family funerals.

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22244

I now suffer from anxiety and depression.

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22245

Disappointed in our federal government

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22246

It has divided my family but I feel it is for the greater good.

2/19/2022 4:54 PM

22247

I am sick & tired of them controlling MY LIFE.

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22248

All

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22249

It has divided out friends family and community, it has created nothing but hate

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22250

social isolation Cant go out to events because I don't have a vac card I do not like wearing
masks because you cant clearly see who you are talking to Cant go out for supper because I
don't have a vac card I cant fly to see friends and relatives because I don't have a vac card
This is like living in a communist country and not in the land of freedom of choice

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22251

Just made everything difficult/lost of friends and family suffered mental health issues from the
lockdown

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22252

wearing a mask daily at work is difficult

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22253

Isolation mental health issues loss of friendships

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22254

In so many ways-negative effects on my family’s economic, social, and emotional/mental wellbeing. I was coerced to get the vaccine as I was threatened with losing my job, which would
cause me to not be able to afford for my family.

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22255

My job, Money, Child care, mental health decline do to stress, Divide of everyone. Just
because we have different opinion doesn't doesn't mean we can't be friends.

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22256

I feel like a second class citizen

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22257

Tyranny effects all lives

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22258

We are shut in too much. I don't want my privacy invaded: I don't want the experimental

2/19/2022 4:53 PM
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vaccine to be in my body; I do not want to be tracked via a vaccine passport. I want
businesses back to normal functioning. Some of my family will be losing their job shortly, and
they are the only breadwinner in their family. Never mind what all of these steps taken to deal
with the pandemic is leading and could potentially lead to: control, tracking people, tyranny,
forcing people to comply in various ways.
22259

Not much, I follow the science but lately gvmt doesn't

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22260

Inconvenient but necessary

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22261

Masking my children has been the hardest. They need to be able to see faces to learn to be
humans!! I teach speech in schools. It’s impossible to teach someone to speak when they
can’t see my mouth! Such a shame for all these kids.

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22262

I have lost a substantial amount of income and interaction with Close family and friends

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22263

Travel, social life, gym, work

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22264

The devisive effects of the mandates on the country as a whole has caused me to close
myself off and rarely leave the house.

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22265

No social life, miss seeing friends and family, no travel

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22266

Threated my freedom, livlihood, movement, health, social network, confidence in government,
law enforcement, judiciary.

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22267

Causing stress and anxiety. Devision between friends and family. Not able to take vacations.
No longer trust the government.

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22268

Reduced income for my husband to 25% due to lockdowns, caused family breakdown due to
differences on vaccines, caused depression in my teen daughter who loves school, caused my
toddlers speech therapy and therapy for delays to be cancelled or only offered online delaying
his early development.

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22269

Kept us all safe

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22270

Not allot of impact for the most part.

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22271

In every way possible; family, friends, work, every aspect of life. It is persecution!

2/19/2022 4:53 PM

22272

These mandates are destroying my life! It's costing me my relationship, my family, my friends,
a surgery I need, and having a huge mental toll on my life. I can't take it anymore!

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22273

It has divided family

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22274

N/A

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22275

Embarrassed to be Canadian at the moment.

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22276

It has been absolute hell! It has impacted my mental health in many more ways than one. I
have not had the opportunity to have a celebration of life for my father who passed away 64
years young in august 2021! My daughter missed her grade 12 graduation and prom! It has
affected both my young adult children. Forced into many things including a shot called
“vaccine” over the past 2 years! Tired! We are tired

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22277

Negative effect on mental health

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22278

More anxiety/depression

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22279

My childrens lives have been hugely affected! I am a middle age man that can handle
disappointment better than the children.

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22280

Friends and family have died of depression and drug addition my mental health suffered. So
fuck Trudeau

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22281

Very negatively

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22282

Retired & basically ordered to stay home for my own protection . My wife & I both 3 vaxxed

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22283

It has polarized people

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22284

My rights and freedoms have been violated

2/19/2022 4:52 PM
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22285

Homeschooled 2 children for the last year so their mental, physical & emotional health didnt
suffer. 4hr bus time each day & masks from 7-5 each day for 5 &7 year olds is not ok. Had a
child in speach therapy for the last 2 years wearing masks or having to zoom the therapist has
inhibitted his progress.

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22286

Had to cancell,our holidays because, we're not vaccinated, so can't take a plane, cruise, or sit
I a restaurant, or go shopping as their asking for passports, go watch, our grandchildren play
sports in areas, swimming pools, concert halls, stores, so where Cut off and that's their lost, I
will become more self sufficient because of.

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22287

Having to be vaccinated or don’t work is not a choice. Not being able to make decisions about
my own healthcare

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22288

My house feels like jail. My family is divided

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22289

Potential job loss for refusing vaccination Potential job loss for my spouse for refusing
vaccination Social exclusion Ostracization Bitterness between friends and extended family
who will not accept our point of view regarding significant risks and side-effects of vaccination
for those under 60 as compared to COVID19 itself.

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22290

I have witnessed the carnage of many friends businesses and the suffering of the children
from all the rules.

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22291

Suicidal. Anger beyond belief. Lost friends argue with wife can’t travel to a home in Florida that
I worked all my life to be able to enjoy

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22292

Isolation, sadness, confusion, alienation from friends, list is endless

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22293

I had a very bad reaction to 1st vaccine and can't take more. Shouldn't be punished!

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22294

Loss of employment, shutdown my business

2/19/2022 4:52 PM

22295

Division of family and friends

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22296

No much just a pain in the ass

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22297

Lost my job for a mandated vaccine! Depressed, jobless

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22298

Fear and anxiety have increased tremendously. Work related stresses for mask and vaccine
mandates have caused mental and physical health decline. Lost friends due to the division
created by these mandates. Lost some civil rights and freedoms that were always part of our
Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Like being unable to travel, or go to a movie theatre or
restaurant. Regret having moving to Canada! All because of the mandates.

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22299

Closures of some places

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22300

In every way possible

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22301

Not being able to visit family is sad.

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22302

As someone who is unvaccinated I’m limited to many events

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22303

It has created very bad divisions between me and my siblings. Some division within church
people relationships unfortunately.

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22304

All of these mandates have significantly degraded my mental and psychological health

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22305

Severe depression, confusion, confidence in government is zero, stress, sadness, separation
from friends and family due to differences in opinions, cannot sleep, severe worry for our
country and citizens, severe worry for our children and grandchildren-do not want them to be
forced to be vaccinated against their wills, oppressed, feelings of hopeless hopelessness

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22306

It has taken away my job and caused family problems

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22307

Can't cross the border as an unv.. Truck driver

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22308

Reduced socialization and ability to go places without being harassed to show private medical
info to just anyone.

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22309

Unemployed and under mental care at present. Diagnosed with severe depression and anxiety.

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22310

My job, my health, and my freedom to choose.

2/19/2022 4:51 PM
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22311

It has allowed me to feel safe and comfortable going into establishments knowing they have
measure in place to put my health first

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22312

much

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22313

Felt like a prisoner for 2 years and needed therapy

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22314

Personally....death, mental illness 💔 overdose, depression, segregation, stagnation, division,
rage , hate, SUICIDE, MENTAL ILLNESS. Is this some sort of trick question? Look around!

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22315

It’s made me see just how corrupt and how far humans in the position of power will go to
achieve exactly what is best for themselves and their investments.

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22316

2nd vax. I had a bad reaction. Muscle spasms. I also lost my business and i have been locked
inside for 2 years. I wear glasses and cannot see with a mask on.

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22317

Negatively!

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22318

Immensely

2/19/2022 4:51 PM

22319

Segregation hurts

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22320

Other than inconvenience and higher cost for absolutely everything it hasn’t. LOL. At least the
world got to see the pm for the rodent he is

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22321

Cant fly...cant join friends playing poker..cant visit my kids in other provinces

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22322

After 2 years of schooling and working through Covid I was fired from my job as a nurse at a
long term care facility. I went from hero to trash in a year. My student loans aren’t even paid off
and I can’t work in the field. It is unfair and not moral.

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22323

Of course, It has impacted everyone. This is a dumb question.

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22324

division in our family, unable to attend events and restaurants where passports are required,
weariness from all the hurting, fearful people in my community

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22325

It has caused a lot of stress and anxiety.

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22326

Lost my job and livelihood as a teacher of 18 years.

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22327

Very inconvenient. Masks affect breathing and health. Vaccine passports limit us.

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22328

Work layoff, major inconvenience as I read lips and have difficulty breathing with a mask.

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22329

We have lost employment, friends and Freedom.

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22330

No words for it

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22331

Lost employment, freedom to theaters, restaurants, etc and friendships

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22332

My life my Grandkids can’t go to dance can’t go swimming lessons at the start couldn’t play
hockey

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22333

Personal relationship

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22334

not in a positive way...there would be a long list

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22335

Quiite a bit

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22336

life

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22337

Positively

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22338

Negatively, my Father has dementia and is trapped at home.My kids are ostracized from
friends and weare shunned from everyday frredoms

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22339

Division of family and friends.

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22340

I have lost a friend and family. Not being able to attend the social events I used to be able to
participate in. Grief over people whose lives have been wrecked because of these not-effective
lockdowns. Etc.

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22341

trudeau and ford can both suck my dick

2/19/2022 4:50 PM
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22342

I'm locked in my house and cannot see family my mental health as well as physical health so
bad now our hospitols are like jails everyone so decided and the media pushing this separation

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22343

Not much has really changed for myself, but I do feel for those that have lost their
businesses/livelihoods

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22344

Gee let’s see, haven’t been able to make money to survive in the last two years as self
employed. Good enough ?

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22345

Job loss, mental health, used to work as an er nurse

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22346

..

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22347

It has destroyed my livlihood, i am being fired & forced to take an unsafe potentially leathal
injection that has never worked or will work, our GOD given rights and freedoms are being
VIOLATED my mental & physical health is broken, my children have been devastated in the
same way, it is horrendous what the absolutly corrupt health system & government & its
officials have pushed on us, all by the lies of these infiltrating globalist traitors to our country
who must face justice.

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22348

I had to have a smaller wedding, wasn’t able to go to Christmas party, can’t travel

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22349

In so many ways! I am so stunned & angry that our rights to choose have been obliterated in
our country. An operation to stop me from going blind was cancelled because of mandates that
are illegal. We are now living in a country led by very evil people that are in power who do not
care about our rights. Natzi CANADA!

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22350

Did not

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22351

I stay at home 95% of the time

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22352

Depressed

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22353

Prevented myself and child from social activities.

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22354

It hasn't affected my life still working, but my child is being affected by it at school

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22355

It has hurt people I know, vax injuries, lost jobs, divided family in my household and outside
aswell as society. My uncles and a cousin killed themselves during lock downs.

2/19/2022 4:50 PM

22356

I feel powerless, I cannot share a smile, I feel judged, segregated and live in anxiety! This
could have been handled differently! Rights have been taken away!

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22357

All of them

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22358

Postponed surgeries, isolation, kids have suffered socially and education wise

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22359

Lost job, anxiety, stress, now a heart issue

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22360

Being disabled this has been a disaster for me. I have been verbally assaulted and harassed
for two years. I am not permitted to get my mail and have suffered serious emotional trauma
from my interactions with Canada post. Canada Post has refused me access to my medicine
that I have delivered via the postal service. I have been under constant stress just trying to get
food for myself. People have been cruel and disgusting. I can no longer work so I have not
been effected with employment but my husband is now without work due to mandates and
overly intrusive testing and policies implemented at work. I can no longer see my specialist
who resides in Washington State so now my health has deteriorated further. We may lose our
home next. No system was put in place for those of us who are disabled. No one protected me
from abuse and harassment. I live in a constant state of extreme stress being the brunt of so
much vitriol and hate due to a nerve condition in my face which will not permit me to have
anything touch it. I am utterly heart broken by what our politicians and unelected health
'authorities' have done to our country. I don't recognize Canada anymore and I have lost
complete faith in anyone in office. Shame.

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22361

Appointments post miscarriage by myself. Not seeing family Daughter not being able to see
peoples expressions Lost coworkers due to mandates while we were short staffed to begin with

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22362

Two years no income or work. I have a catering business. My one child has severe mental
health issues over it all. Heart breaking.

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22363

Isolation and terrible financial problems

2/19/2022 4:49 PM
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22364

Not able to visit family or see grandchildren. Not being able to hug or be close to people. Not
being able to attend social functions, eat out, or gather as a family. Heartbreaking.

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22365

Lost my job

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22366

We started home schooling our children to protect them from this reduction of freedoms. As
such my wife hasn't worked and reduced our household income. This caused stress to all of us
and our family.

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22367

It has restricted the ability to see loved ones, and friends. The vaccines have severely injured
my family! Also the ongoing depression going on around me due to covid is absolutely
outrageous!

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22368

My mother in a nursing home had her sleep apnea taken away from her . It had been
prescribed by Dr 20 years ago. No covide in nursing they just took it away. She has struggled
with this decision in many ways. Health has deteriorated because of this. She has been lonely
and depressed.

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22369

All everyday events

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22370

Amplified my depression and anxiety. Family members have lost their jobs. And others have
suffered side affects from the vaccine.

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22371

I have gained a ton of weight due to anxiety, loneliness, depression because of not being able
to see my friends or family. I have lost friends and family. I am being discriminated against and
segregated.

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22372

Was forced to be vaccinated or risk losing my job and the ability to see family members. It has
caused a massive rift in family relationships. I have been without work 3 times and lost clients
because of my requirements for masks.

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22373

I was in support when it was effective. Since Omicron became prevalent, the mandates were
no longer effective in stopping the spread, but also the disease itself was much less likely to
cause serious issues. Once the mandates are no longer effective, they need to be repealed.

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22374

I've lost almost if not all chances of meeting new people and making new relationships. It's
caused division and every place I've worked.

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22375

Many of the activities we like are closed or only for certain people. We are resilent Christians
so we have found other things to focus our emotional health on, however, these madates have
removed too much for too long.

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22376

Same as everyone,plain n simple no longer free in a free Country

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22377

I fell safer knowing those around me care for their safety and mine. #AllInThisTogether

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22378

Politicians don't have any right to tell me what I put in my body.

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22379

Lots of anxiety, stress, health issues etc. Having to do extra work and causing strain in my
job. Was fired from one job due to refusing vaccination etc. Breathing issues with the masks!
Etc etc

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22380

I’m a widow with family living thousands of miles away and I haven’t been able to see them in
over two years. I have an exemption from mask wearing but many stores will not recognize my
exemption so it has been difficult to shop for groceries and other essential items including
prescriptions.

2/19/2022 4:49 PM

22381

I can no longer take my kids to the pool. I can no longer eat at my favorite restaurants. I can
not leave the country

2/19/2022 4:48 PM

22382

It hasnt

2/19/2022 4:48 PM

22383

Redeployed I am now a second class citizen since I am not allowed in some establishments

2/19/2022 4:48 PM

22384

Mental health not good 😐

2/19/2022 4:48 PM

22385

Unhappy

2/19/2022 4:48 PM

22386

All of them

2/19/2022 4:48 PM

22387

My father has lost his job. I have lost the ability to easily visit family. I have lost my

2/19/2022 4:48 PM
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employment as a musician.
22388

Made my world smaller

2/19/2022 4:48 PM

22389

Lost husband could not visit in hospital

2/19/2022 4:48 PM

22390

Ruined my work. My relationships with my family friends, ect.

2/19/2022 4:48 PM

22391

I have a medically compromised daughter. The mandates allow me to go to to essential places
feeling safer, and less nervous that I will bring illness home to her. My daughter has had to
spend a lot of time at home in the past 2 years because Of COVID, and the anti-maskers. If I
have to take my daughter with me anywhere I am able to ONLY because of the mandates
ESPECIALLY MASKING. The MASK MANDATES MAKES IT SAFER FOR EVERYONE TO
BE ABLE TO ENJOY THE SIMPLE THINGS LIKE GOING TO THE STORE etc.PLEASE
CONTINUE TO KEEP CANADIANS SAFE, PLEASE KEEP OUR KIDS, OUR SENIORS, OUR
VULNERABLE , our medical and front line staff SAFE…. Masks keep everyone SAFER.
MASKING should NOT be lifted.

2/19/2022 4:48 PM

22392

Missing out on visiting my elderly mom. She deals with anxiety and loneliness. Can’t enjoy
attending sports activities with y grandkids, loss of travel, restaurants, movie and live theatre;
shaming, loss of friendships, mistrust of the government, medical establishment, law keepers,
division in families, more sickness

2/19/2022 4:48 PM

22393

Hmmm, how about financially, mentally, socially. What a fucking communist joke this is
already. Pull your head out your asses.

2/19/2022 4:48 PM

22394

Freedom of choice taken away...feels like a communists country and in prison. Life is
short..lets enjoy what time we have left. The current federal government/ Pm.....worst ever.

2/19/2022 4:48 PM

22395

Wearing the mask makes my throat sore. They have tried to take away my family and friends.
They have made everyone in fear of coming in contact with anyone and mistrust/arguements

2/19/2022 4:48 PM

22396

It has forced too many people to have to choose between their conscience and whether they
can keep their job

2/19/2022 4:48 PM

22397

Loss of graduation, 17 deaths of friends and family members. Suicides. Covid. Death after
getting vaccine. No ceremonies. No funerals. No outings. No taking my mom for lunch or to
the casino. Canceled Christmas two years. Missed birth of great granddaughter…. Etc etc 💔💔💔

2/19/2022 4:48 PM

22398

Separation from loved ones, tension between people in my sphere of influence and I, confusion
about the ever changing mandates and their validity for people I know since I have followed the
uncensored science since the beginning (no confusion for me), and pain and worry for my
loved one’s health issues that already have preexisting conditions and risks associated to
possible vaccine injuries. Over tension between people and division about “the science”.
General disruption of lifestyle and socialisation with so many friends and family!

2/19/2022 4:48 PM

22399

Untold damage to social and mental wellbeing.

2/19/2022 4:48 PM

22400

They keep the people I love as safe as possible.

2/19/2022 4:47 PM

22401

Division of family

2/19/2022 4:47 PM

22402

Created a divide in my family, lost my job, depression, saddens

2/19/2022 4:47 PM

22403

Close to bankruptcy due to government over reach.

2/19/2022 4:47 PM

22404

Dec. 21, 2021 is a day I will never forget when my mother passed away alone because of the
mandates. I'll never forget the look on my Dads face as we told him after a phone call from the
nursing home that his wife of 54 years had passed away. When my dad and us kids and family
should have been by my Mothers side. I blame Justin Trudeau and our Premiers for all this.

2/19/2022 4:47 PM

22405

I have had to increase my antidepressants; I have had excessive weight gain; I have had to
prevent one son from committing suicide, and help another deal with the suicide of a best
friend; I almost got a divorce; I am always being bullied - having people wish death on me, call
me uncaring, a liar, and most recently a terrorist. Through all of this I have paid all of my bills
with no CERB assistance, continued to pay all my taxes, and I am not responsible for those
who could not (or would not) pay their own utilities last year. Plus the carbon tax has made it
almost impossible to even afford groceries let alone healthy choices

2/19/2022 4:47 PM

22406

They have placed restrictions on my life and the lives of everyone without our consent. That is

2/19/2022 4:47 PM
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slavery
22407

Too many ways to list

2/19/2022 4:47 PM

22408

Negatively. Spreading fear and division.

2/19/2022 4:47 PM

22409

Mentally

2/19/2022 4:47 PM

22410

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 4:47 PM

22411

I have lost work. Lost opportunity to an education in my trade. And have lost majority of social
activitys including travel within my own boarders. All of which are my constitutional rights

2/19/2022 4:47 PM

22412

Has divided my family and friends. Has prevented family and friends from leaning on each
other during times of family loss.

2/19/2022 4:47 PM

22413

Loneliness, lack of sales of meat products

2/19/2022 4:47 PM

22414

In every way possible, we demand freedom

2/19/2022 4:47 PM

22415

Couldn’t see family in other Provinces. Couldn’t go to restaurants etc Saw Grandkids and
daughter become depressed

2/19/2022 4:47 PM

22416

I have no freedom and I am not willing to play Russian Roulette with my Anaphylaxis

2/19/2022 4:47 PM

22417

Increased my anxiety

2/19/2022 4:47 PM

22418

I was forced to take a vaccine that I didn’t want to to keep my job. Not seeing my family

2/19/2022 4:47 PM

22419

Depression mainly and distrust of news.

2/19/2022 4:47 PM

22420

Forced to keep work, increased stress and anxiety

2/19/2022 4:46 PM

22421

I was forced into an unpaid LOA until I took the jab under duress. My body autonomy has been
completely disregarded. I wotked hard through the entire 2 yrs of the pandemic then was
forced out like a piece of trash. Mandates have effected where I can eat, my support of local
businesses and my freedom to travel in and out of my own country. I have definitely noticed
my mental health declining since the mandate came into effect. It is absolutely not okay and
makes ZERO sense !! The mandates are all about control, power, and money. They have
completely diminished our society, our mental health and our economy

2/19/2022 4:46 PM

22422

Loss of job , mental health

2/19/2022 4:46 PM

22423

Stresssdsssssds

2/19/2022 4:46 PM

22424

Limits everything I do. Has crushed our economy and added to inflation. I have lost faith in this
PM.

2/19/2022 4:46 PM

22425

pretty much destroyed it. Have been separated from family, friends. Unable to gather. Mental
and emotional health greatly damaged. Children socially and emotionally affected.

2/19/2022 4:46 PM

22426

Fear and worry for mine and my families life and freedom in the future, division, unnecessary
risk given taking the vaccine has not stopped the spread or protected anyone in my life that
might be at risk of covid and I am not at risk.

2/19/2022 4:46 PM

22427

Its ruined life and divided even inside the families and chaos between family members , friends
, co workers infact totally divided everyone

2/19/2022 4:46 PM

22428

I have been threatened with my job.

2/19/2022 4:46 PM

22429

I was forced to get a vaccine or lose my job. Who can afford a regular pcr test.....

2/19/2022 4:46 PM

22430

I am an LPN, and I am unwilling to return to work if I must be vaccinated. The restrictions on
gatherings has impacted my mental health immensely as a new mother. I have had to choose
between maintaining my mental health, and in obeying the mandates.

2/19/2022 4:46 PM

22431

It’s killing me financially, my personal life and it’s a massive government overreach

2/19/2022 4:46 PM

22432

Added stress and divide - seemingly quite unnecessary at this point

2/19/2022 4:46 PM

22433

Decreased my income, depression among family members, not included in family gatherings,
disowned by friends & family, children not included in extra curricular activities, not included in

2/19/2022 4:46 PM
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certain businesses & activities, cannot freely move in & out of my country! The list goes on &
on…
22434

Dividing people right across Canada, so much hate on both sides, each person should have
the rights to themselves to make their own decisions on health

2/19/2022 4:46 PM

22435

Away from friends, family. Problems at day care, having to quarantine, loss of revenue, worry
for job, requirements,. Anxiety over freedoms that could be lost, burdens placed on young
children, essential working moms and dads. Worry of over step and over reach of Mr Trudeau

2/19/2022 4:46 PM

22436

Lost wages of between 20000-40000$ because I can’t work part time jobs on top of full time.
Unable to exercise or participate in society. Social outcast

2/19/2022 4:46 PM

22437

Made me feel depressed and sad, afraid, unable to meet freely with my family and friends,
controlled,

2/19/2022 4:46 PM

22438

It affects my life in Every way!

2/19/2022 4:46 PM

22439

Discrimination at work.

2/19/2022 4:46 PM

22440

Our jobs were taken, our kids have been isolated, depressed and struggling academically. We
are hanging by a thread

2/19/2022 4:45 PM

22441

Separation from family.

2/19/2022 4:45 PM

22442

My mental health has been incredibly impacted in a negative way as has my physical health
sue to all the closures and uncertainty. This trauma will take years to heal.

2/19/2022 4:45 PM

22443

The unvaccinated are looked down upon and treated like second class citizens. My mother
lost her job, my daughter missed out on school, my business has been shut down, my friends
and family only visit when the government say it's okay, my family and coworkers argue more
than ever and I'm tired of wearing a mask for at least 40 hours a week. None of this is healthy
for anyone...

2/19/2022 4:45 PM

22444

Drastically

2/19/2022 4:45 PM

22445

I have witnessed a decline in income due to being partially an event based business - I have
witnessed a decline in my own mental health, as someone who has multiple tools and
resources, let alone witnessed friends and family members inclusive of young children have
declined mental health and young kids describing themselves as “depressed” - I have lost
community due to being segregated for an extended length of time - I have started the process
of selling home due to expected financial collapse.

2/19/2022 4:45 PM

22446

Very much

2/19/2022 4:45 PM

22447

It’s been amazing for our food businesses and I understand the uncertainty at first but then
when it favored government employees and those who live off the largess of the government to
the detriment of the free market it had to stop.

2/19/2022 4:45 PM

22448

Not a ton. Just had to be further away from people

2/19/2022 4:45 PM

22449

Not me, since I’m vaccinated, but many friends experiencing hardships. And Canadian society
is badly damaged.

2/19/2022 4:45 PM

22450

Lost income, wife lost job also. Mental health suffering, kids mental health suffering.

2/19/2022 4:45 PM

22451

They ruined me in every way

2/19/2022 4:45 PM

22452

My mental health has suffered, the mental health of my small children has suffered, I was
terminated from my job as a nurse for non-compliance with mandates. I have lost connection
with friends and family, some that might never be rectified. I have no confidence in my
governments at any level (municipal, provincial or federal). I do not trust our medical system,
school system, or judicial system....they are all corrupt! The negative affects on my life are
practically endless.

2/19/2022 4:45 PM

22453

We are restaurant owners, we have lost business, employees and customers. It has divided
family and friends. I have never felt so hopeless for our country. I fear for my children. I hope I
am wrong.

2/19/2022 4:45 PM

22454

I still work full time so not as much as front-line and service workers.

2/19/2022 4:45 PM
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22455

These mandates have slashed the economy and killed people livelihood and physical lives by
separating people.

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22456

Depressed, lack of life, division, lack of freedom.

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22457

It kept me safe.

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22458

It is just a loose of time and livingness

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22459

Very badly

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22460

My husband almost lost his job and he was coerced into taking a vaccine he wasn’t
comfortable with. My children’s mental health has suffered and I’ve personally felt extremely
discriminated against for my medical choices. I’ve been banned from pretty much every public
space and the worst, I am unable to leave my own country. I haven’t seen my sister living in
the U.S. for over 2 years. I don’t even recognize this country anymore, we have lost so many
basic rights and freedoms all in the name of “health.”

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22461

It has affected every single aspect of my life. I’m lucky to still be working but I have to test 3x
a week.

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22462

Division of my family and friends…… Depression…….

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22463

My father died of the vax divided family

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22464

I lost my job of 15 years, and I'm having trouble finding another job, and I'm running out of the
savings I have worked my butt off to accumulate.

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22465

It has isolated me and split our families up. I now have terrible anxiety when ever I leave my
home. We were a very close nit family 3 years ago, we wouldn’t let anything come between us
and all feelings were respected. We now have sone members calling others nazi brown shirts
😢

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22466

Socializing ,appointments, loosing confidence on authority

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22467

I'm depressed and suicidal

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22468

Depression, mental health issues, near Loss of job, constant threat of loss of job. Anxiety, not
of Covid, of tyrannical government

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22469

Very bad!!!

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22470

Unable to exercise properly and without hassles. Unable to travel without hassles. Unable to
visit loved ones freely…….the list goes on.

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22471

Caused death, segregation, depression, and suicides. Lost of job and money.

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22472

Negatively. Extreme emotional stress.. My father died due to being distanced from his family
who knew him best trapped in a nursing home.. He died slowly and painfully blocked from his
family members.

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22473

No social life

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22474

Very stressful for my family

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22475

Depression, it has challenged my clean time from drugs and alcohol although I am holding
steady , not talking to family members , social anxiety when dealing with difference of opinions
on mandates , stress on potential forced mandates in the workplace . I question my
government, federal and provincial on outside interference .

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22476

Put a stop to every day living and separation from family

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22477

Husband developed heart disease before age of 50, best friend committed suicide, decreased
income from personal business being closed

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22478

Restrictions on where I can and cannot go. How many people I can have in my own home.
Can’t see family and friends. Kids home schooling and unable to see friends.

2/19/2022 4:44 PM

22479

It has destroyed it. It has also destroyed any faith i have in our government and I will no longer
contribute to their tax revenue due to it. I will support ANY person who stands against the
tyranical liberal fascist regime at all costs. The way the liberals have acted for the last 6 years
have proven that the news media is of little value, the words of our current government are of

2/19/2022 4:44 PM
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no value and trudeaus constant gaslighting/self protection of his own failures onto the rest of
us by calling our views of a free nation "unacceptable" is disgusting and not fitting of any
member of parliament. He has destroyed my life, my child's life, my wife's life and killed
numerous of my friends and family members. The mandate shows me that Justin trudeau is
evil and that liberals are not worthy of ever having any say in the governance of any nation.
22480

It has stopped my family for living our lives normally. Swimming lessons and zoo visits have
been stopped. Family time has been changed, family members blocked from seeing family
members. Friends split up. It’s has been horrible. My kids lives have been impacted and
changed forever. The freedom and innocence that they should have had been seriously
hampered.

2/19/2022 4:43 PM

22481

Job loss

2/19/2022 4:43 PM

22482

Scared of losing my job, extra stress, isolation, depression. Watching small businesses slowly
go out of business isn't fun. Losing my freedom and right to choose what i put in my body
doesn't seem fair either. I could go on and on.

2/19/2022 4:43 PM

22483

Hasnt

2/19/2022 4:43 PM

22484

My life is perfectly fine.

2/19/2022 4:43 PM

22485

Loss of income, stress, fear of government retaliation against anyone not obeying the PM

2/19/2022 4:43 PM

22486

It has strained relationships I hold dearly because we have all become too polarized.

2/19/2022 4:43 PM

22487

The mandate has affected my life by making it even harder then it was before. Life's always
been hard. The mazes you have to go through to get proper information about almost anything
is absolutely absurd. Kids should be taught about health and taking care of the earth. Instead
of wearing masks and risking there lives with experimental vaccines that are proven not
effective. Crazyness

2/19/2022 4:43 PM

22488

Just mentally done with it all. Time to accept living with the virus.

2/19/2022 4:43 PM

22489

Haven’t been able to see family in the US for the past two years. No large family gatherings.
Extended family is still too scared to see us

2/19/2022 4:43 PM

22490

Restricted us to our homes and what we can and cannot do

2/19/2022 4:43 PM

22491

It’s killing me emotionally

2/19/2022 4:43 PM

22492

The last two years has been about control of people, not about peoples rights and freedoms.
At the beginning we did not know much about it, now we are much more educated. My wife
works in health care and although she followed all mandates and still brought home COVID.
Myself as immune compromised was exposed and although negative rapid test still got
symptoms. I survived and I know others haven’t but honestly people get sick all the time, flu,
cold etc but we don’t lock in our homes or basically stop living because we may get the cold,
etc. I’ve lost many friends during all of this, one mainly to suicide due to the restrictions not
directly COVID. If we don’t start to live with COVID instead of what we have been doing, future
generations are not going to be able to afford nor enjoy the Canada that may be there for them
for their futures. These lockdowns and mandates are affecting people in a negative way more
so then the chance of getting a virus might.

2/19/2022 4:43 PM

22493

Mentaly

2/19/2022 4:43 PM

22494

Bcp

2/19/2022 4:43 PM

22495

Kept me in prison for two years and separated our families!

2/19/2022 4:43 PM

22496

Mental health declined, divide in family, financial losses, physical health decline

2/19/2022 4:43 PM

22497

Destroyed it. Fleeing Canada.

2/19/2022 4:42 PM

22498

No one has the freedoms we once did. I feel I can’t do anything anymore without complying to
my governments power trip.

2/19/2022 4:42 PM

22499

Depression loneliness, feelings of no worth

2/19/2022 4:42 PM

22500

Kids in school. Not being able to go visit friends and family at care centres. Socially. Lonely.

2/19/2022 4:42 PM

22501

Suffered greatly in the workplace. No University or any extracurricular sports allowed for my

2/19/2022 4:42 PM
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kids
22502

Losing my job for not being vaccinated. Losing my rights and freedoms to work, gather with
friends and family, attend events like funerals and weddings. A family member has committed
suicide a child… These mandates need to end now they are doing more harm than anything.

2/19/2022 4:42 PM

22503

Depression, no longer have a desire to be out and social, kids no longer want to see friends,
kids no longer want to participate in sports, vaccine affected my health

2/19/2022 4:42 PM

22504

My mother is now overtaken by cancer after 2 vaccines, I may loose my job soon because of
the vaxx pass, my spouse has heart complications and I fear he may die after being forced to
vaccinate to keep his job. My nieces and nephews have been home these past 2 years than
being at school missing important life lessons, I've experienced friends parents comiting
suicide, I my self feel isolated from society and treated different

2/19/2022 4:42 PM

22505

Not much

2/19/2022 4:42 PM

22506

It’s created a safer environment for myself and my family during these times.

2/19/2022 4:42 PM

22507

The mandate has separated my family members apart. It has divided my friendships. It has
affected my mental health. Not being able to join friends in gatherings if the place requires the
passport which is terrible on my mental health. My nephew is an 11 year old boy who is
suicidal because they have been confined for too long without being able to be children and
play sports. That really weighs on my heart as I know he’s not the only young person going
through something like that. It’s time for a change

2/19/2022 4:42 PM

22508

Because if the mandates: I was forced out of my university courses, not allowed to travel to
care for my 96 year old mother suffering from Alzheimer’s, unable to visit my brother suffering
with mental health issues, not allowed to fully participate in religious services, not allowed to
accompany my son for his medical appointment at the hospital, not allowed to visit friends and
eat in restaurants.

2/19/2022 4:42 PM

22509

It sucks now

2/19/2022 4:42 PM

22510

Screamed at and harassed for not wearing a mask despite medical exemption; unemployable
due to vaccine mandates; depression from lack of social interaction and having little to look
forward to (everything only gets cancelled anyway)

2/19/2022 4:42 PM

22511

Restrictions that don’t serve me

2/19/2022 4:42 PM

22512

Havent been able to be with friends in public places while they are able to.

2/19/2022 4:42 PM

22513

Anxiety

2/19/2022 4:42 PM

22514

Caused family division

2/19/2022 4:42 PM

22515

Have not been able to see my mother in ltc home as often. Could not take her out for lunches
as suppers as that was her greatest joy

2/19/2022 4:42 PM

22516

Can’t watch my nieces play sports, total segregation, relationships torn

2/19/2022 4:42 PM

22517

Couldn't see any family for a way to long.

2/19/2022 4:41 PM

22518

Work restrictions, travel restrictions, discrimination

2/19/2022 4:41 PM

22519

I have saved a lot of money not eating in restaurants.

2/19/2022 4:41 PM

22520

complications with my prior workplace

2/19/2022 4:41 PM

22521

Can't see my child play sports. Can't go to restaurants with my family. Vaccines have had a
huge negative impact on one of my children. And it was routine vaccines. So It is non
negotiable for me to get a vaccine I have lost friends and family because of the division its
caused. People are hateful towards me for my decision and it's disgusting. I feel like im less of
a person because of my decision. I wad unable to go to the gym. Also had 2 babies during
quarantine and my mental health was suffering

2/19/2022 4:41 PM

22522

I am unvaccinated and can't get a job. I am unable to go into multuple establishments and am
discriminated against because of my mefical choices.

2/19/2022 4:41 PM

22523

It created division of all Canadians! It created fear of each other. It is pure child abuse.
Trudeau has divided all of Canada. I believe he is totally against all of Canada.

2/19/2022 4:41 PM
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22524

Travel

2/19/2022 4:41 PM

22525

I have an autoimmune condition in the Lupus Family and decided not to get a vaccine because
of fear of a Flare Up of my condition which is almost unbearable to live with when it does. I
also am against the Government Over Reach which is instructing us to inject out bodies with a
vaccine that I do not feel comfortable with. It's like being force fed. Unfortunately, this mandate
has created divisions in families and with friends.

2/19/2022 4:41 PM

22526

No earing in restaurants, family time has lessened, always concerned if someone will ask my
kids for passports, all the extra expense of pharmacy rapid tests to take part in things.

2/19/2022 4:41 PM

22527

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 4:41 PM

22528

Depression,anxiety and general hopelessness in humanity as a whole

2/19/2022 4:41 PM

22529

Loss of friends. Handicap daughter can’t participate in all her activities. Can’t go to
restaurants. Can’t travel to see elderly relatives.

2/19/2022 4:41 PM

22530

Restrictions enforced, feel like being treated like a child

2/19/2022 4:41 PM

22531

Ruined my college experience and ability to go to school to revive an education and career,
removed my social life, affected my mental health with gyms closing all the time.

2/19/2022 4:41 PM

22532

Restricted my mobility rights for travel, my children’s activities, the ability to watch our
children, going to the gym to workout, my children going to the gym with their friends and
eating out.

2/19/2022 4:41 PM

22533

Not my own life personally, but I saw other family and friends struggle with them affecting their
businesses.

2/19/2022 4:41 PM

22534

The mandate has served to further polarize a population in an already polarizing time while also
stifling our human rights to gather and work. It should be the choice of the people to take risks
regarding this disease because the disease does not have a high mortality rate. However, the
government has taken that choice away from its people and has shoehorned mandates into the
life of their citizens. We can't go anywhere without masks, we're supposed to constantly social
distance, we can't leave the country without special vaccination passports to the best of my
knowledge, and the mandates have even interfered with the gathering of people in places of
worship and in times of celebration. We should have the right to take these risks if we so
choose. If people want to get vaccinated, wear masks, and get vaccine passports, they can
choose to do so. The problem is the lack of choice.

2/19/2022 4:41 PM

22535

I became pregnant in Jan.2020. I had (3) 14 day isolations prior to taking Mat Leave b/c I had
morning sickness. I was unable to save any money b/c of this. I was not allowed to have
family in hospital at my sons birth. My oldest son didn't see me for a week when I was in the
hospital. This Sept my oldest began preschool. I have not been able to go back to work, even
part time because he has had so many sick days. I cannot afford child care for my youngest
so I am stuck not working. Affordable child care would be an option to me, but the closest
registered dayhome that does gov't subsidizing is located 45 minutes away from where I live.
Unless things get back to a bit of normalcy, I will need to apply for Welfare and Gov't
assistance soon

2/19/2022 4:41 PM

22536

Stressful

2/19/2022 4:41 PM

22537

This mandate has stopped me from completing my business opening and has also stopped me
from enjoying my personal life and has contributed to my being hurt and unable to do anything
related to the enjoyment of my life!

2/19/2022 4:40 PM

22538

Depression and loneliness. People have gotten ignorant with people, nobody smiles anymore.
It's depressing, and now have more mental health issues to deal with.

2/19/2022 4:40 PM

22539

It has made life miserable and I've lost work over this shit

2/19/2022 4:40 PM

22540

Two years of isolation

2/19/2022 4:40 PM

22541

My ability to run my business and earn sustainable income for my family has been greatly
impacted. My mental health, and that of my families has also been impacted. My children hate
going to school because they have to wear masks and not being able to socialize with friends
or have birthday parties, attend events and just be normal kids etc I moved to a new
community, and had a baby just before the “pandemic” began and had quite a battle with post
partum depression/anxiety etc and had a heck of a time to obtain the supports I needed to get

2/19/2022 4:40 PM
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better. My mental health continues to be a struggle due to pandemic restrictions and being
isolated, unable to attend normal social events to meet new people, make friends, and find
community for 2yrs has led to hardships.
22542

Divorce

2/19/2022 4:40 PM

22543

Slightly changed

2/19/2022 4:40 PM

22544

I have lost my job and struggled to pay my bills. I fell into a really bad depression because of
all of this

2/19/2022 4:40 PM

22545

It has caused severe damage and harm to my family members and friends. This extreme
measure should have never happened.

2/19/2022 4:40 PM

22546

Dramatically

2/19/2022 4:40 PM

22547

Destroyed my business and my livelihood

2/19/2022 4:40 PM

22548

I’m poor and sad and it’s hard to work

2/19/2022 4:40 PM

22549

My 35 yr career was ended because I could not stand the rule changes within regions health
department. Nothing made sense and it became more than obvious it was a plandemic. I went
thru cancer alone, my fiance and I haven't seen each other in over a yr. If I didn't comply with
absurd rules of the jab in my body then I highly doubt I'll see him again. My whole future since
2020 has be fucked because of covid restrictions.

2/19/2022 4:40 PM

22550

I have an illness called POTS where my heart rate goes really high when i stand up and I can
easily faint. I am affected by wearing masks in public. When my heart rate goes up my
temperature also rises and wearing masks has made going shopping a nightmare because of
lack of oxygen and overheating. I often feel very unwell when I'm out so my husband now does
all of our shopping. I can't live a normal life right now and no one seems to care.

2/19/2022 4:40 PM

22551

The divisiveness of my friends and family make me not want to socialize with any of them.
"You're either with me or against", but why can't we just respect each others' choices/opinions
and move on to another topic?

2/19/2022 4:40 PM

22552

My family income was affected by all that mandates, loosing money.

2/19/2022 4:40 PM

22553

Family division

2/19/2022 4:40 PM

22554

It has helped to keep me safe

2/19/2022 4:40 PM

22555

It’s divided us as human beings and also kids are being punished because they cannot do
what kids should be doing in normal every day living! Figure it out and stop this tyrannical act
from the devil himself!!

2/19/2022 4:40 PM

22556

Mental health

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22557

No social events and no travelling

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22558

Very badly

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22559

Feel isolated and peer pressure for not agreeing with mandates

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22560

It's been a nightmare.

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22561

I am a prisoner in my country

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22562

I lost my job.

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22563

No energy Depression Weight gain

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22564

Lost part of my business, increase stress, reduced my income, put an enourmous amount of
stress on my children and create a divide between me and my ex-spouse regarding
vaccinating our children.

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22565

Suicidal thoughts as im treated like a prisoner

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22566

I lost my job. Mine and my children's mental health. Sports, school affected.

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22567

I feel like a person of colour in the 50s

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22568

Deaths sadness sickness and treatment there of nursing home isolation of father two years no

2/19/2022 4:39 PM
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visit of sick husband allowed even though exemption was given because of fisa ility
22569

My son's state college requires booster. If the policy doesn't change he might have to transfer
to a private college - more money on top of the inflation.

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22570

Feels as though we lost our freedom of choice.

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22571

Have a breathing problem and the mask is not for me.

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22572

Destroyed it after the federal government forced the closure of the mine I was working at in
March 2020

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22573

Terribly I lost income and feel like being In prison

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22574

*The* mandate? Do you mean the one that has kept me safe, or the on that has kept others
safe?

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22575

Depression anxiety not being able to be with my mother in hospital that passed 🥲

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22576

I'm a prisoner in my own country and community

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22577

Closed down my business, laid off my staff. Gave up my office I’ve had for 25 years. Haven’t
been able to travel by air. No dining out. No attending church. Refused entry to our local flea
market. Can’t use the pool, library, ice rink or any other public facility. Can’t watch my
grandchildren play hockey. Can’t visit my son and his family in the US. Haven’t seen them
since 2019. Can’t attend pubs, concerts, weddings, funerals or family gathering. It’s taking its
tole on our health. Not Covid, but consequences from Mandates from both levels of
government. Passports do nothing to help protect me from Covid or from passing it on if I did
get it. The PCR tests have such a high percentage of false readings that I put no value of
these misleading reports from government and the media. I have lost all confidence in our
governments ability to manage this virus. More political than science. The science I have
heard from is more convincing than the narrative from current health Ministers. Why is the
science different in other provinces, states and countries. There is a need for debate about
which science we will follow. The results from the current mandates are devastating lives,
families, businesses and our economy. It’s been a disaster. More of the same is not an option
in my opinion.

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22578

Not me but for sure small business owners. I like the social places ve more clean and no
overcrowded but also understand that is hard to make living for them

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22579

Kids no school,no docors visit,work from home,no vacation,no travel, no visits to senior
homes,favourite small business closed down

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22580

Divisions within family, friends, church, community

2/19/2022 4:39 PM

22581

Imensely! Mental health, exhausted for work, social, not able to visit family in USA for 2 years,
not able to visit live ones in residential care…

2/19/2022 4:38 PM

22582

Family, relationships, children.... affected my employment and ability to make a living... my
whole life actually

2/19/2022 4:38 PM

22583

Slowed it down.

2/19/2022 4:38 PM

22584

Depression, anxiety. Fear of speaking my mind because of the backlash from friends and
family who disagree.

2/19/2022 4:38 PM

22585

In all aspects of life, if I knew from the beginning of declared pandemia, what government was
creating for is, I would live this country permanently until democratically choose government
will take over .

2/19/2022 4:38 PM

22586

Greatly, for the worse.

2/19/2022 4:38 PM

22587

Lack of socializing and emotional damage to children

2/19/2022 4:38 PM

22588

It was created social isolation for our loved ones.

2/19/2022 4:38 PM

22589

The mandates have made me depressed ( I have never depressed ) I felt I was Coerced and
cried for a week when I had to get the jab or lose my job . I felt violated. I have lost friends .

2/19/2022 4:38 PM

22590

Had enough of wearing masks. “Vaccines are really only like a flu shot. They give only
temporary immunity. Healthy people 95% only get mild symptoms.Elderly and obese and those

2/19/2022 4:38 PM
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with underlying conditions are the ones in icu and dying.
22591

Have become very depressed and untrusting of government and those in power. Have had
family members pass away from the social isolation the mandates have caused.

2/19/2022 4:38 PM

22592

I can't take my children to their sporting events or a restaurant or anywhere fun

2/19/2022 4:38 PM

22593

Isolation from friends and family

2/19/2022 4:38 PM

22594

Destroying everything I built!

2/19/2022 4:38 PM

22595

It has created financial, emotional, mental, and physical stress on myself and my family, not
to mention the terrible fact that my 108 yr old Grandmother died in a care home having been
refused family support and love in the last 2 yrs of her life! She died alone , scared and with no
understanding of why she was alone. My family has lost jobs, friends , and division even
settled within my family over these mandates. The loss of personal rights and the fear
associated with the non transparent agenda of the government and their willingness to
criminalise and segregate this country has devastated my ability to trust the government or
medical community.

2/19/2022 4:38 PM

22596

As it has effected everyone.

2/19/2022 4:38 PM

22597

No job

2/19/2022 4:38 PM

22598

Extreme anxiety.

2/19/2022 4:38 PM

22599

Made me believe life isn’t worth living. I never had mental health issues, but now I do and I
completely understand why people would just rather die than to live a life of misery.

2/19/2022 4:38 PM

22600

👎🏻

2/19/2022 4:38 PM

22601

BRUTALLY

2/19/2022 4:38 PM

22602

kept me healthy and able to see loved ones in small numbers

2/19/2022 4:37 PM

22603

I feel abused, insulted, and taken advantage of by the government and by the media. I have no
respect for either any more. I no longer trust police or doctors. You are all in on the false
narrative because you are only thinking about you yourself, Not Canadians. You seem to enjoy
lying and screwing people. You love power and control. You are evil and do not have my
respect any more. None of you.

2/19/2022 4:37 PM

22604

Can't socialize

2/19/2022 4:37 PM

22605

It has caused so much division among my family and friends.

2/19/2022 4:37 PM

22606

Caused mental illness, extra stress, loss of income etc

2/19/2022 4:37 PM

22607

Negatively affected my mental health and relationships.

2/19/2022 4:37 PM

22608

It has made me feel safer out in the community

2/19/2022 4:37 PM

22609

Can’t go out because I’m not vaccinated and I can’t visit family and friends in the U.S.

2/19/2022 4:37 PM

22610

the mandates have interupted my recovery of a spinal injury by stopping me from continuing
swimming. I actually took the time to move to a city with a pool to begin the best
physiotherapy,,and pool was either closed or had ridiculous mandates, now including the
poison shot

2/19/2022 4:37 PM

22611

Mentally

2/19/2022 4:37 PM

22612

It has caused anxiety and depression.

2/19/2022 4:37 PM

22613

Not as bad as other people but has made life way more stress full. Also horrible to see soo
many people suffer with depression and loss of their business's.. Things they have work hard
for their whole lives

2/19/2022 4:37 PM

22614

Wearing masks makes it hard to breath at work Social distancing is making people scared to
have any human connections. Passport takes away from enjoyment of life or experiencing new
things and visiting family. Vaccine is not my way to go as I believe in human natural immunity
always have been this way and my health has always been excellent no issues.

2/19/2022 4:37 PM

22615

Isolation has kept me away from family. As a single person this has been a disaster. I was

2/19/2022 4:37 PM
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sick (non-covid) April, May, June, July 2021 and because my family lives in another province I
was left to fend for myself and had to rely on strangers and pay for services my family would
have helped me with if they could have gotten to me. Restrictions prevented them from
traveling.
22616

Every aspect

2/19/2022 4:37 PM

22617

It's stopped me from making a living in my career in the travel industry. It's causing isolation,
anxiety issues in folks. It's got to ✋ STOP.

2/19/2022 4:37 PM

22618

Mental health is deteriorating

2/19/2022 4:37 PM

22619

It has made me feel safer leaving my home, and not worry about the health of myself, my
friends, and family.

2/19/2022 4:37 PM

22620

I'm out at f work. Out now f shape and have lost friends and family. Thousand forced and
affected by vaccines. Media silenced, bought and paid for. I feel a sense of hate for the ones
that have been duped into believing what they are doing to innocent people's lives, their health,
their rights, their income, their trust and freedom are justified.

2/19/2022 4:37 PM

22621

There is not enough time or space to tell you all this.

2/19/2022 4:37 PM

22622

Inable to cae for senior parents properly and loss in income

2/19/2022 4:37 PM

22623

My whole life,no visiting our parents, terrible!!!!!!

2/19/2022 4:37 PM

22624

Limited movement around my community and country, prevented me from seeing elderly
family

2/19/2022 4:36 PM

22625

Serious Discrimination

2/19/2022 4:36 PM

22626

It has interfered with life as we knew it It has caused splits amount family and friends

2/19/2022 4:36 PM

22627

I have lost work and our family has been divided with these enforced mandates. Our children
have careers on hold unless they conform.

2/19/2022 4:36 PM

22628

I have been ostracized and isolated. Have lost job and career opportunities. Experienced
delays in getting proper medical care and testing. Have lost family and friends. Mental health
is in decline and am now experiencing anxiety. I am absolutely disgusted with how are
government is handling things, completely disregarding science. Punishing those of us that
just want to be healthy! Have lost all confidence in all levels of government.

2/19/2022 4:36 PM

22629

Greatly

2/19/2022 4:36 PM

22630

Makes you feel like you're being controlled, living in communist country, loss of freedom, it is
wrong. We're being "manipulated."

2/19/2022 4:36 PM

22631

I feeI'm not human. I feel my rights are violated. I feel I'm not in Canada. This mandate is a
disgrace to all Canadians

2/19/2022 4:36 PM

22632

Mental and physical health. Family and friend relations. My children’s mental health and
education is highly affected

2/19/2022 4:36 PM

22633

Damaged moral, ruined my church, caused divisions among Canadians, worsened the care at
hospitals, caused excessive inflation, made travel impossible, reduced the quality of life
tenfold.

2/19/2022 4:36 PM

22634

Lost job Friend dying of stage 4 cancer due to delayed diagnosis

2/19/2022 4:36 PM

22635

Missed graduations, funerals

2/19/2022 4:36 PM

22636

It’s destroyed it

2/19/2022 4:36 PM

22637

In every way

2/19/2022 4:36 PM

22638

Stress and depression. Children struggling in school academically and mentally. Had to be
vaccinated for my job.

2/19/2022 4:36 PM

22639

Seclusion, fear, lost closeness with family, caused problems with family, negativity and
depression most of all

2/19/2022 4:36 PM

22640

Social segregation, hate.

2/19/2022 4:36 PM
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22641

My kids can’t play with their friends, we can’t spend time with family, my face and kids faces
have broke out from masks. My family members have called me names and basically want
nothing to do with me because the government told them so.

2/19/2022 4:35 PM

22642

Destroyed some of my relationships, destroyed my business, destroyed my trust in the
government.

2/19/2022 4:35 PM

22643

I was forced to get the vax to keep my job in healthcare

2/19/2022 4:35 PM

22644

I can not fly home to my property in Ontario even though it is an emergency I can't board a
plane because I'm not vaccinated. I feel trapped on Vancouver Island because its too
dangerous to drive all the way there right now in the snow. The vaccine and vaccine passport
pressure scares me, when I am a healthy happy 40 year old who has a healthy immune
system. The vaccine has caused a divide amongst my family and friends leaving us unvaxxed
feeling ostracized.

2/19/2022 4:35 PM

22645

Isolation, mental health, stress, depression

2/19/2022 4:35 PM

22646

Loss of freedom of choice.

2/19/2022 4:35 PM

22647

2 years with ZERO results!

2/19/2022 4:35 PM

22648

The mental toll and the huge divide in society!

2/19/2022 4:35 PM

22649

Has made me bitter

2/19/2022 4:35 PM

22650

I feel like I can’t live my best life .

2/19/2022 4:35 PM

22651

Limited what I am able to do. Been treated as a racist and terrible person becos of my views. I
am healing holistically from cancer and having the vaccine would greatly affect my progress. I
am allowed to decline allopathic treatment for cancer but not the vaccine which negatively
affects my healing.

2/19/2022 4:35 PM

22652

Made it extremely stressful

2/19/2022 4:35 PM

22653

I am an aircraft mechanic , it has decimated my industry , I have lost 1.5 years of my savings
plan for my retirement , I cannot go out for a beer with a good friend who choose not to get
vaccinated , I have to wear a mask at work , my kid has to wear a mask to school , I see
stress and mental health decline all around me and my mistrust of government and
mainstream media , I find it very inconvenient to wear the stupid mask everywhere I go

2/19/2022 4:35 PM

22654

Job Livelihood Childrens life Feel Like everyone wants to hate everyone Loss of friends and
family

2/19/2022 4:35 PM

22655

Segregation

2/19/2022 4:35 PM

22656

Both my parents died alone due to restrictions.

2/19/2022 4:35 PM

22657

I am unable to fly to see my children and grandchildren. My work is limited because I am not
vaccinated. (Had COVID) so I am relying on my natural immunity. Friendships have been lost
and family relationships have been strained because of my choice to not get vaccinated.

2/19/2022 4:35 PM

22658

Lost employment, not allowed to travel freely, created division with family and friends, limited
my ability to contribute to my local economy, mentally draining to deal with governmental
gaslighting, being segragated from society, events, livelihoods.

2/19/2022 4:34 PM

22659

It has affected my mental and physical health. The ability to make a living. Things have been
really hard not been able to be with family and friends. And those that are sick and need us the
most. So many people have had to die alone without loved ones with them. The ability to travel
freely well JT travels the world.

2/19/2022 4:34 PM

22660

I have been discriminated against and treated lesser than others and insulted for not being able
to cover my nose due to my claustrophobia while being perfectly healthy. Canadian politician
have participated in a gross misuse of power and are responsible for driving a wedge of
division in 5his glorious nation! THIS HAS TO STOP!

2/19/2022 4:34 PM

22661

Not being able to see family,or in hospital,mental health issues

2/19/2022 4:34 PM

22662

It has taken away basic freedoms and employment

2/19/2022 4:34 PM

22663

I was forced out of my job after working as an essential employee for not revealing my medical

2/19/2022 4:34 PM
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status .
22664

Is has taken away my FREEDOMS that I am supposed to have in a so-cslled DEMOCRATIC
country!!!

2/19/2022 4:34 PM

22665

Loss of wages. Divided family. Mental health issues.

2/19/2022 4:34 PM

22666

No social freedoms, no travelling, no restaurants, no time with family

2/19/2022 4:34 PM

22667

Isolation, can’t go to sit down restaurants, theatres, games, division amounts friends and
family, verbal abuse, pressure to conform, loss of freedom, extreme disappointment in our
government and politicians, masks b

2/19/2022 4:34 PM

22668

In a very negative way. They stress me out and everyone around me.

2/19/2022 4:34 PM

22669

I have ignored them as much as possible.

2/19/2022 4:34 PM

22670

Had my business fail and closed

2/19/2022 4:34 PM

22671

Badly

2/19/2022 4:34 PM

22672

kept me healthy and alive

2/19/2022 4:34 PM

22673

My wife and I both lost our jobs. Severe emotional stress.

2/19/2022 4:34 PM

22674

It made me choose between getting vaccinated and completing my post secondary degree as I
had to complete my clinical studies in hospital.

2/19/2022 4:34 PM

22675

Have missed seeing family members Lost a brother suddenly Could not have a proper funeral
work has been terrible wearing all the ppe work in mental health it has affected a lot of client's
mental health Lots of rules that have not made sense Agency has lost employees because of
the mandate of vaccines Convoy brought hope to the nation it is terrible how Trudeau has
acted throughout the last year

2/19/2022 4:34 PM

22676

Positively. I love with an immune comprised individual (transplant recipient and cancer patient)
and I know these mandates are meant to protect not only the general public but also the most
vulnerable members of our society. Mandates mean being selfless and ensuring everyone has
the freedom to not live in fear of getting sick and dying.

2/19/2022 4:34 PM

22677

Employment, breech of privacy, social life, verbal abuse

2/19/2022 4:33 PM

22678

It’s all a big hinderance in life

2/19/2022 4:33 PM

22679

How hasn’t it!

2/19/2022 4:33 PM

22680

For me it’s been a loss of freedom, it’s been a loss to every single person.

2/19/2022 4:33 PM

22681

Lost job of 14 years, denied access to local amenitites.

2/19/2022 4:33 PM

22682

My job will be ending - Aviation industry

2/19/2022 4:33 PM

22683

Division within families & friends, allergies to masks, accusations & rude comments/looks
from people who follow all the mandates & think everyone else should live in the fear/lies
imposed upon them from corrupt government, corrupt health authorities, big pharma etc.

2/19/2022 4:33 PM

22684

Inconvenience

2/19/2022 4:33 PM

22685

Socially, financially, mentally. Division and segregation. It needs to end

2/19/2022 4:33 PM

22686

My family is against me, I can't get together with my friends because the media has put fear
into them to stay away from the unvaccinated. I can't donate my kidney to someone that is in
need because I'm not vaccinated sad it goes on

2/19/2022 4:33 PM

22687

By keeping me SAFE

2/19/2022 4:33 PM

22688

Ruined all my respect for Canada

2/19/2022 4:33 PM

22689

No

2/19/2022 4:33 PM

22690

Depression

2/19/2022 4:33 PM

22691

Hasn't

2/19/2022 4:33 PM
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22692

Extremely adversely in every way

2/19/2022 4:33 PM

22693

Cant have funerals, weddings,worship ,cant go into stores, family cant come together. Child
depression ... basically lack of freedom and expression, relationships broken, In all.... every
aspect of my life

2/19/2022 4:33 PM

22694

I never thought freedom would be an issue in my life living in Canada. How our country has
changed. It’s sickening - no longer able to make decisions about our own bodies; and if you
choose to not follow the rules then you will be punished. I’m done with it all, I was 2 years ago.

2/19/2022 4:33 PM

22695

Yeah

2/19/2022 4:33 PM

22696

I’m an addict and since January 2020 I’ve lost 18 close friends to overdose… the
overwhelming feeling of loss today February 19 2022 is a feeling I can’t explain….

2/19/2022 4:32 PM

22697

Cannot fly to see my elderly mother and family in states. Feel like I’m a leper. Come to realize
it’s not about the vaccine anymore. You would think that government would leave the
unvaccinated 10% alone But instead they created this mess out of pride and ego, then to
freeze accounts?? Evil is all I can say.

2/19/2022 4:32 PM

22698

It has torn my family apart as people are on opposite opinions. We should all have a right of
choice without consequences. The worst part was having to bury my youngest daughter. She
died after receiving her 2nd shot. Do you have any idea how heart wrenching it is as a parent
to have to bury your own daughter especially since it could’ve been avoided. She got the
vaccine because she didn’t want to lose her job so she complied against better judgement. My
oldest daughter was just over 6 months pregnant and her Dr assured her the vaccine was safe
so she got her 1at dose. About 1 week later she lost her son. Up until the vaccine her
pregnancy was normal and Baby was healthy & developing well. My oldest daughter got to
hold her little boy. She named him Connor and we made arrangements and had a funeral to say
goodbye. So our family was heartbroken to say goodbye to Connor. My husband and my
daughter in law have lost their jobs and my youngest son (21) has been living in a motel
because he can’t get an apartment to rent because landlords where he lives are demanding
that their tenants have the vaccines. My son has Autism and is considered high functioning.
He is a welder and works full time but he is scared of the vaccine so he won’t get it. As a
result he is being penalized because of that and he is living out of a motel. Mandates have torn
this country apart. Canadians used to be very loving & caring about one another. Now it seems
humanity is gone. This country is in serious distress and the current government is 100%
responsible for this mess.

2/19/2022 4:32 PM

22699

It hasn't but it has cause unnecessary hardship for others.

2/19/2022 4:32 PM

22700

Not in a good way.

2/19/2022 4:32 PM

22701

Bad

2/19/2022 4:32 PM

22702

negatively, get more irritations in my throat from wearing the mask, socially, it prevents healthy
social relationships, continues needless fears and prevents/limits travelling; separates people

2/19/2022 4:32 PM

22703

I've been discriminated against by businesses and my children have been refused entry into
community centers that my tax dollars pay to support.

2/19/2022 4:32 PM

22704

Ruined it

2/19/2022 4:32 PM

22705

The mandates have caused division amongst my family, friendships, and relationship with the
government of Canada. I was bullied into receiving three unjustifiable injections, and am afraid
of the future our children will have now that the government is flaunting its overreached
powers.

2/19/2022 4:32 PM

22706

The mandates have resulted me in losing my job and being unable to see family that lives out
of the province.

2/19/2022 4:32 PM

22707

I feel safer knowing so many of the population is vaccinated

2/19/2022 4:32 PM

22708

The mandate has kept ourselves, family and friends safe from COVID

2/19/2022 4:32 PM

22709

Lots.

2/19/2022 4:32 PM

22710

Had to lay off employees! Are restricted in everyday life in everyway!

2/19/2022 4:32 PM

22711

I was coerced by threat of termination to take the vaccine as I work for a medical company

2/19/2022 4:32 PM
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BUT i am a fully remote worker and was still forced to take the vaccine. I have had difficulties
conceiving, whether or not that is directly related to the vaccine, we will never know for sure as
there are no completed clinical trial to prove otherwise. I have experienced emotional & mental
hurt due to these tyrannical measures. It has caused division within my family and within my
church. It has also prevented me and my husband to visit his family abroad whom he has not
seen in 3+ years. Family is of huge importance to us. We have missed out on my
grandmother's funeral in the philippines; we were unable to help support my mother-in-law when
she was sick in hospital for a time. We are prisoners in our own country.
22712

It has affected mental health of every member of our family, it is destroying my husband’s
business & it’s ruining childhood of my children!

2/19/2022 4:32 PM

22713

Economically, mentally, emotionally, socially

2/19/2022 4:32 PM

22714

De plusieurs façons négatives

2/19/2022 4:32 PM

22715

Fear, financial, family divisiveness, mental stress, phobia, depression, killed our 28 year old
successful family business, divided family, divided friends, depression, prohibited from
religious worship, unable to grieve the loss of loved ones to attend funerals, socially dis
function , my husband had stroke from mnra vaccine

2/19/2022 4:32 PM

22716

100 percent downhill very sad

2/19/2022 4:31 PM

22717

It has diminished the overall quality of life.

2/19/2022 4:31 PM

22718

I have 2 babies born during the pandemic and haven’t been able to do anything with them..
pretty sad my almost 2 year old has 1 friend because of this

2/19/2022 4:31 PM

22719

Severe financial and other negative impacts to my work organization, divided family, friends
coworkers. Severe negative effects on my mental health. I feel like a prisoner in my own
country.

2/19/2022 4:31 PM

22720

Watching family members die after taking the jab

2/19/2022 4:31 PM

22721

Mental health of my children

2/19/2022 4:31 PM

22722

Going through a separation and financial hardship

2/19/2022 4:31 PM

22723

Can't coach anymore or workout at gyms.

2/19/2022 4:31 PM

22724

My son was born in the first lock down and has only met his immediate family. My partner has
been out of a job for almost 3 years due to the lack of jobs.

2/19/2022 4:31 PM

22725

Family members lost their jobs. It breaks my heart to see a family member breaking down in
tears because of pressure and harassment at work for refusing to take the vaccine... no one
listens to why we refuse to take the vaccine. Also, not being able to travel to visit family has
been hard.

2/19/2022 4:31 PM

22726

Unable to travel or be with friends and family.

2/19/2022 4:31 PM

22727

LWOP!

2/19/2022 4:31 PM

22728

It has been very divisive for every aspect of our lives. Division between provances, Between
all governments and people between friends and even between family members themselves.

2/19/2022 4:31 PM

22729

Split small towns up and families up created a call system

2/19/2022 4:31 PM

22730

It has increased my anxiety, lost our family money and divided many of the members

2/19/2022 4:31 PM

22731

My Business has failed miserably , sales are down 50 - 60 % Global Supply is affecting this
and the ability of consumers to visit sporting goods boutiques

2/19/2022 4:31 PM

22732

Don’t like to see people wearing masks. It makes me depressed. I’m person who enjoys
talking but now I can’t. I want my life back.

2/19/2022 4:31 PM

22733

Work!! And as a Canadian I feel I have been divided because of my choices. That's not what
we were put on this planet to do. We are all human we are put on this planet to make
relationships to do what we want within positive means!!! Justin Trudeau reminds me of Hitlar
deciding and brain washing people to stick by his rules and regulations... but because
Canadians are sticking together and protecting their rights and the prime minister is ripping out
rights from us!!!!

2/19/2022 4:31 PM
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22734

I don't speak to most of my family due to opposing positions. My business is in the toilet.
Watching children in masks breaks my heart.

2/19/2022 4:31 PM

22735

Loss of income and social life is obsolete.

2/19/2022 4:31 PM

22736

Minimally

2/19/2022 4:31 PM

22737

Shortage of supply snd man power

2/19/2022 4:31 PM

22738

Force to take the jab for my job!

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22739

Emotionally, financially, ruining my family

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22740

Not seeing family and friends has had a mental affect on me. Not wanting to participate in
vaccine passport has taken away my civil liberties from not being able to attend events and
dine in restaurants Mandatory mask has made it difficult for me to be in public. I have
myasthenia gravis making breathing difficult and I do not believe in science and wearing
masks.

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22741

It has kept me, my family, friends, neighbours and the vulnerable members of society as safe
as possible.

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22742

We don’t feel safe in Canada

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22743

Divided many relationships and caused outright depression in some youth. Marriage is strained

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22744

Depression, anxiety, division, jobs, school. Every single aspect of our lives!

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22745

The mandate has greatly affected my wellbeing and ability to thrive in Canada. It has made me
greatly consider moving to another country. I am very disappointed in the way the covid
situation has been handled by our government.

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22746

I have been threatened of losing my job. Fortunately my boss backed off but there have been
many that have not been so lucky.

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22747

Socially

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22748

I have lost a lot of respect and faith in mankind in general,... as the sheep they are.. so easily
manipulated and trusting in the Godless tyrants they bow before.. a prison planet of fools and
suckers ! So many need to WAKE UP, that they are dragging the rest of us down !!

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22749

Not as much as most people

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22750

I am unemployed let go from my 8 yr career. 0 trust in the government. Depressed and sad.

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22751

It has effected my kids emotional state - when there are 5 year old kids that are depressed
there is something really wrong - and when my 4 and 5 year old know that what Trudeau is
doing is wrong - we have to get rid of Trudeau as soon as possible

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22752

I was unable to watch my son in his sports, when he turned 12 he was turned away from those
teams. I lost my grandmother and was not allowed to visit her before she died

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22753

Health issues

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22754

I have immunity from the covid and I feel my rights as a Canadian citizen have been violated. I
have friends and family members that the mandates have impacted them in serious ways. My
grandchildren are suffering and my children. We have worked hard all our lives to be good
citizens of Canada , We work pay taxes and hope for a good future for our children and
grandchildren..The restrictions have caused much hardship in our children financially and
emotionally. Please help the good people of Canada. We just want to live quite and peaceful
lives. We should be able to choose what we put into our body's. Thank you.

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22755

It has my family divided

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22756

It has negatively affected my children's lives! Emotionally, mentally and socially. My special
needs child whom would see his doctors and specialists on a regular basis, has had absolutely
no support and has not been seen by his pediatrician that manages his medication since
January 2020.

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22757

Wasn't allowed to have anyone else in with me during labour or after. My husband wasnt
allowed to come to any appointments or ultrasounds. Now she is missing out on opportunities
to do things. I had to make the choice to either get weekly testing or to get vaccinated to work.

2/19/2022 4:30 PM
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22758

I'm considerably more stressed and frequently ostracized due to my views.

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22759

Divided my family. I’ve only seen my beautiful grandchildren once in 6 months. I can’t travel by
air, train or bus, I cannot leave Canada. I haven’t been able to attend a normal church service,
funeral, graduation or wedding. I cannot watch my grandchildren play sports. I don’t have many
years left, almost 3 have been stolen all over a virus that is 99% recoverable. Early treatment
would have saved thousands of lives but that was not allowed! By refusing early treatment a
virus was allowed to kill creating great fear in almost everyone. That fear was fed endlessly by
politicians and mainstream media causing people to accept draconian measures. Justin
Trudeau used Covid to create fear and division between Canadians. Justin Trudeau refused to
talk to peaceful protesters, his response to his own peace loving citizens is violence. Violence
NEVER BEFORE used in Canada against it’s own people. What kind of animal is Justin
Trudeau? Where is his humanity?

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22760

Runed my life

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22761

Labour shortage at work, lost employees, difficult getting products shipped up to north due to
labour shortages, small businesses closing that had supplies we needed, increased isolation
resulting in mental health issues in myself and my daughter, lack of essential goods in grocery
stores, decreased services for clients in my line of work resulting in more mental health crisis
and drug over doses...

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22762

Stuck at home

2/19/2022 4:30 PM

22763

Had to get the covid shot to keep my job when i didn't want it. My mental health has been
affected terribly.

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22764

I was diagnosed with depression and anxiety and have to take medication for both. Regular
panic attacks. I hate what life has become.

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22765

I feel restricted. Forced to make uninformed decision. And I am sorry for those who pay for it

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22766

Nothing

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22767

It has caused such stress and trauma. Unforgivable pain by our government's decisions.

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22768

It made people angry at each other. Separated families and friends. It’s terribly divisive

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22769

Put on leave or absence

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22770

Its been a cold depressing 2 years.

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22771

No I’m fully vaccinated, people should lose there jobs for not getting the vaccination. They
should stay home till it all opens up.

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22772

My sanity and freedom

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22773

Cannot travel to see grandchildren or siblings. Destroyed my business.

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22774

Income down..lack of social gathering, could not attend funeral and wedding

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22775

I haven’t be able to go anywhere and my wife lost her store

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22776

Severe depression

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22777

The vaccine mandate has torn my family apart, torn my friendships apart, caused loved ones
to die alone in hospital, caused loved ones to be fired after 25-year careers, caused my kids to
be kicked out of sports teams, caused extreme stress and episodes of depression. ENOUGH.

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22778

not that much , i moved out of big cities, but very intrusive to people

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22779

Loss of employment. Unable to enjoy going out for a nice dinner at my favorite restaurants etc
etc...

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22780

Isolated can’t do what I want

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22781

Badly

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22782

Lost the right to breathe and be a normal member of society

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22783

The deepest depression I’ve ever experienced.

2/19/2022 4:29 PM
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22784

I had a new born during the pandemic, she hasn't met friends and family. She is delayed in
speech because of her care providers wearing masks. Let us get back to normal.

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22785

Me and my wife we're mentally exhausted. 8 can't go see my mother overseas and the rest of
my family.

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22786

I had to vaccinate myself

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22787

Negatively! Isolated. Mental health has suffered. Increase in alcohol consumption. Had to miss
first born son’s wedding & birth of first grandchild. Not able to travel, which has affected
physical & mental health. Added stress which negatively affects stage 4 cancer.

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22788

Had to leave my job as a nurse RN of 14 years to work 100% remote. Now our current license
is being threatened in BC. Not been able go to gyms, restaurants, theatres, games etc. as
well. Limited activities with our kids ie swimming and indoor places.

2/19/2022 4:29 PM

22789

Loss of freedom to do what I enjoy. Eating out and travelling. I have had to help family
members who have lost their jobs because they don't want the vax. I have almost lost family
and friends due to strokes and blood clots after getting vaxxed.

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22790

Negatively and on every level.

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22791

Il m’ont enlevé ma liberté, un métier que j’aimais beaucoup car trop de chicane entre les
médecins de l’urgence a cause de ceux qui accepte le 3000$ de bonus pour accepter d’inscrire
COVID comme diagnostic

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22792

Made me more aware of the effects of infectious worldwide

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22793

Our close relatives are greatly affected in Vancouver.

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22794

I dont know who to trust anymore!!

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22795

Not longer worth living, unable to see our kids and grandkids

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22796

My personal health

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22797

Vaccine passports have divided this nation unnecessarily. Trudeau has tried to say the
unvaccinated are bad people. I've been double vaccinated, so why should I be separated from
the unvaccinated? We have treated the unvaccinated as if they have the plague. Let people
make their own decisions and live together.

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22798

Ruined family relationships, friendships, my freedom to choose, my families freedom to
choose, fear from the government! And much more

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22799

Being more careful when I’m in public and improved personal hygiene.

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22800

Make me feel I live in a communist country

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22801

Has affected my job, my business. Mental health, monetary issues now, prices going up,
wages don't. Politicians need to take a pay cut, and freeze there wages for 10 years atleast

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22802

Emotionally, socially, physically, mentally.

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22803

Secluded, lonely, divided family, job loss, lower income job, not making ends meet

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22804

Loss of relationships between family and friends increased distrust in government and media.
Increased belief that covid is a front for much more evil government control

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22805

Taken away my right to freely move about and live my life.

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22806

Reduced retail sales in our business. Favoured big box stores and not small business which
are the backbone of the Canadian economy.

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22807

It has destroyed my family and friendships!

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22808

my surgery has been delayed almost 2 years. I can't go anywhere. can't visit my grandkids
myife hS been on hold fir this bs

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22809

Raised stress, consumed time, almost lost family income but an exemption was granted in the
end.

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22810

I cannot get the booster vaccine due to medical issues and could loose my job.

2/19/2022 4:28 PM
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22811

I lost my job of 15 years.

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22812

Considerably. More ways than I can even count. I am watching my children feel as if their life
is being pulled out from underneath of them. Our Prime Minister Justin Trudeau should be put
in jail and sentenced to death. Because he continues to murder children, women and anyone
that will line up for him. Shame on our government. I have no Faith left in our law, government
and in our charter of rights. It’s not worth the paper it is wrote on. Jessica, women

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22813

1 person per hospital has died in Alberta . There have been more deaths from drug over doses
and suicides than the Chinese virus .

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22814

2 worst years of my life! Horrible what has happened to.my country, no freedom, feels like
government overreach has gone too.far

2/19/2022 4:28 PM

22815

Hard on my Kids

2/19/2022 4:27 PM

22816

No life can’t do anything

2/19/2022 4:27 PM

22817

Lost work due to vaccine passport, inability to travel to see family across the country,
depression and anxiety due to mask wearing.

2/19/2022 4:27 PM

22818

Harmed work, mental and physical health, harmed social life, harmed my business.

2/19/2022 4:27 PM

22819

Its divided me from family and friends

2/19/2022 4:27 PM

22820

My 14 year old grandson couldn’t go to hockey, couldn’t go to school, started becoming violent
towards my daughter (very unlike him), and had to be put into a private facility for help (which
costed around $18,000 for the two months he was there) at the private expense of our family.
My daughter got horrendous headaches and suffers mental anguish from masking in school.
My husbands work was at a stand still for over a year. We couldn’t have funerals for two dear
great aunts and uncles….nor could we visit them in their dying days. The human price this has
made on us and the overall population is disgusting.

2/19/2022 4:27 PM

22821

All

2/19/2022 4:27 PM

22822

I've seen friends and family members lose their jobs to the point of having to sell their home
because they could no longer afford to live in their home. People need to be free to choose. I
believe would should protect the vulnerable for sure much the same way we do during
influenza season. These mandates are no longer reasonable given other countries are dropping
mandates and not seeing a huge influx of cases.

2/19/2022 4:27 PM

22823

It has hurt so many friends and family. Several lost jobs, depression in teens, family that died
alone. And so much division!

2/19/2022 4:27 PM

22824

Not enough room in here to say how much it has affected my life! Job, relationships, stress,
loss sleep the list goes on!

2/19/2022 4:27 PM

22825

Canada is supposed to be a free Country, well it hasn't been. A divide in society, mental health
problems and economic problems will effect all of the world greatly for a very long time. We
need to move forward with treating this like any other flu, and stop all mandates and let people
be free, its time to start healing some of the wounds this has caused.

2/19/2022 4:27 PM

22826

mental health don,t beleave nothing about covid it,s a money think for trudeau.

2/19/2022 4:27 PM

22827

In every way possible!

2/19/2022 4:27 PM

22828

Arguments with family Feel like a prisoner in my own country

2/19/2022 4:27 PM

22829

Masks, no church, no going out to eat.

2/19/2022 4:27 PM

22830

Lost my job & the interaction with people & the things I use to enjoy!

2/19/2022 4:27 PM

22831

My wife had a reaction to the vac and is still not 100 percent so we can't get a card pass and
go do normal stuff

2/19/2022 4:27 PM

22832

Has increased depression and a feeling of loss and hopelessness.

2/19/2022 4:27 PM

22833

made me socially isolated and when you live alone it is very difficult.

2/19/2022 4:27 PM

22834

Made life very difficult being unvaccinated. Couldn't go a lot of places and made things tough
with teenage children who play sports. Has also intensely affected mental health in our home.

2/19/2022 4:26 PM
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22835

Income family and friends food rent bills Etc. Too numerous to list

2/19/2022 4:26 PM

22836

Had to take a vaccine that was unproven and not approved for no reason. I was coerced to
take it to keep my job.

2/19/2022 4:26 PM

22837

We were not able to hold a funeral for my dad like he deserved !

2/19/2022 4:26 PM

22838

It has caused constant anxiety from unrelenting overreach from elected officials I am severely
depressed

2/19/2022 4:26 PM

22839

Horrifically both my parents died and we WERE ROBBED OF OUR FINAL HOURS WITH MY
MOM AND HAVE NOT HAD A FUNERAL FOR EITHER MY SON WAS ROBBED OF HIS
GRADUATION AND HOCKEY CAREER

2/19/2022 4:26 PM

22840

It took away my job and made life a living hell. Canada is the worst place on earth to live. The
government has absolutely destroyed our country. All politicians should be tried and publicly
hung.

2/19/2022 4:26 PM

22841

I have been unable to participate in normal life due to my vaccine status. I have been unable
to participate in church.

2/19/2022 4:26 PM

22842

Greatly, depression and illness abound

2/19/2022 4:26 PM

22843

Yes

2/19/2022 4:26 PM

22844

I've suffered both mentally and financially.

2/19/2022 4:26 PM

22845

This pandemic has affected so many people and in so many ways! These mandates and our
Prime Minister's mentality has affected so many people with disabilities, discrimination at its
best, personaly I have gotten refused entry, singled out, kicked out of stores and confronted
and argued with in front of employees and customers! Below is a series of events and
opinions. I CAN NOT WEAR A MASK I was born with allergies and I have never had any
vaccinations from birth! These mandates must go, it is a matter of life and death for many
physical disabled people and people suffering of mental health! Many like me can not do it
anymore! Here is why I feel so strongly about getting Freedom of choice, I'm sick of being
locked up in my home, forced to wear a mask even if I can't with a letter from my Doctor,
getting kicked out of stores or refused entry, looked strangely and feel judged when I am
allowed to go somewhere with no mask! No apt. anywhere will let me go in or hospitals without
a mask, they rather see me have a asthma attack! Everytime they make me wear a mask my
anxiety goes off the wall, I break out in sweat, want to throw up and I have to rush out. I am
sick of having to rely on other people to do my essential shopping! I'm really really sick of it all
that I've had bad thoughts, this is one good reason we need to get rid of these mandates, it is
affecting many people's mental health!!! I have bad Asthma, had a lung infection a few weeks
ago with 5X more difficulty breathing as usual, Emerg health care forced me to wear a mask
almost killing me, I had to stand outdoors at -20 without a mask so I could somewhat get
some air into me while waiting to see a Doctor, just imagine my anxiety not able to breath,
makes me cry just thinking about it, I am not the only one going through this!!!! Most people
with young children want these mandates gone, it is so wrong to give our children the
responsibilities of wearing a mask all day, in the school bus and at school, it is so
heartbreaking to see my granddaughter at 4 years old having to wear a mask and crying
because she doesn't want to wear it, it is pure cruelty, most of you I have been arguing with
and not agreeing with freedom of choice have no young children or grandchildren, just image
the mental consequences this is causing them!!!! For God sakes let our children be children
and free of these mandates! WE NEED TO BE ABLE TO MAKE CHOICES THAT ARE BEST
FOR US AS INDIVIDUAL AND OUR HEALTH CONDITION!!!! Just this week again at a local
store, even with a letter from my Doctor, I was told to stay home if I can't wear a mask, I'm
done with this, how much longer will I keep crying until I am driven to stop this hurt and
discrimination!

2/19/2022 4:26 PM

22846

Loss of business, friends, family!

2/19/2022 4:26 PM

22847

As an artist I've had shows cancelled we workshops cancelled sold no art. No money

2/19/2022 4:26 PM

22848

Lost a job! Some of my family won’t talk with me the extra stress over the hole thing even
giving my daughter who is 14

2/19/2022 4:26 PM

22849

unable to eat in restaurants or go to the recreational centre

2/19/2022 4:25 PM

22850

Kids unable to play sports- excluded from activities

2/19/2022 4:25 PM
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22851

Lack of Social life, especially relation with the others.

2/19/2022 4:25 PM

22852

I’ve lost my employment in Ltc due to not receiving the vaccine. It has placed fear in my
family and forced two of my daughters to choose between keeping their jobs for livelihood or
making their own health decisions. It has caused division between my family and friends…
mostly it has caused hate and hostility within my Canadian family. Thank you

2/19/2022 4:25 PM

22853

Division in family and unable to help people in need. Unable to worship and connect with other
Christians. Unable t speak or post my opinions online such as facebook

2/19/2022 4:25 PM

22854

My wife has been given an ultimatum to either get the shot or lose her job.

2/19/2022 4:25 PM

22855

Hard to make a living. Not seeing family and friends.

2/19/2022 4:25 PM

22856

Kept my grandparents alive

2/19/2022 4:25 PM

22857

My beloved business that provides for my family is on the verge of bankruptsy. I had to
followed mandates and lockdowns and my rent has been the same all the way... It seems the
purpose has been to bunkrupt small business. Crash family income.

2/19/2022 4:25 PM

22858

Mandates have destroyed my quality of life. I am currently unable to attend post secondary or
travel to see my aging grandparents in New Brunswick. I am disgusted with the incompetence
at each juncture of this Governments Covid 19 response.

2/19/2022 4:25 PM

22859

It sucks, but I like to think of others and so what I can to be a positive part of the community.

2/19/2022 4:25 PM

22860

Can’t go to restaurants or any places that require you to be vaccinated. Need to wear masks
(even my kids ages 8,5!!).

2/19/2022 4:25 PM

22861

I cannot get a job in my field as a cdsw because I am not vaccinated. And 4 men who sexual
assaulted me as a child . 22 charges against them being let go because of the lockdowns.

2/19/2022 4:25 PM

22862

It's affected my kids lives mainly . They have been unable to do regular kid things for 2 years
now over a season cold and flu . This needs to end

2/19/2022 4:25 PM

22863

It's been taking away our constitutional freedom

2/19/2022 4:25 PM

22864

Kept me alive

2/19/2022 4:25 PM

22865

Done To the point of commiting Suicide to make it stop.

2/19/2022 4:25 PM

22866

I had to get a vaccine that I don’t believe in for traveling . I don’t have any trust or faith left in
our health care or political

2/19/2022 4:25 PM

22867

Depression. Social isolation . Closed my business

2/19/2022 4:25 PM

22868

We are in full on communism

2/19/2022 4:25 PM

22869

Has greatly impacted my mental health. I have Borderline Personality Disorder and have
contemplated suicide on sever occasions. Police and medical intervention necessary on the
last occasion. END NOW!

2/19/2022 4:25 PM

22870

I have lost my job

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22871

I can not visit my brother who lives in a care home one of many examples

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22872

I am on leave without pay because I won’t take the vaccine because I am concerned it is not
safe and have personal family health history of heart disease amongst others and personal
health issues. I work at home and requested to do testing versus taking a vaccine I am scared
to take. This would protect my coworkers, even though I work from home! That reasonable
request was denied even though I work at home! I offered to pay for the tests as well, so I
wouldn’t impose any undue hardship for my employer, but that was denied. Now I may have to
sell my family home because I have no income and have no income to put food on the table
because I won’t take a vaccine that is proving more and more that it is doing more harm than
good. A vaccine that doesn’t stop transmission and doesn’t keep people from being
hospitalized. A vaccine that has killed innocent people and children. That causes mild to
severe adverse effects that doctors are refusing to report!

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22873

My son was kicked out of college for not getting vaccinated. My wife lost her job for not getting
vaccinated My business was closed and lost 25% of our year revenue because of it.

2/19/2022 4:24 PM
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22874

Definitely and forever my trust in this country

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22875

Lost relationship. Losing employment. Losing home. Losing mental health. Losing.

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22876

I have been attacked by customers in stores while I shop, discriminated against, been called a
science denier and an anti vaxxer, divided and demonized because of Trudeau's horrible and
divisive speech. I have lost work and spent all of my savings to keep up with life and if weren't
for my wife and two children I would have committed suicide to end the trauma that Trudeau
has put us through these past two years.

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22877

Getting to be a hermit. Afraid to go out now. Depression.

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22878

Affected our ability to travel.

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22879

I accepted the medically based decisions for a logical length of time, but am frustrated and
annoyed by the delays and changes. Fix the health care system before it happens again!

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22880

Can't leave the country to visit family, great grandparent passed and couldn't see him. My 6
years old has to enter alone to his sports, play alone his tournaments. Lost friends, and many
other things.

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22881

More ways than I can imagine

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22882

I have C.O.P.D. I have trouble enough breathing. I can't wear a mask longer then a few
minutes. I had medical exemption at first in our province. Then the premier made it mandatory
that everyone must wear one. It's almost killed me. By him making it so. As well. I was
medically exempt from taking the vaccine. As well, I was afraid to take anyways. It was not
medically tested or approved. It has left me isolated from family and friends. To a point of
depression. I have being centered out with not being allowed into restaurants, venues,
stadiums,stores,government offices. I've been degrated and critized by the vaccinatinated
publicly. To a point of causing trauma. It have prevented me from searching treatments at
hospitals because I refuse the shot.

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22883

I'm 71 and had open heart surgery and have my blood tested once every two weeks so with
the lifelabs close and open, close,open and they open when they fill like it. Plus the inflation on
food and rent, hydro, gas and hydro etc.....

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22884

I have put my trust in God, not men

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22885

My children are forced to grow up in a world without healthy social behavior which will impact
their growth and development long term. I’m disgusted in these elitist politicians playing games
with the lives of millions of people over a virus that has a 99.7% survival rate and is akin to the
flu. Absolute power corrupts absolutely.

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22886

I've haven't been able to work for almost a year on and off. My mental health has been
affected and the discrimination has ripped our family apart. This division NEEDS TO END!

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22887

Badly

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22888

Lost my job for over a year for homeschool kids

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22889

Needless complications, business failures, domestic strife, civil unrest, increased societal
division

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22890

In every way possible.

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22891

Lost wages, lost friends, mental health issues for me and my children. Lost the ability to
support some of my favourite businesses

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22892

Very depressed

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22893

Yes

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22894

Husbands business has been forced to be closed for 15 months of the last 24 months and
when open had restrictions on capacity, opening hours, vaccination status, etc. I work with
children in schools who are forced to be masked and they’ve only seen my masked face, I
have been unable to go anywhere with a vaccination pass, I have been unable to visit my
grandfather in long term care , I have been unable to travel and have had to cancel trips, I had
to postpone our wedding, the list goes on and impacts my life daily.

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22895

I feel like all my rights have been taken away from me

2/19/2022 4:24 PM
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22896

Can see the division between Canadians

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22897

it has torn our family apart!!!

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22898

My family has been torn apart

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22899

NA

2/19/2022 4:24 PM

22900

I can't go out anymore

2/19/2022 4:23 PM

22901

My daughter has not been able to have a birthday party, she has not been able to meet half of
her family. My fiancé and I have to postpone our wedding twice!

2/19/2022 4:23 PM

22902

I am unable to provide financially for my family working in my field. I am unable to bring my
children to public establishments for recreation.

2/19/2022 4:23 PM

22903

Not able to see friends, visit, enjoy

2/19/2022 4:23 PM

22904

I feel absolutely terrorized. I've been having heart pain for weeks but am afraid to go to a
doctor. My friend's teenage son was turned away when suicidal for not being vaccinated. My
family and friends have turned against me. I am diabaled and I was turned away at my local
food bank and made to stand outside in the cold for my food. I think about leaving Canada
every day. I'm

2/19/2022 4:23 PM

22905

Can't live our lives to the fullest to what we are supposed to in a Free Country.

2/19/2022 4:23 PM

22906

Totally depressed me and lost family members.

2/19/2022 4:23 PM

22907

I will NOT allow these mandates to affect me in any way ….. it’s very petty sad what’s
happening in the world . I really fear for my children and grand childrens future. Justin
Truedope had destroyed Canada

2/19/2022 4:23 PM

22908

It make my life miserable

2/19/2022 4:23 PM

22909

Mental illness from the fear mongering Trudeau.

2/19/2022 4:23 PM

22910

Losing friends and family members due to the divisive nature of the COVID mandates as
promoted by our corrupt provincial & federal leadership

2/19/2022 4:23 PM

22911

It has drastically affected my children who before covid were active and social. They are now
reactive and depressed. Their whole lives changed 180 they are most affected. It is WRONG
to fire someone because of a personal medical choice. I am fighting for others n my kids. I am
triple vaxxed n so is my hubby. I got my 7 year old and am regretful. I would have never gotten
her done is I knew she wouldn’t be restricted

2/19/2022 4:23 PM

22912

Segregation, depression, loneliness, traveling, being at my grandchildren's births.

2/19/2022 4:23 PM

22913

I have missed lots of hours of work. I have friends that lost their jobs because of this crime
against Canadians. FREEDOM

2/19/2022 4:23 PM

22914

End of mandates worry me as my son is too young to be vaccinated

2/19/2022 4:23 PM

22915

Terribly..my mum passed away during covid..couldn't see her die..the superior courts made
wrong decisions on my behalf..a huge mistake

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22916

I think it was useless

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22917

lost my job.

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22918

Separated me from some family and some friends due to fear set up and continually promoted
in the last 2 years.Also affecting my right to choose to travel and to my right as to what I put
into my body.

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22919

My body has deteriorated heavily due to stuff closing and long wait lists

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22920

Since I see the mandates as saving lives they are welcome and I follow them as needed. I
work in long term care and there has been strict mandates but they have saved lives so we
follow them. The mandates are for the greater good of society. I believe I supporting the needs
of all not the few.

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22921

Prisoner in my own home 24/7/ 365

2/19/2022 4:22 PM
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22922

Infringement of the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22923

It has caused conflict within my family. I cannot visit my mother who is a personal care home
because I am unvaccinated.

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22924

Not being able to enjoy social gatherings of any type, keeping myself and my family on
lockdown because of these mandates has affected our mental/emotional state horribly.

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22925

isolated me even further, penalizing me for protecting myself

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22926

Was laid off work. Child can’t attend university, child lost job and suffers depression, loss of
freedoms

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22927

Social interaction with friends and neighbours reduced. Mental health reduced. Travel freedom
restricted.

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22928

Not being able to go visit my family.

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22929

Feel like prisoner

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22930

Mentally

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22931

Negatively 100 % has ruined my family relationship, helped end my partner of 3 years, divided
my country, ruined my son's childhood and that of his friends, separated instead of United us
Canadians, turned citizens against each other, neighbours against each other, helped divide in
order to conquer, has created a financial funnel to the mega wealthy, closed businesses and
severely ruined my financial situation by loss of work to myself and most people I know.
Terrible, NEVER AGAIN!!

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22932

It's affected everything.

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22933

Restricted social and church events.

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22934

I had to take two shot of a vaccine that was not approved or tested completely that I did not
agree with what so ever, or lose my job of 15 years

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22935

I don’t have one I feel I’ve lost my freedom of rights

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22936

Been total wearing full body suit in visiting my mom and now wearing mask and shield when no
outbreak.Hard on the residents not to see faces and hard on the staff to struggle through their
shifts being no limited.After three Covid shits and one flu shot in less than a year show these
vaccines are useless-let people live!

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22937

Husband has lost work, Unable to travel, unable to go to public places like pools, museums
etc etc

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22938

Almost every aspect of life is affected. I notice it more in my 11 year old son…enough is
enough. Thanks.

2/19/2022 4:22 PM

22939

Get the unproven shot or not work,fly,see loved ones,go on a date, see a movie,cross
boarders

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22940

Got let go from my job at detour gold mine for wanting medical freedom and choosing not to
get vaccinated

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22941

Depressed. Angry. We are ostracized in our community and trapped in our country

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22942

I have family members who lost their jobs because of the vaccine mandate. No one should
lose their job e cause of a virus especially when the vaccine didn’t do its job. Also I have a
son who has anxiety disorder and after he took the vaccine because he didn’t want to lose his
job his anxiety now has increased and he is suffering with daily panic attacks. For myself I am
a retired teacher and being active is the most important thing for me. When the gyms closed
down I struggled with staying active and it has affected my arthritic pain. There are many
examples as to how these mandates actually caused more suffering and damage to humans.
It’s terrible. People should have a choice in what they put into their bodies.

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22943

I have become more aware and empathetic to all peoples personal space and situations

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22944

Removal of basic rights and freedoms, trying to explain this stupidity to my children

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22945

Badly

2/19/2022 4:21 PM
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22946

My mom died in a hospital bed by her self .hopefully that gets the point a crossed Devastation

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22947

Isolation.Given me some hope

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22948

I realized that Canada could become a communist government because they are putting in
rules that nobody agrees with in a illegal way, so we need to stand up.

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22949

The mandates have a effective my life by not seeing friends and family that are not vacined

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22950

In every way, especially lost of trust to the people that are in charge of the country, province
and media. Also the medical staff, doctors and so on. The mandate divided people and made
everyone very suspicious of a each other.

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22951

I am at risk of losing my job and they are not accepting rapid tests as a resource for
employment. My husband has not worked in 2 years because he cannot foreclose business
and was ineligible for any gov funding. My 16 year old son could not participate in sports
because of the state of emergency imposed.

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22952

Have less hours at work. Haven't been to see my family outside of Canada for 1 1/2 years.
Mental health is not good

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22953

De plusieurs façons

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22954

Everything, health, getting help at the court house for divorce, no one wants to talk or help you
on the phone or in person, there all scared of catching COVID wtf if your vaccinated you
shouldn't be worried if it that effective really! Gathering with family for ovations, It did divide
everyone from are every day Life, and getting lied too is a crimes they should pay for that
bullshit. And Trudeau he does everything he wants anytime but we can't do fuckall staying
home and he goes to is cottage for Easter or else, and all of us staying home. There so much
we can talk too about here it's incredible. Most of us are still home not working because of the
bullshit, and government not giving nothing to compensate for it anymore. Everything is going
up in price but no one is working full time WTF is wrong with this picture. It's ok some inflation
but anough, get the salary the same treatment aswell too. Milk goes up 2$ salary goes up too
2$ or more to compensate everything going up. All the stress I've been living not able going
anywhere, without justifying what I do or going to do it all the time WTF anough. We don't need
someone else having control on our decisions. Etc...

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22955

Restricted numerous activities and travel.

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22956

Unable to see family and grandchildren. Limited attendance numbers/or closure of places of
worship and family gatherings. Loneliness. Has created division among friends and neighbours.
Unable to go to restaurants Mandates have forced no social activities. Has created fear and
frustration. Has pitted people against each other.

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22957

The segregation and divide has really taken a toll on my mental health.

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22958

Loss of business and can’t see loved ones and can’t travel freely

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22959

I am 78 with family in Winnipeg that I have not seen since 2019 as it is my right and freedom
of choice not to be vaccinated. I have family and friends that cannot work as they also
declined it. I have lost valued lifetime friendships due to this divide of our country as has
everyone I know.

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22960

My life has been completely ruined with depression saddened that I can't even get along with
my own family now because of this. I can't go out, I can't travel..im a prisoner...all my rights
and freedoms have been striped away because of one jackass

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22961

I have not been able to go see my dying brother because I am not allowed in a plane without a
vaccine. My church has not been able to gather and spread love for 2 years. My best friend
was forced to get the vaccine. I lost my job because I had to make a choice. I lost all my
benefits and have 2 children with medical needs…. The list goes on

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22962

Total isolation depression loneliness

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22963

economically - my business suffered, emotinally - my family is now split -- spiritually _ I am
more spritual than ever - I have lost faith in my government and the health care system and
the media

2/19/2022 4:21 PM

22964

Negativity, but covid hasn't had any desirable inpact

2/19/2022 4:21 PM
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22965

Children on medication for ulcers/sleep. Loss of work and wages for myself as a single parent

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22966

Reduce my ability to enjoy freedom of retirement

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22967

Cost me more money

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22968

My mother couldn’t get her surgery. My daughter hadn’t made any friends in university and is
suffering mentally. My mother in law is in a nursing home. We barely see her now. My son is in
the states at school and I’ve not been able to cross over to see him. I’m a teacher and my job
has been hellish pivoting to online and off! Please return to normal

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22969

Placed restrictions on social involvement

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22970

Lost my rights and freedoms

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22971

Ruined it

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22972

Family arguments and division …

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22973

Freedom

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22974

Very much

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22975

Trauma

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22976

I had to leave a full time job because they required me to be vaccinated.

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22977

We can not visit the children in the Hospital, or families in the care home.

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22978

Can't work. Been shunned by friends and family

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22979

This has damaged my family and friends, mental state, work, schooling for my children,
income

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22980

It has been directly for mental health issues. It has torn my family and friends apart. Divided
my entire world.

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22981

It has effected my life in an epic way. I want my grandkids to live as free as I did growing up
not have to show a vaccine record to move freely! trudeau had created a divided society and
he needs to step down! We Canadians have had enough

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22982

Kept me safe

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22983

Not being allowed to move feely, seeing family and friends

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22984

By being force to be vaccinated against our will and being single out by our prime Minister as
being anti vac and being called racist by the prime Minister because we don't follow the same
agenda as he does

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22985

Negatively impacted our family both financially and mentally. As well I m discussed and sad
as to how Trudeau has handled himself during his second term specifically thr past 3 weeks.
Encouraging hate... Aswell extremely disappointed in how the officers treated our fellow
Canadians in Ottawa that's now how us Canadian's act and are over abuse of power and
physically for unarmed Canadian's who want to be heard.

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22986

Financially

2/19/2022 4:20 PM

22987

Not too much, my boss didn’t make the shot mandatory so I am extremely thankful.

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

22988

Isolation has caused Depression, my kids health has declined, its caused long time
friendships to end

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

22989

Not having my freedom .

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

22990

The mandates lost me my job. They've created anxiety in my kids which now I'm struggling to
pay for their counselling.

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

22991

it has turned everything upside down and created such chaos. It has taken away all of the God
given freedoms in my life.

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

22992

All of this has restricted our freedoms that are laid out clearly in our constitution. It has harmed
my children in many ways by restricting their ability to participate in organized sports, Air
cadets and fellowship with other children. I have the right to make my own medical decisions

2/19/2022 4:19 PM
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especially if I feel coerced into injecting something into my body that I do not trust, knowing of
many vaccine injuries. Vaccine injuries officials are trying to hide and downplay. All of it has
come down to fear. We are living in fear, not because of the virus but because of how the
government has handled the so called pandemic.
22993

Lost online, parents lonely, depression, isolation, gained weight, anxiety, lost confidence in
health care

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

22994

I am much stronger to have the proof that government assumed authority over individuals is
dead wrong, they will suffer bitterly in hell

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

22995

I don't get to see my kids and grandchild very often or at all because of this. I can't go and see
my mother, who lives in another province because of these mandates and lock downs. There
is so much more but if I keep typing I'm just going to get angry. It's been two years of this,
enough already.

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

22996

Feel like I am living in a “unfree country”….great sadness, family disunity,

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

22997

Wages, mental health, and physical health severely drained,

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

22998

Ruined all

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

22999

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

23000

It’s destroyed it. It’s attacked my mental health it’s affecting my children it is changed my life
forever and now I live under a tyrannical regime. I am traumatized

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

23001

The mandates hinder every day living, working, travel, the ability to socialize freely with friends
and family and partake in public social activites, sports and events. Constantly wearing masks
is a health hazard as it dangerously increases heart rates and blood pressure rates to the point
of potential internal injury or stroke. Masks and injections and the mandates are damaging
relationships (family, friends, professional), damaging the economy, damaging our guaranteed
Canadian Rights and Freedoms.

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

23002

Very negatively.

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

23003

Stopped working due to my health conditions and now may not have this job all bc of the covid
mandates ,Haven't worked almost 2 yrs .

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

23004

Ruined it

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

23005

Not your business

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

23006

Damaged relationships, worsened physical and mental heath condition, damaged financial
situation

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

23007

It has effected my lively hood and has post poned server also major surgery’s in my family
causing my grandma to pass away due to the neglect of our medical limitations with covid.

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

23008

It’s ruined it. My business was flattened with no help to recover it. Our government is corrupt
and serious investigations need to happen.

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

23009

Not having a choice to get vaccinated or not, forced to keep my job

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

23010

It really hasn’t but, I have taken three more vaccines than I ever thought I would. That being
done like 80% of the population, I think it’s time to learn to live with covid

2/19/2022 4:19 PM

23011

It has affected my mental health and sense of well being. I am isolated from friends and family
for making the best choice for my health. Oh, and my rights and freedoms have been stolen.
There is that.

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23012

Sad to see my country in the state it’s in

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23013

Stronger more resilient but miss family and close friends.

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23014

In every way, 3 out of 4 of my adult children lost their jobs due to Vax mandates. 3 of their
friends killed themselves because they feltno longer could cope.

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23015

Can't see family depressed

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23016

In countless ways, from connection to family, to church, to schooling and therapy for our kids,
some of whom have special needs. Thankfully, we have been able to continue working.

2/19/2022 4:18 PM
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23017

Tired of hearing all the BS surrounding this scamdemic!

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23018

Became a second class citizen in my own country. Have done nothing but likened to a racist,
mysoginist taking up space with unacceptable views that aren’t Canadian sad all that by our
prime minister!!

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23019

Lost our business

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23020

Worsened my depression and anxiety and made my chronic migraines worse with the mask
and I’ve been dealing with chronic migraines for the last 15 years and with the mask I get light
head and I get close to passing out

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23021

My biggest concern is the impact on my two children. They have both been negatively affected
socially and through education disruptions. I have lost wages.

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23022

Woke me to the truth of the globalist agenda closing in to enslave us and so have written a
book to help people wake up. To be published in april

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23023

Stress; v. Mandates at work.

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23024

All spectrums from business to family to emotional

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23025

messed my life up and my kid

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23026

There isn’t enough space on here. Enough is enough!

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23027

Slight inconveniences

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23028

Not being able to travel because I am not vaccinated, having to test all the time to keep a job

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23029

Social psychological interactions seriously affected by isolation = not healthy. Divides
communities. We need social interaction and input from all in order to maintain balance

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23030

It's discriminated against me and my family

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23031

It has caused great conflict between friends and family I feel very depressed

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23032

Yes, I hate wearing a mask - can't breathe, destroying my immune system. Not able to go to
volleyball, pickleball, curling, gym, etc. Not allowed in restaurants.

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23033

A necessary inconvenience

2/19/2022 4:18 PM

23034

separated family

2/19/2022 4:17 PM

23035

Can't board a plane... held prisoner in my own country!

2/19/2022 4:17 PM

23036

It has affected My rights and freedoms as a Canadian citizen

2/19/2022 4:17 PM

23037

Hasn't affected it a damn bit, we all have to be safe and follow the rules. Believe in being
vaxxed.

2/19/2022 4:17 PM

23038

I lost my job :(

2/19/2022 4:17 PM

23039

Couldn’t go to university because I learn better face to face. Cant breath with a mask on and
makes it worse breathing in my old air

2/19/2022 4:17 PM

23040

Loss of job security. Not able to visit loved ones outside of province

2/19/2022 4:17 PM

23041

High stress and anxiety I have because of the lies and corruption perpetrated by all
government and health care. You are all evil and deserve to rot in hell

2/19/2022 4:17 PM

23042

Immensely. Physiological and financial. Physically. This needs to end.

2/19/2022 4:17 PM

23043

Having traveled in over 40 cou8ntries around the world I used to kiss the ground upon return to
Canada. Not the case anymore as I am treated like a second class citizen in my province, and
have been barred from travel outside of Canada. Now I know what it feels to be in communist
state. Not to mention the impossibility to visit my in-laws at the home. Government over-reach
at all levels - municipal - provincial - federal is out of control. Not the life I want for my
grandkids. What's worse, I have lost friends and alienated family.

2/19/2022 4:17 PM

23044

Not at all

2/19/2022 4:17 PM

23045

Been laid off since December 2020

2/19/2022 4:17 PM
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23046

My son lost his job. had to postpone his wedding. We are treated as lepers by those who are
wearing filthy disgusting masks.

2/19/2022 4:17 PM

23047

I haven’t been able to work, can’t breath and get proper oxygen to my body, unable to travel
out of this country, can’t go into events or restaurants or freely visit with family and friends at
gatherings. Loneliness, hardness between friendships, stress, heartache and depression where
we maybe headed in our country

2/19/2022 4:17 PM

23048

Emotionally

2/19/2022 4:17 PM

23049

It’s had a huge impact on my depression and family loss this needs to stop before I entirely
lose hope

2/19/2022 4:17 PM

23050

Has limited my freedom of movement in Canada and my job!!!

2/19/2022 4:17 PM

23051

Lost my job.

2/19/2022 4:17 PM

23052

Not much, but enough

2/19/2022 4:17 PM

23053

Unable to see my children and grandchildren for 2 years.

2/19/2022 4:17 PM

23054

Severe depression

2/19/2022 4:17 PM

23055

not to much

2/19/2022 4:17 PM

23056

Extremely negatively. Disruption of life and nothing but more death and life altering side affects
has come as a result of the vaccine. With every one of these mandates there has been no
progress at all in eliminating or preventing the virus and I believe every household has suffered
because of that. The government should be held accountable for all the lives that were altered
and taken away due to negligence and the disregard for drugs that have 100% success rate of
treating and preventing Covid-19.

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23057

I didn't want to get the covid vaccine, not because I'm anti vxx. I love in Newfoundland and fly
back and forth Canada for my job. I had to get vaccinated so I was allowed on a plane. I didn't
have a choice and that's wrong.

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23058

Church worship. Fellowship with friends and family. Travel. Shopping. My business operations.
Healthcare. My mental health.

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23059

Changed how I interact with people, finally have my personal space respected

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23060

Negative impact on mental health.

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23061

Speech delay in one of my children, mental health problems in my oldest, mental health
problems in myself and husband. Behavior issues in both my children, and my school aged
child is behind in school for her age. 2 family members had passed away in the last year( not
to do with covid at all) and our funeral was limited and controlled to the point where it did more
harm for me then comfort. These mandates have been a nightmare, and now we know they
didn't save any lives.

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23062

I feel like a prisoner and is affecting my job to support my family

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23063

stuck home no more liberty.

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23064

Travel across land borders to US

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23065

Only for travel…..

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23066

Divided friends and family and destroyed my wife’s restaurant business.

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23067

It wrecked my business and stopped me from seeing my grandchildren for over 6 months, it
split my family on issues like vaccines

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23068

It has hurt my friends ability to make choices regarding their health.

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23069

Taken away my rights and freedoms

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23070

More like how has it not affected my life ???

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23071

Wasn't able to watch my daughter dance because I wasn't vaccinated. I have lost friends
because of different point of views. Haven't seen family in a couple years because they live in
fear.

2/19/2022 4:16 PM
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23072

Lonely

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23073

Every way possible

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23074

Many many ways

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23075

I suffer from depression and during the lockdowns was very hard for me. I understand why and
follow all the steps to be safe. I haven't gotten the third shot because I caught Covid. I talked
with my doctor about this and she agreed that it is not necessary for me to get it at this time
but if I decide to get it just call her.

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23076

In every area. Business, relationships , stress

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23077

Mental health

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23078

It affect me many ways keeping my family away from my mother not seen my sister for two
years that’s not humanity people dying without love ones

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23079

Lost connections with family and friends lost many loves ones and cannot connect to support
family

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23080

Restricted me from doing many things I enjoy

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23081

It has taken our freedom away.

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23082

Restricted travel and work

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23083

The marks are horrible can't breath and not worst was not being able to be with family

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23084

I got forced to get a shot to keep my job

2/19/2022 4:16 PM

23085

Lost my job, my mental health has declined drastically. About to loose my savings and place
of residence.

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23086

Loss of work, and trust in people and my government

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23087

It’s made it worse

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23088

I was not able to see my 35 year old brother before he died, or my grandfather before he died
because of the mandates. If it had been up to my grandfather, he would have rather risked
getting COVID and been able to see his family than spend the last year alone before passing
away. I have faced insults and cruelty from peers due to my vaccination status. My children
have missed out on so much as well and seem somewhat depressed, although we have tried
to do other outdoor activities with them instead. I have done everything I can to reduce the
spread within reason, and the cost has been great. Emotionally, I don't think I can handle this
much longer.

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23089

Probably took ten years of our elderly lives. We can't do anything

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23090

Unable to have a funeral for my mom. I have lost friends and family. Unable to socialize or eat
at a restaurant.

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23091

It made me have to get the jab because I'm a kidney dialysis patient. They would have taken
me off the transplant list had I not got the jab!!

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23092

Very negatively. Being separated from family. Seeing elderly isolated from loved ones.

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23093

I have four young children, and delivered my fourth child during this “covid mandate” time. All
of my children have been negatively effected, my husband and my business abs our over all
wellbeing too. The science has told us, even from the beginning - prior to “March 2020, masks
abs social distancing didn’t work! We have been a science experiment to move Canadians
further towards tyranny. This is wrong! Unlawful, unscientific and there are no grounds for
tyrannical mandates and archaic attack on freedoms.

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23094

Significantly

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23095

Affected my pay, mental health, caused differences with friends and family

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23096

It has taken away my freedom of choice.

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23097

I have a lung problem, having to wear a mask while shopping has caused me to be on the
verge of passing out. This has also started other health problems. It has broken up my family

2/19/2022 4:15 PM
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!! When your a widow and living alone you value the fellowship and help of neighbors. This was
not allowed. Could not have the children come to their fathers funeral.
23098

Loss of work and income.

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23099

To enter a hospital with my terminaly ill husband when he has appointment or emerg.

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23100

All these little privileges to get you to take an unproven vaccine is a joke ! We the taxpayers
can’t even enjoy outings after working hard to make sure our country is in good shape!

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23101

Kept me from enjoying my life

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23102

It is divided friends and family, people have lost jobs, people have had drug overdoses. It
needs to end now

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23103

More anxiety and less social gatherings and travel

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23104

Lost two years of my freedom to travel

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23105

Wearing a mask, no freedom compromised

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23106

It hasn't. Being inconvenienced for the greater social good has in no way significantly affected
my life. Covid sucks. Covid has affected my life. Government response to ensure that I will be
here in 10 years to enjoy my life has not impacted me beyond minor inconveniences.

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23107

Job losses, anxiety and depression.

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23108

I live in fear of my federal, provincial governments, and all health authorities. I have zero trust,
faith and confidence in these institutions. I am ashamed of them and disgusted. They will be
accountable for the demonic behaviour.

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23109

Will be losing my career that I have been a part of for almost 20 years. I absolutely love what I
do and am saddened that the mandates have an outcome on my future.

2/19/2022 4:15 PM

23110

Increased stress and anxiety. Impacted my ability to work and watch my children in their
sports.

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23111

Created division in my family

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23112

Has cost me friends and family. Not to mention my 3 teenage boys are all depressed and
school grades have fallen miserably. Lost my business 2 years ago and don’t have an income
currently.

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23113

Business challenges, family mental health, social division and segregation

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23114

It’s affected my kids the most.

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23115

Mental health stress has been my main struggle but I have also lost my career as a nurse 17+
years

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23116

I can’t work. I can’t travel. I can’t see my family. I can exercise my freedom of choice
concerning my body and my life.

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23117

I don’t feel good mentally or physically

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23118

Mentally

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23119

Teenagers that have become more withdrawn and have less confidence in them selves - also
as a front line worker stressed with every thing always changing and being mandated to get
jabbed to put food on the table for my family

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23120

I choose not to take the covid vaccine because it's still new and don't know the long term side
effects . I am an RN that worked through the pandemic .I have been put on LOA. I have had
covid and feel my antibodies should count as protection.

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23121

Can’t travel can’t see love ones in hospital

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23122

I’m unvaccinated so it has affected me horribly, mentally , isolation and loneliness Going into
debt, no income, Fear of the future

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23123

Inconsistent, inconclusive, confusing, nonsensical misleading fear mongering takes its toll and
common sense and faith were the only things keeping me going.

2/19/2022 4:14 PM
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23124

Mental health has declined

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23125

It has divided our families and friends, cause stress where it was not needed. Its only a cold
since when did we fear a cold it has been around for centuries. I am watching childhood friends
dying from the jab for no cause. Some getting aggressive cancer right after they are Jabbed.

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23126

Unnecessary- made things worse

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23127

I have lost my employment as an R.P.N for 30 years in LTC, yet this government knows
healthcare providers can provide safe patient care using universal precautions and infection
control

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23128

Got me fucking crazy so stressed with all this bs

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23129

Whoever has joined themselves with evil in any way the Lord will judge them accordingly!

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23130

Lost our family business, can’t fly to see my sick parents, my mental health is at at low, I
can’t go to the gym. My kids can’t play sports or go to Rec centres

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23131

It has affected my tattooing and taken business away from me. Time with family and friends

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23132

Potential job loss

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23133

It has brought hate and divide between family and friends! My family has all three shots and I
constantly worry about them everyday. I only took this experimental shot to save my job to
save my job so I could provide for my family. I work in healthcare which I feel it should be a
place of health and wellness. I have felt threatened, harrassment, bullied and belittled at work .
It makes me sick to know that there are people that think that this is ok.

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23134

My husband has been laid off without pay so our income is significantly down. My teenage
sons are dealing with depression. Friends and family are severely divided.

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23135

Caused a lot of unnecessary pressure and division in our families and country.

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23136

Makes me hate the Canadian Government.

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23137

Added major Stress. Closed my business temporarily. Government and PHO pushing a false
mandate not backed by true science makes one wonder what the future will hold. Division! I
would have more fear if I did not have faith in Jesus Christ.

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23138

Everyway

2/19/2022 4:14 PM

23139

Very very badly. End them all ASAP

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23140

Severely

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23141

My Mental health

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23142

Lost my wife due to vaccine

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23143

We'll if you mean mandates and not just the singular, they have helped to keep me safe.

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23144

I could not say good bye to my dying father - couldn’t go to his funeral - haven’t seen family for
almost 4 years

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23145

Destroy my life

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23146

I left my job on Parliament Hill (construction) because the mandate measures made work
impossible for me! Lockdowns have lasted too long!

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23147

Negatively

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23148

Aside from shopping and travel I follow it has hardly affected me. I have not followed any
restrictions imposed on me. I don't go in stores I must mask unless absolutely necessary. I
don't mask otherwise and survived never social distancing and going to beaches and crowds. I
haven't even had a cold in over 2 years and this pandemic certainly missed me somehow 🤔

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23149

Too much cost to businesses and public with rising cost of living. Goverment Turned this
epidemic Into a gigantic cash cow.

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23150

Alone my entire family is brainwashed by Liberal funded media. We know he gave them 660
million to spread his lies 🤮

2/19/2022 4:13 PM
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23151

At 86 years of age in need of medical aid has been vary difficult to get ! My freedom to enjoy
life greatly impacted

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23152

Inconvenience

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23153

It's turned canada into the twilight zone and it's gonna end

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23154

Lost trust in government

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23155

Increased stress and anxiety.I cannot go to certain places that I would like, restaurants,
theatres etc. I can't cross the border to the USA.Causing friction and division in my workplace,
etc.etc.

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23156

Can't get a job, can't coach my son and daughter, can't go to public facilities, and many, many
more things I have rights to, which have been taken away from me, because of a crime
minister who is the most racist bigot I've ever seen.

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23157

Couldn’t watch my child’s sport or leave my country

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23158

Brutal dictatorship

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23159

It has made it pain in the butt to do live a normal life.

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23160

Has caused hardship for my co workers at work. Affected my relationships with family and
friends

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23161

Many ways it’s effected us all. My mother in law gave up on life 2 days ago. The loneliness of
living in a home. Worry if if my father will live long enough to be able to have an actual funeral.
Stress of not seeing people’s faces. All while I know more vaccinated getting sicker than
nonvaccinated

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23162

Mental health decline Insomnia Poor appetite

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23163

I work in mental health. I have witnessed too many hardships, the suicides alone are enough.
The mandates have been so destructive and lethal.

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23164

Has caused division and tensions amoung family & friends & has made relationships difficult
to maintain.

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23165

The mandates have added additional cost to doing business, created divides among family.
Our family is all vacation not necessarily because we support the vacine but because we
followed the recommendations to do our part to get back to normal. Months later we are still
restricted

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23166

Violated my medical rights person right to my body my choice

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23167

I have missed funerals to some very close friends and family. I have missed birthdays and
weddings, baby showers and I can not visit my grandma in her ‘care’ home. I am a server so I
lost 6 months of work due to the lockdown. Once able to go back to work, the restrictions have
made it so that little money can be made. The hate speech from all levels of government and
put a great divide between friends and family. The stress of the last two years has changed
people. It has turned strong people into the weak and fearful. It has turned happy people into
cynical creatures. Filled the loving full of hate. Brainwashed children actually believe that their
grandparents will die if they don’t wear a mask around them. My nieces never see their friends
smile in school. Imagine that!! The people who are not strong enough to handle all of this have
ended their own lives to escape it. This is so terrible. It must stop

2/19/2022 4:13 PM

23168

I am in shock at the perpetuation of a single narrative that has robbed us of our gift of respect,
reflection, and powerful listening that grants dignity to all. I have experienced broken family
harmony, and the fear for loved ones who felt forced to opt for ‘forced vaccination’ in order to
have a life - vaccine that is not prob enough and forced to adopt the behaviour without
informed consent. I have seen the anger, the fear, the vicious divisiveness and the loss of
confidence in the leaders who have defaulted too a scripted position from one-sided science.

2/19/2022 4:12 PM

23169

Terrible!!!!!!

2/19/2022 4:12 PM

23170

In every way

2/19/2022 4:12 PM

23171

Cancelled many events that my children enjoyed.

2/19/2022 4:12 PM

23172

Distance from loved ones, watching loved ones get far less prosperous in every way, fear from

2/19/2022 4:12 PM
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the children in the horrendous mask wearing school system, the level of control is scary, my
youngest grandchild is missing out on face recognition of emotion as bd having emotional
issues due to that requiring a Phycologist , job losses, economic system crashing causing
depression in at least half of my extended family, loss of rights causing enormous stress to all
of us, fear from the caustic and corrupt media, loss of faith in the government, loss of power in
all our lives. It goes on and on
23173

The government overreach has been disgusting for the last
year.WearesmartpeoplewhocanmakechoicesForOurselves.

2/19/2022 4:12 PM

23174

my two year old has lived her whole life through covid and has not had the proper experiences
a toddler should have. I'm worried the masks are affecting her speech.

2/19/2022 4:12 PM

23175

Mandates show the stupidity of people believing they can control the uncontrollable just to
make money.

2/19/2022 4:12 PM

23176

Tired of being home

2/19/2022 4:12 PM

23177

Negativity

2/19/2022 4:12 PM

23178

Mental health in my family has been bad.

2/19/2022 4:12 PM

23179

Not at all, The origin, some truckers not vaccinated and wanted to protest, while the majority
are. I respected their position, all the others that were there, a joke

2/19/2022 4:12 PM

23180

I have felt safer when rules are enforced. We should be following what infectious disease
specialists are saying rather than just ending all mandates immediately. Science needs to be
involved

2/19/2022 4:12 PM

23181

It hasn't affected me too much personally. I hate how it has divided people and hurt our
country.

2/19/2022 4:12 PM

23182

Very negatively The worst is the division that was created by these inappropriate measures!

2/19/2022 4:12 PM

23183

The same as everyone else not good

2/19/2022 4:12 PM

23184

Anxiety and depression

2/19/2022 4:12 PM

23185

Caused severe depression

2/19/2022 4:12 PM

23186

Coming going back and forth over the border is a pain and a tax grab.

2/19/2022 4:11 PM

23187

Caused complete division amongst my family and friends , forced to wear masks ... Cannot fly
in my own country because I don't want an experimental injection ......

2/19/2022 4:11 PM

23188

The loss of work for me, huge impact on my 5 children education or collage graduation , now
mental issues.

2/19/2022 4:11 PM

23189

we have not been able to travel or visit family in Ontario & Quebec. Not seen my family doctor
since mandates i am a senior.

2/19/2022 4:11 PM

23190

Husband not able to fine work for 2 years. Life as a nurse has been hell for me.

2/19/2022 4:11 PM

23191

Depression. Lack of liberties. People turning on each other

2/19/2022 4:11 PM

23192

Not seeing grandchildren, unable to easily run our business, Not allowed in restaurants or
anywhere requiring a passport Missed weddings, funerals and social functions

2/19/2022 4:11 PM

23193

Changes in my life

2/19/2022 4:11 PM

23194

Caused groceries to become prohibitively expensive; caused worsening to mental illness due
to isolation and has caused desperately needed medical assistance to become incredibly hard
to obtain due to mandates destroying the healthcare system.

2/19/2022 4:11 PM

23195

Stopped me from traveling moving freely. Not allowing me to eat or join in recreational
activities

2/19/2022 4:11 PM

23196

Socially, ostracized for my stand

2/19/2022 4:11 PM

23197

There are not enough words or expletives to describe the mental, emotional and physical
damage created by these unscientific and the totalitarian idiocy we have been subjected to.

2/19/2022 4:11 PM
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People need to be held legally accountable for the damages to our lives, economy,
relationships and survival of our country.
23198

My 15 month old has never played with other children. Separated from family.

2/19/2022 4:11 PM

23199

I lost about 5 months of pay cheques because Rec Centres were shut down during the states
of emergency.

2/19/2022 4:11 PM

23200

Lost a job

2/19/2022 4:11 PM

23201

Loss of work Forced unwanted vaccination

2/19/2022 4:11 PM

23202

Not being able to see my family members and dividing friendships over my choices

2/19/2022 4:11 PM

23203

lost all my family to division. may have lost a daughter to forced vaccine mandate.

2/19/2022 4:11 PM

23204

Incredible amount of stress at work waiting for vaccine mandate to be enacted. Having to deal
with the divide created by the mandates. Watching my kids suffer.

2/19/2022 4:11 PM

23205

Unable to work or visit my kids without a huge expense and quarantine for 2 weeks. I was
unable to fly to visit family. I was separated from my family for 2 years.

2/19/2022 4:11 PM

23206

Mentally , divided Canadians, witnessed a lot hate, human rights have been taken away,
children not developing in many ways, students... the list goes on

2/19/2022 4:11 PM

23207

I am an unemployed cook mandates cost me $20,000 minimum in wages

2/19/2022 4:11 PM

23208

Watched people's mental health (my mother in specific) go down hill. Watched previous
friendships dissolve because if the division creates by the liberals

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23209

my husband and I have both lost our jobs that we loved. caused division between family
members struggle alot more with mental health health care from hospitals was not adequate
due to vaccination status

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23210

-as a pregnant mother I have been restricted from many things I’ll never be able to get back
like having my parter with me at ultrasounds. -not being able to visit a dying family member in
the hospital -caused a war between our family over myself not being vaccinated for valid health
reasons …. The list is endless and this is all bullshit.

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23211

It’s has changed the personalities of my children forever and not for the better. The are scared
to be social and just be normal kids. One went from honours to not graduating this year.
Anxiety stress and more

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23212

Negatively

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23213

My kids are struggling with school and mental health. My mental health is slowly getting
worse.

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23214

Shut down small business and making it harder to go to work.

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23215

I developed depression, anxiety, and lack of social skills. I have a hard time breathing with
masks on.

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23216

Fear, getting the vaccinated & not feeling well since booster. Basically want to be free again

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23217

My freedom, my rights and I don't recognize my Country

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23218

I am currently a prisoner in my own country and I have done nothing wrong.

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23219

Deep depression for two years, children suffering, can’t make my own medical decisions, Can’t
visit my family out of Canada

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23220

Separate from family/friends/ sports activities/kids school kids activities ….. basically
everything what we use to have ! Our Freedom is gone ! Government do everything against
PEOPLE of Canada !!

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23221

I feel like I m in jail.

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23222

I am unable to go visit my family that lives out of province. I cannot go out for dinner, to any
concerts etc with my spouse. Thankfully i am still able to work

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23223

I haven’t been able to attend activities or restaurants…. But my biggest concern is my kids.

2/19/2022 4:10 PM
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They want to see faces 😭😭😭
23224

lost my job

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23225

It's affected every aspect of my life.

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23226

Lost my job

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23227

Destroyed it

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23228

It's horrible, taking our rights and free will away, dividing our family and friends, even within the
church, really hurting some of our grandchildren. Sad to be a Canadian

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23229

Less income

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23230

Lost my job

2/19/2022 4:10 PM

23231

It’s affected my mental health, affected me financially, caused stress and lack of sleep.

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23232

It created drifting apart friends and families, unnecessary worries, anxiety and sometimes
depression. This concern is often typical for adults and seniors as well as other demographic
groups of people.

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23233

The restrictions make it difficult to support those in need of our support like sick or dying
friends and family. I am sure that the mandates have caused more grief than COVID itself

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23234

Can’t see family due to flight restrictions

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23235

Lost my business Can't find work Can't visit my family in the US Mental health is suffering

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23236

It affects our children, their social, emotional, physicsl development. I pay taxes from which
the government builds, msintains and operates libraries, community centers, recreation
facilities, sport venues, and I, as a tax payer, and my family cannot use them. I cannot even
go to the restaurant, cannot go for vacation or visit my relitives. This is descrimination. I feel
like a second class citizen!

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23237

I cannot go do the things I enjoy, my wife has not got hired at jobs due to this, family in
serious debt because of these mandates

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23238

Have to wear a mask 8hrs a day . Mum is sick in UK and cant go and see her. Causes rifts
between family and friends . Cant eat out socially . Found it very distressing at times . In
general a very sad and scary 2 yrs ..

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23239

Loss of income/job High level of stress Depression

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23240

Mental health

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23241

it has affected my family businesses’ and livelihoods, my mental health, relationships with
friends. I also gave birth to my first child and it negatively impacted that experience.

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23242

It's been stressful physically and mentally.

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23243

Has affected interest in travel most.

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23244

Divided family😢

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23245

Lost wages, illness,pittyful lack of medical care.

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23246

These mandates have made me miserable because it created a division in my family and
friends. I haven't changed the way I live other than masking up when required, and haven't
even gotten sick, while being unvaccinated. People I know who are vaccinated have gotten
sick. I will definitely not support any business who has enforced vaccine passports. It's terrible
to think anyone thinks it's ok to take away our freedoms over something with a 99+% survival
rate.

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23247

Everything. This needs to end now!!!

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23248

Division in family and friends, limited access to staying healthy and active.An awareness of
people’s fear and hatred in their hearts.

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23249

Financially. Health.

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23250

Divided family

2/19/2022 4:09 PM
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23251

Bad

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23252

Its impacted my kids social development

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23253

It has cause severe anxiety at home and at work. I am a peaceful person but becoming
extremely agitated

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23254

In everyway

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23255

I don’t feel free

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23256

It has ruined my marriage of 13 years. Trudeau and his evil has separated households.

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23257

I can’t attend my grandkids sporting events... masking.. division of my family for/against
vaccine and mandates..

2/19/2022 4:09 PM

23258

It has caused separation on all levels within community family and all people

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23259

My children have suffered not being able to participate in swimming/sports. Depression from
being isolated from friends and family, anxiety from the news constantly sharing the negative
side of everything

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23260

It has caused unnecessary fear and has created divisiveness with family, friends and
neighbours.

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23261

Terribly

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23262

It has affected travel for work it has affected my physical health as I am not able to do sports
over the past 2 years. It has affected my mental health. And it has affected me financially

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23263

Badly

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23264

I have been isolated for 2 years, my mental health has declined severely and have lost friends
and certain family members over different opinions

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23265

Its Ungodly.

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23266

greatly

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23267

Inability to travel freely. Children in school subject to ridiculous rules and processes. Lost
learning experiences.

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23268

Mental health

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23269

Changed in virtually all areas.

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23270

DESTROYED IT!

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23271

Can't live a normal life.

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23272

Increased stress. Broken friendships and family relationships. Fear for my safety from vaccine
supporters

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23273

I can't leave my house without being persecuted cause im unvaxed and I'm now terrified of the
government and our Prime Minister.

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23274

I was told if I didn't get the shot I would lose my job so I lost my job

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23275

Directly. Killed my income.

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23276

Couldn’t see my daughter , I’ve seen the fear in peoples eyes throughout . We have an
immune system .

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23277

In more ways than I can write. It has shredded our extended families in half and we watched
as loved ones suffered alone in hospitals and carehomes. It's been a nightmare

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23278

My freedom to do as we did two years ago

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23279

Emotionally and economically

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23280

Seperated friends and family , I haven’t been on a date with my wife in 2 years , I can’t bring
my daughter to any parks or activities as a family , work eat sleep I’m tired of it I want to enjoy
life .

2/19/2022 4:08 PM
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23281

Watching people loosing jobs Will myself be affected soon Lost every inch of trust in medical
institutions Leadership and main media is totally misleading nauseating to hear Stil listen as I
used to trust the Canadian news - at isuues , but struggle to get thrugh them - but I suppose
every body can be bought / shameful As a Globe and Mail reader / almost done with it as well lots of sadness Very dark times Sadly it seams the media and the Heath officials were able to
terrify many Canadians who now go against their own neighbours ...nor realising they the next
on the " list " Wish more have a knowledge of dark times in history and books but sadly that is
not the case But Hope for " sunny days " ....but it seams first we will be furder terrorised But
the World is watching - if that is any comfort ...??? History will tell ...

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23282

My children’s education has been ruined. The bullying by other children the upset teachers.
Everyone is cranky and rude and we have become very depressed. Both my children have
said they want to kill themselves in the last 6 months.

2/19/2022 4:08 PM

23283

I’m 74 and haven’t seen my family for 2 years

2/19/2022 4:07 PM

23284

Every way. Forced into vaccination which made me feel so violated based off of how I live my
life already, which is basically like a nun. Who are they to decide?

2/19/2022 4:07 PM

23285

Loss of family, normal life, time, and I will never trust the government or the media ever again.

2/19/2022 4:07 PM

23286

Cannot use the facilities we are paying taxes to use like restaurants pools gyms etc

2/19/2022 4:07 PM

23287

Hard to find work. Anxiety

2/19/2022 4:07 PM

23288

Badly

2/19/2022 4:07 PM

23289

It has put my life on hold with everything from not being able to enjoy the little things. It has
also created a mass division in families, friends, co workers and with everyone

2/19/2022 4:07 PM

23290

My social life The fear under the people And devising

2/19/2022 4:07 PM

23291

I am bedridden because I couldn’t get the rehab I needed when the pandemic began. Even
vaccinated, I am at too high risk to go do rehab until this thing is gone. I haven’t been able to
see my family in 2 years. The mandates will be the reason I might not get home to Canada
this summer. That and this Emergency Act. Trudeau has to go, and be tried for treason.

2/19/2022 4:07 PM

23292

Lost my $80,000 per year work and options look bleak due to the fact I won’t take the
experimental jabs

2/19/2022 4:07 PM

23293

My husband lost his job, I lost my home business, friends and family have died alone, division
within my family, I’ve developed extreme anxiety

2/19/2022 4:07 PM

23294

Business, relationships, friendships, my child detrimental impacts on social skills and her
conditioned "education" against her natural anatomy response.

2/19/2022 4:07 PM

23295

Loneliness, depression, anxiety, loss of seeing family, unable to work with children in full
capacity and see their faces as my job requires. The feeling of divisiveness, segregation and
hate that Trudeau and other leaders in our country have promoted. The embarrassment of
being Canadian.

2/19/2022 4:07 PM

23296

Ability to earn a full living, mental health has greatly suffered. Canada is not the place my
parents escaped to fleeing this kind of oppression.

2/19/2022 4:07 PM

23297

The mandates have made me feel like a second class citizen, restricting me from travelling
freely across boarders, enjoying a meal out or a movie. It’s made my depression worse
because I can’t see my doctor in person to feel like I’m being heard. It’s been a rough 2 years.

2/19/2022 4:07 PM

23298

First of all, after May 2020, myself and my husband have had enough information and data
collected to understand that this virus was unpredictable but totally manageable. We decided
not to vaccinate our family against covid 19 early on because of the shot being under trial
testing. We have had nothing but backlash from some family, and with the media pressing so
much fear, it has caused division and unnecessary hurt and conflict. Our daughter who we
coparent, has been caught in the middle of the vaccine choice between homes and it’s been
unfair because of the bias and discrimination against people choosing to not receive the
injection. Never in our 9 years of co parenting have we had a disagreement we worked out, and
now we are going to mediation. We are scared that Just Trudeau will grasp more control that is
not rightfully his. We are tired of the lies and deception, and not ONCE have we had
transparency in this country. We had covid 19 twice, with the bigger half of my family of five

2/19/2022 4:07 PM
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not have any symptoms at all. Shame on the government for harassing the population who
believe in alternative medicine, that’s been practised for millenniums. There is not one right
way to do this.
23299

Was given the choice of getting vaccine or being fired from employment - CNRL

2/19/2022 4:07 PM

23300

Very depressing what it has done to business and just life in general Leadership has failed
baddely whitch is no secret

2/19/2022 4:07 PM

23301

All these mandates have finally exposed what this Liberal tyrannical and communist
government is capable of, and I'm thoroughly disgusted with it.

2/19/2022 4:07 PM

23302

It has crippled the mental health of all whom I know as well as myself greatly. It has slowed
down work and raised costs of doing business to the point where work is scarce and the pay is
barely enough to survive. Domestic Abuse, over doses and suicides are at the highest ever
recorded. So how has it affected my life? It has destroyed it and that of many other's. The
mandates and the prime Minister disgust me.

2/19/2022 4:07 PM

23303

Feel like a prisoner in own province and country

2/19/2022 4:07 PM

23304

We lost a relative as she was in lockdown in a nursing home That she was put into after my
aunt canceled home care. My Oma was not allowed to touch & we had to visit her thru glass
like a zoo animal. She was heartbroken. Covid would have been more merciful

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23305

I lost my job because I was not comfortable to take the vaccine while pregnant. My husband
lost his apprenticeship because he could not attend school without getting the vaccine.

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23306

Bad, really bad...lost my job, forced to sell my house to survive !

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23307

It's ostracized society and destroyed public confidence in government, police, doctors,
"experts" ... Mental health massively declined

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23308

Sadness ,

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23309

Depression, loneliness, anxiety, sad for my children who lost their jobs. Also felt very deceived
by government and what they have told us. I worked thru the last 2 years in service for
minimum wage to keep essentials available to people and then felt like an outcast by the PM.

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23310

Divided family

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23311

My family spent 16 weeks in isolation, I was unable to work. My child was unable to go to
school. I have not seen my family in almost 2 years. But we do what we have to do for the
safety of our community.

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23312

Loss of income, loss of employment, loss of marriage, loss of home. contemplating suicide

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23313

The mandates are affecting all of our lives whether it is physiological, social or mental. My
husband can't go out to work in all institutions anymore as some require service workers to be
vaccinated. Our children have to cover their faces in schools...cannot interact properly to
peers or teachers. The lack of evidence that these mandates work is the most troubling...and
yet our government continues to push forward his own agenda for no reason. Utterly appalling
the hate and the push for power in our democratic country.

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23314

I no longer feel proud to be a "free" Canadian living under a dictator/tyrannical government. I
have lost many friends and some family members. If I could I would leave Canada

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23315

Not much

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23316

I had to quit my job and find another one. It has effected me emotionally and physically.

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23317

Not able to go to restaurants, Pools, and be apart of mainstream.

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23318

It has made me feel like a prisoner in my own home and country. It has made me feel isolated
and alone. Taken away my time with family. I have lost a lot of work, therefor money. The
masks have ruined my face/skin. Making me feel ugly! And so self conscious I don’t even
want to go get groceries, or look in the mirror!

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23319

My job is at risk plus wearing a mask every day when I have a lung condition c.o.p.d sure not
healthy

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23320

Jobless household. My grandson is missing out on socializing. My young adult children can

2/19/2022 4:06 PM
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not work towards their future dreams.
23321

Unsure

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23322

I have an Autistic adult son who cannot understand language. I can’t explain to him why he
can’t do things and why he has to wear mask. He can be violent.

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23323

Severely, entirely, completely.

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23324

I couldn't go to New Brunswick when my grand daughter was born. I feel like a prisoner in my
own country. Can't go here, can't go there. My husband and I couldn't have a Christmas dinner
with our families. We feel we were forced to get the vaccine to ho to NB to bury his Mom.
Without them we would have had to isolate 2 weeks. We also had to register to go to our home
province. Just want our lives back.

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23325

Haven't been able to really go out and do things as a family just because I won't get my other
shots cause I'm pregnant and worried about how they will affect our unborn child

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23326

it has been hell on earth

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23327

Mandates have impacted my life financially and my family emotionally and their education as
well as job opportunities negatively. We need to get back to normal now

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23328

Having not being able to go out places except for groceries I am very depressed. I’m 71 years
old and I want to be able to do things before I can’t!

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23329

Extremely negatively. There is no reason for the rest of the world to reopen while Canadians
are forced to continue living with draconian measures, even with extremely high vaccination
rates. The travel restrictions for flights is unconstitutional and we have completely dismantled
our Charter of Rights and Freedoms. I am absolutely disgusted to be Canadian right now.

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23330

Loss of work Many relationships ended from stress and fear. Depression from being alone and
not allowed to go out. Anxiety from the masks. The mandates negatively effect me in many
areas

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23331

Depressed, pain , worries about my children

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23332

It has made me feel stripped of my freedom to choose what is right for me. It has made me
feel like they are trying to push segregation of different classes of people. It has made me
question the intentions of authorities enforcing law, medicine, media, and lawmakers. It has
divided friends and families I know as well as my own. It has created hate amongst once
loving, united people.

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23333

It has made my work significantly more challenging. I am a pastor of a local church. I’ve spent
time on stress leave due to added responsibilities. It has made planning ahead almost
impossible. It has made put our church’s unity at risk, with all the divisive rhetoric.

2/19/2022 4:06 PM

23334

Cost me work, health, created rifts between family and friends

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23335

Laid-off for a year

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23336

It has made me want to quit teaching

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23337

A better question is how HASNT it affected my life. Or anyones life. My mental health is at an
all time low, I can’t do anything with my 2 year old daughter. We can’t travel, can’t see family.

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23338

Has kept family and friends continually at odds with one another! I want my family and friend
to love one an other again. I want to live life without any restrictions NOW!!!!

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23339

In more ways than I can count.

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23340

missed my Mexico vacation

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23341

It limits our freedoms We would like to use common sense practices

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23342

Sucks

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23343

It has polarized relationships, made me go into depression negatively effected my employment
and cause unnecessary fear in my life.

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23344

The stress of knowing the slippery slope of total governmental control

2/19/2022 4:05 PM
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23345

It has kept me from my loved ones. It has caused depression. Even though a loved one was
triple vaxed he died. It appears that being vaccinated made no difference at all

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23346

My kids have suffered terribly, depression, suicide thoughts, alienation, etc

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23347

I lost my job because of it.

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23348

Negatively, loss of income. Mental wellness etc.

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23349

Feel lonely, mental health and loss of hope

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23350

Diversity amongst families and friends. Mental health has increased among family members
Lost trust in our government, media, and health care system

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23351

It is detrimental to my healing the most obvious being lowing oxygen and raising carbon
dioxide ! I can’t go to the hot springs for my broken body !

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23352

Turned it upside down.being forced to take jab or loose my job.family members against each
others views.being locked down for the premiers own agenda.i have no confidence in my
parliament now. Not sure it will return. With jt ordering physical harm to non violent protesters,
which is our right. Not impressed

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23353

It has alienated me from my family and i retired early then i was thinking

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23354

Not proud to be a Canadian. There is no ambition to work. May as well live like a Cuban

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23355

I am unable to participate in acctivities without a vaccine passport

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23356

I have witnessed vaccine injuries, I have had my rights and freedoms violated, I have been
subject to medical discrimination and I have lost work due to restrictions.

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23357

My husband and I are paramedics and saw a lot of vaccine injuries that went unreported by the
hospital and were laughed at by fellow staff. We decided not to get the vaccine and have lost
our jobs. This is a form of tyranny as we had good reason not to get the experimental jab.

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23358

Horribly.

2/19/2022 4:05 PM

23359

It broke ties with my friends and family. It made me feel lonely and isolated. It affected my
mental health.

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23360

Social life, mental health

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23361

Made life more expensive as Trudeau does not care about Canadians ONLY HIMSELF...

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23362

It has effected me in a negative way. Caused more mental health concerns. It's also opened
my eyes to the government corruption.

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23363

Just horribly, depression, loss of job, reaction to vaccines, my sons been affected I want it
over

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23364

It has affected every part of my life. My ability to travel, my ability to see family and it has
affect my ability to work to support myself in a negative way.

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23365

Financially

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23366

my financial situation

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23367

Countless negative ways. In every aspect of life.

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23368

Child had not went back to school, husband is unable to go to work (we have $0 household
income right now), our mental and emotional health have deteriorated. Our family is gravely
paying the price.

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23369

I feel like an outcast.

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23370

Isolation has been devastating.

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23371

Has affected friendships has affected business has affected everything

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23372

Freedom of speech freedom to go on a trip or travel outside our country.

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23373

I have not been able to leave my house since I got covid fall 2019 (all the same sometimes
sick 2 weeks) (damaged lungs still have deep cough) then the lockdown started in March 2020.

2/19/2022 4:04 PM
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It has financially and mentally crippled me. No deaths of anyone I know but I can’t move freely
in society. I can’t watch any news or media without the constant fear mongering. Forcing
people to pick sides, dividing people and ruining families. It’s all too much and it needs to stop.
23374

Can’t see family missing loved ones that have passed

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23375

I had to get vaccinated against my right and my choice in order to keep my job

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23376

Loss of income, loss of friends, loss of happiness.

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23377

You ask how the mandates have affected my life and I might like to write an essay on this
matter. Suffice to say, I went from living my life to fighting for it - and not because of COVID
but because of the mandates. And when I say fighting for my life, I mean fighting for freedom,
because freedom is a fundamental right; a right born of God and a human right enshrined in
law. As such, the mandates have meant I am unable to travel to see my family and,
essentially I am a prisoner in this nation, held captive by laws that prevent me from travel,
exercising in certain places, going to restaurants and participating in certain social functions.
The mandates have taken a toll on my mental health and the fact my child is growing up in this
world where mental illness now abounds deeply troubles me. This mental health crisis seems
unimportant to those legislating mandates. I have lost a friend to suicide. A friend's son, 12
years old, committed suicide. The local school is flooded with students struggling with
depression and anxiety disorders. I have lost friends over the mandates and I cannot count the
strained relationships that have resulted. Divisive rhetoric from our national 'leader', Trudeau,
as well as province leaders and health ministers encouraging a segregated society is deeply
disturbing. The media's fear mongering propaganda and tech's censorship of anything contrary
to the mainstream narrative is a clear sign of overreach and control. This is not about our
health. This is about control. As someone who rejects the globalist agenda I cannot help but
wonder what my life will look like in the coming years, not to mention what life on earth will
look like if those at the core of this evil agenda are not stopped.

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23378

Can't go for coffee or any other form of socialising.

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23379

It’s stop families and friends from visiting with each other. It’s time for the mandate to go.

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23380

I have tried to live my life as normal as possible but there are some places I have been
prevented from going to such as restaurants and visiting friends in seniors’ residences and
some places force a face covering which is dehumanizing. I have felt the stress of an
oppressive, controlling government.

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23381

Mandate has caused fear, uncertainty, depression & mistrust & I feel our country & citizens
have lost integrity.

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23382

I have no life off my yard.

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23383

Emotionally financially it has hurt my family and friends...loss of hope threats of suicide no
jobs

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23384

Lost job

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23385

All my life is affected

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23386

It has drastically affected my children’s and my life!!! My job their schooling. It has increased
mental health issues, anxiety and depression in many people! This is very wrong and I
vehemently disagree!!!!

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23387

Depression

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23388

I am more depressed/anxious and deal with daily fears of what our future will become.

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23389

I have many clients that stopped coming. I lost 75%of my business I've built up as a healer &
wellness coach. My friends..lost sine due to anxiety on socail when distancing still afraid.
Many ppl winter leave there homes. I was depressed fir quite awhile. I pray dor freedom. More
ppl in some hospitals fir depression & over eating then the colds etc.

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23390

It took away my basic human rights of free movement, it made people fear each other

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23391

Depression. Anxiety. Suicidal tendencies. Isolation.

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23392

Reduced quality of life.

2/19/2022 4:04 PM

23393

We lost our right to finishing our post secondary education, our kids have been effected

2/19/2022 4:04 PM
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emotionally and mentally with the inability to make friends after moving. We even lost our right
to health care services due to being kicked out of the RMHC in Calgary due to vaccine
mandates that were adopted by the charity. And had to pay for my daughters rehabilitation in
our community because there isn’t funding at our hospital in our community. The care at the
Children’s hospital has immensely suffered because staff only care if your vaccinated or not.
And this caused severe spinal cord damage and my daughter lost her ability to walk. Hence
the intensive physiotherapy needed to rehabilitate. These mandates have done nothing but hurt
families and everyday Canadians, while government and government ran entities profit from an
influx of funding that we will need to pay back. While we lost our jobs and are struggling they
sit at home with their salaries that we pay for. Enough is enough. They have destroyed Canada
long enough.
23394

These mandates have negatively affected every single aspect of my life, including financially,
interpersonally, socially just to name a few.

2/19/2022 4:03 PM

23395

Cant take my partner out to dinner or attend any sporting/entertainment events

2/19/2022 4:03 PM

23396

I lost my job !!! , I will never take shot , this is not a vaccine, this is poison , I’m a catholic !!! ,
my vaccine is a Holy Communion !!! I trust in God !!!

2/19/2022 4:03 PM

23397

Pretty much stopped social life has affected work

2/19/2022 4:03 PM

23398

I am a recent cancer patient diagnosed April 20 2020 . It was a rough go 5 hours surgery 6
weeks later 6 week Chemo & 6 weeks radiation and I was as close to death as I could ever
want to be .. Here I am 16 months since and I feel I have hope and I am more depressed now
over all the terrible things I have witnessed with all these Lock downs had on people ! But I
think for me the lies of the Media in regards to the freedom Convoy 2022 was the day all those
police attacked peaceful Protesters after 3 weeks of nothing but Peace and Love ! they got
beat up pepper sprayed hit and trampled by horses I am more depressed now than I was when
I was sick with cancer ! I don't understand how Justin Trudeau turned into such a terrible
human being ! He never meet with those people once .. I am in shock I will never forgot his
words to these people .. I want to escape a country I was a free person in for 63 years ! I don't
I can stay here anymore my Country is gone I don't recognize it . Not one Leader of any
political Party stood up for the freedom Convoy ! NOT ONE thats impossible so that tell me we
are never going to be free again. Have mercy on all your souls .. I am going to find my peace
its not here in Canada sadly I was fooled as I look back at the last 15 or more years !

2/19/2022 4:03 PM

23399

I can't go anywhere I want to. Turdeau can go to hell

2/19/2022 4:03 PM

23400

My father in law committed suicide in despair. When we drove from AB to BC to help my
mother in law pack up, we knew locals had been slashing tires of out of province cars. We
were not allowed to have a funeral. My son got married outside with only 20 people allowed to
be there. My daughter in law miscarried after her clients were vaccinated. My husband has
been continually in danger of losing his job. He is our sole income. My children are harassed
by adults at schools. We are law abiding peaceful people, farmers. But we are treated worse
than pedophiles, child traffickers, mafia and spies. We have not used any vaccines (or
cosmetics or food/drink or medical treatment) that is based on aborted fetal tissue since the
early 90s. We should have the right to live by our convictions.

2/19/2022 4:03 PM

23401

I had to get vaccinated to keep my job and it made me enemic( verified by my doctor). I
should never have to risk my life to feed my children

2/19/2022 4:03 PM

23402

Severe depression

2/19/2022 4:03 PM

23403

Loss of employment, side effects this has had on my childs mental health

2/19/2022 4:03 PM

23404

My mental health has been on a steady decline since the start of the pandemic, and it was the
reason I had to quit my job because my anxiety had gotten so severe. I haven’t been able to
start post secondary because I’m not someone who can learn via zoom calls nor do I feel it’s
fair to pay more to get a lower quality education. Recent inflation has made the cost of living
so bad I’ve had to resort to selling things I enjoy as hobbies just to pay my bills.

2/19/2022 4:03 PM

23405

Depression, anxiety, weight gain

2/19/2022 4:03 PM

23406

No freedom of choice, the ability to decide what is best for myself and my body. It is not the
business of government to decide what to put in my body. It is my decision.

2/19/2022 4:03 PM

23407

Loss of relationships with family, friends, isolation, censorship, bullying, unable to see loved
ones

2/19/2022 4:03 PM
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23408

Wasn’t able to visit loved ones in home or hospital.. My Dad died of loneliness.. As did other
friends and loved ones

2/19/2022 4:03 PM

23409

I have massive anxiety, I’ve gained 40lbs, I drink nightly, I have lots friends and family
members to the division. I am trying to protect my children from this unending madness

2/19/2022 4:03 PM

23410

It has made my life a living Hell. I am in constant pain because the measures have so
destabilized my life that I can no longer get adequate care. Massage is out of the question
because I don't want anyone who may be jabbed touching me - I can't ask because I am not a
waiter, and my last massage left my skin prickling where she touched me - for weeks despite
my efforts to detox. Now, my back is speckled with little scabs. My family relationships are in
shambles and the few of us who are not jabbed - our heart breaks as our colleagues, staff and
loved ones get injured by these fucking jabs. Our high-level athlete now gasps for air with the
slightest exertion. An elderly aunt suddenly couldn't walk, another risked blindness from
shingles - all these right after their jabs. The biggest loss is that both my kids got jacked up
and I may ever know the joy of being a grandmother. It's all traumatizing.

2/19/2022 4:03 PM

23411

It has negatively impacted my physical, social, psychological, emotional, and mental health
and well-being. As a childcare provider, it has effected the children I care for, including my
daughter. It has negatively effected my job and my husband’s job. I have an autoimmune
disorder and endometriosis, and I’ve had Covid. I’m not vaccinated and having Covid was a
piece of cake. This is outrageous and this needs to end now. I am so sick of fighting for
something so blatantly straight forward: this is MY body and MY choice. Masks and vaccines
and every other restriction/mandate should be left to each of us, individually, because it is
OUR bodies and OUR lives. It’s not a blanket decision you can force on every person. This is
tyrannical and Canada has crossed over into being apart of Trudeau’s dictatorship in a
communist society. This ends now.

2/19/2022 4:03 PM

23412

Ruined it. My mother died last May and I have not been able to return to Canada to bury her,
settle her estate, and mourn with my siblings

2/19/2022 4:03 PM

23413

Isolation. Refused service in many places though i have exemption

2/19/2022 4:03 PM

23414

It has divided everyone! If this is such a scary virus then why is nobody sick at the convoy? It
is communism at its finest. I’m a proud Canadian but ashamed of the government.

2/19/2022 4:03 PM

23415

Can't see my whole family! List friends, can't sing in choir, exercise..

2/19/2022 4:03 PM

23416

Divided friends

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23417

Isolation and divisiveness amongst family and friends

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23418

Yes. I am tired of the splitting of friends and families. I am tired of the negativity and hatred.
This is NOT the Canada that I have lived in my whole life.

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23419

realy bad

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23420

Crap

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23421

Causing me clinical depression

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23422

Terrible

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23423

Destroyed faith in medicine and governments.

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23424

Negatively. Jobs. Breathing. Stress. Isolation.

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23425

On short term disability due to the extreme enforcement of vaccines, masks, social isolation

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23426

Living in the USA, not able to visit my parents, family and friends.

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23427

It completely ruined my life !!! It deprived me of a job, the possibility of traveling to my children
and grandchildren, ended my social life, introduced a feeling of fear and lawlessness !!!

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23428

I have chosen my health and freedom of choice over being mandated by AHS, therefore I have
been put on unpaid leave of absence, so financially it has affected me and my family.

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23429

Discrimination

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23430

Kept me from visiting my husband who was in a Care Home for 4 weeks and right at Christmas
and his birthday. Made me only be able to visit him before that once a week for 45 minutes.

2/19/2022 4:02 PM
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One of the most painful times of my like.
23431

I have suffered for two years from elevated depression and isolation. I honestly think this has
fundamentally changed me from an out going person to someone who does not want to leave
my house. It has definitely made me loose all respect for police and i barely had respect for
gov now i absolutely dont

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23432

Half of my grade 12 year was lost, my mission trip cancelled, my graduation barely happened.
I was extremely depressed because of my lack of a social life. I had to complete my entire
university education online (except for this semester). These mandates have wreaked havoc
on my mental health and have caused a lot of division within my family and community at
large.

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23433

Depression

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23434

Loss job, depressed, divorce, anxiety

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23435

My son at school and for the 3 other to come and it fear me for our futur

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23436

It makes me have a little faith in the political system and our freedom

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23437

In every way possible. Restricted my freedom of movement and social interactions.

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23438

Restricted my freedoms, but me at odds with my immediate family members

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23439

Has effected my job, how people treat me. Seeing tbe divide created by Trudeau and provincial
governments trying to instill fear in people. Media has proven itself to be controlled and can not
be trusted. Forcing not a vaccine , but a vaccine clinical trial on any human is illegal. All
leaders have failed to provide scientific evidence of which they refer to. This mandate and
watching what has been happening to our citizens is so heart breaking. Losing businesses,
lost jobs, homelessness, rise of suicides, rise of mental health issues. Growing addictions,
division, fear, manipulation, coercion, segregation, . People dying alone, children confused and
scared via health officials, parent, teachers, workers going into schools. This is abusive power
on a children. So much more to take in..... If governments think this was a solution they failed
miserably

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23440

Depression and social anxiety

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23441

It has forced me to get vaccinated against my will - it is not a choice when there are endless
penalties and limitations for not doing so! It has impacted almost every facet of mine and my
families lives

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23442

In all

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23443

Reduced socializing, coerced into vaccination

2/19/2022 4:02 PM

23444

Poorly

2/19/2022 4:01 PM

23445

I was forced to get the vaccine or lose my job. I did not want the vaccine in my body. I feel
isolated and alone from the mandates

2/19/2022 4:01 PM

23446

It really makes me not enjoy going out and shopping any more because I have to wear a
mask, and it seems like no body is friendly any more. I dont wear a mask at all anymore
because it is my choice - against my rights and freedoms, and people in stores treat me like I
have the plague because I am just trying to act normal!

2/19/2022 4:01 PM

23447

Losing my jobs!!!

2/19/2022 4:01 PM

23448

I’ll leave that answer with my doctor

2/19/2022 4:01 PM

23449

It has negatively impacted my mental and physical health! I am 61 and have worked my tail off
since I was 12 years old. As I am now permanently disabled from work related injuries I am
unable to work, travel, see family or friends, feel accepted in society because of Trudeau's
hate speech or enjoy lifesbasic freedoms. I feel like a prisoner in my own country. I am not
even allowed to escape the tyranny set forth by our PM as I would leave this country given it's
current path. I'm afraid that any moment all that I have worked so hard for could be snatched
away by governmental oppressors at any moment. Suicide has been considered an option but
the freedom movement has allowed me to hold on.

2/19/2022 4:01 PM

23450

The mandate has done absolutely nothing good. We have suffered loss of family we were
unable to see in hospital and hospice. Our kids haven’t been allowed to have graduation or

2/19/2022 4:01 PM
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class trips. Causing mental health issues. It’s totally divided our country.
23451

It has stolen my income

2/19/2022 4:01 PM

23452

I lost my job need to live

2/19/2022 4:01 PM

23453

Strongly negatively. It has frightened me it's made me not trust my government it has put me
in fear of my prime minister. It has limited my social interactions. Is has hurt deer people I love
who are isolated in Elder Care. It has shut down too many of our sports activities for kids. It
has impacted the schools. It threatens my grandchildren's health. My friends have lost their
jobs. We have lost clothes people to depression. It has increased the dependency on our food
banks. It has made me miss trust the public media. It has made me distrust my government.
It has kept me from seeing my children in another province. I don't mean another country but
we've been Shackled with in our own country and our own Province and our own cities. We
need a rededication to our civil rights to our constitution. I find that people who are now in a
position of authority are bullying. I believe our country men have become meaner to each
other. I believe we don't trust each other anymore.

2/19/2022 4:01 PM

23454

Not able to work much...I live pay bye paycheck

2/19/2022 4:01 PM

23455

I’ve been denied post secondary education. I’ve been denied jobs. I’ve been denied entry into
restaurants. I’ve been denied entry to other countries/ provinces.

2/19/2022 4:01 PM

23456

It has taken over all aspects of our lives. Nothing good has happen. I can’t see my kid play
sports. I can’t work. I can’t feed my family. Don’t feel safe in my own country. These mandates
are completely evil. Destroying ever value you hold true for Canada.

2/19/2022 4:01 PM

23457

The same inconveniences that everyone else is experiencing.

2/19/2022 4:01 PM

23458

We now live in communism

2/19/2022 4:01 PM

23459

Socially mentally and the overall care and love between people are gone. It feels like you
walking on eggshells every time you go out in public

2/19/2022 4:01 PM

23460

Just thinking of my boys safety

2/19/2022 4:01 PM

23461

Terribly bad

2/19/2022 4:01 PM

23462

Immensely …… we are close to losing everything. Jobs lost and barely getting by.

2/19/2022 4:01 PM

23463

It has been very long and depressing.

2/19/2022 4:01 PM

23464

I am not able to travel freely across by own country by my choice of transportation. I am
excluded from all places where vaccine passports are required

2/19/2022 4:01 PM

23465

- not able to go to certain places - relationships affected

2/19/2022 4:01 PM

23466

I'm about to lose my job, my family is divided, I've lost friends, I suffer anxiety and depression
now.

2/19/2022 4:00 PM

23467

All of them. I’ve nothing left to loss . Mandates took everything from me.

2/19/2022 4:00 PM

23468

Our family has been divided and pitted against one another. Friendships have been broken and
strained because of these mandates and our choices for our family regarding them. We have
been forced to hide, to isolate, to be silent on our thoughts and fearful of law enforcement
when considering seeing our own family and friends in our own homes. Our children have been
made to feel like a walking germ and bear the weight of another person's life and well being on
their little shoulders. We have had covid, recovered with ease and have natural immunity but
continue to be punished for not choosing the vaccine for our family. Right now I cannot visit
my 96 year old grandmother and she sits isolated in her room without hope of a visit because
for some reason keeping covid away is more important than seeing loved ones. She will likely
die alone. This is wrong on so many levels. This is not the future we want for our children.

2/19/2022 4:00 PM

23469

slowed my business down I'm a plumber and do a lot of work for restaurants and other retail
businesses and it got very very slow.

2/19/2022 4:00 PM

23470

Loss of work, loss of freedom to enjoy simple life pleasures

2/19/2022 4:00 PM

23471

My mental health due to isolation

2/19/2022 4:00 PM

23472

How has it not affected would be a better question

2/19/2022 4:00 PM
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23473

Not being able to do as I please

2/19/2022 4:00 PM

23474

Division between family and friends, being fired cause you don't want the jab,freedoms gone
because you don't want the jab, a prime minister who does not care about Canadian citizens or
our freedoms, JT should not be our PM for he is Corrupt!

2/19/2022 4:00 PM

23475

Being cut off from society,life has been restricted, life is to short for all this crazyness

2/19/2022 4:00 PM

23476

Can’t do sports if there is someone who has COVID, can’t do to school if someone has
COVID, can’t see some of my family, etc.

2/19/2022 4:00 PM

23477

Stressful, isolating

2/19/2022 4:00 PM

23478

It has infringed on my religious beliefs.

2/19/2022 4:00 PM

23479

Killed and destroyed my family members lives

2/19/2022 4:00 PM

23480

Extremely

2/19/2022 4:00 PM

23481

No travel. No social life.

2/19/2022 4:00 PM

23482

I have gotten covid twice and am still healthy as ever, this mandate has put normal life to a
screeching halt

2/19/2022 4:00 PM

23483

I feel like we have lost our rights and our freedom to chose

2/19/2022 4:00 PM

23484

We have not been able to visit family even when we had a sick parent. My daughter lost her
small business. And countless other things, too many to name.

2/19/2022 4:00 PM

23485

Loosing my job and my relationships with colleges and family.

2/19/2022 4:00 PM

23486

Loss if freedom of speech, freedom assembly , freedom to choice of bodily automy

2/19/2022 4:00 PM

23487

Poorly, I think it did more harm then good. Affected my ability to go to school, find a well
paying job in my field, ability to go to the gym affected my physical & mental health. Created a
divide between friends and family members over vaccination status.

2/19/2022 4:00 PM

23488

Pissed me off

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23489

Has gone on to long and Creates unnecessary division and exclusion of people that are sacred
of the vaccine.

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23490

Forced to take the vaccine against my wishes. This P.M does not seal for me or represent my
views!!

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23491

PTSD, isolation,fear,uncertainty, depression

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23492

Made it suck for 2 years

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23493

Well my brother had a series of strokes after his second Pfizer shot my daughters lymph
nodes swelled up the very next day after her second Pfizer shot both of them spent over six
months in the hospital both of them almost died both of them are still today recovering after
having the shot last year. I am someone with CPTSD and these mandates have affected me
deeply I am a person who likes to spend time alone however it is too much I can’t go anywhere
I can’t go on vacation I couldn’t visit my daughter in the hospital when the doctor said she had
a 5% chance of survival I have fallen into deep depression I am getting sporadic work and
before Covid it was already a struggle to live now it’s 100 times worse

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23494

Shown Division

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23495

All aspects of my life

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23496

safer

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23497

Unable to attend family funerals,unable to hug the one's I love,unable to watch grandkids
skate,swim take them to the theater also mentaly so fed up with all this BS!!!...so done!!

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23498

Our family hasn’t been able to participate in leisure activities or sports, eating out at
restaurants, traveling by airplane, or visiting family cross provincially.

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23499

I am a music teacher where my main source of income is providing in-person group music
lessons. I have had to cut back on the number of students I can teach in each class so we

2/19/2022 3:59 PM
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can social distance and this has caused me to have to work longer hours to accommodate
everyone. This has put undue stress on myself and my family. The cost of running my
business has increased as I need to accommodate teaching online when students have any
symptoms. I have five children who have had to be home from school every time there is a
lockdown then I need to assist them while continuing to work. This has caused a large amount
of stress and anxiety for myself and my children. Emotionally we are drained from all of the
mandates and just cannot continue on like this.
23500

Masks bother me and give me germs In person religous classes affected me

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23501

I have lost income from jobs by having had to shut down multiple times, as well as lost jobs by
not having the vax. I have become isolated and very depressed

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23502

Being a very recent widower, just a shut in! Immediate family out of town and during my
grieving I was struck with an open heart surgery the personal situation became mentally a dark
cloud! I’m 84 year old and need this like a hole in the head!!

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23503

My job

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23504

Well I am disabled so I can't get out but it stricts my mom from coming to see me

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23505

I was unable to see a doctor in person from January when I injured my eye until late July. After
referrals I eventually had a Dr actually do a procedure and a biopsy in December and was
informed in late January it was cancerous. Surgery scheduled for March 1st!

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23506

Negatively

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23507

Mentally

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23508

Moved back from Florida to care for my dad. Last October when the VaxPass was put in I
could no longer see him

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23509

It has taken my children who were extroverts & turned them into introverts. It has damaged
friendships, mental health, small businesses in my community. It has more severely impacted
the lives of myself & everyone around me. More than the actual covid virus. It’s a virus. Get
on with life

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23510

It has divided my family as we both have different beliefs, on covid and mainly the vaccines! It
has made my job much harder to do as well

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23511

Lost my job, lost everything!

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23512

Destroyed it

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23513

Cut my work,socialization,store the controls that the liberals are trying to have over the people

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23514

Not so much, because I’m blessed by a community who did not participate in the mandates.
However, I’m a mom of a young child and I want what’s best for him and that’s living in a free
country. My heart also goes out to all those arrested people who got arrested for doing no
crime and to all those poor children that have been masked up and isolated for so long.

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23515

It dramaticly changed my life.

2/19/2022 3:59 PM

23516

It has interfered with my livelihood

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23517

It causes divisions and hate between once so cherished and valued relationships. It sowed too
much mistrust and uncertainty

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23518

My life became socially isolated.

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23519

Threat to job less, excluded from society, divide within the family, no longer trusting my
government

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23520

Children less social

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23521

Division amongst my family and friends

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23522

As a business owner it has been very destructive. As a person it has infringed on everything
that being a Canadian is all about. So many lies

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23523

It's made life unaffordable and we might lose everything

2/19/2022 3:58 PM
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23524

Family joining/job loss/friends who died from vax/family members hospitalized from vax
requiring immediate surgery/friends terrified from media narratives/church closures/travel
restrictions/suicidal friends/financial ruin/PM Trudeau issuing hate speech and threats to the
unvaccinated/anxiousness from Pm Trudeau hate speech to so many Canadians and unknown
future threats and oppression with this hate filled leader.

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23525

Negatively

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23526

Separation from loved ones/ depression/ dispare/ fear/anxiety/dehumanizing/ division/
suspicion/ lack of gathering of the church leading to no support & encouragement/ not being
allowed to see family in care homes - inhumane!...

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23527

My mental health is out of control, I feel trapped and scared

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23528

Absolutely everything in my life has been affected. The only that hasn’t changed from two
years ago, is the fact that we did not get rid of covid so it’s time to get rid of the PM in an
attempt to fix what he has destroyed. It’s devastating. This is not the Canada I want to live in.

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23529

Stripped us of our rights, created unnecessary deaths, endless suffering and decisions
because of the GOVERNMENT AND WHO RESET PLAN!

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23530

I am unemployed because of the vaccine mandate and have health concerns for not taking it. I
feel like I am in jail and being punished for nothing.

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23531

Had a baby the beginning of lockdowns for covid. The fear instilled by the government and
media was not necessary. Not helpful for a postpartum mom.

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23532

We have lost 2 grandparents where we could not visit until they passed. They died of old age
and loneliness. We had a baby during covid which meant no visitors or visiting. In turn we are
suffering from ppd and ppa. My kids are deprived of regular things like going swimming eating
out for breakfast on their birthdays and coming along to the grocery stores. Above all our
family business has taken a huge hit.

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23533

It affected me and my family to get together. It has taken too long and the virus health impacts
are lower now that they were at the start.

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23534

I am unable to live a Canadian normal life, including visiting, travelling to visit with friends and
family.

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23535

I abhor using the discriminatory vaccine passports. Family choosing to not be vaccinated are
being kept from a normal life.

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23536

I can't go to restaurants or watch kids play games .treated like I am less than

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23537

Increased stress and anxiety on a daily basis. Severely impacted my children’s mental health
in a negative way. Impacted my own mental health in a negative way. Caused fighting with
family. Undo distress at work

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23538

We live in a free country.. we should be able to choose for our selfs what we want..

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23539

I feel like I’m living in a bubble, terrified to even give my opinion. Living in fear of our own
government!

2/19/2022 3:58 PM

23540

Lost my job

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23541

Mental health plumet

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23542

Loss of income. Depression. Division

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23543

It has caused me to lose all faith in Government, Law enforcement, healthcare etc. I has
caused a great deal of unnecessary stress on all aspects of life.

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23544

In every way possible. All negative

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23545

I have acted to protect the lives of my family and neighbours. Wearing a mask is
uncomfortable at first but one gets used to it. I miss parties.

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23546

Affected work, social life, travelling

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23547

The mandate affected my life in a positive way. It protected me and my family from being
exposed to the Corona virus.

2/19/2022 3:57 PM
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23548

I lost everything and my family is ripped apart.

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23549

No work, no school for my children, no socializing its been an absolute mess

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23550

many ways

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23551

Mentally challenging

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23552

I'm vaccinated and work from home so I'm ok, but I know people who can't work because they
don't want to take a vaccine that they don't trust and they are losing their jobs over it. This is
wrong and it's hard to see them suffer because of vaccine passports.

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23553

Social isolation and segregation (am unvaccinated and restaurants won't permit me to enter)
are at the top of the list.

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23554

Took away my choice to decide my medical freedoms.

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23555

I cant visit my husband in the hospital because of the vaccine mandates, this needs to stop.
I’m not sure what is more important go to gym or visit your love once

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23556

I have not been able to visit my 93 year old Mom in the Nursing Home. Couldn't attend the
funeral for friends that have recently passed. Worst of all though his the hatred and division all
restrictions are causing.

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23557

I don’t have the freedom to visit family at will. Education has taken backseat to their future

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23558

Work issues, travel

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23559

Complete financial ruin. Mental health challenges. Kids falling behind drastically in school. Not
being able to travel or leave the country to visit family

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23560

It has taken away freedoms that are oil outlined in my CHARTER OF RIGHTS. Government
does not have that right to do this the law Biding , tax paying CANADIANS!!

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23561

It has made me fearful of people, of situations, increased my isolation, made it so I can't go in
stores - thankful for online ordering, generally made me angry at the drop of the hat, especially
with those who are led by mainstream media when the alternative media shows pictures of the
truth, angry at the local police for not knowing the law therefore causing everyone problems.

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23562

Negatively - divided people, media and government and big corporations will not have open
discussions - threaten and coerce - I have no trust in any of them.

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23563

We chose to remain unvaccinated so we had to homeschool our kids because of bullying. I
couldn’t go to business networking functions. The anxiety of being yelled because of forgetting
a mask etc will take tears to recover from

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23564

J'ai subi intimidation et colère a mon travail. Presque perdu mon emploi pour finalement
changer d'idée et me rappeler. Je n'ai pas pu voir ma grand mère sur son lit de mort.

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23565

Mental health decline, loss of jobs, loss of income, permenant irreversible damage in so many
ways

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23566

Not free to move or go anywhere

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23567

Taken away my freedom of choice and that of my family members

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23568

Do not go anywhere except groceries

2/19/2022 3:57 PM

23569

Can’t even go watch my grandson hockey games very disappointed

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23570

Restrictions on lifestyle. Business ruined

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23571

I'm 66 fell very sad all the time don't go anywhere so vary sad think no won cares

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23572

Ruined my business

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23573

Fear for my life

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23574

In every aspect

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23575

Haven't seen my son and grandkids in the States for two years

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23576

I lost my job, because of the mandates, even after being builled into getting the vax

2/19/2022 3:56 PM
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23577

Depression, loss of freedom, loss of sports for my teens, mental health struggles for all. Teens
engaging in drugs and rebellious activity since consistent school and sports were removed.

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23578

Created division, over reached authority

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23579

Isolation, discrimination because not agreeing with mandate or the jab(not a vaccine).
Disagreeing with family members who have believed lies on main stream news and tv.

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23580

By not being able to travel to visit my aging parents who have experienced health issues.
Totally unfair 😒

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23581

Family and friends were not able to attend our wedding in August. Then as college students,
my wife and I have felt the effects in our mental health and those of our friends.

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23582

I am an unvaxed trucker

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23583

Depression, no international vacation, ruined relationships, stress

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23584

I've list family, my mental health is failing, I'm going broke due to not being able to work for
certain companies and the cost of living increasing rapidly.

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23585

.

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23586

Mentally physically and emotionally. Please help to have these restrictions get lifted. M

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23587

Brought division in family and friends gorups. Made traveling and getting married a hard thing
to do. Scene this bring division into our country. Made menta health issues even worse.

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23588

I can no longer work as a PSW. My son has Cerebral palsy and can not attend event with his
peers. It's caused catastrophic depression. My entire family is depressed and divided.

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23589

My son's and I got taken down m By the Crime Reduction Unit because I was unwilling to
mandate masks at my shop.

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23590

Lost my job and social life

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23591

Significant impact on Mental health of my family. Division of community/friends/family

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23592

Isolated and depressed!

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23593

The mandates have caused extreme depression, anxiety, anger, frustration and have caused
the preventable death of my aunt from lack of cancer screening and treatment.

2/19/2022 3:56 PM

23594

lack of work and anxiety

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23595

Division, my father died. My family split . Shame on you people…

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23596

I’ve lost my job cleaning for elders who can do that for themselves anymore , we have a
divided family , we have lots of friends and family who have now irreversible damage from the
jabs , my children can’t attend swimming lessons and I can’t fly back to Germany to see my
family :(

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23597

Loss of social activity and loss of friends who believe this bullshit. Five people close to us lost
life from the vaccines. Terrible how this has been handled! Disgusting 🤮

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23598

Loss if informed consent on medical procedures and body autonomy. Stress with family. Loss
of friends. Divided community.

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23599

Of course yes

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23600

Financially, emotionally, family relationships, spiritually, recreationally, being treated like a
second class citizen

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23601

I have lost my job

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23602

Cant visit my mom

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23603

Isolation, discrimination, job loss, housing loss, downward spiral of standard of living

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23604

More then anything is has affected the behavior and lives of my children who have to continue
to wear masks in school when the masks are ineffective at reducing transmission. Seeing their
peers faces during interaction is part of development and they havent been able to do that for 2
years

2/19/2022 3:55 PM
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23605

just a pain

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23606

devastating, holds back employment and inconvenienced man kind

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23607

As a nurse I am going to lose my job! Mentally is has caused so much turmoil and separation
within the family unit!

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23608

My work has shut down on and off and have not been able to make steady income for 2 years.
My grandfather died alone in the hospital because no one was allowed to see him. I felt very
violated by being forced to get the vaccine and was not comfortable getting it, but was told I
would be let go from my job if I didn’t get it.

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23609

Having really disturbing dark thoughts about why should I even live on this earth anymore.
Panic attacks. Isolation has made me almost borderline suicidal.

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23610

Very little

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23611

it didn't help at all

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23612

Lost my job cause of them.

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23613

I have become very depressed

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23614

Not at all, but still disagree with the mandates.

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23615

our freedom in Canada has been taken away. This beautiful country is now divided, there is so
much hostility everywhere you go. I don't dare mention masks or vaccines! Fear has been
placed in B,C. by Dr. Bonnie Henry and the Prime Minister is now so full of HATE against the
truckers and protesters. The Truckers are standing up for our freedom, our rights, our
constitution and the PRIME MINISTER is speaking to them like they are nobody's . Our
freedom is lost in Canada. The Prime Minister sounds like HILTER! Yes he does!

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23616

Taken away volunteer opportunities and work from my loved ones

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23617

It has caused so much needless suffering. My dad escaped communism to end up back in it
at a LTC home, where he has been isolated for most of the past 2 years unable to see his
family. I was able to be his caregiver for several months once they opened up the homes to
visitors to being pushed back out because of the vaccine mandates. This is tortorous hell we
live in.

2/19/2022 3:55 PM

23618

It’s restricted my ability to do anything besides work which has also been mandated in its own
way enough is enough

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23619

financial hardship

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23620

Family tensions, limited ability to travel, others

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23621

I have lost the freedom that Canadians have a right too. Depression due to being locked in my
home for months on end, and stress due to lack of money when I can’t work without being
vaccinated.

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23622

Being distant from family members not being able to attend 5 funerals in the lasy 2 years. Is
devastating!

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23623

Created division between families, friends, colleagues, churches, and communities. Made it
more stressful for me financially - more difficult for me to pay the bills.

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23624

Negatively and creates more questions than answers

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23625

It has made life harder for me and my family. I see my parents melting away because lack of
interaction with other people and the mandates stopping them from doing so

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23626

Horrible discrimination causing me to consider leaving this beautiful country permanently

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23627

Kids in and out of school, lost income, broken relationships, depression, anxiety, loss of work.

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23628

Horribly. Loss of job , medical apartheid

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23629

It sucks like your government

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23630

Depression and substance abuse in my children

2/19/2022 3:54 PM
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23631

It tore my family apart. My daughters are feeling really depressed. It is a nightmare.

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23632

It didn’t I have been vaxed but I don’t believe anyones rights and freedoms should be taken
away

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23633

All around negative In all my life, health, peace, loss of friends and family,

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23634

Mental health affected

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23635

I have lost family members, freinds and had the same divided by these fear based mandates.
Science should be constantly reevaluated and questioned to prove the hypothesis. This is
science. These mandates are driven by vaccine sales and nothing else. When many proven
protocols and therapies are left off the table or banned all together there is something wrong
with the science.

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23636

It has separated family and friends. I have lost complete faith in the democratic process. It is
not a choice to get an injection or lose your job. That is called coercion.

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23637

Gave birth alone. Risk of loosing job. Secreted. Discriminated. Family fights

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23638

These mandates have caused me depression and anxiety. I am not nearly as happy as I once
was and I am very isolated.

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23639

Financially

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23640

Many suffering mentally & physically because of mandates. Many suicides, overdoses and
vax injuries.

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23641

Caused massive financial windfall for my family and our new baby boy.

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23642

Cut off from finishing college course.

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23643

Limited my movement.

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23644

Has been a minor inconvenience

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23645

Restricted everyday life, loss of social network, general misery. I'm ashamed to see hundreds
of discarded masks and gloves among debris in the street, reusable face coverings are costly.

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23646

Difficult to travel

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23647

Lost a business

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23648

Limited seeing my family. Church services and how I worship was very much affected. Loss of
income. Positive social contacts for mental health limited. Missed weddings, funerals, etc.
Unable to be with loved ones in hospital.

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23649

Very much so it's very sad I think people need to live , socialize and it's mostly for the kids
what a life we all live in right now I 100 percent support trucker convoy freedom for all 2022

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23650

Lost my part time job, and has made me loose clients for my other job.

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23651

Increase stress & financial loss, inability to fly therefore can not see all my children/siblings or
remaining parent

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23652

LIKE MOST PEOPLE IT IS DIVISIVE AND HAS CAUSED A LOT OF GRIEF BECAUSE OF
BIG GOVERNMENT OVERREACH. A GOOD THING IN ALL THIS IS THAT IT HAS DRAWN
ME CLOSER TO MY PERSONAL SAVIOR AND COMFORTER JESUS CHRIST.

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23653

I would like to go out without needing a passport. That is not freedom of any kind.

2/19/2022 3:54 PM

23654

Not being able to cross the border(hopefully will get refunded for the years I couldn't use my
passport or get it extended for the amount of time I couldn't use it), go to Gospel concerts,be
with friends and family, having to take a rapid test every week for work, not being able to go to
Church without a mask, not being able to go to a restaurant without a v pass.....and on and on
and on!!

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23655

Loss of income and opportunities. Lack of access to fitness and entertainment facilities. I'm
worried about the future of my children. We are prisoners in our own country. Politically
unstable.

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23656

I do not have a vaccine passport so I am not allowed into restaurants, bars, events etc. my

2/19/2022 3:53 PM
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views of this Have driven a wedge between myself and my spouse. Every day I live with
emotional trauma! It has to end!!
23657

Lowered quality of life , precarious financial situation , family division

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23658

it's affected me negatively in many ways, since the start I have had many people lose jobs
and friendships. Couldn't travel or visit family/friends which was a huge negative impact. The
paranoia and the mass hysteria created was terrifying.

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23659

My job, my children’s education, my mental health. My whole life.

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23660

I feel we are in constant segregation and constant state of fear.. because of the government 's
control of everything in our life... mental health ha deteriorated drastically in the last 2 years..
there have been more suicides than ever before.. and the government just does not care... all
he cares about is his agenda

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23661

I can't fly any more.

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23662

Terribly. I got kicked out of school and can’t find full time work. Many people I know have lost
jobs or can’t get jobs and have also been kicked out of their schools. The mandates have
divided our country for too long

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23663

I haven't been able to see my grand babies nor my family haven't been able to live free for 2
yrs

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23664

My mother died alone in a hospital because I wasn't allowed to visit her. I am unable to visit
my brother who is in palliative care because of mandates. I cannot visit my father who is in
long term care because of mandates. I cannot attend to anything on campus for school
because of mandates.

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23665

Isolation, depression, inactivity

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23666

Terribly I feel like a criminal I cant got out anywhere and publicly socialize with me friends or
any Canadians and god knows when I may not be able to go to work?!? My country and my
government and the medical community have truly lost any sense of community, fellow love or
respect of others right to choose. Disturbing!!!

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23667

I have an elderly fonctioning mom stuck inside a nursing home. I had to homeschool my grand
children which was a joke and full of fustration. I also have to help financially my children. How
can I enjoy life?

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23668

Too much isolation.

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23669

Destroyed my life

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23670

Tore my family and friends apart. Prevented my grandchild from a normal life. Caused many
deaths due to lonliness/ isolation. And mental deterioration

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23671

As someone who is a former athlete, a healthy weight, committed to eating nutritious food in
our home and who stays away from alcohol, nicotine and Marijuana, it is outrageous to me that
my government has called me selfish, careless, and even a misogynist (I'm a woman) and a
racist. I actually follow the advice of physicians and take care to eat well and exercise. But I
am now looked at as someone who doesn't care for those around me and stereotyped as a
conspiracy theorist. I critically weighed my options. Because of my age, my lifestyle and
because I already had COVID in 2020, I feel that an 18 month old vaccine may be too much of
a risk. To be called selfish and irresponsible? It is incomprehensible.

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23672

family division

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23673

Alot

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23674

A lot

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23675

Forcing me to get the vaccine when there was No concrete knowledge of what the long term
affects were. A angry that know one has been held accountable for it being in existence.

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23676

Stress, sadness, heart damage from vaccine, division of friendships and family, stigmatized,
frustrating, loss of lifetime events such as child’s graduation, sports, and travel. It has been
life wrecking

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23677

What life ???

2/19/2022 3:53 PM
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23678

Loss of jobs relationships. Does the government realize we’re all Canadians citizens?

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23679

No smiles,breathing,and confrontation from vaxed ppl

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23680

Fear, terror, uncertainty, family division, isolation, health concerns, serious mental unwellness.

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23681

We have seen more division, intolerance, system failure and hate than ever before. We already
had mental issues, now it’s beyond what we could have ever imagined. I want my children,
friends and family to enjoy the same freedoms we have enjoyed for decades. Family, Faith and
Freedom please.

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23682

No freedom

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23683

Aweful

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23684

Passport is a pain to get because I got my second vaccine from a different province than were
I live.

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23685

Negatively Emotional and physical Also financially

2/19/2022 3:53 PM

23686

The mandates have affected my life in a negative sense due to the undue pressure to comply
with mandates that cross the line of my rights and freedoms as a Canadian

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23687

Lost a lot of friends

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23688

My husband lost his job and we lost family and friends our mental health have suffered, we
have suffered threats and abuse. Not being able to participate in team sports and society.

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23689

YES big time

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23690

Ruined me financially

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23691

They have impacted every part of my life. The separations from friends and family,
dehumanization of people, inability to interact and see faces has left me depressed and
hopeless.

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23692

Mentally and financially

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23693

Couldn't get the job I wanted . can't do the public things we used to enjoy as a family.can't
travel by air to lay my mother to rest in her homeland.

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23694

I am discriminated against by restaurant owners, my mother-in-law's assisted living home, pool
membership denied, sports arenas prohibit me from watching my grandson play hockey,
hospital visits prohibited, airlines prohibit me from flying.

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23695

My friends have lost businesses.

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23696

Absolutely, yes

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23697

Divided people on different sides, very nasty to be fighting over this

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23698

mental health, income and ripple effects for my future, stress, hospital visits access denied for
family who was dying including funeral. Access to food for pets was impossible had to change
it to lower grade

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23699

Because of lockdowns and online learning my daughter started to have depression and
anxiety.

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23700

It has divided our family. And has caused great anxiety. Losing one freedom at a time. Never
gaining back any has been a hardship. Being treated as a second class citizen.

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23701

Could not attend brother in law’s funeral Son won’t let us see grandchildren due to us being
unvaxxed

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23702

Dissolution of relationships, career, family. Near complete isolation.

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23703

I've become a hermit and I don't like it!

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23704

How has it NOT affected my life? It's made every aspect more difficult, put a financial strain
on us, hurt our family's ability to care for one another ...

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23705

Disruptive

2/19/2022 3:52 PM
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23706

I’m isolated from my family and friends and restricted to participate in social functions,
restaurants, and public buildings

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23707

All the restrictions has caused family and friendships to be strained

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23708

Different ways

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23709

Job loss

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23710

Could not fly to see my aunt in Australia and now in impalative care and I would not have a
place to stay as family lives in Melbourne so means more money for flights back and forth to
Sydney and train fares back and forth to the airport

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23711

Loss of job, depression, loss of quality. Lost friends due to the restrictions and stigmatizing.
People I know died due to vx injury. Family pulled apart

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23712

Division in my household. Unpredictable work. Worry for my child.

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23713

I lost 95% of my income and I WILL NOT give up my business. I have not been able to enjoy
a dinner out with my friends for almost 2 years, I have seen a waste of Canadians tax paying
dollars going to every country other than our own. I get bullied from vax’ed people for not doing
what is right to follow a plandemic. I will not bow to a government that has called those against
a fake mandate a Nazi!!!

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23714

I hate to wear a mask all the time.

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23715

Job and income loss and loss of social acceptance

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23716

stay home more

2/19/2022 3:52 PM

23717

Given me more stress and anxiety.

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23718

Have social anxiety. Started drinking a lot more alcohol

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23719

Loss of work

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23720

Not too much.

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23721

Ive done what I've been asked to do so its been pretty normal

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23722

I am tired,depressed and lonely.

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23723

Mentally

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23724

Made me feel like not having a voice.

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23725

It hasn't

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23726

Shown me our government’s have too much control

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23727

When I had my baby via c-section, I wasn’t allowed to have family and friends over to help me
out. My parents can’t fly out to visit their grandson and new granddaughter because they don’t
have the shot. It’s caused isolation and segregation amongst family and friends. There have
been ZERO benefits from the mandate.

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23728

Anxiety and depression

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23729

Not being able to see dying hospitalized loved ones. Destruction of friend and family
relationships, stress and mental health. Not being able to see dying hospitalized loved ones.

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23730

As an unvaccinated person it has hindered what we do and where we go as a family. I’m quite
tired of saying to my children I’m sorry you guys I would love to take you out for dinner but we
don’t have vaccination passports because were unvaccinated. I’m sorry you guys we can’t go
to the theatre because we don’t have vaccine passports and where unvaccinated. it is all
political bullshit. And it’s all leading up to the great reset and I’m not down for that!

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23731

I actually feel suicidal

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23732

I didn't really stop leaving my life

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23733

It’s caused my children to hate school and not wanting to go. They have now developed
anxiety and depression. The masks have caused health problems for all of us. The vaccine
has caused a divide with family and friends.

2/19/2022 3:51 PM
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23734

Loss of my personal business, division of family and stress to my mental and emotional
health, ongoing irregular menstrual cycles linked to the vaccine.

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23735

It has created mental instability, income instability, separating between loved ones. These
mandates are creating people to be sick. I was a VERY happy and established person. These
mandates have ruined what life I used to know. A life of choice, love, liberty and freedom.

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23736

I have worked through it…divided families..

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23737

Very stressful, and that’s not good

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23738

This mandate has effectively made me feel insecure for our future and freedom

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23739

Lost my job, suffering from depression, anger, irritability. Kids can’t be in their activities.
Daughter struggling in school.

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23740

I am not permitted to enter places. I have watched my grandkids suffer due online schooling,
unable to finish college etc.

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23741

Made my depression worse

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23742

No job bills coming out your ear, Can be with family and friends

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23743

My job

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23744

I have cabin fever.

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23745

Glad I'm not alone, hate when people look at you like you have leprosy and skirt around you.
Masking children is a crime. Depression, suicides have increased. The shot is not a vaccine
this has hot to stop.

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23746

Church is divided. Can’t go in some restaurants. Can’t travel

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23747

I am now watching little old grandmothers being trampled to death by police being given an
order. This shows more of a diabolical end game than all the lies that have come before.

2/19/2022 3:51 PM

23748

Loss of job. Displacement. Financial and general heightened stress.

2/19/2022 3:50 PM

23749

My family that have been vaccinated have been sick from the vaccines, we have all been
fighting with each other and my son and I have depression.

2/19/2022 3:50 PM

23750

Caused depressiom

2/19/2022 3:50 PM

23751

Unable to attend functions. Unable to get together with friends and family working with
students made difficult.

2/19/2022 3:50 PM

23752

Limited access to many places.

2/19/2022 3:50 PM

23753

Saved me from getting Covid-19

2/19/2022 3:50 PM

23754

mentally physically and my freedom

2/19/2022 3:50 PM

23755

Lost my job even with me having been fully vaxed. And I litterly just bought a house for me
and My four kids.

2/19/2022 3:50 PM

23756

I’ve walked away from my job in public education and pulled my children out of public
education and an homeschooling them to avoid all of the governmental overreach. I have a
medical mask exemption and am constantly harassed over it.

2/19/2022 3:50 PM

23757

Busier work life Less organized

2/19/2022 3:50 PM

23758

Broken up family, affected my wedding, affected my mental health

2/19/2022 3:50 PM

23759

Increased anxiety for myself and my children. Prevented socialization which has created a
feeling of not belonging and isolation. My mental health and physical health have both
decreased from lack of access to facilities and restrictions on not seeing family and friends.
Since I have a history of anxiety that mask wearing was difficult, when I am anxious I have a
hard time breathing, compound that with wearing a mask that also impedes breathing and i
have struggled immensely whenever I am out and required to wear a mask. I don’t agree with
how the vaccine rollout was done and therefore was not vaccinated; that mandate threatened
our livelihood, demonized us, divided my family, prevented access to publicly funded venues
that my tax dollars pay for, and caused discrimination against me and my family. It has

2/19/2022 3:50 PM
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removed my faith in politicians and the medical field. The level of censorship and
misinformation has been very apparent.. there aren’t very many politicians or Dr’s who
maintained their integrity through this… leaving me feeling very unsupported, very unsafe, and
worried about our future collectively.
23760

Its torn my family apart, unable to attend my grandmother's funeral, singled out. Discriminated
against. Forced time off work. The medication I require in unavailable due to the covid
mandates

2/19/2022 3:50 PM

23761

It has separated friends and family. Work moral is bad everywhere and shortages

2/19/2022 3:50 PM

23762

There are many but the one that has the greatest impact is the division and polarizing among
families, friends, co-workers, church members!

2/19/2022 3:50 PM

23763

Loss of work

2/19/2022 3:50 PM

23764

Feeling bitter and depressed on occasion

2/19/2022 3:50 PM

23765

We have no family in the area. My children barely know their grandparents and haven’t been
able to see faces for 2 years—and they’re toddlers! We’ve missed out on playgroups,
swimming lessons, vacations etc.

2/19/2022 3:50 PM

23766

Kept me and my community safer and showed me all of the selfish entitled people I don't need
in my life

2/19/2022 3:50 PM

23767

Kept us safe and relying on medical professionals to help make decisions

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23768

I am a firefighter. I was placed on unpaid leave in early December for refusing to comply with
the mandatory policy of City of Ottawa. I have 3 firefighter brother with serious potentially life
long side effects from the jabs. I have heard of many jab side effects from close friends in
EMS!

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23769

My dad lost his job, family had to sell our home, division and hate from family and friends,
declined mental health

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23770

Depression, haven’t seen family in over 2 years.

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23771

Makes me depressed

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23772

Job security and descrimination towards vaccines affect the ability for me to provide for my
family

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23773

I felt coerced into getting the vaccine just so I could watch my son play hockey and to keep
my job. My basic freedoms have been taken away. And watching my daughter suffer from
depression due to the lack of socialization was awful.

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23774

Freedom is God given. I defend my freedom from the government taking it away. My Charter
Rights have been violated.

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23775

Being sick from the vaccines

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23776

Was unable to visit family. Unable to travel. Feeling anxious.

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23777

I was forced to take a vaccine that I have no clue what the long term effects on my body will
be as I would have lost my job if not vaccinated.

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23778

It hasn't.

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23779

Freedom of choice and mask mandates cause me to have issues with breathing !

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23780

I’m losing business and I’m in depression

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23781

Unemployment, social interraction, family and friend division and segregation

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23782

Loss of business, to the point of Bankruptcy.

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23783

I don’t even know where to begin.

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23784

They ruin family relationships

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23785

All of my families lives everyone's lives were effected. From speech delays, depression
anxiety, financial, social, and many more that are yet to be discovered as studies on children's

2/19/2022 3:49 PM
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development are done.
23786

The isolation has caused far too much turmoil for people. My mother doesn’t even want to
leave her home from fear. Fights between families that have destroyed some relationships
beyond repair. It’s time to learn to live with it

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23787

Mental health is not good.

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23788

Our lives have been put on hold and the truth is coming out more and more it was based on
lies and deceit. There is a far greater agenda that will completely Destroy our freedoms that we
now know

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23789

loss of money and business slow shipment of parts

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23790

loss of freedom

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23791

Forced to accept medical treatment and or testing or be put on immediate administrative leave
without pay.

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23792

Destroyed it

2/19/2022 3:49 PM

23793

I am unvaccinated so I do not have a vaccine passport. I was able to leave the country in
October to go to Florida for the winter where I have freedom. I am not sure what I will face
when I come home in April.

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23794

Family friend work division. Changed dynamics of all areas divided as listed above. Mentally
socially and spiritually exhausted with this.

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23795

Changed relationships and I have watched it affect many relationships of those around me,
children are prejudiced and see this as normal and okay to discriminate against others that
believe different. People that I work with (I work in a care home) have seen little of their
families and their quality of life is horrible because of the lack of family that is allowed to enter
the building and the lack of faces they actually see.

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23796

Financially, mentally, reduced time with family and friends. Taken away my rights, has lowered
my thoughts on what it means to be a Canadian.

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23797

Depression, anxiety, job loss, being treated poorly by those who are vaccinated,
hospitalization, worsening health, alocholism has gotten worse, family issues, almost became
homeless

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23798

Negatively

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23799

It has affected my family’s lives…and it’s almost as bad here.

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23800

Financially and socially

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23801

Unemployed Depression

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23802

Total division of family, friends, & neighbours! It has been awful!

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23803

Lost my freedom. This is not the Canada that I grew up in.

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23804

My husband lost his job even though he had a medical exemption and advised his employer he
would get the medicago vaccine as soon as it came out. My 24 year old son is severely
depressed. If things don't change quickly we will be selling everything and moving to the US.

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23805

Freedom.to make choices

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23806

Can’t go anywhere or do anything.

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23807

It has ruined my life in every way!

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23808

In every way possible between not being able to see my family to not getting parts at work. To
not being able to go out for dinner

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23809

Can't do a lot of the things I used to do with friends and family

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23810

Has impacted my child’s life and has shown me the real addenda of the government. Has
shown me the way the Canadian gov treats it’s youth, it’s elderly, and it’s vets. Disgusting
behaviour. The Canadian gov and those supporting the mandates should hang there heads in
shame! For shame you all!!

2/19/2022 3:48 PM
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23811

Daughter in law couldn’t go to university, daughter not able to go to university. Threats of other
family loosing jobs. Can’t travel... the list could go on and on

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23812

Divided families and friends

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23813

Because of masks I haven’t had a cold in 2 years. Love it.

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23814

Pressure to receive medical intervention I feel is unnecessary or be punished by withheld
access to aspects of public life.

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23815

It’s affected my mental health, my kids have more anxiety and are behind in school as well.

2/19/2022 3:48 PM

23816

Trapped

2/19/2022 3:47 PM

23817

I cannot have my family all together for family occasions, I cannot go to restaurants or eat in
food courts, I cry when I see my beautiful 3 year old granddaughter masked or not being able
to attend dance classes like her older sister did at this age. I cannot visit a friend in a LTC
facility. etc

2/19/2022 3:47 PM

23818

Having to have a vaccine I didn’t want in order to be able to travel, go to restaurants etc

2/19/2022 3:47 PM

23819

I cannot obtain employment without a vaccine. I’ve become homeless and gone bankrupt

2/19/2022 3:47 PM

23820

I have breathing problems and wearing the masks at a job 12 hrs a day is very hard

2/19/2022 3:47 PM

23821

It has drastically decreased the enjoyment in my life.

2/19/2022 3:47 PM

23822

They have created division amongst my family and friends. They have created segregation
and discrimination within society. My children haven’t been able to live their lives as children in
2 years.

2/19/2022 3:47 PM

23823

I have lost friends, I have lost job, lost money. Been depressed for a while. I m isolated. I feel
like I live in a prison. I feel ostracised even if the numbers do not justify the pandemic.

2/19/2022 3:47 PM

23824

By not allowing me to exercise my constitutional rights and live freely. Taking away choice. By
dividing families, friends, community and country. Being hated or treated with disdain because
I have a different opinion. Seeing mainstream media taking on a single view for mandates of
covid vaccines. Muting doctors and taking away hospital privileges or their license because
they have a different opinion.

2/19/2022 3:47 PM

23825

Mostly, it has caused distrust in my government that they will stop at nothing to reach into my
life and effect every corner of it. It has caused anxiety and depression in my children as they
have been isolated from others and barred from any activities that bring joy into their lives. It
has caused distress in our home as we have had to worry about jobs being affected bc we do
not wish to be Vaccinated.

2/19/2022 3:47 PM

23826

In EVERY way, being put under a mask and also under extreme duress to get the vaccine

2/19/2022 3:47 PM

23827

In every way negitive

2/19/2022 3:47 PM

23828

I am very sick after a Moderna shot and feel like I may never recover

2/19/2022 3:47 PM

23829

Negatively

2/19/2022 3:47 PM

23830

It doesn’t. It doesn’t bother me

2/19/2022 3:47 PM

23831

Family and friends judging each other because of their choice

2/19/2022 3:47 PM

23832

My business has suffered, my children have suffered by being unable to attend activities and
social settings.

2/19/2022 3:47 PM

23833

Freedoms

2/19/2022 3:47 PM

23834

Affected very strong.our family become wild specially my kids. because of the mask which
they use all day at school they have headaches often. We lost the contact with other member
of our family and our friends. That not a Canada that I came to 12 years ago. Every thing what
Pierre Eliot Trudeau has built and United his son destroyed with passion. Bravo Justin Trudeau

2/19/2022 3:47 PM

23835

Mental health and anxiety

2/19/2022 3:47 PM

23836

It has prevented us from dining out, playing indoor sports, visiting our friends in Washington
State and travelling by plane internationally

2/19/2022 3:47 PM
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23837

Kept me from doing the things I love. And negatively affected some relationships

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23838

So many ways I cannot list them all. Life will never be the same, the damage cause by all
mandates are way worse than covid...hope the real truth comes out and people Re held
accountable for these crimes

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23839

Made me safer

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23840

I'm upset to see that the mandates divided people and caused judgmental behaviours.
Therefore, creating suffering through conflicts in the families and communities everywhere.

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23841

Overwhelming

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23842

Slow business

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23843

protected me in some way

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23844

I dont want to get out of my property because i have to wear a mask everywhere.

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23845

Decline in mental health, income, social engagements, and overall well being

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23846

Mentally fatigue and financially unwell.

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23847

Had to get vaccinated or lose my employment. Not wanting my children vaccinated but
coerced here also or subjected to ostrasization.

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23848

Made me a bit more depressed

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23849

Job loss

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23850

Has divided my whole family and friends. It needs to end.

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23851

I have been unable to have meals with my children was not able to spend Christmas with my
children was not able to sit with my dying father my husband lost his job my depression
escalated my anxiety has become tenfold

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23852

Traveling seeing family and friends

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23853

Extremely, negatively impacted my children and their mental well-being

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23854

It affected my mental well being. Divided my family and friends. Added a lot more stress to my
every day life. I feel like I have lost my freedom.

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23855

I have no social life anymore

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23856

My mental health has deteriorated, my business has suffered due to people fear of social
situations, my family will not visit me or let me see them due to my vaccine status. The
government has installed fear and division while using that to pressure to urge other to subject
themselves to the vaccines. They have hidden adverse affects and lied about efficacy and
made people choose between a jab and a job which is disgusting and shameful. The plight of
being a second class citizen has been emotionally taxing.

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23857

I haven’t been able to visit great grandmothers and my 5 year old calls her the grandma behind
the fence because that’s all he remembers her as since we were only able to see her through
two fences for a bit of time over the summer

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23858

Depression, confusion, loss of finances, stressed and anxious children, family loss (not by
Covid but depression

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23859

Mental health

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23860

I have not been able to be with people

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23861

Freedom

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23862

I’ve had friends commit suicide family and friends lose jobs and our government had us all
against each other

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23863

Not too much. Probably the most when it comes to seeing people (friends, family, etc.) and my
desire to travel but when it is done to protect the vulnerable (including me being
immunocompromised) and to ease the strain on the health care system then I acknowledge I
can make some minor sacrifices until we are in a position to lift things. We pay high taxes for

2/19/2022 3:46 PM
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free health care and right now important surgeries, medical procedures, and tests are even
more backed up than normal because of all the Covid patients in the hospital (lots of who
wouldn’t be there if they were vaccinated). I don’t want the government to change how they
provide health care because of how Covid has strained them.
23864

financially, socially, mentally, emotionally, and personally all to the detriment of my existence

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23865

Sad , angry

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23866

In too many ways to list here, mentally physically and spiritually

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23867

Termoundsly being unvaxxed

2/19/2022 3:46 PM

23868

Lost my job (not because of vaccine), anxiety, depression, anger.

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23869

It put it on hold

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23870

In every way!

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23871

Too much to eleven say?

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23872

Impacted business, social life and accessibility to family. My son is 4 and this is a critical age
where his mind is being imprinted-he doesn’t need to see people with masks on and think
that’s normal.

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23873

Kept contact from family away living in other countries

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23874

I’m a nurse so you can imagine what I’ve seen and gone threw!

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23875

Negatively

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23876

Forced me to prove I am vaccinated in order to continue working to support my family.

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23877

Lost work, limited activity, rights violated, created a situation of second class citizenship and
further dividing the population, moving society toward a social credit system and not setting a
good precedent for the type of society I think we should be building. A vaxx pass is not the
right way to handle this. It is a violation, an overreach, and there are other options and other
measures that could be taken to manage the pandemic without having to impose such
violations. People should be free to make the choice, and coercion is not the way.

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23878

Can not travel out of Canada

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23879

Division on every level extremely unhealthy especially for kids in school. People losing their
job restrictions coming in and out of the country is terrible , Fines stress

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23880

The kids never get to play with friends or see anyone. We took up homeschooling. My social
life is now non existent because everything is cancelled.. Its lonely and depressing.

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23881

It’s been disaster,depression almost like state for 2 years

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23882

Feel like a prisoner in my own home.

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23883

It has caused a divide in my family and friends. Can't see my father or step mother ... cause
not jabbed. Segregated from society, can't go to a restaurant. Most freedom of choice taken
away.

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23884

Can’t work, caused anxiety, unnecessary hate, depression. I know people with vaccine injuries
and know a doctor in Milan Italy who advises against after seeing injuries.

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23885

My mental health and relationships have suffered. I have not been able to participate or travel
freely within society. My children have not been able to participate in community activities that
would benefit them mentally and socially. We are having to incure higher discriminatory costs
due to different treatment based on medical status or preference to keep medical status
private.

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23886

Can't go anywhere, gyms are closed for no reason.

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23887

As a person who chose not to get vaccinated, I am unable to do things as a citizen. I’ve been
ousted by people who I thought were friends. This country is so divided. So much hate. People
should be able to choose for themselves. The only brutality in these protests in Canada are
from police being instructed through the emergency act called for by dictator Trudeau.

2/19/2022 3:45 PM
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23888

Losing my job on disability losing people everything

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23889

I lost my job, my house, my dreams due to refusal of getting vaccinated

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23890

Can’t go out to many public eateries without passports, have to get unproven vaccines when I
don’t want to. There are so many quotes from so called experts that say the vaccines are
going to prevent Covid and yet even the pm caught Covid from his kid. He’s a lying bastard
that is destroying Canadians way of life.

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23891

There is such hatred between the vaccinated and the unvaccinated. You cannot mention
anymore which side you are on. Just avoid the subject. Lost friends over this

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23892

1) My glasses fog up 2) I wouldn’t mind going to a restaurant occasionally 3) I would love to
watch my grandson play hockey 4) 25 people at my granddaughters funeral was ridiculous 5)
I’d like to travel 6) I’m old. Only have a certain amount of time left with family and I’ve been
robbed of Christmas, Easter and other holidays 7) I’ve lost friends over this. People who
believe the lies

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23893

I have been discriminated against, I have feared about losing my job, the Prime Minister has
incited hate against anyone unvaccinated or against anyone who is against any mandates, it
has caused tension between some of my family members.

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23894

Job lost

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23895

I have lost friends and family over the mandate decisions. I feel depressed and anxiety over
the whole situation in my province and Canada. I don’t recognize Canada anymore. We have
lost our way. Our leader is now an egotistical disappointment to all Canadians.

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23896

Unable to see my father for a year while he was living in assisted living and was in hospital.
Got vaccinated just to see him but still denied. Then he passed away before I ever got to see
him again.

2/19/2022 3:45 PM

23897

Every way possible

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23898

Loss wages my children's mental health

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23899

My work as a professional musician has greatly been affected because I will not get the
vaccine for personal choices. I was living in Nashville USA and am not allowed to return
because I am not vaccinated. This has affected not only my career, my finances, but also my
mental health and wellness. I strongly feel the vaccine is not a good choice for my body and
my health so I stand firm in that. We should never be forced. That is not freedom.

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23900

I find it hard to breathe or get enough oxygen when wearing a mask.

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23901

I cannot begin to explain how badly it has effected me and my family in every negative way
possible. The worst was twice my teenage boy tried to kill himself as he felt he had nothing to
live for...TWICE!!!! Everything he loved taken away, his sports, his job, his ability to get his
license, his ability to go get a burger with his friends. 2 months ago he went behind our backs
and got jabbed thinking it was the only way to gain a normal teenaged life again but it hasn’t
changed a thing and he seems sick to me, I’m worried about his health now. My other
teenaged daughter has had to forfeit a full NCAA ride for hockey because she doesn’t want the
experimental jab. She hasn’t had one normal year of high school and has become extremely
anti-social now. We are torn between family members and were not allowed to a wedding or
other special gatherings because of our choice not to take the experimental jab and it has
caused major division in our family. I am in the process of almost losing my job over it and my
husband may also if they insist he get jabbed. It has affected us in ways that are hard to
describe but let me list some of them here: depression, unwellness in physical and emotional
health, lack of fun, lack of desire to socialize, heavier alcohol consumption, financially draining
as we have to pay for 4 RAT tests per week to keep our jobs, doom and gloom mentality from
friends and coworkers, no more trust in the medical and scientific industries, ZERO trust in
Parliment and Trudeau. Ashamed to be Canadian.

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23902

Family and friends divided and no longer speak, reduced health of aging parents, Isolation and
depression of children, decreased hope in Canada’s future

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23903

Loss of income and family

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23904

Unsocialising

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23905

I have not been able to see my grandchildren play sports. My son is full vaccinated and he

2/19/2022 3:44 PM
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wasn’t even allowed to watch. I have not been able to go to restaurants, travel etc. I feel as
though I’m in a communist country, not Canada any more. I have come to despise the
governments at every level, which I have never done before.
23906

It has effected My life that my daughter was put on an unpaid leave because of her decision

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23907

It has caused division between family and friends and neighbours. It has created a great deal
of anxiety for me. I felt better about everything prior to the vaccine mandates because there
was less animosity in society. These vaccine mandates that have cause job losses along with
the exclusion to society has destroyed Canadians. The coercive measures by the government
has caused a great deal of harm.

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23908

Prevented us from having a funeral for our son who’s passed away in 2020. Stopped us from
seeing our grandchildren. Prevented us from attending meetings with our congregation.

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23909

Terribly.

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23910

Financially, mentally, emotionally, relationship, marriage ended

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23911

The Mandates are affecting everything in everyone's life. Trudeau must go he is evil to us
Canadians that just want our freedom back and all Mandates ended.

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23912

Very bad

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23913

Badly.

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23914

Division

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23915

Fucked everything

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23916

Negatively.

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23917

Work, children, mental health, social life, health, family, safety, bodily choice, friendships,
children's sports, fitness, travel, trust....

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23918

What life?

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23919

In everything not able to see family, not able to travel, attack and discriminated by people do
not share the same point of view.

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23920

I was told if I didn't get vaccinated I wouldn't be able to do my job, so I am double vaccinated
and I hate it so much

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23921

Not be able to go to restaurants, indoor events, and anything that insists on having the
vacation

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23922

It’s has made me depressed

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23923

Can't do anything public with my 3 year old son in his most developmental years.

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23924

It has protected me and those I love from suffering the worst effects of the SARS CoV 2 virus

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23925

devasted it, and its obviously same for many others

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23926

Loss of business and freedom

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23927

Not be able to travel to see my Mother, who is 78. 3 years without seeing my family. I was put
on an Administration unpaid leave, not having any income since end of November.

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23928

Depression, no energy, moody ,anxiety,angered .

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23929

Mentally drained.

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23930

Many bad ways

2/19/2022 3:44 PM

23931

Far overreach from the government - it has brought hopelessness, health issues, frustration.

2/19/2022 3:43 PM

23932

NA

2/19/2022 3:43 PM

23933

Reduced interaction with other people has serious and negative affects on the wholistic health
of people

2/19/2022 3:43 PM

23934

Can't freely move. No gym no restaurants. An outcast

2/19/2022 3:43 PM
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23935

Worked more over time then I ever have, almost doubling my yearly wage. Banked 3/4 of my
vacation into my pension.....

2/19/2022 3:43 PM

23936

It has effected my health, my family MY FREEDOM

2/19/2022 3:43 PM

23937

Quite negatively. My child is suffering stress,anxiety and social seclusion and families are
being torn apart

2/19/2022 3:43 PM

23938

My childrens lives, social activity, separation, mental health have all been affected

2/19/2022 3:43 PM

23939

My husband had an adverse reaction to the Vax. It was dismissed as just anxiety. We haven't
been able to participate in many events / activities in our community as we have a couple
unvaxxed family members.

2/19/2022 3:43 PM

23940

It ripped my family apart.

2/19/2022 3:43 PM

23941

It’s unconstitutional

2/19/2022 3:43 PM

23942

Horribly it’s ridiculous time to end

2/19/2022 3:43 PM

23943

Missing 2 years of my child’s extracurricular activities that I cannot get back. The mandates
are destroying my trust in the medical, science and government departments.

2/19/2022 3:43 PM

23944

1) lost revenue 2) likely forced into early retirement

2/19/2022 3:43 PM

23945

Lost business and opportunity to travel and already spent air flights paid in advance almost
most bankrupt

2/19/2022 3:43 PM

23946

It has heavily affected my mental health.

2/19/2022 3:43 PM

23947

I don’t have a life anymore.I hate the masks.My church is my life.It is closed most of the
time.When it is open I can’t socialize with my friends.

2/19/2022 3:43 PM

23948

I have watched my children suffer and it has had a negative impact on our family because of
all the mandates.

2/19/2022 3:43 PM

23949

Loss of friendships, increased depression, suicidal thought of family members, too many to
say here

2/19/2022 3:43 PM

23950

Depression due to fear and isolation. Ongoing threat of loss of employment. Loss of human
rights and protected Canadian freedoms including but not limited to: national and international
travel, freedom to associate, freedom from discrimination and segregation, freedom of speech.
Also lost has been protection of privacy for my medical information, denial of medical services
and denial of informed consent in regards to experimental medical procedures.

2/19/2022 3:43 PM

23951

Aged all of us

2/19/2022 3:43 PM

23952

In many negative ways

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23953

Disallowed from visiting my elderly parents in last 1 1/2 yrs, division amongst family & friends,
isolation, segregation, alienated, due to MY BODILY AUTONOMY CHOICE. That is
unCanadian & absolutely frightening in a democratic country.

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23954

My children have not had the proper schooling, missed work, depression the tearing of families
from vaccinated or unvaccinated

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23955

It has emotionally effected all of us. We are created to socialize and get encouragement
through fellowship but sadly it was taken from us.

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23956

No freedom

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23957

It cost me almost $700 for just CoVid tests and masks to travel . Other than that my business
without the ability to sell at markets. Missed family get togethers. I saw how unprepared our
governments were for anything !!!

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23958

I'm opposed to vaccines, but had no choice of I wanted to keep my job.

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23959

Stuck at home and can't travel while politicians travel all over the world.

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23960

it distance everyone

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23961

Lost our business, lost friends lost family, divide, mental health, MY FREEDOM IS GONE! It

2/19/2022 3:42 PM
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has effected every single part of my entire life in a negative way. It must end now
23962

Isolated from family! Restricted from dining out! Trying to force vaccination or be labeled as
second class citizens!

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23963

Depression

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23964

I'm a federally regulated employee and I will lose my job before I submit to a vaccine mandate

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23965

Life goes on but Trudeau is offensive in what he’s doing

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23966

Negatif

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23967

Not being able to see family, friends, going out,,

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23968

It has changed life for the better… I now realize I don’t need near as much as this world tells
you. But I am almost 40yrs old and have seen and done lots. My beautiful wife and children
are all I need. The affect that worries me is for my children. I don’t want them to grow up in a
world of hate, anger and division. They should grow up and be able to dream their dreams and
live free from tyrannical ideals. If Covid 19 is as real as our dictatorship of a federal
government believes it to be then it is not going anywhere. We must learn to live with it and
move forward, not cower in fear hiding in our homes scared to interact with one another. These
mandates are the attempt of an over reaching government trying to dig their heels into the
throats of Canadians. It is unacceptable. If they were following the science and our corrupt
main stream media would report the truth I believe we would be in a much different situation.
God gave us dominion over the earth. It is up to the people to take our freedom back.

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23969

Lost of the job. Lost of freedom to enter public facilities etc.

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23970

It’s kept me and my loved ones safe

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23971

4

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23972

Don’t get me started

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23973

I no longer trust that the democratic framework of our nation, and other nations, is properly
equipped with the legislation and institutional checks and balances required to uphold individual
liberty and bodily autonomy and other basic freedoms during a pandemic situation or any other
crisis.

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23974

Yes, very much so

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23975

Job loss, income loss, freedom of movement is lost, mental health issues, stress, friendships
and family destroyed

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23976

caused great anxiety!!!

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23977

Socially

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23978

I’ve been isolated from People navigating an abusive and toxic divorce. It has been nothing but
traumatizing and depression inducing. I NEED it to stop

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23979

Segregation, freedom of speech, movement etc.

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23980

I’m alive and fine! Time will show all mandates will end. No big deal on any of it. 90 per cent of
truckers are vaccinated and on the road filling the shelves.

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23981

My 15 yr old daughter was suicidal. I although I didn’t want to get vaccinated. I did so that my
daughter can return to a normal life. I would have lost my job if I didn’t get vaccinated. I feel
violated of my rights.

2/19/2022 3:42 PM

23982

Negatively

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

23983

Religiously-closing of churches Mentally-online schooling increased my anxiety majorly leading
to multiple panic attacks which I have never had in my life and feeling of great isolation. Taken
away the right to go to different resturants etc.

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

23984

Being unvaxxed, i have felt ashamed, judged, dont get to experience things with my family
such as travel, team sports, childrens birthday parties, never thought life would be like this
with my children.

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

23985

I lost a parent and no family when laid to rest

2/19/2022 3:41 PM
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23986

It has affected our family emotionally, it has brought division and it has hurt our fellowship at
church. I see more harm than good.

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

23987

I have been fortunate to be unaffected so far in my professional career. That being said the
governments failed response to covid has caused rifts between family and friends and I have
seen how devastating it is to the mental health of those around me.

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

23988

Affected my Freedom of choice and given me health issues and postponed surgery and
affected court Action

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

23989

All of them

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

23990

Miserable not worth living

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

23991

Made family scared nasty depressed

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

23992

- forced to get vaccine to keep my job:(, this is simply WRONG and makes one feel violated of
our basic human rights and freedom of choice - adverse reaction to vaccine, had trouble
walking amongst other things - often suffer headaches when wearing mask, especially working
physically hard and feeling like I can't breathe, I would think unimpeded breathing of air is a
basic human right (especially when a virus cannot be blocked by these masks!) - impaired
vision from steamed glasses while masking, can barely see to make purchases - has deeply
divided family members and not allowed visitation of family members - propaganda pumped
out constantly, causing ridiculous amounts of fearfulness and stress, instead of faith - extreme
government overreach destroying small businesses and families, and freedom to earn a living,
closing schools, giving themselves power to say who is essential and who is not, even to the
extent of closing churches! - blocking any early intervention treatments that could have
prevented deaths, blocking doctors/scientists and any others from open/transparent
discussion, but instead censor and manipulate/pay media to only promote experimental
vaccine agenda - cover up/block, manipulate, silence information about adverse effects of jabs
as well as censoring any kind of free dialogue - caused isolation of people that would not even
be lawful in prison, sky-rocketing suicide, mental health issues, deaths due to health care
neglect, etc. - spending our tax dollars so recklessly causing unbelievable debt, and ignoring
incredible inflation and housing prices, robbing our children and future generations of any hope
- this has caused me to feel overwhelmed and heartbroken - insulted Canadians' intelligence at
the ridiculous contradictions and obvious silliness of some of mandates (and I might add,
violation by the upper-crust elite when convenient--would be interesting to find out how much
some directly financially profited) - will probably never trust government, public health
"authorities"/doctors, Big Pharma, police again - what has happened and is happening is
stunning corruption and violation of our basic human rights and is, in my opinion, crimes
against humanity--may God help us all

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

23993

My kids have missed too much school, everyone I know has suffered

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

23994

Made me a prisoner, and 2nd class citizen in my own country!

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

23995

Made me feel like a prisoner in my own home and has caused division in family.

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

23996

Division, depression

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

23997

Made my life miserable

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

23998

it has reduced me employment options and had affected the relationship with some of my very
important family members

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

23999

Mentilly

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

24000

Had to close my business, huge anxiety, couldn't visit my parents, hate seeing the division of
Canadian people!!!

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

24001

The social isolation negatively impacted my mental health in a huge scale, and I lost my job

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

24002

Could. Not eat out or go to a show or see friends because I did not have rhe jab and they live
in so much fear.

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

24003

I lost my freedom. I came here before knowing it's a better place. Peaceful with lots of
opportunities. But now all of that is gone. What's left is division, coercion, and more evil things.

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

24004

Sadness. Lonely. Not seeing people and family. But most of all is masking for my grandkids

2/19/2022 3:41 PM
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24005

Mental destress

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

24006

Miserably

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

24007

Torn family and friends apart. Held hostage in our own country.

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

24008

Allowed liars and thieves to control daily lives of Canadians

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

24009

Lost my business

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

24010

It has caused one of my daughters to go into a deep depression, suicide attempts, drug
addiction, the list goes on!! She was a good kid before all the Covid related lock downs and
mandates! My two other daughters are suffering depression and social anxiety , all three
daughters are struggling with school! Falling behind and probably going to fail their grades.
These mandates have affected my children more than anything!!! They need to stop!

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

24011

Lost jobs. Depression with kids Stress on family Family break ups

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

24012

We have lost family members and can have no funerals, people committed suicide, mental
health issues with my children from this as well as myself. Our families are divided because
some are vaxxed some are not. We have no freedom of speech nor opinion. END THIS NOW

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

24013

The destruction of family and friends. It will be permanent.

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

24014

Impacted my mental health negatively

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

24015

Lost my 14 years longtime job to support my children. All of the mandates affected my
children and I physical and emotional/mental stability. The mandates also affected my
children’s growth and education for the past two years. It will also take long time to recover all
of the traumas and that is unknown negative affected.

2/19/2022 3:41 PM

24016

We have had to reduce travel to see our grandchildren and we miss that but would do it all over
again if necessary to save the lives of others.

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24017

It is no one’s business what your medical choices are. Being forced to get a vaccine that put
my husband in hospital is atrocious

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24018

Unable to go out with family and friends

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24019

Well I used to be a Chef that was forced to change careers in order to keep a roof over the
head of my two young children who are growing up in a world where they can't see the smile of
anyone they meet. Due to ridiculous adults that are so afraid of getting a cold they are willing
to traumatize a whole generation of young ones and force inject experimental medicine into
their defenseless little arms. Other then that and our most basic rights being stripped away
from us it's been a blast. Two thumbs up.

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24020

All aspects of life have been affected....weddings, funerals, birthday parties, family gatherings,
travels, the list is endless....and has hurt everyone in MANY ways.

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24021

I feel like I’m living in a hole. Very social 2 years ago

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24022

As a.comunist

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24023

Our children have suffered mentally, not having social outlets has caused poor mental &
physical health. My work has been affected, wearing masks has caused overall poor health I
suffer from constant cold sores & heartaches. Our toddler can’t learn as well at daycare from
not being able to see they’re facial expressions & learn to talk via facial movement.

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24024

Poorly

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24025

I could not attend church ,visit family and friends,and trudeau is NOT a canadian prime
minister!!! HE IS A TARRANT!!!

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24026

Haven't been with family in over 2 years. Depression, anxiety, anger, nothing to look forward to.

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24027

My daughter hasn’t yet met her grandparents. Nor had my husband seen his family (from the
Netherlands) in 2 years

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24028

I don’t feel like I live in a free country and that my rights and freedoms are violated by this
governments coercion and scare tactics and no data to back up their actions.

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24029

It’s stopped me from living my life and my Family will be destroyed

2/19/2022 3:40 PM
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24030

Lost of income. My kids mental health.

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24031

Lost job Forced vaccination to become employed Unable to spend time with family and friends
due to distancing and mandates Weddings cancelled Holidays forced to cancel Our lives were
forced to be put on hold for 2 years over a cold virus

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24032

I has proven that the government are corrupted idiots ruled by satanic globalists

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24033

I am 66 and have no vehicle. I did not renew my bus pass snd stopped taking the bus. I shop
at dtores as little as possible due to mask wearing mandates. I was alone before, but now I am
almost completely alone going out rarely. I do not trust my government nor the medical
community or health care professionals and am patanoid to ever need to go yo the hospital. I
am a high functioning autistic person suffering from a syndrome of afflictions such as
compulsive ticks, OCD, PTSD, Drepression… cause being from extreme early childhood
trauma… I was doing yhe best that i have ever fone in my life, due to finally getting the
medical and social assistance i needed, bring out in disability and then ehen my old age
security kicked in. Since the mandates my early childhood horrors of abuse, mistrust authority,
feelings of vulnerability and terror, the ticks and body agitations /convulsions which i had not
experienced since childhood have started back… and the depression has increased. I cope,
however, every hime i see Trudeau speak it gets worse… everything gets worse! The Truckers
caravan gave me hope and was so inspiring. I finally felt proud to be Canadian again. Then
after watching Trudeau speak so divisively and with such arrogance and meanness towards
the truckers and their supporters, and declaring the emergencies act and directing the banks to
violate persons security of property etc. I am now at a new low!

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24034

I got 2 vaccines and now I always feel a pain in the heart muscles like I’m taking a heart
attack. Short of breath constant tickle in my throat since my 2nd vaccine Pfizer. My forearm is
always in a rash as well

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24035

It has left me imprisoned in my own country for the past 2 years.

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24036

It affects everyone’s life jobs mask mandates all need to go

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24037

I have had to close my business twice for two lockdowns. And the welfare of animals has been
neglected. I have lost income of a way of life.

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24038

Wage loss. Travel and family restrictions

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24039

Job loss Psychological damage to my children Destroyed relationships due to the division
wedged by the government Discrimination Isolation The list could go on and on

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24040

My kids social skills. My wife and I have lost work.

2/19/2022 3:40 PM

24041

Killed my business, locked me into my home, distanced me from friends and family.. made me
almost broke, depression, anxiety, feelings of hopelessness, bitter, angry, broke up my
relationship with my Lady, kept my daughter and grandchildren locked into another province,
made me loose confidence in my Government, MPs, police, the Media,Medical Science and
truth.

2/19/2022 3:39 PM

24042

I have a hard time wearing a mask. I'm not allowed to accompany my husband to hospital
visits, I may not eat in restaurants, go on planes, trains, and many other places

2/19/2022 3:39 PM

24043

Masks

2/19/2022 3:39 PM

24044

Violates my freedom and privacy .

2/19/2022 3:39 PM

24045

It has taken away my personal freedom

2/19/2022 3:39 PM

24046

Can't go any where when my mom was on her death bed I couldn't get in the the hospital to
see her had to visit though the window for a month and it was because we couldn't be in there
with her

2/19/2022 3:39 PM

24047

Seperated me from family and friends and divide our society, i can’t travel without knowing wat
it’s like at the border ! Just to name a few !

2/19/2022 3:39 PM

24048

Your kidding right. Everything was effected

2/19/2022 3:39 PM

24049

Mental health- just drained

2/19/2022 3:39 PM

24050

Unnecessarily limited my life. Made me aware of how much evil exists in bureaucrats and

2/19/2022 3:39 PM
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politicians. Made me distrust politicians and the legacy media to an unprecedented degree.
Made me grieve for the unnecessary loss of live and injury due to bizarre and unscientific
government policies. Made me horrified at the totalitarian shift of governments worldwide.
24051

It’s all a lie. I don’t trust our government. Loneliness, has affected the economy poorly, jobs
lost, couldn’t be with my mother on her death bed, families have been torn apart, fear, distrust,
etc

2/19/2022 3:39 PM

24052

My privileges we’re taken away

2/19/2022 3:39 PM

24053

Severe anxiety, loss of friendships and close family relationships, job loss, mental, spiritual
and physical health tanked, my mothers cancer wasn't detected till it was too late to save her
life, I don't feel schools are safe for my kids, masks are harmful for my health and my family's
health so we have avoided stores, church, etc.

2/19/2022 3:39 PM

24054

I don't let it where I can help it.

2/19/2022 3:39 PM

24055

I am unable to travel (my right as a Canadian) to visit my toddler grandson unless I receive a
medication ("vaccine") with unknown effects that I do not want until human trials are completed
and it's proven that its efficacy outweighs its harms. I am unable to visit friends or family,
unable to attend certain worship services, and at times, unable to sing and worship the way my
faith dictates (my right as a Canadian). I am unable to communicate (particularly with the
hearing impaired) without a face mask (proven now to be useless against covid), unable to
smile at people, unable to breathe freely. I am unable to hug or receive hugs, a critical form of
human interaction, due to social distancing, even now that we know that does nothing to
prevent the spread. I could go on and on.

2/19/2022 3:39 PM

24056

It has caused immensed problems with my mental and physical health as well as my
daughters.

2/19/2022 3:39 PM

24057

So so

2/19/2022 3:39 PM

24058

Not at all

2/19/2022 3:39 PM

24059

I am fully vaccinated. This entire pandemic however has nearly ruined my life. The lockdowns
are more harmful than the virus.

2/19/2022 3:39 PM

24060

Loss of work. Stress! Anxiety in me as well as my children.

2/19/2022 3:39 PM

24061

Lost friends & family because of different ideas

2/19/2022 3:38 PM

24062

Negatively

2/19/2022 3:38 PM

24063

In every way imaginable!

2/19/2022 3:38 PM

24064

Destroying society

2/19/2022 3:38 PM

24065

I am a single mother and it has been difficult to take my kids to get groceries. At times they
cannot be in the shopping cart at check-out, I was given a hard time at emerg when I took my
infant in cause I also had my 3yr old with me, my 3yr old does not like waring a mask which
causes issues at some stores. I feel the unvaccinated are being treated unfairly, asking like
they are a major part of the issue when in my province a lot of the new cases were from the
vaccinated. We should be q people not the vaccinated and the unvaccinated. My husband is a
long haul trucker so I am unable to be around family and friends due to distancing measures
and the fear the government has put into people regarding covid. My husbands is away for
months at a time (thus I am a married but still a single mother) I am a stay at home mother of
2. I have been secluded and cut off from sucisity since the pandamic started 2 years ago. I
now suffer from social anxiety and my depression has worsened due to the seclusion of the
mandates.

2/19/2022 3:38 PM

24066

Inconvenience.

2/19/2022 3:38 PM

24067

I have been prevented from traveling due to vax mandates. I am not able to see my parents in
the USA. I am a second class citizen being held hostage in my own country.

2/19/2022 3:38 PM

24068

Days of depression 2 years of lost business & income Lost trust in leadership that lies and
shows only manipulated statistics

2/19/2022 3:38 PM

24069

The govt overreach has made me afraid to be in Canada & makes me want to flee like so
many others have. It makes me worry for my kids futures & their will to live in such an

2/19/2022 3:38 PM
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oppressive nation. My son should be in his 2nd year post-secondary but he can’t go bc he’s
afraid he’ll lose his tuition if they mandate the shots. The govts are acting like an abusive
partner in every way one abuses his prey, even using psychological methods to break one’s
psyche.
24070

Kept me from visiting friends & family. Unable to do normal activities such as eating out,
worshiping God freely in church

2/19/2022 3:38 PM

24071

Division in my family and friend groups

2/19/2022 3:38 PM

24072

everyone living on pins and needles - so I'd say stress

2/19/2022 3:38 PM

24073

Have not been able to see my Wife's family. Both of my parents died alone without family
around them. Has separated and divided family members. Constantly harassed about not
wearing a mask.

2/19/2022 3:38 PM

24074

No parties

2/19/2022 3:38 PM

24075

I have been suspended from work for non compliance with the vaccine mandate.

2/19/2022 3:38 PM

24076

Depressed

2/19/2022 3:38 PM

24077

Vaccination mandates have left my family unemployed. No access to community services and
limited access to health care. My children have developed medical health issues due to social
restrictions and not being allowed to take swimming lessons. Stop mandates today!!

2/19/2022 3:38 PM

24078

Given me mental anguish

2/19/2022 3:38 PM

24079

I lost my job ability and my income

2/19/2022 3:38 PM

24080

I have kids all aspects of their lives have been impacted.

2/19/2022 3:38 PM

24081

Couldn't travel

2/19/2022 3:38 PM

24082

All

2/19/2022 3:38 PM

24083

It forced me to being trafficked

2/19/2022 3:37 PM

24084

It has created divisions in my family among many other things

2/19/2022 3:37 PM

24085

Mentally, social health, financely and created family issues

2/19/2022 3:37 PM

24086

negatively

2/19/2022 3:37 PM

24087

Terribly. It has a negative impact on almost every aspect of my life. I have struggled with
depression, relationships have suffered. My kids development has been stunted and my hope
for their future is in jeopardy.

2/19/2022 3:37 PM

24088

Everything

2/19/2022 3:37 PM

24089

My niece died alone in the UAH hospital. Her mom had to say her last goodbyes over face
time. None had COVID I have not been able to socialize with family members. Family funerals
have been locked down. Not able to attend funerals of loved ones and close friends because of
COVID Restrictions been locked out at work. Unable to job to full capacity.

2/19/2022 3:37 PM

24090

Very bad

2/19/2022 3:37 PM

24091

Vaccine injury, unable to spend time with family & friends. Masking causes depression.

2/19/2022 3:37 PM

24092

My rights as a human being

2/19/2022 3:37 PM

24093

My job, social life, mental health

2/19/2022 3:37 PM

24094

Why is this even a fuck n question, it literally goes without saying.

2/19/2022 3:37 PM

24095

Mandates took away the most ESSENTIAL needs out of my elderly Dads life: his 6 children,
16 grandchildren, and 5 great-grandchildren. He was being held hostage against his will and
against the will of his family. Mandates CAUSED my 85 year old father's mild dementia to
worsened so bad, he didn't recognize any of his 16 grandchildren after the initial lockdowns and
he started forgetting what he was saying in the middle of a sentence and couldn't remember
what he'd eaten for breaking or even if he had a visitor that day. On Dec 24/21, mandates

2/19/2022 3:37 PM
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again cut the most essential needs out of my father life, his family, so we pulled my dad out of
that senior residence prison.
24096

I don’t recognize my life any longer.

2/19/2022 3:37 PM

24097

It hasn't at all

2/19/2022 3:37 PM

24098

Decided my family. Depression

2/19/2022 3:37 PM

24099

Ruined it caused mental health problems with my spouse and children. Caused division at
work been harassed by others caused economic hardship in my house

2/19/2022 3:37 PM

24100

Division between Canadians

2/19/2022 3:37 PM

24101

Lost interest to sociate with itherd

2/19/2022 3:37 PM

24102

cant travel

2/19/2022 3:37 PM

24103

Yes. I lost my job.

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24104

Destroyed my happiness. Can’t go to senior activities or pool

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24105

Of course it has affected everyone’s life. Luckily retired so didn’t have to worry about losing a
job. But sad not to see my grandkids and kids

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24106

Kept me and my loved ones alive!

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24107

Isolation. Can't go anywhere without being vaccinated. Barely leave the house to go anywhere
with my children and I have to buy all of our necessities online now. No family outings and
can't get a job without being vaccinated.

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24108

Canada has become a 4th world country.

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24109

The overreach and power grab.

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24110

UK government are trying to mandate health care professionals even though they have
antibodies

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24111

I've felt isolated and disconnected from my community. As well as discriminated against. I am
a paying citizen! I want full participation for what I pay for.

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24112

I have been in a constant state of depression as has been my 6 grandkids. I am fearful of my
government as I have been called awful names for being opposed to this oppressive and
criminal government.

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24113

It negatively affected my physical and mental well being. It has also negatively affected
relationships with friends, clients and colleagues.

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24114

In every way.

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24115

Separation from family, divisions among family and friends and co workers.

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24116

I have not lift my home in two years and very tired of it all

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24117

The mental well wing of my children. And financial

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24118

Metaly

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24119

Can’t go anywhere. Lost friendships. My kids can’t do the sports that they love. Can’t travel

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24120

Very badly, shame!!

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24121

I almost lost my job, my dad who is sick with cancer I can’t see him all the time, my life in
general has dramatically changed since I can’t freely do things like before

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24122

Kept me more safe. I’m ok with that.

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24123

I cannot see my parents who live in Minnesota just 10 minutes from me. We have also
decided to homeschool our children.

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24124

Have family in retirement and can’t see them. I cannot get medical attention I need, I was
involved in an an accident and treatment is very difficult to get, I need specialist but everything
on hold because of COVID.

2/19/2022 3:36 PM
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24125

Splitting the family, depression, panic attack

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24126

It sucks! It has devided family and friends ..

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24127

I am a small business owner. I have seen many small businesses struggle and close over this.
I have seen division of families and friends, suppression of information, and a slew of fear
tactics over a virus that does not have pandemic status. The measures and mandates
imposed are more harmful than good.

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24128

Losing my job has made it hard. I know that these injections are questionable at best and
having someone tell me I need one to live and be a part of society has destroyed my mental
health. I am diagnosed with anxiety and depression. It is impossible at this time to keep my
mind and body healthy. I am horrified to watch Trudeau do his bidding for the NWO. Peaceful
protesters are being traumatized and severely injured. The media and court systems are an
even bigger corruption problem. It is they who put tyrants behind bars. We cannot rely on them
to do the one task their jobs entail; truth and justice. I no longer feel safe in this country. And
it’s scary to think I may not even be able to leave. Shame on everything about Canada except
the true hearted people standing up for our rights and freedoms. Without them I would have
commit suicide by now.

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24129

All of them. Kids at school masked Can't wait my children play sports Can't go out to
restaurants, movies, most activities other than being outside

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24130

My rights to access services have been denied

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24131

Causing harm to friends and family. Limiting access to hospitals and care homes, limited
church activities and who or how many can be in my home, caused division between friends
and family members, masks are not preventing the spread of the virus but making people sick
because of breathing in the carbon dioxide and many more things like people committing
suicide, losing jobs .

2/19/2022 3:36 PM

24132

My 5 year old has to have a mask covering his fave for 7 hours….. tell me that’s healthy on
ALL levels

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24133

Lost my job I got fired

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24134

I've missed so many family events!! It feels like I lost 2 years of my life.

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24135

Job/family

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24136

Demoralized Canadians right to choice, or be faced with extreme measures on limitations to
work, travel, access to public venues without proof of V status.

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24137

Cannot get out like I used to without the vaccine passport. Required to wear useless mask.

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24138

Because of the mandates a lot of people are dying. Also, it takes away family time and breaks
families apart.

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24139

Not one bit

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24140

Yes, no sports spectators for my kids, I can't watch my daughter play in a concert, my children
were removed from their symphonies. I can't watch my child's swimming lessons. 50% church
attendance allowed, I can not cross the border or fly or take a train. I can not go to the movies
or eat out at a restaurant.

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24141

I have lost my job as a registered nurse for not disclosing my vaccination status. I have lost
family members who have been divided because of the government. I have not been able to
freely worship in church for over a year. I’ve pulled my kids from school and have
homeschooled them, I will never make my children wear a mask.

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24142

Isolation

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24143

Loss of work. Rift in Canadian people.

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24144

Stress, business, too many ways to mention here

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24145

N/A

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24146

My kids haven’t had a birthday party in years and are behind in school. No family vacations
missed my grandfather’s funeral etc.

2/19/2022 3:35 PM
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24147

Destroyed my family. Destroyed my life. Can't get a job. Can't find a rental. Family won't speak
to each other over the overly publicized vaccine status. The mandate has ruined every single
aspect of our lives

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24148

We feel like second class citizens. Told when we may or may not go to church. Been told
when to go where, who we can see and not see, when we may or may not enter public
buildings; scared if you will be refused entrance, or denied care. The list could go on and on

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24149

Has made me depressed and not wanting to go to work. I also have trouble sleeping at night
because it’s caused me anxiety about waking up and going to work.

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24150

Not much

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24151

Depression , anxiety , fear . Haven’t seen my family in 3 years . Worried for my children

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24152

Negatively

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24153

Forced onto LWOP by Canada Post and no money coming in to provide for my family

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24154

N/A

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24155

Lost business income, conflict with employer and family, emotional distress within my
immediate family, can't travel out of province or eat out

2/19/2022 3:35 PM

24156

In every which way you can imagine, this is Discrimination and segregation on steroids!

2/19/2022 3:34 PM

24157

Not allowed to enter Nursing home to visit family member.

2/19/2022 3:34 PM

24158

Has not

2/19/2022 3:34 PM

24159

It has ended friendships, has impacted my life as I am close to loosing my job, my stress
levels and my family stress keep has gone through the roof, my kids are depressed.

2/19/2022 3:34 PM

24160

It has caused serious adverse side affects in my father and other friends and family including
death. I have three family members that died in care homes of loneliness not from COVID
including my grandmother. Now due to vaccine hesitancy within my family my nieces are
homeschooled and I have lost my career of twenty years. As well I commuted to my home and
boyfriend of 6 years in Italy and now have not been able to see them for a year and a half. This
government behaviour of not using all available tools and simply following their own agenda
has effectively torn my life to pieces. And yes I have had COVID … another part of the
science that is not being listened too… and most people I know have.

2/19/2022 3:34 PM

24161

Caused division everywhere in Canada

2/19/2022 3:34 PM

24162

Family division, loss of sports for my kids, loss of job for family members, etc etc etc

2/19/2022 3:34 PM

24163

I can not travel back to see my family

2/19/2022 3:34 PM

24164

To much

2/19/2022 3:34 PM

24165

Killed it

2/19/2022 3:34 PM

24166

Unable to work in certain places. Decreased social support. Kids were affected by masks.

2/19/2022 3:34 PM

24167

Depression

2/19/2022 3:34 PM

24168

It hasn't as I'm fully vaxxed and have a passport so can travel, go into restaurants etc if I want
to

2/19/2022 3:34 PM

24169

I did not get the vaccine because I am pregnant and don't feel comfortable with it, though I
have felt pressured to get it. I am unable to go to many places and feel there is a stigma with
being unvaxed.

2/19/2022 3:34 PM

24170

Changed my way of living

2/19/2022 3:34 PM

24171

Mental strain deteriorating our health

2/19/2022 3:34 PM

24172

It sucks

2/19/2022 3:34 PM

24173

Not at all

2/19/2022 3:34 PM

24174

WE are united in our beliefs and have been affected by not have normal church services. We
are social beings and need it. We have not been able to visit a family member who is very ill in

2/19/2022 3:34 PM
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the hospital. She was denied a kidney transplant because she will not take the covid shot.
24175

have stayed home too much

2/19/2022 3:34 PM

24176

Loneliness will n all ways

2/19/2022 3:34 PM

24177

Restricted movement in my own country and globally, created family division

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24178

Depression...anxiety and my job.

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24179

Limited everything in life

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24180

Loss of freedoms. Huge negative affects for family.

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24181

Lost 80+% of my income as a small business owner. Mandates will ultimately result in loss of
food on my table and the roof over my head. No medical exemptions have been allowed for my
profession and I’ve had serious reactions to previous injections so I will not take these
interventions as there is a very high likelihood I will be seriously negatively affected and my
health/life is at stake.

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24182

-I almost died from a heart condition caused by the moderna vaccine. -My wife lost her job. My friend died from the vaccine. -My sister lost her job. -My father prevented from getting eye
surgery he needed. -My grandmother died alone after months of isolation (not covid). -It has
sewn division among friends and family members. -It has greatly restricted my every day
activities. -Unable to travel. -Depression. -Certain goods and services have been nearly
impossible to come by. -Cost of living increased. -Prevented from medical care and doctor
visits. -Drastic reduction of socialization with friends and family.

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24183

Mentally, socially and financially

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24184

im off on stress leave for almost 2 years

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24185

Caused a division in our family. Lack of exercise, unable to watch grandkids sports, mental
health issues, 2 family members had adverse reactions.

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24186

I am a Canadian citizen and as such have a right to my bodily autonomy under our charter of
rights. This right has been infringed upon to the point it has come to where it is a choice
between it and my job, a job for which I took years of schooling. I can't even live a somewhat
normal life without showing a card proving I've had a jab that based on the continued sickness
and mandates hasn't even been effective.

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24187

Lost my job Ripped our family and friends apart My kids have suffered mental health from
losing sports and the division of friends OU LIVES ARE FLIPPED UPSIDE DOWN FOR THE
WORST

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24188

It has pit stress on my children

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24189

All negative.

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24190

Killed it

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24191

Negatively

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24192

My wife lost her job due to Covid lockdowns. A family member died in the hospital because of
delayed surgery she didn't get in time. My son in hospitiality is on again/off again with his work
schedule. Several family members are very depressed that their right to choose to take a
vaccine or not has been taken away.

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24193

Not to much. Except traveling

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24194

I have become a second class citizen.

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24195

It has caused unnecessary strain on my family emotionally. It has made it difficult to relate to
other people and made my children afraid to go into public.

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24196

Depression

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24197

STRESS. Unable to be together with others.

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24198

Restricted my freedom

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24199

My husband and I could not visit my father-in-law in nursing home since the week before

2/19/2022 3:33 PM
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Christmas. With no visitors he stopped taking his meds and stopped eating. He passed away
alone Jan. 28 which broke our hearts. Our son’s first child was born Dec 16 and we can’t fly to
visit him. They have no family support there which breaks my heart further. Family means
everything to me. We’ve been robbed of irreplaceable memories.
24200

Terrible we couldn’t have our family together for Christmas but I had to go to work in an auto
factory with 300 +people just didn’t seem right

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24201

Ruined it completely. I’ve lost my job as a nurse, I’m stuck in my parents house because cost
of living is too expensive, my relationship with some family members has been totally
destroyed as we haven’t spoken or seen each other for over a year and my Mental health has
completely deteriorated.

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24202

Can’t travel, can’t see friends and family, family has died alone because of Covid and visiting
restrictions, not to mention the mental and emotional stress place on myself, wife, and more
importantly our daughter - about to enter high school, where she wants and needs her friends
more than ever

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24203

Division and strife in relationships with family and friends. My dad passed away from a heart
attack last spring and we couldn’t even all be together to grieve because of mandates put in
place by the government. The most important time for all of us to be together and we we left to
grieve alone. SO WRONG!!

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24204

Kept me from travelling home to see my elderly relatives, kept me from caring for my elderly
mom who lives in the Yukon, kept me travelling to see my grandson in BC, created division in
my family that may never be repaired to name a few !!

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24205

I have experienced deaths in the family which were not due to covid but because our medical
system stopped other treatments, surgeries Etc. Many family members are suffering with
mental health issues and financial strain. Facing job loss over not being able to make a
personal choice, division & discrimination everywhere

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24206

Division and fear amongst family and friends. Loss of supports both physically and mentally.
Hate spurred by fear and false facts against individuals who have chosen not to be jabbed. We
have a long way to gain what we've lost. I've seen businesses unreasonably impacted in a
negative way. My line of work gives this window. I'll be paying for years for the debt incurred
and it was not all necessary. Government didn't change as events and facts changed.
Individuals I know have lost jobs and it should never have happened or continue to happen

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24207

Negatively

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24208

I do not share with people any more

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24209

Travel was restricted, not liking the segregated society. People are less trusting and less
friendly.

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24210

I was faced with the ‘jab or job’ decision and was coerced into taking the vaccine because of
company policy

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24211

can't go anywhere it seems

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24212

not too much

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24213

Destroyed it! My 14 year old daughter was suicidal, depression!

2/19/2022 3:33 PM

24214

Fear Depresion lost faith in goverment

2/19/2022 3:32 PM

24215

Completely disrupted my family relationships and livelihood

2/19/2022 3:32 PM

24216

Took away Charter of Rights Freedom(s) - of choice.

2/19/2022 3:32 PM

24217

The infringements on MY freedoms. The travel inconveniences. Lack of competence from out
PM. Abuse of Canadian tax dollars. The list goes on and on!!

2/19/2022 3:32 PM

24218

It has imposed on my freedom to travel and I wasn’t able to go to restaurants or any type of
indoor entertainment.

2/19/2022 3:32 PM

24219

Decline in fitness, ostracized from public spaces, family problems

2/19/2022 3:32 PM

24220

It’s time to end these mandates. Life has become extremely inconvenient not to mention it has
divided families and deeply affected children in a negative way.

2/19/2022 3:32 PM
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24221

I would say it cost me $20k indirectly and directly. I was about to start a business. The
personal relations are around the 50% gone. And Ithe worst thing is...believe I have 3 family
members who have life changing injuries from. The vaccines. But can't prove it. And my heart
is broken for canada, I offend think about leaving.

2/19/2022 3:32 PM

24222

My rights

2/19/2022 3:32 PM

24223

Loss of income. Loss of job prospects in health care. Division and mistrust with employer,
union and some family/friends

2/19/2022 3:32 PM

24224

My ability to get a job due to lockdowns and job insecurity, the high cost of living, grocery
store shelves are empty, food insecurity because of high costs or unavailability, depression
because I'm not allowed to ser people or socialize for 2 years now. My daughters development
as she lacks a lot of social skills because of masks and social distancing, autonomy of my
own body and having to get vaccinated to get a job. Everything seems to be backlogged
because of covid. For example having to wait 6-9 months to take my drivers test. I want these
mandates to end now. If the vaccine actually did prevent covid then they could more readily
jusitfy lockdowns. But even a year after vaccines are here we still face many restrictions,
divide among the people. Our prime minister is incompetent and people want their lives back.
I'm tired of the fake news. Its propaganda thats spreadin fear. I watch people filming ottawa
and have haf friends got ottawa it's been peaceful for the most part and justin trudeau has
refused to meet with these people but intead hides and inacts the emergency act to get rid of
any opposition. His government is corrupt and covid is proving just that. The provinces have
been lifting their mandates so he then enacts the emergency act. It needs to stop.

2/19/2022 3:32 PM

24225

1. Job at risk 2. Spouse's job at risk 3. 2 children in university can't attend classes 4. 1 child
depressed 5. 2 high school aged children affected physically 6. Mental health issues for all

2/19/2022 3:32 PM

24226

Had to close down 3 times and our Liberal government has divided people.

2/19/2022 3:32 PM

24227

I was on a medical leave when Covid hit. Now that I am able to return to work I cannot
because of the vaccine passport/vaccine status. My health is better but not good enough for
me to chance adding a drug that is still in the experiment stages. My husband was set to
obtain work that would have him travel across borders the day Covid border lockdowns hit. Our
financial position became dead. He has had to take lower quality employment because of the
travel restrictions to other countries. Our lives changed! We want to return to have the ability to
move freely and obtain employment based on our work credentials not our medical position.

2/19/2022 3:32 PM

24228

I own a restaurant it’s been hard

2/19/2022 3:32 PM

24229

In every way

2/19/2022 3:32 PM

24230

Me and my family cannot go places for recreation and exercise. I cannot sign up my children
to group activities. Date night is over now.

2/19/2022 3:32 PM

24231

No work

2/19/2022 3:32 PM

24232

Extremely harmful

2/19/2022 3:32 PM

24233

Negative

2/19/2022 3:32 PM

24234

Negative impacts on my finances, my housing, both my daughter (with special needs) and my
social and emotional supports and our mental health have been damaged due to the increased
stress and reduced ability to participate in society like we did before mandates and Vaxx
passes were implemented. Our family has been ripped apart by the stress and isolation we
have endured the past two years.

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24235

Forced vaccination for work and travel. Cost of living has increased.

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24236

I was unable to work as a substitute teacher in my school division because they would not mix
schools or classrooms due to strict cohorts. I had to go on Employment Insurance and was
unable to pay my bills and had to get social program assistance besides the EI. I am a single
parent and had no other income.

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24237

Social division including family.

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24238

Income loss Children lost friends Daughter affraid to play with other kids

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24239

Helped me focus and understand the importance of sustainability and community

2/19/2022 3:31 PM
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24240

my daughter who has a heart condition and cannot receive the vaxx cant even go see a movie
or go play mini golf. Its like she is being punished for having a bad heart

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24241

Depression, anxiety, loss of privileges and protected charter rights(freedom to travel, worship
freely, equal treatment), family rifts,

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24242

It has taken my choice away!

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24243

Reduced freedom

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24244

DESTROYED TRUST IN GOVERNMENT, TRUST ONCE LOST IS VERY DIFFICULT TO
REGAIN.

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24245

Forced to work from home, minimal interaction with family and friends, and way more....

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24246

Work

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24247

Terribley

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24248

I am restricted in all of my quality of life , this is not My Canada that i know it saddens my
heart I have health concerns and to be mandating to take something that is on trial basis and
we don't know the long term effects scares me

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24249

I have to wear a mask even though I have asthma so I intend not to go out because it's hard to
breath with the masks on plus kids are affected because they have to be homeschooled due to
having to wear masks at school and can't hang around their friends

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24250

Lost job

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24251

Loss of wages

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24252

I am still sick after I vaccination. It has effected me my health mental. Social and all health
wise

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24253

How hasn’t it?

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24254

Mental health

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24255

M’y kids cannot be in sports, we cannot go to most public places, we cannot travel, I couldnt
have a wedding with guests, my family members won’t talk to us because of our decision not
to vaccinate.

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24256

All of them

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24257

Business perspective

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24258

Stressful and unnecessary

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24259

Serious mental health issues in my community, crippling for my business, devisiveness in the
society I am part of and within my family, distrust of modern science by manipulation of facts
and obfuscation of truth which in turn destabilizes humanity in general

2/19/2022 3:31 PM

24260

I am widowed, so it has been a struggle. Luckily I have three children that stay in contact with
me on a daily basis. I am limited on social activities but am willing to do whatever to save
lives and stay out of the hospital.

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24261

I haven't been able to see my aged parents, my mother is frustrated with me and doesn't
understand. Tearing apart our family.

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24262

Bad

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24263

Family members have taken there life's over this due to some family members not wanting the
Vax! Pls it's enough

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24264

Separated family hard on businedd

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24265

I am terrified, disgusted and depressed and taken my freedom to travel to see children and
grandchildren

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24266

Kids online at home work order caused lots of stress and trauma on the kids. Low mental
health, lower grades

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24267

Afraid to say because of reprocussion

2/19/2022 3:30 PM
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24268

Lack of social contact has been very difficult. Financially.

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24269

Stripped away my right to choose what goes into my body etc.;Could not see loved one in
longterm care; distanced family and friends etc. etc.

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24270

What life? People are afraid to be with loved ones. This whole craziness has separated us
more than anything ever has or ever will. Shame on this being the answer.

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24271

These mandates have affected my life and the lives of my children negatively in countless
ways!!

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24272

In every way it’s taken away my freedom and my choices to deside what is best for me and
my family

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24273

Family and friends divided

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24274

Very limited social life causing depression. Pressure from being coerced to get unlimited
useless boosters. Families getting adverse effects from the vaccines

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24275

No church, no restaurants, no travel, no movie theatres, no hockey games, no theaters

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24276

Lost my job. Unable to visit dying family members, unable to travel to see family, kids can't
play with friends or participate in team sports

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24277

Family members have adverse medical issues due to the vaccine. Blood clots and
myocarditus. Depression due to isolation. Anxiety because of needing to navigate the
mandates to see family and keep our jobs.

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24278

17 year old son is now medicated for depression and anxiety.

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24279

can't travel to Europe to visit family

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24280

Less chance seeing friends

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24281

Loss wages and my kids sports not being able to play like kids should be able to

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24282

heavy stress and anxiety, fear of bad vaccines force of having to take vaccine

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24283

Somewhat but not totally disruptive

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24284

my business has slowed down, family won't see us bec we are not vaxxed, my partner and his
child have slipped into depression, I might be loosing my profession at the end of next month
bec of a proposed vax mandate ....

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24285

It has torn my family and friend circles apart. We’ve lost income. My child hasn’t been able to
go to university. The education system right now is the saddest thing I’ve ever seen for the
kids and I’ve had to have more visits to the dentist because of mask wearing and how it’s
affecting my health inside my mouth.

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24286

I have become a recluse. I have not been out since the vax passport went into place. My
daughter had to cancel her wedding because of me. My friends and family are only able to see
the skewed views of MSM

2/19/2022 3:30 PM

24287

Lost my job

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24288

We were forced to take the vaccine to see our elderly parent in an assisted living home . We
were also forced to take the vaccine to keep our job. This was very difficult decision . At our
age and stage of life its not see easy to just go into another position especially when mostly
likely the same thing will happen that we’d have to be vaccinated. It’s has caused division
between family and friends although we have all managed to rise above and respect and listen
to one another’s positions.

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24289

Surgeries cancelled no freedom of movement without a passport

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24290

*2/4 of my children have been placed in unpaid leave. *1 teen has not coached, refereed,
volunteered, practice, played or completed in tournaments for 4 months. *we have not seen the
inside of a restaurant or public sports facility in 4 months.

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24291

Lost my job...no jab...no job Can't travel. Ashamed to be Canadian

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24292

Has caused division among friends and family

2/19/2022 3:29 PM
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24293

Hard on family , finance and travel. Feels like Canadians do not have their freedom anymore!
Deplorable …we are Canada ..Free is what our beautiful country is abo

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24294

It’s has devided family and friends and my mom that is 92 years old deserves to enjoy her life
to its fullest not stuck all by herself

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24295

I had to get the vaccine to save my job, couldn't travel. Divided a lot of my family and friends

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24296

Forced me to be vaccinated and created mental stress .

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24297

Because I’m not vaccinated, I have to take a rapid test before going to work. My 7 year old
daughter has missed way too much school (lockdowns and the endless sick days because
you can’t go with a runny nose). My 2 year old son only knows a life with masks; he spends 8
hours a day with daycare workers and can’t see their faces! This could be detrimental to his
development. I have friends and family members who lost their jobs because they didn’t get
vaccinated. I’ve lost friends, and have strained relationships with family members, because
I’m not vaccinated. My kids haven’t been able to participate in various activities for months
because my husband and I can’t go into buildings (pools, arenas, etc.). When my daughter did
take a dance class, my husband and I couldn’t see her recital because we weren’t allowed in
the studio. I’ve felt bullied since day one to get the vaccine. And the names I’ve been called
are brutal - especially considering they’ve often come from the mouth of our Prime Minister. I
could go on and on, the effects have been terrible! I’m sad to see what’s happening in our
country.

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24298

I feel suicidal. I’m ready to kill myself. I can’t take it anymore. I’ve been isolated and I just
can’t live like this anymore.

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24299

Depressed kids, lack of social interaction, family split, too much fear, worship services affect
on our family

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24300

I lost my job due to a mandated bacon exam policy and have been struggling to live and eat

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24301

Loss of employment, fractured family relationships, depression!!!

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24302

Divided Families and friends. Not longer able to work at my job...Depressed, distressed and
feel extreme shame for what our country has become.

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24303

Stressful

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24304

lost income

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24305

Endlessly, my mental health Is deteriorating daily. My kids are suppressed.

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24306

Has torn family and loved ones away. Alienated by others. Couldn't put my kid in swimming
lessons or visit our elderly family members during the last years of their lives.

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24307

In every way

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24308

Ruined

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24309

Too many restrictions, can't do anything or go anywhere without the jab & proof of it!!

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24310

I have worked through the entire pandemic and can see first hand how it has the vast majority
of Canadians….mental health has been put on the back burner and needs to be addressed….
Too much division within our country

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24311

My two year old son born in December 2019 doesn't know what a normal childhood is...my
older two sons hate being masked in school and doing online school work . We want a normal,
free, no mandate life again!!!

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24312

It has protected the vulnerable

2/19/2022 3:29 PM

24313

12 family members passed (none of covid) never had a funeral for any one of them

2/19/2022 3:28 PM

24314

Ruined my teenagers lives. Ruined my business.

2/19/2022 3:28 PM

24315

Hasn’t affected me at all. Been doing everything as if no covid exists

2/19/2022 3:28 PM

24316

I am a nurse in my 8th year and no longer allowed to work. My kids are masked in school even
though that have minimal risk of needing hospitalization. I am not allowed to travel freely
across my own country. I am treated like a second class citizen. Not allowed to eat at
restaurants attend weddings of loved ones or visit my grandmother when she was in hospital.

2/19/2022 3:28 PM
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That was my thanks for working frontline In healthcare! Just to be clear a sex offender has
more right then I do right now!
24317

It has made me feel like a prisoner in my own country nd an outcast because I have medical
reasons not to participate in the restrictions. It has cost me in every aspect to my life
(emotionally, physically, mentally, socially and relationaly). I have lost most of my trust in my
leaders watching the abuse, lies and false information during this time. And the worst is being
pressured to inject something into my body that I did not want to actually almost killed me
within minutes and has cost me my health.

2/19/2022 3:28 PM

24318

limited freedoms

2/19/2022 3:28 PM

24319

I can’t go to restaurants or anywhere the vax pass is required

2/19/2022 3:28 PM

24320

It’s created a division I’ve never witnessed.

2/19/2022 3:28 PM

24321

Isolation, unemployment, depression, friends have died of suicide, several from drug overdose

2/19/2022 3:28 PM

24322

Living in constant fear that we will never live a normal life again

2/19/2022 3:28 PM

24323

Can't see my family. Lonliness. Sadness. People are so different. People are angry and there
ugliness is more prominant. Mean and snappy. Short tempered with you if you get to close to
them or they want get by you!!

2/19/2022 3:28 PM

24324

I can no longer come back home to Canada to visit my family due to the fact that I would not
be able to leave the country and come back home to the Netherlands. I have a 5 year old son
that has missed out on a lot of schooling due to lockdowns. He has no childhood.

2/19/2022 3:28 PM

24325

Made it bad

2/19/2022 3:28 PM

24326

I could not attend any of my wife’s medical appointments or 2 heart surgeries. Which were
delayed many months despite having an active cancer in her body. I’ve been threatened with
dismissal as a nurse of 20 years. Which they backed off of with every 48 hour Covid quick
testing.

2/19/2022 3:28 PM

24327

in all ways. divided & split families, friends, coworkers.

2/19/2022 3:28 PM

24328

It has made me an outcast. I have been unable to attend sporting events, reduced my ability
to worship with others, greatly reduced my income, reduced travel capabilities, inability to hear
and find unbiased honest reporting, and increased my distrust of all politicians.

2/19/2022 3:28 PM

24329

It has affected the ability to work and do your job correctly with masks and social distancing.

2/19/2022 3:28 PM

24330

Mental health has been damaged for myself and children.

2/19/2022 3:28 PM

24331

Mental health and my business

2/19/2022 3:28 PM

24332

Too much

2/19/2022 3:28 PM

24333

I can not attend fitness and yoga classes that are crucial for the health and building a strong
immune system that is a much better and natural way to protect us from any diseases!

2/19/2022 3:28 PM

24334

Lost work, broken family ties, depression, anxiety, stress, financial issues.

2/19/2022 3:28 PM

24335

created anxiety for my children and myself, no longer feel safe living in this country

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24336

In every way! I cannot even fly within my own country.

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24337

I am depressed

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24338

Place on a leave from work due to vaccine mandate. Lost income

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24339

It hasn’t. I followed the rules and enjoyed my life. Did I miss my extended family…yes but I’d
rather miss them for a while instead of forever

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24340

Had to quit my job

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24341

It’s dividing people! Unnecessary and it made me realize we don’t have a democracy at all we have a tyrant!

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24342

every way

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24343

I have been completely alone with no human touch for 2yrs. I'm awaiting NECESSARY

2/19/2022 3:27 PM
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surgeries so I may (?) be able to JUST take care of myself physically before it's to late that
the damage cannot be repaired so I can return to work. I'm forced to live with an abusive
roommate because I can't get surgeries to return to Trucking so I can be safe and able to
afford safe housing.
24344

Unreal tyranny that I did not expect to see in my lifetime and especially in Canada. And very
unfair to my children. None of the mandates make sense. They cause nothing but anxiety,
depression, confusion etc. It's definitely not about covid anymore.

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24345

I no longer have a life

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24346

Forced an unwanted “vaccine” into me or I’d lose my job. Mental distress from all the
unconstitutional mandates

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24347

Stress, anxiety, division, trust level in government and health has lowered .

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24348

I have deep concerns for the futures of our children and grandchildren and what they have to
face now with so much emphasis on staying away from everyone and being afraid to live with
viruses that have been around for thousands of years. I feel that these measures have isolated
us from each other unnecessarily. I mourn for our country and pray that we can heal from
these troubled times. I am so sad for the seniors who have died alone in their bed without the
family there as well as the family unable to grieve. I am ashamed of the governments that
have allowed whatever is behind this to have the results of where we are today

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24349

Husband was out of work for almost a year.

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24350

Mostly by feeling the gov't has to parent me when I'm adult enough to take care of myself and
others. I don't need to be mandated to do this.

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24351

In order to maintain my livelyhood and to look after my family, I was forced by my employer to
be vaccinated or I would be suspended from my career without pay. I fear I had adverse
reaction to my second vaccination and I have become frightened since then that I may be
forced again, threatening me wellbeing.

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24352

Affected deeply my mental health to the point that my asma got worst due to the anxiety

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24353

In many different ways

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24354

In a negative way

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24355

Depression, loss of job/income, division in my community and family, children have no access
to activities and social development, education interrupted, anger, complete distrust in our
government and media.

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24356

*

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24357

Huge ! We are prisoners in our own families and country.

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24358

How hasn’t it effected each and everyone in Canada. The PM has used it to divide and
alienate Canadians

2/19/2022 3:27 PM

24359

Frustrating Hard to work. Feeling divided as a Canadian citizen

2/19/2022 3:26 PM

24360

Lost my job

2/19/2022 3:26 PM

24361

Lost a job, freedom, friends

2/19/2022 3:26 PM

24362

Can’t do anything

2/19/2022 3:26 PM

24363

Emotional damage

2/19/2022 3:26 PM

24364

Put me in debt

2/19/2022 3:26 PM

24365

I’ve missed time with my family TO STAY SAFE AND PROTECT ME AND THEM. I SPPORT
ALL MANDATES

2/19/2022 3:26 PM

24366

I feel like a prisoner in my own country

2/19/2022 3:26 PM

24367

it has taken away my voice and freedom to live in a free country by all the mandates.

2/19/2022 3:26 PM

24368

It has greatly affected my mental health, we now need to have it become an endemic!

2/19/2022 3:26 PM
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24369

Felt vilified by the government, my mental health hit a new rock bottom from being excluded
from everything while my family and friends were able to go out and socialize. I finally gave in
to the vaccine even though I felt it wasn’t right for me and I ended up in the emergency from it
with heart issues

2/19/2022 3:26 PM

24370

There's probably not enough space for me to fully answer this.

2/19/2022 3:26 PM

24371

My family relationships, my husband’s work, my community, church and right to travel, eat
out, attend the movies, etc. It’s caused division, fear, and distrust of my fellow citizens, and
the municipal, provincial, and federal governments.

2/19/2022 3:26 PM

24372

Not being able to move freely in a free country! Trudeau must resign!

2/19/2022 3:26 PM

24373

A lot

2/19/2022 3:26 PM

24374

My husband and so both lost our jobs, barely getting by now working minimum wage jobs.
Can’t go to restaurants, events, enter buildings and travel. Haven’t gotten together with family
for 2 years now.

2/19/2022 3:26 PM

24375

Travel, job, large increase in heating bills, higher taxes - the huge debt that has incurred
because the Prime Minister has used the Pandemic as a reason not hold Parliament, to hide
many of his illegal activities in organizations. My grandchildren will have to pay for the errors of
this Prime Minister. He is not concerned about keeping us safe, only increase the taxes,
including carbon tax

2/19/2022 3:26 PM

24376

I have no social life, I haven’t been able to freely visit friends and family. Food prices and gas
have increased largely.

2/19/2022 3:26 PM

24377

Impacted my whole family and friends and caused division and fear

2/19/2022 3:26 PM

24378

Loss of charter rights

2/19/2022 3:26 PM

24379

directly negatively affected my personal, family and work life.

2/19/2022 3:26 PM

24380

The vaccine injured a family member seriously which they took to keep their job knowing they
genetically shouldn’t take a vaccine. She’s only 24 and a new mom and was healthy and now
faces lifetime heart issues and losing her job cause she can’t get boosted. My daughter is
autistic and can’t wear a mask and she’s been yelled at my grown men and other people to the
point of being scared of masked people she doesn’t know and going out in public. This also
prevented her from getting her medical supports the last two years and at one point an eye
exam. We have been barred entry from many places despite her legal and medically backed
up exemption. My mask exemption for ptsd (from major childhood abuse and rape - my dr
witnessed my panic attack trying to wear a mask at the start of this) and sensory issues had
me removed from a trial that my ex invoked after not paying child support for 6 years despite
me having a negative Covid test and a letter. I couldn’t wear a mask so I couldn’t sit in court
again despite my medical letter being taken and being negative for Covid. The sheriffs said it
was only because the judge was scared. Because I couldn’t defend myself $150,000 in arrears
was forfeited and he still refuses to pay of his own free will monthly despite saying he would.
Our stories may not be the majority but we count and we did everything in the last two years to
comply even at our own injury and still the government has no compassion and allows
everyone to discriminate freely against others around these mandates

2/19/2022 3:26 PM

24381

I’m depressed can’t see my son and daughter and grandkids. I dont believe in vaccination.

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24382

The mandates have created isolation, fear, stress, depression, and anxiety in varying degrees
over the past two years. I have not been permitted to live my life according to my own level of
comfort and risk assessments. My rights, freedoms, and privacy have been stripped from me,
and I have experienced discrimination, division, and cruelty as a result. The mandates have
directly created a divide in this country and have left me feeling a deep sense of sadness and
hopelessness for Canada’s future.

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24383

Horribly, social isolation, childrens everyday life is disrupted too long

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24384

Giving me more stress than I want

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24385

Lost employment Lost family relationships Lost friendships Menta health declined rapidly Lost
faith in our government and our democracy

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24386

Not trusting the government and it’s officials anymore, flip flopping all the time, whatever was
conspiracy theory last year now became truth, etc.

2/19/2022 3:25 PM
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24387

It’s stripped away joy and peace from mine and my family’s life. It’s caused friendships to end
and took the smiles off our faces

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24388

Cannot find a new job, cannot travel anywhere, cannot even come to food court

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24389

I’m a senior living on a fixed income and was about too start a new job when the mandates
started and my job just never materialized because of closures

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24390

It has ruined relationships with family & friends. Limited my ability to move about freely and
the ability to go out of the country. It has affected our work and mental status.

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24391

Many friends can't get on flights, cross borders

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24392

We’ve lost everything

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24393

I am at risk of losing my job. I just wanna be able to work and have a place for me and my cat
to live!

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24394

Division

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24395

Lost my job

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24396

i HAVE NOT SEEN MY MOTHER IN CARE FOR OVER 2 YEARS, MY FATHER DIED
ALONE IN CARE WITH NO FAMILY...NOT VACCINATED WILL NOT COMPLY, do not believe
in the science these vaccines are harmful and not safe, UNABLE TO TRAVEL,I am disgusted
at the way the whole situation has been handled by the authorities and our government. this
can be much better handled with natural immunity, concerned for childrens saftey, I could go
on and on...thank you

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24397

The mandate has set in place racial discrimination which is totally unacceptable in this day
and age. All lives matter. And all should have the say of what is put into their bodies.

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24398

Alienated from family, told to do thing like vaccines and masking etc, has impacted everyone's
ability to see joy in others a smile can go a long way

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24399

Inability to see family members in nursing homes and restriction on freely travelling.

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24400

In every way work, personal life, vacations, family events, shopping for food or even a fridge or
furniture. In literally every way

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24401

My husband die September 18. It has made life harder for me Seperation from some friends
and family

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24402

Like bad

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24403

Segregated me from family all across Canada

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24404

Now dispise PM, it is discusting how he has handled situation. He represents the people and
has not once listened to the people, just freeze bank accounts and take away lively hood due
to having to be right. It is discusting that he who represents the people have not listened to the
people. We need an immediate change in government. He forced the police chief out of his job.
I sincerely hope the people want him to experience the same. True is he put us in lock down in
2021 xmas then went globe trotting himself. He does not represent the people only what is
good for him. This whole thing is sickening to watch.

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24405

Work, children’s mental health

2/19/2022 3:25 PM

24406

Ruined our retirement plans to travel. Unable to watch our grandsons play hockey. Church
disrupted. Isolating.

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24407

I have been called all manner of horrible things by our Prime Minister. I have been demonized
by fellow Canadians for choosing to not receive a vaccine. My children have been forced to
wear masks to school - a grade school child wearing a mask does more to spread disease
than prevent it. (Not to mention the masks available to them do not prevent the spread of covid
19 in any way.) My son is deaf in one ear and relies heavily on lip reading, it is very difficult for
him to understand his teachers and classmates. My husband has been able to work through
the mandates, but my heart breaks for many who are not so fortunate, who have lost
everything because those who make decisions do not feel the effects of the mandates they
have imposed. To hear of so many who have been unable to visit loved ones in nursing

2/19/2022 3:24 PM
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homes, or those who cannot be with a loved one as they die in the hospital is devastating. The
mandates have done more to divide our society than anything else and to what end?
24408

It has made me ashamed to be Canadian! Canada used to be a feee country. Families and
friends are alienated, businesses are bankrupt, people are going broke due to lack of income!
Give us the right to choose!

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24409

In every way!!! Death loss financial health….. horrible what this has done and absolutely not
necessary Shameful

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24410

It has stolen two years of our lives, limited contact and in some cases no contact with friends
and relatives. We are angry at the denial of rights and freedoms guaranteed by the charter of
rights and freedoms. Clear government and medical establishment over reach especially now
with the virus losing its effectiveness in our country. We want freedom for all Canadians
whether vaxed or unvaxed. We are shocked and dismayed at the businesses that have been
shut down never to reopen, the rise in suicide rates , the increase in drug over doses in our
province. Instead of dealing with these issues our Province piles on more restrictions. At the
federal level Trudeau needs to abandon his personal agenda and free the country from the
illegal restrictions which continue to cripple citizens and demonize those who disagree with
putting vaccines that do nothing to prevent the spread of Covid into their bodies.

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24411

No social life havent seen family for almost 2 years

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24412

Yes, limiting visiting my extended family and friends

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24413

What life??

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24414

Loss of employment, increase in mental health issue and client suicide attempts, children with
serious anxiety issues, parents with serious anxiety. Divide in our family and broken
relationships

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24415

My mental health has been the worst it’s ever been.

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24416

Inability to visit family. Inability to travel with work and for vacations. Limitations in the
workplace and at church.

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24417

Mentally, emotionally, health.

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24418

Terrible

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24419

I cannot take my child swimming nor anywhere else because I refuse to provide my private
medical information to strangers in exchange for goods or services.

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24420

It infringes on my human rights.

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24421

I struggle daily to get out of bed and face another day. I am beyond saddened for my family,
children & grandchildren and wondering what kind of future they will have. I am afraid to call
my Doctor for health issues fearing I will be refused care. I am terrified to need hospital care
as I feel that I will be isolated from my husband and children. I'm also willing to consider dying
at home where I would not be alone. My siblings on both sides of family have turned their
backs on me for my personal medical choice and they believe the lies on MSM and from the
prime minister. I pray daily for God to rescue our Country and not turn his back on us but have
mercy. I try to be positive for my children but feel like I'm losing hope.

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24422

Anxiety, our small children can’t breathe in masks, broken family relationships

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24423

Division of family and socially and living in fear and uncertainty. Feel like we are having our
freedoms revoked. Mandates have created hardships for everyone at every level. It has taken
away our rights under the charter of rights and freedoms of Canada

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24424

Restricted my freedom of choosing

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24425

Im broke im depressed im defeated but my heart will always beat for a free canada

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24426

through the tyranny I have learned that I have LEGAL rights that are inalienable. I learned this
as the government took what they couldn't take. My heart is broke for my country. The
mandates have exposed how deep the corruption goes. If it were not so, Trudeau, would not
only be out of office, but in jail. That our country is infiltrated and influenced by the globalists
with the likes of Klaus Schwab and George Sorros is revelation. The LIGHT is shining into the
darkness and revealing the slimy worms eating away at our countries FOUNDATION.

2/19/2022 3:24 PM
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24427

I have been physically assaulted twice for a) not wearing a mask and b) disclosing that I have
no intention of being vaccinated. I am finding it difficult to find employment due to being
unvaccinated. I am on the verge of going bankrupt for the first time after 22 years of being
financially well-off due to the mandates and job loss related to the mandates.

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24428

Closed my business

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24429

Separated my famiky

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24430

Very little!

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24431

Feelings of hopelessness, depression, loneliness and more.

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24432

Could not be with my family because of restrictions saw friends and family passed away and I
could not be there to say my goodbyes

2/19/2022 3:24 PM

24433

It has destroyed my life

2/19/2022 3:23 PM

24434

My job is in the travel industry. I've had next to no income over the past 2 years. I and my
mother who is in her late 70's have had to watch grandchildren as my kids are front line
workers. I have lost friends and family members over arguing in regards to mandates etc. I
have moved to a rural area with limited neighbour interaction due to difference of opinions over
mandates. I am vaxxed against my choice. My grandkids are forced to mask at school and are
getting frustrated. My son has been refused military positions due to his personal choices.
(Which I am now glad of ) I have not seen my family doctor in over 18 months, I have had
surgery cancelled and has not been addressed since. A family member was ignored medical
services while locked in long term care, subsequently was taken to hospital with a bowel
blockage and died there within 30 minutes of arrival. We were not allowed in to see her. I could
go on but I will be here for a while.

2/19/2022 3:23 PM

24435

Can't hug my family and grandchildren. Can't travel without being tested. Loneliness anxiety
depression.

2/19/2022 3:23 PM

24436

financial harm . caused division with friends and family . possible damage to my kids health
after the shots. mental health of family at harm.

2/19/2022 3:23 PM

24437

I was forced to drop out of university when I refused to disclose private medical information.
The isolation caused by mandates led to severe anxiety and depression which I have struggled
with. So many plans have been cancelled and the future is so uncertain that it is difficult to
hold onto hope that things will get better.

2/19/2022 3:23 PM

24438

I no longer have the freedoms to freely travel

2/19/2022 3:23 PM

24439

Lost income, divided friends and family, mental health

2/19/2022 3:23 PM

24440

Divorce

2/19/2022 3:23 PM

24441

Less family and friend fellowship. Absence of travel. Masks have given me facial skin issues

2/19/2022 3:23 PM

24442

Has a seizure 12hours after second dose of Pfizer , haven’t been able to drive for 4 months

2/19/2022 3:23 PM

24443

Haven’t been able to sit down at a restaurant with my family in 2yrs. Haven’t been able to take
my family anywhere for that matter.

2/19/2022 3:23 PM

24444

It has effected my friends life because they didn’t get the vaccine I am vaccinated and I
believe in it but I don’t believe in mandating it

2/19/2022 3:23 PM

24445

It has been awful! I lost my job, I’ve lost friends, it has been a terrible 2 years

2/19/2022 3:23 PM

24446

In every way possible

2/19/2022 3:23 PM

24447

Ostracized from family and friends Cause anxiety

2/19/2022 3:23 PM

24448

In every aspect of my life. The limitations of wearing masks, not being able to have family in
my own home. Always feeling as though I’m breaking one law or another. So many changes
that’s it’s hard to remember what is relevant at any giving time. I work in childcare and I’ve
seen the sadness in the eyes of the staff, children and parents. Most of the mandates don’t
make any sense. No singing, no hugging, can’t be there when family is very sick. We lost
someone we loved from diabetes and his daughters and friends couldn’t even be there to say
goodbye.

2/19/2022 3:23 PM
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24449

Iv been segregated and being a indigenous person it has brought back many un wanted
feelings

2/19/2022 3:23 PM

24450

Lost my position at work. Being limited to things we used to be free to do

2/19/2022 3:23 PM

24451

I am personally vaccinated. I am all for vaccines and help from medicine. I am not for the
government taking people's freedoms away long after the virus seems to be of far smaller
threat than originally thought. Small businesses are hurting more than ever in my hometown
and it seems like the suffering is for not.

2/19/2022 3:23 PM

24452

Travel, sports activities, restaurants

2/19/2022 3:23 PM

24453

Coercion into a medical procedure. Also my dad died from late stage dementia but the hospital
put that he died with Covid. Liars. Keep pressing forward. In the end God wins
https://youtu.be/d9CkcCtVJb8

2/19/2022 3:23 PM

24454

It's made my life and my family's life pure hell. It has effected all our mental health

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24455

i hate it

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24456

It has divided families and friends. Media has managed to put too much fear in people. As far
as our Prime Minister, he took a knee with Black Lives Matter. They burned down cities! He
should have stepped up and talked with the citizens of Canada that have issues with his
moves. He works for the people. We are the government . It’s very sad how things have turned
out.

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24457

We are imprisoned.

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24458

Lost everything 💔

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24459

Lost many friends due to difference of opinions

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24460

I have lost sales, I have experienced depression and loneliness I live in fear of what is in the
vaccine that I took I didn’t want to but I felt pressured,I’ve had enough I wanted to stop

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24461

Being separated from everyone it's giving me anxiety and depression

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24462

Not being able to see family, trouble breathing with the masks and feeling lethargic. Overall
lack of motivation and enthusiasm towards life and doing things. My work has been cut in half
so it’s affected my personal life and unable to afford necessities like gas and groceries.

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24463

Isolation / freedom / love / friendship

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24464

My 10 year old son is very sad - and at times has been suicidal. He has allergies so cannot be
vaccinated so therefore has been cut out of his hockey team which he dearly loved and the ski
hill has closed. He said many days he wants to just crawl into bed pull the covers over his
head and cry and cry and cry but he won’t because he’s afraid he would never be able to stop.
I feel so much the same way as him. The vaccine mandate and passport has caused a huge
division between my daughter and myself and this is so wrong The vaccine mandate and
passport has caused a huge division between my daughter and myself and this is so wrong.
Please please stop this - covid is dying out there is no reason to keep us so severely locked
down.

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24465

Mental depression. Mental abuse. Etc

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24466

Kids are depressed

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24467

Heartbreak in my family - job loss, stressed young people to the point of tears.financial
pressure.

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24468

Hindering me from seeing other faces out and about, becomes depressing, also, not good for
children to never see anyone without a mask, especially after studies show they aren't
effective.

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24469

It's destroyed life as we knew it

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24470

Decreased family visits, decreased recreational activities/entertainment, restricted movement

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24471

My daughter has to wear a mask in school which affects her breathing, so I haven't really
pushed her to go to school. She's only 6 years old. She needs school. But she doesn't need a
mask. And the social distancing we don't need to distance. There will always be virus in this

2/19/2022 3:22 PM
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world. That's why God made our bodies with a immune system so we can fight infections. And
our government is killing the immune system with these vaccines. Trying to play God.
Everyone dies. So why be afraid of this Covid. Let us live our lives how we choose. This is
Canada. Supposed to be a free country, freedom of speech, freedom of rights. What rights do
we have if we have to be forced to take a vaccine to go into a restaurant. Sounds like
communist country. This is not China.
24472

It has effected my life by being forced to wear a mask which l have been getting anxiety very
quickly from when wearing the mask and has effected work. It has also effected my
grandchildren as well, psychologically and mentally as the watch around them how their
surroundings used to be fun and enjoyable to fearfullness and uncertainty. People are fearing
for their lives and their loved ones. Trudeau is making Canada a very unsafe place to be.

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24473

Being forced to get vaccinated to be able to go in to the hospital with my husband while he
gets chemo treatment.

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24474

lost my job son kicked out of college

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24475

Caused high anxiety, stress, mental Illness, family divide. My children’s education, mental
health have suffered. My family and children face discrimination and hate b/c of our medical
choice.

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24476

Greatly , physically, mentally and spiritually

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24477

Huge separation in all aspects. Sadness and depression

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24478

I am double vaxxed & boosted I limited social gatherings & contacts I got covid anyway

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24479

It took my rights and freedoms

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24480

We need to breathe a

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24481

Can't travel, work, socialize, take kids out to eat

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24482

It's a constant irritation. Covid is never going to go away just like the flu will never go away.

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24483

My right to earn an income was taken away. I'm a nurse on unpaid loa since December
because I wouldn't disclose my private health information.

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24484

On pretty much every way .

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24485

Mental health, family separation, alienated by citizens

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24486

I can no longer take planes, trains, eat in a restaurant, attend a show, or sporting event. Have
to wear a face covering at work 8 hours per day.

2/19/2022 3:22 PM

24487

Isolated

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24488

The mandate has affected my life by dividing people Friends family loved ones

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24489

It’s affected the mental health of my children

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24490

These mandates have created division, seclusion, depression and great loss in my life.
Financial ruin and separation from loved ones. SOS from Ontario.

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24491

Cut family time and social time

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24492

I have almost lost my job, We have been kept out of public places that require a vaccine
passport. My children have suffered

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24493

Isolated me from services and friends

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24494

Not seeing friends & family but this is unknown beast. I will feel better when there seems to be
no long term effects of children.

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24495

it has limited my freedom of choose and stopped me from being able to enjoy my retirement. It
has stopped me from being able to make purchases and cost me extra money to buy goods.

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24496

Severally negative on my health and my wife's mental health

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24497

My family is vaccinated, so the vaccine mandate hasn’t really effected our lives. But the
masks, and cancellations of events has effected my kids in sports, in schools and family

2/19/2022 3:21 PM
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member weddings, and funerals. I am done missing out on things, and I don’t think the virus is
nearly dangerous enough any more and we have heard immunity. We need to go back to
normal and learn to live with this.
24498

Hospital didn’t allow me inside to translate for my mother in law , who doesn’t speak English.
My son couldn’t continue his study because of the vaccine mandates…

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24499

No freedom to go anywhere if not vaccinated. Masks are no good. They are doing more harm
than anything. Lockdowns affect mental health

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24500

Terribly

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24501

Taken away my rights and freedoms. Also divided the community

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24502

Loss of income, mental distress for my daughters, sense of fear, increased prices making it
impossible to provide basic necessities

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24503

It has affected my business dramatically, my relationships and my freedom!

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24504

I was terminated for non compliance due to mandated vaccination policy.

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24505

It has affected us with the shut downs, not seeing family, employment and our children.

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24506

Only caused much division between family and friends. Plus it’s like going around the same
mountain repeatedly and getting the same results. If the vaccine works then we should be able
to return to normal, if not, what is the point of the vaccine.

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24507

Feeling like being in a jail and being punished for wanting freedom

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24508

Unable to invoke my freedoms to choose where I go, what I do, how to live my life.

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24509

Shut my work down multiple times. Affected mental health negatively.

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24510

In many ways Division Not be able to see children in usa Financialy Not able to visit old age
home,hospital etc

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24511

Isolation, depression, strained relationships, family lost jobs

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24512

It has ruined a four year , before covid relationship with a gentleman from the states, its a
20min drive between us. We made it through the lockdown, it was the expensive PCR testing
that ruined everything.. there should have been no charge for these tests... also why tests
when a person is fully vaccinated!! You fooled many but not forever... ruined many peoples
lives! Financially and mentally! Healthcare is horrible, longterm care has killed people and left
people to die alone....this whole thing has young people committing suicide....overdosing on
drugs....it has ruined so much for myself.. and my family... I am so angry ....a lot of this
contradicted itself.. none of it made any sense to me....I was made to leave my sons home, a
bylaw officer showed up at the door, made me leave and I live alone, I could have made a
scene but didn't because my grandaughters would have been scared... this is completely
wrong what our government has done....there is much more ...

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24513

TORTURE

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24514

Everything

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24515

My ability for free choice

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24516

Job security, segregation, mental health and well-being, financial loss, division, the overall
well-being of children and so much more.

2/19/2022 3:21 PM

24517

Thanks for destroying my job government! Pathetic bunch of parasites

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24518

It has isolated me from family and friends, causing me to fall into greater mental health issues.
I had to spend 6 months in the hospital for mental health issues that were greatly worsened
during the lockdowns. I have lost my job and way to provide for myself because I made a
personal medical decision that the government did not think I should have the freedom to
make. I had to stop practical training in a career I had been pursuing for 2 years. I had to give
up the sport I had been training at a high level in for most of my life. I have not been able to
return to the sport, and my life long dream of competing in university has been broken. I
cannot go to any public place aside from high school and the grocery store. I could not attend
my church for over a year, and my freedom of religion was taken away. I am treated as a

2/19/2022 3:20 PM
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diseased animal instead of a human being just because I made a medical decision others do
not agree with.
24519

I am now a 2nd class citizen. I never thought I would be a persecuted minority in Canada, but
here we are.

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24520

In which way hasn't it?

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24521

Has threatened my god given rights to freedom, liberty, and security of the person!

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24522

Not affecting

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24523

I’ve been places on LWOP indefinitely and cannot receive EI. I’ve had to remove my youngest
child from the public school system due to all day, indoor and outdoor masking. Stress,
depression, anxiety and anger.

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24524

It’s affected everything. Job, family and travel

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24525

It has prevented me to work and my own country has divided its own people against each
other. Mandates are inhuman.

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24526

Can’t breath with the mask, my mother won’t come to my house because we are not all
vaccinated, people are being divided, has made it very hard to live in this Country

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24527

I have pulled my kids from school, so they don't have to put up with the abuses they face
there. It has divided my family...maybe beyond repair.

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24528

I have been forced to get the jab in order to take part in society. Even though i have natural
antibodies through infection

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24529

It’s been difficult.

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24530

It has me in a depression of sort. Not able to see some of my family who want to force
vaccinations, walking into stores and having some authoritarian clerk tell me my mask is
below my nose. Worried about the total over reach of Trudeau reaching into my bank account
And Mainly concerned that my grandchildren will grow up indoctrinated on a points system, or
could they possibly be termed as useless eaters? Will they be sterilized? Or segrigated to a
job? Will they even be able to vote? Frankly I think Trudeau is a tool bought by the WEF and
KLAUS SHWAB. I think the elite are gunning for 100% control. As Bill Gates says we are over
populated, and he wants to cull us to 500 million. I am overcome by the pain and suffering and
division Trudeau has caused. Amen.

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24531

I am very disappointed in our government I am not allowed to go out to any functions I am a
member at the yacht club can’t go in there member at golf club can’t go in there?….?..WTF

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24532

It hasnt

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24533

Almost was to lose my job. I was forced to vaccinate. Mental health us deteriorating

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24534

Negatively. Lost my mother and she died with out our family seeing her near the end. She was
alone. Same with our great grand mother and aunt. This was horrible. Son has been affected
negatively by missing school and friends.

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24535

It has created division within my family. Impeded my right to worship. Disrupted planned
events wedding family get togethers etc. Forced me to vax to keep my iob. Forced me to wear
a mask making breathing difficult. And overall is making me a very angry person.

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24536

Somewhat

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24537

Job loss

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24538

Job loss, financial insecurity, loneliness, missing family, missing family date nights ex movies
restaurants

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24539

Loss of income. Loss of freedoms.

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24540

Mentally, finacially, physically, totally

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24541

We can’t travel, couldn’t dine in a restaurant, restricted where we could go

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24542

Segregation

2/19/2022 3:20 PM
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24543

i missed out on 2 years of my grand daughters life....last i saw her she was 5 months old....i
got to see her once on her 2nd birthday at a beach....she will be 3 in July....special occassions
couldn't happen with any of my 3 children or my 7 grandchildren

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24544

My biological grandfather whom I only met in 2008 when I was 18 years old, died in the middle
of all these lockdowns and I was not aloud in hospital to say goodbye to him on his death bed.
Two of three of my kids don’t know what it’s like to go to school or into a store without a mask.
My mental health have taken a major dip as I cannot do the one thing that have kept me sane
every week, my darts night with friends.

2/19/2022 3:20 PM

24545

Forced me out off gym. Reduced quality of life/mental health. Less healthy now but allowed to
buy cigarettes/alchohol...🙄

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24546

It has affected my business. I can’t leave the country to go to my vacation home because I
won’t be vaxed with a vaccination that doesn’t work. Trust the science!!

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24547

somewhat lonely

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24548

I believe in freedom of choice and because I work for a federal governed institution my rights
for choice have been taken from me I believe Mr Trudeau needs to step down and be
accountable for his actions not just with the pandemic but in every criminal thing he has done
since being in office.

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24549

Very significantly, I was an daily gym goer who hasn't been able to go since the beginning of
the pandemic, many of my friends I can't visit and relatives and it's been difficult finding full
time hours

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24550

great depression, unable to associate with those I choose to, have had friends triple vaxed
shut us out of their lives because they are afraid to be around unvaxed. Vaxed have infected
many friends including self. A triple vaxed family member now has mini blood clots on her
brain, another has dementia at 57 from his first vax. Could go on for hours!

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24551

Has not

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24552

I am among those who lost both parents, not from COVID-19, other health issues, and I was
denied holding each parents hand when they were hospitalized, my Mother lay in the hospital
alone for 5 days. This treatment of both patients and family is disgusting beyond words. I
curse our Prime Minister and his dictator ship and his disregard for family, faith and humanity.

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24553

Children pulled out of public school due to segregation and lost my job due to not being willing
to share personal health information. Husbands business is so slow that it is worrisome how to
pay bills soon!!!!! This has gone way too far and ALL mandates PLUS the digital ID and
security system must be shut down IMMEDIATELY. Government has gotten too much control
and its criminal and against any laws that hat has been done to citizens since March 2020.
Trudeau and all complicits NEED to RESIGN IMMEDIATELY!!!!

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24554

I have lost money in my business

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24555

How many words are allowed here? I quit one of my jobs in fall 2021 because of pressures to
get the COVID vaccination. My current work does not currently support a vaccine mandate so
I feel safe there, although I I have witnessed the mental and physical effects that quarantines
and masking have on the people I work with ( social support clients). Quarantines, and masks
create barriers in many ways for folks that need support from others. I myself have much more
mental stress as an unvaccinated individual and getting the vaccination would only cause me
more mental anguish if not physical as well so that is not an option for me. Physically I suffer
from different chronic body pain. I may of still had this at this point even if had a been able to
go to the gym or workout classes this past 2 years, but being banned from these health
facilities as an unvaccinated person has not made it any easier for me to access supports
people and places for exercises and wellness. I have watched family and friends be coerced
into getting the vaccination(s) and this causes stress no matter how much you try not to worry
about it. All people in the country of Canada should be provided factual information to make an
informed decision about their medical and health choices. The government leading us should
make sure that is provided. People should not face coercion tactics when making decisions
about their health. I stand for: -Pro choice -Anti mandate -Anti discrimination

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24556

Isolation, frustration and anger at the lies and misinformation. I so wish that people would
listen to scientists and doctors that are studying the virus and the jab contents.

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24557

What life.we have not had a life for 2 years

2/19/2022 3:19 PM
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24558

Family division and mental stress /financially no jobs/community socializing/ School children
not able to graduate/ grocery shopping /restaurants closing / Health services/travel restrictions
both domestic and international/ anxiety and frustration unnessessary/ more fuel used because
of more unnecessary trips to town for a few

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24559

Every aspect of my day-to-day life has been affected by these mandates, not in a good way. I
am not racist, nor a mysonigist. I love my country but not our government. They must fall

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24560

Destroyed my mental and physical health and the local economy.

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24561

It sucks

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24562

Incredibly affected my life and my family’s lives!!!

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24563

Causing issues in the family and has our country divided

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24564

No freedom and have to wear stupid mask that don’t work

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24565

It’s been awful.

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24566

Stopped cash flow

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24567

Kept me and my family safer than if we had no mandates!

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24568

Very badly

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24569

Made me realize Government must not be trustef

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24570

So many negative ways. I had to go on antidepressants. And my kids haven’t been allowed to
play sports because I’m not vaccinated and can’t take them anywhere. There’s young so they
can’t go alone

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24571

Family and friends division

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24572

Affected my relationships, my employment and my mental well being, all negatively

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24573

Ready to commit suicide . Mr. Trudeau destroyed my life with his mandated .

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24574

Terribly

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24575

Terrible

2/19/2022 3:19 PM

24576

They forced me to take the vaccine for work … it has divided my family and friends …. It has
left me bitter

2/19/2022 3:18 PM

24577

I'm lucky I'm single and on a disability I don't get out much

2/19/2022 3:18 PM

24578

Loss of activities able to go any where. Forced to be at home constantly. Drinking more as a
result. Loss of ambition. Loss of recreational ability. Treated like an outsider and hated for my
choice to not vaccinate.

2/19/2022 3:18 PM

24579

Hasn’t really

2/19/2022 3:18 PM

24580

I was on a grievance leave sine June 11, 2021 and when I was returning in July mandates
imposed. Until lifted I can not return.

2/19/2022 3:18 PM

24581

Pretty much in all I do it is a big problem

2/19/2022 3:18 PM

24582

Depression at times. Lost my job. Career progression pushed back 5 years. Family is divided.

2/19/2022 3:18 PM

24583

I have lost family and was unable to say goodbye. My family and I suffer from mental illness
caused by isolation. Some of our family is divided and fighting because the government has
encouraged the dividing of vaccinated from unvaccinated. This needs to end. I believe
everyone has a choice and it should be respected. We should not be separated but united!

2/19/2022 3:18 PM

24584

Trudeau and Legault treat me like a criminal

2/19/2022 3:18 PM

24585

I'm a counsellor w teens, I've seen utter carnage. Rampant anxiety, fear, suicidal thoughts,
division between friends and family. Censorship is shocking!!!! This is not a free country
anymore and it's so sad.

2/19/2022 3:18 PM

24586

Horribly! Causing tremendous physical, social and mental harm.

2/19/2022 3:18 PM
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24587

Removing my freedoms to access government programs & removing freedoms.

2/19/2022 3:18 PM

24588

My husband died from cancer and his family were unable to be there for him. Isolation.
Surrounded by fearful people. Life is not normal any more in every way !

2/19/2022 3:18 PM

24589

Isolation & stress

2/19/2022 3:18 PM

24590

Lost my job and am a second class citizen in my own supposedly free country

2/19/2022 3:18 PM

24591

Mental health

2/19/2022 3:18 PM

24592

And then family visits, depression, can’t see doctors

2/19/2022 3:18 PM

24593

Interfered with traveling sometimes provincialy which is a Charter of Rights violation. Kept me
from seeing family,and relatives. Stopped me from dining in my favorite restaurants. Feel
masks aren't healthy.

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24594

Kept me and my families safe

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24595

Work and mental issues

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24596

Lost my house and live in my in-laws basement with my 3 kids

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24597

Second class citizen, discriminated. Being African-Canadian

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24598

Terrible mentally

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24599

Loss of employment, mental illness, health overall due to being restricted by the tyrannical
government

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24600

Job loss

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24601

My mental health has been negatively affected due to not being able to see others and being
scared fo leave my house. Also being threaten that if I get Covid It will negatively affect my
nursing program. I was also forced to get both of the vaccines or I could not continue my
studies which is against my basic human rights.

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24602

Family relations

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24603

I’ve lost business, I’ve lost friends and family...dead from the vaccine, much division between
family and friends.

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24604

It’s just dum

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24605

They make little logical or scientific sense so follow as least as possible. It’s very obvious
there are cheap and effective treatments that are being censored so money can be made on
pharmaceuticals. The vaccines and masks do not prevent transmission. Most people I know
someone who has been disabled by the vaccines. More and more people are seeing this.

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24606

In every single way possible, negativity. It's not necessary! Never was, never will be. The
world doesn't stop for a flu, or cold... hiv... fleas, head lice, or any other disease or infection.

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24607

Mental health of my whole family especially my children!

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24608

Kept us from social events

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24609

Family and friends division and discriminated from public places and can't travel

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24610

Work and social have been affected.

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24611

In every way, extremely negative

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24612

Gabe me a feeling of safety somehow

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24613

Divided families, mental anguish, strain on our society as a whole. Mistrust in our news media
and political leaders

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24614

Mental hillness

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24615

Greatly Can't watch my 9 year old play hockey think about how that is on his mind I can't play
hockey Go to gym Take my kids anywhere

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24616

Had to drop out of school and unable to do my practicum to get my college degree

2/19/2022 3:17 PM
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24617

I've had to work at home. Wear a mask when I do go to work. And try to help the students in
my class cope with the stress of the pandemic

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24618

Financially and mentally.

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24619

I am ‘partially vaccinated due to adverse reaction. I have been ostracized by family, friends
and have felt the judgement and restrictions from the passports. My heart is breaking.

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24620

I can’t travel to do business as usual so my income is down. absolutely depressed and
hopeless & ready to immigrate OUT of canada. the country has been invaded by UN & WEF

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24621

Can't go any where. Can't see my family. It is hard wearing a mask

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24622

I’m sick of it. Mentally worn out.

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24623

No comment

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24624

They don't help, I can't hear what people say with a mask on, can't go out for supper with a
couple friends or family members for their birthday/anniversary. And I if a loved one is in the
hospital, I can't go visit them.

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24625

It has stolen time with family and friends. Ruined business. Caused depression in my children.
Stolen 2 years of their lives!!

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24626

Not much as I am a retired nurse and live with a senior fragile family member so I support
protecting the fragile. I however do feel they have gone too far in some areas and there needs
to be more consistency in the whole country.

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24627

Isolation and division

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24628

A very negative way. It has split my family. My son is getting in trouble over a fucking mask at
school and he has to wear it 8 hours a day. I have been deemed a danger to society and not
allowed to go sit in a restaurant to eat. My mental health has plummeted and I am at the point
that I don’t want to be alive and treated this way. I do not want my children to be treated like
they are causing death by not wearing a mask and I want my country free again! Not just for
me but more importantly for my children!

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24629

Social Isolation, Community dysfunction, volunteer activities,

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24630

To be honest, I am not only experiencing severe anxiety, loneliness and depression from the
isolation requirements. But also deep sadness and frustration with the way they are dividing
the Canadian people as whole. For the greater good of community and togetherness I would
like the mandates to end!

2/19/2022 3:17 PM

24631

All

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24632

It has made me depressed and not wanting to live in a world like this.

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24633

It’s been very hard to watch my kids deal with restrictions. It’s been 2 years, they don’t even
know normal life! Enough is enough

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24634

Very negatively

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24635

I run a small business and because of Covid I see that business dwindling away before my
eyes.

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24636

It has affected my work and social life. I have a very high anxiety as it is and these mandates
etc has made it much worse. To the point I was almost one of the ones that committed suicide

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24637

Almost lost our home and our business. Kids are not coping well with being cooped up inside
without their friends

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24638

It took my freedom! Freedom of choice and freedom of my life

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24639

Feeling alone and unheard and that I’m crazy for thinking differently.

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24640

It makes me afraid of the emerging government restrictions, and loss of freedom in our
country.

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24641

Can't travel, or enjoy going out.

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24642

it has caused depression and anxiety, my kids have been isolated and unable to socialize the

2/19/2022 3:16 PM
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way they should be. My husband sells cars and because of the shortages due to the
lockdowns, there are hardly, if any cars to sell. We are depleting our resources and unsure of
what to do next.
24643

Goof

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24644

Mental health issues, division, and separation

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24645

I don’t get to play music

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24646

Can't go anywhere like dress shopping for my daughters wedding, eating out in restaurants to
name a few because I am not vaccinated.

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24647

Lack of social life

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24648

I have completely lost trust in authority, policing, media and government.

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24649

Terribly financially

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24650

i am a prisoner in my own country i have lost my ability to be a free citizen i am at risk for
losing my job i have be segregated from society because of my personal medical choice i am
not free to go about life - i am fearful of a mask police in stores because businesses only care
about masks and harass you for having common sense to know masks don’t work i am on anti
depression anti anxiety medication from the effects of mandates and restrictions

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24651

Negatively. Huge stress, divided friends and family relationships, impacted my kids post
secondary schooling (all online), forced to take vaccine to attend post secondary, play Alberta
junior hockey. Financial impact as well. Want to fight but so tired, overwhelmed and everything
feels hopeless.

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24652

No words

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24653

Travel family get togethers. Visiting my sick relatives /friends

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24654

Horrible It’s caused my children and I stress, sleepless nights . My children hate school now

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24655

It has made me more aware of illness and it’s effects

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24656

- forced division in this country - discrimination - loss of lively hood ,loss of ability to support
family - missed surgeries, important heath care missed - brainwashing fear , coercion to take
experimental vaccine Missed funerals , canceled weddings - shattered years for graduates shattered years for children - I can go on forever ... Etc etc

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24657

Followed guidelines until it became ridiculous. Family is fighting. Miss seeing my circle of
people. Can’t stand wearing a mask anymore, just want to breath fresh air. We shouldn’t have
to be afraid of fresh air.

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24658

Affected my mental health and work

2/19/2022 3:16 PM

24659

It’s been very very hard to watch people and families divide, and community member become
so mean to each other. This was all unnessesary and a crime against humanity...especially
watching people die from the kill shots!!

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24660

Almost bankrupt

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24661

My workplace has been closed several times and the restrictions my workplace are still under
require more work from me without any compensation and inhibits our ability to offset any
financial loss of the pandemic by doing events of any kind to bring business back in. It's time
to return to normal... completely.

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24662

It has to people and families to be torn apart

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24663

Haven't been able to go do phyio as I had knee surgery.

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24664

It's become a downward spiral.

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24665

Loss of support during a really hard time in my life, things besides COVID’s related, family,
etc. Not being able to see a loved one who died in the hospital.

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24666

The mandate has restricted my ability to attend family get together, my right to choose what
goes into my body, disclosure of health history to non professionals. My mental health has
suffered from pressure to take something I don't want put in my body.

2/19/2022 3:15 PM
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24667

Being restricted has deeply affected my mental state along with mY wife and children's mental
states

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24668

Mentally oppressive, financially limiting, unnecessary stressful for my school children

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24669

Meny and more

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24670

In so many ways can’t see family even can’t see my daughter as she doesn’t live me also I
can not breath wearing a mask with copd

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24671

The "mandate" has not affected my life in the way that the pandemic itself has. Yes, it sucks.
Of course no one wants to be stuck at home and see the effects on the economy, our children,
and the healthcare system, but masks & social distancing are a minimal sacrifice for what
we're all facing. Although I support some of these healthcare measures which are reasonable
for the greater good and protection of our healthcare system, I do not support mandatory
vaccines or vaccine passports.

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24672

I lost my job and unable to collect EI which I payed into for decades...it is Criminal what has
been done to the people

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24673

Limit freedom

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24674

Makes me feel ashamed that we have lost our freedom from those who we thought would
protect us. Ashamed of being so naive.

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24675

How did Hitler affect a jew’s life in nazi germany? Right before they put my people on a train,
that’s how my life has been affected, that point in history. Can’t do shit. I’m jewish so I can
say this

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24676

Isolation - family abuse

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24677

Separation from certain close family members and the annual budget was shot for two years,
and probably thus one also. Retirement plan extended!

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24678

I have not been able to see family and friends. Grieve with those that lost loved ones (not to
covid) and not been able gather with friends and family to grieve my mother in laws passing
from cancer. Depression from being isolated and restricted. Worried for isolated friends and
family who are really struggling.

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24679

My kids have depression my anxiety has gotten so bad! Family friends don’t talk to me!
Haven’t seen family members for years because of mandates etc

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24680

It has mentally and emotionally and physically effected in many ways dividing my family and
friends and society in very negative ways. Creating fears and anxious feelings in most people
not knowing what is acceptable and what is not . Also I have experience extreme rejection
from essential business to where even masks exemptions were not excepted. Leaving
frustrated and confused on how to go about my every day life. For me being a senior of 64 I
found it to be very damaging to me personally

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24681

My 3 teenagers have had a major decline in their mental health & are often in depression. My
oldest has been struggling with Epilepsy & seeing a Neurologist is difficult normally never mind
during this pandemic. I lost my job due to vaccinate. The rising costs of living expenses &
groceries are making it very difficult to make ends meet.

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24682

Mental health issues. Depression. Loss of social skills

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24683

It has impacted both my husband and my ability to generate income for our family. It has
affected our mental health to no end and made us very untrusting of government and politics.

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24684

Lost work, industry shut down

2/19/2022 3:15 PM

24685

I can not fly out to see my daughter.

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24686

My small business has been affected and the mental health of my 15 and 12 year old
daughters

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24687

Not being able to go to church Not being able to socialize with family and friends Not being
able to do normal things in life as before

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24688

nearly lost my job, forced to work from home, denied access to restrains gyms that are an
essential part of my health regime, general judgement and fear from others in my life.

2/19/2022 3:14 PM
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24689

job and freedom to travel

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24690

Depression lack of human interaction delaying medical appointments frustration and anger
more personal health issues family disputes

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24691

I am immune comprised and not able to be vaccinated the "minor inconvenience for a short
period of time" 2 very long years has further comprised my mental health. I have had no ability
to obtain a medical exemption and the government does not care about others in my position!!!
I'm an adult I have survived the big "C" and am still being overlooked.....END THE
MANDATES NOW

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24692

im a prisoner in my own country, family and friends are afraid to get together with us, feel
segregated and discriminated against , and all because i made a different choice , not to get
vaccinated as i am healthy and not at risk .

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24693

Jobless, depressed and drinking

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24694

My child has missed many opportunities and it’s hard on our family.

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24695

Loss of social life, and not feeling safe outside of the home.

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24696

It has sucked me into the darkest hole I have ever been in and have had worst thoughts I ever
have had

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24697

It has ruined our lives!! Mentally and physically affected, this tyranny has to stop! This goes
far beyond the mandates, it’s about control!!

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24698

It has blocked me from finding employment & Blocked me from getting critical exercise that I
need for my health

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24699

I was forced to get the vaccines to keep my job. I have 2 toddlers and can’t afford to not work
or lose my benefits. My mom has dementia and Alzheimer’s and is in a care home. Despite
being fully vaxxed I haven’t been allowed to see her since august thanks to the mandates in
BC. She has no idea who I am or who her grandkids are. BUT the staff in the care home get to
love their lives after work and go to gathering, concerts, Canucks games and get to see my
mom. I go to work, come home and don’t get to see her. It makes no sense.

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24700

we have no normal life.

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24701

Lost job. Couldn't see my family

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24702

12

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24703

Restricted where I could go and what I could do. It has broken friendships. It has made me
ostracized and lonely. Like I have a lesser value

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24704

Travel, dining

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24705

Single man with no interaction outside of work I painfully lonely and I talk to myself too much

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24706

In every way. My job. My kids life’s. Have. Been. Horrible and. My family. Life’s. I want this
over with thank you

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24707

Work

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24708

The mandates have had terrible economic and social effects on everyone.

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24709

Lost my job

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24710

Shortness of breath due to mask mandate.

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24711

In more ways then I have time to write mental physical and freedom of bodily autonomy etc

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24712

Has had an impact on my life and those around me. I personally am not vaccinated and have
been unable to do anything.

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24713

Terrible 😢 Destroying many lives & causing suffering/ pain for loved ones.

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24714

My friends watching CBC, CTV and Global have become so gullible and scared by what they
are hearing from the one-sided pro trudeau media.

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24715

I have sen this pit neighbour against neighbour, family members against each other...all for

2/19/2022 3:14 PM
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something that was a fatality rate of less that one percent. I know hundreds of people with
massive life-changing illnesses caused by the vaccine...personally. And people who are in the
medical field and believed in it. All these stories are stifled in the mainstream media. I have
seen ignorance and hate from the government..especially the P.M. He hates and attacks
anyone who challenges his agenda. This country has been left in ruins. They are attempting to
herd the sheep...the downtrodden, the abused, the uneducated. This is not science. It is
control. Shameful. Beyond scary that this is what can happen in a so-called free society.
24716

The inability to go shopping when and where, the aggravation of having to stand outside in
inclement weather...the rapid rise of cost of all goods and foods....the delay in surgeries....

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24717

Name calling, belittling. My son can't learn to skate or swim because I won't get a vaccine to
be "allowed" into the rec center. We can't even go do normal family stuff like eat at a
restaurant! I can't go with some friends to a concert or sporting event even though before the
vaccine mandate I could do literally all those things. Not to mention the ridiculous amount of
fear and stress on me of worrying about my son's future...about my future and about the future
of Canada as a country. It's so unbearable that I have literally stayed up countless nights
worrying..or I wake up grinding my teeth due to the stress which I've never done before!

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24718

Taken away my freedom and that of my children

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24719

Severely

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24720

Destruction of income source

2/19/2022 3:14 PM

24721

I’m feeling scared to live in Canada. I don’t feel safe with a leadership that she’s amd
discriminates against anyone who doesn’t agree with them, which normalizes citizens to
segregate & dehumanize their fellow citizens. I am no longer able to provide for my family amd
feel very depressed. My children are also suffering for to mandates and stress.

2/19/2022 3:13 PM

24722

Lost hope, love and trust

2/19/2022 3:13 PM

24723

Unable to attend a Health & Fitness centre. Children suffering with migraines from prolonged
mask wearing

2/19/2022 3:13 PM

24724

My children have suffered by not being able to attend sports and go out to restaurants, see
friends, birthday parties, etc. my husband was FORCED to get a shot that affected his heart
so he could out food on our table. We have lost some loved ones within 2 weeks of taking the
mRNA shots as well as majority if my family now has some type of negative effect after taking
the mRNA jabs. My husband also gave me an infection after his astra shots.. my vagina got
covid after we had sex 1 time since he got his shot and we dont sleep with any others. Even
my dog caught what seemed to be covid after his second shot, our whole family was sick with
it. Every time we see someone who JUST got their shot within a couple days of them getting
it, we get sick.. they are causing mutations and continuing to keep this going. I have lots
people, my children have lost 2 years of their short childhoods, we have lost health, our family
has lost health… we take very good care of our health.. we eat healthy, we go to the gym, we
get outside a lot.. my husbands job was threatened and we couldnt go to the gym or afford
healthy food, especially with the inflation caused by our economy suffering, now we have to
worry about my husbands heart after being forced to decided between making us homeless or
taking the stupid experiment that didnt do ANYTHING for him or anyone not getting covid, it
actually ended up GIVING US covid… end everything! And stop making our kids suffer! Im
thankful i homeschool because i would NOT be masking my children, making them sick and
giving them HUGE developmental issues and lack if oxygen to their tiny developing brains… i
personally breathe at 30% already from severe deviated septum and should be granted
exemption. I am allergic to literally every synthetic drug out there and should be exempt from
the jab also.. yet none of my doctors are ALLOWED to exempt me from any of it because of a
politician!?

2/19/2022 3:13 PM

24725

I haven’t been able to go out and visit family as much or participate in social gatherings. I was
forced into the vaccinations and have not felt energized since.

2/19/2022 3:13 PM

24726

We have felt isolated, discriminated against, unable to associate with family and peer groups.
Very limited access to medical doctors - thus not being able to have proper & timely medical
care. Depression due to lack of freedom to carry on our lives without feeling like a criminal.

2/19/2022 3:13 PM

24727

I was unable to see my family and it caused severe depression for me and my Mom and my
sister, and my sister actually required forced hospitalization because of it. My father has
become a conspiracy theorist because of the way the media has been fear mongering and he's

2/19/2022 3:13 PM
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become obsessed and terrified and angry and won't talk about anything else. My boyfriends
Dad got the vaccine because his worked forced it even though he was perfectly healthy and
then 2 weeks later he had a heart attack and died and the doctors refused to admit that it was
caused by the vaccine and wrote it as a covid death. It's caused severe distress and mental
health problems for nearly everyone I know and nearly broke my family apart
24728

Has had a very negative impact on my family's mental health, sense of well being and our
destroyed our trust in public health. The response to this pandemic by our governing bodies is
unforgivable.

2/19/2022 3:13 PM

24729

Although I have not been financially hurt by the mandates, the mental health of our family and
in particular our kids have suffered.

2/19/2022 3:13 PM

24730

Forced me to get vacinated.

2/19/2022 3:13 PM

24731

Heightened depression

2/19/2022 3:13 PM

24732

My life has not changed much, thank goodness. Work continued for me ONLY becausI offered
to clean toilets; therefore they kept me on. My children although suffered. All four of them in
their own way. Oldest has down syndrome and her life with regular things to keep her active
came to a hault. She doesn't fully understand (though we all don't). My son who has children of
his own had troubles with work and struggled threw most of it. One daughter had just started
college and working at a gym. No need to explain her frustrating of things being on HOLD. My
youngest at 13 yrs of age is the one I worry the most about. She missed grade 6 grad and
that's all we walked about for 5yrs. She has lost her friend circle, struggles with on line learning
and has spent most of her days ALONE and mentally struggles more than anyone I know. We
have seeked counseling and still do some.

2/19/2022 3:13 PM

24733

I am retired and it has stopped me from travelling

2/19/2022 3:13 PM

24734

School children affected

2/19/2022 3:13 PM

24735

I have lost money through my part-time work to supplement my low income at my full time job!

2/19/2022 3:13 PM

24736

In every way

2/19/2022 3:13 PM

24737

It’s been hard to get by lots of stress

2/19/2022 3:13 PM

24738

The government is making law abiding citizens into criminals over mandates and injections
that are not well proven to be effective well thought out

2/19/2022 3:13 PM

24739

My husband has lost his job.

2/19/2022 3:13 PM

24740

I’m unvaccinated

2/19/2022 3:13 PM

24741

The mandate has caused many difficulties in our personal life , but Most of all, it completely
made me lose all trust in the current government, it has shown me that we have a government
that is either not as intelligent as it should be, since they believe the only way out of this
pandemic is 100% vaccination, and they don’t take in account the tremendous collateral
damage from all mandates, or the government is lying to its people and uses this pandemic to
control its people, and take away their freedom . Either way, our government clearly doesn’t
keep in account that there is a living God, the creator of heaven and earth, that has given the
human race commandments to live after, and to whom they will have to give an account.
These circumstances have solidified my belief that the only way out of the pandemic is a
national returning to God and moral laws.

2/19/2022 3:13 PM

24742

Poorly , negatively.

2/19/2022 3:13 PM

24743

We have felt segregated from society for our medical choice and our children have suffered
during the lockdowns and masking

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24744

No comment. Too depressing.

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24745

lost my job, jobs only want to hire someone who is "vaccinated and the federal government
speaks like im a non citizen criminal.

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24746

I lost my ability to attend school, work, church. I don't see friends and family. It has divided our
country. My health has suffered.

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24747

Its makin me feel like im living under a dictatorship ....

2/19/2022 3:12 PM
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24748

Business down 40%

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24749

I've been lucky to continue working but do not approve of unnatural government powers being
given to unelected and unaccountable people.

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24750

Lost my job

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24751

I’m allergic to all medication so that means I am not risking my life to get the vaccine and
makes it that I can’t go almost anywhere as I can’t get an exemption

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24752

Not at all

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24753

Not to much

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24754

In every way possible

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24755

It's has affected my life in a big way, I've lost friends and family over this. It's divided our
country.

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24756

Covid has destroyed my small business. Restrictions have affected our families and especially
our children's mental health SO much. I work in an elementary school and myself and my
collegues are EXHAUSTED.

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24757

Mental health of myself and my kids

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24758

It had restricted me to being able to live my life. I was forced into a vaccine that I was not
ready to take in order to complete college courses.

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24759

Unable enjoy life to its fullest. Unable to enjoy a good concert or travel.

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24760

Created segregation and division amongst family, fiends and workers. As well, mental health
issues.. such as depression, anxiety and despair.. There’s been loss of jobs and employees
and business closures in our community and provincially; federally.

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24761

In every way possible.

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24762

taken a lot of joy out of it, limited my income, caused divisio s amongst friends and family

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24763

Kids missing out on major experiences (trips abroad, musical performances, sports, grad).
Mental health (constant pressure to conform, keeping up with constantly changing rules,
feeling "bad" for just living life)

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24764

Have isolated from real life

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24765

It is not about me. It is about protecting the children!

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24766

It has taken my rights away

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24767

It has affected two of our family businesses incredibly. Loss of jobs, less hours, uncertainty as
how to hire for summer season. SPLIT my family apart. Kept family from being with loved
ones who are elderly and unwell.

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24768

I am depressed, I cannot go travel to Indonesia to see my elderly parents, not even my sister
here in Canada who lives in different province. My husband, a federal employee who is
teleworking from home, has lost his job for not taking the 'vaccine' despite the disease clearly
is not transmissible through internet! Now our family which include 1 elderly parent and 2
young children is without any source of income.

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24769

Loss of job

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24770

I have had two heart attacks after one vaccine with no support of doctors and I am no longer
employed.

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24771

It has come to the point where I have to choose between what I would like to do for my own
body and have my job. These last few years since the COVID mandates have put a lot of
stress on me and strained some of my relationships due to vax vs un-vax debates and beliefs.
I cannot state strongly enough that I am extremely disappointed with how the prime minister
has treated the people who decide they don't agree with him.

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24772

Been locked up away for family and friends little kids not been able to enjoy their lives

2/19/2022 3:12 PM

24773

Depression

2/19/2022 3:12 PM
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24774

None.

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24775

Penalized for not being able to take the vaccine for medical reasons. I would not take the
vaccine if I did not have a medical condition because I have researched and educated myself
and formulated my decision

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24776

All mandates have stopped my chosen movements in society--restaurants/movies/
swimming/breweries/ concerts. I have lost friends and family who support jabs and the
government. I see we are now a comminist/facsist Canada and will be losing more freedoms
and likely our homes and savings if this crackdown on citizens continue and the children will
lose their childhood joy. I face abuse in stores from staff and customers because I do not wear
a mask so have stopped shopping for pleasure , thus taking out many dollars circulating in the
economy. Just buy food and alcohol now, no clothes, household goods or gifts and I refuse to
shop online.

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24777

All.

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24778

- I was not able to be with my husband while his father died, I was not able to see my
Grandma before she didn’t and we were not able to see my dad when he had a heart attack, I
was unallowed to work with clients in Long Term Care and I was the only person that visited
them. I lost a neighbor that died right in the clinic getting his 2nd jab, and have many other
friends and neighbors having heart issues and other concerns after being forced to getting
vaccinated. I have supported children that are crying when they get sick because they are
crying and scared that they are going to die or make someone else die due to the propaganda
shown repeatedly on tv and radio, we have had community members committ suicide. Elderly
people have not walked again after being forced to get vaccinated. Families and friendships
are being pulled apart

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24779

ok

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24780

Yes amoutuonall and mentally

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24781

Make my life harder

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24782

Yes, tremendously, my employer terminated me after 20 years of service at our local
Temiskaming Hospital. I was a Sonographer and a Medical Radiation Technologist. I went to
school to become license in these medical fields. Now my diploma and licenses mean
nothing…A BIG ZERO….Thank you Douggy and Trudope!!!

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24783

It has left me to feel isolated, second class citizen, bullied by the government, coerced by the
government and if my opinions and thoughts no longer count for decisions I make for my own
body. It has added extreme stress and anxiety in my life

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24784

Hard financially, and mentally

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24785

Our family is seperated due to the mandates

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24786

I have no life all because they aren't allowing to do anything

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24787

We have pulled our kids from school and are homeschooling. As alternate gym options, we
wanted to take the children swimming. That halted when the vaxx pass got introduced. We live
in rural Alberta, and going to the city is usually a full day of shopping, with eating in the car
with kids. Minor annoyances, but totally uncalled for when we are healthy. Biggest annoyance
right now is being unable to leave the country without partaking in an experimental vaccine,
and that natural immunity is not recognized and ignored. Just STOP the mandates.

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24788

totally crashed the progresses my 3 y.o business had made until then...crashed family
relations, daughter in law turned crazy towards her daughters (our grand kids), ruined christmas
times and other occasions to see and suport our grand kids and other family members, freaked
out my hubby's parents who would think there was police barricades at every corner of their
block, one of my aunts, a great 90' + brilliant and very alert lady, who had been a nurse all her
active life died of dehydratation and malnutrition, neglected and deprived to communicate with
her sister, brother, nieces, in her senior facility- was falsly taggued as "covid dead" while it
wasn't... a close friend suffered heart attack after being jabbed, the company my husband
works for had to close for 2 weeks- employees had been putted automatically on covid
prestations and now they all received a reclamation... i have to be vaxed to keep my job as my
daughter had to be too in order to keep access to her adapted activities and services (how can
it be all the worst and very wrong reasons to get a medical procedure?!) .... how many more
pages would you like?!

2/19/2022 3:11 PM
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24789

Travel family grandchildren loss of loved ones work

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24790

In the most negative way possible. Have been in lock down for 2 years, cannot do anything.
Do not believe in the so called vaccine. These mandates have ripped families apart and
alienated and destroyed many friendships. Turned neigbour against neighbor. There is just so
much hate out there in the public and all for what. A flu that 99% of healthy people would
recover from, yet they have shut down the world and bankrupt everyone yet the elite have
come through with far greater wealth and power.

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24791

I am not enjoying life, or pursuing my passions the way I used to

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24792

Greatly restricted our family and friends gathering and limitations at all stores and find masks
very very hard to breath.

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24793

Sports, travel, home life, family and mentally.

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24794

It has taken me away from my family and hurt my children, keeping them from very special
people. It has hurt our family in terms of financial stability with job hardship. I have seen so
many people struggle financially because they cannot go to work. Schooling at home was
incredibly difficult and I don't want to go through that again.

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24795

It has taken away my freedom by using coercion (which is illegal) to put something into my
body which I feel is unsafe and is backed up by data.

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24796

Not allowed to see my elderly Parent. Not allowed to exercise to maintain my own health. Cut
off from medical procedures.

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24797

Too much to list. It is AWFUL

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24798

Not being able to socialize with my friends and family as well as having relationships with
family and friends cone to end due to the wedge driven by officials of our province and country.
I also have a 14 year old daughter who is being forced to get a vaccine even though she is in a
very low risk category for having any damage done due to covid. But now we have to make the
choice between and unnecessary vaccine and her mental and social health. As an adult, I am
already developed and can handle isolation from my peers, but a growing child cannot. So yes,
she is being FORCED to get a vaccine. If anything, leave the kids alone. Unfair!

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24799

Restricted my travel and recreational activities

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24800

I couldn't visit my mom when she had two back to back heart attacks and open heart surgery
Lost of friends Separation with friends Not be able to go to church Not allowed to eat out Not
allowed to travel

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24801

Mental strain on family

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24802

Inner ear infection vertigo dizziness nausea since December could last another couple months
or more directly from wearing mask

2/19/2022 3:11 PM

24803

incredibly negatively: useless masks for kids etc; being locked up at home; shops closed...

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24804

I’m now Angry and ready for Civil War

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24805

Kept me away from family. Divided my family. Caused mental distress to members of my
family. Lost my daughter due to mental distress caused by the mandates

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24806

Can’t meet with my family.

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24807

Severely affected my annual income, mental, and physical health. Has resulted in excessive
alcohol and drug problems.

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24808

I am a senior have not been able to goChurch regularly wearing a mask affects my breathing
shopping very difficult miss my children grand kids family in general socializing With other
seniors

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24809

It has divided us from our friends and family and significantly affected both our mental and
physical health.

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24810

loss of freedom to do or go where i want!

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24811

Job loss and can’t get one. Loss of friends, family and community. Refused medical treatment.
Not s as slowed to shop in many places. Face discrimination daily.

2/19/2022 3:10 PM
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24812

Me and my family have been ostracized from society for choosing against being vaccinated

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24813

A depressing time

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24814

Misses numerous birthday and holiday celebrations. Cancelled vacations and trips. Bored
constantly.

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24815

It has meant separation from family and friends and aspects of life others could enjoy being
unavailable to me and my children (indoor physical exercise, skiing for one child, taking part in
activities that support our community were the most missed).

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24816

Unhappiness. I dont want to live that much anymore

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24817

I had 3rd vaccinated. I don’t need mask. There should requiring to have vaccinated passports
and distancing for safety people in Canada. Same as our tradition had Flu vaccinate yearly in
many years and as same, it apply to COVID-19 vaccinate in yearly. If all governments should
not inflation price if those government still have mandates with masks and distancing and less
business then people cannot afford to spend mortgage, food, etc. if government do still have
inflation price then all governments are cruel to Canadians. I seen government members are
feeling free and hide, free tax if they retired. Governments of Canada don’t want Canadians
know about it but we know about it. It is not honours from self Governments of Canada. People
still suffer. Governments felt selfish money and don’t caring people. Do you see about it? We
need to stop inflation price from Governments of Canada. We hate to play games from
Governments. We want to see Governments are wise and caring for Canadians. Thanks

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24818

Financially, socially, mental health wise, and lost hope politically

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24819

Brought on depression and too many ways to mention

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24820

I have lost many friends due to the "fear" instilled in people through Justin Trudeau's and the
Main Stream Media's lies. I have also lost my job of 30 years due to the vaccine mandates. I
am stressed out and have yet to find another job. I have rent, bills and food to buy for my
family which is becoming extremely difficult as I am not even entitled to receive
Unemployment Insurance that I paid into for 30 years because the Government says I am not
entitled to it. Mr. Trudeau is overreaching and trying to turn our beautiful Country of Canada
into a dictatorship like China and I feel he should be arrested for crimes against humanity and
breaching our Charter of Rights as Canadians. They are supposed to be creating jobs/housing
etc., so people have the ability to live with all the necessities of life that we all deserve.

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24821

Too horrible to talk about.

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24822

The vaccine mandate affected us financially.

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24823

It has limited me and my life in ways that are unnecessary as I am not of a high risk
demographic and threatens my future as a part of a democratic society.

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24824

It has restricted my children from attending school at a very important foundational time in their
lives.

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24825

Lost everything and I am depressed

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24826

I have been bullied, felt raped last work hours, my kids bullied and mandated out of society do
to choosing a different action for health and well-being for my family.

2/19/2022 3:10 PM

24827

cant travel. cant eat out at resturants. cant gamble at casinos. life isnt the same anymore and
its unacceptable

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24828

I was forced to get vaccinated in order to keep my job so that I could support my family.

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24829

I am fearful of our government. I no longer feel free.

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24830

Inconsequential

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24831

Reduced time with family, grandkids, divisions with family and friends, loss of income and
unnecessary stress.

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24832

I’m a young guy, and have lived through this entire pandemic going out, hanging out around
thousands and thousands of people. It’s honestly a joke

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24833

I am in fear of the government imposing dangerous medical treatments on me and my children

2/19/2022 3:09 PM
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24834

I have no covid shots. I have not been able to leave the country as I am afraid of a false pcr
test. I have not been able to sit down and eat at a restaurant. I am a second-class citizen.

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24835

I suffer from anxiety and it has gotten worst. Metal health has deteriorated in the last 2 years
due to masks , isolation

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24836

Mental Health, ability to visit my mother in long-term care before she died, ability to travel
outside of Canada and inside of Canada

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24837

Social isolation Depression Watching those around me committing suicide from fear and
hopelessness

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24838

My job is considered non essential

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24839

Loss of family income.

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24840

We lost our business and our home and ranch.

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24841

Negatively

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24842

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24843

Has caused me serious depression and breathing problems and heart issues and high blood
pressure

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24844

They have so far protected me from getting covid

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24845

Destroyed family interactions and created disunity in the family. Also messed up church life
and visiting our seniors etc

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24846

Basically shut down my life!

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24847

No travel no going out

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24848

A lot

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24849

Does not bother me

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24850

Jobs,income,way of life, no freedom of choice affordably

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24851

Terribly

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24852

Facial acne, lots of family time (cross border family) mental health

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24853

Loss of choice when it comes to vaccination. Get vaccinated or lose job.

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24854

It’s greatly affected my mental health.

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24855

Stress and anxiety

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24856

My wife lost her job, increased stress and anxiety

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24857

Its destroyed my life

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24858

Isolation depression lost income

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24859

Drastically. The past two years has caused a lot of sadness and depression seeing so many
people effected by the mandate around me

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24860

I have been unable to visit with some family and friends. I have not been able to go to the
church of my choice. I have not been able to go to restaurants, weddings, funerals, sport
events, gyms, movies, other events, ect. We can not travel by plane, train or boat. We can not
even leave the country. My family could not even go to my brother-in-law's graveside funeral.
My kids have not been able to go swimming or do certain sports. We have been treated like
lepers, harassed and had vulgar things said to us. I can not even voice my concerns or
complaints unless it follows the mainstream media. It has caused me a lot of anxiety and now
I have panic/anxiety attacks from wearing the mask. I am much more emotional. It has caused
mental, physical and psychological trauma on our whole family. We have lost income but our
bills for food and clothing and taxes continue to increase. These are just a few things on how
this has affected our life.

2/19/2022 3:09 PM

24861

Keeping me away from my family. My 94 year old mother not getting the care she needs

2/19/2022 3:09 PM
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24862

It has created division in my family. I have been forced to vaccinate my oldest child against
my will

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24863

I support the fridam not komunisti dictators

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24864

There is a mandate in affect for all federally regulated workers to get vaccinated that effects
me as a Longshoreman, it has not been forced yet but would effect me if it's is informed as I'm
not Vaccinated and don't plan on being. I feel that no one should be mandated to put any thing
in there body that should be there choice.

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24865

I lost my job because I refused to attest, we can't go into places, I despise wearing those filthy
masks. I feel anger, frustration, sometimes depression.

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24866

Very badly I was called to work but I couldn’t,I’m going broke and it has ruined friendships and
my disgusted with the government and feel unsafe in Canada

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24867

Lost my job, lost all faith that Canada won't be a failed state within 20 years. Moving to the
USA

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24868

Social avenues and social activities have been non existent

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24869

My kids have anxiety, depression, have gained weight being sedentary. No school grads or
sports. Hubby has been laid off 3 times.

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24870

Not able to learn in person while attending college

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24871

Kept me in my room at lodge, not allowed in restaurants etc without being vaccinated,
vaccinated passing the virus to vaccinated and unvaxxed, family disagreements

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24872

I am like a hermit.

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24873

Mentally for sure! Many affects!!

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24874

It has affected my Spiritual life for sure! I miss seeing my friends & going to church

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24875

Has stopped the economy and cost people their livelihood's

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24876

I lost my job - caregiver to people with disabilities. I gave up my home when I knew I could no
longer afford rent. I now live in a converted school bus in the freezing cold in 100 Mile House.

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24877

Stress

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24878

Family and friends divided, angry, depression in family. No confidence in seating Government
and all parties. Feel unsafe and constant anxiety. Very sad all the time.

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24879

Severely restricted freedom

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24880

I ended up in a mental and physical health crisis. Off work for 3 months and still struggling. I
have ongoing depression and anxiety (which I have never had before this) and abnormal heart
activity (noted after the first vaccine) which cannot be explained. And I’ve had to have a
second and no one cares in this awful country. Just get your jabs and shut up.

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24881

It has created a life of anxiety

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24882

I fucking hate my life now I can’t work I lost my place I lost my job my income quit frankly
Trudeau can suck my fucking balls

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24883

Can't do anything

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24884

Couldn't see my mom or sister during first year of covid.

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24885

Mental health, division amongst friends and family, kids of freedoms

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24886

Job loss, violence and hate towards me and my family, not being able to freely travel in my
own country. And numerous other hateful things the government has said to divide this
country.

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24887

Lost my job, my freedom, and lost pride in Canada.

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24888

It has almost completly ruined my life.

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24889

Has made me not able to do many things & broken families apart.

2/19/2022 3:08 PM
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24890

Very stressful. Trying to navigate at make sense of it has made people crazy,

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24891

It protected me & my family from being seriously ill.

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24892

Severely abs my kids

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24893

I think this pandemic and the mandate measures have divided the country and families very
decisively. No one can have their own opinion without someone trying to change it or not
accept it as each persons own right to their opinion.At the beginning I understood because of
the unknown. The repeated measures with no evidence became aggravating.

2/19/2022 3:08 PM

24894

Sucks

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24895

I have too pay for testing in order too go too work because I refuse too get vaxed

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24896

Ruin family and friends relationships and destroyed our beautiful country.

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24897

The mandate has probably saved my life. I have asthma and my immune system isn't the
best. I had breakthrough Delta in September after having two shots. I had a severe sore and
raspy throat with difficulty swallowing and body aches. The only place I had been without a
mask and precautions was at our table in a restaurant with only one other couple about ten feet
away present. The breakthrough Delta triggered an out of the blue, no warning asthma attack
where I didn't have enough breath to draw in my inhaler. I had to use it again and got enough in
to open my lungs up slowly. If that second inhale hadn't opened my lungs, I'd have had to go to
the hospital eight miles away. If I hadn't had those two shots, chances are good that I would
have died.

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24898

I was forced to get the vaccine or I would’ve lost my job. And yet I still got Covid anyway. It
has completely divided my family to the point where I don’t see it ever being repaired.

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24899

social anxiety..depression..

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24900

Every way possible, I've lost contact with family members due to different views, and friends.
This useless thing that has the title of prime minister should be hung for his crimes against
Canada

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24901

Splitting up my family, loss of business income, loss of jobs and friends.

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24902

My children are missing out on living a life! They can’t see the world, they’re being forced
masks and losing out on important communication and learning the world around them. I can’t
watch my children’s Christmas concerts. I can’t take my kids to sports. I can’t SIGN my kids
up for sports or activities. Our elderly are being forced to choose to miss out on important
medical care and treatment in a hospital TO BE WITH FAMILY. I can’t take my kids to a
library, or partake in activities with them.

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24903

Friends, family, business...relationships may never be the same. Mobility, limits the ability to
escape the country I used to love.

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24904

Friction between family and friends. We’ve been lied to for 2 years.

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24905

Depression

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24906

Our rights have been made to be a gift instead of a right. The Government has mocked the
unvaccinated and divided our country. The worst part is how many people are totally okay with
these measures.

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24907

Shocked at the inability and reluctance of our government to hear and offer explanation to the
concerns of those people who are vaccine hesitant. Shocked at the one sided narrative and
blocking, shunning of alternative opinion. I do agree with the support British Columbians were
given through our chief medical officer to allay fears and and offer council. The mandates are a
step too far. I fully support a persons' right to have a vaccine if they so choose and,
conversely, support the rights of a person who chooses not to have a vaccine. The ease with
which the mandates have created extreme division within families, among friends, and
generally within society, has been eye opening.

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24908

Division. It’s all anyone talks about. Depressing. Cost of living quietly moves up. No govnt
representation. It appears govnt has no bounds, and no repercussions.

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24909

Stress, destruction of my business and personal relationships.

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24910

Our God given, constitutional and human rights have been brutally violated: - Freedom of

2/19/2022 3:07 PM
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movement - Freedom of assembly - Medical choice and privacy - Freedom of peaceful protest
We became prisoners in our own country without any trials or court decision.
24911

High anxiety. Lost wages , cannot visit, could not have a funeral for my mother in law, could
not visit my relatives in the hospital, lost all respect for the news stations, pm Trudeau and
AHS. My daughter is in grade 12 did not have one normal year of high school. Missed 30 days
of school last year due to being in the same class as students that tested positive. That is
ridiculous.

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24912

Less freedoms

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24913

Misery

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24914

limit my life

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24915

I am a second class citizen

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24916

Discriminatory to certain Canadians- unhealthy masking and social distancing

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24917

Constant Stress & worry about what's next ! Cannot Trust This Prime Minister !

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24918

Causes mental stress personally & negatively decides friends & relatives.

2/19/2022 3:07 PM

24919

Seen family members lose there jobs, my young child lost entire year of school. Have been
locked out of church for a large part of a year and forced to only go 1 time instead of every
Sunday. My children are dealing with the negative effects of masks and especially in last
month are constantly hearing about failed government. They will grow up with a lack of respect
for government and have to rely on QR codes to go about life

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24920

I have lost friends, sense of community and trust in so many people.

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24921

Mentally due to lack of social contact with others

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24922

Lost wages, loss of fellowship with family, loss of travel opportunities. Division in society. Loss
of trust in media and government as a result of inappropriate speeches, tweets, posts. So very
hard and frustrating!

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24923

The ways are so many and so severe that I can't even list them all... Health (mental and
physical), work (even though I vaccinated), time with family and friends, depression, fear,
watching my granddaughter grow up in this mess, sadness at what our country has become,
anger at the stores, schools and businesses that enforced this, unable to go to the gym, or a
restaurant or a movie, the ways are numerous and immeasurable

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24924

Forced to be vaccinated despite having natural immunity

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24925

I'm a senior who has spread way to much time alone.I can't watch my Grandchildren play
Hockey 🏒 because of my Faith & I react to shots and alot of Drugs .Plus my Body my choice
.I'm trying not to get depression like. I had before with mandates I can't hardly go anywhere.

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24926

No working for around 12 months out of the past 2 years. Didn’t see any of my friends or
family for two years who were in a different province.

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24927

Developed hate between friends. Rising prices of everything. Unjust force on innocent people.
No government accountability

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24928

It’s breaking my human rights to travel

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24929

Child pulled out of school, work decrease, socializing, family and friends lost touch, family and
friends suffering adverse reactions, lost friends to suicide, mental health is not good

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24930

It’s a nine sense measure that harmed and divided my family with no benefit for me

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24931

Losing my job

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24932

It’s terrible my husband has to test every 48 hours and I can’t go on a plane if my parents
needed me because I am “unsafe”

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24933

It’s affecting me mostly on an emotional level. The trauma of alll the reaction to this virus is
unprecedented and unjustified. The real reason for all this chaos has been carefully planned
and our so called leaders are in on it. They. All need to be removed. Our health officials as
well. Main stream media are propaganda machines. I’m so depressed that so many people
have been brain washed!!

2/19/2022 3:06 PM
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24934

It's giving the opportunity for people to dislike one another

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24935

Drastically lowered income, disrupted social life, made Canada uncomfortable to live in

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24936

Lost my job, been called and labled as an evil person. Family has split and been descrimated
and refused goods and services.

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24937

Took away my freedom and impacted my mental health

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24938

Had to find private alternate employment. Can’t dine in restaurant. Religious gatherings and
fellowship drastically altered. Can’t visit senior residences. Mistrust of information and actions
by media and elected officials. Depressed mood due to isolation and confined ‘bubble’ orders.
Pessimistic outlook as restrictions appear to be at the whim of leaders or worse, with a larger
agenda of controlling us.

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24939

I’m on LWOP from my job … no income not even unemployment as of yet

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24940

Church going, schooling, family gathering, limited size wedding, distance from friends, limited
access to places I could go,

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24941

My pregnant daughter put on unpaid leave, my son lost his 130k a year job, marital strife,
injured, deceased friends from vax, broken friendships, on and on

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24942

Quality of life has decreased. Depression and anxiety has increased. I’ve been engaged for 2.5
years now with no hope of planning a proper wedding with never ending changes. Haven’t been
able to travel.

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24943

Loved ones dying alone in hospitals, bullying the non faxed, limited access to do activities,
family get together

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24944

Unable to go out and participate at businesses and events that request proof of vaccination

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24945

Watching all the lies people are believing is incredulous

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24946

-

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24947

Job loss, my kids are not able to complete university programs, lost friends, kids lost friends
and intimate partnerships. Stress, loneliness, hopelessness…

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24948

terrible

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24949

In all possible ways.

2/19/2022 3:06 PM

24950

My kids sports and school experience have drastically been affected

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24951

Being bullied by taking away freedom of choice. Who likes being bullied and aren’t Canadians
intelligent that they can make good choices!?

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24952

Can’t do nothing like we used to . Feel isolated and just tired of this bullshit

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24953

Limited our access to lot of places, activities, family relationships, travel, religious events etc.

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24954

Limited my ability to go to a restaurant, forced my grandsons to wear masks all day long in
school and most importantly brought much fear to the people of Canada.

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24955

Unable to move around freely

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24956

Isolation, no social interaction, hate towards me because of Covid info and misinformation.
Loss of finances. Unable to travel. Church being disrupted.physical activities, no human touch.
Division of family and friends And much much more.

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24957

Reduced contact with family and friends.

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24958

Mental health has declined substantial

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24959

In many negative ways. I have lost friends, the ability to take my children anywhere except a
grocery store. I have to show proof of rapid testing and pay for it out of pocket in order to work.

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24960

It has impacted my work & my income immensely. I cannot wear a mask and I have not been
able to find employment due to this. The financial pressure we have and continue to
experience is so heavy and it is even impacted our health (heart issues and high blood
pressure). My husband instantly lost his 6 digit figure job on March 13th 2020. It has prohibited

2/19/2022 3:05 PM
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me to visit my parents’ in a long term facility in Laval, Quebec. It has prohibited me to travel to
visit my kids and grandkids who reside in the States, and also stoped them to visit us here
due to the quarantining ridiculousness! We have children and close friends who are suffering
from mental health issues. It mandates have cause SO MUCH DIVISION amongst family,
friends and my work colleagues. And lastly, I have felt so unprotected and uncared for, on a
deep level, by our Prime Minister and Premier. The names Trudeau has called his people, the
ugliest one being Nazis, is absolutely revolting and demeaning. He has behaved incessantly
as a tyrant. Life here in my city, my province and my beautiful country has been tainted and
ruined. We are holding onto hope for dear life! And now what they have done to the Freedom
Convoy 2022 is deplorable! Our government leaders, starting with Trudeau have shown their
true colours. I am so disappointed in our main stream media. It is so clear that they are being
paid and dominated by the government. Our ONLY HOPE is in God!
24961

Jobs lost, suicides, seniors dying alone, mental health issues, divorce,

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24962

I can’t live my life. I can’t be free. People around me are being taught to hate me for my
choices by our own “leader”. Trudeau has committed so many crimes that he has made
Canada into the laughing stock of the world the long we give him power.

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24963

Alienation, no access to sports, public restaurants, theatres, hosp visitations, wearing masks,
travel by plane, not allowed in US, dividing of family and friends.

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24964

I haven’t even been in the store to shop for my own stuff on and off for 2 years. I have to get
other people to because I can’t wear a mask nor should I have to. The hate, division of family
friends, seeing depression in many. Seeing children suffer mental is heartbreaking.

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24965

My kids are Canadian and they are ready to go back to live there but we need to have the life
back to normal to do so.

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24966

How has it not. My husband can’t work because he has not submitted his personal health
records

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24967

Can't go to any public place that requires a vaccine passport

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24968

Has affected my work, my freedom to be myself, affected seeing my child. EVERYTHING
THAT MATTERS HAS BEEN AFFECTED

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24969

I am isolated with no existence beyond a computer

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24970

It has cost me my career, mental health, and ability to see family

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24971

It has changed it for the worse health well being mental well being movement worried so much
about the future an how we will be governed and controlled by the government I want to live in
a free country I thought we did now it seems we don’t and it can’t be that way we need our
individual freedoms that is what Canada is about an I have beloved that my intire life I’m 56
now it’s a dictatorship!!!!!!!

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24972

Restricted my life in countless ways...living as a second class citizen...unable to visit my
family in PEI...

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24973

Stressful on everybody

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24974

As a fully willing vaccinated person....I feel a massive divide amongst people. We all need to
decide for ourselves if we want the vaccine....and not force it on people. Not my Canada
anymore....thanks to the Prime Minister. He has caused this divide....unacceptable!

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24975

My daughter and I are both battling depression more than ever. We have basically been locked
in our home since this has started. Cost of things have gone up and it’s hard financially.

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24976

my job

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24977

We have missed out on so many things in the last 2 years, that it would take forever to list
every single one. But the big ones that stand out is doctors not accepting patients to assess
actual health issues. Loss of loved ones who we couldn’t be with as they died alone, couldnt
have funerals for them to say good bye, missing multiple cousins/family members weddings,
my daughter not having a proper graduation and failing education due to lockdowns and
mandates and the list continues every day this tyranny continues!

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24978

Travel, mental health, job security

2/19/2022 3:05 PM
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24979

Impacted in almost every aspect...even in the bathroom,,..n personal habits..toilet paper
sanitizers etc etc...can't say enough here...phsyco logically ....n how we've been forced to
carry on w no Common Senses...

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24980

Despair

2/19/2022 3:05 PM

24981

It’s been tough

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

24982

Stressed out, Depressed, feel like a 2nd class citizen, haven't had a good holiday for over 2
years

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

24983

Stressed and feel isolated And loss of income

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

24984

My mental health has been all over the place with all these lock downs. Not to mention my
family has had multiple bacterial sinus infections from wearing masks.

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

24985

I am stressed out and confused why the government is doing this. It looks like they are trying
to implement new world order and I am afraid for all Canadians, their families. We are all going
to be poor and homeless.

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

24986

It has divided friends and family. I lost my job. I also have totally lost respect and trust in my
government.

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

24987

I’m a single mother of three. I have Lost my savings, my job has been interrupted. I missed
the opportunity to watch my children do sports attend any school activities. My youngest
daughter started preschool and does not know what her teachers face even looks like and it’s
been a year of her going to school.

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

24988

Absolutely. Destroyed relationships, finances, employment, mental and physical health.

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

24989

Lost my job

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

24990

It’s caused division in my workplace, division in my family and amongst my friendships.
Affected my children they no longer want to leave our home because they don’t like the
masks. My Daughter gets bus sick, the masks have made the bus sickness so much worse,
she’s in tears getting off the school bus on a daily basis.

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

24991

Yes

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

24992

Terribly

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

24993

The division and hate that has been created has torn this nation apart. All this hate towards
each other sits on the shoulders of the government. My well being and state of mental health
has been decimated along with the country’s. I am appalled that a dictatorship has been
allowed to persist and disgusted with the judicial systems lack of integrity.

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

24994

Causing stress. Restricting access to things. Travel isn’t as accessible and we need to travel
for work.

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

24995

Affected mentally, socially, can't have necessary health care, lost of trust in the government
and media, division in my community

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

24996

My work, my family s work.

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

24997

I had to leave my job due to my desire not to get the "vaccine". The company I was with was
enforcing it on it's employees. That's not how a company should work. A company should be
more understanding of ones choice to not be vaccinated with an experimental drug.

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

24998

Ruined my thriving small business, destroyed my family as they will all no longer speak to me
(mental health wise it's been horrible), added stress that we may not be able to pay bills if my
husband is forced to have a 3rd boosters. He is a paramedic.

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

24999

The inflation caused by all of this disruption and wasteful spending has increased the cost of
living too high for people on fixed incomes!

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

25000

I am a prisoner in my home, it is unsafe for me to leave due to a portion of the population
feeling empowered to commit violence by the hateful words of our selected leadership.

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

25001

Isolated from loved ones and unable to join in organized sport and attend indoor activities

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

25002

Limited access to some venues and travel. Caused divisiveness in family

2/19/2022 3:04 PM
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25003

Created division in all aspects of my life

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

25004

Restricted freedoms

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

25005

It has illegally removed my freedom and killed some friends.

2/19/2022 3:04 PM

25006

Has affected my physical health & my mental health. Not being able to see my friends &
family

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25007

Extreme division on family. Financial loss. Stigma. Endless list

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25008

Took time away from my family, prevented me travelling, and put everyone on
guard/suspicious

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25009

I am a senior that has worked and paid taxes in this country for over 50 years, don’t have a
criminal record, never been arrested, daughter of a WWII vet, and a doc for, and I am rewarded
by being locked down and unable to travel because I will not take a vaccine that doesn’t work.
I am covid recovered and did not require any medical treatment or hospitalization and see no
reason to take the jab.

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25010

Mental health, lost income due to closures

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25011

It fucked up my life because my children are affected!!! My children are my life!!!

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25012

Family affected, friends affected. Services.

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25013

Fear Has Set In~Disappointment Too~OUR Leaders Were Pulled Out Of A Cracker Jack
Box~You Asked. Don't Arrest Me Now♥

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25014

My children don’t get to be children

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25015

Can't fly to see my family which I usually go once a year. Almost lost my job. Mental health
has suffered tremendously. Deep depression. So much more...

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25016

I’ve been able to avoid getting the shots so far, but I am returning to work soon but not if I
have to get VAXXED. I think children have been affected the most with all sports and activities
being closed and academically. Online education has been a joke.

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25017

In every area of our lives: work, school, church, family life. It has significantly reduced our
freedoms and limited our access to resources and support from family and ability to worship
freely in church.

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25018

Cannot cross the border to see my new niece and nephew.. First babies in my family and I still
haven't met them! Cut off from my grandma who is in a retirement home. Separated from
friends in other provinces. Unable to share in important life events of some close friends who
live across the border. Struggles with my own mental health.

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25019

My business has been built on travel this is causing kaos for me

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25020

Fearful of government taking over our lives...not afraid of the virus covid

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25021

We had to postpone our wedding. My academic course was shut down and led me to 6 months
of unemployment.

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25022

Not affected at all

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25023

Family business is barely staying afloat. Mental health is suffering. Relationships have been
tense/have ended.

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25024

My life is on hold.

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25025

My husband has a vaccine injury, he is a truck driver and will not take the second shot snd he
can’t get an exemption, he is on two more the without pay. Can’t cross the border.

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25026

I am not affected, but it is against Human Right.

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25027

Destroyed relationships, destroying my business

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25028

Increased anxiety, forced to take vaccination to participate in work and life which goes against
my human rights

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25029

I lost my job due to vaccine mandate policy put in place. My mental health and my children’s

2/19/2022 3:03 PM
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mental health has suffered. My baby niece has not been able to see the face and expressions
of the childcare workers that care for her daily. That part of child development has been taken
away from her.
25030

It has taken my freedom away from me - freedom that my father fought for in WWII -

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25031

I had just opened a new stress counselling practice in a clinic and had to close in March 2020 lost potential income and had to move home.

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25032

My son can’t play his favourite sport. My husband and I are now separated from stress. We
couldn’t go out and travel or go on dates to nourish our relationship. I have to homeschool my
kids so they don’t have to wear masks for 8 hours of the day. And I don’t have an opportunity
to build my own career. We are estranged now from my husbands family. My husbands
businesses have been financially strained.

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25033

N/A

2/19/2022 3:03 PM

25034

My children have been the most impacted emotionally and mentally. From closed playgrounds,
not allowed to see friends or not being able to participate in fun activities such as sports or
swimming due to segregation. It’s time for their lives to be normal again

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25035

Nearly ruined!

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25036

Where there is risk, there must be choice. I will not gamble with my child's life to make the
government happy

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25037

my family is safe, healthy and alive.

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25038

Negative affect on mental health, reduced ability to cope with difficult circumstances of regular
life, higher stress anxiety and fatigue

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25039

Hasn't much as I have stayed out of Canada almost the whole time working over seas

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25040

Mentally , socially , family - stress - we have been inundated with fear mongering in our
society - depressing - suppressing my families freedoms - disappointed and disgusted with the
governments handling and promoting the plandemic .

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25041

It’s ruined me socially emotionally and financially

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25042

Unbelievably

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25043

put my social life on hold

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25044

Not by much

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25045

I am very depressed and unhappy.

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25046

Depression. Fear of jobloss

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25047

The vaccine mandate has cost me greatly, I’ve been fine $5750 for not having it

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25048

Badly. I have not been at a dine in restaurant in 6 months. I’ve never felt so much animosity
within a population as the last 2 year. I’m very concerned my charter rights and freedoms are
being revoked.

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25049

Lack of travel in retirement, excersize.

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25050

Watching media and goverment lie to our faces. Ive known for 3 years what was comming.
World power grab.

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25051

Isolation. Inability to travel Freely. Businesses closing all Around me. Drug trafficking and drug
abuse rising as people need to make A Living illegally

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25052

Torn families and friends apart

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25053

I lost my profession my job my income my livelihood and the time spent for my education and
training.

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25054

Negatively.

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25055

It has divided people. You should be able to make your own decisions. I am vaccinated, but I
think people should be able to make their own choices, as many people have their reasons,

2/19/2022 3:02 PM
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and we shouldn’t shun them for having their own voice.
25056

It’s taken away part of my livelihood. It’s ruined my relationship.

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25057

Restrictions, distancing, crippled my job, divided my family, increased overdoses in my city,

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25058

I might lose my job of 25 years unless I get vaccinated and I already have natural immunity.

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25059

Loss of freedoms

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25060

Made me do something I'am totally against. Job or shot , bullshit ...

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25061

Personal and work life changed drastically

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25062

Creates stress within my job, almost job loss. Creates divide within family. Mental health
issues. Stopped me from being able to take courses and having a better understanding of
nursing after just having a baby. Created breathing issues from the moisture of the masks. So
so so much more issues because of all of this.

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25063

Safer

2/19/2022 3:02 PM

25064

Lost of freedom

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25065

Psychologically.

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25066

There is no life

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25067

Freedom

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25068

Loss of income due to mandatory vaccination policy. Unable to go to the gym to maintain
health

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25069

Weight gain, depression, lack of social skills, fear from our government.

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25070

It has affected my income

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25071

Thus has been extremely hard causing problems between family and church communities.
Mental health concerns in family. Son unable to finish Grade 12 due to stress of last 1.5 years
in and out of school and mask mandates.

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25072

Being treated like second-class citizens along with my children for not taking the poison.

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25073

Job loss, homeschooling due to mask mandates in school, general enjoyment and quality of
life

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25074

Wife lost her job. I was forced to get vaxxed and I'm not the same person

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25075

Suspended by my employer for refusing to tell them if I'm vaccinated or not - had health issues
last year but I can't go to the gym or swimming because I have no access - no social life
cause I'm banned from everywhere - can see my kid play sports - couldn't accompany my
significant other when he got operated - you need more? Being called names by the Prime
Minister of my own country for not thinking the way he wants me to - anxiety and stress
because I have to fight for my freedoms - being insulted for thinking for myself and doing
research and questioning things - it's enough

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25076

From being terrorized from Covid to being forced to have vaccines that causes more harm then
good and now a booster. I have been in isolation since march of 2020. Times has come and I
want to live again with my freedom’s and rights in tact. It’s going to take a long time to get
over all the damage this and the handling of it has caused not just me but every Canadian
citizen!

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25077

Made me depressed as I lost my job due to not being a sheep and taking the shot

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25078

What about the children

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25079

I am currently in University, and after the vaccine mandates came out I was segregated by my
peers. People I had been close friends with for four years, now refused to be around me. I was
even taking the initiative to do rapid testing every 72 hours to ensure I was not putting anyone
at risk; however, my peers were not happy with that. This made it obvious to me that their goal
was not to be safe, but to divide society and instill a sense of “otherness”. I’m sure one can
imagine how my mental health was affected after I was ostracized for refusing a medical
treatment.

2/19/2022 3:01 PM
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25080

It has caused division and mistrust in my family

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25081

taken away freedoms

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25082

Just say my stress and anxiety levels are not doing well

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25083

It has taken two years of joy, prosperity and hope.

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25084

In damn near every way possible. Going to town is stressful, and harmful to mental health. It
has divided friends and family, and my career opportunities.

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25085

Affects where I eat, work, live, and entertainment myself

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25086

Depression, fear, mental illness, deaths

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25087

My immediate family is unvaccinated, and we have elementary school aged children. We
decided to homeschool because of the excess use of fear and paucity of proper scientific
process and common sense. Our lives are rich, but have been very much affected by the
mandates. Fortunately, our vaccinated extended families have been either supportive or
neutral; the profound effects of the mandate lie mostly outside. There are countless small,
energy-sucking effects, but perhaps the worst effect has been the dismantling of whatever
trust we had in most government systems that are supposed to serve the people. Our children
are very much affected by this. It is one thing to be excluded from events and restaurants much worse to repeat, again and again, that those who are part of the machinery that has
eroded our participation in society are not necessarily bad people, just in case our children
begin to believe that everyone in power is out to get them. I think we still trust Canada Post,
but what else? Not the CBC, not the medical system as a whole, not public health, and
certainly not the political system. The education system? They have sacrificed children's
welfare instead of putting it foremost. The discussions leading up to the mandates showed
each of these institutions generally to be acting against human rights and the best interests of
the people. We recognise that this does not necessarily reflect the opinions of the employees
of those institutions, but the overall mistrust remains. Over time, we developed a set of things
we use to gauge vaccination status, without having to ask. It's become second nature now.
The longer the mandate persists, the more those indicators are showing up in the vaccinated!
We feel a deep disgust at our segregation. Look at how the political system has disregarded
basic human rights, in the name of coercing the people into an EXPERIMENTAL
TREATMENT. Our government is a disgrace. And our fellow citizens more or less went along
with it, as a whole. What a damaging legacy for all our children to repair. We discuss leaving
the country regularly, despite the fact that we would have great difficulty in doing it, and we
hope to stay forever in our home and in an area we love so much. There are positive effects:
we quickly found out who our steadfast friends are; many of our neighbours are more
supportive than we expected; many of these are investing and innovating in our communities
in response to all sorts of restrictions, including the mandate. Who knows how the Freedom
Convoy will continue, but it has been such a catalyst for those who wanted to speak up, to do
something, but had no real leverage. It was beautiful to see everyone who was moved to
support medical freedom and human rights suddenly come out into the cold, to be seen, to be
heard. Finally, from the process leading up to the mandate, the mandate itself, and the ensuing
fallout, we now have some small understanding of the historic and ongoing predatory behaviour
of the government towards the indigenous and other minorities. To you, we say: our hearts and
hands are open to you in a way that was impossible before. Take that, Trudeau.

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25088

It has caused division in my family & friends. My free will has been limited.

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25089

Not too much.

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25090

Takin work away caused division of the people . Our seniors die in jail like conditions with no
loved ones at their side . Caused a huge expense to taxpayers cause mom and pop operations
to go bankrupt of close the doors forever all the while big corporations thrive . Takin away what
our ancestors fought and died for ....freedom

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25091

I’ve lost loved ones due to these mandates and have suffered personal oppression at work

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25092

My kids have lost opportunities, friends and families have been torn up,

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25093

I have found that alot of people around us have such strong opinions going both ways for and
against have become so negative towards one another it's hard to have any contact with them.
I just want things to go back to normal but not sure if they ever will there has been so much
hate and accusations thrown around.

2/19/2022 3:01 PM
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25094

My mental health significantly dropped since the pandemic and worsened with increased,
never-ending mandates

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25095

Mandates have infringed on my Charter Rights and Freedoms of free movement, assembly,
ability to make a living,etc. These mandates are unconstitutional and against Charter Rights.

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25096

It has made me feel like I am living in an apartheid of vaccine. This in a supposedly free
country.

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25097

Hurting my customer flow

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25098

It had affected every aspect of my life and mostly in a negative way. It has impacted not only
my life, but the lives of my children which were never at a level of risk requiring this level of
government restrictions. Two weeks my @ss.

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25099

Bad

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25100

Mental health has struggled Fear for my freedom and freedom of fellow Canadians

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25101

Couldn’t work, can’t pay bills, my body, my choice.

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25102

Fearful and depressing because the two weeks never ended and vaxx people turned against
those who chose not to vaxx and got hysterical.

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25103

It affected my kids: Cancelled high school graduation, cancelled sports, not being able to
attend school and see friends for a long period of time. My grandma died (not Covid related)
and was only allowed one of her children to see her in the hospital in her last days. Not being
able to attend her funeral. Seeing friends, family and strangers in an abundance of fear. Overall
death rates have changed very little when compared to previous years.

2/19/2022 3:01 PM

25104

Stayed at home most of time ,no contact with people and family in hospital.No outings for my
wife and I.. Getting cranky not being able to socialize

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25105

couldn't work,severe headaches with Mask caused anxiety attacks Depression & inability
affected physically & mentally

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25106

terribly. fired from career, cannot travel, go to restaurants, cannot participate in my sport, etc
etc

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25107

Stopped me from seeing family and friends made my depression worse

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25108

The supply chain

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25109

I have not seen my family in 2 years. I can’t not participate in activities with my children. My
son has trouble breathing with a mask on at school (he comes home crying everyday). I feel
so alone, and I miss my family in Ontario. My aunt and uncle have both passed away in the
last 2 years and I was not only to see them prior to their death, but I was also unable to attend
their funeral. These mandates need to end. These mandates do not stop the spread of covid,
they do they prevent you from contracting covid and they do not prevent you from transmitting
the virus to others. I have had covid and it is no different then having the flu or bronchitis. We
all need to learn to live with it, and stop living in fear.

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25110

Anxiety

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25111

I lived in an isolated community where we had to follow not only provincial mandates but made
up mandates by chief and council on the reservation neighbouring us. There were several
times throughout the two years where we were not even allowed outside. Too much power has
been given to the wrong people. We even had to have permission to fly out for essentials like
doctors appointments and buying groceries. Now with vaccine passports my children are
unable to fly unless vaccinated meaning our family is unable to live together. This is so very
wrong on every level.

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25112

Seeing the split in our society. Us against them. This is usually done in Countries before they
bring in communism. We have lost Democracy in Canada. Trudeau was not voted in during the
last election. Through friend I have heard the tossing in garbage of all votes fir PPC. Sworn
affidavits given to the law yet we have heard nothing of this not even on alternative media. We
hear propaganda. We need a shift in leadership NOW! Ford out, Trudeau out, NOW. They
forgot they are here to represent US and serve US. Not the other way around. Take this as my
vote of Non-Confidence against Trudeau and his ilk. GET OUT! This Country needs time to
heal....

2/19/2022 3:00 PM
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25113

Loss of work, stress, division of friends, sadness, depression

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25114

I've lost my job due to the mandatory vaccine policy. I was perfectly fine to work through the
lockdowns, but for some reason became unsafe when I did not want the vaccine.

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25115

Yes, depression

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25116

In my career as counsellor and teacher, I meet so many people and children struggling with
mental health issues! My own elderly parents have been confined/detained in a care home,
although both have had and survived covid and have natural immunity antibodies.

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25117

The vaccine mandate has cause me to lose me job, because I lost my job I will not qualify for
maternity leave in 7 weeks when I give birth. Which has caused financial instability for myself
and my children. This has affected my mental health often leaving me very stressed about
what kind of future will exist of my children if our government continues down this road of
tyrannical action.

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25118

Poorly

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25119

Badly. I gained a bad depression, anxiety, and insomnia.

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25120

Separation anxiety

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25121

Immensely

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25122

Loss of wages, social connections, delayed desperately needed surgery, stress

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25123

Not to much. Haven't been able to have the freedom to eat in a restaurant, go see a movie and
travel for vacation...

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25124

In every way possible

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25125

It resulted in me leaving my job. It created distance and tension within my family and friends.
It made it so I could no longer go to business or support local establishments

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25126

It has effected all lives in one way or another !!

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25127

Great anxieties

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25128

Very negatively

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25129

Despair at knowing we are loosing all our rights as citizens. Discrimination is destroying our
country and goes against everything I believe in.

2/19/2022 3:00 PM

25130

Forced people apart and divided Canadians, fuck Trudeau

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25131

It has shown me the weak points in health care and government. Most especially the useless
federal government. Our elected officials lie and deny and beg to be re-elected.

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25132

I’ve lost clients that have had to close their businesses. I haven’t been able to travel for work
or watch my kids do sports

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25133

Discriminated against and divided family and friends. My parents in a nursing home have gone
down hill from all the isolation and mandates. What these mandates have done to our seniors
is crimanal

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25134

We have been locked down for two years because of fear mongering. It's affected my children
and grandchild. My children are scared to do anything & my little grandchild could not play with
other children. She was so lonely. Thought she did something wrong. It has caused a lot of
stress in our family. My husband lost his job.

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25135

The mandates have closed my work. They’ve made my social life much more difficult than it
would have been. People are afraid to be near each other which effects how they interact with
me. And with every lockdown they change where I need to go to be compensated for their
decisions. Mentally it has been draining. Emotionally it has been draining. They keep saying
“follow the science” but really mean “I’m following the money”

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25136

Restricted gatherings, pressured vaccination on family and friends, anxiety in public spaces,
bullying by others me and my family, name calling by others, death threats to friends

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25137

Family and friends relationships broken, mental health, wedding plans and wedding, schooling

2/19/2022 2:59 PM
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delayed, difficulties finding jobs, Church divided, ostrisized, put down, discriminated in my
community and public, whole integrity questioned because of my stance
25138

It has pulled my family apart. I know the truth and I am unable to share it. So I am protesting
on my own, alone in my town.

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25139

It’s effected all my freedom and rights! My mental health has never been so bad, I’ve lost a job
due to this!

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25140

Unable to visit family and was not allowed to be with father when he died

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25141

Isolated my toddler and I, cannot work in health care anymore

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25142

Negatively

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25143

Losing more and more of my pension and small pay check almost daily. My savings acct is
almost gone because of this satanic cursed govt that refuses to follow law and charter law.
They make up their own laws daily to suit their co.mu is philosophy. Civil War is coming
becausepeople's desperation D

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25144

Negatively.

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25145

Stressful impact on me and my family. Making leaving the house difficult . Works difficult
masks need to stop

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25146

All effects of the mandate has impacted my life. The only good thing is our business has done
well during Covid but having said that I would rather have my life back than make more money.

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25147

As a health care provider the mandates have help my work environment not become more
overwhelmed than it already became at times during peaks of waves.

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25148

Can’t eat can’t visit friends

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25149

It has caused my brothers to barely talk to me, in fact my one brother has said he will never be
in my presence again because of my refusing the vaccine. I'm also unable to be at my nieces
wedding because of our differences regarding vaccinations. My mother who is turning 90 soon
has not taken the vaccine either and that has caused much division between her 2 sons. She
is not invited to the wedding either...so heartbreaking!

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25150

It has given me untold stress and anxiety and anxiety separates us from friends

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25151

unable to go to restaurants or leisure centres

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25152

As with most Canadians these mandates affect many aspects of my life. I feel I am no longer
allowed to stand up for my freedoms, rights or beliefs. I am no longer free to associate with
whom I please, family included. I feel coerced by the Canadian government into medical
procedures that I did not feel comfortable with for the fear of losing my employment. I now see
my country treating those without vaccines as if they have no rights, they are no longer treated
as equals. Every individual has the right to equal benefit and protection under the the law.
Mental heath is a huge concern, my neice is now on anti depressants. Our youth are becoming
increasingly withdrawn and depressed. Its not worth the damage being done.

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25153

Lost 2/3 of our family income. Have lost friends and family to suicide because of the mental
health issues of the lockdowns

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25154

Very bad

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25155

.

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25156

My job

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25157

It's affected alot of my loved ones and Co workers

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25158

They’re just a pain in the behind!!!!

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25159

Getting a girlfriend

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25160

I'm being forced to undergo illegal RT-PCR in order to maintain my employment. It's absolutely
disgusting. "Testing " healthy people is ridicules. All the "pandemic" measures are unlawful
and causing harm. God wins, love wins, the truth will win. The number of casualties is already
excessive and it will continue to increase until there is a full stop to all of this nonsense.

2/19/2022 2:59 PM
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25161

Did not affect me directly because I'm vaccinated but should be a personal choice

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25162

My and my husband jobs are I jeopardy. The businesses we would access for daily and weekly
necessities are shutting down. The doctors we want to access for maintenance of our health
are closing their practices.

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25163

Hasn’t haven’t obeyed any rules

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25164

Too many restrictions and too much fear mongering

2/19/2022 2:59 PM

25165

Restricted access to family and friends in US. Social isolation / depression

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25166

Depression, anxiety and alienation.

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25167

Covid testing before leaving the country to travel to the US or upon returning is a useless
money grab and terrible inconvenience. Statistics are incredibly low for covid testing positiveity
during this process. Needs to end.

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25168

As a health care worker I am thankful for the mandates which have kept our numbers more
manageable and kept some of the vulnerable out of hospital. Though sometimes inconvenient,
trying to protect one another and those who can’t protect themselves is not an infringement on
your freedom, it’s public health at work.

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25169

Day to day activities

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25170

Separated family and friends. Hate what it has done to people and the economy. It is a power
and control not covid.

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25171

It has been a hardship financially and physically, my husband since the vaccine has had heart
problems, and my son being an athlete on Canadian National team has missed out on two
years of his life as an athlete and school!

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25172

Depression

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25173

Horrible feeling of oppression, intimidation, discrimination, anxiety, stress, depression, extreme
fatigue. Rejection and loss of close friends. Tense relationships with family. Feeling trapped.

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25174

Lost my job

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25175

Travel and my business

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25176

My father lost his job, my mother couldn’t go to her father’s funeral. Some of my family
members and friends have not met my newborn son

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25177

The division and metal illness is so real. My kids are suffering, my family has been torn apart.

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25178

Depression, anxiety and financial hardship

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25179

loss of jobs

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25180

Everything

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25181

It has impacted my work and lost staff

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25182

Causes fights talking about them

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25183

Free country turning to commie country

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25184

Social, travel, children's sports

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25185

Made it a lot more stressful on our family. Not being able to see family nor friends which is not
okay especially for the loved ones suffering alone

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25186

Lost of income loss of religious liberties without my community I have significant depression

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25187

I have lost my job and have been unable to work

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25188

It has segregated, isolated and caused more longterm societal damage, than has prevented
the spread of Covid.

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25189

Losses

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25190

Unable to do ordinary things with my kids and family

2/19/2022 2:58 PM
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25191

I no longer have the freedom to come and go as I please. I feel like I am a prisoner in my
home, and am now suffering from depression.

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25192

I am treated as a second class citizen. Im am discriminated against in every aspect of my life
because i choose not to put this vaccine in my body. I am all for others being vaccinated if
they so choose but i would rather take my chances with the virus. 98% survival rate. I had
covid and survived with 2 days of sickness. These mandates have caused me to be shunned
from society causing me anxiety and anger towards anyone who supports the discrimination of
people who choose to not vaccinate. I am not alone. There is atleast 40 people in my
immediate life that have all had covid and noone has had more than a day or 2 of sickness. I
have worked with no days off (other than when i got sick ) during this "pandemic" i didnt take a
handout to survive. Please stop the discrimination and stop these mandates.

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25193

The never ending fear porn put out by government has pitted Canadians against Canadians,
and has eroded our charter rights….. discrimination is rampant, and hate is everywhere.

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25194

Terrible

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25195

Divided among family and friends. Stress!

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25196

Isolation, discrimination.

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25197

I have had my freedom of mobility, freedom of access to public services, aswell as my
freedom of peacefull assembly rights violated over the two long years. I have witnessed
attrocities of government overreach that is more widespread than im comfortable to know. The
corruptness will be the second thing on my list once these mandates are removed.

2/19/2022 2:58 PM

25198

I have not obeyed I have not travelled

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25199

The most depressed I've ever been in my 32 years of life.

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25200

They stole two years of our lives, limited our basic freedoms. We've been harassed and
intimidated by our provincial and federal governments and our employers. The past half a year
has been very tough emotionally, I've never felt so depressed in my life.

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25201

Lost employment

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25202

I just don't like wearing a mask and I don't like anybody trying to take my freedoms away

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25203

It has affected my mental health and affected my relationships with family who don't
understand what's behind the mandates.

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25204

Stress

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25205

Killed some friends with the vax

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25206

Depression, daughter has severe asthma caused breathing issues wearing a mask

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25207

Limits my time with friends and loved ones. To many decided confrontations. Ability to work.
Division with Co.qorkers.

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25208

It 's stop me to live, it's no sense what the governement is doing, one day they will be judge for
their acts.

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25209

I lost the ability to support my family. It has made me feel like an outsider in my own country.
My extended family relations are destroyed. I don’t feel safe in my own country. I don’t trust
the politicians and the police anymore.

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25210

No choice

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25211

Very stressful

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25212

Destroyed family relationships Had an adverse reaction to the first and didn’t feel safe getting
a second dose and cannot travel or leave the country currently

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25213

It has restricted my ability to earn a living, pay bills and support my family.

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25214

Mental health of myself and 2 teenage boys has been effected greatly.

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25215

2 years of no traveling and being able to enjoy family and friends. Stress and depression.

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25216

Cost me my way of life and 2 family members who passed away due to complications from the

2/19/2022 2:57 PM
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Covid 19 Vaccine
25217

Cost me my job, couldn’t finish my college program, divided my family and I lost my longtime
volunteer position.

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25218

I can't see my kids and grandkids. Also the mask hinders me from breathing properly, as I
have lung issues

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25219

Vaccine, mask, capacity limits for church.

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25220

Loss of income, delayed health care, frustration

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25221

Completely

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25222

Lost time with family and friends. Lost the best part of my aging parents lives and how bad it
was for them not to see there whole family and see them deteriorate being locked down so
often with no activities and at times only one member of their family!

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25223

High prices

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25224

it has affected my happiness. it has ruined my retirement. i worked my whole life and had
dreams of how my retirement should look. it does not look like that. there is no freedom. full of
despair

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25225

I've been discriminated against for not want the injections , I have family and friends who've
experienced stoke, and other side effects. I can't see any family and I can't fly in or out of the
country and have not had Covid-19 and have been working 100,000 + customers in the past 2
years and not sick at all. While many others around me at work have got the jab and have
been sick.

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25226

It has affected every aspect of life. Work leisure social etc… can’t even go for a drive without
seeing a billboard for vax or Covid

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25227

Two work layoffs, and divide between family. I am vaccinated but thing change with the virus
changing.

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25228

Stuck st home no work going broke

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25229

Made me feel like an outcast in my own country, and a prisoner who has not been given the
right to come and go as I please. The livelihood of me and my family has been actively
threatened, as has our overall health in complete opposition of our doctors who oversee our
well-being on a personal level. The mental health toll has also been substantial, and I believe
that the damages that have occurred to me personally, as well as to our communities, has
been a blatant overreaction and abuse of power.

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25230

I missing out on my grandchildren youth

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25231

People have been told how they can live their lives so much so they are afraid to actually live.
In many respects, I have lost a lot of friends. And this is extremely isolating. Many have
forgotten how to use their critical thinking. When you are sick, STAY HOME, or get the medical
attention needed. This is not how a democracy is run.

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25232

It’s discrimination full stop and infringes on my rights under the Bill of Rights. Prison for all
those involved this instant and stop all the lying and deceiving mandates NOW!

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25233

are alienated from many family and friends....maybe forever

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25234

Not much

2/19/2022 2:57 PM

25235

My kids can’t swim, go to events, caused depression and anxiety

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25236

Cost me my business

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25237

Hugely it has separated family and friends. Mentally aswell

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25238

disgusted the damn vaccine made me sick with covid and the dirty vile government is
responsible for my illness they need to be sued and people getting sick need compensation
from those dirty vile demonic creatures

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25239

It has taken away my freedom, and I haven't seen my parents in 2 years.

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25240

They have been devastating, very satanic, and very harmful.

2/19/2022 2:56 PM
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25241

negatively. too long to explain. I'm fully vaxxed and I lost friends because I believe in the right
to choose. my daughter drove her atv by herself and ended up having an accident. she lay by
herself for an hour on a road. she is a paraplegic and.her 4 year old has social delays.

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25242

Work life. Being a prisoner in my own country not being allowed to get on an airplane through
the border because I have chosen to stay vaccine free

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25243

Took a lot of enjoyment out of life and made it a lot more stressful

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25244

My job, family, health

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25245

Destroyed: my life. My mental health. My family life. My friendships. My faith in this
government.

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25246

The same way it has affected everyone else’s life that has a work ethic

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25247

Physically and emotionally

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25248

Kept me from visiting family

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25249

Divided friends

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25250

As an autistic person, the fact that faces are covered has greatly diminished how I am able to
communicate. Non-verbal communication is difficult on the best of days, but having faces
covered has negatively impacted how I associate with others. The discrimination between
vaxxed and unvaxxed has also drawn a hard line of unnecessary division in my family, causing
rifts that did not exist prior to COVID restrictions.

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25251

Broken family Not sure if my family will ever be mended

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25252

Terrible

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25253

Business travel and visiting family.

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25254

In every way possible. My son was not allowed to play hockey for 2 years. Also missed
opportunities to get better jobs to get a better life for my family.

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25255

Mental stress

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25256

Stopped me from living a full normal life. Stopped many activities. My children as well. Created
unnecessary anxiety and fears. Lost family relationships and friendships.

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25257

Depression , business unable to reopen to support myself

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25258

Isolation

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25259

I haven’t been able to do my job.

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25260

Seeing family and friends, my kid's are being isolated from their friends and not meet future
spouses and start there own family's, crossing the border to the U.S., We live right at a border
crossing, trying to breathe through a mask that causes me to pass out,, mental and emotional
stress

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25261

Lost my job

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25262

I have been and still am, in a depression. I'm stressed out not knowing if I will be able to find
work after my parental leave is done and I have a wife and 2 little ones to take care of. The
Canada I grew up in no longer exists and I fear the kind of life my children will grow up in. I
Loved this Country but am now seriously considering moving to another country. Thanks to
Trudeau, we now live in a communist country. I hope it's not too late for Canada.

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25263

It separates me from my family and reduces my ability to participate in my community.

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25264

It has completely changed my families life for the worse

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25265

It has ripped my family of freedom.We cant see family in Canada or Europe. My kids dont
have a life.We are depressed in our own country we call free.

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25266

mental health

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25267

It has taken away my ability to make my own decisions, if I choose not to be vaccinated that
should be my choice, if you choose to be vaccinated my choice should not affect you.

2/19/2022 2:56 PM
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25268

I dont speak to my children or get to see my grandchildren because of these lies

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25269

It has affected my hope and optimism for the future of my children and grandchildren.

2/19/2022 2:56 PM

25270

I’ve lost my freedom & rights

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25271

I am e recovered addict from pain pills and was off them for 2 years prior to the pandemic.
Best 2 years of my life. Now I'm struggling again trying to get off pain pills. I guess I started
taking them again from boredom and isolation

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25272

It hasn’t, I’m still able to work and do everything I could before

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25273

Unable to see children and grandchildren for over a year. Exclusion,seclusion loneliness.
Forced into taking a "vaccine" if wanted to be with family. Husband lose use of arm for months
after "vaccine "

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25274

Blah

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25275

I have not been able to see family in the Atlantic provinces for 3 years. You tell me

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25276

Work related

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25277

The main thing - it is used to take away basic human rights. The idea of democracy has been
ruined and degraded

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25278

Discrimination, abuse of human rights, physically and emotionally.

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25279

My son has lost his caregiver due to the mandates. I know five friends who are nurses who
walk from their job. The healthcare crisis is due to mandates, as well as funding, I have
nothing to do with Covid as far as I can see. It’s who is messing with the data to make what
point!

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25280

Not much . Other than keeping us from seeing grandchildren in the first of the pandemic,it has
not been too difficult.

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25281

I have been forced to take time off work without full compensation because I had cold
symptoms. I perform cross border warranty service repairs for farm equipment up until the
rules changed and now I am not allowed. Some family members won’t talk to each other
anymore due to different opinions. My nieces and nephews don’t think it’s safe to play with
their cousins because it’s outside their “bubble”. The emergencies act declared by the prime
minister makes me wonder if people who don’t receive the vaccine will also have their bank
accounts frozen because it’s a different opinion than the prime minister’s.

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25282

Depressed

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25283

Greatly. I am the owner of a dance studio.

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25284

Cannot travel, visit seniors, hospitalized, In Every Way!

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25285

I’ve become recluse haven’t seen my family and granddaughters since this started

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25286

Not being able to go places without the vax

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25287

Job opportunities

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25288

Mental health of the whole family is struggling

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25289

mentally

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25290

Can’t travel, go to the gym and see friends

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25291

2 years of HELL!!!

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25292

My business has suffered immensely, my 4 children have suffered with their education, life
style and their daily activities

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25293

I'm depressed, scared of government, looking to move elsewhere.

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25294

Dramatically.Divided the society.

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25295

It’s separated people. People lost their jobs

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25296

Being ostracized, limiting access to public institutions, straining relationships

2/19/2022 2:55 PM
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25297

Depression

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25298

Depression

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25299

Yes

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25300

Depression and suicidal thoughts

2/19/2022 2:55 PM

25301

My kids are unable to go into an arena for skating lessons. They have missed out on months
of church and normal milestones of childhood. I was unable to see my dear aunt before she
passed because I was unvaxxed. My husband had cOvid pneumonia in icu and I could not
visit him. I have become more isolated than ever before and haven’t ate inside a restaurant in
months or been able to take my kids anywhere for a holiday. We also can’t cross the border so
I have friends I haven’t seen in years. My cousin’s wedding has been postponed for two years
because of restrictions.

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25302

Has stopped me from seeing and enjoying time with my friends and family

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25303

Depressed anxious fearful 😞 lonely!

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25304

Torn apart families and divided the country. Nothing will be the same again.

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25305

I have an elderly mom with dementia and in 2 years I have only been able to see her a handful
of times that wasn’t through a window.

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25306

I am unable to apply for a new job, I can’t watch my daughters hockey, I’ve been segregated
from society

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25307

I have lost friends & family. Being locked up in my house for 2 years plus. My father died in
his residence.

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25308

It has impeded our ability to travel freely, we have not been able to see family, and people we
love died without us being able to say goodbye. It has been hard on our entire family mentally
and I have suffered with mental health because of it.

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25309

Prevented me seeing my family and friends in Europe. Bouts of severe Depression Time to
learn to live with this virus

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25310

Haven't been able to see my Mom in a long term care home

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25311

Major inconvenience

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25312

I don't have a life anymore. Can't take my kids to a movie or restaurant anymore. Can't put
them in sports. People are depressed. Drug and alcohol use is higher. this needs to stop!
Mental health is at an all time low.

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25313

Ruined my business, mental, social, and emotional well being

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25314

Keeps us as safe as possible. Good thing.

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25315

Very bad there no freedom it has to end it,

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25316

Lose of friends and faimly

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25317

I can not be vaccinated nor can my children be vaccinated, we have become segregated and
frowned upon. My children can not participate in any social activities. We can’t even take
swimming lessons, which I feel is a necessity when living around water for safety reasons.

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25318

Jobless

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25319

I watch people being very scared and sad and confused. I have lost friends and family
members because I don't support the government's overreach. All governments in Canada
must act in accordance with the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, thus far, all of
them are violating it.

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25320

Lost job and no other workable solution was offered. Cannot fly for compassionate reasons end of life of a parent.

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25321

Many losses

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25322

Anxiety

2/19/2022 2:54 PM
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25323

Divided my family

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25324

Numerous ways. My child’s education has been compromised by these mandates

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25325

all the lies that get told by the gov and news and forcing people to do what they are told to do if
you dont want to get a shot you dont have to this was a free country freedom of choice

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25326

I have not been able to go places like other canadians it makes me feel like an outcast

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25327

I cannot travel or go to restaurants, gyms, yoga studios, theatres, or cafes.

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25328

It has divided some family and friends. It’s caused an enormous amount of anxiety and
depression. Small business failure, loss of jobs and rights to make our own decisions live
freely. It’s been a lot of darkness for over two years.

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25329

Social depression . Splitting family and friends

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25330

It’s has brought about resentment! I’m stressed about the turmoil and stressed and anxious
from the government overreach. The infringement on rights and freedoms is uncharacteristic
for Canada.

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25331

It’s brought a lot of stress. Events canceled, not seeing family, not being able to have a proper
funeral for a loved one. Feeling separated in society. Mental distress, emotional distress etc…

2/19/2022 2:54 PM

25332

No life, am discriminated against. Can't go to hospital for my specialist blood work or
appointments due to inability to wear a mask. No longer able to go to dentist or shopping due
to inability to wear mask...What life is this....not worth living if this is how it's going to be.

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25333

Destroyed 50% percentage of my business

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25334

Couldn’t spend xmas with my family. My retirement fund has dwindled and im moody

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25335

Lost Friendships

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25336

Cannot breathe masking indoors, put on LWOP for keeping my medical information private,
depression, segregation, etc.

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25337

This has mental ,verbal, emotionally, physically drained my life i do not trust my doctors i do
not trust my government and just to add it has put inflation at a all time high which just makes
life that much unbearable

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25338

My job has been threatened. Enough is enough!

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25339

Not

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25340

Lost my job; due to corrupt and unjust mandates.

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25341

Mandates have negatively impacted the physical, mental, emotional and economics of every
Canadian.

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25342

I can’t go out I can’t work I can’t go to gym, the mandate took my freedom

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25343

Fear of our own government is not the real fruit of a Democratic society….but it’s the shadow
that has covered most of there earth these past two years. When people rejoice there is
freedom. When they moan under oppression there is none…..

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25344

Depression, living with people with mental illness.

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25345

Sucked

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25346

My Mom is in a Senior Facility, my son with disabilities is in a Group Home. Trying to visit
them has been an absolute nightmare of hurdles and red tape. I have witnessed and
experienced for myself - the depression, anxiety and confusion the regulations and consistent
changes to regulations have caused. I seen people close to me and my family members suffer
significant reaction and even death directly related to the vaccine and boosters. My
grandchildren are confused, and suffering daily - the effects of lockdowns and masking etc.
And it is heartbreaking... all of it. It has to stop! Too much damage - too much death.

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25347

It has stopped me and my family from supporting local businesses due to the vaccine
passport. It caused my daughter to be unable to play club volleyball and my husband to coach
hockey/us as family to watch hockey which caused my son to decide not to play hockey this
year.

2/19/2022 2:53 PM
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25348

I have been actively discriminated against by store workers, coworkers, peers, and more. I
have medical issues that prevent me from wearing masks. I do not believe that I should be
forced to take any vaccine to live my life normally within my own country. I condemn police
brutality.

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25349

Husband lost his job.

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25350

Increased stress. Limited and created separation from friends and loved ones. Increased
mental health problems caused by social isolation

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25351

Lost my job because of the death jab mandate.

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25352

Depression. Not able to see family. Not able to see my grampa in a PCH

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25353

Emotionally mentally.

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25354

Lost my job

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25355

I almost lost my job. I must test 3 times a week. I’m not allowed to travel, eat at restaurants,
watch my kids sports

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25356

My mental health is horrible and loving in fear is not healthy

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25357

Badly

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25358

Cant cross the border, can’t eat at a restaurant.

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25359

I can't travel, go to the gym or go out for dinner or a movie

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25360

Being the responsible individual that I am it has not had a huge impact on me or my family…
missing a few family events has really been the only way we have been affected….I am in
total agreement to all mandates that have been put in place…

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25361

It has caused serious tension between me my family. Both immediate and non. My anxiety
went through the roof during lock downs and I am now on medication to help me cope with day
to day challenges because of these lock downs.

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25362

Mental health of myself and my children. Irreparable damage.

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25363

loss of friends and family to division and segregation. Job loss.

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25364

It has pushed our society to lows that I never could have imagined. For years “before covid”,
we were already showing increasing signs of being cold, distanced, and disengaged in relation
to others. Government policies and action - in the name of covid - not only exacerbated these
sentiments and tendencies in people, but gave license to it. We are now more stratified than
ever before. Society divided. Workplaces divided. Friendships divided. Families divided. God
help us.

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25365

Freedom

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25366

It has inflicted fear on almost every single person I know not fear of getting sick but fear of the
people surrounding them and fear of not complying to the governments commands when this is
a health issue, governments should not have had any political say in mandates and rules,
instead they should have mandate better health not once have I heard from government
systems saying we should get good sleep, eat well good healthy whole food, get outside in the
sun, and get exercise!

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25367

travelwise

2/19/2022 2:53 PM

25368

Ruined it

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25369

I have lost friends and family. I can not take my kids to do family outings.

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25370

No effect

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25371

Prison of my own country

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25372

I’m depressed! I’m ashamed!

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25373

Separation of family and friends, fear, can’t sleep etc, etc, etc

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25374

It has forced me into having a vaccine I am not sure about to maintain my employment. It has

2/19/2022 2:52 PM
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kept me from my elderly family, children, and friends during a very stressful time, when they
really needed my support! It has caused division between my husband and myself because of
differing opinions.
25375

I have natural immunity and it isn't recognized in this crazy country

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25376

Lots, you can’t do anything

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25377

For me it did nothing.

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25378

My father passed away due to aggressive cancer because he could not get treatment When
we had to tell him he started to cry His family was not allowed to console him We had to social
distance so a nurse consoled my father When he was passing we had to be covered from head
to toe that my father didn't even know who we were We were only allowed limited time with him
He died alone I have PTSD and the mandates have caused serve depression My
granddaughter being at home for so long when she went back to school suffered serve anxiety
that she was terrified to go

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25379

Increased stress fear anxiety, forced to do things that goes against my moral compass to keep
my job. Unnecessary confrontation with fearful uneducated people and businesses.

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25380

Locked me in the basement the first year hindered travel and increased my distrust for
givernment

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25381

It has put a severe mental strain on me, as well as my children.

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25382

Restricted access to hospital care and medical access

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25383

Sad to see people attacking Ottawa and telling me what I want and don’t want. Where is the
democracy there?

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25384

Mental health, children haven’t been able to attend school consistently, children have lacked
socialization and the ability to be kids, it has caused hate, dissent, and neighbours to turn on
neighbours

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25385

Had to get vaccinated to keep my job, and to visit family abroad. Does not make sense for me
- I work from home, live alone and am a very healthy individual

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25386

The govt has created a country of bullying, division and racism between families, friends and
neighbors everything centers now on vaccinated and unvaccinated. Businesses are closing,
people are losing homes and their livelihood. Mandates are encroaching on individuals rights,
freedoms and expression effecting each and every person.

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25387

It’s affected my life completely. I haven’t been able to travel/go on my honeymoon. I haven’t
been able to shop in places I’ve wanted to. I haven’t been able to go to any performances,
concerts, sporting events ect. I haven’t been able to go see my grandpa that’s in a okd folks
home. I haven’t been able to eat in a restaurant. My niece(I nanny for) wouldn’t allow her to go
to gymnastics because I couldn’t take her into the sports building. I haven’t been able to go to
a gym freely. And many more things! Personally this has affected my mental health, I am an
extrovert/my love language is quality time and so with these lockdowns and mandates the last
couple years I haven’t been able to see others that I love and do things that I love that make
me happy! That’s what living is about! This isn’t how you live at all. These mandates have to
end!

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25388

this is absolutely insane. It has divided the world, it prevents me from enjoying the freedoms i
used to take for granted. I get harassed because i cannot support this issue of mandates.
Mandates are not laws , so they are uninforceable.

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25389

Creating divide and hate amongst the people I am close with.

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25390

Depression and our 19 year old son and 22 year old daughter have trouble with their mental
state with so much mandates imposed on them even they are no danger to others or at risk!
We are looking at completely moving away from Canada as we feel less and less Canadian. All
the division and now this PM thinking he is the only one to decide and rule. No respect for any
canadian values or rights

2/19/2022 2:52 PM

25391

Mental health and alcohol abuse

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25392

Terrible for personal mental health. Terrible for division in society.

2/19/2022 2:51 PM
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25393

Financial and emotional stress, broken my GOD given constitutional right of freedom and
movement.

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25394

Terribly, horribly, depressing, feel like my whole world has been turned upside down.

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25395

Forced me to be away from my family for many months. Made travel absolutely irritating.

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25396

Made it so I am ashamed to be Canadian. Angry that no politician has listened to the real
doctors and scientists. It has cost me considerable money, friends, family, freedom of
movement, freedom to assemble, freedom of speech, freedom to worship in my church,
freedom to donate to political parties and charities of my choice, cost me freedom to go to a
gym when I want to, go to a restaurant or a movie, cost me the ability to get a haircut when
necessary. It has cost me the ability to attend dental appointments, eye appointments and
scheduled doctors appointments. It cost me a relationship with a woman I love, and with an
ex-wife, mother of my two children, with my mother out-law with whom I have been friends for
57 years. It has cost me the ability to play bridge in clubs and in tournaments with hundreds of
friends from all provinces, most states and many countries. It has cost me all trust of
politicians with the exception of Max Bernier, the trust of the Canadian Health Care system
which will crash and burn shortly. It has cost me my zest for life. May cost me my vehicle and
my home and my life. I will be perfect for Klaus Schwab’s Fourh Industrial Revolution, where
we will own nothing and be happy.

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25397

loss of business

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25398

Forced to get the vaccine or lose my job or be unable to take my child to sporting events and
other parts of daily life

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25399

Imprisoned in my home …it would take tooo many words…both my daughters as excellent
nurses have lost their jobs …I cannot wear a mask because of my compromised breathing and
have been harassed …our church life and social life and family life have suffered BEYOND
WORDS …

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25400

It forced me to be "vaccinated" twice or lose my job. FORCED

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25401

Can’t socialize, can’t eat in a restaurant, can’t travel, can’t breath in a dumb mask that doesn’t
work anyways.

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25402

Financially, social, emotional,

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25403

Haven't been able to go to church for periods of time Haven't been able to see my friends and
family Haven't been able to hug people Haven't seen my loved ones faces Wasn't able to see
my Papa in the hospital in his last few months on earth (NOT covid related death) Anxiety,
fear, anger

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25404

Lost wages, unable to go to funerals or wakes to pay respect to friends and family. Daughter
was forced to quit hockey because she's not vaxxed. Loss of quality education, forced to be
on screen time for a full day of school, masks are unhealthy and should not be mandatory.

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25405

Exclusion and stress for me and my family . Ridicule from my fellow Canadians , not being
able to cross the border to see my family in America

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25406

Just tired of it all

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25407

Missed work, missed many activities with my child, missed out on supports for my autistic
child

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25408

Held back from everyday life

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25409

Feel like a prisoner cannot go anyplace

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25410

Censorship. Division. Loss of rights. Cannot travel. Cannot go to restaurants. Cannot watch a
hockey game in an arena. Affected my business. Affected my income. Media and government
has used fear to impact majority of Canadians. Fed up.

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25411

Had to leave Canada to exercise my religious freedoms to worship with my brothers and
sisters in Christ. Limited job opportunities due to restrictions. Still unemployed P.Eng

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25412

I can not go spend time with friends and family

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25413

Loss of get togethers travelling health as well as enta health

2/19/2022 2:51 PM
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25414

It has proven that we have a dictator for a Prime Minister and he doesn't want what's best for
Canadian Citizens. He is for himself.

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25415

Restricted me from gathering with my family at family events and travelling to visit my
daughter and her family in another Province.

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25416

Loaded question

2/19/2022 2:51 PM

25417

Has made it hell

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25418

Destroyed my social life

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25419

I am denied access to many public venues. I am not able to have contact with friends and
family.

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25420

Family and friends broken relationships.

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25421

I feel safer. I’m immunocompromised, with elderly parents and a compromised child in my
home.

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25422

Can't travel in or outside of Canada and haven't been able to go to Church for more than two
years thanks to the draconian vaccine passport.

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25423

Social interaction , gym closed at times. Not seeing friends and sometimes family.

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25424

Loss of rights and freedoms that are mandated in our Canadian charter of rights and freedoms.

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25425

Very little but do with it

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25426

It created two classes of people

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25427

Removed my freedoms

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25428

It’s made me lose all hope in mankind.

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25429

Not being able to watch my children do their sports . Horrendous.

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25430

There’s no true science to support it.

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25431

Other than loss of job. Loss of friends and family not much I guess

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25432

Dépression

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25433

Fucked it up

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25434

Can’t go anywhere or do anything and Justin Trudeau is a fucktard!!

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25435

Isolation, work/finances, child care, family conflicts, sports/healthcare etc

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25436

Negatively! I can make my own decisions about my body and my health, and I am the best
person to do so! I do not need the government or health authorities to take control of my bodily
autonomy. I am not responsible for the health of anyone else, only myself! If the Pro-Mandate
citizens are afraid of unvaccinated people, they must not trust the vaccine to protect them. My
house should not be a prison just because I am not afraid. Those who are scared are more
than welcome to stay home where they feel safe, according to their own choice. The mandate
constitutes a crime against humanity, and any who choose to further those ends is an
accessory to those crimes.

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25437

We all lost our jobs

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25438

My freedom has been taken away. Fear has been made superior to common sense and reality
in today's society. People need people/family around to function better and these mandates are
making it very hard to impossible to visit family who lives in different provinces and overseas.

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25439

Horrible just like eveyone else

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25440

Everything has been taken away

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25441

It has taught me that our government officials are more concerned with their own careers and
political agendas than the well-being of Canadian citizens.

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25442

Terreble

2/19/2022 2:50 PM
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25443

Loss of income, disconnection of family, increase in hate speech

2/19/2022 2:50 PM

25444

It’s against the charter of rights.

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25445

I have not been able to be apart of certain aspects of society because of my vaccination
status which is not right in my opinion.

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25446

Not being able to visit elderly parents and other family members~~go to restaurants, etc. And
loss of work hours.

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25447

I haven't been able to travel, isolation, increase cost of living, wasn't able to see my dying
mother

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25448

mentally, emotionally, physically and intellectually

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25449

Can’t travel. Lots of stress over job. Price of everything is crazy. Very worried about family and
friends that got the experimental drug.

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25450

Affected my health and livelyhood

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25451

I have two very bright young children. They are anxiously watching their lives unfold for the
past two years. They do not trust the world is a safe place for them. Enough is enough!!!

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25452

Forced me to comply when I didn’t want to. Had side effects.

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25453

It really hasn’t.

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25454

All my life. I’m done with it all. Lost family and friend’s. Job. Etc

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25455

Very negatively for my entire family for many reasons.

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25456

division/careers/

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25457

Lost all employment income for 2 years, after 37 years of work, entire industry was forced to
close. Was unable to visit with my Mother for 14 months in a retirement home ( She was
forced to choose only 2 of Her children as registered care-givers) after her 3rd booster she
died. 2 uncles also died shortly after receiving ‘life-saving’ booster) All in person connectivity
has been stalled due to new climate of distrust. Many fellow Canadians were submerged in an
ongoing barrage of unnecessary fear mongering by the leading media and politicians. No
support given by authorities on how to manage physiologically with isolation and judgemental
broad-brush ideologies. Loss of Canadian’s natural friendliness. Grieving for my fellow citizens
and the great nation that has become unrecognizable and impersonal. Grieving the loss of
leadership that considered the welfare of all Canadians. Everyone of us matters!!

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25458

It has made me a shut in with no visitor’s

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25459

Can't visit my mother in law in the hospital

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25460

I lost my kids and my family as a backlash to covid19 mandates , i am a small business
owner for the past 15 years ,working construction for thr past 30 yrs

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25461

Limited travel

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25462

It has brought division amongst family and friends. It has increased our cost of living. It has
hindered eligibility for contracts. It has restricted our travel to see loved ones.

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25463

It has affected my work, relationships with family and friends, and created absolute
unnecessary chaos of this country.

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25464

It hasn't

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25465

Lost business, difficulty breathing with mask, denied medical care, denied
restaurant/gym/others, strife with family, children's social life affected, church attendance
affected.

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25466

Disappointments and missed experiences for my children

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25467

It has created unnecessary fears, divisiveness , physical, emotional and mental health
breakdowns and financial stresses

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25468

We cannot work, our kids cannot go to school, we cannot go to movies or restaurants or even
shop in many grocery stores, we cannot travel within Canada or exit Canada, we cannot visit

2/19/2022 2:49 PM
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family or friends, it has created vision within our community our schools our workplace our
church our family and friends
25469

Medicaly mentaly financialy

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25470

You really don’t want to know. Trudeau and his corrupt government has to be removed and
everyone needs their freedom back that is given by GOD.

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25471

Small kid at school wearing mask

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25472

not much

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25473

Mental health of myself, and my children. Isolated, alone, angry and anxiety ridden. I’ve
watched people around me be forced into decisions they didn’t feel comfortable making, just to
feed their families. Friends and family fighting, because they were opposed against each other
by the government and these mandates. Hurtful things said because they believed their
enemy’s were the ones that didn’t agree with their political beliefs. The way the mandates have
absolutely hurled our economy into a downward spiral, has made it hard for our family to be
fed. My daughter has lost all fun and joy in school. Muzzling my children with masks, I have
never stood for, and will NEVER stand for. All of these mandates, NEED to end. We’ve had
people we know die, and we couldn’t be there for them - in funeral, in hospital, nothing because of these mandates. How inhumane!? The entire past two years have been completely
inhumane.

2/19/2022 2:49 PM

25474

Ruined families jobs

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25475

In every way imaginable, from having to close down our business for 4 months in one year to
myself and my family being excluded from society, eating restaurants, participating in watching
my children play sports, going to movies traveling. The most disturbing is my son is graduating
this year on the honor role and he cannot even plan to attend secondary education without
being vaccinated!!! So hard on the whole family!!!!!

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25476

We are seniors, go to grocery store and home, that's it. barely any visitors. Terrible last 2
years

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25477

Our social life, and ability to travel

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25478

Stressful not to see my mom in senior home cause isolation, and seeing love ones come over.

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25479

I feel like we are discriminated, go to a restaurant go sit there, no eating in, we are not
welcome, I feel like a the black people years ago

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25480

I felt Division and segregation

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25481

Indivual right's and freedom's. Being deprived of breathing

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25482

Done with it

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25483

My husband's and my career has been threatened and still is not safe from vaccine mandates.
Schooling for my children has been disrupted. Access to health care for my family has been
disrupted. We have missed opportunities to spend time with family and friends. My children
have lost valuable social experiences: hanging out with friends, employment, graduation,
normal activities young people do.

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25484

It has ruined my life

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25485

Lack of freedom of choice

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25486

Couldn't see my grandchildren except from a distance or through a window or virtually. Didn't
get to hold my youngest grandchild until she was 3 months old.

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25487

It affect my mental health there’s no more freedom and social life with people and family this is
like being in prison and being controlled like a comuniste country. This not what is Canada 🇨🇦
it’s all about freedom

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25488

I've lost my job, friends, and family. I have suffered mental illness. I am a prisoner in a country
I can't support.

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25489

All work in AHS

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25490

Separation from family for years now. Headaches and skin sores from masks. Lost

2/19/2022 2:48 PM
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employment.
25491

Job lost, time with family lost

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25492

It is hard to breath with masks on and I can work and serve people in a restaurant but I can not
sit in said restaurant because I am not vaccinated. I am unvaccinated and I am being forced to
turn away customers because they do not have a QR code even though they have proof of
vaccination and I would like to note this is an unvaccinated worker turning away vaccinated
employees because of the mandates

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25493

10/10

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25494

Caused division in relationships with family and friends

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25495

Aggression everywhere about forcing people with mandates is disturbing and has affected my
life in many ways. Division.

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25496

I lost my job and was subsequently unemployed for a period of time, separated and divorced
during this time.

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25497

Severe mental health, stress, anxiety that has turned into physical illness; caused family ties
to break down, ongoing divisions and hate being promoted by top level leadership is adding
stress and feelings of “not safe”, feeling cohersed and forced by our own government into
having to choose to oblige with a medical treatment I would not have chosen if “my privileges
to live a normal life and travel to see family abroad” were not being revoked.

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25498

Divided our nation

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25499

Can’t walk into stores freely, can’t fly to visit family in the next province, I have a medical
exemption and lots of places won’t let me shop there without the tyrannical rules.

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25500

Cannot attend anything as I don’t have a passport

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25501

Increased my depression. and my debt. I have lost friends and family. I feel like a prisoner

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25502

isolation, division, negative mental health

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25503

Lost 2 jobs..20 years full time paramedic..20 years casual RN

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25504

it has affected my life tremendously, i now have the worst social anxiety i’ve ever had just to
name one.

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25505

Haven’t been able to do my job at full capacity for the past 23 months

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25506

Living in the fear of what freedoms we are going to loose next. Watching my daughter having
to walk away from nursing. She loves nursing and was just beginning her career.

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25507

Restricted my entire career path. I was not allowed to play varsity soccer, that I worked very
hard to achieve. I developed depression and anxiety. Fighting the mandates has made me
stronger and made me realize that the government cannot be trusted.

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25508

In every way, especially mentally

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25509

Dramatically I can barely survive financially as my business has been impacted and I now
suffer from terrible anxiety I also cannot visit my family I feel isolated

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25510

Anxiety

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25511

Lost friends, feeling isolated, lonely.. Not speaking with some family members

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25512

98% of my business has dropped out and have worked straight through the pandemic being
ineligible for CERB or any other support

2/19/2022 2:48 PM

25513

Some times a bit lonely and staying home more

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25514

Oppression and tyranny

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25515

what life?

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25516

I am depressed!!! Angry! Sad! This is not the same Canada anymore!!! There is no freedom!!!

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25517

make me sick

2/19/2022 2:47 PM
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25518

We lost our freedom

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25519

I could not work since I couldn't take the vaccines for multiple reasons. I've been discriminated
against, isolated, lost property, and unable to pay my taxes as a result of the mandates.

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25520

Fearfull for my family

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25521

Terrible for my mental health, suffered from domestic abuse, lost my home.

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25522

It has basically destroyed my family's world....has forced me to take your poison...I am a
healthy person I don't get sick alot I'm thy guy who can look after everyone who is sick and not
get sick myself and I've been that way most of my life....since I've taken your vaccine on Nov
4th 2021 I've been sick 4 times one of thoes actually being covid 19.....I AM VERY VERY
ANGRY and if I ever learn that my gov has forced me to take a drug that has ruined my
immune system and that I'm goin to continue to be sick all the time.....I WILL take it out on our
pm......period

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25523

Restricted from seeing family and friends from out of province. Psychological stress and
demeaning due to holding different views on mandates. Lost friendships a d relationships.

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25524

I am unvaccinated and will remain unvaccinated and my husband and I are unable to attend
our grandchildrens birthday party because it is being held at a venue vaccines passports are
required (bowling alley) also my husband often supplements our income in the winter by
hauling trailers from the USA to Canada but due to being unvaccinated he cannot go to the
USA to pick up trailers. So instead of working he will be receiving EI benefits this year.

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25525

loss of freedom in canada

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25526

It has affected my business as well as my mental and emotional well-being

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25527

I have followed all mandates that have been put in place.

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25528

I was cohesively forced to take the V** to keep my employment as I am the primary income
earner. I was assaulted by my employee

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25529

Na

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25530

Divided families, made jobs difficult

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25531

Destroyed almost everything I hold dear, family, friends relationships and my trust in
politicians! They are all liars and scumb bags!

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25532

I was able to see just how infested AB Health Care servies is with NDP 'compliance' doctors
spewing fear for more and more restrictions. I could see how the premier had to walk a thin line
- everything has become much more clear. I no longer feel compelled to maintain friendships
from those intolerant of my persona health choices. The isolation has made me really think
and understand a lot more. There have been some real downers but I can't speak of them right
now.

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25533

Life’s shit

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25534

My children are now afraid to be social. They no longer have joy in being social. We have
suffered with mental health. Online learning has dropped our children's understanding. My
husband and I are more distant due to not being able to.go on date nights. We have not been
able to do events like we.use to.such as swimming, carnivals, public events, concerts,
camping, birthday parties, etc. There is so much more.

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25535

Not much. I still have all my freedoms

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25536

I am worried that I may not be able to attend my daughter's graduation. I had a reaction to the
first vaccine and so I don't want a second one.

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25537

Depression

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25538

Took many of my freedoms from me and made me no longer feel like a Canadian citizen. Lost
all faith in my government

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25539

My mental health has been severely impacted

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25540

Severely limited daily activities and Severely restricted a funerals

2/19/2022 2:47 PM

25541

Very significantly. Family members fighting each other. Personal travel to help teach in

2/19/2022 2:47 PM
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Cambodia undermined. Freedom to make a choice undermined. Mentally disturbed that my
grandchildren will lose more freedoms. Travel restricted to see family and friends in Ontario
because of vaccine mandates coercive nature.
25542

Depression

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25543

Loss of ability to move about

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25544

I’ve lost friends AND family members because of this insanity!!

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25545

Causing depression and worsening my bronchial asthma.

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25546

It has greatly affected my sister and her families life which in turn greatly affects mine. She
has a grown son with autism who can not understand language. Having EVERYTHING close
down is extremely hard to explain to him and he has become violent. Terrible situation for
them.

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25547

It has prevented me from travelling and prevents my husband to be present during our first
child’s birth in May of this year. They need to end all mandates immediately!!

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25548

When the pandemic first started we knew nothing about Covid and put mandates in place to be
safe. Now we know more and know what’s not doing anything but those mandates are still in
place. It’s causing stress in the home, workplace, businesses that are trying to stay afloat,
and the world in general.

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25549

Loss of wages ... unable to travel....lost money from being denied boarding a flight before
mandatory vaccine was implemented... unable to collect cerb.

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25550

I became a single mother of two with no support from my children's father 3 months before
covid after 18 years. I went out and got myself a second job so I could keep a roof over my
kids head and food in their bellies. I work full time as a retail manager and I work part time to
make ends meet in the restaurant industry. I NEED THESE TWO JOBS TO SURVIVE!! When
I got laid off at the restaurant I couldn’t get help from the government because I was still
working full time. I need that second job to survive or I wouldn’t have got it in the first place.
Every time I felt like I was catching up on my bills we were shut down again. This Christmas
was the biggest struggle of my life which lead me to borrow money from a close friend so my
kids could have a Christmas which I would have never thought I’d have to do and it also put
me into a depression because I am so far behind in my bills and now I’m on medication for it. I
am done with everything. I may not agree with who the leaders of this protest are but I do
support the convoy. What does it say about our Leader when a “fringe minority” which has
become much larger then they thought, are holding on to the hope of freedom. The hope of
keeping our jobs so we can eat! Being told that they are joining a so called white supremacy
leader from every news channel out there, knowing damn well none of us our racist but still
would rather follow people like Pat King then JT because they are done. They are sick of fallen
hopes and dreams and lies. Imagine the Canada that we could live in if we had a leader that
actually had our back! That listened. That didn’t have his own agenda. What a different world it
would be. I hope JT can’t sleep at night! Karma will come, I believe in it.

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25551

The mandates have affected my life in serval different ways from surgery to many more

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25552

It has impacted my life in many different ways. From not being allowed to go to church with full
capacity, to not being allowed to eat in restaurants, to being forced to wear a mask, to not
being allowed to fly to visit my family in the Netherlands. It’s so sad how the government is
trying to control our lives! Additionally, I feel like people have become so much more stressed
and depressed because of all of this.

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25553

Yes, all of my 5 children are suffering mental health problems because of of the mandates. My
small business has suffered a great deal financially because of the mandates.

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25554

Inconvenience

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25555

In so many negative ways...freedom of travel has been severely restricted , social activities
have been removed for those not wishing to participate in an experimental injection. As a
citizen and taxpayer contributing to a society that I now know has nothing to do for he good of
'we the people our beautiful , innocent children have been forced into a system of victimization
by adults . In a positive way, this fake pandemic has exposed the ugly truth of the utter
disrespect for the citizens of Canada by the inept so called 'leaders'

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25556

Very negative Has prevented me from being there for family and friends in times of need. My

2/19/2022 2:46 PM
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grandmother missed the last family events she could have being there for. Quality of life is
more important than life. From inflation, life is going to be more of a struggle to maintain a
simple life style.
25557

Isolation no travel

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25558

Has lessened my nvm quality of life

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25559

I was my 95 year old Mother’s sole family caregiver for 20 months during COVID. I was in her
residence at least 4 times a week. I was kicked out after October the 15th because I refuse to
be vaccinated and had no passport. The brutal separation has affected my lovely Mom who
was hospitalized right after and affected me badly as well. I was perfectly healthy and now I
have a heart issue and a blocked artery. We have been separated for 4 months now and are
counting the days until March 14th or sooner when I will be able to enter her building and see
each other again. Also my son and daughter in law and two little grandchildren are
unvaccinated and live in the states. We are unable to travel to see each other. These
mandates must end!

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25560

Depressing and isolation, is the best way to put it. Me and my husband haven’t been able to
do anything together in months because I’m vaccinated and he’s not. I support his choice and
respect his feelings. Our marriage has taken a huge tole because of this. I feel saddened by
how our government is pushing so hard for the 10% if the population that’s unvaccinated. We
are 90% double vaccinated which is excellent and never before have I seen this. I want
normalcy back with out the cohesion and restrictions, time to live with the virus. I had covid
and recovered well. It was like having a cold & flu which I’ve had before I’m my lifetime. Thank
you.

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25561

Has kept me away from family and loved ones Has affected my job

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25562

Made it very uncomfortable

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25563

I care for a disabled adult in my home. My husband and I have looked after him since he was
10 months old, (he's now 28). We were coerced into getting vaccinated when the mandates for
vaccination came into effect October 2021. If we did not comply we could no longer care for
this young man who we consider our son. Our "son" has complex medical needs requiring not
only care from us; but we have staff that come in to the home to work with him. There are
staffing shortages to begin with; but the mandate for vaccination prevented us from hiring a
highly qualified individual on a part time basis.

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25564

Just stay home

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25565

Ruined my home life with my family lost my job can’t see my extended family because of not
able to fly no holidays for mental break in winter due to no flying can’t eat out so no small
mental breaks during the week with my wife treated like a second class citizen

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25566

It’s a joke

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25567

This is an ongoing fear tactic that needs to be stopped! We need to be able to go about our
daily lives and needs to be left as a personal choice for each individual! NOT MANDATED BY
OUR GOVERNMENT!

2/19/2022 2:46 PM

25568

Eaten up my savings and ravaged our business.

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25569

The mental and emotional damage has affected our family immensely. Our children are
growing up alienated from normal human social contact and connections.

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25570

I am unvaccinated for medical reasons, so greatly!

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25571

It has affected my families mental health

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25572

Required me to receive a vaccine I did not support so that I could keep my job to support my
child.

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25573

My personal freedoms and health choices are no longer mine. Sad, sad state our politicians
have put this country in

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25574

It's always highly negative when you have fascist government uprising!

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25575

Loneliness, economic problems, difficulties

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25576

Fear , anxiety , confusion , sadness , depression , the worst isolation from family & friends ,

2/19/2022 2:45 PM
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financial insecurity . I am concerned for future life in Canada , is it safe to live here anymore ?
25577

Fired for not being vaccinated Mental health..no future to be seen

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25578

It affected my business, my family life and most of all my mental health

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25579

Actually on a daily not a great deal because I’m able to work from home. Where it had been
hard is getting together with family and friends. So many important milestones have been
missed. It has been very hard that way

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25580

Missed seeing our family

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25581

Extreme levels of stress, damaged relationships, loss of family and friends. Loss of job.
Depression, anxiety. My children are also experiencing depression, anxiety, their social
interactions have disintegrated. Headaches from the masks. Very poor quality of life these
past two years.

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25582

Financially and my savings have dwindled. I have family members who have lost jobs some
caved to the fear of losing their jobs and got vaccinated under great duress. It is abhorrent to
me that this is happening. There have always been medical, philosophical and religious
excemptions/considerations. What is happening now is madness. I have started to suffer from
anxiety. My trust in governments, hospitals, financial institutions and the media have been
shaken to the core. I fear that this great land and the things that make it great, namely The
Consitution and The Charter of Rights and Freedoms are under attack by the very people who
should be upholding it. I don't agree with the censorship that I'm seeing of dissenting expert
opinions as it has no place in a free and democratic society. Vaccine passports are abusive
and make no logical sense. There are states and parts of the world that never mandate the
things we have here and the people there have not suffered a catastrophe which then makes
me wonder. These mandates have divided Canadians and the division scares me. Our Prime
Minister is on record saying very inflammatory and divisive things which also concerns me
deeply.

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25583

Restricted my freedom of choice

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25584

Horribly

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25585

Financially, socially, mentally/emotionally. Loss of trust in government and police.

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25586

Emotionally physically mentally I feel I have no life can’t go anywhere can’t do anything I feel
trapped in a free world which is unheard of because Canada supposed to be free country

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25587

Coerced into getting vaxxed to provide for my family

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25588

They are devasting to members of my work They are devasting to the people I serve at work
They are devasting to my children at school They are devasting to my children at sports They
are devasting to our church family

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25589

Lost of job Effects after 1st dose No one were taking us seriously Lost of motivation of my son
because could not play hockey

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25590

Negatively.

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25591

Isolated from Society

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25592

question 3 has too many issues in it... should be 6 separate questions.. many support some
but not all. i was forced to take an experimental drug that would not kill a virus that my body
already killed. THAT IS WRONG mandates are based on fear of the unknown... someone's fear
should not impact my right to live

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25593

Extreme stress, really hard on the kids. Destabilizing democracy and economu of our country.
Inflation.

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25594

Financially I'm barely hanging in. I have 3 kids who have high anxiety and are seeing
therapists. I'm emotionally tapped out

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25595

I can’t watch my son play hockey.

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25596

Happy to protect elderly family member by society following mandates

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25597

As a senior it has kept me from my family/friends and other social activities, esp Funerals

2/19/2022 2:45 PM
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25598

In every way possible.

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25599

Im very sad for this country

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25600

freedom has been stripped of everything

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25601

Mental health.

2/19/2022 2:45 PM

25602

Negatively financially mentally

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25603

Isolation depression

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25604

Stress level is through the roof Can’t breathe wearing a mask Get refused service because I
can’t wear a mask

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25605

I haven’t been able to see my family and boyfriend in months. What this government is doing
is absolutely disgusting.

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25606

Lost off my job, depression etc

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25607

I have become severely depressed, suffering from anxiety and it has split apart my husbands
family and my own. Neigbours no longer speaking to each other, all because our Prime
Minister found it the right thing to do, through his hate of the Canadian people

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25608

Divided our country. Don’t know who or what to believe. Has caused anger and frustration in
our family as some mandates just don’t make sense. Difference s from province to province.
Differences on when you are eligible for a vaccine or testing. What is the real truth?

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25609

Divided family and friends, crushed business

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25610

Difficulty in breathing, Inhaling own used air, facial irritation, unable to hear others muffled
voices, unable to recognize faces or expressions, emotionally depressing, isolated ... it is
clear that it is dividing families, neighbours, coworkers ... inciting anger, hate, division. Creates
two tiers of citizens. Live in fear of what other human and civil rights the government will strip
us of. Many businesses cannot even plan a few days ahead when they need to be planning
even a year or more ahead. Exhasted from hearing seniors living out their last days in
isolation. Children have missed out many special events like graduation and birthdays. They
live in a world driven by fear. Media both left and right only tell half the story and hide facts.
We cannot get clear information. There is no impartial press to hold government accountable.
Other countries have lifted these restrictions. Its time they all go. Goverment never gives back
the freedom or personal responsibility after siezing control for any reason. Our lives are stifled.
Its killing us and the politicians spew hatred rather than caring or listening to the needs of the
people - ALL the people.

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25611

Negatively

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25612

We were abliging at the beginning of this mandate because we felt very afraid, then as it
continued it became very confused by the differences in the different medical scientists that
contradicted each other and then did our own research and feel that the vaccine is not working,
This has been two years that we will never forget.

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25613

Lost work, lost money,

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25614

Feel alienated. Depressed.

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25615

It has stopped me from going to see my brother who has been in the hospital for 4 months . I
can't get a job unless I have been Jabbed . The list is just too long..

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25616

My toddler (almost 2) has no life

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25617

Very isolated

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25618

Lost jobs and other things

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25619

I'm not allowed to go anywhere that vax passports or required. I'm not allowed to meet with my
community bible study group. My family and I and everyone is forced to wear masks. That list
of negative effects goes on and on.

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25620

Fear based depression

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25621

Driving divisions amongst friends and family, can’t go to some stores, I can’t breath with
masks on, depression, fear, powerless over my own body, travel

2/19/2022 2:44 PM
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25622

My body my choice. Too much division caused by this.

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25623

Devastated. Loss of income. Family members with anxiety and depression. Loss of
opportunities, work, travel and quality of life. Missed spending time with elderly loved ones who
passed away alone and sad after 2 years of fear mongering and isolation. Medical accessibility
horrible.

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25624

Made me feel like a second class citizen

2/19/2022 2:44 PM

25625

Closure of business, lost incomes and divided family members. My son will no longer speak to
me.

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25626

1. Kept me working from home while my company sorted out their vaccine policy. 2. I have
asthma so mask wearing has been difficult. 3. My mother is elderly and lives in a seniors
housing complex in a small town over an hour away. I have only seen her a few times the past
2+ years. 3. Church attendance has been restricted. 4. I have not been able to attend the
funerals of people I know. 5. I have been unable to visit with or celebrate with friends and
family. 6. I have been unable to go to restaurants or sporting events.

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25627

FREEDOM FREEDOM FREEDOM wull prevail…. we will NEVER comply with the tyranny
being

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25628

I couldn't go see my own father before he was murdered in the hospital

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25629

It has affected me and everyone I know but it was needed.

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25630

Turned my family's living upside down

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25631

The detrimental affects impacted my parents the most. My father is a quadralelgic and closing
the community centre has deteriorated his impairment and created significant disability that he
worked so hard to bring back from almost compete loss of movement after is accident. To
witness his physical and mental decline as the result of lockdown has been heart breaking. His
reaction to the Pfizer second shot was also heartbreaking as it caused more full body spasms
and contracted his hands significantly. He ad these spasms under control with a balance of
medication. Since the second shot he working with medication changes to control the spasms.
He is yet to be successful. Witnessing the mental health of my children and their friends
change for the worse is also heartbreaking. Suicides with kids in their school, attempted
suicides, 2 deaths from myocarditis, all difficult to witness. Families being torn apart and
having to deal with the mis-information among families creating the divide. Losing faith in what
I called main stream media of which I call it state media and our media outlets becoming the
largest purveyors is frightening.

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25632

I was forced to take a vaccine that I did not want, just to be able to keep my job. Some of my
family members have had side effects from the vaccine such as pericarditis. No one should be
forced to take the vaccine, especially when it doesn't prevent transmission of the virus and
can cause harm to people. No vaccine has been less effective and have had such horrible side
effects like this one that is being forced. My husband had side effects to the first dose and will
not get the second dose. Because of that, my family has not been able to go do the things that
vaccinated people can do even though the vaccinated are still catching and spreading the
virus. It's hypocritical and divides Canadians. The mandates need to stop, they don't work.

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25633

My 10 year old daughter needs counselling for anxiety due to restrictions and mandates
(school closures). I have to let my 6 year old son walk into the arena by himself to go play
hockey. I was not able to say goodbye to my grandfather in the hospital before they took him
off life support. I have many friendships that have been strained. Family feuds over mandates.
Unable to participate in society in what is suppose to be a free and democratic country.

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25634

Love and freedom

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25635

Loss of business

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25636

Ruined relationships, separated from loved ones, forced to get vax

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25637

It made it a lot harder to live lack of work

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25638

Retired ten years early to avoid federal employer mandate. Have a youth athlete that can not
compete anymore

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25639

Loss hours at my job. Put a wedge between family. Upset friends and family.

2/19/2022 2:43 PM
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25640

We have been discriminated against and not allowed to enjoy freedom of speech and choice.
We have lost faith in the media,. They only tell lies that the Prime minister promotes. We have
lost faith in our medical system. We have had a friend go to the hospital for one thing and be
given medicine that killed her.

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25641

Limited ability to see family. Schools on again off again

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25642

Caused distrust in institutions, ruined relationships, and has challenged my ability to make a
living.

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25643

Lost my right to choose

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25644

My families mental health, the possibility of losing my job.

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25645

Migraines, burn out, stress, unable to travel for work, division, fear,

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25646

Live as a prisoner in my own country. Vaccine injury after first dose.

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25647

Separated friends and family time to end mandates

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25648

Mental health income

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25649

It has hurt our business and caused me to sink into a deep depression.

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25650

I am lonely, I can no longer eat in restaurants, go to the theater, the swimming pool or gather
with my friends and family. I find it difficult to breathe through mask and at 70 years old I need
all the oxygen I can get. I cannot travel freely with in Canada and abroad and am lonely as I
have lost most of my friends due to the divineness these mandates have caused. My health
has deteriorated as I am unable to go to the swimming pool and do aqua recovery for my
shoulder injury. I may have eye surgery coming up and I will not be able to choose as surgeon
outside of my hometown because of the vaccine mandates for travel.

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25651

Travel, missing my family, freedom,no choices

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25652

Unable to visit my daughters Resturant, travelling, friends, isolating

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25653

Torn my family, church, community and friendships apart. Caused my father in law to be
admitted overnight to the hospital for Parkinsons which turned into 4 months of isolation
because we weren't allowed in because of covid, and he wasn't allowed out because of things
happening on the ward with covid, and a heavily respected man with almost no one allowed at
his funeral. The young people that I work with as a volunteer are all experiencing escalated
self-harm, suicide attempts, depression, anxiety, abuse at home, drug & alcohol abuse, and
dropping out of school. Those still in school alhave experienced a serious decline in both
grades and education level. Now my son is getting married and many of my friends and family
can't come simply because they can't get into the USA or get back into Canada because of a
personal health choice, who have all worked hard to keep each other and themselves safe, as
much as I have. I was bullied into being vxd.

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25654

Neutrality

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25655

Undue hardship and stress

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25656

Really?

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25657

My freedom to travel in my retirement years is gone, I am witnessing injection injuries in
friends who took the experimental injections and this saddens me deeply. I pray for our country
to be restored to what it once was when I was a child in the 50's.

2/19/2022 2:43 PM

25658

Made my whole family’s life worse

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25659

I have lost friends and family members due to my not being vaccinated. My anxiety and
depression has been at an all time high. I have lost days/weeks of work due to my mental
health issues. I have had panic attacks inside stores due to wearing a mask. I haven't been
able to see family members that live in different provinces due to restrictions. I was a foster
parent at the beginning of covid and lost my foster kids due to CFS not following proper
protocols and blaming it on covid restrictions.

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25660

It made me contemplate suicide for the first time in my life. I am leaving the country to move
to England in May.

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25661

Mentaly and physicaly harmed my life

2/19/2022 2:42 PM
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25662

Not very much as I’m retired. Miss not seeing my friends and family as much as I used to but
nothing else much changed

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25663

I am segregated and ostracized and unable to do what is my right as a Canadian. I can not
travel. I can not leave Canada. I can not protest federal mandates at parliament without threat
of being trampled or tear gassed.

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25664

I lost my job 2 times in the past 2 years. My child with severe anxiety has not been doing well
being homeschooled. My 5 year doesn’t know what it’s like to socialize outside of school and
can never understand why he can’t go skating or play with friends.

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25665

Lost my job. Can't fly across the country to see my family. Prisoner in my own country. History
won't look back kindly on all this

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25666

Lost my job. I was bullied and discriminated against. I became a second class citizen when
I'm no danger to society.

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25667

Stole 2 years of my life and enjoyment with my kids, destroyed 2 years of their young life, and
destroyed my country

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25668

Our buisness suffered Our daughter was forced to get vaccinated

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25669

What life. 3 suicidal deaths of friends because of financial difficulties due to these mandates.
The government is to work with us. Not against us. Very sad times for what used to be the
best country in the world.

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25670

It has restricted my right to come and go as I please. Taken away my rights

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25671

Divided our family and friends. Freedom to move around. Visit family Travel. Shortage of
supplies and parts (before the convoy).

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25672

Lost job. Discriminated against. Can’t travel. Can’t participate in life.

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25673

Isolation and anxiety has crippled me

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25674

Loss of friendships, death, not being able to attend church, health challenges b/c of isolation
and reduced health care, family division

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25675

With my current mental health issues it's made things worse for me. I understood and
accepted the mandates at the beginning but now with so much more information about the
vaccine and the virus, plus with how many countries are ending their mandates, it's time for
Canada to end ours too.

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25676

I believe that the vaccine killed my grandmother, I couldn't visit her, could not attend funerals.
Same true for my wife's family. Also we can not see family in the United States

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25677

Mental health decline, suicidal ideation, depression, feeling isolated, financially, unable to
attend any type of class has left me hopeless.

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25678

Freedoms taken

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25679

in many ways

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25680

Work

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25681

It's an infringement on my freedom. Everything has been disrupted in some way to another. My
personal health condition and decisions, and those of my family, are now apparently
everybody's right to know and have a say in. Basic rights are being violated (privacy, mobility,
informed consent, etc.). Family, work, religious, and recreational aspects of life have all been
negatively affected

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25682

Developed Depression/mental illness due to mandates.

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25683

Daughter Lost job I have been on unpaid leave since January 5 as I wouldn’t vax

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25684

Immense anxiety and depression

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25685

Dépression

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25686

Having to be muzzled everywhere you go is insane, especially given that the masks are
useless, so are the plexiglass walls in front of everything. So are the lockdowns. So is the

2/19/2022 2:42 PM
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hand sanitizer.
25687

Fear, segregation, being humiliated for a personal private health choice

2/19/2022 2:42 PM

25688

Negatively. 2 years ago it was reasonable to for the government to take action, it should have
only lasted for 2 months maximum. Two years is extremely unreasonable and very damaging
to our mental and physical health, to society in general and devastating economically. The
consequences for years to come will be unprecedented! This must stop NOW.

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25689

In every way, my kids are suffering the most. Mental health and hate from others, division.

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25690

Mentally exhausted

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25691

In every way!!

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25692

I'm saddened to live in an apartheid country with second class citizens. I never thought I'd see
the day.

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25693

Lost relationships

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25694

Absolutely, in a very detrimental way.

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25695

Negatively

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25696

It has made me feel isolated. It has restricted my ability to travel which has effected my
mental health. It has isolated my Grandparents. It has harmed our business.

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25697

Divided family and friends

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25698

May not be able to attend my daughter's wedding or stags.

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25699

It has separated family and friends, and church family. Travel to see family has been
eliminated. Isolation to do heavy restrictions have not allowed senior members and sick
members of our family to get the support they need in their own homes and in hospital. Mental
stress is huge within extended family.

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25700

Taken away human rights .

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25701

Watching small businesses go out of business watching children crying to take their masks off
loved ones cannot see ones that are in nursing homes watching our Healthcare deteriorate
watching this government spend money like it's never been spent before people fighting in the
stores our country has divided people mainstream media the worst psychological playing on
people's Mental Health never saw so much lies in my life with the media

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25702

Forced under duress to take vaccine

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25703

I have lost a helicopter flying career because of the mandate…. I did not have a choice!! End
of story…

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25704

Stressed and took away my freedom of traveling, visiting, enjoy the life

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25705

Hated every minute of this crap.

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25706

I'm a mother of 5. I'm unable to receive the support I need. My children struggle in school.
They have a hard time breathing with the mask. Jk students especially need to see a smile
from there teachers in order to feel comfortable in there environment. All students need to feel
comfortable to succeed.

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25707

It's effected everything in a bad way

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25708

Not at all

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25709

In countless ways - financially, relationally, spiritually, mentally, physically. It has affected us
all.

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25710

Treated like a nobody. couldn’t go anywhere. Christmas craft sales. Dog shows. fitness
places. Bullied called a racist and two other nsmes by Trudeau. On tv as proof. Calls all
nonvaccinated horrific names. Number of citizens that died from the vaccine or severly injured
kept quiet by the government. Thousands of vaccinated people got covid after two vaccines
and some even a booster. All kept quiet. Have no life!

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25711

They haven’t, I just don’t want to be told what I have to do, like freedom to choose for myself

2/19/2022 2:41 PM
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25712

Job loss due to mandate.

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25713

I have no more liberty in relation with these issues

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25714

I have no more quality life , can,t go nowhere , people are devided , no family reunion , lost of
work , stay home all the time , stress , lost of happiness ... my only strang is that GOD is with
us ... please I want my life back ,,,

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25715

It's very depressing.

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25716

Horribly

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25717

Not allowed to spend Xmas or other holidays with family Could not visit sick loved ones in
hospital As a senior I was isolated from activities and friendships

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25718

Has caused great depression in my life. Not sure if I want to live in this state

2/19/2022 2:41 PM

25719

It put totally divisions in the community , church and family life...its heart breaking

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25720

Psychological terrorism is detrimental to society.

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25721

My partner has become so depressed. Usually an upbeat Loving life type of person and I have
watched him wilt becaue he's not been able to use the gym (lots of weight needed for him to
keep training) His passion is Pro Wrestling and it's taken away his ability to do the things that
majorly improve his quality of life and mental well being.

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25722

I have been ostracized. I could only shop in grocery shop nowhere else, no church, no
restaurants. And curfew imposed

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25723

I have been discriminated against ostracized and marginalized. I’ve even lost family members.
I feel ashamed and embarrassed at what the Prime Minister is doing to our country. I also don’t
believe he was elected fairly. I have that belief because of the questionnaire that was it

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25724

Difficulty breathing at work and interacting with children. Unable to attend many events and
venues

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25725

Fear and invasion of my personal medical care.

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25726

Along with the fact I can’t go into any arena, restaurant, etc or cross the border the mandates
make me feel as if I’m a second class citizen or some kind of diseased creature.

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25727

Unable to travel or leave Canada because of stupidity by our stupid arsenene so-called
brainless elected officials

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25728

Made it a very oppressive, depressing and frustrating existence on every level

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25729

Can’t do anything

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25730

Lack of freedom

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25731

Job

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25732

Hopefully heslthier

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25733

My older son cannot continue studying at the university due to his is not vaccinated. My
younger son missed 2 years of education, lost his dreams and hopes to be a professional
basketball player.He stated smoking Marijuana, stopped socializing with his friends, quite
trying to achieve anything in life. The only things he does now is staying in his room , playing
computer games and smoking weed. He hates everyone including us, his family.

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25734

really bad psychologically

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25735

Totaliy discouraging

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25736

Lost my job, excluded from social activities

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25737

I’m limited to where I can go. I can’t help my local businesses financially because I can’t go
into their bus. I feel sick after wearing a mask all day.

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25738

Restricted freedoms...travel, restaurants, family division

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25739

Lots

2/19/2022 2:40 PM
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25740

Lost my job

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25741

Unable to work. Kids unable to participate in society.

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25742

I work in a long term care home. I decided on my own to take the vaccine. Even though I was
hesitant at the time. Anyone now working are being forced to take the vaccine. I don’t believe
in that. Everyone has a free choice on what they want to put into their bodies. I have watched
older long term care residents cry because they are missing their families. I have watched
family come see loved ones but weren’t allowed to hug. Then their Dad dies a few weeks later.
To clarify the Dad died from natural causes not COVID. I have seen our young children being
forced to be swabbed and being scared. If not swabbed parents can’t work. What are we doing
to our loved ones? What has Canada become ? We as people of Canada and across the world
have dealt with this for two years. It’s not getting any better. The vaccine don’t stop you from
getting COVID-19 or spreading it.I am tired of being jabbed. It’s time to get our lives back to as
normal as we can. Prayers for everyone 🙏

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25743

Felt like prisoner in my own home

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25744

Greatly saddened about the future we are leaving for our children. Family division, mental
health stress, job challenges

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25745

Financially devastated my family

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25746

Job loss, family turmoil, total destruction.

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25747

Deeply, mentally i never believed I could be so alienated in my own country.

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25748

In every way possible

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25749

Depression, anxiety, mental stress, financial, social.

2/19/2022 2:40 PM

25750

I feel like a prisoner in my own home. Isolated & segregated from family & friends

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25751

My life

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25752

I’ve lost friends, family, my job - I’ve become a second class citizen as now I work in a kitchen
where I can prepare and serve but cannot sit down to eat! My children have been ostracized,
schooling greatly affected - lost motivation, no sports or extra curriculars - they’ve lost friends
too ! Unacceptable “leadership” in Canada !! I’ve likely been affected in more profound ways,
psychologically, spiritually but it’s difficult to gauge those conditions.

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25753

Who's life hasn't it affected? We the people have had this crap shoved down our throats for 2
years

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25754

Division between family members, inlaws, siblings, parents, friends and coworkers.

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25755

had to be vaccinated to keep my job, and because I am sole supporter of my house hold, so
hence need my job

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25756

I can’t travel to see my parents, I can’t travel internationally because of mandated ,I can’t go
out for diners, I can’t go and socialize with my grandkids and my friends, I loose my job
because of mandate, so is a lot

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25757

Restricted to go to places. Can't get out if the country.

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25758

All the mandates

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25759

Mental health, and my job.

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25760

Lost my job

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25761

It has taken away my god given freedoms

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25762

I cant go see my sick grandmother n comfort her or make her a nice hot meal like she usto
when I was a child n many other things but thats most important

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25763

It has affected my social life, my job, my family, my friends!

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25764

Isolation and family breakdown

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25765

Restricted where I can go and what I can do

2/19/2022 2:39 PM
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25766

Divided my family, my neighbors, was unable to volunteer until recently at a Health Care
facility (now I can but have to be tested each week, unable to stay with those at "End of Life"
due to order to be vaccinated, although I test each week at the same facility. We were unable
to gather for Church, I was not able to teach Sunday School. I was unable to make visits in the
Community It is hard and difficult to breathe wearing a mask.

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25767

Ruined my business, ruined my child’s education, put us out on the street temporarily but now
struggling

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25768

I had to become a nurse for my dying mom because there was no nurses available, she died
God bless her soul, didn’t have a funeral because of lock downs

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25769

Loss of work

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25770

Increased depression. Loss of job. Stress. Anxiety. Distrust in the Canadian government. Fear
of the government and what they will do next to our Canadian citizens. Paranoia in the citizens
from fear mongering from the media. Important surgeries being cancelled and causing
unnessessary deaths in people who could have survived cancer surgeries, etc. Difficulties
doing simple daily tasks like grocery shopping. The divide in the people who share different
opinions on the situation causing family and friend problems. Loss of sleep for two years due
to the stress and media fear mongering. Fear that there will be a loss of basic needs and
grocery items in stores. Fear of not knowing where the future will take me because of not
knowing when the mandates will end. Heartbreak due to seeing friends and family lose their
businesses they worked on for over ten years of their lives and had to file for bankruptcy. Not
being able to visit dying family members or able to travel to see dying family members in other
countries. The feeling of being trapped and becoming a communist country. Loss of quality of
life, happiness and enjoyment.

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25771

Mental health decline

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25772

Everyway possible!!!

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25773

it has affected my health & the ability to breath as I already have breathing issue I have been
cut off from family, friends, church & social gatherings

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25774

Made me depressed.

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25775

Anxiety. Work life seeing family and travel

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25776

BUSINESS AFFECTED, FAMILY AND FRIEND CONNECTIONS DAMAGED

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25777

Job loss, financial duress, mental health decline, loss of family, friends. Etc. Etc. Etc!

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25778

I took two shots to keep my job and now I have lost my medical due to adverse effects from
the shots. My employer is close to mandating a third shot. Virtual schooling my children was
hell and all the activities I enjoy to maintain good health are not available to me since I will not
get a vax passport. I’ve never been so suicidal in my life.

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25779

Negatively in every aspect

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25780

This is tyrany.

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25781

It has made my family struggle for money as my job changed due to mandates I have been
put on more asthma inhalers due to worsening breathing Also I have acquired anxiety and my
depression that has been under control for over 10 yrs has resurfaced and worsened

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25782

It's negatively affected the restaurant that I work in. It is created stress in my son's schooling.
It's created a division in a family that we worked hard to reunite

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25783

Double jabbed mother passed away from heart attack. Was unable to see her the last 2 years
as she lives in Ontario. Haven’t been able to watch my Grandchildren in their extra curricular
activities the last 2 years

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25784

It has drained our bank account due to food costs since Mar 2020. It has caused anxiety in our
children and their friends. It has caused people with problems not to get help which result in
violence. It has caused surgeries (like carpell tunnel) to be delayed indefinitely. It has caused
strife within our extended family.

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25785

It has made it much harder for our family some jabbed some not the disention between
families is getting worse not able to go to this not invited to that is ridiculous

2/19/2022 2:39 PM
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25786

Ever since I have had my vax injections, my fibro has flared my headaches, my fatigue, my
aching. I have also started my menstrual cycle that wont stop!! I get injections in my head
every month and I bleed a lot with those now too. When I get my cortisone injection my face
and tongue went numb, my body went fatigued and I almost passed out. That happened twice
now. I had many before the vax injections and nothing ever happened. Now I havre to sit back
for an hour because of these side effects. Nothing has ever been the same. I wish I was never
bullied into getting them.

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25787

What life?

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25788

Financially

2/19/2022 2:39 PM

25789

Stopped travel,no restaurants, depressed, shopping limitations, business limitations, no family
gatherings, much division.

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25790

Too many ways, most importantly my loss of sovereignty.

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25791

No longer do business in certain places where I will get hassled

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25792

Devastating

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25793

Ruined my high school life as well as my mental health. Separated so many families, affected
family jobs.

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25794

My husband has been put on loa because he refused to give up personal medical information
in contravention of the PHIA. I have had to find alternative work because of lockdowns and
restrictions. My children suffer every day 10hrs in a mask. Required for school,gym and the
bus home. I am a prisoner in my own country, unable to leave because of discrimination. I
can’t go see my elderly parents in another province because of quarantine requirements if I
leave the province. I can not afford to take an extra 14 days off of work. The government has
incited hate in the community towards people like me.

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25795

Limitations and Mental Anguish

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25796

It has split my family, split my church, and caused grievous psychological damage

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25797

No flying, kids missed out on sports, son lost job at CPR

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25798

Sucks

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25799

Time is here for we the people to unite and make change. It can easily be said this country
was built on the promises of God and we have enjoyed those promises as a country,
businesses, and individuals. I'm not saying everyone needs to believe in God, that is not my
choice, but rather an individual choice which I respect. Now let us stop and think as Canadians
and how we all can support each other. How do we bring an end to this tyranny and the reign of
simply said evil? Reading the Justin Trudeau's post it is easy to see we a people at the end
and can clearly see the how this reign of evil has and will continue to take all we have. The
time is here for us to take up necessary truth and justice as our arms to take back to Canada.
When will Canadians even myself open our eyes and see our passive way of life just does not
work. Every day more and more freedoms are given away as we are forced to swallow the
disgusting agendas of a government that is corrupt beyond all understanding. We do have a
voice and we need to understand our voice needs rather 'must' be united. It is when we are
united, we will stand. Our National anthem tells us "O Canada we stand on guard for thee", we
are past the time of standing on guard it is time to STAND UP AND TAKE BACK OUR
RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS!!! Stop and think what we have lost, then think what the
government of Justin Trudeau has stolen, they just took what they wanted, and we simply let
them. All the nasty words in the world will never help us understand why we "simply let them".
Justin Trudeau has already given many people labels and has stood again in the face of laws
he put in place. You and I a simply taking up space and are "racist and misogynistic
extremists". Ask yourself how many women the PM has fired with no good reason, and we are
the misogynistic extremists, most likely with his background and a mother like Margret he has
deep rooted issues. Canadians STOP with the name calling, FIGHT BACK WITH GOOD
WORDS AND TRUTH NOW!!!

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25800

It Cost me my career, thank you Liberals and the NDP

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25801

Sick of Main Stream Media, sick of Turdeau and his Vaccine salesman obsession. His own
brother called him the vaccine salesman. Enough of the fear mongering, and Sock Boy's

2/19/2022 2:38 PM
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heavy handedness. All that ahole had to do was talk to the truckers, he is a chicken sh!t and
the WORST PM in history !
25802

No comment

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25803

How has it not? Business is not as lucrative. Restrictions impede networking. There are less
options for everything out there. Inflation is rearing it's ugly head. Our freedom is completely
compromised. Travel is more complicated. Employees are experiencing delays for medical
procedures so more sick time is occurring. Intrinsically lazy government employees get yet
another reason to stay home, yet still collect the same salary while the essential private side
keeps working through the overstated pandemic... on and on

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25804

Couldn’t have my wedding or my honeymoon was never refunded for the tickets you son didn’t
get his graduation after fundraising for months. Lost friend’s because of the government
making its citizens go against each other

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25805

Mental Heath, I work with children and have seen the impact it has had on them. They are not
the same as before the mandates. No trust in our government anymore.

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25806

I have become anxious and nervous and hardly go Any where

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25807

A very negative impact on our health

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25808

It has destroyed my family

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25809

VERY negatively!!!

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25810

Separated my family. Anxiety and depression. Isolation of myself and family. Having to take
covid tests to see my grandchildren. Have only hugged my grandchildren twice in two years.
Terrible 😢

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25811

Loss of business and job

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25812

I have watched these mandates devide family and friends. Watched people so afraid to live
again. We have lost 2 years. It's time to live again

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25813

unable to travel between provinces to visit my children and grandchildren. no access to
exercise, restaurant dining in, cannot travel outside of country

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25814

Stress, anxiety, depression, hanger, lost of work, physical arm, lost money, lost of buying
power, division in my familly and friend circle.

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25815

It hasn’t affected too much however I can not enjoy my life in the last six months due to being
unvaccinated.

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25816

A lack of job opportunities due to forced vaccination as well as a layoff. A large amount of
horassment due to non vaccination status. No eating out or participating in activities in a public
facility.

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25817

It is ruining my baby’s social skills with not being able to smile. It impairs my husband and I’s
breathing. It restricts our day to day lives and how we would like to involve our baby in a social
way

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25818

As a university student, I am unable to attend in person classes. As a nother, I have watched
the lockdowns and isolation destroy my kids mental health. As a human being, I have watched
the Prime Minister dehumanize me for my personal choice, then other Canadians parrot his
hateful rhetoric.

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25819

Created fear, stress (which is much worse for health than any virus), divided people....

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25820

In a negatif way

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25821

Negatively. Loss of job, metal health decline. Division among friends

2/19/2022 2:38 PM

25822

The worst impacts would be on my children being of school age. The use of masks and not
being able to see faces and recognize facial expressions and being able to see how too
annunciation words correctly will have a down stream learning effect for years to come. I fear
that there are some children out there that will never be able to catch back up the their peers in
this regard. Also the use of VACCINES on children without having ANY LONG TERM DATA as
to how it will effect them in the years to come was a disgusting tactic. Coercion is not a
choice.

2/19/2022 2:37 PM
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25823

I had a vaccine injury after my first pziser dose and have been unable to get my second (on
doctor recommendation). Therefore, I’ve been unable to attend my daughters dance shows and
competitions or travel etc, (As it’s almost impossible to obtain a medical exemption). These
mandates have also caused divisions in our extended family. These things are not okay.

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25824

feelings of isolation, exclusion, anger, depression, and extreme anxiety. It has also destroyed
my trust in government, especially the one in power now, both the federal, and the provincial in
Québec. It has become clear these people are not leaders, and only care about maintaining
and weilding their power against us, regular people.

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25825

I barely can see my 8 months granddaughter and my son. At work I feel segregated. I got
depression and anxiety for the first time in my life, I couldn’t go to my mom’s last moments
and funeral, I cannot fly to see my brothers, my niece, nephew and sister. Even if at work we
never had a single case of COVID we have been forced to wear a mask almost 8 hour. I have
got claustrophobic and panic attacks. The list can go on and on….

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25826

My children and my friends struggle to try and keep their businesses open. It’s appalling what
the government is based folks who are hard-working.

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25827

I have lost my original ability to earn my living, and was forced to take a temporary short term
job to make ends meet. It has been very stressful. I don’t think I will ever be able to trust
governments, institutions and Media ever again.

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25828

Freedom to move around our country and travel. Freedom to go watch my kids hockey game.
Freedom to choose to be vaccinated or not. Not to be forced to keep my job

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25829

I'm suicidal and I'm a addict not sober anymore

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25830

Feels like prison

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25831

Loss of employment, mental health decline, loss of basic human rights, social division
including between friends and family

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25832

very negatively

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25833

Unable or afraid to get together with friends/family.

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25834

Completely controlling and over reaching.

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25835

I have lost my job as a nurse of 13 years

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25836

Mental health and my charter of rights and freedoms along with the bill of rights has been
violated

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25837

Divided families and friends. Cost of living is unbearable

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25838

It has prevented my family from doing all the things we would normally do and has brought on
depression

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25839

It stripped me of it. The existence I lead now is not life.

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25840

As a senior, the thought of being lick up in a care home is scary. My sister did not see her
husband the last 5 months of his life till he lay comatose.

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25841

They have made it more difficult to be a support for my husband when he had multiple cardiac
episodes from March 10 to May 5, 2021. I was unable to give a history of his health and the
details of the episodes leading to misdiagnosis multiple times until his last admission to
hospital. He was sent home to my care after losing consciousness and stoped breathing on
three different occasions. As a result, it has taken a toll on my health as I was hyper vigilant
until he stabilized. I also had to deal with an aging and becoming more dependent mother who
was reluctant to seek medical attention, not because of fear of getting Covid, but thinking she
was not sick enough to seek medical attention. The mandates have changed our family
interactions and I have lost time with my children and grandchildren. The mandates have made
me less confident in the government and the supposed experts they consulted.

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25842

Horribleness

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25843

I’m depressed I miss seeing people and being able to go eat with my friends... I want my kids
to have a normal school experience where they don’t need to where a mask and can hug there

2/19/2022 2:37 PM
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friends... I’m tired of seeing more local businesses shutting down because they can’t afford to
stay open after having to be closed constantly
25844

The quarantine & social distancing impacted my mental health a lot, I left canada for most of
last year because I felt I was going crazy. It also impacted my work a lot as a wedding
photographer.

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25845

hasn't...I am free no matter what God is my shield and He will protect us from these NWO
freaks

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25846

Mental health has deteriorated having been forced to take an experimental vaccine to keep my
job.

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25847

Lost my job, ended up with vaccine injury and now am restricted for air travel and numerous
other social events

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25848

In every way possible going out stores shopping for my Baby girl our rights taken away how
people judges you don't feel like going out at all there is no common sense no more it seems
people are been brain Wash from the government it's very sickening too see with the whole
world what's not right our freedom been taken from us this is all s criminal act of the
government they have pay for this.

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25849

Very negative way in all aspects.

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25850

My parents small business has been affected negatively, my cousin killed himself because he
felt isolated and there was no support for him because of the restrictions.

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25851

Disgusted with the prime minister mr Trudeau

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25852

Negatively, face discrimination and segregation on the daily

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25853

There is some inconvenience but other than that I’m doing what is necessary to keep our
community healthy

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25854

I haven't been able to visit my family in the USA for far too long. I have grandparents who are
alive and well, but who realistically will not be on this earth much longer. I grieve that I can't
visit them in their care home. I also have family struggling with their mental health and with
thoughts of suicide. I am very upset that these vulnerable populations have been ignored
throughout the government's pandemic response.

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25855

Given me anxiety and insecurity about the future

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25856

Can’t go to places that require a passport

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25857

Depression, isolation, no choice of what I put into my body and fear.

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25858

Can not leave my house because I am to ill to have vaccine. Would die before leaving the
building. No excuses allowed.

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25859

I lost my job, got anxiety, family won’t talk to me anymore, lost good friends

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25860

I haven't been able to take my family on vacations, to restaurants, movie theatres. I have been
able to personally exercise at a public gym which was a major part of keeping my mental
health sound. The constant belittling and abrasivness of everyone else because I'm
unvaccinated has had a major toll on my social skills.

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25861

Loss of travel Stress induced illness Division in relationships

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25862

mentally, emotionally

2/19/2022 2:37 PM

25863

I can no longer travel freely within my own province or leave Canada as I am banned from air
travel and the US border is not allowing unv’d by car at border. Restaurants, gyms, etc,
unaccessable but not a priority for me. My 13 yr old has missed out this yr joining sports
leagues, not been invited to bday parties of children he is in class w all day, and certain
families have excluded him altogether of outside contact of friends he has played w since JK.
He wants v to “get his life back”, he is not worried about his risk from covid. He thinks if were
to get myocarditis “by the time he is older medical technology will have a cure for permanent
heart damage”. My job has been safe but I am scared to speak freely of my choice at work as
95% have v and speak openly about how stupid unv’d are. I believe my decision would turn a
large # of my coworkers against me.

2/19/2022 2:36 PM
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25864

Physical and social isolation. Masks restricts my breathing

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25865

This mandate has caused great division in Canada. Ostracized those who have religious or
other personal objections against the vaccines, caused the loss of jobs of countless
respectable citizens, also within our direct family. Taken our freedom which we have taken so
for granted. Caused so much unnecessary anxiety, all for a virus that can never be contained
as many reputable professionals have stated. The media can not be trusted to report in an
unbiased manner, but is one sided.

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25866

It has created factions and dissected social fabric required as humans living together. Imposes
losses both familial and monetary Is. Repo g continually forward into a dictatorship government
and continues to demoralizes individuals and usurp our basic freedoms.

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25867

I don't see my family and I have lost friends!

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25868

Forced me to get the vaccine so I could travel abroad.

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25869

Negatively

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25870

hasnt

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25871

Division… between family work social life … all humans

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25872

Divided Canada and people in general.

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25873

in every way

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25874

The mandates have ruined the lives of all people , socially, economically and mentally .. the
people that are making the rules seem to think they are above the rules and the people that
they impose these rules on .

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25875

Very bad

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25876

My son has missed so school from wearing masks as well as my other son has missed his
chance to move on in sports

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25877

I was forced to quit University since I refused the vaccine so my dream of being a teacher has
interrupted.

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25878

I was fired from my job. My kids cannot play their respective sports. We are all Covid delta
recovered too.

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25879

I’ve been restricted to wear a mask and to be vaccinated to be free in this country

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25880

isolated and socially shunned

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25881

Too many ways to count.

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25882

It has affected my health and mentally.

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25883

The mandate has made spending time with friends and family, as well as travelling, nearly
impossible for me.

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25884

Children Now lack the ability to have social skills, their mental health and the increasing
suicidal rate as well as the increased presence on screens and the online bullying. The effect
of my personal business taking a major hit, and not being big enough to Take it vantage of
programs in place, seniors locked up in housing who are suicidal and then their deaths not
being taken seriously, so many terrible and long lasting affects that have not been identified or
Care Ford in a serious manner

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25885

Its been very stressful

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25886

Im in fear moved to canada to have a better life for mi family, I work hard pay taxes, obey the
law

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25887

My daughter and I have both lost our jobs. I couldn’t go into the Legion or to restaurants or
theatres. Friends shunned me.

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25888

my daughter lost her job, my friends and some family have avoided me, my walking group of
13 years split up , my health status has discriminated my family from participating in
community events and excluded us from many activities indoors. My non profit women's group
I belong to -raises funds for women , they will only allow me to zoom meetings -again more

2/19/2022 2:36 PM
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discrimination. In my business I have to hire people to participate in trade events, where I
would normally participate in person. This costs us and our business has lost 25-30% income
due to limitations from mandate restrictions. These mandates have fractured our community,
business and general moral. Lost many friends who don't understand my choices. I can not
visit my in-laws whom recently moved into care homes at this stage in their life our support
and visits are crucial.
25889

Being ostracized for not getting vaccinated when I have natural immunity

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25890

Ruined my graduation. Seeing family. Ruined my teenage years

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25891

Husband lost his job. Another of discrimination, anxiety, depression, loss of friends, fighting
with family....

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25892

I can't work, travel, or live.

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25893

I have family that is unable to attend university and family that are being threatened to lose
there jobs because of the vaccine mandates.

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25894

Wife lost her job.

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25895

Enabled me to save money! miss my social contacts but as a retired person on property there
is very little that Covid has taken from us.

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25896

Mental health

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25897

I’m depressed, can’t see my grand parents, stressed and sick

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25898

Not able to live a normal life. My physical and mental health have been severely affected.

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25899

Negatively

2/19/2022 2:36 PM

25900

In every aspect,

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25901

Lost my Job and my Freedom to enjoy my Life

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25902

My wife and family are in the Philippines and we have not been together in over 3 years due to
covid and all the restrictions.

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25903

I am unable to see family and friends and watch my grandkids activities

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25904

Lost income, feeling isolated, anxiety.

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25905

Minor inconvenience

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25906

Children unable to experience life

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25907

My mental health has never been so low, it's depressing seeing g people pitted against each
other

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25908

Have not visited restaurant for two years, no indoor activities for 2 + years...

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25909

Family separation, and family member on watch to not kill himself from loosing work, his
family and home. End this BS NOW

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25910

By restricting where i go ..ppl i can see and cant like my dad in a personal care home...where
im allowed too spend my money

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25911

Has affected our communities negatively and caused a lot of fear and stress. Division And in
democratic behaviour has caused fights amongst family members. No wisdom shown just
power.

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25912

I have feelings of depression often that I never had before

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25913

Required to get vaccine before I was ready being a nursing mom as I wanted to be present for
older children at swimming lessons and extra curriculars. I had doctors with different opinions
about nursing moms taking vaccine and was not offered vaccine while pregnant when they
started recommending it in Canada so I felt torn. Disagreements and divide among family
members with extremely different opinions. Grandfather died alone in nursing home with Covid
in June 2020 but I understand at that time it was scary and we didn’t know much. We moved
across country in summer 2020 to be close to family out of fear that we would be unable to
visit due to government restrictions and uncertainty with economy if home values would drop

2/19/2022 2:35 PM
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and we would be stuck for many years. I understand that mandates served a purpose at the
beginning but I don’t believe they continue to serve a big purpose.
25914

mentally, socially, Our pm has caused division in our country. It is not the same country I was
proud of. The only pride I have now is for the citizens standing up for our Freedoms.

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25915

Loss of travel, loss of community, loss of sports for my kids, loss of jobs, loss of bodily
autonomy.

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25916

It's just terrible

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25917

Reduced needed contact with family and friends

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25918

I feel like I live on a box

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25919

Major disconnection of relational support networks within family. Huge decline in physical
health due to declining emotional health from isolation from friends, family and church. Suicide
attempts of family members. Exclusion of family from weddings and new birth celebrations.
These contributed to the suicide attempts.

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25920

I’ve lost money due to having to isolate every time I was deemed a close contact, that
included being Rhin the same room but over 2 metres apart. I’ve lost friends over this. I
believe in a you do what’s right for you approach, and everyone just needs tk learn to mind
their own business. The Trudeau government has caused such segregation and division in this
country. I just can’t believe the kind of Canada he has created. I don’t know how he and the
rest of his cabinet of ministers can look at themselves in the mirror.

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25921

My children have suffered emotionally and socially. It’s has been damaging to my friends and
my family relationship ships. All the confusion and division it has caused is awful.

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25922

Terribly,horribly , sick of it

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25923

my employment, my mental health, my God given FREEDOMS

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25924

The mandates have forced to me to do things I would have other wised not done. Vaccination,
wearing of mask, restriction of movement, limited ability to see friends and family. Has caused
me to lose total confidence of Trudeau and the Federal Government. Has made me question
the quality of our health care system.

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25925

COVID not the mandates has Reduced social interaction, mostly affected my kids and has
destroyed their social skills

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25926

My health has declined. Depression & anxiety has increased. Lower wages. Friends have lost
jobs and as a community we are helping them but we’re running out of strength, money &
resources.

2/19/2022 2:35 PM

25927

I can no longer travel. I can no longer go into a restaurant. I worked all my life and now I am a
prisoner in my own province. Some retirement.

2/19/2022 2:34 PM

25928

Negative

2/19/2022 2:34 PM

25929

Moral disparity

2/19/2022 2:34 PM

25930

It’s created unneeded division in my family. Our country is so full of division without the need
to create division with this proof of vaccination!

2/19/2022 2:34 PM

25931

It has affected every part of my life from my family being divded and destroyed to losing my
job!!! trudeau has to GO NOW!!

2/19/2022 2:34 PM

25932

I've lost my job and freedom to travel, eat out, etc

2/19/2022 2:34 PM

25933

In every way possible.

2/19/2022 2:34 PM

25934

Every aspect of my life has been affected by this mandates. To list everything would take to
much time.

2/19/2022 2:34 PM

25935

I've missed weddings and funerals. My family is split on vaccines, so we cannot all get
together. We've had to cancel holidays. Two of my kids have lost jobs, so our Canada Pension
Plan and Old Age Security deposits have been stretched to the limit.

2/19/2022 2:34 PM

25936

I no longer have my job.

2/19/2022 2:34 PM
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25937

Freedom is gone

2/19/2022 2:34 PM

25938

Isolation from family and friends. Opinions dividing family and friends

2/19/2022 2:34 PM

25939

Its cause stress in family and friends relationships. I left my job because of the mandates and
now make 1/2 the income I used to, causing me financial burden. Feeling socially ostracized
has affected my mental health.

2/19/2022 2:34 PM

25940

I am a senior and if I didn't have my husband. I would be very depressed. I feel alone and
isolated.

2/19/2022 2:34 PM

25941

My mental health, my kids mental health and inability to be apart of activities, my ability to
grow my business.

2/19/2022 2:34 PM

25942

In every way.

2/19/2022 2:34 PM

25943

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 2:34 PM

25944

I lost valuable time with my elderly mother which ultimately led to her death. I was not able to
effectively advocate for her because of the restrictions. It is affecting everyone's mental
health. It's affecting everyone's social health and connection.

2/19/2022 2:34 PM

25945

In every way. End it already.

2/19/2022 2:34 PM

25946

It has made it difficult to keep my kids active and happy

2/19/2022 2:34 PM

25947

It caused devision uncertainty, fear.we should have the freedom to make our own choices

2/19/2022 2:34 PM

25948

Thankfully haven't lost my job like many others. I don't care about wearing a masks, but things
are getting way out of hand. Government should not have this kind of control over peoples
lives..

2/19/2022 2:34 PM

25949

Masks affect my health negatively

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25950

Job interfaces Mental health issues Physical health issues

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25951

My son isn't vaxxed; it's been really hard on him.

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25952

Lost income; children’s mental health effected; Children’s education has been greatly affected,
sadness over watching the diversion occurring, could say good bye to a dying relative, felt
forced to get the vaccine without being presented third party research which created great
distress.

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25953

Religious service Cant fly to visit family

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25954

Depression, anxiety, weight gain, mental distress, loss of friends and family. Loneliness,
suicidal, everything the government wants us to feel.

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25955

Loss of work loss of enjoyment.. kids missing 2 thirds of their school in the last 2 years.
Causing my children severe depression and loneliness not being able to say good bye to loved
ones dying of illness not related to covid. Arguments fights loss of employment. Stress
financial burden homelessness

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25956

I have not had the Vaccine and was not able to go to a restaurant to have lunch with my
daughter. Therefore, I stayed at home and did not get to visit with my only family that I have
left. I also used to go shopping for my needs but have had others pick things up for me, have
my groceries and Rx's delivered for the past two years and the costs have risen on pretty
much everything.

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25957

Badly.

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25958

Every aspect of my life. Depression etc.

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25959

Lost job, affected by vaccine spike protein, physical and mental health, felt abused by
mandates and govt

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25960

3 months at home with my now ex wife, how do you think it affected me? I lost the love of my
life...

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25961

Financially, I am now severely in debt and living paycheck to paycheck. But my paychecks
are not enough to actually cover all my bills (general living expenses, no money left for

2/19/2022 2:33 PM
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groceries) The mandates have torn families apart. Divided friends and families. Mental health
is at an all time low. Faith in government and law enforcement is not in existence now
25962

In every way. Money, friendships, health/weight, mental health, social division of friends and
family.

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25963

Covid passport has restricted my need to work out at a gym after surgery. Friends have lost
jobs because of vaccine requirement.

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25964

It has destroyed my life, caused extreme and debilitating financial hardship, through crushing
my business and loss of opportunity to thrive, severe health and mental stress, depression,
hopelessness, loss and alienation of friends, complete loss of trust in all Canadian political
systems and leadership as well as legacy media. It has made me ashamed to be Canadian
and wish I could flee this country to any place that acknowledges, respects and upholds
human rights and individual bodily sovereignty and freedom.

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25965

Financially suffering And mentally has caused depression in my family. Loss of rights and
freedoms

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25966

Everyday life, employment, social gatherings, depression, being policed, just hearing the fear
mongering

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25967

All in various ways- My parents have just been put into nursing home, unvaxed I am not able
to see them. That’s the worst one

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25968

Secluded me to my home which has affected me greatly. I am a very social person and enjoy
getting out with friends. Arguments within families, worrying about appointments being
cancelled that affect the rest of my life. Worrying if my husband can be with me for the birth of
our second child and if I would get proper care if something were to go wrong.

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25969

Horribly.

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25970

Job opportunities, social event, my daughter can not meet her brothers and sisters over seas,
She can not attend any sport teams, social events , resources , programs etc etc, arguments
with friends and family

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25971

Job, money lost. Missed sister wedding. Miss grand-mom funeral. Frendship lost and more...

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25972

Family member had a severe vaccine injury

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25973

Lost job, banned from exercise in gym...banned from social life and travel....friends lost....

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25974

It means we can't go to a restaurant, a movie or travel, a concert, everything that we as
Canadians should be free to do

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25975

Isolation, division, fear, anxiety

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25976

Lockdowns have had an impact on mental health and vaccine passports have created division
in society

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25977

Divided family, physical & mental health, financially

2/19/2022 2:33 PM

25978

It has isolated me completely! As an injured first responder in this country, my mental health
has deteriorated immensely due to this!

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

25979

No longer a proud Canadian tried to belittled my intelligence Doug and Justin must be replaced

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

25980

I lost my job. Family relations have not been the same as me very sad. Loneliness,
depression, frustration, confusion. It seems white is black and black is white these days. It is
become very clear that the media is lying. However, many people don’t see this, so it’s
causing division in our beautiful country. Freedom of choice is the only answer. And now the
Prime Minister Who is not listening to his people… him invoking the emergency act is like a
sledgehammer to our human rights in Canada. Something needs to be done ASAP.

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

25981

It has impinged upon my bodily autonomy and freedom to choose.

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

25982

Isolated me from family and friends. Affected mental health drastically. Resentments toward
authorities

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

25983

Lost my business

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

25984

It has made it difficult to engage in community and individual events. It has taken my right to

2/19/2022 2:32 PM
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choice away. We are not free to do things and we don’t have the right to choose what is right
for us individually!
25985

Jobless

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

25986

Lost my job. I've been following the plan for mandated injections and the forfeiture of bodily
autonomy since 2017.

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

25987

It has been frustrating to see how blind people are and that they keep complying to Mandates
that are not Law. I have not complyed to Mandates and hope that i have helped to open up the
eyes if others to live freely and not in fear.

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

25988

Tbk

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

25989

I am currently not able to leave my country in anyway because of my choice to not get the
covid shot. We decided to homeschool our child because we believe the schools are
pressuring and using propaganda and peer pressure to brain wash our children. I have seen the
mental pressure put on many people including myself. I know of 2 teenage girls who tried to
commit suicide in the last year!! I have been excluded from regular activities and businesses
that I used to attend because of vaccine mandates. This is segregation at its finest!! Shame
on all that support these mandates!

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

25990

My family has been broken up. I fear that those around me who took the experimental gene
therapy will fall ill or die. No it is not all theory. We know many people directly injured by this
procedure.

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

25991

Forced me to take a "vax" that doesn't protect me and may compromise my immune system

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

25992

I'm unable to move freely in my community, i feel like i could be attacked because I'm
unvaccinated. I missed the birth of my granddaughter due to illogical restrictions

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

25993

It has impacted my life in various ways - keeping me from visiting restaurants, certain stores,
etc. because I choose not to share my personal medical information with everyone. The
biggest way the mandates have affected my life is by not allowing me to travel to the other
side of the country to visit my family 7 friends.

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

25994

It’s destroyed my relationship With my family and friends and caused me me to be
discriminated against

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

25995

My children are no longer able to play sports also, we have had four of my son's friends die
from vaccination complications.

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

25996

Can’t eat in restaurants and travel

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

25997

Caused division with family and friends, affected work and social life

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

25998

Lost job

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

25999

Hardly seen my granddaughters in 2 years.

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

26000

Restricted everything from working to enjoying life

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

26001

Adolescent family members in deep depression

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

26002

Lost friends & family. Hasn’t allowed me to go to a variety of locations to enjoy shopping,
eating Sports venues etc. I have watch people I love take these lethal vaccines and prohibit
their breathing by use of a mask that has been proven not to work. We have seen the total
degradation of or society and this is all by design.

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

26003

Stress, mental, kids being mentally affected, education, inflation because of the mandates,
cost of living, divide youngster the country and the list goes on

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

26004

Ruined everything

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

26005

Forced to retire so as not to have to get vaccinated and force staff to vaccinate

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

26006

For me is dictatorship

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

26007

I lost my job. I’m depressed and sick of this bull. I want to get back to normal.

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

26008

We help families in crisis and it has been overwhelming. My husband has been a first
responder for almost 25 years and he’s never witnessed so many suicide attempts, heart

2/19/2022 2:32 PM
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issues, drug overdoses, etc…. The divide in families seem almost irreparable. Seeing one of
my friends with medical exemption be bullied, harassed and screamed at left me in awe at the
hypocrisy of Trudeau’s supposed intolerance for hate speech and Canadians feeling threatened
yet never once speaking out against the heinous acts and attitudes against those who’ve
chosen not to be vaxxed. While I support medical advancements with vaccines, but mandating
a medical procedure (as it is defined) has never been constitutional. These mandates have
made me feel the least proud to be Canadian in my life
26009

Nothing but hate all around. Loss of relationships. I’ve seen so many lose their businesses and
jobs. Let people choose. Give people their jobs back.

2/19/2022 2:32 PM

26010

Unable to say bye to my brother when he passed away. Unable to go to his funeral either.
Denied visiting my mom in a seniors resident.

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26011

These mandates have completely ruined my mental health, physical health and have affected
most aspects of my day to day life. I have sought help from a phycologist, as well as medical
physicians with no success.

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26012

These mandate have split my family apart and cost my wife her dream job.

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26013

Depression Weight gain Mental health

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26014

Negatively

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26015

I am fully vaccinated and was fine with everything, but others should have the right to choose.
We are mostly all vaccinated. I feel it has been taken to far to encode the emergency act. I am
not for or against the mandate but the others have the right to choose!

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26016

In a very bad way it needs to come to a end right now

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26017

Went from Happy to sad...forced to take the so called vaccine or lose my job...became
violently ill

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26018

Life as I knew it stopped

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26019

Huge supply chain issues in our business. Masking our kids is absolutely wrong. Govt telling
us who and how many to see in our own private homes is wrong. Excluding non-vax from
many businesses and events is wrong. Firing non-vax health care workers is wrong… and then
letting covid positive employees work extra?? The height of insanity… obviously not about
covid anymore. Give some press, awareness, funds to the other causes of death- even more
than covid- cancer, mental health... the list goes on. Let’s mandate heathy food, water, fresh
air, exercise, natural remedies!!!

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26020

Negatively

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26021

I lost my life savings and became homeless

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26022

I lost my job. I had to go clean with a post secondary education! My kids are not able to join
any gym, do any excersice because of the mandates. Our parents can not visit us From
Europe. We can not ravel freely... we moved From a communist country... not have to live in a
communisam again... what kind of dictatorialship is this??? We had enough! If this doesnt stop
we are moving permanently!

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26023

It’s biblical! I had no comprehension of how much evil there is in this world till all this began.

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26024

Limited movement

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26025

Social hardship (Isolation, etc.) Economic hardship Loss of confidence in humanity (so many
zombies, etc.) Overall depression

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26026

I'm on a path to bankruptcy, my personal freedoms are part of my life which the government
has no good reason to take away

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26027

Hardly at all, but I’ve watched it ruin other friends and families businesses

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26028

Made it terrible

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26029

no travel, wearing masks that do not work and impede on health and specifically the health of
my children who are wearing it in school for long hours, our children not being able to
participate in activities with their friends, no restaurants, cinema, dividing some family

2/19/2022 2:31 PM
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members, my brother has been ostracized from my mom and sister, spent holidays alone,
can’t visit them..
26030

Negativity

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26031

Restricted us wherever we go. Kept us from enjoying our freedoms to gather. Masks give me a
headache.

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26032

Groups and gathering size. Anything stopping outside sports.

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26033

It has been extremely hard financially and emotionally

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26034

Made my kids lives impossible. My husband can barely work because of all of the “guidelines”
my kids can’t partake in any sports

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26035

On my mental state as well as on the complete feel of my whole home due to being home as a
family of 5 full time. When things are suppose to be fun, like learning, that turns into mental
struggles, this is not health for anyone especially our children.

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26036

I was forced coerced to get the vaccine or lose my job. Home on unpaid leave.

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26037

Increased stress weight alcohol being segregated from others

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26038

How do u think?

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26039

My husband has lost his job in Healthcare and has been denied ei leaving me the sole
supporter of our family. My children have been forced to online learning because mask
exemptions have not been accepted. My family and friends have been torn apart by different
views.

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26040

Makes me feel safe

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26041

Depression and anxiety has never been higher, division amongst family and friends is unreal.
We do not have democracy anymore.

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26042

It has affected my life severely can’t go anywhere can’t see anyone can’t do anything might as
well be in prison

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26043

Total loss of freedom.

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26044

Anxiety for myself and my kids

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26045

Make me fill down, stressed, possibly loosing my job in near future, because on mandatory
vaccination

2/19/2022 2:31 PM

26046

i’ve got a sinus infection because of the masks. and it’s not the up to the gov to tell me how to
live

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26047

In all aspects of my life personally and professionally

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26048

Fearful for my family and future Do not trust government or medical profession

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26049

TERRIBLY!!!! The lock downs, that terrible isolation, the nastiness & divisiveness & attack
I’ve been in the receiving end of…. This has driven me to SUICIDAL THOUGHTS on more
than one occasion!!!!! I’m struggling to manage in this current situation & DO NOT believe it is
a necessary response - especially weighing the damage to peoples & families &
business/economy itself!!!!! END ALL MANDATES - let’s move forward in a healthy healing
manner!!

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26050

Major lose of income

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26051

I was coerced into getting the vaccine from my job if I didn’t get it I lost my job.

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26052

People in my family have lost their Jones because they said no to the vaccine. No Canadian
should lose their job as a result of refusing a medical procedure. No one

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26053

Socially, psychologically, financially

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26054

It has affected absolutely every single part of my life in a absolute negative way from losing a
job to getting a haircut it has affected absolutely everything and I know it's been absolute BS
from the beginning

2/19/2022 2:30 PM
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26055

IT HAS MADE LIFE UNBEARABLE

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26056

I am segregated. Can’t travel anywhere. My family has been ripped apart. My friendships have
been ruined. And now the government threatens to freeze my bank accounts if I don’t go along
with their rhetoric. This is not the Canada that I grew up in.

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26057

Cahos division among Friends and family

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26058

Everything

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26059

It’s difficult, the people I love are healthy, so an inconvenience to make sure those that could
be affected horribly is worth it.

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26060

Depression..weight gain..loss of time with family

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26061

I have seen divisions in friends & families which could easily have been avoided if the govt
would have been honest & simply listened to other medical science instead of their own
political science.

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26062

Very restricted movement, had to leave all of my physical activities, social activities, seen
how it's affected so many friends, our children, and acquaintances with businesses. Sad!

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26063

Less opportunity to participate in the everyday activities of life. Frustration with being locked
out because not vaccinated

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26064

Depressed most of the time … friends and family segregated… gyms closed down … physical
and emotionally affected … and no work … loss of money .. people aren’t happy or friendly
generally. Loss of hope and sadness more than half the time. Can’t plan to go anywhere .. with
people to enjoy anything it’s either closed or people can’t join they are too depressed or broke
to plan outings … I’m usually alone … please make Canada free again Pursuing happiness
health and ability to make our dreams come true.

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26065

Lonely

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26066

No words really. Total discrimation and hatred caused by govt

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26067

Every way possible. my children not being able to play the sports they love like hockey, not
being able to.do things in life that kids should be able to do, kids need to be kids. My job I
have been off work more then I have worked in the past 2 years. Plase these mandates all
need to end and let us live.

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26068

Father died during lock down. Couldn’t say goodbye. Disgusting. Dad deserved better. Our
local,provincial,and federal governments are corrupt at the there core. Time to wipe the slate
clean. Put people that love their country in charge.

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26069

Loss of ability to go places see people.

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26070

Badly

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26071

Not able to participate in life - can’t travel. No funeral services for my father when he passed
away. Limited social gatherings. Hubby’s small business is struggling to make ends meet.

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26072

Kids wearing masks in school. Kids hockey being cancelled. Sister lost her nursing job. Being
segregated as second rate citizens due to vaccine mandates. Etc etc etc. could go on all day.
This has to end!!!!

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26073

Negatively on all fronts. Inconvenient. Unnecessary. Hurt my employment environment and
children. Disruptive to kids. Significant adverse affect on mental health of whole family. Most
of all - the government doesn’t NOT belong in my household and medical decisions. They
serve the public and the pandemic has proven those in power want us to serve them. The
Great Reset should be Canadian Politics.

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26074

It has been devastating.

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26075

House bound with limited outdoor stuff

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26076

2 years

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26077

In every way

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26078

I can’t travel. Personal relationships have been damaged. My children have missed out on
many opportunities. At times, I have felt like a second class citizen.

2/19/2022 2:30 PM
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26079

My husband suffered myocardial events & permanent damage from vaccination my daughter
has been discriminated against by universities, friends family & society, I was treated as less
than by medical professionals during life threatening incident not COVID related, we have been
ostracized, threatened & assaulted by people who have been blinded & given the right to treat
others with hate for not agreeing because of mandates Hate is not from the unvaxed

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26080

Discrimination by the vaxed

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26081

Loss of freedom

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26082

not being able to live life normally has been mentally draining. It’s supposed to be a free
country and I have felt very discriminated for not having a trial vaccine. It’s ridicules.

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26083

Financial, emotional and physically! Freedom has be taken away!

2/19/2022 2:30 PM

26084

moved to take a new job, not allowed to socialize, isolation issues, good part is working from
home though

2/19/2022 2:29 PM

26085

We have lost all freedoms as citizens, I’ve seen more deaths due to suicide and overdose
than I’ve ever seen from covid.

2/19/2022 2:29 PM

26086

Extreme government over reach, mental health of children, friends and family.

2/19/2022 2:29 PM

26087

Loss of freedom

2/19/2022 2:29 PM

26088

too many ways to list

2/19/2022 2:29 PM

26089

Work, my fiancés work hours have been cut. businesses not allowing people inside(workers)
that need parts to complete there job. Also, the mandates have caused shortages throughout
the world and Canada, so when we need parts, especially for emergencies, we have to tell our
clients we can’t get them. When you have to wait months on months to receive a product when
a client needs it asap for them to make a living, there’s a problem and the PM, Justin Trudeau
does really not care.

2/19/2022 2:29 PM

26090

Fired from my job, unable to find new meaningful, stable work. Going into debt.

2/19/2022 2:29 PM

26091

It has affected my job, I have lost friends, the mental health of loved ones, the ability to
worship in communion with others. There are days where I feel close to a breaking point

2/19/2022 2:29 PM

26092

Divorce and depreciation

2/19/2022 2:29 PM

26093

NO JOB! - LOST MY BUSINESS! - I LIVE SELFISOLATED IN THE BUSH FOR TWO YEARS
NOW! - GET TO TOWN FOR NECESSITIES ONCE IN TWO MONTH BECAUSE NOT
INTERSTED DEALING WITH ALL THOSE RESTRICTIONS BEING UNVAXED FOR
PARTICULAR REASONS - MY WAY OF LIVE HAS BEEN COMPLETELY DESTROYED
!!!!!!!!!

2/19/2022 2:29 PM

26094

I am fired from my job. Dividing between friends and family members

2/19/2022 2:29 PM

26095

It has caused friction between friends and family, it has caused depression, division between
family and friends.

2/19/2022 2:29 PM

26096

I was not allowed to see my mother in her nursing home because I had one vaccine and not
two. I have been subject to hate speech from individuals as well as my PM. I am being
punished in that without two vaccines I am not permitted into restaurants etc.

2/19/2022 2:29 PM

26097

Lower income

2/19/2022 2:29 PM

26098

Depression anxiety

2/19/2022 2:29 PM

26099

In every way: loss of income, loss of loved ones including my mother, loss of relationships,
loss of friendships, loss of trust for government, loss of mobility, loss of mental health among
family members and friends. This is no longer about a dangerous virus. This is political virus
100%.

2/19/2022 2:29 PM

26100

It has prevented me from seeing friends and family. Has separated and divided people in
Canada. And the vaccine mandates are ruining people's freedom of choice and decision.

2/19/2022 2:29 PM

26101

Very little

2/19/2022 2:29 PM

26102

I'm treated like a second class citizen because I don't have a passport

2/19/2022 2:29 PM
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26103

Because I don't have my shots I'm unable to volunteer in my community helping to make
children aren't affected with food insecurity

2/19/2022 2:29 PM

26104

Destroyed my life for the past 2years

2/19/2022 2:28 PM

26105

They have effected my life a lot

2/19/2022 2:28 PM

26106

I was assaulted by a male nurse thinking he was superior , because I am not vaccinated
calling me dirty

2/19/2022 2:28 PM

26107

It has been inconvenient.

2/19/2022 2:28 PM

26108

I am getting very Disponded And like to go back to normal life and ways

2/19/2022 2:28 PM

26109

I feel a constant tension around people, and its hard to make connection when the mandates
have pulled us all apart.

2/19/2022 2:28 PM

26110

I am so angry at being designated a second class citizen. No one has the right to take away
my civil liberties and freedoms.

2/19/2022 2:28 PM

26111

family and friends dived and life in general

2/19/2022 2:28 PM

26112

Segregation from society for having Superior natural immunity. added stress with kids having
to stay home for a very large number of days for just having sniffles, that being set back and
schooling. My youngest son has difficulty with speech, so nice to see his teachers mouth and
hear clearly. Friends who have had added to stress and depression, particularly those in
healthcare for whom 3rd booster shot was pneumonia and they were fearful of compounded
adverse effects after experiencing serious adverse effects from the first and even then
subsequent second shot. Animosity from other family members and division over private
medical health decisions between my doctor and us. My mother-in-law avoid the hospital for
very serious, like micro strokes. Delayed cancer treatment for my father-in-law.

2/19/2022 2:28 PM

26113

Ruined my Business, and my family devided

2/19/2022 2:28 PM

26114

Psychology, liberty, security, dangerous, work and sociability

2/19/2022 2:28 PM

26115

I got booster over a month ago, arm still hurts and also arm has no strength and can’t lift arm
over my head

2/19/2022 2:28 PM

26116

It took away my freedom and my rights

2/19/2022 2:28 PM

26117

I am now existing rather than living.

2/19/2022 2:28 PM

26118

Segregated my family from society and other family members, destroyed education
opportunities for one my children, caused anger and division in my business, added stress and
unnecessary obstacles to our right to earn a living

2/19/2022 2:28 PM

26119

Segregation, depression, excess stress.

2/19/2022 2:28 PM

26120

Horribly. Isolation. Not being able to visit senior in hospital division of family. Can’t travel.
Rights taken away

2/19/2022 2:28 PM

26121

It caused friendships and division in family and friends and our church

2/19/2022 2:28 PM

26122

Mental health has declined significantly since this plandemic started. We cant live like this
anymore. Our children are suffering as well

2/19/2022 2:28 PM

26123

Segregation and exclusion from public places; inability to visit my mother in nursing home; my
son attends school masked which is unhealthy; CAN'T LEAVE THE COUNTRY OR TRAVEL
FREELY WITHIN CANADA.

2/19/2022 2:28 PM

26124

In every way, negatively!!!! Losing jobs, losing friends and family.

2/19/2022 2:28 PM

26125

Scared

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26126

Can't Do fuck all without some sort of conscience

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26127

Mental health issues, discrimination, division within society and family and friends. Lack of
support all around for those of us who can't take the vaccine. Our livelihoods are gone.

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26128

Mental health

2/19/2022 2:27 PM
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26129

Made it impossible to visit my 90 year old Mather in Poland, many negative effects every day.
My wife is being threatened to be fired because she does not want to be vaccinated with
"booster".

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26130

Not allowed me to access a number of services

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26131

On leave from job

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26132

So many ways They’ve caused depression, loss of job and made it hard to live. Everything
now is so expensive and there’s so much hate in this world, it hurts

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26133

People around me are getting sicker and sicker with unexplained new illnesses

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26134

it angers me i am a senior but I see how the mandate intimadates Canadian citizens

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26135

It has potentially tried to cause divisions in my immediate family. We have worked hard as a
family to not allow the PM of Canada's divisive comments to permanently create animosity
among us. Thank the Lord for that. Peace and harmony are what we want in our home and in
our beautiful country. We should never let control and manipulation be allowed, like what the
Prime Minister of Canada wants. It is disgraceful and shameful what he is doing to Canada.

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26136

It has sewn division in lives, it has destroyed all faith in the government

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26137

First it didn't really bother than it was the businesses shutting down and now it's all these
Canadians fighting each other over it

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26138

Family members have lost jobs, and/or income. Family members have not been able to gather
together causing stress, and sadness. Unable to attend church or hug friends. Depression and
suicide with people we know due to the isolation, and lack of proper medical care. Seniors
greatly suffering because they can not see loved ones or get out of their rooms. People poorly
treated at hospitals. Those forced out of their jobs not receiving EI even though they laid into it
for YEARS! Same people did NOT choose to be unemployed. They were commuted
employees, good workers, and would prefer to work than draw on EI. Young people have been
very fearful about their futures. Children begging to be with their friends and not be muzzled
with masks. Increase in substance abuse and domestic violence as people not coping well
with job loss and lockdowns. Good hard working people losing their businesses due to limited
numbers allowed into their businesses and frequent shutdowns. So many people fearful now of
others. It’s in humane!!!

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26139

1st off no data has been provided to me about that needle and those men dates are a bunch of
garbage as far as concerned. When I go to a restaurant I want to go to a restaurant i want to
sit down and eat relaxed

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26140

It has segregated me from my piers, I have lost jobs because of it snd continue to be
discriminated against when looking for work

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26141

My daughter had to beg and plead to get an exemption to attend university in person after
spend the last year and a half studying alone in her room, doing all online courses. We had a
family vacation planned to go on a cruise and weren’t able to due to covid. We still have $1500
tied up in “credits” we may never be able to use. It has caused much stress and exclusion
from events, as we aren’t able to attend most venues. It had caused family issues, as we are
treated as outcasts by some members who chose something we did not! I work with
kindergarten children. I am forced to wear a mask all day, that causes skin rash, cold sores
and shortness of breath. I have also seen many speech delays, gaps and delays in learning as
well as more fear and anxiety than I’ve ever seen I. Children and teenagers. The mandates
need to end immediately, they are causing more harm than good.

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26142

All my freedoms have been taken away

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26143

Made me feel safe.

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26144

Our business has suffered and the division in this country is astounding!

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26145

Business went down and I was laid off. Can't travel outside of Canada

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26146

Brought much fear and division to our society. It has been very ineffective to stop covid

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26147

I found out I have PTSD with my face being covered and I’m allergic to masks, my face has
broke out into an exema rash

2/19/2022 2:27 PM
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26148

It has affected mine and my families mental health. I have always been proud to be Canadian
and right now I’m in the process of sponsoring my husband and family to move back to the
USA with me.

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26149

Mental health

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26150

Took away my ability to work my career job

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26151

Financially, unable to work and support my family

2/19/2022 2:27 PM

26152

isolated

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26153

Discrimination and mental health

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26154

Made me feel like I'm in a prison segregated from family and friends

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26155

First of all none of the mandates ever made any sense and secondly they impose on our
freedom.

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26156

Can’t do anything

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26157

Freedom. financing. Everyday living

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26158

I have lost friends to the divide. Because of this passport I haven't been able to take my child
to sporting activities movies, restaurants or leave my own country. This is not the canada I
grew up in. I am not proud to be Canadian any more.

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26159

For two years plus terribly lonely miss my family At 82 I have earned the right to be my own
boss I think parliament should immediately take a vote of no confidence an take Trudoe out

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26160

Taken away my freedom and the freedom of the people closest to me

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26161

Real pain, did everything I was told still got it though mild case

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26162

I’m surrendering my license to practice dentistry I cry daily for the fear of loss of my freedom
and that of my grandkids. Our Constitutional Rights have been arbitrarily suspended. This is
the most daytime of Canadian History! If the EMA passes, we are lost! I will leave the country!

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26163

Zero travel

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26164

Mandates have stressed me in many ways. I can’t wear a mask.I don’t believe in
vaccinations,vaccine passports,boaster jabs.Being restricted not able to go out and enjoy life
in a normal setting.

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26165

It’s impacted my kids ability to attend daycare, programming, socializing with friends. It’s
impacted my employment and ability to attend church and programming as well.

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26166

Work, shopping, family gathering, church, travel, masks, flying, crossing the border,
restaurants business closers

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26167

Due to allergy can’t get vaxed can’t get passport . Also after her second shot my sister died

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26168

Life sucks with the mandates.

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26169

I lost my sister, brother in law and grandfather in one year. Two due to fentanyl poisoning and
the third due to the third jab.

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26170

What life?

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26171

I have a nasal sinus tumor newly diagnosed after second Moderna vaccine, and very difficult
to breathe through mask . i have been diagnosed with hypoxia.

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26172

I have a child coming home with a rash all the time, screaming from her hands burning, my
daughter gets super upset from the shut downs, anxiety and depression for myself, lost
income. 3 of my children suffer from social anxiety.

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26173

It infringes on my rights, and is 100% unethical to rely on vaccines to protect oneself, as well
as willfully harming your self by getting a vaccine.

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26174

No life left to many restrictions

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26175

It has made it so that I cannot take my children to extra curricular things without being forced
to vaccine, I have children with anxiety who this has been very difficult for-how and when they

2/19/2022 2:26 PM
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26176

Has reduced the ability to do business, the ability to interact with people, the masking has
caused health issues to my child, restricted the ability to freely travel.

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26177

Government is controlling what I do

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26178

I have currently decided to stay outside Canada

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26179

Disgusting !!

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26180

Divided us

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26181

It’s terrible. Depression anxiety and insomnia

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26182

Ruined it mentally physically and business

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26183

One of many who has lost their career because my employer mandated vaccination.

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26184

I couldn’t put my kids in sports, go to a restaurant, movie etc. I have lost friends and family.

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26185

Misinformation and the reactions of people that believe it causes stress.

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26186

Everything is closed or full, travel restrictions have been an issue when it comes to getting
some work done, and the whole atmosphere has been so depressing with everyone on edge
tempers tend to rise

2/19/2022 2:26 PM

26187

It has caused me to lose all hope in the democratic process and in people to act rationally.
Only mass psychosis of the people could have them panicked about a disease that does no
serious long term harm to the people that get it -- apart from the very old or those with other
diseases. The government blackout on all contrary narratives made me think that Big Brother
is here to stay. The collateral damage of trying to stop a few people from getting the disease is
so outrageously high -- and anyone with half a mind could have foreseen it. Let's dump all of
this madness and concentrate on healing.

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26188

Division of family and friends. Loss of freedoms that our in our constitution. Depression and
anxiety.

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26189

Family event. Loss of freedom. Tension at work

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26190

Too many ways to list. Loss of income/job. Every way possible.

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26191

My country has become divided by covid mandates Mental health is increasing everywhere

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26192

Loss of income, loss of time with family and friends, depression, didn’t get to watch my kids
play sports, and much more.

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26193

Caused depression and have been shunned by family

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26194

Imposed vaccine to maintain livelihood of family taking away my right to choose.

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26195

Out of work

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26196

I have been blessed to have a circle of friends that think the same way I have, and so
personally I have not been affected to much, except the headaches the masks give me and
the separation and isolation that masks cause toward people. But many family members have
lost their jobs and a couple of my friends have a medical reasons that they cant wear masks,
which are disregarded. Also one friend feels the loneliness in such a terrible way. The
overreach of the government into personal life has affected me.

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26197

Religious services Harrassment Intimidation

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26198

Loss of freedom

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26199

Two years of suffering. No more!

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26200

I have looked into leaving canada, a country I have loved and lived in my entire life. I have
been left feeling hopeless and will not trust government again, or the medical profession. Very
sad times.

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26201

Not being able to see family in person or to attend funerals for family and friends

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26202

Ripped it apart. Destroyed faith in the medical system and government.

2/19/2022 2:25 PM
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26203

Very little social life. I don't like that people are scared to be around me in the stores. I have
seen and heard people say space with fear in their eyes and voice.

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26204

I have lost 10’s of thousands of dollars in revenue, I have been unable to celebrate birthdays
and holidays with the people I care about most, and some were so distraught over it all they
ended their lives. So I have lost people who I care about because of these mandates.

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26205

Being denied sports, fitness centers and other entertainment. Having to fight with the schools
about the mask exemptions our GP gave our children. We had to pull our kids from public
school as they were constantly harrassed from teachers because "of the rules" and were
crying every day at home. They constantly were afraid to do something wrong and being in
trouble.

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26206

It hasn’t really

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26207

Has caused division between family and friends,

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26208

Yes.

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26209

every way

2/19/2022 2:25 PM

26210

It has made my life horrible.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26211

I lost my job and have yet to find new employment. It has made a number of friendships and
family relationships to be strained.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26212

Angry

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26213

Stressed, got shingles, My dad was in a nursing home thru Covid... beyond cruel... crushed
his spirit & emotionally drained me.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26214

A bit isolated. Or just have to work at more socialization and safe areas

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26215

Infringement on our freedom

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26216

I have been a prisoner in my own country because I simply chose not to get vaccinated.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26217

Lost my job

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26218

Kids home from school... 12 year old struggling with mental health... both my husband and I
deemed essential workers and trying to homeschool three children

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26219

These mandates are not effective but rather harmful to people. First of all, none of the
mandates helped with stopping the virus. Our kids have been forced to wear masks that DO
NOT stop the spread of the virus. These masks hurt our children in many ways - physically
and psychologically. Vaccines and masks must not be forced on to people. It is everyone's
choice and must not be mandated.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26220

It has taken away my rights under the constitution and charter of rights unjustly. The
government and national media has lied to the people repeatedly without consequence causing
unnecessary stress

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26221

I cannot work out at gyms, I have missed weddings, funerals social events and so much more.
I have been marginalized because I choose not to take a vaccination that the government
even says does not work and I have already had Covid. My own government will not even
listen to my voice anymore.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26222

Can't visit family in Europe

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26223

Lost my job.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26224

Did not want to get the Covid vaccine. Had to get vaccinated to watch my kids play sports

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26225

confirmed my belief that our governments are completely out of touch with the population

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26226

In every aspect and I expect jail for those in charge

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26227

I’m a construction worker who hasn’t lost work, I still do the things I want to except to support
certain local businesses without papers to enter. I don’t agree with the tyranny of Trudeau, he
needs to go.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26228

Terribly

2/19/2022 2:24 PM
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26229

I have lost my faith in government and police.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26230

I have a3 year old and a 5 year and it's been nothing but bullshit since the start with dealing
with school and daycare closures and restrictions.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26231

Loss of income. Complete rehandling of small business. Would have lost my home if I didn't
have a partner with a govt job. Couldn't attend 2 family funerals. The funeral of a close member
was brutal, with masks and nobody allowed to touch or share sympathy. I don't talk to my
family now, who is 100% against people who won't get vaccinated. It has caused me to doubt
and fear this govt, this country. My grandmother, 97, has been in "lockdown," in her residence,
not allowed to leave the room in solitude and isolation.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26232

I have had to do many things for people who chose not to be vaccinated, because they weren't
allowed.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26233

Mental breakdown, family separation.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26234

Damaged sales

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26235

Lost my job, suffered skin rashes from prolonged mask wearing and my family cannot travel
as usual

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26236

Divorce, segregation, mental health.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26237

I am unable to get on a plane or go to a restaurant

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26238

On unpaid leave of absence since December 2021; separated from my grandchildren; not
every business accepts mask-wearing exception letters.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26239

I lost my job multiple times for these rules because I had to stay home with my child. Had to
be vaccinated to keep my job against my own will. And anytime my child had a cough, runny
nose or a headache I had to put my job on hold for 10 days each time. Which happened more
than once in a month. That’s 20 days out of a month every other month.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26240

Lost my job. Lost my fitness access lost friends lost opportunities

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26241

so much solitude..lost my job briefly was forced to take the vaccine to support my family.
Developed a drinking problem because of the loneliness..unable to my family for long periods .
financial ruin ..my kids have suffered tremendously unable to see their friends or play sports

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26242

Less business almost bankruptcy

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26243

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26244

My grand daughter is a covid baby born April 2020. I have only held her in my arms 5 times to
date (almost 2 years)

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26245

The mandates have negatively affected my childrens’ education, extra curricular activities,
social and emotional development, family relationships, and hope for a secure, healthy, and
happy future.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26246

I have lost family and friends I have lost my freedom to go where I want and most of lost all
respect for Trudeau and his so called government

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26247

It sucks

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26248

It has caused hate and division

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26249

My kids. Masks in schools. Socially.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26250

I am unvaccinated for a variety of reasons, namely, the vaccine mandate made my wife sick.
The mandates serve no purpose, the data proves the science is not being followed by the
trudeau govt.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26251

It has been an extremely difficult family life that has caused a great deal of divide. Plus
medical issues.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26252

Impacted my mental health and my childrens, my children have increased anxiety and
depression because of all of these restrictions and mandates. I have missed so much work
because of my children unable to go to school.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM
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26253

split my family, severely. affected my relationships with my grandchildren. Affected
grandchildren's development. Depression and poor education in my step children. Death from
hospital neglect due to mandates and suicide in extended family.

2/19/2022 2:24 PM

26254

Had to inject, into my body, something I didn’t want to. To keep my job.

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26255

People are scared of people and children and babies are scared of people.

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26256

Too much to count

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26257

Social lifestyle severely affected

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26258

It has affected so many people and given authorities powers they should never be exercising.

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26259

Isolation from family and ability to travel back home to visit my family in Canads

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26260

It has made life unbearable. I have felt suicidal many times over the 2 years of lockdowns.
Many people I know feel the same.

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26261

Lost my job. Have a medical condition and could not be granted an excemption for
employment. Have been an Occupational Therapust for 20 years and terminated based on a
medical choice

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26262

can't go anywhere

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26263

Loss of my personal freedom to live my life as I choose

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26264

It has been very annoying but I think it is nesssesary

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26265

TRUDEAU AND HIS GOVERNMENT HAS MADE MY FAMILY DEPRESSED AND ANGRY
WITH THE LIES AND CORRUPT GOVERNMENT AND NOT BEING HELD ACCOUNTABLE
TYRANT W.E.F VERY VERY ANGRY

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26266

It has effected the metal health of myself and my family as well as MANY other Canadians. It
has deeply devided us.

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26267

Unbelievable horrible not good.

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26268

I am grateful to have protective measures out in place for those who are vulnerable

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26269

Depression, loneliness and it's made me afraid for so long. I am currently at home with covid.
Both my kids got it and were fine. I am upset at how scared I was made to feel.

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26270

Mental stress & conflict with family & friends

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26271

Stressful

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26272

It made me safer

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26273

My husband is in a nursing home and the homes are under even stricter mandates. They have
been isolated too long and their mental health is suffering.

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26274

Lost my first job and can’t move freely without being tracked

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26275

Loss of work, lots of missed school for kids, masks on my kids 8n school when adults do not
have to wear them not!!!! not able to see family, divided family, kids mental health,
unnecessary stress and mental health issues, friends being majorly hurt by vaccine injuries,
not being able to take my kids to venue's or events or to eat out, inflation while wages remain
the same, not being welcome in families homes. Fear of authorities and unjust, illegal handling
on the part of authorities who are supposed to be serving the people and upholding our
constitutional rights and freedoms! And SOOOOO much more!!

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26276

Ruined it. I’m depressed and without hope.

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26277

I was mandated unemployed and the mandate killed the business I had worked for as a driver.
After EI ended and unable to be vaccinated because of potential implications from another
diagnosis has made it problematic to seek employment. I have been impoverished by the
mandates. I have seen the government seize more and more power over our lives, in the midst
of repeated ethics violations. we are niw living in a complete police state that was instantiated
by and because of the divisive rhetoric of a twice convicted if ethics violations PM. there is
likely nit enough space to list in full, my contentions with the current state of affairs.

2/19/2022 2:23 PM
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26278

Kept me healthy, not exposed to illness

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26279

Could not visit my dad in LTC. I have anxiety and don't like to go out. It has created fear in me.
I miss my family and grandkids.

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26280

It’s been devastating. Discrimination, hate, loss of jobs, lifestyle, friends. It’s done way more
damage than good.

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26281

Travel to US where I would be is not allowed. No restaurants, sporting events

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26282

Too many to list but it has put divides between family members. Made myself and family
isolated. Been called names. My youngest daughter fought cancer in 2019. Then we went
straight into Covid season. Even when she was low on her white blood counts we still lived life.
She often says she was freer while she fought cancer and did more stuff. We actually were
living life. The past two years have not been living. My kids have not had proper socializing
and missed out on so much that makes these years memorable and helps you learn to be a
functioning adult.

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26283

As a homeschool mom with one child living with fear of needles it has been difficult to comply
with the mandates. When I say I have a child with a severe anxiety of needles, three dentist
have refused care unless she is completely sedated under general anesthetic for cavaties.
She is also 11 years old and the passports will directly affect her if they do not change. Her
anxiety has fueled the reason to homeschool but homeschooling has very limited options for
social interactions within the restrictions. Yes our math and English school is unaffected but
socializing has been lacking because of the regulations. I am tired of the mental health
challenges, the fear and the rules in place. Most Canadians have already been exposed to
covid and we have come out stronger. It's time to end the lies.

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26284

Lost my job so can no longer earn money to live.

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26285

My grandchildren are broken from this. It's awful to see what this has done to our kids.

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26286

Being a senior has imprisoned us when we should be free to travel and enjoy life. Taken away
our best years of retirement.

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26287

Terribly

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26288

Complete ruined it

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26289

It hasnt

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26290

N/A

2/19/2022 2:23 PM

26291

I am a 66 year old disabled retiree. I have 6 kids, 12 grandchildren and 1 great grandson.
These mandates have divided my family and friends. People have lost their vehicles, homes
businesses and everything else you can think of. They have systematically separated and
destroyed our beautiful country called Canada. They destroyed our bill of rights and
constitution for their own economic gain. Canada will now become bankrupt and inflation will
skyrocket to unheard of levels while they, Trudeau and his minions collect the benefits of the
people he is supposed to govern. The truckers convoy is the spark that is lighting the
resistance. Justin is finishing what his father started.

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26292

Split family, and relationships, depression Anxiety, loss of overall freedom and much more

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26293

I lost my job of 38 years, was banned from seeing my dad in LTC for 3 months, was unable to
be with my dad when he passed, was unable to see my kids & grandkids during lockdowns,
haven’t been able to travel to see my kids & grandkids, haven’t been able to travel for
vacations

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26294

Very stressful time

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26295

It has saved my life

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26296

The Phizer vaccine gave my husband cardiomyopathy FOR LIFE! My granddaughter is having
anxiety at 6 years old! My daughter can’t take the vaccine and it has divided our family with
their beliefs!!!!

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26297

Most part on shopping and going to the doctor

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26298

Prevented me from being able to make a living the way I always had - through vendor markets
selling my goods to a crowd of people.

2/19/2022 2:22 PM
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26299

Liberté of moving

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26300

How hasn’t it?

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26301

How has it not affected all Canadians??

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26302

My sister passed away April 13/20 and we were not able to have a funeral for her. Then my
father passed away November 4/20 and we still couldn't have a funeral for him. Here we are
February of 2022 and neither of them have had a proper funeral. Both of them died alone with
no loved ones by their sides. My 37 year old son was forced to make a decision that no one
should ever have to make. Get a vaccination and keep your job and if you don't want to
recieve a vaccination then leave. He has a mortgage and a wife so you probably know the
decision he made. Since the vaccination (the day after) he started developing a lump in his
throat. He can no longer wear a mask because to him it feels like he's being suffocated. He
has lost some of his short term memory, developed chest pains and has trouble breathing now.
All because he could not afford to leave his job. How has this mandate affected me? I feel like
a prisoner in my own country. One set of rules for the vaxxed and another for "those people"
the unvaxxed. I feel like Trudeau has taken the freedom and liberty away from our country. We
are Canadians not terrorists.

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26303

split family, can't visit family in Europe, couldn't go to see my brother who passed away on and
on.....

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26304

Broken relationships. Loss of income. Infringed on my Charter Rights.

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26305

Dépression don't like the way we live now 😞

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26306

The way to do normal day to day activities

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26307

Lost job No income

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26308

I haven’t seen my friends or family in years. I can’t work in the field I want to work as vaccines
are required. I’ve become depressed.

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26309

I’m a senior and I can’t go to Calgary to visit my husband who is in long term care since March
4, 2020 when he had a massive stroke during surgery.

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26310

Lost jobs and family and friends because of different opinions

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26311

All the mandates have affected my work conditions, kept me from seeing my family, kept my
child from activities important for his well being and above all they have deeply endangered the
mental emotional and physical health of myself my family. I could go on but that's the gyst of
it. I believe the mandates and specially the vaccines are causing ore damage than doing any
good.

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26312

I'm not working. And have 3 kids at home. The kids havent been able to participate in activities
for 2 years. Not just because the mandates. The inflation is UNREAL. and now on one low
wage income. I'm also a board member for a soccer Association and it has hit that HARD. 2
years and 14k down the drain in registrations and cancellation fees.

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26313

My child is now on depression and anxiety medication- talked about killing himself, my dads
funeral was immediate family only, mental exhaustion destroyed our family gatherings, I can
go on and on

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26314

Imprisoned us from the Society and the rest of the world. The proof is out there Covid-19 is no
more then the common cold. With a healthy immune system you can best it. This just the a
way the federal government can control the people by locking us down.

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26315

Lost connection with my grandchildren whom I've not hugged in two years, lost all of my
volunteer work in the community, lost friendships, suffered isolation

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26316

caused a divorce after 13 years, I am still un employed as I do not trust the vaccines, and far
too many potential employers want vaccines, ,

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26317

Trudeau is an ass

2/19/2022 2:22 PM

26318

Destroy

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26319

It hasn’t. Just want to get on with a regular life. Let us use our own judgment.

2/19/2022 2:21 PM
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26320

Loss of job, can’t see my family members. Skyrocketing costs for everything. Reduced
wages, loss of freedoms and violation of my rights

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26321

Lost placement, lost life, lost time with family

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26322

Decreased my business, as I do not want to wear a mask all day.

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26323

It has caused severe restrictions in my abilities to live a normal life, in particular, dining out,
travel, attending sporting and cultural events, as well as discomfort and inconveniences while
shopping, etc. It has also caused serious division in our society and families.

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26324

I’m losing my job, my kids education and future has been put on hold. My families physical
health has suffered. There is no up side.

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26325

I was only able to visit my husband of 44 years for 1/2 each week. His children could not visit
their father - he thought we had all deserted him! My grandchildren have been deprived of
sports that they love to do - they have also been deprived of the right to socialize with others.
The only good thing is that my daughter realized that school was not the right place for her
children & now I have the privilege of home schooling them!

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26326

A royal pain in the ass totally unnecessary

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26327

I no longer know how to even sit comfortably with people my son no longer talks to me and it
does not make sense

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26328

Every aspect of my life and not even my life's also life's of my children

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26329

Shut down business, job loss for family members

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26330

Limited access to venues. Family members with lung infections and gum infection from
wearing masks

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26331

I live alone been isolated far too much-lonely ,depressed affected health. Afraid to be around
doctors and the hospital. Have put off procedures that should have been done.

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26332

Extremely negatively

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26333

Unable to travel, visit loved ones, go to restaurants, church,breathe freely. Weight gain from
solitude and inactivity.

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26334

Constant fear of reprisal and threat of losing employment for not complying with mandates.
Having to wear a mask against my own beliefs and anxiety.

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26335

I can’t go anywhere with my son. I wait outside while he is at gymnastics. My grandmother
died in a hospital while not allowed any visitors, she did not have Covid. I am fearful as to how
far the current government will go to push the vaccine mandates. I want to leave Canada.

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26336

Stress, lack of income, diminished my health, mentally, physiologically, emotionally and
spiritually.

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26337

Not much

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26338

Yes

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26339

Very bad

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26340

Reduced work hours. People being deceived with the real reason for the mandates.

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26341

Can't socialize, 0 market's to attend and money lost.

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26342

I’ve lost 2 years of my life to needless fear purposely perpetrated by my government. Friends
and families have lost businesses, hidden in their homes and become afraid of their own
neighbor. Hate and division is being published in local papers and online. I’ve been told I’ll lose
my job unless I allow my government to Medically rape me with an experimental medical
procedure.

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26343

I am depressed. I was a new mom in 2020 with NO community support. I was isolated in my
home and couldn’t do nothing. I don’t think some people realize how much this would affect
new moms. It is affecting my marriage as our only outing these days since is winter is grocery
shopping. It is heavily affecting my quality of life which than affects my daughters. Raising
healthy children means being healthy yourself. And when the government has taken away your
fun, your sports, your fitness how is one to be mentally okay ????

2/19/2022 2:21 PM
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26344

I have been unable to find work, even though I'm fully vaccinated

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26345

In every way possible

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26346

Lost my job, lost friends and family members, I’m depressed and have severe anxiety

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26347

Totally descriminated me and my family from making out own decisions and affected our daily
lives. I have not been able to take my mom for her medical treatments in the USA. 2 weeks
has turned into a lifetime for many if us. This is despicable.

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26348

Lost work friends family

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26349

Its has destroyed me

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26350

It has affected me socially, monetary, mentally and emotionally as well as physical

2/19/2022 2:21 PM

26351

Unable to visit with family, husband was forced to find new work due to mandates, children
loosing out on school and activities etc.

2/19/2022 2:20 PM

26352

I am no longer working as the mandate came into affect in my workplace, and I cannot be
vaccinated for significant health reasons. But here in Quebec it is exceptionally rare to receive
a medical exemption.

2/19/2022 2:20 PM

26353

Unable to have a normal life. Hurting my small business. Loosing my profit ( negative balance
by the end of month)

2/19/2022 2:20 PM

26354

A lot

2/19/2022 2:20 PM

26355

I have been isolated, lost friends, been forced and coerced into doing things I don’t want to do,
I get anxious, stressed and discouraged anytime I have to go anywhere, my friends have been
kicked out of their schools.

2/19/2022 2:20 PM

26356

We have been relegated to being prisoners in our own homes, our own town and our own
country.

2/19/2022 2:20 PM

26357

Changed my life for the worse. No longer trust the police to protect me.

2/19/2022 2:20 PM

26358

It has ruined it.

2/19/2022 2:20 PM

26359

I dont trust Trudeau

2/19/2022 2:20 PM

26360

It has ruined the economy and sky rocketed inflation as the cost of everything is unbelievable

2/19/2022 2:20 PM

26361

its taken my freedoms and rights away

2/19/2022 2:20 PM

26362

These mandates have effected all areas of my life. First and foremost the government's
handling of the "pandemic" has completely eroded my confidence in parliament, the media, law
enforcement and the military to name a few. I have not been able to see my mother, who
resides I a nursing home, for almost 2 years. My grandchildren are being denied their
education. My own retirement plans are hanging in limbo because our future is so uncertain.
These examples are just to name a few.

2/19/2022 2:20 PM

26363

Very sad and depressed

2/19/2022 2:20 PM

26364

My wife was fire from her job of 13 years

2/19/2022 2:20 PM

26365

Loss of freedom

2/19/2022 2:20 PM

26366

My disease is not recognized or treated in Canada. I’ve spent $200 000 treating my illness
privately and out of Country. Mandates Prevented my access to out of country health care. It’s
extremely difficult for a severely ill person to even travel commercially. The chaos, extra
steps, and costs associated with covid restrictions made it impossible for me to further my
treatment that were critical for healing.

2/19/2022 2:20 PM

26367

I wasn't able to live my life i lost friends and family cause i didn't want to be vaccinated cause i
was worried about the sied effects of the shots but i was kicked out of restaurants and stores
for not being vaccinated that i was able to be at befor with out being pointed out or
embarrassed for my choice and rights i cant even find a job thay all required u to be
vaccinated

2/19/2022 2:20 PM

26368

Restrictions from having normal life, travelling, visiting my Dad

2/19/2022 2:20 PM
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26369

It’s been hard. Cost divisions in family, work, and I agree freedom is why I am a Canadian
everybody should have their own say what they want with their life doesn’t matter where you
come from.

2/19/2022 2:20 PM

26370

We were chased out of our rental arrangement due to irrational ravings in regards to pandemic
restrictions. We were forced to move our is town as the only option was far away that we could
find/afford at a few weeks notice. We've been restricted. Vilified for asking questions, doubting
validity of media reporting ... Once we discovered the lies and grievous misinformation our
trust in Gov't fell even further down than it had been. We've missed funerals of dear family
friends; we missed weddings; I lost my Dr, Specialist - surgery was canceled; Dentist; have
been disconnected with our church family; not going out meant less exercise - I've our on
weight; loss of "friends".

2/19/2022 2:20 PM

26371

I have witnessed my community have a rise in drug usage and suicides. Working in the area of
wellness mental health has been seriously impacted. I have also been a part of several
community action groups dealing with the impacts on both businesses and mental health.

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26372

I've lost the last 2 yrs of my life to this. Mandates have ruined everything. I just want to take
my babies to a pool/skating rink, have a normal life!!!!! This is insane. Enough is enough!!!

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26373

This has effected everyone's life. Turn on the TV, it's everywhere. Everytime you leave the
house, enter a building, turn on the radio, pick up the phone. It's all consuming and in our faces
every minute. Fact

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26374

Horrible

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26375

I have been put on leave, since October.

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26376

Limited access to special events, travel within and outside Canada. I believe the full effects of
mandates has not been revealed. Lockdowns and mask have greatly effected young children
development and mental health.

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26377

Not very nice with all these mandates I would like to decide what I put in my body and on my
body ,and cannot enjoy life which we all should be doing standing in unity being there for for
one another .

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26378

Stress, mental well-being has been impacted, created anxiety, lost relationships, segregated,
loss of my God given rights, not seeing family and friends, loss of opportunities like swimming
lessons and skating lessons, potential loss of my health care providers (physiotherapist,
naturopathic doctor, holistic dentist, chiropractor. Living in constant fear of losing my job. The
hateful words of politicians, including the prime minister has been very difficult to deal with.
Not being able to go to church was difficult because my faith is a major part of my life.

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26379

Bad

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26380

2 years of torture...on every human level...emotional, financial, physical, and spiritual.

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26381

Lost my job and no doctor will help me with an exemption letter for my medical condition
because he will get fired for giving one. And i have a disease which is why I do not take certain
medical treatments , I am not eligible for ei benefits because I did not get vaccinated. Stuck in
alberta not able to get to my grandparents in nfld because i cannot board a plane. It has
completely destroyed my life and has done permanent mental damage to my already struggling
disorders. I have been treated like the scum of canada and continue to be.

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26382

Isolation from everyone but my kid Unable to see Dr for anything do to malpractice of a Dr who
I've filled out paperwork on and they keep saying they aren't getting it. Can't go in person. 2
best friends committed suicide and my dad passed. Not one service held for them Destroyed
relationships with remaining friends who aren't dead. Destroyed family Caused my daughter
who medically except to wear a mask anyways because of the judgements and discrimination
provided from the PM Unable to talk with MLA, MP Priemere or any gov body after countless
attempts over 9 months. Made me incredibly depressed Income Living situation Accountability
on so many wrongs done on to me. Reminded me of all my friends I've lost do to this pharm ,
government harmcare corruption. I could go on forever. I have zero confidence in our
government ,Healthcare, police and all who knew the truth but kept silent... And I am extremely
mad about CBC and CTV.. Disgusting!!!

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26383

made my work cease in some areas

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26384

It is depressing. It is continuing for way to long. Creates distance for my children and friends

2/19/2022 2:19 PM
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26385

I can’t eat at a restaurant or go to a hockey game or concert. My Child has lived her whole life
under lockdown. I have friends who lost their jobs. And I have a very sick mother from taking
the “vaccines”

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26386

Not being able to be by my mother’s bedside as she was dying. She gave up hope because I
was not allowed to see her. I have difficulty breathing. My grandkids can’t go swimming, nor
can I. I am socially deprived and suffer depressions and isolation. I cannot travel to see my
sister,nor some of my grandkids. I spent Thanksgiving alone. It has divided our family and my
friends, and most of all I have not been able to freely corporately worship God or go and
fellowship at church.

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26387

In every way possible

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26388

iT HAS TOTALLY DESTROYED THE QUALITY OF MY LIFE. RUINED MY BUSINESS AND
CAUSED ME BOUTS OF PANIC ATTACKS, DEPRESSION AND REGULAR MIGRAINE
HEADACHES PLUS LOSS OF INCOME

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26389

Greatly

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26390

Depression

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26391

My wife nearly died within 20 minutes of her shot. Almost went bankrupt. Social isolation has
caused severe depression

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26392

Mental health, financial struggles

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26393

Shaming and can't travel

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26394

I have depression I have a 10 year old talking about ending her life this is NOT right

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26395

It has every of my life difficult.

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26396

6

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26397

We live with uncertainty every day.

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26398

I cant get work.

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26399

Didn’t take part in mandates. Travel was the biggest

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26400

Terribly I want to end my life but I have 6 kids that need me.

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26401

My children missing out on activities and normal childhood development. When my children
see someone's face that they don't know and think its weird you know how big of an impact we
are having on our youths development socially. My daughter had developed anxiety about any
kind of illness.

2/19/2022 2:19 PM

26402

It has been almost 6 months since we went to a restaurant . More importantly our
granddaughter lost her job as a Psychiatric nurse. Other friends have lost their jobs in health
care … terrible situation..

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26403

Whittled down my business income, separated my family in views that ignite duress. Following
orders for the scared causes anger towards those who do not want injections. Dividing me from
family, friends, community.

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26404

Isolation, solitude, finance

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26405

In every aspect

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26406

It has made my job harder to do. And it has put ill feelings between people I love and care for

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26407

too many lies now we dont trust the government The people and kids are being suffocated
Stop the madness open all businesses We all deserve the right to choose

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26408

I'm being held hostage on my province due to a medical decision. Haven't been able to hold
my grandson in USA, or see my parents in Nova Scotia for 2 years.

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26409

wintering in BC instead of florida

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26410

Lost job . No EI , Huge trauma , sold house , ready to leave this Country. No trust !

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26411

Lost my job. Isolation from family & friends. People being very unkind. This has been the two

2/19/2022 2:18 PM
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plus worst years of my families life basic lack of freedoms
26412

it has affected my god given freedom

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26413

Social anxiety And massively divided between family members

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26414

I had to RUN for my life out of Canada as I will NEVER inject unapproved, untested, unsafe,
ineffective ☠️☠️💉💉 into my veins. Hundreds of thousands, if not millions dead from it. Millions
suffered severe and irreversible effects from it. All for a virus so deadly that the survival rate is
99.98%! It destroys your immune system. These are all facts!!

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26415

Yes

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26416

It has restricted me from going places, ( not being able to go to Mexico with my husband
because I am not vaccinated. It has stopped me from freely seeing friends and family. Wearing
a mask that does not protect me. It has caused much isolation for everyone and freedom of
rights!

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26417

I have claustrophobia, and the mask triggers massive anxiety almost instantly. I have not
acclimated to masks, as most people have, so I cannot go anywhere. My daughter was
FORCED to be vaccinated to attend the college program SHE HAD ALREADY PAID FOR, as
the college decided to mandate vaccines to all people who stepped on campus **after** tuition
had already been paid. I have not seen my extended family in two years. These mandates
have driven wedges in families whose members stand on either side of the debates. The
government has no power to enforce medical procedures on anyone.

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26418

My business was forced to close, resulting in lost revenue, loss of food inventory, loss of staff
and eventually the closure of our business. We were left with thousands in debt to pay. After
finding work, I was eventually forced to leave my job due to unwillingness to comply with the
vaccine mandates leaving me unable to make an income, support my two children and pay the
debt owed from my business once again. My health has been affected by mask wearing.
Developing headaches at work while wearing it and acne around the mouth from wearing a
mask for 8-12 hours a day. My children have been affected by the mask mandates. The dialog
between elementary children regarding this issue is absolutely unacceptable. Bullying has
never before been acceptable and children are being pressure into wearing masks and getting
vaccinated by other children and even their teachers. I am a first generation Canadian. My
parents are immigrants and my entire family lives in Europe. Because I am unvaccinated, I
cannot travel to Europe to visit my dying grandfather one last time. My Mother is reminded of
her experiences living in east Germany where she wasn’t allowed to travel outside even to a
family members funeral. She now cannot leave Canada to say farewell to her dying father.

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26419

Stress, loss of clients , grief for children who have lost jobs, loss of freedom, loss of respect
for politicians etc.

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26420

In everything.

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26421

I lost a job that I loved.

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26422

Left me a prisoner in my home. I could not work due to the mask mandates because I could
not lip read!!!!!

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26423

I lost my job and it has affected me mentally. It was an extremely difficult time for me and my
family. I was not able to see family and friends for a very long time. It’s completely
unacceptable what the government has imposed on us.

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26424

has harmed and killed people I love suicide, lost homes, lost jobs, heart attack adverse
reaction deaths, deaths from banning effective therapuetics in early and late treatment

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26425

Mental health decline. Lessened quality of life. Loss of work. Unable to move freely about the
country, can’t leave the country, can’t watch my kids play sports or take them to do family
activities

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26426

Watching how the mandates have negatively impacted the children has broken me. Children
aren’t allowed to just be children. Their innocence has been taken from them by our
government. They find no joy in life anymore. To say this is devastating is an understatement.

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26427

My wife lost her hard earned career as a high school art teacher. And I live in fear of them
secretly jabbing my children. And the division between Canadians has never been worse.

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26428

Quality of life has plummeted.

2/19/2022 2:18 PM
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26429

Isolation, depression, divided family members

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26430

Caused mental & emotional trauma on top of already having PTSD from a past trauma.
Polarization of relationships in family & friends due to the implementation of covidism.

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26431

Can't do anything and can't do what I love. My families don't support each other.

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26432

Dad died in 2020, couldn’t even say goodbye because at that time we had to isolate for a
certain amount of time. Seriously so wrong! He died alone. All of this has impacted our lives.
We haven’t been able to live… my Children have suffered immensely. hubby lost most of his
work. All these mandates have ruined us as Canadian citizens. Our rights have been takin
away. We have no freedom. This is Disgusting! It has Torn Families friends Apart. This has
done Canada Damage upon repair.

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26433

I was unable to go to post secondary, I did not get the vaccine due to personal convictions- not
because it is bad. But this caused me to be denied post secondary school.

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26434

Closed sport halls, all restrictions. No school, uncertain time for students and kids and their
families. Patients couldn't see their specialists. Nurses (unvaccinated) who were the heroes
first with love for their work were sent home... etc.

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26435

Causes conflict between people

2/19/2022 2:18 PM

26436

Made it a living HELL !!!

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26437

They have taken a huge mental tole! It has caused financial stressed. Put divide between
friends and family members. They have negatively affected my work situation. And in the end
neither a vaccine nor any mandate prevented me and my entire family from getting amild case
of covid!

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26438

Horribly. I literally can’t do anything with my family anymore.

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26439

The isolation from friends has resulted in a stressful environment. Social contacts are limited
and the pitting of vaccinated against unvaccinated is not a healthy environment to live in

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26440

Employment, social relationships, lost family members. My children can't have outings.

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26441

Depression, loneliness, loss of income.

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26442

Depression

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26443

Increased cost. Increased hatred, reduced access to work. Instability in every aspect of life
and business. Good news is lots of people are turning back to the Lord. Which is ironic
because they tried to stop that as well

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26444

I am very much alone and miss outings like theatre, dining out and festivals. Also miss
volunteer opportunities.

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26445

Stressed to the maximum.

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26446

Stress is immeasurable. Complete discrimination against freedom to live, right to work, right to
worship!

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26447

I was threatened with a “Covid tax” even though I had already had covid and it wasn’t worse
than any flu I’ve ever had. Humiliating and infuriating. The mandates affected my family,
causing division.

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26448

Poor mental health. Deep concerns regarding government overreach and control into every
aspect of our lives. The loss of freedom of choice and punitive punishments toward individuals
whose opinions differ with the government.

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26449

restricted goods and services because so many people could not get to work.

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26450

Division of family and friends, and lack of employment

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26451

Can no longer travel freely (which is my constitutional right), many businesses will not let me
in because of vaccination status. This is affecting my kids more than myself.

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26452

My wife and i both had severe cases of COVID-19 and made it through ... because we
believed in real Science, not Political Science, we have been treated like Lepars

2/19/2022 2:17 PM
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26453

Has stopped me from ALL of my rights as a Canadian citizen

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26454

Yes this has affected everyone’s lives separated family and caused many hardships this
needs to end!!!

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26455

I can not travel, visit restaurants and gym

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26456

The mandate has made me lose my job n has put separation in my family it has divided me
from my long time friends , many many more problems in my life as well as everyone I know

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26457

We are against vaccine so I cannot go anywhere

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26458

It has effected my ability to shop, to access physical activity and recreation, and my a ility to
support small business

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26459

Divorce, loss of job, depression, stress, panic attacks, anxiety, anger, not knowing how I will
provide for my kids tomorrow, etc. Kids loosing their childhoods, can’t participate in activities...
it’s affecting them emotionally, physically, mentally... destroying their spirit... last but not least
the mandate has cut me off from my family. I can’t travel to see them. They are getting older
and my kids are growing and they can’t spend time with them each other. They are missing
from each others lives! It’s horrible!

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26460

All aspects. Family, work,

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26461

I can’t go visit my mom in her care home for 2 years now as her Alzheimer’s progresses. We
have to sit outside in the freezing temps. I’ve been ostracized by my older daughter and son
for my convictions to not get vaccinated. I can’t speak with my grandson anymore.My 10 year
old son is depressed, lonely,experiencing mental breakdown. I think suicidal thoughts but I
don’t want to leave my youngest son and emotionally devastate him for life. I have a strong
immune system but that doesn’t seem to matter to “Science “ anymore. I’ve been emotionally
& physically abused from my C/L partner though the last 2 years for my beliefs and only now
he’s beginning to see and hear other scientists and doctors opinions instead of the 1 sided
information we’ve been indoctrinated into believing. Feeling increasingly separated from
society because of Trudeaus hates speeches & ignorant opinions guiding this country! It’s evil
and tyrannical!!!!🥵😭😤😱☠️I don’t support a tyrant of a PM. I don’t want to live in a country like
this and can only HOPE the punishments stop for freedom of choice , human rights advocates
& honourable loving people!

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26462

It has destroyed it, destroyed family, destroyed hope or meaning…

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26463

My husband had to be vaccinated or face termination from his career as a commercial airline
pilot. I had to be vaccinated to maintain my bed and breakfast business. I lost some revenue
from forced closures of certain types of businesses and also due to interprovincial travel
restrictions as well as international travel restrictions. Our autistic son is terrified of needles so
is not vaccinated even though he wants to be. He can’t go to a restaurant with us or to a
cinema or to the pool and we can’t fly anywhere as a family. Our son got depressed last year
because of all the restrictions. He feels stigmatized because he’s not vaccinated.

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26464

Medically, mentally.

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26465

It’s been stressful as a young Canadien.

2/19/2022 2:17 PM

26466

Sucidial

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26467

Mental health.

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26468

I have lost my job, family and friends.

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26469

Can’t travel see my grandkids

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26470

Divided Canadians. Lessened any travel. Raised stress. Heightened distrust levels towards
government and all figures in positions of power.

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26471

It’s ruined it. Family & friend division (social isolation), loss of employment, discrimination and
harassment.

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26472

Due to the vaccine mandates, I am unable to find housing because I am unvax’d. A lot of
people deny me the apartment/ room rentals when they hear my status. on top of being
homeless im unable to find employment. During the interview process I get to the point where
they say I’m a great fit and are offering me the position and once’s asked about the vaccine

2/19/2022 2:16 PM
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status I get denied. I’m 25 homeless on the other side of the country from family. I can’t even
take a plane home To be safe.
26473

it makes it hard to learn at school and it’s taking away time i could spend with friends

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26474

I got kicked out of university and i just had 3 courses to graduate, now i have no jobs and I'm
not graduating...financially and mentally broken...although i got covid and recovered and have
natural immunity the university kicked me out because i chose not to get the vaccines
because i already have natural immunity...unscientific mandates is destroying the society...

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26475

Horribly

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26476

For personal reasons I have chosen not to be vaccinated. Because of that, the mandates have
made me feel like a prisoner…. the inability to go to restaurants, certain social events and the
freedom to travel. People look at me and my family as if we are criminals, because we have
chosen to not be vaccinated with an experimental vaccine. The mandates may affect my
employment status as my place of employment is thinking about enforcing a vaccine mandate.
The mandates have caused mental stress and social distancing for my children. It has
prevented them from enjoying the last 2 years of their schooling. My oldest daughter has gone
through almost all of her high school experience during the pandemic … Having to wear
masks, social distancing and overall decreased socialization. She is now questioning whether
to differ her university application for a year because the universities require proof of
vaccination for residency. She also does not believe in being vaccinated with an experimental
drug. My youngest daughter missed her grade 8 graduation and end of your school trips. She’s
been unable to play hockey with her friends because of her vaccine status. There has been a
loss of income for me and my husband due to these mandates . it is now became brutally
evident that the vaccines do not work. people can still contract Covid and spread Covid even
though they’re fully vaccinated. So what are the benefits?? It is time for these mandates to
come to an end. We need to learn to live with Covid and to get on with our lives… Or the
mental illness in this country will far out way the problems caused by Covid

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26477

My business (labeled "essential") was forcibly closed because we refuse to discriminate, or
force staff to wear masks when they inform us of an exemption.

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26478

It was mentally destroying everyone

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26479

I dont go shopping much anymore. I can't visit friends and family out of country.

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26480

Made me feel isolated and alone, depressed and hopeless like there is noone to talk to about
how I feel and I'm afraid if I speak I'll be rejected. I kind of already felt like that my whole life
for many different reasons but mandates have made it much worst.

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26481

It stopped me from feeling as though I have my own free will

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26482

Hasn’t effected it a whole lot, definitely worried about how it’s effecting our children and
grandchildren. What kind of Country this will be for them

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26483

Socially and mentally

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26484

Too many to explain.

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26485

It was the worst think ever we lost alot of Revenue our kids lost education and still losing
education due to the vaccine been mandated.

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26486

Forcing my family to get experimental jabs that are proven to be unsafe. Very concerned about
future health risks from these jabs.

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26487

Travel, use of public areas...

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26488

Can watch my kids play sports. Being avoided by friends and family with differing oppinions.
Anxiety developing due to all the things i cant do and used to be able to. Also growing negative
veiws of all governing bodies after what they have done with no remorse

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26489

Unable to do my own grocery mask exemption

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26490

My mental health and relationship has gone to the gutters. I don’t feel like I’m human anymore
just living.

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26491

I am now considered a second class citizen

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26492

We have watched family turn on each other, friends turn on each other, our kids have not been

2/19/2022 2:16 PM
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allowed to live a normal childhood. I have never suffered with depression until this last year,
because of the passports and shutting down. We had covid and it was very mild, my four kids
hardly had symptoms and my husband and I were tired and sore for a few days.
26493

It’s getting long with wearing masks all the time

2/19/2022 2:16 PM

26494

Hugely

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26495

Can't travel, play sports. work

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26496

Made me realize how corrupt Canadian politicians are. Never ever trust a politician nor the
WHO, CTV, CBC, Global networks that are sponsored by government money. Mandates such
has just opened my eyes to the corruption

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26497

Badly

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26498

I just wish to be free

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26499

Not be able to watch my kids sport games, not be able to going out for dinner etc.

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26500

I am afraid to talk to family and friends about my personal choice

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26501

Dividing loved ones and depression

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26502

Stressed about where Canada is going. Vaccine passports look like the Chinese QR system.

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26503

I've be outcast and shunned because I refuse to put a experimental drug into my body my
children aren't allowed to be kids

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26504

It has caused anxiety and depression, not being able to see family or friends, not being able to
work without a vaccine

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26505

Lost my job. That’s the big one. Masks make me lightheaded. Lost family and friends.

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26506

Division of family

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26507

I feel as if I am serving a sentence! I am a single senior It is hell

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26508

It has eroded any remaining faith I had that politicians would actually serve the people rather
than serving their own self-interests.

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26509

Can’t even visit family

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26510

Divided families, instilled fear in our children, caused hardships and closures of many
businesses, prevented church services, destroyed our economy, destroyed my faith in our
government and police force.

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26511

Restrictions on being with family, my daughter being forced to vaccinate against her wishes to
keep her job, my business negatively impacted. And, the division and hate speech that the
Prime Minister has perpetrated has broken down relationships and caused divide. It’s horrible
and shameful.

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26512

Our FREEDOM is gone

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26513

Can’t see family

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26514

Loss of visiting friends and family, discord between family members, ineffectiveness of
vaccine, disappointment in elected officials, distaste for Trudeau.

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26515

Many areas from unable to see family and friends. Travel restrictions...as if vaccinated people
dont spread virus same as unvaxinated. It's a farse to give privilege because of vaccination.

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26516

Ptsd

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26517

They have taken our freedoms away. Caused financial hardship to many many people.

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26518

Axiety, panic attacks, cant breathe with a mask. Cost of living went up but the wages stayed
low

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26519

I lost some very close friends - segregation. I lost some clients - fear, segregation. I can't live
my normal life anymore because of lockdowns, and the restrictions.

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26520

Isolation Depression Frustration Loss of trust in political leaders

2/19/2022 2:15 PM
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26521

I got my school life and opportunities taken away from me and if these mandates stay it will
also take away a lot of opportunities for my future and I disagree that this is not discrimination
because it’s separating people, separating families and is truly overrated.

2/19/2022 2:15 PM

26522

Since I had the vaccines I have problems with my iron to a point almost of having a heart
attack…never had problems before. Division. Could not spend time with my dad who was
dying

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26523

It caused disruption of church and family

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26524

loss of work, loved ones passed away with out seeing them, family gatherings.

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26525

Like everyone else isolated, stressed, cant breathe wearing masks, afraid to get vaccinated
with toxins, dont want it

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26526

I have been fired from my job.

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26527

It has unequivocally tore each and every family member and friendship apart. It has severed
every normal aspect of the evolving Canada we knew as per our settler pioneer elders multi
racially.

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26528

Can’t go to my home province to see my sick mom.

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26529

Horribly

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26530

It has divided my social circles. Indirectly, I’ve witnessed kids suffering from the lack of
schooling and socializing. What has taken place in Canada and around the world is criminal.
And we have yet to witness the full extent of the devastation that will come of it, in my opinion.

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26531

Relationships with children, mental health

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26532

Unable to go out to eat or kids games. Just stay home

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26533

Haven't seen my son play hockey in over 2yrs and its affected my relationship due to my gf
not being able to see her dying mom who has cancer unless shes double vaxxed and because
of that she against her will got it anyway so she can say goodbye to her mom and i have to
see my gf suffer and go through crying attacks panic attacks etc

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26534

One household income. Mask affecting my health. This whole situation makes no sense.

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26535

Can't play sports or go to restaurants or cross the border

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26536

Lost my job. (Closed down) Depression, anxiety. Living in constant fear. I lost friends and love
ones do to differences of faith regarding Covid-19.

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26537

Forced to get vaccinated to see my grandparents before they pass away, and forced to get
vaccinated to continue my line of work which involves crossing the border.

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26538

Going out, travel

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26539

I have lost 90% of my revenue over the 2.5 years. Now at aged 55, I have nothing left. It is as
though I'm 20 all over again. If these restrictions don't end immediately, I believe I will be
homeless in 60 days.

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26540

Stress, mental anguish

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26541

I will lose my job by April 1st if I don’t get vaccinated

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26542

Destroyed many lives

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26543

Travel

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26544

It has negatively affected my employment, my ability to socialize, interact with my family,
caused divisions with people I love and within my community, affected my mental health,
caused me to put off health issues, caused fear and confusion. It caused me great concern
about the mental health, and physical health of my family and people in my community. It
made me question my confidence in our government and medical officials. It upset me that my
right to choose was taken away by the government. My fear and concern escalated when
loved ones were faced with losing their jobs for not complying. It brought great concerns to me
about transparency & censorship left me with no confidence in our government.

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26545

Loss of family, friends,and my job. Missed out on many family gatherings.

2/19/2022 2:14 PM
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26546

Job financial freedom

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26547

It has been very challenging but the mandates were there to protect the most vulnerable in our
society as well as our healthcare system.

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26548

In every way. Work, social, family, friends. Pathetic

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26549

In more ways then I can express here. To keep it short it has affected me mentally,
emotionally, physically and financially. I cry daily.

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26550

Has caused depression...can't go see people...loss of friends

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26551

I have small children. I always dreamed of raising kids and taking them to events and sports
and it makes my heart break that My time as a parent and my childrens babyhood and
toddlerhood has been so different.

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26552

It has ruined what should’ve been the best years of my life

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26553

My wife is a nurse who lost her job because of these unlawful mandates

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26554

I lost my parents, friends, and loved ones to this lie

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26555

My wages are frozen. Has not allowed me to do my work to the fullest since I need to travel. I
keep medical automation lines running. I was able to travel as essential until that was stopped
at on Dec 6 by the USA government.

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26556

Living with communist leaders in government for the past 2 plus years is mentally stressful.

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26557

Work has become so much more difficult with others being let go. The work load has become
even greater and we have no staff to fill sick calls. This is our "reward" for getting the vaccine?
More work?.. helps nobody!

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26558

I feel isolated and I feel that the governments controlling everything that we get to do there is
days I see are freedom disappearing this is supposed to be Canada

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26559

I feel like I last 2 years of my life.

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26560

We have been unable to travel outside of Alberta - as seniors we used to go to Mexico in the
winters as the cold affects our health (arthritis, headaches etc). We have limited our social
activities to a few friends and family who are also taking as many precautions as us. But as
many of our friends are also seniors we haven’t felt comfortable in visiting and exposing us or
our friends. We accept all mandates but get frustrated when others don’t, especially the
politicians who make the regulations don’t follow as well

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26561

I feel like I last two years of my life

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26562

It has hurt my family socially and impacted our finances. It has prevented my children from
making valuable friendships in school and other activities, put strain on their mental health and
created unnecessary stress in their lives. We have also lost friends and family to suicide as a
result of these measures.

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26563

Made our kids depressed and full of anxiety. Made others treat us like we are dirty people. It is
so wrong.

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26564

Husband lost his job due to the v mandate. I'll likely lose my job by the end of March if this
mandate doesnt end.

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26565

I lost my job

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26566

It has segregated my family. My daughter was railroaded into having to take a vaccine she
didn't want or she would not have been able to go to College. Online learning is not conducive
to someone with ADD. My employment has been effected, my mental health, stress levels and
those of my family in the same manor.

2/19/2022 2:14 PM

26567

Have not seen my family since this began.

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26568

Cannot get out to appointments.

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26569

My family is divided. My friends no longer speak to me . I wasn’t permitted to hold my new
grandson.

2/19/2022 2:13 PM
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26570

I’ve had difficulty dealing with everything

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26571

Made working harder and resulted in loss of business. Cheated our children out their childhood.

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26572

Lost my freedom

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26573

It has affected my ability to get a higher education.

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26574

Isolation, depression, financial struggles, lack of faith in gov't, Healthcare, law enforcement
and the legal system

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26575

My son is looked down on my my Brothers and sisters . My opinion that “his body his choice”
is causing a rift my Brothers and Sister. I feel I no longer have freedom of speech even with
those I love the most. My Son’s gf had a miscarriage and I was kicked out of menopause at
58 . May not have been because of vaccines but we do not know that. Our Grandson is 11 and
living in Albert. His Mom did not get him vaccinated as they all had COVID unvaccinated and
were fine. But now he will not be able to fly to NL. I love to travel

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26576

Not good

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26577

they’ve kept me from getting covid

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26578

I lost my job ...all my friends ..I couldn't be with my daughter when she had brain surgery....I'm
Turning into someone that doesn't know how to socialize...depression and anxiety now as well

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26579

In everyday way possible!!!

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26580

Made me very sad about Canadians being segregated and our rights not being respected

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26581

Depressed anxiety and sad to see the division’s in our country made by our prime minister .
It’s sickening

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26582

I'm angry and don't trust the govt or RCMP

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26583

Lost my job as a nurse

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26584

I have been treated like a criminal for simply caring about mine and fellow canadian’s real true
health. I have lost hope in people’s ability to see truth. I have seen and heard division like
never before in my life, and what’s COMPLETELY UNBELIEVABLE is that THIS DIVISION is
called, ‘we’re all in this together’ ‘we care about your health’. 2 of THE biggest lies this world
has EVER heard. We have NEVER been all in this together. Oh the Canadians have been
FORCED to be in it, but they never were. You care about ‘my’ health? ARE YOU KIDDING?! It
couldn’t be further from the truth. If you DO care, you’d leave it FULLY UP TO ME, what I do.
For the last 2 years, the entire world has been lied to, EVERY SINGLE DAY!

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26585

My son developed myocarditis from the vaccine and can no longer do sports. He is 22.
Everyone I know is depressed and fighting with each other. So much upset, anxiety.

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26586

Lack of choice. Fear mongering. Lack of truth from media. Investigative media 'shot' down.
Anger, mental health issues. Anger towards big Pharma, College of Physicians and surgeons,
lack of confidence in our MP's, MLA's, price gouging, loss of jobs, threats of job loss over nonvaxed. Prognostications, that were taken out of context by media, innuendos and threatening
postures. Need I say more?. Inability to access the health care system. Inability to visit the
sick and or dying. Decline in education provided to our children. Cut backs to health care
system. Pressure on service personnel, ie., Police, EMS, Social Workers, Hospital workers.
The palpable fear felt from those divulging information on TV in order to train, educate, provide
information as how to be safe. Children made to fear adults even more with the wearing of
masks. Religious groups who refused to wear masks, and yet chose to move around in the
public. Trying to contain the uncontainable. Coercion. That those with money, made more
money, and the poor got poorer. Seniors locked in their homes. The paranoia...

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26587

My life has changed not for the gy

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26588

Depression, lack of social network.

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26589

Can’t travel for work Strain on social life

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26590

can't travel.

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26591

Helped make it safe and secured. So proud of being Canadian. So proud our officials have
kept us safe while having to deal with so many things. Even amongst all the issues our govt

2/19/2022 2:13 PM
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made Canadians a priority. Thank you
26592

The mandates have ruined any peace we had previously. It has made neighbour's, friends and
family turn on one another. It has destroyed my sense of community and well being and broken
my support systems.

2/19/2022 2:13 PM

26593

Took two years of freedom and choice away

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26594

In short, negatively.

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26595

I have ostracized and separated from family and society

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26596

It has affected my freedoms as a FREE Canadian citizen

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26597

They have stopped people from living their lives ,for no reason disgusting!

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26598

Unable to travel , mental illness with little to no treatment options. Due to expensive

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26599

I was forced to get vaccinated just to keep my job or to be able to go to my gym or go out with
my friends and that's not right. My family and friends has been divided over all this. Ppl have
been afraid of one another cause this corrupt government has brainwashed them into thinking
that. I want me freedom back

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26600

Can’t move freely, can’t attend gym, restaurants, lost most my friends cuz they’re so afraid,
paranoid and judgmental. Masks exacerbate my breathing issues. And there’s still no research
to support any of this.

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26601

Separated me from my family and friends

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26602

Negatively. I was forced by employer to get a vaccine as a condition of employment. Elder
care and the hospital has become impossible to navigate, family is divided and mental health
in my family is at its worst. Money is tight and the outlook isn’t good.

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26603

I can’t get a job.

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26604

Restricted us from living our lives in a democratic free country

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26605

It no longer Canada, it’s no longer my body?

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26606

It has alienated families and friends, it has caused my daughter to be fearful of everything. It
has made her anxious,and depressed

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26607

limited movement. No live doctor's appointments. Can't visit family. Frustration. Anger.

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26608

I am seeking refuge in another country with my family. My husband lost his job. My children
are psychological y damaged.

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26609

Divided my family in another state

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26610

Travel to the USA has been forbidden and made usuriously difficult. I have been forbidden to
visit friends and relatives, across Canada and the USA.

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26611

stress, depression, loss of income, division among community, loneliness.

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26612

Opened my eyes and made me a better financial steward

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26613

More ways then I can say Family Children Friends Job Mental health

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26614

I've been isolated at home the entire time

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26615

It’s been difficult just living my day to day life. Grocery shopping is a hassle, visiting family is
next to impossible. Enjoying life is not enjoyable anymore.

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26616

Serious infringement to the loss of medical freedom.

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26617

It has kept family apart. One can not speak freely. It has created division.

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26618

Work, friends, family , depression , suicidal thoughts

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26619

Negatively

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26620

Mental Health issues, Children growing up in an abnormal way, job loss, etc.

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26621

I’m witnessing family and friends fight amongst each other on what is right and wrong, when in

2/19/2022 2:12 PM
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reality no one really knows what is! My friends have lost their business they have had for
30years. Friends have lost their lives (suicide) living in fear. I’m witnessing my country lost
with no leader. Good friends, nurses have lost their jobs they have done for many many years.
This is not Canada! We need a leader not someone that is going to continue to tear our country
apart! It sad when you no longer want to be Canadian.
26622

It has caused me to be ostracized from and by the public

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26623

It suck

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26624

Reduced family interaction. Delayed meeting new grandchild. Eliminated holiday travel.
Reduced breathing behind masks. Division across country as never seen before is
heartbreaking.

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26625

It has cost me time, money and life experiences. These last 2 years have done nothing but put
everyone including our government into excessive debt. Taken family and life experiences
away from us. Tried to take our freedoms away from us! I don’t NOT support our government

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26626

We are fat cause cant excercise in gyms due to not being vaccinated. The masks should be
used as ass wipe. Trudeau needs a cot with 3 hots.. for a very long time. Now get me started
on dr Bonnie Henry lol

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26627

loneliness

2/19/2022 2:12 PM

26628

My family is mixed race and we are now devided along race and vaccine lines, especially
since the trucker convoy. It has been stressful as a BIPOC person. And painful to lose loved
ones over radicalization.

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26629

Division is the worst, family falling apart, makes me sick

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26630

Social isolation depression. Loose of job. Anxiety.

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26631

divided family , isolated grandparents, affected children, created too much fear , financially
reduced income

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26632

Nothing

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26633

I did have a permanent reaction to the vaccine and feel my body cannot cope with the booster.

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26634

I couldn't visit my dying father in the care home he was in, or the hospital before he went in.
Was forced to get vaccinated to work, travel, and eat out. It's B.S...... Wrong !

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26635

all of them

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26636

Depressed

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26637

7 friends have died, none were from covid. 2 were from lack of timely medical care, 2 from
suicide, 3 from overdoses.

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26638

Negatively. My 7 year old son has been struggling with school. My wife and I had to put him
into Kumon for extra help at a significant cost. My daughter has been medically segregated
because of the medical choice she and is made. The increased distrust in the media,
politicians, and health services. The constant moving of goal posts. The divide that has been
created between Canadians.

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26639

Depression

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26640

In lots of ways but I never changed anything.

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26641

Stress

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26642

I feel like Canada has become a dictatorship

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26643

Not able to visit family. Not able to go to restaurants. Constantly harassed for not wearing
mask, when doing so makes me anxious.

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26644

Every aspect has been affected.

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26645

I am vaccinated but my partner is not, and I respect his choice. We have an 18 month old and
it means we can't do things together as a family where they require a vaccine passport. My 18
month old, has speech delay due to the fact that mask our mandatory. Social distancing has
also cost my young daughter the opportunity to socializing with others her age. It's creating a

2/19/2022 2:11 PM
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disruption to the growth of our young population. It's creating fear, and a strange to our mental
health.
26646

In every way, work, social, financial, expenses increased with gas and groceries. Mental health
for sure and general unhappiness due to mandates.

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26647

Mental health

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26648

My child has to leave the college

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26649

Depressed and divided people

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26650

Increased my depression seeing how badly the government is handling the situation

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26651

I have not been able to travel and see my parents for two years. My kids have lost two years
of their life and are still behind in school. And I have been made to feel like a second class
citizen because I have decided not to take part in a medical experiment.

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26652

Socially affected, 2 years of my life wasted with mandates, the fear and misinformation from
the media and government , wearing a mask all day as a teacher, seeing the children wear
masks when they don’t want to, breaks my heart, not being able to go to restaurants, gym,
cinemas, stores, sports!!!! I miss my sports!! My relationship with family members and
friends, so much Division. To see an experimental vaccine/gene therapy drug that may cause
injury be endorsed over and over again, the discrimination and segregation was hurtful. The
truckers gave me a voice to speak my opinion and not be afraid anymore. Freedom of choice
and no mandates!

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26653

Disaster

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26654

Divided my family

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26655

Depressed, worrying, everyday praying. To see my fives children's.

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26656

Many ways

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26657

The mandate put tremendous pressure on me at work

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26658

Yes. Mentally, relationally and occupationally

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26659

Financially and emotionally

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26660

Travel, can’t enter many public places, my sons education and mental health to name a few

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26661

Restricted for nonsense

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26662

As a Canadian in a free country, I should be able to come and go anywhere. These mandates
have stop me from seeing family, friends, shopping, eating out, and going on vacation.

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26663

How hasn’t it???

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26664

I have lost my job

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26665

Has not.. I’m a willing participant in the vaccines and getting back to what the new normal is.

2/19/2022 2:11 PM

26666

It has really effected my mental health. Effected my financial situation and has highly effected
my sons life to do with sports and everyday activities.

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26667

I have lost my job, my husband was laid off several times, my children have headaches from
masks, and I have experienced ptsd from the way the mandate mimic abusive control
techniques in domestic violence.

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26668

Mentally and physically

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26669

Inability to live my life freely and unimpeded, job opportunities vs risking dangerous Vaccine
adverse effects, mental health andd those of my loved ones, overall divisiveness

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26670

The mandates have changed my life almost completely. I am unvaccinated. I have watched
many people get sick who are vaccinated. I know distrust all of the Trudeau government. And
or mainline media services.

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26671

I think the question should be how has it not affected you. Every Canadian has been affected
by This

2/19/2022 2:10 PM
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26672

Break down relationships Hurt small businesses

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26673

Unable to leave Canada, mother unable to work. Discrimination and segregation because of a
personal medical decision

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26674

I haven’t been able play music in my band. That is depressimg

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26675

Horribly! My kids are sheltered and our mental health is going downhill bad. I'm done!

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26676

Bullying, Isolation, Divisiveness. Fear, Family Arguments, Concerns regarding employment
and finances. I no longer have trust in the Current Government and they do have any
Credibility. "Embarrassed" regarding Trudeau.

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26677

Prevented from working due to my own personal medical decision based on my known risk
factors. Among many other things.

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26678

Gross isolation from basics like Social events, restaurant 'sit downs', denied access to my
own (double condo fees for 5 yrs!!) Condo Gym, pool, as an owner; semi-retired but most jobs
now in my field require proof of vax, discriminatory; divisiveness with all 'jabbed'; unable to
work in HCare as I studied for in 2019/2020, & FEAR of being force jabbed with POISON that
KILLED the 39 y.o. Family member of friend, in Thunder Bay ON, perfectly healthy male, jock,
7 weeks post mixed double jab, had a week of stomach pain, was NOT INFORMED by
GOVNT or MEDIA to demand a D-Dimer Test from own MD for possible blood clots.. he died
OF per autopsy, re they tore a major vein to his heart & STOPPED IT !!! 39 year old.. only
ONE of THOUSANDS DEAD from the JAB across Cda !!!

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26679

alienated family, worried about the future of our country and the world, restricted movement out
of the country

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26680

In every aspects of life. I feel I don't have free of choice.

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26681

My sister died because surgery was denied because of Covid mandates!

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26682

It’s affected everything

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26683

Not being able to Spend time with loved ones, seeing my kids go thru this and not have a
“normal” life . Some Elderly people in LTC homes have not seen family in so long it’s
heartbreaking

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26684

Family division, loss of job

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26685

Cut us off from nearly everyone and stopped us from traveling

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26686

It has restricted my freedoms as a Canadian

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26687

Had to drop out of school

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26688

Anxiety, anger, appalled, trust issues with politicians,

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26689

Our church has been limited in capacity. I need to wear masks in public. I would like to visit
my brother in the United States but I can't because I need to get vaccinated, which I am
against. There aren't too many other huge impacts it has made on my life, but I can just see
the way the government is using all this to attain more power and its not a healthy situation. It
needs to end. Mandates need to go.

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26690

Extreme division in the family. Unnecessary fear in the family. Could not travel with my
daughter. Could not take my kids to various events. Seeing mandates killing people slowly
while at work (paramedic) My kids have anxiety. Can’t go into my kids schools.

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26691

Negatively.

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26692

Pain in the ass protesters

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26693

Restricted my movements and involved in activities that give meaning and inspiration to my
daily life. At times it felt like being like a hostage in my own residence.

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26694

ruined my right to travel visit friends and relatives

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26695

Affected my business immensely which has affected my bottom line making it harder to feed
my family. It has led to unrelenting anxiety and fear that I will be forced into an experimental
therapy that has not shown to be as effective as thought and appears to show increasing
adverse effects and it has ruined my relationships with my extended family. The past two

2/19/2022 2:10 PM
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years will be hard to recover from. It is devastating what this has done to our country and our
leaders are so corrupt I have no faith we will come out of this a democracy.
26696

Poor metal health

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26697

I get anxiety from something as simple as going shopping. I try to shop only once a month, or
less if I can. I hardly leave the house other than for work. As a business we have lost work
because people won't hire us because we don't agree with the restrictions and mandates. We
have some customers who regularly harass us asking if we're vaccinated yet, when will we get
vaccinated, you'll die if you aren't vaccinated and then who will do this work for me, get
vaccinated to keep you safe, get vaccinated to keep me safe.......

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26698

Quality of life.....anxiety. This has been the worst 2 years.

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26699

Devastating, like living in the largest prison on Earth! Having a government that ignores basic
human rights, ignoring the constitution and Charter of Rights, overall reliving the reality I
escaped from 40years ago!!

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26700

Negatively

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26701

Lost my job!!

2/19/2022 2:10 PM

26702

Other then the limited groceries on the shelf’s in the stores and I can’t cross the line

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26703

I have been living in a mental and physical state of confusion. I am attending University and
I'm unsure of when I can return to campus. I am unsure if I'll get a career in my field due to the
mandates. I have been cut off from society and left without resources to help manage these
mandates. I am allowed to serve others in a restaurant tirelessly without being permitted to sit
down after my shift to relax and support the business I work for. I am unable to attend a walkin clinic. I am unable to see my grandparents (who are vaccinated) in the USA. I am unable to
fly or board a train and I'm extremely fortunate that I have a vehicle during this time as others
are not as fortunate. I have witnessed my friends be fired from careers they withheld for 20+
years due to vaccine mandates. I have been living in a state of depression with no light at the
end of the tunnel. The government has consistently used a rhetoric that is divisive and
damaging to my character due to my medical and religious exemption.... Thank you.

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26704

Lost my job

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26705

Seeing everyone in a mask, and not being able to get close to family members who cannont
hear and need my help to care has created Anxiety for me and my children, these people have
been hurt by this atrocity, and grandchildren not able to see the elderly has put a break in
generational learning that will never be reclaimed, breathing issues, impetago from the masks,
weaker lungs and immunity, excessive health issues as a results of family getting the shots,
my mother is covered in sores that were not there, friends with myocarditis from different
vaccines, auto immune issues increased, my business has gone from 8 employees to 1
including myself, i have moved my business and downsized , went into debt, concern for my
children's future because of debt, lack of needed surgeries and treatments for both of my
husband and myself

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26706

Poor quality of life. I am proud of our truckers for stepping up for all of us!!!! Can't thank them
enough. I have so much gratitude towards our truckers

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26707

Mental health and lost my job.

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26708

It has create division, anxiety, loss of mobility, loss of enjoyment and worsened my health.

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26709

Unable to travel to see my family! I've seen depression increase in many people close to me.
Children have been hurt from having to wear masks while those who can't wear a mask are
picked on. Deaths have increased in our town and families.

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26710

Depression, split my family, caused much stress for my children, poor a dark shadow over
anything else in our lives, made us want to leave the province or even Canada all together,
crushed us in feeling like we have no control over our own lives, Felt unwanted, cast aside and
completely outcasted, scared of our government taking all freedoms and turning us into a
totalitarian society, feeling completely helpless and hopeless sometimes

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26711

Kids forced out of school,sports, activities due to mask mandates. Limited access to services
due to vaccinate mandates.

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26712

It needs to end

2/19/2022 2:09 PM
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26713

Unable to travel, quarantined, very lonely, caused a rift between family and friends.

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26714

It has made me lose my basic rights and freedoms

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26715

Emotionally financially

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26716

Forced me to retire from my government job at least 3-4 before I was supposed too!! And I am
saddened and so upset by our federal government and the man who’s supposed to be running
it like a true leader should in a democratic country!!

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26717

Broken this country. I have lost faith in government. Disgraceful.

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26718

Yes. Big time.

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26719

Its divided friends family, ruined a home business, children are affected without knowing why.

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26720

Loss of freedom

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26721

N/a

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26722

I now live in fear of my future.

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26723

I feel tied down and locked up

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26724

I am depressed, alone

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26725

I’ve lived like an outcast for 2 years refusing to comply

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26726

ground like a prisoner in my own country.

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26727

Out of country Travelling is a pain. I don't like wearing a mask all the time but for now I feel
that it is a necessity

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26728

Very unhappy!

2/19/2022 2:09 PM

26729

It cost me $500 dollars to get a Covid test in the U.S. in order to return to Canada. Ridiculous!

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26730

Harmed my kids. Discrimination at my work. Asthma. Mask injury. Income loss. Friends lost.
Family segregation. Too much to list

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26731

Crushed my business. Made me a second-class citizen. Seriously considering leaving the
country.

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26732

Segregation of people together. Non recognized people. Evil to not see another’s beautiful
face. Older people in care homes no contact and wearing masks non recognizable.

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26733

in everything

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26734

Badly .. depression

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26735

0

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26736

Job loss and financial problems not to mention stress related to

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26737

Haven’t seen family in years, would like to travel freely

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26738

I care for my elder mother in her home. She hasn't been out or had regular fresh air nor seen
her friends and some of her family for over 2 years. They will not come to her home for fear of
catching something on the way. Neighbours and friends yell at me if I forget my mask or forget
to stay 6 feet away. I have lost many friends. They are terrified and unreasonable and
aggressive to everyone because of their fear. It just has to end.

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26739

Fired from the best job I ever had, that took a lot of work to get, and to top it off EI was
blocked as well.

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26740

Job loss, isolation, unable to visit family in BC and USA and they haven’t met my 1 year old
yet, Kids unable to do sports has been hard for them.

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26741

Where do I even begin?! two years of suppression, division (within my family, friends,
coworkers), non stop fear mongering from the government turning people against each other
and many friends and family either losing their jobs or being forced to have a medical
procedure when they didn’t want to leading to physical side effects.

2/19/2022 2:08 PM
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26742

Seen co workers fired in a national nursing shortage because of vaccine status. Dividing
families and friends

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26743

Take away my livelihood

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26744

It has caused undue high anxiety for me

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26745

I lost my job and my freedom

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26746

Separated me from friends

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26747

ALL

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26748

Destroyed my business. People have changed mentally & some will never change back. I see
this in my bar every day.

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26749

Government trust is completely gone

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26750

People are social. It’s in our nature. I have become so introvert and it has divided many of us

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26751

Feelings of gratitude for keeping me and my loved ones safe.

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26752

I can't see family, attending educational institutions to further career.

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26753

Division within family and friends. Depression. Ashamed and disgusted with canadas
government and police force(Ottawa) Work disruptions due to mandates.

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26754

It has divided families, closed small business, (but not the big box stores ? ) Totally unfair and
ridiculous., So political Our forefathers fought and died in the fields for our freedoms and we
have a d bag like Trudeau thinking he has the right to curb those rights. He works for us! and
WE WILL FIRE HIM. Asap His days are numbered

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26755

Wearing masks every day when they don’t work, not being able to see family, not being able to
travel. I will not get the vaccine!!! All the people that have died because they were given
COVID 19 protocol. The nurses and Drs that looked after people who did have symptoms of
COVID and now are losing their jobs because of the jab. This was planned pandemic for
Trudeau and WEF. Trudeau should be jailed along with anyone who made people get the jab to
keep their jobs.

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26756

They have destroyed my family relationships.

2/19/2022 2:08 PM

26757

Almost all aspects of my life have been affected in a negative manor. From added stress to
my kids mental well being as well as my wife's. It caused stress, anxiety, depression in my
entire household to the point of extreme unhealthy point. You have striped the joy and quality
of life away from us and our home.

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26758

Broken family, fear, anxiety, depression, delayed education, ongoing adverse vaccine
reactions... two years of trauma is making my family sick

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26759

With drawn and alone

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26760

I can't see my family in Ukraine. It divided people around me, created conflicts between friends
and family members.

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26761

Many negative ways

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26762

Stress loss of friends and contact with family

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26763

There’s not enough words in the dictionary nor time discuss how it has affected my family and
our mental state.

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26764

Destroyed my family

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26765

Unable to see family. My son going to uni has had his life effected so badly. I am homebound
due to a chronic illness, my groceries have sky rocketed, my family can't visit. It has made
my life extremely difficult. And then dealing with the effects on my son. Unable to get into
classes due to caps for Zoom, student aid not coming because no one at the uni, no uni
support available, him feeling his mental health deteriorate. Feeling on the verge of suicide.
Unable to be able to see my son and help him through everything. My parents are older and
not as healthy and unable to help them. It doesn't just effect 1 person, it is a full ripple effect.
This is just a few things

2/19/2022 2:07 PM
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26766

Division in our community and family. Seeing people lose jobs because of a vaccine is
WRONG!

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26767

Vaccinate or lose my job. Masking for 12 hours a day. Mental and physical health decline.

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26768

Hasn't yet but it will if it goes further

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26769

It has affected the mental health of my husband and children, it has affected our family
relationships creating division and hurt. It has affected a lot of my friends ability to earn a
living, I also have friends who have been medically injured from the vaccine. It has impacted
every aspect of our life. We have not been able to do social things with friends and certain
family members.

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26770

It has divided my family friends. It has caused so much anxiety and discord in my life. The
constant fear and worry about freedom of movement body autonomy earning a living. I have
not been able to see my grandchildren or my children for 2 years. 2 years I will never get back

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26771

I have lost my job as a Paramedic due to the mandate. My mental health has suffered, I might
lose my home, and the verbal abuse suffered at the hands of my EMS coworkers will never be
forgotten.

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26772

In every way you can imagine . I was forced to choose between my job and putting food on my
table or getting a vaccine that I did not want. Masks and isolation are affecting my mental
health. We are more divided as a country than ever before . Trudeau must go !

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26773

Dividing my family and friends. Had to give up firefighting which I love to help people in an
emergency, due to the vaccine mandates.

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26774

Yes made it hard to find work and no social life

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26775

Governments are corrupt; police are abusers; and media sold their soul for 30 pieces of silver ‘

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26776

It had made life very sad and lonely. Mental health is being effected anxiety is taking place
and becoming severe. The feelings of having no control of what i want and do not want to do
with my body. Not knowing if this is the type of world my kids will grow up in. My daughter cant
participate in any extra curricular activities or fun outings. We as a family can't go do anything
because of passports. This is supposed to be a free country and we havr absolutely no
freedom.

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26777

Being pressured to get vaccinated against my relisious convictions. Not being allowed to enjoy
going to restaurants. Feeling discriminated for personal medical health decisions

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26778

All of them

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26779

Difficile sur la santé mentale.

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26780

Laid off, demoted and loss of wages!

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26781

Too long!!!!!!!!

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26782

Significant mental health decline.

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26783

Told I might lose my job, but luckily the school board did not implement vaccine mandate for
employees, so that worry eased. Have to wear masks while working away from my desk, I
work in a warehouse doing sometimes heavy work, can't breathe well in a mask, also not
usually close to other people anyway so how does that pose risk? Can't go to restaurants,
movie theater, other events, can't travel, all because I chose not to get vaccinated. I already
had covid at the beginning of the pandemic so I have natural immunity, why should I get vaxed
for something I already had? No variant has affected me, I haven't been sick with even a cold
since then, two years ago.

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26784

Negatively

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26785

It has made me a second class citizen. I can no longer see my family, go to dinner theatres or
enjoy my friends. This is telling you only about a few things that have happened in my life.

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26786

Its kept me from running my business like i should be able to in a free country.

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26787

Disconnection with friends. Division from friends and family due to the aggression encouraged
by the government against vaccinated and non-vaccinated.

2/19/2022 2:07 PM
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26788

Travel

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26789

It’s creating division and stress and depression and anxiety in everyone I know.

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26790

Loss of work. Loss of personal life. Depression from lockdowns

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26791

My job, not seen my kids play sports, been able to move freely

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26792

Lost my job

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26793

We will loose our livelihood if we don't take the shot. Our kids have to wear masks in school all
day long. Families and neighbours became divided. We miss normal get togethers with family
and friends.

2/19/2022 2:07 PM

26794

My rights for freedom , dignity … m choices

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26795

Limited it and put travel plans with in Canada to see family on hold.

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26796

Every aspect

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26797

I live in a remote rural area so in that respect not much. it restaurants do not want my
business, so be it.

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26798

many ways

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26799

Loose loved ones,cant go to funeral.Families divided

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26800

It has caused my 4 year old daughter to not able to interact with peers of her age

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26801

Lonely. It has divided family, friends & neighbors. The hateful name calling by the government,
namely Trudeau & the libs has got to stop. The unequal treatment of the different protests is
another divider.

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26802

lost 2 buisness because of this bullshit

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26803

The mandate has affected my family's and friend's mental, social, spiritual and physical health.
The mandates have not been implemented according to science or rationale thought. The
mandates have caused division amongst all Canadians. The mandate needs to end
immediately.

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26804

Can’t go visit my family- my elderly parents, can’t travel! Can’t breathe with the mask on- I
have medical exemption but some places including the only church that is here for me still
force it on me and my kids. The mandates cost division and hatred. Many people I truly like
and respect are against my choice and using Prime Minister’s language of hate are emotionally
hurting me and my family. My daughter works as a nurse but was laid off because she didn’t
take the injection. Now of course they they want her back but you need to be tested and pay
for it every three days. There is also not being able to go and sit down to the restaurant though it’s cancelled now but it might come back again we could never trust it it - it just
causes motivation and heartache and it’s not right. I left emigrated to Canada risk My life for
being able to live free and raise my children in the free society but now in some ways it’s even
worse then what I left.

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26805

lost my weekend job as a senior / no communication with son and only grandson

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26806

Finance, personal and mental

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26807

Loss of my job and family.

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26808

Has made divisions in our own family… Plus I feel there’s days I don’t feel like working
anymore.. Getting to the point I can’t even sleep

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26809

Financial hardship, not able to see friends or eat out

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26810

Near loss of job (still uncertain). Reduced trust of governing authorities.

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26811

It’s kept me from traveling, dining out, being with family, friends. What a terrible way to divide
and promote hatred! It must stop now. True Leaders come together and resolve issues not run
and hide and become dictators! Absolutely disgraceful what Canada has become and all
thanks to prime minister and his wishy washy cabinet

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26812

Mental health, No will to start family anymore because of the struggles Living costs keep
getting worse Want to go live off grid or new country so I can enjoy life again

2/19/2022 2:06 PM
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26813

Thats my own business.

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26814

No socialization. Alone

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26815

Lost 4 friends (death) , 1 had a stroke and will never recover because of the vaccine. Business
was locked down for 7 months total. Lost family due to different points of view. Have been
threatened, segregated and shunned from society due to my personal choice. Watch
misinformation, suppression of information and media lies and science not being debated.
Friends fired for their person medical choices. Canada has become a living hell. WEF really
wants our country. We have no trust in Federal government any longer due to their involvement
with the WEF. Time to make this all stop.

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26816

Isolated me and divided me from former friends and family members. Not sure if the damage
done will be repairable.

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26817

Stress, anxiety, lost my job due to vax policy.

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26818

Put a huge strain on my family. I cannot go visit my 90 year old grandma in her last years of
life. My mother is afraid to be in the same room as her own family. My brother has spiraled
downwards with his mental health. My mental health has taken a hit with my family no longer
gathering together. My partner is unable to go to certain job sites because of his vaccine
status, so we stress a lot more about paying for the necessary bills, the list goes on. I feel
extremely judged and discriminated against in what is supposed to be an equal and free
country. Everything in my life has been affected. Time for mandates and tyranny to end!

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26819

Created depression, anxiety and loss of business

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26820

Can not bring my kids anywhere because it’s either closed or you need a shit to enter

2/19/2022 2:06 PM

26821

Socially.

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26822

My kids learning has been affected, my job, my ability to travel, my ability to see family, my
ability to teach my kids and being able to socialize

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26823

Not being able to freely eat where I want, enter public building without wearing a mask. Being
unable to leave the country as I please.

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26824

2 years of 70% reduction in my business. Created great divide in families.

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26825

Unable to move freely in my own country to be with family. Division of opinion leading to
broken friendships. Distrust of leaders/doctors etc.

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26826

Yes

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26827

Unemployment, child sports, alienation from society. Mental illness , education. Decision
between citizens, overdose rates through the roof, ect ect.

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26828

In every way. My kids have no life and are suffering from depression.

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26829

It’s made my teaching job much more difficult. It has changed the face of the next generation
of children who have had their schooling vastly interrupted. It has divided my family, caused
isolation and depression in many of my friends and family members.

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26830

Yes

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26831

Mental fatigue of constant hammering of covid. Social depravation from family. Shame if being
angry at lockdowns. Daily stress from being kept from life

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26832

The government making us stay at home isolated, imposing mask mandates, and vaccine
passports that make it impossible to do anything. Life has been very difficult in every aspect.

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26833

Put me out of work, then forced measures onto me when I finally could work, until I couldn't
again because I worked in restaurants and constant lockdowns prevented me from working,
especially with the fear of it locking down again, made me not even bother. Can't wear a mask
due to sinusitis and refuse experimental drugs, or any drugs because I don't believe in them
after I became clean. Violates our rights and Freedoms

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26834

Unable to go into my office, division within my family and friends, unable to see friends,
isolation, worsening health, unable to attend recreation centres, unable to go to restaurants,
stress, always being unsure of where I will be welcome

2/19/2022 2:05 PM
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26835

They have kept me and my family safe and healthy. Other than that they are a MINOR
inconvenience!

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26836

I feel safer and protected

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26837

Mentally

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26838

Feel like I'm trapped in my own country

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26839

Torn family and friends aparr

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26840

Career change 50%lost wages , lost friends family arguments mentally drained lost all faith in
federal government health care and main stream media

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26841

It has lowered my income and taking away my rights and freedoms as a Canadian

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26842

Affected my family life

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26843

Destroyed our family business, economically desimated us, increased stress to the point of
depression, impact on family stress, children anxiety is high due to fear of catching or
spreading and killing those they love due to media portrayal of the so called facts, inability to
travel due to vaccine choices, increased expenses over 1000 due to rapid testing for child
sports. I may lose my career that I love BC I'm not eligible for exemption despite having valid
reasons and concerns, previous hx of major life threatening issues w previous vaccines, and
being reluctant to get this one that we know so little about. Divided friends against each other
due to views on the pandemic, what is true and what is not.

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26844

Loss of income for 5 weeks, family member with depression and family/friends divide over
vaccines. The discrimination and frustration of not having natural acquired immunity validated

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26845

Mentally and physically ruined it.

2/19/2022 2:05 PM

26846

Horribly

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26847

It has created fear in my children and loss of there childhood

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26848

I just want to die

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26849

i am lonely i have major health issues so been hard deal with and mentally i was almost going
ot do M.AI.D cuz masks i cnat breath jab il never get so i cannot go nowhere what kind of life
is that? major fibromyagia to these ar just some my painfukl uncurable health issues then my
have mental issues as is bpd depression chronic anxiety insomnia ptsd etc.. and i was
arrested sunday feb 13 windsor ont form tactical for nothing wrong now have charges and
spent night in jail with my bladdr cancer cyst my lumbar inspine sinus cancer they were told i
had they didnt care they had no right TACKLE A 9- LB 52 YEAR old lady doing nothing wrong
but waving my lil flag and wearing my Canadian coat i got charged for wearing Canada stuff
also i was treated horrible i have marks all over arms hands form twist ties and cuffs to tight i
never resisted arrest they had no right even arrest me

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26850

Not being able to see family members !

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26851

Seeing loved ones/ friends suffer with anxiety, isolation, polarization, unemployment! Constant
stress - polarity & resentment created by the mandates.

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26852

Loss if income loss of independence, loss of mobility rights, and loss of fundamental rights

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26853

It has cost me friendships, and impacted my home life with my partner; it has made it very
difficult for me to support my senior friend with dementia; it has forced me out of a weekly
sports activity that I have enjoyed for 40 years; it has caused me stress; it has segregated me
from social activities I would otherwise enjoy; and many more.

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26854

Depression, anxiety, many reasons, but also getting bullied and ridiculed to go get a vaccine
that I do not feel comfortable with putting in my body, I have been discriminated against greatly
for not having a covid vaccine from family, from restaurants, venues, large events, airplanes,
and much more because of this vaccine passport, I have not been able to return to school, get
job, go to my family funerals or weddings, couldnt go to the gym or pools in the cold of the
winter, have not been able to travel to meet my family in other Countries. I have been refused
visits with my child for the last 2.5yrs, important court matters have been delayed, important
work to be done in my home because of health and saftey hazards has been delayed because
of covid nonsense. I have mold toxicity in my body now because of the covid restrictions, my

2/19/2022 2:04 PM
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windows are un able to open or close without a ladder that I dont have to push them shut or pry
them open from the outside. My whole life has been turned upside down in everysingle aspect
of my life. These mandates must end immediately but also we deserve an apology as well as
compensation.
26855

Has done absolutely nothing good

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26856

I have lost both my jobs, my son has health consequences due to masking school children all
day, I am no longer able to do the things I used to enjoy. It has created a 2 tier society where I
don't feel safe to speak my mind or exist freely.

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26857

Can’t take my wife out to dinner. The masks are giving my daughter headaches. Can’t enjoy
life as we once had

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26858

Lost my source of income and subsequently can not Collect EI. Have lost friends and family
not by the virus but by the Liberal media driven divisive and hate filled segregation of this
country. Have developed mental health and physical health issues.

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26859

I've lost connection with family and friends. Haven't seen my grandchildren in two years

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26860

As a family we have walked away from our jobs, sold our house, and pulled our kids out of
school. The mandates cut off our entire household income as we were employed as federal
public servants and made the choice to not get vaccinated. We are rebuilding our lives in a
way that is no longer dependent on external structures including the government.

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26861

Children miss school, kids not able to live and be kids, soo much isolation...segregation,
missed birthday celebration missed holidays

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26862

Lost all trust in our elected. Affirms that our process is compromised and corrupt.

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26863

YES

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26864

Job loss, anxiety, my children's education.

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26865

Isolation

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26866

I lost my job and iam struggling to keep afloat

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26867

Feeling of loneliness and anxiety

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26868

While I understand the need for masks and Social distancing and also vaccinations - I feel that
to force people to have vaccinations is wrong. Letting people understand the reasons why
vaccinations are important and their effectiveness and then allowing them the choice to decide
what they will do is important. The right to choose is important.

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26869

Social life ruined discrimination because of my Vax status

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26870

It has restricted my activities making me a lower class Canadian citizen

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26871

All of them

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26872

It has ruined my socialization,a number of famiy & friend relationships & taken away my
freedom.

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26873

It has put unnecessary fear in my children. They were scared to get someone sick and they be
the reason they died. That's way too much pressure for young children to have. It isn't good for
anyone to be breathing in their own air for hours at a time.

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26874

it has kept me healthy

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26875

My children having to go to school in masks 5 days a week. Not being able to cross the
boarder to go to our vacation property, division amongst family and friends. Mental toll on my
family. My family has done everything that was asked from our government ie vaccine etc for
the past two years but we are still not freely a loud to live pre pandemic life. Enough is enough.
We all know covid is here to stay so let’s live already instead of being afraid to live.

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26876

Forced to take a drug to keep a roof over head and food on table is not cool... especially if
you’ve had covid and built immunity but with these mandates they don’t care

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26877

Yes, I feel the vaccines are not as adverised and those with the vaccine can still carry and
spread covid. I also feel that to have vaccine passports are taking away my rights.

2/19/2022 2:04 PM
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26878

Its drove price up on everything.

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26879

In every way

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26880

Stress and feeling of oppression due to excessive government control

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26881

Mandates have caused increased mental health issues, social isolation, family division

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26882

I have found the mask mandate horrible. It causes unneeeded anxiety for me. I have
researched and the mask is similar to that of a chain linked fence. bugs will still pass threw
and make there wearer sick.

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26883

It has created great animosity between friends and family

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26884

I was unable to be with my 94 year old father who died alone

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26885

Lost my job unable to continue nursing career

2/19/2022 2:04 PM

26886

Very hard…

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26887

I see children struggling more and more everyday as their parents are unable to watch them
play sports, afford to do anything as a family. It is tearing this Country apart.

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26888

Divided family, lost positions and all forms of employment (not due to unwillingness to take the
vaccine, but as a medical professional because of my obligation to speak up in support of
ethical medical practice, and as a citizen my responsibility to protect the democratic principles
this country was founded on). Restricted travel within and outside of Canada.

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26889

It has turned me upside down. I hate what it has done to the children and young people. I am
adamant for the right to decide what goes into my body and the right to travel freely. It is
utterly insane to me that 🥰healthy people like me have been segregated, locked down,
demonized. I have never been sick this whole time but everyday I am made to feel as though I
am a leper. I hate the masks. I hate the daily 'case' counts...as if they are somehow relevant. I
have lost work as a performing artist due to the absurd workplace safety standards imposed
that require in most cases injection and in the rest constant testing. I won't do either of those
things. I have never felt afraid of the virus but I am becoming afraid of the normalization of the
overreaching and nonsensical measures imposed.

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26890

In negative ways. I want my freedom back, as spelled out in the constitution and charter.

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26891

These mandates have been mentally exhausting to deal with. The stress, guilt and heartache
that it’s caused me personally and in my family & business throughout these past 2 years has
been very tough to deal with. It makes so sad how much divide it’s created and how many
friendships it’s affected negatively. I hope, pray and wish that as a society we can learn to live
with covid as we have with all the other diseases, disabilities & sicknesses in the world. I want
our freedom back.

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26892

Mental health and physical health impacts. Looking to expatriate from Canada because of this.

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26893

Unable to carry out what should be normal activities in my life. For example, entering
business, retail and recreational establishments, as well as traveling

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26894

Mental health, children’s mental health, husband could loose his job because he got a vaccine
injury and can’t get second shot.

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26895

I've been restricted from living my life.

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26896

Isolation, targetted until I got faxed under duress, fearful of vax short term and long term health
problems, inability to see doctors in person, doctors lying, stress and depression, the msm
media lying and distorting the truth, too many rules to be joyful in travelling, anger, small
business going under, govt. cutting off pay checks re the unvaxed, and much more,

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26897

I can’t work

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26898

I don't feel like I'm a CANADIAN anymore, more like a prisoner in a communist country

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26899

Divided my family and friends, cost my husband hid job he worked for 8 years at.

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26900

Taken my freedom away.

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26901

It’s impacted my life greatly. I lost my job, struggled with money, struggled with severe
depression, was ‘forced’ to get the vaccine to keep my job that I got after looking for over a

2/19/2022 2:03 PM
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year, and seen others around me struggle with mental health. The mandates have created
such division amongst everyone, and it’s creating a toxic and unhealthy environment for
everyone. Vaccinated or unvaccinated. The government needs to take accountability.
26902

Being with the loved ones, travel, discrimination between people, stress, financial situation

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26903

Has’nt

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26904

Distancing from family and friends. Having hard time getting supplies for the farm

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26905

We need freedom to choose

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26906

Has caused anxiety, elevated blood pressure, hatred for ALL government officials. Separated
family members. Caused discrimination, segregation!

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26907

In every way medical segregation from family and friends

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26908

I could not go to my DADS funeral , and also lost jobs because of the covid restrictions,
couldn't cross the border into the USA 🇺🇸

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26909

Mental & financial crisis

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26910

For 2 years we've been secluded. The government has said we don't matter. The government
has taken sports, friends and even family away from us. We've had relatives die and we still
haven't had a funeral. Were over it and ready to resume life in full WITHOUT MANDATES.

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26911

Bad

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26912

I chose not to get vaccinated, so I am among those that had to forgo all the choices that came
with that. The mandates have always seemed extreme and an overreach. Especially with
Covid still spreading among the vaccinated.

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26913

The Mandates have affected me negatively in too many ways to list. But they include
Community and family relations, physical and mental health, ability to visit and socialized
normally and having to listen to and filter through all the lies from the government and the main
stream media. They have lost all trust and credibility. They are puppets of Klaus Schwabb and
the World Economic Forum and don't work in the best interests of the Canadian people. They
work for the elite not us taxpayers. End the Mandates now!

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26914

Taught me ignore small business shop at Walmart or Amazon and not go to events or
restaurants. Will be hard to change lifestyle now

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26915

Missed out on life

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26916

It has all but ruined my career. As a freelance journalist and author, life is tenuous to begin with
but with all the censorship it has become nearly impossible unless one is prepared to lie and
that is something I refuse to do.

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26917

Higher stress, frustrations over restrictions, social life

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26918

To much

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26919

No social life, disagreements among siblings, it is dividing families.

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26920

Not been able to see my father in nursing home and no traveling

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26921

Made me a second citizen who is allowed to pay the tax but otherwise shut up!!!

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26922

Depression mental health issues,segregation, racism ,anger,

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26923

We Hardly go out anymore.

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26924

My mental health has taken a plummet and family and friends have also been effected . These
mandates have to end so we can get back to normal living.

2/19/2022 2:03 PM

26925

It kept me alive.

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26926

iT HAS CAUSED OUR ELDERLY TO DIE ALONE, SCUICIDES IN MANY FAMILES

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26927

My husband and children have been coerced into getting this vaccine and my job is on the line

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26928

Mental and physical health has been effected… lost my husband, so could have a proper
burial…. Can’t travel for my mental health to be in sea water and sun. Lost friends … for

2/19/2022 2:02 PM
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nothing… it’s an unbelievable move by people who think they should have power… it’s
greed!!!!! I’m fine, I don’t need control… I just need my freedom back to do as I wish… to do
as I was… sorry they screwed up… the greed is why we are in this state. FIRE THEM ALL IN
PARLIAMENT!!! ALL OF THEM… get HONEST people in there… I’m not done….
26929

I am not allowed to go to my company building with out proof of vaccination. I am not allowed
to eat in restaurants I am not allowed to go theaters , movies , plains Ian not allowed choose
what to do with MY OWN body

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26930

Work,social life and basic needs shopping

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26931

Forced to Retire due to all this

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26932

Can’t do anything and it affects my rights as a Canadian for freedom

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26933

It has affected my life in horrible ways. It has torn my family members apart. It has isolated
me and my family from our community, our friends. And hindered us from being with our loved
ones when they needed us the most. The damage I have seen children go through because
these past two years they were taught to fear people, is heartbreaking, but not shocking.
These mandates are braking and killing more people then it is protecting. I fear the damage
has gone to far and is irreversible now. So please stop the mandates before anymore are
broken beyond repair.

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26934

The vaccine there’s things in the vaccine that I am allergic to I was forced to take the shot so I
could keep my house I was sick for three weeks after the second shot my nerves in my two
middle fingers on both hands are numb and my left shoulder where I got the shot is still hurting
like crazy didn’t hurt for the first two weeks ever since it’s been hurting and when I’m driving
the truck I have to lift my left hand with my right hand because of the so much pain from where
the shots was given to me in my left shoulder A week after all sorts of things started going
wrong with me I’m a diabetic I’ve got kidneys issues liver issues lung issues ever since I’ve
got the shot not a good move on the part of the government forcing people that are allergic to
the shot my doctor told me that he could not say anything against the Covid shot or he would
lose his license

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26935

Depression

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26936

Hasnt really. We do what we want around here.

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26937

These mandates have completely destroyed my trust in the government, health care system,
doctors, and police.

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26938

Unpaid Leave from Work since November 22. 2021

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26939

Effected my work and my children's way of life

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26940

Could not say goodby to my dying father

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26941

It affects my mental health

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26942

Kept me from physical rehab. My lower back is now permanently damaged and will never be
the same.

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26943

Negatively

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26944

Ruined it!!

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26945

Both my husband and i have lost our jobs of 50 years bec of these mandates. I have lost
friends and family to suicide bec of this and mental health is at a all time low. My children have
lost friends and family member to this divide the government is creating. All mandates must
stop ASAP! WE are at a 99.7% survival rate! This should not equate to a global shut down.
Fear and hatred is ruling the community and we need to trun this around NOW!!!

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26946

Not allowing access to elderly relatives in homes. Forcing get a vaccine that does little to be
able yo enjoy the small things in life like eating out as a family or with friends

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26947

It has made the people I care about safer. People don't realize how fortunate we are here.
Getting a free health aid to keep us safe. Others in less fortunate countries are literally dying
for a vaccine. It makes me crazy. I just wish they would realize how great o f a place we live
and keep there protests legal! The minute they started blocking and taking away the rights of
others to live there life's free from chaos they lost my support. I think people are exhausted

2/19/2022 2:02 PM
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and just want to be part of a group to connect to other people we have been isolated too long
and mental health is now a part of what's happening here. But we have done the work don't
blow it now. Why did we all go through all this just to through in the towel right before the
victory. I understand why they just want to be a part of a group in person together it's human
nature. I believe if we can have it all again as long as we follow the science. I don't truly want
any of these things but believe that it's all for the best future for everyone.
26948

Everything in my life

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26949

Loneliness, Anxiety, Confusion, Lack of support, sensing Fear everywhere

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26950

Prevents friends and family from exercising basic human rights

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26951

Can hardly breath while dripping sweat by a hot pizza oven

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26952

Lost my job as a single mom seen my kids suffer through it . I know there is affordable well
documented treatment let’s open up

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26953

I lost my job in LTC. I was there for 30 years. So financially. I can not visit my mom in LTC .
My son is homeschooled and can't enter any social events to be with other kids his age. He
can't enter a library, swimming pool or indoor play areas

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26954

Three of my children haven’t been able to go to post secondary school. My son lots all his
sports for his mental well being. I have a mask exemption but have to wear a mask to work so
my breathing is worse. I am in fear of loosing my job.

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26955

My own mental health as well as my 13 year old daughters mental health has significantly
decreased. Social skills in my 12 year old daughter has significantly decreased. I am finding
significant hardship financially trying to afford to work due to having to submit 3 rapid tests, at
my own expense, per week. I can’t afford to work! I am a single mom!

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26956

Physically and emotionally. Never been so depressed in my life

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26957

Ultimately negative , it is a disaster mentally, physically, socially

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26958

Income, socially

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26959

I live alone and now I have become a recluse. I am old and just lost all sense of care

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26960

Severe mental health impacts

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26961

Work, kids, financially

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26962

All areas

2/19/2022 2:02 PM

26963

Major divide and discrimination. All illegal and against the Charter of Righrs and freedoms.

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26964

My children have been mostly affected by this stupid pandemic. The government is going to
bring paying out a substantial amount of money in regards to mental health…when these
children start being able to live they won’t know how to cloud as they have been sheltered from
all they enjoyed doing:(

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26965

Passes me off because they are lying about all, and refusing to debate and firing anyone who
knows the truth. If you don't feel safe stay home.

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26966

Being forced to get vaccinated against my will to keep working

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26967

Business half the size it was, kids’ social development significantly impacted, family divided
on vaccination mandates

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26968

It hasn't allowed me to bury my grandpa, allow me to travel, for my kids to see their dad and
forced vaccinations to keep my job. Trudeau has taken away all our freedom that my ancestor
fought and lost their lives for. He is a disgrace to Canada and needs to leave parliament

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26969

It's terrible

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26970

It has effected my ability to shop, to use gym facilities, to take part in recreation events, and
to support local businesses.

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26971

I am a vaccinated and boosted senior as is my husband and my mother. My husband has
COPD and I also have regular contact with my 93 year old mother who still lives in her own
home. She has been mostly housebound except for medical appts and walking her dog. My

2/19/2022 2:01 PM
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husband and I have complied with all mandates and more, essential trips only for the last two
years no dining out. Rare contact with the grandchildren except outdoors even though they live
10 minutes from us. We all make choices and ours were made for the safety of ourselves and
my mother. I used my vaccine passport once to attend a distanced, restricted, masked theatre
show. My husband has not used his. Our youngest daughter is a nurse and like she has said
many times, wearing a scrap of fabric on your face is a small price to pay for the safety of
yourself and others. I don't agree with forced vaccinations but you have to live with your
decision and the restrictions that might come with it.
26972

Very badly

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26973

Hasn't affected me financially but I am tired of the masks and passports...I feel for the small
businesses that are being totally hurt by this

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26974

As a senior citizen I felt that I unable to breath with the mask and being unvaccinated I felt like
a second class citizen. HOW SAD IS THAT, IN CANADA!

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26975

Cut my ability to make money from my job due to not being able to be in groups of people.

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26976

Lost my job and my trust in government

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26977

My mental health has declined

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26978

Lost alot

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26979

Not conforming because of the education I know to be incorrect regarding having to wear
masks. Segregation because of this. The stupidity off restraunts and nothing making sense can go to a fast food joint but not a restraunt. Ridiculous. And the list goes on. Bonnie Henry
stating never would there be masks knowing the science and yet here we are. All bullshit.
Check out the WEF And TRUDEAUS connection. NWO. Or his investments. Common people
might be stupid but I’m wide awake!

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26980

Business owner - speaks for itself

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26981

I am now unemployed & depressed.

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26982

I drive school bus and have NO idea what most of my children even look like! I did as i was
asked for 2 yrs. but now cant go into some places because i dont have a passport. If your
vaccines work, and your masks work, you are safe from the unvaccinated. its time to learn to
live with this the same as we have with the cold and flu for centuries. the right to decide what
goes in my body should be my choice alone, i should not be threatened and name called by
the "PM" to do so. further more, anyone that keeps walking out on questions being asked
because he knows hes not fit to run Canada. Justin Trudeau needs to resign!

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26983

Loss of freedom

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26984

It greatly limited our freedoms

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26985

I'm paying income taxes for things I can't get

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26986

Sick & tired of it . Let's get back to our Canadian freedom

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26987

Very negatively.

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26988

Lost my job

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26989

Destroyed my social life and has ruined relationships in my family and with friends..

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26990

Really badly!!!!

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26991

My children

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26992

Lost my job. Separation from family and friends. The usual draconian results.

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26993

Caused depression to me and loved ones

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26994

Unable toenter into society as a valid citizen. Can't eat at restaurants get haircut, apply for
jobs with mandates, been the subject of hatred.

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26995

I’ve watched my kids suffer having to adjust to online schooling, missing their friends and
mental health not good. I also struggled with mental health not being able to do anything.

2/19/2022 2:01 PM
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26996

Mental health, physical health, financial stability

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26997

It has dictated how I spend my time, where and with who.

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26998

Made me depressed had to take medication also have asthma and having to wear mask 10 hrs
a day is difficult and I have to use my puffers twice as much, and I have anxiety.

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

26999

I lost my job

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

27000

Mental Health, Business, Family, Economy….

2/19/2022 2:01 PM

27001

Increased stress levels due to at home schooling, staff shortages at work due to ministry
mandates, friends and family losing jobs due to vaccine mandates. The current actions of
Trudeau and his supporters have been very unprofessional.

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27002

I can’t do anything with out being treated like a criminal

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27003

To many ways

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27004

Both my half sisters and I lost our dads during the pandemic and being restricted for visits was
appalling and severely unfair. Also every person I know only got their vaccines so they could
keep their jobs or continue to live their lives because of the coercion, not because of their
health or it being a true choice of theirs.

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27005

The isolation and mandates Has caused me extreme anxiety and depression

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27006

Extremely divisive! Family member against family member!

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27007

I am a prisoner in my own country. I have been bullied on the city bus, can't go into most
stores as I can NOT wear a mask as I have COPD, so I would be able to fly even if I was
vaccinated. If I was Not vaccinated I would be treated like a murderer. This is not the country I
grew up in in.

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27008

I know it’s really Not necessary to divide and control people for a flu; too many things to list…
restaurants? Enjoy going out with my friends and family. Not allowed 🚫 to talk about it at my
work place; knew then that something was wrong (fishy) I previously worked in public health so
I knew that they were lying 🤥 about much .…Going out to the gym and to church this ALL was
dictatorship and knowledge power Not to be misused by our government and politics. My
knowledge of nano technology; particles are they can get thru a mask 😷. Again all misleading
info…..??? We vote our government to guide us; Not to profit off US …from large companies
and then they must think we are stupid to keep repeating the script… Even when you get a flu
you only need to stay home for the first two days, Why don’t they tell us about all the money
every person is paid the media… drugs companies…politicians… Punishment to us; shame on
YOU! the Truth is clearly seen and God knows whom are criminal and corrupt leaders…ceos…
media…ect…follow their MONEY💰will get your due’s !!!(blood 🩸 money). It’s really hard to
fathom how much the World has fallen? This is not proper on almost every level… it’s affecting
all our my freedom and I believe I receive freedom and justice. Oh almost 😅 forgot those that
did get the injection are getting sick anyway… and I know people who DIED?! and people who
have had serious 🧐 health problems afterward. Not opinions but FACTS. We ALL know that is
not on tv or main media! Thank you for letting people continue to know…

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27009

I haven’t been able to watch my children in person for cheer in almost 2 years due to all the
restrictions. This is not ok!!!!!!! I have to force my children to wear masks and they are forced
to wear than at school. This has caused many many emotional issues in our house.

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27010

My daughters wedding

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27011

Severe depression and anxiety from lockdowns and propaganda in my household

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27012

Cruelty

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27013

our lives are not normal anymore and they wont be until the mandates are lifted

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27014

Stressful

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27015

Unable to leave the country by air even if travelling to a country with no mandates. Unable to
go to restaurant. Even the fully vax Ed to scared to travel ( seniors) . Unable to see my 88
year old father. Brother died line of duty death firefighter only allowed 33 people at funeral
would of had hundreds attendees and no wake. No memorial in Queen’s park or Ottawa until
mandates lifted.

2/19/2022 2:00 PM
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27016

My daughter hasn't been able to meet or see a lot of her family, my husband is a trucker

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27017

Loss of work. Friends. Freedom

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27018

I don’t agree with being forced to wear a mask or told only certain people can go to restaurants
or how many people are allowed over to my home! I want my freedom back

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27019

very bad and division between people

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27020

Isolation, depression, anxiety

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27021

Lock down, I lost couple off friends, my relatives lost their jobs, I'm not frre anymore, can't
travel to seemy family..........

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27022

Yes. Isolated me from my family. Emotional stress from being victimized by friends and others
for expressing my views . I cant get a job or see my doctor. I cant attend any public spaces.

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27023

my kids can't go to university. Our employment is constantly threatened. Harmed relationships

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27024

Physically and mentally its been a hardship for our family and losing love ones due to the
hospitals stopping various operations and treatments due to staff shortages and school
classes being remotely and limited social connections for the kids has hindered them mentally.
Not to mention it took longer to go anywhere and do anything and costs of groceries went up
and not wages....

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27025

It has caused my anxiety & depression to go up. Not being able to see my family has been
hard on my and my grandkids

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27026

Total confusion as non of the rules make sense

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27027

No social life, no visiting family in 2 years.

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27028

Business close No tourist Inflation

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27029

No longer employed

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27030

It’s taken our life away

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27031

It has divided our household and family; lost a job in healthcare over it and struggling to keep
my head above water! Living in fear and uncertainty now!

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27032

Hasn’t affected it at all

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27033

My kids have missed too many school days and daycare days. Missed out on experiences
such as sports and recreational activities with friends and family. Gatherings with family. This
experience in the last 2 years has been nothing but stressful, like walking on eggshells.
Everyday. We are all human, healthy or not, need to have a choice to decide what's right and
fit for ourselves. Each individual human being is different, cannot think like the next human.
That is the problem, we are not robots to think the same!. I believe in fairness and fairness for
all. People have not been dying left right and center, the flu has been non existant, colds are
known to be covid. Family businesses have shut down! People are in fear to talk to eachother.
It is not humane!!

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27034

Discriminated against, segregated, a direct out of pocket cost related to rapid testing required
for work. Financial strain.

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27035

Horribly

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27036

I have watched the division of Canadians by the corrupt mainstream media, and government. I
have watched as people die alone without the company of loved ones. I have watched elderly
torn away from their families in homes for the aged, and die alone. I have watched as Justin
Trudeau lashes out at anyone who disagrees with him. It is long past time to end this terror....

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27037

Tired of the division between citizens, we should have the choice in a free country like Canada
we are not in Chinada

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27038

Divided my family, has created a shameful country… the steps taken are not a far cry from the
holocaust… advertising of division and pressure to try and have family push for vaccinations…
shame on you Canada!!!

2/19/2022 2:00 PM

27039

Forced to get the vaccine to still not be able to do the things I want. Forced to lose 2 weeks
pay over the flu. Don’t get to see friends and family. Losing freedoms

2/19/2022 1:59 PM
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27040

I am a single mom. My mental health has been drastically affected. I have been worried about
losing my job since august of 2021. I am a federal employee, I work from home and was hired
to work from home for the entire duration of my contract. I was denied medical exemption and
am set to be placed on unpaid leave feb 23rd. My daughter has been excluded from everything
at school and also sports. She just wants to get back to her safe place of cheerleading so bad.
I have no idea how I will pay my rent once placed on leave……….

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27041

I cannot eat at a restaurant or go to a movie.

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27042

It has destroyed my live hood , alienation, depression, made my children feel singled out within
their peer group and the list goes on and on!!

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27043

I had to quit my dream job and take a massive pay cut.

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27044

Loss of income, social life, ability to travel, among other restrictions.

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27045

Emotional very much .not seeing your loved ones

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27046

It has caused me a lot of anxiety which I had never encountered before. I lost trust in the
government.

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27047

Stress, anxiety, depression. Almost a divorce due to mixed views on the situation

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27048

Badly..family estrangement

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27049

Hopeless at times Angry Health

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27050

My kids live with me, but they visit their dad who lives in New Jersey USA. There was no
exception for kids in custody arrangements. My kids didn’t get to see their dad, missed
endless amounts of school for quarantine etc.

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27051

Lost half of my income! Lost friends, family disturbance and confidence in our governments

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27052

Brought everything to a slow down

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27053

Loss of employement income, mental health suffered, financial hardship, children have mental
health issues, ostrasized from family/friends.

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27054

Makes travel difficult and more expensive.

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27055

Losing my job, missing my kids sport activities, missing out on pretty much any indoor
activities of any kind.

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27056

Caused more than 30 cancellation on my vacation retal, caused more than 6 months without
income last year, isolated me from my social contacts for 2 years, polarized my interactions
with other people...

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27057

My kids are crying about wearing masks all the time, my wife has to wear one all day at work
and I am unable to get vaccinated for medical reasons and have lost almost all the leisure
activities with my family because I’m too dirty apparently to go into a restaurant or a chuck e
cheese

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27058

Difficulty in travel and to see family

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27059

It has divided me from friends and family.

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27060

Job loss. Stress.

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27061

Unable to use public transport (planes, buses, trains) unless they coerce me into taking the
vaccine. NOT.

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27062

Very negatively. My daughter couldn't handle Isolation & took her own life. You can not isolate
folks struggling with mental health issues. I blame Trudeau & Ford directly. These mandates
have affected my own mantal health & everyone else i know.

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27063

It destroyed our families and community… mental health has been so bad I didn’t know that it
even excited yo the extent to that many people… to live in the fear that the media and
government put upon us is worse than covid it self …

2/19/2022 1:59 PM

27064

Personally, not too much as I never followed any mandates because they are unlawful and I
know my rights. But it hurt many people around, they lost their jobs, business, their way of life.

2/19/2022 1:59 PM
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Created riffs in family and friends.
27065

My father passed away and we weren’t able to see him in the hospital until his last moment.
My mother in law lives in an old age home. Too many rules and regulations to see her. They
constantly change. Way too much suffering for so many. People die everyday of a multitude of
things. We can’t protect everyone. Each person must do what they think is best for them.

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27066

The government mandate (Science) contradicts the real true science.

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27067

A tolerable inconvenience

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27068

Inability to sell my services because businesses aren't spending bc their business suffered.
I'm not living off savings. Some mental health issues during lockdowns - had to escape
abusive relationship last April but was unable to buy furniture during lockdowns making healing
much harder.

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27069

It’s affected my small business, my kids & family, all of my family’s mental and physical
health, my health and our social lives. It has turned friends and family members against us
over lies. THIS NEEDS TO STOP IMMEDIATELY AND TRUDEAU NEEDS TO BE HUNG
PUBLICLY.

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27070

I’m hard of hearing, so basically has completely impaired me

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27071

Less family time. I do not agree with masking children in schools.

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27072

Has made me very anti government and has created division with family and friends

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27073

No freedom

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27074

Irreversibly

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27075

Depressed

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27076

I can’t fly across the county to visit my family

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27077

On involuntary unpaid leave for refusing an experimental medical procedure without long term
safety data.

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27078

Unable to go to a restaurant, my grandchildren live in Ontario and it has been nearly 3 years
since I have seen them. We are unwelcome in a lot of locales, it has created severe rifts within
my family

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27079

Loss of job (airline industry), mental health issues (suicidal thoughts), loss of friends.

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27080

Divided friends and family…showed me how horrible people become listening to propaganda
from the media steady.

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27081

I have been forced to work from home several times since 2020 and my mental health has
suffered from the mandates

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27082

10/10 scale , depression , job loss, social life anihilated, familly devided, broke up with Girl
friend ...

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27083

My children haven’t been allowed to take part in school events outside of school (prom, band
trip, eating in the lodge on school ski trips etc) My husband and I aren’t allowed to watch our
kids play sports or volunteer to help run them which has put more on other parents. We have
had no contact with my husbands side of the family (Christmases, birthday, Easter, graduation
etc because of these mandates which has been very hard on my kids. I am at risk for losing
my job

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27084

No affect.

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27085

My friends of 25 years have stopped being my friends because I’m not vaccinated even
though I’ve never tested positive for COVID. We can’t go to a lot of places with our children
even though none of us have had COVID. This includes outdoor things too. It’s divided people
and segregated a portion of society. It promotes division.

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27086

I has ruined friendships, caused devision , cant breathe with masks, ruined my Freedom.

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27087

Took vaccine I was not confident in.

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27088

School, elderly care, travel

2/19/2022 1:58 PM
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27089

Lost business. Lost freedom. Lost hope till now.

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27090

Nothing directly but people I love have been affected.

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27091

Potentially not allowed to finish the degree I invested thousands of dollars in already..

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27092

Cant take a train, bus or plane. Can no longer access fitness centres, restaurants and other
services. My concern is the censorship of medical professionals and zero government
promotion of early treatment options. Also concerned that an unproven new technology is
mandated through coersion with no regard for scientific evidence or a person’s medical history.
Where will this egregious government over reach end? Every Canadian should be terrified that
our prime minister was able to invoke the emergency act without meeting with protesters and
without evidence and proof that canadians are at risk from canadians peacefully protesting.
One or two extreme people do not represent the whole. When our mainstream media can no
longer be trusted to provide unbiased reporting, the masses become hypnotized and
brainwashed by government propaganda. Canada is no longer a safe place to live.

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27093

I've had to wear a mask constantly in university, haven't been able to go to a gym or
restaurant. There has been very much pressure on me to get vaccinated despite my personal
and religious reasons not to do so.

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27094

I've lost friends to suicide, overdoses, dying in hospital from failed heart surgeries no family
allowed to hold his hand last breath, I couldn't visit my mom in 2 years, I was forced to get the
vaccine or my livelihood was threatened. If one isn't vaxxed they didn't get employment
insurance, I've had my friends test positive, all lived except for 5 who were all unvaxxed and
offered to be put on ventilators for the weekend then shortly after died. October. Someone
should look into that. Families are requesting records. I've had viral pneumonia all my life and
every single respirologist explained ventilators would be the certain death as that's not how you
rid pneumonia . I was a patient half my life I'm hispitals . Ventolin and steroid nebulizers ,
physio on chest, deep breathing excersises to expell the phlem and oxygen. Repeat as needed
until better. Typically takes three weeks. This was a wrong thing to do. This shouldn't have
been blown out of proportion .

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27095

Ruined my ability to continue in my career

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27096

Mental health issues, social life, depression.

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27097

I don’t appreciate how it has divided this country. I’ve lost work md friendships

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27098

Forced to vaccinate my teenager despite the science showing the risk of myocarditis, and his
extremely low/negligible risk of serious disease, hospitalization or death.

2/19/2022 1:58 PM

27099

Split my community in two (divided us over the issues of obedience to govt mandates or
disobedience to give our children a healthy and normal childhoood). Had made me feel, as an
unvaxxed person, that i am unwelcome in society.

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27100

Bad

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27101

Lost work days, depressing situation, loss of socializing,

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27102

Extremely terribly. I am at great risk of losing my car due to the mandate of the vaccine in
government workplaces. My mental health has suffered terribly due to not being aloud in many
public places.

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27103

Restricted living for the last 2 years

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27104

No social because people are being scared

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27105

It has cause a great deal of mental distress to our family, and is dividing Canadian citizens
terribly. I’m becoming less and less proud to be Canadian

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27106

Lost opportunities. Increased anxiety. Lost school opportunities

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27107

Small wedding ceremony for my daughters wedding. Also, couldn't visit my grand daughter in
the hospital when she was born.

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27108

All

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27109

wearing a mask at work for 8 hours at work has caused my breathing at night to be difficult and
I have to sit with a wedge under my pillow to breathe

2/19/2022 1:57 PM
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27110

I’m not aloud to go anywhere simply because I don’t trust the vaccine, that 100% has not gone
through the Rigourous testing vaccines are required to. It couldn’t have because it hasn’t been
around long enough.

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27111

It drove me nuts. Wearing masks made my mouth very dry and my face have all dry skin I
hate masks

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27112

It forced me to get the vaccine before I was ready.

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27113

Lost my job with CN Rail, I cannot fly anywhere, prevented me from leaving the house to eat or
entertainment without money out of pocket…. Decided the country, lost friends, I can go on…
medically we have no idea who is going to die from the vaccines, including family, the trauma
caused to my grandchildren on and on

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27114

I've been surrounded by proud TV watching idiots for 2years.

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27115

In every aspect, social, mental health, physical health (can’t go to the YMCA because we are
not vaxed), spiritually because of restrictions, emotionally - cut off from family in area and
can’t travel to see children, grandchildren and great grandchildren.

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27116

We can’t go travelling anymore, which is very discouraging.

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27117

I lost my job

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27118

My child has suffered the most being locked inside our home - no seeing family/friends, no
swimming, no play groups, no playgrounds and my husband and I not being able to work to our
full capacity. We have struggled to make ends meat. It was next to impossible to buy a house
so we can better our future. The mandates must go. They (our government) say we (the fringe
minority) are not following science but in reality they are not. You can still get Covid and
transmit it regardless of vaccination status. NONE OF IT MAKES LOGICAL SENSE

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27119

It's limiting

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27120

Mentally it had been draining and challenging.

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27121

Made things difficult.

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27122

I'm ostracized . Depressed. Anxious. Confused as no logic behind any of it Caused separation
and hate

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27123

These mandates have been a complete violation of our charter rights, its destoyed any trust or
respect I have for our government. Its caused my family to lose their jobs, businesses, clients
and resulted in economic and sociological damages that will take decades for us to recover
from. We've been forced away from funerals, weddings, graduations and holidays due to these
unconstitutional and draconian measures. This needs to stop now!

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27124

Heartbreak, family members and old time friends tossing us aside, sometimes fear and anger,
anxiety and so much more

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27125

I attempted suicide and now on antidepressants

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27126

Will force unemployment

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27127

Lost my job, can’t breathe in mask, my faith in the government is gone, my faith in Our prime
minister is gone

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27128

Mentally and physically

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27129

I can not leave my own country....

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27130

The travel mandate have affected me. Also the mandates for unvaccinated togetherness has
affected my friends being with me. I am vaccinated. Should be freedom of choice.

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27131

Can't leave the country, can't go into restaurants, hubby lost his job, kids can't play sports with
me present

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27132

Stress /division

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27133

Everything

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27134

Mandates have been difficult in some ways but necessary and understandable given that we
are living through a highly contagious pandemic.

2/19/2022 1:57 PM
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27135

Loss business income. Dividing our family. Loosing friends. Not allowed to travel.

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27136

Family division, loneliness, depression, no funeral for a family member. Masks cause shoe
throat and cough.

2/19/2022 1:57 PM

27137

It has caused my husband to lose his job and lost me my second job, putting all the financial
strain on my part time income. Raising 2 children in this crazy world, trying to explain to them
why we can’t just go on living a normal life, having them miss out on making new friends,
participate in extra curricular activities. My husband and I both suffer with extreme anxiety
based around these mandates.

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27138

Slightly

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27139

Mental health has depleted for all 4 of my family members.

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27140

Emotionally, mentally, financially, spiritually and my overall general health

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27141

Lost my job

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27142

It kept me inside. We couldn't visit our family.

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27143

Made it shitty

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27144

People are against each other.

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27145

Lost my business, wife is now loosing her job. I haven’t been able to attend my daughters
sports events, losing friendships, stress and not being able to be with a love one in a hospital
as they died from cancer. + so much more.

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27146

Decline in mental health with no one to help me. I feel lost and alone.

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27147

Lost of work , stress and mental issues lost friends

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27148

I have children & grandchildren in the US & we have not been able to see them in OVER 2 yrs!
I am also suffering from anxiety & depression & I have a sick husband in the hospital I have
not been able to see until they just now are accepting the rapid/antigen test as of Feb 16/22 &
it is only good for 48 hrs!!! Was 72! Another money grab!

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27149

Can’t eat in restaurants or enter other stores.

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27150

I have heart problems from my first vaccine and I was perfectly healthy before and I am
asthmatic can't hardly wear a mask ...

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27151

Hampered socializing, attending artistic/cultural events

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27152

I don't have freedom to move around, visit my daughter & family, go to restaurants & do
activities that I used to do. My church has been closed part of the time & there are lots of
restrictions when we can go to church. I have felt alone & segregated. Canadians have
become unfriendly, distant & untrusting.

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27153

Stopped travel

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27154

Had to close my business because of covid. The mandates did not help to run our business
smoothly...that's for sure.

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27155

It has divided our family and friends. It has pitted people against one another in divisive strife
and created an air of combativeness within our family that previously supported and loved one
another unquestionably. Certain family members are not speaking with me now because of this
huge divide of opinion which has been supported by the government all along, rather than
allowing people to be okay with having different opinions.

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27156

I have lost all my salon staff. I went from 7 stylists to none. I suffer with aniexty and
depression now and never did before. I feel like there is no hope. It's change friendships,
family.

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27157

Caused lots of anxiety over the fear mongering

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27158

Screwed it up royally, I am ashamed to be Canadian

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27159

Estrangement from family and friends who do not see the danger of conformity to the evil
agenda of politicians to take away all our freedoms, resulting in full-blown communism.

2/19/2022 1:56 PM
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27160

Extreme for Work International & Canada

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27161

I never suffered from anxiety before and now I feel my gear pounding and cry easily. I am an
emotional mess. It has affected my relationship with my husband. Having a son with autism is
stressful. Bum husband and I can not do anything fir self care. Our only break is separate
vacations of only 3 days. Now we have nowhere to go to reenergize.

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27162

Mental illness and depression

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27163

Various reasons

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27164

Lost of income because salons being shut down.

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27165

Emboldened

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27166

As a small business, over 50% loss of income. Socially, not being able to visit my aged
mother in law or my mother in BC who was battling cancer during the pandemic. Not being able
to travel outside of Canada to visit relatives in Europe. Not being able to have a normal
wedding for my son.

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27167

I have lost some income, and my energy levels have declined with the masks. My social
circles have shrunk drastically, and eating in my car is not the novelty it was when we were
kids.

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27168

My children have suffered with mental health problems and have been denied access to
University to complete their respective programs. My spouse has been denied entry to the
building he works in.

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27169

My business has died and we have been struggling financially! I was declined loans and grants
from the government as a home based business! My mental health is destroyed!!! I often have
days where I am in complete despair!!

2/19/2022 1:56 PM

27170

Illegal suspension of my rights and freedoms!

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27171

Made me feel very cut off from important people in my life.

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27172

A little

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27173

Yes

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27174

I had to leave my college studies prematurely because classes changed to online, and I began
failing. My 14 year old sister is forced to stay in the same classes as the kids who bully her
because her middle school has been using pods and cohorts, all classes are with all the same
kids and there is no respite for her to be around a different group of people. My church hasn't
been able to do any group activities for 2 years now and the differences of opinion over
vaccines has caused animosity where there never was before. The kids program at my church
was wildly successful and helped many kids from all over the community, but it's been shut
down since the first lockdown and there is no way to get it back up and running with the current
restrictions and dwindling manpower. These mandates have torn apart friendships and
communities due to the choice of the government to guilt others into compliance. It's time for
them to come to an end so that we can move forward and being healing.

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27175

I haven’t seen my new grandson who is 18 months old. I will not get the jab so I can’t go in the
US where my son lives

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27176

I have personally gained over 100 pounds through stress and not being able to go to the gym.
Justin Trudeau doesn't care about Canadians health, if he did, he would care about physical,
mental and social health.

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27177

Kids problems and even personal

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27178

Exclusion and division

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27179

Myself and my peers have been what appears to be forever changed as a whole. We have no
unity, no voice, no vote, no power, Canada has become a communist country it is no longer a
democracy that allows us as people to have faith in our leader to make decisions in our BEST
INTEREST. This mandate has DEFEATED MY SPIRIT AND I FEEL SUICIDAL- why live when
there’s nothing to live for. Trudeau feels he has the power to continue to take things from
us???????? When will it end?????

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27180

Negatively

2/19/2022 1:55 PM
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27181

Poor mental health

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27182

Anxiety depression lost my job kids are depressed and anxious

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27183

Big time

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27184

It’s broken our family. It’s affected family members livelihood and friends businesses. I’ve lost
friends. I can not travel in my free time. I’ve been attacked and called stupid just for asking
questions (even in my own doctors office). I’ve noticed more people hurting and struggling in
our community. I see insane division. It’s been painful and heartbreaking.

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27185

My social life is nil ..i live alone and have a small family not all close so i get very lonely in loc
down ..for the stand i have taken i feel even more isolated ..i struggle with the masks for
several reasons ..i know people personally who were affected by the vaccine ..feel like my
world is upsidedown ..there is so much division and Gov has been a big part of it

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27186

Shamed on, lose of gym, dining. Travel restrictions. Kids with masks in school.

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27187

Business, mental health, family relationships

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27188

Potential job loss for not being vaccinated

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27189

Caused division in friends and family and society in general . Unable to exercise my god given
rights and freedoms under Canada’s charter. Stress and worry as what has become of our
country . Stress and worry of loved ones who have taken experiment vaccines with no long
term studies and hearing about so many deaths and serious side effects from them not
reported by our governments and mainstream news sources.

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27190

living hell I am a healthy person under house arrest conditions.

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27191

severely and life altering

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27192

No comment

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27193

Can’t visit family in other provinces

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27194

Hasn’t

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27195

Isolation, no support as a widow, discrimination and division, trying to help many people who
have lost almost everything

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27196

My wife and I had covid in June 2021. We avoid glyphosate residues as much as possible,
installed fluoride filter system prior. Established a high regime of vitamins and limited
inflammation. Weak for 3 days loss of smell and taste for a while. That was it. And I was
diagnosed with virus induced dilated cardio myopathy in 2016. It should have taken me out but
didn't,

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27197

Can't go to restaurants and movies. Cannot travel to see my family.

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27198

Loss of income

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27199

Can't go to the doctor can't see or take care of family in the hospital. Canada is supposed to
be a free country where you have the right to choose. Doctors are human make mistakes
that's why it is important to have the right to a second opinion. Politics have no business to be
in schools work places and medical treatments. Public health has to much power and that to
needs to end now

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27200

I’ve never been so depressed and anxious in my life I’ve had to take time away from work in
order to get my life back on track.

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27201

Division

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27202

It has caused a lot of disruption and division in the community

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27203

Some of these mandates never existed. Those ones never affected my life. The others have
kept me form getting Covid. They are all excellent mandates and should NEVER be repealed.

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27204

My children are afraid of school now and my anxiety has never been this bad

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27205

It has destroyed my children’s mental health as well as my marriage. Our finances, my mental
health and health in general. This will leave me with PSTD for life, we’ve lost so many friends

2/19/2022 1:55 PM
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and family…the list goes on and on! We need a new leader immediately who cares about
Canadians!
27206

It hasn’t. It has kept me healthy during the pandemic. Those that haven’t followed it have
caused Covid with friends and also unable to access necessary surgery due to Covid
patience’s overloading the system.

2/19/2022 1:55 PM

27207

Negatively

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27208

I’ve been excluded from society, seen family, friends and especially children suffer from
mental health issues immensely, lose their businesses and seen a hostility in people I didn’t
know existed.

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27209

In every possible way

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27210

Isolation, mental illness, restricted essential physical activity and social interaction for myself
and my children.

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27211

If missed seeing our children and grandsons and visiting elder parents because of the
mandates

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27212

It has severely restricted my freedom

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27213

Loss of family, friends (4 have died after Covid injection) and mobility…

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27214

Huge. From being the best country in the world, to wishing we could escape from it. Gov't used
fear to grip the masses.

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27215

I have not been able to come home and see my kids or my girlfriend as I am unvaccinated
because my health is important. I haven't seen some family foe over 1 and a half years now.

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27216

Less social life for my children, they don't like school anymore, my 1 son gets bullied because
he has a hard time wearing a mask all day

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27217

Very Negatively

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27218

Been Isolated somewhat

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27219

I have lost my education. I had opportunities that I lost for school.

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27220

Family disputes. Lack of family reunion’s. Lost friends. Lost wages.

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27221

I don’t shop, spend money except groceries

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27222

My son has no friends :(

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27223

Lost work due to being unvaccinated

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27224

Pregnancy and postpartum, couldn’t attend groups with other moms and they tried to prevent
us from having friends in our own homes. My mental health suffered and because of that I
suffered physically. My children couldn’t socialize and missed out on so many opportunities.
Missed preschool because of restrictions and haven’t attended any group activities like
swimming, gymnastics, karate. We’ve been forced out of some places because of masks,
being mask exempt and some establishments were discriminating without a thought. The
media/government created panic and fear in the public which escalated everything. The people
responsible need to be brought to justice and serve jail time. The ridiculousness of following
the science is an insult to science. Can catch the scary virus when standing but as soon as
you sit in a restaurant it’s all ok🤦🏻♀️A virus is not caught, it is not living, it is produced by the
cells. There were never recommendations to eat Whole Foods, drink lots of water, take
supplements, stop smoking and drinking and get exercise daily. But the liquor stores stayed
open during lockdown 😕 and gyms were closed! Wtf?? They wanted a mental health crisis
with the way they handled this. Every decision wasn’t about safety or health, it was to make
people as miserable as they possibly could.

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27225

ruined it. out of work. kids forced into masks, speech issues. depression.

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27226

Same as everyone else. The dividing of family's, job, life awful

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27227

I closed my business and went bankrupt

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27228

My children are required to wear masks all day in school. My family cannot participate in
recreational activities. My children cannot play sports in school.

2/19/2022 1:54 PM
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27229

My husband was diagnosed with cancer in May 2020. A number of issues arose from the
lockdown. I was not allowed to be with him as he waited for the results of his medical tests, he
was not allowed to travel to Mexico to a prestigious clinic for treatment, and on two occasions
he was turned away from an x-ray department for updates on his condition although he had a
requisition for that. He passed away in the fall of 2020 but of course we were not allowed to
have a proper funeral for him. I am not vaccinated. I haven’t been to a restaurant for months
and months although I do appreciate that if we do a rapid test we can do so. $40.00 is quite a
bit of money though, for many of us. Although I appreciate that all the big box stores were
allowed to remain open, it was criminal to shut down small businesses. My grandchildren had
to wear masks during physical education classes whether they were outside or inside. They
had trouble breathing. Their hockey and soccer were suspended for a long period of time. All
that, when we have known for at least a year and a half that children rarely get Covid, and if
they do it’s mild. I want our government to quit scaring people with inflated Covid numbers in
hospital deaths and admissions.

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27230

Changed Canada for the worse. Stolen freedoms from me

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27231

Work, travel, kids , healthcare

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27232

Took away all my freedoms. Completely discriminated against

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27233

Mental Health, Financially

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27234

Vaccine side effects

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27235

Devastating towards our children the future of this Country

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27236

I can't do anything, go anywhere, and everyone around is divided

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27237

Mentally emotionally it has been pure hell there is no excuse for what has happened I have
watched friends loose their jobs I have watched others being extremely sick from the jab that
is making a chosen few rich and I’ve watched this divide families and communities. It’s time to
end

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27238

Your silence is killing us IST NATIONS HERE is my letter to Mary Simon Honourable Mary
Simon And the staff office of Mary Simon The reason for this email to convey my deepest
concern of the direction of our Federal and Provincial government. As well as to address the
satanic cabal cult that has dug into al’ of society. Once the Illuminati 666 elites like KLAUS
SCWAB and WEF done with Canada you will all have blood stained hands responsible for the
deaths of your own fello countrymen. I have officially reported the DEAD BABIES
MISCARRIED POST VAC GENE THERAPY- told nothing no autopsies. And informed them of
the ESPIONAGE OF WEF PHYSICIANS WHO,0rG FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC premeditated
and preplanned. It’s only a matter of time GOD WILLING. Willing to sacrifice own HEALTHY
POPULATIONS FOR A POISONOUS PRICK PASSPORT #trace track trade Like livestock is
UNLAWFUL TRESPASS UNINFORMED CONSENT CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY THÉ
WORLD IS WATCHING PROTECT your people. A nurse of 30years, one of Alberta’s sixties
scoop of children of the Crown. As well as one of Alberta’s watchmen to warn. Warned Harper
back in the day not to sign onto Agendas 2030 with the devil. Now I am here to warn again.
Perilous days ahead. The 666 Covid death cult Great reset will create its climate crisis to
continue to crush Canada. Earthquakes and further deaths results of the vaccination as we are
being witness. Either you stand now or they will continue to injure and kill our people. MIS-C
MULTI SYSTEMS INFLAMMATORY SYNDROME - in CHILDREN PERMANENT injury and
premature death. I have saved everything under Persevere and Overcome on FB under Rocky
TB This is our people. Trusting, dont let them be harmed. CLOSE THE GATES OF HELL. Our
Government responsible for the nanotechnology mRNA and getting payoffs including PCR
testing. Making money off a lie. ABOMINABLE LIE CAUSES MANY DEFILED AND DIE.
Please lift ALL MANDATES AND COVID CLIMATE- NARRATIVES- and it’s death sentence to
this country. Louise Dubrule IAM not alone MY FATHER IN HEAVEN AND HIS ANGELS
WATCH OVER. Nothing hidden that will not come to light. Even loblaws millions in freezers for
thé élites while they starve and inflate prices to own citizens. And created shortages. Klaus
Scwab states without passport you will not get your food hamper. EITHER ALBERTA STANDS
AND EXPOSES THIS AGENDA or we are done. You all be outta jobs, the 666 won’t need any
of you either- UNESSENTIAL for you have given them what they wanted. God help us.

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27239

In too many ways you can possibly imagine where I do not and will not stand for this no
longer..This needs to end NOW!! Hold the Line

2/19/2022 1:54 PM
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27240

I would rather risk getting covid than have mandates.

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27241

3 years of bullshit for his pockets. To fill up.

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27242

My business had to shut down and left me broke! i now constantly struggle especially with the
price of food also rising, enough is enough we are all tired of just trying to survive

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27243

Unable to travel to funeral of my mother or my nephew's wedding. Unnecessarily forced into
quarantine around Christmas and could visit family.

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27244

If I wanted to go to My sons wedding I needed to be vaccinated. If I wanted to look after my
grandchildren and go to their activities I had to be vaccinated. Watching the fear enter into my
senior neighbours minds was horrible. I couldn’t see my mom. The feeling of isolation was hard
mentally. Trips we had planned and worked hard for we’re unable to be taken. My choice to not
be vaccinated was taken from me.

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27245

Fully

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27246

Severe depression

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27247

Unable to fly across the country to visit my 82 year old father!

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27248

Hell Absofuckinglotly hell Everyone that forced this up on me and my family need to go to jail
and have every penny stripped from them and the people that are corrupt and help with hiding
any money from us and be jailed for 50 years with no chance for parole

2/19/2022 1:54 PM

27249

Lost friends and family, lost my job lost my home.

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27250

Yes, son quit university after succesfully going the first 3 years because of the vaccination
requirement without testing options.

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27251

Very little except for dining out and cultural events

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27252

It has made me feel like a second class citizen, not being allowed to enter certain spaces, and
being denied entry. What's worse, it extends to my children. The masking in schools is
dehumanizing. The science has not been followed. I am angry and saddened that the same
people insisting "we are in this together" have made a point of ostracizing people like me. I am
angry that the restaurants I made a point of trying to support early in the pandemic have sold
me out.

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27253

Limit real living with Family, friends & church family. Added stress

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27254

Can’t go anywhere or do anything as I am not nor will I ever be vaccinated with their
experimental vaccines

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27255

In every aspect. From missing family. My own health mental a physical.

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27256

It has essentially closed my business. I have witnessed many people I have known personally
that were negatively affected, in some cases severely (mental health, death etc.).

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27257

Absolutely!!!

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27258

It has not allowed family to cross the border and visit grandchildren

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27259

Isolation enforced on us Blocked visitation from my mother in the seniors’s home unless
vaccinated or pay for tests. Oppressive feeling with policing of mask wearing, screening , and
movement within my mother’s senior’s home.

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27260

I am financially better off, but I cannot believe I no longer live in a free country.

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27261

We have 4 young daughters. This has been recasting for their mental and psychological wellbeing.

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27262

Isolation Lack of social life Discrimination Doesn't stop the spread of covid.not safe or
effective

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27263

It’s created personal stress and division between people I know. It’s been harmful in so many
ways and all of this needs to end. As free and capable human beings, we are able to navigate
through moments like this without being strong armed.

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27264

Several, we got really sick after taking the booster shot, We had different things happen to us
after the shots,

2/19/2022 1:53 PM
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27265

Job termination, depression, heart attack survivor with zero care from medical doctors. The list
could go on and on.

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27266

Negatively!!

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27267

Isolation, ostracized, fear of personal safety

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27268

It has almost destroyed my family. It has kept my children that live too far away from seeing
each. It has kept me prisoner in my own country. I have felt depressed, hopeless and
defeated. God have mercy on politicians and health authority oppression.

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27269

Not happy about it…can’t see families. Outcasts by friends

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27270

It is causing me a great amount of depression and stress. It is shameful to watch the leaders
of a country that I love be so divisive and hatedul

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27271

Human is Social creatures and right to choose.... all the mandate make Anxiety

2/19/2022 1:53 PM

27272

I am a few months from my 80th birthday, and these communist infested govts have taken two
years of my life, for apparently nothing, as they do not seem to have any effect. I do not have
2 years to spare, thank you.

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27273

Just travel

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27274

Mental health, work duties, relationships, financial

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27275

Unable to attend our children's sporting event and unable to support them in person at those
events. Our children don't like that their parent can't be in the building if they happen to get
hurt.

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27276

Divided me and my friends and family, affected peoples livelihoods (jobs), ability to care for
their own families, mental health has definitely been affected. Trust in the healthcare system,
trust in the govt, trust in the media, trust in our own circles.

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27277

Put my life on hold!!

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27278

Not allowed to fly, go to the gym, restaurants etc.

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27279

It has kept my friends and family away

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27280

Dépression

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27281

Mental health

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27282

I've been struggling with severe anxiety/mental health in general. With real health concerns I've
decided not to take the vaccine. And in doing so I've lost friendships and really struggled with
the social aspect of life.

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27283

A huge feeling of distrust and lack of faith in our government and health systems. Mental
health issues that I have never faced before, worries about the world my children will be
growing up in. Strain in personal relationships. It's so much bigger than the places we couldn't
go or the things my children couldn't be a part of.

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27284

The mandates restricts movement around what was once a free Society and it also restricts
oxygen to the brain.

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27285

Discrimination. Natural immunity has not even been considered.

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27286

Very bad

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27287

Affected my life very badly, I can’t go to restaurants, I can’t travel, it make me feel like I’m in
prison . Can’t go to Europe to visit my family, because I’m not vaccinated. It is like I was in
Comiunizm system.

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27288

Not being able regularly see 89 yr old mom, or grandchildren, family split on mandates,
isolation, depression , insomnia

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27289

Cannot see my family very much and do not like to wear a mask in the stores or anywhere.

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27290

lost my studio business. now on verge of homeless and no money for my prescriptions or food

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27291

We are ready to sell everything and leave Canada permanently.

2/19/2022 1:52 PM
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27292

Isolation ..health…physical and mental…no trust in our elected officials and or constitution…
the livelihood of everyone in our province

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27293

Mental health, depression, family divisions, and distrust for all authorities

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27294

Horribly . Hanging on by a thread .

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27295

I have lost two years of my life

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27296

Devastating. What is the point to living, planning a future?

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27297

Horribly

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27298

My mom is in long-term care with end stages to Parkinson’s disease. I am not allowed to see
her since December. Breaks my heart. I have had increased anxiety, depression, distance
relationships. Loss of freedom to do the things that I could do. Health issues due to masks

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27299

Divided my family and friends Fear-Infected everyone especially the children Loss of income
of family members and friends Absolute loss of respect for Canadian government officials.

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27300

I am unvaccinated. My rights as a human being and Canadian Citizen in a country where i pay
taxes have been significantly impeded upon. I feel concerned for the safety of myself and my
young children.

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27301

Not able to see family, friends,vacation,.

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27302

Limited movement for the safety of the masses

2/19/2022 1:52 PM

27303

Scared and depressed

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27304

I despise the division these mandates are creating concerning the covid "authorised" vaccine,
by way of coercion & main stream media untruths with no debates allowed. The main stream
media has been bought with taxpayers money to only report the propaganda of this regime.

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27305

I lost my job… even though I can work from home. I cannot visit my gramdmother in her care
home, I am isolated.

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27306

Lost family and friends relationships. Family members have died from adverse affects ex.
Severe heart attack from the vaccine and friends and family have short and long term
disabilities directly related to the vaccine. Ex. Bell’s palsy Stress from possible job loss.

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27307

Stress about losing my job!!! Livelihood!

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27308

Made things more difficult and made me realize what things aren’t important in my life.

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27309

I can’t even put it into words has these mandates have had a negative effect on my whole
family!!! This must never happen again!!!

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27310

I’ve seen division in my immediate family and across this country.

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27311

It has made me more frustrated with, and less trusting of, our governments.

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27312

Terribly, no one should be forced into getting a vaccine to be able to do everyday things. We
have “rights” in Canada that have clearly been ignored in these last couple of years. It has
affected many families. Vaccine mandates were also super unnecessary and useless.

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27313

My children have developed mental health issues due to the mandates and restrictions since
the beginning of"covid"

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27314

Loss of job. Increased mental health issues Loss of time with friends and family Loss of
money to help support my life/bills

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27315

I have been fine dealing with this, but now I truly hate people.

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27316

It has affected all aspects with family, friends my work, my kids.

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27317

cut of freedom to serve God

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27318

It has become almost impossible to find a job if your unvaccinated, You should never not be
able to provide a living for yourself over personal medical decisions. The division its created
has tore our country apart in a way it cant be healed people we used to call brother or friend we

2/19/2022 1:51 PM
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now hate because of political views. Political partisanship has become more important than
human rights
27319

Financial stress, psychological stress, family stress.

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27320

Caused division and heartache between family and friends.

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27321

In every way possible

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27322

Masks cause panic attacks, and make it difficult for me to participate in life outside of my
house. Differences in opinions regarding vaccinations and mandates have created divisions in
social circles, my community, my family, and my church. Ever-changing directives and
mandates have made planning everyday life difficult. Major life milestones have been
canceled. I have not seen my parents since 2017 and I was going to see them in 2020. My
daughter was not able to enjoy a proper graduatation from high school twice nor were her
grandparents able to come from the US to celebrate with her. My anxiety has been through the
roof and my depression through the floor. Medical treatment and diagnosis for new issues has
been delayed. I no longer have much, if any, confidence in doctors, even my own, or
"science," and I definitely have no trust in the government.

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27323

Isolation sucks

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27324

Depression, anxiety, brought awareness of the big media and government coercion.

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27325

I lost my Job! Also, I could not board any dogs in my new kennel as people were not travelling.
No business at all.

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27326

I lost my job and my boys have lost all of their activities. They are in couselling for depression
and anxiety. I'm heartbroken.

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27327

Loss of income. Segregation. Stress. Mental illness.

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27328

I haven't been able to have my son visit because I'm not vaccinated!! Haven't seen him since
October 2021

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27329

My health and my over all freedom

2/19/2022 1:51 PM

27330

Worst two years of my life. Devastating for children and adults alike.

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27331

So much division among friends and family, sad!

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27332

Traveling, shopping, work and my kids school quality

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27333

I feel depressed and segregated,feel hated by fellow Canadians.

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27334

I can’t travel with my partner who was forced to be vaccinated for his job but did NOT want to
be. The places we can go together now is very limited. I hate the masks, I’m pregnant and it
makes my stomach hurt wearing an N95 at work for too long which I believe causes harm to
my baby. Because I am unvaccinated I am directed to wear it at all times at work unless
eating/drinking. I’m embarrassed for what our country has become in the last two years.

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27335

Lost jobs, Lost University Scholarships, Loss of Education

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27336

Masks are a serious problem for the hearing impaired.

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27337

Ruined it

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27338

Complete division, people dying along, not able to be with loved ones, job loss, sickness,
financial struggles. The list is long.

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27339

No social activities for us or our daughter. Anxiety and bullying for daughter at school due to
divisiveness at school. Lost her love of learning and desire to go to school. No extra
curriculars so again more anxiety and depression for all

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27340

Stress at every level on my family. Children and adults having to live in fear and having it on
tv/media constantly when the rate of death is not high enough to warrant any of the
mandates.Our children/grandchildren having to wear masks from when they got on the bus to
when they got off the bus. Elderly, including my grandmother missing time with her family for
the last 2 years of her life and then dying shortly after her 3rd shot. She died alone without
seeing her grandchildren that whole 2 years. We need freedom to live and thrive and feel hope
again!!

2/19/2022 1:50 PM
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27341

All of them

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27342

Disintegrated our society we are now 2nd class crashing towards a 3rd class society.

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27343

Limits

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27344

I do stairs at school. Wearing a mask fogs my glasses when I have to look down. In stores,
can only shop a short time because I feel shortness of breath. Can’t eat out at decent
restaurants with my friends.

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27345

I'm depressed and never have suffered mentally before in my 45 years. I have had multiple
occasions where I have thought about suicide involving myself and others as I see no hope to
a reasonable future as we live now! I have considered other terrible thoughts that are not
relative to my person. I drink so much, I cry so much, I have gained 65 pounds, my kids and
my family ate so worried about me. I have become extreme in my thoughts and it is all driven
by what is happening in Canada. I now don't trust the police I will NEVER call on them for help
and i will show my children who they really are. They do not serve and protect, they have
shown us who they truly are this week and it is heartbreaking. If I could leave Canada I would
he gone today but I can't so I'm left to think the unthinkable 😞

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27346

Suicidal judgmental divide from friends and family job loss

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27347

Lose of freedom

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27348

Mentally, physically and it stalled my court case that's ongoing 14 years at the Ontario Upper
Law society. Not seen my family at all in a long time.

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27349

Social life going to restaurants etc. The ability to travel abroad.

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27350

Dividing family and friends. Creating 2 classes of people.

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27351

Negatively

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27352

I lost my job

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27353

Using science to improve public health and safety and inform public policy is always the best
choice. Thanks to the mandates, my spouse and I have been healthy and safe throughout this
uncertain time.

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27354

In every way

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27355

I lost my job, My surgery was set aside, my son is truck driver and he lost his job as well. All
of my family can’t travel anymore even to USA, we can’t enter in restaurants, entertainment
facilities, we always need to have a mask on, it’s influencing our health.

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27356

On leave without pay since November 15, 2021

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27357

Mental health, financially, divided from my family of origin, overall not how humans should live.

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27358

Missing seeing people, restricted employment opportunities. Missing seeing my kids and
grandkids

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27359

Loss of social interaction and negative effects on mental health in my household.

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27360

Affects where and when I can see family and friends and has caused divisions in both family
and friends. That is not okay.

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27361

Divisions among friends and family.

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27362

Demolished my family, prevented me from seeing my mom in her last monents, lost all my
friends because of the division this govt has suggested and imposed. Promoted depression
and weight gain (increased sickness) being locked up alone for 2 yrs, and prevented all social
events. Not to mention vaccine making me sick.. my life expectance has been shortened!

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27363

It has affected my metal health and well being. I have gotten covid 2 times and I lived through
both. More is living than dying from covid and that is it’s what they say. The division between
vaxxed and no. Vaxxed is aweful.

2/19/2022 1:50 PM

27364

It has caused division within my family, church community. We have witnessed discrimination
and segregation of canadians. I have witness many friends and family have life altering
adverse reactions from these shots. I have lost trust in government , health system, aw

2/19/2022 1:50 PM
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enforcement and media to tell us the truth. I've never been so ashamed and frightened of
where Canada's future is going.
27365

I have lost jobs with near zero ability to get a new one. I have lost my ability and right to finish
my education. I have lost my right to leave and enter this country.

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27366

I lost my job and thus livelihood. Living off retirement savings now.

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27367

Depression, loneliness, health problem worse

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27368

They have stolen freedoms away from my children

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27369

I have felt threatened by government, I have felt discriminated against, my husband has had
an adverse reaction the vaccine that has destroyed our way of life, our financial position, our
retirement.

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27370

It is ruining people’s life. So much division in families, loss of jobs, depression…

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27371

Prevented me from obtaining jobs to advance myself in my career as vaccine mandates are
required. This means less growth, feeling stuck, less money opportunities which puts me in a
difficult financial and mental situation. I feel hopeless.

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27372

Isolation, loss of family and friendships, increased stress and anxiety

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27373

Caused so much family and friends division, loneliness, hopeless, loss of autonomy. Scared of
my government and my future

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27374

Social isolation, segregation, hate from fellow Canadians, unable to travel, gyms restaurants,
treated like trash

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27375

It has made it miserable in every aspect

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27376

Psychological impact to children. Affecting sporting activities, parental involvement. Also
causing conflict between family members.

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27377

It has made me aware of how easily this virus travels. I am very conscious of my
surroundings. I limit my outings to what's necessary which in turn has saved me money.

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27378

Cost me thousands of dollars and caused a rift between me and my family and friends etc etc

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27379

Negatively

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27380

I’ve been placed on unpaid LOA … my kids haven’t been able to participate in activities and
their learning in school has been affected … unable to travel to see loved ones and visits with
family are unable to happen …

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27381

My 2 year old does not get to play with kids her own age, my wife now suffers from a vaccine
injury. Inflation is out of control.

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27382

Absolute nightmare, financially, and mentally

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27383

I have been pushed to resign after a lengthy career of 20 years and have had high anxiety of
what I want to pursue to do next.

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27384

Socially, mentally, financially, it has divided us. Its destroyed friends and families . It has had
a worse effect this mandate than the "covid" itself.

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27385

Resigned as I was an RN My family was discriminated against My kids lost opportunities My
family can't fly and see our family. We are the only family in AB from my home. Kids now have
mistrust in authorities and medical system. Other people's kids have developmentally went
down hill. Not mine as they don't wear masks. My faith has increased! I find like minded
people! Evil is out in the open and not hidden!

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27386

Anxiety, division, mental health, job loss, income, friendships, etc

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27387

Don’t ask. Too numerous negative impacts from isolation to unemployment

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27388

I had my employment terminated due to my refusal to reveal my medical/vaccination status.
The cause of the termination was listed as wilful misconduct and wilful disobedience to a
lawful and reasonable request to comply. At present I cannot find another job without being
vacinated. I also cannot go to restaurants or other places of business where I am allowed to sit
(Take Out only). I also cannot travel outside my country.

2/19/2022 1:49 PM
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27389

life changer, changer of relationships, sadness, grief, anxiety

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27390

Divorced lost full and part time jobs stressed

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27391

We own a small business. We have been affected financially, impacted our mental health,
social and family problems, extreme prolonged stress.

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27392

Alot

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27393

Harsh negative in every way

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27394

Are you kidding? We've shut down our world and introduced immense heartache and hardship
to countless citizens of all countries. When you think of the social, emotional, and financial
losses suffered around the world, it's nothing less than tragic. Compare the "safety measures"
to the virus itself and the devastation we've faced has not been primarily from Covid-19, but
rather our "response" to it. As an example, in the last two years in Canada, we've had just over
33,000 Covid-19 deaths (a good portion of these deaths have been in the 70 - 90-year-old age
categories; with co-morbidities) yet at the same time, we've had 600,000 deaths in Canada
from causes other than the virus. Most of our measures in the last two years have been too
strict and perhaps not as beneficial as some would have us believe. It is time for us to get off
this "merry-go-round".

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27395

My children are more depressed

2/19/2022 1:49 PM

27396

I lost my work twice, I can’t find job. I’m on social assistance $750 a month. My rent is
$1000,00 a moth, car insurance $135.00, internet, cellphone and food….how am going to
survive. Those mandates ruin my life. I can’t fly to Vancouver to visit my daughter, grandson
and son in law. My family is divided and government is responsible for the fact. There is
limited seating in restaurants and limited number of people in the stores but in the rush hours
people travel in crowded buses and street cars and this is ok. I would like someone to explain
it to me. Why media doesn’t inform about people who had complications after vaccination…
blood clothes, alergic reactions, death. I know that for fact…I’m talking about my family and
friends. Last year there was 73,000% myocardial patients in Canada. Did CBC or other news
reports that…no. I don’t watch new anymore because I have enough of lies. I’m very
disappointed with my government. It’s time for change. It’s time for freedom.

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27397

Severely impacted my mental health, I am a small business owner who has lost over 70% of
my clients. I feel traumatized going out in public because I get anxiety wearing a mask. My
husband has a medical exemption and stores refuse to honour it and make it wait curbside.
These mandates are destroying our society.

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27398

These mandates are restricting Canadian’s rights and freedoms. Limiting my ability to travel
and enjoy life. These mandates have divided families and society to the point we may never
recover.

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27399

It has destroyed my faith in government and Canada !!

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27400

I can’t hang out with any of my friends anywhere because you need a vaccine to do anything

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27401

Im sick and tired of these mandates.Nothing has changed in 2 years,I love to to the USA for
the weekend

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27402

Division and hatred in my: Family circles Friend circles Work place Place of worship My kids
are being robbed of many formative experiences, essentially they are being robbed of their
childhood due to restrictions

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27403

Negative

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27404

Spouse lost job Financial limitations Social issues Bereavement issues

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27405

It's pitting not just friends against friends but dividing families - driving people apart for an
endemic virus. This is not a pandemic.

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27406

The mandates restrict my freedom to travel off of PEI visits with family and friends my AA
meetings

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27407

It has hurt my ability to live and has effected my mental health and the mental health of my
children to an extreme and I pray it doesn’t have life long effects on my children

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27408

Horriblely

2/19/2022 1:48 PM
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27409

Negative affects with My job, isolation, physical health, mental health, financial well being,
trust in government, my sense of freedom. Causing much fear that our country is being
destroyed and made into a communist/dictatorship country. Fear for my children. Horror at the
way Trudeau is handling this. My freedom and my families freedom is being stolen.

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27410

I have suffered from anxiety and depression, my children were not allowed to participate in any
activities or go swimming. Our mental, and emotional health has been hindered and we do not
agree at all with not being able to leave or enter our country without a certain vaccine. This is
tyranny.

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27411

Lost friends, family & sad to see the mental health problems & the suicides of even very
young children -bullying of Karen’s- I want to be FREE TO MAKE MY DECISIONS IN A FREE
CANADA

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27412

Lost my job

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27413

My husband was fired from his job in aviation, the first time he has ever been fired in his life.
At 55, he had to find a new job. I took a stress leave and eventually an early retirement to
avoid the covid passport and/or testing requirements at my job.

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27414

Mandates have caused division between members of my family and stress in my workplace

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27415

A minor inconvenience of wearing a mask at work and at restaurants.

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27416

Everything

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27417

Restricted our lives to much

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27418

Frustrate

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27419

It is ridiculous and scary, has wide reaching effects for ALL. Especially the children. It is MIND
CONTROL AND MUST STOP ASAP

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27420

Loss of my freedom

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27421

No one likes a communist prime minister

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27422

It has taken my FREEDOM

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27423

It took away 2 years out of my life.

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27424

I’m suicidal

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27425

Depression, loss of income(financial stress), isolation of children, loss of education due to
online learning insufficiencies

2/19/2022 1:48 PM

27426

It has torn apart my family in many ways. It has limited my life significantly. I feel stigmatized
for my medical issues.

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27427

Mental health of myself snd my 3 children under 9. I can not find any counselling centre for my
son who’s adopted and fighting feelings of abandonment because of the covid restrictions. But
I and my family are white and don’t matter. RIGHT????

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27428

Raising my children & navigating this new way of living has been difficult. I want my kids to
grow up in a free country.

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27429

I have become a leper in my community and am attack for this daily. My friends and family's
lives have been devestated.

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27430

I’m STILL not sure the second shot hasn’t hurt me and I’m scared to death to get the booster
and therefore, will not.

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27431

Lost my job

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27432

Definitely not anybody’s business

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27433

In every aspect.

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27434

Very upsetting and depressing

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27435

In an extreme number of ways. They have made huge divides in my family. They have
prevented my family and my children from participating in many activities, from learning how to

2/19/2022 1:47 PM
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swim to celebrating their birthdays to playing indoor sports from going to a restaurant or movie
with their family. My children have been homeschooled since the beginning of the pandemic
also.
27436

Kept me and my family safe

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27437

Lost my job, became more anxious than ever with my generalized anxiety disorder.

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27438

Kept me from seeing my mom for 2 years because of the covid lock down

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27439

Made me lose my job and almost my home

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27440

Detrimentally affected my life emotionally financially physically. This is abuse in the highest
form

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27441

It’s affected my life in every way . I’m sick of it and the mandate thing needs to end . Covid is
over

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27442

Work, family time, mental health, freedom

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27443

I have severe depression and anxiety from all the lockdowns. My young daughter has
developed anxiety. I have not seen family or friends for 2 years. I feel like there is no reason to
live

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27444

Yes

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27445

Broken and damaged relationships, loss of income, drastically reduced quality of life, loss of
trust in my government and and belief in media integrity, greatly increased overall stress level
in daily life

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27446

I am worried about getting close to people. I've never been like this in my entire life.

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27447

Saved my life

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27448

It made me close my business. I’m not allowed in restaurants because I decided not to get the
vaccine.I’m not allowed to leave my country either. I’m worried about getting sick and injured
being denied at the hospital

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27449

Depression and unnecessary societal divides

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27450

It has stolen two years of my life. My anxiety has been through the roof because of this.

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27451

It has ruined Canada as nation. Youth suicide rates. Elderly dying alone. Small business
failing. The poor getting poorer. It needs to STOP.

2/19/2022 1:47 PM

27452

I have to wear a mask every single day for work, I’ve had tooth decay because of this. I was
forced to get a vaccine I did not want in order to work and keep my college degree job. I have
become extremely depressed, I have lost friendships, family relationships, etc. I can’t handle
this anymore.

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27453

In every way. No family no friends no theater. We have a special needs child who is affected
as well

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27454

Dictatorship - Not being able to make my own choices.

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27455

Socially, economically, emotionally and physically; all in a negative way.

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27456

I have not been able to hang out with my friends, my kids haven’t been able to go to certain
places.

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27457

Family have lost jobs in health care. Unable to go to pool, when needed for back injury, kept
out of church which is an integral part of our life, distance between family members

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27458

I cant get to my dr in another province. I cant swim. I cant go to the gym. I cant get my hair
done. Cant go to a restaurant. I cant watch my kids play sports. I cant visit my family … i cant
travel.

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27459

Struggling with mental health I have never struggled with before.

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27460

Mental stress, relationships ruined, resentment towards government, lost trust in doctors,
media, politicians.

2/19/2022 1:46 PM
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27461

Everything the mask the social distance. And all the above.

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27462

I’ve moved to NB from BC almost a year ago. I live alone. It is impossible to meet people, join
organizations, I am alone in this Province with no family and no friends. If not for a mental
health counselor I may not have made it this far. I came out this way to explore the East
Coast. So far I have seen NB. My travel is restricted. A couple of months ago I caved in to the
pressure and got my first shot. I was so alone I wanted to be with people even if it was likely
to kill me. I opted to quality over quantity. I’m angry to say the least. I’m a prisoner in my own
country. I will never again be coerced into getting another shot. I’ve always been a proud
Canadian. I’ve always supported Trudeau. Now I feel betrayed by him. He is a blemish to
democracy and I feel only distain for the man. The lies, deceit, censorship and corruption are
not Canadian values. Shame on parliament for allowing that tyrants temper tantrum go
unchecked.

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27463

Being a senior citizen, I have felt much more isolated than before. Also I am grateful that I no
longer had to choose keeping my job or getting vaccinated. I am unvaccinated for COVID and I
do not intend to be vaccinated for COVID.

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27464

I moved to Canada from communism country to live with love and peace with my 4 children
and now our country is becoming the same as it was there.

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27465

I’m very limited to wwjere o can go

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27466

It has created incredible stress physically, mentally and emotionally. My husband hasn't been
able to work due to the mandates, so I'm carrying the financial responsibility on my own. I work
for rent, which has increased by $600 and food, which has doubled in the last few months. I
don't go out because I'm not vaccinated and the isolation is starting to be unbearable. I don't
know how much more I can take it.

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27467

Our family’s mental health is struggling severely with no support. I’m astonished at the lack of
help there is out there for the mental health of young children

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27468

Causing friction between friends and family

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27469

My mental health is horrible. My anxiety got so bad I had insomnia and had to go on
medication for both anxiety and for sleep. Depression. I never got to say goodbye to my dad
when he was dying and he died alone. I could not fly home in time and hey wouldn't even let
my mom in with him. My grandma is isolated. I can't fly to visit my family. Between
depression/anxiety and masks I have been having chronic headaches.

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27470

On many levels I have struggled: 1. Financially - taken a big hit on building my practice in a
new town - paying more for living as costs have continued to rise 2. Mental/Emotional - stress
level and anxiety have become a daily battle - being excluded from events because of my
personal health choices - feeling rejected from family who believe I have been reckless
because of the one-sided propaganda they hear on mainstream media that has only supported
mandates. - losing a sense of my purpose to be in service in a system that does not support
me.

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27471

Stress

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27472

Husband potentially fired from his job, the division Justin Trudeau has created in Canada has
created division within my family, extended family fear to be around me and my family, masks
and mandates are causing so much developmental damage for children

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27473

My kids enjoyed activities like swimming n soccer. We had to limit those activities due to
masks

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27474

Family and friends have lost their jobs, mental health for our family and friends has declined,
kids have been disrupted in learning from back and forth online and instore. They have
suffered from having to wear masks, unable to play with friends, subjected to shortened
lunches etc.

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27475

It has destroyed what little faith I had in government and police. The government is lawless.
They have blatantly lied and used the media as a propaganda tool

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27476

Ruined everything I worked so hard for. Lost friends

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27477

I have been marginalized by a society that thinks they are better than me for my personal
beliefs and God given choices for my own body. The stress is immense and I feel like we are

2/19/2022 1:46 PM
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heading for a dictatorship or proletariat situation and that’s not what this country is or wants. I
live in fear every day!! Not from Covid but from government over reach!
27478

Family and friends split

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27479

Keeps my family safe

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27480

I have been preventing from travelling within my own country and visit my family. I am required
to get rapid test to go to work even though everyone can spread Covid due to my status.

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27481

2 years

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27482

Emensly! Job affected mental health, loss friends all that was preventable

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27483

LOST MY JOB OF 10 YEARS. GOT ANOTHER BUT HAD TO GET VACCINATED OR
LOOSR THAT JOB ALSO.

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27484

Isolated totally from all family and friends of the past can't even say bye to the people that
have past from naturally occurring deaths and can't speak out fir the ones that the jab has
taken as well

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27485

I can’t see my daughter because she can’t fly as she is not vaccinated.

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27486

Lost of revenue, depresion, limited contact with my children

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27487

Put me out of work, ostracized me, makes me feel like my rights are taken away, I'm
concerned for the future, for families, for democracy. I combat indecision, unnecessary stress,
worry. I distrust government. I don't like all the negativity that abounds, and the oppressive
nature of the current administrations

2/19/2022 1:46 PM

27488

Destroying

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27489

It's destroy my life!!!

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27490

I can’t se my family in 2 years and have taken away 2 years from me and my family

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27491

Poorly, very depressed, constant anxiety and worry, tensions with family and friends, very dark
thoughts, hopeless

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27492

Lack of Freedom

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27493

made us prisoners in our own home while Truedope and his elites enjoyed their freedom. We
pray that Trudope and his enforcers roast in hell. Evil to the core

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27494

The whole thing has been negative and now i think our gov’t needs to give it up.

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27495

as I am not someone that has a big social life what I fine most upsetting is the fact that so
many people think that masks can stop a virus just gov'ts say so, the pure propaganda the
corp media has spewed for the past 2 years, sadly so many people are in a constant state of
fear over what is very treatable.. my heart breaks for these individuals

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27496

Negatively

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27497

Businesses are struggling to feed their families. Ethical and medical research is indicating
vaccinations masks are not effective with Covid so why are we still doing this? Our
government should be our leaders not our enemies. Follow proper science and act like leaders.
Truth always will prevail. It is a matter of time.

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27498

It has affected me financially and it has affected some family members mentally and has
committed suicide because of the mandates because they lost their job

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27499

Lost my job

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27500

Emotionally ripping families apart and financially. Loss of sleep and wellbeing 😥

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27501

Hardly at all

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27502

Took my freedom

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27503

I can't watch a movie without getting my arm poked by some stupid liquid.

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27504

Made to be a second class citizen

2/19/2022 1:45 PM
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27505

Restricted

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27506

Separated family and friends who believe or don’t believe in mandates. Created anxiety as I
see our freedoms lost. Wedding and house building cancelled due to restrictions and
restrictions making income lost in some measures. Increased political interest and interest in
changing the laws that have let the government turn tyrannical within two years. Fear that the
company I work for will force a vaccine mandate forcing me to quit

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27507

loose of friends and divided family members

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27508

I am unable to take my wife to a nice sit down resturant or a movie. We are unable to go to a
concert or have any kind of a free lifestyle! This not Canada! Masks are proven to be useless!
Stop taking away our freedoms!

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27509

Freedoms revoked if I wasn’t vaccinated. Disagreements with loved ones.

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27510

Too many to list

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27511

Had to take unpaid leave from job because of a vaccine mandate. The church my husband and
I pastor has greatly reduced attendance and giving, and the church’s future is now in jeopardy.
Has put incredible strain on family relations. Have been held back from doing many of the
activities we enjoy like going to restaurants, sports events, skiing. Has caused a high degree
of stress, sleeplessness, and anxiety over our future and the future of our country.

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27512

Family and friends being divided, lost family gatherings, closed church for a time , seeing
fearful people dodge others with anger and fear in their eyes . Doctor’s offices closed which is
totally shocking! ( Since when do Doctors hide when sickness hits?

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27513

In literally every way

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27514

Inconvenience

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27515

Seclusion, depression, loss of friends, family, friends being affected by adverse effects of the
covid vaccine, lost in confidence of government, fears, discrimination, lost in education........

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27516

Lost my job, anxiety and mental health declined which I was prescribed 3 different medications
(anxiety, panic attack and sleeping disorder) Lost friends and family

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27517

Lost my job because I refused to get vaccinated

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27518

Severe depression and anxiety for my whole family especially all 3 of my children ages 21, 18,
and 14. We need our lives back.

2/19/2022 1:45 PM

27519

Added much stress and anxiety.

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27520

Loss of Income, limited access to Necessities, slowed Health care.

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27521

Lost Pay, Could not have Get togethers or set up at Collectables Shows

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27522

The creation of 2 separate classes of people when we are one has made me the angry.

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27523

Stress fear health issues division between close friends/relatives. Horribly!

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27524

Lack of work; isolation; family division; depression; fear of government abuses; loss of
personal autonomy.

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27525

My autistic children are lacking social interaction with other kids. They need involvement in
group activities for their development. I'm a stay at home Mom. My mental health had suffered
as I can't go to the gym to work on my mental/physical health. Time for myself is limited to
what I can and can't do

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27526

Poorly. The entire situation The masks and the vaccines have caused more damage to me and
my family

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27527

Separated family members and friends

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27528

It’s useless and to much power for the govt to make money off of vaccines and masks and
tests.

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27529

I had to do a consumer proposal and pretty much broke me due to these rediculas and illegal
mandates. The PM needs to resign immediatly.

2/19/2022 1:44 PM
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27530

Huge mental impacts on my kids in a negative way

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27531

I’ve lost friends and family and my job.

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27532

It has caused financial hardships, stress, anxiety, seclusion, and the loss of family and lifelong
friends with differing opinions. Many friends and family members have had serious health
issues since being vaccinated, not sure if they are related or not. The mandates have caused
irrational fear, anger, hate and divisiveness. For the first time in my life I am ashamed to be
Canadian.

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27533

Division between people. Treated as an outcast. Forced to take the vaccine against our will.

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27534

My family has been stigmatized, marginalized, and called the most vile names by our Prime
Minister as well as others in our government. We have not been allowed to travel since 2020.
We have not been allowed to watch our child participate in sports. Our son is required to
undergo mandatory Covid testing 3X/ week in order to play soccer, the cost of which, ($40 per
test), we have had to incur. We have been estranged from our extended family, who have
decided to stop speaking to us for over one year now. Our private, personal medical choices
have been exposed as common knowledge to every friend, family member, employer,
coworker, colleague, etc. We have been denied access to public spaces, restaurants,
museums, art galleries, sporting events. We have been left out of social gatherings. The
labeling and marginalization of unvaccinated people has been deeply humiliating and
dehumanizing. Our employment and work opportunities have been threatened. We have been
denied access to visit sick family members in hospital. We have been denied access to
funerals of our family members. We have been denied access to church. We are afraid to seek
medical care due to stigmatization of our health choices. My husband was in a car accident
and I was afraid to take him to the hospital because I wouldn’t have been able to stay with him
and advocate for his care. We know so many people who have experienced vaccine injuries
which are ignored by health officials and not part of the public safety data. We are worried that
we are losing our most basic human rights; the right to have agency of one’s own body.

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27535

It has affected EVERYONE's life in a negative way. Freedom of choice laws were repeatedly
broken. Nuremburg laws were broken. People were FORCED to get an experimental,
ineffective and untested vaccine or be told they would be in no certain terms FIRED from their
jobs. Taking away a persons ability to feed their family, provide a roof over their heads, pay
bills and be ineligible for un-employment if they refuse to do what this government said is not
only unconstitutional but illegal! These mandates, which have been proven not to work are still
being forced on the people of Ontario (especially Ontario). These mandates have increased
stress levels, depressions, hindered medical treatment. It takes A LOT to get Canadians
angry. There are many that are and when they say enough is enough and hold a protest
because, let's face it, our politicians didn't listen when we had concerns and pointed out a nondemocratic government rule, the protesters (hard working truck drivers etc), were labelled and
ignored. These mandates have caused the population to turn on one another; vaccinated
versus unvaccinated. The people have spoken and many are fed up.

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27536

I’ve lost all of my respect for our sad excuse of a Prime minister! It has devided many of the
people in the country.

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27537

Aside from not being able to travel it hasn't affected me much as I've been working the entire
time

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27538

Religiously and socially

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27539

It has fractured friendships, families, marriages, and community unity. This is hard to watch
and feel. It creates so much anxiety and dissonance a real disconnect. I would rather have
gotten COVID than witnessed all this drama. The vaccine does not stop the virus and harms
our natural immune system. Makes me sad and tired

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27540

It’s made life hell for me mentally

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27541

it affected my future and my relationships with my family, friends and community. the vaccine
caused division, hatred, separation. i felt treated like a robot having told and programmed what
to do, and cannot make my own decision. it affected me emotionally, my social, personal,
spiritual and mental life not being able to gather and fellowship with families, friends and
churchmates and to enjoy the sun and nature and a normal life. i feel deceived and betrayed
by the lies about the effectivity and side effects of the vaccine and the total number of deaths
and cases from covid-19. it affected my freedom of speech and freedom of choice because
you get discrimnated and experience racism for not being vaccinated.

2/19/2022 1:44 PM
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27542

The right to freedom of movement, in and out of my own country. Division so deep, I have
friends and family that will never be in each other’s lives again because of the propaganda and
misinformation spread by our government and government funded media.

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27543

Losing excellent job @ almost 60 y/o. I am a second class citizen. Afraid of the govt. Afraid of
the medical community

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27544

Socially , work. Lost our business due to Covid restrictions.

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27545

Forced me to go to work full time and change the way I educate my children, created division
within my family regarding vaccine status, created distance for how often we can see each
other, changed how my children can connect with peers and reduced opportunities for
enrichment experiences.

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27546

Paying monthly to have someone look at a picture of a test so that I can still go to work
without having to get a vaccine that I feel was rushed, weight gain, depression, separation
from friends/family over conflicting views of the mandates

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27547

Reduced business. Reduced enjoyment of life. Restricted from traveling.

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27548

We have been segregated for personal health decisions and my children have been unable to
participate in normal society due to our personal medical decisions. My husband and I have
both lost our jobs due to mandates vaccinations My anxiety and depression which I have
previously had under control through diet and exercise has come back as I see our rights
disappearing before our eye. I am pregnant and the amount of stress this has caused is
incredibly unhealthy for myself and my unborn child. This is not my Canada

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27549

Hard,hard hard

2/19/2022 1:44 PM

27550

Anxiety, stress, fear and loss of freedom

2/19/2022 1:43 PM

27551

It’s impacting my business terribly relationships with my family terribly my father has been
triple job and he has been diagnosed with Covid four times and has been in the hospital it is
terrible

2/19/2022 1:43 PM

27552

It has affected me mentally, as I am a social personal. I am more emotional, angry and
depressed. Being made to stay away from my friends and family especially has been very
hard on me.

2/19/2022 1:43 PM

27553

Lost my job

2/19/2022 1:43 PM

27554

Negatively. I have been segregated and isolated away from society. We have boycotted our
Free programs: 3yrs+ forced to wear masks in order to partake in our Free Early childhood
programs. Masks are Developmentally inappropriate for young children and their caregivers.

2/19/2022 1:43 PM

27555

Loss of communication with family and friends, isolation, depression, sadness, anger at
government liberal party, segregation, divisiveness between groups, workplace harassment

2/19/2022 1:43 PM

27556

Brutally.Am not Free and worry about the Future ALL THE TIME

2/19/2022 1:43 PM

27557

It's locked me in my home. I am depressed. Cry a lot, can't sleep. Fear is not a way to live.

2/19/2022 1:43 PM

27558

Cut off from all socialization, cannot travel, cannot eat out & support local business, cannot
attend theatres, movies. depression, loneliness, sadness, Isolated.

2/19/2022 1:43 PM

27559

It has caused serious depression in our family, I have a bad heart and so to use masks
whenever I go out doesn't work for me, if I can't get fresh air my heart goes crazy and so I've
mostly stayed home. Haven't seen my grandkids in forever, hence my depression. I'd like to
put trudea in this kind of position and see how he'd like it. While he's jaunting off around the
world, Canadians have to stay at home and I'm sick to death of it

2/19/2022 1:43 PM

27560

I’m ok

2/19/2022 1:43 PM

27561

When my husband passed away and not by Covid his kids couldn’t come to say good bye and
that is very heartbreaking

2/19/2022 1:43 PM

27562

Loss of work, mental health, loss or friends and family, behind in all my payments. Lost friends
due to overdose stress. Every aspect of my life has been negatively affected by these
mandates

2/19/2022 1:43 PM
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27563

Put my life on hold, can’t travel or treat my family to dinner without being vaxxed

2/19/2022 1:43 PM

27564

I no longer feel safe or free. I no longer trust our government.

2/19/2022 1:43 PM

27565

You name it, physically, mentally, socially and l lost my job so financially as well. Also left with
student loans , and division with family, friends, co workers

2/19/2022 1:43 PM

27566

Where do I begin???

2/19/2022 1:43 PM

27567

Restrictions on how and where I want to live my life.

2/19/2022 1:43 PM

27568

Lost my Job

2/19/2022 1:43 PM

27569

I lost my job in healthcare because I wasnt medically able to take the vaccine. My mental
health has plummetted and many of my friends and family are vaccine injured. My brother age
43 died. My dad has bloodclots and a hand tremor from the vaccine. My daughter had
myocarditus 4 hours after taking the vaccine. My marriage is on shaky ground as we both lost
our jobs and his anxiety and depression has tripled in the last 2 years. My friend was paralized
from the vaccine and had to learn to walk again. My aunt and uncles are angry at me for not
taking the vaccine and believe the lies on mainstream media about the unvaccinated being
selfish asymptomatic carriers so they will not allow me to visit. When i do call they mostly yell
at me for everything they are afraid of. I did not catch covid however all of my fully vaccinated
friends did and were still off sick for several weeks. Clearly the vaccine passport does not
prove immunity. It only further divides people and causes more harm to people who are just
trying to get through life like everyone else. I have completely lost respect for and confidence
in the healthcare system and the government. I haven't been able to go to the gym or play
hockey due to the vaccine passport mandate. I used to be proud to be a Canadian. But with
the government's poor handling of the pandemic including the mandates and the media
coverage and corruption that is being exposed I am considering leaving the country to seek
asylum elsewhere. None of the science logically adds up to having the mandates. The lack of
integrity and moral ethics of the so called experts leaves me baffled. The division and hatred
stirred by our PM towards a small % of Canadians who simply said NO to an experimental
vaccine which has incidentally proven to cause more harm than good to our health, is
disgusting. Relationships may never recover from the lies and anger he has spoken. The facts
prove that lockdowns and masks and vaccines have done very little to combat a virus that has
finally mutated down yet the damage has been done to children and elderly people alike. The
mandates need to end IMMEDIATELY. The government needs to be totally revamped. And the
big pharm companies need to be held accountable for the damage they have caused all in the
name of the mighty dollar. The mandates have affected everyone's lives. Some affects we will
not know for several years especially in the lives of the children whose parents felt the need to
get them vaccinated. Accountability needs to be taken by the government over these madates
and how they poorly handled the pandemic. The mandates were supposed to protect us in this
pandemic, but early detection and early treatment were ignored yet every other medical
disease follows the same protocol of those 2 integral steps. The mandates were a distraction
from the corruption and a way to control and manipulate humanity. We will never go back to
normal as even when the mandates end people's lives have been changed.

2/19/2022 1:43 PM

27570

Can't visit with friends/family. Can't enjoy a meal at a restaurant with some friends/family. Can't
take my adult children on vacation.divided my family

2/19/2022 1:43 PM

27571

We've all gone stir crazy, with the masks on we look like we are going to rob a bank. It is time
for it to go.

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27572

Made me feel guilty when my husband was in a truck wreck and broke his neck. We didn’t
know if he would live or die, be paralyzed or nothing because I couldn’t see him at the hospital
or speak to him. This took a psychological and mental toll on the two of us. I had always been
by my husbands side until Covid restrictions came into play.

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27573

Destroy friendships, set my kids learning and development back

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27574

Destroyed my life

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27575

Socially divided this country , Media has played. False narrative on this nation , making fear
mongering the order of the day . Trudeau has completed divided this great nation !

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27576

Missing out on big sports tournaments I have been training for for years. Uncertainty regarding
my parents jobs. Cannot attend university to receive an education.

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27577

Created anxiety, social divide, lost 2 years of my life, lost milestones for my children, work

2/19/2022 1:42 PM
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issues & most of all the vaccine has cause health issues
27578

Not at all except fueled anger and separation in communities. I am triple vaxed and support
mandates when needed . I think at this point it is time to stop vaccination passport mandate

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27579

It’s affected it substantially, however, I am in no place to make collective medical decisions for
an immune-diverse population.

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27580

I am constantly nervous, sad, fearful. I do not trust anything the Governments (provincial or
federal) tell us. I want life to be normal again.

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27581

Job loss, family arguments and separation, money loss

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27582

Many ways it had affected me.To long a list to text.

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27583

More time at home and less time with friends and family

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27584

Increased anxiety to the point of stress induced kidney stones.

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27585

Kept us safe

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27586

Any loss of our freedoms effect everyone because this is not his first time at a power grab

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27587

Division of friends and family, decline in mental health of my children, significant withdrawal
from social and economic life

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27588

Travel and caring for family

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27589

Couldn’t go to school for the winter

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27590

It has prevented me from travelling for work and prevented me from being employed!

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27591

To protect my special needs child. I had to retire from a teaching job I loved!

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27592

Affected work place and family relations

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27593

Oppressively

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27594

High stress and family members lost jobs due to vaccine mandate as they have health issues

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27595

Work, family, mental health,

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27596

It is ruining peoples' lives and lively hoods. Many people have become mentally unstable,
angry, depressed and aggressive. And the worst part. Many of the people I know who have had
the shots, still caught COVID. So the shots do nothing. But then this never was about a
pandemic or COVID.

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27597

My wife lost her job, loss of income, stress, mental health is really hurting. Cost of living!!!

2/19/2022 1:42 PM

27598

Very badly... They are all unlawful and suppress or freedoms. My body, choice!

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27599

Loss of work my mother health has declined as she is not able to be out and socialize

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27600

It has affected the emotional health of my entire family and has eliminate my husband income
when covid restrictions have been at their worst.

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27601

With depression, family's feuding about this. So wrong!

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27602

Its separating family and friends. It's making people afraid to go out and socialize The list is
long

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27603

A little

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27604

Very negatively

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27605

Psychological duress

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27606

I cant do the little things that make life worth living.

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27607

In every way possible..but to name a few..unable to visit family members, my income has
been effected terribly

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27608

Socially as well as by the governments inability to follow the actual science, not the social
science

2/19/2022 1:41 PM
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27609

Wife business is ruined. My kids feel isolated from friends and a normal life

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27610

I can no longer watch my child dance and compete in her dreams. I am not deemed worthy to
be part of my child’s life.

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27611

Depression, division, loss of family and friendships, unnecessary conflict… it has taken away
ALL human rights and freedoms.

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27612

I’ve lost hours and money at work.I’ve lost friends and I’m depressed.

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27613

It's ruined many aspects of my life and my families lives. Mental health issues are horrific.
Stop already!

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27614

I’ve lost 2 friends to suicide. My boyfriend and I have been set back financially and obviously
adopted more debt. The gym I’ve been coaching at had to shut down indefinitely. I’ve
developed anxiety and suffer from constant panic attacks, along with not being able to meet
my niece who’s now almost 2 simply due to travel restrictions. This is not about our health,
this is about power and control. Mr Trudeau needs to resign and put a capable leader in place
who will lead our country through unity and transparency. The media needs a serious
investigation, and should pay for the amount of lies they have spread causing division and fear
in our country. This is not the Canada I know and love.

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27615

Caused family division, anxiety in my children. I was forced into taking a vaccination that I
don’t need. There is a higher risk from getting vaccinated than getting COVID in my age group.

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27616

It has caused divisions in my family and isolated us

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27617

HAS DEVIDED ME FROM MY FRIENDS AND RELETIVES

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27618

loss of loved ones, depression, addiction, children mental health

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27619

I lost my job and we are unable to leave or return to our country AND we can’t fly within our
own country to visit family members that we haven’t seen for two years because of the
pandemic. I am hoping that none of my elderly family members pass away because I won’t be
able to attend their funerals

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27620

Used to be proud Canadian.

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27621

Can’t go anywhere or breathe properly, grocery, gas & everything is way out of control

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27622

It has affected my ability to go out into the world with my children and enjoy the little things I
once did. Bowling, movie theaters, visiting my family. Being discriminated EVEN THOUGH I
am FULLY VACCINATED but chose not to have a qr code. My children now have anxiety if
they forget their masks.

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27623

I have a special needs daughter who has any of he activities stoped . No family visits .

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27624

Not able to travel, masking at work, general fear and unease, loss of freedoms , loss of
choice. Loss of friends

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27625

Severely Affected our Freedom

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27626

I wanna die almost everyday because of the division with family friends and community.
Humans are not lab rats and I have lost my livelihood over a experimental drug. My son is 2
years behind in school because he can’t goto school. It’s beyond devastating to even be alive
anymore.

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27627

Hindered my employment, post secondary education for my adult children; an inability to travel
within my own country of Canada and outside of it; discriminated against enjoying many of the
regular pleasures of life (concerts, restaurants, theatres); an overall stigma of being a second
class citizen because of personal medical choices.

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27628

It has not. I still go to work and see masked clients. I have grand children that don't mind
wearing masks and I am happy to follow rules until we are sure we are more safe.

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27629

Set on some depression and frustration

2/19/2022 1:41 PM

27630

Everything. Open the border open the stores and restaurants. The biggest thing hurting our
economy is our prime minister and the government. Covid is really but not even close to a
pandemic

2/19/2022 1:40 PM
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27631

Lost friends and family over the info. Been attacked for doing my job. Been labeled by the
government.

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27632

Made it a living hell

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27633

life.....? What is life?

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27634

Everything! I’m not vaccinated. Family arguments, depressions, seclusion not healthy way of
living!

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27635

Not socially active and limited mostly to entertaining at home in small groups

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27636

Loss of work, family division, unable to see sick parent, isolation

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27637

I have been discriminated . Isolatiin. Lost confidence in current prime minister's ability to lead .
A sense of uncertainty .

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27638

Isolated from friends & family, fear of losing job & unable to be with sick family members.
Division, false Science & unlawful fear being spread from the government & Legacy media.
Cost of living increased making it hard for people to have ends meet. Children losing out on
vital learning & build interpersonal skills. Medical treatments & surgery’s being set back or put
to the side, in turn killing people or worsening the health. Knowing there is an early
preventative treatment available @ not using it killing & injuring multiple people, through
vaccinations & ignoring early proven prevention through proper medical treatment for covid.

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27639

I cant see my father who has cancer i cant visit my uncle who is dying because of cancer
visits are only 1 hr a day per day one person per day.I hate seeing my grandson for the last 2
ys havi g to put a mask in school or anywhere and i hate that people arenlosing jobs because
they stick up for their rights.addiction detox cannot take people because of the amount of
percentagethat was cut ccause of mandates.Its our freedom our choice on what we want

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27640

I have lost my income, some of my family, and plenty of friends

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27641

Loss of friends and family, it has divided whole communities and spread hate

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27642

Lost jobs

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27643

Inconvenience abound

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27644

It caused the death of my sons father and he had to die alone in a hospital and it caused my
child to become suicidal

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27645

Can't visit Grandson and Mother

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27646

Unable to participate in baby and me programs in my community. Over winter feeling very
stuck inside. Kids can’t even go snowboarding. Passports have limited us to what we are able
to do as extra activities.

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27647

Finished high school online. Participated in college online, and when in person social
distancing and masks. Cannot dine in, cannot go to movies. Could not visit my great Oma
before she died. Family relations have been strained over differing views in regards to the
mandates. People close to me have lost jobs, and family members have been forced to get
the COVID vaccine in order to keep theirs.

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27648

Stress beyond belief. I’ve cried, worried about money, food, being able to enjoy getting
together with family

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27649

My children have declined, get major headaches due to mask wearing and lack of oxygen, my
marriage almost blew up, my family is dealing with major relational disconnect…my anxiety is
through the roof, I’m on meds for it now. Just a few things…

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27650

I live a very lonely life with few interactions, There have been many places I cannot go due to
lock downs. Life is becoming unbearable.

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27651

Made me feel like a leper and criminal for just existing

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27652

I have witnessed many cases of people experiencing vaccine wide effects high levels of
anxiety and many teenagers struggling with anxiety and depression

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27653

Severely depressed

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27654

Mentally I have struggled especially after the vaccine mandates came into effect. I suddenly

2/19/2022 1:40 PM
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had people think less of me and have nasty thoughts and comments because of my decisions.
Struggled with not being able to let my son enjoy life to the fullest because we weren’t
welcome in many places. Young daughter has literally done nothing in her 1.5 years besides
hang with family because of lockdowns and mandates
27655

The restrictions on our business, travel and ability to care for family greatly had a negative
effect.

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27656

Negatively

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27657

We just retired and plan on traveling. We are fully vaccinated and still have to spend a lot of
money on nessessery covid tests. This is just not acceptable in a free country. Not mentioning
the CPR test to be done 24 hours before entering USA. We live in Waterloo, there is no place
to do it. We had to travel to Toronto, a day before departure to do the test. This is just soooo
not acceptable and costly. Did we not got vaccine to be free to travel??

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27658

Forced to get the vaccine to keep my job My husband got a pulmonary embolism from the
vaccine. I disagree with children wearing masks all day. I disagree with vaccinating my
children. My children have stopped their extacurricular activities.

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27659

I can’t travel back home to visit my elderly parents

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27660

I am generally ok, but mentally feel the inpact of social distancing

2/19/2022 1:40 PM

27661

It’s affecting every aspect of what we call a free and democratic society

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27662

People have lost their jobs, freedom of choice, inability to travel, hundreds of small businesses
have closed, people are more divided than ever and now we are living under a dictator whose
mental stability is highly questionable.

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27663

Very bad

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27664

I have lost my job!

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27665

I’m a small business owner and had to close down several times. This causing a great impact
on my income .🥲😷

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27666

I can't go no where or do nothing with my son because I am not vaccinated... I support
vaccinations but I do not support forced vaccinations and mandates

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27667

To much government control to enjoy my life !

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27668

It has caused me depression and anxiety

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27669

Cause division of family and friends and community .it cause mental torture and stress and
depression over all unhealthy to all the people

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27670

It has caused extreme fear and division in my family. Can't go to places...not acceptable in a
supposed free country

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27671

Idk many of time

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27672

It has stolen education and sports from my kids. Negatively effected our mental health. Stole
grand parents minds. Ruined our business.

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27673

Became unsociable

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27674

I don’t enjoy wearing masks, but they are necessary.

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27675

The damage to my education, relationships, career, and mental health are immense.

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27676

I was lied to that the vaccines are safe. I only took the vaccines so that Ontario would end the
lockdown after a certain percentage was reached so that my children could go back to earning
a living which had been shut down. My heart breaks for my grand children that they have had
their childhood destroyed by Justin Trudreau.

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27677

Isolation

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27678

Negatively

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27679

Caused discrimination

2/19/2022 1:39 PM
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27680

Sucks all the way around

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27681

It’s totally depressing

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27682

My work, my family, my freedom

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27683

Mental health, physical health, abandonment from family and friends, violence from strangers.
My trust for our RCMP, medical professionals, media and especially political leaders, has been
completely destroyed.

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27684

It hasn't

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27685

Children have lost their jobs

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27686

Less things to do, less availability at the things we can do! And overally not too good for
mental health!

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27687

It has traumatized our family because of the government’s ever changing decisions that are
based on politics, nothing to do with science. The mandates have been the exact opposite of
our Charter of Rights. We’ve lost our right to freedom.

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27688

My business has not been able to progress, thus leading us to lose our home and all of our
savings. We are facing closure and bankruptcy next month. We were unable to receive any of
the government handouts , despite being a national franchise. I watched others in business
take the grants and invest it into their homes, go on vacations, remodel kitchens and buy new
vehicles while we continued to struggle to stay open. The first closure led to 6 weeks of lost
revenue. Because the border closed we lost 30% of our revenue instantly. Then because of the
stay at home orders, our customers delayed their services. We had to use all of our credit ,
both personal and business, and we are now unable to crawl out of that hole. Because Of this I
am unable to provide myself and my family any health care that isn’t covered by the
government. We haven’t visited a dentist or obtained vision care for the last 3 years now. I’ve
had several illnesses come forward triggered by an autoimmune disease that has triggered far
worse due to the stress of these mandates and closures , leading to insurmountable stress. I
parked my van by the river and debated driving into it because how will we now survive?
Where was my government? Too busy raking in dollars hand over fist from things like
vaccines, legalized marijuana and alcohol sales. I’ve watched passionate restaurant owners
die off and lose what they had because of the ridiculous capacity limits while Walmart and
LCBO thrived. My children have lost passion for school. They have developed issues from
having to keep on masks indoors with no proper ventilation and overheating. When the
ambulance has to come to school to take a child away who passed out in gym class due to
being forced to engage in physical activity while masked and no fresh air, you know our
government and advocates have failed us. We’ve become depressed, we hate life, we don’t
want to be a part of Ontario anymore and we are tired of being forced to live in a way that we
never should have to in Canada. Our PM needs to be charged with treason and multiple other
charges to set a proper example. Anyone involved in the lies and deceit of this pandemic need
to be held accountable no matter how many millions or billions they have earned through this.
Justin Trudeau’s words , in fact, DO NOT represent our country. The lies he comes out with
make us all choke while watching news from stations owned by him and it’s sickening. I’d like
to keep my business and grow, to be able to employ others and progress. We support charities
and go above and beyond for our patrons while others around us take everything we have. Is
there a group lawsuit happening in Canada against our government for ordering these awful
mandates? We’d never hear about it on our news , what’s happening truly in our country?????
Somebody come help us please!!! Sincerely, A concerned Canadian citizen on the edge.

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27689

Impacted my employment

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27690

Lost my job, lost friends lost family. The PM needs to be held accountable for his actions. He
is an embarrassment to his country. World leaders are laughing at him. He has to be stopped,
he needs to be brought before the courts for his promotion of this vaccine. Please don’t stop
what you are doing.

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27691

It has caused me great depression and I have lost friendships and family ties over it. Does
that sound like Canadians never being closer as our disgusting PM put it?

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27692

Stopped me from working messed with my mental health and so much more

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27693

Job loss, income loss, mental health struggles, loss of faith in the Canadian goverment
entierly.

2/19/2022 1:39 PM
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27694

Gave birth alone without husband allowed in room. Grandmother passed away by herself, not
able to attend her funeral from travel restrictions. Skin irritation from 2.5 years of daily masks
12+ hrs each day. Laid off from job, had to pay back thousands in CERB after already not
working as much. Thousands $$ in debt. Haven’t seen family in 3 years. Children suffer social
anxiety. ETC ETC ETC

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27695

Division division division

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27696

Reduced social contact, loss of gun rights, loss of buiness

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27697

Lost my job, have to sell my home, my daughter feels discriminated against and cannot
compete in her sport. Often feels hopeless and fearful that the government will keep taking
away our liberties and livelihoods.

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27698

Lock downs, depression, loss of income. It has been brutal

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27699

all

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27700

Removed freedoms

2/19/2022 1:39 PM

27701

Forced out of work. Physiological affects

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27702

Income loss, family fighting, children adversity affected

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27703

Business shutdowns put me back to where I started my business twenty years ago I am in the
process of losing my house because I can't get a job not being jabbed

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27704

We are both dual vaxed however due to our age and physical condition we fear the booster
shots we have a greater fear that the mandate will e us from spending what time we have with
our family and friends.

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27705

The isolation times have been awful - especially with kids at home

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27706

Have not seen family members and was unable to spend last month of my late wife’s life as
she was in hospital with ovarian cancer. Caused division in the family. My son is suffering with
leg issues since being vaxxed. He is off work

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27707

I have to remember to take my mask with me and snide remarks and slow service for wearing
my mask.

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27708

I am a hostage in my province. Unable to fly to Ontario to see my family because myself nor
my 12 year old son is vaccinated.

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27709

It has destroyed my life

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27710

Negatively, people should be able to make their own risk assessments

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27711

Not able to visit my dementia father in seniors home/ not able to attend church/ in my home
province of Nfld so when mandates came down that I couldn’t fly I moved to Alberta where
most of my family live.

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27712

Ant do anything in public reminds me of hitler passport to move around

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27713

Health and money

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27714

I have seen many people who have gotten the vaccine get chronically sick and from what u
have witnessed the vaccine does more harm then good. The vaccine doesn't stop the spread
of covid nor stop us from catching it. The social distancing has effected many young kids
social skills and has deprived alot of children from their childhood. Social distancing has given
me a fear of even leaving my house due to not being able to have someone to walk me when I
go out. There is much more so much more to this than just covid which has a 99% survival
rate.

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27715

Don't go anywhere except groceries. Getting angrier by the day. Retired and can't do anything
because of vaxx

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27716

The biggest impact had been the mental health issues it has created in my teenage children
and those of many others . You are destroying our childrens future .

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27717

No access to restaurants, movies, sports activities, and all social gatherings. Not being able to
leave the country to visit family abroad. Postponed medical checkup for the whole family.

2/19/2022 1:38 PM
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27718

Lost my job

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27719

My mental well being has gotten worse. I have no desire to go to places anymore. Also it has
divided family.

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27720

Bad

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27721

It has become a very lonely existence with difficulty breathing through mandates masks.

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27722

Most

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27723

2 years of life, traveling to see my Family in the Dominican Republic, 10K+ savings and never
given a CHOICE! if there is RISK there must be CHOICE

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27724

Ostracized/segregated myself and my family for personal medical choices.

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27725

Depression set in at not being able to go anywhere or do anything

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27726

I've lost my job due to the mandates, my children's mental and physical health is affected😥

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27727

Ive been Excluded, bullied, harnessed. My business has theft up 25% and I've hired security
to check bags. Loss of happiness and felling safe. Seperated from community. Loss of health.
The list goes on when you're ruled and surrounded by abuse coming from the Government
down.

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27728

Severely affect mental health.

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27729

My life is already challenged by cancer. Mandates have made it additionally difficult to see the
world while I can.

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27730

In many ways. And also many family and friends from overseas could not visit us. Some extra
rules were needed during the pandemic but now its time to remove all mandates and live
responsible without mandates. Canadians can respect each other without mandates. All
governement workers and nurses that are on unpaid leave should be allowed to go back to
work and all border mandates have to be removed.

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27731

Division within family and friends.

2/19/2022 1:38 PM

27732

It's been great. Following the science to improve public health is wonderful. Some provinces
aren't following the science quite as well, but I'm happy with my province during these
uncertain times.

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27733

I have to listen to the morons argue over this shit when I couldn’t give two fucks

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27734

Mental health

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27735

No hockey or school for my son.

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27736

In every way, huge amounts of stress over employment, school, shopping, regular day to day
lifestyle and quality of life has been affected

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27737

It's effected everyone in more ways then most know ...

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27738

The mandates have caused so much depression in my family and hardship. It is unacceptable
in every way. This needs to end immediately!!!

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27739

It has made me feel like I’m living in a box.

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27740

Gathering with your friends and family is what makes life worth. Having been denied that for
the duration of Covid was sad. We have seen other nations drop all mandates, and Covid rates
continue to fall there. Now we have the current situation in Ottawa , that has been caused by
backlash to yet more restrictions In this Country . It is causing division within my own family
which is extremely Sad

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27741

Prevented me from enjoying the freedom to travel, to curl, to dine out, take my son to skating,
gymnastics to karate, closed many sites where my work was required

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27742

Loosing jobs, increase health issues, mental challenge, financial struggle! Family broken
relationships.

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27743

Have not been able to see family or friends. Have watched the world and country start to
disintegrate into angry divided people. Have watched the anxiety, confusion, depression grow

2/19/2022 1:37 PM
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amongst family members.
27744

Made me miserable.

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27745

It has created division in the work place, to the point of people resigning and under constant
distress as well as other organizations my family is part of. It has excluded me from my
childrens lives out side of the home. I have lost two years of adventures with my growing
children. Marital discord on different Covid opinions. Family walking out on gatherings because
of vaccination status. And I am lucky I live in the north with lots of wilderness to find solace in,
many city dwellers don’t have that luxury. I have not seen family for two years, or more.

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27746

Every aspect of living. Mentally challenges, social and financial. Due to situation we were
unable to take the government funded programs and unable to find jobs due to vaccine
mandate. Lost job due to burn out. Mentally drained when support home became 24/7 support
with no relief. I personally became suicidal.

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27747

They violated my basic human rights I should have a choice of whether my person receives a
vaccine against my wishes

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27748

Negative impact to rights, freedoms, bodily autonomy, right to work, right to shop, travel,
congregate and many more. Made me scared to go out due to media/govt induced fake fear of
covid, protesters, etc causing many believers of this to become incredibly irrational and now
becoming violent against protesters, those for rights and freedoms and those against
experimental gene injections and "health" IDs. Have not been able to go to gym or ski or travel
for almost 2 years. Have been prevented from visiting family in downtown. Also seems like we
are being spied on.

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27749

Unable to be with loved ones during their time of need. Loss of income with decreased quality
of life.

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27750

Strain on mental health and financial well being

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27751

Complicated things for sure but overall I don’t have a problem taking these measures to
protect others as well as myself. It’s important we remember that as members of a democratic
civil society rights and responsibilities flow both ways.

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27752

Stress, distant from friends and family

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27753

second class citizen unvaccinated pregnant mother

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27754

I have seen my family torn by the separation imposed on us by the government, both
provincial and federal.

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27755

Mental health of my kids

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27756

Bad way

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27757

Mental health, education and phisical and emotional development of kids, unvaccinated family
members can not find jobs or volunteer, travel abroad, go to gym or extracurricular activities, or
social events, cinemas, museams

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27758

Lost my business, kids have been depressed. It's been terrible.

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27759

It had alienated me from others. It is stopping me from living within our charter of rights. It has
impacted our income. Caused uncertainty for my children for their future. Mandates need to
end immediately.

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27760

My family missed the most precious years of my 2 sons lives among other reasons

2/19/2022 1:37 PM

27761

I cannot go to restaurants or the gym or work out classes which used to be a regular part of
my life, a way to socialize and brought me a lot of joy. I really miss that part of my life and feel
depressed sometimes because I can’t participate. Some of my friends don’t want to see me
because of it, even if I have a positive test, because of the advice from Bonnie Henry and the
divisive rhetoric of Justin Trudeau.

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27762

It has left us wanting to leave canada and look for a new home in a different country. Canada
is not the home we use to know.

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27763

Badly

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27764

Loss of business, friends, family. I also have a medical mask exemption but am anxious to go

2/19/2022 1:36 PM
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out in public without one due to shame and discrimination. My son is an only child and has
suffered immensely.
27765

I lost my job because of the stupid mandate

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27766

I am mentally and emotionally exhausted. They don't work and we have been lied to to the
core. I have one question, how can there be people capable of being so cruel and dehumanize
people so much.

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27767

I've been discriminated against and fired due to my personal health decision. My livelihood has
been taken from me. Some people say it was my choice, but an ultimatum is not an actual
choice. This has caused me great amount of emotional and mental stress... so much so that I
feel the stress physically some days. I am fearful of the current government. I feel
disrespected and unappreciated as a human being and as a front line nurse.

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27768

It has made me leave the country and potentially for good.

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27769

I have lost freedom of choice.

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27770

Has made it harder to get materials for work, has been a big inconvenience

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27771

Children faced discrimination, I lost my job, quality of life decreased significantly

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27772

Forever changed for the worse.

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27773

I have not been able to go anywhere. I just turned 20 and haven’t been able to do classic
things like go to a bar hang out with friends.

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27774

My family has been excluded from different places and this has affected the mental health of
all of us.

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27775

Can’t visit family can’t go funerals closed bankrupt businesses. Divorce over it The list goes
on

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27776

Social anxiety and slight depression

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27777

Couldn’t go to school to finish my trade, lost my trade job because of that after putting almost
4 years into it. Also it has turned people against each other for no reason. It’s dividing this
country. The unlawfulness as of lately is an embarrassment to our government system and our
country. Hopefully Trudeau and all the police and military involved have consequences for their
unlawful actions equal to any other citizen if they were to break the law in such a manner.

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27778

Vaccinated, thinking of myself as a person of the left, recent events are evocative of the
emergence of an apartheid state. Government language from the very top, in Parliament itself
are comparable to speeches kicking off some of the darkest moments in our history.

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27779

Socially emotionally financially family divided neighbourhood divided horribly!!!! Church life
kids suffering

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27780

Not able to go to certain public places due to vaccine mandate

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27781

Have lost all freedom of travel and access to restaurants and other public facilities. Have been
dub a second hand citizen with no rights.

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27782

I have no staff, my clients can't pay me.. huge worker shortage due to all the free money on
the STREETS. I haven't seen a cent but I'm paying for it all

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27783

Out of work . Emotionally and mentally challenged. Goes against everything that freedom
stands for

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27784

My mental health has declined drastically

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27785

Unvaccinated family members not being able to join in on family activities. Visiting loved ones
in hospital. Lost jobs.

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27786

Never thought that a PM could be so blind and deaf to his people. No solution for people which
cannot be vaccinated. No acknowledgement for vacation injuries. No attention to people who
believe that vacation is against their body while there is evidence. No balanced opinion from
the government. The government believes in vacation. We can make a very long list according
to this matter

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27787

My mom killed herself in the first lockdown. Lost my job. Lost friends. A lot of people died that

2/19/2022 1:36 PM
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I love and couldnt have funerals or I couldnt go because of mandates. Loss of connection with
the people I love. Cant see my grandmother in the hospital. She had a massive stroke and
wont be leaving the hospital until she dies. I've been bullied, segregated, and made to feel less
than dirt. Someone even said I should die.
27788

Negatively!

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27789

This mandates have affect my life in many ways. Social, physical, emotional. They have also
had an unacceptable impact on my kids.

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27790

Loss of medical freedom. Harassment to take something that is not necessary for all. It’s been
hard on my mental health. Loss of freedom to go where I want when I want. Prisoner of my
own country.

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27791

Making us 1 broke ass country

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27792

Took away my freedom as outlined in the charter of rights.

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27793

Stressful travel cost of living higher treated like children by there rules

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27794

Just prior to the Pandemic I underwent lumar fusion surgery. When I was able to begin my
post-op rehabilitation (end of March 2029), BC went into lockdown preventing me from
beginning my rehabilitation. Yes, these mandates have become very frustrating, yes, my back
has not gotten the proper rehabilitation after such a significant surgery, yes the lack of
rehabilitation has negatively impacted my quality of life...BUT...we are in a Worldwide
Pandemic that has cost millions of lives throughout the World and as a Canadian who believes
in the Charter and KNOWS that where their are rights, there are also
RESPONSIBILITIES...including keeping our Elders, our imunocompromised citizens, etc safe.

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27795

Very inconvenient and oppressive

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27796

MY SMALL BUSINESS AFFECTED NEGATIVELY, RELATIONSHIP DISOLVING("OPPOSING
SIDES"), MY KIDS SAY IT IS TOO HARD TO LIVE (NOT SUICIDAL BUT MY HEART
BREAKS), IVE HIT MY THRESHOLD AND NEVER BELIEVED IN THE MANDATES, ETC AS
ANYTHING NEAR HELPFUL FOR THE POPULATION (GLOBAL OR LOCAL)

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27797

My daughter was kicked out from her university. I was unable to leave Canada to visit my
parents for two years.

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27798

Oppression of freedom

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27799

Made me feel like I don’t even recognize my own country.. and I definitely don’t feel free

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27800

Increased mental health struggles and depression due to isolation

2/19/2022 1:36 PM

27801

I closed my business. My granddaughter’s now need counselling and have been taught to be
scared of people because they may have Covid. My youngest granddaughter won’t even hug
me now and asked why she just says because Covid. This government has destroyed a
generation of people

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27802

Loss of freedom to ,food in restaurants, movies , shopping with masks is restrictive , my
breathing my health, not being able cross the usa border to see new born grandchildren and
families

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27803

I'm unable to enter restaurants, gyms, health care centres. I have a friend who got a blood clot
from her first Pfizer dose. I have two people in my circle who have myocarditis (22 year old
male, 27 year old female and mother of two now incapable of caring for her children) after their
first dose, and my beloved mother in law developed encephalitis from her second dose of
Pfizer. All of their lives and those of their families are irrevocably changed for the worse. I've
been unable to run my small business and I am now facing unemployment myself due to a
mandate. My massage therapist will also be unable to work in a month as well as my dental
hygienist. This is lunacy. I live in a permanent state of fear and anxiety of répercussions on
myself as unvaccinated. We have everything to lose.

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27804

Disruption. We are adults and can make our own decisions

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27805

The mandates caused my business extreme financial difficulty and made it impossible to
employ regular staff. In the end, we simply could not continue with any success, therefore, the
business was forced to close and cause me to loose almost 5 years of investment and time.

2/19/2022 1:35 PM
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27806

It has cut us off from friends, family, living our life, affected my children's mental and
emotional health

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27807

Terrible can’t go out and enjoy my life

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27808

My children’s mental health and learning has been affected. I was “forced/coerced” to get the
vaccine, despite my health concerns. I have lost time with loved ones, lost chances of seeing
family before they pass away (not due to Covid).

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27809

Made it much safer during a global pandemic that is overwhelming hospitals and killing
grandparents and vulnerable members of society.

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27810

I have a business and our business has been totally shut down twice and restricted 4 times ,
my grandchildren are have lost 2 years of their childhood , depression and anxiety have
become a way of life!

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27811

Restricts movement, unable to visit loved ones, restricts employment opportunities, divides
family and friends

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27812

Can't do anything or go anywhere, have lost relationships with family due to this stupidity.

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27813

Lost jobs. Lost government trust. Lost ability for my children to give my husband a proper
burial. Loss in mental health.

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27814

I’ve almost gone bankrupt, and lost my business

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27815

Really?!

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27816

Positive feelings and safety.

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27817

Yes

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27818

Depression. Alienation suicidal thoughts. Loss of joy in my life. Loss of family due to
divisiveness. Feel segregated from society. Feel the hatted from society

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27819

Stress increased and not being able to be with my husband while having brain surgery caused
emotional distress as well as recovery delay for my husband

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27820

My fiancé could not see her dying Grandmother in the hospital

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27821

Lost my job

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27822

Depression

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27823

Discrimination for private health choices = negatively

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27824

I have had terrible side effects from vaccines I was forced to get. I could write pages on
impacts on myself, my family and those families I serve. For example. Parents and children
not being able to see each other because things shit down and/ or other Covid mandates.

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27825

It has affected my ability to travel, which has been a passion for me. My ability to see and
visit my family has been limited. As well as with working a an Environmental Health and
Safety Advisor, my workload has increased substantially with no increase in remuneration.

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27826

Irrevocable distrust of authority and our democratic system itself.

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27827

It's prevented me from attending my motlher's funeral, it's forced friends of mine out of their
jobs, some of whom have lost their homes as a result. My partner has had an adverse reaction
seizure from her first mandatory shot and is still having recurring effects. This has effected me
deeply and terribly abd it needs to end. Now.

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27828

Loss of income, loss of friends, loss of family members, friends injured from a vaccine they
didn’t want to take, mental health deteriorated, stress, anxiety not wearing a mask for my
medical exemption, low quality of life, it’s impacted our economy, it’s impacted inflation and
most importantly it’s taken a toll on my kids physical and mental health. It’s taken away my
freedoms, I can’t be there for my childs gymnastics or swimming lessons. We can’t go
anywhere and enjoy life because we aren’t vaccinated. I can’t go to church and that is the only
thing that has helped with my mental health that has been brought on by these mandates is
church. This all needs to come to an end now, our country needs to return to normal so we can
start to heal and unite.

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27829

It has affected me with not being allowed to travel anywhere I want, not allowed into

2/19/2022 1:35 PM
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restaurants, not allowed to go into business of my choice without wearing a mask, not allowed
to fly, division of family. There is so much damage done to humanity as a whole. People are
suffering from depression, anxiety, stress from food shortage that could take place, losing their
bank accounts and homes that they have worked so hard for! The fear of being controlled and
loving in a dictatorship country...we were born to be free not controlled by the elites or
governments. The government is supposed to be working for the people not the people working
for the government.
27830

It has destroyed friendships, my joy in life, most of my hobbies and reasons to leave the
house. I am embarrassed to be a Canadian and am very close to leaving.

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27831

It has ruined it!

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27832

It has robbed my children of a life and their future . It's broken from and me as a parent

2/19/2022 1:35 PM

27833

Income and ability to do things with my family and metal health

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27834

Very little actually as I don't get out much. What it does is hamper deliveries to the house.

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27835

Depression, job loss, catching covid after getting vaccinated , where before never got sick,
and before the vaccine I fought Covid19 not needing a vaccine. Family segregation, this is not
the Canada I feel that we are divided. No longer free. The Trucker Convoy and protests from
people has given me and many hope.

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27836

No social networking

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27837

Many ways, I had family members who died alone. No one should ever die alone

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27838

It has divided families. I am fully vaxed but I am angry that my healthy unvaxed relatives are
unable to go for lunch with us. My youngest son who was forced vaxed by work has been in
and out of emergency with heart issues since second vax. We have heart issues in our family
but only shows up in people of 70 years old. My fit, healthy son who has already had Covid
was forced to do this. My other sons refuse to get the Vax. Do you blame them? All have had
Covid and have natural immunity. Stop punishing healthy young adults. My one done fell back
into addiction after a year and a half clean partly because of the mandates and isolation. Stop
the madness. Trudeau needs to go. What intelligent leader called hard working individuals
“racist” because they are opposing his mandates. That is not logical!!!!!!! DONE with all of this.

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27839

It is taking away my personal freedom of living

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27840

Work has slowed so less money and everything is costing more. Kids can't do all the dun
things they normally get to do. Harder for them to learn as alot of ppl lip read and understand
thru facial expression. Harder to get goods

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27841

Unable to work because of the vax passport, masks make it hard for me to breather and I get
sores from them, and it all of the mandates has affected trust and friendship with others

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27842

In every aspect!! Separating our god loving country. Ruining the lives of our our children,
parents and grandparents...everyone!!

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27843

Can not travel or eat out at restaurants due to refusing the experimental “vaccine” that doesn’t
even work.

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27844

I lost my job

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27845

Major distrust of government and agencies like the cdc and who etc

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27846

Caused severe stress, division, depression The last 2 years have been a living hell

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27847

Depressed kids and family stress for not being able to see people

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27848

Loss of work

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27849

I’ve lost friends- I’ve become lonely and depressed and wished I would die.

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27850

Can’t take my grandchildren to the YMCA.. can’t go to restaurants, can’t visit someone in
hospital!! Divided families!!!

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27851

Untold harm on me and my family this government should be heald accountable for its unlawful
actions.

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27852

It Makes me feel Isolated and unable to work certain jobs

2/19/2022 1:34 PM
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27853

I have not been able to earn a living to provide for my family. My young childeren have been
made socially retarded; they don't have any friends and don't know how to make friends
because social gatherings have been illegal for half their lives or more.

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27854

As a Canadian living outside Canada the mandate has made travel to Canada to visit my
children, siblings & friends expensive, personally invasive & cumbersome ie. unnecessary &
useless PCR tests. The “quarantine” which is intended for sick people is in fact an
imprisonment as it is being applied to healthy people. The daily tracking and occasional phone
calls is contrary to the Charter of Rights & Freedoms which guarantees Canadians freedom of
movement within Canada. I’ve been through 3 rounds of testing, monitoring and restrictions of
freedom of movement since Jan 2021.

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27855

Missing loved ones!

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27856

Lost job

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27857

Depression, anxiety, stress. Forced vaccination to keep my job. Division of friends and family.
Unable to visit aging family. Mistrust in Govt and Medical profession. Health implications from
working a physical job wear a mask all day long. Mental well being from constant threats of
losing employment or privileges for not complying. Also the stress of the unknown affects of
an untested vaccine. Also seeing the mistreatment of fellow Canadians under our Govt

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27858

I have lost my job and not happy. Depressed totally because of the ignorance of the Trudeau
government. Feel hopeless.

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27859

Like everyone else. It has caused stress, depression and separation from people who I once
considered friends. I have personally not seen my parents, brother and sister or nieces in 2
years. I lost my full time job, I've been treated like a second class citizen..forced to have no
voice, or any say in my own medical choices. We are all born free in canada no government
has the authority to take away our freedoms.

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27860

Extremely isolation, lost will to work and socialize. Feel like our government isn’t making
decision that are Economicly friendly to return life to be affordable.

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27861

Inability to travel. No access to businesses because of vaccine status

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27862

Will lose my job. Great dissatisfaction

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27863

Fuck turdeau.

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27864

The closure of gyms and online studies caused a rapid and aggressive progression of my
diagnosed disease which is only treatable with physical activity. I also lost my job which was
the only thing keeping me afloat in school, now I’m falling into financial debt that student loans
and a minimum way job doesn’t support. I stopped getting cerb because of bad direction and
call from cra and ei (honestly not sure why I have to pay ei if they’re not willing to refund me
when I desperately needed it), my grades have suffered due to the extreme pain being online
has caused me… which means I don’t qualify for many of the financial awards I used to get to
help me scrape by. I lost a lot of friends and my family has suffered dramatically from the
polarity and hate speech Trudeau is being allowed to spew. I had a horrible reaction of
spondylitis from being forced to get the vaccine and no one, not even my own doctor, would
acknowledge this high risk situation for me… I never got sick due to my health lifestyle habits
before getting the vaccine… now my syncope has come back, I have struggled breathing,
heart palpitations are back (my disease affects my c5 vertebra) which I believe is caused by
MF40 (or MF something… lots of research shows some are at risk of this reaction and
explains why I use to pass out from the flu vaccine) in the vaccine. The masks are very taxing
for me to wear… I’ve almost passed out 12 times in the grocery store, so I can’t imagine going
to a gym to exercise right now with a mask on… I have to pull it away so that I can regain my
breath. I was also abused severely throughout my childhood by my 7 year older brother… so
wearing the mask is extremely traumatic and makes me into such an angry person with it on…
I don’t like what it’s bringing out in me. I can’t afford to receive counselling because my
benefits were used up for pain management. My ADHD symptoms went through the roof being
locked up inside for 2 years because of the lack of commute and exercise I’d normally receive
going to class and working. Honestly, the list goes on and I’m terrified by what’s happening in
my country, it looks like Trudeau is trying to kill the middle class. I’m terrified that he wants to
take away hun ownership - in the past, countries that took away guns from people saw
incredulous acts of dictatorship and increase crime between citizens..: people won’t attack if
they think you have a gun - as a woman, I would feel safer if Everyone was allowed to have

2/19/2022 1:34 PM
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and carry a gun. At this point, I’m not sure I would have a child in this country and may look to
moving away after I complete my phd.
27865

Horribly! Cant get a job unless I am vaccinated, if my children are sick, I can’t go to work. My
children’s mental health has suffered immensely at the ages of 6, 10, 12 and 17. Poverty is at
a high. I run a society that provides to the working class of our community. We have not been
able to fundraise much due to lockdowns.

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27866

Mental health of myself and my children has been greatly affected as well as their education

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27867

Too much uncertainty to plan the future. Our unabated infringement of rights and the
government's dusregard for law.

2/19/2022 1:34 PM

27868

Division between family and friends, pressure to get Vacc., loneliness, not able to travel,
wearing mask can’t breath, lost my freedom to choose what I want to put into my body, where I
can go anywhere and when I can go.

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27869

Mental hardship, financial hardship, hard on children

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27870

In all 5 areas of Life Spritual Emotional Mentally Financial and Sexually. The mass
confusion,deflection , blocking, diverting, dismissive, degrading, discounting and a few more,
like living in an Abusive relationship.

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27871

Ahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhghghghhhhhggxsfmkhgrg

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27872

Ive spent most of my life in Ontario. my parents, my one son. My two sisters still live there.
As well as tons on uncles, aunts and cousins. I have not been able to see them. Its an
outrage. we no longer live in a free country because of irrational leftist policies, fear mongering
and globalist forces trying to get control of western governments. I have been watching all this
happen from the beginning. I never believed that the virus came from pangolins in a wuhan
meat market. The same city where there are virology labs. This was unleashed on purpose to
prep the world for authoritarian rule. I am so o proud of the truckers for standing up to it. The
draconian mandates need to go. Period. They have done nothing to stop the virus. Only natural
immunity can do that. People need to get their freedoms back. Canada needs to get back to
where they were. It has been truly one of the best places to live and raise a family. I am living
in Oregon due to marriage situation but pay close attention to any goings on in my beloved
Canada. Trudeau needs to go. It breaks my heart to see anyone support this clown. People
who are short sighted enough to throw their civil liberties away to be safe from a virus not
much worse than the common cold. It staggers me really. Those that hatched this diabolical
globalist plot knew this was the perfect crisis. Go truckers. God bless all of you.

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27873

Pretty silly question when are freedoms are being trampled on by a spoiled brat hiding behind
politics and the RCMP. Back in the day someone would have already taught that puke a lesson
. I’m sure there are several real men that would love to teach that prick how to act.

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27874

Lost 2 years of living life!!!!!!

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27875

Every way.. work, family, friends, social

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27876

Politicized everything and segregated Canada. Disturbing to see the government acting along
the lines of this agenda.

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27877

Sadness of not being with family and friends and division against all humanity. Lost of health
and mental health. These Mandates did not help us it made it worst. More people died from
loneliness then the actual virus. Locking us in our homes like we are animals. We are human
beings with God given rights. Only God can take that away from me not the government.All the
young children who have know idea what is going on has made them fearful of this world. What
Sadness! I want all of this to end now. I am tired of these Mandates it’s time to start living
again with love and compassion to all our fellow Citizens.

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27878

Thankfully not much

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27879

negative impact on my job

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27880

I’m very depressed

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27881

Limited interactions, sport coaching limitations, and the need to use video conferencing far too
much.

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27882

Huge stress leading to physical decline in health and mental well-being

2/19/2022 1:33 PM
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27883

Awful! I only got the vaccine so I could live my life. Travel, Play hockey, go to gym
restaurants funerals. And see my Mom in retirement home. Shortly after I got it, that was all
taken away again! It’s divided many of our friends and family and I can’t take it anymore. I
can’t even keep track of the number of times I’ve heard “it makes no sense” from people who
follow along compliant and people who are against it!

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27884

Restricted from businesses that require vaccine passports

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27885

Haven’t seen friends. Have become depressed and lonely.

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27886

Loss of freedoms

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27887

Poorly

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27888

I can’t go to the gym, church, entertainment venues like movies, dance clubs, concerts. Can’t
travel to USA to visit family as I can’t afford to quarantine fir two weeks and would suffer loss
of income. Had to quit my job even though I have had all three vaccinations for Covid, as I
don’t feel “safe”. Covid stricken colleagues are still coming to work but pretend they are
healthy anyways.

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27889

I have lost my job and source of income. I have natural immunity so declined to take the
unnecessary experimental vaccine, but that was not recognized.

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27890

Isolation. Depression. Job security

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27891

Price of food and medication has rocketed. I'm on disability and have recieved a pathetic $600
one off payment "to help with Covid". Trudeau needs charging with TREASON

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27892

Lost two homes, two jobs and our family is having to start over. Mental health is low. Marriage
is suffering.

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27893

My spouse lost his job due to not getting the forced vaxx. We have financially struggled with a
new baby as he had to take a lower paying job. We have not been able to travel or visit family
so they can meet our new baby. All prenatal appointments I was alone. I am not aloud to
attend any activities with my daughter.

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27894

Separated from family, stopped me from working in my field, causing depression, afraid to go
out in public and dining out and traveling. Watching more people and children take the death
jab knowing what it will do to them.

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27895

I have increase in physical and mental heath issues

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27896

I have lost many friendships, and opportunities for fundraisin events. I am not able to teach
zumba classes indoors to help people get through these difficult times.

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27897

Horribly

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27898

I feel unsafe because of the mandates in a so called free society. I am embarassed by my
overreaching government into the lives of their citizens. We are losing our right to freedom of
thought and speech and afraid to express an opinion. We are becoming Communist Canada. I
fear for the future of my children and grandchildren.

2/19/2022 1:33 PM

27899

We stay home more cause really the mandate does make that you can't do anything

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27900

It limits my everyday choices and actions

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27901

Had loved ones die on their own, or with ONLY 1 person allowed. People can't get married
without choosing a few people that can come. Loved ones have lost their jobs because of the
shot being pushed on them. Choice? Barely..it's called coercion, and absolutely NOT ok! Lied
to by many people in our government, people from around the world. Cops following unlawful
orders, people giving them the orders. Very obvious many 'elite' and their cronies have their
hand in the honey pot! Need I go on? Lol

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27902

My children are shadows of their former selves. My two teens have experienced depression
which they never had before. They feel hopeless. My youngest is a more anxious person now.

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27903

Not being able to see family, children not being able to participate

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27904

I am a mother of 2 special needs boys. I lost contact for 13 years with my youngest son. We
got reconnected before this pandemic hit and then we moved him closer to me so we could
reconnect. He has lived here for a year almost now and just once has he been able to see my

2/19/2022 1:32 PM
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face without a mask. I forgot to mention that he is deaf and needs facial expression to
communicate so it's been hard on us both.
27905

My mental health is suffering

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27906

Cannot travel to see family, cannot go to a restaurant or activity facilities.

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27907

My wife's business has been shut down for more than 5 months in the last two years. Both of
my daughters were forced against their will to be get vacinated. One was told she would be
terminated from her job, the other would have had to quit school.

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27908

Job loss Can't go out Can't find a job Can't see people smile anymore Watching kids grow
depressed and commit suicide from the shit government we have watching as this happens
while they travel and not wear masks this is bull shit. We cant travel We are discriminated
Looked down on treated like scum because I am not and willl not get vaxxed.

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27909

Have lost my position as surgeon in my hospital, have lost my tenured Professorship, cannot
see my mother in LTC, cannot travel outside of Canada, cannot have family celebrations,
cannot go to restaurants or other large social gatherings

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27910

Too many sad ways to mention

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27911

As a buiss owner it has affected my income my family my health my Freinds my Country this
has to stop Trudeau is not fit to run a Country period.

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27912

It has divided family members and friends of mine. It has effected my job as a cross border
driver. I have lost confidence and trust in government police and banks. I have lost interest in
participating in Society ie Barbershop restaurant nightclubs.

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27913

Suicidal thoughts, couldn’t visit a dying relative or attend his funeral, family divided

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27914

Very badly

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27915

It’s devided our family and friends in certain ways and made it so we can travel

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27916

I have lost lots of my freedoms I am entitled to as a Canadian Citizen including travelling,
keeping my job, going to restaurants, watching my kids play hockey because I don’t want to
put an experimental jab in me.

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27917

Loss of income

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27918

Hard to see family and friends, gatherings

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27919

Income/mental health

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27920

Increased isolation. Depression Go to work And home for two years I’m not living. Only
existing

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27921

Prevented me from moving freely across Canada! Prevented me from living freely. Made me
fearful at times of other Canadians.

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27922

I’m mostly concerned with the border restrictions for returning to Canada , and the trucking
issues and supply chain concerns.

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27923

No freedom

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27924

Mental health. Anxiety and severe insomnia

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27925

Mental health decline, isolation

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27926

No social life.

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27927

I am alone ..broke and nothing to live for.

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27928

It has had a disgusting effect on mine and most people around my family.

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27929

High stress, feeling isolated, online learning for children sucks

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27930

I have my family outside Canada and now because if mandates I cannot go to see them, even
if someone of my old parents will be sick or die, it's not a good reason to let me board the
plane because I am not vaxed. It's not human. I am as Canadian citizen have right of moving
and seeing my family. Even dispite the fact that I got a covid (confirmed by PCR) in January

2/19/2022 1:32 PM
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2022 and now I am actually protected from the virus even better that triple vaxed (based on Bill
Gates interview where he agreed that natural immunity is way better than vaccine). I am a
prisoner now in Canada.
27931

Lost my career of 7 years, many friends, family, gathering and have had to live in complete
isolation for over 6 months. Contemplated suicide many, many times.

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27932

It has made it way worse

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27933

I have been prevented from spending time with family, friends, and attending activities. Friends
have been arrested and charged. Fear has gripped parts of my family and torn us apart. We
should be free to make our own decisions.

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27934

My children lost their jobs, can't attend their children's events, they can't travel to visit relatives
in another country, expensive getting pcr tests. Stop this already, I don't know anyone that died
from covid but some sick from vaccine.

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27935

My 91 year old mother has not seen her two grandsons and her two great children living in the
States in over two years, she hasn’t seen her youngest great grandson at all due to stupid
travel mandates!! Same applies to my wife and I not having seen our youngest grandson yet
either

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27936

Too many negative ways to count the cornerstone of medical ethics is FREE INFORMED
CONSENT. Otherwise any individual compliance constitutes assault.

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27937

Freedom taken away.

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27938

Lack of freedom

2/19/2022 1:32 PM

27939

My freedom to go to church, to go to the gym and I was force to take the vaccine in order to
keep my job in the federal government.

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27940

It has been a dark couple years. Depression, isolation, fear, lack of freedom.

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27941

Caused tremendous stress in marriage and family.

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27942

In every way

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27943

COVID will be a part of life now. Time to get back to normal

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27944

Badly especially because of the social distancing and differences in opinion and view through
families

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27945

Alot less affordable.. Lack of social life in all aspects. Loss of Freedom and Freedom of
speech

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27946

Reduced ability to travel, see family, and use my own level of risk assessment.

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27947

Causes Many deaths of loved ones. Lost work

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27948

Financially,emotionally, mentally.

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27949

miserable. caused conflict with family, friend and the public

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27950

Its taken my freedom away yet it has made me knowledgeable to deal with covid and not fear
it whatsoever

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27951

Isolation, freedoms taken, children impacted and ridiculed, usual way of life curtailed.
Depression, anxiety.

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27952

I can’t go to school. I’ve watched my siblings miss dance competitions and 3 years of a real
education. I get treated differently at work.

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27953

My partner died because his Doctor wouldn't provide medical care due to covid

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27954

In all aspects

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27955

Lost friends, family my job has been effected

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27956

It has affected my health as a result of getting two shots. It is a constant source of depression
and worry of the future and what is happening to our kids

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27957

Price of living has done nothing but gone up since the pandemic started.

2/19/2022 1:31 PM
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27958

/my father took 3 vaxes and is now in a wheel chair and cant speak. For the gov to want to
then FORCE him to have another or me to have one is fucked up.

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27959

Mental Health Financially

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27960

I would have lost my job if I wasn’t vaccinated yet the 4 staff that sit in the same office as me
for 8 hours a day weren’t mandated as they were not directly tied to the contract I was. Sooo
tell me how this makes any sense??

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27961

Masking is not bad but I feel it should be optional. I agree with being careful but it should be
my decision.

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27962

It has destroyed relationships with family and friends. It has not affected any other aspect
really.

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27963

Destroyed the physical and mental heath of my family

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27964

Medical freedom and equality, but the list is much longer than that

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27965

loss of income, lot's of extra stress (mainly because of mandates and how I have been
impacted by them), division between people.

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27966

Depression , and i wil leavy this country ‼️

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27967

I was forced to take vaccines I didn't want and now realize it was a bioweapon with Graphene
& Aids,Ebola & cancer type viruses, part of a well known wef reset plan and PM's corrupt
ownership of Acuitas and the nano technology in every dose. I couldn't even go in to see my
Dr unless I was double vaxxed, disgusting. The US DofD post vax studies & many others,
make me fear for my life and future. The whole vax program was very obviously conceived for
an extremely evil agenda, not for health or based on science.

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27968

I am being excluded from activities and places because of my medical choice. It has caused a
great divide of family and friends

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27969

Job loss

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27970

Lost my job and my family due to the division.

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27971

In ALL ways!! I have 5 children 3 of which are suffering with severe mental health

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27972

Not able to be with dying family in hospitals, not able to travel abroad, no family outings, kids
forced to wear masks in schools while politicians and global elite get away with everything 😢

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27973

Never went anywhere cuz I refuse to be vaccinated

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27974

Not good at all

2/19/2022 1:31 PM

27975

Lack of work by 75%

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27976

I lost my ability to provide for myself. I am unable to fly to work

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27977

I lost my job because I made the choice to not be vaccinated

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27978

My son has passed away and my my mom health has declined

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27979

Family interaction. How dare the government tell me I can’t visit my parents!!

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27980

I've worked from home for 101 weeks now. I wear masks, and avoid "super stores".

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27981

Unable to play sports, mental health, children in masks all day ie. Developmental issues
lockouts without in person schooling, discrimination, divided family.

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27982

My work has been completely revamped and I can no longer adequately complete my tasks in
a way that is keeping my co workers safe. Local business has been targeted and in many
cases lost My fellow citizens have been pitted against each other with free thinking and free
speech totally lost. I have lost my pride in being a Canadian and am embarrassed and scared
of where our country is headed.

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27983

Lost my job. Lost confidence in the Country. Lost a total of 10 family members in 2 years
(none from Covid)

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27984

I am being unjustly segregated. I am being pressured into injecting a substance into my body

2/19/2022 1:30 PM
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which is not risk free
27985

I've have 3 family members die alone due to uncovid related deaths because our family was
unable to see them due to our personal vaccine status, my mental health is deteriorating, I lost
my job at the beginning of covid, missed out on family and living. This isn't even a world I want
to live in anymore

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27986

Lost my job

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27987

My nervous system is at the breaking point! This WEF agenda must end! Trudeau must go!!

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27988

Limit my everyday life.

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27989

I am depressed. I have gained weight. I have lost friends and relationships with family. I have
not been able to visit my 95 year old mother. I was not able to attend my husband’s funeral. I
was not able to attend my mothers 95 birthday party. I am unable to travel. I have lost my
ambition. I am unmotivated. I’m falling behind financially. But worst of all doctors advised my 6
months pregnant daughter to inject an experimental “vaccine” for her “protection”. I cried for 3
days straight hearing it. They also advised her to keep me away from the baby. I suffered
anxiety attacks several times since last summer. Friends posts on Facebook triggers anxiety
attacks too so I stay off which just further isolates me from any support system. I’m slowly
dying. Please stop all mandates.

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27990

Lost contact with a lot of people.Abused by co workers.Had to take weekly covid tests at my
expense.Developed a severe don’t give a shit attitude which is not good for a school bus driver

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27991

Lost my job

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27992

My children have suffered from not being able to play sports, see friend and family. Also
worried about their development because you can’t read facial expressions when someone has
a mask on.

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27993

I am treated like a second class Citizen..I have a healthy immune system..I have taken care
of myself all my life...do not want to put an experimental substance in my body

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27994

Mentally damaged, kids mentally damaged, financially damaged. Years of our lives that we will
never get back. The person I was before has been destroyed :(

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27995

Loss of my employment in December 2020.

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27996

Not allowed in my workplace, relationship damage, social anxiety, nothing compared to others
and the collective damage

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27997

It had caused unde stress. Divide family and friends. Unable to attend family members
weddings and funerals. A direct attack on my right and freedoms as a Canadian!

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27998

As a senior citizen on a fixed income, I have been restricted access to stores and exercise
facilities, limited in my ability to travel to visit family and friends.

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

27999

Can’t fly to my family in the Netherlands anymore

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

28000

Saddens me greatly seeing our basic freedoms being removed and watching what is going on
around me, especially the lies.

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

28001

How has it not affected our lives..

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

28002

Even tho I have my first dose of vaccine I'm still denied access in restaurants in my own
home town

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

28003

In many ways, but above all negative impacts on mental health and relationships.

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

28004

Totally isolated from my friends and family. Unable to do run my business and consequently
drained my financial resources. It is the worst scam of mankind to have happen. The truck
convoy has been a blessing to wake the world up.

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

28005

Loss of income. Friends have committed suicide.

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

28006

I have lost friends, alienated by family members, have not been able to go anywhere, become
depressed and anxious not knowing what to think and what is right. Stressed and anxious to
speak my mind or try to relax.

2/19/2022 1:30 PM

28007

Family gatherings. Children not having basic immunity or contact. Suicide rates. Small

2/19/2022 1:30 PM
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Businesses closures. No support systems.
28008

Anxiety

2/19/2022 1:29 PM

28009

I was forced into a vaccination to keep my job

2/19/2022 1:29 PM

28010

Deaths despair. Depression. Suicide drug over doses Friends and family realitionships ended
People dying alone

2/19/2022 1:29 PM

28011

Lost my job, I am unable to return to my job/career in Health Care because they are forcing the
vaccine on new hires etc. It has been very hard on my family financially and the government is
refusing to help me. I want to work and I want to pay my bills. I will not send my children to in
person schooling ever again

2/19/2022 1:29 PM

28012

Compromising my charter rights

2/19/2022 1:29 PM

28013

Loneliness,no travel,no entertainment, no employment, delivery delays,

2/19/2022 1:29 PM

28014

I can't fly or access most businesses or services

2/19/2022 1:29 PM

28015

ALL of the mandates over the past 2yrs have affected mine & my family’s life… When covid
first hit I did not see my own children for 6mths (cause my ex husband is a prick and did not
include me in their social circle with I living in Niagara Region, ON & them in Ottawa area). At
the age of 51 I found my one hour drive to the US to see my boyfriend of 3yrs change to a
13hr day to fly, stay with him following all recommendations of 14 day quarantine there and
upon return to Canada only to have the entire situation destroy our relationship due to the
waves hitting Dec 2020 into latter 2021 and us not wanting to chance me contracting the
illness. That kept us apart for 7mths when ALL we had to do was cross the land border with
practically no contact with anyone (safer)….especially with me being a Veteran, still with all my
PP&E in my procession from service and training over the years dealing with SARS, Mad Cow,
Swine/H1-N1 and still was not recognized/respected that I could had volunteered helping his
community in the US as well as mine in Canada during the outbreaks. Now at almost 53 I have
lost the man that was going to spend the rest of our lives together due to instead of our
government supporting the people, encouraging us to learn from all that is happened and
adapting to live with the virus making it about politics & the government controlling the people.

2/19/2022 1:29 PM

28016

It has divided my family and friends

2/19/2022 1:29 PM

28017

financially, socially , mentally

2/19/2022 1:29 PM

28018

It's Real BAD

2/19/2022 1:29 PM

28019

Has made me lose work, not be able to socialize properly, not be able to work out or do
everything for my mental health

2/19/2022 1:29 PM

28020

Feel very isolated and do not feel like Canada is a free country

2/19/2022 1:29 PM

28021

Missed funerals of best friends since grade school. (Multiple) I can't breathe well in masks.
Nose got destroyed in a car accident. Was in recovery now I'm back to drinking because I got
to much time on my hands with nothing to do. Was almost a year sober. I will refuse digital qr
code passports. I'm not going to be one of Trudeau's puppets. And No one else's business but
my own. I don't know if it directly related to getting 2 of the shots but after 40 years of being
me I seem to be getting a form of torrets. Random outbursts of laughter or shaking my head
with random noises. Only thing I did out of my norm is take the 2 vaccine shots. I don't
normally even take the flu shot and I don't belive in taking medications .

2/19/2022 1:29 PM

28022

It has isolated myself and my family. My son had to leave hid post secondary education as a
result of the Vax mandate. 2 of my children reluctantly received the Vax to secure their
employment. They live in fear of long term effects of the Vax.

2/19/2022 1:29 PM

28023

Every. Single. Aspect.

2/19/2022 1:29 PM

28024

My children and I have become isolated, we can't travel we can't go out places or have
birthday parties

2/19/2022 1:29 PM

28025

It has made it difficult

2/19/2022 1:29 PM

28026

Division

2/19/2022 1:29 PM

28027

Possible job loss. Stress, panic attacks, mental health.

2/19/2022 1:29 PM
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28028

Caused relational division with family and friends. Exaggerated existing mental health condition
with my family. Has had an extreme effect on the physical, educational and social
development of my children. Lack of kids sports had been incredibly damaging for my children.

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28029

Job stress

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28030

Travel to see grand children and family

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28031

In every way covid is the excuses for everything can't get abywhere

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28032

It has made me very angry when freedom of choice is taken away we are in a state of
dictatorship and that is not what Canada is about People losing JOBS if choose not to
vaccinate is dictatorship what is happening right now is a criminal act STOP THIS BEFOR WE
HAVE A WAR

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28033

Kept me from having a life.. no freedom.. just waiting to die!!

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28034

Look around….we are at the precipice of HELL from these mandates. They need to END NOW
and get our beautiful land back on her feet again.

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28035

I have lost friends of 55 years, assaulted by a family member over my of covid, missed on
vacations and family gatherings

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28036

My daughter had to withdraw from college. My husband and son have been forced to get the
so called vaccine to keep their jobs. I have suffered mentally from not being able to travel. My
family has suffered much upset over all these mandates.

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28037

How hasn't it is the real question

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28038

School was no longer an option. Visiting grandparents no longer an option

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28039

Kept me alive

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28040

All

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28041

Restricted ministry operations, travel to see family, hospital visits.

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28042

My Children are depressed. Vaccine passports restricted me to go places. My quality of life
declined. I began to feel like a second class citizen. I experienced discrimination each time I
was asked about my medical state/vaccination status. (My medical history should be private
and used against me).

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28043

The mandates have kept me from see family and from overall enjoying life as a free individual.

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28044

My daughter has attempted suicide.

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28045

My kids have not been exposed to culture and people.

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28046

Son lost job and couldn’t see my husband in hospital for cancer treatments and kept him home
to die so me and my family could be with him.

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28047

Socially, emotionally and financially

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28048

I was forced to get a vaccine that clearly isn't working in order to take my daughter to hockey
and keep my job. I will not be getting the booster.

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28049

Have not seen my immediate family for 2.5 years. I’ve been discriminating against due to my
choice to not vaccinate. I have listened to stories about families have been ripped apart. I
have had 7 clients that have suffered from adverse reactions due to vaccines. My father in law
ended up with pneumonia after each of his 2 vaccines.

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28050

Son lost out on a possible US Hockey Scholarship due to being unvaccinated and Junior A had to come home and play junior B

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28051

My entire family has been affected

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28052

Slightly

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28053

I had a car, apartment, great credit score and was on my way to owning a house. I lost
everything. I have nothing anymore

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28054

I am not vaccinated I lived a normal life

2/19/2022 1:28 PM
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28055

We have suffered financially, mentally, emotionally and my kids education is below their actual
grade level because they missed so many months of school over 3 years.

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28056

Mental health has taken a huge downturn. It has affected my entire family and my physical
health.

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28057

Added a lot of anxiety to my life. It has made some people very cruel and judgmental!!

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28058

Various things

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28059

Not just specifically my life but thousands of others, and thats why it has to end.

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28060

Loss of income. Division in my family. The feeling that my voice and my opinion are ignored.
Is there justice? Distrust to the government.

2/19/2022 1:28 PM

28061

Freedom is a God given right and because of these mandates we are slowly losing them. Fear
is what this is all about.

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28062

Depression, anxiety, deconnected and destruction of relationships

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28063

It has taken away freedoms that I value. It has made me fear my government and not trust
them

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28064

Because of my Christian belief I am against all vaccinations. Trudeau's government has no
right to forse me to get vaccinated despite my deep belief. I feel deeply discriminated and put
aside in the society. It is as if I am leperous because of my well thought out choice. I, my
husband and 6 children feel that our rights are being taken away.

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28065

My circle of friends that I physically send time with has decreased. I don't frequent
places/areas where I feel there maybe a large gathering of people such as a theatre,
Home/Garden Show. I haven't travelled outside of my area except to my daughter's where I
know they have been practising safe living and are vaccinated. My most trying is not being
able to travel to Melbourne, Australia to see my only grandchildren, meet them for the first time
and to see my daughter & her husband. This is my most agonizing delimma. Australia is just
as of February 21 allowing International travel for it's citizens & for others to enter. For me the
costs of the Covid testing & medical plan coupled with the flight increases has made the trip
almost prohibitive when you're a senior on a very fixed income.

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28066

Negatively Lost family and friends due to differences Have not been able to enjoy certain
things in my life - playing sports, watching live sports

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28067

I have become more depressed. I have not been able to see my family.

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28068

I don’t have job

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28069

Mentally, financially

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28070

I lost my business, my health has declined since I didn’t get treatment in person with the
specialist. I can not travel to see my family. I have a lot of anxieties.

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28071

Pissed me off

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28072

My job mostly! I cannot move up because they have implemented the vaccine mandate !!!! So
now my way of earning is affected by a hoax. Masks clearly don’t do anything so what’s the
point. It not going anywhere !!! Just like the flu or cold or any other virus !

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28073

Lost our business. Disrupted our family . Seen my granddaughter twice in a year and a half.

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28074

Stay at home.

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28075

Ruined my life

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28076

Division in family, friends and co-workers. Added work but not compensated for my
organization as government offices closed. Increase in social needs in my community. Limited
my activities and choices.

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28077

I believe in freedom, and the mandates have restricted me from the opportunity to see my son
and daughter in law and grandchild. A Canadian should ALWAYS be able to fly WITHIN his
own country!

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28078

Like living under a Communist regime.

2/19/2022 1:27 PM
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28079

Yes

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28080

Loss of freedoms

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28081

These mandates have caused tension between my family and my friends. To me the choice
has been taken away, I can’t make a personal health choice to not take the vaccine (I have a
pre existing heart condition) and still be apart of regular society. To gain a medical exemption
is a lot of work and even then some business still don’t accept it.

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28082

It has taken away my hope

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28083

Just annoyed the piss out of me. Other people were effected more than me

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28084

Put a lot of stress on our family. My husband lost his job because of not getting vaccinated.
Kids lost a lot as well, no swimming lessons, only zoom music lessons, not being able to
socialize, I see far more depression tendencies in the kids than ever before. The kids have far
more anxiety and worry about the future. Our daughters wedding scheduled for last summer,
had to be postponed because her fiancé was not allowed to travel to Canada from England.
When they could finally get married, due to restrictions it was only immediate family which was
not at all how they had planned it to be. A lot of disappointments for our family.

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28085

Freedom to travel and visit family and Friends

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28086

I am vaccine injury survivor.I know first hand,that no one takes responsibility,when person is
injured by vaccine. Nothing has changed in 20 years since my injury happened. Current
"health" mandates are not based in any verified data or science.Medical product called "Covi19 vaccine" doesn't prevent infection or spread of virus.85% of people still dying from Covi-19
in British Columbia are fully vaccinated and live in long term care facilities. "Health" mandates
have been harmful, divisive, abusive and segregating for society. These 2 years will be
remembered in history as most segregating times and most severe abuse of power from
government and unelected bureaucrats with one task only-to sell and force defective medical
product with very low efficacy and no legal liability on large part of society. It's shameful and
criminal.

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28087

Coupes up with high anxiety.

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28088

We can’t leave our own country or freely travel within via air or other methods. My kids have
not gone two school for two years because of the mask mandates and push of vaccines. My
husbands health has been affected due to being forced to be vaccinated for work due to
airlines.

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28089

Stress and fear…fear of job loss…providing for my family….fear of loosing my fundamental
rights as a Canadian!…

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28090

We have not been able to visit our dear Amma of 96 yrs since the vaccine passports have
come into effect! Before this, when vivid all started we did not see her for an entire year! It’s
so sad what these old people have to live through! Also, tired of hearing all the science when
we know vaccinated or not, you can carry, you can get, and you can still die of Covid!

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28091

Wage Reduction at work. got vaccinated because I need to do for work have joint pain. arm
still throbs where I got the vaccination

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28092

All of them

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28093

Depression

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28094

Companies afraid to invest and explore and hire or start projects

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28095

It has filled me with fear, uncertainty, and distrust in government officials

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28096

Socially and has divided friends and family

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28097

Ability to travel, work and enjoy the freedoms of life with friends and family

2/19/2022 1:27 PM

28098

Profound anxiety and stress, mental health issues

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28099

Has brought distrust regarding the Trudeau and his intentions for Canada. Feel threatened, my
rights and freedoms are being taken away and those of my friends and people who believe
similarly to how I do. This MUST STOP in our country. Trudeau is representing himself and not
the rights and views of his country or citizens.

2/19/2022 1:26 PM
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28100

It has affected it in many ways. I can’t walk into a store with no mask. I have to wear it all day
at work which is a pain. I can’t eat inside restaurants which is wrong. Can’t travel

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28101

It's been too stressful and the Financial stress and we all miss our family

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28102

Isolated me Divided family, friends

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28103

Threat of job loss. Not being allowed to to activities with friends

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28104

In the last 14 months my family and I have been in lock down for 11 of those months either
due to provincial lock downs or vaccine mandate lock downs. My children have been unable to
play high level sports.

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28105

Not sure where to start. The list is endless but the most impactful to us has been the lack of
social interaction for my children ages 4,6,11 who have become seriously depressed and miss
their family and friends. They don’t understand why this is happening to them.

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28106

Makes me feel like a second class citizen. I am embarrassed how our government is being run

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28107

Emotional physical and mentally!!!!!!!!!!!

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28108

I want my kids to see people. I need socialization as a mom. I will not be around my kids with
a mask on

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28109

Not being able to attend inside events, restaurants etc!

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28110

Not much other than smaller gatherings during high risk times.

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28111

It’s a gong show! I can’t see loved ones because of it and a few of my friends have died from
the Covid shot

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28112

What life now

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28113

I am treated as a second class citizen with impeded movement and activities for my children.

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28114

Discrimination! I can’t take my children to swimming, the library, can’t go to a funeral or
wedding of loved ones. Depression in my oldest child, families torn apart, loss of friendships,
put life plans on hold, fear of our government. My mother reacted to the vax and I rushed her
to hospital to sit outside and wait while she was alone and they’re checking her all over for
clots. My youngest started school and had to have a mask strapped to her face while she is
sobbing, glasses fogged and shoved into a door of a building she barely knows because
classes can’t congregate outside or in halls, and I’m not allowed in the building where my own
children are. Unacceptable.

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28115

Socially, financially, mentally, lost my job, was closed down almost 9 months in 2 years.

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28116

Not being able to see our grandchildren. Seeing our children being forced to take vaccine and
then worry about their health. Division in our family

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28117

Future generations and unacceptable give overreach

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28118

Segregated me from my friends and families. Made me feel depressed and generally
exhausted. Have a hard time doing the things I've always loved like working to provide for my
family and exercising. All I want to do is sleep so I can forget about what is happening to our
democracy.

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28119

It has divided families and citizens and taken away our freedom to chose.

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28120

Depression anxiety suicidal thoughts

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28121

Ruins

2/19/2022 1:26 PM

28122

Too many to list.

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28123

Excluded from restaurants, travel, gyms etc

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28124

No hockey for my son. No swimming for my daughter. No friends over. No freedom. No sense
of safety. Slandered by PM. Belittled by others for choosing what is best for MY family.
Inability to go see my ailing mom. The list is endless.

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28125

Division between family and friends

2/19/2022 1:25 PM
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28126

Badly. I was treated like a social outcast for not having the shots

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28127

Since the mandate I have had to put aside my dream of working in the healthcare system,
because I choose not to vaccinate. I have repeatedly been shunned by the government and
fellow citizens for my choice. I also haven’t been given proper education during the first 1.5
years of Covid. And sadly, there is family I am unable to see, precious family that I long to be
able to hold. On top of this without spending $900 dollars for a ticket and Covid testing I am
unable to see my boyfriend. Work place tensions have been high and throughout it all it had
been hard to manage. I hope all mandates can be dropped so my life can go back to normal.

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28128

My wife has lost her job. Our wedding was thwarted. There has been a divide made in my
family.

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28129

it has been fine for me but feel bad about people losing their jobs.

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28130

Felt like you were in a prison, . Awful the way the country treated the unvaccinated . They
made you feel unclean.

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28131

It has stopped me from seeing my grandchildren. In the past two and a half years I have seen
them twice ... both times in the last seven months. I do not believe forced vaccines are the
answer - "freedom of choice" should be. Maligning people for not getting the vaccine promotes
division and segregation.

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28132

I’m out of a job, haven’t seen my family; kids are needing psychological help

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28133

Lost my job

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28134

Lost friends because of my medical choice - my child not allowed to continue her sport due to
mandates - my other child plays hockey and was young enough not to be mandated but I have
been banned from the arenas so unable to be there to support

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28135

I am scared Trudoe will force me to have a man made shot that l am totally against ,it is not
natural.l personally think it was made to force people to do what the government wants.lot
sounds like a Hitler idea to get rid of people!

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28136

Was mandated to get shot against my will as a term of employment. Forced!

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28137

Negatively in every way imaginable

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28138

It is making me feel depress and angry. I don't work because I don't accept to use any mask
on my face.

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28139

It has ruined my life and my family memebers. Life is worse than ever

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28140

Destroyed all hope for the future

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28141

Unemployed

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28142

I have been kicked out of 3 stores. I do not wear a nappie on my face. I stay home a lot. I
want to be free to do what I want when I want and where I want. That is freedom that is
nonexistent right now.

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28143

Loss of income and not being able to attend family funeral out of country

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28144

It has been all negative. Lucky to still have a job, social isolation, lack of oxygen from masks
for two years, not being able to travel to look after my house in the usa, and the mandates
have caused a division with Canadians effecting mental health including the media sensorship
issue.

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28145

What life I haven't been able to do anything for 2 year now

2/19/2022 1:25 PM

28146

I lost my business & income. My grandchildren suffer physically, emotionally & mentally
through social distancing & wearing the face diaper. We are ALL BEING SPIRITUALLY
SUPPRESSED. I AM A SOVEREIGN BEING.

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28147

It has affected by being treated like a second class citizen for my chose my body.

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28148

Travelling social distancing Not being able to visit family in friends

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28149

I have been treated as a second class citizen and discriminated against. I have been
psychologically damaged by division, segregation and discrimination.

2/19/2022 1:24 PM
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28150

Negatively.

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28151

Health, financial and no trust for the governing systems

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28152

It has turned my life upside down. I am essentially a prisoner living in an open concentration
camp

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28153

Yes

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28154

In so many ways, couldn't receive a medical exemption for my serious autoimmune condition,
and, as well, important medical tests put off for my husband. I am disappointed in our leaders,
that nothing has been done re the masks for my grandchildren. Two years of wearing a muzzle.
I was chastised by an employee of Tim Hortons for not having a vaccine passport. Yelling out
in front of other restaurant personnel. The tyranny of this Trudeau government, police, and no
one to fire this man who has done nothing for our country except bankrupt us . Please have
him resign or take him away.

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28155

Depression, having to explain to my child why she can't do the things that used to be normal.

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28156

Immensly

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28157

My son had to quit university.

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28158

How has it not? This is not Canada. I can’t count how many people have been affected by
these outrageous mandates. Mental health, suicides, drug addictions etc. it needs to end

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28159

Every aspect of work, social, family and mental health of myself and spouse

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28160

Added additional stress, lost money and feel my freedom has been jeopardize.

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28161

Negatively in too many ways to list here.

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28162

Destroyed my life

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28163

Unemployment, family separation, mental fatigue, stress

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28164

Made me take an experimental vaccine that does not work

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28165

It has affected my mental health and quality of life.

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28166

3

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28167

Financial loss, relational division, depression.

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28168

Loss of work and money.

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28169

It’s made me depressed, caused many mental health issues & I want to fucking kill myself.

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28170

It has been the worst division and discrimination I have ever seen or felt in my entire life. I
can’t believe this is Canada!!!!

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28171

It’s divided my family, Church, and Country and our world. The Cabal, Deep State, Illuminati
are of deep concern with their genocide agenda. Evil is warring against good. They need to be
taken DOWN.

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28172

Have not caught COVID as yet

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28173

It limits where I can go, who I can see. If I can keep my job. If I don’t have a job how do I take
care of myself and my family. All freedom in this matter is gone

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28174

Depression

2/19/2022 1:24 PM

28175

All of them

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28176

I almost lost my job and am no longer allowed to deliver my unborn child in a hospital because
we are not “vaccinated”

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28177

Mental health, divorce

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28178

I'm very depressed and won't live in a country like this

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28179

I lost my business. I have family members who won't come near me. The kids in my family
have had their education and childhood stolen from them. I have been rejected from society

2/19/2022 1:23 PM
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due to my own personal health choice, even though I take care of my health better than most
of the people that I know and have never had covid.
28180

It hasn't

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28181

Extreme depression

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28182

Fucked me out of my lively hood

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28183

Very very bad

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28184

denied proper medical care put fear into my children & grandchildren Caused division among
our friends neighbours & fellow Canadians Ostersized us for making a personal medical
decision. Been stripped of our Freedom.

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28185

Not good. Children need to be able to go to school unaffected. I need to be able to see mine
doctor instead of phone call. This is bad for our mental health.

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28186

Families divided

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28187

It has isolated me from my communities and family, my activities. My children could not
breathe at school and were very depressed and anxious at school being yelled at all day to
keep 6 feet apart. My 7 year old son was told to stay in his seat all day at school and not get
up for anything. It sounded like jail and broke my heart. They couldn’t breathe in masks all day.
Eventually - one kid after Christmas cried and said he just couldn’t go back anymore so I gave
up my work and homeschooled him so he could breathe and have some sense of normalcy
without being yelled at about safety rules and keeping distance. My daughter adored school
but by March, she couldn’t go and on a Monday morning she said she just couldn’t do it
anymore. So I’ve been homeschooling them to preserve their mental health. During initial
lockdowns my kids were very depressed and spend hours sobbing and screaming. My
daughter threw things at the wall screaming that she hated the world. She was devestated to
miss all her special events and activities, end of the year. Children have been robbed of their
childhood and have been hurt badly. Badly. My daughter had no friends on her “cohort” at
school before homeschooling so for 1.5 years before homeschooling she never saw her
friends. I’d cry to and from going to get her from school as I saw her former friends walk home
from school and I’d remembered a few years back, them being at my kids homes. My kids
were devestated on birthdays. My children could not breathe in masks. Literally couldn’t
breathe. My daughter said she felt like she was going to faint. The kids were forced to wear
masks in gym and outside at recess and scolded about masks constantly. Interaction outside
cohort was discouraged by school. I did everything I could to keep my kids mental health
afloat. Every time an extracurricular activity went to zoom, “remote” learning, my kids would
sob and scream. It was ridiculous to pretend to be with people through a computer screen in
your own home. My kids hate zoom. Because I chose not to receive the vaccination, I lost
friends. I would blame Justin Trudeau’s hateful speech for this and the media lies that turned
entire society about the dangerous and horrible unvaccinated. Some of my kids friends would
no longer play with them because I didn’t vaccinate them. My children’s music teachers taught
students in person but refused to teach children from families in which anyone was vaccinated
in person. This upset my kids. Again, I blame Justin Trudeau’s hateful speech, the media and
health policies for the poor treatment we got. A piano accompanist wouldn’t accompany my
daughter because I wasn’t vaccinated. This hurt her. My kids were devestated that I couldn’t
take them to Nutcracker or out. I have a four year old who’s grown up in the pandemic and I
feel his iq will be sognificantly impacted from seeing everyone masked, limited interaction.
Also because I’m prevented from accessing or taking him to enriching activities or
experiences. Thanks to vaccine passports, I can’t take him to any activities. Thanks to vax
passport, I feel children whose parents were subjected to intellectual impoverishment through
being precluded from going to extracurricular activities or seeing museums. People said, have
grandparents take them. I have no support local. My husband was very upset to have been
coerced to receive the vaccine against his wishes otherwise he would have been fired. He was
sexually abused as a child and being forced into a medical procedure against his will was a reviolation of his bodily autonomy, by our government via medical system instead of sexual
perpetrator. Nonetheless, it was traumatizing. I was sexually abused as a child and I found the
gaslighting coercion pressure and limits to my freedom to resemble to grooming I experienced
as a child when sexually abused. Very traumatic. I have been called everything you could
imagine. It’s been uncomfortable and awkward to be asked to reveal my personal health
information. I felt hurt seeing public health tweets - from WHRA literally saying that
unvaccinated people were to blame for people missing out on tests or experiencing delayed
treatment for health issues. It literally said that. I have been called terrible names, had

2/19/2022 1:23 PM
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harassing emails from former friends, I’ve lost many friends. Thanks to this public messaging
from local health and Justin Trudeau’s hate speech. Yet the vaccine doesn’t prevent
transmission and I’m continually blamed. My daughter was degenerated with vaccine passport
and scared to turn 12. At that time she would not have been allowed to participate in orchestra.
Our city doesn’t permit anyone unvaccinated into city recreation facilities so I couldn’t register
my kids in other sports. I did make arrangements for my kids to continue participating in
Suzuki Music. I myself had been a board member and very passionate about this community
and program for years and it was devestating to be kicked out of it “for the safety of
participants, not allowed to enter the building”. I made arrangements for my 11 year old
daughter to act as his “parent”. So he got to participate but I later felt it was quite harmful for
him at a critical developmental age to see all other kids with parents and their mothers and his
mother was never ever at any activity. At his developmental age, I think this has harmed our
relationship. I was never at anything for him. I was never able to do any activities with him.
Always others. This has and will have harmful effects on our relationship at this critical time of
development. My older children often cried and were very upset and sad that I wasn’t allowed
to come to their activities or games. By provincial health orders it was “illegal” and people were
advised against visiting with unvaccinated family at holidays. I have had much conflict with
family and I feared seeing others. I avoided many friends and family for fear the subject would
come up and I’d be verbally attacked. My grandma was critically ill and I couldn’t see her. The
orders suggested it would be “illegal” to gather with another household so that meant gathering
with my family - parents and siblings and allowing my children to play was illegal. Thankfully
my family chose civil disobedience and I was welcome in their home with siblings despite the
order prohibiting it. It was stressful and nerve wracking to go to family gathering and feared
having someone knock on the door. I feared accessing health services or stepping foot into a
hospital as an unvaccinated person. Very early on I saw a news clip of a local doctor stating
on news he would want to refuse to treat an unvaccinated ICU patient. When my son hurt his
arm and when I felt unwell and might have in the past considered accessing health care, I was
terrified to. I have natural immunity. I also take extremely good care of my health and would
never be a burden on the health care system. These mandates and vaccine policies and the
hateful and blaming language will have lasting damage. Children have been seriously harmed
and hurt in terms of mental health and parts of their childhood have been robbed. I feel like a
second class citizen, an other, unwelcome in society. As Justin Trudeau said, “they take up
space”. I felt completely abandoned by government, blamed, an outcast, shunned from
communities. The trucker convoy moved me, to see that people, even vaccinated people
actually cared. I don’t feel cared by or heard by government. And I did not feel the government
cared about my children or me. I engaged democratically, sending countless letters to
politicians, calling, meeting, asking to meet about Covid policies and getting told no or
screamed at. But the truckers did care about my children, their future, and me. I felt like such
a societal leper and reject and it touched my heart to see that they cared. That they tried to do
something. And it hurts my heart to see that federal government did not care. Witnessing the
smearing gaslighting disregard and then police state force squashing the right and using
violence on peaceful protesters has further broken my heart and broken my trust in the
government and it’s institutions. The damage from the mandates was deep and the response
from government to People who cared and had exhausted all other means and resorted to their
charter rights of peaceful assembly - and their subsequent police state treatment had furthered
the damage. Canada is deeply deeply broken. It started with lockdowns, masks, distancing,
mandates, bad passports, being ousted from society with no voice, not heard. And when some
tried to stand up and use their voice about it they were ignored and crushed by our
government. The damage is profoundly deep, irreparable…. And I feel further powerless as
engaging in with politicians had been fruitless, sharing research and citations, and now the
government had made illegal through a new emergency order my right and the right of
Canadians to peaceful assembly and protest about it. I have actually for the first time in my
life begun to consider leaving Canada and moving to a free state such as Florida or Texas. I
never thought I’d consider that but it’s come to it.
28188

Financially, emotionally and spiritually. This is unprecedented violation of basic human rights
no basis on safe but only to control

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28189

It prevents me to see my family.

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28190

Not being able to visit with my dying mom! My grandchildren forced to be muzzled and not
allowed to be children! Myself with severe asthma, forced to wear a mask! When the truckers
freedom convoy began and hundreds of videos appeared on Facebook, it renewed so much
hope for Canada, and now, with this governments actions, I’m ashamed to call myself a

2/19/2022 1:23 PM
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Canadian! My family came from the old country, Ukraine, and I grew up with stories of
communism. Trudeau must go!
28191

Haven't seen my mother in 2 years. Cannot tolerate cold due to circulation issues and could
not go South. Haven't been able to attend funerals for numerous friends. Cannot see
grandchildren activities.

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28192

The mandates have ruined my family’s life’s

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28193

It hasn't

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28194

My family has fractured, my friends have divided along lines drawn by super outraged people
on both sides. We are polarized, anxious and stressed out every day. We are no longer sure
what to believe with all the misinformation and disinformation out there. I have been refused
entry at local restaurants, craft fairs and the library. I have been demonized and ridiculed. I lost
my job and my faith in humanity in the same breath.

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28195

Torn my family apart. And job loss.

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28196

I do not have the freedom to do as I want. Take my Grandchildren to the show, can’t watch
them play hockey. Disgusting!!

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28197

Makes us feel that we live in a dictatorship

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28198

I have not been able to access some essential services, even though I have a legitimate mask
exemption letter from my general practitioner. My health condition has become worse. Some of
our friends have disconnected from us. I have not been able to travel to see my parents, who
are elderly, and suffering from health problems and needing my help. I have not been able to
travel to see our many grandchildren. I have not been able to attend the birth of our newest
grandchild. I have not been able to attend weddings. I am anxious when I leave my house as I
do not know what I am going to face when I go in public. I have missed out on the precious
dates that my husband and I used to have as we cannot dine out. And I could go on and on.
These mandates have affected my spiritual, mental, emotional and social well being. This
question has caused me to realize how much these mandates have affected my life.

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28199

I hate wearing masks and they don't work.

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28200

Financially devastating, emotionally draining

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28201

It has been an extreme overreach of the government that has had so many terrible effects that
cannot all be listed here. Government can never take the place of God and when they try they
should tremble. I wrote my first letter against the mandates in March of 2020. I have never
been in favour of the mandates.

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28202

I have had more work. But there were less workers to do it! And I couldn't take my wife out for
dinner for her birthday.

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28203

Interfered with my worship and ministry.

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28204

Mental health

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28205

Showed me the horrible direction the Government is taking Canada!

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28206

You mean besides taking all my Charter rights and freedoms. The government has used
coercion,fear,panic and intimidation to get me to accept the jab. I personally know people who
are being cured using ivermectin. I also know why the drugs that could prevent hospitalization
are taken off the market it is pure evil and for profit. I could go on and on the governments use
of the word science is laughable I’ll end with that.

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28207

I have missed family members funerals,,no closure. Have missed many of my grandchildren
milestones. I work as an HCA . I have witnessed what these mandates have done to our
precious elders. The loniless, ,the reactions from multiple shots. Their tears are heartbreaking I
was forced to take an unwanted habit to look after these beautiful people. I have seen seen
people belittled in a store for walking the wrong way . I stood up for these people

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28208

I was forced to vaccinate to keep my job: my son was forced to vaccinate to play hockey

2/19/2022 1:23 PM

28209

Destroyed my family relationships

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28210

Loss of business, financial hardship, children are depressed.

2/19/2022 1:22 PM
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28211

I have lost a very good friend over a difference of opinion on the decision to get the vaccine or
not. Also divided our family over the same decision.

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28212

Retired, so not a big deal as far as confinement. Have 6 children, have visited all families
throughout with no adverse outcomes. Only change is I wear a mask for others comfort.

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28213

It has been psychological torture

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28214

It's B.S.

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28215

Depressed isolated.

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28216

It has isolated me to such an extreme degree that I feel loss of hope, I am losing friendships
and my physical health is declining. I live single, and cannot fully join society.

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28217

My freedom as a Canadian,

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28218

I no longer have the trust in my government or Doctors

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28219

A lot

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28220

Division!! Also since my husband got the vaccines, his iron is so low to a point of near a heart
attack specialist said. Never has any problem with health and iron before.

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28221

Haven't been able to go out with family.

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28222

Major mental health issues, anxiety & depression. Feelings of isolation. Affects my day-to-day
at work as well, I deal in customer service & a pandemic was hard enough, now it’s even
harder with upset people & politics. I used to love my job.

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28223

Negatively

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28224

I live with my son and his family. He is an unvaccinated public servant who has lost his job. I
feel very isolated since my few friends now shun me since I have refused to be vaccinated.

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28225

Limited my way to be social and live my life in a normal way

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28226

My mental health has gone downhill badly. My trust In government is near zero.

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28227

Lost my job! And I can’t travel abroad

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28228

Unable to travel freely or worship normally

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28229

Important damage caused to famille and friends relations. Unable to see my Mother, aged 92,
in her senior residence since Oct 15 2021. Also the fact that these experimental injections are
forced upon citizens and that any and all scientific proofs are being discarded and scientists
who say anything against the government discourse are discredited publicly.

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28230

I am unable to visit family in other provinces due to current airline/ federal flight restrictions. I
have a medical exemption but not recognized as instructed by federal requisites. Feeling very
isolated. Feeling very 2nd class citizen.

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28231

tore my family apart

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28232

Very serious. Religious belief prevents me from vaccination. Not being able to visit my family
in Europe has a great impact on my personal life. I missed a solution from the government for
the unvaccinated, e.g. testing. Instead they punished the unvaccinated and has made a huge
division in the country. Right now there is no scientific evidence that vaccinated people are
more safe than I am! I believe that the government went the wrong way in mandating this on
the unvaccinated instead of looking at solutions.

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28233

It has made it difficult to run our business. It has cost us money in terms of additional
expenses plus lost revenues. It has negatively impacted our family and friends, causing
divisions, fear and loneliness. It has caused by elderly mother to spend much time isolated
and prevented her from seeking medical attention when needed. It has caused those
unvaccinated to be unable to go about their daily lives - attending events or even supporting a
local restaurant. The mandates have fed fear and division in an already strained and stressed
society. People should be free to choose if they wish to be vaccinated or not, and mandates
punishing the unvaxed are completely without merit when the vaccines have proven to be
neither safe nor effective.

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28234

We have had to dump milk due to restaurants not being open. It has literally affected everyone

2/19/2022 1:22 PM
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we know either them losing their jobs due to the vaccine, depression, anxiety, loss of income.
Hundreds of people we know had covid both the delta variant and the omnicron and All have
survived. Even the very elderly. On the other hand we know of others who have double vaccine
plus the booster and have died . But that is never talked about. The unfair and one sided news
reporting is incredible and for what purpose ??
28235

I can’t travel and see my family I can do certain things with my family like I use to it’s tore
friends and families apart it’s made going places and doing thing so difficult

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28236

It’s destroyed families, friendships, and mental health.

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28237

Psycho terror, inflation, fear of government NOT virus with 99,97% survival rate

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28238

Social life has dwindled down to nothing and finally people aren’t scared and it feels like you
can meet up with people without being persecuted

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28239

Lost time with loved ones that passed away unexpectedly- not due to covid. Kids mental
health has been horrible, daughter is in therapy and lack of regular sports has hurt them

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28240

mentally have become a recluse

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28241

I can’t return to Canada right now. We can not move or travel. It’s dreadfully divisive and any
discourse other than the narrative is just down, censored, fired with out pensions or even EI.
These mandates are destroying the fabric of our society. Govt overreach is against the people
of Canada.

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28242

Unfortunately unnecessary restrictions

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28243

No freedom

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28244

Kept me safe

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28245

Lost clients. Loss of potential income. Loss of friends. Family disputes.

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28246

Kids are not able to interact with people properly, they have to mask all the time at school. I
have a son who is on the autism spectrum he's been affected the most.vesocial so if

2/19/2022 1:22 PM

28247

My son is stressed and my wife and I are being persecuted at work and a non-profit volunteer
organization for being unvaccinated. This persecution must end.

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28248

Stopped from snowboarding and being with friends my college experience was ruined by the
mandates and the restaurants are always at max capacity

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28249

It's caused isolation unless you're vaccinated you can't go anywhere do anything that you did
before. It's cause division in families. People I know have lost jobs which causes stress. It's
caused my mother-in-law to be very stressed she's 85 . Because me stress because my wife
has compromised immune system and the vaccine has not been tested to be safe . It's
caused distrust in the government and health authorities that have not told us the truth about
the effects of the vaccine. They have not told us figures on vaccinated people coming through
omicron did they get severe cases in the vaccinated population did some die or did a lot die.
The vaccination mandate did not stop covid or prevent it. It did not slow the infection rate.
Came against the Charter of Rights of all Canadians to freedom of choice because in cases
where it was mandated if you didn't get vaccinated you lost your job. I could go on but that's
enough

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28250

Forced to take a vaccine to save my job. Pulled my kids out of school due to the restrictions.
Affected my mental health severely. Couldn’t train in martial arts(my mental health outlet)
massive anxiety attacks due to mask wearing.

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28251

It has affected my life and those around me. Some people are so paranoid, they are living in
fear. The gov't could have handled things much differently. Instead they created panic where
there was no need for it. I am very disappointed.

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28252

I am now unemployed and on welfare. I no longer trust the government or police. I want to get
a job but because of mandates I have trouble finding work.

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28253

Subdue

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28254

Affected the well being of my kids mostly. I got vaccine which i had to or lose my job. That is
not right

2/19/2022 1:21 PM
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28255

Financially, mentally and physically.

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28256

Very Negatively

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28257

Lonelier, loss of ambition, increased tension.

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28258

It has divided people in my life. It has created an open gap for people to be against each other
and create conflict.

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28259

Hasn’t affected my life yet

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28260

Not at all. I have no problem complying to mandates to protect the health care system from
being overburdened and to prevent deaths amongst the most vulnerable.

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28261

Distant anti social depressive

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28262

My husband was not allowed to any appointments before we had our first baby. I have missed
out on a lot of family and friend events. I want my son to grow up in a land where he has a
choice and freedom

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28263

My kids have suffered socially & mentally, we are unable to see family. We have suffered
financially.

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28264

In multiple ways. Can’t watch my grandkids play their sports. Can’t travel, can’t go out for
dinner. Ridiculous.

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28265

Isolation from friends and family, job lost, feeling like our beautiful country is lost

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28266

Depressed

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28267

I am now marginalized - not free to take part in a normal life. Estranged from family members
and former friends.

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28268

Kept me from working.

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28269

Lost my job.

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28270

We have seen our children experience tremendous pressure to join the crowds so they can go
to university; to say “yes” without thinking through. I’ve experienced pressure from family and
friends to to put an unknown experimental drug in my body - this has caused strain on many
relationships. My position to not vaccinate has put me into a segregated unwanted group, not
allowed to move freely in my own town, province, nation and internationally. An interesting
position as a Canadian in a “free” country. On a good note, it has taught me how to slow down,
reflect more, do my research and not accept the norm as truth.

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28271

Many ways but mostly not seeing my family

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28272

So much more anxiety, second class citizen not able to support restaurants or use recreational
facilities that I pay for with my taxes

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28273

Loss of fitness access, no travel, separation from family, depression

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28274

I can’t watch my son play hockey.

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28275

Lose of job

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28276

Lost half of income. Fights with family, friends . Isolation, depression.

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28277

Prevents me from traveling freely. prevents me from seeing family. turns friends, family
members and fellow citizens into enemies. reduces number of hours at work due to customers
requiring the vaccine. I'm lucky I haven't lost my job completely. Greatly increases stress
levels. Lost faith in the leaders and health officials of this country. But I consider myself one of
the lucky ones. There are many Canadians that have had it much worse throughout this
pandemic. The mandates have caused way more damage than covid itself. They need to stop.

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28278

Its affected us all! Masking doesn't work, masking children is harmful to them and their
learning. The mandates divided people to decide who is worthy of going to events, restaurants
and who isn't! So wrong!! I have asthma and so the mask has been very difficult for me to
wear, yet no doctor would give me an exemption.

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28279

In every way

2/19/2022 1:21 PM
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28280

Lost my job after31 years with 0 cases at the time

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28281

Terribly

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28282

The mandate has affected my life by one of my jobs being closed multiple times during the
pandemic. This has caused a great loss of wages to be able to put towards bills and my
education.

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28283

Mental abuse is making me ill

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28284

.

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28285

Vaccine passport,vaccine mandate,masks

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28286

Division with friends no fmilu

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28287

Lower your self esteem and Confidence

2/19/2022 1:21 PM

28288

My Mental health

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28289

A lot of stress interruption in my work people bullying don’t feel comfortable going to town it’s a
disgrace feels like we live in a communist country or we lost our freedom we want our freedom
back get rid of Justin Trudeau and the WEF

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28290

I feel unsafe in Canada! the country I have moved to 20 years ago and have now I life! I left
Canada on October 25th2021 as I feel unsafe. I still pay rent and taxes but have no income. I
would like to feel safe enough to return to Canada. I am depressed and traumatized by these
impositions and the division the PM has created. I have been verbally abused by people that
don’t agree with my views. So I silenced myself in Orthner to feel safe.

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28291

Unable to eat in resturants and most of all unable to visit my daughter and her family in the
states ie my grandchildren

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28292

Taking away freedom. Causing hostility among friends.

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28293

Affected everything …no restaurants, no movies, no hospital visit to sick family

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28294

Destroyed my freedom to decide what is best for me.

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28295

I can’t find a job. I can’t see my family and friends. I can’t travel anywhere. My kids can’t go
freely further to university/ schools.

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28296

Depression, kids behaviour and divided family and friends!

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28297

I had to retire, I cannot travel because I will not have a shot that is completely ineffective in
stopping Covid.

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28298

Invasive and against what I believe is freedom of choice.

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28299

Lost hope in everything

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28300

Severely limited my access to physical exercise and social activities

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28301

Isolated me - unable to visit mother for 1 year 4 mos - saw her in hospital. As she was dying

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28302

I haven't seen my family. Missed two years of my grandchildren's life and my children. Not
allowed in to see my mom in a seniors facility. Financial hardships due to not being able to go
to work.

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28303

Business has been closed for 2 years. Husband forced to work away from family. Struggling to
balance care for 3 kids with homeschooling, unrealistic expectations on mothers. Kids losing
out on socializations and early childhood experiences. Difficulty finding employment without
proof of vaccination.

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28304

Financially I have anxiety and some of us have depression in my household

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28305

We are intelligent humans, technology & science has come a long way, so let people decide
for themselves based on what they know and learn. If an individual does not want to be
vaccinated then let them make that decision. If they get covid or other, they have to deal with
it they way they choose. If a person wants to wear masks and have all the vaccines available
then that is their choice too. If that person ends up with covid or other then that person has to
deal with it in the way they choose too. When I am in an airplane, one of the safety measures

2/19/2022 1:20 PM
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is that I must take care of myself before anyone else, but now we are being told that we have
to do it because of everyone else. Is that a fair analogy, I don’t know. Media is playing a
biased role in how everyone is interpreting the information. There have been too many
inconsistencies and one leader of state telling everyone that he has the sole right to decide
everyone’s rights. My money is not money because he can take it away whenever he decides
too. Is that right? He can’t even see past his nose. A better man would see & apologize for his
misdoings before events like this had to occur. He’s not listening to Canadians.
28306

Negatively affected family relationships, my ability to travel and be near family (including
visiting my brother before he died and attending his funeral), etc.

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28307

Horribly! I want to travel hassle free! I don't want my body experimented with, and I believe in
the freedom of choice! I miss going to restaurants and theatre, but I will not give in!

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28308

I was treated unfairly by the government segregation. QR code’s.

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28309

It has kept me safe.

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28310

As an integrative health practitioner, I choose to be unvaccinated and instead boost my
immune system naturally, and therefore cannot go to restaurants or movies with my extended
family, friends. I cannot get on a plane to visit my daughter's or attend my oldest daughter's
University graduation in May this year. My friends won't let me in their homes, some won't see
me at all, and I'm an outcast. My sister won't let me see my nieces or go in their house. Last
winter I could ski with them, but this winter I am not even allowed to do that, because in her
mind I could be giving them Covid because I'm unvaccinated - and ironically she just got Covid
and I haven't had it - although I had a cold at Christmas, and didn't test, because it was just a
cold, maybe it was Covid for me) - and I still can't see them, go in their house. My family in
Australia has asked me to stop communicating with them, when I was simply trying to share
the fact they were all very low risk of dying from Covid and didn't need to rush out and get
vaccines despite what the media tells them. There is so much fear and divisiveness that has
done on for too long, I don't even know if these relationships with my friends and family can be
rebuilt when the mandates come down as they will still have their beliefs about the need for
vaccines and me not doing my part for society.

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28311

i live every day in fear. if im forced to take the jab i know it will kill me. im 67 years old and i
refuse to be muzzled and to have poison forced into my body. if im forced, i will end my life my
way. God help us all.

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28312

Loss of income, extreme stress and anxiety and depression, loss of relationships, loss of
career opportunities, loss of personal life opportunities, scared for the future. Deciding if I’d like
to stay living in Canada

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28313

Because of Mandates I lost my job. For my own personal medical decision I lost my livelihood.
Because of mandates I couldn’t visit a sick family member when they were dying.

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28314

Our children are doing remote learnings and we have not been able to visit our relatives in
other provinces.

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28315

Social financial visiting church shopping breathing isdues

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28316

Have hardly seen my little grandson who was born a year ago. Have been separated from
family, unable to see my sister for 2 years. I can’t go to aquafit, or eat in a restaurant. I cannot
trust the medical system, the government, media or our education system. I have no voice
anymore in my own life.

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28317

From the start (March 2020) this has been like a nightmare for me. My life turned into
something from a horror film and I fear for humanity if this continues. I do not take flu vaccines
and being forced to vaccinate is nothing less than totalitarianism. I cannot leave my own
country for pleasure travel and I have money invested in time share to visit for my sanity!
Living in Canada all my life has been nothing but hard work and Canadians deserve every
freedom for that!

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28318

I've been depressed

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28319

In everything you do

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28320

Negatively

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28321

It has caused fear, anxiety, division within our extended family, depression, isolation & delayed

2/19/2022 1:20 PM
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diagnosis of cancer which could have been treated if found earlier.
28322

Vaccines for University, and traveling restrictions.

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28323

I work in an elementary school. Those children AND staff are masked all day. We are failing
our children. They cannot learn to read by watching mouth movements and gestures. They are
being socially stunted by not watching expressions. I can’t do physical work with a mask on.
I’m a custodian. It’s oppressive, they don’t work, and it’s affecting people mentally,
negatively!!

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28324

My Daughter cannot participate in class due to severe mask allergies/asthma . My oldest
cannot finish her university degree. We cannot participate in society and our jobs are
threatened.

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28325

Not much, living in a rural area is much better from what I can see. However, travel has
stopped which was hard but understood

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28326

I haven’t seen my family in Alberta in over two years. I had to find a new job as I was teaching
yoga and couldn’t switch to online because of my rural internet.

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28327

We've been cut out from our friends and family and we had conflicts within our family about the
vaccine passports.

2/19/2022 1:20 PM

28328

I am in the worst shape of my life both physically and mentally. I have needed to seek medical
help for both. Open everything up.

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28329

It has lowered my business and lowered my income. Kept me away from family and friends for
a fucking cold

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28330

Loneliness, depression, finances

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28331

It’s made me realize how incredibly stupid our governing system is

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28332

Mentally, financially, socialy , physically

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28333

Communism

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28334

Family and friend divisions A country on the verge of war against itself

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28335

Can’t travel Mental stress Segregation from family and friends Division of country

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28336

Depressed, kids are scared, unhappy

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28337

I am fearful that our government is becoming tyrannical

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28338

Cant wear a mask my asthma goes awal .

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28339

In no way, other than keep me safe

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28340

I’m a second class citizen with no rights to participate in life

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28341

It has divided my family.

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28342

Treated poorly and shunned for my personal health decisions. Lacking social connection which
is deteriorating my mental health. Feel left out of society given Trudeaus and Jagmeet's
disgusting and hateful rhetoric. Hate speech laws are not been held up in Canada

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28343

Too many ways to even list. I've been affected mentally, physically, emotionally, financially
and spirituality

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28344

It took my freedom and make my life miserable.

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28345

It has effected the mental and emotional well-being of myself, my entire family, friends and
community; among other things.

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28346

Mental health Financially Lost several loved ones and could not say goodbye/grieve properly
Felt incredibly isolated while pregnant/ having my child in hospital. Felt like I was in a prison
the entire time.

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28347

My children have never had a normal year in school, masking makes me feel anxious and
frustrated, the passports made it so I couldn’t sit in my family’s restaurant, not to mention it
has screwed up all of our mental health, divided our families, the list goes on and on and on

2/19/2022 1:19 PM
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28348

Anxiety, isolation, fear, feeling like Canada was not Canada anymore. I believe the government
had way too much over reach and has taken away our freedom of choice, freedom of speech
and freedom of peaceful assembly. Justin Trudeau is making Canada look like a communist
country. God keep our land glorious and free.

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28349

We are retired but our daughter son in law and two children as a result of not accepting the
vaccine have lost their jobs, my granddaughters have suffered with their education not being
able to attend local university or college because of their stand ! My family have been
devastated from their losses and my granddaughters who are 17 and 20 are suggereing from
Lisa of hope and clinical depression ! We are so stressed and worried for their well being. My
son in law an occupational therapist who ran clinics in Kelowna B C for 22 years and our
daughter a medical office researcher. They have lost pretty much everything and have had to
move away from us to a province where there is a measure of more freedom and where they
could afford a house as could not afford their mortgage payments here in Kelowna with no
jobs. Heart breaking!

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28350

How hasn’t it.

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28351

My husband was unemployed for over a year, vaccine we were made to get.

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28352

Impacted work and ability to make a living, access to proper medical care, feeling
discriminated against, and destruction of many personal relationships due to the constant
divisiveness.

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28353

Have to spend money on rapid tests that don't work, when vaccinated employees are just as
likely to catch and spread it.. Can't go places I would like to go

2/19/2022 1:19 PM

28354

Slow for my business

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28355

I'm a Bell employee and lost my job

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28356

I've seen more hatred and division in the last year than I've seen in my whole life and it's
frankly way worse than people getting sick.

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28357

Unhappy and shame of our governments which continue make the society divisive; people are
brainwashed, cannot have a decent conversation; people become judgemental, disrespect,
easily to get angry, impatient, harsh and suspicious. The 'me, myself and I' practice has grown
exponentially...you cannot trust anyone. Mandates are steps to communism which has no
room in Canada. And mainstream media only promote what they are PAID to tell, no truth;
continuing brainwashed people. God's truth shall be unveiled soon. Evildoers and corruptions
shall be removed in due time.

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28358

It has has made me a social outcast on the eyes of those who comply,blindly believing the lies
on public media!

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28359

My kids have been kicked out of youth group, unable to participate in sports, social lives have
been severely damaged.

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28360

Lots my freedom

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28361

To much stress and heartbreaking when you see what is happening and when you see all
people and family members so divided. It’s looks so crazy

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28362

Division of my family and friends

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28363

Not free to move around and go where we need to go and want to go. This is not China or
Venezuela Canada is the land of the free

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28364

And so many different ways from mental health the family wellness financial burden the list
goes on and on

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28365

I didn’t comply ever. But was segregated and bullied by our society indirectly from our prime
ministers daily brainwashing It was never about our health and all about control. It’s disgusting

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28366

My 7 year old child is depressed.

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28367

Anxious at all times

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28368

depletion of rights

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28369

Not much, as I am old and keep out of the way!

2/19/2022 1:18 PM
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28370

Significant deterioration of my mental health financially

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28371

Horrible! Its affected my and so many other peoples mental health. It has left a lot to suicide.
It has so many jobless.

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28372

It has made people I know sick, lonely and depressed. It has caused so much diversity
causing hate between the people of Canada. Taking our freedoms and rights away is
unconstitutional.

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28373

It has affected me Mentally, socially, economically

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28374

Seclusion

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28375

Too many limitations

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28376

I am a child and youth counsellor and have dealt with more suicides and attempted suicides
than any other time of my 25 year career. These kids have not been sick with covid and they
are the ones taking the biggest hit. The financial strain, the lack of human contact, the socalled science that has contradicted itself regularly in the last 2 years, and I know more people
who have died or had consequences to the vaccine than to covid. This mandate has affected
my health and fractured relationships. I have been dealing with the fall out of a 14 year old's
suicide, not because of covid but because of mandates. We have failed our children and the
fall out of this will last generations.

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28377

Personally, not so much. However, I have seen and heard how it has negatively affected so
many others. And I do not think they are necessary any longer. As our doctors and scientists
have been trying to tell us.

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28378

Yes. I lost my job

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28379

I was almost fired. Then coerced into getting a vaccine that I am not comfortable getting under
the threat of being fired. As a PhD, I prefer to wait for longitudinal data before making medical
decisions (especially since I work from home and was working primarily from home prepandemic)

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28380

Total shutdown of social life, loneliness, division, medical difficulties, stress, trust issues in
Politicians, medical staff, depression

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28381

Lost most of my jobs, caused bad Anxiety and emotional issues.

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28382

An undue climate of oppression.

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28383

My special needs children are unable to attend public school due to mask mandates, and even
with an exemption from Dr, the schools won't honor it. They are unable to attend activities. I
am unable to work outside the home.

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28384

The world is fucked.

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28385

With Vaccine passports, It has stopped family life, also the shutting down of borders

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28386

Loss of income, loss of freedom, loss of bodily autonomy

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28387

Filled with anxiety. Loss of income.

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28388

Made my Canadian Freedom a joke.

2/19/2022 1:18 PM

28389

My mental health! We are not supposed to be stuck inside the house without seeing our
friends and families. We need to see each other, we need hugs and lots of interaction. One of
my family members felt suicidal!!!

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28390

Division amongst family members, workplaces, society, faith based churches, discrimination
on the unvaccinated and people with natural immunity, lockdown in my house, limiting travel
and in social settings by mandating vaccine passport, stress, lack of sleep

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28391

I feel more fearful Paranoid to be friendly as never before I have many nurse friends who lost
jobs / career opportunities/ income and it’s shameful after we all worked so hard previously
with little understanding or protection People I love are at polar opposite’s and don’t know how
to do life together

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28392

Discrimination and relationship tensions

2/19/2022 1:17 PM
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28393

We are dismayed that a government can get people losing their jobs by mandates.

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28394

As I am unvaccinated, I cannot go to the gym, swimming or to restaurants. I cannot go to
watch my grandchildren do sports. It is dividing my family.

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28395

Affected my job, school, mental health.

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28396

Lose of regular income and job

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28397

I cannot see Family

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28398

I'm out of a job due to the vaccine mandates.

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28399

Socially distressed

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28400

I can’t eat out I can’t leave my country I have been singled out with friends lost slot of friends

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28401

Depression in myself and both my children- financial difficulties

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28402

I have led the life of a recluse for the last 2 1/2 years. I had a anaphylactic reaction to the first
shot and vowed never to have another one again. So I live alone and I’m not allowed to go into
many places.

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28403

Had little impact

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28404

Unable to travel to visit family

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28405

Freedom of choice

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28406

Destroyed it. Lost my Girlfriend, lost my job, lost my home, now I have to rent a tiny place.
Lost my 1969 Dodge Charger that I had for 36 years, that my Mom bought for me when I was
16 years old, now she’s dead, dies if a brain tumour, lost my friends. Basically, I don’t know
who I am anymore. I can’t wave a Canadian Flag in mug own Country. Was tackled and beaten
down with my girlfriend at the esso station by Huron church and was charged with
Mischief/Obstruct over $5000.00, and was charged with Disobey a Court order that I never
knew existed. Told we are going to jail for 10 years. Very Scared

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28407

I have been unable to travel within my country or to leave. I have been excluded from family
gatherings. I have been yelled at and told to get out, I don’t belong here.

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28408

Divide my family and disrupt my work and financial situation

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28409

I has enough staying all time , that I can’t see my good friends n move on go out for enjoy

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28410

NA

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28411

It hasn’t but does not make it right

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28412

Mental health for all my family

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28413

Made me safe

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28414

Restricted my personal freedoms, made travel to visit family in the states out of the question,
significantly altered mine and my husband’s social life and the social life of our children,
caused divisions between many I know

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28415

My kids don't know what it's like anymore to be free. They have missed so much, birthday
parties, family Christmas parties, going out eat, the government telling me what is essential for
me to buy, apparently clothes are not essential so you want me to go in nude. Not able to meet
in our church, isolated, fearful to see people. I have been done with this for over a year now. I
am learning the truth and I want to stand up, but sometimes I'm scared. But I am learning to
have a voice again, I thought I would never be able to have a voice. I could not go to my great
aunts funeral, I can't go to a wedding. It is so stupid.

2/19/2022 1:17 PM

28416

Financially.

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28417

I am a stay at home mother of 4. My oldest child is in kindergarten. As of January 17, 2022, it
became mandatory for kindergarteners in Ontario to wear masks to be able to attend school.
After 2 whole years of not having to, now they do. And my son is really struggling with this. To
the point that he’s begging me to stay home and not make him wear a mask. He tells me
repeatedly that he can’t breathe at school. For some context, my son LOVED school and has
never had a problem with wearing a mask in a grocery store for 20 minutes before, he used to

2/19/2022 1:16 PM
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kind of like it and he would pretend he was a doctor. But 8 hours in school plus almost another
2 hours on a school bus with all of his winter gear on is just too long for a small child to be
expected to wear a mask.. Because of this mask mandate on kindergarteners in Ontario, I’ve
now had to keep my child home for the past 2 weeks, along with my other 3 non school aged
children at home to care for as well. Homeschooling isn’t exactly ideal for me. But what choice
do I really have when my child is struggling the way he is? I sent my small child to school with
a mask on for the first few weeks, we tired to make it work, but I just didn’t, and I promised
him I will never send him to school with a mask on again. The relief in his little eyes made
mine fill with tears.
28418

It has created division between neighbours, family and friends

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28419

I am a newly graduated nurse that lost my full time job at a place I loved working

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28420

It has been severely depressing for me to see how everyone is living in such fear and control.
None of the mandates make any sense. It us time to END it. It has deeply affected my mental
health.

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28421

My mental, physical, and emotional health has suffered greatly. I drunk more alcohol, ate more
junk food and depressed.

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28422

I am not allowed to travel, eat in restaurants that aren't fast food garbage. The rest of the
mandates I ignore.

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28423

Suffering of all types

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28424

I have medical exemption for masking. Not wearing a mask has been a terrible experience,
strangers would curse and swear at me. I never imagined that my country could be so cruel
and divisive over a mask. I alter times I shop, and when I do go, it’s very stressful. Please
give us our lives back by uniting Canadian citizens, let people make their own decisions. I
have no problem with someone who wants to mask or be vaccinated. That is their choice. Mr
Trudeau has done nothing but divide and ruin our beautiful country.

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28425

Depressed and anxious for the future

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28426

Negatively

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28427

Has caused severe loneliness and depression

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28428

On leave without pay. Causing needless division between family, collogues and neighbors.

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28429

isolation, no classes or swimming or excercise. Not allowed to travel and see my family,
grandkids, great grandkids. Limited my communication with people masked because I am a bit
hard hearing and do lip read. Not able to go to out to eat once in a while with my friends. Lost
friends because I am not vaccinated.

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28430

Very little. As unvaccinated, I’ve had to make a fake ID/passport to be able to take my kid to
hockey and can’t dine anywhere so we just get take out instead. Luckily I don’t have to wear a
mask at my work as I’m a carpenter working outdoors because I think the whole thing is utterly
ridiculous for the threat posed from COVID. Just a big ploy to weaken the natural immunity of
the masses while funnelling tremendous amounts of capital and resources away from our
traditionally trusted government coffers into the pockets of pharmaceutical and global elite.
The financial damage to the people is unquantifiable and inexcusable

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28431

Kids speech with all the masks

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28432

Lost loved ones and never got to say good bye. Had to take my children out of public school
due to my opinion on masks suffocating my children who 1 had asthma. Lost out on family
functions n felt like a prisoner in my own home. No one in and no one leaves other than for
work or school.

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28433

It’s taken a toll on my mental health. Not being able to travel without issues in Canada (NWT)
is unacceptable

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28434

Is this a serious question? Completely negatively

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28435

Job

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28436

Nobody should have to decide between their values/morals, livelihood, being outcasted from
society over following mandates that go against the charter of rights and your own personal

2/19/2022 1:16 PM
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sovereignty.
28437

How has it benefited Me ? Is more the real question . YES I AM AT HOME LOCKED UP

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28438

As with the majority of Canadians the Covid mandates have caused psychological harm. The
mandates are not logical. There are thousands of peer reviewed studies that demonstrate that
the measures do harm and have had no impact on stopping a virus as viruses mutate and
therefore, can not be achieved through mandates but only by natural process. The measures
taken were not discussed or debated they were imposed. Just the inconsistent Covid actions,
the failure of the experimental mRNA inoculations and government unwillingness to engage in
open scientific discourse is distressing. Vax passports are incongruous to the Bill of Rights,
1960. How can Canadians vaxxed and unvaxxed both become infected and transmit SARS
CoV-2 but only unvaxxed lose mobility rights.

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28439

Many people died by suicide....many lost income.. many have lost there loved ones
needlessly.

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28440

My mental state

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28441

I was forced to take an experimental vaccine I did not want because my work mandated it
even tho I work remotely and am not I contact with anyone. My mental health has suffered
tremendously. I’ve been depressed and anxious and fearful for the future of this country.

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28442

It has affected my friendships my freedom, my capacity to travel my health psychologically
stress tension and potential job loss.

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28443

It really hasn’t

2/19/2022 1:16 PM

28444

Lost income, mental health decline

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28445

My mental and physical health has deteriorated. Every aspect of my life has been adversely
affected.

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28446

The mandates have caused much stress and anxiety for myself as well as others like me.
Aside from the extremely negative impact that masks, social distancing, and vaccination have
had on my mental, physical, and spiritual health, they have seperated and divided family and
friends all around me. These mandates have stripped me as well as the rest of Canadian
citizens of the rights that inherently belong to us. I dearly love and care about all the wonderful
people around me and to experience the awful effects of these mandates happening to myself
and those around me is devastating!

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28447

It has cost my family money due to lost wedges mental stress my children are tried of this and
want to see there friends and have normal life’s again they are missing out on there child
hoods

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28448

Negative mental health implications, been unfairly treated in medical settings,

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28449

Yes

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28450

I had a massive reaction to the vaccine and was sick for days

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28451

My children are unable to partake in extracurricular sports, classes, masks at school and they
cannot breathe, we are unable to eat or step into buildings

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28452

The mandates have caused much stress and anxiety for myself as well as others like me.
Aside from the extremely negative impact that masks, social distancing, and vaccination have
had on my mental, physical, and spiritual health, they have seperated and divided family and
friends all around me. These mandates have stripped me as well as the rest of Canadian
citizens of the rights that inherently belong to us. I dearly love and care about all the wonderful
people around me and to experience the awful effects of these mandates happening to myself
and those around me is devastating!

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28453

Many family members have lost their jobs, become depressed and have increased anxiety

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28454

Its affected my mental health in a bad way

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28455

The mandates have caused much stress and anxiety for myself as well as others like me.
Aside from the extremely negative impact that masks, social distancing, and vaccination have
had on my mental, physical, and spiritual health, they have seperated and divided family and
friends all around me. These mandates have stripped me as well as the rest of Canadian

2/19/2022 1:15 PM
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citizens of the rights that inherently belong to us. I dearly love and care about all the wonderful
people around me and to experience the awful effects of these mandates happening to myself
and those around me is devastating!
28456

Distance from fanily friends loniness disrespect for morals and ethics

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28457

Depressed

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28458

The mandate has caused division in my family, friends and community. It has affected me and
my children lives in every way possible in a negative way.

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28459

As an unvaccinated person, I have been forever to basically become a hermit. I feel like I have
lost my social skills from being isolated for so long. Along with many other Canadians, I had
been living in fear due to the information coming out from the media. But they haven’t done
anything for our health other than being it drastic decline in mental health. They have done
nothing for our actual health. Im sick of the misinformation, the censoring, and the lack of
regard for the voices of their own people. It had to end. We are tribal beings, we need each
other. Division and isolation will get us nowhere.

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28460

It has separated all us people

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28461

My son was denied entry in university Vaccine exemption did not qualify

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28462

Divide my family, almost lost my business, lost friends and family, feeling lost unimportant and
in fear. Feeling of government controlling every aspect of a life just life like the old communist
regime that we left behind many years ago.

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28463

Not much except unable to visit kids

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28464

Very little. I have continued to function as I always have but I have seen the devastation the
mandates(not the virus itself) have brought on countless numbers of my fellow Canadians!

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28465

My mental health has never been so bad. I am a mother of 5 and seeing my kids get crushed
over and over again is truly heartbreaking. All of these mandates has caused such divisions in
my family.

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28466

I’ve had to stay home. From everything. I used to be out every day for work meetings, social
events, so much useless blather. The reason to stay home and focus my time on taking better
care of myself, being more productive, has been a miracle.

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28467

In every way it possibly could. Mentally, physically, emotionally. I have no trust in politicians,
news, or government paid members. They have ruined our country...yet united the fringe! I'm
thankful for that.

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28468

I have been ostrosized from society because of my status. Unable to eat, exercise, etc etc
etc. anything in public. It's sould destroying given the scientific evidence. Most recently, I have
been unable to go to Scotland with my family because despite EVERYONE having to prove
negative test for travel, I would still be expected to quarantine for 10 days upon arrival to my
destination AND upon returning home. Explain to me how that makes sense.

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28469

Having mobility issues, making has made things impossible. Even my specialists would not
grant exemptions.

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28470

I have no life. I feel trapped in my own house. Mentally I am drained by all of this. I just want
Canadians Freedoms back. The virus is just that. Like the Flu its here to stay. Natural
Immunity is needed now that the majority are vaccinated with a vaccine that is not helping but
is hindering the health of All World Peoples. Cancers have risen exponentially in the last 2
years along with cardiac, neurological and a host of other issues. This vaccine wasn’t tested
long enough and the issues with it have just begun. Choice for my body is needed. I
understand previous vaccines for such diseases as polio, rubella etc. but they had long trials
before coming out. With the greed and corruption owning this world now, Pharma and
Governments are untrustworthy. This is of course my opinion. But seeing the clips and n
uncensored media, I feel that alot of Canadians and the world have only half the story.

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28471

The mandates have affected my life in many ways. Breathing bad air through dirty masks, not
being able to visit, not being able to eat at restaurants, divided with friends and relatives. Not
being able to go away for 30th anniversary! Etc

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28472

Unclear, confusing & inconsistent . The mandate exceptions do not make sense. Very
stressful

2/19/2022 1:15 PM
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28473

The list is long, but what bothers me the most is travelling restrictions. My family ( sick mom,
brother, daughter, granddaughter and other relatives) live in Europe and I can’t visit them.

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28474

I unable to freely go to certain places, I have been blocked from being able to continue in my
career, my ability to earn a decent living, many of my relationships have fallen apart due to the
divisive policies, I now have depression and my health has taken a dive. I am unable to fully
participate in the economy due to lost revenue. And I fear for my life at times due to these
same mandates, if I share a concern with my family Dr and she is unable to help me get the
care I need due to having her hands tied to do what is in my best health interests, how am I
going to trust anyone that doesn't know me. Tieing the hands of physicians from doing the right
thing for their pts is not what is best for a person or country

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28475

Fear, division, distrust for the Canadian government and CTV, CBC, GLOBAL NEWS AND
CITY NEWS. They all lie and twist what has really went on. Justin Trudeau is a dictator!

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28476

Segregation from family, neighbours

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28477

Very much locked up and un free. depressive

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28478

Increased mental health issues due to bullying at work for one family member. Myself, I can no
longer travel for work.

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28479

Unable to go anywhere or take my toddler to swim lesson or anything else due to not accepting
the vaccine.

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28480

Bankrupt

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28481

Emotional pain by government override

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28482

Unable to fly and visit family, unable to move freely in my own country without being scorned
by society for not wearing a mask or having an experimental “vaccine”, anxiety depression and
suicidal thoughts, drug addiction related to living like a 3rd class citizen in my own country
while still paying into the highest tax bracket.

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28483

Hard on my mental health. And finances

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28484

Isolation, mental stress, mandated out of my job, not being allowed to take my grandkids to
public recreation , grandson had to use washroom, he’s 4, Not allowed.Discriminated against,,
made fearful that the government can freeze funds at my bank, not allowed to visit aging
friends care homes,

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28485

Mental health has been a struggle. My kids have suffered immensely

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28486

Awful

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28487

Religious gathering is a means of mental health for many Canadians and it has been taken
away. I have had to attend an ER twice due to chest pain since my forced COVID vaccination.
No one should ever be forced to put something in their own body by a government….

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28488

Can't see family My job My youngest child life (13) didn't get to have a funeral for his father
Has caused more anxiety and stress mental health in the family had declined Family Can't get
surgery that is needed List family and friends due to different view points Cost of living is out
of control

2/19/2022 1:15 PM

28489

Made me stay away from my relatives and friends just immediate family were I able to visit
and I'm 76 year old male who lives by myself gets pretty lonely

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28490

Made me feel safer.

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28491

Wife suffering mental health issues, daughter hated school, business suffered; primarily do to
lack of productivity with people working remotely, charity funds depleted,

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28492

job loss, income loss and isolation for 2 years. mental health issues

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28493

Family issues, between vac and non vax, Giving massage treatments to clients with their
masks on, not good for breathing, feel light headed after session.

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28494

The mandates have caused much stress and anxiety for myself as well as others like me.
Aside from the extremely negative impact that masks, social distancing, and vaccination have
had on my mental, physical, and spiritual health, they have seperated and divided family and

2/19/2022 1:14 PM
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friends all around me. These mandates have stripped me as well as the rest of Canadian
citizens of the rights that inherently belong to us. I dearly love and care about all the wonderful
people around me and to experience the awful effects of these mandates happening to myself
and those around me is devastating!
28495

My family has been broken and divided. My husband's job has been under threat for months.
We have been unable to even go to dinner as a family for months. Our entire household is
suffering from angst and slips in and out of depression. I lost 1 friend to suicide and 2 others to
substance relapse that led to death by overdose. My heart aches when I see another in pain,
but afraid to have a hug.

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28496

Loss of income. Financial instability. Children not able to be at school-decline in grades and
understanding. Decline in physical activity due to not being able to facilities and programs
being cancelled. Increase in depression as cannot see family

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28497

Sickness side affects to vaccine

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28498

Terribly!

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28499

I’ve lost my job, I’ve lost everything I had worked for. I’ve never took hand outs and this has
completely distributed my life. I can’t even afford to eat. I’ve got good education and
experience in work.

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28500

Destruction of our societal fabric. Traumatized children not being able to see others faces as
part of neurological development. Permanently damaged and lost relationships. The list is very
long.

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28501

it's created a depressing fog to try and navigate thru, making it incredibly hard to cope.

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28502

It has made me unable to travel to see family and go on vacations and has made me go out
less and can’t go out for supper anymore

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28503

Home Bound...

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28504

It hindered some adult exercise activities

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28505

I can't travel to see my son and family. I haven't made any friends in my town in 2 year's. No
play dates with my daughter. Can't do so many things. Can't go to restaurants

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28506

Its affected my children the most which in turn affects me as a parent.

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28507

Poorly Mental health is a huge issue

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28508

grocery bills, isolation from friends, damage to the kids that have now virtually lost 2 yrs of
education, division of people, watching democracy fail completely and the takeover of a
country by a dictator.

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28509

Caused health problems, and Many of my friends and family no longer speak to me.

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28510

I have lost many friends and family members. I could not be with my boyfriend of 5 years as
he passed away - leaving him alone to die! I lost my job.

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28511

Drastically - in the worst possible way - emotionally , physically , mentally exhausted - the
bullying that has come from this is astounding - our own govt calling unvaxxed a menice to
society is appalling

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28512

It ruined our children’s future and has divided us in so many ways and our country is down the
pooop hole. It will affect us in so many ways we got screwed over

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28513

Discriminately without being able to live like a human in Canada !

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28514

I am have panic attacks, mental break downs and social issues. Lost contact with family
members and friends.

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28515

I have felt segregated and limited in the areas of employment and socializing

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28516

Sadly

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28517

Restricted access to my grandkids

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28518

I have lost my job over these useless mandates. My kids are mentally and physically
suffering. It has caused division in my and my families lives. This needs to end.

2/19/2022 1:14 PM
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28519

Not at all.

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28520

We have no freedom to choose.

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28521

You’re joking right…?

2/19/2022 1:14 PM

28522

The mandates have affected my mental health and those of my family. They have impacted
our ability to earn an income. Lost friends, family, a country divided.

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28523

My business has been crushed

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28524

Extreme anxiety

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28525

Made me depressed, poor and fat

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28526

job, family, isolation, stress, mental health, stability, division of community

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28527

Unable to travel.Dividing families.

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28528

Feel depressed

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28529

I'm a social person and I was locked inside, which caused me to develop mental health issues
I never had in my life before. Then I lost friends because they are scared to die of covid and
me just want to live a normal life..it's like I always say live today and die tomorrow. Enjoy life
because it is short.

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28530

Stress.

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28531

Lots

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28532

Loss of family income, increased work, no travel, increased expenses

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28533

There has been job loss, serious mental health decline. It’s abslutlet child abused to mask
children!!

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28534

As a private health care provider I will lose my career and my business, the only asset that I
own, on March 24 due to the new BC vaccine requirement for health care workers.

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28535

Thank goodness, I'm retired or I would have had to get the shots because I needed my job. It
has made some people so paranoid, they don't want you near them. I can't go into a restaurant
and several other places. I just think it's terrible to try to force a medical treatment on anyone,
especially when it's been proven they don't work anyway and have caused a lot of deaths and
other terrible side effects. Anyone speaking against the vaccine is not allowed to be heard,
they are just deleted.

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28536

I was coerced to getting the jab because I needed my life to get back to normal. The vaccine
passports are a direct violation of my medical privacy, it's no one's business. These mandates
have paved a way for government tyranny, and it needs to end now.

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28537

It has created a divide in a once peaceful country. No one should be coerced into medical
intervention to keep their job. I was.

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28538

Restrictions of my activity and travel

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28539

Lost income from partner being laid off and on EI and then forced to be on leave without pay
for not being vaccinated.

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28540

I lost my job and I've listened to my Prime Minister spew out hate speech against me and the
choices I have made. I live in fear of reprisals for my choices.

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28541

Unable to hug my grandchildren. Unable to see friends and family. Can’t go to restaurants,
movies, some stores. Washrooms closed to customers. People afraid to be in the same area
with unvaccinated, paranoia, anxiety, hate. Uninviting family to functions due to fear. Being
unfriended and blocked for unacceptable views. Government pushing a vaccine that clearly
doesn’t work on the variants.

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28542

Destroying it

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28543

In every way

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28544

I’m not allowed to dance and compete in the sport I’ve been train in for the last 19 years. I’m a
world class dancer and cannot go anywhere. I can’t visit my nana who is in a care home and I

2/19/2022 1:13 PM
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don’t know if I’ll ever see her again. And overall I’m disobeying God when I’m obeying the gov
mandates
28545

Cut our business revenue in half, created related mental health issues such as depression and
hopelessness, damaged our marriage over vaccine requirements thanks to customers requiring
us to be vaccinated, damaged our family and friends over vaccine disputes, made us take on
400k in additional debt to keep our business open which we are not sure we can pay back,
made our happy home uncomfortable and less stable for the kids.

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28546

realistically, it hasnt impacted my life negatively or positively, things are just different. that
said, the mandates were only relevant up to the point where the majority of the population
became vaccinated, which it currently is. the remaining unvaccinated people are not going to
change their mind, so there is no chance for things to improve that way. we need to learn to
deal with this new virus as if it were the flu (regardless of if it is 'like the flu' or not), we cant
shelter forever.

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28547

Really has shown how ignorant people are

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28548

I haven’t be able to go home in a year because they have put fear in my family because I’m a
non vac. My wife got vac in other country and they have stranded her from going home she
had 4 shots in cuba now two here in Canada . I myself was effected in much ways

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28549

I haven’t seen loved ones in Canada and abroad. Testing is invasive and expensive. My family
and friends have been divided by fear and politics. I can’t believe the PM and the media get it
so wrong and won’t even listen.

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28550

I had to take early retirement to avoid being forced to wear a breathing barrier and have
unproven ingredients injected into my body.

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28551

I lost my job, access to proper healthcare, my family has been segregated against. I've suffer
abuse for those with opposing opinions. It has affected our livelihood, our childrens education
and our overall quality of life.

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28552

Hurt and harm my friends and me so many ways

2/19/2022 1:13 PM

28553

I am mentally at my wits end. We had 2 CLOSE relatives die (unrelated to Covid). It was
INHUMANE that at the end of their lives we were restricted from going to comfort them..😞

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28554

Restricted my ability to travel. To live freely Caused undo suffering and harm to my children,
family and friends.

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28555

I lost a pregnancy late. I was over 20 weeks. Sadly my husband was not allowed at ANY
appointments and we had to fight with the hospital for him to be there.

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28556

It has stunted my children's educational growth. Hindered my ability to help develop a business
properly. It's Halted my progression in my job. Torn my family and friends apart. It's given
massive amounts of anxiety to myself, my husband and my children. Made me distrust the
media, doctors, science and government. Changed my political views. Changed my buying
habits in terms of what I use to consume. And it's made me angrier in general.

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28557

I feel like we have been quarantined for too long. We need to get back to a normal life

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28558

Fired. Lost livelihood. Depression. Estranged from family and friends. Exiled from public
domains...

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28559

Isolation imposed

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28560

Vaccine passport has prohibited me enjoying dinner in restaurant and crossing border.

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28561

Going to hockey games at 50% and seeing the financial strain poised on the teams, when
Ottawa starts talking about costs they owe our teams Just going to a restaurant or shopping
for groceries and wearing that stupid mask My wife has not gone shopping for 2 years Just
watching msm take the sude of liberals makes me puke

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28562

Loss of work and pay over head colds, 10 days no pay when we did get Covid, Mental health
gone to shit having limited family and friends helping. Lack of socializing for the kids

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28563

Child missed school . Not vaccinated lost my rights to enter buildings

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28564

Stress, can’t meet at church, can’t breathe because of masking, can’t visit family and friends
in USA etc..etc

2/19/2022 1:12 PM
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28565

Separated me from family for certain events. Caused depression.

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28566

Lot my career, my family is almost In ruin. Many of my friends and extended family are divided
and want nothing to do with us.

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28567

The have caused wedding to be canceled, mentally heath, medical issues.

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28568

In every way possible. Financially, emotionally, spiritually, friendships lost, family strife,
physically in healthier, depression, suicidal thoughts. The damage these mandates have
caused has effected every single person in Canada to maybe save a few lives? There is the
prominent study from John Hopkins saying these measures maybe saved .2% of the lives?
How is this justified. Justin Trudeau is a self-serving psychopath who will have to answer for
everything he has done one day.

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28569

Stressed, kids are done having a ‘diaper’ on their face to go to school, tired of not being able to
live life freely, to see people, go eat in a restaurant, and not fear losing our jobs for not being
vaccinated.

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28570

I have lost a significant amount of income and it has affected the mental health of my children

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28571

In every way!!

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28572

Mandates have caused financial, mental, educational, social, familial damage by stigmatizing,
segregating and punishing members of society who want the freedom to make their own
medical decisions based on their own evaluation of risk to themselves.

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28573

In all ways

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28574

Financially and relationally 33 yr business down the drain husband lost job - no jab no job

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28575

It has let fear and strife enter into our land. This is not how God has called us to live.

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28576

It has raised cost of materials and food substantially

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28577

Business has suffered, travel, stress and losss of enjoying life the way we are freely meant to
live.

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28578

Total mistrust of the government.

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28579

It has caused isolation, weight gain and loneliness in my social sphere. I am overworked and
underpaid in my employment. I am vaccinated and I did not contract COVID.

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28580

In ALL aspects of my life , freedoms, family , work. Needs to end NOW

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28581

I feel like prisoner in my own country

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28582

My mom died by herself in hospital from late diagnosed cancer. Our healthcare system failed
her in her diagnosis. Her daughters and other family/ loved ones were unable to visit her in
hospital. This weighs on one’s mental stability more than you can imagine. I know of a few
middle aged men that dropped dead from massive heart attacks, no prior conditions, exactly
one week after their first dose. I am unable to practice my Rights and Freedoms as a
Canadian. There is NO long term studies to prove the shot it is safe, so I will wait until all
information is available. I will not be coerced into taking a very experimental shot. Let me be
clear, I’m not against vaccines, I am against the government over stepping and forcing a
medical procedure on Canadians. I have been bullied, stigmatized, and looked down upon for
exercising my freedom to Choose.

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28583

Made me more keenly aware of the authoritarian agenda of the Liberal federal government and
the lack of intelligence of the prime minister.

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28584

Turned family against eachother, made me choose to get an injection or lose my job and not
be able to see my kids play sports , made me very depressed, lots of bullying at my kids
schools over vaccines and masks

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28585

Negatively

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28586

My son the university kicked him out just because of his personal choice not to take the
vaccine!!! You let him lose his future !!! You let My two kids lose two years of their life they are
teenagers and staying at home all the time!!!

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28587

In every way, no surgery thanks to him

2/19/2022 1:12 PM
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28588

All of it, AND my kids lives. Anxiety every time I enter a place of business

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28589

Mentally and physically, it has hurt everything we lived for, Canada is no more land of the free!

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28590

Rejections from other cause some of my children have not been vac. I feel like I had no
choose to be vac otherwise I would have been without a job that is the only reason I got vac. If
I had the freedom to say no I wouldn’t have been vac at all I work in a hostiptal I see a lot of
side affects that people have because of this vac I pray to Jesus that this will not happen to
me.

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28591

It has made me a bit paranoid of others. I'm getting too used to being alone.

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28592

I teach for a school board that has a mandatory vaccination policy. As a sole income earner,
the livelihood of my family is threatened.

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28593

Lost my job and many of my rights and freedoms. My child has lost two years of her
childhood. My husband has lost his livelihood also. The list goes on. Harassment, segregation,
discrimination, living in a Canada that I am no longer proud of. Etc etc etc

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28594

It has totally turned things upsidedown. Day to dayy activities are not getting done , financial
impact is devastating to all

2/19/2022 1:12 PM

28595

People live in fear, and lash out in anger at each other. It's causing so much conflict amongst
family and friends

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28596

Strained relationships, grandchildren with delayed speech and anxiety, general anxiety

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28597

Depression, feeling isolated. Division among family members and friends regarding some
mandates.

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28598

I lost my employment ad a public servant. My wife's parents are unvaccinated and not
permitted to enter the country. They only met their grandson once, never had the chance to
meet their grand-daughter, and will have another grandchild in a few months and wont get to
see that child either unless things change. There is much more, but this is the worst part.

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28599

Social life, depression and work.

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28600

Hasnt

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28601

Depression of myself, my husband, and 2 children. Anxiety as well.

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28602

Not being able to visit my son or take him out for trips . He is a handicapped boy living in a
long term home . Also by being forced to vaccinate which is totally against me and what has
proven that it does more harm than good

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28603

division of family and all canadians

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28604

Immensely. Vaccine passports need to go, immediately.

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28605

Its made it very difficult to buy groceries and very thing else because of inflation.

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28606

Destroyed business and deaths of friends by suicide and from the so-called vaccine.

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28607

Emotionally

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28608

Mental health has spiked, can't take my kids to do normal social things, no more public
school, we were forced to move because of my husband's job layoff which left us isolated from
family and friends

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28609

Being a father of a single child I've never felt more powerless than now for her to have a
normal childhood with friends she always played with in neighborhood and school she's been
isolated by these mandates and I know she has changed in last 2 years and not in a good way
I see frustrations along with soo many other emotions bubble over in her more frequently than
ever

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28610

Stressful, restrictive.

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28611

Masks make me short off breath. Hyperventalion

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28612

a living hell. lack of movement is not good.

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28613

I was pregnant and had to wear a mask and got very lightheaded lack of oxygen. So many

2/19/2022 1:11 PM
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people are unhappy.
28614

Will lose my job soon due to vaccine mandate in health care. Significant impact on my and my
family’s mental health. Cannot visit my mother in hospital and soon assisted living place.
Tension with family who hold opposing views.

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28615

Can’t visit family in other provinces (flying)

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28616

Isolation, depression, fear, anxiety, weight gain, increased alcohol consumption, financial strain
due to helping adult children that lost jobs because of covid and cant afford to feed their
children and pay bills to survive, vehicle waiting 4 months for parts since wildlife collision due
to disrupted global supply chain. High blood pressure due to constant feeling of anxiety

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28617

Loss of job!! Unable to feed my family and on welfare it’s a Terrible situation

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28618

I lost my job of 34yrs

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28619

No comments

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28620

My two granddaughters are a mess. 13 and 11.

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28621

A lot

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28622

Loss of travel, work, my mental health has suffered. Inability to go for exercise or out to dinner.
Loss of relationships with some family members. My doctor won’t see us.

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28623

Mental health has decreased, I feel lonely. We were created for community. I can't be there for
my daughter when she needs me as I'm not allowed to be there due to my status.

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28624

Caused so much pain and suffering and depression.

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28625

Caused division with family and friends. Unable to socialize. Limited ability to work and play.

2/19/2022 1:11 PM

28626

Restricted from doing things because of the mandates and unable to travel or go to my kids
hockey games.

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28627

It has made it hard for me and my family to socialize with other families. All my 4 year old
knows is to see people with masks is normal, and that is not normal.

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28628

I have become rather high anxiety...i know others are too and it makes me nervous what they
will do. Prices of goods and fuel..cant afford to do much either.

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28629

Loss of income, teenagers not coping well, children's grades are lower than before, hate
wearing masks, divisions within extended family, son lost university football scholarship, kids
can't go to the pool or play sports in winter, cannot travel to other countries, etc etc etc

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28630

Is very stressful

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28631

the mandates have stolen my life from me, ive felt alone in the world, isolated, unable to do
anything, it put my mental health down the drain to the point i havent had a day that didnt put
me in tears

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28632

In every way..I have become a shut in as the divide and hate against the unvaccinated is
everywhere..the depression and anxiety have spiked so high most days I can’t get out of
bed..I can’t take my young nephew , who just lost his mom, to the pool or to the
theatre..friends and family are divided..the state of the country is in peril and it’s all our PM
doing. When will Canada be the great north string and free again

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28633

People are stupid, especially Bonnie Henry that dumb bitch

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28634

Feeling of impending doom, struggling with my mental health, I am also Facing criticism and
discrimination, my god given rights and freedoms as a Canadian have been infringed upon

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28635

Can’t really do stuff with friends and I get very bored and I get in my head too much.

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28636

It affected the relationship with me and my daughter. My daughter has been closed off, not
herself - and the overall morale for all my family has been way down

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28637

Angry.

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28638

Forced to mask, risking livelihood, ostracized by friends and family, non ending stress over 2
years, etc etc

2/19/2022 1:10 PM
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28639

I don't live in a free democratic society anymore. Mentally I worry for my children. These
mandates do nothing except punish people who choose not to be vax'd. Look after yourself,
that's it! Leave your neighbor alone, look after yourself.

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28640

Everything, from work, worship, sports, school, children development, mental health and
vaccine damage for life!

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28641

Isolation. However, this has been profitable as I sell products to overcome stress of isolation.
Revenue is up, but I wish life was unregulated in this regard.

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28642

I lost my job

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28643

Crappy. Isolated seniors living alone. Trudeau's unprecedented emergency rules with no debate
in the House.

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28644

My 4 kids and me lost 2 years of our lives in every possible aspect. Losses that never can be
made up for ever again. It's a permanent scar in our hearts and souls

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28645

Myself and many of my family have lost their jobs.

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28646

Haven’t been able to visit aged mother who lives in another province for two years

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28647

Company I worked for closed down.

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28648

It is an intrusion of rights and privacy. Normal way of life has been affected in a great way.

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28649

Preventing me from attending movies, swimming with my son. Developed severe panic
attacks associated with it all. Required stress leave from work, my son has developed anxiety
from mask wearing and the stressful mandates. Financially stressful, developed depression in
my son and I. Division in my family

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28650

restrictions to move around and enjoy eating out and most of caused divisions in family

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28651

No work

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28652

I feel bullied because I don't feel the need to be vaccinated. By all means, if you are high risk
and concerned, get it! But don't force me or mine when we do not want it.

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28653

Never knowing when it will be enforced that we work from home and or kids learning from
home. The stress level on the yo-yo effect from working from home or not impacts not only my
stress level but also the wear on the family life.

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28654

My husband has lost jobs because of these mandates!

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28655

It has decided a ridge between myself with family and friends. My body my choice! I am 100%
capable for take care of my health and that of my husband's and children.

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28656

It has been socially isolating, but with the new variant on the horizon I will continue to be
cautious.

2/19/2022 1:10 PM

28657

They have turned my life upside down!

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28658

How hasn't it! It turned friends and family members against one another, caused depression,
threat and actual loss of jobs... Exclusion... I have researched how to escape this country with
my family because I dont want my children growing up in this tyranny form of Government
Trudeau needs to be in jail for all the laws he's broken!

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28659

Tired of the anger and separation on “both sides” of these mana dates and lock downs. In my
opinion the lockdowns and restrictions have done more damage than good. How many seniors
have had to spend their last days separated from loved ones, lonely, and hopeless. If we could
ask them I am sure they would have rather had their loved ones near and risked dying than to
die alone. Actually I know this is true because I have asked seniors that are still living that
would rather “risk their lives” and see their family than to miss their loved ones.

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28660

It has caused unbelievable stress and anxiety! I can’t go watch my children do sports while the
vax pass is implemented. Breaks mine and my kids heart!!

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28661

Not seeing people

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28662

Depression,not seeing loved ones,economic hardship.

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28663

It has been a very stressful. This is creating division and strife in our country. Our PM has let

2/19/2022 1:09 PM
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us down.
28664

Disclosed

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28665

In every way. Not being able to visit parents in Europe, not able to attend in person trainings,
losing half of our business because lack of tourism, children with mental health issues, people
being very judgemental of everything I do. It's ruined alot, if not everything!

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28666

I haven’t had one since this started.

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28667

It has effected me emotionally, physically, financially.

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28668

My daughter passed away, we couldn't even have the service like she would of wanted. Sad

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28669

Not being able to go to restaurants, travel or see family members..

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28670

Very bad

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28671

Mentally affected

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28672

Health wise and financially and will make me an enemy of the government system if this
keeps going

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28673

It ruined mine and my husband professional lives and plans for retirement

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28674

I almost lost my job. I'm unable to travel to see my family. My grandfather passed away and I
couldn't be together with any of my family to celebrate his life. I teach junior high students and
have seen an extreme increase in mental health issues because of all of these mandates.

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28675

Neighbouring circulated email and asked people to keep circulating informing people of my
vaccin2 status and it has severely harmed my real estate business in the community I live in

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28676

No freedom. Segregation , children bullied

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28677

Lots

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28678

My grandfather fought for our freedom in ww2. He served in Belgium and the Dunkirk area.
These mandates and government control is exactly the type of thing he fought against.
Canada has become an absolute disgrace. Arresting veterans, peaceful protestors and
trampling an old lady in a walker. It is an outrage and absolutely disgusting.

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28679

Creates divisions among people. People who have taken the vaccines get sick anyway sometimes even fatally. I and my family have the right to body autonomy!! 🇨🇦

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28680

It hasn't affected my life in any negative way.

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28681

It has reduced the ability and freedom to come and go, to live my life in a normal way. I feel
targeted and ostracized.

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28682

Lack of social interaction and loss of job without vaccine compliance.

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28683

It has made me HATE government and police

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28684

Yes!!

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28685

Immensely. My husband lost his job, we can’t take kids swimming, skating. Severe vaccine
injury in family members.

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28686

Made me a second class citizen

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28687

Mandates have ruined our family, our finances,our social,physical and psychological wellbeing.

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28688

It’s destroyed democracy and uprooted every single persons life that I know for 2 years.

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28689

Other than the minor inconvenience of wearing a mask and not being able to travel. Not much

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28690

Restricted movement, can't see mother in long term care,. Can't eat in restaurants second
class citizen

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28691

It sucks

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28692

Mental health . Unable to enrol children in extra curricular. Among many other issues.

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28693

Depression, restriction from seeing friends/ family. Created division, had to move out of my

2/19/2022 1:09 PM
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homes pinning people against one another if I don’t want a vaccination I get bullied for
choosing what goes into MY body.
28694

Kept us healthy

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28695

My kids no longer like school, they get headaches from wearing masks all day at school, my
eldest can’t go swimming, skating, or to watch a movie and neither can my husband or I. Our
family can’t go out to eat at a restaurant. Relationships with My family and friends have never
been worse!

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28696

It’s made me a voice that doesn’t matter.

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28697

My best friends daughter who is on the make a wish foundation list cannot have her final wish
fulfilled because of the mandates.

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28698

Cancelling God given and human rights

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28699

I’ve become very over weight just from sitting around. Alcoholic. I could go out to restaurants
with friends and family. Since stopping the need for the QR code in Alberta I actually got to
see my grandson play hockey for the first time in two years

2/19/2022 1:09 PM

28700

My children wellbeing. My job. My social life

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28701

Loss of work, divided family and friends, bad mental health. With a history of epilepsy, I have a
strong fear of having to get the vaccine and adverse effects.

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28702

Can’t even fly to see my family anymore!

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28703

Reduced family visits, reduced business (I am a shop owner), restricted travel, migraines (from
extended mask use), increased cost of living (groceries, etc), stress

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28704

Socially

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28705

I didn't comply with any of the foolishness.

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28706

I've been very depressed and angry

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28707

My husband and I lost our jobs 3 times each over the last 2 years. It has financially destroyed
us. Our employer got lots of bail out money while we were left to struggle.

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28708

Pain suffer. Govt fake Justin Trudeau MUST FIRE IMMEDIATELY

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28709

People are so split up and no one has a solution. The world seems to have their own version of
this "virus". Some place passports some none. Some have returned to normal life while we
keep going backwards. I can only go to the gym to be healthy only after a vaccine? What if I
can't get it due to health reasons? Do I not get to be healthy now?

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28710

In every way

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28711

I am loosing my job. I have been isolated from friends and family.

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28712

Mental health finances socailizing

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28713

Lost my business, my job, and many friends and family.

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28714

It has disrupted our ability to see friends and family, to practice our religion, to enjoy a night
out. There is more, of course, shutting down small business in favor of big box stores, the
discrimination of medical treatments...

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28715

Countless ways. Mainly relationships and freedoms.

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28716

I lost my job

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28717

100%

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28718

Ruined my immunity

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28719

My husband lost his job. My children’s mental health has been affected

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28720

Have been made a lower caste by refusing to show vaccine passports.

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28721

It has created unnecessary anguish and the mandates deny me the possibility to fly from BC
to ON to go see our son, daughter-in-law and granddaughter.

2/19/2022 1:08 PM
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28722

Friends and family have lost jobs and there lives from the mandates

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28723

In every part of life from personal to working

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28724

Tremendously. Not able to see family in other provinces, unable to travel

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28725

Both of my parents passed away and I wasn’t able to be with them.

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28726

Stress related to isolation. As a nurse working from home I was released from my contract
early and my third contract was not renewed because of my personal choice to remain
unvaccinated. I worked from home! They had called me to come out of retirement to help! I
was a hero then all of a sudden I am delinquent. I have lost friendships, family members and
been treated with disrespect. I am healthy have never been sick, eat well wash my hands I am
66 years old and on no medications. I cry a lot especially when our leaders and the media call
names.

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28727

Ruined my career because of vaccine mandates, my children are very depressed and
ostracized because we chose not to vaccinate due to pre-existing health issues.

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28728

Totally

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28729

I’ve been treated like a criminal since I am unvaxxed. My adult child lost their job and has no
income. We are financially supporting them.

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28730

My life has become very compromised! I have a medical mask exemption so the majority of
stores will not allow me in; they ask me to wait outside and they will bring things to me. I was
told to work from home and became isolated and depressed. I was eventually dismissed from
a job I loved for not complying with the experimental gene therapy. I worked as a Frontline
mental health counsellor. Employment Insurance rejected my claim so our familie’s income
has been reduced by 50%. Emotionally, My family is fragmented; many of my friendships are
destroyed! I’m so concerned for the children! I feel nauseated when I see kids with breathing
barriers on! I feel disconnected from people who wear breathing barriers. I feel like a second
class citizen ~ medical apartheid! My father-in-law died in 2020 and we were not allowed to
honor his passing with friends and family. No closure! When I saw the Truckers Freedom
Convoy it was the first time in 2 years where I felt a little bit of hope! It’s been very difficult
mentally and emotionally!

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28731

I lost my business

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28732

Division in family and friends. Economic harm and inability to go into public/tax funded
institutions.

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28733

It has taken away our rights

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28734

It has affected every area of day to day life. It is total destruction of what is inherently good
and right.

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28735

Not being able to come see my immediate family

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28736

Caused distance between family and friends, has caused division between so many people.

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28737

The mood is somber at times; just trying to live each day out the best I can. It has caused an
uncomfortable feeling with some family members and it has kept our family from gathering on
special occasions which is often the times that family gets together. It has also created a
mistrust of government and law enforcement.

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28738

Depression, Conflict with friends, Not able to see doctor in person, Lost confidence in
Canadian government and mainstream media

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28739

It has kept us separated from our family it has made Vax free people second class citizens.

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28740

Mask difficult to breath and no protection Reduced capacity Longer wait times Impacted health
care appointments wait time and not being able to physically see a Dr Quality of social life
Disagreements Discrimination

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28741

Can’t leave the country to visit elderly parents. Can’t go to movies etc. one of my sons lost his
job as he refused Vaccine and all my children have mental health issues now

2/19/2022 1:08 PM

28742

I’m severely depressed and have no money or freedom

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28743

I'm more careful about where I go.

2/19/2022 1:07 PM
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28744

Never

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28745

Solidarity for 2 yrs.

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28746

My child can’t go swimming and strengthen her muscles. She’s disabled. She also needs
surgery and we are being ignored and can’t go to the hospital in Montreal because we’re not
vaccinated.

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28747

It has effected my health,family, ability to work.

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28748

I cannot see my sick grandmother in the hospital because of the vaccine mandates. Everyone
is arguing because of the divide the mandates caused.

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28749

Divided family, caused loss of I come, elder abuse, segregation, child abuse, police brutality,
fear, loss of fundamental rights

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28750

Not being able to work at my career , not being able to fly and travel in my own country ,
division amongst family and friends, discrimination, extortion, just hatred in the world in
general. Now with all the violence put on our peaceful loving Canadian citizens which is
uncalled for. This protest has been nothing but peaceful. It has to end ASAP

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28751

I have been ostracized in my own country. My family has been destroyed; brothers and
cousins who no longer talk to each other. I have become depressed. My 8 year old child
wanted me to go to watch his first karate competition and I couldn’t because of mandâtes that
do not make sense or have any sound scientific evidence that supports it. My fiancé lost his
job and missed pay, now we are living from pay check to pay check with his new job with less
pay. He is an electrician. I am utterly appalled by these tyrannical governments.

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28752

Not allowed to socialize with family and friends. Mandates/ vaccinations have caused division
between family and friends. My children and myself couldn’t get the exercise needed to stay
healthy. Because of all this, it has caused depression and anxiety for me.

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28753

My husband has lost his job. We have lost 8 family members because of them. We have lost
faith in the health care system and this government

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28754

I am not Vaxxxxxed and will not, so not being able to fly in Canada to see family is terrible.
I've also had c-19 so I should be good to go. I hate wearing a mask in stores. I hate when
people look at you like you might have the plague. I hate what fear has done to people.

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28755

Severe Government overreach of everyone's charter rights I do not want to be a government
robot. My health has declined due to the mandates.

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28756

In every way!!!

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28757

Restricted from participating in many aspects of normal life.

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28758

The are illegal, criminal, Trudeau is a criminal and should be removed and put in jail along with
everyone who supported and went along with his criminal plandemic, globalist , elites agenda.

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28759

In every way possible

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28760

Divided family, depression

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28761

Can't travel, gather, go to restaurants

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28762

Vaccine injuries in my family. Travel restrictions, family get togethers, ability to just cross the
border, stress, fear, ulcers, aunt died one week after first vaccine, loss of friends from fighting,
loss of freedoms

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28763

It is ruining my life

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28764

Extremely!!

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28765

Mental health for family has deteriorated, youth jobs affected, freedom to choose etc

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28766

Opressive. Divisive opportunity taken to control population. Hidden information from media,
surrounding negitive outcomes of experimental injection.

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28767

Financially, mentally.

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28768

Although it has not affected my job, it has had a severe negative impact on my mental state. I

2/19/2022 1:07 PM
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am 100% against the vaccine that has been forced on the world, and as such I will not get
vaccinated. But the vaccine passport requirement has devastated my social interactions with
friends. I am depressed to the point that it affects my ability to maintain a healthy living
environment or even find the interest to engage in activities that I normally find rewarding. I felt
that I couldn't cope with life anymore. Luckily, the passport requirement has been lifted here,
and I'm beginning to put the pieces of my life back together again. All of the mandates (masks,
vaccines, business closures, etc.) should NEVER have been implemented in any form, so
obviously they should be ended IMMEDIATELY and a legal inquiry should be made into
punishing those government officials who arbitrarily enacted them.
28769

Close to ending my life.

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28770

It has made me a Jew in 1939

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28771

It has divided my family, it has stifled my growth as a person and has stifled my community. I
do not want to exchange freedom for safety, being safe is something I can do for myself.

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28772

Had to get the vaccine to keep my job!

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28773

Horrible! Family divided is the worst! Restrictions on where we can go and have a nice sitdown meal. Have to wear a face diaper in certain stores, the height of stupdity!

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28774

It hasn't really been a problem

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28775

Sick of seeing families and the country torn and turning on each other due to opposing views.
What happened to "Freedom to do what you want with your body."?

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28776

Seeing seniors isolated from loved ones aching to chance Covid over dying alone. Seeing
children in masks when Covid has never been a threat to them. Letting our frontline heroes go
then bringing in people from other countries to replace them. The division of my family, friends
and countryment. This list goes on and on. I know of a vaccine death. I don't know anyone that
died from Covid.

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28777

Have family who cannot fly due to vaccine passport rules. They wear masks but can’t go the
same places I can.

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28778

All of them

2/19/2022 1:07 PM

28779

My kids have missed way too much school.

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28780

Depressed, broken family, haven’t had Christmas for 2 years with family. Daught has not had
child hood friends or friends for bday party’s, can not go to restaurant, movies, swim lessons,
ice skating lessons. Can not travel,

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28781

Not at all

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28782

Mandates took my freedom.

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28783

Metal health of myself and my children has suffered greatly

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28784

I hate how we are forced to live. My distrust of the current government grows with each
passing day. My anxiety is so bad I can barely grocery shop.

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28785

It has isolated me, and I have been unable to visit my mom for over 2 years.

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28786

All of them

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28787

No words to describe how brutal it was on mental health!

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28788

Effects my athsma having to ware a mask

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28789

Unable to attend funerals for lost loved ones and close friends. Unable to see family

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28790

It sure seems like we are a communist country.

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28791

Not as badly as some as we live rurally and are self-employed but had to watch daughter, sonin-law and daughter-in-law get the poison to keep their jobs against their better judgment

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28792

Division in family and friends

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28793

2 years

2/19/2022 1:06 PM
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28794

I had to be vaccinated to keep my career. I never, at any point wanted it. I hate how much he
repeats “90% voluntarily got vaccined”. I hate being included in that number. I cried both times.
Nothing about that rape was voluntary

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28795

Everyone I encounter has become an entitled asshole. People think they need to criticize
choices of others. The ding dongs in parlement have done that. They have created a two tier
society where the vaxed look down on the unvaxxed. Just like hitler did.

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28796

It has intruded on my freedoms as a sovereign being of this land. My ability to move about
freely and commune with whom ever I want

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28797

Lost job, friends….

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28798

I am now dealing with ADHD-like symptoms, namely executive dysfunction, as a result of the
effects of the compiled mandates and lockdowns. I am struggling with explaining and
demonstrating important values surrounding consent to my young son.

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28799

Loss of wage, emotional and lack of healthcare

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28800

I'm retired and live alone, So not much

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28801

Took away hope

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28802

Every aspect has changed. I am losing my job as a self employed doctor if I don't comply with
vaccine mandates. This will have a huge impact on patients province wide

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28803

Hasn’t much. Happy to be unemployed. Thank god cuz this is insane.

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28804

It has provided comfort and ease the fear of covid to know that everyone who had entered a
premises with in the mandate program was vaccinated.

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28805

Very bad. Depression

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28806

How hasn’t it?!

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28807

Dramatically! Travel , emotional, friendships

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28808

Can't travel, can't work at certain job sites, have a heart condition that should give an
exception but somehow doesn't , even though i have natural immunity from catching covid
from a double vaxxed person

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28809

In every way manageable. My kids can’t play the sports the love. I can’t watch my kids play
the sports they love. Choice? It’s not a choice when you either get a vaxx or you lose your job
or can’t fly or can’t travel or can’t do what “free” people are and have always been allowed to
do. Im a vet with multiple tours fighting for this country and I’m ashamed of what’s happening
right now.

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28810

Effect me because i have 2 kids and try sucice & no future for them

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28811

I have had no problems until this vaccine mandate happened. I've seen peoples lives
destroyed by not taking it and I have friends and family who's health was seriously at risk as a
result of the vaccine. Myocarditis, blood clots and months of interruption in menstrual cycles. I
have lost 3 friends to suicide because of isolation and not being allowed to see friends and
family. I, myself have thankfully stayed healthy but have been berated, bullied, coerced and
treated terribly by a doctor and a few friends for my views which has been very hard and
hurtful.

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28812

Shut down my social life and disrupted my business. It has changed my relationships with
many people in my life. Taking my choice away about my body and what goes into it is totally
unacceptable.

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28813

It has effected my job income mental health my hole world this need to end this has done
more harm then anything end the lockdown and mandates

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28814

I am a truck driver and well on the road it has be very difficult to find a place to get food it is
absolutely ridiculous.

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28815

Where do I being. The mental, emotional and financial impact of the mandates has damaged
our family in so many ways. 1. Our children have been ostracized by friends and family. They
are told daily by our society that standing up, asking questions and having a different opinion
is dangerous and stupid. Our teenage boy has cried so many times over the friends he’s lost,

2/19/2022 1:06 PM
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the isolation he’s felt, and the bullying he’s endured for being different. Add that on top of the
dismantling of their daily routines of going to school regularly, playing with friends and even
hugging the family that hasn’t turned away from us, the DAMAGE!!! is so deep. 2. My partner
is a freelance producer and has not been permitted to work in his industry for the past 7
months and prior to that since the beginning of lockdowns his financial earning power was
greatly reduced. During this time he was discriminated against by colleagues and life long
friends. The discrimination in the workplace will have long term affects on his ability to get
hired for future jobs. The financial impact of this on our family is huge. What’s worse is the
emotional and mental trauma to his sense of self worth as a man and as a human being. At a
moment in his career where he was at his prime, where his business was growing, where he
good provide for his family, everything was taken away. The psychological impact of this has
been very hard on our relationship. We’ve had to seek therapy to work through the
overwhelming emotional pain. 3. As an individual I have been discriminated against by friends,
work and society. I have been labeled anti-vax when that’s not true, I just didn’t feel
comfortable getting the COVID-19 vaccine, right away. I have lived in fear of being discovered
as some one who isn’t vaccinated. I have been lucky enough not to lose my job as I can work
from home. But I felt like I had to take on extra work to balance our financial situation while my
partner couldn’t work. Which lead me to work sometimes 70 hour weeks. The physical, mental
and emotional impact of this has changed me.
28816

Places to go out

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28817

On leave without pay for 3 months

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28818

Lost our business .. mental state .. money

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28819

I am not able to see my family who live in the US and Nova Scotia freely. My doctor has
repeatedly admonished me and dragged her feet on my care. My family cannot accompany me
to the hospital for tests. I cannot attend church as they have been unable to use their location
due to the restrictions.

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28820

Ruined it actually. The fear mongering has caused me to develop major anxiety. I am ashamed
to go into public for reasons that should have absolutely no affect on me in society. I was
placed on an unpaid leave from my career, not because I refused to get the vaccine, but
because I requested more information and was flat out refused and ridiculed by my superiors.
They refused to pay me the money I have personally accumulated within the position (lieu
time, banked stat time, and vacation that had been approved prior to the mandates were
enforced), I have noticed a significant change in my child’s demeanour - she is depressed and
distraught by the divide in her classrooms and aggression from her teachers and supervisors. I
have entertained suicidal ideation because I feel that this societal situation is far too dire to
find joy in my life anymore. These mandates are causing more harm than good by a long
stretch. People are becoming increasingly aggressive and discriminatory, whether they actually
know my position or not. It’s a sad world we live in, but it doesn’t have to be! The studies
produced and the professionals speaking up should have been red flags from early on. This
abuse has gone on far too long.

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28821

Yes

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28822

Can’t go out to eat Family divided Side effects of vaccines remain to be seen, since there’s no
long term data

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28823

We have been lied to! Covid is a cold, not a pandemic!

2/19/2022 1:06 PM

28824

Many

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28825

Severely! Soon, I'll have no job to pay for my mortgages, nor to be able to save for retirement.

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28826

It ruined my life two long years of depression and worries can’t sleep at night want to run away
from the country

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28827

Unable to see family members; unable to go places for fun family memories

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28828

I live beside a border town & I can’t cross easily PCR tests aren’t available in that town So t
drive 100km to get groceries fuel and parts for our business when the Montana town is 6km’s
away. With the high price of fuel I’m running out of money travelling so much

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28829

Would be very nice to enjoy a coffee with my elderly mother at Tim Hortons and eat out with
my dear husband….

2/19/2022 1:05 PM
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28830

Depression freedoms of travel kids education lack of medical care etc

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28831

Financially, socially, physically, mentally

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28832

Lost friends and family due to the segregation and divide. Financial hardship. Mental health
suffering.

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28833

Badly

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28834

I am unvaccinated. I have been discriminated against in my own Country. And by friends and
family. Our Prime Minister has called me and others racist. I can go into my Legion to
volunteer but not as a patron. No common sense to these rules.

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28835

Has not

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28836

Lack of trust with the government. No honesty in the ruling party.

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28837

Laid off twice due to my job not having customers. Still unemployed, as is my husband.

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28838

Divided my family. Discontinued hugging. I was healthy before vaccine and since taking the
vaccines got covid plus was very sick after the 2nd shot. Now have nerve issues and stress
because we can't interact with family friends and employees in public places because they do
not have the vaccines. We did not wantbto take the shots but did so to travel and still have to
jump through hoops.

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28839

Loss of income. Kids not in school

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28840

I have a medical condition that prevents me from wearing a mask. Therefore can't work.

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28841

I can't fly to BC to see my Mom because I'm not vaxxed with an experimental drug that
causes many side effects!!! I can't eat in a restaurant and other things because I'm not
vaxxed!!! Wearing a mask causing me to sneeze, cough and blow my nose!!! I can't travel to
Seoul, Korea to see my son and wife who live there because I'm not vaxxed!!! They can't
travel to Canada. Our poor children have to wear masks all day at school and other places.
This is crazy!!! The omicron is just a cold. I know as I had it and at 74 survived because I took
ivermectin!!!!

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28842

Lost my job

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28843

Lost job,lost the house,mental and physical health,broken relationships and it’s awful what we
are forced to do!

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28844

Too many ways to list but economic losses, Childs education compromised, bill of rights
violations as per freedom of movement and security of the person, family disconnected,
etc,etc…..

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28845

It has made it so my wife and myself were unable to adopt our daughter because we couldn't
fly to go get her. We are firmly against what our government has done to this country and to us
and our family that could have been!

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28846

Loss My job , family members depressed! Can’t get together with my siblings because I am
not vaccinated!

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28847

Segregation. Split family. Loneliness to the point of mental illness.

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28848

Loss of business/working income, loved one passed away alone, excluded from society,
discrimination

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28849

My 12-year-old unvaccinated daughter cannot go to pools or restaurants or other recreational
facilities, and her unvaccinated teacher may be forced from her job, leaving my child’s
education even worse off than it has been (it’s already been terrible for 2 years now)

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28850

It has caused anxiety, not trusting my government. Feeling I’m nig in charge of my own life,
abs so much more. I’m paying my taxes to be told what to do, when to do it . I feel that I am
living in a communist country more then anything else. This is not the Canada I know.

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28851

Torn my family apart

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28852

Degradation to family life as we are unvaxinated.

2/19/2022 1:05 PM

28853

Completely disrupted my life and divided our communities.

2/19/2022 1:05 PM
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28854

It hasn’t cause I refuse to follow it

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28855

Isolation, anxiety, sadness, loss of work, dismal future, loss of trust in health care and no trust
in government

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28856

Immensely

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28857

I lost my job. Unable to visit sick friends in hospital. Mental health clients at my work in crisis.
|Unable to travel. Unable to attend church at times. Unable to eat in restaurants, attend
entertainment venues, etc.

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28858

Families devised

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28859

Taken joy away

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28860

I've had heart issues from the vaccine, especially second shot, dismissed as normal by the
doctor but definitely not normal. If vaccine and booster mandates are continued I fear for my
health and safety, but I will need it for continued employment

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28861

My husband's ability to leave the province for work..not seeing our daughter..etc

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28862

Well I don’t have much of a life bc of stay in isolate for how long now and I really don’t think
it’s necessary except for vaccine

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28863

Made me not want to live in these times

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28864

Couldn’t spend time with family

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28865

I can't travel. Let me travel.

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28866

My mental health, my child’s mental health

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28867

I have avoided using my vaxx passport because splitting people by vaxx status is immoral.
There are not 2 classes of citizen.

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28868

I lost my job

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28869

Being forced against my will to keep my job

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28870

Had to close by business permanently after exhausting all my saving to hold onto it Financial
fucked now Financial

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28871

The short answer is that it broke it completely and I will have to start over from scratch
practically. It was already difficult because of disability, and these mandates just served to
exacerbate the problem.

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28872

I lost my freedom and my life

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28873

Very negatively

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28874

Extreme depression in myself and in family members from being secluded. Loss wages from
work curtailments during shut downs.

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28875

As caused division in my family and caused stress in my family.

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28876

Loosing my job,increased stress,depression, anxiety, family tensions,selling house,loss of
income.

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28877

It has effected my mental health and that of my children’s and has directly effected my
partner’s physical health.

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28878

Makes me feel like a second rate citizen, scared of being harassed, always looked down on

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28879

I have children who could not participate in sporting events; children who could not attend
university; we are unable to leave the country; my husband had mandates in his job which cost
us a lot of money out of pocket; my husband ended up losing his job; there has been
significant division in extended family because of this. Overall, very much emotional distress.

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28880

It’s prevented us from being able to go out with friends and do things with friends and family

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28881

I feel discriminated against as a low class citizen because I have chosen not to be vaccinated.
I'm unable to attend social outings which is mentally healthy for me specifically in the winter.

2/19/2022 1:04 PM
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28882

Increased the amount of social interaction and reduced travel.

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28883

Not being to use daycares, libraries and extracurricular activities with kids.

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28884

It's reduced or stopped me from grocery shopping, shopping in department/variety stores,
library and any social events, visiting family and friends. I suffer from anxiety and depression
and all though I'm on meds. for this I'm affected by them.

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28885

Negatively affected society in that it has polarized the country instead of unifying it.

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28886

Income loss of over 50% and performance decrease. I am equestrian professional trainer, I
couldn't show horses because of lockdowns. I couldn't go to Florida with the horses this winter,
because of income loss, therefore I lost clients, who moved their horses to other trainers who
could go to Florida this winter.

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28887

Work is slow

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28888

It has caused enormous disunity in the community, among family members, churches, schools
etc. Family members have been unable to attend sporting events of their children (to even help
tie their skates, listen to piano recitals, etc) Many senior friends have been isolated and unable
to have visits with loved ones, we are seeing anxiety, depression and suicide rates of so many
increasing, and many longing for some normalacy. We are not against anyone getting
vaccinated (we are) but it should not be mandatory or with consequences if they choose not to.
We know over 100 people in the past two weeks who have had COVID...many vaccinated
(including ourselves) and many not vaccinated and either no symptoms or very minimal
symptoms (ie sore throat or cough for a few days...nothing as bad as some colds or flu we
have had in the past) These people have followed mandates....so don't see how the
masks/social distancing and passports have made any difference other than causing more
pain and disunity

2/19/2022 1:04 PM

28889

The virus itself and doing my best to remain safe while keeping others safe with social
distancing, wearing masks and reducing capacity limits was possibly effective. Shutting
businesses down for long durations, And then bringing in the vaccines was hopeful for many
but bringing in the mandates for it and the passports was devastating for me and created two
classes of citizens. It was already sad that if somebody naturally just forgot to put their mask
on they wrist being manhandled. It’s allowed for the public to become judge and jury and take
matters into their own hands. I also find it very interesting how media did not spotlight any of
these cases. Rather they more focus on people who chose not to wear a mask or choose not
to be vaccinated.

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28890

Ruined my livelihood and cause mental health problems with me and my family

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28891

My job ended. I am disgusted with the way Trudeau has refused to meet truckers

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28892

Very discouraged & disappointed in all leadership. Why are th the unelected health authorities
running the country?

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28893

Loss of interaction with friends.Church disruption,No eating out, no concert,etc.

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28894

I’ve been depressed

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28895

Children have had a horrible time. It is against my rights. I have lost my job with the federal
government

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28896

Financially, emotionally, mom ended up in ER 3 days after shot and suffers still from
aftermath. These mandates have crippled this Great Nation of Canada and Trudeau and his
Liberal Government caused a greater division .

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28897

Put on six weeks unpaid leave, and its been extended to now over nine weeks. I'm now over
nine weeks without pay.

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28898

I've known more who've died healthy randomly after the vax than who the vax has saved. The
people are divided my family is discriminated for not vaxxing for personal reasons as I have
other health problems.

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28899

Out of country travel

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28900

Terrible

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28901

Division between my family and friends, my kids social skills are very far behind, I no longer

2/19/2022 1:03 PM
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trust medical professionals or my government.
28902

Freedom of travel, freedom to participate in society

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28903

It has caused huge separation between people and has greatly affected my recovery
community in regards to suicides and overdoses

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28904

I have a vaccine injury, since getting Pfizer in March 2021 I have had tinnitus, palpitations,
chest pain, severe weakness, brain fog, dizzy episodes, eye problems and balance issues. I
refuse to get my second dose because doctors have not treated my adverse reaction. I almost
lost my job as a RN and my letter of extension will only hold so long. I refuse to injure my body
further for a vaccine that has not passed phase 3 of clinical trial. Vaccine should be a choice. I
am now diagnosed with POTS, tachycardia and chronic fatigue syndrome all of which are
listed on the court mandates released Pfizer adverse report and yet I still cannot qualify for an
exemption or apply for vaccine injury under the current legislation. Physicians are barred from
using clinical judgement over fears of losing their licenses. I have now been off work for 5
weeks due to my health. I also do not believe in vaccinating children, mandated vaccines to
youth who do not suffer from severe disease is negligent. The risk of immunization effects
such as myocarditis far outweighs the risk of the virus to this age.

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28905

I am not able to enjoy life and have freedom. It impacts my work, my social life and my family.
It has created division in families, and friends. Mental health challenges have been on the rise.

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28906

It has affected my ability to work, prevented me from seeing family members, created division
in my family and friend relationships and affected my mental health.

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28907

In order to visit my spouse in hospital after a massive stroke l was blackmailed into taking the
vaccine when l had health limitations and should not have been given the vaccine. I also had
to quaranten for 14 days afterwards before l could go to the hospital. I felt violated as a person
and feared for my life afterwards. I did not want this untested injection in my body. What is
worse was my spouse wasnt able to speak after his stroke so we couldnt even communicate
for the 14 days. My teenager was robbed of her grade 12 graduation and now suffers with
mental health issues from the covid lockdowns. Many funerals for my family werre missed.
Wedding invitations for my family were not extended due to restrictions. These are missed
milestones that my family and l will never get back.

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28908

In every way possible on a negative level, losing work, relationships, friends, family, travel.

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28909

It’s made me feel like I live in a communist country. We are not free!

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28910

Coercion, condition for employment

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28911

Can’t cross the border

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28912

Unable to see family

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28913

Place of business depression

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28914

It’s has greatly effect my mental health, I’ve been clinically diagnosed with anxiety and
depression this is terrible for me, life on lock down is hell

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28915

It has negatively effected most areas of my family and is lives for the past 2 years.

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28916

Can't go to work

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28917

I had to close my business

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28918

Locking my mother in her room for months and my girlfriend forcing her to get vaccine when
her doctor say don't take it. Because of her reaction to vaccine and she has two kinds of
cancer she has no passport so now she's outcast

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28919

Depression

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28920

it has curtailed my freedom of movement.

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28921

Not being able to do things with family members that have chosen not to get vaccinated.

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28922

No job, no dining out, on grand kids watching hockey, not traveling to see my daughter

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28923

Socially, financially, division in families .

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28924

Affected our business

2/19/2022 1:03 PM
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28925

It has adversely impacted my income.

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28926

Isolated from family and friends

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28927

Drastically

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28928

Was terminated from my job and my mental health hit rock bottom

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28929

Lack of freedom of movement

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28930

I have been kept from seeing my family in Cuba for 2 years because of waiting for lifting
quarantine time.

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28931

Loss o family friends Income And mental health My 11 year old granddaughter said she didn't
want to Live anymore and she had been happy positive child with a good family support !
Devistating.

2/19/2022 1:03 PM

28932

In a negative way, mandates do not support freedom, we are all going to get covid, vaccinated
or not

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28933

I'm in the restaurant industry as a server we've been on numerous lockdowns which has
caused me to deplete all my savings, I'm one of the lucky ones others have lost everything
including their lives.

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28934

negatively

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28935

Made life stale and not worth living for, I've had covid and have been vaccinated and the
vaccine side effects were just as bad.

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28936

Limited socializing. Wearing a mask all the time. Paying big money to return to my own
country.

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28937

My mental health had spiraled. I haven't been able to secure a job (I will not get jabbed due to
health concerns) and as a result, I don't currently make enough money to survive on. The
division is off the charts, most people can't have a civil conversation about COVID and the
mandates.....something has got to give

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28938

Yes

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28939

Not to much so far more then not knowing what they were going to try next

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28940

Job loss within the family, mental health, etc.,

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28941

It has affected our childrens mental health. It’s affected our family, because of restrictions.

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28942

In every negative way possible

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28943

It is just ridiculous how other countries are moving on and Justin Trudeau wants to double
down.

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28944

I feel, like I’ve been a prisoner Of own country. I brought my daughter to Canada so her and
her children could have a better life. We all came from Poland, which was a communist
country at that time.

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28945

Supply chain issues, since the beginning of the pandemic, has made my residential
construction job difficult due to shortages of supplies and increased cost. My wife and I are
unable to travel, whether for vacation or to visit family on the west coast, not to mention no
restaurants or movies.

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28946

Too controlling and no freedom of choice!

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28947

Greatly

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28948

Every way imaginable

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28949

I've lost friends and family from division. I've lost my job for not taking the medical experiment
and it's affecting my mental health.

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28950

It is absolutely bullshit. We all went through the unknown of Covid at the start of it all, without
masks and continued to work without this vaccine. Let us be free and return to normal

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28951

out of work

2/19/2022 1:02 PM
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28952

I wont mask my daughter. She is missing out on friends.. my daughter is missing out on
activities This needs to end NOW

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28953

Kids are depressed. Oone got jabbed to have a life and fit in. Went through a divorce over the
divide. Living in fear that I will lose my Job

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28954

My peice of mind and concern for the direction Canada is going. Loss of extra curricular
activities only so far

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28955

Horrible. My kids have depression, struggle in school. Worry about being out and about

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28956

Cannot travel by air ,but I certainly wouldn't get on a plane were the flight crew that has had
Traitor Turdeaus Death Jab. As for all other mandates I have NOT complied to any of them. If
any place of business is abiding by Turdeau the Traitors narrative, I take my business
elsewhere. Truck Turdeau!!!!!

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28957

I miss family and friends

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28958

Severally led me to depression

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28959

Can’t travel for work with my work VISA, cannot watch my children’s sports, their mental
health has been greatly affected. Could not visit my dad in hospital for cancer or attend his
appointments. I do not have the freedoms outlined in the Charter. Canada is unrecognizable.

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28960

Division among family, isolation, discrimination

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28961

Services (all), church attendance, travel (many trips cancelled), watching many small
businesses in my community close shop or go bankrupt, people losing their jobs, mental
health and physical health decline

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28962

Negatively

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28963

I believe it has caused a maliciousness and divide between friends neighbours and families.
It’s preventing our inalienable rights as free Canadians and has sewn hate and divisive actions
of others to discriminate against one category of people so that dehumanizing them can be
made possible and feel substantiated. This is not Canada.

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28964

Disrupted my life, taken away my freedom. Made me realize how corrupt our government is.

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28965

Made me get a vaccine so that I could travel to the USA to see my family. This is unfair in
every way!

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28966

I seen several small businesses shut down, or struggling to stay in the black.

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28967

I’ve been unable to take my kids to indoor sports, felt like an outsider or a second class
citizen. It has ruined relationships in our family. My maternal aunt and uncle have completely
shamed me and will not speak to me and have told me they will never see me or my family in
person again. We were very close before. Friendships have been strained. The division of
family is the worst

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28968

Family divided so much anger and division. I want my country to be back to 2019 Normal

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28969

Mental state

2/19/2022 1:02 PM

28970

Lost my job. Divided my family and friends.

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28971

Business is down

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28972

Yes, daughter made to take vaccines to attend school, forced to work from home because I’m
not vaxxed, both baughters now medicated for anxiety and depression but were not before lock
downs and mandates

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28973

I refuse to comply so it has not impacted my life hugely. I want to travel again freely has been
the most attest on myself

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28974

Lost my job and ability to provide for my family

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28975

Physically, emotionally, financially, socially and relationally negative. The cost of the vaccine
definitely outweighs the benefit. Simply listening to and acting on the truth about Covid in
2019/2020 would have solved the problem rather than following our government’s failed plan.

2/19/2022 1:01 PM
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28976

2 years of this cruel and inhumane torture

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28977

My children and family had been cut off from seeing each other. My kids lack social situations
and are blocked from seeing friends at school due to cohorts. Depression, social anxiety, and
loneliness are all symptoms that my children suffer from.

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28978

Hasn't I use a fake passport

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28979

It has destroyed my life as I knew it.

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28980

My business has suffered terrible and my family is divided. We also lost someone because of
Vax

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28981

Destroyed relationships between friends & family.

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28982

It has made me aware of the tyrannical tendencies in all governments and heightened my
awareness of the critical need for limitations and checks on government power.

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28983

It has divided my family, my community and caused my business to suffer. The mandate is
just a tactic to pressure people to take the jab. It doesn’t prevent the spread and no longer
makes any sense since both vaccinated and unvaccinated can spread the virus.

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28984

I see friendships and families divided, fear mongering by main stream media, I went two
months initially without seeing my children amd grandchildren, I feel isolated and judged for
wanting my medical choices to remain mine

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28985

My husband and I both lost our jobs. My husband also lost his private business. We had to
sell our house to make ends meet. We are still suffering financially. My husband has
reconciled with an estranged sister in the USA, but due to vaccine passports we are not able
to go and visit her, and vice versa. They have not seen each other in 4 years. My extended
family is completed divided and barely talks to one another anymore. I had to leave the church
I have gone to for 12 years because the attorney general goes to the church and our church
refused to stand up and take a stand against government overreach in places of worship. My
relationship with my mother is strained. Everything in our lives has fallen apart, and we aren’t
even able to move to a different country because we can’t cross the border or fly.

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28986

Caused separation in our family and ruined our Christmas. Not being able to worship in our
church as before all this nonsense.

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28987

Social life and mental health

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28988

They’ve kept me safe

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28989

Restricted my ability to help my elderly parent, my overall lifestyle, and my travel

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28990

Created distrust in government, politicians, police, doctors, media.

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28991

I have recovered from Covid and tested for antibodies many months after. They are very
strong and I trust in my natural immunity. I don't want the shot. The science is crumbling and it
is not doing what we were promised. There is no informed medical consent. I have sacrificed
by freedoms to stand up to the thing that matters the most to me. It is my body and my
choice.

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28992

On the verge of loosing everything do to no jobs

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28993

No Freedom

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28994

Constant coughing from mask wearing. Family has lost income from closures. Effected our
travel to see family.

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28995

I am a very active, social, and athletic guy. I love to socialize and make new friends. Because
of the mandates I haven't been able to do a lot of these things which has really affected my
mental health especially because these mandates make absolutely no sense.

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28996

Seen community members die or suffer due to delayed surgeries. Seen multiple business
shutter. Massive social divides with extremely ugly attitudes being openly put on display.
Suffering personal mental anguish over this division in society and also the over involvement
of government and playing of politics without consideration of broader public health concerns
and childhood development issues that have arisen. I also am deeply concerned the direction
this divisive government is taking this country. I see the PM acting like a petulant child who

2/19/2022 1:01 PM
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refuses to consider options that may better suit the public over what ever the agenda is the he
seems to be following.
28997

My husband has lost his job. I cannot watch my kids perform any of their extra curricular
activities. It has divided my family.

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28998

Segregation. Discrimination. Not allowed in restaurants or any place asking for vax passport.
People have asked me and my family not to join any social gatherings due to our medical
choice.

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

28999

Angre, decision between people, friends, family.

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

29000

Torn apart from family friends and myself

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

29001

Depression, anxiety, sleeplessness and family disputes

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

29002

I am still having to test 3x a week and have to stay home for longer than those who are
vaxxed even though they may me spreading to me. I had my religious exemption denied and
had to give more proof as to how the vaccine is against my religious beliefs. My job is not
secure at the moment as is the other case with many of my unvaxxed colleagues.

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

29003

It has turned faml8es to go separate ways and longtime friendships to end.

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

29004

Every aspect of my life, social, business, recreational, mental, enough is enough.

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

29005

Division in family and with friends. So much hatred between people

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

29006

I have lost Two years of my life not seeing my family, friends . That two years of my time I will
never get back .My grandchildren can’t go to school, what has this done for the ??? Caused
the anxiety, depression and not being able to so social is is hard on there mental health . I’m
so tired of being cooped up in the house not seeing anyone smile . The The mental health the
suicide the domestic violence that has risen in the last two years because of these lockdowns
is ridiculous. This needs to stop now . The mandate and the rest need to stop . I want the
freedom to choose .

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

29007

Day to day can’t go to any restaurant or no where requiring a vaxx pass so it’s changed my life
emmensely as I have chosen to not vaccinate myself

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

29008

I’m depressed and it’s hurt my mental state along with my husbands

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

29009

Depression

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

29010

Stuck in my home as I cannot attend public facilities, lost my work , people are so divided I
will not wear a mask, I want Justin Trudeau to resign ,I am 72 yrs He is a Traitor , pocketing
monies from these injections ,which is a crime and Organized, He needs to step down, A
dictatorship is not CANADA thnak-you

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

29011

Been very depressed

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

29012

No travel to visit family in different country, loss of Job need to be Vaccinated

2/19/2022 1:01 PM

29013

Lost my income! Thx Liberals!!!

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29014

Negativily

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29015

Destroying my family

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29016

It has destroyed friendships, caused conflicts in family. My mental and physical health is
highly affected.

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29017

Was not allowed to be with my father as he was dying!! Was not allowed to see my twin
granddaughters birth,, and didn’t get to physically see them until they were over 1 month old!!!

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29018

It has been a mental strain on me and my kids. They have taken sports away from my
teenagers, they have taken grad away. They have taken the ability to visit direct family
overseas. They have shut my business down. There was loss of income.

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29019

Relationships have ended, treated unfairly in the workplace, mental health is the worst it’s ever
been, haven’t been ALLOWED to travel, haven’t seen my family as frequently

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29020

I am not working.

2/19/2022 1:00 PM
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29021

Masking everywhere. Vax passports needed just for school. Pretty well every aspect of my life

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29022

I quit my Government of Saskatchewan job because 1. Refusal to fully vaccinate and 2. Fear
of dismissal for speaking out against the illegalities of forced vaccination, proof of negative
genetic test and vaccine passports

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29023

The same way it has affected most people (limited social interaction, travel restrictions,
income loss, etc). It's also been hard to find people who want to work.

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29024

Can't take some people to hockey games

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29025

Ruined it

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29026

It has totally destroyed our enjoyment for travelling. The passports have taken away our
freedom. I have my 2 vaccines, but I am not proud of it. I felt forced into doing something I did
not feel comfortable doing. We are loosing our FREEDOM in this country.

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29027

Career ended and destroyed

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29028

My children are not being socialized. My 5 year old has demonstrated mental health decline.
My relationship has ended. I have been in fear of losing my job, I have already been restricted.

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29029

I have been living with fear & anxiety for 2 + years & it has effected my families employment
& divided my family and friends.

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29030

Helped me feel safer and glad we are protecting as many lives as possible

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29031

It has cauaed anxiety, isolation, a feeling of being oppressed and restricted

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29032

Divided friends and family and my children not having a normal life, loss of work , surgery’s
getting cancelled

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29033

It has infringed on my rights and freedoms to use services in BC that are to be open to All
which has caused intentional harm to others by ways of discrimination, hatred and anger,
destroys families relationships and togetherness, hurt seniors and children, young adults. This
segregation needs to stop, we are all equal and deserve to be treated with LOVE and UNITY
and FREEDOM to choice what works in my value and beliefs and respect others value and
beliefs. Money does not give you the power to hurt invulnerable Canadians.

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29034

Na

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29035

Relationships have been broken because of it

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29036

Hours cut, still stuck in quarantine for a false positive? SHA didn’t have their story straight

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29037

Division, depression, loss of job,anxiety

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29038

I’m not free to do what I want

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29039

Masking every day 8hrs/day at work for 2 years is not good. Freedom of mobility restricted and
cannot visit my family

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29040

It has effected everything in my life. I could not see my mother gor 2 years in Ontario nursing
home and she died only to be able to see me 3 days before she died because they allowed me
to be there at end of life care. I in my heat feel she got ill after she had her vacination and sad
heart from not being able to travel to see her. I have a floral business and it has ruined it from
the mandates . My son has lost his job also which he worked hard all his life with the police. It
has caused great divison between friends and family .

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29041

I've lost my career of 30 years due to lack of work created by the mandates and restrictions
imposed.

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29042

It has isolated me divided my friends and family I have been assaulted both physically and
verbally in stores harassed my neighbours no longer talk you never see anybody out walking
anymore

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29043

Ruined it. it’s mentally draining

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29044

Work

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29045

Lost of work lost friends social life mental heath

2/19/2022 1:00 PM
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29046

Cancelled my exercise and swim classes as well as my church services. No 2-3 month warm
winter get away. I am a retired teacher but Covid was so bad that I started to sub to alleviate
the pressure on teachers and the school division. I have not been able to visit my son and his
family in North Dakota. I have gained about10 pounds and been much less active. I have
saved money.

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29047

I’ve been laid off from two companies due to my views on the mandates. My wife was almost
forced to take the jab while pregnant to keep her job. My best friend lost her job.

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29048

Sadness

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29049

As a mother with a child with disabilities these mandates have made therapy appointments,
medical appointments very difficult and few and far between! My body my choice!!

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29050

Negatively....

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29051

Very divided! Enough is enough! We as Canadians had been obedient. Time to move on with
our lives. Normalcy please!

2/19/2022 1:00 PM

29052

almost killed our church & divided our family

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29053

It has affected my child at school.

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29054

Haven't seen my Canadian family and friends in 2 years due to BULLSHIT Covid regulations at
the Ambassador Bridge..

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29055

It as made me depressed, isolated upset and angry. Devided with friends and family. Lost of
work because I cannot and will not wear a mask for 12 hour shifts.

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29056

It has caused depression for myself and many around me. 3 of our employees have never had
mental health issues before and during the lockdowns have attempted suicide and have not
been themselves at all… this needs to end…

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29057

I feel isolated and feel like I am a second class citizen. These two years have been extremely
challenging!

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29058

We have basically lost 2 years of our life

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29059

It’s affected my mental, physical and social well-being. Quite a few people in my life have
experienced devastating affects to their mental well-being. One of my former colleagues
committed suicide as a result.

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29060

Severely. We will leave Canada if mandates don’t end soon. 17 years university education
between parents, 3 kids in university. We are done. Pandemic is over in the US where kids are
student athletes. They hate coming home to ‘covid jail’.

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29061

No me so much , the Social damage will be irreversible for generations

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29062

in every way possible. family and friends i have lost due to differences. did not get a
graduation or prom.

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29063

I now have very heightened anxiety

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29064

I am retired, so not as much affected, but my son has had to take a vaccine to keep getting
paid. My grandkids not vaccinated so can’t do sports, swimming, take kwondo, etc., I can’t
travel with them, go to restaurants with them. I have unvaxxed friends I can no longer travel
with. Mostly, I am just SICK to see my country being turned into a police state!

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29065

It saved me money

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29066

It ended my Mother's life. because of all the mandates in place

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29067

None

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29068

I had to be vaccinated to be able to keep my job, since my vaccine my life changed for the
worse. Now I have to see a neurologist?

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29069

Could not hold my son's hand when he passed away frpm Cancer june 21

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29070

Can’t travel to visit family and friends- Can’t eat in Restaurants. We feel we’re discriminated
against, because we had covid before the vaccines were rolled out to our age group- therefore,
we don’t need the vaccine

2/19/2022 12:59 PM
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29071

I’m very anxious & depressed. Feels like I’m being punished!

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29072

It has affected work-less hours & made work more challenging due to PPE, haven't had much
family contact, my place of worship has been closed or reached capacity that Im unable to go
& there is not much community or events to socialize. i have a total loss of trust & respect for
our government & how it is running Canada.

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29073

Our family has been divided. Many of my family have taken the shot that did not want to. Now
we wait in uncertainty to see what the consequences will be from these experimental
injections.

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29074

Mental health challenges. Loss of friends, experienced discrimination and segregation.
Children lost university opportunity.

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29075

Stigmatized and isolated

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29076

In many ways, mentally, socially and physically

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29077

Getting vaccinated did stop covid, wearing mask effects my breathing

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29078

Lost 5 good coworkers

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29079

My anxiety and depression has sky rocketed. My employment has suffered.

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29080

The vaccine has made me sick

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29081

Don't have a lot of time left in this old world and I really resent being forced to waste it sitting
home alone.

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29082

Everything

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29083

No restaurants Can’t visit our children in Ontario

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29084

Lost my job

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29085

Loss of quality of life not only for me but my family and young children. Lost my business

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29086

Division of friends and family. Two years lost for my teens childhood . My small business has
come to an end . Financial hardship.

2/19/2022 12:59 PM

29087

Severe depression and disgust in my gov't.

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29088

Had to move to another country

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29089

Gave me for the first time in my life depression.

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29090

Feel a division between family and friends.. So sad. Depression is spreading like wild flowers.
My choice has been taken away

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29091

Basic freedoms taken away. Unable to visit family overseas due to vax mandate, treated as
2nd class citizen.

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29092

It has negatively affected relationships, work, income, stress etc.

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29093

It has prevented me from living my life

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29094

I lost a lot of income due to lockdowns, Both my wife and I were fired for not getting you know
what. And of course we were banned from participating in parts of society. Division in our
families and friends groups

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29095

Not being able to watch grandkids play sports, not being able to breathe wearing masks, not
being able to meet for meetings or with friends at restaurants etc., etc.

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29096

I was told that I could not play Volleyball and Ball Hockey. Many of my friends and family
members would try to convince me to change my views because of the narrative pushed by
the media.

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29097

I’m not vaccinated so it has affected me in a lot of ways

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29098

I'm losing my job as a registered nurse of 20 years because of them. My husband had also
lost his job because of them. My daughter has also suffered greatly from the vaccine
mandates and masks and the division that had been occurring because of all of this.

2/19/2022 12:58 PM
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29099

I am a pharmacist and it is unbearable the amount of antidepressants our children have started
on and remained on. My son is a young teen and he has lost a friend to suicide. It has
impacted our children the most. Both my children are extremely athletic and Covid took away
so many events for them

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29100

I dont have the time to write all the ways ive been effected. For one it has torn families and
friendships apart. It has crippled our economy. Our governing political body has their heads so
far up their asses, theu will never get us out of this. Anyway yeah this effect everyone a lot of
ways and it needs to stop.

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29101

In every area of my life negatively. Not seeing family, doing things that bring me joy. Attending
church activities. Travel, health, wellbeing, income, friendships all eroded. Mafe to be the
enemy of the vaxed . Persecuted, made to be an enemy of the Province, health authorities,
eyes of Federal government, being degraded by these.

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29102

The mandate has caused much division, and I feel that’s exactly what the government has
wanted,

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29103

Came to realize that mainstream media is controlled by the government. Also that democracy
in Canada is a fraud.

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29104

Division amongst friends and family, mental health decline, segregation from society, watching
my children suffer because of the mandates, decreased trust in health and gov’t authorities

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29105

Dealing with depression with myself and my children. Ruined many relationships, caused death
to loved ones

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29106

Its hell on earth

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29107

Economic and emotional carnage

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29108

Feel more depressed tired and Isolated. Lack of social interaction.

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29109

In every single way possible , no section of my life has not been affected

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29110

I am 76 years old, and have lived in Canada all my life. This has been a jail sentence,
unneccessarily. I have lived through MANY influenza epidemics. In the past, we stayed home
until we felt better, then carried on. Yes, some people died, but some people have
compromized immune systems, and cannot fight off certain things. Such is LIFE! What has
happened here in the last 2 years is totally unneccessary hype by the governments regarding
Covid. The result has been panic and filling our hospitals with people who shouldn't be there,
because they have a sniffle and test positive for Covid. The result has also been a decimation
of businesses, and people's wellfare in general. It has carried on far too long. It is beyond time
to end it all, NOW!

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29111

It has effected me negatively. They should have been suggested precautions but not
mandates. Now the vaccine has proven that it works it is time to drop all mandates and return
to normal. Covid needs to now join the growing list of other infectious diseases such as
pneumonia, HIV and many others.

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29112

My 7 year old daughter has anxiety, my father is in ICU with heart problems after the 3rd
booster and I have lived in poverty with limited ability to work when my child is home with me
and not in school. I am self employed and a full time single mom in the country so ota been
very isolating .

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29113

I live alone and my depression and anxiety is through the roof. My dad had been in and out if
the hospital and not being able to see him was terrifying

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29114

Very very poorly. I am ashamed and disgusted

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29115

My children’s mental health is suffering. My daughter has had life ending thoughts and my son
is at least two years behind academically now. Our economy is shattered and our children and
Children’s children will now have to pay for it. End it now.

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29116

stressful

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29117

My children are isolated and we are restricted from most family functions. We are unable to
travel and have limited recreation.

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29118

Isolation, limited healthcare, division, mistrust

2/19/2022 12:58 PM
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29119

Mentally, emotionally, financially. my children can’t do certain things to help them learn and
grow. Pretty much in every way you can imagine

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29120

Missing Family and Friends!!!

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29121

The most challenging impact was for gyms to close. That was a real struggle.

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29122

Loss of Jon...and I have a 15 year old son who is going through alot because of all the
mandates

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29123

Harmful to my mental health

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29124

I feel that i, as well as my children, have been forced to take vaccine’s that were not properly
tested.

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29125

Lost work

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29126

the death ( unexplained) of my FIL dying alone under what conditions in nursing home.NO-ONE
could see him for months. no-one could go in, he couldn't come out. I saw him once through a
window...he looked beaten..we get a call he is dead and we all of a sudden could ALL go in to
view his dead body..no answers, just view. past all the old people, all of us, no jabs, no
nothing, but suddenly it was ok..all from different towns, different jobs, different social circles.
but it's ok,,then we left, went to eat came back to empty his room, in and out, several times.
WE WERE ROBBED OUR FATHER. My dad. in hospital during covid, no face time, no calls,
relying on idiots for updates, we got one family member in, who revealed that he hasn't been
given water nor food, nor IV to hydrate, he wanted out to go home, but we couldn't get him out
right away. they robed him of his life, because we weren't there to advocate for him. This BS of
mandates and vac has divided my family, caused depression in the younger members, fear in
the older members. You robbed us our family time, two Christmas's, parental visitations, and
made society suspicious of everyone. We had funerals we couldn't attend, news of death via
phone calls, and no closure. Children, babies masked like muzzled pets. FOR A VIRUS WITH
A 98% FULL RECOVERY. I know more people that died because of this BS and NONE that
died of this so called virus. STOP THE BULLSHIT NOW!! YOUR STATS ARE IN, YOUR LAB
RATS DID THEIR JOB, THE MANDATES DON'T, DIDN'T AND NEVER WILL WORK! YOU
ROBED ME 2 YEARS OF MY HUSBAND AND RETIREMENT TO TRAVEL, TO CAMP, TO
SOCIALIZE, TO SEE FAMILY. YOU ROBED ME TO MEET MY LAST GRANDDAUGHTER AT
BIRTH, SHE WAS OVER A YEAR OLD WHEN I MET HER FOR THE FIRST TIME. HOW DO
I FEEL? IF THE GOOD LORD WANTS ME, HE'S TAKING ME, JABBED OR NOT. WHY
HAVE i , MY FAMILY, MY FELLOW CANADIANS BEEN MANDATED RESTRICTIONS, YET
THE RICH HAVE NOT? WE SEE, WE HEAR, WE KNOW..AND IT WILL NOT BE
FORGOTTEN.

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29127

My father passed away January 25th without even a hug the last 2 years. Totally inhumane.
So much depression around me. The list goes on.

2/19/2022 12:58 PM

29128

Its caused depression oppression and loss of my BUSINESS!!!!! That I worked my ass off to
build alone!!!! My shop made 120 000$ a yr! Now I'm on WELFARE!!!!!

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29129

Lost my orchestra position as principal cellist, lost cello ensemble, lost gym access, fractured
relationships with friends and family, made me fearful to speak my opinions

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29130

Lost my job! RN for 5 decades!

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29131

The mandates have only affected my life negatively. I was not able to attend church for a
chunk of the pandemic, I am not sending my child to school because of the masks, I was
unable to visit my grandma in the last two years of her life, I was unable to spend Christmas
with my family, I am unable to bring my children to swimming or skating lessons or anything
indoor because I am not allowed inside. It has divided some of our family members and
friends.

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29132

I want my freedom, the right to decide for myself.

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29133

Blocked me from society

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29134

Unable to see my daughter regularly, can’t see many friends, lack of travel and social life. I do
not feel that I live in a free democratic country anymore.

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29135

I've been coerced into getting the vaccine. To keep my job. It's not right!

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29136

I have missed many funeral service to say far well to loved ones , the mental state of isolation

2/19/2022 12:57 PM
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fir my family has been hard , we have not been able to see loved ones in care homes. ❤️❤️❤️❤️
❤️❤️End the mandated & hold our government for their misguided & wrongful actions
29137

Limited ability to live life outside my house

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29138

Restrictions on us adults, including my child. My husband has been limited on the job he can
do as a truck driver. My extended family members have missed/delay on medical explorations
and treatments Our daughter, whom is 4, has faced discrimination at stores, restaurants, and
dance that child should ever learn.

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29139

social division

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29140

Depressed me

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29141

Sitting in my apartment alone for months with no outlets. It has been very challenging
psychologically. Unable to be included in experiences with those who are close to me. Now, I
am being forced to put something in my body that i don't want to in order to keep my career
and livelihood. I have worked with the public as a healthcare practitioner throughout this whole
pandemic in perfect health. I am healthy! And I know what to do to strengthen myself naturally.
It feels like rape

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29142

I now feel like an introvert and afraid of everything.

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29143

My husband almost lost his job. My job was also in a precarious position. For several months,
we were in limbo, just waiting to find out what would happen. I work in schools and see children
crying when they find out they’ve been in close contact with someone else who was sick. They
are afraid. They are being shunned. The masks are stifling and inhumane. It’s time for this all
to be over. Almost everyone has either had Covid or will likely get it whether they wear masks
or not. The media cannot be trusted.

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29144

It's effected every aspect in my life. And not in a positive way...

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29145

Personally, socially, physically, family, friends, neighbors, coworkers.

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29146

It is ruined!!!! My family is split. I can't work or socialize. It's been loss after loss! This is
bullshit! Globalist bullshit!!!

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29147

The mandates have given me much anxiety

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29148

A lot of stress, fear and anxiety. And to top it off, very frustrated,😠 😡 and...
UNBELIEVABLE, how EVERYONE falls for the nonsense that is out there.

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29149

The mandates have affected my life and my family‘s life in a variety of ways including
financial, mental, emotional, and social. They’ve been disastrous.

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29150

Mentally, emotionally, and financially for the future

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29151

My children are depressed. My business is going on, I’m depressed, my husband is
depressed. It has split my family in half. My children can’t see their grandparents. And my
grandma is near the end of her life and I can’t go see her. This is killing our world, and dividing
our country. All we want is for us to be whole again and everyone to love each other no matter
their differences.

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29152

Drastically. I no longer have activities other than grocery shopping and going for walks. My
social life has diminished by 90%

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29153

Cost me a marriage break down and my career

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29154

Both mentally and socially. My health has declined and I feel socially isolated. I am tired of
wearing a mask and hearing go families have separated with different values for the COVID
mandates. I am also upset about my freedom of speech being taken away from me. I also
think we need a new Priime Minister who is willing to lead and address people’s concerns!!!

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29155

It has prevented myself and my partner from being with family when they need support as we
are not accepted to travel

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29156

Not overly affected except travel and sports

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29157

How has it not....?

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29158

Nothing like stripping the Freedom of Indigenous folk.......again

2/19/2022 12:57 PM
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29159

Not vaxed so cannot travel, cannot eat in @ restaurant, has our grand kids scared to visit,
many friend# now unnemployed

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29160

Physiological harm

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29161

Made me suicidal and depressed.

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29162

Depression is real my children are also severely depressed I need normal again my kids need
it this isn't right this isn't fair something has to give

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29163

My kids can’t learn to swim. We cannot leave and return to our home country of Switzerland.
My husband cannot fly to work. We can’t make a living. We are hated by people for just
wanting a choice. But we won’t get in. I will not live in a country that requires my children at 12
to get shot to participate in society.

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29164

Miss travelling

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29165

Daughter was coerced into getting injection at work. Lost 3 months of work before she finally
caved because she has to support herself. 4 days after getting second shot she started
bleeding and miscarried. Husband was denied a kidney transplant that he has been waiting on
for 2 and 1/2 years because he is not taking the injection. Now 5 months later, after doctors
bullying him and us waiting on a letter to confirm this, they have told us he can have it another
hospital that does not have the mandate.

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29166

Made it very lonely and sad, and I had to change my career of 16 years because of them

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29167

He's destroyed my relationship with my daughter

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29168

No freedom to go where I want without proof of vaccination.

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29169

I could not be at the hospital with my daughter while she was extremely ill and I could not visit
my uncle in the hospital before he died.

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29170

Awful way of life

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29171

My stress level has gone through the roof with no access to gyms etc. Remember the
beginning where PLAYGROUNDS were barred??!?! Insanity...and the poor children. Cant even
imagine the inner city kids...

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29172

Lost job, kids activities limited due to passports for adults, masking my children causes them
upset, youngest child has learning delay as he started school with masks and school
shutdowns, family members and friends forced into vaccine they didn’t want to maintain
employment, friend having multiple miscarriages after vaccine when previously had four
healthy pregnancies, witnessed decline and deaths of my patients after vaccinations.

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29173

It has kept me and my family safe during the pandemic.

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29174

It makes me a second class citizen

2/19/2022 12:57 PM

29175

I have been stressed out because it had effect my work, my school, and my social Life

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29176

It's bullshit you stress me out my kids everything needs to stop.

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29177

everyway

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29178

My child has been in sick kids hospital many times. And only one parent is allowed with him.

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29179

Friends that are not vaxed can't play pool or go to restaurants and all they talk about is convoy
and mandates and freedom....no one is happy anymore.

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29180

Missing family

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29181

Forced me to do things against better judgement. Depressed.

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29182

The push by the gov and “health officials” who did the almost daily press briefings divided
families, friends and co-workers. We have a frustrated society, and I am frustrated by the hate
speech Trudeau spews. It is unacceptable. Enough is enough. Our mental health is
challenged. We’ve become a heavily opinionated society of the vaxed against non vaxed,
fueled by our politicians and media, also a big part of the problem. I have gone through this
pandemic with caution and using common sense. The no jab, no job has been a huge stress
on our workers in society, causing a shortage of staff in all workplaces, including Hospitals. I
support the right to choose what I put into my body. I am not anti vaccine, but for choice. It

2/19/2022 12:56 PM
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has it’s place in the aged population and the immunocomprised if they choose. The
segregation is despicable. Some vaxed are so concerned about mandates being lifted. They
are living in fear, once again fueled by the gov and media. I really think it is going to take a
long time for people to heal from this. Some relationships will never fully recover, especially
with half our friends. Tension amongst family as well. I certainly can understand the mental
health issues arising from this “pandemic” especially if one lives alone and or parents divided
on whether to vaccinate the children, despite the low risk to them. Many are only going ahead
with the vax just to be able to participate in society. This is so wrong and the gov knows how
to coerce people. Wrong, wrong, wrong!
29183

Greatly in many aspects! In family life church life and school life abd the community

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29184

Depression for myself and young daughter. I want to move out of Canada

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29185

Our whole Canadian life has been upset Especially family life

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29186

Mental health

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29187

Work and Division of friends and family, unhealthy for my kid, mentally and physically

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29188

No social life, no more sports for myself and my child, feeling isolated from society

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29189

I'm not allowed to eat in a sit down restaurant. Not allowed to go to a concert or a movie, I'm
not allowed to go to a friend's wedding or funeral. I'm not allowed to live my life free as a
Canadian should be! We should NOT have mandates whatsoever! End them now! My freedom
should NOT end where someone else's fear begins!

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29190

Greatly. Potential loss of loved ones and family divisions

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29191

Lost my job

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29192

Hugely

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29193

In every way imaginable.

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29194

Negetively!!!!!

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29195

It’s destroying everyone’s lives and democracy

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29196

Lost work but now back in school where I will be able to work from home. Industrial drawing

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29197

It’s not freedom, and Canada is suppose to be about freedom. It’s also made me fall really
depressed

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29198

Harmed my business\finances, harmed my children and effected their education, creating
arguments in my family, harmed my friends, delayed my and my friends medical treatments,
friends lost jobs etc!

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29199

My young children have missed out on so many school experiences that they will never get
again, we haven’t been able to leave the country to visit our elderly grandmother in Europe,
made to feel like a second class citizen. And of course, so sad to see our country so full of
hate and division because of these mandates.

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29200

Division in my family

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29201

I was put on unpaid leave from my work

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29202

Depression worse

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29203

Ruined my senior year at school, affected my job, lost friends and family, won’t let me act on
the freedoms given to me in the Charter of rights and freedoms

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29204

Restricted activities Lack of confidence in decisions based on ‘science ‘

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29205

Travel postponed Visits with elderly parents limited

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29206

Can't fly to Ontario to visit my sick father and other family. Can't go to any restaurants or to
church as I used to.

2/19/2022 12:56 PM

29207

Breathing issues with mask. Have lung disease and hard to breath

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29208

My son has been affected for the past 2 years due to the governments invasive Covid

2/19/2022 12:55 PM
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measures. I also lost my job last year due to the vaccine & government lies. Lost friendships.
My child has lost time with his friends and proper learning experiences due to masks and
schools closures which were completely unnecessary. It all needs to end.
29209

I was unable to travel home to see my family. I have a new grandson I have not met yet , born
the day of lockdowns started in B C

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29210

Mentally, physically, emotionally and spiritually. In every way imaginable. Not being able to do
the simple things like meeting with family for birthdays, special life occasions celebrated by
friends. Friends and family have passed away and not being able to comfort the families is
torture for both them and me. Hugs are so needed and being present and giving support is so
essential for the ones grieving. It is mental abuse in so many ways. So restricting people from
gathering is unacceptable. My family and I are double vaccinated yet we have not travelled to
visit family overseas since 2019 because the government does NOT want inessential travel
out of country. And having a Covid-19 passport or QR code is so unnecessary. This is NOT
freedom and completely unfair and inhumane in so many ways. We are all adults and should
be free to make decisions for ourselves. We do NOT need government telling us what to do for
ourselves and our children. All of my family has had Covid even though we are fully
vaccinated, so what kind of vaccine is this anyways ?

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29211

Not nearly as much as my family, friends and fellow Canadians. I support all Canadians
freedom and the mandates have done more harm than good.

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29212

Affected mental health and income negatively.

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29213

Depression

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29214

Stress caused the end of my 25 year marriage. Lost lifelong friends (of 40 years) and
marginalized by my whole family for my position against the mandates. Was acutely suicidal
during the loneliness of the lockdowns. Literally barely made it through alive. Additional note:
got COVID despite vaccines. Felt crappy for one day. That is all.

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29215

It has caused major division with family and friends. The government has taken free choice
away from us and needs to be stopped!!!

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29216

Unable to work due to not getting jabbed.

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29217

Have been kept at home. Kinda isolated.

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29218

Ruined social life, split my family apart from the divide that the media and the government
continues to drive a wedge in. Currently laid off due to shutdowns and “vaccine” requirements.
Extreme exclusion and depression because of what the government has said and continues to
say about my views and my choices

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29219

We can't live normal lives. This is a dictator that we have and he is a communist.

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29220

Restricted my movement, my ability to see family, increased my stress, anxiety, depression
and fear of being near people

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29221

Totally

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29222

I have been marginalized and discriminated against. I have been unable to visit loved ones.

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29223

It has taken my freedom

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29224

In every way

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29225

My social life and u don't get to see peoples faces and lots of devide makes people not as
happy

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29226

My Dad died with no at his side my Mom ina care which you can’t visit. My job was terminated
! Well PM Trudeau was flying around holidaying I’m pissed off

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29227

Mentally and emotionally.

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29228

Friendships and family relationships have been strained

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29229

Not be able to visit my dying aunt that has stage 4 cancer

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29230

Bad I'm unvaccinated and have not been able to do much. I'm retired and not enjoying life after
working 42 years.

2/19/2022 12:55 PM
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29231

I want to leave the country

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29232

My rights and freedoms were stolen, I am not a slave, I do not need a slave passport to be
able to leave Canada, to travel to work....I believe in science, not in political dictates about our
health.

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29233

Division with in my coworkers and family and friends. And travel.

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29234

I lost my father this past August due to a delayed cancer diagnosis directly due to lockdown
measures.

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29235

I’m considered disabled, I need my gym, when things close I fall apart, I need the exercise to
stay alive, I go through massive depression

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29236

have kept my family apart for 2 1/2 years now!

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29237

It is excessively difficult to breathe with the anti-social breathing restrictors on

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29238

Our Sask premier has supported the mandates but has never done so to the extent that other
provinces have. We are thankful for that. Recently he has dropped the vaccine passports and
will drop mask mandates the end of Feb. However there are many who have lost jobs because
of mandates in certain sectors and anyone with different views from the government has been
vilified publicly until recently. Thus i am undecided about how our premier has handled the
covid situation but am thankful that he has had the moral integrity to speak against the
mandates now.

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29239

Terrible experience

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29240

My kids have had to quit sports, I lost my job, mental health has declined for so many ppl I
know

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29241

I have face systemic discrimination due to medical conditions. My teen daughter attempted
suicide twice during this pandemic. My medical care has been interferes with because of the
governing bodies and government requiring a Covid test prior to antibiotics being prescribed. I
am vaccine injured and almost died from it because my exemption from 2016 was not good
enough for the government.I have been targeted after government officials inflammatory
rhetoric.

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29242

Mentally drained, financially struggling Worried and fearful of the future for my children and
grandchildren

2/19/2022 12:55 PM

29243

Completely, and the government has caused division in my family by the many divisive
comments he has made.

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29244

I was fired from the hospital I worked at, religous exemption denied. I was willing to take rapid
tests but the hospital decided its either vaccination or you're out. Now it is almost impossible
to find a job as a nurse if you're not vaccinated

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29245

Isolation separation 💔 fear lack of exercise fresh air people in my life

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29246

Kids mental health is shot…lost all friends. Feel more divided as a nation. Feel like I have to
watch my back because of my choice for bodily autonomy. Can’t go to restaurant, gym, movie
theatre, concerts. Attacked for my God given freedoms. Can’t speak out without feeling like
you are going to be shot down or fired at work. Thinking of home schooling kids because of
mandates/propaganda being taught in schools.

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29247

Mafia style jab extortion

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29248

I have suffered anxiety, stress and fear for my children. Segregation for daily life. Fear for loss
of my job

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29249

My son could not join the ski team, had to stop going to the weight gym, the climbing gym
could not go to birthday parties where kids had to show a vaccine passport, my daughters
were not aloud to compete in ballet or acro ….

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29250

Lost our business of 20 years.

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29251

Created divisions amongst family and friends.

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29252

I feel like a prisoner.

2/19/2022 12:54 PM
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29253

I feel discriminated against on many levels as well as frustrated.

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29254

I've been fired from my job because I can't get the vaccine

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29255

Lost friends, can’t go to school, depressed

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29256

Mental ,emotional and physical

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29257

Vaccine injured. Cardiac inflammation/ erectile disfunction/ blood vessel damage

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29258

I was to get the vacines or loose any lively hood to beable to support my family.

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29259

My children's education has been impacted negatively and so has my husband's education. All
of our mental health has been impacted negatively. We live with my husband's parents and due
to the inflation caused by this pandemic it may be a few decades before we can afford to buy a
home of our own or our children to be able to afford rent to move out on their own. I am scared
of the future here in Canada. I have not at any point been afraid to catch covid-19.

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29260

Feel like a prisoner in my own home

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29261

Travel restrictions restaurants

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29262

Depression for myself and family

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29263

Lost job opportunities. Stress, anxiety, not allowed in some public spaces, not allowed to board
a plane or train, not allowed to leave the country.

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29264

Depression

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29265

Lost friends and family because of the division, I have been affected mentally, so have my
children,

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29266

Relationships and work

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29267

I was going to loose my job if I didn’t get vaccinated.

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29268

It has caused financial difficulties and mental health issues

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29269

The government lost more lives and upset the economy with their mandates that’s the virus
ever would if in its own...they failed the people.

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29270

I had 2 miss carages since 2019 and almost died for the last one , and now i cant have kids
anymore so i only have my 1 daugther , and i can garenty you now that she will not have that
vaccin , i have both my vaccine and feel worst then i ever did so booster is a big no no for me
, i want my daugther to have freedom when she grows up , not mandates ! Freedom is needed
right now , theirs more deaths in suicide and depressions then covid but yet the goverment
keeps mandating things , and after i saw what trudeau is doing to are convoy , i cant even
beleive this is what he does to his people , treat them as nazy when realy hes the one starting
a war with his emergencie act . Freedom to all !!

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29271

That we can't visit our aged parents and grand parents and siblings because we are unable to
fly. Not able to go to church full time. Kids can't go to a pool or do other fun stuff. Doesn't
sound like a free country. :(

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29272

Losing friends

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29273

They are unethical in practice with unproven data.

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29274

Physically and emotionally

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29275

Turned it upside down

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29276

upsetting, mental stress !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29277

I have been unable to meet with friends and family, travel freely, just "feel free" in a land where
we sing about "the true north, strong and FREE".

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29278

A lots

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29279

Poor mental health as unable to attend the gym and churches have often been locked down
Fighting and division with family

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29280

Mentally.

2/19/2022 12:54 PM
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29281

- diagnosed severe Stress, anxiety And depression -stress on my children -huge life
disruptions -not being able to travel -not able to pursue professional goals and dreams hopelessness -loss of friends and family -the list can go on and on

2/19/2022 12:54 PM

29282

I own a restaurant it has stopped me and all of my staff from earning an income for the last 2
years. While it has created shortages that have made everything more expensive.

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29283

It has not been great but something that needed to be done to prevent the spread of the virus.

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29284

My wife no longer has a job to return to, my young child cannot participate in many activities
as we are not allowed w/o passport. both our mental health and well being has taken a
nosedive.

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29285

Division and different opinions.

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29286

Cant see my FAmily

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29287

My brother disowned me because I am not vaxxed. My cousin committed suicide. My family
and friends won't see me. I can't see my 95 yr. old father. I have anxiety and weight gain.

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29288

Have not be able to bury Or say goodbye to My uncle Lost touch with my family

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29289

I had to rapid test or lose my job for not revealing my status. I’m nearly out of words to say
how disgusted I am with the governments handling of COVID.

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29290

Lost my of 40 yrs been segragated because of these mandates

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29291

Living visiting family job

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29292

I want to die

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29293

It caused depression and emotional and physical harm to my kids

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29294

Discrimination and abuse from fellow Canadians and my government.

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29295

I was forced to take a vaccine that I was hesitant about, against my will, to keep my
employment. It has affected my mental health negatively over the last 2 years with the division
between family and friends.

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29296

mental health, business contracts cancelled

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29297

Negatively

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29298

My kids are depressed and don’t want to live.

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29299

Lockdown

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29300

My husband was laid off twice from the restaurant he works at and I was forced to test 3 times
a week for Covid.

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29301

Permanently

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29302

Mental illness, job loss, family fractured

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29303

It has made it healthier and safer.

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29304

Depression, isolation, threatened to not have a choice for my health, restricted life, worried for
job security, loss of sleep and much much more to much to list

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29305

So many ways I can’t list them all

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29306

I am a prisoner in my own country now and cannot fly anymore. Trudeau has made me feel
unsafe with the hate language used.

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29307

Sent me into a deep depression, made me anxious to be social. And just completely ruined my
teenage years

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29308

No freedom told what to do. I live in canada cause im free if i wanted to be told how to live my
life id live in China. Liberal party needs to be ended in canada they do not see the same
perspectives as Canadians on of communism.

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29309

All of them

2/19/2022 12:53 PM
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29310

Depression, anxiety loss of income. Weight gain.

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29311

It effected my life tremendously.

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29312

A lot

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29313

I has taken away my human rights, my right to lots of things like travel

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29314

Loss of choice. Loss of freedom to travel, go out to restaurants, movies. Dissent with family
and friends.

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29315

Socialization with others outside our household

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29316

Death, divorce , business loss

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29317

Freedom to come and go as we are used to. All of our freedoms taken away

2/19/2022 12:53 PM

29318

Zero

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29319

Mentally destroyed.

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29320

I can’t go to the gym which has deeply affected my mental and emotional physical health. I
haven’t worked since July 2020 because of the anxiety caused by the nonsensical narrative. I
work in a school setting and can’t watch them put the fear into those babies. I’m a second
class citizen now and my dad whose 75 and not well won’t see me and thinks I’m trying to kill
him because I’m not vaccinated.

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29321

My job has been repeatedly threatened. As a language teacher it's very, very hard for me to
teach kids a foreign language and to support their pronunciation or even to tell if they've
spoken as they must be masked at all times. Students have cracked and dried hands because
they're required to sanitize when they enter and leave a room. They find the idea of taking a
mask off scary even though there hasn't been a single randomized trial of masks in schools
and the CDC admitted masks, plexiglass barriers around desks and quarantining whole
classes doesn't work.

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29322

Made me a prisoner in my own country

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29323

Really hasn’t except masks are a bit uncomfotable

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29324

Taken my freedom to live my life the way I want and has certainly shown me how corrupt our
liberal govt is

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29325

It has made it difficult to lead a normal lifestyle

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29326

Hugely, the mask’s do not work. The devision in our community, provinces and the entire
nation. We once were a beautiful, peaceful and loving nation. The leaders of our parties are all
corrupt they are bankrupting our country. Food prices deliveries of goods transportation costs
are rising so quickly that our young Canadians can’t live and will have to rely on the new
communist government that needs to be stopped. If not by protest than maybe civil war.

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29327

I am a senior being isolated from the world. Rising prices I cannot afford on a very limited
income , I live in poverty and have worked since I was 18 . I lost an uncle in WWll fighting for
our freedom on it to have it taken away by a corrupt government

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29328

It has damaged my business, relationships, financial position and well-being

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29329

On October 16, 2021, I was put on leave without pay because of my vaccination status. No
salary sonce then. The federal government has infringed on my right to earn a living.

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29330

Very little. I am vaccinated by choice and I believe being vaccinated is the correct thing to do.
However, personal choice should be at the forefront of policy making in our country. I believe if
someone was going to be vaccinated, they would have done so already.

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29331

Division has been mentally crippling, being judged for personal medical decisions. Being
pushed out of society and things that my taxes pay for. My 9 year old has significant anxiety,
social deprecation and loss of school time. Masks are harming her learning and she is
dyslexic. She also has almost daily headaches from having to wear a mask all day at school.

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29332

It has greatly restricted my traveling.

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29333

Stressful, violation of my privacy, I should have the rights to choose what is good or bad for
me. No one should decide on my behave.

2/19/2022 12:52 PM
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29334

Can not go anywhere in Canada or anywhere. Feel like being in jail in my own country....

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29335

Husbands job on the line. I hate masks. Had Covid felt like a cold.

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29336

Unnecessary limited. So disappointed with our Government

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29337

Limited socialization..lost friends..little contact with family..but I believe that we have to get
though this without attempting to destroy the “rule of “law. I accept that this is not a great way
to live ..but I don’t want to destroy the democracy of our country..because my fellow
Canadians can’t look out for each other and obey mandates..we ar all weary..but that does not
allow us to destroy other Canadian’s rights (peace, quiet, rule of law)

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29338

People need the right to decide how to live with Covid. Not the government who has a one size
fits all approach. The truckers mandate will cost my company 650K if left for this year.

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29339

Created division in my family and at my work and family members either take the shot or lose
their jobs

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29340

Ruined my life, no employment because of mandates

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29341

Negatively in all aspects of my life.

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29342

Can't travel

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29343

You don’t feel safe to go anywhere

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29344

I am a deaf lip reader. The masks are not conducive. I live alone. Too much time by myself

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29345

Stress

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29346

I haven’t been able to enjoy playing my sports or hanging out with my friends when they go to
restaurants.

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29347

Closure of my place of employment 18 months it of 24. Decline Financially and mental health
and physical health due to closure of gyms.

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29348

i was forced to take the vaccine to keep my job.

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29349

Can’t visit dying father Couldn’t have 2 funerals for loved ones passing Couldn’t visit mom in
hospital or parents in nursing home on death bed Children can’t do any social or sports and
major deficits in education Children have suffered mental &emotional anxiety and affected
social development We can’t fly within Canada nor travel outside of Canada Qr Surveillance to
enter buildings or to access services or to participate in society Father had adverse reactions
post 2 AZ shots requiring 5 bypass surgery

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29350

In many ways, it’s put life on hold because of the stress of uncertainty in what’s to come.

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29351

Destroyed relationships between myself, family, friends, acquaintances. Destroyed all trust in
government, public health, school divisions, and media. I feel isolated.

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29352

Gatherings social events family all not the same.

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29353

The fear and division it is causing is making me feel anxious! People have lost their minds and
we need to go back to our body our choice! It also makes me very fearful that our healthcare
system can’t take any stress at all and maybe more money needs to be put towards that
instead of vaccines

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29354

Depression, Loneliness, weight gain, anger, anxiety, community conflicts

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29355

My work, mental & physical well being have been affected!!! Limited people interaction and no
access to gyms does not contribute to mental or physical well being! I also have been
suffering from hearing loss and vertigo. The backlog to see specialists has impacted my
diagnosis and treatment. Started in November still on going!!!

2/19/2022 12:52 PM

29356

Stress and major anxiety

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29357

Caused stress and emotional upheaval. Stole precious opportunities from our children. Caused
division in families and churches. Caused all confidence in our politicians to be destroyed.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29358

Lonely

2/19/2022 12:51 PM
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29359

Loss of freedom, loss of job. I am being judged for choosing freedom.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29360

Not having the freedom and able socializing with friends

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29361

I’ve felt various emotions over the past years: frustration at relative loss of some freedoms,
sadness, some indignation about loss of routine, more sadness(deaths, foolish behaviour), and
fear at the unknown, but I’ve also felt generally safe, believing that researchers and medical
personnel have the best health interests of the public at the core of their edicts.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29362

Segregated from friends. Couldn't say goodbye to my mom on her death bed. Couldn't have a
funeral for her. She died alone and was buried without family with her. I want all the fighting and
hatred to stop!

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29363

Negatively

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29364

Segregation and losing the ability to participate in a sport I love.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29365

all of them

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29366

I lost my business. Living on reduced income. Unhealthy lack of social contact (I live alone).
Anxiety worrying if my industry will ever recover

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29367

Well I lost my father in law , we know 6-7 who died from getting the shots ,we know 3 people
who bells palsy , we know 1 person who's done the magnate bar code ,got fired from a job for
not being vaxxed , and have not seen my family in 2 years ,and more

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29368

In every form of life I've been discriminated against. Can't go for a nice diner with my wife cant
watch kids play hockey. My job possibly being taken away from me permanently. Life
absolutely sucks living like this. I've had to get a therapist to get through these harsh and
unjustified times.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29369

We have been excluded ( for 5 mo) from eating in restaurants or going to concerts etc. We
couldn’t get together with family for special events because of numbers. Couldn’t pay our
respects at funerals because of numbers. Weren’t even allowed in our common Room, for
meals, meetings or entertainment because of vax rules! Couldn’t sing, in the choir on our
church, because of masks( I am very claustrophobic and can’t wear a mask for more than 1/2
hr). Couldn’t go dancing because of vax passport and mask wearing. Also some people have
been mean and angry because of our choices of why we couldn’t take the vax!

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29370

Drastically, depression, isolation, unable to govern my own body

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29371

It has been beneficial to keep my family and myself safe .

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29372

Y’all really do not want to know how bad you have destroyed lives, family’s, people’s ways of
living, the stress you put on people, do you have any idea how many people day try not to kill
them selves? You guys made everything in everyone’s lives that already so hard so much
harder not that you even care about our lives. As proven over and over again the government
is whack as all hell.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29373

I have family in the US and haven't been able to see them the anxiety and emotional effects
haven't helped my 3 children my son wants to head to BC to continue his career however he
cannot because no vaccine he is high risk to take any vaccine but not exempted my daughter
has embolisms in her lungs for 5 years now and also can't take vaccine because of high risk at
23 years old she cannot get exemption either. Dr. will not give either an exemption so we are in
pause mode for life if something doesn't change

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29374

Ruined relationships with friends and family. Has made me lose faith in our government and
humanity as a whole.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29375

Life is at a halt.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29376

Our small business has struggled, lowered standard of living for us. Increased stress.
Increased stress/anxiety in our children. Children hate going to school, marks have dropped,
behavior issue at school have increased. Trust in government is obliterated. Trust in our police
is gone. Hope for the future is grim.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29377

We can't travel by air within our own country and we have family on the other side of the
country. My son developed issues from having to wear a mask at school. Our mental health
has declined because of being restricted from doing most things.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM
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29378

Limited travel

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29379

Negatively

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29380

I got an Increased workload and got paid well for it.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29381

Forced to leave my job. Two friends have died from the CV-19 injections. Several relatives with
serious adverse effects. Severe restrictions on my movements - I feel like a prisoner in this
country.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29382

Not able to leave the country, kids programs, division with family

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29383

Work, income, social life, segregation, children depressed and required psychologist

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29384

My husband can no longer join his own family in going to visit my parents in the us. Huge toll
taken on our entire family

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29385

Lost my job.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29386

For many reasons and after deep deliberation and ongoing study of emerging research, I have
chosen not to take the injection. I cannot go into my mom's care home, I am restricted in my
options for paid work. And of course, there are all kinds of social restrictions that affect me.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29387

Made it hell

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29388

Sickening..depressing

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29389

Made me feel much safer until we get this under control

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29390

Negatively for myself and my children

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29391

I am unable to travel. Go out with my family. Support my family.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29392

Loss of work. Mental illness.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29393

Unexpected early retirement in March 2020. Otherwise minimal affect but then I am resilient. I
have full confidence in our governments at all levels and also public health authorities.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29394

It’s affected my mental health tremendously. My children can barley do any sports/activities.
We refuse the vaccine!

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29395

Everything

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29396

Afected our ability to meet in church and carry on normal social gatherings.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29397

Lose of money. Lose of job forced to get shot to feed my family

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29398

It ruined my life, career, health, marriage, friendships, suicides

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29399

isolation has caused depression. I haven't been able to get my family together

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29400

The mandates have effectively wiped out the energy and spirit of my entire community

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29401

It cost me $$$

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29402

Destroyed my faith in public health, medicine and pharmaceutical as well as our democracy.
Politicians have bot represented the people.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29403

Poverty

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29404

In almost every way

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29405

Teenager tried committing suicide. My school aged child has been harassed for improper mask
wearing by the bus driver, vice principal and EAs. I have not worked in my field because I did
not disclose my vaccination status.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29406

Has divided our family. We have missed significant events. Haven't been able to see my aging
dad who has stage 4 cancer. On a LOA from my workplace

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29407

Very little

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29408

I I am a senior and I have been restricted from doing volunteer work with all these mandates
with masks and whatever

2/19/2022 12:51 PM
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29409

I missed my kids my grandkids 3 friends died and couldn’t say goodbye 😭my grandkids have
have been in mental distress over masks and kids bullying with separation with pushing
vaccinations can’t see elderly family in hospital not covid . Shots have cause family member
to have stroke one bells posies and heart issues only 27 years old 😭 we can’t even see
family in nursing home 🤬❤️🩹

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29410

It's destroying my marriage.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29411

it has definitely split family up and caused so much fear. Trudeau needs to be locked up for
crimes against humanity.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29412

Work (run an essential business that requires cross border delivery/pickup- no longer
crossing), Our son was FORCED to get the vaccine or LOSE his job (even though he sits
alone in an excavator for 90% of his work day), could not attend nieces wedding and meeting
nephews 1st child, father-in-law was unable to be with family on his 93rd birthday & feels
extremely isolated, could not celebrate my sister's 60th birthday, have not been in to get a
followup on a cyst in my breast re:backlog and limited bookings. Nothing about these
mandates can justify the deaths and detrimental affects of missed or prolonged surgeries and
treatments, the suicide rate has skyrocketed, more businesses have shut down then Ive seen
in my lifetime, families are on the edge of financial bankruptcy because of lost jobs and closed
or partially running businesses. This by far outweighs any reasoning to continue with these
mandates.

2/19/2022 12:51 PM

29413

Husband had to get vaccinated in order to keep his job

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29414

High Blood pressure--Sleepless nights--Difficulty in getting groceries--Confrontations with
others due to being so divided--Could not visit my Wife in the hospital same with my brother
right now---Everything now cost way to much to buy--Groceries --Gas many many other items
which can`t afford to buy--Can`t even find someone to shovel walkway for heavens sake--All of
this causing STRESS.

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29415

Prisoner in my own country. Divided. I feel like Trudeau is destroying Canada with communism

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29416

I lost my job, kids can't play sports and their education has been impacted by which has
resulted in signs of mental illness in a 6 year old child

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29417

I lost my freedom to move freely. I'm discriminated against at hotels, restaurants, malls. I fear
my kids will be refused their post secondary education. Always threatened against employers
blackmailing you with your job to push a vaccination that is not proven safe. They say follow
the science but there is no science published to prove the testing and safety. My oldest son
moved out at 16 because tensions are so tough on us. My second oldest son left public school
to make sure he could catch up on all the missed curriculum the public schools haven't taught
due to the upsets in schooling. I cry worrying my kids will never remember what living free felt
like.

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29418

My children hate school. They are in kindergarten and grade one- the most impressionable
years. My husband is self- employed and his work has been extremely unpredictable and
unreliable. Our income and stability have suffered. Our collective mental health has suffered.
We have been unable to visit relatives- especially elderly ones. It's been years since we
scould visit our Oma at her long-term care home. Our Oma and Opa's health have severely
declined from isolation. My anxiety is through the roof. Everyone's is.

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29419

Negatively

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29420

No freedom

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29421

Loss of income, depression, isolation, health in all aspects!

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29422

Divided family, friends, stopped me from visiting an elderly woman in the Nursing Home,
haven’t been able to see family and friends in the U.S. for two years

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29423

It has effected all aspects of my life. My son was born August 2020, it has been a struggle for
him to meet other children his age and socialize. He is afraid of strangers and cries if people in
masks come too close. The mandates have torn rifts between myself and friends, and within
my family. My mental health has suffered from not being able to go out and socialize as well.

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29424

It's caused Divisions

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29425

Lost work, can't go to the pool or gym or to a restaurant, locked down, no freedom, can't

2/19/2022 12:50 PM
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perform, just BAD
29426

All of them

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29427

Financially Mentally

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29428

Very bad

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29429

Negatively in all aspects that the government cannot even begin to comprehend

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29430

Ruined

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29431

Work

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29432

Depression, loneliness, fear, inability to work, lack of family and friend support system,
emergency surgery denied and now I am a partial amputee. Forced to wear masks when my
medical exemption due to PTSD was denied and therefore had traumatic consequences for
me.

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29433

My kids had covid. My kids teacher had covid. Yet they still have to wear masks?!

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29434

We are so rural it has not really bothered us, but when we go into the city to shop we mask,
sanitize and keep our distance. Because of higher numbers.

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29435

What life? I have been depressed and alone wondering why the government is poisoning
children with that vaccine. Unable to go to any events, losing friends, not being able to travel.

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29436

My work requires it's employees to be vaccinated in order to enter the building.

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29437

Big time

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29438

depression, isolation, fear, stress, anxiety, weight gain, health issues I never had before,
family and friend divisions/tensions, just to name a few

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29439

Government wants to much control.Less communication with family and friends,very little
travel.Getting fed up with the situation,things have to get back to normal.

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29440

Unable to travel for work

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29441

Because I chose not to vax I was fired after 34 yrs

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29442

I am jobless and division in my family. It goes against my beliefs in freedom and human rights

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29443

Not at all

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29444

Lots!!

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29445

I am a prisoner in my own home.

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29446

Divided my family and friends, made me depressed, chose to remove my kids from school,
loss of pay from job, my mental health is destroyed

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29447

Medical apartheid. Threats of loss of professional license.

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29448

My childrens development

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29449

After about 6 months of these mandatory lockdowns and imposed restrictions I personally
began to understand that this certainly has nothing to do with health but just a way to get
everyone to separate from their families and of course friends because everyone needs to
obey the mandates and come under the tyranny of despotic leaders that even themselves by
their actions did not believe in the mandates A case of do as I say not as I do

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29450

I cant participate in public forums without a passport i feel like im forced to get vaxcines that
have not been tested or aproved

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29451

I work for a hospice as an executive director I have seen more people that have suffered or
died alone or unnecessarily because of health issues that were not addressed in a timely way
due to fear and covid mandates I see the real numbers of deaths in public health reports which
is a far cry from what you are paying the mainstream media to tell people Your tactics are
killing more people than covid has by far I see it every day and I am disgusted by our leaders

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29452

Restricted life the way free people are supposed to live. Governments have bought the lie
rejecting and silencing the truth. They should all be held accountable for the death and

2/19/2022 12:50 PM
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distraction they have perpitrated
29453

It runes my life

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29454

I almost couldn't move from Ontario to Nova Scotia because of constant changing mandates!
It's affected my daughter's schooling. It's affected my mental health. What way hasn't covid
touched my life

2/19/2022 12:50 PM

29455

I've lost my business because of the mandates and lockdowns

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29456

Loss of job, stress, financial difficulties

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29457

Jobs , family get togethers , mental state of mind

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29458

Heavy negative impact on my church/spiritual life and social celebrations.

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29459

Lost my job. Lost my house. Can’t travel to see family

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29460

social and emotion

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29461

Just the annoyance of having to wear masks and not being able to eat in restaurants.

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29462

My children!!! And how they are growing up. They couldn’t even do any extra curricular
activities so their social skills, swimming skills etc have all took a hit. And they are at such a
crucial age, this is is important! Inflation is so extreme and this isn’t even the high end of it all.
Feeding my family is so expensive. I’m stressed about affording my mortgage once rates go
up. I was without a job for a while because of Covid! My mental health because of all the
mandates took a huge hit. I want to be able to breath! Even my 85 year old grandpa is against
the mandates!!!! Life turned upside down. It’s even taken a tole on my very strong marriage
because of the financial hit with everything.

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29463

It is left me very sad and very ashamed of where our country has gone. I hate to see how
decided everyone is and how much hated has become the first place some choose before
discussion.

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29464

Not much at all.

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29465

Put on unpaid leave . family members and long time friends do not want talk to me.

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29466

Division amongst, family, friends, society, workplace and faith based churches. Discrimination
of the unvaccinated and people with natural immunity in social settings, travel and some family
gathering demands vaccine passport.

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29467

It has kept my family and I from not participating in life. We have been shamed, discriminated
against, ridiculed, not allowed to participate in every day activities, not allowed to exercise in
any facility, my daughter was not allowed to dance. The mental and physical health of my
family has been drastically effected.

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29468

Cannot travel freely within or outside my own country to visit family. It’s ruined friend and
family relationships that maybe irreparable

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29469

Lost 2 family members and developed various health problems

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29470

Couldnt live my life to the fullest and free and i had 3 family members in michigan ive missed
their funerals and couldnt spend time with them

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29471

I'm not able to take my children anywhere 'fun' on PA days or family day. I had a stillborn son
last year. Caused by vaccine shedding? Or by chemicals in cheap 'medical' masks?

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29472

In a negative way

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29473

I lost my job,my son can't play league soccer anymore erc

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29474

It has torn apart our family . It will never be the same .

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29475

Mentally and physically stressed

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29476

Lost my job

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29477

We as seniors have to pay the extra costs of the rising gas prices, food prices and every other
item that the price has increased because of the pandemic!! Everyone else is getting some
sort of compensation to help recover from the cost of this pandemic but for the seniors!!!

2/19/2022 12:49 PM
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29478

The mandates save lives.

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29479

Created segregation between my family, friends, and at my employment. It’s been emotionally
taxing these last two years and it needs to stop.

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29480

Suicide risks, employment risks, sheer devastation to my family

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29481

I lost a lot of money almost my marriage...

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29482

Killed family and friends

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29483

Has cause a lot of hate and divide. Never had my girls cry so much. I have lost sleep every
night stressing about work and feeding my family

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29484

I do not have a freedom. In my opinion the mandate are not necessary. This is not pandemic!!!

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29485

leave of absence from work, did not see my family, depression, missed countless events, my
family is treated like a second class citizen because of allergies from the first shot

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29486

It has been detrimental to my mental, physical, emotional & spiritual health & that of my family
& friends. My 3yr old burst into tears asking to go to the pool...

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29487

Inflation

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29488

Anxiety

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29489

I have been a prisoner pensioner for 2 years, mot able to visit friends or family and with the
Government adding on those un-necessary taxes on Carbon, I can barely squeak out a living
with the way prices are soaring!

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29490

Segregated from family and friends.

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29491

Suicidal

2/19/2022 12:49 PM

29492

Can not describe that in a few words.

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29493

Work termination. Decline for n revenue.

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29494

Destroyed my social life, never felt so alone and abandonned by our federal and provincial
gouvernment.

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29495

My career of exactly 50 years has ended because I refuse the ineffective unjustified and very
dangerous so called vaccines. I have been unemployed for months though looking for work in
competition with thousands of other Canadians.

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29496

I am still alive and healthy!

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29497

Son lost his job; grandkids having socializing difficulties...& others

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29498

Lost friends and had lived ones die alone

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29499

Mental health

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29500

Prisonner restriction everywhere

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29501

Social distancing/limited interactions is the only part to have a negative impact on me and it
had good reasons behind doing it. Handling viruses requires collective action, health impacts
are not limited to just individuals.

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29502

In many ways but most importantly by loosing my gym in shut down. My gym is my mental
and physical health

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29503

Immense negative effect - depression and anxiety, lost friends bra wise they bought into the
fake news

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29504

I lost two great women in the last year

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29505

I wasn't able to attend my only daughter's wedding which caused our family to fall apart
resulting in severe mental health issues for many. The worst part is that there is absolutely no
science backing any of it. So in reality, politics ripped my family apart.

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29506

Can’t do school anymore can’t sit in a classroom with a mask on because asthma and I can’t
get the vaccine because I am allergic to WHATS in the vaccine

2/19/2022 12:48 PM
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29507

I’ve been shut out off many activities I had previously been involved in. At my community
centre, at the sports activities my children attend, restaurants and theatres I attended. Family
members won’t see me. I’ve become a second class citizen because I wouldn’t comply with
the mandates. I lost my job because of not willing to inject an experimental drug in my body.

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29508

Mental stress. Family stresses Childrens social lives, learning outcomes mental well-being

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29509

Very negatively.

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29510

It has divided my family and caused tension though my work and community.

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29511

Lost family ,, job and simple quality of life I once had

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29512

My mother and sister lost their jobs and the rest of my family is closing in quickly

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29513

I haven't been able to attend my daughter's Christmas Concert in School, Wasn't allowed to be
in the Hospital when my Fiance was there for a Month, Wasn't allowed to be there to show
support when he went under a MAJOR surgery, I wasn't able to be there to help him recover.
We were not able to be in the Hospital when His Grandma Was dying to say our goodbyes. My
daughters have not been able to do Dance, Not able to go to Birthday Party's. To have my
sister give birth to her daughter for the first time ALONE!

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29514

I had to pay to go to work to potentially give free narcan to opioid patients. I had to cancel kids
activities because I had to pay to test to enter facilities.

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29515

What life? There is no more normal democratic life and we will end up being taxed to death to
pay the debts incurred from these mandates.

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29516

depress

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29517

Not too much as I am busy working helping people. Not fair for people to ask me my personal
health . Not anyones business if I am vaccinated or not ! Bulling at the hospital cu I need
surgery and can’t get it ! Not allowed to visit my Mother in a Nursing Home. I have not saw my
93 year old Mother in just about two years My mother doesn’t know who I am anymore. This is
all thanks tp our government! I have lost work because of the mandates as well . Upsets with
family as well !

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29518

Made it very hard

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29519

Friends/family have lost jobs/ can’t find work because of double vax policy.

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29520

Exstremely

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29521

Business closure.

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29522

No family contact. And when my mother passed, there was no funeral. Also I only worked 4
months last year

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29523

It has put a wedge between some family members. It has affected my children mental health
with the lockdowns and school closures. My older children lost their jobs due to closures and
vaccine mandates.

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29524

Caused stress and angrr

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29525

We can not fly to Ontario to visit our children and grand children

2/19/2022 12:48 PM

29526

Business is slow

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29527

By steeling my freedom of choice

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29528

Where do I start.

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29529

The supply chain has been interfered with and nursing shortages. Before the vaccine mandate
these front line workers were working. I think vaccines should be a choice.

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29530

Badly

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29531

Lost all of my friends and most of my relatives. Lost tons of money in my motel business.Lost
interest in all fun things and life itself.

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29532

Yes

2/19/2022 12:47 PM
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29533

Has had minimal impact in my life, but I see how it has destroyed many lives (monetary and
mentally) Plus the great divide created by our Prime Minister.

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29534

The mask and vaccines.

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29535

It’s affected my livelihood

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29536

Restrictions have raised my anxiety. Not seeing friends & family for that long has certainly
increased my depression also

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29537

Extreme mental stress.

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29538

Lost my business and had to lay off 8 staff. Still trying to recoup!

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29539

It’s protected me and my family.

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29540

Medical segregation, schools and university closed or online for my children, family division.

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29541

People have been treated as dirty abs second class citizens. I am divested that Canadians
supported the discrimination and segregation of unvaccinated people. The mandates have
manifested into abuse of children. The depression, self harm, eating disorders, mental health
crisis, is unforgivable. Children have been denied quality education and so many children have
been marginalized. This damage can never be repaired. It has impacted so many small
business and the livelihoods of so many people. It saddens me that this is the state of our
country. I am embarrassed as a Canadian for the abuses on the part of government, public
health, medical doctors, academia and educators. The trust is lost abs may never be repaired.

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29542

- Education - mental health - stress - work situation - kids support (i.e. activities and special
need support) - amount of work increased 6 times

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29543

Jade me sad

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29544

Depression, not able to see my children who live out of province. Wearing these stupid masks
and social distancing. Not being able to travel down south for vacation, family dinners and not
being able to live a normal life.

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29545

At work mostly and then if you need to go out everything takes longer bc of capacity limits etc.

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29546

My education, social life, seeing family, mental health

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29547

Took away our rights.

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29548

No job for the past year.

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29549

It has made my ptsd way worse than it was 2 years ago and I feel suicidal and I am disgusted
with how our government and cops are acting

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29550

Sharp and unyielding division between members of our society including family and friends

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29551

Forced to take vaccine to keep my job

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29552

I haven’t seen my family at all, was not allowed, can’t go to the gym, library, movies or dinner
with my wife. I’m sick of being discriminated against. Justin and many others need to go to jail
for crimes against humanity

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29553

Kept me from getting sick

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29554

unable to travel

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29555

It ruined my business.

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29556

Very much!!

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29557

It has restricted me to my home and groceries

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29558

Had to get vaxxed so I could keep working and provide for my family but now my left arm hurts
and it feels weaker

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29559

Not been able to attend in person church gatherings Can’t visit family in other provinces Can
not go to restaurants Can’t visit relatives in care homes

2/19/2022 12:47 PM

29560

Caused division

2/19/2022 12:47 PM
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29561

I've had family attack me for refusing the vaccine and threatened to have my kids removed.
I've had to walk away from loved ones that just don't respect my choice. The constant
dissagremant with impacting my childrens. Both my children seemed out councelling for there
mental health.

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29562

It’s effected my mental state an i am still not working. So I’d say a lot

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29563

Work, friends and families are all suffering. Its the same for everyone

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29564

The freedom to do want I want

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29565

It has stripped my freedoms and ability to start my business

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29566

Felt obligated to quit college. Delt with extreme depression and anxiety that made me loose
many friends and relationships. I've struggled with suicidal thoughts and I'll never be the same
happy person I've used to be. If things went back to normal I might be happy again and I
cannot wait for that as do many Canadians.

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29567

Losing family due to the differences of opinion and not able to see family

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29568

I lost my house in order to keep my business doors opened, even though our business has
been affected by the lockdowns these last 2 years.

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29569

Having to watch my spouse put something in their body in order to put food on our tables has
been excruciating. Being told by employer that they can change the definition of fully vaxxed
at any point and you must comply is infuriating. Not being allowed to bring my children into
sports centres has damaged my children as they either have to choose between feeling safe
and supported (having me present) or doing the activity at all (no socialization or activity). It
has meant I can’t see my spouses grandfather in the lodge (he’s 98 and failing), that my child
dreaded their 12th birthday because what it meant they could no longer do/be apart of. It has
meant my in-laws chose to not invite us to holiday celebrations even though we were healthy.
It has meant only seeing my nearly 2 year old niece 3 times in here life. It has meant feeling
unwelcome or judged by my community.

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29570

Job loss, social loss, financial instability, loss of opportunity, mental health of family members
and friends

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29571

I every day living...every way

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29572

It hasn't. I feel that the government should not put fear into the people of Canada, and that all
health related issues be dealt with by the medical people.

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29573

Ruined my life. I lost my nursing career

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29574

Loss of income and not eligible for ANY compensation program

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29575

By getting a proper medical attention that I need by not being able to get to my appointments
because they're getting cancel because of covid

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29576

Mentally watching and hearing the lies spewed by the most criminal PM and DPM their friends
and family.

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29577

Control of seeing my family

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29578

Lost work, lost mental & emotional health, lost faith in our government.

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29579

Drastically

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29580

Family are scared, divided, friends divided. The abolishment of the right to refuse vaccine has
cost many close to me their jobs in healthcare. I have been too afraid to go back to work,
direct hands on healthcare, due to the fear mongering and news, confusion about the
information. Tired of lock downs, let immune systems ride it out.

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29581

Tremendously my 85 year old mom; is losing her memory because she was very active prepandemic; walking at least 4km everyday; and doing all the task for optimum livity. For 2 years
now she has been imprisoned in her apartment; where visitors are restricted. Talking to
someone over the phone or skype is not the seem as human contact. This madness has to
stop. It's inhumane since it's concept.

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29582

Can’t visit terminally ill family members. Masks have made me chronically unwell

2/19/2022 12:46 PM
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29583

It has ruined our familys and friends and must be stopped immediately.

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29584

Unable to see certain relatives, lost friends, can't travel, can't go to restaurants, kids couldn't
have birthday parties.

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29585

Mentality and financially

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29586

has effected me mentally stressed can’t go into restaurants and effecting our live hood

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29587

Job loss. Loss of confidence in national leadership. Loss of national respect and confidence in
global media sphere. Other nations now believe Canada to be hypocritical. Loss of friends and
family. Many friends dealing with suicidal ideation or worse.

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29588

Affected my freedom to travel inside and outside Canada. Affected costs of food and other
goods.

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29589

I have been unable to breathe when shopping or attending church. I am exempt but not
accommodated. I cannot attend funerals of loved ones. I cannot go to any senior centres or
public pools or join gym. I cannot travel. I cannot eat inside a restaurant. I am anxious about
future. I feel insecure about what government may try next to harm me or my family members.
I am worried about what MRNA injections which ingredients’ information have not been
transparently given yet mandated may have caused harm to those loved ones who were
coerced into having been injected.

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29590

Increased depression and anxiety. Increased headaches from masks and stress. Can’t live my
life even tho I’m vaccinated

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29591

I have not been able to work Had to pay back my CERB Caused some tension between family
members Caused my 85 year old mother to lose most of her mobility from lack of exercise

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29592

In so many different ways. Wasn’t able to have a proper funeral for my father would be the
worst of all of them. He did not die of covid!!!

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29593

All

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29594

I have witnessed countless businesses go under. I have witnessed a decline in overall mental
health in people. I have noticed extreme polarization of people.

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29595

Freedom and mental health

2/19/2022 12:46 PM

29596

We have been denied so many things, the greatest of these is that we were denied the ability
to foster because we are un vaxxed. Our son couldn’t play hockey, and we aren’t able to host
religious gatherings in our home which has provided much needed support to people in our
community over the past few years.

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29597

Wasn’t able to walk the stage at my graduation. Wasn’t able to hang out with people that made
me happy.

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29598

They have made me very stressed and anxious.

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29599

Livelihoods

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29600

Made me more aware of my fears and the fear of others.

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29601

Lost hope

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29602

- I lost my job! - I had 0 help from the government! - I was blamed for having my own choice! My freedom was removed! - A wedge was placed between me and my family! - I was
diagnosed with depression! - The doctor didn't care because we didn't share the same view! The police is violent and racist! - Everyone is divided!! - These mandates have been nothing
but the worst addition to Canadian lives. - Because of these mandates I have nothing left and
my government doesn't care.

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29603

Yes.it sure did.....we couldn't go to church. We didn't vaccinate.....

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29604

Prevented us from attending funerals, mentally affecting us and our children, anxiety.

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29605

I see my kids with less self worth

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29606

It had made public interaction cold and distant. This is not how we as human beings should
carry on. The negative mental health effects that these mandates have had on me and so
many others, is far worse than the side effects of this so called "disease". It must stop now!

2/19/2022 12:45 PM
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29607

Horrific experience, devastating!

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29608

Not able to go have friends wedding. Not able to visit family overseas who have now passed
away. Not being able to be with my sister when my niece was born...

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29609

Massively .. particularly my children .. .you have ruined thier childhood

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29610

How hasn't it? Every way possible. The kids especially.

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29611

It has brought division to my work, my household and as you can see provincially and
nationally. If all Canadians joined hand in hand, I bet we could cover the entire border from
coast to coast. Mandates for medical safety are necessary but there is no longer any trust
when it's become so political. Trudeau needs to go. How can you not see if all goes down to
his need for control and need to push people down.

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29612

In almost every conceivable way. You could write a 10 page essay on the negative impact
these mandates are having at this stage of the pandemic. I don't even know where to start.

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29613

I had to be vaccinated as I'm the caretaker of my 87 and 85 yr old parents. I don't believe in
this COVID FLU shot! If it were a vaccine it would have worked!! END ALL MANDATES

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29614

Sores on inner nose/ lack of money and work for starters

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29615

Increased isolation, mental health strain.

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29616

Life gets boring and has affected our mental health

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29617

-Lost job -Could not see grand-father in hospital and at funerals -Could not see my son for
more than a year in another province -Could not see my parents for more than a year in
another province -My wife, as a teacher, was forced to get vaccinated which she did, but went
into depression diagnosed by doctor with leave of absence -2 sons with depression -Son
cannot play sports

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29618

Lost job.

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29619

I have not been able to travel home to see my family in Ontario. I have a son born during the
pandemic that my family has never met and I have never met my nieces. I will not put a mask
on my toddler. It is cruel and when the elitist don't wear one or follow their own mandates I
cannot justify subjecting my son to that cruelty.

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29620

Canada does not have 2nd class citizen

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29621

Mental health has deteriorated

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29622

Mentally and socially Completely divided friends and family Truly hate life I can’t even go for
beers and wings for something I choose not to put in my body Shame on the gov

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29623

I have not vaccinated because there is no long term evidence of safety, the PM has
Canadians convinced that I am a threat, that I am "dirty", that perhaps myself and my family
shall not be tolerated. The PM is responsible for Canadian division. To treat cautious people as
lepers of society. To fear what my friends may think of me and my personal choices. To
explain to my young child over and over again why we are not welcome. Our children need to
breathe, there are adverse affects to wearing masks for prolonged periods of time. Our poor
children sitting in class breathing through a wet cloth over their face. What is happening in
Canada right now is so sad.

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29624

In too many ways to count from work to both kids becoming extremely depressed and
unhealthy duebto a lack of exercise and lack of social interaction. TRUDEAU has to go this
country has been torn apart by this wanna be Dictator. Sincerely yours and a once proud
Canadian Shane Kulczycki

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29625

Have been depressed, added stress and anxiety and fear to my daily life. I don't feel as
healthy as I used to, and if these mandates are about health... they are not meeting their so
called health goals, but rather are destroying the good health of many formerly healthy
Canadians.

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29626

It’s splitting people apart

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29627

Unemployment, family and personal life division, isolation, etc.

2/19/2022 12:45 PM
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29628

its like living in a nightmare, let people decide for their own lives & bodies what they want to
do!! EVIL & CONTROL has taken over Canada in a BIG way!! People losing jobs because
they refuse a vaccine is UNACCEPTABLE

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29629

Can't be free to do what me and my family want to do

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29630

I' ve isolated so much now it is hard for me to walk out my front door for fear of some kind of
judgment. I live alone and I am in my mid 70's

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29631

Many social ties have been lost, I have felt deep despair

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29632

Horrible Life !!! I can’t support that situation!!!!

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29633

It’s not the mandate as much as it is the lack of people respecting the mandates. I am high
risk and take every precaution.

2/19/2022 12:45 PM

29634

Relationships, has affected my daughter, division and hate

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29635

I cant get work (self employed)where I used to because I choose not to be vaccinated.

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29636

Depression greatly increased. Unable to visit friends, restricted visits with families and unable
to freely my grandchildren in the USA.

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29637

Driven inflation to its highest year increase and prices of products and building materials are
out of reach for homeowners and renovators.

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29638

limited my ability to travel internationally, to shop, to dine,..

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29639

Horribly, I know many people who have been injured by the vaccine and 1 person who got
blood cell cancer from it.

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29640

Trips cancelled, pulled two of my children out of school

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29641

I can not travel to see my family

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29642

I've lost family and friends. I feel like there is no point to life

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29643

Lost my job, kids cannot participate in sport competition or even go to the pool, husband on
the edge of mental breakdown

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29644

It has negativity affected me and my family mentally, emotionally, financially and even put
stress on the relationships between friends and family and coworkers

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29645

Mental health decline

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29646

Lost my job!

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29647

Vaccine proof of vaccination has caused me to be segregated from the rest of society, loss of
income and emotional stress.

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29648

I can’t travel or see a lot of my family. It has caused division in my life and community

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29649

In every way imaginable. My kids lives the most.

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29650

I have not been able to get work due due to the vaccine mandate and wearing the masks has
caused great anxiety.

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29651

It has crushed my business, and divided my family.

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29652

I'm not dead. My sister is safe from being harassed into playing with the foals due to no visitor
policy at the barn.

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29653

Stress. Daily Business. Ideals that government suggest and nothing seems to work the way
they suggest will help. Can’t see family because of lockdowns in private care homes, yet
employees are always going in out of buildings. I am sure if I wasn’t feeling well I wouldn’t try
to get my family member sick in these places. Separations of friends and family because they
live in fear of everything that the government has put in there minds.

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29654

It’s made me feel safer going out and at work.

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29655

I’m still employed. But the social divide between friends and family is great. Things have
moved in such a way that one is afraid of repercussions just for having an opinion in a free

2/19/2022 12:44 PM
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country. The whole thing has been incredibly isolating. To think it’s been illegal to even seen
my parents at times. I have to enforce measures at work I don’t agree with.
29656

Stress is high. Mental health is a concern. Our income and lively hood is on a steep decline.
And I'm tired of not being able to be part of society that. I pay taxes for things I am not
welcome to. The polarization is terrible. I have lost family and friends due to political views. My
niece has been severely socially stunted and it will have a lifelong effect on her.

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29657

It has affected what I can and cannot do. Has made people discriminate on me. Created a
large division among family and friends

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29658

Loss of occupation…family separation

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29659

Created divide between family, friends and co-workers.

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29660

Job loss, isolated,

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29661

I think for the most part it has kept our residents safe but after 2 years I believe we have
enough knowledge to have trust in our people to continue to follow precautions

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29662

Made me hate living in Canada feels more like china

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29663

For the first time in my life I had to go on a medical leave of absence for uncontrollable anxiety
and depression with suicidal thoughts. It should be noted that I’m a bereaved mother who lost
a child , a baby girl, at the age of ten months thirteen years ago due to a congenital heart
defect. I was given the worst punishment a human mother could receive by having my child
die in my arms and there was nothing I could do about it. I was blessed in having a healthy
son afterwards and then knowing that I could relive those terrible dark moments of having a
child with cardiovascular issues because of the side effects of the vaccines and then having
the mandates exaggerate it all. Everything that our family used to enjoy, traveling, sports,
movies and and restaurants were taken away from us and are continually taken away from us
because I believe my healthy son would fair better with risks of Covid verses the false benefits
of this vaccine/ shot.

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29664

It has braught unnecessary division between family members and co-workers.

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29665

Could not socialize with the family or freinds

2/19/2022 12:44 PM

29666

I am raising a 10 year old granddaughter,our lives have become insane over this last 2 years,in
and out of school,neighbors against neighbors,conflicting information and we are prisoners in
our homes,ruled by an unstable PM and his cabinet!! Please help us!

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29667

Badly.

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29668

All aspects of my life have not stopped working

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29669

In every way possible. It doesn’t even need to be said. Everyone knows how it has affected
the working class.

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29670

I’ve lost friends that don’t agree with me . At least my family agreed I have a choice. It’s
isolated me and depressed me

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29671

Financially, mentally, work, health and more

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29672

Divorce, social isolation, depression. Delayed medical tests , delayed medical follow up.
Overall health.

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29673

Lost our business due to restrictions

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29674

Not able to fly within Canada to see family. I hate wearing a mask. I hate when 2 people are
walking toward each other down the street and 1 crosses over to the other side. I hate how it
has instilled fear in a lot of people.

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29675

I lost relationships I had with close friends have barely seen my family

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29676

I am a small business, Who was forced to shut down for the first 2 month of the pandemic and
than limited during other lockdown as to which of my clients i was am to service. At the start
we looked to our government and health doctors for guidance, but as time passed we saw the
mis-information, the government favouritism by allowing certain big box stores to remain open
well small business we’re not, we were told the boarder were closed, when only the land
boarder was closed. When our government started mandating getting the vaccine or you would

2/19/2022 12:43 PM
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lose your job, I was outraged. No one should have control over body autonomy. I am double
vaxed , because i work with seniors and i have elderly parents. I do not want any of the
boosters, but i feel i shouldn’t be striped of my rights for this. I no longer feel that this vaccine
protects me and i have lost all faith in my government. Its been 2 years and its time to learn to
live with this, that may mean that a person wants to wear a make, want to get the booster or
does not do any of those things but that would be that individuals choice not our
governments!!!
29677

Divided families, could not attend funeral of my 101 year old mother, prevented meeting friends
and international family

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29678

Made me a prisoner in my own country

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29679

Mentally emotionally and physically

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29680

Terrable

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29681

I lost my job, got one shot terrible side effects, my health is my concern

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29682

Yes & if it hasn’t your head is in the sand.

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29683

Isolation depression

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29684

Depression from social isolation and not being able to visit out-of-province family.

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29685

Travel restrictions - vaccine and covid test requirements costly and burdensome

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29686

Taken my freedom away

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29687

Very stressful, actions are for control tired of hearing get the shots or your dead. Country has
become divided by goverments now trudeau Is showing his terrism ways

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29688

I have more then 2 children so with limited occupancy I can never take them all with me
shopping and need to always find a babysitter. I have struggled with anxiety to the point I dont
leave the house for months, not for fear of getting covid but seeing the masks and the cruelty
to one another in town affects me greatly. Also it has placed fear of authority rather then
respect, because of how the cops/authorities are handling border blockades and the situation
in Ottawa. I fear that authorities will have lost all respect of the people when they were called
to protect us and are doing the very opposite now. I have been afraid to get pregnant cause the
things that pregnant women go through in the hospital, not able to have a support person,
mask on while pushing, possibly not being to see your baby if your test shows positive before
arriving even if you have no symptoms. My husband is at risk of losing his job if mandates
dont change, and that is our only income since I am a homemaker. The list could go on and
on.

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29689

Took food off my table due to no work cuz of shutdowns and mandates

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29690

Cannot do social activities with my partner as she isnt vaxxed and i am. Extremely limiting to
what we can do together

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29691

Absolute loss in all aspects, financially, socially, and loss of hope for our country.

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29692

Almost wrecked my marriage. Lost my job in healthcare because of vaccine mandate. Couldn't
trave in my own country or abroad. Could go to gym and exercise. Caused family seperation
and my mom to go crazy from there scare tactics. Everyday listening to all the bullshit that are
lies on social media

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29693

Adversely

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29694

Totalitarism affects everybody.

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29695

Fuck you you ignorant, selfish assholes

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29696

Living in our country now sucks, prisoners in our own country gonna get worse if Trudeau not
stoped

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29697

Hugh impact on many, many levels. All the unvaxed know what I’m saying.

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29698

Cannot fly to see daughter & grandson. Segregation is wrong and should never happen!

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29699

Created anxiety, depression, treated like an outcast, segregated, like I did not belong.

2/19/2022 12:43 PM
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29700

Was not able to be with father in law while he was dying and visit people in general. Caused a
lot of stress for entire family and decided people

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29701

Family gatherings, lost a pair of hearing aids on account of the face diaper we have to wear,
the list is just too long

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29702

It has hurt many loved ones and friends affected our children no graduations no celebrations
and I cared for my elderly mother when she became very I'll and her only plea was to not be
taken to the hospital I nursed her back to health mask less and never be a me I'll she
recovered and is perfectly fine no one trusts the doctors anymore and children are suffering
depression because this is not normal. I cannot trust a system that doesnt respect the natural
immune system they all need to be educated as to our wonderful natural body and how it
works thank you freedom for all

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29703

Isolation, mental health decline, violation of my rights and freedoms, witnessing the breakdown
of various levels of social bonds.

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29704

Took life away from people, divided families, and friends, made people scared, caused small
business owners to loose everything they worked so hard for, the PM put us in so much debt!

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29705

Family, friends and coworkers are divided by belief of science that has been bought and
bastardized by corruption. I was forced into vaccination for fear of being separated from my
children. I have an autoimmune disease since I was two. One of the questions on the
vaccination waiver was do you have rheumatoid arthritis which I have for 44 years. I’m unable
to retain life insurance and health insurance because I have R.A. Any concept for concern of
my well being has been completed ignored

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29706

In every aspect of my Canadian life…

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29707

Divided family and job loss, inflation

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29708

Financially, emotionally and family dynamics

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29709

It has put more stress on my relationship and finances than anything ever before! Im near a
breaking point!

2/19/2022 12:43 PM

29710

I am claustrophobic and suffer from anxiety and depression. The masks and the fear have me
scared to leave my house any more than to do necessary things.

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29711

Showing a pass to go anywhere or do anything is like going back in time, specifically to 1930
Germany.

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29712

I cant eat in a restaurant or go see a movie . Practically took my freedom away. I can’t breathe
wearing these masks

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29713

I can’t go to my grandkids school productions and my grandkids are subjected to wearing
masks ( which do nothing for a virus but block much needed oxygen from their brains

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29714

Added stress, division, feelings of isolation, fear and distress

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29715

It suppresses everyone, it gives anxiety

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29716

Not too badly, I've moved to working from home and I socially distance to do my part.

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29717

Our leaders have gone mad to jockey for their own positions in the world government being
forced upon us. The pharmaceutical companies are against natural immune systems because
they cannot make money from that while forcing DNA changing toxins into our bodies against
our will. The worse most stressful time of our lives.

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29718

Living in fear when trying to live a normal life . It has bright divisions among people in all
aspects of life

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29719

I haven’t been able to play sports, hangout with friends, go to church, or see my family, I
haven’t hardly even left my house I want to be able to go places and live a normal life, I
haven’t seen my stepdad or any of my family from the states in 3 years I want my freedom
back

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29720

Iam out of work, using RRSPs to save my life, it's a total scam

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29721

Family members not be around each other, families can’t join each other to go out to eat in a
restaurant, people are mean to each other, the stress has affected my health, the stress has

2/19/2022 12:42 PM
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affected my personal relationships, etc
29722

Work life, social life- being able to interact with other people, Segregation between vaccinated
and unvaccinated Not being able to visit family over seas, and across the us border

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29723

Very stressful

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29724

I wear a mask and have continue dual headaches at work. I can not see my two children in the
US because I am not allowed to travel.

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29725

Worked while no protection from covid was available as a nurse, when vax came it was you
are fired if you don't take it, now we are on 3rd forced booster when true numbers are telling us
they don't work and have large potential for harm.

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29726

Not at all

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29727

Limited my childrens sports they could enrol in. Limited physical activity with in the schools.
My children have been ostrisized for not getting vaccinated. Created division with in family and
friends. Limited our ability to go to public places.

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29728

Jobless, cant see my kids due to lock downs and restrictions

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29729

Increase in all prices and loss of freedom

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29730

My mental health has been trash. It's held me back and taken away my opportunity to do what
I want in school, has affect my work. I haven't been able to see my family or friends and being
forced to do something I don't want to do just so I can participate in society is stupid and
needs to end

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29731

You should just charge medical expense for each individual that is not vaccinated and NEED
HOSPITAL TREATMENT job done and live people FREEDOM TO WORK TO LIVE TO MAKE
DECISIONS FOR THERE HEALTH ALONE !!!! My Family got separated my kid is Depressed
we do not have ANY MEMORY TO LIVE FOR MY DAUGHTER because for TWO YEARS WE
ARE CLOSED because SAUTH AFRICA IS NOT VACCINATED ???!!!! You should be LIDER
NOT DICTATING SOME OTHERS OPINIONS!!!!!!!’

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29732

Lost my job impacted kids can’t leave the country to visit my mum have had regular living
activities taken away no one should be told if you can eat in a restaurant see a dr go to a gym
see family see friends get on plane leave the country no one at all we all should be able to
move freely and peacefully

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29733

Not being able to go to my grandmothers funeral .. how the mandates have put such a divided
between family and friends .. questioning what the big plan is for this as I feel the government
is so corrupt and what’s going on behind the scenes

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29734

It’s ruined my life to the point Wher I’m selling my house and abandoning my country

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29735

Missed being around my for 2 years and she passed away in January.

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29736

Lost my job!!!

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29737

As an elderly woman it has divided my family and made my life lonely. I hate it

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29738

Job restrictions

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29739

Divided my family. They have done nothing but show that people will go along with stupid.
Trudeau has to go or we will be China. I want Canada back. To stand there and let a woman
get run over by a police officer on a horse. Also not get help for a man having a heartache.
They Let him die. Shame on Trudeau. Shame on the people that were supporting to kicked out
theses peaceful people. That cowd in hiding, Shame!

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29740

I work in a very busy job working with people so I definitely think masks have kept me healthy.
I am for masks; however, the disagreements I have heard from all sides about restrictions
have definitely bothered me. I wish we could all be accepting of each other’s opinions and stop
arguing. That being said, I disagree with vaccine passports. It’s never a good idea to segregate
a portion of society. Since that is being removed in Alberta, the remaining restrictions don’t
bother me and I would prefer to mask myself for awhile longer. I don’t think this is worth the
energy protesters are giving it as we are headed back to normal. Why create further divisions
in society? If Canadian truckers want vaccine mandates to be removed, they need to chat with
the Whitehouse. Canada can’t change this for them.

2/19/2022 12:42 PM
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29741

I stay home ,

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29742

It has divided our family.

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29743

They have affected every area of my life for not being able to see my children, loss of work,
not being able to go to restaurants and be a free citizen.

2/19/2022 12:42 PM

29744

All mandates have taken away all my rights that are clear and set in stone in the Canadian
Charter. I suffered from extreme depression and have not been able to see my own family. It
has affected my families ability to pay bills and put food on the table.

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29745

I am now a loner with a large liquor bill.

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29746

Separation of family Denial of access to church Denial of access to venues previously enjoyed
(theatres, live performances)

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29747

Mental Health. Jobs of my family. Finances.

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29748

Changed our family. Unemployment for too many. Mental health issues. Disgusting to see
Canada in this terrible situation.

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29749

Loss of freedoms

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29750

Every day

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29751

Destroyed many of my relationships, mental health decline, decline in business.

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29752

I have seen how it has split families. Coverups of lies on top of lies. Disrespect for people's
dignity and basic rights. I have been double vaxxed and I feel my ability to verbalize what I
need is slowed or obsolete. I spend a lot of the time being fatigued. I have become
unproductive

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29753

Me and a few friends typically meet to have dinner together, at local restaurants, once a
month. I have a good handful of close friends , that are truly afraid, they think the vaccine will
save them, they refuse to interact with me, because I refuse to get the shot. This has greatly
disturbed me. Very sad. I hug and kiss my dear friends, they refuse to. I haven’t been sick in
20 yrs, other than some allergy related headaches, that’s it. I know plenty that are vaccinated,
that got Covid, more than once, and badly, I know only 1, unvaccinated, that hit it badly. I
know many, that have had adverse reactions, and at least 1/3 of my vaccinated friends , have
never felt the same, after the 2nd dose. They have felt off, ever since. This, is worrisome.
Take care, and true freedom, is a must. I am so shocked at Trudeau’s comportment over this
peaceful Freedom Convoy, truckers and all. He supported BLM, yet they did so much damage,
what has these truckers damaged, seriously ? Nothing. The economy was shut down for
almost 2 yrs, don’t give me lies. Enough. Media, what a disgrace. I am appalled.

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29754

Restricted social interaction which has a detrimental impact on mental well being.

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29755

I can't go into most places I have always enjoyed. I have chronic pneumonia so I can't breathe
with the mask.

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29756

I lost my job in Healthcare.

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29757

Because of a personal health decision I made, I have been demonized by the PM and had
hate directed towards me by his inflammatory rhetoric. I have lost friends, I have been able to
have a social life, and my mental health has suffered.

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29758

Hasn’t bothered me at all

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29759

Not being able to be with my family and friends enough.

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29760

Gained weight and lost muscle mass because my gyms werè closed. My daughter does not
get to experience university. Lost out on a 50th birthday trip. Airlines and accomodations wont
give us our money back.

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29761

Normal life was changed and disrupted.

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29762

I can’t travel or be around people. Not being able to do stuff because of vaxx passport.

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29763

Had to pull my teenage daughter out of school and homeschool her as wearing masks for long
periods of time give her migraines. The mandates have greatly affected her social life. My

2/19/2022 12:41 PM
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husband who did not AT ALL want to get vaccinated, had to in order to keep his job with the
EPS.
29764

It has cost me my job in essential services with health and social services and caused me
severe and undo mental, emotional and financial stress over the past couple of years. I have
been placed on unpaid leave as a result of the mandate as of November 30th 2021 and have
been struggling greatly to provide for myself and my family. I feel like a second class citizen
because of it. I have worked and paid taxes in this country over 40 years and this is what I
get. Not sufficient!!!! There needs to be some recompense for those of us who were placed on
unpaid leave. Not only for our monetary losses but also for the mental and emotional trauma
and abuse caused by these absurd mandates

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29765

Lost my job locked in my home lost family and friends

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29766

Divided family and friends. Made me a “bad guy” for no honest reason. Made me realize my
government is not out to help the people.

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29767

Death

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29768

I am tired of being isolated from my friends and family, not socializing in any way except for
seeing co-workers. Mentally exhausted

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29769

So much uncertainty for the future. Conflicting positions between friends, colleagues and
family cause division because of rhetoric influence. Not able to participate in life fully.
Confusing for children as they are being unfairly targeted and unsupported.

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29770

Stressed our family and finances... separated family and friends... Upset our children and just
plain difficult to get on with living life .. Freedoms gone.. This is not living.

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29771

We feel like prisoners in our own town. It’s embarrassing as a Canadian to have Trudeau as
the PM. He is the laughing stock among the other leaders in the world and he needs to be
removed immediately. His ego is way out of control and he needs to be stopped. I don’t
understand why he wouldn’t at least try to talk with the peaceful protesters and hear them out.
This guy needs to go. He is not a dictator although he wants to be. Trudeau and the Liberal
party are a disgrace.

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29772

My mental health has dramatically been impacted and on medication for this caused by these
mandates. Effected health, relationships and employment.

2/19/2022 12:41 PM

29773

I can’t travel

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29774

In a negative way.

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29775

I had taken the first dose vaccine under coercion I did not want it well took my first shot and
had odd chest pains my stamina had been reduced by 80%, weakness, easy things was like I
was at the end of a workout set, got a ecg but at the time didn't show anything I still am not
100% my sister has lasting side-effects with the heart. I Can't go to restaurants becuase only
1 shot even though fully vaccinated catch and spread. Couldn't do my indoor winter sport due
to vaccine passport that had affected me mentally. If you use critical thinking and the real
science these measures don't make sense. These measures are turning people on each other
and causing alot of mental health problems.

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29776

Depression, Isolation, Suicidal thoughts, family dying alone

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29777

Life style of constrictions

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29778

Stress, not able to fly to see our parents in Europe , kids social life in school ……

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29779

I coul not go to my home country for mother funeral

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29780

I have medical reasons why I am unable to wear mask and have been publicly Harassed,
humiliated, etc. I have lost business at my small business. I have suffered mentally and
therefore physically. I have been restricted in ability to attend social events and even regular
shopping. Lost friends, family, and respect from my community I have always had. In the end I
finally lost my job! I no longer feel safe in my community, province and now Country. Those
people that are sworn to protect us have let us down and those in our government seem to be
more interested in power and money. I deal with anxiety every day and that has gotten to be a
real chore as it seems the world is crumbling down around us all :(

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29781

I lost my job, lots of anxiety. My teenage daughter needs counseling because of mental health

2/19/2022 12:40 PM
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problems due to Covid.
29782

I’m crying daily because my country is divided. I’m scared to lose my country. My heart is
broken…

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29783

I am not able to visit my 90 year old mother in the Netherlands.

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29784

As a teacher, I see how much the mandates have negatively affected mental health.

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29785

Depression

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29786

It has done severe damage to my business, the vaccine has killed 2 people and caused
miocarditis in 2 young people, it has caused heartbreaking division in my family and friends.

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29787

Yes, I am a healthcare provider and worked the last 2 years. Over worked and under paid.
Missing my family, missing medical care missing my freedom

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29788

Unable to do the activities I have always loved and family relationships have been affected

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29789

Because i dont believe in a vaccine that doesnt work i have been ostrisized and demonized by
friends, family and the public in general. I know ppl who have recived the vaccine and still
gotten sick. I missed a full of time with my parents.

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29790

It has caused conflict between family members and isolation. I am not able to visit my son
who lives in another country and fear that if something happens to him, I will not be able to see
him.

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29791

There has been nothing positive in regards to the mandates. The mandates separate and
divide people. We need to get back to normal!!

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29792

Unable to visit relatives in care homes, unable to attend worship services in person, unable to
travel by airplane to visit family in other provinces

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29793

Currently I am in a 2 week mandatory quarantine after returning from Mexico. Since my
departure I've had 3 negative PCR tests and am still not privileged enough to leave my house.
They email 2x day, call daily, and text daily. They've come to my house to see if I am
complying. Ive closed the door in their face. I am prone to depression and this lock up has
spurred a bad bout. The antidote to depression is nature, walking and fresh air not segregation
and oppression. This mandate of course has affected me for the past 2 years as well and I
have chosen to leave my profession as a dental hygienist. The other issue I face is I have
Asperger's syndrome. Constant mask wearing, seeing everyone in masks and trying to
understand them without seeing their faces, the frenzy of fear and oppression with the
restrictions and mandates were all triggers on a daily basis for me. Ive had more meltdowns in
the past two years than I want to remember. And this is all seen as a mental illness to others.
The stigma was unbearable and leaving was the kindest thing I could do for myself. I dont
have the fight in me anymore. I feel for anyone with Autism who is affected by these draconian
measures. And now, knowing this is not about a virus and is about political, financial and
selfish greed, I am often suicidal. This world doesn't seem to be a place for me to "live".

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29794

Mental issues

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29795

Made it suck

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29796

Isolation, discrimination, loneliness.

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29797

Discrimination between vaccinated and non vacinated peaple

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29798

Not that bad if you are a true Canadian and as old as me and gone through a few off these
things it’s proven in the past to be careful and think about your family and friends then you
know that most of what they are doing is right

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29799

Negatively in every way possible. Thisese mandates have been implemented with little to no
actual scientific support

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29800

I lost my job, my anxiety and depression are through the roof, I struggle every day to keep my
head up and keep moving forward. Most days I just sit and cry and don't leave my house. We
are down to 1 income in a society that needs 2 just to keep afloat.

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29801

Causes controversy within the community

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29802

I can't work, I can't make money. I choose between food/ bills and barely make rent. I don't

2/19/2022 12:40 PM
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own anything anymore. I may as well be homeless.
29803

Loss of friends and division in family. Lack of travel to visit family outside of Canada.
Watching family and friends struggle with adverse reactions to the vaccine

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29804

I coul not go to my home country for mother funeral

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29805

Can’t even see my kids activities

2/19/2022 12:40 PM

29806

I do not go anywhere I no longer watch the news I have people who get angered because I
believe in the mandates I have been away from family it has affected my mental health a lot

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29807

Lost my job Lost family Its divided our country, WE NEED CANADA BACK

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29808

unable to visit my family, grandkids shouldn't have to wear masks or have the so called
vaccine which is a gene therapy

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29809

It is affecting me mentally, physically and financially. We are not treated as free Canadians
anymore, I am disgusted with our prim minister and law enforcement on how they are treating
fellow Canadians. I don’t think our prim minister is making the right choices for Canadians and
no longer deserves to make those choices!

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29810

Not being able to be with friends and family

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29811

Horribly. What a terrible way to treat each other and create divisions.

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29812

Alot

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29813

My Business hasn’t done anything since Covid started so I shut it down. So I have a road sign
with nothing on it.

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29814

Has dramatically diminished mental and physical health: isolation caused anxiety, depression,
and horrible cardio and neurological injuries from a forced vaxx

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29815

It has been very stressful! Restrictive! Divided the country and its citizens. No freedom of
choice! Total dictatorship! Very sad for Canada. We got to see the political divide instead of
using science and common sense. Time to move on. End all mandates!

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29816

I have been made to feel like a 2nd class citizen. We were unable to see our granddaughter in
the US. She is now 17 months old and we have only seen her on face time.

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29817

The mandates have prevented me from seeing family and friends. The mandates have had a
negative impact on my mental health and physical health. The mandates ruined my chances to
attend a practicum for my university degree. The mandates have prevented me from being
able to be a volunteer in many places to gain experience for a masters degree. It ruined my
university experience.

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29818

We will not hire vaccinated individuals for at least 5 years to avoid health complications on our
site.

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29819

Created distance in my family, I got super sick after the vaccine which I did not want to take, I
felt my morals were effected after being forced to take a vaccine, my mental health and social
skills were extremely effected. It’s been over 2 years I’m tired of this

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29820

Not being able to see family -causing arguments and division between family members -not
being able to travel to canada without long quarantines-if visiting not being able to visit family
or go to restaurants etc

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29821

As a senior and one who chose not to put an experiment into my body, I am feeling the full
consequences of that decision. It is just like our Prime Minister threatened when he publicly
said and I quote “there will be consequences!” Because of the vaccine passport, I am currently
not allowed to partake in a single activity in my senior complex. This means no exercise class,
no sewing circle, no attending monthly birthday party gatherings, no choir, no bingo, no
Christmas party, no NOTHING. Also can’t even get out of here to enjoy a meal out at a
restaurant and feel like next it might be that I won’t even be able to go to a grocery store. I
have been living, not in fear of Covid, but rather in fear of what next freedom will be stolen from
me by governments. Mandates have made me feel more and more isolated and are starting to
affect my mental health because they are unreasonable now don’t even make sense anymore.
At the onset I thought perhaps they were necessary, but now that we know that the vaccines
do NOT prevent you from getting nor spreading Covid, they need to be dropped!! Under NO

2/19/2022 12:39 PM
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circumstances though could I EVER agree that in a democratic society, you could be
prevented from earning a legal living and feeding your babies if you don’t do as governments
say. I am sick beyond words watching good friends and family lose their livelihood over a
vaccine passport where harm far exceeds benefit to society. It is time to find better ways to
deal with this issue. Like checking into early treatments would be nice. I have also not been
able to attend funerals of very close family members, have not been able to visit loved ones in
the hospital nor have I even been allowed human contact in way of visitors for months and
months at a time. I am at times also feeling full fledged hatred from the vaccinated. I have
been accused of not caring about other people, have been told if I don’t get vaccinated then I
don’t belong in society, and even, “I hope you get Covid and die!!”!! Instead of unifying us in
crisis, I feel like governments have caused nothing but division and it is time for that to stop.
There is NO REASON whatsoever to continue with the vaccine passports. The provincial
mandates have caused me to be looking into the possibility of moving to another province and
I have even checked into possibilities of moving to another country. No joke, I seriously have!!
Because I recently feel like I’m in some sort of government prison. This one thing I can assure
you. These things I may NEVER trust again and they are governments, legacy news media,
vaccines, so called experts and “the” science! In a nutshell, the enforcement of vaccine
passports, especially, are causing me to feel like a prisoner in my own country. I feel stripped,
isolated, squeezed, sad, cornered and fearful, like I am no longer living in a democratic
country.
29822

Mental health down, stress meditation prescribed, breathing down, family disagreements, work
disagreements, stop to buy food in the stores who acting disrespectful, upset with stores
polices and their environment to practice medicine without licence, hospitals and doctors’s
offices enforce treatment against will (masking, even for people who affected by breathing
barriers, doctors refused to protect patients who asks for medical exemptions for masking.
Instead doctors argued and told to take a legal advice. Employer enforce treatment under
implied consent. Public doesn’t respect individual health issues

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29823

Life is boring and depressing. I feel segregated and uninvolved.

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29824

It has resulted in my personal freedom being curtailed with out any justifiable excuse.

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29825

I am Not able to travel or move freely between provinces or any other countries because of my
personal choices . My business has suffered greatly the past 2 yrs because of the mandates.

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29826

It has affected my mental health severely.

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29827

Has caused discrimination and job loss

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29828

I have lost friends and family, I have lost my job, been denied accommodations and EI, my
mental health has been devastated by nightmares, lack of sleep, anxiety till vomiting occurs,
total loss of hope and was considering selling everything and leaving Communist Canada for a
more reasonable country but the convoy has given me hope

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29829

It’s has hurt it in more ways then one.

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29830

Caused anxiety and depression

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29831

Innumerable ways. I have suffered my kids have suffered we have been discriminated against
with zero evidence to support it friends have been injured from the shot and on and on

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29832

Lost job and profession. Mother isolated and died alone in LTC. Children list sports and
university. Can’t travel

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29833

It’s caused depression and heartache. I had to go through a lot of medical stuff alone because
of Covid restrictions. I also have had to postpone my wedding 2 times now. My grandma didn’t
get a proper funeral and she died lonely because of these restrictions.

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29834

Travelling, churchgoing, Family time.

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29835

I am being pressured to receiving the vaccine or lose my career. My Son is being pressured.
Another Son has lost business opportunities. Our ability to socialize and meet with church
members has been restricted. Our Charter rights to freedom of religion, assembly, association
have been overturned. And our right to freedom of mobility and security of the person have
been curtailed. I do not recognize the country that I knew when I was a child, one that was
based on equality, liberty, and freedom to worship according to one's conscience.

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29836

Divisional and discriminative

2/19/2022 12:39 PM
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29837

I have been vaccinated..since having this vaccine my mental and physical health has
deteriorated. My hair is falling out and I have sires all over my body!!

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29838

It's a disgusting mandate

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29839

Mentally it made me older. There’s stress in me related to this but other people can’t see it on
me. I’m the tough adult father that doesn’t want to show this to anyone. The mandates upset
my family around me and I try to change our conversations during family time away from
COVID related topics to enjoy our family get togethers.

2/19/2022 12:39 PM

29840

Depression. Isolation.

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29841

severely.... depression... loss of income... children that are angry and depressed

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29842

In a negative way

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29843

It effect my everyday activities , job, family.

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29844

Lost job, friends and freedom to live normally.

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29845

Depression is alot worse

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29846

It has affected my mental health

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29847

all

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29848

Feel like I’ve been in prison for 2 yrs. I’ve been bullied. It’s caused me to be depressed
because of lack of socializing I feel like I’m living in a communist country. I have no rights.
Why are we as Canadians allowing this dictator & his party PM Trudeau to run our country like
this

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29849

We have felt discriminated and a unwanted and not able to participate in life and basic
freedoms. These mandates are unnecessary and destroying Canada as we know it. This fear
needs to stop and basic humanity needs to come back as well as some common sense.
Especially in the field of medicine, early treatment works, why is it being denied and not talked
about or allowed in Canada.

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29850

-My husband lost his job and could not find feasible employment for 12 months. -My 11yr old
would have panic attacks due to clostraphobia everytime she wore a mask, so had to do online
for a year and spent no more than 48hrs in public places like stores, doctors appointments,
etc.. These traumas adversely affected her and she is now on medication. -My 15 year old,
who has a ADHD diagnosis, required to be medicated for her condition due to the effects of
covid restrictions because of the added stresses and anxietiesof the situation. Prior to covid
her primary tool for managing her ADHD was her social/physical outlet...competitive rep
basketball. At first she lost the rest of her season and a year of it, and then when I restarted,
she earned her spot but was then told that all GTA facilities required all over 12 to be
vaccinated, even players, despite the government allowing for under 18 to play without covid
shots. She also has exercise induced asthma and only required the use of her salbutamol
during intense games, but since returning to in person learning, she has increasingly needed
her meds on a regular basis and now uses her inhaler on a daily basis and treatment is being
reevaluated. -My 17 yr old is graduating this year but cannot apply to college or university
because of her medical choice. She cannot even do post secondary online. -Major milestones
and rights of passage have been stolen from my children. -My health conditions have been
exacerbated by the undue stresses and anxieties from government, public health, emplyment,
and education mandates. -My father, who lives with us and has unstable angina, has had
cancer, a aeortic dissection, and 2 vascularsurgeries, is restricted as his health is in bad
condition and his doctor supports his concerns with taking the CV shot. He has been restricted
in society because of this and has recently been taken to hospital by ambulance because of a
anxiety/panic attack. -Covid screening questions are illegal and ask vaccine status. -I have a
sibling who wont let us see their kids because we aren't vaccinated. -Things are done getting
worse because the government keeps mishandling this situation and is escalating the
situation. The government and their actions are causing more and more damage to their
constituents and the country they are suppose to be serving.

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29851

Depression not only for myself but for our teenage children

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29852

Stay home more. Don't socialize or see family or friends much.

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29853

Harder to see my grandparents

2/19/2022 12:38 PM
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29854

I have not been able to go to a restaurant, movie theatre or anywhere else that requires a
vaccine passport since those restrictions began.

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29855

Canadians are being treated as inhuman we don’t count

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29856

Depressed, scared, worried for my children, grandchildren, can’t get out of Canada & im scared

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29857

Tremendously, it has created stress, loss of jobs and especially businesses, our economy was
closed for too long just for symptoms like influenza!

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29858

It has allowed me to live and take part in society with confidence

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29859

We are losing our work contracts.

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29860

By restricting my right to make an informed decision on getting the vax

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29861

I am a single mom that was fired from a health care job that I have had for 12 years! I have
bills to pay mortgage on my home which I have worked very hard to get! Hydro bill is way over
due! My children are being abused at school by their teachers about their mask! I have had
death treats on a daily basis because I refused to put something in mine and my kids bodies!
My children are being bullied at school because they are not vaccinated! My 5 year old
granddaughter comes home crying because she can’t breathe! I lost my grandmother after a
year of not being able to see her because she was locked in a seniors home with no visits! I
have families and friends that have been so scared by Justin Trudeaus comments they are
scared to be around my family! My father was double vaccinated and ended up in the hospital
for two weeks with a breathing tube! These vaccines do not work and we know this! We are
done following the fake science! My brother is in Ottawa being beat down by police officers
that swore a oath to serve and protect us! Things need to change judging Trudeau stands with
the BLM group and claps his hands cheering them on as the burn business! Rip down statues!
I have no confidence in the PM he as put a red ❌ on my back! My children and I are ready to
run to the forest to hide! Until it’s safe to leave Canada

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29862

i have lost my job several times

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29863

Disgusted and depressed

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29864

I don't feel free, people living in fear, I can see it in their eyes

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29865

Used to be a proud Canadian. The Prime Minister’s act of cowardice and deceit have ruined
my trust in humanity the truckers are fighting for our freedom and he is treating them like
criminals. Shame on him he hast to go now

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29866

I am not allowed to go out with friends and family gatherings have had to be cut in two parts to
accommodate the amount people allowed in one area

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29867

Causeing early retirement and huge loss of income 🖕🏽trudeau sucks

2/19/2022 12:38 PM

29868

100% it has had a negative effect on my life and my family especially my children

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29869

I’m safer. I’m Covid free. I follow the rules.

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29870

I'm now on several different medications for anxiety

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29871

This mandate and the reckless speaking of our PM has envoked fear into the people of our
nation. Fear is a powerful tool and should never be one used by the people in power over our
beautiful, strong, free country and its inhabitants.

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29872

It has taken away my free will ..it has violated my constitutional rightd

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29873

Lost many friends/family and been attacked by friends and family members who still believe
the media is telling them the truth.

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29874

No childcare, my job, mental health

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29875

Life has been shut down for 2yrs No travel no gym can’t see family friends. Work impacted.
Lied to us said get vax lower the wave things will return to normal. # down but mandates in
place can’t travel no gym still masks. Vax doesn’t stop getting sick so time to move on. Vax
but against stoping our freedom. Freedom is canada

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29876

Limited travel and freedoms which are part of my charter rights

2/19/2022 12:37 PM
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29877

Isolation from friends and family

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29878

It's divided my family and my church. My quality of life has been reduced because I could not
travel to a warm place the last 2 years nor have we been able to celebrate any milestones by
going out to dinner in the last year. However, thus all pales in comparison to the possible
millions this has cost my business by lost contracts and bloated pricing on everything from
building materials to equipment. High commodity prices have helped but not enough.

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29879

Mental stress & exhaustion

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29880

Very much. And it's not acceptable. Freedom Convoy 2022

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29881

Division among friends and family, lack of social events, depression, children who don't know
that Christmas concerts are a "thing", I could go on and on...

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29882

Intimidating those that actually believe this is more then a garden variety flu. Sad!

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29883

It does not affected my life, I am a pure powerfull soul made of love peace and harmony

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29884

Depression, lack of social interaction, unable to see my aging mother in her home, tension in
family and friend relationships, unnecessarily fear, lack of trust in government, financial strain,
unable to go to the gym, unable to dine with friends and family to celebrate important events,
unable to have a proper funeral to celebrate our aging parents lives, no freedom to go to
church, graduations for 4 of our grandkids were restricted, anxiety from constant mask
wearing, medical treatments needed urgently being delayed,

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29885

Freedom

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29886

I am for freedom of choice over my own health decisions and Where I can go and also the
restrictions on church I do not feel that I am free to worship as I used to worship I don't think
the government has any right to take away our freedoms of worship or limit the amount of
people

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29887

I haven't been personally impacted by the mandate. I have been peer pressured to receive my
vaccination even after refusing for a year. My job made it mandatory to do so. I feel like an
outcast if I hadn't and would be out of work in an already hard time to get a job. The mandates
have affected my relationship with family and has gotten me physically assaulted at work for
trying to receive vaccine passports for dine in.

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29888

It has affected me socially, work, enjoyment of life lost friends. Not a very good position the
govt has us in. It must end now. It's a political science only and has ruined person trust in the
medical system!

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29889

Depression

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29890

Harder time finding work as a tradesman due to the vaccine mandates. Anxiety due to
isolations and masks when in public, yes i can breathe but im not comfortable and feel anxious
frequently.

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29891

A lot.

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29892

I have two kids and a husband with cancer, we do not have a vehicle since a car accident that
happened in April 2021 when a loaded cattle truck went through a red while we turned and I
was in the front passenger that took most of the impact. Because we were unvaccinated we
were only given basic care and told to leave the Yorkton Hospital. Its been a year and I am still
affected. Wearing the masks makes it hard to get oxygen and with my head still healing its
made me over heat and feel faint from lack of air in stores where I have needed to take it off in
an empty isle until I stopped spinning, hoping no staff would see me and kick me out. Walmart
in Yorkton kicked us out with police arresting my husband and I when he put his mask down to
sip a coffee and was confronted about it. My husband has colon cancer and has needed many
ambulance runs to the closest hospital just to be harassed and not given treatment because
he is not vaccinated. Last week (2 days before vax passes were lifted in Sask) he was
transferred from the local hospital to Yorkton's because he passed nothing but blood clots and
streaks of blood in his stool and was sent for a CT scan. Literally passed nothing but blood
and mucus. When the doctor came to read him his results he did not even come into the room,
he stood at the doorway and raised his voice right from the start that my husband is killing
people not being vaccinated putting everyone at risk and even used curse words! He said, "I
don't give a shit if its malpractice, this is the way I practice!" And yelled it 3 times throught the
conversation, if it could be called a conversation, for everyone in the other rooms and hall to

2/19/2022 12:37 PM
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hear and be intimidated. Our family doctor, who we went to the next day, said its just the way it
is, that's the policies so my husband just has to deal with it if he won't comply. I said, "so
when he leaves in an ambulance and doesn't come home one day it'll be labeled that he died
from covid right," (doctor sorta shrugs and half nods) "which then adds to the numbers of covid
deaths making the number go up higher even though it wasn't covid itself that killed him but
the lack of treatment from you guys,". He's known us for years now and about Mike's condition
but only shrugged with his hands up as if they were "tied" and said this was a conversation we
would have to have with the surgeon, who we cannot see if Mike isn't vaccinated so that might
not even happen. My husband is weak and does not want to risk taking the vaccine incase he
has a reaction, which he has had many reactions to prescribed medications and has a list of
drugs he cannot take from the doctors. He knows he should not be vaccinated but the doctors
don't care since the patients leave their office and go home... It's been very sad to see people
we thought we knew and trusted actually show who they really are. Cowards and traitors.
29893

Isolation from family, friends and neighbours. Being forced to be vaccinated or lose your job,

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29894

Lost job, freedom

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29895

It has had negative effects on my family and live ones financially, emotionally, health and
much much more!

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29896

Somewhat. I don't wear a mask or observe restrictions. I'm not vaccinated so restaurants etc
are off limits. My employment is not impacted

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29897

It hasn’t I’ve never let it control my life but I do not agree with it. We need to have our rights
back.

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29898

Watched vaccinated friends and family fall ill due to the vaccine. Watched the economy
plummeting cost of living skyrocketing and loss of jobs to which I am now finding difficulty
finding

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29899

I am a Health care Worker it's affected my mental Health to the point thinking on leaving my
job

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29900

Lots

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29901

Mentally ,physically , torn family and friendships apart , prevented travel. Caused isolation and
made me physically sick.

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29902

Isolation, socially ostracized for “non-compliance”, depression, weight gain and unhealthy
habits

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29903

Mental health has declined, alcohols abuse is random. My son struggles with depression.

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29904

I have been totally discriminated against based on my Vaccination status. I had to pay for
rapid testing to keep my job which causes me financial hardship as a single family earner. I
had to pay $87 to take my children swimming to get rapid tests for all of us. Not to mention,
that is the only form of entertainment they could get. The masking of children all day is abuse
and can cause long term health problems. The media rhetoric has got to stop promoting hate
and divide.

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29905

I feel in prison

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29906

My husband was forced to get the vaccine or he would have lost his job.

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29907

Taken freedom away

2/19/2022 12:37 PM

29908

Canceled trips with my children. Held hostage in my own country. Depressed children.
Depression and anxiety. Family separation. Lots friends.

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29909

I waited almost 2 years for foot surgery. My Father died ( heart attack),and I didn’t get to see
my family or attend his funeral. My Mother in law died( not Covid) in a LTC home sadly the
other patients looked like zombie’s with no interaction with each other & people with altzeimers
were tied to their chairs so the didn’t wander… ironically they would rather die of Covid than
live like prisoners for the last couple years of their life, except for their family and if they had
more than 2 children they had to pick who did or didn’t get to visit… what a reward for them
who worked hard all their lives in Canada 🇨🇦

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29910

Children and grandchildren have shown signs of depression, anxiety and separation that were
not evident previously.

2/19/2022 12:36 PM
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29911

I have been made to feel like a second class citizen caused by the violations to my rights and
liberties and the hateful speech of our totalitarian government.

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29912

This 2 year mandate has torn my friends and family's apart and I've seen more suicides the
last two years then I did in the past 10 before COVID. This is bullshit and needs to stop.
Trudeau needs to stand down!

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29913

I have an auto immune illness after two jabs and got COVID, really bad. I have lost others to
heart disease, cancer and not being able to be monitored due to COVID everything, even a
common cold a blind eye was turned. Distance not to see my mother in law, who passed away.
This letter could go on and on but watching war on our country for the rights of people who
voted for Trudeau. Who believed I him, only to see harm on the people he represents, the
people who fought for our Country turn his back. No words

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29914

Closed my business, lost an international career, now have anxiety, don’t trust the government,
want to move to another country, my nieces are depressed at age 9 and 11, I put on some
stress weight, arguments with friends, overall lack of joy but I took matters into my own hands
and dove into yoga and meditation to help navigate.

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29915

Protected myself and my loved ones.

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29916

It has affected me mentally due to the political rhetoric and the disinformation from the press

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29917

How hasn't it?! Anxiety and Depression skyrocketed....family division, lack of trust in my
government...

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29918

Major stress, poor sleep, heart palpitations, caused high blood pressure and loss of income.

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29919

I have lost the ability to take my children to do things, we moved provinces a few months ago
and I have dealt with depression and anxiety from the lack of ability to socialize myself and
my children. My 4 year old started school this year and does not know what it is like to attend
school without being forced to wear a mask and distance from the other children her age. My 2
year old has never had a birthday party, or been properly socialized due to restrictions and
mandates.

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29920

eliminated a lot of useless social events

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29921

Yes u have no life anymore

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29922

Can't go out with family and friends

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29923

Very badly

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29924

Loss of liberty, loss of income

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29925

Turned people against each other

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29926

All of them

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29927

Limited my freedom to travel and go places locally

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29928

It’s limited my access to having a standard of life that allows for socializing and activities

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29929

Separated and segregated me from family and friends. Taken away my freedom of movement
and access to health care. Reduced our family income by 50% after Government measures
directly lead to my partner being fired for non compliance with your experimental gene therapy
jab. She worked as a very much needed and respected frontline mental health worker. Not only
did this reduce family income and her retirement income potential, it separated her from loved
clients coworkers. Prevented my father from family support in a medical emergency preventing
potentially lifesaving intervention and soon after factoring into his death. Prevented our family
and friends from having a public celebration of life to honour his passing. Devastated my faith
in government as they continue to be complicit actors in destroying democracy in Canada.

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29930

Mental health, devised family, 10 year old missing out on being a kid. Inflation making things
difficult.

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29931

Depression

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29932

Not at all. I still have all of my freedoms and my family has been protected from Covid
because of the mandates.

2/19/2022 12:36 PM
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29933

Gave me cabin fever

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29934

Has caused severe rifts and divisions in our family and friends

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29935

Non consent to the jab Isolation Community Disarray and Confrontation

2/19/2022 12:36 PM

29936

Helped me stay healthy

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29937

Currently on unpaid leave and terminated on march 1st ...21 years of employment

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29938

Mental health struggles, family livelihood threatened

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29939

More so my children not being able to be apart of society, and I fear it might get worse if this
continues

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29940

Changed everything 😢

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29941

stress isolation

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29942

It's kept me and my friends and loved ones safe from covid

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29943

The mandates have caused irreparable psychological damage to my autistic son and my other
children as well. I know no one who has died of Covid but I know several ppl that were injured
or killed by the vaccine. We the ppl demand and end to these mandates immediately!

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29944

It has divided the country families, friends, churches. Medicine & Politics now prevent my
doctor from giving me his /her honest opinion concerning my health care needs

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29945

Lost both my jobs I am in the travel industry and performing arts

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29946

In every way. I not able to be at my job that I worked hard to get

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29947

2 years

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29948

Splintered friendships and divided my family. Crippled my business. The emotional and mental
toll alone has been, some days, almost unbearable.

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29949

No job, cannot return to my field of work (healthcare) without full vax

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29950

I have been so blessed with my job and life situation that all i m unable to do is anything that
requires vaccine passports like restaurants. People have been losing their jobs and livelihoods.
The unvaccinated have been dehumanized and blamed.

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29951

Dispair. Hopelessness. Anxiety. Anger. Disbelief. What has happened to my beloved Canada?

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29952

The extended mandates have made life hard. I am very afraid of these vaccines and am tired
of all the lies spread by mainstream media and the big pharmaceutical companies. I fear for
the future of our country that I was once proud to be a part of. I believe that our democracy is
being threatened as well as my right to choose what I put in my body.

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29953

In every way negatively

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29954

It has been rediculous!! Our dear sister in law passed away and we could not even go see her.
The hospital treated my brother very disrespectfully and were rude and would not let him see
her until she was dying! How disgusting!! They did not take care of her very well and ignored
her. She was totally helpless and they treated her like she wasent important! Disgusting!!
Shame on them! Where was their compassion? And the oath they took when they became
doctors and nurses? It’s time to get our lives back!! We have been tortured long enough!!

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29955

I am a very family person and when the mandate has taken that away

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29956

Broken relationships, poor health care, psychological damage

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29957

Severe depression, dissolutions of my marriage, generalised anxiety, substance abuse, eating
disorder

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29958

Recovering from two cases of Cancer, a lot, but in many ways I would have taken many of the
recommendations and mandates anyways.

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29959

The mandates have caused more anxiety and stress in my life

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29960

Made our lives boring and lonely. Our family bubble kept us sane.

2/19/2022 12:35 PM
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29961

The loss of freedom was taken for granted and taken away is very detrimental to the country!

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29962

It eliminated my music students and prevented me from travelling to Louisiana to see my ailing
mother

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29963

The mandates have been awful. Affected my family financially, mentally. I am exhausted by
everything that is going on.

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29964

These mandates go against our charter of rights and strip us of the freedoms our forefathers
fought for.

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29965

Everyday negatively!

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29966

Everyway

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29967

My mental health is suffering, I’ve gone bankrupt, having a hard time finding work that pays
enough to cover my monthly bills

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29968

Had to leave the country

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29969

I refuse to get the vaccine. people who have treat me as if I was diseased

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29970

Stuck at home. Arguments with unvaccinated family members.

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29971

I can’t visit my isolated(now depressed) mother-in-law. Because I have a medical condition
that makes the vaccine a threat to my life, I am not allowed to fully participate in my
community. I’m no longer allowed to volunteer in my seniors support group despite having
recovered from Covid and having natural immunity. The mandates in BC don’t allow me to join
with all of my church members in worship! They are family! I am not allowed to fly or leave the
country! Basically, I have become a low class citizen and hated by other Canadians because
of the vilification by leaders and media!

2/19/2022 12:35 PM

29972

My children are home. I am ostracized for not being able to wear a mask and all of my rights
as a Canadian citizen were taken away because I did not feel taking the vaccine was safe for
me.

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29973

My ability to work. My husband's ability to work.

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29974

It has made me feel alone, angry at times, wanting to cry at all this negative news. Knowing
that the media are speading lies not telling both sides make me feel trap wanting to scream!!!
Discouraged. Dividing my family, friends. This is not a free Country I use to love and be proud
to live in!

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29975

anxiety and stress

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29976

Just been a bother to always have to search for a mask before going into stores and I'd say
mentally and emotionally very draining

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29977

Affects on children future irreplaceable

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29978

Higher cost living , lack of product services , and staff been hard on business sector

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29979

Restricted enjoyment of local businesses and supporting local economy

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29980

Depression, lack of socializing, financially, anxiety, coercion, fearfulness & complete lack of
trust in Gov't, loss of unity in society, unable to travel or go to many public venues, being
hated because I do not want to take an experimental & unproven vaccine.

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29981

Discrimination for access to work and going into businesses and social
events/sports/restaurants/shopping

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29982

Had to change jobs

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29983

Isolation, mental health, seeing family, etc

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29984

I have not been able to play hockey or go to any activities outside of school. Im only 16

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29985

Severe anxiety affects my physical pain (Fybromylagia).

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29986

Divided the family

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29987

Changed it completely in a not so pleasant way

2/19/2022 12:34 PM
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29988

It has caused me great anxiety and loss of connection with fellow Canadians. It has made me
aware of just how bad our government and our media are. It had caused me to be ashamed of
being Canadian and not standing up for our basic rights and freedoms as past generations
have done before me.

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29989

In negative ways. Kids are no longer participating in sports as we were not allowed in buildings.
We have lost income. Kids are no longer I school because of mask mandates. They have lost
friends & social ties.

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29990

Emotionally, financially, divided and or destroyed friendships, family relationships and
witnessed the demise of small businesses

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29991

I didn't get covid.

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29992

Disenfranchised from friends, family and much of life. Travel , restaurants, activities ...

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29993

Financial hardship. Personal relationships, professional relationships, family is divided.
extreme anxiety and depression. Loss of work. Loss of livelihood.

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29994

Family division, division of all Canadians, loss of livelihood, depressed , suicidal thoughts,
loss of hope

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29995

Threatened my employment.

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29996

Grrrrrr

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29997

Loss of job, loss of job opportunities, loss of friendships, death of friends, sickness due to vac
reactions, not able to visit families.

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29998

Mental

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

29999

Taken away our freedoms

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

30000

My family died alone and not from COVID. The mental heath is not good and we have never
had 1 issue before. Could not say goodbye properly. And how about the vaccination damage
that has also happened... Please do what is right for the canadian people. What the police are
doing in Ottawa to peaceful people is a absolute disgraceful

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

30001

Loss of income, mental and physical damage, always living in fear, unable to travel freely.
Loss of complete faith in government, media and the police.

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

30002

The mandates have affected our business drastically.

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

30003

Destroyed my family, destroyed my business, destroyed my live

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

30004

In every way possible. Lost employment, social life, not able to have a proper funeral,
loneliness, quality of life, increased stress and reduced ability to date.

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

30005

Ruined part but I didn't obey much of it

2/19/2022 12:34 PM

30006

I just hate masks. No problems other than that.

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30007

Horrificly

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30008

I am hostage in my own country

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30009

The Distress and the discrimination I had to indure and to watch the division is so stressful we
will never recover from what is yet to come from the MRNA damage 💔

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30010

Destroyed it in every way. Financially, health issues from stress, mental health issues of my
kids etc

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30011

My children cannot get jobs or go to secondary education, we can’t afford vehicle or gas or
good nutritious food, we all have to live together for a long time, they will never afford a house
or vehicles of their own, we are segregated ostracized and family and friends disowned us for
not getting a private medical procedure. Depressed, over eating, lonely, no hope. No churches
for a long time due to closure.

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30012

what life?..Has destroyed our health..mentally & emotionally , physically..

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30013

Negatively

2/19/2022 12:33 PM
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30014

These mandates have put my freedom and job in jepordy... I will be terminated from my
position of 22 years as of may 31st... How hasnt the mandates effected my life... :(

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30015

Mental health, unavailable health resources (gym,yoga,spa, etc) being social, division among
peers.

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30016

I have my own company that suffered due to lack of work. More importantly, my teenage
grandson suffered horribly because of the school shut downs and masking. He lost all his
friends and has no desire to make any now. We have pulled him from school and are currently
homeschooling.

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30017

Missed so much work because of mandates. Have given up a lot of the activities that have
made me happy because of vaccine mandates

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30018

It has affected our mental health the most. The hatred that Trudeau has generated in our
Country has greatly affected us. The isolation and restrictions are brutal and not necessary. It
is all a power grab

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30019

Both myself and kids dad received mayocarditis after jab. Best friends son attempted suicide.
My own mental health declined. Friends lost jobs/homes. My mother in a care home didn’t see
my kids for an entire year! She is lonely and needs her family.

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30020

More expensive to live, kept from seeing friends and family.

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30021

many of my activities are suspended. Life is boring.

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30022

It's divided my family, causing metal health issues

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30023

Absolute having and bullshit...nothing good about it and everything they did only makes sense
if you look at them lining their pockets...biggest scam ever

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30024

Completely negative my mental health has suffered to the worst it’s ever been and my
relationships with friends and family about our beliefs and how we are forced to be one way or
the other and the conflict that comes with that!

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30025

I lost my job and couldn't see my uncle before he died.

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30026

Cut off from friends and church members and we're not able to travel to do our missionary work

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30027

Ruined relationships, Ruined my finances, Ruined my work life, Ruined my travel expectations.

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30028

Showing me how government wants total control. Family and friend issues

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30029

I can not see my family freely

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30030

Divided from friends and family. List my job due to vaccine mandate. Stress overload. Trying
desperately not to let depression take over. Struggling to take care of my family. The list is
endless.

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30031

The mandates have torn my family apart, my children and I can't have a normal discussion
anymore and those I was close to have stopped communicating with me. Life and family will
never be the same. It's affected my depression to the point where I don't care what happens to
me some days.

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30032

I have no faith in the healthcare system in this country or anyone running this country. I am
concerned for every Canadian child’s future.

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30033

Long story short. My 11 year old daughter threatened to commit suicide this past week
because of all the hatred in this world and even spreading from parents to children. The
division NEEDS to stop! She is getting help and counciling from the right people and I truly
hope mental health help for Canadian is available after all this government overreach

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30034

suicidal depression

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30035

It lost buss,lost money,mental issues,depression, hate my government, dont believe in my
health or pharmaceutical corrupt system, disgusted with Trudeau, many people will go to jail

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30036

Very sad

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30037

Division

2/19/2022 12:33 PM

30038

I feel safer

2/19/2022 12:32 PM
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30039

Socially kepted me from family and friends and taken away my freedom of choice

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30040

My family is not able to travel, I am not allowed to attend healthcare appointments as a
guardian, my kids have missed out on a “normal” childhood that includes in person learning at
school, extra curricular activities, travel, connection with friends. The isolation, fear mongering
and stress of the mandates have caused a significant negative impact on both mental and
physical health

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30041

Under one to go into shops never used my trips to town by 90%. I am accosted and shame
five people in the street and I have lost many close friends

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30042

Couldn’t go to school or get a job I wanted

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30043

Made it miserable, forced decisions I would not have made normally.

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30044

It has increased my stress, impacted my relationship with friends and family, has caused me
undue anxiety (going for groceries, shopping, etc causes me anxiety now) and has impacted
my child’s life and ability to live a free life. Her stress and anxiety is unprecedented for a 8
year old.

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30045

Nil

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30046

For my immediate family: Lost work opportunity. Lost post secondary school opportunity.
Forbidden to participate in religious practices. Anxiety/mental health concerns exhibited by
young students having to wear masks. Segregation from sports participation. Social interaction
- young people not able to go anywhere or do anything. Segregated from family.

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30047

I have been very suicidal, i feel like i’m no longer an “acceptable” human in our country. I have
a hard time breathing with the masks. The mandates affect my schooling and post secondary
options

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30048

It has effected all parts of my life and my family in a negative way.

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30049

It has put me out of work and has made me struggle financially to the point I thought my family
and I were going to be homeless

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30050

Really

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30051

Cut our sense of decision, social life!

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30052

Mental health has been very negatively impacted. I am also very very concerned at how the
rights and freedoms of Canadian citizens are being eroded

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30053

Lockdown closed my business

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30054

We want our freedom back

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30055

Negatively

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30056

Not as much as others but I am concerned for all of Canadian and our future as a country of
freedom and democracy.

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30057

Financial loss, mental health challenges, family divide

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30058

Income dropped to a quarter from what it was. Social isolation and feeling disenfranchised by
my own government k

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30059

Mentally crippling. Loss of my job. I was harassed and humiliated

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30060

The mandate has taken away my inalienable rights and freedoms as a Canadian citizen,
making me a hostage in my own country. My livelihood has been taken from me and the
effects of these mandates have also had a significantly negative impact on every member of
my family. Some of these impacts being seen immediately and many others that may not be
visible for years to come. These mandates have destroyed much of my life and changed the
direction of not only my future but that of each member of my family.

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30061

No ive still carried on, I just won't go in places if they don't accept I won't wear a mask or the
fact I refuse to get jabbed

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30062

In every aspect

2/19/2022 12:32 PM
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30063

Jobless

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30064

Taking the rights away from my family my kids can’t even go to swim lessons they come
home from school complaining about masks. What they should be looking at now is how
corrupt the government is in someone needs to go to jail over all this

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30065

I am a hairstylist & I lost over 50% of my work days the last two years due to shit downs, etc.
I have been struggling financially & need the mandates to end in order for business to go back
to normal. I haven’t eaten properly in two years because I haven’t had extra money to put
decent food in my stomach after paying all my bills that are not stopping whether I have
money or not.

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30066

I have a range of emotions from anxiety and depression to anger and fear, I have lost
relationships with friends and family that I don't think will ever be healed. I am scared to have
to go to a hospital and have become somewhat rebellious, I will no longer wear a mask
anywhere and I advocate for those that have lost their jobs and homes due to these
overreaching mandates

2/19/2022 12:32 PM

30067

Increased stress, anxiety, depression. As well as my ability to feed my family and pay bills.

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30068

My freedom of movement in my country Being treated like a second class citizen so are
political class can profit from this big pharma payoffs.

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30069

Watching the division of our nation. Feeling of distrust with our government and health
authorities because of so many lies from both

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30070

It hasn’t. Masks and distancing are fine, that’s the only way it has impacted my life.

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30071

Lost my job

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30072

It has affected my social life and activities. My freedom of choice. My autonomy and
sovereignty My ability to travel. The supply of goods and services. The cost and availability of
building materials. I feel oppressed and I realize that all of this was a plan to implement a
Globalist agenda against my personal and also my countryman’s wishes.

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30073

Cant para para can't wear a mask because I can't breeze want to go out where I want to and I
don't want to be under any Rware mask because I can’t breath, want to go out where I want.
Don’t want to be under any nazi law.

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30074

I’m struggling to get by! I am unable to be vaccinated and the mandate limits many aspects of
my life! Including a career

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30075

My family lives in a different province so for most of the pandemic I haven’t been allowed to
see them. It’s been an incredibly lonely time. I’ve had covid, and I’d rather weigh the risks of
getting for myself, than be forced to stay home alone

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30076

Stop my life

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30077

Breakdown of community and health. Loss of money, work.

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30078

not Vax so tested at work 3 times a week...not going anywhere

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30079

Truckers, lost our small business, truck etc. Now drive for company inside Canada with to little
income to pay our monthly bills. In debt big time with no hope. To scared to seek medical
treatment at hospitals etc because you feel as though they treat you as if you have Ebola and
that because of me I have caused a strain om the Healthcare system. Not able to fly, family all
live overseas 😪. Mom is 87 years old and frail, won't ever see her again!! Being frowned upon,
ridiculed, treated by many as being less than human and certainly not tolerated as the PM puts
it. Considered a Second class Citizen all caused by the fanning of the Government. I have
come to a point that I plead with the so called righteous Goverment to put a gun to by head an
pull the trigger ALREADY!! Oh gosh I need to stop here. This is Sad and Scary how this
Federal and Local government has overstepped. We certainly are not their slaves or property.
They work for us and are not our DICTATORS!!

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30080

Yes it's affecting all of us

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30081

As the sole income provider of my family and a small business owner I have seen my income
reduced by 60% for the last 2 years I have been refused entry into hospital to see my 80 year
old father during his stay because of vaccine passports which meant no visitors for him it has
caused me a lot of stress as my father has not been able to access necessary health supports

2/19/2022 12:31 PM
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needed after open heart surgery (ex. Physiotherapy) in a timely manner. I have had concerns
about My brother,who has mental health issues, has struggled with the lockdowns, and losing
his social has wreaked havoc with him to the point we were concerned about his potentially
harming himself which has put a lot of stress on all family members. My son lost his 1st full
time job doing maintenance outside at a golf course for not being vaccinated. I have lost faith
and trust in our government and media. I personally have not been able to continue with my
usual tools that help bring balance in my life such as indoor volleyball, curling. I am worried
that at my age that getting back to them after 2 years may lead to injury, as there has been
weight gain with limited options available to stay active. I have not been able to take a
vacation as i am limited to driving where I would go
30082

Severely but I am through the worst of it. I am trying to uplift everyone I know so they too can
push through these biblical times.

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30083

Incredibly heart broken... With who we elected to handle any situation that has arose in these
last 2 years

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30084

Unable to enjoy life as usual

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30085

Mentally

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30086

In every way. I will never vote for a candidate who has or party has supported lockdowns.

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30087

My constitutional rights as well as my charter rights have been violated for 2 years. This is not
freedom

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30088

Depression sick from the shots

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30089

Isolation, fear, total disbelief that that Canada has turned into a totalitarian contry, friction
within community, depression, unable to travel to see my children already for 3 years

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30090

Totally destroyed my business

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30091

My life is slower, and more frustrating, but I am okay with that to keep others safe.

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30092

Business speaking the mandates have severely negatively impacted our businesses in every
conceivable way. From ineffective health measure demands to capacity limits to increased
costs, etc. Personally speaking it has harmed my mental and physical health. The weaponized
media, outrageous and hate filled accusations from politicians has destroyed Canada worse
than i ever thought possible in so short a timespan.

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30093

Had and unknown substance injected into me so I could keep my job. That’s not a choice

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30094

It has destroyed my life.

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30095

Quality of life

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30096

It’s divided my community. It’s divided my church. It’s created much social awkwardness and
also social stigma. And most of all, it’s infringed on my rights and freedoms as a Canadian
citizen.

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30097

Lost job and freedom to go as I please

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30098

Haven't seen my mom and extended family for 2 years due to the border snd quarantine
restrictions. Have missed funerals of loved ones, weddings, milestone anniversaries,
birthdays, etc

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30099

Depression. Job loss. Suicidal thoughts.

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30100

Destroyed our family,and the the lives of millions of Canadians

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30101

I lost my job. I cannot take a plane or train in my own country. I cannot leave my country. Its a
jail cell. I do not have the right to informed consent.

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30102

Lowering my income, restricting my movement to certain businesses

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30103

MY WIFE WAS PUT UNDER HOUSE AREST BECAUSE SHE FIRST TESTED IN BC AND
CROSE THE BORDER FOE 2 HOURS AND CAME BACK TO THE BOARDER AND SHE
WAS SUPPOSED TO TEST IN US . SHE WAS TO DRIVE 700 K TO HOME NONE STOP

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30104

These are people I know. Suicide of my friends son, many unexplained serious illness and
even death of my 24 year old nephew and a friend. All after this so called vaccine which is

2/19/2022 12:31 PM
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proving to not work. Forced unemplyment. Myself, depression, anxiety, cant see family due to
flight passports, loosing friends, no freedom. Loss of respect and no confidence in our prime
minister and premier
30105

4

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30106

Impossible to recount on a survey - irreparable and untold damage

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30107

watching the Prime Minister abuse his power and the people he serves, watching both sides of
the media and seeing how politics play in that Trudeau paid the media to favour a narrative to
be what he wants people to read or see, when the fact is that myself and hundreds of my
friends have been to Ottawa, Windsor and these protests were 100% peaceful by the people
who were there to protest. I am angered with my country, Canadians need a true leader who
will actually answer direct questions with an actual answer in parliament receiving his salary
from us tax payers! Trudeau is the worst Prime Minister in Canadian history, and instead of
being realistic, understanding and open, he has poured fuel on the fire, divided Canadians, and
spoke and labeled those he serves with hate and dishonest words!

2/19/2022 12:31 PM

30108

Had to quit my job to care for my school aged kids because of school closures

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30109

Work closures due to lockdown had me unemployed for months; unable to feed my family.
Cost me employment opportunities. My gym kicked out members for a personal health choice.

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30110

messed up my family screwed w my mental health gave me severe anxiety and depression.
lost so many friends and family

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30111

All, I am self employed and have suffered financially since this has started. I had a bad
reaction to the vaccine and can no longer get boosters. So I will no longer be able to do
anything social. Including work. All mandates have hurt us in so many ways , division being
the biggest. It's time to end this and get our lives back

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30112

Stopped my ability to out places, go on dinner dates with my girlfriend as well as prohibited my
future of becoming a pilot due to the fact that I feel it is not necessary medically for me to
receive the vaccine

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30113

Stressful, anxiety, depressed, emotionally, heartbroken, especially when you have a dying
parent and they die alone!!!! This is disgusting!!!

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30114

My kids can’t be kids anymore … can’t play at McDonald’s or having any fun with in there life
with all this bullshit!!

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30115

It has negatively impacted me, my mental health, my children and their mental health. And at
one point my 4 month old daughter had to sit in pain with a bladder infection for 3 days
because she had a fever so she had to have a covid test done before she was allowed to see
a doctor. How is that helpful at All?! These mandates made sense as a short term solution but
2 YEARS later and nothing changed. It's over, we need to try something else, including a new
prime minister.

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30116

No longer able to visit my children in BC

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30117

My mental health has affected greatly. I’m not able to fly home to see my mother who is
elderly on her own. I’m not able to go to dinners at evening outs with my friends. I’ve lost
friends. My 9 year old daughter is in a depression. A happy vibrant girl, that’s been kicked up
away from social activities. Friends not allowed to come over. It’s been brutal.

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30118

Straight to the point, the stress has me contemplating suicide

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30119

Stress, angry at politicians for not looking at the real pros and cons analysis

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30120

I am loosing my license and my ability to provide for myself

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30121

Loss of personal freedom to chose for myself and my family, in regards to medical issues.
Forced vaccination, the freedom to be in a public space om my own accord, none of the
medical restrictions and science aroud Covid-19 make any scientific sense. Too much push on
forced vaccination and freedom to chose to vaccinate our kids. Kids suffering in school, due to
the forced restrictions by the teaching staff. Prices of food skyrocketing, effecting the day to
day life, putting more steress on family to find ways to make more money, to cover for the
inflation, unleased in the economy by these mandates.

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30122

not in a good way lost my job and I’m fully vaccinated!! Forced to retire! This has to stop! what

2/19/2022 12:30 PM
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the government is doing isn’t working! let’s try something else! Government you tried it didn’t
work let’s move back to our normal lives before pandemic and see what happens! my biggest
thing we need to have freedom of choice, to make choices that will work for individuals! Be
kind if someone chooses a different choice than you!!
30123

Lost my livelihood, my future, my mental health is at stake, can't travel on airplane to see my
mother.

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30124

It has impacted my mental healthy and physical health. It has impacted my work, meaning I
do not feel comfortable any longer and it has affected my relationship with friends.

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30125

I'm so depressed and lonely thought about killing myself many times now

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30126

I know of people unwillingly getting vaccinated to keep their jobs, family members having
chronic symptoms to it and I don’t believe it should be forced. When there’s a risk there should
be choice. Also, kids are missing out on the best years of their lives. Suicide rates soaring,
addictions, abuse. Mandates need to end. We need UNITY

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30127

My grandchildren are growing up and I am missing valuable time with them and my children. I
have not seen extend3d family living in other provinces due to mandates.

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30128

Depression, anxiety, division in our family and lifelong friends. Death of a friend

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30129

Depression

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30130

Every aspect of my life, my families lives, division between people, mental health, hope for the
future, stability, and so so much more

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30131

Stuck in the house because everyone is paranoid from covid. Haven't been able to socialize
with friends and family because of people being nervous from covid. Can't go into a hockey
arena to watch my sons hockey team that he coaches because of passport restrictions etc.

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30132

Health deteriorated

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30133

I haven’t been able to visit my family in Canada to care for my Grandmother since the
vaccines came out. I was my Uncle’s care taker before he passed away of lung cancer that
had returned. Due to restrictions and wait times to get a PET scan due to Covid, when they
finally got his tests, he was given only 2 -3 months to live. I flew up immediately and took care
of him until he passed away. This was before the Vaccines. Now I’m not able to do the same
to take care of my grandmother since she’s not vaccinated and DOES NOT WANT TO. At
almost 100 years old, she still has a right to choose. My Grandfather fought in WWII for our
freedoms. My brother is a firefighter and was on the front lines the entire time. He refused to
get vaccinated and has lost his job. How can he be a hero one day, risking his and his young
family’s lives before the vaccine and now has been tossed aside, lost his livelihood, can’t even
see his kids play sports, go to a restaurant, movie theater, live life freely just because he is
standing up for his basic rights and freedoms? My daughter was enrolled in college and her
program was shut down due to Covid (medical sciences). She couldn’t get a job (due to Covid
no one was hiring), got in with a bad crowd, just hanging out day after day, no work, no school,
no future or hope of the end to the pandemic, and she went down a path of destruction. Thank
goodness we managed to get her to come home to the states where she has been on a
recovery path of addiction, deep depression, PTSD from a very traumatic assault and worse,
no drive to go back to school. All this loss in less than a year of vaccine mandates. I could go
on and on. She never wants to return to that Canada to live and create a life. I was hoping to
eventually return for good but I would never return to the current state of the country I love so
much. The mental, emotional, financial and basic rights and freedoms that have been taken
away are devastating to your citizens (whether they agree with the mandates or not) and is
ruing Canada- The True North Strong and FREE! Thank you for listening

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30134

Very little

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30135

Depression. The governments lied to us.

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30136

I wasn't able to see family or go to my masion on the lake.

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30137

Haven't been able to take a woman on a date because of vax

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30138

Loss of work, massive anxiety, and our quality of life. My kids suffer from not being able to
just be kids

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30139

As a single woman with serious autoimmune illnesses, whom has been advised against the

2/19/2022 12:30 PM
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vaccine by my medical professionals as it's very high-risk for me, I have felt segregated, made
to feel ashamed, lost friends and feeling hopeless with no end in sight. Having disabilities and
dealing with chronic pain was already difficult enough, but then adding unfair mandates that
further isolate me just seems cruel...I obviously would have taken the vaccine if I could have.
😔
30140

I am depressed, can't visit friends. I could not get my heart surgeries.

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30141

I have a daughter with a disability who has always been happy, during the last two years she
had to go on an antidepressant because everything she knew was taken away from her daily
life, if it affects her it affects me We need our freedom back!

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30142

It hasn't

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30143

Mental health, loss of jobs, segregation, division, hated, watching fear instated in others by
govt

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30144

It is an absolute joke having my rights and freedoms stripped away from me because I don't
want a vaccine that wasn't suppose to be mandatory in the first place

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30145

I am frustrated and preoccupied by these unlawful government measures. Masks aren’t good
for my children. It has caused stress in family, church and school

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30146

Lost my job, want to kill myself.

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30147

Mental health

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30148

As someone struggling with depression I have found myself repeatedly isolated despite my Dr.
And therapist telling me to be with those I love. Well how can I when the law permits me from
doing so?

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30149

It affected me socially and emotionally

2/19/2022 12:30 PM

30150

I say my grandchildren twice at a park with masks on and no touching in the first year

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30151

Discrimination, loss of friends and family, loss of freedom

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30152

Masks affect my breathing by limiting oxygen. Distancing limits my hearing capacity. Can't see
family members due to vaxxed VS unvaxxed Disputes among family and over vaccinations
Restaurants mostly serving take-out only. Limited supplies at stores. Too many empty
shelves. Prices on Everything are astronomically priced. Losing jobs, pensions, healthcare,
etc because of choosing to not be vaxxed which will shorten our lives. Mandating that our
young children should be vaxxed. Plus so many more issues.

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30153

I've lost income and clients. My lung health is not good anymore from wearing a mask all day.
I can't get out and enjoy anything physical anymore

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30154

I have been discriminated against and harassed. Work has been affected. I was in a car
accident and couldn't even get on a plane to come home. I was stranded for days.

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30155

I didn't get to be with my dad when he died an we lost work

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30156

Unable to travel. Coercion.

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30157

It has affected my life in a very negative way. My kids are depressed, I’m depressed and our
government does not care. Justin Trudeau needs to step down and let someone with morals
and integrity take over. Him running away from the truth and reality has shown exactly who he
is. Bringing in violent police to act on peaceful protestors is immoral and unconstitutional. He
should be put in jail for all he’s done.

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30158

health issues, financial issues, psychological issues, segregation from loved ones, forced
loneliness

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30159

Unable to visit grand parents, unable to travel for work, attend professional development
meetings etc.

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30160

It’s makes me feel really depressed because we can do anything

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30161

i watched my best friend did alone in a hospital. We werent allowed to be with him..

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30162

Freedom of movement, free speech

2/19/2022 12:29 PM
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30163

Every way possible including having loved ones die alone in hospital and not allowed to see
and comfort sick people in hospital. This needs to end today.

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30164

Just because of something I choose not to inject into my body because of lack of testing I am
not able to go to a lot of my regular everyday in the life of me places. It is causing so much
division between my family and I, my friends… This is not a place im interested in living in
anymore.

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30165

Job loss, mental health, lack of schooling

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30166

Stress, anxiety, financial hardship

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30167

It has decreased the overall quality of my mental health as well as negatively affecting every
other aspect of my life, including my physical health due to improper air quality from having to
wear a mask to be able to do anything. I am angry about being forced to comply with
mandates that haven't helped stopped the spread of the virus nor have the vaccines or any of
the other mandates made any difference regarding the spread of the virus. Whichever it's all
bogus & the mandates should never have been implemented in the 1st place especially as
most of the mandates already went against our basic human rights.

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30168

Limits the activities and places we can go.

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30169

Loss of income, not being able to spend time with family, depression, kids not playing sports.

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30170

Lost my job, hard to find another job with being vaccinated due to my nature nor business to
travel, my granddaughter is 5 and has had harder times learning, not being able to be with
friends and family, depression, sadness, emotional strain.

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30171

Strife with family and friends. Lost my job

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30172

I now have depressive episodes which was never an issue before. I feel like I have no
purpose. Its so lonely!

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30173

My business had to shut down. My son could not attend University. My income was lowered.
Friendships were destroyed. Trust in the govt and police was lost. Just ti name a few. Almost
everyone I know has metal/emotional illness from this.

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30174

Basic freedoms, mentally from the main stream media. Never been so disappointed in the
whole process.

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30175

Can't attend church

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30176

I lost my job

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30177

It has kept me from travelling and from going to work.

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30178

Lost my job

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30179

The mandates have decided Canada not based on science but based on speculation. I’m
ashamed of my government.

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30180

Yes

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30181

Hasn’t allowed me to get on a plane

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30182

It has restricted our lives in every way. Our freedom has been taken from us under the lie of a
pandemic. Vaccines have been forced on us that don’t even work. Globalists control has
escalated and ordinary people are living lives of desperation. Canada has become a totalitarian
country under the Trudeau regime.

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30183

Loss of business

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30184

It has effected my mental health tremendously, being called a racist and marginalized in a
country I call home is disgusting, by a person who is supposed to be our leader. Trudeau
stands against us, and our rights as Canadians.

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30185

I was In an accident 10-10-2020...while in hospital I was held in isolation against my will for 48
out of 107 days..hospital policy made me CHOOSE between my 2 kids on who could visit...I
had 3 needed surgeries that were delayed by months...I spent Christmas and new years aline
in my hospital room crying the whole time. It was devastating to me

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30186

My life has been less negatively affected than many, I didn't want any part of the way society

2/19/2022 12:29 PM
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was headed before the mandates. Hard to feel excluded from something you want nothing to
do with. Vapid consumerism steered by a technological oligarchy is unappealing to the simple
minded farmer, like myself.
30187

How hasn't would be the simpler question with a shorter answer.

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30188

Sa détruit des familles, amies. Sa divise la population

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30189

I'm unable to provide for my family since every workplace requires a vaccine. I can't go get a
job since the first question they ask is have you bin vaccinated

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30190

covid and my asthma made me really sick and get redirected to another job when I was
emergency RN front line worker Isolated me from my work family and depression set in to work
alone in an isolated area and at home My Mental health and morals were injuried 2 years to
long !!

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30191

Loss of consistent work, friends (through differences of opinion or suicide), watching my kids
grow up with struggles in social settings

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30192

Isolated from our family & church family. Causing depression and loneliness No sense of
community.

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30193

Higher prices, less socializing, loss of freedom, economy shattered, suicidal rates are up,
store closers, worker’s are hard to find because of government payouts.

2/19/2022 12:29 PM

30194

Loss of freedom

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30195

Refused them all but have been horrified by the draconian measures they are.

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30196

I lost my job at one point. My daughter is suffering mental health issues. Enough is enough

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30197

Took my life away

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30198

Less social life and added stress being a trucker on the road mandates have forced family and
friends that wanted nothing to do with a vaccine due to good reasons forced to take it the keep
some sense of a life / income

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30199

In work and mental health

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30200

In every way in a very negative way

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30201

Like living in a Communist country !!!

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30202

These mandates have brought separation in families, friends, communities and within our great
country. There has been so much loss, our freedoms, our Constitution and our rights given by
God. People are afraid of each other, children are depressed, lonely and fearful, they have no
hope. Enough is enough!

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30203

Depression.division of friends and family. The loss of others that don’t have the same views .
Two years of no life.

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30204

In many ways! Isolation mostly

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30205

Very negatively . I have not been able to enjoy my maternity leave . And have not been able to
take my first child swimming , to play places or have him around to socialize .

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30206

lets just say it's not good .. no money.. no job .. no friends ..

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30207

terrable

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30208

In every way imaginable, I can not find a job and I can not go out and do anything

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30209

Severely depressed my children to the point of suicidal thoughts

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30210

Badly

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30211

I have zero trust or confidence in the remaining doctors and Nurses as they are trying to push
this experimental gene therapy. I fear our government now. I fear pro Vaxers as they are
threatening us that haven’t been vaccinated. The masks are ruining our body and lungs
especially since they don’t even work!

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30212

Our freedom of choice has been taken, our freedom of speech has been taken, division of

2/19/2022 12:28 PM
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family and friends, negative impact on employment, couldn’t see my dying sister in the
hospital, our children weren’t allowed to participate in sport or attend a public gym or pool, cant
take part of our child’s graduation ceremonies, cant stay in some hotels, cant eat in
restaurants, cant take our kids to the movies or bowling ect.
30213

It hasn't

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30214

All of it my job my family my friends my trust in the healthcare system

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30215

Emotionally straining , physically strained - have become depressed , overweight , etc

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30216

I cannot see my daughter skate. I see huge division amongst friends. I’ve seen friends lose
jobs. I no longer want my children growing up here. I’ve lost all faith in the government

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30217

Impacted in a very bad way all my life , socializing, laisure , vacation , work

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30218

My husband's cancer surgery was delayed making the surgery more invasive. Couldn't have a
funeral for my mother in law. Unable so see many family members and freinds. Unable to
travel with in my own country. Cost af goods has gone way up and availability for many items
diminished. My right to privacy about my health choices has been taken.

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30219

In all ways.

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30220

My children and my mental health have been affected. We miss our family in the states

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30221

Restricted

2/19/2022 12:28 PM

30222

Mandates have exacerbated my son's mental health issues so much so that he was arrested
and put in jail indefinitely. My friend almost died after getting the jab. My sister has suffered a
vax injury that will shorten her life. My nephew's dearest friend committed suicide. I am
constantly discriminated against because I choose not to get the jab. I get harassed because I
am mask exempt. Other than that, every thing is great. :-)

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30223

I have been discriminated against by my local MP’s governing of Covid and the federal
government’s mandates

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30224

Has shut down my business and livelihood.

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30225

Negatively. Developed depression in 2020 when I was stuck in my house for 3 months.

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30226

Lost job

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30227

I can’t go on trips or be with my family because we all live in separate households. My kids are
unhappy being stuck in the house not being able to go anywhere or do anything. It should be a
persons choice not the government’s

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30228

I’m home schooling my children, my children aren’t allowed organized sports. Mental health is
a huge issue which we are seeking professional health for

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30229

Lost my job. Can’t go anywhere or do anything. This isn’t about covid this is about control.

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30230

How has it not affected my life?! I haven't been able to participate in everyday life for two
years. I've lost hours at work because my company had to cut hours, I've seen my co-workers
have panic-attacks from being forced to ware a mask all day everyday, I can't even enjoy
going to a movie with my family. This insanity has affected every aspect of my life and I am
sick of it.

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30231

Forced me into getting a vaccine that does not work and was not tested. Stopped me from
seeing my grandmother before she passed. Stops my breathing sweating a mask. I can go on
and on

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30232

Mentally

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30233

Negatively

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30234

We have been unable to see loved ones at times and have had several funerals that were not
as they should be.

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30235

It has affected me negative because I feel like I couldn’t socialize and it made me feel
depressed.

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30236

You dont want know how bad it affected my life from A to Z

2/19/2022 12:27 PM
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30237

I am barred from all of society . Now as a front line worker they are threatening to take away
our licenses to practice . We are the front line health care workers who have worked front line
for 2 years and now they want to tell us we are not allowed to take care of our patients. Totally
absurd

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30238

Restricts my charter rights of free movement

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30239

Extremely…….it has ruined many things for my family and I. Two teenage boys who are
loosing out on life ……my business….my ability to pay bills for the first time in 35 years.
Never ever have I had finical concerns until this happened.

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30240

Segregation of friends, family.

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30241

My wife lost her job due to the mandate. She was a nurse for 21 years at St. Mary’s hospital in
Kitchener. She was not along, many other medical professionals are out of job because of our
government’s incompetence on this issue.

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30242

Financial losses, not being able to get together with family, restrictions on my mom’s Funeral,
not being able to travel

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30243

Tremendous negative impact on our lives

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30244

Everything from work to my kids

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30245

Lost time with family and friends. A strong divide between vaccinated and unvaccinated family
members and friends. Lost job and hours.

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30246

Has kept me away from loved ones

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30247

Effects my mental health

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30248

It has negatively effected my children and my ability to be a part of society due to disabilities I
have.

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30249

Lost my job as a physician

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30250

Honestly how has it not, all you real need to do is be human and open your eyes to see what is
really happening, it's very sad in the world right now, my heart is broken about all things
involving this whole plandemic in every single way shape and form.

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30251

For masks: Extreme acne that I never had before. Trouble breathing. Wearing it 10 hours a day
is ludicrous. For vaccine: I don’t know it’s effects I don’t believe it should be forced on people.
it’s making people lose their jobs, their sanity, their livelihoods, their familie etc I could go on
and on.

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30252

I am a senior and have not been allowed to see my friends, go to church, get medical attention
all because I do not think the vaccines are tested enough to be safe. My own family hates me
because of this and I have been lonely. I’ve been made to feel less than human.

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30253

My family doesn't live here and I'm not permitted to travel to visit them. I can't operate in my
job for community support with the vaccine restrictions.

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30254

Affected my family relationships, marriage, work, fertility process.

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30255

Spending to much money on pcr tests and I'm stressed out on the situation lost a income

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30256

I am worried about being judged in university for not being vaccinated, and wearing the mask
has given me severe anxiety

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30257

It's made me a target of hate. It forces me to shop at stores I don't want to support.

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30258

isolated. was unable to attend the end of life ceremony and burial when my mother passed
away

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30259

Prisoner in our home and our country.I 'am against communiste in my country.Im against
dictatorship in my country.Time people wake up we are losing all our freedom our rights and
even our country to the terrorist World Government.Enough is enough.

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30260

Become a hermit.

2/19/2022 12:27 PM

30261

emotionaly

2/19/2022 12:26 PM
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30262

The mandate has affected my business loss of revenue my wife has lost her job I can’t watch
my kids play hockey I can’t go to a restaurant and eat it is a joke this is supposed to be a free
country

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30263

Unable to freely travel

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30264

Many of our friends are no longer friends. My grandson ‘s time at Western University depriving
him an education

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30265

Very little other than not being able to visit family overseas as I am not vaccinated. I have
nothing against vaccinations but I do not support the mandate to vaccinate. Its a matter of
principal for me.

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30266

Horribley

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30267

Prevented me from going into work. I cannot travel outside of my province without restrictions ,
attend any inside venue or go to church. I was excluded from attending and had to forgo me
my season pass at the Redblacks games. I could no longer attend my outdoor training session
as it was deemed a gym. If my mother, who lives with me, needs the hospital- I can’t go in
with her. It has restricted my family coming to see us from outside the province and US in my
workplace. The stress of the isolation has impacted my mental health so that I am now on x3
the medication.

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30268

I have had to close my yoga studio for much of the last 2 years. I have lost more income than
I can recover. My yoga students are experiencing severe depression, anxiety, and vaccine
injuries including heart problems, cancer, blood clotting, and social anxiety.

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30269

I have watched as the government has dictated mandates that science never backed up. The
buy off of mainstream media by the Federal Government. The childishness of out PM and the
pitting of one Canadian against another. I am scared for my children and grandchildren. That
they will not have a free country to grow up in. I am very stressed out over this

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30270

Has Affected My Job

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30271

Very little

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30272

Greatly. Loss of family, friends and freedom.

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30273

Haven't seen extended family in years. Injured friends and family from the vaccine.

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30274

Stressful on a daily basis

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30275

Feel like a prisoner in my own country. Hatred toward the government.

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30276

I was unable to be in the hospital for my son to be born because I was not vaccinated.

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30277

My 3 children are suffering, my husband is out of work due to vaccine mandates, inflation is
absolutely out of control. I worry about a future here in Canada.

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30278

Devastating

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30279

I feel like being an unvaccinated individual that I am looked upon as a minority insignificant
member of society in which I believe we have a great country I do not appreciate being told
what to do how to do it what to put in my body, been alienated by family and friends because
of the mandates and I'm depressed a lot

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30280

Detrimentally in every aspect

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30281

Give me liberty or give me death. Those who give up liberty for security deserve niether

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30282

I am not able to go places I should go based upon bodily autonomy! This is a criminal act
perpetrated by all our governments federal, provincial and municipal-it HAS to stop!!! NOW!!!

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30283

Segregation, isolation, dilution of the truth, suppression of communication, loss of work,
addition of stress.

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30284

Affected my ability to work, Created division among my family and friends, placed a large
amount of stress on me, my wife and my children. The Mandates has taken everything that we
have come to know and love as a Canadian way of life and turned it upside down. The
mandates have done more harm than good and has destroyed our beautiful country. :(

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30285

It’s been a nightmare

2/19/2022 12:26 PM
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30286

Very affected 😢 especially financial

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30287

- poorer physical health - loneliness and increased depression - victim of hatred and exclusion
due to my opting to live by Canada's Charter of Rights and Freedoms - financial impact through
mega inflation - inability to travel freely - inability to shop, participate in health activities and
leisure activities - loss of freedom of religion and negative attitudes and actions from
government authorities and civilians regarding efforts to act according to Canada's Charter of
Rights and Freedoms in this regard

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30288

I have children who this has negatively impacted in social skills and school learning. I have
lost my job and my purpose at this time. I have lost friends to closed minds at the beginning
and now we have lost friends and family due to a forced injection that was neither safe or
effective. I have lost all faith in politicians and our police force. I’m sick and stressed all the
time.

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30289

Ability to have medical treatments done, ability to have people assist me during a medical
treatment or medical emergency

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30290

Horribly

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30291

Depression increased

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30292

Made my life a living hell.

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30293

Worst two years of my life 🤮

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30294

Negatively

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30295

Religion

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30296

Stopped me from traveling anywhere, and excluded me from many activities I have a right to
as a Canadian citizen. I have been vilified and called names by the leader of my country!! I
pay and have paid taxes for many years and now I am treated like a second class citizen!

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30297

It makes it hard to do anything

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30298

All of them

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30299

Being forced to be vaccinated to leave my country. My children have been affected greatly
with school closures, mask mandates, social distancing has been devastating.

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30300

Big time

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30301

Ruining it

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30302

Job loss, loss of freedom to fly for work and pleasure, feel ostracized

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30303

Hate masks, passports etc

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30304

Marginalization by our community, friends & family, unable to to enjoy getting together or going
out, travel freely preventing us from enjoying our retirement we worked hard to put in place.
Causing economic hardship & a huge divide among Canadians which has caused me extreme
anxiety, depression & feeling hopelessness & isolated.

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30305

I am very distressed over having to have my child wear a mask and restrict her breathing and
social skills in school. I am unable to visit my husband who is working in the united states
because of the travel restrictions

2/19/2022 12:26 PM

30306

We live with a dictator who doesn't listen or care about the people.

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30307

Cant work or spend time with friends and family.

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30308

I have Seen lawfully assembly being wromgly Called illegal by a prime minister and his
parliment. They are lying and false witnesses. The charter of rights and freedoms is violated
therefore i have no government and they are illegal. They must stop and the police officers
who swore to uphold the law are being told to do illegal acts. The police must remember their
oath and stand down and do as their oath said. Police think of your children and family and
grandparents how do you tell them.. what you have done. Are they proud of you? If so they do
not value Canadian freedoms.. but a police state communism and fascist

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30309

In a negative way in all aspects of my life and my family’s life!!

2/19/2022 12:25 PM
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30310

It's taken away my freedom to live life the it was prior to covid-19.

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30311

Restricted

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30312

Negative impact on children’s social/psychological development. Missed appointments due to
medical professionals canceling. Missing important safety skills like swimming lessons.
Missing diagnostic appointments as adults. Not being able to properly bury a loved one. Not
being able to visit loved ones. Missing weddings and important occasions.

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30313

I’m a second class citizen now. Unable to move freely within my home country.

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30314

It's been horrible on the brink of bankruptcy and divorce

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30315

Negatively, being forced to not see family and friends, not travelling, has stopped me from
conducting business. And has had a negative effect on my mental health

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30316

Yes

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30317

i feel like prisoner in my own country and cheated by government for me paying a lot of taxes
regularly for more than 30 years. i am discusted by corrupted Canadian federal and provincial
governments

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30318

I had to ostracize myself from society because I couldn’t handle walking around piously acting
like we’re in the middle of a pandemic just to fit in. I have lost work opportunities, I havnt been
able to fly to work or use hotel facilities or restaurants, it has costed me friendships, a
relationship, and it has costed Canada democracy. One day there will Be a real pandemic and
no one will believe the government. We are sick and tired of being told that we’re bad people if
we don’t convert to This covid religion and it’s absolutely silly. Shame on absolutely everyone
who pretends we’re in a pandemic just because they don’t have a back bone amd care about
fitting in more than morality

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30319

Lost my job for a while. Financially affected in a negative way

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30320

Lost my job. Kids have been so depressed and suicidal. All of our rights have been taken
away.

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30321

Having to commute 2000KM by vehicle instead of flying

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30322

It has put my life on hold! Financial and mental strain!!

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30323

Separated me from my family

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30324

Haven’t been able to see family in the US, depression, anxiety, job loss, vehicle loss, daughter
severely ill from vaccines…

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30325

It’s made me ashamed and embarrassed to be part of a divided Canada

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30326

It has affected my mental, emotional and financial health significantly, to the point that I don’t
know what will happen next for me : homeless

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30327

It has divided myself and the ones I love.

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30328

N/a

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30329

It has caused me significant anxiety and uncertainty for the last year in my
workplace....divisiveness re: vaccine status of people, and a prevailing belief that ALL should
be vaccinated, with no allowance for personal choice. Very disturbing and frustrating.

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30330

Couldn’t do anything and couldn’t get a job

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30331

We need our freedom back!!

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30332

Loss of freedom in a free society. Tyrannical government

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30333

I have not been able to seek medical treatment that I was seeking outside of Canada. It has
also impacted my job and relationships with family and loved ones. I want back the Canada I
once knew and loved. Please stop the hate, fear and division.

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30334

I feel like a social outcast and second rate citizen and completely disgusted at my doctor's
career being threatened if they were to write me the exemption I need.

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30335

Quality of care provided during pregnancy decreased; couldn't go to church to worship even

2/19/2022 12:25 PM
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though people could still shop!!; family division - being barred from family functions;
discrimination for kids at school - even though premiers and ministers promised kids wouldn't
be segregated or denied opportunities based on vaccine status; close family member denied
preemptive heart surgery based on vaccine status at London hospital; denied access to
community programs for health and well-being; harassed for not discussing personal medical
information; can't volunteer in community or church because I'm not allowed to enter meeting
and conference rooms.
30336

I suffered a severe reaction to my first Covid vaccine and the government will not give me an
exemption. Therefore my more or less isolated to my own home for a no fault of my own. I
would’ve died if I have a bad immediate medical attention.

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30337

I was not able to be with either of my parents when they died (and we were all vaccinated!).
That is tragic for them and heart wrenching for me. I am still angry about that.

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30338

Being able to spend time with friends and family

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30339

I’ve been unable to spend time with my aging Mother and family.

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30340

Me and kids cant do anything i refuse to get vaccine and have not got covid

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30341

Affected my marriage my anxiety my mental health

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30342

Has caused a lot of stress and division amongst some family members and friends.

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30343

None

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30344

It's affected my job, my income, mental health, physical health, and friendships. All in a very
negative way.

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30345

Can't go about our normal life. Been depressed and found out I've got anxiety.

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30346

Mandates have given me peace of mind and helped keep me safe so that I can start getting
back to normal. I’m comfortable going out, seeing friends, and visiting elderly relatives
because I know most of the people around me are vaccinated, wearing masks, and keeping
each other safe. I would gladly change my habits, wear a mask in public and get an annual
vaccine for the rest of my life if it meant fewer people died from a preventable disease.

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30347

We went from a flourishing family, to a family limited in all we can do. The mandates
completely ruined our financial well being.

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30348

Restricted access to restaurants. Leisure events. Exercise. Restricted where I can and cannot
go. Caused anxiety. Health issues. Stress. Made finding employment difficult. Made my job
miserable etc. Life is hell

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30349

I lost my job as a frontline healthcare worker.

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30350

Isolation….not able to make my own choices and for family- life

2/19/2022 12:25 PM

30351

Mental health and financial security

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30352

Mental health is declined

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30353

Not being able to be with a family member while she took her last breath. She died alone. My
business is almost dead. Canadians are done!!

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30354

Isolation and extreme restriction of life choices. Alienation from friends and family.

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30355

Depression and suicidal thoughts and self medicating Loneliness and isolation

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30356

Loss of friends, family, isolated,

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30357

Starting to drive me crazy.

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30358

We lost our jobs and have been ostracized by society and labeled as bad citizens, racist,
mysogenistic, terrorists.

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30359

Yes , off work over a year with anxiety wearing the mask makes me dizzy since I got both
shots my health has declined physical and mentally. Pryor to this I was never sick and first
time in my life off work . By the way I work in the health care at a hospital in Montreal Thank
you

2/19/2022 12:24 PM
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30360

It has added stress to my job and has taken away my freedoms and rights, alienated me from
freely moving about in society

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30361

Divided friends and family

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30362

you use the singular for mandate where you really mean the plural - invalidates the survey and
is manipulative - mandates have been beneficial to my life between 2019 and 2021. I can
decide for myself now if I wish to wear a mask, exercise social distance, be vaccinated. I do
not wish to be required to show a vaccine pass port anywhere in Canada other than if required
at an international boarder crossing.

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30363

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30364

I work as a PSW; I am now in school to get out of being a PSW because this mandate made
me hate my job. I hate having to constantly get tested as a PSW, I hate being forced to get a
vaccine or risk losing my job. I wanted the vaccine, but to be told I don’t get a choice in the
matter or I am out of work, suck my fucking dick! I need to show proof of my vaccination to
eat food in a food court, but I can walk around the mall freely and buy clothes. Food is a
necessity you fucking idiot! Also it keeps changing to you need to have your papers, to a
vaccine passport, then a qr code…. Well my boyfriend has his vaccines, but the qr code says
there is no history of him having his vaccines and so he can’t go sit in a restaurant and eat,
that is bullshit. This entire mandate is bullshit and the government is just trying to control us
and I am over it. It’s been years of this now. Let us move on with our lives and if we get covid,
we get it. It’s a strand of the flu and we survive the flu every year. Take a hint from the states!

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30365

I have not been able to do many of the things I love to do or see people I want to see, as well
as worship God freely with other believers.

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30366

I couldn't see my mother for two years! And only last weekend I was allowed to see her
because she was dying. She is now dead. I also had to stand in line ups for groceries and it
aggrevated my osteoarthristis. My family is divided over the vaccine mandates and I couldn't
see family over Christmas due to the fact that our family had chosen not to get the injection.
An injection that has not been adequately tested by test cases for a few years. I have had to
miss attending mass and my church activities. Zoom is not adequate enough for my social,
spiritual,emotional, and mental well being.

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30367

Every possible way theres to many to describe with words this must end and those
responsable need to pay

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30368

They forced us to vaccinate our 12 and 13 yr old to continue to play sports. They forced me if I
wanted to coach or watch my kids play sports. My extended family has chosen no to be
vaxx’d and all recovered from positive cases within 24-48 hrs yet they are banned from
travelling and entering numerous business and community areas

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30369

Depressed

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30370

Depression divided family friends losing jobs worrying about the mental health and education of
my grandkids

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30371

Psychological damage, suicide by sibling, inability to see my mother in seniors home, injuries
and deaths from the Vs

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30372

Imagine being black 100 years ago

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30373

I have lost my job, my ability to travel to see my family, my ability to peacefully go to the
grocery store!

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30374

The mandates were put into place for political reasons not proven health concerns. The
government and media are living and spreading propaganda for political gain. I am disgusted
and ashamed of our government.

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30375

I lost my job. I worked from home and my company made it mandatory for the jab. I refused
was let go. It’s bull shit. All of it. The narrative is over/done. People are waking up

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30376

It has negatively impacted so many areas of my life. My social life, distanced me from family
and loved ones. I never got to say goodbye to my grandpa before he passed because of
restrictions. I get sick, nauseous and light headed from wearing a mask. My husband never
got to be at the ultrasound where we found out we were having a boy. The list goes on and
on....the mandates have been so damaging.

2/19/2022 12:24 PM
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30377

How hasn’t it

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30378

Distance me from almost every thing and everybody

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30379

made me fearfully of the tyrants in power

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30380

I am tired of living the covid lifestyle.

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30381

The Mandates have completely changed my life from occupation to friend cirlclesro mental and
physical health of me and my family including my children

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30382

Caused a great deal of stress for my entire family, stressed our financial situation, my children
have health issues now from not being allowed to be in sports. It’s been horrible and
depressing for my entire family.

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30383

We lost our freedoms and rights. Enough said

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30384

Travel and my business

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30385

Everything. I'm a second-class citizen in my own country. People around me are terrified to
become one unless they take the shot against their own will, especially true among my young
adult university students. I'm horrified at how the government has taken control of the media in
a Gestapo like fashion. I'm horrified at the demonization of millions of Canadians who simply
want their right to inform consent respected. Thank you for putting out this poll and allowing us
to express ourselves.

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30386

I face discrimination, hurt my business, can't see family out of province can't dine out, suffer
from anxiety and insomnia, lost friends..very hard,

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30387

My entire family’s stress and anxiety has skyrocketed. We have feared jobloss. We have
feared forced vaccination that would very likely exacerbate current health issues. My children’s
mental health has tanked. We have lost quite a large sum of our finances due to regulations.
My business suffered greatly. Family and friend relationships have suffered. We couldn’t
attend my husbands grandmother’s funeral. We couldnt visit our elderly grandparents as they
were locked away in care homes. The list goes on and on

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30388

Cannot do my exercise classes, cannot go to restaurants, cannot travel. Getting physically
and mentally weaker every day

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30389

I can’t watch my nieces sports I can’t travel I can’t go watch a movie

2/19/2022 12:24 PM

30390

I have been unable to travel freely throughout Canada and have been unable to eat in
restaurants. I have 23 times the immunity as the vaccinated because I’ve had Covid twice and
handled it very well without any need for medical help. I’ve been forced to wear dirty masks
because it’s impossible to have a clean new one on for that long and also bad for the
environment to keep using new ones. Everyone I know has had no problems from Covid when
they contracted it even the elderly I know.

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30391

Divided and ostracized some family

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30392

No socializing with friends of family

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30393

Separate church families and friends

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30394

Cut off and drive a psychological wedge between my friends and family. Loss of education foe
kids and basic human rights and right to choose removed. Segregation is unlawful and yet
pursued by these mandates.

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30395

Some of my family members and I lost their jobs and I had to leave the country

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30396

It ruined my life.

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30397

Inability to travel to see family, oxygen restriction due to masking and respiratory issues as a
result, access to services due to mandates, restrictions on freedom of speech, assembly and
conscience. Invasion of freedom of choice and bodily autonomy regarding vaxx.

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30398

Terribly

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30399

Impacted social, emotional, mental and physical aspects of my life and those of my family.
Preventing our family from being together and created divides amongst our family .

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30400

Limited me in taking my grandson to daycare Travelling

2/19/2022 12:23 PM
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30401

Not being able to bring multiple children to appointments (one being a baby in a carrier)
because of capacity limits, resulting in stress to find childcare during work hours when all our
family works 9-5 (generally when doctors/dentist etc appointments are) Post partum
anxiety/depression Loneliness, isolation as a parent at home with children and limited support
from mandates, and social distancing

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30402

I left the country twice since the onset of the COVID mandates. This second time leaving
Canada on Oct 29, 2021, I'm not sure if I will be coming back. I am actually not sure if I want
to be a Canadian anymore because of these horrible life-ruining people controlling mandates.

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30403

It took 2 years of our life’s and we haven’t many more

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30404

In every way, no church, can’t breathe, because I can’t breath , I am not well physically and
mentally, no family gatherings, couldn’t see my my mother for months until she took her final
breath, I can’t shop, travel. We were not meant to wear masks and we are social humans not
animals locked up.

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30405

It has become impossible for me to fly to my home country and see my family. We have not
been able to attend our worship services the way we used to. Those two are the main things.
Besides that, there are other things such as: I am not allowed to visit restaurants or attend
concerts. We have struggled to work/teach with masks, and it breaks my heart to see the little
kids at school wear masks too. They never see faces anymore!

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30406

Lost business now may be losing everything I worked so hard for

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30407

No funeral for deceased family members mother and father. No social life lost friends because
of it.

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30408

Had to change jobs, my children’s education was affected. Their social interaction. Our family
has been divided, my Grandma couldn’t have the funeral she wanted and we grieved alone. I
could go on and on

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30409

Disturbing, depressing caused anxiety , enough of this. Life back to normal people are
suffering.

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30410

Can't attend any functions with my family members, has divided family and friends.

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30411

I am no longer attending any indoor social events Travel to visit family has been restricted
even tho pandemic means the covid is everywhere! How does that limit anything but powers
and authority?

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30412

Severe depression and anxiety

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30413

We couldn’t go to church all the time and I can’t visit my family freely

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30414

It decimated my business and my whole industry. I got vaccinated and 3 months later my
whole family got Covid. Symptoms were mild, but worse than unvaccinated people I know who
got Covid.

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30415

Depression, anxiety loss of income and I never get anxiety EVER.

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30416

Mental health, job, marriage, health, kids mental health and well-being

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30417

Depressed from staying home alone .

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30418

Terribly. Loss of wage, adult children have had to move into my house due to mandates and
loss of wages. Other family divided from us. Horrible.

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30419

Lonely

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30420

Treated like a second class citizen.

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30421

It hasn't. I'm fully vaxxed and have my freedoms ... freedom to travel, dine in a restaurant,
attend events, visit family. Life is good.

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30422

In every aspect of my life

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30423

Has made me hate Canada and I am going to move it this doesn’t end

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30424

I cannot get a job because I am not vaxxed I am struggling with my bills and rent

2/19/2022 12:23 PM
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30425

I felt like a prisoner not like a person who is living in a supposedly free country! No government
should mandate anything on it’s citizens! God’s commandments are all I need to live my life!

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30426

I have been separated from family and friends because I choose against the mandates… I feel
afraid to shop because I do not believe in masks! I was bullied by my boss for not wearing the
mask properly and felt that I had no recourse but to quit my job. Trudeau is dividing our nation
not uniting it!

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30427

Freedom

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30428

Mental anxiety and depression in family members. Dining opportunities (none) while traveling
for work.

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30429

I feel like I dont have the freedom to choose

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30430

Family divided and kids forced to get jab to keep jobs.

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30431

Financial strain on my household and mental health in my family has suffered drastically

2/19/2022 12:23 PM

30432

High stress, depression.

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30433

I've lost my relationshipwith my oldest son💔 I've lost my income as a nurse, I'm working two
jobs back to back, I am broke and I'm now going to end up losing my rental property due to
increase in rent... I'm moving into my 12 foot travel trailer.

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30434

It has devided canadians and brought fear into our lives that has proven to be unfounded. The
science proves that

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30435

My daughters cannot attend university/college in person. My younger kids have to wera masks
at school. We cannot go out to eat, cannot go into our public library or any township building.
The government over reach sets a very scary precedent.

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30436

In many ways. My children suffer the most and which makes it furious. Can’t believe this is
the new Canada. Use some common sense

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30437

Placed fear and dissection

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30438

Depressing and divisive

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30439

How has it not affected my life.. let me count the ways!

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30440

My 22 year old daughter wasn’t allowed to continue her Engineering studies at the UofCalgary.
My husband couldn’t fly to Vancouver to see our new Grandchild. Each member of my family
has lost someone close to them from suicide. 3 young men. I have had an intense awakening.
I have watched as friends and family members ignored actual data and became victims of fear
mongering social and mainstream media. I have seen actual data and scientific debate
suppressed so that lifesaving information on therapeutic treatments has been vilified and
restricted. I have seen my countrymen support a crazed weak man and his henchmen thwart
the constitution and go on happily imagining everything is ok. I have seen opposition parties
melt into oblivion. I have seen a narrative go from 2020:we are all in this together to 2021:us
and them To 2022:Enough I have become ashamed of calling myself Canadian. I cry when I
sing Strong and Free. I protest. I stand with truth. I stand against lies. My heart is broken. I
have hope. I trust. “Vengeance is mine says the Lord”

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30441

I have been unable to visit my mom in her LTC home. And then she passed and despite being
her POA and executrix I was unable to arrange a proper funeral for her. My son was forced to
take the experimental gene thereapy drug to attend school. Not okay. We haven't been able to
dine out or attend inperson events. My smalk business has suffered because I get 90% of my
sales from inperson markets that I've been unable to attend. Etc etc etc.

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30442

Made me very angry

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30443

All

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30444

It has affected every aspect of my life in a negative way. I have lost any trust I used to have
for Doctors, Nurses, and anyone else pushing for people to get jabbed by an experimental
genetic altering drug.

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30445

Lost relationships with family members, friends. Isolation, hopelessness, loss of income,
opportunities. No travel, now I'm beyond affording health travel insurance because I'm too old
to get it at a reasonable price.

2/19/2022 12:22 PM
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30446

Lost all the stuff I worked hard to have.

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30447

Traveling

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30448

I want to kill myself

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30449

Depressing and discriminating

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30450

Mental health, totally divided my family. I hate this government for crimes against humanity.

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30451

Made me aware of how corrupt our government is and how more damaged as occurred than
the supposed COVID itself

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30452

Didn’t at all

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30453

It has tremendously affected our mental health as well as our kids life.

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30454

It has affected me just as it has others, by division. Its an emotional rollercoaster!

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30455

My income, I was laid off, then hired back as part-time supplemented by EI. Then I got a full
time job with another company, after three months the government mandates were
implemented. My company had government contracts therefore, they required us to be
vaccinated. I was opposed. My boss supported me, but I was the first to be let go when work
slowed.

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30456

It has made me see how evil the government n MSM is and how easily some people are
brainwashed.

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30457

Separated and divided among my fellow Canadians that have a different view point

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30458

Can’t go to restaurants, take my kid to any indoor play/rec/water parks. Can’t travel

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30459

Added stress

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30460

The ability to do things with my family. The ability to start a business.

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30461

Anxiety, unable to work, unable to care for ailing family

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30462

Negatively

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30463

Can’t travel freely

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30464

Faced discrimination, depression, kids depression, social isolation, work discrimination

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30465

Caused division with family and friends

2/19/2022 12:22 PM

30466

I have PTSD wearing a mask, I was forced to get the vaccine to continue working (I love my
job but did not want to get the vaccine), I would have chosen to travel if there was no PCR
testing or masking.

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30467

Cannot travel, feeling isolated

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30468

Mental health on my family is suffering

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30469

Isolation from family and friends, I'm single

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30470

Lost work do to travel restrictions. The forced jab in order to care for my parents has reduced
my immune system. It has also divided us from friends

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30471

Can’t find work that respects freedom of choice and privacy so no income, and savings at
critical. Unable to travel and socialize freely. Excuse for governments to leverage draconian
rules, bamboozle and brainwash many, which is used to justify further tyranny.

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30472

Haven’t followed one mandate.

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30473

I feel violated in all my God given right The Charter Rights the Freedom Rights. I’m a prisoner
in my own Country.

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30474

2 years of hardship sadness kids depressed. Not normal!

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30475

Divided friends and family

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30476

My husband suffers from poor mental health and has for a long time. The past year has put

2/19/2022 12:21 PM
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him very close to ending his life a number of times. Can you imagine the stress on a family
wondering every day if today is going to be the day that dad leaves us?
30477

There’s no normal life anymore

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30478

Separated families, lost confidence in our leaders

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30479

Increased anxiety, less medical care, homeschooling was so so so stressful, I cried everyday.
My grandpa died in Europe, because of your mandates no one could go to him. It’s been
devastating, caused so much heartache not being able to travel to family. Lots of extra stress

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30480

It has divided family and friends. I am so frustrated with the mixed information

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30481

It has had a major impact on me financially. It has had a very negative impact on my
daughters mental health and well-being. It has been a key factor in the breakdown of my
marriage.

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30482

Refused every mandate

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30483

Not being able to work without being vaccinated no choices

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30484

Has made every aspect of my life more difficult. Will probably never see my 90 yr old dad
again. Not able to travel, go to a restaurant, gym etc. The isolation and depression is
horrendous and i now live in a country that accepts medical apartheid.

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30485

It has greatly impacted the wellbeing of our dear children’s mental health and our mental health
as well , please end these mandates NOW!

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30486

Can’t see our grandkids in sports. Can’t go on an airplane to see our kids and grandkids in
Alberta! :(

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30487

Yes

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30488

To the detriment of our freedoms, rights, lives, our children, the elderly, health, jobs, friends,
families, colleagues, our survival and our great country and our Charter and Bill of Rights.

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30489

Anxiety , depression.. unable to worship in church. My kids are terrified of masks. Unable to
fly to see family. Has broken relationships in my family..

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30490

Mental health issues, shots or no shot I will not get the passport because it promotes
discrimination. Family and friend relationships suffering.

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30491

Lost my job. About to lose my apartment

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30492

3

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30493

this is hurting every body

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30494

This has alienated family and friends, and segregated the people

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30495

It has taken away our freedoms and torn our beautiful country apart by instilling hatred toward
one another. Let’s get back to being a unified country “Glorious and Free” it is only then will we
all stand united in love. Let’s be proud to be Canadian again and all that we once stood for.

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30496

More depressed, anxiety gotten worse because of vaccines being forced by government.
Government taking away my choice and my freedoms to make my own choice about my own
body!

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30497

Terrible that all leaders followed Fauci like sheeps

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30498

Health has been impacted due to mask mandate. Stress from the way in which our country is
being divided. Miss my kids and grandkids

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30499

It has created division between friends and family at a time when we need unity

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30500

Depression, division

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30501

In every negative way possible

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30502

To much !

2/19/2022 12:21 PM

30503

My daughter and grandkids live in Alberta, because of all these mandates I have not been able
to see them as much as before. It has caused my daughter and grand daughters to have

2/19/2022 12:20 PM
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severe depression and anxiety, to the point they are in therapy for it! I personally know many
small business owners who have lost EVERYTHING because of the mandates.
30504

Took my rights away!

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30505

Slightly

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30506

It has made me sad that my grandfather fought against the exact thing that is happening in our
country 80 years ago.

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30507

Can't fly, can goto restaurant movies can't play sports evil, lol evil

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30508

Being shut out of society, blamed, shamed and treated like a second-class citizen

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30509

due to our government ignoring the TRUE Science , I have LOST ALL CONFIDENCE in our
government, hospitals, doctors,nurses and the educational system. I feel imprisoned.

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30510

Family relationships. Travel across the border. Visiting family in the USA

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30511

Yes

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30512

I feel like a prisoner being held captive in my own country

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30513

Loss of job, loss of community, loss of life.

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30514

Family life Mental health Employment Travel outside Canada

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30515

Preventing me socialize with family and friends outside of my home.

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30516

it has affected my income, my access to medical care, my mental health, the mental health of
my children, the health of my children, loss of friendships

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30517

Mental health, my children, it has divided my family, my church. I no longer can see truth in
the government, authorities, journalists and it is terrifying to think what kind of Canada my
children will grow up in. When Doctor's and nurses are silenced, Dr.Alexander who worked with
WHO is degraded and judges take the sides of the ones with no evidence who squash the
rights and freedoms so easily of Canadian citizens, it is heartbreaking. Arresting my Pastors,
and many others but allowing real criminals to roam free is disgusting. When good people are
being called racists, anti science and whatever else the Prime Minister decides to call us it is
unjust. When the Prime Minister stands in parliament and attacks a Jewish member and then
refuses to apologize on multiple occasions it is an embarrassment for Canada, we are in a
democracy not a dictatorship. When the government is not accountable to any spending or
behavior of the tax money we give it is once again unjust. Crippled to see the actions taking
place at a peaceful protest Feb.18/19 so far and crying for my country as I pray to God to
protect us all. This is just the start of what these measures have done to Canadians.

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30518

Anxiety, depression, segregation, impact on my children

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30519

Mentally financially family friends divided what has is not affected😡

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30520

Business destroyed.

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30521

Father in law dying in hospital and mother in law is not allowed to be by his side because she
and him are unvaccinated. Government does not control our life and our ability to be with each
other. They have gone too far in er a virus that does not threaten 99 percent of the population.
This is bigger than the pandemic. Government has ruined millions of lives divided this country.
Enough is enough

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30522

My husband is a federal worker and has lots his job....we can't travel in Canada or outside. My
family lives in b.c and I'm in Ontario. I now have to drive to see them. I have had to
homeschool my son as he can't wear the mask. I can't watch him play hockey...shall I go
on...?

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30523

Mentally

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30524

Cant have friends over to my own house. Have to turn away people from church services...etc.

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30525

Being unvaccinated we are unable to do many things that we used to do. It feels like there’s
such a division in Canada

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30526

limited my personal freedom

2/19/2022 12:20 PM
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30527

It has effected my line of work.my family life.

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30528

My life has been crap I cannot go to my physios at the leisure center I have no life I'm only
existing

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30529

Can't find a new job I refuse to be vaccinated and my kids can't breath all day with masks on!!!

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30530

Not seeing loved ones, hardly breathing because wearing masks all day, forced to take
vaccines to keep my job. No church etc

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30531

I'm no longer a free Canadian. My rights were taken from me.

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30532

Division of friends & discrimination

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30533

Negatively . We want our lives back to worship God how He deserves. For our kids to have a
free and normal life

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30534

4

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30535

Depression, anxiety, ruined my entire social life

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30536

I am unable to visit loved ones and friends, unable to go to work, being separated from my
family due to vaccination status

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30537

It has affected me mentally, by being segregated from the rest of society

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30538

My kids haven’t been able to do any extracurricular, I can go anyway, it’s created a divide at
work, with friends, ect

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30539

It has affected the mental health of my entire family. I bring my children to sports and am
forced to sit in the car, as I am not vaccinated. I am unable to attend business meeting with
my colleagues. I am completed up!

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30540

I have lost my freedoms

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30541

It has torn my family appart

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30542

Negatively in the following areas: Family. Work. Worship. Shopping. Dining. Travel. Stress
about the flipflopping of "rules" to keep us all "in line". Anger at medical doctors and
pharmaceutical companies when I learned about lies regarding covid and vaccine injuries. I
dont trust gov't, pharmaceutical companies, media, my own doc.

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30543

I find it difficult to wear a mask so I barely go anywhere anymore, which has caused
depression and weight gain

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30544

It has caused a huge family division. My husband lost his job. It needs to end NOW!!!

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30545

The last 2 years have been so difficult

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30546

I was forced to get the vaccine in order to stay employed. I already had covid last May and
had my antibodies to prove it. Disgusted with the current state of our country.

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30547

Lost job

2/19/2022 12:20 PM

30548

Negatively in every aspect

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30549

Depression, anxiety, anger, fear, loss of joy in life

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30550

Not a whole lot. But it would sure be nice to be able to breathe again!! A holiday would be nice
too!

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30551

It isn’t fair that’s why it’s meant to be lifted

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30552

Negatively, I do not know a single person that has been affected in a positive way from the
mandates.

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30553

Terribly. I am unable to move freely in my own city. My province. My country.

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30554

In every way

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30555

It has kept me safe and healthy and protected my family

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30556

I’ve been ostracized by friends and family. Verbally assaulted for my own preferences & not

2/19/2022 12:19 PM
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getting the vaccine as it will kill my unborn child or both of us. I’ve lost my job because I
refuse to be vaccinated and put an experimental ‘vaccine’ in my body. This is NOT about our
health. It’s about control
30557

I lost my job I cry all the time

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30558

I was forced into being vaccinated for my employment against my choice. I felt I had no
choice if I wanted to maintain my livelihood. I also felt bullied in the work place when I was
unvaccinated. I am and work in a First Nation and I feel they are not being led with proper
information by doctors and political leaders. We are listening to a small few and have taken
away choice. This is wrong. Everyone should have their free choice to protect themselves,
however that needs to look. Not make everyone do what a small group wants. I am
embarrassed of our political leaders

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30559

ruined, people died, people hurting, kids depressed. broken relationships, no college for 19
year old, no life left to live. whats the point ? daughter has blood clots, now what?

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30560

Problems within family

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30561

Work from home

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30562

I've lost a job. I've lost my faith in Healthcare. I've been ridiculed and denied entry to
businesses for not being jabbed. Divided friends and family.

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30563

Increased stress. Reduced medical care. Chronic health issues exacerbated with wearing
mask

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30564

My job

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30565

The biggest is the family. It's split my family up by creating a "them" and "us" situation. I'm
missing my nephew and niece growing up. My mom and dad are missing my granddaughter
grow up. And the stress of everything has been making my autoimmune issues worse.

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30566

I can’t travel back to Germany to see my family, go out and play volleyball with friends
because I decided to not take the vaccine. Is this fair? I also had Covid and probably have
more antibodies than a lot of vaccinated persons.

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30567

Not really affected me. My family is completely divided though.

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30568

Financially, job shortage, relationship strain, stress, frustration with ongoing test requirements,
impacts to children's sports, uncertainty for both employment and kids school, conflicts around
mandates between family members and friends, anxiety about the uncertainties in life, and so
on

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30569

I have left the teaching profession.

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30570

Mental health me and my children.

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30571

Question is, how has it not affected my life.

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30572

Slight inconvenience as I am vaccinated. But it is a matter of principle not to force vaccines
on people in a situation like this

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30573

Not being able to gather with loved ones. Not being able to travel. Mental stress.

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30574

The mandates have effected every Singal aspect of my life family friends work financial.

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30575

The mandates have removed many of my freedoms that I enjoyed a few years ago. I have
been isolated and removed from normal social interactions. I have seen my country of Canada
turned into a totalitarian state instead of the democratic country I once lived in.

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30576

Severe depression

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30577

Moved to Florida, USA, the land of the free, to get away from the tyranny of the Canadian
governments, federal and provincial

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30578

Masks have caused my mental health to get worse, breathing issues. Lack of travel between
provinces and stupid isolation rules. Stores to fall behind on bringing stuff in resulting in prices
going up. And job losses, rise in suicides, and mental health struggles for many. I could go on
but I doubt this is going to be honestly read and honestly shared.

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30579

I’m auto immune so can’t take the vax, I have a choose. Freedom or death. So I haven’t been

2/19/2022 12:19 PM
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free for almost a year now :(
30580

Every time

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30581

It has divided my family, we are in a war like state with no end in sight. It has divided my
friends and other relations. No one is speaking kindly outside the home, fear is everywhere and
accusations fly everywhere for both sides of the argument. Mental health is in crisis. The kids
at all schools are suffering. No one knows what is truth! Blame is put on those who have
nothing to do with situations regarding covid. It is unconscionable what has happened to our
human family. Reparations MUST BE MADE!

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30582

It has torn my family apart. Some received the vaccine (for the purpose of wanting to travel)
others chose not to. It has brought a division to our family that was not there before. Hard
feelings towards those who chose not to be vaccinated. Not being able to have family
gatherings at Christmas was horrible.

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30583

Just a control by gov't for their own agenda.

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30584

Restricted my freedoms my right to choose.

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30585

Loss of job, debt, isolation

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30586

This January, I was unenrolled from the post-secondary program I was a part of, due to my
vaccination status. My wife, who is immune compromised, has been unable to receive a
vaccination exemption. This has made an out-of-country surgery that she needs extremely
difficult to carry out.

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30587

I been depressed since Covid started

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30588

My daughter won't talk to me since she thinks I'm disobeying the law for not taking an
experimental shot. I am excluded from many things in my family, workplace, gym, social life. I
am so saddened by the divisions this has caused everywhere...in families, churches,
workplace, ...

2/19/2022 12:19 PM

30589

Limited my freedom to move about my country and the rest of the world. Added a lot of stress
to my life and caused deep divides between my friends, family and country.

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30590

Taken my freedom, forced vaccination,

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30591

I’m going to lose my job in a few weeks because company I work for refuses to lift the
mandate even though health officials the Ontario government says it’s no longer necessary.

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30592

Separation from people and places

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30593

Canadian citizens have rights to choose what is Necessary and unnecessary acts this
mandate is Unnecessary

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30594

I’m not free to travel or go places that are locked down.

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30595

Can’t go see family that is sick in the hospital Haven’t been able to socialize with family an
friends in public Finically has been a struggle due to jobs being canceled

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30596

Stresses me out and has shed new light on why people commit suicide.

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30597

Division in community, family, and Canada

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30598

just not being able to go into stores without a mask on it is very annoying and we need to get
back to living our lives

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30599

Lots and lots of stress, anxiety and mental health problems!

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30600

Not able to see family, travel and enjoy life.

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30601

It has divided my family and restricted my travel and personal freedoms

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30602

Mentally and physically

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30603

Lots of mental stress and not having healthy ways to release it or deal with it

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30604

Lost Job, Can't properly breath with mask, couldn't buy necessities which were in-fact
necessities, watched as others lost their jobs, depressed because government gave

2/19/2022 12:18 PM
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themselves a pay raise... but took other individuals jobs and won't help them. Seen my sister
and brother get sick off the vax, kids being pulled in and out of school multiple times.
30605

It shut life down, caused separation, division, emotional, mental physical and spiritual
UNWELLNESS to millions including death do to isolation of so many and traumatized our
children and seniors and already unwell

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30606

Financially and emotional damage

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30607

The social aspect has made it very difficult

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30608

Very difficult

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30609

Unable to travel by plane, have put on administrative leave so am currently not working

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30610

Social ostracism, undue financial hardship, worsening of mental and physical health, loss of
education, loss of ability to participate in society

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30611

Degraded relationships Inability to visit family and friends False information from government
and legacy media

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30612

Masks fog glasses and reduce social interaction

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30613

Isolated

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30614

It's all control it's time to get rid of AHS Hinshaw and the government in power

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30615

I have been isolated due to the mandates. I've lost friends and family due to differences of
opinion, their doing not mine. My mother's dementia has worsened due to her isolation and lack
of activities to engage her mind. We haven't been able to attend church which has isolated us
from our extended church family. There is a lot of difference of opinion, division, vaxxed vs
unvaxxed, there as well. I have suffered some depression due to this as well.

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30616

Isolated. Miss my family

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30617

Mental health decline Limited access to my doctor My kids and grandkids all struggling with
anxiety Grandkids list two years of learning Money issues

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30618

First of all I'm insulted that our government has gone ahead and decided for us this mandate is
mandatory and it's in our best interests to comply when according to their numbers hasn't
slowed it down or stopped it from spreading, and the numbers of infected people that our
government is telling us is egsadurated and for what reason other than control and worldwide
domination. Making me and thousands of other people question their agenda.

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30619

As a 4th year registered nursing student I was forced to choose between my own bodily
autonomy and my future career as a nurse. I chose to honour the medical ethics which I was
taught throughout nursing school and leave the program $80,000 in debt. Despite what I had
invested in nursing, I knew I could not work as a nurse when the entire medical system was
going against informed consent. Voluntary, informed consent is central to my core beliefs as a
person and a nurse, and it would be unethical for me to continue down a career path that
violates these beliefs.

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30620

Nothing but negative!!!!!

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30621

Depression

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30622

Isolation, ostracism/divisions, lost job, government running the churches, reduced
opportunities, housing market inflation (housing and food insecurities), mental health issues....

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30623

Good lord, how hasn’t it. Emotionally, financially every way possible

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30624

Mask wearing when not needed.

2/19/2022 12:18 PM

30625

They have made me feel like I'm a criminal just to go to the grocery store. Doctors will no
longer see me if I'm actually sick. Tensions and bullying at work were so bad that I left over
these mandates because I was getting PTSD symptoms and work refused me a leave of
absence. I was disciplined at work for voicing my opinion even though others could voice
theirs. I get panicky every time my children & grandchildren come home from school with a
note. People are bulliing others like never before. I'm terrified to even talk to others for fear of
being attacked verbally and sometimes physically. My mental health has greatly deteriorated

2/19/2022 12:17 PM
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and when an 11 year old is considering suicide over these mandates that should be a red flag
to everyone.
30626

I use skip the dishes more then go to restaurants otherwise has not

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30627

Divided friends and family. Negative impact on grandchildren in school.

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30628

I’m every single way. As an unvaccinated person , Not being able to do things with my family,
being shunned by friends and family from the way the government has handle the situation,
causing fear and using misleading information, the list goes on and on

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30629

The reluctance to go out in public for the fear of being scrutinized against for not wanting to
wear a mask or keep the social distancing

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30630

Negatively

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30631

Loosing a job and living miserable.

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30632

It has limited my access to the gym, which is critical for my physical rehab and emotional
health. Also, our family has been unable to travel since we are partially vaccinated.

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30633

Crushed many family activities, caused heartache… not able to visit family in long term care,
not able to properly support family during death. Its caused friends to lose jobs Disastrous
effects mentally to loved ones! Its had devastating effects

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30634

I'm retired, so it really hasn't in any major way other than the occasional inconvenience.

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30635

Hard to get work

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30636

Seeing the suffering of many of my friends in Canada: economically, physically and mentally.

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30637

I have seen great financial hardship and I have lost trust in my government and health
authorities to the point of fear and anger. I have lost my last few yrs of my mother's life and will
never forget what has become of Canada at this time in history.

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30638

Too many of my friends and family have been injured or have died.

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30639

Lost my job, got a vaccine injury, had several people in society and family not care about my
issues because vaccine injuries are censored and not talked broadly enough.

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30640

Mental health of my family, and Small Business Restrictions.

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30641

Couldn't say goodbye to my husband

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30642

I want freedom

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30643

My baby, born in October 2020 has no social cues to follow regarding facial expression. We go
shopping and people tell me how cute my baby is and he cannot tell if they are smiling or
sneering at him. He has also had limited social interactions with other children as most of the
places we could take him require my husband and I to show proof of vaccination. We have had
tension in our marriage as a result of not being able to go out for normal social activities as a
couple becoming new parents in the past year. I have been poorly treated at our family doctor
as a result of my questioning of the vaccine and it’s usefulness regarding my family’s
situation, specifically. We have lost friends and connections with family members due to
strong opinions on either side of the mandate scale. We have lost 1 out of our 3 employees
due to his inability to cross the border without the vaccine.

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30644

Division of family

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30645

Lost my business and home lost everything.

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30646

The lockdowns have effects on my family for not being able do anything go anywhere or see
anyone. Along with my child spending so much time out of school as I’m a single parent that
couldn’t home school him

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30647

Loss of freedom Fear of illness

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30648

JOB LOSSES ~ LOSS OF HOME ~ DIVISION OF FAMILY FRIENDS BEING VICTIMIZED
BY MANY ANGRY STRESSFUL MENTALLY EMOTIONALLY VERBALLY EXHAUSTING ~
DO NOT FEEL PROUD OR SAFE IN CANADA ~ TRUDEAU MUST RESIGN HE IS NOT IN
CANADAS BEST INTEREST HE IS BEING A DICTATOR ~ WE THE PEOPLE OF CANADA

2/19/2022 12:17 PM
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WANT ALL MANDATES ENDED NOW AND OUR FREEDOM BACK 🙏🏼 OUR BODY OUR
CHOICE
30649

There is not enough room here to tell you, because the harm this has caused my grandchildren
is almost unforgiveable.

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30650

Church activity is nearly non existent. Haven’t seen 14 of my grandchildren in USA for over
two years. Missed wedding, lots of precious memory making times with family. Couldn’t help
my children move and settle into new living arrangements. Haven’t been able to help with
people when they were sick from cancer treatments. No singing at church, reduced number of
members attending church, no youth involvement. None of this has been easy, good or right.
Stop the mandates, all of them!!

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30651

Mandates have created segregation, discrimination, isolation, depression, mental illness.
Division within families, damage to children and seniors.

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30652

Lost many contracts, over 20 000$ of work, had to find multiple jobs outside of my
professional field. Also forced me to get à vaccin that i thought wasnt tester for long enough

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30653

Greatly financially & emotionally scarring

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30654

Forced my family to get a vaccine we didn’t have want or face medical apartheid

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30655

Stress, hardships, over burden of helping others who have struggled worse than myself, and a
complete loss of faith in my government and our democracy

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30656

Inability to travel freely

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30657

I'm rolling with it because I care about people. I don't take it personally and I don't feel like my
freedoms are being taken away

2/19/2022 12:17 PM

30658

Depression, anxiety, loss of friends, loss of goals, loss of relationship

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30659

Limited recreational activities, cancelled holidays, restricted ability to participate and volunteer
in children school and activities, family tension, depression.

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30660

Unhealthy lifestyle.

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30661

Not enough financial stability and jobs aren’t exactly hiring because of the pandemic, mental
health plummeted making me emotionally feral.

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30662

In every way negatively.

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30663

Cannot live my life and leave country , trapped in my own country

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30664

They took my graduation away for my grade 12 year and my college graduated and my prom
and my get away from life figure skating all because they r forcing everyone to get vaccinated

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30665

Cannot go out for dinner or go to bars. Cannot travel to see family in other provinces. And
cannot travel to Mexico for vacation

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30666

A downward spiral in Quality of life: mentally, emotionally, physically, socially and financially.

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30667

I started having anxiety, stressed

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30668

Depression Divisive

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30669

It’s been total BS and family members have died due to the clot shot and suicide

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30670

Enough is enough has to end

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30671

My mom was on her deathbed and we were not able to be with her, comfort her or properly say
goodbye before she passed away. My dad was allowed to be by her side in her final hours but
by then she wasn’t even speaking anymore and barely responding. We were not able to have a
proper funeral for her.

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30672

As someone who has made the choice not to put an experimental, unapproved drug into my
body to ‘save’ me from an illness with a 99% recovery rate the most troubling affect has been
that I have been not allowed to travel to see my 84 year old mother who is not well and
needing assistance. I cannot go to a restaurant even though I am not sick and have natural
immunity from recovering from Covid making me feel like a second class citizen.

2/19/2022 12:16 PM
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30673

Can t take my son swimming skating movies restaurants. C an t see my family at Christmas

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30674

My 4 year old has been suffering 2 years of her life with a dirty snot filled mask...Even if we
change it 10 times a day. It's not healthy and mental abuse.

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30675

Separations from family members and holidays/events, going to places that require vax,
relationships, gatherings, travel

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30676

I have seen A division amongst our citizens. I feel the government is pitting vaccinated
against unvaccinated. Alright already, 80 percent of us are vaccinated. Don’t force the
remaining if they are not agreeable. My Canada does not include sign wielding Canadians
holding up signs that say gas the unvaccinated!!!!!!!!!

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30677

In all ways. Depression. My grandchildrens mental health and wellness. Not being able to be
able to bbe invlved wwith friends famiily events. The division it has caused. So many of my
loved ones have died alone. Not from covid

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30678

Working from home forever basically, mental health issues, family issues, health issues (noncovid related)

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30679

Financially

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30680

Isolating and dividing people is so wrong . Kids are suffering in schools

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30681

Family don't talk to me, my teenage son is having mental health issues and marriage is rocky
as we disagree on all that has happened.

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30682

It has effected me and my family mentally. Not being allowed to see family and to worship has
a extremely negative effect on humans. We need love and we need faith and if those are taken
from us, we are empty shells.

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30683

I am no longer working, I am depressed, I no longer have any desire to leave the house, my 13
year old son is suffering the same as I am. My significant other was forced to get the vaccine
despite having adverse effects to keep his job

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30684

It’s made my life very isolated! I chose not to get vaccinated & I don’t regret it but it’s made it
impossible to go and do things with my kids. No swimming, no dining out, no extra activities.
It’s so sad to have to tell them time & time again sorry kids we can’t do that 💔

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30685

It has affected my children the most. Moments they will never get back. We only have a short
time with our children when they are little and this time is being robbed by our government.

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30686

Destroyed the supply chain

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30687

Separated me from family and close friends

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30688

I feel like a second class citizen because of my personal health choice. I cannot travel to visit
family, or go out for dinner to celebrate special family occasions.

2/19/2022 12:16 PM

30689

I cannot experience the world in the same way as before. For the first few months I was
completely alone and saw no one other than a grocery clerk once every two or three weeks. A
family member died and not only could I not see him before he died I could not go to his
funeral service when he did which was delayed due to this mandate. And while this would be
acceptable if the science supported it, it simply does not and never has. The world is ending
mandates and so too should canada, federally and provincially, forever.

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30690

Working as a healthcare professional, it is hard to have families be with their loved ones who
are passing away or need assistance. For example we had a outbreak in ltc no family was
allowed in, and residents stayed in their rooms isolated room everyone for months. Many
dealths due to depression and negeltment.

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30691

Stress, anxiety, depression all cause by having no social life

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30692

Financial and mental health

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30693

Terrible. Depressing! Feel like I have no voice as a Canadian. My freedoms are Gone. I am
Sad to be Canadian

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30694

Lost my job, all my post secondarywas online which screwed any chance of scholarships (all
my volunteer jobs stopped), forced me to be vaccinated or throw away my schooling, my 16 yr
old used to have 97s in math --now 56 because of all the time he had to quarenteen, both kids

2/19/2022 12:15 PM
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mental health tanked, i had a major depressive episode, my surgery was cancelled twice, lost
good friendships, lost hobbies, gym closed and ive gained 30 lbs...it just goes on and ON!!!!
30695

It’s ruined my life

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30696

Loss of freedom to chose

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30697

The last lock down has seriously impacted my mental health and those of others around me. It
is driving wedges between family members

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30698

I can't go do anything at my daughter's school, can't have support through my children's
medical appointments, divided my family completely

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30699

They limited mobility, canceled human interaction, prohibiting breathing fresh air, Caused
devision with family and friends, none of mandates brought safety against Covid.

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30700

No social life and very little contact.

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30701

Division of my family and friends. My daughter has tried to commit suicidal acts twice

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30702

It's effected everyone. Yes, but I choose to be safe and alive.

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30703

Well first of all I am tired of believers making the unvaxxed unwelcome into their businesses! I
refuse to wear a mask anywhere I go and if I don't get allowed to shop then I will never shop
there again. Plus I will share the stores name and location and urge everyone that is tired of
this mandate crap to go wherever you want...mask free! If they ser how it hurts their business
then maybe we could count on them to stand with and for the people of a free country!

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30704

Horrible! I have a diabetic son who can’t get his regularly needed medical help because he
can’t get into hospitals without the vax or a swab! Seeing these people in legal protest getting
harmed by this government, and the police, and rcmp were disgusting! All without even letting
Canadians voices to be heard in the House of Commons. This is a very dark day for
Canadians and around the world.

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30705

I haven't been able to do the things I love to do

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30706

Increased mental health challenges with all 4 in my immediate family Decline in physical
health Increase in stress levels due to decreased socialization, less control over our own lives,
switching to online work for me and learning for my children, loss of income for my partner,
increase in stress due to divisiveness of members of our community, decrease in trust in
doctors, politicians, news coverage.

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30707

I feel like we're living in the age of slavery

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30708

Because I choose to be unvaccinated, I am unable to travel, to apply for a variety of jobs, to
access some health services. to access recreational facilities, go to various businesses who
require a vaccine passport. Mental health is affected due to stigmatization.

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30709

It has caused me more areas than anything else in my life

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30710

Terribly- caused separation from Family & friends/ stress for our 2 businesses, mental anguish
for grandkids

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30711

Remove me freedoms and act and move as the constitution and charter of rights and freedoms
are intended.

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30712

It sucks! It has created segregation and isolation.

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30713

All freedoms. Removed

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30714

Children have lost jobs due to Vax status, isolation due to not being allowed into buildings,
including watching my own child play a sport that I had already paid for and her having to go in
the side door like a second class citizen as her mother was not allowed to even walk through
the building, fear of going to the doctor because of the know opinion of and attitude toward the
unvaxed, my son having to get vaccinated against his wishes to continue the university
education he already paid for!!!

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30715

3 outbreaks in LONG TERM CARE. Clinically depressed now. Loss of remaining family due to
government division tactics

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30716

Isolation, financial insecurities, and since the emergency act was envoked, fear of my

2/19/2022 12:15 PM
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government and law enforcement
30717

Kept me safer from getting sick with covid, and protected my loved ones

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30718

Everyway possible

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30719

All aspects with the biggest being my 9 year olds mental health

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30720

Bad

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30721

My freedom of movement and freedom of speech have been taken from me.

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30722

I can't visit my family including my mom who is terminally ill with cancer. She needs my help
and support. My niece died of an overdose after being unable to get the support she needed
and the rehab she was in was closed down due to covid. My husband was told that his cancer
was back and that he would not make it while he was ALONE in the hospital because I was
not allowed to be there even after begging them to let me be there when he found out. We had
to do a virtual funeral for him. I have not been able to continue in person events and
socialization, hugging people- things that are necessary for emotional and mental health. I am
missing the support that I need from friends and family due to isolation and our government is
creating division and hatred. I am a prisoner in my own country. It is an embarrassment to live
here.

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30723

I am ok

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30724

Took away freedom

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30725

Makes me hate politicians and cops

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30726

Not able to work and put on an upaid leave. Then able to test to return to work but i have to
pay for each test done every 48hrs, not able to watch my children's sports, chronic sinusitis
from mask wearing this also includes one of my children. Division between our family and
friends, less or no opportunities at children's school for social interaction, committees, schools
have lost connection and sense of community with their students. Children don't know how to
be social. Mask mandate has ended in alberta for children but my oldest daughter said she
was nervous to go to school without it and show her face.

2/19/2022 12:15 PM

30727

We avoid shopping

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30728

Bullying, threaten, intimidation, repeative Covid. Testing for work, mask hinder my breathing
(apnea issues) loss of job- depression, unemployment no answers(still), borrowing on line of
credit for bills , foods

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30729

I am unable to see my father in the carehome and his health is failing.

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30730

Very little social life/breathing through mask almost unbearable/ glasses fog up/ very little
visitation of family

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30731

Wife has lost job

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30732

Extremely

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30733

Divided our family,affected travelling to other provinces,wrecked our health care

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30734

Stress and anxiety.

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30735

It has affected my mental health and gave me anxiety over the lack of choice and freedom this
government is trying to impose on Canadians.

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30736

Loss of job, forced to be vaxxed, poorly treated by others. The list goes on.

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30737

To long of a list to list. Negative 100%

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30738

Job loss

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30739

All this is causing me and my baby stressed and I am literally getting depressed.

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30740

It seems to be a form of segregation that I can not agree with... even though I am fully
vaccinated it has impacted my family with a wedding this summer and gas caused a Great
Divide in the family. The polarization that is coming from this is unhealthy to our country.

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30741

I have severe anxiety and it has made it much much worse . Trudeau doesn't have a clue to

2/19/2022 12:14 PM
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what he's doing to ppl with mental illnesses . It's time for him to go .
30742

Locked up in my own country, no freedom of my own choice, division amongst the people and
overall unhealthy for all humanity.

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30743

Lost wages, division between family members, strain on mental health

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30744

Unable to fly to be at my dying father's bedside or attend his funeral

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30745

I am retired. I feel for the people who have to adhere to these so called rules that seem to be
drawn out of a hat.

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30746

I had pericarditis which is still affecting my health. My mental health is very bad as well.

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30747

Not being free to fly to see family who live abroad. Plus my daughter who was d-enrolled from
her university during her final term in 3rd year. She was doing university online for the past 2
years. It has affected her emotionally and she is seriously depressed. I feared for her as
suicides have been reported as being on the rise.

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30748

My wife was fired after serving on the front line of health care at a nursing home

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30749

This has been the worst 2 years of life. My children have lost 2 years of the education, my son
has had MULTIPLE friends who have either tried or committed suicide. My business has been
affected, my family and friends are divided because of the lies told by our government, my
doctors have advised against the vax for me as I have history with them and no one will
accept it. This is not about covid this is about control and tyranny.

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30750

I lost my job because I didn’t get vaccinated and I had to drop out of school because I didn’t
get vaccinated

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30751

Caused division among family and friends

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30752

It has destroyed many friendships and created a huge rift in our family

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30753

I can't see my kids n grandkids that live far away. Can't eat out . Division every where. My
mother was in a Carehome . The elderly there say I rather die from covid than alone. Because
of the lockdowns my uncle died alone. Can't see anyone smiling anymore.

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30754

Mentally, emotionally, physically, spiritually, financially... In every possible way as a human
being.

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30755

Invasion of privacy, Discriminated against Not allowed to travel, etc, etc, etc..

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30756

Stress

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30757

I’ve managed very well

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30758

Too many to list. My mental state has seriously suffered. To be forced to either provide for
your family or lose your job is unbelievable.

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30759

It has destroyed my life and freedoms

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30760

Work, stress, relationships, anxiety

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30761

Solidarity. Kids not being able to have play dates. Fear of social interaction has overcome
everyone. It’s difficult to get together with anyone. Financially the mandates have also caused
unmanageable debt. Death of family members - which we where not able to say our goodbyes.
Plus So much more.

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30762

I’ve lost both of my parents during covid, not from covid. I’ve watched our families fall apart
under divisive mandates. We’ve been threatened by family and by all levels of government.
Have realized how corrupt all of our institutions are which we had no previous idea before
covid. I’m afraid for the future of our children and want to leave this country for the first time in
my life for FREEDOM. We want no part of “the great reset” “New World Order”. The main
stream media are liars and will be held to account as well as anyone who participated in this
scam!!! We the people see what is actually happening. The beauty of it all is the EVIL has
been exposed for all to see! They can no longer hide.

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30763

Made me go crazy

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30764

I've lost my career simply for not taking an experimental vaccine. I feel like I've lost
everything.

2/19/2022 12:14 PM
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30765

Mental health issues, facing losing my business, home. Financially broken

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30766

I can’t leave my country to visit my twin sister who lives in Texas. I can’t eat in a restaurant.
Half of my family won’t have me in their homes out of FEAR! The division caused is
unbelievable and sadly, may be unreparable!

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30767

I have been divided from from friends & family. I can't go to the fitness classes that keep my
back from locking up. My anxiety is awful!!

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30768

In every way

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30769

No work

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30770

Isolation, stigmatized, severe downgrade of freedoms

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30771

N/a

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30772

Very negative!!!

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30773

Fuck

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30774

Faced discrimination and bias with friends and family for my health choices. Unable to visit my
doctors office, participate in society, watch my child’s sports, caused friction in my marriage,
additional stress in my workplace, fearful I will lose my job, livelihood. Stripped of my human
and Canadian citizen rights.

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30775

I used to experience racism as my mother has come from another country. Although then it
was not ok, I have never been treated so cruel until now with the division that has been lead by
our current leader.

2/19/2022 12:14 PM

30776

N/a

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30777

Social life

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30778

I was forced to get the vaccine in order to maintain working at our underground mine that is fly
in fly out access only

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30779

Not able to eat out in a restaurant since the mandates.. and as a young couple we really like to
get out and have adult company once in a while .. anxiety about how the government is
handling the pandemic

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30780

Lost the right to see my mother for the last year of her life. Could not have my family at her
funeral. My business suffered losses. I was not able to travel freely in my own province

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30781

It makes traveling to my work expensive and difficult

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30782

Negatively

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30783

Depression

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30784

By watching my kids change , (not for the better)

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30785

Alot

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30786

I've been kicked out of school, unable to attend my church at certain times, unable to visit
family, affected my mental health in a very negative way

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30787

Couldn’t see my kids

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30788

It has made me aware of the collusion between government, mainstream media and big tech. I
have zero trust in this government or the system.

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30789

It has made me very depressed and anxious

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30790

Severely strained my family restaurant to the point we might need to sell

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30791

1. Partner lost his job due to vaccination policy 2. Moms eye surgery was postponed and she
now has significantly reduced eyesight 3. Dads Alzheimer’s has severely deteriorated due to
lack of social activities, movements, and programs being unavailable 4. Created divisiveness
between family and friends

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30792

Depression. Division between family and friends. I know of people who have been injured by

2/19/2022 12:13 PM
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the vaccines
30793

Mandates are not law. You must give your consent for it to be valid. (Blacks Law Dictionary)
These illegal mandates have turned rapidly into tyrannical power trips for the political elites.
The time has come for Nuremberg style Trials.

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30794

I will not use a vaccine passport so I am essentially locked down. I may lose my job.

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30795

Financially as well as childrens mental health

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30796

My employer has threatened my pay, benefits, and pension. I experienced a very severe
adverse reaction to a previous vaccine, developing MS a side effect listed in the insert and yet
I still don’t qualify for an exemption. I remained pro-vaccine but am pro consent. My mental
health has been impacted as I face stress of being a second class citizen. I have experienced
name calling, bullying, othering, division and silent treatment. I am unable to take my daughter
swimming. Even though I’d only go when it’s not busy and could distance. I am immune
compromised and take covid seriously. And though I’m thankful for the vaccine it is not safe
for all.

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30797

I’ve lost family and friends because of the stupid mandate.

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30798

It’s ruined our lives.. I can’t see my mom.. we can’t travel… these steps have separated our
country

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30799

Boof

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30800

It really hasn't

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30801

Depression, loss of work, unable to get exercise as i played sports.

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30802

Mental anguish

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30803

Change of life for the worse, no freedom and to many rules

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30804

Has really had an impact

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30805

Miserably…. depression!!

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30806

Better question is how has it NOT affected my life !

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30807

My husband's family live in Ontario and we can no longer see them due to the vaccine
passports. As well, our wedding was cut short and had to be changed multiple times due to the
rule of 10 guests etc.

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30808

I left Canada… I am unable to return to my country because I fear to be able to get back out. I
haven’t seen my friends or family since October, and barely before then because of the
restrictions imposed for a virus that has a greater than 99% survival rate. Please end the
mandates.

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30809

Taken my freedoms and rights away!!!

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30810

Negative

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30811

It has caused enormous divisions in country, community, families

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30812

Restricted school and personal life events

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30813

Negatively

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30814

Job loss

2/19/2022 12:13 PM

30815

I lost my job, I am cut of from my family my grandkids I feel like I am back in communist
romania 🇷🇴 sad and scare for my country mr Trudou should be arrested for assault on free
citizens 😢

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30816

I have a medical condition in which I am not able to be vaccinated. I cannot participate in
society

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30817

Loss of friends and family who don't support my decision to not vax for covid. Loss of part
time job (held for 4 years). Moved away from Vancouver and now live with partner in Winnipeg
for cheaper cost of living.

2/19/2022 12:12 PM
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30818

Financially, emotionally. My kids development has been greatly impacted

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30819

unpaid LOA. ptsd

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30820

There are no words I can use Express how it has affected my family and myself

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30821

unable to attend a funeral. unable to travel, eat in a restaurant, get my hair cut etc.

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30822

It has taken away my rights and freedoms.

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30823

lost my job.

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30824

Restricted my movement throughout Canada (and the world) and in person contact with family
and friends. As a person who has always had severe sensitivity to drugs, and the advice of my
doctor many years ago, I will not take any medication that has not been in use for at least 10
years. Having my Charter rights and freedoms removed as a result of a decision about my
personal health has had a detrimental effect on my mental health and wellness.

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30825

I lost my job in the hospitality industry and haven't been able to see my family overseas in
over 2 years. Loss of friendships and arguments with family. Increase in depression and
feelings of uncertainty and anxiety. Government constantly keeps changing the rules and the
goal posts so no one is sure what is happening anymore.

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30826

Yes

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30827

Can’t travel. Can’t eat in a restaurant. Can’t breathe in a mask. Can’t visit relatives. Can’t live
free

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30828

My son was forced to vaccinate ,when he did not want to otherwise he would loose his job and
he had no choice he has kids and a wife to support. He felt forced against his will. That is not
freedom. My husband and myself are not vaccinated I don't dare tell anyone . Because the
ones that are vaccinated get angry and blame us for spreding different variants make us feel
like we are deseased. Why can't we end this ?who want to wear masks wear them and who
don't want to don't. Who want to get vaccinated get vaccinated who don't then don't. They
should have never devided the country to make any Canadian feel less than another Canadian.
The passports were the biggest mistake they made to devide this country.

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30829

Job

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30830

Depression, anxiety, division, financial problems

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30831

Lost my job. Can't travel to visit family

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30832

The division and hatred that has been spewed because of Justin and other government
officials has destroyed the very fabric of being a Canadian. They are hypocrites, power
mongers and disgusting. This was handled all wrong from the beginning.

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30833

Life sucks with all these mandates

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30834

Depression & anxiety, unable to work

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30835

My kids and I have suffered mentally. My kids education has been impacted negatively. They
have lost hope in the future.

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30836

All areas affected Have developed a complete loathing ,distrust of government,health
sector,pharmecuetical companies.Fauci lied.

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30837

I have many friends die. Not due to Covid, but due to the vaccine and booster shots that they
took.

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30838

Mental illness and overall stress with myself and all my friends/family

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30839

Divided my friends and family

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30840

Physically disconnected from friends and family, division in opinions and fears has ended
friendship, loss of small business (forced to shut down) and delayed diagnosis of major health
issues.

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30841

Restrictions have affected our mental health of our family

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30842

My husband and children have been forced into coerced vaccination in order to work or attend
school. My daughter had severe reaction to the childhood MMR vaccine and was not granted

2/19/2022 12:12 PM
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an exemption. This has caused extreme stress as well with the online school and lack of
social outlets. She had a friend commit suicide. These measures are unethical and are not
following the science.
30843

It hasn't that I notice

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30844

Loss of freedom, travel, family, finances. The vaccine has killed family

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30845

I will lose my job on March 11th.

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30846

This stupidity has affected my mental health and I am seeing others affected around me. I am
always saddened by what the leaders of this country is doing. I don’t want to go anywhere
other than work. Please make this pandemic stop.

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30847

In so many ways. There is fear now of reprisal, for speaking, choosing. My father died and he
did not know what was going on. My family has been made to fear their choices. I fear for not
knowing the correct choices. No one knows me but me.

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30848

Mentally, physically

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30849

Loss of freedom and right to living my free life

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30850

No respect for freedom of worship and speech

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30851

Children forced to get vaccinated to be socially accepted, hang with friends, play sports .
Interferes with my business.

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30852

Extreme increase in mental health issues, financial worries, temporary job loss, increased
tension at work site between coworkers due to different beliefs, loss of and damage to close
relationships

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30853

Career options, income, division between family and friends, children missing out in social,
sport and educational events.

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30854

Fuck the Mandates.. it's all lies..all set up...all for control

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30855

Lost my job. Our family has been divided due to the mandates.

2/19/2022 12:12 PM

30856

Terribly I can't travel to see my family in Southern Ontario Canada.

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30857

Been very depressed. Feelings of isolation. Lost out on social outings. Damaged friendships.
Weight gain.

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30858

Restriction of personal freedom to move around the country and the ability to earn a living.

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30859

The segregation I feel from friends and family has put me in such a lonely depression, I'm not
sure I'll ever recover

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30860

Every thing has been effected in my life

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30861

I work in health care, enough said

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30862

Almost drove me to suicide

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30863

It sucks lost my job cant go out cuz wont be a lab rat

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30864

Yes

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30865

Hell here on earth.

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30866

Not able to get home care, physiotherapy, personal dr visits for my husband after he had a
stroke March 2020, restricted from activities because I made the choice to not get the
unproven experimental toxins

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30867

Deeply held mistrust of any elected offical or medical governing board. My children's erosion of
police neutrality and protection of the people. My religious freedom under the constitution
muted. My children unable to participate in society. Segregation based on masking in the
schools. Segregation based on medical status in hospitals. Refusal of service in public life.
Refusal of service in medical field. Bullying by physicians. Refusal of excemptions because of
fear of a loss of their certification from doctors. A deep hopelessness for the future of Canada

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30868

Slowed down my business. Trapped in my own country. Husband trapped in Canada unable to

2/19/2022 12:11 PM
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go home to the Uk. Mask anxiety
30869

Psychological disorder

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30870

Loss of my job as a health care worker, my brother who is a person with disability, and has lost
all his care support for not taking these injections. He needs full time support to survive, so my
elderly parents and myself take take of him around the clock now. My husband travels for
work, yet can no longer travel across the border, or across this country to jobs in Canada.

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30871

Freedom to worship how God has called us.

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30872

Difficult work life, kids always needing to be picked up, isolating and losing money

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30873

If I don't get the vaccine, that I wouldn't be able to support my family. I will do what I need to
survive, because losing everything I've worked for is simply not an alternative. This here in
being the problem behind mandatory vaccination status.

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30874

Affected our mental health, income, and children’s lives

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30875

It shut down my small business. Distanced me from friends and family. Prevented me from
doing things I enjoy. ie restaurant plane’s eyes c.

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30876

Inconvenience and unimformed people.

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30877

Prevented from working and earning an income!

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30878

I was coerced into becoming fully vaccinated, something I regret. My son is not fully
vaccinated and does not want to be so we cannot go out anywhere for a family dinner. I am
forgetful, and many time have driven to the grocery store with no mask and have had to go
back home.

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30879

I will loose my job if I don't get the vaccine.

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30880

Negatively

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30881

I have lost many friends and family to depression, overdose and homelessness My children
have also been affected emotionally, socially and educationally

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30882

My ability to make money, my ability to travel, my basic human rights being violated by a
totalitarian dick bag.

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30883

It has decided our family. I did not enjoy my birth in the hospital. Our nights out have been
limited which has caused some depression

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30884

It limited my access to certain locations for example, restaurants, gyms, recreation centres
and more.

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30885

Was forced to get vaccinated or loose my job I’m a psw and I love my job but was forced by
my company to get vaccinated or be terminated

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30886

Divided and destroyed my family

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30887

It’s affected my kids life more than anything. Not being able to play sports, and other extra
curricular activities as well as constant disruption at school being In and out, their education
has been deeply impacted. We have not been able to travel due to quarantine mandates. Not
being able to spend much time with family over the past 2 years has impacted them greatly

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30888

Haven't seen my daughters and their families (5 grandchildren) who live in Whitehorse, Yukon
for over 2.5 years.

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30889

Division in society that is becoming dangerous. Mental abuse. Destruction of the economy.

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30890

It has decided my family and cost me dearly with loss of work. It has isolated us and our kids
and it is causing irreparable harm to our children’s ability to interact with others. These
ridiculous rules that keep changing and don’t make sense seem intended to cause confusion. I
will never again support the people who are in power now!

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30891

Yes

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30892

Destroyed it in many levels, financially mentally and physically, and socially

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30893

Yes

2/19/2022 12:11 PM
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30894

It has placed a lot of pressure and unnecessary fear, turned friend against friend, family
against family

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30895

Living in fear

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30896

Struggled with anxiety, difficult relationships, disconnected from church

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30897

Yes

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30898

Negatively

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30899

I believe that they have been effective. But still overkill

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30900

Terribly - my whole house now suffers anxieties!

2/19/2022 12:11 PM

30901

Work life has been strained and stressed and is only going to get worse. We can't afford to
loose staff due to the vaccine mandate in our Dental office. My mental health has deteriorated
because I am unable to see friends and family because of the restrictions.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30902

My husband lost a job. My youngest son gets headaches all the time from wearing a mask,
my daughter hash been self harming and was on suicide watch during the summer of 2021

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30903

Loss of income

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30904

none

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30905

ruined

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30906

It's alienated people from friends and family. You have to be careful what you say around
certain people because it can start arguments.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30907

Our life has totally changed, it's becoming a cold, lonely life because of all the rules!

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30908

We need are life's back open every thing like before

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30909

As an unvaccinated citizen, I have been demonized by the mainstream media and the liberal
government. Because of this demonization, my coworkers and some of my family and friends
see me as less human than themselves. The segregation pains me very much.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30910

I’ve been awoke to so much

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30911

Drastically in regards to mental well-being

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30912

Lost business. It is closed. Had to sell house. Left the country. Lost family and friends over
these divisive issues.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30913

Divided family and friends. Financially.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30914

Separated me from my family and friends. Restricted access to establishments and facilities
where I usually attend functions or events with family and friends. Coerced friends and family
to receive unproven medical treatment that is not necessary and has zero long term safety
data. Affected the outlook of the future and my decisions regarding financial plans and
enjoyment of a certain lifestyle.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30915

Our Government and mainstream media society is disgusting. My children’s children will be
suffering from the results of this plandemic and it’s negative/devastating effects on the
economy and communities in general.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30916

My children have grown up without knowing other people. I also have been discriminated
because I have a mask exemption. I have also lost a family member that we couldn’t attend
the funeral.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30917

I have been around people that are fully vaccinated that have had covid so ended up with it
too.. and have had no backup supports since covid mandates came into effect

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30918

My life has stopped. I no longer feel stable, I have no hope, only anxiety and fear.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30919

It has have an affect on everything I do.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30920

Division in my family and struggles with mental health issues

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30921

NEGATIVELY BUT FOR OUR 10 CHILDREN AND OUR GEANDCHILDREN, VERY
NEGATIVELY! TIME TO OPEN UP COMPLETELY.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM
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30922

It divided the ppl around me and created an Aggravated society!

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30923

Stress, Anxiety, Fear, loss of business opportunities.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30924

Feel Alone

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30925

Ruined it

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30926

Relationships with family and friends strained

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30927

It made me feel divided from the rest of my country. Like I was bad that I made my own
medical choice.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30928

Dramatically

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30929

Depression anxiety ptsd anger

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30930

At work, out shopping, not going out to restaurants, not going to a movie or staying physically
in shape at a gym.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30931

The mandates have taken away my god given rights as outlined in the Bill of Rights. As a
citizen I am being discriminated against because of these unlawful mandates.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30932

It s very depressing like being in prison. Lots of confusion and too much involvement politically
and too much government control.It s not the Canada I ve known all.my life.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30933

I will have to do rapid testing once a week for my job. I can't go in any restaurants or play any
team sports in recreation centers.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30934

Mostly unaffected

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30935

My wife lost her job and has sent us in to hardship - coerced into getting a not necessary
experiment gene therapy shot - those shots should have never gone into a human body - WE
WANT OUR JOBS BACK - with no vaccination

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30936

What life ? I didn’t have one and the little bit I had I wanted to be dead.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30937

Sister died alone. Lost my job.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30938

Loss of job. Loss of income. Struggling just to buy basic necessities to survive. Incredibly,
incredibly difficulty getting employment as a nurse without getting jab. Sleeplessness.
Emotional, psychological, psychosocial trauma. SIGNIFICANT FEAR and 100% MISTRUST
OF ALL LEVELS OF GOV'T & POLICE. ABSOLUTE DISGUST WITH LIBERALS.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30939

Loss of access to many essential services, including the library. Broken relationships through
segregation. Feelings of frustration and loss of control over our own desires.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30940

*it has cost us a lot of money to remain vaccine free having to test to go to work or attend our
children's activities. * My daughter got kicked out of her acting program for not being
vaccinated. * I have asthma and have a mask exemption from my Dr. I've been discriminated
against and had awful things said to me for not wearing a mask, or for only wearing a face
shield. * I've missed out on watching my children playing sports, and when they've been injured
playing I haven't been able to be there to help them. I pulled my children from school to
homeschool them so they didn't have to wear masks all day everyday. My 14 yr olds gym
teacher was pressuring kids to get vaccinated so we could 'go back to normal' I also have had
covid and have antibodies. If this was actually about health, antibodies would be recognized
alongside vaccines. I've been very depressed. Always on the verge of tears, I don't know how
we come back from this, and what the world we leave our kids will be.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30941

They were expected and appropriate considering Covid19 is the 6th most deadly pandemic in
history.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30942

would not call it "life" for last 2 yrs

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30943

Cross boarder trucker can’t do his job cause of mandates. Family has died from
vaccine/poison.

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30944

Increased depression, increased weight, broken relationships

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30945

I can’t fly anywhere in or out of the country to see my family

2/19/2022 12:10 PM
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30946

Unable to be with family, friends, in businesses

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30947

It has destroyed it

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30948

Loss of family and friends, loss of joy for life, loss of travel and many other things that I enjoy
doing in life, great amount of stress

2/19/2022 12:10 PM

30949

Devastating

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30950

Severe isolation Depression

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30951

My job was suspended

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30952

Social and personal crisis

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30953

Loss of a job

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30954

I feel ,I am a prisoner in my own country. The lies snd corruption torture me mentally

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30955

Caused division in family. Couldn’t see my dying dad

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30956

It has had a devastating impact on my businesses and my life

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30957

Worry what the vaccines is doing to my health. Although no one really knows how the virus
effects your heart long term. Food shortages.

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30958

Huge negative affect. Fear Anxiety Confusion Lost best friends connections Lost family
connections

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30959

Currently I am unemployed due to covid-19 and all the mandates.

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30960

Horrific. But too personal.

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30961

I have a problem with my lungs that makes it difficult for me to wear a mask. I have been
yelled at, called names and spit at. My son has a number of mental health conditions and has
not been able to receive in person services. He’s gone 2 years without vital services, making
his life as well as the whole family’s, much more difficult.

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30962

You should not let people be able to do this survey more than once!

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30963

Being told I can’t see/visit my own dear family…..unless……I comply with rules/mandates I
don’t agree with….I feel I’ve been stripped of my human rights…my choices about my body!
The prime minister and the government have control of life! This is a crime against humanity.

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30964

I have teenagers girls who spent almost 2 years studying in their bedrooms,not seeing
friends,putting weight and feeling unhappy. I want my kids be happy!!!

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30965

I’ve lost my job, missed mortgage payments, isolated from family & friends & community,
struggled mentally & took 6 weeks for mental health issues, my kids are struggling at school &
have mental health issues. My babysitter is on brink of mental breakdown. My vaccinated
husband is now sicker than ever before.

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30966

Emotional and psychological damage due to masks, vaccines becoming a wedge issue, not
being able to visit people I should be able to visit, masks in schools caused community
conflicts

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30967

No freedom of choice. It's my life and not the government's. I can make my own decisions on
my health and well being.

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30968

Lets see the masks have made my life extremely difficult, the vax mandate has made it
impossible for me to find work and i am a single parent to 3 teens

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30969

I have a business that is barely hanging on and I'm one of the lucky ones because everything I
have is paid for and I have a family that is totally divided and doesn't speak to each other
anymore all because they think the sky is falling because they watch the news instead of
watching reality

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30970

Not allowing the grow and lively hood of our country and it’s people according to God given
freedoms to speak and choose and work and play and go to church

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30971

It is destroying family binds and unity.

2/19/2022 12:09 PM
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30972

Distanced me from my friends and family, greatly reduced my income as a photographer,
cannot go to restaurants, theatres and cannot travel via mass transit

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30973

All of them

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30974

Separation from family members. Ability to work. Lost trust in our institutions

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30975

Don't care

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30976

I have not been able to work since covid began because I am a waitress and not had shots
and no one will hire me . My nerves are shot as I have no money and government won’t even
help me pay my prescriptions. Have not been able to see my family . Everything sucks ! Have
contemplated suicide .

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30977

Divided family discriminated me being not vaccinated

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30978

I have been sick and have not been aloud visitors in hospital!!

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30979

It has seriously affected my ability to find employment.

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30980

It has caused a lot of divisiveness in my immediate family and very challenging to keep a
certain harmony which I will fight tooth and nail to keep by being able too have open dialog and
genuine respect for others and treat my family equaly no matter if they choose to be Vax or not
to be vexed. The currant government has lost their way.

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30981

I can not go to USA missed my uncle /aunt funerals.. I have another aunt who has just had a
stroke... my grandkids don’t want to wear masks and visit me whenever they want...

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30982

My business has suffered, not to mention the effect all the mandates have had in our lives.

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30983

Just about broke

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30984

Restricted access to public places. Lack of oxygen when wearing a mask.

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30985

Lost job. Depressed.

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30986

I feel like I have no control over my life, what's going into my body, lost the enjoyment of life...
loves ones, feel alone, can't go into place with friend or self without having to show a useless
mandate card .... SICK and TIRED of every waking day listening to the word COVID, or what
the government has pushed on us today and for tomorrow ...... affected: Emotional, financially,
physical making me sick & tired of life!

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30987

It has brought hatred it has not allowed my son to have a normal first 2 years of school and not
allowed him to enjoy his childhood

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30988

Work wise, division of people, depression and anxiety,

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30989

The mandates have affected me mentally, emotionally, and socially. There is no proof that
segregation of peopleand mandating health decisions will save anyone or anything. Certainly
not the humanity in our country. The mandates have divided us all. The mandates have
caused distrust. The mandates are authoritative and a far cry for control.

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30990

Caused anxiety, depression

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30991

Socially and medically

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30992

Social isolation and children being in and out of school has been unbearable. I have lost
work/income due to the mandates.

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30993

No social anymore, can't go anywhere or do anything without people hating and discriminating.

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30994

More harm than help

2/19/2022 12:09 PM

30995

Depression, alchaholism, financial loss.

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

30996

Loneliness, fear ,hostility from vaccinated people toward unvaccinated, tired from feeling like in
jail--this remind me soviet union that I run away from that "paradise"

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

30997

Affected travel and family visits

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

30998

Mental health

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

30999

Division of family and friends, masks have inflamed my asthma and i find myself taking

2/19/2022 12:08 PM
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puffers regularly now instead of just from doing sports, my children were singled out by
teachers and bullied for not taking this vaccine even though they have all others vaccinations
but the yearly flu or h1n1 for the past 2 years, at schools kids were terrorized by scared
teachers who would consistently yell at them or threaten them for having a mask slip down, a
cough or sneeze in class was unacceptable and would cause unsuitable stress and mental
health for kids to attend school. School work and retention has been severely jeopardized with
start stops and online then in person leading to kids falling behind, not understanding concepts
that they then try to make the kids build on and terribly low marks heading into college and
university.kids missing out on youth fun gatherings, social events and graduations. Fist jobs
and drivers licenses were delayed. This will take a long time to undo. Also my childrens sports
have been severely affected by the good coach for gymnastics moving away from northern
Alberta and leaving us with a fill in coach then with the start stips on top of that my daughters
who were both national competitive t and t gymnasts both quit the sport, and our adult sports
have been impacted significantly to the point of adult sports not being allowed at all for my
husband or myself, our family travels have been halted for 2 years and all plans cancelled.
Healthcare has shown its flaws prior to covid through covid by exposing lack of doctors and
nursing staff leading to longer wait times and poorer care at hospitals in general and it only got
worse with covid as many staff that were there still wore out from doing double duty for so long
and a disagreement of the experimental forced vaccination caused a lot of other staff to resign
a vaccination that didn’t stop anyone from getting it or going it or going to the hospital or
ending up in icu or dying hence experimental. The private doctors provided terrible care or no
care as you were not allowed to go in to their offices if you had any symptoms which
surprisingly covid has all symptoms of every cold, flu, strep throat, pink eye, pneumonia, sinus
infections, etc so that pretty much meant for the past 2 years you could not go see a
doctor??? A walk in clinic??? Or even powers were stripped from pharmacists to do the simple
tests and treatments for strep throat and other common colds and flus. If you did end up in
hospital with covid with serious symptoms doctors were not allowed and would not treat with
ivermectin which had been proven in lower income countries like india and africa to provide
relief of covid and even in lacrete alberta who went outside parameters of ahs and had
significant success treating covid with ivermectin.
31000

Couldn’t visit my family in Canada for 3 years. 14 day quarantines weren’t reasonable as 1) it’s
a lot of time to take off work in addition to the time outside of quarantine and 2) my parents are
elderly and thus “at risk” and so I’d be forced to pay for my own accommodations instead of
staying with my parents. Now with vaccine passports and myself being unvaccinated I am not
exempt from quarantine and so I still can’t see my parents.

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31001

Mentally emotionally

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31002

Lots of my friends and acquaintances live in fear.

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31003

Very negatively in the form of mental health and depression.

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31004

Employers forcing the jab or not able to work

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31005

Taking a vaccination to save my job

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31006

It's a fear tactic designed to separate people just like all the other agenda's

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31007

Cost my many $$$$$$

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31008

Depress 2 years no job I am a chef in the banquet centre

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31009

It has brought division into our country. It has showed me the JT and government do not care
abt their country or citizens.

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31010

Loss of work, mental health for my entire family including my three children

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31011

I try not to let it but we are segregated In my heart I choose to be free

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31012

Hurt our kids In school

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31013

Have both friends and family that have lost their jobs due to being unvaccinated. Can’t do
most recreational activities anymore and can’t travel places just because I refuse to be
vaccinated. Mental illness cases have soared since the pandemic.

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31014

In order to keep working and travel it made me take an experimental vaccine against my will

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31015

Travel, family, mental health

2/19/2022 12:08 PM
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31016

It has stopped my social circle and activities, I enjoy.

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31017

Complicated everything and made some things impossible

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31018

Turned me into an outcast

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31019

Has caused division.

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31020

The government has once again lied to us and continues to take our money and livelihoods.

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31021

Isolated and loss of income

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31022

It makes me lose trust in governments

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31023

Mental and emotionally and relationships

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31024

I haven’t been able to travel to see my family in British Columbia. My mom is 91 years old and
she is scared to go out or be around anyone if they’re not vaccinated or if they’re not wearing a
mask. Why did standard her bothers me more than anything

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31025

Discrimated and caused division

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31026

Wasn't able to continue my life long career due to forcing the vaccine on those who
chose/choose bodily autonomy. I have been unemployed in my chosen diploma career of 18+
yrs, because I refuse to take a TRIAL vaccine or give it. It has divided my family. Stress on
my family, because of the dictatorship of our GOV'T is unbearable. This needs to end. Covid is
not what the GOV'T and mainstream MEDIA say it is.

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31027

Division of my family and friends. My grandchildren cannot play sports without a vaccine.

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31028

restrictions on where I can travel,

2/19/2022 12:08 PM

31029

In too many ways to list, but the biggest issues are; the loss of body autonomy, freedom of
choice, discrimination and loss of movement. I want to leave Canada, I refuse to live in a
country that treats me as an enemy, but I can’t leave - I’m not allowed in an airport. I’m a
political prisoner in a country that despises me. I am no different than an East Berliner

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31030

An inconvenience, nothing more

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31031

Locked in for two years , no or restricted social activities Excess govt spending

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31032

Some members have been forced to do things they didn't want to do Some members became
suicidle

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31033

every aspect; mentally, spiritually, health, liberty

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31034

Have not seen family mental health division not feeling free to go places like eat out , movies
discriminated against

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31035

Yes

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31036

Might lose my job

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31037

Its destroying everybody's lives including mine this tyranny needs to end

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31038

Reduced social activity

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31039

Made me quit my job as an Educator. Restrictions hurt children.

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31040

Substantial loss of income

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31041

It's awful how our charter of rights and freedoms is being abused. Our freedom is gone. The
division this all has caused has done incredible damage

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31042

Being a single mother all the mandates cut me off of my friends and I felt really isolated

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31043

Loss of work, two weeks, strain on friendships and family relationships. Loss of quality of life
and not being able to travel. Lower quality of life

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31044

Huge financial and personal stress, job loss, division of family and friends, seen family and
friends loose their businesses, homes, vehicles, suicide. Know vaccine injured or dead people.
Bullying and name and racist comments from Prime Minister. Everyone is affected. Escalating
costs of fuel and groceries. The list goes on forever

2/19/2022 12:07 PM
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31045

I wlll make my own decisions. But I think no COVID shot should equal no Ohio protection if
you catch it.

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31046

Negatively

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31047

Limits activities with the kids, missed many church services, caused me to lose any trust in
our government and fear what they will do in the future

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31048

It is more a matter principal than a direct affect, since neither myself or practically anyone I
know follow the mandates

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31049

It breaks up families you can't comfort them when they need it the most

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31050

The mandate has created much anxiety, fear, sadness, and many, many more harmful things.
Social distancing, masks, no church, hateful responses from pro vaxers etc.

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31051

I have lost long time friends due to different views of the mandates. My kids miss activities
like band and playing at various events. Masks are also awful!

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31052

Mentally exhausted

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31053

Extremely, not being able to see my mother or travel to my birth country, not being able to
work or take my kids to extra curricular activities, take them to restaurants as a family or even
shopping without having hateful comments towards me I front of my little kids. It’s has
impacted my life extremely in a negative way. Metally and phisically as well. We already had
suffered enough as it is with the covid and now with the mandate it’s worst then the actual
pandemic. I would love to die in freedom! I left my country which is a communist country to
come to Canada a one strong and free! But right now I’m devasted of the political choices this
government has taken. It has to end! For the love and respect of Canada and the Canadians!

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31054

Separated my family Locked us down Jeopardized employment Raised costs

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31055

Terribly, brought divisions, needs to stop NOW

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31056

I am treated a a second class citizen

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31057

Cannot travel to see my family

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31058

I had 1 friend in a nursing home die ALONE no one with him march 2020 . another friends
husbands heart surgery postponed 4 time he die in his hallway in his wife's arms July 2021. an
aunt that had cancer that died Aug 2021 she couldn't have visitors unless they had " both "
shots. so that's 3 very dear friends i lost that is how this over blown flu has affected me and
my family

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31059

Created and awful stressful division and mental instability.

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31060

I am double vaxxed, so I can enjoy date night again with my hubby....I did not agree with being
forced, but I comply with everything.....basically only got it to be reasserted back into
society....I am a healthy person, but do feel my menstrual cycle is now mixed up

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31061

Travel

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31062

Very isolated

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31063

It has cut us off from family and friends

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31064

Hugely

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31065

Not being able to see freinds and family. Working in the schools having to wear masks
constantly is horrible. I have chronic asthma and makes it 10 times worse. My son can't go
and do certain things bc he does not wear a mask for his autism. Its horrible and against our
rights!!

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31066

Depression, anxiety, fallen behind on bills, taxes, etc….

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31067

Can’t work or see family

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31068

Very negatively

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31069

Destroyed my business. Made me feel like a second class citizen, experienced alienation,
made going to a restaurant impossible...caused division in family and friendships.

2/19/2022 12:07 PM
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31070

I cannot travel to see my sick mother. My kids cannot participate in extra curriculars. I am
afraid of our government. Anxiety, depression.

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31071

Restricted travel out of country.

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31072

It has driven a wedge in my local community right here in Southern Alberta including the
church

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31073

i feel that we haveno sayin our lives we r a democaratic country so what happened trudeau
needs to step down so we can carry on with our lives

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31074

ALL

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31075

Being threatened and abused by the Prime Minister of my country has had layers upon layers
of negative affects, on my family, friends and community. He will never be forgiven for his fear
campaign and one sided science/data propaganda

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31076

Emotionally. Spirituality and economically.

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31077

défavorablement, tension familiale, ségrégation, humiliation, atteinte aux droits fondamentaux
et à la liberté

2/19/2022 12:07 PM

31078

It is sick n destructive, divisive & soo unnecessary!!

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31079

It affects all aspects of my life

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31080

Canada has become a communist country

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31081

Lack of seeing friends and family has been difficult

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31082

Taken away my freedom to make personal decisions and replaced it with privileges if I do want
the government wants me to do regarding g my health.

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31083

Watched people die alone. Work health care overworked understaffed because people choice
made them loose there job

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31084

Taken away my freedom

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31085

I am unable to watch my son play hockey. I am unable to fly in Canada to be with my best
friend who’s husband is terminal and passing away. I have now just been mandated to get the
vaccine as I am a health care professional. And lastly as a human witnessing the division
occurring in my everyday life and in my country from the vaccine passports.

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31086

In every negative way possible.

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31087

I haven't left Sask in two years. My anxiety and depression are getting increasingly difficult to
manage in the face of the hate speech coming from the PM. I fear for the safety of my fellow
Canadians. ALSO, My grandmother is currently in the hospital in Alberta and I can't go see her.
This has to stop.

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31088

Horribly! I can’t take my kids anywhere unless we get the vaccine and we won’t get it as in my
opinion it doesn’t work. It’s created hate and division amongst families and friends, and just all
out depressing

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31089

Mental health has worsened My children are not permitted in certain events or us to watch
Social outcasts Division between friends

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31090

It terrible

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31091

Forced to take a vaccine I didn’t want. Only choice I had to be able to see loved ones in
retirement home…which are on lockdown. So now I cannot see them at all!

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31092

Irreversibly changed my view of the country I was born in and made me realize that we’re now
living under a dictatorship where we were once a country that believed in democracy and
freedom and individuals rites!

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31093

I lost my job

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31094

Sufferings. Father died in nursing home with family not being able to visit until he was in a
coma and dying! I was hospilized for 3 days with blood clots and my husband couldn’t even
come in to see me. I was alone. So many other sufferings too!

2/19/2022 12:06 PM
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31095

Divided families, depression, don’t feel the mandates have helped with Covid. The science
hasn’t convinced me that any of this has worked. There was no need to treat Covid any
different then the flu shot. Get it if you want, don’t if you don’t want to

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31096

Psychological disorder

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31097

It affected my family daily life an divided us as a country

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31098

My family is separated.

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31099

It has affected my life, my liberty and my pursuit of happiness. Had two children during the last
two years and family have not been able to see them. Have not been able to enjoy a myriad of
freedoms these last two years because of unlawful and unscientific lockdowns. More have
died as a result of the lockdowns than from Covid! Despicable!!!

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31100

Lost my job

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31101

Feeling very isolated from living a normal life.

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31102

Depressed

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31103

Not seeing family and friends. Travel restrictions and mandates/testing/quarantine Especially
need to go. I have had Covid. My body, my choice, don't want or need the jab which doesn't
even work, thus the continued boosters.

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31104

Masks caused teeth decay since I have never had, Not right to have passport to enter gyms
restaurants sporting areas. No child should have been forced to get a vaccine to play sports.

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31105

Could not see love ones dying in the hospital

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31106

Destroyed it.. lost my job, lost friends and family, friends died from vaccine

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31107

Not able to do gave to face visits with my clients.

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31108

Have been on medication for anxiety through this ordeal.. I am so disappointed with the way
our Govt is treating the people of Canada when he won’t come out and discuss matters,just
wants it all his way. Our PM is supposed to work with the people and for the people and not
just what he wants. Time for someone new to lead our country. I am elderly and enjoy being
able to get out and socialize and take part in community affairs. It’s been very lonely living like
we have been.

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31109

Anxiety over job loss

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31110

It has made it impossible for my sister and her family to cross the border and come to my
wedding.(They live in California.)

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31111

Very challenging for children mental health.

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31112

I can't go to restaurants, movies, libraries, any public places. I pay taxes for these places and
cannot access them!

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31113

The mandated vaccine has divided friends and family and some have lost jobs

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31114

lost my business

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31115

I lost my job. I’ve lost friends and family over differing views

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31116

I’ve missed my kids activities, family events, my kids have been excluded because I am not
vaccinated. I have had mental health implications. I’ve watched my whole family celebrating
and going to dinner and not able to join. Even though I’ve already had Covid.

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31117

Yes

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31118

Incredibly. Unable to see family bc of mandates. As well as high costs for my business to
continue to run under such mandates.

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31119

Loss of 20 year career. My mental health, enjoying life with our children. My childrens mental
health

2/19/2022 12:06 PM

31120

All of them jab or job no choice

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31121

Not being able to visit my mother in the hospital when she has no one, children can't

2/19/2022 12:05 PM
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participate in activities
31122

It made our family, friends, community, and country safer. Science matters and vaccines and
masks save lives!

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31123

It has divided my friends and families. Ive been depressed about all the negativity in the last
two years. To many things to list

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31124

Separated my family. arguing about their freedom of choice..bullying.. being called an anti vax
when your fully vaxinated because you support the Convoy for freedom. Lots of hat out there.
It’s depressing people. Sad world we live in.😢

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31125

I should have a right to choose what I want in my body and job loss because of not wanting to
be poisoned

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31126

We had Covid and had natural immunity and chose not to get vaccinated. We we then
penalized and couldn’t go anywhere or do anything ..couldn’t get on a plane or do anything

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31127

No socializing, suicide of a good friend, alcohol and drug abuse in the community

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31128

What mandate? The cross border mandate? Not at all. Vaccine QR Code? Don't have one.
Won't get one. Vaccine Passport? Never required.

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31129

In a very negative way.

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31130

Removal of freedom.

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31131

No social life.

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31132

Entirely

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31133

Limited my ability to go to church

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31134

Inability to move between provinces Inability to enjoy arts/culture venues

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31135

Divided family and alienated long term friendships, impacted income and prevented travel for
honouring family who passed over ( unrelated to covid death) caused confusion, division and
mistrust on every level.

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31136

I am even more isolated, I never travel and see my family. I feel depressed.

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31137

Very negatively I care for a disabled son with brain injury His quality of life has been severely
affected

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31138

This government has made it a mission to divide and abuse their powers that are granted to
them by CANADIANS, they have breached a trust of power...and they need to leave our
children alone

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31139

Loss of of affordable room and board with employment. Constant anxiety over daughter who
had severe reactions to Pfizer shots which created ongoing illness and heart issues.
Witnessing constant fear in grandchildren because of what it has did to their
mother....restricted from attending and participating as a family seasonal recreational....
facilities

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31140

Has promoted fear, divided friends and family, curbed quality of life and all social interaction

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31141

Not very

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31142

An ATTEMPT to destroy our COUNTRY & the democracy of our PEOPLE. We are
CSNADIANS, this NOT CHINA

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31143

Terrible. Segregation! Losing family members by adverse effects of these experiment drugs
and division. We are fighting a corrupt Liberals and NDP government. We are fighting
Satan.Many have lost their souls .Children are dramatized by all these mandates. All need to
stop.Trudeau and Singh need to be removed permanently or jailed for crimes against humanity.

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31144

I was forced to take two years off from school, and in that time I would have completed my
schooling and I would be working as a nurse, my dream job. Instead I had to postpone my
whole future for two years because of the incompetence of the Canadian government.

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31145

Can’t get haircut

2/19/2022 12:05 PM
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31146

The vaccine made me feel sick and weak. Two of my cousin's got sick and died soon after
receiving the vaccine. I could not take family members out for dinner as they are not
vaccinated

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31147

Harm to family outings and lack of freedom

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31148

Mental health struggles and not being able to choose what's right for my body.

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31149

Destroyed my business, friendships and community. This must end Immediately!!

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31150

Can’t see family, financial crisis, homelessness, food insecurities, mental health issues, etc

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31151

Divisions throughout our community because our vaccines are public not private info.

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31152

My freedom has been taken away.

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31153

Lost my job

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31154

In every horrible way. End it now.

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31155

Not really affected it at all. I’ve seen good things in our family

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31156

I have lost my job. I have lost friends and my family is divided. I cannot fly to my second
home country.

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31157

Created a divide among family and friends, isolation, depression on some level

2/19/2022 12:05 PM

31158

Me and my whole family my daughter is ill through this Chiba ken very suicidal and she cannot
do this any longer

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31159

Prevented my kids from attending sports classes. We homeschool because of the mess of
school restrictions.

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31160

They fucked up everything

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31161

damaging relationships, anxiety, inability to plan even for the next day. Taken away hope for
the future or making normal plans. Segregation of once close friends.

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31162

The forced vaccine gave me a heart condition

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31163

With extreme isolation, not able to see family travel socialize ,except on the phone. I do not
like the Trudeau government’s idea of forcing vaccines!! That is uncalled for !we have a right
over our body and what to put into it!

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31164

We can't travel in our own country. Two of our daughters in law lost their jobs in the health care
service because of the mandates. We are made to feel like second class citizens.

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31165

It has Limited interaction with loved ones and it's heightened everyone anxiety and depression

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31166

Mental illness, divorce

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31167

Masks make me faint, hence I dont go shopping now unless it's a store that doesnt care. I
cant go to restaurants, my kids missed some of their birthday parties. Not fair to them, they
dont need to skip their birthday just for some political problem.

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31168

Travel

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31169

Lost time with loved ones who have now passed. Missed kids health appointments.

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31170

Loss of friends and family rifts

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31171

Every way possible. Livelihood, mental health, etc

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31172

In every way possible, I chose not to get vaccinated because I have a neurological condition
and it has ruined friendships, family relationships and hindered my children’s activities.

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31173

Made me nervous to talk to anyone and extremely anxious to be in public due to not knowing
how people were going act

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31174

Significantly for the negative. Depressed I feel like my government is failing dramatically.

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31175

I am BROKE and on the edge of being homeless. I can't see my family in other prov. I could
NOT have a funeral for my bro in law. This is just down right crazy. If this plandemic is as bad

2/19/2022 12:04 PM
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as they claim, then why we not dropping like flies!!
31176

It has effected our mental health!

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31177

It has made me very that Canadians ever let it happen in the first place! I am 77 years old and
TURDO has stole the past two years of my Life!!!

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31178

I live in fear of losing my job and I cannot go places and do things that I would normally do. I
grow more depressed every day, which is getting to be frightening. I have lost friends and have
stopped speaking with family.

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31179

Created divide and tension. Affected children

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31180

Very little contact with family and friends, mask mandate do not work.

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31181

As an extrovert, being forced to stay away from people, I am now experiencing anxiety when
leaving my house. I shouldn't be worried to leave

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31182

Significant health issues from Covid vaccine; general health deteriorated, depression and
anxiety; unable to visit family; can’t travel as previously.

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31183

Not at all

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31184

Terrible

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31185

Alot

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31186

It has not affected my life Just wash your hands and don't touch everything

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31187

I think being secluded from people took a big toll on my mental health. I’m a young healthy
adult. Only caught covid 1, which was not too long ago. It barely affected me. I don’t need the
vaccine and don’t agree with how it was pushed and the vaccine passports. If you are immune
system is compromised then absolutely you should get vaccinated, but if not, it shouldn’t be
forced. People should have to be forced to take the vaccine to keep their jobs and stay in
school. Unless it’s something like being a doctor and nursing then I can understand but I’m
general I do not agree. It’s not fair

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31188

Restrictions on where I can and cannot go

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31189

After getting my 3 vaccines then still finding out you still come down with the virus no matter
what makes me believe l could of survive quite well without vaccines by be careful,staying
away from crowds,wearing a mask and washing my hands often…After my second vaccine
came down with the shingles even after having a shingle vaccine 3 yrs.ago including many
other people who received the vaccine got the shingles !!

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31190

Employment, family, and the right to medical care

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31191

I have lost my job.. i have been treaded terrible by many.. i have lost family and friends.. and i
see alot of hate and devide in Canada. People are suffering mentally including myself

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31192

Has made it more restrictive to be able to complete everyday needs and services, they have
affected our religious ways of practice and have also affected relationships with family and
friends. They have taken a toll on our family’s mental well-being and have made it difficult in
regards to our personal business to go about offering services to our regular clients.

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31193

My mental health has plummeted. The toll of having to wear a face covering in any public
setting has damaged me. Not being "allowed" to go in to certain places because I don't want to
inject my body has damaged me. The horrible words from the prime ministers mouth towards
citizens who don't share his views is terrifying and makes me feel scared to be here.

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31194

Restrictions.... made to feel divided less of a person... family division.... health can't use the
pool for exercise anymore...needs to stop NOW

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31195

not at all

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31196

Ever way you can possibly think They have destroyed our country

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31197

Destroyed

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31198

Mentally and socially stressful

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31199

I can't eat dinner with my family like I used to every week... I've lost family members and

2/19/2022 12:04 PM
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could not go to their funeral..
31200

Very depressing , can't go visit people, go into restaurants.

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31201

Terrible and now Trudeau has become dictator only getting 36% and 64% didn’t vote for Hitler

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31202

Having my autistic child home from school, and not being able to socialize with her friends.
She just spent the last 2 yrs in her bedroom. We are both unvaccinated, so we can not go
anywhere now without a passport, or proof of vaccination. It's pathetic, and I will not comply
with our corrupt government.

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31203

Took away my freedom. My constitutional right to live life in a country of freedom. I do not
agree with any of Trudeaus agendas. He must resign and face the courts for his crimes
against humanity !!!

2/19/2022 12:04 PM

31204

Negative. Not able to attend kids sport events. Not able to go out for a bite to eat. Segregated
society. Not me but so many fearful people. The very worst thing is my son committing
suicide. Not allowed a service and there was no goodbye. He deserves better. Animals got
better treatment than me and my family. How many families like mine?? Jabs should not be
forced on anyone. Ever. Masks have been proven to be useless. We need our freedoms a d
rights back. All of them, and now.

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31205

More unnecessary work added because I work in a school office

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31206

None

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31207

Lost my job Can’t see my elderly mom in a home

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31208

Lost job unemployment

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31209

Negative makes me want to leave this once great country

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31210

All mandates negatively affect myself and my family

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31211

The mandates have caused me to lose friendships, people have shunned me and turned their
back on me after knowing me for over 10 years. My mental health has suffered greatly, and the
isolation has been detrimental. I am a young adult, and this time of my life is supposed to be
full of adventure and exploration and it just feel so depressing because I have accomplished
nothing. There has been no evidence given for any of the measures that have been taken, and
I firmly believe that these mandates have caused more harm than good.

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31212

I’ve lost my job as an RN.. depression & financial hardships

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31213

as grandparents can't see our granddaughter play hockey or grandson play soccer. Not
acceptable for especially kids to wear masks. Not acceptable for teachers in our family to still
be testing 3x a week when not vaxxed. It was certainly not right for my granddaughter to have
to PAY to test every 3 days to get into hockey arena for practice or play.

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31214

It’s made it impossible to build a new community and friend group since I moved here in 2020.

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31215

To many ways

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31216

Loss of income, coercion for my husband to get the vaccine, which he did not want to get,
under threat of losing his job in the airline industry. I have not been able to travel to visit elderly
family, family has not met my new baby, my young daughter has not been able to attend
classes and lessons, mental stress, isolation in motherhood accentuated, family division,
financial stress, discrimination from pleasurable activities (cafes, restaurants, music, craft
fairs, farmers markets…), I could go on and on.

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31217

No work, no money, lost friends and family to vax injuries and death, lost friends and family
due to difference of opinions, I don’t want to lose my freedom. My body, my choice!!! Trudeau
has to go!!!

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31218

My child is having to grow up not seeing other people, not getting to spend time with friends
and family. They aren’t learning the basic skill of human interaction. My child is having to grow
up not seeing peoples facial expressions. This will affect them in the future if mandates end,
they won’t be able recognize expressions shown by others. People are being divided causing
tension in families. Families are being torn apart by these mandates. It is sad to see such a
great country being torn apart by one individual.

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31219

It hasn't, but it's everyone around me and my son

2/19/2022 12:03 PM
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31220

lockdowns, non-international travel, no dining due to vaccine mandate

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31221

Freedom of rights as to what is injected into my body and whether I want to be injected at all. I
want my freedom of right to not need a vaccine passport to live my life as I have for the last
64 years in Canada.

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31222

Isolates me from my family and friends. Has a negative impact on my health and well being
taking my freedom away

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31223

its Torn my family apart!!! And I’ve lost friends

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31224

The constant divide, travel, work

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31225

I’ve been forced to get a vaccine that I absolutely did not want just to be able to go about daily
life, just to be ALLOWED to work and put food on the table. I haven’t seen family members
and friends in TWO YEARS because of government enforced separation and inspired fear. End
this now. For good

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31226

The taxes the housing .the road .natural gas hydro. The gas .everything good .hard time to get
my surgery over a year and two

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31227

It has placed a burden on my personal well being, and it has made my job much harder as I
respond to much higher levels of mental health sickness then ever before...many suicides, and
high levels of anxiety and depression

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31228

My income has dropped drastically. Costs have risen drastically. Future is uncertain in Canada
under such a corrupt, authoritarian leadership. Regularly suffer from anxiety how I’m going to
manage financially in the future. I am nearing retirement age, have severe back issues, so
have limited time and ability to recover from the loss of income over the past several years.

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31229

I have remained a prisoner in my own home

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31230

depression, child has developed mental health issues, family and friends division and
exclusion, 2 friends with severe vaccine reactions one in palliative care :( she was 100%
healthy past summer. One friend committed suicide when her work and social times were
removed.

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31231

Disrupted my freedom

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31232

Divided family and friends

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31233

It has changed my life of one of relative happiness, to one of fear . In the beginning fear of this
new virus made me and my family afraid of everything. As time went on the conflicting
information from experts and that how those we were told to follow kept changing their minds
made me question what was going on. Why weren't they talking to one another? Why were
previously highly regarded Dr's and scientists being silenced and maligned, did they suddenly
become stupid? Didn't and doesn't make sense to me. Where is scientific debate? Then an
emergency vaccine is offered but not just offered forced in many instances in order to keep
your job or business open or to ever have the possibility of visiting loved ones in nursing
homes and hospitals, and those not living in Canada or possibly even in other provinces or not
being able to receive medical diagnostic testing and screening. There are other vaccines...why
are no other vaccines available other than the mrna vaccines? I don't trust the government, the
media, those regulating our medical Dr's. I am fearful because this prime Minister has used
hateful, divisive messaging and words to malign myself and many of my loved ones and family
members and many other very good people who have real concerns with the mrna vaccines.
Our prime Minister was telling vaccinated people how to feel about unvaccinated people, and it
hasnt been good. I do not feel welcome or safe in my own country.

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31234

It has hurt my soul, caused emotional and mental health decline, lost friends and family to the
divide.

2/19/2022 12:03 PM

31235

It has opened my eyes to the power grab of the government and the lies of the media.

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31236

Made everything difficult, traveling was very stressful & it brought out aggression in many
people who were lacking oxygen wearing a mask everyday for their work, children developing
headaches & facial rashes from the masks, lethargic from lack of oxygen when their young
brains are growing, not healthy wearing these masks all day everyday. All the appointments &
apps for travelling is a extreme overkill on everyone, very stressful & causes extreme anxiety.

2/19/2022 12:02 PM
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Closing of businesses has been devastating for many owners. What kind of leaders want to
destroy their own country? What’s the purpose to do that?
31237

It made me have to get the needles to travel to see friends

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31238

In more ways than I can explain here. My children hate school. And they used to love it. I’m
getting calls that my kid wants to kill themselves. I’m crying at least every other day. My
finances are struggling so bad that I don’t know where the next meals coming from most
times. It’s affected everything in every moment of my life for the last two years.

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31239

Worsening my heart condition with respect to wearing the mask - lower heart ability to get
oxygen. Children lacking respect and trust to those in authority because of constant
contradiction to all the so called mandates forced for our assumed protection. Total lack of
respect for humans in general to personal opinions and rights to make personal choices.

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31240

Pivoted several times. Closed my business. Put me in debt. Sold my house.

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31241

I want my Freedom back

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31242

Has destroyed my family, my friendships and jeopardized my families future.

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31243

Isolation, depression, stress, loss of hope for a future worth living

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31244

Severe levels of distrust among social contacts . Compromised worship services. Being a
primary producer in an inflated cost buisness world , supply chain disruptions constantly

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31245

Social Isolation has taken its toll on physical and mental health.

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31246

Kept me from my mother when she was in a care home, kept me from leaving the country,
supporting certain business, I’ve had Covid 2x. Fighting living under dictatorship

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31247

Isolation, depression, lack of getting to go out and do things with friends and family, dividing
people, making people scared for no good reason

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31248

It has made me miss out on things a “normal” high school kid should experience and has
slowly been eating away at my mental health for the past 2 years.

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31249

Torn families and friends apart

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31250

Alone, depressed, sick,

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31251

Depression

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31252

Business down 80 % due to small classes and only so many in gym at a time

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31253

Divided people family

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31254

It’s divided me and my family, friends, and work colleagues. No citizen should ever be treated
second class, the hate speech the PM has incited makes me so sad for what Canada has
become. I’ve lost more people I know to drugs and suicide this pandemic then covid itself.
This needs to end now.

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31255

Well forced me to get a vaccine that i didn't want in order to keep my job. Financially I would
not be able to live without my job right now. Its corruption at its best in a supposedly
democratic country

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31256

Too many ways to put down

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31257

Limited opportunities for employment, online schooling was incredibly stressful and just not a
good way to learn, taken a toll on my mental health

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31258

Travel, living life as we once did is gone , we were meant to live and enjoy this world and each
other , not live in fear

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31259

I feel isolated from my friends and family. I have chosen not to get vaccinated based on the
research I have done regarding the safety of the vaccine as well as the manufacturer's
unwillingness to accept liability in the case of an adverse reaction. My kids have not been able
to enjoy sports and other leisure activities because they are too young to go on their own and
my husband are not allowed to enter the facilities without proof of vaccination. I feel very
alone, hopeless and now struggle between anxiety and depression. Homeschooling was very
hard on us as my husband has a very demanding job and I am a business owner. I feel
tremendous guilt for not being able to spend more time with my kids to help with educating

2/19/2022 12:02 PM
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them while trying to keep my business afloat. All of this needs to end. The data doesn't
support the necessity of these mandates. We have also known 4 people that have taken their
own lives in this last two years. It is so very sad.
31260

Yes in many ways Church family travel financially

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31261

Lose of business & dealing with my childrens anxiety

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31262

Mandates have prevented me from seeing family. Caused divisiveness in my family and
friends. Prevented me from living a free life.

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31263

My mental health has been affected negatively. My finances have been hurt. The hatred
propagated by the prime minister and governments has created division, hatred and prejudice
dividing Canadians. How do you think that affects our lives. The elite authoritarians along with
their appointed puppets in government and business want to break us but the best of
Canadians who are the greatest in number only get stronger. The Canadians cast out by our
prime minister will soon be the ones calling the shots and take back our freedoms! So
mandates as debilitating as they are have created a stronger want for freedom.

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31264

Lost my job Lost friends

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31265

Church services have been limited. Schools going online.

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31266

Definitely has. In many ways

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31267

not at all

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31268

Can’t travel anymore. Travelling is way to much paperwork. All those tests you have to is
ridiculous.

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31269

Forced to take vaccine I was uncomfortable with to stay in school. Forced to impose
measures I disagree with and enforce bylaws at work.

2/19/2022 12:02 PM

31270

In every way financially,mentally and physically

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31271

We needit to get over virius

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31272

Isolation, family conflicts, friendships, travel, unable to work

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31273

lost my job

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31274

How hasnt it effected everyones life for the worst!.. Nothing good or any improvement has
come from any of this....... its just another flu.

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31275

We were isolated and depressed.

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31276

My mental health, my child’s mental health have completely disintegrated. It has affected my
ability to work, my full time university studies and well as my need to take medication for
anxiety.

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31277

Limited, only go to stores when needed. Not affected financially. Put the cost of living up.

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31278

Anxiety

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31279

It has restricted my rights and freedoms.

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31280

Health autonomy!!!!!!!

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31281

It really hasn't all that much.. I never went out much anyway. But I would like to start doing
activities again without fear of needing to be vaccinated to get in

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31282

I can not see the ones I love because I refuse to take the vaccination

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31283

not able to gather for meetings, birthdays, be with family, etc., can not travel, have to mask up
to go shopping

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31284

Isolation, cost of everything, friends lost businesses, divided family and friends

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31285

I lost my employment and my business

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31286

Really badly depression

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31287

I got fired from my job. 8 have permanent tinnitus. I am suffering from stress, anxiety,

2/19/2022 12:01 PM
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depression. I am unable to provide for my family. I no longer feel free. I am no longer proud to
be canadian. I vote no confidence with Justin Trudeau and his tyrannical and genocidal
measures. He needs to be arrested immediately.
31288

Depressed kids, daughter gained 50lbs and we spent one month in hospital due to imbalanced
blood sugars from stress, autistic son can’t play soccer because I don’t have a vax pass,
family members refuse to visit us due to fear of getting sick, anxiety beciase I can’t breath
well in a mask, seeing people get side effects everyday of the vaccine—-I’m a doctor and I’m
not allowed to tell others that young people and old are having chest pain, major joint pain,
depression, heart attacks, and cycle anomalies. I don’t want to live in this country because I
don’t trust the leaders

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31289

It has harmed my business, it has drove a wedge between friends and family, mentally and
physically draining. The stress from various governments and main stream media has been
hard. A constant bombardment.

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31290

mental stress and no work

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31291

Losing my marriage of 33 years because my husband was forced into being vaccinated for his
job of 35 years !! I also have had a friends daughter take her own life due to all the madness
forced upon our Children and I have 4 Grandsons who deserve a future and Freedom !

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31292

Job loss and impediment on personal free choice and liberties as per our charter of rights and
freedoms

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31293

I lost my job. I cannot travel to meet my niece in Alberta. Countless stresses besides.

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31294

My family’s mental health

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31295

It has created so much division among friends and especially family. It is the most unCanadian thing we have ever experienced. Its embarrassing to be a Canadian right now. End
these mandates and let people make health decision for themselves again

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31296

We cant go maybe places like before .

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31297

It has kept us isolated and slowed our out of country travel.

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31298

Delayed my wedding

2/19/2022 12:01 PM

31299

limited my ability to see family

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31300

Ive shut my business down depressed to hell watched my friends go bankrupt my brother had
a major stroke after the booster an my mom cant even visit him in the hospital How the fuck
do you think I feel I feel Justin needs to go to jail Fucking Today right now

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31301

Social, financial, mental health

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31302

Every way possible. Business and personal

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31303

I'm the vaccine injured teacher had myocarditis and all kinds of health problems since the
vaccine my daughter cannot find work as she is not vaccinated and she cannot attend
University in the future as it is right now that is disturbing all of it Canada has become an awful
awful country

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31304

My kids are not in post secondary school cuz of vax mandate and many other reasons too
much to list.

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31305

I have struggled tremendously. I’m a stay at home mom with three children and feel I have not
been as patient as they deserved, have displayed anxiety and a minor form of depression.
Have not exposed my children to the life I think they deserve and truly believe I struggled in a
lot of regard because I was unable to get out with them. It has been extremely hard and I feel
so sad that I will never be able to get these years back. Also worked part time as recreation
therapist when pregnant and think we have failed our seniors tremendously - it was incredibly
sad to go to work and see how badly our seniors struggled by not seeing their families, going
to grandchildrens weddings/graduations, only meeting great grandchildren by zoom calls. And
on top of it all watching many seniors fail because they could not see expression or hear us
through masks/face shields, etc. Also feel my children are directly affected by not seeing
expression, etc. I have always been a very social happy person and these last couple years
have been the hardest of my life. It’s all SO SAD!!!

2/19/2022 12:00 PM
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31306

Too many ways to list but in general total lack of any freedoms causing major divisions in
family circles. Depression and anxiety. There has been nothing good about these mandates
and very obvious the vaccines have also done nothing to stop or help for covid but cause a lot
of very serious side effects and deaths in many people. Also caused a lot of discrimination in
members of our family for a personal choice.

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31307

Mental health. Lost my job at the end of November 2021, because I will not be Intimated into
anything and that is exactly what it was. I only have the use of one eye now because of a big
tumor removal from the other But I can see what Is going on. I am deeply broken hearted,
frustrated and angry at how our PM Trudeau has mishandled everything....everything. Thank
you.

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31308

My husband spent numerous hours alone in the hospital since June 2020 without me or our
children by his side. The last week of his life he would've been alone in a hospital room unable
to care for himself. Him & I were both double vaccinated. Only at the very end of his life could
I and only I be allowed in. However I brought him home instead so our children and I could be
with him. To talk to him, to hold his hand, to care for him. No one besides family came to help
me change and bath him that week. That was the hardest week of caring for him. The vaccine
helped us nothing when it mattered most. My children have missed out on school sports and
events for not being vaccinated. We had covid in our home while my husband was sick with
cancer. Thankfully we were all okay. I know covid is a real sickness but forcing a vaccine on
people is/was not the answer. I have family members that have died alone and scared in the
hospital. My one cousin went for medical help before she tested positive and they did nothing
just sent her home. Where are the proactive measures to help prevent her from getting covid
that took her life 3 weeks later. When they took her off the ventilator only then did they allow
her family to come say goodbye. My husband died of small cell carcinoma of the prostate here
at home with our children and myself by his side. I will never regret bringing him home.

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31309

Unable to be with family

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31310

Negatively, putting family members and friends against one another

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31311

It has caused terrible division of society, even breaking up families.

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31312

Lose of income, isolation, anxiety

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31313

Isolation, separation of friends and family, mental anxiety

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31314

Very negatively, lots of stress, see lots of mental health issues in friends and public in general

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31315

Negatively

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31316

Forced to choose between my job or the jab. My menstrual cycle has now drastically changed.
My 1.5 y old has never seen normal life

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31317

My children now live with depression and anxiety. My anxiety levels have increased. I’m
scared from watching government over reach.

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31318

Possible job loss, hard to seek other employment, divided my friends and family!

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31319

Negatively. Cannot go to public places for recreation

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31320

Everyone I know is suffering with some degree or depression or anxiety. Families and friends
are divided. Almost everyone I know regardless of vaccination status has had Covid. I know
well over 50 people personally who has life altering damage from the vaccine. This is out of
control.

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31321

Loss of friends, family, job, and house

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31322

It has protected me as an Canadian essential worker in the US working on the front lines as a
doctor, and allowed me to still travel safely to be with family with a lowered risk of infection

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31323

Divided the family, friends, neighbours. Lack of freedoms, government position makes me feel
very concerned and not safe in the country that I came to expecting to find lawful and obeying
the highest authority legal system, which would stand behind its people.

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31324

Not able to socialize and travel as I normally would.

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31325

I have lost faith in my government.

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31326

It’s not how it affected my life. It’s the right to choose and the freedom that was taken from

2/19/2022 12:00 PM
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every Canadian.
31327

Negative my wife is obsessed and won’t put phone down

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31328

Mental, emotional, physical, Spiritual unwellness, depression, and desire to end life! Physical
reactions to the one sided bullying from our government, news, and society who have been
and continue to be brainwashed!

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31329

Job and Mental Health

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31330

It is unreal what you the government have done to our Freedom act..you have caused division
in our country like I have never see, dividing families and friends against each other. I know it
happened in my own household. Trudeau needs to charged he was and is the one that caused
the division....unreal. how much sadness and depression thus has caused and most are
scared of the tactics that will be used against them.

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31331

In everything

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31332

Like it’s affected everyone, our mental health issues are way worse than getting Covid.

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31333

It's affected my kids social aspect and learning !

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31334

It has distroyed friendship with neighbors of 50 plus years

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31335

My Mental Health!

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31336

Alienated me from friends and family. Seriously affected my income. Impacted my mental and
physical health.

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31337

Isolation. Loss of routine. Fitness.

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31338

Limited church attendance and mask. Not able to fly to visit my parents

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31339

Child attitude changed for the worst. Built up anger and frustration from lack of social ability
and extra curricular

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31340

Unable to travel, to see family and conduct business, but, because of the mandates, we have
stayed healthy. I am fully vaccinated and have no desire to contract COVID. The unvaccinated
have my blessing to exert the freedom to have that privledge. Unfortunatly our nurses do not
have the freedom to not care for those self-imposed sick, unbelieving people.

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31341

Absolutely, I am a law abiding citizen and these mandates have tried to make me feel like a
criminal

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31342

All of the mandates and deception done by AHS and the government will be exposed on
Judgment day

2/19/2022 12:00 PM

31343

No travel, too many restrictions, mental health

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31344

In order to keep my job I was forced to vaccinate against my own choices

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31345

I have lost my job and my ability to participate in society.

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31346

Haven’t been able to travel or visit social outings with family and friends for over 2 years now.
It’s time for people to make their own decisions on risk assessment of Covid.

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31347

Job and personal choice it my body my decision

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31348

In so many ways . My family has been divided with hate , my kids are getting harassed and
shamed . This abuse has to end

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31349

Lost job

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31350

It's proven to me that we don't live in a free democracy. So depressing would be the word I
guess.

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31351

I know that these mandates are just a stepping stone to more restrictions on my life. I am
triple vaxxed and had had enough, I’m very concern of what has been injected into my system.
I took the third vaccine out of fear of loosing my job. No one should ever have to be made to
feel like this. I continue to wear a mask everywhere I go due to the questions asked me before
I start my shift in long term care. My biggest fear is what is next where will our government
stop, what other laws and restrictions are coming our way. I am a conservative thinker and a

2/19/2022 11:59 AM
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Christian and think if these government over reaches do not stop what could happen to me.
Thank you yiu listen to me.
31352

Can't go anywhere. When though i have natural immunity from past infection. Lab tested!

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31353

After my small business was forced to shut down several times in the last 2 years I had no
choice but to close the business. Once my savings are gone I will have NO income and will be
forced to sell my small house. I fear what the future will be for myself and my son. I guess we
will be homeless and broke. I can't visit my sister in a long term care home because I only
have 2 vaccinations and the mandates state that we will need more boosters. Science has
shown that the vaccinations are harmful and I'm afraid if I continue to get them I may not live
more then 5years.

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31354

It has ruined 2 years of my high school education and that's 2 years too many.

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31355

Unable to bring my children to play centres/movies. Feeling like there is something b wrong
with me and my family because we are unvaccinated. Very sad it has come to this

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31356

I can not travel and until last week I could not dine in a restaurant.

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31357

My mental health has suffered from the disruption of normal life and lack of interaction with
people I have relationships with

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31358

It has caused divide between myself and my family It has caused me anxiety It has destroyed
my Pride in being Canadian It has affected me financially

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31359

Forced out of professional employment

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31360

I am retired, therefore I have had minimal inconvenience. However, people I know have been
affected by job losses and another friend has had to take out a second mortgage to try and
keep her business. Now she has a heavy debt load.

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31361

My business was shut down, cant see family and it is against our rights!!

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31362

Multiple ways

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31363

Lacking social life

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31364

Put on an unpaid leave until I got vaccinated then had my joints in my knees swell and 2
months later on knee hurts me everyday, also something wrong now with my blood sugar and
thyroid

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31365

Before covid, my husband and I would do lots together. Now we just sit at home and do
nothing. Since mandates it has become to complicated to do anything. Mandates must end
immediately so all Canadians can get back to normal life.

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31366

Nothing in a big way, it is just time to go back to normal. Enough

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31367

I was out of work for almost an entire year, yes I collected cerb but received less then being
employed. I have a large family and we are now all divided for various reasons fear, respect
beliefs and most of all division from implemented mandates. No gatherings, no celebrations of
birth, death, accomplishments such as graduating, birthdays, job successes and weddings.
You couldn't even be at your loved ones side to ease them into death unless your vaccinated
it's unbelievable, sad and irreversible you only have those moments in your life once to be
there for birth or death and it's been taken away.

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31368

It's been isolating, the politics have gotten in the way, there's been a feeling like a lack of
compassion, so much fear for so many and like logic took a step backwards. The division has
been absolutely awful and it feels like it was very much driven down a particular avenue. Too
much being silenced and no conversation. Informed consent seemed to have disappeared. I
understand and feel how this has affected so many on both sides and the way this has been
treated and portrayed through mandates and politics and main stream media has just fuelled
the hate rhetoric.

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31369

Haven’t been able to travel outside of BC and Alberta. Haven’t been able to see family in the
US. Haven’t been able to enjoy going to a movie or sitting in a restaurant with friends for a
drink

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31370

I am unable to find employment and am struggling financially.

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31371

Causing rifts and division in my own family

2/19/2022 11:59 AM
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31372

Go home Frucker

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31373

Divided family, felt like second class citizen, don't trust government to uphold Canadian law

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31374

Drastically!

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31375

Mentally imotionally financially stressed

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31376

Controlled

2/19/2022 11:59 AM

31377

I am a new mother of a six month old and my life has been completely changed. I do not go to
stores anymore because I fear safety. My family owns restaurants, clearly not a good time to
be open. This psychological warfare must end!

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31378

Loss of income, hurt my dance studio business so much - I have to start all over again, loss of
relationships due to segregation, discrimination and others fears, Heartache to see so many of
our youth and elderly struggle with mental health in a way they never did before, trauma,
trauma, trauma

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31379

I can't go to restaurants with my husband. My sister in law ended her life. I can't take my kids
to the pool. I could go on and on.

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31380

Made me feel depressed

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31381

freedom was taken away from people, not allowed to go into establishments or travel. This not
the land of the free!

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31382

Reduced my faith in my governments

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31383

Being controlled by a asshole prime misnister

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31384

They have caused severe anxiety and mental health issues in myself and my family. I have
been left unemployed with no option of being accommodated. I have been verbally attacked for
decisions that USE to be my own.

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31385

I was coerced to take the vaccine through threat of job loss, threat of not being able to take EI
if refused vaccine. My risk of covid is extremely low for my age group, my family has been
segregated from society because of vaccine mandates!

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31386

I was fired from my job, can’t see my doctor, can’t go to the gym (which is important for my
mental health)

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31387

I'm tired of being in detention. Can't see loved ones...just living normally.

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31388

All

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31389

Negatively in every way. It has affected my children socially, mentally and physically, our
livelihood and ability to support ourselves, our ability to worship and attend church, our
friendships, our children’s schooling and their friendships, and it has ushered in fear that the
freedoms Canada was founded on will not be available to my children. The mandates have
done more damage than I could ever imagine.

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31390

I became an alcoholic and have trouble in social environments

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31391

LOST WAGES, FAMILY IS SPLIT, STRESS, WORRY, NOT PROUD TO BE CANADIAN

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31392

Division of families. Not being able to the elderly relatives. Wearing if a mask which is totally
useless. The list is long.

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31393

Sucked

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31394

Yes

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31395

Every aspect. It has caused division amongst extended family, immediate family, friends, and
colleagues. My children are mentally exhausted and damaged, as am I. My marriage has
broken down as a direct result of these mandates, and is likely not repairable. It is inhumane.
All for what? Lining the pockets of the elite.

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31396

Ruined my social commercial life and freedom to travel beyond local Limits.

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31397

I’ve lost and gained friends

2/19/2022 11:58 AM
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31398

Depression, anxiety - worsening mental illness Loss of job/change of career path Extreme
stress Loss of social

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31399

Depression, isolation, family and friends no longer talking and relationships ended, never seen
more hatred and division in Canada in my life. It’s been the hardest two years of my life, and I
would have moved to another country if I could have (which I never thought I’d every say
before)

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31400

In every way

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31401

It has forced me to decide between my career and my health.

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31402

I am currently on unpaid leave for several months with no EI My family has had their work
interrupted several times

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31403

I have decided to park my transport truck and trailer on December 22/ 21. I was going back to
work on January 4 / 22 but when the Ontario Government announced on that day that they
were again closing restaurants and places of social gatherings. I at that time decided that had
enough of pissing and shitting in the wind and not being able to shower for my time away from
home this is all because restaurants also closed their washroom access to truckers. Enough is
enough.. Now the Liberal government is now ostracized the truckers I am not returning to work
until the Prime Minister is voted out. I truly hope the rest of the trucks stay idle and parked
over the unjust implementation of the Emergencies Act towards the Truckers / Canadian
supporters in Ottawa.

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31404

Depression, awful parenting ability because my mind is worried all the time, lost educators at
my place of employment causing closures

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31405

Very negative ways, and it never helps or gets better to support them!

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31406

It hasn't really

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31407

Kept me safe

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31408

Vaccine caused life altering conditions just so I can work and make a living. Mental distress
not being able to be with the people I love. Tore my family and friends apart due to divided
beliefs.

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31409

I was forced to get vaccinated against my beliefs to be there for my wife, to go to
appointments for our baby on the way

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31410

Lost my job. Husband lost his job. 5 in family with cancer 1 family suicide, mother in home
unable to visit and My husband and I have been sick ever since we got the vaccine. My
daughter has gone mad staying away from everyone n believing she is keeping her family safe
now not speaking to her entire family. Mental health through our family is deteriorating quickly.
Anyone I know that has covid has a cold. Is this all worth it for a cold???

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31411

These mandates are Suffocating & create division. I am beyond frustrated and disappointed
that all doctor's voices, all healthcare workers voices are not being heard, 'dissenters' are fired,
quieted, and treated as if they suddenly have been discredited. So much more I could say......

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31412

Was threatened to be let go at work.

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31413

Didn't comply

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31414

Depressed lonely angry mantle

2/19/2022 11:58 AM

31415

It’s no an easy time, but we all need to do our part

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31416

Masks make me not breathe right

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31417

Despair

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31418

Has caused great division among people I know. Has caused my kids and myself to be
excluded from many things.

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31419

I'm unaffected

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31420

Major impact on mental health. Major impact on my childrens mental health.

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31421

My kids can't hangout with kids like they use to an make our life most in house there not much
to do like before

2/19/2022 11:57 AM
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31422

Terrible

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31423

Bad

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31424

It has negatively affected my business and I cannot travel or attend social gatherings or
restaurants.

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31425

We have lost precious time with lived ones, affected our kids in school, mental stress, been
made to feel like out casts

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31426

Havent been able to sit down at a restaurant to celebrate any special occasions. Wont be able
to enjoy any concerts. Dont like wearing a mask at all. Worried about our son's health due to
wearing a mask at school. He also may not be able to enjoy his graduation with his peers this
year.

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31427

I have become basically a hermit. My 95 yr old father is in a nursing home and have only seen
him 2 times in the last yr. To much government control.

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31428

Depression and anxiety Family feuds

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31429

Horribly. I want our old life back. I've never cried as much as I have in the last 2 years.

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31430

Lost my job

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31431

l can’t go see my mom in a retirement home

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31432

It has caused strain on some working relationships

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31433

Yes

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31434

I now have chemicals in my body that I have no idea how they will effect me in the future! My
body does not feel the same since, I’m 51 and my body feels like I’m 100. No one told my son
who is under 30 and a type 1 diabetic that he should not get the jab ( not a vaccine) because it
could cause heart problems in the future!!!!! This disgusts me!

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31435

Mental Health

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31436

Mental & financially

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31437

It has restricted life as normal, absolutely ruined many relationships.

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31438

Can't be with friends and family

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31439

Took my freedoms away

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31440

I might lose my job

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31441

I suffer from asthma since I was a child and wearing a mask has made my breathing more
difficult. I cannot breathe. Please let me breathe!!!! I'm currently 37 and I just need to be able
to live my life from breath to breath.

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31442

2 masks and travel (one child not fully vaccinated)

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31443

Mental stress to the hills !!!!!!

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31444

Dysfunction and hate amongst family members dysfunction and hate amongst community
members disruption of our church attendance and myself. senior friends are dying in the care
facilities because they have no visitors not due to illness. Chad Eaton restaurants can't go to
the movie theatres, can't take courses, can't go to exercises, every bit of life is disrupted.
Can't travel out of country. Can't even peacefully protest without being hit on by a bunch of
thugs sent by the government. Can't work

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31445

It segregated many people in my life and my family needlessly.

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31446

I am deeply grieved for the loss of freedoms and rights in this once glorious country and fear
for the future of my children

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31447

Lost my job. Family and friends distanced

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31448

It has effected our jobs

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31449

Sig

2/19/2022 11:57 AM
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31450

While I have received 3 shots I have refused to go anywhere that a passport is required. I live
my life as if I'm not vaccinated. The QR code and mask are not allowed in under my
unalienable rights guaranteed by the charter and bill of rights.

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31451

I’m not vaccinated so I feel I am treated as a second class citizen

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31452

Every way. “Vaccine” passport are unconstitutional and violate my personal choice and restrict
my freedoms Masks are redundant Borders should be free from all mandates

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31453

Horribly

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31454

Anxiety in myself and my children. Isolation for children and refusal of entry into social
activities is negatively affecting childrens’ mental health. This is not a normal way to live!

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31455

Inability to worship and support of community and family diminished

2/19/2022 11:57 AM

31456

My income, my child's learning in school and anxiety has gotten worse friend and family losing
their job or sick from the vaccine and the ovious our freedom taken away so we can't do
anything with are kids not to mention kids wearing masks at school causing issues

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31457

Limited seeing family, going out to restaurants or visit friends, forced me not to see my
husband when he was hospitalized twice for a serious injury and blood clots.

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31458

Mandates have caused childcare centres to not run at capacity because of laws and because
of lack of staff due to these mandates. This has trickled down to workers, workers who cannot
work because there are no childcare options. I went from a high paying management position
to having to quit because i didnt have childcare. Now i still cant find a job that will allow me to
work the hours i physically can be there and not have to watch my kids. These mandates are
broken me, my career, my family, my mental health. They need to go away.

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31459

Increased my anxiety and depression

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31460

Destroyed our children in sports not having their parent there to support them not only effected
their mental health, it affected our mental health as well! This also destroyed relationships, and
ease of life

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31461

Lost my job

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31462

Lost everything, mentally destroyed

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31463

Rift between many family members and working if I will be fired

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31464

Negatively, I am worried about our future in Canada

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31465

Business down No family holidays

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31466

Can’t travel so no vacation—-we are farmers! can’t eat out can’t go to hockey rinks sister lost
her job sold her house

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31467

Mental health for my kids especially the teens

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31468

Isolation

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31469

I have not been able to visit our 93 yr old mother freely for 2 yrs. We have seen her very little.
I have watched dementia increase rapidly as she has had to deal with the stress of being
forced to quarantine in her care home months at a time. I have had to live in a society where
fear is placed unjustifiblely upon innocent members of society by the media & uninformed ill
equipped politicians

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31470

Changed everything. It’s awful.

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31471

My family has become divided which has made me very sad. I am feeling depressed, and
overtime, I have become increasingly depressed. During the last two years, other than the
normal obligations at home, my life has basically been no more than going to work, grocery
shopping and picking up takeout food, which is usually cold by the time I eat it. Yes, I have
had opportunities to do other but my depression keeps me at home. Our family unit continues
to debate about right and wrong, immunity, government tyranny, freedom and rights.

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31472

Over the last 2 years I have been the most depressed in my life, especially in the times of
total lock down. As a young adult the vaccine manatees have put a huge stop to my life.

2/19/2022 11:56 AM
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31473

Realized the government has too much authority/power

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31474

Ruined it. Cause the fast decline of my father in a care home Kept our families apart for no
reason

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31475

Mental health of my children, my grandmother died but I wasn’t able to go see her as she died,
it has divided our family

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31476

It has caused hardship for my family who has a child with autism being ridiculed entering
anywhere with him unmasked. Great stress and anxiety follows with constantly arguing with
people who think they are entitled to know our medical status. My fiencee lost our baby 4
hours after her first dose. Autopsy backs it. I have pericarditis since my first shot on Oct 19
2021. Employment is at a crisis state for company mandates not accepting those unvaxxed.
Which was already at an all time low before covid.

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31477

Locked up

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31478

I am a senior and not being able to visit with my family has been so very difficult.

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31479

The whole country has been divided by our government, our charter of rights have been
violated for absolutely NO reason!

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31480

It’s financially take a huge burden on us, our farm, cost of living, daily operations lost more
then 80,000 dollars in contracts the first year

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31481

No job, no money coming in, Suicides are up,Dissensions within family, depression etc.

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31482

Little effect. Just loss of freedom

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31483

Lost my job, lost my tuition funding, struggled with depression and suicide ideation

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31484

Specifically Vaccine mandates brings divisive problems between friends and family. It effected
me greatly in my mental health. I felt like giving up life so many times this past year. YOUR
BODY , YOUR CHOICE!!!

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31485

Negativity

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31486

NEGATIVE 😭😭😭

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31487

Decreased business, loss of friends

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31488

I have lost people in my life because they are sooo afraid to hear anything that isn't being
shared on mainstream media. They have been told that I am 'evil' so many times for
questioning that they simply choose to end our relationship. The divide is NOT ok.

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31489

I have been put on Leave Without Pay at Canada Post. My children complain of headaches
from masking at school. I can no longer go over the border or sit in a restaurant. I can no
longer take a plane to visit the US or other provinces. I can’t take my children to movies,
sports venues, or other indoor activities. My church is often at the capacity limits and some
Sundays I have to watch at home. Teaching my kids during the school lockdowns has been
very stressful for everyone.

2/19/2022 11:56 AM

31490

Lost my job of 18 years.

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31491

Enormously. Grossly divides social and family scene DIRECTLY ATTRIBUTABLE to Justin
Trudeau's genocidal WEF agenda. These maniacs have sowed fear of death throughout the
fabric of society and they need to be identified as the psychopaths they are and stopped.

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31492

I have lost my job and now will have to sell my home.

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31493

I haven’t been able to work at my place of employment for over a yr! My mental health has
declined considerably due to my financial situation, as well as not feeling safe in the
community due to the huge divide the mandates have created. I’ve lost friends and family
members due to a difference of opinion. I am very much alone and ostracized! I’m scared to
death that my only child, my son who’s had 2 injections will die before me from the poison
that’s been put into his body

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31494

Split family Split church community Depression in family Unable to visit loved one in nursing
home Vaccinations against our religious beliefs

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31495

My daughter hasn’t been able to attend any developmental programs in the community, since

2/19/2022 11:55 AM
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her birth Aug 2020. No support groups, for new mamas
31496

I have experienced extreme anxiety and overwhelming stress from the segregation from
society. I have been physical assaulted by anti protest pro vaccine( Covid-19) Canadians and
have so much distrust in the policing( city&rcmp)

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31497

Depression, helpless, dictatorship

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31498

Social conflict, mental health negative impacts, destroyed my small business

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31499

A lot…family and friends social lives…I’ve had family die within two weeks of having a jab

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31500

Haven’t seen some family members who are older, there in homes.

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31501

It has affected the lives of my children more than me. See mental health issues, depression,
loneliness and many missed opportunities. Grads/ proms/ university experiences. I’ve seen
decline in mental health of senior parents and their extreme loneliness and despair. It is hard to
watch other countries living life and doing things that we cannot. We have received our
vaccines and booster and still restricted. It’s time to move forward.

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31502

Depression, fear of government, fear of unelected bureaucrats, restrictions on travel, restriction
on "life"

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31503

My oldest son who is 10 has developed severe anxiety that has sometimes lead us to have to
take him to the hospital when he is having chest pain and can’t breathe. I also have faced a lot
of pressure and anxiety in my own job with the mandates.

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31504

Sad to see my countrymen lost jobs, lives, and joy of having family and other emotional
support.

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31505

Limited my ability to live as a free citizen of this country! Unable to freely visit my family
friends, volunteer in my community, participate in and support the various special interest
activities and groups. I lost the privilege of caring for the needs of children in foster care. I’m
unable to travel freely within my community, city, province, country and the world. I have lost
trust in the medical profession that should have stood for its oath to “ first, do not harm”. I
have lost total trust in the leadership of my province and country who were ELECTED as
servants of the people ensuring that the needs of people of this country were met first and then
be of assistance to the world neighbours. I have lost complete trust in the judicial system to
order and maintain the rule of law that they swore to uphold and live by example. Law
enforcement has forgotten and misunderstood their position of serving and protecting the
citizens of Canada, not the whims of elected officials. I no longer consider our education
system as the best. I have lost trust in those who oversee education of our children. The
beauty of this country has not, however, been lost on me as I see my compatriots rise and
take up the fight for justice and freedom for all who call Canada home. I will never again be
silent when I see and hear of inappropriate and unlawful actions being taken by the elected
government officials of the provinces and of Canada, the medical community that exists to
care for and help heal the people, the judiciary, the law enforcement agencies and our
educational institutions. They must be held to account! I want the freedoms that I and my
family, friends and neighbours so cherished to be restored.

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31506

It’s an over reach by government. My body my choice It was violated my freedom of choice un
so many ways. It was been horrible.

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31507

Our freedom has been taken away

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31508

Mental health has serious issues

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31509

It has divided friends, and family. It has caused fear, anger, and broken our once free country

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31510

No comment

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31511

I stopped playing college ball because of the restrictions placed on me as a player. I can’t
enter some of my favourite establishments with out their first greeting being “do you have a
mask” or “let me see if you have a vaccination” both are complete violations of my rights. I
went along with them at the start but this has gone on long enough.

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31512

😕😡😮😔

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31513

It has made everyone’s quailing of life worse. Feels like we are in jail in our own homes.

2/19/2022 11:55 AM
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31514

Not being able to travel, kids wearing masks in school

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31515

I feel like a second class citizen

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31516

My mother worked from home 100 % OF THE TIME. All business meetings were held over
phone since she started working in 2015. Long before covid started. Yet she was let go
because of vaccine mandates. Why does someone who isolates for work need to be
vaccinated to work!? So now my siblings and I have to support her. I am in-between jobs
because I moved and there are A LOT of jobs I cannot apply to because I am not vaxxed,
finding work is more difficult. I know more than just a few people who have been injured and
died from the first covid dose and yet they are refused exemptions! Even though they can no
longer work or even carry their own new born child, hold a glass or walk, they are told they
need a second shot. This is morally wrong. For myself I reacted badly to the first MMR shot
and a flu shot when I was 8. So no, I am not getting covid vaccines. Right now I am not
working (but looking), I could get the shots and get injured and still not work. The only
difference is my life would be miserable if I am injured and not working compared now, being
healthy and not working. These vaccines have not been tested enough for me to accept. I
have had other shots on the market for more than 10 years. Thats fine, because I know the
long term and short term affects. I do not trust doctors, every doctor I have been to has given
me awful advice, that actually turned out to be wrong. Let people decide for themselves what
is best or them. Otherwise we are leading into a marginalized society if mandates continue.
This is morally wrong and will be worse for the economy.

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31517

Mentally, emotionally, psychologically in every way

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31518

Lost my job, restricted us from family and friends, restricted travel, caused mental and
physical stress. Caused so much more than I can list.

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31519

My personal freedoms have been denied. My ability to go out for breakfast, lunch or supper &
actually eat in a restaurant has been denied. My ability to go out for an evening with my
husband or family/friends to see a show or go to a concert has been denied. My ability to
travel & to visit my family in the U.S. & the rest of Canada has been denied, unless I don’t
mind on loosing out on 2 weeks wages afterwards because I’d have to quarantine. I’ve had
people act like I’m a baby killer because I choose not to let someone tell what to do with my
body. I’ve had people tell me I’m insane for not wanting to protect my family & community. I’ve
had to prove that I’m covid free 3xs a week since November to keep my job but vaccinated
people don’t even though its been proven they can transmit the virus.

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31520

Not be able to socialize and very stressful

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31521

It has done mental harm to us and our children!

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31522

Unable to live life fully working without stress, unable to go about my business freely without
anxiety & fear eg shopping, exercising and socializing

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31523

Restricted our social lives. Ended our daughter's dance and competition.

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31524

1) 1st had my full time hours reduced to part time. 2) Had to get a total from f 3 part time jobs
to make ends meet. 3) Ended up getting a full time job I loved and then got fired for not getting
the experimental vaccine jab. 4) Not happy and not impressed at the multitude of people that
were forced out of their jobs across the country.

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31525

I lost my job ,wasn’t able to go to church ,wasn’t able to socialize with my friends and family

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31526

Stress and anxiety

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31527

Caused a lot of division

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31528

My son in law was told he was most likely was going to be laid off because work slowed down
due to all the restrictions, and because of that he committed suicide. He left my daughter and
two young children to live in this horrible world. We could only have a small funeral due to
restrictions, he was a young man and it made it so that many friends and Family could not
attend to say their goodbyes. After receiving my vaccine I started getting a sore left arm and
made it so that I need physio, Ultrasound and now cortisone shot to get rid of pain that endure
every day it seriously affects my work. It kept me from being able to see my family and friends
and made me afraid to be in crowds now so put fear in me like no other. I have no trust in my
PM now.

2/19/2022 11:55 AM

31529

Almost made me commit suicide

2/19/2022 11:55 AM
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31530

I hear everyone and I mean everyone talk about how it all doesn’t make sense. Everyone is
miserable about the mandates :(

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31531

I have never felt so isolated in my life for such an extended period of time. I retired in August
and because I'm anti vaccination my movement was very restricted in my city.

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31532

Destroyed my freedoms, quality of life, and business

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31533

It has taking away my rights

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31534

Yes especially my kids social life and education

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31535

Isolated our family from other family members. I got fired. We have no $$ Our kids are
depressed. We have to endure obscure theatre of wearing masks but we don’t so we get
harassed in stores.

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31536

Everything from family to work

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31537

Lost my job

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31538

I'm not aloud to move freely in my own province and country.

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31539

Had to sell our house, severely affected our business - caused strife with family and friends

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31540

Lost my step dad over this because of lock downs he was in an old age home and we were not
allowed to visit

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31541

Possibly losing my job needed to support my family

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31542

Rendered it unnecessarily difficult

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31543

I was a year with out a job a tried to commit suicide and wound up in the hospital for 3 days
and haven't been able to go and visit my kids, and besides my wife left me

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31544

Physically, mentally, spiritually, economically, socially, family, Freedomlly,

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31545

Inability to travel, enjoy eating out, going to movies, participating in kids’ school/sport
activities, or other public activities, fear about going to church, loss of family relationships…

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31546

Famiy could not be with my father. When passed. My mother was sent home. Could not be by
his side.

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31547

My son is 4 so not eligible for vaccination. As a mother of a child who is asthmatic and
allergies we don’t mind wearing masks. Just not being able to go out and go to the zoo or
arcades or a play place. I am waiting to get mine until he is eligible and we can go through that
together. Until then this is where we are at.

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31548

All

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31549

All of them!

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31550

Drastically - I’ve been suffering side effects from the vaccine & unable to work for 4 months.
So without income aswell, as I was placed on an unpaid leave

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31551

Mentally it has caused so much stress on our children and myself as a Mom. Our children
have not been able to play with their friends for 2 years. If science would actually show that it
has been working, than we would not be still under these mandates! Science has proven that
the vaccines and boosters, masking and social distancing has not helped at all. Nothing has
been consistent these past 2 years and we need to learn to live with it. Mainstream media
needs to be boycotted, the government is so corrupt and money is a huge grab in all of this.
So many people have lost their jobs because they chose to stand up for their fundamental
rights and the government's have chosen to stomp on all those freedoms! Life needs to go
back to normal now!

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31552

Travelling

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31553

Un able to work as unable to get the shot as the shot will kill me I want to work again without
testing as I work from home

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31554

I feel safer. They can be a bit trying . But as the virus changes we need to see the effects and
adjust as we go.

2/19/2022 11:54 AM
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31555

As nothing has really solved the problem, it's now considered equal to a seasonal flu, let
people live

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31556

We've been shown just how evil the global elites are

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31557

lost all respect for you current government because we have had to live our lives for the past 2
years in hiding and and segregated from our friends and families

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31558

It has caused divisions in my family, division marriage, division in church. Mental stress all
around us, my father apttented to die by suicide 3 times in the last year.

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31559

It has hurt my kids and I mentally. The lockdowns have caused depression in my household.

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31560

Breathing through a mask and I lost a loved one who died alone

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31561

My children have suffered more than I. I fear this could take years to begin manifesting itself.

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31562

Kept my family safe for 2 years so we could all get vaccinated before getting Covid.

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31563

Negatively in a lot of ways- stress, unable to visit the sick and lonely, church closers, etc. etc.

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31564

My restaurant visits have diminished since the passport took effect...not good for business.

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31565

no social life

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31566

Destroyed my freedoms as a Canadian citizen

2/19/2022 11:54 AM

31567

Physically mentally financially.

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31568

Very depressing

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31569

Suicide Depresssion Anxiety So much more

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31570

Completely destroyed my life. Ive had 2 friends commit suicide this year alone due to the
isolation and government stigma. I've lost many of my lifelong friends as a result of the prime
minister rhetoric alone. Since I've had to work from home, there has been no seperation of
work and home life, and I'm working almost twice as much as I was when we used to go into
the office EVEN though it's shaved off 2 hours of travel time. My mental and physical health
have been deteriorating continuously and life is beginning to feel meaningless. If the goal of
these mandates was to kill off as many people as possible and destroy public morale,
congratulations. That's the only thing it's achieving.

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31571

Financially and the mental and social well-being of my children have greatly been effected.

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31572

Cannot get together with family and friends, mistrust of others, pervading fear leading to
unreasonable actions.

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31573

I am discriminated against. Not allowed access to buildings restaurants venues. I can’t even
coach my kids ball team. The bigotry needs to end.

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31574

I lost my job and I can't fly with in my own country to see my family out west.

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31575

In everyway... so much so I'm afraid for my own safety in this country.

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31576

depression, anxiety, employment loss

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31577

Created varying levels of fear within my family and society… and as such it’s divisive and
damaging.

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31578

Unable to work.

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31579

Has definitely infringed on my mobility. Not being with family and friends. Not being able to
choose what goes in my body. As this was fear driven. My freedom to speak freely. The
censorship of what I do with my money. The censorship on the Internet. The way our
government and legacy media, radio broadcasters are portraying the convoy and protesters.
Sickens me! The way our PM gets away with saying such horrific things about the
Canadians....I could go on and on. We are a country peacefully protesting our actual rights and
freedoms...Bless us all

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31580

It is has affected my livelihood as I am being forced to get vaccinated.

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31581

I was alone when I was told I had lost my baby and then had to go and try and explain to my

2/19/2022 11:53 AM
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husband what had happened because he was not allowed in the appointment with me. I have
been separated from my family far longer than I ever have been even while being a military
spouse and posted to an area away from family I was able to visit them more then I have been
the last almost 3 years. I hate all of this crap, I used to be able to handle my depression
without having to take medications I can nolonger do that, something I thought I had gotten
passed years ago started happening again the urge to cut myself or unlike myself because I
have I felt so isolated dobto all of these mandates. I have been able to work but I work in a
health care setting were it has become unpleasant because of being yelled at all of the time or
not being able to supply to my patients what they need on a timely basis. END ALL
MANDATES AND LET US GET BACK TO LIFE.
31582

It’s ruining the economy, relationships, our mental health and our way of life. There is NO
EMERGENCY!

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31583

I cannot see my dying mom in the hospital.

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31584

Fear and frustration

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31585

Cancelled my freedom's.

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31586

Mental health issues, loss of income, loss of freedom, victim of attempted fear mongering,
survivor of a unified psychological operation.

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31587

I often feel like a prisoner within my own country. The country I have lived in for more than 40
years. The country that I have proudly taught others about.

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31588

Had to leave my job .

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31589

I can’t go to school. I can’t go basically out in public. I can’t take my girlfriend out for supper

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31590

In immeasurable ways, mental health being the most severe

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31591

Wearing stupid masks everywhere

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31592

It has caused a lot of family issues and stress

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31593

My son ended up hospitalized because of mandates. I nearly lost him. Horrific.

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31594

Life changing in a bad way. Seen friends and family losing their jobs. Not able to go to school.
Depression. Suicide. People losing hope

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31595

I was semi retired. I have gone back to work as being locked up and feeling like a prisoner in
my place of residence has become very disturbing.

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31596

n/a

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31597

I feel safer going about my normal life because I know that the people around me are doing
their part to avoid spreading COVID.

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31598

Ignored it for the most part.

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31599

Lost my oil patch job and will never get it back totally broke and just living from one day to the
next with no money

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31600

It feels like I'm losing my freedom I thought I lived in the home of the brave and free it doesn't
seem like that anymore it's seems like going into a state of emergency because of peaceful
protest is totally wrong on so many levels and I don't trust the news online anymore because
of bill c10

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31601

Can't go anything Hours at work cut

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31602

I have not been able to participate in regular activities in society, my job is thretened and the
mandates have created a divide in my family.

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31603

Horribly

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31604

My choices and freedoms have been taken away. Depression and social isolation.

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31605

My wife job lose, can't do my job as before. People are desperate. People harassing each
other.

2/19/2022 11:53 AM

31606

I could not attend my brothers funeral. I could not visit dying seniors. It affected my job and

2/19/2022 11:53 AM
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the children I work with and will affect them negatively for the rest of there lives. It affected my
family. It affected my ability to fellowship and worship with the Lord. It affected my mental
health and well being. I feel it affected everyone in a negative way.
31607

Anxiety, job stability, family stress,

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31608

Can't visit family if in the hospital, can't go into restaurants, can't socialize with friends

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31609

depression

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31610

Cancelled flights to visit family overseas. Children prevented from taking part in swimming
lessons and other activities. Ability to attend worship services limited, etc

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31611

Hasn't, I still work with the public at both my jobs

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31612

Depression

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31613

With terrible consequences, my mother died all alone!!

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31614

I cannot watch my sons and daughter play sports. This is painful!

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31615

I have suffered from depression during this time.

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31616

Reduced family contact, increased costs for almost everything, depression and anxiety about
my future, lost what little confidence I had in all levels of govt especially Federal.

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31617

My ability to travel and worship. My business.

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31618

Loss of work for husband and myself. Family disconnect. Depression. Isolation.

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31619

Depression, anxiety, more alcohol and weed

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31620

It has negatively affected my business, estranged me from friends, sent me spiraling into
depression multiple times, made me lose hope in ever having my county back the way it was,
robbed me of friends and family, and fueled a deep hatred for certain politicians and medical
personnel. Basically, I feel like we are too far gone because of the mandates, and are faced
with the terrible choice of insurrection or totalitarian dictatorship.

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31621

Isolation, anxiety, business decline, health declined

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31622

Restricted my travel.

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31623

Negatively

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31624

Mental health issues, loneliness, depression, two friends have committed suicide, inequality,
ridiculed and namecalled.

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31625

Are you kidding me? The knowledge that billions of people around the world have fallen for a
global con job and in their fear took the death life shortening jab has been the worst feeling I
have had to deal with in my life. Cognitive dissonance. The world has gone mad. Insanity
rules. People don’t use their brains and think common sense. Persecuted for being vax free
Little support. Isolation Loss of community. Divided family Distanced friends Led to poorer
health

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31626

Kept me from traveling. Rating family apart

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31627

Anxiety. Loss of friends Sadness Sadness Job loss

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31628

Three times job loss due to shut downs. Family divisions. Social stress. Lack of proper
medical attention. Discrimination in the work place. Grief of 5 suicides in my social circles.
Complete distrust in the government, media and medical systems.

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31629

It hasn't.

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31630

In every way possible.

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31631

My freedom has been compromised, my social life has been curtailed significantly and trust in
my government has become non existent.

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31632

It shut my business down for months. I lost clients bc of it and continue to bc they don’t agree
with me about the vaccine. I have lost family and friends over something that is a personal
choice

2/19/2022 11:52 AM
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31633

Censorship and restricted entry to businesses

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31634

Living your life, without living your life, is no way to exist. We don’t have a lot of time on this
earth and to have yourself muzzled and told you can’t do this or that, is just plain ridiculous
and unfair.

2/19/2022 11:52 AM

31635

99%

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31636

Negatively

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31637

I was forced to take a vaccine I did not consent to by threatening to lose my job.

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31638

Well.. 9 days after my husband took his second Moderna vaccine he died in bed beside me.

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31639

it has divided my family and some relationships it has diminished my faith and trust in our
government

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31640

Depression

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31641

Hugely!! The division between Family & Friends & even strangers breaks my heart!!

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31642

I have been ostracized, bullied and faced job loss. I have been struggling with depression and I
have lost approximately 15 lbs, I now weigh 93.5 lbs. My parents died during the lockdowns, it
was because of loneliness. They were not able to hug or have family in to see them. This is
inhumane!!!

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31643

Can’t leave the country, my children can’t go to swimming lessons or indoor skating, strained
relationships with clients/friends, anxiety.

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31644

Missed time with family and friends. Can’t get out and socialize. Feel like Canada has become
a communist country

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31645

In every aspect.

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31646

My children are stressed. Everyone is stressed. This is nonsense.

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31647

My mental health as of 2020 has plummeted and I am currently on working my way out of it, I
lost my job and it was hard to find work for over a year and while that was going on and I was
collecting benefits, I was so scared of being in debt that I thought about suicide.

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31648

I have restrictions placed on me mainly in the area of freedom of travel due to my refusing to
be vaccinated. Some mandates here in Alberta have been eased. I can now eat at a
restaurant, which I haven’t been able to do in months. This is not enough. All government
control, mainly from the federal government must stop.

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31649

I wasn't able to have the wedding of my dreams, I had a baby when I was not free to see
family and friends, church was restricted, had to wear a mask which causes me mental and
physical pain. And now with all the hatred and dictatorship shown from our liberal government,
my freedoms, hope and security are compromised. Just like so many other Canadians, my
spiritual, mental, emotional and physical health has suffered and our government has NOT
been there for us like promised.

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31650

No job

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31651

I have depression.. I miss walking freely out my front door …. I have a autism son , but ho
doesn’t now why he’s here ..he’s purpose he ….. 💔

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31652

an incredible amount of UNNECESSARY STRESS thanks to the 24/7 media propaganda,
loosing our freedom, being isolated, fear and worry about our children/grandchildren futures not
to mention our own. TOTAL loss of Trust for our political system and politicians, paying
outrageous utility bills and trying to survive the rising inflation thanks to our incompetent
Leader JT and his followers. Tax hikes that steal our income while politicians and government
get raised. The ABSOLUTELY UNNECESSARY DIVISIONS that the government has created
for Canada 🇨🇦. The mounting suicides, addictions, deaths brought on by the inadequate
handling of the virus, forced mandates and Vaxxes that have killed too many. The lack of
transparency regarding the shot and it’s ingredients. Watching our politicians, big pharma ,
medical institutions become millionaires at our expense. Dealing with the Anger of this is
destroying too many! Time to DROP ALL MANDATES AND HAVE EVERYTHING BROUGHT
PUT INTO THE OPEN . And Fire JT

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31653

I live alone and have not been able to see my family.

2/19/2022 11:51 AM
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31654

I have gone nowhere outside my town for two years. I teach yoga classes and I was shut down
for a very long time. My participation numbers are very low because people have stopped
doing all the things they love due to apathy, fear, lack of vaccination or mental health issues.
Everyone has been damaged by these mandates in many different ways

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31655

In every way you can imagine. Never would I have thought that an employer would be
empowered to impose a vaccine policy cohering its Staff to get it or else face termination all
while taking no responsibility for potential outcome and unknown long term effects. As you can
gather from my response I am pro choice not against vaccines

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31656

I have a medical condition & cannot wear masks therefore I am very limited in my outings &
must depend on others. Also because of my medical condition I can not get the jab. There is
tension within my family & friends. The mandates do not make sense. You quarantine the sick
not the healthy.

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31657

Financial devastation being unemployed 18 months I may lose my home

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31658

Socially and financially

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31659

My boy plays hockey in bc unvaccinated he’s 15. He has to eat on the bus by himself
because he can’t go into the restaurants or any other activity with his team. Also we have to
drive 11 hours to bring him back and forth to Alberta because of the flying mandates. So u if u
want to talk discrimination I don’t think it could get any worse then what my 15 old son has had
to deal with these last 2 years!!!!!

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31660

The stress and anxiety caused to family and friends has been worse than the so called
Pandemic

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31661

Kept me and my loved ones safe

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31662

Loss of freedom, loss of work, loss of charter rights

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31663

They took away my ability to see my Grand kids and family as much as I want. They stop my
ability to move around in my own country. They continue to take away peoples privileges to
make chooses for there own body. The Government tells us that women have a right to abort a
baby cause they control their bodies, I agree. The Government tells me I must get a unproven
Vaccination with harmful effects that does not stop me from getting covid or stop me from
spreading it or they will take away all my privileges( I don't say rights cause the government
has proved we have none of those)

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31664

Kids unable to attend school. Coerced to do vaccine in order to attend post secondary
schools.

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31665

It has made work more difficult and it’s made it impossible to get together with friends and
family

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31666

Job loss, social life loss, the ability to participate in activities with friends/family

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31667

Mandates don’t allow me to do any of the things I enjoy

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31668

Mental health

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31669

It affected my schooling first, my experience finishing post Secondary was atrocious, finding a
job after was darn near impossible, and then when I did get hired they fired me for being
unvaccinated. It's a good thing I don't get stressed but if this happened to literally anyone else
they would be having a breakdown.

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31670

THEY MADE MY LIFE LEAVING HELL

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31671

My autoimmune compromised husband is at high risk and cannot be vaccinated therefore he
cannot participate in anything in life. His taxes go towards the pool and other facilities that he
is no longer allowed to use. We as a family are discriminated against. My mother was forced to
get vaccinated in order to be able to take care of her elderly mother she had no choice she had
to get it because she needed to be able to take care of her own mother had she not her elderly
mother would have been on her own . Both my grandmother and my mother got vaccinated my
grandmother died two weeks after getting it from a blood clot and my mother a week after my
grandmas funeral started having seizures. My mother-in-law is a crossed Canada and cannot
visit and we cannot visit her . Anxiety and depression is setting for my husband and I both
because no matter how many hoops we jump in a matter what we do we come up to a dead

2/19/2022 11:51 AM
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end and are treated like scum of the earth. I accept everybody vaccinated or not this not about
vaccinations this is entirely about mandates and no more discrimination or normalizing hate
and segregation.
31672

Its been devastating. Mental illness Addiction Family Division Weight Gain Financial
Uncertainty Neurological Diagnosis - Bells Palsey and Multiple Sclerosis Brain Fog Lack of
Interest in a Job I worked so hard for aince its now just a big online slog and no work travel to
Europe or the Arctic Family Discord Anxiety

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31673

Enjoying freedom

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31674

Division of family members Depression Bullying at school Isolation My son can’t go to college
Difficult to find jobs Afraid of free speech lest I be branded selfish and unacceptable trash My
children can’t play Children with nonverbal disabilities can’t grow and learn because of masks
This is the most horrific thing I’ve experienced. We can’t have a pandemic and a super bowl or
the Olympics… nothing makes sense and these rules completely contradict each other. Never
in history have we isolated healthy people. Please stop the madness.

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31675

Definitely has

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31676

Unable to participate in social activities due to vaccine mandates

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31677

I can’t have my ileostomy bag reversal because regular surgeries are not allowed so I have to
spend way more money than needed and will have to go back to work with it and then take
more time off when I get the reversal in god knows when

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31678

It has caused division in my family where some refuse to see me. It has also caused some to
be extremely fearful of going out, they no longer think they're safe.

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31679

Anxiety and depression

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31680

I lost my job as a Health Care Worker. I can’t go see my children in the US. I can’t fly out to
see my mother in Saskatchewan. I couldn’t go see my husband in the hospital. I have not
seen my children.

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31681

deterioration of my work and income generating abilities, and of my mental and physical health

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31682

I have not been able to see my family

2/19/2022 11:51 AM

31683

Isolation for my kids 20 and 22 and 24 Especially my youngest who had just graduated before
the pandemic started

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31684

I’ve lost business over these mandates and the division the PM TRUDEAU has caused is
absolutely disgusting!

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31685

Restricted movement in and around my community.

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31686

I feel like the Jews must have felt. Some days I don’t think I want to continue but then I think
of my grandchildren and I need to be here to help with them.

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31687

All the division between the people has been terrible. People are treating each other like
animals

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31688

Segregated; lost income; psychological stress; separated from family

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31689

It's destroyed my business, friendships and family by dividing people. My kids being singled
out at school is the most unacceptable issue.

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31690

Mental health has deteriorated

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31691

I don't feel human anymore, can't do this or that because i am not vaccinated.

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31692

Fight for daughter to stay in University unvax’d, fought for wife to keep her job unbax’d and
without her rights being violated, fought with YRDSB against forced masking of students, not
being able to leave my own country freely

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31693

Travel restrictions which are a violation of the charter of rights and freedoms. See. Grandjury.net for the truth. We have been lied to and we know it

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31694

Significant socializing decreases for us and our children. Friendships have been lost due to
this dumb pandemic rules. Would greatly appreciate life being normal!

2/19/2022 11:50 AM
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31695

Loss of job, loss of freedom, loss of friends and family, loss of hope for our future as
Canadians.

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31696

It has isolated me from friends and negatively affected my mental health

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31697

My husband die from cancer l was not allowed to be with him every time he was in the
hospital. How is that right ? Took our freedom away from us .

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31698

Miss my family and friends

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31699

I have not died from covid, or gotten seriously ill.

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31700

It has affected my work which in turn has affected my financial situation in a negative matter

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31701

In ever way, as a mother, student, activist, every aspect of my and my children's lives have
been negatively effected, as we have chosen to not partake in the experiment of mRNA gene
agent, known as a vaccine. We have been segregated and treated as second class citizens,
living in fear that the rights of our bodily autonomy will be fully removed and force will come.
Fearing my children will be taken, my limited financial means denied, imprisonment. These
should not be the fears held by a person living in a democratic country.

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31702

2 family members passed alone and their lives went uncelebrated. My son dropped out of
college and suffered from depression. Family and friends have become distant and scared to
be around each other to celebrate anything. I felt pressured to get one vaccine and stopped
there. I got Covid anyways.

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31703

It really hasn’t. The protests have though. I’m upset for citizens, businesses, trucks that
continue to deliver goods.

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31704

Health problems after shot.

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31705

Non socialization

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31706

Is breaking my relationship with friends, colleagues. It is affecting my own business and
creating unnecessary stress in our family

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31707

Ongoing reaction to the vaccine

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31708

The terrible feeling of solitude. It’s been long enough.

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31709

Terribly

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31710

Its brought a lot of unnecessary issues caused by answers that dont make sense

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31711

Limited church attendance, masks in school and shopping

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31712

Mental health

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31713

Yes, had to leave the country

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31714

Easy to say, it has ruined the economy, way of life, there’s now a division more then ever in
the social construct of canada

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31715

I don’t see my family! Can’t go anywhere to eat. No friends . Cut off from everything!

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31716

It has caused severe anxiety and panic, and it has made it impossible to live, also I can’t
afford food!

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31717

Mental health is tested on a daily basis.. need some restrictions lifted

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31718

The division it created is terrible and we can visit our family in Europe.we are the only ones
who live in Canada

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31719

Freedom of choice, movement, to see family.

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31720

Kept from family,friends. Mental health suffered, children suffering isolation. Abuse

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31721

I can now relate to how the Jewish people in Nazi Germany may have felt.

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31722

Can not see my children. Vaccine is dangerous. I had one and now have neuropathy.

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31723

It as effected social life and our freedoms all mandates need to end immediately!

2/19/2022 11:50 AM
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31724

Havin to take this poison in r bodies, no one knows the truth n r health outcome.

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31725

Depression and loss of Family contact. No hugging and fearful.

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31726

Loss of income can’t eat out due to your lying. PCR test can only test for colds an flu
symptoms.COVID 19 /Chinese flu virus has never been isolated, there is no increase in death
rates it’s all lies and propaganda

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31727

Less time with family

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31728

Too many ways to list

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31729

Business losses and delays and anxiety and sadness and loneliness and fear

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31730

Aren’t allowed to go anywhere, have to be tested before I can attend certain work meetings,
lost jobs, kids mental health, personal mental health, can’t visit family in another province

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31731

I’m mostly saddened that my kids are being affected by it. School is harder than ever and than
extracurriculars are limited. All three of my kids thrive on swimming as their main physical
exercise and they aren’t even allowed to do that atm. :( I can survive just fine but my kids are
being affected for life

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31732

Depression, anxiety, fear, segregation, polarization, broken family, stress induced high blood
pressures. And on and on

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31733

Lack of Freedom

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31734

Everything is ruined

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31735

The emergency act has not yet affected my life

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31736

Pulled kids from school because of masks and cohorts

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31737

Divided our family. Caused severe depression. Stopped leisure activities.

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31738

Didn’t see grandchildren for over a year and haven’t taken my yearly vacation to Mexico in two
years

2/19/2022 11:50 AM

31739

I have not been able to see my children cause I can't get on a plane, this is so wrong to do this
to Canadians!

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31740

made me and my Family prisoners within our own Country!

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31741

Not been able to visit elderly in nursing home. Not been able to visit relatives in South America
Social separation

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31742

I had a baby in February of 2021 and it just hasn’t been what I always imagined. Taking her to
baby classes, swimming, etc. Family not seeing her for months after born, and mental health
has slowly been declining for the last two years.

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31743

Family division. It’s devastating.

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31744

Which mandate??? There are so many. This entire pandemic has shook me to the core. I cry
all the time. I have constant interactions with people where the mandates divide us. I've
experienced more anger and sadness in 2 years then I have in 54 years before that. The
mandates have restricted my travel. Something I NEED FOR MY SANITY. As a Healthcare
worker, I've had to watch people be alone and die alone without their loved ones because of the
mandates. The mandates have divided EVERYTHING in my life. Have turned it upside down
because of their inconsistencies and ridiculousness. ie: restaurants...put your mask on to get
seated. Take your mask off at the table...cuz covid only hangs out where you're standing, not
sitting, of course. Put your mask on to go to the bathroom. Are you kidding me??? The
mandates have made me think the whole world is crazy...but it's really just our government
that is so messed up. It's all just so sad. The mandates have affected EVERY SINGLE
ASPECT OF MY LIFE NEGATIVELY.

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31745

Torn apart my famoly and segregated my friends physically and emotionally

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31746

It has affected mental health

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31747

Severe isolation

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31748

I've been discriminated against

2/19/2022 11:49 AM
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31749

It has torn family friends and relationships apart it tore our country apart and it took peoples
lively hoods away it's all been negative affects I can't believe where Canada has got too
because of one very disrespectful very dishonest leader who has ruined our country and he
doesn't even care I'm just sad about it all

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31750

I now feel like a second class citizen in my own country. I feel threatened by my own
government.

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31751

My husband had severe pain in leg - In 2020- 66 years old - doctors were so frazzled due to
covid - I think they misdiagnosed my husband - they decided to gut I'm removing bladder and
bowel - I think the surgery was misdiagnosed and unnecessary as he passed away due to the
surgery. Also, I was only allowed to visit him in hospital 1 hour per day. His funeral was so
small and he had so many many friends - had to keep to just family - all so so wrong

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31752

Kept me from seeing family. I am worried about what my kids will have to go through if these
mandates aren't lifted

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31753

They force to have vaccinations to be able to work

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31754

It has almost destroyed my marriage with the divide that was created amount the people.

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31755

Every single damn one

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31756

inconvenient, weight gain, sadness, lost friends

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31757

In all forms of life

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31758

It has caused so much depression from division from so many avenues i could write a book!
Lets just say Extremely!!!!!

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31759

just mask wearing and washing my hands more, nothing too bothersome

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31760

Totally islolated and discrimated me for refusing to be vaccinated. Demunanized me for my
values.

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31761

Stifling and divided my family

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31762

Very negatively.

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31763

It has restricted everyone’s life unnecessarily this is a flue bug let your body do what it is
suppose to. Heal itself.

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31764

My business has closed. My family has been divided and no one is talking. Broken
friendships.

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31765

Kept me and my family alive and well so far!!

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31766

Financially and socially. Restricted recovery meetings and job opportunity

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31767

Loss of work. Depressed children. Can’t afford to eat due to inflation. I’m able to see my child
sue to gas price inflation. Not being able to see family.

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31768

It's hurt my childrens social life, destroyed our economic situation, hurt and killed people in my
social circle and limited by ability to take actions as a natural born human being to this planet.
It's caused a massive amount of psychology harm, depression, anger, thrown me in a
whirlwind of negative emotions at times.

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31769

I was unable to spend the last days of my father's life with him. He died alone in a home.

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31770

Made me feel safer. I have had no illnesses for over 2 years! The healthiest I’ve ever been due
to masks, social distancing, vaccines, and hand sanitizers.

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31771

It has made me more aware of what seems to be an effort to divide people.

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31772

It hasn't affected me at all I've ignored most for a year and a half.

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31773

Not being able to go out with friends at restaurant and bars

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31774

Emotionally, depression, physically, I was hospitalized 3 times because of stress .. I have a
sensitive system that responds negatively to stress which I suffered for 9 months of pure pain
.. sadness that I have never felt before… abused by the Trudeau, mentally calling us racist

2/19/2022 11:49 AM
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and misogynistic, when in fact we are just people that believe in our choices to be made freely
and not to be coerced into .. mental abuse by our government… I could go on and on..
31775

I needed to get vaccinated to KEEP MY JOB- not my choice was forced!!

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31776

Bad had to vaccine to keep my job

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31777

The BS mandates and social restrictions Weighed heavily on my social and mental well-being.

2/19/2022 11:49 AM

31778

Killed business, divided family, friends son killed himself, another friend vax damaged, son has
mycarditis

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31779

Inconvenience, frustrating

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31780

Lost friends, alienated family, unable to meet new additions to the family. Can't breathe
properly in masks, my kids can't join their yearly programs, stuck at home, can't even go to a
restaurant to celebrate our anniversaries, birthdays, etc... My son was the last to get eye
surgery before they shut down the unit. The surgeon had to sneak us in for the check up a
week later. They were supposed to be closed. The list goes on...

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31781

Affecting my small business

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31782

Made it miserable and hopeless. Made me wonder if any reason will ever return. Stupidity and
mismanagement cannot be an excuse. This is purposeful action to turn ordinary people into
slaves and mindless drones.

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31783

Mine and my kids mental health and quality of life were severely impacted by the mandates.
Because of ongoing not yet diagnosed medical issues I did not feel safe getting the vaccine.
But because of the mandates, medical testing has been sparsly booked so I have not yet
recieved a diagnosis and could not "qualify " for a medical exemption.. Me and my kids have
experienced anxieties due to lock downs and restrictions to our social life. I have had actual
nightmares about forgetting not mask at home and having mobs of people surround me
because of it. My kids have experienced some serious upset from being barred from extra
curricular activities, fun days and events that they used to enjoy frequently before covid but
have not been able to enjoy since mandates were put in place. They have missed best friends
and family birthday parties, swimming lessons, and community events. They couldn't even go
to the frigging library. Their schools have canceled all of the fun things kids look forward to in
school. We used to go to the zoo (which is ridiculius because it was mostly outdoors), heritage
park, telus sparks ect.. We couldn't do our usual nights at the cinema or attend sports games,
or go out for dinner as a family without paying an extra $40 (a rediculous price) for a rapid test
from the pharmacy which is a huge thing when you are a low income family. And while we
adjusted and found fun things to do out doors, you can feel their heart break when they ask to
do their regular interests and I have to tell them that we are not allowed.

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31784

Prison in country ..cannot travel to see family...

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31785

Made me unsure of everything

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31786

A lots of sadness

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31787

Cost me friends, family and my job

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31788

Got to work from home, which was great. Thankfully none of my family members got sick or
died.

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31789

In absolutely every way. Unable to support demented elderly ones due to status. They have
suffered tremendously. My job will fire me if I don't continue to get the shots that I deeply
opposed to at this time, rifts between family and friends, anger, anxiety, depression.

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31790

Lost my job.

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31791

Restricted our educational and socializing opportunities.

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31792

It has created alot of isolation and financial problems

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31793

I have lost my job and ability to put food on the table for my family. I have lost friends and
family due to the government sanctioned discrimination and I am not able to travel

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31794

It has been extremely stressful, especially when my father was in the hospital with sepsis and
we as a family were not allowed to be by his side!

2/19/2022 11:48 AM
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31795

Causes depression and anger

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31796

Friends have lost their jobs. I can’t watch my kids play their sports. Time with my children is
short and goes by quickly. I do not want to miss anymore!

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31797

Mental Health problems Going to lose job and maybe home

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31798

I have been effected by depression forced to get Vaccinated

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31799

This is Ridiculous

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31800

Can’t visit my dying father. Know people who lost their jobs. Can’t watch grandchildren
performances. Can’t fly. No large family get togethers…….

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31801

I can’t see family, grandparents have died and I’ve not seen them

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31802

Prevented me from seeing friends and family for two years. Made enemies of one’s friends.
Because of political hate speech from the government.

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31803

My life feels like it is on hold and limited. My heart breaks as I watch people dying in isolation
and barely living through loneliness and unbearable pain after taking the covid vaccine
because they felt they had no choice.

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31804

All Of them

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31805

Husband lost job kids are now home schooled family is very divided can't put food on the
table!

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31806

Lost my job

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31807

No restaurants, no movies, no traveling, my family has disowned me for not getting
vaccinated...my 6 year old has no social life, no friends, had to pull him from the school
system because he was getting in trouble for getting into another child's space...he is 6....this
has affected my mentality, I hardly leave the house anymore, I have no desire to...I hate life
right now...I hate the world I'm leaving my children in...my anxiety is thru the roof, I've never
ever been as depressed as I am now...I don't wanna be here anymore...

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31808

I have chosen to be vaccinated. I believe nobody should be forced to vaccinate or lose their
jobs

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31809

Severe depression, suicidal thoughts, social anxiety

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31810

Not being able to live & enjoy life with my family by doing outside activities, taking trips,
enjoying family entertainment such as movies, dining out, amusement parks, concerts, gyms
etc having celebrations such as weddings, birthdays. My kids grades have also suffered due
to online learning & lack of socialization

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31811

Limiting normal social life for children. Including nessasary skills Including switching lessons

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31812

Brother got kicked out of school, friend lost his job, haven’t been able to go to the arena or
restaurants with my friends. Depression

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31813

It is an attack on the freedom of the individual.

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31814

I lost my 22 years career at Air Canada because of vaccine mandate. About to lose my home
because I can no longer pay my bills and feed my family since I am refused unemployment
benefits. Dépression, discrimination, fear of the next actions of tyranny from a government that
can use unjustified powers against citizens with « different views ». I just want to leave this
country even though I am a pure Canadian born here!

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31815

I felt Disconnected and controlled

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31816

A lot. I have been so depressed because of it. I am not vaxxed and I don’t have a life
anymore.

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31817

Lots of issues stemming from it

2/19/2022 11:48 AM

31818

Has increasingly made my depression worse. Have seen a change for the worse in my children
and other children's mental state and happiness. Lost my job and main means of employment.
Been threatened and alienated for my personal choice and business. Have bad "illness and
death" wished upon me. All of them, just negatively impacted my family's life.

2/19/2022 11:47 AM
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31819

Trauma

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31820

Isolation. Suicide. Lost income. Lost family. Missed 2 funerals Missed birth of a grandchild
Missed death of my grandmother. Best friend died from legionella disease from wearing her
mask and not washing it. Many of mt veteran clients have died after taking the covid vaccine.
Lost a dear friend after his heart and liver got enlarged post covid vaccine.

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31821

All mandates

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31822

Both my husband and I lost the ability to run our businesses due to restrictions. We had been
supporting three of our grown children and their families due to them not being able to find work
and the stress of not being able to provide. I went to another province to support them and my
family was afraid of the consequences that might come ti me and them. This was before there
was the restriction to not travel to BC. I had tumor surgery and was extremely sick and in
hospital where my family was not allowed to visit. For two stints each for 3 plus weeks. When I
returned home I was bed ridden and my husband was also extremely sick with an infection.
We were not allowed family to visit because of restrictions. We had no income except pension
which did not pay our debts and bills due to us having lost the ability to work because of
restrictions. Four of our children went through extreme stress and we’re mentally distressed
and seeing counsellors and medical professionals due ti the extreme measures they had ti go
through wearing extreme amounts of ppe on work sites in extreme temperatures getting heat
stroke and heat exhaustion from having to wear masks outside in BC’s extreme heat waves.
Two of my adult children had to go hospital for medical help for triggered heart problems
because of being overheated and stressed. Being on the phone almost 24/7 with my children
because of their stresses regarding vaccines and the issues around them not wanting to put
that stuff in their bodies but being at threat of being fired if they chose to follow their
conscience. My daughter has symptoms of damage. The restrictions have been financially
challenging, mentally challenging and have separated our family because some believe one
way and some believe the other way. This has caused a split that has broken communication.
Yet we still try. And I am against the PM’s current illegal actions turning on Canadians, vilifying
and trying to punish freedom of speech, freedom of movement, freedom to have free use of
their own money , freedom to protest peacefully, He is illegally taking and using powers he is
not yet legal to take. He disregards rule of law. He disregards The Charter if Rights and
Freedoms. What disturbs me is that early in his career he honoured the dictators and now he is
acting like one. Where is the off switch for this?

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31823

I've been suicidal. Spat on. Lost all my friends. Lost my business.

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31824

It has affected our children's mental health, my entire family's physical health (wearing masks
has caused sinus and respiratory issues), it has caused division in our family (disagreements
about freedom of choice, and has made it so our livelihoods are in jeopardy (student enrollment
is down at the college I work at and companies that my husband was contracted to teach first
aid to have had to cancel because of restrictions).

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31825

It has caused my mental health to deteriorate drastically

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31826

caused a huge family rift that will not be needed easily

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31827

Unable to travel or meet with friends and family.

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31828

It has hindered my freedom

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31829

It has made my family feel ostracized, has harmed my children physically and mentally. It has
threatened our livelihoods. We have lost many friends and years of our lives. I have lost years
with my only living grandparent. I was made to miss funerals of loved ones. It has hurt us in so
many ways.

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31830

It’s made me depressed

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31831

I just retired before Covid, and the mandates have ruined my retirement.

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31832

Severe depression and anxiety. I had to quit my job and go on cpp medical leave which is only
700.00 a month. So I am financially ruined. Divided my family.

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31833

A lot of stress from hearing about people loosing their jobs, dying, having heart attacks shortly
after receiving vaccine; not allowed places even though they just had a bad case of covid and
natural immunity. A lot of illogical things going around and promoted, trying to convince us that
one size fits all and all must get the vaccine no matter what. This needs to be addressed at
the businesses level and discrimination that is going on... we are blinded to it and so quick to

2/19/2022 11:47 AM
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judge it in history. A lot of work places are very non-scientifically dictating mandates. This
needs to be addressed. Exemptions need to be accepted. Virus is real and sickness is real
and bad, but our job is to be given truthful complete and unbiased account and not push people
in the corner and stress and pressure them to make decisions we want them to make and not
what they believe is right for them.
31834

Can't travel to visit family - my mom was dying in the hospital and I had to quarantine for 2
weeks before I could see her. Tragic!!! Has caused mental health turmoil in my family!!

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31835

Unable to return to Canada from the US. Unable to visit very ill brother. Divided family and
friends. Unable to make extra income, leading to poverty situation. Depression.

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31836

Caused division and put people into a cage

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31837

It has been damaging, and stifles freedom

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31838

My business has been affected

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31839

Badly

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31840

I have perioral dermatitis from the mask which I have to wear for ten hours at work. I get ocular
migraines from the face shield I am forced to wear at work. I was forced by my employer to
take a vaccine I did not want. Since I took the vaccine, I have been suicidal several times
each month. I am thousands of dollars in debt because of the lockdowns.

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31841

Lost my job for not getting vaccinated.

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31842

Very badly I’d like my freedom and country back

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31843

Increased anxiety and depression. 2nd shot made me very sick and long term fatigue. Only did
it to travel and hold my grandkids

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31844

All peoples had to be at home to do their jobs…

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31845

All these restrictions have caused me to be very anxious and to suffer fron deep stress. And
even all this prevents me from sleeping at night.

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31846

By restrictions stopping me from entering any and all public spaces without a vaccine passport

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31847

My 18-yaers old son can't find a job as he's not vaccinated. My 90-yaers old mother died on
her own as she had only one shot. I can't leave the country because I don't want to have a
booster shot.

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31848

Social outcast unable to enjoy basic freedoms granted to me by God himself

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31849

I can't fly to see my family and can't obtain a religious exemption to ask be able to go to the
places I'd normally go to. It's upsetting to see that unvacccinated people are being cancelled
from organ transplants etc.

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31850

In every possible way. Mentally, physically Financially

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31851

Negatively! Not being able to fly to BC to see my children and grandchildren! Really missing
church activities! More stress, and divisions!

2/19/2022 11:47 AM

31852

It’s been horrible. It’s affected my children, my marriage, my friendships. I know more people
who have had adverse reactions to the vaccine than people who have had been hospitalized
from the disease. Including 2 deaths. My young children have been depressed and unable to
play sports and have lost 2 precious years of their childhood. I have friends that have lost their
livelihoods, and their careers. Our medical system that was already overwhelmed is now out of
control. I am appalled that after 2 years this government that could have spent the money they
gave to corporate news and advertising of this plandemic, could have went into our hospitals
and health care system. The world is a mess, it’s time to start rebuilding with love.

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31853

Husband lost work past 4 months. Also minimal work prior due to companies forced to close
for a while. I was off work for 6 weeks for to office closing by mandate. Masks stress me, and
I have to wear them at work. Mom needs hip surgery and had to wait so she lives in pain.
Many people i personally know have either died from the vaccine it had serious side effects.
Isolation is brutal. Became depressed. Had to get help. This is to make a few things!!

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31854

Tore family apart

2/19/2022 11:46 AM
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31855

End my engagement

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31856

Lost revenue for my business, friends and family divided,

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31857

I lost my job, after 44 years in healthcare. I have a health condition called pericarditis, and I’ve
had seven bouts of it in the last three years. One of the side effects of the vaccine is
pericarditis. I can’t risk my health. My doctors would not give me an exemption because it
didn’t follow the rules set out by the government. I would’ve had to get one vaccine and then if
I develop pericarditis I could’ve been exempt from the second vaccine. It had nothing for preexisting pericarditis. I’ve been forced into retirement, basically into poverty.

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31858

Depressed, disconnected, angry,

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31859

It has affected my travel to visit family.

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31860

My wife lost her job for refusing the take the injections. I almost lost mine as well, but was
lucky my employer accepted a religious exemption. Shouldn't need to be exempted from
dangerous injections though.

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31861

I lost my job because I refused the vaccine .

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31862

My mental health has declined and is continuing to decline. The mental health and education
of my children are also steadily declining. Our business has suffered. I have zero trust in the
people that are supposed to protect us

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31863

Unable to go see my family aboard due to the no flying without vaccine

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31864

Lack of freedom

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31865

Hasn’t affected my life, but many of my acquaintances

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31866

Mental health

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31867

Reduced my income and no recourse with the vaccine mandate in place

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31868

I had to move out of the clinic I was working at so they had more room for Physiotherapy due
to spacing. I went from 3 staff and around 75 clients/week to my current 7 clients. Mental
health suffered awfully. Sat on a riverbank for three months trying to find purpose again and
deciding whether I wanted to be here. :/

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31869

Mental health issues Physical health Not eating properly from stress Can’t sleep Depressed
Suicidal at one point Fear of everything especially our government Know ppl who committed
suicide

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31870

In December my husband lost his job with the school board. We are now living on my part time
income. He is now experiencing depression. My father who last year had Chemotherapy for
CLL(leukemia) had successful 10% reduction of a cancerous tumor. After his booster (he has
had 3 shots) it grew 30%. He is now in the hospital with complications from the Cancer and
from Covid and Covid pneumonia. He is isolated from family, and may never see us again. My
niece who has had at least 2 shots was diagnosed with early stages of uterine cancer. My
Mother who also has CLL, within 10 days of her first shot had developed fluid in her lungs and
had to be admitted to the hospital. Her Cancer was exasperated and she had to have
Chemotherapy. I have experienced a lot of tension in the workplace because if the division
over the shots and mandates. I have also experienced and witnessed hostility over the
masking policy. I have been discriminated against because of my choice to not get the shot. I
have had Covid and was still unable to enjoy the same freedoms of others, I have felt that I
was not good enough, that others believe I am selfish because I am uneasy about taking an
experimental drug with known adverse effects. When I was sick with Covid I was unable to
recieve the medical assistance or therapy I wanted and had to get it from a non medical
source.

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31871

I am dbl vaxed & wear a mask but it’s time to end mandates. Life has been so restrictive &
challenging and mentally draining. So done with all the mandates. It’s time for freedom from
the mandates & people make their own choices.

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31872

Financially Socially Mentally

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31873

At times It created stress.

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31874

Negatively

2/19/2022 11:46 AM
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31875

How many words do I have? A business that’s been closed more than open this past year,
teenagers that are suffering, a 3 year old that’s never seen a stranger smile, clients declining
with no access to gyms, pools etc, missed proms, graduations, drivers licences, closure with
family deaths, weddings cancelled, family at odds, friends that have died waiting for cancer
surgery … you name it. It’s time. Now the impending thought of a government lining its
pockets on the heads of Canadian citizens.

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31876

It has taken away many freedoms. It has affected my ability to earn in my chosen field. It has
brainwashed millions to the point they have become commie cunts

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31877

Social isolation depression not feeling free

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31878

Deep depression from isolation and discrimination between friends and family

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31879

Covid 19 and all that it encompasses has ruined my life.

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31880

It has kept me from living my life…I have followed every rule and nothing changes… I am
done

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31881

Shut my business down Friend died of vaccine

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31882

It does not affect me because I don’t give a shit what the government says

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31883

Segregation

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31884

1. Mental health issues resulting in full family therapy 2. Loss of education for my 8 year old
son 3. Loss of family we were unable to see 4. Unnecessary restrictions with moving between
provinces 5. Etc etc

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31885

Both my wife and I lost our jobs, had to sell our home and drastically down size.

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31886

Yes!! It’s been awful!

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31887

Depression!!!

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31888

Not allowed in areanas restaurants visiting at hospitals or long term care facilities theaters and
volunteer locations.the only reason I am still working is I am self employed.

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31889

Not able to live a normal life. This has to end.

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31890

Life has been hell.

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31891

It’s been horrible. Divisive, depressing, isolating

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31892

My husband lost his job. No income.

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31893

Loss of freedom to move throughout my country

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31894

Stress, divisions among family and friends, difficulty breathing in a mask

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31895

It has caused depression for me and my family. We are supposed to live in a free country and
I'm not ok with people losing their jobs because the refuse to be vaccinated for an
experimental drug

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31896

Decreased business & serious mental health challenges

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31897

I was unable to visit my children in the USA and australianfor nearly two years. Enough is
enough. The science has shown these mandates need to end. The time has passed for their
effectiveness

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31898

Tremendously with work, family, mental health, most of all it’s affected me seeing my daughter

2/19/2022 11:46 AM

31899

Very depressed that it has gone on for so long. It should be declared an Endemic and let
people choose what they feel comfortable with.

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31900

Mental health

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31901

There are just too damn many things to list!!! Relationships, livelihood, mental health, financial
health, feelings of despair and hopelessness and on and on with NO END IN SIGHT with this
turd CONTROLLING the narrative!!! Ashamed to say I live in Canada…..land of the “free” my
ass 👎🏼

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31902

I haven't been in stored for2 years

2/19/2022 11:45 AM
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31903

I can't do anything anymore

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31904

stopped my attendance at church, curtailed visits with my family ostracized me because I say
NO, impacted my job as an RN ( who came out of retirement in the beginning ) because I have
no record of JAB to this particular pharmaceutical

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31905

It has caused a lot of division in my family, in my church and among my friends

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31906

Work... hasn’t been the same, hard on the elderly

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31907

My husband and I both lost our jobs after 24 years. No income and depression, especially for
my 12 year old. It is hard not being able to interact and being with family and friends

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31908

Dividing Family and friends. The science doesn't equate to mandate Mental illness

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31909

Mental stress. Anxiety. Not being able to participate in society. Not being able to swim with my
kids. Not being able to take my kids to programs that help their development. Not being able to
fly to see family or vacation. Loss of income. Depression.

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31910

I sit home alone and cannot go out. Lost friends.

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31911

Mental and spiritual health

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31912

Not able to see family, children, grandchildren. Not able to go to restaurants, shops without
vaccine passports, unable to travel etc..

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31913

I am an outcast of society. I have heightened anxiety due to mask wearing.

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31914

No work and every day lift

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31915

Badly

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31916

Totally disrupted

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31917

I am a second class citizen in my own country

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31918

It reminds me of my time living in Japan - the place with the highest life expectancy on Earth.
The priority is on societal harmony. Strangers watch out for eachother through practicing
caution and courtesy in their daily actions. It is nice when people are reminded to respect
personal space and it makes logical sense to cover our wet orifices with masks. Vaccines are
also a phenomenal privilege. Through the mandate, I have been sad to see how little grit many
Albertans actually have when faced with an opportunity to adapt and overcome. I am sad to
know many people who have been denied medical treatments due to overwhelmed hospitals,
who have died, and then who get proverbally (and in the case of Ottawa's Unknown Soldier literally) pissed upon by those who think their personal illusion of rights is more important than
proactive, neighbourly cooperation.

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31919

Loss of friends, family, deaths, jobs

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31920

Lockdowns we’re hard especially on our kids but otherwise we have been able to adjust and
adapt

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31921

I've lost my job due to closures and supply chain issues. I've been ostracized from family and
friends for having my own opinion on the matter.

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31922

Social connectons

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31923

its a misery and I loathe it and our ignorant politicians

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31924

Lost my job over christmas for a month and a half but i put 10yrs into this place so i got the
shots just so i could stay there

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31925

Alot i cant watch our kids play hockey we have had to get family and friends to take our kids
to it or we sit in our car and wait. Our 12 year old can no longer play hockey or do most
organised sports. We dont care about eating in restaurants or going to movies were a family of
seven.

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31926

With no other choice had to vacciné to keep my job

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31927

The division and fracture I feel at a family and societal level will have repercussions for
decades

2/19/2022 11:45 AM
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31928

Forcing me to wear a mask a work and I have a hard time breathing as my work is physical.
Division of vaxxed vs vaxed free. Segregation and families falling apart over it. Businesses of
friends closing permanently because the mandates forces them into bankruptcy. My mental
health declined, feeling isolated and sneared at because I won't get thr jab. Cannot fly to see
family......need I go on??

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31929

Lost income, poor health and stress

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31930

family and friends losing loved ones in hospitals and nursing homez without being able to see
them in their dying days. couldnt visit my children and grand children in the u.s. nurse
granddaughterfired fom nursing care for refusing vaccine. son suffering anxiety.

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31931

I work in a hospital. The xtras workload is burning us all out.

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31932

Ending the mandate is only putting everyone at risk again. Those who don’t want to be
vaccinated and so on is your choice but if you carry the virus remember you are the one
causing yourself and your loved ones at risk. If anything was to happen to them can you live
with yourself knowing you were there one who caused it? Please respect those who choose to
wear masks and is pro vaccines. As I respect those who are not pro and have their owns
believes.

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31933

I quit going out to stores. Now my back has deteriorated to the point that I can’t stand long
enough to cook something or clean anything. I sure can’t walk around a store now to shop.

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31934

Mandate has affected my my family lives I kids with autism and don’t understand any of the
Covid stuff Mandate affects are life because it harder it do do you things like grocery shop or
any activities is hard i my kids for them to were masks and do the shots my kids afraid shots
and my kids miss os much school because have a cold it throws off there Routine

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31935

Anxiety, hyperventilate with mask, ALL lies!!!

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31936

Give me stress

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31937

I have more money from not spending as much Hubby and I both get to work from home. Life
is much more chill. I miss getting together with friends and family as often as before but I also
want to stay safe. I think people should have the right to choose though.

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31938

divided family and friends

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31939

Negatively. 2 years of being treated like cattle! Even though we’ve been fully vaccinated.

2/19/2022 11:45 AM

31940

Isolated and frustrated

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31941

I am no longer a free person. I have been trapped for almost two years now. I am very
depressed. I am hugely disappointed with our current government.

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31942

More mental heath issues

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31943

Ive seen friends go through depression and have anxiety. I cant go anywhere cause our
asshole premier put restrictions to force us to get vaccinated

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31944

Isolated for three years, can,t breathe, don,t see relatives anymore division in society discord

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31945

Put me in serious dept

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31946

I could list a 1000 reason of devastation

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31947

unable to cross border, cant take Grandchildren out to a restaurant a movie etc.

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31948

Sense of connection to the wider community due to increased polarization, fear mongering,
and division.

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31949

Fire department school Church work day til day live

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31950

I was compliant and still got the FLU!!! I am saddened that it was so aggressive and some
Canadians passed away. I am of the mind set that this happens every flu season. Freedom
shouldn’t be held against us as I feel that’s what has happened. It’s divided families and
friends and it’s not what Canadian people fought so hard for. We are a peaceful people and
should remain that way.

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31951

Decreased business, separation from family and friends, isolation, mental distress

2/19/2022 11:44 AM
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31952

I can not see my family. My husband can not get his treatment on time. I can not participate in
normal life. We had to sell everything and move. And much more.

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31953

In almost every way possible way too many charter rights taken away

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31954

Yes

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31955

Daily anxiety attacks, depression. I heave fear for my families future. I don’t have a job, I’m
not vaccinated, so I’m made to feel like I’m a tyrant. 🥲

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31956

Segregated my family due to vaccination status, affected my family income, limited education
opportunities for children, effected athletic activities/ programs, isolation has had a negative
impact on all family members

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31957

Cost me my 27 year career. Ruined family and friendships/relationships. Very isolating.
Horrible and completely unnecessary.

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31958

Decreased the ability to dine and netwrok with potential clients, build rapport and my
organization

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31959

I think the worst thing about this mandate is the FEAR of what they will do next to control us
with this act, like they are 100% doing. I cannot travel. I cannot see the Dr. As it's so hard to
have time for normal issues as its all about covid now, and because alot of nurses and Dr.
Have no time anymore because there is Not enough staff anywhere!! Not everyone wants to be
vacc and they shouldn't! If the vacc. Actually helped stop the spread it would be worth it. But
it's not! I cannot see friends and family in other provinces without issues. I do not care about
being able to go out to eat. I'm a very quiet country dweller. I don't care that I have to wear a
mask and /or not be super close to certain groups and or people. I just want to be able to not
be hassled and judged. I have had covid before a couple times and my body has been strong
enough to handle it well. Smart people, like me will stay away from people and keep distances
when sick, With anything! I do understand people who need the vacc but it should NOT be
used to control. Absolutly rediculous!!

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31960

No work

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31961

I go nowhere, friends and family are not being seen for over 2 yrs, had to deal with cancer all
by myself, no one allowed for support, spent time in hospital and was disgusted with the filth
since people losing their jobs and no one to replace them. Total disgust with our government

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31962

Feel like a prisoner in Canada

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31963

Too much stress and lack of freedom to socialize.

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31964

Isolation of senior family, hardships for student members

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31965

I feel discriminated against because of my vaccination status. Also Went through double
pneumonia and yet still am required to wear a mask at work. Restricted in travel choices. (Joe
hesse )

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31966

Everything

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31967

Socially isolated and in deep depression

2/19/2022 11:44 AM

31968

Being forced into a vaccine I do not want in order to support and feed my children.

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31969

very badly, my family all suffer from side effects from C-19 vaccine, and depression from
lockdowns.

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31970

I can’t travel on an airplane becasue I’m not vaccinated. I was excepted to the University of
Calgary for a bachelors of education, post degree, and I wasn’t allowed to go until recently
when they change their policy. My grandma is in an old folks home and goes in lockdowns
frequently even though they are all vaccinated. My in-laws won’t let us come visit because we
aren’t vaccinated. This has caused a huge divide and families. It needs to end.

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31971

It hasn't affected my life all that much. Thankfully. We have missed out on some family
gatherings, and such events that would have a larger group of us together. Otherwise,
masking, social distancing, etc haven't had too much of an impact.

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31972

In many ways, my older kids have been affected, they have been forced to comply with
vaccination in order to attend University, my little ones haven't have a normal life in the past 2

2/19/2022 11:43 AM
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years. The list is too long to continue, but I think our mental health have been profoundly
affected in many ways with the approach the government has taken during this period.
31973

Total restricts my life to go out visit my family friends travel etc

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31974

No work last 2 1/2 years No travel No restaurants

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31975

Negative impact to my mental health. I worry about raising a family in Canada. The division
due to the mandates has put a wedge between me and some of my family and friends.

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31976

It’s destroyed all the small businesses and jobs so I have been left jobless

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31977

Everything

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31978

Divided and segregated friends and family Loss of attending weddings and funerals Lock down
of LTC Facility and not seeing them for over a year

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31979

In every way!!!!! Negatively.

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31980

It made me run away, I left Canada with my family until it gets back to normal. Living in
freedom in the Caribbean. I could not tolerate kids wearings masks at school all day, I could
not tolerate masks in general because there is no scientific backing to this, and the worst of all
- I could not allow for mandatory injections of me and my family - as a result, my son got
excluded from all the activities. My daughter developed a severe skin allergy to all those
sanitizer chemicals at school, to a point where her skin was cracking and bleeding. I had to
leave this toxic world, and we have lived peacefully without all this insanity in the Caribbean.
Kids are active, go to school, no masks, people have normal human relationships without
some insane distancing, when I meet customers we shake hands - this is normal! Until
Canada is back to full normalcy, we WILL NOT BE BACK! Life is too short to live closed up
like in a prison! Canada IS NOT SAFE! Those mandates are killing people, suicides are up,
depression is up, people are loosing everything, kids are being negatively affected. How could
government try to prevent people from gathering, especially over holidays??? That is so wrong
and so against human nature, and so against any science - if the virus was so deadly, why
families living with someone sick with covid don't catch it? Or why is there so much
fearmongering of a virus that is curable 99.9% of the time??? This makes no sense! No logic!
There is only so much that people can take, people are DONE. ENOUGH IS ENOUGH !!! END
THIS INSANITY IMMEDIATELY! Oh, and people know this is all about the one-world
government power, WEF, and people know and see that this government is moving towards full
dictatorship. The exact same steps were taken once by... Hitler! We all know how that ended!
I'm terrified of Canada right now! What a scary place to live... SO, how the mandates affected
my life? I'm at a point of selling our house and moving out permanently! Canada is not a safe
place to raise my kids! I cannot believe I'm actually saying this... what happened to this
country?

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31981

ruined it

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31982

Loss of bodily sovereignty which is extremely triggering due to past trauma. Loss of income.
Powerlessness and fear. Depression anxiety and other mental health issues. Increased use of
alcohol. Marital problems. Loss of trust in the government, authorities, police and our
mainstream media. My children have suffered immensely. One was kicked out of university for
not being vaccinated. Another went from being an honour student to not graduating from high
school due to extreme challenges with online learning. One has had asthmatic symptoms
return after 5 years absence due to wearing a dirty mask all day at school. In our circle we’ve
witnessed far more severe reactions and even death from the vaccines than we’ve seen from
Covid itself. Everyone in my family has suffered and is living every day in fear and despair. We
are working on getting out of this country because we feel as though we’ve been discarded.

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31983

Death(suicide), loss of income, loss of employment, loss of friends and family, severe mental
health decline to the point of giving up

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31984

Life stopped

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31985

So many depressed people around. Family & friend division. Loss of income.

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31986

Caused mental health issues

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31987

Economic, social,

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31988

Stress stress and stress why should I be forced ....what happened to freedom of choice

2/19/2022 11:43 AM
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31989

Depression, lost of friends, unable to travel, unable to live my life, high inflation loss of ability
to buy quality food

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31990

Kicked out of school

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31991

In a negative way

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31992

Can’t see my oma

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31993

Challenged where my allegiances truly lie. My comforts and Idols or my Creator and Savior
Christ. The answer is clear but most are blinded by the devil and his wicked schemes and
deceitful puppets. These mandates have revealed the illogical mindset our government takes
oh so often. Its disgusting the separation and divide that has been pushed so hard by our
prime minister and the MSM...

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31994

What life. Other then being able to see friends and family. Wife lost job for not taking the jab.
And we were shunned from everything indoors.

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31995

extremely sad and depressed

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31996

The mandate, all restrictions, and getting vaccinated did not stop me and many of my family
and friends from getting Covid. It’s all not effective against “ending” Covid. Let us live our
lives!

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31997

Until the convoy it was an annoyance, but the PMs statements and actions were completely
false, unprofessional, juvenile, selfish and divisive. As that to all the immoral and illegal things
he has done in the past, he needs to be gone!

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31998

RN -25 years. Coercion is NOT choice Experimental drip with no kong term data. So far the
side effects/deaths are are worse than getting Covid.

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

31999

In every way

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

32000

In every way

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

32001

Conflict within families

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

32002

I lost my jobs (I am an artist), la santé mentale de mes enfants est gravement atteinte.
Isolement. Précarité financière.

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

32003

Went from living in a normal loving society to a two tiered divided second class citizen.

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

32004

Mentally, financially, fighting amongst family, government trust in the tank, no trust in media

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

32005

All this has done is divide everyone I love. I have lost family and friends, my job and the
essential assistance that my child needs mentally and physically.

2/19/2022 11:43 AM

32006

We rarely get out of the house.

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32007

Mental illness, socially driven wedges between people, causing division in families that never
was before, fear and insecurity in children and behaviour issues among everyone that are
negative and horrible!

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32008

Divided my family

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32009

I can not go to certain family residences, restaurants, weddings, pubs and now massage
therapists

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32010

My family and I have been in our home for the last 2 years. We have 2 great grande children
we have not seen except on FaceTime. The way things are going they will grow up with never
meeting us in person.

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32011

Horribly. Loss of relationships. Looked down at. NOT TRAVELING. Sad.

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32012

My mental health and emotional health not being able to see my family and friends and do my
services in the church.

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32013

Isolation and social distancing and negativity from stressed people has caused mental distress
on my family.

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32014

Isolated from my friends and family. The division of people. This is prejudice the way this
mandate has kept people segregated. As bad as the separation between black restaurants and

2/19/2022 11:42 AM
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parlors etc vs white peoples gathering places.
32015

Lost my job

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32016

It has caused much division especially with the vaccine mandates.

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32017

Family divisions, employment terminated, farm products dumped, children with severe
anxieties, friends with devastating, doctor-confirmed reactions including pending death from
blood clots in lungs and strokes, distrust in all media that repeated baseless press reports
from government, disgust in all leaders and parties who allowed the PM to violate
parliamentary rule for so long, silencing medical and scientific debate and criminalizing highly
competent medical personnel for professional judgement, loss of support as churches were
closed, heartbreak as responsible citizens broke under the sustained restrictions. Professional,
social and family relations ruptured and children with no risk from the illness are
multivaccinated. The distrust from this alone will project generationally for decades. Canadians
will not trust institutions anymore and the peaceful, polite, respectful ethos of the past is
shattered.

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32018

Mental health deteriorated No help Taxed to death

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32019

Alot! The mental health of myself and our children. We have not been able to see family.
Business has had decreased sales. We can't find employees. Those are just to name a few.

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32020

Divided

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32021

In every area of my life!! Physical, mental, social and spiritual.

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32022

They have stopped travel, limited jobs, reduced places we are allowed to even go, and
criminalized being sick which is a normal part of life

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32023

I have never had a vaccine in my life due to being allergic to the medications in vaccines

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32024

Tearing family’s apart and not being able to be with our loved ones!!!

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32025

Any time any way 24/7

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32026

I now fight blood clots daily! My life has been Decimated by one shot of the phony vaccine. I
guess I'm one of the ones that was chosen to not breathe Canadian air anymore.

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32027

Lost the job

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32028

Brutal. Everyone is in a horrible state of condition. Not sure how we can’t see this.

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32029

Socializing has been difficult. I have had to ask for vaccine passports at work. Lots of added
stress from customers, because if vaccine passport. But I do agree with the vaccine, just not
maybe enforcing it the way we had to.

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32030

My kids now have extremely poor mental health.

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32031

Work Family Worship

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32032

I am vaccinated and boostered, have travelled abroad safely, and enjoy visits with a small
number of family and friends after using RATs. I do not go into any communal spaces without
my mask and resent when people refuse to cooperate with Public Health recommendations. It
has affected my life in a way that gives me confidence to start socializing again, knowing that
if I contract Covid in spite of my best attempts to avoid it, I am unlikely to require
hospitalization and am unlikely to die.

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32033

Livelihood, mental, physical and social well being.

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32034

It’s impacted it very negatively. Our nation is divided and living in fear and hatred. Our kids are
full of anxiety and have suffered in so many ways including their education. I think these
mandates need to end.

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32035

It has effected my life incredibly adversely.

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32036

About to loose the job/ livelihood. Stress, worries, believe, friends, family members, social life.
Division among people over these mandates needs to stop.

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32037

Poor mental health and loss of connection with community. Vaccine mandate is preventing me
from graduating college

2/19/2022 11:42 AM
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32038

I am quickly becoming a hermit. I barely leave the house. Having breathing issues all of my
life and wearing a mask is so uncomfortable. It causes me anxiety. I struggle to breath
properly with one on but I thought of everyone else. Now that the risk seems to be a common
cold/flu-I want this all to end.

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32039

Relationships

2/19/2022 11:42 AM

32040

In every negative way possible

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32041

Prisoner in my home for Two years…. Division in my family and friends.

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32042

Can’t travel

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32043

Loss of friends and family due to differing opinions, health concerns and death (4 healthy
individuals found dead, 3 suicides in the 1st year all under 35, numerous friends with heart
attacks and strokes and blood issues that were healthy before), emotional anxiety, loss of
schooling, loss of my job due to standing ground for private health information and jab status,
financial burdens.

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32044

In an extremely negative way. Increased alcohol and drug use. Extreme weight gain. Anger.
Depression. Extreme mistrust of doctors and ‘experts’.

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32045

Taken my freedom, and wasted over 2 years, of what should have been, the best years of my
life…

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32046

No friends no entertainment no family

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32047

Isolation not seeing grandchildren

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32048

Caused lots of damage between family, friends and our income

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32049

Stress, sadness

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32050

Travel , family , lost friends , watched people die alone

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32051

significant interference w/ medical autonomy and resultant decline of already weakened
physical abilities, and compounding stress from weakness or unhealed injuries

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32052

I can’t complete my schooling in a trade I have spend many years working in and perfecting
my skills. I am now ready to complete my apprenticeship. I have all the skills and time
invested. I just need to do my last year to become a journeyman. But I am not allowed in the
school because I’m not vaccinated. This is wrong on so many levels. Trudeau has divided and
literally turned my whole family against me. I am isolated, can’t complete my schooling and
am treated worse than a convict because I want autonomy choice. People shouldn’t be treated
this way just because they don’t feel comfortable taking a new vaccine that hasn’t had any
long term side effects evaluated. This goes against our charter of rights and freedoms.

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32053

it has destroyed relationships, work, caused family issues, mental health stress, anxiety,
depression, gained weight, loss of confidence in government, health system, employers and
less trust in generally every individual.

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32054

My anxiety has gone up and friends have decided that I am not even worth talking to because
I have a different opinion.

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32055

I am separated from everything because of this vaxx pass. The mandates are ridiculous.

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32056

Was forced to be poisoned in order to keep my job but I still consider myself an anitvax n will
always be! My kids r mentally and emotionally lost! All I gotta say is fuck u Trudeau u corrupt
POS

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32057

I've had to fight to stay living lost my job work place Injured from long term care working short
staffed .I can't get re educated can't see a Dr for rehab n can't return to work or any work
...long term care is in fucking ruins and no one cares the world's addicted to drugs and mental
health is at its worst our country is failing us Justin says he helps everyone look at my CRA
he's a fucking liar and he has never seen a hard time till now...where he suffers.. I wanna be
somebody let me see a Dr let me get re educated n work ...this isn't Africa last I checked.

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32058

I have list friends due to suicide because of the stress . I have seen my mother slip in
depression. Im watching my children and grandchildren be divided

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32059

In every way possible..divided by family, loss of jobs due to vaccination status, unable to

2/19/2022 11:41 AM
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participate in activities etc
32060

It's been a huge impact on my family's mental health. My disabled son is suffering because of
the mandates.

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32061

My mental health and my family’s mental health have been severely affected. Especially my
two young girls in school. The government has overreached and now has to end this all. It has
caused a divide with my extended family and limited our freedoms and we’ve lost our jobs.
This is not the Canada I want for our girls.

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32062

My mental health

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32063

Stressful, and tiring. I have faced the worst discrimination of my life. I lost my job for choosing
my bodily autonomy.

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32064

Created a divide between me and my family members, lost friendships.

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32065

My family has been divided and I am being treated by my work like I have done something
wrong when I have not hurt anyone. My mental health has drastically declined and the position
I am being forced into has made me lose faith in my government.

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32066

Isolation from friends and family Conditioning our society to live in fear, And our children to be
scared of each other. Segregation of society biased on personal health choices. Religious
biases by the government. This was a free country, that’s why we live here. We are sovereign
beings under God. No more government overreach.

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32067

Very negatively. Especially regarding relationships with people and religious activities.

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32068

Lost income, freedoms, social life Fight anxiety with constant change of mandates, isolation,
and the taking away our rights as a Canadian citizen

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32069

Separated me from family.

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32070

My work force was dropped to 1/3

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32071

We cannot visit my father in law who is sick in another country

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32072

Lots

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32073

Inconvenient, frustrated, unvalued, it has ruined the prime activities of my sons high school
life.

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32074

Social pression, exclusion and division inside my own family and relatives, broken
relationships, sentiment of loneliness and profound sadness not to be at least heard in my
choice to respect my values and integrity. This climate of hate, fear and and despair is
définitively showing it's psychological side effects more than ever, and unfortunately a lot of
damages wont be able to be fixed...

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32075

Friends and families divided. Young children in distress to leave their homes

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32076

Work,life,sanity

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32077

Job loss in health care Unable to attend professional conferences Unable to attend church
services regularly, Unable to go into restaurants and other venues Unable to swim in hotel
pools Unable to travel to see family in other provinces, Unable to travel to see family in
Europe/Africa Unable to travel to US for health treatments Stigmatization by vaccinated/those
requesting vaccine passports

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32078

I was forced to choose between getting vaccinated or losing my job. With a mortgage I had no
choice, I was forced to be vaccinated to continue to support my family.

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32079

Lonely, children can't do activities they normally do, church was limited

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32080

It has destroyed my mental health and trust in all levels of government

2/19/2022 11:41 AM

32081

I am a federal employee of 30 years who has lost my job because of their unjust policy that
overreaches into my personal medical decision to vaccinate or not. This is not a vaccine. This
is a medical experiment with very dangerous ingredients. I choose to not harm my body. Plus I
already have Covid immunity from getting omicron from my family that is vaccinated.

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32082

Negatively, all aspects of My life.

2/19/2022 11:40 AM
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32083

I was coerced into getting a vaccination I did not want so I could keep my government ruled
job. Medical procedures should not be forced upon anyone. Mental health had suffered greatly
due to all the mandates.

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32084

Depression, psychological trauma, rare contact with family members, unemployed (my job
place was closed because of restrictions)

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32085

It has taken away our freedom

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32086

It runs our life and freedom

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32087

Stress. Inability to go places. Creates boredom as places close. Creates risk for my child as
swim lessons interrupted. Destruction of human rights.

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32088

I have been excluded from family events, not allowed to attend my uncles funeral and my
mental health has become worse

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32089

It's been terrible, obviously is a flu that's been a power grab and a money transfer.

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32090

I feel safer going out because safety measures are in place

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32091

Frustration, concern, mobility

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32092

Seeing my loved ones

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32093

I have lost many contracts for work. Severe depression, disgust for my government. I lost my
fiancée because of different views on Covid. I’ve lost friends to overdoses. I’ve lost complete
faith in our political system.

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32094

Limited access to many places which impacts my wellbeing. Preventing my kids to participate
in sport activities making them lazy without goals in their lifes

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32095

How has it not affected any of us?! Segregation is not acceptable.

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32096

Canada has become a dictatorship! Loss of freedom to travel, to dine, to attend Church.
Inability to visit my dying father-in-law. Tension among family and friends. Distrust and anger
towards our governments. A feeling of hopelessness. Looking to move with my business to the
US

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32097

Not allowing me to go to my winter home in Belize. Keeping me from restaurants, etc.

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32098

Many ways

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32099

I can’t travel to see my family.. my sister died and I couldn’t be with her.

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32100

Isolation , depression, unable to work, stress. My grandchildren have lost out 2 years of
education. The AHS has refused to treat people with covid until they are on a ventilator. Drs.
Will not see patients with sore throat, sinus headache, earache. I have no trust in the Federal
government.

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32101

Segregation has become evident

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32102

I left Canada for Florida where you are allowed to live and make your own decisions

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32103

Stress has affected health. Separation from people has affected health. Worry for rights and
freedoms is a big concern. Also how Government is trying to control our lives.

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32104

Can't live my life freely

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32105

Restricted from doing a lot of things/functions

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32106

They have been more of a pain in the butt and should have been removed last year

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32107

I am going to lose my job

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32108

Isolation from friends, family & community. At times, devastating.

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32109

It hasn’t been easy.

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32110

Deprived me if the ability to go to Gods house freely and restricted me from any leisure
activities. Brother not able to attend university.

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32111

It has taken away my Freedom

2/19/2022 11:40 AM
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32112

Lost job and volunteering due to vax, family doesnt speak or gather if I dont wear mask

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32113

My kids can’t get enough oxygen at school. My husband has to test with a toxic substance up
his nose twice a week. I have been isolated working from home for almost 2 years. I have lost
friendships and family relationships are very strained. I am constantly stressed and anxious. I
can not participate in regular activities. I feel that Canada is lost and my life has been turned
upside down.

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32114

It’s affected my job, well being . My stress level has never been so high

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32115

It has shown the division in our society

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32116

I’m unvaxxed due to issues, can’t go anywhere with my ADHD toddler to tire or busy him out he has made me sad to be forced to do something i know my body can’t handle. I am sad that
my child’s future could be not free like myself growing up and my other daughter - I’m sad that
my grandfather FOUGHT HIS ASS off to keep us free and proud and now, we lack respect for
those in power We pay their pay checks - we are the boss

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32117

Lost income, loss of mobility, loss of freedoms

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32118

Home bound

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32119

The methods of implementation have caused alot of grief, worry, and mistrust.

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32120

My wife was placed on unpaid leave for not getting vaxxed, she works 100% from home and is
pregnant. She is now unemployed. Fuck Canada.

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32121

I’ve been much more isolated

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32122

Took all my personal liberties! Took 2 years of my life. Alienated me from my friends and
family!

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32123

Effected me huge many cancelled vacations, 2nd class citizen , ulcer snd stress from
worrying about government tyranny not worried about covid - am awake to the scam always
have been

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32124

My income has dropped by 50% the level of anxiety depression and isolation is almost
unbearable it has impacted my ability to travel to see family

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32125

Badly

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32126

Yes absolutely

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32127

I'm an alien in my own country. I can't eat out with my family, I can't take my kids skating, they
can't play sports all because we made a personal health choice.

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32128

Completely changed my life. Can’t visit my mom in a nursing home, can’t watch my grandkids
play hockey and much more

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32129

Can’t see parents in old homes Mental stress in family members has gone up greatly Freedom
to go on vacations Stress between friends And even after vaccinations still lockdowns and not
able to do many things

2/19/2022 11:40 AM

32130

It’s affected my Children’s schooling, their sports and activities. It’s affected my mental health,
my childrens mental health. This also affects us physically.

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32131

I feel upset most of the time because I can’t breathe with a mask. It makes me anxious.

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32132

It hasnt

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32133

I have mental health ptsd from these mandates

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32134

Very limited; very lonely; depressing.

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32135

I was suspended from my job and given the ULTIMATUM (not the same thing as a choice!) to
get vaccinated or be fired. I have lost friends and family to this division. I have lost money due
to the cancellation of my wedding, every aspect of my life has been affected. I’m broken.

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32136

In every way, depressed, mentally and physically challenges, can’t see family, made to fear,
scared of people and controlled like we are nothing more then cattle.

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32137

Kept me from getting covid

2/19/2022 11:39 AM
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32138

My way to live!!

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32139

It has affected seeing friends and family in the midst of covid but now as restrictions have
gradually eased, we are again seeing them

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32140

Got laid off

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32141

My mental health is declining. I have never considered ending my own life until this
government over reach. The truckers brought me hope again. I don’t want to die I just want to
live happily without segregation and hatred. I hate Trudeau

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32142

Not vaccinated Restricted to my home Can’t travel , lost my job , can’t go to restaurants etc

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32143

I feel Im being forced to wear a mask and get vaccines in order to keep my job in healthcare

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32144

Severe anxiety and depression, loss of job, isolation from friends and family, infighting

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32145

Was forced to cancel multiple planned trips out of the country, but outside of that it’s been just
a big inconvenience.

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32146

Mentally, emotionally, physically taken it’s toll on our family

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32147

So many ways than you could have imagined. I’m frustrated that my personal life has been
deeply affected by it all but that is something I can live with, move on from and re build again,
however, our PM has now made me re think being a Canadian and what that means. He
absolutely ruined Canada for me and any type of government. NO TRUST. He is doing this
now for his personal use and needs to be stopped in the political field forever and needs to pay
heavily for his behaviour and deserves consequences!!!!!!!!!!!!! If I speed and get a ticket I
have to pay, no ifs ands or buts, he should have to pay for what he has done to this once
united and beautiful, free and proud country. End Trudeau and any type of governor who agrees
with his actions forever!!!!!!!!

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32148

It has made me anxiety ridden as I felt I was being bullied into taking a vaccine I didn't want
and now filled with fear of what I've done to my body. The masks we have to wear constantly
at work leave us breathless and fighting to breath when we are working hard. I dont see my
families and friends hardly at all now since the lockdowns and such started. I have lost income
because of having to isolate do having symptoms even though I tested negative 2xs and then
again when I tested positive on another occasion. I've missed family funerals and gatherings
we used to have are gone!

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32149

Punished for not being willing to be genetically modified.

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32150

Social isolation.

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32151

Holding my back

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32152

Took my freedom away

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32153

My kids are suffering, falling behind in school depressed, angry. My husband has not been
able to work much so I'm totally fried.

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32154

Depressed, weight gain, financially, health due to medical procedures being put on hold .
Relationships with my aging mom as I could not visit her

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32155

Took away freedom

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32156

I would need to write a book. Friendship loss, business loss, physical activity loss, friends
dying alone, family gathering loss, emotional stability loss, self confidence loss, church
gatherings canceled, people turning against each other, etc. In return for this I got fear, fear,
fear! Fear of wearing my mask correctly, fear of being corrected constantly by store security
(stay with your cart, walk with the arrows, don’t stand close to anyone because if you do you’re
a resist), fear of offending someone, etc.

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32157

It has made me feel unsafe, and has limited my whereabouts and what I’m free to do

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32158

It's made it extremely difficult to see family in the United States. It's made if extremely difficult
to conduct business. It has slammed the door to the business we conducted in the US.

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32159

Multi levels of degrading mental health. Forced to choose between health and employment.
Child didn’t participate in sports and activities. Family/friendship strain. Marital strain. Lack of
participation with friends/family/activities Financial strain

2/19/2022 11:39 AM
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32160

My job, seeing my family in Ontario..seeing my family here in B.C ..stress anxiety,
depression..

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32161

In many ways

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32162

Turned me into a prisoner in my own country. Divided my family

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32163

Owner in the restraunt business lost 70% of my business. I belive you should wear masks and
keep a safe distance AND thTHAT IS ALL ,the rest IS FREEDOM OF CHOICE.......

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32164

In every way and my childrens way

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32165

1. I was forced to retire early or get fired (I’m a hospital health care professional) 2. The
expensive biologic I receive for my auto-immune disorder is no longer covered, which means
I’m no longer going to receive because I cannot afford it out-of-pocket 3. Distress - seeing
propaganda blinding people, seeing corruption at all gov levels, mass formation psychosis,
harms to friends, neighbours, children. Our society has become paralyzed because of this
attempt for the Great Reset.

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32166

Greatly restricted my families activities/daily life and development of life skills for my children.
Prevented family from being with dying family members, elderly family members.

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32167

It affects every aspect of our daily lives.

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32168

Depression, anxiety, anger... irregulated emotions. Lack of support

2/19/2022 11:39 AM

32169

It’s caused separation between me and my friend and people lost their jobs. This is ridiculous

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32170

took away trust in government - I am brave enough to go on the record that I disagree with the
authoritarian mandates even though I know there is a risk that this is a "controlled opposition"
list and I can be targeted ... May you be happy , may you be blessed, may you have peace,
may you be loved....

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32171

Struggling with mental health issues. Miss spending time with family. HATE wearing a mask
everywhere! It's been proven that masks do not stop spread.

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32172

Familly devided

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32173

It has made life challenging. We removed our kids from school to avoid the mandates. From a
mental health standpoint it has absolutely destroyed people around us. The kids are the most
effected. Our business made it through the pandemic very well but those around us struggled.
All for a “disease” that 99% of people have minor symptoms from? It doesn’t make any sense.
The toll that the mandates have had on peoples mental health, financial health, and general
well-being is not worth it.

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32174

It has cause a division within my family and friends. Some family members have lost their jobs
for refusing to take the jab. My spouse is forced to wear a mask at work unable to breathe
freely. My nieces children are forced to wear a mask to attend public education which isn't
public anymore. I no longer trust the hospitals or even my own doctor. There were therapeutics
for early treatment from the start that were ignore.

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32175

Divided all Canadians

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32176

Socially, psychologically, doing in person business is very inconvenient now, expensive goods.
Travel, the list goes on and on.

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32177

Both personally and professionally. My sons are unable to play sports or participate in society
and activities without taking the vaccine or in some options testing. The mental and emotional
impact is indescribable and beyond disturbing. They have been discriminated against, felt the
real pain of division of not being able to go certain places with friends. I am saddened by the
depression and anxiety. I am unable to work. I had wanted to take the vaccine but I am unable
due to medical reasons. I am not anti-vax, my family and myself have taken all other
vaccines. The impact to our family, friends, school, work, church, etc is very disturbing. This
is heart breaking that so much fear has been created, that there is division in society. All
unnecessary. The mandates and restrictions need to be abolished, and this must never happen
again. I love our country, and am concerned for the future, for our children's future.

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32178

In every possible way. Same as the Difference between communism and a democracy

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32179

mother died and couldnt have a funneral,mental health issues from being locked down,Have

2/19/2022 11:38 AM
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asthma and had to wear a mask which is useless as viruses can pass through it and it makes
it hard to breathe
32180

I'm unable to get a job because I chose not to be vaccinated with something unproven.

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32181

I was fired from my full time job & the world around me has changed dramatically which
NEEDS to be reversed so we all can go back to living a normal life

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32182

I am alone. The mandates have caused division and broken up friendships.

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32183

Mental health; spouse lost his job; inability to freely move in and out of my own country; can't
travel on public transit; discriminated against. I am disgusted by the way the politicians and
police have handled this matter. Brute force was not necessary. This is a day in history I will
never forget.

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32184

Mental health

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32185

It has driven me to alcoholism, cut down my hours at work, I’ve been out of work at times,
ruined my social lofe

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32186

in every aspect from try to run my business to being with held from being with my Mother in
her last few months of life, that will not be forgotten nor forgiven,

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32187

There was red flags right away and I knew this was a scam demic, I refused to wear masks or
be put into bondage by these cowards who are listening to the one world order to take over the
world! I refused to put my kids into activities with masks I refused to wear in on labour, and
one thing I know is it’s like a cult effect, where people that are on the right side feel guilty for
doifn what’s right because of all the sheep that just follow, i have lost all trust in anyone in
government lying their teeth off, and in media they need to all be hung for treason and a traitor
of our country!!

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32188

I couldn't live normal social life, my children missed over 2 formative years of childhood:
socializing, sports and cultural events. I wasn't able to see my parents and close relatives. I
suffered suffocation due to having to wear mask and not being able to get the exemption.

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32189

Mental health, lack of social skills for children, physical health

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32190

Unable to travel to see family members. Immediate family become split. Distractive to
relationships.

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32191

Made depressed worse

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32192

Made me a prisoner in my home not healthy for anyone

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32193

Negative, mental, family views and many postponing of surgery causing death

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32194

I’m retired so it hasent affected me a whole lot but it has negatively affected several family
members

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32195

Very negatively!

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32196

Lost my job

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32197

I hate that my children have to wear masks and can not take part in normal activities because
of our choice to not vaccinate

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32198

Ikeep forgetting to take my ID places lol mg fruends are mad cause that means we cant eat
out when i do that

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32199

Immensely. I want indicemwnt of all officials who imposed them including Justin Trudeau,
Doug Ford, Teresa Tam, Kieran Moore and others

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32200

Effected my freedom

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32201

It has not!

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32202

Ruining my life, loss of income, loss of education, 3 x canceled wedding, loved ones not laid
to rest yet, family division.

2/19/2022 11:38 AM

32203

too many ways to list here

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32204

Horribly! I come from a family of 7 and now only one of those still speaks to me. My Mom was

2/19/2022 11:37 AM
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lied to and forced to get the jabs when not wanting them. If it had just been left alone and ran
it’s corse I feel it would be done by now. The divide between friends and family cannnever be
fixed
32205

Lost income. Forced.to resign a job. Havent been able to see family 2+year. Increase the cost
of living which I cant afford.

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32206

It has effected my family and my social life. I have no friends bc if covid.

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32207

All aspects

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32208

Forced vaccine on me to do my job as Truck Driver against my will. Fed up of living 2cd class
world as a driver.

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32209

I had only got the shots so I could actually be able to do the things I love and even after that I
was still denied to do them due to lockdowns. Having the lockdowns has affected my work and
how much I am able to make. I am a single person and need to work to live and survive. It was
very depressing not being able to see people and socializing. I don't like how it has divided our
country between the people who have gotten shot and the ones that don't. We are moving
backwards in everyone's civil rights to be equal. It's the same mentality as during the
holocaust that Jews are the problem or during slave labor where white people are superior to
black people. I thought we have learned and moved past these tragedies in the past.

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32210

Minimally. Wearing a mask is not a big deal. Getting a vaccine to better our society is not a big
deal. Having to show that I have gotten my vaccine is not a big deal.

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32211

I lost my job of 31 years due to mandatory vaccination policy, as I didn't want an experimental
vaccine put in my body not knowing short and long term side effects.

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32212

Have not been able to travel (essential or non essential), visit with friends and family in
hospitals and care homes, attend church regularly because of capacity restrictions, restricted
our daughter's wedding size and venue, and way to many others to list here but equally
important

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32213

Can't go to restaurants or cross US border

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32214

Emotionally, socially and financially drained .

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32215

Negatively

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32216

Work

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32217

Division in family; sadness and anger with handling & deception of whole situation

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32218

I’ve lost a whole season of sports. Me and my family have had our lives severely disrupted
over the last two years. My kids spent two years of their lives in fear created by our media and
the government. It’s time to let us be free to choose for ourselves.

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32219

Slowed work down and my kids have suffered through there education!

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32220

Horrible

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32221

It has made it safer and more free of ignorant, self interested people.

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32222

My mental health as declined greatly,my daughter's(11&12) and my son's(20&22)very much
affected by the mandates, we have become depressed. My daughter has gained weight. She
is very nervous about going out.

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32223

My children's development and mental and emotional health. My mental and emotional health.
We are unable to afford things now that we used to be able to.

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32224

In all aspects of my life. I feel as though I am a prisoner if this country and I have my personal
rights and freedoms stripped from me.

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32225

Mental health of my family

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32226

Kept me from family and friends. Isolation and loneliness

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32227

Mental health. Family member with myocarditis after second shot Lost credibility in
government and officials

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32228

I've had family sick and couldn't be with them, my granddaughter had brain surgery and they

2/19/2022 11:37 AM
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made her take Vax, Her seizures are worse. My Daughter had suvive allergy to the Vax.. got
very sick.. We haven't been able too see each other. I had great and grandkids born so scared
for them..we are all in hiding in doors no more I need my family and they need me!! Just not
for love but too help them in this direction need.I love them heart and soul!! Pls help us
Canadians and others in the world
32229

Violation of the Carter of Right's and Freedom's.

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32230

Incredibly in a negative way

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32231

I havev become a lonely recluse. No friends to visit or come over for coffee. Very lonely life
style

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32232

It has caused major stress and anxiety.

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32233

We have had to take shots we did not want in order for my son to enter university and my
daughter to continue with her sports teams. This should be our Decision not that of the
government. We are in charge of our own Heath. Nobody else should be. The government does
not know our health conditions and has no business telling us what we need to stay healthy.

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32234

It has divided

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32235

Minimally

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32236

Poor and my democratic rights limited

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32237

After much research, I have decided the vaccine has not been properly debated in the
scientific community. I am double vaccinated but won’t be getting a booster. Either will the rest
of my family. No matter what.

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32238

I've missed visiting family but feel it is for everyone's benefit.

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32239

Lack of freedom of movement and especially for my grandchildren and their future

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32240

Very much, took away 2 years of visits, hugs and contact with our Mom in a home and
closeness with grandchildren.

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32241

It has not affected my work life but social life is nil

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32242

I didn't get sick and die. The mandate was too late for some of my friends, and they died. I'm
very glad the experts knew how to handle a pandemic, including the mandates.

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32243

I've got severe anxiety, these mandates serverly impacted my life style, my rights and
freedom were taken away simply because I didn't want to jab myself with the vaccine. It's
ridiculous and need to stop.

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32244

Job changes and limited in everything every day

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32245

I need physiotherapy that I have been using since 2005 and I am unable to attend due to being
vax-free. Since Covid hit us 2 years ago I have lost nearly all medical access I need to live my
life productively and I've given up. Covid has taken my life.

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32246

It has affected my job my home going out ,shopping and most of all my family

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32247

Not being able to be in public spaces with my young child Risk of losing my profession of 15+
years Segregation and divide with family and friends Mental/physical health

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32248

Can’t see famly

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32249

Effected my income and social life

2/19/2022 11:37 AM

32250

I didn’t get to work for a year, I didn’t get to have the wedding I wanted, I don’t get to go places
anymore because I am unvaccinated, I have seen peoples mental health deteriorate.

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32251

Very isolated

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32252

Lost career Can’t travel

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32253

It’s caused Mental Anxiety and depression to occur.

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32254

I want my freedom back. Canada was a free country 🇨🇦

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32255

Dont feel safe in a communist country..depressed and no hope for the future..scared for my

2/19/2022 11:36 AM
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sons future
32256

Very negative impact on all levels!

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32257

Social isolation. Inability to teach kids to swim (access to public swimming & recreation
facilities we pay for through taxes). Loss of employment by both income earners in a family of
4 (1 Federal, 1 Provincial employment). Inability to participate fully in recreational pursuits like
downhill skiing (unable to take a child to a team race at a ski hill that required covid passports
to access the gondola and therefor the race start).

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32258

Ruined my children's childhood. Taken years away from my elderly parents. Caused me
depression. I have health issues from my vaccine.

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32259

Terribly

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32260

paralyzed it

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32261

Sadden me to not be able to see your family, to watch these poor kids wearing these mask
and not socializing with their friends, no sports or activities. I think our PM should be ashamed
of himself. He is a privileged rich kid that thinks he playing a board game of Payday, Risk all
round up in to.

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32262

Safe

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32263

We have lost jobs have lost homes have lost my freedom I have been discriminated against
because my Medical issues prevents me from safely taking the vax

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32264

Division between friend and family. Impacted work and my kids schooling

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32265

It’s very stressful and sicking

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32266

Destroyed friendships and put a rift in my family that will never be mended.

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32267

Yes, greatly. I own an event venue and restaurant that we have been killed and no help from
the government

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32268

I feel extremely excluded. I have felt like the target of discrimination. I have been told that I
should die because I chose to be vaccine free . I have not been able to take my children to
any of the indoor and even some outdoor activities that they enjoy. I have not even been able
to take my children to the library because I could not enter being unvaccinated. It has divided
my family and some of my friends. It had been absolutely terrible.

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32269

It has divided family and I have not been able to watch my son play hockey.

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32270

Negatively

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32271

Church attendance, Contact with dear relatives, postponing surgery of husband, daughter
losing job as psw, son moved to another provence, quarantaine , list opportunities because of
vaccine passports,

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32272

These mandates have divided a country and removed freedoms. Canada is no longer an
inclusive country. Our prime minister promotes hate speech and is unfit to lead a classroom let
alone a country.

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32273

Loss of my job (employment).

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32274

My family has been broken. My life (that for the record was pretty much close to home as it
was) has been taken away. I have watched my kids have their normal taken away and had to
have hard talks with them about why people they love won’t see them.

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32275

I have suffered loss of my job, depression and mental health issues

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32276

I haven't been able to go to a restaurant, movie, the gym (where I was a regular user!), travel,
or go into grocery stores and such without a mask. It has divided me from friends and family
members, I've lost close friends (probably forever), neighbours, and lost loved ones to the
JAB. Either sick or dead.

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32277

Rights and freedoms taken, families divided, restrictions and lockdowns had huge implications
on economy and social welfare

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32278

We’ve lost connection with loved ones. We’ve lost our livelihood . Our mental health has
suffered immensely and these continued mandates threaten our way of life

2/19/2022 11:36 AM
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32279

Division between family and friends because of the mandates. Loss of normal freedoms of
connecting with people. Fear of going to the hospital or a loved one going because of isolation
in a vulnerable situation, due to the mandates.

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32280

Kept me away family and prevented me from working

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32281

As a senior citizen, I am isolated, away from family, friends for 2 years. My mental health is
deteriorating. Was this worth it? NO.

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32282

All of them

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32283

It started when I lost a 10 year position at a job I loved. Once I picked myself up and got it
together, my mental health got the best of me and days and thoughts have become dark. I was
once a happy go lucky lady who is now battling deep depression on most days. We are
human. We aren’t built to be alone, isolated for months on end. I work as a community support
worker and daily I speak with seniors who haven’t had any contact in Over 2 years. Enough is
enough, we need to take accountability for our own health and Justin Trudeau and Doug Ford
must be held accountable for what they have done to the economy, families,
employees/employers. The suicides, the lost jobs, the mental health crisis, the uneducated
children and the domestic abuse, the blood is on the hands of the politicians and it’s time it
STOPS #freedom #endthemandates

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32284

The last two years has effected the mental health of myself and my 3 year old daughter, it has
created a great divide between my family. I’ve seen more deaths by suicide in the last two
years then I have my entire life. These mandates have created a great divide between
unvaccinated and vaccinated and this is not right. I am able to serve a customer being
unvaxxed but cannot go into a restaurant myself and dine. I cannot take my daughter to go
see family, as we cannot board a plane. My daughter is programmed to be fearful. And this is
the most detrimental time in her life. What will this do to all of the young children?

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32285

Have not seen family as much. Affecting the kids more.

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32286

Division with family & friends.

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32287

Depression and mental health issues

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32288

Not able to work in health care

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32289

Causing depression

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32290

Loss of job

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32291

on Mar 24 we lose our 32 year old medical clinic due to mandated vaccination for all private
clinic employees

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32292

I’ve been treated like a leper. I’ve had to stop going on mission’s trip to help others. Social life
is nil.

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32293

Depressed

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32294

Business down 60%

2/19/2022 11:36 AM

32295

Not at all. I am fully vaccinated ( X3 ). I continued to support restaurants, bars and limited
family get togethers ( all are vaccinated ).

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32296

Very lonely

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32297

It holds us all from doing what we enjoy and what people need to do to live a healthy life. the
vaccine is proven unsafe and therefore taking it is just harming yourself

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32298

Effected my freedom to see and spend time with family and friends

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32299

Stress/depression……division amongst families and neighbours

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32300

Having two little children the mandate made me stay at home all the time cause I don't want
my children to get covid but knowing what I know now that covid is here to stay just like any
other virus so we just have to live with it and don't be scared and go on with our lifes

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32301

Has a new parent it has really limited the interaction need to stay healthy mentally between
family and friends

2/19/2022 11:35 AM
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32302

Stopped me from taking my family out because we are u not vaccinated . We have been
discriminated against because of our choice.

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32303

Major. Especially my mental health

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32304

Not being able to be educated the way I want to, having to loose my Job because I refuse to
take the vaccine, losing lifetime friends and family because the mandates have divided us.
Being forced to not enjoy my teenage years because everything was locked down and not
being able to go to restaurants or not being able to enjoy freedoms like going to the movies.
These mandates are horrible and are taking away freedoms that should be protected by the
charter. I shouldn't have to choose vaccine or no job. I shouldn't have to end life long
friendships. It isn't right and isn't fair and what our government is doing is wrong and I believe
the convoy has given millions of people hope and make them proud to be Canadian. For the
past 2 years these lockdowns have torn apart our economy and our livelihood.

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32305

Loss of job

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32306

It has taken away our livelihood and our childrens rights to be apart of society

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32307

I can do a lot let because I am unvaccinated. I have been looked down upon by people who
had no right to ask my Vax status. I get yelled at if i do not wear a mask or if it is under my
nose even. It feels so sad walking everywhere with everyone's smiling faces covered up. I
can't travel anymore. I can't go out for supper with my boyfriend or family anymore. Everyone
is becoming divided when we should be unified. Families won't talk to each other anymore
because they have different views on the mandates. The sooner we can end this, the better, it
is ruining lives. Why should everyone know about my medical information? It's disgusting and
very intrusive on our private information.

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32308

Going to health appointments, my kids mental health and other concerns, not getting proper
medical attention when necessary, discrimination towards my kids

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32309

Never have I heard so much lies from the government I will NEVER TRUST THE
GOVERMENT AGAIN!!

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32310

My extended family has been divided by the bias media and PM Trudeau. My kids missed a
lot of school and education that was necessary to have for the grade that they are currently in.
I have been discriminated against and unable to attend social gatherings with friends and
family. Mental health issues for myself and my family.

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32311

My mental and physical health is the worst it has ever been in my life

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32312

1. Forced coercion to get vaccinated (refused) 2. Lost my job (care aide) 3. Inability to go to
my gym that I’ve relied upon for the last 5 years. I’m in recovery and the gym is part of my
mental, physical, emotional, and spiritual program. It literally saved my life 4. Unable to go to
my AA meetings 5. No longer allowed to access saunas and pools. Again, another part of my
health program 6. Social isolation 7. Lost relationships (one with my son) because of different
beliefs 8. Cannot attend Church 9. Increased mental health issues such as panic attacks and
anxiety. Lack of resources such as mentioned above does not help 10. Social anxiety for fear
of being found out that I’ve chosen to remain vaccine free 11. Government bullying and
labeling me atrocious things such as racist, terrorist, etc 12. Death threats online 13. I’ve been
diagnosed with CPTSD from childhood and these events the last two years has contributed to
it 14. Agoraphobia has increased

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32313

Lost a lot of friends and family due to difference of opinions. Many businesses were shut down
permanently. I have been unable to travel. I have been unable to support local businesses.

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32314

Limited me to where I can go, kept me away from family, no travelling, divided family
members, my mental health has suffered even more than it already is. I'm already on
medication and have had to increase it. Plus too much more to explain here.

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32315

Divided family and friends

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32316

Can’t do anything as per usual

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32317

I can't get a job, can see family, friends, go to restaurants or any public outing. It has stripped
my life from me.

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32318

Can’t work

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32319

Working I’ve been called a nazi because I asked people to put their masks on as they are

2/19/2022 11:35 AM
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mandatory, I’ve been scared and anxious around people since they would rather fight, argue
and throw things instead of comply and follow the rules. I’m just a worker doing my job at the
end of the day and want to keep myself safe however these people fighting the mandates have
no right saying it’s taking away their human right when there are people that don’t even have
clean drinking water in this province/country. Until covid is under control and people aren’t
dying I believe we should still take the proper measures to be safe.
32320

Tired of all the lies and and no freedom

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32321

Minimal

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32322

It drastically impacted my secondary school education and worsened my mental health. I am
in a counselling program to become a counsellor and I have seen and personally experienced a
rise in all kinds of mental health issues. My own struggle with anxiety has become harder with
panic attacks being more frequent and significantly worse then before the mandates.

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32323

It has caused serious depression in my children, it has caused anxiety in myself as well as
depression. It has caused my child to miss out on so much learning in school, time he will
ever get back!

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32324

I see how seriously corrupt our Government is. How this system needs to be eradicated and a
system where Government tyranny can no longer go unchallenged and is immediately
removed.

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32325

My 4 kids haven’t been able to do anything they normally would have. Grocery shopping sucks
and being able to see family that don’t live near us because we can’t travel

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32326

Unable to fly even to see my family on Vancouver Island, unable to have proper funerals for 3
of my sisters who passed in 2020, one died complications from Covid. Unable to see my
closest friend who lives in Wa State, unable to enjoy a meal out, go to events etc, division felt
from friends because of media bias. I feel like a prisoner in my own Country!

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32327

Both incomes in house hold put at risk. Our bosses privately hired us to save our jobs for now.

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32328

It has lessened my trust in society as a whole. It has divided my family’s beliefs and has
brought mistrust into life in general. We have become a society of fearful people, afraid to
breath the air and great people with hospitality.

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32329

Suffered by limitations in social interactions, loss of contact with my family members,
discrimination in stores for lack of vaccination passport, delays in my medical follow-up,
difficulties in traveling.

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32330

It’s made me feel like an idiot

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32331

The constitution bill of rights and charter of rights Now the emergency act….. have been
throughly trashed .

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32332

In every way possible.

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32333

Health/ depression, no work, isolation.

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32334

This is disgusting

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32335

I have no words for the negative impacts

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32336

Family can’t visited me.

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32337

Testing or job loss, missed funerals for family including my brother who was out of province,
division amongst my family and friends due to thoughts on vax.experienced hate speech from
our PM and others due to my choice on not getting vaxxed.

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32338

Terribly

2/19/2022 11:35 AM

32339

Anxiety and family rifts

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32340

I have had friends end their lives because of the loneliness caused by lockdowns, friends lose
businesses I’ve been super depressed I’ve lost almost all my family. My whole family has
been jabbed I don’t know if they are gonna live to be very old hearing how the jabs are
affecting people.

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32341

Work seeing family and friends

2/19/2022 11:34 AM
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32342

I have lost family do to segregagion, lost my job because I won't get the experimental shot. I
have been treated like a leper. I am in a state of depression and anger.

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32343

The isolation caused depression. My son lost his job so I have been helping financially. My
health is in de line due to the vaccine.

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32344

Anxiety, stress, frustration, unable to come and go as I please. Always worried about what’s
next, no freedom to make my own choices.

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32345

Not able to go where I normally would ie. travel, shopping, eating etc.

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32346

I don’t do anything. Some depression

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32347

Family is afraid to visit or have hs over as they are vaccinated and we are not and listening to
our liberal government, radios, tvs, the music in th4 background of stores and even highway
traffic signs all stat to stay safe get vaccinated, stay away from friends, family and even
neighbors who are unvaccinated.

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32348

I feel isolated as I am a widow and alone.

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32349

Locked up

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32350

Inability to travel for work, missed opportunities for advancement through training at work

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32351

Mental illness of family members

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32352

I have stepchildren in another Country. We are unable to visit them. Also i have done my
research regarding these vaccines and we are being lied to by the paid government doctors.
Doctors should not be silenced when there is alternative medicine which has been banned by
government. I’m ready to retire but not allowed to travel. I have worked all my life. These are
my golden years which I would like to enjoy and not be controlled by a government which
cannot even show us proof of the science and only talk lies to Canadians. Politics should not
be combined with health.

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32353

I have health issues that should exempt me from wearing a mask but that is not being
accepted. This causes me to have increased pain and anxiety when I have to wear a mask.
Not legally being able to visit friends and family at will and freely has been a serious issue for
my emotional health. Not legally being able to have normal worship has damaged my spiritual
health. Being lied to and threatened by my own government has been very unsettling and
caused me anxiety and stress. Canada is supposed to be a free country where people can live
as they see fit as long as they don’t hurt others. Right now we’re experiencing a tyrannical
government who go against science and use force on us without provocation. God keep our
land, glorious and free!

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32354

Impacted ability to worship in freedom, and ability to travel

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32355

I lost my job as a nurse. My 8 year old daughter has anxiety and panic attacks now because
of masks and all the rest of it. It’s disgusting how Canada has handled this.

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32356

My kids have suffered

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32357

I lost my job because of the mandates. Now facing foreclosure on our house!

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32358

Children's education Vaccination injury to family member Cannot travel Was suspended from
work, might loose my job Cannot visit my mother in law in her due to being congregate setting

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32359

It has made my work really difficult. Since we were told that we would get extra help for
custodian staff that was all a lie

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32360

Can’t fly to visit family in over 2 years

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32361

Great annoyance and stress in seeing family.

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32362

Can't see family and friends. Masks give me migraines. Can't travel. Everyone wants your
private medical information.

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32363

it has affected everyone’s life in an extremely negative way.

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32364

No work, Disowned by family and friends

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32365

Cannot be at work because of stress also my family cannot get their EI that they pay into.

2/19/2022 11:34 AM
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32366

I lost my husband because he didn’t want to go to emergency because of covid lies and died
of heart attack. I can’t attend functions and my life is very lonely now. You have scared people
into believing this is about Heath when in reality it’s all about control and communism. People
should be in charge of own health.

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32367

All of them

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32368

In every single way possible! Very negative impact on my life and all my friends and families
lives as well. Not being able to attend the gym for my mental health has caused a downward
spiral for me. We lost a loved one and weren’t able to go into the hospital to say our goodbyes.
These mandates are killing people and ruining lives. It’s time to move on and get rid of
Trudeau. He’s not for the Canadian people.

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32369

All work, no vacation.

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32370

I’ts made it difficult to work and make a living.

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32371

Division. Mental health. Quality of life and every aspect of free living.

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32372

Cannot travel, go to restaurants, theatres, etc.

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32373

I’ve lost friends to suicide over the lockdown measures because everything they loved that
kept them alive was taken away. I’ve lost family to medical neglect when it came to cancer
screenings and tumour surgeries being postponed with no end. My family ran away from
communism and dictatorship only to be trapped in it again across the ocean. I’ve lost my job
and my business and been locked down even after being vaccinated which was the supposed
end to this. It was a lie.

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32374

It killed my. Business over 2years of no income Trudeau destroyed slot Canadians life as he
did you mine

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32375

It's made people rude and mean. We need to work together and love each other as God tells
us to do. Jesus came to earth to help the sick not to turn them away. So if Jesus isn't scared
of the sick why are we?? We need to help them.

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32376

It has caused division and poisoned many children

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32377

Closed my business down for most of the 2 years

2/19/2022 11:34 AM

32378

It has effected my children’s mental health, has divided my family, has placed a hold literally
on our lives.

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32379

I feel like a minority group that is oppressed. I am unable to go out for supper, or take my kids
to extracurricular activities. I am unable to see my friends or family.

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32380

Major interruptions Many lost friends Social anxieties, depression in my family circle.

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32381

Mentally draining

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32382

I haven’t been able to travel to Newfoundland and see my grandparents since all this started
and I used to go every year

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32383

I’ve noticed slightly more separation/ distance in my marriage and friendships because of not
being able to go out and socialize because of being unvaxxed. Along with noticing more and
more suicides in my area of people in the 20-40 age range.

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32384

It’s breaking people, splitting up relationships with families and friends. It’s killing small
business and my rights and freedom.

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32385

Affected my rights and freedoms

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32386

Oh God, where do I began. In a nutshell, the damage from the supposed "cure"
(vaxes/lockdowns/masks/mandates) has been exponentially worse for Canada than the
disease Covid itself.

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32387

It’s affected my health, as I had serious side effects from the vaccine that I was forced to take
in order to provide for my children.

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32388

I don't have enough room for that.

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32389

Mental health and also on behalf of my children they are lacking the interaction with other
children

2/19/2022 11:33 AM
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32390

We can't see our mom in Salam home in Winkler. And general getting together with people.
Without the shot.

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32391

Travelling for health care, seeing loved ones.

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32392

Families are turning against each other, people are committing suicide, business are going
bankrupt. It has effected my health.

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32393

Mentally and financially

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32394

Caused mental anguish watching fellow citizens drink the kool-aid and believe that something
more sinister is going on behind this scam.

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32395

Very badly

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32396

I had to move because I lost my job and couldn't afford to pay my rent anymore. I lost
everything and I now leave in a camper van, still trying to find a job that doesn't require a jab. I
can't get a jab because I have a dangerous blood issue and had DVT in reaction to the last jab
I received (HPV). My Dr couldn't get me an exemption for the COV-19 jab in fear of losing his
license, despite telling me I shouldn't get the jab... I lost friends and family, I can't take a plane
or a train to go see my family that lives in New Brunswick. My life has been HELL for the last
2 years. All for being generally healthy and staying this way...

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32397

It has destroyed everything including relationships with my family

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32398

The Mandates have been a very negative effect on our lives. Being a father to a now 4 years
old. My daughter has missed out on so many family and Community events out of fear for our
safety. Please end all mandates. I want my daughter to have a normal childhood.

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32399

It has allowed for such division and anger between vaccinated and non vaccinated and has a
serious affect on families and individuals mental and emotional well-being.

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32400

All my rights and freewNd forcing loved ones to be vaccinated or else lose their jobs or can't
go to gym ect...

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32401

In all aspects of life . Can no longer see sick relatives in care , no longer can have large
gatherings to celebrate holidays and has added division amongst millions

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32402

It has not affected me

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32403

Loss of friends, connections. Induced depression. Missed time with grandchildren.

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32404

Global insanity

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32405

In so many negative ways. Division in my family and friends. Depression. Being isolated while
healthy is absurd. Not playing team sports is hard. Being yelled at by people with different
views is really hard. My job Being threatened is very stressful.

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32406

Socially mentally

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32407

negative media poluting world, dividing families, discriminated against, can't travel ,
FREEDOMS removed

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32408

I am depressed. I am recently retired and was ready to live my life to its fullest as I have MS
and want to do this while I can. This has slowed me down for 2 years and looks like it may
continue to do so if we don't do something about it. PM Trudeau is a coward and a disgrace to
this country.

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32409

it has negatively effected all our lives in soo many ways!

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32410

Freedom and choice

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32411

Stole our freedom

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32412

Very little, however I have appreciated the lockdowns as a time to slow down and spend
quality time with my family.

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32413

Made us embarrassed to be Canadians.

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32414

As a widow I have been isolated from family and have been unable to conduct face to face
business transactions. My income has faced a significant reduction

2/19/2022 11:33 AM
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32415

I’ve seen from the beginning it was unnecessary and overreach of government

2/19/2022 11:33 AM

32416

Was unable to see my Mother who passed away Alone in an extended care facility

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32417

Divided me and my friends, relatives, colleagues. Brought out HATE. Treated like a nazi war
criminal at Vancouver airport and detained 4 hours

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32418

It has divided our family and friends

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32419

Depressed wrecked the relationship with my parents deviated my life

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32420

I’m losing my career in a month

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32421

Lost work, declining health

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32422

Remote on a farm...Can't go to B.C. to visit loved ones ..emotional stress in stores ..worried
about future for grandchildren ..feel helpless

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32423

I’m every way possible for the bad!

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32424

Mentally we all have been damaged, there are increased tensions between families, friends,
school mates, teachers, etc. My education has been lost, opportunities cancelled, and
freedom is gone. It has also become impossible for me to visit family across the border.

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32425

Cannot visit family

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32426

Loss of income, children education, collage and costs of college. Friends family, mental
health.

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32427

My business has been closed since March 2020 (event coordinator) and I’m officially bankrupt.

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32428

It has kept me safe but the virus has also made it hard for my child who has severe mental
health issues which prevent them from getting vaccinated - I wish there were a nasal vaccine
available

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32429

My husband is a trucker and had to change his job. My kids are effected by the masks and
needing to wear them at school. I was no longer able to go the my gym for working out. Mental
health was suffering then.

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32430

Lost relationships/mental health/ my income/lost hope and I am terrified of the Prime Minister.
He is killing Canada and what it stands for! Freedom fighters like myself are needed

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32431

It has caused me to lose my job at Canada Post. And the masks are not good for my health.
Also, testing that I am needing is getting put off.

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32432

Not at all

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32433

Mental health

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32434

It gives me hope at 80 years old this is the worst government we’ve ever had!

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32435

My dad died alone ! We haven’t been able to visit lonely , hurting people . My son who is a
medi vac pilot was forced to take the vaccine against his will because his job that he had
spent thousands of dollars ( and still needs to pay off ) was on the line and he couldn’t afford
to lose it . My children are depressed because they see no hope for things ever changing .

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32436

These mandates have divided me from friends and family with different medical views and
have not provided any protection as far as I can see.

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32437

It has increased prices of everything and due to that I now often financially struggle

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32438

Lack of social interaction. Polarized social community. Fear and misunderstandings. No faith
in government. Non disclosure of vaccine injuries.

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32439

I was suicidal last year... I survived that season.... I personally know many others who did win
that battle. 💔

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32440

My income has gone down significantly and my stress level has never been higher.

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32441

Business all but destroyed. Severe depression and anxiety. Suicidal thoughts.

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32442

How has it not affected our lives? In every way possible!

2/19/2022 11:32 AM
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32443

It has caused depression in my teenage son, did not allow me to be with my father during his
final moments, kept me from having a funeral, and has had me missing precious time with
elders of my family.

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32444

Depression for everyone especially my kids

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32445

In every way

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32446

Loss of freedom, friends and lived by not veing able to see them.

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32447

Difficult for me to visit family and friends in Jamaica and Seattle. Gathering restrictions have
crippled my industry (catering)

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32448

Shut down my business, kept my children out of school, segregated against my family limiting
us to where we could go because we wouldn’t take an EXPERIMENTAL vaccine that doesn’t
even prevent people from getting or spreading the virus, didn’t provide healthcare Apts that
were needed, postponed our wedding and capacity limits, censored what information was
shared on social media if it wasn’t what the government agreed with, labelling and slandering a
peaceful protest with slanderous names that aren’t even true, paying media outlets to report
false news, preventing big pharma from any liability of vaccine injury accountability,
threatening doctors with loss of medical license, eliminating early treatment options for the
virus!!! The list goes on…. See the corruption and lies it never stops and no one is held
accountable!!!!! The Wef and it’s affiliates need to be imprisoned for their terrorist actions
against the world! Stop hiding the truth!!! And stop punishing and slandering peaceful people
with different views! We are all people of Canada 🇨🇦.. this has gone WAY too far!!! There needs
to be protection for ALL Canadians not just the ones who obey the given narrative.

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32449

Trauma

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32450

Death

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32451

Family members have become suicidal.

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32452

Mental health, lack of travel and experience, isolation, separation with friends and family.

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32453

Mental health and my 15 year miracle rainbow daughter has not been able to have a birthday or
have family around. She will be 3 in April.

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32454

I have not been able to visit my family in Europe. It has been 3,5 year since I have seen most
of them and they have not been able to see my almosy 1,5 year old son.

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32455

It has destroyed ppl’s beliefs in our government

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32456

It made me even more depressed, every business you go to takes 10 times more time to
accomplish the task you wish to fufill as per low staff, delivery delays, factories running at
50% ect. Cant go out with friends due to not being vaccinated.

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32457

It’s taken freedoms away from me

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32458

They have caused alot of mental distress and distraction

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32459

My job!!

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32460

Limits my freedoms and my right to bodily autonomy. Less work means less money, meaning
a more difficult time making ends meet.

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32461

I have had my privacy violated by my employer (sending my medical records to other people
without my knowledge or consent). My job is always hanging by a thread. I have been gaslit
and dismissed by my union. Many of my family members have lost their jobs to mandates,
sold their homes and left the country because Canada isn’t a safe place for us to live anymore.
My brother and sister are constantly threatened of being dropped from their ONLINE university
classes because of mandates. I can’t ride the via rail or a plane. I need a religious exemption
to leave my own country. My kids can’t play sports or go to swimming lessons. I can’t take my
family to Canada’s Wonderland or a movie theatre. I have lost many civil rights and feel like a
second class citizen. It’s been hard emotionally when other people don’t understand what I’m
experiencing.

2/19/2022 11:32 AM

32462

-has divided family and broken friendships -has substantially increased the cost of
EVERYTHING - has created shortages of many items. including food, building materials, steel
products, vehicle parts, etc. etc

2/19/2022 11:31 AM
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32463

My husband works for the RCMP. He was deployed to Coutts border for two weeks, and the
protestors who were out there breaking the law (because of covid reastrictions), put his life in
danger.

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32464

Took away my job and ability to do sports with my kids

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32465

It has curbed my freedom to travel and to eat in restaurants, go to a movie, etc., and it has
caused family division. At times I feel discriminated against because I am unvaxed.

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32466

I have PTSD and the mandate and being segrated from the rest of society has damaged my
mental health further. I had abusive relationships in my 57 years of life and the governement of
Canada has done more damage with its control than the abuse suffered by my ex husband.
Severe over reach on the government behalf. I NO LONGER trust our government. police or
military given the way we as citizens were treated. Sad time in Canadian HIstory.

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32467

Pushing the vaccine mandate everywhere

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32468

I am a prisoner in my own home, city, province and country. The Federal government has
stolen my right of choices for me personally concerning my health and finances. The Liberal
government have lied to us and stolen our money to finance themselves personally and their
ludicrous claims about COVID. They have used fear mongering to promote their claims and
have broken trust not just with myself but Canadians as a whole. I have no confidence in Mr
Trudeau to run our country as I have seen back biting, bullying and abuse of all forms coming
out of the leader of a very corrupt government. He has displayed no shame in his brutal claims
and attacks to the people he had claimed to promote and protect. He is shameful and a
mockery to our country.

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32469

I am currently in nursing school, and because of covid restrictions I am unable to get the full
proper education I am putting myself in debt for.

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32470

Depression, segregation, loneliness, freedom

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32471

I had to stop playing sports, remove my kids from school, and on the receiving end of
unnecessary criticism from people for not getting vaccinated.

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32472

I had to revive my son, i couldnt get an ambulance fast enough. Staff shortages due to
mandates. Also my kids have become severely depressed as have i

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32473

Entirely

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32474

I am 85 - is there any was it hasn't?

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32475

I am not able to visit my ill mother in South Africa because i need to be vaccinated to fly from
Canada

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32476

Flattened the curve and kept field hospitals from opening in my city.

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32477

Very sad and depressed

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32478

These mandates have affected my life greatly. But the is my child, they can’t work because
they are unvaccinated and can not attend online post secondary

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32479

Job loss, relational conflict, isolation and depression

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32480

It has impacted my children and my extended family greatly

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32481

It has affected my whole families mental health, financial strain, complete un/confidence in our
government

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32482

Terribly

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32483

I can't participate to any indoor events with my community..I am part of a minority in BC and in
my local community group, I represent the 50+years. I can't meet with people of my age. I am
loosing connection with the 50+ years old because they don't feel safe to gather even though
they are double and triple vaccinated. I am isolated from that group because I am not
vaccinated. The gov. created a segregation by his health order. I am not able to visit my family
in Quebec. If someone die in my family I wouldn't be able to be there tor them unless I drive 5
days to be with them. This is terrible and inhuman.

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32484

Separeted family, lost jobs , lost confidence toward thé gouvernement, abused childs, lost of
out demecratie, don’t want to be a code barre, unhumanise peoples, instal tyrannie, suicides,

2/19/2022 11:31 AM
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violence towards each other , segrgation , police abused on people who are supposed to
protect them, lost of our freedom for living our own lifes , feeling of gouvernement of betrawed
the peoples.
32485

It has impacted my life by creating divide amongst my family and friends, it has put undue
stress on me because Of vaccine policies put in place at work! Stress on my daughters life,
government has instilled unnecessary fear into people along with the health

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32486

Cannot visit mother in long term care, has effected my mental health

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32487

I have no issues with the mandates except when people are forced to take drugs they don't
want to. Everything happening taking await our rights and freedoms. Taking our money and
rights to an opinion, that's my issue

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32488

I lost my income from my job of 25+ years unless I took a drug both my doctor and myself
didn't want me to take. Within 24 hours of being injected with the 1st shot, I had a red raised
rash on half of my body for over 2 weeks. Also I became physically ill for 10 weeks with
headaches, nausea and vomiting for 10 weeks before they slowly subsided.

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32489

Socially isolated

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32490

I took my vaccines and booster and still got Covid. I wore my mask. Therefore they don’t
work!

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32491

Completely negative

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32492

It’s been much harder to see my family in Canada, and my dad has cancer and it’s unclear
how much longer we have. Going to restaurants and having to show medical information (which
doesn’t protect anyone) is intrusive and needless.

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32493

It hasn't really affected my life. My bubble is pretty small lol.

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32494

My family can’t do anything but grocery shop. All other activities need the passport. I have a
special needs child who is devasted because all the restrictions. Wearing a mask at school,
causes my child to have headaches

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32495

Destroyed my life I live as an outcast and people discriminate against me and make me feel
unwanted.

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32496

It's affected my mental health

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32497

Haven't been able to see my elderly parents due to the no vaccine no fly policy. My brother
was diagnosed with left blocked ventricle after his 2nd dose Pzifer vax. My sister has been to
emergency 2x with severe chest pains after her 2nd dose of Modnera. No one can tell why she
is experiencing these pains. My adult children only got the vax because they felt coerced to
get it or lose their job. There has been a complete break down of trust in the government,
media, and medical institutions. People in my family have been depressed and divided. The
schools have been shut down and parents who are working had almost no support to look after
their children while having to still work their jobs. The cover up of a medical solution other than
vaccines to really deal with covid has been appalling. Some medical staff at some hospitals
treating unvaxxed people like they didn't deserve to be treated due to their choice.

2/19/2022 11:31 AM

32498

As a mother of two young daughters I feel the mandate has affected their mental health
Immensely. As an employee of the federal government I was Was forced to choose to take a
vaccine to in prefer to keep my pay check. It was ok for me took work two years into a
pandemic without a vaccine and now have to choose to take something I did not want to take.
My body my choice.

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32499

I have become so stressed out, February2020 I tried to commit suicide because I could not
handle all these mandates and my health was getting worse because of all the stress. It needs
to stop. Before more people die.

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32500

Mentally. Depression. Disconnected socially. Scared for my family. Out casted.

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32501

mental health....already had PTSD and ANXIETY, FEDERAL GOVT OVERREACH HAS HIT
US ALL HARD CANNOT TRAVEL SOUTH WITHOUT A LOT OF HASSLE

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32502

I lost both my grandpas the winter of 2020 and wasn't able to say goodbye or attend the funeral
to hug my parents and siblings. My mental health has suffered greatly and every day has
become a struggle to just be here.

2/19/2022 11:30 AM
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32503

Can not travel

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32504

My business, my self worth, my relationships. All destroyed! Over nothing. This is ridiculous

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32505

I feel I’m living in a communist Country.

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32506

Every way

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32507

Restricted movement! Divided family & friends! Killed the economy! Destroyed business &
negatively effected the health of Canadians

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32508

Too many to mention!

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32509

I’ve seen a steep decline in mental health , divide and separation among friends and family .

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32510

These mandates have caused friction and devision between our gerunds and family members
every step of the way for the last two years.

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32511

Other than travel non

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32512

Division amongst family and friends. LONELINESS

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32513

Severe psychological distress. Being faced with losing my career. I haven’t seen my family, I
am isolated and all alone. This has to end!

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32514

I lost my mother due to the long quarantine of the elderly. Struggling with it every Sunday as
my church follows the mandates to a T.

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32515

Because of these mandates I was forced to take a vaccine that I didn’t want and I have had
serious side affects that I still struggle with. These mandates have had a huge impact on the
mental health of my teenager daughter. My other daughter is a PSW and has been worked to
the bone because they fired half the staff for not being vaccinated. My two young grandkids
don’t even know what a normal life is and that is unacceptable to me. I missed most of the last
two years with my parents whom won’t be around forever. We are are constantly stressed out
because of how uncertain things are.

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32516

It has created such divide amongst people. It has hurt so many business owners, employees.
It has created turmoil between such amazing Canadian people. This needs to stop now

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32517

Lost job

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32518

I have lost, hence money, i cant travel overseas to get to work, its torn my family apart as my
parents etc are vaccinated and i am not, its almost cost my wife her job as she is a teacher, if
it continues she will be out of work, and it has been frightening as hell for our little girl as she
doesnt understand why her parents are so stressed, we wont know for a while how much this
has damged her.

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32519

I can’t travel. I can’t go out. I lost my job. I’ve lost my savings. I’ve lost friends. I’ve lost
family. I’ve lost everything

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32520

Social gatherings, self employed business crashed. My children depressed

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32521

My dad passed away in 2020 December and my mom has been alone most of the time until
NB opened their borders to travel. These laws have taken a major hit on her mental state since
being alone was never for her. I need to know that others are not in this predicament because
its terrible for anyone to grieve alone especially when your own kids can't be with you after the
loss of their father

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32522

My uncle commit suicide, my brother is on his way, I’m currently on antidepressants. I also
lost other friends from suicidal because of this.

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32523

I lost my business and I also lost 3 different jobs because of all this fiasco.

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32524

I’m depressed, I can’t breathe with a mask on. I’m asthmatic and I just need to be with people
I’m safe, it’s just like a flu. Let’s deal with it in the same was.

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32525

Restricted me from going to restaurants and from travelling

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32526

Mental health decline, financial state decline, rising costs of living, children mental health
disaster

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32527

Some of my favourite places have either closed or cut back services.

2/19/2022 11:30 AM
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32528

It’s made business more difficult. My wife and kids mental status has been greatly affected.
Travelling has also proven difficult.

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32529

It has caused disruption in every facet of our lives. It has created discord within my family,
made it difficult to run our business, increased the cost of everything, not allowed us to travel,
socialize or do any activities outside our own home.

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32530

Cattle market crashed wasn’t able to go compete at a rodeo wasn’t able to go out for supper
the gym I gained weight because of the mandates

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32531

In every way possible. Depression, segregation, social life, and division. This needs to end,
it’s torture.

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32532

My kids suffer the most, not able to see family, locked out of work, mental health stress,
uncomfortable in my own community

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32533

Negatively.

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32534

stressed

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32535

Too many to mention.

2/19/2022 11:30 AM

32536

Stopped my freedom of movement through a choice. Cannot cross border for work

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32537

Division, separation, anxiety

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32538

Has divided my family and friends. caused fear and hate amongst loved ones, neighbours and
friends. Just terrible, please make it stop.

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32539

Very negatively

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32540

School and traveling

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32541

I have not been able to do anything myself these past 2 years. I’ve been confined to my house
most days. I’ve been triple vaxed and still have restrictions. I just want my life back. I need
my freedom back.

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32542

It’s driving me crazy. Can’t go anywhere with out the stupid mask on. 😡

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32543

Tyranny is intolerable

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32544

Mentally and physically

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32545

Almost lost my job. Restricted into public places Unable to sing in public

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32546

Instilled fear, isolation, depression, segregated, divided, shamed, belittled, ridiculed, shouted
at, screamed at, blamed, unfair treatment by the prime minister, made to feel like I did not
matter, I have been banned, my rights taken away, and all for what? A cold?

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32547

Lost work, friends and family contact. Stress has increased dramatically and this has totally
consumed my life. It's very depressing. Financial burden to say the least.

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32548

Not able to see parents in Europe. Not able to travel to our humanitarian projects in Nigeria and
Malawi

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32549

Extremely negatively

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32550

Son with autism living in an isolated world now lives in a bubble. Other son very depressed,
mandates stole some of his beat years and vision for future looks very bleak

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32551

Children are not healthy, separation of friends and family

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32552

Not vaccinated so no restaurants, no travel and religious freedom

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32553

Stress, loss of work, mental health issues

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32554

I feel empty inside. Like a caged animal with no freedoms

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32555

The force of vaccination has medically injured family and friends. My father is full of blood
clots It has threatened my employment, and if it continues I will most likely lose my job. This
is an experimental injection that has proven itself to NOT be effective. Forcing it into people is
disgusting.

2/19/2022 11:29 AM
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32556

Depressing

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32557

I would believe emotionally. I knew there are problems in our government but this has gone on
way too long!!

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32558

The have affected my deeply affected my business and the mental health of my family, friends
and customers.

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32559

Lost trust in our leadership in Canada

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32560

I am depressed to the point that I can't no longer work..I am fearful, I cry a lot, I can't believe
that people believe the lying media.. worst time of my life.. I am worried for my autistic son
that cannot go anywhere anymore or of my old 90 yrs old friend that I haven't seen in 2 yrs..
big fuck you to Trudeau the devil who likes communist..

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32561

Surgery canceled for 2 years, fighting depression daily now

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32562

It has caused division in my family and friends. It has economically impacted most I know
including myself.

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32563

Inconvenienced me immensely

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32564

I lost my 14 year job. I have been pressured by my employers, felt ashamed because
everyone knows my medical history and it's no one's business but mine. Depression high
anxiety stress. Segregation, being exclude from society. My daughter is getting cysts in her
eyes from wearing a mask. People are very aggressive and on edge when you are out. I can't
breathe in a mask which gives me panic attacks. Feelings of loss and uncertainty.

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32565

Mentally, physically and spiritually. My life is turning backward instead of moving forward, no
joy and no life.

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32566

Lost my buisness, home and my mental health has severely suffered. Both my children have
considered ending their life at some point the last 2 years and is now on medication to cope.
My youngest also quit high school due to severe anxiety.

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32567

Decreased ability to enjoy life

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32568

Separated me from my children and grandchildren because we completely disagree with
mandatory vaccines.

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32569

Loss of job Loss of friends Mental health

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32570

Very disturbing

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32571

Travel

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32572

Loss of income and freedom

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32573

Yes, it stopped by mum from catching COVID and dying.

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32574

Done what we are suppose to. Careful because we have a young one who can’t be vaccinated.

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32575

It has created discrimination hatred and division amongst Canadians. It has affected mental
health of people.People have lost their livelihood and jobs.

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32576

Lock downs, shut downs of businesses, creating fear of getting COVID in clients by getting
services done

2/19/2022 11:29 AM

32577

Loss of job opportunities, division between family and friends, mental health issues , lack of
trust in persons in position

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32578

More stress, made me not believe on the government, science, I lost respect against the
police, after years of voting liberal Trudeau made me not vote for them. Made me think of
moving from Canada, made me feel a second citizen. Made me lose my FREEDOM

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32579

It has dominated our lives by the tensions and divisions it has been created. It has taken away
our freedom

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32580

Drastically

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32581

It’s discrimination. If you Don’t have a shot then you can’t do anything

2/19/2022 11:28 AM
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32582

Both my husband and I have lost our jobs. We struggle everyday with our mental health from
this psychological damaging warfare. All for what a common cold/flu?

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32583

It has separated me from friends and family. It has caused many/major decisions. I have had
several family and friends directly affected by the mandates and the shot.

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32584

My husband was illegally fired while on leave by his employer. I had to chage employment. My
son can not participate in public school. My children have never been to a library (they are 4
and 2) nor have they been to a movie theater and my youngest has never been to a restaurant.
We can't participate in society and absolutely refuse forced medical treatments. Our country is
being run by fascists.

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32585

Suppressed & Depressed all areas of my life.

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32586

Not affected much personally except the loss of family and friends due to opposing view points

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32587

Highly stressful!!! We have a daughter and two year old granddaughter that live in the US. I
hadn’t seen either one of them in 14 months. A little girl changes drastically at tha age and
thanks to our government, I missed all that time seeing her change!🥲We drove down recently
and it’s harder coming back into our own country than it is to cross into the US!!! Is that
FREEDOM???

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32588

Made it very hard to be not vaccinated but now am thinking it was all a plan for something else

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32589

Mental

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32590

Loss of income. 3 year old son's development is delayed.

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32591

All of them

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32592

It is about the loss of freedom. The virus will always be with us. To forever be in lock down
strips people of their fundamental freedoms and opens the opportunity for dictatorships

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32593

Negatively in all aspects of my life

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32594

I live alome amd I am unvaxxed. When the vax pass was introduced it meant I couldnt go to
the gym anymore which is the most important thing to me for my mental and physical health. I
wasnt able to see family over the holidays. Im not allowed to visit a friends home. This has
been a very dark and depressing winter. Not being able to get on a plane is also just so crazy.
This all needs to end.

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32595

It has caused division in every aspect.

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32596

No more salary

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32597

Caused mental health and anxiety on my 8 year old daughter, all school relations and volunteer
work I did ended, family and friendships divided, and felt I was discrimination against and lost
my rights as a citizen.

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32598

Lost 2 jobs and 1 job opportunity

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32599

Depressed, not being able to se my grandkids that live in the USA, families torn apart even
when someone is dying the government uses mandates to separate the family.

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32600

Employment an schooling

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32601

Health, financial, social,

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32602

Other than worrying about my family and those who have had the vaccine shot, it hasn’t really
had too much of an impact on my life due to me being a caregiver to my almost 94 yr old Mom
and having to be with her almost 24/7. So only going out when needed too. But as far as taking
the vaccine shot, I will not be a guinea pig to test these vaccines on and especially for our
children… I am dead against it. What is Canada doing??? God has given us all we need to be
healthy and to fight off viruses but people don’t look after their bodies today. We need to be
educating children how to best care for their bodies in today’s life style.

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32603

No social life. Divided family.

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32604

Affected kids well being and mental health,

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32605

Has made life far more stressful than it needs to be.

2/19/2022 11:28 AM
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32606

It has affected my health, with the masks, chemicals I'm required to clean with, my mental
state, wondering if my job is at risk, and the lack of socialization, gathering, not being able to
travel

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32607

my dads in the hospital and can’t see him i’m pissed ! it caused me high blood pressure

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32608

Lockdowns resulted in my losing my job 4 times. Struggled to pay bills. My mental health took
a big hit as well.

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32609

inconvenient max

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32610

All of them

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32611

Many ways

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32612

Family members have lost jobs, anxiety has arisen, and divides have been formed in my
family and friends

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32613

It has damaged my quality of life.

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32614

I'm a nurse. I've seen a severe spike in mental health issues, death, loneliness, all from
isolation. Most of the elderly say they are done with this and they'd rather get covid then live
like this anymore. I was on maternity leave when this started. I was completely isolated. There
were no mom groups, supportive groups, etc. Then when I went back to work and my 15month
old when to daycare, he was inevitably sick every 2 weeks and because of the restrictions, he
had to stay home at least 10 days and until no symptoms. As virus's tend to last 14 days, he
stayed home for 14 days every 2 weeks. He is now 2.5 years old and it's STILL happening
despite the new rules. The daycares have decided they are just going to impose their own
rules. It has been an absolute nightmare for our family to juggle work to stay home with our
sick child - not to mention it has taken me away from the hospital most of the time because I
have sick leave where my husband doesn't. This has to stop - it's now political and the
majority of the world sees this.

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32615

I have not worked in over a year! I’m having mental heath issues! And much much more

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32616

Segrageted me from society lost friends and family it’s tearing the country apart TRUDEAU as
to go

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32617

Frustrated and depressed

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32618

Mentally and emotionally and mostly financially

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32619

I lost l respect for government and law enforcement.

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32620

Made it hard for me to run my small business

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32621

It has stopped me from being able to provide for my son properly

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32622

Unable to meet with family. Unable to travel. Division between friends, family, groups and
community. Blocking of drugs for early treatment that could have prevented many
hospitalizations and death.

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32623

Unable to travel and eat in restaurants. Buisness has been affected by close downs and
ridiculous price increases on everything.

2/19/2022 11:28 AM

32624

Stress, anxiety, daily life, financially

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32625

Mental n physical health has suffered a great deal

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32626

My husband was FORCED to take the vaccine in order to keep his job, even though he had a
family history of blood clots. It is not right to force people to make a decision between a
mortgage payment and PERSONAL health decisions!

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32627

In every way

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32628

Too much, it has divided my family, my friends, the community, prevented us from seeing
eachother, prevented my kid to socialize and grow, this is inacceptable entirely

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32629

I lost my job and now unemployed

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32630

In many ways! This had divided our families, taken precious time away from our children we
will never get back (random lunch dates, being present at activities, etc), segregation from our

2/19/2022 11:27 AM
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peers, the reasons are so many and I could go on for hours… This is unacceptable!! The time
and experiences that have been stolen from us are irreplaceable and that is completely
unacceptable
32631

It has limited my children’s mental health, their ability to participate in their high level sports
and I’ve been a prisoner in this country unable to board a plane, despite my naturally acquired
immunity to the virus.

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32632

It’s destroyed our economies, violated every charter right we have, violated the Nuremberg
code and other international war crime laws, it’s caused segregation and division. The
experimental shots forced on people do nothing for covid and are killing more people than
covid. Media is owned by pharma.

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32633

Divided family's and friendships, harmed students in school and stressed everyone I know.

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32634

Minor annoyance......some lost hours at work, nothing to serious though

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32635

Depression and anxiety

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32636

Stress anxiety anger

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32637

STRESS, FEAR.

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32638

I now live in fear of my government that refuses to read double blind, peer reviewed research
from leading experts around the world, the media who repeat lies to inflame uneducated public
opinion, these facts have made hate and derision bubble to the surface, I cannot leave this
country and live in constant fear I am a prisioner and will never be able to escape this country,
I have lost my work, I have to listen as my friends cry who have lost their families and friends,
I live in fear that I will be injected with poisonous substances,

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32639

I may not travel to see my children an grandchildren. We had COVID an yes we believe it's
very hard on ppl. But we cannot continue living in fear. As a chid we never were vaccinated,
we pray that the Lord God will protect us.

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32640

We have lost physically, mentally and financially. Our children have suffered immensely, losing
their childhoods.

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32641

Suppressed and depressed me.

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32642

Forced into EARLY retirement with anxiety and depression

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32643

I lost my job because of it, not to mention the emotional stresses.

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32644

COVID has affected my life, not the mandates. The mandates protect my life.

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32645

I cannot access my local library, I have been asked by my church of over 30 years not to
come back until I comply with the government mandates, I cannot enjoy a meal out with my
husband and family, I cannot put my children in swimming lessons, I cannot go see a hockey
game or concert given by my husband's family, I have been shunned by friends and family,
disinvited to functions, and denigrated by my own political representatives at ALL levels of
government.

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32646

Definitely

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32647

A lot .

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32648

It helped me, as a healthcare worker, from burning out, getting sick, overwhelmed, and it
helped my teams manage ICU bed occupancy.

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32649

Stopped me from travelling ,has caused mental issues. Lose of people i thought were friends
because of division that its caused , limited where i can eat and enjoy life to support my
community. Including recreational facilities

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32650

Taken away my freedoms my choices created fear anxiety divisions to the whole world

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32651

I no longer have any semblance of faith or respect for my govn. People that I once thought had
integrity, I no longer have respect for. It had affected my life, my family, my job, my health,
and my very soul.

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32652

Hirrible

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32653

Seclusion, division, anxiety, kids schooling declining, work, many recreational things taken

2/19/2022 11:27 AM
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away which help give lift mental issues
32654

Horrible.

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32655

Loss of work. Mental health & addiction problems have hurt family

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32656

Tremendously

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32657

I may lose my job very soon. I've been treated as though I'm a threat to the health and safety
of others while perfectly healthy. I've been segregated, isolated and discriminated against due
to my personal health choices. Many of my protected charter rights have been violated.

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32658

Almost bankrupt me and been hard relationship wise

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32659

Even though I hold a British passport as well as a Canadian one, I cannot leave Canada to go
back to a England to see my family as I cannot board a plane or cross the US border to fly
from there. I am a Senior living alone and I have no family in Canada. I want to go home and
get out of this horrendous situation. I also had to shut my business down because of the
mandates and it’s now impossible to save it.

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32660

Not allowed anywhere.

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32661

Witnessed my mother die alone in hospital after 5 weeks where she saw no one she knew, list
our son with mental health last December, forced to do things that are not backed by science.

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32662

Very badly , so many of my friends talking about moving out of Canada.

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32663

Too many

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32664

50% capacity and vax

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32665

In every negative way!

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32666

In too many negative ways to count.

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32667

Not much of an effect due to personal issues

2/19/2022 11:27 AM

32668

Extremely negatively

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32669

These mandates has affected our lives terribly. My children have suffered throughout the past
two years in every way. This needs to end now.

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32670

Isolated us, brought so much division and hate among friends and family, discrimination

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32671

It has eliminated much loved pastimes, like travel and theatre, caused tension and friction
within our family members and friends, reduced business, and dominated 90% of
conversations to the point of extreme fatigue and annoyance. It has compromised the mential,
emotional and physical health of many friends and clients

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32672

Mandates restricted of my freedom to leave the country, and use of public facilities

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32673

I lost my job and I just bought a house so its been hard to make payments and I'm a christian
that believes God will protect me for any Virus

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32674

Have not

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32675

Has caused division among family ..friends.. work..

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32676

Too many ways to mention, job loss would be one.

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32677

Isolation. Working from home made me depressed. I can't go to gym and my health
deteriorated

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32678

Lost full year of income. Was not eligible for any gov't funding

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32679

It’s made travel difficult

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32680

Just too angry at all the stupid people that can't see what is happening

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32681

I am a senior citizen that has had a great deal of trouble with loneliness and depression since
the government's lockdowns as i have been unable to socialize with my peers.

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32682

Coerced has into medical treatment and divided our family

2/19/2022 11:26 AM
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32683

Divided family, relationship and added unnecessary stress

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32684

I am vaxxed so very little.

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32685

Depression, low quality of life, despair.

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32686

Its affected every area of my life, and it’s very unfair! It has created division in my family, have
not been able to go anywhere, as I am unable to be vaccinated due to medical reasons. I
believe it’s more than time for the mandates to end, and for our lives to return to normal!

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32687

I'm heading on 60 I lost everything including my wife and friends due to suicide

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32688

it has taken away my freedom

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32689

Lost my job.My son is depresed . I was not able to go for my fathers funeral I cant travel I ak
loosing friends because I am not vacineted .This is not democracy .!!! I want to have my
freedom back !!!

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32690

I lost my job of 8 years when my employer implemented their own vaccine mandate for staff
when there was none from the government in our sector. I've not been able to go to the gym to
stay fit and healthy. I've not been able to travel to the UK to see my family.

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32691

As of Sept 13, 2021 I have not been able to eat out in a restaurant, watch my nieces and
nephews sporting events, travel within or outside my country by plane or train, etc etc. I have
experienced prejudice from those I love and society as a whole for a medical decision I have
made for myself. My employer of 12 yrs sent me home on Nov 1 and I have been working from
there ever since. I am deemed a danger to society even though the science doesn’t support
that. I am in a relationship business and am not allowed to see my clients, only by phone or
zoom. This has affected me mentally. The handling of our province during this pandemic has
been disgusting. Horgan, Dix and Henry are power hungry, they continue to not follow the
science and continue to support medical segregation of our population. It’s time to move on
from COVID -19 and learn to live with it which we should have been doing the whole time.

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32692

We can't bury our love ones properly.. too many have passed because of these vaccines.. too
many are sick/have illness because these so called vaccines that don't work..

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32693

My children have a very hard time with these mandates. My daughter is very sad she felt she
lost 2 years of her life and she's crying everyday.

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32694

Terribly! Friends and Family have turned against me because of my Medical Choices. Not able
to participate in any sports! Not able to go out to eat! So, many restrictions! Totally
unconstitutional!

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32695

Our family has been emotionally affected when someone is sick or in need we were unable to
help them as we should have.

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32696

It has affected my family in a very negative way. Our mental health is deteriorating

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32697

I lost the two best years of my life and i got a big pressure on my self to follow the rules. The
stress is bigger than any moment

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32698

It's made it safer for me to do things out in the community.

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32699

It fucked up our lives and all around us

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32700

It’s caused a divide in my family, friends, and at work. I cannot enjoy the freedoms of
travelling, going to a gym, and other non essential activities like eating out, etc.

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32701

It's been 2 years since I've seen many of my family members, it took my grandfather's passing
to see most of them, and the fact that I was forced to get a vaccine to keep my job

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32702

Words cannot even begin to form an answer to that question.

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32703

Friends and family not speaking Husbands job and stress Surgeries delayed and medical
appointments and hospital time alone Stress and overwhelm with what is happening

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32704

No social life

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32705

Depression, isolation, divide in family and friends.

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32706

Health care worker loss of job due to mandate ...devision of friends .. inability to do anything
with out passport loss of freedom

2/19/2022 11:26 AM
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32707

Intense financial stress. It’s taken my job and right to earn a living and travel for work
opportunities abroad

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32708

Has made it difficult to see friends and family but I feel safe so I’m ok with it.

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32709

distrupted everything

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32710

Greatly affected my life. My mother is in long term care. My daughter went through cancer
surgery alone. I wasn’t able to comfort friends who had lost their spouses. We found our friend
dead in his garage after not being able to contact him by phone, and trying to abide by the
rules. Finally we said ,forget this and went to check. Called 911. Police said he had probably
been dead 3 or more days at that point. We haven’t hugged our youngest grandchildren for
over two years. We have only seen them at a distance or on a phone call. They live 10 miles
away from us, and their parents are so fearful that they have been homeschooled and basically
isolated for two years. Our church has cancelled most every gathering and kept us distanced
when we are allowed with pre-registration and masks in place. I have watched my husband at
age 75 go into depression because of not being able to get together with his friends, and then
finding one of them dead. I am sure that has been enough hardship to persevere through.

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32711

Kept us away from family, hurting my children's education, my work and most of all I hate
feeling forced that I had to get the vaccine

2/19/2022 11:26 AM

32712

it has affected my life profoundly

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32713

Destroyed it! I own a small business and I wouldn’t wish this hell on anyone

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32714

It has been completely fine. I just miss personal visits. I am not negatively affected by Covid.
Our life is great actually. Covid has in many ways bettered many of our lives.

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32715

It hasn't

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32716

We have not seen family in 2 years.

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32717

The mandates have prevented me from attending my grandson birthday. My daughter suffered
a depression. My daughter in law suffered a depression.A friend of mines son was 7 and tried
to kill himself.

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32718

It split family the country the world the freedom Trudeau must go

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32719

We don't travel as mu h especially out of the country. We avoid large gatherings.

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32720

My freedom to choose has been taken away. My ability to interact has been also taken away.
My father who has dementia is at this moment being quarantined to his room, this is WRONG
and my heart breaks

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32721

I have lost my job at the hospital in parry sound…my husband won’t be able to work his
summer job as a float plane pilot without the removal of the vaccine mandate for federal
employees. My son has gone down to Texas to finish his paramedics course as the college in
Ontario required the vaccine. He has already had covid. This country is a mess…would love to
leave!

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32722

Affected my whole family and friends

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32723

I lost my job due to Covid. Haven’t been able to find another

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32724

Emotionally, mentally, physically. Spiritually, socially, financially. Not to mention the division
it’s created with many families and friends

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32725

We haven't been to church since the first lockdown. As soon as the mask mandate is lifted we
will be able to return.

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32726

In every aspect of daily life

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32727

Mandates have isolated and separate me from society. I have become very depressed
because of how mandates have separate me from activities that I once injoyed also removed
me from groups that support me.

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32728

It really hasn't as I am retired. We had to do what we had to do but now enough is enough we
need to get back to normal living.

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32729

Loss of our freedoms to socialize, work, play, protest quietly and many more. These are our

2/19/2022 11:25 AM
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God given rights!
32730

Very negatively, especially mental health and financially!

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32731

Given me crazy anxiety knowing that we’re heading towards a dictatorship.

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32732

Negatively in every way you can think of!

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32733

Restricted travel on planes and unequal rules for testing an quarantine, kids education
interrupted, can't visit loved ones in hospital, can't go to weddings or funerals, can't go to
university, etc.

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32734

I lost my job because of the Trudeau’s vaccines mandate

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32735

Created anxiety, limited children from experiencing life as a child, created division between
friends and discrimination/segregation at work.

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32736

The Isolation has caused many social anxiety ! I have not be en able to attend or pay my
respects to loved ones whom have passed on not from Covid but due to restrictions on how
many can attend a funeral 5 of zour Loved ones passed on in the last 2 years ! No Proper
funeral ! No Hospitwl visitstions ! Also i have had friends pass away due to the double
vaccination that were otherwise young & healthy ! I know others in my Family that have been
very sick with having thier Double vaccine & tested positive for covid ! The vsccines do not
work they are useless! I have followed all restrictions to the Letter im done with it !

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32737

Depression and anxiety

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32738

Loss of freedom to do anything, travel being the most important. I have a son in a wheelchair
that used to go to the US 3 times a year for stem cell treatments. Not any in the last 2 year's.

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32739

Caused depression

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32740

It has taken away my ability to make decisions for my own life. I couldn't go to my brother's
funeral to say goodbye. I was told not to have my sons in my house

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32741

I am now a second-class citizen who cannot enter certain public buildings. I am not allowed to
go sit down and eat food or attend any recreational events. I feel like I live in Nazi Germany
and my prime minister is Hitler... but more realistically he's probably a Castro

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32742

It has caused division in families and friendships. Inflation has ski rocketed. Our shelves are
bare in many cases. Our mental health has declined. My friends and grandson have lost jobs
and have had to move back home ( causing financial stress on parents)

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32743

Can’t see my family and reduced my work

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32744

Very negatively!!! This is all corrupt there has NEVER BEEN an EMERGENCY!! Government
overreach is disgusting!! NO TO NEW WORLD ORDER

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32745

Business reduction

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32746

Feel like I’m in jail.

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32747

Too many ways to describe

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32748

Extremely depressed abs unwell

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32749

I lost my job. My child no longer goes to school. We have been shunned by family and friends

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32750

I am currently on stress leave from work as I refuse to test as i am unvaccinated. I do not
believe asymptomatic unvaccinated people should be testing in order to have a job when fully
vaxxed spread covid as well yet they do not require testing to secure their employment. It is
discrimination. Beig treated as second class citizens or having to cancel trips because trudeau
says we cannot fly or leave the country is reprehensible

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32751

When my gym first closed I gained alot of weight and I can never see my friends

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32752

Kids miss so much school Working in a hardware/lumber business has been super busy under
staffed and out priced as prices keep going up wages stay the same!!

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32753

It has made me loose trust in our government totally. I don like how it has put division and
hatred amongst people. It has infringed on MY RIGHTS AND FREEDOM! It has made people

2/19/2022 11:25 AM
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not use common sense. It has put way too much fear in people. It has made it so I don’t trust
anyone else and that is our beautiful Canada the place to be.
32754

Anxiety, angry, fearful for our (family) future

2/19/2022 11:25 AM

32755

All adults in our house have lost jobs and can not seek new ones due to mandates. We are
also homeschooling due to masking mandate in school.

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32756

PTSD, depression, anxiety. My employer RAPED me! They threatened me with loss of my job,
thereby loss of my home unless I complied and took their poison.

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32757

A likely divorce. Being masked causes me headaches. My families mental health. Not being
able to see my 80 year old mother each time there was a lockdown. Fear of the rights of
Canadians being taken. A corrupt government. Hoping criminal charges will be laid in crimes
against humanity.

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32758

My mobility as a Canadian has been severely limited because I haven’t gotten the jab. I can’t
go out for dinner with my wife which was something we loved to do before the mandates. We
want to fly one province to the east to see our newborn twin nieces but we can’t even board a
commercial airplane in Canada without being vaxed. We’ve faced discrimination from friends,
family and our government because we aren’t vaxed. We’re healthy people in our 30’s and both
have had and recovered from Covid-19. We have natural immunity which all health officials
agree is more robust than the vaccine immunity. The vaccine does carry its own set of risks.
There’s no denying that. Why would we as healthy 30 year olds who’ve recovered from Covid
take an experimental vaccine which would put us at an unnecessary risk for an adverse
reaction? Combine that with the fact it does not kill the virus or prevent you from getting or
spreading the virus. Because of this logic our mobility in our country which is guaranteed to us
under our Canadian charter of rights and freedoms has been taken away from us. This is wrong
and needs to stop. I want my Canada back. I want my newborn daughter to grow up with the
same free Canada I was blessed to have experienced up until the start of this pandemic.

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32759

Not very much has changed in my life

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32760

My business was affected and the ability to see family and friends. To grieve the loss of loved
one and rejoice in major milestones in family and friends lives. And most of all I was was
unable to worship freely which should be a freedom that is never taken from any one in a free
democratic country.

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32761

Do not like wearing masks , can’t breath with them. I had Covid last March I am triple
vaccinated . I think my body has enough antibodies to fight the virus

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32762

It has divided friends and has deeply affected my children

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32763

Increased anxiety, mental health issues, family members unemployed, divisions with
friendships

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32764

Very bad

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32765

My kids are behind in school. We are depressed and not allowed to go anywhere. I drink more
often.

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32766

Lost job, mental health not good, kids are suffering, their mental health has been affected
negatively. Family been driven apart.

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32767

I have to test 2 times a week while working from home at my cost. 10 co workers have lost
their jobs for refusing to test and getting the vaccine

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32768

I am a small retail business owner so I have been greatly affected in a negative way. Business
is slow.

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32769

The mandates have divided Canadians. Everyone judges everyone for having their own
opinions

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32770

It has ruined friendships, prevented me from traveling for work or medical intervention and
made me realize Canada is a horrible dictatorship that I will probably be fleeing shortly.

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32771

Lost my job, stuck at home barley surviving. Life has been hard.

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32772

My business has been shut down for a total of 11 months of out the past 23 months. I’ve had
to operate at 25-50% capacity during the months we were open. Clients cancel out of fear. I

2/19/2022 11:24 AM
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can’t travel to see my family overseas.
32773

Still alive

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32774

not able to see my love ones, esp my mom who is 94. Travelling to our cottage in NS has
been terrible to cross borders ! In Canada ! unreal

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32775

In every aspect. I feel financially and emotionally crushed

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32776

Anxiety has risen so much.

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32777

It has not I am willing to do whatever it takes to keep people from dying. Whether it helps or
not at least I am trying to do something to help instead of fighting against my country

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32778

Had to move across the country for work only to have my 26+yr career ended and now having
problems finding work and providing the basic of like

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32779

Loss of basic freedoms.

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32780

Given an ultimatum by my work to choose bodily autonomy or feeding my family. A 5 year old
child whos been locked down for half of her life missing out on 2 critical years of schooling.
Schools constantly being shut down. 4 major migraine headaches since getting the shot.
Never had one like these in my life. Friends and family businesses shut down never to tecover
again. Places ive frequented for years. The list is endless and I'm fed up.

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32781

Taken away personal freedoms and let the government take absolute power

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32782

Job loss

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32783

Loss of trust in my goverment

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32784

Took away my freedom!

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32785

I was coerced to take 'medicine' I did not want to take. I fear for my health now.

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32786

Lost freelance work and income. Banned from recreational activites. Unable to attend public
events like the symphony. Unable to go enjoy restaurants.

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32787

Severe anxiety

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32788

My right and freedoms have been trampled on by this dictator government

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32789

It robbed me of time with my Mother when she was diagnosed and died of cancer (all within 7
months). It has polarized and divided friends and family. It has shown how little my
government cares about personal well being and how much they want control. There is more to
well being than physical health. We may still be alive but at the cost of our mental, spiritual
and financial well being.

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32790

All of them

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32791

Losing loved ones. Unable to visit family in hospitals, etc

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32792

Children's mental health and schooling. Personal mental health.

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32793

Put stress on my family

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32794

Mandate has caused me depression. And it’s also causing me to consider a career change as
I work in health care. This is awful for everyone but it’s really affected our kids and seniors.

2/19/2022 11:24 AM

32795

Can not get in for a knee replacement.. lost 5 years of work because of the vaccine mandate

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32796

Not at all affected.

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32797

anxiety

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32798

lost my job; caused depression, anxiety; lost friendships and family members due to the
division

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32799

Made me into a second class citizen unable to participate in society.

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32800

As a truck driver it’s made my job harder. For travel from provinces to provinces can’t get good
food having to eat fast food garbage.

2/19/2022 11:23 AM
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32801

Lost my Job

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32802

Mental health is at an all time low. We are being held prisoner in our own country. My partner is
among the vax injured after a mandated vaccine, with a pulmonary embolism resulting from the
Pfizer shot.

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32803

I retired because I refuse to participate in organized crime.

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32804

I was coerced into getting a medical treatment that I didn’t want to get, in order to keep my job.

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32805

Lost wages

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32806

Mental health, inability to see family in a care home,

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32807

Just like everyone else. Don’t see friends and family as much Glad we are safe due to rules.

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32808

Damn near putting me out of business and kids r depressed. But u still want all your tax
money which people can't afford right now

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32809

Not fit at all can’t do nothing

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32810

It has caused much anxiety in my life

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32811

I am a healthcare aid. And we are forced to wear mask on 8 hour shifts. And we might lose our
jobs if we don’t get vaccinated. Had Covid my self and I believe in natural immunity.

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32812

Continued threats of job loss, prejudice against me in work place, loss/division of family and
friend relationships, freedom of movement, freedom of medical choice lost, freedom ifd speech
censored

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32813

Poor mental health, unhappy with liberal handling of Covid

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32814

Travel. No visiting family and friends in the USA. Friends and relatives divided on this issue
causing strife. Freedoms restricted.

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32815

Lost job

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32816

Lost family lost jobs, mental health decline, hate threats directed at me...

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32817

Vaccinated against my beliefs, separated from family and friends

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32818

Depression and anxiety

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32819

It’s been very disrupted in my family and it needs to end now.

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32820

Yes

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32821

The mandates have caused social division and misunderstanding of science in more ways
than I could possibly describe in a survey.

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32822

I haven’t been able to socialize with family and friends or attend any extracurricular activities

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32823

Division of family Masks don’t help

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32824

Loss of travel, lack of socialization causing depression

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32825

Financially, now, as well as the near future unless things calm down. Its clear the general
population couldn’t behave themselves even when the covid virus was new, scary, and out of
hand, so I think if there was anything mandates could accomplish, it would have already done
so when the greater populous was fearful of the new virus. We are long past that point now, I’m
a little disappointed in the behaviour of society, but this is something we have to live with now,
so it is what it is. It’s time to give everyone back their freedoms, and see how it goes. This
virus isn’t going anywhere, so let’s figure out how to live with it.

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32826

I haven’t been able to see friends and family in another province for nearly two years. I
suffered a medical emergency that wasn’t Covid related, however, because I had a cough I
was ignored and discharged, resulting in my recovery and the damage being longer and more
severe. The mandates have divided friends and family.

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32827

I have not been able to go into my own parents home because I don’t have the COVID jabs ,I
missed Christmas with them I can’t take my kids to the pool or Arena ,This Government is a

2/19/2022 11:23 AM
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bunch of corrupt crooks and politicians who have their heads so far up each other’s asses they
cannot breathe properly
32828

Loss of community involvement and recreational activities. Social pressure to receive a jab I
do not feel is safe

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32829

Unemployed

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32830

Haven't seen family for more than 2 year. This makes me suffer from depression.

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32831

Made it quite apparent how disgusting and dishonest our govt is...scared to see how they can
abuse the canadian public and seem to think it is ok....makes me scared for my children for
the future.

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32832

Can’t travel. Can’t go to some stores, can’t go to most restaurants. Makes life miserable. And
it causes a lot of deaths.

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32833

Terribly

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32834

The entire time of the scamdemic although it hasn't affected me nearly as much as many
others.

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32835

Lost a job, alienated family and friends, made to feel "lesser than"; discriminated against

2/19/2022 11:23 AM

32836

The mandates are lies and a facade. They're crimes against humanity. I have a 28 year old
daughter who moved home with her 2 pets during Covid, and barely leaves her room because
she's scared of the world. Her dog killed my 5 year old budgie. Her dog is also destroying my
house. The lies, the deceit, the tension between citizens, that's the killer, not Covid. This isn't
about a virus. I want my house back. I hate the way I'm treated in my own town because I'm
not believing the lies. I feel oppressed and discriminated against. My heart is broken from all
the division and hate these mandates have created.

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32837

My children and I can’t breathe with masks on.

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32838

Loss of humanity. If needed a Statement can be submitted

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32839

Made me feel safe. Otherwise not at all, life went on as usual.

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32840

Been out of work and can’t travel

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32841

Isolation

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32842

It affected on every life...totally!

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32843

I’m in an exempted business, so financially relatively unaffected. But I’m emotionally
exhausted and angry. These oppressive, invasive, unscientific and divisive mandates make
me feel that our country is run by either sheep like idiots or evil power hungry ego maniacs .
No rational in how we’ve been “handled” other than for political power and fear based agenda.
Main, stream media has been scripted to create fear and misinformation at every turn. I’m
disgusted thoroughly

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32844

I've lost my job and my 9 year old said he wants to kill himself because of the mask wearing at
school.

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32845

Too much testing in the education field. Teenagers committing suicide in our town. Stop all
mandates! Our grand Children cannot play sports anymore. Our older children cannot go into
the arena with their young children to dress them for hockey or watch them play and keep
them safe. Where is the Childrens Aid in these decisions?

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32846

Made it a living hell

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32847

Loss of being able to visit grandchildren, family.Not being able to do things like we did before
covid.

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32848

Travel, even though I am fully vaccinated

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32849

I can't go places

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32850

All of them .

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32851

Discrimination, division, anxiety, distrust

2/19/2022 11:22 AM
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32852

Horrible in any way possible

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32853

Ruined relationships with family and friends

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32854

It has divided family's, and Canadians, has been extremely hard on people's mental health and
much unnecessary stress on busy and personal live.

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32855

Financially and my emotional well being

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32856

It’s has been very difficult, I have been isolated from my family, children, and grandchildren.
The views concerning the vax has caused issues, because of differences in beliefs, in my
family. I have had family die at 45 years old. I had worked in a nursing home, for one year no
one was sick with C19. Of course within that year some of the patients receive the vax, within
months there where 28 people sick, and 2 passed away. 😢

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32857

Caused the death of my sister-in-law Vax is the reason my son has 5 to 7 years to live Vax is
the reason for my grand-daughter to be living on deaths door step and wanting to commit
Suicide

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32858

Almost got my job put in jeopardy by mandating vaccines at the workplace

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32859

They have affected me financially but most of all mentally!!

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32860

Has caused a lot of division and the educational set backs for my kids is truly disastrous.

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32861

Broken hearted to see kids in masks at my school and their poor mental health. And I believe
informed consent re: vaccines, I believe my mobility rights have been denied, financially it has
significantly impacted our businesses.

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32862

Separating loved ones, causing hate and division, affecting my little siblings for school, my
mental health

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32863

For me it really hasn't affected my life, I still worked every day as I'm a PSW, I still went
shopping, gas..etc..the only thing that I hated back in 2020 was the lineups to get into stores

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32864

Business reduced capacity and services

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32865

Loss of work,

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32866

They have taken our freedom to choose bodily autonomy, freedom of movement .

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32867

My work has been affected with material shortages causing me downtime and lost wages.
Mine and my wife’s marriage and mental health has significantly suffered due to major
disagreements on matters. I have lost many friends and family due to people shutting me out
for my views. I have been uninvited to holiday family gatherings, birthdays, wedding and baby
showers because I am not vaccinated. I have a condition from past trauma that prevents me
from wearing any restrictive facial coverings and it’s made the last 2 years hell trying to run
errands and provide for my family while being denied access to almost every store I go into.
The direct and indirect cost of lockdowns, restrictions and mandates are incalculable.

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32868

Can’t be with family, friends, loneliness, stress when going once a week for errands. The fear
factor is crazy, the children being given this poison when they don’t need it. The pregnant
women who have suffered, the future of children. The over reach by gov’t, being called a
racist, which I am not. The total lack of respect by the pm….it’s disgusting how he behaves.
I’m proud to be Canadian, always. Totally ashamed by the current government actions.

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32869

Lost my job, friends and family are divided and say terrible things to each others. The
disgusting and hateful comments online break my heart. Friends have lost businesses. Don't
even get me started in the impact of mental health. My anxiety had been through the roof
since getting fired from my jobs of 10 years for having covid. Especially due to the fact that all
of this is actually due to a terrain global elitist agenda. People has the right to informed
consent. Canada developed the vaccine so for the PM Tto say people have to take it and also
make money from it is criminal. Not to even start of the way he has purposefully and hatefully
divided Canadians.

2/19/2022 11:22 AM

32870

Negatively

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32871

I was temporarily let go back in the beginning.

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32872

Made me have no faith in our leaders. They are so inconsistent and fickle.

2/19/2022 11:21 AM
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32873

I own my own business. I have lost 50% of my revenue this last year. The forever changing bc
mandates have made my working life a nightmare. I havent really stopped seeing my friends
and family, in a social distanced way, through this. My dad and grandfather are very ill and I
will not stop seeing them in the last few years of their lives. I have had 4 holidays cancelled.
Over it

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32874

I little for me but my friends and some of my family ready bad

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32875

Bad

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32876

I lost work I lost my mom because she could not get proper medical care I am segregated
from my friends and family I lost my freedom

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32877

Coerced to take vaccine for work. Had tremendous stress. Can't go anywhere without showing
passport. When elderly parent was hospitalized was told only the caregiver is allowed to be
there.

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32878

We can’t go visit or travel anywhere freely. How come you need a mask on to enter a
restaurant yet don’t need it once you sit at a table can’t you catch Covid sitting down?

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32879

Lost everything

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32880

Has affected my life by working. Seeing family, and getting married. Those are just some of
the things that it has affected my life.

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32881

It is difficult but it was necessary to protect us

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32882

No

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32883

Made everything more expensive. Unable to travel to see grand children

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32884

Lots my job

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32885

All freedoms that i had before are gone

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32886

Prevented me from going to church and visiting my family during times of sickness and death.
It made it impossible to attend my father's funeral. It has Caused untold fear for my children's
future, worry about going to visit my family and whether or not I will be allowed to return home.
It has caused anxiety and stress about whether or not I did everything right during forced
quarantine while perfectly healthy. It has made it impossible for me to visit my family with my
husband and children. It has ruined long time friendships. It has made it impossible for me to
take public transportation, especially by air. It has made me realize how far the Canadian
government has gone to completely control the lives and freedoms of Canadians.

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32887

Emotional damage

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32888

My life has been shrunk down to a mere existence. My income is practically at zero. If I
express this in percentages, with 100% representing my life before, I would say that my life is
now at 10%. No freedom. No social life. No family life. No travel. No feeling of exuberance that
I used to have. Loss of pride in my own country. Loss of belief in my government. A general
feeling of numbness. And, sadly, a loss of the trust that I used to have.

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32889

Forced to get the shots or loose my job

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32890

Restricted my social life

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32891

It effected everything in my life especially the family unity, it has caused heart aches as my
family has been devided , traveling and socializing with friends. It gas been the wort 2 years of
my life actually almost three. It is time for unity not division.

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32892

Ability to attend and worship in my church, broken relationships and caused division with
family and friends, impacted employment, restricted my movement and restricted services and
establishments I may frequent.

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32893

How my day runs, how my work runs, how my child acts at school, sports and how my
vacation happens

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32894

Curtailed my attending outside events and seeing family

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32895

I am a small business owner who has been shut down and restricted over and over for the last
2 years. I have seen family members and friends be divided, and/or have lost their livelihood

2/19/2022 11:21 AM
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because of this mandate. To force healthy people to inject themselves with a vaccine that is
only approved because of a state of emergency is absolutely sickening. Everyone should have
a choice of whether or not they want the vaccine and not have their jobs, sports, events, and
ability to go into certain businesses be taken away from them. This is a cold, let’s move on.
32896

Being a senior and ruling out exceptions to mask and things has locked me in my home
depending on non family members doing my shopping and things however availability is not
always there. Hospital appointments will not accept exceptions either and I can’t put a mask
on due to having oxygen 24/7 and the back draft of the oxygen

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32897

Mostly the massive effect it's had on kids and families-- no sports or activities and restricted
activities -- masks and division of people by the decisions they make weather for or against -watching people fighting amongst each other -- sad situation our society is in today

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32898

It put a lots of pressure on my family. I don’t think that my kids will fully recover from the
madness created by liberal party

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32899

My husbands job was threatened unless he got the vaccine. We’re not happy about that

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32900

restricted activities and made me depressed

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32901

Has affected me mentally, physically, spiritually and emotionally. Has divided my relationships
with family and friends. Felt like I had no freedoms left of any kind. Hopelss.

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32902

Severe mental health, my job and my trust in our government! This is Canada???

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32903

Discrimination against being unable to wear a mask, own family calling me selfish for not
wanting jab.

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32904

In every way

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32905

I haven't been able to see my son and grandson in almost 3 years!

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32906

I've had to witness this country be torn apart. I've been grossly affected financially - we all
have - which directly affects our physical, mental and emotional health as well.

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32907

It’s taken away freedom. Freedom of choice. Freedom of movement. Freedom to visit our
nursing homes, our elderly. Freedom to see our grandchildren. It’s hurt us at every level I can
think of.

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32908

Lost my house my job my well being and freedom

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32909

No work and children are being taught to live in fear and no more freedom

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32910

Loss of income. Loss of friends. Divided family. Tons of stress

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32911

Ruined it

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32912

Decreased social activities. Increased anxiety. Division in close relationships. Depression.

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32913

Even though I have had my vaccinations in May and June , I still caught Covid Delta in
September. Covid-19 has isolated me to my home , due to level 4 Cancer I have a
compromised Immune System and was extra careful , now that I test neg with the antigen
tests I want our freedoms , our rights to freedom back . What Trudeau is now doing is very
wrong and is defaming our Canadian Democracy to the watching world , Why did Trudeau not
talk to the Freedom Convoys??? What he is now doing with the act , especially since it was
not debated in Parliament, is the action of a tyrant and dictator and again he has gone into
hiding. He is showing he is a coward . Confiscating money that is not his , and seizing property
that is not his and hiring security guards to be dressed as police without badges or proper
training is criminal and then send them to arrest Peaceful Demonstrators makes me ashamed
of our dictator leader !!!! So very sad 😢 for all Canadians.

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32914

Depression, anxiety in the whole family. Isolation. The government should not be a dictator.

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32915

Depression and worries of suicide are up in my family. My physical well being is deteriorating
because of lack of support and stress caused by this!

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32916

Strain on family relationships. Kids unable to attend events and activities. Lost of job

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32917

My mental health has taken a very negative toll from it all and i am now on medication to
control the rage towards my overreaching public servants. Financially, I earned $20,000+ less

2/19/2022 11:21 AM
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than previous years.
32918

It's annoying showing my vaccine passport to go to a restaurant and the masks are annoying
as well

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32919

Anxiety, stress, childrens depression and lack of sport and social growth, Illness both mental
and emotional. Enough is enough, we got vaxxed, followed rules and it’s time to live again.

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32920

After 42 years as a healthcare professional I felt pushed into a corner with no othet options
than yo resign.

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32921

child had stopped going to school and sports as well as can not go to a movie or anything as
due to the fact my family is high Risk and it should be our choice if we want a vaccine

2/19/2022 11:21 AM

32922

I work in the public ; have a medical disease for which I have to travel to TTO for treatment.
As I am unvaccinated, right now I cannot travel by train as always for medical treatment.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32923

I can't see my wife and kids. Can't hold them and tell them that all will be better. Stopping me
from travelling to working being able to work also.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32924

Caused division between family and friends, family members have lost jobs for being
unvaccinated, been unable to freely be out in our community, have been lectured and talk
down on for being unvaccinated.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32925

Lost my job and shun from society.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32926

It’s pulling family’s apart of some have chose to not be vaccinated. We have lost our so called
“freedom”

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32927

I can no longer travel freely, I could not visit my granddaughter while she was in hospital, I
could not watch my nephew play hockey, I can not freely go to restaurants and the list goes on
and on.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32928

I havent been able to host thanosgiving, christmas, easter get togethers with extended family
or friends nor even hugged my vaccinated siblings for two years. I have been denied the sport
that i love since September rules of no gym access for the vaccine-free. I cannot go out for a
date night dinner or to the movies due to the mandates even though both my husband and I
are both healthy The mandates have created division between me and my vaccinated siblings
that was never there before. At one point they were going to deny us access to the shared
family cottage. My husband is experiencing discrimination at his work. Even though hes been
an integral part of their sales department for over 25 years. So STRESS and confusion over
mandates that dont make sense has affected our lives

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32929

I want to foster children and vaccine mandates won’t let me. I also can’t take my son to
hockey games

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32930

my business is down 60% im barely paying my bill's i haven't drawn a paycheck in 2 yrs now .
then theres the carbon tax ...

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32931

Negatively on all counts

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32932

Freedom has been curtailed. Unable to attend events without showing papers

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32933

CONTROL, UN-HUMAN! Breathing issues, MK ULTRA,

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32934

My son was denied post secondary education. My daughter was denied sporting opportunities.
My eldest son suffers from depression. My family is estranged from me over vaccine choice.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32935

My mental health. My Mom in seniors care. My entire personal life.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32936

Don't have freedom of choice

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32937

Can't do anything it has changed my life with my relationship lost frindes

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32938

My kids cannot socialize, participate in the sports they love or study at university. I am worried
for their development and future.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32939

They infringe upon my God given rights and freedoms to bodily autonomy and freedom to
choose what's best for me. No one else gets to decide this.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32940

Every aspect

2/19/2022 11:20 AM
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32941

Anxiety, depression and one step away from bankruptcy!!!

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32942

For the negative, financially, mentally and physically

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32943

Being forced to get vaccinated

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32944

I've developed chronic sinusitis in the past 2 years from being forced to wear a mask 10-12
hours a day at work. I cannot breathe properly and I have a physically exerting job. Chronic
mouth breathing leads to MANY serious health conditions over time. I've been unable to
socialize and participate in activities I enjoy doing for my well being (I.e. travel, sport events,
concerts, gyms). The loss of my rights a social liberties has led to bouts of anxiety and
depression from the constant division and isolation.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32945

The mandates have made me feel like a prisoner in my own country. Not allowed to leave. I
feel as if sometimes I'm a second class citizen for having my own opinion. I have read that
there is a percentage of people want us thrown in jail because we dated to question. I got
COVID. I was sick for 7 weeks. But I survived! With natural immunity. And it is not recognized
! It has driven wedges in my family! Sisters not talking to me. My husband's mother not
wanting to see us, because we made a decision for what was best for us. It has slowly been
taken away from us the freedom to choose. It shows masks, social distance and all the hand
sanitizer in the world, has not stopped this virus. So why do they keep in forcing it upon us?

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32946

We have no more freedom because we are being controlled on what to do

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32947

I feel terribly oppressed

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32948

It has made it feel like 1939 Germany.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32949

Job loss, denied E.I., imminent homelessness, depression, isolation, no support.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32950

Just an inconvience

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32951

I have lost family and friends to the cruel and un called for division the governments and heath
care officials have created. All my life we have been working in treating others as we would
like to be treated. Since Covid it is ok to treat a certain section of people like dirt on the bottom
of your shoe. I have along list of friends and family that have been injured by the vaccines and
a few deaths! This is all so very wrong. My life will never be the same. I have lost trust in
everything and everybody. Nothing we hear or see is truthful. I am now awake and will never be
caught off guard again.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32952

Mentally, emotionally, physically and psychologically. In other words in ALL ways and not for
good. The government has bullied, lied, stolen and cheated the Canadian people and sold us
out to the WEF. Its time we fight to get Canada back and our corrupt leaders out.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32953

It has ruined my wedding. It has almost killed my grandma. It has prevented me from
witnessing the birth of my son. It has opened my eyes to the true nature of our government
both federal and provincial.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32954

My husband has worked for AHS for 30 years and was put on leave without pay on Dec 13,
2021 because he won’t get the vaccine, and I can’t find employment because I won’t either,
and now we’ve been without an income for over 2 months and will probably lose our house,
etc. The struggle and stress is beyond horrific!

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32955

It caused great uncertainty with how much censorship is happening and how many lies the
government and media is telling about everything that is going on. It has caused my family to
be even more divided. It has caused a lot of strife and anguish with not knowing if my friends
were going to commit suicide or not due to all the lockdowns.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32956

The whole time

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32957

It mentaly hurt to choose not get vaccinated and be ostracize by the society. Mandates are all
against the fundamental rights.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32958

its affect everyone araound me divide created hates lost jobs depression travels economy
everythings its as to stop now people need to use their common sence we dont need to be told
what to do we know what best for us

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32959

It has restricted my movement and access to goods and services that should be protected
under the Canadian charter of rights

2/19/2022 11:20 AM
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32960

Mandates have taken away personal choice, divided people, destroyed the economy, ruined
mental health.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32961

I have been unemployed since the beginning of it so I am now in debt. My child has had to
change her life completely. My elderly parents are afraid because of all the lies and hardly
even leave there homes. This is not a life of freedom this is a life a enslavement and I fear for
the future if this continues. We are headed for communism and that in itself is illegal.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32962

Un able to work, see family friends. An be free

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32963

I have seen my family divided and my family threatened with losing their jobs unless vaxxed. I
have seen severe side effects and deaths of people in my community due to these vaccines. I
have seen small businesses close down permanently. This is like a color revolution.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32964

Life feels like a prison

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32965

Stayed home lots in last two years. Had to stay away from family.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32966

Mental health issues, inability to travel, school for my child

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32967

Restrictions to gather with family. Restricted with shopping due to passport requirement.cant
travel.Not allowed in restaurants. Masks restrict breathing

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32968

Mandates are about government control, not safety. End them now and never repeat this
overreach, EVER.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32969

Depression

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32970

I wore a mask at work so wearing one to protect others and myself was a no brainer.
Frustrated with decimation of parliament and government corruption.

2/19/2022 11:20 AM

32971

Unable to work

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32972

Not being able to visit my mom in the nursing home. So sad

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32973

Divisions, divisions, divisions. Absolutely in every aspect of life

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32974

Has torn my family apart. Unable to fully participate in society because of my medical choices

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32975

What life? No social activity, masked up every where u go thats is terrible

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32976

Mentally draining

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32977

Ruined family and friends relationship

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32978

The heavy handed unscientific mandates have caused hatred, division, and loss of hope in our
society. It has affected everyone negatively.

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32979

It’s deviding evo

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32980

It has huge impact on everyone

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32981

Hasn't really other than wearing a mask.

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32982

Reduced employability Impoverished Reduced travel

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32983

its given me a chance to do something to help the whole. It has disrupted my life, required
sacrifice, and led to loss of work and a struggle with mental health, but I believe these are the
shared struggles of going through a pandemic together and that the vaccines help us to get out
of it in a responsible way and with a concern for all.

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32984

I was fired from ny job as a RN after 30 years.

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32985

Not able to see love ones

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32986

A lot. It’s taken a toll on everyone’s well being. Made everyone be divided. We aren’t the
Canadians we use to be in this country!!

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32987

Separate people.

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32988

Numerous ways!! The worst though is my mental health has suffered immensely.

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32989

Infringed on my human rights

2/19/2022 11:19 AM
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32990

Stoped me from going out and enjoying life because I don't have a vaccine passport and I will
not get vaccinated. The vaccine passports have taken away my rights and freedoms

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32991

Lost my job, sold my house and fled the country with 4 kids as a political refugees

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32992

Lost ny employment after 12 years. Effected mentally, felt segregated and lonely

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32993

Medical services canceled, but was very important for my family

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32994

It has turned family’s against each other , created segregation and shown how corrupt our
government is in Canada

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32995

My kids mental health has declined as well as mine

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32996

I have lost my job of 14 years. My family has been discriminated against. We haven’t been
able to participate in normal activities. Had family members vaccine injured.

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32997

Not being able to be with my family or friends in time of need or special events.

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32998

Terrified of my kids' futures. If the government can do this for 2 years because of a virus, what
else can and will they do. Government overreach has to stop. We are a democracy. If I wanted
to live like a communist I would live elsewhere.

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

32999

I could write a novel on how horribly we have been affected

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

33000

I ignore all mandates

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

33001

I lost my job as a nurse. I can't travel to see my family abroad. My mental health is lower than
it has ever been. I feel trapped with no hope for a better future.

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

33002

Loss of employment

2/19/2022 11:19 AM

33003

Divided my family.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33004

I find it very hard to breath in the mask, and now am forced to wear the mask and a shield, I
did NOT want to get Vaccinated but was mandated if I wanted to keep my job. I fear what is
really in the vaccine.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33005

My friends and family is divided. I’ve been treated poorly, demonized and called named like
anti vaxxers and stupid because I want to wait a bit longer before getting the vaccine. I have
been asked my status on non interviews which lead to shift in how I was treated and in return
not getting the job (even though I was the number one candidate). I’ve lost 2 years of income.
I’ve lost hope. I have anxiety about going outside and someone bullying me or calling me
names. I was screamed at in a grocery store for taking my mask down for a second to breath
even though we know masks are ineffective. I’m tired and I want my country back. I want
people to be united again. I’ve also had people tell me they hope I die this winter from COVID.
And I’m a racist and bad person.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33006

Divided friends and family. Could not be with loved on their death bed. Mental disability,

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33007

Lost one of my jobs, shunned by family members, and I am depressed because I feel trapped
and unsafe in a country I no longer want to live in.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33008

Sick of the way federal government

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33009

Affected my health badly. Can't get in to see specialist

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33010

Stress due to deployment/left job/ cut off From family within and out of country/broken ties
with friends and family/financial losses/loss of dreams for future

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33011

For me terribly; for my young kids it has been awful. Masks in school for 2 years when they
are not affected by covid.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33012

In every way possible. Less work = less income I can't take my children anywhere and they
don't get to see family and friends. All our social skills are in decline. Mental health is greatly
affected. Physical health as well.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33013

My business, my family

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33014

It has taken away basic freedoms such as eating at restaurants, going to the gym, gathering
with friends and family in a large group. It has divided my family.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM
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33015

It has effected my life,, by wasted 2 years of being locked up! Our kids being locked up

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33016

Ha! Ha! Ha! Your kidding right? Every facet of my life has been negatively affected! I have
also found out just how stupid and ill informed the Canadian citizenry is today,

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33017

Upsetting angry trouble sleeping

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33018

I cannot be vaccinated due to a blood disorder and because of the mandates I cannot live my
life

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33019

Help me!!

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33020

Socially not being able to see loved beimg criticized for holding different views its not fair

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33021

I'm a nurse who lost her job because of the mandates.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33022

Wearing masks, alienation from family and friends, loss of use of our medical system. But
mostly I’m upset over the forced mandates that have no relevance. The government has no
science to back it up and people just comply, I don’t.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33023

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33024

Divided my family and friends, lost clients and most recent, PTSD symptoms resurfaced from
having grown up in Communism.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33025

It has caused great depression in my life.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33026

I want to move to flordia and can't because I refuse the jab

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33027

Unable to see family members who have passed away to cancer. Unable to gather for the
positives and negatives in a family group

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33028

It has destroy 3 years of my life

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33029

My work life balance has been vastly improved by working from home.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33030

During this mandate I have watched my teenage daughter drop into depression., feeling like
there there is no purpose in life. She describes herself as feeling sad all the time with
moments of happiness. I worry about her.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33031

Devastated our family financially…

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33032

Shut down my business/drastically reduced my revenue, increased anxiety of my children,
disrupted the education of my children, caused separation in my family, delayed important
medical tests for my children, delayed medical heart surgery for my brother-in-law in Alberta
resulting in his heart attack and death, ostracized from society because of wanting medical
choice

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33033

The mandates have brought segregation and stress to my life. They all have also brought me
to realize how corrupt our Canadian government is.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33034

Negatively. My children have suffered tremendously through this pandemic due to the divisive
measures and unethical mandates

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33035

Dépression, manqué des événements importants dans la vie de mes proches, absence de
sociabilisation, stress au travail, incapacité de pratiquer des sports, empêchement de voyager
à travers le monde et dans ma propre province

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33036

My children have had little (if any) extracurricular activities, have barely seen their friend and
grandparents. It has affected my mental health loads. My mental health has never been so
bad. I fear that if we all continue wearing masks, children will develop speech delays (already
seeing it in my kids) they need to see peoples lips move!! Also, the thought of my child getting
lost while wearing a mask is terrifying. Anyone could take them and slip a different coat and no
one would be able to know. Not to mention the REP program. What a great way to divide
everyone. By enforcing a passport to say whether or not you have got the vaccine. Two weeks
to flatten the curve, eh? It’s here, it’s apart of our lives now. It’s just like flu season. LETS
GET BACK TO REGULAR LIFE.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33037

I am disabled and three of my medical doctors have advised not to receive vaccine based on
my specific medical condition. I am unable to get an exemption and government and CPSO

2/19/2022 11:18 AM
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have invited fear in physicians to do so. My rights have been infringed upon and I have been
further segregated from society. My voice has NOT been heard
33038

It divided or country family and friends. Financially hard to to make ends meet and never more
disappointed in our leader but not our country.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33039

I had a baby in June 202p and it made my post partum depression much worse. I live with guilt
eating at me every day now because my baby missed out on a lot of firsts we can't go back
and do anymore. His big brother wasn't able to come see him at the hospital, no family was
allowed, it was extremely lonely. He didn't get to have his first Christmas Santa picture like his
brother and so many other little things like that. My 5 year old started playing hockey this year
and I still haven't been able to go see him at the arena. He asked me to go and wonders why I
don't go. It completely breaks my heart and once again makes my post partum depression
much worse. My 5 year old's first year of school was September 2020 and this traumatized me
so much. Only one parent was allowed to drive him to school, so I hid in the back seat, I
couldn't get out to hug him and reassure him while he was crying and scared for his first day.
There's probably a lot more I'm forgetting.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33040

Not being able to see our elderly parents in there nursing homes.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33041

No job and in debt. It’s horrible.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33042

So stressful, health, business, family relationships, etc

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33043

It has kept me and my community safer.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33044

Made it difficult to visit aging grandparents in care facilities.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33045

Not being able to visit a dying loved on, children’s education suffered, unable to travel to family
members, limited church attendance

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33046

Loss of business activity, loss of mobility , I am triple vaxxed but do not agree with how we
have treated those that choose yo be unvaxxed.

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33047

I miss my family as well as my friend's. I'm stressed about being able to live freely

2/19/2022 11:18 AM

33048

It has affected my children's mental health and education. It has affected my friendship with
family and friends

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33049

I have 12 collision repair businesses we’ve lost over $1 million last year alone and employ over
150 people on the verge of losing it

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33050

Lost job, mental health of children, mental health of adults, loss of faith in government, divided
friendships and family

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33051

Financial

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33052

cause division among all Canadians, including families and spouses.

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33053

The mandates themselves have impacted my life very little, but the over reach of the liberal
government will have considerable impact on the future of our freedom in Canada.

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33054

Since 2020 I have not been able to visit my family and have been denied access to theatre
gyms restaurants I want my freedom back no shots I did not get the vaccine and I will not get
the vaccine my body my choice

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33055

No hope or desire to continue . Want to leave country

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33056

Shortage of workers , can’t visit family , can’t go to restaurant, 2 friends dies from vaccine,
can’t go see my child when it’s born , Trudeau must go

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33057

Lost my job, lost my gym, lost a very good friend to suicide.

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33058

Limits my freedom of choice

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33059

Kids have no access to university and college, been kicked out of classes, residence, denied
access to food (denied access to the dining halls in order to get the meals that they were
REQUIRED to purchase), denied access to campus, threatened repeatedly with physical
altercation by campus security, depression, anxiety, isolation etc etc etc

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33060

protected me and my family from infection.

2/19/2022 11:17 AM
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33061

I had to close my clinic and lots of patients couldn't go on with their treatment.

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33062

My family is divided and we have been isolated from each other. We need a leader in our
country not a master .

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33063

So many ways! Loss of personal rights with body and health. Loss of income. Increased
stress, and mental/emotional health challenges for 2 years now. Lack of basic human needs
(physical touch, human connection/social aspects, access to physical fitness facilities, food
and supply shortages (nothing to do with convoy). Invoked a total lack of trust in leadership
and government now! It is obvious that the vaccines do not work. Almost everyone I know has
now had Covid despite double or triple jabs. And at no point had the government supported or
provided ways to get healthier. In fact, they have restricted it (censorship of nutrition, herbal or
other natural medicine, suppression of use of alternative treatments, constant closure of yoga
and gym facilities). This madness must end. It is glaringly obvious that these mandates are
about control not health.

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33064

Created stress. Absolute bs

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33065

Ruined

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33066

Isolation, depression, job

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33067

My grandfather died alone in a care home because of the mandates. My husband and I have
been repressed and controlled by the mandates, spending the majority of our non-working days
isolated to our homes for two years. The mandates have negatively affected every aspect of
our lives- social, mental and physical. I have insomnia, depression and anxiety because of the
mandates.

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33068

Affected my rights and freedoms. Relationships with friends and family. As a frontline social
worker I’ve witnessed the barriers to mental health and medical services, the children I work
with could not visit family, parents overdosed and died, etc.

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33069

I believe we have an obligation to help keep others safe by following health guidelines such as
vaccinations, but imposing on the rights of citizens is a slippery slope. I realize that no one is
being forced and that they are simply giving up some luxuries by refusing to do so, but I can
understand the retaliatory response. The biggest issue is how the government (both provincial
and federal) have handled the situation.

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33070

I wasn’t able to be there for family while they were dying, a total of 3 family members, nor was
I able to properly advocate while they were in hospital. Drs (specialist) has been impossible to
get into too. Wearing a mask causes me extreme anxiety and makes my everyday life harder,
as I suffer with migraines and the lack of oxygen makes my symptoms worse. Raising a baby
in a world of mask wearing and minimal human contact will have negative affects, possibly
even speech delay.

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33071

It has kept me from moving about freely within my own country, province and city. Because I
am not vaccinated, it has placed restrictions on where I can go, what I can do and how I can
travel. However; the mandates have not prevented me from working and paying taxes.

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33072

Isolation, depression, segregation, and I can no longer make my own decisions on what i put in
my body.

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33073

Very negatively and financially.

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33074

Tremendously. Unemployed, prisoner in my own home. Alienated from friends and family.
Children are affected irreparably

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33075

Mentally exhausting

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33076

We have 3 children 2,3 & 12..we have all suffered from confinement, loneliness and worse of
all judgment. Depression has over come our home and I'm not sure how to return everyone to
the happy social family we are.

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33077

Revealed the idiots in my life

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33078

Socially, mentally,

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33079

Limiting where my family and I can go for recreation and travel. Limiting who we can see and
when. Dividing the country and restricting our freedoms as Canadians.

2/19/2022 11:17 AM
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33080

Created division in friends and family. Isolated people in my family. My youngest son dropped
out of university.

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33081

It made me feel like I’m just another statistic among a sea of others, like I’m living in giant
faceless dystopia. It has prevented me from living like a normal human being.

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33082

The mandates put me out of business; as a yoga teacher of 17 years teaching all over the
region in gyms, studios, seniors centers and corporate health/wellness programs - all my
classes and programs were cancelled March 13, 2020 and have yet to be reinstated. Every
yoga studio I worked for went out of business. All of us in the business had our livlihood
destroyed.

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33083

It’s affected my marriage my anxiety my family I’m so stressed out going to work that I had to
take time off! I’ve had ppl throw things at me yell at me push me! Im scared to return to work
I’m afraid that my anxiety is going to start up again! My husband constantly talks about the
government and Covid and this has become a huge problem in our relationship I could go on n
on its fucked up mine n my family’s life!! We need to stop this

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33084

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33085

Mentally

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33086

Friends and family lost jobs ,businesses and have died (alone)and been maimed by jabs and
refused medical treatments

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33087

Lost my job

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33088

in every possible way

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33089

Child no longer welcome at Scouts Canada. Medical Child discrimination

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33090

We lost our children and grandchildren over the divide it created in our country.

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33091

Mentally and socially

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33092

It is causing harm to people with their health and mental health. It has caused segregation too

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33093

I lost my job for no vaccine

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33094

Take your freedom away

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33095

Has caused a negative change in lifestyle, forced me to get medical procedures i disagree with
in order to maintain employment to support and provide for my family

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33096

The vaccine mandate forced me to lose my livelihood and put me into early retirement....
Losing hundreds of thousands of $$$ over my lifetime 💔😪😪💔

2/19/2022 11:17 AM

33097

It has torn my family apart. I am discriminated and alienated in my own country it has closed
me grat destress

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33098

It destroyed my lively hood

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33099

Loss of work and livelihood. Travel. Social. Family. Health. Religious activists. Every aspect of
life.

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33100

My children have absolutely no social life, no sports, schooling from home because of mask
requirements (our youngest has asthma and cannot wear a mask). Our oldest is no longer
allowed to work. And we are prisoners in our own country as we are not allowed on a place,
train or a boat. This is not the Canada that I grew up in.

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33101

Segregation

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33102

Lost my job

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33103

Can't go to gyms & restaurants. Have to wear a mask. It affecting my business financially

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33104

PTSD in overdrive anxiety depression all of it it's sickening

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33105

Tremendously. I was forced to take the vaccine, if not, I would not be able to continue my
practice as a Chinese Medicine doctor.

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33106

Terrible and without an income.

2/19/2022 11:16 AM
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33107

I have lost my freedom, I cannot travel to see my family (in a sense I've lost my family), I've
lost my faith in humanity

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33108

It has affected my mental health immensely. I have contemplated suicide on more than one
occasion. I am so worried about my children’s future!

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33109

The mandates have little affect on my life because I chose to receive the vaccinations and I
also choose to wear a mask and social distance for the care of those who are at risk. However,
this is now not about keeping people safe. It is purely political and our government inciting
division and hate amongst a democratic society. It affects me only in this way where I cannot
watch news or understand what is going on in my country because media is backed and
skewed by government, only allowing one side of any story. I cannot have a conversation
without it being brought back to the ridiculousness of these mandates. It’s been said time and
time again that we must learn to live with rhia. Let’s get on living then!

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33110

I have lost everything

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33111

Stress Concern for the future Feeling as if I don’t belong in this country Fear of the Prime
Minister

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33112

Kids divided by kids at school

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33113

My kids have been struggling with mental health issues

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33114

Mental health struggles

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33115

It has affected my life, yes, and even more so, the life of my patients.

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33116

Division, false info, discrimination, taking away freedom, fake news from mass media, tyranny,
enslavement etc...

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33117

Loss of employment, mental instability, family discord, separation from spouse, spiritual unrest

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33118

Unable to live a normal life

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33119

Mental health

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33120

In every way possible, has turned this province into something I don’t recognize or want to be
a part of.

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33121

In every way

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33122

I lost my job

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33123

Can’t go to club of which I am a member, can’t eat at restaurant, can no longer fly. And I now
have natural immunity which is superior anyways.

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33124

Loss of employment; children’s mental well being

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33125

Emotionally, family, friends - all these areas impacted negatively

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33126

Restricted freedoms

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33127

It has divided our friends and family, it has dictated what we are able to do in our everyday life.
The cost that the Trudeau government has put on Canadian people to further benefit him and
his elite friends will be impossible for us to repay

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33128

Ive developed extreme anxiety, wearing a mask makes it much worse. Also the loss of some
work due to vaccine passports and mandates.

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33129

Husband out of work Myself : being harassed and coerced by employer to provide confidential
medical information and to get vaccinated if not forced on leave of absence without pay then
terminated without indemnity and no able to get EI neither! Resulted in serious mental health
issues deep depression stress anxiety Cannot provide for family of 4! Broken families as well
Kids with anxiety and depression

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33130

Lost money

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33131

Unable to eat in restaurants, can't watch daughter skate. Excluded from family functions with
in-laws. Not allowed on some work sites

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33132

Restricts me with senseless mandates and has removed freedom! No restaurants no travel

2/19/2022 11:16 AM
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bus boat train plane!
33133

Created division between my family and friends, restricted my lifestyle, created fear and
everyone we know, destroyed business relationships and severely affected my business in a
negative way

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33134

loss of income. anxiety. arguments with friends and family. mentally and emotionally
exhausting.

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33135

Decreased work/uncertainty/not allowed in restaurants etc…one and a half years separated
from the love of my life and not knowing if we could ever be together/not being able to visit my
great aunt in long term care/hard to get parts for work/price of everything skyrocketing but still
making same wage/losing friends/not able to see relatives in the states

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33136

I've felt discriminated against and cut out of many aspects of society because of medical
choices I've made for myself, I've been verbally attacked because of my choices. My children
haven't been able to engage in activities in public facilities and we have sll suffered stress
related to having less outlets to get out in the winter.

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33137

Negatively impacted my mental health

2/19/2022 11:16 AM

33138

Depressed

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33139

Separated family members.

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33140

Depression, almost loss of job. Discrimination due to my choice. Division at the highest level

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33141

Lost my job, not able yo feed my family. Lost faith in this Government

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33142

Destroyed my life

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33143

Anxiety and loss of income

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33144

Stress, side effects from vaccines

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33145

It has negatively affect my mental health and life. I am about to lose my career as an RMT
because I refuse to comply with this unethical mandate. I will forever advocate for informed
consent and body autonomy.

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33146

Caused isolation and depression in myself and many loved ones. The mandates are much
more harmful than covid

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33147

My son dropped out of school and can't work, it's caused a divide between the Vaccinated and
unvaccinated friends family and coworkers. The message the prime minister gave the
Vaccinated "if your friend or family member is not Vaccinated tell them they are not allowed in
your house, if you see people at your neighbors report them. These messages have taught the
Vaccinated that the unvaccinated are lower than they are, that they are risks to the public and i
am truly ashamed to be Canadian

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33148

employment. death. suicide. divorce. poverty. segregation.

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33149

In a bad way, emotionally, physically and financially

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33150

Friends and Family getting together for important events, church life, my husband having to
get vaccinated to keep his job, unable to visit my son who lives in US, had to cancel vacation
plans and lot money as a result

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33151

Not seeing family. Jobs,social life friends,going out to eat,traveling

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33152

Children work

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33153

I have lost friends due to divisive rhetoric, seen my country turn more communist than I ever
thought possible, and have had work hours cut due to declining business

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33154

It has caused a rift with myself and my husband to the point that we have considered marriage
counseling. It has also put a huge strain on my mental health, so much that I have had to take
leave from my job, and have had the threat of termination over not being coerced into taking
the vaccine

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33155

All

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33156

This is the stupidist. Elderly dieing alone is the worst

2/19/2022 11:15 AM
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33157

My Freedom. As a Canadian. Has been removed I want my life back

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33158

I have been told I must take a unnecessary and harmful experimental mRNA therapy to
continue to practice dentistry after March 24th. If I don't I will lose my livelihood and the
business I have spent 25 years building

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33159

The mandates has divided family, friends broken down our economy . My wife’s business has
been crushed and we will suffer a long time before it gets better again. We have lost of
freedom of speech and having a prime minister like Justin Trudeau is an absolute disgrace he
has destroyed Canadian and everything we ever stood for . All that we ever asked was for the
prime minister to meet with the protesters and come to an agreement but this man decides to
ignore all of his fellow Canadians and rule out himself. Justin Trudeau should step down
because he is not fit to run this country and has lost all respect from the Canadians

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33160

how hasn't the mandates affected everyone's lives? The govt and health officials insite fear,
paranoia, destroying the economy, lied about the real medical science, forfeited doctors to use
actual safe medications and supplements in early treatments, use a FAKE TESTING- THE
PCR DOES NOT DETECT LIVE VIRUSES and if amplified over 26 cycles you receive a
+97٪chance of false positive of pieces of dna/rna... need I go on about how damaging this is
the child health and development.... the poisons in the death jab for everyone.. . etc??

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33161

Basically stuck at home. Only go out for groceries.

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33162

Stress, hurtful, segregation, discrimination, unlawful breach of our freedom

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33163

School, work, mental health, church life

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33164

The mandates have limited my ability to learn in school as tradesman, which is something I
can live with, but they have also torn away my family connections/relations in the most
terrifying of ways. This is a very, very sad thing that I'll have to face for the rest of my life.

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33165

Feeling isolated, alone and not part of a country. In particular our PM has divided us more than
anyone could have.

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33166

Lot my job

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33167

Incredibly, the are no supports for disabled

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33168

Horribly! As a new mother it affected my mental health significantly

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33169

Can't travel back to Canada or from province to province to visit family.

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33170

I lost my job due to vaccine mandates. I will not take the vaccine no matter what. Trudeau has
to go. He is evil and an enemy to the people.

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33171

Not allowed to go to a restaurant or sports activities.

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33172

It has made me feel alienated and isolated in my home and from my friends and family, I feel
like when you go anywhere you are treated like you are contagious even though you are
healthy. These two years of mandates have not helped but hurt everyone

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33173

Reduced income, limited family gatherings

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33174

I am now working from home, our children are doing home learning and have a very limited
amount of extracurricular activities that they are allowed to do, my husband cannot board a
plane from work in our own country which means we don't see him as much since driving in
winter conditions from Northern Alberta to be home for a couple of days is exhausting and
dangerous, we cannot leave this country to go on a holiday or visit family in Scotland or
Norway, or leave if the restrictions tighten more to the point where it is not safe to be in the
country we once loved.

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33175

Degraded civil society and discourse

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33176

Contemplating leaving the country

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33177

Forced me to get an injection in order to keep my job. A vaccine I did not want but was forced
to if i wanted to keep a roof over my head and feed my children! Never have I been ashamed
of being Canadian, until now and have been over the last two years

2/19/2022 11:15 AM

33178

I lost my job, my mental health is deteriorating, my hope as a mental health care practitioner is
deteriorating

2/19/2022 11:14 AM
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33179

It has affected my children and my family in so many ways from mental health to loss of
feeling human.

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33180

Travel, eating in restaurants, movies etc.

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33181

Husband is a truck driver, he can’t cross the boarder or eat in restaurants because we choose
not to get the vaccine. It has limited our church life. It has caused division in our families,
friends and our community. We can not fly (airlines) anywhere. It has taken away our freedom.
Vaccines has always been a choice because it regards our own body. I am not against
vaccines but I am against this one because I don’t trust it; therefore we shouldn’t be forced to
take it.

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33182

1. I am finding out the truth about things that burdened me for years. 2. I learned I don’t need
to be afraid of police. 3. I had to find a new church that did not turn away people because of
space. 4. I have more health issues since wearing a mask so I no longer wear them, To keep
my job I have to wear a shield. This is not right. 5. I have grown closer to God and I give more
hugs than before the mandates. I want to thank you for the mandates it has taught me a lot. To
trust the one and only God and not men. To not be afraid. To have more human contact lots of
hugs and talking face to face and have more meals with friends and brothers and sisters in
Christ. And to not believe everything the government tells us because most of it is not true.

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33183

Restrictions of freedoms with no explanation why or how it helps.

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33184

Lost my job

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33185

It really hasn't. Just can't have a coffee in a restaurant of my choice without proving I've been
jabbed with an unproven deadly drug.

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33186

It's created division in family and community

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33187

Socially crippled my childern

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33188

My husband almost lost his job, and my kids have been discriminated against.

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33189

Loss of work, mental health of my family and especially my children, drastic speech, and
social developmental delays for my children, divisions within friendships and families. My
elderly grandparents will no longer see their grandchildren. The cost of these mandates
compared the the estimated benefits has created a society I don’t want to be a part of.

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33190

Negatively. Unable to visit elderly relatives.

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33191

Lost of me 100k of money

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33192

Negatively

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33193

Caused division amongst family. Affected community small business. No travel etc

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33194

I cannot sit with family and friends as I used to.

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33195

There are too many ways the mandates have affected my life to list them all, but the major
ways are as follows: I haven’t been able to see my family for 2 years;

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33196

Loss of business loss of family and friends divisive Ness

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33197

Can't get post secondary education, churches allowed very few people, can't have a meal with
a church sponsored activity, no movies, no restaurants, dehumanization, not treated as a
citizen by my own politicians abd those who are vaxxed, and on and on the list goes

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33198

It has been tough on the mental health for my whole family. I feel violated every time I get
asked what my vaccination status is, this information is supposed private and protected.

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33199

Depression, social isolation., income

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33200

I was not allowed to travel, eat at a restaurant or attend sporting events or concerts

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33201

I ignore them and go on with my life.

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33202

It has become psychological torture. Our freedoms have been stripped from us

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33203

I am a single person living in my own. I feel like I’ve been cut off from human contact. All
these restrictions have made me fear being amongst others now. Even medically I fear going

2/19/2022 11:14 AM
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to apptmts in city especially when you hear of outbreaks. I am a claustrophobic person and
having to wear masks makes me panic and I have a hard time breathing. I want to travel and
see my children, grandchildren. I just want to go back to normal
33204

Restricted to enjoy life

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33205

No personal choice

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33206

It has created division, reduced our personal liberty

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33207

Mental health issues. Lack of trust I. Our government

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33208

destroyed my child’s school experience and limited the social exposure to other kids to
properly develop social skills that develop at young ages. missed incomes. severe stress from
fear of being fired just for voicing an opinion. prevented the whole family from being free to
decide. caused family arguments and caused a divide in our local community.

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33209

Ability to live taken away

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33210

Yes it has. Fear is also the virus. Little children terrified if the aren’t wearing masks. Think of
the impact on their little minds

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33211

My companies were forced to bankruptcy

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33212

im tired of having to be careful of a virus that isnt proven

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33213

Caused me panic attacks, depression, loss of income, lost friendships, isolation. Fighting w
my family & friends trying to get them to see the truth that these injections will kill them.

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33214

Not being able to see family or travel

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33215

I am vaccinated but the fact that unvaccinated cannot do the same things as vaccinated
seems ridiculous when we can both get and spread covid

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33216

Can't see my parents live in abroad, my kids can't attend indoor facilities for sports nor
libraries. My daughter suffers from mental issue and sees no hope nor future in Canada.

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33217

Since the Covid pandemic I’ve become just a slave to the System the government is trying to
bring in effect working, going to the grocery store and going to work just what the government
wants you to do

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33218

Depression fear

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33219

Destroyed relationships in family and friends,awakened me to tyrannical government and
media

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33220

I am unable to go out without fear. I have been bullied and shamed by politicians and others.

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33221

YES

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33222

Made the best of a terrible situation. Protected those who needed it. Kept jobs in place that
would have been decimated otherwise.

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33223

Caused division amongst family and friends

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33224

Worry about our future!

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33225

I am not able to travel due to my vaccination status.i am longing to visit my love ones abroad.

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33226

Caused poverty, stress, division and suicides. The misery is off the charts of unbearable.

2/19/2022 11:14 AM

33227

The mandates have forced me to give up my career.

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33228

In every way

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33229

My son couldn’t go to university, my daughter was fired from her job, my husband cannot
travel for work and the stress has been huge

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33230

Segregated me. Prevented me from frequenting businesses. Masks effect my health due to
my condition. People are no longer friendly and social. Divide amongst friends and family
because of some vaccinated and some not.

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33231

I can’t watch my kids, they have to enter arenas completely alone with strangers. I’m scared

2/19/2022 11:13 AM
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to go anywhere, I medically can’t wear a mask and I’ve been kicked out, intimidated,
threatened. I no longer speak to most of my family because of the names they called me,
thanks Trudeau. My vaccinated friends no longer speak to me because I’m not at the places
we get together.
33232

divided my community and increased cost of living

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33233

It has hindered my children’s development. It has hurt Canada in EVERY way.

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33234

Massive stress on my family socially impacting mental health, stress on our business,
creating layoffs for employees as well as restricting and hindering my rights to choose under
my constitutional rights. Justin Trudeau and his liberals have disgraced this country and it’s
constitutional rights and freedoms.

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33235

Income

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33236

All of them

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33237

My kids are unable to go swimming, I am unable to take fitness classes. It has caused a great
divide between friends and family.

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33238

Being segregated for not being vaccinated

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33239

Not being able to see my mom

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33240

Lonelynes,. Depression, anxiety.

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33241

I’ve had to watch children suffer and elderly people die in loneliness. The vaccine mandates
have hurt society

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33242

Too much isolation and hassle to travel.

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33243

Forced to stay home, no socializing, no eating out, feel imprisoned

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33244

I feel like I lost my freedom

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33245

It has put me in a depression, I lost my job at the beginning of all this . Then when I was back
I took a huge pay cut and bills keep rising and it’s hard to afford anything

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33246

I have basically lost my family.

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33247

Loss of income..had covid and have natural antibodies

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33248

Impacted myself & my kids psychologically, financially, socially.

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33249

It has torn our family apart, we lost my Sister in law - suicide as a result of the covid lock
downs, not able to get help and certainly listening to the media didn't help her instead made her
feel so alone and isolated. Friends no longer come by just to say hi, they are so worried about
getting sick with covid and yet here we are all healthy - things have to changed before our
great country is completely torn apart. Thank you for listening to us, may God be with you.

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33250

Isolated from my family and friends. Financial losses. As well as a back stabbing government
claiming to support people and then turn around to demand full refund of CERB payments from
over a year ago is the height of the tyranny being experienced by many

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33251

My mom is in a home and it’s been hard that way

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33252

N/a

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33253

Mental health

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33254

Caused division, intolerance, and hate in our country, and has kept me from my family in the
USA for almost 3 years now

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33255

I'm segregated from social life, while "experts" tell me at best the vaccine is 35% effective
against Omnicron. My wife can no longer take our young children to parenting sessions and
get together. Its yet to happen , but if one of our children was seriously injured we would not be
allowed to accompany them in the hospital due to the segregation passport. Our children are 6
months and 20months. They are unable to consent

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33256

I lost my job so has effected my security & mental health

2/19/2022 11:13 AM
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33257

Loss of job. And freedoms

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33258

Separated family and friends from one another those that have the vaccine those that don’t.
Treated like I am a dangerous person.

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33259

Minimally as l live in a small town with other like minded persons andchoose to work around it.
Ultimately, there is no work around as we all know. These measures are political and aimed
control, not well being

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33260

Lost income due to losing buyers/sellers from my real estate business

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33261

Can lo longer acompany my 80+ yr old parents to their medical appointments. Cannot watch
my son play soccer (all year round considering he is in "sports-études" program. He was also
coerced into being vaccinated to be able to play ! Need I go on?

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33262

I'm dying in pain waiting for hip and knee surgery my work is shut down driving party bus I
have no income I have no food

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33263

I lost my job. My child’s mental health and grades suffered with the school closure. My other
child was unable to ride which is a passion and a mental wellness activity for her

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33264

I have a new born baby. Her grandparents won’t see her for fear of covid.

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33265

I got far too isolated. It had been harmful to my wellbeing. My work has been impacted at
times where I had almost no work. The greatest effect is in mental, social, emotional wellbeing
being impacted negatively.

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33266

Socially, mentally, physically, emotionally, financially, spiritually,

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33267

It’s caused an unnecessary divide with friends and family

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33268

Couldn’t be with my dieing mother while she passed, have been treated like a second class
citizen, can’t watch my kids play sports etc..

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33269

It has divided the people, turned friends against each other, taken away our freedoms to
personal Heath care and privacy! Has destroyed many many small businesses and made the
rich prosper. It has made it impossible to trust anything the government says with the ever
changing goal posts, and the disregard for natural immunity testing or exemptions. We are not
to be ruled with the iron fist.

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33270

I lost my job two times due to lockdown. I have lost friends and family who are separated by
different opinions. I lost an elderly family member that no one could say goodbye to.

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33271

Loss of work and wearing the mask is harmful to ourselves

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33272

lasting to long need to get to normal and need to hear less on the news overall on this
issue!!!!!

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33273

Being discriminated against. Not allowed to take part in society or travel by plane, train or bus.

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33274

I was forced to be vaccinated or lose my job. I have been forced to restrict all rights of people
with disabilities who I support. My children were forced to get vaccinated or lose their right to
an education. I have watched my friends and family suffer through bad mental health in
complete isolation. The things I used to do for self care have been deemed not essential, but
for me and my own mental health they were definitely essential. I am know watching innocent
Canadians who simply disagree with Trudeau get trampled and assaulted. I no longer feel safe
in my own country.

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33275

Husband lost his job. Kids mental health issues. Hospitalized as a result. My business as lost
many customers due to my vaccine status. Kids can’t play sports. Oldest daughter can’t go to
college. Ashamed to be a Canadian

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33276

Could not do swimming lessons for my kids

2/19/2022 11:13 AM

33277

Family division

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33278

Has been very limiting and has made it hard to visit family. When my grandpa was in the
hospital he got Covid from another patient and passed away. No family was able to go in to
see him as the only one able to go was my mom who got Covid trying to take care of him after
he was released home for 4 days. By the 4th day he was so sick he had to be taken back to
the hospital and he was there alone for 2 weeks until he passed.

2/19/2022 11:12 AM
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33279

Very inconvenient

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33280

My ten year old daughter tried to commit suicide multiply times. I have lost my employment.
We lost an uncle one week after the vaccine. It has destroyed my life!

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33281

Never had real depression before. Now I'm concerned about living in Canada

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33282

Omg where do I start our family business to my kids life and sports. So much has been
effective. We are in sad times things need to change nothing has been good in the last two
years

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33283

My Husband was Severely injured by his 1st Moderna shot. 9 months later still having
issues/side effects from this shot. This has divided families, friends & our Country. Time to
move on & start healing the divide.

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33284

Forced me go take a vaccine I'm not completely comfortable with. Made my husband spend
his hard earned money on testing. Covered our kids faces for the entire day of school, day
after day resulting in sore throats, headaches, and difficulty learning as it's tougher to
communicate with masks on.

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33285

It has caused separation within my family. Has caused mental anguish and feelings of
sadness. People are being separated by not getting vaccinated or vaccinated against the
human rights. This is called segregation in which Canada has fought for to be united

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33286

Socialoy

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33287

-stress anxiety fear sadness anger division among family and friends

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33288

It has divided our family and has Divided our country. Its sickening.

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33289

Lost friends

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33290

Isolation Demonized (vaccinated Vs Unvaccinated) Loss of friends to suicide Freedom of
travel Freedom of socializing with friends/family Cannot get workers in work-force to work

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33291

Its slowly taking away my freedom's

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33292

Division of family and friends. Unnecessary restrictions of mandates

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33293

The Vax has hurt my son his heart we are having trouble finding help

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33294

Couldn’t be there with my dad when he passed away. He had to die alone.

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33295

Both my partner and I have lost our jobs. We use to be very comfortable financially, now we
are struggling in all ways.

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33296

Loss of family, loss of friends- not to covid Loss of job Loss of freedom Loss of income Loss
of confidence in any government system Treated like a second class citizen Treated like a
“disease spreader” My children lost sports, friends, family, not able to engage in activities, not
able to attend school (other than online school) because I will not subject them to this!! I will
not force my kids to wear a mask, to be bullied by teachers and principals, friends! Mandates
need to end NOW!!!

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33297

Has had a negative affect on every aspect of my life, family, financial, social, mental health,
etc

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33298

I lost my job as a nursing attendant to some untrained so-called contract workers that came to
take our places PLUS get 2X the pay we were receiving!!!

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33299

Social isolation, I live alone, widowed. Also being vilified because I have a medical condition
that precludes me getting the shot.

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33300

Division amongst the population

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33301

It has caused great stress in my family

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33302

Shopping, Appointments , discrimination fear, loneliness , anxiety depression and more.

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33303

Mine and my families mental health. I had a family member comitt suicide I don't belive I need
to day any more

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33304

As a single person it’s affected me socially (with friends) and absolutely obliterated any

2/19/2022 11:12 AM
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chance at safely dating. Where do you go when restaurants/cafes are closed? Public places
are key! Being unvaccinated this is still an issue due to the passport situation. I’ve dealt with
loneliness, anxiety, depression. I gained 60lbs as I lost all drive to work on my fitness and
appearance with no where to go. It even deeply effects our pets… I can’t take my dogs to
group classes for training but I can take them to much more expensive privates? Come off it.
33305

Terribly. I never leave my house

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33306

Negative.Divide people

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33307

Trapped in our own ‘ FREE’ country

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33308

Separated me from my family and friends. Made shopping and working with co-employees
difficult

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33309

Detrimentally in every way possible

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33310

Can not see family. Cannot travel. Kids can't participate with others they way they used too

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33311

It has created mistrust in our government and the leaders during this time of COVID. I thing it
is horrific what is presently going on and hope that the people if Canada will start to become
engaged it what is happening in our country. We cannot take the freedom we have here in
Canada for granted.

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33312

Mainly the lives of my children suck. Little social life, poor schooling, made to be fearful.

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33313

Makes me angry but makes me think of what the end game is

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33314

Negatively!!

2/19/2022 11:12 AM

33315

It has created less work for myself and we are unable to support some small businesses due
to mandates as well as my children have suffered without having extracurricular activities!! We
all have suffered physically with having to wear a mask everywhere!!

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33316

It has made my life emptier and unhealthy

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33317

Not being able to travel and see our family in New Zealand.

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33318

I’ve been laid off work but thankfully found a new job but what pisses me off is Trudeau wants
his CERB money back that I didn’t even apply for!!

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33319

Only negatively! marriage, kids mental health, family torn apart by different scare tactics, not
being heard by government even though we are sharing with our representatives, federal
government not listening!!

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33320

My mental health has been affected. The stress of possibly loosing jobs, the isolation from
lockdowns and segregation for a medical choice I made not to vaccinate just while I was
pregnant has made my life unbearable at times. I am no longer a Canadian just a second rate
thing that exists here.

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33321

Unemployed...depression vaccine injured family members...family devision

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33322

Sadness, missing family, financially

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33323

Loss of freedom, poisoning of work environment, exclusion from job market, endless
frustration, destruction of relationships with friends and family members, fear for next
generation and for my future

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33324

Financial wreck Our children suffer everyday

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33325

I feel isolated from family and friends

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33326

Ruined my kids lives.

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33327

Wife was a psw that lost her job since we refused the vaccine. I also lost my job as I was a
Bell contractor and to go on any bell job sites you have to be mandated even though 90% of
my work is outdoors

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33328

It has caused a divisiveness amongst the people I know

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33329

Can’t work

2/19/2022 11:11 AM
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33330

It hasn't affected me negatively, it's just something I need to do to keep my friends and family
safe.

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33331

Gave me huge anxiety

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33332

What life. The last 2 years have been horrendous.

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33333

I lost my job. It has created so much division in my family, church and community.

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33334

Social anxiety has increased. My daughter is behind in speech and she is unable to see others
face to help with saying sounds to put words together

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33335

Felt left out of society, our kids have been denied to play sports and felt like they can not play
with their friends during this important time of development

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33336

I'm in therapy because of lockdowns and to boot I have to pay out of my pocket. My kids have
suffered tremondsly has they have been victims of a serious crime and now they have therapy
by way of zoom.....TERRIBLE.

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33337

not at all

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33338

Job hours lost

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33339

Not being able to travel and it has split our family apart

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33340

Everything to do with life

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33341

Missed family gatherings, lost business revenues

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33342

Divide within family and friend group, depression

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33343

The biggest issues I have is that people can’t move freely in our own country. The closures of
borders. Taking away Canadians rights to work, to an education, to exercise, to live the life we
made for our children. Missing out on peoples smiles. Wearing masks, the increased drug use
and overdoses, all of these fast food chains remaining open to encourage unhealthy
behaviours. Canadians hating each other for their own medical choices. Our economy ruined.
Inflation has gone way up. And in the end. There are no more overall deaths on any given year
while in a pandemic

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33344

Torn people apart, caused divisiveness across this land

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33345

I’ve chosen to live wisely within the restrictions that have been imposed

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33346

Devestated it on all levels. Unable to attend to our volunteer medical work abroad that we’ve
worked so very hard for many years to establish. Mandates have destroyed because they are
non sensical

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33347

Horribly

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33348

I have been discriminated against, called hateful names by our prime minister and have not
been allowed to do many things because of a personal choice

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33349

How hasn't it affected my life?

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33350

Divided friends and family. Sporte effected for my kid.

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33351

Depression, lost income,division within community

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33352

That is the stupidest question ever asked. How has it not affected your life should be the
question

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33353

I have PTSD from an assault where I was smothered. The mask on me is terrifying but as a
teacher harassing students to wear a mask caused me to have to take stress leave. I am
suicidal because of this. It has affected my children's education and now we do not trust the
RCMP to protect the people.

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33354

Fear of not complying may risk my job

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33355

Even that I have been working the whole time, many of those restrictions were always
changing making it next to impossible to stay on top of it!

2/19/2022 11:11 AM

33356

In every area. The government is to serve the people not suppress them.

2/19/2022 11:11 AM
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33357

I feel like my freedoms are being taken away and I’m not in control of my own body. The
country is divided, suicisides and addiction as well as homelessness are up. I could go on and
on.

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33358

Divided my family! Restricted my travel & violated my rights. No VACCINE in my household!

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33359

super stressed

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33360

Isolation. Loneliness. Decreased fitness and wellbeing.

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33361

We have heard from the top scientists and doctors that masks, social distancing etc. do not
work. I can’t handle wearing a mask for long. The mandates have affected visiting with our
parents and family. It has really taken a toll on our parents not being able to visit with us and
their grandchildren. We want to be able to cross the border and go on holidays without having
to spend tons of money on getting tested. We want to see restaurants stay open and operate
like normal again instead of having only a handful of people.

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33362

It’s crushing my family income of restaurant ownership, and an auto body shop.

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33363

It has impacted my childrens social lives with sports and school. It has impacted us financially
in a negative way with less work. In light of the current events in Ottawa with the police
brutality it has made me ashamed of the government for not opening a dialogue with the
protesters

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33364

Mentally

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33365

It has created division in family, friends,neighbors,fear,anxiet nothing positive. Our God given
rights, liberties and Freedoms have been taken away from us.

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33366

I have panic attacks. Separation from family members. Afraid to live in Canada

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33367

It’s reduced my income, restricted my freedom to participate in events, eat in restaurants. It
has divided old friendships, distanced me from family, affected my mental health, social life
and created feelings like I don’t belong in my community, or my country. Mandates have
prevented me from travelling to see my children or siblings. Nearly every aspect of my life has
been impacted in a negative way. It needs to end now.

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33368

Mental health suicidal

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33369

My families mental health has been affected by the isolation of the last 2 years. Not only from
these government mandates but also the lies to the public that has driven a wedge between
my family.

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33370

How hasn't it is a shorter list!!

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33371

It has slowed work. Taken away freedoms of human rights and brought illegal mandates that
affect everyone

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33372

Has affected mine and my families lives incredibly. Has played a huge role on our mental
health and my children’s education.

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33373

I know people who have been marginalized by the mandates. I know people who were coarsed
to get the Vax against their will to keep their job. I'm under suspense with a possibility of losing
my job because of the Vax. Most of all its sad to see the meanness and nastiness over all of
this

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33374

Divided our family; endangered my daughter by requiring her to take the experimental injectin if
she wants to be employed

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33375

Less travel.

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33376

3years since we have spent Christmas with our family only 20 mon away. Daughter in law
riddled with media induced fear. If you lie often enough, the lie will be believed!

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33377

Horribly my mother is a senior 80+ lives on her own has developed anxiety and depression but
would have answered all the questions the same as me ! She had covid got very sick and had
no intervention she has a medical condition so we were very worried about her but she was
sick and got better after 3 weeks . no Hospital no Vaccine She felt if the virus was what GOD
wanted to change the world and He was calling her home she would surly Go. Mom would be
with my Dad who passed over many years ago that would he Good and Godly. My youngest
daughter had a bully teacher as she entered grade school in Sept no discussion about vaccine

2/19/2022 11:10 AM
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for 13 under he wS blaming shaming horrible to the kids but His personality is of a narcissist
so it just fueled his troubled character even more . My oldest daughter had a vaccine injury
with some thing THAT looked like a convulsions and crazy pains in her calves and was so so
tired . My husband needed up with Covid along with the rest of us his anti bodies were 250 >+.
He was very very sick as well as my youngest daughter was hospitalized and that was a
horrible experience and chose bc he works my husband from home for Govt r by him self at
work is not a social foot print in a immunity herd by living on a farm ho vaccine was necessary
for him and his Fed Job LOAWOP no $ . I became very stressed out fearful wr would loose
every thing I couldnt work as a massage therapist as we touch people working about PM
Trudeau comments that we were fringe minority and so many threatening statements I put my
house on market Nov15 2021 and got more scared by Jan and since crazy horrible incidents
with truckers we could be next I Un wanting and Sad sold my house as I was scared to be in
town . I feel like we my husband and I and kids should go to the woman's shelter to hide away
and get help to deal with Justin Trudeas abuse and fear tactics that were affecting our life my
husband can't get EI so basic needs are a challenge food shelter utilities and wellbeing.
Controlled like I have NEVER experienced I have serious worries for my life my family my
friends! Affects our sleep our daily lives !!
33378

Made it suckier

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33379

Hurt my children. Limited my freedom. Might ruin my husband’s career

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33380

Work and mental health

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33381

Isolated from family , no freedom of movement, total invasion of privacy

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33382

We cannot go to restaurants, shop where we would like, it has destroyed small businesses all
over Canada - it has divided friends, family, destroyed lives. Who and what hasn’t it affected?

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33383

Guidelines to staying healthy are my goal...

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33384

Hard to breathe with masks. Panic attacks but i still do it to protect they ones i love.

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33385

Family torn apart

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33386

It has prevented so many family/ friend activities from taking place but by the time my family
developed Covid, the virus had mutated into the more mild variant. No family member became
seriously ill or had to be hospitalized. I am grateful that some measures were in place to slow
the spread.

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33387

We are the fringe and I feel like how is it fair that someone who is vaccinated that can still
pass on the virus has more rights but we pay the same tax! This is totally unfair.

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33388

Decision !!!

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33389

Restricting me from freedom. Causing a divide amongst people

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33390

It has taken away my family's freedom. It has divided friends, family and our country.

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33391

Very lonely and sad way to live!!

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33392

Severely limited my freedoms as a Sovereign Canadian.

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33393

Depression

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33394

I have depression and anxiety and have been cut off from participating in society and I am
unable to leave this awful country.

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33395

I lost my job, I have no income, I have children who are suffering from the unlawful mandates.
It goes against our charter of rights and our bill of rights. No one should have to take an
experimental vaccine, it has caused deaths, caused healthy people to become unhealthy. I
know more people who have become ill, experiencing adverse reactions from the vaccine, then
I know who actually had covid. Media is telling lies they aren't reporting the truth which is very
wrong. This could of been taken care of if our PM would just listen to what we the people want.
I really don't like how people are being reprimanded for trying to speak the truth (doctors,
nurses) This needs to end now, for the future of our children and grandchildren. It's upsetting to
watch officer's who are supposed to protect citizens, watching them smash windows, dragging
people out of their vehicles, hitting them with weapons, trampled by horse's..etc.

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33396

My children were abused and we were not able to recieve services. I was not able to say

2/19/2022 11:10 AM
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goodbye to my dying grandmother. I have been discriminated against for not getting vaccinated
because I have a health condition affecting my hormones, I was afraid and had questions and
concerns about how this vaccine would affect me and my own personal health.
33397

It feels like we’re living in a communist country

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33398

It cost me my job

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33399

I feel like I live in 1930’s Germany. I’ve felt like that since the pressure to get jabbed.

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33400

Limited my life. Freedoms stripped

2/19/2022 11:10 AM

33401

In ways I didn’t think we’re possible. They took any my freedom and my childrens !! Enough is
enough

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33402

Stressful, freedom taken away, loss of relationships, slowness of work, financial hardships,
possible loss of home...

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33403

Has caused severe mental anguish and distressed. I'm already on disability for depression and
anxiety. In October 2021 I overdosed on meds because of the lockdowns and mandates. I
don't want to live if we are going to be slaves.

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33404

IM RETIRED ITS THE GEANARATIONS TO COME.ITS SLAVERY BACK ONCE AGAIN.

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33405

Restricted home life and family Cann.t travel

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33406

Negatively on every aspect

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33407

It has made life safer for me, my family and my friends and community.

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33408

Divided our family/friends/co-workers/acquaintances between those vaxxed and unvaxxed,
worry/anxiety over close family members losing their professional careers of 20 + years due to
not being vaxxed, having no one in government who will listen to concersn/questions, family
doctors who won't see you in person or at all due to vaccine status, being made to feel like an
outcast/un-Canadian/excluded from society because I don't agree with vaccine mandates even
although I'm double vaxxed myself, worries about the future, scared and traumatized by the
over-reaching government control is now in place (Emergencies Act ), worries that we have
lost our peaceful Canada, disagreement between Provincial Gov't and Federal Gov't on
mandates gives feelings of uncertainty and fear that no one is actually in agreement or leading
effectively and constructively....feelings that Canada is now broken irreparably.

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33409

I have to do Rapid tests every 72 hours, I have limited access to facilities, I have limited work
opportunities and I can't travel in or out of my city

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33410

Having grandchildren’s education and sports destroyed. Wearing a mask as an asthmatic or be
treated like a leper. The fake news, lying government has caused me to trust no one.

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33411

Not being able to go places I want. Not able to visit people in hospitals. Caused division with
families with the vaccinated and unvaccinated. We have the right to choose what we put into
our bodies. I have no problems whether people are vaccinated or not. Should be their choice
not government’s

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33412

The mandates inhumanity label me as a second class citizen. They have prevented me the
ability to exercise my rights and freedoms to live my life without prejudice from others.

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33413

have to stay home a lot last couple of years had 2 people pass this last couple of years could
not have funeral services could not say goodbye heart breaking

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33414

i have become depressed because of it

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33415

No Comments

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33416

Early retirement from my profession of 32 years. I choose not to be vaccinated and we have
just been mandated in Private practice

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33417

Not a big problem for me, I believe in the sience , not Crack pot internet posts ! Some of the
rules are being relaxed now, I pray that it doesn't over load our very fragile Healthcare system !
Please stay safe !

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33418

Broke up families, friendship.

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33419

Wow. Unbelivible I fell I’m not free anylonger, it’s made me feel degraded. I really don’t have

2/19/2022 11:09 AM
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words for what this has done to us. It’s shamfull
33420

I have faced discrimination, segregation, racism and pure ignorance from family, friends,
strangers and people on my community. Our charter is to protect us from that, I do not feel
safe or hold trust in my government to make safe, healthy choices for this country.

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33421

Lost my job, anxiety, depression. Kids haven't done their regular activities for 2 years. Loss of
friendships, vaccine injuries, not allowed to practice my faith: ie singing in worship was
banned.

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33422

exclusion and my health is impacted by wearing a mask

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33423

Feeling segregated and depressed. Can't go anywhere outside of Canada. Been stuck at
home. Seeing more hatred. Realized that Trudeau is in this for his own gain.

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33424

1-My social activities have been disrupted which includes things done with groups on a regular
basis. 2-Many friendships have changed and become strained. 3-Most importantly, the
exclusion from participation imposed by mandates has left me isolated in a new way that has
injured my sense of well-being and belonging. 4-I no longer trust the good will of government
especially in BC.

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33425

Lost my job, can't see family or friends. My children have no extra curricular or entertainment
and are totally isolated. Enough is enough.

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33426

Financially, mentally, all round changed my life and my children’s lives.

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33427

Income and mental health

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33428

We have to wear masks in school. Home more. See less people.

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33429

It's seperating the people I love and people are living in fear over something they shouldn't

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33430

Eliminated travel, stole my right to attend worship services without fear of being disturbed or
harassed

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33431

The mandates were never the correct course of action. I blame it on this ridiculous CYA
society we live in. All it was is fear mongering by Gov’ts to protect themselves from any legal
action. Way too many people with Woke ideals that has driven society into a state of stupidity.

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33432

It affected my life and my family in so many ways from me to my kids not getting to be kids
from not seen my aging parents, and make individuals be scared of something we just have
get immune to and live with all news updates..time to live out life’s and government own up to
all bull shit they put out there.

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33433

Eroded my rights

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33434

Anxiety, depression

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33435

It has been very overwhelming mentally

2/19/2022 11:09 AM

33436

These madates have caused a very real divide for canada.I am a health care provider and the
level of emotional trauma these mandates have caused is going to be something that will take
years to heal. Please end this unrealistic mandate and emergency act immediately, so that
Canada can be the peaceful country we once were.

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33437

It has destroyed every aspect of my life. It has taken everything from me and I have nothing
left because of it.

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33438

Can't stand wearing masks

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33439

I lost my 31 year business as a travel agency owner and manager. My family and I, like all
Canadians, suffered mental stress and depression and isolation from these mandates. Our
freedoms were denied.

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33440

Every day living...my freedoms have been taken from me. Unable to see my mother and my
children. I want freedom of choice in every area of my life & body.

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33441

Isolated us from our friends, family, and support systems. Caused division among relatives
and neighbors for having a different viewpoint. Took away my freedom to travel to visit my
family in other provinces.

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33442

working with masks makes me feel ill, segregation from the rest of society for being unvaxxed

2/19/2022 11:08 AM
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and and as the prime minister put the cause for the pandemic carrying on.
33443

Lower mental health in my kids, masking causing difficulty breathing and inducing seizures in
my kids

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33444

Our kids have missed so much school and extracurricular activities. All of our mental health
has been effected, we’ve lost income and bills keep going up.

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33445

Job social life every aspect of life

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33446

Don't understand the difference of fully vac'ed and booster. Don't understand why I need more
vacs if I have anti-bodies

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33447

bad

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33448

Loss of income, isolation

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33449

Financially, and emotionally

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33450

Mental health matters, addiction, many job losses, sad children

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33451

I’m excluded from almost all of polite society. I can’t eat in a restaurant, can’t go to family
funerals. I’m locked into my own country. I can’t fly or get on a train. It’s like I’m a prisoner and
second class citizen.

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33452

I have small kids that have not do not know what a normal life is! They have missed out on so
much!

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33453

I have not been able to fly to Vancouver to see my only daughter because I’m not vaccinated.
It’s caused a great deal of stress, sadness & anxiety.

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33454

Health. And complete distrust of the medical system, police system and government for sure.
Family left broken because of isolation.

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33455

Reduced hours at work. Unable to see family members. Caused me to loath government.

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33456

Kept us away from social activities, family, friends. Feds have tried to instill fear rather than
hope, which I personally find disgusting. Fear division and segregation have been the tool of
this government since 2015.

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33457

It has affected every aspect of my life.

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33458

I have no trust in the wisdom of the people entrusted with running this country

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33459

It's Deflating my Self Esteem

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33460

Really bad has a trucker no place to eat use bathroom shower

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33461

I drink heavily now, unemployed but forced vaxed to return to work in May 2022

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33462

It hasn’t because I have chose not to comply. I am fully vaccinated as I believe in vaccines
just not tyranny

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33463

I was unable to go see my dad in a LTC. My daughter had a 10 person wedding. It has caused
stress and anxiety and family discord

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33464

Lost my job Division in family

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33465

I was coerced into getting vaccinated or face losing my job.

2/19/2022 11:08 AM

33466

Wearing paper mask is theatre has no effect kids are being abused by vaccine and mask
wearing Trudeau science is all about political power time for him to go

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33467

I have been confined to my house for the since this started. Only for groceries or gas. Unable
to get a job with my skills because a vaccine is required. Although I pay municiple taxes I am
unable to enter public facilities .pools arena libraries stadiums.

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33468

Destroyed relationships, my business, became a second class citxen

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33469

I got the vaccines and you still locked me down i cant take my grandchild out for lunch my
social life is gone we need to get back to normal this has gone on to long

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33470

It has destroyed my family

2/19/2022 11:07 AM
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33471

Mental health and lost business and income

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33472

2 years of not being with my family the way we use to. 2 years of mental health declining

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33473

My daughter started getting chronic sinus infections from masking at school. Our family has
struggled through each school closure as we tryed to navigate working from home, schooling
our children and keeping our sanity. My marriage is on the bring of ending due to the stress all
of this has caused. My husband has so much social anxiety that if I don’t make sure I have
enough work for our business to support us all, then we would lose everything because I know
he would not be able to function in a normal job for very long. Our family has not been able to
travel anywhere to take a vacation. My children can’t go to play places because they require
their mother be injected. We have not been able to go out and eat as a family at a restaurant
since the vax pass came into effect. Our family lives on the outside looking in because my
kids can’t play sports or go swimming at the pool or go do pretty much anything fun because I
refuse to take the chance on an experimental injection.

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33474

Kids mental health, my mental health, broken relationships, church split, job mandate stress,
many friends hurt with vaccine injuries, masks causing anxiety.

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33475

I have lost all trust in our government and Healthcare system. I fear for the future of all
Canadian citizens.

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33476

My entire life is controlled by vaccine passports. I can't fly. I can't move out of Canada if I
want. I can't go to the gym. Can't go to events. Can't attend weddings or funerals. I can't go to
a restaurant. My kids can't go to extracurricular activities. My kids are masked 6 hours a day,
even in gym class when running.

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33477

The mandate is challenging due to the reason behind its existence. However, having the
mandate in place makes me feel safer when I’m out getting groceries, going to work, etc.

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33478

I was not able to go to secondary school, I could not visit my cousins in USA, I have been
threatened with job loss, I have seen close friends have serious mental health decline, I have
seen families and friends torn apart by this pandemic.

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33479

All

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33480

It has trampled my rights to make decisions for myself. I’m entitled to think/speak for myself
and I abhor the collateral damage these obscene, heavy-handed restrictions/mandates have
resulted in.

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33481

Division between family and friend

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33482

Family, church, can't go anywhere, division among friends, loneliness, loss of respect for
government. Want Trudeau out.

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33483

Menta health issues

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33484

These mandates have separated me from my daughter and 3 year old granddaughter that live
in the USA.

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33485

Restricted isolated

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33486

my job, my family , my health..

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33487

If you have to ask this question you haven’t been paying attention.

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33488

Have lost many days of paid work due to close contacts. Store shelves are empty in some
situations and prices have escalated. Mental health has deteriorated due to staying home.
Friends and family have lost jobs due to being unvaxxed. It has caused strife in family and
friend relationships.

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33489

My best friend and brother committed suicide. So, catastrophically. My children lost their
second dad. My niece and nephews lost their dad. My sister lost her husband. I lost my job.
My dad lost his job. My brother is about to lose his job. Every child I know is struggling.

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33490

Fear mongering, unable to freely visit friends & family, no restaurants, not allowed to be at my
friend’s funeral, impaired hearing and masks further impair. Broken family relationships
because of polar opposite views.

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33491

Has negatively impacted my grades and kept me away from friends.

2/19/2022 11:07 AM
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33492

Being forced to inject an experimental vaxx into my body with little testing.

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33493

Massive depression, fear, segregation, total loss of faith in government, massive unnecessary
division in population, false media coverage, false news

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33494

There are no words to describe what this has done to my life or my childrens lives.
Unbelievable

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33495

Lost work and missing visiting with family and friends

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33496

Mental health of my teens and children

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33497

Yes

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33498

Salon Business was shut down 3 times and oldest son was let go because of not being
vaccinated and youngest son won’t be able to go to electrician collage because of vaccination
requirements and he was also Treated like he had leprosy and his job , can’t travel and family
segregated because of the fear and lies that media spread

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33499

Physical, emotional and mental harm. Brings back trauma from the times I lived in tyrannical
communism as a teenager. The cure is worst than the problem. God, truth and Freedom will
prevail! God has the last word!

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33500

Social restrictions create deep persistent negative thinking and societal paranoia

2/19/2022 11:07 AM

33501

The mandates have made everything more complicated, difficult, and stressful. You always
have to worry about masks and social distancing, and while our province had the REP as
mandatory for certain places, we couldn't go out to eat or even go to the pool. I have a young
baby and this is not the future I want for her.

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33502

I feel it kept Canadians more safe and prevented or reduced death and most helped and
protected our health care workers.

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33503

The same as a man who abuses his wife

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33504

It has caused division in our own family. It has reduced my social interaction and shopping
habits. It has caused unnecessary stress and anxiety. It has also helped me to pray more for
the people of Canada and for the government that they would turn back to God. It has made
me value my personal health choices more, and my freedoms more.

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33505

Depression isolated

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33506

In every way possible

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33507

I LOST MY JOB IT HAS CAUSED DIVISION...HAVE NOT LOST FRIENDS BUT THERE IS
TENSION WITH SOME. FOR AN ILLNESS THAT HAS A VERY HIGH SURVIVAL RATE
THESE MANDATES ARE TO MUCH. EARLY THERAPEUTICS COULD HAVE HELPED
MANY BUT OUR GOVT WILL NOT ALLOW...LET THE PEOPLE CHOOSE WHAT TRMT
THEY WANT BECAUSE REMDESIVIR AND VENTS ARE NOT VERY SUCCESSFUL. IVE
HAD COVID...THE GOVT REALLY NEEDS TO AKNOWLEDGE NATURAL IMMUNITY. WE
SEE OTHER COUNTRIES OPENING UP AND TRUDEAU STILL WANTS TO KEEP US
LOCKED UP.

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33508

Friends family and my younger years wasted

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33509

I want my freedoms back

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33510

I have watched my country divide and have been enslaved

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33511

I have been lucky to escape unscathed. I have suffered little personally other than
inconvenience. I am unable to travel to see family. Opportunities for my children have been
limited. Education suffered. Social life has been destroyed. General, civil interactions with
others in the community have become more difficult. The inability to have open, transparent
conversations encouraging debate between differing perspectives has been most concerning.

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33512

I no longer wish to live

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33513

I lost my job in health care of 16 years

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33514

I’m a prisoner in my own country. Fear of job loss and fear for the future of my children. This is
not the country that our soldiers fought and died for.

2/19/2022 11:06 AM
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33515

Lost friendships. Some family won’t see me. Can’t watch my kids play sports.

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33516

ruined my retirement and many friendships

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33517

It has hampered my life as a trucker as no restaurants and washroom facilities

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33518

Making my mind go crazy

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33519

I feel like a prisoner and 3rd rat citizen in my own Country and this is directly pointed at
Trudeau and his goons!

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33520

Terryble. Family’s friend Restaurant ect

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33521

It has made me feel depressed and VERY angry with the government that are all terrible
people none of them can be trusted and that is very clear

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33522

Yes.No freedom. Separated families. Dictatorship.

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33523

Depression

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33524

Having too get my shots so I can enter my school, and still end up haveing to do my work
online. What kind of logic is this?

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33525

Very depressing staying at home all the time!

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33526

In every way depression anxiety fear in able to See my family and travel.

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33527

Broke up family and friendships. Haven't seen grandkids for 2 yrs

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33528

Terrible

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33529

Awfully. It has separated me from my loved ones due to our decisions on how we’ve chosen to
handle this pandemic.

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33530

I lost my job (federal government), I lost contact with my friends, I had arguments with my
teenage and adult children and they don't respect me anymore because they have different
views about the way they perceive the pandemic. I suffer mild depression because of the lack
of social contacts, I feel alianated from the world and I crave hugs...

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33531

Forced vaccine

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33532

Will not be able to return to work as a nurse after maternity leave. Friends are
depressed/suicidal. Friends and family have had serious vaccine reactions.

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33533

Canada becomes a comunist country

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33534

They have kept me from visiting loved ones in care homes, unable to participate in sports or
watch my granddaughter play sports. They have caused division . Unable to travel even when
I’m not sick

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33535

Made me get a shot I don't want

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33536

Causing divide in society, my employment, health -mental and physical, general freedom

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33537

I was persuaded to get vaccinated when I didn’t want to and I have been separated from loved
ones.

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33538

Reduced social contacts Emotional challenging Travel restrictions

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33539

I have watched so many people become brainwashed from the fear-mongering, that they loose
sight of their own discerning ability.

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33540

Kids aren't allowed to participate in activities, had to attend doctors appointments by myself.
Can't go into certain businesses

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33541

Coerced into taking a vaccine or losing my job. I should get to decide. Depression from
lockdowns. Escalated my anxiety.

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33542

I’m a tourist, I want my rights back, I want the Boarders open without a vac pass. I want the
prices to go down, gas, food,ect.

2/19/2022 11:06 AM

33543

The mask give me sore throat, I’ve been sick 3 time last hear and usually I don get sick!

2/19/2022 11:06 AM
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33544

Depression and anxiety with my family . Division with family and neighbors . Missed sports
and recreational activities for my children. Masks have caused rashes and trouble breathing in
my school children. Constant hand sanitizing at school has damaged my children's skin on
their hands .

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33545

It has de-humanized us

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33546

I run a fitness centre that has been drastically whiplashed with mandates and over night
closures.

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33547

It’s taken away my freedom to live my life

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33548

Heath of family mentally and loss of friends due to not agreeing

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33549

No people spending money at my store their not going out cause of mandates

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33550

Horribly

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33551

It’s absolutely horrible, haven’t seen my grand baby in way over 2 years, this government
overreach needs to end right now

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33552

My daughter was Kicked out of her first year of college (after paying our full tuition) My son
has been kicked out of hockey-and any other sport he usually plays. Hockey being huge
considering usually from Oct-March all our family knows is hockey-and arenas- My husband
(after being crowned Fire Fighter of the year in 2019) has been kicked off the fire department
after 30+ years I have watched everyone I love lose out on their passions in life and as a
whole family we have been segregated and put into a category where we are looked upon as not good enough. We're not allowed to travel, we're not allowed to go out for supper as a family,
we usually do a lot of snowmobiling in the winter, driving to local restaurants eating and then
continuing on on our path and we can't do any of that because we're not allowed in those
businesses! It's really sad, we almost feel like we're unclean according to other people! Some
of our closest friends disagree with us and I am not sure will ever have those close friendships
back!

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33553

I had to go through cancer appointments, surgery and treatments alone.

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33554

I lost my job because of the mandate.

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33555

Lost friends. Hostile community. Divided families. Hostile work environment. No solid
leadership from any level of government or business, or any concrete plans for ending
mandates. Loss of respect for ‘experts’, and lack of trust in ‘expert opinion’. Giving and sharing
personal health information is not given to anyone who requests it, but the government and
businesses have made it so. Ultimately, a loss in faith that Canadian people can be respectful
of differing opinions. It is now clear we live in a tribal society, where ‘outgroup’ individuals are
damned, ‘in group’ individuals are trusted above all, and rational thinking has been suspended
for angry, cruel, and abusive rhetoric spewed by the media and government.

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33556

I have tried not to let it affect me but... when I'm not allowed to visit my family in the States or
in other provinces, it has greatly affected my life. That's one way... there have been others.

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33557

My mental health, social and family life.

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33558

In every way

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33559

Can't fly. Can't go out for a meal etc

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33560

I have been house bound basically for 2 years, I'm looked upon as an unclean social leper, I
had to quit my job, my son has been forced to online school more than once causing his
grades to plummet and put him in jeopardy of not graduating this year or get into college. Its
caused sever anxiety and depression for both of us

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33561

i was forced to get vaccines or lose my job therefore my home etc not much freedom of choice
there...

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33562

It has affected my mental health, has isolated me as just before this all began my husband
passed away suddenly.

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33563

I’ve been forced to undergo a medical procedure that I did not want in order to continue to
provide for my family and not end up homeless.

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33564

Was violated against my will, mental anguish

2/19/2022 11:05 AM
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33565

Made work, and social life difficult to navigate. Never knowing if you where too close ofcontact
to go to work,or if socializing was going to jeprodize your job

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33566

Lost my business!

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33567

Too many ways to count.

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33568

It has blown my family apart. Apartheid is not the way to live. I no longer trust the medical
profession, the media or the government . Trudeau singling out a certain group and inciting
HATE toward them (so unCanadian) embarrassed and angered me.

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33569

Divide between family. No freedoms to go where I please

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33570

It has destroyed my family.

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33571

It has forced me to inject myself with an unapproved drug just to keep my job and to have a
somewhat “normal” life.

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33572

Without a doubt the worst thing to happen to human beings since the Holocaust. Government
overreach, gross misconduct of all levels of so called health care, politicians, police, doctor’s,
federal & provincial government at all levels. This is without exception the most invasive,
draconian corrupt mobilization of authoritarian force I have witnessed on Canadian soil in many
life times. Government has Decimated facts, Completely brainwashed as much of the
population as they can, blatantly lied two people, teasing them on when things would end. not
living up to any promise they have made. This level of total corruption at all levels of
government has eroded the mental physical spiritual and financial well-being of all citizens of
Canada Who have been forced, coerced, lied to, mandated, bullied, fired or just simply tricked
by media propaganda To the point where most people now exist only as a hollow entity of who
they once were. Canadians are stuck with a Prime Minister with 20% acceptance across all
Canadian people.He has completely divided the nation with his Promotion of hatred. racial
slurs Divisive actions, that serve only two degrade selected and specific portions of our
population. Then forcing his personal dystopian viewpoints upon the public one and all.He has
absolutely no respect for the opinion of the vast majority of Canadians whatsoever he will go
down in history as the only p.m. who used his cabinet all his power, & his RCMP henchmen to
bully, degrade, arrest, force, abuse and generally destroy all Canadians who oppose he’s
draconian dystopian divisive viewpoints And criminal objectives

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33573

Ruined my business

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33574

All 3 of our business were closed and still are closed

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33575

It has decimated our church population and I have not been allowed to see my extended family
in 2 years. I can no longer board board plane to visit my family in BC. Not to mention the
wedge that Trudeau's policies have divided family and friends throughout Canada.

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33576

In every way!

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33577

Broken relationships due to government divisiveness. Loss of wages. Increased cost of living.
Extra costs due to covid protocol. Discrimination, asked to leave establishments despite not
being sick, and while wearing a mask. Mental health impacts that are immeasurable. Loss of
enjoyment and peace in life and a loss of feeling safe in my own home due to threats of harm
simply over a personal health decision. Fear of government overreach extending beyond our
rights and freedoms.

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33578

lost our business

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33579

Completely

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33580

This is not the Canada I know and love, it’s time that the entire government/media is fired and
we start fresh with honest people. If we don’t start taking control we will succumb to tyranny
and Canada will never stand a chance.

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33581

We haven't been able to see family has been sick, or passed away. The lives of my children
have been restricted, mental health has been greatly affected and now in tears watching as our
country is falling apart. What was once said to be to protect us, is now taking from us. Taking
our lives, taking our ability to choose what's best for OUR livelihood, taking away everyday
choices , restricting social relationships the list goes on. The mandate has negatively affected
our lives.

2/19/2022 11:05 AM
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33582

I’ve lost family members due to this segregation, I’ve lost job opportunities with vax
requirements and other opportunities where passports are mandatory. Mental health and quality
of life is a definite concern on continual decline living in this.

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33583

My job was threatened and I had to fight legally to keep it. I have been discriminated against in
the workplace, in my family and in the streets. I have not been allowed the same freedoms or
right to movement as others. The stress was so great that I am now struggling with organ
trouble again after fully recovering from multiple organ damage years ago. I am still looking for
a new job because although I fought to stay, I am treated like trash for wanting my own
decision to protect my body after fighting for my life with severe illness.

2/19/2022 11:05 AM

33584

Restrictions. Missing life

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33585

Destroyed everything I have worked for

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33586

Jobless No social life for kids School isn’t safe with all of these requirements

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33587

Made life safe for my family and community.

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33588

Restricted employment opportunities, isolated from family, unable to be with terminally ill loved
ones in hospital, not hearing the truth from public media, restricted movement between
provinces, division of people

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33589

It has not allowed my children to participate in sports and swimming as well as other social
events. My husband has also not been working for the past few months so to it!

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33590

Masks 24/7 at work, even in my own office. Bad for health.

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33591

Loss of friends, social life, as a single person depression

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33592

It has not really affected me

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33593

This disaster has had catastrophic consequences. By insisting that people have passports my
daughter missed out on trying out for a sport he has trained for for 4 years. We feel like second
class citizens, have had our right to move around limited, and been made to feel very
segregated.

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33594

Restrictions are not fun

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33595

definitely limited me as to what I can and cannot do

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33596

Mentally and job wise..Haven’t gotten a real job since this crap has been in affect

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33597

the mandates have denied me my basic rights of free travel, in and out of Canada free
association, free speech reflected in current levels of censorship! security of person. freedom
to choose vocation-job loss because of non-compliance. freedom of medical choice without
coercion! the denial of each freedom in a court win carries a five million $ penalty and a five
year jail sentence. Therefore these denials have resulted in trillions of $ in damages and
should see the entire parliament incarcerated and the entire judicial system reset!

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33598

It’s affected my wife, children and my own mental health.

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33599

Yes

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33600

Huge impact on business + stress. 2 years of it.

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33601

Negatively

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33602

I was forced to receive a vaccine to keep my employment and support my children. My
children have missed important time with friends and family and missed out on things they
enjoy like sports. My child's education has been greatly impacted for the worse by school
closures and distanced learning. And has lost out on socializing with friends because of
bubbles in school.

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33603

Mandates have taken away our freedom to choose without consequence

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33604

Loss of work, loss of a year of my first grandaughters life. Had to listen to hospitals STOP
proper care for patience and let them die because they were not allowed to use medications
that worked. I could go on and on and on. STOP THE MANDATES!

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33605

Feel isolated and alone.

2/19/2022 11:04 AM
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33606

Not being able to travel, or seeing my aging parent, visiting our grandchildren. Heart issues
related to the vaccine

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33607

Restricted travel. Was not able to attend my mothers funeral. Cannot go out to eat. Etc

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33608

It’s caused separation and fear in my family.

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33609

It has destroyed my retirement. Worked all my life so I could finally travel. All travel was shut
down Couldn’t see my grandkids in the important time of their lives. Couldn’t go and watch
them play their sports. Elderly parent sitting alone heartbreaking.

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33610

Moved to working from home. I have two children suffering with depression and now social
anxieties.

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33611

For the better

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33612

Don't want vaccine

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33613

Made my depression worse, making my kids miserable and unsocialized. Child lost too much
schooling so she is not learning what needs needs to know.

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33614

Depression Exclusion Segregation Loss of support Loss of right to movement

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33615

When we can't travel in own country and have no choice over vaccine to much government
control

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33616

Reduced and restricted my freedoms under the charter of rights.

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33617

I am a business owner. It has nearly closed me down and will do so if COVID and it’s bullshit
does not come to an end soon.

2/19/2022 11:04 AM

33618

My husband is unable to visit his dying father, and he has also been placed on unpaid leave of
absence from work. In addition, my teenage daughter is struggling with her mental health,
because of the restrictions at school.

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33619

It has allowed me to continue to do my job. If we had no mandates, our hospitals would be
overwhelmed and I would be called in to provide care that I am not as well trained for

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33620

I will lose my job without a Vaccinated

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33621

Dehumanizing, controlling, without reason

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33622

Severally

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33623

Immensely. Haven't seen my family longer than I would of liked because of it!

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33624

In every way

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33625

Not able to see family in BC, prices of everything has gone up, it Gleason effected cattle
prices, empty shelves, negative emotions

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33626

Employer overreach, government overreach, families and friends divided, forced to get the
vaccine to keep my job. Shut inside, faces border restrictions within my own country firsthand,
over quarantined, children socially and emotionally stunted, re breathing through masks

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33627

Yes.

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33628

Feel imprisoned

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33629

I had to give up my job due to forced policies. I had to choose between being part of a huge
medical experiment (with zero support from my family dr when an injury occurred) or loose my
job. I chose to walk away from my job after a severe reaction to the first (of 3 forced injections)
Never again will I be forced into an experiment against my will

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33630

I feel like a prisoner in my own home

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33631

Caused stress amongst family

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33632

I'm going to lose my job and cleaning business of which I clean buildings after hours when
nobody is there because I don't want the vaccine. I also can't go anywhere.

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33633

It has destroy my relationship with family, friends and my community. The cost of living had
inflated so much because of government failed policies. My business is losing customer

2/19/2022 11:03 AM
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because my customers's businesses were forced to shutdown by the lockdown
measurements. My personal freedom and liberty have been take away because of government
allows unelected and bias experts to make rules that they think is the best way to keep me
safe. The
33634

Add an individual with asthma, mandatory masking in the workplace has negatively affected
my breathing and the frequency of asthmatic breathing issues. The division, segregation, hate,
and toxicity by those who support the mandates against others who question them has rapidly
grown over the past 2 years. Often those who question the mandates are quiet and just trying
to get by without confrontation.

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33635

It has put a hold on my life in preventing me from leaving my house,visiting
freinds/family,shopping,etc.It has reduced medical testing+treatment.

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33636

Mental health Socially Financially Has affected all members of my family All of these must
end immediately We need our freedom back Please !!!

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33637

My charter of rights .

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33638

Lost jobs, family and friends Depression

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33639

My family and especially my children have suffered tremendous under these mandates with
not being allowed to play hockey, roller hockey, competitive gymnastics, or go to the local
ymca, no high school graduation, and not able to see friends & family all for an age group that
is at a very low risk! Why can't you protect the weak and vulnerable population and leave the
rest of us to go about our normal lives?Who are you to tell us, what we can and can't put in our
bodies? And... this vaccine doesn't even work??? And yet,these mandates continue to destroy
our lives!!! Whether you are vaccinated or not, people are still getting covid so again why are
we destroying lives forcing people to obey mandates that don't work???? Where did our
freedoms go? Why can I not travel in my own country these loved ones? What happened to
our Charter of Rights and Freedoms??? Where is our democracy? What democracy? What
freedom? The Emergency Act should not of been invoked!!!! These are peaceful people!!!!
These are crimes against humanity!

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33640

Do not feel like I live in a free country. Have been treated like a lesser being because I choose
not to be injected with a drug that has not been tested for long term effects.

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33641

Loss of income and time with my children

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33642

Son unable to attend university, daughter unable to play hockey, unable to travel to States to
visit family, trauma over two years as we saw our freedoms stripped away because we refused
to consent to taking an experimental injection from convicted felons(Pfizer,Moderna, J&J,
Astra Zenica

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33643

The way of life for me and my family has been very emotionally damaging, kids will suffer from
this for years to come

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33644

I have moved my 4 children to a third world country so they can receive an education with no
mandates.

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33645

It proves that government does not care about the health wealth or happiness of the people
and will kill millions of us with fake poison injections they call vaccines. They are payed
millions by the illuminiti to kill 90% of people worldwide so they can make more money. They
are all mentally sick and greedy psycopaths and have no conscience, respect or love for God.
Jesus Christ will return and Govern the earth God's way. That is why Lucifer is trying to stop
His return.

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33646

Absolutely I was not able to hold my father's hand as he died April of 2020 and my 16 year old
niece committed suicide on Halloween 2021 because of all of these restrictions and mandates

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33647

Daughter didn’t get to graduate from grade 8 and my younger kids that don’t go to school
haven’t even seen regular people besides with masks on

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33648

Horibly

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33649

Mental health from isolation

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33650

Lost my business, my job, family and friends

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33651

Depression, suicidal thoughts, life not worth living.

2/19/2022 11:03 AM
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33652

Stress, ended family relationships, made us sicker, anxiety and depression

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33653

Death of my mom and dad and my children are also infected with this poison

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33654

It has separated the population vexed and unvaxed I personally know several ppl who have
been hurt from the vaccine

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33655

Job loss, prie of everythi g has gone stupid. Can only see my family when it is good for
government

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33656

It’s kept me isolated in my home for 2 yrs. I have not gone anywhere literally! My husband
works in town as we live in the country and I have him bring necessities home. He is work and
certain restrictions forced him to getting something “vacc” he did not want. I on the other hand
chose not to get it as there’s been way to much confusion and division about it. I’m a Christian
and chose Him over the vacc. And trust Him to protect me and anyone around me. It’s
affected our local economy and as a result its tearing it down.

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33657

I feel very suppressed and unable to get on with my life.I have suffered depression because of
all the resrtictions

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33658

I was unable to walk my dog at first but lack of sun and governments imposing on my right to
even go to the park is stifling

2/19/2022 11:03 AM

33659

less travel, less shopping, less family occassions, fearful of what a Govt can / does to the
freedoms of our country

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33660

Added TONS of stress that have taken a physical toll on my body. And stress that has
effected all my friends and family around me. Lost our freedom and rights. Life has become
shit.

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33661

Business travel Family travel Family

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33662

My kids have experienced increased anxiety over all the lockdowns. I've been battling
increased anxiety and depression because of the last 2 years

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33663

Affords me peace of mind that myself and my family have done all that can be done to ensure
our personal safety and that any threat to our well being can be readily identified and isolated
away from it.

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33664

Too much to actually write down

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33665

Mental health- as a post- partum mother, it is isolating. I have never had anxiety and
depression like I have since the mandates. It’s brutal and needs to end.

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33666

Afraid of speaking to people, afraid to socialize with the public, masks hide peoples emotions,
this new policy of rules confuses our children in leading a normal sane life we are all limited,
things are unexplained and untruthful.

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33667

No freedom to visit. Not allowed in restaurants. Church restrictions. Wearing a mask
everywhere.

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33668

Work from home is awesome. Not traveling sucks

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33669

Divided all my friends and family, increased feelings of isolation and depression and
loneliness, didn't see my family for two years and then we all got covid and nothing bad
happened to any of us. I'm absolutely furious and ready to do just about anything to end these
mandates and the passport program.

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33670

It has affected our business our family life and also the way that we have to live can’t plan
vacations, family events anything how we use to live is gone and now all we have is rules
soon rules that don’t make sense. Taking away our rights is not the way to deal with the
ongoing situations ! Canada wants freedom

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33671

It’s giving me anxiety I never had in my life before

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33672

been locked in for 2 years

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33673

Violated my rights

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33674

I have unable to go out as I pleased. Haven’t seen family as much as I would like. Miss
meeting at church & with friends. Hate masks- unable to see people’s smiles so very

2/19/2022 11:02 AM
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depressing.
33675

Just the idiot in power taking our rights away if we dont bend over and follw his dictayorship

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33676

Taken my business, sense of safety, my children's and my freedoms, and forced us to make
massively huge life changing decisions about our way of life to at least *attempt* to take back
as much of that freedom as we possibly can for the sake of our kids and future generations.
We had to claim bankruptcy in 2020 because of Covid. We had to come to terms with selling
literally everything we own and trying to figure out how to move to another place that would
allow us to build a sustainable life in spite of the politics being thrust on us.

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33677

Social and financial

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33678

Family divisons, inability to visit I’ll friends and family in hospital, adverse reaction to masks,
discriminatory treatment, suppression of conscience.

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33679

Stress, depression, lost job, anxiety, mental health impact on MY KIDS!!!!!!

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33680

Isolation. Loneliness. And the list goes on.

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33681

100% Limitation. Control. Taking away freedom .........

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33682

It has had a terrible effect

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33683

Reduced contacts

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33684

Mask are torture for kids. Work, dining out, rec centers, social gatherings,etc

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33685

I have to test weekly, my husband lost his job, masks harm more than help, we see that the
so called vaccine does nothing as everyone we know who took it has gotten sick, friends who
were jabbed have been very sick. Listening to professionals and Dr's all over the world we hear
that we have been deceived over and over, we feel betrayed and that the mandates need to
end.

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33686

Lost trust in government institutions

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33687

I don't care. I do what I can to protect myself, family and friends

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33688

1000%

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33689

I am a widow who lives alone. I cancelled my cleaner since she refuses to be vaccinated. I
don’t go to restaurants since staff, even cooks, refuse to be vaccinated; in one, they do not
even wear masks when preparing food. The anti-mandaters have negatively affected my life.

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33690

Obligation of vax to keep job

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33691

Lose of income and ability to live life as it was pre covid

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33692

Loss of job, separation from loved ones, realized how much more corrupt the healthcare
system became among other professions, opened my eyes to the deception and apathy our
nation and world was under, divisive, loss of respect for current government leaders, thankfully
has drawn me closer to God on my time away from work.

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33693

I couldn’t visit my grandkids, I couldn’t take my wife out for a meal to celebrate birthdays and
anniversaries, I couldn’t go to entertainment venues and I’ve been refused entry into retail
stores because I am medically and legally exempt from wearing a mask because I have
COPD. There’s more but this is sufficient IMHO.

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33694

My kids cannot do any sports or anything fun with their friends. We cannot leave the country to
see our family far away.

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33695

I am now on unpaid LOA, relationships have been destroyed in the family, my children are
suffering from the lockdowns.

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33696

Been locked down for two years pretty much. Pandemic is over. We cannot continue to have
our freedoms taken away any longer

2/19/2022 11:02 AM

33697

Depressed, lost my job, suicidal thoughts

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33698

I"m are barely making it ..From month to month ..I feel these mandates went on much to long
..Long enough ,now ..Please ..I will take responsibility for my health . I want to have a choice
.To put whatever I think, that will help me on.throughout my life . I do not put down or make fun

2/19/2022 11:01 AM
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of someone else's choices . That is their choice ..and I respect ,their choice . I am not
vaccinated , nor do I wish to be Thank-you .
33699

Trauma-kids aren’t socialized

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33700

I lost my entire business and still trying to get back on my feet

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33701

I've been ostracized from friends an family which has caused depression, anxiety and trauma.
I have become very afraid of the prime minister, Justin Trudeau. His actions aren't logical or
based in common sense and therefore are a threat to Canadians

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33702

My life is in Gods hands.

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33703

Resigned from a 19 year career as a civilian with the OPP b3cause I could no longer
participate in their enforcement of mandates, sold my house and looking to leave Canada.

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33704

I choose to homeschool my children, because of the back and forth with at home learning and
in school learn was a lot.. and the shady tactics of vaccine clinics.

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33705

No social life

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33706

Je me sent contrôle et je n’aime pas

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33707

I am self employed and my business has been drastically reduced- I stopped taking CERB and
CRB ages ago because I don’t trust the government won’t come back for it. Stress, unable to
go to community events, restaurants , feel targeted as an unvaccinated citizen by both the PM
and premier of Ontario.

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33708

No freedom

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33709

It has made me feel like a dunce. Friends and family have cut me out of their lives because of
our difference in beliefs. I am not welcome in places where others are, but everyone
vaccinated or not can still get Covid anywhere. I lost my job doing something I loved because I
do not feel safe, ready or needed to get this vaccine. Especially when you have to continue to
get shots after. It does not feel ready to me or worth it. I wish that my country could be normal
again without such a great divide.

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33710

Choice has been taken away

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33711

It is only recently that I began changing my thoughts..Seeing friends not able to see their
family while in retirement homes, no funeral for my dearest friend I consider as a sister, no
closure, no goodbye, barely acknowledging that other deadly diseases are taking lives, friends
who are kind, caring, compassionate, experienced, not taking a vaccine for valid reasons, fired
after years of service, no EI benefits given, people being punished it seems..The mandates
are creating division between family, friends & co-workers..I now take anti-anxiety
medication..I had to stop and reevaluate my stance..When Bonnie Henry told me I could not
welcome an unvaccinated person into my own home, that literally was the straw that broke the
camels back😥 I cried, then I got mad, then I found my heart❤..I will choose my friends,
vaccinated or not you are welcome in my home and hugs are free..The mandates are
unnecessary because we have reached herd immunity, it is time to lift the restrictions and end
the mandates🇨🇦🇨🇦🇨🇦 I cannot live this way anymore, my heart is breaking

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33712

Undiscribable. Suicidal thoughts!!!!!

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33713

Loss of money. Loss of social life. Loss of eating in public venues. Alienated for not having a
vaccine. Not able to work in retain venues

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33714

Very upsetting, brought us much grief

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33715

Terrible

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33716

Lonely but didn't catch Covid

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33717

It has kept my family separated, it has caused depression.

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33718

Makes me feel like we are living in a communist country. It is separating the country.

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33719

Not getting vaxxed has definitely made life in bc harder to enjoy

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33720

Made it worse

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33721

We already needed more nurses and doctors, and now they have fired hundreds over this

2/19/2022 11:01 AM
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mandate. That is unacceptable. Mental health has collapsed because of these mandates, and
suicides have sky rocketed.
33722

Has made it almost impossible to make ends meet.

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33723

Not being able to see a dear friend before she passed away. Being denied service. Having my
husband turned away at important doctors appointments. Deep Depression of so many people
I know personally.

2/19/2022 11:01 AM

33724

It’s made me sad and frustrated.

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33725

We’ve almost lost our home, my husband’s barely worked and my son does not want to go to
school

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33726

It is stressful. And it has separated family members

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33727

Unable to attend death of my family and friend. Really caused me depression and ill health.

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33728

Can’t breath in mask. No longer want to go to town, everyone is unfriendly, stressed etc. Can’t
go to restaurants or rec centre etc. even though I pay taxes.increased stress

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33729

Unemployed broke and homeless

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33730

Separation from senior parents and family. Instilled fear in our children. Has divided friends and
family. Has not protected us as promised. And many other ways.

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33731

Increase stress and mental health issues The mandates have divided society and caused
families and friends and relationship with business colleagues to fall apart It seems the
authorities are NOT following the science which is constantly evolving

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33732

Although I do not like having to wear a mask, I understand the importance. Social distancing is
a respectful practice. With the vaccination passport I felt safer to go out into public places.

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33733

Tyranny! We have freedom of choice!

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33734

Communism. Unnecessary. Based on outright lies. Criminal. Complicit to murder.

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33735

Restricted freedom of movement, social isolation, money for unnecessary tests.

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33736

We have lost 35% of our business that we normally have every year because the restaurants
are closed. We had to spend exorbitant amounts of money to get standards in place to
accommodate offshore workers. We were unable to secure enough labour for our farm last year
losing 100% of some of A squash crop that should’ve grossed about $10,000 we have two
farmers markets that have been closed since the very beginning of this because they fall
under these mandatesThe CRV made it practically impossible to even hire students during the
pandemic because they were sitting at home with that money and didn’t need to work they
wanted cash instead and we didn’t have cash to hand out to people my son has become
increasingly angry and verbally violent from being shut in and not having social skills and
interaction with other people his age my daughter has had severe depression and mood swings
for the same reason by myself I’ve had suicidal thoughts and severe depression with the
enormous fights and relationship conflicts and stress we have had with this farm and dealing
with authorities to do with mandates and offshore workers

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33737

Reduced international travel.

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33738

I have watched family die alone, seniors being locked away from family. I have watched my
fellow colleagues loose their jobs due to personal choice

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33739

Near suicide on many occasions. Severe depresion and anxiety. Bullied at work

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33740

Federal mandated vaccinated

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33741

Terrible.

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33742

Mentally, financially, socially, family relationships all negatively

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33743

Absence of family.

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33744

I have lost my job of 15 years as a personal support worker. My grandfather died in the
hospital alone because of the mandate. ( he did not die because of covid or any other viral
infection ) My family and friends children have been ostracized and not allowed to play sports
or any other activities with their peers. These "mandates" are unnecessary and unhealthy.

2/19/2022 11:00 AM
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People will get sick thats life. People die that is also life. This covid virus has been around
long enough that we will achieve heard immunity in the near future. With or without these
mandates the virus is just that. A virus.
33745

Cruel and unusual punishment

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33746

Directly

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33747

Isolation, stress

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33748

Made sure I have a life to affect by keeping me alive.

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33749

Its controlling my life

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33750

Isolation, separation

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33751

Thinking of taking my life

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33752

It has kept me from getting covid. I have chronic illness and it could kill me.

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33753

Anxiety

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33754

Work, mental health and well being

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33755

This decision in our country is unexceptable.

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33756

Lost jobs and wages

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33757

Caused loneliness, isolation, severe anxiety

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33758

I have to ware a mask all day at work, it is hard to breath in it….. no fresh air

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33759

Its ruined people's ability to behave in society. Cant begin to describe the affect this nonsense
had of children. Totally wrong. It's as easy as if you're sick stay home.

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33760

I work in health care, mandates have changed my everyday personal life and work life entirely.

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33761

My husband has lost his job, our children have been negatively mentally affected, and we can
no longer enjoy conveniences like going out to eat. Small businesses have taken a hit and
material costs have increased for my small business.

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33762

Mental health

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33763

Can't go see the ppl you love

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33764

Couldn't do things with some of my friends.

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33765

Stress and division

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33766

It’s mostly effected my daughters life and also enraged me in so many ways due to the
segregation of the the people and division of our country

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33767

Negative mental health. Missed out on family gatherings.

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33768

I can’t enter the restaurants, movie theatres, concert halls. Im a performing musician and
missed a few performance chances because of not having a Covid passport.

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33769

Can't travel or ho to resturants

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33770

Discrimination, near loss of employment, loss of friends, high prolonged anxiety

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33771

Attempted suicide

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33772

It breaks my heart to see what is happening in our beloved country… I am a very proud
Canadian citizen, born and raised… my father fought in WWII against the very things we are
now fighting against on our own soil, the control of the people to the point that they aren’t
allowed to make their own decisions about their lives… and that is very scary - are we being
forced into a communist state????

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33773

They have stopped me from spending money at every business that imposes your restrictions
and have stopped me from flying to see my family and my family seeing me

2/19/2022 11:00 AM

33774

The city of Edmonton threatened to fire me. I got a doctor's exemption, they threatened to
cancel it! My classes went from in person to online and I managed to retain my job. Only

2/19/2022 10:59 AM
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because I fought like hell to do so!
33775

Yes

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33776

Mental health suffering.

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33777

I don’t have a job!

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33778

stress, anxiety, sadness, feeling alone, segregation

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33779

In many ways

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33780

It has kept us hostage for over 2 years at this point most of us would rather die than have the
mandates

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33781

I lost my liveilehood. I’m a single mother of 5 who was a PSW at the west nipissing general
hospital. Now because of a personal choice I find it very difficult to provide for my family. I
miss doing my job the most. Supporting and caring for the most valuable and helping others in
the NCU who needed care. This also affects my children. Their education with online learning
was a huge negative impact on their lives. Falling behind in read and writing. Even the social
aspect of their well-being. Not being able to interact face to face with others. Even at the very
beginning of this pandemic with the mandates. Children not being a lot at parks, indoor
activities. All in all, these mandates should end. Let Canadians get back to work and have
personal choice without repercussions.

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33782

Many ways. My income. I have not seen my grandchildren and my elderly parents.

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33783

Not really

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33784

I am unable to find employment. Many jobs are requiring the vaccine which I do not agree with
and should not be forced to take. It has also caused many fights between family members with
different views.

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33785

Terribly

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33786

Yes, it has injured and alienated family and friends and caused much dissension between
family, friends and my neighbors

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33787

Made it a living hell

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33788

Caused division in my family, I can no longer coach or play the sport I love, I cannot register
my grandkids in sports or watch them play.

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33789

My freedom of choice is a Canadian was taken away based on promises made that we're not
kept. I am a fully vaccinated individual, however, they should not have been forced upon us to
be able to do day-to-day things like keep our jobs and attend our universities.

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33790

Just my mental health

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33791

I lost my job. I have anxiety going places because of my mask exemption. I won’t put my kids
in sports because I’m not allowed in the building. I can’t visit my grandparents who are nearing
the end of their lives. I might have to sell my home. Relationships are stressed because of the
divisive nature of the mandates. I feel like an outcast in my community.

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33792

Over hyped and making everyone paranoid

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33793

It destroyed my career and life.

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33794

It's an emotionally strain.

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33795

I feel I am a prisoner in my own house

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33796

My children have missed out on many life event such as graduation and prom etc. I have been
laid off 3x and have now for the first time in 25 years had to move back in with my parents at
42

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33797

Pain in the ass ither life is usual

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33798

Affected everything

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33799

I had to sink all of my life savings into our business.

2/19/2022 10:59 AM
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33800

I was forced to take a vaccine or loose my job

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33801

Can’t see my family or fky

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33802

Very badly, psychologically, mentally and emotionally. Life has been like in prison, not able to
visit family, kids or have them come to visit me. We must get our freedom back and convict all
those involved in this planned pandemic and forced many citizens to get jabbed or lose their
jobs. Those involved must be attested and take all their possessions away and distribute to
those who lost business or jobs.

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33803

We moved to rural Manitoba near the beginning of the pandemic. We have been unable to
meet people in our community because social events were either canceled or required a vaxx
passport. People are afraid of us and treat us like plague victims. We are not able to go eat in
restaurants, go to gyms, get elective health care. My daughter died and we were unable to hold
a service. We could not visit our father's partner in hospital and could not attend her funeral.
Friends did not invite us during the holidays and even their 80 year old mother could not
attend. Things like dancing, choir singing, church services,sports events were all canceled.
Anything that could lift depression was outlawed. Birthdays, special occasions, our 25th
anniversary could not be celebrated. As snow birds we could not go to our property and friends
in the US. My husband has been unable to find work as vaccine is required in so many places.
Human contact has been severely restricted. I have asthma and could not get medical
exemption. Each time I had to wear a mask to shop, I struggled to breathe. Could not use the
continuous sanitizers because of severe allergies. Led to serious depression and sense of
isolation Have had govt insult and marginalize us at every turn. Have not been allowed to
travel and feel like prisoners in our own country.

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33804

Terribly the kids are behind in their learning, mental health is affecting everyone, job loss

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33805

Separated from family in the US , cannot see my children's sports events , my kids cannot go
to a pool . Ongoing restrictions have caused supply shortages that caused my husband to
have to close his trades business.

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33806

I was forced to get vaccinated in order to work and bring money home since my wife is
unemployed and pregnant with our third baby

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33807

The mandate has affected me by limiting me to jobs because all the jobs have now required
you to be fully vaccinated because to these mandates

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33808

I've been prevented from seeing family. My father hasn't met his 2 year old granddaughter.

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33809

Loss of income, loss of social support from friends and family.

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33810

Feeling isolated from friends and family, lonely, depression.

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33811

had heart attack because I was denied medical attention due to College of Physicians and
Surgeons threats to doctors

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33812

I can’t visit my family. I haven’t seen my sister in 3 years!

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33813

Can’t see my grandchildren, can’t travel

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33814

Very limited people contact, lonley, depressed

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33815

Haven’t been able to ear out,do ministry for older folks,couldn’t see my dad in the lodge as he
was dying.

2/19/2022 10:59 AM

33816

Life is on pause.

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33817

On a small pension helping 2 seniors and one other person who was made to take “leave
without pay” just because for different reasons they did not have the choice for their own
bodies. Confined to a home, not able to participate in things that help stimulate healthy mental
well-being. Not able to help relative who needed surgery and was told unless the get the jab the
don’t get help. Absolutely disgusting that doctors would give up the hypocritical oath for
money. Why has there not been information from doctors world wide who show concrete
information and opposition to this experimental jab. Why have the people mostly politicians
that have forced this on people not met with experts on both sides and publicly debated the
real science and shown actual proof of reactions and real causes of deaths. This has taken 2
years off the lives of people 2 yrs of daily heartache, depression, financial burden on men,
women and children. Everyday nothing but pounding Covid, Covid, Covid into the minds of

2/19/2022 10:58 AM
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everyone not letting anyone come up for air. Pushing fear and division amongst people.
Disgusting
33818

We are not allowed to do slot of things including barrel racing

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33819

I’m a pariah

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33820

Could not attend University

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33821

It has destroyed friendships, weakened family ties. Weakened our natural immune systems
and forced vaccines have caused loss of life and permanent health issues with friends and
family members. It has taken away my retirement dreams of travel and new adventures and
prevented me from seeing my son in Germany.

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33822

Social isolation, limited church attendance, restricted from crossing the US/Canada border to
see my US family, restricted access to public transportation.

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33823

I am no longer a free citizen

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33824

Loss of jobs, loss of relationships, severe mental health implications

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33825

People in my family have lost their jobs which they worked very hard to qualify for. Also I am
unable and my American families are unable to come to visit us, Does that mean I will never
see my daughter again and I am 89 years old And aside from all of the above I think its time
our so called prime minister should GROW UP!!!!!!!

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33826

It has affected our lives daily. My kids can no longer play any sports, go to library, volunteer.
They have been discrimated against at school from teachers. I have 2 dear friends that have
been fired for their choice and cant support their family. I have a friend that has myocarditis
and can no longer work as a police officer. The list goes on. It needs to stop.

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33827

Mental health

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33828

As it does everyone. We are ready for the little autonomy that we had-back.

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33829

Forced to get vaccinated to work, cannot visit family or friends, spent holidays alone, not
allowed to choose what I do with my body

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33830

As an Emergency Worker, I have still been going to work unless sick so nothing has changed
except the ppe and cleaning regime. My wife used to work half and half, now works completely
from home which is acceptable. My 2 kids ( grade 5 and 8) have seen the worst. So many lost
school days, sports being shut down. Social events and hangouts are all cancelled. We are all
vaxed, have had covid 19 and Omnicron and are doing okay but it was still rough. I wish
everyone would have stepped up and followed medical guidelines earlier and I feel this would
have fixed all these issues we are facing today with the truckers

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33831

It has been horrible, I was removed from a job as a volunteer fire fighter, my marriage has been
hell for the past year, my children mentally are suffering, my own mental health has been On
the decline and I'd rather live with the risk of death than be this unhappy and live life for a very
long time. We are slames in our own country, we are losing our rites to even decide what is
best for ourselves.

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33832

social life is gone and thats a biggy for seniors

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33833

Freedom of chose

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33834

Divided my social circle. Stress

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33835

Not much. We have comorbidities in our household and so we know we have to look after our
own safety.

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33836

Not seeing friends and family…and participates activities with my grandchildren…I am
vaccinated but should let the choice to take the vaccin or not…

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33837

It hasn't really

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33838

The mandates make life feel like a prison. They haven’t affected “covid” st all.

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33839

Total disruption for no reason!!!

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33840

Hasn't. I do the same as I did before any mandates started.

2/19/2022 10:58 AM
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33841

Took away my social life...not good for mentality to spend so much time away from people!

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33842

I have left my job which has negatively impacted my finances. My mental health has suffered

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33843

Restricted us from moving freely and living in a free country

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33844

Stress leave for a few months

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33845

Physiological effects regarding my grandchildren & all children are horrific. Division between
families😡

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33846

I’m isolated and alone 90 % of the time I’ve gained 30 pounds I’ve lost my friends I lost seeing
my daughter graduate and to celebrate I stopped working and the job I still have they are
making me pay at my expense to test to work… I now owe more to my employer then I earned
in pay!

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33847

Anxiety, loss of employment, isolation, feeling betrayed by the government, fear mongering
effecting mental health, loss of God given freedoms written into our Charter and our Bill of
Rights...All of this layer by layer stripped away by ALL MPs/MLAs who did nothing for 2 yrs is
frightening. More frightening is the media (who should be the people's watchdog) are complicit
in the whole scheme twisting the minds of the apathetic & lazy into followers of this new (and
the only permitted) religion in the nation's.

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33848

Lost friends to suicide lost ability to go to gym lost $$$

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33849

Loss of freedom Divisiveness

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33850

I have lost a family member who lost their job...:(

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33851

My mental health is declining. I’m feeling more and more alone. And farther and farther away
from my family then ever before. It’s keeping me from being social which the human soul
needs.

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33852

In many ways, lost friends, increased my stress level and seriously affected my mental health
and well being. The control and lies need to stop now!!!!

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33853

It has cause major divisions between our family and friend

2/19/2022 10:58 AM

33854

I am not aloud to watch my kids play hockey, go swimming with them, go to the restaurant all
because of a vaccine that clearly is not working. We live in a democracy and our government
has shown the opposite. You have created hate abs division in the country that was once
proud to stand together as Canadians, now your shamed for not being vaccinated, not taking
the Russian roulette of vaccines. Also their are people dieing all over the world and or having
major Heath complications since they had the vaccine, stop the lies and show the truth, you
fucked up, it didn’t work, be more honarable thing to say other than bringing in the army. The
worst leader in Canadian history

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33855

Total seclusion. Separation from friends and family. Relationships have suffered as a
result…..all for no good reason.

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33856

I work in Hospitality. No further explanation necessary

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33857

Division, lost friends, family to the division, discrimination. Visible minority discrimination from
not wearing a mask, hated, shunned, ridiculed.

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33858

It made it very difficult to care for my 90 year old mother. Also being separated from all are
family and love one . Being unable to travel for the past two year. This needs to end
Immediately!

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33859

Drastically! I can’t do anything with my family

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33860

Intended travel has been curtailed and the psychological malaise of mask wearing in public is
taking a heavy toll.

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33861

mentally and my profession

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33862

It has harmed my childrens mental health. For two years it prevented me from seeing my
parents who are in their 70s. My children didn’t see their father for almost two years. Very
damaging.

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33863

We have gone from being free Canadians to having no freedom at all. I have watched families

2/19/2022 10:57 AM
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turn against each other, people commit suicide, families lose their homes and businesses but
the worst impact in this has been the destruction of my children’s youth…our children has
suffered the most and THIS MUST END…
33864

Suicides and division of family and friends and inability to travel to any of our booked
destinations.

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33865

loneliness, loss of health happines, loss of connection

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33866

Negatively in my social, personal and working life.

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33867

Greatly no travel no restaurants family arguments and afraid of going to a hospital

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33868

Terribly- mental health and childeren mental health suffering

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33869

Made me unable to take my child to things she Wants to go too. Tears have been cried by
both me and her. Haven’t seen my aunts in the states in over two years.

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33870

Torn apart our family! Has been abusive to our children! Has killed our economy!

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33871

Negatively in every aspect

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33872

Can not fly to see family. Mentally hard

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33873

Too many ways to answer that question. But the biggest one is division of family and friends.

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33874

financially

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33875

Increased difficulies with mental health, lack of solid support being separated from family and
friends, ostracized by family because I made a different choice, fear of government overreach,
distrust of everyone including those I thought I knew very well. Defeated and silenced.
Hopeless.

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33876

I’m depressed, I don’t want to live anymore. I’m segregated from my friends and family. There
are many other things killing Canadians. Let’s talk about how many die from cancer. Why don’t
we have a cancer cure or vaccine. Enough is enough. We know what’s going on. We should be
able to make choices for ourselves.

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33877

It has kept me healthy

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33878

It has ruined my childrens social life and has impacted their mental health along with some
huge damage to my small business financially

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33879

Stress, insomnia, fear, discrimination about equal benifit,pressure, psychological harassmemt

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33880

Cannot work as a singer

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33881

It has made it impossible to be with my 90 year old mother, kids and grand kids 😡

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33882

I go no where and can’t see my family from away,and the vaccine will kill most people in years
to come…please someone get rid of the government and make us free…

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33883

I live in Alberta, not vaccinated, my family and children live in Nova Scotia, haven’t seen the in
over 2 years, I want the freedom to visit home whenever, this has out me in a depression for
sure 😞

2/19/2022 10:57 AM

33884

Unable to live normally and freely

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33885

Negatively issolated loss of freedom not able to see loved ones workplace harrassment
anxiety depression

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33886

No freedom to travel, visit family, go to church, no freedom for my free movement!

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33887

The mandates have made finding a Jobs difficult because society feels divided between
vaccinated and nonvaccinated. The mask mandates have made it hard to shop I'm stores and
local businesses. These mandates have gone against my rights and freedoms as a Canadian
citizen

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33888

I am not the same person. Depression has changed me. Lack the will to live. I feel oppressed
by the government.

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33889

Friends and family have stopped talking to one another

2/19/2022 10:56 AM
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33890

Travel

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33891

Can’t travel, can’t go watch my kids play hockey, can’t enjoy life

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33892

Loss of people not being able to see them or attend funeral loss of work hours solitude

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33893

I was not able to be near family befor they passes away. My kid is not able to play hockey
while my other kid has to go into areas alone to play while my husband and I sit out in the
parking lot just so he can still play. I have to test myself 3times a week to be allowed to go to
a job that I love (helping kids as an EA). I have not been able to see my family Dr in 2
years...they would not take anyone.

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33894

Separation from family, adult children forced to get the jab even though they did not want to

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33895

Travel restrictions, masking all day at work, ability to see family, ability to do certain kinds of
work , ability to attend certain venues, pursue education

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33896

Caused me to be fearful of crowds My anxiety is 100% worse

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33897

The division within my family it was caused is ridiculous. But I am perfectly content to have
the bare minimum contact with family members who are on there soapbox believing they are
so much better than the unvaxed

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33898

Above and beyond anything else it stepped on my constitutional rights! Freedom of choice and
movement! the only reason I went to hell and back to live in Canada! Created division amongst
my friends and family! Preventing me to travel freely to see my only son in BC and my family
in US. I have no family member other than my son in Canada. Prevented me to take a bus or
train within the same province!

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33899

Depression, loss of 90% of work anxiety

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33900

Bullying from work colleagues and lost of work; financial loss; duress from government
overreach, and being threatened and dehumanized by our Prime Minister by calling
unvaccinated people racist, misogynist, extremist, and people taking up space.

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33901

Eh

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33902

Quite a bit but the comfort and safety I feel following them is worth it.

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33903

Knowing this gov't had planned this all an used an Experimental Bio-Weapon Toxic Jab to
depopulate as many people they could ,keeping us held hostage an not being able to move
freely an now to take our freedom, knowing i have lost friends an family to these jabs has
affected my life big time an i fear more will die from this Jab.

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33904

They have restricted my social life and I also can’t fly to see my brother in BC

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33905

Not able to do anything indoors ( sports related)or travel by air.

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33906

Just kept us home more than usual

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33907

Divided family and ruined long friendships

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33908

Has created a division among my family and friends. It's been a hard time trying to cope with
the lockdowns and school closures

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33909

Lost my career, family, friends, faith in authorities, government and doctors as they make up
science to fit their agenda instead of real science

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33910

Isolation, mostly.

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33911

Every aspect of normal life. Family friends work school kids sports travel and on and on.

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33912

I am no longer to travel in 2019 I left Canada 6x I travel every single year for my birthday for
24 years I have left Canada and the last two have been spent alone in Canada. This has
effected my mental health. My mother is so covid worried I didn’t see my family till last year
and even still my mom barley hugs me. It’s made it very challenging to meet anyone
romantically being single. Wearing a masks I have more dental issues than ever before! These
mandates have been awful! The devise between people is sad!

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33913

Broken relationships

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33914

I feel like a prisoner in my own body and country! I no longer feel Canadian

2/19/2022 10:56 AM
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33915

Mental and emotional health of us and children have been majorly effected.

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33916

Isolation, in every way- financially, eMotionally, in my family - the division between people is
unbelievable Unable to travel and do our business - FOR the LAST 2 years

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33917

It has not. I have not been vaccinated. I do not wear a mask. My family continues to gather.
My business has thrived. My life has been effected/affected AND I still know this is WRONG,
scandalous and destroying our Country. Our Charter of Rights is being violated daily, people
are being abused and lied to. It must end!

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33918

Have lost all freedom of right to think, to have anopinion, to have believes........ !!!

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33919

It’s bullshit

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33920

They have kept me safe.

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33921

I am a federal employee and due to choosing bodily autonomy I am now not able to work
presently. No income for my family of 5. We had to sell our home and relocated to a more
affordable province. It's been extremely stressful and to be told after serving for 19 years that I
had to receive an experimental injection or be suspended feom employment is not right.

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33922

It's ruined it, quite frankly. If I didn't have Jesus, I would be finished. I lost my job over it. I've
been arrested twice because of mask stuff. I have friends that hate my guts now.

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33923

Socially, division of people, costs of goods

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33924

I’ve lost my job, family, friends, my kids are anxious, I cannot travel

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33925

Division in family , friends , community and our country Over choices that were made due to
lack of transparency from our Govt and health. Ministers

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33926

Our family lost our income. Our special needs daughter cannot attend school or any activities
requiring passports. And many of our relationships with friends and relatives ended.

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33927

It has turned my family against each other. It has caused nothing but hatred and depression

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33928

Created alot of anxiety, and depression

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33929

Filled with rage, hatred, hopelessness

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33930

Job loss

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33931

Negatively

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33932

Lost work because of the mandate.

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33933

Family gatherings. Medical appts. Holidays. Luckily not financial but poor mental health.

2/19/2022 10:56 AM

33934

Triggered me into a depression as I saw things through my work place. I had to go on a sick
leave and after sometime quit my job. I can not return to an employer that goes against the
people of Canada.

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33935

It hasn't

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33936

Only thing it has effected me for is I can't travel. This isn't about how it has effected me
individually, they are wrong and it isnt about covid..it never was..this is about control. It was
planned and executed under the guise of covid, not for covid.

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33937

Lost part of income,kids can't participate sports,i can't coach soccer,my wife loosing part of
income.

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33938

Unable to visit my mother in LTC Unable to visit my father while he was in hospital. Son unable
to go to college Difficulties planning weddings for two daughters in 2020 Panic attacks from
wearing masks to shop. Heartbreaking seeing masks one loved ones. Children who took the
experimental injections 'to have a normal life. Division between family and friends. And many
more...

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33939

Depression

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33940

Affected my health and job. Affected my children's mental health.

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33941

Did not because I know this was plandemic . I am not wearing mask for the last 3 months. We

2/19/2022 10:55 AM
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all had Covid and survived without doctor by taking home remedies .
33942

restricted freedom to carry on as i see fit .

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33943

threat of losing job ( I work from home 100% of the time) if I am not "fully" vaccinated. Unable
to participate in recreation activities that support my physical and mental health, loss of
friendships, isolation, Anxiety, first time ever on anti depressants. Two people I know had
adverse effects immediately after vaccine and are now dead (3 months after vaccine).

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33944

Very much

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33945

Forced me to get vaxxed, suffered serious side effects requiring hospital visit. Increased
workload at the expense of family and mental health. Contemplated suicide.

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33946

It has encouraged my Heart to Rise and Stand with Honour, Integrity and in Service to
defending the Sovereign Being of every Human on Earth....starting with apologetically standing
in my own Sovereignty.

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33947

The mandates have affected me way worse than Covid itself. My mom passed away after
being took an away from family for six weeks just because of mandates!

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33948

As a researcher, I am profoundly dismayed that medical professionals who have data that is
contrary to what is officially sanctioned are being fired and silenced. We have acted from panic
and those in charge, backed by pharmaceutical company money men, are afraid to back down
and actually take the time to ponder what this has cost. It 's a complicated issue - I agree - but
burying data (legitimate peer reviewed research papers have been withdrawn because of
anonymous complaints while others who were defending the status quo were outed as having
fabricated data and also had to be withdrawn but only because they were found out and they
suffered no consequences). Bullying against legitimate concerns is not what science is
supposed to be about. Although, sadly, that is what has happened in the past and is happening
now. When will we ever learn?

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33949

Lost work, family, friends.

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33950

Fractured social relations and limited travel

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33951

My community family and friends are divided. I am a prisoner in my own province not allowed
to partake in the same civil liberties because for my own medical issues I did not feel
comfortable participating in the Covid vaccine clinical trials. I can not travel within my country
to visit my aging family members. I cannot take my children on a vacation outside the country.
I’ve been made to feel like a criminal, even though I am a good law abiding tax paying citizen.
I am scared to go shopping after the PM’s many hate speeches. I am afraid that the
government overreach will continue to the point I will be taken from my home and family
should a federal QR code be passed for every man woman and child. Canada is no longer a
free country.

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33952

Divide. Depression. Lack of social involvement. No benefit.

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33953

It has made it hard to visit friends and family. And it has been a roller coast of emotions and
feelings not knowing what is expected.

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33954

Took away Freedom and ability to participate in everyday Canadian life.

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33955

It has caused a lot of anxiety within our family and a lot of pain with not being able to be a
support to those dying in the hospital or being able to fly out to support family suffering in that
way

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33956

It has not affected me, the narrative is falling apart the lies are being exposed and it is time for
this whole covid power play plandemic is brought to an end.

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33957

It has isolated me from being able to go to the gym and take care of myself mentally and
physically. It has also isolated me from family across border. I have been discriminated
against in many places and treated in humanely as second class citizens. I’m not sure how
this has been allowed in a society and culture so emphatic on toleration and non
discrimination. Absolute immoral double standard

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33958

Mandates made me close my business

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33959

Been segregated as a second class citizen even though our family all experienced Covid and
were infected by a double vax person

2/19/2022 10:55 AM
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33960

Loss of employment, mental health decline for myself and kids, I feel powerless and
threatened and divided in my own country.

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33961

In every conceivable aspect

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33962

We have lost sales and no longer can we survive on our business. Not seeing elderly parents
in crushing.

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33963

Cut income to a large degree and blocked progress of many of my churches parishioners
toward spiritual benefit. Also prevented needed travel and resulted in over 60 days of
quarantines.

2/19/2022 10:55 AM

33964

Immensely. Myself and both kids have anxiety. Both myself and husband took pay cuts and
shortened hours to maintain our positions at work so now with the costs rising we are using
savings we have spent so long to save. Downward spiral

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33965

My husband lost his job, we're losing our home, lost friends and family. This has caused so
much stress and mental anguish. Justin Trudeau/Freeland and Singh are destroying Canada.
This is no longer our Canada

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33966

I have felt extremely discriminated against by fellow Canadians, and my mental health has
plummeted in the last two years, I have never felt this kind of depression and anxiety!

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33967

It has hurt are business. And are income. But most of all it has taken its toll on mental health.
Also has created racism. Not liking where this country is headed. My guts are churning every
day.

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33968

Lost my job, can’t travel can’t see my family in care homes wasn’t able to attend my cousins
funeral wasn’t able to day god bye to my dying aunt who raised me: lost a cousin to sueside
cause he lost everything from the lockdown

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33969

Caused so much stress and depression in our family along with personal hardship with
increased cost in everything.....gas, groceries, etc...

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33970

It has ended my career, created divides between the people I love, I've seen my closest loved
ones lose their jobs and have health complications due to the vaccine. This all must end
NOW! Trudeau's Emergency Act is criminal. He's using it against hard-working, honest
Canadians who are fighting peacefully for all our freedoms. Trudeau is a criminal and must be
removed from office.

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33971

Divided my family and friendships. I have been made to feel worthless, irresponsible and
immoral because I didn’t feel comfortable to have the covid vaccine

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33972

Isolated and affected my health. Masks breathing

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33973

Some of my coworkers lost their jobs. Not cool

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33974

It has affected every aspect of my life. Work, family strain, friendship strain, family forced to
get the shot against their will for work. Love relationships with pressure to get vaccinated for
travel, eat out. Just to enjoy life. My child was oppressed socially and secondary school wise
and treated badly. It’s affected every single aspect of my life. Needs to end now. Use what we
have to treat sickness and not lock downs that cause mental distress. 99 percent survive.
Makes no sense science wise. I know no one that has died from Covid but countless that have
been injured from the vaccine and some that have died. It’s not right. Obviously something
else is going on. This is proof that I have factually observed in my personal environment.

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33975

Serious financial struggles due to lockdowns School has become bad experience for our
daughter Seriously worried about the future for my family, friends, neighbors, community,
province & my country

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33976

No job without accepting an experimental drug (AKA gene therapy). Stress for kids schooling inconsistencies & lack of group activities. Prevented court from happening as scheduled.
Mother in law died - couldn't see her at home, but were allowed in after her death. Closed local
small businesses owned by families so most necessities had to be purchased at big box
stores vs family. Delayed teens from getting there licenses. Can't go visit friends over a coffee
just to check up. Seen WAY TOO MANY people now spying and reporting life activities.

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33977

In many ways. Biggest one being dividing the citizens of our country. Masks are ineffective &
polarising. We won't know the full effect of the vaccines for years.

2/19/2022 10:54 AM
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33978

School closure etc.

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33979

Lost my employment as a civil servatlnt due to mandates. Been discriminated against.
Eradicated my small business. Lost friendships

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33980

Wrecked friends and families lives.

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33981

Trucker drive who lost his job because I won’t vaccinate…

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33982

Destroyed it. Lost job 3 times. Lost many friends lost contact with my brother due to different
views

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33983

A mixed bag. I am a Christian and my faith in God has seen me through. Sometimes I feel a
mixed bag of emotions. Sadness, depression joy, anger, you name it I have felt it but the one
thing the Gov't is counting on is fear. I refuse to be afraid.

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33984

Mentally, financially, physically by giving me sinus infections from constantly wearing a mask.

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33985

It totally took away all my social life in sport, church ,choir singing, Theatre, Visits to my
Grand children and great children and flying to a different province to see other friends and
family.

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33986

I'm a senior and have been locked up in my apartment all by myself for 2 years. It's enough
already and I have 3 vaccines so I'm suppose to be safe

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33987

Loss of income Increased depression Division among my friends and family

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33988

Second class citizen

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33989

Alienation depression discrimination

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33990

The Centre I was employed at was closed for 6 months starting March 2020. Then opened for
a short time and the closed again. By the time I was allowed to return to work there it was
August 2021. They then made a policy you must be double vaxxed to work inside the
premises so I was moved from my position working as a cook to be segregated in a separate
space for eating, taking breaks and using the bathroom and made to work outside washing
windows and cleaning spiders off the building. Was also made to take an online course to
"teach" me about the covid vaccine and why it "works". In November I was told I was
suspended without pay and my benefits and entitlements that I earned working there 5 years
were revoked because I did not get vaccinated. I am now struggling to pay my household bills
as a single mom. I was able to acquire a full time position at a local retailer but they only pay
$15/hr. I was earning almost $28/hr at my previous job. It's also affected my mental health. I'm
now medicated for anxiety and depression and am constantly worried about what will happen
next.

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33991

I am a school teacher. I have a lot to say. Omicron is like a mild cold for our children, yet we
stiffle their faces with masks. I can't teach choir. Now we are no longer a democracy, but a
dictatorship. What oppressions will be next?

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33992

Loss of income, loss of personal lifestyle

2/19/2022 10:54 AM

33993

My father is in hospital and only 2 can see him. I have not been able to see my children. I am
isolated and alone. My family has split because of the mandates.

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

33994

too much changes in my work (massage therapist), lost of work due to color zone, have to
look for other source of income, etc

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

33995

Too many ways to list

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

33996

I work in healthcare and I’m severely asthmatic the masks have decreased my oxygen intake
dramatically which affects all aspects of my health.

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

33997

It has made me feel like a second class citizen. Because I won’t get the vaccine

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

33998

We're not able to visit family and friends in the care home. Not able to travel, but we don't want
to travel until it is safe The mandates are affecting friendships- some friends are not in favor of
the mandates, and are very vocal about it. Others ARE in favor of vaccinations and mandatescauses stress. We live in the country, so I feel that we have more space and freedom to do
most of the outside activities that we enjoy. It has restricted us from going to grandchildren's
activities.

2/19/2022 10:53 AM
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33999

Everything has changed since this pandemic and I don't think it could have been handled any
worse. Job lost, vaccine injured friends, missed opportunities, inflation, economic strain, free
floating anxiety for 2 years straight, kid taken out of school... the list goes on.

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34000

Despair

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34001

Lost job and mental health

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34002

Isolation very depressing

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34003

I am far from anti Vax! I have recieved many in my lifetime! I am against an MRNA which has
no long term research and the data has been locked against the people! Being unMRNA'd I am
unable to go to a restaurant and eat, my daughter had to stop dance classes which were her
everything... Trudope needs to go rule his father's country if he feels the need to be a
communist ruler!!

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34004

Mental health. Felt like I was bullied to get vaccinated so I could have any kind of life.

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34005

Loss of employment and children’s education. Loss of freedom to worship. Cancelled surgery
for family members. Social ostracism. Loss in confidence of our government.

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34006

HORRIBLE .. You know our freedoms have been taken away.

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34007

Discrimination, abuse of power, discrimination of free press, political abuse for peoples
freedom.

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34008

Isolation and inability to maintain income.

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34009

Loss in schooling. Work. Kids mental health.

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34010

I have hardly seen my family in two years!

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34011

I'm a senior and I feel I have been segregated from society. I have children and grandchildren
who live in the States I have not been able to see for 2 years. My 92 year old Dad died alone
in a home and did not have a funeral. I have chosen NOT to have an experimental vaccine put
into my body and I don't feel I should be ostracized for my decision.

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34012

Not been able to see friends and family has affected me emotional.

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34013

Travel

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34014

Iam a prisoner in my beloved country

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34015

Because of the Mandate my family and I have not only been unable to use public facilities
such as restaurants, but we have been unable to see my dad who was in the ICU because of a
major car accident, and my 7 month old brother who has been in and out of CHEO for the past
few months.

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34016

Loss of rights and freedoms, discriminated against by business owners. Division with friends
and family. Masks on children is child abuse. This is a global effort to depopulate and control
humanity.

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34017

Family don't talk, co workers hate each other, feel so alone

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34018

It is a mentally abusive mandate to all!!!!!

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34019

I can’t sleep and am fearful and anxious most of the time.

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34020

In more ways than i could ever explain in a paragraph.

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34021

Im tired of the lies and our taxpayer money spent on this

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34022

I had to get jabbed for work and this was against my will. My wife lost her job to it. My young
kids have not been able to socialize like they should yo properly develop

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34023

Depression, lost friends and family. Job restrictions.

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34024

Adversely

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34025

Not much

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34026

Too many suicides, non covid related deaths due to denied health care from covid. The
government are monsters... The health care system is failing we the people.

2/19/2022 10:53 AM
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34027

Had to be jabbed to keep my job....my husband took sick,he got bad news about his health
and no one could be with him for 3 Days, because of a covid test needed to be negative before
any one could see him.... but I was NEVER tested to see him.

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34028

It’s has restricted my freedom to do as I please. I have been segregated based on my medical
decisions. My children have been harmed by having to wear masks and isolated. My kids
haven’t been able to play sports and having a normal life. Mandates and the government need
to go NOW!!

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34029

It has forced me to make a medical decision I otherwise would not have in order to provide
basic necessities for my family.

2/19/2022 10:53 AM

34030

Feel safe and protected

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34031

I am a senior, this has seperated my family from me, in quarentine, and in different points of
view..l have many allergies, so l refuse to be vaccinated...l am lonely and think "what is the
purpose of me living any longer lonely" yet no l am not suicidal. Just devasted and dejected

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34032

Lost all family and friends. My cardiologist won't see me & my cancer consultations for
treatments are Facetimed.

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34033

The division they have caused is worse than any health benefit they may have brought. The
unvaccinated are not the virus. Though I’m fully vaccinated I can also be infected and spread
the virus so why demonize the unvaccinated! Also kids need to be raised without the fear of
what if…

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34034

Lost my job

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34035

I am not allowed to leave my country or use domestic travel. I haven’t been able to take my
children to public places such as indoor park and pool facilities, restaurants, theatres. My baby
may experience developmental delays due to be surrounded by masked faces. The division
these mandates have caused between family, friends and neighbours is staggering.

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34036

Made everything and everyone I know miserable and decided my friends and family

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34037

Affected my child’s socialization and development

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34038

Suspensión without pay

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34039

Loss of employment

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34040

The division of people with friends and family has horrified me. I worry about the future of my
sons and grandchildren.

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34041

I did not feel comfortable getting the vaccine, but would have lost my job if I didn’t. I felt forced
by the government to make a personal medical decision I did not want. It has been difficult on
family members. All my grandparents want to do is spend time with family. But were forced to
be isolated and lonely in what could be some of their final years

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34042

It has affected my childrens health and mental health greatly which in turn affects our own
mental health. My husband was forced to take the vaccine or be let go from work and because
of our strong values before it was mandated, it has caused a huge strain on our family as he
had to make that decision. Its absolutely appalling the government overreach and what they
are doing to thr people and families of our nation.

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34043

Anxiety. Depressed. My liberty’s not existed .

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34044

It has divided my family and ruined many friendships because of the division the government
has caused. It has affected the mental health of everyone I know. It has taken business away
from me and my fellow Canadians. It must stop immediately!

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34045

Less social contact with friends. I have weathered it well. Missed having face to face meetups
with my doctor. Phone prescription renewals are ok but I have not had a physical in 2 years.

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34046

Just tired of not being able to spend time with friends and family.

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34047

Horrible, it has completely ruined business around me

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34048

I was injured by the vaccine and have extremely sick. Because if this my fiance did not get a
shot. He lost his job and he can not work. Then he was unable to come into the hospital with

2/19/2022 10:52 AM
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me and support me through extremely painful tests and procedures. Our life has becomes
isolated and hopeless.
34049

We can't afford rapid tests for every hockey we attend with 3 boys in hockey. My kids need
masks, it depresses them

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34050

Not being able to visit my elderly friends. I’m Afraid to visit the doctors. Lockdowns kept me
from worship services

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34051

My son had a motor bike accident .He was taken to HSC Winnipeg by Stars helicopter and for
5 days we couldn't contact with doctor to hear if he actually will survive the accident. We were
refuse hospital entry.He was in hospital 2 weeks.my dad was hospitalized in Brandon MB and
we were denied hospital entry.My dad is deaf,was disoriented and English is his second
language. He was there 10 days. I have a sister in US who has 4 small children. She was
denied entry into Canada at Emerson border with her children and a 8 week old baby even
though she is Canadian citizen. She was turned back to drive 8 hours to her home.my parents
were at the border and were supposed to pick them up .they hadn't seen them in half a year
and were denied to even speak to her. Taking the vax goes against my Christian beliefs. God
created my face,satan will not mask it up.God created my body,and my choice what to put in
it.I'm a cancer survivor by 50 years .I'm not afraid of covid.

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34052

Caused division amongst family and friends- inability to breathe properly with masks, treated
badly by health care system, discrimination and bullying- unable to find work-unable to work
because our healthcare system failed to provide quality health care

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34053

Ruined business. Damaged friendship and family. Including health and death reactions to the
Vax.

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34054

Lost my freedom, lost my rights. I want to live with control of my own life.

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34055

Couldnt see family friends its like solitaire confinement work etc everything

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34056

Work ,family and friends.

2/19/2022 10:52 AM

34057

Segregated myself & my kids. Division

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34058

I have lost my job because of it. I have directly experienced the division of our society.

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34059

Huge loss of income.

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34060

Unable to play hockey or go to public places

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34061

I’ve known loved ones who have died after receiving the injection. I’m literally the only one in
my family who didn’t take the jab and I’ve been fortunate that my family has not ended contact
with me, mind you I didn’t see many of them often to begin with. The last two years have
affected my mental health a lot more than everyday regular life did and I was always anxious
before that. Only by the grace of God have I managed to make it through but many friendships
and relationships have been strained. Uncertainly for the future has impacted my decisions
regarding employment. The worry over loved ones who chose to vaccinate will always be there
for the rest of our days on earth.

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34062

I cant travel. It has split my family against each other.

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34063

Hasn't directly but has indirectly!

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34064

Unemployed & not employable according to Vax mandates

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34065

I didn’t get to visit my grandfather before he passed away because of these insane mandates.
Didn’t even get to go to his funeral. He died of natural causes at 101, not Covid.

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34066

My life is forever changed. I fear for the future of my country. I am ashamed of my
government, all of them. I’ve lost trust in my fellow citizens for no reason. The propaganda
needs to stop. Where is the media??

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34067

I Hayes to be a super social person. I can’t even meet peopld at my door anymore because
I’ve been locked in my house so long. The outside world seems scary

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34068

It has affected by family more than me, but that which touches my family touches me

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34069

Laid off multiple times.

2/19/2022 10:51 AM
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34070

My children have not been able to receive proper medical treatment as my son has a cough all
the time due to a thinned trachea from heart surgery. Being 9months pregnant I cannot have
any support in my appointments, and I run the risk of having to deliver my baby alone. Fired bc
I was pregnant and wouldn't get the jab. My children are forced to wear harmful masks,
breathing in CO2 and you want my small ones to take a vaccine that kills kids and adults.

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34071

It has kept me and my family safe.

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34072

Totally restricted and the masks are harmful for me as I’m an asthmatic person and they
restrict my breathing. I want my freedom back

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34073

There's not enough room here to write it all ... but, for a start ... I haven't been able to go
anywhere (movies, casino, restaurants, travel, gym, etc.) I'm 75 years old and have lost 2
years of my life ... my husband and my health are going downhill because of all the stress ...
my son's physical and mental health & his family have been severely affected & harassed by
a greedy landlord trying to evict him because of price rises in rent ... I haven't been able to see
my daughter and family for 2 years because they've all been brainwashed (and stabbed) etc.
etc. etc. etc. etc.

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34074

IT IS VIOLATING ALL OF MY FREE RIGHTS AS A BORN CITIZEN OF CANADA.

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34075

Financially, Spiritually Family & Politically! Enough is enough!

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34076

My daughter was bullied by coworkers. My son in law lost his job

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34077

There is division now among my community and even my family. Division that will effect us for
the rest of our lives I’m sure. It has cause severe hurt and anger and discriminated like nothing
else I personally know.

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34078

In every way you can think of

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34079

I never leave home because I work at home now. My daughter has mental health issues since
the pandemic

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34080

Total upheaved and stress

2/19/2022 10:51 AM

34081

Family conflict, depression

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34082

Can’t go anywhere. Have alot of trouble breathing with a mask on. Made my job very stressful

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34083

Every way possible

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34084

What life? There is no life with these mandates. Our rights and freedoms have been
completely stripped away

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34085

It has stopped me from being a part of society. It has devided my family and friends. My
daughter has lost her job. Canada is no longer the country I love. I am sad. I a man depressed.
Trudeau is destroying this country. This is a sad time in history.

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34086

As someone who has mental health issues, it has caused my anxiety to be heightened. It has
done little to keep me from getting sick. It has also made my work atmosphere toxic.

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34087

Made it a living hell.. split the country apart.. Trudarse needs to go

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34088

People are hateful , families have been torn apart, and the prime minister has a “ do as I say
and not as I do attitude”. How many booster shots does it take to kill an elephant and yet we
don’t test for antibodies! Shameful ! And everyone has an opinion,not necessarily a good one!

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34089

Learning impaired for baby Inability to travel Allergies and breathing difficulty with masks
Family disputes Friendships disrupted

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34090

Yesssssss

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34091

At first, it was seeing my 84 year 9ld Mom. Not to mention my 990 year old father, in long term
care.

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34092

Can not travel and see people in person. Some people afraid of Covid, so they isolate
themselves. Panic kills society!

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34093

Health, also have had adverse affects since getting a test done. Seclusion, family issues due
to isolation.

2/19/2022 10:50 AM
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34094

can't eat in restaurants. don't think so called science around mandates work

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34095

All of them God dam it

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34096

It has created so much division and hatred. I would like it to end immediately

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34097

It affects our work and lively hood

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34098

As a first time mom, these mandates make life as a stay at home mom mentally frustrating.
Not being able to get proper social time & getting help with mom groups.

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34099

No traveling to see loved ones

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34100

Tremendously. I cry nearly every single day and I no longer want to live in this country.

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34101

It has affected my life negatively in the following ways. I have. 13yr old and a 15yr old who
have struggled with depression due to these mandates. I have suffered with severe anxiety
and depression because I have not been able to return work because I choose not to be
vaccinated. This has affected me finically and the past two years have been a very hard
struggle. My children can not play sports, go to the movies, go public skating, go out for
dinner, visit their relatives, and work out in a gym. All mandates need to end as the vaccine
has been proven not work as you can catch Covid and spread Covid. Their have been so many
adverse reactions and deaths that are not being reported to the public. I started to have hope
again once I heard about the trucking convoy until a state of emergency has been called by
Trudeau.

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34102

I get social anxiety

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34103

I’ve lost 2 jobs, one of which i had been living at and was kindly asked to leave, been living in
my truck at times with very limited access to a bathroom. In my early 20s I discovered that
steam rooms had saunas took away all my social anxiety which leads to heavy depression.
Not being able to use these places as a meditation ritual, all the anxiety and depression came
back stacked with the division and hatred everywhere, in fact When I had to leave my job and
housing, I found refuge at a friends in a different province just an hour across the border.
That’s back when the blue plate (BC) people where cursing the red plate (AB) people and vice
versa. But I had no choice. When you are heavily depressed, scary thoughts can pass through
your mind that you don’t want to think. It feels out of your control.

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34104

I lost my job

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34105

It’s been absolutely fine - I choose to keep those who are vulnerable to COVID safe.

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34106

Created unnecessary division…infringes on some aspects of my life.

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34107

Segregation and distancing from my friends and family. My inability to travel freely and
comfortably.

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34108

I am STILL Alive! Healthy

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34109

It really hasn’t

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34110

No travel and no visit family

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34111

I’m 5 months pregnant with baby #2, working as a full time dental hygienist in a small town in
BC and as of March 23rd if I’m not vaccinated I lose my job. That means no mat leave (not
enough hours yet), I’m due to go in June. I just need to make it 3 more months. I will consider
vaccination after I have my baby but am not getting it before then. I’m feeling very frustrated

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34112

We are all fed up and its affected us in terms of sleep, stress, tired, I can go on, we want our
lives back to normal

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34113

Lost faith in our country

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34114

it. has infringed on my charter of rights and civil liberties, it has kept our children from enjoying
the freedom of the early childhood years, I am not against vaccination, i am against the loss of
freedom of choice to become vaccinated.. , I am Vaccinated but it was a choice!

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34115

Not going anywhere and visit my family and friends.

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34116

Unplanned relocation in order to maintain access to older family, transition from public school
to home school for continuity, denied access to church community/support, restaurants,

2/19/2022 10:50 AM
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sporting events, and medical and community resources while residing in Ontario.
34117

I have lost work and friends. My Dad died and we couldn’t be with him in the hospital or have a
funeral.

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34118

Impacted my children’s schooling in a very negative way.

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34119

Segregated my family and stopped us from being able to participate in normal things in life

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34120

Isolation, artistic work shut down, mental health, broken family ties

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34121

Depression

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34122

Affected my work immensely. Divided my family. Affected my kids social development. (7,5,3)

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34123

I’m vaccinated but I respect anyone who chooses otherwise and feel that it is very
unnecessary to vaccinate children when they aren’t at risk and we have no long term data on
possible effects on their future from a vaccine they don’t need. I’ve seen many families split
on the mandates the whole country seems divided with them continuing. I feel it is
discrimination and that is wrong.

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34124

Anxiety, headache, poor mental health for children, loneliness.

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34125

Mental health, divided families, divided churches

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34126

Lose of freedom

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34127

vaccine mandates implemented in my career

2/19/2022 10:50 AM

34128

Yes

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34129

It’s been great and necessary and I’m extremely willing to make such a little sacrifice for the
health of my community

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34130

Watching my grandkids suffer with masks, not socializing with friends after school, not being
able to celebrate any milestones in our lives! We need to stop all this and just be careful!

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34131

Greatly!

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34132

Depression

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34133

Lost opportunities of family gatherings, loss of activities for kids, loss of freedom

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34134

Stolen freedom

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34135

My rights to chose what I want to do with my body. The jugement from our minister fédéral and
provincial. The way they treat the ones that chose to stay honest with what they believed in.

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34136

Loss of job, loss of ability to take pleasure in life, loss of personal relationships (family,
friends), loss of physical and mental health

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34137

Lost my job- family is divided- mental health is declining severely - scared for future of
Canada- my children health and school has been impacted greatly.

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34138

My 5 year old son can not go to school and be free like normal children, he can’t even join the
sports we promised him he could join when he is old enough because he needs a vaccine.. No
birthday parties, no going out to events.. My 2 year old Daughter was born at the beginning of
Covid and it had super impacted her people skills, she is shy and afraid of everything because
she hasn’t really been able to go out.. and when we do she as well needs to be masked up!!
This is Un called for and I stand for FREEDOM!!!!!!

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34139

Made me more cautious

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34140

I no longer feel freedom in many ways

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34141

Locked me down. Lost out on visits with friends. Isolated me stopped my travel. Had me
wearing a mask which I hate. Divided family members

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34142

I lost my dream job in heath care because I didn’t want to get vaccinated. There is a division
between people I care for. We can’t enjoy simple pleasures in life. It’s depressing

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34143

It has nearly killed my business, torn my extended family apart with devisions that never
exsisted before and forces wedges in friendships by generating fear and devision that seems

2/19/2022 10:49 AM
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to generate hate and disgust because of simple differences in opinion.
34144

I missed the last year of my father's life in 2021 because I was not allowed to visit him

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34145

Wife lost her business

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34146

Missed a lot of functions I would have went to.

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34147

I was forced to be vaccinated or potentially not be able to work at my place of employment.
Initially when I was unvaccinated I was asked to take a covid test twice a week at my cost. I
refused.

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34148

Have done nothing fun for over 2 years. Feels like a prison sentence.

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34149

I would have lost my job if I didn't get vaccinated. I lost friendships. Couldn't go to church,
couldn't travel, couldn't see my elderly parents, couldn't go out with my family. Depression and
anxiety. I am a first responder and I saw a drastic rise in suicide/mental health calls and
overdose deaths.

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34150

I have seen so much destruction from mandates - family losing careers and friends losing
businesses - so much fear for the future and how to provide for your family. Absolutely
everyone I know has had covid and said it was no worse than a two week flu (with and without
vaccines). Through my work I also see a lot of medical reports on cardiac damage and
adverse reactions to vaccine as well as two friends who have had heart attacks after a
vaccine. I have a child in grade 1 who some days is depressed to go to school cause he
couldn’t sing, can’t sit across from a friend, can’t play with a friend, can’t breath when he’s
wearing a mask. - the response to covid has been just as bad if not worse than covid itself for
the well-being of the country. It’s starting a civil war for goodness sakes! End the mandates!

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34151

Ruined it took away enjoying life to strife, stress and loss of freedom. Many have lost their
jobs - I was forced to get a jab in order to keep my job.

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34152

Cannot live freely …

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34153

It's protected us all

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34154

There is division and people struggle to love eachother because they have different opinions

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34155

It has made me more cautious how my actions could affect the health and lives of the people
around me

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34156

Family. Work. Travel. Division causing lack of respect for all.

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34157

I’m a prisoner in my own country and can’t fly out to see my children and grandchildren.

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34158

Lost of friends and family , anxiety , depression

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34159

Most of the mandates did not affect my life at first, which is why I happily followed them. Then
the shot came and I thought I'd wait and let the more vulnerable groups of citizens get them
before I even thought about getting one, as I assumed they would work to keep them safer.
When the shot was not doing what it is supposed to do (stop infection and transmission) I
decided that I did not need to take one, be8ng it doesn't do what it is meant to do and there is
no long term science to tell us anything about what the side effects may be. Then the Vax
pass came out. Fine, I continued to live my life mostly unaffected as I am still able to meet
my needs, and all the things I am excluded from are wants. Ok, so I can suck it up. Then, we
see that shots aren't working and still do not bother to drop the mandate? Why? This now
affects my life because no one should have access to my medical history but me and the
doctors I choose. No busboy at a restaurant should ever be able to ask a citizen for medical
documentation. Our government has affected my life the most though. Mr Trudeau has called
anyone not willing to get the shot an antivaxxer, which I am not, myself and my children are
completely up to date on all our vaccines. He called me racist, uneducated and misogynistic,
not one of these labels applies to me. I am a smart Canadian citizen who has traditionally been
a through and through rule follower. I followed every mandate without hesitation or question.
When I did not get the shot, I was told I did not believe in science. Well, science is the only
thing I believe in, I do not prescribe to any religion, I believe firmly in good science as it follows
the rules, which I like a lot. There are systems in place, that are never broken which allow for
proper, scientific outcomes and tests, so many tests and re tests and every time something
microscopic changes, they test and retest again. Typically, a vaccine will undergo 10 years
worth of tests and data discovery before being released and then all the peer review evidence

2/19/2022 10:49 AM
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is released with it. This is not the case with the shot. I do my research, I reach out and ask
questions when I do not understand somepart. I am not anti vaxx or anti science, I am pro
both! However, when our government rushes the science, hides the science, and promotes this
shot as "the only and best way out of the pandemic", despite the fact that even with the shot
you are still transmitting and contracting the virus, something is wrong. My life has been
severely impacted by his words and his lies. I have friends and family who have stopped
speaking to me, as I "am the problem", "am the reason covid is still here", "am selfish" and
"have no concerns for others in this country". This is a huge impact to my life, my well being,
my mental health. Six year ago I escaped a marriage that was abusive, verbally mentally and
emotionally. There was also abuse linked to money in that relationship. The trauma was too
real and I have spent the years since learning to trust and love again, with the help of many
friends and loved ones and of course the use of fantastic tools like mental health services. I
have been living a much better life, and so have my children. Only to come to today, where I
am in the very same relationship with the PM of Canada. He is verbally abusive to me, he is
emotionally abusive while he tries to bribe me to take a shot that doesn't work and then tells all
my family and friends I am the problem and mentally abusive when he tries to make me out to
be a conspiracy theorist and one who is anti vaxx and anti science. He lies, he gaslight and he
separates me from my loved one who can support me. I escaped the abusive marriage before
it turned into physical abuse, I fear everyday that I may not escape this one before it's too late.
So, how has the mandate affected my life? I think the real question is, how hasn't it...
34160

Isolation and depression. Feel much less freedom of movement as well as community.
Canadians have been divided

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34161

Children struggle with mental illness . My 12 year old had suicidal thoughts

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34162

A nightmare, lost friend, discrimination, son has Cancer now in hospital, won’t let me and
family in, inhumanity, this is my child, our freedom of choice in everything, not very proud to
say I was a Canadian when our own gov. Do this, truckersim very proud of and proud again to
be Canadian, and now they are using torture tactics on us, so horrible and shameful, enough is
enough, why should we be forced and threatened because we won’t take vaccine, so wrong on
so many levels, Very Sad, never in my 73 years have I gone three this 😢😢😢😢😢😢😢

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34163

Severely restricts our freedom for a mandate and vaccine that does not work

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34164

I have lost my job with the Federal government because I was afraid to take an experimental
vaccine after my sister and daughter developed auto immune disorders after previous other
vaccines. I have not been able to travel by plane which my husband and I often do. We have
not had access to restaurants, city facilities like movie theaters, bowling alleys, skating rinks
etc. Our grandchildren have not had access to these facilities either which has made us feel
like second class citizens. Even after contracting covid in January and recovering, there was
no provision in place for those with natural immunity to be able to have these restrictions lifted.
Bottom line though, no one should be forced to inject an experimental drug or vaccine as we
have been protected by the Nuremburg code. The government should be prosecuted for forcing
these injections on people and punishing those who have refused.

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34165

I haven’t been able to see my family for Christmas or holidays and after being diagnosed with
brain cancer I just want to live my life freely doing things that are important to me and being
able to travel with my family. I do not want to get vaccinated, I’ve seen reports of peoples
cancer coming back in remission and I’ve chosen that the vaccine is not meant for me and I
should still be able to live my life freely as a Canadian citizen. It’s be very hard mentally and it
need to stop! Please, Lift all the mandates asap!!

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34166

I find that the need for normal human interaction outstrips any of the supposed risks.

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34167

Made it stressful in going to university and ensuring that I cannot participate in certain
activities.

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34168

I drive truck and longer can i dine in a restaurant. Businesses i use to deliver to are now
folding

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34169

We have not been able to see our parents. It has restricted our enjoying our local restaurant
and made travel difficult. Restrictions on our ability to get medical help. Curtailed our fellowship
with friends and family. Isolation. Stopped freedom in every area of our life.

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34170

Lost my job due to vaccination mandate. Can’t sing in my church choir due to vaccination
mandate.

2/19/2022 10:49 AM
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34171

I have lost my job I am not allowed to see my grandchildren

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34172

I am being forced to be vaccinated to keep my job

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34173

Lots of ways. Lost a brother to suicide caused by depression due to pain and many surgery
cancellations. Division in our families. Already have breathing difficulties and this has been
made worse with masks. Restricted from going to Church. Can't eat in restaurants. And can't
travel freely. And on and on.

2/19/2022 10:49 AM

34174

It has kept most of us safe and shows respect for other people.

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34175

It has ruined me. It has made hate our government, the media and our country. Shame on all
of those individuals who harmed humans and have caused crimes against humanity, especially
towards our kids.

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34176

Not able to participate in certain activities due to not giving into coercion for a shot for covid
that even vaccinated people and still able to get and spread

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34177

No visitations with family

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34178

Isolated everyone and created mistrust between friends abd neibours

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34179

Depression, anxiety, disconnection, family arguments, loss of income, bitterness between
friends and neighbours.

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34180

I am now treated as a second class citizen in my own country.

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34181

Living in Vacine Apartheid with unrecognized NATURAL IMMUNITY ! Can't travel by air Can't
leave the country Can't go to restaurants Can't go to entertainment events

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34182

It’s made me anxious and depressed both of which I did not have prior to all the mandates.

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34183

I haven't been able to see my brothers who both live in the US. as I'm not vaccinated. I can't
cross the border.

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34184

Lose of job

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34185

Didn’t have a choice to get vaccinated!! I am an older worker and couldn’t lose my job and find
another…

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34186

Pricing inflation, huge supply issues, staffing issues, segregated public, conflict between
separate issues and beliefs where people try to impose there beliefs without consideration of
others.

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34187

Saddened my heart to see so much division

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34188

My freedom to travel has been affected. My freedom of choice has been affected. My bodily
autonomy has been affected. Friendships and relations has been affected. On the positive side
I have never been so active in the civic side of life protesting, voting, donating to causes I
believe in, and joining a church.

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34189

depression, had to shut down my business twice, and barely surviving,

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34190

Loosing family from BC to Alberta

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34191

Yes, I was unable to bury my father or get any sort of closure.

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34192

Can,t go out to eat .Can,t go get hair cut.Makes it hard to breathe with masks on so much.

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34193

Took away freedoms & rights

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34194

Taking basic rights away, punishing unvaccinated

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34195

Fear and uncertainty for my family

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34196

I have lost 3 jobs because of the mandates, lost both of my parents, not able to see my father
or be part of his service, and many other relationships due to division. It has completely
changed my life, not all for the good. It has impacted my grandchildren who have suffered from
the mandates. Trust in our healthcare system is destroyed and governments and public health
authorities. Our community has been divided by hatred towards the unvaccinated. And we
have become prisoners in our country. Very damaging in all aspects is how I feel.

2/19/2022 10:48 AM
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34197

It has hurt family relationships by creating divisiveness that was fostered by the government
and media. It has also created mental health struggles in many family and friends not due to
actual fear of Covid but due to the portrayal in the media and government mandates

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34198

I lost my job as a nurse. My children cannot play the sports they wish to play. Friendships and
family relationships have been negatively impacted.

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34199

Cause throat issues and breathing problems. Fully vaccinated and still caught covid

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34200

This has mentally and physically affected me. So much fear, anxiety and stress has come into
my families life. There’s nothing to look forward to as it seems that the end goal is to oppress
people. The confidence in this country and leaders has ended in me eyes. I came from a
country that was tormented by rebels (the gerilla) and the same fear and ruling has been
happening head in Canada the last few years.

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34201

It's destroyed frienships and driven members of my family apart.

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34202

I have been very isolated and depressed

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34203

Mandates have kept me and my family and community safer

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34204

It Spoils relationships of family and friends. Unnecessary stress about simple things like going
grocery shopping. No more hugs, no more smiles. Which have more healing power than going
to any doctor when it comes to mental health. For myself it was a financial benefit but for
many their business where shut down and many jobs lost which causes major mental health
crisis across the board. A normal amount of people died. It’s not that normally healthy people
died and we are all suffering from the death of loved ones, NO, we all had to suffer from the
fear mongoring over the planned Great Reset which is meant to destroy and not to save lives.
God will judge the wicked And his judgement decides our eternal life which far outlastes this
basic human life. So let the Nations remember their Maker. He has the power to cast into hell,
or promote us to everlasting Heaven. Let us fear God rather than what man can do to us.

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34205

inability to live ordinary life, to travel, visit, attend events. It caused distrust, fear, division,
hostility, loss of income and friendship.

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34206

No work

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34207

Lost friends and family over the division

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34208

Travel

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34209

Very much affected. My freedoms and choices have been taken away from me. I become a
home prisoner by being forced working from home. I have became a country prisoner by not
being able to travel. Not able to see my parents in 3 years! My child is suffocating in school
wearing a mask all day long. And I feel discriminated on all social levels for my medical
choice.

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34210

Mental health at its limit. For me and most people I know.

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34211

Division of family employment family businesses and unable to see senior in a retirement
home that her pension and family members pay for, she's not allowed to leave and only 2
registered care fives allowed to visit. Not able to buy what I need or want

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34212

Very little

2/19/2022 10:48 AM

34213

we are house hermits, no quality of life

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34214

Depression

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34215

I feel ostracized, depressed, fearful for my children’s future.

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34216

Drastically. This is slavery in disguise !!!

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34217

Depression, lack of social interaction....bullying......

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34218

Forced vacinated

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34219

They have divided families and crushed friendships. They have also affected the lives of the
hard working everyday people who have lost their livelihood. It was cost many many people to
loose their jobs because they did not want to get the jab.

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34220

Destroyed my emotional state.

2/19/2022 10:47 AM
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34221

Restricted social life

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34222

Created division, anxiety,

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34223

I have to be vaccinated and wear a mask for 8 hrs a day to keep my job. I did not do this
willingly. I had no choice.

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34224

Ended my job and created mental health issues

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34225

By limiting everything u can normally do in life

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34226

My job is the one thing that hasn’t been impacted only because I’m self employed. Every other
aspect of life has been negatively affected.

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34227

Mental Health...stress...schooling at home

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34228

I am very fearful that my bank account will be frozen because the prime Minister has decided
what is acceptable and what is not. I have lost a family member from suicide. I have been
segragated from society and felt very alone. I have lost my right to enjoy my life like I use to.
The words from the prime minister have left me fearful in my country, his hate and division is
echoed in our community. It has divided my family. I have lost the last 2 years of my life living
in fear and anxiety and lockdowns. The confusion and lies they have created is unbelievable, I
never knew what to be believe.

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34229

Left us broke and mental illness

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34230

It has caused conflict. I will not take the shot. Several who have are very militant toward me

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34231

No government has the right to tell people who or how many people they can have in there
home!!

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34232

Mentally and financially

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34233

It’s keeping me from being able to fully do my job because I need to fly. It’s also kept me from
being able to play in the local indoor soccer league with my friends. The politicized division
over this whole mess has also caused major problems with my extended family.

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34234

Couldn't have family gatherings

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34235

Open my eyes to what’s really going on around the world Covid is smoke screen for the cabal
that has been in charge of the world for centuries. My eyes are wide open now

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34236

It has destroyed my every being. It has brought terrible depression, anxiety,lost hope. My kids
are afraid of going anywhere including school because they have to wear a mask and they
can't breath properly they can't see smiling faces they get headaches. Our mental health has
been destroyed.

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34237

not being abe to watch grandkids play sports watching family & friends lose jobs over mandate
as in health care workers and fire, police truck drivers that worked their ass off for 2 yrs n now
have lost jobs over right to their bodys

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34238

Employment and Mental health

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34239

Division of families. Family members losing their jobs. The mental harm its done to my
grandchildren

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34240

Lost my career of 8 years. My daughter whom was born at the beginning of the pandemic has
never known a world without masks. Her social development has been delayed and she is
terrified of everyone

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34241

It's given me so much more freedom! I wouldn't be able to do half the things I've done in the
last few months if there hadn't been mandates in place to keep covid levels low and make sure
hospitals aren't overwhelmed--even just cycling and skiing are way safer knowing there's ER
capacity preserved.

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34242

Classes going to on line when they should be in person. Not being able to have Graduation
ceremony . Not being able to visit family

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34243

The govt and social media has successfully divided the Vaxed vs unvaxed. Therefore loss of
friends. I don’t except communism

2/19/2022 10:47 AM
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34244

Cruelty to seniors and kids is criminal

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34245

Lost income, lost friends, haven’t been able to leave NB since last August!

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34246

It’s ridiculous government overreach, and unconstitutional

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34247

I was fired right before I had my son. I was not able to do what I needed I had no money when
he was born as a single mother. If it wasn't for my family I don't know where me and my son
would be.

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34248

Unable to visit my blind and bedridden mother in her care home for more than a year. She died
of loneliness. I refuse to use a vaccine passport. I do not eat out. I will not trade my freedoms
for a sandwich! I had difficulty burying my mother because of the mandates.

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34249

Unable to attend funerals of family members, missed out on two years of any real social
interaction, my young kids have missed out on a lot of activity they shouldn’t have had too.

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34250

Financials

2/19/2022 10:47 AM

34251

Isolation. Mental health

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34252

Mental health and financial

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34253

We’ve been lied to.

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34254

Isolating. Safer.

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34255

Caused division among family. Caused mental depression and anxiety in my life Caused me to
stop physical exercise beachside I'm not allowed in government recreation buildings Brought
tremendous fear into my life watching government try to force medical procedures on my body

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34256

This has caused me extreme depression, anxiety, undue hardship, stress.

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34257

Too many negatives to list.

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34258

Depression sad for kids you should be able to decide and live life

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34259

It has caused deep division within our families and friends. I think the damage is permanent. I
have been negatively financially affected. My mental health has suffered severely

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34260

Fear, anxiety in my children. Anxiety and stress as an adult trying to navigate for them.
Financial stress.

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34261

My father died February 6/22 in a senior home, I could not visit him for the past year because I
refused to put that illegal, unapproved, sixth month to develop shot( I do not call it a vaccine)
in my body! I was finally able to see my Dad when he was palliative! Totally unacceptable and
disgraceful! I want our freedom back, I want a democratic government, Trudeau needs to go,
he is corrupt and an embarrassment and a disgrace to Canada 🇨🇦

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34262

I have not been able to visit loved ones in the hospital, fly to see my husband across the
country, I have not been able to work. My grandma died alone in a hospital (not from covid!)
my children haven’t been able to play sports

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34263

Unable to see family members and work is being affected by the mandate and isolation

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34264

Depression losing loved ones and not be able to be with them to hold their hand. Business
destroyed

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34265

All normal has become absolete

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34266

Destroying my mental health and my kids mental health.

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34267

Stress, uncertainty, division of family, childrens education suffered, conflict

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34268

Divided my family got depressed stopped exercising regularly gained weight.

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34269

I was ejected from my university for choosing not to disclose my personal vaccination status.
It has been very tough finding a job without disclosing my vaccination status.

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34270

Destroyed my business as at tradeshows for a living. My income reducedcby 50%. I've had a
lot ofhardship because of covid restrictions

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34271

In every aspect. The only thing it hasn’t affect yes is my health. My health has always been

2/19/2022 10:46 AM
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up to me and I’ve never felt better
34272

It has divided, destroyed and hurt our family, our school and our church community! It has
given us to try to pray more for our government and police and try to hide the anger, frustration
and extreme hurt. It will be very hard to trust and believe in our government and police system
again

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34273

I have learned how mean people in Canada are.

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34274

It has affected my children extremely. They are tired of mask wearing which has caused one of
them to develop a tick. They are sick and tired if the flipping of mandates and they themselves
no longer trust what the government says to be true. The mental trauma that the government
has created in every citizen is absolutely disgusting. They have divided the people and this will
take years or even decades to reconcile. They have created so much hate and fear in people.
The words of Justin Trudeau have severely damaged citizens and are UNACCEPTABLE from
anyone much less a leader. These last 2 years however have been positive in the sense that
the government is showing its true colors and exposing the evil that turns in the world.

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34275

I can't go to diner with friends essential only shopping was stupid and being trapped at home
for so long I gained more weight than I care for

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34276

Loss of income Alienation from friends and family Greatly increased anxiety Distrust of media,
government, medical science portrayed

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34277

Takes away from life experience and affecting my mental health

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34278

Financially. Lost of business. Emotionally. Not being able to see family.

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34279

Ruined

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34280

Well. I’ve had pericarditis. From a reaction to a medication. In which one of the meds is in the
shot. My doctor literally told me it’s a chance I should take !!! So I have to risk my heart again.
For the “greater good”. When the shot doesn’t even prevent Covid. We should have the choice.
Especially Now that 90% are vaccinated. They keep changing the goal post. And it’s
unacceptable and definitely about money in the pockets of the government now. Nothing to do
with prevention and the “safety of all”. I’m done. Done with it all!!!

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34281

It's just time for life to go back to normal. I'm tired of the government toying with our lives to
earn an extra dollar. It's disgusting.

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34282

Let go from work

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34283

Has caused diversity amongst family and friends.

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34284

It has cause chronic anxiety and stress. Monetary hardship and emotional distress.

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34285

Mental illness

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34286

I have lost respect for Canada we are no longer a democratic society our country has been
torn in 2 and fixing this will be a slow painful process

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34287

Uncertainties, freedoms taken away

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34288

Lost my job, nasal problems from mandatory mask wearing in school, loss of friends

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34289

Made me feel like a 2nd category citizen

2/19/2022 10:46 AM

34290

Took 2 years of my life in every aspect of my life

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34291

I can visit my close family in Poland, my parents very old,I can go to restaurants, I have
problems with my health and I have keep a mask and much more issues.

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34292

Govt overreach I’m a triple vaccinated trucker I stand with no mandates

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34293

Loss of work, friends, family and mental health. Not able to spend time with dying family or
attending funerals or weddings. Divide within our community us against them mentality. High
anxiety when in public fear of being verbally attacked by random people. Police checking to
see if I have more then allowed in my house. Too much to list.

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34294

I have lost trust in the medical experts, the levels of government and the media.

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34295

Stress, relationships, financial, health, social.

2/19/2022 10:45 AM
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34296

Lost 70% of my clientele

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34297

Negatively It is unconstitutional We are all free human beings and should NOT be segregated

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34298

I am not able to watch my son participate in sports, I am forced to rest for work with a swab
coated with carcinogenic material and unable to visit my sister in the US who is not doing well.
These mandates are uncanadian and illegal. Also not supported by the science or logic.

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34299

Depression

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34300

kids have not had the proper way to learn and no socializing have lost all their sports etc and
there was no need for it because of the flu which is no longer nor the influenza which more
people died from then this then to push a experimental drug on people and anytime you have
to sign a waiver for a drug its experimental

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34301

In everyway

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34302

The segregation, division and mental anguish it’s caused has been horrible. It’s only because I
love the Lord and know that they’ll be justice in the end that I’ve been able to endure and find
hope.

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34303

Shut it down. Completely messed it up. Royally hurt my children.

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34304

Horribly

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34305

Covid has hardly affected my life but the mandates have worn me down. I lost money, good
relationships are strained because I had to enforce unpopular mandates and the mixed
messages and sometimes clearly misguided directions of the government have been stressful.
Lately the stress has even affected my physical health.

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34306

the mandates have effected multiple people in my life, my mother and multiple family
members lost their job due to not getting the covid-19 vaccine

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34307

My wife has taken a lower position job to be able to keep working. I’ve lost money due to travel
restrictions. My granny was basically alone for two years, she died without seeing some family
!

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34308

Family is torn apart from different thoughts. Cannot travel Cannot go to the US for family
functions

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34309

My son is homeschooling so he can breathe freely.

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34310

Lost my job, no income, depression

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34311

I have trouble with bad allergies and a fear of suffocation when I have my face covered. As a
waitress, I was required to wear a mask for long days of physical labor during which I noticed a
decreased ability tomove and work as fast as prior to mask mandates. I also suffered from
lack of work income and uncertainty on whether I would be able to pay my bills. I also have
had to put life plans on hold such as investing and possibly moving to a home in another
country due to vaccine mandates. Previously having lived and worked in South Korea for over
8 years, the mandates felt severely restrictive and have made me feel trapped in my own
country. Lastly, prior to covid I was being assessed at a fertility clinic as my husband and I
were in our late thirties and had been unsuccessful at conceiving for the three years prior.
When I went to get some blood work done after covid mandates, the health technicians at the
clinic were blatantly shocked that I would be bothering them with fertility issues, and actually
lost my blood work. The fertility clinic would no longer do face to face appointments, which
essentially ended our pursuit in fertility treatments and we remain childless to this day.

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34312

Because of the capacity to attend a funeral i am unable to attend my favoured uncles funeral.
Very sad for me.

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34313

A friend took his own life due to the lockdowns. Another one died "suddenly and unexpectedly"
after getting his 2nd shot. I've lost friendships. I've list income. My husband is drinking more. I
am EXTREMELY worried for Canada and the world we're allowing to be created. Totalitarianism
is not the system I want for my son and future generations.

2/19/2022 10:45 AM

34314

Feeling forced

2/19/2022 10:44 AM

34315

It has affected my health, mental, physical, also traveling to deal with a death overseas. I’d
like to see proof this covid actually warranted the call for a pandemic. I don’t think it was

2/19/2022 10:44 AM
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necessary
34316

how has is not affected…

2/19/2022 10:44 AM

34317

Stress anxiety our family is devided and may never be repaired

2/19/2022 10:44 AM

34318

Lost my job

2/19/2022 10:44 AM

34319

Family fights with ppl I’ve never fought with before, friends of 20yrs refusing to see me, kids
haven’t seen grandparents in 1.5yrs, ruined 40th birthday plans to Ireland. Kids learned how to
hold their stance in love, I learned to not be such a ppl pleaser, and I learned to fact check and
not let my common sense be overridden by wolf stupidity in sheep’s clothing.

2/19/2022 10:44 AM

34320

It has put my whole family in distress. My kids are losing the ability to socialize because of
the lock downs my youngest won't learn how to understand facial expression . Mental health is
a big issue which will intern put more pressure on health care. Limited my kids from sports us
going out as family.

2/19/2022 10:44 AM

34321

Censored and propagandized to, gaslit, office closures, loss of income, inflation and increased
cost of living; all resulting in the most severe mental health challenges I’ve faced in my life

2/19/2022 10:44 AM

34322

Lost my healthcare job

2/19/2022 10:44 AM

34323

Separation from family and friends. Makes others fearful so they stay away from you and don’t
talk or smile. Then it starts to cause anxiety within and Carrie’s on to the children. What kind
of next generation does that cause, Fear!

2/19/2022 10:44 AM

34324

Antigen testing every 48hrs. To attend work. My daughter is homeschooled and unvaccinated
and has suffered as she can't join many groups without being vaxxed.

2/19/2022 10:44 AM

34325

It’s has kept me from my 90 year old mom for the last 5 months. I’m not allowed into ltc or
hospital. I’ve missed my grandkids christening, I’ve lost friends and family.

2/19/2022 10:44 AM

34326

Restricted restaurants we can go it We cannot attend any of our grandchildrens sports games
Divided family Lost faith in our government Lost faith in world governments & leaders Created
fear & paranoia

2/19/2022 10:44 AM

34327

Depression anxiety shortages everywhere. And increased prices on everything

2/19/2022 10:44 AM

34328

Lost family, friends, no job, kids are home schooled because of masks and lack of oxygen, all
my kids extra curricular activities not allowed BEEN TWO YEARS OF HELL

2/19/2022 10:44 AM

34329

My husband is in NZ. It is destroying me. My adult children are falling for this if they get
injured or die it will destroy me. And I won’t recover.

2/19/2022 10:44 AM

34330

It’s a limit of my liberty

2/19/2022 10:44 AM

34331

Terrible. As someone who is not able to be vaccinated I was not allowed to travel to my
father’s funeral. My child had previously vaccine reaction so we can’t take a risk to vaccinate
her she can’t attend sports activities. We been treated like some lepers and outcast in society.
This needs to end. Vaccine mandates and every mandate needs to end! People should always
have the option to choose what’s best for their individual needs and circumstances.

2/19/2022 10:44 AM

34332

Have not been able to see loved ones. Had to wait for surgery.

2/19/2022 10:44 AM

34333

Losing my job, isolating, no hope, divided family and friends

2/19/2022 10:44 AM

34334

It is keeping me from going to school to complete my training

2/19/2022 10:44 AM

34335

It has divided my church and my friends and caused much mental harm to those whom I know

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34336

It has created anger, sadness, loss, depression, and worst of all segregation.

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34337

It’s been horrible. Discriminated against. My children have been sad and it’s been getting really
depressing.

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34338

Fired from my career even though I have a legitimate religious exemption from the vaccine.
Loss of relationships with friends and family members. Forced to move back in with my
parents because my career was taken away leaving me with no income.

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34339

It has created alot of stress and depression and has divided my family and friends.

2/19/2022 10:43 AM
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34340

It has broken my family in half and I have lost friends that I’ve had for years over this BS

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34341

Depressed my whole family

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34342

Has not

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34343

Too many to list!

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34344

Can’t leave the country. My kids got extremely depressed during lockdown, and they won’t go
out because they have a hard time breathing with mask. Struggling in school now.

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34345

Emotionally. It has really taken on toll on my emotional state.

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34346

Feels like our freedom has been taken away .

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34347

Negative mental health impact on my children and elderly parents.

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34348

My husband lost his job My son is unable to attend any activities

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34349

I stay home and only shop online.

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34350

Kept us pretty much locked up at home.

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34351

The government took my job because I can't medically take the covid vaccine and then made
it illegal for my doctor to sign the medical exemption that would allow me to continue to work.
My step dad lost all use of his legs after his first dose and was hospitalized for 19 days. He
opted to get the second dose but refuses boosters.

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34352

I was forced to get vax to keep my job and I don’t think the vaccine works when you still get
Covid and can pass it on I think the pm has pushed it on us for his Financial gain

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34353

Social isolation! Mental and financial stress!

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34354

I have been made a prisoner, all my rights have been taken away. I have been made the
enemy

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34355

I work with seniors and have had to sit by and watch them deteriorate while mandates to
supposedly keep them safe are destroying them!

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34356

Segregation is never right! Ever!!

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34357

Can no longer go see and be with my children or grandchildren

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34358

In has affected every aspect of my life and caused tremendous uncertainty in my family’s
future.

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34359

Ruined our country and with war act truckers don’t want to cross the boarder

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34360

Mental health, my child delay of speech and socialized, family is divided , credit cards maxed
out, struggling to find a house and feed the family, loss of work, the list goes on.

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34361

Horribly, in every possible way. It needs to end now

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34362

I am a federal government employee I was put on leave without pay in November 2021. Plus
treated as a second class citizen by not being allowed to participate in society. Not being able
to travel on within or leave my own county

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34363

I decided to retire early because I am not able to be vaxxed because I have immune issues.
Also, I am not able to travel as I normally would. Mandates have made friction between myself
and fsmily/ friends

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34364

Depression, loss of work, family division

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34365

As a nurse it helps me feel supported by thr government, knowing they are taking appropriate
steps to ensure the healthcare system is protected, as much as it can be, from an onsluaght
of unvaccinated individuals clogging up beds.

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34366

I lost my job

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34367

Forced to take experimental vaccine to have my job, to participate in my child's activities,
going out and see my friends. Division between my friends and family. Having wearing mask to
restrict mine and my child's breathing!

2/19/2022 10:43 AM
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34368

Lost my job and income.

2/19/2022 10:43 AM

34369

I have gotten depressed from isolation my daughter who is born in the middle of Covid is
extremely shy because she cannot socialize like she should be, and at times I have been
extremely hopeless

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34370

Mental health issues and trauma , loneliness and isolation, lack of disability support

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34371

Visiting with my family

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34372

Every way, job, healthcare, university, equality, travel, treated like second class citizen, bullied
by PM, media lies, the list goes on

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34373

I have experienced discrimination and been denied access to restaurants and public facilities
and visiting family and friends based on mandates.

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34374

limitation to travel , more isolation

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34375

it has caused divisions in work and family functions.... it had now exposed underlying health
conditions on why i cannot mask .. it had limited some of my movements on getting supplies i
need .. it reduced the health care my parents need and yes in some cases they were denied
medical treatment for their choice of not vaccinated... it had made me loose friends and family
members shortly after booster shot... and watched others that were otherwise healthy have
severe health issues after shot . it had some now call me a murderer due to my choice and yet
others think im a hero for standing by my choice.. when i am neither im just another human
trying to do whats best

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34376

It has divided my family and friends.

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34377

It has affected my livelihood as it limits the number of trucks that can cross the border
because many truckers are not vaccinated.

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34378

Na

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34379

Living in a dictatorship

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34380

Discrimination at work, by Boeing forced to test weekly at my expense, when the vaccinated
did not have pay. Couldn’t go to restaurants or gyms

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34381

How has it not ? Socializing, travelling, family time

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34382

3 of my 4 children are suffering with anxiety and/or depression (1 in great distress, one with
complete social anxiety). My son is failing first year college because 5 of his 8 classes are
asynchronous and only 2 of 3 professors showed up to teach. Friends and family have been
lost. Dozens of Patients of mine are advising of significant adverse reactions to the vaccine

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34383

I have been discriminated against. Cannot watch or support my kids at hockey. Kids are forced
to wear masks at school, kids are fed up and done.

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34384

Lost my job. Family. Some friends. And my freedom and my country.

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34385

Job loss, uninvited to family events, loss of friends, depression, anxiety, unable to travel to
see family

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34386

I feel like 2 plus years of my life has been stolen from me. Not by any virus, but by the
government.

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34387

Destroyed my business. Destroyed my mental health. Destroyed my savings. Destroyed my
trust in our economic system and government entirely

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34388

Isolation, separation, loss of connection to others

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34389

It sucks, unable to keep some friendships, over what! A simple bloody cold/flu!

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34390

Morale ,liberté, lost of famille membres and friends

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34391

Financial and mentally. I am I total disbelief as to the actions of this PM and his liberal party.

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34392

Fortunately we haven’t been financially affected but severely emotionally affected. I have lost
friends been decided with family members and feel like I’m about to boil over at any moment.
This HAS to end!

2/19/2022 10:42 AM
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34393

Being discriminated against for not having a vaccine passport, not being able to attend church
fully, children having to do school at home, not being allowed family gatherings, and the list
goes on

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34394

My children have missed out on life

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34395

Job lost family and friends. Divided Canadians, mother has almost forgotten her family. Years
of living and enjoying life. Hatred as I have never had. I now have hatred but I have found out
how corrupt the politicians and media are.

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34396

Depression, fear of my fellow citizen, fear of my govt, isolation, suicide in family due to
depression and isolation and fear, death in family from vaccine injury, job termination due to
forced vaccination, inflation has made buying things more expensive

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34397

Lost over 300,000 dollars in wages because I don't wan the jab and 2 years wasted for what.

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34398

Isolated me and my family stuck out in the country no visitors because everyone is scared to
get into trouble

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34399

not being able to live a normal life

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34400

Greatly! Has changed every way I manage our food bank.

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34401

It has affected everything, but what frustrates me the most is how it is affecting my children,
it's hurting their education, their social life and their overall mental health

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34402

Estrangement from many friends. Devisions devisions devisions. And the government has no
authority to mandate when how and where I worship God!!

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34403

My life has been put on hold for the last 2 years. Had elders die and couldn't say good bye.
Daughter had to take the experimental shot to go to school and got sick immediately after the
second one. Thank goodness for someone giving drugs that work, which our govt has
outlawed. No travel. Working from home. But the mandates have shown the true colors of our
govt and it's agenda. People are awake now. 🇨🇦

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34404

First, double vaccine was forced by my employer. I feel that my rights were violated. Second, I
developed anxiety and difficulty breathing by wearing masks for the last two years

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34405

My son hasn't been able to play a full season of hockey Also wearing a mask all day has
caused me many skin infections on my face

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34406

It has hit our business hard, we depend on auctions and most were closed down. My son has
been battling leukemia since last May and he was only allowed 1 person to see him. It's been
a struggle to go anywhere without being vaccinated, and medically, he can't get it, so now he
misses out, apparently cancer isn't a good enough "exemption"

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34407

Really bad

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34408

Feel segregated and can’t participate in spec

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34409

My small business has incurred a huge debt as we were closed for over a full year! My 10 yr
old son suffered horribly during the lockdowns with depression and talked about suicide. The
impact is traumatic.

2/19/2022 10:42 AM

34410

Split families

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34411

Our PM dividing Canadians My body, my right to choose! No one has the right to MANDATE
what people put into their body.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34412

Prevented seeing family.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34413

Lost our business

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34414

Lost friends, couldn’t be with family, my kids don’t know how act outside the home, I get called
names.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34415

I'm a working musician and lost all of my work. Federal vaccine mandates have kept me from
accepting international touring opportunities which previously represented most of my income.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34416

Put limitations on our rights to travel, go to public places,gather with friends & family,

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34417

No travel A feeling of inferiority Always on edge mentally

2/19/2022 10:41 AM
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34418

Not much

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34419

Lost my job

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34420

Quite a bit, but I understand that it's for the good of ALL people living in Canada. People who
are vulnerable to severe illness or death from contracting covid matter more than any
discomfort I may experience from the mandates. Their lives have value.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34421

I fear for my job. I have been divided from friends. I fear for my children. They have been
home schooled, but I fear they can never go back to public school. I know friends and family
with vaccine injuries including death.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34422

I am reliving childhood trauma of communism. Raised in Canada without family because we
left communist Hungary!! And now as a senior the nightmare has resurfaced

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34423

I have not been able to see my sick father in the hospital. My mental health has been severely
affected.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34424

Financially, Socially, Mentally.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34425

My children's mental health has been affected. I have an autistic 7 year old boy that has not
had proper supports due to mandates.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34426

Terrible, especially for my young kids

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34427

Yes immensely

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34428

It has caused depression in our household, has broken families apart, I was unable to work
and had to find a new job because vac pass. Just to name a few. These mandates have done
nothing good for my family!!!!!

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34429

It's been challenging. Both federal and provincial government on Ontario have made many
decisions which have impacted us negatively.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34430

Less interaction with family and friends, less traveling due to restrictions, stress due to
differing ideologies of family and friends. I am a recently widowed woman who doesn't feel that
sitting at home alone wallowing is the best thing for my mental health.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34431

In more ways than can be put in this little box

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34432

It has stopped me from having any sort of social life and has affected my depression
immensely

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34433

Loosing my lively hood

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34434

At work I have to check passports that I don’t agree with. My husbands family has distanced
themselves as he chose not to get vaccinated. My mother was in lockdown in her nursing
home for 6, weeks without a proper bath or hair washed. Lockdowns have caused strain
mentally. Couldn’t see my grandson in the states for almost 2 years. Division in the country.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34435

I can't go to restaurants or coffee shops. I find that when I am in a store with the mask on I am
easily irritated bordering on angry. I have been avoided by some friends who, though they are
vaxed still fear being around me because I am not.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34436

I have become closed in and have no will to go out or do anything. My daughter who is 18 and
supposed to graduate this year also has many social anxieties. My grandfather died within 6
months of being put in a seniors home and taken away from his family. Before that he was
fully functional paying his bills and ordering groceries . ..you open things up but not the right
things. Our social skills and manners everything in our youth is being affected.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34437

I have developed mental health issues. Antisocial behaviour and depression to name a few.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34438

It has made me far more untrusting if govt and media at all levels

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34439

Restricted my rights and freedom, I was victim of discrimination

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34440

Sex Crimes Units have entered dissident neighbours' homes in order to get them in front of a
psychiatrist. Since objects being moved is in the DSM-5, they are misdiagnosed with
schizophrenia. Even if they are nonviolent the system records them as violent.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34441

It has caused a lot of stress and anxiety

2/19/2022 10:41 AM
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34442

Can go out to Social activities. Wearing a mask tires out. Can't go to the gym QR code Can't
attend indoor wedding 100th anniversary of town of Moonbeam. And kapuskasing last year.
Socially awkward. Drinking habits increased Inflation of money, No confidence in government,
no transparency.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34443

Loss of income, mental fatigue and stress, financially & socially

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34444

Suicides, broken marriages, divided families. Deaths from I performed surgeries. Lost
business

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34445

My kids education and work. Seeing family in another country.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34446

Afraid of my own shadow now, after being a fearless person. Media has overhyped the
tragedies and has not provided the public with interviews by people with VAERS, in order that
we could make informed decisions. We gave no idea of the long term effects of the Mrna. I
don't trust the gov now.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34447

I lost my job

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34448

Beautiful family friend at the age of 24 ... she decided she could no longer live and walked in
front of a train. I am a Registered Nurse ... I was terminated due to my personal medical
choice.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34449

It’s turned all upside down , held hostage for almost 3 years now by my own government lost
friends and family because of the vaccine my kids can’t do any extra activities because we
are considered a deadly virus when we arent even sick perfectly healthy . he is a disgusting
disgrace to humanity I can’t believe this is all being allowed to happen when is someone going
to stop him when is someone going to stand up for us the people and get him out !

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34450

Not being able to travel.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34451

It has not

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34452

It has robbed our family of many once in a lifetime experiences and memories, as well as a
proper education for my children. The worst part has been the suspension of our inalienable
rights without any justification.

2/19/2022 10:41 AM

34453

Mental health, family and friends

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34454

Mental health has suffered...

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34455

Depressing!!!!!!

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34456

Can’t be with family 😭

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34457

I lost my job, lost friends and family over decision, been publicly humiliated by my Prime
Minister, verbally assulted and harassed by my Prime Minister too much to add all here

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34458

I cannot travel. Family divided. Marriage ended. No ability to work. Kids are anxious. Lost
friends and family members to suicide

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34459

Angry that it is mandatory. Should be free to do what i think is good for me

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34460

I lost 70 percent of my income. I couldn't have my family for Christmas, I have 7 children. I
was not able to see my mother when she was dying or go to her funeral.

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34461

Negatively

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34462

Vaccine had very bad side effects in me and many people I knew

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34463

I have a small business and it has cut deeply into my profits, buying masks, sanitizer and
doing less appointments as I need to sanitize.

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34464

Depression, anxiety, loss of friends and family, loss of work, many other things

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34465

Separation in family, mental health

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34466

Bankruptcy

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34467

I’ve not been able to burry my sister or some in a proper manner., our family is broken apart
from the feet this government has instilled on its people!!

2/19/2022 10:40 AM
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34468

The division of family and friends

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34469

Discrimination from restaurants, purchasing alcohol, attending events. Divided family members
who no longer respect freedom of medical choice.

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34470

Stress, physical strain, realtionship strains, division

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34471

Kids social and educational

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34472

no comment

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34473

Lost my job

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34474

Before covid I never struggled with anxiety. Now I am having anxiety attacks often

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34475

Diply Took 2 years off my LIFE Dobór allowme to Travel

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34476

Total loss of freedom and basic rights :(

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34477

Caused stress that was unneeded

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34478

Same as everyone else It’s destroyed our freedoms and rights and lives

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34479

Like it has affected everyone else

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34480

Hell

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34481

I quit my job in LTC when I was forced to have 3 booster !

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34482

They have infringed upon my lawful rights and freedoms as a Canadian citizen. They have
taken away my hope for my and my son's future.

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34483

Missing friends and family

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34484

Family members lost jobs. Mental health issues with our sons nd difficulty receiving proper
care for my elderly parents due to staff shortages

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34485

Would have lost my job and been living in the street if I didn’t comply

2/19/2022 10:40 AM

34486

Depression isolation. Mask wearing when exempted lost visits with family, grandchildren not
being able to eat in restaurant NO freedom of choice. Unable to work

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34487

I am a ICU nurse for interior Health and have been fired because I would not be forced to take
a vaccine with no long term data

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34488

It has caused so much divison, lose of trust in our leaders, job loss, mental health issues,
blocked from attending church, cost of necessities is outrageous especially in small towns.

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34489

Brought division between friends and family.

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34490

Isolating from family not able to travel disputes with family and friends over mandates

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34491

Since my 1st shot my sense of taste has been altered, everything tastes syrupy sweet. My
family is divided due to Covid rules. My relationship with my spouse has shattered. My mental
health is suffering. I feel angry and agitated all the time. I feel lied to and abused. I hate that
some are getting rich while others are going broke, individuals as well as businesses. Sense of
community is gone. Put up with all the “rules” and got Covid anyway.

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34492

Created division with friends and family. Lost a loved one and could not be there personally in
support as she passed away alone. Trust for current government and main stream media is
non existent. Personal freedoms have been taken away and it seems to be getting worse and
not better. What we are seeing is a representation of end times prophesy from the Bible.

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34493

I have had Covid and my family have had it BEFORE the vaccine was available. My husband
brought it back to our home being a paramedic. Then he was fired later because no one talks
about it considers natural immunity. I have a history with blood clots and we have known way
too many people that were affected in adverse ways AFTER the vaccine. Enough is enough
the people who want the vaccine have gotten it, let’s move on!! Why is it that no one even
considers to make room for the people who have natural immunity? There is so much
segregation and division within families friends, country!!! We have missed SEVERAL
funerals, natural causes and some have been labeled as Covid deaths but weren’t. I work in
addiction and the depression and increase of ALL kinds of addictions in these past two years

2/19/2022 10:39 AM
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is shocking. Enough, it’s hard on the children, it’s hard in everyone. Just fir the record, my
husband was in full protocol when he contracted the virus so masks don’t work. Why punish
people? Please consider those that have natural immunity. Christy Brown Just an added note,
I took responsibility and self isolated AND was already following what I felt to do in the way of
staying away from people and I did not pass it along. Vaccinated people can still carry the
virus and pass along.
34494

It is totally unhealthy. I was onboard for the first several months, but now is time to move on.
The vaccines are there for those who want it especially elderly, unhealthy people. Restrictions
are now useless. Omicron is unstoppable and less of a concern. Stop it now!!!

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34495

I have feared loosing my job for the last two years. My boss told me they are disappointed in
me for not taking this injection. I am afraid to speak out on any support for no mandates as
people are doing the same as our prime minister, using the same name calling terms - nazis,
confederate waving etc and a near lynch mob mentality by wanting to destroy people's
reputations. I have been un-invited from family birthday's and have had to work very hard at
healing any family divisions constantly. I am stressed about my children's future, they are
young adults - no one should have to take a pharmaceutical product to attend school/education
or to work or to have a social life!! I have taken science in school, the science that they are
speaking does not make sense at all. I see monopolies, conflict of interests and this is not
about health. The mandates are doing more harm than good.

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34496

In every way possible! And more in ways I will only realize later.

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34497

My life is in turmoil

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34498

I am unable to move freely within Canada and internationally. I cannot go to restaurants or my
conventions and public events. I am sick of the censorship of innocent Canadians

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34499

My husband had to be put in a LTC facility, because Adult Day Programs were closed for 2
years and his disease progressed due to lack of social activity (dementia). Not being able to
social and not understanding why he has to stay at home caused him to become aggressive.
That led to my son developing depression over the two year period, escalated his ADHD to a
new proportion, we were unable to see specialist until January 2022, he completely lost
interest in online school, he fell 2 years behind in development. My 17 year old daughter lost
her high school experience and turned to alcohol to soothe her loneliness. We all had Covid
regardless of all the mandates, we were offered ZERO preventative or early treatment help,
just told by 3 different medical professionals to stay at home and wait until it gets really bad,
then go to hospital…how does that make ANY SENSE???

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34500

Negatively

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34501

Yes

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34502

It’s bull shit

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34503

Bed

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34504

Mental and physical health has never been worse. Work has never been harder but no pay
increase even though the cost of living is astronomical

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34505

Terribly... life needs to go back to normal. We need no more division.

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34506

Lost my job

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34507

MENTAL &PHYSICAL DISTRESS: * through Draconian Measures ordered by Public Health
(see below) *THE GOV'T DEMANDING VACCINES FOR HOLDING JOBS *THE GOV'T
DEMANDING me (a fully vaccinated person!) Produce ID and a 'VACCINE PASSPORT' to
frequent any establishment * the GOVN'T DEMANDING ANYONE to produce ID and a
'VACCINE PASSPORT' to enter any establishment * isolation from loved ones *not being able
to be with loved one in hospital * no/limited physical contact with elderly parent; seeing my
mom decline mentally and physically because of lack of stimulatuon through activities; stuck
in her room BY HERSELF for 10 days, TWICE.... TERRIBLE!!! ( she survived WWII under
Nazi occupatuon in herbhome country.. This is a horrible way to live at her end of life! *
religious life negatively affected * NOT SEEING FAMILY * seeing my married -with childrenfamilies' lives adversely affected!! * witnessing my grandchildren live a life of fear which
affects them mentally, spiritually, emotionally and physically * dismay and anger at the
authoritarian methods of Public Health when not following science and data *
DISENCHANTMENT and GROWING DISTRUST of the MAIN STREAM MEDIA throughout the

2/19/2022 10:39 AM
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pandemic, PARTICULARLY IN THE MONTH OF FEBRUARY * DISILLUSIONMENT of the
LIBERAL Government
34508

It has ruined it in every way

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34509

To many rules, isolation, this is a free country , but not the last 2 years

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34510

Job. Finances. Mental health.

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34511

Mandatory Vaccinations to work

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34512

I know people that have died from the vaccine and I have people that are gonna die from the
vaccine I pray every day that I stay alive

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34513

Took away my freedom to travel, restaurants, outings. It is discrimination.

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34514

My family and I including my kids have been segregated from society. My son was not able to
play hockey , it's his outlet played for 10 years and was kicked off the ice. End the segregation

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34515

It has effect our mental health… has effect our children. We have pulled them from school and
they are not able to participate in sports

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34516

Affected my children with school and sports it ruined a family trip I lost coworkers because of
vaccine mandate

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34517

Freedom of movement, mentally hearing all the time on radio, TV. Paranoid people, stresses in
our family!

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34518

I am NOT totally anti-vaccines but this particular vaccine and its draconian mandates have
Divided my family. I Haven’t been able to see my grandchildren. Loneliness & Mental Health
has been an issue. Some members of my family although fully vaxxed have been ill with
Covid. That is why I don’t support this particular vaccine or it’s effectiveness. I didn’t leave my
country for a country that FORBIDS me to sit at a food court or travel by train or plane coz I
am not vaccinated. It triggers memories of when I couldn’t be on a beach,’or be downtown after
dark (the list is long)coz I was Black.

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34519

It has divided and decimated Canadians. People are dying from these mandates including my
family members.

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34520

all of them.....i am a senior who lives alone and have been isolated for months....have followed
the rules which were ineffective....now it's time to get back to life

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34521

Isolated, not working, depressed, hard to get by

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34522

The psychological affects these mandates has had on our families and friends, and financially
is devastating

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34523

I am getting married internally and I need to be able to board a plane as unvaccinated person

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34524

I feel disgusting that the modern medical science can use such a base mean (tissue of
aborted babies) to produce such a dirty vaccine !

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34525

I've been on sees leave for 4 months cause I refuse to follow any mandates.my daughter and I
don't speak much anymore.

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34526

Depression, stress, missed opportunities for my children, lost wages

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34527

* loss of job * business shut down * division between family & friends * hurting our economy *
our children are suffering and are depressed * our supply chain issues existed before the
pandemic and the mandates have just made everything worse * we have supply/food chain
issues yet we are putting animals/livestock down because we can't distribute product because
of the mandates * I don't want to live in this country anymore * government claims we are 90%
vaccinated yet we are one of and continue to be one of the most locked down nations in the
world. * we are no longer a free country - my family escaped communism to give me a better
life in Canada and now I am trying to get out of Canada to escape my children to be raised in
communism.

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34528

I have watched people suffer

2/19/2022 10:39 AM

34529

Missed time with family I will never get back.

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34530

Seeing the severity of what has happened to so many people, loosing their jobs, businesses

2/19/2022 10:38 AM
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and even family members to suicide. Seeing the elderly in Nursing Homes being forgotten and
not being able to visit or so goodbye. My heart has been so affected. My son not being able to
get a career because of mandates. So unacceptable
34531

Isolation is crippling. Relationships suffering Sadness sadness

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34532

The division and limits have caused extreme longterm distress affecting our mental health in
every area of my family's life. We need freedom for true health not control and pharma.

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34533

My husband committed suicide

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34534

Unable to go into stores without harassment from managers and other customers about
masks. Unable to find jobs and provide for my house hold. Unable to go into restaurants. Over
all lower quality of life/more suicide risks. Unable to socialize with friends and family, not able
to go to funerals or weddings because you would have to quarantine to cross provinces. Over
all it's been a lonly 2 years and this needs to end.

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34535

Emotional stress from lack of connection. Financial stress

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34536

Badly

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34537

Hold me in hostage for 2 years. Lost my full income and social company with my friends and
family

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34538

I’m depressed. It has caused great harm to our sister who is in an LTC and does not want to
live any longer. It has caused divisiveness within our family. I’ve lost sleep and my hair. It is
discrimination. Freedom is very important to me. I feel excluded from society. I am
devastated.

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34539

Can't see my family. My kids are constantly frustrated with masks at school. They don't know
their teachers faces.

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34540

Loss of trust in the system!

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34541

My kids childhood is missing huge things. There was no kindergarten graduation for us to see,
not allowed field trips and I can't enter school property for any reason (I used to go eat lunch
with my kids at school now and again). They have had sports canceled. Physical activity is
minimal now. Missed sooo many days of school due to runny noses etc. (Not covid) etc.

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34542

Mental Health

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34543

In a lot of ways specially with my family

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34544

The mandates have had an overwhelmingly negative impact on our lives increasing stress and
worry to an unprecedented level.

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34545

Financial ruin, divided family and friends. Affected my children's youth

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34546

Increased depression and fear. Created unnecessary fear in my children. My rights as a parent
have been violated by now giving 12 year old children the right to be swayed by the
government job. I’ve worked with extreamly high risk youth that most of society disregards and
I was FORCED to vaccine this December or lose my job. Lose my home and lose my
children!!!! Give me back my rights

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34547

Life,..??? What life…? I have no life since all this started,..! I’ve been ostracized into a life of
depression & financial distress

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34548

It has prevented my rights as a free human to work travel and my rights over my own physical
body!

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34549

Disappointed & frustrated by the division it has caused between people.

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34550

Division among my friends, I do not know anyone who died from covid, I know one person who
was hospitalized, I'm still stuck at "You declared a pandemic? Why? Where the data to support
this decision? I need you to protect my health? Why? I'm an adult, I can make decisions to
protect myself, if necessary. The interference from the government was unfounded, and it was
obvious that there was another agenda.

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34551

Mental stress, anxiety, insomnia, depression, job loss.

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34552

My mental and physical health. My freedom to choose what is right for me. It has divided

2/19/2022 10:38 AM
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friends and family. Shameful!
34553

It has destroyed my career

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34554

I can’t do nothing

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34555

Not spending time with family and friends, creating anxiety and depression. Restrictions in
traveling to USA to see family. Division between family and friends over the mandates.

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34556

Lost my job as a psw of almost 7 years.

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34557

Affected my personal life and will no real reason. Where's the proof of any of this?

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34558

It has forced me to flee the country.

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34559

Trapped at home worked. I have health issues not able to see doctors in person . yet my self
and my family have to go to work and deal with people face to face

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34560

Loss of income Loss of friends Children in deep depression

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34561

I don’t get to see friends and family as much and I have been excluded from social and
workout places I use to go to

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34562

No air travel, no education (university), depression.

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34563

Made everyone crazy

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34564

The mandates have made me fear for my safety. Mr. Turdeau's comments have incited
violence towards people's that support the freedom convoy. Mr. Trudeau is trying to separate
the country with hatred about race and religion.

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34565

I would like to be able to go out with friends, support local business, i was forced to take the
vaccine to keep my job. I ended up in the hospital after taking it and after 6 months still don’t
feel as healthy as I did prior to taking it.

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34566

Had a reaction to the vaccine and lost months of work. Unable to be part of regular society.

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34567

I feel suffocated. I can't go into restaurant without them asking me personal questions I feel do
not need to be asked.

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34568

In every way possible. Out of work, removed from service, business closures, social life,
community shunning, financial struggles, no supports, isolation, government taking away my
god given freedoms. Body autonomy

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34569

Lost employment for my spouse, segregation and discrimination at trade school.
Discrimination against my children preventing them from participating in activities.
Disconnection and division in my family creating stress within our family and a lot of other

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34570

Is it it has isolated me from family and friends and work. It has been draconian and
unnecessary.

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34571

It has created division in our family and friends. It has brought a lot of stress in my life. It has
affected me in a negative way financially. It has limited me from traveling to visit family. The
quality of life has been reduced dramatically.

2/19/2022 10:38 AM

34572

Feel the changes are permanently in place and feeling hopless

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34573

Daily mental stress

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34574

I deal With really bad acne, putting on a mask made my acne 10x worse. Wearing a mask has
made me short of breath. Not being able to fly because I’m not vaccinated!! That is a huge
impact. Not being to enter certain places because not vaccinated. This country has become a
divisor between vaccinated and non vaccinated. We are supposed to love each other and
support each other but instead we are destroying each other.

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34575

Depression, other mental health issues, job loss, weight gain

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34576

No trust in government. No trust in policing.

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34577

Divided

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34578

It has turned a relatively happy life into often suffering. As a yoga practitioner of 40 years, I

2/19/2022 10:37 AM
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stringently avoid chemicals in my foods and almost never allow pharmaceuticals into my body.
This is a way of life and as a result I seem to have a very high immune system, something
pharmacy companies and they’re Government partners would never want us to be educated
about. I, like many of my friends pay taxes into an allopathic system that I rarely use. And
then I pay separately for my naturopaths, herbalists, and other traditional healers who have
wisdom to offer that existed thousands of years before healthcare was hijacked into a
business monopoly to exploit the tax pool. I’m also involved in the arts as a musician, I
frequent houses of worship, and I work in restaurants. I also entertain my friends and family on
special occasions in restaurants quite frequently. With the flick of a switch I was reduced to a
person not allowed into any of these activities. Over and again I would drive around in my car
seeing restaurants full of happy people who have been cultivated to think of me as a derelict
and a criminal, and I have been pushed into an underground existence. I am referred to by our
Prime Minister as a probable misogynist and white supremacist, while most of my friends are
non-white and I strictly avoid acts of prejudice. Those people in the restaurants, Gyms, still
holding their jobs and so on, they are vaccinated, are well-known to be equal spreaders of this
virus. This is a simple scientific fact reported by pharmaceuticals and CDC, well government
messaging suggests otherwise and the public is hugely confused and pitted against each
other. I see articles published about how people who don’t want to get vaccinated are probably
sociopathic. I see articles advising family members to not invite their unvaccinated family
members to the table on special occasions, with explanations of how to “not feel guilty“ about
it. It feels like group insanity. There is no sense in it and it feels cruel and dysfunctional. All of
it encouraged by a government beholden to outside interests such as the WEF, parroting their
phrases such as “narrow window of political opportunity“, so indoctrinated into an ideology they
cannot see straight and do not have feeling. Even if we drop the mandates I do not see how
this can be corrected. The relationship has been damaged. People are fleeing to other
countries. Enhanced IDs, overly harsh laws, things being run by Ai, opportunities to rat on your
neighbor, the ability to treat almost anyone as a terrorist and hold them without even charging
them, now it’s freeze bank accounts I don’t even “respect” contributing even to a peaceful
campaigns such as the one in Ottawa, which may be slightly inconvenient and is indeed an act
of civil disobedience, mildly, but what other requested they have? Call their MP? The
democracy is broken, nobody income is listening. Where are we heading? We need to not only
drop the mandates but completely rework the entire political system so that it is accountable
inclusively. We need to free the press from corporate interests and got an intervention so that
we could start to believe what they say again. How is that possible with only a few people on
literally all of the media outlets? We need to include Ordinary hard-working people who are not
insulated from the effects of political decisions that are literally killing people, while
government servants have no interruption in their incomes or their lifestyle, able to hide and
sneak around lost they passed themselves. They do not frel the affect of the decisions they
make. The protesters in Ottawa, remaining peaceful, feeding the poor, specifically leaving
egress for emergency vehicles, and showing us a shining example of togetherness, dancing,
caring for the children, actually hugging each other. How do we respond? freeze bank
accounts, beat them up, lie about who they are and what they’re doing. How did this happen to
us? I just bustier Mexico (when I was “allowed“). There, nobody is judging anybody else for
their choices. Things are thriving, they dealt with their covid problem rapidly using early
treatment, ivermectin, anything that actually works. Their doctors hands are not tied by a
mafia-like Medical Tyranny to serve big Pharma and who knows what else? I almost do not
want to know. What we need is kindness and fairness and that kind of functionality which
comes from a clear mind and a clear heart.
34579

It took my freedom of choice away and the ability to go to places I want to go such as
restaurants movies etc. My business has been financially impacted is significant ways. This
has gone on far too long. It has pitted Canadians against each other creating hate and division.
This is not the Canada is was born into and grown to love and be proud to be a Canadian.

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34580

Lost my job. Lost my friends. Almost going to lose my life. I do not want to live in a world
controlled by elites.

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34581

Don’t want to go anywhere, feel isolated. Has created fear and hate and torn apart families,
friends and neighbours. Caused lose of jobs and created depression

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34582

My business is about to shut down! I can’t find a therapist to sustain my massage therapy
business. Every lockdown pushes 3 years of new grads behind the line of provincial testing.
There is no one out there right now and o continue to lose money every month.

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34583

Depression

2/19/2022 10:37 AM
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34584

Immensely. I can no long visit my dying father in hospital

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34585

I feel like a second class citizen because I chose not to be vaccinated.

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34586

Can’t see my family, travel for work, my husband can’t find a job

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34587

I know what is like to be segregated. I never truly knew what the natives or people of color felt
like when they are segregated. Now I know. I am ashamed of being Canadian. Trudeau has
lost total control and needs to step down

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34588

I am a prisoner in my own country

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34589

Killed my business Broke up family Split family Emotional effect

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34590

Inability to travel, loss of several paid for airline tickets and family holiday paid before the
mandates, isolation of older family members, business cost / loss, grandchildren missing
school and falling behind in reading, church restrictions etc

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34591

Yes

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34592

No freedom of choice , no one should be pressured into taking vaccinations, I agree we need
to get this under control but there are limits , No Mandates ever when it comes to our health

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34593

My freedoms have been taken away because I’m not vaxed. As a teenager I haven’t been able
to get a job to save up for university

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34594

Horribly

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34595

Mes droits et liberté compromis. Perte d’emploi, stress immense sur la famille immédiate,
éloignements d’amis à cause de la subdivision imposée, etc. Une tyrannie de l’élite
gouvernementale sans précédent.

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34596

Work forced to get the vaccine

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34597

I have suffered from isolation and I am upset to see the government promoting hatred and
division. This is destroying the country.

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34598

Isolation, can’t travel

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34599

My husband has been off work for 3.5 months after having the first shot.. after being mandated

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34600

Can't go to many public places or venues, etc.

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34601

I own and operate a family restaurant. This Covid -19 has made it very hard on our business.
We had to get several loans just to stay afloat. We have lost over $60.000 and counting. If this
continues we will lose everything that my family worked 22years to build. We have all suffered
mentally not knowing with all of the lockdowns. The insecurity of not knowing how we would
pay our bills put food on our table. We hope & pray that this finally will come to an end. Make
Canada Great again....

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34602

I’ve been isolated from others. My freedoms have been restricted. I’ve been unable to travel,
eat out,go to public events. I’ve been alienated by family and friends who didn’t agree with my
choice of not getting the shot. I couldn’t be with my Mom when she died in the hospital. I
couldn’t take part in the groups and services that I belonged to at my church because I didn’t
meet the vaccine requirements of the Catholic Church. The mss as mandates have affected
my emotional and mental well being and has caused me tremendous anxiety.

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34603

Deeply

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34604

Discrimination

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34605

Divided family n friends

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34606

No rights, no social life! No choice!

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34607

Was protected from covid 19

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34608

Immense effect of mental health of myself and my family/children,

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34609

Lost of freedom. Mental health affected. No more trust in the government, the media and even
the police after what happened in Ottawa.

2/19/2022 10:37 AM
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34610

It has restricted travel to and from my own country. It has also restricted me from taking part in
activities with my children, such as skating and swimming lessons. Also, I have not been able
to eat in a restaurant for 6 months. It has made me scared to discuss my personal beliefs with
people in my everyday life for fear that they will ridicule me. I have lost friends and am not
close with certain family members anymore. It has greatly affected my life. I am a prisoner in
my own country, a once beautiful and free place

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34611

I haven’t seen my immediate family in over 2 years. My children are awkward around other
people. My 2 year old won’t go anywhere without me. My 6 year old hasn’t been able to do
gymnastics. I haven’t been able to find acceptable work that pays my bills. My husband had
his work cut back.

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34612

I have lost a lot of joy in teaching because I am unable to authentically connect with my
students and feel we are failing them as educators. The masks keep me from recognizing and
seeing them as individuals. I spend a ridiculous amount of time reminding/reprimanding them
for “covid rules” (ex. Pull up your mask, don’t get too close, fill out your daily attestation, etc)
instead of talking to them about their lives and interests. Online learning not only put a
physical barrier between us but could only provide a second rate education. This is easily seen
in my student success caseload where numbers of kids below 60% has tripled. There are SO
many other examples. With these mandates I am unable to be the best teacher I know how to
be and this has really deflated my sense of contribution and joy.

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34613

Less social opportunities, local business closing, suffering mental health

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34614

Mentally physically and monetarily 🤬

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34615

It's has afflicted me with depression, anxiety and been a strain on income. It has been an
divisive issue between me and my family members and friends.

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34616

It has been detrimental on many levels. Between menta health, employment and most
importantly it is going against all of our charter of rights for our freedoms to choose.

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34617

Sucked

2/19/2022 10:37 AM

34618

C'est une atteinte profonde à mes droits et libertés. Les mesures extrêmes ne sont pas les
seules moyens pour venir à bout de la crise.

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34619

Taking away my freedom to choose

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34620

It’s awful, restrictive, unnecessary and tyrannical

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34621

Hatred between friends, family, coworkers. Two-tiered society, harassment, discrimination for
my kids. Can’t watch my kids’ games, can’t cross the border. It goes on and on. This so-called
cure is a million times worse than the disease.

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34622

Disrupted travel plans, social organizations, affected children’s lives from being able to explore
the world.

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34623

All of them

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34624

Lost job

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34625

We can not eat in a restaurant. We can not all attend church together because of the 50%
occupancy. We were not able to visit my sick father in the hospital for several months. We
have to wear masks which covers our faces of expression and we cannot socialize properly.
Our children have missed so much school. It has been mentally draining and affected their
marks and their social lives. The masks are giving me rashes which keeps spreading making
me insecure. My children may not go to swimming lessons. We were not able to go on our
yearly trip to Great Wolf Lodge. We were not able to attend our Grandfathers funeral. Etc etc
etc. It has affected our lives so drastically in every aspect of daily lives.

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34626

Isolation . Living in constant fear from unknown. Jaded by social media .

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34627

Income, mental/emotional health, distance from friends/family with opposing views… having to
not have certain conversations to maintain some semblance of friendship. Depression from
seeing so many suffer and how our country has fallen into this. Us. Canadians. It’s so awful to
see the leader of our country and other leaders, not leading and fueling hate rhetoric,
separation and discrimination, which what feels is more based on political agendas and egos,
then medical science at times. I feel badly for the medical community as I think some of them
have been used in this as well.

2/19/2022 10:36 AM
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34628

Divorce

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34629

I never realized how it would feel to live under the beginning of communism. To feel threatened
by those who are supposed to protect you has caused me to lose confidence in our
government, police, and healthcare.

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34630

Depression, stress, isolation, feelings of hopelessness

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34631

It didn’t

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34632

Seeing family, travel, loneliness

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34633

Depression, job loss, division in family, decreased income,

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34634

Due to the lockdowns my brother passed by suicide, he was 37 years old. I lost my job and
have not been able to find employment due to my choice of bodily autonomy.

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34635

Lost my yoga studio business, loss of income...but the division of friends and family members
had been the worst, I am depressed, sad and do not know how I can ever forgive the Canadian
government

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34636

Uncomfortable masks. Hard to hear others talk. Become a shut-in. No socialization….

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34637

Mental health of entire family. In spite of mandatory vaccination, everybody still got sick twice

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34638

I the most negative way a person can imagine

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34639

depression unemployment hopelessness

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34640

Financially Division between family and friends

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34641

Near suicide.

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34642

It has segregated people in my lives from other people. It has affected my kids’ and myself
and husbands mental well-being. It has made my kids not enjoy extra curricular sports, so
much so that they don’t want to participate and would rather just stay at home - doing nothing.

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34643

It affects my daughters life every day when they expect her to wear a mask at school but
thousands of people can gather for the super bowl 🙄

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34644

I can’t even put it into words. The worst!

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34645

Put limits on my childrens activities and wearing masks is damaging to everyone’s health

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34646

Death of loved ones. Division in family

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34647

It has been hard but important to be safe

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34648

Affected my business in a bad way. And has affected my ability to access businesses and
customers.

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34649

My husband couldn't be with me for the birth of 2 of our children

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34650

Not being able to do things freely that we would normally do. It has been stressful at times not
knowing what mandates would be next and when they would give out new mandates it was
stressful as well realizing how it could affect us.

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34651

made it suck

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34652

The only thing I’ve done is grocery shopping. I haven’t seen my aunt in Detroit who is 80! In
over 2 years let alone the rest of my American family. The other thing that has affected my life
is the pure hatred of Justin Trudeau….he is a Canadian mistake.

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34653

Stress, anxiety

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34654

It caused division within my family and groups of friends. It has caused my daughter anxiety
not knowing what to expect from day to day. Lockdown back to school and back and forth.

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34655

I am a nurse and have worked through all this bs… I have seen people sick that is it! No
deaths!!

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34656

My mental health has and is suffering

2/19/2022 10:36 AM
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34657

Caused mental issues for myself and my children

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34658

Terrible "stress "everywhere

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34659

Stressed depressed lonely disconnected despair separation anxiety mistrust

2/19/2022 10:36 AM

34660

It has impeded my rights to freely roam, my freedom of of commerce inside establishment. I
lost my job in 2020 due to lack of business.

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34661

Job termination, negatively affected overall wellbeing.

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34662

I got sick from mandated vaccines. My family has been affected by heavy restrictions over the
past two years.

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34663

Discrimination at restaurants and recreation facilities lack of social life with friends because of
restrictions,breathing issues caused by mask wearing,division of friends and family regarding
vaccines

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34664

Ive isolated the entire two years and my depression is at its worst

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34665

Kept me confined, and segregating family and friends !!

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34666

My job was threatened. I was coerced and manipulated into putting something in my body that
I did not want to. Two of my personal contacts had long unexplained stats at the hospital days
after getting the shot.

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34667

Mental Health not being able to have loved ones close at the loss of loved ones

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34668

Isolated my family

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34669

Too many ways to list here, but the division between family and friends and within
communities is such a loss for us all. My children continue to suffer and our freedoms
continue to be eroded.

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34670

Terrible depression

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34671

Job loss Depression

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34672

Devastated just watching my country going down the sewer hole of tyranny. Thanks Casteau
and Ford

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34673

I lost my rights and freedom. I refuse the vaccine, they terminated my work. I cannot go
anywhere, no travelling, no bars, no restaurants, no concerts, nothing, no more life. My life
now is to do the groceries and stay home. My sister almost die and I cannot see her in the
hospital, etc. The list can be very long as I lost everything. Tell me, if I have to live the rest of
my life like the last two years we went thru why should I keep living? to live??? Trudeau
destoyed the lives of millions of people, suicides, violence, murders, women killed by their
husbands increased to the max. All that because of a experimental vaccine. Taking the vaccin
should be a personal choice, not mandate. The only one responsible for my body, my health, is
me, ni one else and not the Goverment. Why forcing people to be vaccinated to the point that
we lost everything. Why they hide all the people who died after the vaccines and all the people
who had side effects and a lot of them, for life. Trudeau have to go now. He don't care about
the life of no one except his own life. He destroyed the future of our children. I trust my
immune system, not those experimental covid vaccines. I want my life back with my rights
and freedom. Trudeau is a dictator with no heart. Thanks

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34674

Division between family and friends. Unable to attend funerals. Unable to take my daughter to
reptile exhibits and other indoor events. Unable to eat in a restaurant. Unable to travel to see
my parents. Segregation at work. Made to feel less of a human and wrong for my choice to not
get vaxxed.

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34675

It’s terrible! Nothing about this is good in any way. It’s absolutely ridiculous. This flu has a 99%
survival rate.

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34676

Divided family and friends

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34677

Unable to travel, unable to have a social life, unable to experience others smiles

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34678

Oppressive over reach. I have had my personal freedoms and charter rights disrespected and
disregarded. My children and business have suffered.

2/19/2022 10:35 AM
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34679

Made us feel isolated.

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34680

Time to get back to normal

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34681

Caused division/allienation/discrimination/segragation between family members and neighbours
AND CHURCH! Affected my children in numerous NEGATIVE ways (no gyms, minimal
activities, no graduation, no prom, loss of friends due to division and separation, see friends
fall into drugs, loss ability to play music with their bands....). I see the negative effects in my
university students - socially and intellectually. We are trying to keep depression at arms
length. The negative effects are endless.

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34682

Division within my family

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34683

Depressing, lost my freedoms, loss friendship, division…etc

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34684

People talk down to me. I can't/ won't support restaurants that refuse to serve me. I left my
church of 28 years because I felt unwelcome. My mother in law is depressed and constantly
phoning us.

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34685

Depression, work and family

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34686

Divided friends and family. Stopped my children from having social activities and basically just
being children

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34687

I was forced to make the choice of getting injected with poison or losing my job, due to federal
transportation mandates. This tyranny has to end, because bodily autonomy is sacred.

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34688

I might change the province I live in because the mandate affects my work and i will stop
working as a physio. Too bad for BC. They do not deserve us. Another province will allow me
to work with no mandates and they will enjoy my services there!

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34689

Almost lost job

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34690

Job loss. Mental health and uncertainty of finances and job security.

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34691

Horribly…isolation, violent descrimination

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34692

I've seen division in families that have devastated both sides, I don't like how it feels out there
and don't like covered faces and suspicious eyes, it takes the joy out of life

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34693

Totally sucks re freedom inhibited

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34694

It has made it hell

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34695

Social, emotional, physical, spiritual

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34696

My normally bubbly son got lonely in isolation that he threatened to kill himself and actually
had a knife. I’m prediabetic and had lost 35 pounds then they shut the gyms down, and now
I’m up 65 pounds. It’s literally going to kill me if mandates persist

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34697

Unwanted stress on my relationship with friends and family

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34698

It has made being in business and a new employer far more stressful than required.

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34699

I lost my job and cannot receive my EI

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34700

Increased anxiety, depression, affected jobs, income, social life, torn apart families

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34701

Affected family relationships, divided friendships, not had freedom to travel or visit friends.
Divided church friends

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34702

split family depressive life lost friendships

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34703

Being forced out of my current employment after 10yrs of progress and great relationships

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34704

It’s made me embarrassed of where I live and how Canada is currently conducted

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34705

It’s been very mentally challenging

2/19/2022 10:35 AM

34706

No social life.

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34707

Damaged relationships. Mental stress.

2/19/2022 10:34 AM
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34708

Lost job

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34709

Hugely, negatively, they are criminal.

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34710

Division among friends and family. We don’t travel or eat out any more.

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34711

I can no longer travel or go to my child’s sports practice and the list goes on

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34712

Depression

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34713

My social life is upside down. People out there are suffering from Stockholm syndrome.

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34714

Lost my job and has caused huge financial devastation to the family

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34715

List is long

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34716

Can’t travel to visit aged Mom, my son can’t visit us from Japan. I feel for children in schools
and for people who cannot get medical treatment.

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34717

Destroyed my family

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34718

Mostly it has a been the division it causes after someone suggests going to a restaurant or
movie that I’m unable to attend. The relationships in my life have suffered as a result

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34719

Well if losing one's job qualifies...

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34720

I have not been able to take my young daughters anywhere. We've been excluded from the
rest of society. I just want to take her to the zoo. I've known many people relapsing into their
own destructive habits, never mind the suicide epidemic. It's time to move on.

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34721

Shortage of work / derpressiom

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34722

I am one of a few that has not been effected much.

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34723

It hasn't affected me personally but my eyes see the utter misery and hopelessness that other
Canadians are suffering.

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34724

Made it difficult to visit with friends and family and to go to the store

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34725

It has caused me to lose work and family and friends. And fear of our Nazi government

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34726

The last 2 years have been the darkest, saddest, loneliest years of my life. I know 3 people
that commited suicide one just a young teenager. I dont know any one that has died of COVID.
And the only people I know that got really sick are the ones that have been vaccinated. :(

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34727

Moral

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34728

I had to quarantine for two weeks while my dad was dying of cancer (travel restrictions by NL
Govt). Then only 10, including two clergy, musicians, videographer and only 5 family members)
could attend his funeral…not COVID related). But three days later I could fly back to AB with
150+ people squished into a plane. Mandates make no sense!

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34729

Made me a prisoner in my own country. Created division among friends and family.
Economically hurt many people. Caused emotional and mental stress for my children.
Negatively affected my children’s education irreparably. Caused distrust of the health care
system. Trust lost in the media and politicians.

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34730

I’m every way. My 4 year old daughter doesn’t remember life before covid. It’s horriffic

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34731

Social interaction, masks and being forced to take a vaccine I am not sure about to be able to
continue providing for my family that I have worked for almost 20 years.

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34732

Family relationships

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34733

Job loss, financial distress, loss of social interaction and activities for my child. Health issues
due to long-term stress. Economic inflations.

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34734

Mental health declined, finances declined, social life declined, anxiety and depression
increased, sleepless nights, credit declined, relationships declined causing division, overall
stress increased, kids mental health declined, kids social skills/life declined, kids anxiety
increased, created a Dislike for school.

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34735

Restricted travel, restricted physical activity centres , restricted social events, caused division

2/19/2022 10:34 AM
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between family and friends
34736

Terrible the last 2 years I have had to deal with physical and mental issues from this

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34737

All

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34738

Loss of business and income. Loss of Proper education for my son. Loss of sporting and
recreation for my son, anxiety and depression for my son and myself, isolation has wreaked
havoc on my only child’s life,

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34739

Removed all extra activities, separation between family, increased anxiety (not related to
covid)

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34740

Can’t go and do anything

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34741

Stress, constant fear and threats made our family life hell

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34742

The masks have forced me to teach my children online. My daughter who is a RN got fired for
not getting the “vaccine”Another daughter had to jump through hoops to get an exemption to
attend university. Another daughter at a different university had to drop down to part time
because she is unvaccinated. My son cannot attend trade school because he is unvaccinated,
my other children are dealing with mental health issues because of all of these mandates. As a
mother I am doing my best to juggle keeping everyone positive while keeping my mental health
intact. I’ve lost friends because of the forced mandates. My daughter’s wedding had to be
complete changed because of the passport system. My son in law is having a hard time
figuring out what his job path should be because of this nonsense. He has a university degree.
Not to mention my husband has had his business be affected by all of this. He has been
forced to be unemployed which is stressful because we have a large family. I have developed
a cough because of these masks which I have never had before in my life. If our family didn’t
have our faith to hold onto I think we’d all be diagnosed with depression. It has been wearing to
say the least.

2/19/2022 10:34 AM

34743

Badly

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34744

I have lost my career of 10 years. Many of my relationships have suffered as a result of
disagreements surrounding the mandates.

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34745

Due to the unfair mandates about hospital visitation, my son could not come to the hospital to
meet his sister who was born still in 2020. We were unable to have visitors while at the
hospital, and in our time of grief we could have used family support. My grandmother passed
away in August 2020 alone at the hospital. Not surrounded by family as she should have been,
what a terrifying and lonely way to leave this earth. Mandates refused her own children and
grandchildren from visiting her in such an important time. We have two sons (age 3 years, and
9 months) who require regular medical attention and multiple doctor's appointments. Due to the
foolish mandates, I am unable to bring my infant son along to his toddler brother's
appointments and need to pay for childcare during those times. The same goes for my older
son, he is not allowed to come to my infant son's doctor's appointments and finding childcare
is time consuming and expensive. I had to undergo a surgery alone. My dear husband could
not be by my side. I almost passed away during the procedure due to severe hemorrhaging
and I would have passed away alone. These unjust mandates need to end! In May 2021 our
second son was born and not a single family member, including his older brother, could come
see him in the hospital. Horrible. My son spent 2 weeks in the NICU when he was born and
due to an emergency c-section I was unable to walk to the NICU myself and relied on hospital
porters to take me to his room. Due to the unjust vaccine mandates firing so many Healthcare
workers, the porters were seriously understaffed and I would need to wait up to an hour at a
time before someone would be available to wheel me to my infant son's room. Such a critical
time for a mom to be near her infant, yet I spent much more time away from him than
necessary due to staffing issues caused by the mandates. The vaccine passports have made
it impossible for my family to go to the pool, a place my children loved! Unfair! I suffer from
postpartum depression and PTSD and not being able to take my children to places they enjoy
going to has made my mental health suffer excessively. My husband and I are unable to go
out for date nights during the winter because all outdoor activities were too cold and wet with
the snow, making my mental health plummet even further. My dear sister had been going to
school to become a registered nurse, however was forced out of the program because she had
reservations about taking an experimental vaccine that has proven to cause numerous injuries
and do more harm than good. What a disgusting mandate, that forces so many qualified health
care professionals out of their careers, especially during such a shortage. If this pandemic was

2/19/2022 10:33 AM
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about preserving public health, they would have been holding on to valuable employees instead
of firing so many and worsening the staff shortages in hospitals. I have countless friends and
relatives who have been forced out of their careers due to the draconian and coercive
mandates. These are young fathers who need to provide for their families, older health care
workers with years of experience who have been cast aside unjustly, a senior friend - two
years short of retirement, who was forced out early and as a result did not receive his
retirement package. These mandates are terrible! The mandates forced my place of worship to
shut down for the better part of a year. We were unable to worship in person, causing a great
divide in our church family and causing many, including myself, to suffer from mental health
decline. Mask mandates have made life unpleasant and uncomfortable. Before my maternity
leave I worked at an elementary school as a special education teacher, children being forced to
wear masks is not only unfair, it is abusive! I worked with a child who has significant hearing
loss and relied heavily on lip reading as their main source of communication, but with mask
mandates in place, their communication was taken away from them. Not to mention when
schools were shut down and forced to be online, what a stressful, horrible time for teachers. I
was left without work as my role wasn't able to be done online. So many students suffered
from having to do school from home. Mothers with multiple children in school were overworked
to the point of breakdown. These horrific mandates need to end.
34746

In a totally negative way

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34747

I lost My job because I wanted the right to choose for myself and wait until the vaccine testing
was completed. I am smart enough to manage my own risk and that of my family. Government
does not need to manage my health risk for me. The government also has the responsibility to
provide people with correct data to determine personal risk as well as correct data and not
propaganda around the vaccine. I have lost trust in all levels of government and health
institutions.

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34748

Stress and anxiety

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34749

Almost became homeless

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34750

Loneliness

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34751

Affected my business, income, lifestyle, emotional health, education,

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34752

I'm a small business owner and have lost business do to this . My mental health has been
unbelievably bad. It's affecting my life and my health, divided people, scared, lost of income.
Has effected me tremendously.

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34753

All

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34754

I have lost my job, I have lost many of my friends, I am afraid to speak or ask questions, I am
suffering from depression and have thoughts of suicide. I have anxiety attacks and cannot
sleep. The hateful rhetoric and words of Justin Trudeau are parroted by our media, and
throughout our society and make me fearful for my future, my life, and the future of our
children. I am fearful for our country. I cannot move freely and am very isolated. I have barely
left my house in 2 years because of the hate and division and my mental and physical health
is suffering.

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34755

Ruined friendships and family difficulties

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34756

Affected my business, income, lifestyle, emotional health, education,

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34757

Divided me from many areas

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34758

It has impacted my confidence in the people who run this country and made me ashamed to
be Canadian

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34759

Not being able to watch my 5 year old do figure skating. Family going against each other.
Mental health.

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34760

It has affected the mental health of myself, my wife and especially my 4 children

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34761

Estranged family, loss of business

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34762

I’ve lost my schooling, work, and had undue stress placed upon myself and my wife because
of this. My wife also lost her job because of this mandate. I’ve lost friends, family, and those
close to me because of these mandates

2/19/2022 10:33 AM
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34763

Can’t visit family or friends. Can’t travel.

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34764

Division, lack of information on staying healthy, fear mongering from a virus with over 98%
recovery.

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34765

Everything

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34766

Has made everyone feel like a criminal

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34767

Negatively

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34768

Big time. Mentaly and i be getting divorce

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34769

I’ve missed out on celebrations of life I’ve missed out on spending Christmas gatherings with
families I’ve missed out on I’m going to summer camps that I am no longer welcomed because
of my medical status I’ve missed out on my kids being able to participate in sports and other
recreation‘s in the last couple years it’s destroy relationships with family and friends I haven’t
been able to be around loved ones while they’ve been passing away

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34770

I can’t go to restaurants, fly to see my family in Ontario, drive to see my sister who lives in
Sumas WA 20 mins from my house in Chilliwack, BC

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34771

Ive become a hermit , not due to fear , but due to restriction

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34772

Greatly

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34773

I live in fear of losing my job. My daughter cannot even go swimming or bowling with her
friends. Constant divided family. Depression and anxiety

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34774

Financial

2/19/2022 10:33 AM

34775

Isolated me from people. Restricted me from swimming, going to restaurants, socializing with
others

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34776

We have been unable to give our son the experiences and explorations he deserve to grow and
reach milestones. I have had to be segregated and submit to testing three times a week and
most importantly the booster killed my mom!

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34777

Loss of income. Alienation with friends and family. Distrust of the mainstream media,
government, the medical profession and the science.

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34778

Making me feel Like I live in a communist country

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34779

Taken away my freedom of choice

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34780

No freedom whatsoever & face acne from the mask & huge sinus problems

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34781

It’s affected everything, especially my kids. No one deserves to feel the way the government
is making us feel

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34782

Keeps a person locked up. Stopped from visiting even family

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34783

The mandate has caused extreme loss with family, the inability to be with dying loved ones
and division in our country.

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34784

It forced me to get my kids vaccinated which was against my wishes. If anything happens to
them regarding the so called vaccine there will be lawsuits.

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34785

CREATED A GREAT DEPRESSION IN MY INCOME IN MY CHILDREN IN MY SOUL

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34786

I still got sick. I got better! Still can’t go places as a tax paying citizen. Not impressed

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34787

Worried about vaccines side effects, cannot travel without testing, get headache when I wear a
mask, I just want it to be back to normal like previous to Covid and mandates.

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34788

Prevented me from seeing loved ones, also prevented attending funerals etc.

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34789

Job losses, financial hard ship, arguements leading to loss of family, friends, social
interactions, health issues, lack of sleep, created anxiety, division of people, created hatred
among people, created confrontation, created fear in others, created undo power of our prime
minister, lack of transparency to public, created misinformation, created a one side only
narrative, small business losses, increased Corp power, created much life lost to suicide, lack

2/19/2022 10:32 AM
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of medical attention to cancer patients, heart conditions, necessary medical procedures, still
born deaths, adverse effects from Vax that have not been addressed, etc.
34790

It has destroyed my family relationships. It has destroyed family businesses. 6 suicides in our
family connections. Mandates need to be DONE.

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34791

It has caused division in my family, I have lost income because of lockdowns, and my friends
are all divided... I've had to shuffle my friend groups and listen to many who are so hurt by the
mandates relationally.

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34792

Isolation from friends

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34793

Not having the freedom what we used to have.

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34794

A lot. Stress & mental health & friendships

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34795

I cannot visit my mother in law at the home she lives in. I can’t visit my children in Australia

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34796

I’m depressed lost hope for life financially and no Social life

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34797

all of the above

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34798

Lost livelihood, lost income, friends and family divided, Segregated from society. Government
and society has made me feel like a scumbag. Lost all my rights under the charter of rights
and freedom.

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34799

affected my life

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34800

It has made me feel like we are losing our rights to be free and put a lot of stress on everyone.

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34801

It hasn't. I accept that we need to do what is necessary to proect ourselves and others - the
self-centered, anarchist approch that has been evident in Ottawa is dangerous - and far too
similar in tone to the USA. We live in a country that provides free health care and many, many
other benefits not available to most countries in the world. The people in charge have done
what they think is best - how would the 'rebels' have handled the vaccine? Probably the way
Trump did - by not doing anything and many, many more people would have died. I am immuno
compromised. If the mandates are ended before the virus is finished with us, I and many many
others will be confined to our homes. This is unbelieveably selfish of people who just don't
want to be inconvenienced. Vaccines? Give your head a shake. Most Canadians have had
vaccines from the time they were young - polio, diptheria, whooping cough, measles and many
more diseases are prevented with vaccines.

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34802

I can't go anywhere. I refuse to be fully vaccinated. I can't visit my grandmother in the nursing
home. My children have become antisocial. My daughter was forced to take a vaccine to go to
Univeristy...i could go on and on.

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34803

Unable to see during grandparents Unable to celebrate milestone bdays with my kids Forced to
take an injection that caused AE, including a trip to the hospital Affected kids education (back
and forth, limited internet), including their mental health Added unnecessary stress regarding
job security and stability

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34804

Huge loss of revenue in my business, physical and mental fatigue and stress. Loss of
relationships. I can’t even talk about it without crying. And now, with Canadians losing even
more freedoms under a communist dictatorship, I’m so sick to my stomach and can’t sleep at
night.

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34805

Well I have basically lost my freedom to travel, eat in restaurants and to go on holidays out of
country.

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34806

Job loss

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34807

-

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34808

Negative

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34809

Forced me to have a vaccine and compromise my immune system

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34810

I cant enjoy life or travel

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34811

It has created many difficult child care issues, in most cases clearly did not help reduce the
spread. I have never been more stressed and. Concerned by the escalating government power

2/19/2022 10:32 AM
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and removal of freedom in Canada. We also had long periods where we couldn't travel and now
travel is more expensive. I also have fear of voicing my opinion.
34812

I live alone. Social anxiety and depression being isolated from family and friends.

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34813

Loss of family, jobs

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34814

It’s been terrible

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34815

It has kept family apart and I was not allowed see my elderly parents.

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34816

Mental health, freedom of movement and the destruction of the social fabric of society . It's a
net negative on all levels.

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34817

The mandates have caused worry, depression, loss of work, caused my daughter to leave the
country...and I fear for my life if they continue.

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34818

It is keeping me from attending church. My children live in calgary and I haven't been able to
go see them since March 2019

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34819

It has effected the world in a negative way.

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34820

Negatively in many factors.

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34821

I have no life

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34822

Yes

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34823

THE MANDATES HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO ISOLATION AND LOSS OF FAMILY
CONNECTION. THE MANDATES HAVE CAUSED SERIOUS COMPLICATIONS IN MY
FAMILY

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34824

Depression , Financially hurt my business badly

2/19/2022 10:32 AM

34825

We know it is 10% about the flu and 90% about the 20230 agenda.

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34826

There's not enough room here . Lost job of ten years in health care. Daughter with asd cannot
access resources. Possible vaccine injury..

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34827

Depression and financial difficulty

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34828

In every aspect of my life/business

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34829

Blah

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34830

Financially, mentally, physically, relationally

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34831

Family access - no access to parents because of the travels mandate Health care became
useless. Seeing patients virtually or over the phone is not a proper way to access or evaluate
a patient. Also allowing business to judge to whom they should service is very discriminatory.
Clients not wearing mask and /or not vaccinated shall have the same treatment.

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34832

Economic, mentally are the biggest part

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34833

my rights and freedoms are gone - no travel, no dining out, going to venues, gyms etc. And My
PM has vilified me calling me a names - this has impacted my relationships in family and
friends

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34834

It has resulted in alienation and extreme loneliness. As well as complete loss of trust and
confidence in all levels of Canadian government. It makes me extremely sad to see how
divided canada is, worried for friends and family whose livelihoods have been affected and
fearful of what my childrens future here will be.

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34835

Stress, kids stressed out and not being able to lead a normal childhood. The segregation
caused by government is fearful and very wrong. FREEDOM!

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34836

Daughter lives an hour in Michigan. Haven't seen in almost 2 1/2 years

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34837

2+ years

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34838

As we are retired it hasnt affected as much as younger people

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34839

Can’t do anything with my kids who are young and need there father

2/19/2022 10:31 AM
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34840

Depression family issues and mostly freedom freedom freedom

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34841

I am about to lose my career as a first responder of 22 years. I’ll leave my pension behind and
I have a wife and 2 young children to support

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34842

Family divided. Vaxxed refusing to see unvaxxed.

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34843

Family and financial

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34844

Taken away basic human rights

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34845

I have been shunned by my family, Doctor and work for refusing to get vaccinated. I have lost
total respect for our Government and Healthcare systems

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34846

Family missed seeing each other. People became mean, I lost friends over stupid
disagreements.

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34847

Lost work and business Lost freinds and family.

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34848

In every way

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34849

have felt judged and oppressed

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34850

Vaccine pasports

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34851

Less clients in my business Loss of friend Loss of family Loss of hope Depression Loss of
faith in my government

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34852

Wellllllllllllll I can’t afford to put a roof over me and my sons head and food in our bellies. I can’t
afford to even work. We’re living in a very unstable situation because the cost of everything is
so high and I haven’t been able to work in two years

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34853

Yes. I'm a healthcare worker that is not allowed to work in healthcare

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34854

Mental health and stress, family connections lost

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34855

It has tore my family apart. I have children on opposite sides of this the mandates. We can’t
even have a family get together as they won’t be in same room. I don’t sleep at night worrying
about where our once great country is going. I was always a proud Canadian, but not so much
anymore. I am so embarrassed by Justin Trudeau. He could have taken the time to talk with
the truckers…so sad that he created what we are seeing now.

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34856

It has made me afraid to live in Canada and ashamed to be a Canadian

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34857

That's private

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34858

It has effected my mental health my ability to work and see my family and live a normal life

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34859

Torn apart

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34860

Dividing people and family

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34861

Segregation, discrimination, kids mental health, fear of government overreach

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34862

Every way of living,enuff is enuff ,we want to get our lives back ,but people have to be
respectful to otheres,

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34863

Life is not the same mentally physically but spiritually strong 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34864

Forced vaccination to attend son’s wedding. Forced to not visit my daughter in usa x 2years

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34865

In every way possible.

2/19/2022 10:31 AM

34866

Anxiety

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34867

Away from normal life and distance from everyone mental health

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34868

I’m every way possible. From work to my child’s sports. To not being able to see family.
Driving the cost of everything through the roof.

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34869

Lost my job due to business slowing down and have not been able to travel due to cost of
testing and non sense getting back into my own country!

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34870

My son has said on multiple occasions in the past 2 years he doesn’t want to live and he

2/19/2022 10:30 AM
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misses his friends and hates Covid, he is 6. He learns about Covid at school, we don’t talk
about it or watch the news because it effects him in a huge way. There’s no mental health help
out there, even though they say they’ve thrown so much money to it. There’s a huge gap and it
needs to be fixed
34871

Devided my Family, mental health is at all time worst.

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34872

Yes in many ways, but I am most concerned about the growing mind of my children and the
effects all of these mandates have inflicted on my kids.

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34873

My freedoms to go and do whatever I want!

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34874

Lost my livelihood.

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34875

My child has missed so much school, No restaurants, I miss my family

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34876

Self employed full time photographer with 2 young kids who get anxiety over masks. They are
held back from school due to this. My business has lost over 60% revenue with closures and
putting my family needs first to prevent long term mental health scares!!

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34877

Unable to see family and unable to travel

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34878

Alienation

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34879

Job losses Child depression Borderline home loss

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34880

Decreased income, impacted mood. Demotivated me.

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34881

My children's sports have suffered the most.

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34882

How hasn't it. -Can't visit family -Division in family -Stress at work (being looked down on)

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34883

Took away my freedoms

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34884

In many ways...my grandchildren are going through depression there's so much more I can add
but it would take me all day to write it all down...these mandates need to stop immediately

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34885

I cannot associate with others. Only go for necessary things. No family association. Grrr

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34886

Mentally

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34887

I’m am a single person. My only outing is my work and grocery shopping. I used to be very
social before Covid, now I’m not allowed to do anything because of this mandates. If my life
ended tomorrow, I’d be okay with that. I’m 51. Never have I thought I’d be okay with death.

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34888

In every area. I feel like it is a bad dream. My voice taken away why? Because of my own
bodily choice. I don't need a government how to handle my body. I Canadian, True North,
Strong and Free!

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34889

I'm an unvaccinated individual who is not allowed to use restaurants and public indoor spaces.

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34890

I wasn't able to see my family this has created a huge void in the human race and has been
horrible for everybody living in Canada and many other countries, everyone is fighting there is
so much Division and Hate Now the freedom Convoy brought people together globally and you
could see it and Trudeau has done everything in his power to put an end to the convoy i cant
work or do anything there has been lots of deppression and lots of physiclogical challenges

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34891

Family distress due to fear mongering

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34892

As a Mom with a young child, the passports have isolated me from participating in government
funded activities such as EarlyON groups. I have also lost business due to the lockdowns. I
believe the mandates and restrictive impacted my mental health in a negative way and have
left me feeling hopeless a lot of the time.

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34893

Feeling so sad for all this things

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34894

Divided family. lost jobs

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34895

Every aspect

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34896

Masks have made it very hard to breathe for our entire family. We have stopped going to
church because of this. It has isolated us from friends and family. People are against people.

2/19/2022 10:30 AM
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We are not free Canadians anymore. It makes us want to move to a country where freedom is
back with the people.
34897

Depression

2/19/2022 10:30 AM

34898

Lessened my freedom

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34899

Restricted movement & access to save lives

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34900

It has broken my grandson children's confidence and social ability

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34901

I work 4 jobs 3 of which continually get shutdown. I am currently reaching into my retirement to
survive.

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34902

I feel insecure and manipulated , My blood pressure is up and I feel controlled, I cannot go on
holidays and enjoy my life

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34903

Too many ways to express I feel like an outsider in my own country

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34904

Affected my mental health and my husband's health and safety and my employment

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34905

We feel we do not have a voice in this situations and it is a lots of misinformation with doctors
and government Lets people decided what's good for them!!

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34906

Husband lost his job of 25 years, severe Mental illnesses, son doesnt want to live, couldn't
bury my mother in law properly for a year and a half. All my hospital appointments are spent
alone because they won't allow anyone to attend with me - its severely isolating and
traumatizing. We have been severely and negatively impacted by constant, daily bullying and
shaming. I'm constantly dealing with coercion; its mentally exhausting.

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34907

Lost a lot of work

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34908

Did not get to participate in society.

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34909

Lost my job, haven’t been able to take my son to participate in sports, not having social
outings… all of it.

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34910

It’s made me as a senior a prisoner of my home it is the divided society into two levels the
vast in the unboxed never in Canada has that happened before it must end immediately

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34911

Financial

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34912

Separated from family loss of simple freedoms given depression

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34913

Terribly. Kids especially. This is not ok.

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34914

Time will show

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34915

Basically ruined my life and my partners.

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34916

It has ruined my life!!! I am Extremely depressed, unhealthy and it had robbed me of having
any quay of life. I hardly Leave my home because I cant Go to the places I love to go. Fitness
was a huge part of my life and I was Not allowed inside a gym or yoga studio. I could not
socialize with friends or family and it has broken up and divided my family and friends.

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34917

Had to close my business

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34918

My breathing is labored because of the masks

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34919

Ruined my life

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34920

Due to my own health issues and not being able to get this vaccine I believe that my rights
have been suspended in so many ways to include travel being able to sit in a restaurant public
places etc. I am tired of these mandates and I also believe that we need to move on very
strongly if this virus is gonna be around for years to come I suggest people take care of
themselves healthwise for example diet if you're obese quit smoking exercise and adapt
healthy eating habits. The consequence of your lifestyle lifestyle is far more superior to thit's
superior to this covid 19 that is going to cause greater damage to humans. It's not just about
physical health it's about mental health we need to get rid of these mandates now and move on
it's time.

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34921

Government divides people just because of the personal medical choice each of us makes?

2/19/2022 10:29 AM
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Emotionally & mentally hurts me so much.
34922

Made it more difficult but I’m willing to take it in order to help all Canadian’s.

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34923

I feel like a second class citizen in the country my father and so many others died for

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34924

It’s got me feel safe

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34925

It has taken away my freedom of mobility. I am unable to visit my elderly parents in Ontario.

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34926

I couldn’t fly to my sister’s funeral being unvaxxed. We believe our input costs as grain
farmers has been affected by shortages? gouging? mis-information? ( aka lies).

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34927

I feel a lot of depression from not seeing friends and family. I did get 2 Moderna vaccines and
now my own immune system is attacking itself.

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34928

Loss of freedoms that if we give up future generations will never get back! I can't even leave
my own country if I wanted to

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34929

Has caused division in the family & community. One family member who had to take "vaccine"
had serious heart condition following & wwas unable to work for 3 months.

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34930

It is about control of the government. It’s ruining lives and businesses

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34931

Both my parents passed away in 2021 without getting to say goodbye to anyone or have any
visitors in hospital

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34932

Was ok with it in the beginning but the virus has petered out..time to get on with life..

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34933

I can’t watch my son’s hockey games in some arenas. I can’t see my daughter practice
gymnastics. My daughter can’t compete in gymnastics. My daughter had a fungal infection on
her face from mask wearing. We can’t swim at a pool and last summer my son would no longer
swim in the lake because he was out of practice and now thinks he doesn’t know how to swim.
My dad died and we couldn’t have a service. I couldn’t see my dad before he died. I can’t
leave the country. I am miserable and I find it hard to like people. I’ve lost friends over differing
opinions. I didn’t have to pause and think while typing these answers. This list is not complete.
It affects every single day.

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34934

I've had to be more in my home then out in 2 years. I'm a senior on my own but dont drive. I
have seen little of my family and don't see friends. I am compromised with rheumatoid arthritis.
I am 3x vaccinated but understand those who choose not to vaccinate. I have this discussion
with my own 3 daughters. One not having had them and one only for her job and the other
followed what I did. And so, we deserve the freedom of choice, it is our right as humans, as a
people living in a free country. Trudeau is an oppressor and wants to be dictator of Canada. It
can't happen! He has Caused the divide. I watched it start, I watched him feed it .mth4 split
got bigger, he pitted one against the other and continued to feed the divide..he is not my prime
minister, and Singh and Freeland and the cabinets need to go on that side! Thank you

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34935

Destroyed my life and just picking up the pieces. So stressed put because it's hard to work
and be around anyone Vyvanse of this falsifying what covid really is. This flu is no different
other than it spreads quicker. This needs to end and should have only been pushed to a war
act if there was a real emergency. The fact that it was so easy to push it forward means we
have a broken system

2/19/2022 10:29 AM

34936

Loss of employment. Loss of Constitutional rights. Loss of respect for government and
institutions.

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34937

Taking away my freedoms. No way. We all deserve to have our freedoms.

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34938

I lost my job

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34939

It has hurt me and my kids so much more than Covid ever could

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34940

Feeling isolated

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34941

Seasonal depression has turned to always depression, isolation, and lack of hope for future

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34942

I was forced to get vaccines or get fired.

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34943

Divided family & friends for different beliefs- fear mongering. Business, children missing
sports…..

2/19/2022 10:28 AM
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34944

Children born now have struggles with strangers masked. It is very difficult for their learning.
Many of our close family members have missed out on major life events

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34945

Severe depression

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34946

The mandates have brought fear into our lives, the mandates have separated families. They
have kept me from seeing friends that needed help and someone to talk to when they were
lonely. We have followed the vaccination recommendations and mandates and masking Our
family of 5 still all managed to get covid - 19. We all recovered without any issues and now
have immunity to the virus. Our children do not like their school environment, teachers are
afraid of their students, the teachers are not really educating the students anymore.

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34947

Affected mental health

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34948

Freedom to have your own choices.

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34949

Has not effected my job, only entertainment.

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34950

Destroyed family and social relationships, destroyed small businesses, destroyed children’s
education, emotional and social growth, destroyed the fabric that made Canada a great nation
and turned it into a third world country divided into itself

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34951

Non accès au restaurant et mon choix de vie

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34952

Mentally destroyed me.

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34953

Mentally

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34954

Convinced me we are no longer a free democratic country

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34955

It’s forced me to get vaccinated or else I’d be unemployed. It’s also weakened my trust in the
government immensely

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34956

I had to quit my job. I’m not against people getting the vaccine if they want. I got covid back in
September and there’s no recognition for natural immunity.

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34957

Restriction of movement a s financial burden

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34958

I can't go out to restaurants I can't go out to sporting arenas it's just put a toll on my life
Businesses are shutting down you can't go and buy anything

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34959

I am immunocompromised, so I agree with social distancing and masks. However, my
daughter had a reaction from the vaccine and was forced to continue taking them to maintain a
career in essential services. I fear for my childrens health because of forced vaccination.

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34960

It hurt my children , with there education, there dreams … my daughter and son can’t do there
schooling cause of mandate … my second daughter can’t play what she loves the most .. my
baby can’t play and enjoy he’s friends like he use to

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34961

I'm uncomfortable with the need for vaccine especially in children. It's opened my eyes to how
much freedom we really have as Canadians.

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34962

Well, I'm not vaccinated so what do you think. Oh but my sons were guilted into it being told
that they wouldn't be able to visit Grandma and Grandpa unless they got vaccinated and one of
them was hospitalized from it.

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34963

Depression, anxiety, family conflict, loss of income, loss of friendships, not being able to
watch my children play sports, couldn’t see my grandmother when she was dying, and the list
goes on. Please STOP this NOW!!!

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34964

Added anxiety, but this has promoted and reaffirmed the open conversation on importance of
mental health on the individual and the collective

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34965

I have been effected tremendously by the division in this county in the past two years . I have
watched my elderly mother suffer emotionally,cognitively, physically from neglect and isolation
to the point of wanting to die . I have had to try to support my mother ,children and
grandchildren emotionally to get through each day in this past two years from living in fear of
loosing their jobs ,being isolated, discriminated against , living in tremendous fear each day
and fear of the future for their children!. our government using cohesion to take a vaccine they
did not feel comfortable with and crying not wanting this , while being vaccinated , to keep their
job to keep their home and put food on the table . I have not been able to attend and say

2/19/2022 10:28 AM
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goodbye to loved ones that have past ! I sat praying outside a glass window in icu of a young
beautiful girl that passed away from an overdose due to depression caused by isolation and
fear and emotional pain due to these mandates , a heartbreaking loss that should never have
happened! I suffer from ptsd from watching what my children and grandchildren have gone
through and what my elderly mother has gone through from being locked up alone in isolation
not understanding and able to grasp the horrific fear caused by mandates Will my family ever
recover from this horrific unbelievable pain , emotionally and physically caused by mandates in
the past two years ? I will never forget how my government has let us down ! This is not my
Canada ! I beg you please ! We need our Canada back ! May God bless each and every
Canadian and pray for God to send his army of angels to bring back the love , peace , truth
and unity to our once loved beautiful Canada
34966

I support the way Premier Moe handled things in our province, but the harsher restrictions in
Manitoba made it very difficult for us to see our family there. I am totally against Trudeau's
mandate which tries to force people to do what he wants in order to keep their jobs.

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34967

Not able to visit my elderly mother in a nursing home, children having to wear mask at school
and daycare centers this is very disturbing and effects their development of their mental health

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34968

It has torn my family apart. Stopped many recreational parts of my life which help me to cope
with the daily difficulties of living these days. My mental health has never been worse and I
feel an incredible divide in our country that I fear will never be healed

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34969

Negatively, but I also want to keep people healthy. I want to follow what the mandates ask of
us.

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34970

It has took my rights of freedom away

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34971

It took away all my freedom.

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34972

Being forced to take the vaccine going on a 3rd time for my job.after having covid I don't think
I need the shot and it doesn't work to protect you anyway

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34973

A huge impact on family , especially trying to divide us and unable to visit our 94 year old
mother. She has been left alone to much and we have seen a real deterioration in her mental
and physical health. It has affected our job because supplies have been shorted. Also has
affected a lot of seniors in my church as they have also been isolated. They have had to
isolate and can’t have visitors.

2/19/2022 10:28 AM

34974

I had to get the vaccine (x2) or I would have lost my job. My 15 year old daughter spent a
week admitted to the hospital phych ward for attempted suicide when school moved to online
learning.

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34975

It has affected my health, mental health, income, relationships. ENOUGH.

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34976

Every day to day activity for me, my son has been changed.

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34977

Yes, delayed critical surgeries.

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34978

My sister is having fertility issues, my family hasn't been able to access family services , and
our mental health has suffered.

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34979

I cannot travel to visit my family. As a crisis counsellor for children families and youth we are
dealing with an increased suicide risk.

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34980

Mentally can't do anythin with my kids see family etc. All I do is work as I am needed as I am
Healthcare

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34981

I have lost two years of my life over a virus with a survival rate of over 99% in healthy people.
The C0VID measures have negatively impacted my emotional and mental health. I am on a
fixed income and the hyper-inflation we are now experiencing as a result of lockdowns and
massive Government spending, is impacting the quality of my life. Had focused protection and
early treatments been the primary focus, we wouldn't be in the mess we are in now.

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34982

Every way imaginable

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34983

Mostly in an emotional way, sometimes I just sit and cry. I can’t visit with my family as they
are so scared.

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34984

My mental health has suffered significantly along with my relationships with family and friends

2/19/2022 10:27 AM
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. Loss of physical activity due to sporting mandates. Kids couldn’t participate in swimming due
to mandates which is their main hobby
34985

My life is a shell of what it used to be. Mental health issues are a huge issue not only with
myself but my children. Trust is completely broken in the government. The complete and total
overstep of power will never leave my memory.

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34986

Have not go out socially since it started, I feel that small business did not have to be shut
down. If big box stores could stay open than all business should have stayed open

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34987

You don’t have time for this

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34988

It’s been miserable. I have five kids who go to a private school. They were home instead and it
was difficult emotionally on them and me. I was unable to take care of my infant and toddler
and homeschool them so they are now behind. We had a family friend (13yrs old) commit
suicide during a lockdown. I haven’t been able to take a vacation with my family. I can’t eat at
a restaurant or food court with my kids. It needs to end now. People should have the choice to
get the shot or wear masks.

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34989

Freedom! My daughter had a baby during this pandemic and I was not allowed to have her in
my home or for her to have me in her home! I want this to end!

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34990

Destroying the health and lovely hood

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34991

We have been so broke. We are in the negative so bad that we might go bankrupt. Can't afford
the basics of life anymore. We had money saved up 3 years ago for a deposit to grow our
business and we had to use it all and go into our overdraft. We have 200000 some dollars in
loans that might not get paid. Lost lots of friends and family due to the wrongful mandates.

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34992

Severe divide between Canadians. Loss of contact with friends and family across the country.
Total loss of confidence in the government.

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34993

I has caused a strain on many telationships with family and frinds. I have co workers that feel
those that don't get vaccinated or wea masks should be charged with murder. We were unable
to visit family and friends in other countries that have now passed away.

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34994

As someone who can’t be vaccinated due to a medical condition I have treated very badly by
regular people and by business owners. I’ve been yelled at and had very hurtful comments
made to me, in front of my children. It has been heart-breaking to see the disgust on people’s
faces - to witness first-hand the judgement. It has been so terribly devisive. I have even been
called ‘unclean’ by someone who had been a friend for 20yrs. We lost two friends to suicide
because of the isolation and none to covid. We’ve have covid twice unvaccinated and
survived. The vulnerable and those who choose have been ‘protected’ (if you believe that). It’s
time to end this.

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34995

It has made me into an angry person.

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34996

Medically exempt due to a previous vaccine injury. The doctor who wrote the note has now
been stripped of their license. I am now experiencing severe depression and anxiety and panic
attacks and am unable to work. My daughter, who has a medical mask exemption and wore a
shield during the most of 2020 and all of 2021, was targeted by Public Health who forced her
employer to fire her. These mandates have devastated our lives.

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34997

Depression, loss of income, debt, fractured relationships

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34998

Mentally, physically and financially.

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

34999

It has divided people in every area of my life, work, family , church. It has created
unnecessary fear and mistrust for the people around me… it has altered how we live

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

35000

Dépression

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

35001

Anxiety mental health

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

35002

lost my job

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

35003

The mandate has made my girlfriend have to get vaccine to keep her job.

2/19/2022 10:27 AM

35004

It has taken away my freedom to make the choices that are right for me,

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35005

I own a small business. It effected my sales. My mental health my daughter education & our

2/19/2022 10:26 AM
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over all well being
35006

It has caused anxiety in my children.

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35007

It has brought divisions within family and as far as I can see has been highly ineffective!

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35008

Destroyed it

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35009

In order to work I was forced to get a shot I didn't want or need . This used to be a free country
but no more .

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35010

I don't leave the house, I got sick 2 weeks after 1st shot. My bones ache i lost 45 pounds and
have no drive. I love the sporting events and no longer can attend. IT HAS CAUSED
IRRETRIEVABLE DAMAGE between myself and my family. I can go on forever

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35011

Social alienation

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35012

This has affected my whole family , and others as well. We can not go places unless we show
proof of vaccine, we can’t visit family members , especially those who have to die alone in
hospital. This is unacceptable, and mr. Trudeau will not speak to us people, this is a free
country but yet we are being controlled by our government. This is totally unacceptable. We
need change and quick.

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35013

Physically not being able to travel. Mentally/Physically not being able to go to the gym even
though the gym is a very clean place and not crowded at all. It has taken apart my family with
disagreements. Holidays have sucked. There is nothing to look forward too. Scared for my
teenage children who are feeling very isolated. I have needed to watch them closely. My
younger children are not adjusting to elementary well at all. Being discriminated against in
grade 3. And a lot more....

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35014

Distancing from family and friends. Want my freedom back

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35015

It forced me into a vaccination that I was not ok with. It took every choice I had away

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35016

Isolation.. mental health

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35017

Loneliness. Business affected negatively

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35018

I am an American my family is from Cornwall and I have not been able to see them sense has
all took place

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35019

Have felt forced to do things I didn’t want to. My children have been forced to vax when they
didn’t want to. We have been ridiculed if we didn’t go along with the mandates and we’re made
to feel guilty and selfish if we didn’t want to follow.

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35020

My daughter is disabled, living in her own home in the community, supported by ministry of
long term care funding. Simply put, she has no life anymore. She is not allowed into any public
place, ie YMCA to swim for necessary exercise, because she chose to NOT put the
government mandated poison beneath her skin. We have no freedom anymore. We need the
communist regime in Canada gone!!!!!!

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35021

In an incredibly negative way. I wasn’t able to say goodbye to my grandpa in the hospital who
was dying, my kids come home with headaches from masks, with raw and cracked hands from
sanitizing, the division had added stress that didn’t need to be there.

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35022

It has ruined the life of my children who can't play sports anymore. When it hurts children it
hurts parents.

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35023

Put me in bankruptcy

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35024

Poor mental health, segregated from family and life, work struggles not being vaccinated.

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35025

Jabs have taken the lives of my coworkers and their family members, has injured a lot of
people I know. We won't even mention any other damages.

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35026

Eliminated all activity outside the home besides grocery shopping.

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35027

Isolation.

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35028

My sister has been a high level nurse at Fraser Health for many many years, she was fired for
not being vaccinated. My niece is an SLP and she will be losing her job shortly...

2/19/2022 10:26 AM
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35029

mental health, loss of finances

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35030

In a extremely bad way

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35031

Bad

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35032

Yes, all of them.

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35033

cannot enter my gym to exercise.. what about health?

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35034

Badly,no idea what will happen next.There has to be some consistent ruling.The vaccine is
only a treatment.None of the flu shots have ever worked Too bad the politics have taken away
the natural ways to boost your immune &your family doctors.

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35035

I have seen my 2 teenage girls spiral down academically, socially but mostly mentally. I have
become estranged with my extended family and I feel terribly isolated.

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35036

Its torn apart my family , havent seen my parents in 2 years

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35037

I can not travel home as I am unvaxcinated. My mother is seriously ill and I can t come

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35038

Made to feel like a second class citizen. Trapped behind a mask. Unable to participate in
health visits for my child because of one parent restrictions

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35039

High anxiety to being off work medically

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35040

I can't see my elderly father that is in a extended care facility. We can't eat at a restaurant for
my birthday or anniversary. Not able to watch my nephew play hockey. We can't go to the gym
or swimming. We can't celebrate milestones and special events with our extended family and
friends. It has limited everything we consider a freedom of this country. It has been a very
sad/disappointing few years.

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35041

Psychology affected, employment, social recreational ! Really all aspects !

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35042

Daughter denied/delayed medical appts.

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35043

My business is down 40%. My mental health has suffered immensely due to constant anxiety.

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35044

Friends and family lost jobs

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35045

Crippled my visitations with my 93 year old mom in a rest home. Her health declining each day
due to lack of stimulation. I am not her essential care giver so in the last 2 years, my visits
have been limited. We have not seen our son who lives in LA California because we could not
cross the border for over 2 years now. I have immediate family members that were affected by
Covid. All have done well and recovered. It’s time to move on with living our lives free to make
our own choices

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35046

Limited enjoyment of choice in travel and social life.

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35047

Segregation, anxiety, stress over providing for my family

2/19/2022 10:26 AM

35048

Lost over 400,000 because my clients are from the US

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35049

Terrible. That job killed and mangled thousands and thousands. This is for the reset of the
world not a health problem,which is a flu. The lying of government and paid media is all based
on fear mongering. Our freedoms are gone.

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35050

We have become a third world dictatorship.

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35051

We have moved out of Canada and will stay away until this present government is removed

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35052

Not at all

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35053

It forced me to get vaccinated against my will

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35054

feelilng safe for all people. there has been way less deaths in Canada compared to places like
the US

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35055

-Job loss -Loss of incomes -unable to participate in society as my charter protected rights
have been trampled

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35056

In the world of sales I would meet clients for lunch, coffee and get involved with public
fundraisers for the less fortunate, all of these things stopped, and so did my career.

2/19/2022 10:25 AM
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35057

Family division. We are viewed as unloving and dangerous. The example has been set that we
can be treated as second class citizens. We are unable to enrol our kids in extracurricular
classes, ie swimming lessons- drowning is one of the top reasons for death in children. My
children our at GREATER risk of drowning than of dying of covid. I am not allowed to volunteer
in my 6 year olds classroom. I am not allowed to step foot in her school! She has some
speech issues and mask wearing is a detriment to her learning. I have seen people YELL at
others in the grocery store who choose not to wear a mask. Even IF masks work a little, that
kind of disrespect and behaviour is disgusting to see in Canada. No one knows another’s
reason for not wearing a mask. But JT has set the precedent that those who don’t follow the
rules blindly are hateful, misoginists, racists, and out to harm society. I NEVER thought I’d be
ashamed of Canada.

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35058

efected my small interior design business. My well being, daily life has changed 100% due
isolation making it unberable to cope

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35059

My kids can't play hockey, we can't enjoy dinner and movies, I can't watch my daughters at
gymnastics. We can't fly or leave Canada. My kids have been verbally attacked at school by
other students for not wanting the vaccine.

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35060

Forced vaccine for my wife

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35061

Travel, work,relationships, All of the freedoms that I have been accustomed too all my life.

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35062

Lonely, depressed,loss of freedom, loss of social network, lies from the media, loss of faith in
mankind,etc

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35063

Two of my four children are struggling with depression. The school system has been unable to
keep up with required learning so all kids are at least 2years behind in learning. My husband
lost his job over the vaccine mandate

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35064

Social Isolation, division of friends

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35065

Restrictions of families gathering. Division of families and friends. Making me guessing myself
and anxiety meanwhile I m healthy. Mental concern. Bulling from processional and families and
friends. Can't breath using the mask for long period of time. The leader of Canada should grow
up and face the people of Canadian. I m sick of restrictions

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35066

It has divided families and friends, isolated already lonely seniors, bankrupted small
businesses. Ford abd Trudeaus wallets haven’t been lightened by one nickel. I am tired of the
lies and manipulation

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35067

No work, lost my job, children's confidence decreased, struggling with multiple issues with my
children due to this. Separation from friends and family

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35068

Made it safer

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35069

I haven't friends and family and this needs to stop. The science has changed and so should
the mandates.

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35070

I have watched our country turn into a fascist dictatorship, and my neighbors turn into
permanent, bullying hypochondriacs. It's time to stop enabling the authoritarians.

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35071

Isolation and subsequent depression Lack of socializing or events & travel

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35072

Not able to attend large funerals and get closure, kids not able to participate in sports, school
lockdowns for children have affected their education, the marginalized have not had access to
resources throughout the pandemic, families have been divided, I’m a frontline worker- we’re all
burnt out- the list goes on

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35073

It’s all lies in bullshit and control no reason for it

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35074

I have been unable to go many places and must test 3 times a week to keep my job

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35075

I refuse to vaccinate. Not being allowed to go freely where I want. Not seeing friends and
relatives. Breathing nasty air from self in the mask. UNHEALTHY. All of it!

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35076

It has isolated me and people I care about. Our voices go unheard and we are called names.
Awful names. We are called racists and white supremacists and so many other things for
simply thinking different than our government. Simply for having an opinion. People (family and
friends), have cut us out of their lives because they don’t respect our opinions. Our lives have

2/19/2022 10:25 AM
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been shut down and I have missed so many opportunities already. My family does it’s best to
respect the government even when we don’t agree with them. But this has gone too far.
35077

Family/friends separation. Stress, mental health.

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35078

It has caused depression and you only get 1 life and my children are not getting to live it to the
fullest and falling behind in school.

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35079

Depression and division in family

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35080

Restricted my cultural life to a crucial low. Division in family and friends.

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35081

Husband was forced to get the jab to keep his job and is now vaccine injured, pulled my kids
out of school system and started homeschooling because we don’t agree with kids having to
wear masks, friendships/relationships have been destroyed, kids have not been able to live a
normal life with friends and sports, feelings of helplessness and anger over the strong arm and
coercion. Mental health has severely been damaged by all of the governments nonsense by
every single person in my family

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35082

The cost of living has went up so much I now have to choose whether I pay my utilities or buy
food.

2/19/2022 10:25 AM

35083

Lost my job

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35084

Not at all, I got all my vaccines

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35085

No social contact, extreme isolation,families being torn apart,watching friends with businesses
face financial ruin.

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35086

Mental health. Division of family. Loss of friendships.

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35087

affected our family's and no more love . it cause anxiety and destroying my life.

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35088

Not much

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35089

Terribly. Cannot move or walk without segregation and division

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35090

Friends and families have lost jobs due to it. Has limited my ability to go out and socialize.
Severely affected my children's education

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35091

It has caused me to distrust the motives of the medical overseers and the governments
agenda. The censorship is terrifying

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35092

Haven’t been able to travel and go to family funeral and weddings

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35093

Totally illegal. Removing our rights of free unimpeded travel.

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35094

I have been injured by Vax shedding. My entire community and family have been torn apart.
My son was murdered in a government run facility and put in solitary confinement for 23.5
hours a day. I am considering fleeing this land.

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35095

Financially, mentally, socially

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35096

Restrictions on religious services, closing churches, not being able to sit in a restaurant to eat
especially when out of town. Wearing a mask makes it hard to breathe. The fear of what the
government will come up with makes me feel like a prisoner in my own hometown.

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35097

Stigmatizing, isolation, job threatening leave without pay, social life destroyed for years without
end in sight

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35098

Bad

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35099

My family and my social life

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35100

Being reprimanded for having personal choice. My body my choice. Being segregated,
discriminated.

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35101

Negatively. I have Agrophobia. The masks give me panic attacks. I have to test 3 times a
weeks just to work. I am not "allowed" to take my grandson swimming. My husband and i can't
celebrate occasions by having a romantic supper out. My husband's band has not been able to
play, which is a financial burden. There has been division in our family over mandates. The

2/19/2022 10:24 AM
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stress and anxiety I feel daily, watching children being constantly told to "put on your mask"
has led me to increase my anxiety medication multiple times. I have considered stress leave.
35102

Depressed and suicidal

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35103

It’s affected my mental health

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35104

Loss of a job. Loss of friends. It has taken a heavy toll on my mental health.

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35105

my child started sk 2021 she hates wearing mask, she can't talk during lunch, can not play in
certain areas more than 5 children, her teacher often remind all the children if they won't obey
camera is watching and they will go to the office. Its break my heart hat my kid expirance
school this way,

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35106

Daughter-in-law lost her baby. Nerve issued due to shedding. Division of family. Lost all trust in
doctors, government, hospitals.

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35107

Division

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35108

I’m completely lost over suicide, overdoses, division, man and wonan not being able to see
their loved ones and over reach of government authority, This is not about health but control of
humanity

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35109

Forced my teens to wear masks, miss on important events, competitions, and so on

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35110

I walked away from a 38 year RN career here in Ontario. I walked away from. Lack of I formed
consent regarding the Vax. I walked away as do not support declaration of vaccine status I
walked away from having to do PCR tests on deceased residents in my care. I walked away
from having death certificates processed by 3rd party I.e the Chief Coronors office of Ontario. I
walked away from oxygen limiting wearing of surgical masks dipped in noxious materials and
fibers causing me facial rashes and sinus issues. The ma dates have caused social isolation
to the seniors in long term care. I cannot believe the brai washing our CBC has done to force
bias and divisiveness amongst us as Canadians, but even within families. I cannot believe the
way our Prime Minister has acted, seeing how across the entire country the masses of people
who want our freedoms I all forms back and he smears the few who stood up on our behalf.
The transformation to a dictatorship in the a sense of true science. Patrick King proved
through his court proceeding to get a $1200 fine removed that there is not in existence an
isolate of the c19 virus I saw how empty the hospitalizations before the vaccine were in our
hospitalizations and how they have soared since the genetic altering jabs. The rise in deaths
since the intro of the jabs. There is much correlation between the intro of 5G and the
correlation with the stuff In tbe jabs and tbe move to transhumanism. This is also of grave
concern and with social credit and one world everything which is control. Let alone tbe proof
arisi g that our PM also is financially benefiting from each jab as well. These are all
documented and proven from various sources it all insidiously started from 2 weeks to flatten
the curve to tyrrany

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35111

Violence

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35112

I have watched my grandparents health fail, both mentally and physically. I have seen my own
children depressed, lonely as well as myself.

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35113

All aspects! Financial, mental, physical and spiritual

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35114

Conflict with family and friends. People aren’t supposed to be masked up, if you want to wear
a mask great but don’t force me!

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35115

I have been working remotely since March 2020. I live alone and have been trying to adjust as
best as possible

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35116

Greatly. Lost my jobs and friends. My relationship has been getting worse.

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35117

Mental and physical health. Haven’t been able to use a gym, family members have lost jobs

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35118

Distress, loss of social connections, loss of people to suicide & drug overdose, total loss of
respect and trust in government and health systems.

2/19/2022 10:24 AM

35119

No jobs and depression

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35120

Cost me money from lost jobs and lost time at work...These masks and vaccine shots are bad
for your health.

2/19/2022 10:23 AM
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35121

We can't take out children to do things children do. Our livelihood were threatened

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35122

Can’t go anywhere or do anything

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35123

4

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35124

negatively - its not human

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35125

Unable to visit my sister in law while she was in ICU from cancer treatments. Children unable
to do any sports, or anything really. Mental health issues with my kids! They are so angry!
Tempers are so short, sick of every answer being no. Unable to attend church. Had to cancel
long planned trips.

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35126

Total disaster. Destroyed the FAMILY UNIT!!! Resign Justin…you are not a leader. You are
being manipulated and you know it. Do Canadians a favour… 👋

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35127

Health, finances

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35128

It has limited my family and I in many ways of carrying out our everyday living, including work
and school. It has put a lot of unnecessary stress on my family and I as well.

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35129

I see good and evil exits now. I see separation of family and a deeper relationship with Creator.
I have found more information on the internet than MSM and found them liars.

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35130

We sit here with the lockdowns n watch our friends n family suffer to the point of them taking
their own lives, as the govt does nothing except increase taxes n increase their salary as they
strip us dry! JT has destroyed Canada n he needs to step down into jail and have all his
possessions stripped away including any family or friends he may still have!!

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35131

Tension and real division between family members. And long time friends

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35132

My dad passed away and I was unable to be with him in hospital in his last 2 weeks of life. I
was only able to be with him once he was too weak & basically unresponsive. My child cannot
attend public school due to mandates. I cannot breathe when wearing a mask. I’ve become
distant from people and depressed. My mom got the shots and developed Bell’s palsy within
hours of her second dose. I can’t see my family like I’d want cause they’re afraid of tickets.
Church isn’t the way it should be…we attend but many of our friends don’t. It’s created division
between the people. I can go on & on. It just needs to stop.

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35133

Mental health not being able to see my family n friends, children education

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35134

Discrimination Isolation Bullied Censored Separation

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35135

Lost my job, unable to travel to another country where I may be able to make a living.

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35136

It limited access to the wrong people

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35137

No contact with family or friends for 2 years based on the myth that the unvaccinated pose a
risk to the vaccinated

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35138

My Freedom as a 65 year old Canadian citizen ….all of a sudden my liberties are taken
because of my health choice.

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35139

I went from going to school to being home for 2 years now. And can't work because of these
stupid mandate.

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35140

Created social segregation and exclusion

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35141

Destroyed it

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35142

Loss of income, mental state, family & friend division

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35143

Can’t travel or do anything for that matter

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35144

Stopped me from doing stuff going places and travelling

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35145

Activities we could not do, places we could not go, we could not travel, extra stress and
anxiety, my husband's job got more restrictions and no access to the office

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35146

Hell on earth

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35147

Ruined my and my wife's careers!

2/19/2022 10:23 AM
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35148

Negatively

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35149

It has created stress at work and in public and has created division between family and friends

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35150

Affected my freedom of chioce

2/19/2022 10:23 AM

35151

I can be very happy in my home with my husband. I was taught to be a law abiding citizen. I
am also a retired RN who worked full time for 40 years. I listen to the medical professionals.

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35152

Isolation cannot see family overseas

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35153

They have PROVEN to me what I’ve always suspected. That the overwhelming majority of
politicians, that are supposed to work for the PEOPLE, are nothing but a bunch of sell-ours
easily bought and paid for by any special interest group with any amount of “clout”. They are
brainless and lazy and are only relevant due to the fact that the citizens that they are
supposed to work for have become pathetic lazy representations of their ancestors due to
everything in their lives having been made too easy. Technology has made the human being
weak, lazy and gullible and the elitists are taking full advantage. I could go on forever but that
about sums it up.

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35154

So very stressful and totally unnecessary. Ludicrous!! They've taken away our freedom. They
are killing people with the vaccines and the isolation. There is no science behind this. It is
greed and they are making lot of money. While people have lost their jobs and homes. We
need Trudeau out he has absolutely no compassion for the people. While he is making tons of
money. He will not even meet with the Doctors. Hey what's happened to DR. TAM? She knows
she's been caught with all her lies. Totally disgusting!

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35155

My husband can’t work in his job without getting the injection. I lost work for the same reason.

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35156

ive had personal friends die from the poison they want people to inject into their bodies this
whole thing has been a scam since day one there have been worse things in history there were
no mandates there was none of this tyranny the human race survived

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35157

Coersion, segregation, family? Anger, loneliness, loss of trust of our Governments, media and
doctors.

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35158

Mentally

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35159

In every way of my being

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35160

My mother in law committed suicide My husband will lose his job

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35161

This is not life.

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35162

Social and mental health affected and job and business

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35163

Has effected my every day routine in many many eays

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35164

Loss of work, depression, loss of friendships, isolation, extreme stress, increasing distrust of
the government

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35165

Descrimination, separated family

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35166

Can’t travel and leave my country or watch my grandchildren play sports or go to a restaurant
or theatre

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35167

lost my job. forced to retire early. income cut drastically

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35168

My job with Canada Post ended they put me on leave without pay on November 27th 2021!!! I
have almost been out of work for 3 months now because I would not share my medical
information amd or be forced to put something in my body!!

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35169

It’s inconvenient but I’d rather be inconvenienced than sick or worse in a hospital on a
respirator, alone, or possibly one of the statistics; dead.

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35170

are you kidding ????

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35171

Caused anxiety,depression,very divisive

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35172

Very much in a negative way. Division in the family, peers, friends, neighbours. Too much
anxiety and fear.

2/19/2022 10:22 AM
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35173

Lost my job

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35174

Emotionally Mentally Socially

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35175

I have lost what little faith I had in our government

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35176

Loss of time with loved ones, friends, pretty much negatively affected everyone’s life. Let
Canadians and the world get back to living!!

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35177

mostly socially. Elders have been neglected.

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35178

Church closure, travel restrictions

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35179

It’s made a mess of everyone’s life by trying to instill fear and despair. It had caused division
in my relationships with friends and family and even with how strangers judge me. I have lost
my job and ore freedom and sovereignty is being eroded more and more.

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35180

It put a hold on my life and my family’s life

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35181

Divided family and households

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35182

Unable to be with members of my family. My family has been divided

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35183

Kept us us travelling. Visiting friends.always living in fear

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35184

Isolation, segregation from family, job loss

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35185

My 13 yr old granddaughter has severe anxiety has a medical mask which is not acceptable
for the school so she hasn’t been in school basically for two years and barely leaves the
house. I can’t get the jab for health reasons even if I wanted but I don’t as I have educated
myself on the side effects and have seen the damages. I am unable to go into libraries or eat
in restaurants. I can no longer wear a mask as I can’t breathe and feel faint. My husband can’t
play hockey which he has played in the league for more than thirty years and was president of
the league for two years. I can’t be with my granddaughter with testing for her breathing at the
hospital as I have not had the jab. Please remember that she suffers from severe anxiety. Also
it took 3 years to get an appointment with York Hills for her and it landed February 2020 so all
treatment was virtual and was not successful It has been very frustrating to say the least and
things are getting worse not better. Before Christmas she threatened to harm herself and after
calling 911 she was taken in cuffs to Southlake hospital. I could go on but you get the just of it

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35186

It has affected my life by having to deal with customers who are against it and we were
supposed to enforce it at work. It also isnt fun to work all day and come home and try to teach
school to a kid thats ready for bed when the schools shut down. Im not a teacher for a reason.
When they closed the playgrounds it cost me over $300.00 to get a playcenter for my child
when I have a playground kitty corner from my house. The rules dont make sence. Like you
can go to a restaurant if your vaxed. Why does that matter you can still carry it and pass it on
vaxed or not. My mom needs a hip replacement so badly that the dr fast tracked her to the top
of the list but cause she isnt vaccinated he now refuses to fast track her unless she gets
vaccinated. Bullying at your finest. Life is too short not to live your life to the fullest.

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35187

Division of family, friends and co workers.

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35188

Almost lost my job. Psychological bullying. Total loss of trust in political institution

2/19/2022 10:22 AM

35189

Lost my nursing job. I have been a registered nurse for 28 yrs

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35190

Anxiety

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35191

I am allergic to the vaccines for flu and Trudeau has made me an enemy of the public thru his
deployable tyrants against non vac people. He has divided our country! He is the son of a
Cuban dictator and a worshiper of China. He needs to be removed from office before we
become a totalitarian entity!

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35192

I am an unvaccinated healthcare provider who has been helping some people with Covid or
with side effects from the vaccines over these two years. But now I am in stress that I am
going to lose my license and have to let my patients down, just because the Health Ministry of
BC orders vaccine mandates on all healthcare workers.

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35193

My mental health has suffered greatly. My children's mental health has been impacted. They
have missed out on sports and activities and our normal life. Their education was greatly
impacted. Relationship with family has ended. Seeing my grandma through a window at

2/19/2022 10:21 AM
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Christmas recently widowed. Friends and family going to hospital ALONE for cancer diagnosis
and treatments. I could go on for quite a while and more detailed, but bottom line it has greatly
impacted my family megatively.
35194

Angry done with the wholesale fear

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35195

As a student supposed to be starting my first year of college I can’t go unless I get vaccinated
which will affect my education and my way of supporting myself as I get older, my freedom of
choice to make my own decision and decide what’s best for me, my relationship with my
family and my boyfriend

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35196

I was forced into a retirement that I was not ready to do.

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35197

Emotionally and financially

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35198

I have been isolated for years, struggling with severe depression and anxiety. I have been
restricted from entering certain business's which affects my livelihood. I have been labelled,
bullied and called names for my decision regarding the experimental vaccine I choose not to
take at this point as there is no control group being studied for my conditions for any safety
concerns.

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35199

COVID-19 in general has affected the entire world,

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35200

It has driven a wedge between me and friends and my immediate family not to mention my
place of employment.When it Comes to situations like this pandemic all a mandate does is
cause a huge controversy in peoples lives. People are different and Canada has a lot of
different ethnicities making the country… Also peoples beliefs are different… Mr. Trudeau is a
puppet. There is obviously a bigger agenda here. Actually when you think about it, it all started
way back when governments LET people open there businesses on the sabbath. The day of
rest. Life went on. Then they changed the anthem. They even changed hockey night in Canada
for Gods sakes Stop eliminating God and trying to eliminate God from my life… He’s got your
number…… Both people (adults) , as in mom and dad had to work to make ends meat. Now ,
for the last 3 years we have been told what to do and how to do it. Fuck that…. Government
works for the people… Trudeau, it’s time to go, now… The people are speaking and your not
fucking listening… The people have followed the money and Trudeau is a corrupt political
thief… And so are the pharmaceutical companies… People aren’t stupid… We are upset and
are getting angry..People with disabilities is a totally different situation… Shame on you
Trudeau….

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35201

Deeply saddened and concerned about the violation of our rights and freedom. We are on the
precipice of a tyrannical dictatorship.

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35202

Travelling wearing masks on planes especially when fully vaccinated

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35203

Government controlling people

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35204

Terrible. Anxiety and depression is a result.

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35205

It has been an unneccessary restriction on my life that has prevented me from doing anything
i'd like to do besides work, and shop for food.

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35206

The inability to travel and making medical choices based on experiments in order to keep my
job

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35207

Devastated my life. The government are not health experts and have not listened to scientists.
The scientist’s voice has been censored so the public can’t hear the truth. The government is
a dictatorship committing crimes against humanity forcing us to take a vaccine to work and
support our families.

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35208

Feel totally isolated and killed my beloved boxer because he couldn't get in to see his vet

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35209

ruint my family brain washed my kids like the hittler yugend over crap witch doesn’t even work

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35210

Mental health

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35211

It has stopped me from being with my father in the hospital, it has affected my children and
grandchildren. It has put feat into the lives of so many around me.

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35212

-Interrupted schooling -missed opportunities -overall, they simply steal my freedoms, the
freedoms our forefathers Gabe their lives for.

2/19/2022 10:21 AM
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35213

Division and isolation between friends and family, pressure to vaccinate to retain job, loss of
freedom of movement, loss of breathing freely & unrestricted, loss of church community
support, unable to access pools, gyms, restaurants, upheaval in school at home learning and
cancellation of sports

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35214

Freedom to move freely, funeral delayed, graduations canceled, unable to go to restaurants,
kids and family life stressed to the max

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35215

It has put a strain on my business, on my relationships with friends and family! This needs to
end immediately!

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35216

The mandates have given me mental anxiety, like doing something as simple as picking up a
loaf of bread at the store stresses me out. They brought out an introverted side of me that
never excited before, like scared and nervous to do something out of my house. And just
cause I am unable to comply with every mandate now I am looked at like the problem which
adds stress as well. Plus seeing every face with a mask is so unnatural. I miss seeing
people’s faces and smiles and understanding what they are saying through the mask. Getting
to know someone you need to be able to see there whole face.

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35217

I I'm depressed

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35218

Division of community, fear, depression

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35219

Limited access to businesses and family and friends

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35220

The mandates have shown me how sad, depressed, lonely and despondent my family, friends
and society at large has reacted. The entire country is divided, angry and lost. Mandates
destroyed this country.

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35221

I lost my job

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35222

Traumatic made healing from fibromyalgia extremely difficult

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35223

Mental health

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35224

Same as everyone else

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35225

Divided friends and family, caused anxiety, now struggle with mental illness due to not being
aloud to hang out, eat at a restaurant travel outside of canada

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35226

Instead of having to rely on history to understand totalitarianism, my own government has
given me personal experience with it.

2/19/2022 10:21 AM

35227

Yes

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35228

There’s no quality of life

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35229

It has mental Affected friends and family and split people up

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35230

I had to choose between being able to keep .y job by getting the jab or not be able to feed my
kids because I would have gotten fired. Not much of a choice. I have witnessed my kids
mental well being be played with constantly by allowing school, not allowing school, no sports,
can't be in contact with anyone in a social setting unless in your household, having to wear
masks etc. The coverage to mandates and tyranny have di idea the country greatly and sit
families apart

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35231

Lost my job/ livelihood

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35232

Awful

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35233

The mandates, and covid-19 in general, have affected the way that society treats people
based on their views. Today, more than ever, people are condemning others just because they
don't share the same views and opinions. The results are increased stress and mental health
issues nationwide that are much deeper and broader issues than covid ever will be.

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35234

Devided my family im a emotional zombie from no contact

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35235

It has caused separation between family and friends.. mental health deteriorated… depression,
anxiety.. our kids couldn’t find work due to the choice of being unvaccinated

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35236

It has destroyed it

2/19/2022 10:20 AM
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35237

Loss of employment, name calling, judgement, hatred and division amongst family and friends.
😢

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35238

Discrimination and feel like a second class citizen

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35239

My children are suffering from school closures and being masked all day in class, as well as
being in cohorts. My family has lost a lot of income over the past 2 years. Our mental and
physical health has also suffered greatly.

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35240

Lack of freedom

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35241

Loss of employment

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35242

Mental and anxiety tentions! Travel restrictions, food shortages and household goods
reduction.

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35243

Not much.

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35244

It has made my kids fearful. My small business has lost clients. I have been unable to work.

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35245

I will lose my job due to the mandates. I use mash’s at work already but I am opposed to
enforced experimental and unproven vaccines.

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35246

Mental health challenges

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35247

Lost work, pay, savings

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35248

It has affected my family not being able to do the things that we could do before. Examples
sports for our son. Eating out in the bar where I work. It made some of my friends hate me as I
had to turn them away from the bar I work in

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35249

I lost my job as a nurse. My son was forced vaxxed as a college professor and developed
myocarditis. My niece was force vaxxed while pregnant or two month old baby is in very poor
condition. My sister developed myocarditis. I have been under extreme stress and PTSD after
witnessing vaccine side effects and living through the hell that has been being a Canadian in
the past few months

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35250

It has changed so many things. I lost my job; I have been hurt mentally and spiritually.

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35251

Caused uncertainty, anxiety and division within my family and community

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35252

My work. My life. My freedom. My Human Rights. The list is endless. And all negative

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35253

Has almost destroyed my small business. Lost friends and family relationships because of
mandates.

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35254

Affects income and pleasure activities.pretty much made us home bodies

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35255

Affected my social life and mantally life

2/19/2022 10:20 AM

35256

Missed family events, extra expenses for sanitizers, masks,gloves etc. , missed work hours.

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35257

Mentally

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35258

Almost lost my job.

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35259

Absolutely. I’m unemployed because of it.

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35260

It has made it so we can’t visit our 97 year old Grandpa who doesn’t have a phone so is
probably heart broken we aren’t visiting him. It took work away from my wife for a year. It’s
made my kids wear masks when not necessary too.

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35261

Except not being allowed in public places it hasn’t affected our home life much as we are
farmers. But it has affected my children in school immensely. My oldest who is 12 is about 2-3
years behind because of Covid and the public system does not allow kids to be held back. Due
to Covid and not being allowed in schools our 5 year old twins were sexually assaulted on
school property when they were in kindergarten. My kids are traumatized and there is no help
available for them. We had to pull our kids out of the public sector as the public didn’t keep our
kids safe. Masks cause our kids to always have snotty noses and constantly sick.

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35262

i will not voluntarily go to any medical facility for needed medical attention. they can deal with
me when i get brought in testing death.......again

2/19/2022 10:19 AM
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35263

Destroyed my business. Ruined multiple relationships with family and friends. Caused severe
mental stress

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35264

Stolen our rights and freedom for no good reason whatsoever

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35265

No FREEDOM

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35266

I suffer from Covid 19 vaccine side effects for over 6 months now since I was forced to get the
first injection in order to keep my job.

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35267

Unemployment, seeing grandkids, seeing family, visiting the elderly, abuse for my views,
mental health. Being treated like I have to submit to be able to live life.

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35268

Depression, loneliness, socially, cannot travel, worried, stressed its terrible knowing about
Klaus Schwab and that Trudeau and Freeland support the one world goverment agenda

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35269

Stressed my child didn't do sports he loves

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35270

Im not vaccinate...it affected too much

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35271

Masks make my asthma act up

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35272

Horribly Every aspect of my life

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35273

Family division. Mental and emotional stress on family and friends. Financial hardship for
many friends. Inability to gather together with church family to worship.

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35274

Having to wear a mask for 8 hours a day, not being able to see my family and friends, really is
depressing. Would really love to get back to the way things were before covid

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35275

It has created a huge slow down in work.

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35276

I have missed 2 years of living my life

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35277

Been a sad stupid 2 years for nothing

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35278

Caused high levels of stress at work, at home, financially. Caused my kids to miss out on
normal youth experiences and activities.

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35279

It has brought a lot of stress and problems with family and friends.

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35280

It has ripped my family apart this is the saddest time in my life.

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35281

Mental health has strongly declined, kids mental health strongly declined, many missed events
with family

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35282

I closed my business after 30 years. I’m fortunate to be older and mortgage free but I’m feeling
sorry for the younger crowd who’s future is in jeopardy.

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35283

No comment

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35284

I’ve been treated like a second class citizen, potential clients won’t let me in there homes if
I’m not vaccinated, our family members are split and divided, friends don’t talk as much. My
son can’t go to the pool for Swimming lessons anymore, not can he go ice skating ect. The
physiological toll it has talked on adults let alone children has been enormous and can never
be undone!

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35285

Wreck families, peoples live because they lost there jobs, people losing their businesses,
peoples cancer coming back, heart problem that they’ve never had before!! The government
put people against each other!!! Because the government said the unvaxed people were the
problem!!!

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35286

Socially, mentally, financially physically emotionally

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35287

Isolation & watching others suffer.

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35288

Not too much. Don't like the masks, so I bulk buy and run all errands bi-wkly now. I do miss
not being able to hug someone I haven't seen in a long time when I run into them. Masks are
the only mandate I struggle with, but I understand their purpose so, I wear them without much
complaint and limit the times when I need to wear them.

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35289

Physically, mentally, social, family, my well being, stress,

2/19/2022 10:19 AM
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35290

I lost my job that I loved

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35291

Unable to eat in a restaurant with my elderly Dad. I’m unable to curl. Caused such division in
our community.

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35292

The mandates are responsible for 3/5 family deaths. 1 suicide. 2 isolation. 2 died end of life
without appropriate funerals.

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35293

Contemplating suicide

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35294

Made it more difficult, but I want the safety of others

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35295

Job loss

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35296

Totally disrupted the social aspects of live. Shortage of work

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35297

Seeing a divide in society, seeing an increase in discrimination and exclusion similar to Nazi
germany and the Jewish population, seeing people living in a state of fear, hearing the news
bombard and brain wash viewers into a narrative that is not fully true. I’ll stop there

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35298

I have not been able to travel to visit any of my children!!!!!

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35299

I was forced into a medical procedure I didn't want.

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35300

We've been living in poverty, pur rent and grocery has skyrocketed over the last two years and
my daughter now has speech and social issues due to lack of being around other children her
age.

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35301

Lost my job

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35302

You don’t wana know

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35303

It has cost me my income, status and mental health.

2/19/2022 10:19 AM

35304

They have NO sens !!!

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35305

I have given up my medical license and my income has drastically reduced

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35306

It has brought to light the corruption of corporations

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35307

I’m tired, depressed and ready to move on with life.

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35308

Very bad

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35309

split family lost friends financial loss split Canadians

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35310

The mandate has frustrated and saddened me and my family. It has caused friction and
divisiveness between family and friends.

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35311

Social anxiety, financial stress.

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35312

Separation of my family and friends. Depression. Losing my job

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35313

Isolation, depression, freedom to travel, and my charter of rights and freedoms.

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35314

Missing family/friends gatherings and other social events

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35315

My daughter, whom I worked for lost her restaurant. My family has been affected in many
ways. The division that has happened in our families and friends and churches has been so
damaging it may never be fixed. Government cannot became the moral authority in Canadians
lives. We are a free nation that needs to be trusted to make decisions for themselves.
Democracy needs to stand.

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35316

Was not bad

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35317

Segregation from community is not a good thing

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35318

Coercion. No jab, no job. Infringement on basic human rights by any democratic govt is
unacceptable.

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35319

The last two years of my life I’ve been just awful

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35320

My freedom

2/19/2022 10:18 AM
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35321

Mental health, financial stress

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35322

Job loss. Unable to fly to see my child who lives 2000 km away. Stress, anxiety, depression
over injustices occurring and powerlessness. Alienation from long term good friends. A feeling
of being less than. Unclean.

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35323

Anxiety

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35324

Was forced to take the shot just to keep my job

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35325

It affected my mental health. Never got too say goodbye too my grandmother

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35326

Tyrannical and socialistic governments don't belong in CANADA!

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35327

I am an engineering professional currently looking for my 3rd job since covid began. Been fired
twice now for refusing vaccines. Disgusting beyond words!!

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35328

Job loss, mask caused lung infection and possibly heart issues

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35329

Loss of work, divisiveness with friends and family, depression, poverty, loss of trust in our
government and the mainstream media .

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35330

I lost all confidence in the political system

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35331

Loneliness, depression, anxiety, etc. mandates have caused many family disputes.

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35332

Family along with our country is divided ... family members support their beliefs which
separates them from other family members and same as the country

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35333

Isolation of my elderly parents and jeopardizing my child education

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35334

Yes,

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35335

My kids have struggled emotionally due to the schooling at home, cancelled sports, not being
able to have friends over for their birthday parties, etc. A huge portion of their childhood
memories have been stripped from them. My sister and I hardly speak anymore Thanks to the
covid rules since we have differing opinions on them. We are also struggling financially. My
hours at work have been cut in half. I work at a camp & retreat centre so with all the
restrictions placed on us we haven't been able to function hardly at all in the last 2 years. This
has affected my paycheck hugely, and we are struggling.

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35336

horribly

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35337

divided me from my friends and family

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35338

Not being able to spend time with family

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35339

Ostracized my children from school activities, list family who have different views. My 11 year
old wants to end his life because his friends call him antivaccine and tell him he's the reason
people are dying because he doesn't have covid vaccine

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35340

Stopped me from having a life!

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35341

My children are missing out on milestones in their lives that they will never get back. Miss
social physical activities.

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35342

It was about control

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35343

All aspects of my life have been effected. My children's education, seeming family for holidays
and birthdays, my ability to work and many other things. But I'm willing to do my part, make
sacrifices in order to help protect family, friends and people I don't know. This it what being part
of a society requires.

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35344

I lost my business

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35345

Increased mental health issues, lost a full time job because of the toxic work environment.
Increased alcohol use. Bullied and lost friendships over my body my choice. I am now
vaccinated only because I need money to live and am angry with this liberal dictatorial
leadership. I have lost faith in humanity. My Rights are violated and I am certainly NOT free!

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35346

Divided family and friends.

2/19/2022 10:18 AM
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35347

Caused me hard ships as I am not vaccinated it cost me jobs freindships family outings
restaurants and so on

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35348

I can’t support my local businesses as I cannot enter, I cannot participate in any town
recreational leagues. My mental and emotional health has been affected. These mandates are
atrocious and do not line up with science. It’s time to end them.

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35349

Has taken time away from loved ones, caused lots of mental stress and is unjustified.

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35350

It has changed it completely, I do not feel safe getting a vaccine I in which no long term
studies have been done especially as a mother who is breast feeding. I am not able to live a
normal life or do activities with my child. It is very isolating, the government has over stepped.
It should be up to people to decide what they are comfortable with, if they want to wear a
mask, if they want to get vaccinated, etc. In no way should the government force these things
upon you and make life so miserable if you don’t comply that it almost forces you to have no
choice but to get it. This does not feel like a free country to me, what it happening is not okay.

2/19/2022 10:18 AM

35351

Lost 90% of my business

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35352

A cancellation of surgery resulted in the death of a loved one. Forced vaccine for school/work.

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35353

Detrimentally

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35354

Anxiety, separation and conflict with friends, family, community; lack of trust in doctors, police,
politicians; fear for my future; shame of being Canadian; fearful of living in a socialist country
under a dictator; can’t eat out; can’t visit my mom in a home; can’t see my family across the
country; researching what country we can move to.

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35355

Basically can't do most things I was able to two years ago.

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35356

I’ve lost contact with a lot of people and spend far to much time at home. My new company
was just taking off it would have required a lot of driving and seeing people. The business
ended

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35357

Yes l had Covid not fun and l do t support the bullies trying to close down a bridge

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35358

Mental Health

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35359

Caused huge divide between family, friends and coworkers

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35360

My kids have suffered the most

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35361

Losing time to become the best athlete in the world

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35362

Stoped me from seeing people I love in hard times and enjoying life

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35363

I was threatened to get kicked outta school if I didn't comply it's harder to get a job if you don't
comply

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35364

Socially isolated! Can’t see parents, son and daughter and grandchildren

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35365

If I didn’t have the Lord I would be a complete mess. Maybe go as far as take my own life!

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35366

Restricted my ability to move around freely. Gave me anxiety and I had a mental breakdown.
Many sleepless nights and heart palpitations. Divided family, friends, communities. It was all
terrible and unnecessary.

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35367

Loss of friend ships, unable to travel with my family, unable to attend funerals, unable to take
my kids to swimming lessons.

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35368

I have lost my Freedom as a Canadian.

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35369

I feel very restricted and since I am a senior living alone. It is lonely

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35370

Many ways!!!!! I have losts all confidence in police and government agencies and officials,
especially the liberal government!!!! It has shown they really do not care about our country
Canada, and are far more concerned about what they can get our of this unfortunate situation
that our Canadian people find themselves in!!! I ask that not only the mandates be removed,
but also Justin Trudeau. As he is most definitely not qualified to be representing our country
Canada and all we stand for!!!!

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35371

Divided family,friends and job loss

2/19/2022 10:17 AM
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35372

Unemployed several times w shutdowns .... kids schooling ... allergy to masks

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35373

It’s limited things I can do with my children!!! And I just think it’s stupid!! People die more from
accidental drowning and heart attacks and the common cold then they have from this bull crap
virus

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35374

It's taught me not to trust politicians and mainstream media

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35375

It has made me feel safe from morons who are against it

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35376

Je me sans oppresse,

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35377

It has do ne damage to our family social life.

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35378

Really? Dumb question. It’s effected everyone’s life

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35379

Because of these draconian measures, my mother in law and ourselves have not been able to
visit my father in law who has been put into long term care. They’ve been married for 66 years
and this is killing both of them.

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35380

Stressed and depressed

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35381

I’m a single mom of 3, my children have been masked. It has effected all of our mental health.
I am from NB and haven’t been able to see my grandparents, parent, brother, sister, and
nieces and nephews. My child have missed out on 2 years with family

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35382

I’m a travel nurse who can no longer work because of the mandatory vaccine. I am a very
good nurse with a lot to offer to sick & I need people. I’m not against vaccines as I have all my
vaccines through the years. I have a permanent heart condition & for that reason I am not
taking COVID vaccines which we know can cause very serious heart problems. I am not going
to take a chance on a vaccine that could kill me. For this reason I am scared for my life to
take these vaccines. There needs to be a choice and not an ultimatum Thank you

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35383

cant do anything this has gone on way too long

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35384

I can’t go into restaurants with my family and friends ect but it’s funny all of those people out
protesting the mandates most not vaccinated and not masked but their not sick !!

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35385

You adapt

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35386

depression, loss of work, division among lifelong friends

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35387

Can't travel and can't hug my friend and family. I work with a mask.

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35388

I aged 5 years in 2. I am more sad, worried, withdrawn. I cannot trust the media, the
authorities. I moved to Canada 32 years ago fleeing a communist totalitarian regime. Now I am
back in it. No hope. I had covid19 in August 2021. It was mild, three days of headache and
loss of smell. No respiratory issues. I am experiencing discrimination based on my choosing to
avoid an injection. Everything I learned in school about epidemiology and immunology was
ignored and discarded by public health officials. It is sad to see Canada reaching this low level.
The cost of living here is very high, and for what?

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35389

Family separation socially and relationship/philosophical, business struggling. Emotional roller
coaster. Genetic segregation (mask exempt/no jab) - feel like a second class citizen.

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35390

Added fear about illness, about about this money given out and how our country will manage.
Fear for people who can’t just work from home like us. Fear about government control over our
own bodies and our own children.

2/19/2022 10:17 AM

35391

Many friends and family are divided or separated. Feel isolated. Have friends that have turned
to alcohol and one friend whose brother committed suicide from being isolated.

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35392

Loss of employment and stressed marriage

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35393

I believe that personal choice should be respected I somewhat understand that herd immunity
is the best route. But people should have the right to choose.

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35394

My families work and mental health has suffered. The forced injections to keep your job.

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35395

Its horribly invasive. No business has the right to ask for my medical information. Im fully
vaxed but that is no ones business but my own. Refusing services to unvaxed people is

2/19/2022 10:16 AM
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absolutely deplorable and should never, ever have happened.
35396

Travel to 🇺🇸

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35397

I think this is obvious

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35398

I lost my job for standing up for my basic human rights

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35399

My husband is paranoid and feeds on the news. I am empathetic, and I had to leave to save
my soul. I haven’t been able to visit my mom in a nursing home in another province. Not even
in the pod.

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35400

Lost my job and can’t afford to live anymore. The stress has caused me to almost take my
own life

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35401

Restrictions kept me from being with my husband while he was in the hospital. My daughter
wears a mask all day at school and is reprimanded if she puts it under her nose so she can
breathe properly

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35402

I have lot my daughter to suicide because of depression and abuse from her spouse and could
not get the help needed. And then couldn't attend the funeral because of circumstances that
were created because of mandates

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35403

The second vaccine shot almost killed me ,I’m was very healthy but after receiving the
vaccine been having problems with all my joints,I was in bed for over 22 hours unable to walk
just a few hours after receiving the shot !!!

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35404

I have nothing … I’m 42 living in my parents basement because I lost everything

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35405

Segregation and loss of years with family and friends. A breakdown in humanity but that’s what
the intent was. How’s the time to regain what we need as a society and culture.

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35406

Destroy my life like living in a cage with someone I have zero respect for telling me it will be
over in two weeks now two years. We need a change of government and get someone who
actually listens to all the people

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35407

Lost job Lost a foster child after 10 years Adopted brother is failing high school Wife lost her
job and is depressed Brother in-law died of cancer without the medical support of my wife and
delayed treatments Missed visits with my father the last 1.5 years of his life, 15 children and
he dies alone Lost time with family and friends Watched helplessly has they live in fear Need I
go on

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35408

Mental health

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35409

Family and friends have been separated. Income has been affected. Huge stress! Personal
Freedom and the Charter of Rights have been threatened illegally.

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35410

Loss of business, loss of employment, inability to use services I pay taxes for, inability to
travel. Anxiety.

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35411

It has creates immense stress and my mental health has declined. My small children have lost
those years to masks and is a sad 2 years during their informative years

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35412

In every way you could possibly imagine. None of us will ever be the same.

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35413

Cant cross border for work Cant access local stores Declining health due to stress

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35414

I was working at the school board as a finance officer (not around children) and was not given
the option to work remotely, etc. I cannot provide for my family or pay my debts. My child is
also on the spectrum with breathing problems due to his medications and no accomodations
are being made for him so he can comfortably attend school. It has been a mentally and
financially challenging time. I have also lost family members and friends because of my views.
I have even contemplated suicide.

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35415

Isolation socially and overworked as I am nurse.

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35416

Has thrown a huge wrench into everything I do in life plus the lockdowns dramatically
diminished the health of my precious Mom during over 3 solid months of isolation when we her
kids were banned from seeing her. Thus forgiveness for these actions is NOT in the cards for
me.

2/19/2022 10:16 AM
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35417

Lost of income

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35418

The same way it has affected the rest of the civilized world.

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35419

job loss. household depression. our rentals morage is messing up our credit and there is no
way out of the mortgage.

2/19/2022 10:16 AM

35420

Unable to properly conduct business

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35421

Lost basic freedoms

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35422

Social restrictions. Can't visit close family in the States.

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35423

This has made me hate government, the y don't care about ma and pop or blue collar small
business only big business and as far as I'm concerned this was no pandemic it was a
plandemic to destroy the lower class citizens and one way or another the lower class citizens
are going to make the elite pay.

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35424

Crippled my business and brought it to the brink of failure. With no relief in sight. Caused
depression and has cause division amongst by closest friends.

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35425

Stopped us from doing things and traveling

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35426

Segregation

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35427

Many ways. I have people I love who arent doing well. These are hard working canadians who
never should have experienced this in the first place. It's a crock. Mandate health! You want
people healthy and able to work and pay taxes? Take this seriously..

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35428

I've been employed at 2 different jobs since this pandemic started. The first one it didn't affect
me too much, the second one is at a school. The mask mandate affected our community, our
children and our staff. It has split our community, it has damaged our children's life, and the
guilt I feel for doing so is not a good feeling. I got married 4 months ago. Right when
restrictions were tightened up again. My mental health through that was not healthy. My
husband and I could not go on our dream honeymoon. Lots of family couldn't come to our
wedding.

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35429

Job lost

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35430

Dividing friends and family

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35431

Mentally exhausted from the mandates and need to back to life the way it was before.

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35432

Stress. Fear. My 17 year old son has developed anxiety. He used to play table tennis. He is on
the Canadian team. He was devastated. Thank God he had another passion fly fishing. I teach
in schools and I see how measures are affecting kids. This is a complete a human approach.
Please let this end like most countries did

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35433

Oh gosh, in sooooo many ways but the worst has been watching my kids suffer as part of the
OPPRESSED! It’s NOT OKAY for the death rate this disease brings. Seeing friends lose
parents from old age yet they suffer alone because they can’t visit them. Seeing friends
businesses collapse while big box thrives. I could go on but what’s the point? No one with
authority listens or sees it.

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35434

Lost friends, family members due to vaccine

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35435

Not that much

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35436

Negatively

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35437

Basically I’m a non citizen

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35438

Brought misery

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35439

It has made me feel horrible. I feel so badly that my 12 year old son can not participate in any
fun activities because he is not vaccinated with this experimental jab.

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35440

Emotionally exhausted from watching our country tear itself apart.

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35441

I have been in a constant state of depression and have seriously considered ending my life. I
need to be around people and the past couple years have been the worst that I have been
through in a long time.

2/19/2022 10:15 AM
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35442

I am a prisoner and I dont like my freedom taken away

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35443

Restricted movement, increased costs of living, medical segregation, job killing, a divided
nation.

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35444

Horroble

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35445

family is devided

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35446

Too long to list. Negatively affected my health & health of my family, my business and the
economy.

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35447

It has taken my freedom away from doing even in my daily life. I chose not to take this
injection and that is my right. My children cannot continue their lives until these mandates are
lifted. All volunteer things have ended. All things we enjoy in life are gone.

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35448

Depression, increased anxiety, loneliness, isolation, it all feels unbearable for even another
minute!! There is a rift in my family with our children! Pain so deep I never even thought was
possible to feel so deeply hurt within our own families! I know several teens that have
committed suicide!! My heart is broken for those families! My heart is just broken over all of
this!! And I am ANGRY!!!! SO VERY ANGRY!!! The people making these restrictions on us
NEED TO GO TO JAIL!!! SHAME ON Our leaders FOR DOING THIS TO US!!! 🤬😡🤬

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35449

Depression, anxiety, loss of friends and family. Social unrest. My small business is barely
hanging on. My husbands business totally shut down. Loss of income is huge!

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35450

My hubby lost the job

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35451

Hate life.

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35452

Since March of 2020. The various mandates have had a significant impact on my family. My
University age children have not attended school the last two years as a result of the direct
mandates that are related to University attendance. They have no social life and I fear are
being crippled socially during this important stage of development. I was blackmailed to taking
the vaccine as I would be unable to travel between PEI (cottage) and my residence. I suffered
a negative vaccine reaction (Parson-Turner Syndrome). I had pain in one arm for almost 9
weeks. It has since disappated. I will not be getting boosters.

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35453

It’s isolated me from family and friends

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35454

Socially and physiologically

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35455

How long do you have No job Kids are depressed Can’t visit my husbands family in the USA
INFLATION!!

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35456

Separated me from being a free Canadian.

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35457

Very hurtful. Secound class citizen can’t go places. Husband died fearing Aline’s in hospital 10
people of our 50 family immediate that’s no other siblings relatives could attend. Isolation.
That’s just a bit. It was not nevessary

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35458

It has stolen 2 years of my life. I have not shopped or gone anywhere for 2 years. Family
events cancelled.

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35459

No able to travel and see family members during the holiday ect

2/19/2022 10:15 AM

35460

Almost killed my business, and mental health deteriated

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35461

I can no longer work

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35462

Just made life more difficult

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35463

I am a spec Ed teacher…my students do not wear masks and they are non-verbal, so they
need to see my lips….it’s been a hard 2 years communicating with them.

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35464

The mandate has affected our entire family, our kids feel ostracized and like there something
wrong with them for. Or being able to attend a movie or live normally. It has affected our distant
family by causing rifts, fear, sadness, depression, anxiety from wearing those masks. It has
made us feel like we as if we in a country run by a dictator. So many of us want to move out of
Canada and start over but we’re trapped by the mandates. So many of us are upset on a

2/19/2022 10:14 AM
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weekly basis crying that it has ruined our lives. Please bring us back to a country that’s true
North STRONG and FREE.
35465

When Universities jumped on the “band wagon” and mandated vaccines for students or risk
being de-registered I diplomatically tried to communicate my desire to wait. When that was
denied I had to choose between finishing the last leg of a 5 year education journey, or throw it
all away bc of a mandate. I submitted to the coercion and took the first shot, and 5 months
later I am still dealing with ongoing detrimental side effects that have ruined my quality of life.
To top it off I am still being threatened with de registration if I don’t double-down and get
another shot DESPITE my injury and DESPITE the overwhelming evidence that the shot is
neither safe nor effective.

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35466

Freedom to choose Our body our choice !!

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35467

It has affected my kids mental health, forced me to do things I believe are unnecessary given
the statistics and data. A family member lost their job.

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35468

The feeling of isolation, desperation, anxiety despair.

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35469

terrible, ptsd, anxiety...rise in prices as well as taxes are a killer

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35470

Has brought back childhood post trauma since wearing a mask. Has caused me to have
severe anxiety and to take 1 yr off work. My husband lost his job. We are barely surviving.

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35471

In order to keep my job I had to be vaccinated, my health has not been the same as a result of
it

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35472

This has made my life very difficult, and it makes it hard to go see family, it has effected
sports and many other things.

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35473

Three out of seven were forced into getting the shot two with mental health issues from being
locked up ... cluster phobic so mask wearing very difficult ... my father had seven children and
25 grandchildren and a member of the same parish for 50 years could only have ten people at
his funeral and end of life care was left largely up to me because there are “so many people” in
our house ... Hope was lost as we were given a carrot then put back into restrictions ....

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35474

It takes our freewill as a human and to distance us from one another and masks, destroys
families, relationships, metal illness is on the rise as if it wasn't bad enough already. Enough is
enough whatever the agenda the government has is not for the people, it's time for the people
to take back what was taken

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35475

It has ruined shopping. It ruined my wedding. It ruined the birth of my child because my
husband had to be outside. It has messed up family gatherings.

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35476

Destroyed our family and friends and relationships permanently. Financially hard. Farm animals
unnecessarily euthanized due to shortages and access to supplies and markets having no
capacity.

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35477

I'm not able to see my family in moments of need!!!

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35478

Horribly

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35479

Can’t do anything

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35480

Destroyed economy, separated families, lost friends, and financial issues.

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35481

In all aspects of my life. Work load at work has doubled. Family been distant, do to restrictions
at hospital for surgeries have lost a family member

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35482

Cancelled a job. Cancelled a wedding reception. Cancelled a honeymoon.

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35483

I live in the netherlands,this has greatly effected everybody,even if you don't obey the rules

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35484

My business has basically shut down, my family members' lives have been negatively
affected, my social life has been negatively impacted.

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35485

Loss of my job, of 22 years in the medical system.

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35486

Working at a swimming pool, the amount of children that have not been able to learn lifesaving
skills while around the water for the last 2 years frightens me. I am positive the drowning rates
will increase here and around the world.

2/19/2022 10:14 AM
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35487

I lost my business. My spouse has been treated inhuman by certain medical staff because
she is not vaccinated throughout out appointments regarding her brain tumour. We have not
had proper medical attention for her tumour due to mandates. I have been discriminated
against for not being vaccinated... The list goes on and on and on and on of the Human Rights
that have been taken away because of the mandates.

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35488

job loss/loss of rights/loss of freedom/years lost of school and travel and experiences for
children.

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35489

It has introduced us to govt tyranny and opened our eyes that the govt is more interested in
control than people. The medical community has also been exposed to controlling money flow
vs effective alternative treatments

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35490

Was not able to continue yoga classes that important for my chronic pain med condition.
Overall, felt more isolated from people.

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35491

It destroyed my life with my family and friends. The worse move Canada has ever done was to
let this Rothschild in our lives.

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35492

-Difference of opinion in my family has divided us. -Financially -mentally drained -have a hard
time trusting anything the news says now

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35493

I've been ridiculed and called nasty names by friends, family and government. I've lost friends
to suicides. My health has receded because I can't go to the gym or be social with friends.

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35494

Loss of work and several new job opportunities

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35495

Loss in revenues

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35496

Activities, social, health…

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35497

Poorly

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35498

Cannot see elderly grandmother in care home, kids cannot attend school, had to close my
business, family strain due to differing opinions on mandates

2/19/2022 10:14 AM

35499

Depression, loss of wages.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35500

These mandates have negatively impacted my life in multiple ways. I had a baby in January
2020, she is currently 2 years old with no social skills as well as a pretty severe speech delay
brought on by these mandates. Kids NEED to see conversations as they grow up to develop
social and speech skills. I couldn’t even get her properly assessed for a speech delay because
we weren’t allowed to meet in person. I got pregnant with baby #2 during all of this, my
husband was unable to attend ANY appointments, not once did he get to see our baby on an
ultrasound, he wasn’t there for the first heartbeat, he wasn’t there when I got so sick I couldn’t
keep fluids down and was hooked up to IVs and NSTs multiple times, scared and alone. I
refuse to mask my 2 year old, she’s a child, I’m not promoting child abuse. This means I
cannot take her into indoor playgrounds, to any sort of play group. We’ve missed holidays with
family, she’s never had a proper party, which I know is more for me as a parent but she’s
missed out on milestones that i as her mom feel are important.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35501

I lost family members from Cancer and we couldn't even say goodbye. We couldn't be with
them while they died. We couldn't have a funeral with friends and family.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35502

It convinced me that leaders of our country are taking orders from non-government sources. I
have listened to numerous theories but basically it's been the ridiculous decisions that have
been forced when if they had followed advise of numerous medical experts none of this would
have happened.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35503

It has made it very difficult to visit family

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35504

Economy has hit everyone.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35505

I have felt discriminated against in some aspects.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35506

Visiting parents, small numbers at funerals Overall depression that life is not worth living

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35507

The mandates have affected me financially, emotionally, personally. There is no basis for the
mandates. They are damaging society.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35508

Negative. Isolation. No work. Can’t travel. Dead relatives, from response not Covid.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM
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35509

I can’t travel internationally to visit family in Europe. I was forced to take vaccine in order to
keep my job. My children mental health has deteriorated in th least 2 years. Not having any
motivation to do anything because there is no point because of all restrictions put on our kids.
Not being able to function like a normal citizen of this country because of all restrictions.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35510

Suicidal

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35511

My family is in a mental.health crisis. I'm worried that masks are also affecting their physical
health as all three kids constantly have headaches, we can't watch our son play hockey and it
has affected him and us so dramatically and I have a trauma response to bring kicked out of
society. I am depressed and angry and cry all the time.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35512

My children need to be able to get out and be normal children with normal lives and be able to
be part of a community again.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35513

Many ways. Imiss my mom

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35514

Decline emotional health,

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35515

It has put a huge amount of stress on me mentally and physically. I have not been able to
work due to how bad my anxiety and panic attacks have gotten since the lockdowns began.
For 2 years I have not been take my kids to the park to play with other kids. I have not been
able to connect with people in a way that a human being needs to maintain balance emotional
and physical health. My children have not been able to truly be a child being secluded to our
home. They have not had a birthday since they've even born because of the ridiculous
mandates. Everything related to covid-19 and its so called variants need to be removed
immediately and never be allowed to be put in place as long as humans walk the earth.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35516

Yes it has, the division has caused deep stress on my family and hopefully not permanent
harm.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35517

Islated me.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35518

I live alone on disability. Depression and anxiety is very much my everyday. I am disgusted at
what I am watching Trudeau do to my fellow peaceful protesters. He should be charged.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35519

Someone in my family lost their job which was not fair because they work in a office alone

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35520

Loss of freedom, Freedom of choice, and loss of the rights of freedom declared in the
constitution and charter of rights.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35521

It has kept me from my love ones and I went into depression. Also at work I feel over heated
and sick

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35522

I have lost my job due to the mandates, I have lost wages. My depression and anxiety have
increased. I have lost relationships with friends. People have been divided. My kids have lost
out on relationships with family.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35523

Divided relationships

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35524

Violations of my charter rights

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35525

Everyway

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35526

Job loss stress depression

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35527

My children have not been able to attend activities such as dance class and hockey, my
family has been divided. It has at times caused minor depression all the way to thoughts of
suicide. Work relationships strained, anxiety. Financial stress due to covid policies that have
forced us to isolate even when healthy. I have lots all faith in our government, our health care
system. I have felt threatened by mandates that might make me lose my job. Our government
has stolen our right and freedoms and I see no sign that they have any desire to give them
back.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35528

It has segregated my family, we cannot go on vacation or participate in society and I haven’t
seen my son in over 2 years because I can’t get on a plane. That’s unconstitutional.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35529

To the best of my ability I have stayed healthy and positive. I have been able to work without
getting vaccinated. I'm not part of the fear machine used to manipulate our sense of autonomy.
It has strengthened my resolve to follow my heart.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM
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35530

My mental health has deteriorated greatly because I’ve lost hope that this situation has
changed. I’m a grade 1 French immersion teacher forced to mask all day as well as my 6 year
old students. It’s difficult for us to hear/understand each other. I feel like I can’t breathe and
am suffocating a lot of the time. I have been harassed and threatened with job loss since
August, and this has continued up to now even with other Canadian provinces removing
mandates. My board breached my privacy by telling my direct Administration at my school
about my unvaxxed status. No I worry daily about their judgment of me and how this could
affect me professionally. The mandates have created a toxic work environment as I am forced
to listen to colleagues discuss “the dirty unvaccinated people”. I have considered suicide.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35531

Lost two years of watching my grand kids grow up. Missed two years of spending family time
with my elderly parents. Haven’t been able to go to my cottage in Michigan for two years.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35532

I've been booted off the transplant list for refusing the vaccine.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35533

Early retirement

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35534

Messed with my family life big time.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35535

Mental health has declined, physical health due to masks and breathing in bacteria

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35536

Not allowed to leave my own country

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35537

Not going to my family physician for a health issue due to his pressuring me to take the
experimental injection. I am a cancer/chemo survivor and do not want to revisit that trauma.

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35538

Divided friendship, limited social interaction, depression, NOT BEING ABLE TO SEE MY
GRANDCHILDREN AND FAMILY, not able to travel, not able to go to a sit down restaurant

2/19/2022 10:13 AM

35539

Had to get vaccinated to have a job. Higher depression and anxiety. Not able to go out for fun
activities or even just a restaurant meal. Mandates have affected in a very negative way.

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35540

Isolated, unable to travel, enjoy family sports activities, unhealthy actions like over eating,
sleeplessness nights, headaches, increasing fear

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35541

Cannot visit family and friends, so many restrictions. Too many to list.

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35542

My 14 year old is depressed. My three year old can’t go swimming because we’re not
vaccinated. My son is graduating this year and is scared he can’t follow his dreams to travel
and work on Super Yachts. We feel unsafe. We are slandered by the Prime Minister. We have
segregation from people that have differing opinions. We can’t live normal.

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35543

It has been very depressing

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35544

In everway

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35545

Disrupt my life completely

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35546

It has not only negatively affected my career as a healthcare worker being forced to be
vaccinated to keep my job, and being forced to wear a mask for 40+ hours a week, it has also
dramatically affected the lives of my 2 young children. GIVE THE KIDS THEIR CHILDHOODS
BACK!

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35547

My wife lost her job... We are no longer allowed to volunteer at Salvation Army but we can
shop there all day long.. WHAAAT!

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35548

During lockdown I worked from home having to be responsible for all the work but made less
money. I developed severe anxiety and mental health issues which I am medicated for. I feel
my doctor has also not provided me the proper care because he was forced to provide care
over the phone rather then in person and does not follow up with me. I have several other
health issues I am not getting proper care for. I lost over 180 pounds on my own through diet
and exercise but I have gained 20 pounds back due to my mental health and lockdowns not
allowing me to go to the gym. I followed all the government mandates, being the only person to
buy our essentials and wait in lines outside to do so, I got vaccinated so I could see my family
and when I went to get my vaccine, the one I chose to put in my body was not available. My
youngest son missed out on his college education because he is not an online learner and they
did not have the proper support. He also missed out doing the things we did at his age like
going to a bar with friends to drink, dance and socialize. He was robbed of so many
experiences that a 19-20 year old should have. We travel yearly and haven’t been able to
freely travel with all the limitations, even as a vaccinated person I would still have to complete

2/19/2022 10:12 AM
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a series of tests just to travel and take the risk of being separated from the rest of our family if
one had to stay back and quarantine. I’ve lost all my rights of freedom when life is short
enough as it is!
35549

Inconvenient and dovosion

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35550

Im sick of not being able to do anything because i refuse to put their poison in my body. My
kids are depressed because we cannot take them anywhere fun.

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35551

I have friends and family who lost their jobs

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35552

Negatively raising mental illnesses in our family by exponential degrees

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35553

I have watched friends lose their businesses. Mine has suffered. My daughter has had the first
2 years of her life fully encompassed in c-19. She doesn't know any other life. I was forced to
get the vaccine so I could be apart of the ultrasound appointments for the pregnancy of our
unborn child. It has caused lots of stress between family on medical views that should never
exist because it shouldn't have to be a main topic of conversation. It's ridiculous and needs to
end.

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35554

Made me feel lonely. Made me sad to see my grandfather being alone 99% of the time.

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35555

loss of job, death of friends, division between friends and family, depression , anxiety and it
has given me a feeling of hopelessness until the truckers started the convoy

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35556

Isolation, fear, restrictions, division, job loss, school closure. I don’t recognize my country .
Media and information control by our government . PM has gone rogue with his own agenda .
Scary place and times to be in. Loss of rights and freedom.

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35557

Caused depression, lost hope to find a job, felt segregated etc

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35558

My business has suffered to the brink of closure. My entire families mental health has
suffered.

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35559

Massive emotional stress to my family with isolation and constant propaganda lies

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35560

I'm unemployed and cannot find work

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35561

Lost my job

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35562

It has torn people apart and put stress on everyone

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35563

Severe depression and sducidal thoughts. Pure frustration and stress. I can’t even board a
plane or cross a boarder to flee.

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35564

I have had a severe allergic reaction to a vaccine in the past and have a health issue which
may put me at risk for severe adverse reactions to any Covid-19 vaccine. I feel I am being
punished for my decision to not vaccinate. Ironically, my decision is based on my health. I
also feel I'm being punished for not having a vaccine passport. I do not make scenes but I am
being punished through no fault of my own.

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35565

It has made me hated by “friends” and family.

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35566

It has made me feel persecuted and looked down on

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35567

Mental health, loss of income, massive debt, loss of charter of rights.

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35568

Ruined family relationships, can't travel, fear of security of person, etc

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35569

Stopped me from enjoying restaurants

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35570

Everything

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35571

Not able to see family isolated

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35572

I haven’t been able to visit my grandmother much in the nursing home and her health has
declined and she no longer recognizes me.

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35573

This is not how Canada is supposed to look, this is tyranny not freedom

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35574

I cannot go to restaurants, gyms, arenas, etc. I cannot travel. Friction with family members.

2/19/2022 10:12 AM

35575

the mandates have destroyed some of my personal relationships, exacerbated mental health

2/19/2022 10:12 AM
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issues and made me fearful for my economic stability
35576

Taking away every right that is given to a person in Canada I can't do anything without a
fucking vaccine

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35577

My son who Doctor wrote him a medical exemption because he has AE the government
refuses to give him one even though we have all the paperwork. We were stranded in
Vancouver and we could not fly back to Toronto where we live. I am fully vaxxed but my son
cannot be and now cannot travel for his job as an actor

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35578

The blatant erosion of freedoms and abuse of power has been shocking

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35579

Yes

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35580

social tension

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35581

lost 2 jobs 2 years in a row, now shifts restricted, forced to get vaccinated to keep my job
(lifelong career) which caused my family and I extreme anxiousness, I've lost respect for my
employer, lost friends

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35582

Stuck in the house for far to long

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35583

Taken away rights , threatened jobs, caused friction and pressure in our home and mental
health- taken away our quality of life

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35584

It has put us against each other

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35585

Financial burden of having to be tested weekly, lost time with family lost hours at work due to
testing schedule unable to travel or attend events with friends. As wel as emotional stress.

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35586

Harassment at work, division of friends and family. Loss of health due to closing of gyms and
fitness clubs.

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35587

Lost my job

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35588

My work. My families. My friends. My spirt for Canada. My trust in government. My health. My
respect of any government action’s.

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35589

Lost income.

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35590

Exactly the way the whole world has been affected. I am no different nor more important then
anyone else globally

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35591

Sports, mental health, education, employment

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35592

I had to stop work and homeschool my children. Their life was affected greatly. No more
hockey, cheerleading. I couldn’t go in to help them so they couldn’t do sports. Our home
became a one income house. It has been financially difficult. Emotionally as well. So much
arguing with my spouse.

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35593

My liberty

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35594

A lot of division between family and friends

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35595

All of them. They have ruined my families life. My children are being discriminated openly by
teachers, community members and friends. We are currently in plans to LEAVE CANADA
FOREVER

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35596

Poor mental health

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35597

I’ve been segregated in my community. I can’t access my local climbing gym. This is my
physical and mental health as well as my social life. I wonder if I will ever be able to travel
again. I will lose my licence to practice as a physical therapist in the upcoming months. I’ve
never felt so broken as a human

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35598

restricted my freedoms

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35599

In many ways, it’s time to start to learn to live with what they call covid and when it’s the
common flu! Enough of these mandates nothing has changed in the past two years with
mandates nothing has improved even with the population %90 vaccinated.

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35600

Unable to travel and visit family, unable to bury my dead, My business has been gutted and is

2/19/2022 10:11 AM
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hanging on by a thread, we had to move, STRESS each DAY!
35601

Fired

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35602

It has kept myself and family healthy so we can continue to work everyday

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35603

It really affected my life , I suffer from depression cause of the COVID !! I'm sure it affected
everyone! Lots of suicide, drug and alcohol deaths... It's a flu ok get over it !!!

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35604

I have been suffering with PTSD and depression since the mandates began and triggered the
loss of my son due to a vaccine injury.

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35605

Kids struggling in school, loss of income, my small business lost income, ruined my mindset

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35606

I almost died from a flu vaccine in 2019. I've had family affected from covid vaccine. Daughter
in law has blood clots in her lungs. Cousin had a stroke. Friends daughter has no more
menstrual cycle. Friend of a friend died from it. Covid vaccine is considered a death shot or
clot shot.

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35607

Lost employment

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35608

Decrease social life, increased anxiety, forced vaccines

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35609

It hasn't. Wear a mask, get the jab like a grown-up, move on with my life. It is pretty simple.

2/19/2022 10:11 AM

35610

I will no longer be able to work in my profession in 1 months time. It is absolutely devastating.
I am tired of being treated like a second class citizen. I’m sad to have to tell my children we
can’t go to places and then see their sad eyes looking back at me. I have lost family and
friends over the misinformation our misinformed government has been spewing out. “Do not
have an unvaxxed person in your home” This makes no sense when both vaxxed and
unvaxxed can contract and transmit Covid-19. The mandates, division and government tyranny
has changed my life forever…and not in a good way.

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35611

My mental health has been negatively affected by the prolonged lockdowns, as well as
increased time spent away from friends and family

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35612

My mental health has taken a turn for the worst.

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35613

Loss of freedom

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35614

Makes me be discrimated against. Vaccinated people pass on Covid as readily as non vax

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35615

I have been segregated from society for 2 yrs. It's time to get back to normal.

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35616

I can’t go to school, I cannot do stuff with my peers

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35617

Mental health has declined, job loss, feeling isolated, fear from the division that has been
created in this country

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35618

My children have been greatly affected by this. Mental health, school denied activitues and
much more.

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35619

I can not travel to Canada!

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35620

Made me a second class citizen and I fear for my future under such a tyrannical government

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35621

Cant get materials to make a living. Reduced wages, Inability to travel for business

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35622

It has created havoc! It has created division and discrimination. It has brought my life to a halt.
It has made me lose work and a way to support my family. It has brought too many hardships!

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35623

My job: Studio de Danse. Non vacciné.

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35624

I have a difficult time in public wearing a mask with COPD. Groceries are difficult to get with
border issues. My rural area is very up in arms about wearing masks anyway.

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35625

Has divided friends and family, made it so I can't participate in society, isolated me, felt
discrimination, taken away my right to exercise and take care of my body and mind among
other things

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35626

Mental health, my family and friends, financially

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35627

Medically delayed/restricted for treatments, socially isolating, restricted fresh air at work,

2/19/2022 10:10 AM
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threats to be put on unpaid leave, being restrictive on young children to maintain distance,
wear a mask, etc. Watching student learning, social, emotional, physical and wellbeing dev,
and be stunted, restricted, and in some cases go undeveloped in the name of upholding
mandates
35628

These mandates Have created divide in my world between myself family members that I love
and friends that I have always been fond of. They have taken away my freedoms and they
have saddened me.

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35629

It’s has made me more aware of what’s going on around me , it’s been very stressful , not
being able to see family

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35630

Isolation,fear, depression,

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35631

Trudeau is turning Canada into a Communist county .

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35632

It has made it difficult to live a normal life. I do not trust a shot that I was forced to take to go
out and to travel. It has driven up inflation by limiting supply.

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35633

I can’t travel. My daughter and husband were police officers in Toronto who lost their job
because of the vaccine mandate. They have 3 young children: 6,4 and 2 years old. This is
totally unfair and unjust.

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35634

Feel imprisoned

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35635

employment

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35636

Destroyed my mental health

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35637

Very much

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35638

It affected a lot my mental health

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35639

It has made it horrible! Friends and family are fighting everybody is starting to have mental
problems! There has been very little positive things come out of any of the mandates.

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35640

Can't eat at restaurants. Participate in work events. Travel

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35641

Mainly not being with family. But just living a normal life, shopping, dining, entertainment etc.

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35642

It has hurt the cost of living, mental health & is hurting the health & well being of people world
wide.

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35643

Negatively

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35644

My son has lost his national team status. He worked his butt off for 15 years. Lost university
opportunities and his dreams have been crushed. I am a coach. I see terrible fear in our
children and community

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35645

My quality of life has been taking away as I know it

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35646

Lost job. Decreased mental health. Family/friends relationships affected. Separated from
spouse. Had to sell my house on a lake to move in to a tiny apartment with 3 yr old daughter.

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35647

Husband lost his job Two of 6 kids suffer major anxiety now Children not learning proper in
school Toddler afraid of masked people likely because cant see their expressions behind
masks Distanced from family and friends that we were otherwise close with Lost many
freedoms in life

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35648

Restricting my freedom of movement & significantly disrupted my ability to visit friends &
family. It worsened my autistic sibling's mental health.

2/19/2022 10:10 AM

35649

I have beensegregated..and lost my freedom as a Canadian!!!

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35650

Its ruined my mental and physical health

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35651

I’m very depressed

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35652

Negative

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35653

Devastated business, lost my home, can’t feed my children without assistance or put them in
daycare or any extra-curricular activities

2/19/2022 10:09 AM
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35654

Retail closed almost 8 month in 1.5 year

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35655

Everyway

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35656

Many are being filled with hate from the Prime Minister himself.

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35657

I have lost freedom of travel throughout Canada and to leave and return to Canada, freedom of
association and assembly, freedom of religion, ability to attend university, ability to earn an
income.

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35658

Mental health. Angry. Isolating. Resent government control.

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35659

Restricted from seeing my oldest son and extended family, restricted attendance when
attending a family funeral, lost my federal government job, unable to go to restaurants and
other places that required a pass, experienced depression and anxiety, and have gained
weight.

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35660

I can't travel and my children can't play sports

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35661

My husband is not working

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35662

It has strained / ruined relationships with friends and family. I am afraid the mandates will
extend to all workers and I will lose my job. I want to stand up for all the people that have
already lost their jobs due to mandates.

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35663

Not seeing family in other provinces

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35664

My very happy outgoing child is not the same child anymore he feels the stress both his
parents have lost their jobs family has broke up

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35665

Couldn’t visit grandma before she passed away. Nurse sister has lost her job. Government
employee brother will lose his job. Kids are behind in their schooling and social development.
Brother got myocarditis from the jab.

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35666

Made me feel safer knowing that when I go places the other people around me are vaccinated.

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35667

I am treated like a second class citizen. I prefer to stay home and not go out. I have missed
my family. I feel that I am living in a communist country not my beloved Canada. This has
gone out of control!

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35668

Mental health, financial loss stress

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35669

From seeing people

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35670

Forced to wear mask for work. Very hard to breathe in and doesn’t protect anyone I am not
allowing to leave Canada or get adequate health care because I don’t want a vaccine

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35671

Anxiety stress mental health

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35672

This mandate has prohibited me and my husband from enjoying our retirement. We cannot
travel, go to restaurants visit a lot of family members orang of our very close friends.

2/19/2022 10:09 AM

35673

Visiting my daughter in the USA, and social life, food and gas increase, I am an old age
pensioner and find that we have not been compensated for this increase I am vaccinated not
by choice, our freedom has been taking away, did our PM Trudeau get his salary reduced or
raised?

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35674

It has caused separation and divisions within my family and circle of friends. I have not been
able to visit my elderly mother for months. I have been discriminated against by government
and my place of employment for my beliefs and choices.

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35675

It has divided our family and has stopped me from operating my business for 2 years.

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35676

Freedom taken away

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35677

Lost my job due to supply shortage. Lost some good friends cause they were scared of
socializing. Anxiety and Metal issues have increased. My kids are scared confused about the
way Canada is handling this situation and why other places are under less rules. The already
issue with teenagers on smart phones, seems to have gotten worse cause most of the time
that is the only way to get youth to socialize with their peers. This needs to end.

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35678

It affected my family, mentally, emotionally and physically.

2/19/2022 10:08 AM
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35679

I had a special needs daughter who greatly suffered through the lock downs. She had epilepsy
and couldn't see a neurologist in person. She passed away from SUDEP Christmas Day. The
masks were killer for her. The small amount of normal she had in her life was stripped away.

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35680

Wife is a nurse and kids are in school. Unfair what they have been asked to do.

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35681

It has kept my family safe.

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35682

I have had to seek help for mental health

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35683

Everything

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35684

This has been a disgusting power grab that is destroying lives around the world. It has never
been about a virus 100% about Global Reset. Friends and family crushed from: income loss,
business loss, relationship loss, health destroyed from mRNA experimental medicine. Crime
against humanity

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35685

Depression and general stress Extreme stress at work Missing important life event with
family/friends Missing work trip even inside my own province and missing expension
opportunity Missing sports : affecting my general state of health And more and more !!

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35686

Lose of friends, community, loss of lively hood/ability to feed kids/ pay mortgage. Gone from
upstanding tax paying professional member of society to what feels like an outlaw. So said
what is this government doing?

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35687

Depression, loss of $$, loss of friends, my kids have suffered, my son struggled learning to
read & worrying about things kids should NEVER be concerned about!!!!! Almost lost ppl we
love & they were at the hospital ALONE!!!! This is TYRANNY!!!!

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35688

Feel safer

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35689

Wasted 2 years of my life on bullshit science and forced me to take a shot I didn't want but
had no choice because my livelihood would be affected

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35690

Cannot see my family abroad, cannot travel, cannot go to certain places.

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35691

It affected my mental health and physical health

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35692

It has affected our ability to go to church, to eat out, to travel.

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35693

Cant go out anywhery for over 2 years depression

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35694

Loss on many levels

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35695

Overall useless and they didn’t do anything. Forced vaccine to keep my job as well

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35696

nothing for myself

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35697

In every way possible. I spent money on masks. I'm being shamed and seeing prejudice
comments and acts towards people who arnt vaccinated when if being vaccinated or not you
can still catch and spread covid. It's effected my career the careers of those around me. It's
effected the freedom and rights to to attend events and do normal things It's effected my
social life and truly. The problem isn't covid It's festival and we need to be putting as much
focus and energy and finances towards that problem over covid and let people get back to
there normal lifes

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35698

We're destroying our social existence and our government has evoked nothing but fear and
hate

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35699

Divides, segregates, and demoralizes our fellow Canadians

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35700

I have six mask exemptions, some of which work together to exacerbate my issues. I was
aggressively harassed at times to the point that I started having full-blown panic attacks when
bothered by people about my maskless face. I NEVER had anxiety issues before the last two
years. I don’t leave my property now unless it’s urgent and unavoidable. I know this isn’t
healthy, but neither are panic attacks. People have lost their humanity. Canadians were always
considered the nicest, most polite people. Seems now that it was all a charade hiding ugliness
just under that surface. I don’t recognize my Canada any more. So we are currently packing up
our dream farm to leave the country. And that’s just the mask mandate. Don’t get me started
on the vax mandates and passports. The masks were already the hill I was willing to die on.

2/19/2022 10:08 AM
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Our current “leader” has gone full blown psychopath and scares me. Once a very proud
Canadian, now embarrassed to be Canadian - although proud of the protestors.
35701

Can't take my kids swimming, or watch their extra curricular activities. Or take them to a
restaurant. It's silly considering covid virus is really not that bad

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35702

Being able to live a normal life in my 20s to find who I am as a person

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35703

I was forced into getting these stupid vaccines in order to keep my job

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35704

I am now sure I do not trust our government and any party to make decisions for us the people

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35705

Travel & family time

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35706

They have opened my eyes to what a great tool fear is.

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35707

Lost my job

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35708

Passports

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35709

Social

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35710

Could not attend restaurants, finish university in person or get a job. Had to chose between
getting a vaccine and being able to live my life.

2/19/2022 10:08 AM

35711

I’ve struggled with depression. These mandates have negatively affected my relationship with
my family and some friends. My children have been limited in what they can do and have
struggled. We feel like we are trapped in our own province and country just because we made
a health and medical choice for ourselves.

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35712

Negatively

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35713

My mom who had dementia was in retirement home we could not go see her or take her out
she died jan last year from loneliness. My small grandkids don't know how to socialize or how
to be in public they try to pull our mask off to see our faces. We as adults don't know how to
get back to socialize it has divided our own families. So 😥

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35714

Lost 2 years

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35715

Lost revenue, hurt my business, family

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35716

I was unable to work, became depressed and as senior needing to supplement my income with
work its been horrific.

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35717

The mandate has segregated my family from society. I wasn’t allowed in local arenas to get
my kids ready for hockey without negative rapid tests every 3 days. This also applied to my
kids schools. I was forced to withdraw from my competitive volleyball team due to the
mandate as well as my daughter was unable to play club volleyball. The discrimination the
occurred in unconscionable.

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35718

It's made me afraid I'd lose my livelihood

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35719

Lockdowns and unable to attend gatherings

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35720

Minor changes

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35721

Not be able to visit family and friends.travel out of province.

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35722

It’s made me angry at my government,

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35723

Family and friends divided, job loss if noncompliance, small businesses in my community
closures and may never reopen, unable to travel, unable to attend funerals. The endless list
goes on and on

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35724

Family who choose not to be vaccinated can not travel to see me.

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35725

Crippled it

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35726

Seeing loved ones and has been a crime not to meet with loved ones

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35727

I can’t go see the older people in homes. This has Divided people. It’s all about the rich getting
richer. It a flue.

2/19/2022 10:07 AM
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35728

Work

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35729

Very BADLY!!!!!

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35730

Made me extremely depressed by not being able to be social and travel with my family and
friends

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35731

It has affected me very much and not in a positive way. Because of the vaccine mandates it
also has caused problems with my husband's children because their view if different from ours.

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35732

Children can't go to school, fear, depression, friendships ruined, family arguments

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35733

Divided my family friends and neighbors from eachother. Scared my children. Made me
distrust my government, health officials and the media. Postponed weddings and other
importantly events. I've not been able to see loved ones before they have passed away.
Forced family into financial strain. Destroyed our economy. Proved our government incapable
on every level. Destroyed mental health of our children and ourselves. Gave government
massive over reach into controlling our lives. Killed family members and friends because of
suicide, Postponed surgical procedures and overdose.

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35734

Negatively with little no proven value for society overall.

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35735

Has created a great divide in my family and community.

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35736

Has taken away my life, lost wages, lost time with loved ones and massive mental health
issues

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35737

My kids can’t do certain activities, can’t see family, can’t have a normal life

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35738

Many many things but the worst is having my FIL die in the hospital alone because the
mandates prohibited me from entering

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35739

I’ve been put on unpaid leave of absence, had to move because of that. My social life has
suffered. Have not been able to advance in my volunteer work, which has greatly affected the
organization. Many in my community have committed suicide. It’s been a long hard 2 years

2/19/2022 10:07 AM

35740

I have been unable to work my second job, my children have been unable to play their sports
and it is really taking a toll on all of our mental health. I caught covid and was asymptomatic
but we all had to stay home for 10 days, that cost us a lot of money and my kids fell behind in
school.

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35741

My children don’t know life at school without masks, I can’t spend time with friends taking part
in activities, my children are not welcome to take part in normal activities. My whole family has
had Covid so there is literally NO reason for us to take an experimental drug!

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35742

Loss of income, friends, family, marginalized, can’t find good work to pay bills, can’t travel or
attend funerals.

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35743

It has stopped me from doing wat I enjoy,,,where to eat,,,where to shop etc. So I just SIT an
STAY in my room!!!!!!

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35744

Caused a divide amongst family and friends. Left out of society because we are being patient
in regards to taking the shot.

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35745

Lost job

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35746

Depressed and angry

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35747

Divided my family. Affected incomes too. Feeling isolated for two years

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35748

In every way possible, ex. travel, work, social life, church, shopping

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35749

Not much I haven’t done anything different

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35750

Split my family. I'm now terrified to live on Canada

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35751

Stress- unable to sleep- lost one of my jobs (Health care) - other job - threats of being plsce on
an indefinite LOA - basically my life has been turned upside down- barely speaking to my
family- Divide with my loved ones & friends,

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35752

We have not been able to have a proper wedding,not been able to visit our loved ones on many
occasions,

2/19/2022 10:06 AM
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35753

Lol felt bad for the friend’s in downtown area

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35754

Made me a prisoner in my own country.. created a lot of stress between family members,
loneliness. Created frustration. Adversely affected long time relationships..made me feel like I
was living in a Communistic country.. where is our freedom??? Why would you want to put a
poison .. trial vaccine in your body? When I have had reactions to every drug I have been
prescribed???? My body!!

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35755

Horribly!

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35756

I’ve not been able to watch my sons extracurricular. I lost a baby after my vaccine which I only
got to watch my sons hockey. My job was threatened and I now have to swab 3x a week.
Family members are uncomfortable with us. Higher anxiety for me and my one child

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35757

Majorly affected

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35758

It has threatened my job, divided Canadians ,divided family, divided coworkers, increased risk
of illness due to lockdowns and masks, almost completely shut down my husbands business
for 2 years, robbed my kids of their university and high school experiences, increased stress
and anxiety, shut down my church for in person meeting, shut down the youth groups, shut
down sports, robbed the last 2 years of our time with my father in law, and so much more !!!!!!

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35759

Stress on the family

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35760

not that much. I'm a stay at home mom.

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35761

Spending time with people

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35762

Psychological impact destroyed our business

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35763

Overall I do not get affected by things I cannot control but I observed others being very
affected. On my end I had to provide negative rapid test results to carry on my duties at work
even when I worked from home. I paid for these tests.

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35764

My freedoms have unlawfully been removed

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35765

Mental health due to increased isolation. Very limited travel options if I were to leave my
province or country.

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35766

My husband lost his job. My job barely supports the minimum we need. We are weeks away
from losing our house.

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35767

Loss of job. Loss of being able to attend school. Being vax injured but unable to get an
exemption because my doctor is fearful of losing their job. Friends and family members with
severe adverse reactions from Covid injections and suicide. No visitation for facility lockdown

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35768

The biggest thing is the division amongst family and friends. Also not being able to help my
aging mother in a care home when needed and I can’t travel to see my sister in the US or our
brother in law in Toronto going through chemo plus can’t go to Toronto for my husband’s
sister’s memorial. It’s all so unnecessary, sad and criminal. It’s all been pretty stressful....

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35769

trudeau is a coward

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35770

It has ruined me and my family financially, emotionally and actually caused us physical harm.

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35771

I felt separated with others, my freedom of speech, Right to choose things is restricted. People
are divided by the vaccine passport, receive medical treatment is difficult because of the
pandemic the government put everything priority for treating the pandemic & neglecting other
sickness. My child cannot go to school to learn with their classmates. My income lost a lot
because of lacking of insufficient working hours.

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35772

It has destroyed my business and destroyed relationships in my family and with friends. I'm
disgusted by my PM's servitude to Klaus Schwab and the WEF. Enough I enough. Treason
should not be tolerated.

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35773

My family is unvaccinated, I got vaccinated only because of fear of losing my job and not
being able to accompany my 11 year old son to his sporting events. This has put undue stress
in my family's life. I have had friends lose jobs, lose hope in life. This is not ok.

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35774

Isolation. Discrimination. Profound sadness. Deep distrust. Immeasurable disappointment in all
levels of elected officials regardless of political affiliation due to complete unwillingness of any

2/19/2022 10:06 AM
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to publicly ask the questions constituents needed full answers to. So many platitudes. So
much focus on protecting Party over people. As the people were asked to sacrifice so much
including how they did things, the Parties carried on acting as though politics mattered. Brutal.
They all failed.
35775

I have been socially isolated from family and friends, ostracized by co-workers. Not receiving
the spiritual support from my church (that I attend weekly). Unable to do things with friends. It
needs to end!

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35776

Affected ability to get together with loved ones

2/19/2022 10:06 AM

35777

The mandate has effected every part of my life including hurting my business. Most
importantly not being able to see my parents at the hospital because of my vaccine ststus

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35778

I am unable to go to the gym anymore which has had a huge effect on my mental health.
Masks trigger my anxiety and make me feel like i cannot breathe, they also make me feel
dizzy and spaced out after wearing them for long periods.

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35779

Vaccine qnd booster mandates for work places

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35780

I don’t feel safe in my own country seeing how politicians have the authority to do this

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35781

I have been unable to hug and kiss my 2-1/2, now 4 year old granddaughter for 2 years. I've
had to flee my own country prior to Oct 28/21 since I can't travel to my home in Florida without
a vax passport. I'm retired and missed travelling during two of my healthy retired years. I've
missed colonoscopies, dental appointments, medical check-ups, etc. And I've had COVID and
completely recovered using early treatment, ie. Ivermectin and HCQ THEY MUST END NOW.

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35782

Depression, lot of weight gain, stress, lost of familly I wasnt able to see and talk to before their
death, stress at work because we have less employees since all the close/open/close/open in
restaurants so I do lot of hours I shouldn't do.

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35783

My children are young, they missed out on so many moments in those 2 years that we will not
get back. I was also unable to take them to swimming lessons due to being unvaxxed and I
could no longer attend parent counsel meetings. I was depressed, scared, angry and very
isolated. I am grateful I was able to keep my job but did have a scare that they were going to
implement the REP.

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35784

Its made it impossible to I've a life

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35785

Made it extremely hard to get work. Feel depressed and isolated all the time.

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35786

Government over reach has stressed me out beyond belief

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35787

Mentally within our household including my wife,children and myself.

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35788

Job, family, sports, faith

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35789

I feel unsafe in my own country. I am considering fleeing Canada with my family for good

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35790

Wasting precious life time

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35791

Yes of course! Who hasn’t been.

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35792

Infringed on civil liberties

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35793

Mentally, financially, polarization of friends and family

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35794

Lots of depression and loneliness.

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35795

Tremendously

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35796

I feel depressed and lonely. My kid does not want to school because of the mask mandate,
has not got friends and has hard time learning English because of the masks

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35797

I have difficulty breathing with a mask, I have not been allowed to visit my grandparents, it has
divided our family, we have lost friends to suicide

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35798

Lost employment

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35799

I’ve had to get an experimental vaccine that I did not want in order to save my job

2/19/2022 10:05 AM
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35800

Wearing the mask made My lungs hurt real bad. It was hard to breathe with enphesema.

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35801

Depression

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35802

It has torn my family apart. My daughter does not want to go to school and sit with a mask on
nor would I let that happen. Anything Personal like a vaccine should be kept private it's not
everybody's information.

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35803

Lost money, mental health, my child has been masked for a year…

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35804

Lonesome, depressed, have lost friends because of differences of opinion and lost friends due
to death caused by the shots!

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35805

Jobless

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35806

It has taken my life away. My freedom to choose what I do with my own life

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35807

I feel like it has ruined my life

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35808

It killed my dad

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35809

I'm a vulnerable senior who is allergic to the adjuvants in the vaccines. I have chosen to
isolate for 2 years, for 2 Christmases alone, away from family. The mandates have not
affected me, other than to break my heart as I witness lives and businesses destroyed by
them. The division created by Trudeau's behaviour and his "us against them" rhetoric in this
country has irrevocably damaged our country. He does not have the skills or mind of a leader. I
will continue take responsibility for my health and to be cautious and so must anyone, young
or old, who is vulnerable. The rest of the country needs to function. The Emergency Measures
should never have been invoked. Horrific overreach by Trudeau. I used to be a Liberal. Have
no idea what I shall be when this is over. So sad for our nation.

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35810

I could not see my family for the last 2 years. It divided our family. My kids are scared

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35811

Not being with family, parents, new grand child

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35812

Living with depression, single mother isolated with her 3 children living day by day. My life was
already hard to begin with, these mandates made 10x worse.

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35813

It's ruining lives in many ways

2/19/2022 10:05 AM

35814

Suicides, divorce, and other mental health issues. Also Physical fitness decline.

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35815

I found myself drinking more. It was such a lonely time in my life. Depression was keeping me
down. No gatherings to look forward. Nothing to look forward to

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35816

It was bad

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35817

I was forced to get vaccinated in order to keep my job

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35818

Harshly!!! I cried all day today! I’m at the end of my rope! Government over reach is killing
Canadians!

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35819

I'm not vaccinated, forced to test weekly to keep my job.

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35820

Very negative people I don’t feel free and feel let down by the government Can’t trust them
anymore

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35821

It has kept me and my family and my community safe

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35822

I have not living under communist rule

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35823

I’ve been dismissed from my job due to non compliance with Covid-19 vaccination policy, and
haven’t gotten EI yet.

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35824

Insulated, forced into taking a vaccine against my will or lose work

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35825

Lost job, haven’t seen family (even new babies born in the last two years) missed my 11 yr old
son score two goals at hockey (missed the entire season) missed my 10 year old daughter
doing 300 waltz jumps in a row (missed her whole figure skating season) couldn’t be there
when my daughter hurt herself had to wait outside the door.

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35826

Depression, loss of freedom to travel, being vilified for not wanting an experimental gene

2/19/2022 10:04 AM
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therapy (discrimination). Watching friends suffer with adverse reactions to the shot.
35827

My kids are depressed, our lives have been totally put on hold. My brother in law is dying and
we aren’t allowed in hospice. We have to see him through a window. My husband cannot come
to my ultrasound appointments but can go to a restaurant. Horrible.

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35828

Has no affected my life does I don't comply

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35829

I can no longer live a free life

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35830

I’ve lost friends family and coworkers- All while not ever disclosing my vaccination status.
Everyone can tell where I stand just because I refuse to talk about it all day every day and
refuse to say awful things about people who aren’t vaccinated. Pretty crazy that people can tell
where I stand and dont want me in their life just because I wont ridicule a certain group of
people and choose to talk about more positive things rather than spiralling on covid. And even
with them all knowing where I stand, they say awful things about me infront of me. They see
me as weak and taunt me. I feel like people have tried to provoke me constantly and see me
as beneath them. I’ve been forced to pay a fine for attending my job.. but I guess I still have a
job. I am not allowed at a family wedding because they all assume I'm not vaccinated because
I tell them I won’t disclose my medical information. Being banned from society and being
treated this way has severely affected my mental health. I almost gave up a couple times.

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35831

I have become depressed with suicidal thoughts constantly...I am scared all the time, I don't
trust any person in authority. They are all working for the World Economic Forum not for the
Canadian people

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35832

Affected my kids, broke up relationships, mentally, all over terrible last 2 years.

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35833

It has segregated me from society, and taken away my fundamental rights as a Canadian
citizen.

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35834

Annoying fear propaganda

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35835

Stress, feeling worried that people aren’t being given fair treatment in hospitals. Frustrated that
we can’t travel because of our medical choices.

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35836

It has affected my ability to visit my family because they live in a different province.

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35837

Extreme depression, suicidal thoughts, isolation, killed all my dreams for life beyond the
situation, loss of finances, loss of continuing education.

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35838

The total theft of my basic freedoms without my consent or lack of disclosure truth about
where to trust the media , governments, and science!!!!!

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35839

Financially and mentally

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35840

My mental health has suffered and am segregated from society as I do not want to participate
in a medical experiment without informed consent.

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35841

Has made my life hell ! No work , no family and cost of living over the top. Not sure how to
keep going

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35842

it has caused much divide among people, it has encouraged bullies and idiots and with the
Trudeau government behind much of the misinformation, it has exposed corruption at the
highest levels, most of all having a bastard PM has made so many people poor and pushed
them into financial hardship because a drama teacher cant manage a pandemic and cant run a
country. Trudeau is a fucking idiot and he can shove his mandates up his ass since he wont
close the border or stop immigration and continues to import infected people and jeopardize
Canadians The PM is a traitor

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35843

How hasn't it! In every aspect!

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35844

In every way... socially, professionally, and personally.

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35845

I lost 2 years of my life half of my income My both adult kids became unemployed and my
daughter ( age 25 ) battles depression now

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35846

Depression losing ambition

2/19/2022 10:04 AM

35847

Muzzled at work and at the stores. Not much else.

2/19/2022 10:03 AM
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35848

It all has effected my life. Being a hairstylist and being locked down for 11 and half months all
together. Here In Toronto. Not being able to pay bills rent. Now with mask wearing and vaccine
passports. And to note. I am fully vaccinated with Pfizer. And do wear a mask at work. And
had missed work once again. Due to side effects. Having to turn my clients away due to not
vaccinated has caused me and my anxiety/stress mental healthy almost to a breaking point.
Most of people have complied and did the vaccinations and here we are two years later and we
still can’t even live our lives normally. When you reach a certain point in all this. People being
divided. Families being destroyed. Suicide feels like the only way out!!!!

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35849

Can't see grandchildren. Can't eat in our restaurant. While taking mask off outside on a snow
covered sidewalk my hearing aid got slingshotted into snow bank. $3750.00 gone!

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35850

These mandates have caused me to have alot of anxiety, trouble sleeping, weight loss.
Friendships and family separation. Haven't seen my mom for 2 years.

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35851

Retired and intended to travel, but not happening. Mandates have limited my social life as well.

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35852

Anger, depression, division’s

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35853

Made us feel closed in.

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35854

Restricted travel, seeing loved ones, being able to see and aged mother.

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35855

Negatively

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35856

Family divide. Constant worry and stress. Loneliness. This is taking a toll on my mental health
and many of my family members. It needs to end immediately!

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35857

I have lost family and friends due to isolation , I lose my job in healthcare on March 24 and I
have been working for 30 years. My kids can’t go to the pool, or to any activities we can’t go
get a bite to eat anywhere . We are prisoners in our own country. I am taking all my money out
of the bank system as I have no faith in Canadian democracy anymore. Our lives are ruined

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35858

Very negatively.

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35859

The mandates that they imposed on us for 2 years is enough it has caused stress, depression,
anxiety to everyday living.

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35860

Friends won't see us. We feel diseased. My children can't participate in society. Lots of inner
turmoil and personal anguish. Family members, friends and neighbors have fled the country

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35861

unable to socialize, unable to enter restaurants, division in family, plenty of anxiety, working
online instead of in person

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35862

More stress, depression, anxiety and a lot less socializing with people

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35863

Exluded me from social life and separated me from my family abroad.

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35864

Canada has become a very divided country. Makes me sad

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35865

Lost my career, in the hospital twice scared of suicide

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35866

Lockdowns, not being able to visit family in nursing homes and hospitals Kids not being able to
play sports and go to any recreational events Schools closing and kids learning from home
Restaurants closed

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35867

The mandates have absolutely saved lives, possibly including mine. I believe it is quite
possible we'll encounter more--and more deadly--viruses and pandemics in the future, and I
feel a sense of confidence that Canada's public healthcare system and elected officials will
deal with them well, given that I have witnessed them effectively and ethically respond to the
covid pandemic.

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35868

Lost my job.. can barely feed my family. My kids mental health is deteriorating..

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35869

Division of family and inability to accomplish work goals.

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35870

Financial and family division

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35871

I’m every aspect.

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35872

Anxiety and depression. So much division I've lost friends I'm a new mom and it has prevented
me from So much

2/19/2022 10:03 AM
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35873

It has affected my freedoms -it has affected my mental health -it has affected my health- It
has affected every part of my life

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35874

Efect my work ,but effects my kids the most specialy sport activities

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35875

So bad

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35876

Destroyed relationships, affected mental health, isolated so many who is not in the best
interest of their needs, forced people to drink more and do drugs just to deal and feel
something. Huge weight issues!!!! Teaching the younger generation it’s okay to manipulate and
bullying is acceptable and not care about others… it is really unethical, disrespectful and
disgusting!!!!!!

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35877

My family has been destroyed by division

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35878

These mandates have affected my life in every possible way. From high anxiety, to emotional
and physical damage.

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35879

Consuming

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35880

Had heart attack after second moderna shot, shuttered in my house, can’t go anywhere without
vax pass, divorces so can’t even see anyone to try and retain a partner in life.. watch my kids
suffer with masks at school every day! It needs to end and NOW is not soon enough!! Thank
you!

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35881

Allllll the ways lost job, discrimination, depression, inflation

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35882

I have been told I may not be employable if not full vaccinated

2/19/2022 10:03 AM

35883

I am a prisoner in my own country

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35884

I’m unemployed because of it.

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35885

Not enough words to express

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35886

Lost job

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35887

Vaccine passports have segregated friendships and families,co workers. I’am pro vaccine but
a year ago when Trudeau announces the vaccine roll out quote. “ there will be a vaccine for
every Canadian that wants one “ He didn’t mentioned that if you didn’t get the vaccine you
would lose your job,not be able to go to restaurants ,gyms, and so on. I thought it was a
choice ,hum I guess I was wrong.

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35888

Made it more restricted. I have been unable to attend college

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35889

Negativity

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35890

It has ruined my life

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35891

I feel like a prisoner in my own country whereby I can only work and pay taxes and the rising
cost of everything. Makes that harder and harder ! It leaves me with a feeling of abject
hopelessness and that we have lost every freedom whether it’s to travel or go to events or
even to go out and dine ! Our economy is crumbling and it’s 100 percent on mr Trudeau and mr
ford at least in Ontario ! What a pathetic state this country is in run by a narcissistic tyrannical
despot ! Someone wake me up I think I’m living ina nightmare not the once free country!

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35892

I’ve lost two employment opportunities and as a student just graduating college this has
affected me greatly as at my step in the career i should have those years of experience. My
friends have died from suicide because no one can go anywhere or see anyone in over 2
years. I now have to pay a lot of taxs due to not being able to work and taking cerb and ei so
now im suffering finically. I just want to move on with my life and be allowed to be free again.

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35893

Haven’t been able to see friends or family

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35894

I was a NURSE for almost 30 years! My income is more than half of what I used to make.

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35895

Stress, financial, impact on young children

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35896

Negatively.

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35897

It has been the worse 2 years of my life,I have had friends die and could be there for

2/19/2022 10:02 AM
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them,Trudeau needs to go now with nothing!!! No pay nothing
35898

The mandate has protected me & others from sickness and worse.

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35899

My business My family My health

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35900

Lost job after 23 years and fearful for kids and grandson

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35901

Negatively

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35902

Daughter in law suffered of post partum and was on suicide watch, 16 week old grandson is in
sick kids, and his parents are not able to visit him together, I am not able to take a shift in the
hospital. The baby has had 3 major surgeries. And the parents have 2 other children under 5.
The family has been together once for 10 minutes. The parents are stretched beyond measure.
It’s inhumane. I have a granddaughter who will be 12 in April and if she wants to continue to
play hockey she will need to be vaccinated. Children are not a threat to Covid or from Covid.
It’s not right they are being vaccinated. There’s no need for it

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35903

-Losing friends -Almost eliminating human interaction -becoming a second class citizen. It was
very emotional when the vax pass was lifted -missing out on kids activities -our kids lost/have
few friends -stress about losing my job because of vax mandates

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35904

It has stripped our freedoms from our entire lives and ingrained so much fear in our societies.

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35905

It hasn’t been right for over 2 years forced to not be able to socialize go to funeral of loved
ones go to worship make and pursue financial gain or pursue happiness

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35906

In every way

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35907

I have lost friends and family due to my decision not to get a vaccine That nobody knows
enough about that more and more every day comes out of the repercussions of getting it I do
not grow up in a world like this and this is not the Canada I want to raise my kids in

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35908

This is madness!!!

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35909

For myself, depression, for my boys, suicidal thoughts, lack of education , social interaction
and fitness. My one son lost a team mate to suicide and was told he is not welcome in college
that he worked really hard to get accepted to. Both my boys are athletic and they need sports
for their mental health….. I can go on and on. The mandates need to go. The trucker convoy
has given us hope.

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35910

It ruined it for good

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35911

I have watched my elderly mother decline more rapidly in the last 2 years than all of her 95
years 💔 All this has caused so much stress and tensions between family members 💔 This has
caused issues like sadness, depression, frustation, anxiety and sometimes fear. Feeling heart
broken watching my grandchildren having to live a life of such control, confusion,
hopelessness.

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35912

Can't apply for jobs that require covid vaccine.

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35913

Employment Division Segregation Targeted Unsettledness

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35914

Luck of FREEDOM

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35915

I was forced to get the Vax to save my job.

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35916

Job loss

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35917

Mental health impacts very bad

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35918

My income was cut in half, I haven’t had a vacation since 2018. I can’t eat in a restaurant
because I don’t want to participate in a dangerous medical experiment that has killed 2 people
that I love. All for a “virus” with a 99.98% recovery rate for those under 80. And I no longer
have relationships with many of my friends and family because they have lost their minds. I’m
very angry.

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35919

Isolation from family,

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35920

Its causing hatred between people who are not hatefull people.

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35921

Depression due to lack of social interaction and fear of Covid generated by the public health

2/19/2022 10:02 AM
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officials. Maintenance of health and prevention of disease not done due to lockdowns. Disunity
among the citizens.
35922

It’s affected my mental health as for both my childrens and they are under 4. Absolutely
disgraceful

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35923

I've lost almost all my freedoms as a Canadian.

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35924

Made ne extremely lonely

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35925

As a non vaccinated employee I feared I may loose my job. I am treated like a 3rd class
citizen by citizen. I have lost my best friend of over 15 years. My marriage is on the rocks. My
relationship my other family members is strained. I haven’t been able to see extended family
since the beginning. I now have depression that has effected my day to day life.

2/19/2022 10:02 AM

35926

It has caused me to suffer with more mental health issues due to not being able to see my
friends and family, I have missed births and deaths within my family and lost time with the
ones I love. I was not able to visit my dad recently while he was in the ICU at the hospital. My
depression and anxiety has gotten so bad with lack of social activity and my anxiety with
going into stores worried about confrontation from walking the wrong way in isles or going out
wrong doors. And so many others ways that I’m sure many most people in Canada/the world
have also felt.

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35927

Cant fly to see family

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35928

Family members have lost jobs, unable to travel, unable to go to gym to stay healthy, negative
affect on mental health

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35929

It has taken away my freedom of choice, because I choose not to get vaccinated, I feel like
most of vaccinated people think I am unclean and don't deserve to have any privileges or
rights to work, travel, go visit love ones in retirement or nursing homes, etc. which is very sad,
I feel sad all the time

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35930

No being able to decide for myself what is good for my body! Vaccine mandates. No being able
to see my relatives. I was my FREEDOM back!

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35931

Huge extra cost to my business and loss of work!

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35932

I'm asthmatic, can't wear a mask. I'm vaxx injured, not taking another one ever. I'm AWAKE,
SOVEREIGN.

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35933

Can't go anywhere do anything, love to go fly again but can't financially extra costs even when
I'm double vaxed

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35934

As I birthed my daughter almost 2 years ago when it all started, I was stripped away from my
right to have whomever I felt confortable or needed there in time, and I could not. I needed to
birth my daughter with a fucken mask. And I was left alone all the time. Then I had to walk
around town doing errands in stores with my newborn maskless and I had to wear one??? Who
is more fragile for heaven’s sakes. Me who my immune system is built and strong or my
newborn who is all fragile to this new world. Already then and there nothing made sense. Plus
afterwards if I would’ve listened to the PM my daughter would not know any of her family
members nor have built any relationship with kids around her age. And you know what that is
completely inhumane and that cannot be asked of nor forced on anyone!! It is to a point where
you are now being discriminated by your own people if you do not have your face covered and
even more than that you can’t get food on the table for your child nor yourself or even
prescriptions that is essential like puffers or whatever, if you don’t agree (by freedom of choice)
to wear a mask. And I could keep going for days but I am done giving my energy to all this non
sense desire of empowerment and control upon all civilians. Enough is enough and I’ve had
enough since the beginning.

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35935

Although I am vaccinated it has infringed on my freedom and has caused disappointment on
my fellow friends

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35936

Lost my job, unable to fly to USA to visit my sister, unable to take my children to indoor
activity centres, division amongst family members, coworkers and friends,

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35937

Mental health, financial loss, family and friend loss

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35938

Inconvenience, frustrating, forced me to get a shot I didn't want.

2/19/2022 10:01 AM
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35939

Mental illness affected

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35940

Depressed

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35941

Hobbled me,made to feel like a second class citizen

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35942

Depression and division

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35943

Lost my job as a nurse. Can t visit our son in arizona Loss of friendships

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35944

It's made my work and like safer for myself and my family

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35945

I have felt ostracized from regular life. I am Being forced to pay for covid tests twice a week.

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35946

Terrible

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35947

Stress, fatigue,

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35948

You have to wear masks at work you have to be tested at work you have to wear masks when
you go shopping it's all nonsense

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35949

The mandate has taken away many opportunities in my life. I no longer have an equal chance
to go to school, employers screw their nose up at me when they find out I’m not vaccinated.
Over the past two years my quality of life has declined extremely. I am starting to feel like I’m
not going to get to live a normal life. Buy a house… travel… earn a LIVING wage. We need to
accept that Covid-19 will kill the weak the same as the flu or any other sickness we have been
faced with. If the government wants to save everyone they need to look at the health care
system rather than who can go get groceries based off a vaccine that only protects those who
choose to get it.

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35950

No social life

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35951

Extra expenses getting to work

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35952

Mandates are not freedom

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35953

Husband lost job. Moral distress from working in LTC and watching my elders lives being
destroyed by mandates and lockdowns.

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35954

It’s made me feel depressed and frustrated. It is crazy making to be expected to follow
ridiculous rules that are not actually beneficial and in fact detrimental in so many ways. The
vax passports mean I can’t even leave the country or hop on a plane to visit relatives or
friends. Some of my relationships have suffered.

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35955

It limits a lot, specifically for my kids

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35956

Divided friends, family, ended my career, stopped social life for entire family, drained savings,
and lived in unnecessary stress for over 2 years!!

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35957

.

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35958

I have for the most part ignored the mandates and have kept visiting my family and elderly
friends. None of us have been harmed from that but emotionally we are healthy because we
have each other. I have complied with the masks to get onto stores but don't wear them over
my nose so I can breathe through my nose. I'm somewhat claustrophobic so that was what I
needed to do. I retired early because of the mask mandate ( I worked at a seniors home)

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35959

Lost a job

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35960

No income, lost business, health deteriorating

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35961

Lost clients, felt isolated and depressed,

2/19/2022 10:01 AM

35962

It is being forceful apon people by government ,, it is not about covid,, it is all about control of
all Canadians,, there are many more people dying now ,, after 89%of the people are jabbed ,,
than ever before in the last two years ,, exactly what WHO and Bill Gates and government
wants Kill people reduce population. This is all evil , evil ,evil And they know it , but more and
more people are catching on. I understand the truckers,, why have they done such an
excellent job for two years and Now are forced to take the jab ?? Very same with health care
workers. Two years excellent work , and now take the jab or you lose your job ,, and the
government says oh it’s not mandatory!!!! The government is to work for the people and listen
to the people. And Trudeau has not once gone to talk to the truckers that have travelled right

2/19/2022 10:01 AM
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to his doorstep to talk to him ,, he is a coward,, useless leader. As a matter of fact he is not a
leader. AT. ALL
35963

It has caused family separation. It's complete bullshit just like this virus

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35964

Very isolating. Stressful, anxiety provoking, loss of job, loss of faith in government to be
truthful,

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35965

Church closed, family get-together stopped, visits to care homes stopped. Division in family,
friends, church and society! This has to stop!!

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35966

Friends and family have turned on one another over who's got the Vax and who doesn't lots
Friends that think I'm nuts for not getting the Vax it needs to stop

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35967

Depression

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35968

Created depression, division with family and friends, lowered physical activities, children
excluded, children being judged, inability to travel, inability to participate in sports and leisure.
Witness friends and family lose their careers and struggle to care for their families.

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35969

Just about in every way possible.

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35970

Financially, socially

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35971

Workwise, metal, emotionally, destructively.

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35972

Everything

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35973

I work in health care, so while everyone else has been under one set of rules, my rules are
even stricter, and I am happy to follow them to protect the health of my clients, colleagues and
family. I think a lot of the discussion, comments and movements in the name of so-called
"freedom" are selfish and misinformed, led by extremists and conspiracy theorists who don't
even understand what they are protesting against.

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35974

My freedoms as a Canadian. Anxiety in family and friendships.

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35975

I can't travel or go out for dinner or anything that involves having useless vax

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35976

Lost my job, my savings, my mental health and depression has never been so bad in my life.
Everyone around me wants this to end

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35977

I am a dental hygienist and my profession has been given a deadline for vaccination. This is
my livelihood.

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35978

Caused division amoungst family and friends, major anxiety, stress, anger, sadness, fear, i
witnessed the vaccines affected people that I know to have side effects of all kinds and i know
many people that have taken it against their will just to not be excluded from society and
visiting sick hospital patients they otherwise could not do. I've witnessed people I know
suffering from wearing the masks with headaches and breathing issues and asthma.
Witnessing and knowing this has brought feelings of never ending doom and gloom.

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35979

Loss of family and friends due to the fear imposed by these unlawful affront on our freedoms.

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35980

Anxiety fear boredom fear unsure

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35981

Haven't been able to see family. Haven't been able to take my 8 yet old son indoor rock
climbing, to the movies, out to dinner. Wasn't able to celebrate my wife's 40th birthday the way
it should have been celebrated. Haven't been able to travel. Lost money from my small
business DG'ing weddings and corporate events.

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35982

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35983

It has destroyed some relationships with my family members and friend. I have not been able
to go places. My travel has been restricted. My daughter has felt bullied and intimidated. I
have worried about financial stability. We missed out on a year of visits with my again dad.
These mandates and isolation have been horrible for our family.

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35984

I had to be vaccinated to keep my job. The vaccines messed up my menstrual cycles and
made me break out in hives. I watched my fellow healthcare workers be censored/silenced and
scientific data be cherry picked. Schools were closed for many months, despite kids being low
risk.

2/19/2022 10:00 AM
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35985

Missed funerals and unable to visit family

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35986

All negative, it was planned

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35987

A great inconvenience that makes you appreciate our freedoms that have been taken away.

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35988

Impacted all aspects of my life in a very negative way and caused much anxiety, isolation and
hopelessness.

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35989

Killed our small business. Divided our family

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35990

It gives me hope we can be the true north strong and free again!

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35991

More ways to explain in this box. Fear

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35992

Losing my job and career as a health professional due to mandates.

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35993

Freedom of Movement. Forced Retirement

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35994

I will loose my job when my maternity leave is finished. Division between family members
Unable to go to best friends wedding due to travel mandates. My children miss out on
activities Church has been affected

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35995

LOSS OF WORK. LOSS OF WAGES. WEIGHT GAIN. DEPRESSION. UNABLE TO HAVE A
FUNERAL FOR MY DAD.

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35996

It has destroyed the freedoms of many I love - it has broken apart families, friends, churches
and communities.

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35997

Can’t visit my family in other provinces without quarantine for 2 weeks , can’t visit my relatives
in USA .

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35998

I’m a nurse and my employer forced us to take the vaccine or loose my job, I couldn’t not not
work, I have 3 kids. I didn’t want to get vaccinated

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

35999

Can’t see my family, have anxiety, stuck at home by myself for 5 weeks due to being a close
contact (unvaxxed) and having Covid (5 days isolation with Covid, then a sinus infection, but
due to still having symptoms, couldn’t return to work). I miss the days that we got the flu (that
wasn’t labelled ‘deadly’) and then returned to our lives when we were better. I hate how it has
divided everyone from being vaxxed and unvaxxed. My body my choice, and I personally
would never judge anyone for what they choose to do with their body!

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

36000

My business has closed down. Mental health is a mess. Living in fear.

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

36001

Made me fell like a criminal for wanting to live my life free to make my own decisions. Lost my
job and income.

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

36002

Since it started

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

36003

Business, family have all been affected

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

36004

Kids have to wear masks at school which doesnt make any sense and they cant breath
properly. We have to sit at church with masks on. I cant go visit my family in Finland, havent
seen them for many years. I cant go certain places. And it sounds like its only getting worse.
We want our life back.

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

36005

Mandate has been terrible for my family

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

36006

It destroyed my career, my living. my relationship with family & friends.

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

36007

Ruined it.

2/19/2022 10:00 AM

36008

I have children that I cannot bring anywhere, or do anything with, not the life I want them to
live.

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36009

Took away my freedom to chose.

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36010

-I was put on unpaid LOA from my job as a nurse -division in my extended family -reduced
freedoms such as being able to dine inside, go to certain events or travel freely

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36011

A lot, kids stressed and anxiety now… made school harder…

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36012

Very stressful on mental health

2/19/2022 9:59 AM
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36013

It has been very restricting , a number of family and friends have lost their jobs . It’s
depressing and sad

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36014

ITS AGAINST THE LAW ! IF I BREAK THE LAW I WOULD BE HELD ACCOUNTABLE. SO
SHOULD THE POLITITIONS.

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36015

I have seen many people I love have to be vaccinated to be able to feed there family or loose
there job . I have watched my young niece cry because she needed to get vaccinated to
continue going to university she should have never had to do that !!! Absolutely disgusting .

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36016

It has bankrupt my business and put me into financial distress!

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36017

They have destroyed my mental health and my children's lives!!! My family is being torn apart
because of tbeee ridiculous mandates

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36018

It has affected many of my coworkers mentally, caused division and discrimination among
many people I know and family members.

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36019

I feel segregated from society simply because I am unvaccinated

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36020

It coerced me into taking a vaccine that I absolutely did not want in order to continue to
provide for my family. It is also preventing most of our family from visiting our daughter at
University in the States.

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36021

Lost one’s died alone no funerals. Wearing masks all the time for no reason. Follow the
science with no proof

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36022

Catastrophically

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36023

I have been alienates by friends and family. I have resigned from my career as a police officer
as I refused the vaccine mandate, nor did I want to enforce any of these tyrannical orders. I
have been made to feel like a lower class citizen for choices I have made about my personal
health which are private.

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36024

Work

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36025

Negatively

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36026

Everything is different not seeing or gathering with people on and on and on .

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36027

Social aspect of life has diminished, dividing our people has made family and friendships have
loses

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36028

Financial ruin

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36029

It affected my mental health

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36030

I believe it has taken many of my personal choices away. The mandate has show how our
government makes decisions without the interaction of its' citizens.

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36031

In literally every way possible. I had to wear a god damn mask while birthing my baby. What
kind of joke is that.

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36032

Everything

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36033

Forced to get vaccine to keep working

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36034

Poorly

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36035

It is inconvenient and not consistent so very frustrating when it allows some activities but not
others and reasoning unclear

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36036

I’ve had a daughter try to commit suicide because her life has been affected beyond
comprehension with no extra curricular activities. My other two children have suffered from
depression as well as myself. It’s been difficult to make a living as a self employed person
constantly adjusting to the recipe of the week as decided by our “leaders” 🙄. I’m just so done
with all of this stupidity and only want a free world for my kids to live in and to be left alone to
make my own medical decisions and how I choose to live this one and only life that I’m given.

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36037

I am unable to enter a restaurant without a n test. I’ve had Covid and know I’ve got natural
immunity. But this doesn’t seem to matter. Even though it’s proven that it is even more robust

2/19/2022 9:59 AM
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than the vaccine efficacy. It’s created divisive amongst my family and friends. It needs to go
away in order for us to heal.
36038

Isolated from family and friends. Unable to travel for recreation. On a positive note I've enjoyed
curbside pickup and home delivery. Limited access to medical requirements.

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36039

In every way. I will give you one: My mother is 93, in a senior home. Because of lockdowns
her dementia has been so much worse. This is true for many if not all. People need to see
family and friends, hugs, smile, laughing- to be cared for-masks for seniors- can’t see and hear
well. This becomes a scary whole for them. This is not caring for seniors. She has been in the
hospital several times, never got Covid.

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36040

The mandates affected my life is so many different ways. Let me start with my son who is 5
years old and can’t get a proper education due to constant lockdowns and restrictions at
school. He is forced to wear a mask which he doesn’t want to wear. He says he can’t breath in
it, he wants to see other people faces because he doesn’t know what emotions they are
showing. The principal at his school is talking everyday about covid restrictions, says you
need to wear a mask all the time, stay 2 meters apart, get vaccinated etc. I’m afraid of my son
mental health. I see a change in his sleeping and eating pattern. Kids suffered a lot in the past
2 years. It’s too much for small kids to handle this. Also, the mandates separated myself and
my family overseas. I’m the only one leaving here and the rest of my family is leaving
overseas. I haven’t seen my family in over 2 years. I used to see them very often. I miss them
a lot. I wish for my son to have an opportunity to see and hug them often. My husband’s family
is here but we got divided because of different personal, health choices. So now, we leave
alone and feel lonely. It’s heartbreaking. I cry as I’m writing this. My relationship with my
husband got worse as well. Communication is not good. We are afraid of our future and our
sons future. My job got affected as well due to constant lockdowns and restrictions. There is
so much division and separation created by coworkers and clients. I used to be one of the top
employees there and because of my personal, medical choices less work is given to me. It’s
so sad. It affects my paycheque and I’m not able to provide for my family as I used to. Overall
I feel this pandemic created nothing but division, hate to each other, discrimination, inert for
someone else’s feelings and beliefs. There is no more unity, peace, understanding one
another, being nice and friendly for each other. I regain hope in a better future after I saw a
freedom convoy and the love, peace and unity that was created by this movement. But I’m
heartbroken seeing how the government is dealing with this wonderful movement. It’s a shame
on our prime minister for creating hate and danger to Canadians. However is reading this
please, please help us to end the restrictions.

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36041

I listened my 92 year old mother cry for two years because she was so lonely. She missed her
family horribly. She lives all by herself in her own house.

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36042

I haven’t been able to travel or see my Mother in law in the seniors home. I can’t breathe in
these masks as I am a waitress.

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36043

I had to close my practice

2/19/2022 9:59 AM

36044

My son committed suicide over this. I now teach from home. My family’s mental health has
suffered. My husband had to work away from home for a time.

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36045

Stop working stop socializing stop travelling

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36046

I’m not allowed to bring my six year old to swimming lessons. Like give me a break…

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36047

All of them!

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36048

It has restricted my ability to come and go freely from my Mom’s long term care home but I
accept this as a way to keep her safe from the virus.

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36049

It has caused my depression to skyrocket. It has made my family unable to properly attend
church services. My family cannot use any of the facilities we pay taxes for. We cannot go out
for dinner. We will miss the 75tb, and 80th birthdays of our parents because we cannot get on
a plane. Many more things, but the list is endless!

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36050

Unable to travel Can’t visit family

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36051

Job loss, family & community division and dispute, anxiety, stress, segregation...

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36052

It has caused financial hardship, mental stress, depression, and anxiety within our family, and
a loss of lifelong relationships.

2/19/2022 9:58 AM
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36053

Somewhat. Social events have become smaller and less frequent. Otherwise not much has
changed. Or not much has changed for the worse.

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36054

Forced to take the vaccine to keep my job at the hospital. Divided my colleagues. Divided my
city/country.

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36055

I see the fear/anger and division the mandates have caused as politicians and media silence
anyone who questions’the science’ only to have the questioners proven right as more evidence
comes in. My trust in those in authority has been severely eroded. I don’t want to live in a
totalitarian dictatorship.

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36056

I’ve had constant panic attacks and insomnia

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36057

Lost jobs, claustrophobia while wearing a mask, husband not allowed with me at the hospital,
mental health decline

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36058

It has destroyed my relationship with some family and friends and caused a lot of stress and
anxiety in my daily life. It has segregated me from participating in life activities and has
stopped my kids from enjoying normal childhood activities . It has affected my kids the most.

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36059

terribly

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36060

family division, son at risk of health problems, loss of freedom to travel, shop, to visit, worship
curtailed, economy failing, hard to get items, fear of hospitals, young people losing jobs and
education. Suicides happening all around.

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36061

Isolation not feeling able to socialize and see friends I am single no kids very hard no friends
without work very stressful on everyone.

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36062

Restricted travel and imposed social divisions

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36063

It divided my family, it increased mental health issues around me. Pp are anxious and sad,
vax or not. It should be a personal choice.

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36064

Reduce income for over 2 years. It’s time to end this and let people decide for themselves.

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36065

negatively is the understatement of the Millennium. Job lost, suicides, children with possible
permanent social and education disabilities.

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36066

Negatively

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36067

Not too much as I’m vaccinated and could still do things

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36068

Negatively

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36069

Caused depression and fear

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36070

Depression/ isolation

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36071

It's brought divide among family and friends. Much stress & depression

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36072

Mental health

2/19/2022 9:58 AM

36073

Many ways! Will list a few... Our rights and freedoms are being violated! Interfered with church
life. Restricted Social life ie gatherings, travel, visiting the sick, eating in restaurants etc...
Very sad to see people adversely affected/harmed by the injections and boosters!! People
should not lose jobs, their businesses due to not taking the injections. We must always be
able to choose what gets put into our bodies! Deep concern for the future of Canadians if these
mandates don't end!!

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36074

Husband lost job, I can’t see my elderly Mom, friends are distancing themselves, life is on
hold, can’t travel freely, all the restrictions play heavily on my family’s emotional health.

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36075

Pretty much no social life anymore and working overtime cause we are shirt staffed because
of the mandates. Can’t get supplies we necessarily need at work at times, over the last two
years.

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36076

Loss of freedom of conscience, mobility, speech; increased anxiety and conflict; loss of time
with family

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36077

I’m less active with sports therefore less healthy.

2/19/2022 9:57 AM
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36078

Yes it has

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36079

Has put strain on family and friends. A lot of mental health issues in all age groups

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36080

Kids social life

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36081

Kept us from living normally.

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36082

It has prevented me from doing a lot, made travel awful if not impossible, created divides
between friends, ruined our economy, etc etc

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36083

All the mandates, not just one, have taken away our normal way of life. It feels like our
freedom is gone! Isolation has and is affecting and killing so many people!

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36084

Separate with my wife. The real effects are yet to be seen as everyone in my family is vaxxed.

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36085

destroyed my business

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36086

Crushed my business, divided family and church

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36087

Lost our business hurt us financially

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36088

Almost not at all.

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36089

I lost my job. My son was not able to attend University because he isn't fully vaccinated. I'm
depressed. We have missed weddings, funerals and holidays with family and friends. There is
much division among people. This has to end now. For me it is too late, my job is gone, my
income is gone but maybe for others no mandates are the ethical thing to do.

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36090

out of 9 siblings and spouses my husband and I are the only ones that have not believed the
lie. we no longer visit them and some we are no longer speaking to also when school was
online I (grandma) had to take care of them. they went to a french school at the time. I do not
understand french. so if there were issues I could not address them because all instructions
were in french. therefore we were only online for 1 hour maximum every day. divisiveness in
our community our church our family unable to see grandchildren for weeks and months at a
time.

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36091

Unable to do things as vaccinated people do (eating at restaurants, going to movies, travel)
Feel discriminated against in public settings, the workplace, and in my personal life.

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36092

I have limited my daily activities to work and home. I work in LTC and find myself having to
enforce isolation to the residents I am looking after. It is like they’re in prison. I am sure that
real prisoners get yard time but at on point they were not even allowed to go outside for fresh
air.

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36093

Business almost shut down. Depression anxiety. Mental health.

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36094

I have to wear a diaper on my face to do anything now , can't go out for much , sit alone at
home

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36095

Damage to family

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36096

Absolutely. My mental health is thru the roof and I'm not sure how much longer I can go on like
this.

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36097

Depression, stress, health issues

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36098

I lost 2 yrs of my life

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36099

Made me head to Thailand for a normal life

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36100

Wife left me

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36101

Ruined friendships with family and friends has put more stress on my work life and has made
me have thoughts a person shouldn’t think

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36102

Shows how too much power given to a few people can harm and divide the world

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36103

It just is

2/19/2022 9:57 AM

36104

Negativity

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36105

Can’t travel, limited to where I can go, can’t watch my kids play sports at certain venues,

2/19/2022 9:56 AM
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caused division between friends and family, feel discriminated against
36106

Not too badly just being careful and going with medical teams & scientists at times

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36107

I'm a prisoner in my own country!

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36108

Threats of losing my job, unable to see family, and developing mental distress and disorders

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36109

My kids are suffering, and I have lost my job

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36110

Mental

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36111

Been locked down

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36112

I am an essential onsite worker. My employer has very high Covid standards but as a slightly
older person with a chronic medical condition I limit my contact with unknown people outside of
work and family.

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36113

Its unhealthy to be isolated

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36114

Isolation, stress, heart issues, anxiety.

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36115

My life has been devastated. Lost my job as I refused to get vaccinated. I had recovered from
covid. My father died and I could not attend his funeral in Europe due to mandates on
unvaccinated. Justin Trudeau is worse than anything I have read about communism. He is is
immature, a lier, hateful and arrogant. As soon as the borders open my family and i are leaving
this country and never want to even visit. Canada deserves better.

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36116

My father committed suicide. So very negative.

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36117

Mental health issues

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36118

I am a very healthy active individual. At a time where we should be exercising, they closed
gyms for unvaccinated people. Keeping active is a prerequisite for deterring sickness but this
was not an option.

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36119

I lost my dream job I work so hard for

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36120

I had to give up my aviation career which I have enjoyed for 13 years. I am currently
unemployed and inelligeable for unemployment insurance even though I have worked and paid
into it my whole life. I am 55 now.

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36121

I felt forced to take a vaccine that could harm my health just so I could work and feel accepted

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36122

It has split our family. Some members won't see other members. It has turned our business
upside down.

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36123

Reduced quality of life, mental health, stress, decreased physical activity, financial hardship.

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36124

every way

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36125

I've lost job opportunity

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36126

Stress and lack of sleep. Fear mongering by media and gov. No science and very dangerous
life affecting non science. Products that do not work. More dangerous is medical experiment
than covid. Too many lies. This affected my business income!!!!

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36127

Anxiety, depression, business loss, mask wearing causes anxiety and stress, so stating in
more isolated. not able to travel for business, changed the way we do business. We don’t offer
accommodations or live classes anymore. The effect in the community around us is worse,
much division.

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36128

I would’ve never got the shot but I needed a second job to help support my son and I since my
husband left a year and a half ago. The second Job I took stated I needed to have both shots
to work there. I’m a person that rarely get sick I don’t take the flu shot I really didn’t want to
take this one. And all the different rules for different establishments was very confusing some
skating rinks he just needed a mask some rinks he had to have the shot is confusing for a lot
of people. In our small town there was older people that were terrified to leave their homes
because they were scared they were going to get COVID-19 they would not even step outside
the door. The mental health for these elderly people which our town is mostly made of scares
the heck out of me . My grandpa is 95 years old he didn’t leave his home because he was
scared my parents were scared I was scared to go over there because I didn’t want to give my

2/19/2022 9:56 AM
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mother Covid or a cold because everybody calls the Covid. Both my parents have to be very
careful they have health issues so them being locked up my mom didn’t leave her home for a
whole year dad had to go out and get the groceries it’s I totally understand you’re scared to get
sick but it’s not good for them either.
36129

I was forced to take a rapid test weekly to keep my job. I have had disagreements with family
over my decisions

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36130

Taken my job, my family and friends. Triggered PTSD, destroyed my faith in our health
officials, government- mainly the PM.

2/19/2022 9:56 AM

36131

Devisiveness in family & community

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36132

Divided Family and lost of jobs

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36133

Lost income, no social life because of QR codes. No activities for children. All while still
paying taxes for facilities that have banned us from entering

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36134

Has destroyed my life

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36135

Mental health

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36136

Out of work

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36137

Dining, testing, seeing the increase in the use of alcohol and drugs, suicide

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36138

Very limited to what I can do

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36139

There are no words to describe how horrible this has been.

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36140

In every way

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36141

I don't fear Covid but I do fear what is to come for our future. I have managed well to stay safe
and I do not let my guard down. I worry about our future and how we/everyone will survive with
the price increases for food, mortgages, rentals, interest rates and so forth. I worry about the
ever growing homelessness, housing shortages, people's careers terminated because of their
choice not to be vaccinated. I worry about our health system, our doctors, nurses, PSW's, the
shortages of these professionals, the overwhelming work. This, just to name a few is how the
mandate has affected me.

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36142

It has caused extreme anxiety. Also I've been discriminated against as I can't eat in
restaurants, work out at my gym and am constantly in fear of losing my job as they can
remove the option of testing.

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36143

Stress…anger…life in general has changed…normal is not a word anymore…

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36144

While I believe COVID-19 is a real thing and some people in my life, sadly became very ill
from it, in the past two years the mandates have harmed me and the people close to me more
than COVID-19. The mandatory masking has caused health problems. From those who took
the vaccine many are suffering from vaccine injuries while those who did not take the vaccine
for conscientious reasons or out of concern over the vaccine injuries are treated as outcasts.
Businesses have suffered and people have become unemployed. The lockdowns have caused
depression. People died or went through serious surgeries without loved ones being allowed to
be with them. On top of all of that, the government’s divisive rhetoric has divided families and
communities because instead of letting people support each other in a time of hardship and
difficult decisions the people are turned against each other.

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36145

Job security has been threatened. Complete livelihood has been overturned and made to feel
like you are the enemy.

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36146

It has kept me working at home and I have experienced depression because of it

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36147

A lot

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36148

Due to the mask mandate we chose to homeschool. We and our children can no longer
participate in any sporting activities, go to restaurants, or travel. We cannot even leave
Canada if we don’t like the mandates and want to go elsewhere. Our daughter has a genetic
condition and cannot wear a mask. I have a few family members that use hearing aids and
count on reading lips to communicate. We have felt isolated and divided from society because
of our beliefs and convictions.

2/19/2022 9:55 AM
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36149

I don’t even know where to begin..This has to end now.

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36150

Terrible

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36151

I am a non citizen in my own country. I can’t get the jab for medical reason and I’m tired of my
life being shut down

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36152

I have no nursing for nephew who is home on ventilator oxygen feeding tube etc. Can't afford
rent going to be homeless

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36153

Loss of Business, family divided health. Trust in the government is gone.

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36154

Can't breathe in the masks, hassle to travel, weren't able to see family for so long. Can't go to
concerts, choir = my favorite thing to do, has been cancelled since 2020. Depression over all
of this. And unjustified emergency act by Trudeau just made it all worse.

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36155

The right of freedom in this country in which we stand for, this is not Canada with this
government

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36156

We are missionaries in Mexico. We are unable to see our families in Canada, since neither
they nor we have freedom to travel as we need to. This has had a huge emotional effect on us,
our children, and my family living in Canada. Furthermore, it is depressing as a Canadian to
see our great country being taken over by a dictator-type government.

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36157

Very negatively. Very much overrated. It turned into a political dictatorship.

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36158

Stress. Family infighting. Alienating friends. 3 year old daughter never been around other
children. No socializing even at Christmas New years and Thanksgiving.

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36159

Restrictions have impacted our family socially, emotionally and physically; we need interaction
with others to remain stable emotionally and I would say our immune systems have not been
able to stay strong without normal interactions either

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36160

We all (children included) have battled depression because of it. People close to us have
almost died due to forces vax.

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36161

Concerns regarding whether my husband and I would be able to keep our job in health care
which we worked very hard to get. We didn’t know if or when we would get that taken away
from us because of a decision we decided was best for our family.

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36162

It has prevented me from leaving my free country, Canada. It has caused issues between
family and friends.

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36163

Depression discrimination

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36164

It has prevented us from living our lives, we also have a Winter home in Florida that we have
been unable to go to for the last 2 years. It is causing mental anguish and fear over visiting will
health compromised family. The isolation for them is causing mental harm to them as well. We
have not been able to gather with family for special occasions and our grandchildren are also
suffering.

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36165

i have constant rash from the mask that I have to wear eight hours a day!! Cannot see my
elderly family members!!

2/19/2022 9:55 AM

36166

I am made to feel like a second class citizen

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36167

Anxiety and Depression and ostracized.

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36168

I In many w

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36169

It’s has prevented my daughter from finishing college and has affected our mental health as a
family

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36170

Separation of family, resources, lifestyle, discrimination, bigotry, exclusion, supreme elite
dominance, cruel treatment, indifference reactions, health overreach, government overreach,
right violations,

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36171

It has affected every aspect of my life. Financially, I am self employed and my income is less
than 50% of normal. Physically, I have constant discomfort as I have been waiting for surgery
which is continually delayed. Emotional, to see police who I have always respected, beating
people with their guns and trampling people with their horses, it makes me sick to my

2/19/2022 9:54 AM
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stomach. Watching my grandchildren cry because they do not want to go to school because
they have to wear masks.
36172

Not able to find work last 6 months because illegal vaccine mandates ... running out of
resources

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36173

Absolutely ruined it.

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36174

Loss of freedom of movement and self protection

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36175

Depression

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36176

It has prevented me from going places and visit my family overseas

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36177

Has limited access to everything and had divided family and friends Also has wreaked havoc
on my childrens mental health

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36178

Keeped my and my family of 3 kids from socializing, participate in sports... cant go to place
that "previliged" people can go. The mandate made us feel alone, scared, feel like we are the
problem.

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36179

1. Freedom to worship 2. Freedom to take care of family and loved ones that are sick in the
hospitals/nursing homes 3. Love and unity towards fellow Canadians (there is a division) 4.
Fear Canada will never be the same 5. My children's lives, what they see and hear around
them. 6. Relationships are broken

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36180

Really bad

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36181

Split my family. From a close family to one where siblings haven’t spoken for a year.

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36182

Our church family has fallen apart.

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36183

Mainly my families ability to worship God freely has been affected

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36184

Depression , isolation , and despair. Both my young adults had to graduate high school online.
Covid has caused more anxiety then actually catching it

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36185

Emotional, financially, socially, and very upset that the children were so restricted

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36186

Socially, mentally, and my kids are missing sports, birthdays, and not to mention the health
affects from wearing masks all day in school. Bloody noses daily, sore throats, then the
sadness of missing birthdays, family members dying by themselves.... we need to get back to
life!

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36187

Mental health problems. Always anxious.

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36188

I lost my job since I would not take a vaccine. Also I am unable to travel from a country that I
feel unsafe living in. I live alone and have been very isolated during the past 2 years. My
nephew who is 5 is afraid to be anywhere without a mask. That is terrible for a young child to
feel.

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36189

Lost my job

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36190

I have been a prisoner in my country

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36191

Mentally, financially, physically. All in a very negative way.

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36192

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36193

Loss of friends and family and so much mental stress

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36194

I’m an RN lost my job for My medical choice. The lockdown were hard on my kids trying to go
to school. My older post secondary kids couldn’t attend school bc of discrimination. One had
to defer school bc he chose no vax. My daughter couldn’t attend the campus at all bc of no
vax. My colleagues that stayed working bc they were vaxxed, we’re still coming down with
covid, but I was vilified bc I didn’t want to participate in an experiment or subject myself to
such. My freedom to move from this province so I can work in my profession was refused by
all the mandates. I’ve been made into a second class citizen. Many days thought life was too
difficult to survive. Family members have turned against me. I haven’t lost my house yet. I
can see how suicide could look like the only option for a lot of people.

2/19/2022 9:54 AM

36195

Lost my job, my retirement my mental state has deteriorated lost friends family is divided…

2/19/2022 9:53 AM
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just to start the list.
36196

I can’t get proper medical care or mental health care, my kids haven’t had proper socialization
or been able to do anything fun and it’s completely against my rights as a human. It must end.

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36197

Seeing family

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36198

My children are full of anxiety. Cost of living. Cost of constructuon materials - being a
contractor. Lack of help for nurses. My daughter is a nurse and has not received on single
extra while people sit at home collecting CERB. Nurses are overworked and underpaid and it's
NOT because of covid!! They need help and more pay !! She also had to get a vaccination she
didn't want! Vaccinations are killing and injuring Canadians more then Covid ever has.
Mandates are separating people- families and friends. Dividing the people. It is ruining what
Canadians have stood for.....unity and love!

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36199

Great grandma isolation from family living in fear

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36200

It's made it so that my toddlers have never had other kids to socialize with, it's isolated me as
a new mother and caused my post partem depression.

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36201

I despise everything about it

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36202

-

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36203

Alone

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36204

I have seen masks completely take the personality out of students. Students mental health
struggles has increased due to a lot of mandates. Travelling has become a hassle that doesn’t
seem worth it.

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36205

We have become prisoners in our own country

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36206

I’ve lost both my jobs, been discriminated against in places of business, I’ve lost the right to
travel on bus, airplane and train in my own country that I pay taxes! I’ve seen the lies and
medical corruption working front line.

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36207

Destroying children's future. My children. Trudeau is obviously a dictator and is only serving
himself. He is the worst PM in history

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36208

I have no social life anymore nor have I seen most of my family since covid started

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36209

Shut me in this winter, not allowing me to go out to play places with my daughters. Anxiety has
gotten worse, division in family and church

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36210

Went against my Canadian charter of rights

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36211

Irritation when travelling and not being able to socialize

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36212

Complete discrimination and violation of the charter of rights. Decreased amount of work and
clients significantly where I cannot live.

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36213

Restricted my ability to live my life as I choose. Has eroded my confidence in government and
media. Has made me more defiant on all government laws and direction. Has had me lose
regular contact with family that have now died. Has irreparably torn my direct family apart
through government misdirection, coercion, extremism of a continued state of panic and
unnecessary fear

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36214

Has ruined my ability to see my American children and grandchildren

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36215

The sea of masked people is hard on ones mental psych. It hurts to walk pass a close
acquaintance and not recognize them. It is hard to build a close neighbourhood community
with all the restrictions and divisions I wish for the days when we can go for a family outing
and the only thing on our minds is what to pack, not what will we be allowed to do and will it be
cancelled. The worst part is the lack of truth and open discussion and debate. The divisive
rhetoric is absolutely appalling and disgusting!

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36216

Like being run over by a riot horse

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36217

Loss of work, quality of life, stress/depression/anxiety, loss of friends and relationships,
negative impact on marriage and parenting, loss of freedom of movement, restrictions and fear
of judgment around personal expression, negative impact on physical and mental health,

2/19/2022 9:53 AM
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distrust in medical profession, govt, and media, difficulty going out to socialize/dine/shop,
discrimination, relocation of primary residence due to declining quality of life, loneliness, social
isolation
36218

It’s crippled our economy

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36219

Added stress, uncertainty, annoyance and frustration with government.

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36220

Closed down my business and had to find a job

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36221

Hasnt

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36222

Totally

2/19/2022 9:53 AM

36223

It’s affected my entire social being!!! I am a different person all together.

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36224

Worst thing since the war

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36225

Depression, anxiety, lack of medical integrity in treatment, discrimination, more discrimination,
invasion of privacy

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36226

I lost my job working in the hospital and have been out of work since December!! It has forced
my children in getting to be able to work which they both were totally against it!! Lost friends !!
Miss having my whole family together !!

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36227

My husband was laid off. He could no longer be a volunteer firefighter without vaccination so
he complied unwillingly. Children being forced to wear masks to gymnastics (while doing
physical activity) is wrong and dangerous.

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36228

Drug addiction, suicide

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36229

Every last thing that the government imposed upon the so-called free citizens of Canada has
been negative regarding the pandemic That Never Was a pandemic. As it continues to roll out
it becomes more obvious every day that this is the United Nations / wef propaganda agenda
2030. For two years I've been trying to educate my friends and loved ones that this was never
about a virus or a vaccine it's about digital surveillance and social credit score. I have been
ridiculed, isolated, poorer, Les positive mental health, less good physical health, have been
forced to live in a way that is against my deeply-held Creed.

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36230

Restricted my kids from doing extra curricular activities. Forces us to mask our kids at school.
Interrupted our children's education. Put unneeded stress on us and our children. And now
restricting where I can and can't go in society

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36231

Keep me home loss of income.Just plain crap 💩

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36232

God is in control

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36233

Very depressing for family members So emotionally and financially

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36234

Divorce, lost job, depression , alcohol abuse

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36235

Forced to work from home Forced to wear a mask Limits on worship services

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36236

Not so much mine because I live in a small town and most around here haven't followed the
mandates. How ever it's affecting my 10 yr old daughter. She has asthma and it's been a tough
go. Taking away a child's freedom to express their facial expressions is like putting blinders on
a horse when it's in the stable

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36237

I've watched my childrens world become so small. I've had to watch them struggle to socialize
and find friendships. They are in a continual state of disappointment. No longer excited about
things because likely it'll be cancelled or they will not be included because of our 'status'. I
never thought I would ever see such discrimination. It has taken its toll emotioally and
mentally.

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36238

Increase of depression Interruption of medical care

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36239

Really bad no job anymore and no help from government ether

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36240

Our family has been ripped apart because of the stress on both sides, my 91 year old father is
struggling and anxious by all of this. I have friends with vax injuries. I am denied social rights,
to travel freely within my Canadian borders and beyond.

2/19/2022 9:52 AM
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36241

Boyfriend was force to get vaccinated to keep his business going. Would of loss our major
customer. Depression. Need transfusions but yes are tainted with vaccine. Not allowed to have
clean blood from family or friends.

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36242

The mandates have been socially devastating, as a single. Everything has been shut down
and reopened, it has taken away hope because you cannot trust the government,

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36243

I was forced to take the jab to keep my job of 18 years

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36244

It has caused division between family members and friends. It has also cause severe
depression to some of my family members.

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36245

I am retired and can not travel outside my country. I until recently could not even go to a
restaurant or gym. I don’t appreciate being treated like a second class citizen for my personal
choice. This also has caused division in some extended family.

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36246

Made me fearful of my government and lost total faith in Justin Trudeau’s ability to run our
country! He has to step down!

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36247

Limited

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36248

Yes, I’ve lost my job, family, friends and my way of life!!!

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36249

Distance from friends and family. Can't travel in Canada or to USA. Loss of freedom to do
enjoyable activities; especially playing hockey and going to games. Basically it have imposed
many violations of human rights resulting in an unhappy society. Until the Freedom Convoy
2022 spoke out and took action; I was not proud to be a Canadian. I am now!!

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36250

Not able to socialize - visit restaurants - see my grandson rock climbing - going to concerts travel -

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36251

Unemployment

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36252

It has made it very depressing, I can't even visit with my dad who is 87 and he lonely also

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36253

Destroyed my life.

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36254

Loss of life long family and friends. Anxiety and suffering of health in our family and my son
was coerced into having a shot with undetermined long term health implications. We also
ended a successful business of almost 24 years.

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36255

I used to enjoy life but this mendate have me stay home life stinks

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36256

Freedom of mobility has been taken

2/19/2022 9:52 AM

36257

Restricted social gatherings, hampered mental health, witnessed divisions amongst families,
community. Placed huge amounts of distrust in our federal government

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36258

My children have suffered, they felt forced to get a shot they knew they didn’t need and didn’t
want. I lost one of my jobs because I refused to pay $80 a week to test for something I didn’t
have. I was depressed, had severe anxiety about my children and their reactions to the
vaccines. I have friends who were severely injured from the shot. My life is forever changed
because of this pandemic for the worst. My rights as a parent as well as a Canadian citizen
have been ripped from me. Justin Trudeau needs to be punished severely for what he has
done and the damage he has caused to our beautiful FREE country.

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36259

Financially, mentally and physically

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36260

My child being bullied at school for not able to wear a mask. Not able to see my family doctor.
Not watching my children play sports. Not having a funeral. The way it has divided people.
None of these mandates made any sense.

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36261

Been incredibly difficult as a mom, my kids have been robbed of the proper education and
human interaction that has been so crucial to their development. I know several people
personally that got their shot because of mandates and pressure and have been crushed in
their health. Serious adverse reactions following the shot. Our brother in law almost died after
his shot because of blood clot in his lung. I know two people in our neighborhood that died after
their shot. None of these people had covid or were in danger of death from covid. Many friends
lost their jobs. People carrying fear around with them everywhere they go. Our business has
been effected. We have seen a huge rise in depression and anxiety and mental struggles for
loved ones. My mom lost her husband and couldn't even have a proper funeral.

2/19/2022 9:51 AM
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36262

Mentally, financially and physically. We need our freedom back!

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36263

It’s been a hard two years, I want my normal life back

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36264

We cannot fly to see our parents (our kids grandparents) in another province, as both my
husband and I are not from Calgary originally. Our youngest son is under 12, so he was still
allowed to play hockey this year, but I was unable to walk him into the arena to make sure he
was safe and I was unable to watch him. In the last two years many of our children's activities
were cancelled. These are a few of the ways, our family has been affected.

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36265

Its not supported by science anymore

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36266

The mandate affected my life by revealing what I already knew about the government. They
have historically used crisis to strip the citizen of power, which the citizen never sees returned.
All forms of government, except the government High Yahayah is useless.

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36267

In every possible manner. I lost 2 jobs, I'm behind in my rent, I cant pay my bills, i have gained
weight and lost mobility. I have lost friends and family. In every negative way. It has destroyed
lives and our country, and the idiot on charge has ruined any decent thing left.

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36268

Utter isolation... I am not vaxxed... I suffer anxiety and depression from this fiasco. Our PM
labeling and threatening us is beyond any nightmare I as a Canadian taxpayer for over 45
years could imagine. Forced vaccinations... I am very conscious of my health and risks... so
its utte6r frightening to me to be forced something really untested. I do not believe our public
health nor our media... non reporting of adverse events and for down playing the risks are of
HIGH concern to me. My own son and fiance no longer see us in person. We are segregated
from all of society as an unvaxxed couple. We wish to leave Canada to retire now but are not
allowed. We are imprisoned in our country who doesn't want us... who blatantly want us jailed
or even "removed" from all life here. We are not wanted by any politician, doctors, etc. My
husband is a first responder and Platoon Chief with the FD for 35 years and served faithfully
without fear during the entire pandemic. To say we are mortified by the actions of our PM and
all politicians is a massive understatement. To finally feel some kind of hope after the truckers
movement began was remarkable... but only to be dashed daily by the lies from the PM and
media. The corruption is beyond pale... it is clearly its OWN pandemic. God help us.

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36269

Loss of income within family members. Loss of mental and emotional stability with restrictions,
mandates, passports and potential loss of health in the future due to the necessity of those
who were forced by mandate to be vaccinated for family survival.

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36270

I have COPD in one lung - the masks make me congested after using for less then 1/2 hour
The fear and division between my fellow Canadians is unwarranted and unnecessary our
government wants us pitted against each other. We have neighbors who are in fear and hate
towards others. Sad very sad time to say goodbye to the mandates and let us mend our
country so we can love and care about each other again. Where we can decide our medical
choices. It’s not my governments right to decide what course of action I should take for my
health. We are not even given a choice to have a second opinion.

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36271

Travel,social media

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36272

Awful

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36273

Affected my relationships with friends and family, unable to do everyday normal activities, my
children think it is normal to wear masks. My children can’t participate in extra curricular
activities. I can’t remember even volunteer at my childrens school. I now have to test to go to
work and where a mask all day

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36274

It has divided my family

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36275

Became depressed Couldn't find a job Lost so many family members.

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36276

It has created division in families and community, created fear to be around others, caused
depression and mental health problems, the govt has created lies to control people and not
telling the real truth!

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36277

It has strained my life in ways gouverment has no business mandating anything ... it has
caused division ... loss of freedoms. It needs to stop now...

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36278

No freedom to go to a store without showing ID, smothering under the masks, not recognizing
people cause of masks, no socializing etc

2/19/2022 9:51 AM
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36279

Takes away freedom for me and my family

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36280

Employment, disconnected from family and friends , financially

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36281

Loss job. Depression. Kids missing school

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36282

Seriously

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36283

No one is free till everyone is free and no one has been free. It has taken away all freedoms,
caused huge divisions and nearly ruined our country

2/19/2022 9:51 AM

36284

I can travelling, go in restaurant with family and friends, I supposed to marry my niece as a
celebrate who I did all the process but by the time who she can get marry (try 4 times) I could
not because I am not vaccinated, etc

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36285

Haven’t been able to visit my aging mother in NB (got detained when I tried in March, 2021),
has caused division in my family and friend groups, we had to downsize several employees,
had to isolate a total of 2+ months over the last year due to travel, not being allowed in a gym
has affected my physical and mental health. Everyone I know is suffering mentally.

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36286

Stress of adaptation Accompanying family, child and adolescent psychological and physical
dysbalance - could have been an opportunité to prompte Health insurgé of fear

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36287

People all around me living in fear But truth sets us free in Jesus name

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36288

Negatively putting family members and friends at odds. This really sucks and has to stop

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36289

The mandates have segregated me from my family and friends. Due to my beliefs. I cannot
wear a mask without having breathing problems and I work with toddlers.

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36290

I left to Florida for 4 months and counting. That should tell you everything you need to know.

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36291

Loss of employment, my mothers rights to have dinner in restaurants,

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36292

Depression, job loss

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36293

It's completely destroyed our economy and divided our country

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36294

I was unable to spend time with my mom and other family members and now my mom has
passed away and filled with guilt. Unable to function as a normal human being, being
segregated and shunned is very mentally damaging. Scared for my granddaughter and the
mental scars she will have from this horror. End this now and let us have Freedom of Choice
please.

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36295

Depression is a feel thing. The segregation even within the imideate family is hard to cope
with. My son has missed out on so many things with each lock down are lock down

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36296

Stressed me out completely

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36297

It has affected my business, mental well being and future. I will be losing my 20 year career on
March 24th due to the vaccine mandate.

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36298

Ruined my life

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36299

Taken away social life required to keep my sanity

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36300

From the beginning of all this FAKE Covid I have had to close a bbusiness due to all the
mandates.

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36301

I can’t see my sister or a lot of friends whenever I want. I worried that they weren’t careful and
would get me sick. It had made me so paranoid for a while. Feeling so alone, so depressed…
Now I’m just pissed this has gone on for so long. Damn well done with it. All.

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36302

Mentally and physically

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36303

Layoffs, reduced wages

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36304

I am subjected to testing 3x a week at work, my kids can't play sports or go to public places
with their friends, I cannot visit my daughter in the US

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36305

It’s taken all the FREEDOM I ever felt I had as a Canadian away! I feel like this country that
so many lives have been lost to keep a FREE country will all be for not if something doesn’t

2/19/2022 9:50 AM
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change.
36306

Horrible

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36307

In every way possible

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36308

In every negative way. Unable to visit dying relatives or see family has torn some family
members and friends apart, financially

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36309

In all the worst ways

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36310

Cannot travel. Mentally affected some relatives to the point they will not leave their home and
we cannot visit.

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36311

The everyday stress that I live with because of the mandates is overwhelming. I'm depressed
and the everyday tasks have become harder to handle, as well as paying the bills. Its a
domino affect and its all started with trudeaus mandates

2/19/2022 9:50 AM

36312

My child is forced to wear a mask for 6 hours a day at school. It has affected mine, my
children's and most of my family members mental health. It has created hate and division
amongst family and friends

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36313

how hasn’t it?

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36314

Not able to use facilities that I pay for with my taxes ie: rec centres, museums etc. Being
banned from restaurants and bars, have felt discriminated against because of my choice not to
take an experimental injection

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36315

Bad Mental Health , financial deficit, social and family problems , physical problems all those
bad affects to me and my 4 children and my mother past away her heart stopped after she
received her first covid vaccine

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36316

My life is totally different. I no longer work in an office which has been challenging since I live
alone, so I have to work harder to have human contact. I have lost friends who object to my
unvaccinated status. I wonder if I will ever see relatives again, since they are in the US and
some will refuse to invite me because I didn't get the jab. I have many friends whose first
degree relatives died from the jab or had serious adverse events. I have to control myself and
not discuss Covid and the vax with some ppl for fear of losing more friends.

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36317

It’s killed one aspect of my business completely

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36318

Opened my eyes as to how uninformed, afraid and ignorant of facts people are.

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36319

It’s been hard to make enough money to survive, I work for a small company and if they can’t
find work dude to mandates and lockdowns I am out of work. I’ve been forced to move back in
with my mom and it has been hard for my girlfriend to keep working due to the lockdowns.

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36320

It has negatively affected my Social life , my Church life , I feel that I am living in a Police
State . Fear and Control is the Virus but Truth and Freedom is the Cure .

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36321

Kept me from my family and put in a depression state

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36322

It has caused a lot of unfortunate strain on relationships, stress amongst myself and co
workers, mental health decline when it became mandated to keep my job. The list goes on

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36323

How hasn’t it? My kids my wife and our life should be our choices. Inflation has made it
impossible for a person to buy a house. It has caused me to loose my job. And had to find new
dependable work but even then the threat of loosing it is dwelling on me every day.

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36324

Kids graduation and sports for them schooling it has all effected them and they can never get
this back

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36325

Since March 2020 I was no longer able to travel with my trucker husband. I have been lonely
and depressed. We have been married 59 years. We now spend more time apart then together.

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36326

Bad in every sense.

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36327

Loss of family relationships, not being able to gather and connect. Haven’t been able to hold
my 1yr old grandson. Isolation and not being able to hug friends affected me emotionally.
Friends fighting over vaccines has broken my heart. Local businesses closing had affected all
of us as a community. And much more!

2/19/2022 9:49 AM
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36328

Terribly

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36329

I’m depressed I had to wait 2.5 years to get a surgery I hate wearing a mask not being able to
see any family and I do not Lije Justin Trudeau the way he is acting

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36330

It has effected my mental health, I have lost my job over it and I have lost family and friends
due to fear

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36331

Made me angry

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36332

In every way

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36333

Mental emotional health

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36334

It has taken away our freedoms and has not helped anything. Just causing stress and mental
illness, opioid deaths + suicide sky high

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36335

Not able to find a job, being segregated struggling with hopelessness, helplessness, not being
able to live free life

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36336

My family is trapped with now future.

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36337

1 . I had plans to have my first child this year but with all that is going on we decided we didn't
want to bring a child into this world !!! 2. My grandma passed way at the very beginning of
covid and myself and my family were not allowed to say goodbye to her . She died alone and
didn't even get a proper funeral . I have no closure and it constantly in my thoughts ! 3. I have
a had 3 family members commit suicide because they couldn't live with this new normal ! 4. I
have become very depressed , the gym was my outlet and that was taken away many times 5.
Had to leave my serving/bartending job because there was not enough work and for the first
time in 16 years I had to take 4 months off 6. My boyfriend got laid off from his job and had to
take off 6 months 7. My now 5 years mental health and taking a decline ! All she wants to do
is go swimming and have play dates and not have to wear a mask anymore !!!! ENOUGH IS
ENOUGH

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36338

Wife lost her job.

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36339

Lost my job

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36340

It hasn't. Wearing a mask is not a big deal. I would have got the vaccine regardless of
mandate

2/19/2022 9:49 AM

36341

It has taken my freedom, I've seen family member and friends die or their health deteriorate
because of vaccines. I also miss socializing.

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36342

I have been forced to get needles so i could visit my mother(94) in a home. I wasnt to get the
needles- i have MS. My health is f____d because of the needles

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36343

All areas

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36344

Estranged from family for a medical choice, Deteriorating mental health, 25ĺb weight gain, Loss
of muscle, untaxed CERB without EI Benefits deducted (as assured it would be) left me in
HUGE debt for low income senior, lost all faith in the politicians and "authorities" in Canada.
Ive become fearful and jumpy since Emergency Measures Act invoked

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36345

Kept me safe.

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36346

limited to where we can go

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36347

Loss of job Alienated from family, church and best friends

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36348

In so many ways, I have lost loved ones due to suicide and adverse effects from the vaccine.
I lost my business. My son could not have a proper graduation from High School. It has effect
the general metal health of my family. Including suicidal thoughts of how awful it is to live like
this.

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36349

I had to take my kids out of school, can’t go to a restaurant, public skating or many other
places. And lost my job!

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36350

I am 75 I have copd and bronchitis I have to use an antibiotic to inhale twice a day . I would
like for covid to end soon and for prices to go down on food

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36351

Lost my job even though I have natural immunity. Lots of stress. Hypocrisy from Trudeau.

2/19/2022 9:48 AM
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36352

Enjoyed working from home, not driving 2 hours a day to and from work

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36353

Extreme…. My wife is ill. Has been for some time. It has taken much push to continue getting
help to further treatment. It does continue but has been hard. Multiple mis-diagnosis along the
way. Her specialists reccommend no experimental vax but refuse to write med exemption. She
is on the edge of severe mental breakdown. The stress has put me in very poor mental health.
The mandates have been brutal and block her from all the support she needs to be healthy!
Nobody, especially our lying government, listens

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36354

ive been in prison for over 2 years in my own home i want freedom of choice unity

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36355

Dramatically!! I lost my job, lost my savings as I lost my EI benefits, access to gym, to my
kids activities, kids camps, pool, ice, have to mask my 5yo with respiratory difficulty and been
rejected in doctors note. Been humiliated and offended multiply times based on my status! I
have 100% mistrust to government!

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36356

Depression in my kids and myself, son ended up on suicide watch, good friends lost their jobs
or forced to get jabs to work

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36357

Every aspect of my life has been affected

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36358

I was diagnosed with an inoperable brain tumour and I want to enjoy life with my kids. I have
also had friends and family members that have died once receiving the shot

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36359

Mentally drained, a feeling of communism, separatism, let down by politicians, no faith in the
canada I grew up in. All our right are not what the seem, religions are being trampled and lost.

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36360

I have a hard time breathing with those masks and it’s been hard on family gatherings.

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36361

I can’t travel to see my family

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36362

Couldn't physically touch, hug or kiss my mom for a whole year. She didn't own a cell phone or
tablet so we couldn't do face time. We would visit through a hospital glass door but couldn't
hear each others voices. She died alone in the hospital without her 4 children by her side. My
19 and 17 year old kids with a learning disability couldn't do online schooling and now can't do
in person schooling due to the mandates. They also can not get a job. My husband has a lump
in his head that prevents him from breathing right but the hospitals aren't doing no emergency
surgeries due to mandates...

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36363

Very unconvenient

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36364

Very hard..... decided ti homeschool my kids so they wouldn't be suaves to masks. They
HATE masks. Plus a huge decrease on social meeting due to the stupid unconstitutional
passpots. Anxiety often

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36365

My homeschooled children were unable to go to the library and not allowed to attend swimming
lessons unless I was vaccinated. I was pressured in pregnancy to get vaccinated. I was
pressured after pregnancy to get vaccinated or I would be putting my parents at risk (even
though at the time they were choosing NOT to be as well). I am not anti-vaccine. All my babies
and children receive TIME-PROVEN vaccines. I do not want to give myself or my children a
vaccine til at least 20 years of testing has proven what all side-effects are. My asthmatic sons
struggle to wear masks but are demonized and bothered everywhere we go EVEN AFTER
letting people know that they are asthmatic (excemptions DO NOT EXIST). I am tired of the
divide between family, neighbours, and communities on this. Like everyone in the 1st 3 months
of Covid we were careful and followed suggested health protocol... but in 2 years people are
not lying dead everywhere (this is NOT SPANISH FLU outbreak). For 3 weeks protesters have
been arm-in-arm in Ottawa and around the world and Covid is not taking over or killing masses
of people. This illogical nonsense with health mandates and grab for power by politicians needs
to stop. NOW.

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36366

been deprest fo over1 year now

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36367

These masks that we have to wear at work are about 12% affective but I think they are doing
more long term harm to our respiratory system the longer we keep using them.

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36368

Out of work

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36369

I have lost my job after 24yrs. 4.5 yrs away from retirement. My daughter has very high
anxiety, I'm unable to take to museums or even nature parks. We are prisoners in our country

2/19/2022 9:48 AM
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as we can't even leave.
36370

Divisive and not effective. Science is being ignored, doctors being bullied. Doctors bullying.
Hospital staff not fairly treated. Where is common sense ?

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36371

I am unable to see my aging grandma. She needs family. The masks and mandates have
made me depressed turned us against each other in horrible ways

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36372

Limited where I can go and do and being judged and treated like I'm not worthy of being
allowed to go to the hospital or get care because I'm unvaccinated. Being judged at work and
by my family members because I've made a choice for what was best for me.

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36373

It’s destroyed my family and friendships, with my wife and I, and daughter.

2/19/2022 9:48 AM

36374

Yes

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36375

I am an unvaxxed social leper. I am Covid recovered so don’t need vaxx. I will lose my license
to practice medicine. I have lost friendships.

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36376

discrimination

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36377

Too much

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36378

It did

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36379

It affected my life in many ways. Separation from family and friends, depression, anxiety,
stress, isolation and financially

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36380

Absolutely stigmatized my family and created a 2 tiered society. This is not just about going to
restaurants etc. This is about how many people have died alone. Not had the proper funeral for
their loved ones. Been unable to even go to cemetery grounds because they were
unvaccinated (BC friends up north). Cancelled surgeries. You could go on and on. Absolutely
disgusting and needs to end. Now.

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36381

Depression

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36382

1000000%

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36383

Unable to fly to visit family

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36384

Taken my work away my family now struggles to make enough money to keep food on the
table and heat on.

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36385

Isolated and divided . 2 years that we can’t get back with our family and friends

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36386

people have been killed by mandatory injections including young boys

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36387

The mandate has affected my mental health greatly. Being isolated and feeling like I have no
control over my own life or body has caused me have suicidal ideation and anxiety. The
mandates have divided my family and friend

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36388

I cant go watch my family or go anywhere without being reminded that our rights that many
died for are being stripped this government is an insult to everything canadiams stand for

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36389

Just want our rights and freedoms back. Feel like we've lost so much in the last 2 years

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36390

Socially, emotionally, financially

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36391

Friggin miserable,,, hate just about everything no

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36392

Two out of 5 children in therapy with counsellors, one on Ativan and depression medication.
Kids social interactions, schooling and all over mental well being has declined. Work has been
threatened by not wanting a vaccine.

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36393

I have depression now

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36394

I lost my job, 21 years long term care

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36395

I am a healthcare worker… We struggle for staff and we have lost the most amazing
coworkers because of these stupid vaccine mandates…The government has way over stepped
their bounds… Make Canada great again..

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36396

I am self-employed. I have lost work. I have stayed safer than I would've been. I am

2/19/2022 9:47 AM
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disappointed that my neighbours and friends needed a mandate to do the right thing.
Vaccination, distancing, reducing contacts - these are effective ways of quelling the spread of
this deadly virus.
36397

They were unnecessary from the getgo

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36398

Lost my job Had not been able to be with my mom in nursing home Now segregated with all
rights and freedoms lost

2/19/2022 9:47 AM

36399

Turned everything upside down

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36400

My son's addiction worsened during the lockdowns. He was supposed to be in university. He
suffered from the lonliness. He died of an overdose.

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36401

Depression discrimination

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36402

depression, do not like the divide of people

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36403

Travel, business, family health.

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36404

Made me poorer

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36405

Life sucks/ depressed

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36406

-Increased anxiety, -isolation was brutal being a new mom, -not being able to do things that we
used to made no sense because the virus continued even after vaccines rolled out. -Felt less
because of the two tiered society.

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36407

I,m afraid I,v lost confedince(sp) in just about EVERYTHING,,

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36408

Not being able to see family lost my job surgery has been moved and I have cancer so it has
put in in so my stress

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36409

It has caused segregation and division among my friends, family and entire country. I am
unable to work and support my children due to discrimination against my medical choices. My
freedom declared upon the charter of rights and freedoms has been taken from me and others
in this country. We are tired of it. What one chooses to do with their body should not be the
concern of any other individual.

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36410

I have been unable to visit my ailing grandmother who is turning 100. She would much rather
see me in person than through window. My children have been uble to go swimming, skating,
extra activities because we need a stupid passport to enter a building.

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36411

In a terrible way.

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36412

Very lonely

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36413

Direct impact on work schedule, kids activities aren't happening, secluded from society, fear in
children, anxiety, children's milestones and socializing etc

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36414

Caused depression to entire family. Kids missed out on all kinds of things. Know of
businesses going bankrupt

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36415

Lost trust in government and law enforcement

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36416

Totally: social, family , work, health!!!

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36417

Nothing. I understand it is a global pandemic and I have no problem doing my part. My
generation has had it very easy and all I am being asked to do is stay home, needle, mask.
Easy. I haven't been told to go to war or anything. They only scary thing I have seen is the
slow build of radical white supremacists in Canada.

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36418

We left Canada because of the way this was being handled. It has only gotten worse since we
left.

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36419

Lost my job, increased fear and anxiety, limited travel, limited ability to visit family, limited
social gatherings with friends

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36420

Caused division with my family, feelings of hopelessness , discouragement, discriminated
against. Loss of country pride

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36421

It has turned our life upside down, affected our jobs, livelihood , health (depression) and we’re

2/19/2022 9:46 AM
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done w this hell we’ve been put through
36422

Home bound

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36423

.

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36424

I will not discuss my personal experiences because I know the government doesn't care. Your
"vaccine" doesnt work. Percentage wise there is a much greater number of "vaccinated"
people who are infectious, hospitalized, in ICU and reported deaths caused by covid. That
information is straight from the MB government website. Leave people alone, they have an
innate right to bodily autonomy. Forcing something on someone who doesn't want it and has no
legal recourse if something happens, seems awfully suspect. The definition of insanity is
repeating the same thing over and over and expecting different results. The WHO said, " we
cannot booster our way out of a pandemic". The medical system was broken long before,
covid-19 just amplified how far into disrepair it has fallen and instead of fixing it, the
government wants to blame people overtaxing the system for not getting a vaccine that doesn't
work. Circle back to the numbers on the MB government website showing vaccinated vs.
Unvaccinated cases. Funny how such a deadly pandemic is going on but we can still have the
Olympics and people are still flying internationally. It makes zero sense.

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36425

It has broken my family hurt my friends and brought darkness where light should be.

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36426

Can't participate in society, ostracized, isolated from family and friends for medical decisions.

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36427

My father passed away last November, I drove from Ontario to Nova Scotia, went through
unnecessary checkpoints etc.. only to get there and not being allowed to visit family in person,
and wasn’t able to attend my fathers funeral due to not having a government exemption to
attend and a negative covid test…

2/19/2022 9:46 AM

36428

Loss of job, relationships, mental health

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36429

In more negative ways than I can count. It has hurt social development in my children. Has
caused so much anxiety for me. I feel harassed and singled out.

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36430

Mental health, kids mental health

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36431

It’s affected my ability to start/grow a business, socialize with the resources I’ve been given
from ODSP (I’m on the autism spectrum on Disability Support), and travel for business as a
writer in the film/TV industry.

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36432

Not able to participate in my extra curricular activities

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36433

Unable to see my grand kids because I’m vaccinated and my kids are opposed to all
mandates. They are afraid that the synthetic spike proteins can be shed by vaccinated
people(me) and harm reproductive organs of their unvaxed kids. Mandates for LTC have kept
myself and my siblings from spending time with my Dad while he still knows us. He has
Alzheimer’s. It has kept me from getting in to get urgent hospital tests, because of the staff
shortages re: vaccine mandate for hospital staff

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36434

It is too restricting in all ways... should not be!

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36435

I was forced to get the vaccine by my employer or lose my job at TTC even though it wasn't
manditory for employees.

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36436

It has kept me from living a normal life

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36437

My job, my children's education, sports, unable to visit loved ones dying in hospital, mental
health

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36438

Kept me safe from covid

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36439

My wife lost her job due to vaccine mandates and it has been really hard for us to find how to
support our lifestyle with one income. I have three sisters who are also very affected by the
mandates and it has been hard to see them deal with it.

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36440

Division amongst family and friends, negative impact on mental health, loss of Canadian pride

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36441

I have lost friends to the fear. Family is getting strained. No reunions or x-mass. It's a joke. 10
members of my own family have had & recovered from this new flu. We need to learn to live
with it already

2/19/2022 9:45 AM
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36442

I am ashamed to be Canadian right now. Trudeau is the laughing stock of the world. I hope he
is proud of that.

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36443

It mostly effected my children not wanting to go to school or do anything ..it's like they
don't.even wanna go out in society its really sad..

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36444

Besides the division, segregation, becoming a homeschool mom, watching my kids miss out
on what they used to be allowed to do & thrive in. (Dance, etc). I miss family, I miss travel. I
feel trapped in my own country. I’ve been healthy, not a sniffle in three years, yet I’m treated
like a leper. It’s horrible what this has done to families, friends, businesses.

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36445

Caused my job to be restrictive.

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36446

I’m a teacher and it is almost impossible to teach with masks. Children are unable to learn
properly or concentrate with masks. I was coerced into getting the vaccine and for most time
I’ve been unable to visit my family.

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36447

Lost my income and hability to travel and.Visit family overseas

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36448

Loss of income

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36449

Lost a friend due to the vaccine, some of my family will not talk to me

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36450

Isolated, very limited what I could do, no hope.

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36451

I have lost everything.

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36452

Negatively

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36453

I lost my job. My autistic son doesn't get support that he need.

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36454

Job placement

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36455

Mental health, affected my relationships, segregation, no travel, no eating out

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36456

-I have been threatened to lose my job. - I was not able to see my husband when he was dying
in the hospital and my kids were not permitted to see their dad in his final days. - I can not
even take my kids to a movie or put them in sports - feelings of hopelessness

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36457

Job threatening

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36458

I am not even allowed on a train and this country was built by the railroad

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36459

become more cognitive of personal health and safety

2/19/2022 9:45 AM

36460

The government of Canada’s mandates have completely ruined my children’s mental health
and have ruined close relationships from their divisive rhetoric. Unvaccinated people are NOT
causing harm to others. Every Canadian deserves to make their own health choices. I now
have permanent heart damage from the stress this has caused.

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36461

Terrible, friends and family torn apart

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36462

Destroyed most families and friendships

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36463

In many ways! This is not healthy for people!!

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36464

Created mental problems with the isolation. life seems more gray now with not as many fun
activities available and losing time with friends and family. Feels like going to work is the only
thing I do

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36465

Being able to see my family for gatherings and having these differing g opinions between each
other almost tearing my family apart

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36466

mentally ruined! Hate the government, hate Trudeau for ruining our economy and country!!

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36467

Mental health, marriage, quality of life, my son.

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36468

Forced to take a vaccine against my Constitutional Rights. Our kids mental health from home
schooling & cancellation of sports.

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36469

Depression isolation frustration anxiety anger

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36470

Lonely and depressed

2/19/2022 9:44 AM
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36471

Married broken up, loss of money, family polarized.

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36472

Lost revenue mental health

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36473

Lost my job.

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36474

Reduced contact with friends. Wearing masks at work and in stores is very unhealthy for me.

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36475

I hait

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36476

I was unable to see my first grandchild. I am unable to have my family all together. I am
vaxed. I quit my job working at a school because of the mandates and policies are so unfair to
children I could not be a part of enforcing that!

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36477

We have few friends left, this is no way to live!

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36478

Stress, loss of income, violation of my sovereign governance over my physical body

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36479

Poorly

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36480

I have 4 children. The mandated have created anxiety, emotional stress, and so many more
unseen issues. One of our children has been in high school since the beginning and covid and
it had completely robbed her of the entire experience. Her marks are lower than they would
have been due to random quarantines (6-2 week periods) dies to other students having covid.
Friendships have been lost. Revenue for my husband company has disappeared. Yet the cost
of living has increased drastically. At almost 100,000 a year we now struggle to make ends
meet well.

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36481

- strained or lost friendships and relationships - needless inhibitions on my daily life prohibition against boarding an airplane w/o double-vax is especially offensive

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36482

Being forced to do something to my body, (vaccine) when I fudnt want it. Forced not choice.
Being limited to who goes to your grandmothers funeral or not being able to go see them before
they die. The list goes on.

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36483

Our Buiness is broke.

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36484

My living period

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36485

I lost my house and business, and family members to suicide.

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36486

Two years lost in my life couldn't see family as much, can't get hired at certain jobs without
vaccinations. Food, gas, electricity have all gone up, can't afford to live, Bill's are not getting
paid.

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36487

I’m depressed

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36488

Have slowly watched my charter rights and freedoms squashed by a totalitarian regime hell
bent on beating the people into compliance, watched the frustration in my sons face with the
flip flopping on masks, 100% done with complying with our gov

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36489

Really hasn’t affected me to much other than the fact that it cost my wife and I $150 US to
have a PCR test in St Martin only to have the customs officer at Pearson not even ask for it!!!!

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36490

23 Months

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36491

I lost my job because someone reported a failure to cover my face briefly.

2/19/2022 9:44 AM

36492

I can’t see my mother who is 81 this month that often as I like and she has to get the vaccine
shots just to see her heart doctor witch was not wright on her behalf and that they canceled my
husbands surgery for two years and didn’t do the hole thing and that people can’t work with out
the shots

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36493

I’m suicidal

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36494

Lack of freedom

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36495

Negatively in every aspect

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36496

Forced me to get the Vax for my job and I didn't want to. Made it harder to see friends and
family. Cut back hours for ym wife's job

2/19/2022 9:43 AM
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36497

Negative impact

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36498

Can't go out to restaurants. Can't go to Holland where my sister lives. Haven't seen her in over
2 years. Can't do basically anything with my friends

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36499

Depression

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36500

Yes!!! My business has been shut down four times! I can't watch my son play hockey. My
daughter lost her job due to mandates. My other daughter could not go to school due to
mandates.

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36501

Kept me from seeing family that live in Edmonton

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36502

Cost me my ability to provide for my family

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36503

Moody, loss of happiness, depression, loneliness, angry at the world, loss of motivation,
germaphobe like never before! No one shld lose their job because they are unvaxed! Everyone
has a right to earn a living, to feed their families! No more booster shots for me!! I'm done!!!!!!

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36504

Being cornered and coerced to change the way I live. Not being able to visit my grandmother
before she passed. Not being able to go to my gym to relieve stress.

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36505

It has affected me in making me feel depressed, want to see happy smiles, want to be able to
air travel to see my daughters and grandchildren in Alberta. I have not been able to see them
or they cannot travel here. Feeling like an outcast for my bodily autonomy choice.

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36506

Yes

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36507

We have lost employment while gas prices and cost of living has dramatically risen

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36508

It creates stress around travel. But more importantly it offends my sense of humanity and
dignity. People should never be coerced into injecting substances into their bodies. Having
said that I support vaccines and am vaccinated.

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36509

Cruel and unjustified. These were not necessary nor have the accomplished anything. The
don't work it's a flue

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36510

Lost my fucking job because of Trudeau fuck that piece of shit!

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36511

Has gone on way too long

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36512

At the beginning, even when we were vaccinated, family members were so scared by what
they saw on the media that they literally pushed their masked grandchildren - my 6 year old
daughter and my 8 year old son- away from them when my kids forgot distance and came
close for a hug. That has really impacted my children’s abilities to connect with people. If it
had been a year, they would have recovered, but years of this and my children don’t have the
live and affection for people outside our immediate family like they used to. They are always
afraid of being pushed away or rejected. My children are very depressed and often say they
wish they had never been born. It has made me ashamed of my country to see people
segregated and villainized. My husband and I are vaccinated but because we are standing up
for unvaccinated people, we have been basically divorced from our extended relatives. The
prime ministers divisive rhetoric has me ashamed to call myself Canadian. Between my
brother and myself, we combined know 14 people who have committed suicide directly due to
fear or loneliness during covid. I agree with how things were handled the first 4 months but this
has gone on way too long.

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36513

Divided family, lost friends. My best friend’s brother is DEAD at 32 because if the VACCINE.
The mandates have ruined everything!!!!

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36514

I was excluded from society from September 20 to February 9 - 141 days, I wasn't allowed to
eat in a restaurant, see my nephew play hockey, go to a movie... I couldn't date safely - being
just divorced, I was completely alone. My mental health has deteriorated. I'm on a medical
leave from work. When I go back to work, I face termination for not being vaccinated - despite
having a medical exemption. Society has decided that because I made an unpopular decision
to do what was best for my health, I am not worthy of being among them any longer.

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36515

Loss of wages

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36516

Kept me from family. Impacted my job. Over all depression. Family decision

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36517

I am a health care worker who sees people with vaccines being in ICU. Why we are being

2/19/2022 9:43 AM
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pushed to get vaccines when they are obviously not working.
36518

I haven’t been able to visit my family In the Netherlands for 3 and a half years now. I also get
very dizzy when wearing masks, and these mandates are dividing my family and friends.

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36519

It took away a high paying job . And I had to retire to live ..and my wife walked out the door
under stress .and is not comming back .

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36520

This farce has destroyed my family broken up friendships, caused irreparable harm to my
children. This is all only about global control. It has affected my health severely due to the
stress.

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36521

Made me feel trapped. Not able to do what I want, when I want.

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36522

Isolation, anxiety, depression, threatened livelihood because of personal choice, cost of living
has significantly increased

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36523

These mandate were vey sneaky!! At first our family thought they were implementing these
mandate for our health and safe .However once they started forcing people to be vaccinated
.We could not BELIEVE this was happening in our free, peace, loving Country of Canada .Our
Constitutional rights we’re slowly being revoked !!! My son was forced to be Vaccinated in
order to continue his education in University!! As for my husband and I we were both off work
for several months.Our prayers are that enough people wake up and realize what this
government is doing to our peace loving Canada!!! These mandates have caused major
implications in mental health ,suicides,the dividing of our country our families and our friends!!!

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36524

Caused division between everyone. I believe now that I see more of the agenda from the top
this was the plan.

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36525

As someone who is unvaccinated, it has affected my business. But more importantly, it has
separated my children from the rest of society, my kids are unable to attend any play groups,
gymnastics, sports. I can care less, I have had those freedoms, it’s the kids that are suffering.

2/19/2022 9:43 AM

36526

Family

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36527

I can’t go or do anything at all, can’t take my kids anywhere.

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36528

Isolation loneliness being shunned by friends family and society. Can’t travel can’t see my
grandkids. Fearful of medical attention. No trust in the government or doctors . All the heroes
are now the enemy !? Police don’t serve and protect. Canada used to be free with a
government that was honest drs do no harm. All the good things about Canada are
disappearing like shadows in the sunshine. I’m distraught

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36529

Depression

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36530

It has changed so much and effects my whole family

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36531

Has caused much anxiety & some health issues due to stress

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36532

It has had a detrimental impact on my mental health and that of many of my friends and loved
ones. It has prevented me from spending time with my loved ones. I have 8 beautiful
grandchildren and these mandates have stolen valuable time away from them. I was forced to
get tha vaccine or else I would lose my job and would be prevented from helping care for my
elderly parents when they were sick. And sadly, the stigma that has been wrongly placed upon
the unvaccinated people has divided families and ruined friendships as it has poisoned many
vaccinated peoples’ opinions against the huh ode who made a different choice. The PM and
many of the public health hierarchy should be ashamed of the bullying tactics used throughout
the past year. It’s disgusting and it needs to stop.

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36533

Daily interactions with people are reduced to sorting past each other so that you can maintain
a “healthy” lifestyle and letting the population live in a fear mongering state

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36534

It’s common sense I’m not falling for this agenda I’m free and free I am I will not answer to the
contract of corporate I’m a living breathing human being not a subject or property of the
government or crown

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36535

We don’t go anywhere anymore. Our family is always fighting. Our family member was made
to take the shot for work and now has heart issues.

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36536

Segragated and alienated my family from public events,social gatherings,travel

2/19/2022 9:42 AM
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restrictions..this is sicking to watch a goverment devide the people..everywhere we go we are
harrased for just wanting our freedom to choose..Canada was a free country..not anymore
36537

The mandate prevents me from doing a lot of normal everyday things such as going out to eat,
using the public skating rink building to warm up, going to certain stores or businesses face to
face, and so on. It has also discouraged event organizers such as mud racing event
organizers from organizing events which used to complete a circuit across the province and
now has been completely abandoned. I have years of time and money into that sport and will
no longer be able to participate at a competitive scale. The fact that people who work on the
road for a living who are not able to eat, sleep, and wash themselves as they please creates
anger and discuss which translates to negative energy in my life. Best example is a good
friend truck driver who used to use the public showers everyday, would often sit in a good
restaurant to eat, still doesn’t have those privileges even after being vaccinated more than
once.

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36538

Financially, and mentally. Can't pay my bills or buy a house at the age of 25.

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36539

Shutting down the economy has devastated our country, and my children's economic
livelihoods, as well as negatively impacting the mental health of many, many people. My son's
University education during covid has been difficult, with the quality of education is reduced.
How can the university maintain a high quality education while moving a program intended to
be delivered in person to online? It hasn't. My son will not graduate with the same education as
graduates in other times. My daughters economic status has deteriorated due to job insecurity.
Their mental health has been affected. Covid relief money has been supplied inappropriately,
without proper process to ensure those in need are receiving the money, and instead has
provided money to those who do not need it. Covid money has not invested into our health
system infrastructure. The billions and billions of dollars Canada is now in debt has brought
and will bring financial insecurity for a long time. My family has suffered financially and
emotionally due to the mandates.

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36540

Ruined my life, forced to take 2 poision shots are lose everything which is only my job. 3 kids
and a wife to feed.

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36541

Stressing

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36542

The mandates have made our lives difficult socially, economically, and spiritually.

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36543

Church, school, grocery shopping, recreation, socializing, anxiety. This has effected every
aspect of everyone's life.

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36544

It has shown me that our democracy is just an illusion and that our representatives in Ottawa
our power hungry communists that forget who they represent and who they work for, the true
North, strong and FREE

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36545

I lost my job due to Covid mandates and haven’t worked in over 14 months. I’ve had to give up
my apartment because I can no longer afford to live here. I now have to move to another
province to live with family. I’ll now be living apart from my 3 children. My children have
suffered horribly in school and are now 2 years behind.

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36546

I lost 30% of my work as a merchandiser. My Grandmother chose to kill herself at a retirement
home. My family has been decided over differences of opinions.

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36547

My 2 year daughter suffers with anxiety from lack of social interaction and terrified of people
with masks!

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36548

I have been terminated form my 23 year paramedic career over vaccine mandates

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36549

Close to loosing mu job (April 1), my daughter suffering mental health issues and being scared
to socialize, haven’t been in the restaurant or public event in two years

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36550

Lost my job

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36551

Yes

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36552

Destroyed friendships. Prevented travel. Depression. Reduced trust in Canadian people and
government.

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36553

Increase stress and depression at home and also at work. Increase in household necessity to
live in a cold climate.

2/19/2022 9:42 AM
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36554

Separated me from family Made me question my own health even tho I am a very healthy
person Caused great mental stress

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36555

The Canada i grew up in and lived a half century in is gone. The country is divided.

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36556

I’ve had to think about people other than myself.

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36557

Mental health

2/19/2022 9:42 AM

36558

Not being able to have my friends and family around

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36559

There are too many words to put in this space.

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36560

My mom WAS sick with cancer. Because of these damn mandates, our time was cut short
with her 😭 My son lost his job and had to move in with us. The drinking I did because of all
the stress, when all this BS started almost killed my relationship of 15 years. Proud to say I'm
almost a year sober. I've lost friends and family to the different opinions regarding these
mandates. Who hasn't lost since these mandates began???

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36561

Kept me and my family safe.

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36562

Forced to be vaccinated to stay gainfully employed against my will.

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36563

My business has struggled which has made it hard to feed my family

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36564

My children have suffered the most which impacts me greatly and my family 👪

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36565

It has extremely affected my mental health my physical health my income my children and
grandchildren lives. My grandchildren cry they have no friends to play with. It has affected their
mental health and physical health also and they are only 5 years old. This mandate must stop
immediately

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36566

I will never be the same

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36567

It has cost my life savings, had to go to states for medical care. Had to travel months ahead
so I could cross borders. Isolation. Cost life long friends and fighting . within family groups.
Huge division between neighborrs. Fear on the streets. . People have died of old age and
cancer alone. Can’t have funerals or weddings. Extreme separation. Prices GONE WAY UP.
Supplies not there. Many out of work. I could go on and on. STRESSFUL. Have not been able
to go to spa exercise, travel for work or pleasure etc etc etc

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36568

I am scared for the future of this country.

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36569

Bulles, no work, no social contact, making me Feel culpabilité, selfish and bad person.. no
money, no help, Judge, and so lonely. WORST, NOT ABLE TO SEE AND ACCOMPANY MY
sister passing Away!!!! BIG TRAUMA

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36570

Loss of jobs and finances , stress , wife couldn’t have her cancer surgery, I couldn’t see my
parents when they were in the hospital!!!

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36571

It has affected the mental health of my family and I. Our income has been greatly reduced and
expenses have increased.

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36572

Being treated differently

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36573

Depression, isolation

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36574

Mental health and work

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36575

Losing my job for months at a time.

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36576

I feel it has destroyed the social fabric of this country.

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36577

We are isolated , not able to travel , caused division in family , lost what we thought were
friends .We have lost confidence in govt and those in authority

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36578

Has divided the people and we are loosing our freedom and rights and the real science isn’t
followed, people who speak up are being silenced and punished

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36579

I have lost my job and a large part of focus in my life.

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36580

Isolated, can’t travel, friends lost their jobs, not able to attend social functions, cost of living is

2/19/2022 9:41 AM
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expensive, depressed
36581

Lost all respect for our leaders! Nothing but a power grab.

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36582

Created division, lost income,anxiety,depression.

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36583

Higher food and gas prices

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36584

Horribly, divided my family and friends, haven't seen some family for 2 years. This is no way to
live, especially since this all a lie, tyranny and control at it's finest.

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36585

Loss of work. Had to shut our company down.

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36586

Lost a job. Can’t travel

2/19/2022 9:41 AM

36587

Work , family, friends

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36588

Loss of employment

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36589

Can't go to the gym or restaurants or if I wanted to fly even to another province I cannot. The
masks are so unhealthy, I have allergies now. I can't sing in senior homes now.

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36590

All of them

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36591

Mental health has deteriorated; family members have lost jobs

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36592

It made people more distant and divided and we lost a lot of businesses.

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36593

Hate every bit of it. People have become bullies

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36594

I am an unemployed nursing assistant she nice the mandate of vaccine requirement.

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36595

Am a senior. Loss of family closeness, loss of mobility, mental acuity, impending feeling of
fear, uncertainty. Division of citizens of our country. No common sense by our officials.

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36596

I can’t leave Canada, take a plane or train or go to events or out for dinner or go to gyms or
any indoor gatherings. This really sucks

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36597

It has ruined me financially

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36598

Relationships have suffered due to different opinions

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36599

Lost my job, mother lost her job, children cut from activities and work, family unable to use
recreation facilities, etc.

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36600

It has destroyed my Family’s quality of life and severely impacted our mental health

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36601

It has been a living nightmare

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36602

Family members have lost there jobs. Unable to find jobs. Due to blood pressure wearing a
mask brings up blood pressure. Due to asthma wearing a mask makes asthma worse.
Depression is worse. No will to live! Almost caused my family to separate. I am unvaccinated
and I have not been sick. The doctors lied to people and said if you get vaccinated you won’t
get Covid as bad! Yet everyone that I know who was vaccinated got sick pretty bad. everyone
I know who was unvaccinated didn’t get sick. Why inject people with a vaccine that doesn’t
work? 2 years and 3 -4 injections? A flu shot is 1 a year! If you look at Alberta website it
shows corona virus can not be cured with a vaccine. So why the lies!! When we asked our
doctor about it she said I’m governed to say and do! Doctors took an oath to protect their
patients. Yet I talk to 3 doctors and they all said you don’t understand we are not allowed we
will lose our jobs! We are governed to say and do! So how did all this effect my life! It opened
up my eyes how dirty the government is amd how controlled the doctors are. I have no faith in
our government or our doctors and medical system.

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36603

Lost employment , unable to travel, not allowed to go to gym ,not allowed to go to restaurant,
called names by our prime minister and leaders, lost friendships and divided our family

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36604

Made life more costly.

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36605

Has caused a depression and can’t see certain family members or eat out and the mask has
affected my breathing medically

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36606

No freedoms

2/19/2022 9:40 AM
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36607

It has induced stress and anxiety like never before. It has effected the way our kids see the
world and function. It has divided friends and families. It has limited my rights and freedoms

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36608

I have become a borderline alcoholic, my health is failing and I’m more depressed than at any
other time in my life

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36609

I have lost friends due to medical choice differences. My children are scared to do things. My
mental health has been on a steady decline.

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36610

We don’t need No mandate.

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36611

Division, Anger, isolation, financially,

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36612

Caused division amongst family and destroyed my husband's 16 year career reducing our
household income by half with 5 children. I do not remember a time when we are not stressed
or depressed. Significantly degrading psychological, emotion and physical health of the entire
family.

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36613

Extreme depression and isolation.

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36614

MINOR INCONVENIENCIES. MYSELF AND ALL OF MY FAMILY HAVE BEEN HEALTHY
AND QUITE HAPPY TO ADAPT TO COVID RESTRICTIONS

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36615

We have been unable to attend funerals, travel to see family, increased cost of living, impaired
ability to operate our business and pay employees, enter businesses, take our child to
educational centres and are dealing with crisis-level mental health issues in close family
members, including children (two of whom are now medicated and one attempted to run away
from home).

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36616

It's hindered my ability to see family and friends, to attend church, for my wife's ability to work

2/19/2022 9:40 AM

36617

Loss of income. Loss of special time with family. Separation of family. Childhood anxiety

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36618

My husband just lost his job and the country is falling apart right according to plan.

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36619

I will probably lose my job when I come off mat leave. Severe mental health issues due to
isolation as a single parent

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36620

It has affected my job, my family, friends

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36621

Mental health deteriorated, children withdrawn and quitting sport as they go through lockdowns
and depression. Learning affected especially with 6 year old who has never had a school year
without masking - and a speech impediment going unnoticed because of masks.

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36622

Broken family. Broken heart. Broken Canada. Rampant Hate. Segregation!!!!!!!

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36623

Has taken freedom of choice. Has taken work has effectively taken a metal toll on my kids.

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36624

We have been limited to visiting our elderly grandparents, who are in a retirement home. We
couldn't visit my grandfather when he was in the hospital, even though he was laying between
life and death. Our oldest son is not permitted to go to college next year as he is unvaxxed. He
has worked hard for his grades and now will be denied entry because of the mandates. We
also can no longer visit my husband's family in the USA and have had to miss 2 of our nieces'
weddings.

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36625

They have left me unable to get the job I trained to get. The mandates have divided my family.
They have divided people and created division while doing nothing to help anyone.

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36626

Taken all my freedoms and made life very difficult.

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36627

Family and friends

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36628

I have lost two job due to Covid restrictions

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36629

All

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36630

It’s created divisiveness between family and friends. The government has fumbled along
repeatedly ignoring the science and has used this to their advantage. Businesses have been
closed a people have been silenced and ridiculed for their opinions. They are treating covid
with a one edged knife. Never in the history of modern medicine have relied solely on one
treatment. Second opinions and other treatment has been shuttered.

2/19/2022 9:39 AM
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36631

I lost my job, and haven’t been able to go to the gym or travel in half a year.

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36632

I lost my job.

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36633

I can't go anywhere as I refuse to get the shot taking my freedom away

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36634

Mentally, physically, financially and emotionally! It has affected every aspect of my life.

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36635

Negatively

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36636

Depression, suicidal, anxiety. Job being threatened,family fighting. Lost friends. Complete
distrust in society and government now

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36637

What’s the point of living if one’s in jail

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36638

Given the fact I was 2 times vaccinated and then I contracted the so called disease , I fail to
see why we need masks and social distancing so away with all of it .

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36639

My 6 year old son now thinks it's normal to wear a mask, I've had to get vaccinated for my
employment, and now have been experiencing strange heart flutters and chest pains ever
since. I've witnessed families torn apart, people lose their careers. I live in the Timmins area,
the opiate use and homelessness epidemic is dramatically worse, safety for my child is
considerably worse... There isn't a single aspect of life that hasn't gotten worse due to the
government's response to Covid - 19. It needs to end.

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36640

Difficult to earn a living and the mental stress it has put on us and out children

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36641

Can’t watch my child when he goes to his practices or games for sports.

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36642

Feel like a prisoner in a supposed free country.

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36643

I haven’t been able to work and it’s been very hard on my children’s mental health having to
wear masks and not being able to play sports as usual.

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36644

Lost employment

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36645

It has scarred us in many ways and has taken our freedoms away had devised families/friends
and most of all what it has done to the children and the elderly having them die alone the lies
that the government has done has ruined many peoples lives.

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36646

I have been fired from my job of 15 years. I've been segregated and discriminated against,
unable to go into public establishments. Unable to travel and lost money financially for flights
and hotel accommodation due to being unable to travel.

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36647

In everything.......worship, volunteering, shopping, eating out, traveling, visiting, ......

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36648

I've lost my job and career I was passionate about. I'm unable to watch my children play
sports. The masks hinder social interactions. My kids are depressed and anxious because
they have to wear masks all of the time and can't participate in activities they enjoy due to
social distancing. I've lost friends and family due to differing opinions. I'm afraid I'll be denied
or treated poorly if I seek medical care. I can no longer dine in at restaurants, go to the movies
or travel abroad or within my own country for that matter. I'm unable to visit loved ones that are
in the hospital, or attend funerals if they're held at an establishment that enforces mandates.

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36649

Restricted my freedom.

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36650

Very negatively. All of it has been a complete unproven overeach into our existence as men,
women and children.

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36651

Lost my business, family discord,social isolation, loss of farm help, depression and anxiety

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36652

Isolation

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36653

Frustrated

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36654

Lost work due to clients requiring vaccine pass.

2/19/2022 9:39 AM

36655

It has made me almost a shut in. Can’t vacation. Have friends who have nothing to do with
me. Same with family. It’s given me more anxiety than anyone needs.

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36656

That does not matter how my life’s been effected

2/19/2022 9:38 AM
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36657

I am just so sad how my business are going under 😡

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36658

Mental stress

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36659

Mentally, physically, my wife lost a job, lost friends, lost family members..

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36660

I have been unable to see my family for 2 years. I am a single guy and also have been unable
to date for 2 years. Or go out to play pool which has resulted in increased depression and
suicidal tendencies.

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36661

Worried about my kids, and I cannot move freely in my own country.

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36662

Limited mt access to things I enjoy; gym, yoga, restaurants, euchre nights, seeing family
locally, seeing family away. Sacrifices made in the name of doing the right things to stop the
spread of a virus which is like no other we've experienced in 100 years.

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36663

Mentally

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36664

Not good,

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36665

Since I'm in sales and people are still scared to go out - my sales are drastically affected! As
is the availability to the vehicles I sell. Let's not even start on the inflation!!!!!!!

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36666

It caused separation between family, friends and colleagues. It caused fear of going out to do
daily chores and visit with family and / or friends.

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36667

Social life has mostly been through zoom for 2 years. Special family celebrations and
traditional get togethers have been mostly cancelled because there are 25 of us. At 75, this is
a huge blow not to be able to visit with your children and your grandchildren. Seniors are
supposed to enjoy their retirement years after working for about 40 years. I see the legacy
media lying to us. The hardest part is seeing the majority accepting the media's lies. Having
attended 2 Toronto protests, I've seen the truth that the protests are peaceful, patriotic, and
positive.

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36668

Depression, anxiety, loss of hope for the future. Anger.

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36669

My health after my second shot and now can’t even get blood work don’t to see what’s
happening in my body. Shame on our government

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36670

My children have been masked in school, they have been pressured from social media, peers
and authority figures in their lives to be vaccinated. They have been unable to play sports, go
to swimming pools, their education has been interrupted multiple times which has caused
stress and depression. As parents we have the added burden of unnecessary continued
decision making above the regular parenting decisions of daily life.

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36671

To much to even start

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36672

Restricted rights and freedoms.

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36673

It has kept me from interacting with certain groups of people in my business practice.

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36674

Decreased income, uncelebrated birthdays , kids being home is bad for their mental health

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36675

My mental health, my family life, my financial situation.

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36676

Lost my job

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36677

Divided family

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36678

Loss of family, loss of business . Loss of confidence in our government, media and law
enforcement

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36679

My rights and freedoms as a Canadian have been taking away by the government
overstepping their laws and boundaries. Personal health is not the government's decision and it
never was. A person's autonomy is there autonomy. We should have protected the elderly and
the immune compromised and let the rest of the country carry on. We need to remove the QR
codes as well as I believe they are also an infringement on our rights

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36680

I am more disappointed in our government than anything. I feel Horrible for my children. They
have been suffering.

2/19/2022 9:38 AM

36681

It has caused mental stress on my elderly parents.

2/19/2022 9:38 AM
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36682

Not much

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36683

We don’t go out for meals. We don’t take the kids to fun places because they get sick after
wearing the masks for long periods of time.

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36684

My children's future has been torn from them

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36685

Social, work, family, friends, mental health, trust in government, trust in media, basically every
aspect of my life!

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36686

I have had no choice for my life in any of these mandates.

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36687

Discriminated against

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36688

It has divided friends and family when it should not have had happened

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36689

Yes, masking is hard for me to breathe, I have been blamed for not accepting vaccines, I
haven’t been able to visit dying friends before and after they died, I’m not able to travel to visit
my family, I’m affected mentally because I cannot trust authorities anymore, anger is
everywhere and I feel the energy,…

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36690

Cant visit my mom in long term care without passport

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36691

It has decided this country and somewhat my family I see it not as pandemic but a plandemic

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36692

Yes

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36693

We have been unable to move freely. Our freedoms have been taken away.

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36694

It has affected my life very badly.

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36695

Lost my job and has caused depression

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36696

What life ?? This isn’t living

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36697

I’ve been put on leave, financially coerced, my teenage children have been unable to
participate in anything outside of school. I am an RN who never missed a day of work, worked
through 2 covid outbreaks, never had covid but sent home right before Christmas.
Asymptomatic testing? Ridiculous!

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36698

I feel very isolated and I feel our government is not working for our best interests.

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36699

Mental health declined, loss of confidence in ALL public servants, Loss of Millions of dollars

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36700

Yes

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36701

Terribly, I lost my job and I've seen countless humans be negatively effected by the unjustified
tyrannical Public Health Orders and mandates. All people supporting and carrying out these
orders that infringe on human rights and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms will be held
accountable.

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36702

i feel a little cut off from family but know this is for the best and will wait until the proper people
tell us it is ok.

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36703

Infringed on my charter of rights

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36704

Lost of post secondary for my daughter. Loss of jobs for both my husband and I. Loss of
school for my younger kids. Loss of social ability for my young adult kids.

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36705

I retain my right to what goes into my body, this is no ones choice but mine

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36706

It’s divided my family. I struggle to breathe at work while being told I must be masked. My job
has been threatened for not complying with testing.

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36707

It goes against my human rights and the freedoms of Canadians. I may loose loved ones over
these so called vaccines. Which are going to be proven as not vaccines at all. That is my
personal opinion due to my own research into the matter.

2/19/2022 9:37 AM

36708

We lost our freedom the shame of it

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36709

Ruined my business of tourism, unable to get feed for livestock or extremely high cost.

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36710

Forced vaccination has forced my family to choose between their personal medical bodily

2/19/2022 9:36 AM
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autonomy and their careers. My youngest children have become depressed by not having face
to face time with peers .
36711

I am a senior and felt very isolated due to restrictions on social gathering. My husband
became depressed as he was used to going regularly to the food court at the mall to meet
people. Our daughter and her family moved from Quebec to be near us as we have no other
relatives in NB. Due to the restrictions we were not even able to visit them for quite a while.
We need to get back to normal living again.

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36712

Lost business, lost friends

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36713

Haven’t seen my aging parents or my son in over 2 years. Forced to be tested 2 times a week.
Haven’t eaten at a restaurant. Missed going to church for weeks.

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36714

Kept those I love safe, strengthened the economy so I could keep my job, and made those
who don’t have the education, wisdom, or selflessness to follow recommendations are reason
to do the right thing, when they wouldn’t have otherwise.

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36715

Hard to breathe in the mask. Limiting my life

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36716

Closed my business and can't afford to keep my house much longer irnpay bills.

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36717

Loss of relationships. Divided family and friends. Loss of hope. Friends have committed
suicide, overdose, family break ups. Friends have missed medical treatments and died as a
result. My medical treatments continually getting postponed to the point of leaving me in high
levels of pain. Treated like second class for no going along with everything.

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36718

Catastrophically! I was put on serve instead of EI and now the government is wanting the
money back. I don’t believe they were acting on science I think they were acting on well to
come motivation. I think Covid is real. I think it’s a very bad flu. And I think people are gonna
die as they normally die with the flu. I don’t want anybody to die but it’s our cycle of life. It’s
time to get hours back. This is affecting my job my friends travel social absolutely every
aspect. Please and the madness!

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36719

Depression. Lack of socializing.

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36720

Lost jobs - adult children and as a health care provider I lost my ability to work to my full
capacity. My son was forced to take the vaccine in order to continue his post secondary
education.

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36721

Immensely. It has put such division between our families. A daughter in law in university going
for teacher HAD to get the vaccine against her will in order to complete school. My older
parents living 2 provinces away with health concerns we can’t just go fly to help them when
necessary. A friend that ended up in a home to deal with anxiety and turned to alcohol because
of all this. Just sad sad. We are so hoping and praying our prime minister will turn his ways
and care about Canada. Please get rid of the vaccine passport country wide!! Thankyou.

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36722

Travel mostly

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36723

Complete frustration and mentally stressful

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36724

My children’s mental health

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36725

I have lost my job, I am not able to eat in restaurants, travel, attend functions. I’ve been
ostracized and endure hearing nasty lies from the government and legacy media

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36726

Kept us away from family who live far away.

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36727

Causing unnecessary arguments between family and friends

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36728

I have lost work, incurred dept, started homeschooling and feel overworked, anxious and
isolated.

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36729

It has torn my family apart and caused suicide attempts within!

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36730

Horribly

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36731

Too much stress in working and everyday activities. Trudeau tyrant beviors are a big
embarrassment to Canada and truckers are 85% vaccinated and are no risk to public. It’s the
young people who are definitely the problem- NOT the truckers! Trudeau must go! He’s the
problem!

2/19/2022 9:36 AM
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36732

My rights have been infringed on and I feel oppressed. My children have been treated like they
are lepers. My husband and I cannot live like a normal married couple we are not allowed to go
how we please. We have been lied to by the government we are fearful that our best inter has
never been in the hands of our “leaders”. We want to be free again

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36733

I'm more careful around reckless/stupid people

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36734

Missed opportunities..... not seeing family members

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36735

My life was very much impacted in more ways then one; my daughter was born a month before
lockdown in 2020 she is nowhere near as social and outgoing in comparison to her brother who
is now 8. My son has missed so much school he is behind because of being off for so long
and the virtual learning did nothing to help.

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36736

Forced me to get vaccinated to keep my job

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36737

It has caused division between my friends, has made my neighbors afraid to be beside me, it
has caused deaths and illnesses to people I know and confused people very much.

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36738

I feel my family has been held hostage for 2 years! It feels like we live in a communist
country! No freedom

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36739

Just as far as getting appointments to places

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36740

Divided family. Unable to travel to visit aging parents.

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36741

People are discriminated against treated like lepers. Wearing masks that have been proven to
cause more harm then help. Our lawfull rights have been taken away. Our right and freedom to
travel freely our right to choose what medical treatments we recieve in order to work or shop.
Where we can eat and work based on vaccine status. Making the non vaccinated out to be
lepers and selfish. When we have a God given right to move freely and decide what medical
treatments we take.

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36742

Damaged relationships, losses to my children’s education, constant stress.

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36743

Threatened job security. Stress. Depression. Broken family dynamics. It’s hell

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36744

Lost my career. Lost family. Lost religious freedom.

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36745

Socially, emotionally. Psychologically. Did not understand the logic behind the so call science

2/19/2022 9:36 AM

36746

Missing friends and social gatherings

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36747

Forced me to get a vaccine I didn’t want to keep my job. Caused stress anxiety of losing my
job or risk taking an experimental shot

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36748

I know longer feel like a Canadian. I feel trapped and a prisoner. I cannot go to the gym, go out
to dinner etc...and have lost family and friends bc of the toxic and inappropriate messaging
from our PM

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36749

Anxiety

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36750

Most family friends and my job has given me anxiety

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36751

Divorce and depressed child

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36752

It's made myself and my kids depressed we can hardly afford food or rent. One of my children
has autism and she's she's creature of habit lock downs made it so she won't leave my side
and she straight up refuses to go to school. Now she's over weight and I can't have 5 minutes
to myself

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36753

Caused devision in our family

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36754

Mental health, children suffered, relationships...

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36755

My children mental health was affected..missing social interactions had a huge impact on my
children's mental health

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36756

Devastatingly

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36757

It forced me to take the second vaccine after having a reaction to the first one. I am a nurse
so taking vaccines is part of my role but this was forced or I loose my career

2/19/2022 9:35 AM
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36758

Can't go to restaurants, can't go to US

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36759

Mental health

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36760

Negatively

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36761

Being shunned by family and loves ones who agree with mandates or the VAX. And not being
able to get a HAIR CUT or eat in a Restaurant, etc, etc.

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36762

It has taken my freedom away from me, my family, my friends and the world.

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36763

Loss of job, loss of volunteer firefighting. Loss of assets and loss of money. Relationship
strains

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36764

It hasnt really affected me at all

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36765

As a small business owner, we have had to make huge adjustments to maintain keeping our
business open. Fear stops spending

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36766

I have not been able to visit my family , I can not travel for work so I am losing money and
opportunity because I am not vaccinated and I WILL NOT be vaccinated. END ALL
MANDATES IMMEDIATELY!!!!!!!!

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36767

Mental health

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36768

I can’t travel to see family across the country unless I want to drive the distance which time
off work doesn’t allow. Might not be able to see the birth of my next child because I am not
vaccinated

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36769

My kids have lost a full year of normal development, and I have watched as the most
psychologically vulnerable have defended to living in fear, and hatred.

2/19/2022 9:35 AM

36770

Stressful

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36771

Didn’t got the delta virus nasty

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36772

Unable to be with family and visit seniors

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36773

isolation

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36774

I am going to loose my GP because she is not vaccinated. I have 2 doses and will NOT be
getting a booster shot

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36775

I feel like our country is falling apart and we have been taken over by a terrorist government!

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36776

Mental health issues, children are scared to go into public.

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36777

Not much work but I think vulnerable people need to be vaccinated

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36778

The mandate has had a negative effect on my mental health, my relationships have suffered,
and I am currently not able to leave my country due to my decision to not be vaccinated at this
time. The stress of the past two years has been devastating on the students I work with and
the damage down by lockdowns and mandates is far worse than covid’s effects were or even
might have been without lockdowns. End this all now!

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36779

Mental health has declined for my children and myself.

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36780

Depression

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36781

Homeschooling one child. No care for my child with special needs. Quit my job due to unlawful
regulations.

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36782

Financially, mentally, physically, emotionally

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36783

Loss my job / depressed

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36784

Not been able to see Mom in nursing home. Not going to restaurants. Being ostracized for not
being fully vaccinated

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36785

Na

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36786

I've become goraphobic

2/19/2022 9:34 AM
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36787

2 years in prison

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36788

Loss of income mental health my childs ability to read due to lack of schooling has suffered no
faith in the government

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36789

I don't need mandates to tell me to wash my hands! Or how I should be acting! The whole
thing turned out ro be a power grab! It didn't have f all to do with health!

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36790

They have control my life for 2 years now, and would like to have the freedom of choosing
what is right for me!

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36791

We can’t call what we are experiencing living. Feel like cattle that are only alive to pay taxes.

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36792

My children have suffered socially, separated from their friends not in their cohorts. My
daughter has social anxiety now, caused by lockdowns & online learning, difficult to transition
back & forth. Masking has caused terrible acne which now has to be medicated. My husband
has been fired from his job five years shy of full pension, denied EI after paying into a system
for nearly forty years. All this due to losing the right to bodily autonomy, which at this point the
science doesn’t even support these tyrannical mandates. Division among family members
promoted by our government & health officials that now again isn’t supported scientifically.
Painful sores in my nose caused by masks. Nightmares of family members being taken away
by the government. I could go on & on by the harms done by these mandates.

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36793

Terrible,

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36794

People are more angry

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36795

It's affected others much more than me, but my wife's restaurant got shut down. I just know
that covid is not a big deal and they are just using it as an excuse to impose unconstitutional
rules on us and try to control us. Also looks like a huge money grab. I firmly believe that
Trudeau and his people are criminals and deserve prison and exile .

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36796

It’s affected my kids

2/19/2022 9:34 AM

36797

It hasn’t. The pandemic has affected my life.

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36798

Too many times list all. Family and friend division is one.

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36799

Made it worse

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36800

Depression

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36801

Handicapped from being able to support mySelf. Strained and estranged relationships. Feeling
unsafe in my country.

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36802

Greatly

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36803

Had issues working also could not live my life the way I wanted with my kids.

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36804

I was trudope to have a stroke and die

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36805

Severely

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36806

I don't love it but it's just something we have to do to protect the more vulnerable.

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36807

I lost my job. I have a rare blood disease so should not be vaccinated. I have been bullied,
ostracized, left groups crying, depression making my health problems worse.

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36808

Stress

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36809

Against my belief of herd immunity

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36810

Cannot attend anything that requires a vax pass.

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36811

Feeling scared to live in Canada and like being in prison.Not able to visit my family abroad,
they can't visit either as their vaccines don't count in Canada.

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36812

I was cheated of the last year of my beloved grandmother’s life. She was locked in her nursing
home room, only seeing people in hazmat suits. One of our last conversations, she asked me
why we were not visiting - she couldn’t understand and took it personally. After a very difficult
life, this was a sad ending. She had covid during one of the early on, worst nursing home
outbreaks at the time - she was asymptomatic. We got her the vaccine, hoping she could

2/19/2022 9:33 AM
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regain some quality of life by way of vaccinated privileges - a few weeks later she got
mysterious blood clots and died. We don’t know anyone who died of covid, and we don’t know
of anyone who died of covid who didn’t have preexisting conditions (certainly no one where
their demise was a total tragic shocker) - keep in mind, the flu has ALWAYS been a leading
cause of death… but we know two who committed suicide, one young man who was working in
the height of the chaos at the food terminal. As a mom of young children, I see the harm to my
oldest - a true extrovert. My 5 year old says she struggles to breathe through her mask at
school - this should not be a struggle of kindergarten. My personal and career goals have been
put on hold because of the constant lockdowns - because everyone is scrambling, child care
options, even such as neighbourhood babysitters, are very limited. The circumstances have
divided my friend groups, my faith community… prevented my religious practices, such as by
closing our church doors... made it harder to work, to get groceries and other needed goods…
as a mom of a young family, I could go on and on about how greatly our lives have been
interrupted. It’s long overdue to live FREELY again.
36813

I have lost my job

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36814

Unable to attend fitness classes to keep well , grandchildren unable to play sports, couldn’t go
to any venues restaurants, excluded from friends gatherings

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36815

Depression Anxiety

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36816

Public servant in the federal government mandate, the mask mandates and vaccine passport.
Also the travel mandates on the vaccinated from federal to closing the bridges in the provincial

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36817

Mental health challenges, for myself and my children. We’ve pulled our children from school
and begun homeschooling them due to the mandates.

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36818

I could not find work in my associates degree, had to go to the US to finish school, and I have
only been able to see my family once in 2 years. It’s been incredibly hard.

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36819

My child are suffering

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36820

I no longer have freedoms and am not able to travel or participate in activities.

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36821

Depression, sadness, closed it, lack of freedoms, lack of happiness, lost my job, financial
strain, emotional and mental strain

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36822

Feel like a prisoner every day for the last 2 years

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36823

My mental health and social health has deteriorated from all the government actions.

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36824

restricted freedom to celebrate life and enjoy everyday; mask at work-diminished health,
anxiety; children in masks-diminished health, decreased human connection, lack of
choice/control over body; children have lost out kn 3 years of elementary school years-trips,
birthday parties, etc. ; 3 months was unable to work-lost income; income while at work lostfewer clients due to news fear mongering so people not wanting to come out

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36825

Terribly

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36826

I haven’t seen my family in 2 years

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36827

has gone against my Bill of Rights and freedoms and I have been bullied and harassed for my
stance and has created division in my family and with friends.

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36828

Supply chain issues, freedom to move about the country has been restricted by the mandates.

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36829

As someone who is employed at a hospital, it has made life miserable - the way people are
treated as "less than" if they didn't want to get vaccinated is awful

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36830

Hurt relationships with family and friends, caused mental stress and health decline.

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36831

Alot!!

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36832

TMJ from prolonged mask wearing living in SEVERE pain 24hrs a day having to pay for it to
be fixed. Mask-Acne so bad it’s costing me over 1000$ to get fixed, scars all over my face
from cystic acne from the bacteria collecting masks. Depression, isolation, any sort of
happiness is gone from my life. The list goes on and on.

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36833

Damage to personal relationships, increased stress, increased anxiety, harassment and hate
from strangers, discrimination from businesses, job loss and financial hardship.

2/19/2022 9:33 AM
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36834

Turned family against each other government has spent away too much money with nothing to
show for it vaccinated our kids is a tradgety ruining our economy the list goes on and on

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36835

Fear of who will be next

2/19/2022 9:33 AM

36836

Had 3 family members pass away this year where I wasn’t allowed to be present with family to
grieve. My eldest daughter had to be put on antidepressants and anxiety medication as a
result of social isolation. Both my children fell in their education levels and have struggled
since to get back to where they were (especially in math, literacy). I have been verbally and
even physically assaulted by customers at my workplace because of our attempt to enforce
mask mandates and social distance mandates. I got vaccinated in order to travel to another
province to see my family and ensure they were ok during this pandemic. I had both my
children vaccinated. I felt that the inconsistencies with restrictions did absolutely no good and
that the government rewarded those who defied orders by giving them a $100 payout without
giving anyone who had initially got the vaccine anything. It has caused severe division
amongst my friends and family members. It has caused extreme frustration and sadness in
my children when their extra curricular activities were taken away from them and they were no
longer allowed to do the things they love to do and keep fit. It is now creating depression and a
sense of hopelessness in myself that this will never end and that my country will be forever
forced into mandates and lockdowns; seeing people and even veterans who speak up against
this treated so horribly.

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36837

Affected my families education and income

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36838

Family and personal lifestyle freedom. Depression. Treated unfairly by my peers.

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36839

It has put me on stress leave from work, alienated myself, my husband and our children from
friends and family, segregated us from going about our lives in a normal, healthy way, and
taken away my pride to be a Canadian, for starters. The future implications, I can only
imagine...

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36840

More time spent isolated. Feelings of segregation due to vaccine passports.

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36841

It's divided my family, strained work relationships and kept my children from the physical
activities and social events that they need for healthy development.

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36842

Yes, of course, like all Canadians. I have been unable to see my extended family as often as I
used to, do the activities I enjoy or worship in the way I was accustomed to. However, the
mandates were necessary, and the most distressing thing has been watching professing
Christians embarrass themselves by embracing and promoting conspiracy theories. They need
to get back to the core doctrines of the Christian faith and get off the internet. Shameful
behavior. Churches shouldn't be surprised when many walk away if the leadership has tolerated
the spewing of this conspiracy nonsense by some of their members/leaders.

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36843

Depression. Loss of income. Loss of self worth. Loss of friends. Loss of dignity and respect.
Mistrust of government, media, the system, politicians, pharma and other large corporations.

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36844

Unable to visit family, had to go through an emergency surgery, hospital stay, and making
health relates decisions while under strong medication all alone.

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36845

loss of freedom to choose what I can do at will

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36846

Financially drained my business and affected my mental health and the health of my family.

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36847

Every person is boss over their own body.

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36848

I’m now using an inhaler because I wear a mask all day at work, I have not been able to travel
or eat in a restaurant. Some people think I’m a bad person because I didn’t get vaccinated.

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36849

Mental Health Leave, wife lost her job in health care. Sister in law had a blood clot and a
stroke, she now paralyzed

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36850

It has caused severe stress and increased mental health issues

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36851

Lost my job, limited activities for my kids, can’t go to church in a building due to capacity
restrictions, can’t entertain in my home, limited extended family interactions.

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36852

Limited my freedoms at gym, restaurants, etc. but I would accept that if I could have family
unity back

2/19/2022 9:32 AM
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36853

Yes a lit

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36854

Caused division Financial hardships Great mental stress

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36855

Can’t do things with my family

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36856

It’s affected everything I do, I can’t go anywhere

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36857

No doubt some of these regulations may have been helpful at the start, but we now know
science proves them wrong.

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36858

Yes have not been able to attend some social activities with my friends such as exercise
class and bowling also not able to attend Church which is a BIG part of my life

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36859

My business, have lost about 70% of my clients due to not wanting to be bothered with their
hair

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36860

Destroyed my family jobs, businesses not to mention health and welfare of children and
seniors. The masks are very harmful to children and seniors the target of the death jabs

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36861

-

2/19/2022 9:32 AM

36862

Lack of work, more severe mental health issues, can’t take my 3 year old to participate in
sports or any activities. Many many ways the mandates have affected my life, my husbands
life and my child’s 3 years of life.

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36863

Work

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36864

The isolation has an impact on my children and their sense of safety

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36865

Kept us inside

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36866

I have two young children who rely on facial expressions to learn social cues and how to
communicate in society. My toddler is struggling to speak and connect sentences due to
having grown up with adults masked his entire life. My family and friends have missed the first
two years of both of my children’s lives due to social distancing. I am suffering from anxiety
and depression due to being on maternity leave ALONE AND ISOLATED. If people can gather
for football games, hockey games, concerts and more - then shouldn’t I be able to see my
grandmother? I am scared to raise my children in a world that is so divided. Shouldn’t our
health choices be private?

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36867

I can't go see my children in another province. I can't watch my grandchildren sports. Can't go
to a lot of places

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36868

Lost my job when it started, and have not financially recovered

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36869

Devastating my friends died from vaccines , my friends loosed their job My fiancé could not
come to me for 2 years because of boarders closure I’m harassed at work and work with fears
they can fire me My family doctor denied me his attention for 2.5 years because I’m a nurse
and hr does not let me at his office Eventually he dismissed me from his care a I didn’t want to
take vaccination so I ended up working a doctor

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36870

I live in fear my husband and I will lose our jobs. I worry for my children’s lungs at school in a
mask all day. My youngest has little interaction with other children because all programming is
online now.

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36871

My Mental health has gotten significantly worse over the past 2 years. I have also lost my
employment.

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36872

Less movement. Less opportunity to do things I would like, but not need, to do.

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36873

It has separated family and friends…

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36874

Depression, loss of work, isolation, animosity amongst friends/family

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36875

I have 3 small children that have grown up in this, they want to know why they can't play? Why
they can't do things other kids "can". One needs speech therapy again! (Had passed until they
masked everyone and he couldn't see faces). I had to do 2 intense years of video therapy after
leaving my abusive ex husband. (Video not as helpful as in person) people harass us for our
choices, I never thought I'd feel like a second class citizen in one of the most democratic
nations on this planet.

2/19/2022 9:31 AM
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36876

No freedom to travel or have a day in what we do on a day to day

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36877

I have lost my entire family. My father brother and step mother have called me a terrorist my
brother called my son names that I will not repeat (my son is 15) I spent my entire life getting
to know my dad and brother we were close for about 5 years and then covid hit and then the
vaccines came out. Now I am left with not ONE family.member speaking to me. Enough is
enough the mandates NEED to end. Both of my children have been greatly effected mentally.
It's time to end this nonsense and get back to life as we once knew it

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36878

forced to get a vaccine so that myself and family could see my father in hospital/ dying and to
keep our jobs

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36879

It has put division in my home

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36880

The mandates destroyed my health, my love from all my family and also destroyed the trust of
Justin Trudeau

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36881

I’m segregated and not allowed to participate in many things including going to some
businesses - restaurants, gyms, sports games etc.

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36882

Lost my job as a nurse! Feel super down as I love caring for the elderly.

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36883

I have been on leave without pay since Nov 15, 2021 even though I work from home. In
addition to financial and career impacts, I have experienced mental health issues and strained
relationships and living in a constant state of stress and fear.

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36884

Depression, fear, anger disappointment

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36885

It affected family relationships, it affected my job at times, and effects on my little boy, it
affected my hockey, sports gatherings,

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36886

Changed my employment

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36887

Can’t cross border with goods

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36888

Badly don’t believe that they can go from my body my choice with everything else and then
this

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36889

My company went into CCAA and had to fire 50% of its employees which they decided to let
go higher earners as they could not afford to keep us. We were then given a severance
package which will now most likely be completely destroyed due to the rolling lockdowns. I
was one of those who lost their job and my industry was destroyed

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36890

Causes division in Canadians

2/19/2022 9:31 AM

36891

Negatively

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36892

I haven't been any where except appointments in almost 2 years .. my grandchildren are
suffering , my children , neighbours , community , province and country are suffering .. We
need to use common sense when out and stay home if we are sick with anything . Lift all
mandates and let us citizens enjoy life again .. I want to see all my family not just 2 out 6 of
my kids .. All I can say is thank you for the internet to keep us visiting via zoom ..

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36893

Loss of income, loss of trust in the government, strain on family relationships, isolation from
community, loss of sense of safety, loss of personal freedoms to eat, work, or shop in several
places, loss of a normal birth experiences of my child due to strict hospital restrictions, loss of
opportunities for my child for socialization, loss of choice to wear a mask or not wear a mask. I
could go on. Many people have had it worse than me.

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36894

The mandates have kept me safer.

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36895

Isolation from family Activities have been curtailed

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36896

Lockdown mandates I couldn’t do life going against my charter rights and freedoms Vaccine
mandates I was bared from participating in whatever freedom everyone else had because I
wouldn’t take an experimental drug which goes against my charter of rights and freedoms
Mask mandates were proven by the WHO that over a 100 day period to have less than a
percent of difference of you contracting Covid so mask are statistically irrelevant but public
health will fine you for not complying The mandates in general go against everything I was
promised as a Canadian citizen growing up we are supposed to be the land of the free yet our
premieres and Prime Minister pride themselves on being democratically elected but enact

2/19/2022 9:30 AM
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emergency measures to silence any opposition to their plan that is a dictatorship even if it was
elected they are not operating how a democratic government should The mandates affected
my freedom
36897

Made holidaying with southern family unadvisable.

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36898

Mental sickness of my child

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36899

It has effected my income my relationships my mental health as I live alone

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36900

How hasn’t it? It’s been a nightmare. Family torn apart. friends injured by the vaccines.
Pregnant and post partum completely alone without any outlets or support.

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36901

In many ways and it needs to STOP

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36902

My wife and children have gone without outings and minimal social gatherings. I have taken
the vaccine for my job and now have on going undiagnosed heart issues, working through it
with my Doctor.

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36903

Ruined my business

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36904

As a RN and a business owner this catastrophic effects on our society is devastating! Our
mental health as a whole is in an emergency crisis situation! The rates of divorce, domestic
violence and suicide outweigh the risks of COVID by far. It is sad how ridiculous we have
allowed censorship and cancel culture to keep us from following the facts and science. It is
disgusting and saddening and will be written down in history as one one of the worst handled
situations ever.

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36905

Too many negative to list. But mostly the impact on my kids.

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36906

It has significantly impacted my relationships, business, mental health, and well-being

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36907

Division in family. Inhumane visitor restrictions in hospital to visit my mom after she suffered
from a life threatening stroke.

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36908

No life at all. Division and destruction.

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36909

Taken any and all enjoyment out of my life. Unable to fly so unable to visit ill parents in BC.

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36910

It has caused isolation, relationship breakdowns, stress, poor medical attention, health issues,
mental health issues in the family, etc

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36911

Rights and freedoms are and were taken away

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36912

I work within the mental health sector of health care. I have watched numerous clients die of
opioid related deaths and suffer due to constraints of the Justin Trudeaus disconnection
between the reality of what everyday citizens experience and his privileged point of view. Long
term relationships have been impacts. Travel to see loved ones in other provinces has been no
existent creating in a fractured relationship. Overall quality of life has become almost depleted.
The government has offered little hope since the implementation of the Emergency Act which
is another erosion of Canada's democratic system.

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36913

Socially it’s been challenging

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36914

I can no longer work or eat outside of my home, I've been actively kicked out certain stores or
treated with extreme prejudice because of my legitimate medical mask exemption, I've
experienced extreme hopelessness and depression while forced to stay home, I've had most
of my plans for the future disrupted and can no longer travel.

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36915

Wow i was happy before now i almost want to die , Quality of life is worth nothing like this

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36916

Verry badly.my brother suicide

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36917

Depression, anxiety, anger

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36918

Limited funds to the point of breaking my family. Has stigmatized my children in a way that will
haunt them forever. Have had family die alone.

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36919

Lost business sales. Harassment for not wearing masks. Restricted to go places

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36920

Financial/emotional

2/19/2022 9:30 AM
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36921

Less travel, major stress. Loss of friends

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36922

It makes you feel you can’t any decision for self and we start to get lazy don’t know what
Authority want with a world full of lazy depress people totally against what my God wants it to
be

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36923

I have been isolated and shunned from society for my medical choice. I have lost friends and
family because of the division in canada.

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36924

Mental health

2/19/2022 9:30 AM

36925

Major mental health problems

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36926

Caused me an unholy amount of stress and anxiety on my mental state. Along with this it has
caused me to miss 2 once in a life time opportunities to study abroad.

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36927

Torn my family apart. Deeply concerned for the future of our country.

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36928

My kids cant go to school, most of their friends are scared to meet up still. Organized sports
are not available. My small business suffered a great loss.

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36929

Limited travel, effected my income, effected family relations

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36930

Job loss, stress, family issues

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36931

Restricted my movement

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36932

I have been made to feel like a criminal in my our Country due to the vaccine passport
mandate. I have not been able to volunteer at my children's school like I have every other year.
All because I choose not to get something I am NOT comfortable with getting injected into my
body!!

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36933

Has caused health issues and strees

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36934

Can’t cross the boarder

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36935

I all areas, shapes and forms. O think we all know how it has affected us all.

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36936

I have been so fortunate overall but I know so many who have not both my husband and I
have been able to work entire time. I now work at home. I have 3 teenagers though and this
has effected their education Delay to post secondary etc and missing out on educational
experiences My children have been put out of organizational sports and recreation we have
been able to manage but I have heard so many others in terrible situations I also have seen
the division and I know my kids as taxpayers will pay for this forever.

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36937

I’ve struggled with social anxiety and depression before the pandemic and trying to get help is
extremely hard during the pandemic! My college course has been pushed so many times. I
should have started already. I have been off work for sick days that I haven’t even been sick!!
Lost a lot of money that I could have saved for my future. And have lost friends do to the
division that this pandemic has causes! Tensions between family’s and friends because of this
pandemic! Getting out on my own has been very hard! And I’m tired of all the confrontation
because of masks! I refuse to argue and fight with people because of the masks or getting
vaccinated.

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36938

In many ways that is not considered Canadian. I am truly believer of individual responsibility.

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36939

I can't see my family in Michigan or North Carolina. I think masks are filled with germs. I miss
smiles and kindness and love and hugging people! I have no respect for this government of
Canada nor the people who follow it.

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36940

Can't participate in normal life. ( church, visits to nursing homes, wedding receptions,cinema,
restaurants etc)

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36941

Segregation, division between family and friends, including east and west, listening to the fear
instilled in those believing msm. And not looking at other info and views and thinking for
themselves!

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36942

Terrible, was not invited to family gatherings, was not allowed in church, kids can't live their full
life if they can't join sports and can't go out. Please make it stop.

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36943

Made it a living medical tyranny

2/19/2022 9:29 AM
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36944

So bad

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36945

I have lost my job, my salary, my livelihood and I have been a victim of despicable hate
speech from the very government that claims to protect us.

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36946

I’ve lost friends, friends and family have lost their jobs, many people I know have lost
relationships with their own family.

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36947

My kids have been in/out of school. I’ve not been able to work for some of it. I’ve not been
able to watch my kids dance / basketball. I cannot go into my kids school without an
appointment. We cannot travel freely even in our own country. My kids haven’t had regular
sports, activities. We’ve had Covid and still have to wear masks etc. it’s all too much. Mental
health is absolutely not cared for or supported. If it were these mandates never would’ve been
in place.

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36948

No socializing has effected very aspect

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36949

living like a prisoner in an open-air jail

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36950

depression, fear,short of money,I lost my job.

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36951

Had to close my buisness in October 2021 due to 8 months of lockdowns.

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36952

We are no longer in charge of our own bodies. Every area of our lives are affected. If you
cannot travel, work, or shop in your own country, you are no longer a citizen

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36953

I've never felt more that I want to end my life.

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36954

Have not seen my mother in law in a year. No town functions

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36955

Lost my job

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36956

Lost friends, income, family. Has me in the most depressive state I have ever been in.

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36957

No social life.

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36958

Negative

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36959

Not able to visit family. Have been through a situation and was not allowed to have support
with me in the hospital. Have not been able to live live with my little man because we can’t go
anywhere

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36960

All ways having restrictions and having to show Q r codes to enter resturants etc

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36961

It has made me hate our government

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36962

Completely turned it upside down. Made it difficult and Finacially hard

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36963

Forced me to get a vaccine I did not want because of loosing my job. Stopped me from
enjoying my life and doing activities with y daughter.

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36964

Can’t see family

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36965

We aren’t able to travel, see my grandparents, go out for family functions

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36966

No more life

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36967

Unwanted vaccine

2/19/2022 9:29 AM

36968

Limited normal day to day activities

2/19/2022 9:28 AM

36969

My teenagers are suffering from depression, missing out on important high school years,
missing out in social things, my church family is suffering from isolation, losing desire to meet
together, the media has scared them into staying home, I know literally thousands of people
who had subbed type of flu/cold in the last two years, yet t one of them has been hospitalized
or passed away, we are overreacting due to the fear mongers of the media

2/19/2022 9:28 AM

36970

I have lost contact with friends,family. My son was forced to get vaccinated even after having
Covid by his father and Uncles if he wanted to see grandparents ever again. I lost my job and
had to start a new career because the border was closed. Unable to travel because of
restrictions within my own country which goes against my charter of rights to freely travel. My
mental health has suffered. Financial hardships.

2/19/2022 9:28 AM
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36971

How we social or not social, how fearful the government has made people. People do not trust
government at all because they don’t feel they are being truthful , it’s about power and control.
This in itself changes my life incredibly. It has stopped me from going to restaurants, any extra
curry activities bc I don’t want to use passports for anyone to know my private information, it
is no one’s business.

2/19/2022 9:28 AM

36972

Lost employment and income.

2/19/2022 9:28 AM

36973

stopped life

2/19/2022 9:28 AM

36974

Affect my basic right protected be the Canada chart of liberty

2/19/2022 9:28 AM

36975

It has limited my ability to move freely through my community .It has drastically decreased my
ability to work because of my choices.I have witnessed the negative Psychological affects
that it has had upon my children ,the elderly cared for in long term care facilities and on the
staff that work there as well as upon myself.

2/19/2022 9:28 AM

36976

I lost my job in Nursing

2/19/2022 9:28 AM

36977

These mandates have divided my friends and family. I no longer trust our government or local
leaders!

2/19/2022 9:28 AM

36978

It’s ruined my business had a pub and brewery on a ski hill seasonal business. Shit downs and
occupancy limits made it impossible to open!

2/19/2022 9:28 AM

36979

Family relationships have been affected. Severe division and bullying, children have been
denied social opportunities, ability to play, etc. There is so much to say about this. “Loss”best
describes everything.

2/19/2022 9:28 AM

36980

The mandates have affected my life by subjecting me to discrimination and segregation by not
allowing me to participate in any indoor social and/or physical activities due to choosing not to
opt to receive a medical procedure. Never in Canada's 154 years have citizens been
ostracized for making medical decisions, which impact their own bodies. Canadians have
always had our right to freedom and autonomy to do what we desire and see fit with our own
bodies. Never have Canadians been forced or coerced to undergo a medical procedure,
otherwise they lose their jobs and ability to participate in society. This is all WRONG. Invoking
the Emergencies Act is morally wrong in that it allows for the persecution and prosecution of
peaceful Canadans from all backgrounds, cultures, religious/spiritual beliefs, and skin colours,
who are all peacefully defending our Charter rights and freedoms. An Indigenous Elder with a
walker was trampled by mounted police and severely injured. This is wrong. Unwarranted
assault from police is illegal. These police officers stationed to persecute and prosecute
peaceful protesting Canadians ought to be tried and jailed for their crimes. If the Nuremberg
Trials in the mid-1940s determined that "following orders" was not sufficient justification for
Nazi officers to commit human rights violations, then it certainly does not justify the actions of
Canadian police in this instance, or any instance, when it applies to violating human rights.
The Canadian police in Ottawa currently are, indeed, violating Canadians' human rights.

2/19/2022 9:28 AM

36981

Took away my Freedom

2/19/2022 9:28 AM

36982

Child with depression. Missed graduation. Missed funeral.

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

36983

My pregnant wife had to get injected with untested fluid to do her job

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

36984

Not to bad I live in the US but would like to come visit friends and family but I'm not
vaccinated and don't plan on it so I can't enter the country

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

36985

Can't see my Grama in the nursing home and other family, can't go to restaurants, movies,
can't breathe in a mask, have to register to go to church, can't go on our annual family holiday
anymore. Government wants absolute power and control of everyone. I hate all of this!!!!!!

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

36986

Social life impact, mental health

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

36987

I could see my aging parents at all I couldn’t travel to visit my extended family in the states
and the worse thing is the mask they dont work !!!!!

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

36988

Na

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

36989

Isolated me from my friends and family Forced me to go off in a stress leave from work or I
would lose my job Sell my house move away from family to be able to support myself should I
have lost my job

2/19/2022 9:27 AM
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36990

Haven’t been able to see my grandchildren and daughter in Nl for over 2 years. They cannot fly
because they’re not vaccinated. Our country is crying for change. Time to end all mandates.

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

36991

It's torn out community apart. It's like being in nazi Germany or Iran under the Anatolia
Khamenei.

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

36992

Bad

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

36993

No family gatherings,church restrictions,family and children suffering with loss of freedom
causing depression,anxiety, lonlyness,elderly left abandoned alone through losses of loved
ones,people not listening to true science ,ones with the scientific knowledge,afraid to speak
out,due to fear of lossing jobs,securities of livelihoods.Our freedoms as Canadien, so many
more things.

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

36994

It has

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

36995

Feels like I live in a communist CANADA

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

36996

not able to be with family and friends

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

36997

I lost my job, my rights to chose what I want in my body and I’m now mentally dressed

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

36998

It has been financially , mentally and physically draining and had a massive negative impact
on my life and my family

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

36999

Loss of friends. Loss of jobs for family members.

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

37000

Socially, mentally, physically it has affected us. This can’t go on any longer. My children r not
growing up in this mess!

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

37001

A lot

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

37002

Very negative

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

37003

dictation ship has no place in Canada no one should have the right to take our freedom away !

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

37004

Restricted work and economics. Negative impact on relationships. Mental health. Travel
restrictions. Political unrest. Healthcare overload

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

37005

laid off. The Charter of Rights has been taken away

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

37006

Can not travel can not go to restaurants casinos theaters concerts gyms all because covid
passport

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

37007

Caused depression. Separation between my family and friends. Hatred and mean things said.
I’ve been called a terrorist. I’ve been called disgusting. And I do my own research so none of
the mandates make any ducking sense and have made no difference to the covid which I
currently have and it is a regular cold and flu. We have RUINED our economy for a cold???

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

37008

Made it very difficult to go on dates, was a challenge to get married, and gas caused
separation within my family

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

37009

It’s made me feel isolated.

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

37010

I will do what I can to help protect my family and those around me and to do whatever I can to
minimize the impact on our healthcare system. I see most of these mandates as a public
health measure and nothing to do with “personal rights”. Work has been made more challenging
and I don’t get together with people, but this is just for a season.

2/19/2022 9:27 AM

37011

it does not allow freedom,

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37012

Separated my Family forever

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37013

In some way it did affect us all.

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37014

It’s preventing me from working full time bc of working for private counselling. I would prevent
me from taking an online masters program in the fall. It’s taking my family away from me with
them being sick from the vaccines. I’m losing everyone I love…

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37015

The lack of proper reliable information was and now more than ever is the biggest problem. It
affects all our lives terribly

2/19/2022 9:26 AM
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37016

Divided my family, devastated my faith community and tore this country apart

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37017

Drastically

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37018

I have a child (12)battling depression and anxiety with suicidal thoughts related to covid. Most
recently He’s been kicked out of gymnastics, etc. Because he doesn’t have a vaccine. All of
us are getting through but need all mandates to end for our whole health

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37019

The mandate affected my life and the people around me more than words can say. First off it
has brought bridges between relationships. Arguments, anxiety, suddenness, disruption and
the list goes on... The mask I have high anxiety and hard time breathing when putting the
mask and that brings me to not go everywhere I want to go and it brought confrontations,
migraines, anxiety ans stressed. I hyperventilate to the point of passing out. Which most
places of work asked their employees to wear the mask.. so finding a job is hard. I lost my job
in the beginning of 2021 because my views on masking and other mandates weren't going
within the agenda of the school so they fired me after I spoke at a protest. Took almost a year
to find another job. I had to find all kinds of ways to support my family. I am a single mom of
two with a house. I had to maxed out all cards and what not. And now I even with two jobs
because for the past 2 months I had to get a second job because I couldn't pay all my bills and
put food on the table. Then social distancing well that causes me anxiety as well. We as
humain need humain interaction and humain contact. I got told all the time when I go to places
you guys shouldn't hug or what not. I even got a called from the school that my son was
hugging his friends and thar it wasn't ok. I ripped them a new one. For the school .. this for me
is the worse because it affects the kids. I got my son and my daughter in a school and got
them in without a mask. But for my son it took a little time so I kept him home to do home
schooling. Which was hard but we did it. My daughter first year of school she had to see
everybody masked up all the time and these kids doesn't know thar this is not normal. Half of
my daughter's life has been masks, distancing and all the other mandates. Which it isn't ok.
My son has high anxiety and just thinking about school makes him want to cry and becomes
angry. He became depressed and all the mandates that people constantly talk about frustrates
him to his core as well. He is done and can't wait to have everything kind of back to normal.
My son is in 7th grade and these kids missed so much. Schooling and activities and all that it
will hurt them not just now but in the long run. The facts that we shouldn't do our normal
activities for a long time and then because we aren't vaccinated we still couldn't get to do our
normal activities well that made it so that it has been two years that we didn't do much. We do
outdoor activities but no more indoor. We feel secluded from society. It is sad for the kids. Now
lastly, my job this week has emplimented the policy of the mandate vaccine. Which I will
probably loose my job. I refuse to say if I am vaccinated or not because it is no one business
and I refuse to do the test. With everything that we know about the vaccine and the test why
would we even eat to participate in these tyrannical ways. So, I am prepared to fight this with
all I have but my anxiety if very high and I am scared. So when we live like this we are always
more prone to get sick as well. Nothing that has been in the past 2 years is ok.

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37020

My children are suffering wearing masks all day at school. Lockdowns. School shutdowns etc

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37021

I have sold my business. It was a ‘horror show’ operating a business during the pandemic. I
complied with all the regulations which caused me to work very long days and it was
exhausting. The thought of the government being able to shut me down again while large
corporations continued to operate and make record profits was appalling!!

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37022

It has broken our family.

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37023

It has made so I couldn’t see 3 different loved ones before they passed away.

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37024

I have lost co workers that have worked in my place for more then twenty years.our nursing
home has lost more then half the workers.workers have become hateful. OUR RESIDENTS
are getting the worst care they have ever received.

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37025

I feel Unaccepted in society

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37026

I have had my small business shut three times, I have lost many clients over such a divided
country.

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37027

Can't go on a airplane, can't leave Canada, forced to wear inefficient masks, can't go to
restaurants, can't go to gyms, profoundly divided the population, loss of quality of life, lost
trust in government, lost trust in the future, lost trust in all of our institutions, politicians and
authorities.

2/19/2022 9:26 AM
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37028

My personal business doing events , home events , and wider , has been decimated . Little to
no income coming in , people are afraid to host , because things keep getting locked down.
There’s no where to go so people aren’t buying as well. It’s just completely broken in 2 years
what was to have been my full time income .

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37029

Family and friends. Anxiety.feeling of helplessness and despair

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37030

Isolated and feel a lack of choice for my own body

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37031

Pitted everyone against each other. Social suppression, letting the globalists get their way and
us cowering like sheep. Afraid to speak up in case you are cancelled or jailed or fined. I want
my life back,now!

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37032

Mental stress

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37033

Its caused isolation and depression

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37034

My answers reflect what I think

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37035

I have brothers and sisters struggling at work. And having to quit their jobs because the values
of the government and vaccines have overstepped the values and compassion and love we
have for people. It has completely devided us. And as people of Christ were called to love our
neighbors as ourselves. That on a day to day bases is a challenge, and impossible to do
without Christ. Now with the COVID situation and mandates, the devil has exploited and
absolutely capitalized on our weaknesses down to an art. Driving us apart, and magnifying the
lovelessness we have for each other. And we need to find ways to get more love back. And I
think a start would be for people to be able to accept and have compassion on each other's
views. Regardless of our vax status and if we wear a face shield or not. Let the absolute power
of Christ help us. Outside of him. There is nothing left in us.

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37036

Loss of freedom

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37037

Not too much other then dreading going anywhere due to mask wearing and the people
enforcing it for the government because they don't think for themselves to figure out this was
never a pandemic to begin with

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37038

Much more rules in the workplace. Haven't been able to have much of a social life. Not able to
travel across the country to be able to visit close family and my old grandparents.

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37039

These measures and mandates have been increasingly oppressive and suffocating. I had to
take a stress leave due to the anxiety caused by the mandates vaccine or test policies. I’ve
not been able to go into my mother’s senior’s complex due to these mandates; as such I
cannot adequately be her support person. Mandatory masks have exacerbated my allergic
sinus issues and caused chronic, recurring sinus pain. My son has become distanced from
friends due to household restrictions/bubbles. My husband has a much lower stress tolerance,
and his anxiety is elevated. It’s been too much for too long and it seems as though common
sense rationality has gone right out the window. I do not see people approaching this with any
critical thought.

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37040

In all side of my personal/professional life

2/19/2022 9:26 AM

37041

Division in my family and discrimination

2/19/2022 9:25 AM

37042

I have felt lonely and disconnected for the past two years, and I’ve gained 20 pounds

2/19/2022 9:25 AM

37043

Pain of masks and restricted travel

2/19/2022 9:25 AM

37044

My husband and dog passed away right as covid hit. I’ve had to isolate alone, lost my house,
friends and family. Can’t work as I am an ECE, my other dog passed away after we moved into
a mould infested basement suite. I tried to do exactly what I was told but the police said I
could not go after my landlord as the landlord called and lied to the police and got away with it.
I’m living off my savings, and really would like to leave Canada for good. The past 2 years
nearly killed me. The pandemic stops me from trying to have my own business as well due to
all the mandates and restrictions.

2/19/2022 9:25 AM

37045

Feels like prison

2/19/2022 9:25 AM

37046

It has kept us from our families, closed businesses of friends, caused strife in our family.

2/19/2022 9:25 AM

37047

Been sick ever since getting the vaccine. Why was all of us put in a position to have to take

2/19/2022 9:25 AM
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this vaccine? This is not a FREE country any more. I would rather die than have this push in
me just for me to keep my job. We all know the reason now that we were pushed into it just to
fill Justin’s pocket. You need to go Justin Trudeau!!!
37048

Forcing people to do things is not choice. Our government has gone out of control and only
wants their voice heard. I do not trust any one of them any more.

2/19/2022 9:25 AM

37049

Depression

2/19/2022 9:25 AM

37050

My kids hate school, they complain that it’s hard to breathe with a mask on, my oldest has
had so many headaches because of it. Family and friend relationships have forever changed,
lost moments with people that are no longer here.. my special needs son has lost programs
that he desperately needed to be in for his development.

2/19/2022 9:25 AM

37051

Limited opportunites for enjoyment and fellowship with friends.

2/19/2022 9:25 AM

37052

I lost my job of 22 years

2/19/2022 9:25 AM

37053

Make me feel like my freedom of choice has been taken

2/19/2022 9:25 AM

37054

I have become a hermit and I don’t like it… I want to be able to go out to dinner with my
friends!

2/19/2022 9:25 AM

37055

Many of the businesses I work for have been disabled greatly and or closed down. Many
people is high debt or decoding if they can eat this month.

2/19/2022 9:25 AM

37056

I want our freedoms back!

2/19/2022 9:25 AM

37057

More isolation

2/19/2022 9:25 AM

37058

Divided my family and friends

2/19/2022 9:25 AM

37059

I have been unable to visit family in Newfoundland. I can't go to a movie theater, restaurant,
gym or social venue! I am treated like a leper!

2/19/2022 9:25 AM

37060

Negatively

2/19/2022 9:25 AM

37061

Depression, anxiety, isolation. I cannot visit my father in the hospital. My brother has gotten
myocarditis from the vaccine. Women cannot give birth in hospital with husbands present
Cannot leave our own country.

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37062

It has disrupted the past 2 plus years of our lives. Not being able to visit family and friends. No
travelling. Restrictions in a free world. The government controlling people’s life This needs to
stop

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37063

I’ve been alienated and ostracized by friends and family and its being facilitated through
government policies

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37064

Lost my Job,got divorce, lost my house

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37065

Everything affects us all and right wing factions are out to cripple our way of life. Our freedoms
will once again need to be refought. I hate right wing groups.

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37066

It has definitely affected my mental health

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37067

My autistic son is terrified that Covid will kill him, so he refuses to go out in public. I missed
months with him, because of the school closures he lived with my parents.

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37068

Abused by husband, I’m going on stress leave from work, children home symptom free do to
covid protocols causing more stress trying to work while kids are home. Overall decreased
mental health significantly. Couldn’t go to gym to work out therefore decreased physical health.

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37069

Loss of relationships. Depression. Anxiety. Lack of travel.

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37070

Mentally emotionally financially

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37071

Its sucked a bag of dickz!

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37072

Loss of freedoms held by the charter.Loss of Freedom to work, to gather, to worship, to travel,
to choose my own medical beliefs for treating COVID. Mandates have created MUCH division
at work at home in my family and society. Workplace is bogged down with many protocols and
documentation. Staff shortages at work due to not enough workers and others having to stay

2/19/2022 9:24 AM
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home due to COVID exposure. My workplace has been extremely pressured by the
government and Public health to implement mandates -especially vaccines as they receive
public funding.This has been very difficult mentally to work through. This pandemic has not
been driven by science but by fear and control.
37073

Caused depression and anxiety

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37074

Not being able to travel

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37075

reduced income tremendously

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37076

Causes serious depression. And an attempt suicide

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37077

Isolation and torn people apart.

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37078

Segregation, mental health loss, anxiety

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37079

It has divided my family and some friends. My sister has incurable cancer and she won’t see
me as I’m unvaccinated as she believes the govt more than her family…been treated with
disrespect…time for everyone to get on the same page again and love one another!!

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37080

Family and church divided, travel restrictions, unnecessary masks

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37081

Financial and mental

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37082

Financially and mentally this had affected my life and the lives of my children.

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37083

Haven't seen my grandchildren for 2y. Could not get together with friends for special
anniversary. Feel like a caveman. Too much fear and stress. Friendships ended with people
that we've been sharing a lot for over 50y. Too much hate and lies.

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37084

Limited social life and severely increased stress

2/19/2022 9:24 AM

37085

It’s caused my kids to be worried about germs and being social, due to the fear schools have
been putting on the kids

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37086

Separation, isolation, depression, child learning problems, alcoolism

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37087

Family relationships

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37088

Limited movement, high inflation, high prices, loss of income, loss of freedom

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37089

Financially and mentally. It's driving a wedge between my imidiate family and my in-laws.

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37090

People are afraid to hug each other and socialize. Masks and distancing separate us
needlessly

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37091

Took my rights of traveling away.

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37092

Have had family with medical emergency from vaccine. Know friends who have lost family
days after vaccination.

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37093

Unable to attend a funeral for a loved one, family and friends have lost jobs, other family and
friends have all but disowned us because they believe the propaganda.

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37094

This box is too small. Depression anxiety loss of income insomnia I’m in the medical field and
I know that so much of what is on the news is false. Being unable to share truth without being
cancelled. Knowing that what I’m injecting my children with is one, unnecessary, two
potentially dangerous for them and three only being done by coercion so they can play sports
and stay HEALTHY. The irony is not lost on me. I have zero confidence in my government at
this point. They’ve exposed themselves as thieves and crooks and no one seems to care…
actually they don’t know because it’s not covered on main stream media. Sad to be Canadian

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37095

Lost my job, lost my friends, injured my family, I'm a prisoner in my own country.

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37096

Can't travel as full family internationally. My hours of work can't breathe .

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37097

Huge! Activity for my children, work, discrimination, social anxiety, income, loneliness,
depression, the list goes on!

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37098

Had to get a vaccine I didn’t want

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37099

Depression, lack of trust in public officials especially prime ministers office, fear, inability to

2/19/2022 9:23 AM
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function normal. If I did not have faith in Christ my world would have shattered
37100

Mental health......my life has been suspended for the last 2 years.

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37101

The mandates have destroyed our country, our freedom to work, assemble, attend church,
participate in society, and peacefully protest.

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37102

Wearing masks in stores and at church is a bit uncomfortable. But other than that, the
mandates have not affected me much.

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37103

Job opportunities

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37104

All of them

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37105

It has put my beloved career on the line. With 3 small children, we have been stressed, scared
and unable to go anywhere

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37106

Mental health.. health in general. Doctors are hard to find. Appointment to see doctors are 2 to
3 months away. We need things to go back to normal so we can be looked after through our
health care

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37107

I have no life.

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37108

Depression, segregation, loss of income, lost relationships

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37109

Too many ways to answer

2/19/2022 9:23 AM

37110

Lost job

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37111

Because I chose to not get vaccinated I am not “allowed” to watch my child play hockey, sit in
a restaurant with my family, go to a movie with my family, fly with my children to see extended
family in Ontario, I don’t get invited to social gatherings as I can’t get in restaurants and my
job has been negatively affected. Why? Because I chose to not to get a vaccine that does
NOT prevent the spread of COVID 19 to others and it may or may not lessen the symptoms
should I contract COVID-19. So thank you Govt of Canada for the last year of infringement on
my rights as a Canadian citizen.

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37112

All levels of government have inacted ridiculous levels of control, only seen in communist and
dictator run countries!!! A full investigation run by THE PEOPLE, MUST begin IMMEDIATELY!
the government ridiculous overreach has destroyed my relationship with my daughter, I have
not even seen or held my FIRST GRANDCHILD!!!! My Son, lost his business and lively hood
and and to move in with me to try to get reestablished!!!!! I want all levels of government that
had a part in this scamdemic arrested and imprisoned. Those people like trudeau and ford who
have made millions off the scamdemice must also put all this money into the Canadian people
and Canada's hands to pay down their ridiculous debt!!!!

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37113

Destroyed relationships

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37114

Tremendously -- isolated has been crippling

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37115

It hasn’t really

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37116

Same as everyone else. No restaurants or activities. Not being able to watch my kids play
indoor sports. Caused strife within direct and indirect family.

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37117

I do not support discrimination or segregation

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37118

It impacted everything in my life and the cost of living for myself and all the people in this
country.

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37119

Depressing

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37120

Waiting on a medical appointment

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37121

Family division.

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37122

I was forced to get the vaccine when I strongly disagreed with it but couldn’t afford to lose my
job.

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37123

Job loss

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37124

mental health , i cant travel

2/19/2022 9:22 AM
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37125

In every way possible, income loss, mental stress , loss of family

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37126

My dad died near the beginning of Covid lockdowns and I believe it is because he couldn’t
understand why his family wasn’t visiting and he felt unloved. Also, I work in a middle/high
school and I was very stressed over the no-sense rules throughout…the latest being the
students able to not wear masks but the staff were still required!

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37127

Yes they have

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37128

My family, friends, coworkers, church members, have been divided because of this. My health
has been affected due to stress and uncertainty. I am afraid for my children and grand children
and for what the future holds for them.

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37129

Hugely

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37130

Loss of income

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37131

Financially, socially, change in personality to depressed and unengaged in life. Disappointed
where the govt is going with it all.

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37132

I’m not allowed to go watch my Son play hockey cause im not vaccinated against a virus that
vaccinated people get!! Make it make sense has Been my most used line in the last 2 yrs

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37133

It has hurt my social live and that of my grand kids

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37134

For the last 2 years we have been on lock down.my son has missed out on all his sports
activities was home schooled threw grade 4 and grade 5 with no social contact with friends or
family on all the celebrations x mas and all. This has been a big strain on all my family
members and our health.

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37135

I’m Unemployed

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37136

Restrictions made my life hell

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37137

Not really my life but I can see it hurting those I love

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37138

Suffering mental health, job loss

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37139

In every way possible

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37140

Can’t see my grandkids

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37141

Has instilled so much fear I. Loved ones and has had a negative impact on relationships.
Thankfully I haven’t lost my job (yet) but that is also a fear. Also being part of the group that’s
unvaxxed it also fees like I am a “second class citizen” and I have been worries about medical
care for me and my family based on the fact that we haven’t chosen to follow what the
government is coercing people to do.

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37142

In no way because I dont comply to unlawful mandates!

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37143

Depression and severe anxiety.

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37144

It’s made me and my family second class citizens in our own country. Kids not able to go to
the pool, play sports, go to the movies, time wasted testing so I could work.

2/19/2022 9:22 AM

37145

The masks has now caused me sinus issues. The vaccine mandates has caused family
problems to the point that we don't talk anymore because it has divided us & it has been very
hurtful. Most of all we are losing our FREEDOM

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37146

My husband lost his job and can't receive EI which is WRONG! He paid into it and it's the
governments fault he's not working. It's his body! We have 6 children to provide for and the
government is responsible for our situation because of the vax mandates. 14 years in a
provincal position gone!

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37147

Financially, emotionally and physically. Financially as my husband had less work and prices
are escalating, emotionally as I see the strain on my family including the tears of
granddaughters from their ‘masked’ school experience and physically due to the stress.

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37148

I could no longer handle working with the protocols that were in place, so quit my job. I don’t
even want go anywhere unless absolutely necessary.

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37149

It has restricted my kid and I live our lives. It has impacted my mental health. It has torn my

2/19/2022 9:21 AM
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family apart.
37150

Me and my husband cannot take our child anywhere, friends and family dinners aren’t a thing,
it’s cut me off from everyone I love

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37151

It's been difficult to see my kids, grandchildren, and friends.

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37152

As a nurse I was fired from my hospital full time job.

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37153

Family devided. Mental health bad. Loss in income.

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37154

The mental health of my children has been negatively affected. These mandates have taken
away their rights to socialize, play sports and even eat out with their friends. I began drinking
more than I should to deal with the stress. We should all have the power to choose what is
right for us.

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37155

The family divide & lack of socialization has severely increased my depression & our kids are
being bullied at school & can't participate in sports

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37156

I lost my job because I wouldn't get the jab. My father passed away in 2021 and I could not
see him or say goodbye as he was in Ontario and I needed to isolate for 14 days before they
would let me in the hospital.

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37157

My family and I feel like prisoners in our own home, where we were born free in a democratic
country no longer exists… we have all struggled in so many ways

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37158

Job loss. Poor mental health.

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37159

I lost my job. My children have lost soclial time critical to development

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37160

My children (under 3) have suffered due to lack of socialization. Vaccine mandates have
formed a wedge in the relationship with some family members who have different views.

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37161

mentally, emotionally, has put a wage between friends, my kids are affected, we want to visit
family out of country but cant ... feel like I live in a prison

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37162

Working from home not social interactions, would have lost my job if I didn't get vaccinated,
kids have missed out on so much with sports, we are 700+ days into this weekend all been
exposed, obviously the vaccine isn't what we were told it was as people are still getting sick.
ITS TUME TO END THE PANDEMIC.

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37163

Affecting friend and family relationships and adding more unnecessary stress.

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37164

No smiling faces

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37165

Separation of family.

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37166

In all aspects it has effected my life and not for the good

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37167

NO FREEDOM!!!!

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37168

It is straight up oppression.

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37169

Made me feel like a second class citizen, not being able to go into a restaurant, being called
names by people and my own government

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37170

Mental stress and loss of business

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37171

Mental health division between family friends and co-workers

2/19/2022 9:21 AM

37172

It has isolated us as a family and stole my rights to enter buildings without vaccines pass.

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37173

Unbelievable stress and sorrow.

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37174

Mentally

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37175

It has affected my life in work my young kids abilities to be kids and do the fun things you’re
supposed to do seeing family members,And what’s going on right now makes me embarrassed
to be Canadian I am seriously contemplating leaving this country now

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37176

Lost job lost family & friends Mentally and emotionally debilitating Angering and frustrating

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37177

I lost my job of 30 years in healthcare. I have no income as the government wont even let me

2/19/2022 9:20 AM
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collect unemployment insurance. It has divided family and friends. I've never seen so much
hate from people for my choices
37178

It has been the biggest infringement of our Charter rights ever.

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37179

It has depressed me done

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37180

I’m tired of been cooped up the masked cause rashes. Mentally I’m exhausted. I have family
whom I love and would love to be with.

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37181

Positively

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37182

I lost my job I haven’t travelled outside of PEI for 2 years. Affected my mental health, family’s
mental health, my kids are masked all day long at school.

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37183

Has divided friends, family, the nation. Has limited where I can travel, who I can visit, what
activities I can participate in.

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37184

Cost me my Business. Devastating to me

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37185

Preventing me from visiting with friends and family

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37186

In every way possible

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37187

Having to work from home with decreased effectiveness & income. The psychological toll this
has taken on my children from being excluded from their sports teams & other activities will
stay with them forever. The pervasive feeling of fear that has hung over our lives these past 2
years has damaged our health & well being far more than any flu could ever do.

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37188

My work has been mostly shut down. Even now with some lessening of the restrictions it is
still not even a quarter of where it was. I have had to take off jobs to just survive. I believe that
it is likely my career will be changed to an occasional hobby and I will be scrambling to find
work. This more than likely will cause me to be bankrupt

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37189

Can’t quantify the impact. Missed 2 first years of our boys sports and school events, treated
as a second class citizen at work due to ongoing weekly testing to keep my job (not knowing
when my ultimatum will come between vax and job), and on and on….

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37190

It has segregated me, isolated me, affected my job

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37191

It is very depressing

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37192

Quality of life has been taken

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37193

I take the kids shopping less because I don't want to make my kids wear a mask.

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37194

Depression

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37195

very distressed and confused we are not getting the true story this all about controlling
Canadians Not democracy but rather Communism.

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37196

Lost my job

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37197

Relationships with others

2/19/2022 9:20 AM

37198

My quality of life has decreased entirely. I’m unable to enjoy being with my friends and family.
Canada is no longer a free country and I now am worried for my life and my family. If things do
not change we will be leaving Canada.

2/19/2022 9:19 AM

37199

Stress

2/19/2022 9:19 AM

37200

Family in the USA which I can’t visit

2/19/2022 9:19 AM

37201

social isolation , family turned back on me , lost friends, denied jobs

2/19/2022 9:19 AM

37202

It has caused my anxiety to run rampant. My children now have anxiety attacks and cannot
attend school because they are forced to wear masks. It has made my daily way of life worse
and my skin is so terribly broken out from the masks. My asthma is worse. And so is my
social anxiety. I hate not being able to communicate freely and have people wonder if I'm
happy or sad

2/19/2022 9:19 AM

37203

Don't like wearing masks

2/19/2022 9:19 AM
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37204

Travel, shopping, chronic cough from the vaccine

2/19/2022 9:19 AM

37205

Not being able to go out and socialize with friends and family and have experiences that every
human should be entitled to is very saddening and difficult!

2/19/2022 9:19 AM

37206

Unemployed single mom that can’t take kids on outings because I refuse to get my oldest
vaccinated

2/19/2022 9:19 AM

37207

Isolated

2/19/2022 9:19 AM

37208

It has created depression, isolation and suicide. My cousin lost her restaurant.

2/19/2022 9:19 AM

37209

Feeling isolated

2/19/2022 9:19 AM

37210

It has made it impossible to travel to a property my wife and I have in another country.

2/19/2022 9:19 AM

37211

Job,personal freedom

2/19/2022 9:19 AM

37212

Obviously all restrictions have been annoying and friends and family of mine have had
businesses be affected by these stupid rules.

2/19/2022 9:19 AM

37213

these two years have been terribly depressing. My daily task is trying to maintain mental
health. The future looks bleak with the Trudeau Gov i power

2/19/2022 9:19 AM

37214

- Limited or halted my families Freedom to Worship the Living God. - Limited my freedom as a
Canadian to choose without having retribution - Limited or deleted access to loved ones sick or
afflicted in hospitals and/or care homes. - Threatened the democratic country I love and care
for with socialistic tendencies - Limited or deleted travel to other countries

2/19/2022 9:19 AM

37215

Kept families apart, kept elderly locked down, family members and friends lost jobs
businesses, Elderly and sick friends and family with no support during hospitalization or cancer
treatments.

2/19/2022 9:19 AM

37216

My work is horrible and we can’t go anywhere

2/19/2022 9:19 AM

37217

Lost my job. Stress on my family. My kids have missed out on a normal school experience.
Not able to see family.

2/19/2022 9:19 AM

37218

Besides violating my charter of rights, my kids basically lost two years worth of school
learning and development which are critical years of their lives

2/19/2022 9:19 AM

37219

Job loss

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37220

Division with family members

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37221

Jobless segregation discrimination and hate speech

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37222

My freedom of travel has basically been eliminated. My family and I are basically second
class citizens. My children are now showing signs of developmental issues due to wearing
masks all day at school. Ive lost friends, etc.

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37223

One child with anxiety (only 16), we had to miss my nieces wedding, can't go to restaurants or
anywhere in public setting becuase of mandates, can't leave my province, can't visit my family
off island, my sister and family had to miss out on our Christmas here second year in a row,
my husband was forced to get vaccinated to keep his job and ended up passing out during the
night after he got vaccinated.

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37224

I am fed up of rules that divide our country

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37225

Lost my job, husband lost job, not able to see family

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37226

Family members fired which is unconstitutional

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37227

We are not allowed to see family because of the division from the government.

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37228

My freedom to move about in my own country, to travel, to eat in a restaurant and to go to
church

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37229

Mental stability

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37230

Stripped me of freedom to travel, go to restaurants, theatres. Robbed me of 2 years of being
happy and looking forward to things

2/19/2022 9:18 AM
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37231

LOSS FREEDOM,LIBERTY, TRAVEL,AND FREE CHOICE.

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37232

Has ruin my business and caused stress from being away from my family.Loss of my life
.Prison in my own country.Vaccine made me sick

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37233

My business was locked down 10 months. My son had to be home schooled. I'm on antibiotics
because the mask keeps circulating a sinus infection. Lost my retirement...I can go on...

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37234

IT HAS SEPARATED OUR FAMILY!!!

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37235

Husband lost his job for choosing not to get vaccinated. My children's lives are greatly
negatively impacted. I have developed anxiety issued. Some family refuses to see us but will
see those that are vaccinated. We cannot go to many places that we used to have the
freedom to go to! My children need to wear masks in gym class, this is not right, they deserve
to breathe.

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37236

We help ppl with mental health. Suicides have happened...and many many ppl are going crazy.
We own a farm and bc of mandates costs have way over run. Its not right. We are not anti
vaxxers. But we do believe in freedom of choice. This has gone too far

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37237

Isolation was hard. Being control was mentally hard. Being force to stop doing some stufd and
going some places was destroying me inside. Politician must pay for their crimes about people
rights.

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37238

Stressful

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37239

Mental health of family destroyed Employment impacted Loss of friends and family to social
conflicts. Devastating

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37240

Not one Canadian should be forced/mandated to do anything! Once you give a little then they
take more

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37241

I have lost work over the vaccine mandate. The vaccine passport has caused me to have
anxiety and fear going to my child's sport with a negative test. I have been made to feel like a
second class citizen by my own Prime Minister. His divisive words and actions have fueled
people's anger and hatred towards each other. I AM NOT A RACIST, MISOGYNIST, ANTI
SCIENCE, FRINGE MINORITY. I know who I am and I will not have false labels put on me.

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37242

I’m ready to kill myself

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37243

Division

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37244

I literally can’t leave the country or travel to see family. There is constant fighting within my
family and friends circle. - my work was cut in half, I’m a performer, so retained some outdoor
gigs only. I lost the ability to dine out, dance, see movies, and sadly, to play on my soccer
team.

2/19/2022 9:18 AM

37245

I've just lost sense of who I am, I wake up not really looking forward to anything and honestly it
has destroyed my years of college and friendships I could've had. Everything just feels so
impersonal now, it doesn't feel human to be showing your vaccine status to get into places and
there's just an unsettling energy out there like a lot of people aren't happy and that has just
destroyed my hope. This pandemic has caused unnecessary division in my own family, I was
pressured to make a decision I didn't really want to, to get vaccinated to be able to visit my
brother in law and sister. I keep regretting getting vaccinated everyday because it has given
me health anxiety, no matter how many people say it's safe I'm not reassured. This health
anxiety has ruined my life and I can't even really talk to anyone about it because people just
aren't understanding anymore they'd think I'm ridiculous for being worried about it and also get
super aggressive and defensive about the vaccine. That's what happened with my sister and
brother in law and now they don't talk to me anymore, or other members in my family because
they're unvaccinated. I'm just done with what this pandemic has done, and I'm done with the
mindset that it's somehow impossible to get back to normal. It's really not people just have to
stop enjoying this division.

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37246

I lost my job My kids are depressed I can't watch my son play hockey It's caused division in
my friends and family Some of my friends committed suicide People have died from the
vaccine, they covered it up as Covid and it's horrible to wear a mask for 8 hours if the day.
These children may have long-term effects wearing the mask for so many hours a day. This is
horrible who ever supports this needs to look them selves in the mirror and be ashamed of
there selves. Not human. It's wrong. God may be there a judgment day. God always wins ! 🏆 😘

2/19/2022 9:17 AM
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37247

Lost my job; lost family relationships. Mental heskth

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37248

Totally disruption

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37249

My kids have to be in masks at school, loose of job

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37250

There are no exemptions which means death. I have not met my grandson. I do not enjoy
CANADA anymore. Travel mandates need to be canceled immediately

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37251

Forced to get vaccinated to work

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37252

Mental health

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37253

Mental health

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37254

Haven’t seen family or friends in 2 years, haven’t been able to travel even within my own
country. Mentally fatigued at this point.

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37255

Very little

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37256

The mandates have taken away my family’s freedom. They affect our schooling and work
lives. We no longer can freely move and participate in our country. Boo to Justin Trudeau and
his followers.

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37257

It made me got the jab

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37258

All government mandates affected me and my life!

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37259

Unable to see my childrens activities. Masking children should be criminal

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37260

Can not get training in as I am volunteer firefighter, not able to see my love ones and would
love to not have sore throat from wearing the mask.

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37261

I’m in an anxious state in my senior years, my sons are double V’d before we learned the truth.
My sisters the same, now I’m very concerned about their future health. I have friends who
have been affected by the jab, some died, some their lives are forever changed for the
negative. My granddaughter took a jab for school. I am concerned about my province and
country. My life is affected Big Time, I can not visit Fa and friends because I’m not jabbed. I
don’t want to place them in a situation that’s uncomfortable. Government has portrayed us as
threats to society and spreaders of the C. Yes my life is very much changed and my attitude is
changed forever to mistrust for government.

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37262

Lost my freedom

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37263

Financially mentally and my children's mental health. Grandchildren masks scared of people
now

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37264

Isolation fear anxiety loneliness

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37265

Making everything crazy and just bring us to Point if everyone fearing each other

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37266

I couldn't travel, visit my elderly Mom, it caused division big time with family and friends; i saw
neighbours, a family member and a friend get vaccine injuries

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37267

Made me realize a good number of people around me can't think for themselves.

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37268

Lost my job

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37269

It's caused me anxiety, and a lot of anger. Mask wearing has not been healthy. Plus for family
members that have health issues that can't wear masks are criticized and looked down on,
that is totally unacceptable.

2/19/2022 9:17 AM

37270

My unvaccinated husband has lost his job

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37271

Less hour less money division

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37272

My children have lost essential socialization for the past two years.

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37273

Its has nearly destroyed my life. The only reason why I'm still here because I've got two
children that keep me going. I would have checked out by now. Please end the restrictions.

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37274

The closing of gyms and fitness facilities was incredibly difficult. I have a son who works ICU
and he was UNABLE to release stress. I have another son who is Paramedic and same for

2/19/2022 9:16 AM
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him. I have another son, who works for Government but works from home, he too was coerced
into taking a vaccine to keep his job, and again had no gym or social outlets. Most important
was the friends who had myocarditis after the vaccine and Drs would not report it!! I have
become very suspicious of the Government's agenda. I no longer trust government or medical
institutions.
37275

Decline in mental health. Increase in costs of goods/ cost of living

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37276

Lost work, laid off employees, graduated son unable to find work, unable to see elderly family
and distant family, effects we can’t even measure on my grandkids.

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37277

Depression, loneliness, lost 3 months of life with husband in LTC who has now died, higher
blood pressure, anxiety, increase angina

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37278

Mentally terrible and very hard on my children

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37279

It destroyed it....

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37280

It makes me feel safe and protected from those who may be carrying/spreading Covid

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37281

In no way for the better

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37282

Caused emotional stress. Been bullied and segregated because of my beliefs .

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37283

Isolated as a single mother has not only effected my mental health but the mental health of my
children. As someone who suffers from PTSD I can see the trauma my children have endured
from the effects of these mandates. It breaks my heart to wish I would have never brought my
poor children into this corrupt world. I struggle mentally with those thoughts and have been up
many of nights crying for my children and I. Being unvaxxed I feel like I've been shunned. By
family and lifelong friends, because my PM is telling them to. He name calls and bullys his
people. I had to explain to my 11 year old how Mr Justin Trudeau is wrong for talking about us
the way he has every single time that man gets behind a mic. I've had to explain that our PM
is no better the her bullys on the school yard. This is NOT what my country is, this is NOT
what I am proud of. It's left me feeling hopeless for my children.

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37284

I feel socially isolated from society, this does not feel like a free country any longer and I feel
like I no longer have a voice and I'm not being heard

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37285

Loss of business

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37286

Depression

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37287

Terrible

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37288

Financially & mentally

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37289

Very negative

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37290

My job has ended

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37291

Depression, segregation, put my life on hold. END THE MANDATES NOW!

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37292

It has destroyed my family. The division is unrepairable. We had to cancel a wedding. I have a
salon and lost many many customers because the government implied I was not safe to be
around being unvaxxed. I am not an anti vaxxer, I am scared to death of getting clots. It has
been mentally harmful to my 55 year old friend with MS that I am not allowed to visit in her
care home. My mental health has deteriorated

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37293

Divided family. Work. Socially. Delayed skin cancer treatment by two years

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37294

I’ve seen it destroy families, have friends with serious side effects from vaccine, has shut
doors for moving my career forward

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37295

I’m depressed ‘cause it has caused family division, broken friendships, I’m fed up of seeing
increased family abuse, addictions, suicides. I lost 2 family members to suicide because they
couldn’t take this Covid thing- restriction, mandates, not being able to visit their elder lies and
or be at the side of their dying loved ones and the list goes on. Time for Trudeau to be
removed from his post along with his liberal cocus. Enough is enough.

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37296

The quality of everyone’s life has been seriously damaged for no reason,for far too long.

2/19/2022 9:16 AM

37297

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 9:16 AM
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37298

Mother was in long term no visits for 1.5 yrs. I called to visit December 23, 2021 and was
refused. She fell in coma the next day and died 3 days later alone in hospital and wasn't
allowed to see her. Total disgrace. My dad served during WWII and was married in his army
fatigues. War was declared over before he left for war He may not have seen combat but was
leaving to go serve for FREEDOM.

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37299

Depressing , not to visit very sick family in hospital, thinking this is communism,

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37300

Extreme disappointment in democratically elected leaders who aren't democratic.

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37301

Negatively. I am single vaxxed. I follow all Covid restriction rules for respect to my fellow
Canadians and I am not allowed to participate in society other than work and buy groceries.
Even when the science keeps saying otherwise. People keep Parroting “follow the science”,
but I am following the science. I don’t understand why the government isint.

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37302

Family and friend division, business has suffered,

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37303

We have missed out on a lot of church life which is very important to us. We have missed out
on some family time, but made up for it as soon waves eased. Our family is very thankful for
the extra protections of mask mandates, vaccines and vaccine passports. But it shouldn’t be
in place forever - it should follow science and healthcare loads, and NOT politics or tired
protesting people. We are ALL tired of the pandemic. Doesn’t make risk over. We need to
protect those not able to be vaccinated yet. This survey doesn’t address nuance that is
involved in making decisions.

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37304

The mandate has affected my mental health and the mental health of other family members.
Especially the ones that have been going through treatment at this time.

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37305

Has caused me financial hardship, I have to pay for a rapid test twice a week in order to keep
my job.

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37306

No social life, retired because of mandates, very small bubble.

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37307

So many ways my spouse lost their job for vaccine mandate and works at home. Works from
HOME and needed to get vaccinated, why. And people can’t see people emotion with masks
on it’s just not the same. My kids have to endure wearing masks at school including gym
class with no water bottles while doing physical activities. Who does this to people while the
human body is meant to exhale it’s bodies used gases not put them in a mask to cause
bacteria and other harm. Talk about science I know science more then the PM, which is why I
never believed in all of this and i still have to live like people who do. I don’t care about travel
and restaurants. Meanwhile hard working people who work in high demand trades like myself I
never stopped working but have limitations to go work at the mines where all these mandates
are hurting them as well cuz we don’t have a needle that doesn’t work. Anyways could go on
forever about different opinion from our so called PM bottom line I don’t agree with him or his
scandals and waste of money across the world but we shouldn’t have to follow his rules/new
laws or ways to live cuz we disagree with him or fund all his waste with our money. And now
the inflation is crazy we’re having a hard time to live and that’s everyone.

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37308

Not a lot. Face shields are annoying at work, but we wear them. Covid in general was not
handled well by both Trudeau and Ford (Ont.), especially in the beginning.

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37309

Haven’t seen family in 2 yrs, friends etc, no social life , no travel etc

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37310

Lost my job

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37311

Difficult on morale

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37312

personally have been bullied for having my mask fall off my nose in a grocery store and was
told i was mentally deaf idiot by the cashier and many of the people who took part in the bulling
. Also our bank accounts have been flagged and limited because my husband is a trucker

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37313

Not a lot the cold and snow has been worst as I’m scooter bound. The bigger issue for me is
the border restrictions as my daughter lives in the states. OPEN THE BORDER!! Covid is no
bound by borders.

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37314

Socially

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37315

-Traveling -Meals with customers - breathing restriction through masking - pig price volatility feed price volatility - Father's death - missing Sons wedding through restrictions - unable to

2/19/2022 9:15 AM
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employ qualified people. - inefficiency at work - less easy to get medical help
37316

Kept me from getting COVID and kept my family safe!

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37317

Terribly 😔

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37318

Ruin my kids lifes

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37319

Mental health ,my kids education ,the fear that this has done to all people , not being able to
see your loved ones and so much more

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37320

Difficulty Breathing through masks causing fatigue, energy loss, etc. Not seeing family and
friends due to restrictions. General Stress, having to follow and manage rules I don’t agree with
at work, but need to keep working to pay the bills. Stress when I see blatant hypocrisy on the
part of the media and the government

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37321

I couldn’t do anything. I couldn’t go to a restaurant or go on vacation

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37322

I'm about to lose my job, and everything I have worked for. I was a young teen mom living on
the welfare system. And I made a choice to be a productive member of society. I've been a
certified dietary aide for 11 years now and will forever be grateful for the opportunities my job
gave me. I'm willing to give it all up because I don't have a choice of the vaccine or not

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37323

It has disrupted so many things, mental distress. Freedom to travel, not seeing my relatives,
my grandkids have suffered too.

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37324

Makes living uncomfortable

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37325

Mentally and socially.

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37326

It’s affected everyone’s life.

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37327

Lost my job

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37328

Made life lonely and unbearable at times

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37329

Household income cut in half.

2/19/2022 9:15 AM

37330

I can’t leave my house whit out being accused of being a tyrant

2/19/2022 9:14 AM

37331

Can’t see my family and has affected my income

2/19/2022 9:14 AM

37332

Mentality drained

2/19/2022 9:14 AM

37333

I refuse to discriminate so I have not been anyplace that requires a passport. My 12 year old
has been muzzled and lost 2 years of socializing.

2/19/2022 9:14 AM

37334

It has not affected me in the least.

2/19/2022 9:14 AM

37335

restricted my common rights

2/19/2022 9:14 AM

37336

It has made people afraid of life… what else could be worse

2/19/2022 9:14 AM

37337

Can’t take kids out to events or museums, sports, learning opportunities.

2/19/2022 9:14 AM

37338

Cannot eat in public Cannot see my son play sports

2/19/2022 9:14 AM

37339

Division fighting loss of friends. Lost confidence in all branches of gouvernement, our judicial
system, doctors. Suffered psychological harassment at work. Depression isolation.,

2/19/2022 9:14 AM

37340

It's to hard mentally

2/19/2022 9:14 AM

37341

I'm depressed.

2/19/2022 9:14 AM

37342

Lost my job and my home

2/19/2022 9:14 AM

37343

My husband lost his job of 22 years and I have lost many clients in my practice.

2/19/2022 9:14 AM

37344

I’m suspended from my job for non compliance, prevented from participating in society,
restricted from travel, and unable to see family across the country, to name a few examples.
The impact to my mental health has been devastating as a result and now have thoughts of
suicide.

2/19/2022 9:14 AM

37345

Mental health, financially and relationships

2/19/2022 9:14 AM
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37346

can't travel, go to restaurants, music venues and feel like an alien.

2/19/2022 9:14 AM

37347

Isolation, frustration, anxiety

2/19/2022 9:14 AM

37348

Unable to watch grandkids in sports, watched as my neighbor, a nurse lost her job. Watched
division among family and friends.

2/19/2022 9:14 AM

37349

My husband having to take off work very often for appointments and such, not being able to do
things with our kids.

2/19/2022 9:13 AM

37350

Negatively

2/19/2022 9:13 AM

37351

I will be loosing my job of 37 yrs. If it goes any further

2/19/2022 9:13 AM

37352

A lot of metal health and stress over the last 2 years..

2/19/2022 9:13 AM

37353

My job

2/19/2022 9:13 AM

37354

Lonely, depressed, not able to visit family in other provinces

2/19/2022 9:13 AM

37355

It has caused a great deal of stress.

2/19/2022 9:13 AM

37356

Destroyed my family. Removed my freedoms to travel, decide what to inject in to my body and
made me extremely afraid of my government

2/19/2022 9:13 AM

37357

Fearfulness of losing my job, times of unnecessary isolation, division among friendships

2/19/2022 9:13 AM

37358

Life is terrible and divisive…

2/19/2022 9:13 AM

37359

Made it difficult for me my husband and children gave us alot of anxiety especially my 3
children we home school because of it also has altered how we do things not happy with this

2/19/2022 9:13 AM

37360

Emotionally and mentally it has exhausted me and prevented me from seeing some of my
family members who have since passed on, and not due to covid.

2/19/2022 9:13 AM

37361

I am depressed and my immune system is terrible due to being confined and in lock down.

2/19/2022 9:13 AM

37362

I feel like a teenager again being grounded from all the "fun" things. No movies, no restaurants,
no concerts, etc. Whatever. I can handle that. What I can't handle is seeing how these
restrictions and mandates are affecting my children. My teens. My teen whom already has had
serious mental health issues including suicide ideation. 3 attempted suicides before covid
even hit. Do you have any idea what that is like for a parent? Our business took a hit during
the first lockdowns, and now we have a massive amount of debt that we owe to the
government. These mandates have affected all aspects of my life.

2/19/2022 9:13 AM

37363

It’s affected me because I was forced to choose between working and making money to feed
my one year old daughter or to get a shot that I did not want.

2/19/2022 9:13 AM

37364

Accepted mental health if family members...discrimination against me and family, imprisoned
us..separated our family, cant travel to see my family etc

2/19/2022 9:13 AM

37365

Mental stress loss of friendships (family and friends) job loss deaths of family and friends can’t
visit family and friends can’t go to church the list goes on and on I would be here for days

2/19/2022 9:13 AM

37366

Can’t travel

2/19/2022 9:12 AM

37367

Both my husband and I have lost over 50% of our income. We’ve also been undergoing fertility
treatments and had many delays at an already stressful time. Also putting out money for
fertility treatments while not bringing in the same income means we will not be purchasing a
house anytime soon or paying off any debts.

2/19/2022 9:12 AM

37368

It has shut down my ability to travel within my own country as well as have others travel to
me. It has negatively affected my medical treatment/check-ups as well as mental health with
unnecessary stress and anxiety. It has destroyed my trust in media and worse my
government. The government/media justified and promoted hatred and vilification related to
mandates; of 'others' has resulted in the destruction of family and friend relationships.

2/19/2022 9:12 AM

37369

Unable to go to the gym Visiting friends in Wuebec lastcyear as the border was closed. Visit
family overseas . Vacation Visiting my son for fear of being snitched on by his neighbours.
Had an invitation to go to a restaurant for lunch but unable to do so no vacc passport.

2/19/2022 9:12 AM
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Harassed by store owners,managers, customers for not wearing a mask. No proper funeral for
my mother in law. Increased anxiety, depression.
37370

Bad in every way.

2/19/2022 9:12 AM

37371

Surgeries cancelled , longer wait times for dates of said surgeries. I am sick and tired of
feeling scared walking into a store without my mask because I don’t wanna be confrontational.
These “rules” don’t make sense and they need to stop! Families have been torn apart, funerals
have been missed because of restrictions.

2/19/2022 9:12 AM

37372

It has helped keep those around me safe and healthy. I appreciate all that Trudeau and even
Ford did. Great job helping to fight Covid guys!

2/19/2022 9:12 AM

37373

I worry about those less fortunate than us and those in long term care and assisted living. We
have not had physical contact with my husband's Mom in 2 years. We no longer attend church
or serve our church community as we once did. I know my grandchildren are suffering with
distancing and masks.

2/19/2022 9:12 AM

37374

Our children have had two years of their lives robbed from them, our wedding photography
business has become completely unenjoyable because of all the restrictions, changes and
rescheduling inducing so much stress, and at the same time we lost tens of thousands of
dollars in income. We've lost complete faith in the medical system as well as politicians.
We've lost long time friends because of difference of opinions. And all because of a virus that
made us sick for a few days.

2/19/2022 9:12 AM

37375

Being isolated, not able to go to restaurants, not able to visit friends in nursing homes or
hospital, not able to travel to visit my children and grand children! Not able to go to church and
worship freely! This has been so harmful on people’s mental health! Way more harmful than
the virus itself!!

2/19/2022 9:12 AM

37376

I've gone bankrupt. I had to build a house during a pandemic so that I wouldn't be homeless. It
cost 4 times what it should have, had to use unreputable contractors, was ripped off by shady
contractors exploiting the pandemic.

2/19/2022 9:12 AM

37377

limited social contact, more stress

2/19/2022 9:12 AM

37378

Division

2/19/2022 9:12 AM

37379

I have a medical mask exemption. Even still, my local public health does not allow me to work
without a mask. They told my bosses that there’s “no such thing as a mask exemption when it
comes to working with food”. So, I went down to working one day a week to see if I could
handle the mask. Now my lung issue has increased quite severe. I developed a bacterial
infection, and I also received chemical burns on the occasion I was forced to wear a blue and
white mask when I needed an X-ray (turns out public health didn’t even recognize medical
exemptions in the health system at the imaging centres either. But, any time I went for blood
work no problem!? I also have ptsd, and my anxieties have increased by ten fold. A couple of
my friends children ages 7 and 13 who’s mental health have turned so terribly that these young
kids are talking about hurting themselves or even attempting to kill themselves. I know people
who have not wanted to get the jab but we’re coerced to because of their jobs, then they
developed kidney failure, heart attacks, enlarged heart, also two girlfriends who now magically
are infertile.

2/19/2022 9:12 AM

37380

I have lost two jobs due to the Covid restrictions. Since October I haven’t allowed to enter my
son’s school; my local clinic; gyms; theatres; swimming pools; restaurants; liquor
stores/dispensary. I have been a prisoner, my only crime, not taking the “vaccine” my doctors
warned me to never get because it can literally kill me but also I didn’t qualify for an
exemption.

2/19/2022 9:12 AM

37381

loneliness

2/19/2022 9:12 AM

37382

Divided and isolated from family and friends.

2/19/2022 9:12 AM

37383

I’ve been isolated from my family and friends and I haven’t had a chance to travel overseas to
see my family and friends

2/19/2022 9:12 AM

37384

I’m a widow being completely alone for almost two years has had a detriment affect of my
mental health.

2/19/2022 9:12 AM

37385

Kept hospitals at a manageable level. Now realize how important family is.

2/19/2022 9:12 AM
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37386

Loss of job, poor mental health, weight gain and feelings of despair

2/19/2022 9:12 AM

37387

Denied freedoms such as social and athletic activities.

2/19/2022 9:12 AM

37388

Everything.......in life has been affected

2/19/2022 9:12 AM

37389

the last two years have been absolutely horrible. And the PM has no clue what he is doing and
needs to be removed. He is a racist.

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37390

Lost my job, quality of life

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37391

Mental health and restrictive movement..and basic freedoms

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37392

Anxiety, sadness, depression, quilt that we let this happen to our children’s future

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37393

Has turned my world upside down. The added stress of costs and all things Covid related have
really made things difficult on my small business and daily life in general

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37394

Lonely and loss of work, I’m concerned about my children mental health

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37395

Mental stress for family and job loss

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37396

Not able to go to restaurants or gym

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37397

Severely disrupted employment.

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37398

Increased cost of living, loss of relationships, increased stress absorbed by children

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37399

The mandate has affected my work.. people are afraid and let me go. It has affected
friendships and my family.

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37400

Mental health, severe adverse to jab in family member, my kids loss of joy/extra
curriculars/school opportunities (grade 2 swimming lessons etc), becoming a second class
citizen, work travel cancelled, and finding how many of my friends are spineless has been
refreshing.

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37401

Isolation, increased anxiety, depression, loss of self

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37402

Very badly

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37403

Lost my job...husband too.

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37404

Made it Hell. I feel like a prisoner who has committed no crime

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37405

Isolation for my kids resulting in depression and frustration

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37406

Sadness of the division of people it has caused.

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37407

Severe psychological trauma inflicted on 3 family members (1 hospitalized) 2 injured by the
mandated vaccine Travel restricted out of country Isolation of my 90 mother in care Family
gatherings restricted Friendships fractured Bodily Autonomy with forced PCR testing not
respected

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37408

Mental depression and anxiety, hate being told how to live and what I have to put into my body
that clearly has shown doesn’t change anything

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37409

Very negatively in many more ways then one.

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37410

It has affected my young childs speech and social development. It has caused family division
and caring for children while remaining employed with so many requirement and restrictions
almost impossible for double incomed homes. Thus many places being under staffed

2/19/2022 9:11 AM

37411

It has a horrible effect on my life

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37412

It caused a lot of problems

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37413

To the point I have 0 trust in are government and my kids are extremely terrified of police now

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37414

I have been a resident of Ontario my entire life, until last year. I still have parents and many
siblings, nieces, nephews, and friends there. The restrictions were unbelievable. My wife & I
watched as our eight children suffered from being withdrawn from life bc of the masks (we
believe they are physically and mentally/emotionally harmful) : loosing their wonderful school
experiences, loosing their friends & wonderful teacher/staff relationships, loosing our freedom

2/19/2022 9:10 AM
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to go to church unmasked....and the children moved onto screens. There is NOTHING good
about sitting children in front of screens, nor masking. We have made a huge decision and
moved to Minnesota last year. They haven’t worn a mask since. We have freely gone about
normal life w/ only one exception: the school buses are “federally funded” so supposedly the
kids have to wear a mask. So, we are driving the kids to & from school. Our last (almost) year
has been full of change, but in the freedom department absolutely wonderful in rural MN. The
kids are thriving, we are thriving, and for that, no regrets w/ the move. We fear for the future of
Canada, and know that some parts of the US are having restrictions as well.... We just hope
the US citizens will stand up to this, when the time is right.
37415

Mentally

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37416

I was denied access to post secondary education due to not being vaccinated.

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37417

Inability to travel freely and see friends, becoming isolated and losing my friends

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37418

I decided to quit my job so I wouldn’t deal with the policies. I am severed about finding work
because I have to find a non mandated workforce

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37419

Mentally anxiety bullying discrimination huge divide among friends and family. Horrible

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37420

Shut my business if 7 years down while pregnant and lost every amount of money I saved for
a Mat leave. Nobody supporting to support me or my baby.

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37421

Have not went to any puplic place in 2 years

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37422

Inability to see family, inconsistent work hours due to either being locked down, supplier
shortages or uncertainty and then when we could work, tines with extreme workload to try and
compensate for resolved shortages, etc., inability to travel within Canada and spend time with
my fiance/family at opposite ends of the country

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37423

I lost 2 years of my life, and got financial issue now

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37424

I often go for days without food for fear of store staff demanding to know why I'm not masked.
I'm a rape victim and masking and harassment trigger the memories. Also, food prices have
more than doubled.

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37425

It has divided families and brought immense stress.

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37426

Close to losing my job to this n it’s stupid what Trudeau should just drop all mandates n all the
things the truckers want n if he does the truckers will leave

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37427

Yes. Mentally.

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37428

I lost my job / career as a nurse , financially, emotionally, mentally . Nor have to start all over
in a different career and have to go back to college again .

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37429

Segregation, bullying, treated like I have leprosy , loss of money…all around hardship

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37430

Decline in health and mobility due to confined to stay at home. Isolation , decrease visits from
friends and family . Depression …. Due to lack of socializing…. Outings ….. sadness due to
less interacting and contact with grandchildren, family and friends Decrease in health ….
Unable to have required medicalprocedures,eg cataract surgery… causing decrease in sight
and causing limited and unsafe daily routine practices…. And also cause decrease in able to
do personal care and daily function around the house. Decrease in eyesight has limited social
interaction ….. unable to see TV … read newspapers …. Decreased social activities to nil
Decreased proper healthcare as Most Doctors visits are over telephone conversation … no
visual contact …. Thereby not able to have visual assessment by Dr or care providers

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37431

Divided Canadian's

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37432

Family separation, lost on clientèle in my business

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37433

I lost a huge contract

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37434

Decreased my social activity

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37435

In every little way possible

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37436

People are done with it Go back to pre covid

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37437

It is a small inconvenience. Getting sick and having to go to hospital and be around other sick

2/19/2022 9:10 AM
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people cared for by overworked and largely disadvantahed people is worse. The mandate is a
small inconvenience for the greater good.
37438

It has affected my ability to travel, see family and friends, to see the faces and smile of my
fellow human beings. It has shaken my confidence in public institutions. it has had a negative
effect on my mental health.

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37439

Mental health and financially

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37440

Mental and financial hardships. Mental- has divided families and friends. my kids want to go
out and play with their friends. I want to take them places other then the grocery store, but
limited on activity’s they are aloud to participate in. Financial- lower income, prices on
everything has gone way up and harder to afford, especially groceries and gas.

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37441

It is taking away our rights and our freedoms!!

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37442

Depression, relationship breakdowns, financial

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37443

Negatively

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37444

Has caused hatred amongst family and friends

2/19/2022 9:10 AM

37445

Drastically, Mentally, Emotionally and Physically, To many to list

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37446

It’s caused my children to struggle in their mental health.

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37447

A lot less than the uncontrolled spread of COVID-19 would have.

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37448

Sever depression

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37449

Segregated from society, family divisions, fear of fascist government now in Canada, no trust
in banks, police, government

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37450

It has affected so many other people so much worse than me. I am standing up for those
people.

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37451

This is a demonstration of global mass hysteria. Instead of taking a practical approach to this
serious illness and creating more health care jobs and health care infrastructure, instead the
WHO and the Canadian government has decided to use fear and manipulation to abuse the
citizens of our country. I personally battled extreme mental illness, I was forced into
bankruptcy, my family suffered emotionally and physically when sports and gyms were closed.
My children have lost years of education that they are now trying to catch up on. Everyone
around me has been negatively affected. I am triple vacced and I still got covid. I don't believe
the numbers that are being reported, I don't believe the safety of the vaccine has been properly
monitored, reported, or tested. This needs to end. The entire management of this illness is
being managed by people who are benefitting from the pandemic, and are inflating the drastic
nature of this disease to garner more power. I do not support any further mandates.

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37452

Negatively

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37453

It has hurt our business & decided our family & friends. Covid was not a threat to us. We trust
our natural immune system but government over reach has caused more harm than anything.

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37454

I am in prison in my own Country, Canada.

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37455

It has prevented members of my family, myself included, from seeing our father, despite the
fact that my mother, all of my siblings AND our father being FULLY vaccinated. He living in an
LTC.

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37456

Lost job. Lost education. Children have suffered mental health decline. We are on the verge of
losing our home.

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37457

Has taken away my gym time and ice time for hockey. This is how I stay in shape and work
off frustrations

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37458

Masks have made our kids more stressed then they help. The stress caused by passports and
the divide in our family may never be mended

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37459

I has made it worse, but fortunately I've worked all through covid. If they had made some
health recommendations supplements, rest, diet and so on, I would have felt a little better

2/19/2022 9:09 AM
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knowing they were trying to help people. Also there was nothing done in hospitals to prepare
them for the surges in cases, more beds, equipment etc
37460

I think everyone should have a choice and decision it hasn’t really effected my life but no other
vaccines are mandatory or need proof of vaccination so why now? We shouldn’t be forced on
things like this and for those who decide to not get vaccinated lose their jobs isn’t fair or right

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37461

It has made work more difficult, school needed a drastic change to be possible, and the stress
involved in my life sky-rocketed.

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37462

Its over dude. Back to normal for the majority is necessary for mental health of our society

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37463

Freedom of worship has need breached

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37464

It sucks, but is nessisary.

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37465

Mental health, not seeing friends and family, I can’t go out anywhere. It’s driving us insane

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37466

1 1l2 years

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37467

I lost my job

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37468

Took away a giant piece of my future that I worked very hard for and discriminated against me
and my family

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37469

Mentally and physically

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37470

my family has split apart and it ruined relationships. I also missed out on a lot of “normal”
activities as a high schooler

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37471

This whole situation has had a severe impact on my life. My 16 year old has left the public
education system which has meant a new role for me as her teacher. Work has been scant
and hours severely reduced. The store I managed has now closed and I am on unemployment
which is incredibly low due to the shortage of hours over the past 2 years. Initially, when this
pandemic began, my husband relocated north where he (diabetic) would be safer. He has been
there throughout this whole ordeal and not a sniffle (I’m sure we could have taken reasonable
measures with our vulnerable populations to protect them and carry on with work, school and
life in general instead of the draconian measures we have been forced to endure). My landlord
told me last year that he would be selling the house that I rent an apartment in this year so
with no work and “scraps” for EI I will be relocating up north as well to consolidate our
household expenses. My whole world has been turned upside down. I also 100% disagree with
forced (or coerced) vaccinations/ medical/procedures. This is a very slippery slope we are
headed down and we need to stand up to this tyranny before it’s too late and the damage
(setting such a precedent) cannot be undone easily. Our governments have failed us miserably
and need to be held accountable.

2/19/2022 9:09 AM

37472

Has made a rift between family

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37473

I was put on leave without pay

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37474

I lost my job at the hospital after almost 18 years of service for getting an experimental jab
that’s causing severe side effects and even death in some cases

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37475

it affected me and my family mentally

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37476

We used to love doing something/going somewhere with our family mostly everyday. Since
mandates came in I don't like to go anywhere anymore. People are wearing masks - which is
NOT normal, people are afraid to get close to other people, to go out to eat or to see a movie
you are stopped at the door to be scanned and show id - that is not freedom. EVERYTHING
needs to end. AND any police officer that hurt someone at the peaceful protest in Ottawa
should be charged and face the law. Justin should never have enacted the "emergency act",
provincial premiers and police officers should have stopped it.

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37477

Limited my freedom of movement, removed my freedom of choice, severely limited my
freedom of assembly, limited my freedom of speech, it has imposed oversight of social media
expression, removed my ability to disagree with without prejudice...

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37478

Kids are isolated

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37479

Limited social interaction

2/19/2022 9:08 AM
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37480

Stress; division among friends and family; simple things like shopping have become tense.
Lack of socializing has caused mental stress.

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37481

Many lives saved and kept the hospitals manageable.

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37482

I’m a nurse of 10 years that lost my job

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37483

Been alienated at work , from family and affected my finances as being forced to pay for
weekly PCRs test so i can continue to be employed

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37484

Very much I feel like my life is over

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37485

3

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37486

Lost my job as a OTR trucker

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37487

Forced me to get vaccinated. Forced me to stay home because of no alternatives. Forced my
health to deteriorate due to lack of exercise, social interaction, lack of romantic interaction. My
work life is dramatically affected as I have lost motivation to work hard when the normal
balance is social to work life has been destroyed.

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37488

Isolation, access to pool and hot tub for soft tissue therapy for injury, depression from not
seeing students faces (i have hearing loss so i cannot read their lips when they are in masks),
family discord, ostracizated from friends, restricted access to businesses, compassion fatigue
for friends whose children and loves ones died after shots.

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37489

Concerned for freedom

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37490

Our son with special needs needs 100% assistance and care.All the stress has caused him to
go into Katatonia autism in psychosis

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37491

Canada is a horrible place to live in these last couple of years

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37492

Too many restrictions

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37493

Anxiety

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37494

Despair, loss of income, hopelessness, anger!!

2/19/2022 9:08 AM

37495

A lot of people I worked with lost there job due to not taking the death shot I have not been in a
resteraunt for months I cannot travel I have lost family members due to hate inspired by
trudeau The lost goes on

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37496

It has severely impacted my job as a teacher. I also have not been able to attend family
funerals.

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37497

I am semi-retired/self-employed so not greatly. Zoom and Teams meetings have allowed me to
work over a wider geographic area. The general atmosphere of fear that exists is the biggest
concern I have.

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37498

The mandates have created anger in our home and broken many relationships. The lies that
covid was dangerous at all is making members in our home crazy for government to be
perpetuating them.

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37499

Feel like I have no rights at all.

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37500

I have been forced to get the vaccine to keep my job, and have suffered side effects which
have not been taken seriously by medical professionals. My children have been forced to take
the vaccine to participate in events that are crucial to their well being. One of them has also
had dide effects. Our mental health has suffered. I have panic attacks while wearing my mask
at work. The science has not stood up to prove that the vaccine works.

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37501

Protected me and my family.

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37502

These mandates have robbed me of valuable time with family and friends. The inability to
attend funeral services for loved ones leaves me feeling like I have been unable to truly to say
goodbye.

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37503

How hasn’t it?

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37504

In all areas of my life and my families

2/19/2022 9:07 AM
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37505

Rumors of covid based psychosis keep sending me to hospital with no results

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37506

I am Horrified and so unhappy about what is Happening To Canada! I don’t want a Communist
country!

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37507

Limited my freedom of movement. It Limited my Freedom of my speech. Limited my freedom
to my friend, family. I want my freedom as a Canadian.

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37508

job lost , depression anxiété solitude

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37509

It has affected everything - my freedoms, my family, my friends, workplace. People are so
afraid

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37510

Caused lots of strife between family members and emotional anxiety. My husband lost his job
twice.

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37511

Causes anxiety, work from home, feeling trapped, alone. My kids mental health is declining

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37512

I lost my job after 21 yrs of service. I am being denied EI for my choice and having difficulty
finding another job. My child is depressed and has high anxiety. I have family that no longer
talks to me. This mandate has had a tremendous negative affect on my life

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37513

Social and business extreme stress

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37514

I haven’t died of Covid so that’s pretty good

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37515

No business travel for customer support and product development. Disruption in church life.

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37516

Isolated loved ones! Loss of job! Loss of freedoms! Loss of being able to travel! Not being able
to visit family in the USA!

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37517

Pissed n me off lost faith in Media mainstream and governments ability to follow the real
science!!!

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37518

Stressed to the nines! Unfair to segregate and divide the people. It’s tearing families and
friends apart over a complete personal decision! My kids need normal, they have anxiety, deep
questioning, trust issues with the so called government.

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37519

Terrible

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37520

It's created more division, segregation and brought misery and sadness. Unnecessary stress.

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37521

- Grandfather hospitalized not allowed visitors. - children not able to do extracurricular
activities. - worship services interrupted. - mental health of our 5 children and myself
struggling.

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37522

Negatively. Nothing good has come about of it besides the opportunity for conversation with
our children about our rights and our freedoms and how everything going on is not okay. I have
5 young kids who have all spent the last few months ‘learning’ with masks covering their faces
and their teachers faces. At this point their teachers are still masked. My husbands job has
been affected. He held off getting the jab but finally caved when the stigma within his
workplace became too much. He also decided to get the shot so he could take our children to
a movie and go swimming. These mandates have also divided us from family and friends.
Irreparable damage has been done.

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37523

Not at all.

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37524

Dépression, idée suicidaire,nervosité,isolement

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37525

Isolation. Caused division in family and friends. Mentally. Emotionally. Highly stressful with
lockdowns. While big stores remained opened. Segregated and ridiculed because of differing of
opinion. Loss of freedoms !! Coersion to take the shot which is experimental still.

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37526

Depression

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37527

Got fired for not taking the shot

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37528

Stress

2/19/2022 9:07 AM

37529

We have imposed mandates upon ourselves. Always masked, little exposure to others, only
go out for necessities.

2/19/2022 9:06 AM
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37530

My kids had to sayngood bye to their grandmother on Christmas day. She died in hospice and
was only allowed 2 people to visit.

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37531

Placed restrictions on personal relationships and restricted me and my clients the opportunity
to travel for business.

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37532

In too many ways to count. I missed important birthdays like my dads 80th due to travel
restrictions and many more major events. I missed grieving with friends due to gathering
restrictions. I watched family members struggle to grieve by themselves because of mandate
restrictions that made no sense. My childrens learning and development was hindered in many
ways and they struggled with how to cope with rules that were unnecessary and based on non
sense. There are many reasons and ways the mandates impacted our lives negatively.

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37533

No freedom. Can't gather, Can't travel. Can't go to church

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37534

Closed my business down, had friends lose jobs. Daughter depression.

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37535

Most recently worked a 19 hour shift and wanted a real breakfast and wasn’t allowed in a
restaurant because I didn’t have a QR code on my phone. I’m double vaccinated with a paper
frost my health unit and wasn’t able to enter. I was driving a dump truck hauling snow so they
don’t fit in drivethrus

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37536

Work, kids sports, mentally distraught my family, divided family members.

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37537

Isolation, unemployment and lack of support

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37538

It has affected every part of my life. My work, my relationships on all levels (you have divided
the happiest country in the world). I am also severely depressed to the point were everyday is
a battle to get out of bed and do anything like I used to do. I have also developed Anxiety that
is uncontrollable. Until 2020 I had never felt any depression or anxiety in my 28 years of life.
Now it's a fact of life I deal with everyday. Me and my wife are now battling harder then we
have ever had to keep our bills paid, gas in our tanks to get to work and food on our table. I
now have trust issues as well. After over two years of being fed lies, I have also considered
imagination from what a grew i thinking was the best country in the world.

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37539

Depressed, feel ostracized, broken families, hurt or killed businesses.

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37540

My wife had cancer. Because of the lockdowns and subsequent restrictions I believe she was
unable to receive the kind of treatment and attention to details ( in person Dr appointments)
that may have saved her life.

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37541

Tarnished relationships, poorer outlook on life, my children missing out on important aspects of
childhood, less exercise, more stress and anxiety

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37542

How has it not. Every aspect of life has essentially been destroyed, including relationships,
mental health and every social aspect.

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37543

Stress, lost of freedom of movement.

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37544

Small business almost destroyed. Unable to visit my family. Mentally barely managing

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37545

It has affected every aspect, work, social, mental, médical, physical, business, broken
relationship, éducation of my kids......

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37546

Breakdowns of: -relationships due to fear mongering and polarization -trust in government -trust
in medical community -trust in the media

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37547

We are feeling depressed, I lost my job as a health Care Worker.

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37548

Was forced to be vaxxed to return to wrk. Was at hm for 2 months without pay. Applied for
religious Exemption which was denied

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37549

Waste of time, money and resources.

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37550

Lost my job

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37551

Loss job

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37552

Mental health

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37553

It's caused friends and families to be torn apart. I fear for Canada's future

2/19/2022 9:06 AM
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37554

No way actually. What they limited due to restrictions, I couldn’t care less about

2/19/2022 9:06 AM

37555

Restricted me from going out to MANY places in public, caused my family to shun me and
shame me

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37556

Not being aloud to do what we all use to be able to do family galleries going to restaurants
going on trips not wanting a needle that hasn’t been properly tested having proper funerals
seeing sick ones in the hospital etc etc

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37557

All ways

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37558

Destroyed relationships, lost my job, caused mental depression, anger, fear.

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37559

I’m every way possible. It makes me feel secluded from the rest of the country. As an outcast.

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37560

Socializing with friends was harder since I couldn’t go to restaurants! Grateful my family didn’t
fight with us because of our different beliefs!!

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37561

It has ruined it, 3 times over. I have lost money, my job, my housing, my savings. I'm back to
square one, as if fresh out of Uni, still with debt to pay, but the government wont give me aid
because I "willingly" quit my job, rather than be FORCED to inject an experimental "vaccine"

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37562

Made me distrust gov and msm

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37563

Separated families and friends . Trudeau is bringing communism’s to Canada.

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37564

In many days ! Our jobs, families, friends, mental HEALTH, etc.

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37565

I’m tired of division and name calling. I’m sad to see our country so divided

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37566

The isolation has had a very negative impact. My children will pay the price for this for years to
come. Their social growth and development has been impacted negatively.

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37567

It has created division in my life, family members are suicidal , family members that were
coerced into a dangerous medical treatment are now dying with rapid spreading cancers, my
child’s friends are having damage to their reproductive organs since being coerced, some of
my co workers are now having heart problems that they didn’t have before. None of us feel
safe

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37568

Not being able to socialize I have six children one with special needs who is forced to be
masked and my 16 has got diagnosed with depression which is affecting our relationship

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37569

Loss of family. Loss of connections and community. Watched young people struggle with
mental health and finance. Watched seniors struggle for support for health.

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37570

Token away my rights and freedoms

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37571

Everyone has been devided

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37572

Mental stress. Breathing issues, division.

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37573

Forced to get the shot or lose my job. Daughter afraid to get the shot she has epilepsy and
seizures are a side effect. She can't go out without showing her status feels segregated and
imbaraced and has fallen into depression.

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37574

It has divided everything from the work place to the family to church nothing is the same

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37575

Mental health, income, respect of our government and their decisions

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37576

Caused so much mental stress to many of my family and friends and especially the young
people! The loss of gatherings over and over. Cut backs in jobs. Closures of schools. The total
inconsistencies in the mandates!! And now the science does not back it. There is such
negative impact on anything We do to enhance our mental health, such as; religion, social
gatherings, social activities.

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37577

Every aspect- family, mental health, work, kids schooling

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37578

All of them. I want Canada to be a free country again.

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37579

My job was terminated, due to vaccine mandate. Relationships with friends and family have
been strained or terminated. My mother has been stressed and isolated which as affected
myself and family.

2/19/2022 9:05 AM
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37580

Caused division amongst our families, anxiety and mental health. Due to unfolding events, just
shows how corrupt the government is and how much they have ALL Canadians in their “best”
interest.

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37581

It changed our live by keeping our 2 kid home from going to school and doing home schooling.
This affected all of our lives in so many ways.

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37582

Depression /can’t visit my elderly mother / division of family and friends /

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37583

Lost my job

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37584

Mental health problems

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37585

has changed it forever. for the worse

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37586

Its separated families and made life very unpleasant

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37587

Badly, I’m a cross border trucker can’t cross because I refuse to be vaccinated.

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37588

no longer being a paid employee for federal govt, forced on LWOP

2/19/2022 9:05 AM

37589

-hasn’t affected my life much

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37590

Made my life miserable

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37591

It limited my freedoms

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37592

The mask wearing has given me asthma, my parents are lonely, I miss my friends and I MISS
MY FREEDOM!!!!

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37593

As the old saying goes, The cure has been far worse than the disease.

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37594

my mental health has been hugely affected and i have lost friends and family due to divide
about the mandates

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37595

I lost my job of 17 years due to the vaccine mandate implemented by the company. I am
having a hard time finding a new job. My mood has deteriorated. My kids have been robbed of
so many things like going to the movies or bowling .

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37596

Stuck at home

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37597

Fuck Trudeau

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37598

I have been called names, lost friends, have lost my dad, been depressed, but My God is
helping me through and these mandates must end.

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37599

For the last 2 years you have made me homeschool and caused anxiety and stress. I have 6
kids, you ruined their childhood and the uncertainty negatively affected them

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37600

Upset it from being normal

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37601

Church & masks & friends

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37602

Mental health, isolation, unable to attend funerals of loved ones, psychological trauma from flip
flopping of information, hurting from the division the government and media has caused

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37603

I have been isolated unable to see my extended family and most particularly anxious scarred
and extremely disturbed by protesters and all the conspiracy theories that are being circulated
and affect children and families. Crazy son in law telling children they will die from vaccine,
from fluoride from G5 waves from electrical waves act...

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37604

I've lost all faith in government!

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37605

In every possible way. From employment to educating my 8 children to attending church to
travel. Everything

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37606

It has affected me and my family emotionally. It has separated us from family and friends.

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37607

Stress. Anxiety.

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37608

Undecided

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37609

It affected my businesses, my friendships, & my freedom

2/19/2022 9:04 AM
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37610

No work n no gym or church. The vaccine went to the terrorists of kid 13 n dr 13. Some laugh
but end up crying when they know. All of it is shadows of people that were turned half
grasshoppers. The monitor bug box.

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37611

Lost my job, have no income , have to live off credit cards , building up huge debt, soon no
money available there anymore , might loose my house

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37612

The pandemic has affected my life. The mandates are a necessary solution. But I believe that,
with illness and hospitalization numbers slowing down, we can now afford to begin relaxing
them.

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37613

Negatively

2/19/2022 9:04 AM

37614

Loss of job. Insecure and isolated children. Mental health struggles, etc.

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37615

Travel restrictions and the need to test to enter our own country. Only travellers that are not
vaxxed and non residents of canada should be required to test/quarantine

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37616

How hasn’t it I wasn’t working for a time and had no income can’t go out with my family not
able to connect with people people are scare

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37617

Ruined family, friendship, employment and my mental health!!

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37618

Very depressing and kept me from my mom and daughter for a time

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37619

Caused Depression

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37620

I haven’t seen my friends for 2 years bc the government has put fear in their heads. I worry
when I go out or if someone coughs around me I get scared. Before when someone coughed it
was a cough or a cold was a cold. My mat leave has been shit

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37621

Stopped my kids from doing things they enjoy. Has decreased motivation

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37622

Given me a distrust for all government's

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37623

They have kept family and friends from being together. They have created a segregated
society and family members have lost their livelihoods

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37624

Disruptive lives distroyed lives affected small businesses can’t come and go as we liked.
Suicide rate is high

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37625

Family and neighbours now hate each other. Several of my family no longer talk to me
because we have very different views in relation to this scam the government is perpetuating
on everyone. Neighbours I’ve been friends with for 20 plus years no longer welcome me into
their home. It’s changed me in the way I interact with people now. There are so many stupid
people out there it’s ridiculous. I’ve starting looking at options to leave this fucked up country I
was born in.

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37626

Isolation, loneliness, personality changes - depression, lack of motivation, anger.

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37627

Travel, day to day working donning these ridiculous masks that are useless

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37628

Haven't been able to travel, socialize, eat out, or visit my grandma and now deceased grandpa

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37629

My children aged 3 and 7 have barely had a normal life. My older was in SK when this arrived.
Masks everywhere with school and sports. Lockdowns. My youngest had just turned 1. He
hasn’t been able to participate in normal toddler activities in groups. Seeing ppl with masks
everywhere we go delays development in children learning social cues. On top of that travel
restrictions and lockdowns have prevented any real family vacations since this began. We had
our first Disney trip cancelled end of March 2020. My orders would have been 5 and that magic
of Disney for her is lessening by the day. If mandates don’t end we will not get to experience
life as it should be. No masks, no distancing, no max capacity. Life needs to resume. For our
children especially.

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37630

The kids need normality already

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37631

Fear, anxiety, loss of connection, loss of friends & family (by division or vaccine related death)
, loss of pride, confidence & security that was once a part of living in Canada

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37632

It’s brought family divisions, depression, anxiety, anger, and a loss of pride, freedoms and a
desire to leave this country for good!

2/19/2022 9:03 AM
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37633

Greatly affected the lives of all my loved ones and myself. By Restricting, segregating,
terrifying, separating, isolating… and those are just a few of the descriptive words I’d use.

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37634

Dépression Business loss Children’s education loss

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37635

It has stopped me from going to the gym. Something that actually started making me feel
healthier and good about myself. That amount the many other things that many Canadians
have mentioned.

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37636

Family and friends hardship

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37637

isolation and loss of income.

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37638

Mental health

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37639

The biggest impact is how it has restricted my ability to practice my faith. The other impacts
are mostly on my mental well-being. They have lead me to be more angry, short, fearful,
hopeless, sedentary, etc.

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37640

I feel as though the children have suffered tremendously. On and off school, can’t do this or
that, then they can, and then they can’t.

2/19/2022 9:03 AM

37641

Lost all faith in people. These mandates are dehumanizing people

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37642

Reduced socialization

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37643

My freedom

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37644

Mental health has declined in all family members. We have missed seeing babies and going to
funerals of friends. These things can never be replaced.

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37645

Caused divisions amongst family and friends and myself. I am restricted from travel,
restaurants, sporting events, volunteer organizations and social groups.

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37646

Losing friends and not being able to go to church at full capacity

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37647

It’s created systemic distrust and has shifted my faith that our government has power as it’s
goal not the welfare of its people.

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37648

I cannot graduated as a new healthcare professional. Vax passport also limits my social life.

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37649

Causing anxiety with looming mandates to keep my job! Dividing Families and friends!!

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37650

Immensely and all aspects of my life !

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37651

Yes it’s like living in a prison enforced by a communist government

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37652

No travel to them states or abroad

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37653

Loss of freedom. Loss of economics. hatered in the country all pushed by government

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37654

My kids life mostly, there mental health

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37655

Severely

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37656

I was coerced to get the vaccine to keep my job. I have major stress in my family because of
these mandates.

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37657

Our 15 year old daughter was hospitalized with an eating disorder. She suffers from anxiety
and depression too. This suffering is directly related to mandates. This has been
heartbreaking.

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37658

Social, children schooling, business sales, obtaining materials for work, travel to provinces

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37659

Can’t watch son play hockey, take wife on dinner dates, family vacations

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37660

Created a divide.

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37661

Separation. Fear my family and friends bought into all this bullshit

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37662

It had affected my freedoms to choice and it has limited my ability to see my family in the
U.S. It has placed unneeded fear in the hearts of Canadians. It has diminished the act of love.

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37663

Lost many jobs because of buisness closures & was forced to get covid proof jobs such as

2/19/2022 9:02 AM
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biohazard tech forcing myself to be even more exposed to everything than I had too the
mandates has caused nothing but pain and suffering for me and my family. This has too stop
the government has caused nothing but giant bottles necks to this economy and made the
poor even poorer and has abolished the middle class.
37664

My children are not able to enjoy activities they one enjoyed. Organize sports, hockey,
swimming in a local arena, going to the movies and out for dinner. I fear for their university
registrations and possibly there in ability to travel internationally around the world.

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37665

I feel alone and segregated. It has caused lots of tension with family members. We are
divided.

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37666

I am a prisoner in my own country. I cannot get on a plane to see family out of country. We are
a single income household and my husband has lost over 40K in work due to mandates. I have
pulled my children out of school. My mental health has also been greatly affected. I am afraid
to use our medical system due to discrimination. Somehow our hard earned tax dollars are
paying for us to enslave us, since we are “not allowed” to use any social services. Mandates
have turned kind people against eachother. I have anxiety every time I go to the grocery store.

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37667

It has divided my family, stolen my joy, caused worry, friends lost businesses, lost trust in
medical field

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37668

Inflation is the biggest. Division among gamily and friends

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37669

My child got menthal health issues as a result

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37670

Too many negative ways to word.

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37671

I have lost my job at a hospital, I've lost friends, I now struggle with depression/hopelessness,
I now distrust the Canadian government and Health Care. Most importantly, my wife's health
may have been impacted by the vaccine to the degree where our life together may be
shortened.

2/19/2022 9:02 AM

37672

In all aspects. The monetary cost that’s about to occur is what is going to hit us the hardest

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37673

Work, social, family, travel

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37674

Horribly

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37675

Ruined my mental health

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37676

Children have suffered without the physical activity, team comradery, and self-esteem building
(sports are always being cancelled). Mental health is suffering, unable to visit family with ease

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37677

Mentally Physically Emotional

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37678

Lost relationships, my job, depression.

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37679

Living in hell

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37680

showed me how many selfish people live in this country

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37681

Fear of job loss, division between friends and family

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37682

Considerably less social activity and family contact.

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37683

Very little

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37684

My job was taken my earnings taken to the poverty level which is critical when preparing for
retirement. I can’t leave my province or country. I can’t go to events or places because of
rotating various limits and restrictions. I can’t attend most weddings funerals hospitals events
held indoor or outdoors. These restrictions and mandates are not based in truth or on any
science. Justin Trudeau has over reached his position constantly. He has done treasonous
acts against the people. He has done things like insider trading and bias corrupt
implementation of unlawful laws and restrictions never before seen in this free democratic
society. Our government is corrupt our judicial system is corrupt when 4.5 inches of scientific
data research is rebuttaled with 7 sheets of “ I strongly disagree’ as a stand against real
science and our courts agree with those statements against science. That is the tragedy
Canada and Canadian citizen have and continue to endure. The people are being abused and
Justin Trudeau and this government are guilty of many crimes against humanity including the
illegal seizure of bank accounts either personal or group funding. I’m ashamed of this

2/19/2022 9:01 AM
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government those allowing this to continue and being Canadian Our country is tarnished and
being destroyed by evil being done for personal power and monetary gain.
37685

It destroys families, church life, and our growing children. They are confused about showing
their face, and why people can be so completely rude and understanding when it comes to
different opinions. Definitely no freedom of speech.

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37686

I’m unable to finish my education or get a job without it impacting my everyday life.

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37687

In every way

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37688

Hate the Liberals and anything to do with them scum

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37689

Isolation from family friends and activities which is very depressing

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37690

Family and friends, depression, money

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37691

Family hasn't been able to visit, businesses have failed, unable to visit many establishments
due to Vax pass

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37692

How others have reacted in hysterical manners

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37693

Depression

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37694

No freedom choice

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37695

Isolation, frustration, lost of liberty On est gouverner par des bandits des menteurs les médias
ne sont pas honnête, des vendu

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37696

As a pharma damaged individual on disability the thought of any pharmaceutical being forced
on anyone should be and technically is illegal. As Canadians we have the right to choose. This
right has been taken away and those who do not submit became second class citizens. I can't
even list the ways these mandates have affected my life and relationships as there are too
many.

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37697

I have lost family and friends that I no longer see!!

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37698

Negatively

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37699

No choice as to what happens with my own body. Mandatory shots are wrong. My choice my
body

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37700

Too much

2/19/2022 9:01 AM

37701

Income lost

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37702

It has affected my ability to freely earn enough income because I am not able to wear a mask
for long .It has affected my daily freedom and the simple joys of grocery ahopping or any other
kind of public ventures.My belief about covid restrictions have not always aligned with my
fellow work mates, neighbors and has caused extra relationship stress.My concern for others
welfare ,especially the seniors locked in the longterm Care homes without visitors has been
heart breaking.These are a few things off the top of my head.

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37703

My children has Asthma and having hardtime to breath with masks at school.I lost job in
healthcare because I am not vaccinated.

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37704

Terribly

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37705

Disrupted daily life. High anxiety. Loneliness. Disrupted family.

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37706

My family life was very negatively impacted due to mandates and lockdowns restrictions.We
need our Charter of right to be respected.

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37707

Wife lost job I've been depressed and drinking

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37708

The mandate has kept me away from my family and friends and from going out because I can’t
breathe properly in a mask. It has caused great stress to see families not speaking to one
another when we need families to be supporting one another. And it grieves my heart that the
suicide rate has gone up because the lock downs have taken their hope away.

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37709

It forced me to get vaccinated against my will just so I could visit my 89 yr. old father. My 89
year old father who still says to me if I die now I died of old age never COVID like they want

2/19/2022 9:00 AM
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you to believe.
37710

Business shut down, loss of friendships, grandchildren depression, my own depression, ability
to visit family.

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37711

Lonely, mentally, emotionally and seeing families divided...and over what? 99% recovery rate!

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37712

Forced to test to keep job, children cannot attend university, excluded from restaurants and
other venues, mask fatigue, skin issues from masks, headaches from masks, family
distanced itself from us.

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37713

It had created a divide in my family. Traumatized my nieces. Driven my cousin to suicide. Left
my aunt to die at home and prevented family members from receiving appropriate medical
attention when needed. This is just the top of the list. Here’s some more. It’s infringed on all of
my rights as a Canadian, made our lives extremely uncomfortable, and lastly, it has made me
question whether or not I want to be alive or not. Some of those aren’t directly affecting me,
but believe me when I say, when you love someone and you see them hurt it really hurts you
too.

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37714

I lost my job as a nurse, lost friends. This caused division within my family.

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37715

Hasn't

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37716

It has turned my life up side down . Lost my job and it has split families apart. It's tyranny at
its finest

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37717

Almost losing my job, unable to visit family in other provinces and countries , unable to visit
sick family in the hospital, teenage kids have no social lives Its time this ends, we need it to
end.

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37718

No freedom

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37719

Living in fear isolation worry for my families freedom

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37720

I feel like I lost my freedom and this is more Iike a dictatorship country

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37721

Affected quality of life, stress levels homeschooling children

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37722

In innumerable and unmeasured ways, but for the most part in necessary ways. It has affected
my grown children for the most part, especially the convoy, since they live downtown Ottawa.
They have lost income and actually lost mental health which requires professional help and
healing, which may take considerable time. I have lost faith in all levels of government over
the lack of action in terms of allowing it to get established in the first place and then not being
able to end it. Very afraid for our democracy.

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37723

Loneliness, fear, restricted, loss of sleep, family tension, less interaction, operation needed,
restricted dr. Visits and much, much more!

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37724

Mental health, financially, physically

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37725

No social life very bad and depressing

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37726

Ruined

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37727

It has restricted my ability to live and work

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37728

My life has been stopped, especially the life of children, through these masks, vaccine
passports and travel difficulties! The children were and are devoid of childhood!

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37729

Crippled my freedom and faith in governments who claim truth while boldly proclaim falsely and
inaccurately the “science”

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37730

I don’t feel comfortable going out. I don’t trust my doctors anymore.. all mine has wanted to do
was push the jab. And the effects it has had on my poor children! My 4 young children don’t
know what life is like without masks and mandates. So so sad!

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37731

Mentally

2/19/2022 9:00 AM

37732

In every way possible! Mine , my family and my relatives all have been affected

2/19/2022 8:59 AM

37733

segregated from society. Can’t go anywhere other than work or home. Has caused mental
Health and health issues, mistrust in medical professionals, government at all levels, we don’t

2/19/2022 8:59 AM
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feel safe anymore. Fear at being forced to inject that poison into our bodies through
government force.
37734

It has impacted my physical, mental and emotional health.

2/19/2022 8:59 AM

37735

Horribly

2/19/2022 8:59 AM

37736

Cannot visit family. Restricted from seeing mother in nursing home.

2/19/2022 8:59 AM

37737

I have not been able to take my kids to sports and enjoy as much family time

2/19/2022 8:59 AM

37738

It has affected my work, I work in hospitality. It has also taken away my joy of life seeing the
division of people the redredderick it has caused, and the pain and suffering of our elderly and
young people.

2/19/2022 8:59 AM

37739

I took my kid out of school to save her from the psychological damage from the mandated
“health” measures. I also had to sacrifice my career to homeschool my kid. I considered
seriously moving out of the country permanently.

2/19/2022 8:59 AM

37740

I work in a grocery store and the harassment we receive because it's our job to enforce the
mandates has been awful. The mandates themselves have been fine, and necessary, but the
response of people not wanting to put on a mask for a few minutes while they shop has made
my job much more stressful.

2/19/2022 8:59 AM

37741

Lost two years of employment, major stress on family and friends. I could go on and on!!

2/19/2022 8:59 AM

37742

Both myself and my husband have lost our jobs. Lost friends and family, been told off judged
and discriminated for our decision to not get jabbed. We have lost our rights and our freedoms,
we just want our country back the way it was.

2/19/2022 8:59 AM

37743

Separates Canadians.

2/19/2022 8:59 AM

37744

Had to take jab or loose job. I don't believe we should loose our rights.

2/19/2022 8:59 AM

37745

Being a prisoner in Canada is not ok for anyone who has not taken the jab. Not being able to
travel to see your elderly parents.

2/19/2022 8:59 AM

37746

The unneeded extra stress off are government allowing anyone to have access to personal
information that no one has the right to. Not being able help my kids or there cousin form being
forced in to taking the shot because of there jobs

2/19/2022 8:59 AM

37747

Fired from job and caused stress, anxiety and depression

2/19/2022 8:59 AM

37748

How has it not

2/19/2022 8:59 AM

37749

Has mentally screwed us up.

2/19/2022 8:59 AM

37750

Too many to list…family gatherings, travel, life in general

2/19/2022 8:59 AM

37751

Unable to visit elderly grandparents who have become locked in their retirement homes.
Denied funeral for them. Children with anxiety, poor learning because of school shutdowns,
unable to play in extracurricular activities. Missing in person doc appointments etc.

2/19/2022 8:59 AM

37752

Missed a lot of work

2/19/2022 8:58 AM

37753

My daughter is unable to fly home across her own country. It’s not freedom when you can’t fly
in your own country.

2/19/2022 8:58 AM

37754

Dryed out my tiny home business, kept me from socializing, in isolation, fear of loosing friends
and family, fear of being monitored and controlled and forced against my will, reignited my
PTSD, fear of darkness of the government agenda, hypervigilance, worried about the future of
the country.

2/19/2022 8:58 AM

37755

In a terrible way family members against each other , see children depressed , children don’t
kill them selfs because they are happy. I can go on and on . It is down right criminal when we
know that we had a way out without this tyranny.

2/19/2022 8:58 AM

37756

Communism

2/19/2022 8:58 AM

37757

I am sure I speak for many when I say that it pretty much ruined our lives and our society.
Tired of the division and lies. They need to end, now!

2/19/2022 8:58 AM
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37758

Not teaching now Strained relationships with friends and family. No trust in govt

2/19/2022 8:58 AM

37759

Can’t get out of the country . No job no college degree am fifty four

2/19/2022 8:58 AM

37760

Very bad

2/19/2022 8:58 AM

37761

Family friend divide, freedoms lost - travel, gym, not allowed to family funeral and limited
career opportunities

2/19/2022 8:58 AM

37762

The greatest effect ? undoubtedly the fear incited by the government orchestrated to produce
division between friends and family and communities and …

2/19/2022 8:58 AM

37763

Job loss and mental health issues. Being judged, threatened and vilified for a personal health
choice.

2/19/2022 8:58 AM

37764

My children are fighting anxiety and depression (ages 15, 9 yr old twins as well) I have had a
huge loss in income however never asked for any CERB or financial support. Kids are
struggling in school with all grades dropping drastically, due to missing days to isolate when
not sick.

2/19/2022 8:58 AM

37765

Stress

2/19/2022 8:58 AM

37766

Lost school activities Strain relationships Segregation

2/19/2022 8:58 AM

37767

My kids have anxiety my hours suck at work can’t see family members

2/19/2022 8:58 AM

37768

I have been coerced into getting the vaccine in order to keep my job. Children have been
excluded from activities because of our choice not to vaccinate

2/19/2022 8:58 AM

37769

Devided family, mental loneliness, isolated senior from primary caregiver, heart wrenching

2/19/2022 8:58 AM

37770

Friendship, family divisions

2/19/2022 8:58 AM

37771

Freindship - family divisions - sometimes not getting into our church because of limited
capacity

2/19/2022 8:58 AM

37772

Too many to list

2/19/2022 8:58 AM

37773

Its very inconvenient

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37774

It has affected me immensely my social life has been ruined, have to two moments of big
depression witch was not easy. I am young and want to live a happy and free life as a
Canadian

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37775

Stress!

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37776

Get jab or lose job for husband, son, daughter-in-law, daughter. Multiple side effects from jab.
Mental stress. Anxiety. Loss of friendships and personal freedoms…

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37777

My depression has gotten much worse. I have no confidence in my country’s politicians. I’m
terrified to imagine the country my children will have to live in.

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37778

Divided my family

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37779

Have not been able to attend celebrations or funerals, hospitals, enter restaurants. Not able to
leave my own Country, fly or go on a train or bus. Divided family and friends. Suicide, mental
health, physical abuse....the list is endless for people.

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37780

Angst and nervous 😩

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37781

I can go to work and groceries but that’s about it! I can no longer travel in my own country on a
plane or train. My children have had problems at their University, their courses suspended
because they did not want to comply. Fights between our family and friends. No longer being
able to be open and transparent about my believes. Made to feel as if I am stupid, selfish, and
unclean.

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37782

More anxiety, and more mental health issues showing up in my loved ones.

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37783

My kids find it hard to breath at school. I find it hard to breath anywhere else. Even for short
period times. There has been division in my family because of the vaccine passports.

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37784

I am a single mother of two teenagers. Double vaccinated as a result of coercion! As a

2/19/2022 8:57 AM
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hospital employee we have seen coworkers walked off the job after working through it all with
none or very little PPE. Because they refused to be coerced. Now Covid positive staff being
told to come to work if they are well enough because there isn’t enough staff. Our wages
frozen behind the scene while the cost of living sky rockets! While “CERB” pays a competitive
amount for people to sit at home and break overwhelmed businesses and employees. My
childrens lives to a depressing standstill with an uncertain future. My son receives less and
less hours at work as employers take advantage of government subsidies for immigration
workers. Despite “caps” on their hours they are scheduled more than they should be and are
taking jobs from Canadians. While our government continues to bring millions more here while
he has Canadians struggling, separated, frustrated and living in fear. All mandates are
disgraceful to freedom and the lives of Canadians as they once knew.
37785

It put fear in some members of the family

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37786

hugely!

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37787

I have been limited to when where and if I can see my Grandchildren who live just minutes
from me. I have endured protocol after protocol changes at work and have been "Forced" to
get the vaccines and booster shots to keep my job. I have dealt with people who were very
sick in the beginning of Covid but more people suffering from mental health because of the
mandates. I too have felt the depression caused from Covid Mandates that have been
extended by both Provincial and Federal Government to maintain control, even when the
variant changed. With this variant we should have been done with the mandates. I have
suffered with not being able to see my Chiropractor in the US, because of Mandates. Yet other
Canadians who work in the US were able to come and go daily. We are tired of the bullying by
Authoritative Governments and what this to end.

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37788

Freedom of religion

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37789

Underlying stress everyday

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37790

Awful

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37791

I can't work at my regular job.(in schools). I can't find a suitable job (if i am not receiving any
injections-i taken care of my health naturally for the last 30 years) I don't have enough money
to live decently.

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37792

Had to take Rapid Covid tests every 3 days at work for ONLY unvaccinated staff. We had to
stand out in the cold until our tests were negative. Not allowed to leave my country.

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37793

Not much to loss any more

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37794

Isolation, depression

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37795

It’s cost me $300K in list income, extreme mental anguish and complete distrust in my
government especially Trudeau. The vaccines aren’t working yet we are being forced to take
them

2/19/2022 8:57 AM

37796

Lost my job and my daughter had to leave her sport team because she didn't get the vaccine

2/19/2022 8:56 AM

37797

Taken away my rights and quality of life

2/19/2022 8:56 AM

37798

Shut down

2/19/2022 8:56 AM

37799

I’m an a senior living alone. It has divided my family and friends. I feel like a hostage in my
own home. It has instilled unnecessary fear across our world. I could write all day how it has
effected me, all negative!!!!!!

2/19/2022 8:56 AM

37800

Stress

2/19/2022 8:56 AM

37801

Restricted and caused fear and uncertainty . All unfounded

2/19/2022 8:56 AM

37802

My mom who is 88 years, locked down so many times. No family allowed to visit. Church
locked down.

2/19/2022 8:56 AM

37803

VERY difficult to find employment. No social activities with family or friends. Not life as we
know it.

2/19/2022 8:56 AM

37804

I basically cannot go to support local businesses… while big box stores stay open. I cannot
see family state side sue to vaccination mandates. Our household has had economic loss due
to covid protocols. My place of employment has been affected by severe loss of revenue and

2/19/2022 8:56 AM
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layoffs. Sue to covid restrictions of symptoms… loss of staff has made it mentally straining
for those still working to carry the weight load of missing staff. I cannot attend church without
registering a week or more in advance
37805

More challenging no question but with the mandates in place im more likely to go out feeling
protected

2/19/2022 8:56 AM

37806

Prevented visits with a mother 99 years of age in a nursing home.

2/19/2022 8:56 AM

37807

My children are behind in school. Stress levels have went up trying to make sure my family is
maneuvering through this ok. My frustration level is through the roof, you never know one day
to the next what rules will be enforced for what reason even when it makes no sense.

2/19/2022 8:56 AM

37808

Depression Loneliness

2/19/2022 8:56 AM

37809

Suppression, anxiety, stress in family and working relationships, how many more do you want?
I can keep going.

2/19/2022 8:56 AM

37810

Lack of socializing due to mandates. has made it difficult as a single person and I found
myself fighting some depression. I was forced to quit work due to mandates because of
hearing issues and masks and barriers created even more difficulties for me to hear.

2/19/2022 8:56 AM

37811

It has prevented me to enter certain stores. I have been discriminated

2/19/2022 8:56 AM

37812

Banned from gyms where I had just gotten into a really nice routine in September. Working out
was helping my mental health that has greatly deteriorated. Not only do I have anxiety but am
now stricken with depression. Hard to get out of bed. Hard to go to work. Hard to parent.

2/19/2022 8:56 AM

37813

I have chosen not to be vaccinated. Therefore the restrictions and the stigma that has been
caused me have become very very concerning. I am not anti-VAX. I just do not believe that
the testing First of all has been done or had been proven safe. I also do not believe that there
was a need that had been proven in order to implement this vaccine.

2/19/2022 8:56 AM

37814

Well, all is false, all of it is a criminal Scam prepared by some Idiots and Stupids criminals
minded Psychopath.

2/19/2022 8:56 AM

37815

Severe depression

2/19/2022 8:56 AM

37816

It has torn apart family members. Our new business lost revenue. Emergency mandate,
morality is lost, fear of losing everything I have worked for supporting freedom.

2/19/2022 8:56 AM

37817

My grand kids going to school with masks , terrible, very hard for learning

2/19/2022 8:56 AM

37818

I no longer feel safe in a country I use to love...

2/19/2022 8:55 AM

37819

Segregation

2/19/2022 8:55 AM

37820

Has affected our children lives! It’s not normal way of living . Masking social distancing hasn’t
helped at all !! Why keep pushing it . Z

2/19/2022 8:55 AM

37821

I lost my job

2/19/2022 8:55 AM

37822

Separation of friends. Stress Depression Fear Anger Unhappiness Worried about where we are
headed as a whole.

2/19/2022 8:55 AM

37823

Its driven divide, anger and fear in my family. My fiancee lost her job then was denied
employment insurance that she contributes to leaving us falling behind on Bill's and falling
greater into debt.

2/19/2022 8:55 AM

37824

Depression and loneliness

2/19/2022 8:55 AM

37825

Just cut off from regular life. The last the last 2 years have ruined everything

2/19/2022 8:55 AM

37826

Turned me against government not to mention the gas prices

2/19/2022 8:55 AM

37827

Horribly

2/19/2022 8:55 AM

37828

Stress, sad

2/19/2022 8:55 AM

37829

It is something that happened all over the world and I deal with it every step of the way.

2/19/2022 8:55 AM

37830

Not being able to see my family, not being allowed to live a normal life, business closures,

2/19/2022 8:55 AM
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division in this country, being fed lies constantly, and being forced to take a jab that does no
good.
37831

Very badly professionally, spritually, socially.

2/19/2022 8:55 AM

37832

Kept me from getting seriously ill or dying

2/19/2022 8:55 AM

37833

Many restrictions. Family deaths

2/19/2022 8:55 AM

37834

Mentally physically spiritually emotionally.

2/19/2022 8:55 AM

37835

Life?? What life??? The govt took away my visiting, our socialization, our chance to just go
watch a movie and eat popcorn.

2/19/2022 8:55 AM

37836

Hasnt

2/19/2022 8:55 AM

37837

It has affected my mental health and my kids health all for a virus. It was a relief when we
finally got it.

2/19/2022 8:55 AM

37838

Hasn’t

2/19/2022 8:54 AM

37839

Restricted movements for a healthy person with natural immunity.

2/19/2022 8:54 AM

37840

It has affected my freedom as a Canadian citizen something my grandfather’s have died for.

2/19/2022 8:54 AM

37841

The mandates have allowed me to to continue to work alongside others and know that we have
all done our part to keep ourselves, and those we work with safe. I have not been sick since
masking was introduced, even with a cold. Masks work. Vaccines work. Public health
measures work. The freedom convoy has done nothing for me except to anger me about white
privilege, shown me who doesn’t understand basic high school social studies, or that choices
have consequences. This so called fight for freedom is not for universal freedom nationwide,
but for a minority who feel oppressed despite being allowed to protest, shut down borders and
cities, trample memorials and endanger children to have a party on our government’s front
lawn. I support public health measures until science says it is safe to remove them. Not when
a bunch of tantruming adults who feel unjustifiably oppressed.

2/19/2022 8:54 AM

37842

Stress

2/19/2022 8:54 AM

37843

I haven’t been able to see family in the USA.

2/19/2022 8:54 AM

37844

Unable to eat in restaraunts. Unable to go to senior centre and volunteer so i am not going
back to volunteer when mandates end!!!

2/19/2022 8:54 AM

37845

Yes

2/19/2022 8:54 AM

37846

Not being able to gather with my family

2/19/2022 8:54 AM

37847

lost job, lost people to suicide, isolation, grandchildren suffering from anxiety

2/19/2022 8:54 AM

37848

Has made me an angry shopper when I use to like grocery shopping. Can’t take my family out
for special occasions. Seeing all the negative in the world affects my mental health over some
stupid mandate

2/19/2022 8:54 AM

37849

Isolated. Divided. Threatened. Segregated. Discrimanted. Unloved. Frustrated.

2/19/2022 8:54 AM

37850

Job loss,

2/19/2022 8:54 AM

37851

Stress, anxiety, workplace verbal abuse, division, segregation with people, mental anguish,
increased worries

2/19/2022 8:54 AM

37852

Currently unemployed. No livelihood and no E.I.

2/19/2022 8:54 AM

37853

Stress & caused some of my family to not talk to each other

2/19/2022 8:54 AM

37854

Caused division, my kids have suffered from lack of education, masks have made my kids
anxious, stress, anxiety, loss of money, loss of life

2/19/2022 8:54 AM

37855

It kept me safe.

2/19/2022 8:54 AM

37856

It's hurt my business, mental health, family and friends division. Who is the Government to
dictate my health rights?

2/19/2022 8:54 AM

37857

socially

2/19/2022 8:54 AM
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37858

Mental, had to take time off work. Lost precious moments with my beloved which will never
come back. Stress Financially everything is going up.

2/19/2022 8:54 AM

37859

Not a whole lot

2/19/2022 8:54 AM

37860

I feel like a prisoner in my own country. My livelihood has been made conditional on whether or
not I receive a medical procedure that has no long term safety data. The policies have caused
more harm to my family than Covid did.

2/19/2022 8:53 AM

37861

Very little

2/19/2022 8:53 AM

37862

I lost my small business. I lost friends. My cousin passed away and we didn’t get to have a
proper funeral for her. And I homeschooled my kids last year and it was difficult not having
access to groups for socialization.

2/19/2022 8:53 AM

37863

Negative in every way

2/19/2022 8:53 AM

37864

Pain in the ass

2/19/2022 8:53 AM

37865

Made me feel isolated, alone and depressed. I went from being very extroverted to mainly
introverted. I don't feel like me.

2/19/2022 8:53 AM

37866

Giving birth to our dear child, my husband wasn't allowed to leave the room at all. Couldnt go
to church all the time. Can't see any happy faces, etc.

2/19/2022 8:53 AM

37867

My kids were unable to participate in sports. Unable to attend school. Unable to breath fresh
air with out a compliance banner on their face.

2/19/2022 8:53 AM

37868

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 8:53 AM

37869

Lost income. Family divided. Poor mental health. No confidence in government or media.

2/19/2022 8:53 AM

37870

It's affecting my children's lives as I won't put masks on them it's suffocating them more then
helping. I will not stand by the mandates. We should all have the freedom of choice and I want
my glorious and free country back!

2/19/2022 8:53 AM

37871

It just Tears everyone apart

2/19/2022 8:53 AM

37872

Lost work, no travel, family problems, weight gain,

2/19/2022 8:53 AM

37873

I have lost my healthcare job due to vaccine mandate. I developed stress and anxiety due to
these mandates and had to seek treatment from my doctor. It has affected my life and
wellbeing in a very negative way

2/19/2022 8:53 AM

37874

Very little other than social gatherings

2/19/2022 8:53 AM

37875

Stress. Loss of freedom, loss of sales

2/19/2022 8:53 AM

37876

I was forced to be fully vaccinated or my employment would be terminated.

2/19/2022 8:53 AM

37877

We are a very close family we all haven’t seen each other together for the 2 and some years.
My father died from a fall in an old age home which could have been prevented because no
one was there to help him. We got to visit him on the hospital one at a time. I’m loving with
this now because my father never liked being alone.

2/19/2022 8:53 AM

37878

I lost a job offer in the US because pd the closure of the borders back in 2020 was
unemployed for 6 months. After 20 years paying into EI my compensation was $2000 a month
not even 25% of my salary lost. Fortunately I was able to find a job and not lose my house. I
have chrons and have had my colonoscopy cancelled twice over two years. I’ve suffered
depression and weight gain and because I have chosen not to be vaccinated due to the fact I
already ended up in ICU for three days from a reaction to a drug with only 1% risk I have been
denied access to restaurants, gyms, family events.

2/19/2022 8:53 AM

37879

Horribly! Cannot visit my 100 & 96 year old parents, barred from sporting activities, restaurants
and has caused a social divide.

2/19/2022 8:53 AM

37880

Minor inconvenience. Otherwise nothing.

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37881

Has divided people in Canada, has seperated my family, has prevented my children to have a
normal free life

2/19/2022 8:52 AM
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37882

Unable to work and promote my business during the lockdowns. Masks have caused problems
with my health and well-being. The state of this country has affected my family’s mental wellbeing especially my daughter. She’s having anxiety and depression due to loss of work,
schooling, and the feeling the division of her peers.

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37883

It's literally crushed our family from the youngest up. Mental health from .02% lockdowns - ie
utterly inneffective and devestatung. We are hated, we're losing our income, our farm, my son
cannot have a kidney transplant, my teens can't go to university. Utterly disgusting and
unscientific. Worst man made tragedy since ww2.

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37884

Loss of FREEDOM!! Violated the charter of rights and freedoms!!

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37885

For my part more depressive. For people near me, vacine has made AVC to a 26 years old
men. I will never walk again.

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37886

These mandates have effect my son. Since taking his vaccine meats taste like metals to him.

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37887

I was out of work with no pay many times due to a cough or runny nose(not COVID) or a
coworker being COVID positive and I was close contact but was negative the entire time. I
have bills to pay that I am still trying to catch up on and it sure seems like our government
couldn’t care less.

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37888

It has protected me, my family, and everyone we come into contact with from Covid.

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37889

Social life , work, not being able to see my only grandfather , family disputes, fuel prices , food
prices,the list is long

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37890

The state of my mental health is currently in a downward spiral. Two weeks has become 2
years and here we are worse off than in the beginning. 80% -/+ of the population deemed fully
vaccinated and more cases than ever!! Over 3,000,000 Canadians have recovered from this
virus! We never hear this number though. I’m tired of this ‘leader’ that is behaving like a
schoolyard bully. This is not a leader!! He is dividing this country.

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37891

Havent seen family in America for 2 years

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37892

Socially Financial Mentally

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37893

The opportunities has been diminished to my children. My family’s mental health has suffered
due to limited contact and “what’s allowed?”

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37894

I feel like I can’t breath every day and I can’t go out with friends or family because of it

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37895

not seen my family because they are so scared to associate with unvaccinated. Lost friends.
No activities because you have to prove vaccination upon entering facilities in the winter.

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37896

Terribly

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37897

I have children that have had next to no social development due to restrictions my daughter
has to wear a mask to school all day even running around in gym and no one at NHL orNFL
games do where is the science in that??? If people want to wear masks social distance and
take their own precautions I respect that forsure but we need to get back to some sort of
normalcy. Enough of Canada is vaccinated now let’s let natural heard immunity happen it is the
best way I can see now. We need to strengthen our medical system which was in crisis even
before this pandemic happened.

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37898

Absolute torture. The fallout from this over reach will last for years to come emotionally and
financially. What a shame

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37899

I have not received any shots my family won't have anything to do with me

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37900

I’m not as social as I used to be.

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37901

Destruction of family life

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37902

Very negatively. It has done damage to my friendships, relationships and mental health. It has
also made work more difficult.

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37903

Lost my job because I can't get vaccinated for religious reasons and my religious exemption
was denied. My kids lost their sports and we have been banned from ALL indoor and outdoor
recreational and social events

2/19/2022 8:52 AM
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37904

I'm afraid Canada is becoming completely Marxist. The country is divided, friends and family
are divided, Their is too much Hate. I do not support Police abuse of the truckers, it's
shameful. Horses trampling an old women!!! Discusting!

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37905

I can't go to work because I'm not vaccinated

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37906

The negative impact has effected every aspect of my life and those around me, in my
community and the whole world.

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37907

I’ve lost my business and gone bankrupt.

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37908

Mostly affected my grandchildren but it has affected travel in a point in our lives when we can
finally afford to travel. Has also extended retirement that we have worked so hard for.

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37909

It has caused division in my family and has regenerated my issues with mental health

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37910

The supply chain has affect us being able to buy the inventory we need to produce our goods
to supply our clients. Therefor our business income has declined. Our freedom to travel, eat
out and shop has also been affected.

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37911

It's affecting the children very much, the oldery people and the family, the restaurant business,
etc etc

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37912

It has been a disaster especially for our kids

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37913

I now have breathing problems from weakness wearing a mask 9 or more hours a day

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37914

Makes me scared for my children's future

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37915

Made me feel safer for the most part and gave me tools in a pandemic situation that I was not
prepared for. It has educated me to pandemics and how they spread.

2/19/2022 8:52 AM

37916

Limited access to my family in the U.S.A. Limited church attendance. Unable to go to
restaurants.

2/19/2022 8:51 AM

37917

Awful for children’s mental health

2/19/2022 8:51 AM

37918

They have stripped us of our basic rights and freedoms, divided our nation, caused
discrimination, loss of jobs, mental stress…

2/19/2022 8:51 AM

37919

I'm not vaccinated so everything in general

2/19/2022 8:51 AM

37920

Longer wait times

2/19/2022 8:51 AM

37921

It has been mentally debilitating!

2/19/2022 8:51 AM

37922

I am depressed

2/19/2022 8:51 AM

37923

Made me angry.

2/19/2022 8:51 AM

37924

I can't use the gym

2/19/2022 8:51 AM

37925

I had to leave my job because of mandates for masks due to a medical condition. Dr
supported this but would not sign an exemption for fear of their job. 1 income family, now
raising a large family. Financial burden. And extreme mental stress from lack of support
because the family members who help with our children felt they were not allowed to because
of restrictions.

2/19/2022 8:51 AM

37926

It has not

2/19/2022 8:51 AM

37927

My mental Health , my family , my business

2/19/2022 8:51 AM

37928

Made me rethink the value of our life! We need to love our neighbor as ourselves.

2/19/2022 8:51 AM

37929

More suicides and deaths than I've seen in a lifetime probably

2/19/2022 8:51 AM

37930

My children have lost their jobs and their home, my father in law has been in a retirement
home with no contract, im physically sick from the mask, I've had an operation put on hold in a
hospital with 3 people in icu

2/19/2022 8:51 AM

37931

Various impacts

2/19/2022 8:51 AM

37932

Vaccine side-effects & then got Covid which made them worse, lack of liberty & movement,

2/19/2022 8:50 AM
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depression, anxiety, isolation, weight gain, divisiveness with friends & family & social network
37933

You have no idea.... not enough words or time to explain how this has impacted my life and my
children!!! I am sickened by our government and the way it is being run!

2/19/2022 8:50 AM

37934

Helped protect my immunocomprimised daughter

2/19/2022 8:50 AM

37935

Its costed me money, time, patience and trust.

2/19/2022 8:50 AM

37936

.

2/19/2022 8:50 AM

37937

Hindered medical appointments, travel, business and too much others to list.

2/19/2022 8:50 AM

37938

My new business is suffering and I have had to live off savings and sell belongings to survive.
I have lost friends and family who are brainwashed. Mentally: anxiety sadness unnecessary
fear

2/19/2022 8:50 AM

37939

They have disrupted my life by removing certain freedoms and liberties of mine that we were
never theirs to take.

2/19/2022 8:50 AM

37940

My wife lost her job as a nurse, I completely lost hope and faith in our government. I
personally don't want to live in this country anymore. Trudeau needs to resign, he's a dictator
and a racist.

2/19/2022 8:50 AM

37941

haven't been able to eat in restaurants or go for coffee; haven't been able to meet employees
for coffee to give last minute instructions for work; has increased costs for everything

2/19/2022 8:50 AM

37942

Mentally devastating, plus huge toll on our business. Had to support our employees personally
to survive

2/19/2022 8:50 AM

37943

It has not allowed me to visit my family in the US for months and months. I have been able to
one time in the past 2 years and my mental health suffers immensely because of it.

2/19/2022 8:50 AM

37944

I’ve not been able to live

2/19/2022 8:50 AM

37945

I homeschool my kids, and it has been very limiting to find activities to get them in, or to do
with them because I’m unvaccinated, and I refuse to mask them.

2/19/2022 8:50 AM

37946

Constant stress within my home and with my husbands family. They want the children and I
vaccinated and I’ve chosen otherwise.

2/19/2022 8:50 AM

37947

It's affected my freedom to travel freely

2/19/2022 8:50 AM

37948

Masks have affected my breathing

2/19/2022 8:50 AM

37949

Loss of job, loss of family time

2/19/2022 8:50 AM

37950

Owned a gym and was forcefully bankrupted, my father owned a restaurant to the same fate.
Studied for a year to get into Osgoode law school to fight the tyranny only to be kicked out for
not getting the shot. My fiancé is Brazilian and cannot get on a plane to see her family.

2/19/2022 8:50 AM

37951

They have made me fall into depression for the first time in my life. They have made it
impossible for me to travel and see my family. They have made me feel like a second class
citizen, and I have had been threatened many times with the loss of my occupation (which I
have barely avoided by constant vigilance and recourse to superiors). Please end the
mandates now.

2/19/2022 8:50 AM

37952

My depression and anxiety is difficult to control. Having 2 COVID babies and working in a
hospital has felt impossible to balance the stress and research through the science and the
lies. I’m so overwhelmed

2/19/2022 8:50 AM

37953

Freedom of movement

2/19/2022 8:50 AM

37954

What life? We don't have a life anymore! Work, masking, feuds between friends and family,
etc.

2/19/2022 8:49 AM

37955

kids education

2/19/2022 8:49 AM

37956

Loss of family business of over 35 years

2/19/2022 8:49 AM

37957

It has caused family to split apart. I’m hoping to get married this year and I don’t want to limit
the amount of people there because Trudeau doesn’t know how to rule a country

2/19/2022 8:49 AM
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37958

Unnecessary cause of fear , divisive , unfair , causes discrimination , senseless doesn’t follow
the science

2/19/2022 8:49 AM

37959

Negatively

2/19/2022 8:49 AM

37960

Loss of work I watch my grand children's mental state fall and their education is a joke.The
loss of so many small businesses.

2/19/2022 8:49 AM

37961

Less work, family and friends decisions, difficult to travel. Stressful seeing people living in
fear.

2/19/2022 8:49 AM

37962

I lost my job.

2/19/2022 8:49 AM

37963

Lost my job of 23 years in 2020 because of lockdowns Went back to school for a year got a
new job I may lose because I cannot receive the jab due to previous vaccine injuries My son
cannot finish university without the jab My entire household already had Covid but Canada
refuses to acknowledge natural immunity Because we did not get jabbed certain family
members have cut themselves off from us Our PM promotes hate and segregation and my
Premier allowed vaccine mandates for all long term care facilities while ignoring natural
immunity The last two years has cause incredible hardships both financially and emotionally
along with serious mental health illness for one of my children Our leaders have sold us out in
the name of safety but we know it was never about safety it was always about control I will
never cast a vote for Ford again and I am weary of the tyrannical dictatorship that our PM has
been exercising The world is watching and people are waking up

2/19/2022 8:49 AM

37964

As an unvaccinated person, it feels like we are not allowed to do anything: go out for dinner, go
to the gym, even keep our job. If that isn't discrimination I don't know what is.

2/19/2022 8:49 AM

37965

Since the unfortunate covid mandates I now know what medical apparteid feels like and
ridiculous prejudice. I have God given rights to live and these mandates are governmental over
reach. My business has also been massively affected by Ontario's politicization of health
policy.

2/19/2022 8:49 AM

37966

My children hate going to school because they have to wear there masks all day. I am feeling
pressure and anxiety that the choice to get my children vaccinated may no longer be my
choice that as a parent I may be forced to vaccinate my kids.

2/19/2022 8:49 AM

37967

Mentally ,,i fear for my kids and grandkids i do not want them to grow up in communionson
.The kids my granddaughter cried mom took covid test afraid if mom has covid she's going to
die ,what has trudeau set in our kids minds.

2/19/2022 8:49 AM

37968

In every way. Stress of losing my rights to my own body and being forced to put something in
my body that is not totally safe, is just a ridiculous concept!

2/19/2022 8:49 AM

37969

It's affected my life my limiting me to what I can and can not do in my life based on a shot , I
don't agree with this ! I don't not trust this shot , I will not be getting it , and it's sick that you
are forcing people to get it to continue to live there lives

2/19/2022 8:49 AM

37970

My kids mental health, my oldest sons last year of school has been ruined my 13 year old
can’t play hockey when in fact we pay taxes to be aloud to go there and can’t use it so why
am I paying taxes on something I can’t use?

2/19/2022 8:49 AM

37971

Loss of income. Decreased quality of life, less time with friends and family. My children have
not had the same social experiences I had. Mental health decline.

2/19/2022 8:49 AM

37972

I can’t go visit my mom or my little daughter because I can’t fly so and I fly for work not I have
to drive to get to work !

2/19/2022 8:49 AM

37973

My gym, my mental health, devision between friends family, ability to travel and feel free

2/19/2022 8:49 AM

37974

Isolation has led to mental health issues getting worse.

2/19/2022 8:48 AM

37975

family division, depression, anxiety, loss of income

2/19/2022 8:48 AM

37976

It hasn’t, but as an Ottawa resident, you malignant fucks sure did

2/19/2022 8:48 AM

37977

Cut off from family and vaccine injured mother. Lost friends from social judgment and
prejudice. The list goes on....

2/19/2022 8:48 AM

37978

Segregation Right to make choices on our own bodies Relationships in work and family
Emotional and mental state

2/19/2022 8:48 AM
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37979

Saved money by not going out so much

2/19/2022 8:48 AM

37980

yes

2/19/2022 8:48 AM

37981

Very negatively. Constant stress from media/gov. lies, watching this country go downhill at an
alarming rate... now, with violence towards peaceful people.

2/19/2022 8:48 AM

37982

Forced to wear a mask has caused lung damage. Stress regarding possible job loss for NOT
following the jab mandates. Family feuds over disagreements regarding the Covid mandates.
Isolation. Removal of freedoms. Restrictive exemption program used to coerce people into
getting a shot they never wanted in the first place. I could go on and on and on!

2/19/2022 8:48 AM

37983

Affected my business (livelihood) and mental well being

2/19/2022 8:48 AM

37984

Stress, security, democracy and now less than zero trust in government or legacy media. They
are liers!

2/19/2022 8:48 AM

37985

I lost my job, lost my gym membership, lost friends , I have mire anxiety the list goes on and
on

2/19/2022 8:48 AM

37986

I have lost work, income, massive increased anxiety in general but especially having to go out
as someone who cannot wear a mask and being attacked by people who want me to wear one
though I cannot. Increased depression due to lockdowns, relationships suffering or being
divided over view about the mandates. Missing my church family when we were not able to
worship and suffering from that lack if support and encouragement.

2/19/2022 8:48 AM

37987

It has protected my life and I am grateful for it.

2/19/2022 8:48 AM

37988

Inability to travel freely, being my children to activities, participate in sports, arguments and
alienation from my own family.

2/19/2022 8:48 AM

37989

Depression, anxiety Work loss, income loss, loss, stress

2/19/2022 8:48 AM

37990

It has kept me from being with my elderly mother at the home of her death. Separated from my
children…

2/19/2022 8:48 AM

37991

Suffering from Anxiety, Depression, Anger towards Authority

2/19/2022 8:48 AM

37992

Depression

2/19/2022 8:48 AM

37993

It is very depressing affecting mental health.

2/19/2022 8:48 AM

37994

Badly, unemployed, can't afford life, stress, emotional health.

2/19/2022 8:48 AM

37995

Can not go into facilities

2/19/2022 8:48 AM

37996

There’s a lot of things and places I can’t go

2/19/2022 8:47 AM

37997

We lost our aunt to the shot, two friends had brain clots, one with bells palsy, eight suicides.
Haven't been able to work in two YEARS. Husband's only income. Lost thousands. Lost
livelyhoods over the mandates. Family and friends have been blown apart mine included.

2/19/2022 8:47 AM

37998

Loss of ambition, total depression

2/19/2022 8:47 AM

37999

Unable to go do this with my son. Depressed. My son isn’t getting to do an experience normal
kid things. Lonely.

2/19/2022 8:47 AM

38000

I lost my employment, music participation and sports facilities because of mandates from the
government and also from private organizations and individuals.

2/19/2022 8:47 AM

38001

Split apart my family and friends, brought on depression and anxiety, financial hardship from
rising costs.

2/19/2022 8:47 AM

38002

As a nurse I see all the other medical emergencies that are arrising because of the effect of
mandates, it has already killed many to mental health and the list of other medical
emergencies can go on and on!!

2/19/2022 8:47 AM

38003

I haven’t been able to go home since the fall of 2019 as I’m not vaccinated so can’t cross the
border. Fortunately I have a green card so have remained in my small Florida home!

2/19/2022 8:47 AM

38004

Impacted my MH and cost me over $100,000 lost business

2/19/2022 8:47 AM
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38005

I could loose my job

2/19/2022 8:47 AM

38006

Hey have taken my rights and freedoms away yo travel freely in my country. They are
changing out laws without public knowledge. They are dividing this once great country.

2/19/2022 8:47 AM

38007

Kept me and my family safe

2/19/2022 8:47 AM

38008

Our Kids have been greatly affected, our business is greatly reduced, our stress levels are
through the roof, our families are fighting. We just need to go back to it used to be! If you're
sick stay at home, if you're vulnerable take precautions! If you're sick don't go see Granny!!
You know?? Stop the fear and stop using following the science, cause all the science has
done is wrecked people's lives, businesses and relationships!

2/19/2022 8:47 AM

38009

Freedom of movement

2/19/2022 8:47 AM

38010

Stopped me from living free!

2/19/2022 8:47 AM

38011

Sucks

2/19/2022 8:47 AM

38012

It has been very hard for me and my kids.

2/19/2022 8:47 AM

38013

I was on a weightloss journey and lost 170 pounds, then gyms closed and I lost my job I
became very depressed and put all the weight back and now am at more risk than ever

2/19/2022 8:47 AM

38014

Makes me scared as it seems unjustified . I feel my views and freedom's are not being
considered

2/19/2022 8:47 AM

38015

Financially. Mentally

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38016

Isolation

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38017

Every way possible. Depression, bankruptcy, weaker immune system, discriminated for not
being vaccinated

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38018

Financial, mental health, job loss

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38019

Quit my taxi driving job.

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38020

Anxiety, stress, people not talking to me for my choices, can’t go to places, dear the future for
my children

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38021

I would like to travel without restrictions to my children in the west. It has depressed the mind
big time

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38022

I got the vaccine because i felt forced to do it just to participate in society.

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38023

So much

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38024

Isolation has affected me mentally. I am unable to socialize. I was a regular at the gym and
my mental health and physical health has deteriorated. I am angry all the time. I have difficulty
sleeping. I can't trust the government or any one associated the government. I am scared that
we are going to be a communist state and controlled by the government as our freedoms are
being taken away from us all. I have really had my eyes opened as to the greed of the general
public. I have discovered how blatantly naive and gullible the public is. Our politicians have
been been bought so I have no faith in them. They are instilling fear in everyone and continuing
to push the big lie about how deadly this virus is that scientifically has a 99% recovery rate if
you do absolutely nothing. The medical establishment is no longer evidence based and they
have abandoned the hippocratic oath. The medical system is following a false narrative and
causing the health of the general public to deteriorate. I am fearful going out in public and being
harassed and bullied into wearing a mask when the real academic science demonstrates that
masks do not stop transmission of viral particles. I am on edge all the time and I can't trust
anyone.

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38025

Lost my small business. Friends have died from OD and suicide, don’t know anyone who’s
died of covid. My mental and physical health has been deteriorating and family and friends torn
apart and divided by this terrible management of pandemic by government and health officials

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38026

I’ve struggled with mental illness, my children have been affected

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38027

Been a long difficult 2 years being an essential..

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38028

In every way at home and at work. We are short staffed at work, staff morale and Mental

2/19/2022 8:46 AM
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health is low ir inadequate. My relationship has suffered and is strained as we were having
issues before the pandemic due to my partners emotional disregulation and during the
lockdowns he was at home more and behaving more unstable. My children had no sports and
no classroom to see other children and they missed their teachers. I am triple vaccinated and
support the vaccine however if my life does not change and only worsens due to lack of
supports then it is time to end the mandates.
38029

non vaccin obligation

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38030

can’t travel and child has health conditions that vaccine would harm him

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38031

I have lost work and financial.

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38032

Division in family, face breaks out from masks, people dying that can’t visit

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38033

Isolated, discrimination, limited or in free

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38034

Discrimination based on a private medical matter. And the fact that masks never worked in the
first place.

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38035

I have a medical exemption and I can’t travel, eat in a restaurant or go to a liquor board store. I
couldn’t go see my mom who has stage 4 cancer I the hospital without a rapid test. BS

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38036

All

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38037

It has divided my family&friends

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38038

Family gatherings, family disagreement..paying for tests

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38039

Mental health

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38040

It has had a huge negative impact. I cannot visit my family. They cannot visit one another. My
handicapped sibling is lonely and depressed. I cannot attend funerals weddings or special
events. We have been unable to see one another for 2 years. All our special times are stolen
from us.

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38041

Unable to visit my mother Sad about the future for my children and grandchildren

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38042

Feelings off hopelessness

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38043

The physical and emotional health of my entire family has suffered.

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38044

Affected teens and grand-parents, created anxiety, isolation

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38045

Too many words to begin to describe the impact…

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38046

Where to begin. Our mental health has crumbled. Our kids are now homeschooled to shelter
them as the school was going to segregate our 7 and 5 year old in their classes because of
their mask exemption. The school boards only solution for my problem was to offer the kids a
course to take on « how to learn to live with their masks with their medical condition ». They
haven’t been able to do their activities because we are not allowed in centres. I am on an leave
from my job. My husband , luckily has been able to keep working, but if he gets sick as an
unvaccinated worker, he is not entitled to paid time off. So much discrimination. So much pain.
He has taken a side job to support our family during this time putting my stress and pressure
on him and the family.

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38047

Masking, not allowed to travel, and eat out

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38048

I feel like I'm being treated like a terrorist in my own country😥 I am a good, hard-working,
educated, patriotic, constituent, law abiding citizen that pays my bill's and taxes. Yet I'm
treated as if I am incapable of making my own choices for myself in a country that Prides itself
on its Charter of rights and freedom??? We're supposed to have freedom of choice yet they
punished me for choosing not to get inoculated for a "virus"(flu) that has a 99% recovery
rate(my immune system can handle that) but because of this choice...... -I'm not allowed to
leave my own country (freedom of travel) -I am not allowed to go into the non-essential
businesses -they're removing unvaccinated from transplant list, so im not worth saving -if a
protest(freedom of speech) Im labeled a threat and can be charged & put the jail? -if I donate
to this cause/charity they can seize my account or be charged Etc. for something I believe in
but you're allowed to donate to any other charity. - I'm not allowed to go back to school and
further my education, will my son be allowed to go to college or university? -I wasnt able to
attend my grandma's funeral in person or allowed to visit my sick family members if the

2/19/2022 8:46 AM
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hospital. -We might lose our jobs because of his unnecessary vax mandate. -We might not be
able to get EI even though I've been working since 12 and paying into it my whole life. Why
would I stay in a country that obviously doesn't want me and doesn't follow its Charter of
Rights & freedom. I am being punished for making a choice that I'm allowed to make.
38049

Torn friendships apart

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38050

It’s has ruined my scent of security

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38051

Terrible . Hard to go on with life

2/19/2022 8:46 AM

38052

Lost of job and can’t live my life!!

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38053

Families and friends have been distanced from each other. Oma’s haven’t been able to hug
grandkids. I have seen that my students are missing out on essential core concepts through
the in/out school attendance. There are enough frightened people now that we don’t all worship
as a community together.

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38054

It hasn’t really…I had Covid and got 2 vaccines after… not sure I’m getting booster … I truly
enjoy online groc ordering and pickup now for 2 years!!

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38055

Division

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38056

Can't go no where with my family

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38057

I feel like I’m in jail and miss my family

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38058

It has reduced recreational activities.

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38059

Suicidal thoughts and 22 months of living hell!!!

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38060

Lost friends due to the fear that has been instilled in them by the media. Had to give up my
gym membership of 44 years, was not allowed to belong to my curling club, could not attend
entertainment events and could not travel

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38061

It has disallowed me to go to the places I have desired to go including seeing my parents in
the U.S. because I have decided against the Covid vaccine because of both religious and
health reasons why am I discriminated against because I have existing medical issues that.
Have made me decide not to get the vaccine as I already have gotten Covid naturally…

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38062

In short, my 15 year old has been depressed and threatened suicide on multiple occasions.
He’s failed 3 classes and is only mid-way through grade 10. So many friends injured by the jab
and even my own personal mensural cycle has been awful since having to be around jabbed
people. From loving to travel to being stuck at home all the time, we are all more sad and
anxious.

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38063

Caused family conflict, anxiety, loneliness, anger, ruined social life, interrupted travel,
insecurity, distrust of government. Also made me more thankful to God for His provision,
promises and presence.

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38064

Family division, loss of social life, unable to have proper funeral for lost family member

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38065

Loss of my income. Bankruptcy. Loss of all my family.

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38066

I has not effected me very much as I don’t follow the mandates.

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38067

People I know getting fired or layed off. Taxes. Inflation. Less hours at work. Division of the
country. Kids needing to wear masks all day that helps protect from nothing. My daughter
forgot her mask the other day and her teacher grabbed her and pulled her shirt up over her face
while giving her trouble for not having a mask on. If people are that scared or think that this is
acceptable we have a real problem and it’s not Covid.

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38068

It has created so much division. And our government has only made that worse.

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38069

In the beginning, I agreed with the mandate. But after a year the mandates became useless
and made me and my family and friends feel trapped, imprisoned and put a lot of strain on my
business and personal relationship.

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38070

It’s nonsense

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38071

Masking for us and children, not allowed to travel or stay in motels, not allowed to eat in
restaurant

2/19/2022 8:45 AM
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38072

I have been hospitalized n unable have family with me. My sister in law died alone n that
should never have happened!! Her heart exploded! Thanks to this my daughter died too .

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38073

I lost my job, my dignity, I've been humiliated, became depressed, thought about suicide,
spent much of my life savings just to get by, couldn't go on vacation to help my mental health.
And most importantly my freedom has been lost.

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38074

Im getting depressed, cant breathe through the mask (causing health issues), financially,
emotionally, physically… it has affected me every which way

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38075

Creating depression & frustration on the daily!

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38076

Decline in mental health in family and friends. Increase suicide rate among my family and
friends. Loss of business for our personal company. segregAtion because of different views.

2/19/2022 8:45 AM

38077

Greatly, finances, family , overall , emotional health, loss of friends need I say anymore,

2/19/2022 8:44 AM

38078

Prison in my own home

2/19/2022 8:44 AM

38079

My kids do not know normalcy. Masks affected my skin so much I needed medication. My job
was threatened if I didn't get a vaccine still in trials. I was forced to stay away from friend and
families.

2/19/2022 8:44 AM

38080

I had to close my business to homeschool my two girls. The mandates affect all of us
mentally. The girls miss their friends and extra curricular activities extremely. And I struggle
daily with worrying about their mentally health and hoping we are making the right decisions for
them long term.

2/19/2022 8:44 AM

38081

I'm vaccinated but I will not use my passport because it feels Wrong. There is no science
behind it at all.

2/19/2022 8:44 AM

38082

Mine kot so much my kids it made them anxious and feel a side because they also dont want
the vaccine. 3 of my 4 kids have issues with the mask

2/19/2022 8:44 AM

38083

It’s made me able to not accidentally harm someone, while preventing psychopaths from
purposefully harming me.

2/19/2022 8:44 AM

38084

Mental health disturbed, relationships broken

2/19/2022 8:44 AM

38085

Socially, Employment, mental health

2/19/2022 8:44 AM

38086

I am in Ottawa, and support the truckers. Trudeau is doing illegal actions, instead of using
negotiation. He needs to resign.

2/19/2022 8:44 AM

38087

Decrease my income, will stop me of practicing my job very soon and shut down my business

2/19/2022 8:44 AM

38088

Devastating. As a covid survivor my rights were completely taken away and the mental health
of myself friends and family has been deeply and negatively impacted.

2/19/2022 8:44 AM

38089

Got fired from job

2/19/2022 8:44 AM

38090

My child now has severe trauma including new ocd triggers. His education has completely
lagged. He’s afraid to touch things because he’s afraid of getting sick. He isolated himself
because he’s afraid of being in public spaces now after not being able to freely “roam” with the
regular public.

2/19/2022 8:44 AM

38091

A disruptive waste of time

2/19/2022 8:44 AM

38092

Financial instability. Division between friends/family. Depression.

2/19/2022 8:44 AM

38093

Hasn't really. I'm still going to work, still seeing my friends, still shopping, because I'm a
responsible adult who understands that society functions on "we," not on "I."

2/19/2022 8:44 AM

38094

It's made me tired and scared and also even though I am vaxxed I think the passports aren't
right, especially with regards to funerals. Everyone should have the right to choose and
shouldn't be punished because of it

2/19/2022 8:44 AM

38095

I can no longer attend my daughters skating and this breaks my heart! As a Canadian we have
the freedom of choice but in the last two years, everything has been taking away from us!!

2/19/2022 8:44 AM

38096

It has affected the way we spread the love of Jesus and interact with other people, it has

2/19/2022 8:44 AM
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affected my kids' mental health, and my husband is losing his job.
38097

I was forced to take the vaccine so I could get a college education

2/19/2022 8:44 AM

38098

the past two years are gone will never get them back !!! he needs to period.

2/19/2022 8:44 AM

38099

Restricted business, affected my children's education, driven up the cost of living, disallows
free travel, ended many family and friend relationships, has made me loose my confidence in
our democratic government. But, the loss of freedom and financially are the major ones!!!!

2/19/2022 8:43 AM

38100

Quality of life has gone down

2/19/2022 8:43 AM

38101

I can’t visit my relatives in Europe. I can’t visit the museums and galleries or go to the
restaurant, or movie theatres.

2/19/2022 8:43 AM

38102

I went back to school at 45 yrs old, and got a college degree, and now unable to find a job
because I refuse the covid vaccine.

2/19/2022 8:43 AM

38103

It has depressed my kid...sad to see how many were suckered into the vaccine.

2/19/2022 8:43 AM

38104

It has created anxiety and stress

2/19/2022 8:43 AM

38105

It hasn’t. I care for my neighbours, they care for me.

2/19/2022 8:43 AM

38106

The mandate has affected my ability to freely see my mother in the care home....it affected
our ability to be with our father when he was in hospital....we had to hope they took GOOD
care of him. (Which they didn't)

2/19/2022 8:43 AM

38107

Mental damage

2/19/2022 8:43 AM

38108

Complete turmoil, I think it was done totally wrong

2/19/2022 8:43 AM

38109

Too many ways to list here, work, social life, friends and family to name a few.

2/19/2022 8:43 AM

38110

Destroyed friendships, causing a lot of stress, torn family apart. Killed a lot of work projects.

2/19/2022 8:43 AM

38111

Are u kidding.. every freaking way. After the shots I got really sick and lost money cuz I
couldn’t work. It’s been hell trying to live like this for 2 years

2/19/2022 8:43 AM

38112

Forced to choose between job loss and an unproven medical treatment. Mental health issues,
crazy high stress with kids home from school. Attempting to keep things as normal as
possible for kids.

2/19/2022 8:43 AM

38113

Mental health coerced vaccination family divisions

2/19/2022 8:43 AM

38114

Lost my job. Stress on me. Division with family. Inflation of housing can’t buy a house. Cost of
living going up. And a debt due to government spending that me and my grand children will not
be able to pay off.

2/19/2022 8:43 AM

38115

It has left me feeling lost.

2/19/2022 8:43 AM

38116

Lost friends, work, divided family and kids are having a hard time

2/19/2022 8:43 AM

38117

Unable to work unable to provide a normal life for my kids

2/19/2022 8:43 AM

38118

Deeply challenging for mental, physical, emotional and financial health.

2/19/2022 8:43 AM

38119

It has affected my financial situation, my work, my personal life. It has had terrible affects on
my entire family dynamic. These mandates need to end immediately !! Trudeau has to be
stripped of his political position immediately !!

2/19/2022 8:42 AM

38120

I have lost my freedom and rights

2/19/2022 8:42 AM

38121

Lost job,family against family,can’t shop or go out to eat without being treated like a criminal

2/19/2022 8:42 AM

38122

badly. and from your questions you dont understand how it even works. there is no "one"
mandate, and the various *mandates* are mostly Provincial, not Federal

2/19/2022 8:42 AM

38123

Evil lies to get us to obey government. This has been a plandemic government overreach

2/19/2022 8:42 AM

38124

I can’t work because Iam unvaccinated depression I don’t think it’s rite to have Canadians
force to take something they clearly don’t believe in it all needs to end

2/19/2022 8:42 AM
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38125

Created an anxiety disorder , put my friends in fear all the time causing my social life to
disintegrate slowly , made me angry I have no choice over my health decisions

2/19/2022 8:42 AM

38126

I've lost, briefly, occasional privileges. My rights are fine.

2/19/2022 8:42 AM

38127

TREMENDOUSLY

2/19/2022 8:42 AM

38128

Lost my job due to vaccine mandate

2/19/2022 8:42 AM

38129

Job loss, lack of entertainment health

2/19/2022 8:42 AM

38130

Do go home because of it. I work out of country

2/19/2022 8:42 AM

38131

I have been segregated ostracized, refused services I have suffered the worst depression I’ve
ever experienced I have experienced burnout it has effected my relationship with family and
friends I don’t believe my government represents me

2/19/2022 8:42 AM

38132

Termination from my job. Mental health problems faced by my spouse, myself, and children.
Loss of income. Loss of friends. Loss of family.

2/19/2022 8:42 AM

38133

Not being able to see family and friends for months

2/19/2022 8:42 AM

38134

Unable to go to hospital to see dying loved one. Unable to have funeral. Unable to travel.by
planebirbyrain. Unable to leave the country!!! Unable to use my yoga membership. Unable to
est in restaurants, go to events, watch my kids play hockey. Restricted breathing with useless
face masks. Divided the relationships with family and friends. Affected my mental health. I
now suffer from depression. Lost income.

2/19/2022 8:42 AM

38135

The mandate has affected me emotionally, financially and i believe in freedom and the
mandates are not freedom

2/19/2022 8:42 AM

38136

This pandemic has out me into mental stress for the following reasons I have two little children
in my care full time and it seems their growing up years have been all about covid as the
youngest is 3 and the oldest is 5 child hood taken away with social distancing with other their
age wearing masks. Affects my breathing and the closure of businesses there are no jobs
available for the unvaxxed this whole situation is a mess I think end mandates and if your sick
stay home like the old days when there was a flu

2/19/2022 8:41 AM

38137

I lost my job

2/19/2022 8:41 AM

38138

Missed the birth of my child

2/19/2022 8:41 AM

38139

Lost my job, mental health due to gym closures and sudden change in life, friends and family
lost their businesses due to shut downs, and more.

2/19/2022 8:41 AM

38140

Negative impact on every aspect of life. Mental health, community, family vacations, etc

2/19/2022 8:41 AM

38141

My mental health has gotten so bad that I was asked to leave my job and get psychological
help. So I'm now in therapy and on medication. I feel like a prisoner. I've been suicidal and very
depressed until this convoy united our world and brought hope.. now I'm broken at the way
Ottawa is handling themselves. Trampling innocent people with horses. I'm disgusted.

2/19/2022 8:41 AM

38142

I have missed out on activities that are vital for my mental health, I had been forced to work
from home and become depressed and I ended up losing a job because of my vaccination
status.

2/19/2022 8:41 AM

38143

Kept me safe.

2/19/2022 8:41 AM

38144

To many ways to say! But it was not Covid that affected me. It was the way this totalitarian
government handled this political “pandemic”

2/19/2022 8:41 AM

38145

My mental health is in ruins. I've become a hermit and don't enjoy doing anything anymore. I
am not sure how to come to terms with having been forced to get the jab or lose my job (my
employer made it mandatory).

2/19/2022 8:41 AM

38146

Big time

2/19/2022 8:41 AM

38147

Unable to go anywhere.

2/19/2022 8:41 AM

38148

Lost job,family against family,can’t shop or go out to eat without being treated like a criminal

2/19/2022 8:41 AM

38149

The mandates have caused depression and anxiety with all the uncertainty and the division

2/19/2022 8:41 AM
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between friends and family.
38150

Has put a damper on me and my family. Has also exposed the government with there lies

2/19/2022 8:41 AM

38151

Globally, my wife wasn’t able to attend the passing of her mother in Argentina, 2 yrs ago

2/19/2022 8:41 AM

38152

Destroy friendships

2/19/2022 8:41 AM

38153

The whole time, including lockdowns and loss of income

2/19/2022 8:41 AM

38154

Feel isolated and anxious. High blood pressure and frequent headaches since the COVID bs!
Disappointed in federal and provincial governments, no longer a proud Canadian.

2/19/2022 8:41 AM

38155

I have to test before every shift because I cannot and will not get the vaccine. I know it’s my
choice not to get the shots but PCR tests are not accurate and they hurt my sinuses. We have
been treated like second rate citizens. It has caused riffs in relationships with my family and
with my friends.

2/19/2022 8:41 AM

38156

No freedom to go to restaraunts division in church life now.small weddings .the children getting
married couldnt invite who they wanted.

2/19/2022 8:40 AM

38157

It’s taken away our freedom in very many ways

2/19/2022 8:40 AM

38158

It has ruined my life

2/19/2022 8:40 AM

38159

My kids are struggling emotionally as well as my wife. Also the financial burden is terrible

2/19/2022 8:40 AM

38160

Feel like a second class citizen not able to eat in restaurants or go out without hiding my face.

2/19/2022 8:40 AM

38161

Family suffers..friendship suffers..cannot worship the way we should,.kids can’t go to
schools..small businesses failing..freedoms are eroding

2/19/2022 8:40 AM

38162

Sad to see people divided and living in fear needlessly. Everything has changed!! I pray more!

2/19/2022 8:40 AM

38163

It's a financial burden but we all need to do our part to end this pandemic

2/19/2022 8:40 AM

38164

It’s hurt my family in ways that will take a long time to come back from

2/19/2022 8:40 AM

38165

I have difficulty breathing when wearing a mask.Feeling anxiety and afraid what both province
and federal government will mandate next.

2/19/2022 8:40 AM

38166

Minimally

2/19/2022 8:40 AM

38167

Workplace & the ability to breath fresh air

2/19/2022 8:40 AM

38168

Derailed and destabilized life for two years

2/19/2022 8:40 AM

38169

Not much

2/19/2022 8:40 AM

38170

It hasn’t. I am unable to be host that kind of fear

2/19/2022 8:40 AM

38171

Family,Work,travel

2/19/2022 8:40 AM

38172

FEAR of the Government

2/19/2022 8:40 AM

38173

I have 3 small children. I have watched them have a childhood of isolation and a lack of hugs
and smiles and reduced contact with loved ones. We all caught Covid twice and recovered just
fine. These mandates are way worse than the virus.

2/19/2022 8:40 AM

38174

I am loosing my job for not being double vaxed

2/19/2022 8:40 AM

38175

.

2/19/2022 8:40 AM

38176

Horrible

2/19/2022 8:40 AM

38177

It has caused financial problems, mental health and emotional problems, prevented us from
being able to get proper medical care ie. Much needed surgery to be delayed and to this day
still unavailable, worry for mental health of my son living alone and working from home in NS a
d not being able ti be there for him in person, segregated my family on their stand with the
pandemic mandates, unable to have support for my mother with dementia thus accelerating
her mental decline, violating my health records confidentiality , coercive measures instilled by
our government to enforce vaccinations against my right of freedom of choice, etc. The list is

2/19/2022 8:40 AM
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long and the social, emotional, psychological, physical health and financial tole on our family is
monumental.
38178

I am full vaccinated, but I feel like the vaccine should be everyones choice. It should not be
imposed.

2/19/2022 8:39 AM

38179

Nothing positive resulted from any mandate. Untold harm has been the result of mandates,
economy, mental health, fear for vast majority and no common sense , lies from all levels of
government and media.

2/19/2022 8:39 AM

38180

Unable to operate my business for months at a time. Isolated from family. Neccesary and
critical medical care unavailable 'due to covid'. Lack of education and in person learning. Social
isolation.

2/19/2022 8:39 AM

38181

Everyone’s lives have been affected but my daughter basically spends all day in her room,
can’t play sports because she is unvaccinated, my wife has been fired from her job for not
being vaccinated her doc was unable to write her an exemption as the government will not
allow it. The state now decides our medical not the doctors…..

2/19/2022 8:39 AM

38182

Has left me feeling isolated and anxious

2/19/2022 8:39 AM

38183

Biggest scam kids stuck in house force to take the vaccine that those not work

2/19/2022 8:39 AM

38184

Loss of work

2/19/2022 8:39 AM

38185

Not seeing my granddaughter, not being able to take my granddaughter to her swimming
lessons, not being able to go to certain places, not visiting loved ones

2/19/2022 8:39 AM

38186

Not my life but that of my children and missing out in life’s milestone moments such as
graduation and birthdays. In addition not being able to mourn loved ones properly who have
passed during this time. I object to a PM who is a puppet of the world economic forum and
goes against what his people want and need without thought to how it is impacting them!

2/19/2022 8:39 AM

38187

It has affected my business and negatively impacted children's childhood

2/19/2022 8:39 AM

38188

It has negatively affected our life

2/19/2022 8:39 AM

38189

Depression, anxiety, anger , family disputes

2/19/2022 8:39 AM

38190

Not all Canadians are being treated equal. Feel like a second-class citizen. Unable to travel.
People need the freedom to make their own decisions.

2/19/2022 8:39 AM

38191

Increased stresses, worse work life balance, more divisive relationships with people

2/19/2022 8:39 AM

38192

They have caused social devide and have harmed or destroyed small businesses.

2/19/2022 8:39 AM

38193

It’s frustrating to see the restrictions affecting the mental and physical state of people. Also
mandates that make no sense

2/19/2022 8:39 AM

38194

I have chosen not to get vaccinated and I cannot take my kids to swimming lessons, indoor
playgrounds, restaurants. Basically everything. We cannot travel. This is not a free country.

2/19/2022 8:39 AM

38195

Terminated

2/19/2022 8:39 AM

38196

It has lost me my job and now I'm going after them for money due to wrongful dismissal. It has
also caused a lot of unnecessary depression.

2/19/2022 8:39 AM

38197

To put it in simple words, How hasn't it.

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38198

Mental breakdown My childrens mental and physical

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38199

Wasn’t able to see my grandfather. Not able to travel. Divisions among family.

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38200

Depression because of no job and division among friends and family

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38201

We have lost a substantial amount of buisness for almost 2 years now. My family has been
torn apart by the devisive hate speech by our supposed leader Justin Trudea and the NDP
leader. Discusting and unacceptable.

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38202

Division,fear within family and public.

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38203

No freedom to go places I used to go to

2/19/2022 8:38 AM
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38204

Far too many, very negative, issues regarding these mandates to adequately describe in a few
short sentences. The true purpose of it all is extremely evil. God loving people will have none
of it.

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38205

It has been very depressing and stressful for the last 2 years. I lost my job and can’t go to eat
in a restaurant and I can’t go visit my mom or relatives that live in a different province.

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38206

Unnecessary stress.. had to take time off work. Set me back deeper in debt. Wife is feeling
like checking out. As in not living anymore. End this now!!

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38207

negatively, spent Christmas away from my friends and family. Not allowed to socialize and it is
depressing. Awful seeing Rich people maskless in crowds during gaming/concert events and
new year’s celebrations and parades while children and nurses suffocate behind masks and
shields.

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38208

It made it miserable, couldn't see my family, it has to STOP! It's ridiculous know. TRUDEAU
has it resign he is ruining the country!

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38209

Negatively off course

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38210

Lost my job.

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38211

It’s effects the relationships with family and friends with the division he has caused our PM

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38212

Freedom

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38213

It has cause stress, loss of income, loss of family/friends!

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38214

Depression, children's development

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38215

It has kept me and my family from getting seriously ill. It was not easy to follow but I was
willing to sacrifice my privileges to keep those around me safe and COVID free!

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38216

I refuse to allow my children to be masked all day at school so they have no gone for 2 years
now. I myself am in university and can not study on campus. I have missed business events
in other countries, weddings, and trips to visit family in the south. Not to mention the mental
health impacts on our entire family.

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38217

No words can’t describe what we are living does two past years .

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38218

It has kept me and my family safe

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38219

Hasnt

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38220

Every which way possible

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38221

I have not been able to watch my nephews play hockey, go out for dinner with my husband,
normal things that I shouldn’t need a vaccine for. Watching kids with masks on is so wrong
and not something that should be accepted. Enough is enough. I’m a self employed hairstylist
and this has all affected my business numerous times. Trudeau must go.

2/19/2022 8:38 AM

38222

I’ve experienced a lot more depression and anxiety

2/19/2022 8:37 AM

38223

I can't visit my family and haven't seen them for 2 1/2 yrs. I don't intend to quarantine for
travel.

2/19/2022 8:37 AM

38224

Restricted movement. Negative affect on my children

2/19/2022 8:37 AM

38225

It has been terrible. Seeing Canada turn into a Country of tyranny. How a Prime Minister along
with the NDP leader and most of their Candidates have created a division between the
vaccinated and the unvaccinated over a disease that was not as severe as they made out to
be. The forecefullness attitudes they have used. How they have divided even family members
over all this is the sadness part to witness. How did this ever get this far without people not
seeing what is happening to Canada. It has always been a choice to decide what we do with
our bodies till now. God would not want it any different. Again we were forced to not attend
church and even at one point not sing. Anyone knowing what God says on this knows it is the
act of Satsn to even do/demand this. I will never attend a church that also divided people by
pushing the vaccine. That is evil but again any church or Minister that did not obey were
punished. I never thought I would be here to see anything like this happen in our Country of so
called FREEDOM. Anyone that condones this IS PART OF THE PROBLEM. We need to
instead be educating people on healthy eating and ways to keep our bodies in good health to

2/19/2022 8:37 AM
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handle things. We also need to realize that we are all going to die and rather we follow
everything properly if God decides it is our time to leave we have no say. Somehow we have
lost reality and many are living in a fantasy/dream world with the attitudes I have witness. We
are to be loving and caring not this bitter and hatred that has grown worse each day. This all
needs to end and a lot of healing will need to be done in our Counyry to even restore it after all
this damage our Prime Minister and NDP have now caused. 💔
38226

in to many ways

2/19/2022 8:37 AM

38227

It's been terrible were not 2 years old

2/19/2022 8:37 AM

38228

Depressed first time in my life. Feel isolated and ashamed to be Canadian

2/19/2022 8:37 AM

38229

In every way possible

2/19/2022 8:37 AM

38230

Many ways

2/19/2022 8:37 AM

38231

Depression can’t see my kids as much because of the stupid restrictions

2/19/2022 8:37 AM

38232

Being told what I can and cannot do for the last 2 years

2/19/2022 8:37 AM

38233

No comment. Personal devastation

2/19/2022 8:37 AM

38234

It’s affected my mental health. It’s created a split society and my family is brain washed to the
point where I am not allowed in their home because I am unvaccinated.

2/19/2022 8:37 AM

38235

The injections killed people very closed to me

2/19/2022 8:37 AM

38236

Loss of friends family. Constant anxiety. Loss of my freedom to live my life the way I want.

2/19/2022 8:37 AM

38237

This has been the most stressful 2 years of my life. So much uncertainty, friends losing jobs,
homeschooling, masks, no travelling outside of Canada to see family, feeling like an outcast.

2/19/2022 8:37 AM

38238

Depression major

2/19/2022 8:37 AM

38239

Could not attend my sisters funeral, LWOP my job, mental health stress and sickness.

2/19/2022 8:37 AM

38240

I lost my job

2/19/2022 8:36 AM

38241

Financially it has hurt our family

2/19/2022 8:36 AM

38242

My family is divided and I feel isolated from society. Them and us!!

2/19/2022 8:36 AM

38243

-Massive family divide, we do not speak or see half our extended family due to differing
opinions on the science - have had to move home due to global travel restrictions - have not
been able to go out to any entertainment venues - severe anxiety and depression from lack of
physical and social connection with friends/family over two years - financially challenging to
work as self-employed when shutdowns occurred, unable to make regular payments - overall
physically, mentally and emotionally distraught

2/19/2022 8:36 AM

38244

It has made hatred mistrust and divisions throughout. They are useless and stupid. Follow the
science not the politics

2/19/2022 8:36 AM

38245

Exclusion of the society

2/19/2022 8:36 AM

38246

I show my proof of vaccine at restaurants, but other than that it hasn't greatly affected my life.

2/19/2022 8:36 AM

38247

Poorly

2/19/2022 8:36 AM

38248

My livelihood, family and friends divided. Mental health is affected

2/19/2022 8:36 AM

38249

Created division in my family and strained relationships. Restricted travel to see and maintain
relationships with extended family. Restricted my family from attending my fathers funeral.
Impacted travel to customers and reducing my income.

2/19/2022 8:36 AM

38250

The vax's and the damage to people that no one (government)is concerned or talking about
and how to help those that can't work and are suffering damages from the jab. Not to mention
the mental anguish all have suffered these past 2 + years.

2/19/2022 8:36 AM

38251

Work Family Travel Friends

2/19/2022 8:36 AM

38252

I'm a psw so negatively.

2/19/2022 8:36 AM
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38253

We've been terrorized by Justin Trudeau. Our beautiful country has been turned into North
Korea

2/19/2022 8:36 AM

38254

Reminds me of all the past destruction of my daughter's life as she was injured by Gardasil
vaccine before this for life. It has destroyed us as a family and as a business both mentally
and physically. Señarated so many family members. So much fear.

2/19/2022 8:36 AM

38255

these mandates were are harmful, violates canada's charter of rights, these mandates violate
freedom

2/19/2022 8:36 AM

38256

Low volume of customer‘s. Never know when doors are open to public

2/19/2022 8:36 AM

38257

These mandates and torn the country in half, family members don’t talk anymore , friends
have been lost , businesses bankruptcy, I am shocked at how out of touch Justin Trudeau is
from the people of Canada. He needs to be removed and arrested for the crimes against
humanity

2/19/2022 8:36 AM

38258

Socially/mentally/physically/ spiritual/FINANCIALLY.

2/19/2022 8:36 AM

38259

I know several people personally who have died as a direct result of the lockdowns. I have
also witnessed the innumerable harms caused by these policies firsthand: seniors dying alone,
drug overdoses skyrocketing, suicide rates among children rising, etc. End these mandates
NOW. They are causing incredible harm to our country.

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38260

Being segregated

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38261

Isolated

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38262

Restricted my freedoms.

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38263

Psychologically long term effects

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38264

Negative effects and access to family, increased work load due to playing Simon Say’s with
our health unit. My granddaughter tried to commit suicide twice. Ruined friend and family
relationships beyond repair.

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38265

So far it has been safe

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38266

It has made me, my family, and everyone else, safer. Because this is A DEADLY
INFECTIOUS DISEASE.

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38267

I cannot visit my dad in a nursing home. I cannot go out for lunch with coworkers. I am fearful
of being forced to take a vaccine that I do not want. I have completely lost faith in our
government and media. My eyes have been opened.

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38268

It has taken the ability to enjoy family and friends it has taken the right to enter public buildings
by turning me into some kind of social black sheep i could write forever but thats the basics

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38269

Job stability, bullying, mental health

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38270

Yes

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38271

Discrimination, harassment, threats of violence, job loss after 20+ yrs

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38272

Depression loss of friends and family

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38273

Had to close my business

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38274

My children are deeply unhappy.

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38275

Profoundly. loss of choice, freedom to travel, general unhappiness with the ineptitude and
unaccountability of governing officials. Frustration that our great nation is being singlehandly
divided and ruined by one person, namely Justin Trudeau.

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38276

Financial

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38277

It has divided my family & kept some family members in fear of visiting & of dying! It's been
horrible! It's been absolutely evil imo.

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38278

I have lost my entire family

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38279

Work, socially, physically and mentally

2/19/2022 8:35 AM
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38280

Travel. Socializing. Work My Families mental health No seeing my children and. Grandchildren

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38281

No freedom

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38282

Freedom of choice has been taken away from Mt family and myself

2/19/2022 8:35 AM

38283

Stressful, segregated, relationship division.

2/19/2022 8:34 AM

38284

I'm a prisoner in my own country

2/19/2022 8:34 AM

38285

I feel hopeless like nothing will ever go back to normal. I fear for my childrens future.

2/19/2022 8:34 AM

38286

Job loss, unable to attend social events, unable to travel

2/19/2022 8:34 AM

38287

Masks restricted my breathing. Division in families at times. Restricted travelling and
gathering, eating out or going place need vaxx, kept me house bound. Lost my part time job.

2/19/2022 8:34 AM

38288

Can’t see my family. Can’t go for education. Causes stress, depression and anxiety. Creates
tension between individuals and groups

2/19/2022 8:34 AM

38289

I have lost many friends and family members who have cut me out of their life due to
disagreeing with my values. It has caused me great depression and even led to suicidal
ideation at many points in the last year. I have lost 4 jobs due to my vaccine status and it has
greatly impacted my life as it cause my husband and I to lose our home

2/19/2022 8:34 AM

38290

Public safety measures are exhausting and isolating. My father died Sept 2020 and there has
still been no memorial for him.

2/19/2022 8:34 AM

38291

The mandates have ruined my life and my families life.

2/19/2022 8:34 AM

38292

It’s destroying it

2/19/2022 8:34 AM

38293

There has been a lot of division between family and friends, and I am concerned about the
direction of our country.

2/19/2022 8:34 AM

38294

In a negative way

2/19/2022 8:34 AM

38295

Cannot do anything with my kids anymore. I csnt be vaccinated and a single mom. Therefore
all on me and what life is it for a child to never get to go anywhere. Also despise my children
having to wear masks. Makes them sick. And it's never covid!!!

2/19/2022 8:34 AM

38296

Mental wellbeing, financial uncertainty, depression, anxiety

2/19/2022 8:34 AM

38297

Mental health, no trust in our govt, division of friends and family

2/19/2022 8:34 AM

38298

My business had to close

2/19/2022 8:33 AM

38299

My lack of trust in the government. They said it would not be mandatory. Things would go back
to normal when 70% were vaccinated and so Many more lies

2/19/2022 8:33 AM

38300

The impact of the mandates has been emotionally devastating because of the division created
in society as a whole and also millions of individual relationships. Everyone knows someone
who's seen a relationship falter over differing views of vaccines and related mandates.

2/19/2022 8:33 AM

38301

Depression

2/19/2022 8:33 AM

38302

Feel like I lost 2 years of my life for a sickness that took 3 days to get over

2/19/2022 8:33 AM

38303

Mental health, relationships, family and friends discord, social divide

2/19/2022 8:33 AM

38304

N/A

2/19/2022 8:33 AM

38305

I have lost family, friends and hundreds of thousands of dollars as a result of my right to bodily
autonomy

2/19/2022 8:33 AM

38306

Family and friends,Work , kids in school, shopping, entertainment ect

2/19/2022 8:33 AM

38307

Not much at all really. I just wear a mask at work, and in stores. I don't eat out much anyway,
but I've supported my fave restos via takeout. I'd rather see the most vulnerable people in my
community stay healthy. I'm good with masking and vaccinations. It's for the good of society
as a whole.

2/19/2022 8:33 AM

38308

Loss of income

2/19/2022 8:33 AM
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38309

Nuisance ,un necessary

2/19/2022 8:33 AM

38310

I have been kicked out of several churches and been ostracized in public for my inability to
mask. Very difficult and traumatic two years.

2/19/2022 8:33 AM

38311

Depression, anxiety I never feared the virus. I have feared the government over reach and
tyranny.

2/19/2022 8:33 AM

38312

It has created negative conflict with those who have bought into the fear during Omicron. It has
shown us once again that our medical system cannot handle a one tier system. I had to pay
for a PCR test on the US and then had to pay with federal taxes phony pop up testing sites at
the border. They took a test 24 hours after receiving my PVR which was negative. I did not get
the results back until 4 days later. A total waste of Tax payers dollars!

2/19/2022 8:33 AM

38313

It has prevented me from seeing my family, from travel and has destroyed some of my
friendships.

2/19/2022 8:33 AM

38314

No see children together , no see friends NO WORKS.

2/19/2022 8:33 AM

38315

the scare tactics caused anxiety, social disconnection and promoted divisions in my family
.there was no freedom my grandfathers fought for our freedom!!!

2/19/2022 8:33 AM

38316

I haven’t had COVID. I haven’t died. I got to work from home. Some trucks came to our
province to protest mandates.

2/19/2022 8:33 AM

38317

Mental health and financially. Lost family member

2/19/2022 8:33 AM

38318

Mental health is at an all time low

2/19/2022 8:32 AM

38319

It kept me and my family safe and healthy.

2/19/2022 8:32 AM

38320

It's kept me safer

2/19/2022 8:32 AM

38321

Work is affected big time an just everyday activation it is just recking our lives an turning
people on there friends an naubours

2/19/2022 8:32 AM

38322

Social life greatly decreased. Restricted travelling. Sense of separation and division.
Limited/reduced work. (Hourly pay). See no prospects of improved governance.

2/19/2022 8:32 AM

38323

Mental illness our children our freedom to move freely out of work with no compensation

2/19/2022 8:32 AM

38324

In every way. Lower income. Depressed children. High cost of living. Stressed out

2/19/2022 8:32 AM

38325

Breathing problems

2/19/2022 8:32 AM

38326

Lost friends

2/19/2022 8:32 AM

38327

Added alit of stress.

2/19/2022 8:32 AM

38328

Prevented me from working.

2/19/2022 8:32 AM

38329

Major feelings of exclusion from society and my community, feeling isolated, feeling devalued;
Inconvenienced during work, always concerned about not being able to work. Complete loss in
trust in my government and feeling locked in a country that is not looking out for my well-being;
lost faith in the medical system

2/19/2022 8:32 AM

38330

My kids

2/19/2022 8:32 AM

38331

Negatively

2/19/2022 8:32 AM

38332

Terribly

2/19/2022 8:32 AM

38333

It has divided family and friends. My daughter has missed so much school which is stressing
her out and her mental health has suffered. It’s also affected attempting to gain employment
without having the shot.

2/19/2022 8:31 AM

38334

The ability to see people's smiling faces reflects my mood and overall mental health. All I see
is faceless people. And also being discriminated against when I choose not to take the
vaccination for personal health reasons.

2/19/2022 8:31 AM

38335

Beyond a simple explanation. My children have suffered terribly. End this now.

2/19/2022 8:31 AM

38336

Uncomfortable entry into some businesses. Unnecessary checks and moneys needed at the

2/19/2022 8:31 AM
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can/us border, especially for day trips.
38337

Made it miserable split my family and my partner left me

2/19/2022 8:31 AM

38338

My Covid benefits were taken away and my right to work has been taken away. Left
imprisoned in my home with no income to feed myself or pay bills.

2/19/2022 8:31 AM

38339

Suicide has become rampant in the local communities. Good people of lost their jobs because
of these Mandates.

2/19/2022 8:31 AM

38340

Every way

2/19/2022 8:31 AM

38341

The last year and half has been rough as everything is so restricted and social life is not good.

2/19/2022 8:31 AM

38342

My mental health has suffered from this, as well as financial losses.

2/19/2022 8:31 AM

38343

Ended my business that fed my family. I am very upset at all the blunders the government and
hospitals have done

2/19/2022 8:31 AM

38344

Travel to see family

2/19/2022 8:31 AM

38345

I have suffered with my mental health severely, my daughter has also suffered and we still are.
I lost my job, and I am a stay at home parent to 3 children, I have been forced not only to be a
parent but a teacher. My children missed their first 2 years of kindergarten BC of the lockdown.
I understand at first we had to do these, no one knew what to do, ppl were afraid, but we have
to get on with life, this is not healthy anymore. As a Canadian citizen, please, please end
these mandates today!!

2/19/2022 8:31 AM

38346

Mental health, anxiety, family divisions

2/19/2022 8:31 AM

38347

Isolation Depression Divided Family and friends Job loss Mental health Oral health

2/19/2022 8:31 AM

38348

Mentally; emotionally, financially. It’s taken a toll on my marriage, family. We’ve been
outcasted, called names by others including the prime minister. It has destroyed my outlook on
politics I have little faith left in health care for going along with unnecessary mandates for this
long

2/19/2022 8:31 AM

38349

With frustration

2/19/2022 8:31 AM

38350

I was an extrovert but now I don’t socialize with others anymore. My daughter has been more
negatively affected with her schooling and dancing was her passion but the mandates didn’t
allow her to dance anymore.

2/19/2022 8:31 AM

38351

My oldest son and husband were forced for work and college. Just to be told to do college on
line. I haven't been able to dine in with my family as I'm unvaccinated. Mentally stressed along
with millions of others, lost wages for staying home from "exposure to covid" 8 year old with
depression and fear or death due to hearing all about Covid at his local school!!

2/19/2022 8:31 AM

38352

Yes it’s frustrating at points can’t go outside to see my friends, be able to travel to different
countries or go shopping/cinemas. However I understand that there are people in this world,
who are vulnerable to diseases that would die if they got it. I wear my mask for them, I get my
vaccine for me and I kept a social distance from my loved ones, for my loved ones. I follow
science, not conspiracies on YouTube or Facebook. I will wait until medical professionals, who
have degrees and have done the research tell me otherwise.

2/19/2022 8:31 AM

38353

My kids find it hard wearing masks in school and durring gym class. It's hard when they deal
with bad asthma and struggle daily. Personally my health took a hit when I had carbon
monoxide poisoning, I find it hard to wear masks but I still do. I don't think the Vax passport
should be used on the kids tho under 16. They haven't had a somewhat normal year and kids
should be able to be kids. Unfortunately it seems in schools masks don't stop you from
catching it so what's the point to even bother wearing them to begin with. My kids have their
shots but they shouldn't need to prove it especially going to a doctor's appointment where I
have to take all 3 kids (specialist)

2/19/2022 8:30 AM

38354

My wife lost her business. I lost friends. I lost the ability to travel, go to a restaurant and
entertain friends. We lost a family member, couldn't go to his funeral.

2/19/2022 8:30 AM

38355

It hurts my heart to witness how the vaccine mandates have created a rift in our once strong
society. No one should be ostracized because they chose not to receive the vaccine. NO
ONE. The vaccine passports and mandates need to end. I am vaccinated, I believe the

2/19/2022 8:30 AM
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science, I trust the science. However, I will always put our nations freedom above everything.
The freedom to choose without repercussions from work. To be able to chose without
judgement and backlash from others, including the prime minister.
38356

Unable to play sports, eat in restaurants/bars, watch kids play sports, stigma.

2/19/2022 8:30 AM

38357

Forced to take an injection that I didn’t want

2/19/2022 8:30 AM

38358

It has caused fear, hate, division because of the rhetoric from government. I have suffered
anxiety, depression and loneliness.

2/19/2022 8:30 AM

38359

Based on my own personal choice I feel like I have been demonized by my government main
stream media and some of whom I used to call family and friends. My mental health has taken
a major toll on my overall health.

2/19/2022 8:30 AM

38360

Just watching the world my kids are in

2/19/2022 8:30 AM

38361

Job and mental health, friends and family divided

2/19/2022 8:30 AM

38362

In a very negitive way

2/19/2022 8:30 AM

38363

My kid is depressed, lost my job & were surviving day by day

2/19/2022 8:30 AM

38364

It has taken my sons job away and made crisis in our family

2/19/2022 8:30 AM

38365

Mental health among many other things such as not being able to see my parents in LTC.
Devastating

2/19/2022 8:30 AM

38366

The mandates affected my mental well being.

2/19/2022 8:30 AM

38367

It has been very restrictive and controlling.

2/19/2022 8:30 AM

38368

Stress, anxiety, fear, anger … especially about how our democracy has deteriorated into a
dictatorship. I haven’t seen my mom in LTC for over two months. I’ve never been worried about
Covid.

2/19/2022 8:29 AM

38369

Our church activities cancelled for the last 2 years. Our kids interaction between strangers eg.
At the grocery store noone dares to talk to others anymore because the media has scared
them so much. Our ability to travel to see my grandmother our kids great grandmother. To take
our kids public skating or swimming. This needs to end!

2/19/2022 8:29 AM

38370

2 long years

2/19/2022 8:29 AM

38371

No more public activities ! No I will not get vaccinated ! Is that clear enough for you ?

2/19/2022 8:29 AM

38372

Broke my family apart, divided my friends, can’t breathe with mask. Made me reclusive.

2/19/2022 8:29 AM

38373

It has caused a major division in friends and family. There hasn’t been anything good from the
mandates. Major stress and anxiety caused from them all.

2/19/2022 8:29 AM

38374

I have lost work due these mandate because I refuse to get vaccinated and wear a mask and
the bills are piling up. I have lost friends and family due to the divide that the Premier, Prime
Minister and our legacy news has caused. My child is not experiencing school like he should
be due to mask mandates. Im getting more and more depressed and now don’t want to go out.

2/19/2022 8:29 AM

38375

Misery. Exactly what Trudo want it.

2/19/2022 8:29 AM

38376

Not seeing family and friends is a negative effect mentally. The division the media and
government has caused by spreading fear.

2/19/2022 8:29 AM

38377

Totally lost everything, including myself

2/19/2022 8:29 AM

38378

I did feel safer being in public. Masks are no big deal. Dropping mandates will isolate me more
as I will not feel safe.

2/19/2022 8:29 AM

38379

I'm afraid that if something is not done to end the mandates I could potentially loose my job.

2/19/2022 8:29 AM

38380

Making everyone around me miserable

2/19/2022 8:29 AM

38381

Terrible stress and anxiety. Fearful of government and not a virus.

2/19/2022 8:29 AM

38382

I was unable to see family for years and unable to attend my cousin’s funeral that had to be
postponed for months just hoping things would open up, and they never did.

2/19/2022 8:29 AM
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38383

Significantly, but I'm willing to suffer these things to protect my family, friends, neighbours, and
vulnerable people

2/19/2022 8:29 AM

38384

Unable to see family.

2/19/2022 8:29 AM

38385

increase time boarding a plane

2/19/2022 8:29 AM

38386

My kids can't breathe at school and at work I half to wear mask all day long

2/19/2022 8:28 AM

38387

Mental health issues. Anxiety

2/19/2022 8:28 AM

38388

On so many ways. I have grandparents in nursing homes locked in their rooms and then being
told they need an antipsychotic. My nephew is fighting Leukemia and his dads job has been
threatened due to the vaccine. And for a lot of this cancer journey his parents have not been
able to be at the hospital together during some very difficult times. My kids have suffered with
inconsistent schooling. Not being able to do the things they did. It’s terrible the way people
have been treated. The science does not support this behaviour. It’s absolutely disgusting.

2/19/2022 8:28 AM

38389

Financially and emotionally

2/19/2022 8:28 AM

38390

No travel or restaurants. No hospital or seniors visits.

2/19/2022 8:28 AM

38391

Lost my job. Hate most of my family

2/19/2022 8:28 AM

38392

I lost my job after working for two years as a “hero”

2/19/2022 8:28 AM

38393

Unable to see friends and family as I choose, limited on activities to do with my children,
friends have lost their jobs, emotionally, mentally drained and sad. I am also a Doula and
unable to be with my clients during a very vulnerable, pivotable time in their life when they
need me .

2/19/2022 8:28 AM

38394

Kept me from working as a PSW

2/19/2022 8:28 AM

38395

It has kept my family, friends and me generally healthy and alive, while doing the same for
millions of others.

2/19/2022 8:28 AM

38396

Stress, angry that Canadians are demoralized by Trudeau gov't so that he gains power.

2/19/2022 8:28 AM

38397

Isolation, depression, family break up

2/19/2022 8:28 AM

38398

I feel borderline depressed because of the isolation and fearof not following the rules the right
way when interacting with others outside of my household

2/19/2022 8:28 AM

38399

Lost my job

2/19/2022 8:28 AM

38400

Lost my job Thousands of dollars behind in bills Ruined my relationships Depression

2/19/2022 8:28 AM

38401

Terrible

2/19/2022 8:27 AM

38402

Feeling of despair

2/19/2022 8:27 AM

38403

Taken away my democratic freedoms. Unbelievable hate for Justin Trudeau.

2/19/2022 8:27 AM

38404

Lost friends and family, unable to attend my grandmothers funeral, couldn’t have a proper
funeral for my mother in law, segregated from social activities, husbands job threatened,
people have become so mean, hurtful and fearful. Politicians not responding to constituents,
all levels of govt overreaching and not being held accountable. Healthcare gone to shit (the
past two years have just brought that to the surface more) Education system needs a
complete overhaul! Not being able to attend church without a vax pass?!! Ashamed of what
Canada has become and where it’s going

2/19/2022 8:27 AM

38405

Caused extreme emotional pain

2/19/2022 8:27 AM

38406

It has effected my life in so many ways!! It’s not fair that we have lived a certain way for so
long and then the entire world has shut down for covid making it harder to go for groceries, go
to the movies, to see loved ones, to even maybe get a job and you need a vaccine to get a
job! That’s not fair!! And dividing the nation by who is and who isn’t vaccine that is not right at
all!! All these mandates need to end now!!

2/19/2022 8:27 AM

38407

Job loss, mental anguish, family discordance

2/19/2022 8:27 AM

38408

Restricted travel, divided colleagues, family and friends

2/19/2022 8:27 AM
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38409

Has caused great division in my family which has caused me so much stress.

2/19/2022 8:27 AM

38410

It is killing my kids

2/19/2022 8:27 AM

38411

Very limiting and isolating

2/19/2022 8:27 AM

38412

Took away my rights and freedom by forcing the vacinne on me to keep my job. A job i had to
go to school for, and pay for .

2/19/2022 8:27 AM

38413

Pregnant during COVID was constantly being harassed by medical professionals to get the
vaccine told I may die and so will my baby if I don’t get it. It’s caused divide within my family.

2/19/2022 8:27 AM

38414

Caused anger in relationships. Increased drinking

2/19/2022 8:27 AM

38415

My mental health and physical health has become worse.

2/19/2022 8:27 AM

38416

Alienated friends and family. 3 people I know killed themselves.

2/19/2022 8:27 AM

38417

Loneliness. Cant see geandkids kids friends. Deoressing. Sad. Should be able to see people
that arenot sick in my own home

2/19/2022 8:27 AM

38418

got heart problems after second Moderna

2/19/2022 8:26 AM

38419

People have become mean bully’s the mental stress is unbearable

2/19/2022 8:26 AM

38420

I have been completely isolated from all friends and family

2/19/2022 8:26 AM

38421

It’s made it possible for me to stay safe and healthy.

2/19/2022 8:26 AM

38422

Yes for family gathering and causing a certain mentality of the vaccinated are sheep’s and non
vaccinated conspiracy advocates - both wrong

2/19/2022 8:26 AM

38423

Very much

2/19/2022 8:26 AM

38424

I am unable to travel to see my daughter and granddaughter in the United States. My business
was forced to shut down more than once losing 100s of thousands of dollars. My business has
not recovered and is operating at 40%. We are at retirement age and had buyers for our
business when the lockdowns happened. Our retirement dreams are broken and may never
happen. I have lost all trust in the medical system, the government, the media, the police. This
is permanent damage.

2/19/2022 8:26 AM

38425

I suffer from PTSD from it

2/19/2022 8:26 AM

38426

We are a family of five with three small children. All this have effected us being able to take
them places as we don't believe the masks work all they do is constrict oxygen into small
peoples brains. We are also very worried about their future as whole. Vaccines are not for
everyone especially Covid 19 shot hasn't been studied enough and as such should not be
mandated. No one will take responsibility if something happens to my family, we should be
able to choose for ourselves and not be out casted as racist and masagonist as Justin made
us look. Canada was always a free land and we want our freedom of choice back and now!!!

2/19/2022 8:26 AM

38427

Restless

2/19/2022 8:26 AM

38428

Mental and Physically

2/19/2022 8:26 AM

38429

Lost my business

2/19/2022 8:26 AM

38430

It has affected my entire mental health.

2/19/2022 8:26 AM

38431

How do you think?? It has caused serious depression. These mandates have not done one
damn thing to help. This covid is just a method to control the sheep.

2/19/2022 8:26 AM

38432

Social and mental agony, government dictated brainwashing.

2/19/2022 8:25 AM

38433

Depression

2/19/2022 8:25 AM

38434

Accepted as needed for our safety

2/19/2022 8:25 AM

38435

Job loss.

2/19/2022 8:25 AM

38436

Divided family and friends and caused allot of emotional damage to children. It has it has
destroyed our small business.

2/19/2022 8:25 AM
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38437

I’m and esthetician and competition dance teacher. My students weren’t able to go to all their
competition they wanted and my business kept getting shut down

2/19/2022 8:25 AM

38438

My Brother died with out me being able to spend his last days with him. I was made to leave
the hospital and he was given medication when I wasn’t present. That the hospital was told not
to give him. He had muscular dystrophy and needed a c pap they couldn’t give it to him. He
needed oxygen they wouldn’t turn it up. This is shameful and my country did this because of
these mandates.

2/19/2022 8:25 AM

38439

I hate masks

2/19/2022 8:25 AM

38440

I have been segregated from society. I can no long attend activities I used to love. I struggle
with depression

2/19/2022 8:25 AM

38441

I have lost 2 years of my precious life.

2/19/2022 8:25 AM

38442

Losing a loved one in the hospital, died of loneliness.

2/19/2022 8:25 AM

38443

Depression, isolation, frustrated

2/19/2022 8:25 AM

38444

My body My choice.

2/19/2022 8:25 AM

38445

Inability to see loved ones , has divided the country , made people fearful in an unnecessary
way , I could keep going

2/19/2022 8:24 AM

38446

Lost my job and family separation

2/19/2022 8:24 AM

38447

I want to travel

2/19/2022 8:24 AM

38448

Depressed by how it has separated families and reenforced the idea that it is OK to treat
anyone who does not agree with the control that the medical and pharmaceutical industries
have been given to impose their will in contravention of the charter of rites of every Canadian.

2/19/2022 8:24 AM

38449

freedom of move

2/19/2022 8:24 AM

38450

I don’t leave my home very often.

2/19/2022 8:24 AM

38451

Discriminated, health issues using mask, family, friends,turning against each. Family members
losing jobs now have difficulty supporting their family

2/19/2022 8:24 AM

38452

I was forced by my employer (unless I wanted to be suspended) to have vaccine despite have
a medical concern for doing do. I have since been dealing with medical issue. I also have to
work with the public that has contradictory to what mandates are that include social distancing
and masking. I feel as well that there were family member(s) that we lost due to medical
procedures postponed due to the restrictions.

2/19/2022 8:24 AM

38453

Can't travel

2/19/2022 8:24 AM

38454

Slightly but like all Canadians we roll with the punches!

2/19/2022 8:24 AM

38455

It has affected me emotionally ,physically and mentally! It’s abusive and divisive!!

2/19/2022 8:24 AM

38456

It affects everyone. And everything! I can’t even see my mother in law who is all alone in her
apartment because I don’t have a stupid vaccine. Not only that but in so many other ways as
well

2/19/2022 8:24 AM

38457

Not allowing families to gather together in large groups has forced a divide in very close
families like ours

2/19/2022 8:24 AM

38458

It has made our work as missionaries impossible to do. I have many friends who have lost
jobs and there is division in families

2/19/2022 8:24 AM

38459

Extremely detrimental to my mental health and that of my family. Detrimental to my business
and many others.

2/19/2022 8:24 AM

38460

Had to change careers, locked me in my house for almost three months.

2/19/2022 8:24 AM

38461

Everything has changed too much suffering around us

2/19/2022 8:24 AM

38462

Stress, not being able to see family overseas, restricted in where to go, anxiety, …

2/19/2022 8:24 AM

38463

Every aspect, physical, mental and emotional health. Loss of FREEDOM. Irreversible Family

2/19/2022 8:24 AM
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division.
38464

Unable to attend any events so cannot see my granddaughter play hockey. Cannot visit my
father in a nursing home or mother in assisted living- have not seen them for 18 months.
Unable to shop in some stores. Unable to dine in a restaurant. Unable to work at a clinic so
fortunately I can do from home. I must pick up my mail at the back door of post office. I am
always feeling anxious and sad. I feel lonely and isolated. I weep for humanity.

2/19/2022 8:24 AM

38465

Constantly stuffed up due to having to wear a mask 8 hours a day

2/19/2022 8:24 AM

38466

Lost work Lost family

2/19/2022 8:24 AM

38467

Has caused a divide between my husband and I and my family. We can’t leave the country
because he’s not vaccinated.

2/19/2022 8:23 AM

38468

Loss of work to support family

2/19/2022 8:23 AM

38469

Uncontrollable Anxiety and depression

2/19/2022 8:23 AM

38470

What life?

2/19/2022 8:23 AM

38471

I'm lost a job

2/19/2022 8:23 AM

38472

I lost my young son in late 2018. I am in a different province then my family and friends. I
haven’t seen them for over two years. Ive been grieving alone. I’ve had family and childhood
friends who have needed me to be with them and we couldn’t be. I lost a job I loved. Didn’t
need as many employed due to restrictions. I’m an extravert. Experiencing anxiety due to
being locked down. People need people. This is not right. Let everyone decide if they want to
wear masks. If they want to stay home. If they want to be vaccinated. I’m not against those
who don’t want to be vaccinated. Their choice. I need my family and friends.

2/19/2022 8:23 AM

38473

Greatly. Mandates affected my mental health with numerous lockdowns with two small kids,
online learning etc. I’ve also lost my job with the university which was completely remote,
meaning I am zero risk. It’s also prevented my family from attending our local farmers market
and any recreational sports for our children. It’s been a very sad few years. My extended
family is completely torn apart.

2/19/2022 8:23 AM

38474

It hasn't much. I adapt & enjoy life, around them.

2/19/2022 8:23 AM

38475

It has been detrimental to my mental health and the health of my cardiovascular system.

2/19/2022 8:23 AM

38476

I'm still alive in a pandemic! So overall mandates have been very very positive.

2/19/2022 8:23 AM

38477

It has protected myself and loved ones.

2/19/2022 8:23 AM

38478

Mental health, loss of work, financial, inflation

2/19/2022 8:23 AM

38479

Restricted my freedoms

2/19/2022 8:23 AM

38480

fired from my job, unable to go to restaurants, movies, sporting events, family gatherings,
weddings, funerals. etc

2/19/2022 8:22 AM

38481

My child is now suffering with depression, she’s 12 and I am at the end of my wits

2/19/2022 8:22 AM

38482

Ruined buisness.

2/19/2022 8:22 AM

38483

Doctors killed my dad with Remdesivire and ventilator. Masking has affected my breathing
freely. My kids can not play sports in school. My family and friends are dying from dying from
blood clots and ca

2/19/2022 8:22 AM

38484

Broken relationships, increased mental and physical stress, decreased mental health,
restricted freedoms

2/19/2022 8:22 AM

38485

Stress, anxiety separation of family, unable to visit relatives in LTC, children unable to enjoy
indoor activities and many many more...too many to list here

2/19/2022 8:22 AM

38486

I feel isolated from friends & family. The restrictions have been too harsh & common sense left
the planet. The Prime Minister has become a Dictator not a leader.

2/19/2022 8:22 AM

38487

Greatly I want my freedom back to go were I want when I want

2/19/2022 8:22 AM

38488

Not able to go see my children/grandchildren who live in the U.S, not able to go to the funeral

2/19/2022 8:22 AM
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of two brothers. Not able to go to church. Etc,etc.
38489

I now have depression and severe anxiety

2/19/2022 8:22 AM

38490

Medical appointments and especially specialist appointments are greatly delayed or just
forgotten

2/19/2022 8:22 AM

38491

I have seen so many businesses hurt and personal people hurt - some cases financially and
more cases a spirit of manipulation and fear has affected peoples mental health deeply in a
negative way. I have seen relationships broken and in some cases suicide

2/19/2022 8:22 AM

38492

Best friend suicide, anxiety and depression increase for everyone, no affordable home or even
food

2/19/2022 8:22 AM

38493

Its miserable

2/19/2022 8:22 AM

38494

I lost my job because I didn't want to be vaccinated. That is just the tip of the iceberg.

2/19/2022 8:22 AM

38495

WORK was interrupted THREE times with the start & go of all this Lockdown nonsense in
Ontario. We have not even caught up with the backlog from the FIRST lockdown, we are
currently fully booked, exhausted an probably won't have a real Vacation (not a lock down one)
until we catch up with our Files( MEDICAL) Personally, health wise took me 2 years to see a
Surgeon, and Dr called last week to inform me Surgeries in Hamilton, Ontario STILL not
happening! It is weird the the UK who gave the World Oxford & Cambridge Institutions have
ended ALL MANDATES and are functioning yet Ford & Trudeau are digging their heels in. ON
a POLITICAL level, COVID was used as an EXCUSE to give TRUDEAU all kinds of
POWERS- OVEREACH. He says he is a Liberal and open minded but IF you don't agree with
him... he shuts you down... EMERGENCY ACT! I watched the POLICE & SWAT Teams move
in on the Truckers in Ottawa and I felt sick to my stomach, HOW does this happen in
CANADA, feels more like CHINADA! Funny that you can Protest in this Country and TEAR
DOWN STATUES but you can't protest Mandates!

2/19/2022 8:22 AM

38496

Loss of freedom, restricted travel, holidays and family functions

2/19/2022 8:22 AM

38497

It's been awful. I have not been allowed to see my grandmother in over two years, my mother
has been so scared of catching covid that she has sometimes refused to see us, or made us
stay outside for a visit, I have lost previously good friends whose opinions of the mandates are
different than mine, and who have said some terrible things to me because of that, my son's
education has been severely impacted by the various mandates, especially the inconsistent
but frequent jumping back & forth from in-person to on-line, we've been denied various types of
medical care, my husband lost a job in 2020 because it was deemed "non-essential", my son
got a job in 2021 and at the time of hire, he fully explained his medical condition to his
employers, and gave them a copy of his doctor's note exempting him from one of the
mandates, which they accepted, but after working only two weeks, some other employees
complained, and he was put on indefinite "leave without pay", shopping became such an
unpleasant experience, that for about a total of 18 months out of the 2 years of the pandemic I
would not even enter any store, even my church experience has been severely affected, with
the churches sometimes closing completely, other times having to severely limit who can go,
and when, and how worship can be conducted... That's still an incomplete list. The fact is that
these mandates have had such an awful and overwhelming impact on my life that I can't even
list all the ways I have been hurt by them.

2/19/2022 8:22 AM

38498

Lost family member to division, lung problems worst from having mask on face all the time,
cant afford to exist anymore

2/19/2022 8:21 AM

38499

Discrimination

2/19/2022 8:21 AM

38500

Depression Anger Segregation

2/19/2022 8:21 AM

38501

Mental health, depression, inability to exercise leading to physical deterioration.

2/19/2022 8:21 AM

38502

Has divided our family and friends apart. It has been challenging on our business. The
mandates has done more harm than good.

2/19/2022 8:21 AM

38503

All Canadians should be free and equal citizens, period. Science does not support the
justifications for their continuation.

2/19/2022 8:21 AM

38504

Put me in a depression

2/19/2022 8:21 AM

38505

Every single one

2/19/2022 8:21 AM
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38506

Mentally and financially

2/19/2022 8:21 AM

38507

Lonelyness

2/19/2022 8:21 AM

38508

?

2/19/2022 8:21 AM

38509

I am prevented from seeing my mother in a Long Term Care facility. My mother is therefore
deteriorating mentally. I can’t travel - therefore a virtual prisoner in Canada. I can’t go to church
unless I wear a mask. Life has become a dystopian nightmare.

2/19/2022 8:21 AM

38510

In many ways

2/19/2022 8:21 AM

38511

Monetarily,socially,mental health,etc

2/19/2022 8:21 AM

38512

This mandate affected my life because it forced me to get the jab in order to keep my job. I
held out to the last possible moment. But my workplace (healthcare) put a mandate in that I
needed it in order to work. I am trying my hardest to NOT get the booster and so far it’s not
been mandated in my work. I’m disgusted by the way our Canadian government has handled
this situation. Trudeau and Ford both need to go. Puppets on a string they are.

2/19/2022 8:21 AM

38513

I caught COVID in March 2020 I am good with out vaccines. I cannot travel go shopping
restaurants. I do not need a vaccine and I can heal myself when I get COVID. I lost my rights
cause i do not want or need a vaccine.

2/19/2022 8:21 AM

38514

in every thing

2/19/2022 8:20 AM

38515

Minimized anyones way of living with choice to act responsibly instead of being directly forced

2/19/2022 8:20 AM

38516

Destroyed my mental health and financial income.

2/19/2022 8:20 AM

38517

My wife has sunk into deep depression due to being outcast for having a mask exemption.
These mandates have cause deep rooted divisions in society that will ripple for a long time.

2/19/2022 8:20 AM

38518

I have been trapped in my house with mental illness ( borderline ) I can’t live with all this
control , I am servely Depressed cause I can’t brrrath in a mask , it shoukd be our choice it’s
our bodies

2/19/2022 8:20 AM

38519

I lost my job. My daughter lost her extracurricular activities and I had to pull her out of school
due to anxiety/panic attacks from forced mask use.

2/19/2022 8:20 AM

38520

It has shown me that our federal government doesn't listen to the people of the country and are
controlling news media. This is very concerning.

2/19/2022 8:20 AM

38521

Destroyed it.

2/19/2022 8:20 AM

38522

I was forced to take the vaccin or I would of lost my job since I work in hospitals. I've been
stressed sice this covid bullshit ans so have my kids, my kids have daily headachs cause of
wearing masks all day in class and having to do gym class with a mask on

2/19/2022 8:20 AM

38523

I am discriminated against- not allowed to eat out, go to a movie, or travel by plane. I am
hassled at every store trying to get groceries without a mask. I deal with anxiety every single
day when I have an errand to do, preparing myself for the inevitable confrontation from govt &
societal approved bullying by minimum wage nobodies who feel they have the authority to drop
all pretense of warm customer service and replace that with aggressive and self-justified
hysteria about seeing my face enter a business mask-free. This is unacceptable. Now my son
and daughter no longer have access to the career I have brought them to because of the new
policy of proof of vax mandate for all new hires. Despicable.

2/19/2022 8:20 AM

38524

Unable to visit my Father before he passed. Unable to visit my Mother in her last years with
us. Unable to visit family for special occasions. Family is full vaccinated and booster shots as
we were instructed but never received any freedom from following the rules. Government has
no right to take away our freedom of speech or freeze our bank accounts. Weeks ago we
called truckers our hero’s for working through the pandemic but now they are terrorists. How
quickly we forget.

2/19/2022 8:20 AM

38525

Stuck at home for too long.

2/19/2022 8:20 AM

38526

Very bad financially,

2/19/2022 8:20 AM

38527

Significantly, I am a alcoholic now.

2/19/2022 8:20 AM
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38528

Division in family members which still continues

2/19/2022 8:20 AM

38529

I lost a job because of mandates

2/19/2022 8:19 AM

38530

Affect our freedom

2/19/2022 8:19 AM

38531

It has severely affected me! It has taken away my ability to enjoy life. It has made me feel like
a second class citizen. It has affected my mental health & physical health. I have been
discriminated against and the Prime Minister has even suggested that I don’t deserve a place
in society

2/19/2022 8:19 AM

38532

Not able to travel freely to NB to see family. Not able to travel anywhere without quarantine.
Segrated from others. Hated by others with opposing views.....

2/19/2022 8:19 AM

38533

Made my first time being a mother an extremely isolated and lonely one

2/19/2022 8:19 AM

38534

I am Segregated because I choose not to be vaccinated and Because as a tracheostomy
patient, I cannot wear a mask.

2/19/2022 8:19 AM

38535

Bullshit

2/19/2022 8:19 AM

38536

Lost my job RN, got divorced, depressed and isolated

2/19/2022 8:19 AM

38537

Increased tension between friends & family.

2/19/2022 8:19 AM

38538

I have been isolated and feeling like a hermit; so much talk about this situation has caused
division within my family & friend groups

2/19/2022 8:19 AM

38539

Work has been restricted and it's hard to provide for my family. We can't see family that we
love or friends who need support. We've seen marriages fall appart and friendships mean
nothing because of the mandates put in place to 'protect' us.

2/19/2022 8:19 AM

38540

Hassles for nothing.

2/19/2022 8:19 AM

38541

It hasn’t but lockdowns affect every one’s lives. There has to be another way. If we don’t find a
solution and we have another virus that kills half the population people will refuse to get
vaccinated again.

2/19/2022 8:19 AM

38542

Forced seclusion from family and friends, no human contact, very little social interaction.

2/19/2022 8:18 AM

38543

The morale of our family has continually declined over the past 2 years. Our children's social
lives have been wrecked, as well as our own. Church, once a joyous place to be, has become
another place of division and fear. None of these things should be so!

2/19/2022 8:18 AM

38544

Division in family and work place. Unable to attend events, restaurants etc , see loved ones,
have funerals for loved ones.

2/19/2022 8:18 AM

38545

It has made life extremely tuff. The mask caused us breathing issues and mental health
issues. Which also include head aches, passing out and many nose bleeds. Vaccines; we
could not take and would not take do to our sensitivities. Then the QR code prevented us from
having any life in public. My children lost out on many birthdays now. I can’t even see any
family for support as they all have lives that prohibits us from seeing them. It was hard as we
just got away from an abusive situation when the mandates got started. We were so lonely and
we had to go with alternative measures for help. Even that was hard.

2/19/2022 8:18 AM

38546

Stress and couldn't go anywhere

2/19/2022 8:18 AM

38547

I have lost many clients due to the lockdowns. I am also unable to wear the masks because
they give me anxiety.

2/19/2022 8:18 AM

38548

All a lie! "Some" people are much smarter then politicians

2/19/2022 8:18 AM

38549

Feels like I lost my freedom

2/19/2022 8:18 AM

38550

Destroyed business, destroyed children’s activities and mental health, segregated family.

2/19/2022 8:18 AM

38551

I had no form of social life outside of going from work to home, I cannot travel outside of
province as well, this affects my psychological well being. I had to pay500.00 for a PCR test In
order to travel to my medical appointment. This whole restrictions as put a role on my desire to
fulfill any sorts of life requirements in order to survive.

2/19/2022 8:18 AM

38552

I worked as a paramedic/firefighter and while in february my employer has let us come back to

2/19/2022 8:18 AM
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work, I have been so disgruntled by these mandates that I dont even want to go back. I was
put on leave without pay back in december 2021 and yet up until that point I had worked the
entire pandemic in the frontlines of the ambulance, through the delta wave and yet these stupid
measures and vaccine passports became serious after Delta? It makes no sense. The
separation of guys at work and the vilification and hatred that this has led to is sickening. I get
tired of walking into a room at the firehall where guys were clearly talking about me and then
they would drop the conversation and disperse while ignoring me. These are the same guys
who used to use my nickname & yet somehow because of my town personal medical choice,
they see me differently. Trudeau has succeeded in separating families and friends and I hate
it. I had tried time and time again to push my fire chiefs to be like another fire chief in alberta
who absolutely ignored AHS's request to hand in peoples vaccine statuses. I wrote them
emails, had meeting with them, was denied a religious exemptions twice, so I grieved it and
had two meetings over it which resulted in nothing. I only started working for the service on
2018 and bought a house with my wife and kids, figuring, this is the career. This is where we
will stay. But now I dont think I will go back. How could I? They told me they want to discipline
me because I spoke out against the City Fore Department for their discrimination in the way
they handled the situation. Why would i work for such emotionally abusive people who dont
care about their employees but merely about their appearances. I have seen men who
disagreed with the department cower in fear because they didnt want to lose their pensions.
But only a few others stood their ground. One had worked 24 years on the department and
didnt get vaccinated and didnt compromise his conscience and is gladly going back this
month. I on the other hand cant do it. I cant work in such a toxic environment anymore.
38553

Its Effected my whole family . Segregation .Depression , my kids education . A rift between
some family members. Im unable to have the shot for health reasons now im excluded treated
like a leper a second class citizen . Exemptions arent worth the bullcrap red tape you go
through and then places still deny you exclude you . I believe in freedom to choose what
happens to your own body . Why should I have a shot thats more likely to kill me then the
virus is ? Im not willing to up my risk of dying with a shot that no longer works so Trudeau can
have his 100% shot rate Thats bloody insane

2/19/2022 8:18 AM

38554

My natural antibodies are not recognized by my government. I may not enter the swimming
pool, arena, gym, any restaurant or Cafe. The government even said who I can and cannot
have in my home and it was illegal for me to attend my grandmother's burial last
fall...OUTSIDE! But I suffered the most with Church being closed so much over the past two
years. I am sick of wearing a mask and can't take my older girls with me anywhere because I
don't want them wearing a mask.

2/19/2022 8:18 AM

38555

The Cost is incredible in taxes and lack of being able to work. The Liberals are getting to a
point of "asking for blood from a stone" it's not possible. To lockdown people and expect them
to fully pay they're bills, than raise the tax is ridiculous, and not of sound mind clearly

2/19/2022 8:18 AM

38556

Dont like mandates

2/19/2022 8:18 AM

38557

I have missed getting together for large family dinners and celebrations. I miss just stopping in
to see friends.

2/19/2022 8:18 AM

38558

I've been isolated for 2yrs + with the exception of still being able to work at my job, I thank
God for that, I've been depressed, haven't been able to see a my family doctor for 2 yrs +, and
now I'm told if I get sick, I get 10 unpaid days off. As a single parent I cannot afford that. The
labour board and the E.I. board dnt even support their tax paying Canadians in times of need.
I've been fear mongered and heard terrible statements/ comments from vaccinated people, like
one of the most recent is hearing a work colleague say " I hope all the unvaccinated die." What
kind of world do we live in wen this type of talk becomes the norm at the watercooler. The
amount of bias is unreal wen I have followed all other protocols as most have. I should not be
treated differently because I CHOOSE to be unvaccinated. All other pro choice groups use that
phrase, so I'm going to for this cause also....my body MY CHOICE. I dnt push my agenda on
others, I dnt expect others to do it to me also. Thank you for your time.

2/19/2022 8:18 AM

38559

Threatened with job loss, isolation, cant find work, health issues due to increased
sedantarization, loss of trust in government and their institutions, anxiety, depression

2/19/2022 8:18 AM

38560

Living in fear of losing my job like the rest have already done. People committing suicide
because of this! Canada has been destroyed!!!

2/19/2022 8:17 AM

38561

This mandate has destroyed friendships, members of my family no longer talk. People have
lost their livelihood. The vaccines are pure evil and not necessary. The unvaccinated are being

2/19/2022 8:17 AM
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severely punished. Trudo is a disgrace and a criminal.
38562

Loss of income

2/19/2022 8:17 AM

38563

No friends, no family gatherings, no holidays, no social events, downright sucks!

2/19/2022 8:17 AM

38564

Yes. The mandates have shattered society in every part of Canada and beyond; what it means
to be human has been strained. The damage is deep and possibly permanent for many. Covid
was never this scary the response was evil and planned to do maximum damage for evil intent
to harm society so the few could be benefit. I do believe if the truth was allowed to be told we
the people could create a better world. The manipulators and greedy few have to be removed
/exposed from their shadowy world.

2/19/2022 8:17 AM

38565

created a fear for our children and have set them back with social friendships and future
relationships. Created a divided with in communities and there has been hatred un needed
worry and fear amoung communities and families.

2/19/2022 8:17 AM

38566

I feel frustrated and not able to live free .

2/19/2022 8:17 AM

38567

Not to much but… j ai le droit de décider de ce que je met dans mon body. Les autorités ont Le
Devoir d informer la population et la population à le droit de faire ce qu’elle croit le mieux par la
suite. Le contrôle ne fait jamais rien de bien au bout du compte. Tout ce qui vient des big
pharma selon mon expérience , peut être dangereux. J aurais souhaité qu on me fasse signer
une décharge sur les effets secondaire de ce « vaccin » comme on le fait lorsque un
traitement nous est recommandé par un médecin. Et aussi lorsqu il y a des tests de
médicaments sur des individus, les gens sont rémunérés pour avoir « donné » leurs corps à la
science. Pour finir, tout ce qui a été fait depuis le début de cette pandémie a été bâclé, par
conséquent je ne peut faire confiance à toute cette mascarade et les gens qui la dirige.

2/19/2022 8:17 AM

38568

Worse then virus, my mental health and social life

2/19/2022 8:17 AM

38569

Dramatically! I can't travel, I lost my job, I lost friends and I live in a society there people hate
me for my personal choice

2/19/2022 8:17 AM

38570

How has it not? It has negatively affected everyone. Everything about it is unlawful. Trudeau
and every politician needs to be held accountable for all they have done. This is not my
Canada.

2/19/2022 8:17 AM

38571

Massive inflation, lost businesses, mental health, anger

2/19/2022 8:17 AM

38572

Kids sports,fitness,traveling,gathering’s and win every way possible

2/19/2022 8:17 AM

38573

Children can no longer have the freedom to be children without restrictions and masks.
Pregnant women like myself are restricted severely from supportive care through pregnancy
and delivery

2/19/2022 8:17 AM

38574

Limited quality of life and freedoms

2/19/2022 8:16 AM

38575

Forcing me to watch the destruction of democracy

2/19/2022 8:16 AM

38576

It has decided my family caused deaths from depression and so much more stuffing and pain.
It has to end now people are being abused by our police in the streets. Peace Keepers and
Hurting people who have done nothing wrong.

2/19/2022 8:16 AM

38577

I’ve lost dozens of friends and been cast out by family members due to mine and my family’s
healthcare decisions.

2/19/2022 8:16 AM

38578

I can’t go out with my family and enjoy my life. My baby doesn’t know what smiling faces from
strangers look like.

2/19/2022 8:16 AM

38579

Feel like a prisoner in my own country. Time to carry on too bad the truckers didn't do this 6
months ago everyone's live would be so much better already. The media has put so much fear
into so many people that those same people don't know how to live normal so sad. Another
thing these mandates have done for me is I don't watch or listen to the news anymore all it
ever was about was covid I'm sure there are other newsworthy headlines.

2/19/2022 8:16 AM

38580

Drove me into dept and FORCED me to give up my freedom to gain a small amount of
freedom back

2/19/2022 8:16 AM

38581

I can't go out anywhere because I refuse to get the vaccine. I would like my life back now

2/19/2022 8:16 AM
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38582

In every sense mentally , finance , emotionally , healt

2/19/2022 8:16 AM

38583

Very negatively

2/19/2022 8:16 AM

38584

Can sleep at wondering when my job my end

2/19/2022 8:16 AM

38585

I lost my business

2/19/2022 8:16 AM

38586

Limited my freedom

2/19/2022 8:16 AM

38587

Divid home

2/19/2022 8:16 AM

38588

It has greatly increased the likelihood that I will continue to have one.

2/19/2022 8:16 AM

38589

A desaster. Division within my familly, my friends. Fear fear fear

2/19/2022 8:16 AM

38590

Our business has been shut down for almost 1 year in total from unnecessary lockdowns while
big businesses stayed open every time. We have lost all that income affecting us financially.
The mental health of our children. My son has been dealing with this his entire time at
highschool life and has not been able to develop new friendships or participate in school
events. It has caused anxiety and stress. I worry that he has not received a great education
and he has 1 year left before University. The division it has caused in my family and harmed
relationships. There are missed moments and events that we can never get back. My Dad died
recently and I did not get to see him alive. The hate that these vaccines have caused making
people so divided and mean to other people that don't share the same view. The rest of the
world has moved on. You can go to a game in the States and sit in a packed stand but you
can ski outside without having to wear a mask or watch your kid during her swim lesson that
has 2 other kids in her class from same family. All of the rules make zero sense and have
done more harm than good.

2/19/2022 8:16 AM

38591

Words cannot describe it

2/19/2022 8:16 AM

38592

not following mandates. retired and don’t need to keep my job.

2/19/2022 8:16 AM

38593

It has divided my family. I’ve lost friends. My kids are severely affected

2/19/2022 8:16 AM

38594

Lost job of 18 years. Two kids missing graduation, one kid losing job on two occasions, lost
friends, lost community coaching of last six years, stigmatized, bullied especially my kids.

2/19/2022 8:16 AM

38595

Lost my job. Divided friends and family. Brought depression and lonliness. My dad had stroke
from vaccines. Will never trust msm or government.

2/19/2022 8:15 AM

38596

My kids have missed so much school. I have missed so much work. We have missed out on
recreational sports and traveling. My families are arguing.

2/19/2022 8:15 AM

38597

segregation, discrimination, violation of humain rights

2/19/2022 8:15 AM

38598

I have chosen to home school my own children to avoid forcing them to wear masks 5 days a
week for several hours in a row. I have not been ble to socialize my children very well, I
wanted to start their swimming lessons but cannot take them also cannot enter them into any
sport without the demand for a mask and seeing my health records which then bars our entry.
My children have also missed their last vaccine in the suggested series from 2 months
onwards. It is just a booster, however my family doctor closed down for almost an entire year
and never caught back up on all the missed interventions. My husband has also recieged
threats of fines and harrassment at work (outdoor construction) unless he put a mask on his
face while working a heavy labour job even during the hottest days of the year.

2/19/2022 8:15 AM

38599

Sleepless nights

2/19/2022 8:15 AM

38600

In every way!

2/19/2022 8:15 AM

38601

Estranged from family and friends, closure of gym which I relied on for my physical and mental
health

2/19/2022 8:15 AM

38602

I lost my job over my personal health decisions which should be my choice!!!

2/19/2022 8:15 AM

38603

Too many to list. ie: Loss of friendships, division of family members, loss of basic freedoms,
total government corruption causing loss of trust in Canadian democracy, loss of simple
pleasures in life.

2/19/2022 8:15 AM

38604

I cannot travel to see family, and they cannot visit me.

2/19/2022 8:15 AM
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38605

I can't travel or get on a plane or go to university or to a restaurant and my boyfriend got
kicked out of his college and can't play hockey

2/19/2022 8:14 AM

38606

No life for my child!!!

2/19/2022 8:14 AM

38607

Yes!! Our son has had chest pain, high pulse rate and shortness of breath ever since his first
Pfizer shot in September/21. He continues to have doctors appointments and unending tests
for this. I also haven't seen my family in the States for two years. A prisoner in my own
country. Unacceptable!!

2/19/2022 8:14 AM

38608

Destroying my business

2/19/2022 8:14 AM

38609

The mandates that the Trudeau government have placed have taken away our freedom,
freedom of choice. They are dividing the country and ruining Canada. They need to be ended.
Now.

2/19/2022 8:14 AM

38610

mental health is suffering from being clled names for 2 years, have missed out many things I
had planned to do in the last 2 years.

2/19/2022 8:14 AM

38611

I have lost my Federal Government job. I have no income. I have lost the ability to see my
grandchildren who live in BC. I have begun to home school the one grandchild on PEI but I can
not take her to A library, a diner or a recreational or sporting facility. I am 64 and my greatest
enjoyment was travelling to sunny locations and visiting my 2 grandson. In BC. Trudeau has
stolen our rights and freedoms for an agenda of his that seems based on a lie.

2/19/2022 8:14 AM

38612

Has divided my family and friends and has also been very hard mentally on everyone

2/19/2022 8:14 AM

38613

Almost destroyed it

2/19/2022 8:14 AM

38614

Quentin

2/19/2022 8:14 AM

38615

It has caused me to remain indoors for most of the time and I can’t even go to my favourite
restaurants or shops without a “passport “ it has been a very stressful few years and very
lonely! I miss seeing all my friends and family. I can’t get outside to go for a walk because I’m
wheelchair bound!! Please bring an end to all these mandates and give freedom back to the
Canadian people.

2/19/2022 8:14 AM

38616

Lack of work I’ve gone into debt can’t travel control over my life

2/19/2022 8:14 AM

38617

Made my workplace safer when the AB gov’t would not; forced people to think about others
and not just themselves; increased flexibility in work; allowed us access to the vaccines
produced in astounding time (made omicron less severe when it got us, finally, thx, science);
opened up an opportunity to move to BC, so we could leave the shithole AB is becoming;
identified who the maskholes and vaxxholes were really fast, so I could drop toxic people from
my life; fully exposed the nutjobs; fully exposed the cons in gov’t (so long UCP, CPC, PPC,
SKP, etc…). Basically, not much of an imposition (or cost, even - masks are cheap), more like
a minor inconvenience, definitely NOT oppressive - I have the freedom to pretty much do what
I want, including travel, shopping, eating out, attending events, and joining legal protest. So
yeah - I guess it actually improved my life somewhat.🤷🏼♀️

2/19/2022 8:14 AM

38618

An incredible amount of stress and trauma. Finsncial hardship. Lost friends and family.
Attempt of suicide around me and abusive people who feel justified because of Trudeau's
words. Treated like a second class person because I believe in my own immune system.

2/19/2022 8:14 AM

38619

It has caused division with friends and family, my teenage daughters have to suffer for hours
wearing a mask at their jobs. My adult daughter couldn’t apply f9r the jobs in town that had the
best pay and benefits because she isn’t vaccinated. My brother and his family won’t see me
and my family because they are vaccinated and we aren’t.

2/19/2022 8:14 AM

38620

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 8:14 AM

38621

I watched my son slowly deteriorate after spending 10 months in ICU in a Toronto Hospital. He
died June 17, 2021. He was only allowed 1 visitor for 2 hours a day (only same 2 people ever
allowed on visitor list), after 2 hours we magically became a covit threat. He pleaded
continually to be allowed to see his brothers and friends. He spent 22 hours a day ALONE
FOR 10 MONTHS!!! His brothers were finally allowed in when he was in a coma after coming
down with sepis. My one son is still suffering mentally from the trauma of not being allowed to
see his brother.

2/19/2022 8:14 AM

38622

No more gatherings, had to pay $55 every three days in order to keep my job. People scared

2/19/2022 8:14 AM
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of me because a choice not to get the shots. Family members not wanting anything to do with
me. So much more….
38623

I'm going to move this is not the country it was

2/19/2022 8:14 AM

38624

It has affected everyone in my household, were they cannot do any activities, no birthday
parties, losing jobs, its has divide families where we longer see or talk to each.

2/19/2022 8:14 AM

38625

Re-evaluate my priorities

2/19/2022 8:13 AM

38626

Horribly.

2/19/2022 8:13 AM

38627

Divided Family. Mental Health Challenges. Delayed Goals (personal, professional).

2/19/2022 8:13 AM

38628

Discrimination, loss of health securities protected by OHSA, loss of PHIPA protection for
confidential health information, intimidation, coercion, employer breaking several Acts &
Regulations with no penalties or recourse, loss of trust in government officials and Health
agencies, loss of trust in policing services that are supposed to protect citizens

2/19/2022 8:13 AM

38629

It affected my life when my sister passed away, and now my husband whom we cannot have
church service for as many people as we are told only a certain amount can be there. Also
mask wearing is tiring. These mandates are pitting family members against each other and
these need to stop and let us get back to having a normal life. This omicron is no different that
a winter flu.

2/19/2022 8:13 AM

38630

Lost family and friends… lost work, lost peace and freedom, missed out on 2 trips

2/19/2022 8:13 AM

38631

??

2/19/2022 8:13 AM

38632

Bad depression

2/19/2022 8:13 AM

38633

Discrimination and loss of work

2/19/2022 8:13 AM

38634

Stop my freedom in so many ways and separated me from life activities and people ect..

2/19/2022 8:13 AM

38635

slight inconveniences with the reward of not dying from COVID-19 and helping others not die
from COVID. So worth it!!

2/19/2022 8:13 AM

38636

Sports, travel, kids having. Hard time at school

2/19/2022 8:13 AM

38637

I have not been able to work in peoples homes.. I have not been able to see my mother in ltc.
She has severely declined .. anxiety and depression is seriously affected many in my family.
My grandchildren have been affected emotionally and mentally. I was not able to go to hospital
with my husband when he had surgery for cancer. I could go on and on!! All of this needs to
stop NOW !

2/19/2022 8:13 AM

38638

Its made it some much better. I don't get sick anymore. I have lots of time to spend with my
family

2/19/2022 8:13 AM

38639

I have basically lost two years of my life and the enjoyment that came with it. The mental
anguish and anxiety caused by the actions of our so called government will stay with me for a
very long time.

2/19/2022 8:13 AM

38640

These mandates have divided my friends and family. Caused tremendous stress, anxiety, loss
of income and more. I feel this had been a cause for more divided between people when it
should have brought us together

2/19/2022 8:13 AM

38641

I’ve watched Canadians turn against each other. I’ve seen government turn a free country into
a totalitarianism. I’ve watched peoples mental health diminish, I’ve seen more crime and drug
overdoses, people were afraid to speak up. The convoy gave Canadians their voice back.

2/19/2022 8:12 AM

38642

Our freedom to move freely and participate in society. Anxiety and mild depression affect my 7
year old daughter and myself.

2/19/2022 8:12 AM

38643

Lots

2/19/2022 8:12 AM

38644

I don’t feel at home in my own country. Don’t feel safe and feel lied to by media and
government

2/19/2022 8:12 AM

38645

It has made me into a recluse, unable to see my children and have no social life

2/19/2022 8:12 AM

38646

Alit

2/19/2022 8:12 AM
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38647

Mental health and income challenges

2/19/2022 8:12 AM

38648

It has caused me financial loss. Plus depression.

2/19/2022 8:12 AM

38649

Loss of personal freedom. Loss of social interactions. Loss of ability to travel. Loss of job.

2/19/2022 8:12 AM

38650

Isolation of family, unable to attend church, unable to play and watch my kids sports, foster
children unable to do necessary things, cancelled events, missing medical treatments, division
of society, works shut downs and the list goes on

2/19/2022 8:12 AM

38651

Lost budiness

2/19/2022 8:12 AM

38652

Our small buisness has declined and are fighting to stay alive. Have 4 older children that are
struggling one way or another mentally. This is no way for someone to live

2/19/2022 8:12 AM

38653

Major lose of income due to lockdowns and restrictions for work

2/19/2022 8:12 AM

38654

Many issued days of work for quarantine because someone I was in contact with had
symptoms

2/19/2022 8:11 AM

38655

The mandates have changed me. Feeling depressed often. Having family disagreements.
Feeling trapped most of the time.

2/19/2022 8:11 AM

38656

We have family members who no longer talk to us, I have now been told twice that
unvaccinat3d people should be killed

2/19/2022 8:11 AM

38657

It has created fear in others(unnecessarily), forced me to wear masks and gloves against my
will and my freedoms, driven up prices that are going to continue to increase, pitted people
against each other, cancelled constitutional rights, made real the threat of a tyranny ( medical
and otherwise ). It is killing people, children and is a eugenics program andruined many people
financially. It has turned social media and most media into 1984

2/19/2022 8:11 AM

38658

I retired in 2017 and was spending my winters in sunny Mexico now I can’t go. My pension
was not bad till inflation started with the lockdowns. It ha divided my family , I can’t see my
grandchildren unless I become a lab rat and take the vaccine. I never took the yearly flue shot
before Covid and I was definitely not taking an experimental drug that doesn’t even stop you
from contracting a virus with a 99% survival rate. Suicide , mental illness , drug addiction and
alcohol addiction are all increasing at an alarming rate since the lockdowns.

2/19/2022 8:11 AM

38659

How am I supposed to live laugh love in these conditions

2/19/2022 8:11 AM

38660

I had almost no contact with my father until he died of loneliness. I also lost 7 other family
members since covid started including my mother and father. None had covid. None got the
care and loving visits they deserved because of the mandates. I feel my charter rights are
being violated. I'm scared of government in Canada. This country feels like communism now.
Prime Minister will not talk to the people. Instructs india with farmer protestors to use dialog.
Vaccine does not prevent covid. Masks to the extent used are ridiculous, I am a hospital
employee with hospital training. I did not agree with truckers closing ambassador Bridge. The
pm needs to lead and not by fear. We do not require a war measures act. We require
communication 2 way and listening to the people.

2/19/2022 8:11 AM

38661

lost friends

2/19/2022 8:11 AM

38662

I wasnt able to see my mother before she passed away. This has a huge impact on my mental
wellbeing. Even after being double vaxed with all the mandates life is too difficult to deal with. I
would rather take the chance of getting covid over living under these mandates! I want my
normal life back before I go into a major depression! END THE MANDATES!

2/19/2022 8:11 AM

38663

In every way possible. Too long to list

2/19/2022 8:11 AM

38664

1 BS covid ticket even though we were following the occupancy rules because a neighbour
phoned in false statement that there were 20 people at my home. I wouldn't let the police enter
my home so they cuffed me, put in a cruiser, denied access to a lawyer (even though one of
the good cops got general council on the line the asshole cop wouldn't let me speak to the
lawyer). I have his name and badge number.

2/19/2022 8:11 AM

38665

Ruined my life. Canada is no longer the place I want to live. Disgusting what is going on. Give
us our lives back! Freedom is everything!! Enough!!!

2/19/2022 8:11 AM

38666

Negatively

2/19/2022 8:11 AM
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38667

Like prisoner in my own home

2/19/2022 8:10 AM

38668

Taking my freedom away

2/19/2022 8:10 AM

38669

Mental health, anxiety, becoming a segregated society and second class citizen

2/19/2022 8:10 AM

38670

In many ways. Lack of connections with family and friends which increases my risk of death
by as much as if I had been a smoker. It has caused mental health issues in my family and it
has caused a division in families and throughout the world.

2/19/2022 8:10 AM

38671

No effect

2/19/2022 8:10 AM

38672

Have to keep my kids home all the time and it sucks

2/19/2022 8:10 AM

38673

Tremendously, witch regards my right to decide for my daughter.

2/19/2022 8:10 AM

38674

Family divided

2/19/2022 8:10 AM

38675

I was unable to see family, go shop at a big box store and so many otjer ways

2/19/2022 8:10 AM

38676

Families and friends need to be together again, Businesses have been lost forever. Kids
suffered enough is enough

2/19/2022 8:10 AM

38677

By having no work for a year

2/19/2022 8:10 AM

38678

Had to stay home lost two years of my senior life. Missed the birth of my only grandchild, and
3 family deaths without closure. 😢

2/19/2022 8:09 AM

38679

My grandaughter was forced to take the jabs in order to attend university. That was five
months ago. She has been sick for the last five months and it's progressively getting worse,
with more and more symptoms throughout her body, including swollen eyes and nasal
passages causes the entire effected side of her face to be effected, hives, nausea, vomiting,
sore throat, coughing, extreme exhaustion, brain fog, inability to concentrate. She us 20 years
old and didn't want to take this. She only buckled under peer pressure when she was
humiliated by her peers and told she couldn't try out for cheerleading or take part in anything
else during her first week at McMaster. Her best friend, 20 yes old, now wears a heart monitor.
My father and his brother-in-law both suffered strokes caused by blood clots. Two teenage
boys we know spent time in the hospital due to myocarditis. My husband lost his job. A police
officer we know, in her 39s, ended up with myocarditis and will never work again. I could go on,
but I don't have the room. This is not my Canada. Tyrants are in power. Canadians are
suffering and dying, in body and mind. No one is listening. This is pure evil.

2/19/2022 8:09 AM

38680

The mandate not only did not help improve my safety and health, it also caused tension and
more suffering among my family and friends. Now experiencing how the mandate is ruining
nations and families hurt my heart and mind.

2/19/2022 8:09 AM

38681

depression,sickness ,money lost,family problems

2/19/2022 8:09 AM

38682

Horrible

2/19/2022 8:09 AM

38683

Forced my physical business to close. Family without work.

2/19/2022 8:09 AM

38684

I couldn’t take my children to their grandmothers funeral because I am not vaccinated.

2/19/2022 8:09 AM

38685

Its given me perspective on how easily many Canadians can be manipulated by corrupt
politicians. That’s the positive. I’m sure you can sort out how these ludicrous restrictions have
caused far more harm than good.

2/19/2022 8:09 AM

38686

Has created very high anxiety, weight loss, visits to ER, paramedics visits ect… lost my
federal job!

2/19/2022 8:09 AM

38687

I've been on unpaid leave since December.

2/19/2022 8:09 AM

38688

I can’t finish my schooling or see out of country relatives. Very sad!

2/19/2022 8:09 AM

38689

Friends committed suicide. Children abused in their homes due to lockdown. Children without
food because schools closed. Seniors never asked if they wanted to be imprisoned for the
remainder of their lives or if they’d rather take that chance and never miss a moment of their
family’s lives. Depression &anxiety and can no longer go anywhere because of inability to be
able to wear masks. Homelessness of friends due to lose of jobs/business. Churches denying
people the help of knowing Jesus because they turn them away due to capacity or fear of

2/19/2022 8:09 AM
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government tyrants. Unbelief that no one will do anything against the regime in power right
now. Discouraging to be discounted and watching intelligent people become fools because of
the media’s lies.
38690

Family torn apart. Having to reschedule my wedding for 3 times. Anxiety and depression. Lost
friends

2/19/2022 8:09 AM

38691

unable to be with family at holiday times being isolated not having a social life is hard on
mental health

2/19/2022 8:09 AM

38692

Can’t support my children in their sports. Can’t socialize at restaurants. Feeling of isolation.
Feeling hopeless.

2/19/2022 8:09 AM

38693

Infringement of my rights and freedoms, promotes division amongst family, friends and
colleagues, inflation, social isolation and loss in faith in the Canadian democratic system
versus tyranny.

2/19/2022 8:09 AM

38694

ISOLATION FROM FAMILY

2/19/2022 8:08 AM

38695

I can’t fly to my country

2/19/2022 8:08 AM

38696

Can't go out and enjoy myself and I can't travel.

2/19/2022 8:08 AM

38697

dépression for me and members of my family. my dad has decrease with dementia after
receiving shots. division in my familly du to different opinion on the vaccine

2/19/2022 8:08 AM

38698

Financially hard hit

2/19/2022 8:08 AM

38699

Collapse of family, marriage, lost my job, gained weight and developed health issues including
depression and high blood pressure, all stress related. My children no longer remember if they
could ever play with no restrictions at school! My children's spirit was crushed by these
inhumane restrictions! Enough is enough. Covid survival rate is 99% and it is curable!

2/19/2022 8:08 AM

38700

Depression jobless

2/19/2022 8:08 AM

38701

Mentally i feel in a Nazy camp

2/19/2022 8:08 AM

38702

Too many ways to state To name a few Mental health , finances , personal relationships

2/19/2022 8:08 AM

38703

Loss of friends and family. High prices. Social and shopping antagonism.

2/19/2022 8:08 AM

38704

Terrible and miserable depressed 😡😡😡

2/19/2022 8:08 AM

38705

I have been personally discriminated against by our prime minister, our government, and our
local businesses. All for standing up for my rights and for my personal decision against taking
a vaccine that has been untested and has been forced upon the nation.

2/19/2022 8:08 AM

38706

Skin problems, stress, work and friendships.

2/19/2022 8:08 AM

38707

I had to go on forced LWOP with the fed gov (worked from home before Covid). I resigned this
past week after being there 20 years. Haven’t been able to collect EI and the union never got
back to me.

2/19/2022 8:07 AM

38708

My sense of freedom as a Canadian citizen has ended

2/19/2022 8:07 AM

38709

I can't participate in normal day to day activities, like going to the cinema, restaurants or my
exercise class.

2/19/2022 8:07 AM

38710

Lost 2 friends depression

2/19/2022 8:07 AM

38711

It effects mostly the children. But also adults living in fear. All relationships are effected

2/19/2022 8:07 AM

38712

I have been made to feel like I must have a vaccine to continue to live my life and support my
family. I have sunk into the deepest depression of my life. I fear for my children’s future. The
disruption to education has put all of my kids behind but especially my son who started grade
primary the first year of this pandemic. I cry everyday

2/19/2022 8:07 AM

38713

Depression/ financial dismay/ children/spouse relationships

2/19/2022 8:07 AM

38714

Made me very cautious of the government’s, medical staff not trusting anyone

2/19/2022 8:07 AM

38715

Poverty depression isolation

2/19/2022 8:07 AM
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38716

I am retired. It has all affected my life because my family agrees with everything and have
shunned myself and my immediate family.

2/19/2022 8:07 AM

38717

In many ways: 1)job 2) family 3) my physical and emotional well-being

2/19/2022 8:07 AM

38718

It has made me feel safer in my community and workplace, given me minor confidence in our
government although I do think restrictions were eased too quickly in many cases. I also
believe they are not enforced enough as I see maskless individuals regularly in indoor public
settings. The mandates have allowed me to continue working and thus far not catch covid 19
and pass in on to my immune compromised loved ones. I believe that when priority of
vaccines was given to health care professionals ECEs should have had priority as well due to
working with unvaccinated populations who are often unable to wear masks effectively.

2/19/2022 8:07 AM

38719

In more ways than one

2/19/2022 8:06 AM

38720

Me and my kids have been pretty miserable the past 2 years due to less play dates and social
interactions. My mental health has declined significantly, my husband had and affair due to the
stress on our marriage

2/19/2022 8:06 AM

38721

Made it difficult

2/19/2022 8:06 AM

38722

Restricted my freedom to travel and see my family

2/19/2022 8:06 AM

38723

I was mandated to get the vaccine while I was breastfeeding or I would lose my job. My
breastfed son became very ill after my first dose. Got mandated to take dose 2 regardless.
Now I am under cardiac investigations. We all still got COVID anyways. This is all bullshit.

2/19/2022 8:06 AM

38724

Less social gatherings but that’s it

2/19/2022 8:06 AM

38725

In so many ways, but biggest is mental health in my kids and family

2/19/2022 8:06 AM

38726

Lost my job, lost my father in law! Cant see my family in Russia and in US

2/19/2022 8:06 AM

38727

Caused much more stress lost friends and can’t even visit family. I know people that after
getting the shot have more medical problems (they were healthy before).

2/19/2022 8:06 AM

38728

Lost our home due to the rise in the housing market. Our rental sold and we were left with 30
days to find a place. Been 9 months still can't find anything. Was diagnosed with cancer during
covid, surgeries were postponed then due to short staff surgeries were performed by residents
who missed the cancer resulting in more surgeries. My husband and I both lost our jobs
because we wouldn't get the experimental vaccine. Our son was scared to attend school after
the CMO said they didn't need parents permission to vaccinate the kids. Most of our family
and friends are against the unvaccinated and are rather rude even though the science shows
they are at the same risk after the vaccine then I am.

2/19/2022 8:06 AM

38729

It hasnt

2/19/2022 8:06 AM

38730

Discrimination for not being vaccinated. Hateful media for the unvaccinated. Isolated.

2/19/2022 8:06 AM

38731

Unable to do my job and provide full support to those I work with. My kids can’t play sports.
My daughter failed grade 9 math and did terrible online learning :(

2/19/2022 8:06 AM

38732

It has caused disagreements in my home. I have been protesting for almost a year. I have
been called names, discriminated against. Segregation has caused additional problems. Being
ostracized by people you care about is not right. Losing my sister and not able to give her a
decent funeral service. Feeling like a criminal in my own home because I didn’t adhere to the
mandates. I have been ticketed for exercising my democratic rights. The list goes on and on.
Destroying our children’s childhood......

2/19/2022 8:05 AM

38733

100 % negatively

2/19/2022 8:05 AM

38734

Being separated from the love of my life

2/19/2022 8:05 AM

38735

I am vaccinated but feel forced into it. The only reason I am vaccinated is to watch my kids
play hockey. I could care less about restaurants and concerts but not being able to watch my
kids play was my hard line. My kids are not vaccinated so they are allowed to play hockey and
go to school but not rent the ice for a private rental. The rules make absolutely no sense and
are a complete overreach.

2/19/2022 8:05 AM

38736

In an extremely negative manner in all aspects of my life !

2/19/2022 8:05 AM
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38737

Unable to travel, eat out with friends, attend wedding events etc despite having already had
Covid and blood test to show I have extremely high antibodies. Having another shot is
dangerous for me and completely unnecessary as I have natural immunity and still I am
screamed at , left out, excluded and disrespected for a health choice that will prevent me from
suffering potential risks such as autoimmune disease ETC. Mandates are clearly NOT about
protecting us.

2/19/2022 8:05 AM

38738

Financially ruined by a commen flu

2/19/2022 8:05 AM

38739

My civil liberties have been discarded.

2/19/2022 8:05 AM

38740

Loss of work, mental and physical fatigue and overall sadness.

2/19/2022 8:04 AM

38741

Restrictions have separated my family, I have lost friends over beliefs of vaccines, the stress
for my husband not being able to see his family and their harassment towards him for his
beliefs regarding vaccinations has declined his health emotionally and mentally. This on turn
has increased my level of stress as I become the caregiver.

2/19/2022 8:04 AM

38742

Lost my freedom. My kids shouldn’t not be wearing mask, it is bad for them and i worries for
their health.

2/19/2022 8:04 AM

38743

I left Canada... In everithing !

2/19/2022 8:04 AM

38744

depression, feel like being in a prison

2/19/2022 8:04 AM

38745

Severe mental health concerns. Severe poverty. Severe isolation. Severe distrust in the
economy and government.

2/19/2022 8:04 AM

38746

It has consumed my life, sifting through evidence that this was in fact a “staged” pandemic

2/19/2022 8:04 AM

38747

Mental health

2/19/2022 8:04 AM

38748

Lost my job

2/19/2022 8:04 AM

38749

Totally stressed, lonely, financially worried.

2/19/2022 8:04 AM

38750

Lost my job...i was a waittess at a resort. No tourist now...and mandates to discourage
customers!!!

2/19/2022 8:04 AM

38751

Big changes

2/19/2022 8:04 AM

38752

Loss of trust in any Corporate Governance.

2/19/2022 8:03 AM

38753

Being forced to take an experimental medical treatment in order to keep my job. Unable to go
to church or faith based meditation, yoga, gym which has effected mental, physical health.
Watchung my nephews 8 and 3yrs be tortured with that test that does not even work. It has to
end now. Lies, control and corruption

2/19/2022 8:03 AM

38754

My father 84 has been isolate in Canada. I have not been able to visit him nor him me. He
cannot take the vaccine due to medical circumstances

2/19/2022 8:03 AM

38755

Isolation

2/19/2022 8:03 AM

38756

Our charter of rights and freedoms have been taken away from the people. JT is guilty of
crimes against humanity and imposing marshal law, an emergency act that have no merrit.

2/19/2022 8:03 AM

38757

Alienation from family Work stressors Inability to travel Health issues Depression, anger,
anxiety

2/19/2022 8:03 AM

38758

Severe depression anxiety suicidal thoughts social isolation loss of family friends financial
worries due to loss of income

2/19/2022 8:03 AM

38759

Can not travel, lost job.

2/19/2022 8:03 AM

38760

Depression…. Anxiety… my 5 year old missed his first year of school …

2/19/2022 8:03 AM

38761

I have not been able to see my grandchildren

2/19/2022 8:03 AM

38762

Through missed significant family experiencs, my daughters education, mental health, loss of
work or difficulty finding work.

2/19/2022 8:03 AM

38763

Negatively. It has caused stress, anxiety, and put stresses on relationships.

2/19/2022 8:02 AM
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38764

Unable to go into public spaces, see family, travel

2/19/2022 8:02 AM

38765

No social life, forced to take a shot I didn’t want or need in order to work

2/19/2022 8:02 AM

38766

By them trying to keep family apart

2/19/2022 8:02 AM

38767

very little I just don't like the loss of my freedoms

2/19/2022 8:02 AM

38768

Made me fat and lazy. Ruined some social aspects of my life. Created conflict.

2/19/2022 8:02 AM

38769

We deserve our freedom.

2/19/2022 8:02 AM

38770

It’s divided my family , prevented me from seeing my aging father in an old age home .
Discriminated against me and my family . Prevented me from doing simple things with my
children . Added massively to my depression and insomnia

2/19/2022 8:02 AM

38771

Yes

2/19/2022 8:02 AM

38772

Ontario mandates are being loosened too early so that is a little worrying, I need to be more
careful. The mandates have allowed me to stay safe and we’ll. They allow my to protect others
too.

2/19/2022 8:01 AM

38773

Mentally and physically

2/19/2022 8:01 AM

38774

Emotional, economic, financial, mental I'm a negative way

2/19/2022 8:01 AM

38775

Way too much and not it a good way

2/19/2022 8:01 AM

38776

Financially, socially, emotionally, physically,

2/19/2022 8:01 AM

38777

Travel, work restrictions

2/19/2022 8:01 AM

38778

It's affected the mental health of my whole family, and the way I do my job.

2/19/2022 8:01 AM

38779

I’m bored and disheartened.

2/19/2022 8:01 AM

38780

Loss of friends, family, colleagues. Increased mental health issues. Constant stress.

2/19/2022 8:01 AM

38781

Lost freedom, lost social life, stressed and feel violated

2/19/2022 8:01 AM

38782

We’ve been stuck in the house for 2 years. We need social interaction with our friends

2/19/2022 8:00 AM

38783

In every possible way…physically, mentally & emotionally

2/19/2022 8:00 AM

38784

Lost contact with friends. Lowered income.

2/19/2022 8:00 AM

38785

Shut my small business down could no longer work

2/19/2022 8:00 AM

38786

Canada has become a dictatorship from it all

2/19/2022 8:00 AM

38787

Mental health

2/19/2022 8:00 AM

38788

- my 12 year old son could not play hockey - I am not allowed to enter my daughter's school we cannot stay at a hotel as a family and use amenities - our family cannot celebrate at a
restaurant - our place of worship was closed and now open with restrictive masks - family
funerals were limited to being outdoor only - we cannot travel on train or plane. - my daughter
gets headaches from mask - I've had jaw pain from mask wearing at work

2/19/2022 8:00 AM

38789

Destroyed my life in every way

2/19/2022 8:00 AM

38790

Torn apart friendships and family's due to not being able to see each other

2/19/2022 8:00 AM

38791

I have not being able to see my son and my grandchildren for all this time.

2/19/2022 8:00 AM

38792

about to lose my job because my employer is enforcing vaccine mandate in private sector
even after Ontarii Givernmemt announced they will be dropping vaccine passport mandates.
My employer is not mandated by government to enforce this. My employer didn't even offer
alternatives to vaccination, you have to get vaccinated to work at the office or are placed on
unpaid leave.

2/19/2022 8:00 AM

38793

My daughter took the vaccine which she didn’t need at her age . Only the experimental mRNA
type vaccine was available for her age group . She lost ability to participate in most things she

2/19/2022 8:00 AM
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loves . She was pushed pressured to take a shot she didn’t want . My wife was forced by her
workplace.
38794

Mental health, physical wellbeing, children not able to participate in programs. Children
experiencing anxiety

2/19/2022 8:00 AM

38795

Emotional stress due constant changes in “rules” . Our centre was open then closed then
opened then closed...inability to provide academic, social and emotional support needed for
clients. Loss of pay. Hateful Division in family/ friends/ children community over vaccinations.
Absolute ridiculous refusal of government to listen or hear anything if expert proven medical
data!!!!!

2/19/2022 8:00 AM

38796

Not so much the mandates but the poison you are killing people with is what I have a problem
with

2/19/2022 8:00 AM

38797

It has divided my family. My sister lost her job and now is moving in with me.

2/19/2022 7:59 AM

38798

Job loss/unable to collect EI, not able to travel easily. Dépression, kids have less team sports

2/19/2022 7:59 AM

38799

Can't leave country Can't go to restaurants gyms cinema

2/19/2022 7:59 AM

38800

Lost my job, can’t play sports, can’t go to gym. Kids can’t play sports. Can’t eat out. I talk to
girls from work who say even tho they’re vaccinated they have Covid and yet aren’t allowed to
take time off work as they are too short staffed. I was denied EI, that I have unwillingly paid
into my whole life. We are locked in our country

2/19/2022 7:59 AM

38801

It has affected my life mentally, own a wedding business(it has suffered incredibly), and has
kept me from family.

2/19/2022 7:59 AM

38802

It has forced people to take an unknown liquid which has not been properly studied! My
parental rights were taken away from me! My daughter of 15 was forced to take these nonvaccines! That causes me daily worry and stress! I am unvaccinated and have been stripped
away of my basic rights! I have been name called by this prime minister and government! The
division tactics! The fear tactics’

2/19/2022 7:59 AM

38803

We can’t live a normal life.

2/19/2022 7:59 AM

38804

Limited visits with friends and families. Many local restaurants and businesses I supported
close

2/19/2022 7:59 AM

38805

It has segregated people. We are all human beings and as such should have the right to
choose what we put in our bodies. The vaccine does not prevent people from catching or
spreading the virus. There is no point in making it mandatory, whether by force or pressure
tactics. This situation is turning citizens against each other.

2/19/2022 7:59 AM

38806

Stuck in the house, lost my license due to aztra zeneka vaccine, had a stroke. Couldn't go to
a restaurant because of flip flop ford. mandates were illegal in my book.

2/19/2022 7:59 AM

38807

Division in my family, stress, fear, inability to go to family funerals or visit family members in
the hospital & the biggest is total loss of confidence in our leadership PM Trudeau and Health
Canada (Dr Tam)

2/19/2022 7:59 AM

38808

I almost was fired from my job

2/19/2022 7:59 AM

38809

Cannot enter gyms (negative effect on health). Cannot travel outside country.

2/19/2022 7:59 AM

38810

-Mandatory testing.

2/19/2022 7:59 AM

38811

Lost job

2/19/2022 7:59 AM

38812

isolation, segregated from family, arguments with family and friends

2/19/2022 7:59 AM

38813

Lost my job

2/19/2022 7:58 AM

38814

Makes it difficult to travel or celebrate my children's birthdays

2/19/2022 7:58 AM

38815

My aunt died of the AstraZeneca vaccine

2/19/2022 7:58 AM

38816

Yes, division in my family. Health problems because of the jab.

2/19/2022 7:58 AM

38817

Depressing

2/19/2022 7:58 AM
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38818

My business is still down 87 % I am gloomy and hopeless and ashamed to look any kids or
youth into their eyes Alone. Divided

2/19/2022 7:58 AM

38819

Provided that Trudeau isn't fit to be primeminister

2/19/2022 7:58 AM

38820

The emergency mandate hasn't, but the incompetence of gov't and rules to restrict evictions
have resulted in landlords being taken advantage of. I am out 10s of thousands of dollars
because of tenants playing the system. This means the gov't is also out millions of tax dollars
across many landlords. Also, landlord tenant boards are 3 months backed up due to "working
from home" and dealing with cheating tenants. There was no help for small business and no
help for landlords. The Fed gov'ts picked on us. I'm also done with the travel restrictions and
testing. I've lost 2 years of my life travelling with my kids and the best job I ever had as a
result of the govt closures. I'm done with all of this. Screw the unvaccinated, screw the rules,
screw the lockdowns. If they got rid of all this, no more protests, no emergency acts by a
weak Prime Minister who waits for others to act.

2/19/2022 7:58 AM

38821

Freedom to worship, feel ostracized and afraid to share my opinions, worried about my job

2/19/2022 7:58 AM

38822

It has caused segregation, division, racism, unfair judgement and ultimately loss of freedom.

2/19/2022 7:58 AM

38823

It has negatively affected all aspects of my life from social to economic.

2/19/2022 7:57 AM

38824

I was forced to get the shots to continue going to school

2/19/2022 7:57 AM

38825

I have developed anxiety and my mentale health has suffered greatly

2/19/2022 7:57 AM

38826

Lost my job. Created major psychological damage such as depression, anxiety and suicidal
thoughts. Alot of it due to arguments with family and loved ones over financial issues and
beliefs.

2/19/2022 7:57 AM

38827

I can’t see my family

2/19/2022 7:57 AM

38828

I couldn't sat good bye to my mom before she passed away.no hug,no kiss,no nothing.

2/19/2022 7:57 AM

38829

A suicide of a very close friends 22 year old daughter feeling so helpless. The depression this
has caused for myself and family. The way it has affected our businesses--it will take a lot of
time to recover if we do

2/19/2022 7:57 AM

38830

Negatively. I feel like I'm ostracized and live in a dictatorship.

2/19/2022 7:57 AM

38831

My elderly mother lost the ability to walk and talk because of inadequate care caused by the
lengthy lock-downs

2/19/2022 7:57 AM

38832

It closed my business. Affected the mental health of my customers. It is now affecting our
second business. My daughter cannot attend her last semester of college for nursing. My dad
was no longer able to shop for himself with all the line ups. Prices have jumped to unreachable
amounts in many cases. It needs to stop now!

2/19/2022 7:56 AM

38833

It's fine

2/19/2022 7:56 AM

38834

I stopped living, I can’t travel to see my family, depressed

2/19/2022 7:56 AM

38835

Depression, not getting along with friends and family because of my choices, not being able to
do things I love when I want

2/19/2022 7:56 AM

38836

Made me see the depth of corruption

2/19/2022 7:56 AM

38837

Lost income due to vaccine mandates

2/19/2022 7:56 AM

38838

Economically and have a distrust for government

2/19/2022 7:56 AM

38839

My wife’s business failed leaving us $3200 per month less so we had to sell our house and
move up north just so we could afford to live on a single income we had to sacrifice everything
all friendships time with family we have seen our son only once in the last year

2/19/2022 7:56 AM

38840

It has caused Mother’s to feel alone. We no longer have church gatherings like we used to. It
has left us with no where to take our children out to play. It has turned families against each
other!! Our prime minister has called the people of Canada horrible things. It’s made people
afraid of each other and lots trust of our health officials

2/19/2022 7:56 AM

38841

I try to keep my business afloat due to price increases since 2020, committing to my price is
impossible due to this. I can’t receive stock due to lack of transport lack of staff or even able

2/19/2022 7:56 AM
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to hire staff cause they all got free money to stay home so y work for a company when they
can get free money and do cash jobs.
38842

-Tear appart long time relations with members of my family and long time friends because of
the authorities hate and separation speeches. -Reduced my family, friends and clients (120
members) physical and mental health from great to somewhere between depression / gain 10
lbs of fat to attempt to suicide. - The lockdown put me close to bankruptcy, right now
everything I have built the last 7 years is to restart. -Most of my surrounding friends (95%)
believe Federal and provincial gouvernement went to far in the restrictions and didn't put
anything efficient in place to avoid the same chaos to be repeated in a near futur. They are
afraid of the direction of the government, many think about leaving the country.

2/19/2022 7:56 AM

38843

Inconvenient but needed for the safety of everyone.

2/19/2022 7:56 AM

38844

It has ruined family and friend relationships to the point we can't get together. Can't see my
grandmother because shes in a long-term care home.

2/19/2022 7:56 AM

38845

Horribly

2/19/2022 7:56 AM

38846

Widespread divisions family, neighbours, schools, friends,

2/19/2022 7:56 AM

38847

I have depression now

2/19/2022 7:55 AM

38848

Work from home.

2/19/2022 7:55 AM

38849

I have been treated like a leper.

2/19/2022 7:55 AM

38850

The mandates has denied me the right to earn a living to feed my family. They have denied me
the right to freely travel. To eat in a restaurant. The list goes on and on. ------

2/19/2022 7:55 AM

38851

Yes

2/19/2022 7:55 AM

38852

Horribly. I’ve lost my job. I have less income. I’m always stressed and anxious. My mental
health has significantly deteriorated.

2/19/2022 7:55 AM

38853

Inconvenience

2/19/2022 7:55 AM

38854

Mental health issues, relationship issues, overall health declined, segregation from family

2/19/2022 7:55 AM

38855

loss of income, loss of sports for my children, not allowed to visit my mom in LTC, stress,
worry, harassment, bullying, discrimination, loss of relationships, personal attacks, loneliness,
separation from family and friends, can’t travel, can’t go to US, financial difficulties,

2/19/2022 7:55 AM

38856

Undisclosed

2/19/2022 7:55 AM

38857

Kept me and my family safe

2/19/2022 7:55 AM

38858

Unable to take my child you certain events, loss of work.

2/19/2022 7:55 AM

38859

My freedom to choose if I what the vaccine

2/19/2022 7:55 AM

38860

Depression

2/19/2022 7:54 AM

38861

Very much.

2/19/2022 7:54 AM

38862

Destroyed much of my business. Killed two of my brothers. Cost me millions. Destroyed
friendships. But we can now clearly see the treasonous culprits and know they must be hung.

2/19/2022 7:54 AM

38863

We have division in our family, son suffers from anxiety and stress, son in law has lost his
job!!

2/19/2022 7:54 AM

38864

A lot! No swimming pool for ma condition of disability, no life, no health improving. Only
loneliness and sadness

2/19/2022 7:54 AM

38865

Mental health decline. Relationship breakup

2/19/2022 7:54 AM

38866

Mentally

2/19/2022 7:53 AM

38867

It has caused so much stress. Divided family, friends lost. Emotional and physical harm

2/19/2022 7:53 AM

38868

Kept me from living my life as I chose. I have two brothers and a sister that live out of
province and country, I have been kept from visiting any of them.

2/19/2022 7:53 AM
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38869

Going out and enjoying life. Fights between family and friends. No playing hockey. Radio
reports every half hour. Listening to Trudeau's condescending voice. Wearing masks at work
doing strenuous tasks. This whole thing is just stupid. I can't believe that so many people in
power actually believe this crap. It's just sad.

2/19/2022 7:53 AM

38870

Not much, other than shutting down my office so I work from home.

2/19/2022 7:53 AM

38871

Shut my business down

2/19/2022 7:53 AM

38872

Socially, work, physical and mental health, financially, securely

2/19/2022 7:52 AM

38873

Ruined my life!

2/19/2022 7:52 AM

38874

Massive rounds of inflation, shortage of supplies, additional expenses for Covid testing when
traveling, for many many months slow down in business, I have watched government
mandates tear the fabric of Canadian citizens and families apart. There should be no
government interference just government encouragement for vaccines and masks but they
should be optional

2/19/2022 7:52 AM

38875

It has allowed me to be a thoughtful citizen. It hasn’t been easy but I care about my family, my
neighbours and total strangers it is worth the inconvenience

2/19/2022 7:52 AM

38876

Negatively. I can't travel to see my mom who is 92

2/19/2022 7:52 AM

38877

Not really

2/19/2022 7:52 AM

38878

The mandates have affected my life by not being able to see my elderly mother who has been
suffering with a bad hip and still cannot get her surgery. I could not see my family or friends for
so long ,I feel isolated and depressed I have had all three shots and still have to wear a mask
which makes it hard to breath since I have asthma. I feel like our government is controlling us
with fear and all these mandates. I do not like tge fact that if I wanted to go to a restaurant I
have to show a vaccine passport with my personal medical information which is Noone
business but my own and my dr.'s.

2/19/2022 7:52 AM

38879

Higher cost of living, feel like a slave, work and go home… my kids education and mental
stress is negatively impacted

2/19/2022 7:52 AM

38880

It has affected my child’s life and her education

2/19/2022 7:52 AM

38881

From visiting parents in nursing homes, visiting children and grandchildren. Costing ridiculous
amounts of money for travel.

2/19/2022 7:52 AM

38882

50/50

2/19/2022 7:51 AM

38883

Forced vaccination through coercion

2/19/2022 7:51 AM

38884

Inconvenient

2/19/2022 7:51 AM

38885

I have been unable to watch much of my Grandchildren's sports,I was not allowed in many
venues that does not allow in vaxxed.Unable to to travel I feel my mental state and that of my
loved ones has been very negatively effected.

2/19/2022 7:51 AM

38886

Trudeau needs to go we have 3 children with Autism. Winter is our hardest months. We started
traveling to Mexico for 2 of those months as the warm weather bare feet in the sand is super
helpful. Our kids already have inflammation throughout the body. The last thing they need is a
shot that does not work to travel. There is no science this is all about power and control.
Closing our borders unless we get the shot is taking away our Canadian Rights. I would like to
see Trudeau removed.

2/19/2022 7:51 AM

38887

My children have been away from sports and activities and are struggling greatly with these
mandates and missing family and friends and their community.

2/19/2022 7:51 AM

38888

It has affected my life in EVERY way!!

2/19/2022 7:51 AM

38889

Destroyed my life.

2/19/2022 7:51 AM

38890

Isolated from others, coerced to take the jab by my employer otherwise I could not support my
family.

2/19/2022 7:51 AM

38891

I’m getting depressed

2/19/2022 7:51 AM

38892

Depression and job

2/19/2022 7:50 AM
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38893

I HaTE MY LIFE!!!!

2/19/2022 7:50 AM

38894

It helped me get closer to Jesus 🙌

2/19/2022 7:50 AM

38895

Divided family, friends and now it's effecting my personal relationship

2/19/2022 7:50 AM

38896

Put on leave without pay

2/19/2022 7:50 AM

38897

Lost my job

2/19/2022 7:50 AM

38898

Not being able to see family had added a lot of depression on me

2/19/2022 7:50 AM

38899

I’m scared for my childrens future.

2/19/2022 7:50 AM

38900

Small family business were pushing to the breaking point, having to shut down there business
and loose what they have worked for there entire life’s !! BULLSHIT The younger generation
like my kids. Don’t even know what a normal life is !! Kids 6 and under. This is nothing more
then a global control and let the rich get richer and the poor get, well bankrupt and loose what
they worked for.. the prices for food, gas, heating, clothing has all nearly doubled and our
hourly wages has stayed the same !! How the hell does this make any sense !! The lower
income class are barley surviving !!! My family needs to eat and my children need clothes on
there back. Who ever thinks this is normal living needs to shake there empty heads around
and take several deep breaths and try to live in the shoes of us.

2/19/2022 7:50 AM

38901

Business,social,kids,family. Everything, i have a partner who cant get the vacco e and is
medicaly exempt. She is now outcast from society.

2/19/2022 7:49 AM

38902

Lost of job, lost of friends, lost of liberty, family divided, limited access to social life.

2/19/2022 7:49 AM

38903

Thousands of lives were lost when Canada in fought for the freedom of this country. The
democracy of Canada didn't happen over night. It saddened me to see how the PM has beaten
this democracy with a stick and divided Canada into an appartheid. These wound will take
years to heal.

2/19/2022 7:49 AM

38904

It has affected my life in every aspect but mainly the fact that I cannot go to school and get
the education I need to pursue the independence and life I put my goals towards. Its difficult to
get a job becuase most will require the mandates that I simply don’t agree with.

2/19/2022 7:49 AM

38905

In every way possible

2/19/2022 7:49 AM

38906

Prevented me from seeing my family and loved ones for a long time now. Prevented me from
travelling and studying in the USA. Prevented my husband from travelling out of the country to
say his last farewells to his father who has passed away. Restricted me from going to
restaurants and movies and hair salons etc.

2/19/2022 7:49 AM

38907

I have lost many friends and family members due to the great divide created by the
government's divisive psychological warfare. Fortunately, I'm retired, otherwise I'd be probably
losing my job as well. Trudeau has created fearful, and divided Canadians. He's ruined this
country psychologically, and financially.

2/19/2022 7:49 AM

38908

Mental health hanging by a thread

2/19/2022 7:49 AM

38909

My school year is completely ruined for graduation I haven’t had a normal highschool
experience AT ALL. I can’t go out with friends for dinner because of the vaccine mandates
some of my friends aren’t vaccinated. And if masks work so good why don’t you take off the
vaccine mandate like in all honestly the government is stupid and just wants control

2/19/2022 7:49 AM

38910

It has affected me on travelling to the USA, gathering with friends and nabour’s. Visiting family
in other provinces

2/19/2022 7:49 AM

38911

Tremendously. It hasravaged my life.

2/19/2022 7:48 AM

38912

Lisa of income. A senior like myself with a mortgage cannot live on an income of oas and CPP
collectively of 1400 a month. Also couldn’t see my doctor. Discriminated against. Bullied.
Gossiped about. Caused emotional problems due to fear with my children and grandchildren.
Weight gain. The list goes on and on

2/19/2022 7:48 AM

38913

It has ruined my family and was forced to get vaccinated so i can support my family. And now
my husband can't even visit his family in a different province because he is not vaxxed and

2/19/2022 7:48 AM
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you have to be to travel. It is very stressful seeing seniors suffer always isolated and alone the
list is long
38914

In all aspects of my life. I lost my job, friends and family

2/19/2022 7:48 AM

38915

Segregation, anxiety, flare of my autoimmune disease (Lupus), loss/stress of family and friend
relationships.

2/19/2022 7:48 AM

38916

If you are in vaccinated you were treated like you were an out cast. You were told you couldn’t
eat out. You couldn’t go out. You were looked down upon. It was how it was when hitler was in
charge and Jews were condemned. It was a terrible thing for any prime minister or person with
any power to put any individual through and discriminate against the unvaccinated at that level.
There is a special place in hell for all the people that discriminated against the unvaccinated!

2/19/2022 7:48 AM

38917

N/A

2/19/2022 7:48 AM

38918

Divided friends and family. Caused fear and unnecessary behaviour in coworkers. I have been
threatened and coerced into a experimental vaccine and threatened by the federal government
when crossing the US border back into Canada.

2/19/2022 7:48 AM

38919

Every way not aloud to see Certain doctors not allowed to go in restaurants we have no
healthcare anymore can’t get simple bloodwork for weeks at a time not allowed to go get my
hair done not allowed to be in places where other people normally go to your children’s schools
Grandchildren school or Not allowed to go to church it’s ridiculous this is to stop now I speak it
in the name of Jesus.

2/19/2022 7:48 AM

38920

Emotionally and physically drained

2/19/2022 7:48 AM

38921

Depression

2/19/2022 7:48 AM

38922

It has caused a division in my family. Some are for it and others against it. It has caused fear
and doubt especially what the vaccines are doing to people. Don’t trust and believe our own
prime minister and the media and dr. F. I hear that our own prime minister pays certain news
stations to only report false news. We try to do our part to keep ourselves and others safe but
learning more and more about the vaccines

2/19/2022 7:47 AM

38923

It has taken away my freedom. I did not want something injected into my body that I was not
feeling safe about. My husband and I are forced out of arenas so we cannot see our
grandchildren play sports. We are not allowed to dine inside a restaurant. We are NO different
than the vaccinated that got omicron and are allowed at all of these venues.

2/19/2022 7:47 AM

38924

Depression/anxiety

2/19/2022 7:47 AM

38925

I’m now treated like a second class citizen because of a medical decision where I refused an
untested, experimental jab

2/19/2022 7:47 AM

38926

The mandate has not affected my life, I follow the commomsense, I will be careful until I am
sure there is not another wave, So people get your vaccine et be patient,

2/19/2022 7:47 AM

38927

Alienation of family, friends, financial loss. But mostly being a threat to my Individual choice
as to how I support my body and my immune system and a threat to many freedoms for
Canadian citizens

2/19/2022 7:47 AM

38928

Yes, this whole thing is causing a huge division amongst us the people of Canada.

2/19/2022 7:47 AM

38929

Destroyed my business

2/19/2022 7:47 AM

38930

Divided family, limited family gatherings & arguments with children & siblings loss of
friendships Depression & anxiety Taken away freedom to travel, eat in a restaurant, go to
concerts & sporting events Always isolated & alone even with work, always work at home
Wearing a mask at public places

2/19/2022 7:47 AM

38931

Lost job, cannot go to certain businesses and has effected mental health of everyone around
me!

2/19/2022 7:47 AM

38932

Prevent from traveling to visit family

2/19/2022 7:46 AM

38933

I have never felt so powerless in my own beautiful Country. I feel that all Democracy is gone. I
feel like I am not trusted to make the right decisions for my Family regarding the virus. I see
people fired for their decisions and businesses closing and so much anger and sadness. And
all of this has changed my life in a damaging way. We should have provided help for our most

2/19/2022 7:46 AM
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vulnerable and let people make their own choices and build their own immunities against the
virus.
38934

The mandates have made me very sad as they have not helped our health and only hurt many
people. It’s also caused division among friends and family and hurt businesses. The children
and youth have suffered and been coerced into experimental vaccines that have caused much
injury, even death and who knows what long term injuries will happen. The mandates are all
wrong.

2/19/2022 7:46 AM

38935

I have been very concern on the push of control over people. And the brainwashing. Dividing
love ones over fear. Not planning to get anymore vaccines because of mandates. Nothing
changes. False hope,

2/19/2022 7:46 AM

38936

Well I was pregnant and had a baby during the whole pandemic. Felt isolated. Family is
divided. People are angry all the time. This is NOT Canada

2/19/2022 7:46 AM

38937

Ruined it, my business, friendships, more people died of the mandates then covid itself. Know
no one who has died of covid, but 2 from deaths suicide because of the isolation

2/19/2022 7:46 AM

38938

It's made me feel a lot safer! It's stopped the spread of the virus and saved lives. All around
great!

2/19/2022 7:46 AM

38939

Never experienced depression in 53 years... until now. Had to quit my job (short story)

2/19/2022 7:46 AM

38940

I received 2 fines 1 for not wearing a mask 1 for participating in an assembly of like minded
individuals

2/19/2022 7:45 AM

38941

Living in fear about losing my job, mental health struggle, not being able to take my children to
swimming lesson, play on sports teams or teach them to skate. Watching families and friends
turn on each other from the Prime Ministers hate speech. Watching people I known lose their
careers and be denied EI with no way to feed their families. Feeling violated by being spied on
through my phone by the corrupt government. Completely losimg trust in Government and
mainstream media. Losing trust in health care professionals and vaccines. Having to do
homeschooling for my children. Watching their education take a complete nose dive. Watching
the government t throw away our tax dollars +++ and inflation skyrocket.

2/19/2022 7:45 AM

38942

Can't see loved ones, despise masks and coercion

2/19/2022 7:45 AM

38943

Mental health Family divided

2/19/2022 7:45 AM

38944

It has not affected me.

2/19/2022 7:45 AM

38945

Social, mental health, work, stress, financial

2/19/2022 7:45 AM

38946

Not at all

2/19/2022 7:45 AM

38947

I’ve had to homeschool. I cannot go anywhere. My friends family are divided. My mental
health. Cannot access fitness. Finances.

2/19/2022 7:45 AM

38948

Taken away my freedom of choice! Caused division and instigated unnecessary fear in our
communities and families.

2/19/2022 7:45 AM

38949

Lost my job

2/19/2022 7:45 AM

38950

Very stressful

2/19/2022 7:45 AM

38951

Everything is terrible in every way

2/19/2022 7:44 AM

38952

In too many ways to explain common sense

2/19/2022 7:44 AM

38953

Beginning fear of losing my life (media) Middle fear of losing my job (mandates) Current fear of
losing my freedom (leadership)

2/19/2022 7:44 AM

38954

Lost a job as a health care worker , depression due to lack of social opportunities as I am
unable to attend outings. Damage to personal reputation, unable to bring my children to
outings. Unable to attend educational events as I am land locked. All because I have a
medical condition that placed me at risk for vaccine injury but doesn’t fit in the 2 that are
approved. I am basically treated as an unwanted citizen of my own country.

2/19/2022 7:44 AM

38955

Struggling with 2 teens with mental health issues (ptsd, adhd, spd etc) they are depressed,
behavioural issues we get very little help now. They live in constant fear, our family is often in

2/19/2022 7:44 AM
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crisis They need programs, they need to see full faces, they need to be with people
38956

Division

2/19/2022 7:44 AM

38957

Division amount family, friends and all of society!!!!!!!!

2/19/2022 7:44 AM

38958

Life has been "on hold" for 2 years, unable to travel outside province, unable to attend social
outings and participate fully in society. My mental health as well as the mental health of my
children has suffered. My son has been segregated from participating in school activities and
activities outside of school. I was unable to be with my son while he was alone in hospital
waiting for and then undergoing surgery. I am mentally and physically exhausted from trying to
support my children and myself through all this. My business has suffered financially and I
have taken on a large debt which I am unsure how I will ever be able to repay. It has caused
so much division amongst family and friends that may never be able to be repaired

2/19/2022 7:44 AM

38959

My grand parents did not go to war in 39 45 for this

2/19/2022 7:44 AM

38960

They put in hell. Family died alone, suisides, business lost, no faith in the media or
government.

2/19/2022 7:44 AM

38961

It restricted my travels and our life

2/19/2022 7:43 AM

38962

Loss of Work, health, lack of freedom, relationship, friends and family, division, inflation, loss
of confidence in our Prime ministers, stress, proved that there is dictatorship in Canada and
we don’t have Democracy after all. No confidence in our government!

2/19/2022 7:43 AM

38963

In every way.

2/19/2022 7:43 AM

38964

Work, kids activities, access to recreation, travel

2/19/2022 7:43 AM

38965

job lost

2/19/2022 7:43 AM

38966

Devastating. Depression segregation

2/19/2022 7:43 AM

38967

Mental health is a huge concern. Suicide and with draw. I speak for my family of 8. Winters are
long and we need to be able to get on a plane. Find the sun and have a family holiday. Enough!
I demand freedom! Liberal need to go!

2/19/2022 7:43 AM

38968

I am a mother and I am done with my Children’s sports, schools, events being cancelled. I am
disgusted that’s they see the discrimination all around them, Canadian citizens all around them
not being able to eat inside restraints, enjoy movies or leave the country. Thank you a
concerned mother. Waterloo, on

2/19/2022 7:43 AM

38969

I have been working thru this whole pandemic but would love to see family travel our country
open up

2/19/2022 7:43 AM

38970

Not much, really. You spelled Trudeau wrong.

2/19/2022 7:43 AM

38971

Numerous ways, mental health, financial, employment and the menral abuse of my
Grandchildren. The destruction of our freedoms, economy and sovereignty is unacceptable.

2/19/2022 7:43 AM

38972

Very bad

2/19/2022 7:43 AM

38973

I had to get the vaccine which wasn't necessary as I had already had the virus. I haven't seen
family members and friends in over 2 years which affected my mental status.

2/19/2022 7:43 AM

38974

It’s made me lose faith in the news the government and my fellow citizens

2/19/2022 7:42 AM

38975

I’ve gone with out work for almost 2 years.. mentally drained. I am double vaxed and have
done my part

2/19/2022 7:42 AM

38976

Made it depressing and miserable!

2/19/2022 7:42 AM

38977

My job

2/19/2022 7:42 AM

38978

So many ways

2/19/2022 7:42 AM

38979

Made me feel discriminated against by my iwn country

2/19/2022 7:42 AM

38980

No comment

2/19/2022 7:42 AM

38981

I feel like I'm a second-class citizen just like the blacks did before they became free to enter

2/19/2022 7:42 AM
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businesses of any kind. The so-called science that the government is alluding to is false. They
are not following the "science". Many scientists and doctors have spoken against the
government mandates but they have all be censored or threatened and some have lost their
medical licenses. This is not how a democracy works. A democracy allows discussion of all of
the issues and weighs the pros and cons and then decides what is best for the entire
population, not just those who obey their unlawful mandates.
38982

My son can’t play hockey

2/19/2022 7:42 AM

38983

I have lost my career of 27 years because of the mandates. It's disastrous financially for my
family and I.

2/19/2022 7:42 AM

38984

Divorce and debt

2/19/2022 7:42 AM

38985

Families divided, small town so people know whether you are going into the arena or not- it is
no one’s business my personal medical choices. Trudeau’s invoking of the emergency act is
embarrassing- he’s forgotten that he works for the country and hasn’t even tried to speak to
the group.

2/19/2022 7:42 AM

38986

It has ended my constitutional rights, divided my surroundings, put many in a stressful
psychosis of an irrational virus fear and my government turned into a true terrorist organization,
has we we are standing up for our liberties are the ones preaching love and reconciliations.

2/19/2022 7:42 AM

38987

Making my kids wear masks during sports is unfathomable. The fact I cannot go watch my
child play hockey is extremely horrible.

2/19/2022 7:42 AM

38988

Devasted many family Businesses, children mental health and the federal government led by
Trudeau policy of division and hate is sickening to see.

2/19/2022 7:42 AM

38989

I’m a sole proprietor, 50% loss of clients, severe impact on my adult special needs daughter,
lawyers involved in battle with ex about jabbing my daughter who is requires 24/7 care because
of childhood vaccine damage. Our mental health is barely hanging on.

2/19/2022 7:42 AM

38990

My mental health was severely compromised.

2/19/2022 7:42 AM

38991

Tired of having no family or friends around

2/19/2022 7:41 AM

38992

Terribly, I know many people who have died from suicide or overdose and my own family has
been divided

2/19/2022 7:41 AM

38993

Cannot travel in an airplane, cannot go into a restaurant, it has limited my life and negatively
impacted my mental health

2/19/2022 7:41 AM

38994

No longer able to visit my aunt and mother-in-law here in the nursing homes, attend nephew’s
wedding banquet, and miss visiting our children in US over Thanksgiving and Christmas, and
possibly our daughter’s upcoming wedding in US in May. As well, church worships are limited,
the way to receive the Holy Eucharist has been made less reverent by hand only, The prolong
wearing of mask makes me develop allergies to the mask - itchiness and running nose when I
put it on.

2/19/2022 7:41 AM

38995

Separated me from my family, haven’t been able to do the work I have done professionally for
40 years. Wasn’t able to return to my apartment in Toronto because I was out of town working
when the pandemic hit and my roommate refused (still does) to let me back in because they
got jabbed and I chose not to. I now have poor mental health..depression, anxiety and suicidal
thoughts.

2/19/2022 7:41 AM

38996

I’m ok with it as long as we prevent more hospitalization and deaths

2/19/2022 7:41 AM

38997

I am double vaxxed to keep my job. I can not wear a mask. Due dental issues I have been
breathing in infection causing me to be violently ill. I have missed out on important family
events like funerals and holidays not to mention my parents are older and I have not seen
them much. This mandate has tore apart family and friends. I am done with it.

2/19/2022 7:41 AM

38998

Division between family mental health

2/19/2022 7:41 AM

38999

It has effected everyone’s life but it is necessary to keep everyone safe. The western world
needs to change their mindset - Less me and more we!

2/19/2022 7:41 AM

39000

It hasn't

2/19/2022 7:41 AM

39001

Very stressful

2/19/2022 7:41 AM
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39002

Isolation, depression, financially. My daughter is 1.5years old and hasn’t met half of her family
or saw an unmasked face in public.

2/19/2022 7:41 AM

39003

vaccine passports

2/19/2022 7:41 AM

39004

Very negatively. Mental health has been greatly affected. My young children haven’t had the
opportunities to be children, financially we have struggled as well

2/19/2022 7:41 AM

39005

Job loss

2/19/2022 7:41 AM

39006

It has ruined my children’s education. Online learning is garbage. Watching YouTube videos
isn’t learning.

2/19/2022 7:41 AM

39007

My depression has gotten significantly worse. I've lost friends and family due to this pandemic
and all the pointless mandates

2/19/2022 7:40 AM

39008

We’ve lost income, our children now have severe mental health issues, their education has
greatly suffered. We have missed family births and weddings and funerals

2/19/2022 7:40 AM

39009

minimally except that close friends are not so close due to different opinions on the matter.

2/19/2022 7:40 AM

39010

It has shattered an trust I had in our governments transparency. I feel vulnerable at the hands
of corrupt leaders

2/19/2022 7:40 AM

39011

Psychology and finance

2/19/2022 7:40 AM

39012

It’s awkward but nothing I can’t deal with. If everyone had followed it, this pandemic could be
over by now

2/19/2022 7:40 AM

39013

I’m depressed Anxiety ridden

2/19/2022 7:40 AM

39014

Made it Extremely Hard to Provide for my Family!

2/19/2022 7:39 AM

39015

Lost friends, depressed, financial problems, can't get repair parts

2/19/2022 7:39 AM

39016

Fear of job loss, family divided (probably beyond repair), anxiety, depression, thoughts of
suicide

2/19/2022 7:39 AM

39017

Lost my job

2/19/2022 7:39 AM

39018

My children are being excluded My family and friends are excluded!!

2/19/2022 7:39 AM

39019

Working as essential worker every day. Multiplying the stress. Lost 15 pounds with no fresh
warm meals in 2020 and washroom was in the bushes. Traveling across Canada.

2/19/2022 7:39 AM

39020

In every way!!!! I’m in nursing ! It s so stressful!!! My children, grandchildren, we can’t do
anything normal! Trying to take all social activities away !! They want us to live in fear !! I’m
not!! I want normal!!

2/19/2022 7:39 AM

39021

Not much financially, but it has had a negative impact emotionally and socially. However I've
had friends and family that it has devastated

2/19/2022 7:39 AM

39022

Hardly at all.

2/19/2022 7:39 AM

39023

In every way

2/19/2022 7:39 AM

39024

The mandates are an infringement on my rights, and have been managed very poorly by the
govt, shutting small businesses down, allowing corporate entities (box stores) to remain open.
Follow the money

2/19/2022 7:39 AM

39025

Lack of travel, socializing with friends and family

2/19/2022 7:39 AM

39026

Loss of work. Hard on my Children’s mental well being

2/19/2022 7:39 AM

39027

Making new acquaintances very stand off

2/19/2022 7:39 AM

39028

Every way possible in a negative way. I can’t travel.

2/19/2022 7:39 AM

39029

Forced retirement

2/19/2022 7:38 AM

39030

Anxiety, depression, detrimental health. Psychological decline of my children. This is not ok.

2/19/2022 7:38 AM

39031

Has not

2/19/2022 7:38 AM
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39032

By causing people with any type of grievance against government to disrupt the lives of all
Canadians through occupation of our capital city.

2/19/2022 7:38 AM

39033

been a truck driver and no vacinated ... feel like a dog you keep outside the house ...canot eat
in a restaurent ...canot go to toillet .... that the idea ...

2/19/2022 7:38 AM

39034

Stress

2/19/2022 7:38 AM

39035

My Grandmother was hospitalized and passed away alone bc none of her family could see her.
Mental health of my family

2/19/2022 7:38 AM

39036

Saving my 96 year old grandma has not saved her at all...these elderly people are lonely and
need to see their family members...

2/19/2022 7:38 AM

39037

My entire fanily is healthy and the mandates have helped us to not catch covid once.

2/19/2022 7:37 AM

39038

Kids stressed, confused and sad, lossed friends and job opportunities. stressed daily about
loss of medical atonomy and fear for the future Legal battle with ex husband Kicked out of my
ski club of 34 years and loss of my lifestyle and community

2/19/2022 7:37 AM

39039

Treated like an outcast in society

2/19/2022 7:37 AM

39040

Brought much stress, unnecessary loss of work Escalated feelings of fear isolation.
Heartbreaking to have my mom in a retirement home, suffering from limited mobility because
of Parkinson’s and suffering mental health issues due to mandates and very limited time with
her family.

2/19/2022 7:37 AM

39041

Poorly. My mental health is struggling.

2/19/2022 7:37 AM

39042

I haven't been able to go and do social things with my friends or family. My son hasn't been
able to either. This is really affecting his mental health.

2/19/2022 7:37 AM

39043

I was terminated from my job of 18 years with cause for exercising my right to bodily
autonomy

2/19/2022 7:37 AM

39044

It’s marginalized my children, created a feeling of assault and isolation for our choices and
general lack of joy and optimism

2/19/2022 7:37 AM

39045

It has been torturous. My husband has not been allowed to go to work due to not getting
vaccinated. I’ve been unable to find a job due to not being vaccinated. I have 4 small children,
2 who don’t know what it’s like to go anywhere without a face covering. My youngest boy, who
was so excited to go to school this year for the first time is broken-hearted. He doesn’t even
know what his friends look like. We haven’t seen most of our family in 2 years, including my
children great grandmother, because she live in NB. Even though my kids school strictly
follows these mandates my son (who got severely bullied due to not being vaccinated—
teachers fault as she asked for a raise of hands) caught covid at school. He was only sick for
a day and a half and was floored as to why the world was shut down for this because he
remembers being much sicker with just the regular flu. It’s time to end this. My family needs
their life back!

2/19/2022 7:37 AM

39046

Need to get vaccines to keep my job

2/19/2022 7:37 AM

39047

I have a medical exemption for wearing a mask and I still can't go into certain places because
they won't honor that medical exemption.

2/19/2022 7:37 AM

39048

Work, my kids sports, my kids school and education, depression, anxiety, my kids mental
health, my kids social life

2/19/2022 7:37 AM

39049

By having no freedom

2/19/2022 7:37 AM

39050

It is very depressing,deprived of freedom of choice,movement,and human rights at all.

2/19/2022 7:36 AM

39051

concern over the power the government has exerted. I have difficult breathing, a heart
condition and a bleeding condition. Wearing a mask is very difficult for me.

2/19/2022 7:36 AM

39052

Stress

2/19/2022 7:36 AM

39053

Ruined it! Mentally physically emotionally

2/19/2022 7:36 AM

39054

Missing my family

2/19/2022 7:36 AM
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39055

Can’t go into restaurants

2/19/2022 7:36 AM

39056

Every single aspect of my life has been negatively affected

2/19/2022 7:36 AM

39057

It made stupid people very visible

2/19/2022 7:36 AM

39058

My Dad died exactly 2 weeks after his first covid shot. I lost my home. I lost my job. Negative
all around!!

2/19/2022 7:36 AM

39059

Constant lockdowns are frustrating. Masking my children and so many rules for them at school
regarding distancing, eating, washrooms breaks- they don't deserve that.

2/19/2022 7:36 AM

39060

Higher cost of living due to border closure.

2/19/2022 7:36 AM

39061

Mental health

2/19/2022 7:35 AM

39062

We can't visit our family

2/19/2022 7:35 AM

39063

Mental health issues, loss of job and income , financial stress, social anxiety , issues from
wearing a mask

2/19/2022 7:35 AM

39064

Caused family division. Fear spread by media that my taxes pay for, caused chronic stress,
more migraines loss of connection with family and friends. Masks make me dizzy.

2/19/2022 7:35 AM

39065

It has been over two years since I have seen my U. S. Son and grandsons. I have had a
caution and concern regarding the use of the vaccine. I am concerned about the long term
affects. Restrictions have limited my ability you to visit my elderly friends who are feeling the
challenges of 2 years of being isolated.

2/19/2022 7:35 AM

39066

Family has been divided, we have lost friends, my kids will be scarred mentally, they have
missed hockey and baseball and friends, they are the lowest risk, why cover their faces, I’m
triple vaccinated, my wife is triple vaccinated and my kids are double vaccinated! I agree
vaccination saves lives, but the government should not be controlling people this way, people
have rights and the government doesn’t care, why can the prime minister break laws and get
away with a slap on the wrist, Trudeau is a disgrace and needs to go!

2/19/2022 7:35 AM

39067

Depression. Anxiety.

2/19/2022 7:35 AM

39068

Half my business was deemed non essential. Husband couldn't work his department, I could
work mine. I have been publicly segregated because I do not wish to take the vaccine, that is
still in clinical trials. I am no later Ngee proud to be a Canadian under JT leadership.

2/19/2022 7:35 AM

39069

ALL

2/19/2022 7:35 AM

39070

it is dividing society and causing many people to lose their livelihood, their dignity, their health,
their freedom and their lives.

2/19/2022 7:35 AM

39071

It has kept me departed from my spouse for 26 months

2/19/2022 7:35 AM

39072

I can no longer go where I want and do most things cause of Vax passes

2/19/2022 7:35 AM

39073

Kept me safe. Haven’t had Covid yet. If you take away mandates I’m sure that will change.

2/19/2022 7:34 AM

39074

Division between family and friends. Now homeschooling my grandchildren(this is a good
effect) No longer trust government or the medical hierarchy !

2/19/2022 7:34 AM

39075

Immensely. We have been eliminated from many activities, can't fly to see family in other
parts of Canada, we withdrew our kids from school, my kids can't do activities, we have been
shunned by society

2/19/2022 7:34 AM

39076

i am un vaxxed so it affects everything.

2/19/2022 7:34 AM

39077

It affected the way I have been raising my children. Not a world I wanted to raise them in.

2/19/2022 7:34 AM

39078

Covid, not mandates, has affected my life. Mandates that are based on science have
protected me and my loved ones from illness and financial supports from Fed government
provided a much needed safety net.

2/19/2022 7:34 AM

39079

I have become angry, afraid, and distrustful of most elected officials. My family is being
fractured. I have been unable to attend funerals, visit family, or go to my vacation home.

2/19/2022 7:34 AM

39080

Forced vaccine, distancing of friends, divorce

2/19/2022 7:33 AM
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39081

My husband is injured from the vaccine and is only 46. We don’t know if he will ever be healthy
again

2/19/2022 7:33 AM

39082

Too numerous to list.

2/19/2022 7:33 AM

39083

It has affected every part of my life and for the worse possible way ever imagined! My mental
health has gotten 150% worse

2/19/2022 7:33 AM

39084

My daughter was forced to be vaccinated against her will.

2/19/2022 7:33 AM

39085

Been hell

2/19/2022 7:33 AM

39086

Loss of job opportunities, loss of quality of life

2/19/2022 7:33 AM

39087

The mandates in general have kept the population safe. Now that most Canadians are
vaccinated and we will not vaccine away COVID, vaccine mandates should end

2/19/2022 7:33 AM

39088

It’s been hell — the moment I read this question i start to cry....where do I even begin!!!
Enough is enough!! End all mandates

2/19/2022 7:33 AM

39089

I dont have a life anymore lost everything job, friends , familly ,my credit, mental , pysical,
name it

2/19/2022 7:33 AM

39090

I have been segregated because of a choice I made regarding my own health, family and
friends no longer speak or see one another out of fear or difference in opinion. I lost my job
because of my decision, and I am unable to claim employment insurance, which I paid into,
because of federal government rules regarding this medical choice. I believe people were
medically and psychologically coerced/forced into taking the experimental vaccines with very
conflicting and little or no scientific evidence to back it up, and also not enough time to prove
their efficiency and efficacy. I used to work as a clinical research associate and understand
the ethical and moral rights regarding informed consent. When a health provider cannot provide
a list of ingredients or proper side effects, or explain at length that the Covid vaccines are still
experimental as they have not had enough time to record side effects until some years have
passed, so this DOES NOT qualify as informed consent. I also believe that the mandates
have broken the charter of rights and freedoms by not allowing for accommodations of
individual choice. NONE of the Covid mandates that have been forced upon the Canadian
population over the last 2 years are ethical, moral, or valid.

2/19/2022 7:32 AM

39091

Uncomfortable

2/19/2022 7:32 AM

39092

Caused hate and segregation towards the unvaccinated, which is unnecessary seeing the the
vaccinated get and spread Covid.

2/19/2022 7:32 AM

39093

Almost gone bankrupt

2/19/2022 7:32 AM

39094

Divided family and close friendships . Don’t know if we will ever heal and go back to the way it
was .

2/19/2022 7:32 AM

39095

Had to close the business. Increase in stress. Decrease in income. Isolated. Declining mental
health. Unhealthy weight gain. Declining physical health. And I NEVER got sick AT ALL.

2/19/2022 7:32 AM

39096

It’s kept us safe from all the idiots out there.

2/19/2022 7:32 AM

39097

It has torn our family apart

2/19/2022 7:32 AM

39098

It keep me alive

2/19/2022 7:32 AM

39099

I'm laid off until I get vaccinated or the federal vaccine mandate is dropped.

2/19/2022 7:32 AM

39100

Protected health and life of my family and I, and friends and many in my community except for
my aunt who died of COVID-19, and my friend’s great uncle who also died of COVID-19. , and
my friend who has long COVID-19 after contracting the illness at the start March 2020 and still
suffers from it.

2/19/2022 7:32 AM

39101

I have a depression. My kid scared of people. Just want this disaster to end

2/19/2022 7:32 AM

39102

I have lost my job and ability to feed and house my family

2/19/2022 7:32 AM

39103

Broken relationships, declining mental health

2/19/2022 7:31 AM

39104

Destroyed my marriage

2/19/2022 7:31 AM
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39105

Being stripped of freedom.

2/19/2022 7:31 AM

39106

It is robbing my 5-year-old daughter of her childhood and greatly reducing my income. It
causes nothing but pain and misery for everyone I know.

2/19/2022 7:31 AM

39107

Didn’t give me freedom every store I go to they act evil yelled at me nonsense the people
weren’t friendly at all seems like every store had heat towards you I couldn’t shop In peace

2/19/2022 7:31 AM

39108

My house hold has lost two incomes coming in, and my child has lost the chance to go to
university

2/19/2022 7:31 AM

39109

I resent the total loss of freedom over movement, association and personal choice in regards
to my body.

2/19/2022 7:31 AM

39110

A very difficult last 2 years

2/19/2022 7:31 AM

39111

Isolation Restriction Loss of freedom, both medical and physical

2/19/2022 7:31 AM

39112

Not at all.

2/19/2022 7:31 AM

39113

Social anxiety

2/19/2022 7:31 AM

39114

It’s created laziness, lack of responsibility for one’s own condition as well as threatens my
children’s future. It has also opened the door to unnecessary control on the part of
governments. It has allowed the country to shift into a communism.

2/19/2022 7:30 AM

39115

Personally, I have just stayed away from everyone except my husband and sister and just go
to church maintaining my distance but I have had little close contact with my mom and other
family members. Though double jabbed boosted, family and friends are still getting sick and
passing it on to others and the need for isolation from 5 to 10 days is brutal, especially some
who have no one and have to stay alone by themselves. I know people who have been harmed
physically by the jab, some in so much pain but nothing can be done about it. Some have had
to sell their homes, lose their jobs, two friends of mine had sons who committed suicide.
People I know who did not want to take a jab were forced to or lose their job and they could not
afford to lose their job. Some were fine but some where in a lot of pain. I am heartbroken that
people I know who are responsible are not trusted with a choice of their own health. I am
heartwarmed by the Trucker Convoy who has livened up many lives of people I care about who
are now hopeful, having fun, laughing and enjoying life again - even in double digit below
temperatures. I believe people will take a while to get over their fears to get together again and
feel safe but the damage all these enforced mandates have caused outweighs the good.

2/19/2022 7:30 AM

39116

Stress in my children Job Friendships Family Financially - I just returned from a holiday and
paid to be tested then had to re test as I entered the country- it was not just random. Everyone
on the plan was tested

2/19/2022 7:30 AM

39117

It’s affected my personal choices. My son’s education has been affected negatively.

2/19/2022 7:30 AM

39118

Too many ways to mention. The most important being my mental health

2/19/2022 7:30 AM

39119

My job was affected and almost non existent for a year. Then March of 2021 the business
where I worked was shut down. My family now suffers from chronic nose bleeds due to mask
wearing. My children are scared for their future. Scared to be sick. Scared to be kids. My
husband and I have suffered emotionally.

2/19/2022 7:30 AM

39120

My wife died without family beening able to travel home

2/19/2022 7:30 AM

39121

Feels like were living in a communist county!!

2/19/2022 7:30 AM

39122

It’s cause hate and discrimination in a way I never thought I would experience. It was not only
promoted by our government but encouraged. It’s changed my view on all vaccines at this
point and I have lost trust of our government

2/19/2022 7:30 AM

39123

We lost precious time with family and friends, that we can never get back

2/19/2022 7:29 AM

39124

My husband was put on unpaid leave, we are unable to travel to see family and also really
affected mine and my families mental health

2/19/2022 7:29 AM

39125

It’s not my life that I’m worried about, it’s my three beautiful children that may have to deal
with this communist regime. I’m disgusted in this government

2/19/2022 7:29 AM

39126

Reduced income, limited traveling

2/19/2022 7:29 AM
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39127

I have lost over half my income, my children used to cry to see their friends and cousins, now
they forget who they are.

2/19/2022 7:29 AM

39128

Increased depression, anxiety, anger. Reduced income

2/19/2022 7:29 AM

39129

Yes and i am vaxxed

2/19/2022 7:29 AM

39130

Profoundly. It severed my employment, my family, my nation and my trust in Canada! God
help us!

2/19/2022 7:29 AM

39131

Negative

2/19/2022 7:29 AM

39132

Nearly killed us

2/19/2022 7:29 AM

39133

My wife lost her bakery due to the constant shutdowns

2/19/2022 7:29 AM

39134

An unnecessary inconvenience.

2/19/2022 7:28 AM

39135

Even with a medical exemption, I lost my nursing career, the vaccine killed my mother, rifts
between friends and family, my child had to quit her long lobe of dance and drama

2/19/2022 7:28 AM

39136

In all ways. It’s pretty obvious

2/19/2022 7:28 AM

39137

Follow the true science. This is only a flu. A really bad flu. But a flu none the less

2/19/2022 7:28 AM

39138

Fear of my husband losing his job and not being able to get another one.

2/19/2022 7:28 AM

39139

This far my immediate family hasn’t contracted covid due to masking diligence, avoiding close
physical contact, and vaccination. We will continue to be diligent and support scientifically
proven mandates.

2/19/2022 7:28 AM

39140

Can't go out for dinner or to a sporting event hate the face diaper

2/19/2022 7:28 AM

39141

I can’t eat out with friends, take my son to see a movie, or travel to see my family. I also have
to wear a mask 8hrs/day 40/hrs a week to work! I’m done!

2/19/2022 7:28 AM

39142

Very little disruption

2/19/2022 7:28 AM

39143

Family friends divided

2/19/2022 7:27 AM

39144

Job loss - healthcare nurse of 30 yrs

2/19/2022 7:27 AM

39145

It hasn't

2/19/2022 7:27 AM

39146

#pureblood,snowbird not allowed home to my family

2/19/2022 7:27 AM

39147

In every way for worse.

2/19/2022 7:27 AM

39148

It has ruined relationships, segregated society, my kids can’t play sports, we can’t go to indoor
events..we homeschool and can’t go to museums, etc etc.

2/19/2022 7:27 AM

39149

It has ruined my life! Tore apart my family creating division from all the lies our Government
and Trudeau have told, and forced upon the people.

2/19/2022 7:27 AM

39150

Loss of money mental stress. Alination from friends and family

2/19/2022 7:27 AM

39151

Mentally

2/19/2022 7:26 AM

39152

Unable to travel and do activitys with my child

2/19/2022 7:26 AM

39153

made me realize i can’t count on the government

2/19/2022 7:26 AM

39154

Lost friends

2/19/2022 7:26 AM

39155

Tremendously

2/19/2022 7:26 AM

39156

Isolated, unable to see grands and relatives

2/19/2022 7:26 AM

39157

I haven’t had a cold in two years, so that’s good!

2/19/2022 7:26 AM

39158

Can’t have a normal life

2/19/2022 7:26 AM

39159

I could not go to the gym for over a year because of lockdowns and vaccine passports. As a
result my physical health declined especially in the winter. Also, emotional trauma from my

2/19/2022 7:26 AM
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loss of trust in government. My anxiety increased when the sentiment “my body, my choice”
stopped being applicable in Canada.
39160

Stress . Not being able to get medical care because if it isn't about their favorite topic,well
there is no medical care! Putting up with the brainwashed sheep who swallow every lie and are
afraid of their own shadow. A rebranding of a seasonal dicease does not make it so! What
Trudeau is doing now was the outcome the NWO was aiming for. I am 66 I have at the flu at
least 5 times and no matter what name you give it .it is still the flu.

2/19/2022 7:26 AM

39161

My children miss seeing their friends..we miss seeing family members. Havent been on a
vacation in a while.

2/19/2022 7:26 AM

39162

Lost my job. Mental & emotional stress I’ve never experienced. Loss off friends & family. Been
discriminated against. Rights given by God taken from me & many more.

2/19/2022 7:26 AM

39163

bad bad

2/19/2022 7:26 AM

39164

I had to get vaccinated and keep a mask in my purse.

2/19/2022 7:25 AM

39165

I'll be polite and refrain from answering

2/19/2022 7:25 AM

39166

My mental health has been greatly affected by the increasing mandates that the government
has been shoving down everyone’s throat! It’s time for them to STOP!!! NOW!!!!

2/19/2022 7:25 AM

39167

No life, lost job .

2/19/2022 7:25 AM

39168

It jailed society.

2/19/2022 7:25 AM

39169

I hate going anywhere now I hate that wearing a mask is normal

2/19/2022 7:25 AM

39170

I’m ostracized from public life, masks impede my breathing and force me to play make believe
that they do anything when im not sick, my children’s health and mental health have been
affected by federal vax mandates. It’s not a real vaccine. Other of my family have been fired.
Im more worried every day. Finances in peril. Relatives stay away from me. My country is
being over run with overreaching politicians who seem to want to grab power and that worries
me for the country’s stability.

2/19/2022 7:24 AM

39171

Lost job, ruined relationships, destroyed church, lost kids' education, child kicked out of
college. Nothing good in the mandates.

2/19/2022 7:24 AM

39172

My job, my life style, daughter s schooling

2/19/2022 7:24 AM

39173

My business was not allowed to be open and we have suffered financially. I am a deaf person
who has a hard time communicating without seeing people’s lips when they talk. I have several
auto immune diseases which prevent me from being jabbed. I am now not allowed to leave this
country, travel or even eat in a restaurant. Like so many suffering Canadians I could go on and
on...

2/19/2022 7:24 AM

39174

My business was closed for 7 months due to mandates. My child was forced to get vaccinated
to play sport. My mental health has deteriorated. My mothers marriage is ending due to
conflicts over mandates. I've lost friends and family over conflixta over mandates.

2/19/2022 7:24 AM

39175

It’s affected everyone in some way, but, not being able to go into a public place without a
mask…and you’re healthy! What happened to just staying home when you’re sick & everyone
else carries on with their lives? This is especially concerning in the schools. Children should
NOT have to wear masks or use hand sanitizer!!! The vaccine mandates are illegal & causing
so much segregation between people in turn causing way more unnecessary problems and
stress. The gov’t is the biggest problem! We just want to live our lives & they just want a
bigger cheque book.

2/19/2022 7:24 AM

39176

I have not been able to support friends and family with young children. I have had to take a
leave of absence from my workplace. I cannot find a place to rent or buy as real estate has
become unobtainable. I am lonely and struggle with depression and am watching my teenagers
dwindle in spirit as restrictions have diminished most avenues for expression and enjoyment
with peers. I have lost friends and family members and not been able to grieve with others.
The restrictions have been worse than our experience with Covid.

2/19/2022 7:24 AM

39177

Discrimination and Harassment at the Workplace Not being able to travel to see family
Difficulty doing my job with a mask on

2/19/2022 7:24 AM
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39178

I had to get the vaccine shots to keep my job.

2/19/2022 7:24 AM

39179

It is limiting activities

2/19/2022 7:24 AM

39180

Life itself

2/19/2022 7:24 AM

39181

Lonlyness

2/19/2022 7:24 AM

39182

In many negative ways.

2/19/2022 7:24 AM

39183

Taken away by freedom to make my own personal decisions regarding my own life.

2/19/2022 7:24 AM

39184

Both me and my husband lost our.jobs, it has affected our mental health and our children's
mental health

2/19/2022 7:24 AM

39185

Mentally and socially it has caused harm.. loss of friends..anxiety as you never know what will
happen day to day..loss of trust in government as I'm sure this is all being done out of greed
and no care for people

2/19/2022 7:23 AM

39186

Being treated as a 2nd class citizen, kids not able to play organized sports.

2/19/2022 7:23 AM

39187

it has caused division within family and friends...has added unnecessary stress to my mental
health, has curbed me from having a normal life...

2/19/2022 7:23 AM

39188

Lost of work in income

2/19/2022 7:23 AM

39189

Depression, family division,loneliness, anger , desperation

2/19/2022 7:23 AM

39190

No traveling

2/19/2022 7:23 AM

39191

All of them

2/19/2022 7:23 AM

39192

Divided family and friends... mental health issues.... locked in my home except for essential
service work

2/19/2022 7:22 AM

39193

Made it depressing.

2/19/2022 7:22 AM

39194

My level of health has decrease marginally and my ambition is Zero under forced compliance
to unproven strategies

2/19/2022 7:22 AM

39195

Kids anxious and upset about the mask even having to wear it outside at school and gym.
Lost jobs which now has put us more in debt. We have alot of us living together now since it
started and things are so expensive now that no one can move out. My mother inlaw is afraid
to go outside that she now doesn't see fresh air outside of our home. The government made
promises and never kept them. I never wanted to get vaccinated but felt forced to do it just so
I can see my grandmother. Which is another thing through most of this time she was left alone
with no family to visit because of protocols. That was a horrible thing to do to any human
being.

2/19/2022 7:22 AM

39196

Too much division . Losing my / our freedom/affected my mental health

2/19/2022 7:22 AM

39197

Divided family, destruction of social benefits

2/19/2022 7:22 AM

39198

Negatively

2/19/2022 7:22 AM

39199

Anxiety increased

2/19/2022 7:22 AM

39200

Actively preparing to emigrate /flee to a free country

2/19/2022 7:22 AM

39201

I’m a daycare teacher & I’m seeing how this is really effecting a child’s growth. Not seeing
teachers mouths is causing all time high speech problems. Everyone is disconnecting
themselves from everything.

2/19/2022 7:22 AM

39202

Made me more cautious and thinking of others more than just myself

2/19/2022 7:22 AM

39203

It has effected my life completely and want it to end Enough is enough

2/19/2022 7:22 AM

39204

loneliness, depression, separation from loved ones, loss of loved ones never got to say
goodbye, used to love life, feel like it is no longer worth living.

2/19/2022 7:21 AM

39205

Not able to attend religious services because of asthma attacks when wearing mask.

2/19/2022 7:21 AM

39206

Terminated due to vaccine policy with no testing option

2/19/2022 7:21 AM
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39207

Wife lost her job, canceled holidays, excluded from family, lost friends of decades

2/19/2022 7:21 AM

39208

Caused major anxiety and has taken away my income almost completely during the lockdowns

2/19/2022 7:21 AM

39209

I refused to comply

2/19/2022 7:21 AM

39210

My two teenagers are struggling emotionally and I have lost work

2/19/2022 7:21 AM

39211

My wife and i both lost our jobs. We have both struggled with our mental health.

2/19/2022 7:21 AM

39212

... new normal 👍

2/19/2022 7:21 AM

39213

Not good

2/19/2022 7:20 AM

39214

separated and dividing my family and friends

2/19/2022 7:20 AM

39215

Cannot do much of anything. Masks affect my breathing. Cañnot see my family in other
provinces or in U.S. I have not even mer two new grandchildren who are now almost two years
old

2/19/2022 7:20 AM

39216

Affected work, life quality and family and friends

2/19/2022 7:20 AM

39217

Pushed me to be classified as a poverty level single widowed mother. Lost job Can hardly
afford rent at our new home Can hardly afford groceries Can’t afford to put a reasonable
amount of gas in car due to unreasonable inflation

2/19/2022 7:20 AM

39218

Drastically

2/19/2022 7:19 AM

39219

Ruined our friendship s

2/19/2022 7:19 AM

39220

Seperation of family Loneliness and depression Stressful

2/19/2022 7:19 AM

39221

Not seeing family and close friends is painful

2/19/2022 7:19 AM

39222

Lost employment.

2/19/2022 7:19 AM

39223

Division, hatred, racism, health injuries, mental health, addiction, and isolation

2/19/2022 7:19 AM

39224

Division, I no longer trust or feel safe in the country. Freedom to take my kids places, sports

2/19/2022 7:19 AM

39225

Grieved for passing father alone. Family members cannot go to higher education (honour
students), apply for fighter fighter jobs after training, threat of unemployment.

2/19/2022 7:19 AM

39226

We did not comply anyways

2/19/2022 7:19 AM

39227

How hasn't it affected everyone's life. The divide in our country is undeniable. This is not
Canada. I miss people. I miss hugging and smiling at people. All these imposed mandates
should be personal choice, not requirements to live in a free country.

2/19/2022 7:19 AM

39228

Loss of work, loss of travel, loss of family gatherings.

2/19/2022 7:18 AM

39229

Extra stress, family division

2/19/2022 7:18 AM

39230

Made me see what is truth is

2/19/2022 7:18 AM

39231

Division of family. Couldn’t attend my sister-in-law funeral

2/19/2022 7:18 AM

39232

Very negative in all aspects of my life and freedom I have seen Canada been destroyed.

2/19/2022 7:18 AM

39233

Keeping a personal hygiene at the safety level

2/19/2022 7:18 AM

39234

I have lost friendships and family relationships

2/19/2022 7:18 AM

39235

Kids lost jobs, my son is suffering mentally from home school, over weight and depression
Family has been torn apart and so much more

2/19/2022 7:18 AM

39236

My family doesn’t talk to me anymore because I was forced to get vaccinated for my
employment. They are quit their jobs making life very stressful. My husband has breathing
issues because of wearing a mask for 12 hours a day. My son has socializing issues because
kids we’re not allowed to play with him because their parents were terrified for children to touch
or interact get to close. I have social anxiety now because I’ve been so isolated for 2 years. I
have experienced unnecessary depression because I have been forced to be home with
nothing fun to do with my child and all people outside want to talk about is covid. I have lost all

2/19/2022 7:18 AM
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trust in the government completely. Most of these rules DO NOT MAKE ANY SENSE. If they
did I would follow but they making children wear a mask outside while plying at recess and
teenagers wear masks while working out. While adults at their gyms don’t have to wear them!
Restrictions on breathing is horrific. This is all completely wrong on so many levels. This
needs to stop now!!!
39237

Has proven true to dividing a family that I never thought was possible to divide. Putting the
hurt on good people, small business's, and deception in the church

2/19/2022 7:18 AM

39238

It has caused segregation and I’ve lost family over differences of opinion.

2/19/2022 7:18 AM

39239

I have lost my job. My kids can't play hockey because I won't let them go into a public arena
without me. My kids have broken out in face rashes and mouth sores from wearing masks all
day. My husband is a first responders who was able to keep his job but is now very depressed
because of the calls he is going to. My family hasn't been able to see my sister and her 2
children in over 2 years because she doesn't drive. She can only fly and isn't allowed.

2/19/2022 7:18 AM

39240

Fear, depression, I can't visit my kids, I have missed 2 weddings and 3 funerals

2/19/2022 7:17 AM

39241

I have lost my job. I have watched 3 perfectly healthy friends have no choice but to take a
vaccine that has harmed them. My child has had headaches since the mask mandates started
in school.

2/19/2022 7:17 AM

39242

Lost my family can’t visit my dad work is affected

2/19/2022 7:17 AM

39243

I got layed off twice. Wasn't able to see my son's when they were sick. When wearing the
mask I get choked up can't breath properly. I was forced to get the needle. I have heart
palpatations since I got my vax.

2/19/2022 7:17 AM

39244

Where do you even begin. Any mandate takes away your free choice. By refusing not to obey,
you are treated like a second class person or even worse. I felt like a prisoner in my country
for having my privileges taken away when both vaccinated and unvaccinated can spread and
catch Covid. I get tested weekly at work even though I am asymptomatic and yet my coworkers come in to work with flu symptoms and they are exempted from testing. I never
expected to feel like a prisoner in this country or a leper. I have rights and autonomy over my
body. The Covid pandemic has been poorly managed in this country. I feel anxiety on a daily
basis for I feel threatened by my own government. I feel such a shame being a Canadian in
today's time....

2/19/2022 7:17 AM

39245

It is killing me all my family and my friends ...do I need to say more

2/19/2022 7:17 AM

39246

I had a baby. Was the loneliest and most depressing pregnancy. My partner wasn't allowed to
come to any appointments with me. I didn't get to have a baby shower. I had to stress about
having family help us once baby was born. My baby only gets to see half of peoples faces. I
don't know how that is going to effect her in the long run. I haven't been able to see friends in 2
years. I need physical contact from other people

2/19/2022 7:17 AM

39247

Destroying mental health, affect children life keeping them in distance , divided people in
community, affecting financially

2/19/2022 7:17 AM

39248

Loss if work, my children's lives difficult. Lack of trust in governments ability to not be bribed
with money. The wealthy people meddling in the lives of people that have put our trust in them.

2/19/2022 7:17 AM

39249

Fucked my life

2/19/2022 7:17 AM

39250

I’ve happily abided by the health measures in the interest of contributing to the hood of
humanity. The needs of the many outweigh the needs of the few, or the one. #ramranch

2/19/2022 7:16 AM

39251

I believe vaccines are a choice and I do not support Trudeau in any way shape or form. He is
not a good leader and he is not my Prime Minister. Germany lost the war.

2/19/2022 7:16 AM

39252

Overwhelmed stress anxiety. It has caused a lot of division in my marriage and my friendship
with family and friends

2/19/2022 7:15 AM

39253

Lost friends and family

2/19/2022 7:15 AM

39254

It has forsed me to closed my business and put people out of work .

2/19/2022 7:15 AM

39255

The biggest part is the isolation loneliness and separation of family and friends

2/19/2022 7:15 AM

39256

Restricted travel

2/19/2022 7:15 AM
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39257

Separated my family!!!!!

2/19/2022 7:15 AM

39258

Traveling health

2/19/2022 7:15 AM

39259

Socially, division of family

2/19/2022 7:14 AM

39260

Has shattered my relationship with my siblings and made it impossible to see my 92-year-old
mother in assisted living facility.

2/19/2022 7:14 AM

39261

Je dois aller voir ma mère en cachette très tôt le matin pour ne pas me faire demander un
passeport vaccinal. Je n'ai pas le droit d'aller la voir sans un passeport vaccinal. Elle a besoin
des soin que je lui donne. J'ai toujours peur de me faire "attraper". Ma soeur qui vit au BC ne
peut pas venir au Québec en avion. Nous sommes isolés, jamais invités aux réunions
familliales. Nous entendons des commentaires insultants et méchants sur les non-vaccinés
comme si nous étions responsables de tout.

2/19/2022 7:14 AM

39262

Lost health due to wearing a face diaper for nothing

2/19/2022 7:14 AM

39263

OK,

2/19/2022 7:14 AM

39264

Saved it

2/19/2022 7:14 AM

39265

Kept me safe from COVID-19.

2/19/2022 7:14 AM

39266

Not good

2/19/2022 7:14 AM

39267

In every way but my real concern in the massive government over reach in personal autonomy
and the ability to feed one self

2/19/2022 7:14 AM

39268

These mandates have divided our family and friends. It has made it next to impossible to find
appropriate employment for my skill set. It has caused me not to see my adult children that
live in different provinces. It has made me feel isolated, controlled by upper powers and I have
no rights anymore especially my own body.

2/19/2022 7:14 AM

39269

It hasn’t! Grow up and talk to a real doctor on the front lines rather than morons from the
maverick party.

2/19/2022 7:14 AM

39270

Further eroded my trust of gov't and officials.

2/19/2022 7:14 AM

39271

Missed funerals and visits to dying people in our hospitals. Really depressing.

2/19/2022 7:13 AM

39272

I miss my family and friends

2/19/2022 7:13 AM

39273

I would like to address something that is very important in my life. I am partially vaccinated
and it will remain that way because of my health. I am disgusted and tired of being treated like
a lesser human being by our government. I’m banned from all indoor places, I’m a prisoner in
my own country. Our PM and Liberals in parliament are telling us to follow science. Here’s the
science: “A recently updated Ontario study found that while vaccines were just 36% effective
against symptomatic Omicron infection 7 to 59 days after two doses, with NO protection after
six months!!!, that increased to 61% a week after a booster. Two doses is no longer functional
and the situation has changed completely because of Omicron.” “New data from the U.S.
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention released Friday found booster protection waned
after about four months, highlighting the potential need for fourth doses in the high risk, and
dealing a major blow to the case for expanding mandates.” The “vaccine” with protection for 4
months is a flu shot, and our government has no right to coerce Canadians to take it every 4
months. Coronavirus vaccine makers are shielded from liability. 24 countries and the Canadian
province of Quebec have no-fault vaccine-injury compensation systems for routine
immunizations, but aren’t designed to cover injuries related to vaccine administration during
public health emergencies. So who will be taking responsibility for my or your health in case of
any serious side affects or health damages caused by vaccines, in short and in long term?
Me? I believe that if the government promotes immunization as a collective interest, knowing
that people will be injured, the government must share the burden of these injuries’ costs.
“Health Canada is committed to protecting the health and safety of Canadians and has a
rigorous scientific review system in place to ensure vaccines are safe and effective in
preventing the diseases they target,” read the emailed statement from PHAC , December
2020. Officials from Health Canada have echoed these reassurances. In its published decision
regarding the Pfizer coronavirus vaccine, Health Canada wrote that the data confirms the
vaccine is roughly 95% effective. But it is a fact that whether you are vaccinated or not, you
still can spread the virus and catch the virus. You can still get very sick and end up in the

2/19/2022 7:13 AM
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hospital. In Ontario the vaccinated are the reason the hospital beds get 75% full. Who is
following the science on this? My daughter who worked in the Mississauga Trillium hospital
and took care of patients in time of this pandemic got covid at the end of August 2021. Three
months later after her recovery from the Delta virus she was terminated with cause. Her natural
immunity was still very strong at the time of her termination. “Within 4 weeks following
infection, 90-99% of individuals infected with the SARS-CoV-2 virus develop detectable
neutralizing antibodies…Available scientific data suggests that in most people immune
responses remain robust and protective against reinfection for at least 6-8 months after
infection (Report from WHO, “Covid Natural Immunity”
https://apps.who.int/iris/rest/bitstreams/1346855/retrieve) Almost all European countries
recognize natural immunity for the duration of 6 months after recovering from covid. Why was
Canada different? In fact, the Canadian scientific report “Post-COVID-19 immunity” from
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/reports-publications/canada-communicabledisease-report-ccdr/monthly-issue/2021-47/issue-4-april-2021/post-covid-19-immunity.html,
published in April 2020 stated: “Reinfection with SARS-CoV-2 virus is rare but can occur.
Despite a lot of variability in both antibody and T-cell response, protective immunity appears to
last at least six months. “ Why was the governmental policy not reflecting these scientific
research findings, paid by Canadian taxpayers? Who is responsible for many unjust decisions
in making and implementing mandates? In this critical time of health staff shortages across
Canada the Mississauga Trillium hospital fired a perfectly protected and healthy young
professional, a x-ray and CT scan technologist, in a time when estimated 300,000 patients are
behind their schedule for CT and X-ray diagnostics. ‘Without health workers, there is no health
care’. We want our freedom back regardless of each person’s medical choices. That's private
and personal and no government should have a say over that. 90% of Canadians got their
shots (coerced or tricked to do that) to get normalcy back but it didn't happen. My coworkers
and many friends who were double vaxxed, recently have had Covid, just stayed home and
took care of it like every other flu . The government failed in making the right choice of buying
real and efficient vaccines. Vaxxed or unvaccinated, all can get sick. Besides we have
available Pfizer’s Novel COVID-19 Oral Antiviral Treatment that can Reduce Risk of
Hospitalization or Death by 89%. All Mandates should be dropped immediately today! Our PM
showed no respect for the Canadian people. He no longer represents the people of Canada. We
have no faith in someone who spread hate and demonized Canadians by calling them fringe
minorities and aluminium heads. How many times has he done illegal activities that have been
under investigation and yet he still has managed to elude prosecution. Is there more corruption
in the federal government that is being swept under the carpet? Trudeau needs to be relieved
of his job. Please call for a non confidence in our government leader Justin Trudeau. Time for
him to step down and let the rest of you clean up his mess! Canada is crumbling with high
taxes, high utility bills, high food bills, gas and housing prices, lack of medical care, mental
health, overdoses, poor senior care !!! Just to name a few. We can hardly afford living
anymore. The people over the last 2 years lost businesses, lost jobs, lost senior family
members, who were in facilities that would not let families come in to be with dying parents.
People lost family members to suicide due to these tyrannical restrictions. Disagreements
around the COVID-19 health measures have gotten so heated that families are divided and
friendships are strained. This should never happen. The mainstream media should be charged
for all misrepresentation of the facts and false accusations. We were shut down for at least 6
months over the last year and a half. No good for our business, the economy or the people
waiting to access services from those businesses. Health care surgeries have been put on the
back burner. So many people died due to poor decision making by the government. This has
gone on long enough we need to go back to the Real Normal. As your constituent, I’m asking
that you vote to end all mandates and vaccination passports immediately. Stop this nonsense
now, stop these demoralizing mandates and policies. It’s in your power today by making a right
choice to help our Canada become free, democratic and normal again.
39274

Living hell

2/19/2022 7:13 AM

39275

Haven't been able to visit loved ones, had to be a "essential worker", work every day, while
others made more money sitting home on cerb

2/19/2022 7:13 AM

39276

I'm depressed, lonely and anxious. I am a stay at home mom to a toddler and newborn and I'm
stuck at home with nowhere to go. I can't get out to socialize because of these mandates or
meet anyone. My toddler is struggling with his behavior as well. I have family members who
are upset with me because i don't feel comfortable getting the vaccine due to being pregnant
and now breastfeeding.

2/19/2022 7:12 AM

39277

It has been the one main topic of conversation for two years now. That in itself is mentally
exhausting, emotionally draining and just simply demeaning.

2/19/2022 7:12 AM
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39278

As with everyone in Canada is has impacted our daily lives and futures, our children and
granchildren have had so much take away from them it is sickening. Trudeau and his
|Henchmen need to all be put on Trial for the Crimes they have committed against the
Canadian people.

2/19/2022 7:12 AM

39279

it has negatively affected my business, my family life and my mental health. Canada has not
followed the science and it's very frustrating.

2/19/2022 7:12 AM

39280

Lost a family member from a vaccine injury. Have been separated from many friends and
family members due to division created by current government. Been made to feel ostracized,
criticized, defamed, penalized, and fearful for my life because I chose not to participate in a
medical experiment. I have been censored and ridiculed publicly for questioning ‘the science’
and wanting factual and unbiased evidence to support the events of the last 2 years. This is no
longer the free and lawful Country I once loved to be a citizen of!

2/19/2022 7:12 AM

39281

I’ve had 4 jobs, depressions/anxiety, children have shown signs of it too

2/19/2022 7:12 AM

39282

Fear , Isolation, segregation

2/19/2022 7:12 AM

39283

Sport, education for the children

2/19/2022 7:11 AM

39284

Grandson isolated from other children. He talks about death. Personally is the humiliation of
being a second class unvaxed citizen. I was refused medical treatment in local hospital and
now fearful to go to hospital. Seeing regular people refuse to be in contact with me

2/19/2022 7:11 AM

39285

It has kept me from family. My son had to leave University and dropped his passion baseball.

2/19/2022 7:11 AM

39286

Severe mental health with myself, my children, my family. There are too many ways the
restrictions and mandates have negatively affected my family. My 7 year old hates school
because he has to wear a mask, he said he wants to kill himself. My business has been
destroyed. I can't see my Grandmother in LTC. My father had a heart attack after a 2nd dose
of your Pfizer vaccine and my mother is suffering in so much pain from Polymyalgia after 2
Pfizer shots and a flu shot. Is that enough for you?? Because I could continue. No one should
be forced into any type of measure. We have the right to choose what is best for us. Forcing
anything upon anyone is cruel and criminal. This government needs to be held accountable at
the highest level.

2/19/2022 7:11 AM

39287

The mandates are not the issue. It’s the governments handling of everything in canada. Very
disturbing

2/19/2022 7:11 AM

39288

Destroyed my childrens lives and I see my patients suffering mentally

2/19/2022 7:11 AM

39289

As an immuno-compromised person with lung issues, and knowing many people who have
been seriously ill or who have died from Covid, the mandates have made me feel safe.

2/19/2022 7:11 AM

39290

Limits where and what we can do.

2/19/2022 7:10 AM

39291

Depression, sickness, loss of friends, unhealthy lifestyle, relationship strife, loss of business,
lack of income.

2/19/2022 7:10 AM

39292

In several ways, has cost me many relationships and done more damage than the actual virus
itself.

2/19/2022 7:10 AM

39293

Affect on my mental health. Affected my children My baby’s language development due to
masks .

2/19/2022 7:10 AM

39294

It has effected everything. We haven’t been able to do our normal things and everything for my
kids has been cancelled or they cannot go because I can’t go in the building. My oldest
daughter may be kicked out of dance class if the passport is not gone by her birthday.

2/19/2022 7:10 AM

39295

My freedom to go anywhere, time with family, missed multiple funerals. Experienced bouts of
anxiety. Worry for businesses constantly.

2/19/2022 7:10 AM

39296

I was unable to be with my dying mother in the Care Home. It has caused division /
discrimination/ family arguments/ breakdown of family and friendships/ it has caused me & my
family extreme fear and anxiety We have experienced hatred towards us. The isolation &
division has caused so much more harm & damage than the virus ever could have.

2/19/2022 7:10 AM

39297

Isolation inflation

2/19/2022 7:10 AM
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39298

Wel I have seen My would Family for 3 years bat our plan was visiting them im January bat it
doesn't work because al the mandates

2/19/2022 7:10 AM

39299

I have been socially isolated

2/19/2022 7:10 AM

39300

My work. My mental health and my life.

2/19/2022 7:09 AM

39301

Caused terrible division

2/19/2022 7:09 AM

39302

The restrictions immediately negatively affected my income and the way I do my business; my
family is seriously divided over these issues. I feel like a prisoner in my own country; the
propaganda in our faces nonstop is offensive - these decals telling me where to stand is so
offensive - lining up outside a store in the freezing cold so that I can then enter the store
alongside so many people vaxxed or unvaxxed but I can't sit in a restaurant - the lack of logic
is so offensive and it's so obvious that this has nothing to do with our health but everything to
do with CONTROL over us!

2/19/2022 7:09 AM

39303

It has affected every aspect of my life. No point starting to give an explanation because no
one cares anyway

2/19/2022 7:09 AM

39304

Less income, poor mental health for my family, and a lot of unnecessary stress at work not
being able to attend job sites requiring COVID vaccination

2/19/2022 7:09 AM

39305

Unable to visit family and friends.. Feeling depressed and totally restricted after having taken
all my shots (3) to this point .. I have done my part from the start but now it’s clear to me that
mandates masks passports etc so not work .. I want my life back ..

2/19/2022 7:09 AM

39306

Negatively

2/19/2022 7:09 AM

39307

I lost my job of 12 years because of this unnecessary mandate policy be to jab, my children
can't finish the nursing program and the university or college, they're very stressed out
mentally and physically stressed,depressed and doesn't want to quit.

2/19/2022 7:09 AM

39308

Depression

2/19/2022 7:09 AM

39309

Not having freedom of choice of what you decide is right for your own body, being able to fly
take a train, go out for diner or entertainment. Not having a choice. Watching family, children
take the shit just to keep their job.

2/19/2022 7:08 AM

39310

Financial & mental hardships.

2/19/2022 7:08 AM

39311

Lost my job!

2/19/2022 7:08 AM

39312

It has hurt many many children and business owners. We are responsible for our own health
not the government.

2/19/2022 7:08 AM

39313

Taken away friends and family from socializing.poor health care

2/19/2022 7:07 AM

39314

My children have grown without socialization. My parents missed 1 and half years of their lives
because they couldn't travel here.

2/19/2022 7:07 AM

39315

I have two citizenships, and escaped Canada now to my home country where life goes on
normally. Got 3800 Canadian dollars fine for refusing to stay in 3days hotels in Toronto on my
return from Turkey to Canada, was in April ( no way I will be paying it). Left my property in
Canada, but still not willing to come back until Canada will be free again. It is fascism and fear
in Canada now.

2/19/2022 7:07 AM

39316

Socially and mentally damaging and this is coming from someone that is a single introvert .the
impact of being barred from society because I choose to maintain autonomy over my body has
been difficult. The mandates , coercion bribery and extortion our federal and provincial
governments have imposed are a violation of my civil rights as a Canadian and must end .

2/19/2022 7:07 AM

39317

Effected my Asthma! My Mom passed away and was unable to have a funeral due to
restrictions.

2/19/2022 7:07 AM

39318

Depression, division, mental health abuse

2/19/2022 7:07 AM

39319

Affected my freedom as a Canadian citizen. Has affected my family, my business, my
freedom to choose what kind of life I want, and who I want to be.

2/19/2022 7:07 AM

39320

I lost two years with my dad as he lived in another province, taken advantage of other people,

2/19/2022 7:07 AM
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And in January he passed away and I blame Trudeau for his death
39321

Cant fly, can’t work,

2/19/2022 7:07 AM

39322

It has ruined my mental health. It has ruined my family relationships, it has brought out the bad
out in people, I have just stayed away from society

2/19/2022 7:07 AM

39323

Canon fever

2/19/2022 7:07 AM

39324

Job loss, division in my family and with friends, the feeling that I have been demoted in
society, not worthy of participating, feeling unclean.

2/19/2022 7:06 AM

39325

I was not allowed to work for 6 months. My family wasn’t able to be w my mother when she
died. My sister won’t speak to me or see me. My father will only see me outside. The division
and confusion is wide spread. The science is in and the politicians won’t learn more. It has
become a dictatorship. Thank-you for asking.

2/19/2022 7:06 AM

39326

sick of masks n everyone fighting over being vaccinated or unvaccinated sick of bullshit rules
that make zero sense masks don’t work for anything and my children don’t need to grow up in
this world of crocked money hungry broken government we have the system is broke fake
vaccines n lies

2/19/2022 7:06 AM

39327

It's kept me away from traveling to see my elderly relates back home in Jamaica, it's caused a
lot stress and anxiety and a further distrust in the government.

2/19/2022 7:06 AM

39328

In every way

2/19/2022 7:06 AM

39329

It reduced my income by 95%.

2/19/2022 7:06 AM

39330

Lost my job

2/19/2022 7:05 AM

39331

Been home alone for 2 years. I have stayed away from family, especially grand children even
though they are vaccinated. I have studied medicine and I know how it works. I had Covid
early on and I am immune.

2/19/2022 7:05 AM

39332

It affected my life in every way you can't imagine. Being look at like we are killer cause of a
sneez or caugh it's crazy. People are brainwash its unbelievable for a virus that will not affect
people the same .This is Inhuman I almost lost job cause I don't want the so call vax.We need
to go back to normal I do not trust government and all those people into this crap. FALLOW
THE MONEY. Its all political nothing to do with your health. CONTROL all for the great reset.

2/19/2022 7:05 AM

39333

Not

2/19/2022 7:05 AM

39334

Emotionally, restricted for traveling, felt isolated, depressed, kids are stressed and depressed,
afraid they might get covid

2/19/2022 7:05 AM

39335

mentally

2/19/2022 7:04 AM

39336

It hasn’t affected me as I’m fully vaccinated.

2/19/2022 7:04 AM

39337

Has created divisions between family and friends and they are total discrimination and creating
division within all facets of life.

2/19/2022 7:04 AM

39338

Lost friends and family

2/19/2022 7:04 AM

39339

I lost my job. I cannot afford my mortgage and food for my 2 kids with my new job due to such
a lower wage. my family and friends. I have anxiety and depression due to being stuck at
home and confined.

2/19/2022 7:04 AM

39340

Feel smothered by gov't over reach and disconnected from people

2/19/2022 7:04 AM

39341

I was not able to see my dad dying in palliative care in hospital and was denied entry to his
funeral. It has caused me to lose most of my friends.

2/19/2022 7:04 AM

39342

Very minor

2/19/2022 7:04 AM

39343

My spouse lost her job, which made it hard to make ends meet especially with rising inflation

2/19/2022 7:04 AM

39344

No comment.

2/19/2022 7:04 AM

39345

It has taken away our constitutional right to leave and re-enter the country and move freely
within it. This has greatly altered my life.

2/19/2022 7:03 AM
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39346

Destroyed fredship and family

2/19/2022 7:03 AM

39347

Loss of my job

2/19/2022 7:03 AM

39348

Given me depression.

2/19/2022 7:03 AM

39349

Lost wages, jobs, friends, family, sense of being a free Canadian etc etc.

2/19/2022 7:03 AM

39350

I can’t watch my kids activities, I can’t visit my family (brother, parents and more), I’m about to
shut my business down so I can protest in Ottawa. My saturdays used to be spent with my
family, now I spend them protesting.

2/19/2022 7:03 AM

39351

Division

2/19/2022 7:03 AM

39352

just leave me alone, why can gov. let me live my own life? i pay my taxes so you will leave me
alone. If you aren't going to let me live my life...why should i be supporting you?

2/19/2022 7:03 AM

39353

Tearing families apart and now the country

2/19/2022 7:03 AM

39354

Loss of income. Loss of family connection. Loss of friends. Gain of proper education. Gain of
stronger friendships. Gain of truth.

2/19/2022 7:02 AM

39355

Financially

2/19/2022 7:02 AM

39356

I have been restricted from being with my family and have missed out on many important
occasions. Definitely more fortunate than many but feel as though I am smart enough to make
risk decisions myself. I might appreciate government information but they have no right to
dictate who can come into my home.

2/19/2022 7:02 AM

39357

Depressed and hard to function

2/19/2022 7:02 AM

39358

It hasn't

2/19/2022 7:02 AM

39359

Work, school and every other aspect. I was forced to unenroll from my college due to not being
vaccinated and will continue to not be able to go to school until something changes. I also lost
my job at a long term care home due to not being vaccinated.

2/19/2022 7:01 AM

39360

Damaged relationship with friends and family.

2/19/2022 7:01 AM

39361

3 of my children were forced to take vaccines they didn't want, my 7 year old was vaccinated
because his parents were so fearful.

2/19/2022 7:01 AM

39362

Extremely

2/19/2022 7:00 AM

39363

Deep concern for the freedom given to us by God being taken away

2/19/2022 7:00 AM

39364

It’s A nuisance

2/19/2022 7:00 AM

39365

Unable to see family and friends. My children’s mental well-being as well as my own. Friend’s
and family’s business's affected greatly by the mandates.

2/19/2022 7:00 AM

39366

I will not visit an establishment requiring vaccine passports despite being a vaccinated person.
Vaccine passports create further divide and social stratification.

2/19/2022 7:00 AM

39367

Treated like the outcast of society because of my medical choice.

2/19/2022 7:00 AM

39368

My step kids mom died of cancer I have been renovicted and near homeless I lost a family pet
Can't see my first born grandson Missed my grandsons birth Couldn't get to my son when he
needed me and attempted suicide

2/19/2022 7:00 AM

39369

Negatively

2/19/2022 7:00 AM

39370

I lost my dream job because of it

2/19/2022 6:59 AM

39371

lost job

2/19/2022 6:58 AM

39372

My girlfriend took my 1 year old and left me, I’ve lost money , friends and my happiness

2/19/2022 6:58 AM

39373

Annoying

2/19/2022 6:58 AM

39374

Not being able to be with friends and family..taking away my freedom

2/19/2022 6:58 AM

39375

It's kept my family safe

2/19/2022 6:58 AM
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39376

My father passed away due to covid by himself because nobody could be there for him,I am
still yet to have a full nights sleep

2/19/2022 6:58 AM

39377

Travel restrictions have made it harder to see my elderly parents

2/19/2022 6:57 AM

39378

Lost of job, mental health problems,

2/19/2022 6:57 AM

39379

Kept me healthy

2/19/2022 6:57 AM

39380

I have to get a $40 rapid test 1-2 times per week, paid for out of my own pocket, as I am
unvaccinated. It feels like a weekly monetary fine for making a personal medical decision.

2/19/2022 6:57 AM

39381

Seeing how it has affected my aging parents. Kept apart for months, son in law lost his job,
daughter almost lost her business, watching the decline of mental health and marriage in
daughter and son in law due to financial loss, drug and alcohol abuse due to massive amounts
of stress, sleepless nights, decline of my own health due to stress. Lack of empathy from
friends who got the vaccine and felt I deserved the consequences.

2/19/2022 6:57 AM

39382

My life in depression, because I can't see my friends

2/19/2022 6:57 AM

39383

Very minimally. I am fully prepared to do what is necessary to protect others, a few minor
inconveniences are nothing in consideration of a pandemic

2/19/2022 6:57 AM

39384

Unemployment

2/19/2022 6:57 AM

39385

Job loss, stepping down from search and rescue due to RCMP mandate for passports to do a
search.

2/19/2022 6:57 AM

39386

It tears me apart to see people not get to choose freedom of autonomy. I don't believe this
vaccine is safe ESPECIALLY NOT FOR CHILDREN

2/19/2022 6:57 AM

39387

Unable to travel, dine in, watch my kids play sports, Lost many family and friends due to
drugs, suicide & other diseases as the hospitals remained closed!

2/19/2022 6:57 AM

39388

First and foremost, it has affected my children's ability to attend college and university. My
kids were unable to play organized sports. My daughter had to leave a job she loved. I am
standing with freedom for my kids sake.

2/19/2022 6:57 AM

39389

Will lose my job March 24. Breathing issues, anxiety, panic attacks, depression.

2/19/2022 6:56 AM

39390

Lost my job, can't travel and I just don't feel canadian anymore.

2/19/2022 6:56 AM

39391

Our household was left without an income due to covid.

2/19/2022 6:56 AM

39392

Increased depression, decreased income, conflict between family and friends

2/19/2022 6:56 AM

39393

Job loss

2/19/2022 6:56 AM

39394

I wear a mask to keep myself and others safe.

2/19/2022 6:56 AM

39395

The mandate has forced me to vaccinate my child so that he is able to participate in
extracurricular activity and not be bullied by society and peers.

2/19/2022 6:56 AM

39396

Depression

2/19/2022 6:56 AM

39397

Negatively

2/19/2022 6:56 AM

39398

We have been prisoners for two years

2/19/2022 6:55 AM

39399

It has divided our family!!

2/19/2022 6:55 AM

39400

At first it was ok, but now after 2 years I feel it’s an over reach of government. Personally I
feel anxiety and depression as of late. I do blame the federal government for causing most of
the division amongst the Canadian people. I am saddened to see humans treating one another
so poorly! Where has humanity gone??

2/19/2022 6:55 AM

39401

It really hasn’t, except for the privilege to travel.

2/19/2022 6:55 AM

39402

Loss of business income. Mental health. Inability to help aging parents as unable to travel

2/19/2022 6:54 AM

39403

I have stopped working for many weeks, i am in depression because we were not able to see
the people i love in many occasions, because i was not able to do sport like i used to, i was

2/19/2022 6:54 AM
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anxious because of the cure few. I was forced to take a vaccine that i didn’t want. I am against
the vaccines passport because it is discrimination and i couldn’t go to all the places i used too
39404

Where we once had a community that would stand up and help each other we are now divided
and hateful.

2/19/2022 6:54 AM

39405

I was let go from my job a year ago.

2/19/2022 6:54 AM

39406

Negatively

2/19/2022 6:54 AM

39407

In every way

2/19/2022 6:54 AM

39408

Significantly

2/19/2022 6:54 AM

39409

Our family has went from one member having mental health to all 5 of us with anxiety and
depression. Family decision and unhappy. Totally unnecessary

2/19/2022 6:54 AM

39410

Mentally, not being able to socialize has been very hard, especially for the elderly

2/19/2022 6:53 AM

39411

It took away my life.

2/19/2022 6:53 AM

39412

I had to change my job. My handicapped daughter couldn’t engage in social and therapeutic
activities and has greatly regressed in her abilities. Two of my children suffer depression and
anxiety. All of my children- I have 5 - lost out on their high school experience.

2/19/2022 6:53 AM

39413

It has divided my family

2/19/2022 6:53 AM

39414

Can’t take my son to indoor sporting events

2/19/2022 6:53 AM

39415

My relationship ended

2/19/2022 6:52 AM

39416

This has altered all aspects of my life

2/19/2022 6:52 AM

39417

Destroy my relationship with my family and my fiends, isolate me from my life. lost of many
rights

2/19/2022 6:52 AM

39418

I have lost friends and family relationships. My work environment has been extremely tense,
almost lost my job and did lose some income. Have felt very isolated and depressed.

2/19/2022 6:51 AM

39419

I haven't seen anybody but my immediate family since the start of this "plandemic". I Have
been harrassed and discriminated against for wanting the right to choose what happens to my
body, an this includes my 3 children.

2/19/2022 6:51 AM

39420

Many friends business, mental health have been negatively impacted

2/19/2022 6:51 AM

39421

Senior recluse going slowly unhinged! Double vaxxed and boosted but health deteriorating
since then. Sore arm/shoulder at injection site, and painful weak legs, joints and muscles.

2/19/2022 6:51 AM

39422

As I retired in June 2020… the last months of work were isolated from coworkers.. Upon
retiring, spent several months in hospital with visitors unable to visit, presently needed medical
procedures delayed due to backlog and underfunded medical personnel… Attendance in
church , a very high priority, has become fractured due to the mandates and protocols. Inflation
has impacted my retirement finances severely. The impact of friends families in long term care
has been devastating with no evidence of it changing. The frustration in how governments
mishandled the epidemic is beyond words

2/19/2022 6:50 AM

39423

Limited travel so I could not see family, forced vaccines to keep job, taken away freedom of
movement, opinions et

2/19/2022 6:50 AM

39424

Lost business, education of my kids, mental health issues in all members of family

2/19/2022 6:50 AM

39425

Mental health

2/19/2022 6:50 AM

39426

Denies our Charter of Rights, the government's overreach has gone too far!

2/19/2022 6:50 AM

39427

I feel like a fucking slave

2/19/2022 6:49 AM

39428

Mental health has declined.

2/19/2022 6:49 AM

39429

I have lost friendships and relationships over the division of opinions

2/19/2022 6:49 AM

39430

Can't see my elderly mother Have less friends Kept getting laid off from work

2/19/2022 6:49 AM
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39431

Totally ruined my social life. I feel so isolated and depressed

2/19/2022 6:49 AM

39432

Like it has affected most Canadians. It’s a disaster. But that’s what Trudeau wants, to be a
communist dictator.

2/19/2022 6:49 AM

39433

Not allowed me to travel. Taken away my religious freedom to worship my God with my church
family. Can’t shop or go to restaurants without a mask. No longer have the freedom to bodily
autonomy. Couldn’t be with a loved one in the hospital while he passed away. Missed out on
celebrations with family. Taken away my rights to go to museums, theatres & other public
places of entertainment. Pretty much taken away every God-given freedom I had.

2/19/2022 6:49 AM

39434

Me, not much, I’m not working, but the mandates have destroyed thousands of lives across
Canada.

2/19/2022 6:49 AM

39435

Forced to vaccines or lose my job. Which has caused extreme anxiety

2/19/2022 6:49 AM

39436

I've been unable to participate in family events, sports and this has caused me to develop
depression and anxiety.

2/19/2022 6:48 AM

39437

In too many ways to list

2/19/2022 6:48 AM

39438

Lost job, division of family

2/19/2022 6:48 AM

39439

_

2/19/2022 6:48 AM

39440

Iso

2/19/2022 6:48 AM

39441

My husband lost his job, after 15 years of service.

2/19/2022 6:48 AM

39442

It has effected is negatively. Closing churches and limiting attendance has large negative
consequences. My kids can't attend university of college. My teens can't do regular teen
things because of the restrictions. Their mental health had declined because of it. This needs
to end

2/19/2022 6:47 AM

39443

Makes me disgusted with Canada and our PM. Makes me want to move to El Salvador and
live in peace and harmony.

2/19/2022 6:47 AM

39444

Took away my freedom and my family's also ...

2/19/2022 6:47 AM

39445

Worst pain of loneliness. Family ripped apart. Broken marriage where 2 people live in a house
in separate rooms. Terrible to see how my seniour mom was put in isolation for 5 weeks. Yet
she had no COVID. Mandate rules have made us all suffer to the point of suicidal thoughts It's
really better to.be dead than alive I buried my sister do to cancer in 2017. My brother in 2018
due to accident. I often think they are in a better state than we are here. The hate the
discrimination the divide the silencing of truth has brought such hurt into our lives in Canada

2/19/2022 6:47 AM

39446

Staying away from family and friends

2/19/2022 6:47 AM

39447

Been very depressed lost half my family. Separation. Canada has handled this the worst in the
world very disappointed in my country at the moment.

2/19/2022 6:46 AM

39448

It brought division and offence amongst my family, community and nation

2/19/2022 6:46 AM

39449

Our children’s mental well being and their educations well being. We are poor now also.

2/19/2022 6:46 AM

39450

As I am retired, the most significant concern is for the mental health of the world wide
population. Isolation is extremely dangerous to our mental health. When God made Adam, He
made Eve before the end of the 6th day. He gave us one of our own kind with whom to
fellowship.

2/19/2022 6:45 AM

39451

Terribly

2/19/2022 6:45 AM

39452

What life? It is under rule by people who want to own your life.

2/19/2022 6:45 AM

39453

I can no longer travel to see my family in BC, go to restaurants, cinemas, museums or events.
My job is also in jeopardy, since I work in healthcare.

2/19/2022 6:45 AM

39454

it has been terrible for me and my children

2/19/2022 6:45 AM

39455

It got my family separated, it caused friction and mental health ailing. I was MANDATED to get
vaxx or lose my job in healthcare

2/19/2022 6:45 AM
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39456

Sent me into a depression

2/19/2022 6:45 AM

39457

Mental health, family gatherings missed, business disruption

2/19/2022 6:45 AM

39458

Interrupted family life, dissentiin withing family and friend relationships, depression, weight gain

2/19/2022 6:44 AM

39459

Socially, I’ve lost many connections with family and friends. Mentally, I’ve spiralled in and out
of deep depression. Physically, I’ve gained weight. And as a parent I feel like my 6 year old
child is missing out on key life skills such as socialization, & things like learning how to swim!!
As we can’t even go to the swimming pool. These mandates have affected every facet of our
lives, have eroded friendships and relationships & created segregation, division, and a tiered
society. I can’t even believe they’ve been permitted to exist. Especially being that they seem
to have zero impact on public health- they’re more of a pressure tactic to get vaccinated. I’m
embarrassed in our health officials & governments leadership in light of the mandates and
would like to see a more focused, holistic approach to the management of covid.

2/19/2022 6:44 AM

39460

I've was terminated while working from home and my es employer still has not returned to the
office. Anxiety and depression due to isolation.

2/19/2022 6:44 AM

39461

Limited my ability to attend cultural events.

2/19/2022 6:43 AM

39462

yes

2/19/2022 6:43 AM

39463

I cannot get decent care for my elderly mother. She lives alone and requires help. I need to be
there for her but it is so hard to care for her in her home and my own home too.

2/19/2022 6:43 AM

39464

No job, no rights, cant enter my country after exiting without being jabbed. Stuck in another
country for 2years broke.

2/19/2022 6:43 AM

39465

I have been forced to decide between my job and the vaccination. I wouldn’t have gotten the
vax except I support my family. I was forced against my will. My 7 yr old has to wear a mask
all day in school and cries about how much it bothers him. This is just the tip of the effects it’s
had on me. Trudeau should be in jail for the division he has caused and crimes he has
committed

2/19/2022 6:43 AM

39466

Has slowed down my way of life..

2/19/2022 6:43 AM

39467

My business has suffered, lost touch with family members and affected my quality of life
terribly.

2/19/2022 6:43 AM

39468

In every way possible.

2/19/2022 6:43 AM

39469

It has forced many people I love to cross the border illegally in order to see their loved ones,
go to funerals and weddings outside of this country. No upstanding citizen should be forced to
break the law to go to a loved ones funeral! It has also created the idea we a kids and need to
be controlled, I am an adult, I know the risks and can take the right precautions without the
government forcing me to, I’m not their property!

2/19/2022 6:43 AM

39470

Unable to continue working in my chosen field, and many other fields, the loss of family,
friends, maybe husband. Scared to leave my house. The absolute hatred and division of
people. Fear of what the future holds

2/19/2022 6:42 AM

39471

My kids had to stop sports and normal socializing, taken away family time with extended
family, couldn’t put my little into any play groups to get to know kids or swimming lessons, had
to cancel trips ect ect

2/19/2022 6:42 AM

39472

Negatively

2/19/2022 6:42 AM

39473

I'm fully vaccinated

2/19/2022 6:42 AM

39474

It made me lose my job, affected my mental health, separated me from my family, forced me
to move.

2/19/2022 6:42 AM

39475

Not much

2/19/2022 6:42 AM

39476

In every way

2/19/2022 6:42 AM

39477

Has disenfranchised me from society.

2/19/2022 6:42 AM

39478

It made it more difficult to do things plus it didn’t help only a control tactic

2/19/2022 6:42 AM

39479

I’m fighting for my son in court rn covid has stretched this process out. It’s effected I family

2/19/2022 6:42 AM
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was living with my grand parents and my aunt and uncle tried to coerce me into getting
vaccinated. I’m tired of masks covid is microscopic masks do not stop or prevent spread we
all know this masks do more harm than good. Vaccines or rather experimental covid gene
therapy doesn't help or prevent covid and causes health complications it’s why I choose to
remain unvaccinated. I can’t eat at restaurants or food courts for a while I couldn’t buy new
clothes because they were deemed non essential. I’ve never once been afraid of covid
because I could see what was happening from the start. I seen how the previous government
handled sars years ago and nothing like this ever happened the government never had to bribe
people with concert tickets to get a vaccination yet this happened in Toronto. These mandates
have nothing to do with protecting lives or public health how has it effected my life? Well lets
just say if Justin Trudeau isn’t removed at PM and he gets his way I will Take my own life not
because I am depressed or mentally Ill not because I’ll just starve and likely become
homeless anyway. I will end it out of principal I refuse to bend my will to someone else at least
I can choose how I leave this world I’d rather did unvaccinated and free then die slowly
suffering under Totalitarian rule forced to see how I had failed my son just by bringing him into
this world. If I am forced to make this choice I will make it count in the end though.
39480

depression. suicidal ideation

2/19/2022 6:42 AM

39481

Not so much as dying from covid would you idiots

2/19/2022 6:42 AM

39482

Loneliness

2/19/2022 6:41 AM

39483

Destroyed the kids right to regular life and education, sickness caused by masks

2/19/2022 6:41 AM

39484

I’m not able to pay an employee from home support CSIL funding by health authority. It is a big
hardship.

2/19/2022 6:41 AM

39485

They have divided our family, destroyed our faith in government, created an atmosphere of
mistrust people spying on neighbors etc.

2/19/2022 6:41 AM

39486

Have not been able to see my children or grand children in two years because they all live in
America.

2/19/2022 6:41 AM

39487

I can't go to restaurants with friends and family like normal, have a fear of someone putting the
vaccine in my child without my consent, family fights

2/19/2022 6:41 AM

39488

It has crushed my business and I am deep in debt

2/19/2022 6:41 AM

39489

I am unable to visit my 87 year old lonely Grandmother, I am unable to travel to my regular job,
I've lost friends and had strain put on familial relationships.

2/19/2022 6:41 AM

39490

Segregated from society and unable to travel. I’ve lost my marriage and numerous friends.
Bring a middle age women who works from home and does not believe in early pharmaceutical
adoption I am not vaccinated and have no desire to. I can’t go to client offices or meetings at
restaurants and have not been able to get out of the country in the winter which was my mental
health saver.

2/19/2022 6:41 AM

39491

Its taken away my god given right to do whatever I want whenever I wanted

2/19/2022 6:40 AM

39492

Unable to visit parents, family out of province. At one point couldn't see daughter that lives 2
hrs away. Cannot dine with husband. And have been physically assaulted for no mask

2/19/2022 6:40 AM

39493

Pulled our kids from school... sports... the medical system is junk. Real estate prices have
skyrocketed inflation is crazy. Looking to leave this country.

2/19/2022 6:40 AM

39494

Lonely

2/19/2022 6:40 AM

39495

No traveling, wife is depressed

2/19/2022 6:40 AM

39496

I quit my job and left the country

2/19/2022 6:40 AM

39497

Depressed

2/19/2022 6:40 AM

39498

I have watched how it has negatively impacted the small children I teach I believe my son is
suffering health problems as a result of of the shots that he took due to social pressure My
daughter is having menstrual irregularities after her shots

2/19/2022 6:39 AM

39499

isolation, loss of income, loss od easy access to health care, loss of freedom to travel

2/19/2022 6:39 AM

39500

I go out less.

2/19/2022 6:39 AM
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39501

Made me angry uncomfortable and restrained

2/19/2022 6:39 AM

39502

I hate wearing a mask. I find it hard to breath

2/19/2022 6:38 AM

39503

I cannot attend certain events because of being unvaccinated, I can’t travel or limited travel,
can’t be in large groups, can’t see certain members of my family

2/19/2022 6:38 AM

39504

Depressed, fear, isolated, lonely, not good

2/19/2022 6:38 AM

39505

I went over a year without being able to hug my daughter

2/19/2022 6:38 AM

39506

Lost my job,

2/19/2022 6:37 AM

39507

Difficulty breathing, at times, with my mask on. Healthy people do require masking.

2/19/2022 6:37 AM

39508

Isolated, drinking way more sleep less feel afraid for my family highly stressed

2/19/2022 6:37 AM

39509

Severely!

2/19/2022 6:36 AM

39510

Add d stress being fully Vaxxed and still ended up with covid financially straining cost of
everything keep going up

2/19/2022 6:36 AM

39511

It’s caused so much division with friends and family. My business (small salon) was closed for
two months in 2020. My children have become stressed- my 11 year old does not want to go
to school any longer because of uncertainty regarding the ‘rules’.

2/19/2022 6:36 AM

39512

Division of people

2/19/2022 6:36 AM

39513

It created division that could have led to a divorce and it strangles the supply chain which in
turn increased the cost of litteraly everything we buy.

2/19/2022 6:35 AM

39514

Depression, unemployment

2/19/2022 6:35 AM

39515

I have lost friends, I feel depressed, I haven't been able to travel to see family, I can't attend
church in a normal fashion.

2/19/2022 6:35 AM

39516

The mandates have severely hurt my trucking business and has put a strain on my personal
life!

2/19/2022 6:35 AM

39517

Negatively

2/19/2022 6:35 AM

39518

Lost of income depression financially.

2/19/2022 6:35 AM

39519

Not able to take my kids to the pool or go into facilities my tax dollars have paid for or watch
them at activities. My hard earned career an bodily autonomy are being taken from me.

2/19/2022 6:34 AM

39520

I took a vaccine to keep my job. I do not believe in forcing something that does not sterilize
the disease. I know people who had serious side effects. My kids have suffered greatly.
Always healthy happy involved and studious before covid. They struggled with anxiety and
depression after online school. Isolation and pent up energy. It has caused stress and division
in every aspect of our lives. Also financial stress from all the lay off time. Had to use my rrsps

2/19/2022 6:34 AM

39521

In every way but mostly my mental health

2/19/2022 6:34 AM

39522

I have breathing difficulty . all so spending time with family , No vacation outside of Canada (
travel) Visiting friends & family outside of Canada . `my age standing in line ups in below temp.
restrictions on how many people are allowed in store capacity ,

2/19/2022 6:34 AM

39523

Lost my job

2/19/2022 6:34 AM

39524

It has forced cohersed me to get a vaccine 2x in order to work and have my children forced to
get a covid 19 shot against my beliefs and in order to enter places to not ever feel rejected by
any place to enter.

2/19/2022 6:34 AM

39525

Unable to visit my mother in the hospital

2/19/2022 6:34 AM

39526

My son's 2 first years of life were lived in isolation and most of his milestones were missed by
friends and family. The isolation pushed me deeper into depression and has caused great
issues in my marriage.

2/19/2022 6:34 AM

39527

I lost my job because i didn’t want the vaccine. I cant go to the pool or library with my 4 years
old daughter. Family and friend dont want to talk to us anymore because of my health choice!

2/19/2022 6:33 AM
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The mandate chance everything in a negative way!!
39528

End emergency act. Govt overreach Segregation dépression family rifts loneliness anxiety
revenue friends

2/19/2022 6:33 AM

39529

Complicated it, affected work, affected travel, caused depression, made me realize our
government works against its citizens, made me mistrust the health care system.

2/19/2022 6:33 AM

39530

It has made my health worse as I am so allergic to all the chemicals and sent that are being
used and putting me back into a very deep depression which I worked for over six years to
over come. It has also caused issues with my skin which I was doing great with after having a
CT scan with dye. I can hardly ever go out due to all the air borne sent as I can not breathe.

2/19/2022 6:33 AM

39531

Negatively

2/19/2022 6:33 AM

39532

Negatively

2/19/2022 6:33 AM

39533

Ended friendships, alienated me from friends and family, affected my relationships at work.

2/19/2022 6:32 AM

39534

Out of country travel was canceled. Vaccinated Canadians shouldn't require testing to come
home.

2/19/2022 6:32 AM

39535

Psychologically

2/19/2022 6:32 AM

39536

Made me a homebody, now I feel like it’s weird to go outside.

2/19/2022 6:31 AM

39537

Has made it hard to see love ones and family

2/19/2022 6:31 AM

39538

Prefer not to say for fear of repercussions.

2/19/2022 6:31 AM

39539

Caused Division within my own family and friends. These mandates were to be Temporary, not
2 plus years.

2/19/2022 6:31 AM

39540

I was coerced into getting a vaccine that doesn’t work, to stay employed. My daughters mental
health has suffered greatly due to mandates also.

2/19/2022 6:31 AM

39541

Job loss, lost friends and family,even gained weight from stress and anxiety

2/19/2022 6:30 AM

39542

Loss of employment

2/19/2022 6:30 AM

39543

Mentally and physically

2/19/2022 6:30 AM

39544

All the COVID mandates have effected our family. I want them all to stop immediately.

2/19/2022 6:30 AM

39545

It's just been more of an inconvenience

2/19/2022 6:30 AM

39546

Loss of loved ones dying alone. Family who have lost jobs

2/19/2022 6:30 AM

39547

It has torn apart my family, my wife lost her job and has put me in a state of mind I would
never think to be in to the point where I actually wiah death upon justin trudeau

2/19/2022 6:29 AM

39548

Discrimination, segregation and unfair division

2/19/2022 6:29 AM

39549

The loss of my job, my grandchildren education and their mental health with mask and
socializing, the inability to enter places of business and my mental health forcing me to take a
medical experiment which may haven been proven to reduce the virus but did not protect from
long term and we still do not know the long term side effects this could cause because it is
new and the data is just not there yet.

2/19/2022 6:28 AM

39550

I am no longer able to visit my mother freely in LTC in Ottawa (without 3 jabs, soon to be
4).There is so much division among my family and friends that simply never needed to be. My
daughter and son both had “pandemic” weddings, and they both had to reschedule and change
so many plans. We often have not been able to attend Mass due to lockdowns, or missed the
deadline to register and had to watch online. We are no longer able to visit restaurants,
theatres, travel if we choose….the list goes on

2/19/2022 6:28 AM

39551

ruined it

2/19/2022 6:28 AM

39552

Every aspect

2/19/2022 6:27 AM

39553

I don't feel good when we have everything clear

2/19/2022 6:27 AM

39554

Negatively

2/19/2022 6:27 AM
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39555

It sowed me to save money and how much it is impotant to be with family

2/19/2022 6:26 AM

39556

We had very close siblings now don't speak

2/19/2022 6:26 AM

39557

Depression, lost friends and family.

2/19/2022 6:26 AM

39558

My mental health has been affected. Feeling overwhelmed at work due to hardships people
have experienced during the past 2 years ie. loss of job, loss of income, loss of loved ones,
divisiness. Personally, unable to see family members for 2.5 yrs . Worried about the future.

2/19/2022 6:25 AM

39559

I have been limited by the vaccine passport and made to feel like a second class citizen. I am
especially sad that my children are being denied the opportunities I received when I was a
child.

2/19/2022 6:25 AM

39560

I caused me a lot of stress and anxiety. I restricted my ability to participate in society. It
caused me to draw closer to God and get on fire for Jesus. It increased my faith that the battle
is agaisnt heavenly forces. Bring on the gospel!!!!

2/19/2022 6:25 AM

39561

Taken away my freedom to move about as a Canadian citizen, my children haven't been
allowed to participate in sports and have lost two years of proper education, time with friends,
time with family and being able to participate in society's enjoyments (ex. Restaurants,
SkyZone, etc)

2/19/2022 6:25 AM

39562

I PUT MY LIFE ON THE LINE IN MILITARY SERVICE AND I FEEL COMPLETELY
BETRAYED BY MY COUNTRY!

2/19/2022 6:25 AM

39563

My wife lost her job

2/19/2022 6:25 AM

39564

Federal government has mismanaged the covid response and keeps changing the response to
suit the ego of the Prime Minister. Get rid of the PCR and any tests as a requirement for
Canadians to return to Canada.

2/19/2022 6:25 AM

39565

Mental health. Employees mental health. Vaccine injuries on family. Stress

2/19/2022 6:24 AM

39566

It has made me feel like their is no future and my children will not have the freedom to choose
what goes into their body, that they won’t live a normal life, there have been times where I
struggle mentally from the mandates and don’t want to be here anymore.

2/19/2022 6:24 AM

39567

Seeing our society suffer and the hopeless ness of the people

2/19/2022 6:24 AM

39568

Loss of income, division between friends, loss of community, depression, anxiety, bullying, my
children are depressed because they can’t have normal childhoods.

2/19/2022 6:24 AM

39569

None

2/19/2022 6:24 AM

39570

Very bad. Depression, lost my small business,couldn't hug my kids and granddaughter.
Disgusting. Shame on the corrupt birocrats that will destroy the future of a new generation.

2/19/2022 6:24 AM

39571

Mentally and emotionally killed me inside. This needs to end or there is nothing i want to live
for in the country anymore

2/19/2022 6:23 AM

39572

We have turned into an authoritarian country and have list our freedom and free will very sad

2/19/2022 6:23 AM

39573

No life

2/19/2022 6:23 AM

39574

I've lost my job, my parents health has diminished, I've lost faith in our government, lost faith
in our media. This is tearing Canada appart. Trudeau's view is authoritarian and elitist. Leaders
out of touch with their citizens, ends up like the French Revolution. I don't want that!

2/19/2022 6:23 AM

39575

Didn’t get to go to Arizona for some time this winter. Not able to visit dying relatives

2/19/2022 6:23 AM

39576

Caused severe depression to my family, caused severe health issues, caused adverse affects
from vaccines, caused excess collateral deaths and more.

2/19/2022 6:23 AM

39577

In absolutely every aspect,from my mental health to even my physical well being

2/19/2022 6:21 AM

39578

Work. Mental health. Finances.

2/19/2022 6:21 AM

39579

My daughter hasn't been able to live a normal life since she was born. I'm a nurse and ive
watched the elderly die alone and afraid while their loved ones watch through the window, not
even able to talk to their dying loved ones because the windows aren't allowed to be opened.

2/19/2022 6:21 AM
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39580

All

2/19/2022 6:21 AM

39581

An immense amount of pain, suffering, fear, and stress. Suicidal thoughts and feelings.
Depression and anxiety. Ended relationships, discrimination, division between myself and my
community. I’ve lost employment. My rent is late and I could face homelessness. I cannot
travel and I am a sponsored skateboarder who travels for exposure and temporary relief from
seasonal affective disorder. Existential crisis’s.. I don’t want to bring kids into this world. My
career pursuits have been haunted. Economic insecurity. It’s affected my dating life because
of the divide in people and discrimination for not being vaccinated. I’ve lost trust in
authority/leadership. Lost trust in doctors and pharmaceutical companies. This will affect my
willingness to explore pharmaceuticals for mental health or any other reasons in the future.
Mainly it has isolated and separated me, which has been devastating on my mental health. On
a positive note, I’ve really learned who I am, that I care about what goes into my body, my
future and i want wellness and the truth for everyone.

2/19/2022 6:21 AM

39582

.

2/19/2022 6:21 AM

39583

Can't travel to see my children Worship is not the same No restaurants Non emergency
surgery postponed

2/19/2022 6:20 AM

39584

It has impacted me with the loss of my job, my family, furrher distrust in government,
homelessness, poverty, further marginalization and oppression as a BIPOC woman in Canada

2/19/2022 6:20 AM

39585

Can't go anywhere, can't do anything...my child should be able to have a childhood without
masks

2/19/2022 6:20 AM

39586

It has restricted my ability to see my 3 1/2 year old granddaughter to the point she doesn’t
know who I am.

2/19/2022 6:20 AM

39587

Im a university graduate with 4 years of Chinese med school! It’s going to be taken from me!
No one called, asked a question - just in the middle of a regular ole press conference Bonnie
Henry decided to throw in that 40, 000 other health workers would loose their job if we don’t
conform to the lie! The spike protein is - according to the top researcher for Phizer- who has
been fired but now speaking out that it is unbelievable that every researcher came up the spike
protein because it is the actual last -and not ever an option- resort to anything- ever in the
lab… thank you

2/19/2022 6:20 AM

39588

Has removed my freedom, treats at work, stress, missed funeral, unwanted injection in my
body

2/19/2022 6:19 AM

39589

Ruined my business, lost family and friends, ruined a relationship

2/19/2022 6:18 AM

39590

These mandates have affected my life greatly. But what’s worse, my children’s lived have
been affected more than anything. Not being able to go to school because of these mandates,
myself being medically exempt from wearing masks and my children seeing strangers yell
threats, derogatory names and pure hate towards me while buy out groceries. The list goes on
an on.

2/19/2022 6:18 AM

39591

I now have trouble with mental health and I never suffered from that before

2/19/2022 6:18 AM

39592

My husband had a good job, which he is now on unpaid leave. My children can't go to
university. It has caused a lot of disappointment in our lives. Strife with family who disagree.

2/19/2022 6:17 AM

39593

De plusieurs façons....mes fils et moi-même ne sont pas vaccinés et on ne peut pas avoir
accès aux sports pour les petits et pour les grands...et pour ma part...je ne supporte plus de
voir des masques.

2/19/2022 6:17 AM

39594

Freedom

2/19/2022 6:17 AM

39595

Divided family, divided society, stress and anxiety, unable to travel to USA to see family

2/19/2022 6:16 AM

39596

Has divided my family and my friends

2/19/2022 6:16 AM

39597

segregate, insolated, mentally challenging, overprice goods, school activity, absence of
science debate keep Canadien in the dark unable to make there one choice, lost faith in
authority, stressed, unsure of what future will be for vaccinated people, Hate and divided
population,family,friend and socially.

2/19/2022 6:16 AM

39598

Yes

2/19/2022 6:16 AM
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39599

Very badly mentally and economicaly,, it should be a choice to wear a mask or getting
vacvinated.. not a law

2/19/2022 6:15 AM

39600

Friends have been lost. Not able to do what I want , travel etc. Tironay by Govt.

2/19/2022 6:15 AM

39601

In every way

2/19/2022 6:15 AM

39602

Financially, physically and emotionally

2/19/2022 6:15 AM

39603

I lost my career of nearly 20 years

2/19/2022 6:14 AM

39604

It has decimated my business, my social, spiritual, family, and education connections thus
affecting mental health, physical security, and a good part of what is the Canadian Bill of rights
is suppose to protect and support me.

2/19/2022 6:14 AM

39605

Divorced, don't speak to children, financially, mentally

2/19/2022 6:13 AM

39606

Can’t attend family or social events, strained friendships and family relationships. Vaccine has
hurt people I love. Loss of freedom of speech. Isolation and fear of what will come next from
government & workplace. Extreme distrust of medical and political authorities! We r not seeing
the truth in this country!!!! Media distorts reality and keeps repeating the same lies. Vaccine is
NOT safe and effective!!! Where is any mention of adverse events? Suppression and people r
uninformed! Our Prime Minister spoke hatred towards unvax….words caused soooo much
division!

2/19/2022 6:13 AM

39607

My business and income has decreased by about half, my family used to be very connected
and have big get togethers is now divided by opinions and no longer have family events like
birthdays, reunions etc. I feel I can't be open with my thoughts and have to hide my vaccine
status to keep clients. I am sad and overwhelmed with frustration that actual science and data
is not being discussed in the media. Wearing a mask is demeaning and dehumanizing and I
have to do that to myself every day to work and purchase what I need to live. I have lost
friends and family connections

2/19/2022 6:13 AM

39608

Missing out on family and with elderly family that passed

2/19/2022 6:12 AM

39609

Sacrificed 2 years enough is enough.

2/19/2022 6:12 AM

39610

I was terminated from my job for not receiving the vaccine,which I did not feel was safe or
necessary. I worked through 2 years of pandemic on the front lines only to be terminated
because of vaccine mandates that the government pushed on people to implement in their
work places. The mandates need to end. People are losing their jobs and livelyhoods. We need
to learn to live with Covid

2/19/2022 6:12 AM

39611

Terrible effect.i feel like in prison

2/19/2022 6:11 AM

39612

It has made me quite isolated, and depressed. It’s effected my business and work. It has
caused a drift between my family and much more.

2/19/2022 6:11 AM

39613

It affected a lot m'y children (19 & 15 yesrs)

2/19/2022 6:11 AM

39614

Caused cancer

2/19/2022 6:10 AM

39615

I lost some of my friends who moved to other countries. My child is in depression.

2/19/2022 6:10 AM

39616

Depression. Weight gain. Loss of relationships.

2/19/2022 6:10 AM

39617

None of your business

2/19/2022 6:09 AM

39618

It’s strengthened my belief as to what a tyrant Justin Trudeau is !!

2/19/2022 6:08 AM

39619

A lot of us immigrants have no family here in Canada. Myself I have zero it’s just my 2 kids
and I. Not be able to travel that’s a mental abuse,I lost my job and about to loose my home
because I can’t afford rent, I have a student loan that I went to school for a career that I no
longer have. Mandates are toucher to people. I am a prisoner in a Country I call home for 19
year. Please end the mandates they are ruining our mental health.

2/19/2022 6:08 AM

39620

I feel like a prisoner

2/19/2022 6:08 AM

39621

Stress and anxiety hard to keep in check. Family life has taken a beating due to these crazy
rules.

2/19/2022 6:08 AM

39622

Just a bit of a inconvenience A real pain when I need to go to a dr in Mexico where I have

2/19/2022 6:07 AM
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gone every year for 12 years I have the antibodies and don't want the shot so no travel
39623

Can’t visit my parents out of province or my children.

2/19/2022 6:07 AM

39624

I am most concerned about the people who I know who have had medical procedures delayed
because there is no room in the ICU for them to recover. A friend in Victoria told us about a 23
year old boy who couldn't have brain surgery for his tumour for this reason. I also have many
close friends and family who are waiting. In my opinion, we need to keep as many people out
of the hospitals as possible. I am not as concerned about my family getting Covid but I am for
my mom who lives on her own as well as my father-in-law who just underwent cancer
treatments or my mother-in-law who has asthma. Plus, nobody knows the long term effect on
our bodies from getting Covid. My friends and I who got chicken pox as a kid as have now
suffered from singles. The mandates won't last forever, but there are many that need to be
protected.

2/19/2022 6:06 AM

39625

Completely ruined it so far

2/19/2022 6:06 AM

39626

In too many ways to even write down

2/19/2022 6:06 AM

39627

I don’t go anywhere or see any of my friends. No restaurants no outings. I missed my mother
law’s passing. My 90 ur old father is not dealing with this well and the ripple effect is hard on
us all

2/19/2022 6:05 AM

39628

Lost friends and family

2/19/2022 6:05 AM

39629

Lost my job due to refusal to take vaccine

2/19/2022 6:05 AM

39630

Travel Restrictions suck

2/19/2022 6:04 AM

39631

Lost my job

2/19/2022 6:03 AM

39632

Much less socializing, wearing masks at work, pressure to take the vaccine

2/19/2022 6:03 AM

39633

The question should be how hasn’t mandate affected me and the answer is are you kidding
me!!

2/19/2022 6:03 AM

39634

Isolated me. Created divisive feelings within my community and family

2/19/2022 6:03 AM

39635

Yes ...I was forced to get the vaccine to keep my job 😪

2/19/2022 6:02 AM

39636

They haven’t. Please don’t remove the mask mandate

2/19/2022 6:02 AM

39637

It has caused significant stress, my health has been impacted, I am excluded from society
because of my medical choice.

2/19/2022 6:02 AM

39638

Made me feel like a Child, lose money, lose work. State slave

2/19/2022 6:02 AM

39639

My health has failed, loss of income, mental stress and division between my friends.

2/19/2022 6:02 AM

39640

Not being able to see loved ones who are living in fear of getting the cold and flu like normal.
Being constantly stuck in a mask that breeds more bacteria than simple sanitation. Being told
one thing and shown another.. double standards by the healthcare system and government!
Why.. Watching people get beaten in the streets of Ottawa by police after they were ignored by
the one person who could have solved this whole mess. Need I say more?

2/19/2022 6:02 AM

39641

Forced to take vaccination to keep my job… creating breathing issues,

2/19/2022 6:02 AM

39642

In many ways

2/19/2022 6:01 AM

39643

Depression and Anxiety. Thoughts of moving to a less divided country.

2/19/2022 6:01 AM

39644

What life?

2/19/2022 6:00 AM

39645

Was in hospitalfrom nov 1 st 2020 till dec 23rd 2020.had stroke.every week or more the staff
tried to influence to go against my wish , which was not to take covid medicine .I refused and
on occasion they tried to trick me to take some medicines .

2/19/2022 6:00 AM

39646

It making it hard to raise my kids.

2/19/2022 6:00 AM

39647

Stress, frustation, depression, mental health

2/19/2022 6:00 AM

39648

No freedom

2/19/2022 5:59 AM
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39649

It has divided our family and funny how my husband got the shot and now has Non Hodgkins
Lymphoma and our daughter has tremors and our grandson has had a fever for months and
sick all the time. A wedding which would be a grand day and instead family members chose to
not attend because there would be unvaccinated guest there and the list goes on and on.

2/19/2022 5:59 AM

39650

Feel like a prisoner.

2/19/2022 5:59 AM

39651

It became a vehicle to bring communism to Canada. I have become afraid of the human rights
became moot.

2/19/2022 5:59 AM

39652

Required to be vaccinated to be active in my community. It was not a real choice. My family
members were required to be vaccinated or not work, not be able to make a living, it was not a
real choice.

2/19/2022 5:59 AM

39653

Awareness of corruption amongst government and politics. Stress amongst myself and
children. Positive: supervised visits moved to virtual and I felt my children were safe at last

2/19/2022 5:58 AM

39654

I am a parent first off, I have watched my teenaged son suffer from depression, anxiety and
being scared. My 5 year old daughter started pre school during the pandemic and cries
because she does not want to wear a mask. Her learning has also been affected and is behind
in er learning. She also says she is scared of "the Corona virus". The fact that school were
shut down because of a virus with a 98.9% recovery rate is unacceptable. Our children are
burdening the consequences. It is NOT healthy for our children, nor anyone, to be wearing
masks all day. Also, it has caused major issues between my spouse and I, we have many
arguments regarding this "pandemic" and we have been very close several times to breaking
up. It has also caused fights between extended family members. Also, I am a small business
owner and it has drastically affected my business. People simply stopped coming in. I have
closed my doors several times and then reopened when mandates eased up. However this
fluctuation in being open is not good and now I am at the point that I am close to closing my
doors permanently. This entire "covid" situation has affected my own mental health and I now
suffer from anxiety and depression. The mandates and TRUDEAU have to GO! He is the true
virus that is killing our country and the beautiful hardworking people that live here.

2/19/2022 5:58 AM

39655

Kept me and my family from getting seriously ill, out of the hospital, or worse.

2/19/2022 5:58 AM

39656

Can’t travel. Mentally drained. Financially destroyed

2/19/2022 5:58 AM

39657

Made me depressed

2/19/2022 5:58 AM

39658

Violated my rights and freedoms, employment lay off, mental health

2/19/2022 5:58 AM

39659

Segregated me and my famiy from our rights and freedoms. Has caused devision in our family
and friends . Devision in our country even hate. This country and it's people have nver been so
low. Canada is no more!!!!!

2/19/2022 5:57 AM

39660

:(

2/19/2022 5:57 AM

39661

not seeing family and friends

2/19/2022 5:57 AM

39662

Sad

2/19/2022 5:56 AM

39663

I want to die. I miss my family. I can't work.

2/19/2022 5:56 AM

39664

I cannot type in this box the many ways my life and the lives of my children have been
affected negatively.

2/19/2022 5:56 AM

39665

My prime minister is attacking our citizens verbally and physically

2/19/2022 5:56 AM

39666

No work

2/19/2022 5:56 AM

39667

Segregation

2/19/2022 5:56 AM

39668

It has tore people apart and made them mean and hateful full of blame...

2/19/2022 5:56 AM

39669

I am unvaccinated so therefore restricted in a lot of areas such as restaurants movie theatres
concerts etc. I also have trouble breathing with a mascon but doctors are hesitant to agree
with a medical exemption

2/19/2022 5:54 AM

39670

Lost job...can't make memories with my children...segregated and harassed

2/19/2022 5:54 AM

39671

Not allowed to be with our son when he passed away! Not allowed a proper funeral!

2/19/2022 5:54 AM
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Granddaughters wedding plans messed up! Didn't get to see her get married!
39672

Restricted ,family and friends decision

2/19/2022 5:54 AM

39673

Our lives have been affected tremendously. Could not have proper weddings, burial for our
loved ones. IT MUST END NOW!!

2/19/2022 5:53 AM

39674

Lost my job from standing up for my rights. Lost friendships. Mandates have had a negative
impact on mine and my family’s lives. My kids do not enjoy school as much as they struggle
with not being able to breathe fresh air.

2/19/2022 5:52 AM

39675

Restrictions have stopped me from living. Lost my job

2/19/2022 5:51 AM

39676

Lost my freedom . Not based on tried and true science

2/19/2022 5:51 AM

39677

No work Division of community Depression Stress Anger Disappointed in most politicians The
list goes on but I am sure you get the idea

2/19/2022 5:51 AM

39678

How has it not

2/19/2022 5:50 AM

39679

I feel the truckers mandates should be lifted. But only theirs. I am fine with the masks etc.

2/19/2022 5:50 AM

39680

Isolation from dying family members has caused severe trauma in my personal life, and
isolation from others is truly terrifying. There was no need for a so called vaccine . When have
we ever used this tactic on a Viral infection before??? You can't even take an antibiotic for
something that is a viral infection.. truly a scam and vaccine scare tactic..

2/19/2022 5:50 AM

39681

Restricting my ability to dine in restaurants, attend hockey games, attend my grandchildren’s
team sports. Restricted my ability for socializing with family and friends and travel to same.

2/19/2022 5:50 AM

39682

Can’t wear masks as my immune system is already not great, need lots of oxygen. Shots are
not needed ever, my body, my choice. Not for the government to decide.

2/19/2022 5:49 AM

39683

Job Loss and the attempted suicides of one of my children.

2/19/2022 5:49 AM

39684

The mandate has divided Canadians

2/19/2022 5:49 AM

39685

Lost friends

2/19/2022 5:49 AM

39686

Mentally and physically

2/19/2022 5:49 AM

39687

Made my life as a business owner very difficult

2/19/2022 5:48 AM

39688

What life with the mandates.

2/19/2022 5:48 AM

39689

It has taken away my freedoms to see my family in the USA due to the testing requirements
for returning to Canada. I have done very little shopping for anything as after 20-30 minutes I
have had enough of the masks and over heated so I go home or outside where I don’t have to
wear a mask. For this reason I haven’t attended anything that is indoors due to being required
to wear a mask, and then feeling unwell with a sore throat and slight cough the day following if
I do wear a mask for more than an hour. It has affected friendships due to the government
division of people and pitting them against each other about vaccines, masks, etc. Even
though I got the vaccine so I could travel and see my children and grandkids - i have never
believed they were necessary or safe. I always believed that early treatment is better as it
always has been for every illness. These vaccines neither prevent you from getting or
spreading Covid, at best they may prevent you from being as sick. They also come with the
risk of developing myocarditis which is not something that the body can repair, so quite a bg
risk for so little reward. The mandates have made me feel anxious about the loss of my
freedoms and unsafe in my own country due to the loss of freedoms. It also has made me feel
depressed as I highly valued my freedoms. I have felt like the governments have all taken
great liberties in removing personal freedoms, and rather than feeling protected I have felt on
high alarm. They have not used common sense nor provided early treatment options, nor
listened to the people who have a different opinion and don’t feel protection from the
governments and their mandates. Those who were afraid due to the government/media
propaganda telling them they should be terrified of Covid were always free to wear a mask if
they wanted, to stay home if they wanted, isolate if they wanted, and to have as many
vaccines and boosters as they think they want. They felt safe. I felt the exact opposite. I was
not free to decide for myself what measures I felt safe with. I was far more worried about the
freedoms that the governments were taking away from all of us than a virus with a 99.97%
survival rate. I used common sense and did what I could myself to build up my own immune

2/19/2022 5:47 AM
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system. I did not ever believe that lockdowns and the governments mandating stay at home,
wear a non n95 mask which there’s no actual science that has proven they stopped the spread
of the virus, and then mandating everyone get a vaccine that is in clinical trials in stage 3 and
has not released the data from any part of the trials nor the ingredient list, and the side effects
nor long term effects were and are still unknown. Requiring people to have this experimental
vaccine, and use a vaccine passport with a QT code or digital identification to participate in
society was and is just causing further division amongst the people and a way to control
people. It was based upon political science as both vaccinated and unvaccinated people were
getting and spreading the virus. These vaccines have not proven to be safe - due to the
myocarditis risks from them, and they have short efficacy at best. They don’t prevent you from
getting Covid or spreading Covid. Vaccines are meant to protect a person from getting the
illness, if they don’t do that then why take a risk of being injured by it? When both Pfizer and
Moderna came out and said that their vaccines would not prevent you from getting the
omnicron variant, the governments should have immediately removed all vaccine mandates if
they were following the actual real science and not political science. Omnicron has been the
gift for us all, as it does not discriminate against anyone vaccinated and unvaccinated alike
get it and spread it. It’s highly contagious and generally a much milder illness that most people
have not needed hospitalization for. So no need for government mandates since they don’t, nor
can they stop the spread. I have watched Florida and other places that have not locked down
or used government mandates but allowed the people their freedoms to choose about wearing
masks, whether to isolate, whether to get a vaccine, and had their economy wide open. They
have done as well or better than where the governments have had strict lockdowns and
mandates. They have not had the depression and mental health issues that come from the
governments mandates, nor the jump in the uses of alcohol and drugs to cope with the feelings
of dispair and hopelessness that these governments mandates have caused world wide where
they were implemented. If the governments had focused on education about that rather than
fear and mandates, we would all have felt safer and not destroyed our economy and put our
country into huge debt.
39690

It has taken away our right to choice

2/19/2022 5:47 AM

39691

Isolation,,taught the teenager to hide from the truth,forced into getting my shots,,my body my
life...changed Canada from the Canada I grew up in..separated people,took freedom away

2/19/2022 5:47 AM

39692

it created division amongst family and friends...

2/19/2022 5:47 AM

39693

Lost main career, divided my family, have lost friends

2/19/2022 5:47 AM

39694

NA

2/19/2022 5:46 AM

39695

N/a

2/19/2022 5:46 AM

39696

It’s affecting my everyday life! Even though I recovered from the virus and have natural
immunity. If we are going to follow the scrience, natural immunity should be recognized.
Enough studies about it!

2/19/2022 5:46 AM

39697

My mental health. My toddlers. This isn’t ok.

2/19/2022 5:45 AM

39698

It has kept me from seeing my family , forced me to resign my position as an RN ,instilled fear
in me and people around me ( not from the virus but from the threats by the government to
step in and take children, property and all freedoms)

2/19/2022 5:45 AM

39699

It has been hard. But if we give up mandates now. I think covid will get worse. It's discouraging
but we can't give up and pretend covid doesn't exist. A virus doesn't go away just because we
wish it would .

2/19/2022 5:45 AM

39700

I haven’t been able to see sick ones in the hospital, or visit my elderly parent in a nursing for
over 2 years!! I haven’t been able to visit family in the states, and they haven’t been able to
come here. It has affected my families emotional well being. It has restricted work, and social
events and outings. It has impacted by abilities to worship.

2/19/2022 5:44 AM

39701

Less freedom. Very costly. More stress. Very divisive. They have had a very negative impact
on my life.

2/19/2022 5:44 AM

39702

Depression, segregation, vaccine inventor of family members and friends, loss of wages

2/19/2022 5:44 AM

39703

Depression and stress

2/19/2022 5:43 AM

39704

I have completely lost trust in government, the media, health advisors, big tech, & the police.

2/19/2022 5:43 AM
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We are heading for very serious problems in society
39705

Kept me from traveling going to restaurants seeing my mother inlaw in old age home

2/19/2022 5:43 AM

39706

Lost my job. Exercise is my health outlet and I’m not allowed at gyms or to be with my
community. It has separated my family. I was not allowed at our family Christmas, my step
sisters wedding and many other significant occasions. I am depressed. I want to travel to visit
other family and can’t. I can’t leave my country.

2/19/2022 5:42 AM

39707

Not being able to see old love ones, seeing the fear in peoples eyes. The breathing barriers
make it hard to breath. Put a rash on face.

2/19/2022 5:42 AM

39708

Isolation weight gain deppression Dr apt Vet apt detal apts family separation fear of terrany gov
like china losing faith in gov fear of humans socializing nobody talks in stores when shopping
too much hatred and people are divided fear of vaccines fear of news being truthful or fake

2/19/2022 5:42 AM

39709

Shopping for groceries

2/19/2022 5:41 AM

39710

It has divided the country. People have died/adverse effects from vaccine and its covered up.
10 yr old kids are committing suicide. People are coerced into taking vaccine or losing their
lively hood.

2/19/2022 5:40 AM

39711

It gave me piece of mind. There are many irresponsible people out there that just don’t care. At
least I knew I could take my kids somewhere and felt comfortable knowing we were around
people that were at least trying. As opposed to those who think this is not serious.

2/19/2022 5:40 AM

39712

Segregate me from my family

2/19/2022 5:40 AM

39713

I'm afraid to travel to Canada to visit my mother (who has terminal cancer) and family due to all
the mandates and restrictions. I haven't seen them in over 2 years

2/19/2022 5:40 AM

39714

Created a divide between family members, friends and coworkers

2/19/2022 5:40 AM

39715

No travel No events

2/19/2022 5:39 AM

39716

Lost business. Can’t travel. Can’t visit. Can’t eat at restaurants. Can’t see a show. Can’t see
peoples faces. Shopping is horrible. People are angry and ignorant. People are financially in
trouble. Can’t find workers. Everyone has become stupid with fear.

2/19/2022 5:39 AM

39717

I now suffer from depression and anxiety and my claustrophobia has gotten worse due to
having to wear those useless masks!

2/19/2022 5:39 AM

39718

I am unable to move freely as a Canadian. Very high stress levels and fighting depression.

2/19/2022 5:39 AM

39719

Mental health this has been the most terrifying years of my life living in Canada.

2/19/2022 5:38 AM

39720

Restricted much of what I was able to freely do before.

2/19/2022 5:37 AM

39721

Negitively!

2/19/2022 5:37 AM

39722

It has affected my Privacy and Confidentiality by causing me to loose my liberty and freedom
to work, food and keep a roof over my head! This is apartheid trauma revisited.

2/19/2022 5:36 AM

39723

I have nor been able to go swimming since Sept. 2021.

2/19/2022 5:36 AM

39724

No

2/19/2022 5:36 AM

39725

Mentally? Financial, so many more ways. None good.

2/19/2022 5:36 AM

39726

Badly

2/19/2022 5:36 AM

39727

I have lost work, suffered ptsd and extreme anxiety. Friends and neighbours have bullied me
due to our PMs hate speech, my young children have suffered anxiety, and I have been
discriminated against and refused service. I also can’t even sit at the back of the bus, I am
just not allowed on the bus at all and have been unable to visit my sick family across Canada.

2/19/2022 5:35 AM

39728

Has splits families and friends, made it difficult to job hunt and causes stresses at work, gives
me anxiety to go grocery shopping, children cant see their friends at school due to different
lunch hrs and assigned seating, children miss school due to isolating and teachers stress
levels, kids cant go play anywhere with vaccine passports, family has more frequent
headaches from wearing masks, I've been bullied, I've been harassed, my husband has been
constantly harassed for 2 years as he wears no mask...I've been spoken down to by our prime

2/19/2022 5:35 AM
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minister and others who repeat his nonsense without reading anything or do read and still
repeat the story. I've been repeatedly embarrassed to see him walk out of parliament 3 times,
to answer questions only by repeating preestablished answers and literally talking to the people
of this country in a soft patronizing voice. We are not your children. Answer some questions
justin. Read some reports, because the alternative is that you are in bed with these companies
otherwise why have we had no debates? Why has canada not done any open roundtables to
bring in information instead of hiding facts...why have we not received proof of anything?
Someone saying something doesn't make it so. You need proof, unequivocal proof...there is
not. That does not make me a racist or a bigot either but you saying it... that makes me a
hostile lady. When you are elected to represent our country, that means all of us, not just the
ones accepting what they are being told. My doubting your science is exactly that. The reports
I've read do not match the path you've taken in handling this disease, nor are any of the states
of emergency justified when we do not lock the country down due to Norwalk, flu, heart and
stroke disease, cancer, child and adult prostitution rings...the last one bothers me most as a
parent. We can lock our countries down and effectively break everyone, whether they think
they are broken or not, if they now cant talk to families or friends because of mandates - what
world are we living in? This mandate has crippled many people in many ways and I've only
listed a tiny tiny handful. Justin truly, take your ass back to drama class. I voted for you
initially and I've never been more regretful of a decision. What you've done to our country sir, is
a shame and I cry frequently now. The only time i feel pride anymore is anything associated
with the freedom rallies. There is far more love there, than the hate that has come from his
mouth these last 2 years. And it has spread to other parties. Used to respect singh as well, but
they've completely made it so anyone behind the rallies can no longer support you in any way,
talk about division within a country. Shame shame.
39729

Depression from isolation.

2/19/2022 5:34 AM

39730

More anxiety attacks

2/19/2022 5:33 AM

39731

Negatively ! Never before have I felt a politician was using the medical system to corruptly
gain all controlling power !

2/19/2022 5:32 AM

39732

Can’t se a doctors my clinic went vax only

2/19/2022 5:32 AM

39733

Couldn’t meet people in person for my business

2/19/2022 5:31 AM

39734

Every way possible

2/19/2022 5:31 AM

39735

It’s created division and limited me to access certain businesses as well as taken away my
freedom of movement and travel.

2/19/2022 5:30 AM

39736

It’s ruined not only my but all Canadians life for last 2 years and many have lost their lives
their livelihoods their mental and physical well being our rights and freedoms given to us being
a Canadian citizen have been taken away I’m a prisoner in my own country but prisoners are
treated better in many places than the Canadian people are being treated here by an illegal
tyrannical regime with its inhumane draconian measures and mandates this needs to cease
immediately

2/19/2022 5:30 AM

39737

Anxiety has risen among family and I find that all we do is talk about COVID. I work in
education and what the boards and MOE tell the citizens of Ontario what we get versus what
we actually do get is so different. Lack of respect. Lack of supports.

2/19/2022 5:30 AM

39738

My kids hate masks.

2/19/2022 5:29 AM

39739

Fearing anyone anything can enter my body, I am no longer in authority.

2/19/2022 5:29 AM

39740

yes

2/19/2022 5:29 AM

39741

Loss of a job, depression, loss of friends and family. Death

2/19/2022 5:28 AM

39742

Alcohol

2/19/2022 5:27 AM

39743

The pandemic has reduced my ability to enjoy life, to see family and friends, and provide my
kids with the rich experiences I want to provide them as they grow up. I wouldn't say this is
due to mandates per se, but to the raging global pandemic. People who refuse to wear masks,
get vaccinated and work together to curb transmission are only drawing this out and making it
worse for everyone.

2/19/2022 5:27 AM

39744

My daughter committed suicide 8. 8. 21. She already had anxiety and with both mom and dad

2/19/2022 5:27 AM
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over 65, fear over this mess was a tipping point.
39745

Worst 2 years of my life. This question is very personal to many people.

2/19/2022 5:27 AM

39746

Lost job and terribly affected family relationships

2/19/2022 5:26 AM

39747

made me an angry person

2/19/2022 5:26 AM

39748

My children are traumatized. They don't even like going to school or out any where because if
the mandates. They need to end!

2/19/2022 5:26 AM

39749

It made me very unhappy and depressed to see so much division and segregation all around
me, everywhere I go and everyone I talk to. Mandates made our lives miserable.

2/19/2022 5:26 AM

39750

Limited access creating fearful people, depression

2/19/2022 5:26 AM

39751

Depression

2/19/2022 5:25 AM

39752

I lost my business.

2/19/2022 5:25 AM

39753

Had to close my business, the spread of hate and decision has been intense. It has changed
our country. Destroying people's lives. I'm medically trained and these mandates are more
harm than good. Politics should not ever be involved in medicine. I would like to see an audit
of the whole government and medical systems top to bottom. Make sure this can never
happen again. Hold public servants accountable for any wrong doing.

2/19/2022 5:25 AM

39754

Isolation, despair, mental health issues, watching small children being terrified.

2/19/2022 5:25 AM

39755

I had to quit the gym and I have had medical issues for 2 years that finally are getting taken
care of

2/19/2022 5:24 AM

39756

We have lost our freedom

2/19/2022 5:23 AM

39757

Slowdown down my travelling. Gave me Moe time to enjoy the company of my husband, to
clear files in my office, make funeral arrangements, send greeting cards and relax. Liking the
change from my busy life - mostly of volunteering - doing for others.

2/19/2022 5:23 AM

39758

unable to socialize with my friends and family. unable to breath properly and secluded to my
place of living because of masks

2/19/2022 5:23 AM

39759

Mental health issues from me and my son, lack of employees, stress, breakup,

2/19/2022 5:23 AM

39760

Huge

2/19/2022 5:23 AM

39761

Taken wages

2/19/2022 5:23 AM

39762

Lost my business, many relationships, my home, my car.

2/19/2022 5:22 AM

39763

Religious freedoms and ability to cross borders, do extra activities such as hockey and eat
out/travel.

2/19/2022 5:21 AM

39764

Lost my job

2/19/2022 5:21 AM

39765

Lost work laws were imposed to seize our freedom COVID mandates are not about COVID it’s
about government control and our Canadian media is only covering one side of the story and
telling half truths world news media covers it better than Canadian propaganda press Police in
Ottawa trampling a old lady with a walker on horse back butting veterans with rifle stocks that
are unarmed and not fighting with them this is not our Canada that I was born in our
government is taking that away

2/19/2022 5:20 AM

39766

Very stressful, not to see your family members afraid to go any where, because this
government brained washed the people and turned people against one another.

2/19/2022 5:19 AM

39767

Fine

2/19/2022 5:19 AM

39768

In every negative way possible!

2/19/2022 5:18 AM

39769

I’ve missed out on too much of the end of my teenage years and beginning of adulthood , not
to mention opportunities swept under the floor

2/19/2022 5:17 AM

39770

It affected my family and social life

2/19/2022 5:16 AM

39771

put me out work for bit.

2/19/2022 5:16 AM
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39772

Division, isolation, fear, arguments, tears, frustration, confusion, mistrust of media, and
government.

2/19/2022 5:16 AM

39773

Put us 9 months behind in opening our business, haven’t been able to visit with my family as
much as I use to.

2/19/2022 5:15 AM

39774

Mental health, socializing, interacting with others, fear of voicing own opinion, questioning my
trust about a lot of things especially media and dissemination of information. Throughout these
3 years, not once did anyone bring up, touch on, encourage the basic healthcare: nutrition to
boost immunity, making healthier lifestyle changes, being more proactive and accountable in
one’s health. Prior to Covid-19, chronic diseases was the leading cause of death around the
world, all mostly preventable….. Also, the focus quickly shifted away from the truth, the cause,
the “who” of Covid and turned to fear mongering. This alone is a very worrisome factor.

2/19/2022 5:15 AM

39775

Family, friends, relationships and lively hood have all been under attack for last two years.
Canadians want freedom back

2/19/2022 5:15 AM

39776

Financial harm. Lost both my jobs due to repeated business closures. One employer
eventually went bankrupt. Isolation from family Prevented from seeing friends in another
province... just because they lived in another province!! Aggression from others who were
made to feel unnecessarily afraid Prevented from leaving my own country if I don't take a
pharmaceutical product against my will. This contravenes the United Nations Declaration of
human Rights. Treated like a second-class citizen or newly-released criminal because I do not
need nor do I want the experimental symptom relief injection being erroneously called a
vaccine. this is also cause division within the family and now some family members are no
longer speaking to each other. Do not trust government anymore. They have lied and used
korican strong-arm tactics to bend the will of the people to their will.

2/19/2022 5:15 AM

39777

Financially, emotionally, psychology.

2/19/2022 5:14 AM

39778

In so many ways

2/19/2022 5:14 AM

39779

These UNCONSTITUTIONAL & UNSCIENTIFIC mandated are causing my Family & Friends
an undue amount of stress. Watching our Freedoms & Liberties getting stifled & stolen right
from under our noses is too much. Our country of Canada is being taken down without a shot
being fired. The stress of it is affecting an untold amount of citizens. We need a complete
overhaul of this rogue government!!!

2/19/2022 5:14 AM

39780

looking for other countries in which to live.

2/19/2022 5:12 AM

39781

A seniour citizen that is not allowed in a restaurant or to go to a play, movies or see my family
because I am the only person in the family unvaxxed.

2/19/2022 5:11 AM

39782

Loss of work, loss of physical and mental health and much more

2/19/2022 5:11 AM

39783

Badly

2/19/2022 5:11 AM

39784

have not worked since this scam started it has driven a division between canadians and
destroyed our commrodorie and free spirit and the handling of the situation has been complete
assinign and has made our country look weak and pitiful in the eyes of the world and likely we
have lost good allies and picked up shitty alliies in the world as a result and has caused me to
be un able to pay my bills,i now have to choose weather to pay my electric bill or put food on
my table because of an incompetant government/RULERS,who really stands to gain from this
and china should be blacklisted period and our LEADERS/RULERS SHOULD BE CHARGED
FOR CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY

2/19/2022 5:09 AM

39785

Isolation & family division & work

2/19/2022 5:09 AM

39786

I can’t go into the office for work My daughter can’t practice her favourite sports I get
headaches and anxiety wearing a mask

2/19/2022 5:09 AM

39787

N/a

2/19/2022 5:08 AM

39788

N/A

2/19/2022 5:08 AM

39789

Depression. Witnessing suicidal depression in children. Vaccine injury leading to death of a
family member.

2/19/2022 5:07 AM

39790

Everyone's life! The devision is horrific!

2/19/2022 5:07 AM
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39791

Negatively & brought divisiveness, disruption & isolation.

2/19/2022 5:07 AM

39792

took all my freedom , prison in my own home

2/19/2022 5:07 AM

39793

Not being able to spend the time I want with my family. Not being able to live my life without
restrictions!!!!

2/19/2022 5:06 AM

39794

Terribly. I'm a single woman living alone. 2 years of isolation and barely seeing my friends has
been very hard on my mental well-being.

2/19/2022 5:06 AM

39795

Lost of many friends and colleagues due to suicide or just segregation. Unable to see my
family that live in another province or in my owm province, unable to work, unable to travel,
unable to see friends or family at hospitals or retirement home. Hard to breathe pushing
wheelchairs with a mask on with no possibility to remove it as it is at my workplace.

2/19/2022 5:06 AM

39796

Mentally fatigue separated from love ones and friends in USA

2/19/2022 5:06 AM

39797

Decrease in finances, fears of our clients to attend the business, not knowing what is factual
regarding the virus in the media, news screwed to cover Covid-19 and not much else so not
informed much of what else is going on in the news

2/19/2022 5:05 AM

39798

Social life

2/19/2022 5:05 AM

39799

Lost friends and family. Felt like 2nd class citizen.

2/19/2022 5:05 AM

39800

I stopped working and stayed out of Canada.

2/19/2022 5:04 AM

39801

I can not afford to buy things that I need, both because they have risen in price , and in some
cases because it's not there to buy , I have also been through 3 jobs in 2 years.

2/19/2022 5:04 AM

39802

Lost income, can’t see family

2/19/2022 5:04 AM

39803

Lost loved ones, lost employment, ashamed of my country, not able to travel to see family,
three stillborn babies in the last six months in my family,

2/19/2022 5:02 AM

39804

Negatively

2/19/2022 5:01 AM

39805

In every way negatively... job lost, child lost, freedom lost, public discrimination, soul-draining
unscientific political edicts... planning to leave the country when I am allowed to leave. This
country is just... icky. And fascistic. I have a background in lab science... and the constant
dissonance with the non-science being done is killing my brain. Gained 30 pounds. Heart
broken. Could go on.

2/19/2022 5:01 AM

39806

Taken away my right to choose what is ok for myself and my family. Taken away my right to
decide what is ok for my own body.

2/19/2022 4:59 AM

39807

I can’t travel or go out to restaurants etc

2/19/2022 4:59 AM

39808

It is an over reach by governments and i have refused all mandates and the vaccines are all
BS do nothing but kill or distort a joke to all those with half a brain

2/19/2022 4:59 AM

39809

Terribly

2/19/2022 4:59 AM

39810

I am a mess mentally feel like life not worth it anymore. We have lost our country. Terrified for
my children an grandchildren, what kind of life will they have with the communist country , we
have a leader that would rather use a hammer than listen , Things have to change. I’m not the
proud Canadian I use to be , I’m broken.

2/19/2022 4:59 AM

39811

Lost my business

2/19/2022 4:59 AM

39812

Depression, anxiety, division within family, financially, separation anxiety, segregation,
violence, , and I have experienced much discrimination.

2/19/2022 4:58 AM

39813

Less income in household . Stress . Upset children .

2/19/2022 4:57 AM

39814

Depression

2/19/2022 4:57 AM

39815

Lost my freedom of choice. Not allowed to move freely in my own country

2/19/2022 4:57 AM

39816

I have lost my job in December 2021 I worked there for 15 years

2/19/2022 4:56 AM

39817

Lost hours at work Family & friends break ups Depression, anxiety, panic attacks Isolation,

2/19/2022 4:55 AM
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loneliness, suicidal thoughts, anger, hatred
39818

Dépression, can’t see lived Inès can’t travel … lost all freedom and financialy

2/19/2022 4:55 AM

39819

Badly

2/19/2022 4:54 AM

39820

We have a new baby. Unable to do classes as first time parents. Husband not allowed to
attend baby appointments and ultrasounds. I’m a nurse. Life is exhausting. And I’m dreading
having to go back to this continued circus of Covid and it’s rediculous rules and mandates they
make on a whim with no actual evidence to prove the changes will help

2/19/2022 4:54 AM

39821

I am now living in fear of a non democratic Goverment

2/19/2022 4:54 AM

39822

It has made it so hard to travel and my loved ones are all over the world.

2/19/2022 4:54 AM

39823

It has caused division, tension in the workplace. I’ve seen friends separated and the economy
affects us all

2/19/2022 4:54 AM

39824

Depression, anxiety

2/19/2022 4:53 AM

39825

I am a self employed small business owner. My business is in ruins and come into financial
hardship. They haven't let me see my family in the care home even though I'm vaccinated. My
oma has dementia and she's scared everyday not being able to see her family for years.
Meanwhile there are still covid outbreaks in the care homes when only the staff gets to see
them. Madness

2/19/2022 4:52 AM

39826

Mine and my family's Mental Health has been shredded!!

2/19/2022 4:51 AM

39827

Has isolated me from my family

2/19/2022 4:51 AM

39828

My grandson was born just when covic-19 started. I could not see him the first year of his life.
Now when I go over there he does not know me and he start crying when I try holding or
touching him, he will be two this year. I face time him and he will say hi to me only on the face
time. But he cries when I see him in person, and I have children and grandchildren in other
provinces. That I have not allow to go see. My husband got the covic-19. I was taking care of
home, he went to the hospital two times, them my twin sister and my younger and niece's also
got it. So yes this has affected me alot.

2/19/2022 4:51 AM

39829

Mental health

2/19/2022 4:51 AM

39830

My job

2/19/2022 4:50 AM

39831

I am unvaxed and refused service in restaurants, gatherings,gyms,etc. Luckily my employer
does not ask my Vax status

2/19/2022 4:50 AM

39832

Increased levels of anxiety and depression. Struggling to pay bills and groceries because of
inflation caused by the Liberal party policies.

2/19/2022 4:49 AM

39833

Family conflicts

2/19/2022 4:49 AM

39834

Can't find a job, cannot do any social activity which has severely affected my mental health.
Cannot travel even within my own country. Being pitted against friends and family because of
the fear spreading by governments and media. The past 2 years is the first time in my life the I
can honestly say I could care less if I live or not.

2/19/2022 4:49 AM

39835

Both my husband and I lost our jobs!!!

2/19/2022 4:49 AM

39836

Hurting family, friend relationships. Damaged my childrens mental health, by being left out of
play dates,etc. Restricted me from going and attending important functions

2/19/2022 4:47 AM

39837

no

2/19/2022 4:47 AM

39838

Business and mental health

2/19/2022 4:46 AM

39839

Kept me safe

2/19/2022 4:46 AM

39840

Can not attend nephew’s wedding Business is down 60% I am getting divorced after 39 years
My best friend of 30 years is no more My daughter only sees me when absolutely urgent This
has caused a rift with employees Short temper, arguing among staff

2/19/2022 4:46 AM

39841

Isolated, scared, lonely

2/19/2022 4:46 AM
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39842

Horrifically

2/19/2022 4:45 AM

39843

Depressed

2/19/2022 4:45 AM

39844

I work in the Treatment of Addictions. We have seen a dramatic and alarming spike (increase)
in suicides, ODs, OD deaths, child abuse, domestic abuse, substance abuse and
homelessness since March 2020 - when all the lockdowns and isolation started. We have seen
peole that need daily support systems being cut off from those support systems, and suffer
the inevitable effects of that result. We have seen people with a long list of mental
illnesses/disorders spiral out of control and resort to street drugs to cope with their elevated
levels of anxity and isolation. We have seen countless homeless people limited to 25%
capacity in the usual homeless shelters, and resort to moving into and living in bus shelters
during two winters now when temperatures have dropped to -30C to -35C. You can imagine
what the results of that have been. The people that do this kind of work have been
overwhelmed by the dramatic increase in demand for our services during a time when they
have no other resources available to them, and overwhelmed by the frequency with which we
have had to deal with increased anxiety and other responses to isolation and lockdowns. Many
of our counsellors and RCWs have quit due to stress. Many others have gone on stress leave.
Many have abandoned this type of work for something far less demanding. Many people
(most) were innoculated against Covid. I was innoculated against unemployment. I have had to
pass a low level security clearance in order to do this work for a government subsidized nonprofit treatment centre. My security clearance is required to ensure that I am trustworthy
enough to never reveal any of our clients' medical records or legal records to anyone that does
not also have that security clearance (coworkers). However, I go to a restaurant for dinner with
my wife and I have to reveal a portion of my medical records to the hostess that will be seating
us. There are countless venues in which I have to do the same - to people that do not have
anything even close to the security clearance I needed to get. This is just a brief explanation
of how these mandates have affected me, and I could go on for pages.

2/19/2022 4:44 AM

39845

My life has become really small. Have lost friends. Cannot bare the pain that is done unto
elderly and children.

2/19/2022 4:44 AM

39846

Has caused much stress, coercion between taking a vaccine or lose my job as an RN.
Discrimination

2/19/2022 4:44 AM

39847

Seeing children wearing mask is sickening

2/19/2022 4:42 AM

39848

Since the beginning. 2 years

2/19/2022 4:42 AM

39849

Shutdown our business, emotionally & mentally with the constant flip flop & demands. Treating
Adults as if we couldn't make risk based decisions. I don't need government telling us how to
live but to provide all the information so I can make informed decisions. The restictions &
instilling fear in my grandchildren is unforgivable! Especially the mental manipulation that they
could be a cause for someone to die was the worst, so sad... This nightmare need to END!

2/19/2022 4:42 AM

39850

Question 8: vaccines are not and never were a mandate .Social distancing is not a mandate.
50% occupancy is no longer a mandate.

2/19/2022 4:41 AM

39851

In so many ways. Every single person I know is struggling with mental health. My grandma
died alone without treatment for pneumonia. We were refused access to her funeral. We had to
try and watch it virtually in the parking lot. This outdoor vaxx history to all family and friends
and divided us further. Grabdskns were unable to carry her casket as it was too dangerous to
staff. I cant see doctors. Been harassed in numerous stores. My mental health is declining.
Sleep is rare as I write this at nearly 3am. Its divided friendships and created annamosity
amongst coworkers. Im tired of being trrated as a risk. Seniors are unable to see visitors.
Children's development is delayed. They are experiencing trauma and ptsd. They are being
segregated in class. We all lost our medica privacy. We all lost the choice to choose what
goes in our bodies. Im extremely sensitive to any medication or supplements yet that doesn't
qualify for an exemption. I lost multiple doctors as they moved out of country or retired. Home
care wont come to your home if the senior is unvaxxed. Leaving it up to the family to be care
providers 100% of the time. It burnt out my family member in that situation. There is division
and hate amongst strangers and in social media. Society has turned very angry. I miss
companionship and friends. Im worried how much trauma this has caused us all for
generations. Ive been labeled a terrorist in the country i love as our PM divided two groups and
spewed hate speech. Ive waited 8 years to see a pelvic specialist. They haven't accepted new
patients in 3 years. I have to jump through hoops to get labwork done because I can't wear a

2/19/2022 4:41 AM
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mask. Gosh I could list so much more. When the cure becomes worse than the disease
itself.... we're there and have been for 2 years.
39852

Has had a mental impact on my self and 3 teenage children

2/19/2022 4:41 AM

39853

I have been impacted with all the above mandates.

2/19/2022 4:41 AM

39854

Not able to choose what I want.

2/19/2022 4:40 AM

39855

They’ve cost me nothing but money money money

2/19/2022 4:39 AM

39856

My husband was forced to get double vaccinated as he was a student medic. I honestly don’t
know if I want to have more children with a vaccinated man. I lost my mother and couldn’t
have a funeral. My sister died and I could not travel to be there. My great aunt has been in the
hospital for 3 months with NO VISITATION other than my Grandmother. My daughter was born
at home because of mask mandates during labour. I lost my job and can’t travel for work.
Those are the big things.

2/19/2022 4:39 AM

39857

social interactions

2/19/2022 4:38 AM

39858

I believe this is all a ploy to turn Canada into a communist country.

2/19/2022 4:36 AM

39859

Required to wear a mask in church and not worship with the entire congregation. Caused lots
of division within the church community out. Unable to fly within my own country to go see my
daughter and sister. Unable to go to participate in live theatre.

2/19/2022 4:35 AM

39860

Took away my freedom away in many ways. My kid has a lot of problems in school because of
the measures and the mask.

2/19/2022 4:35 AM

39861

It being able to go anywheres or see people

2/19/2022 4:34 AM

39862

Have to deal with anxiety every day!!!

2/19/2022 4:34 AM

39863

Complete destruction of business, friendships and ability to travel for business and meet new
contacts to grow

2/19/2022 4:34 AM

39864

I suffer from anxiety and depression and have been off work on disability ever since these
mandates started 😔

2/19/2022 4:33 AM

39865

Depression. Frustration. Loss of work. Loss of freedom.

2/19/2022 4:33 AM

39866

Unemployed

2/19/2022 4:33 AM

39867

Hurt my family financially, mentally and changed our view on government

2/19/2022 4:33 AM

39868

It's been awful

2/19/2022 4:33 AM

39869

Feeling separated and divided

2/19/2022 4:31 AM

39870

Isolation, depression, segregation, discrimination for standing for human rights and Canadian
freedom Absolute terror and new fear of Emergencies measures in the self appointed hands of
an unpredictable reckless TRUDEAU whom can not be relied upon at this time to fulfill the
mandatory duties of Prime Minister. I am so scared of what else he will take away or do to
Canadian Citizens.

2/19/2022 4:31 AM

39871

Cannot travel, anxiety over not being able to breathe with a mask and anxiety over losing my
job and everything I’ve worked hard for

2/19/2022 4:31 AM

39872

I have been constantly stressed, argued with friends, lost sleep, nightmares over my children
dying from the vaxx…. Depressed

2/19/2022 4:31 AM

39873

In every way! Having kids who need to mask in school, having schools and business have to
close. I had to close down my business of 15 years.

2/19/2022 4:30 AM

39874

It has taken my sovereignty and the Freedom of Choice away from me without informed
consent

2/19/2022 4:28 AM

39875

I have lost friends; family members no longer speak to me; I no longer have a social life;
masks cause my glasses to fog and make me short of breath due to claustrophobia.

2/19/2022 4:28 AM

39876

Isolated me; I am a senior. Unable to attend church, now not allowed to sing hymns in church.
All of the mandates have been about political control- not based in medical science. Insane

2/19/2022 4:28 AM
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measures.
39877

Lost a full year of work in my preferred profession

2/19/2022 4:28 AM

39878

Very negatively . Realizing that individuals, scientists and doctors were being actively smear
campaigned or censored if they questioned any part of the mandates be it masks or corona
virus vaccine safety and efficacy resulted in a loss of faith in my government’s ability to make
sound decisions on many fronts.

2/19/2022 4:28 AM

39879

It has divided families and friends, it has affected my place of work, almost causing me to lose
my job.

2/19/2022 4:26 AM

39880

In all ways possible. My daughter who will be 1 knows nothing more than masks & staying
home. It’s sad that I was unable to take her swimming or to enjoy anything because of my
medical choices. This country needs change.

2/19/2022 4:26 AM

39881

isolation, rejection by friends/family, depression

2/19/2022 4:26 AM

39882

I don't get to see my mom because she's a nurse and believes she could be exposing my son
(her grandson) so we have had to drastically limit visits. I cannot go anywhere with my son.
Appointments canceled.

2/19/2022 4:25 AM

39883

I haven’t gotten Covid and everyone I love is alive

2/19/2022 4:25 AM

39884

Job & property loss.

2/19/2022 4:24 AM

39885

I'm not able to get a full time job

2/19/2022 4:24 AM

39886

I can’t see my dad in hospital 60 days now, my surgeries were cancelled, vax injury that is not
being acknowledged. Natural immunity is not being acknowledged when the science says it’s
superior

2/19/2022 4:24 AM

39887

mental health has seen a serious decline for not being able to move freely....I hate the masks
because I have asthma and can't breath in them.

2/19/2022 4:24 AM

39888

Loss of freedom and revenue Along with huge economical debit in our country.fot the tax payer
to pay for

2/19/2022 4:24 AM

39889

It is very easy for anyone to complete this survey multiple times and manipulate the results for
their own purposes. I have completed it several times and will continue to do so.

2/19/2022 4:24 AM

39890

Fucking sucks, oppression, depression, and my kids suffered in school, I was denied positions
for employment… it’s a another version of the flu and cold which we have been dealing with for
years!!

2/19/2022 4:24 AM

39891

Lost of job

2/19/2022 4:23 AM

39892

Evil

2/19/2022 4:22 AM

39893

In every way, jabbing poison into my body for a job is criminal

2/19/2022 4:22 AM

39894

Can't see some family and friends

2/19/2022 4:21 AM

39895

I am not able to watch one child play hockey, another child who's mental health has been
affected greatly, I have lost a well paying job because it closed due to shut downs and now an
trying to juggle 3 jobs to replace the income

2/19/2022 4:21 AM

39896

Made me a prisoner in my own home

2/19/2022 4:20 AM

39897

hasn’t

2/19/2022 4:20 AM

39898

We lost our jobs

2/19/2022 4:20 AM

39899

I got fired from my 30 year career in Healthcare

2/19/2022 4:20 AM

39900

My plans for the future. Trust in our democracy has gone.

2/19/2022 4:20 AM

39901

I now know how people in communist countries feel. So very negatively

2/19/2022 4:19 AM

39902

What life?

2/19/2022 4:18 AM

39903

Family division Unable to live a normal life

2/19/2022 4:16 AM
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39904

Segregation,

2/19/2022 4:15 AM

39905

Psychological and physical damages Forced injections for work , and my kid forced

2/19/2022 4:15 AM

39906

I've lost my relationship with friends and family. Lost my job, lost my home. Been kicked out of
stores and not served due to no mask or vaccine passport. I've been yelled, screamed and
sworn at while my 3 year old was by my side holding a Canadian flag. I've been Kicked out of
and had police called on me and my 3 year old trying to go swimming at the rec center. The list
goes on. These mandates have to stop before more people get hurt. The hatred and division
that has been sown into the citizens of this country is criminal. The future of our country
should not be left in the hands of the corrupt politicians fighting for it in the house as we speak.
This is for US THE PEOPLE to decide. We demand our freedom back and every politician
must be removed from office. WE THE PEOPLE need to find a better alternative. Because
what's been happening isn't bloody working!!!!

2/19/2022 4:15 AM

39907

Lost my wellness centre of 15 years, property and business of 20 years!

2/19/2022 4:15 AM

39908

Life

2/19/2022 4:15 AM

39909

Unable to go into a hospital when needed, kids unable to attend university that they were
almost done. Forced vaccination at work places that result in vaccine injury.

2/19/2022 4:14 AM

39910

Job threatened . Loss of ability to eat out or to socialise

2/19/2022 4:14 AM

39911

No trips these past two years; new protocols at work; otherwise, no change.

2/19/2022 4:14 AM

39912

Just not being able to visit

2/19/2022 4:13 AM

39913

Depression anger loneliness.

2/19/2022 4:13 AM

39914

Inflation like i have never seen before.

2/19/2022 4:13 AM

39915

It’s caused division in our community. Because of the media narrative people are scared to be
around other people. It is very disturbing. Masks are filthy, constantly being touched and put in
clothing g to be used the next day. Kids have to wear masks in school. It’s very sad.

2/19/2022 4:13 AM

39916

It affected me by not being able to travel to take care of my elderly mother. My children's work
and supporting friends and family menal state.

2/19/2022 4:13 AM

39917

Gathering with family and friends ... I'm more concerned with the devisiveness that has
occurred, the Vax vs non vaxxed... The agendas that are being set ... Anti convoy vs convoy
and the rest of the associated bullshit ... The most laughable part of the whole assembly is
how people are trying to state that the truckers convoy is racially based ... like fuck can't
people get off the race wagon already ... today I saw personally 2 women of Chinese descent
holding signs in support of the truckers convoy and their signs stated words such as Don't let
Canada become the next China and the like, written in both English and Chinese... A majority
of the people are vaccinated ... all this covid bullshit and moreso the societal division that has
occurred is outrageous, tearing family and friends apart ... or maybe people just listen to the
news too much along with the ultimate devil in disguise, idle hands make the devils playground
and everyone is just plain bored, although more of the rhetoric I hear I strongly believe a vast
majority on both sides might actually just be stupid ... either way lol cheers and pour some
sugar on me, or us, or society as a whole so everyone cab just be def leppards and sweeten
the fuck up... 10-4 good buddy Over and out

2/19/2022 4:13 AM

39918

Not good. Stressful. Less active

2/19/2022 4:12 AM

39919

Causing emotional instability, depression, etc.

2/19/2022 4:11 AM

39920

Lost my job of 12 years

2/19/2022 4:10 AM

39921

It has impacted my relationships with my family and friends .

2/19/2022 4:09 AM

39922

My life is being ruined but not as much as the poor and children

2/19/2022 4:08 AM

39923

Retail business loss of revenue. Husband loss of work.

2/19/2022 4:08 AM

39924

Charter of rights and freedoms trampled on

2/19/2022 4:08 AM

39925

I have not been able to visit family since this started

2/19/2022 4:07 AM

39926

I have lost work because I got sick from getting the first shot and refused to get anymore. I’m

2/19/2022 4:07 AM
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in so much debt now.
39927

I was forced to get the vaccine or lose my job. I was put on stress leave because of the
bullying until I had no choice but to get it

2/19/2022 4:07 AM

39928

The mandate is likely responsible for saving…how many lives? Probably mine. And my
neighbour’s. Imagine that.

2/19/2022 4:07 AM

39929

Covid has affected my life way more than mandate ever have

2/19/2022 4:07 AM

39930

Loss of freedoms

2/19/2022 4:07 AM

39931

It's affected me in so many negative ways. I can't believe we are seeing Canadian citizens
treated like second class citizens for their medical choice. It's disgraceful.

2/19/2022 4:06 AM

39932

My children and family have been depressed and angry.

2/19/2022 4:05 AM

39933

It’s ruined my childrens childhood. It’s created a divide in my family, as well as my friends. It’s
been financially draining for many people I know.

2/19/2022 4:05 AM

39934

Less work, mentally

2/19/2022 4:05 AM

39935

All of it is depressing. I feel so bad for kids.

2/19/2022 4:04 AM

39936

Can’t travel, can’t see my family, masks are not healthy for anyone, a simple cold caused me
to be off work for a mandatory 10 days which caused me to lose money, stress for my father
who is in Ill health, so so so much more

2/19/2022 4:03 AM

39937

Lost a job of 25 years Kids are depressed don’t care about school anymore haven’t left the
house can’t go anywhere to dine or catch a movie haven been segregated by peers and
establishments

2/19/2022 4:02 AM

39938

The mandates have put my whole family on hold and has stressed my children out to the max
i will not force my children to whear mask and they want to go back to school see all there
freinds this whole thing is wrong and is affecting my kids lives please wnd the mandates so we
can all be together again

2/19/2022 4:02 AM

39939

As I am retired it has not affected me greatly but I dont go anywhere anymore. It has made me
a shutin.

2/19/2022 4:01 AM

39940

I lost my Job they closed my work I lost lots of money we are out of a job not right

2/19/2022 4:01 AM

39941

Blackouts with masks during pregnancy, limited outlets to take my children, mental and
emotional struggle due to social distancing and mandates forbidding gathering

2/19/2022 4:00 AM

39942

Significantly.

2/19/2022 4:00 AM

39943

Moved away from Vancouver and subsequently, my daughter.

2/19/2022 4:00 AM

39944

Broken up my friendships and almost broke up my 38 year marriage. Niece had to quit
university, sister had to quit job, depression of husband and my kids, took my 94 yr old mother
out of seniors resident to live with us. No travel, and segregation.

2/19/2022 4:00 AM

39945

Made me believe the government needs to be dismantled and rebuilt for the new era!

2/19/2022 4:00 AM

39946

Kept many more people alive

2/19/2022 3:59 AM

39947

Work opportunities, mental health, child’s mental health and development

2/19/2022 3:59 AM

39948

I’ve been forced to get a vaccine that I don’t feel is effective at protecting the people as it’s
described. I’m a nurse and for my views I can be painted as a villain, when I have been the
one putting my self at risk caring for those who are ill

2/19/2022 3:58 AM

39949

It has taken away the rights and freedoms that my family and I were born with as a Canadian
citizens.

2/19/2022 3:58 AM

39950

Lost jobs , can’t see friends and family , can’t go to weddings, freedom is gone , fuck the
goverment

2/19/2022 3:57 AM

39951

I've lost my job. My mom passed in the hospital a woman who has 10 kids. Not being able to
see them. 4 kids who are affected by not doing things because their not vaccinated. Omg I
could keep going

2/19/2022 3:57 AM
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39952

Not able to travel

2/19/2022 3:57 AM

39953

Forced out of work, lost family members and friends.

2/19/2022 3:56 AM

39954

Limited us watching our children play a sport they love

2/19/2022 3:55 AM

39955

80%drop in work, kids had to drop out of school, can’t leave Canada by air, lost
family/friendships, depression

2/19/2022 3:55 AM

39956

Husband's mom was in a care home. The isolation was really hard on her and when the
announcement came the lockdowns were coming back this October she got extremely
depressed and was dead within 6 weeks. My husband wasn't even permitted to see her on her
death bed because he has a heart condition and can't be vaccinated. Even with a negative
Covid test and a letter from the doctor he wasn't allowed to see his dying mother.

2/19/2022 3:54 AM

39957

We have only seen grandparents twice in the last 2 years. My mom had to (it was not a
choice) get vaccinated or lose her job. I can not take my children to and cheer them on at
sporting events. My children have started to hate going to school bc they have to wear masks.
I get debilitating headaches from masks.

2/19/2022 3:54 AM

39958

destroying lives

2/19/2022 3:54 AM

39959

Cost my wife her job. Many friends got injured from the vaccines. Friends businesses closed
down. Family died that I could not see. Time away from family from rules. The sickness didn’t
effect anyone I know. Only the government reaction to it.

2/19/2022 3:53 AM

39960

On multiple occasions I have thought about ending it all. These mandates are ruining my life.
Losing friends and family, being separated and alone is heartbreaking. People I know have
turned to drugs or alcohol and I don’t know how we will help them sober up. These need to end.
It’s not about restaurants and bars, it’s about being a person. A human being. A CANADIAN!
We have so many people vaccinated, and it still goes around and around. People need to
make their own decisions and still be able to live life treated like a person instead of scum of
the earth. The attacks our prime minister has on people who disagree with his decisions is an
embarrassment to our country.

2/19/2022 3:53 AM

39961

Stolen my freedoms, and the pride I had in being Canadians because the Canada I believed in
has been swallowed up by corruption, unnecessary government control, and corporations.

2/19/2022 3:53 AM

39962

On top of many many aspects that have been affected.. my overwhelming desire to end
myself has increased greatly since covid

2/19/2022 3:53 AM

39963

I could not operate my fledgling business. separated from family, isolated from community, laid
off work. Couldn’t travel to visit family for key events (90 th birthday, new grandchild)

2/19/2022 3:52 AM

39964

Unable to travel, no longer have the rights I used to have, lost job opportunities

2/19/2022 3:52 AM

39965

Stopped my income. I was doing trade shows

2/19/2022 3:51 AM

39966

It's not life living like this. It's criminal what they are doing!!!!

2/19/2022 3:51 AM

39967

My husband can’t get heart surgery. My son in law could not get a job for over a year because
of mask mandates. My daughter had a nurse screaming in her face because she asked for me
to come for moral support after my grandson was born because of severe post partum
depression. She suffered many more hitters in the following months because of lockdowns.
When my husband had a heart attack he had to sneak outside and stand in the snow to see
us. Too many more stories to write!

2/19/2022 3:51 AM

39968

It’s been horrible going shopping with masks. A bunch of robbers! Brought division in families.
Not being able to be with a loved one when they were dying. People don’t feel loved with these
mandates. Just awful!!

2/19/2022 3:50 AM

39969

I haven’t seen my family in over two years.

2/19/2022 3:50 AM

39970

Lost my job

2/19/2022 3:50 AM

39971

I was forced to get vaccinated to keep my job! This is a serious violation of human rights!

2/19/2022 3:50 AM

39972

My husband and I both lost our jobs. Mentally and financially drained

2/19/2022 3:49 AM

39973

It hasn’t, but don’t agree with it

2/19/2022 3:49 AM
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39974

Affected time spent with family, depression, made me sad that this was preventing me from
doing things that I wanted to accomplish during what was probably the last 10 years of my life.

2/19/2022 3:49 AM

39975

It's ruined

2/19/2022 3:48 AM

39976

I have acne now

2/19/2022 3:48 AM

39977

Can't leave the country

2/19/2022 3:48 AM

39978

Greatly. I have become asecond class citizen. A prisoner in the country. Work put me on loa
as non compliant

2/19/2022 3:47 AM

39979

I feel our freedom slipping away. Real science has proven we do not need these mandates
anymore.

2/19/2022 3:47 AM

39980

Psychologiquement, Relation familiale, Travail

2/19/2022 3:47 AM

39981

Took away my freedom of choice, my freedom of what goes into my body. causing immense
daily stress, anxiety, insomnia. Living in constant fear. Missed funerals, two weddings and a
birth.

2/19/2022 3:47 AM

39982

Destroyed my social life, fractured my family, cost me my livelihood, cost the lives of some of
the closest people I know

2/19/2022 3:46 AM

39983

It has made my life like a nightmare...

2/19/2022 3:46 AM

39984

All forms of livelihoods

2/19/2022 3:46 AM

39985

They have negatively affected my employment, my ability to continue attending post
secondary, and removed many of the rights and freedoms I used to enjoy such as attending
restaurants and events with friends and family.

2/19/2022 3:46 AM

39986

I have lost family due to lockdown suicide,, I have a bad heart and have chosen to hold off on
the shot, as a result I feel like a second-class citizen, unable to eat out or travel

2/19/2022 3:45 AM

39987

The masking mandate was fine until I got Covid. After I had Covid, the mask I was wearing
was useless.

2/19/2022 3:44 AM

39988

1. I cannot go to the birth of my daughter. 2. I cannot give my partner the much needed
support that she needs through her first pregnancy. Anxiety relief for partner (ie.support person)
3. Being stigmatized by people for my choices.

2/19/2022 3:44 AM

39989

Financial losses, business losses, family friends suicide, family & clients with adverse vax
effects from the mRNA injections, depression.... Met a lot of new like minded people, thanks
for that.

2/19/2022 3:44 AM

39990

They have kept me safe.

2/19/2022 3:44 AM

39991

Total destruction, loss of my god given rights & freedoms, Canadian constitution bill of rights,
international rights. Loss of family dying alone. Medical system is barely functioning. Isolation.
I could write a book & won't.

2/19/2022 3:44 AM

39992

Lost time that cannot be replaced

2/19/2022 3:43 AM

39993

Very negatively

2/19/2022 3:43 AM

39994

I can not go to movies, dine out, and more. It has ruined family get togethers and ruined my
social life. I do not like how the government has divided people. I feel sad that so many people
have expressed anger towards me if I disagree with them on the mandates.

2/19/2022 3:43 AM

39995

My grandparents had a horrible transition into a care home and were unable to see anyone,
including eachother numerous times. My children missed out on sports teams that could lead
to potential scholarships. I was unable to watch my son play hockey. I could not worship at
church as I would like. There is a longer wait list for a surgery I have been needing. I could not
visit my grandparents until I was forced to get vaccinated. Then I was able to see my grandpa
2 days before he died. He did not respond to me.

2/19/2022 3:43 AM

39996

Split my marriage

2/19/2022 3:43 AM

39997

When trying to get to Europe to my dying mother, I was told it wasn’t essential and couldn’t
board the plane as I wasn’t unvaccinated. It’s also been taking a toll on my mental health as I
already suffer from high levels of anxiety. Having a piece of cloth over my mouth triggers it as

2/19/2022 3:42 AM
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well as the division amongst friends and family. I’m having a hard time dealing with the
animosity that a lot of pro-mandate people show towards those who chose a different path:
insults, belittling, dehumanization. It’s all very difficult to cope with.
39998

Work ...money

2/19/2022 3:42 AM

39999

Negatively. Seeing family less and kids wearing masks which

2/19/2022 3:42 AM

40000

a very social life amongst family and friends

2/19/2022 3:42 AM

40001

Restricting travel to see family, friends, and attend at our property in the USA. The mandate
has negatively affected my mental health.

2/19/2022 3:42 AM

40002

It has effected everyone's life but we need to do whatever it takes to keep everyone safe and if
that means wearing a mask in public....for as long as we are asked then I am prepared to do it.
The sooner we get this behind us the happier we ALL will be but that will take longer than ever
if we keep fighting the mandates that are only trying to protect us.p

2/19/2022 3:42 AM

40003

I was terminated from work and next of kin relationship became strange which causes stress
and anxiety.

2/19/2022 3:41 AM

40004

I want a Non Confidence Vote to have Trudeau removed from office. He is what is wrong with
our country, he’s the racist, lire, corrupt, criminal, and demands his way or the highway.
Trudeau NEEDS TO BE FIREd!!

2/19/2022 3:40 AM

40005

I lost my job and I can not travel to see my family. I lost my freedom to choose.

2/19/2022 3:40 AM

40006

I basically started investing in other places in the world. If it wasn’t for the citizens of Canada,
I would nothing to do with it anymore.

2/19/2022 3:40 AM

40007

I have lost everything

2/19/2022 3:40 AM

40008

Family lost their job, tried to get EI couldn't, they have paid into it over 30 years. Not good!!

2/19/2022 3:40 AM

40009

Unable to attend 3 funerals one family. Months of Isolation, diminishing of my rights and
freedoms as a CD born citizen. Treated like a second class citizen.

2/19/2022 3:39 AM

40010

In every way possible. The deliberate division imposed on the Canadians by the government is
absolutely horrific. Every other Country is opening up, provinces are lifting their mandates and
BC is adding?? The pandemic is now an endemic there is no reason to impose mandates at
this stage. I will be losing my career in March determined by an unscientific, greedy political
agenda. Disgusting.

2/19/2022 3:39 AM

40011

I am in recovery. I rely on Narcotics Anonymous meetings and on doing service to stay clean
and sober. I would have had 8 years clean. I was so isolated during the pandemic since all
meetings were closed as was the treatment centre I volunteered at. I resumed injecting
opiates. I actually overdosed while driving my car. I totalled my car and the paramedics gave
me Narcan to save my life. I’m incredibly sad these days but I try my best.

2/19/2022 3:39 AM

40012

I was forced to take a mRna gene therapy injection or lose my job. We are still wearing masks
at work. I've become very angry and depressed because of it.

2/19/2022 3:39 AM

40013

Turned it upside down. Increased anxiety, depression, fear...

2/19/2022 3:38 AM

40014

I'm immunocompromised asthma plus many other problems I have to be very careful

2/19/2022 3:38 AM

40015

Had to remove my children from school to homeschool them, lost my childcare and wasn’t
able to find a replacement, no longer able to work.

2/19/2022 3:38 AM

40016

Mental health of myself and my family, my children, their physical health without being able to
participate in sports, our financial situation.

2/19/2022 3:38 AM

40017

It has not

2/19/2022 3:38 AM

40018

It’s been ridiculous from the onset.

2/19/2022 3:37 AM

40019

I lost two grandfathers this year one was due to suicide due to not being able to see anybody
have not been able to grieve

2/19/2022 3:36 AM

40020

Badly

2/19/2022 3:35 AM

40021

Loss of job and school

2/19/2022 3:35 AM
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40022

Lost work, children have lost time in schools, negative impacts of masking our children

2/19/2022 3:35 AM

40023

I can loose my job

2/19/2022 3:34 AM

40024

Finacially Ruined

2/19/2022 3:34 AM

40025

It has caused anger stress segregation of people I know has caused syndromes with people I
know including myself nothing good

2/19/2022 3:34 AM

40026

I cannot go to restaurants, cannot see family members, church Bible studies and potlucks
have been cancelled. I have medical, and religious concerns about the jabs and they are
considered unacceptable views.

2/19/2022 3:34 AM

40027

It's been very difficult re: retirement homes. The division between families. Wearing masks,
the vaccine in general and being forced to get vaccines. It just not necessary and too much
control in government. Not being able to attend church and the ridiculous protocols.

2/19/2022 3:34 AM

40028

Can’t see family in hospitals. Can’t visit family

2/19/2022 3:32 AM

40029

Not able to see family members fir 2 years. Not able to be with my husband in hospital when
he had a stroke. Missed close family funeral.

2/19/2022 3:32 AM

40030

I have not been able to go to the gym not happy

2/19/2022 3:32 AM

40031

Job loss, alienation, treated like a pariah, loss of friend/family, stress and mental anguish, and
insecurity as a Canadian by the loss of my bodily autonomy, free choice and my ability to even
move around in my own country.

2/19/2022 3:31 AM

40032

I am a qualified Dr and worked with covid patients for nearly 2 years, then was fired for
refusing to be blackmailed by the vaccine mandates. I re-registered as a family Dr and am now
facing being fired a 2nd time in March 24th due to the BC PHO vaccine mandate. I am being
threatened with having my medical license revoked. I have lost my income, my ability to
provide for my family, my 30 year career is soon to be ended against my will, I am being made
unemployable as a Dr in a supposed pandemic. I have to sell my house and my family will
have to move away from our older children as I cannot afford a mortgage with no income. I feel
suffocated by the masks. I was unable to attend my only brother's wedding in England,
because I'm banned from leaving the country as an unvaccinated citizen. I have been unable
to visit my newly born grand children due to travel restrictions. I have witnessed families torn
apart due to vaccine mandates. I've watched our elders wish they were dead than be separated
any longer from the love and human touch if their families, who are banned from visiting their
own mothers and fathers in care facilities. I will never trust government again.

2/19/2022 3:30 AM

40033

Negatively impacted my physical, emotional and mental well being. I have put in weight since I
haven’t been able to attend my gym also.

2/19/2022 3:30 AM

40034

Makes me feel bad and separated from people, depressed, and annoyed that Government
choose to mandate, that's not democratic at all.

2/19/2022 3:30 AM

40035

I’m a trucker and not vaxxed so I can’t go to any restaurants or rest areas for shower or use
the facilities.

2/19/2022 3:29 AM

40036

I just want everything to be back to normal

2/19/2022 3:29 AM

40037

Very negatively !!!

2/19/2022 3:29 AM

40038

It has grossly interfered with my social and personal life. It has taught me not to trust the
governments and elected officials I have supported and voted for.

2/19/2022 3:29 AM

40039

No freedom

2/19/2022 3:29 AM

40040

The mandates have affected my life severely. It has taken a tol in my mental health. I have
not been able to go to the gym something that I did to help my mental health was taken from
me. I also have not been able to visit family as I can’t even leave the Newfoundland.

2/19/2022 3:28 AM

40041

It hasn’t affected me, I never stopped living,

2/19/2022 3:28 AM

40042

horribly

2/19/2022 3:28 AM

40043

I'm on ''ordered'' unpaid LOA from work, can't leave the country.

2/19/2022 3:28 AM

40044

100 percent, no freedoms, no restaurants, no travel, hardships, lost family and friends.

2/19/2022 3:28 AM
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Divisions between all of us, high cost of living.
40045

My teenager daughter has been hurt in particular by the mandates, experiencing deep
depression and social isolation

2/19/2022 3:28 AM

40046

Discrimination not being able to go to the gym getting over 50 pounds mental health spiraling
out of control

2/19/2022 3:28 AM

40047

I’m being ostracized from society, lost my job, lots of my ‘friends’. My crime? I wanted bodily
autonomy and for that I’m being severely punished. I’m very depressed and feel no purpose in
life anymore. The freedom convoy gave me hope but that’s all over now. I really want to leave
this country and never come back but I can’t even leave since my government keeps me
hostage.

2/19/2022 3:28 AM

40048

Lost job, financial difficulty, marital problems, anxiety attacks, socially stigmatized

2/19/2022 3:27 AM

40049

Ruined it

2/19/2022 3:27 AM

40050

Life is like hell

2/19/2022 3:27 AM

40051

My mental health has been affected by not seeing friends and family and by not being able to
travel or speak freely about the lack of freedom in our country.

2/19/2022 3:27 AM

40052

Negatively

2/19/2022 3:27 AM

40053

I don’t go anywhere I would have to use a passport and have many businesses suffer dearly
and some fail. This is NOT ok!!

2/19/2022 3:27 AM

40054

Infringed my basic rights

2/19/2022 3:26 AM

40055

Terribly 🥲

2/19/2022 3:26 AM

40056

No family gathering

2/19/2022 3:26 AM

40057

I have been discriminated against, made out to be something I am not, and not been able to
enjoy the freedoms to go out with my kids. It has caused problems in relationships and created
an unnecessary divide.

2/19/2022 3:26 AM

40058

Not being able to fly to work. And driving 18 hours.

2/19/2022 3:26 AM

40059

Not as much because of my age.

2/19/2022 3:25 AM

40060

I am on a sick leave and will lose my job the second I try to go back, I have lost friends and
family over it, my 7 year old quit hockey because I had to stand at the doors to watch him
play. I want my life back!!!!

2/19/2022 3:25 AM

40061

Mental Health

2/19/2022 3:25 AM

40062

Mental health of my children

2/19/2022 3:24 AM

40063

Significantly, in both career and personal life.

2/19/2022 3:24 AM

40064

Greatly feelings of boredom and desolation

2/19/2022 3:24 AM

40065

Large inconvenience that has mentally and emotionally impacted my life.

2/19/2022 3:24 AM

40066

No work in over 2 years

2/19/2022 3:23 AM

40067

Nephew who went through university became a banker cut off from his sports and friends
comit suicide. Elderly

2/19/2022 3:23 AM

40068

I've lost my job, I've lost friends, I've lost family, but most of all I've lost faith in the true north
strong and free

2/19/2022 3:23 AM

40069

With sadness being a Canadian

2/19/2022 3:23 AM

40070

It affected me having the freedom to associate with others and making me much more
introverted.

2/19/2022 3:22 AM

40071

My teens are depressed. My husband is depressed. We’ve been hurt financially. It’s destroyed
relationships with friends and family.

2/19/2022 3:21 AM

40072

mental health all around, loss of career, financial suffering, stress, anxiety separation from

2/19/2022 3:21 AM
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family, division amongst friends and family, all leading to severe depression
40073

I am no longer able to travel, I am no longer able to eat in restaurants, my skiing membership
was revoked, I have seen people say that they wouldn’t hug someone if they are
unvaccinated, that it would be like touching someone with AIDS, I have severe panic attacks
with a mask on and my Dr was afraid to write me an exemption even though he thought it may
be triggering mild epileptic seizures and we are currently trying to figure out why, we have
family that refuses to see us or celebrate family events with us, it has torn families apart, we
know many who have been severely vaccine injured or died within a week or two, a friend of
mine became paralyzed from the waste down and was hospitalized away from her children
having to relearn how to walk, it was confirmed that it was vaccine injury, we are always living
under the weight of potential loss of income, our family has severe allergies to a lot of
medication and one child with a blood disorder that cannot even receive regular vaccines. He
had to tell his youth group that he was feeling completed isolated from the kids. Mental health
has been extremely hard and many nights of crying and trying to process the insanity of the
world. I have friends that just stopped seeing us and having valued friendships lost, the
anxiety has been severe, we know someone who had to have their leg amputated because of
blood clots after the vaccine.

2/19/2022 3:21 AM

40074

I lost my position as a HC worker. Our family is segrated from the very community we live in.
Not acceptable.

2/19/2022 3:21 AM

40075

Depression, no social life, cant travel, my government is coercing me to take a vaccine that I
am not comfortable with putting in my body. This is duress and therefore unlawful. I feel like i
am treated like a lepper. Dont appreciate the news being partisan and not revealing the
statistics of deaths and injuries from the vaccine. Both my parents passed within 2 months of
each other after getting the vaccine and my friend now has heart problems after getting the
first jab. It frightens me. I am frightened for my future.

2/19/2022 3:21 AM

40076

Kept me lock in my house not being able to see family and friends

2/19/2022 3:20 AM

40077

I am a small business owner, it flipped my life around

2/19/2022 3:20 AM

40078

It has removed any joy of living

2/19/2022 3:20 AM

40079

I feel like a prisoner

2/19/2022 3:20 AM

40080

I moved to Mexico in October due to declining mental health while in Canada and left a highpaying career as an RMT.

2/19/2022 3:20 AM

40081

Changed it 100%

2/19/2022 3:20 AM

40082

Not much

2/19/2022 3:20 AM

40083

Less work

2/19/2022 3:19 AM

40084

Small inconveniences. I am happy to cooperate with the mandates for the health and safety of
fellow Canadians. If I want to participate in certain activities, masks and vaccines are no
trouble for me, and I appreciate the opportunity to make those choices.

2/19/2022 3:19 AM

40085

Mental health and its tiring and draining. Division between family and friends.

2/19/2022 3:18 AM

40086

I was not able to go and be with my family on the east coast after my Mom suddenly passed
away. I have no family close by and it was terrible to have to go through that time of immense
grief alone.

2/19/2022 3:18 AM

40087

Loss of friends, depression, loss of active lifestyle, loss of job hours due to increased
childcare at home, loss of childcare, loss of sense of self, loss in child interactions for their
development. Dislike myself for having to take the vaccine to be able to continue to work.

2/19/2022 3:18 AM

40088

These viruses have been released to further the corruption of the New World Order to institute
their agenda and the agenda of the WEF, UN, CDC, BILDERBERGS and the list goes on and
on along with all the corruption. These mandates have been imposed to further their agenda
only. Follow the corruption. Follow the money. Medically and scientifically these mandates
have been proven false and absolutely unnecessary. People in high positions of power are
being bought and paid for. This has never been about a virus, it is about tyranny, insurrection
by the highest offices of the land. Trudeau is a traitor to the people of Canada and those who
vote for the Emergency Act are traitors to the people of Act. The Act I believe states it can't

2/19/2022 3:18 AM
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be used against peaceful protestors. The Nazi flag Trudeau keeps speaking about. How do we
know he didn't have someone plant it there.
40089

Depression anxiety

2/19/2022 3:17 AM

40090

In every way possible

2/19/2022 3:17 AM

40091

I feel segregated.

2/19/2022 3:17 AM

40092

It hasn’t but the fact that it has for many and that the government is ok with segregating
society, coercing citizens and spreading hate is wrong and illegal.

2/19/2022 3:17 AM

40093

Stress caused by truck convoy due to family's store at Rideau Centre being closed for 3
weeks - all of those employees without income. 4 family households live in downtown Ottawa.
It's been so difficult for them. The disrespect for Ottawa residents has been appalling.

2/19/2022 3:17 AM

40094

It has kept me from going to places ie restaurants , sporting venues, casinos, where I have
wanted to go! It has also prevented me from going to church and from seeing people who I
wanted to get together with! I am also becoming pretty tired of having to be masked, but I
could carry on wearing a mask for a while, if this was necessary.

2/19/2022 3:16 AM

40095

Mental health lows and inability to visit family freely.

2/19/2022 3:16 AM

40096

Mandates have put a huge divide in my family. My mom recently passed away and one sister
hadn’t seen her since last summer, for what??!! They are both vaxxed so it makes no sense!
My moms 2 sisters who live 20min away but just across the border were not allowed to come
and mourn with us, I have been denied medical care for my diabetic daughter because of her
vax status, 2 of my kids are under psychiatric care for being suicidal..one was 10yrs old!!, 2 of
my older kids had to have a ‘covid’ graduations and missed out on those milestones, I have
missed 2 years of watching my kids play sports, 2 years of stress and anxiety, and I am still
unable to fly to visit my 2 grandkids. I have been under dr and counsellor care because I find it
hard to support my kids throughout all the restrictions that change often. My hubby’s job has
been threatened many times and is still a volatile situation. We want to continue to work hard
and enjoy the simple things that we have so taken for granted but now we are prisoners in our
own country!! The goal lines keep changing, it was 2 weeks to flatten the curve and now it’s
been 2 years. Emergency’s don’t last for 2 years, wars do!!

2/19/2022 3:16 AM

40097

Loss of income - depression- drinking too much - loss of security

2/19/2022 3:16 AM

40098

Losing my medical licence, unable to travel to see my elderly mom or for recreation, social
division/polarization has caused fragmentation of friendships and family relations.

2/19/2022 3:15 AM

40099

It’s been an awakening to see how the media propagated and spread unnecessary fear in
people and the how government have exercised unlawful and unprecedented powers. I nearly
lost my parents and my personal experiences has caused me to loose complete trust and faith
in the government and the unelected officials dictating how to live our lives

2/19/2022 3:15 AM

40100

Makes me feel like a prisoner of the system with no chance to choose what is best for myself
or for my family. This whole situation is completely unacceptable!

2/19/2022 3:15 AM

40101

We are not able to visit aging family in NS. We have to wear masks to school and work which
are nothing more the germ catchers which actually restrict oxygen and increase sicknesses.
Our kids could not participate in sports or enjoy activities with friends. It has been very difficult
on our kids mentally. These mandates have been detrimental to everyone's mental health!

2/19/2022 3:14 AM

40102

Depression, isolation, fear

2/19/2022 3:14 AM

40103

I cannot get on an airplane. I have postponed a wedding, I have lost employment opportunities.
I wear a face mask and have not had covid ever since the first time I had it before vaccines
were available in N0vember 2020

2/19/2022 3:13 AM

40104

Forced my wife to get the jab or she would lose her job

2/19/2022 3:13 AM

40105

Not able to travel, have not seen my daughter in 2 years.

2/19/2022 3:13 AM

40106

Divided family members Depression and anxiety Vaccine injured

2/19/2022 3:13 AM

40107

Affected our business. Affected employees and the willingness to work for a living. Many
young people like CERB, and now do not want to work.

2/19/2022 3:12 AM

40108

destroyed

2/19/2022 3:11 AM
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40109

My buisness, has had a huge impact, a lot of cancelations People are struggling, haven’t been
able to see my family or my friends. Can’t fly to see my mother haven’t seen her in 2 years
now because of this. It’s ruined my social life and I am more depressed then I have ever been.
Also really financially struggling without getting much work for my company. It’s 💯 effected my
life and my friends and family I live alone, it’s been very depressing and lonely.

2/19/2022 3:11 AM

40110

In every negative and horrible way imaginable.

2/19/2022 3:11 AM

40111

Depression. Can't do anything or go anywhere with my children.

2/19/2022 3:10 AM

40112

I can't go anywhere, into stores, restaurants or businesses that demand masks and passports.
I have to stay home and make all my food at home. I cannot drive to another province or out of
the country and I cannot fly. I cannot meet with family members.

2/19/2022 3:10 AM

40113

Negatively

2/19/2022 3:10 AM

40114

Prevented from seeing mother and father in Europe for over 2 years

2/19/2022 3:10 AM

40115

I have lost my 9 yr plus job

2/19/2022 3:09 AM

40116

I am not a cytizen anymore in Canada.

2/19/2022 3:09 AM

40117

I was dismissed from my job as an RN and lost my nursing career due to vaccine mandates
on health care workers. Additionally, I was unable to collect EI due to (wrongful) dismissal for
the 2 months it took me to find another job. My family is torn apart and I was not allowed to
see my grandma on her 90th birthday last year because of the vaccine mandate.

2/19/2022 3:09 AM

40118

Its ruined my health and mental health

2/19/2022 3:09 AM

40119

The mandates have affected my life by robbing precious time with my mother. She's in a care
home with dementia. Her time is limited and priceless. I can not ever get that back. I am also
affected in my small business, due to multiple closures. As well as loss of customers. I can
no longer support my fellow struggling, friends and local businesses. Not to mention the
suppressed immune system from living in a mask and bathing in sanitizers for 2 yrs. It has
also taken a decline to my mental health in various ways. Along with the mental health of my
family, friends, clients and community. Perished due to restrictions and lack of care because
of unlawful mandates. Ripple effect. I don't know a single soul not affected negatively in some
way. And now because of these mandates inflation arises and so more struggle pain and
decline in life.

2/19/2022 3:09 AM

40120

It's has caused division among family, my children have suffered from lack of school and
socializing, mental wellness has been a struggle, lost job, vaccine injury. It has got to end.

2/19/2022 3:08 AM

40121

I’ve lost friends, I’ve lost family. I’ve lost my job. I just got accepted into my dream jobs
program, however Bonnie H. For whatever radical reason, decided to implement MORE
restrictive measures on Health practitioners. Now again I am left with un - certainty in this
matter. I tried applying for the program over 2 years ago before Covid came in March 2020. I
am potentially 2 years behind in studies I could have received towards the life I want to live. I
am categorized as a Racist and Misogynistic individual based off of our “Leaders” grand
remarks, Justin Truedeu. I’ve been treated as a second class individual who has faced death
threats from those on a whole other radical tangent. In my 20’s my life has been put on a
complete hold for far too long. I basically got escorted out of my work place when our mandate
was set in place Dec. 14th 2021. No thank you from my employer or manager. No follow ups,
or anything from them. I worked hard for 7 years at this government facility. I worked for a full
year and a half during Covid, when we had the most uncertainties around Covid. Some of
these measures made sense at the start of the pandemic. I can agree and reason with that.
But I risked my life at that time of uncertainty. I worked during the “worst” of Covid. Now, when
the science is released, and our threat significantly more understood and decreased, I am of
course now let go of my position? Mandates need to go now. If someone feels safe to still
follow them, they are totally welcome to on their own terms. But they need to end and this
division needs to end. I worry for the children’s futures mostly right now.

2/19/2022 3:08 AM

40122

Restrictions ,limited accessibility to venues, stress and discrimination to myself, my spouse,
our children and grandchildren. Family members have been vaccinated against their wishes
because they are in college or a job situation and suffered side effects

2/19/2022 3:08 AM

40123

Lost career, friends, money, dignity. Fighting to keep bodily autonomy.

2/19/2022 3:07 AM
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40124

Lost my business

2/19/2022 3:07 AM

40125

Segregation on society not backed by any scientific evidence. Devastation and loss with small
businesses during lockdowns. The collateral damage outweighs the lives saved from
lockdowns.

2/19/2022 3:07 AM

40126

Yes

2/19/2022 3:07 AM

40127

I was fired from my health care job in BC.

2/19/2022 3:07 AM

40128

Make it upside down as a short answer.

2/19/2022 3:06 AM

40129

I can’t breathe properly when I’m working. I’m not allowed to see my family in Ontario because
I can’t fly.

2/19/2022 3:06 AM

40130

Feeling less than, feeling judged, not able to work, can't watch my kids play sports, dealing
with my kids emotions/discrimination, creating division in our family/friendships and can't trust
the government. It has taught me to stand up for myself/kids and our country.

2/19/2022 3:06 AM

40131

Negative

2/19/2022 3:05 AM

40132

Poorer quality of life, relationships, employment and health. One can only be "free" if living
according to government ordered edicts. Liberty and freedom is from GOD... not the State!!

2/19/2022 3:05 AM

40133

Greatly. Isolation. Job loss. Can't find a new job. Loss of finances. Depression.

2/19/2022 3:04 AM

40134

Brought my business to a near complete halt. Kids affected negatively by the sense of fear on
media and socially. Increased stress and impacted mental health.

2/19/2022 3:04 AM

40135

I Feel that there is no point of hiding in a communism world, i have anxities that is killing me
and of course thats what Trudeau wants

2/19/2022 3:04 AM

40136

My mental health has deteriorated

2/19/2022 3:04 AM

40137

Under threat of losing my 30 year business constantly for 2 years because I have myocarditis
and two previous vaccine reactions, think it’s better not to get the shot, my Dr agrees but she
can’t write an exemption as it puts her livelihood on the line. I have been shunned by family
and clients due to my vaccine status. I mask, I social distance, I don’t go out except to go for
groceries. I definitely have acquired some social anxiety. I’ve had it better than most as I live
on an acreage and hike daily.

2/19/2022 3:03 AM

40138

SEGREGATION AMONG FAMILY AND FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES. UNKNOWN
LONGTERM OUTCOME OF THESE JABS - MENTALLY STRESTED AND FRUSTRATION
TO BE MUZZLED EVERY DAY ESPECIALLY WHEN TRUDEAU SAID AFTER TWO JABS IT
WOULD END - IT DID NOT- AND THEN A BOOSTER - STILL MANDATES - THEIR SCIENCE
DOES NOT WORK - EVERYONE IS STILL GETTING THIS COVID WHICH SINCE
INCEPTION OUR NATURAL IMMUNITY HAS A 99.9 PERCENT RECOVERY RATE. .... THIS
WHOLE THING IS A ROYALTY OFF THESE JABS. ... PEOPLE I LOVED DIED ALONE
FROM CANCER - I WASN'T ALLOWED BACK IN HOSPITAL TO BE THERE DUE TO THESE
USELESS RESTRICTIONS. ... WE ALL JUST LOST TWO YEARS FOR NOTHING AND BY
BAD LEADERSHIP

2/19/2022 3:03 AM

40139

No vaccine passport, No social life

2/19/2022 3:03 AM

40140

Lost my job, cannot take my kids to indoor community center activities, pool, etc, I have not
been able to travel outside my province, had to cancel my youngest's baptism and have yet to
have it rescheduled. I have been declined in interviews for not willing to disclose my
vaccination status. My father in law attempted suicide and was held in the hospital for 30 days
and could not have visitors because of the vax mandates. And inability to go to gyms (had to
cancel my gym membership). As well as inability to go to restaurants or concerts.

2/19/2022 3:03 AM

40141

Mental illness

2/19/2022 3:03 AM

40142

I no longer feel free ( or safe) in the land of the free

2/19/2022 3:03 AM

40143

I lost my job, my family is divided, My kids are suffering and depressed,

2/19/2022 3:02 AM

40144

Non

2/19/2022 3:02 AM

40145

It would take too long to explain all the ways but its been horrible

2/19/2022 3:02 AM
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40146

It fucking ruined my country. It cost my friends their businesses. It cost my country 82 billion
dollars so that meth heads could od. Not to mention all the people that blew their brains out
with a shot gun at my job. No joke it ruined my fucking life. It has also destroyed common
decency. Don't get me started I could write a book of how horrible this was for everyone as the
Melvin in charge is a cousin touching rtard that would not know good if he was slapped with it.
How has it affected me. My father is starving as you won't let him play gigs and he is top 5
guitarists alive ever. FIX IT

2/19/2022 3:01 AM

40147

Havent seen my family in Canada since 2019.

2/19/2022 3:01 AM

40148

Its left me broken

2/19/2022 3:01 AM

40149

Depression, anxiety, loneliness, emotional and mental anguish, suffering, isolated, segregated,
forced etc...

2/19/2022 3:01 AM

40150

Loss of social life. Possible loss of employment.

2/19/2022 3:01 AM

40151

All

2/19/2022 3:01 AM

40152

Not good

2/19/2022 3:00 AM

40153

1000 different ways, none good.

2/19/2022 3:00 AM

40154

It makes me feel there is no freedom and democracy in Canada anymore. It makes me feel
scared for the future of my family, children and grandchildren. The government has politicized
health issues to easily control people. I am scared that everything is going to be like during the
Nazis with the government forcing you to have certain opinions. Freedom for truck drivers!

2/19/2022 3:00 AM

40155

Devastating

2/19/2022 3:00 AM

40156

I am a senior that has been isolated from friends and family. My psychological health has been
impaired. I worry about my grandchildren who have lost so much

2/19/2022 3:00 AM

40157

I have lost my job as an xray technician of 32yrs...I did not plan to retire now, I am only 56yrs
old, and wanted to work till 60yrs old when I would qualify for a full pension...I am lucky as I
got to retire early with the minumum $ and the most reduced pension...now I only have $1500
dollars coming in a month , but I am lucky compared to many of my colleques who are
younger and terminated with no funds at all. My girlfriend also lost her job, needed to sell her
house, to pay off morgage, and she moved to Alberta to live in a cheaper home. I am very
angry, as I was proud of my career, but now I am sickened to see the medical Dr's and Nurses,
and staff continue to work and support this Lye, and killing Clot shot they call a Vaccine..this
is a death Jab..

2/19/2022 2:59 AM

40158

Causing family division. Not being able to travel. Undo Fear mongering. Emotional distress. It
just needs to end. Distrust authority who have an agenda rather than caring for people and
listening to the truth science and wise Doctors who are silenced. This is unnerving. We all feel,
something is terribly wrong!

2/19/2022 2:59 AM

40159

Unable to socialize with friends & family outside of my home in restaurants or pubs etc.,
increased mental stress & fatigue of talking about it, difficulty

2/19/2022 2:59 AM

40160

It’s destroyed my business and has split my family in half.

2/19/2022 2:59 AM

40161

It has divided many people I know. It has kept me from things that I enjoy and I am not really
free anymore bb

2/19/2022 2:59 AM

40162

No Comment

2/19/2022 2:59 AM

40163

Stop to spread the virus

2/19/2022 2:58 AM

40164

I am not able to work. I am depressed. If things don't change.. suicidal.

2/19/2022 2:58 AM

40165

I planned to work for two more years before retiring. I chose to retire Nov. of 2021 because of
forced vaccinations. It has had an impact on my debt load brought into my retirement.

2/19/2022 2:58 AM

40166

The worst time in my life.

2/19/2022 2:58 AM

40167

No sports activities, gym, restaurants, church

2/19/2022 2:58 AM

40168

It has made me aware how many freedoms have been squashed like FREEDOM of SPEECH.
How dare the government and banks go into personal accounts and freeze them!!!!

2/19/2022 2:57 AM
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40169

Greatly reduced my mobility and my time with family and friends

2/19/2022 2:57 AM

40170

I have felt discrimination against me, unsafe, worried to lose my employment, uncomfortable
with the vitriol.

2/19/2022 2:57 AM

40171

The same as everyone else

2/19/2022 2:57 AM

40172

Mental health for my kids and myself

2/19/2022 2:57 AM

40173

Lost my 16 years job without paying my severance and other benefits and on the way loosing
my new job.

2/19/2022 2:56 AM

40174

I havent been able to fly to see my long distance boyfriend. The people around me have
suffered so much. I work in a group home for people with disabilities and they weren't able to
go home for almost 2 years. My little siblings have been homeschooled because of the mask
mandate and havent been around kids their age in a school setting for so long. It is time for
these mandates to end and return to normal life

2/19/2022 2:56 AM

40175

It hasn’t. I know I want to do what I can to keep myself, family & others safe.

2/19/2022 2:56 AM

40176

negativally

2/19/2022 2:55 AM

40177

It hasn’t

2/19/2022 2:54 AM

40178

I lost my job, I can't travel, can't go to the gym, restaurants, etc

2/19/2022 2:54 AM

40179

Horribly in every way

2/19/2022 2:54 AM

40180

Personally and financially.

2/19/2022 2:54 AM

40181

Limited my scope of freedom

2/19/2022 2:54 AM

40182

Extremely negatively. I DO NOT CONSENT.

2/19/2022 2:54 AM

40183

Having to wear a mask for 8 hours of the day I have nose bleeds, high blood pressure and it is
hard to breath with when you have a heart condition and asthma it is not fun feeling short on
breath because of the mask.

2/19/2022 2:54 AM

40184

Everything has come to a stop. Lost a year of income

2/19/2022 2:54 AM

40185

Completely affected my life, totally insane how the whole thing has been handled!!!!!!!!!

2/19/2022 2:53 AM

40186

It hasn't, I'm Triple vaxxed, I just believe everyone should have a choice. It is not right for the
government to force people to be vaccinated.

2/19/2022 2:53 AM

40187

It's restrictive in general.

2/19/2022 2:53 AM

40188

Financial, mental and emotional stress. Being cast as a social pariah and second class human
being feels horrible and truely is horrible in tangible ways.

2/19/2022 2:53 AM

40189

Family divided and being hateful to us who decided not to vaccinate

2/19/2022 2:53 AM

40190

Anxiety, isolation, inability to live freely

2/19/2022 2:53 AM

40191

made me go have to get debt relief thanks to our governed made breathing out in public
unbearable

2/19/2022 2:53 AM

40192

Well, it's made me feel like a second class citizen, depression, anger, complete lack of trust in
government. I am not able to visit my family in another country, and this has turned people into
hate filled, fear mongering idiots.

2/19/2022 2:52 AM

40193

I had to wait till a vaccine I could take was available. I was treated like a second class citizen.
I wouldn't wish that on anyone.

2/19/2022 2:52 AM

40194

have had 2 COVID vaccines that have put me in bed for weeks at a time; have not gone out of
my house much except to shop cannot visit my sister who has early onset dimentia in a
nursing home even with 2 vaccines which made me sick, have felt cut off from family, friends,
church and Seniors Clubs. I respect Dr Henry but think it time to end the mandates. I think the
Trudeau Government had been to inflexible with the Truckers but do not support the
occupation either both sides have gone too far and it never needed to happen. With 90% of the
truckers vaccinated I do not think isolation was needed for the other 10%. At the most they

2/19/2022 2:52 AM
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could have had a rapid test at the boarder and been allowed to cross if negative. Trudeau went
too far and I think he should resign even though I voter for me and I am sorry I did.
40195

Mental health has slipped very hard....I now have generalized anxiety disorder as diagnosed by
a doctor which I take meds for......all because of lock downs and mandates and the stress
from them

2/19/2022 2:51 AM

40196

I have to stay home like and old woman,can,t go any where

2/19/2022 2:51 AM

40197

Financially, relationships, joy, passion, happiness. Mental health. I have lost them all.

2/19/2022 2:51 AM

40198

Limiting social opportunities, like eating out at restaurants, not to mention social division over
differing opinions. In other words, there has been much psychological harm.

2/19/2022 2:50 AM

40199

Made it harder for me to live as normal.

2/19/2022 2:50 AM

40200

Lost my home that I was renting to rising real estate prices

2/19/2022 2:50 AM

40201

Fearful of life and living

2/19/2022 2:49 AM

40202

Can’t go anywhere

2/19/2022 2:49 AM

40203

I got fired because of my political views in December 2020 what has happened in Canada is
horrific my heart brakes for my children’s future if humanity doesn’t dramatically improve

2/19/2022 2:49 AM

40204

I and my family members have had no vaccines and have had Covid. We all did better with the
virus then people we knew that had the vaccines. I’m so mad that no where along the way has
there been any talk how to naturally support your immune system. Humans immune systems
when looked after and given what it needs are designed to handle viruses. These vaccines
have not been around long enough and the push for them needs to stop! People who have not
had the vaccine but have had Covid are being punished because of this ridiculous Vaccine
passport. Natural immunity is better 10 fold than any vaccine out there. Stop punishing the
unvaccinated and start teaching people who smoke, and are obese that getting healthy is how
they can avoid hospitalization! Vaccine passport’s time has come to an end!! Start educating
people how exercise, vitamins and minerals and a healthy diet are the best way for an optimal
way to stay out of hospitals! The division of Canadians because of this vaccine mandate is
killing this country. Stop this mandate now.

2/19/2022 2:49 AM

40205

I have lost two years of my freedom and civil liberties when government knew the vaccine did
nothing to stop the spread of covid.

2/19/2022 2:49 AM

40206

Depression of my teen children. Facial rashes and increased acne on my children’s faces.
Depression in elderly parents. Not being able to see elderly parent in hospital (when one
diagnosis was delirium, which substantial healing may occur from loved ones visiting).

2/19/2022 2:49 AM

40207

Taken freedom of choice, movement, association on and on the list goes.

2/19/2022 2:49 AM

40208

Mental anxiety and a general distrust of our government.

2/19/2022 2:48 AM

40209

It has opened my eyes to the fact that the government hates me and my family, and wants us
to be their slaves.

2/19/2022 2:48 AM

40210

I am not being hired for work because I refuse to get the booster. This is a violation of the
Nuremberg Codes and it is also medical discrimination. I refuse to get the boosters and
deserve to still be able to work as freely as I has in the past.

2/19/2022 2:48 AM

40211

Money

2/19/2022 2:47 AM

40212

Partially

2/19/2022 2:47 AM

40213

Job loss,

2/19/2022 2:47 AM

40214

It has threatened my confidence in our governing leadership and Canada as a free and
democratic country.

2/19/2022 2:47 AM

40215

Impacted mental and physical health

2/19/2022 2:47 AM

40216

Direct violation of the Canadian charter or rights, all government and health officials should be
tried and charged.

2/19/2022 2:47 AM

40217

Negatively

2/19/2022 2:47 AM
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40218

I’ve lost work. I’ve lost friends.

2/19/2022 2:47 AM

40219

My family is divided over these mandates, my country is divided. My stress is at an all time
high. My anxiety is never ending. I am being attacked and bullied for my beliefs.

2/19/2022 2:46 AM

40220

Freedom to choose

2/19/2022 2:46 AM

40221

My family member has lost his job because he does not want this poison

2/19/2022 2:46 AM

40222

The division & segregation has ripped my family apart my husband's family no longer speak to
me because I choose to remain unvacinated by choice.

2/19/2022 2:46 AM

40223

I could not see my grand mother before she died. I have been judged and segregated. I have
been isolated from my friends. I can’t go out to dinner when my friends go out. I have had
severe mental health impacts

2/19/2022 2:46 AM

40224

I have honestly disregarded all the rules and mandates around covid 19. I live in rural Alberta
and nothing really changed for myself. Just my kids with school masking and sports being
cancelled.

2/19/2022 2:46 AM

40225

Depressed

2/19/2022 2:46 AM

40226

Not at all

2/19/2022 2:45 AM

40227

Isolation, depression, loss of job.

2/19/2022 2:45 AM

40228

I lost my nursing position for refusing the experimental injection

2/19/2022 2:45 AM

40229

Your like a prisoner!

2/19/2022 2:45 AM

40230

Our 2 years old daughter can’t go to indoor activities such as community centres and
aquarium. We usually go to restaurants to celebrate our anniversary and birthdays but we
couldn’t since we are not vaccinated. We can’t go to see our families outside of Canada
because we can’t fly from Canada.

2/19/2022 2:45 AM

40231

Work, family, life

2/19/2022 2:45 AM

40232

It has made life very difficult

2/19/2022 2:45 AM

40233

Lost work

2/19/2022 2:44 AM

40234

I have been stuck at home for over 2 years

2/19/2022 2:44 AM

40235

Mental health, business, my child's well being, anxiety

2/19/2022 2:44 AM

40236

It's inspired me to Love more. If I can't trust the world, I have to trust myself.

2/19/2022 2:44 AM

40237

Ugly

2/19/2022 2:42 AM

40238

Loss of income. Segregation and division within community and family. Unable to travel.
Unable to see family living in US. Affected health and well-being of self and family members.
Created fear of repercussions from community, family, and government from hate speech and
discussions on how to “deal” with unvaccinated.

2/19/2022 2:42 AM

40239

I can not travel or go into a restaurant because of a medical condition i can not get the
vaccination. But I would choose to not get it as I disagree with the government forcing it upon
people when it is an experimental drug without the proper testing. I do not like how the
government has encouraged division among family, friends & neighbors

2/19/2022 2:42 AM

40240

It’s prevented me from seeing family, from travelling, from enjoying adventuring freely. Most of
all it’s tested my marriage beyond measures I didn’t think were possible. Where live normally
wins, it’s losing.

2/19/2022 2:41 AM

40241

Mental illness and loss of job

2/19/2022 2:41 AM

40242

I don’t trust the gov. The health experts. The news and have friends who have killed
themselves. That is how

2/19/2022 2:41 AM

40243

It has divided families and friends, brought discrimination and divisions among Canadians! We
never got to hold and say goodbye to family and friends who passed these last 2 years. It has
also gagged our children, and forced people to inject mRNA technology poison into our bodies
in order for us to keep our jobs! I feel like I have been raped by my governments!

2/19/2022 2:41 AM
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40244

I have lost most of my work. Am unable to vaccinate and exemptions are not available until
you try 1 vaccine and if you have an anaphephtic reaction then a dr. can help.

2/19/2022 2:41 AM

40245

Not too much, just have restrictions for entering certain places, and how ro wear a mask

2/19/2022 2:41 AM

40246

Now suffer from depression from this. Has not allowed me to go out to the gym or be around
my loved ones. Or leave the province to see my mom who has dementia.

2/19/2022 2:41 AM

40247

Direct violation of the Canadian charter of rights. All who pushed mandates shall be charged
and tried in a court of law.

2/19/2022 2:40 AM

40248

I feel have no rights and freedom

2/19/2022 2:40 AM

40249

Seriously

2/19/2022 2:40 AM

40250

Created inconvenience. Took away democracy ,made a communism and created both a divide
in the Canadian people.

2/19/2022 2:40 AM

40251

Mental health, my physical well being. Separation from friends and family.

2/19/2022 2:40 AM

40252

It created a big division in our society.I had to end a relationship and lose my position in my
band.It made me loose alot of money.made me feel alone

2/19/2022 2:40 AM

40253

I now suffer PTSD as a result of Trudeau and his liberals, the corruption and lies by the
government and the Plannedemic/Scamdemic

2/19/2022 2:40 AM

40254

My hours got cut. Lost income

2/19/2022 2:40 AM

40255

I am unable to leave my country and return, or travel by air within my own country. I am
forbidden from entering certain establishments and participating in certain activities. My family
is treated as second-class citizens within our country. And the endless parade of changing
rules, propaganda, and scare tactics have had an incalculable effect on all of our mental
health. It must end, and now.

2/19/2022 2:39 AM

40256

Mainly Financially & emotionally

2/19/2022 2:39 AM

40257

Loss of work, isolation from friends and family, increased headaches and breathing difficulties
for my son in school because of having to be masked. Segregation because of our choice to
not take the vaccine as it is not proven safe.

2/19/2022 2:39 AM

40258

Greatly, I will need therapy

2/19/2022 2:39 AM

40259

EVIL WICKED AND Terrible; I’m 76 years old mentally affected, was not able to work. Used all
of my savings. Had to sell home to pay for missed bills, mortgage, vehicle, utilities, phone.
This has just been the worst I’ve ever experience in my 76 years, to see my children loose
everything and my grandchildren go through a terrible depression. I’ve lost all trust in all levels
of government. This is nothing more than a socialist scam to bring one world Oder. All levied
government had taken our freedom away while politicians been paid off Our Constitution is the
law, not our politicians and especially (Justin Trudeau). He’s a very wicket, evil, Liar and
dictator of a person . HE HAS TO STEPT DOWN IMMEDIATELY AND TRIED FOR DAMAGE
TO OUR CANADIANS.

2/19/2022 2:39 AM

40260

Severe restrictions in the ability to move around, work, travel, socialise, depressive narrative
from all around

2/19/2022 2:39 AM

40261

No sports, no employment, loss of friends, loss of family, not able to care for seniors…

2/19/2022 2:38 AM

40262

My wife is stuck in NZ for 6 months now. I cannot travel. My business has suffered. I have
lost friends to suicide.

2/19/2022 2:38 AM

40263

Yes lost my job over a medical decision

2/19/2022 2:38 AM

40264

Discrimination and social isolationg resulting in depression, increased physical medical
problems and overall drastically reduced quality of life.

2/19/2022 2:38 AM

40265

My kids can’t enjoy being kids.

2/19/2022 2:38 AM

40266

It has caused me depression I can't see my family,my sister isn't allowed to visit me here from
the USA I'm fed up of their indecisive decisions we need to get back to normal asap . And we
are Canadians if people don't want to be vaccinated it's their Canadian right to choose what we
want no government will ever tell me what to do! And peaceful protesting should be allowed

2/19/2022 2:38 AM
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without being stomped on and beaten! Its public property so that means we should be allowed
to stand where we want it's all our land enough is e6 with your corruption Truedick we have had
enough of your damn corruption! We pay are taxes and you are are destroying my life lost my
job my cleaning business. I'm nearly homeless because I lost my job I'm fed up leave us alone
let us live are life in peace and resign because your not doing your job this is destroyed my
life!!!! Your stupid mandates enough is enough already I am vacinated 3x now I'm done now I
have done everything followed all your rules and lockdowns! Now I'm vaxed and still don't have
my freedom!!!?? Wtf! Enough already. Furthermore I am fed up of wearing the masks I can't
breathe!!!! So I'm done I won't be wearing the masks no more I'm done fed up with the lies and
disrespectful things that Trudeau says he's a lying thief. He's a criminal and needs to go to jail!
This has infected my health in so many ways having to wait for operation all because they
prioritize covid19!??? It's enough already I'm going to fight and support all my fellow at Patriots
for as long as it takes. Enough is enough it's going on 3 years I'm done!!!!
40267

Destroy lots in my life, felt like my say didn't matter, felt racist against me.

2/19/2022 2:38 AM

40268

When my Mother died in January of 2021 we were unable to have a celebration of life…this is
something I will never get back 💔

2/19/2022 2:38 AM

40269

Can’t meet with my family . Have to be tested if I want to work . Can’t go places without a
vaccine passport .

2/19/2022 2:38 AM

40270

created concerns for my security of person, freedom and mobility. Feel persecuted and
shunned for a personal health choice. Very concerned for the future of mankind and this
beautiful planet we call home.

2/19/2022 2:38 AM

40271

Affected traveling in a time of family crisis. Affected disease diagnosis and treatment. Affected
financial situation and is still affecting. Separated my family and friends who were afraid
because of the total ignorance or willful blindness of government. I can go on but I'm afraid that
would take longer than I have.

2/19/2022 2:38 AM

40272

There is an air of hesitancy and mistrust among the general public- it has led to poor
relationships between neighbors and family.

2/19/2022 2:38 AM

40273

Family and friend isolation, business decline, etc

2/19/2022 2:38 AM

40274

Stressed family.

2/19/2022 2:38 AM

40275

Loss of work, loss of friendship, loss of a radio show.

2/19/2022 2:37 AM

40276

100%

2/19/2022 2:37 AM

40277

It destroyed my small business in 2020 and I was able to operate at 30% in 2021 but may not
see a full recovery for years. I had been operating my small business since 2010.

2/19/2022 2:37 AM

40278

The mandate robs my freedom.

2/19/2022 2:37 AM

40279

I have not been able to attend my grandchildren’s sports. Eat out mandates to wear a mask .

2/19/2022 2:37 AM

40280

I have been alienated from my family and friends. I can’t travel, invite people for an evening or
go to a movie. The mask has made my breathing very difficult, I have COPD.

2/19/2022 2:37 AM

40281

Lost my job 2 years ago......No income and lockdown....time to get life back....It is on the
winter flu like every other year. Some elderly die who have respiratory problems, cancer, but no
need to lock everyone down. This is Tyranny...Look at Trudeau he has lost his mind on this
Martial Law and Emergency Measures Act. The medical scientists have been telling us for
months the truth, which the media will not share the truth following Government of Canada
instructions.

2/19/2022 2:37 AM

40282

Demoralized me. Subjected me to discrimination. Broken parts of my community and
relationships

2/19/2022 2:37 AM

40283

Overall sense of disappointment,fear for my life and the life of my children. Sadness and
depression as a Parent seeing my children grow not feeling free and happy but controlled with
fear by all the “mandates” and negative information so repetitiously coming at us. My children
are limited in the activities and groups they can be a part of and are not growing in certain
areas of their life in the same way I did growing up which seemed healthier because of a
variety of exposures to new things and challenged trying new sports and personal endeavours.
Everyone is polorized from each other to some extent and people/children have to be so

2/19/2022 2:36 AM
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careful now with each and every little thing. The stress levels are generally higher which is no
good for anyone.
40284

No Travel, loss of employment, loss of friends, no restaurants, etc.

2/19/2022 2:36 AM

40285

The degradation of our once inclusive Canadian society is sickening to watch. The prime
minister is doing all he can to turn canadians against eachother, including slandering his fellow
members of parliament. Nobody who accuses a jewish woman of standing with the swastika
deserves to hold a public office.

2/19/2022 2:36 AM

40286

Less social life

2/19/2022 2:36 AM

40287

As a senior watching my grandchildren growing up this is absolutely the worst that could ever
happen

2/19/2022 2:36 AM

40288

My kids are not allowed to participate anywhere, I’m not allowed on the plane and move freely,
my kids can not breeze in those masks

2/19/2022 2:36 AM

40289

Lost my job, my kid has fallen way behind in school, my extended family is no longer getting
along, I suffer from depression and anxiety now, my child can’t see her dad as much, I can’t
afford to feed my family and we can’t enjoy any of the things we used to enjoy doing (movies
and swimming) I no longer trust my government

2/19/2022 2:35 AM

40290

It hasn't affected my life, I still do everything I did before Covid hit and the mandates were put
into place.

2/19/2022 2:35 AM

40291

I can’t fly in my own country to see my family. I’m not allowed to be in a restaurant. My rights
have been taken away without any scientific backing. Vaccination and vaccine passports have
to go. They do not prevent transmission.

2/19/2022 2:35 AM

40292

Really?

2/19/2022 2:34 AM

40293

In every way

2/19/2022 2:34 AM

40294

Seeing this country being destroyed by inadequate so called leaders, my rights

2/19/2022 2:34 AM

40295

Sadly watching people believe the bull shit

2/19/2022 2:34 AM

40296

Segregation, anxiety. Loss of friends and family. Vaccine injury to people I love

2/19/2022 2:34 AM

40297

Seclusion, depression.I am unvaccinated so I feel discrimination not being allowed into
restaurants, bars, sporting events etc.

2/19/2022 2:34 AM

40298

bad

2/19/2022 2:34 AM

40299

Shuttered out of an office we pay $3000/month for and my husbands been out of work for
many months. Segregated from family members and not being able to interact in society
(treated like a deck d class citizen) has taken a toll on our family mentally.

2/19/2022 2:34 AM

40300

Work, family, lifestyle, community, etc the list goes on! It needs to stop!

2/19/2022 2:34 AM

40301

- Can’t go to restaurants - couldn’t go to church for a long time Etc etc. Vaccine mandates =
no freedoms / rights

2/19/2022 2:33 AM

40302

I think all of it is absolute garbage and our Prime Minister needs to be put in jail

2/19/2022 2:33 AM

40303

A lot

2/19/2022 2:33 AM

40304

Made it very difficult.

2/19/2022 2:33 AM

40305

I lost my son to the lockdowns. He overdosed because he lost his job and we were not allowed
to be around other households. We followed the rules, but still suffered greatly. The
government let us down. The government control was far too great. This is the worst we
suffered. Naturally there is so much more.

2/19/2022 2:33 AM

40306

Lost my job because the site I worked at put in vax mandate

2/19/2022 2:33 AM

40307

physical and social isolation, job loss, loss of sense of community and hope for a future

2/19/2022 2:33 AM

40308

We now live in communist Canada. To much discrimination out there

2/19/2022 2:33 AM

40309

It has left me isolated from my family and friends also the inconvenience of being vaccinated

2/19/2022 2:33 AM
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and still be wble to catch Covid 19 and hereing of people doeng still from Covid even though
vaccinated
40310

suicidal unfulfilled aspirations traveling

2/19/2022 2:33 AM

40311

Getting proper food and necessities. Cost of living gas. Being with friends n family. The tyrant
Trudeau has to go. We need a proper government assigned by the people for the people. All
government should be held accountable and we need to be able to get them when they are
abusing their power over the people. God Bless the Truckers Convoy and shame on the police
😤😡

2/19/2022 2:33 AM

40312

Not able to travel, to see my parents, not able to find a job, depression

2/19/2022 2:32 AM

40313

I’ve had friends go out of business. I can’t get many of the items that I need for my business
because it’s hard to cross the border.

2/19/2022 2:32 AM

40314

It has had a lasting MENTAL drain on me and my wife. we are senior citizens and have been
confined to our home with very little family interactions.

2/19/2022 2:32 AM

40315

Lost my band, lost my extra income, lost friends and family, not from Covid but from the
mandates. Family relationships suffered.

2/19/2022 2:32 AM

40316

As a retiree who worked for the government I am being treated as a second class citizen for
standing up for my rights

2/19/2022 2:32 AM

40317

Denial of human rights and freedoms and crimes against the marginalized, children and all of
humanity for no reason!!!!

2/19/2022 2:31 AM

40318

Very bad

2/19/2022 2:31 AM

40319

The mandates have affected my life tremendously in a negative way. I’ve lost job opportunities
due to the mandates, missed many family gatherings, missed many milestones, missed out of
my own graduation. THE MANDATES NEED TO END!

2/19/2022 2:31 AM

40320

It is dividing people. Demonic and inhuman. This is biblical and I know what is going on.
Ottawa, is like nothing I have ever seen in my 75 yrs. Police putting older people, veterans to
the ground and handcuffing. TRUDEAU SHOULD BE WALKED OUT of office. OUR country is
in a state of emergency, because of TRUDEAU, not the truckers. The worse part is that the
LAW ENFORCEMENT officers who were hired to protect the people are acting like animals
and bullies. They are ROBOTS for the government. This needs to STOP NOW. Who has the
guts to end this. Why is other provinces dropping mandates and not ONTARIO. TRUDEAU has
a Prideful spirit and has gone to the dark side and this is his doing. His POWER has gone to
his head. Destroying our country and FREEDOM. SOMEBODY needs to step up to the plate
and STOP CONFORMING and DESTROYING. Anyone who loses his job will get it back. GOD
HAS THEIR BACK.

2/19/2022 2:31 AM

40321

Made me depressed, lonely, miserable,

2/19/2022 2:31 AM

40322

Travel, gym, restaurant, seeing family, work, caused family division, lost friends and family,
many injured many died.

2/19/2022 2:31 AM

40323

Negatively in all aspects. It has marginalized family, friends and fellow Canadians. It has
created a huge divide between the vaccinated and the non-vaccinated. I feel misled into
believing that the vaccination would allow us to get back to normal. We have been lied to as
the science is no longer at the forefront and my freedoms taken away.

2/19/2022 2:31 AM

40324

Lost friends

2/19/2022 2:31 AM

40325

Caused division in family. Has most family members in unrealistic fear. Postponed and
canceled family events. Most importantly, it has tried to impose the will of the government over
by bodily autonomy.

2/19/2022 2:31 AM

40326

Cannot go to my gym, being segmented in society, couldn’t apply for certain job vacancies,
poorly treated by my family doctor’s staff and given limited availability for appointments,
couldn’t visit my mom in the hospital after her surgery

2/19/2022 2:30 AM

40327

Lower quality, concerns for long term impact on life expectancy, permanent damage to
relationships

2/19/2022 2:30 AM

40328

I was forced to get the vaccine

2/19/2022 2:30 AM
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40329

It has taken away my rights as a Canadian citizen to movement, to be able to breathe, to
associate with family and friends, and has done nothing to prevent the spread of a virus with a
99% SURVIVAL RATE!

2/19/2022 2:30 AM

40330

Severely limited it by ostracizing me, preventing me from freely traveling and pitted otherwise
rational family members, friends, and colleagues against me. So wrong on so many levels.

2/19/2022 2:30 AM

40331

It's divided both my in-laws and immediate, and personal siblings. My daughter had side
effects but can't get support or manything medical confirmation just dealing with situation is all

2/19/2022 2:30 AM

40332

I was placed on leave without pay and haven’t had an income since November 13, 2021. I
haven’t been able to find a job, my credit rating is dropping as I can’t pay my bills or my
mortgage. I care for my elderly mother who we share the mortgage and I can’t help her
financially anymore. We could lose our home because of these mandates as I can’t even
collect EI because of being placed on unpaid leave from a job that I have been with for almost
13 years. I feel broken and I am suffering pain from having to now rely on my mother’s very
low income.

2/19/2022 2:29 AM

40333

I was unable to have a proper funeral service for friends and family when my dad passed away
in December 2020.

2/19/2022 2:29 AM

40334

Séparation de famille

2/19/2022 2:29 AM

40335

I can't wear a mask and have been advised that I should not take the vaccine, so have been
locked up in my home for 2 years. First time in my 77 years this has ever happened. I am also
very angry that the government refuses to allow doctors treat their patients with Ivermectin.

2/19/2022 2:29 AM

40336

Coworkers and other health professionals will be losing their licenses next month. I could be
next if they mandate a booster next

2/19/2022 2:29 AM

40337

Has taken my life back 10 years.

2/19/2022 2:29 AM

40338

I’m every area of life. It’s common sense that it is keeping us from enjoying life and
participating in society.

2/19/2022 2:29 AM

40339

Had divided our once beautiful and free country. Shameful what has become of Canada

2/19/2022 2:29 AM

40340

I felt forced to get a vaccination to travel back to my home country of Canada. I have grieved
the affect of the social distancing upon myself and family members, especially the harshest
restrictions and exclusion of non vaccinated family members.

2/19/2022 2:29 AM

40341

Caused division in my church as well as some Family and Friends! My husband would love to
go to the gym. I would love to go to yoga! We would love to travel and just attend concerts, go
out for a nice dinner, just have more freedoms. We have a strong faith and this has pulled us
together. We just had a prayer meeting at our place! Praying for Wisdom for our Leaders!

2/19/2022 2:29 AM

40342

put me in a depressed state

2/19/2022 2:29 AM

40343

Minimally, being retired in rural SK.

2/19/2022 2:29 AM

40344

It has made family contact horrible, and has divided Canadians

2/19/2022 2:29 AM

40345

Made me take vaccine to keep my job, always wore mask at work making it harder to work
and communicate with my elderly clients

2/19/2022 2:29 AM

40346

I have lost my job, but have lived everyday as close to normal since day 1 and am still alive
and one of the happiest people around

2/19/2022 2:28 AM

40347

I have not been able to make near as much money because I can only work at one place I
work for AHS

2/19/2022 2:28 AM

40348

My job, my kids lives, my mental health, being able to see a dr in person and get medical help,
daycare

2/19/2022 2:28 AM

40349

Mentally

2/19/2022 2:28 AM

40350

I cannot travel to see my family elsewhere. If my last grandmother were to pass away I would
not be able to see her. I cannot say or speak about being unvaccinated without being treated
like a pest. These mandates have caused extreme division.

2/19/2022 2:28 AM

40351

My wife was terminated from her job for refusing to be vaccinated. I had to step down as a

2/19/2022 2:27 AM
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coach for my 10 year old's hockey team and was not allowed in any areas unless providing a
negative rapid test result. I , my wife and my son all had COVID-19 yet to this day our natural
Immunity is not recognized.
40352

Kept me healthy and helped me save money by working from home and not commuting.

2/19/2022 2:27 AM

40353

Family, work

2/19/2022 2:27 AM

40354

It was isolating without friends and frightening not knowing the future. We left our life in Alberta
to come to America once we could see warnings were coming true exactly as they were said
to happen. Even if all these mandates are dropped I also want to see the digital ID completely
scrapped. One day we would like to return to the Canada it once was.

2/19/2022 2:27 AM

40355

Working in senior care, saw the pain and suffering of seniors being separated from family

2/19/2022 2:26 AM

40356

I don’t want to even get into the myriad of troubles the mandates have caused. Life changing

2/19/2022 2:26 AM

40357

It affected my feelings and my opinion. I am not happy to say that now I doubted the existence
of democracy in Western countries

2/19/2022 2:26 AM

40358

It has effectively destroyed my career.

2/19/2022 2:26 AM

40359

My mental health has been affected as I'm no longer allowed to attend yoga classes and the
gym. My finances have been affected as my government job was taken from me. I have been
divided from many groups of friends due to vaccine mandates. I have not been allowed in
hospitals to say final goodbyes to friends that have passed away.

2/19/2022 2:26 AM

40360

I feel very anxious wearing a mask and find it hard to breathe yet my doctor seemed terrified to
give me an exception when I asked due to a long history of severe anxiety.

2/19/2022 2:25 AM

40361

I have lost my job two years of mandates killed it for me

2/19/2022 2:25 AM

40362

People are dying alone and of loneliness. My cousin died from his booster the DAY of his
booster. The government has pitted families against each other and Trudeaus unwillingness to
listen to the people is disgusting.

2/19/2022 2:25 AM

40363

In every way

2/19/2022 2:24 AM

40364

My grand parents all had to die alone. I myself have been admitted to the hospital for a stroke
and not allowed any visitors for days. My kids are socially stunted. I have been considered a
second class citizen

2/19/2022 2:24 AM

40365

lost of job

2/19/2022 2:24 AM

40366

Not able to work at my place of employment

2/19/2022 2:24 AM

40367

Lost job opportunities - lost connections with family

2/19/2022 2:23 AM

40368

Destroyed my family and work domain (Music). All this for a cold.

2/19/2022 2:23 AM

40369

In every fucking way

2/19/2022 2:23 AM

40370

Neutral. But I’ve seen how negatively it’s affected many people

2/19/2022 2:23 AM

40371

Every way

2/19/2022 2:23 AM

40372

Very negatively. Mandates should have never been brought into the picture.

2/19/2022 2:23 AM

40373

Lost work, no EI, lost friends, more passion for my country, hatred for politicians, eyes open to
the lies.

2/19/2022 2:23 AM

40374

Lost my job because I am no longer allowed to attend the events I manage because of vaxx
pass requirements. Not allowed to take my child to swim lessons. Have been completely
shunned by about 75 percent of the people in my life due to my personal medical decisions.

2/19/2022 2:23 AM

40375

In every single way. Physically, and mentally

2/19/2022 2:23 AM

40376

We know this pandemic is a fake fabricated crisis. Cut the Bs

2/19/2022 2:23 AM

40377

Drastically and very negatively in my whole family. Destroyed family relationships granma died
depressed without seeing some family members. Kids can’t participate in many things and we
can’t be part of many things. Life is devastating the last 2 + years. Bring back our Canada

2/19/2022 2:22 AM
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40378

I am no longer free to travel, I am a prisoner in my own country. I have been forced to wear a
mask for 8 to 9 hours a day and I cannot breathe! I have lost friendships and have strained
relations with family. I have anxiety and depression. This needs to end!

2/19/2022 2:22 AM

40379

Alot

2/19/2022 2:22 AM

40380

I have been experiencing major depression, insomnia & stress worrying about what kind of
future I, my children & grandchildren will have. Have been prevented from participating in a
normal life to the point that I haven’t been going out anywhere or been wanting to associate
with people.

2/19/2022 2:22 AM

40381

Has made it very depressing

2/19/2022 2:22 AM

40382

Very negatively

2/19/2022 2:21 AM

40383

Had to quit my job. Wife had to retire. We will not be jabbed.

2/19/2022 2:21 AM

40384

Unable to visit family in hospital, unable to go on vacation further than driving allows,unable to
go to my yoga class, cinema, restaurants and concerts.

2/19/2022 2:21 AM

40385

It's been difficult not being able to do things that I previously enjoyed. Like ball hockey.

2/19/2022 2:21 AM

40386

Depression

2/19/2022 2:21 AM

40387

Very bad

2/19/2022 2:20 AM

40388

This survey is biased and the questions are designed to appeal to people that oppose the
mandates. Whoever designed this survey should consider ways of structuring questions to
remove bias. Best of luck but don’t take the survey seriously.

2/19/2022 2:20 AM

40389

I have seen my mother twice because she was in a nursing home. It has given me serious
anxiety, the division is horrific. Humans became monsters. End the mandates and let the
people live!!! This government must be charged with crimes against humanity!

2/19/2022 2:20 AM

40390

Mental health, job security, division of Canadians, especially within families

2/19/2022 2:20 AM

40391

It is horrible

2/19/2022 2:20 AM

40392

It’s affected my everyday life ☹️

2/19/2022 2:20 AM

40393

The mandate stopped me from being able to go and see my mother while she was in the
hospital an which ended up being her last days of life that I can never get back. As it was sad
that even on my mother's last nite on earth my sister had to demand that I got to see my
mother.

2/19/2022 2:19 AM

40394

My elderly friend died from loneliness , separation from family is harsh!… he’d rather die from
covid!

2/19/2022 2:19 AM

40395

Loss of income and work opportunities. Unable to play sports/go to gym. Social exclusion.
Declined mental health and physical health. Increased stress and anxiety. Reduced access to
Doctor/medical appointments.

2/19/2022 2:19 AM

40396

Terribly

2/19/2022 2:19 AM

40397

N/A

2/19/2022 2:19 AM

40398

Prevents me from travelling and fully participating in LIFE. Prevents me from LEAVING this
country. I am a 2nd class citizen.

2/19/2022 2:18 AM

40399

I can't support small business in my community

2/19/2022 2:18 AM

40400

Badly

2/19/2022 2:18 AM

40401

As a retired RN whobhas reservations regarding this experimental gene therapy called a
vaccine I researched and found that Pfizer is not an accountable corporation and that their
SARS-Cov1 trials ended with all test a imams dying so I chose to remain unvaxxed. I have not
been allowed to participate in society due to the mandates even tho those fully vaxxed still get
Covid and transmit it. Myself I have natural immunity which governments will not recognize
although research done in this show natural immunity to be far superior than the vaccine. I
haven't gone out to dinner with friends who've taken the Vax un a long time. I'm not welcome at
the swimming pool, gym etc so bc I have a brain amd use it I'm being segregated in society.
As a retired RN I'm well aware that a mask won't stop any aerosolized virus which covid is as

2/19/2022 2:18 AM
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per all research done from 1946 up to a review of research studies completed by the CDC in
2020. It's affected my life knowing our government is complicit in using this virus to push
through the WEF's agenda of a Great Reset aka NWO so my blood pressure is always higher
now as I'm always angry that people can be so blind and governments so corrupt! It's affected
me knowing my grandchildren will suffer if this agenda of a one world government is achieved
so between mandates, government corruption and the ignorance of the population I'm either
angry or depressed all the time
40402

None but I do know it has affected others

2/19/2022 2:18 AM

40403

Life altering as I was placed on leave without pay from my employer, Canada Post and not
entitled to EI due to not following my employers mandate.

2/19/2022 2:18 AM

40404

Horribly!

2/19/2022 2:18 AM

40405

Had to retire early. Can’t see my daughter in Amsterdam

2/19/2022 2:18 AM

40406

Made it difficult with work and for my daughter going to university

2/19/2022 2:18 AM

40407

Affected my free way of life and took away a lot of opportunities for me and especially my
children

2/19/2022 2:18 AM

40408

It has violated my Charter rights to freedom of movement, equality under the law, and bodily
autonomy, as well as created unsurmountable division in the country.

2/19/2022 2:18 AM

40409

I hate being in isolation, I hate it all. My life is so lonely now,

2/19/2022 2:18 AM

40410

Have lost loved ones that inwas unable to see for months due to restrictions

2/19/2022 2:18 AM

40411

No good came out of this mandate. It is a mandate which instills fear into people. The mandate
violates basic human rights and is completely against humanity, love and peace.

2/19/2022 2:17 AM

40412

Isolated some friends

2/19/2022 2:17 AM

40413

I am excluded from restaurants, movies, gyms, universities campuses, organized sports,
watching my siblings play sports. Masks caused my face to breakout with acne. My
friendships are confusing and rocky because of misaligned views. I have felt isolated and like
a second class citizen because I made a personal health choice not to get vaccinated.

2/19/2022 2:17 AM

40414

Lost job, lost friends, children are forced to be online. couldn’t go to church... affected every
area of my life.

2/19/2022 2:17 AM

40415

Lost my job. Lost friends. Lost family. Can't utilize public community centres (for which I pay
tax for with my property taxes). The list is long...

2/19/2022 2:17 AM

40416

Family members and friends have become very ill from the Covid poisonous jabs, or have
died; my children are very depressed as they have been isolated, prevented from going to
school; my children were given the jabs that are maiming many as their father took them
against my mutual consent when we have joint custody; isolated; people are mad; have been
silenced for sharing truth that the MSM and governments are not telling ...

2/19/2022 2:17 AM

40417

Made me very careful as I don't want the covid 1

2/19/2022 2:17 AM

40418

Segregation is immoral. The hate speech from our PM is creating an ambience previously
unknown in Canada.

2/19/2022 2:17 AM

40419

I have lost employees, i was unable to go to father inlaws funeral, I have lost valuable time
with family across the country at 103 years old gramma , who knows. coping with the stresses
brought on further by mandates,

2/19/2022 2:17 AM

40420

Curtailed all sports activities, cinema, theatre, Restaurants. Freedom

2/19/2022 2:17 AM

40421

Having family members lose their jobs. Being shunned by family members.

2/19/2022 2:16 AM

40422

Being forced to get a vaccine I do not want and causing me to feel like less of a citizen for not
wanting the vaccine and also requiring it to receive medical attention

2/19/2022 2:16 AM

40423

Lost a job , lost money, and ets

2/19/2022 2:16 AM

40424

Isolation not being able to travel couldn’t have a funeral for parent division with friends and
family members Freedom of choice taken

2/19/2022 2:16 AM
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40425

I live like a gofer. About time I can rejoin society.

2/19/2022 2:16 AM

40426

lost my job, separated with love ones

2/19/2022 2:16 AM

40427

Emotional, mental and physical trauma

2/19/2022 2:16 AM

40428

Dividing family and friends. Loss of work. Depression and healthy living is at risk. Everyone
needs to live life. Not be afraid.

2/19/2022 2:15 AM

40429

Mental health. Lost milestones and events that we can’t get back to redo. No one spreads
kindness any longer. Stressed out

2/19/2022 2:15 AM

40430

I lost my job of 18 years. My cousin who is 23 now has myocarditis. My close friend who is 54
has myocarditis. This has been the worst decision by government making its own people
guinea pigs.

2/19/2022 2:15 AM

40431

Have a daughter-in-law law that has depression and has beenon suicidewatch because of all
the restrictions

2/19/2022 2:15 AM

40432

It will end my career soon and has taken away freedom for me and my family to travel and eat
out and go to weddings and funerals.

2/19/2022 2:15 AM

40433

I work in the film industry and have lost countless opportunities due to my vaccination status. I
also do personal training and online coaching and have lost numerous clients due to these
mandates as well as the false depiction that we’re all racist misogynists. Mandates have made
me a second class citizen in the country I am born and raised.

2/19/2022 2:15 AM

40434

Badly

2/19/2022 2:15 AM

40435

It has made it a very uncomfortable experience to go into town so I've reduced my trips by
about 90%. It is also created great stress in many of my closest relationships. Moreover I feel
great pain that this Country there's been such a beacon in the world for peacekeeping for
freedom and for democracy has not turned its police I guess its own people, people I Have
been an exemplary expression of the very best of what Canadians can offer each other and the
world.

2/19/2022 2:15 AM

40436

Yes

2/19/2022 2:15 AM

40437

My children have not know a normal childhood! Kindergarten and hockey and playing with
friends has been insane. Masking is damaging my toddlers and baby’s mental health and
development SO much.

2/19/2022 2:15 AM

40438

Asthma Aggravated by mask I must wear most of the day. My multidisciplinary health clinic
business has decreased people are afraid to come in. Painful divisions in my family

2/19/2022 2:15 AM

40439

Job loss. Therats of loosing job do to vaccine

2/19/2022 2:14 AM

40440

It has made travel difficult

2/19/2022 2:14 AM

40441

Had to get vaccinated to keep my job and have a home. Have many headaches weekly since
my second dose. Many of my friends have lost their jobs and having to sell their homes. Has
caused much division among families.

2/19/2022 2:14 AM

40442

Too many restrictions has brought on depression

2/19/2022 2:14 AM

40443

Family, friends , and mentally

2/19/2022 2:14 AM

40444

Increased stress due to constantly changing rules. Punitive regulations that seem to make no
sense other than to punish the non vaccinated. Uncertainty regarding employment. Financial
losses due to employment conditions (required to pay for regular testing despite the fact that
I've already had and recovered from covid), unable to visit my 96 year old mother. Family
relationships put under stress. Family members that have suspicious symptoms following
vaccination and worry about their health and one family member whose premature death at 40
years old may have been related to getting vaccinated.

2/19/2022 2:14 AM

40445

I deal with depression, I haven’t be able to be with family before they pass away. Also anger.

2/19/2022 2:13 AM

40446

I have not been able to go to the gym since September 13 or any other establishment. I have
natural immunity which is significantly more effective than the vaccine induced immunity.
However, a person who only has vaccine induced immunity is allowed to all these

2/19/2022 2:13 AM
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establishments while I am not. Does not make sense. Lessened job opportunities. No social
life outside of work.
40447

If we have to continue going on like this I will kill myself on parliament hill next to a sign
stating Justin Trudeau took my freedoms and also my life

2/19/2022 2:13 AM

40448

Depression, anxiety, sadness , worry, stress, fear , I didn’t want to take the vaccine but to go
to restaraunt you need 2 , it’s kind of brutal

2/19/2022 2:13 AM

40449

Negatively

2/19/2022 2:13 AM

40450

I am stressed because of these mandates.

2/19/2022 2:13 AM

40451

It’s been very difficult as some family have vaccinated and others haven’t. It’s been very
divisive and confining. People should have the freedom to choose what is right. It is upsetting
that opinions of authorities who have more information are ruled out as of no value. Confining
of our elders without added prevention measures such as vitamin D supplements. Mandâtes
have added to my depression.

2/19/2022 2:13 AM

40452

Horribly. The mandates are wrecking mental health, limiting social interactions, causing
unnecessary fear, segregation, exclusion, destroying families and friendships, financial loss,
restricting travel, depression and physical health deterioration.

2/19/2022 2:13 AM

40453

Lost a TON of work, difficulties and delays in schooling for my daughters and myself, mental
health challenges for all too, additional expenses directly due to mandates as well as the cost
of everything going up, social health damage from the lack of physically communing with our
fellow humans, divided views we've been forced to choose and fear mongering, etc., etc.

2/19/2022 2:13 AM

40454

I left my second home of Toronto after living there for 22 years because as an unvaxxed
person I would have challenges making a living and/or visiting my family in NS (moved home
in 2020)

2/19/2022 2:13 AM

40455

This is all fake fear

2/19/2022 2:12 AM

40456

Seen elderly die alone

2/19/2022 2:12 AM

40457

Isolated, outsider, divided family, forced to get unwanted and unnecessary medical treatment
to keep my job, decreased mental wellness for myself and kids

2/19/2022 2:12 AM

40458

Husband has lost his careee at cp rail. My job as a teacher is threatened. We have not been
able to enjoy any lesisure activities due to vax passport system. I havw lost many family and
friends over my views on bodily autonomy. We know many many more people that have had
serious problems from the vaccines then we have from covid itself. I am on stress leave from
work because i cant handle the stress and how others treat me now.

2/19/2022 2:12 AM

40459

Well for one my children have almost zero chance of death from covid we all had it twice we
have herd immunity it's done

2/19/2022 2:12 AM

40460

Unemployed, depressed

2/19/2022 2:12 AM

40461

2 years

2/19/2022 2:12 AM

40462

Unable to take my kids anywhere

2/19/2022 2:11 AM

40463

Not being able to travel to another province within my own country to visit my parents and
family.

2/19/2022 2:11 AM

40464

this could be quite a long response to explain properly. The biggest ones in point form - not
helping connections with family - currently feeling coerced to get vaccine by the recent
announcement of an upcoming mandate to maintain college registration/professional
designation (would seriously impact my business) - social stigma of being “othered” for 9
months

2/19/2022 2:11 AM

40465

There isn’t enough room to type it all out here. We have become second class citizens in a
two tiered society because we decided we were not ready to take the vaccine. We are
suffering, our children are suffering and the government could care less about anything besides
those covid numbers. It’s like they have tunnel vision and can’t see everything else around
them burning up!

2/19/2022 2:11 AM

40466

Job loss

2/19/2022 2:11 AM
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40467

To the bad

2/19/2022 2:11 AM

40468

I was coerced into taking the vaccine to keep my job. My daughter was fired while working
from home because she refused to it. Wearing the mask has caused my asthma to flare up
after nearly 50 years without any attacks.

2/19/2022 2:11 AM

40469

Friend committed suicide 4days ago… alienation from my whole family, and can’t escape this
country.

2/19/2022 2:11 AM

40470

Segregation, depression, could not be with my mother when she was dying.

2/19/2022 2:11 AM

40471

Immensely

2/19/2022 2:10 AM

40472

Being on disability AISH in alberta and being told to stay indoors, stay away from people, if
you go out of your residence wear a halloween mask so you dont get sick and you dont
transfer it to others. Having social anxiety and not knowing how to deal with people on a daily
basis is bad enough, but when you're told YOU'RE NOT ALLOWED TO GO OUTSIDE you
kinda wanna go outside and meet new people after TWO almost Three years of LOCKDOWN.

2/19/2022 2:10 AM

40473

Bills got higher , rash from the masks ,child behind in school now not wanting to go and
because they just passed everyone she wasn't ready for the next grade .Unable to meet
anyone or see friends family

2/19/2022 2:10 AM

40474

My job..anxiety

2/19/2022 2:10 AM

40475

We have no life and masks don’t do a dam thing to protect anybody!

2/19/2022 2:10 AM

40476

Lost time with my aging parents, lost work, anxiety nonstop, friends, outings, rights to fly and
go out fir a meal or enter anywhere , and I have had an adverse reaction to the 1st vaccine and
will NOT get the second or any others

2/19/2022 2:10 AM

40477

Loss of job, Segregated from society, I watch people, in masks, cross the street or avoid eye
contact when approaching each other. I see people fearful of removing masks or being too
close to one another. My dad died secluded in a long term care home with dementia and
thinking his family forgot about him and left him to die alone. I see a division of friends and
family because of misrepresented information provided by the government.

2/19/2022 2:10 AM

40478

I used to be very outgoing. Now I have a fear of people. I literally haven’t been out of the
house in 6 months! The reason is because I do not trust people anymore. Especially the
people who have been deceived and believe in this plandemic.

2/19/2022 2:10 AM

40479

stres

2/19/2022 2:09 AM

40480

Absolutely. It’s affected everybody

2/19/2022 2:09 AM

40481

Depression Loss of friendships and family divisions.

2/19/2022 2:09 AM

40482

In every negative way possible.

2/19/2022 2:09 AM

40483

I’m an RN who was fired from BCCH. I have been denied healthcare. My children’s father has
taken majority custody. I have applied for EI over3 months ago and my application still has not
been processed. I have experienced ongoing discrimination. My mental health and overall
wellness is struggling.

2/19/2022 2:09 AM

40484

Fear/insecure I have been name called and told they wished me dead. Separated from family
and community events

2/19/2022 2:09 AM

40485

It affected whole country. Canada newer was as devided as it is now. People are segregated.
People are depressed. I want to see my country free again.

2/19/2022 2:09 AM

40486

Our mother died alone after the Jab.... All alone and when she passed they Said we could
come in. Devastating. SHE RAISED US 5 children on her own. Degrading. Evil. And then drink
the killer kool-aid??

2/19/2022 2:09 AM

40487

My rights & freedoms as identified in the Canadian Charter of Rights have been infringed upon.
This is an act of treason. The notion of being forced to do put anything into or change ones
body violates the Nuremberg Code. All people have a God given right to be free. The overreach
of the medical community and governments violate all the above.

2/19/2022 2:08 AM

40488

Depression due to lack of exercise, not seeing a human face for 2 years. Anxiety. Feelings of
doom. Untrusting. Financial hardships, judgement from friends and family

2/19/2022 2:08 AM
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40489

I’ve been depressed and gained a lot of weight come over eating for comfort. Spending a lot of
time cooking because there was nothing else to do. Haven’t had a physical check up or been
to a dentist in over two years. I have a physical condition that makes it very hard to wear a
mask. I’ve been discriminated against and treated grotesquely because of that. My own doctor
would not allow me in to his office without a mask even if I had the mask sitting over my
mouth but under me my nose. My heart races a lot from the stress. My parents are elderly my
father is terminal and we have been denied so much time with them by this insane mandates. I
can never get that time back. My son‘s wedding has been postponed twice now and they have
wanted to start a family but of course wanted to be married first. I used to run a daycare but
due to the lockdowns I had to close it. My son’s business which had been thriving beautifully
was decimated. He is barely hanging on and people depend on him for their jobs. I have no
trust left in our government! I had the original covid when it first came out and I have natural
nudity now and yet I was treated as if that did not count. My whole family had it and all of us
recovered at home with mild flu-like symptoms. The Prime Minister and the premier of Ontario
must be charged with crimes against humanity and mask face military tribunals along with their
cohorts in the medical community etc.!

2/19/2022 2:08 AM

40490

Horribly

2/19/2022 2:08 AM

40491

I have lost my job. I have lost my home. I have lost friends. My close knit family not longer
gathers together. I am concerned for my children as they have taken the vaccine and I believe
that it is poison. I have never been so disgusted with leadership. PM Trudeau needs to
respond to questions, not run away or use the same statement to answer every question “we
need to get vaccinated.”

2/19/2022 2:08 AM

40492

In lots of ways, my son didn’t get to play team sports for the first year he was able. My
relationship has been affected not being able to go for our dinners. And I don’t believe it’s right
to be told I am not aloud to have an opinion on this mandate.

2/19/2022 2:08 AM

40493

All aspects in my life has been violated, I don’t feel heard and respected by Mr PM Trudeau,
don’t feel free to talk and live my dream life in Canada. It Is no freedom, acceptance & respect
no more from Government especially PM and his party!

2/19/2022 2:08 AM

40494

The vaccines almost killed me as I'm allergic

2/19/2022 2:08 AM

40495

Not seeing family, seeing grandkids play sports, not being able to breath wearing masks, no
hugs

2/19/2022 2:08 AM

40496

Job loss

2/19/2022 2:08 AM

40497

create a very divided environment for many occasions when communicate with people. It feels
like we are in a communist country, in a very negative way. Your right, freedom had gone and
didappear from Canada, the only option is to leave Canada

2/19/2022 2:07 AM

40498

Very negatively.

2/19/2022 2:07 AM

40499

It has affected long term relationships with friends and family. Sometimes ending a relationship
with those friends or family. It has divided the world and made me wonder if I want to continue
to live in such a nonsensical society that has gone completely off the deep end.

2/19/2022 2:07 AM

40500

Not really at all I'm triple vaccinated I follow the rules I'm an introvert I don't like people in the
first place so it never bothered me

2/19/2022 2:07 AM

40501

I lost many freedoms under the charter

2/19/2022 2:07 AM

40502

I have not been able to volunteer in my children's schools. I have not been able to work or
travel. I became very sick in 2020 with anxiety and had panic attacks for 3 weeks. My mental
health suffered as did my kids my one child became suicidal.

2/19/2022 2:07 AM

40503

My father committed suicide because of his

2/19/2022 2:07 AM

40504

Lost my freedom

2/19/2022 2:07 AM

40505

i'm about to lose my job

2/19/2022 2:07 AM

40506

In various ways. Broken friendships. No social life. I am also a victim of hate speech almost
every day.

2/19/2022 2:07 AM

40507

I was forced to get vaccinated or lose my job

2/19/2022 2:07 AM
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40508

It has made me extremely cynical… What in God’s name is wrong with these power hungry,
inhumane, Tyrants? They don’t give a damn about Canadians, Americans, anyone but
themselves and anyone stupid enough orPossibly pressured to vote for them or being extorted
by them… This is not what any civilized street thinking person would accept let alone call for.

2/19/2022 2:06 AM

40509

Lost my condo lost income due to lockdowns it took a toll on my mental health I lost trust with
the governments and doctors

2/19/2022 2:06 AM

40510

All

2/19/2022 2:06 AM

40511

The mandates have prevented my abilities and my friend's & family's abilities to be there for
one another during life's celebrations (I missed my best friend's wedding) and tragedies... The
mandates have also caused me financial stress, as I was not allowed to work for a period of
time. In my line of work, I have also seen more people with a higher number of complaints of
physical pain due to higher stress levels because of mandates that prevented relief outlets like
being able to see friends and family or participating in recreational activities. Or higher stress
because the mandates caused division in families. I have also seen how the lock down
mandates have affected residents in care home's first hand...I provide a care service for them
and it is a sad day when I am the highlight of their day because their own family cannot come
to see them.

2/19/2022 2:06 AM

40512

Discrimination by vaccination status

2/19/2022 2:06 AM

40513

I'm isolated from friends and family. Can't go where I could before and has caused fear in my
community. Has caused controversy amongst friends and family.

2/19/2022 2:06 AM

40514

Loss of hope

2/19/2022 2:06 AM

40515

I feel ostracized, punished, discriminated against, and that my rights and Freedoms have been
taken away. The mandates need to go as omnicrom and vaccination have created high state of
immunity. Things need to start heading back to normal soon as hospitalizations are trending
down as are covid cases.

2/19/2022 2:06 AM

40516

Common sense and critical thinking. Always questions the narrative and research! It’s an eye
opener that’s for sure.

2/19/2022 2:06 AM

40517

Horrible for my children. Adults supporting this should be embarrassed

2/19/2022 2:06 AM

40518

Decreased mental health, diminished family income, social segregation and lack of respect for
our government.

2/19/2022 2:06 AM

40519

Very negatively

2/19/2022 2:06 AM

40520

It has been horrible for the last two years my health has deteriorated . My family has suffered
enough

2/19/2022 2:06 AM

40521

Cannot travel freely even within our own country, have not seen family nearly as much as
many are fearful

2/19/2022 2:06 AM

40522

My children are not able attend sporting events, my children are suffering with speech delays
and anxiety, my mental health is declining, I am not able to recieve medical treatment due to
my vaccine status

2/19/2022 2:06 AM

40523

Like demons from the pit of hell it’s self

2/19/2022 2:05 AM

40524

Bad

2/19/2022 2:05 AM

40525

I can’t see my immediate family in a different country. I haven’t been socializing with my
friends. I got depressed. I can’t see a doctor because he refused to see me due to my
unvaccinated status. I lost my job because I choose not to be vaccinated

2/19/2022 2:05 AM

40526

Unable to travel freely in my own country or out of country. I wasn’t able to watch my
Grandchildren play sports. Forced to wear a mask to keep my job.. unable to go to concerts,
restaurants, theatres… and much more. I lost money on a trip I had booked.. and tickets and
meals..

2/19/2022 2:05 AM

40527

Asthma is triggered by wearing masks. Loss of social contact with Family and friends.

2/19/2022 2:05 AM

40528

Crazy times. My whole life has been affected. Increase in prices has destroyed our finances

2/19/2022 2:05 AM

40529

Lost my job, lost my dad, lost my daughter am now a second class citizen.

2/19/2022 2:05 AM
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40530

I am A person with disabilities. I cannot enjoy the things i used to. I heavily Supported the
mandates before and now, everyone has had covid. We are at a 90% vaccine rate and things
are getting worse. End it now.

2/19/2022 2:05 AM

40531

Every day living

2/19/2022 2:05 AM

40532

All mandates

2/19/2022 2:04 AM

40533

It was in place do to shortage of our healthcare. Put more funding into the healthcare system.
They are a negative affect.

2/19/2022 2:04 AM

40534

The mandate has made me question the democracy or lack of in Canada. I feel that my rights
and freedoms are being violated.

2/19/2022 2:04 AM

40535

Metal health

2/19/2022 2:04 AM

40536

Destroyed my dignity and respect of law

2/19/2022 2:04 AM

40537

Kept me from visiting my daughter and her family and other family members for over 2 years.
Absolute insanity for a disease with a 99% + recovery rate!

2/19/2022 2:04 AM

40538

Had to get the vaccine in order to get a job. Caused a lot of emotional distress. Cancelled my
graduation. Caused depression/ anxiety. Caused division in relationships.

2/19/2022 2:04 AM

40539

Can’t go no where, can’t fly, devide in friends and family, can’t with love ones when pass away,
can’t forget your face mask, can’t go to family gatherings , can’t visit my mother in assisted
living, hate to be told what to do,

2/19/2022 2:04 AM

40540

Loss of business, loss of social activities, denial of post secondary education

2/19/2022 2:04 AM

40541

miss my family

2/19/2022 2:04 AM

40542

Two years of a hell I never could have imagined. Torn family, friendships apart. It’s affecting
every part of my life amd my children’s life

2/19/2022 2:04 AM

40543

Loss of job

2/19/2022 2:04 AM

40544

Lost my job

2/19/2022 2:04 AM

40545

Half of my childs life has been during covid. She hasnt been able to socialize properly,have
birthday partys with her friends or extended family. We can’t go to a soccer game which we
have done since she was born. I cant take her to dance, swimming lessons, Holiday events,
movies, or eat at a restaurant.my hunby and I loved to travel before she was born and
dreamed of travelling with her now we can’t even leave the country. These mandates separate
us and divide is. It has truly been a nightmare.

2/19/2022 2:04 AM

40546

Beyond any politicians comprehension. Physically. Mentally. Financially.

2/19/2022 2:04 AM

40547

It has given anxiety. Not been able to work. My husband hasn’t been able to work. Our children
got fired because they weren’t vaccinated. List goes on and on. People have died alone.
People have been sick alone. Just not ok. Fear is not a good thing. Been yell at in stores.
Because our view was different.

2/19/2022 2:03 AM

40548

I feel as if I am an outcast to society.

2/19/2022 2:03 AM

40549

Had to stay home and listen to dumbass PM

2/19/2022 2:03 AM

40550

I lost my job because I didn’t want to take the shot. I’ve had covid when it first came out. And
then again in 2021. I felt since I had it I don’t need 2 or 3 shots

2/19/2022 2:03 AM

40551

I've lost my income. Gonna lose my home

2/19/2022 2:03 AM

40552

Horrible

2/19/2022 2:03 AM

40553

It has caused tension between my family. I can eat crappy food in McDonalds but I am denied
access to my gym as a passport is needed.

2/19/2022 2:03 AM

40554

Caused me a lot of anxiety and I have become physically unfit from sitting a home when I am
not at work.

2/19/2022 2:02 AM

40555

Stopped me from taking my children’s to many activities. Otherwise not so much cause fuck
tyranny.

2/19/2022 2:02 AM
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40556

Immensely. Divided friends and families. Lost work and income. Depression. Loneliness.

2/19/2022 2:02 AM

40557

What life do you have if u can only go to work because you are essential but you are not
permitted to do anything else?

2/19/2022 2:02 AM

40558

I am hanging on a thread in my business,,has been and continues to be disastrous..Cannot
see my 100 year old Mom as I am not fully vaccinated.I took 1 jab and I have been suffering
all kinds of injuries..I have a Drs letter and they still don’t allow me to see my precious Mom.I
am her primary caregiver. I have been restricted from a lot of places, made me feel like an
outsider and worse

2/19/2022 2:02 AM

40559

Negatively in all aspects

2/19/2022 2:02 AM

40560

Wearing a mask all the time to go to places it’s difficult having asthma I’ve been prevented
from going into swimming pools restaurants which I enjoy and we’re a part of my life

2/19/2022 2:02 AM

40561

Missed loved ones funerals. M8ssed time with them.

2/19/2022 2:02 AM

40562

I have been discriminated against called names and had been verbally abused due to the
choice that I have made. I have lost dear friends due to the division that has been made due to
the governments extreme mandates especially the vaccine and passport. I have got an
exemption from masks from my Doctor in the form of a letter from him but that has meant
nothing to most businesses. I have even showed it but they have even laughed at it. Someone
even said that it wasn't real. The vaccinated people have been real cruel.

2/19/2022 2:01 AM

40563

I’ve had to get a forced medical treatment that has no benefit and no studies in life long affects
yet I had no choice but to receive it if I wanted to work

2/19/2022 2:01 AM

40564

Gave me mental health issues

2/19/2022 2:01 AM

40565

We are segregated. We are careful but cut off. Segregation is not acceptable. PM Trudeau has
continued to use hateful and hate-inspiring speech against Canadians who question vaccines
and those who refuse vaccinations against Covid-19. Canada's and BC's responses have
caused division amongst families, friends, co-workers and within the general public. As well,
many people have lost their jobs and income. Now, in BC, private business owners are being
coerced to be vaccinated in order to be allowed to stay in business. Unacceptable. We already
don't have a family doctor and will now lose our dentist and other healthcare workers. This is
not the Canada I was born into. It is divisive and full of hate and anger. I am shocked and
ashamed at Canadians' behaviour towards others with a different opinion. This is supposed to
be a democracy but it is not. It has become an unsafe, nasty, tyrannical country to live in. We
are afraid.

2/19/2022 2:01 AM

40566

Segregation and discrimination

2/19/2022 2:01 AM

40567

Affected our business

2/19/2022 2:01 AM

40568

Can’t visit public places with family/friends due to vaccination status

2/19/2022 2:01 AM

40569

Financial mentally physically

2/19/2022 2:01 AM

40570

It has saved my life.

2/19/2022 2:01 AM

40571

Segregation, discrimination, prejudism, hate, loss of work, verbal and physical attacks, loss of
rights and freedoms

2/19/2022 2:01 AM

40572

I’ve seen friends coerced into medical procedures and Injured. Division amongst family and
friends.

2/19/2022 2:01 AM

40573

The mandate has made me realize how our freedom to make choices is slowly being taken
away. Even though I am not personally affected much (being retired and spending most of my
time at home), I have seen too many people losing jobs and businesses because of the
mandate. It has to end!!

2/19/2022 2:00 AM

40574

It threatens my civil liberties, my ability to work and financially support my family. My body,
my choice!

2/19/2022 2:00 AM

40575

Caused division in family & friends

2/19/2022 2:00 AM

40576

Travel

2/19/2022 2:00 AM

40577

Unnecessary restrictions

2/19/2022 2:00 AM
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40578

Negatively in every way.

2/19/2022 2:00 AM

40579

It has affected my family. We are family oriented and to have to be alone, was difficult. I was
full fear for my family. I have my mother and auntie and 7 sisters and 8 grand children and 21
nephews and nieces. I was shopping for a majority of the family, while they remained isolated.
I didn't want any of my family members to die. As the The Provincial Health officer Bonnie
Henry and Justin Trudeau made it seem to be. It has affected me mentally emotionally. I
disagree with The Emergency Health Act and Taking the money that thousands of people had
donated to the Truckers.

2/19/2022 2:00 AM

40580

Minimal as I have 2 jabs though have friends that are impacted greatly. Given further research,
I’m concerned enough not to take further jabs till the full long term studies are complete, and
investigations are undertaken on the adverse events.

2/19/2022 2:00 AM

40581

I am consider as a second class citizen with restrictions everywhere.

2/19/2022 2:00 AM

40582

Ruined my childs mental health the most

2/19/2022 2:00 AM

40583

Chaos

2/19/2022 1:59 AM

40584

I can't handle the mask, l am in chemo treatments and my hhusband can't come sit with me
because he's not vaccinated aand we can't go to a restaurant, don't get to see my 93 year old
mmother who lives in the states.

2/19/2022 1:59 AM

40585

Being force to vaccinate or loose my job. Cousin commited suicide because of depression and
poverty due to lockdowns.

2/19/2022 1:59 AM

40586

Loss of confidence in our government and removal of our guaranteed rights as a Canadian
citizen

2/19/2022 1:59 AM

40587

Closed my business, reduced my income, decided and separated me from family and friends.
Made me anxious about the future.

2/19/2022 1:59 AM

40588

Made my children have to be vaccinated and one had life threatening reactions

2/19/2022 1:59 AM

40589

Not being able to see family. I am vaccinated and still haven’t been able to be with some
family.

2/19/2022 1:59 AM

40590

Destroying our livelyhood and our mental health to extream!

2/19/2022 1:58 AM

40591

Nuissance

2/19/2022 1:58 AM

40592

Havnt seen fiance in 2 years . If he comes home from overseas he can't get back and loose
job. Can't get married as family is all over the works and mandated make it impossible to have
them here. Had to get shots working in health care I didn't not want. Isolated

2/19/2022 1:58 AM

40593

While I decided to get vaccinated before the mandates were even in the table, my mental
health has suffered (an anxiety disorder has returned) and I've experienced a breakdown and/or
distance in some close relationships due to diverging opinions on this topic. I feel alienated
within a society I don't recognize, witnessing a growing dehumanization and misrepresentation
of others that feels dangerous and ominous.

2/19/2022 1:58 AM

40594

little to no affect

2/19/2022 1:58 AM

40595

It’s effected me from getting a new job

2/19/2022 1:58 AM

40596

Being forced and coerced into getting a jab to keep my license I worked my ass off for. I have
a strong science background and have read the science including the Pfizer study data. The
vaccine is neither safe nor effective and these idiots in government better start doing the right
thing before theres a civil war. I believe all involved in this plandemmic need to be tried for
treason and capital punishment served. The mandates have destroyed Canada beyond
recognition, but as soon as we hit the reset button on all of our treasonous politicians we can
get to building back better which in a way that is the exact opposite of what WEF wants.

2/19/2022 1:58 AM

40597

Divided my family Our daughter couldn’t have her her in-laws attend her wedding Restricted my
movement Potential job loss with the latest mandate (unless it gets cancelled) Mental health
decline Loss of freedom of speech Ridiculed on social media Fear of retribution

2/19/2022 1:58 AM

40598

The jab cost me a lot of health problems. We can not dine out to enjoy a movie, no traveling
for 3 years, work place was closed sunddenly.

2/19/2022 1:58 AM
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40599

I am terrified to leave my home because of the way people who don’t want vaccinations are
treated. I am not anti vax however I don’t want a test drug that has unknown components in it
in my body. I’m not telling people they shouldn’t be vaccinated. However because I am not
vaccinated and do not have a vax passport I am not able to go to bc to see my nana whom I
don’t have allot of time left with. Also, I have been applying for jobs like crazy since I moved
here about 2 years ago, and have not found a single one because of the whole workforce being
all messed up with covid and mandates. The divide politics are causing is just sad. However
no one should have to choose between a vaccine that has a side affect of potential death, and
keeping their jobs to support their families. This is fucked up and sad.

2/19/2022 1:58 AM

40600

I live in constant fear now of ending up living in a dictatorship

2/19/2022 1:58 AM

40601

The most negatively impactful government action I’ve ever experienced

2/19/2022 1:58 AM

40602

Got a vaccine I didn't want. Sacrificed what I believed to be right to appease the crowd that
thought they were right.

2/19/2022 1:57 AM

40603

Very negatively. Compromised my earnings. Impacted friendships and family relationships.
Caused immense stress.

2/19/2022 1:57 AM

40604

Poorly

2/19/2022 1:57 AM

40605

Can't see family not allowed to go to games restaurants

2/19/2022 1:57 AM

40606

I watched these mandates tear the country apart. People unwillingly taking a brand new
vaccine due to not being able to live their life if they didn’t. It was heart breaking. The news
making the trucker convoy sound terrible when they’re out there fighting for our rights and
freedoms. Canada used to be the best place to live.. I’ve never wanted to leave until recently.
Please make Canada the beautiful place it once was again.

2/19/2022 1:57 AM

40607

Yes

2/19/2022 1:57 AM

40608

Negatively. I am not allowed to play hockey which is my exercise during the winter. Missing
out on social activities. Missing out on going to church. Cannot go into most restaurants.
Cannot travel. Causing divisiveness between friends and family.

2/19/2022 1:57 AM

40609

Cannot even express my opinion in my work place. Depressed and more dependent on alcohol
to cope with life

2/19/2022 1:57 AM

40610

I've lost friends and family, not because of death, but because of being so divided on these
mandates that relationships die.

2/19/2022 1:57 AM

40611

Protected me

2/19/2022 1:57 AM

40612

Stress

2/19/2022 1:57 AM

40613

I have been hated by those who did not even know me.

2/19/2022 1:57 AM

40614

Haven’t been able to travel to see my dear family in USA or to Manitoba, because we cannot
cross the border or even fly to Manitoba!😢 I miss my family! I love them very much!

2/19/2022 1:56 AM

40615

Took my job and in the end, so many family members too

2/19/2022 1:56 AM

40616

It makes me feel a robot, not a human being

2/19/2022 1:56 AM

40617

Loss of Freedom

2/19/2022 1:56 AM

40618

Taken away freedoms

2/19/2022 1:56 AM

40619

No travels

2/19/2022 1:56 AM

40620

I have been discriminated against by my own government! I despise the direction our
government has taken that does not follow our charter of rights and freedoms that my
ancestors fought for and created in this country. That is gone, democracy is no longer here
because of Justin Trudeau and Christia Freeland.

2/19/2022 1:56 AM

40621

Ruined my business

2/19/2022 1:56 AM

40622

The damn face diaper wrecked my lung health

2/19/2022 1:56 AM

40623

Mentally (depression) can’t live life anymore because of mandates

2/19/2022 1:55 AM
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40624

Ruined my business left me with a little hope

2/19/2022 1:55 AM

40625

Very bad being in isolation. Lots of friendships shattered. The persecution of Christians by
shutting down churches. Corporate worship has suffered greatly.

2/19/2022 1:55 AM

40626

It has caused my anxiety and depression to worsen. I have been off on a Medical leave for the
last 6 months

2/19/2022 1:55 AM

40627

Lost my job kids can't play sports etc.

2/19/2022 1:55 AM

40628

It hasn't

2/19/2022 1:54 AM

40629

Increased loneliness, esp. as a single, inability to work due to mandates, increased anxiety,
fear about the future, fear of descending into totalitarianism.

2/19/2022 1:54 AM

40630

Annoying.. feel isolated and kind of embarrassed to call myself a canadian

2/19/2022 1:54 AM

40631

It’s destroyed my family and put an end to my career.

2/19/2022 1:54 AM

40632

I have anxiety so having to social distancing has been easy.

2/19/2022 1:54 AM

40633

Stress, church divisions, family divisions. Marriage affected. Depression

2/19/2022 1:54 AM

40634

Won’t get paid for sick leave if I don’t get the booster.

2/19/2022 1:54 AM

40635

The anxiety and stress it has caused is difficult. I have fallen back into depression after trying
to "do what was right" and got all my vaccinations. Did what I was supposed to for the greater
good. Now, they changed the rules. When will it stop.

2/19/2022 1:54 AM

40636

Exponentially. Of most note, my children not having a proper childhood.

2/19/2022 1:54 AM

40637

Lost 2 jobs due to covid restrictions

2/19/2022 1:54 AM

40638

Job consequences

2/19/2022 1:54 AM

40639

Travel restrictions work restrictions

2/19/2022 1:53 AM

40640

The government mandates have divided the country against its self, while providing nothing in
exchange.

2/19/2022 1:53 AM

40641

Have to stay in, cannot go out to restaurant,have to avoid crowds. I’m tired of all the negative
news.

2/19/2022 1:53 AM

40642

Depression in kids

2/19/2022 1:53 AM

40643

Depression, business failing

2/19/2022 1:53 AM

40644

I lost 60% of my business I am Struggling to get by. Several businesses closed there doors
due to mandate. Mainly the crossing border trucker one. Where a driver is alone in a cab all
week.

2/19/2022 1:53 AM

40645

Became a second class citizen

2/19/2022 1:53 AM

40646

It’s restricted quality of life

2/19/2022 1:53 AM

40647

I need to fly for work and pleasure. Canada has become a hell hole under Trudeau.

2/19/2022 1:53 AM

40648

Divided friends, families, caused travel delays, ruined my childrens activites, and jobs. Horrible
and devastating! Caused depression and suicidal thoughts in friends and colleagues

2/19/2022 1:53 AM

40649

My husband employment. His mental health My mental health . I am worried about my job too
if mandates take place in my workplace I will loose my job too. If BC implement all healthcare
workers vaccine mandate. Many unvaxed healthcare workers including doctors will leave the
province. We will eventualy have to leave the province no job, not enough healthcare access .
There will be no point to live in this province. A province That its leaders and top authorities
don’t care about working class people

2/19/2022 1:53 AM

40650

Loss of job! No traveling! Unable to visit sick mother!

2/19/2022 1:53 AM

40651

Mental health depression , my business has lost sales , can’t go into places or social settings
, been discriminated against , been bullied

2/19/2022 1:53 AM

40652

I haven't seen my elderly Father and that has caused depression. It has affected our business

2/19/2022 1:53 AM
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and ability to earn and has put us in a financial bind. Friends are bickering over beliefs and it
has not created any unity in our province. Just division.
40653

It has caused anxiety and fear in my children. Has divided my family and friends. Has caused
Canadians to be hateful and fearful. We want less government in our lives.

2/19/2022 1:53 AM

40654

Mentally, financially and business wise

2/19/2022 1:53 AM

40655

Was forced to Vax to keep my job, and we do not know the long term implications of it

2/19/2022 1:52 AM

40656

It has affected every aspect of my life all in a negative manner

2/19/2022 1:52 AM

40657

I can not take my daughter with Down Syndrome anywhere that requires the passport! Her
speech is even more delayed due to masks! I can’t see any family members in the UK and my
mother is elderly!

2/19/2022 1:52 AM

40658

I have pretty much be locked in my house not allowed! In places because of no vaccine.. my
children Havnt been able to go do what they want becasue they are vaccinated..my son hasn’t
left the house in a year because what he wants to do have to be vaccinated.. I have 3 jobs to
make ends meet.. one job has been on and off because of mandates.. second job exactly the
same.. my body my choice!!

2/19/2022 1:52 AM

40659

Made me feel like a second class citizen.

2/19/2022 1:52 AM

40660

Isolation

2/19/2022 1:52 AM

40661

My church was told to close. I can’t watch my kids play. Friends and acquaintances have lost
jobs. Can’t see my grandchild or my daughter.

2/19/2022 1:52 AM

40662

They have affected relationships in this country. They have caused division and affected
families and jobs. They have affected mental health. They need to end. Now.

2/19/2022 1:52 AM

40663

I cannot work. It has divided my family. I cannot visit my mother in a nursing home.

2/19/2022 1:52 AM

40664

Depression, isolation,fear,hopelessness.

2/19/2022 1:52 AM

40665

Has driven a wedge between friends

2/19/2022 1:51 AM

40666

Mental health has deteriorated for my entire family - huge amount of discrimination and loss Of
basic rights and freedoms

2/19/2022 1:51 AM

40667

Division up the yahoo Caught in the middle of a cock fight

2/19/2022 1:51 AM

40668

Divorce.... Suicide.... Ruined friendships worst thing ever

2/19/2022 1:51 AM

40669

Friends and family members

2/19/2022 1:51 AM

40670

Negatively

2/19/2022 1:51 AM

40671

Unable to work, not able to do any activities, feel segregated, been bullied harassed and
abused. Dont trust people anymore especially those in power positions

2/19/2022 1:51 AM

40672

Restrictions on travel

2/19/2022 1:51 AM

40673

Can’t see my family. Can’t travel. Had to send my son to a new school because of masks.
Can’t eat out. Have to wear a mask at work...

2/19/2022 1:51 AM

40674

Negatively. My mental health has been affected. My business has suffered. My peers are
struggling with mental health issues and substance addiction.

2/19/2022 1:51 AM

40675

Making decisions in what I want to put in mine and my Childers body.

2/19/2022 1:51 AM

40676

Depressed and jobless

2/19/2022 1:51 AM

40677

Where do I begin….

2/19/2022 1:50 AM

40678

Very negatively, too long of an answer

2/19/2022 1:50 AM

40679

Constant depression, destroyed social life

2/19/2022 1:50 AM

40680

Made me very depressed and very lonely.

2/19/2022 1:50 AM

40681

My work

2/19/2022 1:50 AM
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40682

It's somewhat inconvenient, but I care about my fellow man and do what must be done to help
protect my neighbors.

2/19/2022 1:50 AM

40683

Treated like a second class citizen. My daughter who is graduating from grade 12 and loves
school and excels at it has limited options to continue her education and it is very depressing
for her and us.

2/19/2022 1:50 AM

40684

Threatened my post secondary education. Cost countless times off work for not having
childcare for my kids when they had a headache and where not allowed at schools. Stopped
my son from seeing his teachers face for 2 years. Stopped my kids from playing in sports.
Stopped my children from participating in Halloween at the community center when it was
snowing because I was not vaccinated. Stopped my children from getting swimming lessons.
Deprived my son the ability to learn the alphabet because he could not read teacher lips to
pronunciation the sounds. My best friend was not allowed to be with her dying grandmother
who has since passed away, without any goodbyes..The list goes on and on.

2/19/2022 1:50 AM

40685

I’m not vaccinated. I don’t trust a vaccine that hasn’t been thoroughly tested and I’ve have felt
that way from the beginning of the pandemic. It’s not from social media or anyone else’s
opinions being pushed on me. Theres not many I know with the same opinion. I haven’t been
able to take my children swimming for 2 years? We take them to a restaurant or to the movie
theatre. Not that it’s something we do often. It’s a once in a while, special treat. But guess
what they desperately need right now…. A really good, once in a while treat. And it breaks my
heart to send them all to school in masks. My daughter threw up in her mask on the school
bus. Their hands are all chapped from using too much hand sanitizer. I can’t go in their school
or even meet their teacher face to face. Too scared to ask parents for play dates, unsure of
how they feel about covid. Its been very difficult.

2/19/2022 1:50 AM

40686

Loss of employment, cannot visit my elderly mother, discrimination from others, lack of social
interaction, family division, extreme stress and anxiety and depression.

2/19/2022 1:50 AM

40687

Can’t go anywhere. Masks make me exceedingly anxious so I don’t wear one but then I feel
judged.

2/19/2022 1:50 AM

40688

It destroyed my business, had to remortgage my home to pay the lease because we were too
new of a business to get ANY relief. My 15 yr sons mental health is horrid because of lack of
supports, he tried committing suicide 4 time over the past 2 years. Lost family members and
was not allowed to spend time with them before they passed away! And had no funerals. My
daughter was feared into getting the shot, and now she has issues with blood pressure and her
periods, and is in constant body pains, SHE IS ONLY 24! I could go on and on how this
'solution' made EVERYTHING WORSE.

2/19/2022 1:50 AM

40689

Missed our daughters graduation!!

2/19/2022 1:50 AM

40690

Mental illnesses… upset children .. lonely depressed parents grandparents

2/19/2022 1:49 AM

40691

Myself and husband lost jobs which lead to selling our home and moving provinces. I had a
decline in mental health. My daughters surgery was cancelled. I couldnt have a baby shower
and was not able to be with my grandma when she passed. It has caused some family
tension. I have lost friends due to differing views. I have 2 medical conditions that impact my
breathing but I don’t qualify for a mask exemption so I find being in public places very
stressful. My son has sensory issues and can’t mask so that is always met resistance wether
it from his school or in public.

2/19/2022 1:49 AM

40692

I cannot travel to my work

2/19/2022 1:49 AM

40693

Costly

2/19/2022 1:49 AM

40694

No freedom

2/19/2022 1:49 AM

40695

Finally and mentally

2/19/2022 1:49 AM

40696

we were not able to have our wedding reception.

2/19/2022 1:49 AM

40697

I am a Canadian, and this cannot continue in my country.

2/19/2022 1:49 AM

40698

I occasionally have to wear a bit of breathable fabric over my nose and mouth, so, not much.

2/19/2022 1:49 AM

40699

Really hasn’t.

2/19/2022 1:49 AM

40700

Lost work, kids depressed, there isn't enough space to write how bad it is. Family divided,

2/19/2022 1:49 AM
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couldn't bury our cousin, just been hell.
40701

It has torn my family and friends apart. Causing severe depression.

2/19/2022 1:49 AM

40702

Causes significant harm. My mental health is suffering.

2/19/2022 1:48 AM

40703

It has prevented us from many very important things in life with family and friends and medical
help

2/19/2022 1:48 AM

40704

Not being able to travel freely.

2/19/2022 1:48 AM

40705

Couldn’t attend many outdoor gatherings or events, wasn’t allowed to dance at my wedding or
our friends. Yet can go to Costco of Walmart shoulder to shoulder with 500 strangers

2/19/2022 1:48 AM

40706

Limited all life issues, my son passed away. There is no mercy by anyone out there.
Everything is so difficult, no gatherings. People became scared zombies!!! Hovernment had no
rights to take away our freedoms!!! Becoming China in Canada!!!

2/19/2022 1:48 AM

40707

I lost my father in the beginning of these so called lock downs. Not even all of his children
were allowed to attend his funeral. I’ve seen my Grandchildren struggling with depression and
anxiety and this MUST STOP NOW!!

2/19/2022 1:48 AM

40708

On all levels.

2/19/2022 1:48 AM

40709

Fear of losing my job and not being able to provide to my family

2/19/2022 1:48 AM

40710

I no longer work at my job because I believe it should be my choice to get vaccinated or not.
Not being able to fly to visit family, or even go to a restaurant or sports event (which aren’t as
important but still affecting my life).

2/19/2022 1:48 AM

40711

It has discriminated against people who chose not to get vaccinated whom I love.

2/19/2022 1:48 AM

40712

Since having the Covid shots… my life has been completely turned upside down, health wise.
Before I was very healthy, now a mess. So sad I got the shots.

2/19/2022 1:48 AM

40713

Job loss, depression, major stress among my family

2/19/2022 1:48 AM

40714

I have a Traumatic Brain injury from blacking out wearing a mask 18 months ago! That’s just a
start….I believe in Freedom of Choice Period! My children have been effected!!! Honestly
everyone I know has been effected!!!

2/19/2022 1:48 AM

40715

Stress, financial hardship, loss of career, loss of friends

2/19/2022 1:47 AM

40716

Miserably

2/19/2022 1:47 AM

40717

It has had a devastating impact. It has been torture. The birth of my daughter at the hospital
was a nightmare due to the mandates. My daughter was discharged and then admitted the
next day overnight. I just had a caesarean and could not get in or out of bed, get dressed by
myself, walk anywhere to get food(my daughter was the patient so I didn’t get food), go to the
bathroom by myself and more. My partner was not allowed to stay with me due to the
mandates, even though he was allowed the night before, when I was the patient. I had
breastfeed my daughter, then pump and change her diaper every three hours, all by myself
right after a cesarean. Then I also had to make sure the pump equipment was cleaned and I
had my own needs such as using the bathroom. Also, I had no food or any way to get food.
The nurses did their best, but could not keep up with constant level of help I required. I needed
them every 10 to 15 min. Sometimes it took them 20 min to come help me. I had no sleep for
24hrs. It was the most painful and excruciating night. All because of mandates that made no
sense. We were all allowed to be there when I was the patient just ONE day prior. I was
traumatized from that brutal 24 hrs. It was hell. Physically and emotionally I had never felt
more helpless in my life. Every time I wore a mask, it felt like I was suffocating. I wear masks
for work sometimes, but they are different and only worn for the duration of the task. I am a
woman in the electrical trade. I am also a mom with an infant on maternity leave. In 2021, I
took a course to help me study for the C of Q for my 309a license. The last weekend of the
class, an announcement of was made that vaccine passports were required to enter
conference centres. I was unable to attend the last weekend of the course. This was a real
disadvantage to me. Already I had to miss an hour of each class due to the lunch break being
only a half hour and having to go and breastfeed my daughter. Then I had to miss the last
weekend. Again, I felt extremely helpless and discouraged. It felt like when I first started,
women in trades were important. Then the government puts road blocks like that. It is insane.
Being treated like a second class citizen and having my right and freedoms violated due to my

2/19/2022 1:47 AM
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personal medical decision has caused me to become depressed. My parents moved to
Canada for a good life for my sister and I. It is devastating that the foundation of this country,
which is freedom for all without discrimination, is now worthless. The constitution is dead. The
emergency act got activated illegally. The mandates broke the charter of rights and freedoms,
which is the highest law of Canada. This makes me very depressed, because even if these
mandates get removed, what power does the charter of rights and freedoms have now? It’s
been proven how easy it is to break it with no consequences.
40718

Negatively affected our Financial, social, and mental health.

2/19/2022 1:47 AM

40719

I’m learning to stand up for my life

2/19/2022 1:47 AM

40720

split family and friends

2/19/2022 1:47 AM

40721

Every ways.

2/19/2022 1:47 AM

40722

sore throat from masks. capacity on outings

2/19/2022 1:47 AM

40723

It has fractured many relationships in my life, it has killed people I know. It has done damage
to absolutely everyone in some matter shape or form. I don’t feel safe at all because of any of
the mandates. In fact I feel the opposite of safe. The mandates scare me and make me feel
as if I am never safe.

2/19/2022 1:47 AM

40724

We have lost our business and my permanently disabled son has suffered with no outings or
help.

2/19/2022 1:47 AM

40725

One word. Tyranny

2/19/2022 1:47 AM

40726

I will lose my two professional titles (Registered Massage Therapist and Registered
Acupuncturist), which I went to school 6 years to earn, as of March 24th. This means my
patients who cannot afford to pay privately will no longer get the healthcare they have been
getting from me as their healthcare provider.

2/19/2022 1:47 AM

40727

It has caused anxiety, depression and division between myself of some of my family, friends
and colleagues. I will soon have to take a vaccine that I do not want or risk being terminated
from a career that I worked very hard to obtain. I have been shamed, blamed and called nasty
names for choosing to be unvaccinated and sharing my opinion about freedom of choice and
medical coercion. I am not anti vax or anti establishment but I believe each individual should
retain the right to decide what happens with their own body. I've been slandered, I've been
excluded and it is hurtful.

2/19/2022 1:47 AM

40728

Lost my job, lost time with my family, unable to travel, go out for dinner.

2/19/2022 1:47 AM

40729

I haven't been out to dinner for ages. It's winter, I feel like a prisoner.

2/19/2022 1:47 AM

40730

People don’t smile or chat anymore. Very depressing

2/19/2022 1:46 AM

40731

Loss of connection with my community, constant stress.

2/19/2022 1:46 AM

40732

Unpaid leave

2/19/2022 1:46 AM

40733

My freedom of choice

2/19/2022 1:46 AM

40734

Tore my family apart. Got very depressed. My kids are missing out on their childhood. Multiple
friends are calling me crying and having panic attacks because they’re being forced to take an
experimental drug to keep their jobs. This is not right. My body MY CHOICE!

2/19/2022 1:46 AM

40735

My son is unable to attend post secondary. My new business has been difficult to get off the
ground, and cost twice what it should've for construction.

2/19/2022 1:46 AM

40736

It has “forced” me to get vaxxed when I would not have, having privileges taken away such as
eating out, skiing, etc

2/19/2022 1:46 AM

40737

Reduced work hours

2/19/2022 1:46 AM

40738

Cause painful damage in family relationships and friendships. Prevented me from travel snd
moving freely in my life and country.

2/19/2022 1:46 AM

40739

How has is NOT affected my life is the better question. From not being allowed to hug my
friends to not being allowed into certain stores or the movie theatre to having anxiety attacks

2/19/2022 1:46 AM
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whenever I wear a mask. These mandates have affected every part of my life, and they need
to end.
40740

The mandate has affected my marriage. It is separating households that were once solid and
fracturing them. The mandates cause unnecessary fear and have instilled significant
ostracising and discrimination when people should have the freedom to choose what enters
their bodies.

2/19/2022 1:46 AM

40741

It has been a royal pain in the butt at all levels, and has done so much damage to our people
and economy as a whole ... the worse is the division it has created amongst families and
friends and all for a medical choice that is ours, and only ours, to make in the first place.... the
government overreach has been extensive and needs to stop.... my body, my choice!

2/19/2022 1:46 AM

40742

It has opened my eyes to the corruption of government

2/19/2022 1:46 AM

40743

I'm a single mom. My ex has vaccine injuries and hasn't worked since last July. How can I risk
the vaccine when I have a child to support. Plus, I'm a school bus driver. I had to choose
between getting vaxxed or testing twice a week in order to keep my job. It has affected my
child in Gr. 5 in not having it going to birthday parties, compromised her lung capacity with the
masks, the isolation of schooling from home and I could go on. Stress, stress and more stress

2/19/2022 1:46 AM

40744

Aside from the inconvenience the mandates caused the mandates were ineffective I had covid
and recovered, I know no one who died of covid except in the presence of serious
comorbidities. This crap needs to end now and Dr's whose hands are tied need to be free to
get back to the job of saving lives.

2/19/2022 1:46 AM

40745

It has put me in financial and emotional distress. Gotten me fired from my long term job.
Caused divisions with people I care about. And has made me feel like an outcast of society all
while I've been perfectly healthy. It's made me fearful of the government and I have felt
humiliated, coerced, and discriminated against.

2/19/2022 1:45 AM

40746

Can't see family

2/19/2022 1:45 AM

40747

Mental health of family members. Division. Loss of income.

2/19/2022 1:45 AM

40748

Haven't been able to work and have had no income at all in the last two yrs. I have drained all
my finances and life savings to barely get by.

2/19/2022 1:45 AM

40749

It has provided health protection against COVID-19

2/19/2022 1:45 AM

40750

Too numerous to say. Couldn’t see children, grandchildren, parents. Not free to travel or eat
out. These are just a few things

2/19/2022 1:45 AM

40751

Trudeau, Singh and other politicians like John Tory have used the Covid to foment hate and
division in the country, demonizing the unvaxxed as racist, misogynistic lepers who spread the
killer plague (with 99.5% mild symptoms and recovery!) wherever they go. They promote
censorship of all dissenting voices and now use repression against peaceful protestors.
Science has not been followed, but simply the agenda of Big Pharma, companies that have a
long history of criminal conduct and slap-on-the-wrist fines owing to the corruption of the
politicians they buy each election round. It will take decades to repair the immense damage
these people have done, and that's if we are lucky.

2/19/2022 1:45 AM

40752

Negatively in all ways

2/19/2022 1:45 AM

40753

Jobless

2/19/2022 1:45 AM

40754

Everything sucks and I have no family, girlfriend, job or social life.

2/19/2022 1:45 AM

40755

Destroyed it.

2/19/2022 1:45 AM

40756

I can't sleep at night. The fear of losing my job is real

2/19/2022 1:45 AM

40757

Lost my job and my kids lost out on two years of normal education and elite Baseball

2/19/2022 1:45 AM

40758

Haveing a brain injured Father in long term care and not being able to see him for 4 months
was unacceptable. Humans need human interaction especially our elderly. How we have
treated our elderly these last two years is heartbreaking. Just look at the devastation that two
weeks to flatten the curve had caused. Trauma at every mandate and order, humans treating
humans inhumanly! The biggest effect is seeing the adverse reactions to this safe and
effective, emergency use vaccine . Is it a coincidence that elderly die in 48 hrs after receiving

2/19/2022 1:45 AM
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the shot? Small town Canada is seeing the devastation from this injection and the toll hasn’t
even been counted.
40759

Can't see my husband who is out of province, 37 hour drive. I've only been able to watch 3 of
my son's hockey games. My two daughters decided not to do ringette because of the vaccine
mandates. I lost my job. And not one person in my house has gotten sick. All my friends and
family who are vaccines have gotten covid. The vaccine doesn't work like it should.

2/19/2022 1:45 AM

40760

like everyone elses life. It hasn't been the end of the world like those idiot protesters are
claiming

2/19/2022 1:45 AM

40761

Lost my job and can’t go visit my friends anymore.

2/19/2022 1:44 AM

40762

As a 9 1/2 year bus driver, with 100% perfect drivers abstract, I refused to comply masking
children and myself after numerous episodes of kids mishandling masks, handing me dirty
masks, watching kids pick their mask off floor and place it on, sliding mask along the
handrail,,, Last week of January I was suspended, I refuse to comply. Also tired of watching
double standards as not all transportation management staff n mechs are wearing theirs. Oh
and the maskless vice principal reporter me. Corrupt! I have lost 1 months wages so far. Also
worse is I haven’t been able to enter my moms senior's home. First it was siblings signed
themselves up as 2 designated visitors, Managment would not accommodate rotating. This
was a hardship as I am moms primary caregiver and Enduring Power of Attorney! And now
only vaccinated are allowed in. Heartbreaking on both mom and myself. Broken and taxed
relationships with others in family and community, division!

2/19/2022 1:44 AM

40763

I should of had cancer surgery 2 years ago just had it lately and my cancer is stage 4 and too
weak for treatment

2/19/2022 1:44 AM

40764

Forced to leave my job

2/19/2022 1:44 AM

40765

Feels like Communism!!!

2/19/2022 1:44 AM

40766

I know more people who have died of suicide than covid. Families that have been torn apart.
Mental health in kids and young adults especially has dramatically been affected. I find my
self feeling anxious that I may be attacked with people hiding behind masks, and all the
division that has been caused the past two years.

2/19/2022 1:44 AM

40767

I took the first shot through coercion so I wouldn’t lose my job even though I already had covid
and felt confident with my natural immunity. Instead, I gained a vaccine injury that is still not
resolved a half a year later AND I am fighting for my job, facing discrimination in the workplace
(yes- I work for the federal govt) and segregation from society. I can’t watch my kids in their
sports or help out with school functions. But I can still pay taxes for these facilities that I can’t
use. My husband also took the shots through the coercion to keep his job knowing I am likely
losing mine. He did this for our family, to put food on the table, not for his health. I have never
felt this intensity of daily stress and anger, I fear it’s only putting more strain on our family. And
yet, I feel I’m one of the lucky ones as I’m alive and get to see my kids grow every day. My
children (7 and 9) are damaged emotionally from the mandates imposed on schools,
recreational centres, libraries and sports. My 7 year old has been emotionally explosive - like a
toddler again, and needs to see a councillor to help him process the unnecessary trauma
inflicted on him. A child shouldn’t have to bear this weight - childhood is too short.

2/19/2022 1:44 AM

40768

Jab or job

2/19/2022 1:44 AM

40769

I am suicidal and no longer wish to live in this oppression. I don't feel Canadian any longer. I
am born and raised here! What happened??!!

2/19/2022 1:44 AM

40770

Job loss, fed regulated company,

2/19/2022 1:44 AM

40771

Lost my job 4 times

2/19/2022 1:44 AM

40772

It’s kept me from enjoying life

2/19/2022 1:44 AM

40773

I can’t travel anymore. Not the freedom to come and go to visit friends family. Not being able
to socialize in public settings.

2/19/2022 1:44 AM

40774

Causes division in families based on the fear imposed by not allowing both sides to be heard
without prejudice. Anxiety about what’s next.

2/19/2022 1:43 AM

40775

All of them

2/19/2022 1:43 AM
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40776

Travel

2/19/2022 1:43 AM

40777

Financially, physically, and spiritually.

2/19/2022 1:43 AM

40778

So much so that I tried to end my life

2/19/2022 1:43 AM

40779

High stress during pregnancy. Husband forced to receive an unwanted injection to continue to
work and provide for our family. We have considered relocating if this continues. But I am
hopeful we can change things

2/19/2022 1:43 AM

40780

Job loss. Financial devastation , starving.

2/19/2022 1:43 AM

40781

Negatively.

2/19/2022 1:43 AM

40782

I am a nurse. I was forced to choose my career and years of education and money it cost me
to get or lose my job and working in medical field. I cried the whole time while getting my first
shot. I am not against vaccines I am against mandates that clearly no one knew much about.
Also the time line of it. U have 6 weeks.

2/19/2022 1:43 AM

40783

Social life, created division, not being able to take your kids swimming. I could go on.

2/19/2022 1:43 AM

40784

Wearing a mask compromises my ability to breathe properly.

2/19/2022 1:43 AM

40785

Getting worse from day to day. Have terrible side effects after vaccination.

2/19/2022 1:43 AM

40786

It has caused me to wear a mask that in turn makes me cough which in turn makes ppl look at
me as if I have the plaque, it has caused less work because oil companies said all companies
that work for them must get the vaccine which I absolutely refuse to do so I can’t be sent out
on a lot of jobs. Because I refuse to put poison in my body, I don’t have a vaccine passport so
I’m not allowed to go into restaurants, their loss, I’m ok with it but they lose income. I’m not
supposed to hug my kids, grandkids, great grandkids or my dear friends but there again, we
hug anyway.

2/19/2022 1:43 AM

40787

Depression. Job loss. Friend losses due to different opinions.

2/19/2022 1:43 AM

40788

I have family and friends who have lost there jobs due to vaccine mandate, i’m unable to to eat
out or go to hockey games, I feel i’m treated like one of the cows on my farm

2/19/2022 1:42 AM

40789

I haven’t been able to see my grand children for 2 years. This has caused a severe divide
amongst myself, family and friends.

2/19/2022 1:42 AM

40790

Everything that the recommended. And the bottom line it was all a lie.

2/19/2022 1:42 AM

40791

Much worse than the COVID I’ve had twice. Once before the mandates began, and again last
month for 4 weeks but a relatively minor case, like a lingering mild cold. Being forced based on
poor “science” and manipulated statistics has totally undermined the credibility of politicians
and mainstream media even more, but also our governments, health systems, education
systems and many businesses who bought the misinformation and lies. COVID is serious, but
mostly for elderly and ill people. They should be protected without the insane fear propaganda
mandating one size for all. I understand now that humanity hasn’t learned or has forgotten
about Nazi Germany already. And most, even medical professionals and leaders, do not know
what unbiased science, critical analyses and statistical integrity are, nor know and understand
what they are following instead.

2/19/2022 1:42 AM

40792

I cant see my family back East and I cant take my mom home to lay rest

2/19/2022 1:42 AM

40793

Loss of job,online schooling for my kid,as a immigrant from capitalism I don't like what I see
happening here

2/19/2022 1:42 AM

40794

No job, no social life, no traveling to see family on planes ,

2/19/2022 1:42 AM

40795

Everything with churchs shutting down, to having the vaccine for work

2/19/2022 1:42 AM

40796

It has interfered with my job!! Pay for schooling only for all of it to go down the drain. Pretty
sad.

2/19/2022 1:42 AM

40797

Unable to go to restaurants, unable to travel.

2/19/2022 1:42 AM

40798

I have been forced to double vax to keep my job. May have taken the vax but I believe it
should have been a choice

2/19/2022 1:42 AM

40799

Stressful and confined!!

2/19/2022 1:41 AM
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40800

Deaths, injuries, financially

2/19/2022 1:41 AM

40801

It has isolated and divided our country our friends and families

2/19/2022 1:41 AM

40802

Broken families ,stress, unrest,awake to all the lies,propaganda,fear mongering,bullying
coercion tactics

2/19/2022 1:41 AM

40803

Immensely

2/19/2022 1:41 AM

40804

Miserable, almost lost job in the household, stress, mental health and depression, difficulty
getting medical attention and health workers for own health and other family members, divided
family and friends due to how government try to brainwash facts about vaccines, mandates,
etc.

2/19/2022 1:41 AM

40805

I have no life anymore, I’m broke, depressed and all round hate my life

2/19/2022 1:41 AM

40806

Awful depression from no Councellors And now that things are lifted a bit I’m very paranoid to
go anywhere around people

2/19/2022 1:41 AM

40807

Mental health has significantly declined

2/19/2022 1:41 AM

40808

Distrust in the government and in those who decide on the mandates.Stress in relationships
depending on the convictions restrictions meeting family and friends,

2/19/2022 1:41 AM

40809

restricted us from being with family and friends, from entering restaurants to have a sit down
meal, suffocating masks, hurt family relationships!

2/19/2022 1:41 AM

40810

Yes, I feel like I am being segregated as a second class citizen. I can not travel to visit family.

2/19/2022 1:41 AM

40811

Stress

2/19/2022 1:41 AM

40812

I can't see my family I can't go out to dinner or lunch with family and friends I am struggling
money wise cause of the covid mandates

2/19/2022 1:41 AM

40813

Missed time spent with family and friends. Unable to hold funerals for loved ones. Loss of
wages due to not wanting to get vaccinated. Forced to wear masks which make it hard to
breath and are not healthy. Creating division amongst people and people's beliefs. Most
importantly listening to that moron Tredeau telling everyone to wear masks and get vaccinated

2/19/2022 1:40 AM

40814

Negatively

2/19/2022 1:40 AM

40815

My adult children are scared and I have only seen my grandchildren outside in the driveway
unable to hug them. No family gatherings, no shared dinners or sleep overs. My job earnings
has been reduced with reduced hours because of closures. I can not go into anything that
requires the pass. I have MS and have not had my check ups with my MS doctor since this
began. Some of my care givers will not see me or only see me at the end of the day because I
do not have a pass. My own general practitioners office treats me like I am a leaper. I have
been home alot. I have been scared, depressed and anxious. but now I am mad. I am mad at
the government for this plandemic. F#@k them!

2/19/2022 1:40 AM

40816

I now know a bit of how it feels to be discriminated. Also we all should have informed consent
with absolutely NO suppression of opposing views. Freedom of speech!

2/19/2022 1:40 AM

40817

Limited travel

2/19/2022 1:40 AM

40818

To many to describe

2/19/2022 1:40 AM

40819

Restricted travel, restricted business, I have a vaccine injury.

2/19/2022 1:40 AM

40820

1000000000

2/19/2022 1:40 AM

40821

I am lucky and never really lost my work, but it did slow down by lots. We have grandchildren
that have been living with us so child services have cracked down and we really aren't allowed
to visit or have company for 2 years now.

2/19/2022 1:40 AM

40822

It has destroyed my business and torn family and friends apart. No one has suffered from
covid

2/19/2022 1:39 AM

40823

It has almost made me regret moving to Canada. I have been amazed at the Canadian
people’s lack of awareness of the freedoms they have given up so easily, but I should have
realized that a lack of exposure to existential challenges and severe hardships (which are

2/19/2022 1:39 AM
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familiar to so many immigrants) would render most of them complacent and therefore
vulnerable to social and political manipulation. I have met a few aware Canadians, but so far
not enough have caught on. I feel worst for my children. Their innocence and their carefree
childhood have been assaulted by measures that have been completely unnecessary, the
result of selfish paranoid adults projecting their fears and using their children to shield
themselves.
40824

In every way

2/19/2022 1:39 AM

40825

Je suis triste car je ne peux pas visiter ma famille en France. Je ne peux pas aller au mariage
de mon fils en Corée. Je ne peux pas voir mes amies,car elles sont âgées et elles ont peur. Je
me sens prisonnière et je me sens pas libre,je pense que les gouvernements veulent
supprimer notre liberté de pensée et ça c’est terrible 😢

2/19/2022 1:39 AM

40826

Mental health and business have been damaged.

2/19/2022 1:39 AM

40827

It has resulted in a loss of freedom and the end of our democratic government.

2/19/2022 1:39 AM

40828

I missed holding my first born granddaughter. My children missed my milestone birthday.

2/19/2022 1:39 AM

40829

It's not only bother me but my family, especially my kids. It's sad.

2/19/2022 1:39 AM

40830

My ten year old has developed neurological tics and asthma since being masked. Recently,
since having to wear the medical grade masks he’s developed frequent nose bleeds, which
he’s never had before in his life. He has been unable to play hockey for the past two years and
he has had a difficult time breathing in masks during school and on the bus and he’s been
bullied when he pulls his mask down to try and breathe.

2/19/2022 1:39 AM

40831

Lost my job because of the mandates and has created division between my family and friends
and I feel like a prisoner in my own “free country”

2/19/2022 1:39 AM

40832

My child have all suffered, one almost died of suicide not to mention financial struggles and
employer abuse:

2/19/2022 1:38 AM

40833

Taken away our freedoms

2/19/2022 1:38 AM

40834

Lost two years . Affected in everything way especially travelling in my own country!

2/19/2022 1:38 AM

40835

Keeping me from having good mental health

2/19/2022 1:38 AM

40836

Mental health has deteriorated- gained weight due to restrictions on gym memberships - work
has been slow . Overall life is hard right now - joyfulness and kindness seems hard to find

2/19/2022 1:38 AM

40837

It kept me and my family/friends/neighbours and community as safe as possible

2/19/2022 1:38 AM

40838

How hasn’t it?

2/19/2022 1:38 AM

40839

Divided my family and friends. Ostracized my children. Feel like a prisoner in my own country.
Sad to be a Canadian for the first time in my life. Contemplating moving to the USA. Hindered
my ability to perform my Professional Engineering duties. Causing emotional distress,
depression. Built anger. Forever changed my political allegiance from Liberal. Fearful for the
future of our country.

2/19/2022 1:38 AM

40840

I have been discriminated against repeatedly . I have not been able to lead my normal life at
all. This has caused me life-threatening depression. Not being able to hug anybody has been
unbelievably painful. Not being able to go to my church regularly has been devastating. Zoom
church is not the same at all as real church and I have chosen not to do Zoom because it just
makes me feel more isolated than I already felt.

2/19/2022 1:38 AM

40841

Can no longer go out for brunch or dinner, to the community centre, into many stores, etc. I'm
lucky as I am self-employed, so my job is okay. However, I feel like a prisoner in my own
country because I am no longer able to travel. My best friend and her family escaped to
Europe just before they imposed the travel ban. I miss her terribly.

2/19/2022 1:38 AM

40842

The company I work for worked from home for many months which meant I barely worked at
all. Since getting back into the office in 2020 my full time job is now part time due to lack of
work and lack of budget. I now have a 2nd part time job. My 9 year old son has struggled lots
with school closures, ransom schedule changes, unnecessary isolation B.S. and now I behind
in class and barely enjoying classroom learning at all. Both our mental health has been

2/19/2022 1:38 AM
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effected. My trust in government & health care is virtually non existent now and I do worry
about our safety staying in this "country".
40843

It has caused limitations in what we’re able to do, family disputes, divorce, segregation. Mental
health issues such as depression. Months of not being able to attend our church. Loss of jobs
within our family.

2/19/2022 1:37 AM

40844

mental health

2/19/2022 1:37 AM

40845

Lost my business. Depression.

2/19/2022 1:37 AM

40846

Destroyed my relationship with my son, and many others. Limited some of my regular
activities. Deprived me of a feeling of wellness, security, and peace of mind. Destroyed my
trust in Government, our Health/Medical System.

2/19/2022 1:37 AM

40847

I have lost my freedoms, coerced into getting 2 shots that did not protect me, prevented my
family from flying home to visit. Prevented me from using my gym. Lost 2 friends to suppen
death strokes from the vaccines.

2/19/2022 1:37 AM

40848

Loss of income and health

2/19/2022 1:37 AM

40849

Detrimental impact on social aspects of life, mental health, positive outlook for future life
returning to normal, and irreversible impact on trust felt for our government... They do not have
our best interests in mind or in heart. Trudeau has proven this. He is self serving.

2/19/2022 1:37 AM

40850

Divided friends and family

2/19/2022 1:37 AM

40851

Loss, grievance, mental health (depression/anxiety), segregation, loss in trust and confidence
in the government

2/19/2022 1:37 AM

40852

Restricted

2/19/2022 1:37 AM

40853

It has affected our family mentally & emotionally.it has created divison in our community.it has
added more stress, that we dont need.

2/19/2022 1:37 AM

40854

It has been a social, financial, and societal nightmare for everyone

2/19/2022 1:37 AM

40855

Poorly. Mental health is not good. Work has been affected. Friends and family and divided. Not
good.

2/19/2022 1:37 AM

40856

Horribly

2/19/2022 1:37 AM

40857

Limited my getting together with Mt son and Daughter with grandchildren and greats out in BC.
Affected my breathing wearing a mask. And I lost my freedom of choice and decision making.
I ignored these things.

2/19/2022 1:37 AM

40858

These mandates have had a huge negative impact in my life. They have turned my world
upside down. I’m not certain I will ever fully recover.

2/19/2022 1:37 AM

40859

Can’t see wife

2/19/2022 1:37 AM

40860

Fearful for my country Depression Loss of friends Isolated

2/19/2022 1:37 AM

40861

Depression & alienation from friends & family.

2/19/2022 1:37 AM

40862

In every way!! It MUST stop and be banned to never be enforced on the citizens protected by
the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms!

2/19/2022 1:36 AM

40863

no access and no flying

2/19/2022 1:36 AM

40864

Very lonely

2/19/2022 1:36 AM

40865

Lost my income, almost lost career, accumulated way more debt, bad mental health, no faith
in mainstream media or our Prime Minister

2/19/2022 1:36 AM

40866

Turned it upside down and has caused nothing but division

2/19/2022 1:36 AM

40867

Masks make people not feel like people just judging with the eyes Smiles are gone from
society and maybe more mental problem will arise

2/19/2022 1:36 AM

40868

Lost of employment and has caused anxiety…

2/19/2022 1:36 AM

40869

I have been depressed and suicidal for 2 years. I have not visited my family or seen my grand

2/19/2022 1:36 AM
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children as they live in Vancouver and I live in the interior. I work from home and rarely leave. I
feel like I've been in solitary confinement for 2 years.
40870

It has effected the lives of ALL Canadians

2/19/2022 1:36 AM

40871

My mental health, relationships with friends and family, layed off, constant switching to online,
financial stress.

2/19/2022 1:36 AM

40872

Not being able to work , travel or see family.

2/19/2022 1:36 AM

40873

I had to choose between the vaccine or to become homeless. Getting a job that pays enough
as my job now, is next to impossible with out being vaccinated. In my current situation, I don’t
believe I would of been able to get through it.

2/19/2022 1:35 AM

40874

Miserable

2/19/2022 1:35 AM

40875

Too many ways to list

2/19/2022 1:35 AM

40876

mental health , my family, my cost of living

2/19/2022 1:35 AM

40877

Many ways and none good. Loss of family loss of friends depression anxiety knowing the
government does not have our best interests at heart

2/19/2022 1:35 AM

40878

I have not been able to attend funerals for loved ones. I have been shamed by people for my
freedom of choice. I have been denied entry to a library that I give taxes to. I have been
questioned for my choices. I have been denied travel due to my choices. I have stage 4
cancer. I would have loved to put my feet in warm sand before I pass. Can’t do it that’s to that
ass in Ottawa. Trudeau and team!!! Everyone has their day!!

2/19/2022 1:35 AM

40879

Restricted travel, restricted public patronage, family work restrictions hardships and country
divisions and alienation

2/19/2022 1:35 AM

40880

they have caused me loneliness and depression I have not seen my mother in a care home for
two years she has severe dementia and is now at the point where she won't even know who I
am. these mandates took the last two years from her / us

2/19/2022 1:35 AM

40881

I have lost my income and struggle to pay bills now.

2/19/2022 1:35 AM

40882

I can’t travel out of Canada, I have to pay for testing to be allowed to work with ahs

2/19/2022 1:35 AM

40883

This has changed my Canada...into a terrible dictatorship!...: (

2/19/2022 1:34 AM

40884

stressed. frustrated. scared unsafe injections. censorship

2/19/2022 1:34 AM

40885

saddens me

2/19/2022 1:34 AM

40886

I have 3 kids that are depressed and there mental health isn’t good

2/19/2022 1:34 AM

40887

In many ways

2/19/2022 1:34 AM

40888

Yes, as someone who has chosen not to participate in the vaccine rollout, due to concerns
about the unknown health risks, I am limited in what I can participate it. It also has affected
many of the relationships with friends and families as the governments have made every effort
to unfairly portray the unvaccinated as the spreaders of the virus.

2/19/2022 1:34 AM

40889

Being coerced into getting a vaccine I wasn’t comfortable taking or loose my job. The constant
worry of the younger people on this planet and their future after CoVid.

2/19/2022 1:34 AM

40890

Taken away my freedom of choice in many regards. Discrimination.

2/19/2022 1:34 AM

40891

Negative and divisive

2/19/2022 1:34 AM

40892

It has effected me emotionally, physically, mentally, spiritually ,financially. That I feel sick
most of the time and have now got more physical issues. Not that this corrupt govt and so
called medical system care anyways.

2/19/2022 1:34 AM

40893

Crippled any travel required for my Buisness or pleasure.

2/19/2022 1:34 AM

40894

Disgusted with my PM. Cost of his agenda to the people was uncalculated, unscientific and he
must have shares in injections, It cost me friendships, money, respect for our weak
government.

2/19/2022 1:34 AM
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40895

It’s affected everyone’s life

2/19/2022 1:34 AM

40896

Restrictions , family life traveling ,gathering

2/19/2022 1:34 AM

40897

My children have been depressed, schooling suffered, I lost my husband and his final months
of care were strongly impacted by the covid protocols put in place. I am convinced these rules
were meant to harm.

2/19/2022 1:34 AM

40898

Temporarily layed off

2/19/2022 1:33 AM

40899

In every way, socially psychologically.

2/19/2022 1:33 AM

40900

Drastically. I’ve seen depression, suicide, mental health degradation, job loss, business loss,
physical health… not worth the risk.

2/19/2022 1:33 AM

40901

Too long to write! Tons of people I know have lost jobs, relationships ruined, people are
divided, children are depressed and wanting to end their life. This needs to stop! Mandated
don’t work

2/19/2022 1:33 AM

40902

Very bad. I feel I have no rights. Depressed and angry

2/19/2022 1:33 AM

40903

I don’t believe in all politicians

2/19/2022 1:33 AM

40904

In every way. Couldnt go to restaurants, pubs, cant breath in masks, made me have huge
anxiety and depressive and has made me untrustworthy all govts. Especially the PM

2/19/2022 1:33 AM

40905

Yes

2/19/2022 1:33 AM

40906

My father passed away and because of the mandates we could not hold a memorial service for
family and friends my father served this country in the armed forces for 35 years and I feel his
government let him down along with the rest of us

2/19/2022 1:33 AM

40907

I've been a prisoner in my home.

2/19/2022 1:33 AM

40908

My business was no longer allowed to continue, and restrictions made no scientific sense

2/19/2022 1:33 AM

40909

These things have made it so that i can’t do anything with my family, we can’t don’t the things
that we like to do because vaccines are a being pushed on us, and the masks are being forced
upon us, it should be a choice.

2/19/2022 1:32 AM

40910

Negatively on all fronts. Nothing positive.

2/19/2022 1:32 AM

40911

It is destroying my business I have lost a lot of my clients do to the shut downs . Due to my
customers shutting down and going bankrupt they can’t afford to pay there outstanding
invoices. It’s a nightmare to get equipment and materials due to shortages of materials. Cost
of materials went through the roof . Cost of fuel is outrages now .cost of property tax increase
is out rages . Lost a lot of long time good friends over arguments of what’s right and what’s
wrong with these restrictions. Covid hit my poor elderly mom stayed locked up in her house for
4 months in insulation it’s disgusting what the government has done it’s time to end these
mandates and let’s get on with life

2/19/2022 1:32 AM

40912

I was forced to get the vaccine I didn’t want in order to keep my job. I missed seeing my
mother for the last time due to travel restrictions, I have lost family and friends to drug
overdoses because they lost their jobs and missed out on weddings and funerals. This needs
to stop NOW!

2/19/2022 1:32 AM

40913

In every single way imaginable. End all of this ridiculousness now. Start to rebuild Canada to
glory 🇨🇦 #holdtheline

2/19/2022 1:32 AM

40914

It has shut me in and negatively impacted my mental health. My children have missed out on
the whole school experience and are depressed

2/19/2022 1:32 AM

40915

Not being able to go to restaurants, or social events b/c I'm not vaccinated or refuse to wear a
mask ( I only wear one to go grocery shopping) has been been very stressful. & has affected
my blood pressure & blood sugars.

2/19/2022 1:32 AM

40916

Economically, socially, personal and work life. Restricted travel and children’s activities. It’s
horrible.

2/19/2022 1:32 AM

40917

I’ve lost friends and family. I’ve suffered with debilitating depression and suicidal thoughts. No
social activities for 2 years.

2/19/2022 1:32 AM
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40918

Have not be able to watch our kids hockey games, eat at restaurants etc. travel to our Propert
in AZ to check in on it!

2/19/2022 1:32 AM

40919

I had been required by my employer to get vaccinated or no work. I got the vaccination
immediately after I lost smell and taste and have hard time with fatigue effecting my life . No
smell or taste for over 5 months doctors say it might be permanent . Not happy

2/19/2022 1:31 AM

40920

Opened my eyes to the divisive manner of our government, which needs to all resign.

2/19/2022 1:31 AM

40921

My wife is going to lose her job. I was forced to take a medical procedure I didnt have informed
consent on. My mental health has taken a toll. I have family on the verge of committing
suicide because of the reactions and mandates towards covid.

2/19/2022 1:31 AM

40922

The mandates have destroyed ties with family and friends. They have made me and certain
friends and family members targets of hate and abuse. They have been a source of constant
stress and uncertainty for two years. They have not made me feel safe. Quite the contrary, I
have never felt so unsafe in my life.

2/19/2022 1:31 AM

40923

I have lost my job, my sanity, and my freedom of self choice.

2/19/2022 1:31 AM

40924

it prevented me from having a proper grad last year

2/19/2022 1:31 AM

40925

Division of family

2/19/2022 1:31 AM

40926

Lost friends over vax

2/19/2022 1:31 AM

40927

Lost my business, son couldn't go to university, dog died due to lack of vets taking appts due
to covid lockdowns. My son cant play basketball and we cant go out to eat together.

2/19/2022 1:31 AM

40928

I have been segregated & discriminated against. I can’t watch my son play hockey. He has
been excluded from doing team activities and team dinners. Our family can’t go out for family
dinners. Our family can’t go to watch a new movie in the movie theater. We had to cancel our
vacations. We can’t fly to see family. My husband couldn’t go and support his mother when his
father ended up in the hospital. Our kids have become insecure about going out in public. Our
mental health has been affected in a negative way. There has been so many negative after
effects and not many positive from the mandates.

2/19/2022 1:31 AM

40929

Im a 22 year old ,over the passed 2 years, I have gotten social anxiety for all the mandate and
depression

2/19/2022 1:31 AM

40930

Isolation, lost friendship, family division, not able to travel go to restaurants unless you pay for
testing

2/19/2022 1:31 AM

40931

Not at all, I am vaccinated but disagree with the mandate

2/19/2022 1:30 AM

40932

Covid mandates have greatly affected my wellness. Socially and mentally. All anyone wants to
do is talk about Covid bullshit

2/19/2022 1:30 AM

40933

Have been in college the last 2 years. Have yet to do any fully in school classes throughout
the entire time (graduating in may).

2/19/2022 1:30 AM

40934

100 percent negatively

2/19/2022 1:30 AM

40935

My kids can’t attend post secondary Participate in sports Job loss Depression Anxiety

2/19/2022 1:30 AM

40936

Our mental and emotional health is at an all time low. The divisiveness between family and
friends has been irreconcilable. Relationships have been destroyed. The government has
destroyed any chance of a peaceful and empathetic debate between anyone. We just had
elementary school children chanting (on their own, with no direction) NO MORE MASKS! On
our first day back to school when the mask mandate in Alberta was dropped (for now, which we
have to explain to our CHILDREN, who are NOT at high risk of getting seriously ill from
COVID). That is telling.... What is it doing to them?! Layoffs, less work, commuting.... We
have financially lost so much from the travel industry being hit so hard. My husband is a
commercial pilot. I could right a novel about how negatively we have been affected. ENOUGH
IS ENOUGH.

2/19/2022 1:30 AM

40937

My child is suffering from depression and has torn and divided parenting between me and her
father . Also lost my job

2/19/2022 1:30 AM

40938

It has created massive barriers between family and friends, and cost me hundreds of
thousands of dollars.

2/19/2022 1:30 AM
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40939

Makes me depressed, and stressed out.

2/19/2022 1:30 AM

40940

Negatively

2/19/2022 1:30 AM

40941

Suicidal thoughts, hopless, friendsless, weak, violated

2/19/2022 1:30 AM

40942

Depression

2/19/2022 1:29 AM

40943

Ruined my life and the lives of my friends and extended family members.

2/19/2022 1:29 AM

40944

I haven’t been able to see some family members very often and I have lost my job!!!

2/19/2022 1:29 AM

40945

Can’t travel or go to restaurants, gyms, etc

2/19/2022 1:29 AM

40946

I am a small business owner. I have seen many small businesses struggle and close over this.
I have seen division of families and friends, suppression of information, and a slew of fear
tactics over a virus that does not have pandemic status. The measures and mandates
imposed are more harmful than good.

2/19/2022 1:29 AM

40947

Ruined it. Unable to work and make a living to pay bills for two years.

2/19/2022 1:29 AM

40948

I have had to submit a religious exemption letter to my employer, submit covid tests every 72
hours in order to keep my job, even after getting covid, had to pretend as a teacher that
masks, social distancing, adding cleaning chemicals to their environment and discriminating
against unvaccinated parents by not allowing them to enter the school to volunteer or
participate in their child's learning.

2/19/2022 1:29 AM

40949

Quality of life is restricted. Not vaccinated can't even go to a public pool. Health in general is
suffering.

2/19/2022 1:29 AM

40950

Negatively - my daughter was forced to get the vaccine to fly and as a result her mental health
suffered as she believes it has caused her harm. I also suffered stroke like symptoms a month
after my second vaccine (and again a week later). A friend of my daughters was found dead
after she got the vaccine (Pfizer) - she died of a blood clot - doctors ruled the death
“inconclusive”. For these reasons myself and my daughter do not believe vaccines should be
mandated for ANY reason. There are too many unknowns with the vaccine. I’ve heard many
other stories similar to these but the media and health system and government all deny it.

2/19/2022 1:29 AM

40951

I have been fired from two jobs. And missed out on countless opportunities. The mental health
of myself, my partner, my son, my parents, brother, friends, coworkers, every single person
has declined to some degree. It is hugely effecting my son, and kids in schools in general. I
fear for the futures of youth of this nation, and their mental wellness. I have to wear a mask for
8 hours at work, and at times, I feel a lack of good clean oxygen, which causes me to feel
short of breath. I have had Covid, I'm not worried about it, I don't fear it, but I do fear long term
effects of this so called "vaccination".

2/19/2022 1:29 AM

40952

Vaccine mandates have caused me to have cardiac problems I never had before, as well as
word retrieval & executive functioning problems I never had before. I now feel raped by my
employer and provincial government as they exercised power & control over my body to force
me into a position where I had to choose the ability to meet my daily living needs or submit to
an experimental medical intervention. I also now boycott businesses which implement
segregation on the basis of someone's private and confidential medical choices. I no longer
feel accepted and do not trust my employer. I loved my job and felt like an important member
of the team before the mandates. Now, I feel violated, distrustful and just want to get out but
don't know what other jobs are available to me. I also don't think I should be the one who has
to leave. Vaccine mandates are illegal. Coerced participation in medical experimentation is
illegal. I no longer trust my federal or provincial government and feel unsafe. I used to take my
granted and liberty for granted, to the point that a former roommate from Brazil was shocked
that I, a woman, would feel comfortable walking the dog at any time of night. Now, I unplug my
internet when it is not in use & turn of my phone because I do not trust the government to
respect my privacy. I'm a boring single dog lady. I've got nothing worth spying on but still I feel
manipulated and exploited by government and believe that they will take advantage of any
opportunity to use me in order to advance their agenda. I hate this. I want out. I wish I believed
there was somewhere safe and free left in this world. My heart breaks when I think of this and I
yearn for 1990's (or earlier) Canada. It seemed more innocent and more respectful then.

2/19/2022 1:29 AM

40953

Financially and emotionally

2/19/2022 1:29 AM
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40954

It has destroyed my career, my family and my friends lives. We will never be the same and will
never financially recover from this.

2/19/2022 1:28 AM

40955

Unable to go to my brother's funeral. He was 38 years old, wife, 3 kids 7, 12 and 18 years old.
He was healthy, didn't smoke, didn't do drugs, didn't drink. He ate right, was physically fit.
Massive Heart attack after vaccinated

2/19/2022 1:28 AM

40956

Very badly

2/19/2022 1:28 AM

40957

I lost my job in the aviation field due to vaccine mandates.

2/19/2022 1:28 AM

40958

Not much.

2/19/2022 1:28 AM

40959

It has prevented me from working in my field , which is healthcare and my husband has not
been able to work since 2020 due to waiting on surgery .

2/19/2022 1:28 AM

40960

all

2/19/2022 1:28 AM

40961

Family division, loss of celebrations together, being quarantined when healthy after travel, fear,
loss of worship and fellowship, loss of fundraising opportunities for our charity...,etc!!!

2/19/2022 1:28 AM

40962

I have missed out on a lot of my child's school events, such as sewing my kindergarten at his
first Xmas concert. I miss everyone's smiles. I hate that I can't take my kids to a movie or to
the pool even for a fun night out because I have to be vaccinated. I dont have money to travel
but having that as something I could do is always nice. I feel we all need to breath and the
masks are not good breathing our own air for hours on end. My poor kids can't have a normal
childhood like we got when we were kids.

2/19/2022 1:28 AM

40963

🤮

2/19/2022 1:28 AM

40964

I haven't had a cold or the flu since the pandemic started. I feel better when people are forced
to stay out of my personal space. I feel safer with them in place and MEDICAL
PROFESSIONALS AND SCIENTISTS should be making decisions regarding mandates and
restrictions because they are the experts, not politicians.

2/19/2022 1:28 AM

40965

Kept people safer than no mandates. Other than that not much change at all. Happy to do it to
protect vulnerable populations.

2/19/2022 1:28 AM

40966

Ruined it entirly

2/19/2022 1:27 AM

40967

Couldn't be with my family for my Mom & Mother-in-law's deaths. Has created anger &
resentment between me, my family & my friends

2/19/2022 1:27 AM

40968

It has caused a lot of emotional and financial stress.

2/19/2022 1:27 AM

40969

isolation, not seeing and visit friends and my family here in Quebec, not being able to travel by
plane to visit my kids in Alberta , loosing hours from my job and having difficulty financially ,
not being to have fellowship with my church family and attend church , events , prayer
meeting, going to restaurant with people, go and watch a movie at the theater etc....

2/19/2022 1:27 AM

40970

I’ve lost my job due to vaccine mandate with no long term effects studies available. I’ve lost
the ability to feed my family and pay for my bills due to losing my job. I’ve lost family and
friends over the divisive tactics the govt and media have slung for the last two years. My
mental health has suffered. Friends and family suffering from vaccine injuries that are not
being recognized as such. I’ve lost the capacity to believe in our leaders of this country and
it’s provinces. I haven’t been able to see family, due to federal mandates on flights within our
own country, in two years.

2/19/2022 1:27 AM

40971

Mental health, employment, children

2/19/2022 1:27 AM

40972

Mental health issues Childrens mental health issues Severe seperation anxiety with 1.5 year
old baby- no chance Soecialize

2/19/2022 1:27 AM

40973

I have only worked 14 weeks in 25 months

2/19/2022 1:27 AM

40974

Can’t Travel

2/19/2022 1:27 AM

40975

It’s caused division and stress within my family in addition to separating and breaking apart a
relationship I had with my American boyfriend who I haven’t seen in person since March 2020.

2/19/2022 1:27 AM

40976

Can't live a normal life. Concerns about going out in public without a mask or not being able to

2/19/2022 1:27 AM
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go to doctors/health professionals because they want you to have a mask and/or vaccine. The
potential of mistreatment from others when going out in public for not wearing a mask.
40977

It has turned our nation into a tyrannical, fascist state rather than a constitutional democracy.

2/19/2022 1:27 AM

40978

Depression

2/19/2022 1:27 AM

40979

I haven't been able to get a job because of masking & vaxxing requirements. I haven't been
able to travel to be with my beloved for two years. My father died after having to defer his
surgery for six months. My mother, living in BC, was afraid to see me at Christmas, therefore I
didn't go see her.

2/19/2022 1:26 AM

40980

I have refused to comply

2/19/2022 1:26 AM

40981

In to many aspects

2/19/2022 1:26 AM

40982

These mandates are CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY, every politician needs to be held
accountable for their part in genocide, we know about the Great Reset, Klaus Schwab WEF
young global leaders, we also know who in our government is involved. They ALL are,
watching friends and family members scared and coersed into an illegal shot, and having
friends pass shortly after said shot has been by far the worst feeling a person could go
through. People believed the lie about a safe shot and have now died because of the
government and media lies. These criminals need to be held accountable, I now wait for the
call that one of my grown children has passed from these death shots, NO parent or loved one
should have to live with this knowledge, and knowing our government is responsible and not
being held accountable is an excruciating pain nobody should ever endure, but here we are, we
NEED THIS TO END NOW, HOW MANY MORE LIVES WILL BE LOST TO THE CRIMINALS
WHO SHOULD BE IN JAIL AWATING PUNISHMENT.

2/19/2022 1:26 AM

40983

It’s taken away my Freedoms and my ability to provide food for me and my family.

2/19/2022 1:26 AM

40984

Make up the rules as we go, thought we should have all out grown that game when we were
children. Way to much stress on stress.

2/19/2022 1:26 AM

40985

Yes

2/19/2022 1:26 AM

40986

I have lost work and I was forced to get the jab or lose two of my jobs... I could not afford to
lose my jobs.. I got shingles after having my first shot in September 2021 amongst a few other
things and when I had the second one in October I had a metallic taste in my mouth for 5
weeks and now I seem to end up using my rescue inhaler more than I ever have in the past...
These mandates have caused division with friends and family and it needs to end now

2/19/2022 1:26 AM

40987

Ruined my business, and my livelihood. Cost me my savings and investments which had to be
used to survive.

2/19/2022 1:26 AM

40988

No inco e due to job loss from unethical mandates. Our children that are struggeling
emotionally from the restrictions. Seeing way too many people dying from side effects of the
gene therapy.

2/19/2022 1:26 AM

40989

My mental health has seriously struggled, I have NEVER struggled with mental health before
Covid. Losing my gym and support group during the lockdowns was the worst for me.

2/19/2022 1:26 AM

40990

Haven’t been able to have regular outings with friends and families at restaurants. Lost work.
Stress from being outcast. Strained relationships with friends and family. General stress of
knowing too much about the vaccine and how dangerous and reckless mandating a
experimental drug with very little safety data because it’s a new drug and it hasn’t been out
long.

2/19/2022 1:25 AM

40991

Lost confidence in government and lost sense of safety in my own country

2/19/2022 1:25 AM

40992

Terribly. Treated like a leper. Banishment from society.

2/19/2022 1:25 AM

40993

Couldn’t be with my Father when he passed away Couldn’t hold a funeral for him either

2/19/2022 1:25 AM

40994

My kids have lost relationships with grandparents and aunts and unclesand friends. My special
needs kids have lost all support including school have regressed two years.

2/19/2022 1:25 AM

40995

Unable to have a funeral for my son. Unable to work, as I choose to be vaccine free. Unable to
socialize with friends, family, neighbors. Unable to go to restaurants, sporting events, movies,
grandchildrens activities. Been made to feel like a leper of the 21st century.

2/19/2022 1:25 AM
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40996

Caused me to forgot who I am and what I'm meant to do in this world. Caused me to loose
important people. Caused me so much stree I'm in counseling. Idk what the point in life is if
this is how we're go nna be treated.

2/19/2022 1:25 AM

40997

Because of all the bullshit concerning vaccines,distancing and all restrictions that doesn't
make any sense,its one big hoax,plus all the innocent people dying because of the poisonnous
jab for depopulation purposes.this needs to end now and making all those criminals to justice
and make them pay for their crime against humanity.

2/19/2022 1:25 AM

40998

Social and cultural isolation. Travel impediments. Awareness of government and media
deception and propaganda.

2/19/2022 1:25 AM

40999

Job loss and huge debt.

2/19/2022 1:25 AM

41000

Everything went to a standstill. I felt very alone as my husband passed away with cancer and I
could not go in to be with him because of covid19. 2 of our children and their families could not
come to Canada to see their dad. Then I got covid19 and I was by myself as no one could
come into my house. I blacked out and when I came to I was on the floor on my back. I could
not see for awhile and hurt my foot really bad. No one would come to take me to the hospital
till 3 days later, when my daughter heard and came down 3 hours to take me to the hospital.
People from March 2020 became very fearful, scared and paranoid. Places closed down and
people became not nice. I tried to reach out and help but wanted only to be left alone with
whoever they lived with or by themselves. A very sad time for people. I tried to be positive for
others with Jesus as my strength.

2/19/2022 1:25 AM

41001

It has stolen our life, our jobs, our kids mental health has been affected. Our mental health is
being affected. We are done and want to move on

2/19/2022 1:24 AM

41002

Thoughts of death, worried so much, High stress, kids trying to fit in, anxiety issues, less $$
coming in bc of LWOP.

2/19/2022 1:24 AM

41003

Can’t go to restaurants or to a movie

2/19/2022 1:24 AM

41004

Badly to my family

2/19/2022 1:24 AM

41005

It has been dividing the world

2/19/2022 1:24 AM

41006

My mother passed as the mandates swept in, we were robbed of a funeral and a real chance to
grieve. My father was only allowed to see one of his children through the lockdowns and this
period. Ive had people i know and trusted who had never concerned themselves with my health
suddely overly invested in my choices. This too is true of strangers. The pm has gone out of
his way to categorize those who do not believe the vaccine is necessary or should not be
mandated as racists. Today I lost faith in the police upholding the charter values, i saw a horse
riding police officer trample a woman with a walker. I want the freedom to sit in a restaurant
without someome believing they have a right to anything other than my money for the service
provided, and a tip if they do a decent job.

2/19/2022 1:24 AM

41007

I believe it's all been planned so that they can sell/ force experimental & poisonous vaccines
on everybody. Masks don't work to stop viruses (I have a video of Dr Anthony Fauci saying
exactly that masks don't work to stop viruses). And the vaccines don't stop people from
catching and spreading covid which includes all the strains of covid. I feel these mandates go
against bodily autonomy and there's too much extortion on basic human rights. My body my
choice

2/19/2022 1:24 AM

41008

I feel isolated, bullied, marginalized

2/19/2022 1:24 AM

41009

Ashamed of my govt taking away our rights & freedoms.

2/19/2022 1:24 AM

41010

Missed seeing my children and new grandchildren! Have trouble breathing and talking with a
mask on! Could not see my mom in the seniors home. Struggling with depression!

2/19/2022 1:24 AM

41011

I was terminated due to declining to take the experimental shot

2/19/2022 1:24 AM

41012

Split up my family, affected my emotional health, caused me to consider suicide

2/19/2022 1:24 AM

41013

It gave me extreme anxiety, nightmares, fear and anger. Destroyed many small businesses,
disrupted life in many ways.

2/19/2022 1:24 AM

41014

Stressful

2/19/2022 1:24 AM
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41015

I’m not allowed to work because I’m not vaccinated

2/19/2022 1:24 AM

41016

Immensely

2/19/2022 1:24 AM

41017

Family issues and suicidal thoughts

2/19/2022 1:23 AM

41018

It has caused strife and divide, it's frustrating to not see faces, it's uncomfortable to wear
masks,

2/19/2022 1:23 AM

41019

My marriage broke up and I now live alone

2/19/2022 1:23 AM

41020

I’m a divorce lawyer. These stupid and ineffective mandates have made divorce lawyers tons
of money. Destroyed families and mental health of children that required court appointed
counselling. Increased suicides and addictions which complicates family law files. Increased
economic difficulties so parties largely trying to divide debt and increased bankruptcies.
Division among family and friends with different views. Depression. Apathy. Anger. Undermined
my previous shaky faith in medicine and science because I’ve done medical malpractice and I
know damn well how many problems that industry has. Made me more militant than before to
protect my bodily and medical autonomy in a time when abortion rights are being threatened
and now forced/coerced injections of emergency authorized novel techniques “vaccine” that
doesn’t prevent infection or transmission or even illness. This world has become a strange
cross between a nightmare and a joke with no punchline. Clowns are running this circus. Let
people make their own decisions about risk assessment

2/19/2022 1:23 AM

41021

Very negatively! Division between family & friends/ loss of income / & much more!

2/19/2022 1:23 AM

41022

Ruining everyone’s lives one way or another

2/19/2022 1:23 AM

41023

Lack of trust for Liberal government , (have to lie about everything) ashamed of the RCMP, no
longer trust any police force (note- I am ex RCMP and took pride in it.) That's some.

2/19/2022 1:23 AM

41024

all

2/19/2022 1:22 AM

41025

son unemployed social life non existent cannot travel / fly

2/19/2022 1:22 AM

41026

I don’t even know where to start...These mandates have destroyed our Financial stability,
exhausted most of our savings and have taken a mental, emotional and physical toll on our
everyday lives. We are being kept hostage in our own Country as we have been discriminated
against and have had our mobility rights and freedoms denied. We have lived in fear for 2
entire Years! Fear of losing our Beautiful Country to the Tyranny we are now
experiencing...Trudeau must resign...he has destroyed our Democracy and Desecrated our
Charter of Rights and Freedoms and has committed Crimes against Humanity in Ottawa
against his own People!

2/19/2022 1:22 AM

41027

I worry constantly about my family and friends and the effects of getting vaccinated, I don’t get
to see my grandchild going places not possible and seeing my sister and family in the US

2/19/2022 1:22 AM

41028

I have been ostracized by people when they find out that I am unvaccinated. I haven’t been
able to take part in many aspects of university life due to my vaccination status and feel like
I’ve been isolated. I hide my vaccination status from people because of the fear of backlash
and judgement due to the devisive mandates. My boyfriend has lost work since many of the
mills in BC now require contractors to have the vaccine. I am not anti-vaccination. I chose not
to get it after one of my friends was diagnosed with pericarditis and another lost the vision in
her right eye after blood clots caused by the vaccine. It’s affected our livelihood, social life,
and mental health.

2/19/2022 1:22 AM

41029

Division with family and friends, concerns about job security, cannot participate fully in society,
seeing fear in my children and grandchildren.

2/19/2022 1:22 AM

41030

Depression, Anxiety, decimated finances, destroyed friendships, isolation, friends expressing
thoughts of suicide at alarming numbers is stressful for me with the increased number of them
at the same time. It's bad.

2/19/2022 1:22 AM

41031

I have lost family and friends because of the division all of this caused.

2/19/2022 1:22 AM

41032

Disruptions by people refusing to follow guidelines and making rude comments to waiters and
waitresses are unpleasant. Likely distribution of goods has been irregular. While there are
many things about the pandemic I question, I am affected negatively by people who do not
have the education to evaluate many of the factors appropriately and therefore demand their
"freedom" at the expense of mine. Even with a degree in Science, I find it important to seek

2/19/2022 1:22 AM
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information from as many professionals as possible rather than jumping to self-serving
conclusions. I consider the fundamental issue with the trucks was primarily a desire to
suspend a freely elected government rather than the truck issue itself.
41033

Unable to visit family when ill Unable to attend funerals Unable to shop freely

2/19/2022 1:22 AM

41034

Business loss, mental and psychological problems

2/19/2022 1:22 AM

41035

Depression. High anxiety. Stress. Secluded. It’s been an awful 2 years

2/19/2022 1:22 AM

41036

Over 2 years I followed every mandate and still got sick with covid. I had jobs cancelled or
delayed because of provincial restrictions. I believe in vaccines but I know they only protect
the person who is vaccinated and it should be a personal choice.

2/19/2022 1:21 AM

41037

Fire from nursing job due to being unjabbed. My kids have to wear masks to scho and have
lost a lot of education time at school.

2/19/2022 1:21 AM

41038

Made me realize how tyrannical this government is

2/19/2022 1:21 AM

41039

Not shit all

2/19/2022 1:21 AM

41040

Family distance

2/19/2022 1:21 AM

41041

So pissed off at the Government lies and the propaganda being fed to the people by the
cowardly MSM!!

2/19/2022 1:21 AM

41042

I have been segregated, discriminated against, harassed, threatened, terrified, lost friends and
family, lost time with loved ones, suffered from loneliness, unable to travel, had loved ones die
and had significant harm done to them from the vaccine. This has been horrible. And I can not
trust my government anymore.

2/19/2022 1:21 AM

41043

Terribly

2/19/2022 1:21 AM

41044

Stress in relationships. It has caused me to be very disgusted at the foolish none sense and
Inconsistency of the whole PLAN-DEMIC

2/19/2022 1:21 AM

41045

Made me realize how incompetent the people in charge really are. Thank God for God, he is
our only hope

2/19/2022 1:21 AM

41046

Lost my job

2/19/2022 1:21 AM

41047

It effects my life every day.

2/19/2022 1:20 AM

41048

My ability to travel, although not afraid to do so. My ability breathe with a mask..the division of
friends and families

2/19/2022 1:20 AM

41049

I have been restricted and not allowed in many places because of the mandates against
unvaccinated people. It has taken a big toll on my mental health.

2/19/2022 1:20 AM

41050

Depression, job loss, suicidal thoughts, anxiety, fear, loss of family, took away my freedom!

2/19/2022 1:20 AM

41051

Division among family and losing friendships. The damage the mandates have caused are far
greater the virus which with early treatment would of prevented so many deaths. The mandates
just don’t make any sense at all whatsoever. Vaxxed or unvaxxed, no difference . Still carriers,
still spreaders. So much fear mongering. It is a sad time for Canada and the world. Our poor
children and their future. This needs to stop and we must learn to live with it and get our lives
back. Praying for God’s Mercy and people who know the truth and are pushing these mandates
will rise up.

2/19/2022 1:20 AM

41052

Helped me to stay alive

2/19/2022 1:20 AM

41053

Created division, fear, discrimination and I will lose my career as a Teacher next month if
illegal mandates for the experimental injections that causes more harm that good are in place

2/19/2022 1:20 AM

41054

Keeps me away from loved ones

2/19/2022 1:20 AM

41055

Badly depressed

2/19/2022 1:20 AM

41056

My business has just about demolished

2/19/2022 1:20 AM

41057

We need travel back

2/19/2022 1:20 AM
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41058

Depression. Loss on homeschooling co-ops for my children and any interaction with friends for
almost 2 years. Not being able to travel to the States to see family in Florida.

2/19/2022 1:19 AM

41059

Poor quality of life Lost money

2/19/2022 1:19 AM

41060

Forced out of my job. Difficult breathing with masks. Discrimination and inability to use pool
gyms or sit at restaurants due to passport. My child is effected by mandates.

2/19/2022 1:19 AM

41061

Prevented getting together with children and grandchildren. We were isolated and not allowed
to meet for exercise or physical conditioning which caused health issues.

2/19/2022 1:19 AM

41062

I’m a terminated health care worker. So the mandate has ruined my working life and destroyed
all hopes for my future career.

2/19/2022 1:19 AM

41063

Lost my job

2/19/2022 1:19 AM

41064

My children cant have any school field trips. We dont travel at all because my husband cant
handle the mask. We all had a fear of getting medical care because of the jab.

2/19/2022 1:19 AM

41065

negatively

2/19/2022 1:19 AM

41066

no comment for fear of being harmed

2/19/2022 1:19 AM

41067

Loss of family visitation, could not say good bye to loved ones at funerals, etc etc etc the list
just keeps going on and on…

2/19/2022 1:19 AM

41068

destroyed my life

2/19/2022 1:18 AM

41069

My family is separated, I gad to discriminate at work!

2/19/2022 1:18 AM

41070

Horribly

2/19/2022 1:18 AM

41071

2 years of my senior years gone! Lockdown, open, lockdown, restrictions, masks...QR
CODES! 1-2-3 vaccine received.... restrictions! ALL MANDATES MUST STOP!

2/19/2022 1:18 AM

41072

Mental health

2/19/2022 1:18 AM

41073

Loss of business, friends, children affected

2/19/2022 1:18 AM

41074

I'm suffering from major depression, I've lost friends and family members due to divisive
opinions. I LOATHE Trudeau and what he's doing to Canadian democracy. I want this to END
NOW!

2/19/2022 1:18 AM

41075

Depressed me, lonely, no trusting lying government, dislike fake news

2/19/2022 1:18 AM

41076

Depression, kids out of school, loosing friends

2/19/2022 1:18 AM

41077

The same as everyone else.I feel the masks in public is fine,but in areas where know are with
safe people who have abided with all rules

2/19/2022 1:18 AM

41078

segregated, restricted, depressed, not heard and robbed of my civil rights

2/19/2022 1:18 AM

41079

Mentally and financially

2/19/2022 1:18 AM

41080

I am a trucker so. Very little but it is striping are rights and freedoms away

2/19/2022 1:17 AM

41081

It’s made us not be able to see people in our family the last time before they passed away and
my brother committed suicide during these restrictions

2/19/2022 1:17 AM

41082

Isolation

2/19/2022 1:17 AM

41083

It has caused so much division in our communities.

2/19/2022 1:17 AM

41084

I was put on unpaid LOA. After a month we were allowed back to work if we do rapid antigen
testing every 48 hours on our own dime and time. We cannot self test at home even though I
am an RN, we must travel to a pharmacy. $40.00 3 times a week equates to $6000.00 per
year. So no jab - no job is the highest form of cohersion. It has torn our family apart. 3 out of 4
of my young adult children believe the lies spewed on the media. Many arguments and tears
have erupted from just mentioning cov. I am devastated that they have taken 3 shots. Now
HIV is their next concern as these gene based shots destroy the immune system. If they pass
before me, I no longer want to continue living. This has been the most stressful time in my life.
To walk away from my career with 38 years of nursing for refusing to take this death shot has

2/19/2022 1:17 AM
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been monstrously horrific. The hate speeches from trudeau and the media is truly heart
breaking. When I am fired again for not taking the shot, we will be forced to sell our home. I
feel so hopeless.
41085

Dizzy symptoms from the vaccine Caught Covid with the vaccine Had to stay home from work

2/19/2022 1:17 AM

41086

Tyrannical leadership. No freedom.

2/19/2022 1:17 AM

41087

Job loss,

2/19/2022 1:17 AM

41088

Miserable, missing my family, ruined the last years of my mothers life before she passed

2/19/2022 1:17 AM

41089

It’s ruined my physical and mental health

2/19/2022 1:17 AM

41090

My family and I cannot engage in regular society such as most stores, we cannot travel, we
cannot go for entertainment or sports, we cannot go to gyms, my children cannot have
extracurricular activities, my employment prospects are negatively impacted, our place of
worship and ability to worship is severely limited, my extended family has had major conflict,
we have become second class citizens because we cannot mask and cannot get the
vaccines.

2/19/2022 1:17 AM

41091

it's ruined my entire family life my social life and ready to go to war with 1/2 the Country due to
My Governments bullshit & hype

2/19/2022 1:17 AM

41092

Destroyed me. Psychological terror by govt. Depression. Loss of income. On sick leave.

2/19/2022 1:17 AM

41093

Loss of work, loss of time with my kids

2/19/2022 1:16 AM

41094

No travel, tired of masks, can’t enter Restaraunts without a passport, this is inhumane

2/19/2022 1:16 AM

41095

I’m depressed. I need my family

2/19/2022 1:16 AM

41096

Greatly

2/19/2022 1:16 AM

41097

Work, travel, relationships

2/19/2022 1:16 AM

41098

My mental health has been on a rollercoaster ride.. l'm so disappointed with the corrupt
disgusting and shameful governments!!

2/19/2022 1:16 AM

41099

I’ve seen increased depression and anxiety in our family. Nearly lost a job. Unsure about being
able to continue university studies due to the ever changing mandates

2/19/2022 1:16 AM

41100

Drastically

2/19/2022 1:16 AM

41101

Socially and financially

2/19/2022 1:16 AM

41102

2 lost jobs almost homeless

2/19/2022 1:16 AM

41103

100% make me so stressful.

2/19/2022 1:16 AM

41104

So far, the mandate in B.C. for everyone to get vacinnated hasn't affected me because I
haven't complied. That could, of course, change should the provincial government take away
pensions. decreasing my pension would be the only noticable change in my life.

2/19/2022 1:16 AM

41105

Very negatively , we’ve lost most of our friends , our health has suffered both mental and
physical. I have developed a heart condition sine vaccination and was an athlete prior to same.
This must end now.

2/19/2022 1:15 AM

41106

I have witnessed horrible division, anger, hate, depression, anxiety, and so many other
problems.

2/19/2022 1:15 AM

41107

Friends and relatives lost jobs, seen an increase in addictions and mental health issues, seen
vaccine injuries, seen people go without proper health care, watched people die without Friends
or family around. Was forced to watch the government gaslight its citizens for 2 years.

2/19/2022 1:15 AM

41108

Stressful , I feel like I have been in prison. We have no freedom , told what to do , This is not
Canada

2/19/2022 1:15 AM

41109

mental health effected greatly. social skills lowered due to lack of use. poor body shape due to
gym closures.

2/19/2022 1:15 AM

41110

My mom is isolated in a a seniors home and I have not been able to see her

2/19/2022 1:15 AM
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41111

Awful in every aspect

2/19/2022 1:15 AM

41112

It has caused me become anxious,depressed,all kinds of health issues including and
beginning with vision issues.

2/19/2022 1:15 AM

41113

As a young person, the mandate has taken away a lot of fun and freedom that should be had
in young adult years.

2/19/2022 1:15 AM

41114

I work in a long-term care facility as a caregiver I have been off work since the before the
covid, and I'm afraid to return back to work for fear of losing my job because I refused to put a
untested vaccine in my arm. I have been suffering from clinical depression for the last 2 years
it was all these lockdowns mask-wearing in mandates my doctor has noticed my depression
has gotten worse. There are days where I am scared to go out because I do suffer from
asthma and I do tend to cough when I'm wearing a mask, I've had people in stores literally
freaked out on me screaming that I have covid covid covid, I want to remove my mouse to
change it because it was soaked because of my sneezing and some lady was threatening to
call the cops on me because I wasn't wearing my mask. I do believe that but the last two
years has been steered nothing but fear and anxiety and frustration in a lot of people. I think all
these mandates should be lifted so that we can get back to our normal lives our jobs and our
livelihood. And I don't think anybody should be fired for their job because they choose not to
get vaccinated. It is our fundamental right to choose what we put in our body and no
government should interfere with that.

2/19/2022 1:15 AM

41115

Half of my family is not on speaking terms.

2/19/2022 1:15 AM

41116

Loss of income. Upcoming loss of healthcare jobs due to politically motivated vaccine
mandate for private practice professionals. Loss of friends. Loss of mobility. Division and hate
cultivated by PM Trudeau. Anxiety. Depression. PTSD triggered by Trudeau's hate speech.

2/19/2022 1:15 AM

41117

Alot

2/19/2022 1:14 AM

41118

Has divided my family, and taken my trust from the government

2/19/2022 1:14 AM

41119

Family tensions regarding the vaccination status. My teenage daughter is in great distress,
myself as well.

2/19/2022 1:14 AM

41120

Ruined it beyond repair

2/19/2022 1:14 AM

41121

Social interactions, isolation, fear, treated like second class citizens, lack of travel, loss of
confidence in government

2/19/2022 1:14 AM

41122

It’s affected our lives in so many ways especially for my kids they can’t go in sport any more
it’s affected their mental health everything enough is enough

2/19/2022 1:14 AM

41123

Badly.

2/19/2022 1:14 AM

41124

Separated me from visiting and supporting friends and family, especially my parents when they
were in long term facilities; a good friend declared we can’t visit again because of the Covid
restrictions and news media; the blue masks have made me feel physically ill the following
day, other masks make me choke; unable to hold all the regular meetings in our church to
support one another; sadness to see the direction our country and leaders are choosing

2/19/2022 1:14 AM

41125

lost the right to go and do things freely, something that used to be possible in canada.

2/19/2022 1:14 AM

41126

It imposes on freedoms and people to have a choice.

2/19/2022 1:14 AM

41127

I am not good at these u ask if it affected me it affected everyone from no contact with family
members in nursing homes to not being able to take my son anywhere. And how dumb is it u
can take ur mask off at a table but u can’t walk up to the table how does Covid know if ur
sitting or standing. And I can write more but I am already mad 😡

2/19/2022 1:14 AM

41128

Division of families

2/19/2022 1:14 AM

41129

Have not been able to see my dying mother because she is imprisoned in a nursing home.

2/19/2022 1:14 AM

41130

Badly

2/19/2022 1:14 AM

41131

Ive not caught covid in 2 years

2/19/2022 1:13 AM

41132

Negatively!

2/19/2022 1:13 AM
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41133

Yes

2/19/2022 1:13 AM

41134

I've lost friends and family, over illogical mandates watched friends die over an experimental
treatment that had they not recieved would still be alive today, the people running our country
are cowards and above all treasonous backstabbers bent on dividing and destroying what it
means to be Canadian, they need to meet Justice and it needs to happen NOW.

2/19/2022 1:13 AM

41135

Isolation has caused great sadness and division in my family. All unnecessary!!

2/19/2022 1:13 AM

41136

I have had to take a shot If I want to keep my job, can’t see freeness or family. Could be with
my best friend when he died not covid related. Haven’t seen my family or be able to take a
vacation in years . Been isolated so long have developed depression.

2/19/2022 1:13 AM

41137

It has ruined all of our social activities and our economic situation is in a dire situation !! We’ve
been away for far to long from our grandchildren and families and all of this needs to be done,
Now !! We need our full lives back , less government control

2/19/2022 1:13 AM

41138

Stolen my freedom.

2/19/2022 1:13 AM

41139

The mandates have resulted in conflicts with family members, loss of friendships,
disagreements and tension with neighbours -- and, outright hostility of strangers.

2/19/2022 1:13 AM

41140

lost my job

2/19/2022 1:13 AM

41141

I feel like a second class citizen. I’ve felt abused and demeaned. The mandates are insidious
and made me more stubborn against getting the shot simply on principle because it’s not right
for the government to force me to do anything against my will.

2/19/2022 1:13 AM

41142

Where do I start? Family members have lost their employment, I have not been able to visit
my mom in a care home (nor has the grandchildren been able to see visit their grandmother),
we have not been able to travel or attend business meetings/conferences abroad, we’ve been
unable to host business events locally, we have been denied entry to facilities, restaurants,
restrooms, gyms, funerals, weddings and certain social circles.

2/19/2022 1:13 AM

41143

lost my job, discriminated,suffered depression, been treated unfairly

2/19/2022 1:13 AM

41144

I have lost friends because the government has told the public to fear and hate the
unvaccinated

2/19/2022 1:12 AM

41145

Mentally socially spiritually - none of it was handled properly and I know it was all by design by
the powers that were… sick

2/19/2022 1:12 AM

41146

Too many negatives to list here

2/19/2022 1:12 AM

41147

Ruined relationships, financial hardships, stripped me of my human rights, denied my children
opportunities they had before pandemic

2/19/2022 1:12 AM

41148

Doesn't bother me as I just want to lead and live a healthy life hence I abide by the rules but
this damn prime Minister is gonna get us all hurt...get rid of him!

2/19/2022 1:12 AM

41149

I cannot see certain family members. The vaccine and the mandates have divided my family.
Its heartbreaking

2/19/2022 1:12 AM

41150

It has distanced me from everyone and creates anxiety

2/19/2022 1:12 AM

41151

One of my family members didn’t get enough help and committed suicide.

2/19/2022 1:12 AM

41152

Can't leave the country, Can't board a and or train, family and friends coerced to keep
employment, someone their jobs, some were vaccine Injured,Can't go to a restaurant, concert,
see my daughter compete in gymnastics, visit my family in home care, Completly othered In
this disgusting, divisive society our officials have created...

2/19/2022 1:12 AM

41153

Lost work and income to support my family. Mental health has gone down hill.

2/19/2022 1:12 AM

41154

I can’t afford to eat . It’s been hard on my mental and medical health

2/19/2022 1:12 AM

41155

Depressing, deceased income and increased national debt

2/19/2022 1:12 AM

41156

I could potentially lose my license as an RMT and I have not been able to take my child to
swimming because I am not allowed to be there to supervise her and just not being able to go
out with friends due to the vaxx pass

2/19/2022 1:12 AM
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41157

Devastating

2/19/2022 1:12 AM

41158

So much I don’t even what to talk about it !!!

2/19/2022 1:12 AM

41159

I have been lucky where I live, but I can no longer do many things I love, and am experiencing
discrimination and violations of my rights because of a personal choice to not be vaccinated. I
have lost friends and have been cut off from my family. I have watched many people die (not
of Covid) and not be able to see them beforehand, or go to their funerals, or see their families.
I have been locked in my own country, my province and my house. The governments are
taking this virus and using it to instil fear, and take control of Canada. It has destroyed many
more lives than were saved.

2/19/2022 1:12 AM

41160

Caused my mental health to deteriorate, caused me to feel frustrated, Ill tempered, anxious,
worried, unhappy and polarized

2/19/2022 1:12 AM

41161

I am a single woman that had her relationship and right before the pandemic hit. And
emotionally this has scarred me. Luckily I am a strong person that has it been able to sustain
myself through this. If I weren’t I probably would’ve ended my life

2/19/2022 1:12 AM

41162

Masks make it hard when doing physical work

2/19/2022 1:11 AM

41163

I will have wasted 2 years of college and 2 years of University for no career to go to within the
educational sector due to mandates. My children know this is not normal, saying it is does not
make it so. Their learning has been affected, their mental health has been tampered with, my
own mental health has been tested. My own family believes I am a danger to them thanks to
this narrative that unvaccinated are any different than vaccinated individuals, how do you
explain that to children? We already live in low income housing, we’ll never get out. There are
barely jobs that allow without a vaccination. We will never own a home for our children at this
rate, we are stuck in a never ending loop of just trying to survive financially. We are not
comfortable with taking this vaccine and that is our right as individuals in this country, for
those of us working hard to better our lives for our children it has successfully dismantled
everything we have worked for.

2/19/2022 1:11 AM

41164

Cannot go places. Can’t have family in. Can’t see doctor. Can’t travel to see family.

2/19/2022 1:11 AM

41165

Both of my daughters are struggling with anxiety and their grades have suffered. My asthmatic
daughter has been rushed to the Hospital twice for bad asthma attacks due to the masks.

2/19/2022 1:11 AM

41166

Isolation,

2/19/2022 1:11 AM

41167

Have not seen friends in a very long time. Restricted travel. Breathing difficulties.

2/19/2022 1:11 AM

41168

Cannot travel outside of Canada. Cannot meet clients at restaurants which impacts my
business

2/19/2022 1:11 AM

41169

Turned it upside down

2/19/2022 1:11 AM

41170

Words cannot express the affect on myself and my family. You cannot repair the level of
broken these measures, the words of our Prime Minister and the actions he continues to take
have created for myself, my family and my community.

2/19/2022 1:11 AM

41171

what life!? I've been excluded from many venues. I've had to give up travel plans. My 25 yr old
daughter hasn't seen or spoken to me in a yr now due to her fear of this virus. Other family
members have also stayed away.

2/19/2022 1:11 AM

41172

Daughter has lost her job,other daughter now going through a divorce, two grandsons have
speech therapy issues due to masking, we gave had family breakdowns and significant stress
on me

2/19/2022 1:11 AM

41173

It has completely destroyed our extended family and caused so much division and stress.
Large branches of family trees becoming estranged from one another. Dismantled support
systems. Practically no postpartum support, no home visit from the nurses, ‘phone
appointments’ with a lactation consultant - do you know how difficult it is to get help with
breastfeeding OVER THE PHONE.

2/19/2022 1:11 AM

41174

Lost my job. Seriously affected my mental health, and relationships.

2/19/2022 1:11 AM

41175

Anxiety, isolation, depression, loss of income, loss of business, funerals, graduations,
birthdays, holiday celebrations - lots of things I can never get back.

2/19/2022 1:11 AM
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41176

It hasn't at all.

2/19/2022 1:10 AM

41177

Mandates ruined my health, my business and my financial stability.

2/19/2022 1:10 AM

41178

Mental health

2/19/2022 1:10 AM

41179

Lost my job, feeling imprisoned, restricted enjoyment of activities, family discourse, can’t
breathe, skin rash, affecting my children psychologically, division and hate amongst us, and
overall unhappy intrinsically from all the effects of the mandates.

2/19/2022 1:10 AM

41180

Negative effects on my mental and emotional well being. Brought Division amongst my family
and friends.

2/19/2022 1:10 AM

41181

I am part owner operator of a business that prior to the covid mandates hit a high of just over
$500 000.00 per yr in business. since the mandates started we have lost over half of our
business due to either closures or not enough revenue for our customers to have us come in.
we went from a 12 employees down to just 5 with less than 40hrs per week. We are
considering moving our business to Texas or Florida in the USA if we have one left by the time
we can do so. Both Trudeau sr. and his son Justin are stains on Canadian Freedom, and
business. I guess like father like son, this rotten apple did not even fall from the tree!!!

2/19/2022 1:10 AM

41182

No comment

2/19/2022 1:10 AM

41183

Mandates have taken away my Rights and Freedoms as well as my choice to my own bodily
sovereignty.

2/19/2022 1:10 AM

41184

It has been absolutely horrible, I have been living with so much stress and soon will have to
walk away from my career. I’m heartbroken and devastated.

2/19/2022 1:10 AM

41185

It has caused a division amongst me and others Canadians. Effected breathing poblems from
wearing masks. Effected our family Church attendance. Caused medical treatment problems.
Effected every part of my normal life.

2/19/2022 1:09 AM

41186

I can’t watch grandsons and son play hockey or lacrosse. I can’t go work for Jr B hockey team
that I have work for 20 yrs. I can’t work for Senior A and B lacrosse teams that I have worked
for 20 and 15 yrs. I have been invited out by male suitor for dinner and drinks twice now and I
have had to decline. My sister lives in Calgary and has stage 4 cancer. I can’t hop on a plane
and go see and help her in her time of need. It goes on and on but those are the freedoms that
I should have every right to do.

2/19/2022 1:09 AM

41187

Many ways

2/19/2022 1:09 AM

41188

It has caused depression in not just me, but my children. I haven't been allowed to see my 94
yr old Grandfather, while he's been in the hospital, the past 2 weeks, quite ill. It has affected
my personal relationships, and my job. It has affected most parts of either my life or my
children's.

2/19/2022 1:09 AM

41189

Fucked it completely. Why are we forced to take something that doesn’t prevent the spread,
why are we wearing masks that don’t do anything and still getting covid?

2/19/2022 1:09 AM

41190

It has been very divisive in my family and I have not been able to see my grandchildren who
are under 2 years old

2/19/2022 1:09 AM

41191

Work in arts and entertainment. 50% occupancy or less kills venues. Lockdowns cancel
booked and budgeted events. Fuel fines (stop calling them 'taxes') kill touring shows. Losing ~
$1200.00/mo and it's still the slow season.

2/19/2022 1:09 AM

41192

Gained massive weight, depression, inability to travel, the cure is worse than the disease

2/19/2022 1:09 AM

41193

Unable to go to restaurant and caused division between friends and family.

2/19/2022 1:09 AM

41194

In every single aspect

2/19/2022 1:09 AM

41195

I lost a couple relitives to because of hospital's not see them when there were originally
scheduling dates. I lost a job at the start of covid do to all the shut downs. Prices of everything
just go buy groceries

2/19/2022 1:09 AM

41196

We’ve lost our home, my husband hours got cut a lot, not enough to qualify for cerb though ate
through our little bit of savings

2/19/2022 1:09 AM

41197

It’s caused my mental health to worsen and really broke most of my trust and faith in the

2/19/2022 1:09 AM
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healthcare system, government, police and media.
41198

My children's education has been compromised I trust no politicians I trust no police force The
cost of living is unreasonable I cannot leave my country but I want to and never come back

2/19/2022 1:08 AM

41199

Badly

2/19/2022 1:08 AM

41200

I had to get vaccinated against Covid against my will to keep my job as an éducation
assistant. I also have to wear a mask all day at work and when I go shopping and at church.
Trying to get my kids to wear masks at high school is a fight. Extra costs to buy masks. My
husband and daughter are going on a missionary trip to Mexico. They need to be tested for
Covid before and after the trip. Costs $200 each test, so that’s $800.

2/19/2022 1:08 AM

41201

Unemployed

2/19/2022 1:08 AM

41202

Negatively.

2/19/2022 1:08 AM

41203

My job has changed, been forced into getting the vaccine due to the environment I work in. I
deal with covid positive people once in a while, some who have been vaccinated some who
have not. I have kids who have major health issues and I worry about their health due to this.

2/19/2022 1:08 AM

41204

Apart from having trouble breathing with the face mask on, no other problems

2/19/2022 1:08 AM

41205

Lots

2/19/2022 1:08 AM

41206

Ruined two years of my life.. 2 years stolen that none of us will ever get back.. it has also led
to the creation of government fascism, and the confiscation of our freedoms and civic rights as
citizens of Canada.

2/19/2022 1:08 AM

41207

Mentally, emotionally and physically. Fear inducing, isolating and limiting.

2/19/2022 1:08 AM

41208

Cramped everything.

2/19/2022 1:08 AM

41209

Stress, anxiety, depression

2/19/2022 1:07 AM

41210

Lots my job

2/19/2022 1:07 AM

41211

Changed 100%

2/19/2022 1:07 AM

41212

Took away my freedom to chose, to travel, to work, to meet at my church, to enjoy coffee at a
coffee shop with friends. But most of all it broke relationships and caused big rifts in
friendships. The one thing the mandates and the vaccines did not do was protect our family
from Covid

2/19/2022 1:07 AM

41213

I can't go into places to eat, or partake in events

2/19/2022 1:07 AM

41214

Destroyed my income

2/19/2022 1:07 AM

41215

The masks do cause some difficulty with breathing. I have had reactions causing inflammation
from Prevnar 13 vaccine as well as flu vaccines in the past and believe that building up our
immune system is a better approach to fighting C19.

2/19/2022 1:07 AM

41216

My job and my social life. Has greatly affected family life as well

2/19/2022 1:07 AM

41217

It has made me have to choose to live outside the “law”, because the mandates have been
such that I can’t in good conscience follow. Before the last two years, I would have considered
myself to be a law-abiding citizen.

2/19/2022 1:07 AM

41218

Totally destroyed enjoyment of life because of government, ministers of health lies .
Government over reach and attempted murder of Canadian Citizens by vaccines that destroy
immunity , cause severe health effects, aides and death

2/19/2022 1:07 AM

41219

In every way.

2/19/2022 1:07 AM

41220

Lost fulltime regular employment as an electrician of 10 years with bc hydro. Everything my
family has sacrificed for is on the verge of collapsing despite having natural immunity.

2/19/2022 1:06 AM

41221

I barely make any income

2/19/2022 1:06 AM

41222

I can’t leave my country

2/19/2022 1:06 AM

41223

Social abuse

2/19/2022 1:06 AM
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41224

Loss of income as a musician: I could not play at any gigs since Sept. I've lost friends, as well
as opportunities for fun, exercise, and cultural connection. The lack of access to gyms, pools
and saunas has taken a toll on my physical & mental health, my partner's health, and our
relationship. I've been unable to gather with friends and family, even at Christmas, as they've
specifically excluded me from their homes, fearful I'm a) more likely to have or transmit the
virus (disproved in July 2021 with Delta; vax or unvax can spread), or b) more likely to become
sick or hospitalized (statistically & scientifically improbable given my age, health, and prior
exposure to the original virus in Feb 2020.) . The mandates have caused me to not visit my
mother in hospital for two weeks until I discovered the policy in which unV are permitted to
visit in some situations. If my mother moves into LTC I wouldn't be allowed to visit even if I'm
healthy!! The mandates cause undue stress in the unV folk, and unwarranted arrogance and
false comfort to the V folk, who think the V passes somehow make their environment "safer".

2/19/2022 1:06 AM

41225

Lost my freedom

2/19/2022 1:06 AM

41226

Forced vaccinated

2/19/2022 1:06 AM

41227

Forced me to get vaccinated or I loose my job of 21 years

2/19/2022 1:06 AM

41228

Poor Mental Health,domestic violence, loved ones overdosed,anxiety,depression,grandchildren
delayed in development because of no socializing ,these mandates are having adverse effects
on everyone I know.

2/19/2022 1:06 AM

41229

It’s made me more aware

2/19/2022 1:06 AM

41230

Lost my career and lively hood

2/19/2022 1:06 AM

41231

How has it not?! The health “experts” and government have ruined peoples lives and need to
be held accountable.

2/19/2022 1:06 AM

41232

Divided families

2/19/2022 1:06 AM

41233

Caused division in my family, caused depression, loss of employment, hoarding in stores,
social drama, rising costs of living on a seniors wage.

2/19/2022 1:05 AM

41234

I feel isolated, struggled with my mental health. Lost employment. Lost relationships with
friends and family because of the divisivness of politicians. Been barely able to survive
finacially. Been delayed in furthering my education. Been unable to visit friends and family
abroud.

2/19/2022 1:05 AM

41235

I have lost all of my family and friends who now hate me for having a different view. I am
unable to go freely to many businesses. I rarely leave my home due to all of the bullying
because I do not wish to follow mandates that have never been proven to work.

2/19/2022 1:05 AM

41236

I’m not playing the game, so very little. Leaving me time and opportunity to refuse to comply
and supporting others to do the same.

2/19/2022 1:05 AM

41237

it hasnt

2/19/2022 1:05 AM

41238

I am feeling suppressed by a government who doesn’t seem to give a shit about us lowly
middle/lower class citizens. It has decided my family… I am un-vaxed so I have been
restricted to what I can do…I feel like I’m in Chinada

2/19/2022 1:05 AM

41239

My children's mental health are greatly affected and we are down to one income due to
mandates.

2/19/2022 1:05 AM

41240

Depressing

2/19/2022 1:05 AM

41241

Lost job, depressed, isolated, no longer do or think about things I used to enjoy

2/19/2022 1:05 AM

41242

I've saved money

2/19/2022 1:05 AM

41243

Isolation.

2/19/2022 1:05 AM

41244

I have lost my job as a nurse due to mandates. I worked through the entire pandemic and then
was told because I refused a medical procedure with known risks and side effects - I would be
removed from my position. I have always stood for the rights of my patients. Mandates are
wrong.

2/19/2022 1:05 AM

41245

It’s caused most of my family members to lose their jobs. And no one has been able to come
with me to my doctors appointments, I’m 8 months pregnant

2/19/2022 1:04 AM
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41246

In so many ways... it has been a nightmare... the ridiculous mandates have traumatized my
children, caused significant anxiety for me, have stressed out many people (including my
elderly father who had to go on different anxiety medication for months before he passed of a
broken heart at the state of the world and concern for the future of his children and
grandchildren). I have a single income family. I have been threatened to be put on unpaid leave
if I don't get the vaccine by Feb. 28, even though the announcement has already been made
that the MB gov't is lifting the vaccine mandate on March 1st! Even though the evidence now
shows that vaccinated or unvaccinated can both catch and spread it, and carry a similar viral
load (in fact, the vaccinated who don't have natural immunity carry a higher viral load in their
nasal passages. There is no benefit for me to have it, but yet my job (and ability to provide for
my family) is being threatened if I don't take it. Was actually told to have gotten it by midNovember 2021, but in October I was under a lot of stress from this and ended up having to go
on sick leave until this week (with bereavement leave for my brother and father for a month in
December, then caring for my mother in December 2021 and all of January 2022, and being on
unpaid sick leave). I was having daily migraines for months, significant heart issues, and
unable to sleep, due to prolonged stress from the start of this covid-nonsense, and had to go
see a few doctors and go through multiple tests to help figure out what was going on
physically. At the funeral in December 2021 for my brother and dad, we couldn't even have all
close family at the funeral due to the 25 person limit (unless we chose to discriminate and
asked for the vax pass, which we didn't want to do as then most of the immediate family
wouldn't be able to come). No friends even able to attend. This caused division with my uncle
and aunt who were upset that they couldn't attend. So many sad stories of family or friends I
know who have taken the vaccine and tried to pressure other people to take it. My father was
constantly being pressured by my uncle to take the vaccine, even though he had said he didn't
want it so many times. My uncle wouldn't stop pressuring. A pastor relative called myself and
some family selfish and murderers for not taking the vaccine, as we would be responsible to
killing people from the virus. (which is now known to be untrue) I couldn't go to church in
person on Christmas because the church was asking for a vax pass. Jesus would not exclude
people like this. It is heartbreaking how many people have lost their way and have given in to
fear and hysteria. Friends and family excluded people who weren't vaccinated from gatherings
because the gov't said so. Elderly people died alone because younger people thought they
were doing the right thing to protect the elderly and keep their distance. Grandparents were
forced to take the vaccination by their children (or else they wouldn't be able to see their
grandchildren), and some of my parents friends who had this forced on them died of heart
issues shortly after receiving the vaccinations. It is not a coincidence that previously healthy
people are dying of the same thing after taking it. Hospitals wouldn't allow unvaccinated into
the hospitals or care homes to spend the last moments with their loved ones before they
passed away (but as soon as they had died, then the unvaccinated family was allowed in). Go
figure, somehow the unvaccinated were less contagious when their loved one had died (even if
they had no symptoms). Some people in malls (who were very adamant that everyone wore a
mask, and were truly afraid of the "deadly virus") and treated people without masks as walking
contagions, and freaked out. I had a lady follow myself and my children in the mall screaming
at us because we were eating our ice creams as we walked towards the exit! This is traumatic
for me and especially the children. We didn't do anything wrong, but this is how hysterical
some people got. Some people really lost their common sense or maybe they never had any,
but the hysteria was crazy from some people. And now, what do we know... the hysteria was
all for naught. Survivability is actually 99+% for 0-69 and 97+% for 70+ (and the variants keep
getting milder). People were misled and lied to by mainstream media and many "stateapproved" doctors or scientists, and this cause fear, panic, and hysteria in the public at large.
Any doctors or scientists who had concerns with policy or had proof of concerning elements
that needed to be addressed, were swiftly silenced by "censorship". Those who had the
vaccines and had adverse reactions were fact-checked on social media and labelled antivaxxers (despite being fully vaccinated and simply wanting to share their experience, so others
would know that this could happen to them). Anyone who thought this could have been a manmade virus was labelled a conspiracy theorist and then it finally made headlines that it was in
fact man made. Anyone who thought that complying fully with the mask mandates (when they
didn't even make sense anymore, after we learned that every single scientific mask study in
the 10 years prior to March 2020 proved that cloth masks were not even able to stop the flu
virus, which is bigger than covid-19, and could in fact be harmful) was a slippery slope that
could lead to further government overreach and could cause developmental delays in children,
was labelled a conspiracy theorist, until of course, it is now known that considerable damage
has been done to children whose growth has been stunted due to the mask and lack of proper
communication. Anyone who suggested in 2020 that the government would try to force
vaccines on everyone was labelled a conspiracy theorist, until last year, when it was clear that
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the gov't was forcing vaccines on people. (leaving many without a way to participate in society,
not able to attend university, not able to travel, not able to attend restaurants or even gyms,
and now not able to attend some grocery stores in Quebec). And of course, let's not forget the
coercion by the gov't to take the vaccine or else a person can't work to provide for their family,
and somehow, the gov't pretends that this is really still a "choice". No, it is not a choice when
someone is being coerced. The PCR test is bogus. Different studies have proved that it had
far too many false positives. Some countries have banned its use because it was so faulty.
Even the Winnipeg courts heard Dr. Roussin and the chief microbiologist testify that anything
over 25 cycle threshold was dead virus and could not replicate... yet they testified that they
were still running tests to 40-45 cycles. And Dr. Roussin could have asked for the CT result
with each test, but he testified that he chose not to, even though it is crucial for interpreting
whether the person is even contagious or simply has remnants of a previous infection. The
World Health Organization (which Canada was claiming to follow) had even announced that
nothing higher than 30 CT should be considered, so why was Winnipeg running such high
CT's... there is a simple answer... to inflate the number of cases, to increase the fear with the
public making them more willing to accept the restrictions and the continued emergency
powers, and to pressure more people to take the vaccine... the lack of transparency and
blatant misleading of the public is sickening. It was announced in July 2021 that it couldn't
differentiate between coronavirus strains, so the CDC stated they would stop using it after
Dec. 31, 2021... but all that time between July and December 2021 authority figures still
pretended it could differentiate between the different variants!! Seriously! The level of blatant
lying is shocking. The masks are a joke. I have been lied to by gov't officials at service
canada when I attended the office in person about what type of mask I had to wear to enter
their building, despite no one stating it to me on the phone when I made the appt, despite the
appt confirmation email not stating anything of the sort, and despite their website clearly
stating that the type of mask I was wearing was acceptable. I also work for gov't, so once I
politely told them that I knew they were not being truthful to me, they stopped, but come on.
How many people (who don't work for the gov't) have been bullied and lied to by people in
authority who are misusing the "fear" around this to implement their own rules. Not okay. Not to
mention, the mask causes anxiety for some of my children, so they had to be pulled out of
school to homeschool since the school principal had no compassion or empathy for anyone
who didn't wear the mask. One of my children already had anxiety at school and hadn't spoken
verbally to her teachers at school yet (despite speaking a lot at home), and the principal told
me that it didn't matter if my child wore a mask because she wasn't going to talk anyhow.
Quite shocking to here such a heartless comment. That was the whole thing we have been
working towards helping her feel more comfortable to do in elementary school, and the mask
was causing her to have panic attacks. She made it through one day of school in early
september 2020 until we had to pull her out. She came home with her back pack still full of
school supplies and not having been able to go to the bathroom all day and not having eaten
her lunch, and began crying as soon as she got home. The teacher had the audacity to write
me and say what a good day my child had and how she just had to keep reminding her to put
the mask back up (as she was taking it down to breathe). I had asked the teacher to ask my
child if/when she needed to go to the bathroom a few times throughout the day (since I knew
my child would be too shy to speak up, especially with a mask on her face) and to please
show her what the new procedure to get to the bathroom was, but my child said the teacher
didn't ask her about the bathroom once and so she didn't know where to go (since they put
cones up everywhere where students were or were not allowed to walk), she also wasn't told
where to put her school supplies. School became about compliance with the mask, not about
caring for the well-being of the students, or about their academic learning. I am sickened by
what public school has become. I know of many similar stories of the principal or teachers in
our local school being narrowly focused on compliance with the mask and social distancing,
rather than having a common sense approach. The mask doesn't even stop the miniscule viral
particles, so it is pointless from a health perspective. In fact, even Dr. Fauci in 2008
recognized that the majority of deaths in 1918-1920 (Spanish flu) were in fact from infections
caused due to wearing the mask, rather than from the virus itself. Hmmmm... I know several
people who have had severe bronchitis in 2020 and without fail, they were all religious maskwearers... It would be helpful if the actual science was used for these mandates. It is
incredibly frustrating to have policies and mandates imposed that make absolutely no sense
from a health perspective. For example, a fully vaccinated person who tests positive for covid19 is able to enter a facility with their vax pass, but an unvaccinated person who tests
negative is not able to enter the same facility. The person who tests negative wouldn't be
spreading the virus, but the one who is positive (despite being vaccinated) is actually
spreading it. So, how exactly is the vax pass doing anything to stop the spread? Short answer:
It is not. We know what it is going on. It is quite plain to see. Several Canadian premiers,
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many leaders of countries around the world, and even Bill Gates (GAVI) have stated that the
vaccine program has failed. It is not effective. If there was truly a dangerous pandemic, the
government would not have needed to bribe, entice, coerce, and threaten people to get the
vaccine. This was always about profits. Moderna is now nosediving and Pfizer is next. This
was the first vaccine that Moderna ever got approved, after multiple failed vaccine attempts in
the last few decades. Pfizer has had multiple lawsuits from their vaccines and medicine.
Neither of these companies is trustworthy, but many people did invest in them and these
vaccines, so their profits are on the line with a stop to the emergency. Many in authority (Doug
Ford, our Prime Minister, etc) have invested directly in these vaccine companies. That is a
conflict of interest, so not quite sure how that is allowed. I was even called a few times in 2020
and asked to invest in Moderna, but I said no. I can't invest in a company that I don't trust and
that has a history of making unsafe products, even if there is a possibility to make a lot of
money. Life is about more than money. These mandates have been horrible. I know that many
people thought there truly was a dangerous pandemic, but we know now that it never was as
dangerous as it was purported to be. So now what? Will we receive an apology? Will the
mandates be dropped, as we now know they are more harmful than helpful, and have nothing
to do with health (but are certainly helping to transfer a lot of wealth to a few people)?
41247

I now have even less trust in the government

2/19/2022 1:04 AM

41248

My life is ruined

2/19/2022 1:04 AM

41249

Loss of income Threatened to loose my job if I didn’t get vaccinated. It has caused
unimaginable amounts of anxiety and stress.

2/19/2022 1:04 AM

41250

Strained relationships, unable to take my kids to recreational centres, movies, restaurants.
Divided the country.

2/19/2022 1:04 AM

41251

Social Aspect

2/19/2022 1:04 AM

41252

Affected my mental health badly. Destroyed my family relationship and friendships

2/19/2022 1:04 AM

41253

I was shamed and bullied at work because of not being able to take the vax. My heart
specialist thought it would be best but even with that I was called names on several
occasions. It caused me to be stressed out and had to take a leave. I also have not been able
to watch my son's hockey games or watch his other sports. But the biggest thing agfected was
my mom. My mother and I were separated for a year and then finally was able to visit for a few
months. Then new mandates came into affect to protect the old in homes. All visitors had to
be vaxxed or denied entry. Thanksgiving was the last time I saw her in a conscious state. A
few days later, she was given the booster and flu shot. They called me Halloween to inform me
that they were quarantine her because they believed she had Covid. I lost it! They were
stopping me from seeing her because I would bring in covid. She tested negative but was
having a reaction to the shots. She declined quickly and died 6 days later.

2/19/2022 1:04 AM

41254

I have been unable to attend funerals, weddings, church, entertainment venues and
restaurants. I've been treated worse than any leper in a leper colony, I've received hate emails
and social media attacks. I've been forced to pay out of pocket to PROVE that I'm not sick (I
have never gotten Covid and I'm ironically immunocompromised and supposedly the most at
risk group)! My 3 daughters were kicked out of the UofC and I had to hire a lawyer out-ofpocket to fight to keep them in school. They were kicked out of their sports and they are all
high-level athletes. I have witnessed friends and family and coworkers suffer vaccine injuries,
including one flat-lining for 10 minutes after the first shot and being told he still had to get the
other shots. My family is deeply divided. I am both a Canadian and French citizen and yet I
am held hostage in this country and I cannot travel to my other country of heritage. My
daughter is on Team France and was unable to fully compete for her country. My mental health
has suffered because I am having a crisis of faith. I have felt more oppressed than any person
I know who lives in communist countries.

2/19/2022 1:04 AM

41255

Missed many family meetings, funerals, weddings. Not been able to travel.

2/19/2022 1:04 AM

41256

My children are not able to participate in regular activities (vaxx pass required to enter
recreational facilities), I cannot participate in adult sports/attend the gym. We haven’t seen our
extended families for over 2 years because we live in different countries. The division between
family and friends because of the mandates is tragic. The current science does not support the
segregation of vaccinated from vaccinated; both transmit the virus (statistically insignificant
differences).

2/19/2022 1:04 AM

41257

So much stress

2/19/2022 1:03 AM
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41258

Negatively, my anxiety level is much higher and I’m scared of living in Canada now

2/19/2022 1:03 AM

41259

It has divided families and friend an made myself feel like a third class citizen

2/19/2022 1:03 AM

41260

I no longer want to be Canadian. I would renounce my citizenship if I could.

2/19/2022 1:03 AM

41261

Have been unable to visit my children

2/19/2022 1:03 AM

41262

Mental stress, can’t exercise, socialize, travel for work or for pleasure, divided our family and
friends, taken away physical fitness, family members lost jobs, friends businesses closed. I
can’t believe this country is Canada. We have lost so many freedoms and I have never seen it
so divided.

2/19/2022 1:03 AM

41263

Lost friends and family. Increased stress and anxiety everyday. Cannot travel to visit family
outside Canada by car or airplane. Cannot travel for a vacation by airplane.

2/19/2022 1:03 AM

41264

its affected everybody

2/19/2022 1:03 AM

41265

I've lost my charter rights

2/19/2022 1:03 AM

41266

I can not go to gatherings exercise groups etc Trudeau is a coward who couldnt face convoy

2/19/2022 1:03 AM

41267

Depression, unable to communicate healthily, unable to make decisions and plans. My only
sibling doesn’t want to be related anymore.

2/19/2022 1:03 AM

41268

The government has taken my rights away with next to no justification

2/19/2022 1:02 AM

41269

Feel like I'm in a bad movie and I woke up I'm a communist country. My ability to move about
freely is depressing. The poorly run health care and improper treatments with regard covid
worries me. I'm a small businesses owner struggling for 3 full years. It has to stop

2/19/2022 1:02 AM

41270

Not yet. We got vaccinated twice. But my son will be 12 soon and we do not want him
vaccinated. Travel will then be more difficult. Friends have lost their jobs. Neighbours no longer
speak.

2/19/2022 1:02 AM

41271

I am unvaccinated and I am barely considered a human by many people. And this is supported
by the PM. I am afraid to go to the hospital even if I needed to. I have watched families fall
apart, including my own, and I have seen so many friendships end. I have watched people I
love (from afar, it's not okay to comfort them in person), lose their jobs and homes and any
sense of well-being. We are social creatures and this much isolation is hard on us. Children are
suffering the most from all of this amd our elderly are dying alone. I do not think medical
freedom is something anyone should ever give up. I advocate for personal responsibility not
mandates.

2/19/2022 1:02 AM

41272

Caused stress, lack of trust in government and the medical profession. Separation among
families and friends. Makes me believe in God more.

2/19/2022 1:02 AM

41273

Haven’t been able to see my grandkids

2/19/2022 1:02 AM

41274

I had to choose between losing my job or getting a vaccine I didn’t want

2/19/2022 1:02 AM

41275

Severe mental emotional stress. Family stress. Economic hardship. The lies must end! The
lies are painfully obvious to even the deaf dumb and blind. Unless of course that person relies
on main stream media for their input. It has also become obvious that mainstream media uses
lies manipulation and deception to brainwash the public. Herman Goering would be proud of
each mainstream media outlet

2/19/2022 1:02 AM

41276

It robbed me of 2 precious years of my life and my children's life. 2 Years that we will never get
it back. My kids lost their love for school, my youngest daughter suffers from anxiety and
depression now, and my oldest couldn't celebrate her 19th and 20th bday and had to drop off of
college because she refuses to take the vx.

2/19/2022 1:02 AM

41277

Badly

2/19/2022 1:02 AM

41278

I can't do anything that made life manageable anymore. It makes a person feel like trash that
gets tossed aside.

2/19/2022 1:02 AM

41279

I have been bullied by total strangers. The paranoia is so severe that some people are having
panic attack when they are in presence of an unmasked person. People no longer want to

2/19/2022 1:02 AM
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socialize. It is horrifying to think of the long term emotional effects this will have on every
citizen. The relationships with friends and family will never be the same.
41280

Freedom of choice

2/19/2022 1:01 AM

41281

I haven’t been able to visit family members in the USA. 😔

2/19/2022 1:01 AM

41282

Big Time!!

2/19/2022 1:01 AM

41283

big decline in mental health, loneliness, depression, division amongst family and friends,

2/19/2022 1:01 AM

41284

Depression

2/19/2022 1:01 AM

41285

Stress, anxiety, fear, financially

2/19/2022 1:01 AM

41286

Forced into a medical procedure i did not want for job security

2/19/2022 1:01 AM

41287

It's made life not worth living.

2/19/2022 1:01 AM

41288

Work and child not being able to attend college.

2/19/2022 1:01 AM

41289

It has affected my childrens education and childhood. It has also created division due to
political drama with my family and coworkers

2/19/2022 1:01 AM

41290

Hearing damage caused by the second shot

2/19/2022 1:01 AM

41291

I am mentally exhausted and stressed every single day from being excluded from society and
from travel, because I dont have a vax pass. I had Covid but somehow Ive been labelled a
threat to society. Its a nightmare. Cruel

2/19/2022 1:01 AM

41292

Ruined it emotionally and financially

2/19/2022 1:01 AM

41293

My Son was kicked out of college, and we were not allowed to go to eat in restaurants or do
any extracurricular activities, even visit anyone in their homes.

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41294

This has caused emotional and mental pain for my family. The government has destroyed
families

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41295

I lost all my work

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41296

It’s dividing everyone and should never have been implemented. I support Freedom of choice
and our govt is discriminating against a lot of citizens.

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41297

Constant anxiety, fear of job loss, discrimination from employers, unfair treatment of
colleagues/myself, criticism from patients, constant feeling of judgement from virtuous highgrounders, breathing difficulties due to masking especially while in a gym

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41298

It's done nothing good! Very bad!

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41299

Feel loneliness! I feel that we are losing the Canada that I love. We have become so divided.

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41300

To many ways to list.

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41301

Lots of mental health issues with the children and adults. Felt very isolated and alone as the
coercion to get vaccinated became worse. The biggest scam in history was convincing healthy
people they were sick ....

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41302

Uncertainty stress division new friends

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41303

A lot.

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41304

ability to travel and social life

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41305

It hasn't

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41306

We can not lead normal healthy life. The most affected are the children.

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41307

That is private information

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41308

I can’t travel to see my husband who lives in a different country as well as my elderly
grandparents including one who passed away.

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41309

Lockdown and forced vaccination

2/19/2022 1:00 AM
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41310

D

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41311

I was 6 weeks away from completing my four year degree in a Bachelors of Science in
Nursing, where in I would’ve started working as an RN, but the mandate stopped my
progression.

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41312

Prevented me from taking part in activities which were part of my everyday life pre 2020

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41313

I am no longer able to watch my kids hockey games. This is a large part of him growing up
that I am now missing. I am not able to pursue the career I have trained for do to the
vaccination pass.

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41314

My youngest brother committed suicide because he experienced a mental health crisis and
nobody was there to save him when he called the help line. He was 11.

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41315

Limits freedom! Ruins social lives! Leaves people broke and unemployed! Could end up
homeless! Mental strain! Leaves children feeling guilty! Puts company’s out of !business much
much more

2/19/2022 1:00 AM

41316

It has be a complete mental health issue, and I can see Communism in full rise. We are not
Separatists.

2/19/2022 12:59 AM

41317

Depressed. Lonely. Did not want the shot…had two plus a booster. No more!!! I should enjoy
my elderly years with my family and friends. Was banned from society. The government did
that to all

2/19/2022 12:59 AM

41318

Can't communicate, can't hear, can't read lips. Lungs are constantly struggling to deal with the
extra moisture breathing back into them.

2/19/2022 12:59 AM

41319

I have been made to feel to be a prisoner in my own country

2/19/2022 12:59 AM

41320

Depression

2/19/2022 12:59 AM

41321

I've lost my job because of vaccine mandates

2/19/2022 12:59 AM

41322

I don't think it's right!

2/19/2022 12:59 AM

41323

Cannot breath with mask on; cannot watch my teen play sports; cannot eat in restaurants;
travel by plane, train or bus; cannot go to a movie; cannot see everyone smile; cannot
socialize; cannot carpool; cannot go to university; cannot visit the elderly in homes; cannot be
with dying friends & family… plus so much more!

2/19/2022 12:59 AM

41324

The mandates have had a major impact on my life directly and indirectly. Many of the things I
once enjoyed doing were taken away (travelling, seeing friends and family, and eating out). It
has split both sides of my family, essentially around every holiday, pitting individuals against
eachother and causing anger, fear and anxiety. The masks are the least of my worries but we
would probably all need to wear n95's for it to prevent spread of this disease (but I believe the
costs are way too high)... children's development? Lack of social connection? etc.

2/19/2022 12:59 AM

41325

I’ve not been able to have family time due to the restrictions, and the splitting of the
population. I’ve had to give up sports and my social life. My marks in school have suffered a
huge amount

2/19/2022 12:59 AM

41326

Makes me feel like a walking disease

2/19/2022 12:59 AM

41327

I lost my job, no income for 2 and half years and i didnt qualify for the CERB because i didnt
make enough the year before as i had a personal reason… this has segragated and i have lost
my family and friends who have differences of opinions. The being locked up and not being
free to make my own health choices and the government trying to force the vaccine and not
knowing my health issues just demanding i shut up and listen to them they know more then
me no they do not know more then me when it comes to my body. Being forced to have
vaccine passports and not being allowed in public places makes you feel like a child. Who
does Trudeau and Ford think they are to treat us Canadians this way. We are humans and
have rights the freedom to choose what we think and feel is best for us not for someone else
to demand it.

2/19/2022 12:59 AM

41328

Who wants to know?

2/19/2022 12:59 AM

41329

The separation that the govt has caused my family. Learning how much the news lies. The
greed among the elites is disgusting. Trudeau is the worst leader we have ever had.

2/19/2022 12:59 AM
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41330

Can't go to restaurants, gyms, pools, theatre, travel, watch children in their activities, visit my
mother-in-law in a home, who continues to be in lockdown as been many times in the past 22
months and right now it's been since Dec. 27th still ongoing. HORRIBLE

2/19/2022 12:59 AM

41331

Restricted travel and support of local businesses. Created divide and discrimination among
friends & family.

2/19/2022 12:58 AM

41332

Yes

2/19/2022 12:58 AM

41333

It’s put an extreme strain on my business and made daily life a struggle. It’s put stress and
division between friends and family members as well as fellow community members. I do not
feel that my health or the health of my family has been positively supported or protected by
any of these mandates.

2/19/2022 12:58 AM

41334

Cannot travel

2/19/2022 12:58 AM

41335

Made me understand communism

2/19/2022 12:58 AM

41336

Lost my job, mental health concerns.

2/19/2022 12:58 AM

41337

The mandates have added additional stress and debt in a already hard economy. It really
shows just how free we really are. With work hours cut back,little or no work, price of food and
living expenses riseing it's almost impossible to make ends meet while owning a home and
car. I think it's another form of control by the government. Put my family futher in debt. And
ruined family relationships over the vaccines. Words can't explain enough.

2/19/2022 12:58 AM

41338

Made work very annoying. Hard to breathe.

2/19/2022 12:58 AM

41339

Unable to live life normally. Incurred the hatred of those who agree with oppressive mandates.
Have witnessed families being torn apart by the discriminatory measure forced on Canadians
by the liberal/ndp federal government.

2/19/2022 12:58 AM

41340

Terribly. Family torn apart

2/19/2022 12:58 AM

41341

Freedom to assemble, freedom to travel, freedom to work, freedom to make my own desicions
for my health.

2/19/2022 12:58 AM

41342

Depressed and feel outcasted Lonely sad

2/19/2022 12:58 AM

41343

It has brought much sadness not being able to see family and friends throughout Canada and
the United States.

2/19/2022 12:58 AM

41344

I have lost my jobs and seperated in 2020, and as a single Mom have struggled extremely
hard. I no longer have a savings account and am on the brink of needed help. My adult son
with Autism cannot wear a mask, so also out of work. He will no longer leave the house due to
being harrased in stores from employees. I have also had two older women tell me I should die
infront of my son's and two younger children, all because I was turned away at Tim Hortons.
The divide and hate that has effected my family had been extremely detrimental. I've taken my
grade 8 and 6 kids our of school due to bullying by teachers and students for not being
vaccinated, being centered out constantly as well as school work and even art being focused
on masks, Vaccination. I've worked with the homeless over the years while living in BC, and I
love people. I love helping people. I genuinely feel that the hate over the last two years has
damaged that part of me. Instead of immediately being drawn to someone in an open and
friendly way, looking forward to that new connection, I know fear the anger of people. It's not
healthy.

2/19/2022 12:58 AM

41345

Depression loss of so much, jobs schooling, income, Division everywhere

2/19/2022 12:58 AM

41346

To be able to see my dad in the care home aswell as going forward in school/jobs

2/19/2022 12:57 AM

41347

made me lonely

2/19/2022 12:57 AM

41348

I was forced to take a so called vaccine to keep my job

2/19/2022 12:57 AM

41349

Cost me my job.

2/19/2022 12:57 AM

41350

Loss of work, deep depression & not seeing any family. I also was only allowed to have one
person with me when I gave birth to my baby boy

2/19/2022 12:57 AM

41351

It has put a lot of stress on my life, since I can’t go and see my father who is old and needs
help 24 -7 and my older brother who has cancer

2/19/2022 12:57 AM
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41352

It has stopped me fr enjoying things in life that bring me happiness an.jiy that help me
from.being depressed

2/19/2022 12:57 AM

41353

Depresion

2/19/2022 12:57 AM

41354

My right to enjoy life, as I once did, has been taken from me. I have developed extreme
anxiety issues along with medical issues due to significant healthy anxiety and stress. I have
fallen into a depression and find life no longer enjoyable. I am medically discriminated for
reasons out of my control.

2/19/2022 12:57 AM

41355

I should have never felt forced into getting a shot. Ever!

2/19/2022 12:57 AM

41356

These mandates have isolated me for almost 2 years. It has made it almost impossible to
shop for even basic requirements, like food. And now have been evicted from my shared rental
accommodations due to non vax status and the fear that has been pushed so hard.

2/19/2022 12:57 AM

41357

It has infiltrated every aspect of my life

2/19/2022 12:57 AM

41358

Severe depression anxiety low contact with friends and family

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41359

The mandates have caused me to lose friends, lost precious time with family, lost hope in my
country so badly I wanted to leave, my only coping mechanism was to excercise at the gym
and I lost my right to do that. This has caused me to go into a depression, with severe anxiety
and panic attacks needing medication. The mandates have ruined my life and millions of
others.

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41360

My mental health has deteriorated. I have been banned from social activities and’s travelling.
My son cannot return to our country as he’s unvaccinated. It has divided my family.

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41361

Greatly

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41362

Health, Financial, Freedom.

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41363

cant go anywhere 1/2 family afraid of life

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41364

I just want all the volunteers back in schools, I want people to have their jobs back, I want to
see older kids back at the pool,, I want all the people to be able to live their lives

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41365

Ruined it.

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41366

much more

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41367

My basic rights like travel and participating in many aspects of society are no longer available
to me and my family.

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41368

Lost 2 years of my life forever. They will never come back again

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41369

Stress on my children, guilt about vaccines, hatred of government.

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41370

exponentially negatively affected work, social and family life

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41371

Family is now divided.

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41372

No restaurants, no travel, no gym or yoga studios where I teach

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41373

It dropped my business, because as I am not vaccinated, I can't travel in other Provinces It
affects me as free human bc it brings us to slavery

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41374

Prevented our family from having social and spiritual connection/mental health of close friends/
loss of business opportunities

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41375

It hasnt affected me very much but it is affecting the mental growth of my 2.5 year old son
who has no friends because of all this nonsense

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41376

I've needed surgeries and they've been put off, going into small stores that people owned not
big stores affected myself as well as the owners. Wearing masks is a problem for those of us
that have breathing issues as is. Being unable to travel is another problem. All of the
government overreach and hiding behind closed doors to make decisions without letting
Canadians know what the plans are the government is clearly forgotten who works for who
here. I am disgusted with the way the Canadian government is running.

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41377

This has literally torn people apart. Ruined family and friends and destroyed livelihoods.

2/19/2022 12:56 AM
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Mandates have only served to hurt people and done nothing to protect them. Quarantining a
healthy population is absolute insanity. And to force vaccines on people is criminal. There is
no place for that in Canada. One persons vaccine status has nothing to do with someone
else's. This is about pro choice and we were never given a choice. Canada has become a
dictatorship
41378

I feel they have taken away our rights and freedoms. Two years of this has done so much
damage socially, economically,mentally and psychologically. 2 weeks to bend the curve. I’m
done! Enough already!

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41379

Affected every area of my life. Caused soooo much division. Traumatic to go out, with lots of
fear-mongering, derision, anger, hatred, some "friends" distancing themselves. Unable to visit
family. Etc etc

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41380

Quality and quantity of time spent with family, friends and has upset the day in and day out
way of life for 2 years now

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41381

Lost our freedom...

2/19/2022 12:56 AM

41382

1

2/19/2022 12:55 AM

41383

Restrictions on travel and being able to visit family and not able to attend restaurants and most
establishments

2/19/2022 12:55 AM

41384

Destroyed a career opportunity to continue my apprenticeship under the ontario ministry of
labour and training as i will not be coerced into participating in a medical experiment. My work
life has become toxic and filled with fearful people. I have had constant rashes on my face
under the mask that i must wear 13 hours a day. School closure has damaged my teens ability
to succeed in school, leading her to attempt suicide. My grown childrens mental health
problems have become critical. My family is divided.

2/19/2022 12:55 AM

41385

The grief of a parent watching their children navigate depression due to mandates. Fractured
family due to segregation.

2/19/2022 12:55 AM

41386

It’s made my life feel divided and depressing and isolating.

2/19/2022 12:55 AM

41387

It has made life very lonely

2/19/2022 12:55 AM

41388

These mandates have caused financial hardship for my family. I was put on LWOP on
November 29,2021 and have been unable to go back to work to date. The mental health of
youth in my life struggle due to the social and physical barriers that these mandates have
imposed. To watch these children suffer has been heartbreaking!

2/19/2022 12:55 AM

41389

Lost friends

2/19/2022 12:55 AM

41390

No.

2/19/2022 12:55 AM

41391

It has been lonely. We were not able to have a proper funeral for my mom. Missed out on visits
with her and family because of restrictions

2/19/2022 12:55 AM

41392

I am separated from my entire family and all my friends

2/19/2022 12:55 AM

41393

Almost every part, mental health. Relationships, work, everything

2/19/2022 12:55 AM

41394

Can’t work!

2/19/2022 12:55 AM

41395

Limit quality of life and all types of freedoms

2/19/2022 12:54 AM

41396

Haven’t been able to see my friends and family

2/19/2022 12:54 AM

41397

Misery for my friends, colleagues and I

2/19/2022 12:54 AM

41398

It has torn my family apart

2/19/2022 12:54 AM

41399

I’m considering leaving the country

2/19/2022 12:54 AM

41400

Lost job

2/19/2022 12:54 AM

41401

My special needs daughter is not able to get important appointments due to long wait lists
because of capacity limits, Not being able to visit Family in a different province..

2/19/2022 12:54 AM

41402

division on many levels. Not being able to see dad for 2 months while in hospital. And ICU for

2/19/2022 12:54 AM
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a week still couldn't see him. affected kids this needs to end
41403

Negatively, coerced loves ones to take a vaccine they didn’t want, broke friends and family
apart

2/19/2022 12:54 AM

41404

I am no longer allowed to travel. I was no longer allowed to participate in social life with other
people. I have had unnecessary stress from my work constantly asking me about my health
choices never knowing if I would be fired or not.

2/19/2022 12:54 AM

41405

These mandates have put strains on all of my relationships including family and friends as well
as work. The passports have are ridiculous to the point that I'm sick of being cooped up in the
house all the time and not being able to go exercise and do rehabilitation for some injuries, as
well to not be able to go get food and necessities. The masks make it so much harder to
breath especially for ppl that have breathing problems.

2/19/2022 12:53 AM

41406

I'm a prisoner in my own country.

2/19/2022 12:53 AM

41407

It has kept my businesses mostly closed for 2 years. I need to fly for one business as the
places are too far to drive. I can’t get on a plane because I don’t have a QR code/vaccine
passport. So now I will lose thousands of dollars for those contracts.

2/19/2022 12:53 AM

41408

Restricted movement mental emotional physical stress

2/19/2022 12:53 AM

41409

Other than keeping myself, my kids, family and friends SAFE it hasn't affected me at all. I am
grateful

2/19/2022 12:53 AM

41410

I have lost significant income as well as my mental health has decreased

2/19/2022 12:53 AM

41411

Depression, anxiety, lost respect for government,

2/19/2022 12:53 AM

41412

My mental health has suffered greatly

2/19/2022 12:53 AM

41413

The economy has slowed down to much and cost of living has gone up to much. No work
means no money and no money means higher debt and unpaid bills

2/19/2022 12:53 AM

41414

Health and well-being:(

2/19/2022 12:53 AM

41415

It has forced me to gradually rebuild my life.

2/19/2022 12:53 AM

41416

Ruined social life. Poor mental health. Strained relationship with family. Reduced hours for
work. Inflation is killing me

2/19/2022 12:53 AM

41417

i have kids. enough said

2/19/2022 12:52 AM

41418

Travel restrictions and family gatherings

2/19/2022 12:52 AM

41419

I've been locked up long enough.

2/19/2022 12:52 AM

41420

It made me do something I didn’t want to do (loss of freedom of choice) and destroyed
relationships and divided Canadians in a very negative way

2/19/2022 12:52 AM

41421

12 weeks of quarantines, numerous tests to travel, loss of income, inability to take care of my
aged mother properly or to travel directly attributable to these mandates

2/19/2022 12:52 AM

41422

Big time, have been very hard on the family

2/19/2022 12:52 AM

41423

Deceived and misled into taking the shot

2/19/2022 12:52 AM

41424

Horrible

2/19/2022 12:52 AM

41425

The last 2 years has caused my family and I to be separated needlessly.

2/19/2022 12:52 AM

41426

My father has only seen my 3 year old son and 1 year old daughter for 5 brief outdoor
occasions in the past 2 years. He is a 64 year old ex marathon runner/ hockey player. The
mans in great shape. He has a heart condition so I do sympathize with his fear. But its been
hard. Secondly, I will no longer be able to work as a CDA (certified dental assistant) come
March 24th. The stress has taken a toll most definitely. I believe everyone has suffered in their
own unique way. I feel a deep empathy for all who have suffered far greater than me.
Especially for the ones who lost loved ones to the virus or the vaccine. It’s time to end the fear
and move on. The damage is going to take some time to repair.

2/19/2022 12:52 AM

41427

Lost friends and money and freedom

2/19/2022 12:52 AM
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41428

My charter rights, ALL of them have been obliterated.

2/19/2022 12:52 AM

41429

My mother ended her life with MAID after being confined to her room and her freedom
removed.She never got dressed and became very depressed. My Mother was a very vibrant
classy lady ,who was the live of the party and well respected at the Chateau where she lived.
she was always dressed to the nines. She became so depressed she wouldn't even get
dressed the last three months of her life. My Daughter & My three grandchildren are all I have
left for Family. Now I am no longer allowed to call my daughter or pop over because she would
not even allow me to mention the word Covid because she believes in your science. She had
her oldest Vaccinated who is only 6 years old. Healthy Children are not dying and have very
little risk of spreading covid.b After seeing the serious harm & deaths these vaccines are doing
I am only trying to protect my family from the harm of these Vaccines. I sent her a Pathology
Conference of Pathologists showing slides from vaccinated deaths . Its disturbing what these
vaccines are doing to people. Almost everyone I know knows of someone that has had an
adverse effect.Because of how I feel towards these unsafe vaccines that took the lives of
three of my friends who Dr.s will not admit to dieing from the vaccines,because the Health
Board sent them all a letter threatening anyone that said anything negative about the vaccines
would be disciplined or fired. I also have a neighbour whos best friend survived a heart attack
after getting the vaccine. My daughters coworker no sooner got the jab and was wheeled into
ICU with a brain bleed not expected to live,after 3 weeks in ICU he pulled through. A lady I
know in town had a massive brain bleed two weeks after getting vaccinated,she was
medevacd to Van, My friend ,friend was 20 weeks pregnant had an ultra sound,the baby was
fine & healthy,two weeks later her friend got the vaccine and two weeks later she aborted the
fetus. My cousins friend spent weeks in the hospital after getting the vaccine,ALL her organs
are shutting down. No one can tell me these are not vaccine related. Dr. Hoffe addressed his
concerns to the Medical board and had his license revoked. Dr. Nagese treated his Patients
with Life saving Ivermectin and was fired for not following the Medical Boards Protocol. The
US Attorney General just announce that dr.'s will not have to fear losing their licence if they so
choose to treat their patients with an off label drug like Ivermectin. I have seen 1st hand
someone bounce back from the brink of death in one week of taking Ivermectin. The Medical
Board is allowing patients to die for denying them drugs like Ivermectin. These Mandates are
ludicrous. The Top respirologist in BC wrote Bonnie Henry and Dr. Tam to notify them that
these blue masks can do more harm than good,and that they are breeding grounds for
Bacteria,he then went on to say,these Masks will not stop Covid aerosol. Covid Aerosol is as
small as .08 microns.N 95 l is made of .3 microns.Its like expecting to stop a mosquito from
going through a chain link fence? Both Henry & Tam ignored his letter and proceeded to
mandate masks. You Mandate vaccines where I have friends who are Nurses & Firefighter who
chose not to get this gene therapy and have since been fired,One of them might loose their
home & Acreage they have worked so hard for because now they only have one income. You
enforce these mandates when the Vaccinated can catch & spread Covid just the same as the
non vaccinated,do you not understand the insanity in that? I have lost friends & Family
friendships because of the division of my beliefs,that differ from theirs. This whole Covid
madness the way its being handled needs to stop.

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41430

Forced me into getting an unwanted medical procedure to keep my job and provide for my
family. Divided my family and friends My young children have missed out on many
experiences due to the lockdowns and restrictions. Mandating them to wear a mask all day is
WRONG

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41431

Negatively

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41432

Can’t go see family, friends or going out to eat

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41433

I can’t do anything because I chose not to put a rushed medical concoction in my or my
children’s body… unfortunately my husband had to take it or lose his job…

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41434

Put me out of work, socially isolated me from support networks and family, developed heart
pain due to lack of oxygen because of mask wearing for long hours

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41435

It feels like my own home has become a prison because no one is supposed to be near
anyone

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41436

Harder to work, quality of life, inflation, division among canadians

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41437

The mandate has divided my family, my friends. It has brought nothing good or positive. It has
changed our world...it has taken my freedom to make choices that impact only me. I was
forced, as I believe holding a person's lively hood over their heads is pure coercion...and the

2/19/2022 12:51 AM
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fact that there was no data and that I either choose to take shot and keep my job...or not take
the shot, and trying to find employment immediately without requiring a shot is near non
existent.. and no accountability for anything that may happen from said shots. Mostly the hate
and division.
41438

Traumatized me all I think about is how trudeau failed our country

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41439

Loss of freedom, and movement, and loss of trust in police and government, and don,t trust
the medical profesieon

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41440

Has impacted my family and friends. More substance abuse. Has impacted my right to
freedom of choice and right to live.

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41441

Business is struggling. My kids haven’t had a real childhood

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41442

Hi depressif, no sleep anymore, crash my theet in sleep time, use drug, alccol, alway's
depressive about futur, cring every day, taste of nothing, loose 60 pounds,lost friend' and
family, my body hurt everywhere

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41443

!

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41444

Loss of work, inflation, less family time, division amongst friends and family

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41445

Destroyed so much of what was good about canada ,made me lose all trust in the government,
police ,and many doctors,

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41446

Terribly. Lost too many friends and family to the vaccine injuries and suicide

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41447

It has kept me isolated at home and very lonely.

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41448

coercion against freedom of rights is not only wrong, it has a terrible effect on the little trust
anyone has had for the powers and systems that are in place to SERVE THE PEOPLE.

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41449

I was not allowed to go into spaces like restaurants or dine in food courts, nor attend the
meetings of a crafting group that I had belonged to for many years. I also lost the opportunity
to sing at church with my choir. The mandates have greatly shrunk my social circle and
affected my sense of well being.

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41450

Hellishly

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41451

Travel bans/restrictions demolished my dog sitting business - loss of income. Also, I haven't
been able to check my Dad's PO box in Lynden, WA, for two years now - I used to do it
weekly for him because he owns farmland down there. That's what I miss the most - popping
across the border. If there's one thing this pandemic has shown me, it's that, if I have to
choose, I'd rather be on that side of the border than this one. There's no place to go that's
warm in the winter on this side, and I'm still dreaming of my snowbird years.

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41452

Forced vaxxed for work, I would never have gotten it. Also so many businesses shut their
doors.

2/19/2022 12:51 AM

41453

mental health is worse... haven't seen my dad since before xmas 'cause i'm not allowed in this
LTC home... know of a dozen people injured and/or dead after injection

2/19/2022 12:50 AM

41454

Limited seeing loved ones and time with my elderly mother before she passed. Created
confusion and unnecessary fear. Dangerously Divided our society and marginalized the
unvaccinated. Socially set back our grandchildren.

2/19/2022 12:50 AM

41455

Kids can’t have any social life or play sports unless vaccinated.

2/19/2022 12:50 AM

41456

It has alienated me from my friends and family while removing my freedoms and treating me
like a second class citizen all while battling Cancer.

2/19/2022 12:50 AM

41457

Vaccine and not vaccinated are both spreading at the same rate. Treat it like flu than
everything should be back to normal

2/19/2022 12:50 AM

41458

Division in family. Cancelled vacations. Segregation.

2/19/2022 12:50 AM

41459

Which mandate?

2/19/2022 12:50 AM

41460

Kept more people from being sick and dying. Kept me safer from COVID.

2/19/2022 12:50 AM

41461

Stops me from socializing, from travel, from mixing with others, from line dancing, eating in

2/19/2022 12:50 AM
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restaurants etc.
41462

The mandates have made life very difficult. I have trouble breathing with the mask so I have a
lot of trouble shopping. We have been unable to worship as we should be able to. Our children
are growing up with a lot of fear mongering. Our constitutional rights and freedoms should be
upheld immediately. All mandate should be dropped immediately

2/19/2022 12:50 AM

41463

Not much

2/19/2022 12:50 AM

41464

It’s made my pregnancy a nightmare. I’ve been physically assaulted by a stranger for not
wearing a mask, isolated from my family members that live in fear, harassed verbally
countless times including people wishing me dead for not wearing a mask and arrested for
trying to swim in a public pool. The mandates are the biggest violation of my inalienable rights
ever.

2/19/2022 12:49 AM

41465

Can't have indoor activities. Can't get together with big family.

2/19/2022 12:49 AM

41466

It hasn't for the most part

2/19/2022 12:49 AM

41467

Have been living with Increased stress, anxiety, isolation, and fear. Anger and feelings of
hopelessness at the loss of autonomy and the over reach of government and the suppression
of truth have escalated tremendously.

2/19/2022 12:49 AM

41468

Without fully vaccinated prohibited me from dining at restaurants going to gym. Could not
celebrate with my extended family on events due to capacity limits which. Both of these have
impacted my social life a lot.

2/19/2022 12:49 AM

41469

Restricted lifestyle and my mom died without having all her family around her due to Covid
restrictions

2/19/2022 12:49 AM

41470

What life???

2/19/2022 12:49 AM

41471

I have lost family and friends do to division, I am angry, I am sad, I can’t sleep, I am
depressed and think of killing myself almost daily. I am sick of living like this.

2/19/2022 12:49 AM

41472

Made it easier. Less stress

2/19/2022 12:49 AM

41473

Got sick with vax injury. Then got fired for not being able/willing to get 2nd dose of the poison

2/19/2022 12:49 AM

41474

It ended my social life, traveling and my family is split. I am afraid to go to a hospital when
needed.

2/19/2022 12:48 AM

41475

Made us all law breakers when we visited our friends and loved ones. Set back our
grandchildren socially and educationally.

2/19/2022 12:48 AM

41476

Loneliness, depression, weekly worship at church, unable to travel, unable to go to restaurants
etc due to vaccine passport

2/19/2022 12:48 AM

41477

Mandates by coercion. Do I need to say more? Our government is corrupted

2/19/2022 12:48 AM

41478

Words cannot describe how poorly it has affected not only myself but 100 percent of the
people around me. Lost job, in and out of the hospital due to multiple stress related issues and
to end it off I want nothing to do with this country and I have lost all pride to call myself a
Canadian as we are the talk of the world in a poor way

2/19/2022 12:48 AM

41479

Horrible

2/19/2022 12:48 AM

41480

Hasn't

2/19/2022 12:48 AM

41481

I am not vaccinated, the reality is I am treated like a third class citizen, if I have covid, I get
sick and people know I'm sick, if a vaccinated person gets sick, they have minimum
symptoms and no one really knows there sick and some how I'm the one that people are
suppose to be the one to worry about. The prime minister has made lots of remarks against
the unvaxcinated I'm surprised that he has not been charge for hate crimes

2/19/2022 12:48 AM

41482

I am vaccinated, but it has made this country a more divided nation, for no observable benefit.
We are adults. People must be free to make their own decisions.

2/19/2022 12:48 AM

41483

It has just made me despise Trudeau even more, if that's possible. He has made such a mess
of things... of everything!

2/19/2022 12:48 AM

41484

It has promoted hate and amplified fear and lost trust in the government and in the mainstream

2/19/2022 12:48 AM
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media. Children have lost continuity in education and loss of social outings. It makes me want
to cry. Suicides are up. Depression is up. Far worse then the affects of this so called
pandemic.
41485

Very negatively.

2/19/2022 12:48 AM

41486

Restriction of quality of life, social and family events almost non existent, division caused by
PM

2/19/2022 12:48 AM

41487

I am depressed and withering. My friends have grown distant. lack of consistency and trust in
my government and media. Smugly imposed and argued by our failed leadership. Brought
about division and deceit, but we spent a great deal less money on dinners.

2/19/2022 12:48 AM

41488

Negatively

2/19/2022 12:48 AM

41489

How has it not, would be an easier answer. I feel as tho the mandate evolved into more of a
social experiment. One that tested the limits of what it means to have freewill and choice. It
was based on a very small percentage of population and used the occupancy of health care
system as leverage to convince people to conform. Statistics were biased and did not show
the entire spectrum of truth, all in the effort to convince the masses to conform to the agenda.
At the very least - socialism. Not Canada, not true, not free.

2/19/2022 12:48 AM

41490

Relationships and job prospects are in the toilet.

2/19/2022 12:48 AM

41491

Family conflicts, separation from friends and family, greatly reduced opportunities, isolation,
extra stress, reduced economic opportunities.

2/19/2022 12:48 AM

41492

Socially, financially, mentally, emotionally, physically, friendships, family, worship all altered

2/19/2022 12:48 AM

41493

Made me feel disconnected from family, friends, clients and medical services

2/19/2022 12:48 AM

41494

My partner lives in Germany. She was restricted from entering Canada for quite a while. I now
am restricted from visiting her as I'm not vaccinated. Every time I travelled in the last two
years, I had to quarantine in Canada, miss work, not get paid, and take expensive tests. Now
I'm simply locked in my own country.

2/19/2022 12:48 AM

41495

It has made me so sad to see us so divide and controlled and even if we try and stand up like
what the truckers have done. The strings run long along the ladder. I am no puppet

2/19/2022 12:48 AM

41496

Negatively

2/19/2022 12:47 AM

41497

It’s been awful the suffering is endless the children and youth are suffering so much! Suicide
drug overdose !! Way more people are dying of that and the Vax than COVID

2/19/2022 12:47 AM

41498

My husband and I both lost our jobs. We have temporarily moved to the United States to get
away from totalitarianism.

2/19/2022 12:47 AM

41499

Lost my job, had to spend all my savings and RRSP, Can't find a job according to my
esucation

2/19/2022 12:47 AM

41500

On principle I refuse to participate in a society that coerces people into actions they would not
take themselves.

2/19/2022 12:47 AM

41501

I lost my job. I’ve lost friends over this issue. I haven’t been able to travel in 2 years. I haven’t
sat in a restaurant or completed everyday business errands without extreme hassle or
assistance from others.

2/19/2022 12:47 AM

41502

Made it harder psychologically, emotionally, and somewhat physically.

2/19/2022 12:47 AM

41503

Segregated me from society and ruined relationships

2/19/2022 12:47 AM

41504

Not having the freedom to go out for dinner and other social activities without being
vaccinated.

2/19/2022 12:47 AM

41505

Depressing suicide, couldn't breath with mask on where I have copd my son suicide over
this..just wanted our freedom back to normal so we can have a healthy life can't travel when
when have a timeshare pay for something that we can't go

2/19/2022 12:47 AM

41506

Mentally disturbed me,

2/19/2022 12:47 AM

41507

Separated me from the ones I love... Convinced everyone they have to live in fear

2/19/2022 12:47 AM
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41508

Mental health issues

2/19/2022 12:46 AM

41509

Worse 2 years ever. Killed date night and made me feel like second class citizen with no
future. Suicidal thought have crossed my mind often and society I feel we are worse off

2/19/2022 12:46 AM

41510

It remove my freedom to travel

2/19/2022 12:46 AM

41511

We lost one complete family because we didn’t follow the herd like sheep and roll up our
sleeve. They actually will not allow us to see our grandchildren that we use to see at least
twice a week. Our relationship will never be the same. Be unable to see our families has not
been good mentally for anyone.

2/19/2022 12:46 AM

41512

Everywhere!

2/19/2022 12:46 AM

41513

Depression, anxiety, safety with kids on farm operations in neighborhood, children mental
health, elderly mental health schooling stress daycare,

2/19/2022 12:46 AM

41514

It’s taken away freedoms.

2/19/2022 12:46 AM

41515

1, I can't attend my daughter's university graduation. 2, Loss my jobs, no income. 3, Can't
enjoy a meal in Rest. with friends. 4, Not vaccinated, seems to be discriminated. 5.Being
stuck at home affects mood and health. 6, Wearing a mask makes it difficult for me to
breathe. 7. I can't celebrate my daughter's graduation at a restaurant with relatives and friends.
8, I will not go back to church. 9.I can't celebrate Christmas and New Year's holidays with
friends. 10, I can't attend a friend's funeral. 11. I can't see my best friend.

2/19/2022 12:46 AM

41516

The cure has been worse than the disease. I lost a cousin to suicide and another to cancer
when regular medical care was greatly disrupted. My teenage son has developed depression
and the school has recommended a suicide assessment for him. Three of my very good
friends have lost their jobs. During lockdowns I had a nervous breakdown and gained 50 lbs
putting me at greater risk if I were to get Covid. I work at a nursing home and have seen the
heartbreak on the seniors at not being able to see their families. It is like our senior homes are
prisons. Seniors are sentenced with solitary confinement. I want early treatments available and
not banned in Canada.

2/19/2022 12:46 AM

41517

Loss of freedom.

2/19/2022 12:46 AM

41518

I have a hearing impairment and have been cut off from people because I can't hear them of
read their lips. When I ask people to take off the mask they often refuse especially in stores or
restaurants. I have had panic attacks wearing the masks because I had no idea what was
being said to me, no idea how to respond, and then I couldn't breathe. I also have an
autoimmune disorder and if I get vaccinated there's a high chance I will get extremely ill as it
has happened before with other vaccines. I have 6 children, 5 of whom have no father as he
passed away in 2013, so if I am dead, then who will my children have?

2/19/2022 12:46 AM

41519

Negatively & very nerve racking… My body my choice !!! Only God my Savior Jesus Christ
the Holy Spirit is who I listen to for what He wants me to do with my body…

2/19/2022 12:46 AM

41520

Quashed my quality of life and infringed on my Charter rights in the most egregious ways!

2/19/2022 12:45 AM

41521

I have a direct family member permanently injured from myocarditis he developed within 2
hours of taking his second shot. I am terrified of the harm the shot can cause, I am not at all
afraid of a virus as my symptoms were so mild I needed a test to confirm I had it. I did my due
diligence, stayed home and insured I stopped the spread. I am very social and positive and I
would say even I am suffering with depression and anxiety not from a virus but from the way
it’s been handled, the lack of clear answers, the twisted data and the mandates that do not
make sense. Being coerced to do something with my body that I do not consent to, only to
have the same freedoms as the person next to me who can spread the virus exactly the same
way I can and gets no less sick then me feels as violating as a sexual assault I have been
through(to be clear not a rape- but mentally and to an extent physically forced to do something
with someone I did not want to do) The division breaks my heart, the parents I see forced to
take a vaccine so they can see their children or keep a job even though they did not want it is
torturous. I am lucky, I’m a stubborn bitch and I’m just not going to do it on the fact that I don’t
want to give up my rights and I don’t want to be an experiment. I feel sad sometimes that I can
go out knowing I have sick vaxxed friend going out yet I am called the problem.

2/19/2022 12:45 AM

41522

Decline in education access, loss of job opportunities, restrictions on domestic travel,
increased stress, social isolation

2/19/2022 12:45 AM
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41523

ruined it for no reason

2/19/2022 12:45 AM

41524

No

2/19/2022 12:45 AM

41525

Caused severe depression and anxiety. Loss of job due to mandates and loss of income

2/19/2022 12:45 AM

41526

Our child and myself were not able to visit my mother in law for the last stage of her life. I’ve
missed out on events at my child’s school, and I can’t watch her play sports. It’s hard to
communicate well with people with masks on. Having to keep our “bubble”small, has meant not
being with family as much as we all would like. I have serious health issues now and not being
allowed to fly has made transportation a hardship, and family visiting me while I’m not well, is
not allowed.

2/19/2022 12:45 AM

41527

It divided canadian citizens and family. Freedom was taken away. Most families are suffering
for lack of social interactions.

2/19/2022 12:45 AM

41528

It has caused division in families, it has caused my husband his job, It has caused many tears
and heartaches, we can not even do volunteer work how sad is that?

2/19/2022 12:45 AM

41529

Emotionally, mentally and financially

2/19/2022 12:45 AM

41530

I've lost all hope for humanity. Frustrated after 2 years of having my questions completely
ignored by people in power and being punished for trying to find answers elsewhere.

2/19/2022 12:45 AM

41531

Lost my job

2/19/2022 12:44 AM

41532

Freedom of choice Limitations on seeing family and friends. Not able to freely travel Medical
care not the same where the doctors and nurses are limited to helping everyone equally.
Division of people

2/19/2022 12:44 AM

41533

Isolation. Liberty removed. No understanding or flexibility by medical system and government
for those who can’t take vaccine or are hesitant for good reasons.

2/19/2022 12:44 AM

41534

It has affected my mental health, I struggle with depression, anxiety and post traumatic stress
disorder, these mandates have made my struggles worse. These mandates have affected my
imperatively important relationships which I rely on as my support system. The mandates have
left me feeling isolated and abandoned. The mandates have caused me great emotional pain, I
was unable to see my aging mother who was in a nursing and when she passed I was unable
to be at her side or go to her funeral. I have been forced to watch helplessly as my son, who
has mental health issues, go downhill due to the mandates and slide back into his addiction. I
worry everyday that he will overdose and I will lose him. I have suffered breaches in my
relationships with family and friends who has been pitted against me due to the continual
hateful divisive rhetoric from the government. The mandates have decimated my life and the
life of my son in so many ways.

2/19/2022 12:44 AM

41535

I’m about to lose right to practice my trade because I will not submit to vaccination. I am
skilled at my craft and my patients will also suffer the loss of care. With it goes my ability to
provide for my family. This tyranny has to stop. My body my choice. No means NO!!!

2/19/2022 12:44 AM

41536

Lost my job Overwhelming debt Stress Thoughts of suicide Lost friends from vaccine
reactions

2/19/2022 12:44 AM

41537

Mental health and travel

2/19/2022 12:44 AM

41538

It hasn't.

2/19/2022 12:44 AM

41539

I have felt like a 2nd class citizen, not being allowed to go to many places I would normally go.

2/19/2022 12:44 AM

41540

I am segregated from society as I may not work many places or even go to restaurants or
entertainment events while others can with vax pass, and the vaccines are not able to stop
transmission so this is segregation.

2/19/2022 12:44 AM

41541

I will be loosing my job. My kids are struggling with wearing a mask in school all day.

2/19/2022 12:44 AM

41542

Forced me to waste my valuable energy

2/19/2022 12:44 AM

41543

Negatively towards family and friends and they toward me. This is NOT HOW GOD WANTS
US TO LIVE.

2/19/2022 12:44 AM

41544

It has unnecessarily limited freedom, commerce, violated the rights of all Canadians, instilled
Hitler-type government response to a mild danger which could have and should have been

2/19/2022 12:44 AM
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handled in a way that benefitted citizens instead of benefitting billionaires and politicians abd
drug companies who have useless injections that harm.
41545

I haven’t gotten sick and died

2/19/2022 12:43 AM

41546

Effectively stopped a new business start up & delayed my life by two years. My parents are in
their 80s and because of lockdowns health has declined - were very healthy and no meds - last
couple months finally getting to them! Multiple other things.

2/19/2022 12:43 AM

41547

Lost a friend to taking the vaccine. Stress it has giving me. The mandates dividing people
have made me depressed

2/19/2022 12:43 AM

41548

Mentally broken

2/19/2022 12:43 AM

41549

I can’t afford to feed my family anymore. I am an essential health care worker who has not
missed work through this pandemic but I have to pay $$$ for rapid testing to keep my job on
top of all the other added expenses

2/19/2022 12:43 AM

41550

I don’t follow any mandates anymore. The reason being I’ve seen how they have destroyed
The lives of family , friends and people around me. Buried many children that already had a
hard life, only to have them commit suicide. These mandates are evil and need to be stopped
immediately.

2/19/2022 12:43 AM

41551

Devastating, loss of a loved one due to being locked out

2/19/2022 12:43 AM

41552

I don't see friends or family as often as I want

2/19/2022 12:43 AM

41553

Job, travel, social division, all around very bad policy leading to no where good.

2/19/2022 12:43 AM

41554

Basically removed my rights as a citizen of Canada

2/19/2022 12:43 AM

41555

I have three personal friends who are vaccine injured. I have relatives forced to take the jab to
feed their family and family who have lost their jobs because they refuse the jab. No one
should ever have the POWER to dictate what you do with your body.

2/19/2022 12:43 AM

41556

I have become suspicious of people, not as natural and free… certainly won’t kiss on a date
any longer … covid feels like a venereal disease with unvaccinated people more likely to
infect. I know it is actually the other way around but hard to shake that feeling

2/19/2022 12:43 AM

41557

Extremely, lost my job

2/19/2022 12:43 AM

41558

It breaks my constitutioal right to travel freely in or out of Canada

2/19/2022 12:43 AM

41559

Caused much division in my family and friends. Caused my family to feel like 2nd class
citizens

2/19/2022 12:43 AM

41560

Could lose my job

2/19/2022 12:43 AM

41561

Missing out of my kids activities, mental health state in my kids is draining, job loss, missing
families.

2/19/2022 12:43 AM

41562

Made me angry

2/19/2022 12:43 AM

41563

For the worst

2/19/2022 12:43 AM

41564

Has hurt/discriminated my kids, grandkids, extended family, friends. Such loss of freedom
hurts everyone in many different ways!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2/19/2022 12:43 AM

41565

*Loss of income *Family relationships hurt *inability to travel *mental health decline And more

2/19/2022 12:42 AM

41566

Everything

2/19/2022 12:42 AM

41567

i haven’t been able to get any work anywhere, i’ve missed out in a large portion of my teenage
years because of the mandates, and it has caused my parents small business to shut down
many times with a huge loss in income

2/19/2022 12:42 AM

41568

Isolation

2/19/2022 12:42 AM

41569

I was mandated to get the jabs to keep my job against my free will

2/19/2022 12:42 AM

41570

I have taken the vaccine, it does some side effects on me. My original plan is not to have it.
Now I have to deal with all the side effects

2/19/2022 12:42 AM
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41571

Discouragement and mistrust of government and health authority.

2/19/2022 12:42 AM

41572

Isolated me from society

2/19/2022 12:42 AM

41573

We have lost family and friends,medical tests have been postponed.

2/19/2022 12:42 AM

41574

I learned a great deal about de facto corporate governments. I learned about sovereignty. I
learned the process to becoming free from the tyrants who have forgotten that they are our
servants. We are not their slaves.

2/19/2022 12:42 AM

41575

I have had friends and family lose their jobs, had their businesses greatly harmed ,increase in
poor mental health ( particularly my son with schizophrenia) other friends with children who
have severe depression and anxiety . Lack of services in the mental health and addiction
sector have been severely affected . I could go on and on.

2/19/2022 12:42 AM

41576

Quite simply, it has changed far too many aspects of my life and those around me.

2/19/2022 12:42 AM

41577

Mental Illness and suicide

2/19/2022 12:41 AM

41578

I had to get the vaccine or i would have been fired.

2/19/2022 12:41 AM

41579

Depression

2/19/2022 12:41 AM

41580

Significantly, unable to see elderly family, enjoy holidays, very hard on people's mental health

2/19/2022 12:41 AM

41581

I lost my job and because of that I lost my house and my truck and now my wife and I are
living at her parents house with our 2 kids

2/19/2022 12:41 AM

41582

There is a rift in my family- got has done a great job creating a divide of anger, hate and total
lack of compassion between the vaxed and unvaxed. Yet the uncaxed are getting and giving
Covid. I am retired so it has not affected me jobwise. It scares me how easy it was fir the
government to instill never ending fear amongst the population.

2/19/2022 12:40 AM

41583

Isolation, depression

2/19/2022 12:40 AM

41584

Anxiety level is higher, stopped spending my $ locally, can't watch kids activities

2/19/2022 12:40 AM

41585

Caused division in my family, prevented me from seeing loved ones and friends and caused
extreme loneliness and depression

2/19/2022 12:40 AM

41586

I work for seniors, they have been so isolated and scared to even leave thier homes..not even
for food or medications or to a hospital!

2/19/2022 12:40 AM

41587

I lost one job, I have been banned from participating in social situations, and I have been
subjected to discrimination

2/19/2022 12:40 AM

41588

It has brought out my inner hermit. It has also separated the strong from the sheep.

2/19/2022 12:40 AM

41589

Hurt my children’s mental health

2/19/2022 12:40 AM

41590

same as everyone else. We just need FREEDOM OF CHOICE! Mask or no mask, jab or no
jab etc etc. Let us make our own decisions.

2/19/2022 12:40 AM

41591

Unable to visit my family in USA for over 2 years. I miss my daughters greatly

2/19/2022 12:40 AM

41592

It has pitted non vaccinated against vaccinated...put people's health at risk, divided families
snd worst of all children have suffered the most.

2/19/2022 12:40 AM

41593

Anxiety, fear, pay cuts, persecution

2/19/2022 12:40 AM

41594

I’m considered the oppressed and I feel that in making decisions with my family. Worries that
were never there before, now show up in just simple decisions like going to pick up every day
needs - I technically qualify as mask-exempt but that isn’t always honoured and I just never
know if I will be challenged unlawfully. I have been witnessing the division that these unlawful
mandates create around me affecting people I love and within our own extended family. It
sucks, especially when we see that they are not working.

2/19/2022 12:40 AM

41595

Mental health

2/19/2022 12:39 AM

41596

Mandates have tore my family apart.my 13 yesr old has been self harming and suicidal. 2 of
her friends tried to hang themselves .we have watched countless friends get the vaccine to
keep there job,to feed there familys ,just to be permanently injued and or die. we have lost all

2/19/2022 12:39 AM
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hope and trust in the police, doctors, nurses, or any one in authority. The mandates and the
whole covid situation has taught us that you can count on no one, people are weak and
primarily driven only by money or fame.
41597

The isolation , limitations to gyms, restaurants etc……the lack of visitation with elderly
relatives, restriction on visitors for patients in hospital…..( my 14 yr old grandson has been on
chemo and can’t have his siblings or cousins or friends with him thru this horrible ordeal)………
criminal! All of it!

2/19/2022 12:39 AM

41598

Though I am double vaccinated I 100% disagree with the vaccine passport and mandates. To
date, they haven’t been effective nor have they followed the science, rather cherry-picking the
data convenient to push a certain narrative. I know many people whom for legitimate reasons
have chosen not to get vaccinated and the measures they’ve faced have been both punitive
and non-sensical, infringing on our human rights and liberties.

2/19/2022 12:39 AM

41599

I can't come visit my family. My family can't visit me.

2/19/2022 12:39 AM

41600

My husband is American. We decided to wait until 2023 before getting the vaccine when this
untested product results are completed. We can not be together now because we are waiting
for results. This vaccine was allowed to be used because of the quarantine act

2/19/2022 12:39 AM

41601

We sit at home by ourselves & have family divisions over the jab rehtoric

2/19/2022 12:39 AM

41602

Hasn't really except keeping the family apart

2/19/2022 12:39 AM

41603

No work and over inflated taxes carbon tax bull shit

2/19/2022 12:39 AM

41604

Fear, depression, family/friend divides. This alone will take years to overcome! Now that
mandates are ending. We need normlalcy. The CDC has let us down. Never new from one to
the next what you should and should not do. We all have a brain to use and in the last two
years, you would think we had lost it. I have always protected my children and if there is a
deadly virus out there, I know how to protect them! I refuse to have my children were a mask
the out side in play, they need that oxygen to keep there lungs safe. Shame on the CDC for
what they have done and continue to do.

2/19/2022 12:39 AM

41605

Can't go any where.

2/19/2022 12:39 AM

41606

Raising a new born child theough this pandemic has been hell for my wife with no access to
mental health groups or counselling. The virus has not affected us in the slightest but not
being allowed into establishments and being treated as second citizens for choosing natural
immunity over untested vaccinations has been unacceptable. This government need needs to
step aside.

2/19/2022 12:39 AM

41607

Work, relationships, family, travel, division of society, standard of living

2/19/2022 12:39 AM

41608

It’s actually made many things in my life better.

2/19/2022 12:39 AM

41609

Not able to travel, go to restaurants, gyms, strained relationships, annoyance, economics

2/19/2022 12:39 AM

41610

Work

2/19/2022 12:39 AM

41611

Divisive impacting relationships, usable to support daughter (new mom) and grandson or
elderly patents

2/19/2022 12:38 AM

41612

Days off work without pay

2/19/2022 12:38 AM

41613

Someone has taken away my life! Thank you

2/19/2022 12:38 AM

41614

It has hurt my children in their education. As well, it has divided my relationship with my father
and other family members.

2/19/2022 12:38 AM

41615

Threat of job loss

2/19/2022 12:38 AM

41616

My ex husband tried to kill me by smothering me with a pillow. Because of the abuse I suffered
then, I have developed PTSD. I cannot wear a mask. Just the thought of having any material
covering my face for any length of time is an extremely emotional and traumatic event. Mine is
an exemption that most people do not consider. Because of my exemption, I am denied entry
to many places; I get sneered at while shopping for groceries; I get yelled at to put a mask on;
and so much more. I am continuously in a cycle of abuse. The emotional toll these mandates
have taken on my body is deep. I no longer enjoy going to any public places out of fear of how
I will be treated.

2/19/2022 12:38 AM
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41617

Bad

2/19/2022 12:38 AM

41618

It’s inconvenienced me the same as every other Canadian. I have not had a covid related
death in my family for which I am grateful. I am free to work, educate myself and access
medical care.

2/19/2022 12:37 AM

41619

Turned my country into a communist shit hole. Fake media and poisonous medical mandates.

2/19/2022 12:37 AM

41620

Accelerated inflation with no signs of relief. Caused issues with our children’s sports,
socializing. We couldn’t enjoy an evening out because of the fake science of unvaccinated vs
vaccinated. The building of our house has been postponed due to the increases and closures.
It’s ruined lives! Separating people! The saddest part is the way our Prime minister has acted
over this whole thing. Calling people names, dictating, etc. I am very bitter over this whole
COVID BS, I’m tied.

2/19/2022 12:37 AM

41621

My mother was in the makenzie town care center...things did not go well for her

2/19/2022 12:37 AM

41622

Yes

2/19/2022 12:37 AM

41623

It has divided my family and caused massive stress in our lived

2/19/2022 12:37 AM

41624

Every aspect of my life and ability to attend anything requiring the vaccine passport and
accompany my husband in emergency just yesterday !

2/19/2022 12:37 AM

41625

It has been oppressive and I've suffered depression and just a constant sense of sadness,
tension and dread. And I've been very worried for my family - children and grandchildren.

2/19/2022 12:37 AM

41626

My heart is broken how our PM has broken and devastated this county!

2/19/2022 12:37 AM

41627

The mandates have created division between the people I love, and eliminated friendships for
myself. I am surrounded by anger and hatred, an “us versus them” perspective and negative
otherising. The effect on my mental health and my own view of humanity will be lifelong. I feel
stigmatized and hated, pushed to the side as a useless citizen whose opinion is irrelevant. I
have also lost all trust in government and all those involved in any political position.

2/19/2022 12:37 AM

41628

I decline to answer

2/19/2022 12:37 AM

41629

I now feel like a prisoner in my own country.

2/19/2022 12:37 AM

41630

has not affected my life much as I am having to live with my son and his family as I cannot
afford to have my own home due to the high cost of living

2/19/2022 12:37 AM

41631

Acceptable sacrifices for the greater good and to protect vulnerable people around me.

2/19/2022 12:37 AM

41632

Loss of participating in many things! Loss of friends & relatives.

2/19/2022 12:37 AM

41633

Work, social life, freedom, finacially

2/19/2022 12:37 AM

41634

Missed visiting my mother while she was dying of cancer. Missed going on out 25th
anniversary holiday. Missed my daughters grad. Missed Christmas concerts visiting with
family and being normal. Terrible to deny family to be with their loved ones as they die. 😢😢

2/19/2022 12:37 AM

41635

It’s affected my kids and them being able to enjoy their lives and the activities they love….and
the freedom to just be kids…they are our future

2/19/2022 12:36 AM

41636

It’s taken away my freedom to enjoy a normal free life

2/19/2022 12:36 AM

41637

Ruin sports for me

2/19/2022 12:36 AM

41638

2 years of masks ,1 year of vaccines that do not prevent covid ,it’s time to get on with our
lives.

2/19/2022 12:36 AM

41639

Taken away my Freedom!

2/19/2022 12:36 AM

41640

It has made it difficult for me to do my job

2/19/2022 12:36 AM

41641

I am Canadian Armed forces Ranger my rank is corporal and am a stay at home mom; I have
6 children second eldest is visually impaired. My name is Lisa Marie Smith married to Archie
Zoe-Beaulieu live in Community called Whati was once remote community until an All Season
Road commenced. In past we purchased vehicle with Aurora Ford used to be known as
Kingland Ford recently finding out threw our credit report that two vehicle under our legal

2/19/2022 12:36 AM
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names Lisa Marie Smith and Archie Zoe-Beaulieu was paid off in full by purchase order which I
believe Aurora Ford and our self government known as Tlicho Government has breached our
Bill of Rights. I have filed for investigation and have emailed the following parties Tlicho
Government, Aurora Ford and Our local RCMP investigation is in process. I am victim of theft
on my CRA account and is related to Massive Tax Evaison. Due to this it has caused me
martial problems and was set for bounty during the pandemic on June 15,2020. My Identity
stolen and my birth and marriage certificates were tampered and a misconduct Health care
System is in effect. Please take action as I got no where to turn please help
41642

what life

2/19/2022 12:36 AM

41643

It has affected both my mental and physical health. It has affected me financially, my
community, and my business. There isn’t anything these mandates haven’t affected.

2/19/2022 12:36 AM

41644

Loss of money, isolated, losing everything around me, can’t afford housing and am working
class and fighting with family and friends.

2/19/2022 12:36 AM

41645

Finically mentally destroying family and friendships

2/19/2022 12:36 AM

41646

Loss of job / loss my house / over 15,000 in debt do to loading job ! My life is totally screwed !
So thank you

2/19/2022 12:36 AM

41647

Terribly

2/19/2022 12:36 AM

41648

My mental health mainly. My mother got the jab to keep her job and has since developed heart
issues. I am having adverse reactions to my first shot and I don't think I'll be going for my
second. Life is feeling like a dystopian hellscape where there is nothing but anger and
hopelessness in everyone's hearts.

2/19/2022 12:36 AM

41649

I miss freedom. I miss people's smiles, and it being replaced by fear and judgement in their
eyes above the masks. This hoax has caused a huge decide between all people. It is causing
the same Issues as racism. And, I don't feel that giving this much power to the government
will be good for us in the future. Give them an inch and next time we won't get a say.

2/19/2022 12:36 AM

41650

Mental health… I’m about to snap! Job loss, family tension, loss of quality of life and
enjoyment, children at risk socially and emotionally…

2/19/2022 12:36 AM

41651

The level of anxiety and depression I have experienced since the beginning is unprecedented.
I hate my life in Canada and I can’t afford groceries, gas, basic amenities that should not cost
60% + my monthly pay. I don’t go out to places anymore, I’ve been bullied, disrespected and
degraded because I medically can not wear a mask and yet it’s encouraged that I’m
segregated and discriminated. If I could afford travel I would flee Canada and go to Florida
where freedom and body autonomy is valued. These are God given NOT a tyrant’s dream to
take away and control. I will never trust $cience, the AB government, the Canadian
government, main stream media that lies and is funded by big Pharma (who I will never listen
to either). Thank you for ruining our lives because those we have elected (not that I had not will
ever elect Trudeau) are selfish and greedy.

2/19/2022 12:36 AM

41652

All

2/19/2022 12:35 AM

41653

Pretty bad

2/19/2022 12:35 AM

41654

Closed one company. Another at 50%

2/19/2022 12:35 AM

41655

With the omicron variant, the mandates seem impractical. The real world data does not match
up with Canadas stance on mandates. Especially vaccine mandates which have unfairly
singles out individuals who are making a choice that they should be allowed to make. People
should at all times be allowed to make a judgement call on the vaccine with out changing their
quality of life.

2/19/2022 12:35 AM

41656

People are aggressive, discriminate, rude, suicides are rampant, have no filter, everyone can
say anything to anyone and behave as if they have authority and power over others. Reduced
movement - hate masks and therefor avoid shopping and malls, no travel, kids kicked out of
university for not taking “recommended medicine” loosing rights to choose what’s best for
oneself. Government says that cares about people’s health- but doesn’t open debate and listen
to second opinions of doctors who advise against narrative...all together dumbing down of
society.... children that are not at risk are being groomed to be obedient and scared and guilt
tripped to protect adults by wearing masks and getting the “medicine” it’s public knowledge that
the “medicine” has negative effect on health with 100’s of thousands of people around the

2/19/2022 12:35 AM
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world who died from it by “sudden death”, many more permanently injured- and we don’t know
what will happen with those ppl in a year, 2, 5, 10, 20 or 50?!! From safe and effective to if
anything happens to you after taking the “medicine” you’re on your own- pharmacists are not
liable, manufacturers nor government- but they all want you to have it- volunteer to take it but
loose your job or education and be excluded from society if you don’t take it...most ppl took it
bc they were coerced- for those exact reasons so they can participate in society and not bc
they are scared of virus! Before 2020 most of these behaviour would be classified as crimes
against humanity and abuse.
41657

prevented me from seeing my family and friends, restricted my coming and going’s, taking
away my livelihood to earn a living to feed my family, denied me the freedom to choose what I
put into my blood stream, taken away my freedom to live in a democratic country, attending
church services and so much more.

2/19/2022 12:35 AM

41658

No restaurants

2/19/2022 12:35 AM

41659

Very stressful.,

2/19/2022 12:35 AM

41660

Can’t do my job

2/19/2022 12:35 AM

41661

Every day I feel a sense of injustice never before experienced my children who are at zero risk
from Covid are not permitted to live their lives and I worry about their future under this
dictatorship every minute of every day. And I’m Only just getting started

2/19/2022 12:35 AM

41662

Our business has lost 80% of our clients, caused mental hardship with our kids, division
amongst family and friends, distrust in the medical profession, distrust in our government and
police authority.

2/19/2022 12:35 AM

41663

We have been unable to take our children to any activity, any family entertainment, my
children are not welcome to play their sports because of mandates. It is ruining our lives. Our
childrens mental health and well being is impacted.

2/19/2022 12:35 AM

41664

Missed work due to mandates, anxiety on health matters

2/19/2022 12:35 AM

41665

Can’t travel outside of Canada. Can’t go to restaurants or pubs. Can’t see people’s smiles.
Couldn’t have a proper funeral

2/19/2022 12:35 AM

41666

Very isolated, separated from family and friends, stress and anxiety

2/19/2022 12:35 AM

41667

My whole family is vaccinated but still two years is enough I think the government is now
using Covid as an excuse to do what ever they want time to open things up and see what
happens

2/19/2022 12:34 AM

41668

Which mandate? Masks, vaccines or vaccine passport? Of course it has affected my life, it’s
impacted the entire world so this seems like a loaded question. I think catching a life
threatening disease would also impact my life so I chose to get vaccinated prior to passports. I
trust the science. If you would like this survey to be truly unbiased perhaps you should ask if
the people filling out this survey are vaccinated

2/19/2022 12:34 AM

41669

It has destroyed my ability to go out in public.

2/19/2022 12:34 AM

41670

I have lost my job of 21 years, lost health benefits, been stressed, emotionally taxed, cost of
living has gone through the roof as a result of all this madness.

2/19/2022 12:34 AM

41671

Lose of work

2/19/2022 12:34 AM

41672

I lost my mother and my sister, that alone on top of all the inconveniences and treated like a
criminal was plenty enough.

2/19/2022 12:34 AM

41673

It's damaged my amune system. Harmed family relationships.

2/19/2022 12:34 AM

41674

Totally destroyed my life, my livelihood and all joy in my life

2/19/2022 12:34 AM

41675

Unable to take train to visit my 91 year old father. Unable for our family to skate at an arena
when that is our only pass time. My children suffered depression and hopelessness and
stress. They lost all their activities, recreation, theatre involvement, music lessons, church
activities etc. I lost business.

2/19/2022 12:34 AM

41676

It has caused family splits that will perhaps never be mended.

2/19/2022 12:34 AM

41677

Socially not too much, financially has been hard. Emotionally it has been devastating to me

2/19/2022 12:34 AM
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and my teenagers!!!!!
41678

Terrible

2/19/2022 12:34 AM

41679

It has changed the country that I loved into something unrecognizable. It has stripped freedom
to work and care for our families, the vulnerable in society, and has taught our children that a
two tiered society is acceptable when in fact it is not. It has damaged the mental health of our
children. For shame Canada…. Jailing pastors, sending CERB to foreign addresses, trampling
(literally with horses) citizen’s rights to peacefully protest. For. Shame.

2/19/2022 12:34 AM

41680

Income, Economy, Inflation, Health, Social, Family, Friends,

2/19/2022 12:34 AM

41681

Have lost faith in the leaders of my country, lost health, threatened with job loss and have had
to make unwanted decisions.

2/19/2022 12:34 AM

41682

Antisocial depressive behavior

2/19/2022 12:34 AM

41683

Deeply depressed

2/19/2022 12:34 AM

41684

I struggle with mental health I have had lots of police encounter for suicide attempt and mental
health calls due to isolation . I have three children who can’t play sports or basic things like eat
in restaurants or bowl . They are suffering we all are

2/19/2022 12:34 AM

41685

It has destroyed our family connections

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41686

Unable to travel, go swimming, forced to wear a mask in hospital, unable to visit in hospital,
plus more.

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41687

Devision of people

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41688

Emotional stress!

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41689

Disruptive to family life Not being able to associate with friends No going out to restaurants
Interfered with work Masks made me sick before end of work day And many other things

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41690

Mentally, emotionally, physically, financially, stain, relationships severed, bullied,
discrimination, isolation, stress, health, wellbeing, innocence, loss of trust, loss of faith, loss
of hope, the growth and development of my children and loved ones and the list goes on….

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41691

Very negatively

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41692

The excitement, enjoyment and ability to travel freely. Church attendance and hanging out with
youth helping with mental health

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41693

I can’t visit my dying bro in a nursing home! My grandkids are unhappy no sports

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41694

Greatly

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41695

The mandate hasn't affected my life, the people not following mandates have affected my life,
Covid will never go away because of people not following mandates. They are idiots and have
no common sense

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41696

Division among friends and family. Reduced social activity Compromised my sense of freedom
to keep peace among strangers when running errands

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41697

Family disputes, friendship dies ! Lost all respect for how our government handled it ! There
was a emergency plan to be used if something like this happened and the liberals ignored it
!!!!????

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41698

Damaged my marriage, caused division in the family and my social circle, our rights were
taken away!

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41699

Less socializing with family and friends, can’t travel by plane or enter many businesses

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41700

My daughter has been bully at school because she is not vaccinate, I haven't be able to leave
the country with my family to have funeral for my dad , who die from covic in 2020.

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41701

Depressed by it

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41702

It has destroyed some relationships and negatively impacted my mental health

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41703

Annoying. I’ve done my best to ignore it and live my life.

2/19/2022 12:33 AM
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41704

Torn my family apart

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41705

Mental stress, disgusts in witnessing Canadian citizens turn into total covidian assholes

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41706

Nit at all. I will listen to the government

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41707

Lost my job, my family, my friends, I'm suicidal, addicted to alcohol now

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41708

Horribly! 2 years of my life stolen! Robbed! Depressing, sickening.

2/19/2022 12:33 AM

41709

I had a baby in 2021.... she spend her first Christmas with no big dinner. She hadn't seen
another babies face because we weren't aloud to socialize with others

2/19/2022 12:32 AM

41710

Terribly

2/19/2022 12:32 AM

41711

Sadness,anger

2/19/2022 12:32 AM

41712

Couldn't see loved ones sick in the hospital ..depression ..fear of government ...feeling like I
don't belong . Thoughts of suicide .

2/19/2022 12:32 AM

41713

G

2/19/2022 12:32 AM

41714

It has affected who I see and I wasnt able to work for almost a year

2/19/2022 12:32 AM

41715

I couldn’t go see my dying father before he passed and now can’t go to his funeral either. No
work in 20 months

2/19/2022 12:32 AM

41716

Horribly. They lost me my job.

2/19/2022 12:32 AM

41717

Cannot visit elderly parents, could not attend my brother’s funeral, cannot do simple
recreational and educational activities with our children (they cannot either) - swimming,
skating etc. The relational division is ugly and dangerous, as the disdain among health care
workers for anyone who didn’t comply with the mandates.

2/19/2022 12:32 AM

41718

Every aspect is worse then 2 years ago.

2/19/2022 12:32 AM

41719

Lost my job

2/19/2022 12:32 AM

41720

Can't voice my opinion that is not the same as the government. Dividing all of us, family,
friends, church. Can't attend funerals. My friend can't come back to Canada because they are
not taking the Covid injection. Pressure from family and friends to get the injection.

2/19/2022 12:32 AM

41721

It has affected my health, mental health, ability to visit family, friends and travel

2/19/2022 12:32 AM

41722

My god daughter passed away from an “accidental” over dose. During lock down. My children
and I Were not able to see my father who had the beginning stages of dementia. Now that I
can finally see him he doesn’t always remembers me. 😞

2/19/2022 12:32 AM

41723

Forced retirement

2/19/2022 12:31 AM

41724

Emotional upset!

2/19/2022 12:31 AM

41725

Severly limited it

2/19/2022 12:31 AM

41726

Isolation depression

2/19/2022 12:31 AM

41727

Lost job

2/19/2022 12:31 AM

41728

Lost employment, not allowed to travel, not seen family for two years

2/19/2022 12:31 AM

41729

More Less has Destroyed My Life & MANY Others,... including the Suicide of My Roommate
& the Deaths ☠️& Sickness caused by ‘the jab’ 💉

2/19/2022 12:31 AM

41730

It has affected mine and my families Mental Health, finances, Family and friend relationships,
division of family and friends, freedom of choice, instilled fear in family and friends, economic
strife for all that our grandchildren and great grandchildren will be paying for long after I'm gone

2/19/2022 12:31 AM

41731

Lost work, sick days, even prior to March 2020! I haven't seen my children in 26 months, and
the mandates and lockdowns, have caused all this! Enough is Enough!

2/19/2022 12:31 AM

41732

negatively in every way possible

2/19/2022 12:31 AM

41733

Depression

2/19/2022 12:31 AM
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41734

Government discrimination has made me feel unwanted by society just because I am
unvaccinated.

2/19/2022 12:31 AM

41735

All alone

2/19/2022 12:31 AM

41736

Fear, isolation, loss of friendships and family relationships, loss of social life, loss to assemble
in groups, to go to places I have enjoyed in the past, and now retired, unable to get on an
airplane to travel.

2/19/2022 12:31 AM

41737

Made it miserable for me!

2/19/2022 12:31 AM

41738

The vaccine passports have had a very negative effect on my life. I would usually consider
myself a very lucky and happy individual. Since the launch of the passport mandate in
September 2021, I’ve had the worst anxiety and depression. I feel like I’m an outcast. I made
the choice not to get vaccinated due to pregnancy and breast feeding to protect my baby. The
worst part about this, is I can spread Covid the same as someone who is vaccinated!! With us
knowing that, how do the passports make any sense? We both caught Covid and we’re 100%
fine after 3 days. I know vaxxed and booster individuals who were much sicker than we were.

2/19/2022 12:31 AM

41739

I left a high paying high risk job and am now unemployed

2/19/2022 12:31 AM

41740

The mental stresses it has caused to many people is devistating

2/19/2022 12:31 AM

41741

It hasn’t affected my life at all I just don’t like to see my freedoms taken away

2/19/2022 12:31 AM

41742

My job, my mental health, my family. My freedom. Life is meaningless

2/19/2022 12:31 AM

41743

Only impact has been that the mandates aren’t enforced and that working in retail people can
be very abusive and disrespectful towards those trying to follow the rules.

2/19/2022 12:30 AM

41744

In everyway possible, it's a sad day people are dying from all of this in every way so many are
dying from the vaccines my friend passed away today for Freedom, our people are and have
been suffering our freedoms are being treated May God Bless Us All and Keep Us Safe

2/19/2022 12:30 AM

41745

Reduced movement

2/19/2022 12:30 AM

41746

Depressing

2/19/2022 12:30 AM

41747

How has it not been a negative impact on everyone of us?!? I am not allowed to work at my
job I e had for 15 years!!

2/19/2022 12:30 AM

41748

Has promoted hatred and job loss

2/19/2022 12:30 AM

41749

Loss of employment. Metal health strain of unneccessary lost social contact with family and
friends. Complete contradiction of rules implemented throughout the pandemic has given me a
complete loss of trust in political and health officials.

2/19/2022 12:30 AM

41750

Depression, family arguments, loss of relationships, loss of teammates

2/19/2022 12:30 AM

41751

I agreed with the mandates at first but now there is just no need for them! It feels like a power
grab from our dictator of a PM.. The mandates need to go and so does Trudeau!!

2/19/2022 12:30 AM

41752

It’s been hard but necessary. I know folks who have died from Covid and I’m grateful the our
health officials have been working around the clock on this.

2/19/2022 12:30 AM

41753

I have to vax’d to go to work in personas does my husband(trucker crossing the border) but
happy to do that to protect vulnerable family members and reduce chance of hospitalization

2/19/2022 12:29 AM

41754

Increase in anxiety, depression, feelings of loneliness due to isolation. Feelings of being
bullied, loss of freedom

2/19/2022 12:29 AM

41755

How has it not affected our lives!!! Your fear mongering is bullshit!!

2/19/2022 12:29 AM

41756

It has taken away freedom of choice

2/19/2022 12:29 AM

41757

Mental health issues and friends and family turning on each other

2/19/2022 12:29 AM

41758

It's protected us from a deadly illness

2/19/2022 12:29 AM

41759

Financially emotionally and my mental health

2/19/2022 12:29 AM

41760

Ostracized, loneliness, depression, hopelessness, confusion. Fearful to speak my truth,

2/19/2022 12:29 AM
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segregation. No fear of the actual disease though.
41761

Loss of employment

2/19/2022 12:29 AM

41762

Drastically in a negative manner and my whole family. It’s disgusting.

2/19/2022 12:28 AM

41763

Tore my family apart, wrecked my business

2/19/2022 12:28 AM

41764

Struggling with both perinatal and post partum depression with these mandates has been
awful. My husband was not allowed at any appointments with me, and it was stressful to take
my toddler out to appointments as well. Support networks such as moms groups, and church
groups were not available either, further adding to the isolation and stress. Everyday activities
like grocery shopping have become dreaded chores as we navigate dirty looks for having
children with us in stores, etc. My family has also not been allowed to sit down in a restaurant
for over a year due to capacity limits and rules about how many people could occupy a single
table, even before vaccine mandates were around.

2/19/2022 12:28 AM

41765

Badly.

2/19/2022 12:28 AM

41766

It's caused anxiety and depression.

2/19/2022 12:28 AM

41767

Unable to see family outside canada

2/19/2022 12:28 AM

41768

Has restricted my travel and social activities that effect my mental health, mask again effect
mental health and overall health

2/19/2022 12:28 AM

41769

Every day every way. I lost work I can’t even do my taxes I can’t bathe I’m hungry

2/19/2022 12:28 AM

41770

It has very much reduced my trust in my provincial and federal government as well as health
care leaders.

2/19/2022 12:28 AM

41771

Isolated.

2/19/2022 12:28 AM

41772

Being forced to become vaccinated while pregnant against my will to save my job do I would
not loose my house and ability to support my family.

2/19/2022 12:28 AM

41773

It has all but ruined my businesses. Put excessive stress on myself. Divided my family.
Harmed my children's education. Watched family members have adverse reactions to
vaccines. Simple biopsy on my daughter in law put off for over a year......cancer.(mother of 5)
Do you want more?

2/19/2022 12:28 AM

41774

Mental health

2/19/2022 12:28 AM

41775

All of these. They must end.

2/19/2022 12:28 AM

41776

Can't travel. Work restrictions. Prolonged hospital stay for our boy.

2/19/2022 12:28 AM

41777

Not much at all, except for all the people fighting about what should be fine. I have lost friends.

2/19/2022 12:28 AM

41778

Online school, haven't seen parts of my family for 2 years, not allowed to go to restaurants,
emotion and mental distress

2/19/2022 12:28 AM

41779

In every area of my life but especially travel. I have been forced to have a QR code on order to
travel.

2/19/2022 12:28 AM

41780

I was forced to take a non effective vaccine because I am a federal employee.

2/19/2022 12:28 AM

41781

Separated from my children fir 2 years and my family

2/19/2022 12:27 AM

41782

By having to hear people complain and be angry about it. It probably helped for some time but,
but now we need to try to move forward.

2/19/2022 12:27 AM

41783

Unable to understand others when speaking (mask). Can't cross the U.S. border (no vaccine)
Can't worship with all my spiritual family in church (limited capacity) Can't visit my mother in
nursing home (no vaccine) Close friend died a week after 2nd dose with blood clots (but no
health conditions previous to 1st dose)

2/19/2022 12:27 AM

41784

Lost my job

2/19/2022 12:27 AM

41785

I have asthma and the masked affect m breathing more that covid has affected me.

2/19/2022 12:27 AM

41786

Wasn't allowed to see dying relative. Couldn't go to funerals. Couldn't go to sporting events.

2/19/2022 12:27 AM
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Could 't fly to go to Christmas gathering out of province.
41787

Watch the convoy in Ottawa I'm sure you can gather from that how this tyrannical state has
effected my life.

2/19/2022 12:27 AM

41788

Loss of income, loss of family, loss of freedoms

2/19/2022 12:27 AM

41789

I had to get the vaccine and I didn’t want to. My depression has worsened

2/19/2022 12:27 AM

41790

Family divisions, loneliness, unfair restrictions against the unvaccinated, no recognition of
natural immunity.

2/19/2022 12:27 AM

41791

I am suffering from depression.

2/19/2022 12:27 AM

41792

We have had hard times during this Covid. My son has some medicine stuff going on. He had
doctors appointments canceled, procedures canceled. Medical stuff happened that would have
been a lot better dealt with if he would’ve been able to see a doctor in person. My father-in-law
was diagnosed with cancer. We could not be there for him in his last days. We couldn’t say
goodbye to him. We couldn’t all be there for each other at the funeral home, or at the funeral.
All because of the mandates

2/19/2022 12:27 AM

41793

Family relationships have suffered, and mental health.

2/19/2022 12:27 AM

41794

Family members have lost their jobs...and masks to more damage than good...bad headaches
from wearing them at work

2/19/2022 12:27 AM

41795

Can’t fly to Switzerland! And I lost pay at work cuss covid outbreak and I wasent payed 2
weeks cuss not vaxed

2/19/2022 12:27 AM

41796

my son has lost his job because he refuses to be vaxed

2/19/2022 12:27 AM

41797

X

2/19/2022 12:27 AM

41798

BS all of it BS

2/19/2022 12:27 AM

41799

Badly

2/19/2022 12:27 AM

41800

It has restricted my normal activities to the point of feeling isolation and sadness. I was unable
to see my dying brother, unable to see my family in another province. There's many more
instances of feeling bullied, trapped and helpless in a world that seems to have gone insane

2/19/2022 12:27 AM

41801

Business , social , rising costs of life expenses

2/19/2022 12:27 AM

41802

Vaccine Passports have meant that I and my family have suffered shaming, a lack of respect,
hate speech in society by several government leaders, specifically our Prime Minister and
even our Premier (about 6 months ago), but he has since changed his speech about the
unvaccinated, and is not so blaming lately. We've not been able to go to food courts in malls or
go to restaurants. Friends' kids have not been able to go to recreational activities or venues
without the prohibitive expense of rapid tests. Certain extended family members have secretly
judged and then have not so subtly questioned our lack of conformity. Certain church leaders
have wrongfully shamed us as dissenters from the narrative, and have used the argument that
we need to give up our rights and freedoms on behalf of making others feel 'safe', essentially
denying us our individual rights and freedoms. We cannot travel by air between provinces
within Canada, nor can we leave Canada to travel. I think that's enough for now!

2/19/2022 12:27 AM

41803

It has protected me and my family from serious illness.

2/19/2022 12:26 AM

41804

My children are dealing with mental health issues and my husband lost his job. We are no
longer able to afford a home from all the inflation and we have sold our car. We haven’t been
able to see our friends and family and we couldn’t have a funeral with all our loved ones for my
father in law who passed Jan 1 2021. Trudeau was supposed to protect us and keep Canada
united not divided. Why would he force a vaccine on our country with such a low death rate. I
don’t feel like I live in a free country. I feel terrified that all my freedoms can be and will be take
if I do not comply. I feel that at any moment the government can take from or put in my body
what they want. I feel they can close my accounts take the money I want to donate and give it
to someone else and take my house and business away if they see fit. Canada is not the safe
place we once trusted.

2/19/2022 12:26 AM

41805

My business has lost tens of thousands of dollars. I have lost many friends and family has
been split and I am thinking of moving to a different country.

2/19/2022 12:26 AM
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41806

No social interaction. Life is not fun anymore! Can’t fly or travel. Masks are terrible when you
have asthma: can’t breathe, causes coughing, headaches.

2/19/2022 12:26 AM

41807

Lock downs severely impacted me and my family. Dec2019 I had a severe head injury
resulting in post concussion syndrome. Was unable to get rehabilitated email care. My 5 year
old son was expected to do school online I could not read focus my eyes. Lucas has never
experienced a full year of school and is struggling to catch up. He was receiving therapy for a
stutter and that had to end. The mask are difficult I am hearing impaired profound in one ear
and severe in the other . My hearing aides were damaged when I was wearing masks and had
to live without them for many months. Unable to read people’s lips I often secluded myself due
to severe anxiety. People get mad at me calling me all sorts of things when I ask to see there
lips move they think because I am young it is just an excuse. I have otosclerosis. My son has
asthma it is difficult for him to breath in the masks for several health reasons. The capacity
restrictions are rediculous. The damage this has done to our health, mental health, causing
division and segregation is beyond disgusting. Their are not two classes of citizens. We are all
worthy of making the best choices for our own bodies. Freedom of travel, freedom to earn a
living freedom to choose not be coerced by fear and propaganda to put something into our
bodies. Politicizing this has been so incredibly damaging to all Canadians

2/19/2022 12:26 AM

41808

Hurt my family’s business by having to turn away customers who chose not to get vaccinated
for various reasons, created major tension between friends and family, damaged social life and
decreased state of mental health, negatively effected my university education, put my job
stability and income at risk

2/19/2022 12:26 AM

41809

Fired, ostracized, segregated

2/19/2022 12:26 AM

41810

Is has distanced me from family while treating my own and other families apart

2/19/2022 12:26 AM

41811

It has protected me and my family and friends from a potentially fatal illness.

2/19/2022 12:26 AM

41812

My mental well being has been affected by these measures. To give some one the ultimatum
to get vaccinated or get fired is something I never thought this country would support. I’m fine
with vaccines as an option but nothing else. The judges who sit in this country are
untrustworthy and I have no confidence in them whatsoever.

2/19/2022 12:26 AM

41813

My kids have missed out on museums, theater, educational enrichment opportunities due to
the REP. I am all for non evasive protection like masks, physical distance, frequent hand
washing. The mandate of vaccine is not right

2/19/2022 12:26 AM

41814

Every part of my life outside of my immediate family inside my home

2/19/2022 12:26 AM

41815

The numbers simply do not support continued segregation, fear, hatred and isolation. It's
ridiculous that healthy people are being forced to take an unproven trial injection when VAERS
data shows insane numbers of otherwise UN-advertised adverse reactions. The incredible
amount of misinformation spread by the MSM I is horrifying. To name but a few reasons I
believe the mandates should end.

2/19/2022 12:26 AM

41816

lost my job

2/19/2022 12:26 AM

41817

depression - partner suicidal - loss of income - loss of ability to see children

2/19/2022 12:26 AM

41818

Places to eat.

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41819

my family has been irreparably harmed and divided some won't ever be repaired. I have
watched as people send invites to their friends and family now and telling them they must
show their vaccine -passport to attend their wedding. This is right out of nazi Germany many of
these people are jewish and descendants of holocaust survivors it is truly shocking.

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41820

Kept my friends and family away from me and pushed me away from some.

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41821

It has made me more aware of how little Liberals can be trusted.

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41822

It has kept me from going shopping as I can’t shop with a face covering as I have severe
anxiety and my body over heats quickly.

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41823

Affected the ability for my children to have a normal childhood

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41824

It’s isolated us from everyone

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41825

I can no longer do the job I loved. I cannot participate in all facets of society. My children have

2/19/2022 12:25 AM
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been affected negatively.
41826

Isolated me and kept my family away. I live with my dogs. I was determined not to let the
constant 24/7 Covid Propaganda get me down.

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41827

depression loss of job. sucidal

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41828

It has isolated me stressed the shit out of me

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41829

I’m too many negative ways to mention.

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41830

I've been unable to find work because I refuse to take an experimental vaccine. So I've been
unemployed for months now. My husband took that vaccine without me knowing to keep his
job. It now has caused problems in my marriage, divided canadians like I've never seen before.
Justin trudeau owns 40% of a company that supplied phizer with the mnra technology for the
vaccine. I'd say that's a conflict of interest. Forcing us to take a vaccine so he makes money
off it. It's criminal!

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41831

Being segregated

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41832

It's made me a prisoner in my own country

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41833

Not being able to visit friends.

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41834

stole 2 yrs from my retirement,deystroyed friendships

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41835

Physically

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41836

It’s making life so miserable

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41837

Freedoms removed from activities, job on the line, not able to see sick relatives

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41838

Negatively

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41839

Mentally, extremely badly. I had Covid twice but the mental effects of the lockdowns on me
and my children and family were far worse My sister was an RN working all through 2020 in the
ER dept. Now, she is called racist and has been fired because she doesn’t feel comfortable
taking the Covid vaccine at this time, she’s pregnant and breastfeeding

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41840

Masks at work

2/19/2022 12:25 AM

41841

It has prevented me or restricted me from participating in community events.

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41842

There have been so many lies told, the truth about and throughout this has been entirely lost.
We are afraid to show common courtesy to each other. Afraid to reach out for help and the
depression and suicide rate has jumped so astronomically it is unparalleled. The federal
government has given away our money or "lost it" he claims. And in order to cover that, the
places that need it, such as healthcare and teachers are being undercut. And then there are
the forced vaccinations on the health laborers. Who feel strongly enough about it to lose their
jobs over it. The hospitals aren't overflowing with covid patients, the doctors and nurses just
aren't there. And those that are, are overworked and under paid and under enormous pressure.

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41843

I refused to take the vaccine for covid19 and my previous employer had me dismissed

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41844

It’s affected everything

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41845

I cannot travel. Some family members won’t speak to me. Community division

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41846

I've lost friends and have increased anxiety.

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41847

I am compliant senior citizen with an auto immune disease. I respect the mandates in place

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41848

My one grandfather died alone. We could not gather for a funeral. My other grandfather is
dying, and we are breaking the law by sneaking in to visit him.

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41849

Like most of us I feel I’ve lost two years of my life.

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41850

Totally

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41851

Fuck Trudeau

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41852

Isolation , limited social life, limited family interaction, limited sports, no air travel

2/19/2022 12:24 AM
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41853

Too much to list.

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41854

made life terrible .

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41855

I DO NOT HAVE A BOOK HERE TO TELL YOU! BUT, I AM SURE U CAN FIGURE IT OUT!

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41856

Mental health is poor

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41857

Not being able to go to inside stores without warring a mask, not being able to go to a
restaurant without being vaxed, not being able to fly without a fax passport.etc.

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41858

I’ve gotten fat , it’s unhealthily to remain cooped up in my home for years on end

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41859

Depression, stress, loss of all faith in our government and health care system!

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41860

I have been dealing with anxiety and depression I am mentally not well because of the
mandates to mask separate us from gathering small and middle-class businesses are closing
increase suicides, side effects from the mRNA injections, to have to show a passport of
mRNA injections in order to participate in going to a restaurant, an activity to get on a flight,
long distance travel go into another country, to come back into a country. To quarantine has
been an issue with feeling isolated separate and alone, can’t gather for my religious events,
can’t gather to join friends in activities all of this is affecting society and causing separation
andAnd neighbour is against neighbor. Lift all Covid restriction mandates immediately.

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41861

Isolation, rift between family on my views of Covid-19 and how it was handled.

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41862

Feeling mentally disturbed...... Life has become worthless

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41863

It’s hurt my business and my community.

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41864

It has damn near destroyed Alcholics Anonymous, we have lost over half of our membership.

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41865

My daughter lives in the USA and I haven’t seen her in two years 😢. And my brother in
Mexico is sick and I can’t go and see him and my anxiety has got worse

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41866

It has restricted what I can and cannot do. I am a prisoner in my own country as I cannot
leave.

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41867

Divisiveness with friends, colleagues, neighbors -- mental health issues with so many people,
health issues with so many people who are still alive, a broken and ailing economy, poverty,
mistrust of all politicians and numerous doctors and scientists, injustices in humanity,
injustices in the legal system, injustices in the pollitical system, overreaching by government
representatives, no accountability, and much more.

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41868

unable to see family, friends, no granduated for post secondary, no social life, unable to do
LOTS OF THING

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41869

Has taken away personal freedoms, rights and bodily autonomy which is unacceptable

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41870

As a person that feels there is a greater risk to my health in taking the vaccine (due to an
already existing condition in my body) and as a person who has gotten COVID and fully
recovered from it, I am now at least as immune to getting COVID as a vaccinated person if not
more so. And yet, I am still completely banned from partaking in any kind of public, social
gathering such as in restaurants, bars, theatres, sports facilities, etc. It is not only unjust, it is
totally unscientific that my antibodies are less valid of a protection than an experimental
injection that does not prevent people from getting COVID. I live alone. I have no social life. I
am healthy and for the most part happy but I have to work hard every day to maintain my
focus on the good in my life so as not to allow my mental and emotional health to be worn
down by the isolation. I am lucky in that I am strong, spiritually and mentally and emotionally.
So many others simply are not. And they suffer so much more than I do.

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41871

Took away my freedom

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41872

Loss of wages, loss of social life,mental health,

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41873

The mandates have made me sick having to wear a mask everyday. Got sick from the
vaccines.

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41874

My mental health has declined hugely due to the lack of seeing the people I love.

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41875

I'm not vaccinated so are excluded from most indoor activities. Although on a personal level, I

2/19/2022 12:24 AM
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didn't follow the rules.
41876

Makes travelling a hassle. Masks are annoying. The whole approach to the pandemic has
divided families and friends. The vaccines aren’t working, yet governments insist we take
them. Defund the CBC.

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41877

Anxiety, depression, isolation, my child has never met family, immediate family members
cancer care suffered, addiction

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41878

They have ruined my life

2/19/2022 12:24 AM

41879

Restrictions led to great hardships and divided family

2/19/2022 12:23 AM

41880

My freedom to travel ,go to activities with family and friends

2/19/2022 12:23 AM

41881

I feel so restricted to everything. I can’t go for dinner with the guys. I can’t half family
gatherings. And I can’t even have church properly. What is going on in this province? In the
county of Canada. Why don’t the real leaders of this GREAT country stand up for what’s right,
for what God has given us. The freedoms that we have been given to us as Canadians.so I
would like to see Canada come back to normal. For it to come to the knowledge of knowing
Christ!! For there to be revival!!!! For people to be saved!!

2/19/2022 12:23 AM

41882

Every way possible

2/19/2022 12:23 AM

41883

My job is severely affected. My son has lost his job.

2/19/2022 12:23 AM

41884

Depression and feeling forced to inject the vaccination to be a bale to continue my schooling
and my career. Iv lost so much time with family and friends and I watch my senior resident
spend months/years without seeing their families. Breaks my heart. Staff is over worked due
to staffing shortages from staff loosing their jobs due to refusing to get vaccinated. Although
they work through the major part of the pandemic.

2/19/2022 12:23 AM

41885

Stupid asshats invaded my city because they don't understand basic civics.

2/19/2022 12:23 AM

41886

I'm not vaccinated and I can't live normally after 2 years. I had covid and it was like a normal
cold.

2/19/2022 12:23 AM

41887

Sons sports, daughters graduation, forced to vaccinate even though did not want it,
depression, financial problems, job loss for husband

2/19/2022 12:23 AM

41888

Removed all desire to live the way I used to before COVID. Used to go out to the mall,
restaurants just because and now all desire gone. No purpose to going out. Don’t want to wear
a mask while out.

2/19/2022 12:23 AM

41889

I feel like a prisoner in my country.

2/19/2022 12:23 AM

41890

I felt coerced into getting a vaccine i didnt want because of my job. I couldnt afford to just
leave my job.

2/19/2022 12:23 AM

41891

Can't see family in Seattle, can't go to my kids sports, I can't attend my own health and
fitness, i can't find work...

2/19/2022 12:23 AM

41892

Business travel

2/19/2022 12:23 AM

41893

Terribly

2/19/2022 12:23 AM

41894

Not able to work due to vaccine mandates. Unable to dine in restaurants and go to sporting
events not able to travel to other countries which is my God given right because of the charter
of rights all mandates need to end now.

2/19/2022 12:23 AM

41895

Made life difficult

2/19/2022 12:23 AM

41896

It has been very devisive. People have been rude because of the fear that government and
media has spewed the last 2 years. They should be encouraging people to come together!

2/19/2022 12:23 AM

41897

Depression

2/19/2022 12:23 AM

41898

Isolation from family, friends, support. Coerced into medical procedures to keep my job. Living
with the adverse allergic reaction to the shots that nobody cares about. My children and
grandchildren suffering from denile of proper education and social education. The list goes on.

2/19/2022 12:23 AM

41899

Mental health

2/19/2022 12:22 AM
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41900

Added stress and taken away quality of life

2/19/2022 12:22 AM

41901

my child doesn’t know faces. she has never been in a restaurant. people with masks are
“scary” to kids.

2/19/2022 12:22 AM

41902

Significantly

2/19/2022 12:22 AM

41903

Prevented me from seeing my Father before he died. Caused depression and anxiety

2/19/2022 12:22 AM

41904

Without work for two months, shorter hours,limited contact with others

2/19/2022 12:22 AM

41905

I am unable to travel, enter establishments and have been shunned by some people.

2/19/2022 12:22 AM

41906

Freedom

2/19/2022 12:22 AM

41907

My son has live haft his life in this mask mandate bullshit it's the flu it's over for JT💩

2/19/2022 12:22 AM

41908

Depression

2/19/2022 12:22 AM

41909

depression

2/19/2022 12:22 AM

41910

I have no social life thanks to the mandates

2/19/2022 12:22 AM

41911

My freedom has been destroyed

2/19/2022 12:22 AM

41912

Went on a 3 month stress leave as I didn't want the inoculation, nor pay for a weekly negative
test just to continue to work from home. My teenagers are both on anti depressants and still
struggle with depression. Family members will have nothing to do with our family because we
are not jabbed. Was ostracize from participating in my favorite sports, because of mandates
and misinformation about unjabbed being spreaders.

2/19/2022 12:22 AM

41913

I lost my job and livelihood. I lost my ability to find another job in my field. I lost my ability to
provide for my children. There are countless reasons the mandates have damaged my family
and my fellow Canadians.

2/19/2022 12:22 AM

41914

Loss of income, stress, unscientific and unlawful. Fear mongering and baseless.

2/19/2022 12:22 AM

41915

I lost my son. He was denied the medical help he needed

2/19/2022 12:22 AM

41916

It hasnt

2/19/2022 12:22 AM

41917

It has destroyed my business and has caused deep social depression in me

2/19/2022 12:22 AM

41918

On a daily basis I am a teacher and I am force to wear a mask and maybe get a vaccine I
don’t want

2/19/2022 12:22 AM

41919

Loss of employment Loss of socialization Psychology problems Division of friendship

2/19/2022 12:22 AM

41920

negativeley,stupid question

2/19/2022 12:22 AM

41921

It’s completely changed the quality of life for all!!

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41922

Can't go see anyone can't have anyone over lost friends and family due to differences of
opinions

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41923

Effected me and my families mental health and Physical health

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41924

Yes it has affected my anxiety and ability to travel, eat out, and attend events and generally
live my life

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41925

Being lock down ,wasted hours in lines ,being forced to take a junk shot to keep my job. High
prices of everything. Small funerals for loved ones . And weddings

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41926

Difficult to travel.

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41927

I have lost my business, I’ve become severely ill (due to stress and not being allowed to see
doctors in person, and inability to access a gym) and most days I think about how I’m going to
kill myself and how I can kill myself so it doesn’t affect my family as much. This way of living
isn’t worth living.

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41928

Increased alcohol consumption, job, seclusion

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41929

Life uncertainty is a big one. Also feel the masks are more harmful to your health than good.

2/19/2022 12:21 AM
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41930

Very negative

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41931

Tension between family/friend on vaccine beliefs. Work was close to normal for me personally.
Vaccine mandate limited my travel and eating out.

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41932

Division in my family. No freedom to go about my life as I want.

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41933

Social live Church attendance. Business restrictions

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41934

Destroyed income, isolated people with masking, decisive in families and community.

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41935

Have been stuck working from home for 2 years which has made my mental health extremely
depressed

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41936

It has awoken me to the madness and evil that rules over us

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41937

Instilled fear for the future of Canada

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41938

Lost job and have segregated from society. Kids have been discriminated against at school
and can no longer go to University or find a job

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41939

My youngest son could have died from a fully tested/approved vaccine 19 years ago. It
remains the scariest experience of my life. Neither he nor the rest of the family will consider
experimental shots that are still in clinical trials. As a result, we are unable to leave the country
by plane, train, bus or car - despite the fact that we have a Prime Minister who questions
whether we should be 'tolerated.' We cannot go to gyms, social or sporting venues,
restaurants, movies, etc. We have become prisoners in our own country - and we are amongst
the lucky ones... This is not the Canada we have known and loved.

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41940

Many of my family have lost their job. My grandchildren are agonizing over the fact that they
cannot even go to their friends birthday party at the theatre or pool because they are not
vaccinated. My 8 year old granddaughter after her first shot got a racing heart and chest pains.
Would you give your child another shot after that? My son tells me that 50% of his calls as a
firefighter and first responder are drug overdoses of men 20 - 30 years of age and it makes him
sick. That's not how it was 3 years ago. I myself cannot go to church, a restaurant or any
public sport event or concert.

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41941

It made conspiratorial terrorists occupy my hometown, and prevent my family from living their
lives with extreme noise pollution and assault of any people wearing masks, ironic for those
who supposedly support our freedom of choice

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41942

All my businesses require some form of travel at one point or another. The additional expenses
associated with such things are not something that can be billed back or expensed and made
a thin profit industry non profitable. All sales are lower.

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41943

Mentally

2/19/2022 12:21 AM

41944

Depressing, dark,

2/19/2022 12:20 AM

41945

Unpaid loa, financial hardship, destroyed friendship & family connections. Mental abuse,
bullying, segregation & discrimination.

2/19/2022 12:20 AM

41946

lI cannot cross the border to fetch my stolen Motorhome that was recovered by Seattle PD.

2/19/2022 12:20 AM

41947

Negatively financially and medically

2/19/2022 12:20 AM

41948

Their is division in my community, family and friend circles. It has stopped me from getting my
hip replacement surgery in 2020. Which is preventing me from working and participating in the
physical activities I use to do prior to my mobility being compromised. I can't swim in my local
recreation facility because our town council likes to use the discriminatory REP program
instead of the 1/3 capacity program. Not being able to swim and having compromised mobility
has caused me to become a type 2 diabetic. Despite many citizens attempts, 4 or 7 council
people wouldn't hear us out or give us proper answers. This is wrong. All of the mandates are
wrong and unlawful

2/19/2022 12:20 AM

41949

Lost my job of 20 years, cannot travel to see my 84 year old mother

2/19/2022 12:20 AM

41950

I can't visit my grandchildren abroad.

2/19/2022 12:20 AM

41951

They have had a huge negative impact on my families finances, job loss, relationships, mental
health..

2/19/2022 12:20 AM
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41952

My kids are severely impacted and cry about school mandates , loss of social events and
discrimination against freedom of choice .

2/19/2022 12:20 AM

41953

They have distanced me from my family, and the mandate of the vaccine gave me no choice
and with that came severe side effects which caused me to have a breast cancer scare,
rashes, being so ill i couldn’t get out of bed, all from the vaccine mandate. The masks caused
my daughters anxiety to rise, my breathing became low due to masks.

2/19/2022 12:20 AM

41954

Positively, as it means I'm less likely to die of COVID-19.

2/19/2022 12:20 AM

41955

Mental break down.

2/19/2022 12:20 AM

41956

I've lost many friends to overdose

2/19/2022 12:20 AM

41957

Negatively. Masive supply chain issues on products that I use in my business directly
because of mandates. However I can appreciate the fact it has completely cured the common
cold, something the flu shot never did. I’m a auto body tradesmen and I have been schooled
on how to select a mask for painting and particulate protection to save your health and I get
angry when some idiot tells me to put on a mask that does not protect against anything,It’s a
joke. I have young children that go to school and are constantly being told keep their mask on
and they feel like they are always in trouble for no reason. And have missed out on swimming
lessons. My wife and I haven’t been out to a restaurant for a date for a long time because of
these senseless restrictions and we are not getting this jab. It drives me nuts how everyone is
treated like a person with leperosy in public places My little brother would have been well on
his way to become a journeyman mechanic had NAIT not been closed because of this
plandemic. And if he gets married he more than likely won’t have time or want to go for four
years to nait while raising a family because life gets in the way. So he will not be a heavyduty
mechanic because of this planned pandemic being pushed down our throats. Not to mention
the division among family, friends, coworkers and peers. And the loss of faith in our medical
system. I love atomic technology and history and I think the losalamos bomb project was
probably the biggest science project in history and they didn’t silence or fire the scientists that
didn’t agree with 1 or 2 so-called professionals like the government is doing with this whole
covid thing they had to work together to figure that out.

2/19/2022 12:20 AM

41958

Socially distant, Anxiety levels high, Financially hanging on.

2/19/2022 12:20 AM

41959

Anxiety, Lonliness, Division amongst people, yet Unity seen with Convoy

2/19/2022 12:20 AM

41960

I can't begin to describe the devastating situation involving my family and business and friends
and community

2/19/2022 12:20 AM

41961

I have been completely depressed and stopped enjoying life

2/19/2022 12:20 AM

41962

Get vaccinated or get fired.

2/19/2022 12:19 AM

41963

Mental health, physical health, financial stress/loss of employment/wages, relationship
division, undue hardship

2/19/2022 12:19 AM

41964

Immeasurably negatively effected every aspect of my life. Constant anxiety and fear. Cast out
from society and family and friend relationships over a medical choice.

2/19/2022 12:19 AM

41965

I was terminated from my job, affected mental health negatively, turmoil in marriage, family
division, lack of trust in government

2/19/2022 12:19 AM

41966

All my friends and family despise the prime minister and each other. Trudeau has set Canadian
against Canadian . He should be in jail

2/19/2022 12:19 AM

41967

Lost my dad and a cousin to vax injuries, other family lost income, my mental health suffered

2/19/2022 12:19 AM

41968

Not much for me personally but I have seen many others struggle immensely and the long
term division in families churches and communities scares me badly.

2/19/2022 12:19 AM

41969

It makes my life Miserable

2/19/2022 12:19 AM

41970

It has divided and weakened our country.

2/19/2022 12:19 AM

41971

Not much

2/19/2022 12:19 AM

41972

It really hasn't other than the masks....my places of business pubs ....restaurants....over look
the passports. Lol

2/19/2022 12:19 AM
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41973

Decimated my business.

2/19/2022 12:19 AM

41974

Depressed kids and mental health issues. Cant get work without vaccine.

2/19/2022 12:19 AM

41975

Loss of time with family. Loss of wage. Loss of being with loved ones.

2/19/2022 12:19 AM

41976

I have not seen my children for almost three years now because of the decisions of our
dictator prime minister

2/19/2022 12:19 AM

41977

Negative in just about every way.

2/19/2022 12:19 AM

41978

Unwilling to share details of personal experience. All I will say is it's a significant and negative
impact.

2/19/2022 12:19 AM

41979

It has made my family fearful for their freedoms and future. My family did not get to be in the
hospital with my sister who had cancer for her treatments and will never get that time back as
she had passed away.

2/19/2022 12:19 AM

41980

Major depression Fear Suicide thoughts Panic

2/19/2022 12:19 AM

41981

Mental Health affected

2/19/2022 12:19 AM

41982

Negative on business. Societal Division . Limiting human rights.

2/19/2022 12:19 AM

41983

In several ways. I can no longer travel, my husband is out of work as he can no longer cross
the border, making our financial situation stressful and uncertain which has also wreaked
havoc on our relationship. I can no longer play organized sports which is my main form of self
care, so that has been detrimental to my mental and physical health. My young son thinks that
masks are normal; he is socially anxious and has not been able to learn at a child
developmentally appropriate age due to not being able to learn facial expressions. He also
cannot engage in organized activities as I cannot be there to supervise him due to my
vaccination status. My status and right to medical choice and autonomy has ruined
relationships with friends, colleagues and family. I feel like a 2nd class citizen who is degraded
and segregated. The list goes on.

2/19/2022 12:19 AM

41984

I have become nervous to be around large groups of people and feel violated each and every
time I am asked to show my vaccine QR code. I have witnessed co workers lose their jobs
because they felt uncomfortable getting vaccinated and were given no choice in the matter. I,
myself, felt forced to get vaccinated. This latest violation of the charter of rights is
unbelievable and I am shocked the Prime Minister can invoke such emergency measures
without first having the support of the Senate and / or MLA’s.

2/19/2022 12:18 AM

41985

Depression.

2/19/2022 12:18 AM

41986

Mental health/ health/FREEDOMS

2/19/2022 12:18 AM

41987

Marginally negatively - Hugely

2/19/2022 12:18 AM

41988

It has impaired my life, my kids lives and my friends and family’s life in the most negative
ways ever!

2/19/2022 12:18 AM

41989

Poorly

2/19/2022 12:18 AM

41990

As a bi, gender fluid person with disabilities who was told to expect high probability of death if I
contracted covid by my specialists I am FURIOUS that after decades of elderly and vulnerable
populace and health care system being virtually ignored they are suddenly using us as a shield
for their shitty selfish power grabs. Trudeau holds stocks in the company that owns the mrna
patents.... so he's litterally mandating Canadians to pay him with every shot taken. Conflict of
interest at BEST. Masks make my disability symptoms worse (convulsions) and studies are
conclusively saying they are as effective as stopping a misquote with a chain link fence. It's
bullshit. The mandates are exhausting and have more than once jeopardized my capacity to
not return to homelessness. I'm shocked and outraged at the political wokness and political
science strategizing replacing the sacred relationship of trust between doctor and patient and
the media's blatant creation of the news vs unbiased reporting of it. This has to end now before
those of us hanging on the fringes of society pre pandemic are all pushed into suicide or death
by unhoused/hunger. Unbelievable upside down situation totally unfounded on science.
Meanwhile pushing shots with the worst record of negative and deadly reactions in the history
of vaccines on the healthy populace so that what? You can have more people like me who
require 5 types of medicine to live!!?! Fuck all this noise!!!

2/19/2022 12:18 AM
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41991

This is no life for my children to be raised in. We have learned so much from the time this
started and we are now dragging it out I feel.

2/19/2022 12:18 AM

41992

Mental emotional financial hardship. Lost relationships w family & friends. unable to give
mother in law proper funeral only 10 allowed

2/19/2022 12:18 AM

41993

Discrimination, loss of income, mental stress on my kids

2/19/2022 12:18 AM

41994

20 year career ended by being fired with just cause for refusing the useless pcr/antigen test.
Lost my identity. Home renovations put on hold, indefinitely. Pension, cashed out and taxed
30%, counted as income. What I have of value though, no one is able to take.

2/19/2022 12:18 AM

41995

Loss of work. Difficulty at work, strains on personal life. Missed precious moments my young
childrens childhood. Activities, watching sports if they were even allowed to play, parks,
playing with their friends, camping with friends, visits with grandma etc.

2/19/2022 12:18 AM

41996

Stress over family and friends

2/19/2022 12:18 AM

41997

It has completely torn apart my family. Half of my family no longer speaks to me because I
have opposing views to theirs. I’ve been respectful and have mostly kept quiet but my family
drilled me because they could tell I didn’t agree with them. These mandates have brainwashed
the majority of Canadians into thinking it’s ok to publicly hate and discriminate against what
they deem as “antivaxers”. My own grandmother called me a fascist On the phone today
because I support the freedom convoy and their peaceful protest. She lived through WW2, so
for her to say that to me was really shocking. Mandates, media and government overreach
have made so many Canadians believe that anyone against the mandates are radical fascists,
which is so scary because all we want is to live in the feee Canada we once knew.

2/19/2022 12:18 AM

41998

Significantly. I'm now unemployed, depressed, my marriage is suffering because we can't
survive the stress of not being able to pay bills, my friends (under the age of 35 even) are
randomly dying from blood clots and heart issues after being vaccinated.

2/19/2022 12:18 AM

41999

Just live normal and used the law to do it

2/19/2022 12:18 AM

42000

Depression

2/19/2022 12:18 AM

42001

Separate family and friends and mentally.

2/19/2022 12:18 AM

42002

Restricted from going to restaurants and many other places, vacations restricted, restricted
from breathing properly, (masks) divisions with family and friends. Fighting Depression, fearing
tickets for checking up on my parents. Etc.

2/19/2022 12:17 AM

42003

Lost home and job, family and friends divided!

2/19/2022 12:17 AM

42004

couldn't travel for work and missed family funerals as in more than one

2/19/2022 12:17 AM

42005

It has affected our small business extensively which has resulted in mental health issues.

2/19/2022 12:17 AM

42006

I have lost all confidence that I live in a free & democratic society. I have fear I've never had
before that my freedom of thought, belief, religion & security of person is simply a facade. That
politicians and various officials can do whatever they want regardless of our human & charter
rights. As a former decorated kaw enforcement officer, this is a scary reality playing out in
front of us. I am shocked & disgusted that the Charter I once defended with the sacrifice of my
safety, health & family actually means nothing at the moment. I've realized when we lose the
rule of law (in context of charter rights) we fall into barbarian dictatorship. I am embarrassed to
see Canada fall to this level.

2/19/2022 12:17 AM

42007

My ability to get groceries for my family and it has affected my kids’ experience in society.

2/19/2022 12:17 AM

42008

Everyday I work in health care and a lot of the stuff I have to do I can’t because of the
mandates like face masks in my line of work I have clients who are hard of hearing and read
lips can’t do that with the face masks and I am also hearing impaired and I can’t read lips
because of the masks to

2/19/2022 12:17 AM

42009

My mental ans physical health has taken a major toll.

2/19/2022 12:17 AM

42010

Forced lockout from work, Hairstylist. Mental health took massive turn for the worst.

2/19/2022 12:17 AM

42011

My family has been separated and divided over these mandates. We’ve lost friends.My adult
children have lost their jobs. We couldn’t be with a dying loved one and could only have

2/19/2022 12:17 AM
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11members if our large family at the funeral! It’s been a exceptionally difficult 2 years that we
will possibly never heal from.
42012

I'm 21 and it effected 3 overseas plans 2 work opportunities and friendships. I understand
trying to keep people healthy and safe I just personally believe isolation does not improve
health. And mandates don't improve economy.

2/19/2022 12:17 AM

42013

Mentally and financially. Has given me zero confidence in government and I do not wish to
participate in society

2/19/2022 12:17 AM

42014

Living a normal life

2/19/2022 12:17 AM

42015

I can’t visit family

2/19/2022 12:17 AM

42016

Went back to work wearing the mask, and it effected my health with the physical endurance
making me physical sick.

2/19/2022 12:17 AM

42017

Destroyed it

2/19/2022 12:17 AM

42018

It made me more aware of the sociopaths and psychopaths running the country. I already knew
they were, but it made me more aware.

2/19/2022 12:17 AM

42019

No travels and breathing difficulty with mask

2/19/2022 12:17 AM

42020

It has kept me from seeing family, friends, attending church, being with my Dad on his
deathbed, caused me great difficulty as I can’t breathe with a mask, great anxiety for my
children.

2/19/2022 12:17 AM

42021

As a citizen who should be medically exempt from vaccines I have been segregated outside of
society depriving me of living a normal life. For example, I was unable to be with my dying
mother the last week of her life most recently.

2/19/2022 12:17 AM

42022

It has effected me mentally, in a deep depression

2/19/2022 12:17 AM

42023

Forced vaccination from government mandates as I am a government employee

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42024

Isolated and unable to get surgery

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42025

It has severely affected my mental health and the physical/mental health of all those around
me

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42026

Inflation, travel, entertainment, bankruptcy, socializing , shortage of goods, jobs

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42027

Immensely. Lost all rights and freedoms

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42028

Isolation, fear, marginalized.

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42029

Working all day in masks is challenging

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42030

Having church shut down and thus unable to attend weekly worship serivices. Not permitted to
sit in restaurants or attend public events etc.

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42031

I have lost 2 nephews to suicide, one to OD. I have lost 5 close friends to death from forced
vaxines. 3 other friends are permanently disabled from forced vaxines. My husband was forced
to get a shot to keep his job ( I am Ill and he is sole income). He has been in and out of
hospital with unexplained muscle spasms and infection in his spine since his shot. Never been
sick in his life. I had to pull all the kids from thier sports/activities. We are segregated from
others and have had family members wish death on us for not getting vaxed. I am no longer
allowed to deep water swim for my disease and have lost mobility in my legs. I'm also not
eligible to have back surgery now as I'm not vaxed. I have 7 littles and don't want them living
in the world the way it is. It makes me ill. I really feel like giving up and committing suicide.
The Government has broke the law, many of them and noone seems to care.

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42032

Negatively

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42033

I'm forced to pay for Rapid tests 2x a week while I watch Co workers who are fully Vaxx'd show
up at work sick and end up testing positive. My employer refuses to allow me to use the rapid
test the provincial government provided to schools for staff and students instead they use
financial coercion try and force an experimental vaccine

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42034

Anxiety, depression, loneliness

2/19/2022 12:16 AM
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42035

It has affected every part of my life

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42036

There are no words to explain how horrific and alienated I have felt from church, family,
exercise, activities, visiting my Mother, attending her funeral…all of it horrible and inhuman!

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42037

lost childhood friends; and ostricized from some family members

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42038

Lost friends over vaccine decisions. Mental health and physical health has been compromised
by having to wear mask. I have breathing issues now

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42039

Both of us have lost our jobs, my children are no longer in the school system, harm has been
done to my family. Trespass has been done to this family. Accountability imminent

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42040

In so many ways!!! Trahison! Irrespect ! Illogisme !! Transmission de haine et division de la
société! Obligation vaccinale est une abberation

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42041

Loss of freedom. Too much government intervention without clear scientific data

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42042

made life very difficult with raising little ones

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42043

We are all retarded. We have known from day one a cloth or surgical mask can’t prevent
infection yet we have to act like they can. The virus can’t infect you while eating? Vaccinated
can carry virus the same or more than unvaccinated. No one should be on the fourth dose from
a health perspective and certainly not forced

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42044

Cannot spend time with my grandchildren and great grandchildren. Hard to travel to see my
sons. Prices are going through the roof and it is hard buy quality food due to prices. I have
gotten more allergies. I just want my life back!!!

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42045

Family and friend division

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42046

It has affected every aspect of our lives from our jobs to our living .. our friends and family .
It’s hard to not be depressed and sad to be a Canadian at this point . Our freedoms mean
everything

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42047

Broke, alone, depressed, isolated,

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42048

I haven’t lost any work but friends seem to have kept their distance. Sad really sad

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42049

I have wanted to leave Canada forever since they started

2/19/2022 12:16 AM

42050

Lost my job. Unable to visit family. Massive anxiety

2/19/2022 12:15 AM

42051

Tragically. So much addiction and suicides. Aging parents that have gone so downhill from
being locked up. Can’t travel.

2/19/2022 12:15 AM

42052

Destroyed family relationships, eliminated jobs for my husband, kept my kids out of afterschool sports (b/c I am not allowed in.)

2/19/2022 12:15 AM

42053

Made me feel safer

2/19/2022 12:15 AM

42054

Stress. Quality of Life. Freedom.

2/19/2022 12:15 AM

42055

Vaccine passports have restricted my freedom and eroded the charter of rights and freedoms.
Vaccine mandates have prevented me from working. These mandates are not based in
science and reflect government overreach.

2/19/2022 12:15 AM

42056

It restricts my visiting my children and relatives in other countries

2/19/2022 12:15 AM

42057

I am nonexistent. I work go home. I go for groceries and fuel my vehicle and keep my circle
small. Family and a couple friends.

2/19/2022 12:15 AM

42058

Very little, I'm a single person and work as a nurse in a small rural hospital. I had little trouble
keeping in my family group. I do miss going out with my friends and going to my other friends
for coffee during the day. I did miss larger family gatherings that were deemed unsafe for my
elderly parents.

2/19/2022 12:15 AM

42059

Made it horrible

2/19/2022 12:15 AM

42060

It has completely flipped every aspect of every Canadians lives mine included it is disgusting
and in no way based on how our country should be run

2/19/2022 12:15 AM
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42061

Very negatively on many levels. Missing precious time with my children and grandchildren
because of travel restrictions, watching them at their extra curricular activities and taking them
out. Also from traveling south in the winter for my health.

2/19/2022 12:15 AM

42062

Mandates were needed initially, but folks nedd to now make their own decisions

2/19/2022 12:15 AM

42063

Shorter list would be how hasn’t the mandate affected my life.

2/19/2022 12:15 AM

42064

It’s brough a lot of anger and resentment for the government as they are taking away our
freedom of choice and the freedom to just be surrounded by friends in my own home even

2/19/2022 12:15 AM

42065

It has brought great stress to my family and friends to the point where some of us don’t speak
to each other anymore. These mandate have destroyed families and that is so very wrong. The
cost of living has increased so much that it has become so hard to get ahead in life. I believe
that the liberal government has become way to greedy and has forgotten there purposes as a
government. Use the protest to impower more control over the Canadian citizens is very
wrong. There need to be listing to the people that pay there way and stop taking from use.

2/19/2022 12:15 AM

42066

No travel

2/19/2022 12:15 AM

42067

I have been banished from events, restaurants, concerts, etc. The worst part for me was how
politicians incited hatred & division against the unvaccinated calling Covid a pandemic of the
vaccinated. That is how it affected me personally.

2/19/2022 12:15 AM

42068

Loss of work

2/19/2022 12:15 AM

42069

The whole thing

2/19/2022 12:15 AM

42070

My business has suffered and relationships ruined

2/19/2022 12:15 AM

42071

The masks has given me lung problems and vaccine makes me smell and taste metally type
tastes now

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42072

Not able to trave

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42073

The mental health of all five members of my immediate family has consistently deteriorated.
My mother has experienced severe anxiety. It has torn our lives apart and we have had enough

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42074

Depress

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42075

Very little

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42076

Mental health issues

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42077

It has kept me safe and healthy

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42078

Loss of mobility and freedom of medical sovereignty.

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42079

Lost my job!

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42080

The mandate made a second-class citizen out of me.

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42081

Seeing family

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42082

Minimumaly

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42083

I had to get the vaccine that I did not want in order to keep my job.

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42084

Discrimination, caused fear in the beginning costing me to limit my ability for income

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42085

Everything

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42086

My 7 year old. She’s been so mentally hurt and digressed so much in this pandemic, she was
in a car accident has high anxiety, then forced to wear masks and she can’t and she was
bullied this year , at school when we went back from online school , she was pushed in the
playground, called names, called the germ, it’s been the most heartbreaking thing. She alrwady
feels so isolated at 7

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42087

cant do anything fun without being vaccinated. i am discriminated at work for not being
vaccinated, having to wear N-95 or face shields because at work because i am not vaccinated

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42088

Anxiety, depression, loss of work , friends, family...from the division...not the virus

2/19/2022 12:14 AM
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42089

Travelling and Shopping and gathering and sports ect.

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42090

Having no physical contact with family (my parents are elderly, and still live in their own home),
friends, makes me feel like I'm alone. Over 2 years of this, it should come to an end!

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42091

In a negative way

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42092

Horrible

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42093

I have not been able to see my family for 2 years. My job of 36 years is in jeopardy if I don’t
comply with the latest mandate. This is not freedom of choice!

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42094

It has stopped me from interacting with my community. Hate feeling like a second class citizen
in my own country.

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42095

To the point I don’t go much past my own front yard.

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42096

Can’t travel. And limited on work opportunities.

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42097

Division in the society

2/19/2022 12:14 AM

42098

Isolated, fearful, restricted

2/19/2022 12:13 AM

42099

Is killing me as at 64 I am getting close to homeless

2/19/2022 12:13 AM

42100

My freedoms

2/19/2022 12:13 AM

42101

Can't go places I used to frequent

2/19/2022 12:13 AM

42102

Very depressed

2/19/2022 12:13 AM

42103

I have 2 kids that lost their jobs, it caused division in our family, I do not trust news to
broadcast truth in their stories because a lot of it was false, lost trust in government because
they are not for people.

2/19/2022 12:13 AM

42104

I have lost my job I’ve dealt with extreme depression it has affected everything in my life
whether I can go for a drive because I don’t necessarily have gas money whether I can choose
between certain things and food yeah the mandates have caused nothing but stress in my life

2/19/2022 12:13 AM

42105

Lost my job

2/19/2022 12:13 AM

42106

My family and I have been discriminated against. My relationships have been strained. I’ve
been a victim of hate speech. I’ve been shocked and threatened by the Prime Minister of
Canada. My father has lost his job.

2/19/2022 12:13 AM

42107

Tore my life apart . No job , friends are gone ., people are scared of living . No freedom

2/19/2022 12:13 AM

42108

Loss of income

2/19/2022 12:13 AM

42109

Terrible feel like communism is here already!

2/19/2022 12:13 AM

42110

Lost time with family and friends. Fear mongering instilled by government causing a divide of
people.

2/19/2022 12:13 AM

42111

Will lose my job, can’t fly anywhere, trapped in my country.

2/19/2022 12:13 AM

42112

My mental health has taken a toll as well as feeling segregated from society. My faith in
humanity has been challenged. I have my doubts that I will ever believe in the Mainstream
Media ever again and our government either for that matter.

2/19/2022 12:13 AM

42113

Mental health

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42114

People such as myself who disagree with them have been stigmatized, the prime minister has
fostered resentment towards fellow Canadians. It had affected my business (trucking
company), covid travel restrictions kept my partner and son from getting into Canada and I
missed the first 5 months of his life.

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42115

My community has deteriorated. It was once strong and closely connected. Everyone
supporting one another. Now I hardly recognize my community. People I love have lost their
jobs My work has been extremely difficult to navigate. Community and connection plays a
huge role in my work. People are disconnected and disengaged.

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42116

My kids haven’t been able to take swimming lessons and I can’t visit my grandparents. Our

2/19/2022 12:12 AM
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community has faced more division and breakdown and our family relationships have suffered.
42117

I have been segregated from the rest of society and I am unable to attend my daughters
upcoming wedding because I cannot board a plane because of said mandates.

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42118

I was forced to get a shot I didn’t want to be able to attend school. After I had already paid my
tuition. Get a shot or lose my money was my option.

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42119

Lost my job, being called a criminal, very unsafe live

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42120

We are losing our freedoms.

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42121

Lost work. No medical. No access to civil liberties. Divided my family. My daughter depressed
from isolation and masks

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42122

It has discriminated against by not allowing me to enter certain facilities and enjoy the quality
of life that other Canadians can…

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42123

Life so screwed by all of this outdated garbage. This has done nothing but destroy family,
business and human interaction…it has to stop now

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42124

-One son-in-law was forced to undergo the experimental gene therapy to feed his family another lost his job for 6 months - my daughter lost her job with the health authority for refusing
to undergo the therapy - we can not dine or live a normal life or travel by public transport. We
are prisoners in our province

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42125

Many relatives died. Created PTSD as a tribal person we survived govt experimentations.
Many died back then.

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42126

Absolutely!

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42127

Absolutely horrible

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42128

The government has made to many choices for us, people need to have a say.

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42129

Pretty deep depression. Even suicidal at times

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42130

Can go to events I’d like to go to

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42131

Every way

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42132

I am not allowed to fly out of Canada nor within Canada, which is my right as a free citizen. I
am an athlete and my competitions representing my country are overseas. Because of the
vaccine passport I have not been able to live my dreams of competing at the pro level, after
working so hard for years to win my pro card. I’ve also experienced depression and anxiety
due to lockdowns, that have affected my overall health. I’ve watched numerous friends be
harmed by the vaccines themselves, or lose their jobs. Almost everyone in my life has
experienced some level of depression.

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42133

Depression and unnecessary stress

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42134

Unable to take my child to the swimming pool, unable to eat out, my 3 year old thinks masks
are normal and unable to see people interact in a normal way

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42135

It's split me (along with my grown children) and my siblings and families. Limited/restricted on
going certain places. Infringing on freedoms and rights. Can't go see elderly family and friends.
Friends losing their businesses cuz of the many lockdowns. Lockdowns causing depression,
feeling isolated many times.

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42136

We now live in a two tiered society and not able to participate in all things

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42137

Lost work

2/19/2022 12:12 AM

42138

Lost one year of work

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42139

Harmed relationships, stress, isolation, discrimination

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42140

My mental health has drastically deteriorated. Being confined to my home not being
vaccinated has caused me to feel like I’ve been in jail with no freedoms. This doesn’t feel like
living life. I still feel trapped and hate being a Canadian citizen now

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42141

My kids can't have post in class education and their life is on hold. Division with my family and

2/19/2022 12:11 AM
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friends. Gained weight because if stress and food is the most excitement during restrictions. I
feel like an outcast in this country.
42142

Its effected mental and physical health for all family...Jobs...not seeing family...not being to
attend funerals...wedding cancelled...not being able to take my kids to a resturant or movie
...no more family vacations...forced to wear a mask 40 plus hours a week at work...couldnt
see my mom in hopsital...husband forced vaccine or no job...kids made to do online school
and told not to have friends over and anything to do with being healthy closed such as gyms
and pools ...not able to attend a secondary school because not vaccinated. We had to do all
this yet the PM did whatever he wanted the entire time.

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42143

Covid 19 mandates have helped me to protect my family and others.

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42144

It's all bullshit

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42145

Divided members of my family. Alienated family and divided friends and acquaintances. I live
alone, am a senior citizen, not seeing people for so long has caused feelings of isolation.
Unable to see family who lives across the province because cannot go by train because not
vaccinated. Cannot drive long distances on my own. Some members if family are so paranoid
about omicron it's ridiculous. People are ruled by exaggerated over-the-top needless fear.
Nothing makes sense. We have lost trust in government, institutions and people. What a
clusterfk this is.

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42146

Loss of freedom

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42147

Not able to pay last respect to a loved one s.

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42148

We might travel

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42149

Gave me and my family immeasurable stress and anguish 😧

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42150

Lost income and will most likely loose my job. Family problems, not feeling as good since
vacines, and others

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42151

Visiting friends because they are scared because of what doctors told them without their own
research. Going to a small business because they had to close . Forced to go to Walmart.

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42152

Work in a federally mandated industry. Couldn’t work without forced vaccines

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42153

Loss of work

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42154

My wife got fired from her job because of her medical choices. I can't travel (fly) for work
anymore.

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42155

Job an income friends are divided

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42156

It hAs changed everything

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42157

It has divided friends and family, I have watched it kill businesses in our community. I have
friends who have lost family members because of overdoses and no one is doing anything for
them, We have lost more people through overdoses than covid!

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42158

I am unable to fly to see my family who live in California and Texas because I am
unvaccinated. My grandson who was 15 at the time attempted suicide in 2020. The lockdowns
made him depressed and his dad had lost his job. Two of my family in the states have been
vaccine injured by the Pfizer vaccine and are unable to work.

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42159

Suicides in family, mental health issues, isolation. seeing elderly parents and family, work,

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42160

Cant get a job, cant go see family or friends, get harrassed every time i go in a store without a
mask, actively exiled by family for choosing not to get injected

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42161

One of my Children have ASD and need to be able to read social situations. This has been
extremely difficult the past two years. My other child has a speech delay disorder so masking
has limited her ability to improve her appropriate speech sounds. It has caused division and
isolation. Struggles with mental health. The list could go on and on.

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42162

It is an insult to me. God made me free. I have been disappointed with people being so
gullable.

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42163

Should not visit friends, and my uncle in seniors home. Had to quarantine 2 times

2/19/2022 12:11 AM
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42164

If government force me vaccinated, government should pay guaranty deposit for me at first.

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42165

Mental health, stress, loss of relationships.

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42166

Ruined relationships Ruined parts of my social life Depression Anxiety Stress Work hassles
Fuck trudeau

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42167

The Economy is done, I lost 50% of my income some lost everything , Trudeau's supports had
more cracks than a sunken tug boat. most of the damage from this Hoax will never be
repaired. absolutely irresponsible Government if not insidious.

2/19/2022 12:11 AM

42168

Lost my job of 13 years

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42169

It has distrusted everything. My work my, Children’s education. My mom wasn’t allowed in the
hospital when my dad died this year. We can’t travel anymore

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42170

It made me realize how much control we have given our gov. & it needs to be taken back.

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42171

Family and friendship division and loss. Inability to participate socially. Children have spent a
good chunk of their lives in masks for no good scientific reason.

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42172

It has taken away freedom

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42173

On unpaid leave and being threatened to have bank account frozen.

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42174

Our Lives are changed Forever CANADA is lost Trapped in Our Own Country Out Officials are
Ordering Horses to Trample Human Beings Trudeau absolutely unhinged In my opinion

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42175

I lost my job and right to choose.

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42176

I’m isolated. Disowned by my family. I’m alone in the town that I was forced to move to for my
job. My mental well-being has been affected greatly

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42177

Suicidal thoughts got broke my health got neglected

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42178

Feel isolated, depressed and lonely. Missed out on family functions, holidays and just being
with people. Hugs. Has brought strife in our family. Travel.

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42179

Can't go anywhere or do anything

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42180

I almost lost my job and my sanity. I had to take my kids outbid their activities. I haven’t been
able to go to a gym/restaurant/theatre etc… I feel ostracized and forgotten.

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42181

i almost died because of delayed surgery for one thing. Masks give me a migraine headache
and i know two people who died directly after getting vaccinated. I could go on

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42182

I’ve Lost 2 jobs that caused me to have to claim bankruptcy. My children have missed out on
extra Curricular activities, kindergarten graduation, school field trips, recess, playing with
friends, seeing family. My daughters grandmother is very sick but she lives in another
province, I am not vaccinated so we aren’t able to travel to see her, she may never meet her
grandmother before she passes away. We have missed funerals of loved ones, not been able
to see sick or injured loved ones. It has caused me a great deal of stress and anxiety

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42183

Stress, division, fear, all caused by an unaccountable media and government. We’ve been lied
to.

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42184

made me become a hermit being unable to visit friends, neighbors, and loved ones. Unable to
shop with dignity and pride instead of hiding having many people afraid to meet or even pass
each other.

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42185

Caused anxiety in my children

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42186

Mandates and Restrictions have played a huge part in the livelihood and emotional state of
myself, my family, but especially my young daughter…. Mask mandates at school have made
it very challenging for her to be in class. The irritation and discomfort of a wet, hot mask
throughout the day have increased her anxiety. I myself continue to get migraines and very dry
burning eyes from the heat of the masks. My husband complains of pain in his sinuses after
having to wear his mask for extended periods of time. The vaccine passports has placed a
huge barrier for our daughter to enjoy being a kid. Limiting her ability to attend with her parents,
everyday activities such as ice skating, swimming lessons, gymnastics class, etc. Then there
are the restrictions that allow for social interactions with friends for birthdays as many or most

2/19/2022 12:10 AM
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are asking for mask or passports. The mandates have had a very negative impact emotionally
for our whole family and each of us have struggled through this. I was no longer able to work,
being a fitness trainer as gyms shut down. These mandates need to end now.
42187

Mentally snd emotionally. I'm a senior and not being able to be with family was devastating

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42188

There is not one aspect of life it hasn’t affected, and non of it has been positive

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42189

I cannot attend Senior citizen’s clubs or dine in

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42190

Can't take my family to the pool, skating at rec center, can't coach my son's lacrosse, can't
work at certain places.divided our family.

2/19/2022 12:10 AM

42191

I husband is very sick after second vaccine. His employer mandate

2/19/2022 12:09 AM

42192

Has made my life difficult, and has affected the mental health of my oldest son. And my
mental health, taking away my rights to go visit and help the elders at my local CHSLD. Not
being able to see my parents and the rest of my family 💔 😪

2/19/2022 12:09 AM

42193

Socialize with people can't breathe wearing a mask

2/19/2022 12:09 AM

42194

It has limited the jobs I have been able to do to be able to provide for my family and to pay the
bills that keep arriving monthly regardless of the covid B.S. going on.

2/19/2022 12:09 AM

42195

I suffer from an compromised autoimmune diseases. Its so hard not to be bullied,picked on,
yelled at or sworn at. Just to do basic shopping for myself. Because I can't wear a mask. Don't
get me wrong I have tried, but having a mask on, I have ended up with cellulitis twice on my
face and now breathing problems from the extensive extra germs I'm breathing in from the
masks. I want my life back! And my Independents, because of the mandatory masks it even
harder to get my own basic supplies. Also vaccine not for everyone! I can't with my medication
all vaccinations are on the reaction list... What makes this one any different. My life span is
already shorter then a normal immune system person. Let me live my life.

2/19/2022 12:09 AM

42196

Torn apart family. Unable to visit Grandma in personal care home.

2/19/2022 12:09 AM

42197

Negatively.

2/19/2022 12:09 AM

42198

Retired earlier than would have. Wife put on leave without pay. Daughter with mental health
issues

2/19/2022 12:09 AM

42199

It has separated me from friends and family. We own a house in California which we have not
been able to access.

2/19/2022 12:09 AM

42200

Lost my job. Can't do activities with Mt kids indoors anymore. No more birthday di news or
swimming lessons

2/19/2022 12:09 AM

42201

I have been alienated and ridiculed for my personal choice.

2/19/2022 12:09 AM

42202

Isolation, inflation, overreaching government control.

2/19/2022 12:09 AM

42203

It has affected all our lives especially my views on the Liberals & this Trudeau kid. Impeach
him - we don't need a leader like him. I'm embarrassed to say I am a Liberal. Not anymore. I
am discusted with Trudeau, I believe he has lost Canadians trust. He needs to be removed

2/19/2022 12:09 AM

42204

I am not allowed to watch my grandchildren swim or skate or even do those activities with
them. I am not allowed to go to restaurants or to leave my country or fly on a plane. I have yet
to catch covid let alone trasmit it like the vaccinated have been doing and yet I am the one
who is banned

2/19/2022 12:09 AM

42205

Segregation

2/19/2022 12:09 AM

42206

I have lost my job, unable to see family and friends, unable to fly home to see family,
developed postpartum anxiety due to lack of support etc (unable to have visitors into home to
visit/help eith 2nd baby)

2/19/2022 12:09 AM

42207

My work my mental health my whole life has been affected!

2/19/2022 12:09 AM

42208

Mentdl health, family issues, financial hardship, quality of life, travelling restrictions, etc.

2/19/2022 12:09 AM

42209

Depression

2/19/2022 12:09 AM

42210

Had to pull one child from school and home school as she could not handle masks anymore,

2/19/2022 12:09 AM
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lost all her friend, husband lost two contracts so have been without income for five months,
can’t eat in restaurants, take kids to movies or swimming both of which they love, had social
worker bugging us constantly and threatening to take away our foster child because she did
not want vaccine and Alberta government said she had to cause they said so, ended up in
hospital with pneumonia in both lungs from so much stress, where I was labelled covid even
though I had already had it and the tests they did first came back pneumonia (told by doctor
who got in trouble) and second test improperly done and back in a few hours with Delta
attached which is bogus as it has at least to be sequenced to see if there is a difference if
they can even tell, because of this my time in hospital was very stressful as I was isolated not
seeing or talking to someone for up to five hours some days. And now as Trudeau enacts the
WAR MEASURES ACT I am again very stressed again because if he would not take off the
covid restrictions as the truckers asked he will never give up the power of the war measures
act which has not even finished being approved and he is already seising bank accounts and
the money donated to the truckers not once but three times, and freezing accounts of people
who donated to them! This is Canada and the only other evil person we had like this was
Trudeau Sr just as power hungry! I no longer want to be a Canadian! Looking to see where I
can go as a refugee!!
42211

I had to change job and took a substantial income cut. I'm worried I will have to make my
children to wear masks when they are ready to go to school. I had to take experimental
vaccine in order to keep my job. I want to puke when I see Trudeau on TV

2/19/2022 12:09 AM

42212

My life is small and tense. There are days when I question the point of doing it at all. There is
so much fear, anger, and resentment around me I feel like I am drowning in negativity.

2/19/2022 12:09 AM

42213

Insane. Do we really believe a split society is acceptable in Canada? Absolutely not!

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42214

Loss of income. Stress and depression

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42215

although vaxxed, I won't participate in a segregated society so all of my social life is paused

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42216

I feel like a second rate citizens because I have taken a stance not to get vaccinated because
I've had covid already.

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42217

Lost my job, had a horrible hospital experience when my father was dying, multiple friends lost
job, worried about homelessness, no social interaction, discrimination for making one choice in
my life, ostracized from society, lost friends.

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42218

Negative

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42219

Lost income. I’ve lost my career of 22 years. My father is unable to get proper health care.
Relationships have been strained.

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42220

Lost my job

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42221

Ruined my career. Social relationships, ability to trust government.

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42222

Every way

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42223

no job

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42224

We have lost the freedom to visit family and friends overseas. We have experienced not being
allowed to visit and support relatives in care homes.

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42225

Negatively. So many people are scared for no reason.

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42226

Segregation of friends and family. Early retirement registered nurse

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42227

I have adjusted out of respect for my fellow humans

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42228

Can’t visit loved ones, Can’t go shopping, Can’t trust medical care can’t see any positive
things about it. It has not

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42229

The division between family and friends caused by fear and the lack of faith has affected all of
us.

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42230

Profound depression.

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42231

Loss of income, mental anguish, depression,

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42232

Extorted me into getting jabbed because I need to be able to support myself and my family!

2/19/2022 12:08 AM
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42233

I have learned to live with it.

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42234

Mentally

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42235

Didn’t, I just changed my life, I didn’t watch my nephews play hockey, I didn’t spend money on
eating out, I didn’t spend money on concerts, how I look at it may business and functions lost
a lot of money! Sad

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42236

Split families , marriages ,

2/19/2022 12:08 AM

42237

Lost job no income no food no life isolated from friends and social groups

2/19/2022 12:07 AM

42238

The social segregation of vaccinated/unvaccinated individuals; the mental health stress on
communities and the financial stresses on business.

2/19/2022 12:07 AM

42239

I had to pull out of my program that I was taking in college. My siblings have been harassed at
work over the vaccines. My family and I were unable to attend an important religious ceremony
on a very important day for our religion.

2/19/2022 12:07 AM

42240

It has affected my kids tremendously in school being forced to wear masks all day long and
taking our freedom of choice away! This is still a free country!!

2/19/2022 12:07 AM

42241

Mandates are threatening and cruel. Government has lost integrity and reason. All emergency
orders need to end.

2/19/2022 12:07 AM

42242

Enhanced anxiety with mask wearing

2/19/2022 12:07 AM

42243

Single mom who lost her job. My daughter missed her convocation, my son missed his
graduation. Could not attend my grandfathers funeral, could not visit or hug my mother, mental
illness plagues me and I want to give up. I was denied attending a mental health course by the
Canadian mental health association because I did not have the proper vaccination. My kids are
suffering, my family is torn apart, this is not the country I was born and raised in. I see no
future that I want to be a part of if my charter of rights and freedoms mean nothing.

2/19/2022 12:07 AM

42244

It has affected my ability to travel without added worry of not being to get back in to the
country. Therefore several trips were cancelled and money spent that would not be refunded
lost. As an “essential” worker at a liquor, all I’ve heard are the same complaints over and over
from people and some of them being impaired which as been a head ache for the past two
years.

2/19/2022 12:07 AM

42245

It has ruined my business. Kept me from my loved ones. It has caused the onset of
depression and anxiety

2/19/2022 12:07 AM

42246

I’m very alone and depressed

2/19/2022 12:07 AM

42247

Impacted physical activities, travel/ leisure and financial costs. But bigger concern is my
grandchildren’ s immediate and long term mental health and freedoms.

2/19/2022 12:07 AM

42248

It has created separation from my social life and restricted important personal activities as well
as with family and friends.

2/19/2022 12:07 AM

42249

Severe clinical depression

2/19/2022 12:07 AM

42250

My children have suffered immensely. The lockdowns have been brutal the lack of access to
sports and recreation centres have hurt their mental health

2/19/2022 12:07 AM

42251

My children have had their childhood altered. Being around people became dangerous or
discouraged. No facial expressions could be seen for my son in kindergarten. Play dates
became a guilty arrangement. Holidays to war.th and needed sunshine impossible. Judgement
between families heartbreaking. It's too much

2/19/2022 12:07 AM

42252

Caused division in my family and friends. Caused me to be isolated. No visiting friends and
family. Not being able to go to funerals, weddings, visiting sick relatives and friends in hospital.

2/19/2022 12:07 AM

42253

Isolated, job as a registered nurse gone !!!!

2/19/2022 12:07 AM

42254

1. Unable to travel freely in or out of the country which is violation of my mobility right 2.
Unable to visit family members on the other side of Canada. 3. It has affected my business
negatively and has deterred international customers from sending work into my business. 4. It
has stigmatized and discriminated against me and my family due to our medical choice. 5. It
has taken a mental toll on my family and friends.

2/19/2022 12:07 AM
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42255

Lost jobs,unable. to travel to USA.about to loose house to the bank.

2/19/2022 12:06 AM

42256

Isolation, marginalized, trapped, depressed, angry, helpless, marriage

2/19/2022 12:06 AM

42257

Closed my business and forced me to get a medical procedure I did not want.

2/19/2022 12:06 AM

42258

Made it more challenging to travel from one province to another. More paperwork.

2/19/2022 12:06 AM

42259

I got fired from my job in healthcare due to my choice of not getting the vaccine.

2/19/2022 12:06 AM

42260

Lost 2 income sources thanks to a crown corp mandating without PHO mandates (one of our
main income sources), and the other to a PHO mandate in the fall (public health). Heroes to
zeroes. Withdrew our kids from school out of mistrust of the system. Currently affected by the
mandates on March 24, 2022 that will affect our ability to pay our mortgages.

2/19/2022 12:06 AM

42261

Decline in mental and physical health for all family members, decreased income for all family
members, very poor quality education for 2 years.

2/19/2022 12:06 AM

42262

I do t have room here to tell you the stories of people it's hurt

2/19/2022 12:06 AM

42263

I am not allowed to fly and see my dad in Ontario who is dying in a nursing home. How
demented is that?? The way things are currently I may not be able to hug him again. My family
is divided, and I am isolated from social activities I enjoy because of segregation.

2/19/2022 12:06 AM

42264

Appropriately

2/19/2022 12:06 AM

42265

Control our life in every way. Didn’t get covid, but couldn’t see family, couldn’t have the
freedom to go to restaurant but the main things lost all faith in government, media and medical.
Will never trust them again!!

2/19/2022 12:06 AM

42266

Caused division in my family, caused problems in my relationship. Feel like a prisoner

2/19/2022 12:06 AM

42267

Loss of freedom limited my work can’t see family

2/19/2022 12:06 AM

42268

It’s taken my freedoms from me by a Stupid government that doesn’t know shit federally

2/19/2022 12:06 AM

42269

None

2/19/2022 12:06 AM

42270

Our freedoms are gone!

2/19/2022 12:06 AM

42271

I’ve lost friends, family and my source of income. My husband was forced along with myself to
get an unwanted jab, in order to keep his job, shopping, family gatherings I’ve been shunned
from family. I have terrible anxiety and feel alone often, I feel like I am in a bad dream. My
daughter is missing out on activities and will most likely be home schooled so she is also not
forced to take a vaccine she doesn’t need. I just want our lives and choices to be left to us to
decide. I don’t want to be discriminated and alienated any more. I want my family and friends
to love one another again without judgment or ridicule because we don’t comply to the harsh
and unnecessary mandates out on us and all Canadians and the world. I’m terrified for the
future of Canadians.

2/19/2022 12:06 AM

42272

Lost my job twice, ruined relationships, ruined our association, was not allowed attend my
grandma's funeral, not allowed on a plane could not visit family, big problems to get the
inheritance paperwork organized, divided our family, creating new business contacts almost
not possible, not able to get another job. Experiencing ongoing harassment and discrimination
from other people, neighbors, store personel, endless fights and discussions with my partner,
family and friends, had to move twice, no money, ruined our immigration process, health
problems not related to the plandemic, no doctors available, not allowed to attend events,
social contacts and social life ruined, whole society mad, angry unfriendly. Cost of living rising
insane at a lower income, not able to plan for future, no point of living this life longer, lost
almost all contacts, no party with friends, happiness is forbidden, lying media and ongoing fear
porn ruines the rest of relationships and family, mistrust all over the place,

2/19/2022 12:06 AM

42273

All of them

2/19/2022 12:06 AM

42274

Badly

2/19/2022 12:06 AM

42275

Separation from family members and some friends.

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42276

Divided families and friends Isolation, depression, anxiety

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42277

My Daughter-in-law died prematurely from cancer then died alone in the hospital. The sickest

2/19/2022 12:05 AM
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part is they let us go in to see her dead body but not when she was dying. Affected all of us.
Depression. Inability to see family and it has broken us apart. Relationships have been
affected. In debt, health in many ways has suffered. Spending more on food and household
supplies. Daughter-in-law not being able to spend the last 2 years of her life traveling due to
cancer and mandates kept her locked up at home. My son is severely suffering from all they
suffered through bc if the mandates. So horrible. I am so depressed still. Watching how the
police are treating the Freedom Fighters Truvkers Convoy as I'm filling this out on Feb. 18th.
2022 I'm sick to the stomach on the mandates!
42278

No work, not allowed to go anywhere for nearly 2 years or family get togethers. My son wasn't
able play any sports or get the chance to meet new kids his age. My father had to get
vaccinated to keep his appartment, my mother and sister had to comply or they qould be
jobless. I could keep going....

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42279

Depression, isolation, disunity, lack of trust with government policies. I am double vaxed. But
have lost confidence in my health officials.

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42280

The mandates have taken away so much freedom. I no longer recognize my country. It feels
like I’m living in a communist country.

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42281

good and bad but mostly bad.

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42282

I did my part like a good citizen voluntarily until the govt overstepped and started forcing
people. We should have never NOT had a choice. And the govt should never be able to use
the type of rhetoric, half truths and lies that they have. And the invocation of the emergencies
act is an abomination that should put fear into every Canadian. This is not Canada. We are
supposed to be a beacon to the rest of the world.

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42283

Same as anyone

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42284

Both wife & I frontline healthcare workers, were both put on LOA’s from Dec13th to Jan 10th
and threatened for the same to happen in March. We have been u able to participate in society
without testing every 72 hours and proof of Neg test. It has effected our entire family
profoundly

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42285

Vaccines killed my friend

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42286

Lost income

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42287

Unable to visit elderly mother in law as well as barriers to visiting mother.

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42288

Anxiety, money hit, inflation hitting my pocket, depression, missing out on family

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42289

It has ruined a huge part of freedom

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42290

My health deteriorated. I wasn't able to visit my mother, she passed away. My carrier is put on
hold. My children are depressed. I'm hopeless.

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42291

In any way possible freedom of choice, gather and assemble Freedom of travel Depressio of
kids and us adults the list dorsnt end

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42292

Lost my job

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42293

Covid mandates took away fredoom pepole had before

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42294

Like everyone I am fed up with the nightly bad news related to the pandemic and the
restrictions on things we all enjoyed pre covid…but I do understand that virus doesn’t care
about politics or my feelings . I am thankful that a significant majority of Canadians have
voluntarily opted for the vaccination and that is the game changer. I took all three shots but got
omicron anyway but mildly I did not have to go impose on an already stressed health care
system. It looks like finally some of the mandates can be modified and in accord with positive
metrics and not just the truckers. I suspect that public attention from the or protest may have
sped things along politically. So to the very small minority of actual truckers who participated,
please why not pack it in… you have had a nice peaceful party - winter camping up on the Hill.
But that hill belongs to all of us so please quit being a pain in everyone’s butt . Please do not
get inflamed by some extreme elements who have found their way into your midst. The gun
toting Albertans in Coutts have put the country on edge so public tolerance for them protest
has reached its limits. Forcing our borders shut and causing automakers to shut down and lay
off thousands did not do your image any good. Peaceful protest no way …. It’s called hostage
taking and high jacking and just plain bullying and has no place in a democracy. So let us get

2/19/2022 12:05 AM
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on with the business of trying to get along and be our kind and polite Canadian selves through
this difficult era.
42295

My husband and I have lost our jobs in health care. We had to sell our home and move to
another community, leaving family and friends/support to survive financially. Mental health and
physical health has suffered.

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42296

Privacy and freedom for all of us My body is own by God,

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42297

Limited my freedoms as a Canadian

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42298

no travel

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42299

No travel no social life and missed work

2/19/2022 12:05 AM

42300

Influenced my business, by loosing most of it, including my childrens businesses too! No
travel, not able to see our parents ! 4 of our young friends committed suicide! Lost friends ,
friends couldn’t get surgery, friend lost her husband , because didn’t get the treatment he need
it! Etc

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42301

None

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42302

Isolation

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42303

Family members have lost jobs, unable to hold a funeral for my dad, unable to attend 2 family
weddings, unable to travel to see my grandson's 1st and 2nd birthdays. Unable to travel...

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42304

Lost of job

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42305

Demonized, excluded

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42306

Turned family and friends against one another. Caused mental issues.

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42307

Helped me to appreciate family, friends and neighbours much more. Helped me to turn to God
and my faith to sustain me. Has filled me with sadness to see enmity develop between people.
I find that those who are pro covid everything have little tolerance for those who are anti covid
mandates. I have to try harder to not be offensive.

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42308

Dépression, anxiety, side effect after vaccine, inability to go to my mother's funeral relationship
problems

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42309

Lost of friends, depression, anger

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42310

Couldn't visit loved ones Couldn't travel

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42311

It’s affected our incomes.

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42312

It’s complete bs. Stop it now

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42313

Social isolation contributing to depression, cognitive decline related to reduced person to
person communication, interrupted family connection, reduced fitness level, blocked from
volunteering, syrained friendships, lack of ability to attend church in a normal way.

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42314

Disagreement with my best friend, lost of other friendship because of conflict. Lost of friends
because they move out of the country because they got scared of the mandates. Miss seeing
my mom who is 92 because I couldn’t travel and go see her across the country.

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42315

Jobless scared loosing my house and kids and anxiety

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42316

It has caused division in my family

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42317

Division and lack of personal travel choices in own province. Mental health, available health
options, segregation the continuous government overreach. Having to explain to children what
a ‘glory hole’ is, the inconsistency of any or all rulings

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42318

Great restrictions to live life freely, I'm depressed and drink more alchohol than ever. Specially
today friday February 18 seeing all the police violence in Ottawa

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42319

I would like to say that the mandates haven’t affected me at all. Quite honestly, the first
months of lockdown life with homeschool thrust upon us and the busyness of farm life I hardly
noticed. It was annoying to put a mask that doesn’t work on at the stores, but it was a small
thing as I wasn’t forced to wear them endless hours daily. Life was good, then the vaccine

2/19/2022 12:04 AM
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came out. The vax passes and rhetoric that went along with them allowed others to put me in a
box and judge me without wanting to hear why I made the choices I made. I was called names
and told I shouldn’t be treated at the hospital if I did get sick. The mandates forced me to
completely miss a Christmas with my family, my sister couldn’t be at my brothers wedding
because it was too many people and has caused stress and tensions in relationships. One of
our families favourite things to do is go to the theatre and we’ve been unable to do that since
the vax passes came into effect. Positively, the mandates have opened my eyes to
government and the fact that I need to use my voice and take my civic duty seriously.
42320

Less social interaction

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42321

In many ways but the worst was losing an Aunt who died alone due to the ridiculous and
ineffective mandates

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42322

In mynhealth

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42323

Lost my husband in the hospital and NOT Covid and could not be with him. Totally criminal!!!!!

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42324

Having to watch my daughters be masked at school and not be allowed to go everyday
activities like swimming at our local pool. I had to deal with the trauma of a miscarriage alone
because they decided to swab me. My husband as well as my mom we're not allowed to be
with me. I wasn't able to spend the last month of my grandpas life with him while he was in the
hospital. He died alone.

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42325

Can’t even find the words to describe the aftermath of this tyrannical approach to human
freedom

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42326

My husband is out of a job. Financially no money coming in.

2/19/2022 12:04 AM

42327

Makes seeing my family difficult and stressful

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42328

Loss of income. Mental illness. Family stress. Division in community. Unable to worship in
church as normal and feel support from in person contact.

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42329

It had stopped me from visiting family in other provinces, grandparents in LTC. My teens
mental health has plummeted since this “pandemic” and my 8yo barely knows how to socialize
anymore in person. I lost a brother to an overdose.

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42330

Yes

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42331

Many people I love have had loss of work, harassment at work (nurse with AHS) and great
sadness because they have been unable to take part in their healthy activites. Activites like
swimming, exercise classes and visiting the zoo. It has cause great gried for me. Friends who
cannot get on the plane or bus to visit and left being alone. This is suppose to be for my
health? (I am immune compromised) No, this is proven to keep me healthier. It has hurt my
emotional well being. I take care of my own health making decisions I deem needed. A small
percentage of unvaccinated people need to be treated with respect. They ARE NOT A
DANGER TO OUR HEALTH. This is not proven. Look to ther countries.

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42332

Can't get a job

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42333

Extremely negatively

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42334

To long to menction

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42335

Alienated friends and family Heightened stress

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42336

1 shot and I got my HOT FLASHES back at the age over 70 and have a friend that got her
period at 80 for over a week!

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42337

It's really taken a toll on me .

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42338

Badly

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42339

It has taken away my confidence in our government officials to act in the best interests of ALL
Canadians. It has made me depressed, due to lack of social interaction, freedom to live in a
free country has been taken away. It has stripped me of any trust because there has been so
much division amongst people, especially families. None of this makes sense.

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42340

I am unable to take the vaccine even if I wanted to. I missed the death of a grandma and an
aunt and was not allowed to attend their funerals. Family refused to get together because fear

2/19/2022 12:03 AM
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of covid and not allowed to get together. I got pneumonia and was hospitalized, I was not
allowed to have visitors for two weeks. My husband lost his job
42341

Don’t have time to write the essay on how negatively it has effected my family of 6 over the
last two years.

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42342

Incredible

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42343

They have created mental anguish. The constant low grade stress has taken a significant toll
on our health.

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42344

In every way and facet.

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42345

Stressful, divisive topic, lost freedoms. It's going to go down in history as an infringement of all
rights and freedoms.

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42346

Living in fear and uncertainty

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42347

Stress, anxiety, depression, and the loss of one of my best friends to suicide… Didn’t lose one
person to Covid that I knew.

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42348

I lost my job, my brother to an overdose, division in my family, the mental health strain on my
children, the stress and axiety has had me in emergency for chest pains.

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42349

made us feel depressed to think we are having to live like this

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42350

Mental health is in the toilet. Im someone who struggled with depression & anxiety for a long
time and I was finally just getting into a great place in my life when the first lockdown
happened and now I’m more depressed than ever with zero motivation to do anything.

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42351

I had to do most of the shopping alone.

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42352

Made me a miserable disrespectful person towards government medical authorities!!!

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42353

Made me get the shot to keep my job but I never wanted it. People should not have to choose
between feeding their families or injecting their death sentence

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42354

Depression

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42355

Depressed from not seeing people anymore.

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42356

How was it not would be a better question. The worst part is the divide it is creating between
Canadians. I am disgusted how people are treating each other and appalled with the way the
Federal government is testing peaceful people who just want to be listened to. Trudeau is over
reaching and needs to step down.

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42357

I was not able to say a last goodby to my friend on his funeral. I’m not able to visit my family.
My kids stoped to do sport.

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42358

It has kept me and my loved ones safe

2/19/2022 12:03 AM

42359

In every way!!

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42360

Leaving me very angry and feeling like I don’t have any rights anymore

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42361

Separated family, could not visit dying mother in hospital, prevented travel in Canada and out.
Three doctors have said taking this vaccine would cause serious medical issues. Govt refuses
to accept three independent doctors recommendation.

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42362

Lost my job, lost friendships, friends died from suicide, drug od, and from the quackcine.
Depression

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42363

Can't work in my field of Healthcare.

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42364

I am ok with masks, distancing and even not going to restaurants, but not being able to swim
has hugely impacted my ability to stay fit and healthy

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42365

Anxiety Like a orisoner Missing family functions Loss of job

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42366

I felt very controlled I felt like an outsider!!! It was bullshit!!!!!!

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42367

It has caused stress and division between my friends and family. The virus is transmitted just
as easily between vaccinated and unvaccinated. The hospital reports regarding those in the

2/19/2022 12:02 AM
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hospital with Covid are misleading. People are in the hospital for other reasons and are testing
positive with no symptoms.
42368

I now live not knowing what my country of freedom and democracy will look like. Mental,
spiritual and emotional health is at an all time low. Luckily I’m physically and financially
healthy, so far. Plus I haven’t turned to suicide, drug use or beating but others have. I also
have not had to watch someone die on zoom. But many many others were tortured this
method.,This protects no one’s health. Plus I’m not being told that my first shot that almost
killed me is still mandatory. This isn’t about me. I’m strong, young ( ish) and smart. What
about all the others who have a story I mentioned above. I am still blessed except for the
unknown of what Canada will look like tomorrow.

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42369

Affected mental health, marriage and family relationships. It has significantly reduced my
ability to work- reduced clients

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42370

In every way.... I now have realized that freedom is a gift and responsibility.

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42371

Very negative impact on myself and all 3 of my children! Mentally, emotionally, socially, and as
a family. Connection has been lost with family and our community. My son is deaf and has a
lot of difficulty navigating a world where everyone is masked. I am chastised and ridiculed for
supporting him by not wearing a mask and advocating for him by my own doctor even! My
teenager became suicidal and my toddler has not had the connection and bonding with family
she needs and deserves due to fear and manipulation by the media and our governments. We
have been divided from friends and family that have a different opinion than us. It's obvious the
mandates had had a negative impact on individuals, families, communities, our country and
the world! It will take generations to heal from this! Was it necessary? Legal? Who is
responsible? I want Justin Trudeau and others held accountable for the actions that have
caused so much harm! What Justin Trudeau is doing right now calls for him to be tried by a
court of law! What would it look like if any other citizen of Canada had done what he has done?

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42372

Can’t Watch my daughter play volleyball Can’t stand her playing with the fucking mask on

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42373

I’ve lost my position of 14 years. I’ve lost my rights to take my family to the movies or
swimming or out to eat. My child has to wear a mask that bothers him for 6 hours a day. Etc
etc etc . I could go on for days

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42374

Isolation, can’t visit my mother in care home. Divide among friends and family

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42375

You don't want to know . Destructive . Divisive , was a pitch for selective private interests . To
quash viable workable protocols and products in favor of experimental products , left me with
no confidence in the way our medical authorities handle things .

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42376

Mental exhaustion, increased anger and anxiety

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42377

Lonely as hell! Need social contact. Made to feel like a criminal for not getting the vaccine. I
have the right to decide what goes into my body, and the prime minister has done everything
within his power to divide the country by scoringg the unvacinated.

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42378

I am 80 years old and a swimmer. The pools are all closed to me because I refuse to allow a
serious poison to be put into my body. Thank you Justin Trudeau for your gifts!!

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42379

Quality of life has been reduced significantly

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42380

I've lost work. My son is struggling with mental health. It's divided my family

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42381

restricted freedom of movement and choice

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42382

Destroyed everything.

2/19/2022 12:02 AM

42383

I have consoled my 5 year old daughter on numerous occasions because her little heart is at a
breaking point with all of this segregation, mask wearing and fear. I worry about her mental
health more than her risks of getting covid. I have chosen to only have 1 poke and despite that
choice I am grouped with "anti-science" and apparently I am a misogynistic white supremacist
based on our "leader" of our country's opinions. I "take up space" and he considers whether I
should "be tolerated" or not....I can no longer freely travel within Canada or outside based on
these restrictions... eventhough my charter rights say that I an entitled to that. BC is doubling
down on their plans to push people to get mote pokes, despite their waning efficacy and
covid's waning risks.... I fear my rights are slipping away further and further. How is medical
coercion consent? Friend's I know facing job loss if they don't make a forced medical decision.

2/19/2022 12:01 AM
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These actions affect my mental health and hopes for a free and just society that my child will
inherit. I feel the Canada that I grew up in is now a warped false democracy. It breaks my
heart. I am crying while I write this.
42384

Depressed. Cannot believe how our rights and freedoms can be taken away. Having to
disclose medical information which is none of anyone's business. So much for the privacy act.

2/19/2022 12:01 AM

42385

In every way of freedom

2/19/2022 12:01 AM

42386

Isolation

2/19/2022 12:01 AM

42387

Can't see elderly relates and friends no more.

2/19/2022 12:01 AM

42388

I was coerced to receive an experimental injection to keep my job. I've been humiliated, kicked
out of restaurants and other establishments.

2/19/2022 12:01 AM

42389

A lot.

2/19/2022 12:01 AM

42390

Barely making ends meet

2/19/2022 12:01 AM

42391

It has made it hard to find work

2/19/2022 12:01 AM

42392

I had to watch my father die on FaceTime. He was all alone.

2/19/2022 12:01 AM

42393

Horrible

2/19/2022 12:01 AM

42394

It has made travel to see my entire family very difficult and stressful. Each time we have to
quarantine and test within limited time constraints and hope for negative tests or our plans
have to be canceled. And my family has a difficult time with mandates restricting their earning
capacities and they have not been able to visit me at all.

2/19/2022 12:01 AM

42395

I can’t breath properly wearing a mask ... and I support athletes choosing their bodies natural
immunity As a teacher I won’t lie to students in science and health class

2/19/2022 12:01 AM

42396

Lost out on opportunities to travel with my kids while they are still young.

2/19/2022 12:01 AM

42397

Isolation. Discrimination if don't take vaccine, attending my church services, sports exercise
not permitted, entering restaurants, affected friendships when.make other choices

2/19/2022 12:01 AM

42398

My children do not understand communication with strangers because they can't see facial
expressions. I am very much struggling with alcohol dependence because I am not permitted
to do many things I love. My children being 2 and 4 are not developing socially very well due to
the fact we can't go to public places where they interact with other children and preschool is
shut down 3/4 of the time due to things connected to covid. We have followed the rules we
have struggled and fought to attempt to keep friendships alive through not seeing eye to eye
over the mandates. As for my household we are done and will not be following Dr. Bonny
Henry's rules any further. We will get thrown out of stores and choose where we shop and what
we do based on who will allow us to be our selves

2/19/2022 12:01 AM

42399

In every way

2/19/2022 12:01 AM

42400

My husband is allergic to heparin, so was advised not to get the shot by his heart doc but doc
was to scared to give him an exemption, so he was stuck at home for two half years. Had
Covid now has natural immunity but can’t leave the country so unfair.

2/19/2022 12:01 AM

42401

Pain in the freedom

2/19/2022 12:01 AM

42402

Lost our buisness which we had invested all savings into. Resulting in loss of home. Along
with stress, depression, and overall decline in quality of life.

2/19/2022 12:00 AM

42403

Depression and lots of fear

2/19/2022 12:00 AM

42404

In every way.

2/19/2022 12:00 AM

42405

Taken away freedoms and jobs

2/19/2022 12:00 AM

42406

Has caused emotional stress due to the divide and difference of opinion on all mandates
especially the expectation of others expressing their judgement of me choosing to not get the
jab. The worst part that has hurt our family is my son getting evicted from the U of A due to
being unvaxxed. Disgusting.

2/19/2022 12:00 AM

42407

It's too soon to tell what the out come looks like to our children and our vulnerable what was

2/19/2022 12:00 AM
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worse the isolation or rhe covid time will tell
42408

Financially ruined our family

2/19/2022 12:00 AM

42409

Mandates help keep my community safe and make sure people follow public health
suggestions in order to slow the transmission of the disease. Mandates make sure things don't
become a free for all

2/19/2022 12:00 AM

42410

I can't be vaccinated safely due to a medical condition. There is no one to advocate for me, so
I can't travel to the US to see my 80 year old mother, I haven't been able to do anything
prohibited through the restrictions exemption program, and I've lived in fear of losing my job for
months. (Teacher.) More than that, I've watched young people suffer, lose their joy of living,
and become more isolated and anxious.

2/19/2022 12:00 AM

42411

People have treated us like lepers, we were kicked out of our Church, my wife was harassed
by her company to get jabbed, we've had to argue with so many misinformed hypochondriacs,
it has restricted our family's social connections, and it has destroyed what little trust we had in
government and in doctors. It has so disgusted us, that we are seriously looking to leave
Canada in the near future

2/19/2022 12:00 AM

42412

I was very sick in hospital with covid. After my recovery, and consultation with a doctor, I did
not take take the jabs. I lost my friends. My Gov. does not allow me to travel. I was not even
allowed to buy a bottle of wine or go to a restaurant. Canada is now a fascist country, my
freedoms have been stripped. I don't even know if I am a citizen of Canada anymore. I no
longer recognize Canada. There is division and hatred that I did not see before. The
Government of Canada has caused this.

2/19/2022 12:00 AM

42413

Spritually, emotionally, physically, financially

2/19/2022 12:00 AM

42414

I can’t even explain or have the energy!!! This has been awful. I can’t take my son to a movie,
a restaurant, a pool….. My mental health has declined. My anxiety and fear has exploded.
Everyday life is difficult and happiness is hard to feel. We live in a world of lies and our Prime
Minister is a criminal, a traitor and should be removed immediately! This has never been about
health.

2/19/2022 12:00 AM

42415

Left my job

2/19/2022 12:00 AM

42416

Horrible

2/19/2022 12:00 AM

42417

Trying to keep employment to employees.

2/19/2022 12:00 AM

42418

It's depressing miss seeing my mom who's 89 haven't seen her in 2 years plus due to the
stupid mandates

2/19/2022 12:00 AM

42419

Coercion of getting an experimental, untested risky injection to keep my Job, lonely people I
met while doing the census last year, isolated in apartments, afraid to socialize , afraid of
consequences. Children not being able to play at playgrounds taped off with keep off signs.
Limited visits to my Father in a nursing home. Limited visits to family and friends. Spent
Christmas alone 2021... laid off my jobs March 2020... watching media spread fear and false
information.. suppression of effective treatments of C19 by AHS...

2/19/2022 12:00 AM

42420

My friends lost their job, we can't travel, we can't go to public places in a free democratic
country people can't decide about taking vaccinations

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42421

To be a free Citizen

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42422

I have not been able to come home for 2 1/2 years. I am a Canadian citizen and won’t take the
vaxx

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42423

It has made all of my friends and I, and our children scared to get together as a group or
gathering, not for the fact that we might get Covid just for the fact that we’d be judged by all
the Karens and Kens out in the world!!

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42424

It has been devastating to watch so many people suffering. No one should be treated this way.
I've always been thankful to be Canadian. Now I am not so sure.

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42425

Everyday life for my family, I want my freedom back .

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42426

Severly, stealing my rights to choose what goes in my body then providing proff when i do not
see proff of restaurants cooks vacation against hep A hep b, not being able to see my children

2/18/2022 11:59 PM
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or family without fines due to mandates yet ealmarts etc remain open. The fact that these
measures do nit stop the spread of thisreal virus, being shamed by public if i cough or sneeze.
Interfaces with medical conditions of my respiratory system and medically exemption yet
unable to go anywhere due to mandates even though i am vaccinated. And many many many
other ways. Financial Health Mental health Physical Emotional
42427

The division is heart wrenching. Children are suffering our economy is suffering and people’s
relationships are destroyed. This needs to end. We followed the science that wasn’t allowed to
be questioned. It obviously didn’t work so it’s time to get back to life snd retain what we can.

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42428

Can't visit family or go to a restaurant. It's tearing people apart

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42429

Every way possible tired of staying home hate mask done with it

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42430

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42431

Turned me into a hermit.

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42432

feel my rights have been suppressed!

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42433

Loss of freedom

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42434

My sister was on her last days of life as she was dying from cancer. We had to say our
goodbyes to her through a window!!!! We weren’t allowed to go in to hug her, and tell her how
much we loved her. We will never get that moment in life back. The mandates were
insane!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42435

It has caused stress, anxiety, and division.

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42436

It’s horrible - corruption

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42437

Mentally, I lost my dad and I lost my uncle from this “vaccine” it’s caused more harm than
good.

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42438

Every part of my life. From work to home life. My kids have struggled being in and out of
school. Enough us enough it’s time to move on and except covid for what it is.

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42439

Discrimination, segregation.

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42440

Can't travel, can't go into a restaurant, can't go to sports events...I could go on and on. It has
split our family, has friends and family fighting. Lots more!

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42441

Life sucks...

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42442

Discrimination! Divided my friends! Job loss! Coercion!

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42443

In every way possible. Wearing a mask in public indoor spaces. Wearing a mask at work too.
Can't go to restaurants, movie theaters etc.

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42444

I can’t wTch my children’s sports practices and games. I can’t go to restaurants. I can’t go to
cultural events. I cannot go to the gym. I cannot attend social functions with friends who are
vaccinated. I cannot attend yacht club events because I love Sailing and want to fraternize
with others who also loves sailing. It has divided my community and many of my friends don’t
want to be with me because I am unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42445

Travel, socializing, not able to see family

2/18/2022 11:59 PM

42446

Traumatically!!!! My family lost 12 friends the first year and many more since because of the
mandates. I will personally never be the same again. Someone should sue Trudeau on behalf
of the Canadian people who suffered and fell under his REIGN.

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42447

The mandates erode freedom of movement and choice. They have prevented travel and
therefore the ability to visit loved ones. They also have caused division and animosity between
Canadians. I do not feel the evidence put forth by our government proves that vaccines are
effective enough to force them upon the unwilling. I myself am vaccinated, I was coerced to
become vaccinated by a federal employer. Clearly vaccines may offer some protection but I'd
have rather used my natural immune system. I live healthy and believe it is strong enough. I
think people at risk should have the choice to vaccinate, and it's great that there's a vaccine
available for them. I also think that of the billions being spent on vaccine campaigns, a lot of
that budget would be better spent on health care system and infrastructure upgrades, healthy
lifestyle encouragement/education, and mental health/addiction. Sadly I believe our current

2/18/2022 11:58 PM
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government is using this pandemic and vaccines as a profit center, a political tool and to
distract Canadians from other issues, such as those mentioned above, inflation, the housing
crisis, and who knows what else
42448

It all socks .

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42449

Not much besides inconvenience

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42450

Can’t work lost job

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42451

Terrible

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42452

Terribly

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42453

Isolation depression lack of income lack of health care Frustration

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42454

Being restricted due to a choice

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42455

2 fn years

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42456

Terrible!! Depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42457

When the gyms closed, my partner started drinking heavily and physically assaulted me. I am
now in a transition house.

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42458

I can't work I can't go anywhere I can't travel I've lost my relationship I have no friends I can't
see my family Drinking and depression led to seizures and many hospital visits I live day to
day financially and the little 'help'we did get will fixk me come tax time due to expected
repayments of portions of funding not told to us right away I am nearly homeless I rely on food
banks to eat I have not bought new shoes or any badly needed garments in two years now I
feel cornered I am forced to vaccinate to get work My rights as a free person have been
stripped from me completly My industry as a chef is still hugely hit hard and may take years to
come to fully recover if it ever does Many places can't open properly due to the restrictions,
have had to close or limit business which in turn limits jobs and wages and hours All of which
are severely lacking now There is no more help for finances either Just one more day closer to
losing everything including the shirt off my back Stripped of everything and left to die in the
cold

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42459

Lost my job, can't take my kids to any of there curricular activities, and I can't travel.

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42460

Has restricted travel to loved ones. Feelings of tension and divide in my community.

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42461

As a federally regulated employee of one of the banks, my job is not guaranteed. Although, at
the moment I am blessed to still be receiving a pay cheque I have been isolated and
ostracized from my co-workers. I was advised that I am no longer welcome on-site and have
had to ask co-workers to assist with tasks that can only be done from the office. My privacy
has been breached by my employer asking for private medical information; as well as sending
bullying e-mails trying to coerce me to comply with their vaccination policy. The bank is
continuing to treat me as a “less than” employee and is doing their best to punish me into
compliance.

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42462

N/a

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42463

It hasn’t really

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42464

Very isolating.

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42465

Missed to many family and friends functions, funerals, weddings, birthdays, Christmas,
vacations. Cost of living. Quality of life.

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42466

Mental health has been negatively affected. Could not go see my dad due to the need to
isolate two weeks afterwards. Children affected at school

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42467

Less social life, kids impacted socially, missing friends, family, travel.

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42468

It has ripped it apart. I have hardly seen my family in 2020 and 2021 due to quarantines and
long stints at work over seas as i could not get back home.

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42469

Not able to see family. My Mom passed away! Can’t breathe properly with mask on.

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42470

On leave from my job

2/18/2022 11:58 PM
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42471

Two years is enough we have to learn to live with it gave us hope

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42472

Stress and feeling segregated

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42473

Horribly, three out of four of my children have been told jab or no job, spiritually I believe it
interferes with Gods creation of man, thru gene manipulation, people of all walks of life have
suffered financialy, mental illness, isolation, depression, suicide, children have become fearful,
socially inept, the list goes on. Listening to the media endlessly stating the unvaccinated are
to blame and should be punished, and on and on, when now the real science shows the
vaccinated are carriers and transmit it as well.

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42474

almost killed my father in law with these terrible shots ...can't even see my new grand babies
...

2/18/2022 11:58 PM

42475

Depressed, angry

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42476

My small business has been shut down numerous times . No financial help for small
businesses. This has been hard. My children both have suffered mentally. My family has been
dived by government telling people unvaccinated are causing this. I am feeling unease staying
in this country for my childrens sake. The stress from mental drain and worry has come to be
a bit much. The costs of living have skyrocketed which isn’t a problem for the members of
government who not only have had a pay check this whole time but at least 2 pay raises. Life
in Canada is giving me the feeling of defeat.

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42477

I cannot travel to see my daughter. I cannot travel to visit my in-laws. I almost lost my job

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42478

Many negative ways

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42479

Divide amongst friends, family and coworkers

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42480

Mentally I'm exhausted, depressed and have lost a lot of weight from this

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42481

These mandates have caused separation in my family, my church. They have caused anxiety
in my families life, friends life. Our elderly parents have been locked up for two years. Our
grandchildren are frightened.

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42482

Mental health

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42483

Not at all.

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42484

depression and alcolhism in my family

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42485

I have not been treated like an equal citizen of Canada, I pay taxes but yet have not been able
to access all amenities that my taxes pay for. My children have been denied post secondary
education. My rights and liberties as a citizen of Canada have been trampled on by
governments and health authorities who have not proven that these measures in any way
affect the outcome of the spread of Covid. Our governments have forgotten that they work for
the people, not the doctors or anyone else!!

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42486

NA

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42487

I lived with stress and anxiety for the last 2 years. I have had enough and want to go back to
normal. End the mandates now.

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42488

I got the first shot and have suffered severe vertigo ever since.i am epileptic so this makes it
even worse. My family is falling apart. My husband is fully vaxed and regrets it so much now.
His health has suffered so much! One is losing employment for not vacinating. My sister had
to bury her husband who died from cancer and NO ONE could be there with her. No funeral...no
closure. My list is a mile long. I am fighting deep depression in my family and attempts at
suicide by a close friend

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42489

Divisions in family..multi other friendships, resigning from a board as other members were
questioning our vax status...needed medical exemptions,unable to obtain them..

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42490

It's aggravated my anxiety and depression, and made life at home uncomfortable. There's
more anger than happiness around everyone now, much more than ever.

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42491

lost my job because of it, now nearly homeless

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42492

I have lost friends and family won’t be near us because of a private medical choice that has
become so freely public now. I had to sit in my car for 6 months and wait outside for my kids

2/18/2022 11:57 PM
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instead of watching them swim. My kids have missed two years of competitive swimming as
well. I have noticed all three of my school age children are behind in their basic education,
writing, reading and math.
42493

EXTREME DEPRESSION

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42494

Kids have missed school and activities ect

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42495

Lonely place to be

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42496

My mental health has been seriously affected as well as my closest family and friends. It has
impacted my job and all those I am working with. Socially and emotionally this has affected
most people I know.

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42497

My 13 year old son hasn't been over to my place in 2 years because of the fear the schools
have planted in his brain . He is afraid to hug me , be near me ,all because of covid bullshit

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42498

Mainly the freedom to purchase food and supply’s

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42499

I am not vaccinated for health reasons. I am being vilified by my government and by media. I
am denied my constitutional right to leave a free life. “The Science” no longer supports the
mandates. Let them go.

2/18/2022 11:57 PM

42500

Anxiety and mental health issues

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42501

Horribly… depressed Scared to socialize Anxious and anxiety always through the roof Have
panic attacks regularly

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42502

Lost my job, unable to attend events, unable to go to restaurants, unable to leave the country,
have had all my freedoms taken away.

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42503

After researching the topic thoroughly, I have chosen not to be vaccinated and as a result,
have faced many restrictions that limit what I can and where I can go

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42504

Division between friends and family. Social discrimination. Discrimination from restaurants /
Gyms / flying/ ect

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42505

It’s taken my god give right to choose

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42506

no travel, llittle work

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42507

Having other medical issues put on hold. As well travel and work has been harder

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42508

Affected my mental health. Also created division in my province,town.

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42509

Division in family, mentally affected grandchildren. I don’t appreciate our totalitarian
government nor the bullying of any doctors, nurses, pilots, anyone who dares to question
anything. So very wrong.

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42510

Asocial

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42511

Yes

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42512

I have a special needs child and am a single parent. These mandates have been devastating
financially, mentally and physically for me and him. He is exempt from the vaccines and
masks, yet can’t go anywhere because of all the mandates. Therefore, as his only caregiver, I
can’t go anywhere and have had to sacrifice my job and everything else. How does that even
work! The system is broken.

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42513

Separated us from our family and shut down my catering business!

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42514

In every way. Divided my family and friends. Caused anger and depression.

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42515

I’m not allowed to work or go almost anywhere !

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42516

We've lost over 50% of our clients and our business

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42517

I haven’t been able to go to Events, restaurants; wearing a mask makes me extremely
uncomfortable to the point where I don’t have a job in public either and hate wearing one while
going to get groceries

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42518

I have become a second class citizen my immediate and greater family has been completely

2/18/2022 11:56 PM
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ripped apart
42519

Restricted our freedom to visit with family and friends, see loved ones in the hospital.
Essentially stomped on our constitutional charter of Rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42520

have not been able to visit my late father's friends at the LTC, cannot breathe wearing a mask
for any length of time and face shields don't work for me neither. Ridiculous that I have to be
treated like a leper at any institution I can get into for a medical decision I made for myself

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42521

Delayed my children’s education and prevented social interaction not to mention the negative
effects it has had in all our mental health

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42522

Job loss, financially, loss of home, inability to obtain employment in my field, severe family
and friend division and loss

2/18/2022 11:56 PM

42523

Kept me from participating in society due to being unvaxxed

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42524

Family visiting, watching family sports

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42525

Worrying about holding a job for an experimental vaccine being forced upon us.

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42526

Well in all aspects when you know the truth and your whole life your told lies it's mental abuse
to the human species.

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42527

nil

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42528

It has ruined my freedom. It would also destroy me mentally but it doesn't because I know that
Christ is in control.

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42529

I had to get the vax and that would not be my choice otherwise. I don’t the government
suggesting you vax but not mandate it. I don’t mind wearing a mask or the social distance.

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42530

It has caused my family to abandon me and to believe that I am a neo-nazi. It's also caused
me to experience a lot of segregation.

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42531

🤮

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42532

Ended marriage.

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42533

Family and friend division. Seeing lots of mental health in teens. Plus watching our beautiful
peaceful country crumble. So sad!

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42534

Yes

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42535

It has practically made us housebound

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42536

I was basically forced to get a vaccine I did not want or need to remain employed. I was forced
to download an app that tracks my private life in order to participate in normal day activities.
Downloading the app basically waived my privacy rights via disclaimer. Ridiculous coercion.

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42537

No work, no quality of life.

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42538

They have made it so that I haven’t been able to see my wife of children for over 6

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42539

Missed my families getting together, Birthdays, Christmas and anniversary’s . Also a proper
funeral for my son.

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42540

It has led to a downward spiral in all areas

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42541

Mental health has declined and physical health as well. Enough is enough.

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42542

All aspects of my life

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42543

In every way. I am so devastated.

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42544

We have been unable to see our kids and grandkids who live 20+ hours away for 2 years.
Several weddings and funerals have been missed or extremely poorly attended. Church
attendance has been either eliminated or limited to the point of obvious extreme prejudice.

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42545

Cannot visit family and do not trust law enforcement to serve the people.

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42546

I have lost friends and family to the divisions created I was unable to attend my son's
graduation and theater/choir performances I can not congregate and socialize I have become

2/18/2022 11:55 PM
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unemployable I have lost hope for the future
42547

Restricted visitation and personal travel.

2/18/2022 11:55 PM

42548

Major stress, impairing immunity by lack of contact, loss of family and friends after vax, loss
of volunteering, facial rash from masks, impaired breathing due to masks, subjected to name
calling and bullying, loss of freedom to travel and speak honestly just to identify a few.

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42549

Lockdowns means no food on my table - no work

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42550

I lost my job because the business I was in at the time was not in demand. I tried to get a job
for 5 months after that but no where was applying. I’m the kind of person who constantly needs
to be working. After not working my mental health took a very, very dark turn and I’m glad to
be alive. Human beings aren’t meant to live like little rats in a cage and people are getting sick
and tired of the lies.

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42551

Mentally and emotionally hard

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42552

In every way. Negatively

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42553

Mental illness is at an all time high

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42554

Can’t go anywhere, can’t do anything. Affected jobs of family members and friends

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42555

Has limited my business from operating normally. Has turned people against each other. If it
doesn’t stop there will be a civil war

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42556

Crazy

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42557

It has brought so much grief, sadness, anxiety, depression, loss of friends because if this
great division.

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42558

Family division over the mandates

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42559

I can’t go anywhere or do anything and if it keeps up I’ll be thinking suicide

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42560

Big

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42561

These mandates have taken away from our individuality, sense of freedom, and democracy.
I/we as a family have not been able to do simple things together such as go out for a family
dinner/movie. Or say take an afternoon for public ice skating or other leisure recreation that
require mask or passports. This is a direct infringement upon our charter of rights and
freedoms as Canadian Citizens and must be ended.

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42562

Separated from family Friends getting adverse reactions from vaccines

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42563

My 94 year old grandmother died alone in a care home!

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42564

In every way

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42565

Putting stress on our everyday lives at home and at my business

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42566

Mental health

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42567

Segregation and discrimination purely due to my personal medical decisions Charger of rights
violated

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42568

The Covid Restriction mandates have first of all restricted my personal rights and freedoms to
live my life the way I choose to and decide for myself how to go about this pandemic the way
I’m convicted to by conscience and/or religious beliefs, as I am, and should be, free to do so
according to the charter of rights and freedoms of Canada. The masks have restricted my
breathing through having to wear a mask (even at times when there is no sickness around)
which makes it harder to breathe. I’m not free to go into places I was free to enter before, due
to the discriminatory vaccination restrictions some businesses have chosen to enforce upon
entry. I cannot see elderly family due to vaccination enforcements for elderly care homes —
and when the elderly cannot see family members or friends, that of itself can contribute to the
declining of their health.

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42569

I have not been able to enjoy my life they way I did pre COVID I have been prevented to
attend places

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42570

Made it extremely difficult and affected my mental health. Made me feel like I didn't belong

2/18/2022 11:54 PM
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42571

Caused depression, destroyed relationships , hurt my 6 year old autistic son, slowed his
progress, made me distrust doctors, mainstream media, and our politicians, caused financial
loss, and immeasurable stress

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42572

It has threatened my right to my own body, and that is TERRIFYING! It has made me feel
scared I'll lose my job, when in fact vaccinated people are spreading COVID, while I am
discriminated against for a bodily choice that is no one's business. I have had friends treat me
like I'm diseased, while they, vaccinated, travel, party, eat out, and spread COVID all the while.
I am confident that I am in my rights to my body, I am not ashamed, nor will I be bullied into
feeling "less than" any of my equals. We are all equal, we are all human, AND CANADIAN!

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42573

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42574

In every way possible

2/18/2022 11:54 PM

42575

If it wasn’t for my son and husband I would have killed myself

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42576

Made my mental health worse. Made me feel like my freedom was taken away

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42577

Haven’t been able to see family in two years

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42578

Keeps me separated from my loved ones

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42579

Mental health is the lowest it has been ever. Increasing my antidepressant medication. I would
not have excepted the vaccine except I would have lost my job. I nieces and nephews can not
watch my child’s hockey games because they are not vaxed and only 13 years and under.
This is all devastating.

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42580

Vaccine mandaye

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42581

It has brought on depression due to divided opinions and not being allowed to socialize.

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42582

The vaccine has harmed people close to me and killed one young man, it doesn't work and it's
causing harm. Forcing people to choose between their job and a jab is wrong!

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42583

Its divided my family and friends. It has segregated and discriminated agains me and my
fundamental rights, caused lost wages , and caused extreme mental strain.

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42584

Caused much distress

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42585

I had an allergic reaction to the first dose, havnt been able to go and support the places I want
to, I deal with angry customers continuously, my mental and physical health has declined
tremendously due to the gym not being accessible.

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42586

Lost Job, daughters vaccinated. Have not been close to many family members over issues
surrounding Covid.

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42587

Utterly and completely. It has been devastating for my kids and I.

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42588

Destroyed my business, cost me about $300.000. Affected my retirement, the list is to long for
this box.

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42589

I lost my job.

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42590

Isolated, separation of families and friends, can't grieve with loved ones etc......

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42591

It has been hard trying to keep everything together for myself and family

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42592

My children are miserable wearing masks to school. I haven’t been able to watch my children
participate in sports/activities for the last six months

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42593

It has effected it in many negative ways

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42594

Lost my job with the government as a result of experimental vaccine mandates.

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42595

Federal & provincial governments have stripped me of the rights and freedoms guaranteed
under The Canadian Charter of Rights and freedoms, including but not limited to RELIGIOUS
freedoms, freedom of ASSEMBLY freedom of ASSOCIATION, freedom to DO BUSINESS,
freedom to TRAVEL, etc. Our governments have VIOLATED my very right to BREATHE fresh
air! They have fanned vitriolic hatred, division and separation of people, have induced DEATH
through loneliness of our seniors, have FORBIDDEN critical, PROVEN to be effective medical

2/18/2022 11:53 PM
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treatment and caused MASSIVE deaths by so doing, and have FORCED - medically raped
and coerced - people into taking EXPERIMENTAL "vaccines" - resulting in MASSIVE injuries,
permanent injuries and DEATH. They have violated the Nuremberg Code and the most basic,
fundamental human rights. These Crimes Against Humanity must be brought before the Hague
and Justin Trudeau and every Premier, and the Ministers and Associations of "Health", and
every law enforcement agency wielded in this tyranny, and every mainstream media outlet that
fostered and fanned this horrific LIE - must be CHARGED and FOUND GUILTY of Crimes
Against Humanity. This CANNOT be, this MUST NOT be tolerated, and it must NEVER be
allowed to happen again! Let JUSTICE stream from the high court of Heaven, from God, the
only righteous Judge! May Satan's kingdom be pulverized by Almighty God Himself, and may
GOD's Kingdom come and HIS will be done on earth, in CANADA, TODAY, as His will is
already being done in Heaven. In Jesus's Name, AMEN!
42596

Depression - it’s so sad to loose friends and family. And to see our kids suffer because of the
hate that is happening among the people. The trust I have lost complete in politics and most of
all in our PM Justin Trudeau. The way he handles the whole situation is embarrassing and I’m
beyond disappointed.

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42597

Negative

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42598

my husband had his surgury cancelled and had to live in pain for months. he could not work. it
has devided our communitys and our country. my work as a doula providing maternity care has
been greatly affected.

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42599

Loss of freedom. Loss of respect for political class. Increased patriotism.

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42600

Caused great division in society unfair We need freedom of choice

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42601

Bankrupt mu Company Mental Illness and rehab for family members

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42602

I am unvaccinated due to health. I have been ostracized and belittled by my provincial
government and federal government as have my children. I am NOT a proud Canadian right
now and we are currently reviewing our options of leaving this country. I was born here and am
a thirds generation citizen. I am disgusted in how our government on a provincial level and
federal level have handled things. I never thought I would EVER have to go through the
garbage I have had to in Canada.

2/18/2022 11:53 PM

42603

bad

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42604

mentally, familly

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42605

It has brought us from a free country to a Communist run country.

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42606

I can’t travel outside of Canada and can’t eat in restaurants.

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42607

Lost friends

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42608

It has destroyed my business

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42609

Removed freedom of the person. Forces me to wear a mask which increases anxiety and
laboured breathing. Forced to not see friends at Christmas.

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42610

Not been able to go to church, lost social groups, marriage support group, divided my family
and lost friends, restricted in everyway my kids social activities, outings, not been able to
travel for 2 years, so basically affected my whole life! Like living in a communist country

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42611

Family and friends fighting, breathing my own air. Angry customers taking it out on us.
Destroyed my son

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42612

People are afraid of each other. I am not sure if it because of Covid or if people will be
offended with what I say!

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42613

Negatively in every way!

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42614

Stressful!

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42615

Miss the freedom of coming and going and being with family and friends and not being able to
breath proper because of the masks

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42616

Terrible, it's all a lie. I have been affected, financially, emotionally and mentally.

2/18/2022 11:52 PM
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42617

Discriminated in my workplace, segregated amongst society by not allowed to take part in
events, restaurants, stigmatized as “unsafe”.

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42618

Family is divided,unvaxed are shunned and made to feel small for their choices

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42619

I feel more anxious and lonely. My child hasn’t had many social interactions because even
community centers discriminate and it is sad we can’t even go to swimming lessons.

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42620

Terribly All government control is bad and messes up the way we live For the people by the
people is the right way God gave everyone a beautiful mind let us use it.

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42621

Cannot travel, felt ostracized, less socialization for my children

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42622

I lost 2 jobs. I'm 19 and my last job was 33 dollars per hour. I come from a low income family
so I thought I finally worked my way up to middle class. And then I lost that job.

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42623

Terrible and life-threatening

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42624

Made it difficult to meet with family and friends

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42625

Care home wouldn't let me be with my aged mother for 6 wks prior to her death. She died a
hostage, of heartbreak and loneliness. The bastards killed my mom. I shall not forget.

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42626

Lots!! Shut down 3 times. Hardly any EI, and having to have Cancer surgery by myself 😡

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42627

It has Infringed on my rights.... Caused stress in my life.... and I'm worried where this country
is headed....

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42628

It has caused families to argue over it

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42629

Was forced to take the shot to keep my job

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42630

Take home pay is less, bills are higher

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42631

Separation of family,friends,job.All the illegal crap that trudummy is getting away with.He
needs to be brought down hard and now is the best time.

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42632

Ruined it

2/18/2022 11:52 PM

42633

Has had a terrible effect on my mental health, my relationship, and my job!

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42634

Its made my life and every bodies life hell! It's not backed by science this has been known for
a long time!! I'm ashamed of my government specifically Trudeau!! My stress level is so high
over the violation of our rights that I have severe depression now!! I wanted to leave the
country but as we know the vaxed are trapped in this hell hole he has created!! Can not live
like this but a prisoner in my own country!! I'm.63 born here lived and worked here all my !! I
love this country and even at my age I would gladly give my life to fix all this!! This is not just
about covid the vaxes restrictions etc!! These things were just final straw! He has made a
mockery of our government circumventing it! Cover ups information scandals ethics violations
chronic lies proved time and again !! Recently the science has exposed a huge amount of
damage these vaxes have done! I have a relative who works in a Corona ward in a large
hospital here in Canada which for obvious reasons I can not reveal!! This relative has had first
hand study group daily on her rounds! She was provax ! She has seen enough watching all this
on her job every day to now say the VAXES DO NOT WIRK AS THEY WERE SOLD TO US!!
2 DOCTORS SHARE THIS OPINION BUT THEY ARE ALL AFRAID TO SPEAK UP! THEY
KNOW WHAT HAPPENS TO MEDICAL PERSONEL SHOULD THEY SPEAK!!IM AN
EMOTIONAL WRECK THAT NOW HARBORS A BURNING RAGE AND RESENTMENT
YOWARD TRUDEAU!! THIS IS NOT ME ITS NOT WHO I AM!! I HATE THIS TERRIBLE MAN
FOR WHAT HE HAS DONE TO OUR COUNTRY!! COVID IS BAD ITS BEEN TOUGH FOR
EVERY ONE!! BUT NOT NEARS AS BAD AS LOOKING AT OR HESRING HIS VOICE!! HE
HAS USED COVID AS A TOOL TO ENACT HIS AGENDA !! YET STILL AS THE WHOLE
NARRATIVE COLLAPSES BECAUSE OF NEW INFORMATION FROM SCIENTISTS ETC HE
CONTINUES TO DRAG THIS OUT AND TRY TO USE IT TO HIS ADVANTAGE!! THE WIRLD
NOW SEES THAT WHICH HE DOES NOT WANT TO SEE!! MANY I KNOW FEEL EXACTLY
AS I DO!! IM ANGRY BITTER AND DEPRESSED! COVID WAS BAD , BUT NOT NEARLY
AS BAD AS THE EVIL MAN RUNNING OUR COUNTRY!! IN TIME IT WILL ALL COME OUT!!
THEN.MY HOPE IS WE WILL HAVE JUSTICE!!

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42635

Taken away basic freedoms and rights. Im not proud to be Canadian anymore and don’t trust
this dictatorship run by Trudeau and his corrupt circle. Time for a big shake up in Ottawa and

2/18/2022 11:51 PM
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time to clean up this bull shit mess
42636

I have not been able travel, go to movies, and other social activities. I have not been able to
go to church. It has caused a rift in every family I am in touch with inclucing my own.

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42637

Made everything more costly to do things and can’t see peoples faces

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42638

Socially, affects my kids and grandkids everyday life .

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42639

Take my freedom away.

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42640

Haven’t seen a lot of family. Watched my mothers heath deteriorating fast not being able to
visit people.

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42641

By God's grace I have been mimimaly impacked but one of my adult children was forced to
take the vaccine in order to attend school even though it was mostly on-line. My other son
took the vaccine by choice.

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42642

Testing and segregation (public places, family, friends)

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42643

Everyday life, no restaurants, no travel, just trouble daily. Ridiculous

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42644

Very miserable and depressed

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42645

Lost my career

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42646

Cost of living, society behaving insane, division, lies

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42647

I have lost friends and family because of the differing points of view.

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42648

Not very good

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42649

I have lost me job

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42650

Lost my dad to suicide, my job was threatened, increased cost of living, unable to see my
family, affected mental health.

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42651

Anxiety and breathing issues wearing masks. Separation from family and friends, financial
issues

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42652

Terrible. I have lost my job, my mental health has deteriorated and it has destroyed my family.

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42653

Everything

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42654

Lost my job of over ten years mentally emotionally n money not right don’t like to b control by
government they were elected to represent us not to takes our right they don’t own us they
can’t control us so they destroy anything n everything in their way selfish no heart don’t care
wow they hurt even innocent children we should have a say n remove person or person that
don’t follow the law our right I’m so so mad 😡 why do we have to fight for something that is
ours we have enough of all the lies ……😡😡🤬

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42655

I have lost my job, struggling to provide for my family. It has caused major devision and hate
within my family and friend circle and focused more on hate then love and protection.

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42656

Lack of freedom

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42657

I am a PWD (person with disabilities) and am waiting back surgery. I have not seen a doctor
face to face in over two years. I am not allowed to enter our local municipal pool. (which we
pay taxes for) My Grandchildren were denied to attend a Halloween Party at the Merritt BC,
Civic Center because they were not vax'd and did not have a vaccine passport. Our grandkids
have been affected with the changing of rules & restrictions by Public Health. Restrictions that
don't make sense. *Wear a mask, don't wear a mask. Wear two masks, don't wear a mask.
Wear three layers of masks. Children are depressed due to activities being cancelled by BC
Public Health Officials. BC Children suicide rates have sky-rocketed. Anything that people
enjoy, is restricted to non-existent now. I have come to realize (long ago) that the BC Health
Officials (Minister of Health Officials) are lying to all of us. We, have had ENOUGH! We also
realize that the PM of Canada is paying our BC Province Premier to control and play with our
minds and our children's minds. ENOUGH IS ENOUGH. I've had it with the bs.

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42658

My kids are troubled, my job is threatened. People are angry and helpless. Not a great way to
live.

2/18/2022 11:51 PM
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42659

It has been very sad, inconvenient, and angry at how many people in the public can so easily
be tricked by fear into taking the toxic clot shots & endless booster shots that could damage
their organs in a long run or potential injuries & deaths

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42660

NA

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42661

Al most all of my friends have fled the country. I want to flee the country. I am secluded and
alone. I have headaches daily from masks. I am bullied by my union. I am petrified for my
daughter and future grandchildren. I was oblivious to the corruption and now can't sleep proper
knowing so much corruption. I am disgusted knowing what is going on today in Ottawa to
peaceful people. My family left countries like this & others defended against this in WW2. My
time is monopolized by writing the government and hating even more of the stupidity of people

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42662

Affected my children's education. My mental health.

2/18/2022 11:51 PM

42663

Mental health , family lost jobs , caused division and hatred among friends

2/18/2022 11:50 PM

42664

Big time!! I am healthy, willing, and able to work but was put on leave at my job because I was
deemed unsafe! Discrimination at the highest level!! Also, while being respectful (face
covering/mask on & keeping my distance) when out doing errands, people had nerve to be
policing/harrassing me & anyone else because they were so insecure and approached
me/others to let us know that we were keeping them safe! I used to love going out, exploring,
but now I am starting to hate people and their disrespectful attitude and lack of manners &
etiquette!!! I have never been depressed but have felt lonely & isolated and miserable! So effin'
sick of all of this bs, control, and manipulation!!!

2/18/2022 11:50 PM

42665

Frequent feelings of being alone and lack of support, ongoing struggle with mental health and
lethargy, many family and friends have gone in different directions or are too overwhelmed and
fatigued to help others beyond their immediate and significant others.

2/18/2022 11:50 PM

42666

Complicated immencely

2/18/2022 11:50 PM

42667

Segregation

2/18/2022 11:50 PM

42668

Has stopped me from seeing family and friends and has made everyone isolated

2/18/2022 11:50 PM

42669

Vaccine mandate took my career away

2/18/2022 11:50 PM

42670

Unable to visit family one Provence away.

2/18/2022 11:50 PM

42671

All of them

2/18/2022 11:50 PM

42672

In every way possible. My freedoms have been taken from myself and my family. I’m mad as
hell, and I’m not going to take it anymore!

2/18/2022 11:50 PM

42673

I have been getting my ptsd back and disconnected from my family

2/18/2022 11:50 PM

42674

Unable to visit with people, have lost time with my kids due to their mother not allowing them
to visit, travel, unable to support friends in businesses that were closed.

2/18/2022 11:50 PM

42675

Yes

2/18/2022 11:50 PM

42676

Shitty

2/18/2022 11:50 PM

42677

Employment, depression, uncertainty, anguish

2/18/2022 11:50 PM

42678

Cant get certain jobs because of it

2/18/2022 11:50 PM

42679

Can’t explain it all

2/18/2022 11:50 PM

42680

Me not terribly, but watching what it has done to my teenage son is heartbreaking, he lost
interest in life, have been seeking help from a psychologist

2/18/2022 11:50 PM

42681

I am a senior in isolation for the last 2 years...it's me, myself and I in my apartment. Now I feel
like a hermit, no eating out, can't see my friends...it's been bad and sad.

2/18/2022 11:49 PM

42682

No post secondary for my husband, and no swimming lessons or sports for my son. The
decision not to get vaccinated has created some heated discussions in my family, in fact,
some family members have cut my dad out completely, it’s been heartbreaking. Dad is a
freedom fighter and with what is going on in this country, he is depressed, angry and scared of
what the future might hold; he says “if” we have a future. The fear is not of covid, we’ve had it
and are fine. We decided a year ago to stop following social distancing and started seeing

2/18/2022 11:49 PM
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family again but the last two years have reprogrammed everyone. The tyranny and control
make me sick. The stress and worry are enough to make a person crazy.
42683

I am no longer working because of a personal choice

2/18/2022 11:49 PM

42684

Passports are sooo Ghetaspo I can’t spell the word apparently. Go figure that spellcheck
couldn’t find a replacement correct spelling.

2/18/2022 11:49 PM

42685

I’m the poorest I’ve ever been

2/18/2022 11:49 PM

42686

It hasn't...but I don't agree with making vaccines mandatory.

2/18/2022 11:49 PM

42687

I wouldn't have had the vaccine if I was still allowed to live life normally

2/18/2022 11:49 PM

42688

I’m not vaccinated so the limitations on where I can go and what I can do are incredibly
frustrating. My kids are depressed. It’s made doing my one job very difficult (I have 3 jobs to
survive, 1 full and 2 part time) My parents are depressed, I can’t visit my older family
members. And the mandates aren’t working. If they were I’d support them. Most Covid rules
and mandates are inconsistent and poorly planned.

2/18/2022 11:49 PM

42689

stopped me from travelling, swimming, dancing.keeping fit. caused strange friction between
people.

2/18/2022 11:49 PM

42690

Can't work in bars - musician

2/18/2022 11:49 PM

42691

Hugely! Im barely making it by as a single parent, my children have suffered dearly in many
ways too. My health has declined as a result too. Not working and I'm scared I'm going to lose
everything I worked so hard to rebuild after losing everything in the fires. We can't travel see
family nothing we have gone into a depression as well and all this needs to stop immediately.

2/18/2022 11:49 PM

42692

I have lost 2 years with my 89 year old mother who has now developed dementia. My sister is
about to loose her job and have seen it cause the greatest division in the country!

2/18/2022 11:49 PM

42693

I’ve felt like a prisoner in my own home , no family get togethers , people calling the police on
others that have . It isolâtes people , people are drinking , do drugs more , suicide is way up ,,
mental health will never be corrected if this continues!! Is a scam to control the world ,, and
know every move you make … it all needs to stop immediately… it’s a flu… don’t need to
poison the world to correct human viruses…..

2/18/2022 11:49 PM

42694

Our kids have been unable to participate in everyday activities. They have been turned down
from jobs, and unable to access education. If has affected their overall well-being and created
+++ stress in our lives. I have seen people suffer from injuries from vaccines this year and
people are becoming very divided. Our Pm can be thanked for much if not all of these effects
on our families.

2/18/2022 11:49 PM

42695

Badly

2/18/2022 11:49 PM

42696

Battling with depression and addiction, these mandates have prevented me from living and
trying to enjoy a life. I got clean from drugs in 2019 and when the lockdowns started in 2020,
my work closed for four months. I used work a lot to help cope with being clean. I relapsed not
long after the closure. I got clean again five months later and have been battling depression
since. I have been continuously shamed for my choice to have bodily autonomy by friends and
family. This is not ok.

2/18/2022 11:49 PM

42697

Divisive and causes depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 11:49 PM

42698

👎🏻

2/18/2022 11:49 PM

42699

The stress is unbelievable, business basically finished.

2/18/2022 11:49 PM

42700

Passports are unnecessary. Vaccines should be choice

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42701

Not able to see family

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42702

I feel imprisoned and violated

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42703

1. My car was smoking in front of Canadian Tire and they won't take a look at it, so I had to
risk my car looking for an other mechanic to fix it. 2. Can't go to the gym.

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42704

Strained relationships, affected religious life due to churches being shuttered.

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42705

In day to day things, not much. Not being allowed in restaurants has been annoying. Travel

2/18/2022 11:48 PM
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restrictions have not allowed me to fly.
42706

Lost of Freedom in all aspects of my life. Infringement upon my Charter of rights, and
Constitutional rights. Fear that our country of peace and love is being lead in the state of
Communism. We lose everything we have worked for in our life.Our PM does not show
confidence or act as a leader that would fight for my freedom.

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42707

I was forced to take an experimental vaccine that I didn't want.

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42708

This pandemic has isolated people for two years from a virus that is not near as harmful as
suicide, mental health, cancer, heart issues, opioid crisis caused by our Pharma companies
and governments infringing their beliefs of what works on us, rather than listening to science
and logic decisions. The stress response of the world being subjected to this for two years will
have far more lasting outcomes, more than a virus could have ever done. JT reacted every
time he should have responded. He is not my prime minister and is an embarrassment to our
family, as Canadians.

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42709

Foreign travel restrictions. Non jabbed and wasn't able to travel this past December

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42710

It is utter nonsense as are all our followers (aka "leaders")

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42711

It has affected every aspect of my life in a negative and detrimental way. I was suspended
from my health care job, it has driven a wedge between friendships, summers long is 30 year
relationships. It has made me resentful and completely distressful of my government, the
media, the pharmaceutical industry, and Western medicine in general. I feel intensely
concerned for the state of our world, and my nieces future. I do not want any kind of digital ID
program, the social credit system, I do not want my phone tracked. I would like the Prime
Minister of my country to be removed and for him to be tried with war crimes against his fellow
Canadians.

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42712

It is brought on a lot of depression.

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42713

We are now second class citizens in a free country. we can't gather, go out for dinner or
theaters and my job could be at risk.

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42714

yes

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42715

Wife lost her business

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42716

Created conflict with my immediate family. This would never had happened otherwise. Was
discriminate against.

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42717

Kept me safe. Saved me a lot of money. Plus now I get to work from home.

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42718

Mental health big time and getting jobs as well as holding them.

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42719

Having to wear a mask all day has cause health issues.

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42720

Unable to see my grandkids play hockey, unable to travel when a family member died. Unable
to go to a restaurant.. it restricted our freedom in the most depressing way.

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42721

Not being able to see family in the US. Not attending 3 of my grandchildren‘s birth. Have not
yet met 1 3 month old grandson. Not having 2 of my children talk or visit with me due to
disagreements regarding vaccination facts.

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42722

Cost me my job, my financial security, my mental health, many friendships and relationships
with family, and almost my marriage.

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42723

It has caused much anxiety, stress, depression, and mental health issues. It has left me
feeling very discouraged with how divisive and discriminating it has been. I was unable to visit
my grandma who suffered from dementia that rapidly progressed once she was isolated from
family and forced to isolate in the seniors home she lived in. She suffered a miserable, lonely
last 18 months of her life. It has left me angry and resentful that the government has only
focused on Covid does not care about the damage that the mandates are causing.

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42724

Stressed and embarrassed by our government

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42725

Makes me sad

2/18/2022 11:48 PM

42726

I was forced to get the shot in order to keep my job in spite of the fact that I most definitely
didn't want it and had had covid very early on. It broke my heart to have to do so as it went

2/18/2022 11:47 PM
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against my principles.
42727

Ruined it

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42728

Inflation in the economy I can't make enough money to survive

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42729

Solitary

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42730

I can’t do the things that I used to be able to do

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42731

Depression, divorce

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42732

It has divided the people

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42733

Ruined my business

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42734

Terrible - Lockdowns-I am not vaxxed- discrimination, shame on the Government

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42735

It has shown me that actual statistical data is meaningless in the face of profit driven media
generated hysteria, and that the govt is incapable of responding effectively and responsibly to
any kind of emergency, let alone something of the magnitude of an ACTUAL pandemic

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42736

made me realize never to trust in people

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42737

Have been shut down for 5 months in the last 2 yrs..closed 2 days a week because of this
fiasco

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42738

Depressing and stressful. I had a baby in 2020. I just want to do things with my kid, and enjoy
life to the fullest. I can't even walk into my public library to go to the bathroom. Can't go in and
read/choose books with my child The simple fun and freedoms are gone. Especially in the
winter when it is a little too cold out to do things outside. I would be fully comfortable with
everything open, full capacity, and no masks.

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42739

Negatively in many ways

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42740

Inhibited my freedom

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42741

Financial hardship Supply chain disruptions Inflation

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42742

Big time

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42743

It was necessary at first to gain traction and understanding. But to drag on more than 2 years
is beyond horrifying. The government is so contradictory. I have a suicidal daughter. I have a
son that may not graduate. It has to END!!!!!

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42744

I have experienced severe depression, have felt strong polarizing feelings among my family
and friends

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42745

I have small children whose entire life has been under mandates. It has affected their social
development and ability to participate in normal childhood milestones. It has fractured my
communities by creating divisive groups due to the politicization of the pandemic and its
restrictions, and put me in a group of people (the unvaccinated) that are treated viciously by
others. It has barred me from certain church services and life events that are important to me
and has kept me from being allowed to visit my aging grandfather and my parents in law. It has
also affected me by making me lose trust in institutions like the government and police forces,
and made me question whether it's safe to remain in Canada where our children's freedoms
may be at stake.

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42746

Made me have to drop out of University courses

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42747

I’m a shut in now. I hate people and am constantly depressed taking medication I have my
groceries delivered because I can’t even get dressed

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42748

It has affected my children more than anything.

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42749

Segregation and discrimination caused isolation and created wedges between very good
friends and family. Not able to Abe with my dad when he died or even have a funeral for him or
even be with my family in the aftermath of my dad's death. My girls both have speech delays
possibly from the lack of social connections. In my profession as a mental health professional,
I have seen increased suicides, domestic violence and tons of conflict between families and
friends.

2/18/2022 11:47 PM
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42750

I have chosen not to be vaccinated. Now I have been ostracized from enjoying my life..no
dining, no movies, no gym, no concerts etc. I did get COVID in December, I survived!

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42751

Both my wife and I are suffering a loss of income. That in turn affects our children and
grandchild. We have been forced to isolate because we were told we came in close contact.

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42752

Frustrated

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42753

Extreme added stress ; compromised quality of life ; stress triggered health conditions ;
mental health ; PTSD

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42754

I have lost two years of my life.

2/18/2022 11:47 PM

42755

Fired from job. Future is uncertain.

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42756

Stopped me from seeing family and friends

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42757

yes

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42758

Depression, lost of love one who died from shot, neighbor who is 26 with myocarditis. Lost of
faith in our government and ceo of hospitals and corps who fired unvaxxed

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42759

Mentally

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42760

Horrible

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42761

I feel like my rights & freedom have/has been violated! My Grandpa did NOT fight in both WW
so I could be DICTATED to by some PUNK ASS MORON!

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42762

Divided family members for short times. Shots don’t work so now all the vaxxed are looking
more vulnerable as the elderly. Lost a job I wanted my entire life. Depression, anxiety not just
for me but my little grandchildren is absolutely heart wrecking. If I didn’t have those little
people to fight for and protect I would have killed myself last fall

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42763

Lost all savings due to work stoppages, my retirement will now be delayed! Higher prices are
unbearable

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42764

I work in BC. Passports everywhere. I cannot fly or travel by any means of public
transportation even within my own country to see my children. I have been very close to losing
my employment, and still may due to my vaccine status. I have suffered damaged family and
friendship relationships. I am truly fearful of the loss of civil liberties, to the point it is truly
affecting my emotional and mental health. No one ever has the right to mandate a medical
treatment for somebody else. The concept is terrifying.

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42765

I’ve lost my job and my career, I’m going to lose my house. I’ve lost friends, missed out on
family dinners at Thanksgiving and Christmas. My mental health has suffered greatly. I’m
depressed, more anxious than ever, struggling with suicidal ideation. But I lost my benefits
with my job and can’t afford medication or counselling.

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42766

Buissness closed for two years no financial help and very far in debit I was not in before

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42767

Mentally

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42768

Stopped me from travelling and reduced income

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42769

We feel like in prison. Afraid to speak, take off the mask in store, terrible. If we could leave
this country we would

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42770

I lost my job and my income .

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42771

I feel sad and disconnected and limited and disappointed and frustrated and discriminated
against

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42772

Vaccinated and against communism and control. My children deserve to live in a free country
with good contributing members of society. This is disgusting!!!

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42773

2 years I’ll never get back. I wasn’t able to visit my father for over a year till he died.

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42774

Well lost my life gone broke and my company is next fuck this country and the shit they play
with us

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42775

I have severe allergies to medications and have decided not to get it due to the risk but no

2/18/2022 11:46 PM
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doctor will give an exemption as the mandate imposes that anybody and everybody can have
the vaccine which is not true
42776

My daughter cannot envision her future because she feels there is no future. Depression in the
whole house!

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42777

Loss of work, feeling like a leeper because I didn't get the shot and being told that I am a
terrorist, misogynist and of the fringe minority by our prime minister.

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42778

It has affected every aspect

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42779

Closed my business Can’t attend my kids sports

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42780

loss of friends and family byway of strife ... discrimination from where we can go ... Forced to
comply

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42781

My kids have missed so much school and they’re falling behind. It’s time to start our new
normal and learn to deal with covid like any other sickness

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42782

Changed my children's ability to be children

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42783

Negative family and friendships are divided

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42784

My pre teen daughter has tried to commit suicide 3 times over lockdown

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42785

Has made my working environment very poor

2/18/2022 11:46 PM

42786

no out for lunch or dinners. missed a wedding , horrible to see masks left all over the place,
cant watch the local hockey games , cant see any smiles, more depression, cant get a haircut

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42787

It is ridiculous not to be able to travel either via train, ferry nor airplane. Since when is Canada
this way? Absolutely ashaming to our Country. Time that the PM will be taken out of power and
bring a leader who is there for its people and not dividing them. Justin Trudeau is a shame for
Canada

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42788

Horribly. The divisive narrative has torn my family apart. It has separated friends. It has made
Canadians who want to make their own decision about what they put in their bodies
demonized. It has made me very sad about what Canada has become. The Freedom Convoy
has given us hope, something was has been affecting many people and their lives.

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42789

My dad died from the vax

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42790

I have no social life, my kids are not able to visit. I am a senior also and want to see my
family.

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42791

Forced to take dangerous vaccine in order to travel and work. Allergic reactions with both
shots. We are just seeing the tip of the iceberg on ‘not so long’ long term effects.

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42792

It has caused us to be socially excluded and opportunities for our children have been taken
away. It has caused undue stress and fear. It has caused a deep mistrust of the government
and government paid media.

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42793

I have not left my house for 2 yrs except to go Christmas shopping for my Grandbabies. I have
a lung disease so I can't wear a mask, except for a short time other wise I will pass out and
possibly go into a coma. I will not get an experimental drug and I have been terrified after what
PM Trudeau and Premier Kenny had said that the unvaxxed were the cause of the Omicron.
also some other things that the PM said.

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42794

Drastically

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42795

Forced to get vaccine or be fired

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42796

Divided family and friends. Caused a great deal of emotional stress. Feel a loss of our civil
rights, like we live in a communist country.

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42797

Isolated from friends and family for not having vax passport. Watching my son suffer with bad
depression because of the mandate and then a reaction to the vax

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42798

Major stress caused me to develop chronic illness, hospitalized 12 days. Have a child now
with major depression.

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42799

I cannot find a job. I am able to freely travel. I lost friendships and contact with family over our

2/18/2022 11:45 PM
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different opinions. I am not able to go anywhere (e.g. sit down dinner, yoga classes)
42800

I've been discriminated against, had family disown us, have had a black cloud of negativity
and constant arguments w family & friends. Our kids are very much affected by the
restrictions. They are depressed and long for a normal life with faces and fun. We have been
oppressed. Can't leave the country. Can't take the kids swimming, skating and other fun.

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42801

Isolation

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42802

I am 75 and live alone. I found the lockdowns horrific, extremely lonely. I was almost suicidal,
except that my daughter cheated and let me visit whenever I needed company. The lockdowns
were cruel to single people. I refuse to be vaccinated and my doctor said I had immunity.
Whenever I wear a mask, my blood pressure skyrockets, so masking doesn't work for me. I
NEED to breathe fresh air. So, the mandates are horrible. It especially made me angry when
the passports were brought out, not for health reasons, but to illegaly coerce people to get
vaxxed. I have totally lost confidence in my government. A government that doesn't live by the
law, but expects people to, is a very criminal government.

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42803

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42804

Emotionally. Career.

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42805

Prevented me from going out with family and friends. It has taken away freedom because of
my choice not to vaccinate. It has caused separation within my family. It has taken a toll on
my mental health. It's just destroyed our way of life. It's sick.

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42806

Driving the country in to bankruptcy ands interest rates out of control and over taxing with
carbon tax that in no way helps the environment. Just a money grab

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42807

Division and mental health.

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42808

Fucked humanity and everyone on planet earth except the crooked fucks who planned it

2/18/2022 11:45 PM

42809

It has completely destroyed my mental health, I have lost family and friends, I fear for my
safety in stores like Costco and Canadian Tire because of agressive management enforcing
their policies, I have lost my job, I have been denied a medical exemption despite two of my
specialist strongly advising me against the injection due to a complex medical condition, organ
transplant is no longer a viable life saving option for me should I ever need it, I no longer trust
the medical professionals, our government officials and especially our law enforcement officers
for failing us “the Canadian people” they have sworn oaths to protect … shame shame shame
… I have nightmares, panic attacks so severe it vomit regularly, I have lost hope and don’t
know if I want to be part of this new world our leader is creating

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42810

The harsh mandates have divided us and have created a social culture of hate, it’s exhausting
and mental health has declined everywhere

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42811

Stress anxiety and arguments. Mandates have brought all sorts of unwanted things to our
lives. Can't eat out, go to church or anything. We've been told to stay home other then get our
essentials and go to work. We've had enough of mandates forever

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42812

I’m suicidal

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42813

I have lost significant income because of mandates. Stress and anxiety because of the
divisive language and policies of our government.

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42814

I lost my job because I refused the vaccine or paying for a test. My 2.5 year old son barely
knows his extended family because of the mandates. I lost an Aunt to suicide and missed two
additional funerals because of the mandate. I miss my family and my job.

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42815

Everything

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42816

Caused fear and division in relationships.

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42817

I am unable to work and earn a living in the health field of which I have 20 years of experience
because of medical mandates. I also can't find any job because of medical mandates. I am
gradually slipping into poverty.

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42818

masks, distancing, vaccines (mandated for work), vaccine passport (I did not get so am
treated as unvaccinated and not allowed in restaurants or across the border to the US)

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42819

excluded from family, church, friends. We cannot go to restaurants, concerts, movies. My

2/18/2022 11:44 PM
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friends have lost jobs and some may lose homes as well. I am hurt because our PM calls us
terrible names because we will not put a vaccine into our bodies that is harming health and has
not been proven to be effective.
42820

Stuck inside more often. Restaurants closed. Some restaurants say they will probably stay
closed due to lack of money to stay solvent. I lost some work too, I have a second job now
but both together are less than I used to get from the one job before.

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42821

Depression, suicidal ideation. Little contact with others. Being shamed for choosing no vax.
Self doubt.

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42822

Division with friends and family. Feeling isolated and lonely

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42823

Travel, lost my job, severe vax injuries and death in my immediate circle of friends and family

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42824

Son depressed abs suicidal. Been hospitalized twice. Finding it impossible to access services
snd help.

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42825

The vaxpass has resulted in a loss of work opportunities, travel and mental health have
suffered. Family members have died without being able to say goodbye. My 7 year old son has
faced discrimination because he's not vaxxed.

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42826

Enormously, whole life is not peaceful

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42827

total isolation and family separation under dictarorship by media and health authorites lies.

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42828

Every day Life, mental health, financial, family and friends, business, EVERY aspect of my
world

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42829

Mental, physically, emotionally, financially

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42830

It hasn't affected my life directly. But I believe we all have the right to choose what we put in
our bodies.

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42831

The way people look at me when I dont wear a mask

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42832

Negative feelings, depression fears, social isolation

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42833

My job my family

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42834

It has divided my family and made me feel like I am a prisoner in my own country

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42835

Division between family members, loss of friends

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42836

The loss of friends, the dis illusion of how our government.

2/18/2022 11:44 PM

42837

It has taken away my basic human rights.

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42838

Depression

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42839

Lost a job Could not see my mother before she died!!!!!! Could not go to her funeral!!!! Enough
is enough……I know of more than 200 persons that had COVID when there was not even a
vaccine - they are all still alive….. I know only one 93 year old very seek person ( 80 pounds)
died officially from COVID……. My mother was 91 not vaccinated and she died a natural death
- NO COVID!!!!!

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42840

Depression

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42841

I was forced to take the vaccine in order to keep my job. I am terrified that boosters will be
mandated

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42842

Extreme division, lack of outlet, work lost, my child has cried because of functions some of us
are excluded from.., And I live in a community where Covid it has not been a threat

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42843

It has divided family members and limited my freedoms. It had created unnecessary job loss
which effects community socially mentally and economically.

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42844

lost my freedom

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42845

Can not travel ,see people ,eat out missed saying good buy to friends funerals and in hospitals

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42846

Job loss, loss of trust in government and police

2/18/2022 11:43 PM
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42847

Forced vaccination. Restricted ability to see my family. Limited ability to travel.

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42848

I’m discriminated against. It has caused division in our family. Freedom is our GOD GIVEN
right!

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42849

I feel isolated, depressed, gained wait, drink more alcohol, I NEED MY LIFE BACK

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42850

Some in the home have been ill, depressed,sad ,loney ,AND THE LIST GOES CAN'T VISIT
FAMILY DEFINITELY NOT SICK FROM COVID EITHER

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42851

Reduced employment, complicated my job when I could do it, and I am suffering side effects
since recieving the vaccine. It also did not prevent me from getting Covid.

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42852

I am being treated as a second class citizen. No restaurants, no movies, and worst of all no
freedom to travel. End the mandates and ridiculous regulations now!

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42853

I no longer have my rights and freedom. The jab has been forced on me in order to keep my
job. I can no longer freely move around my country. And my mental heath has suffered.

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42854

It has made me feel like I am living in a communist country ran by a horribly incompetent
dictator who has only his interests and the interests of the global elite in mind. I believe the
Prime Minister has financial interests in two companies from BC that have patents on the
vaccine vector and that's why he is so adamant in forcing the vaccines on the Canadian
public! He needs to resign immediately!

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42855

Job loss

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42856

Sent me into despair and suicidal thoughts.

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42857

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42858

can't visit family in another province , can't shop in most stores , couldn't go to my last
remaining aunts funeral , the list goes on !

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42859

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42860

Made me a second class Citizen without basic rights of a canadian

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42861

I fell off a roof during the pandemic was injured needed re-training for a new job but prevented
by mandates and the proof of vax card

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42862

Made it hard to get my career further advanced and hang out with friends and family

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42863

Raising of gas oil and good prices no government regulations regulations

2/18/2022 11:43 PM

42864

My aunt died alone without seeing her family for 1.5 years. I cannot travel with my partner
because he chooses to be unvaccinated. I have felt isolated. Family has divided over covid
politics

2/18/2022 11:42 PM

42865

Destroyed it! I'm, WAS in Healthcare

2/18/2022 11:42 PM

42866

Divided people

2/18/2022 11:42 PM

42867

Depression, anxiety , isolated , divided , fear

2/18/2022 11:42 PM

42868

Unable to see family in other countries, shunned by some people

2/18/2022 11:42 PM

42869

Limited ability to see my family

2/18/2022 11:42 PM

42870

Turned it upside down Most ppl no longer in my life due to hatred and fear

2/18/2022 11:42 PM

42871

Unfair job termination

2/18/2022 11:42 PM

42872

It hasn't

2/18/2022 11:42 PM

42873

Seperating family and friends

2/18/2022 11:42 PM

42874

Unable to go anywhere, to watch my kids do any sporting or fun activities, living daily normal
life, not being able to get a job because of mandates and/or qr code

2/18/2022 11:42 PM

42875

I was unable to see my sister before she died, unable to have s funeral for her. I have worked
non-stop to support my staff through the pandemic, on call 24/7 since March of 2020. My
relationship ended due to mandates, my health has been compromised by the stress of the

2/18/2022 11:42 PM
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mandates, my income was cut by almost half due to mandates. I have been reported to my
professional licensing body for my opinion on mandates and mass vaccination with no
exemptions and the erosion of informed consent. I am being held prisoner in my own country
due to mandates. I used to travel out of the country at least 1-2x a year and now am unallowed
to travel by commercial transportation. My mental and physical health has suffered because of
these mandates, and my work load is much heavier, which my income being less, as my main
job is salaried, and I lost several non salary jobs due to mandates snd restrictions.
42876

Stress, depression, financially

2/18/2022 11:42 PM

42877

Division amongst everyone is causing too much hate.

2/18/2022 11:42 PM

42878

My husband lost his job. We're outcasts in society, despite being well respected in our
community. We're not even allowed to leave the country. We missed valuable time with our
families. My Mom was in hospital and couldn't have any visitors. I could go on and on. This is
a tyrannical state. God help us.

2/18/2022 11:42 PM

42879

I couldn’t get vaccinated due to an allergy so I was discriminated against and felt unsafe to
live in my own country so I left my partner, friends, home, community and moved to Central
America. I miss my home and my life dearly, but can’t return to it until I know that it’s safe to
do so.

2/18/2022 11:42 PM

42880

Severely restricted contact with family and extremely divisive for our while country.

2/18/2022 11:42 PM

42881

Terrible

2/18/2022 11:42 PM

42882

Barely

2/18/2022 11:42 PM

42883

Gave my mor anxiety and major depression

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42884

We almost don’t have a life. Thankfully our Premier didn’t shut down our business but it still
suffered and will for a long time to come. And the emotional stress has been very difficult to
handle. We have not had a real vacation in 2 1/2 yrs. we have not been able to visit some of
our family… the basic enjoyment of life has been desimated.

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42885

My children have missed out on some sports and public swimming and public swimming
lessons. Family and friends were not able to visit me in hospital when I had my third baby, not
even my other children and I was advised to stay at the hospital longer due to a slightly
traumatic birth but felt I could not stay any longer due to my kids not being able to come to the
hospital with their dad to visit me. My kids have had to wear masks in school and out and
about when the risk level just is not there. This has resulted in us not going out as much. My
younger 2 kids don’t know what it is to eat out in a restaurant or go to the movie theatre.
Birthday party’s and sleepovers have been limited. We can no longer go to the zoo even, a
95% outdoor venue, without being vaccinated and masked. Our wedding had to be postponed
and we still don’t have a date. Ive been forced to wear a mask in my work space when there is
no evidence for effectiveness in prolonged close contact cases. I have lost income from
people not feeling safe enough to leave their houses and because of my views on this
vaccination and whether or not I am vaccinated as well as others choices on getting this
vaccination or not who enter my workspace. I’ve had to give up my place of work due to my
choice of not getting vaccinated since businesses that were already hurting badly due to being
forced to close their doors for most of the year were then made to only allow vaccinated
individuals into their buildings or risk being fined. We have had to forgo our usual date nights
due to a lack of options and it’s been difficult to find a high school student or older public
school student to watch my kids due to fear/feeling comfortable being around anyone outside
of their ‘bubble’ since the mandates have segregated so many. We have had to cancel family
and friend gatherings and limit seeing anyone outside of our household. I feel so isolated,
alone, sad and withdrawn. The negative effects of these mandates has been terribly daunting.
It’s all very overwhelming. This list is only a partial one. There are so many more things to list.

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42886

It has brought on depression and mental health issues

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42887

No social life

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42888

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42889

Ashamed of our government violating our charter of rights & freedoms, their deception, and
racketeering

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42890

To much to mention. Mentally physically financially

2/18/2022 11:41 PM
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42891

Stress spouse losing his job my children's mental health my mental health my childrens
unablity to play sports with friends not being able to see the friends and families. My children
are behind in their education as well and I'm sure I'm I'm missing more

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42892

Dépression. Familly crises. Job not sure anymore I will be able To keep it as the mask is still
mandatory

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42893

Every way. We have lost freedom in the last 2 years. Disgusting. This is a pandemic of the
vaccinated.

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42894

When freedom is stolen then i have to ask what else is left. All people need to be free to
choose what happens with their lives. I have cried tears for my family who have to wear mask
all day in schools and. to be forced to take this jab . This should be a choice for everyone to
take or not to take. We need to allow others their freedoms and, to enjoy a life the one they
choose not the gov.

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42895

It has affected me a lot more than I thought it would honestly, I was prepared for it to be tough
but it’s really lonely. You feel on the outside of life. People say it’s just “happy hour” but my
parents had to get it so they didn’t lose their job when they didn’t want to so they could provide
for the family. I got the first and had bad side effects as well as a list of people I know have
too. I can’t do anything at all. Cant go ice skating or an outdoor event. I’m not allowed to eat in
a restaurant but I can eat in a food court at a mall with thousands of people around me.
There’s no common sense of walking around a mall with thousands of people then when you
sit down at the food court you are safe to take your masks off. This isn’t about health it is
about control. I have lost a friend to suicide during this time. I’m tired of not being able to have
a life, I have hope this is ending soon so I am staying strong, I have faith. Thank you truckers!

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42896

Forced to take vaccine to keep my job

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42897

It has affected my income and mental health.

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42898

In every way possible. I’m 22 years old and have lost the best years of my life as well as the
way inflation rates of homes since Covid started at this rate I’ll never own my own home and
that scares me

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42899

Being vaccine free, my family has tried to bully me into a decision, once done, cannot be
undone. Some friends, who only relied on tv or newspaper info rather than researching for
themselves, have been fearful of me, thinking I could ‘give’ them Covid, which could kill
them(very wrong info we now know). Being VERY health oriented, I researched from reliable
resources that since I was lucky enough to contract Delta, I am wishing to rely on natural
immunity (I tested and have high IgG antibodies) which after 2 years of studies are showing
great promise of not ‘getting’ and/or not ‘transmitting’ a virus. I have stayed obediently in my
house for 2 years, only being able to grocery shop, missing out on the Symphony, movies,
lunches, spending money about town to keep our economy going!

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42900

It has broken my heart to see so many small business people have to close their doors. The
debt incurred by Canadians at the hands of our federal government has affected from upper
middle class on down.

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42901

I am a prisoner of my country, I cannot fly to visit sick family members in Ontario, I cannot
leave the country by air. I have been shamed by business owners for not being vaccinated. I
am depressed, I have lost friendships, the political division has caused unnecessary fear and
and anxiety!

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42902

Kept me from seeing my children and grandchildren as well as increasing my anxiety levels
due to thd divisions it has caused. Also made me feel like a second class citizen when I could
not eat in or go out and enjoy life as before.

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42903

Added stress

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42904

Its had a profound impact on the mental health of myself, my husband and our 5 children. It
has caused us to feel isolated and alone. It has prevented us from spending time with loved
ones, specifically with aging parents and grandparents. It directly restricted us from having a
proper funeral service for close family members. And most recently, my husband was released
from his employment after 18 years, which has caused unnecessary stress and financial
hardship for our entire family. These mandates MUST GO!

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42905

My family has been stuck at home unless we need things to live like food and living
necessities, and to go to work

2/18/2022 11:41 PM
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42906

Couldn’t see husband in hospital, can’t travel out of country, can’t participate in society

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42907

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42908

Social impacts have been the most significant. Folks are tense, fearful, and often angry. Many
people are completely unsympathetic to their fellow citizens on either side of the opinion
spectrum and the social division is alarming.

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42909

Surrounded by job loss, suicide, domestic abuse, justinflation, and authoritarian rules base on
"$cience".

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42910

0

2/18/2022 11:41 PM

42911

As seniors we r housebound most of the time due to all these restrictions

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42912

its deviding canadians!

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42913

What few mandates our shitbag premiere has enacted and enforced--usually too late--have
helped me in not having to utterly shut down my life by restricting all the mouth-breathing
fucktards in this province from endangering and infecting my family and me.

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42914

I've lost all 4 of my jobs, lost 2 years of my life and suffer depression.

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42915

Being stuck at home increasing my anxiety and causing me more seizures.

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42916

Little to none.

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42917

Depression in family members

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42918

I can no longer leave the country for needed medical treatments. I get treated like a second
class citizen. Working on the road I’m denied access to basic facilities like washrooms and
convenience stores. Government is trying to strip away my bodily autonomy.

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42919

I am a truck driver

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42920

Lose of work

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42921

My business, friendships, Isolation. Shocked at man stream media and their one sided
reporting. Govt reporting false info

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42922

Limited travel. Isolation from family.

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42923

Fear, depression, isolation, exclusion, worry for isolation of elderly parents, and loss of trust
and loss of confidence in political leaders.

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42924

I am in fear of losing my freedom and losing my family and my friends from all these divisions
created by the government.

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42925

terribly

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42926

good

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42927

Myself and my staff have been harassed, I have lost income, mental health has been affected,
and we don’t receive answers.

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42928

Forced isolation from family and friends. Forced vaccination to the citizens of Canada. Not
allowed free travel. Forced masking of everyone in Canada. Forced masking on our
children/grandchildren. Our children/grandchildren are NOT getting proper education within our
schools. Our greatest treasure (our children/grandchildren) are being withheld from social
activities and social interaction.

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42929

Horribly

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42930

Not sure

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42931

How hasn't it

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42932

It has affected my mental health negatively

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42933

My businesses are suffering, my friends, family, and social circle cut off. It's time to accept
that the virus will be with us, just as they always have been, and get on with life.

2/18/2022 11:40 PM
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42934

Want the freedom to choose not to be ordered. It has divided families, friends, churches, work
places. People are living in fear.

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42935

It has divided my family, friends and coworkers. I am tired of living this way

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42936

I haven't been able to see any of my friends in ☆months☆

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42937

No social life, children in school have suffered. Everyone is depressed. Rising cost of
everything!!

2/18/2022 11:40 PM

42938

Jobs lost and short supply plus increased cost of everything

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42939

I am really considering a way to get out of this sad country we live in

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42940

Not at all never bought in to the bullshit lost a job or to tho but who wants to work with sheep

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42941

Financial, political and. Stress. Lost work. Lost family.

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42942

Prevented me from visiting my mom-in-law, or my last living aunt. Also cannot visit my kids
that live in the states. Been treated like a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42943

It created lots of depression. I isolate myself at home.

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42944

Have lost our freedoms and god given rights

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42945

Isolated from my family, worry about the future of my children and my grandchildren. I worry
about how the vaccine is going to affect there health. I have had to prepare myself mentally
that I may lose some of my children to the damage that the vaccine will have on them in the
future.

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42946

Socializing

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42947

My son stopped wanting to go to school once he knew I got kicked out of my office. I lost
friends. I lost family. Being stuck in my house all the time has destroyed my mental health.

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42948

Its ruined my life. Job loss, home loss, alienated from society.

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42949

I moved back to Australia with my partner who is a Australian resident. It cost us 10s of
thousands of dollars to do so, I quit my job in the Yukon at Minto Mining Corp since they were
mandating the vaccine. Our lives are now finally starting to feel normal (not suffering as much
from Anxiety and depression from the stress that my partner and I and the rest of the world
has been under for the last 2 years).

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42950

4 teens dealing with depression/suicidal ideation Job loss for myself Loss of
hobbies/sport/fitness & health outlets Loss of friendships due to segregation of vaxxed vs
unvaxed

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42951

Not being able to go out and socialize like a young adult should be able to

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42952

We have lost two years of family gatherings with my last surviving parent (who lives in another
province.) My children have lost two years of middle school education, felt isolation and
hopelessness at their future prospects. By grade 7 my eldest knew he wanted to be a
draftsman, and was pursuing advanced courses to position himself for post-secondary...now
he doesn't even know if the option will be available to him. The lost sense of purpose and
mandate-destroyed goals have left him wresting with apathy and defiance. I have faced
aggression and discrimination because chronic lung issues prevented me from masking. We
have lost nearly our entire support network, as our place of worship chose to follow mandates,
excluding people to meet size restrictions, and disallowing those who weren't wearing masks. I
have had necessary medical testing cancelled part way through, after the physician saw the
bold "NOT VACCINATED" written by the nurse on my medical forms. I've waited for over 6
months for the other two basic tests to be booked...but heard nothing, even as my condition
worsens. It has been a devastating two years. I have lost all confidence in our government, our
media, and our healthcare system.

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42953

It's affected every aspects of my life... Home and work being the worse

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42954

It’s injured my children from the vaccine and restricted our movement and taken our rights
away

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42955

It has caused much division

2/18/2022 11:39 PM
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42956

Economic, personal and relationships

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42957

ruined relationships with family and friends, isolation, depression, and my younger cousin
committed suicide because of isolation and mandates complicating his parental rights to his
young daughter.

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42958

Has been very hard on my 3 children to not have normal social activities. At my job they have
taken away the masks we actually needed to protect ourselves from dust particles and
insisted we where the stupid drugstore masks because of COVID!!! I would like my N95 with
an exhalation valve back! It actually kept me safe from the real dangers at my job which if
from fine wood and ash particulates. 🤦🏼♀️

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42959

I am fairly sociable person it infringes upon my livelihood and race events that I have
scheduled and then br canceled because I refuse to have a untested vaccine in my body by
my choice I am not allowed to travel freely by flight it also has created depression in my life
and as well myself and family members are now no longer seeing each others views and it
made strain on our families and friends

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42960

I was fired from my health care job. Should NEVER have happened! These mandates need to
stop!!

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42961

Has made life a total chaos. My trust in our government is none existent.

2/18/2022 11:39 PM

42962

Very negatively

2/18/2022 11:38 PM

42963

Suffer from depression and feelings of hopelessness.

2/18/2022 11:38 PM

42964

I have severe anxiety about the future my son will have in this country when he has no rights
over his own body. Once we lose body autonomy, we have nothing left. This needs to stop!
There must be another way!!!

2/18/2022 11:38 PM

42965

I have to choose between my job and my freedom of choice, which is going to leave me
without to provide for my family.

2/18/2022 11:38 PM

42966

It's prohibited me from being with certain nonvaccinated friends at social gatherings,
restaurants and other venues that have restrictions of the non vaxxed. It's alienated me from
former friends who support the mandate. It's caused the greatest division between people. If
there was the freedom to choose freely we would not have this social problem.

2/18/2022 11:38 PM

42967

This mandate has torn apart long-time family & friend relationships. It's made it impossible to
live a normal life.

2/18/2022 11:38 PM

42968

I am not making enough money as a spa owner because all of my clients think I am going to
be locked down again. Also my daughter has breathing issues because of the masks. This will
effect her for the rest of her life!!

2/18/2022 11:38 PM

42969

Been a huge hindrance

2/18/2022 11:38 PM

42970

It has forced me to miss work and not allowed me to attend weddings and funerals of loved
ones. I lost my job because of the mandates.

2/18/2022 11:38 PM

42971

It has impacted my life quite positively. Made me contemplate what is important in life and
made me take a moment to see just how much I have been missing in this beautiful country.

2/18/2022 11:38 PM

42972

Terrible lost job no income no food on table worst time of my entire life

2/18/2022 11:38 PM

42973

Not much. I’m vaxxed and have no issues wearing a mask

2/18/2022 11:38 PM

42974

Too many ways to mention. Mostly suffering from depression, escalated by isolation from
society.

2/18/2022 11:38 PM

42975

Mental stress

2/18/2022 11:38 PM

42976

it has been devastating

2/18/2022 11:38 PM

42977

Loss of job. In debt. Forced to have EXPERIMENTAL VACCINE with know knowledge of short
or long term effects. Not seeing family. No funeral for mother. Grandkids forced to have the
vaccine. No funeral for mom. Loss of life that we knew.

2/18/2022 11:38 PM

42978

Became very depressed and felt like a caged animal

2/18/2022 11:38 PM

42979

It is driving a wedge between some of my family and friends and deviding this country

2/18/2022 11:38 PM
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42980

many negative ways, loneliness, breathing difficulties cause of masks, headaches, stress,
etc. very disappointed in our government,

2/18/2022 11:38 PM

42981

I couldn’t watch my sons play hockey, I couldn’t eat in a restaurant so no break from the
vehicle when I live 2 hours from the nearest city. Missed the death of my father. My husband
couldn’t come with me when we lost our 18w pregnancy.

2/18/2022 11:38 PM

42982

Moral low. Families devided

2/18/2022 11:37 PM

42983

Quality of life and income

2/18/2022 11:37 PM

42984

Isolation, loss of Rights and Freedoms which the Charter guarantees to me.

2/18/2022 11:37 PM

42985

Missed socializing, missed funerals and weddings, not able to say goodbye, isolation,
watching loved ones suffer, etc

2/18/2022 11:37 PM

42986

Added financial stress and emotional stress due to the restrictions.

2/18/2022 11:37 PM

42987

It ruined our birth experience with our baby (siblings had to wait to meet the baby, family
couldn’t meet the baby at the same time, no baby shower, etc). Ruined holidays such as
Christmas, both parents can’t attend my son’s important specialist appts, my daughters
mental health has majorly been affected,

2/18/2022 11:37 PM

42988

My children have not had the same opportunities that they should have, discrimination and
bullying in schools. We are all being discriminated against for personal choices and it is unjust.
In history it has NEVER been okay and it still isn’t.

2/18/2022 11:37 PM

42989

I have nose cancer now from having to use a rapid test with ethylene oxide 2x a week
damaged for life

2/18/2022 11:37 PM

42990

Fucking sucks. Actually had to call suicide hotline because of depression

2/18/2022 11:37 PM

42991

Negatively. Has created un needed stress, division in my family, the church I attend and the
country I love dearly.

2/18/2022 11:37 PM

42992

Lack of work!

2/18/2022 11:37 PM

42993

It has split my family, my mother in her 80s wants to end her life because she doesn't
understand why nobody is allowed to see her. And that's just the beginning, I can go on and on
but I am just hitting a brick wall and I am not alone thinking this way.

2/18/2022 11:37 PM

42994

Not too many social gatherings

2/18/2022 11:37 PM

42995

Financially crippling

2/18/2022 11:37 PM

42996

Lost income, wasted time, family and friends separated, and physical injury.

2/18/2022 11:37 PM

42997

Inflation

2/18/2022 11:37 PM

42998

I have loss of income, loss of freedom, decrease in mental health, increase in disillusion with
the gov't - disgust with a broken system that is not for the people.

2/18/2022 11:37 PM

42999

It has been hard on my family. It has created a separation within my family.

2/18/2022 11:37 PM

43000

Lost contracts, threatened on my job, low consideration whereas I am immunized and not
recognized for that, isolated and stigmatized. I pay my taxes as everybody to be considered
as a minor citizen. Discriminated because of a wrong message sent and manipulated by the
authorities.

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43001

Have been under mask mandate since June 2020. Severely affecting my COPD. This is not a
vaccine. There is enough information out there that proves it isn't, by immunoligists,
epidemiologysts and top doctors around the world. The vaxxes are kill shots. Why have Pfizer,
Moderna, J & J and others have received immunity from injuries of the vaxx. Why have they
sealed information of what is in the vaxxes until 2097? That tells me what I should know. What
are they hiding? If it is so safe, why hide the information on it.

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43002

Not being allowed to do things

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43003

It’s a pain in the ass. I wish provinces invested in health care. It would be overwhelmed and
there would need to be as many mandates

2/18/2022 11:36 PM
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43004

I haven't been able to offer art programming in my village as I intended to do before the
pandemic was announced, and was contacted by the local literacy society about getting a
grant. I had to miss my grandmother's funeral in 2020 because of travel and occupancy
restrictions. I've suffered mental health challenges from being isolated. I've had difficulties
finding employment in the restaurant industry and hospitality where i have most of my
employment history. My grandfather recently passed away and i will again not be able to attend
the funeral because of vaccine passport requirements in order to fly to another province.
Overall, I've felt emotionally attacked and gaslighted throughout this whole pandemic which
has affected my mental health. The prime minister's words and actions have affected me
personally as I've lost trust in the government as a whole and their commitment to democracy
and the human rights in our country.

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43005

Family members have lost jobs, family members unable to participate in important life skills
and learning and development. Watching our country and the world fall apart and divide in such
a hateful disheartening way. Makes me cry for all our children. It has been a very isolating and
depressing couple years. Not what I was thinking I’d be bringing a beautiful baby into. The
mandates have not stopped or changed the fact that all of my family and friends and pretty
much everyone I know vaccinated or not has ended up with Covid. It is not working what we
are doing and it’s time to adapt and try something else. There is nothing if we don’t have the
right to choose for ourselves on something that is still in the testing stages and has risk for
sure. I guess I just feel disheartened scared and then I feel anger.

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43006

Not able to work

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43007

Life

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43008

Not being able to visit with grandchildren and children due to lockdowns

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43009

Work,family

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43010

Negative

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43011

I am no longer able to leave my own country. I have not able to attend my Childrens activities.
My grandfather died alone in a hospital after catching Covid from another patient in the
hospital. He went into the hospital for something unrelated to Covid. Then my other grandfather
died 3 weeks later sending the last year of his life alone in a care setting. We were not able to
give either of them both well respected men in their communities a proper funeral. My children
hate wearing masks to school. They have lost out on so much of there childhood for
something that is never going to go away completely.

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43012

Immensely. Given me more depression and anxiety then I already had.

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43013

Not having family around

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43014

We’ve lost friends and family over our choices not to be vaccinated. We have been called
names, refused access to restaurants, places of worship and every other public place with
mandates.My disabled relative has been unable to enter public places such as libraries,
restaurants and treated rudely by customer service reps.

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43015

Negative ly

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43016

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43017

I couldn't take my son to swimming lessons. I had to pull my kids from scouts program. I was
locked out of my kids school. My children had to be masked at school. No watching sports.
Cancelled trips.

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43018

It has taken away my right to participate in an exercise class I have gone to for 5 years. I can't
travel as I usually vacation out of Canada every couple of years. I can't eat in restaurants.

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43019

I am a counselling therapist and have seen a significant increase in anxiety and mental and
emotional stress on children, teens and the elderly as they have been isolated socially

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43020

Too tired to answer but mostly negatively since end of 2021.

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43021

Harmful affects from masks on our whole family, discrimination, segregation, anxiety, lost
family relationships and friendships

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43022

My business of 24yr almost non existence. I have not been able to see my 93 mother. Lost
friends and could go to their funeral s I don’t have a social life at all now nothing !!! Can’t travel

2/18/2022 11:36 PM
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This list goes on and on sick and tired of this
43023

Financially, socially, mentally. Divided friends and family and the jab has made family and
friends sick.

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43024

In a vary vary bad way

2/18/2022 11:36 PM

43025

Isolation, disconnection, limited mobility, eliminated social contact, depression, anxiety,
stress. Removed almost all physical contact. Limited medical support.

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43026

Separation anxiety..

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43027

I will not take the vaccine so just about everything we do is affected by those mandates.
Anything from gathering with family and friends to eating out and gyms or movie theatre. All
restrictions need to be removed and no electronic id or QR code. It all has to go.

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43028

Financial

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43029

Job loss, disconnect from friends

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43030

Not much

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43031

It’s made my mental health worse, and wearing a mask makes it worse due to low oxygen

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43032

My husbandost his job.

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43033

Endlessly. My son was born into it. Had we known maybe we wouldn’t have tried to have a
family. We may not have another. Limited future due to having to make a medical decision that
is unnecessary to attend post secondary. My mother alone for a mastectomy due to my father
not being allowed in the hospital. This is a heartless compassion less world that I am ashamed
to be a part of.

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43034

Isolation, segregation, inconvenience, no restaurants etc

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43035

I am a nurse and was going to be fired for being unvaccinated, so I took the vaccine. I now
have nerve damage as a result of my vaccine.

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43036

Ruining our freedom, Economy , our children futures

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43037

It’s like an abusive relationship and I have PTSD

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43038

I have a teenage son that is so depressed that I worry about his well being. Also, being laid off
more than working has affected my ability to feed my family, pay the mortgage and pay the
increasing utilities as I am a single parent.

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43039

On unpaid leave (unable to be vaxxed medically), missed medical tests, have not had needed
dental work done, serious depression issues. Financial ruin.

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43040

In every way!! My mom died, family couldn’t be by her side.

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43041

Mental Health issues, depression, poverty, family divided

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43042

The mandates have trampled on my family’s life like the police did to that elderly individual
peacefully protesting in Ottawa.

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43043

I got a vaccine I didn’t feel comfortable getting and have missed out on probably 6 months of
work in the last two years. It has seriously affected my mental health and financial situation.

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43044

Depression, anger, for two years I have watched the government separate everyone and
people have had to die alone. I’ve witnessed people lose loved ones to suicide.

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43045

Coerced to vaccinate by work, though I am happy I did. Division between family and friends
due to polarizing views

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43046

I feel that as a Canadian, my world that I grew up in has turned. The government we have
today has abandoned any and all respect for the citizens.

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43047

Stressful, cannot live the lie so I haven't been able to go many places. Feel discriminated
against and fear for the safety of my family if things go further down this road.

2/18/2022 11:35 PM

43048

Work flying and being free

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43049

Lost my job, lost my family, lost my church family

2/18/2022 11:34 PM
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43050

It has caused arguments and division amongst life long friends. Because I chose not to get the
vaccines, I’ve also been made to feel as a lesser part of society. The masks are simply
ridiculous as well, absolutely no help and all they’ve done is cause another source of division
between groups of people. This all needs to stop!

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43051

Very little social life. Kids not able to do sports. Granddaughter with a speech impediment
being born during COVID and not socializing with other kids

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43052

I have lost my job, my children have become depressed and are unable to play sports, and our
family is in disagreement over how we should behave when we are together.

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43053

Kept my kids safe from the virus that has left me chronically ill

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43054

Helps protect my young children who are vulnerable and unable to get vaccinated.

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43055

Horribly

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43056

Lost my career, family relationships, suffer from depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43057

It has taken my rights away.

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43058

Incredibly

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43059

Can’t visit my family in Europe, my mental health suffered in ways I couldn’t have imagined,
my son couldn’t attend any previous activities etc

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43060

Financially, mentally,

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43061

I'm broke, jobless, lost loved ones die alone, divided my family, made me have to deal sith
stress and high anxiety from the situation

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43062

Can not get a job with out jab. Can't visit loved ones in hospital or nursing home. Can not eat
at restaurant with family or friends. Can not go to gym for my health.

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43063

More isolation, loneliness!

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43064

Loss of employment 🤮

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43065

Stopped going to dinners an movies

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43066

We have lost our rights and freedoms as canadians

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43067

In particular children suffering a lot

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43068

It has hampered our seeing our family , plus mental and social stress. Its not following the
science at all.

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43069

Affected our business, the way we interact with people, son lost some of the best years of
school activities, divided our community and friends

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43070

Depressed myself & my family excluded by family

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43071

Unable to travel to see family. Unable to spend quality time with friends and family

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43072

We are living in state of tyranny, division. A basic dictatorship.

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43073

High stress, lack of sleep, and an inability to trust anyone with a modicum of power over any
aspect of my life.

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43074

I now have two doses of an unproven vaccine in in my body! Vaccines I was scared into
getting because of the media's false covid death numbers. Which have been shown to not be
accurate. I wasn't able to see my new granddaughter until she was almost six months old. My
Grandson got the shot so he could actually do real school work. We have very bad internet.
We own property in a mountainous setting. Beautiful to be sure, but not so good for internet
signal. So, my grandsons education for grade four was what we could find WHEN we got a
signal! The lock downs did not consider the very rual children. My youngest son got
vaccinated twice in order to keep his job. My husband, wh is also double vaccinated, had to go
2500 km away to the Yukon for a whole year just to feed our family because everything in his
line of work was shut down. I worry about the future affects of these so called vaccines. Thank
you allow me to tell part of my tale.

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43075

Kept the ones I love save. So very well.

2/18/2022 11:34 PM
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43076

Hurt our restaurant business, pitted people against one another, divided our country, stress,
anxiety, loss of revenue…

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43077

Lost my Job!!! Struggling financially!!!

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43078

It has made me a prisoner in my own country. I now distrust government completely and I will
never trust the police again. I fear for life the lives of my children and grandchildren growing in
in this country.

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43079

Restricted freedom of movement, divide in family, Restricted freedom to go to restaurants,
gyms, etc. Required testing every 3 days

2/18/2022 11:34 PM

43080

It has made travel way tougher and I travel every week.

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43081

Segregation on loss of rights and accessing things for me and my kids

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43082

Can not do they things I want to do. It’s hard the breathe wearing a masks. Can not understand
people wearing masks

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43083

Cannot work-have not worked for 24 months

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43084

Very little

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43085

My uncle died and I couldn't attend his funeral. Not even all of his sister and brothers could
because of travel restrictions. Also traveling is no longer enjoyable because of the restrictions.

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43086

Socially ruined me!

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43087

Fundamental rights and freedoms have been taken away from me.

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43088

What life? Our world has ended since covid was implemented

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43089

Emotional strain on family especially children and the elderly who are terribly lonely. Financial
stress

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43090

Can not go anywhere

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43091

Could not see my father in his last months alive

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43092

Mental health, my kids mental health, stress, affected how I do my job which is very hands on,
also affected my job which requires me to travel, now I cant....

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43093

Yes

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43094

It has ruined my life by dividing my family to the point where they won’t even talk to me. My
mental health has declined so much I really don’t know what to do anymore.

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43095

It affected many people arround me psychologically and my freedom

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43096

It feels like being imprisoned . It's very hurtful and causing a lot of anguish and mental illness
to many people . This needs to stop

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43097

Just a huge annoyance !

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43098

the vaccine mandate has divided my family and alienated my children from their peers. We
have been unable to travel to visit family who live outside of Canada, and we have been unable
to ski at the hill where our cabin is located. As someone who works around babies and PreK
children, I have seen first hand how the mask mandate has caused much greater fear and
anxiety in these little ones. It is truly heartbreaking.

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43099

Created much conflict Family issues Work out problems Friends and family No travel Just
work work….

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43100

It’s made me very depressed and not able too socialize with friends I’ve had too be only On
zoom.

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43101

Forced me to get vaccinated to I kept my job. Caused conflict with family members and
friends. Affected my mental health and mental health of my children.

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43102

No work

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43103

my children are confused and has anxiety

2/18/2022 11:33 PM
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43104

Segregated family and friends due to different beliefs and the government pushing the vaccine
mandates even though natural.immunization works just as well or better. I believe the science
was rushed and do not trust the manufacturers of the vaccines. They seem like they are purely
for profit.

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43105

Day one bite me.

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43106

I haven't been able to eat out, travel, anything. Loss of job, and close to losing the house.

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43107

I have been turned off by people's compliance and by those that do not see through the whole
psyop.

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43108

No travel, no restaurants or theatres, job loss

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43109

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:33 PM

43110

Made me feel safer at work snd when I shop.

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43111

What life

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43112

In every single way in a negative fashion. Its ruined my relationships with family, friends. Now i
have nothing and im starting to believe civil war is the only way. These officials are sick fucks.

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43113

Life will never be the same.

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43114

Never had Covid... but mandates have fucked everything up

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43115

I am 68 year old woman that is a caretaker to my 98 year old mother. I have my vaccines
because she lives with my family. She hasn’t been out of the house for two years except to
get her shots. Each vaccine she has has made her sicker and the booster made her ill for
three days. I have eczema all over my body from my nerves. I have never had it before. I
suffer from ptsd from a dog attack four years ago and the constant coverage day and night of
how many deaths makes me depressed

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43116

Free to take my family out for dinner

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43117

Cause problems between family and friends. Stress with job. A year delay to see a specialist

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43118

Fuck the government for overstepping and violating confirms rights in the "name of personal
opinions" and refusing to follow the science. Personal opinions in court mean personal liability

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43119

I am stressed to the limits by how this government has handled the convoy! Trudeau should
have met with the lead people of the convoy! Instead he sent the police 👮♀️to a peaceful
protest!

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43120

Physically, mentally, emotionally and financially

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43121

Isolation, estrangement from brother, anger

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43122

cancelled travel plans, inability to visit elderly or hospitalized people, banned from spaces
open to other Canadians based on my personal medical choices

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43123

To many ways to list,

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43124

It has created a segregated society with vaxxed people having the freedom to go places and
those choosing not to be vaccinated to be treated like lepers.

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43125

IN ALL WAYS!

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43126

I can not attend my sons activities. (Soccer, hockey or enroll him in swimming lessons. I have
been accused of being selfish, reckless and uneducated. I have been singled out from work,
from friends and family for my personal decision and my lively hood has been threatened.

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43127

I refuse to participate in this society. It’s not my reality. I’ve been building an alternate
community.

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43128

State sponsored fear has crippled my usual patron flow

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43129

extremely

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43130

Added stress

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43131

Ostracized and bullied. Depression and anxiety. Almost lost my job.

2/18/2022 11:32 PM
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43132

Ruined my life

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43133

Family tragedies and deaths from the vaccines and mandates.

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43134

It breaks my heart to realize my grandchildren have lost 2 years of freedom. My kids have
been excluded from society for refusing the jab

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43135

I am unable to travel

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43136

No social life

2/18/2022 11:32 PM

43137

Severe depression, loss of job, segregated, discriminated, subjugated, weight gain, angry all
the time, loss of family and friends

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43138

U can't visit others. Masks bother me. I feel like u r in prison n can't speak

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43139

Do you have an hour to listen?

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43140

My kids haven't been able to have a normal life. No social activities no sports, no swimming.
The division has caused family fall outs. Hate speech and depression in my house hold.

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43141

Lost my job. Can't go in restaurants and movie theaters . Can't breathe wearing a mask

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43142

Significantly based on similar mandates in my country and still around the world to various
extents despite this long since being anything but a pandemic warranting emergency actions
by overreaching governments

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43143

it has caused depression

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43144

i was forced to take a medical treatment which i did not want. My family members cannot take
my kids to their activities like swimming lessons (life skill), husband lost work. We cannot do
anything as a family due to partially vaccinated husband (i respect his choice).

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43145

Become depressed, everything has been an over reaction. It needs to end.

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43146

Can’t find work! Daughter hates wearing masks! Can’t breathe with mask. Divided my family!

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43147

Can't see family, can't go anywhere, has made conflicts with friends and family, being picked
on at work, can't travel, cant go to the gym to stay healthy, life sucks with mandates.

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43148

Depression and division

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43149

Physical—I don’t teach fitness anymore. Mental—it’s hard seeing others lose their
businesses, places in surgery, etc. Spiritual—I hope to grow in my conversations with God!

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43150

Nephew overdosed. Psychological stress. Unable to see our autistic son in his care home.

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43151

Caused me: Decision between family! Confusion. Fear. Anger. Frustration!

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43152

Stress, and caused depression

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43153

It has cost my husband his job. It has hurt our income. We have been unable to see family
and friends. We can't go to restaurants, or movies, or other entertainment. Our sons wedding
had to be postponed twice, therefore costing a lot more money. Many guests were unable to
travel to attend the wedding. We have been very depressed and anxious because of the
mandates.

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43154

loss of quality of life. loss of household income

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43155

It has taken away my employment, ended friendships, strained family relations, divided my
community, landlocked me, removed my religious freedoms, threatened my security as a free
citizen, added immeasurable stress to my life that has caused me to become physically ill &
depleted my mental health to the point of helplessness & hopelessness for a future as a
Canada.

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43156

I cant leave my country

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43157

I’ve lost a $40,000 contract for my business along with yearly work for the same client. I’m
unable to travel, as a British National I’m trapped in Canada indefinitely

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43158

With sadness and uncertainty about the futur

2/18/2022 11:31 PM
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43159

It’s annoying

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43160

It has destroyed my relationships with my wife. It has caused sociological problems in my one
child.

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43161

Increased my anxiety considerably, caused rifts in family relationships, caused anxiety for our
children, made my husband's job much harder.

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43162

It has had a negative impact on my mental health and well-being.

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43163

Was very hard for my business

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43164

I have been a student thru covid and it had made my mental Heath so bad and I don’t even
want to go to school because of being bullied by my embers about my person opinion on being
vaccinated or not I have been yelled any my peers and have heard my fellow students being
yelled at as well I would love for this to stop as it has affected my life goals

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43165

My job and all aspects of living a normal life.

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43166

Myriad ways. Economy, travel, stress.

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43167

Threatening employability

2/18/2022 11:31 PM

43168

It has had severe negative affect on my relationships, my work, my mental health and respect
for anyone who has supported these measures. The mainstream media propaganda political
and health officials all have biases to this one sided narrative with the smallest amount of
investigation you can see they are all influenced by where their money is coming from

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43169

Broken family relationships lost job.

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43170

Destroyed friendships Took away my right to live a normal life Stripped me of my right to use
building facilities when I paid maintenance fees. May have hidden health issues when doctor
visits are cut down to minimal. No vacation at all due to travel restrictions. Hardly any
entertainment.

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43171

Destroyed business opportunities

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43172

Inability to eat in at restaurants, or go anywhere where vax pass is required. Inability to fly
within Canada, or to leave Canada.

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43173

Mental health has been horrible

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43174

Our health system is much better because of the mandates. They were much needed to keep
our system running well. Now that we know that COVID is not as dangerous to the majority of
us they should be cautiously lifted. The convoy protest was much needed to wake the
government up to how many feel. The choices of some of the convoy to blockade bridges,
hospitals and other places is an embarrassment. Any protest or protestor needs to be
respectful of others as their freedom ends exactly where another person’s freedom begins. The
convoy protesters are not the majority; they are a special interest group much like those that
want basic minimum incomes. The groups on each end of the spectrum balance each other
out. The political response to the virus and subsequent protests was calculated to “not let a
crisis go to waist”. So much more to rant about … hope you get the info you are looking for to
support your cause from this survey.

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43175

Too many restrictions can't meet with people. Business affected. Splitting up of family friends
and community

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43176

its retarded , im a prisoner in my own country , literally cant leave and i doubt covid even
exists

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43177

Job Loss, depression, fighting with family which is unusual .., division … segregation … the
mental toll has been horrific

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43178

Mistreatment and segregation. Fear of my future and freedom.

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43179

My wife lost her job. Now we live on 1 income

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43180

We homeschool, my kids are now completely isolated as they are unable to participate in
community events. We have lost family members we were unable to visit. Access to
healthcare has become daunting. Wearing a mask triggers my anxiety and I am often trying to

2/18/2022 11:30 PM
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stay calm while in grocery stores. My husband has been threatened at work. The list goes on
and on.
43181

Mental health has been affected

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43182

Kids have suffered enough Work has been stressful Stress is through the roof

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43183

Taken away freedoms

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43184

Where to begin… I’ve lost my mom, neighbours, (not to Covid but harm came to them that
caused their deaths due to the Covid restrictions) and we couldn’t be there. Family is divided our son won’t speak to us, due to our differing opinions, our youngest daughter has been off
work for the better part of 2 years as she is a gymnastics coach/yoga instructor and facilities
were closed so much, it’s impacted my business as I needed to attend health and wellness
convention in the US with my product partner company (I’m a nutritionist) and not being able to
fly out of Canada I was forced to drive across and fly within the US in August but the most
recent convention in January, I wasn’t able to drive across due to the horrible winter conditions,
making me miss key segments of expanding our company. I am hoping I’ll be able to get to
the upcoming wellness conference in May which will be held in Las Vegas. It’s also caused
upheaval within our church and we moved churches so we could continue to worship. My
husband and I have not been able to go out to eat and right before all these vax passports
came into play we were given several gift certificates for local restaurants. Our adult kids have
all had Covid and the jab. Some have also experienced side effects - shingles, rash, irregular
menstrual cycle, vomiting are some. I had someone call my business just yesterday asking
what they can do if they’re vaccine injured. She said she got the shot so she could go to her
daughter’s wedding. She said if she had known she would feel that bad, she would have
chosen not to go to her own daughter’s wedding. That speaks volumes. The damage caused
by the measures put in place by Dr. Henry and Justin Trudeau are endless and they need to
stop. The damage perpetuated by the media is appalling and needs to stop. I cannot believe
this is happening in Canada and I’m seriously considering moving to another country. The only
thing holding us back is that we literally can’t leave our own country now. This must end. Now.

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43185

I can’t travel back to Scotland to visit family because of the mandates. I can’t socialise, my
children can’t participate in social events. My work is limited to non government work which
puts a strain on working relationships.

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43186

Loss of employment, family, sports

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43187

Putting a lot of stress on my everyday life

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43188

Can’t go to very many places

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43189

Making feel totally isolated No quality of life

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43190

Loss of freedom to socially interact.

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43191

Mandates ruin 2 years of my life and my family

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43192

Can’t breath properly with a mask. They have much control over everyone with mandate. It
was forced on people they never showed the science that they have—-Why

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43193

Unable to travel anywhere

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43194

I've lost my job, my educational future, my children's mental health has been affected, my
children's university and college opportunity, my partner was coerced under duress to take an
experimental medical shot in order to keep their job to feed and house the family, my children
have lost friends, we're experiencing depression & anxiety

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43195

Destroyed democracy, Ashamed of this country, suicide and family tension, economic stress,
distrust of media, government, police, and banks

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43196

Not being able to gather with people.

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43197

will die from vaccine HIV

2/18/2022 11:30 PM

43198

Ruined my business I haven’t worked for 2 years. Business is international recreation it’s been
extremely different for my family

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43199

Having to watch my Grandchildren wear masks, and not being able to partake in their school
programs, dance programs, other activities they do.

2/18/2022 11:29 PM
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43200

No travel. Can’t watch kids at practice. Stress at work shamed

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43201

Gave up my Job in Alberta because I was about to loose my right to freedom of movement
within my own country

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43202

Has severely affected my mental health and my social aniexy. It has effected my one and a
half year old by missing social time with children his age. He doesn't even know strangers are
smiling at him. He squints at people. I find it troubling that he is missing out on so much. I also
refuse to get the vaccine as I have many health issues and I dont trust it, this also leaves me
out of many family type groups and activities. I feel very Isolated and alone.

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43203

Friendships, family relationships, quality of life and access to facilities and resources.

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43204

Ruined families, divided a nation, suicides are rampant, government has failed the people,
Trudeau is tyrannical, we’re a communist country now, I have NO FAITH LEFT IN THE
GOVERNMENT IN POWER, he is dividing the nation, calls anyone against him a racist. I wish
the Queen would step in

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43205

Family functions cancelled. Not allowed into public places to enjoy my grandchildren during
sporting events. Cannot support many of my hometown businesses. Isolation = depression.
Have been ostersized for reluctance to have an experimental drug injected in my body.

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43206

All of them!!!

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43207

It has divided my family terribly. I'm extremely stressed and depressed. People all around me
are fighting and tense. I can't go to pubs, restaurants, movies or any other venue of
entertainment, etc. I'm unable to fly on a plane or ride on a train. I'm unable to travel outside of
my country. I'm worried and scared for our future. People at my work are very discriminating
and hateful towards those unvaccinated, myself included. And because of the harsh mandates
and "proof of vaccination" requirements, I'm unable to look for another job at most places.

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43208

Unable to work... have a life outside the house

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43209

Destroyed my business. Divided my family and friends. Allowed a communist dictator to take
over my country.

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43210

Ive become separated from my supports as a person withemtal and physical health issues. My
mother hasnt lived her life in 2yrs. She is not doing well mentally and i fear i will lose her
mentally for good. I cant visit my brother in an assisted living facility. And much more

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43211

Made me ashamed of our Prime Minister

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43212

A lot. Mask wearing for 8-9 hours at work is madness.

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43213

Husband lost his job, so struggling financially. Eldest son might lose an opportunity in his sport
bc we are concerned about the risk of myocarditis for his age group. Feeling fear (like the
government and people want to harm us). Sadness because my nephew in his early 20s has
had friends commit suicide because of the mandates. Feelings of hopelessness because
choice is gone. Wanting to leave Canada. Seeing people I know be told they had to get a the
second shot even after being hospitalized for the first. Just feeling like there’s no justice, no
care for those hurting. Feeling voiceless and without any power.

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43214

Made me feel like a second class citizen in my own country

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43215

I lost job,family divided,friends divided,I feel isolated

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43216

My work my business

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43217

Broke and lonely

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43218

Inability to visit family in the USA. Visit the old and shut in. Have family gatherings and have
friends into our home. Impacted our church attendance.

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43219

I lost my job working at a casino and because I am not willing to get a vaccine I can not work
at a casino any longer which has effected my income and made me behind on almost all of my
payment and I have struggle to make it work since this all began.

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43220

It’s been very restrictive and isolating Not good

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43221

I am disabled with severe fibromyalgia & a subluxation of my spinal cord. These mandates
have stopped me from seeing all my doctor's & specialists which has impacted my illness.

2/18/2022 11:29 PM
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This craziness needs to stop immediately.
43222

Closed the church I belong to we have not gathered since the start, also Vax pass means no
eating in restaurants therefore no eating in restaurants, these mandates have divided people
and families and friends ,can't see grandkids play hockey or other activities and the kids need
Vax to play, ridiculous, masks for school kids and they don't work, ridiculous etc

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43223

destroyed relationships with people

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43224

I don't want to go out because I don't agree the mask is effective and I don't want to where
one. Also there is the mask mandate for school kids which is not health for them and needs to
be lifted. We need personal choice given back to each of us. I won't support the vaccine
passport therefore I won't go to any place that requires it. I stay home and feel like a prisoner. I
can't take my daughter to a movie, restaurant, or most other activities. These mandates have
also caused a divide in my family. The mental health issues that are arising are abundant and
may well be long lasting.

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43225

Job loss, income, division of friends and family

2/18/2022 11:29 PM

43226

My mental health has been affected. I have been segregated by my family because I chose
not to have the shots. I have lost friends over not having the shots. My life has been changed
forever

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43227

Feel like a prisoner. No freedom.

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43228

I have no more freedom.

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43229

Masks staying away from family and friends

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43230

Depression

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43231

Could not find a job as easily.

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43232

I do not believe that my children should give up their life to protect me. I have already lived my
life.

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43233

There isn’t enough space to describe. My children don’t have the same freedoms anymore just
because of a vaccine that is not even safe and being tested right now on the masses. I have
been discriminated often for my mask exemption because my disease is not seen. Not being
able to go out where we want has been also very hard mentally for my family

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43234

My life ended in Mar 2020 and it might start again but 2 years wasted down the tube ,,

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43235

It has affected my mental health

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43236

Government paid people not to work

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43237

Turning people into sheeple. Boosting immune system with vitamins would have been better

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43238

our jobs r taken away because we didnt take the vax THIS IS forced vaccination

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43239

I am no longer allowed to live my life as a high school student. Going out and hanging out with
friends, going on restaurant dates with my friends and a lot of our school outings have been
cancelled as well

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43240

I rarely leave the house anymore. My children don’t see their friends. The people I once talked
to I never see or have conversations with. I feel like a prisoner in my own house and in my
own country.

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43241

Long time ordering things , no family reunions, missed funerals

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43242

Negatively in many many ways …digression emotionally, mentally, physically, Tired, untrusting
of the lies upon lies we were told. it’s Surreal.

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43243

Mental health Limits my travels in Canada Limits my recreational activities Limits my places to
eat

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43244

Breathing problems and lung infections brought on by masking. Extreme price increases
across the board yet no increase in wages.

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43245

It has caused financial hardship Division of friendships , isolation , Rash from masks ,
breathing issues because of masks

2/18/2022 11:28 PM
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43246

I have been suicidal. I am having all my utilities cut off as of March 1st. As I have been unable
to work thanks to lockdowns. I work in a restaurant and business has been so bad that there's
not enough customers to keep it open. So as of March 1st I will be living in a home with no
heat no water and no hydro. Oh wait they were going to cut my water yesterday but I used
what little money I had for food to pay that so it's safe for two weeks.

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43247

We are unable to get medical exemptions even though our medical professionals do not think
it’s a good idea for us to be vaccinated. We can not visit family in the USA. The mental health
toll has been extreme.

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43248

Mental health

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43249

Loss of employment, loss of contact with family, division amongst family and freinds,

2/18/2022 11:28 PM

43250

Being unvaxxed it’s the segregation. This should never ever be the governments choice.

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43251

Lost my job due to it

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43252

Huge additional expenses for family business. Going to take years to recoup the millions we
loss.

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43253

Extremely

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43254

Stressful. I fear for health of my children knowing the adverse reactions

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43255

I got a medically jouranalled vaccine reaction called in the journal of hepatology 'vaccine
induced, immune mediated hepatitis. I had a very severe hepatitis, over 20 times the liver
damage of any normal person. This was unrecognised and I was terminated from my job in
healthcare, and have been unemployed and it seems unemployable for four months with no EI.
Huge stress in my marriage and mental health. Still no job. I also now have heart pain that I
assume is myocarditis.

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43256

I have been limited in methods of transportation and limited to only be allowed into ‘essential
buisness’s’

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43257

Broken relationships, destroyed my church, we can’t travel to visit sick family

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43258

Not being able to be with family

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43259

Not much, I mask up and am fully vaccinated.

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43260

The mandate has prevented me from travelling to see my daughter, and stopped me from
practicing massage. It has created division and I have felt aggressed and harrassed by those
who have made different choices, and who feel righteous. I wear my mask and keep my
distance from others, but I am appalled at seeing young children wearing them, and have
witnessed mental health issues rising as a result.

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43261

Terminated from my job as a registered nurse, despite working thru the beginning and middle of
this feared pandemic. I was a "hero". Now Bonnie Henry discriminates against me and calls
me a "health hazard". Nurse staffing levels was at drastic levels prior to the pandemic. Yet,
nurses still fired. I would like to see the evidence that our leaders make these decision based
on. No transparency does not equate trust. Mental health is suffering! Not just me, but my
entire family and nurse colleagues. These mandates, all of these mandates, are an incredible
overreach, with no proof except the mouth of Bonnie Henry. Clearly our leaders have far too
much pride to admit they are wrong. As a nurse I oppose these measures and mandates as
they are not at all about public health!! Hospitals have been over capacity x decades. Yet, now
to sensationalize this pandemic the media is reporting this old news are covid news. I'm not
blind, if I am then show me the evidence that we are in fact "following the science".
Disappointed, traumatized, unemployed and ostracized. Stop the divisive segregation!

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43262

Everything is more expensive. Travel more difficult

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43263

Proved a massive challenge for our marriage and my relationship with my children . I’ve had
many vaccines but didn’t want to get this one that was new, unproven tech, but my wife and
kids did. I’ve found myself depressed, far less productive and it has hurt financially.

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43264

Stops me from sharing experiences with my family, has caused divisions among Canadians,
it’s hard to work all day in a mask.

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43265

Mental, financially, family unity, loss of friends and family, loss of respect and confidence for

2/18/2022 11:27 PM
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our Government and health officials, scared to go to the hospital, loss of respect for police
don’t trust them anymore. To many things to mention. Lose of travel privileges.
43266

Not at all really

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43267

To see and hear the stories of how it has impacted the elderly who never had a chance to say
goodbye to their families. Those people who have chosen not to use their bodies for
experimental drugs and then get chastised and called names by our PM. Not acceptable. Our
PM is the laughing stock of the world.

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43268

I missed the birth of my grand daughter and time with her, my friends have lost jobs, my
country is divided and I have no faith in the prime minister

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43269

Emotionally and mentally

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43270

I have completed this survey 48 times now on all the different devices at work. It is very
unscientific and the results will obviously be unreliable.

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43271

Ruined lives and relationships

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43272

It disabled me from working, it disabled me and my children from social interactions and from
our healthy exercise routines. It caused me depression, anxiety. It greatly effected my
children's healthy development, emotionally and somewhat academically.

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43273

My employment

2/18/2022 11:27 PM

43274

All my constitutional rights and freedoms have been violated and infringed upon. Government
overreach. I now feel like a prisoner of my own country- unable to go to public places, or travel
etc. can’t even escape this country if I wanted to now! That’s gotta be alarming !

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43275

Can't live normal lives, masks efect my health and well being,family is divided, less work, less
money, freedom's lost, I can't enjoy what my tax dollars pay for, inflation is hurting my living
expenses, mandates are pressing on my free will. People are becoming rude around me, life is
becoming like a roller coaster with these on off decisions that don't make sense, it's causing
me not to trust the Govt or our health afficials at all.

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43276

I have lost my ability to earn income due to the vaccine passports put into place. I haven’t
been able to see my very elderly mother due to her residence being locked down repeatedly.
My daughter and two children had to move in due to the insane cost of housing.

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43277

Made me feel like prisoner

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43278

Not being allowed to visit my parents or in-laws for over a year. Not being allowed to be with
hospitalized loved ones. That's heartwrenching. Loneliness. Increased anxiety. Family
members with bad reactions to the vax. Difficulty breathing with a breathing barrier on. Not able
to get certain jobs. Not being able to participate in a great many sports and activities and much
more.

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43279

I can not travel to see my family. My husbands job is in jeopardy. My kids are stressed out
and are scared. These mandates have ruined our lives.

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43280

Mentally and physically and loss of income.. very difficult on the youth !

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43281

Not much but I don't agree with how it is being handled. Freedom of choice just like abortion

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43282

Division and hate towards me from other people. Too much stress for a person.

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43283

It has taken the freedom of choice away from the citizens of Canada. Trudeau should be fired
immediately and face legal action.

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43284

Kept us alive

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43285

We got segregated, depressed, kids can’t attend activities, programs, we cry ever day! We are
terrified as we realized how overreach the government can be, we lost our faith in the system
and Canada!

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43286

Lost my job of 28 years

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43287

Division and loss of freedom. Distrust in government and police

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43288

Severely

2/18/2022 11:26 PM
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43289

Haven't been to my office in 2 years, my Dad died during this covid lockdowns, long story,
could not see him in hospital.

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43290

Lost jobs, friends, family, life experience, my child's childhood, my freedom of choice and
speech

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43291

Mentally is has affected it is abuse, pulled people apart and my freedoms

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43292

Division, segregation, intimidation

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43293

Depression, anxiety, stress

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43294

Restricted me from travelling, eating and attending social activities

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43295

I’m a nurse who has worked on the frontlines with critical staff shortages and I’m tired of
people acting like COVID isn’t dangerous when they don’t know their ass from the sky

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43296

Mental damage. Financial hardship. In debt more than ever. Sick and tired of it. Losing my
mind

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43297

Working from home. Can't see some people or go to all places you want to. No freedom to go
or do what you want.

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43298

My business has been completely shut down.

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43299

All of them

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43300

I feel worse than in the Soviet Union under a communist regime!

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43301

Primarily limits my ability to socialize and connect with friends and family.

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43302

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43303

Longest 2weeks of my life I have lost all my trust in government sooner be dead than continue
like this

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43304

Been put on leave without pay as the Federal Agency I was working for did not accept my
religious accomodation. I was told none were accepted but not sure if that was just the office I
was with or all of CRA. My reasons for not taking the shot were for religious reasons, however,
it appears the Federal government had no intention of accepting accomodation for religious or
medical reasons.

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43305

Loss of work, can't have social life, division, segregation, can't fly to see family, can't eat out,
can't watch kids sports/activities

2/18/2022 11:26 PM

43306

They haven’t really, I haven’t followed any of them but they have hurt my kids and grandkids

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43307

Have not been able to fly to see family across Canada and the US Have not been able to eat
out with our family ( husband and myself 7 children 4 in laws and 3 grandchildren) which we
tried to do once a month. Decreased mental health in 3 of our adult children who already
battled mild depression ....because of losing their jobs, not being able to get a job, not being
able to go to the gym. Have not been able to attend church as a family.

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43308

Oh boy!!! Depression, anxiety, 2 kids affected by these. Both medicated for these things.
Missed school. Online learning not for my kids.

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43309

Unexplainable… unnecessary and fatal

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43310

My home schooled child is unable to participate in most activities (for example, swimming
lessons because I am not able to walk her to the pool). We are unable to attend many nearby
museums and science centers which would enrich her education. We are unable to travel
across borders. I worry that so many children are going to get the idea that they are "less than"
because of their vaccine status or the status of their parents be it by choice, reasons of faith,
medical reasons, or simply lack of enough information to give informed consent.

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43311

Loss of friends, work, mental health, travel, goals, dreams and direction. Loss of confidence in
government and medical systems.

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43312

I personally have serious heart and lung issues. I was not given a right to speak out si thank
you very much for this opportunity. I feel Ontarios Premier Doug Ford had no choice either and
did a fantastic job of trying to listen to us people as well as the goverment in higher power than
him. I should not have been forced to jeopardise my health to get shots when I wasn't leaving

2/18/2022 11:25 PM
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my home for any reason but doctors appointments. Mr Trudeau way over stepped his bounds
and took our rights as Canadian citizens away and still didn't listen or even give any respect to
the truckers convoy to take back our right to be heard. In gine right the truckers did great until
the few bad apples as in any organization destroyed the message by disrespect and abuse. I
would like to personally thank the above mentioned doctor for giving Canadians back our
voice. Chelle Gibbs.
43313

Hasn't

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43314

mental health decline

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43315

Leaving my house.. everything after that

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43316

My kids have suffered not seeing family and friends

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43317

It has restricted me from living a normal, free life.

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43318

Everything is divisive Distrust of big tech, media and govt

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43319

Division in family

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43320

I have been restricted from attending events, university and most establishments which has
resulted in increased mental health issues and feelings of isolation

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43321

I am unable to travel outside Canada. There is an ugly rift in my family. Grief, depression.

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43322

Haven’t seen my family for 2.5 years.

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43323

Fighting and division within family and marriage.

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43324

It’s made it hard to live in Canada and caused my marriage to end

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43325

Fucking ruined it as well as everyone else’s in this country

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43326

Disaster

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43327

I couldn't see my mother as she passed away alone...this has divided my family

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43328

We have lost family members as being divided by vaxed and unvaxed. My daughter has not
been able to compete and continue with her dance team due to the mandates. Dance has been
her life for 5yrs invested so much time and love and energy and now can no longer participate.

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43329

Caused distance among my family and friends and my freedom to do thing I love

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43330

I have lost work, not been able to see family, and I have had my Charter rights trampled on.

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43331

Financially and mentally. End all mandates and end the state of emergency, and the the health
state of emergency immediately. Make Canada a free country again!

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43332

School closures , church activity and capacity Small business work place, not being able to
visit elderly and family

2/18/2022 11:25 PM

43333

Depression, social anxiety, no friends can’t travel

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43334

I’ve never wanted to kill myself more than in the past two years

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43335

it's taken a lot away from out youth. I can get by but to see children and youth loosing years if
their life is devastating we couldn't worship at church with our church family. we missed
Christmases with our families people are suffering so much more than we can see. mental
health problems are through the roof.

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43336

They are wrong, people have choices

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43337

It has affected my job, our schools, our kids mental health, inability to see my parents, etc

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43338

Yes 1. Not able to go to funerals 2. Not able to go to weddings 3. Not able to go to hospitals 4.
Wearing a mask everywhere 5. Churches being closed 6. Friends & family in fear 7. Vacines
being pushed at every level of society 8. Health professionals making it clear they are not
concerned about your health only for you to get the vacine no care about your job your family
or your income all very against Canadians and the Canadian way of life brutally stopping travel
hard working canadians fired everwhere

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43339

Started drinking! Depressed! Anxiety! Hate my life! Don't want to live like this anymore! Lost

2/18/2022 11:24 PM
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my job as they almost closed their doors and couldn't afford to pay me! Lost my dad and
couldn't say good bye! Lost a friend and couldn't say good bye! Friends and family harmed by
the vaccine! Friends and kids of friends committed suicide! That's the tip of the iceberg!!!
43340

It has made me feel like a second class citizen. At times even like a criminal… I worry for my
childrens future! My gym which has always been my mental health has been super
inconsistent. So, my overall health has also suffered. As well as my income was reduced to
less travel. Probably much more…family divides and friendship divides…

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43341

Spouse lost her job, I nearly lost my job. Our son and daughter have been held back from
attending social events. My son has been diagnosed with anxiety disorder, my wife has started
taking anti depressants for the first time in her life.

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43342

I have had many verbal fights with my wife and friends. I was coerced to take an experimental
gene therapy or else I would lose my job and relationship of 25 years. I am constantly looking
for hope and that is what the trucker convoy created. I thought my marriage was over and my
relation with my kids.

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43343

Depression.

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43344

Made work hard

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43345

Divided family Mandated to take vaccine to feed family and keep home

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43346

I can't fly and see my parents because i unvax. Almost lost work because employer was
puting mandates in, i can't go to restaurant. A lot off people yelling and afraid of me because i
not vax. I was moved from university , but my courses is online only exams in person.

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43347

Put me into a depression feeling very sad, angry, disappointed with our government

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43348

All

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43349

It hasn't. I have ignored it but I am extremely angry at our Government, especially PM
Trudeau. He must go!

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43350

I'm unable to visit my mother in law in care home it's been 2 years

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43351

I lost my job, I fell behind in university, and I had to return to therapy and medication for my
anxiety disorder (which had been managed without medication for more than 10 years before
all this).

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43352

Stressed through the roof

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43353

I’m very stressed out about the enforcement of it all. Masks are horrible to wear and are
useless. The stress from the mentally handicapped people I worked with was horrific. They
lost their lives and couldn’t understand why they couldn’t do anything. This whole thing has
been blown completely out of proportion and if they had’ve acknowledged the counter argument
vs ban it and call it pseudo science and mock everyone who had questions unanswered.

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43354

Terribly

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43355

Lost friends and family, mental illness for me and my kid, marital issues. Pregnacy loss.
Emotional and physical burnout at work (nurse), loss of autonomy. Fear of my future,
difficulties paying for life with inflation.

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43356

I can’t travel or go anywhere without vaccination. Feel very discriminated against

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43357

Terrible and disgusting

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43358

Depression Addiction Loss of income

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43359

It has affected my life because my husband and I are trying to find a new job and place to live
in Alberta but it is hard to find a job or a place to live without a vaccine.

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43360

Absolutely every aspect of daily living has been impacted; from mental health to finances.

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43361

Financially, spiritually, mentally.

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43362

I quit my job.

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43363

Isolation and depression.

2/18/2022 11:24 PM
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43364

I have anxiety from it

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43365

Too many rules that do not make sense

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43366

I've adjusted to the mandates in the interest of protecting my family and my fellow citizens.

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43367

Strain on family, mental health, children’s anxiety

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43368

Lockdown inconvenience when restaurants were closed. Inability to access services in person.
Shortages of supply and inflation. Forced vaccination

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43369

job loss. Mental health issues with my children. Loss of education with my children.
Drug/alcohol abuse within my family. Loss of friends and family members. Nothing good has
happened on my life or to my family since March of 2020

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43370

Fairly uneffected however I have seen, first hand, Canadians suffer and businesses suffer for
what is no more than a bad flu year, the division due to media propaganda is unprecidented

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43371

Loss of freedom

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43372

My mother , aunt and father inlaw all dies during the last 2 years ALONE!!! FUCKING
SICKENING CRUEL CRIMINALS over a virus with a 99.95% recovery rate. NO sickness until
that dam vaccine showed up. Especially last summer, It was the vaccine that spread the virus
or toxin.

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43373

Split family, disrupted social life

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43374

Surgery’s have been canceled,

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43375

It’s devastated our personal and familial relationships.

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43376

Development of my children. Mental Health. Forced to get a vaccine I did not want.

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43377

My job as a front line health care worker.

2/18/2022 11:24 PM

43378

I hate the mask. I resent the control. I couldn’t care less about the restriction. I respect others
and I did what I needed to do.

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43379

Did not

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43380

Not too much

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43381

Very little because I am blessed to live in a smaller city and have not obeyed most of the
mandates from the beginning. Just for the record I am a senior.

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43382

Emergency RN, 11yrs. Highly specialized skills for rural remote applications. FIRED for non
compliance with the BC vaccine mandate for healthcare employees.

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43383

It has restricted my life for the past two years I cannot breath with the mask

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43384

Caused so much hate in this world

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43385

Segregation between family

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43386

Freedom

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43387

I COULD NOT SEE MY DAUGHTER AND GRANDAUGHTER SINCE 1 1/2 year , I can't leave
Canada, they can't come in Canada

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43388

Job loss for family members, division in family relationships, vaccine causing odd health
issues in one family member, division in all of society. Loss of hope and any sense of control.

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43389

It has destroyed many of my relationships. And I have experienced harassment at work from
the company and coworkers over medical decisions.

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43390

It has caused division within my extended family and causes my children and myself to have
mental health issues

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43391

My depression has gotten worse, I’ve gained more weight and it’s affecting people in bad ways
and hurting everyone.

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43392

I have seen division in friends and family. Complete and total distrust in the government at
every level. I’ve watched businesses fail and families harmed.

2/18/2022 11:23 PM
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43393

It has caused me anxiety.

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43394

Left me sitting at home, with anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43395

Mentally. Emotionally. My kids have been impacted in school and having a social life. We feel
all of our rights are being taken away. No freedom of choice for ourselves anymore.

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43396

it has drastically affected our child socially and emotionally and caused separations in our
immediate family as well as devastating us financially.

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43397

In every way

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43398

Cost me almost 2 years of not working

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43399

It’s given me extreme anxiety and fearful for my young children’s future. It needs to end now,
There has proven to be no benefit and it is harming Canadian citizens. Suicides are at an all
time high and people all over are struggling with mental health issues not to mention the issues
children are dealing with in all aspects of their development, physical and mental. It needs to
end now

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43400

The mandate has affected my life so much. It has worsened my depression by not being able
to go and see my friends and family, by not allowing me to see my pyschiatrst and couselors.
That has been one of the hardest things for me because my way of coping is being around
people and talking. I don’t care what you try to do, doing phone calls or FaceTime with my
doctors is terrible. I absolutely hate it and it is so hard to get myself to call or answer their
calls, i don’t feel safe or have a emotional connection which overall stops me from talking and
sharing. I get so down from not being able to go and see my friends, go to the gym, not being
able to go do my normal things and now not being able to do anything because of the required
vaccine. I could write for hours about how all the mandates have made my mental health
worse, and the thing is, is that my mental health is only the start. I hate going to the grocery
store and having to wear a mask, because I start to sweat and hyperventilate and then get
yelled at. I quit going to school because I couldent take the toxic environment of teachers
screaming at us their opinions and getting mad at me about mine. The school was depressing
and no one wanted to be there. It was terrible… there was no energy or happiness when we
were required masks. Not being able to get across the border to see my sibling in law who had
a diving accident and got paralyzed and then his wife (my sister)having her baby 2 days later
was hell. I was in shock and then grief. There was nothing at all i could do to help because of
the jail of a country I live in. I am absolutely disgusted with everything that has been done.
Justin Trudeau needs to leave office immediately and stop tourtuing Canadians. He has made
my life hell and so many others. This is unacceptable and illegal. This shit has to end NOW!!

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43401

I lost my job. It has interfered with my mental health. I’m being segregated by my government.
I haven’t seen my mom in 2 years. I want my freedom back.

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43402

We are not able to leave Canada to manage factories we operate in USA because our entire
family has chosen NOT to get the vaxx. It is becoming more stressful by the day to manage
from afar. And we have friends who are suffering with mental health issues. We are very
worried about vulnerable citizens.

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43403

Job loss, family relationships, anxiety in my children

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43404

Lost touch with children. Lack of dental care (closures) let to massive ongoing oral infections
then removal surgery, which led to anaphylactic shoc, emergency room 2 days and CT found
brain aneurysm. Focus should br on all health concerns not just covid focus and funding and
nurses snd teachers need to learn to work full time again. Grandchildren severely unsocial and
fearful.

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43405

Ive lost my family, my friends, and my job.

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43406

It’s divided my family & friends because of misleading information given out through
mainstream media that does not give out all the data & scientific research that has been
collected about these vaccines & continuing to force them on the public especially young
people & children when it hasn’t been proven to be safe.

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43407

Can’t fly home yo visit family

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43408

Stress and depression

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43409

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:23 PM
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43410

Restricted my freedoms.

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43411

Limited where I go; mental health, divided family; no travel; postpone wedding; tramatic

2/18/2022 11:23 PM

43412

I can’t take my kids to rec centers and swimming pools. I can’t attend adult fitness classes.
My husbands future career as traditional Chinese medicine practitioners is in jeopardy

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43413

Vaxx mandates Compromised my principal at work. Being told I have to discriminate is
unacceptable. Wearing a masknfor 12 hrs long without breaks causing my vocal cords ri be
stained since I talk a lot for work. I was forced into lockdown down months at a time not
knowing when I could return to work which was stressful since I have always worked. Kids
working at home was a struggle. My daughter missed her grade 8 graduation something she
has looked dreamed of for yrs after watching her brothers graduate. My kids have experienced
loss of being with friends. Being a hairstylist I have had people afraid to be near me because I
touch people all day. We ad a family have had many disagreements about the shots. I have
had a client who had become a friend call me selfish and end our friendship and also try to
have me fired for not having shot back in thr summer of 2021. I have experienced many
friends and clients who still won't go outside because if fear.

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43414

I’m happily fully vaccinated, so it hasn’t really, other than being bombarded by people’s angry
posts 24/7.

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43415

Extremely. It’s Divided us. And I Lost my job as a first responder because of the vax
mandates

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43416

It has restricted many of the things I like to do. It has restricted access to income for our
house hold as one of the primary earners was unable to work because they couldn’t be
vaccinated. As a result we have had to pick up the slack and assist with taking children to
activities etc because they were not able to. I believe that my grandchildren have suffered as
well because they were restricted from properly interacting with their peers, making them
socially immature for their ages. These are just a few.

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43417

I hadxserious reaction to first dose....scared i will die if i take second.

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43418

Restrictions on day to day life

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43419

Mentally

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43420

Not seeing family and friends and eating out and seeing a doctor

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43421

Mandates have been placed for political world agenda not for sanitation agenda

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43422

It’s put a wedge in families it’s caused lots of people to not live life freely. This has been 2
years it’s time to carry on with life

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43423

It has destroyed small business in my area, it has led to supply shortages.

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43424

Being cut off from siblings, due to tyrannical spouses who won’t allow them out of house or to
visit with me. Working in an environment that is discriminatory infringing VPN my charter of
rights. Missing my grandbabies pivotal moments crawling, walking!!

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43425

Mentally

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43426

It affected ourlives just like everyone else in this country

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43427

When I see my grantchild with a mask, when I see them, or my mom and mother-and-law
depressive, when I need to use a mask (I'm asthmatic), when I can't go where I want, because
they ask for QR pass, when I do the accounting of the enterprise and I realize how all the
restrictions penalize them, it's heurt me and all my family.

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43428

I had to get the vaccine to keep my job. Very stressful

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43429

Despair, isolation, fear, frustration, hopelessness, mistrust of government

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43430

Had to get vaccinated to keep my job would never have got it other wise

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43431

It has divided community, family & friends, I was at risk of loosing my job. I have many friends
sick from receiving the vax.

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43432

In many ways. I now have severe depression and anxiety. Haven’t been able to go anywhere
as a family or even enjoy a dinner date with my husband. We’ve had to put our wedding on

2/18/2022 11:22 PM
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hold.
43433

Lost my because of it

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43434

Beyond words! I have always been a law abiding citizen worked hard paid my taxes who is the
government to literally think they can control my life!!

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43435

Limits the work I can do (my biz was shut down probably 6 months out of last year). I also had
to limit my services as I wasn't willing to ask for people's vaccines status that is. Have had to
find what ever side jobs I can to make it through but very much in debt now. I've actually been
one of the lucky ones considering what a lot of other canadians have had to go through. Also
haven't been able to see my elderly parents in NS since the start of the pandemic (and now I
am not allowed to fly so not sure when I will be able to see them). I'm also gonna miss my
best friend's wedding in mexico in the fall

2/18/2022 11:22 PM

43436

Too much dividing between us all

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43437

The hate mongering Trudeau has done against the Vax free people has appalled me. Hate
speech and dividing families like mine done made irreparable damage. We h e a family family
who has suffered horrible adverse effects from the vaccine. I will never forgive Trudeau and
Kenny for making people feel like they have no choice but to the take this poison.

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43438

It destroyed my life

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43439

mandate cause supply shortage, big, big inflation!

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43440

stress, divided from vaxed non-vaxed refused to be treated by a Doctor. I feel like an outcast
when going to public places, not the Canada I grew up in. feels like China

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43441

In every aspect. I was laid off twice from my job with 2 young children at home. It has put
stress on my daily life, as well as my marriage and family dynamics. It has created extreme
uncertainty and caused my wife and I to have a lot of anxiety that we did not have before. It
has put tremendous stress on our mental health almost to the point of needing professional
help. These mandates and government overreach needs to end immediately.

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43442

I am a Prisoner in a Free Country!!!!!!! #ClubOfRome

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43443

It’s bull shit, it has taken the Canadian freedom from all Canadians

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43444

Stress

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43445

It takes away personal rights. It is a threat. It does not fairly deal with opposing ideas and
realities.

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43446

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43447

Division, hate & anger. Loss of jobs for people I know. Great difficulty travelling. In addition my
daughter has been gravely ill for a full year after her first jab.

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43448

I cannot travel to visit my children and grandchildren, I am banned from the zoo, and
restaurants, I cannot leave Canada even though many in my family live in the US

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43449

Broken families and friends

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43450

Not just mine but everyone's.

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43451

Dramatically

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43452

I've lost two years of my life. I lost my job and am still unemployed. I'm not sure how much
longer our family can stay in our home. I can no longer visit my mother in a LTC home. My
health has decreased. I'm over-stressed. Our church closed. I can no longer go to the gym.
I've lost my community. I have family members who will no longer talk to me. I can no longer
travel anywhere. I'm just sick and tired of it all and feel myself sinking into a deep depression.

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43453

Masks are an inconvenience but tolerable, the social distance doesn't bother me.yhe bs
surrounding the aspects of vaccine, passport, booster, themudt have or else attitude. Be a
cold day in hell before I comply regardless of illegal laws made up by politician s, I am dying of
kidney failure and can't have medical procedures done because of covidd mandates

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43454

Decreased wages. Stressed out kids. It has torn friends and family members apart.

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43455

It has forced me into isolation from my friends and family. It’s stopped me from the joy of

2/18/2022 11:21 PM
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travel. It’s shown me how in effective the government and the government owned media are of
telling the TRUTH about anything.
43456

It has divided Canadians against each other. Every one is angry.

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43457

Decreased income. Increased debt. Watched society become increasingly distant and lacking
social interactions. Depressing.

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43458

I'm a healthcare worker and was forced to get the vaccine. I didn't get to have a choice.

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43459

It's been hard to find employees that aren't vaccinated and want to wear a mask most of my
staff can't wear masks for prolonged periods of time so it slows work

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43460

All aspects of life have been limited leading to depression and isolation

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43461

Loss of income!!!

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43462

Work, social, mental effects, watching the degradation of society and relationships between
people, watching children and elders being isolated at vulnerable times in their lives,

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43463

We have no freedom

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43464

It’s affected a lot of my life. Couldn’t visit my grandmother for two ears and has passed away
now in a home. Been waiting for surgery in which I couldn’t have done due to all of this.
Locked up like a criminal told how and when you can do anything. Can’t openly be free like this
country was built to be. Can’t fly or visit loved ones. Being told that if you don’t get vaccinated
you loose your job. Forceful restrictions, fear mongering the public. Not being able to see my
grandkids.

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43465

I have been unable to visit family in Canada, being a Canadian living in USA and unwillinging
to submit to vaccine. People should be allowed to choose, not be punished or forced.

2/18/2022 11:21 PM

43466

I lost my job and social life mine and my family’s life liberty and pursuit of happiness. Most of
all our countrymen and women who also lost thier rights (as guaranteed in our charter of rights
and freedoms)

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43467

My Freedoms have been stripped from me

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43468

Fear of loosing job. Unable to eat out. Unable to enjoy going to events or movies etc. Unable
to attend friends wedding. Treated as 2nd class or non-Citizen. Treated like the Japanese
during the war and waiting to be rounded up and put in a concentration type camp. Feel
increased stress about loosing home because I will not get vaccinated.

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43469

It sucks ! All aspects of my life 😔

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43470

The complete division and destruction of the Canadian way of life, our economy, families torn
apart, rise in suicide, domestic abuse, drug abuse, alcohol addiction, literally NOTHING good
has come from this. It's absolutely sickening

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43471

I can no longer take my child to the pool, restaurants etc...

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43472

It has caused divide among my family and friends. I feel like I am being punished for standing
in my beliefs.

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43473

Our leader should have respect for all citizens and be willing to meet with them and hear their
concerns instead of immediately calling them names which is a very immature and has
escalated the situation to where it is now. So sad. God tells us to love one another and be
respectful. ❤️

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43474

It has divided my family and myself it has put my child into depression

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43475

It’s been terrible. I can’t stand living this way. As a Canadian who paid to have a travel
passport I’m very upset and I’m tired of being treated like a second class citizen. That’s not
what Canada is about. Trudeau must be stopped and taken out of power, he’s ruing the
country.

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43476

Yes so much anxiety ! Missed loved ones funerals no good byes ! Weddings cancelled
because of the mandates! Have not seen most of my family since the beginning of covid !
Getting very depressed ! Lots friends because of different views ! Sad to see my grandson
wearing a mask the last 2 years and think that is normal ! We have done our part ! Enough is
enough

2/18/2022 11:20 PM
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43477

Social isolation, lost friendships through isolation and suicide, financial loss, friend and family
breakups, lost freedoms. Destroyed country

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43478

I feel discrimated against.

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43479

Stress, prevented me from seeing family, from traveling to the US to see family, suicidal
thoughts, lost my job

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43480

Isolated without my family for over 2yrs … mental health thru the roof … our Canadians were
isolated and some of them have passed alone … how sad

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43481

Lost my job due to vaccine. The country and friends are more divided than ever before .
Canadians have lost their identity.

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43482

In a constant depression.

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43483

The hardest part of the mandates has been on my Autistic son. He doesn’t understand in any
way what has happened over the past two years.

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43484

Every way of living

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43485

Can’t go to restaurants, sporting events etc. Being called an anti vaccer is racist. I feel like a
second class citizen. Discrimination has been the hardest. Divided our families.

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43486

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43487

It has prevented me and my family of our liberties and freedoms. Treated like third class
citizens

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43488

Unable to travel & visit my aging parents.

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43489

I believe the hospitals were killing people, they killed my son by injecting him over and over. so
they could say they had big numbers of people dying of covid. He never had covid

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43490

Lost 2 years of my life, for a pandemic that could have been handled completely differently, for
exemple, Lieutenant Redman's Emergency Plan. My young children missed out on crucial
schooling, and this, 3 school years in a row. It has made me feel hopeless, depressed and
angry. I have been a second class citizen barred from participating in many aspects of society,
including all leisure activties, celebrating Christmas, attending church, and even flying on an
airplane to visit family.

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43491

Its robbed me of valuable time with my senior parents, forced my children to live in fear and
behind a mask.

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43492

Divided friends and family, disrupted everyday life.

2/18/2022 11:20 PM

43493

Have not been able to travel or frequent places of business requiring vaccine passport.

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43494

I was not able to be with my mother when she passed away at her residence in Ontario and
that was absolutely heartbreaking… I have not been able to go to Florida because I am not
vaccinated therefore I am suffering with my health due to my rheumatoid arthritis! I have been
isolated from going in a restaurant at church different stores different gatherings and seeing
people that I love! I need surgery but now I am afraid that it will be delayed much longer
because of the mandates and the lack of blood and staff! I live alone so my mental health has
been affected with way too much isolation and difficulty getting help with my disability because
CLSC has a shortage of help!! I do not sleep well because of the anxiety all of this has caused
me!

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43495

job loss, financial hardship, social division, traumatized children

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43496

In every single way. For both myself and my wife/kids

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43497

Its BS

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43498

Not been able to live a happy life.

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43499

Very stressful.

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43500

Not much but pisses me off what is being pushed

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43501

Destroyed relations in my family

2/18/2022 11:19 PM
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43502

Business sales zero last year

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43503

Depression. Wasn’t able to attend loved one funerals. Wasn’t able to visit friends and family in
hospitals and care homes.

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43504

My life has dramatically changed. I couldn’t be more unhappy. I can’t travel.. my children can’t
travel.. I was forced to take a man injection I never wanted in order to provide for my family.
I’m sick of wearing masks. I can’t breathe well with then. I miss seeing peoples faces. I miss
seeing friends and family. I miss seeing sporting events and concerts. I miss going into my
Childrens schools. I miss seeing my children play sports. Life is 100% different. And none of it
is positive. This is an over reach of government powers. This never should have happened.

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43505

Had to make a vacation

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43506

I've been discriminated for my beliefs

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43507

Too many negative ways!

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43508

They don’t.

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43509

Has made it unbearable at times.

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43510

It put me into the financial coma and made me depressed, totally ruined my life

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43511

Caused mental stress, conflict with family and friends. Depression, anxiety, fear, thoughts of
ending this life as it is no life at all since Trudeau put in all those mandates that no longer is
justified in any way. I want the old Canada back. I want to see our family again. I want to be
able to make a living with ought being coerced in taking an experimental vaccines that has
adverse effect in family members and friend who lost their family member after he got
vaccinated.

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43512

Lost my job, lost my apartment, and has caused serious depression in my life.

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43513

100% has affected my family mentally emotionally physically financially

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43514

Lack of socializing Wich causes depression and anxiety issues

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43515

Could not see my father when he was dyeing. Retired, can't go anywhere ( travel ) prisoner in
my home. Not able to spend time with some family and friends. List could go on forever.

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43516

I love in BC, my kids and grandkids live in Ontario, I can no longer see them , can't go
anywhere and face discrimination and name calling for my free choice

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43517

I lost my job as a nurse in a hospital that was already short staffed, and I've become
depressed and suicidal

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43518

Prison

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43519

This is an infringement on our rights. Please stop ALL mandates.

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43520

Shortness of breath from wearing a mask for 8 hours a day and my landlord has been
overcome by fear and is very angry at anyone who isn’t vaccinated.

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43521

Isolation as a retired person

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43522

Not being able to see family on special occasions

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43523

I have never felt so alone while the mandates took affect. Unable to go anywhere without a
mask has been a nightmare.

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43524

I am not allowed to travel

2/18/2022 11:19 PM

43525

I hate he masks and the isolation. I think the government is trying to dominate us.

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43526

Travel restrictions, masks caused injury, depression and inability Gather socially with friends.

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43527

Not being able to visit ailing elderly grandparents newborns weddings funerals graduations
everything that makes life worth living being with the people we love and care for

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43528

My family is more divided than ever. And my Grandmother spent weeks alone in the hospital
before she passed away.

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43529

Forced me to get a vaccine to keep my job and see my family.

2/18/2022 11:18 PM
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43530

Usually I invoice $750,000. To $1,000,000. A year in sales with my travel company. Last year I
invoiced $20,000. Loss of income. Destroying a company that I have spent 10 years building.

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43531

It has affected my friends mental and physical health along with their family relationships. We
are a small business that has been greatly affected and shut down unlike the large corporate
businesses. I have many friends who took the vaccine in order to keep their jobs, see their
loved ones in nursing homes and even to just not be turned away from family members just
because if a personal choice. And after all if this we are dividing people even knowing that the
vaccines do not stop getting the virus or transmitting it. We should have let it run its course
and take precautions like we did with SARS back in 1999-2000. It ran its course. We need to
live with this and continue to wash out hands regularly and be a little more aware of our health
and others.

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43532

It has restricted my travel, going to restaurants, attending my brother's funeral etc.

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43533

Unable to have adequate support through cancer treatment, unable to attend a funeral for my
grandmother, strain on my marriage, unable to support my mom in the hospital for mental
health, fear and anxiety for my children's rights and freedoms. I'm not free to travel in my own
country. Segregation.

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43534

Taken away freedom to travel. Forcing mask wearing to go anywhere as masks have proven to
be useless and breathing through one inhibits oxygen. It’s idiotic!!

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43535

Division, discrimination & loss of trust in government

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43536

My grandmother dies alone, I’ve had friends lose businesses and I’ve lost a lot mysekf

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43537

I was forced to take a vaccine that I don't believe was the right choice for me at this time. If I
didn't I would have lost my job. There are not many job I am able to do with my disability, so
really didn't have a choice. My children have experienced depression due to the mandates and
I am not able to be with them to support them when it is needed. The damage to mental health
is not worth it.

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43538

I have been greatly impacted financially and family has shunned me for having different
choices and my mental health has suffered

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43539

Unable to watch kids play sports.

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43540

Family Divid. Secluded.

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43541

Mental health. Physical health. No confidence in my government. No longer feel safe in this
country

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43542

Every part

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43543

It made life hard in many ways! I’ve been having panic attacks since all this. We need to get
back to our lives.

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43544

due to the mandates my sister had mental health issues and she took her life

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43545

How hasn’t it? We now live in a country where the police protect the state not the people.
There is no way that their reputation with the public will ever recover. Shame on all of them. I
hope they know eternity is a long time.

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43546

It has divided my friends and family. It has people angry calling names. No freedom

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43547

Relationship with Family and friends, lost jobs and mental health

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43548

It has not affected at all instead protected the loved ones

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43549

Kids oppertunities

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43550

Loneliness, depression, anger, frustration, fear of loosing freedom permanently. Lost
connection with country and people. Lost trust in government, people, the medical
establishment, loss of trust and respect for media and now financial institutions.

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43551

Missing friends, loss of friends due to devision of choice freedoms, forced to a get a vaccine
to keep my job.

2/18/2022 11:18 PM

43552

Made me feel like a second class Canadian and infringed on my rights

2/18/2022 11:18 PM
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43553

The mandates have been a huge burden to the foster children. I can’t believe what the
government can do without parental consent. I have missed family because I’d not being able
to travel. My special needs sister and brother, have mentally deteriorated because of not being
able to see peoples faces. It is scary for them. Our employees have been harassed by the
health unit. And yet we have no right to speak up. Even the police station refused to let me
speak to an officer over a concern. What is happened ti Canada?

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43554

Wasted some of my prime years as a young adult

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43555

In all way ,negatively

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43556

Protection from all germs is nice

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43557

Affected my business, my childrens' lives, caused a lot of undue stress and hardship for no
reason, as the mandates have done nothing to stop the spread

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43558

Everything.

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43559

Less freedom to worship , freedom to visit family. Strangled my right to travel , visit sick family
members. More mental illness problems in family . Small business financial distress in our
small town. Stress for our grandchildren at school.skin irritations from masks .lost civil liberties
to travel eat out attend events ect

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43560

Broken my family

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43561

Divided family, hurt my children, caused anxiety, affected work, made many live in fear. Too
many ways to list.

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43562

I’ve been singled out and missed important live & death events during the last two years.

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43563

It has affected every aspect of our lives. Lost friendships mostly, but a freedom of a new kind.
Freedom to no longer feel the need for comfort, a freedom to FIGHT FOR FREEDOM, no
matter the consequences

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43564

I am a teacher so possibly in a week I may not have a job to pay my bills.

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43565

It has ruined everyone’s life financially, physically, emotionally, economically

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43566

I can't go to restaurants and I can't travel

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43567

Negatively. Cost the lives of 2 family members so far

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43568

Lost friends, work, opportunities to travel to visit friends and family.

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43569

Job security

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43570

Terrified to go to hospital immune compromised and this is NOT a vax its a jab from some sick
evil posessed person who has an agenda the is concocted by an immoral pm or POS

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43571

I am a mother with two young children. We have been marginalized and excluded from society.
I can’t bring my children out to movies, recreation centers, restaurants, or sporting events. We
have been ostracized by close friends and family who look at us as a danger to their health.
My children are learning that discrimination is acceptable. Other children, who are vaccinated,
are being taught that discrimination is acceptable. I am also an elementary teacher who has
been back in class teaching since June 2020. There is no significant issues with COVID in my
school. The tragedy is the psychological and emotional damage being done to children. They
are living in fear and are often reminded about COVID mandate reminders, such as strict
compliance to mask wearing for 6 hours a day. Children are sucking masks into their mouths
as they participate in physical education activities. Many kids are now too scared to take their
masks off, even when they are outside of the school where they aren’t required. Kids are
holding in so much trauma. We must get back to normal living before anymore damage is
caused to them.

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43572

Employment ended, social anxiety through the roof, depression, iccolation, mental health no
longer available

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43573

In every aspect

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43574

Mental health, family relationships are tarnished. Lost wages. Increased stress and police hate
for a policing family is awful

2/18/2022 11:17 PM
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43575

It’s divided loved ones, sent others into a spiral of depression , made us unable to properly say
goodbye to my late mother, and gather together to grieve her death, and carry on a normal
existence & most relationships divided will never be repaired

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43576

Awful! We need our freedom back, our children especially are suffering, they need time with
friends, outings, sports etc and we all need to interact with friends and family.

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43577

Destroyed

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43578

Family income loss. Mental health stress. Overall uncertainty regarding the future and living in
Canada.

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43579

It has affected my household income dramatically.

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43580

No social life. Kids are missing an entire post secondary school year and are unemployed
because of the mandates. Our young adult children are suffering and one of our teenagers is
having a real tough time with it all as well. No sports etc. It’s been brutal.

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43581

Financially, mentally, physically

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43582

Lost 2 jobs Lost time with my family Caused PTSD

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43583

I am ok so far

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43584

My girlfriend was fired from her job. Our kids are dramatically behind in their education. We are
all suffering mentally and physically. Girlfriend was prescribed antidepressants.

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43585

I can’t go to places I used to often go to and part of certain family and friends are afraid to
spend time with me and larger groups. Some of my friends have attacked my other friends for
not getting vaccinated.

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43586

Can't do anything

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43587

Anxiety now!!! Never had before

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43588

The shutdown of the economy and of the social and economical state of the peoples of
Canada, has affected all Canadians not just myself. To bring a shame to all Canadians, and
the view of the whole world upon the kind of prime minister that people's would vote for depicts
Canadians as handicapped in mind and Spirit.

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43589

insane and making me insane,a lot of government people need to be in prison

2/18/2022 11:17 PM

43590

I’m a free man bought and paid for by my ancestors blood… nobody has the right to take that
away. If your afraid u stay home

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43591

I lost my brother due to the mandates

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43592

Easy

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43593

Depression, stress, separation from family and friends. Fear of losing my job

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43594

Has stopped me from going to a restaurant

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43595

How hasn’t it? I a, fully vaccinated as well

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43596

It was sad to see people falling for the official narrative. I knew these times will come so
psychological I was prepared.

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43597

VERY NEGATIVELY.

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43598

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43599

In every way. I am now a second class citizen. Barred from certain buildings, mandates on
how many people can be around me, loss of friends, health deterioration (physical and mental).

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43600

Badly

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43601

Had a covid vaccine injury to begin. Children have suffered socially. Loved ones can’t visit
their sick spouses in hospital. My Prime Minister has called me many names, all of which I am
not.

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43602

Had to do things i didnt want to

2/18/2022 11:16 PM
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43603

I have had to close my businesses three times. My husband is a mandated worker who has
refused the vaccine. My children are unable to participate in regular activities. I have missed
numerous work trips to the US. We have missed numerous family vacations due to the
inability to freely travel within my country and elsewhere.

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43604

Yes

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43605

It has turned my family against me. They don't want me to visit or be around my 87 yrs old
mother anymore. I'm bullied when I go into stores. Couldn't gather for fellowship in church or
with friends. Caused 3 friend to commit suicide. What else.... Hmmmm not enough room to
write about all the slander, name calling and false accusations the PM has initiated in his
HATE speach.

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43606

Negatively. Can’t travel, attend restaurants, etc

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43607

I have suffered immense anxiety and mild depression

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43608

I am free and have always been free to do all I wish to with all mandates in place.

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43609

I am dying with terminal cancer but I want my daughter to grow up in a free country

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43610

Yes

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43611

I think these mandates have been overdone making all of our news negative and it’s affected
people so much they are either angry or scared and caused a lot of depression and broken
family up. I think the news may be controlled by the pharma companies, looking for more
money….it’s just too overly negative. When people are in fear, that’s when wars begin and
that’s the last thing we need! Let’s have balance!

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43612

Isolation, ridiculous rules for no reason, no smiley faces

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43613

O lost my job

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43614

I suffer from depression. It's affecting my kids life

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43615

I am PRO CHOICE…if you want to get vaccinated do it if you do not want to get vaccinated
don’t get vaccinated it needs to be your choice..and treatment of people who are not
vaccinated is downright nasty that is what irks me it’s not right that on Tuesday I can go in the
restaurant with my friends and on Wednesday I can’t because someone is not vaccinated
nothing between us friends has changed except the mandate I am the same person on
Wednesday that I was on Tuesday and that’s what pisses me off we are being divided by our
government- the government that is supposed to be working for all the people not just the ones
that are vaccinated - and f-y-I - I am vaccinated…

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43616

I work eight hours and one of those masks I do what I’m told I try to be safe but enough is
enough I haven’t been able to be around my grandchildren very much my adult children my
friends I basically stay home go grocery shopping and the way I can be in touch with my
family is FaceTime and phone calls but I think enough is enough time to get on with our lives
thank you for this questionnaire

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43617

It has completely messed with my mental health and my relationships.

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43618

I cannot live comfortably and live in fear of law enforcement and our government. Cannot live
freely in a free country and have had basic rights taken away, as well as being ridiculed,
shunned, yelled at and even told my life does not matter and that I am basically a walking
virus (threat to society) when I have done nothing wrong. Lost friends family and freedom for
no reason at all in my mind. I am 22 years old and feel as if I cannot live a normal life and
know many others around the same age and younger who feel the same. Over a vaccine(s).
Personally I do not believe this has anything to do with a vaccine but with control.

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43619

I don’t want to say, I would become too upset trying to explain.

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43620

Of course

2/18/2022 11:16 PM

43621

My wife and I have not been able to go back to Australia to visit a sick family member
because we choose not to take an experimental vaccine that has known to cause serious
injuries! My wife comes home from work every day upset because of peoples comments about
the so called disgusting uneducated selfish unvaccinated people! We are lucky that we can
still at least keep our jobs but the mentally this has taken a toll on both of us !

2/18/2022 11:15 PM
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43622

tooka way my livlihood and employment even though I was working remotely from home. Took
away my only financial source of obtaining necessities of life such as food and ability to pay
rent. Destroyed family relationships and friendships. Impacted my emotional, mental and
physical well-being due to extreme stress and distress -- unable to sleep or eat properly.
Destroyed any trust I had in our government and my employer.

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43623

My job, mental health, and relationships

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43624

Lockdowns, masking, vaccine mandates

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43625

I’m an introvert. Life is good. I also vote liberal and believe in science. Long live Trudeau!

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43626

Mandates have deeply and negatively affected my life. I have been reduced to Tele visits with
my doctors appt. I can't breathe and get anxiety while wearing masks while trying to make
other people happy/perceived safe while shopping. I have been unable to go to church and
other social events. With the event of passports, I now can't go to a restaurant and many other
places. I can't go on vacation, due to my medical choice not to get the vaxcine. I am a
Christian and have firm beliefs in the santity of life. Due to the way this vaxcine was made I
would never take it. I have other serious health issues that I believe would pose as an
unnecessary risk of vaxcine injury or death. I am a Canadian citizen in my senior years. I have
worked since I was 15. Instead of enjoying my twilight years I am a prisoner in my own home.
I can't even get on a plane to get the heck out of Canada. I got Covid early on before the
vaxcine's debut on this earth. I have natural immunity. I should not be treated so shamefully.

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43627

My schooling suffered greatly especially during my last year of highschool, where we were
forced to go in person then back online then in person and back online over and over again. As
well as wearing the mask for 7+ hours a day by the end i would feel more exhausted and have
found it caused me to get sick and create more headaches. Not only this with the vaccine
passport I was unable to attend in person school. And with my irrational fear of needles getting
the vaccine caused troublesome especially having to fight my way through 2 shots. It has also
made it much more difficult to get into the doctors offices and for things such as bloodwork for
health concerns

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43628

It has made me feel depressed and angry. It has made the house finances very scarce,
feeding and keeping my family warm and clothed is becoming almost impossible, and we
couldn't even go to church to turn to God because they took that away too. It has made me
hate my government and ashamed of my country. The truckers gave me hope for something
better and know they're ruining that too.

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43629

I have been suffering from mental health issues for almost 25 years(on and off). The last two
years have been the worst.

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43630

Prevented me from going certain places and travelling out of the country

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43631

As a older senior it has restricted my activity and is affecting my health.

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43632

I am sad, especially for the children, who always seem to suffer the most. Sad for all the
divided families, churches and friends. Sad for the people who have lost their livelihoods, jobs
etc. Sad the people in charge closed schools, lockdowns, vaccine passports, masks, etc., all
with no science behind what they did. This better not happen again and people in charge have
to pay for what they did to society.

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43633

Cause me extreme stress

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43634

I have become depressed and unable to work and provide for my two kids.

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43635

Myself and wife have not been able to take our 2yr old to play centres, sporting event let alone
say good by to his only great grandmother

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43636

Can't go to a dentist, can't visit someone in long term care. the masks make me feel lousy,
and it inhibits true communication. it sucks!

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43637

Took away time with family. Added unnecessary stress at work trying to implement all these
Covid rules and communicate the constant changes. The division causes stress for everyone
in leadership as now you are damned if you do and damned if you don’t. The last 2 years have
been a lose/Lose situation

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43638

Mostly kept me from seeing family and friends, being isolated, and kept anxious about
catching covid with all the media scare tactics.

2/18/2022 11:15 PM
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43639

It has caused tremendous anxiety and fear for myself, my marriage and my children! I have
trouble trying to focus on work and stay positive. This is been the worst two years of my life!
All of the uncertainty and the fear that we are going to lose our rights and freedom's in this
amazing country of Canada! I personally think the Justin Trudeau should be charged with
treason!

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43640

My freedom to travel, and or shop when and where I want

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43641

My wife and I are trying to move to Alberta to make a fresh start for ourselves, but if we
choose not to get vaccinated our options for work and even social life to find new friends are
extremely limited. The Canada I know and am proud to live in doesn’t punish its citizens for
their personal decisions. I live in Canada- strong and free.

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43642

Almost lost my job and extreme limits on places i can go

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43643

All

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43644

2 Stressful years. Division in our country. Missed out on vacation and children with missed
education due to mandates. We need to get on with life

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43645

Depression, division’s

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43646

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43647

It's affected my health and mental health because I have asthma and I need to excercise
INDOORS in the winter. I used to go to the track and walk .

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43648

in Everything… work, social life, family, travelling and many more the list CAN be long

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43649

- My family member has lost their job because of this mandate. - I work in LTC,
residents/families who are not vaccinated, are not allowed to visit their family unless their
actively dying....

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43650

Loss of job and can't find employment

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43651

It has taken freedoms away such as ability to travel by air, public transit or across an
international border. It has isolated me from family and friends. It has made me an outcast
among society questioning our governments actions while the majority have blindly followed
them. It has also made me lose faith in mankind by watching the division the mandates have
caused, turning polite strangers into hateful mean people just because your opinion differs from
theirs.

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43652

Fucked it right up

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43653

isolation, relationships, social activities, cancelling of needed surgery

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43654

Breaking up our family, ruining our health, more stress and depression, etc.

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43655

It has hindered some people from attending the church I pastor.

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43656

Mother-in-law was going to have medically assisted suicide out of fear, unable to travel, visit
friends and family, church restricted, shopping, social involvement restricted, economic
difficulties and now increasing inflation

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43657

Job, family, health, friendships.. everyday you can think!!

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43658

Isolation, desolation financially crippling

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43659

Closed down my small business that I own. Having to mask my children to go to school.
Missed family time. Having to go to ultrasound doctor appointments when pregnant with my
twins all by myself. Not being able to have my children meet their siblings in hospital.

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43660

My job

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43661

It’s divided my once close family. It’s postponed family members surgeries and not allowed
them a support person while in hospital. I work with adults with special needs and it has kept
her from enjoying activities with friends. It’s barred me from important work events. I’ve
watched friends become permanently ill from the vaccines (proven and recorded in their
charts). It prevented my asthmatic son from needed medical treatment. I’ve felt isolated and
alone. I am trapped in my own country.

2/18/2022 11:15 PM

43662

Division between friends and family. Separated from society and discriminated against by our

2/18/2022 11:15 PM
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very own prime minister. Also a contract with Georgian College was ended early because I
wouldn’t provide them with my personal medical information. The coercion and control needs to
stop.
43663

I don't think it was affected negatively at all. My full-time job onforced to work from homw
which I enjoyed. I am also introvert and have to commute from Wasaga Beach to Toronto

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43664

Haven't seen my sister in two years, she lives in the US. My dad has been unable to visit his
father who is not doing well. My anxiety has gotten much worse

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43665

Worship, community life, freedom and stress free travel

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43666

None of your business

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43667

stress, angst, frustration, anger, hopelessness, life as we knew it has been bulldozed by a
pack of lies perpetuated by media, government and psychopaths masquerading as health
officials.

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43668

I’ve lost friends to depression and suicide. Stress. Family disconnect

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43669

Made us feel like 2nd class citizens who were to blame for other peoples' problems and took
away our rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43670

In every way! , its cost me family and friends lives , tens of thousands of dollars ,thousands of
hours of sleep, cant travel on holidays in two years, its caused division in family and friends,
and we are living in fear of what next this fanatical dictator will impose on us next , people are
storing stuff in the forests and mountains , so if they have to run they have some place to go ,
we cant even leave this country if we had to ! This is only some of the things that have
changed , our human rights , our chartered rights are not being held up , our leader is a
communist dictator!!!

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43671

Ruining it

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43672

Severe depression and anxiety. Loss of job/income for my family. Lack of trust and confidence
in all levels of government. Doubt in our medical system. Division of friends families and
communities. Loss of life opportunities

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43673

These mandates cause more mental issues and death than Covid had

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43674

I lost my job, experienced significant stress due to all of the lies and realizing that the virus
was simply a tool to control people. I was unable to go to a restaurant, library, arena, etc. I did
not dare to go to a hospital and had great difficulty accessing other health care as they refused
to respect my medical choices and rights.

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43675

Travel Family visiting

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43676

I was unenrolled from my nursing degree by the university of alberta because of the mandates
and consequent COVID-19 vaccination policy is AHS (Alberta Health Services).

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43677

It has been incredibly difficult...can't ask question...MSM & government pushing fear and
division constantly...so done with the narrative

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43678

Terrible for the mental health of my teens

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43679

High anxiety

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43680

Not at all.

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43681

My oldest son has heart issues due to the vaccine that have not been able to be corrected.
Our business lost revenue causing job losses and decreased wages.

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43682

Destroyed livelihood, destroyed social fabric, depression, infringed on my rights as a Canadian
citizen, lost trust in our government.

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43683

In every way! Work. My teen is having significant health issues.

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43684

Could not start to describe all the ways it has affected myself and my family.

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43685

Not at all

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43686

Live in a small town so don’t where a mask unless I’m forced, don’t support any place where u
have to be vaxxed. Just enjoy the great outdoors

2/18/2022 11:14 PM
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43687

Division, depression, anxiety, bullying

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43688

Lose of social activities

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43689

Ruined my marriage, I am divorced hope your happy Treuu deau thanks for ruining my family

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43690

Family division, friends deaths and I couldn’t see them

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43691

My children has been Socially , mentally and emotionally affected.

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43692

Omg... really??? I wouldn't even know where to start!

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43693

Extremely with my work with my income with my relationships

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43694

It has been very hard for my family social life .

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43695

Changed everything about my daily decisions. Taken away my liberties. Taken away my
freedoms. Made me fearful and hopeless.

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43696

Covid has affected my life

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43697

To be able to socialize with family and friends,to live a normal life to find a better paying job

2/18/2022 11:14 PM

43698

Job loss, disruptions to programs/youth programs, segregation, not being able to attend my
sons sporting events,

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43699

Limited my mobility, enjoyment of life.

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43700

I have isolated for 2 years and am very tired of it

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43701

Limited the activities I could do with my new baby unless I got vaccinated. I felt like there was
no other choice but to get the vaccination.

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43702

Felt like a prisoner

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43703

Loss of freedoms.

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43704

I have no life

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43705

the life?? you mean the one i used to have????

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43706

Anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43707

Division. Poor quality of life. Mental health issues

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43708

Everyone must have a choice

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43709

Inconvenienced mostly.

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43710

It made it difficult to go to college

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43711

It has taken my special need sons therapy and respites away. My ability to travel, eat out,
attend theaters, concerts, wedding, funerals. Not being able to visit or care for family and
friends in hospital.

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43712

We have had similar mandates. They ruin life quality and are unscientific. They do more harm
than good and have had no real benefit.

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43713

...increased my existing depression due to more isolation...

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43714

Our world has been altered government financial bandaids don’t recover family businesses

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43715

Separated me from friends and family. Made me lonely and depressed and suicidal

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43716

Affected our freedons

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43717

Can't travel, dine out, visit seniors in old age homes

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43718

entering restaurants, etc

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43719

The mandates have certainly kept pretty much every one I live with and work with healthy.
Although not perfect, our 3 levels of government have done ok with the uncertainty of the
Covid pandemic. Our family and friends agree that the slight disruption to our social life has

2/18/2022 11:13 PM
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not been terrible. In fact, we have grown closer as a family since 2020 and had some really
great adventures.
43720

I could write a novel on it.

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43721

Mentally for my self and my children losing out on good education, loss of time in sports and
family and friendships

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43722

It’s destroyed it

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43723

Haven’t seen my daughter or grand kids since summer of 2019. I’m hurt and angry

2/18/2022 11:13 PM

43724

Created incredible stress and mental anguish, taken large amounts of time from family and
friends to try to deal with draconian laws, suffered grief and trauma over unnecessary deaths,
and caused visible and open segregation that caused harm and isolation to me.

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43725

Lock down is not normal

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43726

My 18 year old nephew had Myocarditis right after his second Pfizer shot. Almost died, will
have permanent repercussions. Missed many family events weddings, funerals etc.

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43727

I have lost my business permanently!

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43728

Mentally

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43729

Loneliness, depression, hopelessness.

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43730

Depressed, division socially and in family and friends, a abig impact in my job, traveling etc

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43731

It has made it difficult

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43732

Horribly - I can’t fly to see my family I suffer from depression because of being isolated

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43733

Be badly discriminated.

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43734

Less job

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43735

My Child’s education has suffered

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43736

It isn't because I did the right thing and got vaccinated.

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43737

Fear, anxiety, depression

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43738

Was forced to retire early because of employer vaccine mandate. I will have less money to live
on for the rest of my life.

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43739

Created division amongst my friends family and church.

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43740

I've lost my job, and friends to suicide. I've gotten depressed myself as there isn't much I can
do in the world anymore.

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43741

Very negatively

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43742

It has caused strife and division in families, not able to travel, see my grandkids swim. My
mother died lonely in a care facility in spite of being triple vaccinated, she still got Covid and I
believe died from cancer caused by the jab.

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43743

Forced into early retirement, now on a fixed income.

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43744

Too many ways to write them all here.

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43745

Hard to breathe with a mask

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43746

It affects everything! Enjoying life, freedoms, friends, family. It’s made irreversible rifts in
families & friendships, businesses have been affected - all except the big box
stores/companies.

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43747

Job loss. Loss of friends and family. (Due to vaccine side effects and difference of political
opinion) Loss of finances. Large wait times for general medical care + surgery. Discrimination
at businesses and workplace.

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43748

Lost loved ones due to: suicide, depression, overdose. Division based on differing views (
thanks to mainstream media’s incessant fear mongering and obvious lies) Became a mother in

2/18/2022 11:12 PM
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complete isolation, no help, no community. Marital stress. Severe post-partum depression. I
have not been able to see my mother who lives overseas. Or to visit my aunt who is currently
dying of stage 4 colorectal cancer in Asia. My uncle and great aunt have both died in Canada
and haven’t been able to have funerals to grieve. I am ashamed to be Canadian, fear for my
child’s future and intent to leave. I refuse to have any more children as I feel it is too unsafe to
bring another child into the world and cannot afford to be a vulnerable person again. Take your
pick.
43749

Not been able to do anything or go anywhere. Out of a job soon because of the mandate

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43750

Mental health, my income and career!

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43751

Mentally, my family has suffered from not being able to interact like we used to. My Mother is
in a LTC, she hasn’t seen my face in over 2 years. We need to learn to live with the flu again

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43752

Job loss because of vaccine mandate Loss of social interaction

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43753

I can’t believe in mainstream media.have lost all faith in the political system in this country

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43754

Not allowing me to visit Ill family members in hospitals. Missing birthdays, funerals, Christmas
gatherings and social interactions with friends and family. Being labeled as a racist by my
prime minister for not taking the vaccine. Losing job opportunities, household income and
facing the potentials of future business partners due to the mandates.

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43755

Loss of income and mental health and loss of development in my children

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43756

It has been a test of patience. Now I know I’m being lied to, Trudeau claims over and over, he
speaks for all Canadians… what a joke that notion is, I beg to differ. I never believed he was fit
to lead much more than a drama class, and he has proven that to be right. He won’t even talk
to the people he claims to speak for. He is an embarrassment to all Canadians.

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43757

Limited shopping no family stalled emergency

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43758

Every aspect

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43759

Kids can’t attend school, division in families, churches, has caused mental health issues

2/18/2022 11:12 PM

43760

It’s been hard and had to quit my job.

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43761

Lost majority of income

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43762

Took on several mental challenges from being isolated and told what to do, for 2 years

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43763

Taken away my rights and freedoms. Turned my homeland into a police state.

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43764

Lost job as an RN while pregnant and breastfeeding with true concern and asking for an
extension on the mandate until no longer pregnant

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43765

We can’t support the 6 people that we do. Plus us.

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43766

I lost the will to live and I know that’s what you wanted so you can all go right back to hell
where you belong. Vaccines kill. Virus do not exist. You are evil POSs

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43767

I'm still alive and so are my loved ones so I'd say it's great

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43768

With not being vaccinated it has put large restrictions on the ease of movement for my family
and I. We have not been able to partake in numerous activities over the past couple years that
bring ones quality of life up. Like taking my 3-5 yr old children to the pool to be able to learn to
swim for instance. School constantly stopping and starting for 5 yr old children in kindergarten
gives no structure for proper juvenile development. The confusion of stopping and starting and
not being able to foster peer relationships has had a mental impact on our young children.
There is no doubt about that. Our young kids do not know and cannot relate to what “normal”
ever was. They are a Covid restricted generation. That is their normal. I worry about the long
term impact

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43769

Economics. Denied health care. Children's development. Children missing out on things.
Specialist appointments virtual so missed diagnosis. Improved life by meeting new friends and
enjoying nature.

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43770

big time

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43771

Freedom is limited to what I can and cannot do. Where I should be able to decide for myself.

2/18/2022 11:11 PM
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43772

Loss of work and socializing

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43773

Infringed on my freedom, loss of income, depression etc

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43774

I was unable to share time with my grandchildren and my sisters husband that has alzheimers.
It has torn our very close family apart.

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43775

Socially , mentally, physically, monetarily, family division, animosity from friends, frustration
with lies and manipulation. I see it not differently than an abusive relationship between citizens
of Canada and our combined politicians, health officials and big pharma. Science, scientists,
doctors lawyers, journalists, broadcasters who are truthful are ignored. Cures are available and
were withheld.

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43776

My freedom of choice has been taken away. I cannot travel, I cannot breath with a mask on.
My grandchildren cannot be in school without a mask and they hate it. I lost a friend to Covid
.He Would still be alive today if early intervention had been given. People are dying from these
Vaccines. No accountability from govt or big pharma companies. I want my freedoms BACK
NOW….

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43777

every day!

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43778

Immensely

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43779

By restricting the normalities of happiness and employment

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43780

Reduced my income and eliminates my freedom of choice and autonomy

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43781

It has made my life a living hell. I have suffered so much.

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43782

It's like being in Prison!!! Enough is enough! Freedom to the people!!!

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43783

Depression Isolation Loss of income

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43784

In so many significant negative ways it’s hard to imagine the toll this has had in my life and
the lives of those I love.

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43785

-Children denied post secondary school -Denied going to movies -No restaurants -Denied
access to hospital to discuss care of sick parent -Last saw Mother alive through iPad screen No one came to funeral because of fear -no trust in our medical, political, or school systems
left

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43786

I’ve been separated from family for some special occasions. My daughter and daughter-in-law
have both suffered significant long lasting vaccine injury, preventing them for working, being an
involved mom with their young children as used to be, unable to enjoy running or other physical
activities, neurological and physical challenges. This has affected their families and us!
Friends who are unvaccinated for various reasons have experienced intense judgement, rude
remarks, and have been not allowed to dine out, access a swimming pool for one lady’s
physical health, etc…. So I have chosen not to go anywhere they aren’t allowed to. And it sure
doesn’t help to have a prime minister who acts worse than my young grade 3 students ever
did…. Lies, racist bullying comments, proud and power hungry…. Certainly not a leader to look
up to. It baffles me that the Liberal caucus think he’s a man of integrity, a positive leader for
our country.

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43787

Uncertainty in Job/employment. Unable to make my own healthcare choice. Nation being
divided. Uncertain about my future and freedom.

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43788

Coercion, family devision, fear for future, loved ones died.

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43789

I always walked around my city helping anybody that asked then locked inside. Any home life
fell apart work is gone walks gone friends now have none. Now because I'm not a guinea pig to
be tested on I can't shop travel watch a movie. He said if we don't get the not safe needle we
can't join his world and he follows China. We are Canada people died for what is now being
taken the one who still live with what they did for our freedom taken and told take jab or pay.
Everybody is affected. Ya me but the people I help or the ones they return the kind act to. I'm
was locked in for two years my kid almost 3 hasn't known much then a 2 bedroom apartment
with 3 people and 2 dogs. I walked around the other day has teeth ripped out I see what the
mandate did to Cornwall we lost almost all none big chain stores income dropped prices
jumped landlords get away with not fixing government gets away with money power land. And
more. Prime Minister said so much crap and lies. Started trucker convoy now it's a game of tic

2/18/2022 11:11 PM
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for tacand make new laws because there not doing what PM says solutions: get rid of Justin
and his mandates leave it to a caution strong advise. But our choice
43790

I cry at seeing all the lonely people and abused people

2/18/2022 11:11 PM

43791

I got vaccinated for not knowing to much about and most of all not being able to be with family

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43792

It has shut down my life almost totally.

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43793

It has made me get a vaccine that I didn’t want in the first place.

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43794

No faith in our government, main stream media. False narratives and propaganda. Social
divide. Community’s ruined, kids education in jeopardy. Families divided. Shame on our
leaders.

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43795

I am unemployed and cannot be employed. I've had a severe reaction in the past to
pharmaceutical. I have questions and concerns and they are not being addressed. Both my
eldest sons were forced to keep thier job and my youngest son Is unable to attend university
and has lost his job. Our whole existence is affected. I cannot travel to see my children. My
son is in the Canadian forces and just had a new baby.

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43796

Loss of freedom

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43797

I don’t want to leave home

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43798

Loss of job, friends and family. Complete segregation

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43799

Taking our freedom of chose away, divided family and friends, and drove prices up and
destroyed business

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43800

I lost my job. I have division in my family, with people. I have anxiety and feel isolated. I want
all mandates to end and get our lives back.

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43801

Work related pressure and stresses.

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43802

It has segregated me and my family because of my choices. It makes me feel unsafe because
of the narrative and name calling from the government and media.

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43803

travel, loss of work, depression.

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43804

My husband has lost his work. I can’t wear a mask for health reasons and I can’t go anywhere.
It’s upsetting and I hate how it has hurt lots of people

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43805

It has taken away all my freedom that I’m entitled too!! I live in Canada

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43806

It has caused me and my family extreme financial problems, depression and a death in the
family.

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43807

unemployment

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43808

It has negatively affected every single area of my life and my families life

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43809

My social life with friends has cut way back. We are social human beings and this is not
natural to us. My daughters wedding had to be cancelled several times due to limited people
allowed. One of my best coworkers is going to be losing her job with me due to not having the
vaccine, this is only one if many from our organization. one of my other daughters lost her job
due to not having vaccine. this is just a small snippet of how it has affected me, I would need
much more time to think of all the ways.

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43810

I lost my job because of the mandates,it has effected m and many people around me in a very
negative way. We all want these mandates and discrimination to end immediately. It has
caused a devise between Canadians and effected our Canadian charter of rights

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43811

I wear a mask for an 8 hour shift 5 days a week.

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43812

Not at all

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43813

Caused anxiety in my minor children. Caused pain and distress. Caused anxiety in myself.
Caused physical harm.

2/18/2022 11:10 PM

43814

Didn’t work for 4 closures

2/18/2022 11:09 PM
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43815

Divided my family to the point some of us are no longer on speaking terms.

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43816

Depressed and angry. Angry at our government destroying our country.

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43817

Forced to take actions I was not in agreement in order to stay employed. Skin on face and
neck adversely affected by face covering. Poor /difficult breathing at times while working at a
labour intensive job. Repeatedly haveing to reschedule my work due to school closers. Have
had to pass on multiple job opportunities as I attempt to start my own business. countless
encounters with people who aggressively "defend " there stance. As well as heavy tension with
in extended family due to different stances.

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43818

Lost my job😡

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43819

I moved out of the country because of depression caused from no social activity and all the
mandates

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43820

In every way possible

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43821

Addiction, mental health issues, family problems, loss of work due to above stated.

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43822

Suicide

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43823

Loss of community, loss of feeling securety and safe to make my own health decisions. I feel
bullied into the shot that doesn't work. Loss of recreational activities that promote my Health
and wellness. Loss of work because people are afraid of everything now. Too much fear in the
world.

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43824

Put on leave without pay from my job, have not been able to see my family in a year, my
mental health has seriously deteriorated

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43825

It’s taken almost everything away from me. I’ve become completely unsocialized, which has
drastically increased my anxiety and depression, and being a single working mother ….. that is
just about unmanageable.

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43826

NEGATIVELY IN MOST ALL ASPECTS.. too much to get into here.

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43827

I am heartsick that veterans fought and some died, including relatives, for freedom in our
country. This is an insult to every veteran. Trudeau is a dictator and has taken Canada’s
freedom. I am ashamed to be Canadian right now..

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43828

I dont like to wear a mask when at work

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43829

Is making my kids very unhappy with their lives. They can't go in swimming lessons or indoor
activities without a vaccine passport and I don't feel comfortable giving them this vaccine.

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43830

It has caused so much distress to children

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43831

In too many ways to type in this size box.

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43832

Despair

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43833

Mentally, financially, they have divided my family

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43834

It has done nothing to help our health, but has caused dis-unity, segregation and hatred! Stop it
now!!

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43835

It has separated us from our friends and neighbours.

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43836

I am no longer proud to be Canadian.

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43837

I'm a jobless single mom... my company closed it doors because of covid.

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43838

It has extremely deteriorated my mental health and the chances I get to be with those I love.

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43839

Business can not operate for 2 years, lost income, depression, took child out of school homeschool for 2 years now, can’t live normal life we deserve to live

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43840

Stress from the obvious stupidity of the useless mandates and loss of freedoms and rights

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43841

I am not able to travel in my country nor internationally.

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43842

The mandates have affected us financially mentally and socially in a negative way

2/18/2022 11:09 PM
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43843

Hard watching my kids going to school with masks on all day. Them being exhausted to be
wearing them all day. The back and forth of everything.

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43844

My pastor was put in jail for doing his job and being faithful to his conscience. My church
building was occupied leaving my church family to run from the government in order to meet as
the bible says to do. My wedding was limited to only 10 people including me and my husband,
that number doesn’t even cover our entire immediate family. I was fired abruptly and cruelly
from my job for not being vaccinated (not even given a chance or ultimatum) I was yelled at in
stores for showing my face. My husband was let go of his job and this put stress on us a
newly weds. I was called a racist, misogynist and white supremacist for questioning the
government. I was marginalized for my personal medical choices. I was told I should die, I was
told I’m selfish and screamed at in stores. I was yelled at by store employees for standing too
close to my sister who I lived with at the time. I have not been allowed in gyms, theatres, or
restaurants as a healthy person just because I refused an experimental drug. I wasn’t able to
leave my country even if I wanted to flee. I was out of work for weeks and weeks even when
healthy because of “exposure” to the virus which caused significant financial stress. I was
called names by family members. I lost friendships. I lost my freedom. I was censored on the
internet. I lost my faith in Canada as a free country.

2/18/2022 11:09 PM

43845

Its been ridiculous Couldn’t be with our family for so long absolutely stupid

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43846

Ruined my life. Ruined our family, Ruined alot of friend ships, Ruined potential future
friendships. Ruined the ability to work, Ruined the ability to move/ travel-obtain food freely as it
is my right. And now mental health issues because of all the b.s. Trudeau must leave Canada
for good

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43847

I avoid going anywhere or stopping at stores because of the masks. Stigma due to not being
vax, unable to get new work because of it. Lost friends, family discourse. The list goes on.

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43848

i lost my real estate profession.

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43849

Uncertainty

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43850

Two years

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43851

Its restricted my life, I can't go to my child's hockey game, I can't travel overseas, and
financially as my work requires Rapid Antigen Tests done 2x/week.

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43852

Isolation to the point of severe depression. My daughter lost her job and I’ve had to financially
help her as well

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43853

I disagree with the vaccine and the masking made it very hard to do my job

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43854

It’s driven me into a deep depression at times. I am a single mom and can’t find employment
for my freedom. My kids are not in school because of the mandates, I can barely afford to live.

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43855

Divided family and resulted in family losing a job that supported four children and a wife

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43856

As someone who has declined being vaccinated my freedoms are limited.

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43857

Lost my company

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43858

My job, the ability to see my family, the ability to see my boyfriend who works across the
boarder

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43859

Depression, suicidal child, broken relationships, job in jeopardy, loss of church connection,
weight gain, loss of trust in hospitals and government It has also made me for fervent in prayer
and trusting God It has made me realize we need to stop Marxism wherever we can It has
made me more aware of global hardships and abuses by dictators It has made me more
concerned about the spiritual condition of my friends, family and neighbours

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43860

Wife lost her job at

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43861

My wife has been fired (still unemployed) I’ve been let go from a position at my job but have
found a new position. Overall it’s been depressing not seeing friends and family. I worry my
young child won’t develop social skills to thrive in life.

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43862

In every way

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43863

My job I loved. Masks make me sick. The jab kills it leaves manybwith very negative adverse
reactions and lasting reactions. Jab was never needed. Covid was never about our health.

2/18/2022 11:08 PM
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43864

Isolated, depression

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43865

Mental illness, income loss and division within my family and friends

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43866

Not seeing family, work

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43867

Greatly

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43868

My child is not feeling comfortable in public after 2 years of this stupid mandates. Its huge
impact on emotional condition of people

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43869

My children have been segregated among their peer circles. They are worried about many
things, especially why the prime Minister is treating people in such a hateful and authoritative
manner. Families are divided, neighbours not talking, people living in immense fear. Fear has a
significant negative impact on the physical body and human mind. I have friends who were
unable to be present in their parents last stage of life because of mandates. This has to stop.
The government is no longer for the people, and that is evident in plain sight. Suicides,
homelessness, lack of supports in schools and hospitals. Canada is an absolute mess right
now. I pray the light exposes ALL the dark. Its time to get back to living...not worrying
ourselves to death

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43870

Yes

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43871

Emotionally. Basically every day life.

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43872

I’m not able to feel young. Many older people in my life say that I should enjoy life well I am
young- but what is there to enjoy ? My freedom has been taken away from me. I can’t do the
things I love to do like go to amusement parks, hangout with friends , party’s, eat out at
places. I feel like I will never be able to do these things

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43873

As long as my family and I pay taxes in this country we will not be treated as a second class.
It’s disgusting and very divisive to run a country that way.

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43874

Ruined my family and my business. Depressed kids that are feeling suicidal. Friendships
ruined over division. Can’t see my parents because they’re scared...can’t see my grandkids
because their parents are scared. Horrible 2 years...very stressful!!!

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43875

I've been discriminated against for 2 years. The government is solely responsible for the
mental impacts to my children. My grandfather is in a care home living his last moments alone
because of the liberal regime and the tyrannical globalist puppet of a prime minister. I can go
on but what's the point

2/18/2022 11:08 PM

43876

Loss of work

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43877

To many ways to list . Where do I begin .

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43878

Financially, emotionally, mentally, and spiritually.... It's been a horrible couple of years!!

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43879

Separated family, made me depressed

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43880

I have been denied work. My brother is unemployed. I can't eat in a restaurant or see a movie.

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43881

It kept us from visiting our 100 year old mother

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43882

Caused depression, alienation, separation, anxiety, discrimination and the list goes on.

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43883

I can't move freely as a citizen of my own country

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43884

There's zero scientific explanation that the masks or vaccines work. Every person in control of
this fake pandemic has something to financially gain from it which means they should be
removed from their positions, charges pressed and any money they've collected from
promoting a fake pandemic should be given to the families of the people who have suffered the
most from the vaccine.

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43885

Sucks

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43886

We have no life! ... Restricted socializing. Restricted entertainment. Restricted jobs ... Dividing
friends an family. Restricted even more as to what we are allowed to say or post on social
media.... Ect.

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43887

Extreme anxiety major financial losses!

2/18/2022 11:07 PM
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43888

Negatively I don't support segregation and discrimination period

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43889

Lost my job because of vaccine mandate

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43890

My wife couldn’t finish her education. It’s mentally draining dealing with the segregation

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43891

Loss of my daughters job.

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43892

My husband and I lost our jobs and we have a baby on the way. We cannot afford to move out
of our one bedroom home. We have lost friends and are divided from family and we are
hostages in our country, not allowed to leave.

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43893

My 5 yr. Old granddaughter asks me when qe qill go back to the old days!!!! I also work in a
school.

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43894

I have not been able to visit my family as I am not able to travel on my own. I cannot go to a
restaurant and I am unable to participate in a group for a discussion. I have spent most my two
years alone and it has been lonely.

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43895

It has affected my life in such a negative way and has given me severe depression and
anxiety

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43896

Whoever loves to wear mask or get vaccine shot can get it on their own behalf, don't force it
on others. If you think the mask/vaccine works for you and can protect you, it's your choice,
whether I wear mask or take vaccine doesn't affect you anyway, right? Then why force it on
me?????

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43897

I have never, in my life, suffered from stress like I have over the past two years! I had two
uncles fight at Dieppe. Both injured, one taken as a prisoner of war for 18 months. When I
think of the sacrifices they and thousands of others made for us to be free in Canada, then see
what my country has become, it makes me sick. They have to be turning over in their
graves!!!! To give you some perspective on this, lost my son the the Humboldt Bronco crash in
2018. I'm relieved that my son does not see what our country has become!

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43898

I am vaxxed and boosted, so the mandates haven't really affected my life in a big way. I am
very happy to do what is necessary to keep myself, my family & my community safe. I have
learned to adapt my lifestyle and will continue to do so as long as necessary. I, like most
others, want to get back to living a normal life, but not because my provincial government
decides this pandemic has an end date, but when we are truly safe to do so

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43899

My family has suffered severe mental health issues and our small business has basically had
our savings wiped out.

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43900

Solitude and depression

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43901

I’m losing my job because I won’t get vaccinated

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43902

It has affected my mental health the most as a mother

2/18/2022 11:07 PM

43903

Mental health deteriorates

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43904

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43905

In every single way. Financially, emotionally mentally PTSD

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43906

It has made me question the agenda and motives of the government. I have immigrated from
South Africa and grew up in an apartheid police state with no real freedom and its starting to
feel like the same bullshit all over again. I moved here for freedom, not a repeat in history!

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43907

I may have lost all of my friends; the relationship with my son is strained; I am rarely allowed
to visit my grandchild; economically more difficult; unable to go to public venues including
outdoor venues! Cannot visit my timeshare in Orlando so my weeks are piling up; unable to
travel anywhere else or have people visit me

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43908

Divided family and friends, my children's mental health is mess. Friends and family have
suffered from vaccine reactions. This needs to end

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43909

Did it hard to wear masks. Can’t go out much because I don’t beleave in jabs.

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43910

Mental health, have lost all faith in humanity, when God is ousted everything is ousted

2/18/2022 11:06 PM
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43911

It has elected everyone's life and wearing a mask which doesn't do anything and forcing people
to get the jab. ACTUALLY the whole thing stinks. It has pitted friends families againt each
other and segregated jabbed and not jabbed against each other and forcing children to wear a
mask is criminal. This whole scenario is in my opinion a crime against humanity.

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43912

Masks everywhere and people touchy if you forget

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43913

Lost my job as a nurse of 20 years

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43914

Financially with all the lockdowns. Mentally, been forced to be alone. And a grate sorrow to see
the people been afraid one of other. The government did a very poor job, very disappointed in
them.

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43915

It hasn’t had a big effect on me - I am able to be fully employed, have adequate access to
services as required! I am totally disappointed with in unvaccinated individuals taken up
hospital space, while family members are inadequate to get medical tests, transplants and
surgery. We also have a right to access medical service’s

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43916

Amazingly. I have become distanced from my own family due to the insane media
brainwashing. I feel a deep loss of connection to people that raised me because they do not
seem to see what is happening and how these mandates have affected me and my family. I
refuse to let my son grow up in a world even close to this one.

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43917

Pulled my kids out of school and started homeschooling. Was unable to work. May not have a
job to go back to. Unable to access services. Judgement and segregation by others.
Depression. Elevated Stress levels. Marriage and financial trials.

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43918

I was terminated from work

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43919

It has kicked our butts frankly, ruined relationships caused depression and anxiety etc. All
mandates need to end

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43920

Discriminated against by fellow Canadians, businesses, employers, family, etc. My freedom of
speech, mobility, expression, and the right to protest have been blatantly violated.

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43921

It’s affecting all our lives. Family vacations and gatherings with our grandkids, gym’s,
restaurant. I feel trapped.

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43922

Totally discriminated upon , My body my choice whether you’re VAX do not you still get it and
spread it the same this is an untested unproven concoction of chemicals that is poisoning and
killing people and I’m not going to be forced to take something that we don’t know any longterm results on

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43923

It hasn't

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43924

Discriminated against!

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43925

I am an 63 year old, my concern is what it’s doing to my children and grandchildren.

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43926

I have become a prisoner in my own nation. I never believed that this could happen in a
democracy.

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43927

I’m 3x vax. I am ready to get on with my life. Enough is Enough. It has affected my life..This
needs to End. NOW

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43928

It has divided my family.

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43929

Seperated my family at my fathers desth which has caused unrepairable damage. My brother
in law died of myocarditis after a vaccine. Family members have lost employment. There are
members no longer talking to each other because the PM told them we were terrorists for
believing in our constitutional rights.

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43930

Negatively in a mental, physical and emotional capacity

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43931

In every way. We are seniors. We have missed a Christmas with our kids. I took a tree to our
street corner. They came to the corner and we exchanged presents. Looking back how stupid
was that mandate. We have not been allowed to go into rinks to watch our beautiful Figure
skater grand daughter. And our grandson play hockey. But I can go to super store and Walmart
and stay the whole day. It’s rediculous. If I die from Covid I die. But let us live our lives

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43932

Division, discrimination, intimidation

2/18/2022 11:06 PM
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43933

Closed border

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43934

Has been very frustrating not being able to do the things I enjoyed before covid.

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43935

Miserably. Fear has dominion & can't see elder family, friends unless vaccinated. And, vaccine
is using us as Guinea pigs

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43936

In every way. I don’t think I will ever feel normal again and I have ZERO trust for the
government and media now.

2/18/2022 11:06 PM

43937

Travel, seeing family. Really affected my kids more.

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43938

Mentally

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43939

Terrible

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43940

Mental health in the tank, family divided, son won’t speak to me

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43941

Can’t get a job

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43942

Seperation of Friends and families

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43943

On leave of absence from work, only have one fully functioning lung so a mask hinders my
breathing, unable to destress

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43944

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43945

Ruined relationships, increased anxiety.

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43946

It has affected relationships with friends and family. Personal health, breathing issues from use
of a mask. The mandates are dividing my community, work and country. These mandates
affect every aspect is some kind of form. Enough is enough, covid is not to be feared and I
prefer natural path remedy's over opioids and injections. Tell me why are the ingredients not
listed with all these so called covid vaccines, Not to mention that don't effectively work? Why
can't pharmaceutical companies be held responsible for adverse affects or death. Who is
funding who? What is this Great Reset thing Turdeau and others keep speaking of? Ever
wonder or look into it? I encourage you to my friend.

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43947

Division. Lost family members

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43948

Makes me hate town and peoples stupidity!!

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43949

I was thinking noble to visit my dying husband in the hospital

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43950

It’s ruined my life. I am no longer happy or free. I’m thinking of leaving this hell hole you call
Canada

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43951

No interaction with people is depressing very depressing

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43952

This is most significant impact I’ve ever had on my life. It’s just very wrong and should have
not happened.

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43953

I’ve lost my career and livelihood.

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43954

I now do not trust our government probably never will again. I’ve had to watch my 3 kids go
through depression,Anxiety for the the past 2 years with no help because of Covid mandates. I
also don’t trust our scientist and ministry of health. And to add another to this list the RCMP,
OPP. This government don’t care about my rights or my wife and kids, we’ve lived all our lives
and I never thought I’d say this.. but it’s time to get the hell out of Canada this is not the
Country at once was it it probably never will be because our Prime Minister and government
divided us with these mandates and vaccines.

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43955

It has confined to my own home for the most part as I have a very difficult time wearing a
mask as I pass out when my airway is obstructed. I feel 2 years of isolation is long enough to
be without family and friends around. As a senior there doesn't seem to be much in life to look
forward to any more.

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43956

Mentaly ,physiclay, draining of freedom, thoughts of suicide

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43957

I’m tired of living in COVID

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43958

Unable to take my son to swimming lessons that I teach him at a pool.

2/18/2022 11:05 PM
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43959

I’m unable to go out to eat with my friends, I’m unable to go to my university campus and
study, I cannot study on an exchange in Austria that I was accepted on, on a full paid
scholarship.

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43960

Destroyed personal contact with family friends and community and caused contention amongst
all

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43961

Being lonely in Senior residential, often restricted from the dining area, meals brought up your
room, no social interaction. It’s better now, but it has been long enough… Please back to
normal.

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43962

I cannot be vaccinated due to previous adverse reactions. I cannot get an exemption though
because apparently unless the vaccine kills you they still expect you to try the other one!
Absolutely disgusting. Therefore we have been unable to travel for recreation as well as my
children are very competitive in sports generally competing in the states several times a year.
We can’t do this now since I can’t take them. My daughters are now having to be
homeschooled because I can’t stand the negative, divisive, environment of the school since
this started. I will never encourage or allow my children to ostracize or belittle anyone else for
their own personal health choices and that’s what seems to be encouraged in schools these
days. This has a huge impact on EVERYONE and it needs to end YESTERDAY!

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43963

I cannot take my family on holidays. i cannot work at certain establishments. I can not take
my children to swim lessons which would help their safety. Amoung other things.

2/18/2022 11:05 PM

43964

Negatively.

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43965

Caused much strife, confusion, fear, made me question all medical authority who suddenly
abandoned everything they knew about viruses, under an obvious centralized control scheme.

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43966

Noticed mental health issues with our 90 yr old mother having no contact.Confused grand
children .So sad !!

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43967

I just got back to Canada on December so I was out of the country for some time. That was
amazing it was like normal life people asked why the hell I was going back to Canada and it
was because my family or I would have never came back with these mandates in place.

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43968

I can’t fly home to be with my family. I work on the road

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43969

Stres, confision

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43970

I had covid and felt there was no need for me to get the vaccine. I held out as long as I could
but felt I had no choice but to get it because (1) the care facility my Mom is in will not let
unvaxed people in the units. There is no reason for this because being vaxed or unvaxed has
proved to make no difference with spread or risk. (2) I have not worked over a 1.5 years and
many job postings have indicated that employees must be vaxed to work at the company.
Again I felt I had no choice but to get vaxed in order to even apply for work which is wrong. (3)
I am so tired of the division this has caused in society. The government has created a
constant fear scenario which was not necessary. They have created a two tier society and it's
going to take a long time to get people to have a sense of decency toward each other. (4) My
son had to finish his grade 11 and 12 school year online. It was not the best scenario for my
son to finish out his school years. (5) I've gained weight because I'm in an anxious state. Not
because of covid but because of the craziness that is still going on. After 2 years it's enough.
Let's get back to living. I also don't want the government to over reach like they've done for the
last 2 years. (6) I'm still concerned about long term effects of the vaccine. This was rushed
through for emergency use only and we don't know what these vaccines are really going to do
to people.

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43971

Limited social activity and travel

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43972

Isolated

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43973

It has exhausted all my savings and I have not seen my Cuban wife for 2 years because of the
travel restrictions It has caused me much stress to the point that I have had suicidal thoughts.
Almost ruined me financially

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43974

Killed and injured many friends and family, destroyed many of our lives and dreams/ambitions.
It has destroyed our fragile health system and economy. It has divided our communities. It has
wrecked the lives and relationships of too many.

2/18/2022 11:04 PM
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43975

Not allowed to visit family have to spend Christmas alone and can’t do anything like eating out

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43976

Health wise, i was force to to get the vaccine which causes me to have terrible adverse
reaction to almost mortality. Mentally depressed, stress, betray by my own country, lonely,
physically burnout can't see my doctor, emotionally threatening by employer and government,
mother died alone can't visit family, neighbors or friends, loneliness,spiritual can't go to church
or place of worship. Stress, depressed, sick of everything and every politician. Burn out from
short of staff and mandatory vaccine.

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43977

Its affected every part of my life in a negative aspect. I fear for all my loved ones lives. I fear
for all children and future generations futures.

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43978

Affected my mental health. Devided the Citizens of this country, and the primier has called us
all the vile names in the book.

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43979

It has created a huge divide between friends and family members. The kids are miserable
wearing masks and not able to have parents watch sporting activities. The worst part is the
huge divide between the people of “them” and “us” for the vaxxed/unvaxxed. It’s crazy.

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43980

I’m a prisoner

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43981

alienation from family and friends depression poorer quality of health financially Covid and
Liberal spending has bankrupted Canada

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43982

It has caused a huge split in my family ,and I am heart broken.

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43983

Terribly

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43984

Which one?? They have affected every aspect of my life and that of all of my family in one
way or another!

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43985

Cant go anywhere cant see family I'm dissabled has effected my mental health

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43986

Depression, isolation, fearful of stigma, low quality of life

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43987

They have caused anxiety and division for me.

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43988

Restricted to have the masksover the nose where I find it hard to breath at my work place, and
many other restriction Like eating in restaurants

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43989

Took my freedom of mobility. My charter rights!!!!

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43990

Has created division within our family. Also feeling high anxiety and anger.

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43991

Lost work, kids In and out of school. Cancelled surgeries. Daughter was denied medical care
at a hospital

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43992

This has made family members scared to visit. All because of lies from the government

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43993

Losing my job and unable to travel.

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43994

It's destroyed my family

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43995

It has cause undue stress, mental fatigue. The government can’t admit that they were wrong in
overreaching and destroying Canadian’s rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43996

Divided family and friends

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43997

Division and segregation

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43998

I don’t want to take the Covid shot but currently if I don’t I won’t be able to travel outside of
Canada. I want to be able to travel in and out of Canada easily.

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

43999

How has it not

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

44000

My kids are depressed and have anxiety. My wife and I have missed 2 years of travel we won’t
get back and we are advanced in age.

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

44001

Slumping into depression

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

44002

Emotional distress, conflicts within family, friends due to COVID mandates, medical reasons
cannot and do not want to take the risk of a so called “vaccine” that will harm Not me but also
the young people with different side effects immediate or in the future.

2/18/2022 11:04 PM
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44003

Isolation, lack of family, lack of trusting neighbors, lack of freedom, being forced to believe all
the lies by news channels and lying drs. I could go on for days but will stop now

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

44004

I cannot travel /fly anymore. Isolation when travelling between provinces has been a difficult
thing. My daughter in law lost her teaching job. My sister-in-law lost her nursing job. It has
divided my family regarding the mandates. We are not able to have my mother-in-law in a
nursing home.

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

44005

Yes. Financially, emotionally, physically. The governments have lost nothing where many have
lost everything. We were never in it together, Trudeau is a dictator like his father Castro.

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

44006

Division amongst friends and family based on belief systems that were never before judged
upon. Work shortages, watching the torture done to our children for no scientific cause.

2/18/2022 11:04 PM

44007

I can no longer meet with my mom at restaurants, go to concerts, or have school assemblies.

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44008

I have been denied my freedom to gather, work, and make decisions regarding my own body.

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44009

Isolation job loss financial loss and family being torn apart

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44010

end of career of 11 years, division in my family, my kids suffer mentally, so much more

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44011

We can't go anywhere or do anything.

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44012

I feel segregated, discriminated against and isolated. This is affecting my kids and our overall
well-being. This is not Canada. We deserve freedom of choice. Our government is not giving
us a choice over our own bodies, our own lives. I have completely lost faith in our governing
bodies.

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44013

I have not worked or been able to find work since they closed the schools 2years ago !!! I’m a
single mom who was barely making it we are not making it at all and relocating has been next
to impossible with zero income. Also I’ve found the constant state of uncertainty very
stressful.

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44014

Is ruining my life in all aspects

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44015

Ruined valued relationships. Mental health challenged. Paralyzed travel. Could not attend
father in law funeral

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44016

As a senior I have lost all my social networks and clubs. I am not able to meet with friends at
restaurants, I feel afraid to go shopping or near others, not because of a virus, but because I
won't wear a mask and they consider me a lower class because of my beliefs.

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44017

Lost friends, family has lost its closeness. Alone and seperated

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44018

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44019

The border vaccine passports are anti freedom. The mandates are destroying our economy
and dividing the country.

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44020

it has caused alot of stress

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44021

Job loss, stress, depression, substances abuse , anxiety of the unknown.

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44022

Restricted my day to day function

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44023

We have not had a family vacation in three years, and nobody could meet our youngest son
until he was almost 6 months old due to gathering limits.

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44024

Had to be vaccinated to keep my job against my will

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44025

Loss of work, kids in masks at school, kids missing sports, makes life miserable.

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44026

2 yrs of fear to go out, fear to see family, no social activities. No therapeutic pool sessions for
my health I went to 3 times a week. Lost faith in our government especially Mr. Trudeau.
Bullied by friends and some family about not wanting the shot that has not been studied long
term. I cried when 5hey started vaccinating little children, our future leaders. Cried about my
children and grandchildren that got the shot and only wanted their freedom to travel and felt f9r
Ed by the government to do so. Yes I am a senior the best years of my taken away from my
previous plans to travel to many countries before I die. My Father at 98 ad himself euthanized
this past November 12th because he was in a assisted living home that was always in

2/18/2022 11:03 PM
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lockdown and no visitors and cried to see his family, and decided this country he loved and
paid taxes all his life ( never taking welfare or anything from government ) was not worth living
in any longer. My sisters business is going bankrupt, no shoppers because of no place like
weddings or concerts to go to. If I could and was younger I’d move to USA a much better
country .
44027

Got two injections I didn't need, and which had increasing side-effects, for restoration of
freedoms that never came. My visits to restaurants and barbers and hospitals have been
recorded. I haven't been able to leave the country (because I couldn't return home). I was
unable to attend my aunt's funeral or burial.

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44028

Caused stress/destroyed social fibre

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44029

Depressing.

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44030

Division between family and friends, sadness being separated from family or friends, locked in
and locked down, had to mask up while out in the public and have been diagnosed with COPD
which means I can’t breath behind masks, depression, lack of funds, increase in living
expenses at times feelings of hopelessness and needless to say the government in itself lies
and deceit. I’m not anti vaccines nor a conspiracy theorist I’m a person who can make
decisions on my own.

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44031

Depression for myself and my children, loss of a relationship because of stress, heavy loss of
income, inability to see my aging mother like she needs.

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44032

In a very hard way .. caused ritfs with family and friends , loss of business , friends have lost
jobs , lost a 14 year relationship out of it ....lost many many nights of sleep ...the mandates
have been nothing but bad ..

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44033

All aspects of my life, socially,mentally physically, the total loss of freedom to make my own
decisions, or go where I want, when I want or travel anywhere I want. The complete loss of
ALL my Constitutional Rights , the isolation is crippling to my whole being And as a senior I
feel like I have been ripped off of some of my last precious years that I should be enjoying.

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44034

It’s divided people, families and relationships. It has not helped to “stop the spread” or “flatten
the curve”. That is why they need to end. Stop pinning people against one another when there
is no benefit to outweigh the risk.

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44035

Divide families, friends and taken our freedoms while watching reckless government.

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44036

It has caused mental and financial stress for too long

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44037

I have been quarantined in my home for over 2 years now. I am an 80 year old grandmother
and have grandkids in the US that I have been unable to visit

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44038

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44039

- Not able to see a dear friend in a care home because of vaccination passports; can't go into
restaurants or attend other public events. Regardless of my personal CHOICE of whether I get
jabbed, I just can't justify showing my personal health information to total strangers in order to
be able to do things that are my God-given right ... - Sadness at seeing the 'psy ops' put to
work on the general public so they are now fully brainwashed into thinking everyone is a threat
to them. - Lost friends who disagree with my viewpoint - we can no longer have different
opinions and remain associated because there has been a concerted effort to divide and
conquer. - Can no longer watch TV News because of the lies and manipulation I see every day
from mainstream broadcasters - Have seen how narcissistic people are in that as long as
they're OK they don't care that some people are not allowed into restaurants, public events, or
even able to take their kids to play hockey ... - Horrified at how willingly people are giving up
their rights for no good reason except that they've bought the 'keep safe' and 'anti-vax'
narratives perpetuated by our PM and his colleagues ...

2/18/2022 11:03 PM

44040

QR codes More boosters

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44041

Not vaxxed, so not able to dine out, or engage in healthy activities.

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44042

In so many ways I am not aloud to go anywhere basically because I choose not to put the vax
into my body cause it scares me honestly. I do believe a lot of my depression I am
experiencing right now is because of them.

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44043

How hasn’t effect life ! What stupid question ! Constantly be harassed by people about

2/18/2022 11:02 PM
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masking .no longer aloud basic freedoms and had a good paying job taken from me just to
name a few
44044

Segregation, loss of relationships, children forced in to vax for uni. Children unable to attend
events. All disgusting.

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44045

Loss of employment for our family mental health issues due to less contact with family

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44046

I have had to do weekly testing for my job. I cannot go to my sons soccer games. I cannot go
to restaurants, coffee shops or movie theatres.

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44047

No hope.

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44048

I used to have so much joy for life everyday. Now it seems like there are endless mandates,
we are told to segregate people for their health care choices. there is more and more over
reaching of government and lies the media is telling us. I see no future for the well being of the
people. I feel very sad about what I am seeing around me.

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44049

It’s been tough on my mental health, and very isolating being a stay at home mom. My babies
are Covid babies and it makes me sad that they can’t be carefree kids like they could’ve been
before all this happened.

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44050

It has caused major depression for my daughter . My granddaughter can't be with her friends at
school and it's heartbreaking to see everyone so divided. It should be your choice if you want
to wear a mask or get vaccinated, should never have to lose a job because of it. I myself have
never had depression but find myself falling more everyday towards it.

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44051

Got no life it has taken everything away

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44052

A Lot. Our daughter couldn't pursue her career goal and oppurtunity because she could not
travel. We are all so upset have no respect for our government and our PM who is a laughing
stock to the whole world.

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44053

Increased my health issues affected my children increased my anxiety and ptsd and
depression

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44054

Isolated and discriminated against by family, friends and ESPECIALLY the government for
exercising lawful rights to bodily autonomy, the stress has triggered my pre-existing
autoimmune/inflammatory diseases and my mental health has deteriorated significantly both of
which are affecting my ability to work full time as a self-employed individual

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44055

It has caused division in our family, stressed out friends and family to the point where it is
affecting their health, caused depression among friends and family. It is ruining relationships
and lives. It must end immediately.

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44056

Restricted access to places and stressful

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44057

dépression due to staying at home, seing no one and going no where

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44058

Haven't been able to watch my kids play sports, been segregated from daily life, I just want our
lives back

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44059

I’m worried for Canadian Freedom

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44060

Has caused me to go into a depression

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44061

every way

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44062

stopped domestic travel for no reason!

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44063

The politicization of the Covid mandates have divided families, isolated seniors and others and
caused mental illnesses. It needs to end!!!

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44064

Emotionally and financially

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44065

Anxiety, worry, my children have been impacted, the students I teach have been impacted, I
am very very distressed about the state of Canada and the world.

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44066

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44067

We have no freedom, period .

2/18/2022 11:02 PM
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44068

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44069

Missed time with loved ones, especially our elders. Isolation, mental, emotional and physical
health impacted too.

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44070

Every part of my life

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44071

Kids are affected the most. They haven’t had normal school year in 2years. How are young
children going to learn speech, emotions, empathy etc.

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44072

i have had to make a choice between feeding/housing my family and injecting something i do
not agree with into my body. my mental health has been affected!!!

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44073

Limitations on all areas of life. Constant stress in dealing with others who feel differently. Fear
mongering has been entrenching fear in so many people

2/18/2022 11:02 PM

44074

Discrimination, segregation, financially affected, despicable hatred towards unvaccinated,
vaccine injuries, deaths right after shot, misinformation, lies, coercion, bribery, tyranny from all
government!

2/18/2022 11:01 PM

44075

Mental and know many injuries caused from vaccine. More than worth the risk of dying from
this flu.

2/18/2022 11:01 PM

44076

Discriminated by businesses who don't honor medical exemptions and businesses who don't
let you enter because of a medical decision. Ostracized. Stressed and overwhelmed at this
happening to my kids as well.

2/18/2022 11:01 PM

44077

It’s brutal. First time in my life I’m not proud to be Canadian. I’m in upper management,
university educated, and I’m baffled why our PM wants to hold on to the mandates, meanwhile
other countries & our own provinces are rolling back the restrictions! So disheartened to see
the separation he has caused. I hope we can get back to the country I love, but right now I’m
not hopeful to be honest.

2/18/2022 11:01 PM

44078

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:01 PM

44079

Anxiety and division in the work place and in society in general.

2/18/2022 11:01 PM

44080

Anxiety over the confusion of mandates & rules over the last 2 years

2/18/2022 11:01 PM

44081

I have been separated from my family because of covid. My mental health has gotten worse.
My son will not let me see my grandchildren because I have 2 brothers that are not vaccinated
because his wife has MS. This has gone on long enough.

2/18/2022 11:01 PM

44082

I don’t see my friends or family. People are divided. Everyone is on edge. My children have
been the most stressed in their lives. I no longer get to go to venues with friends and enjoy
socializing. I can’t attend school in Toronto because I can’t fly! I can’t travel because I cannot
fly!! I can’t take my son on a trip before he leaves home after graduation this year! It has
affected my life a lot!!

2/18/2022 11:01 PM

44083

My granddaughter couldn’t have the wedding guests that she wanted…masks make my nose
itchy

2/18/2022 11:01 PM

44084

Lost our entire life work into our small business and are struggling to stay afloat now

2/18/2022 11:01 PM

44085

Dramatically

2/18/2022 11:01 PM

44086

Stressful trying to follow the different rules in each province we travel. Stressful on family life.
Destroys freedoms

2/18/2022 11:01 PM

44087

It has put me on unpaid leave and stopped me from working at a job that I loved which was
serving elderly residents. I’ve had to move out of my apartment due to no finances and also no
health and dental benefits. At 63 years old it’s harder to find new employment.

2/18/2022 11:01 PM

44088

Isolation frustration loss of employment

2/18/2022 11:01 PM

44089

I'm retired and it halted my ability to Socialize and visit with family and /or travel.

2/18/2022 11:01 PM

44090

Lost my job, mental health and isolated my children from socializing and proper education. It
also created biggest inflation

2/18/2022 11:01 PM

44091

Horribley

2/18/2022 11:01 PM
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44092

Isolation. Family and friends division.

2/18/2022 11:01 PM

44093

$%$#%%ing headaches, sore throats, work place stress, had to spend $2500 on alternate
corrective lens for visual disability (yet i was accused of lying by my HR department when
asking for a mask exemption).

2/18/2022 11:01 PM

44094

Loss of business. Inability to travel

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44095

Business loss, mental health.

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44096

Division and stress

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44097

Tired of the lies from the media

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44098

In many ways, school for our children, church, gathering with friends and general freedom of
choice

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44099

Too many to list

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44100

Turned things up side down

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44101

The rift in my family because of the vaccines and boosters being pushed on myself and my
children has been the most painful part! IV lost friends to friends and family to suicide from
them feeling there was no end . I was fine wearing the masks and staying home. I was fine not
going to work…. But I just wasn’t ok with how much pressure was around to vaccinate .

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44102

Horrible, I’ve lost my two main passions. Part of my income, my hobbies. My family has
become 2nd class citizens. I’ve lost friends. I’ve lost faith in my country.

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44103

Lost 2 part-time jobs.

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44104

we have not been able to have functions with our club. Can't travel. Vaccine doesn't work,
masks don't work.

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44105

After 39 years of being a nurse, I was terminated from my nursing supervisor job d/t conviction
regarding vaccination. I was not for me severance or unemployment insurance! This was
against my constitutional rights as a Canadian, and unlawful.

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44106

seen how tyrannical our government.

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44107

Lost my business

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44108

Social gathering limits have meant our large family has been unable to legally have a single
other person visit our home for most of the past two years. Our children have been limited in
their social experiences. Grocery shopping has become a stressful and supplies have been
inconsistent. Cost of living and accessibility of goods and services have skyrocketed. Illegal
impositions on freedom of worship, assembly and association have lead to my kids missing
out on important and exciting milestones.

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44109

Alone, everything taken away. Not able to participate in anything.

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44110

Financially and mentally

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44111

can't see my kid to suffocate in school with mask cant travel to see family......and more

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44112

taken away my freedoms

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44113

I have hd friends die because they got the shot, friends and family that because of the shot,
they have side effects

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44114

I am on unpaid leave which is affecting my income and my pension

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44115

Horribly. We are missing out on family activities. My mental health and my kids mental health
is suffering.

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44116

Cannot play sports. Cannot go to restaurants or movies.

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44117

Family is involved in job losses due to mandates

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44118

I'm always alone, always at home, only fake news on TV so I close it forever now. Family is
now broken. Shame on you POLITIC PUPPETS!

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44119

I have 3 children, my son is 19 because of the pandemic he got depressed and hopeless, he

2/18/2022 11:00 PM
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overdosed once and he went into a drug induced sychosis which kept him in the hospital by
himself in a mental ward they wouldn't let me see him so he has ptsd from the unsure reality of
being in the hospital and seeing me only on a screen. The second time the sychosis came
back, we were told it could he realized he was feeling funny and got into the Alberta hospital
before too much of an episode but remained in the hospital for over 2 weeks, he is now on
medication and gets an injection once a month to keep him sane. He had gone for his gun
license but now may never be a resisted gun owner, having a mental health problem this early
will effect his life forever as he will need to be careful with everything he does. He is working
and has the heart of gold always goes out of his way for people and a true gentleman with a
level head but he can't handle crowds now, he doesn't sleep well and we're still just learning
new limits. My daughter Breanna is 21 she worked really hard to make it into university, she is
going to be a veterinarian but her dream was put on hold because she didn't want to take the
covid vaccines. My youngest Grace also had an overdose and is still struggling with anxiety
and depression, she doesn't even want to go to school and I fear she may not graduate. I
personally have lost many friends and family for not being vaccinated, I have been publicly
shamed at work for not being vaccinated we are currently being shamed daily for supporting
the truckers convoy as I've watched and know people there personally. I've also lost almost all
hope in democracy especially after watching Justin Trudeau literally publicly turn people
against me for 2 years using his words and the media. I love Canada and I love Canadians but
the people I see now aren't the same people I once knew.
44120

Made me very depressed

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44121

Trapped in my own country

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44122

Vax pass doesn't allow me to go anywhere as I refuse the needles. Breathing barriers are
terrible to use, child abuse to make these kids wear them as well. Major depression with just
everyday situations, the constant anxiety about how people react if they find out that I'm vax
free.

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44123

Nearly destroyed it, my life is nothing like it use to be. I am anxious all the time, I can not plan
a thing, my family is broken. As is my heart

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44124

I an not catch bus and cannot shop as I can not wear a mask.

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44125

I have nit seen my grandchildren at all in 2019 and in 2020 only seen them in July and Aug
2021. I am lonely and very depressed. Ive not seen my mother for two years, until begin of
january. We humans need human interaction need family around me

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44126

In every way.

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44127

Taken away the freedoms I have enjoyed as a Canadian citizen

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44128

My son and I had to get vaccinated and did not believe in it. My son became severely
depressed

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44129

Everybody's life has changed in the same way. More time away from friends, family and
activities we have been used to partaking in.

2/18/2022 11:00 PM

44130

Can’t travel freely, am harassed for my decision to not be vaccinated, my kids education was
severely slowed to to the governments inept respond to the pandemic

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44131

2 years… canceled trips, broken friendships over the division, mental health low, and I cannot
see my dying aunt in the USA because I am unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44132

Can't find the job, can't watch my son doing sports, can't go to restaurants, can't travel

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44133

I've missed out on things, but I've kept people safe even if it's been hard.

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44134

Negatively. Everything closed and/or requires a passport. I'm not anti-vax. I'm anti untested
vaccinations

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44135

Anxiety like crazy, emotional overload, can’t sit in a Restaurant, locked out of every day life.
Not see my Mother in CareHome. And the list is long . People losing Their Jobs. For What. A
Political Gain. 💔💔💔💔

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44136

A constant feeling of unease. A divided family. Precarious employment.

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44137

Depressing and disgusted

2/18/2022 10:59 PM
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44138

Unnecessary stress. Activities taken away from my children and myself. Complete feeling of
guilt for seeing family and friends

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44139

It has been a stressful 2 years , I made the best of it

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44140

Isolation

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44141

I've been ostracized by many of my friends and my workplace because of my choice to stay
unvaccinated. I have feared losing my job due to my health status and have lost out on
opportunities to become better at my job with extra training, networking, and staff events.

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44142

Divisive family relationships, Inability to travel to visit my mother.

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44143

Made me retire early as I lost my career due to the lockdiowns and mandates.

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44144

It compromised my ministry to serve the elderly

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44145

makes me ashamed to be human and worse so for trusting government and authority.

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44146

Can’t see my sick Dad in the hospital. School policy is discriminatory and I have to jump
through many hoops that are both costly and time consuming. The mandates are a heavy
burden. Kids need a normal life. We have to learn to live with Covid.

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44147

In all ways, travel, family, friends

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44148

Restricted access. Pressured to put foreign substance in my body

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44149

It has divided my family in unimaginable ways. I am fully vaccinated and supported the
mandates but they need to end NOW

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44150

I have been unable to visit my grandma, my siblings who live in another country/province and
job loss

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44151

Completely. But mostly for my kids. Basic things like them not being able to go to the movies,
swimming pools, play ice hockey because of passports. Total segregation for the last 6
months.

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44152

I have thoughts of suicide

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44153

I was placed on unpaid leave of absence because my employer refused to respect my choice
to determine what goes into my body.

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44154

all

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44155

I don't know.

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44156

For me it has been just stressful to go get groceries. I get to the point I don’t want to leave
home

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44157

It’s stupid

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44158

It has effected my freedom, and my trust in some Canadian citizens.

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44159

My children can no longer participate in society, no sporting events, no sports, no restaurants,
bowling alleys, pools or travel. I do not care about me but I care about their mental health and
future!

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44160

Cela à crérer beaucoul de division autour de notre famille. Mes enfants n'on plus le gout d'aller
à l'école.

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44161

It has kept me lonely - not able to see a lot of the family every where, no one is happy .

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44162

Ruined so many aspects

2/18/2022 10:59 PM

44163

I no longer have a job. I no longer an able to travel. I no longer am able to be a professional
musician

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44164

Segregation/ Division/Separation Anxiety

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44165

I was forced to get the shot and booster in order to keep my job and career I worked 17yrs for

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44166

I have felt stressed and worried for the past 2+ years.. Government overreach has touched
every area of my life. Governments both provincial and federal have continually divided

2/18/2022 10:58 PM
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Canadians and pitted citizens against each other. After today the way the Police have attacked
Peaceful Protesters in Ottawa- I am ashamed to be Canadian - for the first time in my life!!
Justin Trudeau is NOT my Prime Minister!! He has betrayed our Country and needs to be
prosecuted immediately!!
44167

Mental health, physical health, social life, family life, limited career opportunities.

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44168

I can’t go to school or fly anywhere or see my friends

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44169

My business suffered as did the mental health of my family

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44170

Relationships destroyed, business suffered, psychological damage

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44171

Fear and division. The supposed cure was worse than the disease. My wife could not attend
her own mother’s funeral. I could not be there when my mother passed away.

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44172

I am still suffery the effects of the vaccinne. I am lonely and depressed not seeing my families
and not getting out.

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44173

Restrictions on life and have never produced supportive evidence.

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44174

Dividing relationships due to opinions and choices, not seeing my family.

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44175

Lost my 22 year carrier

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44176

I'm so depressed.

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44177

Significant loss of rights to travel and be treated with equality as a citizen of Canada

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44178

Lost me a couple jobs

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44179

Horribly in every way

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44180

These mandates have caused me fear about my countries future. They have cost me one job
and possibly my great nefews life because she wasn't allowed to take him to the hospital
because they thought he had covid but it was a burst appendix. Anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44181

The governments took Rights away can’t go out for dinner go to concerts pubs sporting events
not right I am a truck driver myself fuck Trudeau

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44182

Social isolation

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44183

Many of my family members cannot go out in public to many areas and are left alone. We
have senior grandparents who have not seen family in 2 years in person. Mental health is
deteriorating drastically.

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44184

I have lost my job in an already understaffed health care facility.

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44185

I have lost friends. I've lost pay for weeks at a time because I have caught covid and wad
forced to stay home for two weeks without payment from any one! I've lost my social life have
lost the respect of family friends and coworkers due to my status. I no longer feel safe in my
own country and the only people whom I fear are the police and military. Those who were
sworn to protect the people are now waging war against them. I've watched our Liberal
government destroy this country try to demand governance over my thoughts and ideas not to
mention my body. Our economy is in shambles and it's all do to one thing. Poor leadership on
behave of Trudeau and the Liberal party he leads.

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44186

Has ripped up my marriage and the mental health of my 3 teenagers The discrimination so
painful

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44187

Ruined my life

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44188

I was let go from work for not complying with mandatory vaccination.. And today a lady was
killed after 23 days of peaceful protesting.. Trudeau brought in police officers who are to
aggressive scaring children then trampled an older lady on horseback. Unjustifiable violence
Trudeau hast brought.. No plan.. Just dividing us Canadians 😢😭

2/18/2022 10:58 PM

44189

Not so much, I believe in the expertise of health professionals and health sciences. It is for the
greater good and in order to aliviste pressures on health care system.

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44190

Isolation, depression, inflammation of breathing issues, due to masks

2/18/2022 10:57 PM
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44191

It’s not just how the mandates have affected MY life, it’s the negative impact it has had on all
Canadians lives. We need our healthcare workers that lost their jobs back to work! End the
mandates and reinstate our nurses and healthcare workers. I’m pro-choice…in all arenas of an
individuals autonomy.

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44192

They've been absolutely terrible. I can't find a way to describe this whole turmoil but it's
absolutely terrifying. Our government was already insanely not respecting any laws but now I
can't even find words to define the outrageous way it turns out. Justin Trudeau is an absolute
shame to our values and country. I don't know anyone who is less Canadian than this
despicable individual.

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44193

Some of my friends have lost their businesses. It has created division among family and
friends.

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44194

Negatively. Supplies are low in the stores. The company can't get new vehicles to keep us
working safely. Everything is quickly becoming too expensive.

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44195

I see where our country is going and it’s giving me anxiety hopelessness. I see no future for
my children with this government or Heath care system. Covid has not affected me what so
ever and I’ve had it several times. That family had the flu last week and it was way worse then
covid ever could be. I’ve see lots of depression and suicides over people loosing jobs and
business. The way governments are all working together to turn everyone against one another
is by far the worst thing I’ve seen. How the media paid, off by the liberal government can turn
things around to make them look good and all the actual good people look bad. It’s sickening
and I’m embarrassed of what Canada is becoming and so many people can’t see what’s right
in front of them. Lies lies lies lies. Please do the right thing. God bless

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44196

It’s driven a wedge between friends and family, also my business has suffered greatly my son
has never been to school without having to wear a mask

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44197

Prisoner in my own home

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44198

Depressed, fat, and no hope. Disgusted with the lying Government and lying MSM. Disgusted
and ashamed of my country!

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44199

I worry for my kids future. My daughter wants to go to nursing school but she won't be able to
pursue her dreams if the mandates dont end. My teenagers are suffering depression. My
anxiety is at an all time high.

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44200

It has effected traveling and has divided our nation. Forced small business to close. The
mandates no longer fallow the sicence they are just a power grab at this time

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44201

We well not show papers to get into a restaurant we got both shots and we feel our immunity
has been compromised. Our daughter a widow with two young daughters was advised to get
the shot at the hospital where they have a defibrillator. Are you crazy. No exemptions allowed
by any doctor. She is unable to fly she is unable to go with her children swimming. To be able
to fly across Canada without providing anyone your medical status is a right not a privilege.
For anyone who has been discriminated against because of not wanting someone inserted in
their body with the ultimatum of job loss is incomprehensible in a free country. We will never
show papers in Canada and we will never comply. It’s a joke that these puny masks protect
anyone from anything. Take a look at the type of mask needed to paint a vehicle. The mandate
to keep families apart were just cruel as no one can guarantee you tomorrow no less another
Christmas. To be taunted by verbal abuse especially by the PM to be told that anyone who
does not get the vax doesn’t deserve medical care is inhumane the cruelty that was imposed
on the elderly that died alone incomprehensible. The list goes on. The fear promoted by the
media 24/7 unconscionable. The lies that the only solution was a vax and that it would work
when it did nothing to prevent sickness or transmission and the lies of the ages of the people
that died and the lies about how many cases there actually were when people who were in the
hospital for something else got tested and they blamed covid. The use of faulty tests. The
damage done to our grandchildren by forced mask use in schools and the lost education from
school closures. Wow just wow each MLA each MP and right down to local authorities the over
reach of the premiers and the ‘health’ ministers. They will all be held accountable for crimes
against humanity. And the PM along with those crimes will face treason as he incited violence
against a group of people in Canada. And was one of the main causes of division and
discrimination

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44202

My youngest of 3 children my baby boy died of a accidental drug overdose on January 30,
2021. He was 35 years young with 4 beautiful children who thought the world of him. I still can’t

2/18/2022 10:57 PM
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believe he’s gone. I want him back. My heart is broken beyond repair. He didn’t want to die!
Depression is a horrible disease. Mental health services were none existent, dissolved when it
was needed the most. Poor pandemic planning. Government should leave the planning and
implementing to the healthcare system. It’s like asking a plumber to bake a cake in the toilet.
Sorry, yes I’m angry and my fear is that I may never get over loosing my son. With the
mandates we couldn’t have a “normal” funeral. Even family gatherings were interrupted. “At
first do no harm” The harm is irreversible. Forcing people to be vaccinated with a vaccine that
is not tried and true is absurd! Then there is the vaccine passports ludicrous. Wearing
masks… do they really work? I could write a book. Yes there were a lot of deaths with this
COVID-19, but what was real cause of death?
44203

Bullied by family and friends. Brother almost committed suicide. Am not free to go anywhere
the pass is required (I’m 7 months pregnant and won’t get my second shot) my children have
anxiety from mask wearing. I fear for my posterity’s freedom

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44204

My children live in different provinces and so do my brothers and sister unable to see them for
long periods. Unable to go out to restaurants or travel abroad.

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44205

Suicide Split 2 families up Lost friends

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44206

Stopped me from seeing my grandkids for 2 years. Stiffening, suffocating, humiliating. The lost
goes on and on.

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44207

I have been secluded from family and friends. Mostly my 2 year old granddaughter whom was
born in this unacceptable seize on our lives. We are experiencing a cold that is very harsh on
SOME people. We need to move forward with our lives. Start hime when you’re sick. Easy!!

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44208

My daughter can't graduate college, my wife didn't want the 3rd dose but was given an
ultimatum get the dose or get fired, mental health challenges with us and our 4 children,
constant fighting with extended family and friends.

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44209

My parents are unvaxed with health concerns and we have been separated due to rules. As a
leader in our church, I have witnessed the great emotional strain on the people I serve. I have
seen seniors isolated, people struggling with addictions and depression, people in poverty, and
segregation of those who had health concerns and were unvaxed.

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44210

Not getting to see family, less work income, dealing with the decisive feelings this creates in
people. Stress.

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44211

I haven't had regular work as my industry was shut down completely at first, then crippled
further by mandates.

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44212

Health, physical / MENTAL, isolation segregation and more

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44213

Loss of work

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44214

I went from working 50+ hrs/wk to 15hrs bi-weekly. 8 can barely pay my bills. My medical
degree is worthless and I cannot find full-time employment.

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44215

It has affected my life negatively because all of the mandates are fear based and not reality
based. The mandates violate my basic human rights and the Canadian charter of rights.

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44216

It’s brought on a lot of depression and anxiety, with regular panic attacks.

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44217

It has torn apart my family and my friend circle. It has brought severe depression to members
of my family. It has stopped my three year old granddaughter from being able to gain
socialization skills. It has made me feel less than !!

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44218

Ripped my family apart. Mental health crisis.

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44219

I don't agree with forcing people to do something. That takes away our freedom

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44220

Loss of all income. Loss of family and friends because they cannot accept that I am not
vaccinated.

2/18/2022 10:57 PM

44221

Restricted international travel

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44222

The same as everyone else

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44223

To many reasons to list

2/18/2022 10:56 PM
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44224

Many ways! Loss of school, loss of friends, fighting to see my sick dad in hospital who died of
cancer. Watching him not receive proper treatment because of covid

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44225

It continues to harm my family and friends, my community, and my choices for my future. The
mental and emotional distress it has caused my son who went into kindergarten this year, is
apparent even as we have done our best to keep his world normal as the Government has
created an atmosphere of fear . Iam a social worker and understand the long term effects of
isolation and emotional trauma the mandates have caused. Iam educated and we as a family
decided based for many reasons not to vaccinate. I have been treated as a second tier citizen,
ostracized by my peers, blamed for the pandemic by life long trusted friends and have family
that no longer feel safe around us. My youngest son has grown up in a world of masks, unable
to grow developmentally to his potential as a baby to toddler. My oldest son is afraid of his
teachers and afraid to tell them he is unvaccinated, he is 5 and we do talk about Covid with
him in a fearful way. My ability to work has been substantially halted as I look to a masters in
social work given my medical choices.

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44226

I have been made an outcast in society. I cannot do any social activities

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44227

I have lost 70k in salary due to covid restrictions

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44228

My husband died of cancer and due to the mandates my children and grandchildren could not
physically say good bye!

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44229

My wife lost her job. It’s been very tough on all of our mental health

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44230

I’ve been called racist misogynistic un-Canadian terrorist who doesn’t believe in science i’ve
been segregated as a healthy human from doing every day life activities This is mentally
unhealthy had affected my family and social life also mg children's mental wellness

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44231

I haven't been that affected but I don't like a government the takes peoples rights away for not
injecting chemicals in their bodies

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44232

Got the vaccine under duress. Have a bunch of health problems now!!

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44233

I was terminated for non-compliance, when others in the country were just put on leave. The
government decided that those who were terminated were not entitled to Employment
Insurance, even though WE paid for it. Vaccination, especially experimental, cannot be
mandated according to the bill of rights and yet here we are, righting for the rights we were born
with. We can't go to a restaurant, the movies, sporting events, concerts, and we are banned
from traveling by air and train. So many rights have been violated because we chose NOT to
be experimented on.

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44234

Capacity limits

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44235

Weren’t able to go anywhere or do things. Enough of this silliness!

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44236

It’s made me mentally ill, caused depression and wanting to take my own life.

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44237

Friends and family not talking over these mandates. Stress

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44238

We moved out of Ontario to the US!

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44239

IN EVERY WAY!!!

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44240

The mandates and vaccines are mass genocide. It has ruined everyone’s life.

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44241

As a Truck Driver, it is causing a lot of stress, as the mandates keep changing. I do not have
a lot of inter-reactions with anyone and therefore I strongly object to the Mandates and Gov't
over-reach! Please help restore the freedoms that has always been Canada! Thank you

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44242

Bitter about it now

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44243

Nothing to worry about.

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44244

I have not been able to see my family in 2 years. I am not able to support small businesses in
my community. Heavy handed control by government has caused emotional stress, physical
stress social isolation and a loss of any sense of personal freedom or autonomy over my own
body

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44245

Family, friends and travel

2/18/2022 10:56 PM
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44246

Affected my family, my community and my church. We are divided.

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44247

Everything has been affected!

2/18/2022 10:56 PM

44248

Very uncomfortable and limited quality of life

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44249

It has taken away my freedom of choice and my right of privacy.

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44250

Never got a prom or a graduation and can’t go to college or have freedom

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44251

It has created a lot of stress in my life, division among my family. The last two years have
been awful. I am retired so not as bad for me, but family members have lost jobs for not
wanting these shots.

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44252

Made me a very angry person. Masked my child like a dog.

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44253

How hasn't it? Worst is mental health

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44254

Separting family friends. Feel like where unsafe in my own country where l always felt free and
safe for 67 1/2 years.

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44255

I’m an Irish citizen unable to return to my homeland. I am a political prisoner in canada now

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44256

lost all 3 of my jobs in hospitality. Lost a job due to not wanting to share my medical
information.

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44257

Less freedom

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44258

I have friends and family who have lost their jobs

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44259

I was positive until we got this dictatorship now Fond I’m so negative to politicians and media.

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44260

Lost work lost friends and it’s been really hard on my family life

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44261

My job is threatened, my church excludes unvaxed people, my art studio does not want
unvaxed people, family and friends have turned against me, I have been isolated and my
mental health has needed extra attention, I have been segregated, shamed and discriminated
against, and treated as dirty, because of Trudeau's false statements and fear mongering! Yes,
there's an illness, but it is not nearly as bad as they say, and there are early treatments that
have been suppressed, and doctors that have been fired for saving lives! That is so bad. It has
killed many people, and needs to be rectified!!

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44262

We can no longer have family outing due to passport regulations - make work and travel
difficult, loss of friendships

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44263

I cant go to my children's activities or participate in them. My children are young therefore I
have to be there with them. I would also love to travel with them one day.

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44264

My children have been segregated at school and with friends. It is abusive to elderly by ways
of mainstream media and misinformation. Along with numerous people I know that have
vaccine injuries.

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44265

Being forced to do things that are unnecessary, during this plan demic!

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44266

Being isolated for the last 2 years and my pension isn't enough to pay for everything carbon
tax is going to eliminate my pension I'm allowed approximately 1300 dollars after working about
50 years the politicians get about 200000 after 4 years

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44267

Cost us a lot of money.

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44268

I'm a very bad heart patient and being forced to get vaccines is not in best interest I now vsnt
go out for lunch or dinner with my family I csnt go to special occasions with my grandchildren
for there birthdays I have become isolated to my home and now have bad depression because
of it.

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44269

On a daily basis at work, I be lost one job, couldn't work for a year, finely find a job but have to
move half way across the country and start over. Plus have missed about 40 days of work due
to covid out breaks that did not get paid for

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44270

Lost my job and my grandchildren have lost two years of schooling

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44271

It has caused separation...

2/18/2022 10:55 PM
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44272

It's an attack on our Charter, it's causing segregation and divide among citizens and paving a
way for unprecedented over reach from out government

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44273

Family connections, depression, anger hurt

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44274

Not really at all

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44275

It has made my family miserable and cause anxiety for my school age children

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44276

Need more room then this. Emotional toil, loss of friendship, fear, anger loneliness.

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44277

I was unable to finish college and had to drop out as I was not vaccinated. I also was not able
to work for many months during the lockdowns.

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44278

Has removed my choice.

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44279

Negatively. My business ruined. The inflation that caused at large by inability to bring goods to
Canada by trucking companies makes my family situation even more grave.

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44280

Sick and tired of being restricted 🚫

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44281

Where do I even begin. I’ll leave one comment as I have so many: our son suffered depression
during Covid and has never suffered prior to Covid. It was frightening to see his soul defeated.

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44282

made it struggling

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44283

Destroyed my income and prevents liberty to live a peaceful life. Know several people who
have committed suicide because of elimination of social interactions.

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44284

Very negatively.

2/18/2022 10:55 PM

44285

I am a big boy....it the kids....my kids. Division in population has poured from adults into
children. There are bullies....kids taking lives because of mental health issues . I don't want
mine to be next

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44286

How hasn’t it? I can’t freely travel within my own country,

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44287

My wife has lost her job because of the vaccine. I lost my job because of the vaccines. I got a
shot against my beliefs and wishes so I could pay the bills. I normally would have never gotten
a vaccine as I never have before. Our government is total bullshit !

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44288

Too many to list

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44289

No faith in humanity

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44290

Negatively. It has destroyed family relationships and friendships.

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44291

It has completely changed my life. It's an overreach into my personal freedom and liberty. It
has no place in a democracy.

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44292

I’ve lost my job as a 16 year veteran Police officer

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44293

Isolated me from friends and family. Prevented me from being able to freely take my young
children to their sporting events or even entering their a school! Created an anxiety that I didn't
have before. Loss of control of my freedoms, my rights, and the ability to breathe fresh air!
Stopped me from being able to travel and see family in other countries.

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44294

Division. Discrimination. High stress. I’m double vaxxed. It’s not about vaccinations. It’s about
transparency and government working for the people not their own agendas. Truly deeply hurt
as so many of us Canadians are.

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44295

Inability to travel see loved ones, my family is divided. My teenage son has been robbed of his
youth

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44296

Luckily, personally not much. I’m not taking any extreme position on this. I see it as a mess
not handled as well as it could be. I don’t think inconsistency with some of the mandates is
helpful or good. My position is that I don’t have much trust in big pharma and how they are
handling distribution world wide and have never trusted the rule of allopathic medicine for profit
period. I’m doing my best to maintain good health have 2 shots and not in a hurry to get any
more. I’m also not afraid. This problem like the convoy have so many layers and I’m following
the underlying current of our social degradation is leading folks to the extreme right where they
feel they have the right to express themselves in extreme ways……Studying permaculture

2/18/2022 10:54 PM
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now with Starhawk keeps my head above the water and clouds where I can see clearly. Clearly
we need to stop exploiting people and nature and design a new way forward structurally
inclusive of all human rights so social chaos doesn’t rule by the desperation of not feeling
heard seen feed or housed etc…….thanks for asking
44297

Ruined my last year with my sick husband! I’m isolated, my family is divided and not talking to
each other, I’m stressed, I’m angry, I haven’t been able to see any of my grandchildrens
hockey and dance classes, I hate what Trudeau had done to my country!

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44298

A lot

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44299

Less Work.....and big fear of people who I thought where lifers.....its not there fault they are in
fear....divide Big loss of Financial income1

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44300

Loss of income, opportunity, relationships, freedom, rights.

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44301

It has made me angry, I've been forced to chose my job over vaccination! I've been treated as
a second class citizen and have been classed as a non canadian / terrorist by our own Prime
Minister. I am sick of the division he has created and he has been the worst human on the
planet when it comes to people who do not agree with him! The Ottawa situation is deplorable
and a stain on this Gov't. It has been long enough, i want my life back!!!

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44302

Ruined everything

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44303

Personal, work, finances, relationships, worship, mental health, physical health, government
trust, travel,

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44304

gone bankrupt..in debt to big to dig out of.social problems.lost friends.lonelyness

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44305

The segregation and discrimination because of the mandates has been hard and has caused
our family to break apart and have lost many old friends - their choice they didn’t want to
breath my air . When my husband had his heart attack it was beyond tormenting to be made to
sit outside while he went into emergency. We use to be part of our community and supported
by spending $ there but because of the passport we are not allowed to anymore. The constant
worry fear and anger is getting tiring.

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44306

I’ve been out on unpaid leave for not complying. Now my husband and I (home owners) are
living on one income all because I refuse to get an experimental drug that is still in phase 3 of
drug trial.

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44307

Working from home for over 2 years. Lack of social aspect of life. Unable to see family.
Friends/Family divided.

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44308

Constant stress from changing guidelines.

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44309

My dad was put on unpaid leave for making an informed decision on what he was willing or
unwilling to put into his body. My church was consistently visited by authorities and the media,
fined, locked up, fenced up, and deprived of its pastor for just over a month while he sat in
prison. I am unable to move and breathe freely because of my vax status, capacity limits, and
mask mandates. I am considered by the Prime Minister, the media, and a fair-sized chunk of
society as being lesser than because of the dictates of my conscience.

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44310

I am looked at like I’m some treasonous traitor because I feel I’m healthy enough to not need
the vaccine. Social outcast.

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44311

Horribly I can’t go to my nieces wedding I missed funerals I can’t visit my poor mother in her
nursing home. I can’t travel. This is wrong

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44312

Too much to talk about. Loosing family members. Travel restrictions. Masks smh

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44313

work shortage

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44314

Yes

2/18/2022 10:54 PM

44315

I've been harassed and discriminated against and my friends of 15 years think I'm a racist and
no longer have anything to do with me. My father won't talk to me and I have friends who were
injured by the vaccine including a death

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44316

Interferes with my right to freedom in Canada and the rest of the world

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44317

It has been profoundly depressing watching the persecution of the unvaccinated for no reason

2/18/2022 10:53 PM
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except saving politicians for admitting responsibility for a deeply inadequate health care
system.
44318

It's shitty

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44319

To live a normal life and has caused division amongst the people (separation) ( fear) also to
much isolation from the world it’s stealing my freedom from fresh air and proper vitamin D from
the sun it’s unhealthy and killing more more people then helping them

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44320

I don't ever want to be vaccinated. I've already had COVID and I know how my immune
system works. I always refused to take Flu shots also. Knowing that we aren't allowed to travel
and do as we please, I have felt suicidal. I believe that I should have a choice of what goes
into my body. I couldn't even work because my line of work needs to be vaxxed.

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44321

Broken the love!

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44322

Lost job of 14 years and had to sell our home of 16 years and uproot ours kids and life.

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44323

Stuck in abusive household

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44324

Division of family and friends

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44325

I feel imprisoned. Lost my freedom of choice

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44326

it’s ruined what should’ve been a better pregnancy. etc and being forced to get a jab to do
anything

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44327

Can go out resonant do stuff with kids sports lots overdose and people dieing

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44328

Not being able to go to church at times. Loss of being able to be with family and friends.
Anxiety over continuous changes of rules for COVID. Not being allowed to volunteer. Not being
accepted for my opinion on the COVID situation.

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44329

Loss of family Loss of wages Mental health

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44330

No good

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44331

Unable to be apart of society, treated like a criminal for not disclosing private medical
information. Breathing problems from wearing a mask while being pregnant.

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44332

Caused depression

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44333

It has ruined my kids childhood.

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44334

It has cause division and hatred between family and friends. It has cause my children to come
depressed and feel like they can’t leave the house without fear of discrimination

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44335

It had because during the lock downs when my family could not visit i had no help around the
house that i needed and my depression got way worse.

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44336

Traumatized - watching my son and daughter disagreeing. Watching my grandkids mental well
being be continually toyed with

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44337

Can’t travel to see my family for over 2 years. Can’t attend church cuz of masks I can’t wear.

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44338

In a Big way, can’t travell anywhere, take a bus,and affecting all aspekt of my life

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44339

Made depression worst. I'm so sad and unhappy for 2 years now lost friends and family
because I can't get the vaccine. Due to medical conditions. I want back into my moms
assisted living. And I do not want these mandate to continue

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44340

It has caused a huge rift between family and friends.All Politicians fault,mostly Trudeau

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44341

Caused mental, emotional and psychological trauma to my children and has caused us to lose
business contracts

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44342

I lost my job

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44343

Depressing

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44344

I cant even begin to describe the psychological effects I have noticed throughout the
community at large.

2/18/2022 10:53 PM
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44345

Everyone is divided and against each other. Forcing a vaccine to keep a job never should have
happened.

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44346

Divided my friends, damaged my kids, impacted my job and my husbands job, watched mental
health decline drastically in multiple age groups.

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44347

Mental health issues

2/18/2022 10:53 PM

44348

Sad

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44349

catastrophic!!!

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44350

I have lost my 20 yr career and been alienated by people that bought into the fear mongering

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44351

Mental & physical

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44352

It has effectively ruined my life as well as many other patriotic Canadians. This is communism
at its s finest it makes me sick to my stomach

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44353

It has made life miserable

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44354

Caused undue stress and depression

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44355

Badly

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44356

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44357

Lose of jobs, lose of freedom to travel, increased isolation, restricted access to family

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44358

My children have to wear masks to and from school for 8 hours. They come home sick from
wearing masks and smelling the strong chemicals they use to disinfect.

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44359

Financial loss, depression, had Covid, loss of friends who died, vaccine injuries with family
members, loss of freedom, harassment over mandates from people I have seen a lot of people
treated badly over vaccines, division and verbal assaults from Prime Minister and threats were
so acceptable.

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44360

I have closed my business , isolation , depressed just to name a few

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44361

was forced to vacinate or would loose my job.

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44362

Death, friends lost, financial loss

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44363

It has completely disrupted our lives, our family is really struggling and very different from two
years ago. School bull crap, crap in workplace, division in our place of worship. It’s sickening.

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44364

it has taken my freedom

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44365

Causing extended stress leave from work and threat of being fired in a few weeks. Invasion of
medical & religious privacy

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44366

Lost main income. Divided family. Added more stress then having the flu itself.

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44367

I’ve been refused to live my freedom in what I thought was a free country. I’ve been ostracized
for having critical thinking and making a personal health risk calculation t

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44368

It has tore my family apart this is very disturbing how the whole country is divided it makes me
sick and it makes me so sad to see that this is happening in Canada when we are supposed to
be one and stand together ❤️This is for my grandchildren and their grandchildren you teach
your kids not to discriminate this is not acceptable you do not scrutiny people because of their
medical choices You teach your children to stand up fight for freedom liberty and to help others
that can't help themselves to support each other And to never give up your freedom Locking
people down and telling you where you can go and where you can't go this Ned's to stop now

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44369

Limited social interaction for myself my wife and especially our children. Being told lies by the
Government and health officials and creating diversity among Canadians. I no longer trust my
Government nor their media controlled lies and currently the way the Prime Minister is acting
and behaving I'm feeling angry that someone so disgusting could even be the leader of our
beautiful country. True north strong and free!

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44370

Can't attend school to finish my trade and become a journeymen. Has made the schooling I
have done more difficult by having online learning . Not being able to see friends or family .

2/18/2022 10:52 PM
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Losing friends and family over having different views. The mandates have caused more stress
and depression then happiness and security.
44371

Every aspect: friendships, family relationships, church, marriage, income, decreased physical
activity level, access to health care, decreased travel, loss of trust in established systems, (
police, government, pharmacy, educators, physicians, AHS)

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44372

Lost of work, family & friends

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44373

Socially mentally and I worry about these affects on my children as well.

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44374

Stress, anxiety, loss of relationships with friends and family, bad things said bc I am not for it,
my children separated from their friends at school, kids treated like soldiers, kids more sick
from breathing in their carbon extracts from wearing a mask 8hrs a day

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44375

Caused me severe depression and not being able to see my grandchildren

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44376

Countless ways. My daughter was born May 2020, all prenatal classes were canceled, only
one support person allowed, all mommy and me classes canceled, my parents couldn’t travel
to meet her until she was over a month old. She’s lacking regular socialization opportunities.
Has delayed speech. And there are many other ways the mandates have affected me
personally

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44377

It has Drawn a invisible line through my friends and family.

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44378

Taken away my job 2 times

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44379

I have 2 Covid shots. So has not affected my work. However I do not want to r to get a
boaster.

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44380

Moral distress. Business closure. Rights and freedoms vanishing.

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44381

Has affect my job ,seeing family , freedoms

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44382

I can’t do activities with my daughter like life saving swimming lessons and other fun things
that we were able to do even at the beginning of the pandemic. For the restrictions to have
worsened a year into it makes no sense.

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44383

Mentally, emotionally, physically, financially, marriage, work, family.

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44384

It has divided me from many family members and friends geographically and socially, caused
me to miss out on the first 2 year of my nephew's life, made me fearful to speak freely,
traumatized me and I am planning to fly out on a charter plane and not return until the liberal
government is out of power.

2/18/2022 10:52 PM

44385

I lose my job

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44386

Stress, loneliness, financial

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44387

Lost my job

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44388

I'm struggling financially because of the cost of food.

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44389

No longer fly to work. Must drive. Seeing my children mentally struggle for two years.

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44390

The division amongst people, not being able to my boys hockey, etc...

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44391

Split my family

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44392

suicidal thoughts

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44393

Daily

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44394

Like I have been lied to about the facts of Covid and the medical / science community was
silenced!

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44395

It has bankrupt my business March 5 2020 due to restrictions and lost my staff to the
provincial government health care system as well as my clients as many were in assisted
living and ran out of money trying to restart it

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44396

It has affected my mental health

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44397

Cost me to close my business

2/18/2022 10:51 PM
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44398

Has made me safer

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44399

Loss of everything

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44400

Hardly seen family in the past 2 years

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44401

Unable to organize events leading to loss of income

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44402

The government is corrupt with greed. Work with the people. We don’t need imports. We
should use our own resources. Our children need a change in the school system. It’s the
future. Our veterans. Our elderly. Our neighbour. No discrimination. No war. We are equal and if
we are not then look into equity.

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44403

Significantly as I am subject to panic attacks with prolonged mask wearing. I do see masks as
an effective means to stop spreading illness to others. This the requirement is reasonable.

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44404

Work and everyday life

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44405

Stripped me of my freedoms & rights under the Canadian Charter, Constitution and Common
Law.

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44406

It’s making life hard

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44407

That can’t fit into this box! It has affected myself and my children’s lives drastically, my
autistic son and my youngest children in preticular.

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44408

Social isolation and challenges with my children

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44409

It is affecting my personal economy because I live in a tourist town it is inhibited my ability to
visit people and I care about I’ve lost people that I couldn’t go see there’s been so many
losses I can’t even begin to list them all

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44410

N/a

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44411

Depression, anxiety, division of family members, becoming more anti social.

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44412

I’ve been unable to work on some job sites. Unable to travel with family, unable to go to any
events, dinner, or entertainment. I’ve been restricted from doing any mission work abroad,
unable to attend church at times. Unable to gather with friends at times. So many things… I
haven’t even mentioned how it has affected my daughter in so many negative ways, or the
mental toll it has had on my wife.

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44413

2 bedside deaths limited access, next to no access to aged mother in law in carehome, can't
fly to sister in crisis accross country and mucked more

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44414

No social activities

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44415

Kids lost education, loss of income, family members with mental health issues due to
government and media not being truthfull

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44416

Lost my job

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44417

I have lost 2 years of my life. I have missed going to Church when they were shut down. I
have missed attending Bible Studies due to social distancing. Unable to attend the Seniors
Club to partake in sports due to medical discrimination

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44418

Not welcome at my job, no entry to the majority of public places, no family visits, children are
masked at school, masks in public, cannot attend weddings or visit family members in hospital

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44419

Lost income, depression, family and friendships lost

2/18/2022 10:51 PM

44420

Made me feel I was in a communist country

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44421

Too many ways to list here....job loss, suicide in the family, mental illness and depression in
my children and trauma psychological damage

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44422

Not being able to see friends and family. Affected work and personal life. Having a prime
minister that feels this has givin him a liscense to do whatever he wants.

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44423

Can't eat out at restaurants... Can't go to gyms. Don't have my freedom of travel

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44424

I have lost my job and been unable to visit ageing and ill family members in other provinces.

2/18/2022 10:50 PM
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44425

They have so far kept me safe. Covid has affected all of our lives, the mandates have helped
us survive it

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44426

Negative

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44427

Cant watch my kids do activities can’t go out for dinner or leave country

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44428

Discrimination in the form of losing business, not being able to participate in sports and
fitness, eat out, travel.

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44429

Segregation, discrimination, hate speech

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44430

Torn it apart

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44431

Being lonely

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44432

It has made me feel safer and decreased the risk that my parents will die of Covid 19.

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44433

Dictatorship, separation, totalitarianism!!!! Welcome to USSR!

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44434

Negatively.

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44435

It destroyed it!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44436

It has caused depression and anxiety, loneliness, deprived me of seeing family, robbed my
father of a dignified funeral service, caused a dear friends 12 year daughter to kill herself. The
list is endless. It has done more harm than good.

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44437

Job terminated Loss of family/friends time Freedom of movement

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44438

I am more lonely & upset from being segregated from family and friends. Being in public is not
enjoyable because of the mask restrictions. Having to wear a mask in public spaces, most of
the day at work has caused me to have a chronically stuffed up nose. All of the restrictions put
in place to return to the office have made it an unhappy place to be and having to disinfect
high touch places have reunited some of our electronics, furniture and dried out our hands
terribly. Employees that once interacted are now estranged and not as sociable.

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44439

Stressed watching people around me having serious vaccine injuries and this being kept quiet.
Feeling unsafe in my own country with a Prime Minister trying to still push vaccines on
peoplewhwn it is clear that one size does not fit all. Stressed with a Prime Minister that does
not care about the people but only wants dictatorship. Very disturbed that we have a zprime
zminister that breaks the Charter and wont talk to the people

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44440

Made it a living hell

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44441

Lost revenue, not being able to visit elderly.

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44442

My husband had to take the jab to keep his job. Family fighting because of COVID. Could not
see my grandkids.

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44443

Negatively. School has been extra stressful I can’t hang out with my friends anywhere and
getting a job is harder than it should be.

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44444

Family members losing there job. Discriminated against

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44445

Loss of income, divided family, broken our country

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44446

I’ve never wanted to harm a prime minister before. Not saying I’m going to. But, here we are.
I’m disgusted and mentally ill.

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44447

Loss of job and life

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44448

Ostracized family and friends, negatively impacted my daughters, and my finances

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44449

Loss of freedom to travel, attend events and the division of our country due to inept leadership

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44450

I have become ill from sitting in my house by myself. My mental health is not right. I am
isolated lonely and i feel locked up worse than a criminal. Outcast by friends and family. The
division and hate in my Canada are unbelievable

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44451

It's impacted my life badly in every way possible. It's a overreach and it's a disgusting way to
treat your citizens.

2/18/2022 10:50 PM
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44452

Too many ways to count.

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44453

The mandates have infringed on my civil rights

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44454

Livelihood. Friendships. Mental health

2/18/2022 10:50 PM

44455

Loss of job due to business I worked for closing from lack of revenue.

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44456

.

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44457

Causes depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44458

Very negatively! Our kids can't join sports, go to reg programs, or swimming We have lost
income, we are business owners It caused conflict and divide in our family It has put strain on
our marriage, and our mental health.

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44459

Job loss Discrimination Loss of Democratic freedoms Trudeau and the Liberals have used
covid and the mandates for their own gain

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44460

In every way... all wrong. So wrong.. every bit of it.

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44461

Negatively all along the way. I refused to test or vaccinate and was put on leave. My
husband's work search has been more difficult and we are just about to lose our home with our
2 kids how is this OK in anyway shape or form

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44462

It has made me very angry and frustrated because I know it’s all crap and the government has
a secret sinister agenda

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44463

Negative

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44464

My 2 yr old is in peak development years and doesn’t know faces and has speech delays
problems. My 6 yr gets headaches fr masks. I’ve been kicked out of my women’s rec hockey
league. My migraines are triggered by mask wearing severely affecting my well-being. Our
family is segregated from society and treated as ‘less than’ by ppl following the lead of our
Communist Prime Minister and Premiers. The children’s lives and development are being
sacrificed for adult’s fear and selfishness! Every aspect of our life has been affected
negatively! And we are doing very well in comparison to many many people around us. We are
living now in daily constant fear of being removed from society, forced into a medical choice
we do not want or need & the effects on our children are heartbreaking! What kind of soulless
beings in authority can justify and encourage, let alone mandate this type of social regression
and cruelty?! ALL mandates need to END now!

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44465

ALL

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44466

Depression, can’t see my parents who are in a nursing home, can’t travel, can’t go skiing,
can’t go to restaurants, can’t go to my dojo, treated unfairly because no vaxx pass

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44467

I’ve almost lost my business because of the restrictions. Right now it will most likely take at
least 5 years to pay off the debt we’ve accumulated over the 2 years of the Covid mandates….

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44468

Horribly

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44469

Mental health declined, watched my 16 yr old fall into depression

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44470

Extremely depressed the last year. First time I’ve gone to a counsellor my entire life. Feel
overwhelmed, anxious, heavy.

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44471

Lost a business, family members divided

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44472

Mandated vaccination

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44473

Jobless

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44474

Due to our lifestyle it hasn't effected us as someone in a large center but we have not been
able to travel and enjoy our local life as we have been able to before these mandates. In
theses 2 years we have not seen the problem of people getting sick fron the covid virus as it
has been portrayed even though most people we know are not vaccinated. It has been very
disturbing how the federal government has divided the people on the way of portraying the
vaccinations as an all out solution to this virus in which it has not cured or stopped
transmission. As an unvaxed person I feel for people to be scared to contract this virus from a
vaccinated person as they might not know they have the virus. There is always two sides to

2/18/2022 10:49 PM
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every stories and we as people have to understand both sides before declaring one is right an
the other is wrong. There is information on this covid virus that is not being told and that is
disturbing because if people are cautious about the vaccines then we need all the information
to make a decision on our own health situations not someone telling us what is best for us and
our family's. Our lives go on without mandates or not its just hard to live with other people who
think they know best for me . Thank you
44475

My cousin took his life. And I didn’t get to see my grandma for the last 2 years of her life. She
was 99 years old

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44476

I am asthmatic and epileptic so having to wear masks everywhere and especially while
working poses a health risk much higher than the risk of Covid. Furthermore due to my health
issues I REFUSE to get the vaccine and don't feel that ANYONE should be told they 'have' to
get this controversial vaccine. I personally have witnessed vaccine injuries and
inconsistencies with the Vax, as in vaxxed people still getting covid or being ill ever since the
shots... I want me constitutional rights to be upheld and this government has complete
disregard for us citizens

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44477

Depression isolation insecure financial situation

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44478

Depression

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44479

Where do I begin? In almost every way possible. Family division, community, mentally, my
children's mental health, my children's growth. Sadly not financially but I would trade it all in a
heart beat! I just want our freedoms back! If we choose to lockdown our family as a unit again.
That’s our right to choose! It should not be forced to the degree it has. Quite frankly I am sick
and tired of being scolded like a child. As well as sick and tired of the division. As if I do not
hold a enough common sense to make the best choices for myself as well as for my family.
Sincerely and educated non racist freedom loving Canadian And as if I have to say this but I
will a Fully vaccinated Canadian that now has a spontaneous acute skin issues 1 year later.
Thanks Pfizer!!!

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44480

Lost my job due to vaccine demanded to work in my occupation.

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44481

Financially, psychologically, loneliness, medically, spiritually.

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44482

It has ruined the lives of the working people with little evidence it worked

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44483

My medical doctor who had originally told he not to get it for health reasons, refused to give
me an exemption letter and then would also not see me as a patient months later. My mental
health has been at an all time low. The segregation and shaming needs to stop!

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44484

Family division:(

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44485

It has not affected my life but we are in Canada and we need to keep our freedoms.

2/18/2022 10:49 PM

44486

Lost a job, lost my capacity to swim (pool not open until you can give proof of passport) a very
important activity for my health - isolation and daily annoyance - suffering from the masks
preventing a normal breathing...

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44487

Every aspect. Can’t travel or even take a ferry in my own country. It has divided us. Couldn’t
go out to eat. Increased shipped.

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44488

Effected everything around me. Main stream media lying, small busineses suffering, good
people loosing there jobs fir no reason!! Injuries from covid vaccines that they hide! Separation
of the Canadian people for no reason. A Tyrante Prime Minster running are great country. I
could keep going!!

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44489

Forced on "Leave without pay" for over 3 months now!

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44490

My personal mental stress level is so high that I am terrified to leave my house. Not because
of the bio-weapon, but because of the police state that our country has become.

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44491

Not enough words

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44492

I have never experienced depression and mental health issues until the mandates and
lockdows, I've considered ending it all several times

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44493

I have funerals and weddings I’m waiting to attend

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44494

Loss of enjoyment to live normal life

2/18/2022 10:48 PM
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44495

Hasn't affected me personally but it has made life very difficult for family and friends, not being
able to work.

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44496

My wedding business lost all potential work for the last two years. My children lost out on
education and friendships from school closures. My husband lost his job. My family is now
distant due to mandates and my paranoid fathers who shut out his kids and grandkids in fear
of the virus. Separating our family by vaccine status. Mental health has declined. Depression
increased. Barley making it financially especially now that I’m limited to how o can make an
income without being vaccinated or taking a test. On the brink of all lost hope for a free
Canada who respects the choices of all Canadians.

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44497

Not much at all

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44498

My 9 year old son was in tears because he wasn't able to go to school and see his friends.
After the first few lockdowns he told me he wanted to die a 9 year old boy saying he wants to
die because Corona is killings people and life is never going to be the same. It breaks my
heart as a mother to hear my son say these things. These mandates are killing our children.

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44499

Unable to be with family & friends

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44500

I haven't worked in 2.5 years. I've been on disability. I am unable to find suitable providers for
specific treatments as I am not a candidate for zoom/phone/online meetings. I require one on
one, face to face interaction. I also have a medical mask exemption from my family doctor.
I've still be treated very poorly and refused service with my children for not honoring my
disability and medical mask exemption. I absolutely refuse to ever inject any vaccines in mine
or my children body. I will NEVER allow the forced medical procedure of injecting toxins, let
alone be a human guinea pig for the mrna, gene editing, toxic slew that are still currently in
human trials, throughout our entire 7 billion population. I will fight for my right to make my own
informed medical decision. Not because I'm forced or coerced. This makes me whaT it
considerably less....and that's not even possible. I can no longer take my kids anywhere...not
even swimming. They are sooo depressed and do not understand why we are not allowed to go
places because we house not to get injected with something that doesn't work

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44501

Made my job safer.

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44502

Increased stress. Child who has a hearing disability has struggled in school due to masks.
Work protocols have been difficult. Masks are irritating and difficult to hear soft spoken people.

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44503

This approach to mandating my ability to travel and work, has left me in a place wondering how
many meals I have left.

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44504

It has caused emotional trauma to myself and my three children

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44505

2 years of travel stolen

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44506

They infringe on our freedom to live freely in our country

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44507

Negatively. Had to leave my wife and daughter in the Dominican. Had to quarantine and lost
my income for 14 days. My kids lost almost 2 years of sports and definitely received worse
schooling than they normally had.

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44508

Terribly. I have seen children end up in foster care, I have seen a child given over to the
ministry as dad couldn’t cope when there was no more school ,I have seen family split apart,I
have seen violence towards spouses so many I know have lost their jobs, one 49-year-old
friend died 10 days after the Covid job, stood beside her 10 and 12-year-old daughter as they
watch their mom go into the ground , I have seen my country ripped apart I have seen families
and churches the incredible breakdown which will take many years to heal ,I could go on and
on. It would be one thing if I knew a lot of people that had died from Covid. But it has only
been the very elderly

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44509

My kids mental health has gone down immensely as has mine. I have not been able to work
because of our kids in and out of school and so much unknown! It’s time to move on and
move forward.

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44510

Protected my life, protected my family, protected my job.

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44511

I hate being muzzled with fabric and treated like a child by the Government.

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44512

Have not been able to visit My 89 year old Mom . Unable to travel for work with current

2/18/2022 10:48 PM
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restrictions and mandates . Was not allowed to grieve with My Family during a death in the
family. not allowed to leave Country .
44513

An overwhelming feeling of isolation. Watching my grand children grow up not being able to
play freely with friends. Not being able to visit family that live in Ontario because you need to
be vaccinated to fly. Dividing families.

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44514

No family dinners in restaurants. No travel without vaccination. Masks restrict my, already
laboured breathing as I suffer with COPD and asthma

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44515

Stress. Cost of living. Divided opinions. Lost life long friendship. Distrust of government.
Confusion by medical reports. Disbelief of media reports.

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44516

I was unable to work since March of 2020. So I would have to say a loss of income and getting
behind on my bills.

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44517

I am restricted in what I can do but what's worse is the wedge and division between people I
know. I'm having a baby in March and my sister with whom I am extremely close is unable to
come visit due to the mandate for domestic travel.

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44518

It's positive.

2/18/2022 10:48 PM

44519

divided my family, lost friends, lost major income source, caused stress and depression,
sense of hopelessness, afraid for my grandchildren

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44520

It has led to a lot more work covering for a co-worker who refuses to get vaccinated

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44521

My dad won’t even talk to me now

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44522

Fortunately less than most but still limits your social life and affects business negatively.

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44523

Negatively in every way

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44524

Impeded on my work and social life, haven't been able to go to any family events for the last
two years because of these mandates

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44525

My family is torn apart … we are divided because of the mandates!!!

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44526

Lots of social conflict between friends and family I never thought I’d see

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44527

Mental health

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44528

My children's childhood has been taken from them, we have had people wish death on them for
not wearing masks outside, my husband company has slowed down, the cost of food has sky
rocketed, the mental toll on the entire country has been unbelievable and unacceptable.

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44529

Separations

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44530

Anxiety depression financial pressure

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44531

It has created hardship, suffering, and broken relationships that will be difficult to repair. It has
led to feelings of depression and sadness never experienced before and I am 76 years old.

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44532

I was terminated from my job because I made a personal health choice for myself that they did
not agree with. I have not been able to find employment since then.

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44533

I feel isolated. Depressed. Like it’s divided our country, families, and my friends. It has to end!!

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44534

My income from my business has declined by more than 50%. It is difficult to wear a mask
and I have been refused entry into stores because of it. I find myself exhausted at the end of
the day after wearing a mask. I am a health practitioner and have incurred additional expense
following the mandates required by my governing body. I am disillusioned with our government
and feel that we are no longer a democratic country. I don't believe the 'vaccines' are safe and
have heard horrifying stories of injuries and death due to the injections. I fear for those who
have received the injections.

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44535

debt and debt

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44536

Stopped us from seeing our son play hockey and from travelling to see my sister and family in
Australia. It has also strained some family relationships.

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44537

Lost 3 people to Covid, and my Mother… I’m messed up.

2/18/2022 10:47 PM
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44538

Have not gone out to any restaurants or to any events bit other than that it hasn't. I just feel it
is a violation of freedoms

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44539

Not being able to see family has been depressing

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44540

My poor kids

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44541

Income

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44542

Not able to see family, not able to travel.

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44543

Caused deepening depression in many people… loss of jobs, anxiety , despair & feelings of
hopelessness, mistrust of government

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44544

I'm ready to off myself

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44545

I can’t event begin to tell you how this has affected my family and I. What government tells
you not to associate with your own family. I can’t believe CANADA, the most honorable and
free country has turned into a dictatorship. There has been nothing but division and anger
since this started over two years ago. I haven’t seen my family in over two years and I have
little children. They have been masked and now have learning disabilities. I’m ashamed of our
country and disgusted in our leaders. Time for change is now. How can our Prime Minister
kneel with BLM but call and emergency act on lawful, peaceful protestors!? Because they
don’t agree with his authoritarian, dictatorship. I’m disgusted to be called Canadian and the
whole world is watching.

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44546

It’s like I am in jail for the pass two year for a crime I didn’t comment

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44547

House arrest,

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44548

yes very much so

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44549

Finically stress

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44550

Loss of work. Solidarity..loss of life.. Loss of money... Loss of time with family....loss of
religious rights...loss of freedom...loss of my rights....loss of getting information...correct
information...loss of speech...and so many more

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44551

I’m packed us financially and my child’s right to an education.

2/18/2022 10:47 PM

44552

i dont follow it mandates not law using my GOD GIVEN FREEDOM hIS LAW IS HIGHER THE
THE GOVERNMENT

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44553

My child’s mental health has became so concerning. My finances have suffered

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44554

Hugely. Isolated. Depressed. Loss of 2 valuable years of life.

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44555

It has limited me from moving freely around in our do called "free county"

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44556

Being controlled in a free country. If I wanted communism I would move to Cuba, or Russia
with Biden and Trudeau

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44557

We have been separated from our extended family for two years because of the restrictions.
The pandemic also meant there was about 10 mths of time we were separated from my aging
parents. They were largely alone because they were trying to stay safe from virus. My dad
died in august, only a few months after we were able to start seeing him again. We all missed
valuable months with him.

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44558

Loss of community and connection. Loss of income

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44559

It has left us isolated for far to long and people need human interaction to survive

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44560

Life as change so much, feeling trap

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44561

It has increased the cost of living

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44562

No comment

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44563

My family, mental health, funerals that I could not attend ,could see family and friends,
watching people loose there jobs which is wrong

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44564

It has effected my life is many ways I was not able to spend the last year of my grandpas life

2/18/2022 10:46 PM
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with him due to the restrictions. I have major anxiety due to all the mandates and I have
suffered major depression with the constant lockdowns. Not being able to do regular healthy
things I would do like going to the gym etc were closed but yet you could go buy liquor. Not for
our health.
44565

Not being able to see friends and family. Being excluded.

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44566

It hasn’t. All eligible members of our family are vaccinated. We missed loved ones when
gathering was restricted or we decided it wasn’t for the best, but we have found ways to
connect. Masks are not a huge deal for us, but I do question the efficacy of the way they’re
used in elementary school settings. Overall we understand the need for restrictions to protect
the vulnerable and salvage our healthcare system.

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44567

Job insecurity, social life, mental health, physical health, freedom of movement

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44568

More isolated; more drinking. Unable to find a job.

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44569

Lost income. Mental health strains. Substance abuse. Lack of travel (see mental health above)

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44570

Lost relationships w/friends, family members. Lost social life. Have become hopeless &
depressed after always being a social, happy, positive person. Have not been able to travel to
visit my elderly father or take my mother to dinner or on vacation. Can’t visit my elderly uncle
in a personal care home. Destroyed my faith in Govt & humanity! :( END THIS
SEGREGATION NOW!!!

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44571

You have separated me from immediate family. You have discriminated against me. I have
friends and family that have lost jobs and have life threatening side effects from the vaccine.
My daughter cant attend University.

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44572

I feel that they have kept me safe and healthy. A little inconvenience is worth that.

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44573

Anger-closing businesses-mental health-was unable to see my ailing father(not with Covid)
until I took him from hospital Our family had 4 days with him before he passed-this was
atrocious!!!

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44574

Can’t visit my family

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44575

Severe depression and anxiety for my kids and I and financial issues.

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44576

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44577

I cant work or travel or snowboard or dine or go to a bar. Its discrimination and segregation at
its best

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44578

My husband got vaccine injury due to mandates and the medical community reacted by gas
lighting us and calling it anxiety though he's had nothing like that occur ever before. I suppose
he magically developed anxiety 3 days after the vaccine.

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44579

I haven’t been able to visit my elderly parents because they are not allowed to leave the home
where they live and can’t have any unvaccinated visitors. For the first time in my life I had to
start taking antidepressants.

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44580

I am not allowed to finish my schooling since I am not vaccinated. The college has refused me
multiple times for no reason

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44581

Can't find a job cause I refuse to vaccine and inclose any medical record/
loneliness/stress/depression

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44582

Isolated, feeling anxious, stressed...not enjoying many things as I used to, gained weight, had
strained relationships

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44583

My mental health has declined. I have little to no faith in the government anymore

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44584

Family died and we couldn't get to see them before they died

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44585

Freedom of movement!!!

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44586

Can't do recreation things and no travelling via airplane

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44587

Divided family and friends.

2/18/2022 10:46 PM

44588

It has not.

2/18/2022 10:45 PM
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44589

My husband was forced to be vaccinated or loose his job and now he’s very sick. I’m also
facing the same thing.

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44590

It’s hard to get by on CPP long term disability when everything is going up except your income

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44591

Negative effect on my mental well-being due to isolation for prolonged period of time

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44592

University studies, travel, moved back home from living abroad, work situations, visiting
family, mental health

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44593

It has been traumatic on all 6 of us in our home. The mental and emotional tug of way has
crossed every line a parent could even dream is acceptable. Extreme duress

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44594

I was fired from my job two days before Christmas for being unvaccinated, I worked for my
sister. I have been ousted from my family. My teenage daughter has not been allowed near her
friends. I was advised by her paediatric cardiologist that she should not be vaccinated because
she is more likely to have I’ll effects from the shot than from Covid but he can’t write her an
exemption or he may lose his license. I am not allowed to fly to visit my Uncle in Alberta who
is on life support, not that I could afford to now that I’m unemployed, I can’t pay my rent next
month. I have started eating only once a day so that the groceries will last longer for my
daughter.

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44595

My business has nearly been destroyed. It's impacted my mental health which has affected
my physical health. My husband is suffering from a major mental health crisis and talks about
suicide. It ruined his education and prevents him from getting a job. I am unable to see my
parents as they live in the United States. I haven't seen my brother in a year and a half
because he's ten hours away. I've lost friends and family because of the divide our government
has created.

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44596

Honestly not much, I'm fully vaccinated but that's my choice. I don't believe people should be
forced to take them

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44597

Divided families and friends, otherwise life has gone on with limited contact with others.

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44598

Every aspect of my life and my children's lives.

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44599

Robbed my business and interrupted supply chains. My orders have a 30-50%fill rate and
supply of age products are very limited

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44600

Affected my mental health and my kids’ mental health. Stressful and caused division in my
family. Daughter lost her teacher who lives across the border who couldn’t get her second
vaccine.

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44601

Basically makes people prisoners in their own home. Lost my job

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44602

Discrimination for not being able to go into public places to eat Crimes against humanity for
them trying to push the vac on us that is not proven to work and tested properly and not
sharing what is in the jab

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44603

vaccine and booster and vaccine passport

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44604

Mentally devastated

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44605

I got a friend who killed him self because of all the measures that are toxic to everyone.
Everyone is divided because of this government that force experimental injection and force
people. Some of my friends lost their job because they didn’t want the vaccine. This has to
end NOW.

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44606

Made us feel alone and crazy. Divided our community

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44607

Much inconvenience The mandates attack and take away human rights and freedom to make
decisions concerning our own body and life. The mandates are rolled out without the support of
data and science.

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44608

Lost my job caring for the vulnerable

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44609

Lost my job

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44610

Forced to get vaccinated to keep my job

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44611

It has been mentally damaging to my family and caused job loss

2/18/2022 10:45 PM
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44612

Badly.

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44613

No freedom.....2 sides of society.... no church.....sadness...

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44614

Financial, Socially, Family across the border and elderly Mom

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44615

Horrible, divided family lost friends working from home 2 years

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44616

Lost of friends, income, social life and increse in the price consumer's goods and services.

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44617

It's isolated me from friends and family. Depression

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44618

Yep family members lost jobs

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44619

Very negatively. Closed my business, health ruined after vaccination, family destroyed
because of Trudeau divise and hate speech in regards to citizens with different views.

2/18/2022 10:45 PM

44620

Just inconvenient with masks and such.

2/18/2022 10:44 PM

44621

Separated me from family, friends. Affected my mental health. Affected my childrens mental
health

2/18/2022 10:44 PM

44622

My sister and mother-in-law died alone, church going has been difficult, family gatherings have
been made difficult

2/18/2022 10:44 PM

44623

Missing time with family Not able to watch grandchildren’s sporting events.

2/18/2022 10:44 PM

44624

Mental health decline

2/18/2022 10:44 PM

44625

Very much, disturbing my life can’t working on my terms!!!!

2/18/2022 10:44 PM

44626

I have empathy for those who have been negatively affected by the mandates. I personally did
not, do not, need mandates to guide me to act responsibly during pandemic. Those whom lack
the know how or understanding of how to conduct self to decrease transmission, unfortunately,
required evolving mandates to be put in place. Hopefully, if another pandemic occurs in the
future humans will remember their part and no mandates will be necessary to keep cases
within manageable numbers.

2/18/2022 10:44 PM

44627

It has created, anxiety, depression, physical problems related to being bullied into the vaccine,
exclusion from activities, isolation, fear of being out in public. I could go on and on but that's
enough for now!

2/18/2022 10:44 PM

44628

Lost freedom

2/18/2022 10:44 PM

44629

Its killing people! Its sad to watch people being coerced to something they dont want in their
bodies.

2/18/2022 10:44 PM

44630

Mental health

2/18/2022 10:44 PM

44631

Totally un necessary, divisive. Pits neighbor against neighbor, friend against friend, may
include family members

2/18/2022 10:44 PM

44632

Restricts my access to various places. Destroyed my son s ability to find work and support his
senior mother. Not able to see my kids.

2/18/2022 10:44 PM

44633

In a extremely negative way…who imposes such disgusting mandâtes against the citizens
should be removed immediately

2/18/2022 10:44 PM

44634

Nothing but negativity. It’s damaging my child’s life.

2/18/2022 10:44 PM

44635

I have no been able to travel . To lead mission trips to guatamla to help those in need . I
haven’t been able to go to school or play any sports

2/18/2022 10:44 PM

44636

Less social events. Would hope it made it safer overall but i dont know.

2/18/2022 10:44 PM

44637

Forced me to get vaccinated

2/18/2022 10:44 PM

44638

It’s broken my heart my child now has this poison in her body because she thought she had no
other choice due to fear mongering

2/18/2022 10:44 PM

44639

Badly,very badly ,ruined my family,our health,everything

2/18/2022 10:44 PM

44640

Vey financially detrimental.

2/18/2022 10:44 PM
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44641

Bitter-Frustrated-Hopeless-Angry-Etc., etc.

2/18/2022 10:44 PM

44642

The restrictions have my life flipped upside down. Not seeing my family has been detrimental
to my mental health. Wearing a mask all day while working, has added extreme stress to my
asthma and anxiety. I have never felt so alone. This pandemic has been extremely hard for me
to cope with. I have no trust in the government to make a safe vaccine within the time frame.
It doesnt feel safe. What are the long term affects of 3 vaccines and unnecessary boosters? I
also do not understand why Justin Trudeau felt the need to call invoke the emergency act after
peaceful protests with the trucker convoy. It seems to me, he has lost control and is grasping
at weak, poorly thought out solutions to bully citizens into submission. It is disgusting
behavior.

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44643

Separation from family (until we stopped complying), excluded from restaurants and other
facilities and events, loss of some friendships, mild depression and anxiety re the future.

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44644

I am a second class citizen with limited access to my society. I am villainized ostracized and
targeted by the government for my views and for demanding my rights.

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44645

I have lost my extended family, my health, my freedom to travel or even dine out despite 2
jabs and almost died from the injection and am still not recovered. Martial strain and divorce
eminent, depression, my child unable to participate in life, isolation, inflation. Trudeau has
destroyed my life and taken me hostage. He needs to be charged with crimes against
humanity as does every single health official include Dr Tam and Ford.

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44646

Kept me from my family and friends

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44647

It has isolated me from friends and family

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44648

Very negativity. Mentally, physically and emotionally.

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44649

Miss friends and social gatherings but worth it for our health

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44650

Loss of income, freedom to go where I want, my body my choice.

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44651

Isolation, lost of our liberties to go where we want, when we want. There is no justice here.
Every court room and political parties are corrupt. Never thought I'd live that in Canada and it
gives me the will to leave this country.

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44652

I am a senior who now spends most of the time sitting alone in my studio suite instead of
getting out and about to activities with friends (eg: Tai Chi, floor curling) like I used to prior to
March 2020.

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44653

Emotionally, financially, physically, mentally, spiritually, I haven’t seen family and friends in 2
years

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44654

In every day life, not getting medical treatment, denied to eat and be treated like a leprosy
patient! Is sickening and totalitarian end it now!

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44655

Society has been divided and friends have been lost. The business has slowed and income
has become severely impacted

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44656

Complete separation of my friends/families, stress, anxiety, friends businesses closed, my
business has suffered in sales. Lonely/separation, sadness

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44657

Caused extreme duress and emotional harm.

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44658

Made it very difficult but my one complaint is vaccine passports. It is people’s choice to be
vaccinated but due to blood clots I cannot get jabbed but I am being punished for ot

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44659

The Gov is breaking the law of The Charter of Rights and Freedoms under the Cdn Constitution

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44660

Financially, mentally

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44661

I lost my sister to Covid mandates

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44662

Everyday life style

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44663

Lost job

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44664

Mentally, financially, negatively

2/18/2022 10:43 PM
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44665

Mandates are bullshit and have caused undue stress and tension

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44666

Depression, division

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44667

Destroyed my life mentally , financially and ruined my relationships

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44668

Oh my god where to start. Every single aspect. From our mental to financial health. Watching
families not being able to properly mourn loved ones including our own yo families torn apart.
Communities completely divided and no path to healing. Yo the desire to see civil war than
continue down the current path.

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44669

1)Socially 2)unemployed 3)church

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44670

As a Frontline worker I have witnessed the social impacts that are not being talked about.
They were predicted and are far worse than should be expected. The Risk of the illness has
diminished drastically, but the restrictions have only tightened.

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44671

I was unable to attend my father’s funeral. I was unable to attend my daughter’s wedding. My
income has dropped 60%.

2/18/2022 10:43 PM

44672

The mandates have affected my job and my children's schooling.

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44673

I've been unemployed for 6 months due to covid. The government's responsibility is to protect
my rights to support myself and my family, NOT protect my health. The government has
overstepped into realms that are not within their authority. They have reached into homes and
businesses and controlled what's not their to control. The government has made a mess of our
country and I pray this ends immediately. Relationships, finances, economies etc., and
FREEDOM must be restored!

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44674

Took me back to middle east third world country that I ran away from 18years ago to have
freedom of my own body! Shame on all those that supported such mandates and this way of
living.

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44675

Has taken a mental toll and ruined my health. Also has impacted my business and money i
bring in. Company cannot give as many hours as before because everyone is hurting due to
loss of business from the mandates etc. Biggest issue is the toll this has taken on individuals
mental and overall health. People feel so trapped and the increasing suicide rates due to this is
very awful the fact that this has resorted to people feeling the need to end their life.

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44676

Mental health gone down. Feeling discriminated against.

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44677

It has cost me thousands of dollars in revenue

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44678

I've been suicidal for 2 years and almost killed myself several times. The Truckers gave me
hope. Family members are suffering from addiction because of the measures. The list is long
and to painful to drudge up. I think I may leave Canada permanently. Today I watched an
elderly woman with a walker get trampled by horses. Our government is out of control. The
Canadian government has betrayed its people.

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44679

Can’t see family

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44680

My wife has lost her job as a nurse, my children have been unable to play sports, and none of
us are allowed to do the things we used to, like go to the movies or go for dinner

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44681

y

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44682

Visiting relatives, work issues, travel, isolation,

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44683

I lost everything

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44684

Immense stress and pressure all around. Ostracized by friends and family. It's terrible.

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44685

I dont believe anything about this so called covid crap and I have no faith in any Govt

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44686

No effect, but The Liberal Government has turned into a dictatorship, very scary.

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44687

Loss of in come and seen family

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44688

Vastly

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44689

I lived my life to the best of my ability. I wasn’t worried about social distancing. As no I wasn’t
scared to leave my house like so many others were.

2/18/2022 10:42 PM
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44690

It has not. I wear my mask and I am 2/3 vaccinated.

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44691

It has created division in friends and family. And health care system has suffered with
termination because of vaccine mandate

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44692

Since it was implemented.

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44693

Masks give headaches and are hard to breathe in. I'm unable to eat in a restaurant or travel by
plane or across the border. It has divided family and friends of mine.

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44694

Makes everything so much harder then it's needs to be work, socializing, or even just visiting a
public place. I'm afraid of losing my job over a vaccine that I do not want. It should be my
choice not forced.

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44695

Death and destruction of livelihood

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44696

The vaccines do not work. To force people to take it is criminal. Only ones that benefits are
the pharmaceutical companies. As they say, follow the money trail and you find the source of
the problem.

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44697

Business sales

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44698

THE MANDATE IS A FUCKING JOKE!

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44699

It has been a complete change of lifestyle, discrimination, shaming, belittling, division,
separation, family friction and overall health

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44700

Feel isolated and not heard

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44701

In every way. We cannot live life freely. Family and friend relationships are strained. Our
children have suffered due to school closures.

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44702

Lost 2 jobs, split from family members. Scared for my future and my kids and grandkids.

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44703

Loss of income, isolation, depression, anxiety, worry about other family members and friends’
mental health

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44704

So much isolation and division

2/18/2022 10:42 PM

44705

I lost my job for 6 months

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44706

Limited my freedom to travel and to participate and support local businesses

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44707

Broken family. Forced injection. Tenant squatter not paying causing loss of rent due to courts
closed leading to forceable sage of house as mortgage couldn’t be paid. Mental health issues
& stress

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44708

Can’t travel! Or go to restaurants and work

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44709

I missed a lot of family stuff

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44710

Depressed,

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44711

Negatively, business shut dowm

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44712

Warst part of my life

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44713

I haven’t been able to get to work conferences. Couldn’t watch kids sports. Couldn’t celebrate
birthdays at restaurants. Couldn’t eat in a food court.

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44714

I can't: go places, leave the country, have a social life, to breathe with mask on.

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44715

Indescribable. Too many ways to mention. Mandates are illegal and those that enforced them
should be held accountable!!!

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44716

Limits my choices

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44717

Mental health

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44718

At 79 I should never have had to have my freedom of choice over anything controlled and
mandated. The isolation and the other things done to the seniors and later to everyone else is
and was the greatest abusive behaviour by anyone or anything in history . And the constant
bullying and fear mongering every 15 minutes for two years is ridiculous. As is Justine Trudeau

2/18/2022 10:41 PM
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. He needs to be voted out with a non confidence vote in the house . And the Governor
General should call for one.
44719

I lost my job I was forced to take a needle I didn’t want. Mental stress

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44720

Lost my job, lost my mind.

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44721

Restricts the rights and freedoms of Canadians on the basis of unfounded scientific claims

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44722

I am retired due to the sudden death of my spouse on Nov 20, 2019 and have been house
bound for over 2 years & am starting to have unhealthy anxiety issues.

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44723

Unable to travel to see my parents, short of breath with mask, mental health issues, helping
my son with business loss d/t covid

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44724

In all the ways- mental health, emotional well-being, disconnection from family, unable to
access what’s required for my physical health, lack of feeling safe in my country/communities,
don’t feel safe or trust doctors (the ones who aren’t censored) … I could go on.

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44725

Worked in service -hospitality’s restaurants/bars/pubs This industry is dead at this time and for
leaving me unable to work.

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44726

Our rights to live!

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44727

FAMILY & SOCIETAL OSTRACIZATION EXTREME INFLATION AND UNAFFORDABLE
HOUSING COMPLETE DISTRUST OF ALL SELF IMPOSED AUTHORITY

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44728

No social life, anxiety and depression. Has divided friends and family.

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44729

Lost job cant go out to eat at restaurants havent seen mom and dad in months .........on and
on and on and on........

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44730

Ruined my children’s extracurricular activities, Divided family and friends, Negatively impacted
my business, made my family and I second class citizens, removed our right to bodily
autonomy, depressed my children and family members, friends and family who are
permanently disabled from the shot.

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44731

My small business suffered massive financial loss and labour losses by people staying home
on CERB. Further delays caused by local government agencies working remotely caused undo
hardship and cost delays to projects. Then with a pre-existing health condition where one can
not take this experimental drug, I lost out on restaurant and pub based business development,
watching my kids swimming lessons, watching my kids school concerts and assemblies and
being unable to take the family out to eat.

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44732

It sucked

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44733

It has made my job easier and helped protect the people around me.

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44734

Mental health...breath restricting

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44735

Divided family Cost so many people there business. No where else in the world are these
measures being implemented. Totally unnecessary. Why are the bodies not piling up?

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44736

How hasn't it affected my life?

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44737

My business that I spent a decade building was destroyed, my 9 year old daughter has
extreme anxiety to the point of pulling her hair out and not sleeping and my son is sad and
worried, missing his activity’s friends and family. My son says he didn’t remember how to
smile when interacting with people . My husband and I struggle with finances and trying to feed
the family while being so financially strained and contained 😡😡

2/18/2022 10:41 PM

44738

Holistically

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44739

I have not felt like a free Canadian citizen! My kids miss sports and being in a social
atmosphere!!! Tired of feeling like a prisoner.

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44740

Severe depression and fear

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44741

It has caused loss of income and depression, anxiety, anger.

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44742

It’s affected all of our lives - jobs, income, division amongst others, time apart from loved
ones, no proper funerals, marriages, social isolation and the list goes on and on.

2/18/2022 10:40 PM
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44743

I was couldn’t see my dad after he was in the hospital for cancer. He had a stroke by himself
in the ER because no was was allowed to go in with him. I can’t see my family in the US
without getting very expensive testing done. My children are depressed. I’m watching Canada
turn into a country I don’t recognize

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44744

Can't vist love one in the Hospital ,government rules ,BUT what did Higgs do when noboby
else could do HIGGS went and seen his mother in the nursing home but we could not ,time for
Higgs and his government puppet's RESIGN

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44745

Lost jobs, unable to participate, unable to pay bills or feed kids

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44746

Psychologically emotionally

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44747

Broke

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44748

Affected my work, my social life, my family life, very hard mentally.

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44749

It has put strain on my relationships with family and friends, feeling singled out and segregated
regarding passports. I pay taxes towards public services I can no longer use. It has taken
away our freedom.

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44750

Immensley. Not being able to see my family or travel or enjoy my life. My rights removed is
wrong. My body my life. My kid losing his job because he doesn't want the shot has affected
my life. My brothers losses have affected my life. No job no house need I say more???

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44751

Helped keep me healthy, and without mandates our nurses and doctors would have been even
more overwhelmed than they have been.

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44752

My family feels like not living in Canada any more

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44753

Isolation from friends, not attending close relatives funerals due to capacity limits, forced to
get jab I didn't want but could not afford to lose my job.

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44754

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44755

I am mentally exhausted. I can't sleep never mind working how I used to. I felt the
discrimination as soon as the vac. passports came in effect. I am not able to see my parents
and leave Canada. I am in prison of my own country. People at my work were laid off because
of the mandates which disrupted other departments.

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44756

Created anxiety. Stress. Family division. Depression. Loss of income.

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44757

Social isolation and division among family/society. Non vaccinated..so ostracized!

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44758

It has made me so disappointed in people that I thought would never discriminate against
people for not taking the vaccine.

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44759

We were unable to travel for work Unable to go to many social settings

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44760

Financially, segregation and discrimination is wrong. If I didn't still have a child living under my
roof, I likely would've given up. Investigating possible vaccine injury and have 3 dead friends
shortly after vaccines. I am dbl vaxxed and lived in absolute terror for 2 years. Then I got
covid and it killed the fear. While isolating started watching the convoy. Finally have hope and
did have pride in my country until DICTATOR TRUDEAU pulls in the Emergency Act. I have
never been so enraged and disgusted in anyone's actions in my life. I WOULD RATHER DIE
STANDING THAN LIVE ON MY KNEES!

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44761

Yes

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44762

I have been unable to socialize with my Canadian friends for two years now. Two years. I went
to Woodstock during the Hong Kong Flu pandemic. I am tired of being treated as though I am
not intelligent enough to make decisions about my own health.

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44763

I wish not to answer but I do not agree with the mandates, they are taking the freedom of
Canadians away.

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44764

It has stressed me out so bad , locked up like a rat , I have a bad valve in my heart and
because of all of this bullshit I can't get surgery because of a shortage of nurses that stood up
for themselves and got fired for it ! Everywhere I go I need to wear this bacterial trap on my
face which I find it very difficult to breath through because of being in in out of the cold it
sweats on the inside . Trudeau brought this into Canada with his own agenda , Population

2/18/2022 10:40 PM
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Control ! I'm I pissed ? Fuck ya ! Never ever did I ever thought I'd see my own Country so
divided because of him . After all them years of working , it was all for nothing ! 😡
44765

Difficult but acceptable precautions for those who are at risk- immune compromised a d elderly

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44766

Made me see exactly what the government is, communist.

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44767

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44768

Unable to see loved ones in nursing home, Loss of job, stress and increased mental health
issue, unable to provide for my family

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44769

More than I can express, in every area of my life. I am not the same person. I am much
tougher, and very, very angry. Those responsible will answer for their criminal activity. It is now
my life's mission. There are many who feel the same!

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44770

Roll with punches, what ever I need to do to keep my self healthy

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44771

Very negative without any benefit

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44772

It has made me choose between a job or a jab and no one should have to be oppressed like
that. It has caused havoc in a job I was enjoying. It is unconstitutional towards rights, life and
liberty.

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44773

Division has ruined everything

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44774

It's horrible, we have been lied too since the start. It's super depressing. Crimes against
humanity.

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44775

Missed family events. Reduction of income.

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44776

It has isolated me but I know it is my best interest to stay healthy

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44777

Discriminatory

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44778

Missing family, ending vacations, crushing businesses and educations.

2/18/2022 10:40 PM

44779

My decision to receive a “vaccine” - my body , my choice and travel

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44780

I have experienced anxiety due to not being allowed to attend fitness and aquasize classes
which I use to participate in 4 or 5 days per week due to my vaccination status and also was
unable to attend Church due to restrictions. I also cannot eat in restaurants or attend any type
of entertainment but I work in a grocery store and see at least 100 people a day. So am feeling
ostracized because of these things, but all this does is reinforce my decision not to get the
vaccine but to rely on my own immune system instead because it should be a matter of choice
not forced on people by denying them entry to places. It goes against our rights and freedoms
and needs to end as we live in a democracy.

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44781

It has made me a disease carrying second class citizen and it has caused irreparable harm.

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44782

I feel worried all the time. Vivid consumes.eveyones life. A constant reminder on the radio, tv,
plasterd in every window and evey wall. People can't go on like this

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44783

I don't go anywhere that makes me comply with the mandates. It has affected business as
well

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44784

What life. I don’t have a life any more due to the mandates! These must end!

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44785

I cannot travel and see my children and grandchildren

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44786

Unable to see friends and family, created fear and division, travel affected, mental health of
family members affected, isolation, loss of friends and loss of bodily autonomy

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44787

I have not seen my son and family in person in three years, my sister who had planned to
come home in January had to cancel her flight she has not been home in over 10yrs. I was
made to receive the vaccines against my better judgement in order to travel and participate in
society so truly there was no choice.

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44788

I am being discriminated against in ways that have never in my life happened!!

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44789

I go about ny business, peacefully wear a mask if requested to by an employee and stay
connected regardless of mandates.

2/18/2022 10:39 PM
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44790

Lost family and friends, as we are the so called "tin foil hats "

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44791

Lost all three of my jobs Divided my family & friends Played a huge role on my mental health I
could go on but that’s the main ones

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44792

Like living in north korea under turdeau

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44793

I lost my job as a result of refusing the vaccine

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44794

I suffer from depression due to not being able to see my family, and due to not being able to
enjoy activities that have been cancelled due to covid (concerts, group exercise, movie
theaters, trivia and kareoke nights, live theatre, etc).

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44795

It has divided my family, kept us apart and imposed unreasonable sanctions on my life.

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44796

It has caused me great stress and depression. It has cause segregation , hate and bullying

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44797

Lost my job due to vaccine mandate, stress, depression and anxiety. Kept from seeing my
aging mom in Alberta and family.

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44798

We can’t enjoy my daughters first year of school and actually having friends because of all of
these mandates. I can’t even put her in Gymnastics and go and watch her. I can’t take my
kids swimming and get them out of the house to enjoy life. It’s also extremely difficult for me
to hear people when they wear masks and wearing a mask/face covering makes me
hyperventilate and faint. We should be able to choose if we are afraid of covid or want to
continue on with our lives.

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44799

Loss of my freedom and rights

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44800

Yes negatively

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44801

Taken my freedom away and it has caused division and all sorts of evil

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44802

My husband and son lost their jobs because of it. I was limited to where I could go and what I
could do because I'm unable to mask. It's caused riffs in my family, friends, church and town.
I've had Covid. I've recovered. I want my life back.

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44803

Separated family and friends and encumbered us with emotional stress

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44804

Unnecessary strife in relationships, challenges with my children being in and out of school and
the struggles that come with that, cost of living increasing at a much higher rate than my
wages, and I personally suffered from mental burnout about brought on by the lockdowns in
early 2021.

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44805

I had to go to addiction treatment twice because of lockdowns, it’s impacting my mental health

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44806

Just about ruined my business Near bankrupt

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44807

It has destroyed our lives!

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44808

Lost my job and my daughter missed two months of school last year because she was a cross
border student with duel citizenship

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44809

The anger, mental well being, depression, amount of suicides, and stress has been horrific!
What it has done to my grandchildren is heartbreaking. The lies and the way things are have to
STOP!

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44810

Both my sons tested positive and wearing masks didn’t help. I feel natural immunity is better.

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44811

Very negatively. I have friends, family and members of my community who have lost their jobs
due to workplace closures due to lockdowns or for not choosing to get the "vaccine". I have
been working from home for 2 yrs and feel socially isolated and disconnected from my fellow
colleagues. I have felt that I have missed opportunities within my workplace due to working
from home. My children have had boughts of anxiety and depression due to not being able to
see their friends. I have suffered major stress due to the father of my children not allowing our
children access to his home during periods of lockdown. And I feel like our Government is not
listening to Canadians.

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44812

My son passed away suddenly in October and I don’t even have the freedom to look in person
for suitable venue to have his Celebration Of Life!!! This is causing my life to be even more
shattered than before!!! Please cancel all restrictions!!!

2/18/2022 10:39 PM
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44813

Restrictions, no freedom, feels like I'm in jail,

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44814

There is division in my immediate family. I’ve also felt discriminated against by others.

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44815

I haven't been able to go wherever a vaccine passport is required, as i had covid, so have built
natural immunity. So I'm not getting an experimental shot that isn't actually a vaccine, or
proven to be safe at any point during treatment. Masking is an inconvienence for glasses
wearers, I am lucky i do not work in an environment that requires me to wear one constantly.
They are ineffective against airborne, and only partially effective for droplet control.

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44816

Company has enforced mandatory vaccine or no job.

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44817

Kept me and my family from seeing family. Stopped me from traveling. Stopped me from
eating in a restaurant while away for work. Stopped my children from participating in sports.
Allowed my vaccinated coworkers to do as they pleased, catch covid and pass it on to me,
even though i had to be tested every 3 days.

2/18/2022 10:39 PM

44818

Mental breakdown, financial burden

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44819

Lost my job!

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44820

Reduced income. Reduced social contacts. Not being with a loved one who was dying

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44821

Kept me away from family

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44822

It has allowed us to feel safer so my kids can go to school and go out in the community.

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44823

Ruined it! For many years to come! Was screwed over by our government every step of the
way

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44824

how much time do you have or how many characters am I allowed?

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44825

Loss of income, mental health of my children, anxiety, isolation

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44826

Mr Prime Minister your a smart man so I trust you get when I say your not worthy of my
feelings. Its about Justice Justin.

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44827

Saved me, and you, from getting a respiratory illness.

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44828

Positively. Parent of special needs children, so society was not very accommodating before.
With the protections in place my family has been able to experience more of our community
safely and have recieved increased medical services more quickly via zoom/teleappointments. Also, no one in my family has had a cold/flu or gastro bug since December
2019

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44829

Depression

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44830

Loss of time with family and friends. Canceled holidays. Feeling of being alone.

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44831

It's caused massive division between friends and family. I lost my grandmother and mother
and still haven't had celebrations of life for either due to these bs restrictions

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44832

I was unable to visit my dad in the hospital who almost died and did not see him for 2.5
months, spent 1 week living in my vehicle for 10 hrs, to support my sister who was my dads
advocate when he was in the hospital, because vax pass was in effect & I could not go to a
restaurant. Had to cancel 2 years of wellness expos, put up with hate and name calling
towards myself and people like me, the list could go one forever

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44833

Division in our country!Unable to travel by air /train freely unless vaccinated !

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44834

My mother passed 4 weeks ago . She was in the hospital for 18 days prior to passing . My
father and I were not able to see her until she was at “ end of life “. Beyond cruel .

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44835

BROKE !!!

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44836

Isolation, weight gain, mood swings

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44837

Mandates separated & divided me from family & friends. I was kept away from my loved ones
while they were dying. I had to grieve alone without the comfort of other family members. I was
punished for not having all my vaccines b/c I could not dine in the restaurants with family. I
was restricted from local events and I suffered from a lack of fresh oxygen which aggravated

2/18/2022 10:38 PM
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my emphasema while I was forced to wear a mask shopping. Furthermore, I was unable to
purchase shoes for my 2 year old grandson. However liquor and makeup were available.
44838

Mental health, financial loss and missing family

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44839

Very mentally stressful Caused family separation Caused division the Canadain people Has
crippled our economy It has infringed on the charter of rights

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44840

It has put a lot of mental stress on family and family against family.

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44841

I am not able to travel. Also affect where I was able to work.

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44842

Too long to list.

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44843

mental health. discrimination. isolation

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44844

Can’t get together with family

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44845

Unable to see family ,was not able to see sister-in-law while in hospital while she died

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44846

Job insecurity discrimination Loss of hours at work Loss of friendships

2/18/2022 10:38 PM

44847

Career in jeopardy

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44848

Have had to eat in a cab of a truck for the last two years can't get a good breakfast or supper
because i refuse to get a shot

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44849

Not good since my family are truckersii the government won’t talk to use

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44850

My mental health suffers the most, having 2 little kids, I am afraid of their future.

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44851

——- in 10 words or less.. It’s stripped our Charter of Rights..Crime against Humanity

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44852

I am unable to travel by plane or eat in restaurants. I am unable to attend my painting group. I
am unable to fellowship with friends at church or church pot lucks I am denied entering certain
business.

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44853

Fuel cost stupid carbon tax can’t eat in restaurant I’m a trucker plus all stress whether I’ll have
a job tomorrow

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44854

My girls have been discriminated against and unable to play competitive sports. Among a
covid sleeve delay from providers being masked.

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44855

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44856

In every way possible

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44857

Being isolated from family and friends. Depression.

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44858

I no longer have a life! I do not leave my house

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44859

Loss of my personal choice, leaving feeling mad. Loss of my ability to make money at my
business, which is a gym. I also cannot coach or compete. I have been a competitive strength
athlete for over 20 years. That whole part of my life has been ripped from me. My work
environment is toxic and harassing. Fights among my friends and family. Co-workers in interagency co-worker fights. Mandates, restrictions, passport and bloody gene therapy
experimental shots, have made my life very very negative.

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44860

Unable to work because I'm not vaccinated.

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44861

Made it miserable!!!!!

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44862

I've lost almost everything I believed in except Jesus Christ.

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44863

Can’t do anything

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44864

It has made tensions between friends and even worse, family! The division these mandates
and passports has caused is horrific!

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44865

Causing depression and extra stress

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44866

Strife, pain, and poor health

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44867

Not allowed to fly to see my family in NB

2/18/2022 10:37 PM
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44868

I have had serious depression that I can not even begin to describe by typing it here

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44869

Keep me from work..so I've lost money..divided my family..also became sick after my first
vaccine..stopped me from being allowed across the border

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44870

Business travel supplies

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44871

Affected my finances and friends

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44872

They have greatly affected me. It has been detrimental to my mental health and stability. Has
been detrimental to my livelihood and ability to earn money to live. Has segregate me from my
family, my friends, my cominity and way of life.

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44873

Lots of deaths Loss of friends. Loss of country. Loss of travel. Gained spiritual awakening and
understanding

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44874

I was assaulted by the police trying to bring forward evidence of a possible crime I was
assaulted in front of my son I received a serious head injury and they tried to have me
committed to an institution all that I wanted to do was pass along information for them to
determine if there was any evidence of a crime I asked to speak with the highest ranking
officer on duty and two police officers showed up at my door and one of them seriously injured
me and got away with it my son's well being is deteriorating rapidly and needs to return to a
normal environment and state of well-being I am disgusted by what my government has done
to the people of this country I did not consent to this very few of our representatives are even
worthy of the honor bestowed upon them and more than I can explain in a hurriedly written text
on my device the state of emergency the mandates everything it's over

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44875

Just can't do anything or see anyone

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44876

Loss of income. Having to claim bankruptcy. Having to take CPP 3 years early. Not able to
pay bills and eat.

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44877

Can't take my family out anywhere because of the vaccine . I don't agree with it because even
though people r getting the vaccine they r still getting covid and passing it on so what's the
point. I really feel that it is no different than any flu we have had in recent years . And it should
be up to the people if they want it or not. But I have no problem whatsoever with wearing a
mask and sanitizing But I also feel that as long as u wear a mask u should be able to live ur
normal life.

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44878

I have lost friends and family over this and my mental health had suffered

2/18/2022 10:37 PM

44879

I don’t believe the government should be able to mandate an unapproved drug. I know quite a
few vaccine injured people.

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44880

Mental health declined significantly, threat of job loss, relationship strain, fear for children’s
future

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44881

It has restricted us from going to Africa to do mission work and help the poor. Not going into
restaurants. Completely divided our immediate family….. Very painful!!

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44882

As I am unvaccinated, I can't go anywhere or do anything even though I am very healthy

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44883

I can't even watch my children play soccer. All my kids can't even play in facilities. Online
learning has hurt them physically and mentally. My business has suffered as well.

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44884

It has made life 100x more difficult, a strain on my husband's business, a strain on my children
to make and keep friends, and on myself, causing deep depression. I lost two grandparents,
not to Covid but to them being isolated and us unallowed to visit them.

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44885

Added stress and division

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44886

lost my job- family and friend relationships have become sadly divided because they are
FEARFUL of our vax free choice. we cannot travel to see our extended family in Mexico

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44887

Couldn’t be with my mom when she died. Couldn’t have a traditional funeral for my mom and
brother.

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44888

My family has been torn apart. Y grandkids can’t attend university can’t work my businesses.
My life is torn apart

2/18/2022 10:36 PM
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44889

It has ruined the lives of my grandchildren and has segregated members of my family and
community

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44890

It's been a rough 2 years

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44891

Depressing

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44892

It has departed us from our immediate families and created a divide between friends and has
taken over normal conversation about happy things and has eliminated the choice to create
memories with our loved ones. People should have the freedom to choose where they subject
themselves to public.

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44893

Increased cost of living, depression in my children from masks and bullying at school, lost
work opportunities, distryptiin in education, aggressive behaviour towards my family from
others..

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44894

Its made me hate the communist prime minister, police , media , pfizer , maderna , communist
deputy PM

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44895

Living alone it has isolated me from having healthy relationships with friends and family and
being single it has made it extremely hard to even foster new relationships. It has negatively
impacted my mental health causing at times severe anxiety and depression especially through
holidays and my birthday as my birthdays the past 2 years we were in complete lockdown and
couldn't do what i traditionally do. It has negatively impacted my physical health when at times
I haven't been able to go see my massage therapist due to mandates over the past 2 years
which has impeded me to deal with a neck and shoulder injury to allow me to live and work
with less pain which was getting to a point of positive healing before the mandates happened.
It has impeded me to be able to go to regular yoga classes which helps tremendously both for
my physical healing and strengthening and my mental health to deal with stress and anxiety,
and yes I can do yoga at home but the hot studio is a huge benefit for me with my injuries as
well being around other liked minded people is motivating. It has hit me financially as my
second source of income was taken away from me. And dealing with all this I showed up
everyday working on the front line in a grocery store as an advisor for nutrition and health
helping all my customers to deal with many of their own stresses caused by these mandates
and help them stay healthy through all of this. And there is nothing like working on the front
line trying to just do my job and have customers dealing with there own stress taking their
frustration and anger out on you on a daily basis. So to finish I'd say for me the government
mandates has taken away 2 years of my life where I couldn't just live my best life!

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44896

Out of work

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44897

I cannot take my children to do activities. Stores and businesses are closed. My children don’t
know if there will be school or not, they have disengaged from it. I cannot travel, nor can I flee
this country which I would do if I could, and get my babies out of here.

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44898

Depression, unable to see friends, family, go through cancer treatment alone with no one at Dr
appts, treatments or allowed in hospital, my 4 year old son does not remember normal life

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44899

Reduced income and no social life

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44900

Vaccine mandates have caused me to feel like second or third class citizen and have kept me
from visiting loved ones.

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44901

Friend lost business. Friends committed suicide. Depression. Struggling to get by.

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44902

discriminated, harrassed, bullied, mental health issues, watching my kids cry and scream
because of mandates, watching my kids mental, emotional health take a beating, division,
segregation, wishes death upon, called names, accused to supporting attempted murder in
ottawa, financial hardship, unnecessary testing, loss time, frustration, hurt, being betrayed and
the list goes on.

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44903

Emotional,

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44904

My 3 children are behind on their learning and my job was completely affected for months and
still presently...also my husband has had hus job jeopardized due to vaccine mandates...so we
had to sell our home and move my 3 kids to different school and with no friends and no familar
teachers......in general this has been a depressing, anxious and had put so much stress on our
family and our jobs for 2 long years....like we are living in jail because of a virus that kills like
any other illness.

2/18/2022 10:36 PM
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44905

It has put division between all Canadians.

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44906

My partner has been pushed out of her job at times, had restricted hours , time required off to
look after kids as there school shut down. Economical strained , emotionally strained , and
now no longer feel like the PM can answer a question or the speaker of the house the make
him answer.

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44907

I’m now depressed and angry all the time

2/18/2022 10:36 PM

44908

It's been nothing but annoying I know people that have wanted to go long haul into the states
and now they definitely aren't going to because of the cross border mandate and I think the
same way. More long haul drivers would help the economy not letting the drivers cross is
hurting the economy

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44909

has kept us safe

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44910

Depression

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44911

It’s given us pause to realize how we need a stronger education system that teaches the
difference between rights and privileges.

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44912

It had distanced me from friends and family who believe I should not be able to decide what is
best for my family.

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44913

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44914

Very limiting in every way possible

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44915

affected every move i make

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44916

Teenage child's mental health has plummeted. She is now also doing terribly academically.

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44917

Work, family, and social divide. Fear to go to hospital.

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44918

Quit my job due to forced vaccine

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44919

Socializing with family and friends , comfortablely going out to a restaurant, or a threatre. Just
having a free normal life of my choices. And how I want to do them.

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44920

I have family serving in the military. I am not free to travel to visit them where they are posted
protecting people’s freedom. I have a special needs adult son who’s health is poor. He has
been locked down in his supported residence. He is today and for the past 2 YEARS unable to
go out in community, ride transit, unable to attend classes that he enjoys like music or pottery,
he was locked down and unable to come home for Christmas for the first time in 50 years we
did not have our son with us at Christmas, I have not been able to visit my aging sisters, my
grandchildren have been unable to attend school, the mess to the supply chain has left us
watching neighbours and townspeople lose their jobs and homes and vehicles, even though we
have had the dreaded WuFlu they still want to put an experimental poison (with little or no
ability to slow the spread) and No Long Term Data from broad clinical trials, into our bodies.
And for some reason almost everyone on the planet thinks it’s ok to see my private medical
information. My children working in hospitality all lost their jobs. Helping them has drained our
savings. We have had to remortgage the house to help struggling family and friends. Rising
inflation means if our payment gets any higher we could lose our home. Enough is enough.

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44921

In every way possible.

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44922

Depression

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44923

Horrible

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44924

Social distancing is bad

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44925

Lost income, kids out of school and sports. Divided friendships.

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44926

I am like a prisoner in my country.

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44927

Lack of socializing and interaction with others

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44928

It's bullcrap and divides people

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44929

I have stayed close to home as my husband is at higher risk. We had travel plans that have
been put on hold also

2/18/2022 10:35 PM
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44930

Taken away our God given freedom’s as outlined in our Canadian Charter of Rights.

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44931

It has effected everyone's life, we have yet to have a funeral for my grandfather who passes
away last Easter, It has been hell trying to visit My grandmother at the old folks home. I feel
terrible for all of the kids who have to social distance and wear masks. Let kids be kids and
build a strong immune system.

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44932

Depression, anxiety. Division against my fellow humans. Financial stress, emotional stress,
psychological stress.

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44933

Torn the family apart

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44934

They affect people I care about and they had to or they would lose their jobs. Inject this into
your body or you're homeless and hungry

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44935

Has not

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44936

travel and entertainment

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44937

Violence against me.

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44938

I have mental health problems and have lost my job.

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44939

IT has made me think very seriously about Leaving Canada permanently

2/18/2022 10:35 PM

44940

It hasn’t, but I fear for the erosions of our freedoms. This is scary!!!!

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44941

For a long time couldn’t travel to see my American family, when we finally flew down for a
granddaughter’s wedding, the PCR tests ended up costing us approximately $1000. And in
general, just all the restrictions. Not being able to see my family,not having family gatherings
at Christmas birthdays Thanksgiving, not being able to go to church. Not a huge impact
compared to some people but still disappointing

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44942

It’s completely divided so many people I know. Many people I know have lost everything! I’ve
lost 4 close friends but on the positive side have gained dozens more! It’s absolutely made me
embarrassed to be Canadian when at on time I was so proud to be

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44943

It haves negatively effected my life in every way possible!!!

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44944

I feel like a hostage in my own country. I have watched people suffer social/ financial hard
ships for no reason other than control!

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44945

I’ve lost 2 good jobs due to cut backs from mandates. Our families are divided on the issue
and the more aggressive the prime minister gets with his emergencies act, the more division
happens

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44946

Lost my job, loved ones. Kids are depressed

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44947

Loss of freedoms loss of dignity loss of pride loss of socialization

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44948

Infringing on my freedom and right to atonamy -my medical privacy - not being mandated to
participate in a “experimental medical procedure” has caused Much anxiety ..

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44949

Negatively, mandates have had a negative effect on every aspect of day to day living and
employment.

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44950

This is tearing Canada apart

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44951

In more ways then I can type in this box

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44952

Inability to move freely in my own country!

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44953

Loss of work loss of socialization

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44954

Caused depression, and a lack of confidence in our government.

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44955

Devasted my entire life daily.

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44956

Taken away our freedoms to do the things we want, like shopping, attend social gatherIngs,
with with seniors, yet . Forced to get vaccinated in order to earn a living. It has created division
between family and friends. Trudeau has fine more harm in 19 days than other leaders have
done in their entire careers.

2/18/2022 10:34 PM
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44957

Financially, mentally,

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44958

Prevented travel, prevented visiting my 85 year old father in the old folks home!!! Just ruins
everything!!!

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44959

I have lost friends who won’t associate with me because of my vaccine status. Great sadness
that my perfectly healthy 90 year old father has now had his 4th vaccination and he is
declining. The masks are horrible to wear all day at work and it causes me to have trouble with
my lungs. I haven’t gone out in such a long time because I don’t carry a vaxx pass. I am very
lonely and sad.

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44960

Loss of work

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44961

Can’t do anything

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44962

Its made me sad to live in this country where governments have been so corrupt

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44963

Very negatively. Feeling depressed and seeing my own kids depressed and sad all the time.

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44964

I feel like I live in a communist society now.

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44965

I’m from Florida but have a friend in BC. I see the horrors and restrictions being inflicted upon
you by your dictatorial PM. When the CV first hit here, I had to close my business for 2
months, but was able to get to full employment pretty quickly. The restaurants were badly hurt.
As I am not a HCW, I’ve been able to avoid the jab and only wear a mask when I have to see
my primary doctor. My chiropractor doesn’t require one. I so admire all you wonderful people
and pray that your suffering is over soon. America is with you!! 🇨🇦🇺🇸

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44966

I have difficulty breathing in a mask, even for short periods of time. I get dizzy, and confused.
I cannot clearly hear or understand what others are saying through their masks. It is
frustrating. As a senior, I am extremely lonely and depressed, excluded from social events,
restaurants.

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44967

2 years of my life I will never get back and neither will my 2year old who hasn’t seen “normal”
yet. Mental health in our family has become 100% our priority as this has hurt all of us

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44968

In every way possible. I am not allowed in most public spaces and cannot leave the country

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44969

Job loss , stress , health from lack of food ,

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44970

I have lost my main source of income, I am not allowed to go to any recreational event or
restaurants. I am not allowed to watch my children at any activities they are a part of. My
children that are over 12 are not allowed to go to the movies or swimming pools. People that
are in love with the vaccine passport and mandates treat me like I am a diseased criminal
when they find out that I am not vaccinated. The government has encouraged that behaviour
with the rhetoric. We are supposed to be a country of inclusivity and diversity but that couldn’t
be further from the truth.

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44971

Not been able to volunteer

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44972

My world got flipped upside down when the borders closed and I couldn’t be with my significant
other in North Dakota. Went into severe depression and anxiety reaching crisis mode.. no
previous history of these mental health issues before. Felt completely hopeless and helpless..
hoping the politicians get sued for the harm they inflicted on all Canadians for NO GOOD
REASON!

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44973

Depression

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44974

I was forced to get vaccinated to keep my job to support myself and to continue my schooling.
If I had the choice I would have probably gotten the vaccine with no issue. Being vaccinated or
losing my home wasn't a fair choice. It made me doubt my governments overall goal. I do not
believe in this vaccine passport as transmission still happens with fully vaccinated people.. it
hurt seeing the country divided the way it was by our prime Minister. Being fully vaccinated I
didn't feel like anything was changing we were stuck in this loop of shot after shot after shot.
The most important people losing their jobs because they don't want an injection. It's truly
saddening. I support mandate removal. I should be able to go out without proving anything
without being scared to live. It's nothing but control and fear. Please don't allow this emergency
act to happen to allow him to take away the freedoms from Canadians. Provences have proved
they can control things. Only person who can't is Trudeau. Please listen to the people and

2/18/2022 10:34 PM
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reunite the country and not pour gas on the fire. We all have suffered these past two years. It's
time to move on.
44975

Divided my family and friends. Devastating

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44976

Torn apart my family. Not allowed to travel .

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44977

My mental health is suffering. I’ve lost friends and family members for having different views
than most people regarding the pandemic and mandates.

2/18/2022 10:34 PM

44978

Children's mental health and growth has been hampered

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

44979

Travelling Dining Out Mask's All of the mandates impact my life

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

44980

Made me feel more safe during these troublesome times

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

44981

Can’t travel can’t breath with the dam masks just a lot of unwanted hassles

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

44982

No travel

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

44983

Im stuck out on the west coast after starting a cross country journey and mandates have
restricted my travel.

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

44984

It has isolated me. I can’t work, I can’t play my sports, I can’t go to restaurants. I can’t do fuck
all! I feel violated and raped. Just like Epsteins victims! Get the jab if you want to continue all
aspects of life. So wrong. And this is not even a safe vaccine! If a person has natural
immunity, there is no way the vaccine does anything for that person. Trudeau is nothing but a
narcissist. He is so in love with himself and his image that he cannot see what is reality. How
agenda is for the WEF and Great Reset. He is the one who is greasing violent protest. The fact
that the police are breaking truckers windows to get to the truckers and families us so, so
wrong. The fact that our elected representatives are not standing up and representing their
people is beyond belief. I could go on but who is listening.

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

44985

Job loss, depression, anxiety, money problems

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

44986

Horribly!!!!!! and I feel unnecessarily!!!

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

44987

Caused severe depression in my spouse with three kids. My 2 year old is not as advanced as
her sister due to not being able to do the same activities. My credit score is shot due to the
lockdowns and inflation.

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

44988

Depressed, can’t see peoples’ faces, everyone is divided, caused more work burnout, lost a lot
of friends

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

44989

Missed seeing my young grandchildren in the States for 2 years. It has caused division in my
nuclear family. I have been shunned for my stance by neighbours and community members.

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

44990

I have realized that this mandate is tyrannical and evil.

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

44991

Ruined our mental health, unable to travel

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

44992

Division in family and friends

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

44993

I have missed weddings, funerals and I cannot visit my aging grandmother even though I'm
fully vaccinated and so is she with a booster. My mental health is terrible

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

44994

I’m unable to watch my son play hockey. I can’t go any visit my mother and my grandmother
in the hospital.

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

44995

Not being able to see family having to get vaxed to do anything never wanted to be but for my
son so we could at least do something besides stay in the house like you are on house arrest

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

44996

Prejudice Treating people differently based on QR

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

44997

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

44998

It has stopped myself from taking my beautiful girlfriend out for a romantic date. It has taken
away my job and ability to earn a living. It has sent me deeper into a depressed state due to
not being able to all the things i was able to do just over 2 yrs ago. All this damage from a
virus that has a 98-99% recovery.

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

44999

Terribly

2/18/2022 10:33 PM
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45000

Depression from m been stuck at home can’t go on dates or out for dinner movies not to
mention inflation is bankrupting me the cost of living is though the roof

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

45001

They made doing business very difficult.

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

45002

We cannot go visit my husband’s family and even had to miss his dad’s funeral 🥲

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

45003

Loneliness

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

45004

Has caused more stress

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

45005

I have had to consent to 2 jabs in order to have permission to see my grandchildren. As it
stands now, I can not travel internationally to see family as my passport is not valid without a
booster which I will not consent to

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

45006

Not much

2/18/2022 10:33 PM

45007

Loss of work, depression, loss of travel, segregated from society

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45008

I feel far less as a person as I used to. I used to feel like a part of something great and now I
am not a part of anything much less have pride in this wonderful Country. I have become
cynical in all that I see or hear especially if it is Television and especially news everything is a
lie

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45009

My children have suffered from lack of school, social interactions. My son was forced to take
an experimental drug with a heart condition or loose out on university. I have stress and
nightmares.

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45010

Terribly. Stress and anxiety

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45011

Separated me from friends and family, damaged relationships with loved ones, prevented me
from travelling for work and pleasure, forced me to rebreathe my own exhalations for hours,
limited my access to restaurants, cultural events, sporting events, and the like - in short,
interfered with whatever made life normal....BUT it also woke me up to what is really happening
in the world and how I’ve been duped my entire life, fed a bunch of lies about what the world
was like. Now I can see more clearly than ever, and I wouldn’t trade that for anything, and
more than ever, I want these mandates to end and those who are in power to be brought to
justice.

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45012

Restrictions on many things that I like to do especially in the entertainment industry .
Musicians and artists have been completely shut down . Very difficult for them . My son is a
musician and his livelihood has been completely cut off .

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45013

Work, lifestyle

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45014

Masks have made my allergies worse and caused gum infection in our granddaughter, unable
to attend public functions. Vaccine caused illness (possible death) in family members!

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45015

Lost job Divided family and friends Crazy Anxiety

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45016

Unable to attend worship services with all our congregants, go out for supper, visit the sick,
dying and lonely in hospitals and nursing homes, have anniversary parties, wedding parties,
attend sporting events....doing life

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45017

Almost got divorced it’s affecting my mental state ripping my family apart

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45018

INFLATION

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45019

It felt hopeless at times, that people are largely viewed as disease carriers rather than as
valuable human beings. Masks deface us. Vaccine and masks mandates cause family to see
us as dangerous and we have been pushed out.

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45020

Oui

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45021

Separated and divided family and friends and made us feel segregated.

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45022

Loss of business. Mental health. Strained family relationships. Loss of education, sports, and
experiences for my young children.

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45023

Made things very difficult.

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45024

No child care. Had to move my kid to my cousins so I could work. Inflation has crippled me

2/18/2022 10:32 PM
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financially. Depression due to lack of socialization for me and my two children 7 & 14. Gained
80 lbs due to gym closures.
45025

My daughter can no longer go anywhere or do anything as well as myself, my friend, my
family, my community !!!

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45026

My mental illness has been severe and I haven’t been able to return to school

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45027

Horribly. Affected me mentally, emotionally, physically. All current governments & all covid
restrictions mandates need to go ASAP

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45028

Depression, anxiety, lost opportunities for my children, anxiety in my children, lost wages,
division on my family. Loss of family. Extra unnecessary charges and stress due to
quarantine. Experienced discrimination, loss of freedoms to travel, see family members.
Health decline in family members in care facilities, worsening health care and treatment.

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45029

Lost my job can’t see my kid or new grand kid had to watch friends die waiting for medical
procedures that were canceled others had to die alone with a masked stranger there watching

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45030

Loss of job. Struggling to make it by, having to support my mother whone just had a stroke,
find a way to pay bills and put food on the table is extremely when disabled

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45031

Are you kidding me? How hasn't it? I have been harrassed and threatened as I am mask
exempt. It has affected me mentally, emotionally, socially, and physically. Who hasn't it
affected?!

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45032

I've been able to work around the mandate, but iv had many friends and family members get I'll
and a large number of them hospitalized after the vaccines with covid 19.my sister included.

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45033

Friends have been suicidal because of feelings of hopelessness and loneliness. Cousin
committed suicidal. Job loss for my husband. Lack of support during pregnancy and after
having a baby due to restrictions on guests in home.

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45034

I have lost friends of 20yrs and family think we are leppers. This hasn't accomplished anything
accept divided a country.

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45035

It kept me unable to have contact with unvaccinated family and they were unable to attend
their mother’s funeral.

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45036

Depression, can’t see my family in other provinces because we can’t fly.

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45037

Depression

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45038

My family that are unvaccinated are ostracized

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45039

It has separated my family and friends , I was alone in the hospital when I had surgery
because of Covid which was completely unfair to be alone for a few days , people close to me
were forced to get a vaccine In order to keep there jobs which they were completely against ,
and that decision that they were forced to do stripped all of there Canadian rights

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45040

It has curtailed business volume and promoted prejudice on all people; it's created
unnecessary fear and distrust of people and government, law enforcement and people in
general.

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45041

Can’t travel in Canada or the world !

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45042

As some one with a few anti social tendencies the mandates have made little impact in my
day to do day life. I will say that I have found certain policies a little weird at times, mostly
regarding masks. Especially when I am wearing my "home made" mask and then told I have to
take it off to put on a medical one.

2/18/2022 10:32 PM

45043

It has deeply affected my relationships with friends and family, I have been lonely and
depressed. Not being able to fly has inhibited my ability to properly manage my property that is
800miles away.

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45044

Development of children, mentally draining, being excluded and segregated

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45045

Forced lwop from job, restrictions in movement and travel and any freedoms of life

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45046

very negatively

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45047

Can't live my full life according to my constitutional rights

2/18/2022 10:31 PM
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45048

Mask make me feel sick. And not see family and friends is hard mentally

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45049

The mandates have caused division amongst family and community. A deep sence of
discrimination .

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45050

Enslaved

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45051

Being made out to be an outsider or delinquent has been mentally draining

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45052

In every aspect of my life

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45053

Lost my job and these mandates have stopped my ability to make a living.

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45054

Unable to attend my child’s activities.

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45055

In every bad way possible

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45056

I am unable to work due to stress which resulted in depression. I am unable to go back to work
due to the mandates. My daughter can not go to university. I have a mask exemption due to
health and I am treated like a second class citizen. Loss of income, loss of relationships, loss
of community connection, loss of hope. Loss of trust in our government.

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45057

Travel and stinky masks...two of my cousin's died after being jabbed

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45058

Caused anxiety, depression, haven’t seen my family, caused division, and haven’t been able to
travel like i was

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45059

I have lost many friends

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45060

Isolation;loneliness; fear

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45061

I’ve been out of steady work for almost two years. The debt this has caused me and
thousands of others will take years to break free from. This is not because I am unvaccinated
but because of the mandates shutting Things down and the fear it has put into peoples lives

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45062

It’s kept myself and my family safe. My mom had lung cancer during the pandemic and the
mandates helped her stay safe.

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45063

My parents passed away as a result of loneliness in long term care!! They couldn’t get
company and it was horrible! We also own and operate a truck stop and traffic has been down
so it’s been a battle! All mandates need to stop NOW!! Stop dividing the people!!!!

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45064

kept me safe

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45065

Business crashed, mental health

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45066

Upset my whole life!!!

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45067

Terminated job No sports teams No visits to family in LTC Children’s jobs terminated and
coming up to be terminated

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45068

Discrimination

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45069

Mental health has taken a dive-deep :(

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45070

Divided my family. Lost my job. Can’t socialize in restaurants.

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45071

I feel like a prisoner - don't ask questions, don't think for yourself, do what you are told and if
you don't follow the rules there will be consequences.

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45072

It is dividing families and friends

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45073

Divided family, not able to visit seniors in care homes, cause a lot of unnecessary stress don’t
like going out anymore hate the segregation

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45074

Lock down

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45075

Discrimination, kids bullied, son couldn’t get a city job , healthcare practitioner in private
practice in bc could lose job soon, can’t fly, can’t go to restaurants , lost friends, family issues,
stress with kids being isolated

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45076

In every aspect :(

2/18/2022 10:31 PM
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45077

Kept me from seeing my family and friends.

2/18/2022 10:31 PM

45078

My income has dropped because of capacity in my business

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45079

Lost my job. Can’t get another job. Lost my son as he does not support my decision to be
vaccine free.

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45080

Has distanced my relationship with my little girl who lives in another province

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45081

social isolation and fear of expressing opinions

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45082

Bankrupted my business. Need to personally care for elderly mother. Guilty by mandates to
have my special needs son inoculated.

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45083

Financially, physically and mentally for myself as well as my entire family!

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45084

Job loss, family/friends loss, segregation, unable to fly home for my last remaining
grandparents funeral, depression, anxiety, everything the WEF AND WHO cooked it up to be.

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45085

Caused depression and anxiety. A feeling of being alone.

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45086

It hasn't had a major impact. I'm vaccinated. But, vaccinated continue to get and spread the
virus. So mandates don't work.

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45087

I have lost my lifelong love of democracy and freedom . .

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45088

Unable to take my kids to events, swimming lessons, classes etc.

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45089

I am treated as a second class citizen without cause.

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45090

It has divided family and friends. Vax vs unvax. Kids can't read facial expressions under
masks. Segregation and exclusion to those unwilling to poison their bodies.

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45091

Work environment, social gatherings, not allowed to eat in restaurants, possible job termination
approaching, division, stress, unable to travel, uncertainty of the future.

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45092

Friends losing jobs

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45093

Very negatively. We have a very tyrannical PM. He is an aggressive man and terrorist.

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45094

Hurt my business effected my cash flow huge strain on mine and my family's mental health.
It's absolutely ruining young children.

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45095

Ruined family.

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45096

Personal choice not to vaccinate based on the efficacy, ineffectiveness, lack of trials, lack of
liability and risk factors. Social restrictions. Haven't been able to travel to see my fiance in the
USA in over a year. My adult children choose to stop communicating because they think I am
being irresponsible. Spending holidays by myself. The social stigma and condemnation by
friends has caused lack of communication.

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45097

No life . I am in jail

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45098

Mental stress and was coerced to take the vaccine in order to continue my education.

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45099

Simply has taken away many of my freedoms.

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45100

My children and I can't enjoy sports, movies, restaurants, swimming. I can't get a job due to
the vaccine mandate. My body My choice. Don't take away my right to support my family!

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45101

Very negatively:(

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45102

I have severe anxiety. Depression. Gained 25 lbs. can’t be in public much. Exhausted.

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45103

I have been isolated and ostracized. My business has been in the verge of closing. I have
become depressed and have severe bouts of hopelessness and doom

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45104

Mental , physical, job loss, discrimination, segregation

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45105

Ruined it

2/18/2022 10:30 PM

45106

Horribly! Loss of friends because the division created with the vaccine passports, depression,
my child denied in person school when her mask exemption expired and Dr wouldn't renew it,

2/18/2022 10:29 PM
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wage cuts and the list goes on.
45107

It's brought division in my family. My father passed away in 2021 and I can't go to his
memorial, so my mother's decided not to have one. This hurts this Daddy's girl more than
anything. I have lost friends I've had for over 45 years. My best friend's father died last fall and
I wasn't allowed to be with them. I feel like I lost 2 dads and couldn't honor either one at the
end of their life's journey.

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45108

It has destroyed my family my kids felt they had to take the clot shot to be able to support
their families

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45109

Affected many peoples companies I’ve known. Lost connections with people, vaccines made
me very very sick. I had Covid twice and the vaccine was worse than both the times combined

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45110

Lost wages, segregation, loneliness, restrictions

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45111

Prices have gone up for everyday living. We are unable to go anywhere, I feel very isolated,
lonely and stressed!

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45112

it hasnt because I didnt listen to or believe any of the bullshit

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45113

Both my husband and I were suspended without pay from our jobs. I worked from home for 2
years throughout the pandemic but was suspended for "safety" reasons. My husband worked
frontline right from the start and was also suspended for "safety" reasons

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45114

I'm no longer on speaking terms with some of my family, and friends. I've been depressed,
found musky drinking alot more then normal to cope, baby okay sports which is my outlet for
frustration and I'm no longer on speaking terms with some of my family, and friends. I've been
depressed, found musky drinking alot more then normal to cope, baby okay sports which is my
outlet for frustration and stress....isolation is not good for anyone ever I'd rather take my
chances living life to the fullest and maybe getting sick then to be isolated away from
everyone and thing I love and that's my choice. I've lost griefs to suicide, to adverse reactions
to the vaccine but not a one to actual covid 19.... the hate and sheer sadness in this voluntary
is horrible everyone is so angry tired sad depressed no hope anymore nothing worth getting up
everyday for....

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45115

Polarized our family; depression; delayed suffering due to delayed surgery

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45116

I can not see my love ones

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45117

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45118

Constant devision in workplace and with family. It has caused great depression, and anxiety.

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45119

Stress, loss of income, broken relationships

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45120

I was fired

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45121

Couldn’t have decent burial for my mother who had 15 children! It was unacceptable for all her
kids not to be allowed to be with her when she was dying!

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45122

Kept me safe

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45123

I am a public servant working from home since March 2020 and I am on leave without pay
because I am not vaccinated. This is not acceptable to force me to go on lwop because of the
vaccine. It affects my entire life, it's my salary, my income, my life.

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45124

I live alone and I get lonely for company. It feels like nobody cares about me The neighbors
are not as friendly anymore cuz everyone is scare of each other It’s not very good on my own
well being

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45125

A prisoner in my own country

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45126

Negatively. I had two kids during the “pandemic” and they know nothing but masks and
restrictions from things that they should be able to enjoy.

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45127

Mental health, division of family/friends, job stresses

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45128

I missed my fathers funeral and we have yet to have a celebration of life or placed a stone on
his gravesite due to travel restrictions between provinces distancing etc.

2/18/2022 10:29 PM

45129

In more ways than one..family and friends divided, and the fear of losing my job for a vaccine

2/18/2022 10:28 PM
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that doesn’t stop transmission. Insane! So much more !!
45130

Can't travel inside and outside of my province, couldn't visit my grandkids. I hate tracking proof
of vaccination. Can't go out to eat or socialize.

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45131

Anxiety, depression, loss of work hours, child care financial strain

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45132

Depression!!

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45133

Isolated, job threatened, forced to pay for testing 2 x per wk

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45134

Horrible

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45135

Many ways all negatively

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45136

Terribly...the worst.ever in my whole 45 years.of.living

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45137

I believe in doctors and scientists. The convoy and the politicians can go fuck themselves.

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45138

Job loss, Depression, anxiety, isolation, verbally assaulted

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45139

?

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45140

Negatively…. I think if you are afraid of the virus…. Then you should isolate…. Not everyone
else. To ruin the economics of our country is short sited and wrong!!!! I support the truckers in
standing up for the rights of everyone! We are tired of the government being dictators and
enacting illegal policies and mandates. I think there should be an inquiry into how much wealth
our so called members of parliament and prominent citizens are benefiting from the vaccines
and mandatory testing ! ENOUGH IS BLOODY WELL ENOUGH!!! Trudeau should be brought
up on charges for all his legal wrongdoings!

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45141

alone, depressed ,struggling financially, and it is heart breaking to see my country like this

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45142

Two years

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45143

Shorted me on work hours and taken me away from my family

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45144

I've basically lost everything, including my mental health!

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45145

Kept me and my neighbours safe. It has been frustrating at times and very sad when can't visit
in hospital or nursing home. I have appreciated frontline workers and want mandates kept as
long as advised to protect healthcare system

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45146

I'm a prisoner in my own country . We have had loved ones die alone because of the
lockdown....NO ONE SHOULD DIE ALONE

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45147

Family and friends division. People with fears, people going broke, and or committing suicide
has been horrific to witness, and seniors not being allowed to see family. I’ve been tormented
watching others going through unnecessary pain and suffering.

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45148

The mandates have been far worse than covid itself on an exponential scale.

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45149

It hasn't because I have never worn a mask UNLESS it was compulsory to shop for groceries
or booze!

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45150

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45151

We have lost employment. We have been denied medical care. We have been targeted by
individuals in a hate crime due to The words of our government.

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45152

Lost friends, lost confidence in the government, no longer proud to be Canadian, generally
dusgusted. In my opinion, the worst leader in Canadian history. Should be removed
immediately!

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45153

We have become fearful and not trusting others and our social life is mon existant

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45154

I became very ill from the mandated vax. My life has been so isolated from family & friends for
2 years that I don’t even know how to converse with anyone

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45155

ruined the last 2 years putting up with incompetance lies fraud etc

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45156

Partial loss of income.

2/18/2022 10:28 PM
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45157

How has it not????

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45158

Well it kept me and mine safe. No vax pass and isolation? Son's coworker came sick to work.
Kids wouldn't mask in class. Hub has it now and son exposed. The mandates were good

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45159

Isolation, depression, discrimination, fear

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45160

I AM 84 AND THE LAST YEARS OF MY LIFE HAVE BEEN STRESSFUL . THE VACCIN
ARE A CRIME AGAINST HUMANITY . ERIKA RUETER

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45161

Cannot go anywhere or do anything. I spend all my time in my apartment by myself.

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45162

No vaccine, no work!!!

2/18/2022 10:28 PM

45163

My breathing with a mask on. Social life. Not being able to see my grandchildren

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45164

Segregation and discrimination from sports, restaurants, facilities, restricted movement and
travel, mental health and stress, not allowed to visit family in long term care and pitting
families against families; no faith in medical field - muzzled April 30th by order

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45165

Family separation & segregation. Divides families. Mandates have made it ok to discriminate
against neighbours, relatives, coworkers and so on.

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45166

Life Freedom

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45167

How has it NOT AFFECTED my life?

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45168

Trudeau has created division and hatred in canada and used the covid pandemic as his
excuse

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45169

My grand children are depressed… missed so many family events… too much stress to travel
… so many people…friends family neighbours..co-workers are fighting and not talking to each
other …sad sad situation.

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45170

It has made it hell!

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45171

It has impacted what jobs I can take, what extra curricular activities I can attend I can no
longer join/take my family or friends out to public places and for the longest time I was asked
to leave many grocery stores/shopping establishments and gas stations as I wouldn’t wear a
mask

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45172

It's made it miserable!

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45173

It was very hard not being able to go to my sister's wedding in Alberta during the lockdowns or
getting together with our families for holidays. Not being able to move around freely was very
depressing. I don't believe it was the right way to handle the virus nor do I believe it was
necessary to take such drastic measures as many countries who had far lower vaccination
rates did fine without all the extended lockdowns.

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45174

Poorly…measures are disproportionate to impacts!!

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45175

I’m unvaccinated, so the limitations have been difficult. I would like to travel again and have a
wedding. I don’t deserve restrictions. I also know that most people get Covid-19 one time, like
I did. Thank you for asking. :)

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45176

All of the mandates have been pointless for the past two years this could have been dealt with
using early treatment and common sense instead of repeated lockdowns and masking which
did never work. Total overreach on all government levels

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45177

Hugely. Especially mental health.

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45178

They have cut me off from family and friends.

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45179

Restricted travel, association with family, unable to support local business

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45180

Unemployed and almost homelesw

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45181

Kept me and loved ones alive. Thank God for a Liberal government

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45182

It has increased my anxiety made me feel incredibly isolated and depressed. A good portion of
my family have lost their jobs and it's caused major division amongst my family and close
friends

2/18/2022 10:27 PM
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45183

No freedom of choice

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45184

made me feel segregated for my choice of bodily autonomy, Feelings of suicide and
hopelessness

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45185

Has split my family

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45186

Restricting

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45187

hopeless future for our children and ourselves--- the mandates have exposed we are living in a
lawless society without our courts to protect the charter of rights--we now are forced to
question how to proceed we must rewrite the laws back to where they were and become
independent of the federal government or invent better or a new system all together

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45188

Negativity.

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45189

We have lost a business

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45190

I have developed depression, anxiety because of these passports and mandates. I have been
ostracized by my friends, family, and coworkers. I cannot leave my house without having
debilitating anxiety. I feel segregated, labelled, less-than, and dehumanized. I live in fear daily
and have for the last two years…fear of losing my job, fear of meeting new people, fear of
going to the doctor, the hospital, fear of being in public, fear of being punished for my choices,
fear of simply existing in my country. I am deeply appalled by the actions of our prime minister
and provincial health authority. The damage being done to this country is irreversible, and it
breaks my heart.

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45191

Mentally, economically and physically

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45192

It has turned the country i loved into a dictatorship full of people who can't think for
themselves.

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45193

Became depressed. Live alone in city without family.

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45194

saved the lives of many many people

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45195

I lost my job when I only needed 4 more years before retirement. It impacted family
relationships by Trudeau agenda to divide the Canadian people.

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45196

I have lost all confidence in the govts of local, provincial and federalis. I will never ever take
any of their wicked vaccines and completely distrust the medical system. I have a terrible
taste in my mouth from the constant lying liars of media and all they say. Trudeau and the
liberals, NDP, conservatives etc have made a complete mockery of Canadian rights, freedoms
and our constitution. The system is rotten to the core and a dead letter that needs to be
rewritten as a republic for the people, transparent and accountable representation. I believe this
entire dung heap of frauds deserve to be tried and hanged for treason.

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45197

Depressing, isolating, divided friends and family over vaccinations, made work more difficult,
affected family members incomes. It has made life harder not better.

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45198

AWARE OF THE HIGH LEVEL OF CORRUPTION INHERENT IN THE FEDERAL AND
PROVINCIAL POLITICAL SYSTEM

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45199

Caused division in our family, travel, affects interaction in our community.

2/18/2022 10:27 PM

45200

What life? The media keeps everyone afraid to leave their homes or they'll get Covid and die.

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45201

My daughter has never seen her daycare provider’s faces hence can’t hear them or be
stimulated to learn. I’ve lost a lot of photography contracts, friendships and family relationships
due to the media forcing people to take sides.

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45202

It's brutal

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45203

Don’t like being a prisoner in my own country. Can’t visit dying relatives in the hospital

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45204

I can’t go to restaurants hockey games ect….

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45205

I had my rights to freely move through my country and discriminated for my own personal
bodily autonomy choices.

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45206

Has broken up my family.

2/18/2022 10:26 PM
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45207

Socially mentally physically financially spiritually

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45208

Separate families

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45209

Missed son's wedding and then the birth of first grandchild, due to our son and daughter in law
living in States and not allowed into Canada due to unvaxed, being segregated, not able to visit
elderly parents, discrimination, health troubles due to masks, having to submit to humiliating
testing for which I paid out of pocket and leperized at work, 20 year old daughter lost U Of S
position on Huskie Track team and the coach revoked her scholarship for not submitting to
mandatory vaccination, 15 and 12 year old sons were kicked off their hockey teams, 23 year
old son was accepted into College of Physiotherapy, but had to decline due to Vax mandate,
29 year old son lost his job due to Vax mandate, 27 year old daughter was segregated at work
as a teacher and had to show negative rapid tests for being unvaxed, 18 year old son was
kicked out of the military and quarantined for refusing Vax, even though he didn't have covid,
husband had to pay for testing to keep job, denied entry to all facilities and restaurants, had to
endure the rude comments and hatred directed against the unvaccinated, loss of friends and
family, difficulties hiding out to attend our Catholic Latin mass, seeing children wearing masks
is heartbreaking, the lies and inconsistencies of SHA and school boards, Trudeau akin to
Hitler, worry over daily health with hospitals mistreating patients, denying covid life-saving
measures, lack of trust, Canadian media's complete corruption, one sided and paid off by
Prime Minister Falsedeau, total breakdown of moral fabric of society by supposed leaders in
Healthcare and country, fear of how far they will take it....list goes on and on....

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45210

These mandates have affected all Canadians. Alot of information has came out that these
mandates are not working, yet our government just keeps pushing the same narrative. We are
not stupid stop treating us as such. It's time we start repairing our relationships the divide is
devastating.

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45211

I've become a hermit. I do not socialize. I cannot go to any social gatherings. My mental
health has declined major depression and anxiety increased. Tensions among my family
members

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45212

In every way. Complete insanity/slavery

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45213

Punished in so many ways for not being vaccinated

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45214

Division of my family and friends and even my child. I'm unable to watch him play hockey and
he doesnt understand why just that mom isnt there

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45215

Quite a nuisance and an inconvenience.Creating much anxiety for us old folks.

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45216

Just like when the Germans killed the Jews

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45217

Cost of everything

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45218

It has affected my long distance relationship which actually resulted in a break up; I have lost
friendships and have been made to feel like a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45219

Kept me from seeing family and friends

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45220

I don't trust my government any more , or media

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45221

Caused emotional anxiety and stress.

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45222

Lost friends and family

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45223

I have attempted suicide several times in the past 2 yrs as my PTSD is very triggered

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45224

Travel, socializing, isolation, hate, division and on and on! Not proud of our country any more.
Despise our government. Weak!

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45225

Not much

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45226

The mandates are destroying Canada. Our youth have borne the brunt of these mandates and
have not benefitted from them. Our nation is divided. Our government has made Canada into a
tyrannical dictatorship.

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45227

My business was locked down for 9 months and was unable to work. I have not been able to
be in my parents home or hug them due to the fear our media and PM has been casting out.
People have been unkind and I have and continue to see the division our country is seeing. I
have been feared by others and told I’m not doing my part.

2/18/2022 10:26 PM
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45228

It has the emotional and social aspect of my children. It has caused me to loose my career,
which has affected my lively hood 😔

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45229

Less business, kids see suffering mental issue

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45230

ABSOLUTELY. CRIPPLED THE ECONOMY, DIVIDED FAMILIES, LOST THOUSANDS OF
JOBS AND CAUSED SUICIDES, DIVORCES AND IRREREPARABLE DAMAGE. THEY
MUST END. END ALL MANDATES.

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45231

In every detail, my business has suffered, I pulled my 3 children out of school to homeschool,
we are not allowed to go anywhere. Our freedoms have been cancelled. We have lost friends
and family members, not to the virus, but to differences of opinion. The media and government
have made it no longer okay to associate with people who have different opinions.

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45232

Division, loneliness, distrust in our government.

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45233

Family divided and have no faith in government or healthcare. Trudeaus overreach is
astounding. Vaccines are KILLING people

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45234

My son committed suicide, he lost his job

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45235

Can’t see my grandkids play sports

2/18/2022 10:26 PM

45236

I have not been able to be with family

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45237

As a stay at home mom. Have been stick at home for 2 years without being able to take my
kids to swimming lessons, out to eat.. etc. My youngest (born Jan 2020) has not seen
anyone’s face in a public setting. Imagine that…

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45238

Isolation, increased costs, betrayal.

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45239

Terrible

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45240

Loss of friendships,family and bullying

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45241

I feel like a second class citizen now. After serving my country in the military and as a
firefighter for 30 years I can not fly to Ontario and see my family. This has to end enough is
enough!!!!!

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45242

My wife lost her job. My children have been limited in their activities.

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45243

Families are divided!

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45244

In every way and NOT in positive ways!!!

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45245

Divided family and friends, I've known more people with vax injuries than people with covid

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45246

I cant leave my country... I cant participate in life, im on anxiety meds trying to look after my
adult autistic son who medically wont take the vax and trying to explain why he can't do that
things he used to love. My fiance is American and I cant see her. My daughter is pregnant and
my grandson is 18 months and we are all unvaxxed. Im scared for all our futures. My son and I
had covid and we have natural immunity. I don't want to live in a dictatorship.

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45247

Can’t see family, friends. Caused depression at times.

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45248

Depression, fear to carry out daily needs like medical care thinking we were risking getting
deathly ill from a new virus.

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45249

I lost my job.

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45250

My mother passed away and I was not able to be with her because of the Covid restrictions so
I had to see my mother on FaceTime after she passed I couldn’t be with my family and my
mother died along because of these restrictions the very next day they said come to the senior
homes restrictions are lifted and they wouldn’t make that exception for me to be able to come
and see my mom then my mom couldn’t even be buried for many many months and we had all
the constrictions to go to our home province in the Maritimes also my husband was taken to
the hospital with very serious Condition and I was not able to even be with him this is very
hard for people to be all alone when you’re sick and could even possibly not make it and now
again my husband is in the hospital we do not have Covid and we still are not able to go in
because the vaccination mandate even though people with vaccinations still get the Covid and
we do not have the Covid my husband is not able to be with his family and needs essential

2/18/2022 10:25 PM
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personal care assistance because of the seriousness of his medical issue this is considered
discrimination
45251

Im a mother of 5 and i want my children to grow up in a free Canada

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45252

Divided and hurt familues terribly! My sons list their jobs and they have mortgages and familes
to provide for! My father in law died from the shot! So did my classmate from school. People
are scared of each other! Friendly Canadians are no more! My son and his family moved to the
USA to flee from this communist country! I cannot see my 5 grandkids every week as I used
to! This PM is an EVIL Tyrant!! He needs to be be sent to a China prison for the rest of his
days!

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45253

Hi anxiety, uneasy with everything. Feel that our country is falling into dictatorship.

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45254

Increased depression and anxiety. I am now treated as an outcast. I have been threatened
because of my beliefs. My grandchildren are depressed. My 5 yr old came home from
kindergarten very sad because her friends only have faces outside. I have fought hard for my
grandkids and they do not wear masks anywhere anymore. The have been discriminated
against in school, not only by some teachers but also classmates. I have completely lost faith
in any government officials.

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45255

Not allowed to travel or go to restaurants or gather with friends or go to church to praise my
God.

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45256

I have watched our country torn apart. I am no longer proud to be a canadian. I have no more
freedoms and I am concerned beyond belief for my children and grandchildren. My body my
choice

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45257

Everyday living with an autistic daughter who has lost everyday routine! (Also doesn’t
understand why people have to wear mask, so therefore has regressed in behaviors ) My other
3 kids struggling with mental health daily & every isolation it’s starts to get worse with them!
Also kids learning has been hugely impacted! They are so behind in there learning!

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45258

The mental stress and strain has caused ne to suffer anxiety and oanic attacks.

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45259

I feel like s prisoner in my country. Having any of my medical history being asked for goes
against my rights,being yelled at becouse your mask isn't completely on right.when it even
says on the mask won't stop covid.you can't go to church bit you can go to sporting events
and bo masks.

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45260

It has affected my life and caused depression with my teenagers in my Jaime.. all their
medication had to be increased. I haven’t seen my mother or susters for two years. I feel
depressed at time and afraid to go out because I don’t support the mandated and tigers hard
that! It makes me sad that we are having to repeat history that we shouldn’t learned from many
years ago.

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45261

All areas- financially, mental health, socially, travel.

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45262

Yes . I can't go anywhere because I don't want to get the vaccine because you still get sick no
matter if your vaccinated or not so it shouldn't matter if I'm vaccinated or not I should still be
able to go to the gym and eat at a restaurant. The passport has dehumanized anyone that
doesn't want to get it . Truedu even said for anyone vaccinated to have no contact with with
the unvaccinated and to make them feel alone. So affecting not only mine but many other
peoples mental health . Having a so called leaded of Canada say that just makes me sick

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45263

My children are buying groceries for me. I have not nor will I be vaccinated. It has destroyed
friendships of over 40 years by friends who have been brainwashed. I will not play Russian
roulette no will I ever comply. Can not travel which is a violation of my rights .

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45264

Has negatively impacted every aspect.

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45265

I have been made to feel like a lesser person because I choose what I put in my body. I have
never taken the flu shot nor do I take any prescription drugs on an ongoing basis what I put in
my body should be up to me and no one else.

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45266

Job loss and heading for bankruptcy. Haven't been able to social activities I enjoy. Stressed
out and living alone

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45267

I cannot play hockey anymore. I cannot travel. I have to be tested weekly for COVID even
though I already had it. I cannot go to social events. I am anxious and lonely

2/18/2022 10:25 PM
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45268

Affected my mental health and my children's, created divides in family based on media
segregation of vaccinate and unvaccinate people

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45269

Yes 110%

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45270

being able to see my mom and family. hard breathing in the mask.

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45271

Interfered in relationships

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45272

Loved ones have turned on each other. My mental health has suffered. My physical health has
suffer (cant go to the gym). Ive been forced to take the vaccine in order to maintain
employment.

2/18/2022 10:25 PM

45273

In every way !

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45274

My son is vaccine injured and my husband was forced so he can work

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45275

It has separated me from family and friends who live far away. I’ve missed the funeral of my
father in law… my sister in law died alone in hospital… its affected everyone’s mental health

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45276

Family and friends have lost jobs

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45277

Ripped families and friends apart!! The media and the government are responsible. As well as
many other corporations. Was always political (for the government) and never about health.

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45278

Very Negative, depression , anger , loss , division

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45279

Greatly! Emotionally and psychologically more than covid ever could

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45280

Limited travel and social interaction and health.

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45281

I've gotten the common cold more from following the mandates then when there wasn't any.

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45282

Have lost family members and not seen others

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45283

This has horrendous affects across the board... where to start?

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45284

It affected my job, my family especially my children who are young adults, social life and
mental health.

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45285

I’m double vaccinated but have not gone anywhere that requires me to show my “passport”…I
refuse to show papers to access anything - which has hurt our local economy.

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45286

Depression, business decline, financial problems, family/friend separation......on and on....

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45287

My mental health is severely suffering, I have been diagnosed with depression, family member
with addiction has resurfaced. Health care needed has suffered because of shut downs and
people losing their jobs from not being vaxxed. We need all the healthcare workers we can let’s not discriminate!

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45288

Mental health

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45289

It’s affected my job, social life and my childrens mental health.

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45290

I have missed my grandchildren.

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45291

Covid has ruined my life financially, emotionally with family divisions and all the restrictions.
It’s gone on far too long!

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45292

Not getting to see Elderly parents, grandchildren. Unable to eat in resteraunts, go to movie, go
to sporting events because unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45293

Lost my job, kids no longer to be on the sports teams. Not able to travel or enjoy
entertainment. We were not able to mourn our family member properly. Online education was
not a good experience for the kids. A family member Coerced to take the vaccine or would
also loose job, benefits and pension. All coerced not choice

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45294

Work, job loss, division with family/friends, mental health issues, financial stress/crisis, not
being able to attend church for a period of time and mostly impacted my children with
schooling too.

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45295

I can not travel to be with my children, my parents, my grandparents & to my house in another

2/18/2022 10:24 PM
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province among other things. Feels like NO freedom left
45296

Negatively mentaly,physically, emotionally, financially! End the bulletin!

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45297

I have extreme anxiety and depression. Im a red seal electrician and about to graduate from a
diploma of electronic engineering and am now facing unemployment due to a personal medical
decision. This is my life, my career, my future and not a choice I should ever be facing. I can't
visit a large part of my support system in other provinces, without driving 14+ hours, including
my mother, sisters, brothers and nieces and nephew. These are people I need, the people that
have supported me through some of the toughest times in my life. I feel extremely lost right
now. I'm terrified, I don't want to live in Canada anymore. I used to feel nothing but love and
pride for Canada.

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45298

It has taken my freedom away Freedom

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45299

Destroyed business, lost job.

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45300

They have made me ashamed of my government.

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45301

We have our own grain bin building business and we have a great shortage of bin part’s
transported to us. My parents were in a seniors facility and we weren’t able to visit them a lot.

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45302

Not overly, more concerned about the direction this country is going/the place we're at already.

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45303

Severe depression, loss of income, suicidal, nerve damage from the 2 covid vaccination that I
got.

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45304

Stopped social outings, limited family gatherings, ended relationships, mental anguish,

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45305

Everything

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45306

Loss of income, divorce, lost a home, weight gain , stress

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45307

Depression big issue and money

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45308

Due to medical reasons I did not take the covid shots. I have been unable to dine in, go to
gyms, theatres, events, etc. I have also noted a distinct hatred from people who are in full
favour of all mandates. This was made worse by Mr. Trudeau's divisive and hate generating
words.

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45309

(For a short version) :Physically, emotionally, spiritually and mentally...not forgeting to include
relationships, divisions, injury due to an experimental mandated "injection", censorising
truth/facts/real science doesnt make a mandate good/true ..it is against our human rights since
birth n constitutional rights . Dictatorship . Peace will prevail when the Power of love is greater
then the Love of /for Power. Mandates are unlawful

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45310

Horribly in so many ways!

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45311

It’s divided the Canadian people. I have to wear the mask for 8 hours in a day. I’ve been given
a letter from my work because my nose isn’t covered. They say I am violating the safety rules,
that could result in disciplinary action. The mandates have proven to be in affective. When did
it become so wrong to breathe.

2/18/2022 10:24 PM

45312

I live alone, so I have been pretty much abandoned. Justin Trudeau is a flaming liar. He needs
to be in prison for the rest of his life

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45313

Loss of personal freedom and rights.

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45314

My business has gone down immensely!!

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45315

I no longer trust the government, the media or any other news. My life has been stressed to
the max at home, division and alienation. I’ve experienced severe harassment as Trudeau has
anyone that assumes any independent thought as less than Canadian. As a Métis person I
feel absolutely zero say in the way I choose to live my life and a the life I live is still severely
dictated by the same government who brought us residential schools. I do not fault my
neighbours, I do fault the government who’s more concerned with WEF and exotic holidays
than the daily struggle of an over taxed and stressed working class. I feel like a 3 rd class
citizen.

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45316

Horribly not enough words to explain. My kids have suffered the most and it's heartbreaking
and shameful

2/18/2022 10:23 PM
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45317

Haven’t been able to attend church regularly, divisiveness between friends and family, social
and mental health has suffered, kids physical activities cancelled, inflation (costs keep rising),
and through this all my faith has been strengthened because of the hardships. Praise be to
God!

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45318

Broken friendships

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45319

Financially, mentally

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45320

I’m more concerned about the division created during the mandated.

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45321

Mental health issues, business affected negatively

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45322

Greatly

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45323

I can't get the vaccine due to my auto immune disease and I'm not able to get a medical
exemption so I am discriminated against. It's cause divides in families, caused me depression
and anxiety.

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45324

I don’t have one

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45325

Couldn't work for about 4months and feel that my rights and freedoms have been taken away.

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45326

Kept our family from meeting as usual. Also a debate on vaccines.

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45327

Limited contact with family, some of whom have passed away during the time mandates have
been in effect

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45328

PTSD. Breathing problems, constant runny nose, headaches, depression, severe aniexty. All
diagnosed and recorded by my doctor

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45329

Loss of social activities Freedom to choose for myself

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45330

emotional, physical, and has deeply effected my children

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45331

It divides the people

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45332

My income has been cut by 90percent because I am not able to work my trade, because I
didn’t take a vaccine

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45333

Actually, it has only affected the family who refuse to abide by the mandates. Family
gatherings have been difficult. Otherwise we have adjusted to everything.

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45334

I and my family feel ourselves like in prison or like during a war

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45335

Lost job, loneliness, depression, family conflict, loss of trust in medical system and govt

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45336

It is like constant psychological warfare.

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45337

No freedom of travelling and association, no free breathing, increased stress level that affects
my health, loss of trust of our politicians

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45338

They’ve been very effective at dividing people.

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45339

daily activities

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45340

Ruined business and potential job loss and loss of opportunities because unvaexxed

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45341

My children. My well-being.

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45342

Restricted my ability to see my children play sports and engage in recreational activities.
Restricted my family's earning potential as a result of having to homeschooling.

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45343

In Saskatchewan not too bad. Had to do antigen tests to work but still able to work

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45344

The government has illegally taken each Canadian's individual rights and this must be
reversed. It has affected travel, socializing and general health but above all, it has diminished
my freedom to make my own personal decisions.

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45345

Well i am not one to ask for the fact that I know the hospital killed my brother to make the
numbers go higher. The nurses pretty much said as much but to prove it is a different story.
Mandate has also made me very bitter

2/18/2022 10:23 PM
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45346

Btoke up our family, friends and neighbor ours won't speakI could go on and on, pwople dying
alone, can't see you children graduate and so in

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45347

Theres not enough words in the world to describe the problems it has caused. And think about
all the psychological damage it will have on the kids.

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45348

Loss of income. Isolation. Family divide. Depression. Now I will be losing my medical career of
over 30 years.

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45349

Segregation / mental health

2/18/2022 10:23 PM

45350

Locked into my own country, can’t travel. I had issues finding work. I slipped into a deep and
dark place. (But I am doing better, after talking to my doctor.)

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45351

Freedom to travel. The gf's auntie got very sick and we could not fly to see her. She passed
away 10h b4 we could make it to Ottawa.

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45352

Isolated me

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45353

I know what a black person feels like. Discrimination and segregation, shamed, ridiculed,
bribed, shunned because of decision by government that I am not allow in society , over an
EXPERIMENTAL-jab. Disgusting and unforgivable the rights and freedoms of citizens are
being swashed

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45354

Negatively all around.

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45355

Financially, mental health(depression), socially, infringement of freedoms.

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45356

Separation from family and friends . My kids are depressed. My fellow countryman and woman
are devided and have lost all respect for law enforcement in this country!! They have brought
voilance and Trudeau could have used his words and not violence. I will never vote liberal or
NDP ever agian and I will teach my children the same

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45357

The stress of not knowing if I will lose my job because I don’t have the FREEDOM to choose
to be vaccinated or not

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45358

Separated from family members anxiety. Segregated lost hope. Government over reach

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45359

Anxietee

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45360

Depression, isolation, can’t see my family back home because I can’t afford two weeks off in
isolation when I get back… all this propaganda needs to come to an end. Trudeau needs to
end his leadership immediately!

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45361

It hasn't you fools

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45362

Huge stress lvl. Marriage is in the toilet. And I have no job

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45363

I have been segregated and discriminated against!

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45364

Division, anxiety and sad as our country has been torn apart

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45365

Very little I just made adjustment

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45366

Depressing

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45367

Can’t socialize, see family, friends

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45368

Significantly.

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45369

Being pressured into something that you don't want to do is wrong. If you force a woman to
have sex, that is considered rape 🤔

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45370

Depression & stress, but thank God for Daystar who told the truth. I support the truckers with
prayer cause i have grandchildren who deserve there freedom!

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45371

Our lives have been turned upside down. This is separating people. Not the Country I grew up
in for sure. Very sad & upset Canadian

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45372

Mental health School Travel

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45373

The mandates have severly resticted my way of life as I am unvaccinated and treated like a
walking disease

2/18/2022 10:22 PM
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45374

Dépression for me and my children, my children are not happy anymore, school for my kids
with the masks is insane, they can not express themselves, it’s very hard for them to have it
all day long. My 2 childrens have problem with learning at school, they are ADHD, dyscalculie,
dyslexia.

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45375

Had to give up my business Loss of friends and family

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45376

I've been severely depressed and can barely afford basic necessities. I've been living
paycheck to paycheck. I miss my family that I haven't been able to see.

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45377

No work, and my mother in law, and other family members refuse to be in the same space as
an unvaccinated person, as a result we haven’t seen the vaccinated family.

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45378

Work - job loss

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45379

Harmed children and freedom as a citizen to live freely in and out of Canada

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45380

It has significantly lessened my enjoyment of life. And all of the fear mongering by the
government and the way they’re handling this virus has made me feel like there is no hope in
Canada for a normal life again. Instead of doing these things they should have used
therapeutics and isolating individuals that are compromised as opposed to isolating and
masking the entire population. Just think about how many wonderful healthcare professionals
could have been upgraded or even encouraged to learn more skills with a lot of the money that
was spent needlessly in Canada on Cerb etc.

2/18/2022 10:22 PM

45381

I have lost 2 years of travel and visiting with family and friends. I missed my workout with
friends

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45382

Prevented us from enjoying life and we refuse to use our Vax passports since this is supposed
to be a free country so have not gone to restaurants, concerts, sports events and much more

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45383

Trauma to my young child. Emotional distress.

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45384

My nephew died from the vaccine

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45385

Seperation of Family, Many members of Family suffering from Mental Health Issues., Work
Inconviences and Job Insecurity, Huge Stressors on Family members. Family Hospitalized. I
could Write A MILLION THINGS!!!!!!

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45386

Love ones that won't talk to you & from not being able to travel South

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45387

Made me sad and angry at the same time. Also made me see a side of society i would have
rather stayed invisible.

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45388

restricted my freedoms, stopped me from seeing loved ones

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45389

Mental health and stress, division among family and friends, not being able to participate in
society because I believe in freedom to chose what’s is right for me and my family.

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45390

Limits mobility

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45391

Job loss

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45392

Positive

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45393

Missed events. 2 years of my 92 year old Mother’s life that we will not get back. We watched
her deteriorate after receiving the vaccine, this & the isolation. The mandates have divided
communities & families. I have no faith or trust in the government at any level.

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45394

Forced vaccine in order to work, anxiety and social isolation.

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45395

Hasn't been bad

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45396

Negatively and oppressively in all aspects

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45397

I didn't get to see my father in law for the year before he passed

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45398

Kept my family safe

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45399

It has done nothing but cause mental distress!

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45400

I feel like we’ve lost our freedoms due these many lock downs, forced vaccinations and

2/18/2022 10:21 PM
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mandates. I also have lost confidence and trust in our government and medical experts.
45401

It has loneliness/isloation in my older and younger family. For them it's their only
communication with others. It has also hindered my rights and freedoms as a democratic free
of choice canadian.

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45402

Lost job

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45403

My children have missed out on so much because of the mandates. Our mental health has
gone to shit!

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45404

Don't ask a stupid question!!!

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45405

Restricted my movement, affected my income , put a huge burden of stress on my entire
family.

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45406

Yes

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45407

I have a 1yr old daughter whom I cannot even take swimming or to any classes unless
vaccinated. I have a teenage daughter whom I cannot even take out to dinner or anywhere
special unless vaccinated. We have such a different world now I’m afraid of saying anything to
anyone because I never know how anyone will react to anything. My older daughter and myself
face depression due to this, being coupes up and not able to be living what we used to think
was a normal life has vanished and it’s not right to anyone to have to go through life like this.

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45408

It's made me not enjoy life, I can't wait to die

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45409

Caused inconvience , unnecessary expenses, increased inflation and cost of living

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45410

Restricted movement

2/18/2022 10:21 PM

45411

I’m not vaccinated, I’m treated like a second class citizen in my own country, I cannot leave
my own country, I’ve been shamed by many friends and family due to our Prime Minister‘s
divisive language and hate towards the unvaccinated, I can’t go to the gym or restaurants or
bars or sports events even though everyone that I know that is vaccinated got Covid from
other vaccinated people.

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45412

These mandates have affected every area of my life. This is not normal, and will never be
normal. This is not freedom. The mental health impact that I have been going through
personally as well as seeing those all around me affected. This “health crisis” has completely
turned into a political game of control. Segregation, discrimination and coercion is not okay. I
felt completely coerced/forced to get the vaccine so that I wouldn’t lost my job. I work from
home. There is no valid reason for the vaccine to be a requirement for anyone to keep their
job, their livelihood, to be able to keep the roof over their head and food on the table.

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45413

Couldn’t visit my friends and family, could not dine in a restaurant, can’t go across the border

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45414

My grandmother who is suffering from dementia can no longer have my mother and I as
visitors due to our vaccine status - she has gone down hill mentally, physically, and
emotionally and just wants to die due to the constant lockdowns. My mom and I can’t be
vaccinated (I have epilepsy and she has a history of stroke) so it is risky to get it. If it causes
a seizure for me I would lose my home, job and drivers license. People treat me like I’m a
criminal despite being a law abiding citizen. My father recently had a heart attack and there
was a chance he wouldn’t make it - I was unable to visit him, once again, due to no vaccine.
I’ve had people tell me I deserve to die. My depression is at an all time high and if these
mandates don’t end and people keep being this cruel to each other it’s honestly not a world I
want to be involved in…

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45415

Ruined everything

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45416

I have no life. No job. No friends, no fun. Im not vaccinated!

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45417

I am over 60 and I chose to be vaccinated when the goalpost was at 70%. I was uninformed of
the adverse effects but thought that if most of the elderly were vaccinated would meet the
needs of the government...we will never meet the needs of the government until we are all
dead.

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45418

Not much because I don't believe in any of the crap that the government has to stay. I live the
way I always did. I do ware a mask if I am in a store just to keep the peace, but I hate it. It
causes breathing problems.

2/18/2022 10:20 PM
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45419

I have experienced discrimination from certain businesses since the introduction of the mask
"mandate" and Vax passport "mandate". I have experienced anxiety in public places that I
enter to buy goods and services in my town and elsewhere. I avoid wearing a mask as much
as I can and have been attacked verbally by an altruistic, virtue signalling shopper at one time
in the past. That was a sure sign of the emerging and now prevalent psychological division. I
have been harassed at other locations and made to wait outside or at the front of the store in
order to do business without a mask. I am utterly disgusted by the growth of this soft tyrrany
that has infiltrated my country and the minds of my country men and retain family members.

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45420

Stoped family gatherings

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45421

Lose of job, son doing poorly in school, was really depressed. The list goes on and on how
covid made life miserable

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45422

Unemployment, unable to visit a relative in a nursing home or go to her funeral, brought
division in families, Lack of oxygen while wearing a mask, cannot dine in a restaurant, I feel
like my personal choice to take care of my body has been taken away. It makes me feel
disrespected and stripped of my personal rights and freedoms to take care of my body and it
violates my religion to take a vaccine that altars my RNA and has unborn baby fetus in it. The
Prime Minister has insulated me and my friends calling us racists, white supremacy’s and
other condescending comments. I feel depressed from everything that has happened because
of these mandates. It has made my life miserable and I feel like I no longer live in a country
that is a democracy. It feels like communism.

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45423

Inability to travel, missing work because of illness of my kids even though it’s not Covid but
having to isolate because of symptoms.

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45424

Dramatically, and effectively and with communist views.

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45425

Yes

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45426

Surgery was postponed

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45427

Lost job can’t see family very sick from jab

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45428

Online school has been extremely challenging, it's also challenging to see a lot of people
around me struggling with mental health.

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45429

It has caused depression and inability to spend quality time with family and friends

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45430

Hard to get in hospital to visit and look after family people. Totally put the illness people super
difficult to get heal without family people around.

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45431

Everything

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45432

A little bit of inconvenience.

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45433

I no longer travel and very rarely go to restaurants even though I am fully vaccinated. I also
got covid 3 weeks after having a booster shot. Not against vaccination but feel it should be a
personal choice. It should also be up to businesses and individuals if they want to follow
protocols.

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45434

Substantial weight gain, stress from work, lower income

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45435

Lots of stress and anxiety and my business closed

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45436

Life has become unbearable for children and adults alike. How hasn’t it affected my life.

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45437

It’s horrible

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45438

Takes away freedom and Peace!

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45439

Can’t work. Husband pays money for tests for his work so it’s money out of pocket. Friends
have alienated friends. Family has disowned family. Kids come home with headaches from
masks. Young children don’t know who o am without a mask. This country has fallen under a
regime and government and police brutality have hurt many Canadians who were
demonstrating a peaceful protest.

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45440

It has done more harm than good. Most of which we will see long term

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45441

Social deprivation, depression. Financial loss

2/18/2022 10:20 PM
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45442

Oppression and depression, division in my family and friends

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45443

It has made absolutely disgusted with Trudeau and think he should be in jail for treason he has
disrespected every Canadian and has divided our country

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45444

Can’t believe it. This has caused family divide. Two suicides this year in our family alone,
watched the funeral from a computer screen, couldn’t hug family. Fear, division. 19 months laid
off my career and a total distrust of public health due to being forced to vaccinate to keep my
career. Didn’t visit my mom with Alzheimer’s in the year that she actually remembered who I
was. My 16 year old’s generalized anxiety has gone into overdrive. Just to name a few ….

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45445

Loss of rights to travel, to enter businesses to enjoy life and loss of employment needless to
say that it has ilpqcted my mental well being while being ostracized.

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45446

The social isolation over time, not being able to travel freely, even within my own country, not
being able to go out to eat also limits one’s activities and ability to even go for a day trip , all of
that has resulted in depression and decline in my overall health. My job is also presently on
the line. I may loose my professional license to practice at the end of March if I do not get
vaccinated . This is manipulation and bullying. I am vaccinated for many things, as I was
traveling, but I am not comfortable with the new mRna vaccine. Consent is essential in any
medical procedure.

2/18/2022 10:20 PM

45447

Fear and depression

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45448

It has kept me safe.

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45449

Cannot go into restaurants or theatres. Last year severe depression.

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45450

It’s a replay of my youth in Poland. That did not end well and I was blessed to call Canada my
home… but now what.

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45451

Very angry that I was NOT able to be with my dad when he passed! Depressed because of
isolation! Knowing how many have passed, with no previous ailments, after being fully
vaccines is criminal! Investigation must be held!

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45452

I’ve been struggling very much as have my kids

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45453

I am having suicidal thoughts. I don't want to be part of this anymore. I want to live again.

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45454

It has affected my ability to travel to see my daughter is the US. My younger daughter is in
University and had to be vaccinated to live in dorms. I am not allowed to enter her room.

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45455

Difficult time coming back into Canada across the boarder!

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45456

Our daughter isn’t allowed to participate in sports. We aren’t allowed going to tie our child’s
skates, nor cheer him on at his hockey games. It has torn my family apart it has torn
friendships apart it has caused a great divide in the people that come into our place of
business. i’ve never received the courtesy of a response to the letters I’ve sent to our leaders
and health officials.

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45457

Negative

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45458

My kids are not free

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45459

I have been made to feel like an outcast for my personal health choice. My twin died of an
aneurysm from covid vaccine injury. I can never forgive the people involved in this crime. This
is not the plague and a 99.9% survival rate does not warrant all of the detrimental mandates
imposed on us. While the decision makers filled their bank accounts, the rest of the people
have been pinned against each other and suffered.

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45460

I was placed on LOA as an emergency nurse of 13 years for refusing to disclose my private
medical data to my employer. I’ve been a nurse for 17 years. I eventually ended up getting the
shot to keep my job. I have witnessed children with myocarditis, thrombocytopenia, and
seizure due to the vaccines. I feel coerced into a decision and a treatment I did not want or
need. I also contracted covid prior to my vaccination and had light flu-like symptoms for two
days and that was all. I’m disgusted with my profession and how professionals I work with
treat humans. Some of the words I’ve heard nurses and doctors say in hospital are things like
“people who don’t get the vaccine should hurry up, get covid and die”, “ people who don’t get
vaccinated should pay for their healthcare costs”. They do! It’s called taxes. I’m not even sure
where to start with how this has affected my life. I almost lost my job, a job I no longer want to

2/18/2022 10:19 PM
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work at due to lack of respect for my colleagues and my profession as a whole. I’m a mom of
three kids. My oldest is suffering from anxiety now (new in the last two years), my middle child
who’s six years old when I told her that this week she didn’t have to wear a mask to school
just told me “does this mean I get to see my best friends face again? Can I hug her, my
teacher told me I can’t hug her”. I feel like we have irreversibly harmed our children. I’ve been
dealing with depression and I’ve been feeling like I just don’t want to live in Canada anymore
and raise my children here, a country I have lived in and loved my whole life. This has affected
me in every way it possible can from physical assault against my will, to mental turmoil and
depression, and to the loss of dear friends and colleagues due to the divide. I even lost my
best friend of 28 years as she couldn’t accept my desire for more information and studies on
the safety and efficacy of these vaccines before I said yes, the data I was never able to get
before my injections, the data that would have allowed for informed consent that was never
given. We lost two years of visiting with family, aging parents, with zero interaction with their
grandkids aside from the occasional zoom phone call. This has affected every aspect of my
life in a horribly negative way that I fear has completely altered how I see this world and people
in general. I’m not sure I can recover from this emotional, mental, and physical abuse to me
and my family.
45461

It has made me appreciate the scientists and healthcare professionals who are willing to make
the hard decisions to keep everyone safe. It has shown me which political parties care for ALL
Canadians. I am Canadian I stand with Trudeau

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45462

Not sleep well Afraid to go to hospital / Msy get remdesivir if real sick Will not give me
Ivermectin Not able to visit sick loved ones in hospital , Concern for family re employment Job
loss Food in stores becoming decreased

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45463

Tremendously

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45464

Have adult daughter move home she couldn’t work and has side effects of jab, the constant
uncertainty and separation has been taxing

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45465

Books will be written about how our history that will tell about the endless harm that came from
all of the mandates.

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45466

Division. Hatred. Losing friends and family. Stress over job loss

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45467

It has left me feeling isolated from my family and have missed funerals etc

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45468

Ruined my business

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45469

It has infringed on my constitutional rights and freedoms. No one has the right to tell me what
to put in my body or restrict my movement as a Canadian citizen for any reason what so ever

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45470

Daughter had twins apr 2020, I was not allowed in her home to help her

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45471

On many erias

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45472

Can’t go anywhere and visit family

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45473

Extreme isolation

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45474

Work gave me a “choice” to be jabbed or placed on leave without pay. Have a mortgage, got
the vax.

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45475

Iam not allowed to travel, not allowed to eat in restaurants, iam called names by the prime
minister

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45476

Unable or hindered from flying. Unable or limited time with friends and family. Lonely and
deeply concerned for children and seniors

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45477

bad

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45478

Less then the stupid truckers

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45479

Mandates have divided us from our family and friends. Social life is non existent. Life in
general is depressing and seems to be lacking any point.

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45480

2 years of severe economic, physical, and mental anguish. The destruction of all my rights
and freedoms, my job, and my country have been destroyed by tyrants who belong in jail.

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45481

Unable to go out with family

2/18/2022 10:19 PM
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45482

I’ve have to worry day after day whether my adult son who gave in to the vaccine so he could
finish his apprenticeship…I worry and have seen side effects of the vaccine to close friends
and family. Im irate and sicken about the this Covid “vaccine” as I believe and have seen All
Kinds of side effects and now they want to experiment our our children and grandchildren!!!
This is how it has affected me…😡😡🤬🤬😢😢😢😡🤬😡😡🤬😢🤬😡😢😡🤬🤬🤬🤬😡😡🤬I have been given
new hope thanks to Pat King, Chris and all these truckers and farmers and everyone around
the world supporting and protesting so “the” people don’t become slaves to a corrupt
system..government…what ever you want to call these/this sickos and power money hungry 🤬
tards… could say lots more like wanting to erase history, change the education agenda…I’m
totally lost for words and angry that this communist leader Justin Trudeau has not been
charged and throw in jail!!

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45483

Was a foster family for 20 years before COVID started , then all the mandates came along and
I felt like I was not in control of my own life! Kids had to stay home no school. The foster child
I had at that time was very difficult a lot of problems so having him home 24/7 was not ideal.
When they have attachement disorder not easy! My life just stopped ! I got burned out so I
stopped being a foster family, sold my home and moved my business to another region. With
my business didn’t know if I was essential or not and could not get any help or information I
didn’t qualify for help on my business so I got the pcu ! Now I am 3 shots fully vaccinated my
Mom is in the hospital in New Brunswick and I can’t see her! She needs me there! She has
been in there for a month now and not one person can help her wash her hair! COME ON ! The
hospital won’t let anyone in ! I thought getting 3 shots would get my life back. I was wrong now
the PM is pulling Marshal laws out of his ass ! Really messed up Country you have here!

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45484

Pressured into getting the vaccine to function in society with out true informed risks. Very hard
on family and friends isolated. Very hard on small businesses.

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45485

Job losses, family division, marriage division not able to travel…

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45486

Financial loss, mental and emotional duress

2/18/2022 10:19 PM

45487

Absolutely awful 2 years with no end in sight. Let us live!

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45488

I lost my job! I am treated like less than human. Like I am a leper. I can't even talk with some
of my own family members, because they think I am crazy.

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45489

Stressful, job loss, mental health, family life, friendships

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45490

My job my health my friends my family my life .. My children their lives their mental health
their schooling there friends Their physical health . Our lives

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45491

My business relies on Americans being able to enter Canada for tourism. Our company has
lost more than 500,000 in revenue

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45492

Lost hours at work. My social life is almost 0

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45493

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45494

A lot

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45495

Caused mental anguish and anxiety. Sinus issues from having to be tested at an absurd
interval so I can provide for my family.

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45496

A lot

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45497

This is sad days for Canada, I loved this country but now Trudeau has ruined it for the future
generations

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45498

I have friends and relatives that have died or been injured by the jab.

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45499

Lost my job at Fort Mac. Lost almost everything

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45500

Can't travel. Daughter was laid off from her job.

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45501

Family divided; alone; not see loved ones; marginalized; stressed; panic attacks.

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45502

I'm state prisoner can't travel to my motherland or vacations, I used to do 3-4 trips a year to
recharge my batteries, so I can continue being hight tax payer, now I can't enjoy all services
and I lost my job, cause of anxiety, isolation and luck of social exchanges and more important
vacations

2/18/2022 10:18 PM
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45503

By infringing on my personal health and wellness decisions

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45504

I either lose my job or do rapid testing twice a week at the expense of my own wallet. Family
and friends lost jobs or coerced in take to V in order to play sports, work, or go to School.
Friends got it just to get a gift card from the government.

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45505

My daughter has tried to commit suicide because of being away from her friends. Family.
Having to be homeschooled when the schools shut down. Not being able to be signed if of
compensation because I couldn’t travel had to be doubled vaccinated and lied to Still have to
wear masks. Social distance. Nothing changed. And we were told it would. Not being able to
see my family. We have been made to cover our faces for so long. People have become cold.
And so angry towards each other

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45506

It really hasn’t affected me at all. My life is not built around Travel, Restaurants, etc.. It is built
around reading, studying and common sense. Family is number 1 (one) and I mean All of
them, so there is nothing ANY type of Government will ever do to derail my commitment to
them.

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45507

In every way. The mandates do not follow science. Period! I have missed gathering with
family, I cannot breath with a mask on. Missed funerals. Boredom and depression are the
result. I could go on and on.

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45508

Seeing the effects on others has been devestating. Couples/families torn apart, high anxiety,
school stress, social isolation, high drug use, high suicide rates, lonely elderly dying alone,
sick alone, businesses shutting down, etc etc.

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45509

All

2/18/2022 10:18 PM

45510

Caused more health problems, stress, forced to take vaccine due to work requirements due to
government mandates.

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45511

I feel like I have been discriminated against because of my medical status. For months I
haven’t been able to go places, and have been threatened with health taxes. I have been
paying into a system I have hardly been able to participate in, and I have been looked down
upon for “not doing the right thing” for a decision pertaining to my own bodily health and
autonomy. My relationships with some of my friends and loved ones have been irreparably
damaged. This is not what Canada is about. I no longer recognize this country nor do I feel at
home here anymore.

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45512

Lost my job of 30 years

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45513

Love to travel. Finally got away this past week.

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45514

my husband passed away in January 2020 ,was still working then covid hit .lost my job ,
meaning for life . restrictions on seeing my grandkids family . still grieving for life

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45515

Depression, lost my job and family,

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45516

I have lost work, friends, and had an exponential increase in depression and anxiety.

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45517

Family and friends losing touch

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45518

Not free to go anywhere I like

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45519

Split my family apart and lost friendships over this. Division & isolation of our society.

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45520

These riduculous mandates that have been imposed without actually following the continued
science have impacted everyone in some manner or another.. Specifically for me, my
Grandmother died ALONE and AFRAID because we were not allowed to see her in her last
hours.

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45521

Make me safe

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45522

My sister died alone! And now I am banned from seeing my palitove father in the nursing
home.

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45523

Isolation, loss of brother, sister in law, friends

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45524

Inconvenience in daily activities like shopping, dining out, attending sports attractions, and
theatres.

2/18/2022 10:17 PM
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45525

It’s caused me great mental distress, division from friends and family, and caused my 5 year
old son to feel sad. The vaccine passports have no use, they do not keep people safer and are
being used to coerce people to vaccinate even when they don’t feel it’s the right choice for
their body. I know my body and should be free to decide what’s right for it without facing a loss
of freedom.

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45526

Negativity, prejudice, “sides”, fear has been imposed and enforced on everyone without
adequate information, instilled thoughts about right and wrong; just makes me sick and
believes this should just end already.

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45527

taken away my freedoms and have pushed unhealthy acts onto myself and my family

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45528

It has left our family depressed and isolated from friends and family.

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45529

It separated my family. They all got brainwashed and manipulated it’s hitting them mentally.
It’s confusing the children. Not right for us to get forced to get the vaccine. It affected my job
plus also shortage on food. This mandate is causing war. Plus it’s not right what the
government is doing. Especially Trudeau trying to make Canada like China. Concerned that
they will invade because of Trudeau allowing them. Plus getting rid of the 5G which is gonna
affect our health as well as the animals. Can’t go out and visit friends or go to a restaurant and
eat inside. Trudeau is causing big problem for restaurants that are downtown to stay closed
meanwhile they can be making so much money feeding the truckers. Everything is all on
Trudeau. And whoever he is taking orders from. They will pay. Trudeau spending all our money
and giving it a way. Which is not right either. We worked hard for our money. Plus this better
not affect our taxes either. That will definitely affect my financial. Trudeau must go

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45530

Negatively. Mental Health has suffered. Financial problems. I have experienced discrimination
and segregation. It’s not pleasant. Sleep deprivation and marital stress. The division these
mandates have created within my family have been continuously escalating to the point where
we have chosen not to gather and share life experiences and milestones.

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45531

It’s affected my lifeTremendously , it’s discrimination. It’s bullying, coercion and intimidation
and enough with the fear. the prime minister has too much hate in his heart to be leading this
fine country. He has shown time and time again that he is a disappointment. He is racist and
tries to divide its citizens. These mandates are a violation of our charter of rights and freedom
and Canada has suffered enough. I want to be able to travel on public transportation to attend
my child doctors appointment out of town without discrimination and want to be able to enter
public places as I have every right as a Canadian citizen and last time I checked communism
didn’t exist in Canada. Trudeau has to go. Canada has. NO room for hate fear and
discrimination. Canada has so much love and love shall prevail!

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45532

Fucked up my life

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45533

Damaged relationships, mental health of kids and husband and I deeply impacted.

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45534

Less social activity, halted an ceremonial activities, birth of grandbaby, locked down forcibly on
an island for 10 days. I could leave my home but would not be allowed to return. Social family
events, dining out, going to movies, going to museums etc were all limited to Vax pass only!

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45535

Isolated, my kids are now homeschooled, being harassed and assaulted in public by leaders of
my community! And so much more

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45536

Basically stuck in my home. Can’t go to restaurants. Can’t attend any social functions. Could
not attend church services for a while.

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45537

Suicides Overdoses Friendships Family

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45538

Although I am vaccinated , wear a mask, have my booster, etc. I do not feel that Trudeau has
dealt with this pandemic consistently. Rules are lifted when there is big money involved. This
is a democratic country, and people should have the right to choose. Trudeau refuses to talk
(which extends it by not listening or validating people’s concerns) He is antagonizing a
peaceful demonstrations and is making a mockery of a what democracy and living in a free
country really means. Power has gone to his head and he is making a fool of himself not only
in Canada but around the world!

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45539

Social meltdown. We are Regenerative farmers with so much to share. When this society hits
rock bottom we hope to help them see the earth path before them.

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45540

My freedom

2/18/2022 10:17 PM
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45541

The mandate effects everyone, how can it not, it’s put all of us in a stand still while we wait….
Maybe we need to start tracking flu see how that looks… Feeling controlled!

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45542

Where do I begin....2 years gone

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45543

Inability to travel - inability to bring children to sports - loss of business

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45544

I have been unable to see my grandchildren and my senior parents. I cannot travel by plane or
outside the country.

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45545

My freedom has been affected ,I feel the PM is controlling ,, our lives ,separating the country
and even to controlling our bank accounts ,,this is what a communist does!,,,, this has brought
division between my family and across Canada ,, very sad.

2/18/2022 10:17 PM

45546

Everything with life . Mental Financially Socially Stressful. Prejudice Separation in family
friends college's Saddened

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45547

Depression and some alienation from my immediate family .

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45548

Don't get to see my children and Grand Children very often. This virus I believe was released
on us purposely and its been a systematic deprivation our human and democratic rights.
Billionaires and politicians can keep their vaccines. I believe with my allergies to what I breath
causes enuf havic with my health and if I got that shot , I'll be shot! Been very sick from
regular flu shot.

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45549

It has restricted my life.

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45550

Closed my business 5x/2yr, children out of school 5x/2yr

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45551

Has caused so much division with others like family friends and neighbours! Relative tried to
commit suicide, stress on my marriage, discriminated by businesses if I didn’t wear a mask
due to my health issues! We are not able to use our GOD GIVEN Rights to choose especially
when it comes to what goes in my body! Cant travel- total Fascism and lawlessness where
people in Government forget who pays them ! Millions of dollars spent on this whole
scamdemic planned by the canal decades ago!! No one is accountable anymore! PURE EVIL
AND PEOPLE GETTING AWAY WITH MURDER through so called vaccines !!

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45552

I wasnt able to say goodbye to my uncle b4 he died. Hard to breath through cloth. Businesses
I used to support have closed. We have not been able to travel. My children are sad because
they can't participate in sports, and recreational activities. My father has had to struggle alone
due to an understaffed hospital due to unnecessary mandates. My nephews health has
declined due to an adverse reaction to a mandated jab. Just to list a few

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45553

Division of people. Increased fear and anxiety.

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45554

These mandates have affected my life, my business, my kids lives in such a drastic amount.
It has taken away our freedoms to choose anything we believe is right for us. This is such a
very very sad Canada right now. Our government had failed us as a whole.

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45555

Mental health, travel restrictions, dividing family, inflation,

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45556

It has given me anxiety, claustrophobia and stress.

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45557

As a single person it has affected me big time. The isolation, division, verbal abuse, loss of
friends, loss of discussion, etc.

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45558

It has ended friendships, strained family relations and caused anxiety, stress and depression.

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45559

What mandate? This is a terrible question.

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45560

It has ruined my life. I am on the highest dose of antidepressants and it's not helping

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45561

Lost my job, so difficult to obtain therapy for special needs child, so hard for my mental health,
lost friends and family over disagreements over mandates.

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45562

Very negatively in every aspect

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45563

Jamais du ma vie autant d'anxiété

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45564

fearful, increased anxiety, loss of motivation, inability to travel n enjoy life in general

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45565

I'm disappointed that government officials would make acusations about people who don't

2/18/2022 10:16 PM
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agree with them.
45566

💔

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45567

It has created uncertainty, devision in relationships and anxiety.

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45568

Lost 75% of my income for 27 months

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45569

I've lost 2 jobs, friends, can barely afford to live, I cry every day over what is happening to our
beautiful country

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45570

Loss of job

2/18/2022 10:16 PM

45571

It divided me from people I love and divided my community. In a bad way. Became an
opportunity for people to hate on you or judge you for not taking the vaccine. This country is a
free country this mandate is exact opposite of that. Mentally and emotionally staying away
from other people made it depressing after awhile.

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45572

It took away my freedom

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45573

I lost my job

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45574

Lack of sports and social interactions for our kids. Missed school. Missed our Kindergarten
kid's first and only Christmas performance. Husband has not been able to work with Vax
mandates

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45575

Mental health , inconvenience , financially , emotionally

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45576

Lost the friendship of many

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45577

Discrimination, isolation and mental damage

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45578

It has negatively affected all aspects of life.

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45579

Its had negitatively affected my own and my childrens mental and physical health, isolating us
all from loved ones and over stressing about requirements to just be outside aswell as the
childrens ability to get an education, inadequate assistance in understanding or being able to
complete school work.

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45580

Mental health wise I am suffering. I have lost family and friends over vaccine status.

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45581

Makes me feel like I have no say Into what I feel is safe for me to put in my body. I’m not a
Guinea Pig for the so called New World Order and the great reset. There’s lots of sheep that
will follow but I ain’t one of them, I’ve read too much history during my 65 years to believe this
BS

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45582

Horrible!!!

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45583

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45584

Devastated my life

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45585

My husband can’t travel to US for work and its stopped me and my kids from visiting family.

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45586

It has devastated my business. It has caused rifts in my family. It has denied me from
restaurants and other social activities. It has negatively affected my mental health.

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45587

Depression, anxiety in my children....loss of income, loss of enjoyment in life

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45588

It hasn’t. But it has compromised many!!

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45589

Employment losses

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45590

Ruined friendships, ended the life of a family member, and caused mental health issues.

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45591

It has made me, my family, and my community safer.

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45592

I have seen the mental decline of my mother over the last 2 years. The segregation that has
happened in society, and the inability of free movement has played a huge part in my and my
children's mental health.

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45593

Forced a vaccine that I didn’t want and I am suffering from joint inflammation in my shoulders
and hands.

2/18/2022 10:15 PM
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45594

Losing my job, husband lost his job, my 3 year old doesn’t know what normal is. So many
mental health issues never experienced before.

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45595

Mental & physical health due to no gym. Too much division.....

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45596

It has turned our world upside down. Lost faith in government

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45597

Job loss directly due to the vaccine mandates, excluded from the gyms and not being able to
care for my mental health by being banned from the gym.

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45598

I feel segregated and rejected in some settings. The mandates have ruined relationships in my
life that I think will be hard to repair.

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45599

Can’t see our loved ones

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45600

I haven’t seen my daughter in the states since my dad died and Covid started. I have a
grandson now and I’ve never held him he’s 2.

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45601

it has destroyed my family life

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45602

50%

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45603

I don't go out anymore and have closed myself off to everyone

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45604

Divided our family and friends. Personal business has suffered.

2/18/2022 10:15 PM

45605

Hurt family relationships, hurt our small business, have stopped going to the gym, i no longer
go to restaurants, I travel less, I feel dehumanized wearing a diaper on my face

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45606

Finding work has been very hard because of the mandates. Going places and visiting family is
hard. I may not be able to go to post secondary education either because of the mandates.
Finding child care is hard. And I can’t put my daughter into sports or other activities either

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45607

I will be free from government stupidity.

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45608

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45609

Unable to visit family freely, travel eg fly

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45610

Not great

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45611

It’s effected my daughters mental health

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45612

It has gone against our freedoms! Especially the upbringing of our children, and the quality of
life as a family!

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45613

Emotional, mental, spiritual and physical upheaval for the past 2 years

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45614

It has ostracized people I love unfairly and how the government has politicized an original
health emergency makes me sick on a daily basis

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45615

Job loss for our family, relocation from Newfoundland to Alberta to find work, loss in income,
separation of our extended families, negative affects on our mental health & increased costs
for counselling / psychologist appointments, irregular ovulation cycles since receiving the
vaccinations. We have been trying to conceive for a couple of years, so were hesitant to get a
vaccine until more information was available. The vaccine passport was implemented at my
work. In order for me to keep my job I had to become double vaccinated, our family needs my
income to survive so I proceeded to have both Pfizer shots this fall. (This was the one
recommended by my doctor as being the best option available for me due to shot injection
spacing & my ovulation cycles.) Since getting the vaccines I have been very low energy, have
had a lot of muscle pain, weakness, headaches, & my ovulation cycles have become very
irregular.) The mandates have taken a very large toll on our family.

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45616

I'm a care aide and my life has been horrible as I can't wear masks for a long time

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45617

So much of my daily life had been impacted by the mandates and pandemic. I feel like I have
gone backwards emotionally and mentally as a result. Nonetheless, safety and good health
was my top priority in the face of a deadly virus so I stayed strong for my sake.

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45618

Took away my freedom

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45619

Way to much to type

2/18/2022 10:14 PM
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45620

Both my wife and myself have lost our jobs, our children have missed out on education
opportunities and courses and we have missed out on several family trips. We have missed
loved one's funerals and many other important events. All for a virus that can easily be treated
with quercatin and zinc.

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45621

Put on lwop. Have to move. Psychological damage to all members of family. Schooling of child
agfected adversely. Husband had to teture early

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45622

All of them

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45623

It’s destroying our young childrens future. No activities, no friends, it’s maddening and sad!

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45624

Quarantining has been hard. Having covid was not a big deal for me or my family, but buy the
end my kids were calling the day we could be done quarantining "freedom day". All they
wanted to do was go out to a restaurant when we were done isolation, but we had to tell them
that we are free to leave our home but we are not that free yet...

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45625

I was forced into retirement, or on leave without pay, because I could not enter my school
anymore. I am too young to retire and so now will have to bridge my income somehow. My
extended family members and myself under financial and mental stress.

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45626

I feel like I'm living on a planet of imbisals; brainless morons.

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45627

I couldn’t visit my mother in a locked up nursing home for 1 1/2 years until she passed away 3
weeks ago.

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45628

Well I was forced too get my COVID 19 shots for employment and I had severe side effects

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45629

In every way in my life including seeing our children suffer

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45630

Because of mandates , I have not seen my children in over 2 years !! I cannot go to a movie,
out for dinner and wasn’t able to attend my brother in laws funeral . There are way too many
restrictions. I fear for the future of my grandchildren and great grandchildren. I am basically
housebound , with no social life . Enough is enough !!

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45631

Lost everything. Will emigrate out of canada as soon as possible.

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45632

it has created division among family and friends and prohibited me from being included in
society as I am unvaxxed

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45633

My freedom to do as a choose at any given time. It’s divided families, friends , and coworkers. It’s time to move on and rebuild the country.

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45634

It has affected my business with clients and shut downs. , It has divided relationships with
family & friends.

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45635

I no longer work and have developed anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45636

Lost a job and divided my family

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45637

kept me safe

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45638

Angry, depression, paranoid, afraid of people,not trusting the government, divided family and
friends. Life is just not the same!

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45639

Ive become an introvert. And i was a total extrovert before covid. Which i think had caused a
bit of sadness or depression for me. Plus ive stated to gamble for something to do. I now
attend g.a. And i miss my family. No xmas or thanksgiving or visits for 2 years. I miss
traveling too. No wonder im sad hey. But!!! I do understand we can't overload the hospitals.
And i have now figured out 100% trudeau is absolutely no good as a p.m. plain awful!!!! but
that didn't change much i never thought he was a leader anyways. Look at him he can't even
answer a question. Don cherry for prime minister!!

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45640

No restaurants, can’t see grandchildren, rapid test at work, masks, church gatherings.

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45641

It’s caused a division in my family

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45642

Travel, our children’s mental health who are all teenagers, my workplace

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45643

Being unvaccinated I can not enjoy indoor play ground with my children, not take a trip that
has been booked twice with only a voucher no cash back ! Work !! Not being able to do

2/18/2022 10:14 PM
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pharmacy or ECE without the vaccine.
45644

i am depressed and have lost my social contacts. I dare not travel out of the country because
of the mandates and restrictions on return. My 28 year old grandson donated $40 to gofundme
in Jan for the Convoy. He has his bank account frozen!! He did nothing illegal.

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45645

I was unable to support my wife in the ER. My grandmother was unable to see her children
until days before she died. I was also only able to see her two days before she died on
palliative care.

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45646

I am a prisoner in my own country

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45647

Bull ahit

2/18/2022 10:14 PM

45648

Doubled my stress, having had covid these restrictions have no need to ever be implemented
any longer they have caused enough damage all ready

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45649

Lots! I was forced and coerced into an unnecessary experimental vacine for a job!

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45650

Stopped us from going out as a family to eat! Stopped us from going away on family vacation!
As a nurse it was a nightmare!!

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45651

Negatively! I am a shell of the person I was before! I am depressed and have lost faith in the
Canada I used to know!!

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45652

Lonely senior citizen

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45653

Taken away my freedom to decide for myself if I want to wear a mask or take the deadly
vaccination!

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45654

Emotional damage

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45655

Stress

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45656

Do you really have to ask

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45657

Job loss. Denied EI. Professional reputation impacted as private medical choice made public.
Family division. And so much more

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45658

Four of my children's education has been seriously damaged, their sports teams, friendships
and time as youths and seniors in school has been stolen, their graduations trashed, my work
is slow, vehicles are so expensive, things are terrible and getting worse. The worst thing is that
people have died with COVID and were never given pretreatment - this is malpractice, pure
evil.

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45659

The mandates have prevented our children from participating in events, sports, seeing family
and friends. We are not allowed to use our local recreation facility because of the rep program,
yet we still have to pay taxes. My husband had to choose between keeping a roof over our
heads or getting something injected into his body that he didn’t want. Everyone involved in
imposing mandates needs to be in prison, right down to the teachers forcing our children to
wear masks.

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45660

It has left me alone most of the time..

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45661

Depression, anxiety, fear, stress, frustration.

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45662

I have lost employment. I have been denied entry to public places I used to freely enter.

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45663

Mental and emotional health of myself, my husband and my kids, lost time away from work
due to close contact when I was no symptomatic and tested negative

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45664

I do not leave my home, now I am afraid in my own country, this is not my Canada anymore

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45665

How hasn’t it? The only positive is that people learned how to keep better hygiene

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45666

It has divided us. Controlled us

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45667

My husband (fully vaccinated) lost his job and career progression has been delayed 5years.
His family is divided some vaccinated won’t speak with those that are unvaccinated,
depression, anxiety.

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45668

After deciding to home school my children for 2 yrs because of masks and enduring the

2/18/2022 10:13 PM
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mandates for unvaccinated (me). We have spent 2yrs of hopelessness for having a normal life
without being able to give our children opportunities to enjoy life. It has been a disaster for us.
We will never change our view.it is still so very sad!
45669

Causing many business to bankrupcy, serious inflation and split the country and many families

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45670

it has made my depression and anxiety worse. deeply saddened by family members having to
die alone because of the government won’t let them be with their family. Scared and tired all
the time

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45671

Horribly …..I’m a small business owner that does hair and makes for weddings .. so you can
imagine how that has been.. also raising two kids one in school has been a nightmare.. we
ended up pulling our kindergarten aged son from school because of the mask mandate

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45672

Family is the most important

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45673

Marginally

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45674

Depression in our kids, anxieties, extreme loneliness, being called names, being told we
should just die because we want to make a different choice, being shunned by friends and
family because of divisive rhetoric spewed by government and health officials.

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45675

I cannot leave my country. I can’t see my children who live outside of Canada and they can’t
come and see me as they wouldn’t be able to leave again to return to their home.

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45676

I cant go on vacations, i cant go visit my family on the island as my family isnt vaxxed, i was
forced to put a sunstance in my body that didnt have studies of the long term side effects.... i
could go on forever.

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45677

Cannot trust the government or media anywhere in the world.

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45678

Greatly. It’s the happiest I have been in 3 years

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45679

Social life

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45680

Horribly

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45681

1. I am an RN - unvaccinated due to cardiac issues ( previous myocarditis - now Cardiac
microvascular Disease) I lost my job of 25 years due to the vaccine mandate. Before, I could
work ~ 2 years nearly during the pandemic without issues 2. My dad passed away in Germany
- COVID related. I was not able to attend his funeral and to say good bye. As a vaccine
passport is required to use a plane or train

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45682

I have watched my Down Syndrome sister decline mentally over the past 2 years due to
isolation. She has a progressive brain disease and we do not know how many years if life she
will have. If she has to go to hospital, which has occurred several times in her life, my mom,
her main support, woukd not have been able to be with her. That is disgusting.

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45683

Not able to see friends. Unable to breath with the mask on.

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45684

I almost lost my job. Have not seen my dad in a year because he thinks I’m going to kill him
because I’m unvaccinated. I got married during the pandemic, but majority of my family and
friends could not join us out of fear. My mental health has been suffering. I fear for my
children’s future.

2/18/2022 10:13 PM

45685

It has not affected mine directly, but it has affected my parents, who are unvaccinated by
choice based on their own risk/reward decision-making paradigm, which is their right in my
opinion. But the mandate has severely curtailed their social engagement and prevented my
father from attending his mother's burial because he was not allowed to get on an airplane.

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45686

Every way possible, government should not have that kind of power over its people Justin
Trudeau should be in jail like the criminal he is!!

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45687

It has affected my liberty, my relationships, my moral

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45688

Forced to get vaccinated or I’d lose my job. Mental distress from reduced social interactions
and masking, reduced travel etc.

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45689

It’s all fear mongering

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45690

My kids and family have not experienced the freedom they deserve to grow up as carefree

2/18/2022 10:12 PM
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kids.
45691

Damaging to absolutely ever my life.!!

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45692

Skip

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45693

I have been diagnosed with severe anxiety and clinical depression. I have found myself
gaining a lot of weight and I have considerably increased my alcohol intake. I have no hope
left, but the freedom convoy has given me a little hope again. Trudeau’s actions have stolen
what little hope I had though.

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45694

Stress and feeling like a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45695

Social isolation, lack of services, depression.

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45696

Family divided. Friends divided mental health, depression , anxiety, traveling, locked up in jail,
having a primer Minster as a lier and a drug pusher is not good for anyone . Cause this qoukd
have been done and over with is he would have met with the convoy . This emergency act os
all criminal from tredeau and all the cops . Using horse is a animal cruelty act. Tredeau like to
waste money on things that could have been taken cared of a long tine ago. Tredeau is a
coward . He doesn't listen and the list goes on and on

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45697

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45698

Negatively . Severe depression

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45699

IN EVERY WAY!

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45700

in every way possible; loss of employment, family fighting, division of my community

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45701

Been unable to go out with my family

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45702

Very negative.

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45703

Can't visit my Parents.

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45704

Never go anywhere. Don’t wear a mask believe in breathing oxygen not carbon dioxide. Order
everything I can curbside.

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45705

It has social distance me and isolated me from everyone else. My mental health has
drastically been affected.

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45706

Mentally exhausting, financially debilitating, socially isolating … angry with being forced to
vaccinate or lose my job/livelihood

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45707

Caused anxiety and depression in my three children and myself. Inability to travel and visit
family and friends in the US and other provinces.

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45708

Depression

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45709

very negatively. Nothing in any positive way

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45710

My son could not complete his fourth year at university, it has divided my family, it has caused
extreme anxiety in several of my family members and friends, it has been responsible for fear
and this fear has led to so much loneliness. My grandchildren have not been able to see
smiles or socialize and the youngest ones undoubtedly have had their learning negatively
affected. I haven't been able to visit my parents in months because of their fear of catching
Covid. My grandson passed away 1 1/2 years ago and we couldn't even share our grief
together. People that I know are experiencing side effects of the vaccine and don't know
whether these health issues are temporary or permanent. People are being coerced into taking
the vaccine whether they agree with it or not and whether they have had a serious reaction to
an earlier shot or not. My daughter has had to struggle with online learning, something that I'm
sure many kids struggled with. We have had our church closed at times and our faith is
important to us. We've been unable to celebrate weddings and other special events , like my
mother's 85th birthday, with family. We were unable to visit my father when he was in the
hospital. The mandates have also destroyed many of the community events we used to be
part of. A couple of my children have had their job at risk because of vaccine status and that's
a very scary possibility when you have a family to support. The list is long.

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45711

Lack of work

2/18/2022 10:12 PM
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45712

I work with children, and support them in a counsellor role. Anxiety, depression, self harm, and
suicidal thoughts have increased. Mental health is in a critical crisis.

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45713

Lose of freedoms. Affected fellowship at church, going out, travelling by train, going on
vacation. Financial challenges

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45714

Extremely hard

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45715

It has caused strife with family and friends, has negatively affected my business, coerced
family members to make choices they did not want to choose.

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45716

Mental stress, children have anxiety about going out, children have anxiety about being too
close to other kids or people, I am traumatized over the harsh mandates being dropped so
quickly before my daughter's birth thst included no childcare so my husband and I were having
to break rules regardless of what we chose - every time a mandate changes I have mental and
physical stress. Stressed about us not wanting the vaccine and it being forced on us and our
children. Our kids can't do things other kids can because they're not vaccinated and neither are
we, and won't be vaccinated just to go swimming. I don't trust the vaccine I trust my body but
the science is apparently not enough. I have severe trust issues with government and media
now because of all this.

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45717

Isolation, fear of the mask wearers, total distrust of the med community, police, and
government. I am now a 2nd class citizen!!!! Loss of my rights of freedom!! Loss of income,
greater expenses.

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45718

Depression. No future. No motivation to do anything. Think about dying

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45719

I lost my job of 22yrs and can't even get EI

2/18/2022 10:12 PM

45720

Mandates have protected Canadians!

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45721

Poor quality of life, mental anguish. Sadness. Depression.

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45722

It has caused such a divide among the beautiful people of this country. The science shows
this is nothing to be afraid of yet the government is punish the people for just wanting to have
a say over their bodies and the bodies of their children.

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45723

Isolated

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45724

I have been living in the basement for two years

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45725

Fucked my life up

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45726

I could not see my grandkids for months, I was not allowed in their home because of the
mandates, we could not travel

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45727

It has put my and my family’s life in isolation. Our 15 month old “Covid” baby shows
developmental delays according to our Infant Development Worker (as do have other Covid
babies). Last but certainly not least It has cost me my job!

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45728

Turned things up side down

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45729

www.themythiscanada.com / I do not recognize the Queen of England as a monarch of my
country or it's oath makers as being overly intelligent.

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45730

I have hated every minute of these communists actions.

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45731

It has kept us from our Grandchildren. More importantly it has caused division in our family.

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45732

I feel my social skills and confidence is deteriorating

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45733

Unnecessary and unscientific measures….our economy, mental health as well as numerous
other things have been negatively impacted….possibly, irreparably damaged.

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45734

Took half my income by capacity limits had to move in with my grown children to survive on
my income since civid

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45735

Depression seperation of family members and my kids not having a normal life

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45736

Socialy, mentaly and monetary

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45737

Depression, anxiety and many other social struggles for me and my young children whom only

2/18/2022 10:11 PM
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know life with masks!
45738

Severe depression.

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45739

Not being able to see my dad in the hospital and much more people looking down on others. I
had covid and I have the antibodies

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45740

Tyranny sufficates the soul=oppression as natural law is trampled on. And It is depriving my
grandchildren of the sap of hope leaving them anxious, depressed and mentally struggling for
balance

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45741

not much

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45742

Made me loose hope in our culture

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45743

For the first time in 40 years, i did not have any flu or bronchitis 2 years in a row

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45744

My wife and 2 kids were forced against their wills to receive an untested “vaccine” (it isn’t).
Society has never been more devisive. We now have a 2 tiered society based on extremely
POOR leadership. I have no freedoms and rights because of my choice. Canada has become
a socialist country with corrupted media and a cowardly Prime Minister the likes of whom
Pierre would be embarrassed.

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45745

created unintended and immpossible situations among friends

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45746

Mental health issues, emotionally and physical issues. Loss of family and friends.

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45747

Mental health, discrimination

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45748

Yes

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45749

Eployment and family chronice thrush from masking 40hrs/week

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45750

Us and our children are banned from everywhere, they can't participate in any sports or
activities. Canada is a free country, eh? Our mental health has suffered, my children are sad to
not live normal lives, the politics of these mandates have torn apart our families and friends. It
needs to end now.

2/18/2022 10:11 PM

45751

Stress, anxiety, depression

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45752

Loss of family

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45753

I can’t take my son to the pool, the movies, out for dinner. I feel like a second class citizen of
my own country

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45754

a lot my freedom

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45755

Very

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45756

Isolated

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45757

Lost my job

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45758

Brought division among family and friends. It has impacted my mental health given that I did
not believe it was a true pandemic in the 1st place. It impacted me at a deep ethical moral
level knowing there was another agenda behind all the mandates. I have been deeply impacted
by the injustice of it all.

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45759

I haven’t had my mother’s memorial, I can’t travel freely , be with family.my grandkids are
growing up in a scared lifestyle.People are decided . The government corruption,starting with
Trudeau is rampant.everyone is mad . People have been made to comply or loose there jobs ,
the government runs our lives.

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45760

Divisions in family and community

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45761

It is economically and socially devastating. Suicides and overdoses at an all time high. The
increase in these alone dwarfs the Covid deaths. I cant believe the so called experts are this
stupid. Wait, they arent they are making money

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45762

I was coerced to get a vaccine that I did not want or risk losing employment. I am not anti vax!

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45763

Every way

2/18/2022 10:10 PM
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45764

I now know what communism feels like when it starts to take hold of a previously free country

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45765

In every way in day to day life

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45766

I am very angry at the liberal government for enacting the emergency measures act against a
peaceful protest

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45767

In every way

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45768

Has negatively effected the mental health of myself and those I know. I was forced to get a
vaccine I didn’t want to get, in order to provide for my family and spend time with my family in
a different country, that has had a negative effect on my heart and cardiovascular. It restricted
my relationships with family and friends. I lost out on work due to being contract traced and
required to isolate, even though I didn’t have Covid. I didn’t catch Covid until after being
vaccinated

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45769

Increased stress, frustration, mental health issues, etc

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45770

Depression isolation wanting life to end

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45771

what life! past 2 years was no life! it was solitary confinement and isolation from loved one's....
total BS!

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45772

I wear a mask all day at work, all public places except my vehicle, parks, forest, beach. I am
extra tired because I’m not getting enough oxygen. I’m tired of Hines’s reporting death for 2
years. Important news - hurricanes, earthquakes, tornados, global events are under reported.
Media has scared the hell out of the general public and a % of generated income should be
delegated to social services and agencies hit hard by the aftermath of irresponsible reporting
due to increased depression, anxiety, suicide, increased substance abuse, and addictions.
Serious health conditions are in the rise as GPs are only doing phone appointments and people
are not receiving appropriate treatment. We have not been able to attend weddings and
funerals, even though events were outside with lots of outdoor air and have missed out on
sharing pivotal moments with our family. The workplace has been extra stressful because
some staff have overreacted or judged or shamed and traumatized other colleagues out of fear
as those who overreacted to the circumstances tried to maintain a sense of control. The
mandates need to end Feb 28.

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45773

I am excluded from indoor restaurants, indoor concerts and sports and anywhere else vaccine
passports have to be shown. I am experiencing panic attacks and anxiety over not having the
basic right to decide what goes in my body. I have chosen not to be coerced or bullied into
having the experimental gene therapy. I am deeply saddened and depressed about the lies that
have been spread by our provincial and federal governments regarding Covid 19 and the
truckers. I have had my freedom of speech taken away on social media. I mourn for Canada
right now and wonder where Canada is going with all these rights and freedoms being taken
from good and concerned Canadian citizens. I am proud to be Canadian and Pray for Canada
to stay glorious and free.

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45774

Very stressful financially we are not all in this together the government employees have not
missed a check in fact they’ve even gotten raises

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45775

Loss of job, loss of paycheck, loss of security, total loss of confidence in government and
health care, and realization that freedom and democracy is an illusion.

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45776

It affected my mental/health and well being

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45777

Anxiety level high; excessive alcohol consumption

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45778

Mental health is affected

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45779

Unable to dine in a restaurant, go to a movie theatre, a hockey game, a basketball game, my
church.

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45780

Division of people in Canada

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45781

It is insane as the jabs are experimental, people are dying, I hear of vax injuries constantly

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45782

Lost revenue and mental health of children

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45783

Separated friends, not allowed to travel as needed. go to restaurants . Difficult to breathe.

2/18/2022 10:10 PM

45784

At every turn

2/18/2022 10:09 PM
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45785

i am not allowed to travel to visit family or friends. i live in a small town 37hrs drive away from
them, and this makes life very isolated. which affects my mental health. i have two small
children who need social interaction and to see people’s facial expressions again asap! due to
travel mandates and restrictions i also missed visiting my aunt and uncle overseas, and they
have since both passed away. i could also not attend their funerals. some family members
have also lost their jobs due to mandates. and it has caused division in the family as well.

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45786

My job was threatened, lost friends and family over the divisiveness, lost two precious years
already of an already short life, loss of funds from a cancelled hiliday. have had thoughts of
suicide,,(I have never suffered from anxiety or depression in my life until now) Loss of trust in
all major aspects of the world around me. The list goes on and on.

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45787

It has affected my small Business.

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45788

It’s protected me from the freedumb morons.

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45789

The mandates have affected my mental state and my ability to do be with friends and family
…. I can’t be with the people I love when I want and where I want. I feel controlled and im
scared of the future for myself my children and my grandchildren

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45790

In every single aspect

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45791

Luckily we haven’t been too effective, but I have had to get the vaccine so I could visit my
family across the country, there is division in my church and community and my children have
struggled to visit friends and have normal social experiences.

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45792

It affected my mental health not being able to see friends and family, feeling like a criminal
because someone might call the police if there was one extra person at a family meal. The
birthday’s and family functions canceled. Being a single person it was very lonely.

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45793

My kids were forced out of their sports due to the vaccine mandates. Also my kids are
struggling in school due to the mask wearing (they find it hard to breathe) & the fear of
punishment for interacting with others outside of their class "cohort" We are also unable to
travel freely, whether within our own country via train or plane, or travel across the border to the
United States. Mask wearing causes me claustrophobia, panic attacks and a fear of passing
out due to not being able to breathe freely. These mandates have also caused division within
my family & with friends. Not being able to attend social gatherings in public places due to the
vaccine passports is detrimental to social relationships & causes social isolation due to not
being able to be included.

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45794

Seeing family!! Loss of work!! Mental health worse because of the stress

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45795

How hasn't it

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45796

Has stolen my freedoms to interact with in my community

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45797

Miserably

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45798

Has caused mental health issues in my house hold

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45799

We haven’t been able to spend as much time with grandparents and people are hesitant to
spend time together period

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45800

Isolation, segregation, etc

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45801

I got first vaccine had a bad reaction and since decided not to get second one I lost my job in
health care. I follow all other rules. I am being safe and those that are fully vaccinated don't
follow rules have give covid to residents were I use to work. But me who has never had it and
always being exertemly careful can't work in health care. Not fair...

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45802

Border crossing issues

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45803

My mental health, the division that has happened between families and friends. I have never
thought of suicide so much over the last two years.

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45804

Lost a job, can’t go to many places, watch my daughter being forced to wear a mask, the list
is long

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45805

No social life very alone

2/18/2022 10:09 PM
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45806

Divided my family. Cannot fly to visit my 92 yr old mother in Ontario. Struggled with
depression.

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45807

Cannot go to a restaurant, cannot travel, friends and family stressed out lost jobs

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45808

Loss of friends, loss of freedom, loss of the right to assemble, emotional stress and anxiety,
family upset and division, fear to express, loss of trust, sadness about our beautiful country

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45809

Not the least

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45810

Our family can’t visit our newborn because of fear. We can’t participate in activities with our
children because of the rules. It’s hurting so many people.

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45811

It has caused division in our family. It has altered relationships and causes much stress.
Travel has also not been an option

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45812

Terribly

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45813

Work

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45814

Lost my job

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45815

It ruined it.

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45816

Beth and every way possible, this should have never happened,

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45817

financial, social,

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45818

Has not at all. We are both retired and rarely meet with friends and go out for breakfast only
once a month or less

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45819

Massive restriction to daily activities

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45820

Lost my son because his wife supports this. My grandkids dont want to even here the word
covid, and are forced to wear masks. Husband forced top get shot so he can work or else
starve

2/18/2022 10:09 PM

45821

Discrimation and wanting the easy way out aka suicide

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45822

I wasn't able to eat in restaurants and in some provinces I still can't. I can't travel or attend
many events. I have been ostracized by family. The government has made me feel like a
second class citizen.

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45823

depression and anxiety. Lonely. I don't get to see my grand children. Family division!

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45824

Socially as well as travel.

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45825

Terribly have had two deaths in the family. Loss of job. Extension of visa for my daughter to
come to Canada. However now I’m not sure I want to stay here? Travel restrictions. Anxiety
mental and physical abuse

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45826

Cant work because my job has been compromised. Everyone needs to get to work and rebuild
the economy.

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45827

MYOB

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45828

I can't go out to do the things I enjoy like take my son swimming, I can't go eat ar restaurants,
I can't take holidays out of the country, and now I can't even leave my own fucking province. I
have had to miss work of leave work early because my child had the sniffles at daycare the
list goes on.

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45829

Poorly

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45830

Socially

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45831

I have watched my grown children’s lives fall apart. Losing jobs mental illness and myself not
able to work during closures and devastated over separation of family friends and coworkers!!!
Living in Fear!!! ENOUGH TELL THE YRUTH. STOP SILENCING DOCTORS AND NURSES
FOR GOD SAKE LISTEN TO YOUR PEOPLE!!!

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45832

My mental health, ability to see my specialist (physical), not able to see family across the
boarder and more. I would rather die from covid than live a life locked down and without my

2/18/2022 10:08 PM
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friends and family! I am vaccinated if they work whats the problem with removing mandates if
they don’t well let me live and decide my own risk!
45833

I very rarely get to see my grandchildren, can’t go to restaurants, can’t see anyone sick in
hospital, churches are being punished, can’t see anyone’s faces or smiles. Masks are meant
for bandits and bank robbers, worst of all I can’t travel anywhere. Have felt very alone in the
past 2 years. Not suicidal but very, very alone. Vaxxed friends and family won’t even have
anything to do with me:(

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45834

Horrible.

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45835

My kids haven't had a normal school year & haven't learned anything. My extended family
hasn't spent any time together out of paranoia in 2 years.

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45836

Terrible. Sadness grief,

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45837

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45838

Depression, loneliness, anger

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45839

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45840

I lost my job

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45841

Depressed to say the least !! It's torture to live like this. We all deserve freedom of choice

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45842

I had to get vaccinated in order to save my job because I have to feed my 3 children.

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45843

I had to leave last year for my mental health. This year I couldn't leave.

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45844

Do not follow them. Heath reasons will not vaccinate at this time. Not part of their test

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45845

Were unable to access many businesses and venues due to our choice to remain
unvaccinated. Also unable to visit my ailing Auntie.

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45846

I have been isolated from too many friends and family members and now 2 of my children do
not come around at all, Not even call us. arguments over covid limits..... Now I haven't seen 2
grandchildren!! I had a mental health leave from work for 3 months, my daughter, has had a
vax reaction.I had a friends daughter die 2 days ago drug overdose. Had friend fie which I
could not see while alive nor go to funeral. I am 3x vaxxed !! Now did that help?

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45847

Negatively, I was coerced into vaccination dues to work. I am extremely disappointed in the
whole situation and have had horrible side effects.

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45848

In every way. Socially, employment, personally, mentally, physically, my kids mental health.
Pathetic mandates.

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45849

Too many ways to mention. It has threatened my mental health and that of my son’s. He cut
himself for the first time ever. My students have suffered and have been taught to fear each
other and themselves. My family ans friend relationships have suffered tremendously.
Financially I am barely getting by due to insane inflation. I have missed funerals of family and
watched friends lose parents without being there to hold their hands or say goodbye. I have
seen my fellow teachers become bullies to the kids in their care. I have watched the country I
once loved become divided ans broken. I myself was called deplorable names by my own
Prime Minister all because I made the beat health choice for myself and my son. We were
made to feel that we are not accepted and that we must be feared and that it was ok to
mistreat us. I could go on, but I will leave it at this, has done nothing but created unnecessary
trauma that will take decades to heal in everyone.

2/18/2022 10:08 PM

45850

Divided friends and family. Lost my job as volunteer firefighter. Closed my welding and
fabricating business operating since 1985 due to covid restrictions. Totally stressed my whole
family.

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45851

It has made me feel disconnected with the world. I have lost ALL of my social activities. I feel
angry, like I am being controlled.

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45852

In every way mentally,emotionally and financially

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45853

Loss family members not able to go out

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45854

Family division, college education on hold for 2 of my kids, my youngest not getting quality of

2/18/2022 10:07 PM
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education.
45855

I feel segregated

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45856

It has divided my family, affected my children’s mental and physical health, it has created
difficulties in my place of employment and my husband’s as well. This has forced my healthy
teens to take a vaccine that they didn’t want, just so they could participate in society, only to
be locked down again. It has created a divide in my friendships, community, and our country.
We have been silenced for the last two years. It wasn’t u til the trucker convoy, that I finally
felt like I was NOT alone!

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45857

Too Many to report! All aspects - mental physical and social

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45858

Makes me feel like a criminal. Having to conform or be punished. Having to show”papers” to be
allowed to do certain things or go places in my own community. Finances have been affected.
It feels like I am living in a country under tyrannical rule. Careful what you say or do. I never
thought people would be ticketed i our nation’s capital for carrying our nation’s flag, or be
arrested for taking part in peaceful protest. I am shocked and outraged. I am heartbroken for
the veterans who sacrificed so much to protect our freedom only to witness our elected leader
desecrate their service with his actions.

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45859

Caused depression, anxiety torn my family apart. People have lost their freedom all over this
country.

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45860

Lost my career

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45861

Severely between economics, social harm and mental issues. Education has become a joke
especially last year. Harm to the young in my house is extreme. These mandates cause more
harm than anything making the government and health Canada untrustworthy and incompetent
in every way.

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45862

nope

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45863

Emotionally, financially, mentally, socially, every capacity of life has been negatively impacted

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45864

Can’t work,can’t see my loved ones,friends,can’t travel,had 4 pcr tests,never sick and 4 times
on quarantine for 14 days.Why healthy people should be quarantined instead of sick?

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45865

business and personal

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45866

Not be able to see peps in hospital. And day to day life and scaring the hell out of for my grand
kids who are way to young to live in fear and a 1000 other then things I can't that I hat that's
happening not to munched the mental stress that has bin but on the world

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45867

It has segregated us. Caused the losses of jobs. The loss of lives and livelihoods. Enough is
enough.

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45868

Became a 2nd class citizen. Kids have missed out 2 years of there childhood and high school
years

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45869

Mine not so much. They have pretty much stolen the childhood from my son

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45870

Reduced income and business opportunity. Reduced time with family and friends for mental
health.

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45871

locked up, not visiting family. Family getting sick because of vax.no travelling.Losing out on
work because of vax requirement.

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45872

Isolation

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45873

I live alone and very rarely leave my house as I can’t wear a mask but do wear a shield
however I am refused entry in some businesses

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45874

Unemployment

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45875

Divided family and relationships, stress over simple things like getting groceries, no sports.

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45876

They have negatively effect my life and those around me

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45877

Lost my business income and it affected my rental income as my tenants lost their jobs

2/18/2022 10:07 PM

45878

Miserable...

2/18/2022 10:07 PM
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45879

UNEMPLOYMENT/INCREASE WITCHCRAFT ATTACKS/FINANCIALLY STRAPPED WITH
OVER 10,000 IN CREDIT CARD BILLS DUE TO JOBLESSNESS IN 2020 ONWARDS

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45880

Physically Economically Socially Spiritually Mentally I’m not doing well

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45881

Socially, emotionally and mentally. I’m afraid and fearful for the lives of my children and my
students because of the horrible decisions our Prime minister has made. He is the one that
should go to jail for breaking the law and taking away our rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45882

Negatively.

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45883

It has been very stressful! Couldn’t see my kids and grandkids. I felt like a prisoner in my own
home.

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45884

The mental health of our family has declined, severe depression, anxiety. Bonds have been
severed due to segregation and prejudices. Financially. Being outcasted/divided. 4 people in
my extended family died and I was unable to attend the funeral or support my family.

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45885

In every single aspect of mine and my families lives

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45886

Loss of income with my small buisness

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45887

I am in depression and want to take my life almost everyday. I see a divided country and that's
not what i want for future generations. I've never in my life seen such hate. I've seen Trudeau
saying non-vaccinated were racist and mysoginist. This is hater. My mental health is worse
than ever but my physical health is 100% able to recover from covid (if i ever get it someday).

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45888

Skin rashes, physiologically and physically

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45889

We are prisoners in our homes for 2 years. I want to enjoy my grandkids again.

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45890

Little to none. Minor inconvenience

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45891

Loss of freedom to live the way I was used to.

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45892

Loss of friends because of the mandate

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45893

My freedom

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45894

My daughters and I cannot go anywhere. No swimming, restaurants, movies. It is stealing our
children’s youth!

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45895

Stifled it

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45896

It has shown me how useless and corrupt the political left have become, ruthless and hateful.
Very depressing

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45897

I would need days to explain this

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45898

It has been terrible for everyone.

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45899

I can’t travel. I am limited in social events,I have lost all trust for government officials

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45900

It has taken away precious time spent with family.

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45901

Has impacted my mental health

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45902

I can live through it

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45903

How hasn’t it

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45904

I am a health care professional, I have seen the deterioration of my residents and their
families. Mentally I am drained, emotionally exhausted and now after 25 years of being in the
field of health care I no longer want to do the job I only know how to do. My faith in the
government for running our country is lost. The government are thieves, liners and are true
criminals. They should be locked up for their crimes. If I did what they have done I would be in
jail. I have worked since I was 16 years old that is 32 years and I will never get a pension like
they get. The government does not listen to what the true Canadians want or need, they say
what they want or what is best for us. Th government spends are money like no tomorrow. I
am exhausted, I have no faith left, I want a new government, Justin Trudeau has to step down
and leave. He’s an embarrassment to Canada!

2/18/2022 10:06 PM
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45905

The mandate(s) have affected every part of my life

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45906

Financially. My kids have suffered in accademically, socially. Lost out on sports. Unable to see
friends and family.

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45907

No more difficult than for anyone else

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45908

Restricts my whole life: Family contact, business contacts, friendships, making a loving,
allergies to masks, any social activity & I am a senior living on a limited income....ALONE!!
MENTAL HEALTH IS AN ISSUE!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45909

Caused division

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45910

Depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45911

Not your business

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45912

Lost job, mother died from Moderna side effects and bank still has not released her bank
account even though in the estate administrator

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45913

It’s limited me, kept me from living my life as normal. It’s affected me financially, emotionally,
physically, and mentally

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45914

Lost job, lost family

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45915

I am a prisoner in my own home. I can’t go on a plane, train, a bus tour , in a restaurant and sit
down for a family gathering meal, I can’t go anywhere without wearing a mask over my face, I
haven’t been able to go anywhere that my friends go on vacations because I have not had any
experimental vaccine s, etc. The last two years I have been rejected and thought less off from
different family members and so called friends because I refuse to get vaccinated. It has
caused hard feelings and separation from live ones. It’s been a nightmare theses last two
years and I often feel suicidal because I get so depressed I just want to end it all. My blood
pressure is high and my heath is failing. I live alone and I have health issues because of all
the stress I’m under because of all these horrific mandates that are crippling me.

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45916

Can’t go to school to finish my apprenticeship, my two younger boys couldn’t play hockey,
schools are always closing and reopening affecting my children mental health….. just to name
a few

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45917

It has caused daily stress and worry. It has caused me to not trust health officials or
government.

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45918

More importantly how has it not.

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45919

Divisions!!!

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45920

I haven't seen my 10 year old son play hockey in 2 years. Myself and my entire family has had
and fully recovered from covid, which is better protection then any vaccine! I miss visiting my
mom,my dad my family, mental health is important! End all mandates now! They don't work!
It's time to move on, not trample old ladies on horse back!

2/18/2022 10:06 PM

45921

Has destroyed social life, businesses, education of children, not allowing to teach in person so
harmful for children and teachers, harmed the worship and fellowship of people. It has not
allowed us to go about about our daily living. Took away my responsibility in making decisions
and dictated how one was to live. Could not visit elderly friends in the care homes. Harmed my
students in that volunteers could not come in to help them with their reading skills. Students
could not go to the library to get books, which doesn't encourage reading. We could not go on
field trips which are so helpful for hands on learning. Students need to see the entire face,
harmful when they don't. For some of my Students the mandates created a fear

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45922

Extreme division in the family, because none of the mandates were consist, eg. big stores
stay open, small business ending, liquor and cannibis stores open deemed essential, not
recognizing natural immunity, forced vaccination or lose your job. Giving out your personal
medical information. Young children being penalized for two years when they were the lowest
risk. Science not followed, politics only mattered. ( read the science from John Hopkins
university, world wide study. The lockdowns only saved 0.2% of the population and it
devastated peoples lives.) Medical profession, and others were not allowed to voice concerns,
or lose their job. Sensorship, calling people names if they did not agree. Trudeau, is the
biggest problem, 90% of Canadians are vaccinated but we all have to live in fear, the truckers
were not a threat, yet he and Freeland are the dictator in a minority government. Thank you.

2/18/2022 10:05 PM
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45923

I'm poor now

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45924

Less travel, lack of seeing friends and family, impacted quality of university education

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45925

Very negatively. Without being necessary.

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45926

Destroyed

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45927

There isn’t an area of my life that these mandates have not effected me. I have been
negatively affected physically, spiritually, emotionally, socially, in my work , and in my family.
As Canadians we have prided ourselves in being people of inclusion accepting the differences
in others and being accepted for the individual choices that we make for ourselves. These
mandates have divided our country and taken away more from us than our freedoms . It has
taken away our sense of security and our trust in the people that we should feel safe leading
our country. From our PM , MP’s to our Dr’s . I have been asked to compromise my morals
and ethics and jeopardize my physical health. I have lost friends and family. So yes these
mandates have had a negative affect in every aspect of my life.

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45928

Undue anguish

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45929

Can't get good paying union jobs because of covid shot mandates

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45930

isolation, segregation, discrimination.

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45931

Greatly. Lost family and friends and spend most of my time alone

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45932

Isolation and economic loss

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45933

Decimated it

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45934

Limited my ability to work, traumatized my children by masking and requiring vax to participate
in activities (including bullying by other children and adults), damaged relationships, added
stress and anxiety.

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45935

Both business and personal

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45936

Severe depression

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45937

My good friend passed away and barely got a funeral. Only 9 people were allowed so we had to
pick and choose who would attend 😞 While my brother was in critical care in the hospital from
blood clots and pnemonia from Covid, none of us were allowed to visit him. He subsequently
had both legs amputated. I've seen my grandchildren go from loving their school time to not
seeing the importance of their education. My business has been the pits since the pandemic
began. I have felt extremely frightened and depressed at times from the isolation and the
gloomy possibility of living with restrictions forever.

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45938

Almost ruined my life

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45939

I am ashamed! The mandates have caused so much pain and suffering. So much more than
Covid. Families are divided, relationships are ruined. My child doesn’t know a world with
masks and being home all the time. It’s disgusting.

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45940

Social life, family gatherings, grandparent visits, anxiety over misinformation

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45941

A toll on my mental well-being, a toll emotionally when in hospital for childbirth and couldn’t
have my mom with me all because I chose not to get the vax while pregnant.

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45942

It has divided my family. Affected my mental health and the health of my children.

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45943

It has meant for me losing my job, division between my loved ones. Depression

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45944

Mentally tired and exhausted

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45945

I’m unvaccinated and feel like a second class citizen in my own country. I have relatives who
are buried in Germany because they died fighting the Nazi regime. Only 60 or so years later
and I can’t fly, workout or participate in many parts of society because of a personal medical
decision. How is this not discrimination? How is this any different? Hard to believe how far
we’ve come.

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45946

Travel ... familynot agreeing

2/18/2022 10:05 PM
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45947

I feel with these mandates people take it to serious and have been mean and I believe through
this some people have gotten Stupid over these 2 years.

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45948

Every aspect

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45949

Husband lost career!!

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45950

Horribly! I hate to think how many years my life has been shortened by the stresses caused by
these unconstitutional mandates! I truly hope those responsible for imposing these will be held
both legally and civically liable!

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45951

Social and personal stress. Lack of social interaction which effects mental well-being.

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45952

Can't live my life. Can't see my family. Have missed deaths in the family.. sick family
members dying alone.

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45953

I am not vaxed so in almost every way possible

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45954

Cause for disappointment in the governing system desire to invoke excess control over its
citizens. The use of fear tactics and mass formation psychosis to coerce all levels of society
and industry to comply to unjustified mandates is evil. We have had to forgo international
travel to visit family in Australia. We have had to remove our children from public schools. I
have lost my government heslthcare employment. We now operate entirely in a parallel
society. The changes have become so positive. But only due to our perseverance and desire
to thrive and embrace the freedom we still had. Government mandated have divided families
and friends among everyone that I know.

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45955

I’ve forgotten how to socialize! It’s not good for mental health. I really feel for isolated people.

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45956

Split family members

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45957

Hasnt that much really tbh

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45958

Our Freedom’s have been taken from us and we are totally controlled by the powers that be
the government

2/18/2022 10:05 PM

45959

I lost my job because I didn't feel it was right to vaccinate if I wasn't at risk of dying from Covid

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45960

I’ve lost my job, and relationships with friends and family.

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45961

Lack of oxygen for having to wear masks, forced to do covid testing 3 x week for wor plus
docking wages to pay for testing, can't travel to see my family by plane, train , etc

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45962

I’m out of work

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45963

It violated my rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45964

I cannot travel outside of our Country

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45965

Mandates and restrictions has caused division in our family. They have also created two
segments of society which is so wrong on so many levels. For the past two years Government
and media has spread fear and lies. It needs to stop.

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45966

No work, incredible division among family, friends. Complete isolation. Suicide is constantly
considered.

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45967

mental health, economically, socially.

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45968

My family is so divided...I am so lonely. I am tiered of being alienated from the community.

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45969

Everything

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45970

Isolating and alone

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45971

Fuckers

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45972

It has robbed me of so many basic rights.

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45973

Lost my business, some friends and family.

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45974

My wife now has heart issues from her first shot and losing her job because 3 doctors have
told her not to get the second shot but none are willing to risk their jobs to out it in writing. I've
been forced to get the shots to keep my job even though I've been working with multiple people

2/18/2022 10:04 PM
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who've had Covid and never been infected. I've was banned from flying and forced to drive
10.5hr to get to work and home every couple weeks. My kids can't have my wife volunteer in
their school or sports.
45975

In every way my life has been affective.

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45976

Severely affected my income as a retailer because of supply chain issues.

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45977

Conflict with family and friends. Unable to see family and friends Unable to bring kids to sports
Unable to go out freely into any establishment Unable to breath probably

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45978

Mentally and socially ! Can’t get a Dr. when you need one.

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45979

Financially socially it has affected my life and my family’s life so bad there were times I even
thought of suicide but I believe in God so I know I can’t do that it’s been really tough they need
to come to a stop Justin Trudeau if he loved Canada he would just step down.

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45980

made me anxious, depressed, and exhiled from society.

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45981

Minimally

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45982

It has completely turned my life and my kids lives upside down, all these mandates are
inhumane and unacceptable!

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45983

Unable to travel

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45984

Critical Depression

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45985

Negatively, creating division within family, friends and employment.

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45986

Loss of work. Freedom taken away. Government kick backs

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45987

Effected my ability to earn a living be active in the community and travel

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45988

Not much as I live a very healthy simple life.

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45989

I am done with fear and not living my life like ai want to

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45990

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45991

Division in family. Anxiety, depression and harassment in the workplace.

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45992

My husband died and it was very stressful to try to plan a funeral and not be able to have all
his friends and relatives attend. And then trying to live and have some sense of normalicy is
non existent in this incredibly horrible time. Trying to get all the myriad of paperwork completed
for pensions and end of life things was also very difficult because all government agencies
were hardly open because of mandates and restrictions. My nephew got married and could
only have a few people outside to his wedding. Shopping and not being able to do all the things
we normally do has been hard. Seeing my boys have to wear masks to school when they don't
even work is stupid. Not being able to have their mother -actually their only parent - attend their
sports games at school has been very sad. All the stupid, inconsistent, illogical mandates are
hard on everyone's mental health. The constantly changing goal posts are frustrating and
completely unnecessary.

2/18/2022 10:04 PM

45993

It hasn’t. I dont follow the unlawful orders.

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

45994

Small buisness that went under. Ended up Bankrupt

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

45995

I haven't had a life for 2 yrs. Now I have lost family friends.

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

45996

Haven’t seen my family in 2 years ,haven’t been able to go anywhere without a mask and it’s
hard to breathe

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

45997

Went without see my kids, hugging my kids for over 6months, separated father. Two of my
children are struggling mentally, in counseling from mandates, isolation and lack of social
interactions with friends peers and their father. Children were forced to be vaccinated without
consent… two older children were unable to enjoy prom, graduation party etc.

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

45998

Lost friends

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

45999

Death from Suicides & overdose.

2/18/2022 10:03 PM
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46000

It has forced friends and family to take an experimental medical procedure in order to keep
their jobs and to interact in society.

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46001

Isolation, limited social life and interactions with others. Travel is restricted due to need to
isolate afterwards. Not able to visit with certain friends and family. Church has been limited.
The biggest impact I think has been the division caused by government and media in blaming
all the unvaccinated while not addressing our health care system and lack of beds and medical
staff!

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46002

Weight gain. Isolation. Growth challenges.

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46003

I have been intimidated, and coerced in the workplace to get the injection, which led to me
taking a stress leave. I have experienced unrest, conflict and unnecessary division in my
family and in the workplace. I have been denied the very freedoms and liberties I pay for as a
Canadian citizen and this must end immediately. Thank you for asking.

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46004

I am doing fine

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46005

Has caused extreme family pressure and breakdown. Has led to loss of employment.

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46006

All

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46007

Has divided my family and caused unbelievable grief

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46008

Extremely limited my interaction with family and friends.

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46009

Our social life, our church, our holidays our every day life, our health etc.

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46010

Negatively. Especially removing the freedom of travel/movement

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46011

Mental health deterioration. Loss of community. Unable to partake in hobbies/passions that are
important to me. Loss of wages. Division with family/friends

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46012

It hasnt

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46013

Forced to get a vaccine I never needed. Got covid a couple months after I got the vaccine
anyways. Masks never stopped the spread. And has given me terrible acne on my face. Live
alone and only had work to go to and was very lonely during the lockdowns. Heard about more
close people die or injured from vaccines than who died from covid. Numbers don't make
sense. The government doesn't make sense. “Science” doesn't make sense. Now I am left not
trusting anything anymore.

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46014

It has infringed on my freedom to choose.

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46015

No freedom

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46016

It has turned family members against family members because if their medical decisions. It
has made my husband and myself rely on government assistance when our places of
business were shut down for almost 4 months. It has cause severe mask anxiety in my pre
teen. It has also had my doctor suggest me take a vaccine that they can almost 100%
guarantee I will have an allergic reaction to due to my medical history, and I will need to be
closely monitored. They also said they can't sign off for me to have an exemption unless I
have a reaction. Which is completely unacceptable to tell someone they know that there will be
a high probability of a reaction to a vaccination but you should take it anyways. That is
unacceptable and it is definitely not the safest option for some people to get the vaccine.
Everyone should be entitled to choose for themselves without having their lives basically taken
away because they are no longer welcome in public.

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46017

Depression , feeling isolated, lost friends to suicide , lost work , loss of finances, lost friends
over differences. Over all ashamed of our PM and what he is doing and how he treats his
Canadian people .

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46018

It has taken away from our children from daycare to extra curricular activities such as
swimming hockey school plays etc this is time with our children we will never get back and
they don’t understand why this is happening also even the way my wife and I make our living
farming it has increasingly impacted. I understand the crisis we were in but time has long since
come to bring our life back to normal Trudeau also needs to leave office before we are a
complete communist country he’s ruining Canada and the people in it.

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46019

It has created unnecessary stress, pressure and take the joy out of life. Created division in my

2/18/2022 10:03 PM
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family and heartbreak
46020

Makes me feel like I'm in prison.

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46021

They have hurt my business, my ability to live a normal life in society, and my family and
social relationship. They have caused huge stress and psychological harm.

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46022

What life?

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46023

Job and time with my family

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46024

division, kids education, kids sports, seeing family and friends. the list is endless

2/18/2022 10:03 PM

46025

In every way negative

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46026

Too much conflict, negatively impacted social relationships, childhood development and
experiences

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46027

We have lost our jobs and almost lost our home. We arenhanging on by a thread. I have 2
children who didn't get to have a proper graduation ceremony. Our children are struggling with
their mental health. One was on suicide watch and we just got off of it when ahe was finally
able to play rugby in her school.

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46028

Can’t fly. Can’t eat at restaurants etc

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46029

It’s horrible for any children, sports and activities, lofelehood

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46030

I am the only vaccinated person in my immediate family. We firmly believe in free choice. As
such we cannot eat at restaurants or my son has little to do because of Proof of vaccine. As
for social distancing and capacity these are pointless now and would love to not have to think
about it.

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46031

It has altered the way I live my life as a citizen of Canada.

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46032

I has turned people and friends against each other, for no reason.It has also made people go
against government more now than ever before in history.

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46033

Job related problems

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46034

My son hasn't been able to go to school. He has severe disability... he no longer can
communicate with people outside of our "circle". My youngest is 3 and has never been able to
have a proper birthday party.

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46035

Have not been able to attend weddings or funerals and see people in hospitals

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46036

Rifts between family, medical discrimination, bullying. Financial burdens

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46037

Ability to earn a living … general oppression

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46038

Me and my children can no longer join groups and physical activities causing depression and
social behaviors due to lack of interaction with people

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46039

It has caused significant stress and severe anxiety. I am tired of living in fear of being
scrutinized by my family and peers. End these mandates now and let us get back to our lives.

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46040

As a fully vaccinated Canadian senior citizen owning property in the U.S. - only an hour's drive
from my home in B.C. - I have been unreasonably restricted by the ongoing Canadian
FEDERAL mandates to obtain a negative Covid test of any type (in U.S. dollars including
currency exchange) and the utterly senseless & unnecessary ArriveCan pre-entry requirements
by land especially since I don't have readily available internet access in the U.S. in order to
comply prior to returning home to Canada. This has been unreasonably restrictive & stressful
since nobody in the U.S. has a house key to check my house there. I resent the Canadian
FEDERAL government's assumption that everybody, including seniors, can afford to own or
figure out how to operate a Smartphone with a data plan or has other convenient internet
access in small border towns in the U.S. to use a laptop (if they own one) at an internet cafe
somewhere. I have experienced suicidal thoughts throughout the last 2+ years.

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46041

I have become depressed. Isolated, my family's isolation. Ive been fearful at times.

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46042

Free people should not be mandated coworst or extorted

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46043

Made the citizens of Canada divided. Including Family.

2/18/2022 10:02 PM
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46044

Divided me and my family and friends, have been paying taxes and csnt use facilities ive paid
for ! Complete abuse

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46045

Too many ways to try to cram into this little box

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46046

Fucked me up physically, mentally and financially

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46047

Destroyed my way of making a living.

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46048

Depression that requires medication. My children are depressed. Financial losses.

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46049

I have felt isolated. Have been unable to make friends in my building because everyone is
afraid. I haven't been able to see 2 of my granddaughters. All the news: radio, tv, newspapers
everywhere tell you to get a vaccine all the time and deny treatment that could be available.

2/18/2022 10:02 PM

46050

No change

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46051

No job and our social life has changed and wearing masks is very damaging to our health

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46052

Depression, financial destruction

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46053

My FREEDOM, my income, divided family and communities! Unlawful mandates~ total loss of
trust in all government(s), medical and banking systems!

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46054

Taking my freedom away

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46055

not vaxxed so unable to be around certain friends who know of my vax status. It is divisive,
unnecessary. Why do I need to get the protection that the protected already have but isn't
working for them? Also can't go to restaurants, bars etc.

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46056

Severe depression

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46057

How has it not?

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46058

Financially , physically , Emotionally destructive !

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46059

Severe mental health. Lost family with no funerals. Can’t fly to see distant family. Couldn’t
enjoy social gatherings and missed seeing peoples smiles

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46060

Ruined business and travel and interaction with other people.

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46061

I have lost my job have had difficulty getting a new job, I now have to travel for work I cannot
fly to my jobs because of the mandates wich reduces my time at home because of so many
hours spent on the road. Increases my risk of car accidents. It has been really hard on my
relationship and has been caused significant depression

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46062

The stressed me out . And it made me cough a lot !

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46063

Tremendous sadness for all the losses. Losses in every avenue of life: social, health including mental anxiety, economic, relationships, shattered dreams and hopes, etc. etc.

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46064

Can’t spend my time with some family

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46065

Terrible

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46066

Like being in prison for 2 years

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46067

My youngest daughter 14 has developed anxiety over the last year and a half. She has always
been a compassionate young lady and is now so fearful that her actions could harm someone
else.

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46068

Restricting lifestyle

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46069

Limited my ability to grow my referral business in my new career by not being able to meet
with people in a social setting without the added cost of frequent rapid testing. When starting a
new career, finances have to be managed and the extra $50+ every three days was not
something I could justify. I did my best to work within the system, but my progress was
absolutely hindered by this mandate. As well the divide I have witnessed between friends and
families is disgusting. The passport was not designed to limit the spread of the virus, it was
designed to penalize those that hadn't been vaccinated. So the divide being felt across the
nation is on the shoulders of the people who implemented it and they should be ashamed. If
the true reason for the passports was to limit the spread then every person going to a business

2/18/2022 10:01 PM
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should have had to produce a negative test result. That is the only way one could reduce the
spread in the public.
46070

Restrictions area no longer based on science and are affecting relationships between people.

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46071

Haven’t visited my daughter and grandchildren in teo years in the us

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46072

It hasn’t affected mine, but it’s ruined most of the people’s lives I know. Two suicides. Three
heart attacks. Three deaths despite their vaccinations being up to date. I only know one couple
that isn’t getting divorced. Everyone is having psychological and relationship problems. I
guess it had affected my life because I’ve had to stay home to care for our kids and that has
seriously affected my social status as female identified. It’s caused inequality in my marriage.
I’m another of the ones getting divorced. Mainly I have to try to find hope somehow for my
family in the endless suffering I see around me. Lots of people don’t have much more left to
lose.

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46073

Depression no joy in life. Miss family and friends. Miss normal life and freedom

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46074

Divided some of our family, caused my son to be depressed and suicidal, cause me to be
anxious and stressed, stooped is from being able to worship how we should be allowed
to.........

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46075

I lost my vocation and $30,000 in life savings. I lost a cat because of loss of funds, not being
able to pay vet costs. I lost my family, because they are brainwashed by
government/pharmaceutical influences.

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46076

I am now treated as a second class citizen and have been for months in direct violation of our
constitution which guarantees equal treatment of all citizens under the law.

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46077

Destroyed my mental health, the convoy has actually been helping restore it.

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46078

We can’t do anything & the government has caused so much fear people are scared to get
together

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46079

It has limited my life and social life wife friends and family, it has created a divide that has
created a feeling of superiority for some individuals. Everyone is equal having a vaccine does
not make you better then anyone we need to learn to build eachother up.

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46080

Feeling segregated and alone. Like a second class citizens

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46081

I have tested positive for covid twice - PCR government testing site both times and I'm
unvaxxed and with all the available information regarding natural immunity I don't need to be
vaccinated and just want my life back

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46082

In every negative way

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46083

I can't go see my close family abroad, my daughter can't pursue her extracurricular activitues,
we can't do indoor or outtdoor sports (skiing, yoga etc), we live in constant fear of our
tyrannical government for over 2 years now.

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46084

Lost my jobs. I now have a job making a fraction of the income I was making before. I have a
mortgage to pay, so I am facing losing my house. No friends or family supports because of the
travel restrictions that were happening. Can’t visit my in-laws in the states because of
mandates

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46085

Huge trauma especially after being rescued out of domestic violence. This has been just as
traumatic for us!

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46086

Family restrictions and issues

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46087

I am unvaccinated and lost my employment and my unemployment insurance. Life has
become extremely difficult since then.

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46088

Not getting medical care I need outside the country, therefore health is deteriorating and cannot
work at all.

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46089

My mom is in a home and I have not seen her for months!! It is kidnapping!

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46090

I am vax... its been two years.. we are done .. 90 % are vax give us our lifes back... for
everyone

2/18/2022 10:01 PM
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46091

Everything. Every. Single. Day

2/18/2022 10:01 PM

46092

I would have lost my job if I had not gotten vaccinated.

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46093

Total control of what I’m forced to do. I will never comply

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46094

Depressed. No exercise. Was dancing 5 times a week prior. Family differences causing friction

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46095

In every way you can think of, it has divided my family, it has cause anxiety to my youngest
child, it has affect my son’s graduation, it’s affect my oldest daughter’s career, the list goes on
and on. We’ve been excluded from society for making our own medical decisions.

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46096

It has split family and friends and ruined my life and my freedom!!

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46097

Disconnection from friends and family which has played on my mental health where I never
had issues with anxiety and depression before

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46098

Depression and Anxiety

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46099

I pass out if I wear a mask too long, therefore have to depend on someone else to do most
shopping. I would like to fly to see kids but can't. Due to masking, I can't work, like I thought I
would be doing now. I promised my grandson that I would take him on a train, but I can't keep
my promise. If I am around newly vaccinated people I start peeing blood, become crippled up,
or other milder side effects. I've lost some friends who don't think any of this is a problem, and
some family members choose to keep their distance. We should all have a right to choose and
I guess that is their choice that I have to live with.

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46100

It has greatly affected my life. My husband had to miss several weeks of work because of
being home sick with common colds. With reduced capacity at pools I couldn’t get my
daughter into swimming lessons and then with the REP I couldn’t take her swimming at all or
to any play groups so she has barely gotten to see and play with other kids. That is so
detrimental to kids health and well being not being able to go places to see other kids or do
activities. Especially in the winter when it’s cold outside and she’s too young to really play
outside so she was cooped up in the house with me all winter. Even for my own health and
well-being the restrictions have taken a toll on my mental and physical health. Gyms should be
essential but my husband and I couldn’t go to one. I am still on maternity leave for a few more
months but If these mandates per AHS continue then I will be out of a job because I made a
personal health choice to not get the vaccine. These mandates promote that segregation and
discrimination is okay when it is not and should never be okay. This is all coming from
someone with an autoimmune disease as well. They want to push that people have to get
vaccinated, wear masks, social distance to protect those with auto immune disease, but as
someone with one I am completely against all the mandates.

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46101

Depression, lack of work

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46102

Lost my job. Lost my friends.

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46103

Lost income

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46104

Iv been ridiculed, unable to enjoy all things iv worked so hard to have ability to go out and
enjoy. Unable to see family. Lost all faith in govt

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46105

Job loss. Family divided.

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46106

I would like to travel and enjoy my life with these mandates it is too scary to leave your
province let alone your country

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46107

It has kept me safe and confident that if I needed healthcare for a non covid issue that out
healthcare system would have the capacity.

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46108

Pushed my life into isolation. Sports was my way to friendships and gave life meaning for
myself. Lost my job and hunted for one for a year till one was found

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46109

Mental health, family relationships, unable to to attend children activities at school, unable to
travel abroad

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46110

Work , Visiting Family, all things that Canada is supposed to be

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46111

Forced to take vaccine for work

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46112

Unable to travel, eat in restaurants, go to movies. I feel discriminated against for a medical

2/18/2022 10:00 PM
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choice. A vaccinated person is just as capable of getting and spreading covid as I am so that's
why it's discrimination. I don't feel the covid vaccine has been proven to be safe for everyone.
There are no long term studies. Period. I've had every other vaccine ever recommended. I'm
not anti Vax. Why is this vaccine so heavily pushed? There's something not right here.
46113

It has made our social life nonexistant, caused my children and myself to have anxiety and
panic attacks, they have lost two years of swimming lessons, I am no longer able to enter
stores because I am unable to wear a mask due to health issues, it has made me afraid to go
to the Dr's and hospitals with real health issues because I didnt want to have to take a test or
the injection. It has made our lives go to higher stress levels. When my girl friend was dieing
and in hospice, it made it harder for her loved ones to visit. Mask wearing is demoralizing and
knowing full well that they weren't even effective made the whole thing even worse. The
government has lost my trust.

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46114

Health and financial and emotional

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46115

Shown me who the assholes of society are.

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46116

Financially.....my heart breaks for those who fell for this farce of a plandemic

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46117

Mentally has taken a toll. The segregation in this country is unbelievable and sad.

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46118

Restricted travel within and without my country. Prohibited support for hospitalization and
support in grieving. Many other ways, too many to list. Freedom and choice.

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46119

Can’t travel

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46120

As a massage therapist, I lost ALL my clients and obviously my income !

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46121

Mandates divided my family

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46122

Mandates made me fearful for my family, for my friends, and for my country. I love Canada,
and I deplore the division these mandates have caused

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46123

Limited travel, use of restaurants and public entertainment. Family job pressures, Personal job
pressures, frustration with division of family and friends, tired, frustrated with students having
to wear masks and being limited in physical activity freedom, lost hearing aid from pulling
mask off, known suicides and deaths from vaccines, limited visits/family relationships and
socialization, limited worship groups.

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46124

Immensely! Every single person in my family has lost income and cannot afford a basic
standard of living. We all have suffered mental emotional and physical distress.

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46125

At work & eating at the restaurant

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46126

My heart is too broken to share specifics. The coercion, the divisive rhetoric, name calling,
shaming, blaming, discrimination, stress, loss of freedom, accusations…I have lived my life
with consistent integrity; I have lived my life building community around me, and now, because
of my concern over being part of a trial for a vaccine for a virus I am not at risk for…I am
heartbroken.

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46127

Had to work thru it and now find my $40 a month raise doesnt compair to pricing of gas,
groceries, medication,etc. Economy is horrid. Stop handing out money and get this country
running with people getting back to their darn jobs!!!!!!

2/18/2022 10:00 PM

46128

I lost my job. I live in isolation. I don’t socialize at all anymore.

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46129

Employment, financially, socially, mentally, divisions between friends and family

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46130

I have not been able to hug my 94 mother, and that’s just cruel

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46131

Do you have an hour to read what I could write?! This is the most inane and deceitful thing the
world has ever been subjected to. There was and still is no basis for the tyranny that has taken
place, forcing people to wear face diapers over nothing more than the common flu and losing
jobs if they did not succumb to a poisonous jab. I chose to ignore almost all of it so I remain
healthy and not burdened by the restaints of others. One choses one's own life.

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46132

Divisiveness in my family. Exclusion from participating in social activities. And so much more.

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46133

It made it difficult to visit both my mom and my Uncle when they were in hospital.

2/18/2022 9:59 PM
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46134

ruined my life

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46135

Division between friends and family over a personal choice.

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46136

Na

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46137

Division between friends and family, our daughter has not been able to have a normal
childhood including friends and family. There is just so much hate and division and it feels out
of control.

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46138

Can't fly to see my family

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46139

Extreme financial loss

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46140

I had to cancel My 30 anniversary have not met my granddaughter have not seen my daughter
2 years seen my country dissolve before my eyes

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46141

There is so much stress from all the unnecessary mandates. It is all about control.

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46142

Nothing extreme except visiting with my elderly mother

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46143

Divided my family and friends. Limited eligibility in the work force. Depression.

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46144

Your mandates have made me feel like I’m a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46145

I’ve had to say goodbye to family members dying in a cold hospital - all alone, because these
mandates do not allow any type of support persons in the room. I’ve had to sit out in a car
while my child attends sports - unable to watch them play. I’ve been denied my right to choose
where I want to go, and what I want to do.

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46146

Living like a communist in a communist country. Isolation, controlled politicians & puppet so
called top health docs

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46147

I have Asthma plus other conditions. Shopping masked is miserable. I will not take the shot, at
almost 74 years old, I am forced to remain in CA. Even though Central caribou winters are a
physical hardship. Ihave to see the stress on my family, no wo.rk, no school, no meal out ever
if not jabbed. Life now is a disaster and dangerous. MY CANADA, I have always been so
proud of, Now ashamed.

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46148

Severe illness related to masks and symptoms from being around people who had taken shots
& swab caused negative effects

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46149

It has made me feel lonely not being able to see family at Christmas or flying to see family.
Also division caused between the vaccinated & unvaccinated is disturbing.

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46150

Due to partial vaccination status cannot travel, was briefly excluded from some commercial
establishments. Cannot take my children to recreational facilities. For short term, not terrible.
Preferred to forgo vaccination and keep away from others, in case I could be contagious. Once
it became clear that vaccination was doing very little to prevent transmission, felt more sure of
my decision to refuse vaccine, and felt exclusion from society unnecessary. Rules are being
lifted at a rate that is faster than I expected, so have not felt undo hardship, even if I disagreed
with mandate.

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46151

immeasurable ways.

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46152

work, social , school , depression

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46153

Cant see my husband in long term . Now he is dying. Missed two years of our lives together

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46154

Loss of work

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46155

losing family, jobs

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46156

I haven't let the mandates affect my life. Not going to restaurants and movie theaters doesn't
bug me at all. The only people it hurts are the businesses. I also haven't worn a mask in over 4
months going out as it's been proven that the masks don't work so why wear it.

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46157

Holding back my kids social and education development

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46158

severe depression, loss of wages, isolation, and segregation

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46159

Made my kids depressed and destroyed family times and get together and cause a huge

2/18/2022 9:59 PM
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shortage at my work Nanking us over worked and understaffed
46160

Inconvenience wherever you go/look. Discrimination

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46161

People against people

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46162

I can’t go to any restaurant or movie. Am ok with mask or social distance but Getting vaccine
is my personal decision. I’m not interested in putting any virus into my body

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46163

yes

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46164

In every way possible.

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46165

Tremendously

2/18/2022 9:59 PM

46166

I’m ok

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46167

High anxiety and sadness

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46168

Poor mental health

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46169

every way possible.

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46170

Isolation, loneliness, fear of government, afraid of the future for our children and grandchildren.

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46171

Hours cut at my job , no babysitter and family separation with unvaccinated vs vaccinated.

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46172

Division in our family heart wrenching. Employment. Not being able to see family when they’re
sick elders my stepfather passed away my mother never got to see him we didn’t get to see
him it’s ridiculous

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46173

Front line staff who is unvaccinated bullied and harassed. Government caused a huge division

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46174

Can’t have our kids visit us from out of province and many activities were cut out. Even
church activities.

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46175

it has done nothing except to destroy the count ry that i so was at one time proud to be
canadian. destroyed divided and has done ever more harm than any flu ever could....corrupt to
the bone...may the truth prevale

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46176

Disproportionate effect on business and the economy. Completely inappropriate given the
actual danger/risk for the vast majority of people. I will never afford a home. I will never own a
home. I am condemned to rent for my entire life. The government spending and long term
economic effects are not being weighted at all, never mind appropriately. We should be
EXTREMELY concerned about our children, who had already been losing touch with one
another via technological interface in years prior, and who now don't see each other's faces
nearly at all. We don't know the implications of this. This is not normal behavior. This has
untold repercussions. And the scale at which this unethical, social experiment is being run is
astronomical. Nobody signed up for this.

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46177

Can't visit my kids in the USA

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46178

Job was threatening, depression very fearful the way the PM has been handling the convoy

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46179

I lost my job, my step daughters will no longer speak to me or their step grandparents. My
mental health has suffered. My parents and brother live in another province and I have not
seen them for over a year. I have lost friends and respect of my old colleagues because of my
choice to medical privacy.

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46180

Treated as a lesser person, children are severely affected mentally.

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46181

I lost a loved one and was unable to go see him before he passed away and I will never ever
ever ever fucken forgive these corrupt governments

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46182

Stress,

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46183

I have been unable to take my unvaccinated grandchildren to any public events fr more than a
two years

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46184

Lost freedoms human rights told lie after lie that's what made me sick I AM CANADIAN not a
lab rat

2/18/2022 9:58 PM
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46185

I was forced to quit my job that I worked at for 33 years. I have lost friends and family because
of vaccine mandates.

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46186

No travel and family agreements

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46187

Not being able to see, visit with family and parents in Auxilary. Time to let go of the masks. If
you want to wear one wear it but no punishment if you don’t.

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46188

The most important things that have been affected by the mandates have been my mental
health and family connection!

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46189

My sons are not able to play sports since they are not vaccinated. I am not able to go out for
dinner or to sporting events with my wife without paying extra to test. I can’t fly out of the
country to go on a family vaccine because we are not vaccinated.

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46190

I have been separated from family and friends

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46191

I’ve had to wear a mask after it has already been proven in the past not to work! In my little
town I can go to the stores but can’t take my kid to the theatre cuz he has to be accompanied
by a double vaxxed adault! As well as the rinks, and other public places!

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46192

Not too badly. Fully vaccinated

2/18/2022 9:58 PM

46193

I cannot enrol my children in extracurricular activities, can’t take them to movies/restaurants,
can’t go to a gym to get healthy, can’t experience life the way it was before.

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46194

The useless mask restricts my breathing and I have lung issues. I cant go to work unless I
hold 14 oh+s tickets ,piss in cup,blow in breathalyzer and show the world I've excepted the
poison. I had no choice but to retire.

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46195

Mentally, emotionally, physically, financially + family members have died and I was unable to
fly home to Ontario to go to their funeral. Unable to see my family in two years.

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46196

Stressful, hate the masks, hate not being able to go out for dinner, hate government trying to
force people to take a vaccine that is untested and doesn't work.

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46197

Loss of work due to not taking the vaccine Loss of goods and services due to not taking
vaccine

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46198

In all ways social and family

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46199

The mandates have affected the mental and physical health of myself, as well as family and
friends.

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46200

Work suffered, personal life suffered greatly, my mental health is negatively affected and I’m
ashamed of my government when I used to be very proud of Canada

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46201

It has caused division between family and friends. The long drawn out isolations have caused
mental strain on all of the members in my household.

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46202

My mental health and my families mental health are horrible. I also have been attacked for my
decision not to have the vaxx, and I fear for my life some days. The government and media
have caused all of this division.

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46203

Loosing my job

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46204

Totally has taken away my right to move freely & travel, & my job is now threatened.

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46205

Wife lost her job

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46206

It has caused division and polarization with friends and family. I am fearful about what I say
and depressed and lonely.

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46207

I was deceived of the efficacy of the shot and was forced to take the shot or lose my
livelihood.

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46208

I lost my job, my home and have not been out in a social setting in over 2 years. I haven’t
been able to attend church or sing in my local choir. I have had to work I a separate setting at
the job I finally got. And then had to work from home for months on end and have no social
contact accept for grocery shopping and even then I was not even allowed to talk to anyone
from the 6 feet apart. My nephew is 3 years old and scared of people because they think they
will hurt him because COViD and masks and social distancing is all he knows. I have not

2/18/2022 9:57 PM
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hugged my family and was not allowed to be with my grandmother as she died, alone in a
hospital.
46209

The mandates have hurt my family businesses, family relationships and not allowed me to
take a vacation which I really need!

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46210

No freedom.

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46211

Kept me from my US citizen wife for almost all of the last two years. And generally speaking,
two years of my life have been stolen from me by sinister people and their duped accomplices.

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46212

Divided communities, harmed family relationships, cost peoples lives from untreated medical
needs, cost me a job.

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46213

My business is failing

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46214

Lost my job two years ago last week.

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46215

Keeps me from flying

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46216

Work

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46217

I'm isolated and lonely separated from loved ones. Financial hardship, watching so much
suffering. Life is not supposed to be this way.

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46218

Kids missing school and socialization

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46219

Shut up

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46220

You mean besides prices going up on everything! Literally! Keeping kids inside is a real
struggle which leads me to online schooling because now I'm a teacher being told by them my
math is wrong! This isn't the world I wanted for my kids! My son thinks he has never been
swimming but he was a fish. He is now 6. This is not ok. If you want to continue doing these
types of things for your own self choice would be great.

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46221

Not able to be with my Mother in the hospital and not able to go to funerals. Being punished for
a medical decision.

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46222

Negatively, fear, unemployment, separation, mental health concerns for my partner.

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46223

I can’t do anything

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46224

I was forced vaccine in order to maintain job

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46225

Lots of job Mental health

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46226

Has caused me immense stress and pressure at work and in my relationships.

2/18/2022 9:57 PM

46227

My freedoms have been stripped away

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46228

So many ways. Everyone is tired but this doesn’t mean covid-19 is over. Follow the science
and if it data says it’s safe to life mandates base it on that. It politics

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46229

made it hell—lost

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46230

I cannot travel, I cannot eat in restaurants, I’ve been suspended without pay for refusing to
wear a mask in a meeting

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46231

I was put on unpaid leave for not getting the shot. Most of my family won't associate with us
because first we worked through it all and then because we didn't get the shots. It has devided
what use to be a close family. Hero's to Zero's, I am a nurse that did home care, I went in to
homes and cared for people with Covid, I was never afraid. Now I am afraid of what's going to
happen to our freedoms.

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46232

my husband needed to find another job.. it is much more low paying than he deserves. I have
had my income drop by at least 80 percent. We are still both very healthy as we did not take
any shots.

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46233

Extreme isolation, unable to go to church, unable to socialize, division between family and
friends with opposing views, lack of work.

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46234

My child will never know what it’s like to go in public without faces covered if it was up to this

2/18/2022 9:56 PM
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horrible government. These mandates have affected every aspect of our lives. We the people
no longer comply!!!
46235

It has made my life very stressful not being able to keep jobs or have a social life based on
my medical status... it isn't fair i feel very depressed

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46236

Anxiety has been through the roof. I had more Panic attacks in the last 2 years I’ve had my
entire life. Recovering from this will take years mentally to get back to feeling normal

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46237

Travel. Health. Mental fatigue.

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46238

I haven't been able to travel with my beautiful wife. I haven't been able to go out on dates to
movies or dinner with my wife. I have basically been isolated in my home. I got COVID earlier
this year. I was sick for 1 day. My coworkers who the majority of them are fully vaccinated ,
have missed days ....sometimes weeks of work. Why am I being ostersized when I only was
sick for 1 day , as opposed to multiple days or weeks?? This has gone on far too long.

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46239

Had to close my restaurant, had extremely adverse mental effects, will be a financial burden
for many years, has completely destroyed my faith in politics, Canadian and worldwide. Made
me realize just how corrupt the entire system really is.

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46240

Currently not working because of them

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46241

Family loss; Business loss; emotional distress from isolation and loss of income. Serious
Adverse vax effects to people I know and love. Loss of freedoms, freedom of movement,
freedom of choice, freedom of speech, freedom to peacefully protest. Loss of faith in Trudeau
to lead, to listen, to be fair, not to discriminate and insult.

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46242

We haven’t been able to go to family funerals

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46243

Not at all

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46244

Big impact, not happy everyday

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46245

I've been supplementing my daughters income due to job loss/mandates with no EI. There's
been depression with my son, feelings of isolation and fear.

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46246

We survived but lost two years of our lives.

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46247

It hasn’t affected my life because I’m vaccinated and can continue living my life as usual.

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46248

Socially, Would Love to travel again, My kids education and social lives

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46249

IM alone more then I was 2 years ago .

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46250

I feel like I am a prisoner now,,no life no friends no fun,, barely working,,I'm broke, indebt and
worried about how I can save my home,,my physical and mental health is very low,,need
more??

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46251

I have lost alot of friends , days at work, family fights, kids that have developed mass anxiety
. Im missing out on taking my 3 yr old child to his gymnastics with 10 other adults but can go
walking through the mall with hundreds of ppl also in masks and exuding the same amount of
energy . I can eat in the fiod cort but not a restaurant it makes no sence what so ever.

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46252

How has it not affected my life? It's a very wrong thing that was pushed on people!

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46253

It hasn’t affected my life

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46254

Losing good friends to divisiveness single mother Daughter lost job of 8 years Two grandsons
did not have a graduation Two grandchildren in University who have to be tested weekly One
vaxed and one not . Affected our income I haven’t see my family for over two years Yes it has
affected us

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46255

I have not been able to teach for 2 years. My daughter has been seriously injured by vaccines.
I have been treated as 2nd class citizen and know how ok that was with the vaxed.

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46256

Teaching from home Wearing a mask No family gathering

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46257

Wearing a mask at work has damaged esophagus, and my restaurant has been very slow ever
since which caused a decline in income

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46258

Mental health, physical health, relationships, work, finances, depression.

2/18/2022 9:56 PM
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46259

Ruined my small photography business and required me to pull my kids out of abusive schools
pushing mandates.

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46260

Definitely inconvenient but I know people who have been greatly affected by getting Covid
even death. We are very fortunate to live in Canada when other parts of the world are suffering
so much more (Ukraine for example)

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46261

It has prevented me from traveling freely to visit family and friends. Wearing masks restricts
my breathing.

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46262

It has separated family members. I’m totally against this communism

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46263

It has made my life miserable.

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46264

It has affected my ability to provide for my 3 children. It has affected my mental health. It has
affected my 2 older children's mental health. It has segregated my family. It has caused
arguments between friends and family. It has stopped me from seeing my grandmother. It has
stopped so many things in mine, and many other people's lives. It needs to stop.

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46265

I've forgotten what it is to see people smile. To touch a hand or a shoulder in sympathy. To
give a heartfelt, non-virtual hug. The human connection.

2/18/2022 9:56 PM

46266

It has not affect my life.

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46267

It’s improved it. I haven’t had a cold or flu since the pandemic started. I don’t want it to end. I
don’t want to get sick ever again if I can help it.

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46268

income is at 50%

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46269

My wife suffers with depression. This has made things worse. Lost relationships with friends
and family.

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46270

Kept me and my loved ones alive

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46271

Has divided friends and family, and done irreparable harm to both.

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46272

Never made a change to my lifestyle but I see the changes all around me!! Families broken,
siblings not talking and no community anymore

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46273

My way of life which would be safer for me , denied. Restricted to stay in areas that don’t
support my life style . Wedges in family. Afraid to see doctors , go to ER and so on . I’m good
enough to pay my taxes , but at 63 years of age I’m treated like a child that didn’t eat his
dinner .

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46274

The vaz passport has denied me meals on the road as I drive truck.

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46275

I'm a healthcare worker and mandated to wear masks at work for anywhere from 8 to 16 hours,
its hard to breathe, seniors can't hear us, we breathe everything in our body is trying to excrete
etc...

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46276

It hasn’t been easy, but I believe my responsibility to support public health is more important

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46277

My Depression has spiked. Will be seeing a counsellor soon to help cope, lost precious time
with my 94 year old mother due to senior facility lock downs, went months not being able to
see her. Lost friends from division caused by media.

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46278

Jobs

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46279

Have not seen daughter or grandchildren for two years because I cannot cross the boarder to
US.

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46280

Stress beyond belief

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46281

Horribly

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46282

I am a Lpn… didn’t want the vaccine… forced into it or LOA

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46283

I’ve been separated from my partner for almost 8 months now and I cant find a job to support
myself

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46284

It has infringed on my freedom. I can't see my children because of the vaccine mandates.
Threatened my livelihood.

2/18/2022 9:55 PM
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46285

In a very negative way.

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46286

Loss of freedoms. Whether one is vaccinated or not, having to show your papers in order to
enter an establishment is discriminatory and causes division and a lot of animosity in families.

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46287

Depression and grief

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46288

Couldn't do anything until vaccine mandates were lifted in Saskatchewan

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46289

Our mental health has suffered from lack of social interaction at times. Plus our lungs suffer
from tge madks

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46290

Missing my love ones and loneliness

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46291

Family gatherings. Church

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46292

I choose not to say

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46293

The mandates have caused segregation between my friends and family.

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46294

Fed up with the Tierney fed up with the pushing it to get your vaccine or you can’t go anywhere
tired of feeling like a villain locked up like an animal and having a Prime Minister that doesn’t
understand because he’s a narcissist and a tyrant

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46295

saved the life of my family

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46296

Mental health

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46297

Yes. Mentality and financially

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46298

How hasn’t it affected my life. Left my job, left the province

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46299

Highlighted that the government doesn’t actual care for our health and wellbeing

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46300

Negative in every way imaginable

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46301

Media-influenced, biased opinions have damaged relationships with friends and family. The
mandate has also reintroduced my social anxiety.

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46302

Forced vaccination is against my rights and freedom to decide what’s right for my body. My
health has gone down hill since my forced vaccinations!

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46303

I lived without seeing my granny for two years. And I had to hear my grandmother say she
rather die than be alone. I developed what I know is myocarditis. Felt like my heart was being
squeezed for two months. But no one would listen. I’m getting over weight. My mental health is
suffering from not being able to workout at the gym where it’s my stress reliever. My kids have
been depressed. My kids failed school because I was a front line worker and had no parents to
teach them. I work with inmates that are being segregated due to repeated quarantines. I know
they are being treated inhumane. I’m overworked and exhausted and at times have been
forced to work overtime because other officers got 2 years paid leave to play the game and
hide. Cancelled trips. Can’t get my passport due to no walk ins. Which is a crock. Everyone
else works like normal. But government workers don’t do their job? I hate my life. And I’m
getting pretty tired of being ruled. I do not feel safe. I feel like I’m living in a dictatorship. I do
not feel free. Trudeau can kiss my a. Honestly. Could write a book on what this has done to be
and my family. Government is out of control.

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46304

I'm no longer free

2/18/2022 9:55 PM

46305

My family has suffered due to the restrictions even though we have "complied" with getting our
"shots".

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46306

Loss of quality of life, loss of income, fear, torn family apart, loss of business, loss of sleep,
depression…., Live in constant worry

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46307

Vaccine

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46308

Depression, job loss, marital difficulties, increased allergy symptoms from being forced to wear
a mask, health difficulties from stress.

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46309

I've lost my job

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46310

Depression, anxiety, isolation, loss of trust in government, media, health authority, employer

2/18/2022 9:54 PM
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46311

Yes had no choice to take the poison thought i would loose my job

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46312

I got unemployed for a hike, could not visit family or have family gatherings How ridiculous and
after the vaccine I now am diagnosed with an autoimmune disease

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46313

Created division in my family and in our country. Kids are not doing ok. This has to stop.
Media and Prime Minister as promoting hate and lies. PM thinks he is a dictator. Is Canada no
longer a democracy?

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46314

Every way thinkable

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46315

As a disabled person it's been a nightmare.

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46316

I’m a teacher, it has been a major impact on the day to day life of myself and my children.

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46317

There’s been an awful divide between families and friends all because of a vaccination. I’m
sick of being told to wear a mask out in public, I’m sick of being told to carry a passport to
show my vaccination status, yet I was allowed to enrol my 4 year old to school in September
without them even ASKING if she’s got ANY vaccinations. I’m sick of hearing about Covid, I’m
tired of being told to “stay home to protect our families” yet were allowed to be jammed into
Costco and Walmart… this passed year has broken me mentally, I want my life back, I want to
be able to freely enjoy what my country has to offer. Wearing masks, staying home, avoiding
travel and seeing our loved ones isn’t one of them.

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46318

Divided every body especially families

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46319

We have missed out on so much time with our family. My husband refused to get vaccinated
and was put on unpaid LOA and we now are worried about our family’s financial future.

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46320

Has had a huge negative mental impact

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46321

My mental health has declined. Motivation to go out and have dinner at restaurants with family
and watch movies with family has declined.

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46322

All mandates affected my life

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46323

Yes, i do not want to live my life hiding behind masks and fearing my shadow.

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46324

It has caused division in our family. Substantial amount of stress at work. And for the first time
in my life I have had to constantly rise above feelings of depression, sadness. The rejection
has been horrible.

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46325

Losing my job March 24th

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46326

I’ve Felt discriminated against. Caused pain and suffering physically and mentally.

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46327

I cannot travel within or out of Canada

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46328

In every way of my life

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46329

I feel suicidal

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46330

I do not want to be a Canadian any more ! I am so upset about our government and our police
is actions!! I am so proud of our truck drivers. I used to be married to a truck driver.

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46331

Loss of freedom and family and friends.

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46332

Teacher on unpaid leave due to mandates

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46333

Besides making me angry at how decisive people have become, I have had limited access to
public venues. I couldn’t even watch my grandson play soccer.

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46334

I lost my job though I don't work with vulnerable people. I was not offered any testing option.
My children are very depressed. My mother was dying of cancer at home and family was
scared to visit her so she was very lonely, as were my dad, my partner, my young kids, and
myself with no siblings to help support my parents.

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46335

I am not allowed to be a member of my community. I have been injured. Can not get
exemption, and now may lose my job. Pretty sad situation really.

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46336

Mentally, socially, economically, my family

2/18/2022 9:54 PM
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46337

Lose income health because of mask’s

2/18/2022 9:54 PM

46338

It’s just been a slight necessary inconvience

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46339

Affected my businesses and my family and my mental health.

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46340

Not part of the high risk population, masks are affecting my self esteem, communication and
development of my children.

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46341

I have seen so many people who are depressed

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46342

I am now a second class citizen, not free to travel. My rights are trampled

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46343

Son postponed wedding 2 years in a row.I might not get to go to wedding. Have stomach
cancer and don’t know how much longer I have to wait for mandates to end so they can have
small wedding with vaccinated and unvaccinated there. Hope this is all over in time for me to
see them married.

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46344

Destroyed my family relationships; deprived adult children of post secondary education; work
from home since March 2020; had to identify 3 bodies of family/friends within one year all
alone and no funeral or grieving process allowed.

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46345

Jobs

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46346

I lost my job as a casual I used to work every weekend 3 full 12 hour shifts 36 hrs/wkly but
they say I could transfer covid to the different lodging homes but again I work every weekend
only how does this make sense and also my sister is being treated and considered unvaxxed
because she doesn't have an updated phone or phone plan to download her QR code and
mandates say the paper is not worth the ink it's printed on

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46347

Being segregated and shunned from society is demoralizing. Family and friends don't
understand.

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46348

I have lost faith in the Canadian government and Canadas type of government

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46349

It has separated family, abandoned our seniors and destroyed my job.

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46350

Almost complete loss of faith in the Canadian government.

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46351

Health

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46352

Solitude, Feeling ostracized, talked down to, freedoms As simple as eating out taken away

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46353

I cannot safely be vaccinated but my doctor is terrified to write a medical exemption for fear of
retaliation. My mom lives in the US and almost died in June I was able to provide a negative
covid test and travel to be with her. I can now no longer leave my country or re-enter, or fly
within, not even in the case of an emergency. I should have freedom of choice when it is a
very high possibility the vaccine could harm me or my quality of life and I am now punished for
it with no alternative and treated as if I am just some anti vaxxer, or anti government person. I
am not, I am PRO CHOICE, PRO the way Canada used to be.

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46354

List my job, my friends, and not allowed to go out. You even closed churches- my churches.

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46355

Sister sick from vaccination

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46356

Loss of family and friend contact

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46357

2 years!

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46358

Caused division within my family and friends Segregation

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46359

Has added alot of headache to the point I don't follow most mandates anymore

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46360

When my two year old thinks she needs to wear one in our own house to play, that’s not good
for her, or the fact that when I wear a mask I literally have breathing problems but I don’t when
I don’t wear one so I can’t get a mask exemption, or run my commission business because I
can’t go to markets to show my work

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46361

Too much to type

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46362

Can’t visit out of town family; can’t eat in restaurants or attend any concerts/events

2/18/2022 9:53 PM
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46363

Not too much because I've chosen to not comply

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46364

It has kept us from our family for no reason, I believe Covid is out there but not that big of a
threat , it has cause problems with family and friends

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46365

Not enough space here. I am aware that this goes much deeper than mandates and I am
worried sick for my children and grandchildrens futures.

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46366

In everyday frickin' way.

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46367

My weight and my relationship and mental health

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46368

I've lost alot of work. I'm a widow. I don't have anyone to pay my bills...I do it myself.

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46369

It has separate me from my family and friends, and has closed my ministry with the elderly.

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46370

terribly. it has torn my family apart, nearly lost my job, destroyed my mental & physical health

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46371

So much depression anxiety, division, loneliness not good things

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46372

I have been forced to be distant from my friends and family, workplace mandates have
affected my wage at work majorly, and I along with my family had to watch a family member
pass away alone from the bottom of the hospital over FaceTime....

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46373

It has destroyed my small business

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46374

It has completely taken away my freedom

2/18/2022 9:53 PM

46375

Mandatory vaccine for working. My body my choice didn't count.

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46376

No work unable to go out anywhere no family no friends

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46377

Feeling like a 2nd class citizen. Being discriminated, segregated and isolated from restaurants,
sporting events and venues, stores and other vaccinated passports facilities. This is unjust
and unfair. Let's get back to life!

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46378

Financially, emotionally.

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46379

Lost my job of 5 plus years. Has affected my and my families mental health negatively. Has
taken away my rights as a so called free canadian and restricted what im now allowed to do. It
all need to end now!!

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46380

Terribly. Mandates have affected my mental health, family relationships and my freedom and
right to privacy.

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46381

In all areas of life this was a gross violation and abuse of all our fundamental freedoms and
has caused serious and detrimental long lasting damage - mentally my daughter with a severe
brain injury has deteriorated and my whole family has been blamed, shamed and kept from
seeing our only relatives overseas. This draconian regime has become more oppressive than
the communistic country I came from! All mandates are no less than an absolute atrocity and
those responsible should be held accountable and punished! Totally unacceptable and wilful
abuse of power!

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46382

My business. My family and friends . The vaccine made me very sick and now I have strange
health effects because of it

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46383

I have to work and serve the public but I can’t see my family and friends which isn’t fair

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46384

I lost my job, I have pulled my son from school and am homeschooling a teenager who is
missing out. I have pulled him from sports, I have been harrassed,verbally accosted both
virtually and to my face. I have been threatened and have had pple tell me they hope I or a
member of my family dies, I have like many suffered from. Feelings of overwhelmed and
anxious about what's happening and what has happened. I'm isolated.

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46385

Spending precious time with elderly mom

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46386

My family has fallen apart! Getting divorced, have never had such hardship and about to lose
house. 18 years is in severe depression. This has done more harm than good to more people
than what Covid has done

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46387

Hard

2/18/2022 9:52 PM
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46388

Very little

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46389

Forced vaccine

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46390

Job money

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46391

Did not.

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46392

Limited me to see family and work in an environment where there is an increase in suicide

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46393

Every aspect

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46394

Forced to wear a mask that doesn't prevent anything, judged and discriminated against, loss of
hours from work, increased cost of living, unable to travel. I hate communism.

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46395

Heartbroken how it has devastated and caused division families, church, communities.
Disheartened, discouraged, depressed over how it's hurt many people. It has been destructive
in so many ways!

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46396

Can’t really socialize with family and friends. Increased anxiety in my kids and myself too

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46397

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46398

Luckily my wife & I are strong, however we haven’t been able to see our daughter , son in-law
and grand children, who live in Washington State, and the discrimination for not being
vaccinated. The division created by this PM is disgraceful.

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46399

Loss of income, isolated and caused mental stress

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46400

Its crazy all of them, kids have missed so much seniors the isolation, lost of jobs

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46401

Increased levels of anxiety, fear, anticipation at the thought of need being able to travel abroad
to see loved ones if anything happened to them. Socially isolated, mental health deterioration

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46402

Job threats, coercion and isolation. Mistrust of government, health workers and media

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46403

Lost my job

2/18/2022 9:52 PM

46404

Travel plans with my wife have been cancelled

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46405

Would have lost my job without the jab. Vaccine injury. Loss of family and friends from
divisions. Isolation. No travelling. Increase $ in everything. Family loss jobs. Addictions in
family

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46406

Minimally

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46407

As a senior living very rural, Life has been seriously lone. I stress out, am afraid to go to town,
the doctor, to do anything because the science doesn’t work. It has torn families and friends
apart !!

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46408

Traumatically

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46409

The covid rules have divided my family and we are no longer speaking...

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46410

No comment/ affected my life negatively

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46411

Lost income

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46412

Everything

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46413

Short staffed, and people segregation

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46414

Not being able to travel freely Complications with my Grandmother in the nursing home and her
passing.

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46415

Family members have died alone. It has torn my family apart. Lost jobs and income.

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46416

it hasnt I ignored them

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46417

How has it not?

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46418

Isolation and depression

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46419

Not at all

2/18/2022 9:51 PM
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46420

The same as most Canadians.

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46421

The mandates are unconstitutional and have divided friends and family.

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46422

It is an obvious incrimination of our human rights and it has affected so many aspects of my
every day life. The mandates caused an inability to access the simple every day joys. Human
interaction has been limited for me, financial strain has affected me so deeply. Our economy
and housing situation in Ontario is 28% higher than normal yearly averages prior to the
mandates and for a young adult like myself it is impossible to live sustainably in conditions as
such. My employer have mandates stating if any individual shows a sign of a sinus irritation
(sniffles) it is mandatory unpaid 5 days leave. This is not sustainable and unethical.
Depression, Poverty, Division, Sorrow and Irritation are so much more impacting on our society
than the cold that has a statistically 99.9% recovery rate. It time to move on.

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46423

Missed socialization of my children and the missed school.

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46424

The mandates have ended a promising love music career I worked very hard for. It has pushed
me to the edge of bankruptcy and challenged my mental health. It has made me fanatical in
my pursuit of justice against the perpetrators of this fraud

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46425

Division. And freedom

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46426

It too many ways to write in this tiny little box

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46427

Dramatically

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46428

Divisiveness, lack of travel, costs have tripled, hate my government!!!

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46429

Lost job. Had to refuse job. Mental and physical health declined rapidly. Can't see dying family
member. Can't see family because Can't travel within Canada or drive. Lost any joy.

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46430

Everyone around me, my children's mental health and my work situation. I'm segregated

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46431

Bad

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46432

Created isolation

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46433

So bad, never thought that something like that could happen in Canada.

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46434

Horribly. My kid is depressed. I’ve lost relationships with friend and family

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46435

Very deeply. My mother is in LTC and for months we couldn't see her. And when we finally
could it was 6 feet apart wearing masks and no hugging. Needless to say she went downhill
fast and no longer knew who we were. It was heartbreaking. She will be 90 in a couple of
weeks and i pray we can celebrate this milestone.

2/18/2022 9:51 PM

46436

Some of my friends lost job. I have Ben pushed to get vaccinated. I’m using natural medicine.
All winter don’t have raven running nose. . What about kids ? They getting mental problem .
My coworker kif gst mental problem because school was closed.

2/18/2022 9:50 PM

46437

Loss of job. Loss of friends. Depression

2/18/2022 9:50 PM

46438

Can’t eat in a restaurant, can’t go to the movies! Treated like a leper!

2/18/2022 9:50 PM

46439

I haven’t seen my grandkids in almost 3 years

2/18/2022 9:50 PM

46440

In every aspect of it

2/18/2022 9:50 PM

46441

Unable to travel

2/18/2022 9:50 PM

46442

Lost my job. Depressed. Want to move to another country where these restrictions don't exist.

2/18/2022 9:50 PM

46443

Held my family and I back....

2/18/2022 9:50 PM

46444

I have no life

2/18/2022 9:50 PM

46445

Lots of emotional stress

2/18/2022 9:50 PM

46446

Caused division with friends and families

2/18/2022 9:50 PM

46447

As a retired person, less so than those working. Mandates tend to be inconvenient to the
majority who have been vaccinated, and difficult for those who are not. Those who are not, in

2/18/2022 9:50 PM
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genwral have decided not to be vaccinated for personal belief reasons. Their marginalization is
of their own making.
46448

I’m stuck at home. No restaurant visits. Family is broken.

2/18/2022 9:50 PM

46449

Separation causes division

2/18/2022 9:50 PM

46450

We have felt isolated from community and loved ones.

2/18/2022 9:50 PM

46451

Lost my job, lost my house, and lost my partner, had to move back to Canada from The
Netherlands, and now have anxiety from constant reminders that my Dad died from the flu in
2019. No joke. Tried today to get a mask exemption, and only been granted 3 months.

2/18/2022 9:50 PM

46452

Segregation discrimination death lonely mental health fired from jobs family fear and
disharmony loss of relationships poor health due to not being able to participate in curling
walking tracks kids sports and arenas….. overall the worst two years of our lives due to
mandates!

2/18/2022 9:50 PM

46453

Anxiety, division the feeling if not having any support from the government ect

2/18/2022 9:50 PM

46454

Have to wear a mask everywhere can’t get an operation that you need want me to get a
untested vaccine

2/18/2022 9:50 PM

46455

Rights have been taken away.

2/18/2022 9:50 PM

46456

My husband could lose his job. It's difficult to socialize my young children with continuous
lockdowns. My mental health is suffering and I have anxiety now that I never had before due to
these mandates.

2/18/2022 9:50 PM

46457

Our children have not had a proper education for two years. Our family has endured stress and
anxiety and mental unwellness

2/18/2022 9:50 PM

46458

We are healthy seniors and the things that have kept us healthy have been forbidden, such as
being with family, recreational activities, worship services. The horrific impact on children
cannot be overstated. The fear that has been shilled by media and governments is deplorable

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46459

Family members have died without anyone with them. My kids are missing out on sports. I
was forced to vaccinate or I would loose my job! My health is suffering from the vaccine..

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46460

Depressed and angry

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46461

It has divided our family's and our friends. It has been difficult for my 93 year old mother who
resides in a retirement home. It has divided Canadians!

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46462

Son almost expelled from university. Daughter expelled from college.

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46463

Restrictions wherever one goes. Loosing freedoms that are God-given. Now the government
wants to be "god". How mandates have caused division in family, church community;
everywhere one goes. A lot of stress.

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46464

They have not been based on real science, and proven to be unsuccessful when you consider
all the other damage that has been done to society because of them ... They have caused so
much division.

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46465

Depression, and wanting to slap some common sense into that DICTATOR TRUDEAU

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46466

Job loss, forcing of the unwanted jab, not seeing family and friends, causing segregation

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46467

It has interfered with time spent with my grandchildren. It has also caused my daughter to lose
her job with no pay. It has kept me alienated from some friends because of their beliefs.

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46468

im stacked at home

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46469

Job loss

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46470

Suicide, and depression and lots more.i wants this whole nonsense to in end now.

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46471

It has made me terrified to loose my family and livelihood because I do not consent

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46472

I become an alcoholic,I almost lost my life to my health because of depression from the
alcohol,couldn't make ends meet .

2/18/2022 9:49 PM
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46473

???

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46474

It has taken my freedom away from my Work, children’s sports, can’t watch my children
hockey and figure skating without passports. Team sports for schools mandate children have
to be vaccinated if they want to do sports teams. Dance classes mandate children to be
vaccinated if they are going to dance. These are children and I feel they haven’t done enough
studies to make our children have to be vaccinated. As a parent it is a scary choice we have
to make for our children it should be our choice not the governments. Not Trudeaus. I have my
passport and still got Covid. And previous to my vaccinations I never got sick.

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46475

Depressing

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46476

Depression, loss of job, no finances coming in, daughter very sick from 1 vaxinations,
separation of families, children suffering, people dying cause of loneliness and not getting
surgeries and properly looked after in hospitals, and much, much more.

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46477

I am not vaccinated and it has divided my family.. My body my choice!

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46478

Most of them, but I trusted science,doctors and Bonnie

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46479

Killed family. Caused depression. Caused financial strain. Caused mental health breakdown of
my immediate and extended family and friends.

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46480

Caused 2 classes of people Unemployment Broken families Deaths and sickness

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46481

I was a small indigenous business owner, and since these mandates, I have had to close 80%
of my business and release all my indigenous employees. I lost the majority of my income and
am left to try to survive on a pension. NO I did not qualify for any government help, other then
a loan that I would have to repay without having any way to pay it back!

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46482

Loss of family and friends due to the way the pm has bastardized the unvaxed

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46483

Somewhat

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46484

It has affected me financially; emotionally & mentally. It has ruined relationships with family &
friends.

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46485

I have lost several loved ones and the right to say goodbye. Soon I will have nothing. This is
not my beloved Canada anymore. I do not recognize my birth country. I feel lost, scared,
confused and very angry

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46486

I am a prisoner in my country. I cannot fly, eat in restaurants, go to sporting events - I cannot
live in freedom!

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46487

Cost me my life savings.

2/18/2022 9:49 PM

46488

It’s made life extremely difficult and very stressful!!

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46489

Every aspect, has divided us as a whole, As humans, against each other for no real medical
reason, it is fear mongering propaganda.

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46490

It makes me sick

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46491

Stress, anxiety, hindered my job which requires me to travel.

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46492

We had to find a new place to live through the winter as we couldn’t go south.

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46493

It has affected my children. My daughter has lived half her life and lockdowns. I have been
segregated and my family for our medical choice our personal autonomy. We are in the health
category and age category we’re taking the vaccine does not help at all we are not at risk but
yet a one size fits all approach is the way this has been handled. Hundred percent wrong

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46494

No income for 2 years. Depression, loss of freedom. Discord, discrimination & separation
within the family.

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46495

Travel

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46496

Loss of family funds. Loss of faith in government... Stress

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46497

Divided canadians. Limited my ability to do things with my daughter ie. sports, swimming,
disney on ice

2/18/2022 9:48 PM
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46498

Uncomfortable

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46499

Lonely

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46500

Cannot visit my family on the east coast, must test every 72 hours to keep my job

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46501

took away social interaction, swimming, euchre, going out to restauraunts, divided friends,
more expensive food. general anxiety, stress in the home. few public bathrooms.

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46502

I’m devastated, never in my life have I been ashamed to be a Canadian, until now! “Mr”
Trudeau needs to be removed from office immediately!

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46503

Can visit friends can go anywheres can't go to restaurants

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46504

No freedom

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46505

haven't been able to travel. sucks

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46506

Lost job

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46507

It has taken away our rights and freedoms, divided the country, and physically and mentally
affect all people including death

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46508

my mental health

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46509

Depression, isolation,

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46510

Made it tough on my business and my family. We used to travel every year .

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46511

Travel family separation freedom

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46512

It’s affected my social life, my ability to travel Freely & without limits, affected my childrens
schooling & socialization, affected my buisness immensely. Affected relationships,
friendships, the ability to BREATHE. Freedom of going to the Dr or Hospital, It’s affected
everyone in such a sad and negative way it’s heartbreaking.

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46513

Suppression and division. Missing out on family

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46514

I'm a second class citizen and healthier than the vaxed. I'm called names etc. By the PM. Life
is scary as we have no leadership. It would be so great to have freedom and not privilege for
those who comply with this horrible government

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46515

It has made me more fearful of fellow citizens. I have been lonely, lots of my friends do not
want to socialize. It has made me scared of the future. The federal government is creating
debt that our people will not be able to repay. I'm concerned about my financial future.

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46516

We are seniors and were not able to be with family or friends. Shopping, shortages of certain
items, groceries, vehicles, parts etc. It is difficult when the government puts the fear of leaving
out house. Traveling has been discouraged. Freedom, friends, family and entertainment has
been stolen from us.

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46517

Depression, anxiety, suicidal ideation, increased alcohol consumption, loneliness, exhaustion,
loss of relationship, loss of joy and desire to live

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46518

It has nearly destroyed one of my three children and will take a lot of years to help her

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46519

Extremely negative impact on my family

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46520

Depression, increased anxiety, my children have less exposure to other children due to the
closure of family resource centres, extended family will no longer speak to me

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46521

Ruined

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46522

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46523

My kids can't socialize or go on family vacations. It's agonizing to go anywhere or talk to
anyone sane. Families are being divided by this bullshit. Now innocent people are being
terrorized by the very people sworn to protect them. If this keeps up my family is leaving
Canada!

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46524

Restrictions have made it difficult to see family members, especially those who live in other
provinces (deaths in the family have even occurred in this time, and we were unable to see the

2/18/2022 9:48 PM
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person within the last year of their life). Vaccine mandates have required us to choose between
what we believe to be best for our health, and keeping a job. The vaccine mandate has also
kept us from enjoying many conveniences, such as eating out and attending events. While
these things may not be necessary to live by, we are being discriminated against for our
personal health choices and prevented from enjoying them.
46525

Negatively on every level.

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46526

Everyday living and most of all separation of family and many friends.

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46527

The mandate obliged my weekly confidential in person meetings into a Zoom room that might
be under surveillance by communist Chinese agents. It prevented my visiting my daughter last
summer. It prevented my attending in person congregational prayers and a conference..

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46528

Person health income and my mental health

2/18/2022 9:48 PM

46529

Mental health challenges for everyone we know

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46530

I used to think we lived in a free country where we could share our opinions and come and go
as we please...... I miss that!

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46531

Huge

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46532

Cannot travel

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46533

it was kept me from visiting family in the usa

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46534

Not much

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46535

It's more the children that have been affected. However, I should not be told what goes in my
body. Our government always say they follow the science yet they will not answer to direct
studies saying otherwise.

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46536

Restricted movement in home town. Restricted travel.Restricted attendance to family
functions, weddings, concerts, leisure activities such as swimming, exercising , library ,
grandchildren activities such as hockey , bike racing etc.

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46537

2 years of miserable life ,with absolutely no freedom.

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46538

Physically socially emotionally financially.

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46539

Marriage is done. Mental health has seriously declined. Special Needs Son can't handle much
more.

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46540

Increased anxiety, lack of physical contact with loved ones, isolation, depression, increased
concern for personal safety.

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46541

Shut down normal life, socializing, attending events, so many things people need to do
together for mental, emotional, physical, and spiritual wellbeing. Created discrimination from
rights granted under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46542

Mental illness

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46543

We have become a society that no longer operates on rights and freedoms but one where
everything requires permission . Moreover the mandates have pitted Canadians against one
another

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46544

Exclusion from society, segregation, loss of job

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46545

In every way possible

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46546

Left my teaching job in opposition to mandatory masking. Personal depression. Anxiety for
young children who are masked.

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46547

Scared / Lonely / Depressed

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46548

I need both a knee and hip replacement and I haven't been able to go to the knee and hip
replacement clinic as yet to even go on a waiting list for the surgery do to covid.

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46549

Lost My job unable to work due to vaccines.

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46550

Ok

2/18/2022 9:47 PM
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46551

I’m a prisoner

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46552

Currently on an illegal leave from my job since November

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46553

Job has been effected negatively

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46554

Very negatively, my husband and my son were mandated to take the vaccines. It has caused
division between family and friends. We have been unable to travel.

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46555

Have friends commit suicide

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46556

Loss of finances, loss of family and friends, relationships, social interactions, depression.

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46557

Stress me out .They said I had it .must of had it 20 yrs ago too if that's the case

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46558

Ruined

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46559

Lost clients at work due to vaccine mandates, workplace discrimination and discrimination at
school, severe facial dermatitis due to wearing masks sometimes more than 10 hours per day

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46560

It has shown me that the voting system is rigged

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46561

Ruined my business, networking, trade shows, concerts, no more dining out, no more travel.
This greatly affected my entire life.

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46562

have not been working in the office, kids have been in and out of school, sports have been
significantly disturbed, having access to my fridge 24/7 has hurt my waistline

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46563

Quiet days at work. Missing friends and family

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46564

Mentally health, depression

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46565

So much unnecessary death, job loss, our kids mental health and well being! It’s complete
chaos and insanity and non of it has been necessary! Crimes against humanity have been
committed and justice needs to be served!

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46566

I have been bullied, oppressed, assaulted verbally and physically by those who are strict with
the government mandates. I have been shamed by others snd contintue to be shamed for my
choice. I have to remain silent when in the work place and can not express myself or my
beliefs as they do not follow status quo. I have been experiencing an extreme decline in my
mental wellbeing. I am my dying father's legal medical representative and i can not go to see
him at his residence due to the mandates. My father is lonely and needs me. I have
experienced soo much division among friends and family. The list goes on and on. This needs
to stop. Perfectly healthy mentall stable people are not that way anymore. Please end this.

2/18/2022 9:47 PM

46567

I don't like to be controled

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46568

I am isolated and depressed. And I have been shunned by many friends’.

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46569

Ruining my kids

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46570

Job loss, mental health

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46571

Horribly

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46572

Immensely!!

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46573

Reduced income due to restrictions and access

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46574

I am depressed and I don’t feel safe with Justin t as my prime minister. I have worked 2 jobs
thru the pandemic and never have I got Covid and I’m treated like garbage because our prime
minister has taught people that!!!

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46575

Friends and family members have suffered greatly from mental health due to the mandates.
My sister attempted suicide and her 13 year old daughter is also expressing suicidal thoughts.
The lack of social interaction has been deeply troubling and small business everywhere has
been struggling and far to often failing to continue business

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46576

Lost my job, can't have needed surgery, can't visit my 84 year old mother cause the media has
got her terrified. Could not pay last respects to friends and family that have past away. And
much much more.

2/18/2022 9:46 PM
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46577

Can’t do anything without having to prove that i have gotten an Experimental drug.

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46578

It has caused a decline in mental health - I lived 26 years in a communist regime and the
mandates made me relieve those terrible traumatic times. I can barely hang on actually I am
terrified Canada will turn into a communist dictatorship.

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46579

I have not been able to see my family. Lost work. Division unnecessary…

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46580

I’ve been trying to have more of a social life, get out more. Then the restrictions started. I
couldn’t go out. Places to go shut down and so there was nothing to do. Sure things started to
open but only to those who were vaxed. I chose not too because I was in the low risk category.
I can’t go to movies or events. You feel alone at times. I just want life back to normal

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46581

Restricted my ability to live my life freely and as I choose

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46582

Not much.

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46583

It has divided my family because of the fear campaign. Three of my sisters won't talk to me
because I am unvaccinated. I have been not allowed to engage in many leisure activities that I
used to before the mandates.

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46584

I’m not allowed to go to restaurants because not announcing by vaccination status. Not
allowed to go to gyms. I can’t breathe well with masks on

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46585

Killed our business, a loss of a sister to suicide, caused much divisions and fear among the
people around me

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46586

It’s whole agenda is evil. They withheld effective treatment and these mandates that were
never about our health. Our leaders will be tried for crimes against humanity!

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46587

Child care

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46588

Finding out how corrupt our politicians are

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46589

Way too much to list, a few are division in family and friends, knowing the truth and being lied
to about it by the government and main stream media. Frustration that the prime minister has
not been investigated, arrested, charged and jailed for his endless list of crimes. Along with
their partners and parties associated with these elites. Many sleepless nights worrying how
much worse things are going to get with this tyrannical, communist government in charge. Not
to mention its impossible to afford basic necessities of life.

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46590

Want it to be like it was before that clown got in

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46591

It has affected every aspect. Work, family and school. It needs to stop!!!

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46592

My mental health

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46593

My constitution and freedoms are not being honored. Trudeau has overreached by
implementing illegal and arbitrary rules, provincial government has been discriminating for 6
months. The science is not supporting their rules and they are too proud to admit they were
wrong. Shameful.

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46594

Breeched my freedoms

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46595

Ruined it

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46596

Caused division in family and friends. Made me feel like a second class citizen. Caused
severe depression.

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46597

My mental health has suffered and my physical health. As I have asthma and mask wearing
has exacerbated this

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46598

It has affected my business and my personal life. Business wise having to stay on top of the
”rules” with sanitizing, limited customers in the shop has affected sales. Personally the lack of
socializing has mentally affected me also. It has caused me to be depressed and anxious.

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46599

Made life difficult, caused fear and division. Caused confusion. Caused family division . It's no
body's business to know what my health or vaccination status is.

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46600

My job has suffered as we are in the restaurant industry, we have lost several customers as
they have closed their businesses.

2/18/2022 9:46 PM
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46601

I am on mat leave, but i likely will be unable to return to my job in healthcare next fall due to
vaccine policy. The stress of worrying about my husbands job has been taxing as well. So far
his job has been unaffected. It has been heartbreaking to explain to my children that we cannot
go to the museums and librarys, or out for a birthday dinner. There has been a lot of stress
within our extended family. Particularly the relationship with my parents has become very
strained concerning our health choices. Lots of general anxiety, especially around last fall
when our prime minister was making public appearances in which he was expressing hate
speech against the unvaccinated. I worry about the precedent that is being set for the loss of
our medical choice autonomy in Canada. I would be fearful to live in a country wherein
canadians will be beholden by coercion or force to partake in whatever latest medical
prophylactic cashcows that the pharmaceutical companies come out with.

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46602

Stress, children unhealthy. Tired of the lies

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46603

I’m about to loose my job as an optician in BC My profession is not mandated in other
provinces.

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46604

Very negatively

2/18/2022 9:46 PM

46605

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46606

Affecting my marriage and family relationships. It’s also destroyed friendships

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46607

Very negatively, life will never be the same

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46608

In every negative way possible and my special needs child as well. There is enough room on
here to point out all the ways these tyrannical fake mandates have very much negatively
affected our lives!! Corrupt governments bowing down to the satanic WEF leaders needs to be
stopped. They ALL need to be stopped!

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46609

Has me feeling stupid wearing a mask that dous nothing to protect against covid. And those
useless tests and I believe there's more on the end of those q tips then just being sterilised.

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46610

I my kids are suffering.

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46611

My husband can not work. My son who graduated high school couldn't go to college or get a
job even. He wants to work in construction, which is very needed in Ontario. My kids have a
hard time breathing at school. I am fed up with discrimination.

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46612

Air travel to help out and love my grandchildren not allowed, doing Zoom for little tykes singing
sessions instead of live, I find masks for young children to be reprehensible. My business has
lost money and with inflation, I can't make ends meet.

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46613

To many ways to list 😢

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46614

I’ve lost my job. I’m going into debt just trying to survive. I can’t visit my family. I’ve lost many
friends. I no longer enjoy life.

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46615

all

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46616

Yes

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46617

Lost my job and broke my retirement.

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46618

Very negatively

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46619

Isolation

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46620

Stopped me from going to school

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46621

I have lost 50% of my income in the small business or more I have to take a rapid test every
48 hours to hold my job as a healthcare aide last year I was a hero and now people call me
murderers of grandmothers there’s division among my family I had Guillian barré at the age of
17 and I was very sick and hospitalized I do not take the flu shot and I do not react well to
shots I cannot go to restaurants birthday parties I cannot take the kids bowling mini golf or
swimming I cannot go see sports or dance recitals I cannot go to weddings socials or any
indoor events I am single and isolated at home I am holding strong but I think I am becoming
depressed I cannot travel I have not seen my mother in two years because she lives in Alberta
and I cannot afford to quarantine for 14 days on each side. You are more than welcome to
share my story. I am heartbroken for the division it is caused and this is unnecessary. I
respect my government I am a good tax paying citizen my livelihood has been diminished my

2/18/2022 9:45 PM
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social life has been diminished my business has been diminished I have had Covid twice and I
have survived I do not think this is an emergency to lock up our grandmothers in the nursing
homes and not let them have their family in and to make them pick two children to designated
people is horrific and we will pay for this and think back at this 20 years from now I cannot
believe this happened. I am so torn turning people away at my nursing home so many people
are dying alone and it is not fair. Children’s papa died on Friday we were unable to visit in the
hospital we had a visit through a window my mother-in-law died last year and I had to visit her
through a window there’s nothing fair about that these people would like to die hugging their
loved ones not locked up. Absolutely we need to end this now and reunite as a country I
wanna be proud to be a Canadian I love Canada I love Manitoba and I love all people and I
think the truckers this is the first time in two years that I felt really like a Canadian and
something to be proud of. Please and mandate please
46622

Loss of employment and all of my savings. Loss of family members with absolutely no reason

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46623

Can’t go to restaurants, bars, gyms, can’t in a mall food court without a vax pass, but yet I can
shop without one. Can’t go to school when my son is sick. Can’t go see my family if I just had
a cold. Can’t go anywhere without being asked about my person health choices.

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46624

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46625

A fair bit, I can not socialize or work like I used to.

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46626

People have lost respect for their Neighbor, some restrictions like masks while shopping have
caused people to go ballistic and lack of respect for the next person is not considered. Too
many people only think the world evolves around themselves and it is frustrating when a small
thing is for the good of everyone

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46627

I was not allowed to be beside my dying mother’s beside, I was not allowed to have my own
adult children i my home, I was not allowed in my gym, rec-center , a restaurant, to pickup my
packages at my mailbox, severe depression and loneliness. I started smoking and I’m 58
years old. It has caused huge strife and division in my family. My 2 year old grandson cannot
go to his swimming lessons. My 20 year old son university student has had to study online for
3 semesters, losing ground and hands on skills. My husband is drinking too much. I can’t even
go on an aircraft, let alone go on a holiday. I could go on and on, but these mandates are killing
our society

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46628

Stress , a lot of stress . Family problems . Pain.

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46629

Cant cross border to see my family. My kids are suffering.

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46630

All of the mandates affected not just my life but my family and friends and many people I
know!

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46631

Yes

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46632

Mental health declined drastically with myself, my kids. Kids falling behind in school.
Segregated friends and family. Lost loved ones that we couldn't see before they passed. The
list is tooooo long to even write

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46633

It is time to have some normalcy again. I have health issues and vaccinated x3 but that was
my choice. I think it’s time to let people make the choice.

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46634

It's all BS

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46635

It has taken away the freedoms and rights that I wish for my children to grow and love

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46636

Mental health

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46637

Loss of income. Mental health. Families disrupted.

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46638

I lost my opportunity to go to college this year and my job due to the vaccine mandate

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46639

I am not allowed to go anywhere indoors besides the grocery store because I will not take the
vaccine. Also a huge division from friends and family which is heartbreaking.

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46640

Same as everyone else.

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46641

Depression, out of physical shape ,

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46642

As a second class citizen, who can't leave the country, can't bring my child to thr pool, can't

2/18/2022 9:45 PM
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eat in a restaurant, just because I refuse to be a science experiment for Pfizer and Moderna,
what hasn't it affected?
46643

Travel, socially, divided families and friends, work, financially, mentally, emotionally, kids’ and
grandkids are suffering etc etc etc

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46644

I can’t do anything

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46645

I have not been hugely affected like so many

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46646

None of this makes sense not seeing love ones. Masks don’t work. Wrong government
protocols

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46647

Hearing and watching all the divisiveness has been hard and I think for everyone regardless of
beliefs

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46648

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:45 PM

46649

Put stress on family,friends,on our health

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46650

Horrible, family division, financial impact, can't travel out of my own country. It's like I'm living
in a communist dream

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46651

I was forced to take a vaccine I don't believe in just to keep my job. I've had side affects from
the second dose and am now going through multiple tests to see what's wrong.

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46652

We have lost two family members to suicide. Both young men in their early 30’s. Devastating.

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46653

Not well

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46654

Loneliness and isolation

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46655

depression skyrocketed, friendships gone, family relationships altered forever, my kids not
getting proper socialization or interaction with peers, not to mention not knowing their extended
family. So many precious moments, ruined.

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46656

I have coworkers unable to work due to choice not to get vaccinated. I would not have gotten
vaccinated but forced to to keep job. Have had side effects because of vaccines…

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46657

Anger, depression, job loss, anxiety, loss of faith in government

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46658

I have lost my career, I can’t watch my grandchildren play sports, no entry to restaurants,
theatres etc…..it has been heartbreaking.

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46659

Not at all

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46660

I feel more safe and secure. It's less to worry about and not a big ask either.

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46661

Isolation, depression, watching my grandchildren struggle with the meaning of life, hope for the
future removed from all family members, our voices as Canadians completely ignored

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46662

A huge impact to my business, my career, and I’m a mental health clinician that’s seeing very
upset and in some cases distraught clients.

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46663

Division between family and friends. I have been mentally affected with this. I cry a lot
because I am broken.

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46664

The cognitive dissonance has caused friendships to end and made intelligent conversation
very difficult. It has been traumatizing for children and the elderly. It has prevented me from
sharing my work with the community and made it stressful to live and access services
comfortably. It has stigmatized those of us who trust natural immunity and has created
prejudice and division. It has destroyed public trust with those in authority including going to a
doctor when I needed to. It has made law enforcement abusive and tyrannical. It has made the
truth confusing and one-sided.

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46665

Lost job ,lost income, extensive sociological damage.

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46666

In every aspect of my life

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46667

Loss of work. Not being able to watch my childs sports. Liss of friends. Loss of family.
Depression..anxiety...sadness

2/18/2022 9:44 PM
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46668

Not allowed to travel for work in Vancouver or Switzerland. Not allowed to move about freely or
to eat in a restaurant or to go into a building without wearing something over my face that
doesn't do anything to stop a virus from moving spreading. getting into arguments with my kids
because they believe all the lies they are being taught about the virus' severity and not
understanding the real science behind any of the orders.Having my kids get a vaccine in order
to play football and potentially have serious side-effects because of the myocarditis risk in
young athletic boys. Not able to have the feeling of freedom in a country such as Canada. The
worst is being lied to and made to feel like our own bodies don't have the intelligence to protect
ourselves especially when all of my life I have worked hard to keep myself healthy and take
responsibility for my fate and actions.

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46669

The implementations of the restrictions and mandates brought to me by covid 19 have caused
irreparable damage, hardships, financial loss, bad client relations, And a complete end To my
business as a wedding photographer. I had 14 weddings bookedfor the duration of 2020, 2021
and 2022. All of which were canceled, All of them have previously paid a retainer to secure
their date of matrimony and my services as both a photographer and entertainment using my dj
services and photobooth. All of my clients were forced to cancel their plans and every one of
them also wanted their retainer back. I was still booking For the year of 2020 and 2021 and
2022 and I had received one single single booking in that time. I feel our government owes me
a complete reimbursement For both of those years and the up and coming year. Also
something to coincide with the amount of stress that was brought to me and my entire family.
Money cannot fix this.

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46670

I am unemployed. And I have been excluded by society. And we’ve taught each other to
overstep our boundaries and be disrespectful to one another. We need a platform where all
nuances and complexities need to be discussed openly. I want scientific debate happening
transparency. And calling out the corruption.

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46671

Spouse lost her job, losing touch with family and friends

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46672

Negatively in all ways

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46673

I didn’t want the vaccine but needed to keep my job, can’t visit my ailing father, it has put a
wedge between some friends, loss of lifestyle, now I have this vaccine in my body that I can’t
undo, if it proves to be dangerous or unhealthy it’s too late

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46674

Relationships with family and friends. My kids Social Development.

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46675

Have to choose between buying food and going to work (paying for tests). Not exaggerated.
Essential employees should never had to face such a choice.

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46676

Terribly.

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46677

Negatively impacted physical and mental health

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46678

We had deadly viruses before and we never needed vacation proof too eat and go in
places...example ebola,h1n1,swine flu,,ect

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46679

Vaccine injury in a loved one and emotionally

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46680

Severely.

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46681

Loss of income, reduced hours. Fearful that I will lose my job as I don't want the experimental
jab. Have lost friends and family because of the lunacy

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46682

Psychologically, socially segregated, mask made me ill, depression, makes me want to leave
country, caused family separation, the stress caused adult kids divorce causing much trauma
to whole family. Financial etc.

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46683

loss of income, loss of freedom, family strains, friendships lost

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46684

Job loss, children’s livelihoods destroyed, discrimination, segregation, OUR HUMAN RIGHTS
AND FREEDOMS HAVE BEEN VIOLATED

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46685

Forced me to make a decision of loosing my job or providing for my family. Horrible to be
forced, feel worse since vaccine was fine for 2 years

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46686

Ruined it stressed me daily

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46687

I have been unable to attend movies or concerts, go to restaurants or travel because I've

2/18/2022 9:44 PM
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chosen not take the vaccine.
46688

Divided the family

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46689

Everything

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46690

I’ve lost my job, had a hard time finding a new one(took nearly 3 years). My children’s mental
health has drastically depleted. Their education has suffered tremendously. No family
vacations. Sports and activities have been taken from us as previously to Covid we enjoyed
playing. Close family such as our parents have stayed away and haven’t felt their affection
such as hugs or close gatherings/ togetherness. This has effected my own personal mental
health in one way or another. Personal health has taken a turn for the worst as we can’t be
seen physically by our own family doctor ; they’re only taking over the phone appointments
due to Covid protocols. My husband and I are both current with our Covid shot(s). As a Ontario
/ Canadian citizen regardless of our stance - these mandates are NOT universal. They are
prejudiced, they are non-inclusive, they are unjust. For those reasons and so many more these
mandates MUST END! NOW!

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46691

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46692

Immensely. Loss of freedoms and choice, alienation, discrimination, Mental health issues, kids
unable to participate in sports.

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46693

Mentally I am tired

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46694

kept me safe

2/18/2022 9:44 PM

46695

Lost or revenu, division un family members, isolation

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46696

I feel like I’m always be judged. Scared to voice my opinion. Very depressed

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46697

Do not believe the media or our government

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46698

It has not stopped the virus has it?

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46699

I cannot get a job anymore because of the mandates

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46700

Killed my parents, divided family, son lost job, daughter lost their home with 3 Small children.
Uncle died after the 3rd shot. We are in the process destroying Canada. Lost trust in
government and medical system.

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46701

Reduced numbers on outdoor funerals. I was only allowed 150 to my 14 year old daughters
funeral. She was a diagnosed with epilepsy 12 days before the lockdown. We weee cut off
from family and friends and had no support at all. We were given such poor care and guidance
I believe led to her depressive and angry state after her diagnosis. Not being able to see her
friends, and then not listening the guidelines we gave her, I believe contributed to her death.
EMS took 40 mins to arrive at my home then took extra time to put on Covid gowns and
masks. My husband had been doing cpr on her for the entire duration. Masks at work caused
breakouts in my face for months. Not able to see my students faces and smile at them.
Mental I’ll was had intensified.

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46702

We missed so many life milestones due to restrictions that we just can’t get back. Kids
missed their friends, grandparents, teachers, and also behind in school. Not to mention other
health services being delayed-I have a son who was born hoh and still hasn’t seen his ENT.
Being told “2 weeks” to flatten the curve every other week with no end in sight, no tentative
plan to get back to normal was hard mentally. Mandates ripping families apart, dividing the
country instead of uniting to fight this virus. I am ashamed of the ndp party for backing the
liberals and I’m ashamed of what the prime minister has done to this great and beautiful
country and its people.

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46703

I struggle with my mental health on a daily basis because of the extended isolation. Things I
enjoyed doing I no longer want to do because I hate being in public having to wear a mask.

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46704

I can’t see my mom in the nursing home

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46705

I am vaccinated and still feel I cannot do everyday life things as before. Ex. Gym. Now it's
available only after i became vaccinated. Even when I was vaccinated it shut down.

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46706

Mentally

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46707

Mask mandates have had negative impacts on my kids (discomfort, frustration, trouble

2/18/2022 9:43 PM
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communicating). Mask mandates have made it difficult at work (trouble communicating with
patients, daily headaches, perception of feeling short of breath with exertion or with talking, not
drinking enough water, discomfort from the masks/earbands) Vaccine mandates have made
me feel coerced regarding medical decisions, resentful about the coercion. It also makes it
difficult as more people have loss of trust in the health care system/public health, and
increased resistance to other vaccinations that we'd give out for injuries (eg Tetanus booster).
Restrictions on gatherings have resulted in periods of depression. Vaccine mandates have led
my brother to lose his job despite not working with the public. Mandates have broken my trust
in government, the media, and in our experts.
46708

Own restaurant lost our business

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46709

I have lost my freedom to participate in normal society, especially being able to exercise at my
local rec centre; an activity that benefits me physically and mentally. I have been barred from
travelling or attending the funerals of loved ones. Most significantly, I have been terminated
from my job as an acute care nurse due to my not wanting to participate in the covid drug trial.
I have now lost my livelihood because of the mandates. The emotional and mental health
implications of these mandates have proven to be insurmountable.

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46710

Made me very emotional and angry

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46711

I lost my job because of the vaccine mandate

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46712

I have been on the internet doing too much research . Time, well...spent.

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46713

The mandates have isolated my self and my son from family and friends. And ostricized us by
not being allowed to do extra curricular activities or even be able to give my son a birthday
party. The mandates are ridiculous and have created so much divide between family and
friends and Canadians as a whole. All mandates should be lifted as soon as possible.

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46714

Loss job

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46715

Which mandate do you mean? I think we need caution still

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46716

Meet with friends and family, eating out. Reduced work, tired of the government using this to
push their own bullshit lies.

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46717

Took away my chartered rights

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46718

Tremendously

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46719

Hasn't aside from small inconvenience

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46720

Mental health

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46721

It inhibits my relationships

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46722

Destroyed my children’s childhood experience over past years

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46723

Financially

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46724

Reduced income, limited job options, lots of social circle, detrimental to health, and division
among family and friends.

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46725

has not allowed my family to go into certain buildings, my kids havnt been able to enjoy public
swimming pools, skating rinks, play places etc. worshiping in church with masks/ reduced
capacity is not how we are called to worship. and there is a lot of fear for what our future holds
with Justin Trudeau as prime minister

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46726

My kids education, my friendships, my work, my families mental health...

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46727

My kids must wear makes all the time at school the haven't been able to participate in after
school activity the can't see their grandparents and we haven't been able to participate in much
of the things we used to be able and made me feel singled out and discriminated against

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46728

Unable to visit friends. Cannot use the bathroom at places I deliver or pick up at.

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46729

My son has tried to kill himself twice. My anxiety has come back from having no control of my
body and being forced to have the shot to see my son in hospital . Financially because if you
want to work you have no choice for bodily atonomy. I have no faith in my freedom and
country. I'm afraid to live in Canada

2/18/2022 9:43 PM
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46730

Hardship

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46731

It has caused a decline in my health and in the well being of my grandkids. It has caused
division in my fAmliy and I have lost friends

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46732

Isolations, lost of work, unable to pay bills

2/18/2022 9:43 PM

46733

Mandates are man centred and drives division in citizens. Love builds up and division breaks
down. Canadians are here for one another always. Stop these unnecessary rules ❤️And let’s
all live and promote Gods love to each other.

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46734

Can't really go anywhere or do anything

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46735

Stress, depression, job loss, anger, anxiety

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46736

It has hurt friends and family mentally has scared some and they don’t want to be around
anyone because of the fake new and the fake science that Justin Trudeau has pushed this
needs to end now the people need to be Freedom from this oppression

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46737

Not effected.

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46738

Poorly, there is so much unprocessed and unacknowledged grief in our communities.

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46739

Being a RN of 20 years I am on a involuntary Leave of absence from my job in the hospital
which I have been dedicated to for 20 plus years including my schooling. The moral of the
health care system is horrible and patients are NOT a getting the best care possible due to
staffing shortages implemented by Alberta Health Services for any health care worker not
wanting the Covid 19 vaccine due to the mandate. People that are trying to have their
Freedoms not taken away are being punished and twofold the healthcare system is failing.

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46740

In every way

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46741

3 family members lost their job! 2fam members got kicked out of vile tree fire fighting! One
fam. Member grew a lump from the mask in his throat!!

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46742

everything in my life

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46743

It just proves how incompetent our elected officials are.

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46744

Feel like a lepar. Family division. Will not ever be the same. Total distrust of the government
and media.

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46745

Division between family friends and church very discouraging and knowing the only reasons for
all that is so other people can fill their bank accounts

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46746

Was forced into the jab to be able to finish my schooling

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46747

No allowed to meet with fiends and family and travel freely

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46748

Lost my job. My teens lost their sports. Suffering from depression as a result.

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46749

Family division. Immensely and devastatingly

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46750

I lost my job as a registered nurse of 30+ years.

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46751

Limited contact with family, friends and community support.

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46752

Job lost

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46753

My bro died cause of Covid suicide!!!!

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46754

I have been unable to travel, I have been very saddened that my brother was not able to come
from USA when my dad passed away. I was unable to be by my dads side when he passed
and we were unable to have a proper funeral service for him. We have missed out on some
social activities as well because of these mandates and live our life to the dullest and with
Canadian freedom.

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46755

Made life pure hell

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46756

Ruined my business. Created anger and division amongst friends and family.

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46757

I am fully vaccinated and I abhor the mandates!

2/18/2022 9:42 PM
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46758

In every way unbelievable how stupid that question is 🙄

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46759

lost work. everything i do and need was affected of course which affects everyone !

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46760

Killed my business, caused extreme anxiety for all my family & extended family.

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46761

Horribly

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46762

Not being to do things that I have I right to do as a Canadian citizen has effected every part of
being a free Canadian

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46763

Suspended my livley hood

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46764

Wrecked small business and hospitality industry

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46765

Ruined

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46766

What life?

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46767

My children have been affected the most by losing social skills and sports

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46768

I have lost my job of 13 years, my family and friends. I have a new job I’m terrified of losing. I
feel Psychologically abused and feel I will never be the same person I was before

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46769

Suicidal comes to mind

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46770

Too restricted on every level Hate it all Doubt any of the information being provided to the
general populous

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46771

Separation from friends and family. Loss of trust with government as a whole

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46772

It has affected my mental health and my family

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46773

It has taken away all of my rights and freedom. It has destroyed my means of earning an
income. But mostly, it has oleo my eyes to just how evil the Canadian liberals are and the Son
of Satan who calls himself prime minister. It has destroyed everything good in Canada

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46774

Blocked me from Theaters, Gyms and restaurants Restricted my travel. Stopped my elderly
uncle from being able to visit from Australia for 3years now. Prevented my daughter from
playing basketball on a school team. Divided family and friends over differing opinions and
even bans on unvaxed parents attending their wedding before the mandates were in place. Its
all been way over the top. Mandates were not needed with this mostky mild virus and the vax
pass is a breach of our rights.

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46775

crushed all business so totally broke ...dont like communism

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46776

Frustrating Loss of work Complications of work Rapid rise in cost of living Rapid rise in cost of
operation Economy was showing signs of struggling prior as well, now it’s reeling. Division
Loss of trust. It has cemented for me the extent of political corruption, that link to media which
I will never trust due to what I’ve seen it do with the freedom convoy in terms of cheap weak
minded villainization tactics and etc. I no longer fully believe in a whole Canada. It is not
currently making political, legal, nor operational sense. This I expect will grow due to the
smaller picture people are experiencing in modern day. City does not understand country and
rural, nor country blend with city. Centralization is weakening us more than we realize, despite
financial benefits… centralization is creating vastly conflicting city economy’s while country
sides seem to be struggling especially as city economy start to affect and displace country
folk. We are being handed down costs continually at the bottom, to a point where one can’t see
a way out, can see change but can’t train and adapt for change. Mandates have conflagrated
money challenges for most of us. While we watched a national deficit grow under liberal
authority rule, we watched those who never really work much of at all collect free money while
many of us toiled on where we could to avoid money that put Canadians backwards. We were
already in a position where we watch people live for not working… I believe everyone has a
purpose, but so many cannot find a way to realize themselves in today’s system. If this
doesn’t change we will break as a whole. We are breaking. This last two yrs of mandates and
etc has made me realize my debts do not matter. If government will not manage our collective
debt…. Why should I give a darn. One must lead by example, and the example is if your
wealthy stay that way by ie; surfing on a poor bastards dollar.

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46777

Loss of freedom, anxiety, stress

2/18/2022 9:42 PM

46778

It brought out the worse in people

2/18/2022 9:42 PM
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46779

Because of the vaccine mandate we will never be able to leave the country or take a flight, we
no longer eat in restaurants, if this continues our children won't be able to attend post
secondary education of their choosing and employment opportunities will be few. Because of
the mandates our futures are uncertain and we never know what restrictions will be placed on
our lives next.

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46780

They have effected me and my family in many ways. Mentally, loss of jobs, inability to
complete schooling, and the destress of feeling like our country doesn't want us anymore just
based on personal medical decisions.

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46781

It puts me in complete turmoil, at work get the shot or test and get charged for them when
everyone else gets them for free. I can’t afford to quit, I would be losing 16 years of seniority
and health benefits for my family and o can’t afford to lose any income. It breaks my heart that
my children have to live in constant fear and that’s what is happening.

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46782

Isolation, loss of friends &family

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46783

This mandate has put my family in fear of the world and myself do to my choices. It has
separated families and friends for the ego of agenda 2030. Humans are becoming even more
unhealthy breathing fibers that have bencome a breading ground for more viruses, due to the
bacteria from our mouths. Has killed many citizens, took cancer patients out from remission
and back to step one. When the fda sadly silences a cure for cancer. Because wed become
healthy , theyd lose money. Murders. These mandates have taught me the very many ways
the system is broken. With evidence to prove it. The mandates affected the way i view the
people in power, and how they pay, treaten or false diagnose those who have tried to speak
against the criminal actions behind the doors of entertainment.

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46784

I lost my opportunity to go to college this year and lost my job as a lifeguard/swimming
instructor due to the vaccine mandate

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46785

since I already have lung problems appreciate that others also have to wear masks, get
vaccinated and keep their distance.

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46786

I cannot attend the church I am a member of, my immediate family as well as my extended
family are divided, I live in fear of losing my job, many friends have judged and ostracized me
and my family, my freedom of mobility no longer exists, etc. etc. etc.

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46787

I am medically exempt so I can not do anything, I feel like I am in jail and when retired, that is
not what one should feel in a free country.

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46788

Terribly

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46789

The mandates have made my children suffer. We have been homeschooling with less
opportunity for group activity and socialization. I have personally felt on the verge of a
breakdown several times. The mandates were too severe for too long with little to no benefit.
The side effects from the mandates were worse than the virus and we will be dealing with the
wide psychosis of fear for a long time to come. The government was so narrowly focused, they
couldn't even get around to acknowledging natural immunity. Even my province bought into the
"everyone must be vaccinated", a drive to get the numbers up, and punishment for those who
did not comply. Absolutely shameful.

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46790

Visitations

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46791

We’ve moved in last 8 months and it’s almost impossible to meet new people.Very restricting

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46792

Restricted everything and cost me my job and family

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46793

I was terminated, on account I choose not to get the jab or to do testing.

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46794

It actually has made me and wife depressed and affected our relationship big time. Everything
needs to go back to normal asap

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46795

Can’t Go To Church, Restaurant And Family Times

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46796

Isolated for two years. Friends have abandoned me. Not allowed to play any sports (the things
that keep me healthy).

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46797

Travel Seeing family

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46798

My job ended so I have no income, my elderly mother was isolated and her quality of life was

2/18/2022 9:41 PM
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shortened needlessly, my mentally ill brother living in a group home fled from it due to several
suicides of fellow residents, my father in law has been separated from his wife in the care
home because of rules and my mother's husband has also suffered isolation and health
decline. Etc.
46799

Because of these mandates which pushed us into states of isolation, devision between my
family members, meaning I was not allowed to see my mom, before she died, and I was not
allowed to go to her (outdoor) funeral, and being told , "I hope you get covid and die," has been
very hard to deal with.

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46800

I miss my friends but I’m happy to keep my family safe.

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46801

Job, child's activities, mental health, family division

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46802

I’m every way. Fuck Horgan. Fuck Bonnie Henry and the biggest get fucked of them all goes
to the worthless speck of shit leading our country justin Trudeau! And what he is doing now is
beyond horrible. Sending the rcmp in to the protestors. Arresting innocent Canadians. Having
them trampled by rcmp horses. He should be beaten and thrown out of this country.

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46803

Life?

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46804

It’s affected my life in all sorts of ways. Studies show its hasn’t affected the transmission of
covid

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46805

Divisive

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46806

Divided my family

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46807

Omg where to start ! This has been handled poorly from the start ! The only focus has been on
the virus . Not mental health or any other related issues ! This tyranny needs to end ! It has
been mismanaged from the beginning! Corrupt !!!!!!

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46808

Financially, emotionally,mentally, lost trust in people in authority..government,
doctors,police,msm etc....

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46809

Depressed

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46810

My medical situation is life changing

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46811

Lost my job

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46812

It has affected my work, social and family life, ability to travel ...

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46813

Family divided, heartbroken that all of my children and grandchildren are vaccinated, they will
not be around me because I am not vaccinated, resist the masks, prohibited from attending
funerals and church for months, cannot visit elderly in seniors’ residences.

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46814

Social contact and job wise have been affected

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46815

As someone who can't be vaccinated due to longterm adverse reactions from all drugs I have
taken in the last decade, it has been very challenging being completely excluded from society
for the last six months.

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46816

Made me have to use my savings to survive as I felt that there should of been zero price
increase on everything during this pandemic

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46817

Work Eating on the road sucks can’t get into restaurants

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46818

In no way.

2/18/2022 9:41 PM

46819

I lost my bussness because of all. Mandate that put on us and i would like to have my
freedom back for me and my family i am tierd of lies

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46820

Extreme division over an in effective vaccine designed for a very non-deadly virus.

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46821

Contemplated suicide, Lost my job, some family members and friends have disassociated
themselves due to different views.

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46822

All of them

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46823

Horribly, watching loved ones around me get sick and some even die. It’s been extremely
depressing.

2/18/2022 9:40 PM
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46824

No longer feel free in this country, worried we are one step closer to communism thanks to the
great reset that Truedope and his minions are bringing in!

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46825

Mandates on whether we can travel, especially out of our country, Covid testing before and
after travelling, - extra expenses, and time taken away from the holiday. Vaccination passports
totally unnecessary- they just cause more division amongst our fellow Canadians being as
vaccines should not be mandated especially when they are only experimental and they have
proven to not provide any sort of immunity and they also do not prevent transmission! It has
caused me a lot of anxiety to see how these mandates have torn families apart because
everyone has their own reasons for getting or not getting this “vaccine “ and they should be
allowed to have that choice, not have it forced on them.

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46826

Lost everything.

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46827

Affected family (mental health), disassociation when friends. It has changed people!!!

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46828

depression, anxiety, social anxiety, watching my step son struggle with speech

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46829

That I have asthma, and high anxiety..

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46830

I am unable to work in the field I have a diploma in due to the mandates, meaning i work a part
time min wage job as a single mom with only my very small income to try pay all the bills.

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46831

Dividing family, excessive stress causing health issues,

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46832

Segregation, unable to travel, the knowledge that social media is lying and knowing that there
are too many people that don’t apply critical thinking to what’s going on around them, I’m not
depressed but I am obsessed with the co-vid scandal and frustrated by the lies from our health
care officials and government, worried about the health of my children and grandchildren and
what their future holds for them

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46833

Lots of deaths and work

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46834

Horrible stress alcoholic now mentally messed up

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46835

Quality of life, relationship breakdown, depression

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46836

Na

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46837

Work. Kids. School. Everything!!

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46838

Destroyed 2 years of my sons education and social life, stole my career as a single mother,
threatens my future security. We are all stressed and depressed.

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46839

I lost housing and livelihood. Total loss $500,000

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46840

Hell

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46841

My freedom of choice has been denied. I was not provided information regarding the vaccine
trials or the ingredients in the vaccines to be able to make an informed decision.

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46842

it took my fredoms away and turned friends and family against each other

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46843

I have two children 11,13 who have mentioned suicidal thoughts over the past year. One I
pulled from school due to mask anxiety and challenges making friends with all the mandates in
place and having no social clubs these past two years. My husband was pressured into taking
the vaccine and got extremely ill after the second shit. We all had symptomless CoVid. I lost
my job due to the mandates. We can no longer get on a plane.

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46844

Mental health has been strained. Fear of losing my job and freedom.

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46845

Lost my job, on the verge of loosing my house. Used up my savings. Watched my kids
change into depressed individuals, very angry. Lost my trust in government, media and health
care.

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46846

It’s trapped me at home!

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46847

I’ve been judged, isolated and disapproved of for my choices.

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46848

Have not been able to be with my 97 year old father in a Personal Care Home!

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46849

My mental health and my families

2/18/2022 9:40 PM
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46850

It’s changed the country I live in more in the last 2 years then I’ve ever seen with my eyes. As
a professional psychologist sad to report my business has boomed bc of all the devastation
and trauma everyone has endured.

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46851

Can't go out like I used to. My kids can't participate in activities like they should be able to.
Can't see family normally like we're supposed to. CHURCHES WERE CLOSED.

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46852

My husband lost his job and god given right to provide for his family. The goverment and the
mandates have pushed us into poverty.

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46853

Not able to travel, leave the country, enter restaurants,

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46854

Less FREEDOM

2/18/2022 9:40 PM

46855

Online school and higher stress, loneliness and depression. Attempted suicide.

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46856

It's caused families separating, stress, anxiety, less access to visit family members,
increased costs that takes a toll on a pensioner and less freedom. I lost trust in our
government, police and politicians.

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46857

Have been isolated … mental health is a growing issue in our lives

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46858

I save lives for a living as an an addiction interventions and recovery Coach and my business
is now almost closed because mandates stop me from doing my job plus stop people in need
of treatment to receive treatment

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46859

I was forced by my employer to get vaccinated or loose my job I have battled depression and
loneliness Missed my family and my life is not the same I have lost faith in my government,
police , banks and media My eyes have been opened as to how deep the corruption goes

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46860

Limited what sports my kids can do, what I can watch them do (example .swimming ,
gymnastics etc) prevented my children from going to a movie a hockey game….

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46861

Miss family. Miss travelling. I need to move around and live life the way we are intended to do.

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46862

All

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46863

Horribly

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46864

It has created stress unlike anything I have experienced as a citizen in what was a "free
country" My origins are from a Communist country and I am appalled to see the same
ideologies rearing their ugly heads. On many levels lives have been impacted for the worse.

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46865

All of them

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46866

I was fired. No severance. Denied EI Not vaccinated Not sick ever in 2.5 years This is all pure
evil You will see soon

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46867

The very worst thing is the effect it has had on young people/children and older people,
especially in care homes. There are no words to describe what it has done for those two age
groups

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46868

Freedom of Mobility job loss cannot see loved ones social isolation Etc

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46869

Being a prisoner in my own house. Separated my family, Developed anxiety and have to take
medication

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46870

My grandson is 2 and has to wear a mask. My daughter lives in fear

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46871

Loss of income, loss of house, Loss of freedom to travel and live life

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46872

The mandates have affected our freedom of choice. They have caused division within families,
a number of mental health issues as well as it has been very difficult on small businesses all
over.

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46873

Infuriated me for what it has done to children and young families!

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46874

I get depressed easily with not having my freedom!!

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46875

Lose of income

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46876

Significantly limited time I was able to spend with my 94 and 96 year old parents.

2/18/2022 9:39 PM
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46877

I am a nursing student , so you can imagine the judgment I have received for not vaccinating
myself and my children. It’s costed hundred of dollars to remain unvaccinated and still enrol in
the nursing program.

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46878

Negatively. Cannot dine out. Cannot go to gyms, bars; Cannot fly; cannot attend drs visits with
family. Cannot attend concerts, church or sports activities, cannot be with family at holidays
cannot socialize, cannot go on dates, cannot go shopping without a mask that doesn’t even
work. On and on….

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46879

I have separated from my family and has cost me 100,000.00 dollars easy so far

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46880

Los of job

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46881

I feel like in prison

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46882

Severe impact on my mental & physical health

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46883

Lost family and friends, as well as 2 career of 21 years, loss of retirement plans, lots of travel,
eating pout at restaurants, having spurred of anger corrected at me. All of the above resulting
in Mental health with severe anxiety issues.

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46884

It has made my depression worse. I have seen my teenage children become very damaged by
the lack of regular interaction with peers and lack of the reduced sporting events

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46885

Been unable to see family

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46886

Horribly. Kids can’t participate in activities. Can’t travel to see family. Depression on the rise.

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46887

It's taken away my freedom to choose and my Canadian rights. My travel, my family get
togethers. My children's right to play with others and go to school without a mask. I could go
on for days.

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46888

kept me and my family safe

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46889

Forced vaccine in order to keep my job and house

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46890

My inability to travel despite high antibody titers.

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46891

Family and friends have turned on each other, forced to get a vaccine I didn't trust

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46892

My job is threatened, my social life is restricted, my emotional well being has suffered due to
the governments encouraging discriminatory behaviour. I no longer believe any main stream
news or government promises. I also no longer trust the medical profession.

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46893

Family members unable to work, do not feel free, do not feel like I live in a democracy, afraid
of power the gov't has, afraid of the future,......too much to mention!

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46894

Isolated, depressed, loss of income, division between family and friends, No travel or
vacations

2/18/2022 9:39 PM

46895

Severe mental health issues as well as child mental health issues

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46896

What life? U mean jail 2 years s & still going

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46897

Lost income: relational problems; mental health

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46898

It has taken everything from my kids. Took my job made it hard to feed my kids

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46899

It’s more like the mandates have added NOTHING POSITIVE to my life. They have destroyed
so much and have robbed me of precious developmental years with my young children. I have
missed out on 3 years of my child’s elementary education for nothing but government
chokehold and overreach

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46900

My child doesn’t know life without masks, I cannot travel

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46901

Every level of evil. My kid suffered from this, can't go to school. I lost my job, I lost family.
thanks JT. God will judge you!!!!

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46902

In every way

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46903

My fiancé lives in the States and due to the vaccination requirement to get over the border we
have not been able to see each other since it came into place

2/18/2022 9:38 PM
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46904

Mental health at an all time low, can't take my daughter to swimming or out to dinner, cant go
on dates with my wife, cant take my family on a holiday, can't leave my own country, currently
in process of a divorce due to the effects these mandates has taken on my marriage.

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46905

I couldn’t go places that require the QR passport

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46906

Depression, as I don’t agree with the force from our government to tell me what I have to do in
order to have privileges 🤬🤬🤬

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46907

Traumatized my family especially my grandchildren who are now on antidepressants. We got
the vaccines and have all suffered adverse reactions!!

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46908

It has cause division in families, in workplace, and among friend. It had served no good
purpose, but has cause so much harm.

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46909

Some friends have decided to cut me off just because I dont think the way they do. Division in
my family, which has never happened before. Cannot travel anymore. Being treated like a leper
because I choose not to listen to what mainstream media is telling me. Heart breaking seeing
friends and family not being able to be with their dying or very sick loved ones in the hospital.

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46910

Disrupted anything that goes against my freedoms. Loss of longtime friends and family
members who's narrative I didn't follow. People trying to silence me. Loss of income, now 620
more a month in rent, gas 50% higher, food. But the worst is knowing what Trudeau has done
to profit from the citizens who he has lied about. We will remain The true North strong and free.
"God keep our land glorious and free" Justice is coming, and we all will be dancing in the
streets.

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46911

Terribly. My company had 21 employees and I now have 11 and my wife and myself are killing
ourselves to carry on.

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46912

Loss of work, and severe depression

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46913

I don't go anywhere that features any mandates. I refuse to pretend they work or this is worse
than a bad flu season.

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46914

The mandates are bullshit

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46915

My child has to see a therapist now due to bullying and social issues because her principal
has confirmed that all kids are now socially and emotionless delayed. I wasn't able to see my
grandma before she died causing me Great distress, visits with my support systems have
been largely reduced causing me distress. My workplace forced working from home causing a
break in our routines and a disruption to any sense of normalcy. I've gained massive weight
because of issues with finding accessible workouts... THIS HAS ALL BEEN TERRIBLE.
MANDATES ARE HARMFUL

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46916

It has made my spouse and one child vaccine injured. It’s a strain on our family since the
“pandemic” started. Our children have missed out on so many things and it’s affected their and
our mental health. They truly know what it’s like to be a segregated society now. I had a
business that is no longer active because of all the restrictions and lockdowns. My children
have been made to feel lesser of a human being for the medical choices we made. We’ve lost
friends and family due to the divisive nature of these “mandates”. We can literally feel the hate
from our fellow Canadians. This is not what being Canadian means!

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46917

Not terribly. It's not exactly the London Blitz

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46918

Wage loss, socialization, family, friends, faith, trust in our leaders, banks. A feeling this is the
end to life, we are nothing, no value, no worth, hopeless, fear for the future off all,

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46919

It's made me feel isolated bullied and alone

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46920

In more ways then I have time to list. Suicides, mental health, career. This list goes on

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46921

My Mental health

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46922

We go out slightly less but have revamped the way we interact with people, remotely, doing
more things outdoor etc. Not that big a deal and worth a slight inconvenience to remain healthy
and protect the healthcare system.

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46923

I’ve been forced to put those vaccines in myself, not knowing the long term effects because I
work in health care! Ive seen fellow employees lose their jobs because they were scared to get

2/18/2022 9:38 PM
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these vaccines! Our bodies! Our choice!
46924

in every aspect of it. Social, economical, health - psychological & physical.

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46925

It has caused suicidal thoughts, and hardship on my kids, they’ve been abused by the masks,
and I’ve been discriminated against in the stores based on my medical decisions.

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46926

I have been discriminated against and held hostage from rules that are against my right to
choose

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46927

I will be losing my job soon and cannot watch my son play hockey

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46928

Division. No freedom

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46929

Took away 2 years of my life that I can't get back...plus my kids and grandkids lives

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46930

It's killed people I love.

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46931

Yes. My developmentally delayed daughter has missed so much therapy and it has seriously
hurt her progress

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46932

The mandate took away 20 years of my life

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46933

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46934

The health authorities required our vaccination or be out in an imposed leave of absence. I
don’t oppose you if you want the vaccine but don’t impose it on me and my ability to make a
living or to live. No one is stopping anyone from masking or social distancing but it should not
be a mandate. People should be given information and let them decide!

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46935

I have lost family members isolated alone in the hospital for reasons other than covid. No
visitors allowed for months. We did not get to say goodbye. My family has been shunned from
society. My children have been removed from their extra circular activities and isolated
socially. We have lost money on activities we were previously registered for and then removed
from for not disclosing vaccination status and we were never refunded. Our peer groups have
been divided and torn apart because of the governments garbage fear propoganda. I have
come to mistrust the entire medical system as well as all government. I am very wary of them
at this point which is sad abd terrifying. We have had our freedom to travel taken away. We
can no longer go to our cabin in Montana and see family. I feel like im in a cage in my own
country and the cage just keeps getting smaller. The government and the medical communities
handling of this so called pandemic has completely eroded the most precious parts of
Canadian culture.

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46936

Had to wear mask all day which gave bad headaches and it has also divided family.

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46937

Broken family, loss of income, mental stability

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46938

Terrible when I have dying family members in the hospital and could not go see them

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46939

Mental health Family

2/18/2022 9:38 PM

46940

Physically, mentally, financially, socially

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46941

Unpaid leave of absence, being shunned from society, witnessing lots of trauma and mental
health concerns

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46942

A lot

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46943

It has ruined any hope of this country being a place for me to live...work...and retire....as well
as supporting other family members. I am ashamed if my country snd its current Luberal
government

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46944

Negative impact on my children physically, socially and mentally and relationships with friends
and family. Extremely divisive. Goes against my core beliefs.

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46945

I have felt discriminated against, isolated, deprived of family, depressed, loss of freedom!!!

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46946

Depression, job loss

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46947

In everyway possible..no job now can't see family can't attend funeral when loved ones pass
away..and so much more

2/18/2022 9:37 PM
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46948

My family and friends and I have argued more, our health declined, work has been stressful
and we believe it is because of the prime minister’s failure to lead this country in a united and
peaceful way.

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46949

Turning people into second class citizens. Dividing families. Irreparable damage on our
children. Destroyed businesses. And now you have a city where peaceful protestors are being
attacked and trampled.

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46950

The mandate has affected me because it's made me anxious and it's unnecessary. If the
government knew what the hell they were doing in the first place we wouldn't be here now

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46951

Forced me to get vaccinated so that I wouldn’t lose my job. As a single mother I am the only
source of income for my household of 3.

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46952

Perpetual daily state of crisis. Mental abuse and harassment. Job threat. Coercion 24/7.
Muzzled by masks. Illegally made to pay my employer for my submission of free rapid tests
results in order to secure my employment. Family division. Friend division. My own children
division amongst parents. This is all ludicrous. Our Prime Minister is a coward and belongs to
the WEF. Is it any wonder?? Perfect opportunity of a pandemic. I will die before taking and
EAU covid shot. I will loose everything before I comply. Are you going to come get me? What
about my bank account? Before we live this nightmare unfolding, there will come a time that
my family will not. Hows that? Up to your expectations?? Cause thats how I feel.

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46953

My sons no longer play extra curricular sports. My whole family is depressed including my 7
year old son. Division and hatred has caused my extended family turn to strangers for
differences in opinions. Enough is enough.

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46954

My businesses, my family relationships, my social life, and my faith in our government have
all suffered due to mandates.

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46955

Feel like a naughty child who has been given a 2+ year grounding

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46956

The is not enough space to list all the effects and trauma this has caused my family and
myself

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46957

Limited contact with family and friends, separation with friends and family as they outcast you
if you don't have vaccine, travel has come to a halt, cannot volunteer, social outings limited
and then came to an end due to passport.

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46958

Son cannot go to college. Job may be federally regulated to mandate unwanted vaccination

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46959

All of these mandates have ruined my life, my health, my job and have created division within
my friends and family and right in our very home we are divided. My entire family of 4 including
myself now suffer with metal health struggles, especially my 2 children. They now have
serious thoughts of self-harm. They were both happy, healthy children before these mandates
and constant fear pushed upon them. These mandates must end now! These past 2 years will
forever be etched in our lives. Time that my children will never get back.

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46960

People controlling this is not ok Forcing mandates is against our rights and charter LIFT ALL
MANDATES ASAP

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46961

Making it impossible to work

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46962

I Grew up in communistic country. I don’t want to live under communistic dictatorship.

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46963

Affected my health severely

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46964

Immense depression

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46965

Caused division with family and friends, affected getting a job, increase of anxiety and mental
health decline, caused depression, friends who committed suicide, etc

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46966

Caused me distress

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46967

Made it terrible

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46968

Depression, Loss of work, finical strain. Relationship strain, my kids and my household mental
health and those around us.

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46969

Misery, uncertainty, depression

2/18/2022 9:37 PM
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46970

Traumatic !!!!

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46971

Very little since I am retired.

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46972

I have lost my job, I have struggled for 2 years now it has changed everything

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46973

I got no more life anymore

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46974

Friendships have been strained. The list is long- I am a senior and felt very much like I was in
prison.

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46975

Suffering from deep depression. Not wanting to live in this world anymore

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46976

A lot my 4 year old now has axinity from covid as it started when she was 2 and she was a
active child who went to a lock down and eveyone wearing mask. A lot effected all 5 of my
kids education

2/18/2022 9:37 PM

46977

It has brought less income to pay my bills, loss of friends, family and has brought depression

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

46978

Many ways

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

46979

I have lost friends over this. Family members and friends have been adversely affected or died
from the vaccine. My dad's family is deeply divided and have not seen each other in two
years. I have been unable to travel and many families from my community have returned to
their original countries because of the measures here. I have spent the last few months
cleaning out my friends' house who fled the country before the travel mandates so that their
family would not be separated forever. I lost my career. My father's last years of being able to
speak and interact with people were spent in isolation. I've lost work as a music teacher and
my students have not made the same progress because they don't have anything left to look
forward to. My adult niece and nephew have had to test for work out of their own money. They
have both struggled with mental health and loss of hope from isolation and fear about the
future. Many family members were cohearsed into taking the vax so they could feed their
families and now they have adverse effects from it. I have lost my voice continually from
teaching while wearing a mask. My niece has had two years of perpetual acne from the mask.

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

46980

It has limited what my family And I can do. It has affected us medically and due to serious
illness. It has also caused a lot of excess stress.

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

46981

Unable to visit Grandchildren in another Province. Had to stop Men’s Ministry gatherings where
meeting together is vital

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

46982

Mental health is a struggle.

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

46983

Masks are not effective but we are forced to wear them

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

46984

Afraid to travel, can’t dance . Those are minor issues. I believe in pro-choice. My body, my
choice whether it be a vaccine or an abortion. It is a government overreach to make people
lose their jobs because of their free choice. The government should not be lying, bullying and
coercing its own citizens. The government has caused great pain to its citizens. The
government has not provided evidence that these vaccines work. There has been no
transparency. The media is not looking at both sides. If the media was unbiased they would
also speak to the “fringe conspiracy theorists etc and publicly debunk them - but they are not.
That makes me very suspicious. The Emergency Act being invoked is like declaring war on its
own citizens. Canada is broken. Any blood shed is on Trudeau's shoulders. He should be
removed from office immediately

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

46985

Not effected

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

46986

Worked my whole life ready to take vacations and can't . Not able to go to any events.

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

46987

I’ve lost all hope. Scared all the time. Can’t eat or sleep. Family at war with each other. Broken
relationships. Financial difficulties.

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

46988

Travel, treatment, entertainment

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

46989

Opened my eyes to the dangers of offending God with our sinful society and abhorrent sensual
living. Almost devoid of God.

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

46990

I’m a truck driver that is now stuck on one side of the border and can’t sit in a restaurant for a
meal any where on the road

2/18/2022 9:36 PM
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46991

Loss of work, mental health

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

46992

My kids mental health. My employment. The rent and lease of my business location. My moral
and relationship with my family, friend, church and community. Financially with inflation and the
inability to function as a citizen. It has infringed my freedom.

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

46993

It has effected my mental health and family life. It has kept us from planned travel and
vacations.

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

46994

Created division in my family, caused stress and mental fatigue for myself and my children. A
close family friend's son committed suicide last year and my daughter has been depressed
since mandates have been implemented. The government mandates have done more harm
and hurt more people than the virus!

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

46995

It has affected my children and their future in Canada we will be relocating to the us

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

46996

It separated me friend and family Can’t go to movies or restaurant Less work for me Divided
our once beautiful country Made some of my family go into depression Scared to go to the
hospital for medical problems that I have because I don’t want the vaccine. Made the media
turn into lyers The list goes on Our country is doomed.

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

46997

Same as everyone else, but, not once not ever have I considered this to be any infringement
of my rights. My rights are not my own. They are everyone’s. We share those rights. My rights
are equal to your rights.

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

46998

I feel like killing myself! Plain and simple!! What the government has done to the people is
shameful!!!!

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

46999

Unemployment, depression

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

47000

Too much to type

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

47001

It has infringed on my constitutional rights. The freedoms that our fallen have paid with their
lives for us all to have.

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

47002

can't live my life, can't see my parents in other country, can't travel, can't go places,
depression, scared for my life

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

47003

Can’t travel for business or Lessure within my own country. Restricted from entry into civic
owned infrastructure when needed those services. Friends have lost loved ones to vaccine
injuries

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

47004

big time

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

47005

We are Leary to go places visit and people. You couldn’t visit sick people. The price of
everything went up.

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

47006

It has reduced my ability to participate in local economy and local culture. It has kept me from
being able to see loved ones, especially my grandmother, who is alone and afraid. It has kept
me from interacting openly with my community, and from being able to meet and interact with
strangers in a warm and open way. Essentially, it has negatively impacted how I participate in
life and life-giving activities in my city.

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

47007

Caused fear and confusion.

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

47008

Limited time with family Affected my daughter's business Affected my grandchildren
participation in sports Threatened my job I reacted to the second vaccine

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

47009

Had enough mentally

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

47010

Bitter & angry

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

47011

Lost job Anxiety Depression

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

47012

Split family up

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

47013

In my family alone we have lost three parents, the worst of which my mother in law having had
a stroke due to vaccination and not being able to communicate in hospital for a month dying
alone and afraid. This is in humane.

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

47014

I am not allowed to participate in choir, movie theaters, take my loved one to dinner, visit
friends or loved ones in hospital. It has made me anxious that I will be bullied by others when

2/18/2022 9:36 PM
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in public, and that my neighbors may judge me when they know nothing of my story. I have
lost clients and income.
47015

Loss of employment and ability to participate in society to the extent I could prior to mandates.

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

47016

Had to be vaxed for work

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

47017

Hasn’t

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

47018

Socially isolated from everyone.

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

47019

In the beginning of Covid I believed that the government ( I did not vote liberal) was doing
everything to protect us Did the prime minister quickly change my mind when he called the
convoy every name in the book and refused to resolve it by discussing it I feel heartbroken by
his actions

2/18/2022 9:36 PM

47020

I have been sick with breathing issues since my first shot Because of not feeling well I have
been forced not to be around family

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47021

It has divided my family and friends

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47022

Profoundly

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47023

I’ve never been so stressed, in debt or unhappy with being a Canadian. I’ve lost 2 jobs and
haven’t worked in well over a year because I do not support the vaccine.

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47024

it has stopped my child from being able to enjoy new things in life

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47025

Mental Health Family division

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47026

Personally I have adjusted to the idea of TEMPORARY mandates that are medically
determined. I disagree with the overreach, the abuse of mandates for political purposes.

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47027

It increased my anxiety

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47028

Work

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47029

Visiting my elderly sister,my business being closed completely once and 3times for take out
only and time take out only unless vax?

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47030

My children have missed out on sports, field trips, birthday parties, holidays etc for 2 years,
enough is enough!

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47031

Suffer from further depression as can’t go out and it keeps going on

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47032

I've become somewhat depressed. I'm unvaxxed from Covid because I have a right to do so. I
personally know people that have been injured from the vaccine. I know of people that have
died that are acquainted with family and friends I have. I can't play hockey. I can't go to a
restaurant.. a gym.. live my life how I should be able to and it sucks. I trust my body and
immune system to fight a "Virus" with a 99%+ survival rate. Peace and love. Blair.

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47033

halted life

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47034

It has this divided a lot of my family and friends seen my kids that go to their proms play
hockey be with friends to see their faces without mass I just want Canada back again to be
one of the peaceful and strong countries in the world that you have a choice you want a
vaccine get a vaccine you don’t want a vaccine don’t get a vaccine nothing wrong with that
just a choice that’s not hard to make a decision on and get back to work and not be forced to
lose jobs and not be able to pay your mortgage just because you’re not vaccinated and some
people are this is in Canada but I know we can do it if we all just put our heads together and
just say enough is enough this is over thank you

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47035

We had sold our home of 30 years to travel and live in our motor home and because of the
mandates we have been unable to do that. Unable to go into restaurants while traveling in
Canada in the summer time. Not being able to go south of the border for winters. Isolated from
friends and family, divided from family, unable to go visit my 92 year old mom in a care center.
Severe depression has taken over and makes life not very appealing to exist in this world. Now
the Emergency Act has made things even more stressful. It is wrong what Trudeau is doing in
Ottawa and he needs to be removed from office.

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47036

It has divided my family I’m about to lose my license to practice - which means I’m about to

2/18/2022 9:35 PM
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be homeless and on the streets
47037

I have become isolated and developed an anxiety I never thought was possible.

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47038

Higher and unnecessary costs for travelling, created multiple complications that are now
resulting in higher costs of everything, higher taxes to pay for “emergency spending”.

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47039

Not being able to go where i want when i want,having premier higg say more or less not to
interact with the unvaxxed

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47040

Threats of childhood suicide. Failure in school for teens. Mental stress anguish disgusted in
our parliament

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47041

Lost my job many sleepless night due to undo stress.

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47042

I have lost work. I have lost friends

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47043

Distance from family

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47044

I have significant job changes to include long term isolation and some of my family members
have lost their jobs leading to depression and loss of home etc.

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47045

Moderately

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47046

Lost jobs No money Lost hope Scared of government

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47047

Division of family and friends and visiting over flu!!!

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47048

I’ve lost my liberty and freedom

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47049

My family has been divided because of the selfishness of being vaxed/unvaxed. So many
LIES. I'm fortunate I don't watch the news to be indoctrinated.

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47050

Negative effects

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47051

Because of mandates, mine and each member of my family’s lives have been destroyed. We
have lost all hope and pride in the leaders of Canada. For the first time in all our lives we are
ashamed to be called Canadians.

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47052

It has destroyed all my hope in humanity.

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47053

Stress

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47054

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47055

Ruined my business, my 15 year old on anti anxiety meds and diet want to go to school .
Marriage broken up

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47056

Has prevented me from seeing my 84 yr old mother in the States due to closing borders,pcr
testing

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47057

Haven’t seen my family in two years.

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47058

How have they not? Lost a job, kids can’t play sports, nephew has pericarditis after getting the
vaccine to play sports because of mandates, unable to attend funerals or weddings, unable to
travel outside of the province

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47059

there have been ultimatums enforced onto me… between people and activities that i love. my
family has been divided, my happiness depletes everyday, my life and a majority of the ppl in
my life feel as if there is no place for people to make their OWN decisions.

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47060

Trudeau has destroyed our democracy and our Charter of Rights and Freedoms. So many
Canadians no longer trust or respect our politicians and our police foreces. My son was forced
to take the experimental shot in order to keep his job and provide for his family. My dearly
beloved father-in-law died in the hospital because he was not able to recieve the necessary
early treatment and because of the hospials criminal covid protocal meaning that the treatment
protocal was harmful and grosely inadequate. The mandates have harmed my students and
the governments mandates have divided our country and destroyed our economy.

2/18/2022 9:35 PM

47061

Destroyed Canadians, FREEDOM/ECONOMY/LEGAL RIGHTS and QUALITY OF LIFE. I am
ashamed for all Canadians, because of what our GOVERNMENTS have done to us.
DEMOCRACY IS DEAD !

2/18/2022 9:34 PM
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47062

Kept me from seeing my family and working.

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47063

no

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47064

Divided family and friends ... Depression

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47065

Had to go on early maternity leave and not being able to work due to the vaccine mandate.

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47066

Unnecessary restrictions that are not supported by data to do anything helpful to mitigate the
spread of the virus. If anything they just delay the inevitable.

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47067

It has given me ptsd

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47068

Work , Financially , Time with my family , Mentally for me and my kids , the cost of living is
ridiculous ……………….

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47069

Isolated

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47070

Made me mad

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47071

Can’t breath, headaches, eating in restaurants, hanging out with friends and go to places,
travel to see family over seas.

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47072

Can't dine out, Can't watch movies in theatres

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47073

Depression, anxiety, my kids' depression, my kids' anxiety, the divide in my family as they all
got to go out to eat and do whatever they wanted and I wasn't "allowed" to go. Other kids got
to play sports while my kids missed out on that becuase of a PERSONAL CHOICE. I could
continue but I'll end with this : THIS NEEDS TO END!!!! End the mandates, End the threats,
End the divides, End the hatred, End the lies. Please, End ALL mandates!

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47074

It's a overstep of authority enough is enough

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47075

Mental health, physical health also bad. Overweight is worst. Economically, living paycheck by
paycheck.

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47076

I have lost my job for refusing the vaccine

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47077

Angry

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47078

Segregation division lost of freedoms

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47079

Restricted where and what I can do.

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47080

In everyway

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47081

In to many ways

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47082

Impacted it drastically and nothing good has come from it, it needs to end

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47083

As a single person I am lonely and depressed. I feel if I don't comply with mandates that I will
be in trouble or lose my job.

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47084

It is infuriating and dividing everyone. There is no light or hole left in anyone

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47085

My concern with the mandate is in how it affects the next generation. It has caused high
stress levels for my teens to miss school and friends and opportunities and family, and
impacted friendships and the founding of relationships for my young my children. I believe
there will be long term impacts of COVID, that are caused purely by the restrictions imposed.

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47086

Travel

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47087

I had a vax injury and was 3 months sick from liver injury ...ladting effect is increased resting
heart rate

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47088

My love one lost business

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47089

I have been unable to attend important events with friends and family. I have been unable to
leave the country or visit friends and family in other areas of the country. I have felt
unwelcome and unaccepted in my community and by society. I have suffered severe anxiety,
depression, and suicidal thoughts due to the impact of these mandates and how others have
treated me because of my own personal medical choices.

2/18/2022 9:34 PM
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47090

I have COPD and asthma and I have a very hard time wearing a mask. So I can not get to go
in stores to shop. I don't like staying home, I don't like not spending time with my friends and
family. We had lost a lot of friends and family members. It is rediculast and it's not working
only deviding us up. I want our freedom again. I don't want to be told to get the vaccine or told
to wear a mask or leave. Which I got kicked out of shoppers drug Mart for not putting a mask
on. It's so not fair. This is all wrong. Justin Trudeau needs to be removed from office. He has
lost his marbles

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47091

Isolation. Curtailing many social activities and health activities, gym, swimming, etc. visiting
family. Annual Trips to Hawaii ended. No more concerts or events. Etc.

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47092

I am fearful that I will be taken to a camp or attacked on the street if Trudeau continues his
hate speech towards those he doesn't get money from.

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47093

Horrible felt lost and left out lonely

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47094

Lost friend divided family lost job

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47095

Has affected relationships negatively and caused undo stress and mental health issues.

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47096

Restricted from many public places and events, emotionally isolated, spend lot of time alone,
separated from friends with different perspectives, have health issues and difficult breathing
with a mask. Cannot travel. Mandates have caused friction with family snd friends. Cannot
access some medical treatments.

2/18/2022 9:34 PM

47097

I am lonely.

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47098

Unable to be with my son when his wife died Unable to be with my Dad in his last days of life
in a care facility. Terrible isolation.

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47099

It has ruined friendships and family relationships for wanting freedom and being against
discrimination. It has limited my choices and labeled me as a conspiracy theorist, which I am
not.

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47100

It has been the most stressful time of my life. Seeing the freedoms Canadians have enjoyed
being stripped away both disgusts and frightens me. I fear for our future if the mandates are
not lifted immediately. They have caused immense division.

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47101

I am a prisoner in Canada. Suffered family/friend breaks and intense periods of isolation

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47102

Lost my job

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47103

Lost of job

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47104

Family division, business income loss, mental health issues, loneliness, children behind in
school, children not allowed to share and play with others.

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47105

Depression and ruined relationships

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47106

Forced seclusion

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47107

I work in Health Care and I am forced to inject this toxic vaccine into my body

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47108

Everything

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47109

I suffer PTSD and a trauma from masking mandates and I have been mistreated and denied
services due to my condition and my personal health choices.

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47110

Loss freedom to my rights n our children Lost of income to support my family and so on and
so on

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47111

Financially, Physically, Emotionally, and divided!! I'm exhausted from trying to keep it all
together within myself, my family and my community!! We are NO longer a free
country...something my father and numerous family members fought for in both wars!! I'm so
ashamed of our government!!

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47112

Separation from family and friends. Loneliness. Just want freedom from this government over
reach. Trudeau needs to go.

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47113

In too many ways including separating family members with hate and arguments

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47114

It’s affected my business and income. It caused a year delay in my certification exams. Loss

2/18/2022 9:33 PM
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of clients, cancellations etc. I’m not allowed to leave the country, or go to school (if I chose to)
and do any normal things.
47115

Segregation, discrimination, families torn apart. Close contacts have had business shut down.
Loss of Financials, loss of feelings. Suicides increased, loneliness increased. Missed funerals,
missed saying goodbyes...Take your pick.

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47116

Not going to the gym has made me fat

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47117

It has segregated me as I live alone!

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47118

Mental health, depression for myself and 2 teenagers No longer love life

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47119

Horribly

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47120

Every aspect of my life and my families

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47121

Depression, divisions, ruining business, extremely stressful . And no political support from our
MP.

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47122

Feeling isolated

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47123

business is down 60%

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47124

My child has had her last two birthdays alone and she is only 3 and a half. My family has been
pretty much stuck at home because of the lockdowns and mandates!

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47125

Forced to get a vaccine to be able to see my kids play hockey and a pile of other ways

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47126

Made it miserable

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47127

Loss of work, mental decline, separation from family

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47128

Very much

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47129

has tore my family apart

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47130

Seeing my famly and be free to do stuff

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47131

Business loss, travel, exclusion from participating in family indoor sports events, many more

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47132

Cannot visit family. Lack of work.

2/18/2022 9:33 PM

47133

It has prevented me from going to the gym or social events. It has prevented me freedom of
worship in terms of religion. It's led me to depression.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47134

Isolation and fear have deepened my issues with depression

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47135

Isolation, reduced activities due to difficulty with mask requirements. Invasion of privacy.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47136

Has decreased my available work by 75%

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47137

Negatively like everyone else

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47138

It forced me to vaccines due to my work, I put undue mental and emotional stress on me to
the point of panic, desperation, depression and constant insecurity. It divided me from my
friends and family and didn't allow me to exercise, travel, eat ourt, dance, do yoga and enjoy
my life. It sucked life out of me and I never want this to happen again.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47139

Not able to go visit my family in Australia or provincial. Breaks my heart.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47140

Mental health is affected immensely, anxiety is at an all time high. Family is divided; grand
children are not visiting like they used to; friends are estranged; feeling lonely and abandoned.
No desire to go shopping.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47141

Mandates have caused isolation, division, loss of work, numerous harm/casualties from the
experimental Vax.. gone unreported from main stream

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47142

Not being able to eat out with friends because I had a reaction to my first "vaccine" and won't
get a second. I feel like a lower class citizen because of these stupid fucking passports

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47143

The mandate has stopped me and my family from doing the things we love we normally take
trips all over as a family and haven’t been able to do that I always had to quit my 15 year

2/18/2022 9:32 PM
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career bec of all the covid restrictions
47144

A lot, but I'd rather be inconvenienced than risk the lives of friends, family, and strangers. We
are supposed to care about eachother's wellbeing more than our own comfort

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47145

I work in health care. It's meant less people died.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47146

I am vaccine injured. Not reported by my physician, told I do not meet the narrow criteria for
exemption. Loss of participation in my world. No gym, rec center, movies, concerts,
restaurants, air travel and loss if friends.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47147

I haven't been able to go to the pool with my 3 kids for 2 years, not able to go out anywhere
other than a Walmart or grocery in 2 years, people I know have been harmed by the vaccine,
people I know have died of overdoses because of mental stress, my dad chose medical
assistance in death because the idea of being in the hospital for God knows how long and the
rest of our family not allowed to see him in his dying days. There are more reasons but I'll stop
there.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47148

My children detest wearing masks in school. They don’t want to go to school now.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47149

I have lost 39 people that i knew between ods. Suicides. Missed diagnosis. Missed surgeries.
I know of 2 people that were hospitalized with covid. 1 with underlying isues that yes
hospitalized intubated. Has health issues but is alive. And was told when she left hospital "on
a good note you can'tget covid twice" the other one passed because of being intubated. And
died of an infection for improper cleaning.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47150

Divided, discriminated against, treated like a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47151

I feel segregated and like a second class citizen. Ppl have been divided and some hateful due
to my choice of not being vaccinated against COVID. I have every other vaccine but am called
an anti vaxxer!!! Disgusting.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47152

Lost job for over eight months cannot attend school college for training courses and a lot of
nurses were let go and army people Justin trudeau called me disgusting names which I am
certainly not and now is arresting innocent people right now am not doing well mentally and
spiritually because of what’s happening to Canadians

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47153

Have to mask in church and run 50% capacity, I refuse to get a pass so no restaurants,
hockey games etc., I'm dairy farming and the mandates have had unpredictable effects on
product demand making it difficult to supply our market appropriately, I can't travel as I
normally would, I believe I can't go into the USA at this point where I'd normally holiday for a
week each winter in California, the inflation brought on by these mandates has made me poorer

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47154

Mental & emotional health and financial

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47155

I have lost multiple friends da to suicide , to drugs and alcohol from depression. Friends lost
their family businesses. The country is more divided then its ever been.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47156

I have extreme anxiety about what our government has done and is doing.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47157

Broken my rights under the charter of rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47158

Unable to go places but will do so if it helps the community. I have no problems distancing and
wearing a mask

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47159

This mandate has made me a target, I have been discriminationated against and made to feel
unsafe due to my personal beliefs and choices. My children have been discriminated against
and made to feel unsafe as well. None of this is ok and should never happen.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47160

We have not been able to fly to see our children and Grandchildren.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47161

Has created segregation amongst my family and broken it apart

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47162

Negatively. As a paraplegic, necessary medical assistance has largely been adversely
affected.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47163

I’m an independent hairstylist and have been shut down a few times.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47164

Caused division in families and being treated with disrespect and discrimination

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47165

I have a 97 yr old mother I couldn’t visit for over a year. Kids and grandkids in the USA that

2/18/2022 9:32 PM
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the Canadian government makes it extremely difficult and expensive for us to go visit. Enough
is enough. We are all vaccinated but the restrictions still apply! That’s unacceptable!
Especially sense we see the politicians living their lives like normal. There seems to be two
sets of rules, one for the politicians and one for the rest of us. I have had enough! 😡
47166

It has harmed my mental health .it has also affected relati bishops with friends and family.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47167

My wife lost her job due to vaccine mandates.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47168

in every way

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47169

It’s affected my life in so many ways, the list is too long to even describe

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47170

Business hit hard

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47171

Loss of friends and family.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47172

My kids are depressed. My daughter has now developed anorexia due to anxiety. Now I suffer
from anxiety.

2/18/2022 9:32 PM

47173

I fear for my life everyday since this happen. I no longer support or trust the government in
anyway.

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47174

Lost my job

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47175

I have not been able to go out to dinner with my family, spend Christmas with my family last
year and masks bother my asthma and it makes it truly hard to reconnect with family after
being forced to distance from them. Our family has been tore apart because of these
mandates.

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47176

I was forced to leave my job with RBC or get the vaccination. I of course left. I will never be
forced into something I am not comfortable with.

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47177

I see these mandates leading Canada to being a tyrannical, totalitarian state, complete with
internment camps. It’s terrifying.

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47178

Losing my job at the end of March can't go to restaurants moves etc I have frends and famly
who have been badly affected by vaccines

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47179

I have lost my job and my children will be forever scared from the countless lockdowns and
masking

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47180

In all facets

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47181

There are members of my family that will and have lost their jobs because they want to see
long term evidence that the jabs are safe.

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47182

My personal choice of not getting vaccinated for health reas is overwhelming over reach by
government. That’s my personal choice between my doctor and me. Having my options to fly
anywhere in the world taken away is definitely government overreach

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47183

Discrimination, segregation, depression, anxiety, trauma, fear of the government.

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47184

I have not been allowed to travel, go to restaurants, movies and has caused a riff in the family.

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47185

It has kept me and my loved ones safe

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47186

I have to deal with stupid shits who are selfish and are not responsible for their choices,

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47187

Very personally! Mental health, family

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47188

So.much cause segregation

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47189

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47190

Ended friendships; destroyed my trust in the leadership of this country and the territory in
which I live; completely destroyed any sense of patriotism and safety I felt for this country.
Everything I believed to be sacred has been completely stripped away thatnks to the Trudeau
government.

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47191

I feel unsafe in my own country. My dad and other friends and family have lost their jobs. I
have felt isolated and depressed.

2/18/2022 9:31 PM
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47192

I felt forced to get vaccinated to continue to live my life. My anxiety has gotten worse with
having to wear a mask. The division between friends and family members on views about the
mandates has been horrible

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47193

Job loss, marriage break down, Mental issues with children, increased drinking, loss of friends,
bankruptcy

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47194

This has affected me mentality and physically.

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47195

I do what needs to be done to help protect my family, friends, co-workers and people I pass
out in public from Covid. If that means masking and vaccinations and capacity limits until it’s
deemed not a serious threat anymore then that is what gets done. In no way do I feel my rights
are being taken away. I liked the vaccine passport as made me feel more confident going out
to a restaurant but now that is gone.

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47196

Mask wearing. I have been harassed threatened. I'm have copd hard for me to breath with a
mask on.

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47197

My business is now half the income with the same expenses.

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47198

Lost everything

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47199

Immensly, I became a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47200

Anxiety and anger for 2 years. Has put strain on my marriage. Has caused anxiety in my kids.
My wife almost went crazy home schooling our kids during all the lockdowns

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47201

My husband passed away in Dec 2021 NOT COVID RELATED! No funeral! Heartbreaking🥲🥲🥲

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47202

It has totally messed with my life in every way possible I want to travel but thanks to true do I
can't

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47203

I tried to commit suicide twice in 2020.

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47204

Loss of friendships and family and travel. I have lost my confidence & trust in any government
or AHS to assist me in making the best decisions for my well being & or my family. Loss in the
ability of travel to visit family that do not live close. I have recovered from covid and have high
antibodies and still can not travel by air or train.

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47205

It's fucked

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47206

I lost my job for not getting vaccinated and refusing to pay for my own discriminatory testing.
My husband works for a union that has mandated the vaccine, and the only reason he is still
able to work is because he is a name hire. The unvaccinated cannot bid on work or even join
the union. I am no longer able to leave the country. I am no longer able to visit my Grandpa. I
have lost touch with family and friends who believe that I am part of the problem.

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47207

As a first time, stay at home mom, it’s been incredibly difficult on my mental health. My baby
doesn’t know life outside pandemic world. End the mandates. Let ALL Canadians be FREE!

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47208

My mental and physical health has suffered. My financial life is effected and my friends and
family relationships as well have all been negatively effected

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47209

Broken up my family

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47210

Couldn’t have a funeral when my husband passed away. He did not have or due from CovId.
This put me in a very depressed state.

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47211

Just like the whole world my life stopped, my job was no more because I worked as a cook in
the tourism industry for foreigners to come to a vacation cattle ranch and all travel was halted.
For two years I was locked up in my home only leaving for grocery runs to town 40 miles away.
I suffered from depression and was starting to lose all hope for our country because of our
corrupt government.I did research and found out from honest truth telling doctors(not the liars
in government) that masking, social distances, lockdown, and this "vaccine" none of them
work it has all been lies so the government can take control of us in everyway!!

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47212

Don't seem to be able to live

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47213

Mental health, wage loss, kids suffered, extreme fear and isolation

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47214

I live alone and am tired of the isolation. I just want us to start treating covid like any other

2/18/2022 9:31 PM
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illness and get on with life
47215

Can't see family

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47216

End of my 18 year career in health care due to vaccine mandate. End of my husband’s career
in public education due to vaccine mandate.

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47217

Anxiety, depression an no hope for a better future😔

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47218

It has affected our jobs and livelihoods. It has been very difficult mentally on our children

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47219

Many ways, working, traveling, visiting dieing people ( mother) etc. The lying, to the people
making decisions very difficult. Time to tell the truth.

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47220

Lost 2 jobs because of the vaccine requirement and lost a third one due to a rapid test fail that
took too long to become negative

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47221

It has divided my family. My friends And my church

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47222

They took my carrier in health care. Family members refuse to see me or talk to me, I’ve
gotten death threats and hateful comments, and I’m unable to travel.

2/18/2022 9:31 PM

47223

Destroyed it my mental health is a the lowest it has ever been

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47224

Alot

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47225

It’s killed my employment. I have no more freedom. I was born and raised here. I am so
Ashamed of my government

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47226

Has created so much anxiety, fear, depression, loss of services for our special needs
daughter, strained relationships, mistrust in government just to name a few

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47227

Have caused conflict between my family members. Has caused my children stress at school
and to fall behind. Has been a huge expense to pay for testing.

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47228

good

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47229

Choice taken away

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47230

Lost my job, friends and family have become crazy and scream and he'll about my beliefs.

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47231

Taken away my time watching my grandchildren growing up and playing sports which I also
enjoy watching

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47232

My Parent died alone because of mandate, killed her. My business suffered, my mental state,
whole life changed

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47233

We where tagged like animals and our government told us to hate and distrust our neighbours.

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47234

To many ways to list. My marriage is falling apart. My children are confused. Isolated in
separated due to their vaccinations status heartbreaking

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47235

Not good: I need my family and friends close to me. I wont to make my own decisions about
the vaccine

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47236

Every aspect of life. My teenage daughter can not play sports due to choosing not to get a jab,
(she used to be supper involved into sports and school) go out and enjoy with friends , learn
other things, social life and interaction. She feels being punished and cut of basic health
promoting activities. She faces bulling at school by her teachers calling unvaccinated kids
fascist. Her face as a teenager with hormones is breaking up like crazy and masks make it
worst, I was off work for 3 months first and 7 months second time. I suffer headaches every
day (I blame having to wear masks and stress. I have lost clients and some friends. I can't
see my closest family abroad. I feel discriminated and put down, called names. I am going to
add our household went thru Corona virus and we were fine, only sinus infection, not even a
cold.

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47237

I'm an asthmatic it's hard to breathe in masks and have to wear one for 8 hrs a day my kids
are having breathing issues our us partners I'm 5 miles from border and can't cross without pcr
test and used to go every couple weeks traveling visiting my grandmother in a personal care
home and I'm vaccinated cause I was forced not because I wanted it but to keep my job our
government is corrupt its sad

2/18/2022 9:30 PM
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47238

Depression. Isolation.

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47239

I live alone & lost my job I’m 62 years old I will not take vaccine now or ever I have no job no
income & been living off savings It has been a tough 2 years Covid policies were brought into
cover the start up of new world order that J Trudeau wants in Canada I have no confidence in
Trudeau or liberal government, he must resign or replaced immediately Thank you

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47240

I have not followed a single mandate but cudnt get into restraunts.

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47241

It caused me to lose my job and impact my health, freedom and livelihood.

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47242

Had to go on leave without pay from my job because I wasn’t vaccinated.

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47243

Extremely stressful

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47244

Do not wish to answer

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47245

So many dumb restrictions made to divide families

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47246

I feel excluded from my right to life, free speech, health, freedom and I feel like in prison as I
can not travel.

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47247

NA

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47248

Restricts my travel to the states. E Wearing a mask makes it hard to breathe at times.

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47249

Stress and anxiety like never before . I see how one sided the news is and have absolutely no
respect for Trudeau and many others . Makes me sad how fucked up our world is . I really
don’t understand how Trudeau gets away with everything , money I guess .

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47250

Lost my jobs and businesses. Cut off from friends and family. Depression. Lost faith in my
country and it's leadership.

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47251

infringing on my Rights as a free and native land resident

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47252

I am in financial ruin and emotional distress - govt seems to be taking everything from us - I
don’t understand why

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47253

Made life uncomfortable for no reason

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47254

I don’t do well under communism.

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47255

It's taken so much away .This isn't about a sickness ,it's about political control

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47256

The world has gone further down the path towards shit. People should be able to choose what
they want to do with all aspects of their lives

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47257

As it has affected everyone , stressed out living in fear not knowing what the government will
do next, we are not animals we are humans

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47258

I have not been able to travel out of the country to meet my new granddaughter. I have not
been allowed to eat in restaurants. I was not able to get a haircut when needed.

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47259

It has caused family discourse, anxiety and depression in our children (and ourselves), and an
enormous distrust of the government, public health, and the medical establishment.

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47260

Division in my family, struggling in business

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47261

Resulted in discrimination, mental health issue ie. anxiety, depression. Limited ability to move
around freely. Has caused a divide in this country. And many more.

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47262

I’ve lost employment, my father is in a long term palliative care and I’m not allowed to go in to
see him. My son had been denied access to school for his apprenticeship. My mother is
suffering severe depression. My wife has anxiety. Etc

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47263

I had to drop out of school.

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47264

My husband is about to be booted out of the military which also means we will Be removed
from our house as we live on base 🤬

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47265

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47266

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 9:30 PM
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47267

Not able to move freely, as we were before this BS happened.

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47268

I worry about kids future to the point of serious panic attack almost daily. Im terrified by how
much power all levels of government were able to just give themselves under the guise of an
"emergency"

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47269

Lost job

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47270

The impact for me has been mainly the loss of social interaction for myself and my family,
missed opportunities in terms of travel, social division due to differing opinions and an increase
in anxiety and depression among myself and my peers.

2/18/2022 9:30 PM

47271

Mental health

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47272

No freedom to do what u want

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47273

No family gatherings, masks when shopping and social distance, meet with friends, eat out,
also getting supplies for my business

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47274

Sadness in not being able to do things that are important: time with family and friends, church
services.

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47275

Cant travel Canada to see family.

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47276

taken my freedom

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47277

Travel restrictions, unable visit dying mom in USA and attend her funeral, attend religious
services without masks and had to reserve seat as limited attendances, etc.

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47278

It has effected my mental health and my relationship with my family. Also it has greatly
effected my work which there for makes it harder on my family life and putting food on the
table and a roof over our heads

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47279

Restricted family gatherings, social gathering, hardships at workplace, financial loss, mental
stress

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47280

Has caused much division among friends. Been unable to freely visit friends and family. Have
been unable to support many small businesses, but have had no trouble getting in to support
big multinationals. Have had several bouts of depression. Our government and mainstream
media have lost all credibility

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47281

In a rural area I have not faced what major centre's have. I mostly find it inconvenient however.
How it has affected me was through the government paying people to stay at home. This stay
at home action has created greater obstacles for businesses to operate.

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47282

Closed my business for 4 months. Mental health issues from that. Business is back running
but 30% of my business was going to other business, work from home orders are still in. So I
don’t have that back after 2 years.

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47283

My income has been drastically cut, I now have social anxiety I hadn't before lockdowns and
restrictions, and my physical health is now the worst it's ever been because of gym and fitness
class closures.

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47284

Yes..it’s caused division in my family, it has made me be treated like a second class citizen, it
has ruined my trust in govt and health officials!

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47285

In every aspect: personal, professional, socio-economical

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47286

Ruined it, and yours

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47287

The masks make life a living hell. And the passports make it so you cant see family when you
cant cross the border. And I REFUSE to take their depopulation vaccine!!!

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47288

Affected or killed my life!!!

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47289

It's affected me because I feel like everyone is being forced apon something that is just a cold.
The mandates are horsesh** my son hates wearing masks and so do i

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47290

Made it hard to work and just enjoy life. Kids not in school no school sports etc..

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47291

My freedom

2/18/2022 9:29 PM
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47292

shitty

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47293

Negatively...emotionally socially for both myself and my grandchildren with me

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47294

Stress and mental health.

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47295

They have been completely nonsensical. We may as well do the hokey pokey next and see
how that works.

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47296

Majorly

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47297

It has divided our country and made me afraid of our government.

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47298

loss of freedom

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47299

Forced to get the vaccine and had a vaccine injury

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47300

loss of capacity at job (50%) mandate to have vaccine in order to access education and
certain job opportunities

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47301

Reduced contact with people (loved ones, colleagues etc)

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47302

Made cost of living more expensive!!

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47303

Not that much

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47304

I was put on leave without pay. I was kicked our of two bands I played in. I was told I was not
welcome to be in my women's group that has been gathering monthly for 24 years. I felt there
was something wrong but didn't know what and I felt so alone and disheartened that I planned
to kill myself (until the truckers stood up!). I am on the brink of homelessness. I have been
refused service for not wearing a mask. I wanted to escape canada and go somewhere more
free but didn't have the freedom to go anywhere else. And, of course, I have not been free to
do many things in life that I should be able to do anytime I want... movies, eating out, going to
parks or the zoo or museum or concerts etc. I have not wanted to go anywhere so have been
staying in my home for over two years.

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47305

Divided family

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47306

I'm triple vaccinated, have followed the rules and now I'm ready to enjoy the benefits
authorities kept telling us would be available once we achieved herm immunity.

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47307

Caused division between family and friends. Segregation in workplace. Lost time seeing my
children excel in sports.

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47308

Had to get a shot to keep my job. No choice at all!

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47309

Not seeing family and friends

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47310

I am now a hermit

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47311

Extremely negatively: anxiety in parents and children loss of employment, loss of life of a
young family friend due to an adverse reaction to the vaccine

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47312

I HATE wearing a mask

2/18/2022 9:29 PM

47313

I have relapsed back into severe depression and anxiety. I've lost friends and family over
these mandates.

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47314

Lost career for my child, lost access to post secondary education, restricted activity for my
entire family, lost access to much sport activities for my kids. Lost business. Lost friends &
family. Isolation, segregation, public humiliation by security and ppl enforcing (even when not
their job) restrictions at specific places. Loss of all social activity and interaction. Lost income.

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47315

The mandate has changed my life for the past few years as it has everyone’s lives. I have not
been socializing because of the “virus” and I’ve been personally victimized by being
unvaccinated. I do not support these mandates whatsoever. Bring Trudeau down. He is trying
to turn this country into a communist country. Bring. Him. Down.

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47316

1. Daughter couldn't have her dream wedding 2. Lost money - wedding deposits 3. Couldn't be
with my dying mother 4. Couldn't have the funeral my mother wanted 5. Couldn't visit my
newborn grandchild

2/18/2022 9:28 PM
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47317

Ruin my family

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47318

Travel restrictions are in lawful Can’t take kids anywhere

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47319

It's made me very depressed and worry about what future there is for my daughter. We haven't
been allowed to see my mother in law for almost two years which means my daughter hasn't
saw her grandmother for this time.

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47320

Which one? How much room to write. Hours and wage cut backs, then job loss for single
income family. Just after we brought our second born home. No swimming lessons for our
children. Couldn't take kids to appointments.

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47321

It has reduced my risk of catching covid.

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47322

I lost my job

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47323

Every aspect of my life!

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47324

Mandates have devastated my family over the last 2 years! Someone needs to be held
responsible.

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47325

Every single aspect of it

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47326

unable to see grandchildren and travel without fear of being contaminated

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47327

Depressing

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47328

Everytime they have a lockdown I have no work. I'm a retired and have a part time job to make
ends meet. With lock downs I have no job no more extra money to make ends meet. Been
very tough.

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47329

Lost my job as a HCW. 2 kid sin University not allowed to enrol in classes. 4 other kids not
allowed to play organized sports

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47330

Lost jobs no money and had to move

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47331

A complete distruction of normal Canadian life.

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47332

I've lost my job and have had to sell my home

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47333

Made family occasions hard .

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47334

I have witnessed what the true pandemic has become through fear and lockdown. Suicide
depression addiction abuse assault murder. I’ve seen more of this in 2 years then I have my
entire other 42 years of life. I’d rather be dead then see life as it’s become as sad as that
sounds. I would personally sacrifice my own life if this all ended today for everyone else in this
world.

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47335

cannot fly, cannot go anywhere to gym, for swimming, cannot visit my relatives

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47336

It has made me ashamed of our elected officials, the legal and judicial system, and the
democratic process.

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47337

I’m not allowed to socialize or breathe clean air because of these mandates.

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47338

I work in the Healthcare field and was forced to get vaccinated and now I am forced to get the
booster by March 14th or I lose my job!!!

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47339

Affected my businesd

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47340

J

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47341

Lose of job and healh

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47342

No Travelling

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47343

Loss of freedom

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47344

My kids can’t participate in any of the activities they love. We have pulled them out of school
because we don’t believe they should be masked for 8hrs a day. Not being able to worship as
a whole congregation in church. The lack of personal contact affects everyone!!

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47345

Not being able to travel within Canada

2/18/2022 9:28 PM
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47346

Negatively in all aspects; lost a family member to drug overdose; loss of easy-access health
care; unable to travel; can't visit loved ones; feeling isolated and alone; Seeing our Country
divided; etc. Too many to list. If people want to live in fear, let them, but let others live their
life. Too much flip-flopping and moving of the goalposts.

2/18/2022 9:28 PM

47347

My business has suffered, my 19 year old daughter has called me selfish, my oldest daughter
and youngest as well have all had words with me because of my beliefs. Daily I wonder if I’m
going to lose a client and future work because of these beliefs. I’m not hurting anyone. Please
let me live my life peacefully and free. Thank you.

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47348

Divided family Create fear Inability to travel

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47349

Kept me away from terminally ill father and he died alone and my children were only allowed to
cost him through a window. Also, I lost my job in home care.

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47350

Lost job

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47351

Lack of activities has made me more compromised, depressed and lonely

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47352

I’ve been a prisoner in my own country and in my home .

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47353

I may lose my job of 14 years which means bankruptcy. I have suffered severe stress and just
feel like I want to give up. I also fear that this once free country will now be run by a dictator.

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47354

Divorce, depression, isolation, anxiety, anger, loss of friends, and was about to pack up family
and move to another country.

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47355

Lose of work

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47356

Financially lost 40k each year 2020 & 2021. Family holidays like Christmas not seen in 2
years. I have a car in and buy supplies in U.S, all halted can't cross border, free shipping to
U.S, to Canada hundreds of $ account size or weight.

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47357

My grandkids left canada

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47358

Family discord

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47359

Depression

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47360

It's divided families and friends; stopped funerals and weddings; visits to loved ones in hospital
and nursing homes, etc. It is digusting that our government lied so many times over vaccines
and non compliance to getting the vaccines and that those that aren't vaccinated are spreading
the virus'. No true and it's been on the media as such. Lied to those who got the vaccine and
said it would protect them when it hasn't. I could go on, but you get the picture. Lastly I don't
want a spoiled brat pretending to be tryant for our country such as PM Trudeau. Time for a
change!

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47361

#freebc

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47362

Horribly! Broken relationships, friends and family, inflation, heartache, retirement dreams
ruined, and on and on and on.

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47363

Can not leave the country!

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47364

Mentally hard A brother has been in the psychiatric unit for 6 months - never this long before
Not being able to see my elderly mother hard Live alone - people are not to be isolated from
others

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47365

Lost the will to shop or travel

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47366

Personal/ family financial loss Relationships both family and friends/ neighbors traumatized

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47367

Servere mental health

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47368

Will lose my job if vaccine passport continues

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47369

I cannot attend post secondary to improve my skillset without having an experimental
injection.

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47370

Caused a divorce almost lost of job and mental issue. Get that dictator out before its to late.

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47371

It has stopped me from traveling for 2 years and is now costing me hundreds of dollars to

2/18/2022 9:27 PM
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regain my life to travel
47372

It makes your life miserable

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47373

It has kept my loved ones safe

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47374

Destroyed businesses. Eliminated jobs. Mandates are threats to both HEALTH and LIFE.

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47375

Greatly, work, kids depression. Loss of freedom that weighs heavily.

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47376

I have not been able to watch my son take part in the extremely limited wrestling season of his
grade 12 year

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47377

To much to list

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47378

Stress, anxiety, loss of friends, isolated from life,

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47379

Hasn't really impacted me other than when businesses were closed.

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47380

Haven't been able to travel in our motor home for holidays; haven't been able to have
grandchildren come and stay or visit them.

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47381

Cause a divorce

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47382

Job threatened weekly. Lack of freedom. Unable to receive needed medical attention. And
much more.

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47383

Family has left me. They are scared of me as I’m vaccine free.

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47384

Rising costs

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47385

Extreme stress levels, shopping issues inconvenienc , health issues, Social anxieties ,
government and policing distrust , No theaters or events concerts fun stuff

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47386

I was humiliated by being denied an accommodation from my work place Department of
National Defence. I have cried and cried about choosing between loosing my home or my
freedom. I have my elderly father that lives with us and just renovated our home. So I gave up
my rights and I am devastated. My kids have suffered in so many ways. I don’t have the
energy to bring it up.

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47387

I have not been able to see my family. There have been divides created within my circle of
friends and extended family. I have suffered a vaccine injury. I have not been able to travel to
visit extended family.

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47388

This has made our life extremely difficult. Not being able to participate in society. Having to
pay $100 every week (per adult) in testing between work and sports for our kids. All while our
vaccinated friends have all caught covid however we have not. Clearly the unvaccinated aren’t
the issue

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47389

Mental health

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47390

I have become anxious

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47391

Many of my rights have been taken away that are clearly spelled out in the Charter of Rights
and Freedoms. All government mandates are illegal because the government has not
demonstrably proven any are justified as required by the Charter.

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47392

caused division with friends and family. restricted my interaction with friends, family and
society as a whole. a total overreach of government.

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47393

It has had a large negative effect on my mental health. It has divided me from friends i used to
respect and family plagued by paranoia. I dont have any regular contact except for immediate
family. It negatively affected my final years of high school since i dont learn well from home
and it less enjoyable. Despite this it also encouraged me to lose weight and it gave me more
time to spend with my family and realize what i want to do with my life. But the most important
thing it showed is how easily people are molded by propiganda to become heartless monsters
that wish death and violence on fellow citizens based on their medical choices. It also shows
how evil government truly is and that even canada can slip into an authoritarian dictatorship.
Sometimes i wish i was blind to what is happening but that box is now open forever.

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47394

Depressing

2/18/2022 9:27 PM
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47395

Lost wages. Family division. Husband lost job - Financial Stress

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47396

Not at all

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47397

Negatively in every aspect. Loss of opportunity, loss of relationships, loss of activities,
children have suffered and are unable to participate in most activities ; they’re unable to be
with their friends; poor social development, loss of income, unaffordable housing prices and
the list goes on

2/18/2022 9:27 PM

47398

There is nothing that hasn’t been affected by it

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47399

Haven’t been able to work as a musician….. I believe the mandates have contributed to social
divisions and a decline in health.

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47400

My childrens mental health is forever damaged. Sad and Suicidal and so much more. I want a
choice for ALL

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47401

Cruel. Suffocating. Stressful.

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47402

I feel more depressed then I have ever felt

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47403

Depression, weight gain..Feel like my life is over and I'm only 26 years old. I just want my
freedom back so I can live the life I want, go back to going and doing whatever I want.. Not on
the governments terms on how they want to control everyone.

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47404

Isolation, fear,, depression, anger at those who have deceived the people for their selfish
power grab. None of it makes sense. I don’t trust our government nor the WEF’s motives that
seem to be behind all of these mandates.

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47405

High stress and feeling bullied

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47406

Lockdowns, school closure, loss of socializing. My child was banned from her sport because
she isn't vaccinated

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47407

Masks, no restaurants or liquor stores, my grandchildren have to get the shot when it’s harmful

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47408

In every way you think

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47409

Levels of activity, seeing family and friends,

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47410

Depression, weight gain, missing out on time spent with loved ones, my adult children are
financially broken.

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47411

Lost trust in government

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47412

Ruined our family’s lives

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47413

Terribly

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47414

Everybody kids and future

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47415

I am lonely for my family. All my friends who had Covid were triple vacced. What is the point!!

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47416

Lots of my friends and family have suffered from mental health problems because of not being
able to socialize. As well as stress, anxiety, lose of friends, lose of freedoms. I also can’t see
my long distance boyfriend so that is very hard on me mentally.

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47417

Forced to take it to keep my job ( career with 28 years invested )

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47418

Unemployed for 16 months

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47419

I have been separated from family, they couldn't support me when my husband died, I couldn't
be with my family wheny sister died. I am isolated

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47420

Many ways

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47421

Socially distructive

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47422

Terrible in every way. It was all about control and money. Nothing about health. And now
people have to live with the adverse reactions. I know of 10 blood clots to the heart. 3
lymphatic/ breast cancer to 3 friends in the last 3 months. One of those 3 ladies had 56 lymph
nodes removed, 18 of them cancerous. This was as of 2 weeks ago (February 8th) She had a
mammogram in the month of May. She was healthy. She received her 2 Pfizer vaccines in

2/18/2022 9:26 PM
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June/July. 5 months later, full blown cancer. Sister-in-law had a blood infection after 2nd Pfizer
vaccine. Almost killed her. This has been wrong from the very beginning. Trudeau had to go!!!!!
47423

Loss of friends, no socializing, not able to travel or dine out, too many divided, unhappy
people, vaccine injured friends, and at my age I don’t have years to waste.

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47424

Everything has become complicated,more expensive and has divided canadians on their moral
standards to make decisions for themselves and their children

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47425

I can live with it, miss family get togethers

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47426

It has separated people and caused many social and economical problems

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47427

Mental illness

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47428

It has stolen my freedom

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47429

My Freedom of choice

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47430

Frustration over people not knowing that a mandate is ONLY an "offer to contract". Also, I am
not a Cdn. Cit., but the Trust name IS, so what is Q.#1 really asking?

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47431

Fucked everything up

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47432

Ruined it

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47433

It has caused me pain and suffering as I can’t get the treatments I need. I’ve had over 30
friends die from suicide. I’ve lost work. I’ve been depressed. I have lost all faith in our
government and become estranged from my family. It’s been horrible for my health and
everyone I know has suffered due to the mandate.

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47434

Loss of work money family friendship Isolation And children who should be exploring life and
the world needing to stay home - deprived of our rights Our rights to travel Masks and
mandates have dehumanized people People attack me when I can’t wear a mask I hear stories
of violence And am disturbed by the hate speech of our PM And the full on lies of media I am
proud of all the people who are standing for our freedom against this tyranny

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47435

Lost my friends lost my freedom and job and too much stress

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47436

The same as everyone, its been hard but necessary I think to protect the vulnerable

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47437

I almost lost my job, had to test weekly, feel very discriminated against like a 2nd class citizen
for believing in my natural immune system and not wanting experimental gene therapy in my
body. Have been segregated and disallowed into public establishments my taxes pay for. Lost
friends and family to fear mongering and division over being vaccinated or not.

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47438

MY business has suffered and so has my social life

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47439

I think it end now enough is enough we need our lives back, our freedom. I had to be
vaccinated or loose my job. My 10 year old grandson has anxiety he has to be medicated, he
needs to start playing hockey again, see his friends no more masks for these children please,
this affects all the family so so sad !!!!!

2/18/2022 9:26 PM

47440

Financially and emotionally

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47441

My children are emotionaly and physically affected by this mandate. They have had no
Opportunity for a reasonable and normal childhood and I have felt discriminated against
because I do not believe that people should have no choice but to put in their bodies what the
government is telling them they need to put in their bodies. This is my sacred body no one
chooses what goes in it but me that is my right as a free Canadian and I should definitely not
have discrimination against myself or any of my fellow Canadians for deciding not to!

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47442

Losing loved ones and not being able to be with them during their final days, and then not
being able to celebrate their lives through celebrations of life/funerals

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47443

Loss of my job

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47444

Lost job

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47445

Mental stress-fear of job loss, wife lost job, daughter out of university and degree lost due to
vax pass. Loss of all family ties due to vax views. Loss of travel rights.

2/18/2022 9:25 PM
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47446

Has caused me anxiety issues. Masks have hurt my lungs and restricted my breathing
constantly to the point of almost fainting in grocery stores. The vaccine mandate killed my
brother in law, healthy 24 year old dropped dead in the street in front of his home from cardiac
arrest three weeks after his first dose that he was forced to get so he could fly to
Newfoundland to say goodbye to his grandfather that was dying of brain cancer. These
mandates have hurt every small business in my hometown. I cannot get the vaccine due to
allergies and other health issues but no doctor would give me an exemption even though most
likely if I took the vaccine it would have a extremely negative effect on me or kill me. I have
not been able to visit family out of my province for two years now and it has caused me a lot
of heartbreak.

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47447

In every single way possible.

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47448

No freedom of choice in regards to having vaccine. Take it or you can go to restaurants, travel
etc

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47449

Mental and physical stress

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47450

Segregation, coercion,loss of job, loss of constitutional freedoms

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47451

Very negatively. I lost My husband to brain cancer in 2020. The beginning of that year was
Covid and it’s been hell ever since

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47452

Like everyone else’s

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47453

Changed everything in my life. Not free anymore!

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47454

Far too much hate and divisiveness going on!

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47455

Destroyed my life

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47456

I support freedom of choice. My body, my choice. My family and myself have been treated like
second class citizens because we are not vaccinated. Yet, everyone we know that has had the
‘vaccine’ has gotten sick with covid. I am sure we were one of the first people to have had
covid, before there was testing even available. We have natural immunity obviously, we have
been around covid at work and school and have not gotten it so far. So why is our government
not supporting natural immunity and pushing vaccines on everyone, no matter the cost. It’s
because they don’t care about anyone, only their own agenda and bank account. Personally, it
has effected me seeing children everyday masked up for no good reason other than to teach
them control at a young age. It’s all disturbingly sick.

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47457

Stopped me from being able to see my dad before he died, and stopped paramedics from
saving my dads life from a heart attack in time due to the PPE they have to put on at the
scene due to my father not being vaccinated.

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47458

I haven't seen friends or family in two years. Lost my job and had to take a really shitty temp
job. Makes it even harder to find a decent job. I have chronic bronchitis and asthma, having to
wear a mask makes it so hard to breath it sends me into anxiety attack. I have to touch and
move the mask so much that it's totally pointless. I feel like my country is segregating me. Not
sure how much you need or want

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47459

I am depressed, I disrespect myself as I needed (for work) to take the COVID-19 vaccine that
I didn’t want. I am also very worried about the long term effects on my child’s health who
needed to take the vaccine to participate in sports. I feel crushed.

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47460

Negatively !

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47461

i lost my income, my children have suffered major anxiety and depression throughout all this,
my family has been torn about over the divisiveness of PM Justin Teudeau.

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47462

Terriblly and not enough words in here to describe it

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47463

Isolation, not spending time with people I love, breathing affected by wearing a mask all day at
work. Christmas alone, Thanksgiving alone,…

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47464

People seem polarized one way or the other its creating deviations that are unhealthy for the
people and the country

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47465

Divided friends and family. Medically Harmed people. Stopped us from being with loved ones in
nursing homes and lodges. Travel to them stopped. Ect.

2/18/2022 9:25 PM
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47466

As everyone else. Depression, anxiety, and grumpiness

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47467

The mandate has separated our family for 2 years as we live in the North and not supposed to
leave unless medical, friends are afraid of friends. Pitting shot against unshot. You all know
masks do nothing but catch your spit, Fearmongering at it's finest! I want my family back, my
friends back and the lying media and government to be truthful hahaha

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47468

Lost 20+ year career; people treating us like we are the virus, discrimination everywhere we go
or can’t go, loss of pride for Canada, loss of connection with friends and family, unable to see
our 94 year old grandmother, unable to travel to places where I won trips to, loss of normal life.

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47469

I lost my career as a Nurse after 18 years! I was not even able to support myself and had to
apply for social assistance!! I have had anxiety and depression since the mandates began as I
have been completely isolated living alone!

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47470

Can't visit family my husband is really sick and we can't have a family gathering

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47471

Restrictions on freedom of movement

2/18/2022 9:25 PM

47472

Little

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47473

In every way, .more anxious, loss of income, health issues un related to covid Affected our
well being, especially our child

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47474

Had to retire, live alone, it has been rough

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47475

Restricted access due to medical choices I made

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47476

I've been stuck in the house for far to long I'm missing my family and two of my adult children
are going to lose there jobs at the end of March

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47477

Lost my job. Kept me from loved ones.

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47478

How has it affected anyone's life????? Not in a good way.

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47479

driving me completely crazy depressed angry and more

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47480

It has kept my loved ones and I safe.

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47481

Husband was terminated and had to start a new job, we cannot go out because of passports,
our children are isolated, we are regularly discriminated against because of mask exemptions
due to health issues.

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47482

Wearing the mask has affected my health, chronic sinus infection, problems breathing cause
nose is constantly plugged. I can not apply for work because they are only accepting
vaccinated candidates. It has caused division amongst family and friends. Medical care went
almost 2 yrs without seeing my family dr face to face because they were only taking phone
call appointments.

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47483

Couldn’t see loved ones in hospital while they were dying. Could not go do anything because
I’m unvaxxed. My mental health and depression sky rocketed. I had suicidal thoughts brought
on by the hopelessness that this will never end. Cancelled plans. Loss of friends over division.
The list goes on.

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47484

Sadness at the damage done to so many friends from the vaccine, lack of medical help, job
loses and real disappointment with the debt, lies and corruption of our PM.

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47485

Lost my job Lost friends

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47486

No work

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47487

Enough

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47488

It made me stay home more because couldn't stand to be around all the crazy people. People
wearing masks put them on their children. Also friends died and others were harmed from the
jab.

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47489

Drastically! Price inflation is through the roof, cannot make ends meet with all the price
inflations. We are taxed beyond being able to live in this country anymore. The government is
acting as criminals and trying to smooth it over. I feel our court system have failed all
Canadians in not stepping in and ruling against the mandates.

2/18/2022 9:24 PM
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47490

I cannot travel, I cannot sit in a restaurant, and it has affected my mental health.

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47491

Job loss, fear for my health

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47492

Lost my travel business

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47493

Not being able to visit with people i love and it has divided many people

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47494

Harder to get work done

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47495

Having a husband who is American, we were forced to be vaccinated if we wanted to see each
other. I am on anti-anxiety and antidepressant medications as well as BP meds as a result. My
children have trouble falling asleep and sometimes have awful coughs, are extremely
emotional and irritable having had to wear masks all day, even outside at recess.

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47496

Marriage destroyed, mental depression, isolation, financial, unlawful, disgusting, ashamed of
all governments.

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47497

First of all two years gone none of us will get back. I’ve been lucky enough to keep working but
I had a stressful few weeks worrying about not being allowed on job sites and not being able to
pay my mortgage so I feel for anyone who has lost employment due to mandates. This has
caused so much divide its sad to see. I want my life back

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47498

Extreme mental health issues due to the inhumane way of life we’ve been expected to live
over a virus with a 99% survival rate

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47499

Severe mental health decline due to the fear of what kind of world my child will have to grow up
in

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47500

Lost many jobs, could not see my dying wife, could not visit my children, isolated 5 times for 2
weeks, can’t celebrate with family

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47501

Negatively not just for me but for my young son

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47502

My family doctor passed away. I had been diagnosed with emphysema just shortly beforehand.
I CANT breathe with a mask on. I get refused service because I can't wear a mask. I have had
to undergo repeated FORCED medical testing in order to provide for my family(which violates
my rights). I have been pressured into taking a vaccine that I never wanted in the first place,
which also comes with horrendous side effects. I have watched loved ones pass away and be
classified as COVID19 because they were terminal, thus not allowing anyone to be by their
side, and to die alone. The financial hardship is a burden. I wish I could sue the government for
my stress.

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47503

My son hasn't been home for Christmas in 2 years due to vaccine mandate to fly

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47504

I almost lost my job, while off on a sick leave/maternity leave. I wasn’t comfortable receiving
the vaccine while pregnant/breast feeding. I had to fight for 2 months to save my job, even tho
I was no threat to what they referred to as “patient safety” as I wasn’t even in the building till
2023.

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47505

It is difficult for me to breath in a mask, but because I don't have a medical issue allowing me
exemption, I must wear a mask everywhere I go

2/18/2022 9:24 PM

47506

social distancing- could not give my grandma a proper funeral and burial, couldnt see my
parents during the holidays my children couldnt be with their grand parents for the holidays i
have not been able to travel due to passport mandates, and mandiatory vaccination is tyranny,
and a complete stranger asking for my health records is going against my rights and freedoms,
Privacy act. These mandates have created a divided society, fear mongering and media
spewing propganda has created a fear driven craziness of paranoia. its getting ridiculous and it
needs to END NOW!!!

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47507

My child hardly knows a life without masks. Family has been ripped apart because of
restrictions and being brainwashed by the media that one day it’s okay to see your family but
the next day it’s not.

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47508

It should have never happened

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47509

Not able to live a life in freedom

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47510

im in danger of losing my house

2/18/2022 9:23 PM
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47511

I hate going shopping and don’t visit people anymore.

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47512

Lost job

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47513

Im very depressed now and I’m having panic attacks everyday.

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47514

My kids are depressed and failing school . My oldest has shown depression so bad he’s
throwing up . My husband can’t get adequate counselling. Lost education and greats , hockey
has been not a year of development we have lost 2 yrs of it , I have anxiety issues and can’t
go into the store with a mask so I get yelled at . I have noticed separation vaxx and unvaxxed
. I’m angry all of us are . Loss of income . Health issues bc of stress . So many more . My
sons have lost the most the best years of their live are now but since Covid no it’s been dark .

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47515

Isolation and division of family and friends

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47516

No freedom as they have decided for us when and who you can visit with. We have lost our
freedom to live and choose what we want in our body.

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47517

No friends. No sports. No travel. No church.

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47518

It’s opened my eyes to a whole lot of crap descended on me and us for quite some time now.
Media lies, government are pawns, climate change is a scam, vaccines going back more than
100 years are behind most health issues. None of this is new to me but all has been confirmed
last couple years. I’m sure there’s more but unless there are major changes now, humanity is
doomed

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47519

I haven’t been able to live a normal life in any capacity since March 2020. My vacation that
year was cancelled and I live a very isolated life without any of my former activities available
to me. My gym that I used to train at 4 days per week is a distant memory. I literally go to
work downtown Calgary, which is basically a ghost town and return home to an empty house!
Friendships and family gatherings are thing of the past. How many citizens of this “free”
country have been forced to live in isolation?

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47520

My family has lost their job and has affected our mental health.

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47521

My Freedoms. My Rights as a Canadian citizen Employment to live my life

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47522

Lost my job

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47523

You guys have ruined everyone’s lives period

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47524

Depression. Loss of internet. Lost faith in government and institutions

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47525

Restricted

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47526

Work and social

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47527

A lot, mental health

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47528

Family broken apart

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47529

The mandates were unnecessary just like the vaccines.

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47530

These mandates caused more harm then good. Now we will have years and years of backlogs
in hospitals fir surgeries, treatments. How many people have been killed due to this mandates?
What about drug and alcohol abuse rates now? Domestic abuse, depression, suicide? What
about the hate and divide and segregation Trudeau caused? Called Canadians racist and
amongst other false language. Force vaccinations is unlawful but yet they claimed they didn't
force vaccinations. Taking rights away, forcing people to take a vaccine to keep their job, this
is so criminal. Trudeau should be criminally charged.

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47531

Several in my family have lost jobs, increased stress and division, staying away from parents
way to long.

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47532

yes

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47533

Totally affected Social gatherings and felt locked up

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47534

watching human rights slip away. i feel like a jew from 1930s Germany, thanks to the nazi
liberals.

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47535

It has created a culture of hate

2/18/2022 9:23 PM
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47536

Not letting me attend events, restaurants etc

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47537

Same as everyone else

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47538

Single woman working no back up to support and anytime I got sick and had to stay home I
had to drain my savings accounts. Unable to see family.

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47539

The mandates have made me question my freedom to live my life as I did prior to March of
2020. The mandates have made me feel like all others view me as a walking transmission of
the virus. I have children, and children often have runny noses, so I feel like I can’t go
anywhere. Raising children in isolation is not healthy for parents or children. We are not at risk
of dying from Covid more than dying of a car accident, so the mandates have been very
frustrating.

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47540

The government taking freedoms away have effected everyone. I know of young subsides,
people getting sick from breathing in their own bacteria all day.

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47541

Lost my Freedom

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47542

Economic and social exclusions

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47543

In every single aspect. My children are too young to remember life before. When the school
sends me pictures all I see is sadness in their eyes behind their masks. We can't go anywhere
as a family and have missed out on so much.

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47544

Loss of revenue in my business and shut downs.

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47545

Not being able to work

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47546

Can’t go anywhere

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47547

It will be 3 years, this summer, since I saw my family. The mandates/restrictions are doing
more harm then the virus does.

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47548

Anxiety and financially

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47549

I was cohearsed and lied about the vacinne. I do not want to have a w code life

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47550

Effected my work, bo parts, no trucks, more people home more waste

2/18/2022 9:23 PM

47551

Can’t go to secondary school. Traveling to help family in the USA for medical reasons and for
visiting has been hard. Boarder crossing is a joke and then having to quarantine, makes it hard
to get an income. Trying to plan a wedding and knowing that family will not be able to make it
is heart breaking. Not being able to fly makes for 30 hour road trips, which is not fair.

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47552

It has made it difficult as a pastor, we need to place GOD first, and allow Him back into our
country,

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47553

Son 2 suicide attempts, daughter anxiety and eating disorder, contact from of losing livelihood
for disagreeing with government

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47554

Taking away my freedom to make choices for myself.

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47555

Loss of social life and restrictions to my family and friends

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47556

Depression/ Anxiety. Division in family and friend circles. In the community. Guilt for sending
my kid in a mask to school every day for 8hrs/day. My 4 year old is paranoid that if she
doesn’t wear her mask she will kill people. Loss of normalcy!

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47557

Kids have been removed from college. I am a nurse put on unpaid leave. My younger kids
cannot participate in facilities for sports. I pay taxes yet unable to participate in society. I am
treated like a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47558

Caused division within my family. Prevents me from having meaningful conversations with the
elderly people that I work with.

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47559

I have been held prisoner in my home for 2 years as a result of the “vaccine”. I will NOT get
the “vaccine “ because I have brain Cancer and I am in remission and I do not want the “
vaccine “ because it will trigger my tumour growth.

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47560

It has taken away our freedoms

2/18/2022 9:22 PM
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47561

I can’t travel, I can’t go on a date with my girlfriend

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47562

A lot of stress added. Hardships on relationships and mental illness. Children have been
dealing with a lot they shouldn't have to

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47563

Lost job, mental health issues

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47564

Need to medicate to make it through a day, my kids have lost 2 years of learning, lost
friendships, forced to vaccinate to keep my job. I regret it everyday and suffer sever anxiety
from it. I never said I wouldnt get the vaccine I said I wanted to wait and see and that wasn’t
an option.

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47565

It s affect my liberty,the health of my kids,the injection kill peaple

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47566

Being treated like a second class citizen because i want to be in control of my own bodily
autonomy

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47567

Destroyed the whole family

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47568

Family separation, stress, fear in the children.

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47569

For several months I was unable to see my adult children, elderly mother in law who's in an
extended care home. Unable to worship God in our church, now my husband is losing his job
due to mandatory vaccine mandates.

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47570

It has taken away my free choice to do with my body what I want and my freedom to live my
life my way

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47571

It hasn't. Stop being a man baby. Mask up, vaxx up. We are all in this together

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47572

I have been made to feel like a leper by family. I was singled out, ridiculed and treated
differently because I’m not vaccinated. I have special needs and was receiving attendant care
and social services at home. Because of the mandates I lost my services. My husband had to
quit his job to care for me. We struggle immensely.

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47573

Have not been able to dine out or visit any public venues.

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47574

Mental health and family apart, im a restaurant owner and our business is not doing good...

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47575

ripped apart my family, ruined friendships and destroyed my community, friends and family
have lost jobs because they were unwilling to be vaccinated

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47576

I can’t go to a restaurant, theatre, sports game or take public transportation or leave Canada

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47577

Limited travel therefore income for my job. Masking has given me a rash on my face.

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47578

It has hurt many people I love.

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47579

It’s all bullshit

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47580

It has made me depressed, that we have to decide work or health, that should never be the
case in the country

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47581

Travelling affected our family.

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47582

Mental health down !!!!!!!

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47583

My rights have been impacted. Along with my health as I refuse to advertise my personal
private health information to clerks in order to go for swim - required for health. This has
Nazism all over it. Only with the numbers I can have freedom!! I’m a prisoner of the tyrant
Justin Trudeau! Crimal

2/18/2022 9:22 PM

47584

It’s been cruel to say the least. This has caused so much pain & suffering beyond repair.

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47585

All of them

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47586

This box isn't big enough. Business, family, friends, mental health, isolation, separation,
segregation.

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47587

Im vaccinated

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47588

I homeschool my child and lost friendships and family

2/18/2022 9:21 PM
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47589

It has given me peace of mind that our public health officials have followed science and made
recommendations that benefit Canadians as a whole.

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47590

Trips have been canceled. I can’t do things i enjoy doing Becouse of the mandates.

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47591

It’s against my right to decide/choose what products enter in y body. This product called
vaccine didn’t prevent people to get the virus. Who will pay the cost of the so-called vaccine
and the time lost administrating it?

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47592

Injury in my family and had no freedom of choice

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47593

Mental health decline in my children. Freedom to move. Economic decline.

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47594

The prison I was forced to take laft me sick all the time

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47595

Loss of income. Loss of security, being constantly bullied, threatened and isolated.
Depressing.

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47596

Tremendously

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47597

Not able to see some family Masks have affected my health I feel

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47598

Mandates have strained and ruined many relationships as they have caused division, sown
hostility, and caused anxiety.

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47599

Taken away freedom. Missed time with family

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47600

Lost friends and family from divisiveness. Lost job. Have already had Covid and no vaccine

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47601

Very confusing with social media and news with all the conflicting personal beliefs and actual
facts being told.Mandates have separated family and friends and has created major divides in
family and friends due to covid misinformation

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47602

Taken away freedoms-leaving only stress ,pain and loss of faith in moral leadership

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47603

I lost a job. I've lost relationships with friends and family. I've lost optimism and the ability to
look forward to anything. I've been locked out of facilities that are critical to by mental and
physical health. Depression isn't just because of SAD, it's a daily thing, no matter what
season. I've lost my hope. I'm terrified of the future.

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47604

I have asthma and it’s very hard to breath with the masks and to visit family

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47605

It's put a huge amount of unnecessary stress on my family. After the first 3 months of covid
we were no longer afraid of covid with a 99.9% chance of survival. We had to move one of our
adult children home when she sank into a deep depression after being cut off from her friends.
Because some of us choose to not participate in the new vaccine we can no longer do many of
our family outings together. We have been excluded from larger family gatherings. The love
and support of our church family was hard to access through zoom. I already have lung
problems and wearing a mask made me very out of breath but everyone was made to feel so
scared I didn't like to be in public without it. Not covid, but the constant media and incessant
restrictions around covid have caused 2 years of unnecessary stress. My husband almost lost
his job. One of my children lost their job.

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47606

Financially, mentally

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47607

I am a prisoner in my one country

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47608

We have not been able to see our family as they are locked away in nursing homes and out of
the province. We have been kept from our usual routines and asked not to gather properly for
worship.

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47609

I lost my job, my children are terrified and have extreme anxiety from being masked at school
so we took them out after that. I feel terrified of being judged and persecuted for my own
beliefs about what to put in my own body. I’m also terrified about the state of this country and
what kind of life my children will grow up in because our prime minister has divided this country
to horribly.

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47610

Isolation and mental health. No more social life and no work.

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47611

Restriction did my freedom to go places and restrictions on my kids participating in and
activities

2/18/2022 9:21 PM
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47612

We have stayed very isolated and have given up many social activities, most especially for
the kids.

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47613

Almost losing our business and home. Not being able to see family

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47614

I didn’t see my family in US for over 2 years. I’m clinically depressed

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47615

I cannot see my grandson play hockey. My granddaughter competes in running and I cannot
go see her run. Icannot go to movies, restaurants, or travel. My healthcare choices should be
mine to decide not the governments. End COVID mandates immediately so I can live my life
in freedom!

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47616

We have no life if you are lucky enough to still have a job you go to that. The rest we are told
what we can and cannot do.

2/18/2022 9:21 PM

47617

Depression

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47618

Negatively in every aspect of it

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47619

Loss of freedom😡

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47620

Discord amongst family, friends and general public. This has never been about the virus. The
virus is simply the proverbial Trojan horse that was used to influence, confuse, divide and
create fear among the populace. Our very lives are at stake. I also believe that there are
substances in the injections that will affect the physical and mental health of people by
malicious use of frequencies. I will not say more here...

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47621

It has negatively affected my physical, mental, emotional and social health. As well as
financially, education wise and recreation and relaxation wise. An unnecessary wedge has
been forced in society over the efficacy and motive of these mandates.

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47622

it hasnt

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47623

Depression, Division.

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47624

Depression, over worked, terrified of my government. I’d rather die of Covid than live in
Canada.

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47625

Fired from my nursing job. In the entirety of the pandemic never touched a covid pt. Was never
redeployed to work on a covid unit. Not once. My husbands exemption for an exciting cardiac
condition post heart attack was denied. He got both shots and is now constantly lethargic.
Numbness in his fingers. Burning in his feet. Migraines. Never had a migraine before. My
children hate school. It's become a cesspool for teacher bullying.

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47626

It's come between my freindships of many years

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47627

Lost friends and family. Damaged working relationships. Driving up the cost of goods. Anxiety
and depression.

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47628

Forced vaccination to keep my job, hundreds of dollars for a pcr test to travel even though you
need to be fully vaccinated to do that. Establishments that support segregation of society, hate
the politicians bribery to get people to do what they want. Don't even want to say I am
Canadian anymore. When we traveled to Florida, people made comments all the time about the
tyranny in Canada...so sad.

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47629

Work on line , no sports for me or my children, job and income loss for me and my children

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47630

Bankruptcy and illness...20 years of business gone forever..my son lost 2 years of his life
..evwry hobby he had gone.deateoyed dreams..fuck you Ford and Trudeau

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47631

Ruined my ability to run my business freely. Cannot visit my family and friends
Relationshipsbruined

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47632

I've had to stay home most of the time ,can't travel

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47633

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47634

Stress and anxiety.

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47635

I've become extremely depressed over the past 2 years, life doesn't feel like it worth it
anymore

2/18/2022 9:20 PM
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47636

My ex wife abducted my children during the 1st covid lock down and I was unable to get to
court because theybwere closed. She established a new status quo and my relationship with
my kids has suffered. I'm currently off work on a stress leave. It's affecting my mental health

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47637

It has ruined my life and the life of my husband and 2 grown sons .

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47638

I am a healthcare worker. I am burned out. Get you vax and let’s get back to being Canadians

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47639

It has been me less social. I worry for the future of our next generations as so many people so
willingly gave up their freedoms. I do not trust doctors and I will not trust my government.

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47640

Terribly

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47641

I have been afraid to go shopping to get groceries, I haven’t seen my brothers or sisters in
almost 2 years. My life has been turned upside down. I can’t wear the mask because I have a
fibula of small space but I am forced to wear it. I have been very sick since I received the 2nd
vaccine and I now have a fear of shopping if some one comes in my Ail when I am shopping I
have a panic attack. I can’t take this anymore. If it were not for my Grandkid’s I would have
left this world already.

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47642

We are restricted in travel and eating out. Also has caused stress and division in family

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47643

Not being able to see family and friends, feeling I have become withdrawn from society

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47644

Was forced to get vaxxed or get fired.

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47645

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47646

Can't do anything, can't hangout with friends and family and cannot do what I want anymore

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47647

Lost my job due to refusing to vax

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47648

Mental health, financial, my kids' mental and physical health, inability to play sports, division
among family members, isolation and lack of support... More ways than I can even count.

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47649

Brought about fear and devision

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47650

I live in Brazil and my family lives in Ottawa. With all the restrictions it is VERY unpleasant to
travel to visit them. I have kids who haven't been able to see their grandmother and uncle in
two years. I want this to end yesterday!

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47651

I got vaccinated. So could do everything I wanted. So not really at all.

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47652

Lost 1 year and 3 months of work due to the downturn created by covid and the mandates.

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47653

Negatively for me and children. Financial hardship and worry and so many other ways

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47654

They have stolen all freedoms in excess of what was reasonable at the height of the pandemic
which is no longer a lasting threat

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47655

I’ve lost my rights as a Canadian citizen. I have developed severe skin reactions from masks,
which has led me to seek a dermatologist special list. I’ve been ostracized by family, friends,
work, and other people. My son has lost out on daycare, leisure activities. As a family lost out
on gatherings with family, outings. Our mental health has been deeply affected by all mandates
in so many ways it’s too long to describe. It has created more divide than good. It has broken
families and other relationships. People I know have lost jobs. Work has been affected by
capacity measures, which has resulted in reduced hours, shorten shifts, loss of shifts or
shutdowns. Financially it has impacted myself and many others. This is not okay. It is not
right. It is creating damage. It is affecting people mentally, emotionally and physically. This is
not about health anymore and it is clear.

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47656

Hurt so much especially the travel. Lost money as air Canada did not refund our flights to
Australia. And the inability even now to go to Australia to see my family and prices have
doubled even tripled.

2/18/2022 9:20 PM

47657

Depression and anxiety.

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47658

It has divided our family, our church and our community as well as our country. Has destroyed
businesses, and raised prices.

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47659

It hasn’t. I’m still able to do all the things I did before, but with a mask sometimes. No biggie.

2/18/2022 9:19 PM
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47660

Ruined my life

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47661

Breathing properly without a mask, travelling, my grandchildren continuing university, and
playing sports, we are seniors and we’ve lost 2 years of our precious time left of life here on
earth because of evil globalists that want to control our lives, and have bought off the people in
positions that have control over us. This is NOT the life anyone should want to live. This
experimental injection has killed more people than covid, if the truth was told. We know these
injections are for depopulation, and tracking, tracing and total control of our thoughts, health,
money, activities. No thank you.

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47662

This mandate has divided my friends and my family, not able to visit my loved ones in Long
Term Care Homes. Has caused extreme loneliness. Cost of living has increased substantially.
Can’t watch my grandkids play hockey. Couldn’t spend Christmas special occasions with
family!

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47663

The inflation and greed of big corporations , has a huge effect on all pensioners.

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47664

Financially negative. For over a year, Not able to visit 94 yr old mother in care home 🤬🤬

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47665

Too many ways to express. Personal and in business

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47666

it has divided our family and friends. i find everyone is angry now most of the time. i am am
tired of the government both fed and prov thinking they know what is best for me, especially
when none of their mandates makes sense or have done what they supposedly were meant to
do.

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47667

Blah

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47668

Lost my job

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47669

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47670

Negetively

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47671

Our community has been torn apart. Very divisive. Trudeau will not listen to the average
person. He is out of touch with Canadians.

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47672

It's been terrible. The forcing of this whole thing has caused depression it is pure evil what the
government is doing to people causing death. PURE EVIL

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47673

It has turned my belief and faith in politicians to nothing but contempt. Families split,
friendships lost, suicides, divorces, heavy handed government taking jobs from the
citizens....we all know someone. It is unforgivable what governments have done.

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47674

Ruined it: family friends lost by death and injury by vaccine, loss of wage due to discrimination
and forced vaccination policy

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47675

Depression

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47676

Lack of freedom of choice.

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47677

Loss of personal rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47678

Very negatively. Can't see parent in nursing home, trapped in our country, extremely negative
affect on our small business

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47679

None

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47680

It's torn my family apart!

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47681

I have been a nervous wreck for 2 years now. Mental health is a problem. I thought I was going
to have to check myself into a mental institution regarding being forced to vaccinate or loose
my job. I am going to have to wear a mask at work even after my Premier has told us at the
end of Feb. we don't have to wear them... I work for the Federal Government and I am very
upset about the whole situation. Our Prime Minister has failed ( Canadians) The lockdowns
were very hard on my families.

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47682

Wearing a mask has given me major skin issues and social anxiety—- extreme—- crippling
anxiety. I am a female trying to get pregnant and am terrified of the vaccines and how it has
affected people I know in my community and affected their periods and cycles .

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47683

im tired of the media and government keeping us in fear

2/18/2022 9:19 PM
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47684

Can’t go watch my daughter dance in here dance class

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47685

Isolation from family and friends. Depression. Depression in my children. I was fired due to a
vaccine mandate.

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47686

Restricted movement

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47687

Loss of income. Depression throughout my family. A serious decline in the mental health of my
children. Distrust in our government. Little faith in our health care system. Divided family. The
list goes on and none of it is good

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47688

Depression, no hope for the future, was patriotic not during covid until the trucker convoy.

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47689

Not being able to see family and friends

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47690

I've been forced to draw off unemployment insurance for the first time in my life. I need a
surgery that I've been waiting for, for 2 years now. I've had covid and had to stay home so the
vaccinated could only get covid from the vaccinated due to the QR codes. My hours are still
shorted because of restrictions. It's been a negative downward spiral for many of my friends..
suicides hit hard last year and we couldn't even attend the funerals. I have so many more
friends that have become addicted to drugs and alcohol. My father was hospitalized for an
unrelated serious illness and was only allowed 2 visitors. He was close to deaths door! His
wife and I were the only visitors allowed, none of the other 3 siblings because they weren't on
"the list of 2". I'm angry at all of this, all the time!

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47691

Depressed and a feeling of no hope

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47692

Took away multiple scholarship offers in football and I will not be able to get my degree for an
extra 3 years now

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47693

In every way

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47694

Divided my family and friends big time!!

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47695

Kept us out of restaurants

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47696

My child is in a state depression she now has a hard time socializing.

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47697

My daughter has become very depressed and my other children have developed anxiety. I
haven’t seen my extended family in two years.

2/18/2022 9:19 PM

47698

Family relationships, mental health. So wrong.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47699

Because I live on a fixed income of the paltry CPP, other than not eating at restaurants, it
really hasn't.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47700

Segregated from friends, due to my own health conditions, I have not gotten the vacccine… &
consequently feel like a lepar… when I’ve not had as much as a cold. Unable to socialize at
work or with friends.. feel like my personal private health has been put on display for sll to
judge. The stress has been very difficult.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47701

Lost alot of friends bad mental health from the stress of population devided

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47702

Depression, can’t travel

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47703

My husband and I reconciled our marriage after 23 years and then he had to go down to the
States because he plays violin with a group down there and I am not able to go because I do
not want to get jabbed with an experimental vaccine that is not working so now we have been
separated again for nearly 2 months and I am 78 and he is 80. Very 😔 sad.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47704

Family is against each other, work has been affected, mental health in my kids has been
through the roof, my mental health has gone down, my kids miss people and normal life

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47705

LIke everyone else, it has kept us from most of our normal activities.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47706

its all a scam my children and granchildren need protection!!

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47707

Very little but cannot travel much

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47708

90% reduction in income. Mental health is in severe decline. Had to get a new job.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM
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47709

The mandates probably saved my fathers life!! So deeply, in a good way. I have faced real
adversity in my life and triumphed, vaccine mandates?? Please. Grow up.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47710

Very negatively, emotionally and mentally. My family and I are confined to our home and we
feel like prisoners in a time where we should have the freedom to choose what we want. Our
children suffer in so many ways and these mandates have taken everything from us its time to
stop all of this hell.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47711

Depression

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47712

Have been forced out of my job with Canada Post, even though I am well, and able and willing
to work.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47713

Separation of friends. Having to try to understand the rules that don’t make sense. Cost our
business time and money. Watching people lose there homes and businesses. Wage cuts.
The lies from the government. Watching other countries return to normal.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47714

Horribly can’t see my mother in nursing home. Friends are paranoid the country is hurting

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47715

Suspended from work without pay. Daughter needed to get tested to play extracurricular
sports, son may need to withdraw from University. Family is experiencing stress, anxiety, hair
loss (me), body pain (me), depression, discrimination and we feel like we are second class
citizens…akin to living in a prison.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47716

What life?

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47717

Very negatively in all ways..

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47718

As an willfully unvaccinated citizen the mandates are extremely discriminatory against me and
take away my right to go into certain businesses. I am not allowed to travel by plane within the
country and am also a prisoner in my own country. The mask mandates affect my mental
health and communication with people. I feel afraid to go into stores without one because of
how people may treat me.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47719

Taking away freedom

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47720

Horribly

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47721

I had to choose either to have an experimental, unapproved injection (in order to fly) -- or not
see my children and grandchildren for the last two years. There could be no funeral for my
brother-in-law. My elderly neighbour (with health complications) needs us to keep an eye on
him, but the mandates made him more vulnerable: we couldn't see him except from a distance.
By the way -- my arm has never been the same, after the second shot (I refuse to call it a
vaccine). Limited range of motion and strength, and it's only getting worse, nine months later.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47722

Emotionally psychologically and financially it has beaten me down

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47723

I have been segregated and judged uneccesarily, people I love have suffered from vaccine
injuries, I lost my job,

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47724

As a senior I have become sad and my mental state as well as my mobility has been
compromised!!

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47725

Quality of life has decreased. Friends and family have lost jobs, and or turned against each
other. A false sense of entitlement and self righteousness has worked its way into the far left.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47726

Lost friends, family, and co workers (and not to COVID). Lost entertainment, safety, health.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47727

I make less Money, I have lost social interaction and a lot of the happiness in my life.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47728

Cleanliness paranoid

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47729

Denied us freedoms and rights. It has effected friendships, families and livelihood.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47730

Financially and emotionally negatively

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47731

I have not been able to freely finish my last year of university. Moved to a different city
because of in person classes and immediately was forced to move home 2 months later. I
have lost hope in our country and it’s people. The divide between vaxxed and everyone else is
absurd and genuinely unnecessary. I have lost connection with friends and family because of it
and I fear for the future if this does not end

2/18/2022 9:18 PM
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47732

Lost my job!

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47733

Distanced me from friends and family

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47734

Loss of work hours, wages, depression, fear for my children’s mental health, missed
opportunities due to vaccine mandates

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47735

Very much ! I like to visit my very sick brother in Europe/ I can’t ! I will not take vaccines 💉 this
not save… it is experiment on people! Lots of young spot/ man are died now !! .. ok if a
sudden; died on the stadium’s… This is not true vaccines!!!!

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47736

Lost freinds and family

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47737

It hasn't.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47738

The inability to watch my kids play sports. Seeing a friend loose his job after having side
effects from his first dose but the dr won’t give an exemption

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47739

Loss of income and quality of life. Mental health declining rapidly

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47740

Awful

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47741

Taking away my freedom of choice. I should not have to take a vaccine just because other
people live out if fear.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47742

As a funeral director in a rural area I have seen an increase in deaths by suicide, and
overdoses.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47743

Decided to get the kab for myself, wish I could undo that decision..after the coersion of getting
the vaccine is when I knew something was terribly wrong. My family is divided, my co workers
are divided. I choose to be "unvaccinated" and not go to resturants, I stay home and am not
living. So much mental pain and stress.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47744

Made life hell as it has divided the country

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47745

Lost freedom

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47746

A bit, but it mostly concerns me how others have been treated and blamed.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47747

Deeply affected my mental health. Broken relationships with family and friends.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47748

I am so depressed,I went out to my country (Compationet reason)it cost me so much money
and stress.

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47749

Forced vaccination to keep my employment and suffer daily side effects

2/18/2022 9:18 PM

47750

Socially; financially; and my physical and mental health — all have been affected.

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47751

Lost income...family unemployed.. family with vaccine injuries...stress.. duress...depression

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47752

Got some time! Financial Emotional Mental Relational Physical

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47753

It hasn’t all that much.

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47754

It’s ruined friendships and my family!!

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47755

None

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47756

Loneliness. Miss family

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47757

Reminded me of my country of origin. Prison like with a lot of corruption and lying.

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47758

Negatively.

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47759

I almost lost my business, my kids are growing up, not seeing essential facial queues. These
mandates have torn my family apart, and skewed media has caused unreasonable fear. My
mom won't even come see her grand baby and is missing monumental parts of her life. Stop it.

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47760

Yes

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47761

Lost twos year of living my life and enjoying the things I love

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47762

Lost two jobs I wasn’t allowed to see my children for 10 months.

2/18/2022 9:17 PM
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47763

It has prevented me from visiting my children and grandchildren in the USA. It has made me
feel like a 2nd class citizen.

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47764

Unnecessary stress and anxiety for nothing

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47765

Depression Anxiety Not being able to see family

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47766

Mental health is suffering. Have list friends to suicide. Divided my family and my friends

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47767

The Moral and Freedom

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47768

The mandate have created division all over the country and many people are struggling
financially because of all the restrictions, discrimination because of vaccine status limits
people on where they can eat, shop, entertainment, travel etc and the vaccinated can spread it
and transmit if just as easily if not easier as they have a passport to spread it.. The
mainstream media has done nothing but cause division and spread fear by cherry picking
studies and so called experts and it’s disgusting. There is no informed consent for these
vaccines and no ingredients list has been made public or to medical professionals, natural
immunity is being ignored and is better than the vaccines , there had been over 20 studies
proving this. This needs to end now

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47769

Well it’s pretty simple I’m considered a second-class citizen in my own country is a good
enough answer for you

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47770

Made life miserable for family and lost job and food for the family

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47771

Family disagreements.

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47772

I have been sheltered from a lot of the losses of freedom, but I can see the writing on the wall
and know that the mandates are just the beginning. Government over reach needs to be
stopped.

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47773

It has slowed down traveling and going to big major venues,as well as reducing some
services,but no major effect for Me.

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47774

I have been discriminated against, humiliated and treated like a sub-human. My sister died
alone. My daughter was unable to finish her education.

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47775

I am a Trucker, makes everything very inconvenient!!!

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47776

Greatly

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47777

In every imaginable way but specifically the two worst have been the mental health of my four
daughters and in the breakdown of the social fabric of our communities. Making two tiers,
dismissing a huge chunk of the populations concerns without hearing them out, and the
careless nature with which they have limited social interaction which is VITAL to allow families,
churches and communities to thrive. It’s not an elective activity that can be just cancelled. In
fact, it is the last thing that is being brought back? Shameful

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47778

Not too much.

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47779

They have greatly effected my way of life. They have been nothing but a gross over step by
the government.

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47780

I have lost my livelihood and my mental health has suffered greatly I might loose my home
very soon if something doesn't change

2/18/2022 9:17 PM

47781

Our daughter took the 1st dose of Pfizer as a requirement to continue a college program she
was in the midst of and suffered swelling and pain in her heart. Now she's being pressured to
take her second dose but she's worried how it will affect her. It was not required when she
began the program. Now she's invested 2 1/2 yrs in her schooling and thousands of dollars, her
health has been damaged and she may not be able to continue. Our unvaxxed family members
have been treated as 3rd class citizens over the last 2 years. Banned from theatres,
restaurants, stores, church attendance. Our prime minister has said that we should not have to
be tolerated. He has stoked up such hatred and disdain for people who have not taken the
Covid injection that I am fearful that some lunatic may try to kill us. I have been verbally
assaulted on multiple occasions and threatened physically by angry vaccine proponents. I
have heard from people who were vaccinated without consent during medical procedures, so I
no longer trust my doctor or the medical community. I do not trust my bank not to seize my
assets due to my anti covid vaccine stance. My son struggled with school being cancelled. He

2/18/2022 9:17 PM
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went through a suicidal period but he is doing better right now. This generation of students
have had their education badly damaged and those who have graduated high school in the
midst of covid have had no promos and isolated grad programs where they could not celebrate
their achievements with friends and family.
47782

Mental health, divided families, effected our child in sports and social etc

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47783

Not at home but travel - need to stop testing for fully vaccinated for border crossing

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47784

Cost of living

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47785

Very negatively in all aspects of life.

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47786

Yes. I cannot return to Canada without quarantine. I am not allowed to go to restaurants.

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47787

Has taken away our freedoms and constitutional rights. It is unethical and against everything
that our country has stood for.

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47788

Like they have affected everybody in Canada in 100% negative way Didn’t see my grandkids
for 20 months My dad passed we could have nine people at his funeral My dad was sick and
we couldn’t go see him The list goes on

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47789

Not affected

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47790

Made me miserable and depressed and scared of Canada becoming a communist country

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47791

It has taught me humility. Never has my basic right to exist been threatened in the way that it
has been threatened in the last 2 years. Never again will I assume to change the mind of an
individual because that person has a right to believe what they want. The way my provincial
government and the federal MP's have shit on my Canada has taught me that. Humility.

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47792

I have a medical mask exemption. And am vaccine injured. I have been denied medical
treatment have not had full time employment over the past two years and had to sell my home
to pay my bills. I have been verbally assaulted for my exemptions. I am in a high risk category
and had covid. My natural immunity is not recognized my mental health has taken a big
decline .

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47793

It has destroyed family business, not able to see family and friends, cannot go to a place of
worship

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47794

In every way! Emotional, career, health, socially Etc.

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47795

Division of families. Job loss Suffering

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47796

Kept me from family and friends, limited my freedoms, my travel, made me feel like a second
class citizen.

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47797

I haven't been able to visit my family in Calgary (I am not allowed to fly because I am not
vaccinated), I can't go to restaurants, I can't visit my aunt in Victoria (she lives in an
independent living facility)

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47798

Sever depression Loss of income Loss of freedom

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47799

My business is fail if. I can no longer get take part in many activities that are my God given
rights.

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47800

I’ve lost $60,000 of my income as a self employed business

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47801

Divided family members and put stress on my child’s life.

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47802

I am restricted in my activities, and feeling the fear and stress around me definitely impacts
my health overall. I find it easy to be quite solitary, so this is not an hardship for me, however
it is tragic to see important & vital Human relationships around me becoming broken, in
particular for our children. Tragic , particularly in light of the fact that the general populace
originally felt sorry that the small businesses had to close for two weeks, "to flatten the curve"
... major cognitive dissonance happening all across the country, and this stress weakens every
person's immune responses, and leads to instability. I feel deep sorrow.

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47803

As a teacher it has been unbearable!!! My personal life has been navigating anger and national
doubt. Our country has been destroyed by this. Zero respect for the hardworking people,
elders, and youth. Each category of people have faced unprecedented abuse through this. Not

2/18/2022 9:16 PM
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being able to be with a love one who is passing, marriages put in good, jobs lost, businesses
crashed, no funerals, churches closed, lockdowns, schools closed, and all of this turned lives
upside down. Unacceptable!!
47804

Every aspect of it. Spiritually, emotionally, mentally and physically!

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47805

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47806

I left and went to Texas! Nobody even talks about Covid here; it is not even an issue with most
people. Sick? Stay home.

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47807

Limited my freedom to travel and my circle of friends to mantain employment..... critical

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47808

Not being able to have my sons celebration of life do to restrictions

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47809

Has brought up several mental health issues not good for any Canadian

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47810

kept me alive

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47811

Caused segregation and hate towards people I love

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47812

Lots

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47813

Splitting families and friends

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47814

I’m alive and healthy

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47815

So many ways. As a homeschool family with international relatives we have been kept out of
many educational, social and enriching experiences with stress at home being increased
exponentially.

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47816

Can’t travel and see my parents

2/18/2022 9:16 PM

47817

Terribly! I feel like a prisoner in my own country

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47818

Lost my business

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47819

it's ruined everything, family and social contacts gone

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47820

My daughter won't speak to me because I am unvaccinated; I can't go into work because I am
unvaccinated; my husband is having issues at work because he is unvaccinated; our sons
wedding was delayed a year; have had 3-5 family members and friends die from cancer, blood
clots, etc. which may have been caused by vaccines.

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47821

My family members are treated like 2nd class citizens. The kids can’t play sports, go to
movies, we can’t go out to restaurants, or sporting events, or even serve at church. We can’t
go on vacations out of province or out of country as we are not permitted to travel.

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47822

Mental health issues in my children and socially with family members.

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47823

Too restricted

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47824

The mandates imposed by the federal and provincial governments have caused an enormous
divide among the citizens of Canada. I have lost family, friends, I have been bullied at work, I
have been threatened. I have lived under the constant threat of potentially losing my job,
benefits, pension. I am not able to leave this country to visit family abroad. I cannot get on a
plane to visit family in other provinces. I now live in a constant state of anxiety and suffer
panic attacks several times a day as I have been made to feel as a second class citizen in my
home country. I am afraid of my government.

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47825

Lost business, no travel, cant visit family

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47826

Cost of living

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47827

Loss of business, father in long term care neglected. Stress, anxiety. Debt

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47828

Lost my job, wife too

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47829

I just learned to give up things I couldn’t do it has been getting hard but spring is coming I will
get threw it

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47830

Can't go out to malls with a senior and always have to wear a mask which makes it hard to
breathe

2/18/2022 9:15 PM
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47831

Many ways !!

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47832

The masks are as useless as tits on a boar.

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47833

Causing division in family members and others also

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47834

Division and hate amongst friends and family

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47835

It has taken away all reasons for living. There is no such thing as life now.

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47836

Financially devastated myself and my children

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47837

Have been shut off in my house, except taking my dog for a walk

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47838

Divided family and friends suppressed healthy social support

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47839

Freedom of choice, mobility. Emotional and social hardship, government led bullying, permanat
distrust of goverment, big pharma and medical professionals

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47840

It has been a detriment to my social, physical, and mental health. It has negatively impacted
my relationships with people due to the polarized views that have been shared by the
government and mainstream media.

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47841

No comment

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47842

Made me feel like I had no rights.

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47843

In many ways.

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47844

Well first of all I wasn’t allowed to go to my dad‘s funeral or see him when he died second of all
I had bad anxiety worrying if I actually had Covid or didn’t have Covid so I guess sort of like
anxiety attacks would probably have given me medicine but I didn’t go to a doctor because I
was afraid to go to a doctor because of all the stress the government was putting on me

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47845

Not very since the gyms reopened.

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47846

Being called names, lost my surgery due to Covid , lost work . Government doesn’t care about
the people obviously.

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47847

Isolation HURTS mentally. Fear for my grandchildren. Confusion about contradicting rules. I
feel violated.

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47848

It has affected travel plans

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47849

No Church , no Family , from my health I can't handle Musk.

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47850

Its all about control !

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47851

As a disabled Canadian, the mandates forced me to self isolate for the majority of the past 2
years thanks to ups and downs of lockdowns. Walking/doing any physically strenuous activity
and or most daily activities are a challenge at best, so wearing a mask while attempting such
activities is like asking me to walk on water. I suffer from sinus congestion and allergies. So if
I go out in public healthy or not and I show one symptom that could portray Covid people
alienate me. I could go on however I’m vaccinated and I just want to live life again without
having to jump through what feels like endless hoops.

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47852

Can’t legally go anywhere

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47853

Isolate

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47854

I know our government lies about everything. It is blackmail to fire anyone who refuses the 💉💉.
All members of Fed & Provincial Gov are guilty of not enforcing the charter and Canadian Bill
of rights😓

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47855

I FEEL LIKE COMMITTING SUICIDE

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47856

I have not been able to say goodbye to two of my dads as they were dying in the hospital. The
government but great fear in my family members so that has brought a lot of conflict to us.

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47857

My constitutional rights have been infringed on and my children don’t have a future in Canada

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47858

Very easily depressed.

2/18/2022 9:15 PM
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47859

It has affected my mental health and the affected my relationships with my family and my
close friends. It has put a financial strain on my family and caused chronic anxiety.

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47860

Many ways... Feeling segregation between family, friends and co-workers, loss of freedoms,
loss of income, unable to visit places of business when and where I choose, such as
restaurants, movie theatres, old-age care facilities for visiting aging grandparents, etc.
Vaccines have always been and should remain a personal and private(!) choice; NEVER
mandated.

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47861

It’s slowly bringing a dark side out of me. I believe in Karma

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47862

This is a silly question.

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47863

It's clearly a grab for basic human rights. Fuck the mandates and these money hungry clowns
in office and their share holdings. Seize their portfolio and distribute them to the
people/businesses that you've fucking ruined with your greedy bullshit to become Caesar. Fuck
Trudeau

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47864

They have made life very difficult. We have been very isolated which has affected our mental
health negatively. We've been unable to attend family funerals and have been struggling with
family arguments and division. We have missed and avoided medical treatments.

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47865

Can't go anywhere

2/18/2022 9:15 PM

47866

My three children 18-22 cannot attend College without Vax, limiting their potential and
economic security

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47867

I lost my job.I have had to miss 3 funerals due to gathering restrictions. 3 of my aunts are in
seniors homes and have all become severely depressed because no one can visit them. One
of them has stopped eating due to depression. The mandates are literally destroying lives.
This needs to stop immediately and the Prime Minister needs to be fired for incompetence
ASAP.

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47868

It’s made me stop drinking & i am now a better cook ! Store that tell me to put a mask on , I
leave

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47869

After seeking a elderly lady be trampled by a horse in Ottawa I have zero respect for the
government and I don’t believe we live in a democracy anymore

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47870

Destroyed business

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47871

No

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47872

I have lost friends and freedom, the right to travel freely and the cost of everything is out of
hand!

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47873

I am retired so mainly some social isolation as I decided not to take an MRNA vaccine.

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47874

In every way

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47875

In every way possible, you can not do anything normal anymore. It's harmful and unnecessary.

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47876

Turned our lives upside down, lost income, kids are suffering.

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47877

I don’t find wearing a mask or getting vaccinated as something to be upset about. I do my part
to make society a safer place.

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47878

I hate wearing the mask

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47879

Turned it upside down

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47880

Stressed tf out

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47881

Mandates ruined my first and probably only pregnancy experience. I had to go to all of my
appointments alone, could not have a baby shower or celebrate with family and friends and
could not have any visitors in hospital. Vaccine Mandates and Vaccine passports affected my
career as I can not work as an LPN because I choose not to receive the Covid Vaccine. I am
not anti Vax but I am anti Vaccine status discrimination.

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47882

Had a negative impact.

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47883

Depression, lacking desire to do much.

2/18/2022 9:14 PM
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47884

Extremely Negatively

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47885

Limited movement and finances.

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47886

I have natural immunity however am segregated from others. Very concerned for all children
and their loss of education and freedom. Mad our seniors in LTC are in prison so to speak.
Furious no clinical studies (5-7yeats) on injections pharms absolve themselves from any snd
all side affects. Nothing but a money grab while likely injuring millions.

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47887

Every aspect. Worse is yet to come - social credit system, collapse of fiat/banking system?
forced incarceration? forced injection/experimentation?

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47888

Mental health, friendships, family relationships, workplace, job loss

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47889

The time I felt most alone in my entire life. Segregated and harassed by Society due to my
choice for my body.

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47890

Has been devastating, constantly worieing about losing my job and my boyfriend and now we
might loose all our freedoms

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47891

Very negatively I have had my faith threatened my job threatened My livelihood threatened My
family’s security threatened All because of the choice we have made based upon our
conscience before Almighty God.

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47892

A little bit

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47893

Family members lost jobs life turned upside down.

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47894

Separated all family and friends..absolute division..

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47895

Job loss. Possibly pcr test induced cancer

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47896

It has torn all my friends apart… I am watching YouTube videos of people being trampled by
horses because the prime minister is using force in peaceful protestors …how do you think I
feel?

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47897

My wife and I are both loyal taxpaying citizens, she is unable to work due to the mandates and
my business is less than 25% of what it was last year.

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47898

Financially, mentally, spiritually, emotionally, lost family, friends, I trust no one. No hope.

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47899

Not so much. Being Indigenous, I am accustomed to government mandates of far more
significance being imposed on my people. This however, is reasonable & within reason & at
least is inclusive.

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47900

Mental Health Social life Schooling

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47901

Most higher level gov't has given me reason not to trust in them. I was for the mandate at first
but I now think the gov't has other horrible agendas in stock.

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47902

Enough is enough!

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47903

Fired. Isolated. Haven't seen my family in 2 years. Depression. Physical Health finished.

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47904

Family Job loss $ shortage Govt corruption affects the poor

2/18/2022 9:14 PM

47905

I am suffering from a deep depression not being able to go and live my life or visit family
because I am not vaxxed. I was not able to go to my grandmothers funeral. I have people
treating me like I have the plague. It's awful.

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47906

I haven’t seen my children sin a long time. Have not been able to have a device for my father.
Have caused turmoil between family.

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47907

2 years of hell

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47908

I stay home alot , wear my mask when shopping . Cry at the mess in Ottawa, view my
goverment as treasonous.

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47909

Lay off No sports for my three kids Can’t watch them play sports once they did play

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47910

Terribly. I am suicidal! Another statistic which no one will do anything about

2/18/2022 9:13 PM
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47911

Lost jobs., family members and lives

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47912

I have lost my job, i have had a sick family member in hospital with no visitors, i am unable to
travel to see family in UK

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47913

I am homeschooling my child. These mandates and measures have divided my family and
friends and I feel depressed

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47914

It has made me depressed and not wanting to live in Canada anymore

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47915

No affect

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47916

Can't go to places that require a passport.

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47917

It’s taken freedom away from people and has Mae people sick

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47918

Iam a senior

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47919

Biggest nuisance ever.

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47920

Knowing it was strictly political and not about health…fake fear mongering and fake pandemic

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47921

Mental stress as a first responder working through the devastation and death.

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47922

It has not, I am vaccinated. I do notbelieve it protects our privacy.

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47923

Lost our jobs, financial stress, mental health issues, unstability in our life and not for seeing
any stability in the months to come

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47924

Negatively - in all aspects from mask wearing to vaccination and beyond.

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47925

Very depressing. I'm done with this plandemic.

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47926

A nuisance but it's not a big deal. We are in a serious pandemic.

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47927

It has divided me from my family. It has affected employment opportunities. It caused me to
have to do something against my medical beliefs. I feel violated.

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47928

I cannot visit my sister-in-law that I am her power of attorney of cause she is in a home that
doesn't allow any unvaxed in. I couldn't go to my only surviving uncle's funeral.. Icouldn't visit
my own daughter. Imagine that. I wasn't allowed to hug a crying woman at church. Shame

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47929

Being separated from family and friends has been a very hard thing for me. Work has been
extremely stressful at times due to the mandates. Being available for a vulnerable population
has been difficulty with locked doors. My health has deteriorated since the beginning of the
pandemic. I am less happy then I was.

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47930

They have paralyzed me. Especially with the threat of mandated jabs to maintain my jobs.
Totally unnecessary.

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47931

Completely fucked

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47932

It kept me and my family safe

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47933

Extraordinarily minorly. Adds maybe 45 seconds to a trip or visit.

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47934

Work and freedom

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47935

Interrupted social life, travelling, interrupted family outing, made my work hell wearing PP gear

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47936

Segregation ! Jabbed people are fearful of the unjabbed, why, if the unjabbed, have an
immunity, antibodies, but can’t participate (vaccine passes). Loosing family, friendships!! Just
STUPID. Masks?! breath in Oxygen, breathing in Carbon Dioxide! Makes NO sense!!!

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47937

Yes it's created problems sourcing supplies for my business it's been really frustrating

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47938

Unable to visit family Unable to visit in carehomes Refuse to get vaccinated and NEVER will
Unable to air travel Miss spending Christmas and special occasions with family and friends
Unable to watch grandkids play hockey Cost of living has sky rocketed Prime minister wont
listen to reason

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47939

Travel

2/18/2022 9:13 PM
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47940

I haven't had to use a sick day in two years. My puffer maybe 4 times

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47941

My University took me out of all of my courses due to my vaccination status. I also cannot
find a job for the same reason. With being taken out of University i have lost access to therapy
and everywhere has a 6 month waitlist.

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47942

Divided families and friends

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47943

Pushed my mental health to a extreme but I'm a warrior

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47944

I am mentally drained and feel depressed. Will this will never end.

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47945

It is causing too much separation and hate between vaccinated and unvaccinated people. I am
vaccinated and I have no problem being close to unvaccinated people. Justin. You need to
stop hating unvaccinated people.

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47946

Everything is turned upside down ,job, home life , social life , and all the separation between
the people hurts to see

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47947

Mental Illness

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47948

It’s been a very inconvenience to travel to go out and do anything it’s just ridiculous mandates

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47949

It broke up my relationships

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47950

Effected our business we are a small independence effected relationships with friends and
family effected my mental Heath not not treated equally In Society

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47951

In every aspect

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47952

It has kept my elderly parents & grandchildren safe

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47953

10/10 terrible

2/18/2022 9:13 PM

47954

Almost destroyed my business. Caused extreme sadness, depression and loss of hope.
Caused immeasurable stress. Ruined some friendships because of opposing views.

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47955

Restricted it

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47956

There is a division now. And I understand the references.

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47957

Financially

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47958

Depressed

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47959

Not much in some aspects as I live in the country , but when you go to town , it is
remembering all the restrictions

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47960

Sadness

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47961

I’ve had to get shots to go to work to support my family, I’ve had to limit the number of family
members in my house. The list goes on.

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47962

50/50

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47963

in all aspect of society, from job to the simplest family interaction... it destroyed some families
! how despising is this you think ?!

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47964

Loss of income for my wife and myself! I FEEL DEHUMANIZED!!

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47965

I rarely see my loved ones anymore. When I do see them, we can't enjoy the activities we
love. Family and friends are very depressed and it's difficult to cheer them up. Most would
rather contract covid than live like this. It makes life difficult.

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47966

Kept me pretty much isolated for two years and has greatly destroyed my social life.

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47967

Divided friends family and our country. Friends are vaccine injured. Others have lost jobs. I
can't leave my country or fly in it.

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47968

Loss of trust in all the political parties as the hidden agenda became apparent rather than a
transparent approach to solving a man made virus.

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47969

After my first shot of Moderna I've developed heart palpitations and am I'm process of getting

2/18/2022 9:12 PM
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that looked at. I can't go to work without being fully vaccinated and for obvious reasons, I am
not comfortable with a second shot. I can't travel, go to certain indoor events. I think the worst
things is that I am judged on my vaccine status rather than my character. I have taken this
pandemic more seriously than many Vaccinated people I know who feel their personal
responsibility ended when they got vaccinated.
47970

It has divided our family/ friends/ colleagues/ I was removed from a work position. I had to
take my 4 yr old kid out of skating lessons , could not enroll them in swimming lessons,

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47971

Bad

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47972

Divided family

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47973

Limited freedoms, no travel social discrimination

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47974

This is not ok, and this is not the Canada I grew up in, being a “free” country that my mom was
so proud of and my grandfathers fought for. What’s happening is wrong. Period.

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47975

Segregation, division, loss of friends and family, loss of personal freedoms.

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47976

negativity

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47977

Not being able to travel…dine in a restaurant….meet friends at the pub. I haven’t seen my
sister in over 2 years because she’s been indoctrinated with propaganda.

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47978

Stuck in the house

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47979

I know more people that committed suicide compared to people I know that passed from the
fake flu

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47980

Socially and financially

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47981

Added stress canceled surgery

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47982

Not allowed to enter businesses,not allowed to enter some buildings, washrooms off limits,
people living in fear

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47983

I can do very little after working as a nurse for 40 yrs and paying my taxes faithfully every
year. It is a shame and against our charter of Rights...😢

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47984

Unable to go out to gym, theatre, restaurant, travel

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47985

Depression anxiety loss of job

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47986

Feeling of hopelessness & depression caused by mandates & laws by government that i did
not agree with & caused me to do lots of research & now with the Truckers Freedom Convoy
too see how truly corrupt & evil Trudeau has made my heart so sad

2/18/2022 9:12 PM

47987

Mandates, and the division and hatred spread by our leaders, have left us feeling coerced, and
abandoned. Canada as a country is no longer the land of freedom and opportunity.

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

47988

In every way.

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

47989

Im a tattoo artist. Therefore im affected in everday life at work as all the mandates need to
followed in my industry. Except the vaccine passport

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

47990

Has divided our immediate families, children and our country. Trudeau does not have the right
to take away our freedoms.

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

47991

Added stress and pressure mainly. Especially financially with inflation rates at their highest in
decades

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

47992

Has made me a bit more anti social. And extremely resentful of governments

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

47993

It’s divided friends,neighbors. The vaccine has caused illness with many we know. It’s
unhealthy and degrading to wear the mask.

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

47994

Loss of income, stress, family conflict, depression

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

47995

Fucked it up

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

47996

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 9:11 PM
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47997

Mandates have destroyed my life. :(

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

47998

I have no motivation to contribute to society and am so upset how this has affected my
children.

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

47999

2 yrs of lockdowns is enough vaccines dont work its proven with omicron

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48000

Difficult to find work, or travel to see family I haven’t seen since before Covid because I am
not vaccinated.

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48001

Lost my job 2 times, and still can't find a job after 1 year of looking.

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48002

Prices have skyrocketed and affording groceries and other necessities has become much
more difficult.

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48003

Lost my job My daughter age16 is struggling hopelessness for future We do not support the
great reset

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48004

Inspiringly truthful,heart filled heart full integrity!joy! PLAYFULLNESS!!COMPASSION Care
!honesty!courage!care,

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48005

I was forced to get a "vaccine" I did not want, nor trust.

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48006

Mentally, financially and emotionally.

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48007

I can't go into a restaurant, I can't afford to buy food anymore, I can't pay my bills,I am going
to lose my house because I can't pay my mortgage

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48008

I am depressed. Husband lost his job. Children have lost education opportunities.

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48009

Vaccines gave me blood clots and mask make my copd impossible to breathe correctly

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48010

as someone who can't wear a mask due to medical issues, I am not able to even go to my
doctor for those issues.

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48011

It’s ridiculous and unscientific. It’s been very stressful to stand up for truth and common
sense.

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48012

Lost wages, unable to properly socialize my kids, being held back from enjoying our lives

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48013

to much to mention

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48014

I used to be a very happy go lucky person.... Now I am depressed all the time. Go to work
come home. That is it. I have lost contact with most my friends n family. My Aunt has bin
Diagnosed with cancer n my Cousin is sick and I can't even go see them. Can't cross border...
my heart brakes for my grand baby most of all! Not learning any socialization skills. Sitting in
front of a screen! My daughter in law also had cancer n my son couldn't even be with her when
she had her surgery. This is a very very sad time. Hearing of friends kid committing suicide
cause they can't handle the isolation. My heart is broken

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48015

Loss of freedom

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48016

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48017

Grandkids wearing masks

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48018

I had to get the stab to keep my job Have a not in my shoulder Since the shot I believe in
Mother Nature and my immune system and now I have this issue with my shoulder I beat h1n1
in 2 days

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48019

Not able to travel, eat out, freedom, see family, segregate people!

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48020

stopped living

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48021

Haven't been able to see my family in years , lost at least 12 friends / family by suicide

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48022

It has caused a lot of conflict within friends and family members. Many of my family members
are suffering with mental health issues caused by lock downs and anti socializing issues that
have left them and us unable to be together. It has it us away from members of our family
hospitalized and in nursing homes.

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48023

We’ve had to cancel trips, have children miss out on activities, cry about going to school

2/18/2022 9:11 PM
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because of masks, families driven apart. I have full immunity and my results mean nothing but
having the vaccine means everything. Make this make sense!
48024

Lost 40% of my income, lost so many people (dead) including my mother in law and sister in
law due to vaccine!!

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48025

It has caused work shortages and segregation imposed against me

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48026

I’ve been placed on an unpaid leave at work. I am not allowed in restaurants, I am not allowed
to travel, I have been socially isolated

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48027

I now have some mental health issues because of being secluded, forced to inject my body
with a trial jab and not being able to conduct my life the way I want.

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48028

Depressed, living in basic needs, ashamed of my country’s government.

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48029

Before vaccines my salary was affected through reduced hours. Changed jobs just to lose it
after vaccines were made available because I didn't want the vax and even though I could
have worked remotely and was willing to get tested. There were no options. It was just get the
MRNA or viral vector vaccine or lose my job. I know several people who have had heart
attacks and stroke like symptoms after the vaccines. Lots of family and friends getting COVID
despite being triple vaxxed and regretting their vaccines. Didn't know a single person that was
severely ill from COVID before vaccines were available. The government grossly overreacted
on COVID. Efforts should have gone towards increasing hospital capacity and staffing as
healthcare was suffering before COVID. Instead they fired healthcare workers who wouldn't get
vaxxed. What a joke. An unvaxxed healthcare worker is better than no healthcare worker.
Mandates have had worse impacts than the virus which was blown out of proportion.

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48030

Lost my job and I have to go in justice because I had fines to fight for our rights...lost many
friends

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48031

I had to get vaccinated against my will or I would have lost my job even though I get sick
rarely and have a very strong immunity. I am terrified it may have compromised my natural
ability to fight viruses in the future. I hate seeing my little grandbabies wearing masks and hate
being unable to react to people's smiles etc because of masks that are not effective anyway.

2/18/2022 9:11 PM

48032

Has turned my life upside down and those of my family and freinds

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48033

Can’t swim with my toddler in a public pool, can’t go to Brazil with my husband to visit his
family, isolation and stress is crazy

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48034

As a nurse, I see people dying of loneliness

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48035

Forced to get vaccine to not be fired, extreme workload increase since thousands of
employees were fired due to not being vaccinated

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48036

Socially debilitating, depression

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48037

Lost out on the chance to give my son a sibling. With the social distance rules we pushed it
back a year and then with the vaccine mandates I will be loosing my job. And with the chip
shortage that hit the auto industry me not working and my husband constantly being on ei we
could not afford another mouth to feed.

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48038

Family

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48039

I have been unemployed for over 1.5 year. I have lost opportunities because of the mandates
and can’t help providing for my family. I can’t get into certain places and can’t even eat out or
go to the movies. My social life got greatly impacted. The mandates also broke the family in 2
and the relationships got broken.

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48040

My Father died with covid not from. He had congested heart failure. He had a small room that
he couldn't leave. We couldn't visit. So when he got covid he gave up he told the Doc to stop
all life saving meds. My little granddaughter was very nervous and scared to be in a pool area
with kids.

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48041

I've been waiting for surgery. I am vac'd. I am disgusted by Ford's handling and his financial
gain because of this. I understand the need for caution. I understand about people who want to
wear a mask and people who don't and people who want the vac and people who don't.
Trudeau is and has been a complete let down. People need the issues that he made promises
about fixed.

2/18/2022 9:10 PM
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48042

Socially

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48043

In everyway

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48044

I lost my job at Canada post for not “complying” with the Vax mandate. I have no income for
months . My Children have had their learning disrupted and their lives stopped for the last
almost 3 years. My rights & freedoms have been destroyed and my confidence in the current
Government is at 0%

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48045

Caused undo stress

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48046

Freedom of choice is non existent

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48047

It has divided family/friends. Medical treatment, and a huge inconvenience to our lives.

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48048

Terribly difficult to navigate with young kids. Kids have been affected the most

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48049

Being unable to travel freely, and job loss

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48050

I have no access to medical attention that is needed due to lockdown

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48051

Total hell for me and my family. We never needed the mandate as covid was nothing but a cold
and flu. All these mandates are about total control by fucking justin trudeau and Doug ford

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48052

Give me my life back ! Family cant do anything outside of our house !

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48053

Can’t travel or leave the country

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48054

It has made me very depressed

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48055

boredom depression. Financial issues. Divided family.

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48056

It has divided the family

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48057

It has been awful. No seeing my parents or siblings. No shopping for over a year as I can't
handle a mask for more than 5 minutes. My kids being excluded from activities.

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48058

It has ruined us as a family unit and it has ruined us financially and it has ruined our mental
health.

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48059

Horribly. Treated like a second-class citizen, A disease. Because of my personal health
choices. I would never share my personal medical information with anyone besides my doctor.

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48060

I have not been able to take my children anywhere . My middle son suffers from sever ocd
adhd and sever anxiety . These mandates have made his life way worse . We caught covid
and it was a MILD cold

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48061

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48062

I have lost my husband and many friends and relatives from the vaccine and hospital protocol
which is so wrong for treatment of the covid virus.

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48063

No Freedom/life, family, losing money, Marriages, Our Childrens children future.Jobs, travel,
breathing etc.

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48064

I was fired from my job as a nurse, I have not been able to shop without wearing a mask which
causes symptoms for me, I have lost friends who judge my medical decisions, I am socially
isolated, and I have not been able to eat at a restaurant or go to a movie or anywhere for a
long time.

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48065

Given that this is a GLOBAL pandemic, the mandate is an expected consequence, so for me
personally it has had no affect. We are doing it for a common good to get back to normal.

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48066

My mother died and I wasn't allowed to have a funeral. I haven't seen my grandchildren in two
years. There is great division in my family over the experimental injections. I have been unable
to travel, go to a movie, go to my favourite restaurant, go shopping, etc. I was unable to go to
church.

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48067

As an R.M.T. I was prevented from working for ten weeks. I suffered financially, physically and
mentally. I have faced conflict for refusing to wear a mask in my villages post office. I have
faced conflict with my family over private medical choices. I have lost long term clients over
private medical choices. They have stolen almost two years of my life. I have a 79 year old

2/18/2022 9:10 PM
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mother who once had a very active life, but has seen her world get smaller and smaller
because of mandates and her private medical choices.
48068

I feel like a leper to some who support the mandates. I have been isolated and kept from
family and friends

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48069

I’m extremely worried about my daughters future. Family outings haven’t been a thing in the
last 2 years!!

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48070

My business has suffered and my mental health and well being

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48071

Because I made the choice, by invoking my right to choose what I think is the best choice for
a medical procedure which I believe is right for me, I was unable to visit with my dying Mother,
and unfortunately she passed away and I was not able to visit with her in the end to say
goodbye; these mandates have split up my family, my friends, limited me in travel, shopping,
entertainment and completely turned my ENTIRE LIFE UPSIDE DOWN. I have been
humiliated, and felt dehumanized and family members and friends have tried their hardest to
coerce me into getting a vaccine I am not in favour of because this 'vaccine' is unprecedented,
it has not been fully tested, nor proven that it actually works, there are many medical papers to
support this. In recent times I have read statistics that it is the vaccinated (singular, double
and triple-vaccinated) who are getting sick and unfortunately perishing, not the unvaccinated;
as well my being an unvaccinated person, people and family members avoid me like the
plague, because they 'think' I am going to kill them or others around me. Talk about
dehumanization and ill-will toward your fellow man. Yes this whole COVID-19 Crap has affected
me emotionally and mentally in a very huge way. I don't want to go out, as I feel threatened by
the others who have been vaccinated, and who continue to try their very best to convince and
coerce me into getting my vaccinations so I quit killing other people like the children, the
elderly, and everyone else around me.

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48072

My mental health is totally gone and I no longer have a job. I'm hungry and broke

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48073

I live in a Supportive Living residence and a covid outbreak is in effect and I'm double
vaccinated and have the booster shot as well. I tested negative on the residence covid test, so
I still have to isolate in my room all because of others who tested positive. I don't know what to
think now!

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48074

Where do i begin? -masks flare up my PTSD I have from childhood trauma of abuse, plus
make my asthma worse and give me panic attacks -social distancing and gathering mandate
has made it impossible to properly have funerals and special birthday get togethers, proper
family weddings -emotionally i am drained, having to be sp isolated for 2 years has caused me
to lose a lot of my normal sunny disposition I have..I get blue a lot now -vaccines, QR and the
vaccine passports should have never been forced. Vaccines should never affect our ability to
travel WITHIN our own country at least. And with Omnicron the vaccine doesnt really do
anything. -i felt first hand last year how being unvaccinated made it so that I couldn't sit with
my own mother at a restaurant, even though we were part of the same family "bubble" once
family "bubble" groups were allowed..it was awful having to sit a table away n yell across to
have a conversation

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48075

Very lonely and having to watch what I say and how I say it to people when I am so used to
simple chit chat and smiling.

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48076

In every way possible. It destroyed freedom. It was all about government control. It was all
about Justin Trudeau trying to destroy all the hard working Canadians. It was about Justin
Trudeau trying to gain total control and filling his pockets with kick back from Psyzer and
Maderna. It was about Justin Trudeau and his rich friends lining their pockets in this pandemic.
Which by the way should have ended in about a month. This was about control and power and
money.

2/18/2022 9:10 PM

48077

mental health trauma

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48078

Family.

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48079

I am separated from visiting my family, lost being involved in any recreational and church
attendance and activities which were my main lifeline and support system and charitable
works.

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48080

The child abuse is making me sick

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48081

I was not able to be with my mother who was in long term care. I was not able to be with my

2/18/2022 9:09 PM
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mother when she died or after. We were not able to hold a funeral. Family from the USA were
not able to come. I was not able to be with my daughter when she had her first baby. We were
not to go and visit or help or take meals after the baby was born. We were not able to gather
for our Aunt's 90th birthday. We have missed many other family occasions. We have not been
able to support our Grandchildren in their activities. We have not been able to visit our children
and grandchildren in the USA.
48082

We havent seen inlaws in 2 years, lost 5million $ in sales, lost friends to vaccine death.

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48083

It has segregated the country!

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48084

Horrifically

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48085

It hasn’t changed a thing

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48086

Shut down work, wasn't able to go out for food when working away from home. Mandates at
work making it more dangerous (welding with paper masks on) Not able to see family Unable to
go to gyms to keep active

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48087

One year old child not socially developed

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48088

Seperation of family and friends. Total disregard for certain people's opinions

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48089

It’s been horrible on my kids

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48090

My kids can’t skate in arenas or eat in the food courts of malls, along with many other
prohibited locations. This is utterly wrong. My kids have had Covid and it makes no sense.

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48091

I've been kicked out of my home and lost people to mental health issues from being cooped up
and isolated for their loved ones and support. I've seen too many people lose their jobs, homes
and life. After what I seen today happening in Ottawa I am beyond disgusted with our prime
Minister and he should be held accountable to the fullest extent of the law.

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48092

I own and operate a small business. The mandates and lockdowns have severely impacted my
livelihood,at times struggling to make ends meet.

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48093

Breathing properly, angry people everywhere, depression, loss of family communication over
opinions, loss of way of life, grandchildren unable to participate in real life events, etc.

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48094

too many ways to list

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48095

I don’t want to live in a world so filled with hatred and a prime minister endorsing it

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48096

Polley

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48097

Division with loved ones, missing out in seeing family. Mental health issued including
increased anxiety.

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48098

Missed seeing my Mom and family. Missed over a year of work. Lost many friendships
because of division and hatred this has created.

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48099

Made everyone fearful and divided

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48100

Isolation, job stress and mental health

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48101

Mentally and work and life

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48102

In every way

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48103

I can’t take my wife to the US to visit my family. So either I have to go by myself of not see
my family at all

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48104

I have become extremely isolated working from home, my mental health has drastically
decreased from the isolation and lack of being able to go into establishments.

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48105

Unable to see family, employment (being made to get vaccinated or lose my job)

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48106

Lost our home , job and my husband

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48107

It hurt my business.. mental health.. and many other things I xould type for an hour

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48108

Mental Health

2/18/2022 9:09 PM
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48109

As a single person it has been extremely difficult to be locked up. Without access to situations
which would provide relief such as my yoga class, Tai Chi, only being allowed to socialize with
one or two other people. Feeling like a criminal in order to meet my basic human needs (NOT
rights) for connection, physical touch, being with loved ones when they are sick or ill, etc, etc,
It has been extremely traumatizing to observe the fear that has been foisted on the general
population. They have been made so fearful that they don't want to even let friends of 25 years
in their homes. The cure has done more damage than the disease. We will be dealing with the
damage done by our governments for years, if not a decade, to come.

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48110

Social isolation, reduced medical support, increased work stress

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48111

Has caused me unnecessary concern an inconvenience. Science has shown none of these
restriction are needed. And I don't believe they were ever needed.

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48112

It has divided family, taken jobs, limited life experience for my kids work and school.

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48113

depressed

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48114

Lots of undu stress and trauma on my entire family. People being bullied into injecting
something into their bodies in order to keep their low paying jobs just to feed their families.
ABSOLUTELY WRONG!!

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48115

Everyday it effects me and my family. From finances to emotions, this was to be about our
health, not seeing that anymore !

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48116

Made me not want to live in Canada

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48117

My children are forced to wear makeup for 6 hours a day . They are unable to do anything with
their friends . Unable to see my family in another province

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48118

Yes, unable to see my 93 year old mother in LTC.

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48119

In order to not lose my job I was required to take a vaccine against my will. I have suffered
from depression, medical leave and now taking more prescription medication.

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48120

Loss of personal freedom, loss of friends and family, loss of social interaction Loss of respect
for medical system and political system and our judicial system and our banking system

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48121

Division with childhood friend's family (vaccinated) vs my family (unvaccinated). I choose to
lead a normal life, being unvaccinated despite all these unnecessary and highly ineffective
mandates yet do not understand why those vaccinated hate, discriminate, and are afraid of me
the unvaccinated when they took the vaccine and it "should" protect them. The gov can take
aqay the travel, eating in restaurants, watching movies, etc...it will NOT change my mind
about getting vaccinated. I am highly educated, not uneducated as the media protray the
unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48122

My children have been affected because they can't participate in any extra curricular activities
without being masked or Vaxd. We can't travel as a family and show them the world. It's been
devastating for us all.

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48123

In every way. Can not even describe. Our poor children. It’s criminal what has been and is still
being done.

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48124

It has caused my mother to not be able to return to her job, it has caused discrimination
against me for choosing against getting vaccinated & wearing a mask, it has ensured that I’ve
hardly been able to see my family or do anything that’s not mandatory for survival (going out
wise) due to being in lock down amount many other negative effects it has forced upon both
me and my family/loved ones. I’ve spent the majority of my teenaged years in lock down and
don’t know anyone due to it.

2/18/2022 9:09 PM

48125

this is not free country any more

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48126

My business is bankrupt, I have lost tens of thousands of dollars as a result of my business
collapsing because of mandates

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48127

I lost over half of my earnings in 2020 as I am in the wedding industry. I have a daughter and
friends in the US that I cannot visit. I have struggled with communication because of the mask
wearing.

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48128

Loss of work, loss of freedom. Forced to take a vaccine to keep employment and hopes of

2/18/2022 9:08 PM
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regaining our freedom. 3 shots later and we still have less with every shot we take.
48129

Ended my career.

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48130

Financial and mental health family division missing family visits with children loosing friends
because of personal choice

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48131

Made it hell and tore up my family

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48132

Mentally.. not able to go anywhere

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48133

I feel the restrictions are way too heavy. Also some friends shame me for not wanting to have
the shots. The restrictions cause a lot of division.

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48134

It’s put my friends and family in a complete divide with the vaccines.

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48135

My children have yet to have a normal school year, they are scared of germs, crowds, and I
have withheld medical care from them because I am scared to enter hospitals.

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48136

Mandates have made me feel safer.

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48137

Has made friends and family’s be distanced Also has made life sheltered

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48138

No longer trust my government.....

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48139

It has torn my family apart. Has cause so many missed visits and being a part of my elderly
parents lives as well as interacting with my grandchildren. It has caused learning issues with
my grandchildren. It caused unnecessary mental strain in my husband with dementia to be in
hospital all alone for over 2 weeks and great mental strain on me by not being able to see him
and access any changes myself.

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48140

No sports no outdoor activities for 2 years

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48141

Very little change to my own life, but I see every day on the front line in healthcare how it is
affecting others; and that vaccinated or not, anyone can contract the virus so these mandates
only provide a false sense of security. The mandates seem to be HARMING more than doing
good at this point, and medically speaking, we weigh risk vs benefit. The risks and harm of the
mandates significantly outweigh any benefits I'm seeing. End the mandates please.

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48142

We have missed our families. We don’t go out much at all. It’s a little stifling.

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48143

What life I dont even know what that is now this has gone on so long we don't have lives we
are lemmings told what we can and can't do

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48144

Seclusion

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48145

Lost my job

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48146

I couldn’t attend my mother’s funeral, divided family, caused sadness, depression, lack of
interest in life and justice, fear, stress, paranoia .

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48147

Barely have seen my kids and grandchildren

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48148

Made work complicated and divided family

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48149

Affected my social, mental and physical well being

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48150

Same as most but we had Covid nov 2020 and the results have been a disaster for my
husband he now has Alzheimers and his brain has been in free fall ever since

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48151

Depressed

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48152

being away from family members for 2 years +

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48153

Mental health

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48154

Excluded me from society, caused depression, lost friends

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48155

They have segregated people and caused mass mental health problems and is now ruining our
democracy

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48156

A huge divide between people who are vaccinated and unvaccinated. I have worked from from
with a 2 year old throughout the entire 2020 lockdown and have seen how lockdowns affect

2/18/2022 9:08 PM
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people’s mental health. The numbers are higher now than they were in 2020 and it just goes to
show how all of the reported numbers are Bs. Let’s get back to normal
48157

My business is nearly finished

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48158

Depression we are social people , plus I have a business that has been cut back in the amount
of client I can have per day

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48159

I lost my job of 20 years. My kids can’t play sports

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48160

Made life suck

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48161

I'm depressed, my kids are depressed. We are not ment to live our lives alone, we are beings
of face to face communication and this separation is killing me!

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48162

We have been called racist, myogenists, and shunned by society just because we believe in
science and the charter of rights

2/18/2022 9:08 PM

48163

Become socially isolated. Created conflicts with family and friends.

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48164

Hard to br3ath with asthma

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48165

loss my job

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48166

Kids are depressed, marriage is strained, it's made work very difficult and put pressure on both
of us, and or family is more divided than ever.

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48167

Discrimination, prisoner in my own country, limited mobility, depression, had to move

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48168

Delayed cancer diagnosis

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48169

Unable to travel

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48170

Threatened to be fired Watched people die alone in the nursing home where I work Seen my
kids discriminated for not being vaccinated Watched the elderly plummet into depression at the
nursing home I work at Experience stress to the point of reaching out for help Experienced
discrimination for not being vaccinated

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48171

Having police crashes on me because I can't wear a mask. Have been unable to go into a
restaurant or bar since September, was under a curfew, can go to a gym, going to church
revert Sunday dinner under the watchful eye of police because it's illegal, for a period unable to
enter an SAQ, SQDC (if I wanted to) or large box store. My anxiety has increased due to the
fights I have for to my medical mask exemption, I am not only anxious at a store, but in
anticipation of going. Los of my family and friends due to my medical decision to remain
unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48172

Keeping me safe as possible.

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48173

I am unvaccinated I have been denied access to many aspects of life. My freedom has been
restricted.. I have not been able to travel my grandkids.

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48174

Top answer: has caused separation between me and everyone that is important to me.

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48175

emotionally and financially

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48176

No social life

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48177

Caused divide in my family, caused hysteria in this country. Not allowed to work for months!

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48178

Mentally exhausted lost close family and friends the cost of living is becoming unmanageable
feel like a prisoner in my own country because of mandates

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48179

Destroyed my business, destroyed my children childhood and has given them anxiety and
depression. I am watching the police and the emergency act in Ottawa through live streams all
day and have watched peaceful protesters get trampled by police horses, pepper sprayed and
beaten during peaceful protesting. Our freedoms and human rights have been ripped away.
Justin Trudeau has put a strong divide between fellow Canadians he has called the
unvaccinated racist and has divided our Country. I fear for what's to come. I fear for
communism

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48180

In every way

2/18/2022 9:07 PM
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48181

EVERY ASPECT OF LIFE HAS BEEN AFFECTED NEGATIVELY

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48182

To be clear, at one point in the beginning of the pandemic, yes I did support most health
precaution- mandates like masking and social distancing and capacity limits for large public
spaces or business. But complete shut down of small businesses where transmissions were
low was not necessary. In the first wave, when we were still gathering knowledge on this new
virus, I was afraid for my newborn getting sick and I was not against closing schools but with
this we saw increased evidence of more damage to our children's mental health. Our kids love
school and I'm glad we are over with school closures. I was accepting of these measures at
first, thinking they are temporary until we learn more about the virus and how to overcome it.
We now know that the virus is not a threat to our children and our generations with healthy
strong immune systems. I feel so bothered and sad when I see my kids come home red in the
face, breathing deeply as they had enough with the masks. They no longer enjoy running
arround and playing in gym class or outside for that matter when they are forced to wear
masks. It is really disturbing to think your kids are feeling smothered and no longer want to
give it their best because they can't breathe freely. I feel now that masking our children can
also be affecting their mental health. Asking our kids and teens to social distance has also
caused too many problems, depressions and suicides. The need to feel part of a group and
being with friends at their age is crucial. I can live with masking in highly populated places or
places with more risk, like hospitals and other healthcare centers, or big box stores etc. But I
feel it's time to unmask our kids and youth in schools that have minimal risks. Furthermore,
mandating a preventive medical treatment in any circumstances is not right and undoubtedly
goes against our human rights and our Canadian charter. Looking back now and seeing our
outcome after 2 years, it is clear we need to let people live and encourage health measures,
not mandates. We seriously need more attention and investment in our health care system.

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48183

Not much as I’m a house wife and kids are grown up and done school.

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48184

I lost my 34 year career in healthcare!

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48185

Major stress , anxiety, loss of income, loss of friends distancing from family

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48186

It has effected myself and my families daily life. Our mental health is so important and justin
Trudeaus dictatorship has put a lot of stress on us aswell as a lot of people I care for deeply.
Canada STRONG AND FREE! Trudeau needs to go! He is abusing his authority and lies. He
should be put on trial and sentenced for his lies and criminal activity! I see Trudeau as equal to
Trump! They are both a part of a terrible narrative!

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48187

Can't go anywhere or see family.

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48188

Lost my job

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48189

effected my mental well being

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48190

My place of work was closed for two years. I was struggling to feed my children and pay bills
and rent. Stress was real and my daughter more than my son was depressed being out of
school. Our prime minister is so out of touch with the everyday people. He has to go. It's like
watching a child have a temper temper my kids did that when they were 3. All he had to do
was talk. Shame on him.

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48191

Kept me safe

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48192

Isolated my family

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48193

In every way possible you have no idea what some people have to deal with because just
Trudeau is a power and monye hungry dumby

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48194

Don't ask. Missed surgery, isolation,

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48195

I have been super depressed for the last 2 years. I haven’t been able to see my grandchildren.
I’ve lost two years of my life and at my age this is big. We came to Yuma and I feel free.

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48196

Shut down life, financial hardship, stress

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48197

Can’t fly out of the country…can’t drive out of the country…is this North Korea or a communist
country? Kids can’t go to concerts, movies. The science does NOT support any of this.

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48198

It made me safer

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48199

I'm not allowed to do anything for now almost 2 yrs

2/18/2022 9:07 PM
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48200

Loneliness… resulting in nit grieving properly, not meeting newest grandchildren or being able
to maintain physical closeness with family both young and old and senior friends who have
been so lonely resulting in much depression.

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48201

I have lived in fear of losing my job, excluded from society, not allowed to travel or eat out, or
enter many other public places. There has been a devide between myself, my friends and
aquaintances, and there has even been division in my family over all of this. I have been
forced to enforce some of the mandates as part of my job. Mandates I do not find helpful, and
have in fact been harmful more often than not instead. I have been concerned for those taking
the shots, and also for those not taking them. I have been slandered and demonized by our
Prime Minister's hate speech, and those parroting his lies, and those of the main stream
media, and also the left wing politicians pushing this narrative still today. This is only a snap
shot of the full reality.

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48202

Every aspect, ruined the last year of my dads life

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48203

Yes my social group has been pegged against each other, the media has thrown hate against
Canadian citizens, I was forced against my will to get the vaccine inorder to have “rights”

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48204

I am effectively a hostage in my own country. Surgery delays, child development
compromised.

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48205

It has stopped me from living my life.

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48206

Put family members against each other, taking away my RIGHTS AND FREEDOM, made me
angry and depressed for society.

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48207

Too many negatives to list. I am unvaccinated so being called a racist and misogynist sure
didn’t help as well as his rhetoric of vax vs unvax. I have been verbally attacked in public as
well as list family and friends over this farce. I have been tested 9 times and all negative. I am
a second class citizen in the eyes of the government and my country.

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48208

Vers, can't fly to visit my famili

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48209

Everyone is affected 100%

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48210

I can’t visit family. Ruined family gatherings planned by forcing them cancelled. I felt extremely
depressed when I couldn’t visit my mom on her last birthday. It has negatively affected my
mental health. It is depressing.

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48211

Loss of freedom

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48212

It has brought division and hate in my circles. We have lost our freedoms and have been
deceived and lied to by our government

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48213

I can’t participate in sport, travel to see family members, do leisurely activities that I enjoy. My
mental health has been deteriorating.

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48214

No amount of words can explain my pain.

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48215

Restricted me to my home while politicians travel abroad

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48216

My job unemployed

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48217

Mental health, difficult changes at work, men health of my family, lost friendships

2/18/2022 9:07 PM

48218

Lost of income, my family separated,

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48219

Not good.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48220

It has helped me protect my friends family and loved ones through this whole ordeal. I
lpersonally have no issues with it whatsoever and feel that the people complaining really have
no valid complaints.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48221

Isolated from families and friends

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48222

Restricted me

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48223

Immensely. I can’t go places with my kids, swimming pools, indoor soccer, movies, museums
etc. My kids don’t feel safe when we do go out as a family. I also feel very worried about our
safety

2/18/2022 9:06 PM
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48224

Lost my job that I loved. Restricted to see my grand babies. Dealing with people afraid. Stress.
Mental health.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48225

Ruined it

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48226

Ltd. Movement and division of family and friends

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48227

Poorly!!. Employment location lockdown then …Job uncertainty. Division of family and friends.
I am currently disappointed in the entire liberal government!

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48228

NO FREEDOM

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48229

I couldn’t see my grandkids for months at a time and it was sad and depressing!! All the fear
put into us at the beginning was terrible with never any hope!! I don’t think my grandkids
should have to get vaccinated!! That does not mean I’m against it.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48230

Mentally

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48231

Restricted gathering with family and friends. Impacted work and life. Felt pressured to be
vaccinated. Frustrated by a mismatch of information and decisions.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48232

Financial, emotionally, mentally, physically all draining.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48233

It has turned it upside down. It has affected my job, my family relationships, friendships, ability
to travel. It has affected me emotionally, mentally, spiritually & physically, financially. I cannot
list all the areas & ways my life has been affected.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48234

Can’t travel. Can’t participate in life normally. Mental health issues in family. Supply line issues
have slowed down work and impacted income.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48235

Socially, mentally and emotionally draining !!!!

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48236

Every aspect has impacted myself, my livelihood, divided my family, and deeply effected my
community.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48237

I worry about not being able to earn money, I worry about my kids and their mental well-being
due to rollercoaster of online learning and in school, wearing masks and not seeing smiles, my
mental health and anxiety are the worst they have ever been, I am worried my ex will want the
kids jabbed to “participate in society”. I have lost friends because of our differing opinions. The
list goes on and on.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48238

The govt has abused their power and have invoked a fear, in the people of Canada, that I have
never seen before. Pitted us against each other. I have a chronic illness, that affects my CNS,
my tissues, and tendons. I suffer from brutal migraines and more. I am already alienated, as
is. This mandate has affected EVERY aspect of my life, what little I had to begin with, healthwise. My emotional, mental and physical well-being have declined, almost to the point of no
return. I have absolutely no faith in a govt or Trudeau, where my health is concerned. I don't
trust a vaccine or the company that makes it, without following proper protocols and
procedures, as in the amount of time, it actually takes to create a safe vaccine. This makes
me believe, it's actually more about greed and control, then the actual health and welfare of all
Canadians. Trudeau and the Canadian Govt should be ashamed of themselves, for allowing
this type of tyranny behaviour to continue. Disgusting! He is killing the good people of Canada,
to feed his narcissistic tendencies and has tantrums, when Canadians push back and say No!
It's ok for Trudeau to bully Canadians but has to get his mother to fight his battles, for him
because Canadian's are not buckling from his constant bullying attacks?! He pits Canadian's
against each other by saying lies about the unvaccinated, that they are misogynists and
racists; when that couldn't be further from the truth. He is creating hate among the Canadian
people, towards each other and that's a hate crime. He's a bully, no different than the keyboard
warriors online, that cause the pack mentality bullying, toward one person and that person
ends up committing suicide. I feel like I am in a prison, and him and his government have
created that, for me and for all Canadian's alike. This is not ok. They did not put in place
mandates for other viruses diseases etc., that happened prior. This type of tyranny governing,
is not the Canadian way and the mandates, and it need to end.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48239

Sick of masks! Overheating at work wearing it,no socializing as in bars lounge,no face
expression,everyone against each other.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48240

It hasn't

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48241

Family division and isolation

2/18/2022 9:06 PM
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48242

It has affected our mental health, my spouse, myself my teemed and two younger kids. It has
kept us feeling like we don’t belong in our own country!

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48243

It has divided my family and friends. I couldn’t see my grandchildren for months. I didn’t see
my son for a year. I want to make my own personal decisions about what goes into my body. I
am not anti vax. I am pro choice.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48244

My life has been affected by the judgement of others who have only half the information. it is
insulting to my intelligence to hear the propaganda that is being spewed by my government
and mainstream media. the incessant flip flopping, the lies, the back peddling, the power given
to pharma with no repercussions or responsibility and now the Banking system ....... shameful.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48245

Personally, masks only. But I hate how others are suffering due to the mandates.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48246

My kids had physical problem they need exercise as a cure, to do any physical activities you
and your kids have to have a vaccine passport. The vaccine was rushed, it's a risk especially
to teenagers who are still growing.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48247

Not

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48248

I am on the verge of depression - so isolated from smiles, hugs, family, friends. It needs to
stop!!

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48249

ISOLATION, DIVISION

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48250

It's affected my choice in getting the vaccine as I was forced for my job. My mental health not
being able to be around people and family for holiday. It's separated families.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48251

Locked me down

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48252

It's kept me from family, kept my pastor from doing home visits. It's meant i couldn't attended
funerals of people we loved. Couldnt attend weddings. And has punished us because we have
natural immunity and not vaccine imunity.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48253

Rights come with responsibilities to other people.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48254

I still can’t travel to see my family without tests and regulations. I got vaccinated to be able to
go overseas and still there are restrictions. Bloody joke

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48255

Loss of freedom to do what we’ve always been able to do without being discriminated againstbreathe fresh air, watch our grandchildren play hockey, go to restaurants, travel, spend time
with family and so much more.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48256

Fear is the main thing this back has done to people and it is not even a good vax

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48257

Kept me from seeing my family, seeing my grandma in American before she died, vaccine
injured my sister inlaw, my one son, my neighbour, my husbands workers. My kids were kept
from school for several months altogether due to being unvaccinated, cant access restaurants,
most stores and our public pool. Kept my kids from sports, kept me from getting work because
of being unvaccinated. Keeping my kids just about out of highschool, from accessing
university or college due to being unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48258

It has saved me from getting covid-19 until I was able to be fully vaccinated. In other words, it
has saved my life.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48259

Inability to travel, go to restaurants, get certain services, move and live freely as we should.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48260

depression; distrust of politicians and medical establishments; loss of hope for my
children/grandchildren.

2/18/2022 9:06 PM

48261

Ive benefited from stocks and rental property. The liberal government only cares for wealthy
individuals. That is wrong.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48262

Loss of income and depression

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48263

I'm no longer able to work in my profession because of vaccine mandates, I can't fly to see my
family. All in all I think the mandates are more of a way for the government to have
authoritarian control than they are to protect us at this point. I think that early in the pandemic
there was a level of necessity to protect the health care system and the health if the elderly.
But as a young healthy adult with no underlying medical conditions I think that the government

2/18/2022 9:05 PM
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is now crippling our economy and freedom as a way to justify having more control than they
should have.
48264

Spreading a lot of fear and causing a lot of division without the science to truly back up these
controlling measures.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48265

Feeding my family !

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48266

Lost job and can’t go in any vax pass establishment. I hate not being able to fly to see my
family.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48267

2 yrs to long ! Mentally and physically draining

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48268

I now have anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48269

I cannot visit my family in uk even though i am a British citizen as well as a Canadian citizen

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48270

Mentally exhausting Severe anxiety for our children

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48271

Kept me safe from COVID

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48272

It has cost me the relationship with our family and my job

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48273

Destroyed relationships with family and friends. Totally taken our freedom away.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48274

Mental health of my family and children has been negatively impacted for something with a
99.98% survival rate!!

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48275

Causes extreme depression!!

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48276

Makes me feel like a second class citizen. When Trudeau says he doesn't know if he can
tolerate us l sometime wonder if the gas chamber is next. Have we not learned anything from
nazi Germany? I just want my freedom and live in peace with all people

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48277

Negative affect on my life. It is unfortunate COVID has wreaked this on our society but I think
we should be looking at additional options to live with the disease including therapeutics /
increased spending on health care/ additional ICU beds/ overall better health for Canadian.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48278

I have become very depressed and have become a very angry person.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48279

I don't go anywhere.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48280

It has created a divine between people and those who would normally be compassionate and
empathic, have turned into self righteous arrogant and ignorant people which a holier than thou
complex. The hostility in the atmosphere is soul choking.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48281

It has hurt friendships and damaged families. My kids are suffering. Premier Kenney just
dropped the vaccine mandate and we went to the pool for the first time in ages and my
daughter was so happy she was teary. My daughters wedding was way smaller than she
wanted. And seeing people in masks makes me very anxious and angry even. My 84yo mom
is so lonely.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48282

My whole family is divided and suffering

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48283

I lost my 14 year old business . I worked hard to have my own business and the mandates and
lockdowns forced my closure.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48284

Shut my tourism business down 100%

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48285

I had to move back back home due to a harsh rise in depression. This was caused by the
inability to meet my friends in any pubic venue. To this day I cannot really go anywhere I could
get to know people because I don't have a vaccination passport

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48286

Wearing something in front of my face is not healthy! Not being able to enjoy going out to eat,
bowling etc.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48287

All of them

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48288

Detrimentally.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48289

Depression

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48290

In every way you can possibly imagine

2/18/2022 9:05 PM
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48291

Since getting the first 2 shots I've suffered with really bad migraines and also had COVID
twice. I have never been so depressed in my life there has been days I've wished I wouldn't
wake up the next day. I've missed the first year of my grandson's life, my 5 year old
granddaughter misses her weekends with grammie, and now my daughter is about to have her
third kid that I won't be able to meet while they are in place. I followed the requests got two
vaccine shots and yet I am still being punished. Enough is enough these mandates need to
stop.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48292

Being a prisoner

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48293

Not allowed to fly without vax passport. Mask harassment. Can't visit care homes, certain
events and restaurants.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48294

Caused problems with work. I HATE wearing a mask. I DID NOT want the jab. As far as I'm
concerned the whole covid thing was a ploy to control the population.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48295

Restricted lifestyle. Lost friends. Mental health has suffered.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48296

cant live a normal life without governement interference

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48297

The mandate has caused division in my family and I am not free to go where I wish to go.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48298

Will forever leave a mark on our children! Business will suffer tremendously for many years

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48299

What life? Since March of 2020, my life has been one of very few freedoms.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48300

Stressful and tons of anxiety. Forced to test against my will to maintain employment. Excluded
from many aspects of society due to my status or no -disclosure. Bullying and harassment
from co-workers indirectly. Division within my family.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48301

I am feeling oppressed . I'm tired of all the lies that are on the news and think that the legacy
media needs to be removed.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48302

Had to get the vaccine in order to attend school and live my life in general.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48303

Not seeing grandkids not taking a winter hot holiday not celebrating holidays with family.
Seperation of vaccinated versus non vaccinated for 2 years. Unable to go for a meal once a
week unable to go to shows and casino. Not able to go out of the province to visit siblings.
Attitudes of people in general got ugly. The vaccinated are getting covid but blaming the
unvaccinated. Government divided the people made people angry and ignorant . Life has been
hell for 2 years. Sick and tired of turning the TV on or picking up the newspaper and all you
see is covid covid covid. TV and newspaper are reporting incorrect information so you can not
believe anything you read or watch need to witness with your own eyes and ears.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48304

Isolation

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48305

Lost job, kids can’t go to school, discriminate against, lost family and friends that died from
experimental shot.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48306

Made me being depeessed

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48307

If I don’t get vaccinated, in the next few months I will be unemployed. It has affected my
mental health, as well as my children who are 12 & 13. They should not have issues with
peers for personal choices or have to wear a mask all day in school.

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48308

I am discriminated against

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48309

Depression

2/18/2022 9:05 PM

48310

My family and i have lost 2 years

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48311

Stress, strain on and loss of relationships, time away from work

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48312

I was fired from job after 36yrs of being a nurse. I am discriminated against going into most
businesses.

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48313

Not being able to attend family funerals, daughter's graduation

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48314

Made me get the vax when I didn’t want to or lose my job

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48315

What life?? Trudeau and his co-conspirators needs to answer for their crimes against

2/18/2022 9:04 PM
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humanity.
48316

It has infringed on my freedom of movement / freedom of assembly

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48317

🖕trudeau

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48318

difficult to socialize, help family and friends when they need it. boosters made me sick
anytime i got one, i also was forced to get them if i wanted to keep my job

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48319

Kept my kids from living their lives normally and playing sports. Effected post secondary
education due to vaccine mandates and on line learning. Felt isolated, kids sad over vaccine
passport exclusions and seperation from others

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48320

I have lost considerable income. My family was not able to be with my mom when she died.
Trudeau has created discente within my family, I am now embarrassed to say I’m Canadian!

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48321

It has separated people , it has forced people to die alone , It has made people loose faith in
government. And it has angered me that there is no transparency. And Trudeau over reach has
serious hurt our democracy.

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48322

Has stopped people from visiting and stopped us from going out to restaurants

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48323

The death rate is much lower in Canada than in countries with fewer protections. The provincial
and federal restrictions have undoubtedly saved the lives of people dear to me.

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48324

Hard to describe how miserable everything has been!

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48325

It has divided our family. Alienated community. Caused depression and feelings of
hopelessness with some members. Caused fear and loss of jobs and major concern for
younger children to be given an untested experimental vaccination. Some of our friends have
had serious side effects. One has died.

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48326

Staying locked up in the house.

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48327

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48328

The mandated passports has stopped me from entering restaurants..etc.

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48329

Lost work and childcare and i cant go to anywhere that requires a vax passport as i refuse to
be told what to do. my proudest thing about being a canadian is our freedom and the freedom
of choice and i feel that is most definitely being taken away!

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48330

made everyone paranoid

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48331

The various mandates have impinged upon my charter rights and freedoms, including limiting
or outright denying my right to travel or leave the country, my freedom of belief and expression,
and the exposure of my personal medical information to any person with code reader. The
mandates have created a two-tiered society in which it is commonplace for those in the first
tier to hold themselves morally superior to, to belittle, to denigrate, and to call for the expulsion
and/or removal of those who are are in the second tier. In short, the mandates have done more
damage mentally, psychologically, and culturally to my self than any disease could justify.

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48332

It has made me more aware of how strongly some fellow Canadians feel. Although, I disagree
with causing others to be out of work and losing sleep and not being able to get to work in a
timely fashion. They have made their point and it's time to go home and back to work.

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48333

health physical and mental and it made me completely aware of how the mainstream media
lies. Canadian news is bought and paid for by the government

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48334

Life as a whole, from fellowship to work to relationships to activities to name a few

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48335

Not been able to have holidays with my children and grandchildren, the division between
vaccinated and non vaccinated and my health from wearing a mask for 8 hour a day.

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48336

My job my financing and my way of life as a free people. Sick and tired of seeing children
walking around with diapers on their face. Sick of the division amongst Canadians 4 A
government lie. This is not the Canada I was born and raised in. Scared to death for my
grandchildren and great grandchildren And the beautiful people in our country.

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48337

Havent been abke to go out to eat, shows, etc. But saved ton of money too. But missing it.
Also division of friends, family.

2/18/2022 9:04 PM
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48338

No able to travel to my born country. Obligated to vaccinate my 13 years old in order to
continue her sport and dreams ( she was really affected with the shot )

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48339

Badly

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48340

Has made me a prisoner in my own country

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48341

It’s taken freedoms away from me it has divided families. So much was lost during lockdowns.
Children were deeply affected as their freedoms are taken away and most of all the elderly died
of loneliness and not from Covid. A very shameful part of history

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48342

It is destroying my life. Can't travel, dine out, go to GYM, movies....I've gained 60 lbs from
depression and inactivity. My ex is loosing her job.

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48343

positively in that our health care system, although fragile, has not completely collapsed.
Therefore if I or a loved one was in need of emergency medical care I’m relieved to know that
this care would be available. As a result I’m willing to make the sacrifices necessary under the
mandates.

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48344

My heart rate has gone down by 20 points after the two shots and this is scaring the hell out of
me. I have no more savings. I am very lonely because I live alone and cant go see friends.

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48345

Broken love between people

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48346

It has affected our lives terribley . People were very segregated and divided, not being able to
live a normal life. We were born in the wrong country to be expected to wear a mask everyday
everywhere you go

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48347

These mandates have affected my life in many ways…from having to wear a mask for the
simplest grocery errands to being unable to go to a restaurant for a nice meal. Worst of all, my
husband hasn’t been able to see our son and grandchildren in 2 years because he only has
Canadian citizenship and we have chosen not to be vaccinated. These are years of their young
lives that we can never get back.

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48348

Mentally. It’s isolated me from some family members. It makes me feel like Canada is no
longer a free country. This county is divided and the mental stress is becoming overwhelming.

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48349

Mentali

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48350

Lost my job

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48351

I feel like my life and the mental health and well being is permanently affected negatively.

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48352

It’s ruined it

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48353

In every single way. I havent seen my family in 2 years. My whole life has changed because i
dont "comply" to inject a substance that doesnt protect me or anyone else

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48354

Restricted my ability to go into certain places and travel.

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48355

My son had no high school graduation ceremony then postponed college for 1 year because he
didn't want to learn electrical engineering online. My other son was in the middle of his college
co-op and has not returned to complete his courses because it is still online. Fortunately my
friends and family are not afraid of this virus that is survived by 99.8%. Although many of us
are vaxxed, it has made no difference to any of us if someone is or isn't. It is a personal
choice. This especially applicable now that covid is transmitted equally by both vaxxed and
not. Government used to say follow the science until the science no longer supported their
mandates. The government overreach has been unbelievable. I feel like we are on a very
slippery slope to communism. We've lost our freedom of speech and our bodies are no longer
our own. Our cowardly prime Minister is pure evil. Very very sad.

2/18/2022 9:04 PM

48356

My life has been incomplete. I am embarrassed to admit that I drink more since shortly into
the implementation of Covid mandates. The one positive for myself is that last year and a half
I have become more educated on our governmental system(s). I have,sadly, become
embarrassed to call myself Canadian due to the lack of democracy being practised. We have
begun to live in a communist environment. So disappointing. The way we’ve all been made to
judge and exclude our neighbours for their choices is not how a ‘free’ country represents
freedom. Please free Canada again 🇨🇦 I will forever respect anyone who feels more comfortable
wearing a mask and not attending large gathers.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM
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48357

I have never been so depressed and lonely and financially burdened

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48358

Hate wearing a mask. Hate my children wearing a mask in school. Can’t travel to the USA.
Kept out of places that require a vaccine passport.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48359

In many ways.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48360

Yes

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48361

Less human contact more alcohol.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48362

I have lost relationships with friends and family, can’t travel, can’t go visit my family across
the country. Might lose health care designation on March 24

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48363

Minimal. Decrease ability to socialize with friends. Changed to outdoor activities

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48364

Isolation from others & normal healthy activities has severely affected my mental & social
health, which has affected my physical health!

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48365

Super negatively. Mental health has never been worse.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48366

I am 83 yrs and I can’t get the time lost being with extended family or short holiday trips but I
do what the scientists tell me to do to stay safe.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48367

My husband lost his job. It has caused stress and division in our immediate and extended
family relationships. Masking has affected our health. We have friends who have been injured
by the vaccines and even died. We have been excluded from being able to go to restaurants or
take away so laces, watch sports, certain church events requiring REP. We have left our
church of many years because they mandated vaccines for staff and volunteers. Our children
have been excluded from activities with their friends because of their vaccine status e.g. they
have not been able to go to movies or swimming or trampolining places or even social events
at Youth activities due to the REP. My husband has not been able to complete building a Fort
for our children due to the increased cost of materials and gas and food etc have gone up in
price. We have been under mental and emotional stress due 2 years now because of how
things have been handled. My husband has not been able to fly for work nor have we been
able to fly to see our parents (one near death) and family in SA and Australia. We are tired of
the fear narrative and bullying tactics and want our freedoms back.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48368

No impact but rather wasted 6 hours of my life waiting in line for something useless and just a
corporate scam.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48369

They have caused, depression and stress with my whole family. My kids are struggling with
depression. My husband lost his job and he's struggling with mental illness now too.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48370

In every possible way but the most important to me is I haven’t been able to worship the true
God in heaven as he calls us to, together with fellow believers. The next biggest thing is my
kids schooling. My one child is in 2nd grade and does not know what schools are supposed to
be like. He has missEd so much in class learning he has problems in school. My kids are
bored and sad and don’t Think the rules are ever going Away

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48371

Loss of work, social enjoyment normal freedoms.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48372

Stressful as my only child had a brain tumour. Doctors for months wouldn’t do anything except
say it’s CoVID. He suffered for months and when we finally got a diagnosis my husband and
myself couldn’t be with him in UofA hospital! The one doctor actually asked him if he was
allergic to the gym when he couldn’t walk across his kitchen with out almost passing out and
throwing up if he walked stairs. Which turned out to be complete blockage of the brain drainage
tubes and he still has the risk of needing a surgery to insert a Shunt for drainage. I’m
disgusted with the AHS and Federal and Provincial government. My dad is 86 and is a hermit
but can’t go out to have pie and ice cream because why would he get a Jab that has been
shown to cause health issues. He already had shingles and suffered horribly we are not risking
his health for an experiment.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48373

My husband had to take the vaccine to keep employed and developed a thrombosis and a rush
on his hands after the second shot. He was deeply depressed. Through this also my little son
wanted to take his life. He cannot understand any more what is good or not.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48374

I’m self employed and I drive from customer to customer and have been hindered as to being
able to meet and do business with them.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM
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48375

No freedoms brought on by a flu.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48376

With my wife being mask exempt I’ve watched people wish death threats at her

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48377

I have been unable to enjoy the sports and entertainment I normally do

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48378

On the verge of losing my job from vax mandates

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48379

It has invaded every part of my families life, wearing masks, lockdowns and mandatory
experimental varies that don't work and cause detrimental harm to many people.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48380

As older Canadians with two different cancers, diabetes and heart decease, my wife and I
have been squirrelled away in our apartment for two years and feel it’s time to life the
restrictions.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48381

I have been cast aside by several long-term friends plus a sister and both her daughters due to
the division caused by gov't and the media.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48382

Has drove me back into my depression

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48383

People say you're freedom hasn't been taken away. But I'm sorry, when you are required to
have a vaccine in order to get on a plane or train within your own country, or to leave your
country, attend anything, go to a restaurant, work etc... Yes, that is freedom being taken away.
Yes, you are being forced to get the vaccine. This whole thing has been dealt with in such a
piss poor way, mismanagement to the highest. Government overreach beyond all means.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48384

Friendships ended, loss of jobs for family members, extreme stress, fear of being arrested for
disobeying. Anger re people dying needlessly as no actions and meds given proactively.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48385

I haven’t been able to see my family for over two years because we can’t freely travel. Each
person in my family has suffered throughout this pandemic. Financially and emotionally. We
have all had covid already it’s time to move on!!

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48386

Segregation, depression, Childs missing out

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48387

It’s affected absolutely every ones lives accept the people with power.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48388

It has kept me and my family safe

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48389

My work, my children and masks at school

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48390

Can’t do anything without a vaccine nor can I work and feed my family and animals

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48391

Stress level through the roof and about to lose my family over something that everybody wants

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48392

Depression, anger, loss of job.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48393

It has caused an uncertainty in my life, caused me to worry all the time, limits my access to a
lot of things and also makes it harder for me to ear extra money for my family. It has also
affected many friendships and more.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48394

Can no longer travel, family has stopped talking to me, mental health has suffered, no longer
feels like a free country. Scared for my child's future.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48395

It has divided my family and alienated them. It has kept me out of restaurants and has made
people yell obscenities at me if I didn’t have a mask on.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48396

Poorly

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48397

In every way possible the friends I lost from the division it created is devestating

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48398

Lost my job in March of 2020. Finally got back to work in august Of 2020 but at 25% less than
previous salary

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48399

It is disruptive and harmful to all aspects of my and my families mental health and well-being.

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48400

Division between family members Restricted work No social life

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48401

Bad

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48402

Division with family and friends

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48403

Keeps us safe

2/18/2022 9:03 PM
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48404

Job loss, stress,

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48405

I fly to work and no longer can to support my family. I don’t care about anything else

2/18/2022 9:03 PM

48406

Less jobs. Don't see my old parents and my overseas relatives for years.

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48407

Every way possible

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48408

I haven’t seen my mother in two years

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48409

It has negatively affected our mental health and lives

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48410

Lost family, friends my job. Have become a second class citizen with no rights.

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48411

My cousin killed herself. My kids say they are losing their childhood. My son died due to
mental health.

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48412

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48413

My days are numbered, incurable cancer. My health is slowly going downhill. I was hoping to
travel while I still can. I basically spent the last two years in Cancer ward, or locked up at
home.

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48414

Horribly!!! My mental health has suffered enormously. I have also developed social anxiety. My
depression has never been worse. My moral for living is non existent.

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48415

Lonely, no social life, divides in Families, lack of trust in our government, fake news

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48416

Health ,can't were mask without complications

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48417

In every way

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48418

Killed us financially, no job, no income, not seeing our family as much as normal, feel like
we've been in jail, angry that we have been lied to, that this is nothing more than control of the
people, part of the Great Reset and divided people.

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48419

My wife and I both lost our jobs due to Covid restrictions

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48420

How has it not??? Absolutely destroyed it in so many ways. Zero mention or care about mental
health.

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48421

Hate

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48422

Can’t do nothing, can’t see children or grandchildren, shopping and most of all say goodbye to
people on their deathbeds.

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48423

Our company had to fold and our marriage is in trouble. Family is divided and struggling

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48424

Negative

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48425

Huge emotional toil, kids sports cancelled, relationships destroyed

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48426

I've lost a significant amount of income due to it.

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48427

I have been at an all time high for anxiety and stress!! I have left my job and sought out a
counseller. Unfortunately I used up all of my resources for mental health and other providers,
and now I am jobless and income less!! I can’t figure out where to go from here. The
coronavirus kicked my ass pretty good on top of that! So now I am unemployed and have zero
income! This “Plandemic” needs to be over immediately!! Trudeau and his corrupt Caucus
need to be removed immediately!! Our parliamentary system has been infiltrated buy Trudeaus
globalist agenda! Time to drain the swamp!!!

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48428

Depressed, bored, sick of hearing about it, and over it!!!!!!

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48429

PM has taken my freedom, he is asking for more than I can give

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48430

I’ve lost friends, can’t see my family, cannot travel in my own country and outside my country.
Mental health has declined.

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48431

Freedom of choice (on almost every level) has been anhialated.

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48432

Completely

2/18/2022 9:02 PM
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48433

Missed family members loss time

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48434

Loss of charter rights

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48435

Lost faith in our Govt. Kids are now homeschooled. Quit my job to not get vaxed..

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48436

Almost killed my sister hospitalized 3 months

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48437

Stressed...depressed and great anxiety.

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48438

Emotionally huge. It's affected my life. My marriage, my sons life. My relationships with
friends and Co workers

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48439

I haven’t been able to watch my nieces or nephews sports. Attend my very good friend’s
funeral

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48440

It has violated my charter rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48441

Caused depression, anxiety.

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48442

Unable to visit seniors, unable to attend dinners and functions, unable to have family
gatherings, unable to travel. All the unrest has created mental health issues. Grandchildren
have not been able to access proper education. This is only a start. Economy has suffered.
People are losing jobs. Inflation has made it impossible for people to pay their bills.

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48443

Slow buissness mental Health no freedom

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48444

Horrible.

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48445

divided my family; rejection, oppression, depression

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48446

Negatively. It has seperated friends based on opinions. My kids socialize less and less each
day. I have lost time at work and money. My kids are treated differently by teachers if they are
not vaccinated.

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48447

My whole life has been turned upside down . I have experienced things in my life but nothing
that has impacted me as emotionally as these last 2 years . I struggle with anxiety and
depression every day thanks to these mandates . My stress reliever has been removed
because gyms have been closed so much through this , that is my outlet. My children have
struggled to get a proper education through this because online learning doesn’t give them the
social skills that humans need to survive. I could go on forever . Bottom line is this has done
more harm mentally then covid could ever do to our health.

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48448

Social issues

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48449

Loss of money, life, livelihood , lack of connection with others, my young children are behind in
their learning from not being able to see people’s faces for their development . I have
experienced extreme stress , depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48450

It has divided our family !

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48451

Loss of freedoms.

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48452

Terrible banished from society

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48453

Socially

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48454

Not able to participate in activities that I could enjoy freely, such as dining at restaurants,
going to movie theaters, and attending events.

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48455

Limited work, not being able to pay our bills, Terrible quality of life, ill family members died
alone, quality of regular health care and specialty health care is lacking.

2/18/2022 9:02 PM

48456

Can’t take the kids anywhere they are stuck at home

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48457

Havent been able to go anywhere or do anything

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48458

Incredible mental stress for the entire family to the point of seriously considering leaving
Canada for good!

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48459

Negatively. Pulling families apart. Dividing the country.

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48460

Social isolation and mental anguish

2/18/2022 9:01 PM
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48461

Do not follow any if them

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48462

Horribly my job has been onboard the line for two years the stress of that has bin unimaginable
and my FMS is out of remission I suffer weekly migraines from the mask wearing 8 hours a
day I have lost my daughter and many of my friends are sick

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48463

Impeded me from freedom of choice over my own life.

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48464

Increased social anxiety, anger and distrust for medical doctors/nurses forced to act without
the best interest in their patients, also sickened and complete distrust in my government on all
levels, and distrust and disappointed in the media that has been only allowed to speak one
side of the story.

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48465

Destroyed my faith in humanity

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48466

It is disgusting that the unvaccinated can not go into restaurants and gyms etc, but we can all
get covid, carry it, and pass it. But it's okay to pack us in like sardines at Walmart and Costco.
Right??🤬🤬

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48467

…

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48468

Made me depressed and I have a cough from the mask. I work at a hospital.

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48469

It has messed up my mental health

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48470

Depressing

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48471

List my job

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48472

PTSD

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48473

Separated family, friends, co-workers able caused mental health issues

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48474

Caused mental anguish and isolation from family and friends And taken away my freedoms.
Unable to go to restaurants recreation events etc

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48475

Mandates have cause divisions and also the freedom speak, I’m scared to say how I feel for I
may get treated poorly. I believe Justin Trudeau has led this fear into existence. He acts this
way, giving permission to Canadians to be judgemental and divisive.

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48476

Every aspect

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48477

Lucky for me I am a farmer so I have to follow my own rules at work. However the first vaccine
left both my mom and I sick on and off for months. So we couldn’t take it again!! I just broke
the stupid rules and went to the rink with my daughter. In your face Trudeau!!!!

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48478

I have issues breathing & being forced to wear a mask, nearly makes me pass out every time,
when I need to go shopping, I also live alone, & can't participate in group activities anymore
like Hospice use to do, or see family members, its lonely, depressing, we can't even go to
medical appointments, surgeries, hospitals to see a dying family member or friend , THIS is
unacceptable, Trudeau has kept us captive/hostage for 2 years now, sorry but I'm fed-up with
being a slave to a tyrant.

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48479

My young child has not been able to socialize with my friends children… only limited amounts
with strangers

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48480

Isolation, stress, uncertainty

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48481

Isolation, dépression, economically and socially

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48482

Extremely negatively.

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48483

people are scared all masked up. since this started have not worn a mask have not washed
my hands on purpose gone everywhere i can. did get covid or the flu and the that doesn't exist
anymore. i am 70 years old should have gotten the covid flu or cold. didn't happen. this whole
thing is fake

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48484

Not being able to see our grandchildren, family functions , less hours for my job etc . Not being
able to attend functions because I’m not vaccinated

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48485

Divided friends Curtailed travel Restricted access

2/18/2022 9:01 PM
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48486

I am currently on loa from my casual position in a long term care facility. A number of my
residents have passed away and I didn't get a chance to day goodbye. I missed out on time
with my Grandmother because we were scared of getting her sick. I had a very important
surgery postponed because the fear of overcrowding when numbers were minimal causing
unneeded metal distress for months. I am in the process of proving weather or not I have a
vaccine injury. I had numerous friends and family recieve "less than" medical care because the
system has been set up to fail and because of the continuous pushing of covid deaths and
illnesses being the only ones that matter. I have lost work at my part time hairdressing job
because it was deemed "unessential ". I have held the hands and preayed over the dying of
covid and contrated and spread to loved ones as well. I have been continuously ostracized
through society and family because I chose to only have 1 shot and never again take another.
I have watched our world turn ugly and the people in it saying hateful things they will never
take back. I have listened to so many stories of people afraid to speak on how this effects
them. I continue to see the decline of mental health and cognitive abilities from our very young
and very old alike. I have not been inside of one of children's schools yet. My children can't go
swimming if I pay for them, but if someone vaccinated pays they can. I suffered while doing on
line learning as I find it more than difficult to concentrate on a good day and last but not least,
(for now anyways) we can't have a fricken wedding or funeral both of which I everyone is this
last year have been robbed of. My story isn't unique or anywhere the worse of it. This
pandemic has tortured our world long enough, we can't heal if we keep picking at the wound.

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48487

Lost my income. Lost my sanity. Lost the ounce of respect I was trying to have for leadership.

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48488

Kept my immune suppress family away from covid

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48489

Division in family and friend relationships. Lives have been closed off from the rest of the
world....isolation. Voices have been shut up. The goal of the government is to control our every
move.

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48490

Terribly

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48491

How hasn’t it?

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48492

Can’t find a job. Can’t afford. Power and food and natural gas and bills. Husband can’t work.
Mental health. Self imposed lockdowns. Online hatred. Segregation. Name calling. Fear.

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48493

Depressed. Sad about the split in our country. No freedom. The Emergency ACT did not need
to be enacted. Let the truckers cross the border vaxxed or not. Let them protest peacefully.
The country is right where our Prime Minister wants it which is terrible.

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48494

My kids sports… this is our last year to watch them and we nearly missed a chance at my
oldest son getting an athletic scholarship. My job was also very affected in 2020 and I had the
worst year in 15 yrs.

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48495

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48496

Unable to fly to work. Have to drive 7 hours.

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48497

It has been a traumatizing time for my entire family. We have lost access to our community,
our jobs have been threatened, we have been shamed and demonized, our families have been
divided, our kids feel socially alone. It’s been awful.

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48498

It has ensured that my immunocompromised husband has managed to stay safe.

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48499

Hasn’t because I haven’t followed the rules anyway

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48500

Work

2/18/2022 9:01 PM

48501

Has stopped me from travelling. Has devided my family

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48502

Its restricted me from going places. A lot of stress from it. Short of oxygen because of the
masks . Because i dont believe it was ever a pandemic. Thank you.

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48503

Personal Depression, family stress. Affected my work in a negative way.

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48504

Terrible.

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48505

Divide in families and friends and Canadians as whole.

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48506

It has divided my family and friends and restricted my life

2/18/2022 9:00 PM
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48507

Ha

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48508

Isolation. Divided the citizens of Canada

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48509

Felt very lonely.

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48510

Family gatherings. Weddings. Jobs restaurants. Cruelty from pro vacciners. So many more...

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48511

Loss of freedom is very depressing! I have lost friends who disagree. I am anxious about how
Canada is so divided

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48512

2 years working from home. Depression, medical need, additional prescription medication,
gained weight.

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48513

In every way

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48514

Assisted in my ascension process 😉

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48515

My kids are anxious, lost work, mental stress….i could go on and on

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48516

Loss of Income, Mental health of family members, family relationships have been destroyed,
family division based on misinformation that has been fed to us... to start.

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48517

Which mandate? All the mandates have been unnecessary in light of the real science which
governments around the world have ignored. But, to answer the question with a question, how
have the mandates *not* affected my life?

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48518

Fired from job

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48519

Bad. Financially. And family break up and liberty

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48520

Horribly. The discrimination I see that is now acceptable practices is not a world I want to live
in.

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48521

I've been safer going out in public since mandates started

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48522

Depression, isolation, fear,stress

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48523

Have lost many friends and family, everyone is debating and fighting, can no longer go to
restaurants or the community pool, can't celebrate with friends and family, have to wear a
mask in my own building, can't go to gyms, lost my job, can't find a job because of vax
restrictions, feel claustrophobic wearing a mask, worried about my grandchildren being forced
to get experimental jabs.

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48524

Fear, intimidation, separation, segregation, hated that people were marginalized for making a
different choice

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48525

I LOST MY JOB!

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48526

Unable to see the elderly in the nursing home or socially attend a family gathering of over the
requested people who can attend.

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48527

In every way! Mentally physically and emotionally financially and socially. It has created
division, hate, mental Illness, physical illness death! And worst of all unknown detrimental
affects for my kids.

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48528

My physical mental and spiritual health, happiness, quality of life and my freedom

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48529

Badly.

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48530

Ive been locked in quarenteen for over 2 years not able to work or go to pools or date im 71
and i live on a lousy 1600 pension and rent is 1300 ive been useing my savings over 130
thousand i spent to subsadise my pention in the last 2 years every thing is getting more
expensive phone is 150 cable and data 165 whats left for food gas insurance licences they
need to give us a huge increase in pension and stop chargeing us tax on pensions and i think
the government needs to be held accoutable on spending i dont think this protest hadbto go
this far sooner or later ghey need to eas up on mandates why not make a atemped now and
save faith instead he shows that he is a bully and teaches our children thats its ok to be a
bully

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48531

Not enough to space to say

2/18/2022 9:00 PM
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48532

It has made me sad, angry, etc.

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48533

It's caused alot of anger from friends and family about my decision

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48534

I have lost many friends family my mental health isn’t good

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48535

I have been alienated from friends that I have had for over 50 years because of this.

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48536

Shletered my family and i, divided myself from once friends and coworkers, even family
members. Masking has had depressive effects, and health concerns have been raised due to
masking such as my asthma and bronchitis, and its ruined complexity of my facial skin

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48537

It has divided families

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48538

We miss socializing with our friends and family. We feel the divid between many of our friends.
My husband has lost some work because of it. I am a travel agent-since Feb 2020…how much
travel do you think I have sold? Two trips that’s it! I have had my own trips canceled. We just
want our lives back. My father-in-law was diagnosed with terminal cancer. He is now in a
home, while he is able we can take him back to his apartment for the day-but what about when
he’s not able? We need our freedoms back!

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48539

Just annoying!

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48540

Visiting family an plain old just seeing a persons smile Going out to eat

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48541

Can't visit and just be around other people. Division among families.

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48542

Socially

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48543

Cannot do or go anywhere

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48544

It has seriously harmed my entire families mental health

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48545

My children are scared of the future

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48546

Mentally and emotionally

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48547

Negatively, I haven’t worked since October and live in a society full of fear

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48548

Missed grandkids births , birthdays , weddings , funerals family gatherings . Has Caused
severe loneliness, depression, anxiety 😥

2/18/2022 9:00 PM

48549

Lost my job, no gym, no restaurants

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48550

In all aspects socially mentally emotionally and physically

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48551

Lost my job. No income. Have yet to find other. About to lose my place of residence.
Separated from family and friends. Disowned by family. Mentally losing my will to live.

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48552

It has affected my kids mental health.

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48553

It has been mentally draining to deal with all the mandates. Being unable to see my family for
extended periods of time was very difficult. I did have Covid and it wasn’t as difficult as the
mandates imposed on us. Limiting our freedoms without a choice is too much.

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48554

Destroyed my livelihood

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48555

Mental health of myself and those around me. Division in relationships and friendships with
people who have been close to me my whole life.

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48556

Our kids

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48557

Lost jobs lost family no proper goodbyes things that can’t be undone struggling to live health
issues now because of the stress and anxiety and so much more

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48558

I am vaccine hesitant as I have a medical condition that makes my situation more
complicated. Instead of having compassion for my decision I am being forced to be vaccinated
or lose my job. The passports have also made me feel like a second class citizen. Unless you
are vaccinated your opinion does not matter! I have been shamed, harrassed, called selfish,
racist, and heartless. In actuality I am trying to make the best decision based on my personal
medical situation so I can be around to raise my 3 children. Our small business was hugely
impacted by the inflation that the prime Minister has caused. Material costs and product

2/18/2022 8:59 PM
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shortages have made it impossible to operate. The cost of food makes me fear i will not be
able to feed my family. I have never been more afraid to live in Canada.
48559

It protects the people from getting the virus

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48560

Right as we speak, my wife is going to loose her job. Bonnie Henry is implementing more
mandates as 5 other provinces are undoing theirs. Totally can’t understand her thinking.

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48561

Can't get a job it's affecting me mentally

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48562

Lost government work contracts..lost work relationships..struggles at home..all negative

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48563

I am stuck outside of the country because of baby castros vaccine mandates which I refuse to
take. Premier Kenney of my home province, is a spineless jellyfish and cant make a decision
without changing it every two weeks. Fat dougie ford is a disgrace and the nutbar from Quebec
is some kind of escaped mental patient. All the above and the rest of the political grafter class
were happy to through the Charter of Rights out the window as an excuse to impose draconian
mandates with no basis in science or logic. They have bankrupted many individuals through
idiotic policies while enriching themselves by excempting their own businesses from the same
mandates. The public health authorities which are essentially medical school graduates without
enough competence to actually practice medicine are tasked with making decisions far beyond
their capacity. The police for the most part have disgraced themselves with their glee at
enforcing illegal orders, I will never have anything but contempt for them from now on.

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48564

In every waking aspect. Schooling for my kids, health, mental health, not being allowed to
participate in society

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48565

It has destroyed it

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48566

Greatly affected me

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48567

Has caused social and mental anxieties for my kids and loss of employment and education
(college campus) in my family. Overall lack of confidence for our federal leaders to do whats in
the best interests for canadians

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48568

I can’t work. I can’t visit my elderly father in the nursing home. Testing WAS ok now it’s not
good enough. WHY??? I’ve lost friends and family because of the derogatory remarks by our
PM. My physical and mental health have been affected. This is not acceptable that healthy
people are being made sick because of the way the our PM has handled this.

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48569

My work situation has been unstable for the past two years, leading to high anxiety and loss of
pay.

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48570

Loss of work, nieces and nephews with speech delays and learning delays, division amongst
families, seeing and increase in hard drugs, harder to get healthcare

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48571

I have lost friends and family that no longer speak to me

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48572

not being able to see peoples faces when speaking to, has caused many days of schooling for
my children to be missed, watching friends and families no longer be due to vax status. So so
much more.

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48573

Fear. Fear of being forced to decide between supporting my family or doing something that is
not right for me. Fear of how my child will be educated. She will be wanting to apply for post
secondary and I don’t believe this vax is right for her.

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48574

I dislike the division that it has created among the people and the untruthful reporting by the
media.

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48575

Rescheduling my life to get around and travelling internationally. Pcr test after test after test...

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48576

I have felt violated and unheard

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48577

It has divided Canadians.

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48578

Suicidal thoughts and extreme alcoholism

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48579

I have been shamed for making personal medical choices. I have been barred from public
places. I have been shamed for wishing to attend worship services without a vaccine. My
mental and emotional health have declined. I have been told that my beliefs and morals are not

2/18/2022 8:59 PM
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as important as those around me. I have been told I am killing people’s grandmothers, while
my own grandmother’s physical and mental health have gone into the toilet.
48580

My SO is American and neither of us has been able to cross the border in 2 years

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48581

My children are struggling with mental illness due to being discriminated against for not
wanting to put an experimental drug in their bodies. Their livelihoods and freedoms have been
under attack for a long time.

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48582

Made me ashamed to be a Canadian

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48583

I’ve been denied my rights to move freely within my own country and my rights to partake in
entertainment restaurants gyms etc

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48584

I can’t take my kids to hockey

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48585

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48586

Lost my job

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48587

No job I’m a truck driver

2/18/2022 8:59 PM

48588

In every negative way possible

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48589

I have lost job opportunities because of the mandate.

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48590

Loss of work. Depression. Anxiety. People have turned into horribly mean and selfish.
Neighborhood fighting fights at grocery stores road rage etc..,My child has suffered loss of
social abilities anxiety depression loss of education behind in grade level. Fear of others at
parks Missed out on holidays is distant from grandparents and other family members like she
doesn’t even know them. Doesn’t want to leave the house. And hasn’t had a cold Covid the flu
or any other illness in two years.

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48591

Anxiety and my child missing out on so many opportunities

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48592

Feel isolated, depressed.

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48593

I was forced to get vaccinated or I would lose my job.

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48594

Mentally

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48595

My freedom

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48596

Cannot go to grandkids hockey ot restaurants or travel.

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48597

Negatively

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48598

I haven't been able socialize. Things were closed.

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48599

Huge negative effect on mental health increase in anxiety and depression, socially isolated,
additional stress overall, work related problems

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48600

Mask wearing impaired my breathing, social interaction has been limited. Mental health from
stress has been effected negatively!

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48601

Can't go anywhere, you have limits on where you can go! Family arguing over Covid an
Mandates!! With wearing the mask you can hardly breath!!

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48602

None

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48603

It sucks! Dividing people! Fuck Trudeau!

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48604

Suicidal. Giving up. Zero trust of governments now also.

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48605

You become anti social hard to talk to people

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48606

I'm broke because of it.

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48607

It has caused divide in families. Some family members have lost jobs. Caused segregation.

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48608

Yes every age every race every creed and association

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48609

Isolation, affected my income, taken away my freedom of choice, invaded my medical privacy,
not respected underlying medical conditions as an individual, vaccine forced, limited travel

2/18/2022 8:58 PM
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inside and outside of Canada, restaurants, divided family and friends, friends who have died
alone, friends vaccine injured. Suffered racists comments and name calling and bullying from
Prime Minister who does not follow the science.
48610

The 2020 - 2022 mandates in both BC and neighbouring provinces have caused me to live in
relative isolation due to my not being willing to take the experimental injection for reasons of
conscience, faith, and health. I have suffered mental and emotional anguish as I have
witnessed the physical suffering of close loved ones who are now experiencing life-altering
adverse reactions to the recommended course of injections, watched friends and neighbours
die in hospital due to fraudulent medical interventions, and had to stand by helplessly as small
private businesses in my Northern town have had to close their doors for good due to
foreclosures and bankruptcy. The fractures caused in my family and friends ‘circles of support’
due to premeditated false polarizing propaganda may never be restored for generations to
come.

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48611

Just want life to be normal with freedom again.

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48612

Online schooling was unwelcome, travel and social events disrupted, but we've adapted and
many lives were saved

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48613

It has caused rifts between family members. It has greatly affected my business we have lost
long term customers over vaccinations.

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48614

Cant play hockey, cant leave the country, cant go to restaurants.

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48615

It has crippled my business and my mental health, watching my kids suffer because of the
ridiculousness. My kids have been upset they don’t have their parents watching their sports.
My oldest child has suffered extremely educationally due to him not being able to go to school
as he’s a hands on learner

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48616

I lost my job

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48617

Yes

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48618

Made it difficult to sustain my small business. As well as severally negatively effecting my
mental health and that of my family

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48619

So much negativity. It has effected myself and my family, mentally and emotionally. My kids
can't play sports, and my youngest has been in therapy. It is absurd.

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48620

It has separated my family.

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48621

I lost friends And was sad that my neighbours were not allowed to attend church

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48622

Haven't been able to go to the restaurant, gym, swimming pool, leave canada.

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48623

Took basic human freedoms from me and my family, including not able to travel out of Canada
and loss of job of my husband, freedom to choose what is best for me.

2/18/2022 8:58 PM

48624

not tons, but with omicron these measures are increasingly pointless and harmful

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48625

severe depression

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48626

Family, work

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48627

I became a widow in Nov 2019 and then a few months later we get locked down……this is
played very heavy in my heart and has put me in a deep depression. Life just needs to go
back to normal!!! I have considered suicide several times over the last 2 years!!!!

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48628

By nature people need interaction with other people, Trudeau stole Two years of my social
activity, We need to end the Trudeau reign of applied communism and MAKE CANADA
GREAT AGAIN🙏🙏🙏🇨🇦🇨🇦🇨🇦❤️🇨🇦

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48629

The mandates have taken away my freedom to take my children to activities, to go to
restaurants, social gatherings, events. To travel!

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48630

Not good

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48631

Lost my job at the beginning of covid. My kids mental health is shit being on and offline.

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48632

Lost job...No income since Dec 1/21 No travel no eat in restaurants

2/18/2022 8:57 PM
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48633

It tells me I can't breath fresh air, that I have to argue with self appointed mask police,
unauthorized exemption checkers, open and close and operate my business, with no risk to
the government imposing the restrictions, not be able to freely travel, deal with inflation, worry
about my autonomy and whether or not this country will be under a dictatorship.

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48634

It has helped keep us from getting and spreading the virus and helped reduce hospitalizations
to keep our poorly run and outdated healthcare system from imploding. It has also affected us
mentally as we are depressed and tired of it all.

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48635

I am colostrophobic and cannot wear a mask for more than a minute and need to breath. I will
not take the experimental dangerous vaccine and will not be forced to.

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48636

I was terminated as a Cancer Care Nurse of 14 years

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48637

No freedom

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48638

I have not caught covid because of the mandates

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48639

I don’t like how the fear and anxiety of others have affected my rights to choose how I want to
live a normal life without condemnation from society!

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48640

Inability to travel or cross into the U.S. for trucking and business. Couldn’t go to restaurants
until recently. Severely limited our annual holiday last November..

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48641

My Mom almost died in the hospital and I have not been allowed to see her. This has been a
month now. I got vaccinated which I regret and I still got Covid. We couldn't have funeral for
my cousin who died of covid.

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48642

Not much impact at all really.

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48643

Job had to do mandatory testing. Son had to be vaxxed for university. Mentally I have ptsd
from the government overreach.

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48644

What life, since mandates. Masks make me sick and cough all the time. Missing family.
Unemployment for spouse.

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48645

Took my hope away

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48646

In every way possible. Not for the good.

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48647

Basically put life on standstill, and caused my son to not have a proper childhood. Financial
effects too.

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48648

The negative effects to my friends

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48649

Besides the fact that it has turn out once free country into a dictatorship base segregation
place to live, or the fact that socially we are all fucked

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48650

Very badly

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48651

Income , travel, job

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48652

Lost business and mental health

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48653

In every way,

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48654

Ostracized

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48655

I had to close my business.

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48656

Unable to spend Xmas with family. By myself a lot! Depressing

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48657

Made us all lose 2 years of our life’s

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48658

I have been harassed at my workplace to the extent it has negatively affected my health. I felt
forced to take a 6 month leave without pay and now that the 6 months is up I no longer have a
job. I am a Health Care Professional. The unwarranted mandatory vaccination will further
prevent me from working in the profession I love and have sacrificed and worked so hard to
obtain. I don’t think that a disease with a less than 1% death rate is worth ruining our health,
economy and family relations. My father passed away and we could not have a funeral. The
mandates have caused division amongst family members and friends. I have zero trust in the
Government now nor the media. My physician will not see patients in his office. So my PAP

2/18/2022 8:57 PM
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and yearly exam is postponed indefinitely. I was not able to go to the gym. The ongoing stress
of the unpredictable government mandates is tiring. The lack of studies and data regarding
efficacy and safety of the vaccines is mind boggling. Plus the fact that this lack of information
is allowing the Health Officers to make mandates without solid science and data only adds to
the stress and distrust.
48659

Unemployed Unable to travel - visit loved ones in Canada, as I’m a dual citizen.

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48660

In every way job money family ect

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48661

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48662

I am autoimmunity compromised and chronically ill as well, the mandates are pointless for
where would benefit anyone at risk they due not apply or are not in place! Not at doctors not at
hospitals, not at social workers buildings or government agencies anyone disabled would go
too!

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48663

Loneliness & economically.

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48664

My children haven’t been able to participate in activities like gymnastics because of my
vaccination status. I’ve not been able to meet my child’s teachers or step foot in her school.
Unable to attend family events.

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48665

Lost jab

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48666

Lost revenue. shortage of work many stressful days not knowing if I can feed my family or put
a roof over there head's

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48667

It has affected my mental state. I have been harassed by the vaccinated by them stating I am
responsible for causing people’s deaths.

2/18/2022 8:57 PM

48668

Devided my family and I and stabbed me in the heart when people lost their livelihoods and
businesses and didn’t get to see their loved ones before they passed away in elder‘s homes

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48669

It has caused me stress and anxiety wondering if the government is going to make me get the
injection to keep my job and I have a reaction to the jab and it causes me bodily problems and
or worse death. I like to decide what is good for me. Plus I have no faith in vaccines or the
government right now. They want us just to comply. My uncle fought in world war II so I can
have the right to choose what is best for me.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48670

My 8 year old became suicidal, I couldn’t work and lost so much money. Became depressed.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48671

Flying home to see my day before he passed away

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48672

Angry 😡

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48673

I sometimes laugh at all the sheep. Also I cannot believe in the lack of critical thinking ability
in so many people.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48674

Negatively

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48675

Social, financial, health

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48676

Lost sense of freedom. Unnecessary division amongst Canadians. Harder and harder to make
ends meet.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48677

Very divisive

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48678

Felt suffocated for 2 years. Never got Covid and didn’t do anything to prevent it!!!! Let’s drop it
already!!!!!

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48679

Fucked it up

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48680

It has caused me to live in fear and anxiety… it has separated me from friends and family. I
have had to endure hatred directed at myself and family. I had to take the vaccine against my
will in order to keep my job and career (nursing). I lost my job for a day and was so mentally
stressed that I caved and begged for it back. Now I live in constant fear of the booster being
mandated. I honestly feel my life has been shortened due to these jabs. After 25 years I want
to abandon my career as I nurse. I fear for my unjabbed family members. I have lost trust in
our government, police, justice system, media and medical system. I feel hopeless, depressed
and like life is no longer worth living.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM
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48681

Restricted access. Delayed indefinitely ordered items. Divided friends. Made we do things I
know are unhealthy. Curtailed travel.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48682

Frustration and discouragement

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48683

Lost all confidence in both provincial and federal governments and am appalled that Canadians
have lost their chartered rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48684

Every member of my family has suffer mentally, financially and in ways that can’t be explained
in a short paragraph. I have lost two grandparents over the coarse of the mandates and have
not been able to attend their funerals. In fact, there still hasn’t been a proper funeral for my
Grandfather who passed a year ago January. My kids are most likely a year behind in their
education as schools have shut down and home learning was not effective for my kids. Taking
sports away from them has done more damage than I can explain. What the government has
done is criminal and yet they have arrested people for exercising their right to protest. This
needs to stop before it escalates to a legitimate conflict for our freedoms in which myself and
many people around me are willing to die for.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48685

I feel I have no energy..I am 65 and my muscle mass is next to none. I'm too the point i don't
even get dressed anymore. What for? this is only existing... This is not a Country yo be proud
of, I just watch the police trample an elderly lady with a horse, and they just kept going...This
is beyond comprehension...

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48686

Negatively.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48687

We could not have A 80th BIRTHDAY PARTY for my mom and now she has passed away and
Christmas with her special moment I will never have again so thank you TRUDEAU for that

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48688

My son had a baby and I hardly know him he is turn one my daughter business has severely
suffered all my kids can hardly pay thier bills so I have been footing the bills so they can feed
thier kids they just need to be able to go back to work and live life as normal I have health
issues stress anxiety from this my blood pressure is high can’t sleep at night constantly being
worried that we will be shut down locked down hard again how can we feed ourselves and pay
high bills with no money coming in ? I took the vax so things could go back to normal but
instead I got more restrictions and lock down now I have to be afraid of what was actually
injected into my body and how it will effect me more in the years to come

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48689

They have irreversibly damaged my life. My relationships with family friends, co-workers,
aquaintances will never be repaired. I will never trust people again.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48690

Feel isolated

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48691

I've lost contact with friends and family. I've lost coworkers because they couldn't get the
vacation. My youngest child has suicidal thoughts now and has with drawn from social
activities.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48692

Negatively

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48693

A non person who has no control over ourselves because of unfair & unscientific facts. And
our government ( Trudeau) who doesn’t are about the people of Canada. The police force
against being seen today is heart breaking. Is there any hope out of this tyranny, that is
bringing us all down. Family members dying by themselves. Unvaccinated feeling like leaders,
can’t socialize. Mental illness feels like it’s knocking on your door, hoping for a way out of this.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48694

Very lonely and I can't visit with my 109 year old friend.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48695

stresses me out everywhere and hard to breathe

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48696

Can't travel to visit aging parents. As therapist, treating many clients with increased anxiety
and depression.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48697

Isolation

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48698

Tremendously! It's ABUSE TOWARDS THE PEOPLE OF THIS WORLD! It needs to STOP!!!!

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48699

Lost of job contracts. Trying to survive day by day. The kids are affected psychically.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48700

Divided family’s

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48701

Severe depression and fear of the government

2/18/2022 8:56 PM
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48702

I am a nurse and while I support vaccinations I have seen good health care professionals lose
their jobs because they made the choice to not vaccinate. You should not have been forced to
lose your job for a mandate.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48703

Depression, heartache, financial instability for both my husband and I, unable to visit my
family for holidays, unable to pay our bills, watching our friends businesses suffer and close,
this is ruining Canada and Justin Trudeau is a racist, narcissistic, selfish dictator that needs to
be excused from his inability to honorably govern our country for the betterment of its people.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48704

It has torn my family apart. Financial disparity Severe Depression Anxiety

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48705

Ruined lives of many ppl Cost of living way to high

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48706

I didn’t want the vaccine but in order to see my adult daughter who lives in the USA I had no
choice but to take it. Double vaxxed and I still caught covid (same with my husband and
youngest daughter)

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48707

Gatherings, church, school,etc

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48708

I have experienced Discrimination division and mental abuse. Socially being an outcast for
wanting mandates to end!

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48709

It’s been hard on my family being so isolated. It’s not good for our mental health.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48710

- family member's medical procedures and surgery postponed from Spring 2020 to end of Dec
2020, even tho hospital capacity was far less than pre-pandemic - restrictions on high school
grad for our oldest child - spouse, siblings and other family and friends coerced into receiving
unwanted vaccines (some faced loss of job/career in healthcare and RCMP, some faced not
being able to attend university) - a sibling and other family and friends lost employment
because they chose to remain covid-vaccine free - division within family, friends, community,
workplaces, etc. - marginalization and stigmatization for family and friends who remained
covid-vaccine free for various reasons (lots of anger and hate directed towards those not
vaccinated) - loss of trust in governments, healthcare, doctors and media because of how they
silenced and labeled other experts, doctors, scientists, ethicists, etc. who had questions,
concerns or other viewpoints - loss of ability to participate in regular activities for everyone who
remain covid-vaccine free (even tho fully vaccinated people still get infected and still transmit)
- loss of ability to attend faith gatherings (even when bars, restaurants and sporting events
were allowed to operate) - loss of high school sports opportunities for our children - facing
potential restrictions on our youngest child's high school grad in June 2022

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48711

I lost my job in a senior home because I will not get the vaccine. It’s been proven, masks and
vaccines will not protect you.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48712

In every way

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48713

Can't see my Mom. It's been devisive and unnecessary stress on kids

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48714

It has stopped me from living, enjoying my friends and families, and from being with my sister
as she lay in a hospital bed, dying all alone.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48715

Kids cant play hockey

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48716

Loss work, loss of income, social life non existent, watching my fellow Canadians turn on our
leaders.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48717

I have been segregated and lost my rights

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48718

Financially, emotionally, spiritually... we are being abused and gas lighted by a government that
doesn't have the Canadian citizens in it's best interest. We are being manipulated and divided
like never before.

2/18/2022 8:56 PM

48719

Caused undue isolation and mental anguish. My special needs son has been depressed for a
very long time.

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48720

It hasn’t really.

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48721

Isolation , abuse by anti vaxers , depression, and severe organ and face and mouth from
masks.

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48722

Less medical attention, less family life, sinus issues due to wearing mask. No social life

2/18/2022 8:55 PM
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48723

My children’s speech has been effected. Their social skills. Anxiety, depression. Inability to
live out a healthy life. These mandates need to end NOW. Canada has always been know to
be a free country and this is NOT FREE. Where there is risk there must be choice.

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48724

Horribly. I almost lost a teenager to suicide over the mandates.

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48725

As a high risk disabled person wuth an unstable immune system and existing blood clots I fear
repercussions from the vaccine. I may well lose my arm (amputation due to gangrene) as a
result, if the clots don’t disintegrate with blood thinners, as a consequence of having the
vaccine. ( surgical intervention is not an option).

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48726

It has impacted every avenue of my life. The vaccine killed my father and the university was
going to force me to take it even after it took my father. This is corrupt in all aspects and
needs to be stopped.

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48727

Separated family, isolation, loss of career, financial distress, discrimination, coercion, damage
to health, loss of faith in medical system, disgusted with federal government, loss in faith of
democracy, loss of freedom, depression.

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48728

Taken away my human rights

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48729

My sister had the vaccine and is now wearing a heart monitor. I am a single parent and lost my
job due to mandates in the school district and the work environment being so toxic for the
children it broke my heart. I was shunned from family at xmas and we spent it alone my
daughter cannot go to university this year xue to ubco mandates. Food prices, gas prices,
housing is up 300% My daughters have lost hope in the world and our country untill the
truckers spoke up and they were smiling and happy for the first time in 2 years...trudeau has
ruined this country and so many lives of our people

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48730

My wife’s business closed down and my kids mental health is not great.

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48731

Vastly made my life way more difficult. Very difficult to run my business during these trying
times.

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48732

As of March 2020 I could no longer go to my exercise or yoga class. As a result of that my
fitness level got lower and in October 2020 I injured my back lifting and stacking firewood for
winter. I was in pain for 6 months. I am 80 years old and I really enjoyed the exercise for 13
years. Now there is nothing for us senior citizens.

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48733

Erased two years plus of my life, the tyranny must end NOW!

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48734

Not seeing my family and letting my parents see their grand babies is uncalled for! It is hard on
kids in school, families everything!

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48735

My life has not changed much as I leave Canada for 6 months of the year. Enjoying freedom
from over the top regulations.

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48736

Lots.

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48737

How has it not affected my life?

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48738

Emotionally, psychologically damaged and hope that I am able to cope

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48739

Turning the public against each other

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48740

Divided family, friends, neighbours. Totally isolated from family and friends!!!!

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48741

Because I cannot be vaccinated and I have had Covid, I feel discriminated against from living
a “normal” life with my friends and family. I haven’t been able to help with volunteering with my
childrens school or attend any field trips. I’m not able to take my family for dinner or other fun
outings that we all should be able to attend.

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48742

My business has lost 85% of revenue in the last 2 years..

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48743

There are so many ways it has effected my life and my families life. Unable to participate in
“normal” life being the predominant one. Also being made to feel like a “second class” citizen.

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48744

My freedoms are in jeopardy . I believe only I can decide what happens to my body medically ,
no one else has the right to do this.

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48745

Severe mental health degradation

2/18/2022 8:55 PM
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48746

As an unvaccinated individual my rights and freedoms have been denied. I am a paramedic
and tax payer. My medical decisions should be between me and my doctor. Not between me
and my politician

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48747

My husband and I both have physical conditions that would make it very risky for us to take
the vaccine. He is a trucker and can’t drive as he usually crosses the border. I cannot see my
mother and father that are in the Care Home and Hospital now. No restaurants or entertainment
either

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48748

Was difficult to take care of my dying parents (in the States)when I had to come home to my
family in Canada & quarantine for 2 weeks before going back...U was told I had to choose a
family that I wanted to take care of

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48749

I was fired from my place of employment. I have become segregated from general society
because of my personal and private choices.

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48750

It has hurt my children beyond belief!! And the fact that it has divided my entire family is
absolutely devastating!! This has legit ruined life’s!

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48751

Extremely negatively

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48752

It has made me a second class citizen. Our soldiers have fought for our freedom and we need
to continue to fight this NWO I want freedom.for my grandchildren

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48753

No traveling outside of Canada, my mental state, family division and segregation also includes
friends. Not being able to go to shows, music venues, restaurants. Not being able to go to
weddings, funerals, celebrations amid family, yes some of these things have lifted but the
damage is done! Found my real mother but wasn't able to see her and will never be able
because she has within the two years died of cancer. She lived in an old folks residence and
only one person could go in and see her. Couldn't go in an other care home where my friend
was and because no one kept a regimen of going to see her she somehow fell down pushing
her wheel chair out of her room at night ,broke a hip the next time it happened she fell and
sliced her head open and had to have a doctor come in and stitch her, but the best part of all of
this is she hasn't been able to walk let alone crawl over the guard rail on her bed to be able to
get her wheel chair and push it! These homes have had free rein do leave these poor people in
dire straights and no one is able to visit and keep an eye on the workers incompetence! I could
go on with numerous incidents but will leave it here!!!!

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48754

No travel, no operating our business. No working or very little Life is very disrupted

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48755

Depression, watching people pass without loved ones. Worried for the future of the children.
Watching Justin T lie has broken my trust, no faith in our PM

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48756

Couldn't hold family gatherings, Couldn't go watch my sons hockey (1 parent only) had to mask
up for no reason. Restaurants closed. Movie theaters closed. My kids were on line learning.

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48757

No

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48758

It’s sucky. Makes me depressed even more. Can’t see family. Confined to my house

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48759

Lost my job. Canada is now a communist country.

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48760

I’m unvaccinated and not included in society

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48761

It has made me depressed. Disassociated from friends and family. It has made me angry. But
I guess that was part of the plan wasn't it? However, what they didn't count on was how many
people are now awake!

2/18/2022 8:55 PM

48762

Negativity

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48763

Isolation, financial stress, making me feel like a criminal for social actions such as giving hugs
to family members

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48764

Has not at all.

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48765

it may have long term negative affects on my childrens speech development I was forced to
get an irreversible medical procedure at my work place

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48766

It has been emotionally and psychologically stressful

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48767

Split family

2/18/2022 8:54 PM
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48768

Kept me from seeing family for over a year! My mental health has suffered. Shut down of
small businesses.

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48769

Couldn’t eat at a restaurant, couldn’t take my kids to a pool, can’t fly on a plane, can’t leave
my own country for a vacation

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48770

Really? What a stupid question I have never been more ashamed of being canadian since
Trudeau came into power.

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48771

Going and doing things out in the public. Restricted too much

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48772

It’s made it hard to travel and work

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48773

It has affected the mental health of my children.

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48774

Too much isolation

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48775

Less work; higher prices;

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48776

It has stopped me from freely travelling and enjoying activities outside the home...sports
restaurants theater just to ame a few.

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48777

Negatively !

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48778

Stress, anxiety, fear, loss of friends and family not due to death by Covid , but the Covid it has
caused.

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48779

Horribly

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48780

Depressed

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48781

I am a second tier citizen. My child can't go to school. I can't get proper medical treatment and
my teeth need attention but I can't get into the dentist now cuz bonny Hitler has made more
mandates. Do what u want to me, but my kid has no life anymore and the social side has
made her an outcast. She doesn't understand why? My heart is broken with what's happne ing
in ottowa and my country.

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48782

Division amongst my family

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48783

Stress nothing to do lose of work hard times in the family more like what has it not affected

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48784

I've stayed at home more only going out when needed.

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48785

Made me lonely and confused

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48786

Enjoying memories with lived ones

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48787

Lonely

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48788

Divided family and friends. Stopped church from happening as it should

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48789

Depression, isolation, anger, sickness...

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48790

Lost job

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48791

I have been unable to go out to eat to celebrate special events. i have been unable to take my
children to activities (ie: trampoline park). My children have been unable to participate in
sports. I have been unable to travel to the USA on holidays as planned. I have been unable to
visit my sister in Michigan.

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48792

1.Not being able to take my son swimming and learn a LIFE SKILL 2.anxiety developed from a
looming vaccine mandate in my work field (dental) 3.segregation and discrimination based on
my vaccine status

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48793

It ruined my mental health and stopped friends and family from hanging out. My friend and my
brother died by suicide last year. My kids couldn’t go to school so I had to pay 5000 in tutoring
so far to help them get caught up. All to prevent everyone from catching a cold we all caught
anyway. I had it twice and it was worse after I was double vaccinated than completely
unvaccinated. Are you serious

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48794

Forced to inject substance to n my body or lose my job

2/18/2022 8:54 PM
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48795

We have completely robbed of our rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48796

I'm currently on an unpaid LOA

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48797

In every way and it needs to end especially to protect the children

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48798

It has torn apart every aspect of my life and made my life worse. It has exposed the corruption
of medical, education, and government systems in Canada.

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48799

Loss of Family and Friends

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48800

I can’t go to places I would like to go. Like go out for a meal. It is very depressing!

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48801

Removed me from society

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48802

caused extortion at work, divided friends/families, constant government sponsored terror and
fear mongering. Public "health" blatant deception and lies interpreting test data just adds to
anxiety and stress. Logic, science, curiosity and common sense were suppressed, silenced to
further induce panic and fear. 2 years of dogma imposed by unelected lobbyists posturing as
public "health" scarred my mental health. "Medical professionals" denying service, adhering to
dogma and refusing to help/treat individuals who refused experimental injection. I feel
completely lost and betrayed.

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48803

It has made me sad & angry that “tRumpism” has spread to my Canada. I am FURIOUS at
these waste of skin pretend truckers!!! YOU ALL NEED TO BE HUNG,TRAITORS!!!🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🖕🦾
👊☠️💩

2/18/2022 8:54 PM

48804

So many ways. Family is separated, Family members died alone. Husband lost a job. Forced
to be vaxxed to keep my job. My mental state is not good. I cry constantly worry about bills
coming in. Angry at our prime Minister!

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48805

It has allowed me to contribute to the public health of society, preserve health care capacity,
and demonstrate care for my fellow citizens.

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48806

Loss of income loss of liberty loss of family and friends, fearing for grandchildren’s futures and
the desecration of the constitution.

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48807

It has showed me the corruption that is in our governments through out Canada.. This hate that
I have will take a long time to heal.

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48808

Drastically as I’m not able to take the vaccine and it is on my health record nor am I going to
take the vent same and I am being singled out and not able to see my grandchildren’s events
not able to go to a restaurant not able to go travel in an airplane or across the borders by
vehicle. And what’s even worse the doctor cannot even give me a letter stating that I’m not
able to take the vaccine because the government and the healthcare says it all should be
vaccinated. It is everyone’s God given right whether they want to be vaccinated or not and I
have no problem with anyone that wants to be vaccinated or anyone that has been vaccinated
and that’s everyone’s choice I’m not able to get vaccinated nor am I going to get vaccinated
and that is my choice I want my freedom back and all mandates dropped so I can have my life
back and enjoy my grandchildren growing up and be able to go to their hockey games, rodeos
etc. I am missing out a lot of my life and I’m not taking a vaccine that could cause me to have
a stroke or even worse and put me back in a wheelchair I want my freedom back I have come
so far and I am not going backwards.

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48809

Sports, school, loss of jobs, loss of time with elderly, travel

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48810

Negatively

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48811

not much; got a Covid shot

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48812

Divided a lot of people - family and friends

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48813

Brought me a huge loss in work hours, separated me from my family over the holidays. Great
financial burden and depression.

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48814

It hasnt

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48815

The vaccine mandate has caused our whole family tremendous pain and suffering. My job and
our only family income taken away from us just because I happen to be allergic to some of the
contents in these particular vaccines. It is just not fair to punish us for something I have no
control over. 8 years of public service risking my life helping the wildfire fighters and I get fired,

2/18/2022 8:53 PM
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no severance, no pension not even social services if we need it. We could lose everything, our
house our dreams …everything. No exemptions for any reason… this isn’t about health
anymore…. So what is it about. I thought I would have been considered one of the vulnerable,
so it can’t be about the vulnerable. I think the government has taken advantage of a health
situation to push there control of everyone to a new level. Why? To what end? Corruption has
entered our government and its democratic foundations. Human rights mean nothing
anymore… I have never seen so much division in this country. The government is intentionally
pushing fear and division. Canada needs a leader who can bring Canada together again not
divide us more!
48816

Isolated.

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48817

no comment

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48818

After my second shot three days later was hospitalized October it is now February 18th 2022
still not able to go to work

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48819

Can't watch my kids play sports , can't travel across border to watch my boy race in NCAA
competition, boys missed a lot in the Gr 12 , 2020 grad and. 2021

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48820

It has not been a hardship whatsoever. It has kept me safe.

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48821

My mental health is steadily gone down hill My physical is at the worst it has ever been I used
to be very fit and healthy in hopes of staying out of healthcare long term that has been taken
from me End all mandates now

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48822

We were all stiffled

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48823

I’ve felt pressured into getting vaccinated and I couldn’t spend precious time with my family,
my kids have missed out on countless activities for 2 years .. that’s a lot of time to lose when
your young. My teenage daughter was very depressed for a long time.

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48824

Loss of freedom to: travel, eat out, attend concerts/movies, enrol my children in extra
curricular activities, gather with my faith community & family; increased anxiety and fear
regarding societal rejection and confrontation regarding mandates, rejection from family
members; loss of confidence in the leadership of our province & country, loss of pride as a
Canadian, loss of income as a family, disruption to my children’s education, loss of
friendships.

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48825

My family has missed out on lots of time with our own family because of division.

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48826

Lost job, lost my dad after the vaccine, lots family and friends from the division, mental health
took a major dive, got divorced, my kids are suffering.

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48827

Just divisive with family

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48828

Beyond limits, close to suiside

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48829

I wasn’t able to visit my favourite person in the world, my bestfriend, the only man in my life
that meant something to me before my son was born in 2021, HAD TO DIE ALONE!!
Disgusting

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48830

Freedom of choice and expected to be a Guinea pig

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48831

My mom died alone After 60 years of marriage they werent allowed to see each other😢

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48832

Everyday

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48833

Lost my job, lost my home! Now I have a lot of anxiety, frustration & depression

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48834

Hard on mental health and my my families mental health. It’s created such hate and division.

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48835

It took 2 years of my life

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48836

Work, my mum's care home, being able to enjoy being with friends and family

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48837

Ruined it

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48838

My job is threatening to fire me because I won’t be jabbed!

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48839

It’s kept me safe and alive.

2/18/2022 8:53 PM
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48840

Divided my family, lost friendships, emotional and mental distress, loss of social life. All of the
above has been extremely distressing and 100% imposed by a tyrannical government and
completely unnecessary; except to further their totalitarian agenda.

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48841

Families divided by trudeau

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48842

Trudeau has divided family’s People have died because they couldn’t have surgery

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48843

Luckily, mostly unaffected.

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48844

Our children have been trapped in the the house for too long. It has effected their emotional
and mental well being.

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48845

Like everyone else

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48846

It’s been awful for people with mental health, it has disrupted small business and peoples
jobs,, our cost of living has sky rockete

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48847

Lost our jobs n losing our home

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48848

In a lot of ways

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48849

Lost my business

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48850

It isolated my dear elderly mother from me when she really needed me. It isolated my disabled
son from me who really needed me. Now I have high blood pressure which I have never had
before.

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48851

It has been difficult !! Very lonely !! Somewhat confusing !! I do not believe, all this, ( was or is
) necessary !!

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48852

Enjoy working from home

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48853

My boyfriend had to isolate 6 month in our basement and his son couldn’t see him we had
police surveillance making sure he was isolating

2/18/2022 8:53 PM

48854

complicated our lives an frankly depressive

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48855

Limited travel, stopped me from visiting my family including 2 of my uncles who passed away
in the last 6 months.

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48856

Losing my job. Kids lost sports/school/university We want our lives back

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48857

Ruined it

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48858

I was put on unpaid leave and forced to find a new job

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48859

What life?

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48860

My anxiety has gotten worse and my marriage has gone out the window.

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48861

Loss my son/job/income/friends

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48862

Haven't been able to see family, my senior parents for 2 years. It has divided friends, some we
have been friends for over 20 years and family as well. It is complete nonsense how this has
divided our country.

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48863

Na

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48864

Lost work due to mandates. Unable to visit my mother and sister who both have cancer

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48865

Lost freedom to travel and do commerce.

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48866

It has added more hardship to an already horribly missmanaged economy

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48867

Wearing a mask full time at work gave me a bad infection. Long story short, I'm handicaped
now. No joke.

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48868

Family had grown apart

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48869

Lije living in a communist country

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48870

So much division and hate

2/18/2022 8:52 PM
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48871

I cannot travel, go to restaurants, my work has been affected, my mental health is brutal.

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48872

I haven't been able to go to a public event in two years, I haven't been able to with friends or
family to a restraunt or movie theater in two years and I have been forced to wear a mask in
school for two years witch makes it extreamly difficult to learn or enjoy school. So ya I would
say it's affected my life pretty bad.

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48873

Depression, anxiety, weight gain, increased conflict, reduced ability to concentrate at work due
to a lack of a social outlet, loss of motivation

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48874

Destruction of lives, businesses, relationships, loss of freedom and autonomy, destruction of
family relationships, fear and sickness, loss of hope

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48875

Visiting family and friends, and travel.

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48876

Lost my job

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48877

Tremendously

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48878

Bunch of uneccesary garbage the truth is being exposed was never about health or safety was
a smokescreen to bring in the NWO TRUDEAU AND HIS PUPPET MASTERS SHOULD ALL
BE IN PRISON FOR CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY AND BREAKING THE LAWS AS
STATED IN THE CHARTER AND CANADIAN CONSTITUTION

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48879

My kids haven’t been able to enjoy they’re childhoods..lost my job after 2.5 years, which had
nothing to do with job performance just mandates. I’ve been unable to coach my daughters
hockey due to mandates

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48880

Socially economically and spiritual Ly. All in a negative way.

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48881

Financialy and mentally... i'll never feel safe ever again!

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48882

Since I’m immune compromised it has been a good thing.

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48883

Emotionally, relationally, financially, occupationally and physically

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48884

By challenging my human rights

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48885

Almost caused me to g bankrupt several times

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48886

Somewhat

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48887

Negatively

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48888

To many negative ways to answer

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48889

Isolation

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48890

Affected my job, my kids lives and my mental health

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48891

My children have been effected - their mental health is not good

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48892

My business and life are both changed for the worse

2/18/2022 8:52 PM

48893

i personally am not vaccinated and i choose to not be. and it has become very hard to do
anything in life anymore because of my CHOICE. and the people are coming against one
another because of this and causing division

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48894

Delayed progression in my career

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48895

Isolation, depression, loss of friends and family, loss of socializing, persecution

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48896

Taking away freedom, and employment

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48897

Fearfull for future

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48898

I have not been able to visit family, support my family

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48899

It has almost bankrupt me. Ruined my business and separated my family.

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48900

A lot of people are hiding in there homes the government has scared a lot of people

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48901

My job my income my broken family

2/18/2022 8:51 PM
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48902

Tremendously!!

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48903

Taken way my right to choice for good or bad what to do with my life . All Governments and
PHO have forgotten they "Work" for US not the other way round .

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48904

It has limited me to be who I am with having a rule deciding if I can go or do things. I’ll wear a
mask if I want or not. If I’m sick I’ll stay home. It’s simple really

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48905

Travel, Have not been able to see elderly mother, and business. Not to mention the emotional
and mental turmoil the prime minister has caused including the division amoungst us

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48906

We don't have a life anymore; we don't do anything because of people's fear and restrictions.
My 2 year old has never lived a "normal" day in his life.

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48907

alienated us from being with family and friends and restricted being able to go to church
however Muslims didn't seem to be restricted at their Mosques particularly during Ramadan

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48908

Destroyed my Career

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48909

Too many examples and scenarios to mention.

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48910

It has caused family divide ! It has caused family members to lose their jobs and I lost the last
2 weeks of my fathers life to be able to be with him I could not see him at all I was told by a
very snotty woman working at the front door of the hospital oh well he has a phone you can
call him ! Well I can tell you I would call him and I’d cry and so would he that is how much I
got to talk to him ! We never got to hold his hand I know he was scared but we couldn’t see
him and there was nobody in the hospital with covid nobody !!!!!! It has changed me forever

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48911

Broke me,only made 36k last year!

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48912

Destroyed our business. Severe mental health. Division in family. Depression.

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48913

It’s been awful. Completely unnecessary. It’s done way more harm than good

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48914

Depression

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48915

my mental health, family relationships, work relationships, anxiety, depression

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48916

Terrable

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48917

I’m employed in the airline industry. Trudeau’s effort to discourage travel has devastated the
industry including my work place.

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48918

It has effected my entire families work and mental state!

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48919

It effected many parts of my life including my family.

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48920

Can’t go see my kids

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48921

Tremendously negative social and economic effects

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48922

Tension between me and all but 3 of my family members including in=laws

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48923

I cannot travel because I made the choice not to be vaccinated

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48924

I got suspended from work and then Terminated. I got turned down for EI after 41 years
contributing to the system.

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48925

Loss of wages, family discord, continual stress and fear!

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48926

Depression .:-(

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48927

Financially Security Mentally Physically Emotional Trust Fear Segregation Racial

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48928

Distance from family

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48929

Took our jobs, took our university education away.

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48930

My mental health is suffering. I cannot get my kids seen by a doctor quickly enough. My covid
vaccine symptoms are being ignored.

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48931

It changed my life alot

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48932

Mentally, emotionally and physically

2/18/2022 8:51 PM
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48933

We feel alone isolated We are not free to travel

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48934

Put on involuntary unpaid leave from job with 18 years service. No income since Oct 15. No
one from my office has reached out to me. Feel abandoned , segregated and isolated.

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48935

Mental illness, supply chain issues (I work in agriculture), loss of friendships, my wedding,
missed family gatherings/loved ones stuck alone in care homes

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48936

Inflation gone through the roof,no family time, Depression and the list goes on.

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48937

I lost a good friend who died from the vax and my asthma is a lot worse when I ware the mask.

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48938

Limited visits with family and friends watching how some have become so afraid to go
anywhere! Cause md my anxiety to be worse

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48939

Lost job, division, mental issues

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48940

It has made my life depressing. My work environment has suffered and normal life next to
impossible

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48941

Negatively, restricted, segregated from family and friends.

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48942

Loss of 1 job due to Mandates n the other I still have to rapid test even if I feel fine....as well
as the division of friends n family n missing out on Occasions due to the restrictions etc...very
disheartening. Mentally draining

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48943

Not me personally, but the others around me.

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48944

I haven't listened to the dumb mandate Ive done my own research and know better the stupid
Trudeau! screw him!

2/18/2022 8:51 PM

48945

It is horrible depressing and stressful my mother is in a care home and is so sad isolated 6
times for Cov fear! It is crazy!!! Stupid and time to be over

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48946

None of your business!!!

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48947

Ramranch

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48948

It has been very hard in many ways

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48949

To be honest. Much more than I imagined. I didn’t think it was affecting me until I left Canada.
Then I realized how much it had affected me

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48950

Isolation

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48951

Lose of job

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48952

I didn't want to get vaxed, because I strongly opposed it, but my job required it, and my bills
aren't going to pay themselves

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48953

JOB LOSS, PEOPLE HAVE DIED, PEOPLE HAVE BEEN MAIMED, FAMILIES DIVIDED,
FRIENDS DIVIDED, SEEN THE GOVERNMENT CORRUPTION AND THE DESTRUCTION
OF CANADA BY JUSTIN TRUDEAU AND HIS LIBERAL GOVERNMENT, DOUG FORD AND
HIS PARTY DESTROY ONTARIO AND MAKE DRACONIAN LAWS, DISGRACE!

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48954

Caused me to homeschool my children, lost trust in anyone with authority, lost all trust with
healthcare and healthcare providers, lost trust and respect with law enforcement, realized how
corrupt our government really is , it’s opened up my eyes to see the truth. it’s affected my
relationships with close family and friends, not being able to take my kids/ family to activities
or go places due to the jab status. It’s made me out to be the criminal and be segregated.
Couldnt attend my grandfathers funeral. Couldn’t attend a young family members funeral. It’s
made people no violent and hateful and I see it every day still!

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48955

Kept me and the ones I love healthy.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48956

Lost my job

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48957

Terribly

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48958

I have breathing issues and a heart condition and my Doctor wouldn't give me an exemptions
note so I was forced to wear something on my face which altered my breathing all the more
and I almost passed out twice because of it over heating me because it effected my breathing

2/18/2022 8:50 PM
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48959

What a stupid question. They have ruined majority if people's lives. We need freedom restored.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48960

If the government has this kind control now what does the future look like, it scares me to
death, fear for my children's future.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48961

I’m still alive and so are my friends, so not that much

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48962

They are terrible and unlawful.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48963

My kids are affected in every way My job slowed immensely I can't take my family to do
things My family and I can't travel

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48964

It has caused division In my family, caused mental health issues! And financial hardship.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48965

I losted my job Still have no income Losted friends, family

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48966

It has affected my life in many ways from job loss to mental health issues:( it is horrible. I
would rather have COVID

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48967

Lonely widow. It has ruined relationship and created severe division among Canadians

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48968

I have signed under duress to get vaccinated to keep my job. I can not visit my family or
friends. This has split my family apart.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48969

I was not able to see my family, my grandchildren for a long period of time. I felt isolated,
fearful until I learned the truth about the virus, then felt like a second class citizen when I was
unable to attend restaurants etc without a vaccine passport. I have felt withdrawn from even
speaking to people while wearing a mask as I wasn’t sure who they were etc.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48970

It has affected my mental health

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48971

We are living under nartial law! Our freedom to move around and travel within our country is
restricted. All areas of our lived is effected.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48972

Husband had to get vaccinated to work.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48973

People didn’t work, n we did, they got supplements we had our job to go to n do .why do we
have to pay so much tax

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48974

Just an inconvenience. I have lost some income, but not a major issue.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48975

I am not able to take the vaccine for medical resons and it has greatly restricted my life. I
have lost friends and loved ones from the vaccine not covid and also had many friends have
had adverse reactions. I do not have a social life. IT has cause depression AND ANXIETY and
fear.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48976

I have no life. This is not life. I lost my job, trust in system, in police; Never been more
disappointed in my life; I only hope and pray for some light;

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48977

Negative physical health, negative mental health, negative social health, negative spiritual
health, negative emotional health, undeemed stress, financial stress, marital stress, family
stress, relationship stress, anxiety, business stress, negative emotional development of our
children, negative social development of our children, negative outlook of government

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48978

I’ve lost my business. I’m segregated by everyone including my family, my son is suffering
from anxiety and rashes on his face. The list goes on.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48979

Not being able to get together with family and friends. Not going to eat in restaurants.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48980

I lost over a years pay because of the lockdowns

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48981

It destroyed my life. It caused severe mental health issues for myself and daughter. I am a
single mother trying to take care of my daughter and it is getting difficult for me.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48982

The mandates have cut down on any social life with family and friends. Bc of the mandates it
has divided our family.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48983

The mandaté has stopped me from having a normal graduation for my son birthday parties I
couldn't even attend my grandmothers funéral in person because I could not cross I to the
province my children have to wear masks at school and has résulte in breathing issues I am

2/18/2022 8:50 PM
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literally Ill when wearing mask for to long these mandates have imposed way to many
obstacles for our family our mental health has been affected in many ways
48984

Wrecked it, loss of time with family, friends, job loss, financial hardship, increased costs in
food, no fun activities, depression…

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48985

I’ll be losing my job on March 14 if they stand. I can’t receive anymore needles.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48986

I am a singer/songwriter and I can't go out and share my music.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48987

Mental health, financial, concerns with my children/isolation, marital issues from stress.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48988

It removes our freedoms and we do not appreciate dictation and heading towards a controlling
communist country.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48989

It has restricted me in my every day life. Not being able to go to restaurants, always feeling
like I can’t breath with masks on. Not able to visit Doctors hospital patients, travel to see my
elderly parent. All those stupid tests to work.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48990

Lost my job have more bills cant leave the house time to mive on and get iver this.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48991

Too many to type up at this spur of the moment request

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48992

make my life very hard

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48993

Loss of a job, loss of friends & family, temporaryl oss of a close knit social group, loss of
support systems, eroded mental health, suicidal thoughts, no gym, weight gain, loss of self
esteem & isolation. Then....I started losing friends and acquaintances from vaccine injury,
sudden death after death, multiple deaths from suicide. I have had death threats, verbal and
physical abuse, damage to property and a permanent undermining of all that I believed my
country would protect me from. Stripped of rights & freedoms, demoralized and watching as
innocent citizens are systematically abused & criminalized. The positive is....deep and abiding
patriotism, deeper bonds with friends, simplifying life & knowing who the enemy of my
sovereignty is. I have a right to bodily autonomy, informed consent, freedom of mobility &
above all security of person.

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48994

Divided family, neighbors, depression, anxiety, drinking more

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48995

In every way

2/18/2022 8:50 PM

48996

I’ve lost work I’ve lost income I’ve lost close friends and family no longer trust the medical
system or the hospitals to treat me properly require back surgery unable to get appointment
with specialist consultation on antianxiety and depression medication to cope

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

48997

It’s wrong in every way and the movement to move around or times with families, trying to
force the vaccine. On people, lying to the people

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

48998

Negatively

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

48999

Yes and those lives of my children and grandchildren. Trudeau needs to be stopped. He's nuts.

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49000

People treat me like a virus instead of a person. I can't travel across border

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49001

Loss of job ,visiting with friends less , strained family life , constant changes and rule changes
is extremely frustrating. No lo her trust government they are manipulative and elite and out of
base especially Trudeau is a dangerous power drunk tyrant .

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49002

The same way it is affecting everyone .it is killing our country

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49003

I adjusted my life to follow protective actions to protect and support my fellow human beings.
Feels pretty good actually

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49004

Immensely

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49005

Missed activity

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49006

Stupid over testing at borders . Stupid quarantines No surgeries dou to selfish non vaxers

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49007

Excluded from any activities where vaccine passport is required including playing pickleball
and helping to prepare community dinners for those who need meals.

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49008

Not good! Kids are not happy wearing a mask to school, the mandates have decided people,

2/18/2022 8:49 PM
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etc
49009

Has put me out of business for 2 years , so no income and no financial assistance from
government. It has deviated my industry and will take a decade to build things back up.

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49010

N/A

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49011

I have not been able to visit my grandma who is a full time resident at the hospital because I
am not vaccinated. My grandma has dementia and is also not vaccinated and is being
punished by it not its cruel and unfair. The devision is outrageous and needs to end. The
masks need to go our children don't deserve this they need to be social.

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49012

Has made it hard to be with family. And has made it financially hard.

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49013

Terribly. Constantly hear of mental issues, businesses closing, vax deaths and injuries.

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49014

17 y/o daughter lost her job at retirement home because she’s not vaccinated. 16 y/o son
suffering from anxiety/depression, has lost friends, couldn’t play rep hockey that he’s played
since he was four because he’s not vaccinated. 20y/o daughter suffering regular debilitating
vaccine s/e since being vaccinated in Sept 2021. She is a university student and so she was
coerced into taking a vaccine that she didn’t want. It’s painful to watch your children suffer.

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49015

Depression anxiety anger

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49016

In every way imaginable it all needs to end!!!

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49017

In every way. End them now

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49018

Depression

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49019

Work and family life

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49020

Not able to socialize. Have family and friends for dinner, go to church or entertainment venues.
News media and government lies so there is a difference of opinion between friends and
family. Consumed my life and made a split in my family.

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49021

Created problems socializing my children. Forced us to miss out on family weddings and
milestone birthdays - experiences that we will never get back.

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49022

Being self employed my business has had to open and close several times. Financially I'm
struggling now more than ever before. It has caused my mental health to decline.

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49023

It hasn't. It's temporary and necessary to save lives.

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49024

This is a loaded question! In many ways including much mental pain and suffering. Honestly it
would take an hour for me to answer this question. Very negatively in so many ways.

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49025

Lost touch with family, friends, made me sad to be on Canada, I don’t feel safe any longer

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49026

Moved. Job instability due to mandates. Instability in the social system I work in with families.
Kids sports, youth mental health. Family division.

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49027

Loss of income and division of community

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49028

I have a disected aorta which is nor repairable. I have hadreactions to other vaccines. I have
had covid and have lab work showing i am reactive meaning i have antibofdies. I.have lived
respectfully of the mandates but now am.thinling that tho my province lifted many mandates it
is not for those who need it be jabbed. Enough. War act? Terrible over reach.

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49029

can’t see family grand kids my own kids should have never happened life is to short

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49030

Mental health destroyed. Both my kids have been taken out of society they are fucked for life

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49031

Mom died when in hospital I was not allowed to be with her. Friend died no funerals. Cousin
and brother died no hospital visits.

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49032

I am frustrated. My social life impacted. I feel depressed and helpless. I feel terrible about
imposing people to have this harmful vaccination, a lot of people I know had serious side
effects and nobody cares. And they continue to push people even more with all these
busters!!! This is criminal and they who responsible for that must be punished!

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49033

I lost my job and my mental health has been affected heavily from not being allowed to see

2/18/2022 8:49 PM
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family and friends
49034

In so many ways. Loneliness. No family contact no entertainment socializing,breathing in my
own germs. Not good divided family my friends son died from the vax.42 yrs old 4 small
children. So sad. Get rid of everything and let us live our lives normally. If you want to wear a
mask go ahead but done condem your neighbor for not being we+were reported for having our
granddaughter here to see her not healthy grandfather.

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49035

Lost employment

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49036

Unable to live a life expected in a free and democratic society.

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49037

In every way

2/18/2022 8:49 PM

49038

I would rather risk getting sick than feel like a criminal by having to produce a passport to eat
at a food court. Endure the isolation and loliness from people. I would not have received the
Covid-19 vaccine if I did not feel coerced to by my government and health officials, my
children would have been deprived of opportunities if I chose not to be vaccinated, such as
swimming Lessons and gymnastics that did not permit unvaxxed parents, I did it squarely for
that reason, I did not want this among many other things that have come from the national
mishandled tragedy.

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49039

Too many to count. We were very Close to losing our business, that has caused major stress.
My kids developed Anxiety with having to wear masks at school. They are also (along with
most kids) not at the level they should be at academically. Two years of on/off in person
schooling and homeschooling has affected them. It has emotionally scarred them. I Put on
administrative leave as a bus driver without pay for refusing the vaccine mandate. My children
not being able to be kids; no movie theatres, no pools, no travel outside the country, no eating
at restaurants etc. I’ve lost many friendships. Haven’t been able to see my mother who lives in
Toronto since 2019. My grandmother hasn’t been able to return to Canada from Argentina.

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49040

Have no rights, what do u think?

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49041

Showed me how evil and corrupt our government , police and pharmaceutical all are . Can’t
say I was surprised

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49042

It has forced me to go against my conscience in order to keep my job, something that should
never happen in a free country.

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49043

Lots of isolation.

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49044

It has destroyed friendships, family gatherings. My business.

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49045

Shut down small businesses

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49046

Mental health and family issues

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49047

Negative mental health aspects among my family, friends, and students. Strained
relationships. Job anxiety.

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49048

Showed that our opinions and thought are irrelevant. There is no reception of concerns

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49049

I know the real science and the ridiculousness of masks and mandates. The effect has been
watching the chilling effects on our society and our children for NO GOOD REASON.

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49050

It has caused much trauma and depression being treated like a criminal everywhere I go. It
saddens me to think what my children will have to deal with as they grow.

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49051

Discriminated against people like myself who do not want an experimental shot that doesn’t do
what it is supposed to. It’s segregation, it’s hate, discrimination generates hate and that is all
that is happening. Hate and social divide because of the system

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49052

Almost ruined my marriage My 2 year old has had limited contact due to mandates and not
being able to take him to activities such as swimming lessons, play groups, cont. the crippling
anxiety and depression it’s caused And not being able to go visit my family in the states

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49053

Son has weekly eye infections, mental health worst its ever been Seclusion Facing
discrimination

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49054

Lost revenue

2/18/2022 8:48 PM
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49055

It has forced me to take vaccines that I don’t trust, in order to keep my job. It has forced my
children to miss school and to suffer through not seeing their friends, and to have to live in
fear, forced to wear useless masks. I could go on….but hopefully my point is clear.

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49056

I lost my job due to having just 1 vaccine - I also had covid prior, and was part of covid
research project until vaxxed. I've seen the hurt and damage, hate and dignity these policies
have created. I've watched businesses close and kids anxiety increase as well as lose much
of their childhood opportunities for growth

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49057

Loss of freedoms

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49058

Negatively

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49059

Job lost sleepless nights and stress

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49060

He hasn’t I haven’t wore a mask I haven’t done anything they’re asking to do and I am doing
just fine

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49061

Not in the least.

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49062

It has isolated me, caused me to cry at times and feel depressed at times. It has made me
feel bad when people falsely accuse me of being a conspiracy theorist.

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49063

I chose bodily autonomy over taking a vaccine I didn’t want, and I lost my job over it.

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49064

Freedom lost, stress, anxiety, anger, loss of friendship

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49065

My kids activities restricted

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49066

Caused decision, has made me lose trust in government, science and hospitals.has brought
death to friends not fromm covid but from vaccination

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49067

Lost my job, increased anxiety, fear of loosing my home.

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49068

None

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49069

Lost my job, freedoms are being taken away and I as m not okay with that.

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49070

Horribly

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49071

Just so oppressive

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49072

The pressure and added stress on top of what we already have to deal with in this world… And
the thought of our kids not being able to live the kind of life we did 25-30 yrs ago Due to some
big wigs that can’t get off there high horse and listen to the thoughts concerns and suggestions
from the people of our country…!

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49073

Extremely bad

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49074

I’ve been in a deep depression for months. I lost My nana and I couldn’t see her, my family
has been torn apart because of this vaccine mandate.

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49075

Getting a shot I didn't want to get

2/18/2022 8:48 PM

49076

My son got kicked out of college. My kids can’t even take swimming lessons for 2 years now
my olde kids kicked out of the gym. My eldest son kicked out of the army reserves. My son
unable to play soccer which means everything to him. We are prisoners in our own Country.
We feel hated by society. My husbands family hates us and don’t want us around won’t even
talk to us. I feel like we don’t belong here anymore.

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49077

We are segregated from anything and everything we enjoy including family and friends

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49078

Does not feel freedom

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49079

Makes me feel forced to do something I don't want so get punished for not being a experiment
rat.

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49080

Doing things like getting the shots just so able to work to pay my rent and live it also has
depressed me off and on and even with the shots my daughters still got COVID doesn’t make
sense

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49081

Loneliness, segregation form friends, restricted access to to many venues including

2/18/2022 8:47 PM
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entertainment and travel
49082

Isolation, not able to travel freely

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49083

i was coerced to take a vaccine that I didn't want or need to keep my job

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49084

The forced vaccine and mandates affected my health and the mandates affected my family
and social life. The mask mandates affected my 9 year olds health as well. Also affected our
yearly travelling

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49085

It’s so inhuman! All about power and control. It’s a flu. Wake up!

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49086

Not affected at all ! IT IS NOT DIFFICULT TO PROTECT MYSELF AND OTHERS . ITS THE
RIGHT THING TO DO

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49087

No work , no money. My husbands specialist appointment are a nightmare! Seeing our children
and grandchildren are not supposed to be!!! Christmas and holidays !!! I could go on and on

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49088

I am immune compromised so I have haven’t been sick (with colds and flu) since the
mandates came into effect. In effect these mandates have improved my quality of life on
many levels. But, it would be nice to have more people over to my home and socialize more.
So when those restrictions are lifted it will improve my life.

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49089

I have lost family that suffered mental health problems from job loss and it is also a direct
violation of my rights and to force anyone to be vaccinated yet say the government forcing me
to do this isn't responsible and the company making it isn't responsible it doesn't sound worth
the risks for something with a 98% survival rate

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49090

it hasn't. suck it up buttercup.

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49091

Mental health. Not able to go to family members funeral. Family division

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49092

Took away my freedoms

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49093

Yes

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49094

Lockdowns, forced to get jabbed for employment, masks make it hard to breathe n have panic
attacks, tired of not living life and interacting with family and people, just over it especially
when it’s a cold flu

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49095

Financial very difficult but much closer to family

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49096

It has eroded my confidence in Canadian institutions, to the point where I feel betrayed and
like a stranger in my own country. It has been devastating to communities. I never though
discrimination and segregation would be welcomed or mandated back into society.

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49097

Social anxiety, upset and isolation from family who live out of province. Threats of job loss due
to mandates. My 13 year old son has suffered withdrawal, depression & social setbacks. My
marriage has suffered & friendships dwindled. It is just plain awful.

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49098

Job loss, persomal image of self, fear of family well being as they blindly takevthese
undertested drugs.

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49099

Can’t do anything and it is Isolating people and segregating them it is causing major
depression and People that were friends and always did things with you no longer want to have
anything to do with you if you’re not vaccinated it’s bullshit nobody asked us if you get a pap
smear done or if they have colon cancer or if they have aids but yet you know those are very
important things do you have it I don’t know do you have Covid or I can’t talk to you because
you don’t have a vaccine that doesn’t prevent a fucking thing

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49100

Travel across border, no golf trip for 2 years

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49101

Server depression

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49102

Negatively beyond comprehension

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49103

It has made me less confident in my social abilities. It has very much affected my 8 year old
daughter's confidence as well.

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49104

Throughout the pandemic, I haven't gotten sick and I need to do rapid testing at work in order
to keep working. Side effects but known with constant boosting, but its the same vaccine
schedule as pzp vaccine which is used to sterilize wild horses and reduce their population

2/18/2022 8:47 PM
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49105

It has caused division in my family. I can’t see my daughter at university. I can’t go out with
my family. Causing poor mental health. Had to stop volunteering.

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49106

Vaccine or lose job. Not ok

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49107

I have become scared to socialize. And fear i will get in trouble any given act we do. My
daughter lost 2 yrs of her childhood from age 2 to now turning 4 in march she hasnt had a
normal childhood! Shame on the government since nothing changed the past 2 yrs

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49108

I lost my job. Depression and anxiety is unfortunately high in myself and my young children.
They are sad, we are all sad. We haven't been able to see family members during extremely
important times. It has all caused divide between close friends and family to a point that
seems unfixable. I couldn't watch my children have a school concert... But my friends could go
to Moosehead games.. none of it makes sense and it hasn't for a very very long time. There
isn't enough time or space for me to write out the many things it has affected in just my small
life alone.

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49109

Devastated

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49110

Somewhat

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49111

Looking to move our lives and resources where we are treated best.

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49112

- Mental Health - Division of family - Death of a parent that no one else got to say goodbye to
and I wasn’t allowed to see for 2 months - Loss of 2 jobs due to vaccination status - Not
allowed to go anywhere - restaurants, events, travel, etc. - High school son not living a normal
teenager life - So many ways…

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49113

I am suffering with depression and didn't exercise for most of a year

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49114

Destroying the social connections and divided society. I have watched family members die
without seeing their grand children. Homeschooling my children to keep them from emotional
harms in a system I no longer trust. Complete loss of faith in the institutions meant to protect
in Canada especially healthcare. My daughter a very compassionate and competent nurse on
unpaid LOA. Our tourism business destroyed. That our government did this is unconscionable

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49115

It kept me from my family and friends. As far as I'm concerned there was absolutely no reason
for it now that I know the truth about these vaccines. When this could have been resolved from
the beginning from our honest health officials, not government officials.

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49116

Family divided. Unable to travel outside Canada. Loss of friends over differences. Financial
insecurity. Declining mental health.

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49117

It has made us feel like 2nd class

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49118

Mentally, financially, physically, socially and has made me not feel safe in my own country. I
feel segregated I am ashamed of our prime minister. Canada used to be free. I fear for my
children’s future. I fear for my family and friends that were coerced into participating in an
experiment that was not studied long term.

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49119

My kids are homeschooled now. Jobs have been affected. People are becoming angry.

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49120

Ruined my life

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49121

Can’t spend time with my kids because of their narcissistic mother and the mandates only give
her more power. I can’t visit my mother in the hospital because only 1 person is EVER
permitted to visit her, regardless of how many shots we’ve all had

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49122

It was fine until asshole convoy showed up

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49123

Ruined family relationships

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49124

I lost my job due to business shutdowns at the outset of the pandemic.

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49125

Negatively. Segregation has caused unwanted division and hostility.

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49126

Affected my mental health due to restrictions for seeing my parents. It affected my baby girl’s
social milestones. It affected my boy’s social life as well. It caused divisiveness in our family
which I don’t think I’ll ever recover from

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49127

Divided families, masks do more harm than good, small businesses suffering or bankrupt,

2/18/2022 8:47 PM
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many vaccine injuries including my Dad’s death! 🥲 stress and fear causing disease, addictions
and suicides, jobs lost, the Canadian spirit changed from love to hate!!
49128

It has divided my family, kept us from travelling, going out, going to concerts, enjoying life!!
We're tired of this unproven nonsense, no scientific backing for any of it and yet it continues
and so do the unproven jabs! If the vaxxed can still get it and spread it, why dont they lose
their jobs? The whole thing is a joke

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49129

In every way possible. I am being treated like a second class citizen in every aspect of my
life.

2/18/2022 8:47 PM

49130

I have lost both of my jobs for not disclosing my medical status and remain unemployed as
mandates increase in BC

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49131

Loss of job, loss of friends, 3 family members died after receiving covid 19 vaccine, a
coworker is on permanent disability after getting booster, and other co-worker had a stroke and
Cannot work. I and many of my friends and family including my adult children have suffered
from depression and anxiety. I have been unable to leave my home from anxiety of wearing a
mask, and my husband has lost his job .

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49132

Mental wellness. Loss of friends

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49133

depreesion

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49134

Masks are a huge issue. My daughter's self esteem, emotional stress & anxiety. These
mandates are turning friends & family against eachother. We need to be able to make our own
choices.

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49135

Isolation, depression, anxiety, dividing the people. Everyone has suffered from it

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49136

I just stay at home now. I am scared of Covid, I have become less active in life generally!

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49137

Made me extremely angry and will never trust government again

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49138

How hasn’t it?! We refuse to get vaccinated so it has limited what we can and can’t doespecially hard on my kids that have faced discrimination.

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49139

Lost my business, faced discrimination and hate for not being vaccinated, made depression &
anxiety worse, lost complete faith in Trudeau & the Liberals

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49140

Greatly restricted. My husband died only 20 allowed at funeral. Not able to visit Senior friends.
Family.

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49141

I as a small business owner have been shut down for 5 months of a 12 month span and I will
never recover financially, emotionally and with relationships from how all of this has been
handled. I am ashamed of the current government and needs to be dismantled from the head
down. Our country’s government has been made fun of all over the world and our freedom has
been stripped away. Our family has been affected in so many ways and divided and has been
awful.

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49142

It has ripped our family apart. My husband and I are on two different sides. We have a large
family that all live within 10 minutes of each other we have 13 grandkids and it makes it hard
to get together. There are days when it is hard to get out of bed because there seems to be no
point some days.it has damaged our family to the point it may never be repaired.

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49143

All of them.

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49144

I've been put on anti anxiety and SSRI medication. One of my children (6) has been put on anti
anxiety medication. My brother and his family refuse to come near my family because we are
vx free and my children have mask exemptions. My oldest (7) has Down Syndrome, ADHD,
and sensory processing disorder, his speech has basically been stuck at a 3 yr olds. He is
afraid of staff at school who he used to hug in kindergarten, because he can't see their faces.
He's constantly deregulated since April 2020. I had brain sx in May 2021, and I was only aloud
1 designated person. That person was only aloud to come see me after my sx and to come
pick me up. I was all alone. My grandma died in Dec 2020 in a hospital by herself. We weren't
aloud to have a funeral. The list goes on and on.

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49145

Affected my company and my mental health

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49146

Segregation of family and friends, anxiety about the future of our ability to choose what they do

2/18/2022 8:46 PM
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with our bodies. Requiring to share my medical information to anyone who asks.
49147

I have been unable to visit family in care home missed funerals can't leave the country for
vacations cant go out to eat has created divisions in my family has cause our small business
to close and have had family friends commit suicide! The list goes on ! I have no faith in my
government and its leaders!!!!

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49148

It has dictated where I can go , deprived me of associating with family and friends, stolen my
freedoms.

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49149

Ruined our lives!

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49150

Incredible stress, family stress, depression, loss of friendship, unable to travel, possibly health
issues from forced masking for extended periods of time

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49151

Painful, many deaths, many suicides many adverse reactions to the vaccine

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49152

I’m still alive because of the vaccine. Because 90% of the country had done it but it’s time to
get back to the way we were before Covid 19

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49153

Depression of all four members of my immediate family

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49154

My business had to shut down. I battle depression from the isolation - no motivation. It has
affected my health. Got divorced. Division in the country has split my family and I've lost
friends. It's the worst thing I've ever endured.

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49155

Not free to go to restaurants, travel, visit friends, relatives. Waiting on surgery for two years
that should have been done already.

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49156

Isolated, depression anxiety

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49157

It has kept me safer

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49158

It had caused serious mistrust of the present leadership in our country. Also the mask
mandate has fostered mistrust among citizens, and the isolation required, and forbidden
gatherings are all ways to separate people and cause awful divisions in a peaceful country.

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49159

Division

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49160

It has made me miss pivotal moments and memories in my families life. It has affected my
livelihood negatively and impacted my mental health significantly.

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49161

terribly

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49162

Horribly. Missed sons hockey season, my daughter had to stop lifeguard training and my
autistic sons development has suffered under mask mandates

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49163

Depression separation and division, unable to work full-time

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49164

I was forced to jab to keep my job, I am watched relentlessly at my job when my mask is not
out on correctly even when I work in a cubicle.

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49165

Everyway

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49166

It ruined my job as well as it almost ruined the company i work for due to not bringing in
supplys to work with.

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49167

Mental health

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49168

Inconvenience only

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49169

Mental health, relationships, finances, influx of gas prices, food, lack of supplies, medical from
stress

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49170

Work is tough because even after 2 years everyday some idiot comes in without a mask and
yells at a kid for asking if they forgot their mask.

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49171

Depression fear for my future

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49172

It has kept myself, my family and my friends safe from getting sick, ending up in the ICU, or
dying.

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49173

Work, mental health, financial,emotional physical, spiritual, health issues, family died by

2/18/2022 8:46 PM
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themselves, couldn't have a proper funeral. Kids can't go to school got behind, kids can't play
sports, depression
49174

Mentally, psychologically, businesswise etc

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49175

Depression, suicidal thoughts, divisive, oppressive, violation of human rights and freedoms,
anxiety, helplessness, anger, frustration

2/18/2022 8:46 PM

49176

well considering masks break my face out and i can’t breathe half the time i’d love to be able
to breath again

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49177

My dad spent the last 10 days of his life in the hospital and it was only because of fighting for
him that some of the family got to be with him the last hour and a half. And myself with a
negative test was not even allowed in the hospital 😭

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49178

Divided my friends and family

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49179

Mentally distressed

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49180

I have been estranged by family members due to my status. I rarely see my grandkids. I
haven’t seen my daughter and grandbaby out east for two years!!!

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49181

Ram Ranch has been way too busy lately.

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49182

My rights and freedoms of travel and right to choose what gets put in my body, my right to
voice my opinions, my right to purchase non pharma proven effective, safe prophylactic
products & vitamins.

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49183

Effected my work, my business, my families and friends work and businesses. Effected
friends mental health. division in our own nation.

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49184

Destroying Canada !!!!

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49185

Family members have divided, long time friends have divided, our social activities have
seized, our sports have seized, our business has suffered and many of our family and friends
did have had adverse reactions to the vaccines.

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49186

Mental health. Job loss . Physical health. Family spilt . Inability to make proper plans for
myself and my family. Divorce

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49187

I am alive

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49188

It made a bunch of crazy sad people break the law and make life worse for other people for
3weeks. Selfish selfish people that GOD will punish for not loving, supporting and caring for
their fellow man. The devil has entered your hearts and no true trace of Jesus lives within any
of you any longer.

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49189

It has isolated me from my family and friends. I had to chose between being vaccinated or
keeping my job. I have lost my FREEDOM of choice.

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49190

I have anxiety caused by wearing masks and being away from people. I don’t like to socialize.
It’s ruined my life.

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49191

We have suffered business losses, family relation hardships, psychologically isolation has
depressed us. Feeling held hostage - unable to travel freely. Financially affected as prices
keep rising. Lots friends whom we could not ritually have a sending off, family members died,
not from vivid still waiting to have funerals.

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49192

They have affected all aspects of my life negatively. - mental health - relationships - inabilty to
participate in activities i enjoy - inability to visit family( including funerals) - financial

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49193

How has it not affected our lives? Mostly our children.

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49194

Social restricted financial strain

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49195

Poor mental health, can’t move or go anywhere inside or outside Canada, can’t go to social
gathering, broke my family

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49196

I have seen my senior mother in almost 3 years. She lives in another province that has limited
outside visitors. Masks do not work. Those cloth diapers are nothing but germ catchers. We
have been fooled by the government and it’s a form of control and dictatorship. Period.

2/18/2022 8:45 PM
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49197

Lost coworkers and forced me to inject something into my body that I don't want in order to
sustain my livelihood

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49198

I lost money

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49199

It has affected my health, both emotionally and physically. It has negatively affected my
business.

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49200

Lost touch with family and friends

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49201

I've paid taxes to this city and can't use the facilities. Haven't seen smiles ,sadness, etc
mental health. Families divided.

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49202

I’m not vaccinated so... of course

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49203

14 year career gone because of vaccine mandates . Had to start all over again

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49204

Family and I all massively struggling with our mental health. Also struggling financially,
surviving on only 1 income with inflation is tough!

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49205

Unable to visit my children and grandchildren. Anxiety, Depression and had a stress related
heart attack! I think that is more than enough for someone with MS!

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49206

Mental Illness

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49207

Loss of family and friends, becoming increasingly depressed and broke.

2/18/2022 8:45 PM

49208

Caused me to have smaller paychecks

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49209

Negatively

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49210

Mental Health, loss of friends and family over differences of inclusivity

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49211

Badly

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49212

It hasnt

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49213

I lost my job

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49214

Forced me to retire, cancelled my $5000.00 once in a lifetime birding vacation, separated me
from my only grandaughter, caused me to lose most of my friends and alienate me from some
of my family, kept me from some of my birding hobby activities. I am an angry, depressed old
lady these days 😞

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49215

Not worried about me im worried what the kids think the new normal may be.

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49216

Made me very angry!!! We are supposed to be a country STRONG and FREE (dom)

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49217

I have not been able to see my grandchildren in the US for two years. I was unable to attend
my brothers funeral (‘vaccine’ injury) last June. I am unable to attend Mass without a mask or
socially distancing from my fellow parishioners.

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49218

Feeling much frustration, stress & anxiety due to isolation, unable to visit family, for being
forced to take a vaccine I do not consent too in order to earn a living. Unable to work at my full
time job without vaccine and had to close my home based yoga studio. Loss of income,
freedom of speech, human connection, socialization, pride, who I am as a person, etc

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49219

About to lose my job over vaccine status

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49220

a heavy burden to bear, the same as every other canadian. They did a tremendous job
educating us on how distance, clean, disinfect, social distance & quarantine when you have
symptoms. NOW its time to let us alone & learn to live with covid.

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49221

I HAVE BEEN LIED TO BY EVERY LEVEL OF GOVERNMENT AND THINK THEY ALL
NEED TO BE REMOVED FROM PUBLIC OFFICE IMMEDIATELY

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49222

Horrible I am now afraid of being around people because of this

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49223

Gay

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49224

Stress, loss of employment and kids with Anxiety

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49225

Husband It needs a funeral and a place to rest

2/18/2022 8:44 PM
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49226

My health. I lost friends.

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49227

Not free

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49228

horrible

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49229

Restricted to do things , freedom having choices to decide on vaccines

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49230

Putting life on hold for over 2 years , Canadian people do not need babysitting

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49231

No social life or spending time with loved ones

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49232

Stressful

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49233

I have been forced to go in to debt every month since September because of the testing
requirements at the oilfield company I work at. They WOULD NOT allow self testing. Due to
lockdowns I lost half my income because my second job was shut down, but did not qualify for
any assistance because I was still working. I am a single mother and had to pay $400 a month
for testing JUST to go to work.

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49234

Divide, anxiety, depression

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49235

Tremendously, not only financially but for the most part mentally. Social life, freedom of
religion, choice, mobility, speech, dignity, freedom to protest are essential and God given. No
prime minister or premier has right to take it away, even temporarily. Their duty is to serve their
people not to oppress them. And to health care officials, don't ever say it was all for us or our
protection because all you did had opposite effect and you know it. Hospitals cared for how
much money they get for covid patients and not how to cure them.

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49236

Unable to work

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49237

I had covid and am unvaxxed because the cdc said natural immunity is just as good. I am not
allowed to participate in life now. I am a teacher and I have teach in a mask everyday which is
brutal. My students all wear masks and I can barely understand what they are saying half the
time. Some people very close to Me have been injured by the vaccine which they took to keep
their jobs. I do my travel outside the country anymore because it is so difficult for the
unvaxxed. So yah, a huge amount of stress in general!!

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49238

It has made it hard to do things I want to do as not all my friends are vaccinated

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49239

Forced into vaccination to keep working! Social interruption. 8 consecutive hours of mask
wearing at work.

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49240

What life?

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49241

We have not been able to have our family gather together.

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49242

Watched a loved one take their life due to limited medical support and limited socializing with a
limited number of people allowed in a bubble and family not able to travel to spend time with
loved ones, limited socializing and restricted travel to see loved ones, forced early retirement
on limited income, limited access to family members due to bubble, restricted freedom of
travel outside of canada, restricted movement within Canada, restricted freedom.

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49243

Not at all

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49244

Lost my business!!! And many friends

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49245

Badly

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49246

I do NOT follow the mandates. I never locked down, don't wear a mask etc. I teach my
children that this is WRONG...all of it! They are forced to struggle to overcome the massive
brainwashing that is being taught to them by society, prompted by the disgusting disgrace of a
PM that we are currently un der the dictatorship of! He needs to be removed from power. He
has BETRAYED Canada!

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49247

Took away our freedoms

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49248

I've been made a second class citizen in my own country.

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49249

It’s made me feel like I have the plague because I have chosen to not partake in an
experimental shot.

2/18/2022 8:44 PM
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49250

Yes

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49251

Very badly. Breaks my heart seeing so much division and hate

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49252

In many ways, too many to count.

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49253

It has left me depressed, isolated, and feeling alone, and created a distrust of government that
will probably never go away

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49254

Cant go out with out sofficating on a mask. Can't vist family in us. Can't drive semi in the us.
Can't fly

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49255

I feel like I am in an abusive relationship. I just got out of one of those. I am depressed and
have been thinking about leaving Canada

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49256

There has been segregation within my family, fear and anxiety issues

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49257

Nothing I cannot manage.

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49258

Big time !!

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49259

Restricted to do thing that we have alway done Freedom, having choices to decide on vaccine
weather you want to take it or no, discriminates if not vaccinated

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49260

I suffered ill affects from the vaccine and I have watched mental struggle with my children.

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49261

Watching children suffering not knowing the rules, seeing mental and physical health issues,
divides between family , coworkers and friends, rules are different for Ottawa police who do not
have to take the vax yet others shunned if they dont. Gas prices increased, lies by
government, massive increase in the cost of living, elderly isolated, people who have died
alone, lack of Consistency with messages to canadians, not being able to contact government
officials,

2/18/2022 8:44 PM

49262

No work

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49263

Limited where I could go, decreased social, church life. Very hard emotionally, psychologically.
Haired it.

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49264

My father stopped eating and took his own life. I wasn't able to visit him. Anyone who tries to
bend or break free will is a de-will (devil). Anyone who tries to confuse through lies and
coercion is a de-mind (demon). We all have every right to protect each other, but nobody has
the right to be the aggressor!!!

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49265

Loss of respect for humanity

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49266

Division of people

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49267

Travel and social interaction

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49268

Curbed my freedoms

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49269

It’s put my life on hold. I cannot get the vaccine because I have autoimmune disease and it
will kill me.

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49270

Sick of all of it and don't see any point in it. This is never going away, it's time to move on.
Trudeau is out of control

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49271

Tired of it all but I know it is needed

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49272

Can't socialize like before, ppl are afraid of the unvaxed, ppl are angry and ignorant like I've
never seen before and most importantly it has decided our country

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49273

Wearing a mask all day at work leaves me with the sniffles all the time, when we're not
supposed to interact with others I was not supposed to see my family and most importantly
my elderly mother who has cancer. That is not ok!

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49274

It is ridiculous to fear a virus with higher than 99% survival rate… freedom of choice is
essential

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49275

Not too much. I’m ok. I don’t eat at restaurants very often. However the vaccine passports
issue and masking mandates have destroyed our once vibrant community. It is an unmitigated
disaster. I don’t know how we will recover from the division.

2/18/2022 8:43 PM
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49276

I’m depressed

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49277

Family isolation

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49278

In Jan 2020 fear was instilled in me I was very afraid, once I realized it was like the flu that
passed, then when they tried to impose the vaccine I was very skeptical all of a sudden my
work was implementing it and I became so mentally affected that I actually went on meds for a
bit because I thought I was going to lose my home and my children. I was literally breaking
down constantly. Sorry being 1st nation's and knowing what the history is there through my
Grandparents and what the government did with my family back then. My 1st thought was
since when has government ever done anything good for the 1st Nation's people why did they
ship these shots to us 1st not to mention my gut instinct telling me somethings very wrong
here. Sorry to say something has to be done about our government and their performance. It is
the most crooked and vile thing I have ever seen. It baffles me that they seem to be above the
law and are now killing people to make a profit. That's what's Scarry and disturbing. I am now
afraid for my children's and grandchildren future. I pray to God to fix this and that there will be
an end to this corruption.

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49279

Not being able to see people's expressions, and my kid having to wear a mask all day at her
school.... the division of friends, and family.

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49280

Friends and family members lost because they are terrified of a cold flu virus. Lost one job.
The media are all lies the government is becoming communists. They work for us. Not the
other way around.

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49281

Destroyed family

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49282

Health, happiness security

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49283

Friends and family have vax side effects, caused huge divisions in family and church.
Depression,limited amount of supplies available when we need them, huge inflation, distrust of
authority. We had to take my mom out of seniors prison so she could live again.

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49284

My daughter is seriously depressed and has made 3 suicide attempts. Oh, and I lost my job.

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49285

It has created divisiveness within my family and impacted flow at work

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49286

It has distant as from people we love , work , activities, etc

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49287

Its a joke the science says it wont kill you

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49288

I have lost faith in the current government and I fear for my future, my children's, that of my
country and the whole world. Real fear and concern such as I have never felt before.

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49289

Negatively

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49290

Massively!!!! Too much to fit in this box!!!

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49291

Lockdown only

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49292

Job, restricked flying, eating out, unable to visit parents in care home

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49293

My job is in jeopardy. I have lost family and friends. I now suffer from anxiety and depression.
My children have a lack of social skills. My 4 year old suffers from her mask.

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49294

I unvaccinated recovered from omicron and enjoy natural, broad-based, and long lasting
immunity. Cannot spread virus and if I am reinfected my immune system will clear it easily.
But I am considered to be selfish and a danger to the public. There's more to say but this
alone should suffice.

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49295

Livelihood was threatened if I didn’t get a vaccine. Missed family weddings and funerals.
Isolation and mental health

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49296

I dont see ny friends ...I cant meet new people and I am depressed all the time and I'm fed up
with seeing my elderly residents be isolated from there families

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49297

Extreme anxiety in all sectors of my life EXTREME!!

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49298

Loss of fundamental human rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49299

Lost out on socialization function in our small town People feeling afraid if you got to close to

2/18/2022 8:43 PM
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talk. My brother-in-law passed away after vaccinations 58yrs old family holidays lost for 2 yrs
couldn’t go see our senior parents in senior homes -hard to talk to them through a window or
their on 3rd floor-Died alone😭 plus many other issues in mental health
49300

Travel restrictions, dining,entertainment, loss of human rights, friends ability to work, being
policed by staff everywhere, being tracked, friends having bank accounts frozen, divisive
society, failed leadership

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49301

I’ve had panic attacks every night since they started. I fear living in Canada. I think everyday
about becoming a refugee and seeking asylum in another country.

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49302

our lives have stop . We are at war with a faux plandemic .we are in prison for two years .

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49303

It has affected every aspect of my life.

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49304

Unable to have a normal wedding, unable to go out with my friends, unable to visit my
grandparents, unable to attend social events, Unable to see our grandma when she was in the
hospital. Lost many friends because I haven’t seen them for so long.

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49305

Seeing people live in fear, loosing their jobs or having to take a vaccine they TRULY DON'T
WANT to KEEP their jobs, seeing endless examples of vaccine side effects that ate being
minisculed or even silenced. The list is long

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49306

Mental illness All over body aches Isolation from family and friends. Lost relationships Lost
employment Loss of purpose

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49307

Lost 2 years of business income.

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49308

Having depression and anxiety, this pandemic has intensified everything with no increase help.
Group therapy and individual (in office) has stopped completely! The last 2 years undid 5 years
of therapy (at my cost). This has affected my immediate family.

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49309

Mandates have made me angry. I have get lied to. I feel controlled.

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49310

Stressed, depressed and divided. Heartbroken over the effects of these mandates on children
especially.

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49311

Psychologically......I Have Worked With the Ill and Have Not Gotten Sick at All ..as I Believe
In GOD'S Full Protection by the Grace of GOD and Psalm 91....We Need to Rely on God and
His Word and This Fear Would Not Be So Strong ...More People Would Be Walking in Health
and Not Sickness

2/18/2022 8:43 PM

49312

Is my adult kids had to get vaccinated To keep their jobs And now they're going after my
grandkids I have a problem with that Freedom of choice Should be allowed

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49313

Unable to visit husbands mother in long term care home, loss of friends, son has gone from
honor student to barely passing high school

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49314

Badly

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49315

Financially, mentally, loss of a family member.

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49316

It hasn’t, I have lost no freedoms. As a HCW I have witnessed first hand the devastation

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49317

Lost my job and only make 1/2 of what I used to

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49318

The vaccine mandate has made me feel like I don’t have the right to choose what I put into my
own body, people can choose what gender they want to identify as ,but I cannot choose
whether I want to get a shot or not. I have been excluded from many things because I have
made the personal choice to not get vaccinated The mask mandate has caused me to develop
anxiety because I must cover my face. I am claustrophobic and I am also chronically ill and
feel very sick and hot all the time and find it almost impossible to wear a mask indoors while
I’m working, shopping etc. without feeling faint. This terrifies me every time I must put a mask
on. And then have to continue wearing it even after SCIENCE has shown it is AIRBORNE!!
WHY is masking mandatory if it’s airborne. I have been banned from living my life as a
Canadian in the land of the free. No longer am I free.

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49319

I have family members losing everything My youngest son had to move back home because
he lost his job for not getting the jab. It’s nonsense

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49320

separation of myself from family denial from businesses medical exception holds no weight

2/18/2022 8:42 PM
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doctors have zero credibility when threatened for their jobs my mental health my daughters
lack of social interactions i will not be participating in schools where mandates are enforced
complete distrust in my government and public health distrust in media distrust of police and
enforcement
49321

Distorted my family, made my children feel like criminals is they visit the parents or
grandparents. Effected my kids mental health. Our daughter has been in a deep depression for
2 years and had to quit her job. We have not been able to visit my Uncle or have him part of
his family’s life. My uncle & Aunt have tried to pressure my mom to not spend time with us
because we are not vaccinated. Even though I work from home and never go anywhere. Our
community’s are massively divided and tensions are very high.

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49322

Depression, sadness, family divided and children mental health

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49323

Ive lost many friends & family by divided opinions. Me and my gf now have depression that
comes and goes. I'm 37 and until last year I have never felt not mentally strong.

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49324

It hasn't im fully vaxed. However I did it out of fear of not being able to travel

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49325

Destroyed relationships, destroyed my mental health, hindered my ability to work live and
function due to extreme anxiety. Your terrified to speak to anyone as you always run a risk of
having others opinions forcefully rudely and sometimes threateningly imposed on you. Made to
feel guilty for having your own thoughts the whole thing has been handled terribly by all
authorities and is really just disgusting on all counts.

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49326

Forced to not work, children effected by both school and university, no grad or prom, etc

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49327

It has ruined my life. It has made us lose our income, our peace our happiness. We are scared
to live in Canada. It has become a terrible place!

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49328

Caused the majority of people to be afraid of getting sick, maybe die but not very likely. - Personally has taken a large portion of my business and the ability to enjoy life

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49329

I am retired so it hasn't effected my life , but I worry about my children and grandchildren.

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49330

It has destroyed our country.

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49331

horribly

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49332

I’m 62 and finally get to travel without financial worry and my country has stolen that from me

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49333

No

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49334

Its had hurt my work, my family life, my mental health, its killed our country's unity, peoples
hope

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49335

Alienated family members and friends who can't believe I refuse to fall for all of this complete
garbage.

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49336

Ruined it. Destroyed my family.

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49337

generally for the better

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49338

Job loss, can't travel

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49339

Ruined it. My children are scared of people.. family friends and strangers, I have lost my
livelihood

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49340

My Childers mental health has declined 100%

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49341

In every way possible,negatively.

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49342

Eye opening

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49343

It is splitting people apart.

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49344

Destroyed 2 years of my life

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49345

I have lost work, friends and Family

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49346

It has impacted my health by accessing healthcare services, my mental health has seriously
impacted, the division and hateful comments from our leaders has ruined relationships, created

2/18/2022 8:42 PM
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loneliness and depression, impacted my health by closing gyms and financial issues
49347

Loss of freedom. Threatened job loss if not vaccinated. Kids unable to attend university or
participate in sports.

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49348

The masks don’t help unless they’re level 3 medical or N9-5 and socially I’ve been the most
depressed as I ever have in my life. The vaccine pressure has caused me to now have high
blood pressure and nose bleeds.

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49349

Jobs,family,socializing with friends, restricting from dining out, hard to breath in a mask so feel
badly for those that wear them on the job and stop the damn vaccines they don’t work!

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49350

Can't fly to Poland to visit my ill grandmother. Gym membership cancelled because i refuse to
take the obedience vaccine.

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49351

My kids have missed out on basically 2 years of their lives. Family members were forced (or
lose job) to get a vaccine which we believe hasn't been tested enough. We have had division in
our family. We have felt we couldn't talk freely...in a free country. Natural immunity
ridiculed....and on, and on.

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49352

In every think of my life

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49353

I feel like a prisoner in my own home.Can't visit 95 year old mother in new Brunswick because
iam not vaxxed.

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49354

Stress, can't get home to family

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49355

Caused inflation Restricted movement so I was not able to do what I needed to do.

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49356

Sadness, stress, depression,segregation,anxiety

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49357

I retired from my position at a AHS facility due to the jab!

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49358

Very restrictive & totally unnecessary

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49359

Really you need to ask? Discrimination, loss of work, segregation, and so on and so
on…………..

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49360

Lost my job

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49361

Devides our family, and cause lots of undo stress that is not required.

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49362

Every way. Financially, mentally, emotionally, physically and psychologically.

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49363

Not being about to celebrate family and friend milestone birthdays, funerals

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49364

Increased depression, anxiety, loss of time with loved ones

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49365

I must wear a mask, I needed to be vaccinated, to be able to visit my Mother in long term care

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49366

All of them. Mother-in-law 96 veteran in nursing home, my memedical appointments as well as
my husband,grandkids, travelling to visit son and family etc. the list goes on.

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49367

my father died of cancer and my mother who was in a nursing home was not allowed to go to
his funeral. we as a family could not console my mother. My mother gave up on living and died
alone in a nursing home 6 months later of a very broken and lonely heart, we as a her children
could not be there for her.

2/18/2022 8:42 PM

49368

Yes

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49369

Lost my freedom to go or do what I choose to do, my 5 year old daughter lost 2 years of her
youth not being able to play with friends , go to the zoo’s, birthday parties… list is long

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49370

Addiction

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49371

I haven’t been sick in two years.

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49372

My husband hasn’t worked much. I have been angry with all of this stupidity

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49373

all of them, the vaccine passport most of all.

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49374

Lost work, not able to travel, girlfriend can't go to Ontario to see he aging parents. Lost
relationships with friends and had friends die shortly after taking the jabs

2/18/2022 8:41 PM
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49375

Very badly on many levels

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49376

It really hasn’t

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49377

Not able to visit my grandma who’s 95. May never see her again. My Son didn’t have a grade
8 grad not grade 8 trip. Lost friends due to isolation restrictions.

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49378

Yes, a lot

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49379

Taken my freedom

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49380

Too isolated

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49381

Depression, anxiety

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49382

It has caused myself and my husband to lose friends. We have not been able to gather with
our families. We had delayed meetings with new born family members. It caused an increase
in costs with my boss which has in turn lost an increase in wages for myself

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49383

Missed out on two years of my life

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49384

terribly

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49385

It has produced anxiety and caused strife between friends and family.

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49386

Mental health

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49387

Most important weighs on mental health

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49388

Nothing but hate and turmoil.

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49389

Profound isolation and divisions with family and friends

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49390

We've lost all of our family on both sides.

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49391

Lost my job

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49392

Kids suffer with their education (not in school, online learning, etc.), limited our family
activities, visit limited with family and friends, cost of living increased, housing cost are so
high inflation, inflation has increased with income staying the same, small businesses suffer
well big companies stayed open, government over spending, asking for covid passport for
hockey. Overall it should be treated as the flue shot (our choice). Everyone in Canada has their
rights and freedoms. The gov. is elected to serve the people not the other way around.

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49393

I cannot travel back to Canada to visit my children , I cannot travel to Canada to do business .
I miss the birth of my grandson

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49394

Shortage of work, adult children suffering with anxiety and mental illness

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49395

My husband committed suicide over the long lock downs

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49396

My mother, was diagnosed with MS recently. She had made her own decision not to get the
vaccine until sciences were further available. She was with held her medication and treatment
until she was double vaxxed.. she got double vaccinated now she is facing the same
ultimatum if she does not get the booster. With holding medication can lead you to face
charges for manslaughter last time I checked. Despicable. My son used to be in martial arts
and able participate in a healthy and active lifestyle he has now gained a lot of weight because
his dojo shut down. I was a year into going to the gym religiously, to fight my depression, I
have now lost all of my results and am in a worse place than I was before.. this has to end.

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49397

No school sports, I can’t breathe with mask, been bullied at school by kids and teachers

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49398

Non of your business. Hope that helps.

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49399

It has made me depressed and anxious. It has affected my livihood and torn apart my entire
family. We are so divided.

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49400

My mental health and my children mental health seriously damaged, lost of income, lost of
childhood, bulling ....

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49401

Work, family etc

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49402

Unable to see my kids participate in sports, not able to take my kids places, having to deal

2/18/2022 8:41 PM
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with the dangerous of my kindergartener eating her mask (because she doesn’t understand
that she can’t and I am unable to get a mask exemption for my daughter because it doesn’t fall
under the determined criteria)
49403

Loss of income, loss of quality of life, stress, diabetes

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49404

Loved ones in care homes that we are not able to see. As well not being able to attend our
sons hockey games. Mental health has declined, and the list goes on.

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49405

It has created great divide in the country

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49406

Drastically

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49407

These mandates are harmful and discriminatory.

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49408

Eliminated travel. Destroyed the restaurants we typically frequent. Significantly negatively
impacted our interactions with friends. Raised stress levels significantly with concerns about
the illegal actions and complete disregard for our rights and freedoms from our elected and
unelected (so called) leaders. Illuminated us to the abundant lies and complete lack of integrity
and ethics among media, public institutions, "hell-th" care, and government agencies.

2/18/2022 8:41 PM

49409

Loss of work, poor mental health.

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49410

ithas divided the world

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49411

I have had anxiety and panic attacks every time I had to put on a mask. When I took only 1
shot of that gene therapy crap I had all 3 types of my arthritis kick in for 2 months straight with
pain and unable to do any of my daily duties around the house

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49412

I lost my freedom of choice, travelling. , got depressed, lost purpose of life . Lost my income

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49413

Made it difficult to spend time with family members

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49414

Living out of a suitcase now!

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49415

No social life, the past 2 years has been an endless loop of sadness and hopelessness. Full of
division and government over reach.

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49416

I lost my job and I see a lot more depression in my family and friends.

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49417

.

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49418

Took clients away from my business (in fact the vaccine has harmed a lot of my elderly
clients). Collapsed travel plans, ruined my sisters wedding, shut down my church for a time.

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49419

Reduced my social activities, family and friend visits.

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49420

Caused isolation, anxiety, loneliness

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49421

In every fucking way possible!! Fuck you

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49422

Our son has been remote learning since September. He couldn’t handle the mandates and
restrictions for another school year. He’s 14, turning 15. My husband’s father was in the
hospital and we couldn’t risk not being able to see him due to close contact protocol.

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49423

Limited my social life

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49424

Hard to say

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49425

this pandemic turned my sister who is a mother of 4 into an addict due to this disgusting lie
we’ve been told to believe for almost 3 years i have tried to kill myself 8 times since the
pandemic started because i don’t wanna live in a world that this is okay our prime minister
needs to step down IMMEDIATELY and be charged for every law he has broken. he is just as
useless as the vaccine.

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49426

My wife lost her job because of vaccination requirements, we can’t go watch our grandkids
play sports, we can’t travel or enjoy the restaurants we used to go to

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49427

Loss of freedom. Loss of friendships and family.

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49428

I had two heart attacks after my vaccines. My health has declined immensely

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49429

My kids have suffered greatly!!!! School, sports and friends. Trips have been cancelled. Our

2/18/2022 8:40 PM
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mental health has suffered
49430

In ever way imaginable. Government over reach needs to stop. Canada is not a communist
country, yet. Dictatorship does not belong in canada. Trudeau is destroying canada.

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49431

So much division by families & friends, not good for mental health. It can get depressing,

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49432

Divided family, not being able to see mother in law in the home, grandchildren having anxiety
issues, not being able to go to school. Not being able to eat out,

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49433

Isolation from my family and friends, lost income. Isolation causing depression.

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49434

Can't go or do anything in the city. Can't visit relatives overseas. Mental health problems now.
Stressed. Don't trust government/medical/police anymore.

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49435

I cannot do anything I am going insane stuck in the house

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49436

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49437

It has divided the country into two groups and created hate and distance between our fellow
man from coast to coast!

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49438

Stress loss of job put on loa unfair

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49439

I took a vaccine because I was forced to or couldn’t visit my 90 year old mother. 2020 was the
worst Christmas ever. We were denied it. Headaches from wearing a mask too long. Who
wants to inhale what you just exhaled!

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49440

Hard to talk through a mask! I have a voice condition and deaf in one ear!

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49441

Lost my freedom to do thinks that I want

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49442

Affected my life? That is an extremely long list but the thing that impacted my life most
because of the mandates was my mental health.

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49443

Depression and has tore my family apart. And I’m pissed

2/18/2022 8:40 PM

49444

Can’t go back to work, can’t take my child out, mentally

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49445

Haven’t been able to see my mom for 2 years now

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49446

My husband has lost his job and it has caused a huge amount of stress on our family. My
children are struggling at school and cannot learn from teachers whose mouths are covered.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49447

In too many ways to name.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49448

Divided family and friends, loss of business

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49449

It has greatly reduced the levels of covid in my community.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49450

It put a strain on my marriage and divided my family and caused lots of stress.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49451

I have a daughter who has been dealing with many issues and it was hard to help her take care
of her child on top of the mandates. I had to give up my job to help them out and keep my
grandchild as she was in and out of childcare.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49452

Strongly

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49453

Job loss. Carbon tax added to that. Couldn’t see my dad. Very limited social life.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49454

Can’t visit my 97 year old mother or see grandchild in USA

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49455

It has revealed to me the depth of corruption in our country. I am no longer able to work. It has
divided our family. My Dad passed away and some of my siblings couldn’t even be at his
funeral.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49456

Few direct impacts to me, but many friends and family lost their jobs because of the mandate
despite having natural immunity

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49457

Ive been treated like a second class citizen, broken relationships, depression and so much
more

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49458

Affected my life tremendously

2/18/2022 8:39 PM
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49459

Caused emotional stress, anger, broken relationships, inability to trust authority.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49460

In every way possible. I can’t write how I actually feel about this because I’m so disgusted and
shocked by what our government has done to us.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49461

Strained relationships, lost friendships, seen my family torn apart, my oldest daughter is not
welcome at her dad’s, teens on antidepressants, I myself have PTSD brought tomsurface from
childhood trauma. Major increase in suicide.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49462

It has affected family gatherings, my ability to live freely in what is supposed to be a fee e
country, it has caused rifts in relationships and has impacted my ability to travel with our usual
group of friends. Overall it has impacted my mental health - I have lost my kindness gene.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49463

Depressing

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49464

Lost money stress drug overdoses to friends suicides

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49465

Lost halve my jobs, missed out on family time, couldn’t attend my dad’s sickbed and funeral.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49466

3 work days this year

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49467

Could not see extended family when there children wanted my family to visit them restrictions

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49468

Badly

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49469

Lost friends, divided family members, depression. FEAR!!

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49470

Divided our family which will never be the same. Lost the ability to travel. Many lost friends
and close relationships. I have been verbally abused and discriminated against.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49471

My kids have been effected the most with school starting stopping no activity’s and then have
to have the shot to play sports now. Masks were to much for the kids so ended up keeping
them home.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49472

Working especially worried if you aren’t going pass a stupid test and then get hit by being off
for 14days and not being able to just walk around freely without a mask it’s like we are all in a
3rd world country having to hide and I know that’s not what my grandpas and brother fought for

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49473

Lol I forget to grab mask when leaving truck and have to run back.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49474

Mental health

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49475

Depression

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49476

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49477

Financial loss, emotional and mental health decline country wide! Pandemic exaggerated for a
greater cause for politicians own gain! None of politicians have missed one paycheque!!! Also
the force of an experimental vax on every Canadian without freedom of Choice is WRONG
AND AGAINST OUR CHARTER OF RIGHTS!!!!

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49478

It has caused me to lose my social life, and the loss of friends due to the us versus them
division caused by forced vaccination and the mandates.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49479

Divided our family, created division between my friends & me, damaged my sister in law,
caused depression and rage against our government & lack of faith in the rulings and
mandates

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49480

Ruined my mental health, stopped my children's education, and more.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49481

I have been completely discriminated against I’ve not been able to attend restaurants,
concerts, events, movies. It has isolated me I don’t feel that anybody needs to know my
personal protected and private health information and therefore has brought strain to many
relationships including family. I can’t travel I am looked down upon. People talk about the
unvaccinated like we have leprosy. Absolutely unfair and equal rights. This truck convoy is
awesome it’s a peaceful protest and I fully support it. it’s the only thing that gives me hope.
My mental health has suffered I am more anxious I am more depressed I’m more frustrated
and angry and has affected my life in all these areas. Give us back our freedom give us back
our freedom to choose what is best for our body.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49482

I have to live a life of isolation. Not fun . Can’t see my kids are my wife are any family . I feel
alone because I am alone

2/18/2022 8:39 PM
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49483

Business, mentally and physically

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49484

Mental illness

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49485

It has shut down our families ans friends and neighbors and made many of them scared. It
stopped us from travel and social events 100%.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49486

I have been unable to see family, conduct my business the way I normally would and not travel
the way I normally would.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49487

Bad for my physical and mental health

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49488

Frustration anger hopeless depression

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49489

Loss my job last fall

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49490

Work

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49491

I was unable to see my father who lived in a home and he died alone in the hospital. I have
seen my grandchildren become scared of getting sick and develop anxiety. I have watched
many of my family and friends become depressed. My husband is unable to find work due to
the mandates, causing our Bill's to become over due. I have watched my children struggle to
pay rent and feed thier families.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49492

Everywhere. Family. So sad. So wrong

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49493

I work in long term care. I am emotionally spent and the actions downtown today have left me
emotionally broken. In 16 days I will lose my career due to a booster mandate I am medically
exempt from I am broken. Covid broke my spirit and the actions of gvt break my heart. My
government has failed me and broke me.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49494

My kids have suffered with mental health issues. They have had a lot of things taken away
from them over the last two years. I lost my job as an ICU nurse because I would not get
vaccinated. My husband was forced to get clack Stefan because of his job and he is the bread
winner in the family. He is now being seen by his doctor for chest pain and going to a
specialist.

2/18/2022 8:39 PM

49495

I am without a personal choice!

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49496

I can't go out to restaurants, bars, movies, and also pressures from my job.

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49497

Ma

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49498

Divided family and friends, cause anxiety

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49499

Caused me to lose relationship with my family, and has caused me to have serious
depression, anxiety, suicidal thoughts.

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49500

Devided families

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49501

Mental health is worse now than ever

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49502

Loss of most my income.

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49503

To many ways to name them all. Travel mandates to be the worst

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49504

Can’t see my family

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49505

I cannot see family and friends or travel

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49506

Curtailed my God given rights to travel, to shop, to worship, to gather.

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49507

Lost work and money. lost fiends and family due to the duvide in society. My mental health is
suffering

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49508

I cannot travel freely in my own country or abroad. Unable to frequent businesses that require
a passport. Divided friends and family.

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49509

Mental tiredness, 2 years of an orribile never ending nightmare. No more please.

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49510

It has seriously limited the ability to work, social interaction, and mental health

2/18/2022 8:38 PM
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49511

A year of lost wages due to not being able to get a job because of mandates, restricted visits
with family, discrimination due to vax passports, name calling from the government, to name a
few

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49512

Justin Trudeau is a lunatic. He's ruining canada

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49513

not seeing family and friends sucks

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49514

Breathing problem, anxiety.

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49515

Threatened with job loss. I have young children.

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49516

I lost my business, miss seeing family and depression and thoughts of suicide.

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49517

Serious mental trauma

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49518

I now suffer from depression, anxiety. My children are depressed. My career is now on the line
if I don’t get the jab. I would lose my ability to pay my mortgage and feed my family.

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49519

Simply....loss of freedom, useless masks and being rated as a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49520

Family gatherings have come to a halt. Not because we are worried about getting covid but
because we are AFRAID about getting fines we cannot afford to pay.

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49521

It’s all BS, I am just sick to my stomach the way the chicken shit PM is acting!! It’s his way or
the highway, HAS TO STOP! Put him in jail!

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49522

I lost my job.

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49523

I support a mandate that is in benefit of my community, the Province and the whole Country of
Canada.

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49524

it has made social gatherings impossible and depression to many family members has
affected our ability to cope effectively in daily life

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49525

It’s affected when and where I can go places as I am not vaccinated. It’s affected what kinds
of things I can participate in at my university. As well, the mask mandate has impacted me in
that I get headaches from it and a sore throat.

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49526

The worst has been done to older people, people in care homes, hospitals. Also our 2 year old
children have grown up in a tension filled time, affecting every family, either pro, or anti
vaccine. People have been taught by all the fear mongering to be afraid of each other. All for
nothing!!!

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49527

Almost ended my new business that opened officially March 7th 2020. And has stopped me
from living a normal life

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49528

I’m on leave without pay, as I did not accept a change to my contract with DND 15 years after
I signed it. My notice of liability was ignored by management.

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49529

Horribly! It has separated my family and friends, destroyed my mental state, my children’s
mental health . Affected my business, my community and the country.

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49530

Kept me from dying of Covid

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49531

My 13 year old wants to end her life. I lost my job. My son not only was robbed of his grad, he
now can NOT further his education because of the SHOT , he finished with straight 90s I might
add . I've suffered with a rare heart condition for 19 years! This shot could kill me, as its known
to cause the very thing I suffer from, an enlarged heart! We don't know if our kids have the
same heart issue that runs in our family , so I will not risk them taking something that could kill
them . So because we winter risk taking a shot we are punished by not being allowed to get
education, or even work. We can't travel, eat out, go for a swim or a workout. Some stores
won't allow us inside. That is why my 13 year old wants to end her life. She went from a happy
go lucky, out going ,active ,social butterfly to a withdrawn, depressed child that cries daily,
sometimes for hours on end. The irreversible damage thats being done to our nation must
stop. The mandates must end, they are destroying our country, our world. We need to restore
what was and I do not have the confidence that Trudeau can do that. I don't think he even
wants that. I fear for what he has planned.

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49532

Alot , not able to go anywhere or do anything

2/18/2022 8:38 PM
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49533

Not much really, we live in the country

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49534

I’ve lost my long term job as a result of not feeling comfortable with getting the vaccine

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49535

A prisoner in your own world , governed by a people who make up unproven rules ! We were
taught to be aware of outbreaks of what ever came our way as children years ago! Common
sense!

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49536

I am one of the citizens that due to health problems have not been able to comply with the
mandates but I still can not do things that should be my rights as a free citizen. I do not care if
others want to do all the mandates that is their right. I too should have my right to do what I
need to do for my health. These mandates have removed my rights.

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49537

Been suicidal

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49538

destroyed it

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49539

depression segregation my children's mental health and happiness has declined emenously..
my husbands business has suffered financially.. I cant leave Canada due to vaccine mandates
I'm a prisoner I want to leave and not come back..

2/18/2022 8:38 PM

49540

Life on hold. Health and family health on a downturn

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49541

I have a lung problem and can not wear a face mask and many places will not let me enter
their place of business even the medical environment with a letter from my family doctor

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49542

I have not been able to see most of my family members. I never even got to meet new
additions to my family.. I have missed funerals. My family has been torn apart by mandates
designed to pin people against one another. My kid had to stop playing hockey in the middle of
his playoff games he was about to win provincials. He ended up giving up on it because they
kept cancelling life. Some if my family members who were forced through work to get
vaccinated are now experiencing severe rashes and other things making them now unable to
work.

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49543

It has effected my family, job and mental health

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49544

It has torn my country apart. It has created division and anger and promoted bullying.

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49545

No job..means no money for bills, food....

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49546

Made me have anxiety attack any time I had to do grocery shopping.

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49547

It's saved the lives of my at risk relatives.

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49548

8

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49549

I think how the government forced it and took freedon of choice was wrong

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49550

Felt isolated, 2nd class citizen , depressed and alone. Missed my family.

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49551

Stress anxiety

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49552

Job loss, mental health of my kids. Loss of 2 university educations for my kids. Nothing but
loss. Loss of friends. Loss of joy in life like hugging someone or seeing smiles or going to a
gym or out to eat. Feelings of absolute segregation from society. So much more.

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49553

Divided my family and friends , prime minister Trudeau refusing to listening to canadien
heading us into communismes.

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49554

I missed two years of my life

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49555

Isolation from family & close friends, mental health, job losses & lost income, soaring debt,
but the biggest is the division in this country. It’s deplorable!

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49556

Mental illness now

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49557

It has nearly killed my business! It’s so slow because of it my staff is losing hours due to
mandates and tips! I am a small town bar owner and I don’t think my business can take
restrictions much longer.

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49558

Hasn’t I’m totally ok with the way it’s being handled and trust that the medical profession will
let’s us know when it’s safe to remove the mandates

2/18/2022 8:37 PM
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49559

Many ways.

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49560

Can’t travel. Deterioration of relationships. Discrimination. Kids have been bullied. More.

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49561

It has put a lot of people in total fear, people have lost their jobs, homes, businesses. It is very
depressing. Social isolation and misinformation has people ailianated from each other

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49562

Kept me and my family and my friends safe from covid and possible severe outcomes.

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49563

I haven't been able to visit my Mom in a care home even when I'm vaccinated

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49564

Supports segregation and prejudice. Feel like a second class citizen

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49565

Can’t visit my own family. Can’t work. Can’t enjoy a restaurant meal. Forced to be vaccinated.

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49566

Lost my job, depression, anxiety, cannot go anywhere without being bullied for not wearing a
mask due to medical mask exemption.

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49567

We have been prisoners in our own country

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49568

I can't seem best friend in hospital for 2.6 years

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49569

Very much

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49570

Taken away but freedom to breathe...eat out...socialize...I would say negatively in all areas. I
want my freedom back

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49571

It has turned everything that I know upside down. It has family members refusing to talk to
other family members.

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49572

Could affect it eventually

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49573

Ruined all of our lives

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49574

Alot

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49575

Panic attack when wearing a mask, depression, breakdowns, dividing friends and family,
making it hard to run my business, more expenses like having to get tested anytime you want
to watch you child participate in hockey, overall, immense extra stresses in life

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49576

I had to register my vaccine status to maintain employment. My mother is in a care home and
is only allowed 1 visitor.

2/18/2022 8:37 PM

49577

It is causing depression and I have lost interest in all activity outside my home

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49578

Tyrants have stolen my life. They won't get away with it.

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49579

Lost income, mental health issues, can’t see grandchildren, can’t travel, Losing Hope,
embarrassed to be a Canadian thanks to Justin Trudeau and the NDP. Lost faith and trust in
government and media and the medical profession.

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49580

It’s effected all of us. My children’s mental health especially. My 13 year old has not been
allowed to go swimming, movies, restaurants with his friends. We can’t visit my grandma. My
12 year was so sad to turn 12 due to the mandates. Kids just need freedom to be kids. My
brother had a stroke after the vaccine and two of my mom’s cousins developed bels palsy.
Also the mandates are not working and no longer make sense. We got covid my triple vaxed in
laws. It’s no longer about a virus. We have lost trust in our government.

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49581

A little, but as an adult I've adjusted and live a free life. 20mins of a mask when in a store
doesn't hurt me

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49582

I could not legally hold a family gathering for over two years.

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49583

Forced to be vaxxed to keep job

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49584

My freedom has been infringed on. My business has been closed, I cannot freely travel within
my own country because I choose to not take an experimental mRNA shot. A shot that doesn’t
prevent the spread or prevent you from getting covid. Trudeau has caused a divide in this
country, turning families and friends against each other. He is spreading misinformation and
hate. He needs to be tried for treason among many other crimes he has committed. Including
crimes against humanity.

2/18/2022 8:36 PM
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49585

Family strife

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49586

Mental health is at an all time low

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49587

Lost job

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49588

Made me feel like a second class citizen. What’s next, persecution? Pedophiles and thieves in
power are trying to suppress hard working Canadians. These mandates have to, and will soon,
come to an end.

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49589

Long waits for medical treatment, isolation and arguments with family and friends. Loss of
relationships that had lasted a lifetime

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49590

It makes me think there is something very very wrong with this world and it is the
governments. These mandates have negatively affected my mental health. I no longer trust
the government or public health sectors.

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49591

Myself n my daughter have lost r jobs. I have felt secluded, isolated, lonely n VERY ANGRY!
It has effected my family life, friendships n destroyed my belief in Gov, every level!!

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49592

Caused great deal of emotional stress. Caused an high anxiety in my 22 yest old daughter.
This is not living. I feel like s prisoner in my own country. The division this caused in society
has impacted me and my family and friends greatly. I'm afraid for my daughter's future. I hate
being forced to wear a muzzle over my face. Having my God given Freedoms taking away by
this corruption is devastating. The vax passport is insanity. I want my life back. I want to
decide what goes into my body not the Government. This is complete control and no way to
live. This was never about our health. Pure evil. God help us!

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49593

It has restricted my ability to travel and do business.

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49594

Lost employment ,loss of money , disputes with family and friends and strained some
relationships and others ended, stress , unable to travel freely , unable to repair my truck due
to loss of income , hardships ,

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49595

I comply with all as respect to others.

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49596

My mental health has taken a toll with being limited to being able to be out and about and
visiting others as Much

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49597

More ways than can be counted

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49598

Do a lot of staying at home. I am mask exempt and have gotten treated like a leper in some
places of business. If you want to rapid test me at your door at your expense, rock on otherwise let me do my errands unfettered & without harassment!

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49599

Lost job, split family

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49600

Feel like a criminal pulling alcohol for friends and family, kids are punished by being isolated
when they are healthy just because others are sick.

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49601

I have loved ones who lost jobs and can’t hardly buy food for kids. They apply but can’t get
work because thousands others in same boat. Can’t visit loved ones in long term care. I am
health care worker. The poor old folks keep saying they just want to die because they can’t
see their loved ones and I’ve watched people die from the actual vaccine. One lady begged me
to help her , she New she was dying from the vaccine. I put her in ambulance. She died. It’s
sickening that we can’t see the truth on the news.

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49602

Mandatory at my work to be vaccinated. Can't go to restraunts, travel, church etc

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49603

It goes against everything I believe to be safe and healthy and I’m tierd of the lie’s the
government and media keep feeding us a government should never have that much power it’s
a very dangerous thing and it has forced me to get the shot to keep my job and that is
communis in my view

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49604

Negative for my business. Lost significant money.

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49605

Taken away many of the freedoms afforded to me by God and country up until this travesty.

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49606

Absolutely I’m a human living in Canada!

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49607

It’s affected my personal health,my business income, my kids extracurricular activities,

2/18/2022 8:36 PM
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traveling, family weekends away.
49608

Has impacted meaningful relationships, has affected my children's education, and
experiences. It has placed unnecessary guilt on me for other health conditions.

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49609

Loss of job

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49610

Made Canada a prison

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49611

Not able to travel, see family or friends very often

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49612

No choice ton vaccinate. I took both shots. I now have heart inflammation.

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49613

we let our loved ones die alone, left our seniors without their family for months on end, let
Cdns. lose their livelihoods, masked and filled our children with fear ....horrific

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49614

It has stressed me too the max . Life feels like it is not worth living

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49615

Ended my seasonal business, wasn't able to see friends and family, wasn't able to go to
restaurants, was pushed into receiving a vaccination for my job or had to pay for weekly tests,
unable to visit my brother in care home, divided my family because of incorrect information

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49616

I have been isolated from family and friends. Unable to attend social events, faced
discrimination over whether being vaccinated or not, my main income has been cut in half.

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49617

I’ve had to take something I didn’t want in order to keep my job!

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49618

91 you old mother stuck in nursing home....really sucks

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49619

My wife lost her high paying job due to vaccine mandates. My family alienated me and her for
not being vaccinated

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49620

If this continues I will struggle with depression despite being the most positive and happy
person before. I’m so done being alone at home! I need people and travel and events!

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49621

Mental health LOST INCOME Loss of family contact Loss of respect - police / politicians Loss
of trust in government Apprehension with Fauci, Schwab,, big Pharma big business No trust of
globalization/ Trudeau

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49622

Lost my job because I wanted medical freedom to choose what goes into my body.

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49623

Social anxiety, feeling like we have to break the laws just to be with family and friends. Tired of
being told to be alone and feed the anxiety.

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49624

I’m fire/rescue and the amount of calls involving mental health is just staggering. The effects
of all these mandates and lockdowns on the citizens is monumental and we will feel the
effects of it for years to come.

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49625

Family is in Australia. My family first came to Canada before it was Canada. Very sad now.

2/18/2022 8:36 PM

49626

My child does not know school without masks, the time he had in school to lear he wasn’t able
to because his teachers and peers faces were covered, that is just inhuman. My older son has
been so disconnected from his classmates that he has been coming home crying. I can not
take my kids to play centres or local community centres, they are missing being children.
Most of all I can not imagine anyone else having more say what goes into my child, child I
have carried under my heart and gave birth. The thought that someone could force
experimental drug into my child is absolutely unacceptable. Loosing family members and
friends due to vaccination status is a very real thing and it affects all of us. Honestly it’s not a
vaccination passport it is a segregation passport!!

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49627

Mental health, financial

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49628

I can't have the covid shots I have a bloodclot in my neck.

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49629

Lost freedom and discriminated.

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49630

This has caused serious financial stress due to missing work multiple times when my children
had covid. I had to self isolate as well. Missing my family due to restrictions.

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49631

Lost jobs people and our freedom. It’s dividing families

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49632

Lost my job, isolated, Mental Health with no AHS support, Anxiety, depression and being

2/18/2022 8:35 PM
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devided.
49633

We as a family are divided with permanent consequences. I am angry at being treated so
abusively by the government who does not care. I’ve been on a womens shelter board for 20
years and the government has blamed bullied and beaten us as surely as an abusive spouse.

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49634

The mandates have divided our whole population, very little evidence to support any of these
mandates or lockdowns.

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49635

Made us aware of who and what is controlling people we all have our voice to do what we
believe in

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49636

Taken away my kids social ability in schools, shut down our church, isolated me and my kids
from our friends, made shopping unenjoyable masked up. No family or friends were allowed in
the hospital to welcome my new baby

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49637

Lack of seeing family is very uncalled for...

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49638

My vision,is deteriorating,due to having to wear masks and safety glasses,My one and only
son,I ve had to distance myself from,Depression,as I live alone,Not being able to go to a clinic
because I need to contact my doctor who is not available,i needed a prescription filled ,Im still
waiting,it's been 2 years since I've seen my lung and heart specialist because of the social
distancing should something happen to me no one will know if Im dead or in need of help if I
cant make it to the phone,with the exception of my employer should I fail to show.Cannot go to
church,never has a church doors been locked,but I still pray,for these mandates to end
soon.These mandates NEED to end please.

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49639

My business had to shut down a few times Haven’t seen some family and friends in a couple
years My kids social circle My mental health

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49640

It’s created division with my friends and family.

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49641

Horrible

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49642

No social life , kids can’t be free to grow and socialize , can’t travel freely,neighbours
suspicious, up set with each other , just not a free citizen of Canada !

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49643

Divided family and friends; unable to socialize outside of private residences; unable to travel
freely; higher costs for basic living; work expenses not normally required (testing);
discriminated against due to medical choices; medical privacy violated; mental health
worsened; delays in medical diagnosis; trust in government and media ruined

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49644

I stopped wearing them as much as I can. They don’t work and never have all lies. This isn’t
about a virus.

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49645

I have had to miss out on Worship Team events at my church; we have had to cancel plans
with family in other provinces; and we have had to modify or cancel the way our son has
experienced life, which is the most difficult to accept.

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49646

This is a stupid question. My country and its democracy is under attack .

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49647

It prevented having any kind of a life

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49648

Depressed son, worst working conditions

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49649

I have been made to feel that I do not care about other people, that I am unclean and pose a
greater threat to others because I chose to not take the vaccine. I have friends that no longer
want anything to do with me. I can no longer go out to eat in a restaurant or go to a sporting
event or concert with friends and family. My doctor refused to let me into his office because of
my vaccine status. I am not allowed to leave my country, and I cannot go see family in
another province because I have been banned from all forms of travel, other than driving
myself.

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49650

All of my life

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49651

It has caused huge rifts in my family, my community, caused me to take a new technology
vaccine which I feel is not properly tested with no liability to drug companies or governments.
It has caused me to distrust all levels of government, with their “protecting” citizens from
information and truth. And Trudeaus entitled and patronizing attitudes and policies have
irrevocably injured our Canada, our freedoms. His arrogance has made me determined to think

2/18/2022 8:35 PM
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for myself and NOT abide by government policies just “because”. Trudeaus policies have
divided our country and is encouraging anarchy, little by little. Unbelievable that should happen
in Canada. I am truly disheartened as never before in my long life.
49652

Depression/ anxiety robbed me of precious time with my Dad who has Alzheimer’s, etc. I hate
it!

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49653

I have not had the shot. I feel like a second rate person. One of the unclean.

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49654

Lots of loneliness and unrest with my family. Grandchildren having anxiety attacks, much
depression for me. The life we have been living the last 2 years is not life and many times I
have felt like checking out. Lost lots of elderly family members and friends without being able
to say goodbye to them due to isolation.

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49655

It has made life hard for many people and many small businesses, it has screwed our
Economy

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49656

Can’t not do anything

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49657

Negatvely

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49658

I have family in the trucking industry who lost their jobs because of it.

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49659

Loss of basic freedoms, discriminated against. Lied to a number of times by Premier, Health
officials, prime minister and media. Family division.

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49660

Made me feel safer

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49661

Socializing,over stepped power.causing unneeded stress

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49662

Depression. Increased living costs. Seeing everyone around me suffer from mandates

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49663

Yes

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49664

Deterred social interaction, caused divisions, is inconsistent and most mandates are
ineffective and intrusive, government has overstepped

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49665

I absolutely hate wearing the mask. I can’t even stand a pillow in front of my face a bit when
I’m sleeping. I need cool fresh air. Warm air makes it uncomfortable to breathe. I had Covid
pretty bad and yes, that makes it damn hard to breathe any air. I also don’t like the jab. I have
2 moderna jabs. I don’t like the way it felt(for a few days after) and I had some issues with
heart rate and blood pressure.

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49666

The mandates have affected my life and my childrens in many ways. It has isolated and made
us feel alone which has dramatically affected our mental health. It has kept us from family,
sports, access to services and employment

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49667

Seriously. The impacts are visible in my friend group, community and with my children.

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49668

Increased anti social tendencies,family members divided , bouts of depression,lack of get up
and go

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49669

I lost my job, my freedom

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49670

Psychologically emotional physically socially I’ve had family members that have had adverse
affects that have died from Vaccinations and refused medical treatment throughout the The
country for non-related issues. There’s the same affects at this hat on our pile veterans in the
Vietnam war studies were done. I have an a be able to see my family my grandkids because
the government has divided us and make us turn on each other when we’re most vulnerable

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49671

Loss of work

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49672

Mandates are not laws, so basically have infringed upon our right to travel, right to security of
the person.

2/18/2022 8:35 PM

49673

I have seen friends and family pass away (11) 0f them and not one from Covid but from not
receiving proper medical treatments. I have watched people suffer from the social distancing
and mandates, that have affected their physical, mental, and social well beings.

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49674

It has taken away my some of my freedoms and shown me a Prime Minister who is a coward
that has made the Great country of Canada into a world wide laughing stock. He needs to stop
acting like a petulant child and his removal should be effective immediately. Then...charge him

2/18/2022 8:34 PM
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with his crimes and send him to jail along with his criminal organization they try to call a
caucus.
49675

I lost my job

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49676

Depression, weight gain, isolating myself from friends. Unable to travel

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49677

No words to describe the depth of depression, hopelessness, anxiety, fear and sadness that
our government has done to us with these mandates. Our country and democracy are
destroyed. I can’t stop crying.

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49678

No freedom to live my life

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49679

It ruined my friendship with friends that they don’t come church cousins this is a free country I
don’t think we should be told what to put in our body.i lost my friends cause of you

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49680

Right to choose body autonomy and freedom.

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49681

Divided my family

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49682

Negatively

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49683

I researched the vaccines and decided that they would not be for our kids, even if I think
vulnerable adults would benefit. My sons have been harassed and pressured for not being
vaccinated due to the divisive and damaging rhetoric.

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49684

Completely destroyed it Lost jobs ,lost freedom this is complete bull

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49685

Not being able to go anywhere or do anything for the past couple of years now, friendships
fading as we weren’t able to socialize, buying a house was harder, work has been different!

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49686

It has caused issues, while wearing the mask i had difficulty breathing. I had layoffs, lost jobs,
got sick from the vaccine, caught covid, even tho i am double vaccinated, wore my mask
religiously.

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49687

It’s ,affected us all, families children my parents, in the nursing home have been treated very
irresponsibly!! People have died from heart attacks !and lost jobs ,,,and for any one member in
this world should never be given such authority to rule! And deside what’s good for our own
bodies! I believe God will hold whoever is together with all this mess! Responsible with no
mercy! Please let’s Remove these pathetic individuals!! Especially ,JUSTIN TRUDEU and
BIDEN thank you!🙏🙏🙏🙏

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49688

Cannot travel to family out of Canada

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49689

Have lost friendships and haven't seen a grand son in over a year.

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49690

My mental health and my life.

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49691

Loss of business…. Divided people

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49692

I lost my job, single mom. EI pays <1/2 my cost of living and because my doctor told me to
not get the vaccine I have been unable to find employment in my field. I have disconnection
notices for power heat and water (-18C in my town today) and I am facing eviction from the
cheapest place in town. All because of the mandates, it wasn’t CV19 that did this.

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49693

It has divided family and friends...

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49694

I have not been able to live my life as I want it, free if no discrimination, I haven’t watched my
son play hockey, I haven’t enjoyed my freedom of being a Canadian, let alone a human

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49695

Oppressive

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49696

I'm a truck driver cross border. The control of not eating right do to restaurants are closed and
washroom not available is not good. That makes people unhappy and unhealthy.

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49697

Not able to work

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49698

The mandates have affected our business and ability to make money.

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49699

Financially

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49700

Lost my job

2/18/2022 8:34 PM
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49701

inflation

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49702

Very stressful and lost my job. No income.

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49703

I took the vaccine,was mandatory,other wey I will louse my job!!!!

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49704

Has increased incredible isolation for those in LTC and been very detrimental . Also increased
the risks for suicide and mental health issues with so much isolation!

2/18/2022 8:34 PM

49705

I have become segregated, discriminated. Also, we are now living under a dictatorship

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49706

It has opened my eyes to how little our government actually cares for us.

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49707

My son needs a kidney transplant and they want to force vaxx on him and all other childhood
immunizations before they put him on transplant list!😢

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49708

Fired from the job because vaccine mandates

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49709

Not been able to keep my business open…. Not been able to visit the sick in hospitals… not
been able to visit love ones… not been able to go to funerals or weddings … not been able to
hug …. Not been able to go to restaurants… not been able to travel … the list goes on …. Not
been able to live free

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49710

In so many ways. From not being able to look after my elderly father properly. Not being to
grow my business. Not being able to go to the gym and look after myself properly. Not being
able to participate in my curling league. Not spending time with friends and family. Not being
able to take a long well deserved vacation with my recently retired husband. I'm worried about
my adult children because of being mandated to take an experimental drug that is not an
effective vaccine. Which more Canadian cases of adverse effects then there has been Covid19 deaths in Canada. Shall I go on?

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49711

They’ve disrupted my life and the economy and have helped nothing, only harmed. They’ve
caused people and businesses to discriminate against me.

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49712

That is not the point. It's wrong forcing people to do something that they consciously cannot
do, or they lose there livelyhood. That's communism

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49713

It has destroyed our lives. Wake up

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49714

I am annoyed at people who only think of themselves, such as the so called trucker convoy
and are oblivious to those who are older or immunocompromised . I feel the mandates put in
place were the right thing to do.

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49715

Vaccines are the best way through this, so I’m ok with encouragement and incentive for
vaccinations. I’m ok wearing masks and hand washing when we don’t have other options. I
understand that we need to avoid overwhelming our health care system, but more important
than all this is freedom. Even though I think an anti vaccine stance is idiotic, I support peoples
right to be stupid. Just like I want to have the right to choose my own idiotic ideas. In my
opinion we are past the point of masking and social distancing and vaccine passports. The
people who can be and choose to be vaccinated in Canada have done it. Let’s move to treating
this like an endemic flu. These restrictions feel pointless to me now. Invest in bolstering our
wounded healthcare system.

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49716

Shitty

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49717

We have lost thousands of dollars because of these mandates, and are suffering from severe
stress after two years of isolation and rhetoric that we did not believe. We also have lost total
faith in our government and its desire to actually represent the people and do what’s best for
us. We believe there is something bigger going on that is global and in no way a good thing

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49718

Loss of job

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49719

My kids have missed out on sports and all extra curricular activities.

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49720

Kept my country safer than many

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49721

I've been forced to stay home, no pubs or live music events, I've missed 10 concerts that I
had tickets for but all of a sudden couldn't attend without a vaccine passport.

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49722

Employment is harder. My mental health is on the downward lane.

2/18/2022 8:33 PM
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49723

Forced vaccination to travel to see family. Loss of work. Loss of friends.

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49724

It has divided my family and I distrust the politics and players behind the protest

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49725

I have felt much safer and protected from the anti-mask, anti-vax white supremacists.

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49726

Stayed at home too much. Could not go out to eat and go to church

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49727

Besides completely turning it upside down? I'd say it just about fucked everything up

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49728

I have lung cancer and it’s very difficult to breath. We need to be back to normal. Our bodies
will not be able to fight off viruses if masked and locked up

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49729

It has been a long 2 years.It is time to end it now.

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49730

Its taken away my rights, power, freedom & opinion on the pandemic. Let Gates, Fauci,
Rockefeller's, Rothschild & Satan Soros jab their own kids before they wanna inject me with
their poison.

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49731

has made me realize the corrupt and deceit in government which is so very sad! My hope is in
Jesus Christ alone

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49732

Extremely negatively.

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49733

Increased anxiety, coerced vaccine to save job, division of relationships/society.

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49734

Lost health, missed treatments, ruined all trust in government, ruined my life in general

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49735

My whole Family , my children and Grandchildren do not need to be subjected to this new
world !

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49736

I couldn't watch my kids swimming lessons. I watched my husband go blind from the vaccine.

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49737

I have not been able to fly to visit my sick mom.

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49738

I lost my job, there’s lot discrimination. The services provided by the government are closed/
we cannot reach any of the authorities for different services. I cannot travel to see my family.
All the mandates are so stupid, we have to live with COVID.

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49739

Yes yes yes

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49740

It has made doing our daily activities less enjoyable. Seeing people back away from you like
you have some contagious disease makes me not want to even go anywhere..

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49741

Divided friends/family

2/18/2022 8:33 PM

49742

Family, travel, work, and having a good quality of life...

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49743

It has helped protect my immunocompromised parents and I am grateful for the mandate.

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49744

Lockdowns, loss of jobs, furious with our government leaders

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49745

I've lost my job and my career, as well as my husband. I worked in mental health. He worked
in a factory. It caused a huge financial burden on us. We also felt we were not wanted in our
Country anymore. I have had friends die from the vaccine and felt uncomfortable taking it or
letting my children get it. I am now back in school for another profession and started my own
home buissness. We're still financially, mentally, struggling. We feel we don't belong here, aine
Trudeau has called us white supremacists, waste of space, and Nazi supporters. Please keep
in mind I worked in social services to advocate against these things and support those
experiencing homelessness, addiction, and low socioeconomic status families. I also worked
with families who recently moved to Canada as immigrants and worked for the federal
government helping those families seek security of employment in our country. I'm in
disbelief,in tears. I feel as though I'm being emotionally and verbally abused by my own
government.

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49746

Caused family and friends disrupted

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49747

I couldn’t go into the pool to watch my 3 year old at his swim lesson, can’t take my kids
swimming, skating etc so many other things

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49748

I’ve had to pull my children from public school because of the masking which has led me to
sacrifice my career. I’m also among the unvaccinated which has segregated me from society

2/18/2022 8:32 PM
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with no explanation of when it will end.
49749

Not as much as most people. We had three of our kids married during the mandates, and it
made for much more difficulty. Travelling was almost brought to nothing.

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49750

Our family of 6 spent our first Christmas ever physically divided with my husband having to
drive ftom Ontario to B.C. in December to be with our 2 children who work and go to university
there. I remained in Ontario with our other 2 children. Our 18 y.o. son was denied his room on
campus in residence, his meal plan and his ability to play on the varsity rugby team to which
he had been signed and given a partial scholarship. I cannot visit my daughter who studies in
the U.S. or my only brother who had to undergo heart surgery in August. Our daughter was
recently engaged but it is nearly impossible to plan any kind of wedding. What should be a
joyful time has become frustrating and stressful. The mandates have made daily life extremely
stressful, isolating and devastating for all of us All of this has caused loss of friendships,
division, and for many insurmountable fear. It has to stop!

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49751

It has affected everyone’s lives significantly. But it has also save hundreds of thousands of
lives. So I’ll take a few extra TEMPORARY laws TO SAVE CANADIANS LIVES.

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49752

It doesn’t I do whatever the hell I want. I don’t listen to government when they have no idea
what they’re talking about

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49753

Mental health

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49754

Persistant Breast and lymphnode issues since taking the vaccine

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49755

depressed stressful angry. Family is divided , workplace anxiety.

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49756

It has been horrible for our mental and physical health

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49757

Mentally, emotionally, physically traumatizing!

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49758

Socially

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49759

Depression, Anxiety disorder, Significant financial damages, childrens ability to participate in
extracurricular activities, damaged relationships, overall health

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49760

It has changed what my normal life was now it’s all about rules to change the way life was
before all this started

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49761

I have lost the ability to complete my degree because I can’t find a practicum that doesn’t
require the shots. Three years of school and thousands of dollars down the drain. My kids’
health, both mental and physical, have been compromised by masking and lockdowns and
passports.

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49762

Kept me and my loved ones safe

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49763

Mentally it’s been a struggle. I really don’t want this vaccine for personal reasons and to be
told I’m selfish and not doing my part is very hurtful and effecting my mentally. meanwhile I’ve
kept my social distance around strangers and masked up out of respect , but my limit was the
vaccine and now I can’t be fully part of society because of my medical choice. I feal pushed
out of the society and like I’m the disease. I’m scared of what the futur holds with what’s
happening currently, not even scared one bit of COVID, but scared for the division this caused.
I want my country back. I want the Canada I remember 🇨🇦

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49764

Mentally,relationships and with business

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49765

Ruined business, friendships. My kisd suffered.

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49766

Splitting the family apart

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49767

Mentally, isolation

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49768

Lost freedom

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49769

Discouragement and destructive

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49770

Extremely negatively

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49771

Physical and mental health issues. Separation and isolation from family.

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49772

I cannot visit my Canadian friends and relatives.

2/18/2022 8:32 PM
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49773

Drastically

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49774

Lowe's Canada change their corporate policy to put themselves above the Charter which
excludes me and my son from working without a mask even though we have provided
documents at our expense. We have had nothing but delays and stress about trying to get
empl inc.. to which they will not qualify my son. Our quarantine of 18 days resulted in my
husband having a nervous breakdown with a 9 day psychotic episode and when I took him to a
safe place my neighbors called the police on us. Our savings has dwindled to nothing, my
family and friends are divided, and I worked my guts out for a company that doesn't care about
me. I do not see how life can get better with this government system but in particular the
mandates. I have had 5 interviews but they don't want to deal with my mask exemption. I
deserve to prosper. I am a good person who has been committed to this beautiful country and
loving to my community. Please stop hurting me and my family.

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49775

My child does not like going to school he feels unsafe being masked up, he feels nobody
wants to be his friend. My life changed I can no longer see the smiling facing of friends and
families due to masks. I fear for Mt life and kids lives moving forward with the government
right now.. more than I have ever feared in my life time and hearing about growing up as kid...
this is not the Canada I grew up in or want my kids to.. Please for the love of the Canadians
please help us be us and be free to our body and choices. We should not be treated like thus

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49776

Negatively in every way. Based on poor science, with a bad bias.

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49777

Fear of future, lack of trust in the medical and governmental bodies, family, community,
country and world wide divide, frustrations etc

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49778

It has caused severe depression and division with family abs friends. It has stopped me from
being able to live life and keep my job, and be forced into taking a medical procedure I don’t
agree with. The Prime Minister is a tyrannical dictator. This needs to end!!!!!

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49779

We have lost all company assets

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49780

Inconvenient

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49781

Kept us separate from family and friends and those are essential to me

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49782

Division of family, friends, and country. Social acts of fear and hatred of others. Travel
restrictions.

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49783

I am health field. They haven’t changed mine at all.

2/18/2022 8:32 PM

49784

Tremendous

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49785

Ruined it

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49786

I have more medical issues, work is hostile at times, people are losing themselves and the
government is only making a profit for themselves

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49787

My father in law died alone with no hug. How do you think it affects us

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49788

I could see the point of distancing and masks at the beginning, but it's time to let us go. The
vaccine helps, but should not be mandatory. Kids in school should not have to wear masks
anymore either. Let's move on..

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49789

Destroyed my business and Family

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49790

Increased stress and workload, challenges for my children, decreased connection with loved
ones, feelings of hopelessness and powerlessness.

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49791

The pandemic was manufactured by Soros, Gates, Trudeau, and Fauci in an effort to reap the
benefits of extorting profits from vaccines, manipulating peoples lives for their own
indulgences. For two years people have had to jump through hoops, just to keep Trudeau
happy. The common flu bug hasn't changed anything. Many of the deaths that are claimed to
be caused by the flu virus , were actually caused by the vaccine, which was paid to be
manufactured by the ones mentioned above, and probably many more.

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49792

Been more depressed than ever

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49793

My children's mental health is a high right now my mental health our family. It honestly just
brakes my heart even having to think about how these mandates have destroyed so many of

2/18/2022 8:31 PM
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our life's. Friends children.. CHILDREN HAVE COMMITED Suicide....... don't tell me these
mandates save Lives they are Killing lives. Yes we all need to take it serious and we all have
to do our part. But when did People taking responsibility staying home when sick and they care
of themselves become a government job?????? It needs to be each person's choice on how
they handle it. Not forced and told ur a Not Nazi, unacceptable views, Terrorist, Racist or un
worthy to play sports, eat or get together with people because ur not Vax. THAT is SO
WRONG. THERE NOT EVEN WORDS FOR WHAT THATS DOING TO OUR COUNTRY.the
name calling our PM has called his own country PEOPLE Is completely Appalling.
49794

Been a prisoner for 2 years. And I committed no crime

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49795

Financially and mentally the mandates have ruined my life

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49796

jeopardize my education and ended my career

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49797

Isolation and depression. Family split due to different restriction beliefs, etc.

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49798

I have children who have had very poor schooling in the past two years. My wife started
drinking heavily and had to go to rehab. My commute has went from a total of approximately 4
hrs to 12hrs. My workplace has been divided, I have not been able to take my wife out and
have a date night. My step dad lost his job. This list goes on.

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49799

Very bad

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49800

Divided people in my circle and isolated us

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49801

If I don't get vaxx after double knee replacement I may lose my job or have to do PCR testing
the EO coating cause cancer look up WHMIS my husband has had to test twice a week. My
daughter mother in law was in hospital for Eleven days unable to walk or talk and was not allow
anyone in the room then the nurse put the feeding tube in wrong filling her lungs then everyone
could come to see her as she was going to die! son had to be vaxx for University! Increase
depression, unable to go swimming with needing double knee replacement I am limited to how
much exercise I can do

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49802

Can’t see my own brother and sister without a jab because they live in states , my
granddaughter has to wear mask to school. So wrong on many levels . Can’t do anything with
those unsafe jabs

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49803

It has prevented me from being active in my childrens sports events, and I feel it’s forced me
to get something I don’t feel I need or want and it has brought division to families and kept
family and friends apart

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49804

Made it harder

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49805

Lost job, can’t see family in the USA, couldn’t be at grandads death bed or funeral. Couldn’t be
with daughter who had preterm baby and an emergency caesarean and then she developed a
massive infection form the surgery. Also banned from watching my kids play sports.
Segregation is wrong!!

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49806

In my case, no travelling, no eating out, no indoor sports, shaming of not being vaccinated…

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49807

Suspended without pay. Missed opportunities with family and my 4 grand babies. Stress and
much much more!

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49808

I am a senior and have been too isolated. Feels okay because I have a strong mind but still
not good. Worry for the children with no long tern studies done on gene therapy

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49809

Destroyed it in every way

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49810

I haven't been able to return to Canada since March 2020 because of travel restrictions. I
refuse to be vaccinated with this experimental medicine that doesn't prevent anything.

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49811

Mental health and well-being.

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49812

Division / Restrictions Unable to travel

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49813

Divorced

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49814

Too much to list.

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49815

I've lost family members and wasn't able to even have a funeral. My family torn apart with

2/18/2022 8:31 PM
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hatred instilled by the government. I had contemplated many times ending my own life.
49816

It has taken away my social life.

2/18/2022 8:31 PM

49817

I have not been able to see family, my kids, travel, go dancing, eat out, go in the vets with my
dog. Basically a recluse for 2 years, vaccinated and unvaccinated turned against each other
by Government plus unvaccinated called names and treated like second class citizens by the
Government, plus vaccinations being falsed on people to keep there jobs.

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49818

Gone to crap.

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49819

It’s been a pain cause loss of work an income

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49820

Business and income loss that is still ongoing.

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49821

It has kept me healthy

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49822

Work family health physical/mental travel hospital care. Every part of my life has been
negatively impacted by these mandates. They need to end now!!!!!

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49823

I was basically forced in order to keep my job

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49824

Lack of normal human interaction and common sense, unable to get my former job back due to
vaccine mandate, individual human rights and freedoms being oppressed and violated.

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49825

Very badly

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49826

Took my casual job away. Took away my hisbands south border job Took away my right to
choose Threatens my secuity in a democratic country

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49827

Affected markets. Affected my kids , their health their mental well being

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49828

It is a major encumberment, separates friends and families. Masks are ridiculous because
folks don't know how to manage them. The mandate have not stopped the spread of anything.

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49829

Did not

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49830

Unable to travel freely or gather freely! Affected physical health negatively! Lost trust in
government & health care.

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49831

Tired of being a second class citizen!!!

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49832

Freedom to live as we have in the past …travel , church, shop ,etc

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49833

I was forced under duress to take a unstudied vaccine or loose my job. I had no choice, I have
a family to feed. The mandates have cased division in my community and endless stress and
fear for me. As a double vaxed person I can't even ask a question without being labeled a
supporter or opposer.

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49834

terible

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49835

Discrimination

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49836

Reduced income earning opportunities, increased anxiety and depression, division of social
circles, and loss of trust and faith in our government.

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49837

too isolated ... was a psychotherapist March 2021

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49838

Restricted me from seeing my friends and family and enjoying functions with my own family
and any events they attend or simply going for dinner and a movie!

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49839

I have lost work, my children are mentally struggling, my marriage is struggling, my relations
with family and friends are being destroyed, my children's education has been halted, our
family recovery time has been removed.

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49840

Hasn’t

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49841

Loss of job / depression / harm to interpersonal relationships / children unable to play
competitive team or school sports / increased substance abuse / unable to attend funeral to
properly grieve / unable to visit my grandmother whom I saw every day because she’s in long
term care / kids have missed out on family trips and organized sports / unable to attend
weddings /

2/18/2022 8:30 PM
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49842

Eating

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49843

Lost my 2 businesses due to forced lockdown in 2020. Could not financially recover. My son
lost his job because he won't be jabbed and my dad has been injured from the jab.

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49844

It has been frustrating that all we are hearing are lies!

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49845

Father died alone in the hospital bc he couldn't have visitors, my young child is anxious at
school bc of her mask, my mom lives in a nursing home and is constantly forced to be alone.
These r just a few of the issues.

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49846

Loss of work, Struggling between work and homeschooling children. Missed time with family.
Not able to attend funerals. Daughter not able to sing in choir.

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49847

No work, isolated, no travel, mental issues, depression

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49848

Reduced social interaction and seeing my clients waste away after being denied their families

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49849

Prevented me from seeing my dieing father in the hospital

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49850

In every way it possibly could

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49851

Just to name one of many… I have not been able to visit dying loved ones, or attend their
funerals!

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49852

Caused more aniexty. Weight gain , lack of effort, stressed

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49853

Job loss, depression and many friends dying from the jab.

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49854

I lost a job and my family is very divided

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49855

Terrible divided segregation between family & friends due to our individual choices Family not
together over 2 years now because of travel tests, restrictions and mandates

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49856

Couldn’t go anywhere. No funerals arenas dance studios restaurants people spoke about the
unvaccinated - they need to be in jail. Family split ups. I think the whole story needs to come
out about the new world order or Great Reset. I am very troubled with all police services
involved. They do not represent the people only Trudeau. So sad

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49857

I have started a depression from being seperated from my family and colleges

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49858

Depression amoung friends

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49859

I have been robbed of my golden years. My 8 yr old grandson is suicidal. My child's mental
health has declined dramatically. We've been vilified treated like lepers called names been
ostracized.

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49860

I had to take 2 vaccines to see my niece get married, I would of never gotten those vaccines,
I'm a healthy man and my immune system is excellent

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49861

The mandate has been financially damaging, My family and I have been socially excluded,and
it’s been very stressful for my children and their education

2/18/2022 8:30 PM

49862

Haven’t been able to see grandchildren and family

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49863

Mentally and physically

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49864

Turned it upside down

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49865

Made my job very tense..everything sad

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49866

Earth shattering.

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49867

Destroyed my business, separated family members, caused stress induced stroke, destroyed
freedom of movement.

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49868

Financial, mental health

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49869

It ruined the lives of my children for the two years that they were on.

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49870

Killed my business. Damaged my kids wrecked Canada

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49871

Undue financial burden and undue stress, and for no reason at all!!! My children have suffered

2/18/2022 8:29 PM
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the most, developmental, mentally and emotionally!
49872

Haven’t gone out to any restaurants, entertainment or trade shows

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49873

In so many ways, I can't even get into it all here. I'd have to write a book. The worst thing if all
has been raising my son in this environment and explaining to him that we are like second
class citizens and there's things that we're not allowed to do, like others. All the lockdowns
have been so detrimental to my families health and this whole things has torn our family apart.

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49874

I must test 3X a week to work, but I am not allowed to coach after hours, I cannot travel or eat
out or work out at the gym. I cannot swim at the recreation centre.

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49875

I have been isolated and alone for 2 years. I am just a shell of who I was.

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49876

It really hasn't. I got vaccinated.

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49877

I had to flee the country to have any possible way of life.

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49878

Can’t see family

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49879

I have no life since these mandates.

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49880

Foods are getting more expensive and seniors that generally live on a fixed income suffering

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49881

Passport

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49882

I am being discriminated against by unconstitutional mandates that infringe on my freedoms.

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49883

I have been forbidden to work in my field of sports instruction for many months on three
different occasions during the pandemic. I got vaccinated to be able to work in pools, gyms
and yoga studios but have had severe reactions and still 8 months after my first shot I do not
breathe properly. I felt forced to be vaccinated as I would not have access to my places of
work without it. I have been isolated, socially deprived, my communities have been destroyed
and I have been severely depressed by covid mandates. I have respected all covid regulations
but the cost to my quality have life has been enormous. I have contemplated suicide. The
mandates have been determined with tunnel vision on the virus and have not considered the
wellbeing of Canadians, others with illnesses. I feel the provincial, federal and municipal
governments have failed their people immensely during the pandemic. I also feel that Canada's
supposed democratic society and Canada's Charter of Rights and Freedoms have not been
respected by all levels of government.

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49884

Suicidal

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49885

It has been very difficult to socialize with friends and family. It resulted in me not trusting
government or the health care system due to their distribution of facts and lack of honesty and
integrity

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49886

There isnt a life that it hasn’t affected badly! Suicide is up. Depression is up. Our economy
has tanked. Jobs and businesses are done. This has to end!

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49887

Depression anxiety

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49888

Our government is corrupt. I never followed the rules

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49889

Losing the ability to make my own choices and live my own life. Family members that have
passed and not been able to see

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49890

Terrible I m all a lone for last two years no came to see me

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49891

I lost my lease. My husband lost his job. My relationship with some of my friends have been
strained. I'm zoom-fatigued. I cannot travel and make plans for the future. Yes, there is no
freedom in Canada!

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49892

Separated from family and friends

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49893

It has affected every aspect and torn my family apart.

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49894

Negatively, haven’t been able to visit my mother in her retirement home (not LTC), couldn’t
stay with her in hospital during an emergency room visit, can’t travel, can’t eat in restaurants
or go to movie theatres, my daughters wedding has been canceled twice, my fathers funeral
was pitiful, I have to work from home, I’ve gone from a very social person to a recluse! I don’t
care if I wake up anymore!

2/18/2022 8:29 PM
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49895

It's been stressful, so wrong in every way!! It's been a way for the government to control
people. The jab has been designed to kill people

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49896

loss of social connection with family and friends and freedom to move about as I used to.

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49897

Has hurt my business separated family lost friends

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49898

Financial, Personal, family relations. Pretty much everything

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49899

Very negatively. It has impacted my ability to worship, travel, enjoy leisure activities, feel
normal. My children have struggled with their mental health, and so have I.

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49900

I have zero income. I can’t pay my rent and bills.

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49901

It is depressing and when everyone is wearing the same masks 😷 I think it is causing more
problems! Time to get rid of them!

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49902

It has torn my family apart! Many lists friends.

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49903

I am now very poor

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49904

I have been unable to travel to see my parents and siblings in South America and this has put
an overall stress on my health over the last few years. I’m especially anxious at the thought
that I will never be able to see my family again.

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49905

Family

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49906

Reduced income to 25%

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49907

Stress

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49908

We are completely desolving or assets out of Fiat and not spending or buying anything

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49909

Can’t travel, visit family, can’t go to a theatre, restaurant or gym. Can breathe wearing a mask
for long periods of time. May have had to quit my job if they mandated the vaccine

2/18/2022 8:29 PM

49910

I do not appreciate being forced to wear masks(especially for children), and being unable to go
to certain places because I am not vaccinated

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49911

It has divided my family. Destroyed careers due to shutdowns.

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49912

All

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49913

Horrible mentally and physically. I’m terrified for our youth

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49914

Isolation, loneliness, my mental health has never been this poor in my life. I have felt excluded
and worthless. I cannot believe this is the Canada I live in now. I have considered moving for
the first time ever I want to leave Canada. The fact that doctors have not been allowed to early
treatments that are proven to work in other places & scientists silenced…. Discussing & has
caused so much anxiety, I’ve never been this anxious. We are loosing simple freedoms and
it’s scary. Thanks God these truckers did something! I work with children who have rashes in
their faces from these masks and it’s heartbreaking to see all they have been through. I have
seen my parents decline in health since being vaccinated and other people in my life who now
are injured. So sad!

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49915

It has made it safer.

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49916

Restricted my ability to HAVE a life 😡

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49917

My daily life work etc

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49918

I live like a second class citizen. Constant stress and worry and anxiety.

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49919

Lost my job

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49920

Yes

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49921

Isolated me. I can no longer attend any public community events, I am forced to work from
home due to vaccine requirements in my company, couldn't attend church for almost 2 years.
Cannot fly in Canada, cannot fly out of Canada. Cannot visit my 90 year old grandma in the
care home. Anxiety and mental health have been terrible.

2/18/2022 8:28 PM
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49922

Not enough words to describe its negative effects - I just want this to end

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49923

Kept us from being with family on a regular basis, even on special occasions, plus made it
difficult to navigate shopping for necessary items, plus has made us feel disconnected from
others, without being able to see facial expressions, and has made it difficult to hear during
transactions of various kinds, plus kept us from recreational activities in our city which we
used to regularly enjoy, plus kept us from travelling, plus required us to spend a great deal of
money to keep up with inflationary pressures, and to maintain our state of health with a healthy
diet plus nutritional supplements to boost immunity.

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49924

Anxiety. Unhealthy social isolation. Discriminated against. Can’t see my family. Can’t fulfil my
dreams of travelling and seeing the world. My bf got pericarditis and has been off work sick for
months - from taking the vaccine

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49925

I take anti anxiety drugs, have not been able to see my kids/grandkids in Australia

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49926

Depression, financial, marriage and family. I pray for all of our children.

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49927

Work slowed down

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49928

Immensely. Exclusion, job loss, division amongst family and friends, stress, mental health
issues, fear of government to name a few

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49929

My husband's job. Seeing my family.

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49930

Minor changes to protect our vulnerable. My life is fine.

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49931

Brought my stress level to a 10

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49932

My husband and I though perfectly healthy cannot go out to dinner or to the gym to to any
other social event or to church as we cannot handle masks and are not vaccinated. We have
fully recovered from COVID and have strong immune systems as a result.

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49933

It has devastated our family on ever level, we are so broken.

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49934

Divided from friends and family, no activities for my kids , treated like second class citizens

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49935

Couldn’t properly deal with and grieve the loss of dying and now deceased family members!

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49936

Depressed and no desire to be Canadian anymore

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49937

Can’t go to the US

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49938

Missed loved ones birthdays, special occasions. Missed work and income. Masks are harmful
and hot. Can't go to eat in public now 😡

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49939

Reduced activities, reduced work and income

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49940

Isolating. Frustrating. Difficult to parent a young teen.

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49941

I have not been able to earn an income, I am on the brink of losing my house and business, I
cannot fly to see my children or first grandchild or my 92 year old mother, I am shunned as
"diseased" by government narrative

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49942

More like how it’s affecting Canada. Pretty sad Completely bogus

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49943

My business has been deeply affected, as well as physical and mental health. Not being able
to see my family. Restrictions on most of my regular life. Travel

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49944

Depression, unable to see my American grandchildren, loss of connection with friends.

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49945

Stopped freedom of travel, dine out, go to church, meet with friends, freedom of speech, vote
no longer counts

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49946

Very stressful I have low blood pressure so wearing masks is very difficult! Being a single
parent I feel isolated and have not seen friend or family as everyone is scared to get together.
This is no way of life . My kids also miss friends and social life like kids should have . Thank
you

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49947

I have been at my lowest in all of my 54 years of live. It has broke up my family . Friends. And
social life. And have no faith in my country.

2/18/2022 8:28 PM
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49948

Can’t get on a plane, couldn’t eat out, go to a gym or theatre, couldn’t socialize, couldn’t bury a
family member or celebrate a wedding, cost of everything has gone up

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49949

You have poisoned me and my family

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49950

It has separated families, it would be nice to be able reconnect with everyone

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49951

Hours cut at work, while prices raised everywhere. Masks made me dizzy and light headed
causing trip Hazzard by fogging up my glasses everywhere. My son's grade 12 graduation was
a box dropped off at our door! No stage, no walk, no celebration. Awful, 5 students from his
school have committed suicide. BUT NEVER WERE THEY MENTIONED IN THE MSM
NEWS. Only "Covid desths" . My husband's grandparents 4 of them all died in the last year.
No people were allowed to visit the care homes. The grandparents died from loneliness NOT
covid. 1 if his Grandmas got it and survived just fine but starved herself instead from
loneliness. The government should be held accountable. His Grandpa said what is this CoVid
and how do I get it so he could die because he suffered from Lonliness!!! 3 fuberals we were
not allowed to attend because they were out if province the 4th my husband went because
frankly he didn't care about the mandates anymore. Then my mothe in law had metastasized
cancer in her liver. Had to get the Covid test (which She didn't want because of their cancer
causing properties) to go to Mexico for cancer treatment ended up passing away in Aug 2021
and we couldn't go to MB for her celebration of life because of the MANDATES! I am livid.
Especially when I see politicians going out to eat without masks, traveling to see their loved
ones and we couldn't.

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49952

Lots

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49953

I am unvaccinated due to a rare medical condition. Health Canada will not give me an
exemption even with a letter from the drug company saying it is not safe for me to be
vaccinated. I can not travel by plane, train, or bus out of the province. I can not sit down in a
restaurant. I can not go to a movie. I have faced criticism at work from others who feel I am
making excuses. I have had to sit for hours in the emergency room to see a doctor as walk in
clinics will not see someone for a cold. I have had two years of phone only specialist doctor
appointments for my condition instead of in person. You do not get a physical check up which
helps to make sure the condition has not gotten worse in other areas. I feel like a second class
citizen in my country. My provincial and federal government constantly say those who are not
vaccinated are holding back society. They hold unacceptable views to quote the Prime
Minister. They do not care that I have a legit medical issue.

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49954

Work,seeing family & friends

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49955

It has ruined my life

2/18/2022 8:28 PM

49956

No affect

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49957

The company I worked for has shut down. I have a toddler and NOTHING is what I would
consider normal- not only is there no social interactions, family connections have been broken
due to this, and we have nowhere to take him for normal, fun things like out for breakfast or to
the cat cafe or to the kids play places in town. Nothing. AND we are discriminated against
because of both masks and vax- I was refused at a pediatric eye doctors office, my son and I
were forgotten about in a closet of a room at the local hospital when I took him for bloodwork
(not completed), I was refused to take him for an ultrasound, the audiology and speech
pathology place here will not allow us in the building due to masks. He is 3, doesn't speak yet,
has no friends or opportunity for social interactions and nothing is normal! What kind of future
does he have now??? Also, both myself and my partner struggle with mental health with all of
this. The situation around my son immensely concerns me. All thanks to our gov and their
actions in regards to covid.

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49958

I broke down I lost my job and had to go bankrupt

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49959

Messed up all my plans Couldn't continue university studies because of being unvaccinated
Couldn't visit family back home because of vaccine passports Mental health down the drain
because of not being able to go to the gym Lost friends and connections because of the divide
and bias against my choices

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49960

It’s affected my business, my beliefs in government and the police

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49961

Daughter has become depressed. It has destroyed her friendships. Lost out on time with
family.

2/18/2022 8:27 PM
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49962

Given me mental health and financial issues

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49963

Family Division and hatred

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49964

I feel helpless

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49965

Mental health issues and the loss of family and friends because of the divide

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49966

My husband had cancer and I couldn’t get into hospital to see him,or his 7 children

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49967

Lost of job and will probably end loosing all

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49968

We feel we have been vilified for not having the vaccine.

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49969

I no longer have a job because of the vaccine mandate, I worked 23 months in homecare,
used all of the best practices set out by AHS, never had Covid, no regular client I saw had
Covid. 15 clients died between their 1st and 3 rd vaccines. I’ve been on unpaid LOA since
Dec1, 2021 and have been refused EI because of vaccine mandates. I’ve paid into EI for 40
years and now get ZERO

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49970

Isolation has negatively affected my mental health and physical health, my education and
ability to travel. The vaccine passports have been discriminatory and caused others to shame
me for my decision because I cannot give informed consent because I do not know all the
risks- how can I? No one knows!!

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49971

I haven't been able to set family. I have had family and friends die (not from covid) and not
been able to visit in hospital or go to funerals. I've not been able to visit family or of country.
My chills went from being an healthy, drug-free athlete 7 days a week to a depressed, suicidal
drug-user. Waiting lists for mental health help are ridiculously long. Two of our friends have
attempted suicide and one succeeded.

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49972

I am Not able to take my children anywhere. My children hate going to school because of
masks and distancing. We are prisoners in our own country.

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49973

Divided my family and isolated those who disagree from all of society

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49974

I live in a rural setting so now they’re not as much as someone in a city

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49975

It has hurt my family and my church

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49976

The mandates have caused a lot of divisiveness among a lot of people I know, and I know
people prevented from entering places because they aren't vaccinated, I think being
vaccinated should be a choice.

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49977

Helped kill my son

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49978

sad. alone I was sick with the 3 vax.Missing my children.Missing visits with my family.No
hugs and kisses.Always afraid for my children .I can't breath with the mask.Never going out for
enjoyment.The pass port having to identify myself the second time to prove it was mine. .It is
very insulting using it.No christmas family party.More and more heart break with the separation
put on me with all the mandates

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49979

Mentally & death

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49980

Travel, friends, division, family , gym, mentality, fights, father was isolated, friends over those
many. Etc etc etc ..

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49981

It has ruined it and took away things I’ll never get back like saying good bye too my dad or
being in the room for our first ultrasound of our first child. It has destroyed canada, families
and caused fear and divide. Those in power should be tried for treason

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49982

Trudeau called unvaccinated extreme, hurtful names. Haven't been able to enroll in school.
Division of people including family discriminated against because not vaccinated. Unable to go
into restaurants to sit in. Constant pressure to the point of bullying to get an experimental
innoculation. I lost work because I refused to get covid vaccines.

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49983

Ruined

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49984

Restricted my Recreational needs, unable to travel, unable to vacation…

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49985

Effected my children’s mental health, learning abilities, and social skills, family relationships
destroyed and segregation from my community.

2/18/2022 8:27 PM
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49986

Pretty much house bound.I’ve seen my grandchildren so little that we are so far distanced now
I don’t think it can be reversed

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49987

It has caused lots of stress lots of family problems and has cost me so much financially. I
have lots so much money in my business.

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49988

My children are suffering....my mental health is suffering....my marriage because of this is
hard...

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49989

I have be devastated, my family torn apart 🥺

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49990

It has stopped me from going out for dinners and traveling the world.

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49991

Extreme stress due to Constant fear of losing my job. Socially Isolated from my friends and
coworkers. Feeling like people will dislike me or be very angry with me if they disagree with my
personal health choices. Arguments within my family regarding necessity of mandates. Family
members losing their job.

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49992

My life will never be the same again. I am robbed of years of precious life that included
activities and relationships that are gone forever. I have lost faith in all levels of government
and will never feel safety in their actions or words. I have changed mentally and emotionally as
life is a daily sense of dread. Canada is not a good place to live.

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49993

Ruined my kids life. Sports school, mental health at an all time low

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49994

More that it is affecting my adult children and my grandchildren. Adult children have lost jobs,
cant find jobs in their fields, tore family apart, single mom with 2 year old. My grandchildren
cant participate in swimming, playgroups, etc

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49995

Hardly at all

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49996

Caused me undue mental, emotional ans financial harm. Ruined my child's first 3 years of life
and inhibited me from having a sibling for my child due to current state of affairs in our country

2/18/2022 8:27 PM

49997

Forced me into getting vaccinated for medical reasons

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

49998

Unable to go places, disowned by family, lost friends, anxiety, fear of the police and
government, no longer trust people in power

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

49999

We were fortunate that our businesses fell under essential services. But the rest of our lives
were put on hold and many opportunities and accomplishments were lost

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50000

Divided family

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50001

Seclusion from loved one

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50002

In general people are now so scared to be around people who are sick. I also do not agree with
churches being shut down as a Christian. I have not been allowed to go eat out, or go
swimming or fly to visit my brother-in-law, sister and their 9 month old who I have not met yet.
I have bronchitis, and doubt I can get an exemption, so when I wear a mask at my college, I
find it hard to breathe and my coughing gets worse.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50003

Too much division

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50004

It has crushed my business

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50005

Loss of family

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50006

A lot! Both of my son's jobs! The inability of my son's to support their families. I am also not
able to work and make an income at my given proffession.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50007

Drastically. Far worse than the foreshadow of a virus with an infection fatality ratio similar to
Rhinovirus The mandates are an irresponsible way to handle this situation. Government
continues to move the goal posts. Ridiculous expectations from Health Canada. Stop the
tyranny.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50008

I have lost absolutely everything. My family no longer speak to me because of my choices. I
have to listen to the fact that my daughter misses her cousins because my siblings refuse to
let them hang out. My children’s development has been drastically impacted because of the
mandates. I can’t return back to my job when my maternity ends because I’m not vaccinated.
My family and I are now paying $2100 for renting a three-bedroom home. I have lost 10 friends

2/18/2022 8:26 PM
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to overdose in suicide in the past three months because they couldn’t cop anymore from what
they have lost.
50009

Stripped of freedom

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50010

Division amongst everyone. Churches included People I know suffering from vaccine injuries.
Ability to work to full capacity

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50011

In so many ways it ridiculous

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50012

They've divided my family, they've impacted my income.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50013

My son has been limited in activities, his health has been compromised by masking constantly
at school, I lost work hours, we had a difficult time getting things we wanted from the US, my
fiancé is now unable to truck to the US for work which affects his pay cheque. My son and my
own mental health has been affected, we both suffer anxiety now not knowing when or if we
will ever get our Canada back. I have lost faith in our government and the prime minister.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50014

Probably saved my life, I'm immunocompromised and sad how many people just throw my life
away.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50015

I’ve lost my job. I have mental illness and don’t want to live anymore.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50016

Did not get to bury my dead father. Im a truck driver. No coffee poop in the woods no food in
restraunts after 44 years. Great way to treat a 62 year old eccicantial worker. Missed 2 years
of my life. Enough is enough.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50017

Have worked with it

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50018

Negatively

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50019

Division between family and friends; depression in family and friends; people are short-fused
and some full of anger; I miss hugging everyone; mandates need to stop as there is no
pandemic.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50020

Created a permanent divide in our family. Has affected my mental health I dont think will ever
heal. I am no longer proud to be a Canadian.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50021

Segregated many of us. Caused financial distress. Made it near impossible to see my mom
when she was in the hospital," at the heights of the mandates. I wasn't allowed in restaurants.
I could not meet co workers or friends for a beer at a pub. I was told not to go to some family
functions. I was scared. I knew people that committed suicide of it. I know families that got
split apart. I knew people that had businesses that went broke. I too lost allot of income and it
will take years to get back. I could go on and on but that is the short list. I thank who ever
takes the time to read this.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50022

Small sacrifice for the greater good

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50023

Haven't been able to see medical specialists in 2 years as my health deteriorated.
Indescribable depression.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50024

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50025

It's been has been hell on earth. It's definitely effected mentally & physically. It's been so
contradicting, it has put doubt in people's minds.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50026

I am leaving this garbage country.. it is disgusting

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50027

It has greatly distressed many of my clients not to mention my family. My own sense of worth
and well-being has also been greatly diminished and I have never felt so divided in my country.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50028

Masks make you sick.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50029

Yes Terribly

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50030

Omg immensely

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50031

Border mandatory quarantine has impacted my life significantly and feel segregated from
society.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50032

Loss of freedom and lack of trust for our government

2/18/2022 8:26 PM
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50033

Lost a lot of freedom

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50034

I’m to old to be told by one person how I am to live, I will how I feel like and in a free canada

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50035

Lost job after contracting covid at work pre vaccine. Was able to work until this January 15. I
went from hero to plague rat in a weekend.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50036

I felt I had no choice but to be vaccinated in order to participate in certain activities I find both
important and imperative to my mental health.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50037

I am locked in Canada because I am not allowed to board flight or train without vaccine
passport. I was forced to quit my job because of the vaccine mandate.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50038

It has caused the postponements of several of my medical appointments, loss of employment
of several friends, loss of business of associates, and drastically undermined my confidence
in our medical, legal, media and political institutions.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50039

Yeah I was terminated from my job at the hospital, no freedom of choice on the injections.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50040

I have a buisness and it has been very hard to cope

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50041

I haven’t been able to travel to visit my family. My business has been affected, revenue is
down 40%

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50042

Mild inconvenience, but worth it to keep each other well.

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50043

Depression tore family's apar havnt seen a doctor in two years hassle just getting meds
renewned !

2/18/2022 8:26 PM

50044

It's caused disturbances with: work, family, friends, mental health, my kids education, my kids
social development and life experience,....... The mandates have infringed on my rights and
the vaccines don't and have never cured any infection or transmission. This COVID fiasco will
continue to affect us all financially for years to come as enormous amounts of money has only
been funneled to line the pockets of the few. Even now as the EMERGENCY ACT is being
used to horse trample peaceful protesters in Ottawa before ever even being voted on by the
senate. ILLEGAL POLICE ACTION, DISGUSTING!!!!

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50045

Lost my Job… can’t travel to see relatives. I feel like I have nothing to live for.

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50046

Missing family not being able to support loved ones passing on feeling like we let them down
when they needed us the most but hands were tied because of mandates we will never be able
to heal from that part. Not being able to comfort my husband during a terrifying time having a
heart attack, my daughter loosing a child and my grandchild and not able to be there to hold
and comfort her loss and the list goes on It has nothing to do with going to restaurants or
shopping centers its all about family time and support that was lost

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50047

Ruined even more

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50048

Not at all

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50049

It has taken my enjoyment of life, it has taken the normalcy in life. It has taken away my
children’s experience of a normal life, to be able to smile and see others smile, to participate in
life and their freedom of choice in life.

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50050

Depression, division, segregation - it's devastating and unjust! Mandates have NOT stopped
the virus!

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50051

My mental health is not good

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50052

I have lost friends to the vaccine. My business was affected to the point I had to find other
employment then had to go on ei after that ended. That has affected my ability to get a
mortgage. Could not see my children or grandchildren. Have felt lost, scared and alone. My
anxiety attacks came back after being able to control them for years. Not being vaccinated
has closed the doors on opportunities for me.

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50053

It is life and staying healthy in a trying time

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50054

Felt like a prisoner in my own home due to restrictions

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50055

It has caused depression in my self and my kids. It has divided our family and has caused
financial hardship

2/18/2022 8:25 PM
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50056

Loss of job

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50057

Socially, professionally and personally

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50058

Complete depression, job loss, physiotherapy/gym cancelled so my injuries r worse, weight
gain, panic attacks, lack of sleep, increased angry.... All exactly what the government n the
elite want...step closer to suicide..

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50059

I did not get to say goodbye to my Grandma when she died. She died alone, we were not
allowed a funeral.to grieve. My sons friends mom overdosed and died, I am now her foster
mom. My daughter in laws mom had a psychotic break and was evicted. My brother's best
friend shot himself in the head after losing his business. My friends mom stabbed herself in
the stomach and died- thi king she had spread covid. Our friends grandpa hung himself in his
closet from loneliness. My cousins son died of anorexia after being denied treatment. A friend
ds husband lost his job, started using again after ten years and overdosed- dead. All of these
deaths were directly caused by mandates. Shame on our government . The truckers are the
only heros.

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50060

Not being able to see and be with family. Visit senior friends in the seniors homes.

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50061

In every way - mind body soul spirit

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50062

Seperation amongst family and friends.

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50063

How has it not affected me? mental health, social can’t take my kids swimming watch then
play sports

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50064

Plus de sens, gouvernement corrompu

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50065

Financial

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50066

It has directly affected my children. We as parents are told that our kids should be limited with
screen time from a very young age. The government has turned that completely around and
have had on line learning for 2 years now. From don't have screen time to put your kids in front
of a laptop, computer or cell phone for up to 4 ,5,6 hours a day. And then on top of all of that
you expect you g kids to wear a mask all day everyday. Explain to me how a child is suppose
to pronounce words and such properly when they cannot see the mouth of there teacher to
pronounce them correctly. In my opinion our children have lost 2 years of valuable school that
they cannot get back. And on top of that our loved ones having to die in a hospital without
there loved ones around. This to me is barbaric to say the least. I do not airport any of it.

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50067

Our Country is divided and crumbling , my family is fractured for mandates based on fear not
science

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50068

Forced to get vaccine to keep my job

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50069

These mandates have caused many problems such as friendships gone, family is split,
hardship of going anywhere to eat in a restaraunt , can't breath in the masks. Can not go
swimming. Unable to go out of province to see family. Oh,; the list just keeps going on. A total
dictatorship from our Govt. Power and greed have broken many people. Worst of all is the
vaccine is a total cover up for Treadeau's greed. I will not put in my body something that has
not been tested properly. To think what he wants to do to the children. He is a murderer and
him and his croneys are going down. This whole vaccine is a set up.

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50070

Emotionally, financially and most of all a loss of trust in government and medical professionals

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50071

I have lost my job due to being unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50072

I have been unable to work in medical field and unable to go out to dinner with family and
friends. I have also lost family and friends due to mandate.

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50073

I have NO job

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50074

There’s not enough time in the day to discuss how much this mandate has impacted our family
negatively... From multiple quarantines, to AHS essentially harassing us after coming back
into Canada, to the division of my friends and family, to the impact it’s had on our children’s
lives and mental abuse. To mandatory vaccines to enter schools and sports it’s all a bunch of
chaos!

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50075

We have suffered sharp division in our family & our whole society, isolation, depression,

2/18/2022 8:25 PM
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anxiety, job loss, financial hardship, & verbal abuse and societal division at the hands of our
Prime Minister.
50076

Food price increase loss of business affecting kids anxiety attack due to masks ect

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50077

perdu de la famille ma fille aime pas l’ecole on est ecoeurer de tout sa

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50078

Lost my job, caused stress in my family especially the children

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50079

Not able to be social restrained because of masks

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50080

Destroyed my business as well as over 300, 000 small businesses across the country!!

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50081

My dinks bigger

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50082

How hasn’t it affected everyone’s lives?

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50083

It has caused mass division, ruined relationships with family, friends, I am now considered a
second class citizens or dirty.

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50084

I've been locked inside my house for two years. I've experienced one of the darkest
depressions that nearly brought me to suicide. I watched my Grandfather's health be
neglected, forcing him into hospice at home. The past two years have been hell.

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50085

After 2 years of this it has made an unbelievable affect on our lives. We are senior citizens
and have been scared to death. Our shelves have been empty, our lives turned upside down
and our health compromied. However, it's time to put a stop to all the resztrictions and if
everyone wore a mask I think we could make it.

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50086

My kids can’t participate in public sports, swimming lessons and learning activities. Can’t
provide certain groceries due to shortages, don’t receive mail due to postal problems. Loved
ones have passed away (not due to Covid) with being able to say goodbye.

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50087

Division within our family. Loss of hope, increased anxiety. Lifestyle limitations and changes.

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50088

Severe depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 8:25 PM

50089

Destroyed my life

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50090

Segregated from engagement in healthy social activities with my children

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50091

Can’t go to clubs, gymns, restaurants and many many more events. I have a health concern
that warrants not wearing a mask but am forced to. Have not been able to visit family and
friends over parts of the last two years.

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50092

Seclusion has never helped anyone.

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50093

The restrictions are an arrogant act by an arrogant government who don't even follow their own
rules. Loss of faith in current government makes me want a new one

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50094

It has completely changed the way I view Canada. I no longer feel welcome in my own
Country.

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50095

It’s been awful and has effected every one in my family

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50096

Not able to visit dying mother-in-law in hospital who lived with us. General loss of freedom.

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50097

Nurse- job loss due to vaccination and much more

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50098

My husband will lose his job in 6 days, a job he deserves and has worked diligently at for the
public service for 8 years. We may lose everything we have worked for over the last 20 years
of our lives. The cruel and uncaring manner of these mandates have caused inexcusable pain
and suffering. No one should have to go through this, they deliberately have tried to make
peoples lives who can or will not comply with these mandates as hopeless as possible.

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50099

Unable to visit family

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50100

Ruined it

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50101

Loss of 2 businesses

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50102

Losing my job. Kids can’t play sports. 2nd class health care. Cut off by society . Loss of
friends and family.

2/18/2022 8:24 PM
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50103

Affected terribly. Separated from my kids during their sport when the REP was implemented.
Masking the kids at school Has slowed down learning for children learning how to read and
write and learning a different language. Online learning was terrible for children. Separating
them from their friends and making people feel they shave to stay away from friends and
family. Not ok. Mandates need to end.

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50104

Decline in mental and physical wellbeing.

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50105

This is a communist country. I am a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50106

Has been terrible

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50107

Ruined my life. Destroyed friends and family relationships.

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50108

It has limited how I visit my husband & mother in the personal care home. It has affected
being able to attend my church, be with my extended family.

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50109

As a individual unvaccinated for covid it has taken away the opportunity for me to do things
with my children that we all enjoy. It has also taken away our opportunity to do things with
family and friends.

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50110

Senior… no family, no doctor, no company, no vacation, no weddings, no funeral home visits,
have to register to go to church, no family Christmas’s, no family Easter’s, families at odds
over vaccine mandate. Need I go on? Negative aspects are here to stay!!!! Please give people
the possibility to use their own brains!! I’m sure they will take caution to protect at least
themselves! … and hopefully others(at least family)!!!!

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50111

Has had a huge negative impact on my ability to spend time with my children and grandkids
and me extended family. Also negatively impacts my ability to socialize with friends and enjoy
spending time in public venues.

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50112

I feel like a prisoner in my own home/country

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50113

Effected my income

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50114

Lost my job of 18 years because I wouldn’t take the shot

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50115

I can’t visit my family in another province.

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50116

Socially we can't go out gor dinner with friends. I can't travel and be away for the winter as
usual. I refuse to wear masks 😷

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50117

Not much yet. Only the vaccine part

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50118

Killed my business and my life

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50119

I lost $15k of income, leaving me with $17k, because my bookings for animal care
disappeared and I don't qualify for CERB.

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50120

Family dumped me. I am86 and only took homeopathic stuff .no jabs ,one son and one
daughter stopped contact .thankfully one faithful daughter with me

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50121

Financially, emotionally, socially The worst 2 years of mine and my families lives.

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50122

I’m suicidal

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50123

Less active. Weight gain

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50124

My adhd has been so crazy it's making me crazy

2/18/2022 8:24 PM

50125

Very negative. Lack of proper medical care fore one thing

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50126

It has affected the mental health of my staff, the inability to have child care, my brother was
not able to attend my fathers funeral, division between friends & family.

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50127

Trudeau has divided families family has died alone. Friends couldn’t get normal surgery

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50128

Kept my family safe

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50129

It's taken away my freedom, put restrictions on my life, turned family and friends against each
other

2/18/2022 8:23 PM
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50130

I support the science and the stand Trudeau has taken

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50131

Cant live anymore

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50132

It affected my social life, my relationships, my teenager children couldn’t involve in activities
specific to their age, and started to feel depressed because of socializing on very limited basis
with other teenagers. My family and I also felt discriminated a lot in a country known as
fighting contra discrimination against.

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50133

causing friction among family and friends

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50134

In every way imaginable....

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50135

Mental well-being , socially,being separated from family

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50136

Mental health

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50137

While I was being overworked because my coworkers with younger children couldn’t come in,
my 27 yr old daughters mental health deteriorated. The Doctors gave her drugs she had a bad
reaction to and she died by suicide on day 14 of taking these drugs.

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50138

I almost lost my employment. I really didn't want the shot. The only time my physical health
was affected was when I got the shot. My emotional and mental health were affected due to
the isolated. This has devastated many businesses and families with very little improvement in
our province. I don't think the mandate was for us. I think it's about control and power. Has a
bad feeling about it from the start. Seeing .where we are at now...I wasn't wrong.

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50139

Too much division with my friends

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50140

Missing family contact

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50141

You may not agree with the truckers and protestors, that's fine!! But what happens when you
do disagree with the Prime Minister? Will he invoke the Emergencies act on you without any
sort of dialog first?? The truck convoy right or wrong has shown us who our PM is!!! We need
a new Election STAT!!! I am NOT anti-goverment, I am NOT anti-police. I am against losing
my right to doctor patient confidentiality, I am against being simmered down to a QR code as
identification. I am against having to have a vaccine passport to be allowed to have a family
meal at a special restaurant, or being rejected by society if I don't have one... How is that
different then being forced to wear a badge on your arm? (Yes that's a holocaust refrence) how
is it different then being rejected from an establishment for the color of your skin?? If I chose
not to get vaccinated, I will be treated like I'm wearing that badge on my arm.. I will be denied
access to restaurants the rest of you go and enjoy... I will be an outcast.. I will be ostracized
and discriminated against... My friends this is NOT Canadian... too refuse the rights of others
in such a catastrophic traumatizing way.

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50142

Every day life

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50143

I’ve lost my job and pension and it has fractured my family.

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50144

It’s demoralizing, you have no freedom and the negative effects towards Mental Health is
tremendous, need the Mandate gone!

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50145

We have been held at for not wanting the vaccine,held at for getting it,people are turning on
each other,this should be choice without mandates!

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50146

Haven't seen grandchildren who live in next province for 2 years !!! They don't know me
anymore. Have been made to test to prove that I am healthy enough to work while the rest, the
vaxed who also carry and transmit the virus, walk straight into work . Not only was I ganged up
on by my peers and supervisors ...but by my own government. I grew up in a Canada where
you felt Free and Protected. Now all I feel is dominated and defeated. How quickly have we all
been stripped of our rights. No longer allowed to think and decide what is best for our bodies .
SHAME ON THIS DICTATOR GOVERNMENT...TIME TO HOLD TRUDEAU ACCOUNTABLE
FOR HIS CRIMES AGAINST HUMANITY AND STRONG ARM TACTICS. I pay his wage and
will not pay another tax dollar to be treated like this . Trudeau is supposed to work for us
Canadians that pay his wage . We tell him what to do ...not the other way around.

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50147

It hasnt except for travelling to other countries

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50148

Stressed by unlogical rules

2/18/2022 8:23 PM
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50149

No travel, no work, no visiting sick elderly family , no leisure life , depression

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50150

I am unable to go to work. I have been put on unpaid leave.

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50151

My daughter can’t have kids now. I lost my job. My marriage fell apart.

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50152

Horribly!!

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50153

Awful - discrimination - lost my Head coach position - almost lost my job; can’t go to
restaurants, movie theatres, anywhere without a negative test or passport - and negatives
tests get expensive over a long period of time!! Financially it’s been a burden!!

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50154

My families mental health has been pushed to the brink. My oldest has physical scars that will
never go away. My blended family has missed out on so many bond opportunities. I am
headed to barry a cousin I haven't got to see in over 2 years

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50155

Caused me so much stress and grief and affected my medical care.

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50156

Cost me close to $30,000 in lost wages. My daughter missed her first year of kindergarten.
Forced to wear masks. Forced to get double vaxxed just to be able to watch my daughter in
gymnastics.

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50157

No comment. Its been terrible for so many, loss of jobs and life and joy

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50158

All

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50159

It hasn’t because of my job… I’m a Class 1 driver and have been working all through the
pandemic…

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50160

Havent.seen relatives in 2 years. Cant visit my 80 year old father in hospital. Friends hate
each other all over there stance on vaccines and other regulations.business is so hard to
operate. Young kids on anti depression meds. It has been horrible . And now watching our
leader ignore a cry for help and so many support his decision its awful

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50161

Stopped us from travelling, limited the kids’ sports and socializing which had led to mental
health issues, divisive among families.

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50162

Isolation, depression

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50163

Family loss of work Family division Loss of worship and community Social isolation Loss of
studies for a child at university Decline in education of children

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50164

Work, children, way human beings interact and treat one’s another. Our children over 12 cannot
play sports or go to University.

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50165

Fucking joke. Had to get fake vax passes. Shit costs money

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50166

Negatively

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50167

Made me feel safer

2/18/2022 8:23 PM

50168

I haven’t been able to fly to see my sister with stage 4 cancer even though I am naturally
immune to Covid.

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50169

In every day life. Negatively impacted me emotionally, physically & mentally.

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50170

It affected ability to see elderly relatives. It cost me lost wages that I was unable to collect
cerb for. It affected family funerals. I couldn't go to church. I couldn't visit family, some of
whom have passed away. There are do many more things that just take too much time to sit
here and list.

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50171

Lost 2 years of my life , depression, stress, aniexty, hopeless, see corruption in government,
never trust government or police or politics agian or AHS! Or Hospitals or Doctors or
Pharmacists. No longer proud to be a Canadian

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50172

I now live with depression and my children aged 2 and 5 are suffering mentally from lack of
socialization

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50173

tyranny over the common cold

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50174

Food — socially- visiting and care of our elderly - neighbours

2/18/2022 8:22 PM
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50175

In every way

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50176

Wearing a mask all day makes me overheat. I get headaches and dizziness from wearing
them so much. I didn't want the covid shot because I don't do the flu shots and I don't think I
need them. However because I thought that the government would make me lose my job if I
didn't get it, I felt like I had to get it. Forcing people to inject things into their bodies is wrong.
We can't take healthy organs from a dead body, because they can't consent, yet we are forced
to put things INTO our bodies? Absolute madness.

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50177

It's all bs

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50178

Lost my career, plus a lot of strained relationships.

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50179

They affected my children mostly and that I can no longer tolerate!! I had to take my son out
of public school and pay for homeschooling while paying my taxes for public school that I no
longer felt was there to help my child flourish. It is enough.

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50180

I have 5 children that it has affected in every aspect of their lives, from cancelled sports,
graduation, not being able to be with their friends, etc all in CRUCIAL years of their lives. It’s
been absolutely heartbreaking for my oldest son, who missed out on all of the above the most.
As far as the rest of the family - it’s been hard on us all navigating all these rules and trying to
keep positive throughout. I run a home-based esthetic business which hit hard financially on
us.

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50181

I couldn’t see my wife for almost 1 year.

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50182

No job

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50183

It destroyed my finances, it destroyed my relationship with my spouse, I battled severe
depression. I lost friends to suicide. My children have developed major social anxiety. It made
me not trust all levels of government. It ruined this country. It’s despicable. We need full
government reform.

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50184

Because of the mandates, my employer of the past 5 years has fired me even though I have
been working from home since March 2020. I have had anxiety issues for a few months due to
the emotional stress my former employer has put on me, but WorkSafeBC has refused to
approve my stress claim which I desperately needed in order to receive help/treatment dealing
with the stress induced anxiety (I could not afford any of these treatments after losing my job
and my work medical insurance). Not only did the vaccine passport limit my access to my
regular daily activities, I was refused entry to the hospital without a vaccine passport even
though it was essential to have someone translate for my mother on her medical test.

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50185

It's impacted my grandchildren lives with the school, no school online school masks forced
vaccines deaths of families after they were double vaccines, fear, 91 yr old senior won't and
hasn't left her place to get her hair done, do grocery shopping, daily life stopped. The debt load
that this PM created fir every living Canadian. His hatred for the people he represents. He has
caused chaos and distrust with everything these politicians have done and are doing to all
Canadians even blocking Canadians bank accounts. Jail

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50186

There are no activities for our family. It has been too controlling. Has affected my child's
education.

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50187

I'm being segregated. All I can do is to go out for a walk.

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50188

I don't go many places because of the mask. Even though I have 3 shots I resent being asked
for proof of vaccination.

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50189

No affect

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50190

Too restrictive, inconvenient, invasion of privacy, loss of freedom and human rights

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50191

Makes me not want to go out and do anything

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50192

Hatd to breath lungs sore

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50193

Not

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50194

It has divided family members who were once close. It has created fear. Children have been
harmed irrevocably by having to wear masks and being fear mongered about Covid. So many
seniors have experienced isolation and died alone. Funerals and weddings, time to remember

2/18/2022 8:22 PM
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and connect with family, have been limited to personal celebrations of immediate family. There
have been so many lies, disinformation, gaslighting about Covid. There has been no science
talking about ADverse Effects that has been able to be published so people know the real
story behind the vaccines.
50195

Loss of job and income. Loss of friends and family members. Loss of faith in
government/humanity

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50196

My mental health has diminished and my child’s lives affected through sports etc. and the
divide between my family is close to irreparable

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50197

i haven't been affected except to see our children playing alone to cutting themselves to
committing suicide. ive seen our elderly neglected by those who were supposed to care for
them then spend months in loneliness and then getting poked and finally dying ALONE. the
domestic abuser who can now stay home all day,get CERB and abuse his victims all day
since they're home from school or work. ive bseen an elected Prime Minister break the highest
laws of the land everyday and our federal law enforcement agency DO NOTHING

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50198

It like being in prison

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50199

I was forced to get a vaccine or lose my job of 24 years. Coercion is not choice.

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50200

Stress, anxiety, can’t sleep, loss of income, bored, antisocial… hopeless

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50201

Made me feel so alone and I could not breath with that mask on! when I did go out ,so I never
went out much.

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50202

Nearly lost my job after 30+ years

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50203

Financially Mentally lost relationships family divide

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50204

Killed my business and impacted my childrens mental health, and relationships.

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50205

Isolated, depression, lost all trust on government at all levels

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50206

My life has basically come to an end. My mental health the past year has been horrible, I can’t
leave my house without fearing what the government is going to do to us. I fear for my life, my
children's lives and my unborn grandchild. I’m tired of not living a normal life anymore. I don’t
believe in covid, I’ve had it and it’s just the normal flu/cold. The government has lied to us,
Trudeau doesn’t care about the Canadians, he only cares about money, power & control.. He’s
destroying Canada & to bush helping all other countries financially. It’s heartbreaking to see
what Trudeau is doing to innocent people & children. He’s so worried about the Ottawa citizens
businesses being closed ect. BUT what about the 2 years he’s shut everything down?
Businesses lost, more people living in poverty, children being forced to follow mandates not
understanding and their mental health taking a major hit because they can’t be kids anymore…
****TRUDEAU HAS TO GO… FREE US BEFORE TRUDEAU KILLS US ALL JUST TO MAKE
MONEY AND HAVE CONTROL…. HE FORCING PEOPLE TO GET AN UNKNOWN
VACCINE.. OUR BODIES OUR CHOICE… What Trudeau is doing isn’t right and any sane
person would see that. I don’t know how so many people can stand by & watch Canada fall
apart I use to be a proud Canadian Women & now I’m not a proud Canadian Women, I’m a
terrified Canadian Women that feels like I’m living in a prison. Canada needs help now before a
lot of people die 💔💔

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50207

Terribly

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50208

You can’t spend time with your family because of constant lockdowns that don’t work

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50209

In every way possible

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50210

It’s divided Canadians and pitted one against each other.

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50211

Left a job. Watched people around me coerced into vaccination. Daily fights about mask
wearing at work or when out. No restaurants eyc as I won't show "papers"

2/18/2022 8:22 PM

50212

In most ways and I am worried for the after effects imposed by the over reach and fiscal
irresponsibility that will have lasting effects personally and nationally financially, mentally and
physically.

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50213

The way it’s been planned, it’s just like a knife in your back!!!

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50214

Loss of life

2/18/2022 8:21 PM
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50215

Mental health depleted, job lost.

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50216

Negatively in every aspect

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50217

As a senior that needs surgery for over 18 months and haven’t been able to get it. The pain
has been horrendous.

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50218

It’s created a huge noticeable division in society and has way to many contradictions to even
make legitimate, scientific sense

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50219

Personally been standing up for my freedom/sovereignty since day 1 of mandates. Started
homeschooling to protect offspring from psychological, and physical harms of all mandates
and misinformation. Offspring have had major milestones taken away from them. Restricted
family/friend interactions due to their fears. Loss of friends.

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50220

So many negative ways I couldn't possibly explain them all here. My husband passed away
almost a year ago and I haven't been able to get on with my life...for starters

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50221

Lost our business Isolated friends and family (elderly) Caused division in family and friends

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50222

Ruin our life in every aspect, falling apart /dividing our Family, feeling unsecure in our jobs

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50223

Unable to travel, having to wear the mask everywhere. Not able to gather with friends, going
out to restaurants, events... No choices about these mandates

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50224

Sucks

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50225

Hugely. I haven’t been able to be around my family - missed out on important events , and I
can see the masks affecting my daughters physiological health. This needs to end

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50226

Over two years… the I’d have an essay to write. For job loss, children’s mental health, mental
health in general, education is more like prison, segregation and discrimination… it all needs to
end

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50227

It goes against everything I believe in .No more choices no more freedom to decide what's
best for me .This has become Communism at its finest

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50228

Too much isolation

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50229

Lost my job of 20+ years no severance no ei Negative comments towards myself yelled at by
people to get vaccinated or hope you and your family get deathly ill etc. I worked healthcare
was a hero at start turned into mud in the bottom of the sheep’s hoof

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50230

Missed 2 full years of seeing my young grandchildren and basically where chained to our
house....like unwanted dogs that owners were tired of having.....watched division surface
....sickening

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50231

Depression, mental health issues, suicide in the family (14 yrs old), death where I couldn’t see
my nana before she passed, working from home stress, division by government, stress from
corrupt media, laws broken, people stomped on, peaceful protests spat on, government that
won’t listen. Government overreach. All resulting in general sadness and despair. Families and
friends divided. Fear fear fear. Feeling such shame about the government.

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50232

Stress, anxiete and hard time to find a job. Lost of liberty

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50233

never before had depression. Loosing family and close friends from what our government has
said is bad and them turning on me becasue of it.

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50234

Plandemic never should of happened ivermectin hydroxy/zinc

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50235

It has literally divided families, friends, the vaccinated the Unvaccinated. Ruining the economy.
Supporting a vaccination that does not work and has actually killed people. Locking us down
for 2 yrs....I mean the list goes on and on. I can not believe what Trudeau has done to our
country. He is a disgrace and should be removed immediately! He does not speak for
Canadians or have our best interests at heart. He is plain and simple pure Evil! God bless and
help us all!

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50236

I am permanently disabled, lost family and friends and my job. These mandates are destroying
my life.

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50237

Isolation, fear, anxiety, depression, relationship stress due to fear and differing opinions

2/18/2022 8:21 PM
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(family, spouse, freinds, coworkers, etc), fired from my health care employer because i refuse
to be forced to put experimental stuff in my body. We are sovereign beings. I am a nurse, and i
was taught in nursing school and i know to the core of my being, that INFORMED consent is
EVERYTHING! I have lost faith in our Country ( or at least the current government), as i
thought we were a democratic nation that supports freedom of choice. There is so much
more....
50238

Lost income. Lost jobs completely. Banned from certain work sites for not holding proof of
double vaccination

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50239

Very stressful to me and my family

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50240

Extreme stress

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50241

It’s made it difficult and uncertain

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50242

Work, recreaction

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50243

The government lies!!!

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50244

Suicidal

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50245

It has ruined our family’s lives.

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50246

I was forced into a vaccine at I job I've worked at for 20 years. Now I have chest pain
constantly and out of breath. Its divided my family and friend. I'm not getting another vaccine
and the tyrannical government needs to end the mandates immediately

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50247

Are you kidding? How hasn’t it?

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50248

In soooo many different way. Mentally, physically and emotionally.

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50249

It affected my business and my family.. i just about lost my business and the emotional toll of
not visiting my elderly parents was brutal.

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50250

Extremely negatively...stress and worry over mask/vaccine mandates. 2 years of horrible for
no reason...

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50251

Extensively. Job loss, loss of dignity, complete disregard for my god given right to bodily
autonomy, conscience, etc. Segregation, loss of mobility rights to move/travel freely in
Canada. The complete listing of affects are more numerous than what I have stated here.

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50252

12 year old and most of class 7 months behind grade level. Daughter working in health is
leaving her passion due to burnout, low wages, no vacation time ( PSW). Myself, worried about
my kids not knowing how to interact with others in person. It's become the common joke " Oh
sorry, I didnt recognize you without your mask " 🤣😂😁

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50253

Mental Illness, depression

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50254

I’m lonely and scared of people now. The convoy makes me feel even more powerless.

2/18/2022 8:21 PM

50255

My career I've worked hard on obtaining will be robbed from me. Myability to move freely and
participate in society has been robbed from me. I fear my sons future, and the direction our
society is headed. Dangerous precedents are being made. Bodily autonomy has been taken
away from us. Our freedoms as individuals has been taken away from us.

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50256

It's changed every aspect of every day living in what is suppose to be a free country

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50257

Feel so much anxiety can’t sleep

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50258

It has caused a separation in our family causing emotional stress on many. Our business has
been affected also.

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50259

I’m a senior our times are limited and not being able to see family is horrifying

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50260

Disturbed to see unconstitutional oppression happening in the u.s. , Canada and around the
globe. Western countries' politicians have failed in their supposed shining examples of
democratic societies.

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50261

Lost business, lost savings and accumulated large debt

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50262

My family became depressed and stressed

2/18/2022 8:20 PM
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50263

Mental health is not good in my family 😡

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50264

Working from my mental health has declined as I don't interact or socialize with many people. I
have removed myself from the extra things such as restaurants, movies, concerts etc.

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50265

Mainly in limiting travel - it’s been26 months since I’ve seen my SK family. Also, we normally
hold open meetings every month. Have only Had small gatherings four times in last two years.

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50266

It's a long story.

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50267

Mentally and socially it has been very bad

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50268

I was fired from my job under northern health mandates to be vaccinated. My adult children are
under enormous stress with forced vaccines.

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50269

I have no life anymore. Resigned from my job that mandates it and sold my house to live on
one income. Then almost 8 months later with no cases in his work force , my husband was
mandated and threatened to take it or leave. He took that sacrifice for me. I increased his life
insurance which costs us monthly incase of vaccine injury or death. I cannot fly to see my son
in the event of an emergency in one province over. I am discriminated against and have lost
some family and friends because instead of promoting choice and unity within it, the
government has promoted division , anger and discrimination by citizens.

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50270

It’s impacted society period. It’s an agenda run by nazi communist corporations of the cabal.

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50271

What Life 🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50272

Can’t really say that it has other than people being unbelievably rude when they come into my
work and are asked to wear a mask.

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50273

Basically forced to take vaccine, should be choice. People I know have become brain washed
and I have lost relationships over these mandates. My close family definitely has a worse
mental state since, no way kids should have ever wore masks

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50274

It’s divided our children

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50275

Badly 😞

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50276

Made it worse

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50277

It has been as if life has been taken away people because of the vaccine passports. Not being
able to go do normal things all because of a personal choice not to be vaccinated is ridiculous
and is inhumane. This has affected me greatly as I have a child of my own that I would love to
go place with and do things, without being vaccinated. I shouldn’t have to be punished for
having a right to my freedoms.

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50278

The mandate has broken my family, taken the lives of my friends, and taken my pride to be
Canadian. I am no longer allowed to be part of society. Justin Trudeau has created a culture of
hate.

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50279

The question should be, how hasn’t it affected your life?

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50280

I have become depressed and my kids have become depressed. The freedom convoy actually
gave me a reason to not give up hope. Because of the freedom convoy truckers I started to
love being a Canadian citizen.

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50281

My freedom has been taken from me and not by my choice and Canada has become a society
of conformity and a tier system that if you comply you get your freedom

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50282

Horably.this is no life.

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50283

It affects a lot of things, like awesome small businesses to close down, harder to do things as
everything has a limit or places are closed down.

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50284

Has made me a shut in. Have lost friends.

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50285

Give us our freedom! It’s not necessary.

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50286

Financially destroyed my company bankrupt

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50287

Watching close friends and families have horrible adverse events from this vaccine. 6 deaths
and serious heart conditions in otherwise healthy people. I have watched children's speech

2/18/2022 8:20 PM
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become unintelligible and their mental health reach levels of depression I have never seen
before in children ages 6-12
50288

Depression

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50289

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50290

Stopped me from doing a few extra things

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50291

Lost friends, family, everything!!

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50292

I don't have a life anymore.

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50293

The social aspect of life, getting out, seeing people, hugging people, eating out has been
restricted for nearly 2 years. We are tired of it and want Our lives back.

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50294

Je ne me sent plus une canadienne

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50295

It has divided family and friends. I have a child with mental health and it has amplified since
lockdowns. I have had lots of police at my home due to the mental health. I feel ostracized
and made like I am killing elderly people and others by my personal choice that is turning into
not a choice.

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50296

Took away my income 🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬🤬

2/18/2022 8:20 PM

50297

Cost of living skyrocketed and we can’t cross the border for cheaper groceries and fuel

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50298

Has totally stopped all freedom to go anywhere for example vacations, dinner out or with
friends and family and most of all having the freedom of speech we need Canada back to the
way it use to be a peaceful and free Country.

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50299

My job has been affected

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50300

It has been a PLANdemic since the beginning and evil is behind it.

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50301

Me and my husband were placed on unpaid leave (since December now). Kids are suffering
mentally.

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50302

Hugely depressed to watch the hate and divide in our Country brought on by PM and MSM

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50303

Isolation from my family in another province.

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50304

Not called for. Over extension of government power for the flu

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50305

Negativily

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50306

Affected financially, physically, mentally, religiously and socially.

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50307

Mental health

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50308

Lost 2 jobs

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50309

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50310

In every way! It’s time to get our Freedom back!

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50311

I am unable to visit my elderly mother, who is in long term care, because I am not vaccinated.

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50312

Lost my job, pulled kids from school

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50313

Lost my job, rights, illegal, against constitution

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50314

It has given me the opportunity to help my fellow man. Loved helping my neighbors get
groceries and shovelling their walks when they were unable. Not much has changed, going
about living my life.

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50315

Locked me down to two years in my house. Fear of my government. Emotional stress that
doesn’t go away, and worry for my friends who took an experimental jab that looks to be very
dangerous.

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50316

I no longer trust the government. I have not been able to visit family for the last 2 1/2 years

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50317

I am discriminated against, have been called a murderer, told I was in a cult, was unable to
attend my grandfather's funeral, I have regular panic attacks while in a mask, my skin is

2/18/2022 8:19 PM
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always inflamed and irritated, i dont get to see my parents, it has also affected my son, his
social life, his education, his mental health, and he can't travel to see his grandparents.
50318

It has affected every aspect of my life, from my mental health, physical health, relationships
with friends and family.

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50319

Had to let my mother die alone. Missed my kids and grand kids birthdays, cannot travel in our
RV south for the winter…tools us years to save to do this…wearing a mask makes me feel
anxious and gives me a headache, have family and friends turn on each other, family and
friends lost jobs, son lost his small business due to closure, I feel sad more tha happy..

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50320

Family and work life

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50321

Taken a toll on my children's and grandkids lives. Two years of this is long enough. TRUDEAU
and his minions is on a SELFISH power trip.

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50322

It hasn't really

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50323

I have been unable to see any family in almost three years. I have been unable to do activities
with my children for the most part over the last almost three years. I have been out of work
during lockdowns which has affected my financial situation in a serious bad way.

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50324

Removed the opportunity for me to be in charge of my own decisions. I and double
vaxxed,although I don’t believe the vaccines were effective, in doing something I was not
convinced of am now lacking in confidence of my own very healthy immune system. Further
with out Prime Ministers lack of being willing to show a group of very concerned citizens even
the respect of meeting with the people asking that the mandates be removed, I no longer have
ANY assurance that our government is acting in our best interest.

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50325

My life has changed for the worse and many people are fearful and it has caused a lot of
division.

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50326

Less socializing, poorer mental health and physical health, more stress

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50327

Can’t travel

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50328

These mandates have made my life very difficult, I'm depressed, I have family members that
don't talk to me, because of the way I think my rights were trampled on. I am in the middle of a
divorce because of this. since I decided what I chose the college I'm attending will not allow
me to continue to get my diploma, so this is greatly affected my life and greatly affected my
future also

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50329

Jobs money metal heath family problems kids mental health and social development

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50330

High stress, fear of job loss, depression, broken trust

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50331

I'm unemployed as I refuse vaccination.

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50332

it hasn't

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50333

Definitely more Isolated

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50334

It has compromised the freedom of many of my coworkers, my friends, my family. I know of
many whose businesses were destroyed, as well as their health compromised. I also know of
several people people who were not only injured from the vaccine, but who died after having
received the vaccine

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50335

Financially, emotionally, socially. My husband lost his job, we lost our honeymoon, strain
amongst family members, was depressed for a while, angry that the authority is not using the
actual science to make decisions, that they do not listen to Canadians and calling Canadians
nasty names and pinning them against each other. I avoid the hospital.

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50336

It has caused so much stress and division in our family.

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50337

It’s brought devison Between my family and friends. It is created financial heartache. It is
created anger stress and anxiety in my life

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50338

Had to quit my job, restricted from participating in society, and my families activities.

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50339

In almost every way

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50340

I had to take a vaccine to be able to go to restaurant. Yet the vaccines don’t prevent

2/18/2022 8:19 PM
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transmission
50341

I dislike that for over 4 years we were controlled by a hypocrite government never really
knowing from day to what we can do and cannot do please END all mandates

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50342

Separated the family. Lost income. Depressed family members.

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50343

negatively mentally and financially

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50344

I’m needing help in all aspects of my life, it has been turned upside down and I’m scared.

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50345

Income, and travel.

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50346

It violated my right and freedom

2/18/2022 8:19 PM

50347

Financial hardship on a personal, investment, and federal debt that my country will pay forever.
Sadness and disillusioned about Canada. Friends who are psychologically damaged.
Distanced relationships. Kids hands cracked and bleeding due to fearful teachers pushing
excessive hand washing/sanitizer. Kids learning and emotional/facial recognition skills affected
by masking.

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50348

Financially, mentally, emotionally, spiritually, socially, etc, etc etc.

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50349

Negatively ! Mandates have caused major harm

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50350

Showed me how stupid politicians are

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50351

How hasn’t it.

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50352

Lost money no hours at my job

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50353

I haven’t seen my parents after stroke and getting Covid for 4 months!!!!!!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50354

No work

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50355

The hate coming from division has broken my heart.

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50356

Completely destroyed any faith i ever had in politicians, the entire medical field ,police and the
armed forces.

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50357

Took away me and my kids god given rights and freedoms and has forever changed my kids.
Shameful and disgusting governing.

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50358

Affected my mental health through the loss of freedom and ability to make my own choices.
They have also reduced my ability to see my grandmother with dementia in assisted living. Her
mental health has decreased significantly through the last 2 years.

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50359

It is doing the right thing for the good of ALL people, helping everyone, standing by those in
need and being kind and loving to all no matter what the stance, we are connected to each
other. We are human beings that matter. Be kind.

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50360

Suicides , job loss , loss of family and friends , limited church time , social time , gym time only good thing is some zoom book club meetings

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50361

Mentally I’m now struggling. Never in my life have I struggled with mental health issues until
these last 2 years.

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50362

In every way....

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50363

Loss of business and family income. Hard for the kids who don't want to wear a mask in
school.

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50364

I am baisically a recluse for 2 years, leave my home to get groceries only, am discriminated
Gainst by family and friends for an opinion about my health and is being enforced publicly by
our priminister to do so. My other half once a respected front line worker got vaccinated
against his will after several weeks not working and not having a choice to keep being
employed. As a longterm career Bus driver with Coast Mountain not financially positiined to
jeopardize the pension got vaxed. Within 3 weeks caught Covid and previous 2 years not
vaccinated had never been ill.. not once.

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50365

Unnecessary restrictions to my rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 8:18 PM
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50366

I have a daughter born premature at 27 weeks. Her lungs can not handle breathing in a mask
and yet she asked by her teachers everyday to wear one regardless of the detrimental impact
to her health. My main source of income has been impacted due to horse auctions being shut
down. And now my hubby's work- directional drilling is being affected second hand because
companies like telus are requiring their employees to be vaccinated, therefore any contracts
they take they ask them to be vaccinated even though they don't interact with the public
whatsoever. My youngest daughter was born and I wasn't allowed my supports, nor visitors in
the hospital.

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50367

It’s kept me away from family and friends. No social interaction with anyone. I had surgery and
my husband wasn’t allowed in the hospital at all. I have anxiety issues and that was very
disturbing to me.

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50368

In myriads of ways. The prime minister is a bully and a thug. He hates the electorate and this
why he makes edicts that contravene the Charter. I hope he is removed. He is no leader.

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50369

Board too long for Government to decided

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50370

Yes. I am sick of having to wear masks. I feel it is an infringement on my right ti privacy to
have to show proof of vaccination to Ho yo a restaurant. I don’t believe in the vaccines but had
to be vaccinated for certain privileges. I am also totally appalled at the tax payers dollars that
have been spent over the past 2 years with virtually no changes.

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50371

I cannot visit my wife in a personal care home

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50372

Mask are very bad for my respiratory system

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50373

As of the previous two years ,what life ? We have been completely shut out of everything that
matters to us and our family. Enough is enough!!

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50374

Causes stress and therefore adversely affects my health

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50375

Isolated separated and helplessly fragile to Gov't. Over reach.

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50376

Negatively

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50377

I have been refused service and harassed because of personal health issues.

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50378

Loss of freedoms. Feel like I'm living in a communist country. Tyrannical leadership.

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50379

I hate the masks and see no point in all these restrictions anymore. When all the top Dr.'s are
saying it's time for them to go listening to them would be following the science. Trudeau is a
huge embarrassment and disappointment and for the first time in my life I will be voting
conservative in the next election....which can't come soon enough

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50380

Restaurant, Entertainment, Business.

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50381

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50382

Made me feel more comfortable being out in public knowing the mandates were in place

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50383

It has cause division, Segregation, Stress, unable to visit my family in Ont ..unable to attend a
Church..unable, unable, unable......

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50384

I’m unlikely to die a preventable Covid death.

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50385

It has almost torn our family apart as we have one sibling that is unvaccinated. Many of my
friends are unvaccinated and feel absolutely alienated and vilified by their communities.

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50386

Reduced and strained family relationships. Made travel impossible

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50387

Mental health of my family, loss of income and security

2/18/2022 8:18 PM

50388

Horribly

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50389

Segregation has caused a lot of mental distress.

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50390

List my hob

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50391

It hasn’t- I do not like the idea of loved ones in old age facilities snd hospitals not having
access to family.

2/18/2022 8:17 PM
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50392

Suffered from Depression, formed Anxiety. My children have suffered the same and didn’t
know what was happening to them. It’s been horrible living in this place under these mandates
and control for 2 YEARS. We need to be able to live our lives as we once did without fear and
control from Government. Please. Help us get back to that.

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50393

I have been unable to attend family funerals, spend time with my grandchildren, one a Covid
baby didnt know me for the first 18 months of his life. I had to move in with my daughter and
son in law due to the economy tanking and inflation, I am a senior and unable to
support.myself now with how expensive everything is!! I have suffered from severe depression
and anxiety and family has been divided due to the hate and abusive comments and ideas
being spread via the media and our own prime minister. We are social animals and we need
each other and we need SMILES and.laughter and hugs.

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50394

Loss of work, anxiety, depression, division of family and friends, over all added mistrust in
govt

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50395

Segregation from society, family members in fighting

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50396

Look around this this is a toxic mess of corruption and divide . It’s sick . The pm should be
ashamed of him self

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50397

Lost my nursing career of 12 years and lost my livelihood to pay for my two children under two
years old.

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50398

In every way. I do not appreciate living in a government controlled country that should free

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50399

It has stopped rodeos and I am a professional cowboy

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50400

Missed family gatherings at holidays

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50401

We can’t get products to sell for our business, the vaccine mandates have ruined our family
and now we can’t be with our sick father in hospital 😭 and our dog had to put to sleep due to
cancer and we couldn’t go in with her! Our daughter couldn’t go to school and has dislexia and
had a really hard time online learning. It’s been so hard for everyone

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50402

-Personal death due to isolating; -Difficulty to breath due to wearing mask all day; -Divison in
the family due to vaccine; -Depression due to lockdown -

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50403

The biggest thing was not be able to see family nembers

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50404

Family

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50405

Made my kids depressed, has locked us up and depressed.

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50406

I feel segregated, by family and friends, as well as some businesses. I know the truth is
coming out and my family and friends are sick. Who’s going to help them now?

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50407

It has taken away all joy and celebrations. Heaviliy increased anxiety and depression in my
young adult children.

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50408

Lost money due to not working and it also took a toll on me and my family members mental
health.

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50409

Not much

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50410

It has had a negative effect on relationships with others. It robs people of interacting socially
and has caused unnecessary divisions. I’m concerned about the effect it is having on mental
health. I don’t want to see the next generation grew up with inordinate fears and anxiety.

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50411

Loss of friends - hard to work being a minority - very stressed - anxiety - major debts - health
is failing - mental health issues

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50412

I have missed 2 years or my children / grandchildren lives .. miles stones ( first day of school
.. graduation ) I am 53 yrs old I finished college YET get no graduation .. this needs to end
NOW

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50413

Treated like a second class citizen for refusing a experimental drug

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50414

Very negatively...

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50415

Lost friends/family relationships from differing opinions. Depression.

2/18/2022 8:17 PM
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50416

It caused issues with family relationships and effected my physical/mental health.

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50417

It affected my wedding plans, travel plans and has brought into my life significant fear and
uncertainty at the thought of bringing children into this world. My first two years of marriage to
my husband should have been about planning our life and future together, but we can't because
we don't know what it will hold, what the future of our country will hold and what financial,
social and metal tolls the mandates will take on us and our future children. It has also affected
relationships with close family and friends as the leaders of this country - primarily Justin
Trudeau - have encouraged division amongst the citizens of what is supposed to be a free
country.

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50418

I was forced. Had to keep my job. Lost friends and family over the division.

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50419

It makes me feel like a prisoner in my own country. I can't leave, can't go see my familly, I feel
discrinated. I feel like I live in a dictatorship. I would rather die than than take this vaccine.
There is no point living in a country where you don't have the right to decide what goes into
your body.

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50420

Activities restricted. Friends have lost their jobs. Lost friends. Kids can't play sports. Many
people we know have died or been seriously harmed by lockdown effects, including 2 suicides.
Kids have no hope for a future.

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50421

In every way imaginable

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50422

Has not affected my life

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50423

I have to homeschool my 5 children now because the school environment is toxic for them.
They have struggled physically and mentally. They can’t play sports. I have not been able to
go shopping because people are mean and rude if you can’t be masked. Hurtful comments and
name calling has left me feeling isolated and alone. I lost my school community, my church
community, family members and friends.

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50424

Where do I begin? Life has not been normal for 2 years. My child has struggled hard with
adjusting to school. Our family and friend relationships have suffered from the division in
viewpoints. The list is honestly endless....

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50425

Cannot go into certain customer buildings due to no prof of passport

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50426

Not being able to visit children & grandchildren. Restricted visiting with elderly mother. Unable
to have a proper visitation/celebration of life for my son who passed away in July 2021 and not
being able to share grief with other family members because of mandates.

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50427

Worse than any communist system!

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50428

They have greatly effected my children's mental health, education, and ability to be with family.
It has also effected us financially with tests, because my husband had an extreme reaction to
the vaccine. We can barely afford to feed our family, and are in credit card debt because of it. I
was unable to attend my own sisters funeral because of all the rules and regulations.

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50429

Masks difficult to breathe, made my lungs worse when I already have autoimmune disease
destroying my health. Spouse had to leave his job from ptsd over masks, unreasonable
demands of psycho manager. Income drastically dropped, bills piling, interest charges
outrageous. Stress from lies being spread of the pandemic created for benefit of the invisible
powerful tyrants controlling Trudeau. Depression, suicidal ideas. Freedom must be returned.

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50430

It's made me question everything about this life. Every aspect has inflicted some type of pain
or hardship. Mental health issues have increased, physical health has depleted, ambition to be
an active member of society has gone to the wayside. I don't trust government, medical or
authority figures any longer. Not even my neighbor at this point. It's terrible what the people of
Canada are enduring.

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50431

Put restrictions on everyone, everyday!

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50432

Divided my family and my grandkids

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50433

My children have suffered

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50434

Destroyed everything

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50435

lost my job, mental anguish, monetary problems, not eligible for EI even though I paid into it

2/18/2022 8:17 PM
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my whole life, have to live off a pathetic Old Age Pension and CPP now. life is hard!!!!!
50436

In every single way one can imagine

2/18/2022 8:17 PM

50437

Increased mental illness, developmental problems with our children, lost jobs, lost friends, lost
relationships with family members including parents.

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50438

No respect for natural immunity, or the scientific findings on natural immunity.

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50439

Stress

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50440

Lost my job as a health care professional.

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50441

It Affected all our jobs

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50442

Poorly. Family members died because of not getting quick healthcare to physicians and
diagnoses were missed. Family members in long term care isolated from families and dying
alone. Patient care effected poorly. Division between the vaccinated and unvaccinated. Social
isolation. Forced vaccine for employment. Son is unable to get exemption for heart condition,
so is unable to be a 20 year old going to restaurants or entertainment. Being treated like a
leper. Being ridiculed for choices. Suicide rate is exponentially higher these past 2 years.
People are losing loved ones and themselves due to these restrictions. This needs to stop.

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50443

It has divided my family.

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50444

Lost my business, friends, family, segregation and hateful rhetoric.

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50445

Very much

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50446

Made me feel like I lost some of my freedoms.

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50447

Helped me, along with being fully vaccinated, to avoid getting COVID-19

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50448

Loss of work, social life

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50449

Supply chain issues, expensive food, lack of social, kids wearing masks at school

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50450

Dans ma famille on a tous changer .. moin social , pas energies et surtout mes enfants trouve
cela très dure!

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50451

Self centered people thinking only about themselves have wimped out about getting vaxxed
and wearing masks, so they have made it drag on, and I despise them for it

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50452

It’s created nothing but separation,hate,fear,division amongst family and friends and precious
time lost.

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50453

Same way if affects all Canadians- loss of body autonomy & freedom of choice. Loss of social
interaction & so much more!

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50454

I could write an essay. I can’t see my son play hockey! Lockdowns, social distancing, masks,
travel restrictions and vaccination mandates were all unnecessary when one examines the
peer-reviewed science; and the actual global data. Are we really going to let history repeat
itself?? If we don’t do something about this now, we are going to have far worse problems. I
know making a reference to the Holocaust may seem drastic for the stage we are
in….however, all serious events start somewhere!!! These are the serious warning signs of a
serious atrocity. It starts somewhere and gets worse over the months and years leading up to
these type of events in history. It starts with classification and symbolization. Are we as
Canadians going to allow a human status to be based on one aspect of themselves such as
their vaccination status? This is discrimination and dehumanization. As Julie Ponesse said in
her interview “if we see someone only as a number and not as a person with a face, with a
soul, with rationality, with a history, with deeply held beliefs, with attachments to other
humans…but if we see these people only as a number, if we see them only as their
vaccination status, see them only as a QR code”….it is not a big step from these to
polarization, to this kind of distinct separation. People are being shamed and pointed out as
being different from the crowd. Different from the majority or the heard. People are being
ostracized. The government is trying to normalize intrusion into people's privacy. I read that
people process shame and ostracization in the same way we process physical pain. It is all
very sad. Don’t let this escalate any more. Please help us stand together!

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50455

Has affected me in a negative manner

2/18/2022 8:16 PM
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50456

I am suicidal at times

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50457

We are seriously considering leaving Canada.

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50458

Threatening my livelihood

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50459

I am forced to get a vaccination to keep my job, my children are frustrated by having to wear a
mask everyday to school and are scared to take them off it fear they will be get in trouble.
They are not allowed to play sports.

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50460

I had a heart attack in September. It took me three days to go to the hospital because I was so
afraid that Ibwould be vaccinated against my will. Then, because I was 'exposed to covid' in
the er, i was isolated for the 4 days I was in the ICU. I was told there was no room in the ICU
by an ER nurse but when i got up there, it was only 1/3 full. It turned out that many, many staff
had quit because the workplace had become so hostile (told to me by remaining staff). Then, I
had to receive secondary care afterwards, I had to wait to see a specialist and do bloodwork
late, because I had to be tested again for Covid after I left the hospital even though they
couldn't explain why. Since then I have extreme anxiety covering my face because I couldnt
breath during my attack. I can't get an exemption because dr.s are afraid to be investigated
(yes, I have been told this by them). This means I can't go out without being tortured by a
mask, or verbally abused by staff and other patrons if I don't wear one or wear it below my
nose. I am expected to suffer with a REAL issue and the abuse of others, to protect those
same others from something that might happen and in fact has a very low chance of
happening. More and more research is proving that masks don't work, but this is being ignored.
I have seen my teenage daughter lose her high school years. Many teachers at her school
have quit or taken leaves of absence. There is now disregulated and unpredictable scheduling
of school hours and classes. My daughter who used to love school now hates it and has been
in tears many, many times worried about her future. My older daughter has had her life delayed
by 2 years as universities close, then open, and offer minimal classes, etc. My 80 year old
parents have fallen into a deep depression. For one, they spent Christmas alone, forvhhe
firstvtime ever. My mother spent the day crying because they were not able to be with their
grandchildren. They are not at all technically capable so joining remotely was not possible.
Many people in stores have become rude, judgemental and even cruel to each other. Children
under 5 have had their social/emotional development stunted (my professionally trained
knowledge). All of this for a flu varriant that they have to skew data to make look more deadly
than it is. Like the flu every other year, it unfortunately kills seniors and immune compromised,
but everyone else gets over it. And btw, i looked for it, but the anual flu seems to have
disappeared....strange....suspicious.... It has also made me distrust the leaders in
government, policing, medicine, education, media, etc.

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50461

Hasn't

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50462

Devastated by the overreach of government

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50463

1 1/2yrs

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50464

Destroyed It

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50465

Not so much but I don't like to be forced

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50466

Daughter was on a leave of absence for 14 months and had to move back home. My oldest
son had to get vaxxed against his not wanting to so he could attend school. Which sent his
depression over the top. He’s been on suicide watch a couple times. He lives alone and the
isolation is not good for him. My anxiety is through the roof and most days it takes all I have
just to get out of bed. My husband lost his job because of the restrictions placed on the
airlines and has now had to move to the U.S for work.

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50467

I’ve come close to losing my home, my business, my family, my sanity 😕

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50468

My freedom and I don’t want my life depend on Covid, we need to leave with Covid and that’s
our part of our daily life.

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50469

Mental health of myself, children and divided our extended families

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50470

Isolation, loneliness, feeling jailed, divisiveness’s.

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50471

Robbed me of living and my relationship

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50472

It has affected every single aspect. My husband has lost his job, it has affected my whole

2/18/2022 8:16 PM
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families mental health, our income and so much more.
50473

I been in and out of the hospital because I try to end my life

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50474

Friends have left me, my daughter can't visit me from out of the country, children are listless
and anxious, I see so much fear in people, and the vaccines and poisonous. Have seen too
much of that. It was so sad seeing so many businesses closing and going under.

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50475

It has caused anxiety and isolation

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50476

Never been as stressed out as I have the last 2 years !!

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50477

Separation and division with friends and family.

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50478

Negatively, and made me realize what a horrible government we have

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50479

Mental health, unable to work for 2 years, my children's mental health, sanitizing has hurt my
children hands, my children are behind in their education, the division, the arguments between
family members.......

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50480

I’m am being discriminated against by not being allowed in restaurants, hockey games,
theatres.

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50481

Separation from loved ones. Isolation and divisiveness

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50482

N/a

2/18/2022 8:16 PM

50483

It has affected my life in many ways mentally, emotionally and physically it also has affected
my children they are behind in school and have so much anxiety now . Shame on our PM!!

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50484

My mental health is suffering so bad. My kids are suffering and they're grades have dropped.
They are killing us all. I am a single mom, on unpaid leave and we just can't take anymore.

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50485

Family and friends have been pulled apart.

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50486

Depression In insolation. Miss my family and friends. Bad reaction to vaccines in family. 2
cases of perycardisis. Wife hair start falling off . My arms start to fall a sleep and took a month
to get back to normal. Kids business suffered due to lock down …. I can go on and on ….

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50487

Removing privacy. And dividing Canadians. Causing too much hatred. The only mandate I am
against is the passport mandate. Wearing a mask does not bother me especially if it makes
someone else feel safer while we are learning to live with this virus.

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50488

Horribly

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50489

It has made me incredibly anxious and feel that we no longer live in a democracy.

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50490

Lost job, stopped travel, killed business, undue hardship and irreparable damage from division

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50491

Division in with my family members and friends . I am now a alcoholic and have been in
Depression for 2 years .

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50492

Lost my position at work. Limited my social activity Impaired spending Divided my family
Lowered my social acceptance

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50493

It took my freedom

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50494

Fucking bullshit

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50495

Worried about rhe country

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50496

Mentally drained. Etc

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50497

I have become depressed my children have become sheltered and my husband has lost all
motivation to go to work

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50498

Inability to see friends, I’ve lost my relationship with my sister because of Covid, and my kids
want to be able to go swimming and eat out again.

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50499

Employment challenges, medical challenges, family division. Fear, doubt, propagandized to
the limit. Government division. Everything is backwards.

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50500

I have to wear a mask at work which I hate. My child has hated missing school

2/18/2022 8:15 PM
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50501

I have watched people around me get covid. Most were ok, and got through it like a bad flu. I
know two people who have had covid and needed to be hospitalized, both had just received
their vaccine within a couple days of getting covid. On the flip side, I know roughly 15 people
who have had health complications immediately following the vaccine, ranging from mild to
severe. I know men in their 40’s who have had strokes and heart attacks shortly after their
vaccine. I have decided against getting it. I am a mom, and a wife. We have been unable to
take our son to a restaurant, or to swim lessons and birthday party’s, among others. My
husbands side of the family think we are part of the problem, and have made terrible remarks,
and our relationship is very strained. I am watching this country get torn apart by a hateful
liberal government, and biased media, and my heart is broken to watch what is happening to
Canadians, to communities, to friends and to families. These mandates need to end NOW!!!

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50502

Destroy my business and my life

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50503

lol.. how did it not affect everyones lives in every way.. except the most wealthy.

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50504

Ruined Christmas family get togethers such as reunions. Eating out travel is the worst as we
have a place in the States and haven’t been able to go there in over 2 years. Our usual
holidays to Mexico postponed. Panic attacks because of all the fear mongering. Feel like a
trapped rat in my house.

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50505

Would have my lively hood taken from me if I didn’t get the jab! Can’t travel if I didn’t get the
jab. Potentially not eligible for medical aid if I wasn’t jabbed!!

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50506

Lost of job, unable to visit family

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50507

It has cut me off from spending time with friends and family. It has contributed to my
depression and anxiety.

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50508

I’m unvaxxed and can’t travel. My neighbour lost her job over it. Friends and employees tell
me how difficult it is on their kids. Restaurant and other small business owners tell me they’re
barely hanging on. And everyone is on edge and pessimistic about this being the new normal
every flu season.

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50509

It has been a challenge but many lives have been saved or improved and that is the essence
of the social contract that we as free citizens have signed onto in this great country

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50510

Freedom to travel, freedom to move freely in my own home, freedom to support any business I
want

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50511

Felt like a prisonner in my own contry .

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50512

Segregation, depression, fear for my life, family, economy, health, etc. as our Prime Minister
wants us to be injected with an experimental gene therapy, that has not yet been tested! Our
freedoms and rights have been unlawfully taken away. Where is our democracy?? What
happened to the Constitution and the Charter of Rights?? Oh and my prayer life has improved
1000%!!! God almighty WILL bring justice and truth❤️

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50513

Freedom of choice

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50514

Made my life horrible. Had covid twice and it did suck but it was over in a couple weeks. This
is going on forever.

2/18/2022 8:15 PM

50515

My friends and family have been divided

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50516

Lost friends and family. Couldn't fly in my own country to see my sick father

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50517

Not being able to see aging family. Watching my kids education suffer.

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50518

Medical treatment, kids can’t play sports.

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50519

Depress, lots of stress. Not able to concentrate and to work

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50520

Negatively!!!’

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50521

It prevented me from enjoying life as it should have been.

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50522

Lonliness, depression, constant uncertainty, loss of social and community connection,
inhibited family connection as travel has been restricted.

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50523

Took away my freedoms.

2/18/2022 8:14 PM
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50524

Mental stress!

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50525

it ruined it, is it really how my life's going to be? am i really going to tell my kids that when i
was younger, we couldnt see eachother's smiles?

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50526

Loss of work , depression has set into my life ..I feel I can't trust anyone my (Government) PM
is no help

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50527

Lonely ness depressed

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50528

I’ve been stuck at home for 2 fucking years

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50529

Crippled my business. Left my father isolated in lodge

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50530

Separated family and friends and hasn't stop the spread at all

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50531

Depression, friendships, work/finances

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50532

Lost my job, distress, lost school for my kids, lost extracurricular

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50533

My husband has lost his job due to the mandate imposed by his employer. I am unable to fly
to BC to see my parents.

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50534

Depression

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50535

Lost my job

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50536

I’m angry and bitter. I hate All government

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50537

hasn't on a day to day as I'm part of the essential work force on city infrastructure for
GVRD/Fortis/Hydro, I need to be on-site and am forced against my will to take a flu vaccine or
lose my JOB, this is constitutionally wrong!

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50538

Not being able to go out to restaurants, fitness facilities, seeing family members, mental health
issues, etc.

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50539

Created depression, affected normal social life, caused more fighting at home and
disiillusioned over not being able to travel as an unvaccinated person

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50540

I see Bible prophecy being fulfilled. So strengthen my fathe

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50541

I have lost my freedom, my choices many friends and family have passed away alone with no
funeral and so much more

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50542

It is very stressful knowing that country like Canada is under dictatorship now.

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50543

Mental break down. Loss of family friends and relationship. Threat of loss of job. Ashamed of
my government.

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50544

I cannot travel.

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50545

Too numerous to list...its affected every aspect...its ruining lives and our livelihood...this was a
free Country...not a dictatorship and Trudeau should be in jail for treason along with numerous
other charges.

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50546

Destructive and abusive

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50547

I’m so many ways, family , work and just everyday living . And how much it sucks that The
Prime Minister of Canada isn’t doing his job

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50548

PTSD on various levels Exacerbated autoimmune disorder Divided family fiends increased
stress to provide Increased debt

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50549

Family members have had to die alone. Family seniors lived in isolation in nursing homes,
missed family, after vaccine got tinnitus, people live in fear.

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50550

Depression , isolation loss of family and friends 💔

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50551

Extremely Negatively. They all need to end so we can get back to the REAL normal , and live
our lives as before “Covid-19” was introduced.

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50552

I live alone and I live in a rural town. We have limited services and since Covid we have lost
even more services

2/18/2022 8:14 PM
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50553

My children have missed out on school, on graduations, they feel discriminated, afraid.
Judged. Loved ones have been isolated, have been unable to support one another. I respect
the decision of those who choose to live in fear. I just wish both sides were heard and listened
to. So much censorship is making people feel like if so much needs to be censored as false
information, why can't the have open debates. Both sides. One side is forced to listen and
abide by the other sides views. While one side either shuts up or is forced to shut up. We are
afraid for our country's future and freedom. We are devided.

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50554

It has directly infringed on my rights to freedom

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50555

Just not Proud to be Canadian

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50556

Don’t go out. Miss family gatherings.

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50557

It has limited my ability to travel, eat out in restaurants and go to entertainment venues. Also I
cannot see my Doctor for visits.

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50558

I’m going to loss my job

2/18/2022 8:14 PM

50559

Too much to list

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50560

Haven’t been able to work as much and see loved ones

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50561

Like living in a third world country

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50562

Lost my job, lost my house, lost my car, behind on student loans

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50563

Significantly mentally.

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50564

Immensely! Mentally drained, feel overwhelmed and like my life is ending

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50565

It has caused hatred between friends and family. It’s caused stress, anxiety and metal stress.

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50566

This disgusting misuse of power has left me discriminated against and isolated

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50567

How hasn’t it ruined everybody’s. Ruined family relationships. Ruined business.

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50568

Lots of ways.

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50569

Mentally exhausted. Very concern for my teenage grandsons and all other school aged children
that have missed out on so much that they will never get back

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50570

I feel my life is controlled by external, government sources i.e. mandates etc. I feel my
individual potential is trapped…. due to government intrusions on my personal freedom in what
was once my free Country;Canada…freedom fought for by our precious Veterans, one being
my /,our beloved Father, John Derouard, FSSF 2-3. Shame on the evil going on in our beautiful
Canada, led by our current Prime Minister, Justin Trudeau, and leaders globally; tyranny, power
over political governing. NO LONGER… the good in the world will prevail for the great good of
all humanity. vs power, greed, elitism.

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50571

All

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50572

Can't go to restaurants, cant travel. Luckily work was not affected because I am self
employed. Thank god. Feel for the thousands not in my shoes.

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50573

Every which way

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50574

depression. aloneness. loss of family & friend relationships. financial hardship. I barely leave
my house anymore.

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50575

No freedom to do what I pay taxes to do , I am unvaccinated and will not get any vaccine for
Covid but that should not prevent me from going where I want at this point

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50576

Mental health issues ..segregated from society and some family...ENOUGH ALREADY

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50577

It's made it hard, I have an auto immune issue and have had issues with vaccines. Because I
moved start of the pandemic my new family doctor refused to sign a exempt form. The
hospital almost kicked me out due to basic body heat off of winter clothing when I found my
mom in a coma at home and they told me she probably won't last the night. My dad's wife will
hardly let me see him because his terminal cancer and my issue with vaccines. I don't mind
masks or social distance but it's no okay to be lied to by goverment and there is no way in he'll
I'm allowing a vaccine they marketed as experimental when released into my blood stream

2/18/2022 8:13 PM
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when the flu shoot has had me deathly sick before. I generally fear daily for my parents health
as my mom has received botched surgeries within this time and be denied medical care in
hospital that put her in a coma like state. I fear for my families health. I fear for my own as I
can't get the troat testing I need done that could tell me if my auto immune has spread as I
choke myself out 3 times a week. It sucks I can't go to a bar or to a restaurant with my
husband to break up the stress as will so my bipolar has gotten massively worse.
50578

Depressed, Sad , Mad and Outraged

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50579

It has caused division in my church , community and family. It’s not ok. The government has
over reached its authority

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50580

destroyed it - can't work

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50581

Mental health

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50582

Lost 2 years of living life the way that I choose. Depressed that it will never change

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50583

In more ways than I can describe here. In short form…. I have lost my previous great health, I
have lost my career, I lost the home I was loving in, I have lost close relationships with some
family members & some friends. I have lost all of the money I had put away for emergency
use in my family in case of a crisis of any kind. I’ve lost my faith in ALL government officials
or representatives completely!!! I have lost my security of being SAFE in this country. I have
lost respect & safety with the Police, ALL Hospital Facilities, doctors & the public in general.
I’m more than afraid for the future of my children & my grandchildren in that I want them to live
a life of free will, that they have the right to choose what goes on or in their bodies, the ability
to express themselves as well as be able to live to their fullest potential & happiness in their
lives. Plans for the future are now on pause. Time with loved ones is now almost NIL. It has
caused me physical, emotional & mental damage beyond any possible repair 💔

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50584

These mandates have caused so much division and hate. It's destroying the once great
country that Canada was. This 'Pandemic' is a completely survivalable flu that was used to
tear a country down. The masks do nothing to prevent the spread of infection, and were just a
gateway to forcing injections. Our governments forget they work for we the people, they do not
OWN us and thusly cannot demand anything of us. If this was a true Pandemic, it would have
killed many more than it did, and the population killed by the virus would not be 85% over the
age of 60. This is a seasonal flu, rebranded to control populations. I've nearly killed myself
over this damn Pandemic and the hate that it's causing in Canadians. It's a disgusting,
atrocious act by vile and truly evil people. Trudeau and all the corrupt politicians involved with
WEF need to step down. They do not speak for we the people

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50585

It fucking hasn't you imbecile. I'm a grown adult not some selfish child.

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50586

Lack of work struggling with mental health and fatigue

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50587

It has made things harder in an already stressed world

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50588

Not seeing people, friends

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50589

My right to choose what I want to put in my body and my rights are violated. I’ve been
discriminates against

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50590

Destroyed my life and my family, I lost everything I worked for my entire life, including my
house.

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50591

Side a facts for my husband .tremors brain fog no strength in is fingers and arms muscle pain
steadyover a year now .I have been passing blood clots and bleeding more than once since
the vaccine and I am 67 years old .

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50592

People are dying

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50593

It has made me a Trudeau hater. I do not support communism

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50594

Took my rights away. Missed family weddings. Constant division between my family that has
been very tight and loving my whole life. Created way more issues then benefits in my life.
Government has taken my choices away and should not have any say of who we can see and
not see. Havent been able to see my grandmother in a nursing home for the past two years
and was constantly worried i wouldnt be able to get to say goodbye to her

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50595

Increased my hatred for the liberal government. Taken away my ability to earn an income.

2/18/2022 8:13 PM
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Deprived me of my fundamental rights and freedom. Covid was just an opportunity for the
government to steal hundreds of billions of dollars from Canadian taxpayers. The mandates
have opened my eyes to just how crooked and evil the government of Canada is.
50596

Severely damaged the quality of my life in every area and that of my teenage daughters

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50597

Feeling isolated

2/18/2022 8:13 PM

50598

Because of constantly changing mandates and restrictions I could not make plans to travel
back to my OWN COUNTRY to have my first baby because of all the idiotic rules that do not
stop the virus, which I have had twice and been fine. I now will give birth in a 3rd world country
I am doing volunteer work in. Life has been harder with less conections to people. Mentally it
has taken a tole. 2 years ago my wedding was cancelled because my American husband could
come not come to Canada, so I was married alone in America..... ...etc...

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50599

Totally disrupted it

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50600

Can’t work

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50601

Destroyed my small business

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50602

lack of work

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50603

I can no longer get work from most places being unvaccinated. I’ve lost family members in
care homes from depression. I’m feeling isolated from family members who have the
vaccination. I can no longer visit my brother in a care home because I’m unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50604

Loss of job mentally division of family friends freedom of choice freedom in general not allowed
to go or do anything completely against are all our freedoms and rights disregard for the
Charter of Rights in freedoms

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50605

Significant list of income , division ( family, friends) , loneliness , despair …

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50606

fuck you stupid Health dept.

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50607

Can’t see friends all the vax ppl hate the unvaccinated

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50608

Everything

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50609

I have lost faith in the government, doctors, police, the courts as well as, the media.

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50610

The mandates have ruined my life and my respect for our current government.

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50611

Work in retail. It's been hell at times. Every other week rules are changed. Unmasked and
masked disagreements, etc. Very unsafe and unhealthy environment to be and live in every
day! Currently seeing people trampled by police on horses is terrifying.. This is not Canada. It's
a communist country in the works! It's gotta stop.

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50612

Restrictions from visiting friends and family from travel. And has the cost of everything through
the roof

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50613

Yes can’t get together with my family it has divided us all he the liberal agenda and
programming of our people is totally unacceptable

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50614

My children don't know how to interact with people. Depressed 😞

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50615

It has given me a great deal of anxiety, anger, depression and fear. Fear of losing my freedom.

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50616

Mentally, physically, emotionally…..

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50617

Lost all hope

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50618

Isolate from everyone. Delayed diagnosis and treatment of disabling illness.

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50619

Terribly, depression

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50620

Isolation, aggravated, frustration

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50621

Now I can easily identify the complete idiots- people who drive around in a car by themselves
wearing a mask

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50622

As a vax-free Canadian I had to drive to a US airport to fly to be with my fully-vaxxed youngest
daughter for her last three hours on January 14. After suffering internal and external

2/18/2022 8:12 PM
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hemorrhaging and then pneumonia and then the ventilator in short order, Jesus and the
angels…
50623

Lost friendships, divided family, restricted religious participation, prevented travel outside of
province, contributed to the death of my father last year.

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50624

We should not be forced into any thing. Can’t go out to Eat or go do anything fun with my
family

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50625

Caused division within family Loneliness Unnecessary Fear has caused division Loss of
income Loss of community at church Mental Fatigue

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50626

Horribly, my mental health is a mess, i feel like the government is trying to ruin Canada, I miss
it being my body my choice. Not sure when the government decided I wasn't capable enough
to take care of myself, speak for myself, or think for myself. The government has taken a
huge over reach on our rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50627

Children got depressed due to limited activities and restrictions, got me depressed as well

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50628

Once the mask mandate is lifted, many substitute teachers may consider withdrawing
services. I have an immune compromised child. Her health and life are more important than
seeing people’s smiles.

2/18/2022 8:12 PM

50629

Has made us feel like we are in prison. Can’t enjoy going out to dinner with the family. Can’t go
shopping without the mask on the face, which causes me a terrible headache. It has been very
stressful for our children, as they can’t enjoy any indoor activities. It has caused extreme
depression.

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50630

Like my freedoms have been taken away.

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50631

Loss of friends and cut off from International travelling to visit families

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50632

Segregation from society, portrayed as a villain by government and media, our family missed
out on activities we previously enjoyed such as swimming and eating out. It has caused
division in family and friends.

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50633

My sister lost her job, my brother can not go back to his job, people have treated me like I
have the plague because of my decision of not taking the shot, this has caused me to have
anxiety issues.

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50634

I have not been able to take my Children to a rink, a movie theatre or a restaurant for the better
part of a year now. It has also divided my family and is completely unnecessary for something
that is treatable without an experimental vaccine.

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50635

I am dealing with a possible vaccine injury that I didn’t want in order to keep my job.

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50636

Family and friends that are not friends anymore because they are so divided. Not allowed in I
go to a friends wedding. I was fortunate enough to retire before I was forced to chose between
my income and my health. Freedom of choice should never have been taken from us.

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50637

Unable to attend family events, labeled by others, gaslighting by government, bullying by
others who disagree with my perspective

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50638

Loss of income, unable to visit my family, big government power grab. Have no confidence in
our prime minister, extreme division, mandates causing hate amongst Canadians!

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50639

I have not received proper medical care because my doctor will not see me. I had a reaction to
the Pfizer vaccine and it effected my heart in a way that caused me to fear this treatment. I
have not been able to talk about my fears as when I do I feel unaccepted as if I am a risk to
society. Not participating in activities that make me feel healthy is another level that concerns
me. Through the winter, having gyms closed to me has been detrimental for my mental wellbeing. Not being able to socialize freely also contributes to my health. When wearing a mask I
am unable to fully connect with other people. It’s been way to long and I feel that we need to
move on with opening our country and allowing travel again. We should be able to live with a
small amount of risk as we always have.

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50640

My children are in counselling. I lost my job. My husband and I are divorcing. We have lost
many of our friends. My children and their peers are very far behind in school. It has impacted
relationships with family negatively. It has negatively impacted every aspect of our lives.

2/18/2022 8:11 PM
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50641

It had caused a lot of distance between my loved ones. My schooling experience for post
secondary has been ruined because everything has been put on line

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50642

Nil

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50643

I’ve lost a friend to suicide directly bc of mandates. Family and friends don’t want to hang out.

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50644

Ive lost my career from the lockdowns and livelihood from the mandates. My father in law
passed away and my partner couldn’t even fly home to Ontario to bury him in her own country.
We are over it and this needs to end. Who are we protecting?

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50645

I against of vaccine.

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50646

Mostly affected my children and their social and educational skills.

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50647

It has affected family & friends visits (reduced amount of people); socializing; some mental
anxiety

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50648

I realized Canadian governor are using their power to wrong way.

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50649

My children cry because they don’t want to go to school my mother has lost her second job
even though she’s tested negative 3 times a week for the last couple of years due to her
job.She was a nurse that specializes in labour,addictions and HIV.Then worked privately but
will now lose her job on March 24 due to new mandates.My son no longer wants to play
hockey next year and my little son hasn’t hD a birthday party in three years and he’s just
turned 8.I have seen countless people behave terribly to each other and almost everywhere I
go someone has a story of someone they know committing suicide.The mandates have had a
ripple effect everything and everyone.

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50650

Choosing between work and getting vaccinated

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50651

Can’t see my great grandmother anymore because of it

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50652

The restrictions from being able to attend Church, not being able to visit with family, friend and
relatives. Ill feelings to one another, reduced medical care not being able to see my doctor,
division of relationships, unable to dine out with family and friends, occasional feelings of
depression, felling like a prisoner in my home, being treated as a 2nd class citizen. etc, etc

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50653

It has affected my childrens lives with unwanted medical treatments and interruptions in their
day to day activities. It has caused my son to be hospitalized for depression. It has caused
me stress and isolation from some family and friends. The division of society hurts me
everyday. It has caused me to feel unsafe among the general population.

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50654

Affected metal well being

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50655

Postponed NEEDED surgeries & medical care, mental health of my children, my brother lost
his job

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50656

Mental health

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50657

My mother is basically lost her job. One that she does well and has been ben at for a long
time. They do not mandate any other vaccines. I myself have had more headaches this year
these years wearing these masks than ever before in my life I suffer from chronic migraines
and headaches and they’ve increased from the mask usage. It is divided families all over this
country.

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50658

Negatively! Physically and mentally

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50659

badly!!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50660

very negatively.

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50661

Mentally fellowship business

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50662

Loss of two jobs (nurse), financial distress, daycare issues, mental health issues, anxiety
++++

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50663

Negatively both socially and business wise!

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50664

We are a very active family who enjoyed swimming every weekend and going to restaurants
and never really home. Because of the mandates we have been home for over a year with a 5
year old

2/18/2022 8:11 PM
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50665

Very much

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50666

Finding jobs, my mental health

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50667

Ruined it

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50668

I am retired so it has not affected my income! For that I am grateful! It has affected my ability
to connect with family and friends like I used to! It has affected my ability to go out for dinner
and play on my curling teams because of the mandated vaccines. I am vaccinated but I
believe it should be a choice! Forced Mandates have affected my trust in our governments.
Right now I think there is so much corruption going on both sides of the fence that nobody
knows just what to believe anymore!! people will take a long time to trust government if ever!!
This pandemic has been very poorly handled from the start!

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50669

Lost family , wasn't allowed to see them as they died alone. This should never happen again.

2/18/2022 8:11 PM

50670

Stress and anxiety levels definitely went up; Not being able to take my children to leisure
activities to explore their potential in such crucial early years of their lives; not being able to
share a meal with friends and family at a restaurant or enjoy other social places together

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50671

Mental health has decreased dramatically for myself and family. Stress has increased. We
need unity, hope and peace.

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50672

Work travel just being Free

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50673

Not being able to move freely without a mask, having to show a passport to be to go where I
want and do as I would like to.

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50674

Business owner - loss of revenue Isolation from family

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50675

I refuse to wear a mask or put one on my child so I was unable to roam freely

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50676

It has created isolation from everyone, mental health issues for my children my child is 18
months old and doesn't even know how to interact properly with other children, I also am losing
my job as a psw for not being vaccinted. This had effected all of us emotionally, financially,
and spiritually enough is enough stop thr divide!

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50677

Isolation… and depression

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50678

In every aspect.

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50679

The mandates have caused major segregation between family co workers etc

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50680

Has affected my three children because of school and not being able to do sports

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50681

Ruined daily life activities and work. Place rifts between friend and family

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50682

Lost my job. Have gone too far into debt. My kids are ok, but who knows how this will all effect
them in the future. My family fights over different opinions. The PM is spewing hate, and
shaming all Canadians, he should not be leading a country when his own view of his own
people is one of hate and division it is deplorable.

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50683

My kids have suffered in school and have fallen behind. My personal choice is for me to make
not my government

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50684

They kept me safe and alive! I got cancer 3 months after the pandemic started. Even though I
was in treatment, I still had to fend for myself and go grocery shopping, take public transit and
go to appointments. The mandates made it safer than if there were none!

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50685

Negatively

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50686

To many thing

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50687

Mental health leave from work, health care worker who got covid, declined the vaccine and has
been treated like a diseased rat by friends, family and colleagues since. This country is
disgusting and I am currently looking for a new place to call home outside of Canada

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50688

It's been very difficult

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50689

Killed it

2/18/2022 8:10 PM
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50690

No family at my sons wedding.

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50691

This is a pandemic. One does what must be done to protect self , family and society.. not
pleasant but necessary

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50692

turmoil...mentally exhausting, feel terrorised..no one should ever tell another that they must
take an experimental injection...and No ONE is there standing behind the injection.. We take
all the risk. I'd rather risk covid which is also likely man made...geeez

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50693

Everything about it affected me

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50694

Our family has fallen apart between some watching msm and following like sheep and then the
side that sees their is more to this that what is being said

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50695

I can eat out, exercise at gyms, go to Rec centres. My family is divided, bitterly along
vaccines lines. We don’t see our neighbors as much… it sucks

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50696

It has divided my family and I feel threaten on freedom of speech and the way we shut down
small business and the big businesses are allowed to make money our government needs to
be accountable for there actions. There is to much money being made behind the scenes at
the tax payers expense.

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50697

I live alone so I suffer depession, isolation, loneliness, skin problems from the masks

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50698

Cost me my job twice

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50699

I have lost my job and I am not able to travel to travel outside the country, I am a prisoner
here.

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50700

My mom ended up in hospital, I wasn't able to be with her when she passed because of these
stupid rules. Why are these rules more important than someone's life? Masks do not work, nor
does social distancing nor any other rule/ mandate or we wouldn't still have sick
people!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! This needs to be treated as a regular sickness and allowed to go through
the population, as has hundreds of other sickness related viruses. I am not living in a
communist country, I thought I lived in a country of freedom of speech and allowed to live as I
see fit, without killing people, we got along fine until the Eastern side of Canada voted in our
present pm.

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50701

Lost job, reduced income by 90%, emotional distress, depression. Ruined relationships with
family members. Suicidal thoughts

2/18/2022 8:10 PM

50702

How has this pandemic not effect my life !! It has in every way !!

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50703

Deep depression, frustration, not being able to be with loved ones dying from adverse effects
to the vaccine absolutely ridiculous

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50704

Work is so hindered

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50705

It’s been more than half a year since I’ve been able to see my mom in her nursing home…she
has dementia…she needs me

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50706

Negatively in every aspect of my life. Having a medical mask exemption I was hassled, yelled
was threatened while grocery shopping. Denied service in many stores that did not
acknowledge my mask exemption. The government with these mandates have caused far
more harm than Covid.

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50707

My business. My income My freedom to fly. My freedom to gather. Mental health. Horrible
outcome. And I contribute to the life of Canada

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50708

I am forced to wake up early to take COVID tests in order to keep my job. I have family that
think I am somehow "unclean" because of my vaccination decision. I can no longer travel
easily to see family across the country or in the USA, eat out at my favourite restaurants, or
attend sporting events. I feel ostracized for making a private medical decision and live in
constant fear of more of my rights being stripped away.

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50709

Tremendous hardship, loss of business, health issues due to lockdown.

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50710

Life in general

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50711

Wasn’t able to go do any public recreational activities

2/18/2022 8:09 PM
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50712

I hate sock boy with a passion

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50713

Stressful and distressing- I feel oppressed

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50714

Adversely

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50715

4

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50716

Can't go to many places, I see many people living in needless fear, so bad that they wear a
mask alone in their car...

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50717

Separated from family over two years

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50718

Ruined relationships, stopped me working, Prohibited me from watching my own daughter
swim in a recreational centre even though I’ve had Covid and have antibodies, absolute
discrimination and its finest. And I am absolutely disgusted with the leaders of this country

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50719

Mandated to get booster

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50720

Killed my sons' hockey, forced early retirement upon me, made life suck and people mean.

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50721

Had to stay home for a few months from work because of the lockdowns

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50722

Couldn’t go anywhere. Couldn’t see anyone. Felt like I was locked down.

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50723

Ruined my life

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50724

I have seen how it has affected our youth and seniors and it’s been heart breaking. As a family
we couldn’t continue flying and volunteering as we normally would. Family is in fear with and
without vaccines. Great doctors and nurses lost their jobs over not wanting vaccine. So foolish
and irresponsible of our governments

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50725

Social outcast, lost income, debt

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50726

I was forced to get the jab or I would lose my job, have been against from the beginning

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50727

I no longer see most of my family. I have a large family and most are afraid of covid-19, they
do not want to have gatherings or visits for birthdays, Christmas, holidays. We would normaly
gather for all occasions. I did not want the vaccine but received it for employment. Mandates
have put strain on my children and their friendships because I do not want to have my children
vaccinated.

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50728

Terminated from my job as an RN

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50729

Mental health, hit to the finances and business loss, division with family and friends, and our
children’s abilities to be in activities

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50730

We are losing our humanity...

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50731

Forced to vaccinate. Not by choice. I lost my freedom

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50732

All

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50733

I’m ready to end my life

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50734

Loss of business and income. Divisions among family, friends, and neighbours. Haven’t seen
my sons, daughters in law, and grandchildren in over 2 years. One in Sweden and one in
Michigan. Lockdowns have proved mentally and emotionally unbearable at times.

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50735

Depression

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50736

It’s seriously held back my daughters development and my ability to travel

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50737

Missed spending time with friends and family. Have been yelled at, threatened and
discriminated against due to my medical choices. Have even been denied dr visits

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50738

Loss of work

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50739

N/A

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50740

Was unable to be with family. Grandchildren, unable to go out for a meal (treat )

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50741

Made me ashamed of being Canadian. Taking steps to move out of Canada permanently.

2/18/2022 8:09 PM
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Leaving family behind. My teen daughter and son have been severely depressed and anxious.
Think their future is hopeless in Canada (ie jobs and freedom) . My daughter thinks there is no
point to go to university. She can’t wear a mask neither can my son. It causes major anxiety.
My daughter can’t get an entry level job. She wants to work but can’t wear a mask and can’t
check jab passports as that is severely anxiety provoking. I am sad and fear for my children's
future in this country. After today, even more I know we will not live here long term. We will
take steps to go.
50742

In every way negatively

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50743

This has affected all parts of my life in a negative way. Mental health, job, relationships with
loved ones,

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50744

Husband had to choose between vaccine or job, elderly mother isolated in care home, small
family not able to get together for holidays

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50745

Ass effected my freedom to out to restaurants, to take my wife out for our anniversary, it as
effected life at home and at work.

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50746

Annoying as hell and essentially useless. Plus, it involves me with something I want no part of
morally, making a subgroup of society into lepers

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50747

I couldn’t visit my mentally challenged in the hospital when he was dying. Couldn’t have ppl at
the funeral, only immediate family and even then we couldn’t get close, had to stay outside
and only a few in at a time. Can’t go out and meet people, can’t have friends over and large
family gatherings. It gets depressing.

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50748

It has messed up everything life must go back to normal

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50749

Canceled all plans the past 2 years

2/18/2022 8:09 PM

50750

Everything

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50751

Job loss/ loss of home/depressed

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50752

Terribly. Young children missing out on school, events, seeing family. Division between
families.

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50753

Not seen family for 2 years

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50754

I can't travel to see family. I can't go to church and worship GOD ALMIGHTY. I can't be a free
person to choose for myself. GOD gave us ALL the freedom of choice, but the government is
playing god.

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50755

In every way!

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50756

They have not affected my life much, but I have seen how others around me have been
affected badly by them.

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50757

It’s isolated us from friends and family

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50758

Kept me from my loved ones,socializing,dinning out,and travelling

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50759

Hopelessness

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50760

I was so depressed by December 2020 that I had to start to take antidepressants and I still
have to take it. I’m not able to travel because of mandates. I’m discriminated at my family
doctors office because I’m not Covid vaccinated

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50761

Restricted or cancelled family gatherings; marginalized and discriminated against because of
vaccine status; unable to travel; disruption to my usual worship practices; unable to visit in
care homes; unable to sing in public settings with my group; marginalized by family and friends

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50762

Can’t see my new grand babies and my mother.

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50763

drastically

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50764

Made life very difficult for me and my family. Couldn’t see each other, couldn’t show young
kids what life was supposed to look like etc. Some of these kids will not know what normal life
is supposed to be until years from now, since this (mandates) is all they know. Taking away
freedoms is something that should not be happening anywhere in Alberta or Canada. We are
NOT China or Russia. We are the true North strong and free.

2/18/2022 8:08 PM
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50765

I was unable to be with 2 loved ones in the final moments of their life so instead they died
alone. Disgusting and indecent what our governments have done.

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50766

Literally not just individuals’ life but in a global scale

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50767

To put it simply they have commandeered my very basic human rights. The biggest of which is
my right to choose!

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50768

No programs around for new moms, super isolated as a new mom. No public health visits

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50769

Isolation from others. Watching lies win over people has been traumatizing to watch.

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50770

2 tier society Family members are divided and no longer speaking Grandchildren being masked
unnecessarily Depression Discouragement Country is a disgrace

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50771

They really haven’t in a significant manner, however I am vehemently opposed to them. They
should be a personal choice. They are completely unnecessary.

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50772

Division

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50773

Lost wages, mental & psychological trauma, separation from family & friends, isolation

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50774

Very negatively

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50775

Destroyed friends and family contacts

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50776

The vaccine KILLED my 25 year old nephew 2 months after his second shot. Swollen heart
like hundreds of others.

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50777

Lost job, fell through the cracks with my personal health. Unable to see a dr about an injury in
a timely way. Injury ins. Now permanent

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50778

I no longer have any friends. I no longer have a social life. I have have lost over half my
immediate family. I have an antit social dog. I am broke.

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50779

Lost both my jobs. Kicked out of stores. Threatened. Screamed at. Positive side is I've been
saving money not being allowed to go to places.

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50780

Job loss depressed kids

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50781

Members of my family have had severe skin reactions in wearing the mask, and loss of job
because of restrictions

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50782

Loss of income... Loss of savings

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50783

Horrifically,but we needed the Federal Govt to be on board and Trudeau just hid like a child.
.My opinion was vaccination worked and the people knew it but those that disagreed ,got
rolling with all. the conspiracy crap and here we sit $2 plus years later and the country is still
fighting .,.At 80 years old I am thoroughly disgusted with our political situation and I am losing
my pride as a Canadian Citizen .My Country has fallen apart ,and I can’t afford to even live
here,after working ,living,and giving to my country all my life. I now reach the last years of my
life ,sitting in my home by myself ,with nothing but negativity surrounding me. Laws mean
nothing and they even fight mandates that,would help us get out of the. Mess .

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50784

Coerced to receive the vaccine in order to keep my job. The mandates have caused so much
division between family and friends.

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50785

I’ve gotten more self sufficient. But my children will be scarred for life.

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50786

not seeing family

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50787

Mental health. Financial. Impacts to child development. Lost opportunity of time spent with
loved ones.

2/18/2022 8:08 PM

50788

Mental health stress depression social isolation greatly negatively affected my life, poor health
due to vaccine injury

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50789

Made me a prisoner in my country and a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50790

I was laid odd due to covid and can't return without a vaccination

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50791

What life I can’t go anywhere because I’m not vaccinated

2/18/2022 8:07 PM
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50792

Lost job, children struggling, lost friends and family and the stress...

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50793

Stress, loss of trust in government, division among friends, can't go into certain
establishments, unsure of the future, can't see my kids and grandkids

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50794

I can’t go free where end when I wont

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50795

Im 77 years old and every year several of my family, friends and schoolmates move on to the
next life. All this government over reach and fear mongering prevents us from enjoying the
good times we shared.

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50796

Laid off Forces to take vaccine or lose job Family division Income loss Stress

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50797

Watched my brother-in-law be placed in his basement for two years because his wife is
extremely OCD and stressed about the virus. He was only able to hug his children once in two
years, on his son‘s 10th birthday. Then his wife got incredibly stressed again and decided to
keep him back in the basement. He works and therefore she decided he was exposed to the
virus all the time and therefore he would have to quarantine went home from work. People with
mental health problems OCD etc. became way worse and this is affected their life so badly
and all the people around them have suffered. That is just one of the very bad stories that I
know personally. My mother and father have been isolated we have periodically been testing to
go visit them because everybody is so afraid. But they are isolated and lonely. My 78-year-old
father said he would rather die than not be able to hug his grandchildren and his family.
Everybody is so done. We have been looking at the science all along and it seems that
mainstream media and government scientists will not look at heard immunity, antibodies, and
healthy lifestyle. Again this is just the tip of the iceberg.There is so much more to say and so
many people who have been affected. My best friend’s husband is an ER nurse for 22 years,
he save thousands upon thousands of lives. He did research on his own and chose not to get
vaccinated and Alberta health services fired him along with many others. Our healthcare
system is broken and sad. It is highly disappointing that it this has been politicized.

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50798

Kept me in isolation

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50799

mental health, Fear of government over reach

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50800

has raised my cost of living by a huge amount

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50801

Yes! Anxiety; depression, lonelyness; foced vaccinations of my adult children and friends who
were totally healthy and had recovered from covid before vaccine were fordced on them; lots of
friends who were fired from their job; lots of people in our circle of aquiantences who now deal
with neurological, long term, side effects of the vaccines; inablity to access proper helath care
due to doctor's shortages ( firing helath professionals doesn't help an already deteriorated
system)

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50802

Generally reduced my/other's risk of acquiring and passing on illness, supported already
critically short staffed health care workers, allowed me to develop close relationships with
those that matter most

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50803

Mental Health issues

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50804

Job loss.

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50805

Ruined it

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50806

Not able to continue my self employment as a registered massage therapist

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50807

Financially and mentally

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50808

Left us feeling alone and distanced.

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50809

Do You really have to ask? In just about every aspect of my life......it’s been a nasty 2-3 years
of stupidity.

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50810

No access to restaurants Can’t visit my mother in the care home

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50811

Forced vaccination to keep my job

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50812

My father wasn't allowed to see my mom in LTC and the subsequent depression killed him but
that's not enough to put other people at risk or hold a city hostage

2/18/2022 8:07 PM
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50813

Very negative

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50814

My work my family everything😔

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50815

I’m unvaccinated and I feel like a prisoner and subhuman.

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50816

I am a single mom of 3 daughters, 10, 12 and 15. My fiance also has 3 daughters 5, 10 and
12. My fiance works up in Northern Alberta in the kitchens. The changes that have occured
because of the mandates, has made it difficult beyond believe for him to be able to even get to
work. Even attempting to return to his home in Saskatchewan to be with his daughters has it
difficulties. But, this is not why I write you today. I have to tell you my story today. I am 37
years old. I live in a town South of Winnipeg MB. Called Niverville. Last year my daughter went
to see a new specialist in Winnipeg for a condition she has had since she was very young. To
get this appointment and to *finally* see her new Doctor was over a year process. But again
this isn't why I am writing. My dear daughter, 12, had to start taking medications ( to this day
she is still on medication) that suppresses her immune system. This reality was frightening, as
she wasn't born with a strong immune system to start with. During our first visit her specialist
advised myself that we, and my other child (at that time only 12 and older were approved)
should get vaccinated. I hummed and hawed about getting the vaccine for my family. It was so
new and there was no known long term effects yet. I was hearing stories about blood clots
forming causing cardiac arrest, strokes, pulmonary embolism, among other effects. This
scared me to death to be quite honest. But, I said to myself the words that so many say.... It
wont happen to me or my kids..... The Doctor knows my daughter from her file.... And if the
specialist says to get it maybe I should. I did. I got the vaccine. My two daughters got the
vaccine. June 2021 and then again August 2021 for our second doses. Well I got the dam card
that will allow my daughter to join competitive cheerleading (which she has done since she was
5) and my other daughter to play basketball at her school. And for me, well, I am still laid off of
work.... (I am not considered an "essential worker" as a part time recreation facilitator in a
personal care home)... And, the hardest hit was, as of August 2021, I've had to give up my
dream of becoming a neonatal nurse. Due to the severe side effects that the pfizer vaccine
has caused me. I am now one 81mg of ASA for the rest of my life. And... If I do not quite
smoking ( this single moms "her moments") I have a high risk of above knee amputation... as
per my family Doctor. The pain is unbearable at times. I cry because of how my life has
changed for me and my kids. I am still not working and every job i apply for now, I have to take
careful consideration as to if I am able to physically do it. My nursing career I spoke of earlier
in this letter, was my dream ever since I was a little girl. Watching my mom and how she
nursed. I would take special notes on things she would do and say. I envied her. Know, its just
a dream. If I stand for to long my legs start aching. Its like they are being crushed by a vise
grip. If I drive for more than 20min the pain will start. It wakes me at night most nights. If I lay
on one side for too long the pain will show its ugly face. Since my pain. Ive had to change how
I do my daily tasks. From house cleaning to walking my dogs. I am on "TRIPPLE" the amount
of antidepressants now then I was in 2019 and before. The pain started in my upper legs and
has since moved downward to my feet. Crushing aching pain. Its a harsh reality I live in now.
My government, whom are suppose to be there for me, weren't. This vaccine has taken away
so much from me. I don't get to tell them whats happened to me and my family now. They
don't care about a little old me. They don't care about my pain and suffering or the life changes
I have had to do or the sacrifice ive had to make. Its sad! It has been a long time since I have
been able to say I am proud to be Canadian, but I say it with confidence and love and pride
now. Because of you "truck drivers". Don't stop pushing forward for me and my daughters who
cant be beside you.My story today was about me and my pain. But, the truth is my family has
undergone so much more heartache from the mandates and that is what really breaks my heart
most. The depression, the drop in grades at school and loose of friends unable to visit family
or even go on a family vacation. Please keep fighting, with love for all of us here. We need an
end to ALL mandates so my children can finally have a childhood again. Sincerely, A proud
Canadian Laura 💞🇨🇦

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50817

The divide within families

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50818

Put me into a depression and took away from my children

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50819

Its forced me into taking vaccines... Could lead to job loss I cant breathe properly with a mask
on. It's taken away my family My social life... Marriages,deaths...

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50820

It hasn’t 😂🍻🥴🤣🖕

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50821

Can’t visit family/ had to choose between work and vaccine. Mental health issues in my home.
Honestly- I could go on. But it’s tiresome. End it all. Let me be responsible for my own health.

2/18/2022 8:07 PM
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50822

I am vaccinated but I am I'll since taking the first shot. I am housebound due to the effects.

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50823

Angry! Depressed.

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50824

I had to close my business for 11 months thus far. It's crushing, however I understand that
sacrifices must be made for the good of others.

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50825

Not able to visit family members. Difficulty with all the PPE wear when not even working with
Covid positive individuals. Breathing difficulties with the N95 mask

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50826

Less income and isolation

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50827

It has affected me and my family negatively socially, emotionally, and mentally.

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50828

Mild depression, socially subdued, anxiety attacks, lack of sleep, loss of nationality
confidence, argumentative with close family, and generally fearful of the next generations
livelihood. And a deeper hatred of corrupt positions and their corporate handlers.

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50829

My 4 children have been forced to wear masks to school and unable to do sports and
activities, families are turning against each other

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50830

The mandate has affected us going and enjoying our lives; going out for dinners, missed
weddings, Christmas, thanks giving...birthday. it all needs to end NOW

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50831

Limited the amount of money and jobs I can apply for

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50832

Dramatically

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50833

locked out of public places because I refuse to share my medical status

2/18/2022 8:07 PM

50834

Lost a 20 year contract..losing everything

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50835

My kids are nervous without masks on Our faces are a mess from wearing masks We all
suffer from social anxiety since this all started

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50836

Caused stress and confusion. I have a learning disability and do my best through these times.
I am on odsp and know now that the government does not care for its own less fortunate. Life
struggles have become even harder for odsp recipients, the lack of help shows clear as day as
we starve every day due to prices.

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50837

These mandates have brought on so much stress and frustration to every day

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50838

I have anxiety around other people now due to the fact I was told to fear being close to others
for 2 years

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50839

We have had to change the way we work, how we worship, how we do school, and how we
socialize. We have lost jobs. But we have also got to teach our child about resilience, have all
learned to be adaptable, have had great discussions on compassion, about how our actions
impact those around us. We have become better at reaching out to friends and family.

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50840

Deep depression, hopelessness, 🙁 lonely,

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50841

I had to get injected to keep my job and my wife lost her job.

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50842

Socially

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50843

I am a construction safety advisor who has the responsibility of ensuring compliance to
Provincial,Municipal and company established protocols etc. I have seen first hand the impact
that mandates and restrictions have had on many of my workers as well as myself and my
management team. I have worked extremely hard to meet my legal obligations while at the
same time remaining unbiased during the "pandemic ". I have seen the negative impacts,
financially socially, emotionally that have arisen out of imposed mandates and don't believe an
individual, institution or government has the right to control another individuals rights in terms
of their body. I believe the acute phase of this viral threat has passed and it is imperative that
people are supported in their efforts to rebuild everything they have lost and sacrificed over the
past two years.

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50844

The mandates have protected the vulnerable community in which I live.

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50845

I have had my children's mental health severely damaged due to difference of views and loud
opinions about how some of their family members and friends are murderers

2/18/2022 8:06 PM
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50846

My children cannot play in their sports, go swimming, we can’t bring our children anywhere. At
work I’m being forced to comply with attestations- test three times a week and they want me to
attest to wearing PPE but I refuse this so my job may be terminated soon. The doctors wont
exempt me ( I’m allergic to one of the ingredients) and they want me to go into anaphylactic
shock from first vaccine before I can get an exemption. I’ve been discriminated against. When
my father was in the hospital I was not allowed to see him and he died in the hospital ( they
only let ms see him 4 hours before he took his last breath. When my father needed me the
most I was denied from seeing him. I made a public relation complaint and still was not
allowed. The hospital said if they caught me on property they would have me arrested. I
wanted to be with my father before he died 😭 I’ve lost friends and family because we have
different opinions.

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50847

Freedom of choice violated. Lost jobs. Panic and fear caused so much division. Friends were
lost. It was all unnecessary and handled incorrectly. Lost opportunities for advancement

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50848

Lost my job

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50849

Threatened with job loss while on maternity leave if I did not get my vaccine before my return.

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50850

My Anxiety thru the roof, always worrying. Constant change of info. Forced to homeschool 3
times, so I lost a lot of income. My 9 year old son now has anxiety and a facial twitch and
doesn’t want to attend school or visit/play with friends. He also hasn’t slept in his own bed for
2 years, now my husband and I sleep separately. Also my son how gets regular headaches
and says he can’t breath in his back for 6 hours a day including while outside for recess.

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50851

Horribly I have way worse health overall because of the mandates.

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50852

It’s changed everything especially the way we have had to live the last 2 plus years small
business going broke loss of jobs et it really hasn’t effected me personally but our Leader has
to use his brains and fix this instead of ignoring it like he has Trudeau and other government
leaders, there has been lots of damage done and it has to stop , the truckers had there
reasons yes but I think other people jumped on the ban wagon and made it worse as we all
know we need product to move everyday from place to place, end all this crap and we all can
learn to deal with this virus 🦠 because u think it will end ,everyone just has to use there
common cent’s and we all can move on!

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50853

I adapted even though it was not an easy time.

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50854

Yes

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50855

Being treated with no respect, my body my choice!!!!

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50856

Loss of income. Less time spent with family. My children's education has been severely
impacted negatively

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50857

Family division; loss of freedoms

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50858

My daughter is depressed from being so isolated and doing online schooling so much these
past 2 years. My husband, my 3 oldest kids and myself were vaccinated, without wanting to
just so we could try and have a normal life and so my kids could play sports, then another lock
down happened, it hit my family hard mentally. I had a grandfather get sick and have to go into
a home and could not visit him, he was so lonely and ended up passing. I could go on and on

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50859

My kids have had to miss a lot of things.

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50860

Yes I've had less social contact with friends and family

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50861

Not much as I have been vaccinated and never got Covid but people I live with got it twice

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50862

Suicides, depression, conflict, loss of income, loss of hope, loss of trust in media and govt.
Born and raised here, terrified of govt overreach and all the waste of taxpayers funds. Lots of
other affects.

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50863

My kids wont be able to play sports unless they are vaccinated . My kids can hardly breath in
school under the masks My husband is in hospital for ope heart surgery and we can't even go
see him Because we are vaccinated. It's heartless and cruel.

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50864

Does going out of my mind count?

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50865

We are not allowed to go to any restaurants and any public venue is cancelled . It has affected

2/18/2022 8:06 PM
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me mentally and as well as made my work very very stressful
50866

Can’t see my parents in long term care. Can’t help my daughter get to US for life
changing/improving surgery

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50867

Mental health

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50868

Division of friends and family! Very sad

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50869

I have needed health care since 2017 and when I see politicians getting their health taken care
of while I wait, it just confirms what Justin Trudeau said, Middle class lives don't matter. I am
unable to work and may be able to return to work if my health was taken care of also my wife
has ptsd and can not hold down a job because of it. To make a long story short we sit at home
broke living on hand outs and wondering what we done wrong to deserve this wonderful life.
Trudeau, Higgs and any other person that holds power or thinks like them has got to go.

2/18/2022 8:06 PM

50870

deep depression and suicidal thoughts, anxiety attacks, losing friends and family who
disagreed about getting those experimental vaccines...bankruptcy due to not being allowed to
work. I was with that company 28+years

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50871

I am about to lose both of my jobs in health care........I could lose my home, everything I have

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50872

Social, psychological, emotional, mental damage to myself and my kids due to all these
mandates

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50873

Kept family from seeing our mother and seeing one another. Caused depression, anxiety, fear,
stress in all of us

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50874

It's made me realize those who cannot be bothered to comply with any of the mandates for the
safety of others are selfish.

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50875

Destruction of freedom and livelihood

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50876

Mentally physically and emotionally and financially

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50877

Horribly

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50878

Job loss

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50879

Really bad anxiety

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50880

destroyed it

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50881

I had to quit my job, I am now working from home making $16.00/ hr instead of $22. I am the
only income for our family.

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50882

The mandate has caused tension between myself and loved ones. It has resulted increased
anxiety for my elderly parents. It has increased the cost of goods. It has kept me from eating
in restaurants.

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50883

Lost our business ,

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50884

I have not been able to attend restaurants or other events or facilities with family members or
friends. My father who has passed away last year and uncle who both have not had proper
medical care near the end of their life due to hospital shortages and firing of hospital staff. My
ultrasounds for a possible ulcer and my mother's hernia operation have been held back over
more than eight months due to the overwhelming amount of backed up operations during
COVID. For far too long I have not been able to have a normal life being forced to wear masks
that restrict my breathing, covering a smile, being told I'm diseased, and having friends whose
jobs are threatened because of refusing the vaccine for personal health reasons and true
concerns over their safety and lack of scientific evidence. As well as me being distanced from
those I love. It is time to concentrate on Canadians and their families and what is truly best for
them. Give Canadians the option they want for their own health and feel they need to make for
themselves.

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50885

My children and I have not been able to participate in recreational activities as I am allowed in
the buildings. Friends and family are divided and many won’t talk to each other. I live in fear
that my right to decide what gets injected into my body will be taken away and that I will not be
able to fully participate in society because of my personal medical choices.

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50886

In everyway

2/18/2022 8:05 PM
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50887

too much time alone

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50888

I live on my own and was isolated.i had no contact with my emotional support friends.i am on
odsp and could not have food delivered.The masks made it difficult for me to breathe and I had
panic attacks because of my past.i was attacked and a hand held over my face..I was not able
to get an exemption.Fear grew more and more day by day, because of the media.was not able
to stand in waiting lines, most of the time.

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50889

Threats on my job

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50890

In a terrible way! My son and my husband lost their jobs. My younger son had to do Covid
testing at school at his own experience. We had financial and emotional loss

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50891

Do get me started about mental health

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50892

Negatively.

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50893

What life, no family will come we can’t enjoy all that all Canadians should be able to that are
free to do. There is division everywhere, no freedom . This is a free country to make our
choices.

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50894

Negatively. Hard on everyone I know.

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50895

I was forced onto employer initiated LWOP as an indeterminate Federal public servant, my
mental health has degraded, I've been having headaches/migraines again after having them
under control for years without medication, I go through phases of insomnia, cry randomly and
sometimes uncontrollably, was not eating, sleeping, or practicing regular personal hygiene
sometimes for days, I hate leaving the house to go anywhere, I'm concerned I'll be carted
away like a f*king COW for wanting body autonomy, asthma (that has been controlled without
medication for almost 15 years) is back and the inhaler I've been prescribed is $120 with Zero
coverage, we've had to pull money out of our RRSP's and investments, borrow money from
family, AND to top it all off I'm absolutely disgusted and have zero trust in ANY governing
authority in this entire country. I am Canadian, I live in Canada - not f*cking CHINA or some
3rd world country where citizens have no rights. I'm angry, bitter, appalled and embarassed that
I fell for this BS plandemic as long as I did.

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50896

Mandates have negatively affected our lives. We lost our business. Our children lost years in
sports and skills they will never get back. My youngest has missed on important life skills and
crucial social skills. I have developed a deep depression and this has probably greatly reduced
the potential of another child for us.

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50897

I've been fortunate enough to stay healthy despite having several health issues thanks to
mandates and restrictions. And, as a responsible compassionate adult I am happy to sacrifice
to keep others safe and healthy.

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50898

It caused severe depression stress and lonliness.

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50899

Impacted my freedom of choice and socialization most of all it’s impacted my freedoms It’s
impacted the way I look at the way the government talks to me as if I’m a child and that’s not
the fact Its impact of the trust I had for the government but it has affected me in a positive
way The way I think the government should treat people an act for them and not pretend to be
with them and go against them My eyes are totally open to this and I still have so much more
to learn so I also say the mandates affected my ability to think for myself

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50900

Took away all freedoms

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50901

Funeral for my husband was unable to give him the send off that he most deserves

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50902

Separated and segregated from my family. Stopped me from going into businesses that I used
to frequent.

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50903

I’ve lost my freedom to engage in public functions, attend church, workout, and business. It
has really negatively affected my emotions.

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50904

The divide.

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50905

It has affected my business. It has prevented me from visiting my family and made it difficult
to travel

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50906

The mental health of the younger generation of my family has degraded, for some to the point

2/18/2022 8:05 PM
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of requiring medication due to general isolation. The mask mandate has not prevented illness
in my family as every one of my family members and extended family members have all
gotten COVID regardless of masking, social distancing, and reduced occupancy.
50907

Reduced opportunities and added unneeded fear.

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50908

1) My small business has been out of operation for 2 years (special event photobooth). 2)
Driven family members apart. 3) All progress in socializing my foster children ground to a halt
for 2 whole years. 4) I am permanently vaccine injured since 2015... not allowed an exemption
under covid rules. The fear of being forced to take another vaccine and risk another hyperimmune response has caused me serious anxiety and stress since the vaccine rollouts. 5)
Knowing that effective early treatment and off-lable use for serious Covid cases (approved by
NIH) are banned in my province has left me with a serious distrust for both my Healthcare
system and my government. 6) too numerous to mention them all.

2/18/2022 8:05 PM

50909

Depression, anxiety, insomnia, lost friends, ruined family gatherings, confined, sad to see
people losing their livelihoods, businesses going bankrupt. services extremely limited, people
struggling to make ends meet, some losing everything… very frightening.

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50910

Mental health. Family divided. Over worked and ruled at govt job. Mandatory employee
vaccination not being enforced in govt establishment. Nobody has checked on my status.

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50911

Lost Job

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50912

Job loss Mental illness

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50913

Destroyed my family

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50914

Not able to take trip that was shut down days before leaving and now I have lost out on the
trip. Difficult to see family, family terrified, depressed, anxious and children away from social
engagements and lack of play time through so many restrictions!

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50915

I have missed precious time with my grandkids, family and friends! Life is too short.

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50916

I am losing my job after over 20 yrs because I have not taken the covid vaccine. I work for
Immigration Refugee Citizenship Canada (IRCC) and have not stepped foot in the office for
over years... I am not allowed to continue working from home and it is absolutely absurd
considering my province no longer has the mandatory vaccine passport program.

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50917

My income and emotional health are at all time low. I fear my child will never have a happy
childhood full of positive experiences

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50918

Depression

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50919

In every way

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50920

negativaly!

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50921

Ruined

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50922

My Father died by himself. Not able to travel. On leave from work because of mandated
vaccines. Felt much conflict mentally over this. Could not celebrate my dogs birthday or have
people outside in yard.

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50923

Had to change my job, husband lost his job and took forever to get back to work… His
vaccination status was forced as it was the only way he could work… My kids grades and
mental health were effected… My family was divided on the topic of Covid the list keeps
going… The way people treat each other is so much worse than it ever was!!!

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50924

Feedom. Can’t get in a plane ✈️

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50925

loss of income

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50926

I tried to kill myself twice, I got Covid twice despite following the mandates and never even
had any help. I have been isolated at work and overheard many people who were judging me
on my personal medical decisions, it has divided my family and friends, I have never felt so
low in my life, I found my mother in law’s body after she lost her will to live. She lost her
husband and loved going for coffee or uptown, but that was taken from her and we were scared
of being turned in for visiting her so she let herself die. I have had many people tell me that
they were depressed and suicidal and I have been there for them despite feeling like I want to

2/18/2022 8:04 PM
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die. I don’t know if I can continue with this anymore. I need to be able to make my own health
decisions.
50927

I lost one of my jobs unjustly.

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50928

Nothing don’t listen to it. The flu is the flu

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50929

my daughter tried to kill herself! because all this. end digital ids as well!

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50930

Kept me and my family alive.

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50931

Less work More stress. More anxiety Depression Division in family Lost faith

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50932

My husband is unable to be vaccinated due to medical issues and he is now unable to travel to
the USA to receive the treatment he can not get under our failure of a health system. As a
vaccinated individual, I am 100% against these mandates. I am completely pro-choice.

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50933

I’m still alive

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50934

Made life shit

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50935

In every way possible my friends family Mental and physical health Social life travelling my
business investments my retirement the list goes on…..

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50936

No social life. Quite depressed.

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50937

I have a 3 year old that is missing out on social skills she needs from peers and group
settings. The vaccine had surfaced a underlying medical condition and I can no longer work
the job I had.. plus it was in hospitality which has been severely destroyed due to the
mandates.

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50938

I’ve been a shut in for the last two years. I only leave the house for at most a couple hours
once a month. I’m a paraplegic and these mandates have ended any contact with the outside,
it’s been extremely taxing being secluded all this time. Not getting out has really affected my
health in many ways, exercise for instance… I never get out so the only movement I have is
from bed, to the computer and ten or twelve hours later it’s back to bed. These mandates have
likely taken years off my life.

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50939

Losing thousands of dollars per year

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50940

In a negative way, forcing me to isolate from family and loose friends. Also inconvenienced my
education, making me get vaccinated in order to participate. And costing me much more
financial stress

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50941

It violates my human rights. We used masks before when nessessary, with flu for example,
without mandates. Just for special reasonable situation. It was enough to use a mask when
you are sick and do not want to speed the infection. All other limitations and mandates are
useless mandates and violations.

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50942

It’s affected two years of my life. It’s sad and frustrating not being able to go out over a flu. Flu
/ cold season happens every year why make a big deal of this one. These mandates have
made me depressed and anxious.

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50943

Mentally it's exhausting. Sick of hate suffering division and hypocrisy of the covid rules.

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50944

The have caused a huge divide not just with neighbours and friends but in my family. I will
never be allowed to see father again says his new wife because I’m a killer because I’m not
vaccinated despite having covid surviving it and having better natural immunity I’m not a
worthwhile citizen according to our Pm. He has incited violence against myself and other’s
unvaxed

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50945

Masks cause congestion= symptoms = can’t go anywhere Kids suffering severe mental health
crisis including attempted suiside, depression, and my son no longer enjoys playing outside
with friends but spends up to 16 hours a day on fortnight because there is nothing else to do
so how do I take away his one joy ????

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50946

I have lost freedoms

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50947

I am anxious, I don’t want to participate in society. Masking, distancing and all of these
measures are not normal. Constantly changing restrictions are exhausting and anxiety

2/18/2022 8:04 PM
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inducing. I’ve had family members lose their jobs. The risk of losing my job has hung over me
for the last two years.
50948

Mentally physically financially for myself and my family

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50949

It’s killed our small business and we are about to lose everything

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50950

Lost my job

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50951

Killed a lot of my friends

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50952

Not really small town

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50953

Older parent general health degrading

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50954

Can’t go see my aging mom who just fell and broke her hip. Hospital won’t allow visitors even
though everyone is double vaxxed

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50955

Tremendously

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50956

In every negative way possible from mental health to financially devastated. And I still don't
know ONE FAMILY, FRIEND OR ANYONE WHO HAS BEEN HOSPITALIZED BC OF COVID
ITSELF, THO 3 HAVE HAD ADVERSE REACTIONS TO THE VACCINE!!

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50957

lost my life!

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50958

Emotionally, financially & physically.

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50959

My employers have threatened my job n taken 35% of my income away I cannot visit my
children n grandchildren out west I can’t visit my 85 year old mother in Australia It has divided
my family It has caused much financial n emotional hardship

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50960

Lost my jobs, husband is off without pay due to mask/vax mandates, exemptions not honored.
Two remaining Grandparents in long term care isolated from family And Died in 2020 4 mo
apart. Both Were Heart broken they couldn’t see us. And didn’t for almost 3 months (and that
was a miracle we got in when we did to see them). They Did not die of covid. Friends and
family tensions due to ‘sides’ of issues taken. Distrust for medical, media, and government
enhanced. Our usual Travels interrupted/not seeing family and friends. Missed my grandmas
funeral. Saved money for not traveling and eating out as much. But probably spent more on
groceries. General stress of life in limbo and not knowing how to plan life.

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50961

Restricted me in every way. I am home with no visitors because of the mandates. No job.

2/18/2022 8:04 PM

50962

Division of friends and family due to misleading information

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50963

?

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50964

We have a child who is suicidal, I have basically been on house arrest for the last 2 years, I
cannot leave my country, I cannot put my son in sports or extra curricular activites. My
husband and I have already spoke with immigration lawyers to emigrate.

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50965

Loss of life due to opiates to cope with the isolation

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50966

Had to retire early

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50967

In every way possible. First it's started that the kids couldn't stay in hockey and figure skating
because they had no guardian with a passport. Then, we were giving until Dec 17th to be
vaccinated. I own a business and wasn't concerned with the mandate but my husband's job
was put on the line. He works for the town of Bonavista, in Newfoundland and he was told, if
he did not get vaccinated, he was being let go. Of course he decided to fight it and then
started a 2-3 month long battle trying to convince the council members that he was no different
than they were. We even had a letter from Brian peckford himself stating how they are
breaking the Charter of Rights. He won't his appeal with a lot of hard work and research. My
daughter was bullied, my son treated differently from the other kids. The the government and
police started threating me with fines and jail time because I did not follow the passport
mandates and I was unvaccinated, therefore I was not allow to go to work. Not allowed on my
property apparently. I was so stressed that when a person would walk in and I didn't recognize
them, I felt my heart in my ears. I was so depressed I can't remember Christmas week, AT
ALL. One day recently I received a photocopy of a letter from Janice Fitzgerald telling me how
i was going to be getting fines if I remained open with out honoring the vaccine passport. So

2/18/2022 8:03 PM
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every day I go to work I have no idea what's coming in the door. It's terrible for your health to
feel this scared. And on top of it all, my 30 year old sister, mom of 3, is vaccine injured.
50968

My kids were forced to take something they did not want or believe in just to attend school. No
choice. They want to get ahead. I had to retire early or take the jab. I don't see family as often
due to the lockdowns. Suffered with depression

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50969

Costophobic

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50970

The unlawful and unnecessary mandates have created a deep depression. I have at times
become suicidal in my thinking. The despair at a society that could be so stupid to allow
leaders control of this magnitude....

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50971

Unable to get a job in my field of education until vaccinated

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50972

Made me very dipresed and financially

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50973

We are social people. Its human nature. Take that away affects us all. And a warm embrace
soothe the soul. I miss that.

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50974

It has isolated me and made me feel depressed and alone.

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50975

It’s been horrible raising kids during these times, masks, not allowed in places

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50976

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50977

Stressed me out beyond belief and cannot afford anything

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50978

My children have now grown up isolated, unable to even go in a grocery store because I refuse
to mask them. I haven't sat in a restaurant with my family for over a year because I refuse to
mask or have an experimental Gene therapy injected into my body. This government is
disgusting and needs to be stopped. The proudest I've ever been to be a Canadian was when
the truckers started their convoy to stand for freedom and now the word Canada has been
tarnished by the despicable acts of the police today Feb 18 2022. This is the day Canada fell.

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50979

It robbed my freedom and my rights!

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50980

Lost wages

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50981

We cannot travel, or go to restaurants. Tired of wearing masks, and acne

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50982

Have lost friends and are subject to ridicule, shaming, and hatred. We are given labels which
we don’t deserve and are prohibited from attending public places. This is not the Canada we
grew up in where are freedom of choice has been removed. It is disgusting and against our
charter of rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50983

Decline in mental health living in fear of our government, scared to go into stores, and it has
affected my children the same way

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50984

Now work from home, positive impact

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50985

Restricted social activities and employment opportunities

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50986

Can’t be with my children in the hospital

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50987

My mental health has suffered, social isolation, and had to decide between my occupation and
getting a shot.

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50988

Freedom gone can’t go do this can’t go do that without vaccines that are proven and not
working it’s been horrible true government is the worst on planet

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50989

Depression, financial challenges, anxiety, fear

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50990

Too many ways to count

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50991

Take away my Freedom

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50992

Awful.

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50993

We couldn’t go to gyms, restaurants. We’re not allowed to get on a plane so are being held
hostage in Canada. We are discriminated against and friends and family have turned against
us.

2/18/2022 8:03 PM
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50994

The list is endless

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50995

It has interfered with my ability to travel by plane or train. I haven't been able to see friends. I
haven't been able to stay as physically active and healthy as I normally do.

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50996

My preteen has suffered with depression, My 19 yr old daughter can not attend post
secondary, a family member has lost their small business,

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50997

I’m depressed, unemployed and in therapy

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50998

I lost my job because of the vaccine mandates. My family cancelled Christmas for the second
year in a row. I’m not allowed to go to any restaurants,gyms, my church, etc and I have
friends, family who discriminate against me for not choosing the get vaccinated.

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

50999

-

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

51000

horribly

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

51001

Reduced quality of life.

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

51002

Very negatively. Our teens and young adults are depressed and distressed. Business was
thriving prior to covid . Stress level is extremely high.,

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

51003

The Mandates are stopping Canadians from experiencing normalcy. It's created undue stress
and crippled most businesses.

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

51004

They killed my brother!

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

51005

It has stolen my Children’s lives for the last two years.

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

51006

I feel like i am being discriminate against for my choice

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

51007

kept me from my grandchildren, and relatives.

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

51008

I lost my job because of it infringing on my charter rights.

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

51009

It's caused death by suicide in friends,my children's mother going through,drug/alchohal
addiction and many friends losing businesses,and a family that has divided because of
mandates

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

51010

It destroyed my confidence in the freedom I once enjoyed and any trust in the dictatorial
Leadership nor the banking and Health System

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

51011

Yes it has caused financial difficulties and lots of mental stress.

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

51012

I was terminated from a job that I had been at for 6 years I have a disability doughter and pets
to pay for it has been horrible when we all know it is the dam flu hello

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

51013

Travel and recreation

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

51014

Tremendous stress and division between family members My nephew suffered neurological
injury from the vaccine, and was afraid to speak up for fear of ridicule My mother in law, and
several friends were also harmed by the vaccine. One friend, a medical professional who took
the vaccine to save his job, has suffered a thrombosis in his penis! The environment of fear
put forth by government and media has been toxic, and unacceptable. I have so many more
concerns to share.

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

51015

I used to go to the USA every Sunday, now I haven’t been in 2.5 years. I haven’t been out to
eat since the vax passes started, my grandpa died (not from covid) and I wasn’t able to see
him before he passed

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

51016

Freedom

2/18/2022 8:03 PM

51017

I lost my brother to suicide and we couldnt have a funeral for him because of resreictions.. I
have a heart condition and my doctors refuse to give me an exemption letter.. I just spent a
year in school and cant find a practicum placement that will accept me without the vaccine, if i
cant do my practicum i cant graduate. My kids are incredibly behind in school from the
lockdown one had to repeat last year and the other is struggling hard but they care more about
bullying then his future so they wont help him

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51018

Family division

2/18/2022 8:02 PM
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51019

Can’t do every day activities

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51020

It’s absurd and authoritarian. Kids are being affected and socially awkward. Businesses are
suffering

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51021

Some of my children won't let me see them lf not vaccinated

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51022

Job lost

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51023

Tore my family apart. I do not speak to my own mother and father. I have to do RAS testing on
my own time 2x a week before work. My 5 year old can’t see a local hockey game.

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51024

Difficulties breathing, feeling depressed and anxious and most of all make me want to move
out of Canada

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51025

I’m pretty sure I could write an essay. I’m a teacher of 24 years. My husband and I run a
business in our small community which thankfully is still open. Due to stress and now
underlying health conditions due to stress I’ve gone from a full time teacher to part time on
medical leave. I don’t sleep as my anxiety is so high. I worry about my children’s future and I
worry that one day I will go to work and be escorted off the property because of my medical
choices. My husband and I are not allowed to take our 10 year old and 7 year old to the
movies, out for dinner or even bowling. It is a sad time to say I was born in Canada

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51026

To many restrictions

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51027

Horribly

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51028

Lost my business, children will be scarred for life for wearing a mask all day at school. I keep
thinking I’m in some bad dream and I never thought this could ever happen in my country.

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51029

I have been suppoted in keeping vulnerable family members and friends safe. No one in my
extended family has been ill with COVID as of today.

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51030

It affected in every way!!!!!

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51031

Our family income has been cut in half.

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51032

Mentally loss of family and friends loss of income

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51033

All of them

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51034

Stressful, travel restricted, feels like Our GOD given freedom has been removed

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51035

I could write a book

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51036

Breaching the Charter every day all day DISGUSTS this law enforcement officer!

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51037

Mine and my family's mental health has deteriorated immensely.

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51038

Forced into a job outside of restrictions got hurt govt wont give me WCB.

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51039

Too many to list here!!! 2 years of hell, stress, family and friend divisions, loss of money, loss
of freedoms, to name a few.

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51040

Freedom of choice and speech Division of family and friends Improper care from dr.’s Masking
of children horrific censorship Corruption of government! no faith in government lies and they
protect each other??? Cost of living… death of 5 members of my family from the jabs.

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51041

My mental health has suffered immensely.

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51042

My charter rights and freedoms infringed.

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51043

I am on my third job because of the vax mandate. Socially and mentally. I have no trust in the
medical system, so I suddenly find myself being my own doctor. I have no faith in the law.
There is no law now, only the ones that are convenient for the narrative. I could go on and on.

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51044

I cannot travel, this affects both personal and work travel, I have lost family and friends due to
the mandates, but none to COVID, I am harassed regularly for not wearing a mask.

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51045

I dont go to bars, don't eat out, doesn't travel I guess it doesn't affect me.

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51046

It has affected my mental well being enormously as it took away basic things to do with that
made me feel good.

2/18/2022 8:02 PM
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51047

Mentally knowing the real science shows none of the mandates work!Gov lied and doctors
complied!!Shame!

2/18/2022 8:02 PM

51048

I cannot go back to school. My job opportunities are limited. I cannot leave Canada legally.
Cannot fly, go on a train, etc. Due to Trudeau's hateful words I am afraid to live in my own
country. Trudeau asking if unvaccinated people should be "tolerated"? What does he intend to
do, round the unvaccinated up and what?

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51049

Psychology

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51050

Almost lost my job, have experienced anxiety, family members stressed and anxious. In fear
of how we are losing our freedoms, fear of expressing an opinion that might be different than
the political narrative.

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51051

Mental health in home, loss of employment, loss of university / college term due to flip flop
changes. There iz no science all about politic and no humanity for people.

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51052

it limits life,freedom and fun...and more

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51053

It has cost me many friends and family, dropped productivity and social outings

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51054

Family business of 35 years closed doors for good. I couldn't go to my nieces wedding,
missed my dearest friends daughters baby shower, no funeral for my aunt.. .the list is endless

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51055

Can not go anywhere very depressing breaking up families and friendships

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51056

Lost my job

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51057

Taken away rights, affected our mental health, feeling discriminated against

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51058

Stupidest thing ever

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51059

Not much, able to go to restaurants, go snowboarding, go to the movies, hockey games. Life
is good.

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51060

Segregated from society. Not able to attend many functions in the past two years. Can’t enjoy
tropical winter vacations. Friends and family fighting over whose right about the restrictions

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51061

My life is full of Anxiety fear depression it goes on and on and on a because of mandates, our
families can’t have a normal life. It’s affecting my grandchildren’s lives of feeling the
separation of families, social anxiety pre-depression isolation no social life no sports no
gyms…… There’s no work! My son is outta work because of the vaccines mandates, he can’t
get a job anywhere. These mandates are putting my family in severe poverty.

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51062

Many ways, delayed healthcare and I’m chronically I’ll, my husband works in the USA and I
haven’t seen him hardly at all in 2 years, it’s made severely depressed and anxious the list
goes on

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51063

haven’t been able to see my loved ones in long term ,lost family members because lack of
Proper treatment , because of mandates,separated my family , Disrupted my grandchildren
college, schooling , it has effected my all around way of life vaccine mandates must end,

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51064

Family will not talk to me, I have lost all faith in our media, government, police force

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51065

It has ruined 2yrs of my children's lives and caused a massive amount of stress for us. My
mom was forced into early retirement (nurse.) Society has been completely divided. It has
completely destroyed ALL trust in ALL political institutions including the Mainstream media.

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51066

My two children do not need to grow up in a country where it is taught that what we are living in
is normal. It’s the farthest thing. These young children deserve better.

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51067

Like jail

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51068

I’ve lost many friends because of my choice regarding the “vaccine”. Masking and social
distancing and being unable to be with family on special days is very hurtful.

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51069

Became unemployed and no longer financially independent

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51070

Can’t go anywhere or do anything, more hatred in our society, have to test to work because I
won’t get the vaccination, have to pay for the testing which isn’t fair, this is all causing me
stress and anxiety.

2/18/2022 8:01 PM
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51071

Restricted seeing elderly family & and experienced discrimination due to mandates

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51072

At odds with family and friends because of my beliefs and opinions. Unable to visit elderly
relatives.

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51073

cant see family friends everything

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51074

Mentally has put us in a corner and caused unnecessary depression and isolation

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51075

I have lost friends, been shut out of businesses, my livelihood has been threatened and I am
not allowed to apply for EI. My children can't attend swimming lessons, or any other activity.
Most of the things I do are now illegal.

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51076

Depression, anxiety, my children are affected etc.

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51077

In every way possible including mental and physical health

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51078

It has ruined my life

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51079

Greatly

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51080

How hasn’t it?

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51081

It has put me into unreal levels of debt, has effected my mental health and developed anxiety
and panic attacks as a once very social person. It has caused extreme financial detriment,
and loss of freedom. Freedom of choice, lack of supporting information and one sided barrage
of news for 2 years straight.

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51082

Separation from my spouse. Reduced social activity (which would have happened due to the
pandemic anyway)

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51083

Have not allowed a disruption ...will not comply with it

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51084

I have teenagers who started a new school this year. They don’t know what their friends or
teachers look like. They can’t do their team sports and my daughter is working on the school
musical but the kids arent allowed to sing? My husband has been out of work for a big chunk
of the last two years and all the inflation has caused me to not be able to run my business as
food costs are now too high to make a profit.

2/18/2022 8:01 PM

51085

Separated me from loved ones

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51086

Cost of living as a senior is not fair.

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51087

Social isolation, multiple breakups in my family, family and friends division, hate created
towards anvaccinated by vaccinated co-workers, deep depression, nightmares, insomnia, fear
of repercussion if I will not get the jab, fear of loosing job and being not able to pay bill, lifelong guild not able say final goodbye to my beloved mother who passed away in 2020, not able
to bury her in accordance with religious tradition when she was devoted catholic all her life,
attempts of suicide of my close friends etc.

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51088

Negatively. It has created strained relationships, anxiety, and loneliness, among many other
things for the adults and children in our family.

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51089

None.

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51090

Freedom of choice

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51091

Loss of job, loss of income, unable to care for patients, child unable to attend school as unable
to wear mask. Mask exemption in place but the bullying from teachers and other students is
too much. Children are unable to attend extra curricular activities.

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51092

Family members lost jobs, my daughter in a wheelchair was not able to see friends and
participate in programs. I have lost valuable & precious relationships due to fear and divisive
thinking. No travel. No going to exercise classes or socializing. Mistrust in friendships as the
media creates hateful rhetoric and continues with divisive policies. Lonliness. Isolation. Lost
our sweet mother in law who was locked up inside her room and was not allowed visitors.
Feeling government oppression and overreach into our daily lives. Wearing masks made it
difficult to talk with people. Could not hear when people are masked and we talk through
plexiglass. No one is friendly. Cannot talk with people or say hello in a grocery store, etc. No
church gatherings. Felt unsupported in my faith and alone. Straining our mental health with no

2/18/2022 8:00 PM
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exercise or friendships. Brokenness in the family as everyone’s fear level & understanding is
different. Lost caregivers. All dreadful and sad.
51093

I live in fear everyday of my life, I no longer trust my government and Trudeau is constantly
threatening and name calling, im anxious 24/7

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51094

Negatively in every way

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51095

Stopped me from traveling in my county, can’t return to where I’m from because I can’t take
boat or plane. But they take my taxes for the services

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51096

It has prevented me from catching COVID and dying.

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51097

Not being able to see people

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51098

Job loss, division of family, loss of confidence in government

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51099

You tried to kill our company

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51100

Has effected everything, loss my job, friends and family. Friends and family have gotten
vaccine injury. Rights and freedom are being trampled. This government needs to start
protecting Canadians instead of hurting them

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51101

It’s isolated us from friends and families; plus has divided our families.Also isolated us from
our normal daily activities ,church, restaurants, local businesses closed.

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51102

The mental drag on the brain, from all of the media and liberal lies . Enough to drive a person
crazy!

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51103

Been treated like a second class citizen in a country I pay taxes in

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51104

Stopped our church services Taken my kids out of activities Divided my family (we're not
allowed to meet my baby baby niece or attend Christmas) Hindered our family vacations (when
we build memories and relationships) Made my youngest child less comfortable and confident
in groups

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51105

I was forced to take a vaccine that had been created in very little time that I still don’t trust by
my employer and threatening peoples livelihood is not consent

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51106

To days life is worst than prison. The more I read and research, the more lies I see!

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51107

It has limited my ability to move freely in society as is my guaranteed constitutional right. I
have faced prejudice, harassment and persecution for my beliefs despite my permanent
medical condition impacting my ability to wear a mask. I have also had difficulty accessing
healthcare treatment as a result of masking and vaccinations.

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51108

Mental disabilities in our family. Family that’s lots their jobs. Neigbours that won’t talk to us.
The most hate speech I have ever heard in our country

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51109

Negatively

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51110

My rights and freedoms have been taken away that’s all that needs to be said

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51111

Lost my job

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51112

It hasn't except to watch people around me suffer health wise from forced vaccines. Death and
permanent health issues...none reported my main stream media.

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51113

Mental wellness, not doing well

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51114

Big time life changer. Affected family and friends and created more judgements of anything
I’ve experienced. It needs to end NOW!

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51115

On paye No tax et on peu pas aller ds un resto ma fille ira pas au études universitaire et ne
peu aller au cinéma et bowling déjà ses dur sur son moral la pandémie elle ne peu faire les
activités qu’elle aimes Elle ne se fera pas vacciner et je l’appuie ! On na plus confiance en
notre PM Et plus de masque ds les écoles ma filles et plusieurs autres n’en peuvent plus
quand y’a fille qui es bonne à l’école te dit maman va laisser l’école tu jamais vue

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51116

Unable to see many family members due to their fear of COVID/government mandates and
possible fines for disregarding them. Unable to have my own husband with me during my
miscarriage of our first child, causing anxiety and traumatic distress. My husband was unable

2/18/2022 8:00 PM
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to join me in seeing ultrasounds for our second baby. Back/forth work from home and then
back in the office for my husband. Putting mental strain on him trying to accommodate his
work demands. The strife and animosity between those for the mandates and those against constantly seeing people turn on one another.
51117

I was unable to go to public places, therefore being isolated from social activities. Bullied and
harassed by coworkers and others. Laid off from job till I comply. I have and will not. Financial
stress due to loss of work. Cannot fly to see my elderly mother who relies on my regular trips.

2/18/2022 8:00 PM

51118

Made my world very small. Little socialization now and am concerned about living in a mask
free world under the current conditions

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51119

Living in constant fear and anxiety. Lost friendships. Division within family and division
between friends and neighbors.

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51120

It has affected the ones I love by having to be alone in the care homes (after personally
witnessing the abuse and neglect that was happening pre-covid )and when they die without
family. Absolutely heart breaking and absolutely unfair

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51121

In many ways, psychological emotional, spiritual and physical.

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51122

I don't have a life or freedoms. My husband fought with the Canadian military for just over 35
yrs to protect our freedoms to have a terrible inexperienced gov take it all away

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51123

My 3 teenage kids have suffered too much for me to ever forgive these politicians. From the
beginning it was bad for kids and they never cared. My 13 yearold daughter has lost all her
friends. Their strategy of divide and conquer has worked

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51124

Being discriminated against because of health has always been illegal. Govt is a total
dictatorship

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51125

Job losses for kids, weddings and funerals

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51126

Afraid, apprehensive, marginalized, Prime Minister making me fear for my life as he promotes
hate crimes against canadians

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51127

Can't go visit my 90 year old Nan in the nursing home. Can't take my daughter to a restaurant
to sit down and eat. At my job I have to hear about how the unvaccinated are to blame for all
the mandates which I know is wrong. My husband is always angry now.

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51128

Zero revenues for my business for months. No pay for months, laid off employees.

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51129

Ruined friendships and families

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51130

In every way. Family friends travel work! It is ruining so many lives and that is so much worse
than the virus itself.

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51131

Unable to live freely any longer due to these ridiculous mandates! My kids cannot enjoy living
because we cannot be part of society! It’s sickening and absolutely wrong that we are
ostracized because of a personal medical choice! Please let this be over so we can be free
again and live our lives!

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51132

As a small business owner, I'm barely hanging on. This has to stop!!!

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51133

I have not seen my parents due to FEAR of dieing from CoVid. For two years I have not seen
them because they are in such fear.

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51134

Suicidal

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51135

My mother in law died in isolation, Friends have lost their jobs, people I know have taken their
own lives. I have been refused service and all of this is affecting my mental health, it must
stop now

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51136

Forced vaccine to be able to keep my kids in sports, mental health issues with kids and
myself

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51137

I lost my job as provincial government employee

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51138

Mental health and two teenagers that are having very hard time Coping

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51139

Restricted movement. I spent ZERO on any holidays. Lost money for 2 years on my race
horses as they had limited dates due to covid. Enough of this pandemic.

2/18/2022 7:59 PM
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51140

The mandate has affected my constitutional rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51141

It's affected my business, my livelihood, my ability yo travel and socialize, as well, as my
mental health

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51142

I lost my job as a nurse in my third trimester of pregnancy. My husband and I were looking for
a bigger house for our growing family but can no longer use my job to secure a larger mortgage
and cannot afford anything in the current climate on one income. Last year the I was
depressed during the lockdowns with no supports. My family in northern Ontario were under a
travel restriction and unable to come and help. Vaccine mandates created unrepairable rifts
between myself and my family and friends.

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51143

All negatively

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51144

Haven’t been able to spend time with family and friends. Humans need to socialize

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51145

Life is miserable. My daughter was suicidal last spring.

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51146

I have seen the effect on my children. I have a 13 year old daughter that deals with depression
and when the passport was lifted here she I seen her smile for the first time in a long time

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51147

I have become a shut in and my mental health is at severe risk if this is to go on and I’m sure
there are many others who are feeling the same way.

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51148

It has made me lose my job

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51149

Just stressed

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51150

It has been a shame to be a Canadian through all of this Covid garbage. I had little faith in the
government before this. Now I no longer trust the government or the medical field. This ALL
needs to end.

2/18/2022 7:59 PM

51151

Limited where I can travel, not allowed in gyms or food establishments, Not allowed to visit
mother in nursing home Wearing a mask congests me and I get breathing issues The personal
contacts who had the Vax, and some with reactions gives me severe anxiety The over reach
of the Govt is causing fear of how far their tyranny can go

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51152

I've lost friends and family over my beliefs, I've lost friends to suicide. I had to have my
youngest move in with my parents when covid first began because I was a front line worker. I
have had covid and still got the shots.... this has been a dark time for the world and the way
Trudeau has handled it all is disgusting. He divided the people he endorsed fear mongering, he
treated the citizens of Canada that have real concerns as though they are unacceptable to
even breathe the air he does. I'm affraid to speak out but im not scared enough to stop.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51153

Too much stress and uncertainty. Changing rules. No basis with science.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51154

There are no words to describe how the mandates have destroyed my family’s life and the
relationship we have with family and friends. Mental health and relationship destroyed.
Childrens mental health affected. Loss of income. Discrimination We are broken and it will take
time to heal. We are close to the point of moving from this country.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51155

Employment, socially, mentally

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51156

We lost our freedom

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51157

Other annoyance of those that refused to help reduce Covid, it did not affect my life

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51158

It has affected my mental health immensely not being able to see my family or travel to see
my family, friends or go to the gym swimming pool etc

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51159

In every possible way

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51160

Stress, a lot of stress! Loss of rights and liberty. Not allowed to travel. Not allowed to visit my
Sister who live in an elderly house. And a lot more...

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51161

Loss of revenue, emotional stress leading to physiological disease, hindrance of social and
mental development of our children, their education and health (constant sanitizing and
breathing through a mask)

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51162

I’m near death because of them

2/18/2022 7:58 PM
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51163

My ability to travel , entertainment with family,

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51164

I have been able to cope fairly well, and I have supported all of the mandates this far however I
am getting tired and I would rather go back to “normal” at this point and just live with it.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51165

Very little

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51166

It’s made the past two years mental hell

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51167

It has caused division in my family and my right to leave the country without having an
experimental injection that no trial data has been published for.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51168

Lost my summer job the last 2years. Could hardly see my family and friends.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51169

Dose not.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51170

It has made me sad to see people so devided.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51171

Isolation

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51172

Drastically

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51173

This has had a negative impact in so many ways

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51174

I don’t like being lied too from out PM

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51175

It has cause so much emotional, psychological and financial estress on myself and my family.
We see absolutely zero benefit from restrictions and mandates.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51176

Couldn’t travel and have family time. Couldn’t be with mother when she died. Couldn’t visit
loved ones in hospital

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51177

My every day routine

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51178

I’m on unpaid leave. I can’t participate in several activities. My cost of living has gone through
the roof. I have dark days.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51179

Mask make it very difficult to breathe.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51180

Mental health, it’s effected my business

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51181

My kids mental health has been effected majorly

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51182

Graduated from school with no jobs available in my field. Had to move in with my my mom and
step dad due to income and cost of living. Not allowed to exercise in local gyms due to
descrimination against the “unvaccinated”.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51183

It has taken away peoples humanity and completely changed us forever. Everyone has
suffered and sacrificed everything including for many their lives. My personal suffering aside
everyone I care about and the country I love are forever changed in a negative way. Many will
never recover.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51184

Depressing

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51185

I lost my job

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51186

Restricted, no freedom

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51187

Lost my job Iam finding Iam unemployable due to not being vaccinated. Iam a prisoner in my
home and in my country.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51188

Prevented travel by plane. Trudeau's hate speeches has caused me to be afraid for my safety.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51189

all bs, not interested in govt fascism

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51190

Lost a job, can't curl, volleyball, can't go out to places

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51191

It's been great you people are actually fucking retarded.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51192

I hate going out when I have to wear a mask. My family is divided on the jab. I can’t discuss
anything in regards to science because I am not in the field of science. “No I don’t accept your
evidence because you got it from Google”. I left my job because I would eventually be let go
due to not having an adequate exemption.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM
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51193

Depression

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51194

Depression Loss of connection to loved ones. Fear & Anxiety is overwhelming young & old
alike. The ship is sinking & the Captain Lied.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51195

it turn as oppression and make all Canadians divided and it will maybe turn as an insurrection.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51196

Horrible, deaths unnecessary from the shot!! No life! Many dies unnecessary. Suicides from
lockdowns.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51197

It made me stronger. It definitely shook me spiritually, but showed me what I had to get rid in
my life and what to woke on to. I believe with this God called to be closer to him and build an
actual relationship with him. Also, it gave me a taste of how Christians had to live trough back
in USSR where my roots come from and where you couldn’t be a practicing Christians legally.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51198

Has caused division and anger between everyone, economically and emotionally affected as
well.

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51199

Scared to go anywhere can’t breathe with a mask over my face feels like I’m in jail in my own
home a terrible life to live

2/18/2022 7:58 PM

51200

My business/ family not being able to take the vaccine and being treated as second class
citizens.

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51201

It has had a dramatic impact on family and friends mental health. It’s been very had on our
grandchildren as the exposure to fast public events and socializing with friends and family has
been controlled by the dictator society we present live in. People around the world have been
more divided than ever before, division was do to race and or gender now personal beliefs have
build walls between family. It may be my tin foil hat is a size to small, it’s my opinion this
division is enforced and supported by our present government officials which are no longer
working for their employers, “which I know may come as a shock” the people of Canada and
around the world.

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51202

Can't travel, kids can't do anything( sports extra curricular activities, masks are abuse, ) kids
can't go to college( vaccine segregation) all of this criminal. Family losing jobs, can't go visit
loved ones in hospital, family in old age homes dying from loneliness because we can't visit
them. Loved ones health deteriating from getting the vaccine. All public health and government
should held accountable for causing people harm and death.

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51203

Lost job Lost house almost lost my family Loosing of parents due to the vaccine

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51204

Negatively.

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51205

In every way. From prices to how I live.

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51206

It ruined the relationships, led to kids mental health problems, loss of income

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51207

My job can barely make ends meet, my son losing out on graduation and now university
experience, can't see my elderly family

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51208

Mentally its been draining, I can't travel freely, I wasn't able to watch my kids sports and jobs I
could've gotten I couldn't cause of the mandates

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51209

Depressed, unsocial, untrusting government

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51210

I was deemed unfit for work in November/21 because I was non compliant, cant travel iin my
own country, wasnt allowed in restaurants, my son couldn't play sports, my husband may not
get a job until independent business mandates are reevaluated, daughter fortunately found a
private college to attend otherwise would not have been allowed to go to college, not allowed in
ky childs school for more than 15 mins, became an outside friend for some (not allowed in their
house b/c the government said so..I refused to be reduced to that)

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51211

Mental health is affected Division of friendships Feel government has overstepped there
powers My body my choice. Had to get vaccine to keep job. I'll never respect any government
or health official ever again.

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51212

lost every thing

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51213

Cost of living has increased to much!

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51214

It has ups and downs

2/18/2022 7:57 PM
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51215

Taken away my rights to decide what I do with my own body . Taken my freedoms to go
places and be with loved ones

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51216

Negatively

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51217

Restricted activities, less income

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51218

I have lost friends to adverse vaccine reactions which they were coerced into taking at the risk
of their employment. I have had friendships and family relationships end over these mandates.
I have found myself marginalized and treated as a lower class of citizen. I have seen Prime
Minister Trudeau use hate speech against me and others.

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51219

Lost my job . Lost my family doctor, she had a major stroke after she got the Covid shot

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51220

The mandates have made me feel like an outsider and discriminated. They’ve also made me
feel like I’m being put inside a cage.

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51221

Was forced to take a so called vaccine that was not properly tested

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51222

1. Unable to be with close family and friends 2. Unable to attend wakes and funerals. 3. Very
hard wearing masks wIth breathing difficulties. 4. Unable to travel 5. Have vacation time. 6.
Increased stress and anxiety. ( Mental Health) 7 . LOSS OF OR RIGHTS AND FREEDOM

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51223

Caused depression and suicidal thoughts.

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51224

It has hurt my children the most! They use to have perfect attendance at school, and since the
mandates started they have fallen behind drastically and have mental health issues now such
as anxiety! I've also had many friends loose contact with me because of the division caused
by our government! I've lost money from work due to lockdowns! And it just overall has
affected my mental health!

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51225

Threatened my husbands job. I cannot find employment due to vaccine status. Children are
being segregated within their classrooms and are very depressed.

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51226

It has damaged my family and friends

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51227

My teenager girls are now on meds /counsel sessions because of lack of social activities. My
elderly father starved himself to death because family couldn’t visit .

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51228

Couldnt go to my mom funeral Wife has been fired from Her nursing job

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51229

- less deaths and sickness among elderly in the care homes of my family's elders - although
Indigenous/ Black communities I'm related to, had their health services completely crash since
March 2020 with huge numbers of deaths - since the mandates these numbers have not gone
up - I have many friends and some family suffer in their mental health, some bordering on
grandiosity thinking or paranoia, believing they have to flee Canada or go into hiding..
(comparing themselves to Holocaust victims) until me or others can listen empathetically and '
talk them down off the ledge' - I believe the implementation of the latest mandates (passports)
was not handled well: there could have been public consultation about the myriad of ways that
Canadians could be adversely affected. Most people want to be heard and understood. A
'middle road' approach could have been co-created to meet all needs. I believe this has, in
part, resulted in a very frustrated angry tension in my small community and my family. That
missing step has created ALOT of extra mediation work for all Canadians to work on.

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51230

Unable to be with family, seeing many people die in LTC shortly after shots, 2 job losses in
household. (Adult and teen)

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51231

Work / family

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51232

It has affected every aspect of our lives. Especially our children

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51233

2 years

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51234

Loss of my job

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51235

family members have died from the vaccine and others have irreparable effects from it,
trudeau said there would be help for people hurt by this, but doctors refuse to label it so we are
screwed as usual, this is all unacceptable with no one having accountablility. wrong wrong
wrong

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51236

Turned everything upside down.

2/18/2022 7:57 PM
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51237

Scared about the direction of medical and financial freedom as a Canadian citizen. It has been
the biggest factor in my decision to not have children yet for fear of the direction we are
headed.

2/18/2022 7:57 PM

51238

Has taken our kids futures away.

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51239

Lost wages. Friends with mental illness. Know more people in the last year who committed
suicide than in my entire life to this point. Caused family tensions. The list doesn't stop

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51240

Waited 6 months to get tests done at hospital. Lonely - can see family & friends. Mask gives
me a headache. People saying I am 2nd class person. Can fly to friend.

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51241

Some unnecessary restrictions. Many factors affected.

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51242

In my opinion our Prime Minister should be removed and not allowed to run again. Like any
virus, none of us are truly safe. General personal hygiene and washing of hands after contact
should be done. Our PM is removing our rights has Canadians or this free country. Vaccines is
something that has been around for years and so have viruses. We has Canadians are being
violented has Canadians and most importantly has people. We are not live stock to be hearded
into lines to be given something that is not completely safe. I myself have even had reaction
to the flu vaccine. Since taken the covid vaccine I was told I have had a stroke and even what
the doctor called a absence seizure. I use to be a proud Canadian, not so much lately. We has
Canadians are being told what to do with no choice of what we want has free people.

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51243

The mandates protected my family long enough for us to be fully vaccinated. We did get
COVID-19, but only with very mild symptoms which was very important, since I have asthma.
I'm glad so many people did follow mandates, and wish more would! Too bad the selfishness of
some is absolutely without limit.

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51244

Hurt my sons life. Confused him, stole very important years from his early education and
development. There was a duty of care neglected.

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51245

Very poorly

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51246

I have lost my job of 16 years as a Competitive Gymnastics Coach and Program Director due
to these mandates! It has caused emotional, mental, psychological and financial stress. I have
had to reach out to my doctor to start online therapy sessions due to my high level of stress
from losing my job. I had endured nose bleeds, constant headaches, depressive feelings, and
isolation from my second home and family - my job! My relationship with my boss has been
severely affected and strained. END ALL MANDATES NOW!

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51247

Terrible

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51248

I left my career of 17 years. I cannot get a job without a vaccine. My mental health has
suffered and same for my 5 yr old. Last year at this tine we were both in therapy. I have
chronic insomnia.

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51249

Depression disparity and Frustration

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51250

In every way bad.

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51251

These mandates have negatively affected my family ; emotionally, financially, mentally,
relationships, security, physically, and live in general .

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51252

Divided family

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51253

It has eaten my soul alive. I have no hope of the future and I have lost all trust in the
Government, Health Care System, and Police officers.

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51254

All aspects

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51255

Work family

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51256

The same way it affected yours, but it also cost me a marriage due to my wife having to work
from home for almost 2 years

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51257

…

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51258

It destroys families Less money

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51259

Lost my small business and my marriage

2/18/2022 7:56 PM
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51260

My child has become severely depressed and harms herself. I have lost almost everything I
own.

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51261

all

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51262

Social and family isolation. Fear of losing my job due to inability to be vaccinated (health
concerns/reaction) My children have developed anxiety, the slightest cough and they are
crying thinking they are going to die, and crying because from one cough they have to miss
school for 2 weeks

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51263

Totally destroyed our finances!! And some friendships

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51264

In every way possible has delayed all operations are normal life hospital care just playing
supplies of our equipment to operate household needs

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51265

Loss of job, loss of charter rights, discriminated against, segregated, hate speech, fear tactics,
psychological damage not sure day to day of my ability to participate in society

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51266

It’s affected the standard of living

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51267

Excluded from regular day to day activities. Forced medical "rape" (Rapid testing)

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51268

Lost my job of 31 years

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51269

Discriminate against me

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51270

Psychological isolation

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51271

Seeing parents and grand parents or family time has lessened a lot 😞

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51272

Exactly how they planned. Divided my family and friends.

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51273

Very depressing !

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51274

Not seeing friends and family. Gov’t telling me what I can /can’t do… BS!!

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51275

I am isolated and unable to enjoy the rights and freedoms that I used to enjoy.

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51276

I never followed the mandates

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51277

Family, friends division. Loss of work. Depression, despair, helplessness

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51278

Depression and anxiety and loss of friends and family - polarizing sides of opinion and society

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51279

I feel very isolated and alone

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51280

Mentally

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51281

It took away my freedom of religion and freedom of movement.

2/18/2022 7:56 PM

51282

Lost job

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51283

These mandates have affected everyone….the fallout will be evident for years. We haven’t
seen the totality of these mandates by any stretch of the imagination yet. The worst is yet to
be visible. Teenage depression….bad reactions to vaccines…the division of the families and
the entire nation.

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51284

It has taken two years out of my life that I will never get back, as well as financial hardships. It
is also one of the triggers that help kickstart inflation, that and Justin Trudeau’s massive
giveaway programs!

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51285

It's horrible my kids wife grandparents have all had such a horrible time my poor kids can't do
anything with there friends at school lunch facing forward watching movies not allowed to
speak to each other while wearing there masks. I can't stand this for my family

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51286

Lost a job

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51287

I've lost to many friends to count and two good friends let ended there lives do to depression

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51288

I work in healthcare. Better question is how has it NOT affected my life

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51289

It has helped to keep me and my loved ones safe.

2/18/2022 7:55 PM
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51290

Has been so divisive with family and friends and caused tremendous stress and Completely
killed my social life, my romantic dates with my wife, ability to travel freely and enjoy new
places and also create special memories with my 15 month old daughter who was born in the
middle of the scamdemic

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51291

Not able to take care of my health issues due to hospital delays. Heavy depression and
anxiety due to restrictions.

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51292

Depress

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51293

It hasn’t really. Just doing what is asked of me in order to get out of the pandemic

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51294

Every aspect

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51295

As a single person I rely on restaurants for my lunch which has made it difficult. Also to gather
with my family for family dinners and special occasions has been fringed upon.

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51296

Massive family division.

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51297

I have breathing problems from two previous pneumonias and I have to wear a mask full time
at work daily though many customers come in now without them, and my employer doesn’t
enforce the rules. Either we ALL don’t wear them, or they mandate for EVERYONE to wear
them or GET OUT

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51298

My mental health. I have severe depression. I still can't move like l use too.

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51299

It has destroyed my freedom

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51300

All

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51301

Not able to enjoy things with everyone vax or unvax

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51302

Lost work opportunity

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51303

It has shown me how uncaring some people, who I thought were good people, really are. They
fought against it, saying that it didn't matter if old people die.

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51304

Loss of freedom, divisive society, inflation, depression

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51305

I’m depressed

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51306

I was forced to quit my job of 5 years at CNRL when they decided to follow mandates. Was
denied access to my mentally ill sister in hospital

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51307

Can’t visit family overseas

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51308

My 3 children have been most affected. Their mental health has suffered immensely and I am
extremely worried for them. We want our lives back to normal, we want to be able to breathe
freely, we want to be able to travel to see our family, and we want to choose what we put into
our bodies. We want our freedoms back! My parents left a communist country to give me and
my sister a better life. I was born and raised here. In all my 49 years, I never imagined I would
want to leave Canada and move back to Bosnia so my kids can be free.

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51309

I have watched anxiety, depression effect my family. I have to watch my child constantly she
started cutting herself and talks about suicidal thoughts , it’s heartbreaking as a parent. I have
had friends lose there grandparents/ loved ones by committing suicide. Are children can’t been
in certain sports or even go to swimming pools. My husband lost his job . I can’t work at mine
until I change my vaccine status. I can’t watch my kids in sports or even take them to the pool
. It’s has been a horrible 2 years . I have been treated horrible for my decision on not getting
the vaccine it I know to many people that had bad reactions ( heart attacks , neurological
disorders, ( numbness in hands, lower half of body, numbness on right side of body)blood clots
and even death) . This has happened in friends, neighbours and family members. And there is
NO repercussions for anyone’s that makes you take it or from the manufacturer.

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51310

Have been locked up in hotels and trying to figure out all the forms so I can travel

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51311

Dramatically reduced my income and freedom! Turdeau’s bias insults have reduced
relationships with family and friends. Insane inflation has made most things unaffordable.
Canada needs a real leader with a real political party.

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51312

My kids have suffered not able to play sports, my one so. Has gained weight and other major

2/18/2022 7:55 PM
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stress. The division needs to stop!
51313

My husband had Covid. When we were told we could go see me husband. When we went over
to the hospital. The Ambulance drives would not let us see him before he went on the plane.
When he went to Red Deer he was put into induced coma. I could not whole his hand, give him
a hug or a kiss. To me it is discussing that we could not be with are loved ones. My husband
is gone. Mental health I’m on pills and off work.

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51314

Can't go to indoor activities like swimming. My health problems have gotten worse because I
can't exercise.

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51315

I now have anxiety to go out, I lost connection friends, I can no longer travel, I am afraid of the
government, I am always fearful.

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51316

Entirely. I’ve decided to move out of Canada because of it.

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51317

Family separation, drop in travel, stress from isolation

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51318

I don’t feel the mandates protected me. I have been prevented from doing all the activities I
love. I have not been able to take care of my health/fitness needs. I’m very depressed & have
suicidal thoughts.

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51319

Anxiety for myself, sadness and anger in my kids. It’s so unfair what the children have had to
go through.

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51320

I have lost all my freedoms, dinners out, recreation, sports, concerts, roller skating nights and
including the right to see my first grand baby boy who is 3 months old now and has divided me
and my closest friends and family. This pandemic breaks my heart every day.

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51321

My kids have suffered the most by not being allowed to play sports or do any activities in any
social/public environments with friends or family. Forced to wear masks and having our
freedom taken away is criminal and should be stopped immediately. Those who forced this
upon Canadians to line there pockets at the expense of the Canadian population should be
arrested and charged as terrorists!! Not the honest Canadians standing there ground and
supporting there freedom of choice and rights this is corrupt to a whole new level

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51322

Made it a living hell, pitted family members against each other.

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51323

Fucked it up

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51324

Husband was laid off for multiple months, food got very expensive

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51325

1. My 12 year old daughter became suicidal, began harming herself & developed anxiety &
depression. 2. My 8 year old daughter also became quite sad and struggled with lockdowns &
loss of social interaction with friends & family. 3. Loss of income due to mandates

2/18/2022 7:55 PM

51326

Family division, death of a family member, mental health issues, forced isolation.

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51327

Suicidal

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51328

Have been isolated from society with these stupid rules they have implemented blaming the
Covid 19 virus.

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51329

Negatively in every aspect my heart is shredded lost jobs lost friends lost family lost our
freedom

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51330

Just an inconvenience

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51331

Hyper tension and anxiety watching people lose their house jobs and division of people and
scensorship of media not showing how the actual virus occurred and by whom was it
propagated

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51332

Lost 1 of 2 jobs. Struggling to pay bills. Mental health-stress on my family is through the roof!
My husband is disabled and medically fragile, and can't get therapy without a vax or mask.
Vax would worsen his immune system. Can't wear a mask either b/c health issues. I am
bullied and stigmatized because I choose freedom and real science over stupidity and
"political-science". Family and friends are divided. Can't visit elderly and dying mother because
of stupid restrictions that make no sense. Can't eat out. DEPRESSED! ANGRY!

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51333

Disrupted the normal way of work, family, socialize, worship life

2/18/2022 7:54 PM
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51334

I save more money

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51335

It has taken away my freedoms, reduced my freedom of religion, and turned people against
each other to mandate government regulations

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51336

In every way

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51337

It’s affected my child more than anything they have lost two years of their lives

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51338

Can’t go to say goodbye to my son and grandkids, I have terminal cancer and I am not allowed
to travel because I am not vaccinated.

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51339

Negatively

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51340

Enough for me to fight back.

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51341

Loss of employment, decline in mental and physical health, increased alcoholic consumption,
complete loss of trust for our government and institutions

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51342

Horrible nightmare of mind games

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51343

These mandates have kept me broke, my kids scared and confused about everyday life and
granted my baby boy zero life of normalcy since he has been in this world. It has affected my
wife's mental health and has divided me and my family

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51344

We support people living with disabilities. And this has had huge negative affects on their
quality of life.

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51345

Pulled my kids from school due to mask mandates. Specialist appointments have been
rescheduled- still waiting 2 years later to see someone in Oregon

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51346

It has been a minor inconvenience for the most part. I have been able carry on working.
Wearing a mask and having to follow restrictions wasn't fun but I was willing to do it if it meant
keeping covid more contained

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51347

Health problem for family. Segregation.

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51348

Not really much at all. I was a homebody before

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51349

I’ve been limited to going from my home to school, and that’s all I’m able to do. I feel like I’m
trapped and having nothing to do. This is not a “free” Canada anymore, it’s a communist act.

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51350

Stressed to go shopping because I cannot wear a mask. Lost almost all my friends because
they are so blind and think I'm a nutcase. But I found the best people and a church full of likeminded people who are awake, so that's really awesome.

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51351

not allowed to visit my brother

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51352

none

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51353

Children’s mental health and education have suffered. Our family’s income has suffered due to
loss of work resulting from government related covid measures

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51354

I feel I was forced by economics to be vaccinated.

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51355

Social activities family disagreement on pandemic

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51356

Forced to lose employment, disrupted my entire community, killed and injured people I know.
Ruined relationships and has greatly affected my physical health.

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51357

We have a choice vaccines or not, SO STOP ALL THE RULES! THEIR 18 MOUNTHS TOO
LATE !! Those that got the vaccines are not firing !!!

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51358

In every way!

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51359

Terribly

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51360

It has kept me safe

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51361

This is a loaded question it has effected me in so many ways. I have had to make choices to
keep my job so I could travel for work. Had a bad reaction and can’t get medical exemption.
Have not been able to spend time with my family or friends doing the things we love. It has
torn my family apart as my parents who are immune compromised have had different opinions

2/18/2022 7:54 PM
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and have now cut me out of their lives due to the debate between us. Both sides feel like we
are attacked. My mental health is at an all time low.
51362

Mental illness and not being able to be with loved ones dying

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51363

I have kids that are masked all the time.. my grandma died alone in the hospital, I've lost tons
of friends and family..

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51364

I’m still alive so thank you

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51365

Created fear for think. Gov over reach. Loss of freedoms.

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51366

Difficulty in breathing. Division between friends, family, co-workers. Now I boycott
establishments that made me feel unwelcome.

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51367

Not being able to see family or travel in the last 2 years

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51368

Job loss, division in the family due vaccination status, mental health, strained relationships.

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51369

I feel like my life totally gone!

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51370

Financially and mentally it has been exhausting. Not able to attend events because of a
personal medical choice. Trudeau is a criminal and has done so much damage to this country
and its fundamentals. Complete government overeach and enough is enough

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51371

we own a small restaurant and were deemed non essential we were hit the hardest because of
these mandates, they took an enormous economic and mental toll on us both.

2/18/2022 7:54 PM

51372

Negatively. Not devastatingly so, but serious sand-in-the-gears bad. Make them all go away!

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51373

Torn me away from my relatives and friends that live in other countries due to traveling not
being allowed and keeping me cooped up in my house with nowhere to go.

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51374

Watching the abuse of the elderly, forcing children to get vaccinated, the trampling of the
Charter of Rights and Freedoms . The decline of Canada. Abuse by our gov

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51375

It has brought alot stress, fear and frustration!

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51376

Thankfully I've been able to continue working. Many have not. It's not fair and it's not right...

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51377

Frustration, anxiety, fear about the future, my kids have been hugely affected and held back in
their schooling (high school, university and trade school), we had to sell our rental house which
we loved

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51378

We had to get vaccinated when we didn’t want too. I lost my job because of co-hort mandate.

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51379

Badly

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51380

Forced us to live in fear and brain wash the weak that could not see what has happened

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51381

I am not part of my work place any more, my daughter is being kicked out of daycare, my
husband is threatened to be sent on unpaid leave. We are not able to go to places we used to
go to, people who we thought were our friends consider us as enemies.

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51382

I have been discriminated against for choosing not to be vaccinated. It could have cost me my
job, but fortunately for me that hasn’t happened. I am not allowed in restaurants or other public
venues, so socially I have been restricted. The latter is something I can live with for my
medical freedom, so I can choose what I do to my body. However for most people they have
not been as fortunate.

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51383

Made life stressful. Caused divisions!

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51384

This is mental abuse and bullying of the government

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51385

I lived with it and am tired of it. Rules don’t make sense anymore

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51386

It has made it impossible for me to go out because I am unable to wear a mask and keeps me
in constant of being attacked. Also has kept me from my grandchildren

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51387

My father had to die alone in the hospital (Nov 2021) which broke my whole family’s heart. My
children and I have problems breathing when we do go to stores.. my children are sad because
they can’t go do anything or join sports and activities. My children and I have been excluded

2/18/2022 7:53 PM
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from family get togethers and I had to fight to be allowed at my fathers funeral as i was thought
to be contagious since I don’t have a vaccine. It’s torn my whole family apart and causes
massive problems.. not only did it cause problems with my family but friends as well. I
shouldn’t have to put anything into my body unless I want to. People can protect themselves
the way they feel is needed to keep them safe. It’s been a tot over reach with telling us what to
do when we can do it with how many people and what to inject in our bodies.. and if not there
are consequences. We should not be threatened or be held as prisoners in our own country..
it’s disgusting what has been allowed in our country .
51388

Completely

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51389

In a big way

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51390

Terribly has effected my work relationships with friends and family and has put me in a state of
depression

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51391

Forced unwanted vaccination

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51392

Cost time and money. And forced me to enforce a system and program I am against.

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51393

My mental health is terrible and my sons social development is in shambles from the masks.

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51394

Lack of community and freedom

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51395

I manage senior living facilities and this has kept them safe for quite awhile. I am worried that
if we open too soon many of them will get the virus

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51396

Mental Health, physical health, division in friends family and colleagues. Children s mental
health, physical health and education.

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51397

Lost my job

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51398

It has caused heartache,trauma,depression, division,sickness,and so much more!!!

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51399

It has ruined my life. I have had to work from him for two years. I have uncontrollable anxiety.
My kids lives have been seriously affected.

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51400

I was forced to get vaccinated so I could fly home after caring for my mother for 7 months. I
had adverse reactions to Moderna that I reported and still feel unwell

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51401

In every way beause it made us look at people different and we should be all the same it my
body and i will decide if i need it.

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51402

No visits, no hugs, difficulty breathing with mask, can’t eat out…

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51403

It's made life more difficult, and overall worse.

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51404

Caused depression I’ve had both vaccines and covid it’s also torn apart so many businesses
and family’s and friends

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51405

My freedom is not freedom anymore.

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51406

Job, friends, family

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51407

It affects us alot

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51408

Didn’t

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51409

Make life hell

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51410

Totally devastated my business as I was mandated to close at the beginning . I’ve suffered
with depression and my home life is very bad.

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51411

I have been isolated from family and friends, unable to go to a restaurant or social functions.

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51412

I’ve lost several contracts and several hundred thousand dollars

2/18/2022 7:53 PM

51413

4

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51414

Very hard to not go to Salem Home . My oldest sister is in this care home and I can not go see
her. I am her main Caregiver. I can not go see her ? For the past 7 years I go see her 3-5 times
a week. For the residents of care homes not to see their family is not human. Then with the
outbreaks my sister has sat in isolation , 3 times two weeks. That is in-humane . Even

2/18/2022 7:52 PM
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prisoners in jail get to go out of their cell to get meals or chapel etc. Please have a heart for
real people and their needs..
51415

Fights with family members and friends, segregation, name calling. Affected my business.

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51416

Unable to see our children. Division and strife with family. Health issues not addressed. mental
and emotional duress.

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51417

I lost income due to my business being locked down several times. I have felt the segregration
that our so called leader PM has made against those who choose differently. This is so wrong
on so many levels. Division amongst Canadians is a sad thing made worse by our government
and MSM.

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51418

Loss of work. Loss of friends. My kids mental health is terrible.

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51419

It has destroyed my faith in humanity and built a gut hate in my sole for the woke!

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51420

Didn't want the shots, but had to to keep my job. Have PTSD and has done NOTHING to help
that

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51421

Cannot travel, go to the gym, eat at a restaurant, watch my daughters gymnastics, go to a
indoor event ie. concert, swimming pool, skating rink.

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51422

Suicide thoughts and becoming a complete social Parrish as the government pins eachother
against one another

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51423

Lost my job, been struggling with anxiety and have never struggled with this in my life.

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51424

Mentally and emotionally and financially

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51425

Discrimination!

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51426

I cannot travel or go to a restaurant, working is out of the question so no income , I’m terrified
they are turning this country into a communist country

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51427

Segregation, depression, loss of choice, division, anger

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51428

Loss of income, stress, inflation, cost of living, loss of rental income, loss of freedom!

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51429

Mine not tons but the youth and elderly in homes have been robbed

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51430

It's not just the mandates. I'm just shocked as to how many people actually think this
pandemic bs is actually a fact! Liberals and democrats of north America have seen this as a
power grab and have danced around the actual issues and wanting us to "trust the science"...
Well obviously there is no actual science for any of this nonsense and they all try to sell it as
"public safety" & "looking out for the best interests of the people"... Well nothing could be
further from the truth... fact is China is overpopulated and they desire our land! Trudeau and
Biden are idiots and their legacy will go down as such!

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51431

Depression, anxiety. I felt ostracized.

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51432

Fearful to live as I choose in case someone disagrees and wants to disparage me for it.
Wondering how people are going to support themselves when they have been kicked out of
their jobs for non-compliance.

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51433

Created family divisions, family members have lost work hours and lost employees, been
treated as second class, lost religious freedoms, emotional and mental health strain due to
never-ending restriction changed and threat of fines. And so much more

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51434

My children have become depressed. Missed out on milestones. My father in law had a vax
injury. We have been coerced to take these shots

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51435

It has caused severe mental health issues in my whole family, including my children who are 6
and under

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51436

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51437

It has messed with my mental health an depression as well has my childrens mental Health.
These mandates have proven absolutely useless… im fully vaxxed and refuse to let my kids
be jabbed after all that’s been learned about these vaccines. My kids haven’t been able to be
kids. This shit needs to stop

2/18/2022 7:52 PM
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51438

Restricted

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51439

Very frustrated with this corruption

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51440

Lost volunteer firefighters and medical first responders to help the community. Upset on
Canadians are being treated.

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51441

Lost my job revenue

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51442

Yes

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51443

Too many ways to list. Division of family and friends. Daughter and niece have pericarditis.
Had to get 2nd vaccine to keep my job even though I had a medical exemption. But most
importantly- I am disgusted by our Prime Ministers actions and his words against Canadians.
He NEEDS to be removed from office. The level of corruption by our government is beyond
reprehensible.

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51444

Worst time of my whole life

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51445

It has stolen my family's freedom, prevented my daughter from going away to school, has
made be treated like pond scum by my employer. I am a teacher and it has been terrible to
watch children be brainwashed by fear to wear masks, be scared to socialize, play and having
difficulty breathing while they run around in gym. OUR COUNTRY IS A DISGRACE AT THE
MOMENT! It will be teachers and parents that will have to heal these children if it can even be
done. And now everyone will be even more distrustful of police after their disgusting actions in
Ottawa today. So much damage has been done. Not to mention all of the people that have died
and gotten injured due to the mandates.

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51446

It has forced me to take vaccines that I didn't want in order for me to keep my job and feed my
family

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51447

In every way. I travel on planes and buses for work and live in a camp when at work. I traveled
and worked all through covid. O was not locked in my house and we barely had any cases at
site during the worst of it. I do not believe the numbers were true. I believe in vaccinating the
elderly and anyone who wants an unproven vaccine to make themselves feel safe can have
one but leave the rest of us alone.

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51448

Can’t visit family, go out to eat with friends, unable to find work, can’t travel, limited church
going

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51449

It has taken away all our freedom,

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51450

Mental health

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51451

I am in constant turmoil. Will my kids be safe? One family has been vaxxed so they can
participate in life. My other family needs to keep taking the Covid test to remain working.😟.
Stressful for everyone.

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51452

I am a senior. I have developed a fear of driving and going out . I have anxiety and panic
attacks which I have never had before. I can't see my family or friends and have spent almost
everyday alone in my apartment feeling all holidays alone. I used to travel to other countries
alone. but now I am afraid to go out. The Covid mandates have left me isolated and have
taken away 2 years of my life - I was seriously trying to figure some way to move to another
country , no longer feeling safe or comfortable in this one. I was always proud to be Canadian
before. Since the Truckers have made there convoy to Ottawa I am proud to call myself
Canadian again seeing them standing together for love and community. I am not proud of the
Prime Minister's behavior!!!! I taught for 30 years and he is acting like a playground bully. I
want to live in a free democratic county that Canada was in the past.

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51453

I was unable to be with my mom while she was dying due to the vax mandate. My mother died
alone!! My daughter gave birth alone as well due to vac mandate. TRUDEAU MUST GO! I
SUPPORT THE TRUCKERS

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51454

Made it miserable

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51455

Held hostage in my own country!!

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51456

Horribly. My kids mental health took a nose dive. What you have do to the kids is abuse.
Cruelty at its finest

2/18/2022 7:52 PM
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51457

Loss of friend & family, social stigmatism, job loss, loss of medical privacy.

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51458

Cant take kid to swimming sports movies.

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51459

It is believed that due to lack of socialization my child is speech delayed. Even when we go to
speech therapy they are wearing masks which defeats the purpose of speech therapy

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51460

It's been a bitch. It's affected all aspects of my life. Very depressing.

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51461

Divided my family.

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51462

Wasnt allowed yo to attend church or work

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51463

It has deeply changed my mental health, from losing my loved ones an not being able to have
support in the community the way things had always been ie. Funerals, gatherings and
limitations on hospital visits when my father was ill. Watching those around me struggling and
myself going through hardship with our economy being as it is currently. Has divided my
community. We all as citizens deserve the truth in what is really happening and politicians
being held accountable for breaking our laws, committing treason, and not in any way being the
citizens Voice, dividing our country with false information, hatred and racism. They need to be
held accountable for these attacks on our way of life our politicians are living in wealth, while
us who are supporting them financially are having to choose between keeping our debts down,
food for our family to eat, large utility bills, and our vehicles insured and fueled to provide for
our families. This is not OK and enough is enough this is not the Canada I was born and raised
in

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51464

I know people who have died from the EXPERIMENTAL shots being enforced. I was unable to
see my father in hospital when sick. Lost jobs. Sad, sad people

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51465

How hasn't it?

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51466

Have had adverse effect from vaccine. Masking at this point is making it almost impossible to
Teach my students and my students are struggling with cohorting and keeping mask on.

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51467

Ruined my life

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51468

The rules and mandates have had a really bad effect on my life, seems we can't socialize
anymore. And I've lost joy, money, my job, and on top of that I found out that apparently
politicians know more about health care for me then my doctor does, seems kinda pointless
putting all that money into health care if politicians are just going to play doctor and force
people to take "medicine". It has sucked all around!

2/18/2022 7:52 PM

51469

Drastically. I lost my job due to not taking the injection. I cannot spend the same time with my
friends and family due to the vaxx card restrictions.

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51470

Hasn't but has caused some issues with other families and friends

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51471

Very depressing. People are social animals and this has dragged on way too long.

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51472

I have lost family members to different views and fear I also have many loved ones who are
dealing with multiple side affects

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51473

Its has put a lot of financial strain on myself and my family it had also caused relationships
within my community, work, friends, and family to come to an end. Things like roads, garbage,
and other services have declined

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51474

No work!

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51475

Stressed from being shut in and not seeing family& friends & anxiety from fear of suffocating
with my nose & mouth covered& much more.

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51476

It has cut us off from family and friends. We are very depressed. This is not normal.

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51477

My mental health went downhill, to a point where I just wanted to end my life!

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51478

Lost family-can’t get into seeing doctor after being diagnosed with cancer

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51479

family took sides now we don't talk

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51480

I’m depressed because I’ve been isolated from family and friends.

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51481

Cut hours at work , hard to breath with masks , penilized for no vax passport or vaccine ,lack

2/18/2022 7:51 PM
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of social gatherings , unable to attend funerals of loved ones ect ect
51482

It has affected my Grandchildren suffering with wearing Masks in School, it has divided Family
and Friends, it has kept me from going to see my Dying Mother on her Death Bed!

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51483

Mental health

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51484

Lost my good paying, senior level engineering job, decimated my wife's business, constant
stress over being asked to do things that I disagree with which violates my conscience, my
bodily autonomy. Have a million air miles I may never be able to use to travel outside the
country, economy destroyed with endless high inflation already coming at us, one of my kids
have been duped into getting jabbed with likely poisonous mRNA drugs, kids had to quit school
with big student loan bills and no good paying job to look forward to, kids are depressed with
loss of friends and a whole bunch more.

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51485

I have been isolated, depressed and hanging on for the sake of my four kids. I don’t want to
live in Canada if it’s going to be communist, but Im prevented from leaving because of the
mandates.

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51486

My child suffers from depression and anxiety now. Medicated she has attempted suicide twice.
I can't breathe in a mask. I miss smiles. My family is divided. My work changed. I haven't
gone out with my friends for 2 years. I have been mistreated because of my vaccination status
in medical settings. I no longer feel like I want to live in Canada

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51487

The Mandates have effected my family in a big way and have caused more health issues then
Covid 19

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51488

Can’t got out and enjoy life! I can no longer support business.

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51489

I can't participate in society because I'm not vaccinated

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51490

Reduced family income

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51491

Supplies, price fluctuation, job loses, and income

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51492

As an aspiring Auto mechanic, trying to find parts and room to work has been very difficult and
as a student, school has been poorly handling everything

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51493

Depression Loss of friendships

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51494

Division of friends and community. Very stressful mentally. Unable to travel as is required for
my job. Concern over environmental cost of masks and other temp items distributed on mass

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51495

There is no life with mandates, plain and simple

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51496

Work is 1/2 of what it was

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51497

It has been difficult for my kids, and unfair they have to go school or be in my community
without seeing peoples faces or friends or teachers faces, not able to see my doctor in person,
not able to eat out or socialize, it has been hard mentally. But in the hardship I found solitude
in other things, so in some ways it opened my eyes to enjoy things I took for granted

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51498

Lost friends, divided family, took stress leave from work, had income reduced.

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51499

Lack of social relationship with others is not healthy for anyone. Been unhealthy on my life

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51500

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51501

Depression, hate and division between family and friends.

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51502

stress on my life

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51503

All negatively parliament needs to be dissolved and all politicians sent to gitmo for trial Laws
need to be written so the good people of Canada has the say not crooked evil doers

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51504

Ruined my families life

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51505

I have watched Canadians turned against each other over lies for two years.

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51506

Loss of business,and son's job,lost

2/18/2022 7:51 PM

51507

In the cost of everything we buy. In the daily stress levels to see our country in turmoil and

2/18/2022 7:50 PM
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51508

It’s isolated me from my family and these mandates makes me feel like we don’t count for
anything

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51509

Mental anxiety. Constant confusion, minimal social activity, Inability to freely do things I enjoy,
think/decide for ourselves, plus the divisive narrative, coercion & manipulation….study mental
abuse and it’s all outlined above.

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51510

Work life and family life. All it has done is divide

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51511

Financially, physically (stress and health), no access to fitness centers pools for rehabilitation.
Mentally not allowed to go into restaurants or many establishments trying to make me feel like
a lesser person! It has divided my friends and family. Broken my constitutional rights for
freedom of travel I have family in the US I cannot visit I can’t even fly in my own country to
see my family in Ontario.

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51512

What life?

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51513

Limited/eliminated freedoms, lost work, price increases. Friends have committed suicide,
families are not speaking. End the tyranny immediately

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51514

I have to stay home and not go anywhere to vist my sisters and brothers

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51515

It has created a level of depression and oppression

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51516

It affected me negatively, I was extremely stressed, isolated, segregated, stigmatized, could
not see my family oversea.

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51517

Almost killed me

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51518

Loss of social activities, isolation, loss of income

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51519

Depression, anxiety, loss of work & money, division of friends, family and neighbours - It’s
disgusting to be in Canada right now

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51520

Yes, I took away my ability to earn a living and had created a huge division of family and
friends.

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51521

I lost my job and income, I lost a son-in-law to suicide, I lost relationship (family and friends)
because of disagreement, I lost the ability to make my own decisions according to my
conscience and good judgment, I lost freedom in where I can go (restaurants, gym, travel), I
can no longer see my mom in a LTC, I lost my church and church community, I gained 35 lbs
in the last 18 mos., I can no longer sleep more than a few hours per night, I suffer from bouts
of crying and depression, and the list goes on and on.

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51522

I have become depressed, unable to go to the gym for my daily workout, which led me to
catch Covid from a vaxed person. Scatex to go seek out medical hp because of the verbal
abuse from JT right on down ti my friends and family. Oh, and I can't return to work.

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51523

Depression and anxiety ~ we need to be free to make our own choices

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51524

It’s opened my eyes to the communist oppressive system we truly are ruled by

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51525

Isolated me

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51526

In every way and nothing good

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51527

Limited work as a trainer, mask fogs eye glasses,feeling like a criminal having family for
dinner, having to take a unproven vaccine that does not prevent transmission or infection

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51528

In so many ways it’s hard to count. Or document them all

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51529

What life ?

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51530

I moved out of an overly restricted province to a free er province, so that's a giant affect on my
life.

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51531

Had to seek alternate employment

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51532

Depression, loss of income, loss of friends, loss of family

2/18/2022 7:50 PM
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51533

My daughter list 2 years of her schooling go mandates and hasn't experienced a Normal year
of school.

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51534

I homeschool now, but cannot take my kids anywhere. Museums libraries, swimming. Sports.
It's absolutely very hard daily living. I am an outcast in my province because I cannot get
vaccinated or wear a mask.

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51535

lost my job...have to visit food banks to be able to feed my kids

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51536

Created depression and financial household issues

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51537

Lost one job and a position change at another. I am making less money and I was poor to
begin with.

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51538

Ready to go crazy

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51539

I didn’t want the jab but had little choice as I needed to be able to be there for my sons
hospital appointments and surgery

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51540

It has limited my social life

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51541

Feel like in jail for being made to show papers to go places

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51542

Very stressful, health issues from not being able to go out and see family, loss of jobs

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51543

Jobs forcing vaxxines

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51544

Lost work because of it.

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51545

Restricted seeing family friends and enjoying a normal life.

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51546

Depression, social anxiety,loss of income complete loss of faith in our democracy

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51547

The mandate has caused major upheaval in my life. I no longer see my grandchildren or my
children as I did before. They believe that they are doing the right thing by following and
agreeing with all the measures. I no longer have the social life I had before, no more cooking
group. I am 'holding the fort' and keeping and managing a collective non profit artists
gallery...so appreciated by the public who see the creativity, the resilience, the joy. The artists
are very happy to still have an outlet. I was not able to be with my sister while she was dealing
with cancer. I could only see her on her death bed.

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51548

Lost job.

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51549

I had to go on medication for anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51550

-Isolation -Outcast by society -Loss of business affecting household income -Children have no
sports -Constant stress due to governmental decisions -weight gain due to stress -poor sleep
nightly -daily sense of despair

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51551

It hasn't much, because I'm fully vaccinated and wear a mask but, I don't think we should be
doing this any more. It's been 2 years, we need to learn to live with this virus.

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51552

Didn’t

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51553

I no longer have a social life, my family relatives no longer talk to some of my family....I've lost
2 years of sports which my mental and physical health has taken a toll severely. Since all
these mandates came into a factor I've started drinking and smoking more weed then ever
before to cope with the fact that ill never get to travel or play sports ever again. I've had severe
depression thanks to governments....and since what has happened in Ottawa I know longer
trust any cop or rcmp officers and will never help them out as I find them all utterly disgusting
on what they're doing.

2/18/2022 7:50 PM

51554

My mother is in a care home and I was unable to see her. She cries at the window locked in .
My sister and brother in law and mother in law won’t see us or speak to us. I’ve lost 2 close
friends. The mainstream media and govt constantly talking about being vac caused huge
division in our family. And my mother’s health has gone extremely downhill .. I have constant
anxiety

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51555

It stopped my life. I started to work at a long term care facility and I see the elder abuse. Not
by staff, by SHA.

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51556

In every negative way possible

2/18/2022 7:49 PM
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51557

Inability to travel

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51558

Financially, friends,family we have distanced relationships now do to all mandates
disagreements

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51559

Forced to get vaccinated. People around me losing jobs. Watching my country fall apart

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51560

hurt my income, my family, my neighbourhood, town. We just need to live with it!

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51561

It has went against my constitutional right. Family has lost jobs, homes. Mental health

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51562

Haven't been able to see family for 2 1/2 years.

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51563

My children have psychological problems due to being locked up and I’ve had to pay for
psychological services Friends and family have been injured by the vaccine and thier babies
died in womb .

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51564

Not able to go in restaurants and stores without masks. These mandates have broken up our
family members.

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51565

I have lost my job, have applied for many jobs online and have not gotten a job or received EI.
I am having a hard time paying

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51566

Mental health of my children, friends, family, myself. Loss of y rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51567

Financially and mentally.

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51568

Major depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51569

Forced to get jabbed for work

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51570

Been a pain and my wife lost her job

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51571

It’s dividing us

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51572

Zero freedom, the list could go on. It has affected everyone, our teenagers 🫤

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51573

It has made travel difficult and for no benefit. I can get covid here and pass it on here as easily
as I can in Arizona.

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51574

No comment

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51575

Cost me my family work and our small business.

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51576

Not being able to visit my ill father for 2 months. Not having proper funerals for family or
friends. Mentally effected by seeing businesses struggle or close.

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51577

More ways than i like for sure sick of it

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51578

How has it not affected anyones life

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51579

I lost 5 family members this past year with no funerals 😩 and we haven’t seen our family in
the Srates for 2 yrs

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51580

Conflict whit my freedom

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51581

Made me a prisoner in my own country

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51582

Anxiety, division in family, creation of a second class Canadian citizen

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51583

Financial and mental hardship

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51584

It has divided our family, stopped us from travelling, stopped us from socializing, stopped us
from dining out, stopped us from attending concerts, stopped us from having car shows.

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51585

It’s been a hard couple years .I lost my job as of this February and. It sure if things will be
back to normal but hoping and praying it will.Trudope took a lot from each and everyone of us.
It affected my relationship with my husband and it’s so sad . It’s been hard every which way.
Thank you for listening

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51586

It has helped people stay alive. Their lives are valuable to me. We measure the worth of a
civilization by how we treat the most vulnerable.

2/18/2022 7:49 PM
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51587

Lost my employment as a federal worker for not getting vaccinated

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51588

Ostracized from work and family events for not being vaccinated. My 3yr old and 5 year old
children having a hard time breathing having to wear masks in school and in public

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51589

My overall biopsychosocial functioning has been affected. Loss of financial stability due to
restrictions. Loss of family and friends over disagreements. Rights and freedoms taken away.
Body autonomy taken away due to vaccine mandates. Loss of trust in all government officials.
My 5 year old son has a phobia about germs and his social, peer and language development
has been significantly impacted by mask mandates and peer cohorts in kindergarten.

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51590

It has prohibited my ability to use essential services such as gyms. It has in some cases
prohibited my ability to engage in positive social interactions. My ability to continue in my
current career was threatened as long as I was unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51591

It’s been hard to raise a family and start a buisinesses with vaccine passports and constant
mandates.

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51592

It sucked

2/18/2022 7:49 PM

51593

I

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51594

Alienation family and friends

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51595

I’m tired of putting on the mask. Seeing friends lose their livelihood because of all the covid
mandates imposed upon them. If I want to wear a mask. I’ll wear a mask. But not because
someone ORDERED me to wear one!!! I’m sick and tired of all the restrictions placed on me
and my family because someone in Ottawa says I have to. My father did not fight in the war
for this CRAP!!!!

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51596

Not to much other than shopping.

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51597

Loosing some of my income , loosing my friends and family and the worse can't leave this
country to seey love once

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51598

In every way

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51599

It cussed me extreme anxiety. I was concerned about my job, concerned about my education,
concerned about friends and family members facing a loss of livelihood due to a personal
medical choice. The hatred that citizens were showing each other was distressing, as was not
being able to have a productive conversation if your opinion differed from the government and
media narrative.

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51600

Effected my family mentally, financially, socially so pretty much every aspect! Communism is
not a life I choose to live! Canada is suppose to have freedom of choice! Govt is out of
control!

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51601

A heaviness and stress wherever I go. A depressed and scared nation isn’t fun to live in.

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51602

It has restricted my life from doing what I enjoy.

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51603

I lost my job at the hospital I worked at.

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51604

I didn't accept it

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51605

I have to be tested every 72 hours while at work and where a mask while working.

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51606

Loss of freedom

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51607

It has increased the stress and anxiety of my children and our family as a whole. Mental health
has been adversely affected by the multiple lockdowns. Socially my children have been
affected by constant mask wearing and distancing and household capacity limits. The
divisiveness of the various mandates has adversely affected friendships and extended family
relationships and the extended inability to gather has harmed those relationships.

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51608

Loss of mobility

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51609

My daughter’s anxiety and panic attacks are out of control. I’ve lost loved ones who’ve died
alone. My mother is clinically depressed and several family and friends are suicidal.

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51610

Stress and financial ruin for Canada

2/18/2022 7:48 PM
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51611

I lost my daughter because of the propaganda surrounding this. She wasn't able to access a
life saving test! Left behind 2 kids 3 and 8! Now I am left alone to raise them because my
husband died if a broken heart! No parent should ever have too deal with what I have!

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51612

It's made me realize how many selfish, childish and shortsighted people are around me.

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51613

Missed a lot of life!!!! Couldn’t be with loved ones that died or sick family and friends. So
disappointing

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51614

It has increases stress and anxiety at home, with friends, at work and with family. I and my
daughter have been limited in our physical activities, places to shop and places to visit. I have
been bullied, segregated and discriminated against. I have lost faith in my governments (at all
levels) and my doctor. The mandates have created divisions at my work and with my family
and friends.

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51615

Negatively

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51616

Unable to attend church at times. Unable to go to restaurents. Unable to travel. restricted visits
to elderly

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51617

I’ve almost lost my business multiple times

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51618

Retired and my family is likeminded, so the main problems have been no
restaurants/sports/entertainment/travel/health.

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51619

Mentally & physically exhausting. Great concern over my family & friends. Very Concerned
about the under lying reasons for all this

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51620

Terribly because I have lost my job because of this garbage.

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51621

it's kept me from seeing family members

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51622

Caused family discord. Forced to get the jab to travel, isolation, fear, not allowed to do normal
things, feeling lied to by government, slanted media, depression, isolation.

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51623

My children and I are now scared of our government and feel very unsafe living in Canada. If I
could get out of this country I would leave immediately.

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51624

Very Sad, both my parents died, & my brother! All vacated!

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51625

Being a senior, we only have so much time left to be with our families and with all the
restrictions some of us are going to die alone and not even be able to say goodbye to our
families and friends, for a lot of seniors it's been like being in prison for the last couple of years
💔

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51626

Restricted me from attending my daughters hockey games, traveling, visiting my dying
grandma in hospital, seeing a DR.

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51627

Lost my pay

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51628

Negatively. My child, my friends children, family’s children—all Of them are changed for the
worst. This has been crazy—so many discrepancies, things that don’t add up. My business
has suffered, friendships, mental health. These mandates have stolen years of peoples lives.

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51629

Husband was laid off in the beginning of 2020, but found another job within a month or so.
Disruption in pay checks means bills get behind, and you play catch up for a year or so; two
daughters were laid off, went in CERB till they found another job. One daughter was fired for
not choosing to take the shots. Our son, who was 16 at the time this all started, has missed a
normal high school life - no classes, no social gatherings, no church meetings - he is now 18
and has few friends. One daughter has no friends aside from those online...how odd is that?
Shy people are worse off than outgoing people, and young people are the worst off. How do
you meet new people, fall in love, etc., like normal? You can't. TWO YEARS of this life. It's got
to end. My heart is so torn for the young people of our nation not knowing anything but this
division and weird limbo. If I didn't have a strong faith in God, I believe I would be clinically
depressed. I have to believe good will come of this, or I'd go stark raving mad at the
unnecessary loss of life (collateral damage; I'm talking about drug overdoses, suicides, and
deaths due to unnecessary medical delays), but it will be solely by the grace of God.

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51630

Depression, lost friends, no social life

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51631

I had amazing Journeymen at my work who i was gaining so much knowledge from and the

2/18/2022 7:48 PM
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company flushed these workers out, vaccine related. That was a tough day for me and i have
lost their great teaching skills, i also have seen how much it divides my family! Its gotten way
to personal and that is not right, its disgusting to see what is happening to humanity over
something we all will probably get in are life time, vax vs un vax what is this social status
garbage trudeau. 🗑sorry not sorry
51632

Depression, loss of family

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51633

I had depression and anxiety and my husband lost his job

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51634

Seriously? Loss of income. Limited freedom. Mental health. Cancelled medical procedures.
Disgustingly high increase in cost of everything. Food, fuel, utilities.

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51635

How hasn't it? To summarize I have had no hope left for living, until the convoy gave me hope.

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51636

Very little if any

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51637

Stress, financial and mental

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51638

Mental health has deteriorated

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51639

It has cut down on my freedom to travel and associate with loved ones

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51640

Has caused friction and division in my immediate family. Has caused me to miss important
times in my childrens lives because of not being able to watch them at events

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51641

My teens have suffered depression. My freinds mom died alone in hosp with no family. My
unvaccinated mom not allowed in restraints, funeral homes, feels shunned at age 80

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51642

In ever way imaginable.

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51643

Haven’t seen my family in 2yrs

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51644

They have not helped us get through this virus and have caused people to be mean to each
other. I have felt like a second class citizen in my own country where I’m not allowed to do or
go places not because I’m sick but because I don’t have a passport. This passport does
nothing to stop the virus just stops healthy people from going and doing things.

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51645

Caused too much anxiety in everyone i know The lack of healthcare has caused deaths to
people i knew

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51646

It hasn't

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51647

Too numerous to count ie, family and friends lost,isolation,no doctor, no dentist, not even an
eye appointment. Shedding from jabbed affecting me, loss of sleep, weight gain, losing sight in
one eye as I need eye surgery, cannot get meds. Have lost trust in police, judicial,
government, education and health

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51648

I want my life back. I want this "prime minister and his fellow criminals gone

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51649

It has made me a social outcast

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51650

I can’t work in most places due not having the vaccine. Can’t go out anywhere due to not
having the vaccine. I’m not going to put something in my body that doesn’t work

2/18/2022 7:48 PM

51651

It has been a pain in the back side the hole time

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51652

Negatively every aspect of our lives

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51653

Seclusion

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51654

Limited everything

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51655

restricted travel and socializing

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51656

Loss my job

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51657

Isolation

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51658

It hasn't.

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51659

Lost. My business

2/18/2022 7:47 PM
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51660

Limited my free movement, deteriorated my mental health, lost jobs and steady income, lost
home.

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51661

It has been hard to visit family and plan my business

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51662

Freedoms lost, affected my job, division in our world, in my family and friends.

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51663

2

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51664

I sm embarrassed to call myself a Canadian. I distrust ALL levels of Government in Canada. I
am now deathly afraid of police and/ or RCMP!

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51665

We lost a yr with our grandkids. They are only young once.

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51666

Where would you like me to start. For starters. The dentists are going to strike it rich after this
mask mandate. Periodontal issues are going to be on the rise. Or we are all going to walk
around looking like we are all out of deliverance. I haven’t seen my family since I don’t know
when. My mental health is at risk every day. And I am so done with it all.

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51667

Took away my freedom ad rights

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51668

Immensely 🤬

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51669

Loss of income revenue and inconvenience re freedom of movement

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51670

It has helped curb the virus so I appreciate that. More treatments & testing should be available

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51671

My families mental and physical health has been drastically affected

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51672

I feel like an idiot putting on a particle mask who’s weave is 1000 times larger than a bug.

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51673

I have lost precious time with loved ones. My grandmother spent the last year and a half of her
life alone. I have had to breathe toxic air in to make others “feel safe”. I have had to submit to
testing because I would not provide my employer my private medical information. And I have
lost the country I was born in and loved. It is not the same.

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51674

I am a senior. I have not been able to attend senior exercise groups. I am depressed, alone. I
am not even allowed to visit my sister in her care home. My other sister called me a bully this
week when I asked her if she could tell me what’s in the vaccine. The truck convoy had given
me hope but what is currently happening in Ottawa is so depressing and embarrassing. Totally
undemocratic!

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51675

I lost my job because I refused to get vaccinated

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51676

Saved my life and many others.

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51677

Can not travel, gym, restaurant, theatre, hockey rink, indoor events with vax pass

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51678

As a nurse it has been unbearable especially after nurses without vaccinations got fired. If my
mask protects you why aren’t their masks enough to protect patients?

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51679

It's made me angry. The people that are running our country have ruined it. We're not aloud to
live and have fun. Financially it's screwed up everything!! The control they have over people's
minds and bodys makes me sick and its wrong on so many levels.

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51680

Not that much.

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51681

Family members and friends have rejected spending time with my family of 6 because we are
unvaxed. We have been worried the past year if my husbands job will mandate the vax (so far
not) Kids can't do all their normal activities. We have not been able to attend church properly.
the list could go on...

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51682

It has helped me feel safer and get back some of my life

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51683

It effects the world

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51684

Took two years of my life

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51685

Yes

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51686

My kids cannot join me on vacation or go to a movie/restaurant with us. My grand children are
missing out on so much and masks are hurting them.

2/18/2022 7:47 PM
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51687

drastically, socially physically, financially and health wise, mentally lost faith in govt.

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51688

I lost my job and I cant travel. It has put division in my family. I find it very difficult to breathe
with this breathing barrier on. Many dark days emotionally. I have lost many friendships
because of all of this nonsense.

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51689

Ruined it. But more importantly my daughter is 5 and does not remember a time before covid
or social distancing and it has effected her immensely

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51690

It’s isolated me from Family Friends and form of social contact you wonder Why the
Canadians are upon arms we Trudeau has spend trillions and trillions of dollars on vaccinations
that stop 🛑 a thing he is the best example of it not working Their are Canadians freezing 🥶 in the
streets and I will tell one thing the states on more unvaccinated being hospitalized is bull crap
💩 truth will eventually be brought out and if the vax worked I would be the first to get but it
doesn’t it’s a waste of our tax dollars Made tons of money for the big Pharmaceutical
companies and investors That is all it’s done

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51691

Separated myself from family and friends, haven't seen everybody's beautiful faces

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51692

It has effected my mental health .

2/18/2022 7:47 PM

51693

Isolation, stress, emotional hardship, mental hardship

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51694

We cannot visit our son as we cannot fly. We cannot use our property in Mexico as we cannot
fly. We cannot dine out, use public facilities for which we pay taxes, we cannot visit my
mother. We are marginalized and criticized by others using the same language our PM and
main stream media has used. We cannot even go across our own country I to PEI to visit. We
cannot work in certain businesses, etc, etc , etc

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51695

Terrible this has created fear and division amongst the people of this country. But even worse
is the aggression that fellow citizens and our prime minister is showing towards its people
Becuase they don't like what is being said

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51696

My business has basically come to a atandstill

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51697

Broken relationships within family

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51698

I became very shut in. My son is vaxxed and I'm so worried about the effects on him for his
health and his life in the long run with this govt.

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51699

Physical and mental strain on my children, mental and emotional strain on my marriage and
family. Lost income, complete violation of my privacy, bodily atonamy and rights as a
Canadian, and above all a HUMAN BEING!!!

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51700

I have had 2 vaccines as my job requested. I have had ridiculous menstrual cramping and my
hormones have been off since these shots. My mental health has been greatly affected.

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51701

Desperation and nearly lost my business. Extreme stress and anxiety!

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51702

too many to mention. Mostly missed family and friends, weddings and funerals. Unacceptable!

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51703

Depression...fear ... separation ..loss of freedom

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51704

Mental health suffering

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51705

Difficult to travel

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51706

Kids negatively affected bc schools closed, our business was closed for 8+ months and
affected many more, we have family members who are unvaxxed and have been denied basic
rights such as going to restaurants and traveling, our family has been divided by opinions on
vaccines and hate speech has been normalized by our prime minister, all this in addition to the
incredible rate of inflation that no one will be able to keep up with but the rich

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51707

It has caused me to have PTSD

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51708

Social liberty no droits

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51709

Kept me alive!

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51710

Negatively

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51711

Lost work cant see my mother

2/18/2022 7:46 PM
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51712

Family devision government pressure to comply against what i believe . making to believe that
im a bad person because i do not wish to be vaccinated

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51713

It’s affected my children’s education and their mental health. It’s divided relationships in my
family and my friends

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51714

Just like everyone else, learning to live within a pandemic. I feel it’s all practice for the next
one. It’s not the first one, it’s not the last one. I’m glad I live in Canada with responsible
government and a mostly educated population.

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51715

Been fortunate. Other than not being as social as usually. Mostly the same. I have an
autoimmune disease I would have been careful regardless of mandates.

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51716

Lost family, loss of friends, friends have lost work. Mental health issues

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51717

Can’t see family and friends. Kids are acting out and scarred emotionally, mentally and
physically

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51718

Can't travel outside of my country. Can't travel within my country. Required a shot to keep my
job. Cannot enjoy my life. My kids cannot enjoy their lives. They can't play sports, join clubs at
school and needs to keep the face diaper on at all times

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51719

It has shown me that some people do not care for their communities, only about their own socalled "freedom".

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51720

Scary that the government believes it has so much power over the people. Time to take back
our lives and control. Period...

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51721

I just dislike wearing a mask even though I have many issues with my health

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51722

its been a terrible time for my husband and i we are in our 70 and being seperated from our
childen and grandchildren iswas very hard. also i lost my mother she was 95 in dec 3020 and
couldnt be by her side wiill never get over that

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51723

Sports, sophisticated, lack of freedom

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51724

They are just awful.

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51725

Immeasurably !! No income since November, etc., etc, etc !!!

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51726

I have no job, my business has not operated in 2 years, so much stress

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51727

My freedom

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51728

Non of your business

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51729

I live on my own so these mandates have forced me into a deeper isolation than if we all had
freedom to choose.

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51730

It’s caused me so much stress and undue hardship.

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51731

I had a scary reaction to this vaccine, but my doctor is not allowed to give me an exemption. I
lost my job. Not able to get a job.

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51732

Has caused depression Devision amongst family members because of fear of the
"unvaccinated" My husband can't travel to see his family he hasn't seen in 7 years We can't
travel Just tired of the Devision it's caused I don't fear covid, myself and my husband and
daughter had it and although it was hard on me. We made it through I fear the vaccine more
then I do the virus

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51733

I have had to deal with a suicidal 10 year old. A worried 12 year old who doesn’t want to be
vaccinated. I had to get vaccinated against my will to maintain my job.

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51734

Stole 2 years of my life

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51735

I am full of depression, anxiety and I have lost my job, my marriage and hope for the future of
my children. I’m tired.

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51736

It has divided my friends, family, church. I am not allowed to use my critical thinking to decide
for myself anything....masks, jabs, social distancing, how many people can come in my
house.

2/18/2022 7:46 PM
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51737

My daughter had developed anxiety issues, and hates to go out or be around people.

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51738

Anxiety,fear, loss of relationships, closing of my store, loss of vaxxed friends, removal of my
freedoms, being smothered by a mask, living in a surreal life … this can’t be 🇨🇦

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51739

I won’t get the poison vaccine that isn’t a vaccine

2/18/2022 7:46 PM

51740

Has divided my family and friends. Vaccinated and unvaccinated people against each other.
Watched my family members not be able to be with their loved ones who are dying. Watch my
grandchildren being afraid that they’re going to make their friends and family sick or even die.
Watch big box stores make enormous profit small the small guy gets shut down. Watch gyms
be closed we’re being healthy and exercise is the best thing to fight against Covid. Well liquor
stores and pubs remained open.. Currently watching my country being divided by Tierney in
Ottawa

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51741

No quality of life for 2 years

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51742

Mentally

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51743

I am lucky to be on mat leave but I would have lost my job had I not been. I have a new baby
and I cant use the fitness facility to help drop my weight being as it is winter I can't go out for
walks so I have been walking around malls to get exercise. Haven't gone to a restaurant in a
long tome and missed out on family get-togethers but has more to do with my unwillingness to
support anyone who enforced the vax pass.

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51744

In every way, from financial to mental health.. also the vaccine put me in the hospital. What
ever happened to herd immunity? 90% vaxxed… can we get on with our lives already?

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51745

It's made it worse

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51746

My father died not from Covid but because of it. He lost his will to live life was too lonely. We
are social beings and need that social interaction for our mental health. Secondly is financially.

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51747

Hasn’t really

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51748

I’m a wedding planner and I’ve been out of business for 2 years.

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51749

I didn’t get Covid. Nor did my newborn.

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51750

Terrible, I have never experienced depression until this has all happened. We have decided to
close our business, sell our property and leave the country.

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51751

Kept me safe

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51752

Limited to where I can go in my own country!!

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51753

It has put wedges in family and friends. It has affected my young child’s development. I no
longer trust government, or medical advice.

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51754

Yes

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51755

Took our freedom of choice away

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51756

It's made it difficult to go places and especially to visit family. Continually wearing a mask is
also causing me sinus issues.

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51757

It’s turned life all upside down. Forced to take a vaccine that made me sick just so I can go to
work to make a living

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51758

Minimal just limited visits and well destroyed my mental health

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51759

Terribly

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51760

I am isolated, I see Trudeau dividing the people and its criminal.

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51761

I refuse to take this experimental “vaccine” that we know little about so for 2 years I have not
been able to support businesses that I did in the past and enter facilities that I am paying for.
So much discrimination and division has occurred that will never be undone. We have been
lied to so many times, I will never trust the government and mainstream media again.

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51762

Segregation between family and friends depending on vaccination status; reduced income as a
yoga instructor

2/18/2022 7:45 PM
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51763

Lost job and can’t send kids to school!

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51764

Lost job for a while and now have to pay for swabbing to be able to work

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51765

We have been split from our family and friends. I have asthma and the masks are very hard on
my vreathing.

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51766

Tremendously enough is enough

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51767

I’ve lost friends to suicide. I’ve lost family to opposing views. I’ve seen people lose their life’s
work. I can’t believe that our country is being ripped apart.

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51768

Ability to visit with family properly . Kids don’t get to play normally with there friends

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51769

Horribly

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51770

Can't travel, my stepson is so far behind in school and my spouse lost her job. There's no
science what soever to support the mandates. This has affected every aspect of my life
negatively!!

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51771

It has ripped apart family members and friends, isolated seniors from loved ones, created
breathing difficulties from masks, made me feel like a prisoner in my own home

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51772

My mental health has been severely adversely affected, not to mention that of Mt extended
family. My autistic son is particularly affected. His anxiety and depression have reached all
time highs.

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51773

Negatively. Lost economic opportunities, increased debt. Mental health desparity, no faith in
socio economic future of Canada and general safety.

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51774

Separation and division of my family.

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51775

Loss of family and friends Loss of freedom

2/18/2022 7:45 PM

51776

I can’t watch my granddaughter play hockey. I can’t travel, go to restaurants, and until recently
I couldn’t even have my hair done. I’m an event planner who isn’t allowed into most venues. I
could go on.

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51777

Lost my job; had to decline another opportunity as vaccines were mandatory by the employers;
divided my family; stress for seniors unable to have family visit; escaped Country before
unable to fly without vaccinated as I could no longer afford rent due to job loss and limited
'unvaxinated' opportunity; covid recovered not recognized as best immunity protection...

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51778

This is by far the worst time of mine and my family's lives due to the complete mishandling of
this pandemic by a power hungry government that has torn apart a nation rather than uniting us
in our common humanity. I expect this will go down in history as the beginning of the end and
our standard of living will be going down indefinitely. Thanks for ruining my children's future.

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51779

Affected my mental and physical health. Couldn’t go to the gym or be with people.

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51780

My father lost his job, I am currently off work for depression and anxiety for the foreseeable
future and I had two miscarriages my husband could not come with me to the hospital for. My
family lives in the USA and we have been completely cut off.

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51781

A book soon to be released will describe it.

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51782

Very negatively. Caused unnecessary emotional and physical stress

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51783

They have messed up my life immensely. I have wasted time, lost job and house, family
divided, compromised my health

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51784

My wife has a medical condition and she can not wear a mask no pay cheque for 2 years, I am
100% sure that none of the parliament liberals or NDP can say the same.

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51785

In the same ways as all other Canadians mental illness, no school or lack of school stress. All
of the above and tons more

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51786

It has divided my family and separated me from many of my friends.

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51787

Yes

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51788

I have been socially distanced from friends. I have been bullied discriminated against. my

2/18/2022 7:44 PM
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family and I are all depressed. I have not got to watch my grandson play hockey all year I
have lost over half my friends because I have been bullied. These mandates need to stop
now!!
51789

Reduction of freedom of movement. Health issues due to masks preventing my breathing.
Isolation from family and friends. Emotional and psychological issues due to induced fear with
no confidence or trust in our leaders, in particular Justin Trudeau. He's a madman and
dangerous to all Canadians. I wanted to be with family in Ontario last year, but due to the
borders being policed, I'm still in BC. My sister died and I was not able to be there due to travel
restrictions for unvaccinated. I have been prevented to seek health care and have been
reduced to phone contact only. The list goes on.

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51790

It feels like discrimination and the gov is bullying people.

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51791

Too many limitations on where I could go, who I could associate with,

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51792

Job loss

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51793

They annoy the hell out of me and it’s ridiculous

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51794

I am worried about my child’s future. Her mental health has become a concern to me. The
children need to live life free

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51795

Unemployment and severe depression also social anxiety

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51796

Because I have had covid 2 times and I dont think I need a vaccine against it I have decided
not to get vaccinated. This choice has driven a wedge between some of my friends and I,
stopped me from going home to see my family, missing birthdays, Christmas, etc. My cousin
overdosed and I was unable to go home, my other cousin just passed away from a heart
attack and I am unable to attend her funeral or be with family. Im usually fairly fit climbing and
going to the gym but have been unable to participate in those activities so I have gone from
being athletic to fat and from having an average resting heart rate of 60 to 85 and having high
blood pressure. Ive never had mental health issues but some days I really just feel like giving
up because I feel the leadership of my country doesn't care about me or my well-being. I'm
physically sick watching the people who were able to go to Ottawa be arrested and harassed
by the police and mainstream media. The cost of living has increased and Im worried about my
future. Im afraid to go to a hospital because the last time I was there the doctors guilted me
about not being vaccinated. The worst part of this is feeling trapped. I cant fly home, I cant fly
away to somewhere else. Im trapped in a place I dont have faith in anymore.

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51797

Feel sick at work everyday wearing a mask. My kids and I cannot participate in many
activities with friends. My son was unable to remain living in dorm for college. Divided my
friends. Always feel judged. Can't have conversation with colleagues regarding what's going on

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51798

These mandates are crimes against humanity done by Trudeau and all the premiers. They
need to be charged with such crimes against humanity. Trudeau is a traitor to Canadians, as is
any member of government and health dept. etc. and the mainstream media, who did these
crimes against children, seniors, and all Canadians. All to bring in NWO Great Reset. Traitors
every one. End ALL mandates IMMEDIATELY!!!! STOP the abuse and crimes against our
brave Canadians truckers, veterans, and all citizens supporters in Ottawa and Canada, Also
DO NOT KILL THE TRUCKERS INNOCENT DOGS AND PETS. STOP the War Measures Act
/emergency acts immediately. Government overreach by a criminal government. That is
treason upon Canadians. Leave the truckers innocent children and families and pets alone!!!!!!
Trudeau, Liberals, NDP crimes against humanity. Trudeau needs to be cuffed and jailed
immediately. FREEDOM FOR CANADIANS. NO MORE MANDATES. NO MORE CRIMES
AGAINST PEACEFUL PROTESTERS NO MORE STEALING THEIR BANK ACCOUNTS AND
TRUCKS ETC. BY A CRIMINAL GOVT. GIVE THEM BACK. CHARGE TRUDEAU AND
SINGH WITH HATE SPEECH CRIMES AGAINST CANADIANS. GOD KEEP OUR LAND
GLORIOUS AND FREE. THANK YOU BRAVE TRUCKERS! FREEDOM! 🇨🇦

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51799

Fired due to reduction in forces thanks to COVID, lost my income, health benefits, best job I
ever had.

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51800

Staying home, no public events, no dining out, the list goes on & on

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51801

I am suffering from great amounts of anxiety. I have had to seek council ing to help me
function. If this is the world we will be forced to live in then I don't want to be here on this
planet.I miss my family

2/18/2022 7:44 PM
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51802

I have lost many gigs and thousands of dollars. I can't pay my bills now. Many friends have
stopped communicating with me because of this apartheid. They have been hypnotized by
fear!

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51803

Has prevented me from living my life freely

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51804

Every way!

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51805

Could not attend my church and see my customers when needed

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51806

Can’t travel when and where I want to.

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51807

Been locked in my house for too long

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51808

It has separated people into two classes and divided Canadians like no other thing in Canadian
history All of us have been affected by this demonization of our fellow Canadians.

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51809

Negatively!

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51810

I am on anti depressant pills. High level of anxiety daily. Bouts of anger, crying, no motivation
to continue on. Watched my strong daughter falling apart mentally. Returned to school 3 years
ago. She is graduating this year but spent 2 years online. Completely destroyed her program
because this semester she should have been interning in a hospital! My son hasn't worked in 2
years. Moved back home. Lost his car apartment relationship and also on anxiety meds.
Pretty much destroyed lives. What was this all for? Definitely not about safety! God help us!

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51811

My mental health

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51812

Reduced work. Lack of personal connection

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51813

Division among people, Very heartbreaking for people

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51814

Lonely

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51815

Cant do anything. Isolation. Depression

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51816

It as been a long two years, have felt very caged up, anxiety, and in disbelief of it all. Missed
out on having a funeral for my Brother, a few cousins funerals also.

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51817

Emotional, financial and physical hardship to myself and my family

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51818

It has increased distrust in the government drastically and i was a very proud Canadian
previously. I am now disgusted and ashamed of my country.

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51819

To many ways to mention but this disruption has gone on long enough

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51820

I'm not dead, because people aren't infecting me with Covid.

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51821

destroyed it

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51822

I have a baby and children in school. Haven’t been to my office in 2 years. My husband and
son couldn’t play hockey without getting a vaccine they didn’t want

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51823

In every way. Mentally, physically, emotionally, relationally, financially..

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51824

Social connections lost. Holidays impacted

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51825

It’s made work hell. Kids being masked is impeding in their own immunity, friendships and
learning abilities. Among others

2/18/2022 7:44 PM

51826

Lost work, money, more stress ,decided friends and family

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51827

Work frontline and was a robot impact of go go , being shortage of staff and management
dictating from their homes

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51828

Changed it completely. Can’t go out for dinner. Singing in church requires a mask, which
chocks you. Can’t visit in theNursing home. Business closing because of bankruptcy .

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51829

I was put on leave without pay from my federal gov job, in which I was working from home
since March 2020. I am a single mom, and fear how I will provide for my family next month, if I
can’t find another job in the next two weeks. I also never got to say goodbye to my 91 year old
grandpa before he died. I had to mourn he death along and not have my family with me. My
daughter has lost three jobs in the last year due to shut downs. I can’t go do normal activities

2/18/2022 7:43 PM
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with my daughter and make new memories with her. She’s suppose to go to College next year,
but now fear that she will not be able to attend, if she is not vaccinated. I just want to be able
to work and feed my family. Sincerely Karine
51830

Kids showing signs of depression, loss of being kids. Being told that we are unable to do
something, cause we don't have the shot. Missing out on life..

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51831

Moved to a new town just before covid. Still barely know ow anyone, very isolating since no
community events happen to meet people.vwey sad to see all the people afraid for their lives
so much feat and segregation.

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51832

It has ruined my last few years that I have from my life. I worked all my life hard to have
decent retirement years, but now the mandates have totally prevented me that. Problem that at
70 there is not much time left not health to do what could still do.

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51833

Made my life more sucky.

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51834

Lost Job, been quarantining for 2 yrs now..

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51835

In every way, for the worse. Missing out on family & friends. Can’t breath in a mask. Can’t go
where I want in way of restaurants and extra curricular activity. It’s like I’ve been in prison.

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51836

I’m a single mom and a personal trainer. My oldest child is medically fragile. Covid has
impacted every part of my life…

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51837

My whole family has been depressed due to lack of activity and travelling and I see nothing
but hate around me because our government has devided us..... "The vaxxed against the
unvaxxed"

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51838

It’s affected me financially physically and emotionally. It’s affected every aspect of my life.

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51839

Not seeing my family and depression

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51840

I am depressed

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51841

It has caused devide in our country, hatred.The people are getting unfriendly and thats not
canada. Our health care is suffering, people are dying alone and loved ones not able to be with
them. Very sad and disgusting

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51842

My personal choice has been penalized by our government despite having natural immunity.
My constitutional rights have been taken from me.

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51843

Negatively

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51844

Not one bit

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51845

Divide our family, affected our kid's development from being cut off by the world, heightened
anxiety and lead to panic attacks, divided our families, made us lose money and jobs, lost
friends, loss of sleep, loss of motivation... To name a few

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51846

Severe depression

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51847

Financially, emotionally, mentally, for myself and my kids. My spouse is a US Citizen and it
makes it incredibly difficult on our family when we can't see him. We have been waiting a year
on our Visas to move and be there with him but everything is extremely backlogged due to
Covod restrictions which keeps my family apart longer. Ive lost my livelihood, friends, family
members due to conflicting feelings on Covid. My kids have lost 2 years of their lives and live
extremely stressed it is a sick game played with political reasons, not the publics best
interests at heart, and it needs to end NOW. Remove all mandates. 90% are vaxxed, let herd
immunity and natural immunity come into play and let the countries open back up.

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51848

So lonely. Can’t see our children and grandkids. To many restrictions for far to long

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51849

It has circumscribed it to a tiny area. My father died alone, No funeral of his whole family. A
joyous family wedding truncated to 10 people which actually means 8 because of the JP and
photography

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51850

Destroyed it plain and simple

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51851

Mandate has trampled our lives. Forced an experimental jab because my husband has cancer
and did not want to be turned away from surgery and care as we have heard many others

2/18/2022 7:43 PM
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have. Absolutely disgusting the Covid mandates that have been imposed on us. For the gain
of other people that have shares etc in these drug companies. The fact that the college of
physicians have told doctors to only offer the experimental jab is unethical and inhumane.
51852

Division of family

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51853

I went from being a few person to a prisoner in my own country.

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51854

In every way. Mentally, emotionally, physically, spiritually.

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51855

my family has left me in the dark

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51856

It has decided my whole family apart. My sons friends are devided. Work has suffered. Lost
faith in my countries ability to lead its people. Lost faith in our police beating kids and elderly.

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51857

Feel like I'm living in a communist country

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51858

Not allowed to visit my dying Mother. REP program created a societal rift and was the biggest
contributor to a deep depression and suicidal thoughts for myself. The mandates have effected
everyone in a negative way.

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51859

Division of friends, just like China wanted

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51860

It causes riffs between friends, arguments between family members and it prohibits people
who are not vexed from travelling into the United States

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51861

I can’t even fly in my own country or in and out of the country. I have had to pay over $1500 in
rapid tests so I can support my children s sports events by attending as an unvaccinated
person. My relationships with family and friends has been stressed due to the division our
prime minister has created over those who are and aren’t vaccinated. I believe in making my
own decision regarding what goes into my body. My body is screaming no to the vaccine
because there is not enough long term studies or research to inform me of inherent risks,
never mind asking me to inject this into my children. It is obvious our prime minister has
invested interested and is getting kick backs for the number of vaccines he buys and the
number of people he coerced into getting the jab. The emergencies act is absolutely intolerable
and unnecessary. Our prime minister needs to stand down… dividing people is not a
characteristic of a leader… bringing people together is… evoking the emergencies act without
even talking to the people and the peaceful protestors is absolutely inexcusable….

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51862

Controls our life, travelling, family gatherings etc

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51863

Our lives have been torn apart in so many ways. We NEVER get honest, unbiased, educated
information. Everyone it seems has their own agenda! I want my life back. I want to see, hug,
and be with my family and friends. I want to be able to breathe without a suffocating mask.

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51864

Lost a job. Was laid off from my work due to resturant /bars being shut down for take out only.
Never was able to collect EI. Been called a racist. Etc. Can't find work because i will not get
the poisonous bioweapon jab. Couldn't visit my mom when she was in the hospital n when she
was dying cldn't go see. Cldn't have a funeral for her.

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51865

Increased depression, keeps friends and families separated and has increased the cost of
living

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51866

Confined and isolated…life isn’t the same anymore

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51867

Work closures, discrimination

2/18/2022 7:43 PM

51868

Every single way possible

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51869

I struggle with depression worse than I ever have, my sons have become introverted. They
wouldn’t go trick or treating because someone else touched that candy first. It’s ruining our
lives!!!!

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51870

Enough is enough. Our country is divided over this.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51871

All

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51872

I cant work at my Canada Post job since the end of November. And since they say covid is
transmissible whether your vaccinated or not this is not fair that I cant work. This is not ok with
me. No one gets to say what goes into my body or my children's bodies.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM
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51873

We made the decisions to socially distance and put our children into online learning for the
past 23 months. But I believe individuals should have the right to determine health related
matters. I believe individuals can protect each other through social distancing, masks, and
proper sanitization. Vaccine mandates, passports and extended govt control is not necessary,
nor is it welcome.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51874

Lost my job, kids struggling w mental health issues. Husband couldn't get his had checked out
an couldn't continue his job.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51875

Limited my constitutional rights to travel freely in my own country and see loved ones

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51876

I chose to put my children’s mental health first. It is wrong to see my unvaccinated friends not
be able to attend the sports events of their children. It is wrong that my unvaccinated friends
could possibly lose their jobs, it has saddens me to see businesses fight to stay open. It has
made me angry and sad. It has affected my mental health.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51877

Friends have lost jobs .sick of lock downs stopped exercising since gyms closed . Gained
weight

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51878

Haven't been able to see my parents in a very long time

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51879

Made it miserable, divided my family from those who took it to those who did not

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51880

Not hugely. Our business suffered early on but with government assisstance we pulled
through. We still eat out regularly but only in small groups. I chose to be vaccinated as I travel
abroad often and didn't want complications. Also because we have many friends who are older
and didn't want to cause them any concern. I haven't had the booster shot but would if I felt it
necessary. I don't mind wearing a mask because it makes people who are vulnerable or
anxious feel more comfortable.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51881

bad

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51882

I had to quit nursing so that I would not be fired for not taking vaccines that have not been fully
tested.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51883

A financial burden because of jobs. As well the segregation and the effect that has on one. I
have had 5 very close people to me have issues with their shots thankfully none where death

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51884

I have been discriminated against due to my personal medical choices. I have not been able to
play in my women's hockey league, have not been able to attend my Son's birthday party,
have not been able to sign him up for swimming lessons, have not been able to go to the
public library or any restaurants...I worry about being able to access health care if needed...I
am fearful of losing friends and my job if people know I haven't participated in this experimental
medical procedure..which so far is showing no merit and much harm (which is being hidden
and censored by the mainstream)...I have never been so disappointed and scared and
disheartened to be Canadian... our so called leader belittles and calls us names...the biggest
bully and scumbag there is... I've totally lost all respect for that Man..

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51885

Almost no work No play for myself or my kids no gym. No travel. No money

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51886

I am vaccinated because I had no choice

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51887

Everyday

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51888

It has made me embarrassed to be Canadian.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51889

Restricted normal life. Restricted any travel because I will not get the vaccine.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51890

It made realize that it was time to leave Canada.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51891

Seriously. You have to ask.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51892

More for my children

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51893

Lost my job

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51894

this page is not big enough to explain

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51895

It has restricted our ability to visit our children who live in other parts of the country /continent.
It restricted my ability to go fishing in Ontario when they closed the border each spring in the
last two years.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM
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51896

Breathing with masks, not really seeing people and their smiles, negativity, my freedom and
having to be pushed to do something I don’t agree with in order to support myself and be able
to live.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51897

I was fired after 31 years, even though I was working from home.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51898

YES!!! Mental health if my family is critical! Lost income! It's enough already!!! Jesus christ
the country has almost 40 million people and you freak out when someone dies?? Thousands
of people die daily! Let us live our lives and stop dividing people with hate!!

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51899

Yes,

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51900

I have not seen my family in over a year, my mental health has take a very large hit. I was not
able to be with my family to lay my grand father to rest. I have not seen my almost 1 year old
niece, I have not be able to find employment due to my choice of not being vaccinated. I can't
go into stores with my partner because he is not allowed in due to medical issue and not being
able to wear a mask. Every aspect of my life.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51901

Losing my job

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51902

It’s a joke open close open close improve hospitals and staff not shut down perfectly healthy
working ppl. Every winter ppl get sick nothing new. Hospitals were full long before Covid
showed up. Also if you were so concerned about Covid international flights wouldn’t still be
running. At any time another deadly virus could easily come in at any time.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51903

My chikdren have no future in Canada with these mandates. No museums, no sports, no
swimming lessons, no post-secondary education, and very limited job opportunities.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51904

Made many things in daily life easier. Absolutely love working from home. Definitely miss
cultural events, live music, etc.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51905

Depression

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51906

No social gathering, parties, family visits or vacations

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51907

l have felt like a prisoner in my own country, under a authoritarian regime.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51908

Caused stress Divided family

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51909

Premature aging

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51910

Made me get a treatment I didn’t want just to keep my job.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51911

No music venues, no dining out, limited shopping, no weddings or funerals, no visiting loved
ones in hospitals. Many friends are out of jobs and are needing support or help financially, food
wise etc. I haven’t been able to exercise properly, no gyms open. Plus plus plus

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51912

It’s kept us safe and COVID free as we have been following it :)

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51913

Fucked up my kids University Grad. Made it impossible to continue her education! Divided my
extended family. Ripped my commuity apart. Resulted in the deaths of two friends and
maimed, permanently, 3 others. Those are the highlights but it's negatively impacted every
facet of the lives of myself and everyone I know.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51914

Isolation, no family, no friends, very depressed

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51915

Couldn't do many things. The fears have made society worse and it was more like a regular
cold and flues. Some of the government mandates were unconstitutional. No focus on
prevention by impeoving our immune systems.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51916

Has limited my lifestyle. I have effectively become a prisoner in my own home.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51917

Made me a hermit. Can't even have a proper family gathering, ie family supper, birthday parties
friends coming over. Mainly the worry of what Canada will end up looking like after Trudeau
does his damage.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51918

Ruining the livelihood of my business and family.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51919

Has left me isolated by myself in my own home .. not allowed to visit family .. isolated in my
job working alone suffering from depression don’t want to be around people anymore lack of
effective medical services and I am diabetic and can only access on line medical support …

2/18/2022 7:42 PM
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where do I stop there is absolutely nothing right about this especially when you consider I.
1964 Covid was just a common cold
51920

negatively

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51921

It has broken my family, siblings fighting with each other father not seeing his daughter. Only
me and my sister can go visit my elderly mom. Had to wait a very long time for breast cancer
surgery and in the meantime it spread. Waiting for another surgery because of the breast
cancer surgery and can't get in. It has ruined my life.

2/18/2022 7:42 PM

51922

It has made me feel incredibly helpless, depressed, I have lost much of my enjoyment in life
due to being coerced by my employer to be vaccinated. I feel disgusted, betrayed and up until
the convoy, embarrassed of my country and not proud to be Canadian or even want to live in
Canada any more.

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51923

It’s be terrible

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51924

Forced to take a vaccine I did not want

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51925

It’s horrible.

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51926

Normal

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51927

Reduced business and earnings deastically

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51928

Income , freedom, quality of life

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51929

All of them and my two children

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51930

Yes, negatively in every way, especially mentally on myself,and family.

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51931

Everyone we know is depressed and several suicides in young people parents are feeling
hopeless and exhausted children are psychologically damaged from masks

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51932

Travel to see family and friends and isolation, which is very difficult and unhealthy

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51933

I live alone and it has been hard not being able to see family and friends. My mom had to die
alone in a nursing home because I wasn't allowed to stay with her until she took her last
breath. I've had friends in hospital but wasn't allowed to visit them. I find it hard to breath with a
mask on and have to fight panic attacks.

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51934

So many different ways. It is personal.

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51935

Made me decide between my job and getting a vaccine

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51936

My brother died in early December. I couldn't visit him in the hospital.

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51937

Has effected my job my entire life and my children

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51938

I am unable to see my child swim because the university Where he takes them only slows
vaccinated people on campus I can’t apply to crown jobs or city jobs as they require vaccines
Can’t travel by air or trai, in fact can’t work in this fields either

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51939

Made me and my family safer.

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51940

My dad and I visited regularly throughout Covid. He was 91. Neither of us were a mask or
social distanced together. He wasn’t afraid of Covid and nor was I. But he wanted to do the
right thing. So he got the Pfizer shot. He immediately had mini strokes and memory loss. This
scared him so much he decided he wanted to die before he got worse. He made a phone call
to his doctor and he was referred to the MAID program. After a one hour phone call he was
approved to be euthanized. He died by lethal injection in October of 2021. Covid didn’t kill him,
but the shots and the lockdowns and the isolation killed his quality of life and he no longer
wanted to live.

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51941

caused a rift with my family of origin. I was left out of my sister's 50th wedding anniversary
celebration in Saskatoon Sask. Church services closed and members of many years not
returned. Loss of no longer freedom tp minister in Nursing home where my Husband died . I
created a sing song including all residents every Sat pm for 5 years-a great loss to the folks
and myself. masks are ineffective and my status of having NATURAL IMMUNITY is not
accepted ,as I tested covoid positive prior to vaccines.I was very sick and fortunately had
acsess to Ivermectin 12mg which helped me ,my son and several friends within 5 days. can't

2/18/2022 7:41 PM
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purchase in Canada which is a crime. Lastly ,a dear friend 60 yrs age was denied been able to
be at husbands bedside as he was dying and did die. he didn't even have covoid.
51942

The most important direct effect is that it made everyone in my family who does not agree with
the vaccine pass (whether they are vaccinated or not) a prisoner in Canada, not able to travel
to see family or help a family member in need or attend an emergency.

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51943

I’ve lost my job 3 times within 18 months. I have no idea how I’m going to support myself

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51944

My life worsened, my health because of the mask is very hard to breathe. I felt I was being
told what to do when to do it and how to do it. Canada the land of freedom became the land of
hell

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51945

All aspects of have a lifestyle we had before covid

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51946

I lost my job in dentistry due to Vax mandate. We should be allowed to choose.

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51947

Negatively

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51948

Family has had a difficult time, especially my teenage nieces, but they have also lost family
due to the pandemic and understand why the mandates exist.

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51949

We have had crippling depression and anxiety. Loneliness and separation from family.
Constant fear that we will be fired and not be able to provide for our families.it has been two
years of constant stress.

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51950

Stressful,loss of work,couldn’t visit family that was dying in old folks homes,how right is
that,complete bullshit

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51951

My children were forced to vaccinate in order to enter school and workplace, we had a job loss
over mandatory vaccination

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51952

They actually haven’t, lol, but I feel that people should not be forced to comply with the
vaccine mandates.

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51953

The mandates have caused us to become distant from loved ones, broken friendships, anxiety
and saddened with the way our global population has suddenly erupted protests for freedom
everywhere. The powerful force of control is what I see right now. I think the mandates should
be removed immediately

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51954

I cannot travel freely in my own country. I haven't seen my family in 2 years.

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51955

It makes me so sad to see the division everywhere I go including in my own family.

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51956

Lonely

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51957

excluded me from regular interactions with friends and family and have impacted my kids
development and relationship with their family

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51958

Forced me to leave my job in healthcare. Created extreme financial, physical, emotional and
family stress

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51959

The loss of our 29 year old daughter because of the mandates given to health care. She did
not get the care she so deserved for a ruptured Achilles tendon. She died from a blood clot
that should ve been treated by the surgeon that wouldn't do surgery.

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51960

It has divided the family, I was terminated from work, countless arguments with family and
friends regarding the mandates, took away the pleasure of doing simple leisure activities.

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51961

Cannot see my loved ones, not allowed to go to the gym...constant fear and stress

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51962

A loved one committed suicide and I believe was due to the isolation

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51963

Couldn’t visit my brother and comfort his wife as he lay dying in hospital. Countless other
disruptions, financial insecurity, emotional and mental struggles

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51964

Everything. Mental health being the worst.

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51965

In many ways I’m terrified for my grandchildren Mental health is at an all time high and the
division of people has been forced on us as well as we no longer have a voice or opinion This
is not the Canada I know and love Will I ever vote again

2/18/2022 7:41 PM
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51966

I'm losing my business.

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51967

I was terminated from my contract with CLBC because I refused to get the vaccination

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51968

Divided my family Can’t go into restaurants unless you have that stupid passport!

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51969

In too many ways to mention. Watching friends and families businesses and live hoods
destroyed to watching everyone be divided be our useless prime minister and current
governments that sat idle and let it all happen. All the people I know that have got covid
describe as a mild to severe cold…. Mandates have turned people against eachother and have
proven to have made absolutely zero difference and have done more harm than good and our
government ignored all the collateral damage. Sick of it and I want my family to have its
country back!

2/18/2022 7:41 PM

51970

I have list my job. My family and friends are at odds with each other. My mental well being is
being challenged. I no longer van participate in the sports I love. I have lost a tremendous
amount of trust in my governments and medical advisors. I do not fell safe.

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51971

Certainly curtail my travel and socializing. Extra expenses and dirupted travel plans. I
understand the situation.

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51972

We lost our job and currently still un employed. We and our children have been living in
extended lock downs. My kids have no extended activities. I worry about their mental health. I
can not see my grandma. I couldn't attend my brother's graduation in 2020 and my others
brothers graduation in 2021. I had to go through a pregnancy with out the support of my
husband at appointments, I had hospital stays alone and had my prenatal appointments on the
phone for most of my pregnancy. I've had multipule family members pass away this year, one
from suicide. Because I can not fly I was not able to go to their funerals. It has destroyed
relationships. It has given me mental health issues. It's been a hard two years!!! End the
mandates.

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51973

Haven’t been able to see family for over 2 years.

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51974

I believe in the science and those who are experts in the medical field to make educated
decisions. Unfortunately I am individual that had an adverse reaction to my first vaccine. The
mandates have limited me in ways that have prevented me from participating in my children’s
lives through sporting events etc and put my Job at risk as a federally legislated employee
who cannot get the second vaccine without risking a potentially lifelong cardiac condition. Due
to changes again by the Federal Government on what constitutes a medical exemption, I am
being jerked back and forth between immunologists and cardiologists. All seem fearful to
provide the exempt. I have been told my primary care physician and others in the medical to
not accept a second dose. These are medical professionals who believe in vaccines but know
they aren’t good for me.

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51975

Yes

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51976

I have lost work, have put a strain on my relationship with family and friends, I am not able to
travel to US for work anymore and I can’t travel for vacation

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51977

Complete loss of trust in government and the medical establishments and industries. Barred
from the social aspects of life, while having immunity, but without vaccination. Sliding into
depression at the state of the world and its peoples.

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51978

suicidal thoughts due to extreme loneliness. Loss of income. Fear of government. Fear of
social shunning

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51979

My family and I have become second class citizens due to medical apartheid

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51980

No sports for my kids this year Behind in school at least a grade

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51981

It's pushed me from society, made school a nightmare and my mental health is garbage.

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51982

Not able to leave country. Family members have lost employment.

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51983

It's mentally ruined my family and destroyed relationships

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51984

Negatively

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51985

Family/friend divide. So much anger and hate. Segregation. My child is being bullied at school
because of their vaccination status. The science does not show significant enough data for

2/18/2022 7:40 PM
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these mandates to be in place especially for children
51986

What life?! I feel absolutely locked down because I refuse to put the poison in my body!

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51987

I am unable to travel from Yukon to Ontario via air or rail to see my 12 year old daughter. I also
lost a job and several friends.

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51988

It took away some of my family and friends! Unable to get a job and support myself! It has
brought on so much anxiety that I have problems sleeping and some depression during the
day! The loneliness it has brought to my life!! Money problems! I worry about my children and
grandchildren what is their future going to be like!! They don't have the carefree life that we had
the chance to live! We are only on this earth for so long! They should have that chance too!
They will have enough of their own problems they don't need to live in an communistic country!

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51989

Financially and mentally

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51990

Missed two years of my grandchildren’s lives that I will never get back. Had to depend on
people to do my shopping and everyday life duties, and I’m sure the Politicians never skipped
a beat of their lives. Sickening!!!!

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51991

All of them

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51992

Being a Canadian citizen does not exist

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51993

Just made it inconvenient

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51994

Mentally

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51995

Loss of job, loss of income

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51996

It’s put a delay on my life experiences

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51997

Severely.

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51998

To freely go into stores and restaurants without give out personal medical information

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

51999

My immune compromised child was kept safe from covid

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

52000

I have been shunned by many friends & family

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

52001

Not going to even start to answer this question.

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

52002

i will leave Canada! This is how ...

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

52003

Mentally and financially

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

52004

Social interaction is almost none prices of everything have increased harder to do business

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

52005

The mandates have kept me safe. I am triple vaccinated and will get more boosters if needed

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

52006

Would like to cross borders into USA. Don't care about other places abroad .

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

52007

It has made me feel safe going out

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

52008

Hard to see family and friends. Had to choose between vax and job. Friend almost committed
suicide when he couldn’t find a job. Generally makes me upset.

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

52009

Mental health has been affected the most of my entire 33 years of life. This pandemic has
been the worst handled times of Canada. I am Ashamed of this government and pray for a
better united country

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

52010

Locking up healthy people will eventually make you unhealthy,

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

52011

Deep feeling of DISCRIMINATION. My daughter could not apply to any university, even on
online programs, no access to sports. Can't go to States to visit my old terminally sick friend.

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

52012

Poorly, pretty much tired of being forgotten in BC. Things have gotten out of hand especially
when it has come to prices on everything.

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

52013

The damage to my mental and emotional health has certainly been greater than the risk of
Covid ever was.

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

52014

Threat of job loss, can't fly to see my ailing father, kids have depression, feel isolated

2/18/2022 7:40 PM
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52015

Restricted movement

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

52016

Tore family apart!!

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

52017

Haven’t seen my family in two years

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

52018

Makes it hard to breath with masks can go about my everyday things hate not travelling

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

52019

Destroyed families, cost of living up, fear of what gov’t will do next that is in contravention of
the constitution, loss of freedoms, loss of trust in our elected officials.

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

52020

Dear Goverment of Canada First let me tell you how all of this covid and mandate affected my
family My Mother is 73 and had just got operated for canser of the lung.I could not visite her
and 2 day's after her operation she had and emergency and had to return to the operating room
witch no one told me.I guess since i could not visite i think they tought she had no family I'm
beeing sarcastic! And now she has to where a mask well not to hard to know that she could
not breath in them.Now let me tell you about my daughter she had a very bad expirence that
happend at the same time as Covid.She was sexually and mentaly abused she was 15
teen.So as you know it there where already not much help out there,and niw with Covid a lot
less.So do you the Gouverment know how much more damage that you cost for my child by
shutting down the school and stoping all social events cause now there was nothing to do but
close her self in her room.Well let me tell you that this was not to theraputic so the more you
would close canada the more my child would shut her self in her room.Now this is my story but
with my own eye's i've seen families being destroyed with
separation,alcool,drugs,depression,isolation.And then our Elderly with no care,total isolation a
lot of them died of lonelyness.As this was not enought you destroyed our economie how many
small buisness that had to close there door's SO MUCH DAMAGE DON'T KNOW IF WE WILL
EVER BE ABLE TO GET OVER IT AND I DON'T MEEN THE CORONA VIRUS I MEAN
WHAT YOU THE GOVERMENT OF CANADA DID TO IT'S RESIDENTS

2/18/2022 7:40 PM

52021

Not being able to see family

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52022

almost killed my 85 yr old mother that got a blood infection from it. My son is now being
treated for heart issues, he's 21 so how do you think I feel

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52023

All of them had to be vaccinated for my job now have lots of health problems

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52024

In every negative way possible!

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52025

Soooo much debt. I sure hope we have a home to keep living in!!!!

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52026

Mentally it’s hard on a person

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52027

Caused many issues with not seeing family.

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52028

As someone who was in a severe accident and now permanently disabled, the gym is an
absolute must to both my mental and physical well-being and maintenance. As such my health
and independence has deteriorated significantly over the past 2 years due to all the lock-downs
and closures.

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52029

Our children now have social anxiety.

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52030

Limited accessibility freedom

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52031

Lost my job, can’t visit my elderly parents My youngest daughter has lost her job. We can’t
visit my kids in other provinces or countries. Can’t go out n socialize at a bar or restaurant
Lost a few friends of 30+ yrs because they fell for the GO. BS n never did n I have been out
spoken throughout this whole plandemic. They lived in fear n couldn’t understand why I didn’t.
The politicians have been profiting from the restrictions. N the policies have been an act of
insanity. Doing the same thing over n over again, the exact same way n actually thinking they
will get a different result!! They use the same method to solve all their problems.

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52032

I can no longer attend my post-secondary institution and do not qualify for certain jobs.

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52033

Can’t go anywhere, had to follow mandates and work from home, was forced to get vaccinated

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52034

I have not been able to travel, go to restaurants, gyms, Lost clients Lost my ability to work for
the City Some people did not want to be around me because I'm not vaccinated

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52035

Lost income

2/18/2022 7:39 PM
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52036

Because my kids suffer from depression because lack or sport

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52037

Yes, anxiety and depression, loss of friends and missing family overseas

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52038

I lost coworkers d/t vaccine passport. I'm a nurse and we work short and we're burnt out.
Choice was taken away

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52039

Single parent here, I’m not able to secure employment because of vaccine requirements, not
able to fly see my elderly parents. If the situation continues, I will consider leaving Canada,
that’s not the country I was once so happy to immigrate to, not anymore.

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52040

We as a family have missed 2 years of family gatherings. We have been unable to go to
church and have community within our church and social groups. Our lives have been deprived
of family and friends. It's been sad and depressing. It needs to stop.

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52041

Feel isolated

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52042

Mental health

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52043

Can't travel,take PCR test that do nothing ,cost of flights,restricted do go to
gym,restraunts,pubs...etc..

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52044

I have been discriminated against for being unvaccinated

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52045

Lost 2 years of freedom to travel as terminal illness progresses

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52046

Mental health Travel restrictions Relationships Education Quality of life Distrust in media and
govt

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52047

Work, mental health, family issues, depression

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52048

too much isolation--and no socialization

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52049

Affected my mental health negatively, had to close my business 3x,

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52050

My life has been mostly better since the pandemic hit but I’m one of the lucky ones who gets
to work from home. I do not support vaccine mandates in workplaces or to access stores.
There is no need for 100% of people to be vaccinated. We have never aimed for 100%
compliance with any other vaccine. People should not lose their income over a vaccine. That’s
just wrong.

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52051

I'm not allowed to work on certain projects. I'm not allowed to play indoor soccer. I'm not
allowed to go to the gym. My son is not allowed to play indoor soccer. I'm not allowed to coach
soccer. I'm not allowed to go to sporting events. I'm not allowed to go to concerts. My family
are not allowed in restaurants.

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52052

Tired of masks tired of boosters and passports . We need a election

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52053

No really affected ..just don't like how the government has handled it..dividing Canadians and
putting them against one another..this is not the canada I love. Your body, your choice..live
free 🇨🇦

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52054

I understand measures where needed however some of the rules made no sense. Like if it was
sooo serious, make it serious. Why are people still flying and stadiums still filled

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52055

Emotionally draining

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52056

On every level every day. Now I homeschool my kids. I shop less. I can’t go out to eat. I avoid
mask nazi stores. I will make my own am garden. I am pulling money out of the dirty bank
system. My husband is being fired. I have never been this ashamed to be a Canadian. *GO
TRUCKERS GO*. I. Will. Not. Comply. E V E R !!!!!!

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52057

Depression and tore apart my family ! It needs to end now !

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52058

not able to work as I would have, mental health declined for so many around, suicides in
people around me, division and fear in the community, everyone is wounded by the way it was
handled.

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52059

This is not normal!!!!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52060

Badly

2/18/2022 7:39 PM
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52061

Susidal

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52062

Watch my children go through anxiety and depression. Lost my job, losing my will to live, lost
joy and enjoyment. Sad, depressed. Trouble breathing, couldn't go see family over seas,
before they died. Now can't travel because I won't vaccinate my children without knowing long
term side effects.

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52063

My sister died after second shot of blood clot to the lung and heart complications a lone at the
age of 55. That’s just one thing.

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52064

Isolation family friends neighs

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52065

Fear of everything is no good. We want to live again.

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52066

I have suffered Depression & anxiety. Lost a job due to mandates.

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52067

Loss of basic human rights

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52068

My chiropractor is selling his practice and leaving the country. I know of others planning to or
thinking about it. Many alternative health practitioners are going private, meaning that only the
privileged will be able to afford them.

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52069

Partner lost his job, can't visit my mother in law in a elderly home, can't fly in Canada to visit
friends and family, can't go to the USA to see my brother, can't go to restaurants, community
events, public facilities, can only have 1 family member with me at the hospital, stigma from
vaccinated people that I am sub standard because I am not vaccinated..fear of more
restrictions leading to communism .so much more

2/18/2022 7:39 PM

52070

Socializing, shopping, haven't had a massage in two years, activity

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52071

Yes

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52072

Horribly

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52073

I have lost my business and my family has suffered immense mental health issues because of
it

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52074

I live in Northern Ontario and have no family up here so I haven't seen any family members
since March of 2020. I am a senior who needs family.

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52075

Negatively

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52076

Can no longer fly to work. Must commute 6 hours both ways. Lost home must rent now.

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52077

Limited social interaction

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52078

I've lost my job and I've escaped the tyranny by temporarily moving to mexico and afterwards
will probably need to move further south after my 6 month Visa expires in Mexico. Otherwise if
I move back to Canada, I become a prisoner within my own country. The divisiveness that our
federal government with the help of the legacy news amongst friends and family is evil.

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52079

I take public transit and with all of these rules in place it has really affected how i'm able to
travel

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52080

Cannot travel, lost friendships and family gatherings

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52081

Job loss, depression, constant anxiety, unable to attend child's graduation, loss of
relationships, treated differently, and gained 30lbs after being in the best shape of my life at 40
due to gym restrictions.

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52082

Depression/anxiety

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52083

We are struggling financially

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52084

Severe depression and drug abuse in my household due to lack of human interactions

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52085

Not able to attend concerts, movies, restaurants,

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52086

Can't go anywhere or do anything, despite having caught covid, using early interventions to
beat it and having natural immunity. Lots of depression these days. Hard to get up in the
morning.

2/18/2022 7:38 PM
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52087

Do you really have to ask that??? Of course it has affected my life in every way!

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52088

There are no words. How about "a lot".

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52089

Coerced into injection to be able to return home, increased depression, alcohol use, got COVID
anyways, from a “injected” person, shortness of breath while wearing masks. Communication
issues with my students, loneliness, anger and frustration, social issues due to division over
the subject, being smeared and shamed and called a racist for having different opinion and
other scientific information

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52090

In every way possible

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52091

It has turned me into a hermit

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52092

Lose of freedom

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52093

Lots of grief

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52094

divided family and friends; shut down my rights to decide what is right for me and my health
and lifestyle; created much stress; increased my financial debt

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52095

I have separated from my husband and I have lost my relationship with my son and newly born
granddaughter.

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52096

All mandates

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52097

Cost me money depression anxiety I’ve put poison in my body injections of vaccine

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52098

Socializing, eating out. Short attention span while wearing a mask. Divided family, friends and
colleagues.

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52099

Stress Marriage Business Church

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52100

My mom is dying from cancer, she does not want this unknown vaccine. She could not fly
home in her own province, BC, to see her grand children and great grandchildren for her last
Christmas. This is extremely sad and uncalled for! This needs to stop! I know people who
have had awful side effects from this! And it doesnt even work.

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52101

It’s divided the world

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52102

Lost my small business and then was terminated from my employment

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52103

Drastically affected it in terribly horrible ways!!!!

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52104

Segregation in family and friends.

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52105

Not involved in community as be for with all the lock downs

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52106

I wasn't able to visit my father in-law for the last year of his life because of the mandates. He
never got to hold my youngest son (his grandson). We never got to say goodbye or have a
decent funeral.

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52107

Mental health, physical health, social life, work. Coworkers losing jobs for not getting
vaccinated. I am vaccinated but believe fully in freedom of choice without penalization.

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52108

Has made me contemplate suicide

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52109

2

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52110

Had to attend important funerals without support since my husband is not vaccinated (I am)

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52111

Mostly an unnecessary irritant

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52112

Wife lost job. Can’t travel outside my country.

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52113

Negatively. It’s time to end the tyranny

2/18/2022 7:38 PM

52114

I’m not allowed to visit with my 75 yr old mother, I am not allowed to see my kids or grandkids.
Not allowed to hug any of them! I’m not allowed to travel anywhere, I’m not allowed to go to a
restaurant, a movie theatre, I can’t even take my grand babies to the zoo. I’m not allowed to
breath the fresh air (masks) I am ostracized in society because I won’t put a bio weapon
(needle) in my body. I have watched loved ones who got the shot especially the booster, all get
extremely sick, now a friend who got his 14 year old son vaccinated is now paralyzed from the

2/18/2022 7:38 PM
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waste down. My loved ones who chose not to get the shot have been healthy and fine for over
2years . What this government has done to we the people is criminal and pure evil. It’s time
these wicked people in power are arrested for their part in these criminal activity and held
accountable!
52115

As a person who is un-vaccinated, I am no longer allowed to travel, visit friends or family, sit in
a restaurant, go to the movies, be anywhere without a mask, or even donate to organizations
that I please.

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52116

Isolated, divided family members, I felt I didn't have a choice so got vaccinated for social
reasons and then it doesn't work. We are 90% vaccinated and to be forcing it by taking away
our jobs? Also these mandates have proven to to destroy small businesses and jobs.....yet
when the working class push back and hurt big business we get the emergency act?
Something is terribly wrong in the world.

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52117

I can’t take my children to a swimming pool that I pay taxes for or a birthday party

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52118

Kept me safe

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52119

I have had both of my two children within the pandemic and have had to undergo postpartum
without support of family, friends or my church community. I lost time sharing my newborn with
people - a time I will never get back. I was forced to find another job because I chose not to
get a vaccine I did not want to inject into my pregnant body that was providing for my baby. I
worked in health care supporting Canadians with developmental disabilities helping them on
their death bed and was told I could no longer work unless I recieved the vaccine. It has
completely divided out friends and family.

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52120

The mandate has taken my rights away. I am unable to take my kids ice skating, play hockey,
go to movies. I am afraid to take myself or my family to a hospital in case we are treated
differently based on our health status. Kids are unable to be kids and learn social expression
and cues.

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52121

Affected the kids the most. Not be able to see friends or even go to the pool.

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52122

Dehumanizing and being segregated from the community has taken a toll

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52123

Decreased quality of life. Less freedom. Less travel. Job security. Less quality of education.
(Online schooling for children) devision amongst people. got vaccinated to keep my job

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52124

As a mom of little ones it’s so isolating. We live very remote as it is so having gatherings and
events cancelled and banned is beyond frustrating. My 4 year old LOVES people abs talking
and it’s really hit him hard. Never mind the gate and division this has all caused, it’s
heartbreaking.

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52125

Lost work

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52126

I’m a 16 year old Canadian citizen and these madates have prevented me to live a normal life
causing me to me depressed. I’ve lost friends because I can’t do things because I’m not
jabbed. I am sick of this, this needs to change. The division needs to change. You can’t
discriminate someone and not allow them to do something because of a bodily choice, it’s
wrong, and causing division.

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52127

The fear mongering and the cost of a normal life has hurt to many Canadians who worked hard
all their to provide for their families.

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52128

Job, family, friends, economy, basically every area of life that is important.

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52129

It has destroyed my mental health

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52130

Can't take my wife out for date nights and she may lose her job due to the vaccine mandates

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52131

It has cut my income drastically-but the bills keep rising.

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52132

It has effected me in every way.

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52133

Drastically especially my children. They are struggling

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52134

Anti mask/ vaccinate has cause my elder mom to live in isolation. My nephew with cancer is
now terminal because he couldn’t get surgery because Oxus full on nvaccinatef. I hate the lot
of you whinny selfish white people

2/18/2022 7:37 PM
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52135

Cannot see my only family in the US. Have not seen my grandchildren and if this continues.
who knows when I will be able to see them. Worried also about the number of youths
committing suicide. Three known in my circle in the last two weeks.

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52136

Lost relationships, work, physical & mental health

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52137

Socially

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52138

Unreliable news prom the people dictating our decision on how to live our lives

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52139

Some of my Relationships have been torn apart

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52140

Mental stress always angry retired and can’t go anywhere can’t vacation or go to see family

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52141

really??? ...this is lunacy!

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52142

Lost my job

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52143

Ruined my business, ruined my twice yearly shutdown work, destroyed my trust in all
corporate media, and minimized all happiness that used to fill my life

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52144

I've lost family and people I love over it and it has made me to feel trapped by my goverment
and that they are doing all this with out the proper consent of the people

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52145

Depression it’s just terrible you can’t go places and do what you want to do!!! I can’t handle
this any longer!!

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52146

I've become a hermit, have not seen my children for 2 yrs.........I can't visit my aunt in her care
home

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52147

Every person I know has depression depression since the start of the mandates

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52148

Socially, psychologically

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52149

Mentally & kids anxieties

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52150

became isolated. co-erced into vaccine or testing to maintain employment. drinking more.
won't/can't use the medical system. damaged relationships. forced me to protest for freedom.
can't fly. can't leave Canada. can't take a ferry,.

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52151

I have been unemployed and suffering from Panic attacks since this started in Mar 2020, I
have lost the ability to go out and do regular activities, I cannot wear a mask due to the panic
attacks, I cannot be apart of the leagues that I have been involved in for over 20 years. I have
not been able to go to the dentist, and I have been living in constant fear, brought on by these
mandates.

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52152

I am a prisoner in my own country. Mental health of friends and family affected negatively.
Stress.

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52153

Completely restricted me from Restaurants, family, travel, caused rifts between friends and
family.

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52154

My business is just hanging in there supplies getting harder to get took six months to get razor
blades enforcerimg mandates on the truckers is so wrong

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52155

Made me stronger and tougher and fearless

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52156

Negatively

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52157

In many ways. Financially socially religious freedoms trampled. Constitutionally and
economically.

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52158

Kept me safe and healthy

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52159

We lost two businesses which cause much stress and anguish in our lives.

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52160

Restricted my social life, lost friends, social events, Restricted what I did, couldn't travel out of
Canada

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52161

My mother had her account. Suspended now I'm working 2 jobs 17 hour days.

2/18/2022 7:37 PM

52162

Devastated

2/18/2022 7:37 PM
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52163

Makes life difficult

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52164

I work at our hospital, to keep my job I've had for 13 years, to pay for my mortgage and put
food on the table for my kids I was forced into taking two vaccines that have had zero studies
done on the long term effects. Forced to have a medical procedure that I had no intention of
having. I've watched family and friends fall apart and seperate because of stress and anxiety
and divisiveness that is being promoted by "our pm". I've watched Science fail over and over
as it's been proven these vaccines are not as effective as we were told. As mandates drag on
and on and mental health in our cities deteriorates further. More overdoses, more
hospitalizations for mental health, more kids being diagnosed with depression and anxiety.
This wasn't about "health" this was about power and money being funneled into vaccine
companies and our PM's pocket.

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52165

Inflation

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52166

realizing most people has no common sense ..

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52167

Ruined it

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52168

I feel isolated, ostracized and lied to by the government and media.

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52169

Business affected. Seeing division among frieds and family, people living in fear.

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52170

In every way

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52171

has effected my work, my mental health, my basic existence!

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52172

Family relationships have been changed.

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52173

Social well being .

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52174

I’ve lost one job On an unpaid LOA for another Seen people die of loneliness and have severe
reactions to the vx. Seen division among families friends coworkers

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52175

Freedom of movement and choice Shunned and segregation

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52176

Last employment due to vaccine mandate

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52177

We have lost our freedoms of this country and are treated like dogs. Our faith however is not in
man but in Jesus Christ. In him we have freedom and the gift of eternal life. Amen

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52178

The worst years of my life I hate the mandates, the ruin lives

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52179

Negatively

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52180

Social isolation affects my mental health

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52181

Tired of having no life

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52182

It has destroyed my senior years .... I was in awesome physical / mental shape 2 years ago....
going to yoga and the YMCA 3 - 5 days a week ......... thanks to bonehead henry I have aged
10 years since then so I'm 73 going on 80 something THANK YOU FOR YOUR BULLSHIT

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52183

It had effect myself kids mental well-being and education greatly

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52184

It has caused me significant income loss, I have lost the ability to live a normal lifestyle going
places where and when I want, I have lost the ability to travel, and it has caused significant
impact on my children and emotional damage to my relationships with loved ones who have
been pressured to get vaccinated against their will. But most frighteningly, it has caused me to
lose faith in my country and my rights as a Canadian citizen to freedom of choice.

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52185

Ended it… I’ve lost time/moments with my family that I’ll never get back. If I could sue I
would… Trudeau is a disgrace to our country and values

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52186

Isolated and feel like a second class citizen for my vaccine decision. Felt horrible when new
variants were being blamed on the unvaccinated. Not sure what to believe on the news
anymore. (News differs from what people are saying on the ground)

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52187

They have made me feel safer I am reluctant to go into an indoor space with unvaccinated
unmasked persons

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52188

None really,, lets get healthy togeather

2/18/2022 7:36 PM
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52189

Travel and being with family for critical events

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52190

Mental fatigue, depression.

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52191

The effects of this mandate have still yet to reveal itself. Although has caused undue hardship
for many citizens and businesses.

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52192

It’s fuckin bullshit

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52193

Limited travel and visits.

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52194

My mental health has really suffered

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52195

It has torn my family apart

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52196

I don't go to church as frequently as I'd like to, I'm barred from going anywhere, my children's
bday celebrations were so limited, my kids feel bored and sometimes cry when I tell them we
can't go to certain places, my family's main source of income is at risk.

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52197

can't find work, I am hard of hearing and the masks are horrible for that, extreme discrimination
and paranoia from people (these are provincial mandates I am talking about). the mandates
that are forcing people out of work are leading to horrible economic and personal conditions for
people in general. it is disgusting.

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52198

Was not able to meet with Family and friends.

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52199

It has impacted my physical health with lack of available resources. It has impacted my
relationship which ended which has had a even more severe impact o. My Mental Health. It
has cost me family and friends and it has cost thousands, millions of people their right to work.
I feel violated, raped, and thrown to the side like trash from my government and now the law
enforcement who are suppose to protect us.

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52200

Was suspended from work, kids wearing masks is evil

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52201

Locked me down. I am deaf, need lips so i can read them & hear. Separated from family &
friends. Division. Not fun

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52202

A family member died due to being refused healthcare. The hospital called the cops on them.

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52203

Extremely disruptive & restrictive

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52204

It has effected the loss of my job and my marriage, Family and friends are all divided. Children
are forced to wear breathing barriers affecting there health

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52205

I feel do not agree with taking the vaccine and will that messed up my whole life. I have
suffered fr depression due to being locked up for so long.

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52206

Unable to visit family in US without onerous, expensive, and ever changing rules.

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52207

Seeing little to no family

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52208

Socializing with family and friends, travel. Parenting and educating our grandchildren has been
challenging.

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52209

That a dumb question! It’s affected everyone- for a flu!!! We all know your greater agenda and
more people are waking up!!! GAME OVER

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52210

Restricted travel to visit family ( esp sick mother and death of other family member...) . Lot of
division and strife, heartache and depression all around .

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52211

It has made certain things more difficult like seeing friends, but it's been fairly simple to
manage.

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52212

Terribly!! Canadian citizens should have the right to make their own personal health choices

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52213

I feel isolated and unheard by my local MP and MLA.

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52214

Post partum depression and anxiety with not having family and friends around. Not being able
to attend church with my church family has greatly affected my mental health. My children has
missed out on activities, learning, and connecting with people.

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52215

Income

2/18/2022 7:36 PM
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52216

Massive division in my social and family circles.

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52217

Hate and fear! No social life. I’m very up set with Trudeau with his behaviour.

2/18/2022 7:36 PM

52218

Totally isolating, breaking up reatonships, interfering with busness, putting division mental
health...

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52219

As it has affected other oilfield workers and class 1 truck drivers. This has to stop. Depression
is a huge battle in my life for myself to sadly having to say 2 suicidal older teenage grandsons
whom have always been A students in school, working part time since age 14, top players on
basketball teams in our city .. Their future is compromised. I'm getting sick, depressed, cant
sleep and there is no more jobs ... Wake up Government !!!

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52220

Job loss, and restriction

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52221

They have caused personal and family depression dysfunction , irreparible mental , physical ,
spiritual harm . Incredible pain and heartache when you cannot see loved ones. Torture when
you see people die from improper or inadequate medical care, which is controled and dictated
by the government. Media controlled indocrination of the covid fear narrative allowing for the
abusive power that crippled my life and thos atound me. Loss of hope because the
governments were suppressing , silencing , censoring , blocking any information that did not
support or agree with the covid narrative. The evil that is restricting rights and freedom is intent
on destuction of our system of living thru removal of all liberty and rights as a citizen of
Canada. Its not gonna happen .

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52222

I was depress and it increase my anxiety. It affected my health in more ways then one.

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52223

It has restricted and reduced our activities as a family.

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52224

No more freedom, Oppression from government and vaccinated, division from family and
friend. Depression from love one

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52225

-Family and friend disputes, division among friends and family. -mental health -physical health
(gained weight, unable to go to the gym due to lockdowns, developed anxiety - inhibited
breathing ) -work environment tense

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52226

Loss of work

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52227

unable to go to various entertainment venues or travel. the escalation of debt has lead to
spiraling inflation on the price of everything

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52228

not much but no restramts

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52229

Same as everyone else....had enough

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52230

Division of family

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52231

Lost freedom

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52232

It has me not being able to enjoy freedom

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52233

I have lost 90% of my business particularly since January 15, 2022 when the trade and
transport vaccine mandate came into play.

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52234

Not able to travel without having to get the jab. My husband got laid off due to covid cut backs

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52235

It’s locked us down and prevented us from travelling

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52236

Not received hospital access and health care, no funeral because of Covid, fear and
discrimination, loss of life because of Covid vaccine, grief, not allowed to visit family, the list
goes on

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52237

The same way it’s effected every other citizen in this country.

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52238

It hasn't, as I welcomed doing whatever I could to reduce spread of covid 19.

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52239

Depresion lose job friends

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52240

A lot

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52241

Not feeling we have choices. Loss of freedom to choose medical procedures.

2/18/2022 7:35 PM
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52242

I’m severely depressed. Gained a lot of weight and unable to stop myself from overeating

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52243

It's been stressful.

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52244

How hasn’t it? My mental health has taken a toll, my physical health has taken a toll. I have
been crippled financially and will have no choice but to claim bankruptcy. I have been under
constant stress since day one of these restrictions being imposed. They were laughable at
best and any fool with two eyes and a bit of common sense could see that the governments
solution would not actually stop a deadly virus outbreak.

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52245

Our social life has been very limited. I have not seen my family in over a year. The less I do,
the less I want to do.

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52246

people around me have lost their jobs because they chose their health over their paycheck.

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52247

Greatly!

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52248

It hasn't

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52249

I have lost my job because I would not submit to a experimental drug

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52250

Hasn't really affected my lifestyle much,other than travel.

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52251

Not good

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52252

Am not aloud to go out to any place I want. Has caused me to loos some work. Health issues
due to warming masks all day

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52253

It affects everyday life

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52254

Which mandate?

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52255

No social life

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52256

I live alone its depressing...i have health issues and the masks make it worse..the separation
between people is terrible and some are down right nasty ..the lack of human contact
excellerates my anxiety along with the the people its caused massive fear in have become
terrible people

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52257

Mandate restrictions have destroyed my family, ended friendship, caused mental depression.
Feel contained and trapped.

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52258

It’s completely ruining our lives. Our health, my family, marriage, and my Children’s mental
health.

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52259

It has greatly impacted my life in many ways, work, social life, hobbies, etc not to mention the
most impacted, mental health.

2/18/2022 7:35 PM

52260

It hasn't helped. We all got Covid even though we couldn't go anywhere due to vaxpasses

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52261

Miss family and friends i miss not having fear shoved down our throats. I miss having the
freedom I use to have.

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52262

Tremendously

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52263

Restricted from attending church, senior centre, fitness centre, and spending the holidays with
my great grandbabies.

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52264

Not much. I’m retired

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52265

My husband was laid off because, although he worked in an "essential business", our
province's rules about interprovincial travel made it impossible to deliver new orders or do
warranted work.

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52266

It has f@cked it up immensely

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52267

Saddens me how we are all being played

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52268

All ways

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52269

Horribly by the Evil monster and his fokn goupies

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52270

My business is hanging on by a thread. My whole family has battled with depression and

2/18/2022 7:34 PM
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anxiety, and in fact it has separated some family members from others. I cannot go to family
funerals. I cannot get married and have my family present. I cannot travel. I cannot go to my
daughters graduation. We still don’t know if she will have one for sure. My children have lost
hope because they cannot participate in sports due to restrictions. My savings is gone to try to
keep a house over our heads. My situation is unique where I was told by my doctor and
hematologist to wait and hold off to get the vaccine because my platelets and thrombocytes
were high, meaning o am at risk of blood clotting and an adverse reaction from the vaccine.
And then once the doctors received their letter from the health authority to follow their
guidelines and not speak out or against the vaccines. They said well you should just get one
so we can “see” if you have a reaction. So now my only choices are to risk an adverse
reaction/death from blood clotting, or never be able to participate in life with my family. Or work
to support them and myself!! I feel robbed of my rights and freedoms.
52271

Work has been really slow to the point she will probably have to close down. The stress,
anxiety, and anger seeing what these mandates are doing to Businesses, the children, our
economy, our governments, our so called health officials, and the hate and division affecting
the citizens. The damage these mandates have caused is unbelievable.. and for what a flu that
has a 99.7% survival rate and medications that can help it ( if the government didn't ban them
all) All this chaos has allowed our government to turn our government into a tyrannical
dictatorship.

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52272

Loss of friends😢loss of mental health

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52273

Affected my mental and physical health, living in fear of losing my job, fearing for my relatives,
lost relationships with family and friends.

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52274

Made me stop seeing my family and being able to go places with them, made me lose my
freedom and feel trapped in my own home away from everyone

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52275

Social and mental anxiety

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52276

My mom died 7 family at her funeral, no great grandchildren had to count minister & funeral
directors, my husband took reaction to shot could not attend plus had not seen except online
once a week, for 7 months before. . Unable to have family Christmas or birthday parties my
husband has five sons plus families, I have one son & four grandchildren my granddaughter
only 5 no grad ceremony for my 15 yr old from public school no hockey allowed for two of my
grandsons. I’m not allowed on a bus train plane but spent 38+ yrs looking after people with
worse infections no N95 masks then, no visits to Dr’s office everything online “ take a picture”!
Prices skyrocketing, tired of people not talking to you or seeing people smile with the stupid
masks not good for our children either! Government not allowing us to speak freely make
choices freely our rights squashed by them plus the rich get richer ( kick backs ) & the poor
get poorer!

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52277

This mandate has divided the country without a doubt. Families are broken, friendships are
torn and dissolved, anger has replaced love.

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52278

Not being able to leave Canada and travel. Having fear my wife could suffer a severe adverse
reaction any time and or having Fertility issues.

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52279

Alll aspects! School, church, daily life!!!

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52280

I'm stuck at home and can't pursue any hobbies or hangout with friends at a restaurant

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52281

sad to see our country has come to this 😢

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52282

Mentally, emotionally and financially. It's been HELL!

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52283

It has taken away my God given freedoms and segregated me from pretty much all aspects of
society

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52284

In many negative ways, not being able to travel, no social life, no sports, no family get
togethers

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52285

Lost 2 jobs during lockdowns, hate wearing masks because it is difficult to see wearing a
mask and glasses, not allowed to do anything social because I do not want the experimental
vaccine.

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52286

It hasn’t, you fucking nonces

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52287

Restrictions on family friends being attacked when you walked into restaurants religious

2/18/2022 7:34 PM
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assembly restrictions
52288

Drama Stress

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52289

Big time

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52290

I'm a young mom that can't take her son to the pool, restaurant, or any indoor event or setting.
My mental health has been affected along with my sons over this. What world am I raising my
son in where I can't even take him to a pool!?! Non of it makes sense when even the
vaccinated can transmit the virus. The passport is irrelevant! The $ience is not lining up only
the pockets of the people mandating the mandates.

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52291

Can’t freely visit family Can’t freely go to church, shopping, etc

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52292

$$&&&&

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52293

More depression, having to stay away from family, masks (copd) feeling less secure about my
future.

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52294

Demonized people and divided society

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52295

Moderately

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52296

Financially, mental health, building supplies, inflated prices, restricted support, limits on
funerals

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52297

I’d love to get into it, but there just isn’t enough time or space to fit it all in.

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52298

I now have a divided family, I'm poorer and possibly have depression.

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52299

Can’t participate in activities. Fundraisers not allowed.

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52300

It hasn't

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52301

As a senior I have missed out on so much time with my family especially my grandkids, I want
my freedom back, having Asthma I can’t breathe with the masks on

2/18/2022 7:34 PM

52302

Stress, fear, isolation, division of family, poor health

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52303

Depression, division in family .

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52304

Has given me a real time insight into communism. mandates interfered in family life,
vacations, work, as well as financially.

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52305

It has taken away my freedom

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52306

Depressing

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52307

Lost the best job I ever had at $55 per hour

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52308

No freedom

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52309

Very negatively.

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52310

I can no longer go to peoples houses or community centres to do my work. We barely can pay
bills. My grown kids and grand babies live in another Province so for almost 3 yrs ! I have not
been able to hug them. Do you how that tears the heart out of a mom? Do you care? My
husband family live in the states he can see them. This is worse then anything Covid has done
to us.

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52311

My kids missed a year of sports. I home schooled them for a year. This year my son was not
allowed to participate in high school curling because of a vaccine mandate

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52312

Friends who have lost jobs.

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52313

Depression , worried about our country going to one world order , anxiety , never suffered from
any of these before , please stop all the lies Trudeau we need a new Leader of our country, all
he does is lie , so sad 😢😖

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52314

It has affected my family dynamic in a negative way.

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52315

Forced me to get the vaccine

2/18/2022 7:33 PM
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52316

Depression. Loss of work

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52317

Zero freedom to visit my mom my family , effects my social life and our economy I can’t go
out and support local businesses! Also stress depression and massive frustration! I live in a
democracy now it’s a dictatorship! The people in charge are not following the rules of our
charter ! They are committing crimes against humanity!

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52318

Probably losing my job Bying food

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52319

Job loss

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52320

Hanging out with my family and friends

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52321

Caused depression, fear, paranoia, distrust and division within friends and family.

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52322

I lost my job in October 2021. We had to sell our house. We lost everything. My daughter is
struggling physically, emotionally, and mentally and is seeing a professional for help. As a
teacher I see the toll this has taken on children and it is child abuse plain and simple. The
mandates must end now.

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52323

Devastated it

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52324

It has robbed my children of having a life and learning freely in Canada, there anxiety is
through the roof. And I have some very mentally exhausting children.

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52325

Travel

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52326

I know people that have lost there jobs and committed suicide. That blood is on Justin Trudeau
hands

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52327

Absolutely devastating. It has affected me and my entire families mental health and financial
stability and and and I could go on but I won’t.

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52328

I'm afraid to live in Canada and I have become depressed and suicidal.

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52329

Loss of money due to shut downs, my husband owns a bar, separation from the ones I love
because they believe that there is a such thing as Covid and it’s not just a seasonal virus,
frustration and depression because there’s nothing I can do about the separation. The
vaccination mandate is out of control and meaningless!!

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52330

Inability to work for a few months. I won’t vaccinate my children so tgey limited to social
activity and they are pressured by their pears at school because we as a family chose to not
vax

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52331

I had to get vaccinated to keep my job as I have to work to pay bills. And to see my
grandsons play hockey. And to visit my dieing father, prevented social activities with my
unvaccinated friends. Mental stress and coerced mandates.

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52332

I can’t breathe with a mask on, watering eyes and nose. Bullied to take a drug I did NOT want.

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52333

Mentally, financially, emotionally

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52334

Depression

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52335

I have lost Friendships and family relationships because of the ridiculous response to a
disease with a 0.8 % mortality rate.

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52336

Since thing started,I have lost three friends to suicide. Financial troubles from job lost. One
because he was unvaccinated. The real pandemic is what the government is doing to its
citizens.

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52337

I’ve been let go from my work twice because of it. I’ve lose friends and family due to not willing
to meet someone unvaccinated. Not because of any Covid deaths.

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52338

Lost over half my income Our family is now very divided

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52339

Traumatized

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52340

Separated parts of my family. Very sad

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52341

It has caused division in my immediate family, and friends. Anxiety, mental issues. Loss of
work. Cost of living has gone up. Can’t visit other countries. Family anxiety.

2/18/2022 7:33 PM
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52342

Isolation

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52343

Lost business. Financial loss. Mental stress. Two children with immense stress. Daughter
couldn't attend university. Looked down upon by others because not vaccinated. Stress
because don't want to get vaccinated.

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52344

I was fired from my job and unable to collect EI and have not been able to enter any facility
that requires a QR code

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52345

Negative

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52346

Was laid off, prices for everything has gotten so expensive it’s hard to make ends meet.
Missed family events, visiting with friends. Every thing was affected negatively!

2/18/2022 7:33 PM

52347

Completely stopped travel, creates divide between friends and family, financial loss, complete
distrust for government, mental anguish, stress, anxiety, anger, frustration, depression, loss of
progress in work programs the list goes on

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52348

Division’s in families and businesses

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52349

We cannot visit our aging relatives overseas or our family in USA We can't go out for meals
with friends of relatives.

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52350

Seriously reduced the education of my children for the past 2 years. Crippled some learning
opportunities and lessened their ability to achieve their best. Made me constantly tired from
breathing in carbon dioxide daily from constant mask wearing. Saddened me and my parents
by not being able to connect regularly. Weakend trust and became disappointed by medical
professionals who would not see patients in person when needed. Lack of confidence in their
medical opinions for my health. Caused serious lack of faith that my government leaders make
choices for people they represent because we were never asked about what we thought would
work. It became a dictatorship.

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52351

Family relationships has changed.

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52352

Loss of wage medical issues loss of family unable to see or support

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52353

As a Canadian citizen, these illegal mandates violate my Charter Rights and Freedoms. The
mandates are destructive to our society. I am being discriminated against for choosing not to
have an experimental injection put into MY own body. Both my wife and I lost our jobs to these
discriminatory mandates. There is division everywhere: in our society, within communities,
within families, marriages, friendships, etc. What’s going on is absolutely disgusting and the
“cure” is worse than this cold virus itself. I can no longer trust the government or the corrupt
media.

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52354

It has kept me from my loved ones, ruined my kids childhoods, caused my husband to lose
his job.

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52355

Threats from work for vaccines, I was prepared to loose my job. Stressful all around with the
constant changing rules, masks do not feel right and being forced to wear them, constantly
testing at work when not Sick. None of it felt right. Gut feeling that it’s is deeper than what the
government wants the people to know

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52356

It has divided my friends and family . It has made it to so that I am unable to travel to see my
family . My mental state has never been so poor, I wake up with anxiety and panic everyday
and have no hope for a future.

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52357

Resigned from my job rather than be terminated or put on leave for not taking vaccine. Loss of
income. Loss of travel and society participation even though I have naturally acquired
immunity.

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52358

Travel restrictions, not being able to dine out with friends. The isolation. Having life reduced to
going to work and going home.

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52359

Not being able to enjoy and experience new things with my toddler. Being excluded from
events. Not being able to see other moms. Getting kicked out of my parents house by the
health officials while visiting

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52360

It kept my family and me alive through the pandemic.

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52361

I’m every way imaginable.

2/18/2022 7:32 PM
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52362

Discriminated against due to my health condition. This has divided my family and friends, to
which some will have nothing to do with me. I felt I was being forced to put the vaccine in my
body even though I knew that I would have a severe reaction. I felt forced to choose between
my health and my job. The mandates has caused me to a high levels of anxiety, which I have
never experienced in my 65 years of life. Can’t sleep at night. I break down when I hear the
words vaccine, masks, jab, and many other words. Told that I was not allowed in stores due to
the face covering I was wearing, even after I explained I could not wear the medical masks
they were providing due to the chemicals in the masks, which I will have a reaction too. Life by
myself is no fun. My freedom was taken away on all levels. I felt it didn’t matter do what you
are told to do..like fitting a square peg in a round circle. This is hard for me to write about.

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52363

24 years of service and I can't leave my country without papers.

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52364

Negatively

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52365

My teenage children were affected the most by schools closing, not seeing friends as often.
Cancelled high school graduation. Cancelled sports.

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52366

It has been very challenging with relationships, discrimination, health-cancelled appointments
& extra long wait times for tests & doctors, isolation, limiting access to activities, causing fear
& anxiety

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52367

It has taken away my freedom of choice

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52368

Family won't talk to me. Lost my job of 18 years in an rcmp building trained in four sections.
Many arguments with people. I haven't been able to fly to visit my family around North
America, no movies, can't swim,go to events like the comedy club, divides at work and with
friends, stress leave from work, massive stress and health issues. Seeing people injured from
the vaccine and being told you should get it has been very conflicting and stressful. I always
smile and say hi to everyone i walk by. It's been two years of no smiles or hellos. Seeing many
people including myself with breathing issues from the masks. At work the suicide rates, drug
overdoses, deaths. The heart attacks and strikes of celebrities have been awful. The false
information being shown in the media is disgusting. Not being able to see the elderly and give
them a hug. I can keep going on but i'll stop there. Life just is not a good place for many any
more.

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52369

Can’t go anywhere or do anything tired of wearing masks I want to live my life want to be free
make my own choices

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52370

How haven't they is a better question

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52371

I now live in isolation from my family and friends

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52372

My Guarantee of Rights and Freedoms, my Fundamental Freedoms, my Mobility Rights, my
Legal Rights, my Equality Rights, have been taken from me against my will. To follow is the
opening statement to the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms. "Whereas Canada is
founded upon principles that recognize the supremacy of God and the rule of law:"

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52373

Missed out in the birth of my niece. Not able to attend my aunt’s funeral because of capacity
limits of only ten people allowed!!!!!! Missed the past 2 Christmases with family. Missed out on
significant milestone birthdays and celebrations because of capacity limits etc. Cannot tolerate
a mask for more than half an hour.

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52374

Loss of my GOD given right of FREEDOM

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52375

Has brought depression/mental illness and social anxiety, loss of job and income

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52376

Isolation and lack of social fellowships and groups.

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52377

I lost my job

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52378

The vaccine is against my religious beliefs, as well as the rest of my family. I have not been
able to see my parents, brother, or meet my new nephew since the borders were closed to
unvaccinated (unless I quarantine). I also lost two precious years where I couldn't visit my
grandpa before he died of cancer.

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52379

The best years of our retirement have been spent locked down unable to see our children &
grandchildren & unable to travel

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52380

No freedom ! Causing some of my family to have mental health issues.. can’t see our families

2/18/2022 7:32 PM
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is very hard on us !!! Deaths in the family and all the family can’t go to the funeral 😢😢😢 It’s
not right al all !!
52381

My husband lost his job was out of work for 4 months bc no other job could pay our bills.
Husband had to find another job bc he isn’t vaccinated. My children can’t contribute to any
activities. I couldn’t go to church and that was devestating. Couldn’t go to my grandmothers
funeral.

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52382

I get rashes on face from masks, don’t wear them. No funeral for both parents who passed
away in 2020. Not being able to socialize with friends, get depressed. Victimized and denied
access to go places because I’m not vaccinated.

2/18/2022 7:32 PM

52383

Terribly

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52384

My body got affect because the vaccine and using the mask make me sick, also
discrimination on my family because my husband and my son don’t have the vaccine

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52385

Masks are useless and I can’t travel now because I refuse to get the jab

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52386

Being forced and coerced to take a vaccine that I didn't approve of just to keep my
employment. It is inhumane. My mental and physical health has never been more horrible.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52387

I was forced to get my vaccine that I did not wish to get so I could continue being an
international otr transport driver.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52388

Only negative. Nothing positive. Had COVID, and would like to live normally again

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52389

Not being able to support local restaurants,not being able to leave Canada for a
holiday…..people fighting amongst one another….mentally exhausted 😡

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52390

Being Force to do things and not allowed to do things. Very depressing

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52391

No security of my job being forced to get a vaccine I do not want in my body this so called
Liberal government has let all of Canada down our so called prime Minister needs to step
down. I was raised that natural immunity is the best thing and now the government is for cing
us to do things against our will when will this liberal government wake up and listen to its
people.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52392

I had to choose between my job or seese to exist. Vaccine or perish

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52393

Difficulty travelling, going where I would like to even within Canada. Difficulty shopping, family
time.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52394

Depression, anxiety, list friendships, restricted…

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52395

I am unable to see my sister across the US border. I will be unable to attend my daughter’s
grad from USA university. She will be unable to come home and work as a nurse which we so
desperately need in BC! I have to wear a mask all day to teach school. I haven’t been able to
go out for dinner or to a movie or sporting event since September. I cannot get on an airplane.
My husband is now unable to work as a trucker.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52396

I haven’t been able to do the thing I want to do with my kids because of the vaccine passport
and I’m not one to get the vaccine.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52397

Social activity severely diminished. Cost of living skyrocketed so have difficulty making ends
meet. Unable to travel and visit family out of province. Depressed!

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52398

I am in my 20s and I have not been able to move on with my life for 2 years now. I have
anxiety and masks make it worse. Mandates are making me even more depressed.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52399

Job loss and hardship.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52400

I have been off work for 6 months as I am not vaccinated, I have been put on antidepressants
by my dr. I feel discriminated against.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52401

Extremely negative. Divided by friends, family, co worker’s.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52402

Has distanced my family. I have been discriminated against. Had to loose out on pay due to
covid mandates. Unable to gather with church consistently. Not allowed in my boyfriends
college to visit. Can't eat at restaurants. Haven't done fun dates due to mandates. Mandates
may cause very close aquantinces business to fail only from government.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM
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52403

Missed movies, CNE, and amusements.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52404

It has killed off relatives who were denied critical care… it has claimed lives of my friends due
to suicide… impacted my ability to earn a living. It has caused PTSD in my husband. I’ve
completely lost all faith and trust in any corporate system especially the communists who are
in the power seats. I’m embarrassed to be considered a Canadian in this country after seeing
what trudeau has done to the peaceful loving Canadians. What a disgrace.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52405

Caused division in the workplace

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52406

It’s ruined all hope that I’ve ever had for my kids futures and caused a LOT of mental stress!

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52407

Isolation, employment loss, alienation from family and friends, seeing friends family
businesses destroyed, complete loss of trust of government!

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52408

Unable to go out with my family. Lost my job.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52409

Not able to see people when I truly want, restaurants, and entertainment with people in public.
Aswel as schooling

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52410

It has ruined my quality of life

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52411

My right to choose what is best for me is being taken away.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52412

1) My teen daughter became very depressed- staying in her room with the lights off etc. She
started lying and sneaking off to meet up with friends, and has now run away from home. 2)I'm
afraid for our fundamental rights - we have allowed the government to go way over the
boundary created by our Charter. I regret making my children comply with the restrictions.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52413

physical and mental stress, financial impact

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52414

My mental and physical health has had a major impact by the mandates. Also the mental
health of my children

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52415

Restricted. Will be harder to get back out and be involved in society the way it was.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52416

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52417

Couldn’t see my mother in law before she past.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52418

lost both jobs, I'm getting a psychological trauma all this time, I can't fly and see my family for
the second year

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52419

Not good for my business fishing hunting resort

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52420

cost me work and income

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52421

My daughter has extreme anxiety. Is afraid to interact with people...she's lost connection. I've
lost my job. Been without income for 5 months now and things are getting very tight. And a lot
of jobs will not hire unless you are vaxxed. Lost my best friend as she believes in this covid
jab and mandates (although she is suffering from adverse effects but isn't willing to hear that
it's from the shot). I have been judged and segregated. I feel my mental health is declining
daily. I am so sad for what has become our country over this.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52422

Lost my job, still not working. Lived in fear that my husband would loose his job due to the
mandates and then we couldn't pay our bills. We watched our 4 children go down hill. One in
particula, we didn't think she would make it. We have all been through bouts of depression at
various times. Usually when school or jobs were forced closed. Our families are being divided.
We have not vaccinated for many years....now all of the sudden it's a problem. Gamely won't
see us, my kids friends won't talk to them. This is insanity. It needs to stop NOW.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52423

Too many ways to count... But more important is extrapolating into the future.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52424

I still have a job but have to rapid test, my 14 year old had to rapid test for school and
organized sports, the stress of “what are they going to do next?” has made it hard to function
day-to-day. We have lost friends, been told we need to colonize with other unvaccinated people
and that we are baby killers.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52425

Yes

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52426

Family tensions, missing funerals and weddings, breathing problems, fear.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM
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52427

Unable to travel. My extended family hasn’t done a big holiday dinner in two years, my kids get
head aches all the time from wearing masks in school, I have lost touch with a lot of friends,

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52428

Forced vaccines to keep my job, which I now have a vaccine injury from. Lockdowns have
caused depression in my children and my elder family members. Anxiety in my family. Mental
health. Worry for the future.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52429

No travel, can’t visit children or parents. General depression

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52430

My health has been worse then ever from fear and isolation. I prefer getting sick over the
mandates. The symptoms of illness are far less then the long lasting effects of these
mandates. I have had children come to me telling me they don’t want to live in this world. It’s
too scary. I am a well travelled person and I cannot leave to see my family and friends and
pursue job opportunities. I cannot work in my field of work. This is torture.

2/18/2022 7:31 PM

52431

Refused service, loss of employment, time off from employment, financial unrest

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52432

It has completely ruined my social and work life and enhanced my mental health issues

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52433

Hard time breathing with masks on

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52434

Loss of job. This also needs to be addressed, as it wasn’t listed in the last question. Workers
on unpaid leave need to return to work.

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52435

Greatly

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52436

I lost employment, 2 good jobs I had already been hired for and was due to begin as the
mandates came into affect and one because they sold the business due to the situation. I
have been discriminated against and refused entry because of not wearing a mask and my
vaccination status. It has been psychologically stressful to say the least.

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52437

I was put on a forced leave of absence

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52438

Stress Loss in feeling of belonging and country…

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52439

Depression, loneliness, stress and drinking more alcohol then before. our income has been cut
in half in our household. Feeling bullied by government, friends, coworkers and family

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52440

Restricting access to eat at a restaurant with friends, masking so not able to breathe properly.
Not able to volunteer to help others as I have in the past, workout at the gym Singing at church
with a mask? Ridiculous They 100% do NOT work with this virus and that's using REAL
SCIENCE

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52441

Terribly - business losses, emotional trauma, job losses, educational issues

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52442

They closed my business while letting other big business thrive . Limited my ability to provide
for my family. Forced my kids out of school. Setting back their learning progress.

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52443

Became a single income family having to sell our house just to make ends meet

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52444

Social, relational, emotional disintegration. Economic trauma. Loss of friendships and family
relationships. Despair of the future.

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52445

Kids can’t live. Family is divided. Kids have mental health issues that will last a life time.
People are dying from the vaccine. My husband’s business is shut down. We might loose our
farm. We lost all trust in our gouvernement.

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52446

We have not been able to see our family and everyday life is very isolated.

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52447

The mandates are going against my Charter of Rights. I feel like I am being treated as a
minority because of my personal health choices, which are nobody's business to ask me or
mandate upon me.

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52448

Grade 12 year online No graduation No final dance competitions No final recital No 18th
birthday celebration First year of university online Forced to withdraw from fall semester of 2nd
year after exemption was denied Unable to get degree from a Canadian post secondary
institution Missed time with family friends 2 suicides Drug overdose

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52449

Divided my family and caused a divorce.

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52450

Destroyed people around me with Fear, anxiety, financial loss, family issues with kids, elderly
isolation,

2/18/2022 7:30 PM
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52451

Anxiety discrimination depression loss of God given freedom

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52452

Job and being able to visit with family

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52453

Depression and anxiety over not being able to visit elderly parent in UK

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52454

Freedom of choice

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52455

Depress, lost my job, difficul to breath with mask

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52456

Isolation, loss of relationships

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52457

I have felt threatened and ostracized.

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52458

Mental health

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52459

Made me Suicidal at times

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52460

It has affected me and my family on my liberty and right of choice.

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52461

I am not able to see my friends and family! People are against each other due to false
information from media and tv! Also heartbroken that I lost my freedom here in Canada. PM is
the worst nightmare in the history of Canada!

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52462

It has kept me, and my family safe during a pandemic. As an immune compromised person it
has been helpful to know that I live in a community that cares and that there is public health
protections in place to help curb transmission of COVID. Viruses don't give a shit regarding
when we feel we are done with them. Belief that everyone has a right to not be subjected to
long COVID, hospitalization, or untimely deaths will require us all to work together as a
community. We can get rid of health protections as things improve and we can re-engage with
them when risk increases.

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52463

It's been terrible. It has affected myself, my children ND my small business in many ways. I
am DONE!

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52464

Hard to visit family and friends

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52465

Kicked out of classes in university, lost friends

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52466

Made me depressed and unable to do lots of things I like to do like eat out in a resaurant, play
hockey, see a show etc>

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52467

Lost my job as a paramedic for 32 years, can not see my 93 old mother, or father in law who is
84 now for over 2 years , The things happening right now in Ottawa reminds me very pain full
on the „REICHS kristal Nacht“ in NAZI Germany!! A disgrace and embarrassment for Canada .
JT should be charged fir crimes against humanity!!

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52468

Lack of social life, become more reclusive.

2/18/2022 7:30 PM

52469

Depression, loss of employment, destroyed families, hopelessness.

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52470

Lost tens of thousands of dollars from work loss. Angry every day about masks and lies about
how safe vaccines are.

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52471

Depression Isolated Loss of job

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52472

Loneliness, Hard to find childcare, People are divided and hate each other, Can't travel to see
family

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52473

It has increased my depression and anxiety disorder

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52474

No job emotionally drained depressed no hope fear for childrens future

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52475

Not good!!

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52476

I can not breathe well with masks on, I feel more isolated from society-alone, I am depressed
and dream about life before Covid. I and some of my family feel like second class citizens-not
being allowed in some places as if we are already diseased. My son(15-who has already
recovered from Covid and was not overly sick) was excluded from a few events/suppers with
his hockey team after games because he is not vaccinated. He and every fellow student wants
school/social and family life to go back to normal. He also hates wearing masks as much as

2/18/2022 7:29 PM
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the other kids. The school/childhood experiences are limited for 2 years of their short cycle of
childhood and he feels robbed of those precious 2 years. I long to exchange smiles/hugs to
people. I am not welcome in some of my friends or families homes because of not being
vaccinated. We feel like we don’t really belong in society and life is less fulfilling.
52477

The lockdowns and isolation from friends and family have made me have depression issues
because I have been restricted from my normal activities. I’m double vaxed only so we could
return to normal. I’m tired of the federal government’s lies

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52478

I have lost friends and family due to mandates

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52479

Negatively

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52480

All negative

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52481

Travel going out to places

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52482

I cannot be and have never been vaccinated for medical and allergy reasons but cannot
receive an exemption. I cannot leave Canada as I am not allowed to fly. I am not allowed to
vote as I am a UK citizen holding Landed Immigrant status I am a hostage of a hostile foreign
country which has evoked Emergancy Powers Act. I need to be repatriated to my birth country

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52483

It's turned friends and family away from each other everyone's scared of getting sick and my
mom has had serious heart complications from the vaccines and I can't stand wearing a mask
at work with my asthma because I work in construction

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52484

The mandates have taken a negative effect on my social health, and more importantly I
believe they are partially responseible for the sharp spike in inflation which has affected me
greatly and taken sever tolls on my mental health

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52485

Loss of family, friends and income

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52486

I don't go to church anymore because I can't wear a mask for long periods....I miss the
hugs/fellowship...my mom didn't get a real funeral......I want freedom of choice...

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52487

Againts my beliefs and rights

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52488

Children feeling depressed, loss of work

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52489

Very bad

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52490

Fear and division are everywhere. It’s killing people and relationships

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52491

Living hell

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52492

Depression, anxiety, harassment, family rifts

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52493

The mandates have Destroyed my business

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52494

Lost my fukin job

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52495

Job loss, loss of friends, broken family relationships, being excluded from society, unable to
travel, feeling like a prisoner in my own country, unable to visit sick in hospitals, unable to
attend weddings, funerals and graduations. Suffering judgement from people who made
different choices, unable to worship God in church. The list of pain is endless...

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52496

Job loss. Poor school experiences for kids. Mental health decline

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52497

I'm considered a monster or at the very least a horrible person because I don't want the vax,
even tho studies have already proven that the vax isnt doing what they want in terms of
preventing transmission. I'm sick of being segregated because I dont want to put a vaccine
that hasn't even finished med trials, in my body.

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52498

Negatively, from work, to play, to travel, to family, to everyday living. It will continue to have a
negative effect economically for years paying high taxes to pay for it. Not to mention inflation
and the division Trudeau has caused among our fellow Canadians. shameful. He should resign.

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52499

I don't like someone else telling me what I HAVE to do in order to go shopping or enter a place
of business. FREEDOM!!!!

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52500

It has divided our families

2/18/2022 7:29 PM
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52501

Anxiety level heightened, dépression, suicidal, diviseness between family & friends, feeling
unsafe

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52502

Made us all feel like prisoners in our own homes. No social life whatsoever

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52503

Lost my husband to cancer March 2020 and the restrictions have attacked me mentally…very
depressed…I was alone in his final three weeks and had to fight for my son to visit his dad in
the hospital his final day … terrible. I am tired of these restrictions … I want my life back. I
want Trudeau out of office … he is a dangerous man … Canada deserves better.

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52504

The division, bullying, blackmailing and coercion these mandates have brought about in
society from corporate entities and businesses right down to the family level has brought great
pain to my heart and soul. I have felt ostracized, hated, ridiculed, rejected, unloved, bullied,
my rights trampled on, suppressed, oppressed, depressed, unaccepted, denied justice, forlorn,
hopeless, misunderstood and overcome with debilitating sadness. My mental and physical
health have suffered due to these mandates. For optimal wellness, human beings need to see
smiles, have hugs, gather together, dance, sing, laugh, play, support each other without the
fear that is being irresponsibly instilled from the government to the public via these unlawful
and unscientific mandates. I have been and am suffering because of these mandates.

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52505

it is hard to understand how others do not see so the divisiveness is painful and all for the
allowing of censorship, Trudeau knows exactly what he is doing according to WEF puppet
masters

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52506

Since March 2020

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52507

To many ways to list

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52508

Can't see my family

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52509

Division amongst family & friends, masks harm health & oxygen deprivation for children
especially, isolation

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52510

NEGATIVELY IN EVERY WAY

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52511

I have health issues with wearing a mask but am forced to do so. Otherwise I can't buy
groceries.

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52512

Caused stress, feelings of isolation, divisiveness with some friends, co-workers and family
that may never be repaired, stress/anxiety around job status and with child not being able to
remain in university, depression and loss of motivation to exercise.

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52513

It has made myself feel lazy now and voted of life

2/18/2022 7:29 PM

52514

Segregated and No Freedoms

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52515

Bad

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52516

It has harmed my child's mental and physical health, It has created isolation, division,
segregation, discrimination, human right violations, bodily autonomy violations, coersion,
Rights & Freedom violations,

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52517

Full out discrimination. had harmed my health. wrecked my family and friendships.

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52518

Lost my 100k a year job as a rescue captain. Cousin was forced to take it and ended up in
hospital. Same with many friends. All young males.

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52519

Lost my job. Lost time visiting with loved ones. Missed spending all holidays with family.
Enough is Enough!!!!

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52520

Lol what a stupid question. In every way.

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52521

Miserable

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52522

No way to be social, can't do activities that help my life, mental health is worse

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52523

All mandates removed my liberty and cause stressed pain and anger

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52524

It has divided my family.

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52525

Caused depression and anxiety in me and my family

2/18/2022 7:28 PM
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52526

It has had a huge negative mental health impact

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52527

Stopped it

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52528

Affected my children and their ability to do certain activities and socialize

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52529

Negatively. Especially my children

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52530

Divided depressed

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52531

Restricted my business and split up our family

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52532

Mentally physically, &totally sickning from this Maxist agenda ,do you realize this is called
generalization as the march towards a communistic regeme.Just listen to the people from
other countries that escaped to Canada for Freedom.Wake up Canadians get your head out of
the sand.

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52533

It has been crippling to my mental health. It has also strained close relationships I once had
with Family and friends. It has prevented me from living the past few years of my 20s in the
way I want to

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52534

Lack of social interaction has severely negatively affected my mental health, the fear of
possibly being forced to get a vaccine to have or keep a job has really made me concern for
my future, and limited my work experience opportunities. Not being able to see family
members overseas without getting a vaccine or have a vaccine password has made me fear I
won't see family members before they pass away, or meet any new members. Being able to
travel and see the world was a big part of my future life goals before the planned-demic.

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52535

Mental health decline. Child's mental health. Fear of returning to work. Fear of other people due
to their complete illogical Fear and unwillingness to face reality, leaving me to wonder how
crazy they will go and how far to alleviate their irrational Fear of unvaccinated people

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52536

Unable to see my family. My school age grandchildren have fallen behind on their education
and wearing masks has caused emotional turmoil.

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52537

Lost my job

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52538

I am taxed without representation, intimidated and cast out of society. I was ashamed of being
Canadian before the convoy.

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52539

Greatly

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52540

Gave me depression and anxiety I’ve never have experienced before, and now it’s stuck with
me

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52541

Limited social groups

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52542

My children are behind in school, we moved out of the province across Canada to get away
from Ontario and the strict lockdowns. My kids are depressed so are myself and my husband.
I have lost some best friends, I haven’t seen my parents in 2 years. We are lonely and now my
kids watch way too much video games and TV.

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52543

My business is not going to survive ! My kids have suffered ! The division and segregation is
terrible

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52544

In countless ways!! To numerous to list

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52545

Irrevocably. Can’t get to our property in USA. Need it for our health.

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52546

In every way

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52547

It has negatively impacted my life beyond the amount of words available in this space. I have
lost all faith in my government, in our media, dr.'s, humans in general. My family has been
divided. Our mental healths have taken a toll. Our physical health has been neglected. Faith in
humanity lost.

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52548

Created division in my family. Thanks a lot

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52549

Divorced...life has fallen apart ..work slowed can't see people I want to cannot go eat at a
restaurant or CFL game ... My body my choice? I feel my rights have slipped away Nobody is
getting ahead except the government workers and big pharma..Walmart McDonald's....

2/18/2022 7:28 PM
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52550

It’s been annoying.

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52551

Segregated family and friends. Stripped my children of enjoying the “firsts” in life. Graduation
ceremony, first year life at university, participating in team sport,etc.

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52552

Has caused huge divisions in my family and in my church! And I have lost a lot of business
and thousands of dollars because of it!

2/18/2022 7:28 PM

52553

I have had family members die after getting the vaccine. I have also lost family members and
friends because of the division between the vaxxed and unvaxxed spurred on by our prime
minister

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52554

Stress. Depression. Loss of hope.

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52555

I have COPD and Asthma. Wearing a mask causes great difficulties for me. My job went from
fulltime to less than 10 days a month. I have lost friends who are pro vaccine. This has
actually had and affect on my whole life as it has everyone in Cacada.

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52556

Terribly as we have been forced to stay home for the past 2 years and not see family. Have
not seen my daughter for 3 years! Fights with friends and family, hatred directed at us from so
many people.

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52557

It has allowed me to protect my vulnerable spouse.

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52558

Severe depression

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52559

Mental health suffered, children’s mental health and school has suffered.

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52560

Made me sick, depressed, nervous,agitated , unable to sleep very suicidal

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52561

I've lost everything, my step daughter tried to commit suicide. My wife and I have separated. I
can't find a job.. This is the governments fault

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52562

I’ve been lonely, depressed, anxious , silenced, dehumanized.

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52563

I feel the mandates have been helpful in keeping my elderly parents well, my
immunocompromised friend fully vaccinated & able to be treated in hospital when he did
eventually get COVID-19 because enough people had gotten vaccinated that there was room in
the hospital for him to be treated.

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52564

Unable to travel so see immediate family

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52565

Ruined social life, diminished net worth and quality of life, business on the verge of failure

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52566

It’s affected my mental health and financially

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52567

It has been hell for myself send all my family and friends!!! Abusive, coercive, corrupt!

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52568

Financial emotional

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52569

Jobs delayed, medically, and health delays to cost more money because of non emergency
procedures

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52570

Can’t do reg things like eat in a restaurant or fly anywhere. Visit daughter in next province over
or fly International for holidays

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52571

It has impacted my mental, emotional, spiritual AND physical life for over two years.

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52572

Look around , this isn’t rocket science

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52573

Limited connections, isolation

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52574

It has affected my whole family. I feel like a hostage. This government is corrupt. Kids and
adults are committing suicide. My grandchildren are muzzled like dogs. It’s disgusting what is
happening

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52575

I am not able to eat with friends or family at a restaurant, or travel, as I don't believe in the
vaccine and refuse to get it.

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52576

Lack of community support, I feel isolated from family and friends, restricted to work and
travel, drastic income reduction to the point of bankruptcy

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52577

Depressed, more anxiety, put on weight, irritable and angry. My children and friends ostracize

2/18/2022 7:27 PM
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me. Now my government demonizes me.
52578

My children can't visit .Watching families pitted against family and friends against friends , the
country in general divided has caused great anxiety .

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52579

I fill like prisoner in my country.

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52580

Keeps me from seeing my family

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52581

Travel

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52582

It has caused a lot of unnecessary tensions and problems, exacerbated by the divisive speech
of almost all leaders in Canada.

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52583

Loss of business, unable to visit family. Unable to travel to USA Loss of our freedom.

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52584

Quality of life has drastically declined. My relationship with my husband has almost failed. So
many families have been suffering. We should have the freedom to choose.

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52585

Like a two year jail sentence! Could not go to Manitoba to see my mother when she broke her
hip!!😖 can’t go on vacation!😖 can’t go and watch my grand children play hockey!😖 can’t go
anywhere without a diaper on my face!😖 can’t go to a restaurant!😖 Shall I continue?? All
there will be is can’t, can’t, can’t, CAN’T!!!!

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52586

The mandate has affected my life in very significant ways- turned my life upside down. Ruined
my social life- I am a young individual and had so much to look up to, goals I wanted to pursue
and adventures I wanted to go on- but I was segregated against for making a different choice.
My social life was impacted and so was my mental health. It caused rifts between some family
and friends. I was put in uncomfortable situations due to my medical choices. I was put on
unpaid leave and currently making no income. This made my mental health worse. This all has
left me very traumatized and will take me a long time to heal from this.

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52587

Depression, anxiety, lost of 2+ years of important life events. Family member died alone in
hospital, division and hate escalating between all people, family, friends, inflation so high it’s
hard to keep going getting poorer by the day effecting all aspects of life. Not able to excercise,
all encompassing effects on mental health and trauma! Travel and social restrictions. Feels
like never ending imprisonment with no hope for our future

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52588

Brokenness in family Pressure and coercion Work place division and bullying

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52589

Lost my job and my freedoms!!!

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52590

Do I live in a democratic country or a communist country? I can’t tell anymore. Say no more.

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52591

I have been unable to bring my children to sports, and have had to homeschool. I could care
less about restaurants.

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52592

Not at all. I know what real oppression feels like

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52593

Job loss, impacted children and families mental health, vaccine injuries and death.

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52594

I've become depressed not being able to see my friends and family regularly. Stressed getting
my employees to do their jobs and countless other things

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52595

It’s caused my young children to suffer with severe anxiety and depression!!

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52596

It has destroyed my trust in government, health personnel and media. It interfered with my
income. It created separation between me and my family and community.

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52597

The pandemic situation is making me depressed, I never felt so alone in my whole life.

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52598

Could not have a proper funeral for my brothers wife having to waiw in line ups to go grocery
shopping having to show proof of vaccination to go to certain places

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52599

Severe isolation Lowered income Loss of Relationship with partner

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52600

Lost contact with friends and family

2/18/2022 7:27 PM

52601

Affected the mental health of myself and my family and career all NEGATIVELY

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52602

When my mom ended up in hospital, we weren’t allowed to see her because we were
unvaccinated. My dad lost his job of 19 years without severance pay because he chose not to

2/18/2022 7:26 PM
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get vaccinated. I haven’t been able to go to church and volunteer there because of the everchanging mandates. I’ve lost friends because they disowned me over my views on the
mandates. I haven’t been able to hang out with other friends because of these mandates. It’s
also been a lot from a mental health standpoint.
52603

Social deprivation, loss of income, inability to travel abroad

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52604

Have missed out on seeing my grandchildren, been discriminated against, has caused hate
with family members and destroyed my grandkids breathing with the masks. Nothing g good
has come from any of this bullshit.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52605

No illness in my life for 2 years! Travel restricitions in Canada have been a hardship as my
family is spread out.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52606

Lost my job

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52607

I can’t sign my kid up for hockey or any recreational sports can’t go see loved ones in nursing
homes funerals lost family members

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52608

All of us wearing masks (they don’t work, even says so on the box). The government and
these idiot leaders just want the power. Vaccines are not for children under 18. They are not
following the science. I can’t believe the Liberal Government is doing this to us. If we had a
vote tomorrow they would lose. The media is the most corrupt people. They only show you
what their narrative is. They would be happy if we lived under COVID restrictions for the rest of
our lives. So mad so mad so 😡

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52609

Can’t go to restaurants, friends and family conflict, 4 relatives died within 2 weeks of
vaccination, relatives developed shingles after vaccination. The vaccines are not effective and
certainly long-term safety is questionable.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52610

in every way possible; we have been and are living in a twilight-zone-matrix-science-fictionnightmare movie; 23 months or 101 weeks now of absolute outrageous ridiculous insanity
living; every part of life is affected; personal, home, business, shopping, sports, school, my
children, family, friends, church, everything!!!!!

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52611

Depression, seperation and division from family and friends,

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52612

Negatively.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52613

made me feel like a non person. not able to visit family or friends,not able to go to the gym my
mental security is not good

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52614

Terribly. My family as well.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52615

In the last 2 weeks of my mom's life I only got to see her the last 2 days.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52616

Our poor children are not having a normal childhood .

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52617

Economically and socially

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52618

I lost friendships, was no longer able to socialize freely, my daughter who was sober for 10
months left and started even heavier fentanyl use, lost 5 loved ones to overdose because they
could not get any treatment. Family members struggled with depression, family was divided
over mandates.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52619

divided our family and caused the loss of friends, stopped our ability to travel freely

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52620

Lost job, mental health and physical health decline. Created hate And segregation. Lost
friends. Kids behaviour got violent, conflicts, delays in learning and development.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52621

It has caused division among families and unnecessary stress

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52622

Broke my family up and my wife now has anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52623

Kids not in school Can’t travel Can’t go into restraunts sit and eat Can’t watch my kids sports
Can’t get a job

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52624

extremely depressed

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52625

Negatively

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52626

Made me depressed!

2/18/2022 7:26 PM
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52627

As a RN with health problems, I can not risk taking this so called vaccine.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52628

Massive loss of income , massive increases in taxes, massive increase to the consumer in all
aspects . I want my country back and I want Justine Trudeau brought on legal charges and
imprisoned for life .

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52629

Causing family separation.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52630

I haven’t seen a Dr in over 2-yrs, I can’t travel, or eat in a restaurant, or work out at the gym.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52631

I lost my job and my right to participate in everyday activities with my kids and other family
and friends. My mental health has drastically declined because of government action. I had a
previous vaccine injury to gardasil and a drs letter and the government still declined my
exemption request. I no longer respect or trust our current provincial or federal government.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52632

Immensely. Isolation and segregation is no way to deal with this .

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52633

Can't visit parents and many other extremely frustrating things. I felt despaired to see myself
leaving my tyrannical home country only to enter another one and the people here are so naiive
that they don't even know what's going on!

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52634

Homebound with COPD

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52635

My son has depression so bad and has lost his job because of the mandates, my daughter
was forced to take the vaccine and didn’t want to. I am sick and tired of working my self into
the grave and everything just gets more and more expensive.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52636

forced vaccinated, isolated, loss of relationships, loss of special heartfelt moments and mental
health.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52637

- Having one on my cabadian/humain rights denied by discrimination. - I get congested by
wearing a mask.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52638

Every way family friends travel job

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52639

I lost my job and security.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52640

Not being able to see family or friends, not being able to travel to see my sister.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52641

destroy my professional and family life

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52642

Inconvenience my freedoms for no reason and no gain against covid.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52643

I lost my job due to not taking the vaccine

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52644

Lost work because of the mandates and my ex vaccinated my children without my consent.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52645

Travel

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52646

Made me feel like a criminal

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52647

I am now a second class citizen, I don’t feel welcome in Canada and this is NOT the country I
fell in love with

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52648

Terrible

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52649

I am deaf, age 75, read lips and some people are so ignorant even when I stand six feet away,
will NOT remove their masks so I can hear. Trudeau has ulterior motives, Castro son, not for
democracy and freedom of choices. Arrogant.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52650

I haven’t been able to see my daughter and her family, for weeks I wasn’t able to see my son
who lives in congregated living, I lost my job, no social outlet

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52651

Greatly! Cannot participate in society due to a medical condition. Hated & discriminated
against because I do not want to risk an anaphylactic allergic having almost died several times
over the years.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52652

I can't do anything. Cant even see my childs band performance. My child has been
discriminated against playing sports and having any social life.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM

52653

Barely at all. I am vaccinated and don't mind wearing a mask in public.

2/18/2022 7:26 PM
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52654

Mandate have made family member with different opinion getting distance and basically no
more friendship with in different member of the family and my mother at 90 year old ad to be
hospitalis and only one family member was allow in so went she was strong enough we bring
her home and she had her last day home with her family that only one how many didn’t have
that chance and died alone in hospital with those stupid rules just because are PM sold us to
china.

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52655

Loss of work !loss of money! Being locked down like a prisoner not allowed to travel

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52656

Friends, family, mentally, socially, financially, emotionally, psychologically. Every which way,
and not one one of them in a good way

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52657

since I have a neurological issue from a serious concussion I have been extremely skeptical
of getting vaccinated.. i am a very healthy individual and after weighing the risks I felt it was
less of a risk to get covid then to take a chance with the undisclosed ingredients of the
vaccine... now im Constantly in fear of keeping job and I've seen enough studies to know the
mask do more harm then good ... the mandates where an over reach and have been abused
for some time now .

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52658

How hasn’t it effected everyone. Lost my job , loss of friends and family gatherings. Loss of
income, yet bills are skyrocketing

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52659

Has made life very hard to enjoy we have no freedom to do anything. You go home after work
and u like lock yourself in a house because everything is just depressing

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52660

Very negatively.

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52661

Too much to write

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52662

lost freedom,lost job

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52663

Isolated, I can’t travel to my spouse, depressed, sad, angered at what has happened to my
freedoms by the tyranny of this government.

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52664

Loss of hours at work Health issues due to mandated masks

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52665

In many ways. Too many to write here. I see teenager wanting to commit suicide, having no
hope for the future, It's really sad.

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52666

I have never felt such segregation in my life, and in our country, as a Canadian. I have
personally been discriminated against by friends, foes, medical professionals, and highly
unfortunately and disturbingly, our Prime Minister! The science has changed and Canada
needs to catch up. Our government needs to listen to Canadians. I feel we are on a very grim
path, and if we don’t do something now, it may very well be too late.

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52667

Its affects family, work, relationships, mental and physical health in more negative ways than it
does any good. They say follow the science, if we follow the science they all need to end now.
Not only does take a huge toll on us canadians, it takes a toll on the world, our economy,
businesses, ect... this plandemic needs to end NOW!

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52668

I am no longer able to work in the hospital as a Medical lab assistant because I have chosen
not to be vaccinated. I also cannot fly from Ontario to Saskatchewan to visit my parents and
siblings because I am not vaxxed. This needs to end. Where are my rights as a Canadian?

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52669

Loss of income due to closures, loss of clients due to vaccine mandate. Discrimination from
family members, the public, clients and coworkers. Arguments with loved ones due to lack of
information in the media. Focus on negativity in media causing division with others. Kids being
isolated from friends and family causing mental health issues.

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52670

Made me a hermit and feel like I'm in prison

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52671

We have lost friends.

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52672

Restricted me from seeing my family

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52673

In every aspect in my life

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52674

Protected me and my family from getting Covid and protected the hospitals from getting
overwhelmed

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52675

Mostly wearing the mask as I have congested heart failure and GERD and the masks makes it

2/18/2022 7:25 PM
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difficult to breath.
52676

It affected me physically mentally and financially and I don’t know if I’ll recover in these three
areas

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52677

Sucks

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52678

My children don’t know what it’s like to have freedom

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52679

It's been 2 years of insanity in this country. The pharma bought media and government have
done a great job with censorship, spreading lies and creating division in our country. Enough
already with controlling our lives. We know what this is about. It's not about public health. It's
about control and bringing digital id and the social credit score system so that we, the people
can become slaves of the state. Keep your fucking hands off. we do not consent. Mr. Trudeau,
you are the prime bully in this country. You are the real emergency and terrorist in this country.
You've been way out of line for quite some time. time to step down. You are not wanted by the
majority of canadians, but due to the fact that we don't have a voting system with proportional
representation you conveniently, but wrongfully kept your job.

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52680

Mental health, ability to breathe, ability to work, ability to enjoy social structure, smiles,
connection. As well as created discrimination that doesnt allow me to access the thing my tax
money pays for, such as pools, gyms, dances.

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52681

A lot

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52682

It has negatively impact my children, my employment, our way of life, our travel and holidays.
Prevented me from attending my father’s funeral. Canceled my sister in-laws cancer surgery.

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52683

Terrible!!! Lost my job thanks to this.

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52684

In every day life

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52685

Terrible my father was a military veteran and because of the beginnings of the rules I was not
able to say goodbye to my father before he died a veteran of Canada died alone 😡😡

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52686

stresses me out

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52687

I have watched family and friends turn against each other. Children petrified of all this. Sad sad
world we live in.

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52688

My father went into LTC on March 13,2020. They declared lockdown during his admission. He
wasn't allowed visitors, or be able to leave except for emergency medical reasons. He died
alone on July 23, 2020. We were unable to gather to celebrate his life. However I support most
of the mandates.

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52689

It ruined our life.

2/18/2022 7:25 PM

52690

Can't travel to see my family, got severe anxiety and other health issues, separations from
others, people have turned against each other

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52691

Very, very negatively.

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52692

Divided

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52693

Second class citizen

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52694

Took away the choice I have over my own body! Ie. Putting a drug in my body that has not
been fully tested and the science has not been shown.

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52695

Can't eat a decent meal on the road

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52696

Raised the cost of everything

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52697

MY MOTHER DIED ALONE SHE DID NOT NEED TO DIE ALONE HER SCREAMS HAUNT
ME STILL AS SOON AS SHE DIED WE WERE ALLOWED TO SEE HERE WHAT WAS THE
POINT IT WAS DESIGNED THIS WAY I WILL NEVER COMPLY TO THIS LIE AND I WANT
PEOPLE HELD ACCOUNTABLE MY MOTHER WAS COLLATERAL DAMAGE

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52698

It’s affected EVERYONE the same!!!!

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52699

Life has been unbearable at times

2/18/2022 7:24 PM
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52700

Taught me all about tyranny!

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52701

Lockdowns...mask wearing..distancing..phoney vaccines...government telling me what to do..

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52702

I find my day to day is very changed - isolated, restricting simple pleasures like shopping,
having a spontaneous bite to eat, coffee w a friend, work, family and friendships

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52703

Mentally exhausting, stressful feeling down im my spirit.

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52704

It is hard to do my job.

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52705

Loss of family and friends and sanity

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52706

Not having the same views on how to combat Illnesses, and actually believing in early
treatments, washing hands, vitamins daily, very healthy lifestyle, and making my own choice
on wether to get inoculated or not has made it so my family basically was a second class
citizen. We can’t go anywhere indoors, and partake on normal activities. Some of the the
buildings requiring masks or the jab my tax dollars pay for. Most people I know don’t really
care if you got the shot or not, and believe in free choice, but some of my family unfortunately
bought into the narrative, and it has divided us and no more holidays spent together. It’s
horrible for the children who don’t understand why they can not see their cousins.

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52707

Mandates have caused division between me and many people. They’ve taken away basic
human freedoms and created laws that have zero logic behind them. They’ve created tension
in my family and church

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52708

Have had little or no contact with friends and family. No social life.

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52709

I have lost hope in my future and my children's future.

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52710

My grandson had not yet met his immediate family. Hasn't met all of my siblings or my
children. I haven't been able to celebrate as a whole family religious celebrations family
traditions or family birthdays. I have not seen my inlaws to celebrate Christmas or any family
celebrations. I have not been able to go to church every Sunday. This has affected me
spiritually emotionally and has has affected my mental wellness.

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52711

Not able to work

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52712

Completely every time my son plays a game in hockey we have th get tested along with our 12
year old so price we can’t go and do anything as going th a theatre I never got to go to my
uncles funeral it’s terrible

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52713

Family has been ripped apart can’t go anywhere cause I won’t take the jab and my job is at
risk

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52714

It has prevented me from traveling, going to the gym, socializing, and has also caused great
divides in family.

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52715

divided family and friends

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52716

...

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52717

My rights have been robbed by government which by the works for me!! Hint! Hint!

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52718

Have been coerced into having vaccines,now am suffering extreme loss of energy

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52719

Lost of freedom

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52720

It has forced me to take a vaccine I didn’t want. It has restricted my freedoms as a Canadian
citizen.

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52721

Badly

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52722

I have been isolated and treated like I am a prisoner because I choice not to get the vaccine. I
am depressed and

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52723

Caused undue stress and hardship on me and my family

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52724

Not that much. I’ve been free to go to restaurants, theatres, travel

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52725

unable to visit family in Montana

2/18/2022 7:24 PM
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52726

I have 2 married male friends with families who were business owners who lost their
businesses from lockdowns who committed suicide in early 2021. My whole family has been
harmed by the lockdowns and mandates

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52727

I can’t work anymore

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52728

Moving people / assets out of Canada

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52729

Inability to earn a living and run my company of 22 years.

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52730

My husband lost his job!

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52731

Isolated me from friends and family, affected my job

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52732

I am like a prisoner only allowed out for shopping and for church because it is too cold even to
go walking.

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52733

But for the Grace of God I am doing good now if they steel my pension from my Bank then I
have a problem .

2/18/2022 7:24 PM

52734

Not able to be with other resident in the place I live supposed because I choose to not
vaccinate

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52735

It has put a lot stress on our family, especially because some could have been horribly
effected by the vaccine (dead or paralyzed) and doctors couldn't tell us that wouldn't happen.

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52736

I prefer not to say

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52737

I have become ill with infections from breathing into a mask all day while at work. Vaccine
Passport requirements forced my hand into getting vaxed to be with my children at their events
The whole situation and controversy has caused a lot of stress on my marriage and many of
my friendships due to varying opinions and perspectives that should never have been an issue

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52738

Brought stress and depression. Lost time with friends and family. Not being able to worship in
my church. Caused division and tension within family and friends and church. Unnecessary
stress about the future, university education and employment opportunities. Jeopardized my
relationships

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52739

In every way possible. My older parents have not been the same. The fear mongering and
control the goverment has had over Canadians is appalling

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52740

Hate breathing in my own oxygen hate having to have a vaccine in order to enjoy my life
especially since I don’t even do flu shots hated to see the elderly being so isolated dying of
loneliness not covid. Having to fill out papers to go to another province to visit my children not
being able to visit when I want to. It just down right sucks

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52741

Can’t see our children and grandchildren. Can’t go to restaurants, can’t earn an honest living
anymore.

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52742

Husband's work and income affected by lockdowns. Mental health. Affect on kids mental and
physical health. Increased costs with gas and groceries and all else spiked due to supply
chain issues. Housing costs.

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52743

Hasn’t.

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52744

I’m not able to visit with family, or go to a restaurant. My longtime friend passed away recently,
I wasn’t able to see him in his retirement home. Our good friend was in hospital here, and we
nor his Wife was allowed to visit him.

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52745

Extended family is unfamiliar now and at odds with each other. Have a new way of looking at
things and acting towards things.

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52746

Separation of friends and family, loss of jobs.

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52747

A side effect from the first vaccine for my husband. Divides in families and friends. Inability to
travel. Friends with side effects from the vaccines.

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52748

Limites as to where I can go. Not in my church & restaurants.

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52749

It tried to make me pretend something was worse then it is. And I couldn’t play pretend with
everyone else so I couldn’t do anything.

2/18/2022 7:23 PM
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52750

being medically exempt for wearing a mask and stores not accepting that so I no longer
support them, cannot visit friends and family due to vaccine passport( they are in other
countries)

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52751

I have no comment

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52752

Restricted out of Province visits with our family. Caused serious disunity in our Province.
Segregation and discrimination against segments of our society. Affects small businessclosures and stress and loss of jobs. And has closed our church doors at times and made it so
not everyone could go-restricted #’s. People weren’t able to get medical procedures done.
Imposed fear-debilitating for some. Put fear in people to not go and see their loved ones and
families.

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52753

Divorce, Heartproblems 10 days after Booster shot, Anxiety, Depression, loosing work

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52754

Financially- broke Kid is traumatized Mentally depressed

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52755

Loss of jobs. Extremely stressful My rights have been taken from me

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52756

It’s time to end COVID restrictions & get back to normal! I get stressed & & angry when I am
cooped up! I am looking forward to Mar 1st!!

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52757

Not being able to hug the ones you love at times in critical situations. Quit working

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52758

No job, can not go places. People treating me like I’m dirt. Such discrimination

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52759

depression, loss of family members to Cancer and not being able to say "goodbye", feeling
that the whole government has been lying to all of us. Have not feeling very proud in Canada
since this all started.

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52760

Makes me absolutely miserable

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52761

It has made me loose all trust and confidence in my government, also as I am a free man I
have felt much discrimination because I’m unvaccinated and don’t wear masks

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52762

Have become a target by my own government. No freedom of choice if I want to participate in
society. Told I am a racist by our PM. Etc.....

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52763

made it better

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52764

Greatly and negatively...decline to elaborate.

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52765

Taken away my choice and freedom

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52766

In more ways that I can possibly write down here. It has devastated the mental health of
millions of Canadians and divided us for no reason other than corporate greed and population
control agendas. It is nothing more than PURE EVIL.

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52767

Lost friends & family ... depression .. gained weight ... ostracized & discriminated against

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52768

It's slowly but surely taking away my rights as a Canadian citizen! This is a free country and
now I'm being treated like a second class citizen! I'm not allowed to eat in restaurants, go out
in public or travel! This shit needs to end immediately!!

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52769

Very limited time away from. Home

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52770

Loss of work. Creation of depression

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52771

No work. Stressed. No traveling. No freedom in all its aspects.

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52772

Not able to interact with many friends and family on a normal basis! Spend a lot of time alone!

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52773

I lost my oldest daughter seven years ago. To Human Trafficking. She was only 21. I have
been advocating and had just started speaking in schools when Covid shut everything down.
Human Trafficking is a crisis in our country. Nova Scotia is the worst province in the country.
This is killing more young people than Covid ever could. It’s disgusting that it is put on the
back burner.

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52774

Terrible, senior dying without family lots of anxiety and stress

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52775

I've had severe anxiety and panic attacks since these dumb mandates. I miss my children! I
am angry that I am being held a HOSTAGE in BC and I am told how to live MY life and what to

2/18/2022 7:23 PM
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do with my body! I am ashamed of the Canadian Government and I believe the PM is the
laughing stock of the entire WORLD! I'm tired of hurting and watching other people be hurt and
discriminated against.
52776

So many ways….

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52777

I has driven a wedge between our family and many friends. The PM needs to resign

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52778

This stupidity is breaking up Families, destroying the lives of young children. I intended to visit
my family in Alberta and B.C. last year. I have two Great Grandchildren just down the block
from me that I haven't been allowed to see for the past year. I am running out of time . I will be
89 in a few short months.

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52779

My wife and I were forced to take these lousy vaccines just to keep our jobs. Both of us had
adverse reactions. We never wanted them and both caught covid anyway.

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52780

Hate humanity

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52781

Daily loss of freedom

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52782

Destroyed business

2/18/2022 7:23 PM

52783

Can’t work

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52784

the mandates have severely interfered with social interactions, created family division, loss of
friendships, stress, mental depression, anxiety, loss of sleep, increased unhealthy lifestyle,
children losing access to university education, loss of job, detrimental effects to grandchildren

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52785

Watched countless lives ruined by these mandates, ppl testing positive but yet ate 100% ok at
work??? It's a joke

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52786

My son hasn’t worked in two years. He is in a wheelchair. He has gotten so depressed and has
had no income. He only “qualified” for CRB for 3 months for an unexplained reason. My job has
been affected with having to get weekly testing done. Because my family is all unvaccinated,
we haven’t been able to go to any restaurants or any kind of events that require testing prior.
Our social lives have virtually stopped. We cannot travel to the US, nor can we board a plane.
Having a mask on for 8 hours plus everyday is ridiculous and has caused many headaches for
myself. I work in customer service with a thick piece of plexiglass in front of me. I have a very
hard time hearing my customers. I am a mouth reader as are many of the hard of hearing. This
sometimes causes confusion. In the last two years my family has definitely been affected
negatively because of the mandates.

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52787

It has affected personal relationships with family and friends

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52788

Separation from family and friends. Government has successfully put hatred between too
many people! They need to be held accountable!

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52789

Created hopelessness and depression

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52790

How has it affected me?!?!? I am a strong woman and I have crumbled. Two of my friends
committed suicide , 2 have died from vaccine injury, and many of my friends and family have
lost jobs. We have done what has been asked.. with ABSOLUTELY NO...END..IN...SIGHT. it
went from 2 weeks to flatten the curve to the vaccines will save us, to 80% vaccinated will
open things up. This has been handled horribly by all levels of governments! We have not been
given an OUNCE of hope. So ...how should I feel. ..I have lost faith in our government.

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52791

I have watched families be torn apart, hatred from people that is being tolerated, job losses,
families kept apart, Canadian flag being ripped in half, preventing my kid from going to
secondary school, children and adults lose hope in the government and authority figures. It’s
terrible to live like this

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52792

I can’t visit family in Ontario

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52793

Has created unpreparable division within my family and friends. I have lost life long friends
because of them and have missed being with loved ones at their death because of them as
well

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52794

The mandates have hindered family gatherings and the sense of normalcy which we deserve in
a free country . These mandates infringe on our personal rights .

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52795

Insulted my intelligence.

2/18/2022 7:22 PM
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52796

It's the biggest lie ever bestowed on canada

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52797

Unable to travel, unable to enter restaurants, gyms etc, unable to hold large gatherings ( eg
funerals) because of noncompliance of a vaccine that does not stop infection or transmission.
Wearing of masks that also do not stop transmission (many studies) and testing for country to
country travel when all countries have Covid and the tests are inaccurate. (CDC
acknowledgement)

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52798

Lost freedom to assemble and worship. Could not go to restaurants. My children missed out on
many field trips and educational experiences

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52799

I can no longer get on an airplane or travel to the States to visit family. It has caused stress,
anxiety, depression and divisiveness. Busy mothers have had to homeschool because they
cannot tolerate their little children having to wear masks. Lockdowns where we couldn’t go to
church to worship every weekend. Being treated like second class citizens with leprosy and
being told to go outside to use an outhouse because public washrooms were only for vaxxed
people. Neighbours and friends being coerced into getting the vaccine so they don’t lose their
jobs. Not being able to go out to eat for months. Suffocating with a stupid mask on that doesn’t
help un the least. Etc. Etc,

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52800

Unable to shop without a mask in most places, no longer able to go to the gym or eat in
restaurants. Too many angry, mask-wearing people around dividing the community. Our
personal choices are no-one else's business, especially the government's.

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52801

Yes

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52802

Inability to visit my dying mom. Inability to mourn with family and friends. Quarantine
accommodation costs. Lost and/or strained relations with family and friends. Depression. Life
has literally stopped.

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52803

I've lost my job of 12 years

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52804

Not as much mine as it has my two young daughters.

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52805

Reduced income, reduced mental health, family division, lose of activities.

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52806

I have missed family and friends dearly. I feel mentally drained from all the fears instilled
during the so called pandemic.

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52807

it has effected me in my social mentality... my belief in this country. and the false spending of
this government will effect me for the rest of my life! i have lost hope

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52808

Friends died alone due to COVID. I'm suffering from anxiety and depression due to mandates.
I've lost money due to mandates shutting down community sales.

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52809

I had to shut down my business 3 times

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52810

It's a huge attack on the families. And everything effects the children. It is wrecking our whole
education system

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52811

Saved a bunch a' lives, yer hosers!

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52812

All. Lost my job because of them

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52813

Isolation from friends and family, depression

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52814

it has forced me to wear a mask which I do not agree with but wear it out of respect for my
fellow humans. I have not sat in a restaurant (or anywhere else)and ate since the passports
were required. I used to go to the gym but do not now. I have been verbally assaulted by
people who have been fooled by the tyrants who are behind this "plandemic". I have missed
Christmas with my family each year due to these ridiculous mandates. Watching these fools
on mainstream media push the bullshit rhetoric has not been healthy for my mental
state...fortunately I am a strong person :) I am constantly annoyed by the government
commercials on the radio telling me that "vaccines" for 5 to 12 year olds are available and
completely safe...what a load of crap. I could go on but will stop here.

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52815

Isolation

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52816

It hurts

2/18/2022 7:22 PM
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52817

I live in Saskatchewan and the majority of my family lives in BC. I haven’t seen my mother
since Christmas 2019 because of the mandates, the villianization of unvaccinated people from
both the government and the media, and inaccurate or partial statistics being reported creating
unnecessary fear. I will never get to see my mother again as she passed away suddenly in
December of 2021. Both my mother and I were robbed of precious time and memories because
of this governments abuse of power. I was also unable to say goodbye in person as I was not
welcome to be in my mother’s house after her passing. I would have to drive approximately 20
hours, since I am not permitted on a plane, to turn around and drive home another 20 hours. I
couldn’t afford a hotel and I needed to be in my mother’s home to grieve. I never got to say
goodbye and am still awaiting the governments permission to hold a celebration of her life.
These restrictions have cost me dearly in many more ways but this is the one that tore my
heart out. I never thought I would be ashamed to be a Canadian, but Trudeau has made our
once true, strong and free nation that I loved, a place where I would travel from if I was
permitted the freedom to do so.

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52818

Loss of income

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52819

I lost my job! I can’t see family! I know many many people that can’t meet with each other.
These vaccines were coerced on the Canadian populations, and our PM stated the vaxes
would be available for all that chose. He then set it up that anyone who didn’t comply lost their
freedoms and jobs, the very essence that only the trucker convoy brought unity for while our
PM was busy tearing down the unity. Never in history have you seen all communities and
provinces such as Alberta and Quebec join together naturally. His mandates for those that
provide us with food and goods and gasoline to run our vehicles we’re literally attacked by his
ridiculous mandates. To state that you can’t go into the United States if you weren’t vaccinated
was one thing but to say that when you came into Canada you had to quarantine for 14 days.
What kind of trucker could absolutely live on such conditions. These are the people that move
the goods and services across Canada. On the flipside, the federal government employees,
that worked from home, were too be vaccinated but he was going to use it to their discretion to
follow the procedure. There’s absolutely no balance anymore in Canada. It grieves my heart
that when I read the post on Telegram, they all think we’re nuts. On the world stage, Canada is
being part of the G7 was what highly on at one time, and now not so at all. Additionally, the
Trudeau foundation has shares in the nano parts of the vaccines. Nothing is getting looked at
properly. Our Prime Minister does not speak for all Canadians, it’s extremely unfortunate.

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52820

Absolutely negatively as well as the well being of those around me. The people responsible for
orchestrating this international fiasco must face justice with the international courts and laws
nationally and internationally updated to restore confidence with the people.

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52821

We have lost freedom to go to restaurants, swimming, and other activities not because I am
unvaccinated but because I don't want a vaccine passport which discriminates against people.
My children are bullied in school because they don't want to bwear masks outside. My
teenager has no friends due to school closures last year when he started high school and
couldn't make friends. I can't see my dr when I need to because they won't see people in
person so have to go to emergency and wait hours instead. Food and fuel prices have gone
through the roof and it's hard to afford what my family needs to live on as well as prepare for a
future for them.

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52822

Not being able to get together with family. Losing a close friend.

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52823

It has made me an angrier person, as I see the division and hate it is all created. I am
saddened by what my Canada has become.

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52824

They offer no protection and make no sense what so ever

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52825

Not able to travel or dine or visit elderly family

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52826

Loss of work, and income mental health diminish, kids are paying the price their mental health
and education has diminished as well,

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52827

Fucking ruined my life !!!!

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52828

Became depressed and withdrawn from society...having a hard time with life in general and
feeling coerced into the vaccine.

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52829

Almost ended my 34yr marriage

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52830

Too much to explain.

2/18/2022 7:22 PM
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52831

My child couldn’t go to university my daughter couldn’t dance…. Depression anxiety

2/18/2022 7:22 PM

52832

Mental health

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52833

Took away my freedoms!!

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52834

Ugly

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52835

It has negatively affected my income and my mental health.

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52836

My mother has dimentia and is in a care facility. I have not been alowed to see her for two
years! For the longest time i did not see my first grandchild and have now only seen her three
times since her birth. My wife and i have never been vaccinated for COVID and we NEVER will
!

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52837

In so many ways: I lost my two jobs My son lost his college basketball scholarship My other
son got fired and does not qualify for ei My daughter got injured from the injections I was not
able to see my elderly parents for two years and my father has since passed away I can not
travel by air I have not been able to work out or swim (and I was a lifeguard and instructor) I
can not dine out I have lost countless friends and even family members as a result of differing
beliefs Emotional stress, physically stressed, mentally depressed and anxious about the
future.

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52838

I was unable to be with my family while grieving a loved one....how sad is that!!!!

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52839

Mentally

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52840

It has affected and will continue to affect my life because the phase enacted by our premier
prevented me from spending my fathers last week with him, due to Covid restrictions which
should have been more flexible at hospitals in life-death situations.

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52841

My mental health is bad I loss my job from vaccine injury , my children mental health is so low
I can’t recall how many times I’ve had to call 911 for help for my child from trying to commit
suicide. My breathing is worst then it ever has been in my life , I was stuck with abusive man
and couldn’t get out cus of lockdowns . My children education went drastically down hill due to
the mask mandates I have a child who blind and the mask effect him badly he pass out in gym
class . My child loss out on sports cus of mandates and she can’t be vaccinated due to injury
. Financially, mentally effected my whole family and physically effects us . I loss loved ones
and friends .

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52842

Unemployment

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52843

I have severe mental illness and I am on Long term disability because of it.

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52844

It has affected my mental health, my relationships with family/friends, my trust in
government/our country. It’s made me see and think completely different than before.

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52845

You don't really want to know! Paparaparapparapapa

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52846

Not being able to be with family and friends socially and mentally draining

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52847

I’m unvaccinated so I’m not allowed in certain places.

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52848

Loved ones dying alone in the hospital. Kids kept from talking to each other at lunch time; gym
class with a mask on.. the mental affect on the kids and others. Being refused at my family
Christmas party because of vaccination. Job lost and refusal because of vacc' Couldn't see
my son in another province because of the border restrictions in lock downs. Haven't been able
to out in a few years now. (This is over the last few years and most are because I practice my
"right to choose")

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52849

My children have anxiety from the masks, I was out of work for a number of months, my father
passed away in Jan of 2022 and the government limited his funeral capacity. My grandfather
who was a war hero and won the Distinguished Flying Cross in WWII passed away last year,
and his funeral capacity was limited as well as family unable to travel to the funeral without
quarantining. This is not the Canada he fought for, nor is it the Canada his friends died for!

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52850

I know people who died from it, lost social contacts, no facial recognition, no closeness
anywhere, people are criticizing each other, there is fear in the eyes.

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52851

Loss of freedom!

2/18/2022 7:21 PM
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52852

Somewhat

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52853

Depressing

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52854

Depression, anxiety, family division.

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52855

I can't work.

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52856

Depressed unhappy I feel like I am in prison can’t do anything feel like everyone is judging
everyone not a happy camper

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52857

Unable to see family who live in the States. Fear that my job may be unstable. Having to pay
for covid testing because my job mandated that or the vaccine. Taking away my right to gather
freely.

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52858

Hurt my relationship with my gradkids

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52859

It has caused very stressful situations with friends and family members.

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52860

My daughter got fired for "choosing" not to get the vaccines after 12 yrs of being a RN in the
ER where she saw ZERO covid infected people. How does she pay her mortgage & provide for
her daughter with no income? She's now possibly at risk of losing the roof over her head &
putting food on the table. ALL FOR WHAT? A CORRUPT GOVERNMENT WHO WANTS
COMPLETE CONTROL! WE HAVE GOD GIVEN INALIENABLE RIGHTS THAT WE WERE
BORN WITH. THE "GOVERNMENT" DID "NOT" GIVE US THOSE RIGHTS. THEREFOR,
THEY CANNOT TAKE THEM AWAY NO MATTER HOW HARD THEY TRY!!

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52861

These mandates effect everyone and everything you do daily. People need to learn to live with
Covid-19, life needs to return to normal.

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52862

I was bullied in my workplace for 10 months because I chose to not get vaccinated. I work in
healthcare and have seen so many adverse reactions to these vaccines. I feel with my whole
being that these vaccines are bad news. I left that job in early January and am now in a place
where I am accepted and welcomed. Canada is a free country. Let’s keep it that way.

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52863

Poorly

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52864

The last two years have been soooooo long. It has affected my life in almost every way. It
would take less time to speak to how it has not affected my life. Thank you.

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52865

Lost the job

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52866

I can’t go to any functions or visit with some friends

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52867

Depression, hoplessness, isolated, financially burdened at age 74. Prime Minister Trudeau is a
dictator and I feel very oppressed anxiety and fear for what will come next. So, fear filled
life....and no freedom.

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52868

Lost a job, health issues

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52869

Segregation division fear humiliation lead by a dictator no freedom

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52870

Anxiety. Anger.

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52871

Mental health has declined. Social aspect of life has totally vanished. Missed out on a lot of
family events

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52872

I am unable to be vaccinated due to an inoperable tumour in my head, I don’t have a choice to
live a regular life, I am judged , I am depressed. The mandates have mostly caused division
and depression in my life and around the country.

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52873

Makes me feel guilty every time I pull my vaccine passport out. It is so wrong that some
people can’t join in with society. So wrong!

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52874

My husband's heart was damaged jy his 2nd vaccine. Wasn't allowed to visit family members .
WS forced to have a vaccine I didn't want to keep my job. That isn't freedom. Wasn't allowed
to go to church . We had a trip planned outside the country and had to cancel it.

2/18/2022 7:21 PM

52875

Can't socialize with family or friends, couldn't attend funerals, can't watch my kids in sports.
Forced me to get the shot or loose my job/income to provide for my family, restricted travel,
hospital visits to see my sick grandmother

2/18/2022 7:21 PM
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52876

I feel that part of my freedom has been taken away

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52877

My mother died and I did not see her for 2 years she lived 20 minutes away in the USA. She
died alone

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52878

Made travelling difficult. Social life is not the same

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52879

I am so close to ending my life.

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52880

My child who has a disability, mental state far from ok. I’ve lost friends and family members
over the division but ironically NONE to covid, only the vax.

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52881

Suffocating to wear mask 12 hrs a day at work

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52882

I am a Doctor. Mandates have limited some outings and family visits and resulted in some
business closures. I have seen the other side of this pandemic though and mandates are not
the problem. They have mitigated a huge health crisis.

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52883

Terrible

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52884

Many ways , not being able to visit my family , division amoung family and friends, physical
emotional mental stress. The worst being forced by coercion and bullying to inject an
experimental drug into my body that has no liability and suffer side effects in order to have the
basics of life . To have to risk my health and my GOD given immune system

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52885

In many ways. Most importantly, the mental health of my children.

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52886

It has completely put me into a depression, that two years ago I thought was never possible!
After all the lies the government has put in the media I will never trust a politician again and
have no idea who I will vote for in the next election!

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52887

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52888

I am a nurse so agree with the social distancing and self monitoring and staying away from
crowds when Ill. Think that the way most people wear masks is 100% useless so that should
stop

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52889

Mandates added alot of stress in my life I hate going to work. Caused arguments in my family.

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52890

Divided friends, culture of fear. Us vs. Them

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52891

Mental health and physical health declined and keeps declining

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52892

Rights have been removed. Division amongst friends and colleagues. A polarized society.
Many people struggling with mental health and addictions, including friends and family
members.

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52893

Forced to choose between either putting food in my fridge or abandon my moral compass and
my inherent right to choose who or what I believe in.

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52894

It’s fine

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52895

Divided my family, ruined my business, turned people into brainwashed idiots. It's not their
fault but is the governments fault. They should all be charged

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52896

I didn't get to see my brother in another province before he died from leukemia

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52897

Its been very stressful, bussinesses scared an refusing service, as a owner operator, on the
highway, its been a huge inconvenience.

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52898

Caused severe depression on top of baring me from many businesses and movies as well as
restaurants. Have made me be judged repeatedly from many people that support the
disrespect that our prime minister is telling them to show. Currently fighting for rights that my
grandfather’s died for.

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52899

Increasing anxiety, depression, and anger. Loss of freedom and well-being.

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52900

I almost lost my job due to vaccination mandates, can no longer further my education due to
vaccination mandates and most importantly can not see my significant other due to border
closures.

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52901

Well I can not go out to eat, I can not breath with the mask on, given me panic attacks,

2/18/2022 7:20 PM
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making me sicker. Caused me to become borderline agoraphobia, can not work at a lot kf
places. Screwed up all my medical stuff causing body harm.
52902

Did not get fired but did not resign. Can't make the buck with Canada only work

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52903

Horriable, my older children ( married with choldren) are vax and they still got covid. What he
has done has been so harmful to everyone's well being . He needs to be removed (
impeachment) he has done nothing for the Canadian people. My people still go with out clean
water while he supports all the others that come into our country. My people were here first!!
He needs to go!

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52904

ISOLATION AND I AM SINGLE IT REALLLY AFFECTS MY MENTAL HEALTH BECAUSE I
AM SUCH A SOCIAL PERSON AND MISS PEOPLE

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52905

unemployed and unemployable, depressed, afraid of homelessness

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52906

Lost my job.. can barly feed my family now... or pay rent.

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52907

It hasn’t. More of an inconvenience.

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52908

Limited options that my children have for sports and extracurricular activities; caused much
divisiveness between extended family members and coworkers; made it hard to maintain
certain relationships because of requirement to be vaccinated to go to restaurants, etc.; made
it difficult to visit my father who is in a long term care home with Alzheimers and who needs
social interaction more than anything.

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52909

Lost my business, blew through my entire savings account, ongoing depression, getting
evicted by April 1st because I haven’t been able to cover my rent for the past few months.

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52910

bullying and segregation happening because of our health choice

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52911

Can't find a job willing to hire me with 20 years experience.

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52912

Lack of travel, mental anguish, frustration with our government

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52913

Lost my nursing job

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52914

Socially, emotionally, financially

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52915

I have been called a racist and misogynistic person by our prime Minister without him getting
to know who I am or what I stand for.

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52916

Mandates have affected jobs in the restaurant industry.

2/18/2022 7:20 PM

52917

Frustration, family distancing

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52918

Attending kids sports, work, friends, family

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52919

In a very negative way. Made me lose faith in government and the system at large. We need to
pass legislation that ensures this can never happen again.

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52920

To much..

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52921

It has divided our family and separated me from my friends and limited my social life. It has
also restricted my adoration of my God.

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52922

I am now a second class citizen. I am not allowed in certain places. My husband and I worry
about losing our jobs, and we worry about our country and the direction it’s going.

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52923

By denying my rights!

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52924

stressed out

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52925

What mandate? Ok with provincial not with federal trucker mandate. Totally disagree with
extended protest in Ottawa. Made your point but let radicals take over

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52926

Drained my savings, ruined my trust, and damaged many relationships.

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52927

Worked threw with often no food or washrooms to use

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52928

I have lost friends and family. I am allergic to an ingredient in the vax. I refuse to go into
anaphylactic shock and possibly die. I have been segregated from society, called names and

2/18/2022 7:19 PM
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told I take up space from Trudeau. Have seen countless nasty comments online from vaxxed
people. The damage is severe. Mandates and vax passport must end.
52929

I moved to get away from all the Bull shit

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52930

I’m unable to find gainful employment, support restaurants or other venues and difficult to meet
new ppl as I’m not able to participate in gatherings. My health condition is one in which
vaccine is high risk

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52931

In every way imaginable. Unable to travel to Canada, unable to go to restaurants or movies or
out for drinks. We unvaxxed are treated as lepers by the vaxxed, eve family members.

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52932

I don’t get out socially like I used to! Not going to church is really not good for me, I need that
fellowship!!

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52933

I'm disabled and I can't shop. I have to rely on online shopping and delivery, which costs more.

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52934

Fear, depression and lost of trust

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52935

So much division. Changed churches. Helping support son who lost his job and has 8 mouths
to feed.

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52936

Threatened my job, prevented me from moving about my country freely, anxiety, depression
and social isolation, lost my job during the pandemic due to occupancy restrictions at the work
site.

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52937

Has forced many of my family members to get vaccines they preferred not to get, I refused to
show my passport even though I’m vaccinated which is an invasion of my privacy. I am pro
vac and pro choice and pro mind your own damn business. Canadian natural resources is the
only place I’ve shown my vaccine status for my job, which should not have happened.

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52938

Isolation from family and friends Lack of travel and restaurants use Constant pressure to be
vaccinated Constant fear mongering

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52939

i have lost jobs and been denied the ability to apply for certain types of work

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52940

Severe depression and hopelessness.

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52941

Financial Health I missed the birth of my grandson , couldn’t see any ultrasounds, couldn’t
celebrate with my other grandson’s birthday Christmas & more , couldn’t vist mother in law in
old age home , my children suffering in education, my children stuck at home , no pool no
camping , No summer vacations anywhere no winter vacations ,just mentally drained

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52942

Turned me into a tax paying second class citizen.

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52943

My kids and I can’t go anywhere.

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52944

Photographing weddings, socializing, division, anxiety

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52945

Lost my 10 year position as a health care worker

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52946

Caused isolation, loneliness, and being targeted for my choices

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52947

In every way!!! Having mandates is NOT CANADIAN! PERIOD!!!! We are a free country with
the right to our own bodies and should not have anything taken from us if we do not go along
with the narrative!

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52948

Job loss. Loss of freedoms.

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52949

THERE IS NOT A SOUL EFFECTED BY THE PLANDEMIC - THE TRUTH SHALL COME
OUT AND WHEN ALL IS SAID AND DONE THERE WILL BE ALOT OF PEOPLE GOING TO
JAIL - THIS IS WORLD WAR 4 - BIOWEAPON WAR ON HUMANITY

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52950

I've lost two children to this tyranny!!!

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52951

Baby during pandemic, no family support, post pardum depression. Husband (who is a trcuker)
wasn't allowed to come home for 2 months before baby then out of work isolating for 1 full
month before birth.

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52952

Hh

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52953

All off them

2/18/2022 7:19 PM
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52954

Divided up family and friends

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52955

loneliness not being able to see my friends and family confused with what is right and what
isn;t

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52956

Depression and angsiety

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52957

My daughter tried to commit suicide by being locked up away from her friends, scared our
family, didn’t see my step kids for 8 weeks, mentally hurt my entire family

2/18/2022 7:19 PM

52958

Depressed. Anxious. Angry. Sad. Dissapointed. Worried for the future. Especially my kids and
grandchildren. Couldn't be with my dad when he died or when he was in Ling term care Couldn't
see him for weeks and then couldn't touch him etc. I still can't understand that! It still affects
me. My grandchildren can't do sports or have their parents watch them play in sports or watch
them in swimming or gym etc. Kids wearing masks is wrong!! Just everything about the lock
downs was wrong. It needs to stop.

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52959

Job stress/loss, division with family and friends, increased anxiety for my children, most of all
our freedom

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52960

Made of very difficult to function

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52961

Very bad.

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52962

Severely

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52963

For me the only thing is the annoyance of wearing a mask indoors as I am immune
compromised and would have gotten the vaccines upon my doctors recommendation. However
the news being involved in promoting the vaccines the way they did kind of scared me and
made me not want to get my vaccine initially.

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52964

I lost work, huge financial impact on myself and my children. Diversion, relationships have
suffered because others don’t accept my choice

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52965

My business is barely surviving and will probably not make it another year even if the
mandates are ended. The money to help my business will only hurt me more in the long run.
With many mandates still in place how can I make enough to pay back the amount borrowed in
the two year time frame given when I am still struggling to stay alive. But millions go
everywhere else in the world and to friends and family of the PM with no payback. Absolutely
ridiculous.

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52966

Mental health, ability to travel

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52967

As an unvaxxed and unwilling to be part of this I cannot go inside a restaurant or a pub. I pay a
lot of taxes and do not appreciate being treated second class. I hate going out because the
mask gives me anxiety. I am always alone and need to have normal social interaction.

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52968

Civil liberties were taken away from me and my family.

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52969

Work has been very stressful trying to follow all the constantly changing rules. My kids have
missed out on social settings like kids clubs and sports. It has divided families and friends.

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52970

Destroyed my family relationships

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52971

Split my family apart!!

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52972

Mentality bad . Bad depression

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52973

I suffer with depression but have done well for about 6 years prior to Covid. Since Covid I have
had many suicidal thoughts, feelings of hopelessness.

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52974

Its frustrating to be judged by if your wearing a mask or not.

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52975

I cant have essential help as a senior on disability unless I get the shot. I can not and will not
get it. I have no help to get food or go to essential Dr appts etc. I came dangerously close to
being homeless. The stress and strain has dramatically affected my health and well being in a
terrible way. I am ashamed of how our Gov't has handled and are handling things. Never been
more embarrassed to top it all off.The millions of wasted tax dollars, the job losses businesses
lost and worse of all the Lives lost! Please Help us. Stop this Tyranny! We have had enough
abuse. We are tired and need hope again. The Government overreach has all but destroyed our
country communities!! Please end this and be there for the people for a change!!

2/18/2022 7:18 PM
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52976

Mental health, family issues, injury to family members

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52977

Communism is trash. Communism has always been trash. Communism will always be trash.
Communism is trash.

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52978

I was forced to take the vaccine to keep my job. My mental health has and continues to suffer
greatly. My daughter is depressed and anxious all the time. She's unable to go out with her
friends to indoor events due to not being able to produce a QR code. I felt I had to pull her out
of public in class schooling as she was bullied by her teacher for her vaccine status and I
didn't trust that more mandates wouldn't happen to that sector or that she would be pressured
into taking the vaccine.

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52979

My mental health is suffeing as a result of mandates that are ineffective. People around me
are suffering, their lives are segregated and they're humiliated, over a thing that doesn't even
help public health.

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52980

lack of scientific evidence and being forced under duress to take the shot or suffer
consequences. Depression in my family is now evident.

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52981

I lost my Job!!

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52982

My sister passed during this time and there has been little contact with family and friends. My
business has been affected. My two year old daughter isn’t properly socialized. The list goes
on….

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52983

It has made me far more aware of how my actions can and do impact others. I will be more
considerate when I am unwell. I have learned to value my family time far more and that the
rushing around isn’t as necessary as I once believed.

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52984

Destruction of relationships and family, our business is hovering from closing. It has been
extremely destructive.

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52985

Toute ma vie

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52986

I am out of work

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52987

Mostly very negatively

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52988

Due to the lockdowns and isolation, I have developed anxiety and depression. My twins who
have autism have had regression in many areas, my daughter has developed anxiety and fear
of germs. My sons social struggles have increased alot, lots of acting out and emotional
disregulation. My son is pre-verbal and his speech was coming along pretty good being in
school with all the extra supports he needed to be successful, then schools were closed and
the progress slowed. Then masks, social distancing, isolation. My kids aren't themselves
anymore, the fun loving, always smiling playful kids are now scared, socially awkward and
distant with more trouble focusing than ever. My boyfriend missed almost 2 months of work in
the first lockdown. We borrowed so much money from family and friends so we wouldn't lose
our car, power and necessities that it will take years of payments to have everything paid
back. It doesn't feel like living our lives, it feels like we are just existing

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52989

Has greatly affected my business.

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52990

Has given me mental anguish rashes on my face and hands. Has stressed me out. Has
disallowed me to visit my mom in her long term home.

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52991

We have been unable to attend virtually all of the events/activities which we were involved
with. We are music people…we play music. All jamborees, festivals, senior residences where
we volunteered, informal gatherings with friends have bee shut down for 2 years. We have
been unable to gather with family and friends for holiday and family celebrations, we have been
unable to visit loved ones in the hospital, we have been unable to attend funerals of family and
friends who have passed on. We are seniors…we have virtually been imprisoned in our homes!

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52992

It’s effected everything nothing is the same No one is happy

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52993

It has put so much stress on myself and my family, emotionally, financially and spiritually. It
has changed and put stress on many of my relationships.

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52994

The mandate kept vulnerable persons out of hospitals and icu and possibly death

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52995

I was frustrated. People who were vaccinated had freedom to go to restaurants, allowed to

2/18/2022 7:18 PM
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keep their jobs, and not have to have proof of negative tests before going to work. Not having
to have proof while still possibly bringing COVID into the school was very frustrating.
Mandates also caused a silent divisiveness among the workers.
52996

Lost my job

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52997

It's terrible

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52998

Lost my job with the RCMP, forced to take Leave Without Pay on November 15th.

2/18/2022 7:18 PM

52999

Divided families and friends couldn’t see my grandsons play hockey made our life suck

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53000

Only in negative ways. Nothing good has come from it.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53001

Restricted my mobility, caused financial hardships

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53002

My rights and freedoms have been taken away illegally.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53003

Immensely... I had a bad immune response /reaction abd had a brain injury.. Great affected my
life.... Still!!

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53004

Reduced socializing for my children my wife and myself. Torn families apart and destroyed
communities and neighborhoods. Reduced ability to travel freely and move about as a free
person.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53005

Caused stress on life for family. Especially for the kids. Coerced into being vaccinated.
Freedoms being stripped away.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53006

In everyday!!!

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53007

Depression, mental unease, distanced relationships, affected finances, lowered quality of life

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53008

It has caused a divide in our community, friends and family. And my mental health

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53009

In a lot of ways!

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53010

Tremendously I can even begin to list off how much this Plandemic has affected my family . I
got vaccinated so I could pick my kids up from the pool.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53011

Loss of employment

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53012

Disrupted my life negatively, needs to end

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53013

Cant watch my son play hockey is terrible

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53014

Being able to see family friends and has also caused unwanted stress in my life

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53015

Not able to see family ,charter of rights is not active with this current government provincial
,and with our leader in Ottawa stress is constant

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53016

Less work a lot more stress. A very big toll on my mental health

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53017

my gym, unable to play on my soccer team

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53018

Lost my job for 15 months (worked at a casino), depression, isolation, stress, not able to do
fun activities with my children such as movie theatres, swimming pools, restaurants, etc.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53019

Not being able to see my family, or see them when they passed away. Health issues because
we are told to stay home. Very stressful

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53020

Not able to work, travel swim or eat in restaurants.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53021

It has caused stress, travel is nonexistent, family has been separated due to different beliefs,
conflict in my community. It’s distracted us from what really matters- Peace and love for each
other.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53022

It has created sadness, anxiety, family and friends separation. It has given me no access to
gym for my mental and physical health. It has in general made the people have more hatred for
each other which extremely negative. This is no good for anyone. Thank you.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53023

Job loss

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53024

I am jobless ,no income, no means to support myself and ffamily.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM
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53025

This has to stop. It is ridiculous. Trudeau has to be removed.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53026

I've had to close my business (daycare) because of the mandates, it's created an enormous
amount of stress and taken a toll on my mental health. It's also divided my family.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53027

I am not only segregated and treated like a second class citizen, but also financially choosing
between being able to live without any source of income or dying if I take the shot- not great
odds. My mental health is so poor right now with severe depression, anxiety and chronic
fatigue due to being on high alert if someone isn’t happy with my choice or option. Not being
able to be a part of society has led to a massive decline in my physical health as well

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53028

Lost my job

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53029

Mental health issues , loss of employment, division in families,

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53030

I was coerced into a medical procedure I did not want in order to keep my job .. this also
created divisions within family and friend circles, some of which may never heal. All in all, this
caused extreme anxiety and trauma.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53031

Mental stress

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53032

- Depression -feeling of being suppressed in not being able to enjoy going out to do things with
my family. (camping/vacation). - discriminated - not being able to worship Christ in church
freely

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53033

Social isolation. Inability exercise my religion.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53034

It has created anxiety and depression for a lot of people.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53035

It has shown me how fear can be used to turn people against each other.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53036

I have lost my career. I have felt extreme lows due to the mismanagement of this government

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53037

As a business owner, it has substantial affect and n my business. My mental health has
diminished and it’s sad.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53038

In every day life in every way

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53039

Its pointless because none of it helped. Destroyed small business, irreparable mental and
social damage to our youth

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53040

We have felt like second class citizens, isolated and controlled

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53041

These mandates have caused incredible division between loved ones and loss of friends and
family in my life. These mandates have caused mental and emotional stress/trauma and other
health issues brought on by unecessary stress and hardship. None of us took these toxic jabs
because we believe in them, we took them because we were coerced...to keep our jobs, to
travel, to go to the gym, to see our elderly, to eat out at a restaurant, the list goes on.
Unfortunately I had 3 friends take their lives because of the loss of their careers, livelihoods,
being unable to support their families and the constant state of fear being pushed. I lost 2 other
friends who, prior to their covid vaccines, were healthy happy full of life beautiful souls. They
both had severe adverse reactions(constant neuralgic pain, extreme headaches, bell's palsy,
muscle weakness in limbs, the list goes on)after their shots and believed they would never get
their "lives" back and being gaslighted about speaking up about these issues. This is
absolutely unacceptable! No part of any of this is ok! Not for a virus with less than 1% death
rate. This is not now and has never been a pandemic. These mandates have to stop NOW and
Trudeau needs to STEP DOWN!!! He does not represent the people, he has his own selfish
agenda and many of us have woken up to what is going on behind the scenes. Truth always
finds a way.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53042

Hardly at all

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53043

It has cast a dark cloud over what I feel we are put on this earth to do and that is live

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53044

Cant see family in hospital

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53045

It has impacted my mental health. The injection that I was forced to get felt like medical rape.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53046

Every aspect of life has deteriorated

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53047

It has divided people

2/18/2022 7:17 PM
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53048

Social life is almost zero. Can't go to Florida. Frustration with the communist that we call
Prime Minister. Frustration with the inept conservative party. Always stood up for the police.
Not anymore. The Nazi's that call themselves police in Ottawa should be ashamed of
themselves for arresting men and women that are fighting for the rights of Canadians including
the Nazi's that are arresting them.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53049

Lost friends, family, and any semblance of sociability.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53050

It has forced me to get a vaccine in order to continue working and be able to provide food and
shelter to my family. It has caused me emotional trauma due to the separation of myself and
my family members. I have had constant medical issues ever since the vaccine and wish our
government never would have forced it in the first place. Medical decisions are personal
decisions not government decisions.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53051

It has created necessary restrictions

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53052

Can't travel

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53053

Not being able to see my family and sporting advents

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53054

I am more isolated than before and I am so saddened by the divisiveness that has taken place
between families ,communities

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53055

Lots of isolation.

2/18/2022 7:17 PM

53056

I feel like I am a prisoner in my own country

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53057

Forced to get the vaccine to go into a public place......

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53058

It has restricted my movements which is wrong. And it has definitely affected my mental
health to see such overreach of the government. My health should be my choice.

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53059

What life ??? Been restricted to stay home along with all the other public safety measures !!!

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53060

At times I’ve felt like a prisoner in my own house

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53061

Fucking boredom. Have to wait until summer to go swimming. Missing friends. Have family
members who hate me.

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53062

Caused too much isolation

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53063

The mandate has not affected me. I have gone about my life adjusting to the protocols in
place...

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53064

My life has been affected as I've watched my sister and brother in law go through iui to
conceive a baby separately due to covid restrictions

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53065

2 years

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53066

Made my family fight , impact on my employment . The mask were making me sick and dizzy
. The Fact the Government thinks it can FORCE US to put a POISONOUS VACCINE into our
body , made me believe when will I snap and become something they will be SORRY they
created . The biggest thing is how many people still believe that Retarded Idiot Justin Trudeau
and his Bum Buddy Jagmeet Singh are making Canada better .

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53067

we have not been able to visit people and its hurt the economy and ability to find work ,we
have no confidence in the media or the government or health industry ,it has been very
stressful

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53068

Hurt my income divided my family Took my freedoms to live in society away I have no faith in
our leaders anymore I can't even trust police anymore

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53069

Segregation and discriminated against. Tension at my job and at home

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53070

Educated me on liberal communism.

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53071

Stress, loss of friends

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53072

Depression, see no future for our young canadians

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53073

It has only created division between us canadians ,stopped us from seeing our families .Kept
us away from our doctors and has closed many business , while Trudeau has gone on

2/18/2022 7:16 PM
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vacations and allow foriegn people in this country while we were all in lockdowns.
53074

Can’t travel or eat in a restaurant. Have to wear a breathing barrier that does nothing for
anyone. Can’t go to family weddings etc. I could go on.

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53075

Suicidal

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53076

Lost income , broke relationship ,tore my family apart

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53077

All I lose my job and cannot pay my bill everyday is a struggle.

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53078

Can see kids in the US

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53079

Bullshit!!!!!

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53080

I haven't taken my family out for a nice dinner in a little over a year, iv hardly visited my
brother who now lives in Alberta. Worst of all is I couldn't visit my dieing grandfather in the
hospital, he died of cancer on Halloween of 2021, I never got to say goodbye to him. These
mandates have nearly brought on depressions in me and have made normal everyday life feel
almost impossible.

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53081

It has caused unnecessary fear, stress and depression

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53082

Worried about my grandchild future

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53083

In very negative ways & developing myocarditis from a forced needle.

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53084

Been left out of society for the last 2 years according to the prime minister I don’t deserve to
live because I am selfish because I believe in freedom of choice

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53085

Many around me have become mentally unwell and even suicidal in the climate of isolation.
My family and I have contracted and recovered well from Covid.

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53086

Lost my income at Agriculture Canada. Had to go to the doctor 3 times to get exemotion
notes. Had to get my kids' paediatrician to write for each of them an exemption note. Getting
stared at, summoned for not complying. Having to bring my pile of paper exemption stamped
by my lawyer AND my commissioner for taking Oaths. Being excluded from in-person college
education at Lethbridge College. Having to spend money on the exemption notes. Having been
sequestered in my house last summer, with no ventilation in the hottest summer in history,
having my fish and plants die because it was so hot and the building doesn't have central air
conditioning. Having lost my best friend and not being allowed to go to his funerals. Having
arguments about the mandates that turn into a fight. Having lost trust in some minority who
vited for a tyrant.

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53087

I every way possible- let’s get on with our lives and live it to the fullest.

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53088

Everything is divided this whole thing has been ridiculous and unreasonable

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53089

Well, -my 3 year old got kicked out of soccer for our refusal to show personal medical
documents -my 5 year old is now distance learning because mask wearing was making him
horribly sick with nose bleeds -my kids miss swimming and basically any indoor program that
we used to be able to access as a public service. -my kids miss restaurants. -trying to explain
to a 5 and 3 year old why we are excluded from society has been a struggle. - my brother in
law has now had his second heart attack post vaccine. - I have severe anxiety even to go to
the grocery store due to not being able to breath with a mask and the social prejudice of not.

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53090

Not able to work

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53091

An outrageous infringement on my charter rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53092

Isolated me, caused friction with family and friends, cause harm from wearing masks,
interfered with medical support, harmed and killed people I know and family members, interred
with employment.

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53093

I am in Education, for the past 3 school years my students' learning has been gravely
impacted. All students are falling behind in academics but more importantly their social and
emotional development and needs. The mental health of my students and colleagues has been
impacted in am unacceptable manner and there is no focus on that, I do not believe, from
Government I have lost colleagues due to suicide because of the impact of the pandemic,
grown men. I don't think anyone can understand how hard it is to explain to children why one of
their heros is dead but I can promise you it is not something I ever expected I would have to

2/18/2022 7:16 PM
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face. We need to try to move forward with Covid being part of our everyday lives. Pulling
children in and out of school and putting the stress of that on parents as well is ridiculous this
far into this issue. We are 3 school years into this. People have the right to their medical
choices, this should not be a coercion tactic where people are made to choose between their
livelihood and a medical choice they do not agree with. I am vaccinated but I also have love
and understanding for people who have decided that is not the right choice for them and I feel
like our government has not had that narrative for the majority of this but especially lately. I
truly thought we were a democratic society in Canada but I am starting to think that is not the
case anymore.
53094

Made my family feel less like humans, more like animals, and divided my husbands family.

2/18/2022 7:16 PM

53095

Reduced my social life

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53096

I’m isolated. Depressed. Disgusted Appalled at what Trudeau has done to Canada!!

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53097

I’m not vaccinated making me a second class citizen can’t go out and do anything severely
impacted my mental health

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53098

I was lucky enough to stay employed, but my wife lost her job, we lost our daycare for our 4 yr
old daughter. I was able to keep our heads above water for most of it, but the strain became
too much. We moved from Manitoba to my wife's hometown in Saskatchewan. She got a job
here doing the same as she was in Mb & I got a job as well. It's definitely better in
Saskatchewan, but all my family is in Mb

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53099

Mental health: unable to go to gym.

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53100

Feel like a prisoner in my own country.

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53101

Depression, family and friends are opposed

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53102

Haven't been able to have a funeral for my mom. Haven't seen my dad sister and brother for
over 2 years. Lost hours from work etc etc etc

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53103

Not a lot

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53104

Husband fired

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53105

Loneliness, my teenagers mental health, my mental health

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53106

I lost my job due to the mandates.

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53107

Anything to do with freedom. That’s how I’ve been effected

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53108

It's taken restaurants, theaters, complex swimming and skating and school away from my
children!

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53109

Loss of job for non compliance.

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53110

Couldn’t go anywhere without the mask

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53111

Obliterated my wife and my income. My families income. Obliterated freedom in Canada. The
list is endless.

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53112

If affected mentally and emotionally and the kids just want to be kids

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53113

Depression in my daughter

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53114

I’m segregated and so are my children Harnessed at stores Cannot work

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53115

I'm not allowed to go to restaurants, movies, and worst of all my son, daughter in law and
grandbaby moved out of the country to South Africa just to get out of this country!

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53116

Kept me safe from getting Covid & helped to keep safe people I know who are immune
compromised.

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53117

Family divided, community divided and I no longer trust the medical system & Government.

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53118

Loss of 2 jobs , isolation , depression , bankruptcy, behind on all household bills due to low
E.I. payments . Selling precious things to get by . Loss of my mother, with almost no visits
while in the hospital . Distanced from family due to restrictions. Complete Loss of any social
life .

2/18/2022 7:15 PM
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53119

It limits my activities and where I can go. Some friends have got angry when I try to wake
them up I feel Trudeau is trying to cause a civil war, and it makes me sad. I love this country.

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53120

Depression, kids lacking normal childhood, health issues with heart and breathing

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53121

Depression issues

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53122

Lost my job, family member died of curable illness because of lockdowns treatment was
delayed, mental health, physical health.

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53123

Mostly the rifts between family members , people having different views abs not being able to
see family . Also my heart breaks for others I know that have anxiety, fear, and for the childern
that have been deprived of 2 years of there childhood

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53124

I have felt isolated, some people walk way around a person sometimes, where I feel I have a
disease. All of these mandates have had an affect on my mental well being. I'm not mentally ill
just that it is always out there. I feel like I'm life has become so complicated from what was
like 2 yrs ago

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53125

Forced me to take an untested vaccine so I could work

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53126

My child ended up in emerge with an intentional OD, severe depression. Vaccine injury for one
child, no support from doc on considering an exemption from further vaccines

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53127

Lost job due to un vaccination

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53128

I've lost work, and the ability to gain employment. I've also lost loved ones that couldn't be
visited due to hospital regulations.

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53129

Negatively-the divide it has created is horrible. 2 classes is unfair. Everyone deserves to make
their own private health choices & the discrimination needs to stop!

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53130

They have restricted my ability to work as well as my freedom to associate with friends and
family

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53131

Restricted me from travel , lost relationships, depression, my children have lost out on
activities like swimming .. many ways … I was told two vaccines and I would be done now
they want boosters I don’t want .

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53132

Mental health

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53133

Lowered the quality of life

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53134

It stopped my hockey games and my badminton tournaments and stopped me from visiting
family and friends. Stopped me from travelling and ruined my teenage years.

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53135

Cant go to restaurants or pubs and hate wearing the masks anywhere.

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53136

The mandates have divided Canadians. Families are torn apart. People are losing jobs,
businesses, and homes. Everyone is affected and still Bonnie Henry is adding more workplace
mandates.

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53137

It has made me a second class citizen. I am unable to travel, dine in restaurants, family refuse
to see me. My mental health has declined.

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53138

No

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53139

No freedoms

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53140

Loss of family unit. Awareness of government lies. Coverup and evil

2/18/2022 7:15 PM

53141

Lost my job! And freedom to travel. Many people around me suffer from depression and other
health conditions have developed during the isolation and high level of stress.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53142

Isolation and despair for my country

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53143

In a terrible way it has from my perspective, torn apart common sense, families, friendships,
homes, societies and people in general. It has created a perpetual stress response for the
more fearful and agitated everyone's mental health, terrible.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53144

Severely depression to seeing no end and necessary vaccinations to people that don’t need
them

2/18/2022 7:14 PM
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53145

Thankfully my life had only been minority inconvenienced. However I know many others who
have been affected much worse.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53146

I lost my job as a registered nurse due to mandatory vaccines.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53147

Took away time and events of loved ones

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53148

It’s the worst thing that ever happened to me as a person, forcing me to change all my plans,
destroyed me mentally, financially, socially w/o any valid and scientifically proven basis, pure
manipulation, tirany and destruction of all the values in this world, including but not limited to
human beings. Such a shame and criminal act that must stop immediately

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53149

In every way possible.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53150

Very stressed out, depressed interrupted family time

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53151

Depression and job affected

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53152

I was threatened with my job if I didn't get the vaccine that I did not want to get. With a 3rd
booster being held over my head for another mandatory shot. I love my job as a psw but will
leave this occupation if I'm forced to get a 3rd.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53153

The mandates have separated my family. Separated friends. Affected me mentally. I hate the
world we live in now.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53154

I am basically a homebody now. Unable to do much. Plus, it’s caused much division in my
family, work, community and country. I am embarrassed to be a Canadian for the first time in
my life, until the truckers convoy.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53155

Lost my job because of covid, haven't been able to travel because of the mandates, haven't
been able to see my family or friends.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53156

In every way. Limited ability to earn a living.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53157

Emotions, not seeing my family could not visit hospital when needed no attending funeral of
family,being isolated from family and friends a strain on my well being.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53158

The anxiety that I feel daily because of the overreach of the government

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53159

Limited family contact, stress between family and friends, health care needs limited and
postponed, mistrust of government and medical science, increased depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53160

Perte d'emploi, problème de santé suite a la vaccination.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53161

I am being discriminated against because I cannot get the Covid 19 shots as I became
severely ill after the H1N1 shot in 2009. I have been disabled for 12 years and my doctor wrote
a letter saying I cannot take the Covid shots due to past/present problems since I got the
H1N1 shot. I have been fighting 3 levels of government and my letter from the doctor means
nothing. There is a special excemption form the government created with 7 pieces of criteria
which all pertain to having received at least one Covid shot. Three doctors have told me I am
not a candidate for these shots. These doctors personally know me and have treated me but
the government who knows absolutely nothing about me tell me it's safe to take them . I
cannot enter the united states to visit my husband who is a US resident and citizen or my
mother-in-law as they live in the US and I cannot get the exemption form as I don't qualify. I
have severe allergic reactions to medications since receiving the H1N1 shot in October of
2009 and I don't know what these shots would do. I have almost died twice on different
medications and my doctor doesn't know how to treat me anymore due to being sensitive and
allergic to so many things now. I am not allowed to sit down at a restaurant for a meal or have
a coffee in an establishment. This is discrimination and I have already paid the ultimate price
the last 12 years. I spend most of my day in bed and can barely walk or stand up more than 5
minutes. This is not acceptable! Dr. Strang said several times he was aware of a small group
of people who could not take the Covid shots due to reactions we had with others. He said he
would not let us slip through the cracks but he did. He forgot about this small group of people. I
am NOT an anti vaxxer but I cannot take a chance on these shots as they could kill me. I was
diagnosed with tachycardia not long after receiving the H1N1 shot, also diagnosed with
Hypertension and excruciating back pain. I suffer from debilitating headaches every day. I
have paid the ultimate price after taking the H1N1 shot! Stop discriminating against people like
me!

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53162

Are you serious? Our lives have been destroyed.our families have suffered long enough! There

2/18/2022 7:14 PM
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is not enough space to tell you how angry i truly am.
53163

Job pay down 50% Can’t breathe with masks Lost friends and family being divided

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53164

All

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53165

Suppressed my right yo mobility in and out of Canada, suppressed my right to earn a living in
my chosen field

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53166

Isolation, restrictions, division, loss of relationships, death, family exposure to unsafe jabs,
violation of our freedoms and rights.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53167

Depression

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53168

It has affected every aspect of my life ... and my families life

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53169

Made life miserable.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53170

First I was isolated from customers and pick ups and delivery points. From family gatherings.
Could not have meetings with friends or loved ones at restaurants because of the mandating
vaccines. It also cost separations among families and some friends. Feel very isolated most
often Live by myself and because of all what was going on with the vaccine mandates. I retired
in September but my job did not enjoy my job anymore after 48 years of driving truck and
loving it in the city and highway.Just want the mandates dropped our freedom back and there
will be a lot of healing to do in Canada and across the world because of the division that has
caused amongst the people in our families as well as friends thank you

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53171

Ended my marriage

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53172

So many times, close contact quarentine, quarentined due to related symptoms, recovered
from covid, forced into vaccinations.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53173

I chose to be unvaccinated because nobody has given any reason why to be vaccinated and it
is a trial I have followed the information from the beginning and as each expert I heard from
God censored it concerned me more and more When passports came in it was a horrible
feeling as people started seeing me as the enemy. I felt like the next step was they’re going to
require me to wear a arm band to show I was the enemy The media has been horrible in
promoting misinformation

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53174

Gathering with friends and Family. Could not visit or see sick Family members who were in
Hospitals and passed away in Hospitals. Lifestyle changes,

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53175

Cannot travel to see our daughter in California, cannot attend most events, eat in a restaurant.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53176

Like everyone, I have taken steps to ensure that I take responsibility for my health, the health
of the ones I love, and the Canadian population writ large. This is not an easy or fun
undertaking. This is the responsibility that comes with living in a free society.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53177

Countless ways. Lost my job, my home, most family and friends. Seeking refugee status

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53178

I can't even begin to describe it. I pretty much feel like my life is over.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53179

It has caused division with some of my close ones,has made me angry with the government, I
could go on and on

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53180

Vaccine mandates stopped me from getting a job at Tim Horton's.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53181

Lost my job, and lost my home.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53182

No problem

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53183

Cut me off from other people. Denied my ability to go out for dinner with my friends and family.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53184

Myself and my loved ones have become severely mentally ill. I have become extremely
socially anxious. I don't enjoy going to work anymore. I don't see any of my friends anymore. I
can't workout or exercise or swim anymore. I used to go swimming almost every day and I
can't anymore. My life and mental health has completely changed. I am discriminated against
at work. Co workers treat me like I am infected. I am bullies and harassed at work because of
what is on my medical record.

2/18/2022 7:14 PM

53185

Kept me apart from loved ones.

2/18/2022 7:13 PM
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53186

My direct family cannot longer travel, we are trapped in this country, as any communist
country do to their citizens. I cannot visit my extended family abroad (parents, siblings, etc)
We cannot go to a restaurant or do sports, neither my children can participate in any indoor
activities where vaccination is required to enter the facility. The highly divisive preach of the
PM demonizing the unvaccinated has created breaches between friends who refuse to keep in
contact with us. My son has lost some of his best friends in the process.

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53187

Separation, depression,locked up,helplessness,cut off from society

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53188

I can't see my family

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53189

Terribly. Our country is so damaged by it

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53190

serious depression

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53191

cannot see kids/family, loss of freedom of choice/body autonomy, cannot participate freely in
society, ANGRY most of the time at censorship and government esp PM! he must go

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53192

They have taken away the rights of education for post secondary schooling and travelling and
getting together with family and friends.

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53193

Created another form of classism. I’m Canadian and should require no “walking papers” to
enjoy my native land.

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53194

Has caused financial damages to our small business

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53195

Locked at home. Avoidance of people. Worry about parents. Jab doesnt work. Conflict
between jabbed and non-jabbed. Anger amd separation. Loss of business. Suicides, kids
education gaps

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53196

I feel segregated from the rest of society

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53197

It took away my rights and freedom, not to mention the time lost with family and friends

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53198

Ruined my retirement plan - cost me family and friends - severely damaged my mental healthI do no longer trust doctors nor police

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53199

It has affected me by dividing relationships and causing thrifts between co-workers, friends,
and family. It has stopped me from participating in events where it is required to be vaccinated.
It makes me feel like my freedoms are being taken away from me.

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53200

Limited me from living and moving about freely. Filled me with fear. Caused life to be filled with
stress. Beginning to feel the results physically such as more frequent and serious headaches.

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53201

Destroyed most everything, mental health, health, friendships and relationships.

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53202

I have never been depressed, however I am finding it hard to cope with my feelings lately. I
depend on alcohol & terrible eating habits. I’ve lost lifelong friends & have been segregated
from my work colleagues. Family relationships have been strained. My job is at risk & I will be
fired if the mandates aren’t stopped.

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53203

I'm overwhelmed mentally and so many ways

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53204

Can’t travel, brother died alone and we couldn’t have a funeral, can’t visit family in care home,
excluded from all rec centres, sports, restaurants, venues, masks required at work and
children’s school, mental health of everyone I know is drastically worse

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53205

Immensely. I could go on for hours about it

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53206

The mandates have caused far more harm then they have prevented in all walks of life

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53207

I stay home

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53208

Inability to travel by plane because I chose not to have a vaccine, which doesn't stop covid at
all. Not allowed to swim in a recreation facility, plus not allowed to eat in a restaurant: all of this
is totally unreasonable.

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53209

In far too many ways to write in this space. I have four kids and watching the devastation to
their lives has been heartbreaking. This needs to end. Now.

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53210

Couldn't see my mother as she's older Depressed of being able to get out with friends and
socialize Lost of friends and family because of mandate and vaccines

2/18/2022 7:13 PM
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53211

I moved back to Ontario from Calgary Alberta to be closer to family but with all this it makes it
hard to we all just need to go on with are lives covid is here to stay have to learn to live with it

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53212

On se sent discriminé et mis de côté . Hâte d’être égal à tous.

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53213

Affected me mentally and financially

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53214

Daily Headaches from masks, as well tears from children because of the masks. I couldn’t
support my daughter having a baby in the hospital. Embarrassed and discriminated against
because I suffer from allergies. People thought I was out while being sick. Couldn’t see family.
Enforcing okay zones at school caused a young boy to go into depression and severe
loneliness.

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53215

It put my life at risk, I have not been able to see the heart specialist since COVID started.

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53216

Negatively

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53217

Mentally stressful and divided with family and friends

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53218

It been able to live

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53219

as a vaccine free individual I have relegated to being a second class citizen, unable to
participate in the full scope of everyday life that Cdn society can offer.

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53220

Disrupted and separated family and friends, dining out, kept me from entering certain spaces,
can’t go visit my daughter in California

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53221

It hasn't because I work from home and have a small social circle that I interact with. The
pandemic has interfered with any travel plans I had but I don't blame that on the current
mandate because I believe it was safer to stay home before covid-19 became endemic.
However with the current data I am seeing I think it's time to let people gain the health benefits
of socializing again, and in particular let young people grow and develop and have some fun.
Measuring risk outcomes includes fortifying social interactions and mental and physical health,
not just focusing obsessively on an unrealistic ideal of zero covid.

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53222

Lost my job, cannot visit my moms care home cannot leave the country

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53223

It took away my ability to work and live.

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53224

I have not been able to take my child to certain places, travel to see family, or enjoy dinners
out.

2/18/2022 7:13 PM

53225

Mental struggle, anxiety, segregation

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53226

Imposed on my rights

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53227

I have watched the Canadian police brutal beat peaceful protestors trample and hurt others
with horses this is not leadership this is breeding fear

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53228

It has isolated me from friends and family. One of my best friends died in a care facility all
alone. Because of a medical condition I have been vilified and denied the ability to shop for my
own groceries go to a restaurant or get a hair cut.

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53229

I can't open a business anymore. The harm to the economy from lockdowns and other anal
sadistic restrictions has ruined that opportunity.

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53230

Lost my job, government employee. Stressed to the max. Relatives passed away that we
could not see. So many things.

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53231

It has stopped me from enjoying my rights to visit loved ones. Struggling to breathe from
wearing masks. Loss of income in my home. Loss of not being able to worship with my church
family and enjoy the fellowship with on another. Not being able to eat out at restaurants, or go
to a gymn, sports games,etc.

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53232

Affected my work and employment. The things I can do with my family. My kids sports.

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53233

Increased stress at work; decreased stability with my mental health; stress in social
relationships based on opinions and political views;

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53234

I can't visit my sister who has been in the hospital for 2 months. I am unable to eat in a
restaurant with my family and friends. I have to fill out questionnaire every day before work. It's

2/18/2022 7:12 PM
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causing me anxiety
53235

My special needs child has not been able to participate in activities. His world revolves around
certain therapies and activities

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53236

Cannot find employment that does not require vax, Cannot collect EI or access any other
financial support. Have to sell our house

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53237

It has caused stress within my life and lives of my family. My elderly had to be alone and the
media feed them lies that put fear in them. Our family has had stresses in our jobs with all the
pushing of these mandates and threatened that they would lose them if they didn't follow the
mandate. We lost family and friends and was unable to attend a normal funeral and support
them and share in their loss. People sick in the hospital (not from Covid) and couldn't have
visitors. These are a few things. It has been a terrible time to live in Canada. This was all
stressful and many people have been affected.

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53238

Well duh lol

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53239

I may not be able to earn an income soon if Bonnie Henry gets her way.

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53240

Separated from my love ones

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53241

I had to get a shot, had adverse side effects but had a choice of losing my job or risking
getting the 2nd one.

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53242

Horribly! My work is not the same place, people treat each other differently, it’s dividing the
country.

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53243

Protected me from getting covid.

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53244

Bankruptcy and addiction

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53245

Coercion that goes against bodily autonomy in my rights

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53246

Very negatively. I feel like I’ve been discriminated against, financially burdened, abused
verbally by the highest levels of government as well as the closest of friends, being unable to
access services that were essential to my mental health, being imprisoned in my own country,
unable to visit my grandfather or family abroad, being uncertain of what the future holds for my
newborn, undue difficulty for my partner to find work, being very close to losing my own job,
being kept apart from family and friends, having to cover my smile and having the children
around me have to do the same, watching the tremendous strain on the mental health of my
entire community that the mandates put on all...the list goes on. It has made me lose faith in
the democratic process, the institutions that are meant to protect us and our rights...the
incredible censorship, and complete lack of open debate, the inhumane normalization of
revealing private medical information, the intentional fear mongering not only by politicians but
mainstream media... The mandates must end for the well-being of the world and all it’s beings.

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53247

Daily stress, fear, seclusion, family divided, loss of friends and relationships, no travel or
holidays with my family. My children have been home for 2 consecutive years. Mental health
issues, possible loss of employment. Loss of democracy and human rights.

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53248

NO FREEDOM

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53249

Unable to travel and attend restaurants

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53250

Lost hours, lost business, haven’t been able to see family before they passed away.

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53251

Terribly

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53252

Given me extreme anxiety. I wake up feeling like I’m living in a nightmare. I haven’t been able
to travel to see my family and friends.

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53253

Up to this point the mandates have caused more stress in my life than anything else. I don’t
believe they work and thatbthe mandates just further a narrative based on a lie. So I guess the
mandates have made me feel like a hypocrite a lot. Doing things I don’t believe to be true

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53254

It has caused a horribly sad sense of fear amongst friends and family . It has destroyed the
social recreation that was life as we know it

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53255

Lost two years of our lives due to mandatory misinformation

2/18/2022 7:12 PM
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53256

Put my daughters at risk of disease and unemployment.

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53257

N/a

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53258

Freakin stressed out man!

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53259

Sick to my stomach

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53260

It has caused great harm anguish and loss

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53261

It has affected my life in so many ways. It has put a big divide amongst people. I have
stopped going out and enjoying things as I would have done pre covid. This world doesn't feel
the same and it's quite depressing.

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53262

My oldest cannot attend school, my 2 youngest cannot attend any socail activities which in
turn is drastically hurting their development. Myself i havent been able to attend the gym for
my mental and physical health

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53263

I can't go into a restaurant. My wife has a janitorial business and lost 2 contracts.

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53264

I suffer from high functioning anxiety now thanks to the mandates pretty much taking us away
from friends and family

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53265

I've been unable to visit my father who's dieing of cancer and have been excluded from public
amenities for refusing to disclose private medical information.

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53266

Very negatively

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53267

Life just sucks now thanks to trudope

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53268

It has been an emotionally negative experience. I have also had a reaction to the vaccine.

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53269

I have been isolated and have experienced mental health issues such as anxiety and
depression. My health is such that I did not want to risk the vaccine, especially since it is still
in the experimental stages and no one knows the long term side effects. I have had Covid 19
and I know my immune system is better than the immunity from the vaccine. I have had
previous history with edema, blood clots and on the road to a stroke due to HRT that I was told
I NEED to be on. The risks far outweigh any benefits to most people. I feel oppressed by all
the mandates and the resulting segregation the government has incited in our country and the
world. Nothing makes sense when the vaccinated people are still getting sick and still
spreading the virus. Why are the unvaccinated being targeted?

2/18/2022 7:12 PM

53270

I lost my job

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53271

Yes

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53272

Disturb and depress my life and broke my liberty , it is not democratic

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53273

It hasn't really, but I am retired and have practically no social life.

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53274

The isolation, the observation that I can go to Costco, Walmart, Superstores, Canadian Tire,
Safeway, and rub elbows with all the customers, yet I can’t go to my hairdresser or my
favourite sit down restaurant . And then if I want to travel I need ridiculous priced Covid Tests.
I see this as a very Dark Period in Canada’s History which is very decisive— Canada will not
heal from this period as I do not see the leadership that I trust to lead.

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53275

Laid off forced to get it

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53276

I cannot travel by plane, bus or train and I cannot take the vaccines due to health reasons. I
cannot go to restaurants or other vax mandated places. I am therefore being discriminated
against.

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53277

I can’t go out for dinner. I can’t go to the movies or to the casino.

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53278

Wrecked every aspect of life. And all for nothing. The harm far outweighs the good

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53279

It has added stress to my family life, my mental health, my social life, it has taken away my
time to rest and relax (holidays), I have been discriminated against for not being vaccinated, it
has created added and unnecessary stress at work, the list goes on and on.

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53280

Depressed, suicidal thoughts

2/18/2022 7:11 PM
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53281

Divided my family, caused anxiety in my children, made me feel all alone and treated like I am
a leper

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53282

-couldn’t visit dying father -mother is depressed -division in family -grandkids couldn’t play
sports…gaining weight -lost friends -lost income

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53283

Limited access to things

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53284

Yes

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53285

I want to die!!!

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53286

Reduced appointments booked in my schedule, son with migraines from wearing masks 8 hrs
a day at school, daughter with eczema on her face now. Kids unable to play hockey because
not vaxed. They’ve played since they were both 4yrs old, now 12 and 8. Husband unable to
coach…he’s coached for 3 yrs. Had to cancel trip to Disneyland.

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53287

All of them

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53288

Negative socially but never got COVID and neither did my mother who is 100 next month and
lives with me. This issue of mandates is NOT an individual issue it’s about empathy and there
is no “I” in empathy.

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53289

Affected my childrens mental health

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53290

Many businesses in my city are down and possibly out for good. Division and suspicion
amongst people in relationships.

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53291

Inconvenience, hard to breath with mask on since I have asthma Limited fun because of
vaccine passport

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53292

They've created anxiety, discord and division. I don't just want the mandates to end
immediately, the entire sanitary emergency should also be lifted immediately. This can never
be allowed to happen again.

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53293

Stripped of my charter rights. Especially “ Freedom of Conscience”

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53294

Mental health

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53295

None

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53296

I was forced to take a risk at getting myocarditis through the vaccines just to get a job and
keep my living situation

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53297

How hasn't it, it has affected everyone's lives

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53298

My freedom, my mental health, my choices, my ability to leave my country, my ability to find
work, my social life, my relationships, my finances, honestly in every negative way possible.

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53299

Lost my job, my dad died alone, just to name a few

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53300

In the last 2 years I’ve only seen my father maybe 20 times I also couldn’t be there at the end
of his life. It’s saddened me beyond how I can explain. My daughter who has some mental
health issues has gotten worse due to not being able to return home at times. The division it’s
caused between some friends and family is horrible

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53301

By being forced against my will to wearva mask in public and at work ,I haven't gone out in
public because of the mandates maybe 1 or 2 times my wife has done all the shopping, these
mandates have no place in today's society by punishment of healthy people and the taking
away of freedoms, choices and rights and is all about control and power and government fear
mongering and government propaganda

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53302

Friends and family completely are saddened by the mandates

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53303

These mandates have affected my life greatly. I was unable to get a job because I wouldn’t get
the vaccine. I had a pretty legit reason not to medically speaking. However my doctor told me
it wasn’t one of the approved reasons to be exempt from a vaccine so therefore she couldn’t
give it to me. It’s honestly disgusting that the government is going to tell doctors who and who
they cannot give exemptions to

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53304

It is deciding my family, people are decided more then ever in Canada children don’t have
pleasure in sports anymore

2/18/2022 7:11 PM
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53305

The mandate has caused depression, high cost of living that no senior in this country can
afford. In the near future food will be a luxury.

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53306

It's been hell and I am leaving this country asap

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53307

Not to much

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53308

It hasn’t really

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53309

Job loss, financial setbacks, deep seated anger

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53310

I can not go to restaurants to the gym to travel to see my family abroad and visit friends, I
don't socialized anymore, my grandchildren don't know what is like to not wear a mask. They
don't want to hug and kiss anymore AND I Lost my marriage due to differences of thinking.

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53311

It may cost me my home.

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53312

I've completely lost trust in our healthcare system and authorities, as well as our
gov/leadership and legacy media. I believe the future is bleak for Canadians, with even more
control and dictatorship planned.

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53313

Mandate ruin lives/destroy lives, feel like prison in your own home, couldn't do anything when
going to to public,

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53314

Put stress on my children, excluded my family from events, restaurants, weddings,funerals.
Caused anxiety from masking. Presented our family from celebrating Mass in the early days of
the mandates.

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53315

My wife lost her job because of this bullshit.

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53316

I have health problems so wearing a mask is very hard to do . I don’t believe in the vaccine so
now I can not travel plus my family loves their time together and we can’t do that anymore. All
of this because of a virus.. No something is definitely wrong with all of this .

2/18/2022 7:11 PM

53317

I have worn my yellow star with pride. Pureblood for life. No government is going to take my
bodily autonomy away from me.

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53318

Mental wellbeing , isolation, anxiety, loss and freedom of my charter of Rights...This is NOT
THE CANADA I GREW UP IN....I want my grandkids to grow up knowing what being free is all
about ...

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53319

Financially struggling

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53320

🤮

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53321

I lost career of 18 years and cannot travel, eat out, go to movies or any indoor entertainment.

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53322

It has caused anxiety...depression....loneliness...separation from family and friends...this has
got to STOP!!!!

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53323

Mentally

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53324

It's been horrible, wouldn't wish it on my worst enemy.

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53325

You are kidding right? I don’t have a life BECAUSE of the mandates!

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53326

Daughter jobless even though she had Delta and Omicron. Natural immunity not recognized so
has been fired from two nursing jobs.

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53327

Well get the jab or get fired. Worse decision of my life was to put poison in me to feed my
family

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53328

All

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53329

So many ways, job availability, mental health, traveling and school opportunities lost

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53330

Fir two years I’ve been afraid I’d loose my job. Lost friends because of my choice. My dad and
I argued all the time because of our differences. To the point I stopped calling as often and
now he’s dead Still waiting for the corners report on that one. He dropped dead at home

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53331

Lost loved ones to vaccine injuries, lost 15 yr career and substantial income. Can’t see family
in nursing home.

2/18/2022 7:10 PM
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53332

I have 2 family members who have attempted suicide

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53333

I have lost my job/income due to mandates. It has been extremely difficult on mental health,
and financial well being of our family. Vaccines should be a personal choice and peoples
livelihoods should not be taken away. I have been extremely disappointed with our prime
Minister’s actions and words throughout the past 2 years. It saddens me that he blankets
Canadians with statements that are far from true and continues to be non apologetic regarding
his actions and behaviour.

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53334

We would all be better off if everyone had been vaccinated instead we have some people
believing in the most ridiculous conspiracy beliefs about vaccines.

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53335

Isolated and outcasted from society. Masks make me feel like I’m suffocating

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53336

Physically and emotionally

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53337

Politcals have to ask children how efect on them, and they gonna have anest and clear
answer!!!

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53338

Too many ways to comment ! It's criminal

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53339

I have suffered through extensive mental and emotional health challenges, job loss, loss of
income, diminished quality of life, and much more

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53340

Financial,mental health,hurt children

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53341

Haven't been able to live in the FREEDOM that I, a Canadian, has the right to live.

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53342

It's effected my family and my kids in numerous ways!

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53343

My freedom was taken away, nothing is more valuable.

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53344

No socializing

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53345

2 years

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53346

I was not able to go buy in 1500square foot stores could not see freinds at a restaurant .
Cinemas. Pool hall. Got shamed to have a voice and convictions. Treated like i was a
conspiracy tin foil hat! It affected my small business. Ruined my couple with 2 kids in young
age. I was thinking of suicide but God is greater then all this so Praise the Lord im still here
today!

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53347

In every way, and same with many others

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53348

Loss of work, loss of enjoyment of life, loss of income, ruined long time friendships, Canadian
government is a cruel heartless disease to all Canadians and this great country

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53349

We have lost our freedom.

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53350

I’m retired, my husband has Alzheimer’s, I’m his caregiver, it is so difficult to get help for him
when we are hindered by masks, it just doesn’t work

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53351

Depression

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53352

In an extreme negative manner, required vaccine for working at a crown corporation. Had
severe reaction and likely hypersensitivity due to first dose. Was ill and unable to work for over
6 weeks. Waiting on allergist appointment, MHO reviewed and deemed the second dose to be
appropriate but require medication prior and for the second dose to be administered at the
Emergency Department. Isolation and mandates has caused mental health issues to increase
due to fear.

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53353

I lost my job in retail for 3 months, then returned once things opened to being forced to wear a
mask for 9 hours per shift, the inconsistency and lack of routine in 4 kids lives and the
absence of children’s activities has proved to be detrimental to my kids development, getting
care for non life threatening medical issues has been an issue, I have watched friends lose
their livelihood and the divide that has been wedged between the vaxxed and unvaxxed is
sickening. Trudeau needs to give his head a shake and all of the puppets that followed along
with it need to get bent with him. #fucktrudeau #freedom Learn to live with the virus! I have
been vaccinated, I have worn masks everywhere, none of the above prevented me from
contracting the virus nor spreading it!

2/18/2022 7:10 PM
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53354

My son in law lost his job at a Federal Penitentiary. Two doctors told him don’t get any vaccine
he had lymphoma and they said with the lack of clinical trials it was taking too big of a chance.
We can not travel we refuse to use the passport vaxed or not.

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53355

Both my kids lost their jobs with the shut downs.

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53356

Loosing work

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53357

I list my job and source of income. I list my benefits. My pension is affected. My mental,
social, physical, financial well-being has been affected. My confidence is shattered. I gave low
e argh and motivation. My family witness the toll this has taken in me daily. It has been like
living in a dystopian novel. Policy makers refuse to listen to reason, peer reviewed scientific
data. They play games where the outcome benefits only themselves.

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53358

I am a small business owner that routinely adheres to cross contamination and infection
prevention long before the pandemic. We had zero covid infections or outbreaks to date. Yet
my business was closed for 10 of 20 months over 2020 & 2021. There was no science to back
our closure. My children have suffered medically documented health issues directly correlated
to mama wearing. Again no science to support the masks. And I will not have my children
vaccinated. Zero science to back that suggestion for the 5-12 age group either. So, follow the
science. End mandates now.

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53359

Feel like a prisoner in my own country

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53360

My son had no help for depression, he took his life. We didn’t see him as his wife bought into
“staying away”.

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53361

My husband was fired from his job of 25 years , I wasent able to cheer my grade 12 son on in
Basketball

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53362

Took our freedoms away

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53363

Division, abandoned, hopeless, seclusion, negatively

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53364

I'm a recent graduate in healthcare and missed out on several job opportunities because of the
vaccine mandate. With no allowance for religious exemptions and disregard for informed
consent and body autonomy... this is unacceptable. I haven't been able to see my family over
the border in a long time and going back to school is difficult with the mandates. From 19
years old to 21, I've missed out on valuable growth opportunities, and it's affected my mental
health.

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53365

Lost 300,000 due to business closures. Depression and anxiety, and don’t even get me started
on my kids

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53366

It has made it difficult to help my 4 year old son with autism get the help he was previously
receiving. Also it has strained and ended personal relationships.

2/18/2022 7:10 PM

53367

All the small businesses I have used in the past have shut down..

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53368

Isolation, seen friends hurt for different views, see nation decided, loss of faith in politicians at
every level

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53369

First and foremost it has affected my children in a negative way. They’re discriminated against,
they’re excluded and made to feel less than their vaxxed peers. My partner is losing her job. I
may be losing my job. We have family members that won’t see us. It’s ruined 2 Christmas’s
and various other holidays. There are so many more reasons...

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53370

It's caused so much division

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53371

I can’t go see my ageing parents

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53372

Can’t see my mother in the hospital, couldn’t go to my uncles funeral. I’ve missed 2 of my own
kids graduations . The masks don’t work but we are forced to wear them everywhere.

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53373

Mentally and financially

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53374

Divorce, employment, mental health destroyed

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53375

it has killed my small business

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53376

I lost my permanent job. Up to now, Im working on contract without benefits. I couldn’t fly out

2/18/2022 7:09 PM
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of the country to see my family
53377

I lost my job because I refused to take the vaccine.

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53378

It has brought depression and not allowing me a chance to get a job being unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53379

Jobless, near bankruptcy, almost completely broke.

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53380

Depression, anxiety, frustration, disbelief, loss of friendships, division between people

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53381

My life has been a stuggle with depression, unable to visit friends, relatives, etc. Social life
has been non existant and sorely missed

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53382

What life? It was taken away 2 years ago

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53383

Isolation, loss of friends and freedom

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53384

My husband had to die alone in the hospital and my family was devastated so it has been very
difficult to deal with mentally and emotionally

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53385

My children have anxiety. I can’t watch their sports. My family has dis owned us.

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53386

Financially Stress Dispise my government

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53387

Lots

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53388

Negativity in all regards

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53389

Husband lost job. We lost freedoms despite natural immunity. Kids in masks at school causes
anxiety and poor health.

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53390

Has caused a lot of stress.

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53391

Work, family life, social life, day to day activities,

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53392

Emotional with my family and friends. all the children in school. Also we have no right to go
see our parents in hospital and also in CHLSD. It have no sense all the control we have
because a small flu every people have flu.

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53393

i had to work for the first 18 months in a mask, then i lost my job in health care due to the
mandates, both my parents were forced to suffer alone as they died during lockdowns (not of
covid) it has divided families and ruined livelihoods, the mandates did nothing to stop covid
from spreading... and did everything to ruin our country.

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53394

Terribly. I want to move away from Canada. This country is starving for leaders with integrity
and right now the future looks very bleak.

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53395

Wreaked it

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53396

In every way. I live alone. My mental health at risk.

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53397

All

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53398

Majorly. Especially giving birth to a newborn and raising a child during it. Not easy and had
some really rough times. Now I'm a single mother

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53399

Every day in anything I do

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53400

Mentally drain..

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53401

I feel isolated, depressed and I am extremely upset that the handling of the pandemic by our
Federal government has caused a division between those who took the jab and those who
didn’t. I felt bullied into getting the first two shots, because if I didn’t get them, I’d be isolated
from society even more than from lockdowns. I also feel that the messages we hear from the
medical teams and government throughout the pandemic have been inconsistent.,,it’s no
wonder that so many people are against getting jabs. I refer to them as jabs because they are
not vaccines, they are a gene therapy that is still in the experimental stage. I could go on and
on, but historically citizens have no say. I want to see our lives go back to the way they were
pre-pandemic…the sooner, the better. I’m at a breaking point, and I’m sure there are millions of
people who feel the same way. Bottom line is that our Prime Minister needs to come down off
his high horse and listen to what people have to say. After all, we as taxpayers are paying him
to work for us, so it’s time he does something about it. He has been pushing for the so-called

2/18/2022 7:09 PM
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vaccines to the point where he wants to reach 100% of Canadians. Makes one wonder if he’s
getting a kick-back from the pharmaceutical companies.
53402

Stress

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53403

In every way possible.

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53404

Destroyed my business, created mental health issues in my children not being in school or
socializing , kept us apart from dying relatives. Lost my faith in democracy ans freedom in this
country .

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53405

I had to give up my job due to the vaccination passports and mandatory vaccination
requirements

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53406

There are numerous ways. Wearing a mask affects my asthma. My freedom to be able to fly
to visit my elderly mother to travel freely according to the charter of rights and freedoms. I
have completely lost faith in the doctors that kept silent and especially the health care system.
Also in the police depts, as they didn’t observe the charter of rights and freedoms. All
government organizations like osha etc.

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53407

Lost my job

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53408

Severely affected mental health, forced to get vaccinated against my beliefs to keep my job.

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53409

Not too badly

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53410

People in my family are fighting with each other over all of them. It’s a virus, like the cold like
the flu. We can live with the virus, natural immunity is a remarkable thing.

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53411

My family and I have been discriminated, segregated and shamed numerous of times just for
freedom of speech and freedom of choice

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53412

i lost my business

2/18/2022 7:09 PM

53413

Lost 2 jobs!!! Financial strain/using savings and & for home improvements! Lost social
contacts/DEPRESSION!!!! It goes on and on!!!

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53414

Isolation and loneliness!!

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53415

Unable to visit family across country. Unable to socialize has me feeling helpless

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53416

Severe mental health problems for me and my loved ones

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53417

Depression, thinking I will die before I comply. My kids depressed, sad, scared, wanting
normalcy.

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53418

I can not see future in Canada. It feels like I am in communist country

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53419

I am a prisoner of Canada. Can not medically be vaccinated (wouldn’t be even if I wasn’t
medically able) however there is no box to check for where I fit. So I can not leave this
country. I was having to pay for a rapid test to do anything every time.

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53420

It's a pain but, i and my family go about our lives creating our own fun and making memories.
We are not living in fear of covid

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53421

I was terminated from my job of 48 years and am working at a much lower payrate

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53422

Freedoom

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53423

Hospital Covid protocols Killed my wife

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53424

I lost my job, have mental &anxiety issues. I want to leave the country before I loose the rest
of my freedom & sanity

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53425

My family is divided

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53426

I have felt segregated, discriminated. Lost family and friends by the divide. my children have
list their jobs and should get their jobs back with back pay!! My own Prime Minister has said
horrifying things about me. I am proud of our truckers and hope we win this important battle.
Thank you for doing this survey. Look forward to the results!

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53427

Cmon 2 miserable years and having cancer at the beginning of it as well as a 20 yr

2/18/2022 7:08 PM
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relationship/10 married end, mother diagnosed with terminal cancer and having to support,
educate 2 teenagers through this one being a Type 1 diabetic the other bad asthma among
other health issues. Only concern is immediate families mental and physical well being. Still
respect and obey rules for others however don’t agree with mandates but as we would in the
past if we are ill or a virus is going around we take precautionary measures. We shop 20-30
minutes before close - no one in the store. Anything we do we don’t throw ourselves into a
stadium or crowd for the love of sports or music and because one is vaccinated they should
think twice as well. Spread and receive like anyone else. Tired of lies. Tired of false numbers
and every changing data. From the initial outbreak one has to have a 2nd dose within 30 days.
Then there was enough so the rules can be changed. It has been such a distraction and
something like this should not be mainstream every single hour and day for years. Complete
and utter bullshit. Jump. How high? Whatever. Suck eggs. We’ll survive. Power tripping ego’s
will have to answer to the one that matters. The devil is in disguise and is playing with fire a
game he doesn’t want to play. He keeps it up civil war is coming when we should be united.
People die everyday. We are born with an immune system. Let our body do it’s job. Everything
is right in front of us from profits of shares, to everything that has been documented in the past
only to come true yet people still believe this crook. An evil evil man
53428

All my family are suffering from depression and extreme anxiety. Our extending family is
fractured. Lost most of our friends.

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53429

To much overreach closeing business and forced bankruptcy. Un sustainable defacit spending
will kill this country

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53430

At the beginning on the lockdowns and for the next months though it I became quite sad and
lonely. There was so little hope and the joy just seemed to leave everyone around me. Instead
of helping and talking to others to grow our relationships we ignored those in need and avoided
others whenever we possibly could. The mandates have affected me and others in so many
ways and it is time to end these mandates that have lasted these long painful years

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53431

Yes

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53432

Just closed my business

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53433

It's affected my mental health and ability to earn income

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53434

The burden of loneliness has been overwhelming at times.

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53435

Kept. Me from travel

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53436

I was coerced into getting my first dose; experienced an adverse reaction that made me feel
miserable for ~10 weeks; I was forced on unpaid leave from my position as a child protection
social worker, even with doctors notes stating why my second dose was delayed but my
employer refused to accommodate me and deemed me “non-compliant”. I’m feeling forced into
getting my second dose, but I am afraid for my life and the health consequences it will have. I
am a mother of two young children and have been limited in what we can do together as a
family. I was barred from taking my child to her dance classes (which parents are required to
stay for due to her young age). My situation has caused an extreme amount of stress on my
family, my marriage, and whole life.

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53437

Retired early and am upset that some people can’t travel

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53438

depression, no longer trust, the goverment, doctors, news

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53439

2 years

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53440

I feel like a prisoner

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53441

Limited travel to see family and has impeded my ability to support my family

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53442

I’ve been forced to get vaccinated. Forced to show a passport. I lost quite a lot of work in the
first year of the pandemic I’ve not been able to see my grand kids during the first wave . I am
ok with what the governments have implemented over the last two years. But. Government
was always to slow . Slow in starting and slow in opening up. People in general can handle
information better than the media and government give them credit for. We where miss
informed a lot of the time.

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53443

It has taken my Human Rights away.

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53444

I feel as though we are not allowed to look at the other issues, without ridicule from people.

2/18/2022 7:08 PM
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why can't we see the side effects? why can't we look at other forms of medication? why can't
we have the freedom to choose what's best for ourselves? why is it so wrong to have different
opinions? why can one side get away with things but another side can't?
53445

Made me the enemy because I refused vaccine and this stopped me from entering many
establishments

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53446

masks make it impossible to breathe properly as I have a heart condition. I am allergic to
vaccines. The shingles vaccine left me with an itch all over my body for over a year.
Passports have kept me and my 79 year old husband from celebrating our anniversary, my
birthday, and the new year which, due to our youth we decided to have on the one important
day of the year. These experimental vaccines have been fast tracked and are dangerous.
Thousands of people have been injured and government and media have hidden this truth. No
one should be forced to take a vaccine that has not proved itself effective. Masks, distancing,
and forced vaccines have kept my challenged daughter from engaging in government
programs…disallowing hugging, and engaging happily with others, as a result causing
depression and feelings of suicide. People are community and need each other. Never in the
history of medicine has people who show no symptoms of disease have ever passed sickness
to anyone. I am a healthy senior and am deeply hurt that the Prime Minister of Canada would
call we dangerous because I will not submit to mandatory injection. Mandates have proven to
be ineffective from spreading SARS-Covi 2. Let it run its course and we all will develop our
own strong immunity and strong T-Cells. Follow the science and engage all doctors and
scientists….not personal Government opinion. Passports have made us second class
citizens…unable even to enjoy a early breakfast at our favorite restaurants.

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53447

Worse depression and anxiety , loneliness and looked down upon for bot being vaccinated

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53448

It has taken my rights and freedoms on all levels. Freedom of choice and freedom of
association and assembly. I and my family have been mentally violated from fear mongering!

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53449

Decline in mental health

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53450

Missed out on my grandchildren and all family and friends. Lost a few friend over this. Sadden
by all the young generation killing them selves.

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53451

Ruined it Broke Family is broken

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53452

I am not allowed to participate in physical activities indoors and outdoors that would improve
my physical and mental health. I am not allowed to travel to other places to educate my self
and explore outside of my hometown

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53453

It has severely negatively impacted both mine and my patient’s lives.

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53454

Negatively. My children have suffered mentally and socially. Online schooling is difficult to
engage in, and their education has been lacking. I applaud schools and teachers for making
the best of a difficult situation. My husband and I have struggled as well. Lack of our regular
income left us struggling to pay our bills. I work in home care with seniors and that has been
extremely emotionally draining. They were not allowed to go out and families were not able to
come in to see them. I was often the only person they would see every day. I can’t count how
many tears I cried and how many times I heard “I would rather be dead than live another day
without my family.” As far as I am concerned, that was and continues to be senior abuse by
the government.

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53455

it efected me by wareing masks and getting needles everytime we turn around

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53456

It's wrecked my daughters graduation, grade 8 trip, affected my relationship with my children,
friends mock me, I have made some new like minded friends though. Today's actions on
behalf of the police in Ottawa are reprehensible and Canada bleeds today!

2/18/2022 7:08 PM

53457

I just moved back to Canada after 20 years just before the mandates started and now I feel it's
not the place I left. I am thinking of moving back to a land that is free. I wasn't able to see my
Mom or my family most of the time. I did go back to the US to see my kids but that is being
I'm have both citizenships. Thank god!!

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53458

job lose

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53459

No job Not able to leave my province to visit family in another province

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53460

My mother is 91 years old and she hasn't seen most of her grandchildren and great

2/18/2022 7:07 PM
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grandchildren. It has affected every aspect of my life
53461

I’ve lost my job and have been discriminated against.

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53462

I didn’t get to say good bye to loved ones when they passed on.

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53463

Been hard on my life

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53464

Time with friends indoors , darts pool restaurant.

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53465

Buried both my grandparents and could have a funeral for them Wasn’t allowed to see my
family for holidays for 2 years Affected my job Affected my relationship Affected my life

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53466

What life? We’ve been held prison and controlled by our government. We need our freedom
back now.

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53467

Social isolation. Reduced travel.

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53468

We have lost our businesses and home our grandchildren are not getting a education and
Trudeau is out of control keeping us locked up for no reason . Strife and division within our
family and friends we are nearly seniors with little left to live on. We have been ridiculed and
name called for our beliefs and stripped of our chartered rights. We have no voice and no hope
under Trudeau reign

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53469

Horribly. Lost job. Inflation. Depressed. Lost sense of meaning.

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53470

Caused me anxiety, caused me breathing issues due to masks. It has caused me stress by
watching my niece and nephews suffer and lose their childhood. It has caused tension and
hate in my relationships. It has caused stress and worry not knowing where my future is going
or what kind of future the kids are going to have. Non stop stress and worry.

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53471

We are not Canadian anymore

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53472

Mental health deterioration due to increased stress in regards to lost social connection, no
work life balance, constant anxiety about way of world, stigmatized due to personal choice,
loss of friends/family due to polarization, adverse vaccination reactions, inability to properly
grieve death due to inability to say goodbyes or attend funeral, loss of business/income over 4
month time, loss of trust in government and or large institutions including healthcare, took
myself off a donor list…

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53473

Mandates have effected my life by ruining my business and hurting me mental health.. Price of
everything costs way to much to make a living and with these laws its made it tough for my
business to allow unvaxxed people to do there everyday job which has made me cut my
business production in half by losing half my employess for expressing there rights who dont
want the vaccine

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53474

The government has told so many lies

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53475

lost my job

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53476

My husband took the jab and has permanent neurological damage. Haven’t been able to visit
my 93yr. Old mother in a nursing home

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53477

Lost jobs, lost lots of money, saved on impossible travel, we neglect our medical care, stress.

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53478

It's affected my work,my home life,time spent with family. I could go on but let's say it has
affected every .

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53479

Mentally

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53480

Kept my family from being together in important times/events in our lives.

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53481

My job had been threatened. My child can’t participate in sports with me as a spectator. I have
been paranoid and had a nervous breakdown. Our family has been divided and stress and
depression is a big factor because I feel there is no happy future.

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53482

Have lost friends due to Justin Trudeau hate speeches

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53483

I have lost hope and have been traumatized. My kids futures, hopes and dreams are being
crushed. Friends, families and communities have been divided.

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53484

I lost my Job just because I didn’t feel comfortable putting an experimental drug that has not

2/18/2022 7:07 PM
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be tested into my body. Therefore I lost my income to be able to support my family. My 82
year old Mother had to die alone in a hospital which is CRIMINAL ! NO ONE SHOULD HAVE
TO DIE ALONE! Our animals don’t die alone! I have not been able to travel because I don’t
have one of their vaccine passports, which goes against our Charter of Rights and Freedoms
under section 6 (1) every citizen of Canada has the right to enter , remain in and leave Canada.
I have not been able to go to a Church because of these unreasonable mandates. My 88 year
old Father in Law had to be in the hospital and if again you are not vaccinated and don’t have
the passport you can not be with them. I can’t go to a Restaurant, Theatre, go to a concert etc
with out one of Justin Trudeau’s segregation passports. I have felt very discriminated against.
Last time I looked Canada was a free country BUT NOT NO MORE!
53485

Lost my jobs, had a nervous break down and am just now feeling normal.

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53486

Loneliness. Lost money.

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53487

Can't see loved ones, has become lonely

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53488

In every way

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53489

Higher cost for this widow on a Fixed income is stressing me into poor health! Loneliness is
hard on mental health,

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53490

Very negatively. A friend committed suicide and my father in law died alone. Kids are self
harming

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53491

Husband and myself unemployed is 2021. Mental health declines. Stress levels high.

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53492

IN EVERY POSSIBLE WAY!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53493

Isolation causes depresion

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53494

Isolation, loss of sense of community and disrupted relationships over differing opinions

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53495

Isolation, work is affected, my kids schooling is affected as well as their activities. Mandates
have caused great division within my family

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53496

I am a prisoner in my own home and have been for 2 years.

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53497

Mental health. Isolation. Financial. Not being able to see family or friends is wrong. People
dieing alone is wrong. Suicide rates have come to an all time high. Let people live. Covid is
here to stay. People that choose to get vaccinated or not it is non of anyone else's business!
Vaccinated people get covid and spread covid just like an unvaccinated person. Let the people
decide for themselves what medical choice they want to make for themselves and their
families. LET PEOPLE LIVE! END ALL MANDATES.

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53498

All the mandates have been unnecessary. The vaccine passport is especially divisive. It
makes those who have opted for the jab to look more privileged than those who did not want it!
VERY, VERY BAD!!

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53499

I've totally withdrawn socially . I've suffered depression, isolation, feelings of rejection and
general fear of the state of our country and world.

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53500

It has prevented me from supporting restaurants, it has caused division amongst my family
and friends. It has resulted in several of my friends being fired for not getting a vaccine that
doesn’t stop transmission

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53501

My children’s dad lost his job. Eldest child suffering anxiety. Youngest child missing key
development activities. Suffering lack of connection with other moms. Division between
immediate, and extended family. Discrimination in public places and gathering.

2/18/2022 7:07 PM

53502

Not having the freedom to live as pre-mandate

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53503

Mentally,physically,emotionally

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53504

This past 2 years has been brutal.....

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53505

Yes

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53506

Loss of freedom…depression

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53507

It has caused problems in my moms lungs and she is fighting for her life because of it! People
I know have died from the injections.

2/18/2022 7:06 PM
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53508

Breathing, segregation, discrimination, bias, prejudice, Freedom of movement, communication,
induction of fear, Limitation of exercise, healthy food, friends, family, and friendly sharing on
typical family dynamics.

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53509

These are cruel times - my elderly parents have been warned not to have me visit them! They
may die before I can see them - they are both 91. I have lost my job. I cannot travel. I am
depressed.

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53510

N/a

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53511

Can’t go to restaurants, play sports, go to hockey games because I didn’t want to get
vaccinated

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53512

Mental strain and put me in a bad financial situation at one point

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53513

They have caused me to lose friends and division amongst my family. My and my childrens’
mental health is struggling. I’m losing all faith in the government and public health officials and
don’t believe that they are at all concerned for the health and well being of Canadians and the
damage and devastating long-lasting impacts on every level of society that these mandates
will have for generations to come.

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53514

Reduced my ability to work, see family, unable to travel by air or rail, to tend my elderly
parents, not easy to cross the border, my children has anxiety attending school so we now
homeschool full time

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53515

Not being able to live life as in ho out, socialize , be with friends and family has caused some
issues with depression, feeling isolated and feeling like a second class citizen

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53516

Prevented me from visiting family and living life normally

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53517

I have been restricted from attending medical appointments out of my area. They are in the
same province but due to natural disaster and the fact that I am not able to attend a flight in
my own province and the 15+ hour drive each way. Many of my drs have not returned to clinic
yet and their staff members are operating from home there has been many instances where
other drs from my community have not been able to communicate properly with them and it
has affected medical treatment. Many of my friends/family/neighbors have been treated
horribly in our community for wanting to have the right to choose. Our children have been
stripped of their rights to attend sports/resteraunts/church and have missed so much school
for asthma/ the sniffles. Our business has lost a lot of income due to our customers being
concerned over their livelihood and so much more. Even with a drs notw post surgery I was
denied access from our city to local facilities that would have aided in recovery. There is so
much wrong with what I going on. I am not able to hold employment the one way that is
possible to me as I am barred from working from home and due to previous medical issues I
cannot take the vaccine due to previous medical history and therefore I am barred from so
many things as a result. This is not the way our country should run. I should be able to safely
work from home by myself without posing a risk to those who choose to be vaccinated.

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53518

I feel threatened by my own government. I stay home all the time.

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53519

Sold business .. mental health

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53520

Isolation, depression, financial hardship, ability to travel and work as a free resident of
Canada,I feel my charter of rights have been oppressed, and the Nuremberg code hasbeen
violated. Enough is enough

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53521

Too much restriction with no credible proof it is needed

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53522

Completely removed any sense of human contact and connection. Horrible.

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53523

The masks have made it difficult to breath and understand people. I have had sinus infections
due to them. The coercion that the jabport has done to people is horrific. It has limited my
social life in many ways.

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53524

All of this has created conflict between my husband and I. Our marriage may never be the
same or even intact by the time it’s all over. He was my best friend, my love. And because I
decided to exercise my right to choose not to get injected like him our marriage is suffering.
My children have lost so much. Especially with family members who have abandoned them
because they aren’t injected. My 94 grandmother after living an amazing, and full life can’t bear
to live another year and is suicidal because the injections she got to protect others in her care

2/18/2022 7:06 PM
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facility have given her painful sores all over her body. They never go away. She can’t sleep for
long because if she lays on her back and moves she’s in pain. She wants to die. And I can’t
go to her and be with her or take care of her. She has no one. She’s alone. All the time. It
breaks my heart to know that she might die alone. I don’t want this for my kids. I don’t want
this for my Grandmother. I don’t want this for anyone. I’m starting to feel like my grandmother
and feel that I don’t want to live another year or even another day like this. Death at this point
would be sweet release. But I can’t. I have kids who need me. This is torture.
53525

All

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53526

Yes, destroyed busines

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53527

The mandate has created a two tiered society similar to prewar Nazi Germany. It has created
division and hate.

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53528

Financially, emotionally, families devided and my children’s mental health has suffered
tremendously. This has to end

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53529

I've missed seeing my grandchildren and great grandchildren , I'm a retired senior who has had
to hide in my home and give up any sort of life for 2 years now. I'd love to squeeze in all the
living I can before my days are done. I'd like to start that as early as tomorrow

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53530

Had to shut down my business.

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53531

In every way imaginable. Charter of rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53532

Stress, depression, loss of all faith in our government and health care systems!

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53533

Work stress, unemployment of members of my household, drastic decline of my personal
savings

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53534

Anxiety and depression. My family desires to live life freely without being dictated to. So tired
of being mistreated, called names, unrespected, and lied to by government leaders. The
mandates have caused division in our previously close friendships, which may never be
repaired.

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53535

It has discriminated against me. My employer required my personal information to have me
keep my job. My religious exemption was not granted even though I had letters from my
bishop and priest. Could not enter some businesses and had to listen to the negative talk
about vaccine free people. My union would not fight for me. Had to deal with mental health
problems.

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53536

Increased depression and further distrust in my governing bodies.

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53537

Horrible. Can’t describe it with words.

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53538

Depression and anxieties

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53539

In every way possible

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53540

Over all have not been able to do anything that I would like to do, and has affected my job.all
of the crap we have been going through the last 2 years was a complete waste of time and is
absolutely disgusting!

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53541

I was unable to attend the graduations of my godson, my daughter and my son. I was unable
to attend the reception held in my daughter’s honour. I was unable to attend a family reunion. I
was unable to host the funeral my dad deserved. The divorce from my abusive husband is
taking longer than necessary, almost two years. Planning events such as sports tournaments
is difficult because volunteers are harder to find.

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53542

Laid off for 6 weeks

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53543

very badly

2/18/2022 7:06 PM

53544

My kids

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53545

Turned my country into a socialist/Marxist hellhole

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53546

All aspects

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53547

Isolation is not good, when you have mental health issues, plus I already have health issues,
so no thank you!!

2/18/2022 7:05 PM
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53548

The horrors of people dieing from vaccines is enough!

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53549

Depression

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53550

Masks make it difficult to breathe and mandates prevent me from living normally.

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53551

Can't go anywhere

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53552

I don’t have enough words!!! You watch the love of your life die through a window !!!

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53553

Made our life living Hell for two years!!

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53554

Way too much for too long

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53555

Created division in our family, work setting and friends. Canadian culture has shifted. Affected
our ability to travel. My son just turned 2 years old and my inlaws who live out of country have
not even met my son I person. I started a new job in November of 2021. I've yet to see some
of my coworkers faces. I'm forced to wear a mask at work the whole time. Worst was I was
forced to get a trial vaccine I never wanted and never would have received had it not been for
forced mandates or else my husband and I both would be jobless.

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53556

travel, recreation, schooling, children and mentally

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53557

Restricted from being with family that don’t live in Canada. Would love to have the mandatory
passport at the border abolished!!

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53558

Have to do daily testing at work. It’s a nuisance to travel.

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53559

I was forced to put an experimental vaccine into my body, or lose my job. I am the only bread
winner in my family and had no choice. I'm not suffering the side effects and have been told by
my own doctor, it's all in my head.

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53560

Ruined my mental and physical health immensely!

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53561

It has affected the security of my job and livelihood. It has divided my family and friends.

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53562

Not really. My husband and I are retired and do not go very many places. We go to a very
small church where restrictions haven’t been too severe—we don’t have many people so we
are within the guidelines without having to turn anyone away.

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53563

On every level!

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53564

Mental health, isolation, loss of precious holiday time with family, loss of ease and freedom of
movement within my country, division between family and friends due to others fear imposed
by our government, loss of confidence that our government care about us. Loss of freedom of
speech

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53565

Loss of gyms restaurants and anxiety when I wear a mask and unable to move around my
country and internationally

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53566

Kids complaining of headaches from mask during Physical education and kids cannot play
sports, cannot go to movies, restaurant’s, places of entertainment for kids, can’t watch hockey
etc, and cannot go to church because there’s only 25% so church dont want to divide they just
close it

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53567

Financially, emotionally, mentally. I haven’t been able to see my kids, and it’s worn on my
marriage.

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53568

My mental challenges have risen so public scares me even more, ive got to hise for 2 years
and hide in my shell, made me more likely to attemp bad things

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53569

It’s made me gain weight and become depressed at times. It will cause me to go in more debt
if I have to pay for pcr tests like my work is requesting.

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53570

Cost me my job due to I am long haul trucker Do to an out of control grovernment personall
Justin Trudeau

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53571

Negatively

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53572

Freedom has been taken away

2/18/2022 7:05 PM
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53573

My wife and I can deal with it but watching my children suffering is the hardest thing, with
masks and social distancing…..my kids need their friends! WE WANT OUR LIVES BACK !!!

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53574

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53575

It has caused great mental health issues in loved ones including young relatives. It NEVER
should have happened!! Discrimination against people who choose not to be vaxxed? Forcing
government employees to be jabbed? Who the hell does Trudeau think he is?

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53576

Devastated

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53577

Isolation, being bullied for medical choices, could not grieve properly for loss of loved ones,
have problems breathing wearing a mask, socially divisive situations, hearing hate talk about
medical choices!

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53578

Unvaccinated trapped in my own country can’t travel loss wages caused by vaccine mandates

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53579

Work My kids life My stress Sports

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53580

It’s sad what this world has turned into I’m ashamed of our PM and this country for allowing
this to go on

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53581

Loss of employment and soon loss of residence.

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53582

It has made me feel more safe

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53583

I’ve had to stay home and away from family. Most of all I deal with depression and mental
health. I’ve had to be on Anti-depressants since last year. I’m also Disability because of
mandate prices have gone up of everything.

2/18/2022 7:05 PM

53584

Depression, anxiety, uncertain future, helpless, angry.

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53585

I have been fortune that it has not been implemented within my occupation but many of my
love's ones have been effected by the mandate of vaccination.

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53586

Always anxious and depressed

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53587

It has destroyed family units

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53588

My wife and I are no longer welcome or accepted by our family.

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53589

Feel empty

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53590

big tine, as this is crime and they have to pay for it, hard way.

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53591

Depression, despair , sadness, suicidal, sad, post traumatic disorder, stress, anxiety. 2

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53592

It takes away from our liberties as Canadian citizens.

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53593

In every way

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53594

Kept me from seeing my children in another province

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53595

Lost job ! Son forced to for work ! Wife forced jab for hart transplant

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53596

Mental and physical health have both severely declined. I lack social interaction, the benefits
I’ve always gotten from sports and other group activities, and generally have developed
overwhelming anxiety due to feeling so confined and constricted. I miss my life.

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53597

Isolation and loss of freedom

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53598

Don't know how to be around people. I have my own opinion about COVID but there are due
hard people out there that think opposite of me.

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53599

Made us depressed, segregated and broke

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53600

My son will not being going to public school in the fall if masks and/or shots are required.
Dining out isn't a big deal, but we haven't been able to leave the province in 2 years

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53601

My mental health, my loved ones, my job, my education, my bank account, and my trust.

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53602

Financially. Socially. Mentally. Mandates exclude and divide people

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53603

Absolute fucking destroyed it.

2/18/2022 7:04 PM
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53604

I hated it,

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53605

I'm depressed and in constant anxiety

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53606

It affect everyone either with family divided, business, healthy people being vaccinated against
there will, the people doing cop when it’s absolutely not there job, pointing finger at vaccinated
or unvaccinated, school not being proper teach, those kids had miss 2 and half years of their
life and teaching terrible. People died alone not seeing there beloved one for the last time all of
it was inhuman

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53607

Cant go into buissineses to enjoy them. Cant see certain family members. Cant fly

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53608

Lost my employment

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53609

Every way possible

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53610

Division within family, friends, church. Unable to assist family member in hospital. Children's
education a mess, so many days lost- learning from home was a joke. Distrust of politicians
on every level of government.

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53611

Very bad

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53612

It has been hell. I am now looking at other countries to immigrate to.

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53613

They have been troubling and inhumane. I have been surprised at the disdain for our legislative
process and current laws.

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53614

My government destroyed my life

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53615

I used to think I live in a free, democratic country. The last two years have disabused me of
that notion.

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53616

Had to get a vaccination or lose my job even tho I had a note from my doctor stating I should
wait. Was forced to take a vaccination even tho my doctor told me to wait until r I lose my job
and can’t pay my bills

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53617

I’m sixty seven years old. The mandates have stolen two years of my life and continue you to
do so.

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53618

Total segregation and I'm disgusted with my government

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53619

It has affected it in MANY ways. Too many to get into here..

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53620

Yes mentally and financially

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53621

Limited seeing family, traveling, socially, health wise- wearing masks, lack of social contact.

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53622

These mandates have put caused my family and I mental illness and a Hate-red for the
government control

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53623

Tremendously

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53624

I've watched my family have to choose between their livelihoods or the Vax, I've watched my
niece and nephew cry because they haven't been able to see their grandma in the hospital who
is terminal with a brain tumor, I've watched my son struggle with his mental health and anxiety
because of the mandates. The mandates are doing way more harm than good and they need to
stop now!

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53625

It has decreased my quality of life immensely

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53626

Travel

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53627

I was forced to get a vaccine to do things with my kids and keep my working situation. A
vaccine that I had no intentions on getting.

2/18/2022 7:04 PM

53628

Very negatively, I lost a full time job due to this mandate !!!! This must stop now !!!

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53629

Myself and my family have had to wear masks, creating breathing difficulties and increased
concern for bacterial infections. Difficulty with doctor appointments, access to necessary
services, divisive rhetoric amongst the public creating increasingly challenging relationships,
worship restrictions that component changed what wouldn't have been changed. Community
integrity and relational capacity has been sidelined in unhealthy ways and continually so.

2/18/2022 7:03 PM
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53630

I took vaccines to maintain my employment in Long Term Care. The Booster affected me
really bad, I will not be taking anymore. Regardless of mandate

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53631

Im able to see m'y Child. Infant to be free .to travelling ect

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53632

Severe depression due to mandates

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53633

I own a small business and it has affected my business severely. it is also affected my mental
and emotional well-being as well as my ability to interact with my family and loved ones. I have
a grandma at Parkside extended Care in Saskatchewan that I'm not even allowed to go visit
she's 97 and nobody in the family has seen her since October 2021. She's a patient not a
prisoner and she had no rights to support person. I believe as effects of 2 years of covid with
business stress I know have depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53634

Depression and lack of life

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53635

Mental health, destroying business and create fear and divides people.

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53636

Both my husband and I have lost our jobs without severances or EI so NO income! Son
cannot go to university. All the restrictions for the unvaxxed!

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53637

It has caused division among my family and friends. My husband and I have also lost
employment due to the vaccine mandate.

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53638

Felt like being in jail

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53639

So much

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53640

I lost my jobs my mental health has declined as well as my childrens.

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53641

Depression. Disappointed loss of job due to mandates

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53642

Cannot return home to Canada to see my family.

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53643

Divisiveness

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53644

Loss of family, loss of visiting family

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53645

Lost my job, on the verge of losing my house, the divisiveness in the country and the amount
of scare tactics and bullying, to make a few. We all understand the virus is real, being treated
like infants and disregarding obvious civil rights is outrageous.

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53646

I lost my business

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53647

Overworked underpaid, hot uncomfortable, you try working hundred of pounds of freight and
can’t breathe, can’t see, people are miserable and blame retail workers/stockers, who have
absolutely no say about anything to do with amount of stock, shipping/receiving of said stock
or pricing!

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53648

totally stopped my social program and exercise

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53649

Depression and substance abuse

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53650

Very bad

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53651

My cousin hasn't been able to visit me. If I wear a mask too long I feel claustrophobic.

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53652

Travel made impossible. Uncomfort from masks; headaches, asthmatic reactions, extra.
Turned family agents each other.

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53653

My girlfriend lost her job at the local Hospital due to vaccine requirements.

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53654

I'm sick of the mask thing

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53655

job loss, my grandkids wear masks all day, my 6 yr old grandson cries because his throat gets
dry. And it is so divisive with families.

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53656

Immensely.

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53657

Terribly, I have been bullied out of my college class for my belief's and has now disrupted my
studies to the point where I have had to take action.

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53658

Badly

2/18/2022 7:03 PM
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53659

Unable to go to restaurants without the shot

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53660

I very seldom go out of my house!!

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53661

I've had a neurological reaction to the tests in which I couldn't walk normally for 2 days,
teaching a Prk/K class has had so many physical, emotional and mental issues with the
students, my eye sight has drastically shifted in the past several months and I'm pretty sure
it's related to wearing masks in a dry stuffy old building, my family hasn't been able to practice
swimming (a life skill) in a long time, we haven't watched our son's first soccer games/
daughter's gymnastics and will not be signing either up for any classes next year or possibly
the year after, the added stress from wearing masks all day long has been a lot to endure,
division between family/ friends.. anger hatred etc.

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53662

Mentally and emotionally

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53663

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53664

Missed occasions with my families and travel opportunities

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53665

Immensly the hate, division, discrimination, watching my kids suffer, where do i start where
does it end?

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53666

Broken family

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53667

Badly

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53668

Significantly! It has hurt my children academically and emotionally! I feel the government has
abused its power and I don’t trust them or health care now. They weren’t transparent! I felt
fearful all the time with how fast people complied and didn’t ask questions!

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53669

Health problems, stress, anxiety in self and especially my 4 children. Loss of income for
members of my immediate family.

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53670

Bad

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53671

My family has not been able to do certain things (gym, restaurant, Comic-Con and we couldn’t
sell as a vendor at a craft show) I got laid off from my company closing, my husband got laid
off as well in 2021. We’ve been harassed, and ridiculed for our views. We have family that
won’t even allow us in their house. We’ve lost friends.

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53672

Reduced quality substantially. Mandates and main stream media created a new segregated
against minority…and please help me to understand why people have to get vaccinated to
protect those already vaccinated…Fredom of choice especially over our bodies is granted in
the Charter of Rights. Please do not continue to abuse this precious document.

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53673

There is no freedom in our lives.

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53674

Aside from preventing me from seeing my children & grandchildren, which was heartwrenching, I am a counselor who has had to deal with the emotional trauma and increasing fear
that has been foster upon our youth and children. It is unconscionable!

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53675

Family

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53676

my mental health has drastically deteriorated. i am anxious any time i have to leave my house
and my depression has gotten so bad. i have gained weight due to being stuck at home and
my family relationships have been ruined being stuck in the same house all the time with no
family outings available.

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53677

Made life miserable

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53678

We weren't able to see my mother inlaw who has brain cancer and were not able to have a
funeral or attend her burial because we live in a different province

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53679

Financial hard times. , mental health for myself and family and caused health problems as well
..

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53680

Depression Lack of employees because they had to homeschool their children

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53681

Made it better.

2/18/2022 7:03 PM

53682

Little socializing, feel isolated, fear

2/18/2022 7:02 PM
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53683

Work and social life

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53684

Thoughts of suicide which I've never in my 50 years of life come even close to thinking about

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53685

What life? I have barely left my house in the last two years!!!!

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53686

It has been he'll. It tares families and friendships apart and all for a vaccine that is not
affective

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53687

my PM called me a waste of space! Friends have lost their businesses.My son couldn’t play
sports in his senior yr .We couldn’t attend dear friends/family funerals.We can’t eat (
supporting local!) at places that have actual food - only fast crap food.Theres been nasty
division within our family too because of the govt & media pushing pharma agenda &
encouraging people to turn against each other.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53688

Lost my job and being treated for mental health issues.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53689

Our rights are being infringed upon. No one should lose their freedom because of medical
choice. No one should be discriminated because of medical choice. All of this needs to stop.
There is no science that back this criminal act against humanity. When this is over, many will
find themselves on the wrong side of history. I would not want to be them.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53690

IT'S BEEN FUCKING BULLSHIT!!!! NO PERFORMING LIFE! NO JOB EXCEPT FOR 6
MONTHS!!! NO PEACE OF MIND!!! NO PROPER HOUSING!!!! NO INCOME!!! IT'S BEEN
FUCKING RIDICULOUS!!!!!! NO BEING ABLE TO SEE MY FRIENDS AND GET PRAYER
AND THE SUPPORT I NEED AS A DISABLED PERSON!!!!!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53691

Failing health due to unnecessary elective surgery cancelation and lack of in person doctors
visits

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53692

not whanting to get out of the house

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53693

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53694

Loss of income and stunted music career by unable to play gigs in bars/clubs/public events
due to medical restrictions.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53695

Division, anxiety, depression, discrimination!

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53696

Changed the direction of it...stopped me from seeing my family, my husband...

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53697

Clarified the authoritarian inclinations of the current sitting Canadian government.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53698

I lost my job due to the mandate.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53699

Lost my job, lost my house, lost a vehicle, bankruptcy... 26 living in my dad's basement with
my family because housing is through the roof because of this pandemic/ government.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53700

My mental health is at an all-time low. Worry, stress and anxiety are everyday companions
now.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53701

Increased anxiety and depression.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53702

Anxiety, missing family functions, fractured family and friends communication regarding getting
vaccinated or not, worried about the health risks by taking the vaccine, side effects that have
happened to people I know by taking the vaccine

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53703

Too many ways! My children have suffered, our mental health has taken a serious toll, I can't
travel, I'm in the process of losing my job and the list goes on.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53704

Discrimination, separation , harassment like never before

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53705

Terribly, mental health has been affected, relationship affected. My whole life has been
affected

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53706

I can’t go to restaurants, movies, or events. Many friends won’t see me because of my choice
to refuse the experimental shot.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53707

Cant travel or go out for dinner or do any social activities. Cant see my parents

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53708

Work, play, relationships, mental health. Like how hasn’t it affected my life would be a better
question here.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM
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53709

I am appalled at the destruction of civil liberties and rights.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53710

Its made me depressed , stopped my ability to care for my 2 senior sisters one of whom is in
chemo , given me really bad anxiety and panic attacks . Ive gained fat from no exercise and
just staying in bed . I dont like going out even for food its a dramatic event now . I feel so sorry
for seniors and children . I cry . Im scared for the future

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53711

Loss of bodily autonomy, loss of freedom of movement. A loved one died alone, no funeral
service. Caused an unrepairable split in my family.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53712

Employment, travel, time with out of province family, socializing, isolation and depression

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53713

Restricted my freedom of choice

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53714

Division between family and friends. Loss of income, Loss of FREEDOM.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53715

Masks don't work they cause more health problems. Family get togethers. Families different
opinions have torn Families apart for no reason. All cuz of the fear mongering the government
has spread. Still less then 1% death rate... Now someone that doesn't want the shot is
somehow a Nazi White supremacist anti science crazy person... how? there is zero evidence
of any of that!! Not even going to get into the massive amounts of laws broken pushing this
agenda! How about all the jobs lives and business lost to this ? Its a fake pandemic a real one
would have closer to 11% death rate not less then 1%. I could go on but I'm sure you get the
idea.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53716

Negative

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53717

Unless double vac’d I am not allowed to come into any of our offices at work. To maintain
employment I had to vax and submit proof of vaccine information to the company. I am ok
(moderately) with the use of these vaccines, however it should have remained a personal
choice. Masking is a real hardship, if I wear a mask for more than 20-30 min I feel the buildup
in my lungs and throat and it causes coughing fits and a sore throat.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53718

Caused adult kids to be coerced into taking the jab to keep their jobs. Caused division between
family members and friends. Caused great anxiety with my own job due to them implementing
a vaccine policy. Prevented myself and other family members from travelling, attending
events, and many other enjoyed things like going to restaurants and the movies.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53719

Lost employment. Mental health.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53720

Took away our freedom of choice ! Forced us into things we don’t want or need ! Separated
Families, friends, allowed love ones to die alone !

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53721

teribly

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53722

It has been total abuse of the Canadian citizens. It should be all over and charges need to lyed
against the prime minister and the deputy prime minister etc. etc. etc. crimes against
humanity!!

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53723

Loss of work

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53724

Work. Family disputes. Separation of friendships

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53725

Slowed the economy to a crawl. Effected/killed businesses

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53726

Limited access to businesses and socializing with family. Divided families and affected mental
and physical health.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53727

My emotional, mental, physical well being is at stake. I am stressed beyond belief. The
thought of my children not having a normal life is concerning and has kept me up at night. We
deserve our rights and medical freedom. We deserve to decline being raped!! This is how I see
this tyrannical mandate. I refuse to have an experimental jab injected into me and my precious
children.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53728

In every way lose of freedom this isn't canada

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53729

Disrupted everything

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53730

I am unable to work. I can’t take the jab as I have a rare blood clotting disorder.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53731

Depression and division in my home

2/18/2022 7:02 PM
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53732

I chose to wait for data to see how these vaccines are affecting people for the safety of my
family. I'm not much good to my kiddos if I can't be there to see them grow up.. so I'm careful
where I go and who I see because I do think the vaccines make sense for those compromised
otherwise and the elderly. I do not agree with making it mandatory in order to work... especially
since you can still get covid and pass it to others NO matter what.. so I have donated to many
places around my town in the past to help keep them running and I can't even step foot in the
building I was once married in because of a choice I think is best for right now. If we had both
sides of data that would be helpful instead of pushing everyone to get it and you're shunned
from all freedoms if you don't follow orders! I havent been able to pay respects to family I've
lost at funerals.. one from suicide during this pandemic because of these ridiculous mandates
that don't make any sense. Is anyone actually reading these? I doubt it. Sigh. I'm losing faith
in our country and the world.

2/18/2022 7:02 PM

53733

Loss of income

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53734

VERY STRESSFUL!

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53735

My children!! My family. Mental health. Stuck at home the last two years with two children
under two. We’ve had covid !! Let us live!!

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53736

Lost my job and unable to visit my elderly father

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53737

Affected my mental health and overall health tremendously.

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53738

Terribly

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53739

Tired of wearing masks and not being able to sit in restaurants movie theatres etc

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53740

Torn apart family and friends, depression and at one point, suicidal thoughts.

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53741

I am more isolated - can’t visit with friends I find it difficult to breath with a mask

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53742

Division Heartache Loss of income Loss of volunteer position

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53743

Not been able to travel with my husband to FL. Also, not able to visit mom at her independent
living apartment because I am not vaccinated.

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53744

A professional couple with 4 children, forced to sell our home as all these mandates made life
unsustainable for us. Business owner and Health care professional willing but “not allowed” to
work, The mental health of ourselves ans children has diminished. Families torn apart…need I
say more!

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53745

Good in the beginning but no real point now

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53746

I have had thoughts of suicide because I see no hope for the future. Also, difficult relations
with friends and relatives.

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53747

I’m a nurse and to be vaccinated or loss my job

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53748

I have lost work , it has been stressful so it has affected my health as well.

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53749

Driving a wedge between families and friends. Can’t travel to visit family. Work stoppages due
to forced vaccine. Life is hard enough without these mandates. And more than triple so with
the mandates. Mandates need to end NOW!!

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53750

It’s been hell! Depression. Isolation. Kids have lost 2 years of decent education/ activities and
have suffered mentally. Forced to be vaccinated to keep my job…. Absolute coercion.

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53751

It affects my freedom of choice…a fundamental right

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53752

had to have vaccination in order to keep my job

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53753

Mentally physically emotionally every single way possible, I haven't been able to go out I have
been discriminated against. I'm shocked to see our government handled in this way I used to
be a proud Canadian but not anymore.

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53754

Has divided me and my family and I can’t have my second dose as I had sever anafalaxis to
the first dose and am immuno compromised. This is what I envision hell as being

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53755

Terribly

2/18/2022 7:01 PM
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53756

Depression, isolation, loss of 8 come, loss of lifestyle, segregation, loss of community,
victimized

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53757

It has affected my ability to work

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53758

Dramatically - divide between my community, family and friends. Mental health issues

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53759

trauma, job loss, isolation, depression, fear etc

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53760

Depressed and vary unhappy

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53761

Increase of stress and exhaustion with my children less engaged in their learning and
activities.

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53762

I've pulled my kids out of public school because I believe social distancing and masks are
incredibly harmful for children. I haven't been able to go out and participate in dining and
entertainment.

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53763

I have basically been in solitary confinement in my apartment for 2 plus years. I have a built
up rage inside me because of what they are trying to do to us.

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53764

It has caused irreparable mistrust of government and Canadas leaders. Depression and
anxiety. My family’s rights have been ripped to shreds. Trudeau has caused uncertainty in my
future as a Canadian. His threats have caused me to feel fearful.

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53765

Wife is now unemployed because of covid

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53766

Havent been able to go any where, people are just mean, they are full of fear. People are
scared to do anything

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53767

Put on unpaid leave (involuntary) by employer (ICBC).

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53768

Mental health freedom to move around help underprivileged

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53769

I can no longer host dance events without social distancing, I can't go to restaurants or cafes,
stress, fear of having my physical rights disrespected by police at protest, thinking of moving
to another country, interpersonal conflicts. Segregation from loved ones, no more Christmas or
birthdays, hatred and harassment.

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53770

I am a nurse and am currently on unpaid leave. My kids have to wear useless masks to school
all day. It has destroyed my life.

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53771

I’ve been forced to vaccinate even after contracting the original Covid19 April 2020. As a
trucking company we have had to mandate our drivers to get vaccinated. I have not been able
to travel - something I did regularly. I lost my grandmother & hadn’t been able to see her for 5
months. My sons wedding was basically ruined - something we can never get back. My mental
health has deteriorated to the point I am struggling to continue

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53772

It has caused an unfit leader to take advantage of our willingness to do what needs to be done,
which we have, for two years. This is causing a divide in our country.

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53773

Seclusion, depression, reduction of income, and lack of rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53774

I have been affected mentally and physically a great deal. All of my chronic pain classes
offered were canceled. My yoga canceled, my swimming canceled, both indefinitely. Both my
Psychologist and Psychiatrist appointment canceled. Then zoom meetings started. I had to
buy a new laptop and PC. Thank goodness I could afford it at that time. My Chronic Pain clinc
classes canceled for 6 months, which then they converted to zoom meetings. My pain
management was directly affected by the restrictions. My mental stability was directly affected
by the mandates.

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53775

Very much, very stressful,

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53776

As a business owner and father of 4, in multiple ways.

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53777

In a very negative way! :( FEAR, the "vaccine " (deadly experiment) and mandates have
separated me and my family. I am hardly able to see my grandchildren and when I am allowed,
it is very stressful! 😢 There is also division with other family members and my neighbor. I am
suffering from depression. I am really angry that our God Given FREEDOMS are trying to be
taken away! I do not have faith in our Government and cannot trust what they are telling us.
We are intentionally being lied to.

2/18/2022 7:01 PM
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53778

I feel that our human rights have been stripped.. it should be our choice to live how we want.

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53779

I work in children’s mental health and the daily suicide talks from students is unreal, I’ve never
heard of so many suicidal children & teens in my entire 17yr career! This is absolutely
unacceptable! My own children are suffering, they can’t play sports because of this stupid
vaccine mandate. Im the parent, I chose to be a parent, I get to decide what goes into their
bodies, not you, the government. Stop with all this ridiculous political mandates that aren’t
even science based!!

2/18/2022 7:01 PM

53780

A little cautious but not overly concerned

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53781

Not one bit

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53782

We couldn’t visit my father-in-law before he died, my Mom is depressed, we’ve lost friends, our
family is torn apart, my brother-in-law & nephew are going to be fired, my niece is not allowed
to get her degree at University, my grandsons can’t play soccer & hockey, and have gained a
lot of weight…shall I go on?? Our Prime Minister, and these mandates, have promoted
intolerance, hatred, and division! We used to be able to make our own health care choices!
Enough is enough!

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53783

Discrimated against. My daughter has severe mental health problems because of the
mandates. And she has dropped out of school

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53784

I have not been able to visit freely with my family in 2 yrs. I am stigmatized and unable to find
employment for a medical decision that is my God given right to make. I fear for my
grandchildren and what we see happening in our former democracy. If Trudeau has his way we
will live in a fashist country. That is not what my father who served in the armed forces for 28
yrs starting his career during WW2 stood for

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53785

Isolation is beyond disgusting!!

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53786

Losing my job

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53787

Restrictions

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53788

I am a Canadian, I am supposed to be free, my rights guarantee that so why am I mandated?

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53789

2 weeks of chest pain, family depression

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53790

Many ways!!

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53791

My 27 year old son was forced to get vaccinated or he would lose his job. He developed
myocarditis after his first shot and naturally couldn’t take the second shot. His doctor filled out
pages and pages for him to be exempted but nothing. He has been on unpaid leave for two
months now. Our family is very upset for him and we are very Angry about these mandates.
These mandates have caused us strained relationships within our family and with our friends.
We don’t feel that the government cares about us or our wellbeing. We are scared about the
future for Canada

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53792

Loss of work

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53793

It has made me a second class citizen unable to participate in society

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53794

My business has been shut down four times. I have not been able to work and make money.
My children have been in and out of school. They have been unable to play sports and have
lost two years of their childhoods. They are masked every day at school for 7 hours. It has to
stop now.

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53795

I have not been allowed to work since Nov.24th 2021 because I will not disclose my Vax status
or submit to an unwanted and unnecessary Covid test so I have been placed by my employer
on an unpaid leave of absence with no income to help support a family of 5 including 3 kids

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53796

Horribly

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53797

Mental health, and negatively in every area of my life actually.

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53798

negatively

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53799

Loss of employment and significant family stress.

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53800

I was forced to take the vaccine to keep my job. I have had side effects ever since.

2/18/2022 7:00 PM
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53801

Lost my Job, lost my best friend of 20 years, divided my family, get treated like I am a 2nd
class citizen at work and cant even fly within Canada to see my kids. THis is brutal and is the
start to dictatorship. Trudeau has to go!

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53802

I had a very serious reaction to the first shot. Now very scared to get another one. So I've lost
my job, my career. And I can't travel with my partner to see family. The one thing that helped
with my low moods in the winter was seeing my friends exercising at the gym. I can't do that
now. All because I had a painful, life altering reaction to the shot. Now I'm being punishe. It's
terrible.

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53803

I have had extremely difficult time finding work the past 2 summers. It also has caused so
much division among people. There’s so many other ways it’s affected things…. I’m sick of
this and I but needs to end. We have to fight for our freedom and our health.

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53804

Cost my family alot of money also has put my kids health at risk with mandated vaxes to keep
their jobs totally disgusted with our govt

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53805

no funeral for my hero father my son had internship to get degree cancelled

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53806

loss of friends and family connection. Isolation and anxiety issues. treated as second class
citizen and not allowed to freely travel or go to restaurants or some businesses without a jab.
Delayed medical treatment

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53807

Depression, loss of family loss of friendships.

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53808

Social isolation; Loss of friendships; unable to travel by air or plane to see family in Canada;
Stigmatized by the media and governments for a personal choice.

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53809

Quit my job

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53810

Watched friends and family segregate eachother as my government uses covid as an excuse
to funnel our tax dollars to their friends and organizations they are apart of (ex WEF, Davos,
etc) and I'm sick of it. If emergency act is approved the Canada we know will cease to exist

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53811

It has restricted me from seeing relatives in another country. It has impacted my teens in a
negative way. Cannot go out as a family to a restaurant. Cannot be there to support friends
who have lost loved ones. Put a lot of strain on family !!!

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53812

Ive been discriminated against and fired.

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53813

TREMENDOUSLY!!! I lost my job, the ability to go to restaurants/cinemas to have family time,
the ability to go and see my son in his karate lessons. Eventually my son didn't want to
continue with karate because mom wasn't able to see him and cheer him up. Bulling from
people that supports vaccines, anxiety, stress, in general mental and financial stress. I lost as
well the ability to travel and visit family and feel safe. I feel so unsafe now in my own country
that at one point I was considering leaving the province, probably I will have to leave the
province and the country.

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53814

Not much, hate to see these small businesses suffer and die for no reason

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53815

For the worse. Can't see dying parents etc

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53816

It's affecting my freedom more than my life

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53817

Was unemployed for over half of COVID. I see that the covid restrictions have adversely
affected many of my friends emotionally/mentally.

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53818

I lost my job

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53819

In too many ways.

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53820

My career and livelihood that I have spent 30 years building has been threatened due to the
Heath professional vaccine mandates. As a single mom, I’m worried about being able to feed
my children and keep a roof over their head. Also, I have been divided and separated from
family, friends, and coworkers because of the divisive language encouraged by our Prime
Minister losing many important people in my life. These experiences has caused me grief and
loss.

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53821

Hasn't

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53822

No travel not seeing family misses Christmas and Easter and thanksgiving

2/18/2022 7:00 PM
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53823

Lost my job and home

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53824

Not good! Has caused divisions. Restricted freedoms. Spawned lies and deception. I've lost
faith, trust and confidence in my government.

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53825

Job loss Isolation Kids isolated from family Family torn apart due hate Forced to get vaccine
do keep a job Friends treated like second class citizens Lost all faith in government Justin T is
not doing the right thing Not proud to be Canadian Embarrassed He needs to go Mandates
need to go Enough is enough

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53826

I am about to lose my job. My family and friends are divided.

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53827

Kept me away from my family during the loss of both our parents

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53828

Gym closures, where one can work on their own health (physical & mental.) Work place mask
mandates where I work hard, and breath heavily into my mask, reusing the same air. Even
though the mask are known to not work. (Through science)

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53829

Stressed, depressed, unsure of future

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53830

Trapped us at home mostly! Losing friends, family time affected!! Can’t dance!! Need exercise
& socializing!!

2/18/2022 7:00 PM

53831

Job loss. Education fall behind for kids

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53832

Yes.

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53833

They wouldn't let me be with my father in the hospital the day he passed away bc I'm
nonvaxxed

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53834

I go about my day, i follow the rules

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53835

Mentally

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53836

Severe depression, financial hardships

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53837

Wearing masks does not allow us to breathe as we were created too.

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53838

Financially Physically

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53839

By ruining it

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53840

It has taken away my freedom to think critically and to express my views openly unless they
meet the government’s narrative. It has caused me to lose trust in our current government and
health system.

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53841

Made me a hermit.

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53842

It hasn’t just affected my life, it has affected my career of over 14years

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53843

It has taken so many opportunities away from my children to be part of a functional society

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53844

Left me wondering what will happen if this pm is allowed to continue with his desire to be the
ruler of our country

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53845

They at stupid

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53846

Took a reaction to second vaccine,ended up in outpatient,off work,can't see family friends,
affected my business,I'm self employed,caused hatred and division with family and friends,
horrible for mental health!

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53847

Financially and emotionally. It effected my children..

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53848

I cannot fly or cross the border

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53849

I haven't been able to get together with my friends and family because of the FEAR that has
been perpetuated by the government and media. Loneliness, anxiety, strained/broken
relationships because of differing opinions. My husband and I are not on the same page, so
there is much tension around this in our home, and with our children and their families.

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53850

It allowed me time to reevaluate life and I did a deep search for truth . I now see through the
lies we have been told for 2 years. The people are waking up . It created a great awakening in

2/18/2022 6:59 PM
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me and the world .
53851

Depression and shock!!!!

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53852

I am a senior, NOT afraid of a virus that has 99+% survival rate. Have not seen my family
going on for over 2 years now. The PLANdemic has long since been over, it is now nothing but
adverse reactions to every jab given. I don’t understand. I wish every day for death because I
don’t want to live the way the world is going because of government abuse of power.

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53853

I find it scary that children are growing up in a society of fear and mandates. Although I agree
with many of the rules and regulations, agreeing with doctors in almost every area, I do not
appreciate discrimination based on whether or not you choose to be vaccinated. I think that the
mandates have gone on long enough, and it is time to get back to normal, even if it does cost
some lives before that is reached.

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53854

Lost jobs, lost relationships, depression, anxiety, sad and lonely children who don’t
understand, feeling isolated and segregated from society

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53855

I feel that I am a prisoner in my home.

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53856

The mandate had divided my family. It’s caused stress in my children. It has caused division
and stress at my place of work. It affects our family everyday.

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53857

Loss of income through job loss.

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53858

No pool.

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53859

I'm to near to depression

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53860

Depression, anxiety

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53861

Will not take the vaccine, so isolated as a Senior in my own home. Will not get vaxxport so
cannot travel, even to stay in most provincial hotels.

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53862

Terribly

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53863

This isnt a short answer, but it has deteriorated many peoples lives, mental heath, and
destroyed livelihoods, families friemds, and communities. It has made me a target of your
discrimination against unvaccinated. It has had many negative affects which all levels of govt
have ignored, i now have increased anxiety, and even more isloated than i was before. The
only thing you guys care about is mandates and control.

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53864

Anxiety and freedom to choose. Not beeing able to travel and eat in restaurants.

2/18/2022 6:59 PM

53865

Not seeing friends and family as much. No travel. These are luxuries. And keeping family safe

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53866

Lost friends and family

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53867

Has kept me from dancing and performing, going for dinner and socializing in general

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53868

Yes

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53869

I believe as a single person living on my own has caused me great depression and I believe
due to the pandemic I had a stroke! It's created such decision and anger with everyone.

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53870

No travel to see my kids

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53871

I don't see my friends anymore I have gained lots of weight from everything being shut down. I
am a health care worker and git stressed out from the constant changes that where happening
I am on stress leave for GAD I have PTSD and i have panic attacks when I am wearing a
mask and feel like I can't breathe. This means I can't go anywhere where masks are required
for long periods of time. I got shingles on my face and have been left with phantom pain
months after the shingles have gone away. I don't enjoy reading anymore I can't concentrate
on my book. I have brain fog and am forgetful.

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53872

Stress and depression

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53873

Everything

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53874

I haven’t been able to go anywhere because of my personal decision not to vaccinate. I get
instant hot flashes when I have to wear a mask. Work is very slow due to the restrictions so
financially I’m struggling. People I know personally have died from adverse reactions to the

2/18/2022 6:58 PM
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vaccine. I’ve lost family and friends due to the division created by media and health services
reporting
53875

Negatively

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53876

I have lost family and friends and missed out on entire year of my kids sports! And it has
destroyed my mental health.

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53877

My work has a self-employed entrepreneur has been deeply affected. In addition to not being
able to work for the first five months, as a counselor who assists with mental health, I have
witnessed first hand the outcome of the lockdowns and restrictions on the population. As a
caregiver for my father and mother-in-law who live in care homes, I have had to advocate
continually for their rights and have experienced great stress as a result of my love and
concern for them. I lived through losing my father last June, who died in hospital, and whom I
was not allowed to visit for four full days of his suffering until the literal ninth hour. I don't know
if I will ever recover from this trauma. I have lost multiple friends through the frenzy of fear and
the inability for people to have open-minded, compassionate and understanding conversation
about a difficult time and a difficult subject, because of the division created and propogated by
our leaders. I would reiterate again as a mental health worker, that I see experienced the toll
personally and professionaly and quite frankly, am disgusted at the lack of leadership across
the board - municipally, provincially and federally.

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53878

No. Ive continued to live my life. Had Covid and double vaxxed.

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53879

None

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53880

Inhibited interactions with others

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53881

Feel like this is a communist country

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53882

It took all my life.

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53883

Very negatively

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53884

Isolated me , restricted travel, took away freedom of choice

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53885

Extremely negatively.

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53886

Ive lost so much, family,friends,job,freedom to name a few.

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53887

Depression anxiety for my whole family

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53888

It has prevented me from enjoying my freedom

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53889

I have anxiety, depression and unpaid leave. I have literally been in lockdown for 2 years.

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53890

Isolated and lonely

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53891

The lock downs was the icing on the cake that took my daughter from me.

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53892

Can’t work , can’t travel, go to restaurant or join any activities

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53893

I had a reaction to the vaccine and required surgery. Missed weddings and special events in
the states

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53894

It removes body autonomy

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53895

Lost Employment, Denied EI; Not allowed to see our 3 year old Grand daughter due to “Vacc”
status; Discriminated, segregated

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53896

Lost employment.

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53897

Personally not that much as I'm not out and about often. I mask when required but don't like it
as it compromises my breathing. What I notice is the negative effects and fear that's been
generated in others and I find that very disturbing. I also am concerned because this prolonged
masking and social distancing has cut people off and compromised their natural immune
system. Without constant exposure to small amounts of bacterial and viral pathogens how can
we be expected to develop appropriate defense? The whole thing is wrong on so/too many
levels and it's past time for people to get back to being 'the human race '.

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53898

It’s been a very negative experience

2/18/2022 6:58 PM
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53899

Negatively..lost loved one's due to different opinions, suicide due to job loss, drug overdose
and died due to feeling abandonment in the care homes

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53900

Lack of freedom, in social mobility; family division, limitations in worship practice ie. Churvh
occupancy, fellowshio, praise( ie singing with masks etc)

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53901

I am now a second class citizen fighting for my stolen unalienable rights

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53902

My depression and anxiety has increased. I’ve put in weight, I never see peoples smiles, I
don’t trust my govt anymore, my children are suffering mentally, I’ve been laid off multiple
times and we are struggling financially.

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53903

Misery

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53904

Made me miserable

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53905

I miss my grandboys

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53906

It has broken relationships, restricted my where abouts, caused anger, depression and hatred

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53907

Terrible Treaudau makes life harder for us purebloods for nothing

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53908

Terrible

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53909

Mentally

2/18/2022 6:58 PM

53910

I couldn’t go into restaurants or any sort of entertainment centres like swimming pools,
museums, etc. or gyms.

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53911

I lost 2 jobs because of the vaccine mandate.

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53912

My teenagers have missed so much and gained zero education

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53913

Total loss of confidence in people in authoritive positions

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53914

I lost my job, my husband lost his job, we had to sell our house my children are home
schooled.

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53915

Restricted human contact. Created dissention in our community!

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53916

Has reduced my standard of Living drastically

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53917

I hate them. Way to long for no reqson

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53918

I’m unable to visit my 94 year old mother in LTC

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53919

A lot of people lost there business life is not the same anyway

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53920

I cannot spend time with my husband out on dates . I cant take my son on dates just me and
him . My daughter doesn't know how to interact with people because of the masks . My son
cant be in sports my husband cant be in sports I cant go to a gym to help my mental health
and have depression which then affects my whole family .

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53921

It has made me feel depressed, like I don’t own my own body, and like I no longer live in the
Canada I once loved.

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53922

Too many things to list honestly. The mandates take away a persons freedom of choice for
their own body.

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53923

I havent seen my family in over 2 years!!!

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53924

Mental health and freedom to travel and live a full and normal life

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53925

Greatly

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53926

To many ways to state

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53927

Makes me very concerned for the future for my boys. Put a huge barrier in my relationship with
my husband. Has ended friendships. Has ousted me and my boys from family get togethers.

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53928

I haven't been able to go to many places for months. I've had people look down on me
because I refuse to get a shot I'm not comfortable with. I've felt like I've had to practice civil
disobedience to live any semblance of a normal life.

2/18/2022 6:57 PM
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53929

It’s divided my family

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53930

It has polarized many in my home. I feel this 2 weeks to 2 years, without any clear support
from the government. Nothing works, the shots are an experiment that cause way more harm
than help. The health officials only talk about vaccines, never about therapeutics or side
effects from vaccines. Why is that? We need our lives back and now. Not tomorrow not in 2
more years now. A very disappointed citizen.

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53931

Was not able to see my mother in the manor in her last minutes; just true a window. I am so
happy she gone to haven and not to see what it is going on at our Government suppose work
us the people????

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53932

Cant enjoy my freedoms because of mandates and restrictions

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53933

My mental health has worsened because I am a single mom and could not socialize and all I
did was worked 60+ hours a week ! No one else would work and it's mentally and physically
exhausting...and to show my vaccine status to people not in the health care system is
absolutely wrong !

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53934

I have lost my business and livelihood I have Han no income for 2 years

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53935

It created separation and division in so many areas. It brought much sadness and pressure.
Everything changed.

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53936

Protected me and my loved ones from getting covid.

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53937

It is hell and I hate when this govt has done to our lives

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53938

Negatively.

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53939

100 % yes ! It all bogus.

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53940

I feel like I should have a choice of what is injected into my body I am not 100% against the
vaccine but I am against being forced to have ut or lose my job when this starts to happen
becoming a communistic country is right around the corner

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53941

It is wrecked the World As We Know It. It has affected my business if it's affected my
grandchildren it is affected the families that I work with it is segregated people is wrecked
relationships

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53942

I have been ostracized in my own community! It has divided family and friends! I am unable to
attend almost every public event! I am not free to travel! Without faith I would be in a deep
depression ….. It needs to stop!

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53943

Kept me from curling bowling Going to movies Restaurants aa meeting

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53944

Financially, socially,

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53945

Loss of freedoms

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53946

All of them

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53947

Loss off work, discrimination, unable to attend 3 family members funerals, surrounded by
people that are living in fear

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53948

Suicide attempt/ struggling mental health due to feeling isolated and watching my children
struggle. The constant unknown if more restrictions were coming. The inability to cross the
border that is 30 minutes away from me. Stress!

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53949

Can’t go out with friends and can’t enjoy my days

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53950

Negatively

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53951

Kept me from seeing my family members. Mental health issues for the kids. Complete distrust
of government and health system. Loss of income.

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53952

Made me feel negative and a lot of stress from keeping the kids at home so much not being
able to go to school etc

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53953

Negatively

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53954

No work, made me into a depressed human

2/18/2022 6:57 PM
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53955

My husband lost his job. Unable to attend family functions, funerals etc. Loss of social life

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53956

Kept me from Seeing my Dying mother

2/18/2022 6:57 PM

53957

Unjustified segregation-horrible

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53958

isolation looking after my mother who was starting to go into depth

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53959

It has brought suicides and overdoes. My son has been in mental anguish. The list goes on
and on. Enough is enough. We have to learn to live with this now. Stop killing Canadians and
Canada. Make Canada Great again. And let force on the real problem. Mother Earth 🙏

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53960

I left the workforce early because of government mandates

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53961

Take our freedom

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53962

Lost job

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53963

No job

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53964

Missing family

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53965

Limited my time with family, travel and work

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53966

Lost of work!

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53967

In every way and has kept my children from getting a decent education, have been restricted
from making friends and learning social skills —- the list goes on but this is enough.

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53968

Depression

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53969

In one word - Negatively. A lot more so than the virus did when we all got COVID-19.

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53970

I feel so depressed with all this isolation and I miss hugging my grandsons.

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53971

Kept me from seeing friends and family Fomented divisiveness, suspicion, and fearfulness

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53972

I can’t even begin to describe. I’m so tired of typing. I need personal contact. This world has
gone absolutely retardedly insane. This has been the absolute worst school year for the kids.
WTAF about everything.

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53973

Blech

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53974

Loss of income, loss of family and friend relationships , increase in fear in my children. Masks
have increased my acne, left me out of breath while working. My job is physical and being out
of breath makes it difficult for me to do my best work. It also leaves me more tired.

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53975

I’m depressed and almost left my husband.

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53976

Made me a prisoner in my own country.

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53977

Isolation, forced vaccinations on my children to participate in their sports, forced vaccination
for myself in order to participate in my children’s lives.

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53978

It fuck me up!!

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53979

Frustrating

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53980

Lost my company and am not permitted basic freedoms

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53981

It has been stressful listening and dealing with the selfish assholes that resist helping reduce
the effects of the virus by following the mandates.

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53982

It has divided people and broken friendships. Prevented entertainment and travel.

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53983

My breathing has been affected having to use puffers, visits from family and friends, travelling
to see friends and family, being labled

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53984

Lost my federal job, that I'd had for 10 years, due to the vaccine mandate.

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53985

I wasn't able to coach softball unless I got vaccinated. My work was telling me I was most
likely going to need it. We missed a year of in person church. My wife gets headaches from
the mask. My kids hate the masks...

2/18/2022 6:56 PM
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53986

Poorly hardships

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53987

It has caused a sense of hopeless and depression in myself and in my kids.

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53988

Delayed cardiac surgery

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53989

Lost my job

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53990

I work in healthcare. The hardest part of my job has been watching the people under my care
decline. They've suffered through numerous lockdowns and repeated isolation on and off over
the last couple years. I've watched the people under my care suffer heavy bouts of depression
and loss of cognitive function. That's been one of the hardest things to see as a health care
provider.

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53991

I had to get the jab vax pass to go to work and I didn’t want to. I think it is wrong to make
people to do something they don’t want to do.

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53992

Its affected everyone negatively it seems other than the politicians

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53993

It has hurt me in the process of my dad getting cancer and dying. It has caused a lot of
division in my family.

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53994

Currently not able to access basic necessities due to mandates. Only have access to my own
country 4 days a week(weather permitting) and only for a few hours at most. Makes it
impossible to make doctors appointments or get errands done and also costs 50 round trip to
do so!

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53995

I have to move to the USA or be murdered by the federal government. I have been yelled at,
assulted, lost our unborn child, yelled at, blocked from going every place I like. Shunned by
most people, been treated as tho I'm not allowed to have an opinion, called names such as
arrogant piece of shit and conspiracy theorists, amoung other things. I was told we all should
be lined up and shot at one point.

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53996

Unable to travel for work. lost of revenues. Unable to practice sports. Social isolation.

2/18/2022 6:56 PM

53997

I have been bullied, harassed, shamed, marginalized. I have been depressed, anxious,
coerced and lost most of my family and some of my friends.

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

53998

Work

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

53999

Divided us

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54000

Not seeing grand babies, depression , isolation, marriage

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54001

I am a health worker .. I believe in the vaccines and masks . I don't understand the passports.
It's discrimination

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54002

Lost 45%of my business , depression

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54003

Severe depression

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54004

In every way

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54005

The mandate makes me feel like I am a prisoner in my own country.

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54006

It has affected me mentally and physically. My family cannot be together, my 5 yr old
grandson has no friends, has never had a birthday party, it is harming our children to the point
they are getting so depressed and angry.

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54007

It has made me depressed and hopeless for my children’s future.

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54008

lost my part-time job, isolated me, made me a target

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54009

Loss of social interaction. Loss of rights.

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54010

Made me very angry and want to eleiminate the government.

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54011

My children have lost the sense of connection, I have developed anxiety about going out in
public.

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54012

It has made it so I cannot visit family, live my life regularly. I was forced to give up my beliefs
in order to continue to work and jeopardize my health to work a regular job

2/18/2022 6:55 PM
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54013

I just want my Freedom back. My health is not good and I would like to see my family happy
before I die.

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54014

I personally have not been mandated but have and friends/family whom have either lost their
jobs or took the vaccine against their will because of mandates

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54015

How hasn’t it?

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54016

It’s affected my life in a lot of ways

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54017

My son is going to be four years old this april. He has autism. We had plan of action, had just
started signing him up for all kinda of program and help right as covid hit in 2020. I feel horrible
and feel as I’m failing him because now he’s further behind then ever in his development, then
if covid never happened. There’s family stress, relationships stress, life couldn’t be worse.

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54018

It has caused a lot of anxiety and depression due to the restrictions and mandates. Also has
cause division in our Family.

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54019

Bad

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54020

Affected my physical health

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54021

Lost loved ones, psychological and physical harm.

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54022

This is totally against charter of rights. Evil and wickedness done by our govts against citizens

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54023

Well , I feel like we don’t live in a free country! It’s devastating to see this happening! Scary I
guess a side from not feeling safe in my own country I’m heart broken for the devastation it’s
caused to millions of people and the poor children

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54024

Affected my business and my children's lives. Mental health has been strongly affected

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54025

It deprives my rights to life, liberty and security. I cannot travel freely, I cannot go to some
stores, gym, other public places, my medical history is not private anymore, my employer
threatens to terninate me, many times I got harassed and insulted by other people who
disagree with my opinion and views including PM Justin Trudeau

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54026

Destroy family friends and good workers

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54027

Terrible, can't see family, my mother in a senior residence,

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54028

Forced me to do something I didn’t want to do, get vaccinated

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54029

Yes

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54030

Its ruined my life!

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54031

So divisive, I dislike how this country has handled all of it I also hate the lies

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54032

Shopping, family division, masks ineffective, trudope given more power

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54033

Less work, higher priced for everything

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54034

It has caused huge division in my family and place of work.

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54035

It broke me

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54036

I cannot g for lunch at a restaurant with a unvaccinated friend. Can’t travel freely. I took a shot
of f vaccine and there will probably be a class action lawsuit down the road from side affects.

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54037

Had to give up one of my Nursing jobs. Had to fight to keep my other job. Caused division in
my family… I am unable to see my only grandchild. Was difficult to spend time with my dying
father! And on and on!! Totally despicable!! Trudeau must go!!

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54038

Cant fo anywhere

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54039

Drove me crazy

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54040

You have no idea

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54041

I have extreme anxiety and left my job at the start of covid and my bussness is closed.

2/18/2022 6:55 PM

54042

Emotionally, financially, socially, strained relationships caused by propaganda induced division.

2/18/2022 6:54 PM
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54043

I feel sad and depressed all the time, watching children being suffocated, and the younger
ones who never see people's faces and have not yet been able to learn to relate to others.
Their psychological growth is being stunted. My sister had to go into hospital and her husband
and daughter were not permitted to see her and help feed her (blaming it on "omicron" which is
now deemed weaker than any flu), and she died alone. I could go on and on... my life is so
limited, I'm alone all the time, I'm angry that all this is NOT necessary, but still happening to
my beloved country. Also, the latest, my sister was put in hospital and her husband and
daughter were not permitted to see her and help feed her, and SHE DIED ALONE. This is
criminal! These things must stop, NOW.

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54044

Mentally financially physically

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54045

Depression, suicidal thoughts, constant worry for finances, increase in cost of living

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54046

Negatively in every way

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54047

Lots many ways

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54048

It has been like living in a bubble for 2years , watching family and friends die and disappear
with nothing u can do about it ! Dry sick and sad!!!

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54049

Lost a lot of friends because of the vaccines

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54050

I've been separated from my family, lost friends and lost faith in my country. Tyranny and evil
have come into this land and brainwashed so many people into fearful sheep.

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54051

I haven't had a flu shot in about 15 years then I do what I thought was right by getting 3 freakin
doses!! I suffer with 3 disorders and each include anxiety so to say putting on a mask for any
length of time was next to impossible BUT I did it! People have turned so mean and against
each other all for?? I'm beyond heartbroken and disgusted as to what is happening to " The
People" in Ottawa and I have not been able to watch anything since watching the live feed of
an older Veteran and a younger Veteran being beat, dragged, arrested etc...😭 The Sens Mile
during playoffs, I know cause I participated!

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54052

Considered suicide several times.

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54053

I want my social life back! Going to concerts! My anxiety has maxed out during this and want
normalcy back!

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54054

Financially

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54055

Minimally. I'm fully vaccinated and have taken my own precautions, including mask wearing,
before it was even mandated.

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54056

All of them nost of them

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54057

I was not able to attend my mother’s funeral, my daughters failed a semester in Bible school
because every sniffle, sore throats etc they were confined to their room and not all classes
had zoom so they missed too many classes to pass, my husband was forced to get the
vaccine so he wouldn’t lose his job-he didn’t want to get it, at least two of my friends almost
died from COVID because the hospital said come back when you’re turning blue! Also I’m
discriminated against because I don’t have the vaccine, m husband and I both believe we’ve
had COVID at least once maybe even twice but they won’t test for natural immunity, two of our
daughters had to have COVID weddings because of the mandates so through all of this we
have had SO MUCH STRESS physically, emotionally and mentally! There has been so much
unnecessary pain caused by the mandates. It’s time to shut them down and everyone can
continue to wash hands and stay home when sick to protect others. I’m terribly frightened by
how tyrannical the government has become and believe Trudeau and his masterminds need to
be kicked out now!

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54058

It makes me feel like my country is run buy a dictator..

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54059

Deeply

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54060

Job loss And all freedom

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54061

It has caused me huge depression. I have not been able to see any of my family or friends. I'm
fed up!

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54062

Stressful,inconvenient,promotes depression,isolation and loneliness

2/18/2022 6:54 PM
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54063

I have lost my job and no longer have any kind of social life.

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54064

Much so I'm 8o post tram stress disorder I was though ww1 aND ww2

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54065

Affected seeing family and decreased work!

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54066

My freedom of choice not to take vaccine bullying for my choice devision from friends anxiety

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54067

I became unable to continue teaching yoga and meditation at my local wellness center. I am
unable to travel, and am effectively a 2nd class citizen.

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54068

Negatively

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54069

I’m a prisoner in my own country.

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54070

It has ostracized me from society. I have a medical condition that exempts me from wearing a
mask yet some stores, hospitals and doctors offices don't respect. My body, my choice as to
what goes in my body snow I can't travel. My 100 year old mother was in a retirement home in
the beginning and I went from seeing her daily to not at all for 2 months. She suffered badly
from that. My mom went to hospital and I wasn't allowed in to visit and she suffered severely
yet again and passed th day after she came home. This is absolutely disgusting.

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54071

It has polarized people into two camps and it is undermining who we are as Canadians.

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54072

Can’t go into a restaurant and enjoy a meal and the masks don’t help with viruses

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54073

The shorter list, is how it doesn’t .

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54074

suicidal

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54075

Severely reduced our ability to attend functions and travel.

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54076

Bad

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54077

I'm sick of the restrictions and the passports..

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54078

Terrible

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54079

Left me more depressed and anxious than ever before. Also, more isolated than ever before

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54080

Not being able to see my family,friends, movies, social activities.

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54081

Not longer recognize Canada. Trust in governments has been utterly eroded

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54082

I've tried to not let it affect me at all

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54083

Inability to travel to see my son and grandchildren in the USA for 2 years, discriminated at
restaurants, gyms, sporting events, my job is currently in the line due to being unvaxxed by a
shot I don’t feel comfortable in taking since it’s still experimental … and so many people
around me have been vax-injured and a few have died.

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54084

Crushing debt, anxiety, lack of work, unprepared for retirement

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54085

My mental illness got bad and I had no work for almost a year and a half and got a job else
where

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54086

poorly

2/18/2022 6:54 PM

54087

No freedom

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54088

Church closures, Social Distancing, business closures, increased cost of living for groceries &
gas prices. Surgery cancellations. Children being banned from sports unless vaccinated.
Children having to wear masks to school and forced or encouraged to get vaccinated. Parents
can’t watch their children play sports. Some children banned from p,aging sports without the
vaccination.

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54089

Damaged some very important personal relationships. Severely increased my stress

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54090

Mentally exhausting

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54091

Watched as families and friends are split by something that in Canada should be a choice.
Mandates have made it ok for total strangers to ask and know a person's medical history.
Coercion Discrimination Fear Propaganda have become normal. Governments arresting

2/18/2022 6:53 PM
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Pastors, hard working Canadians and freezing Canadians assets are not the Canada I wish to
live in.
54092

so far not much, as I choose what I do anyway. But I don't agree with forced options.

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54093

Has divided my family As a health care worker has caused much anxiety and stress Kept as
from travelling

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54094

It has caused me to feel like a stranger in community, province and country. It is demeaning
and depressing. I still nurture healthy morals and values but the events of the day have eroded
my sense of pride, faith and hope.

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54095

Haven’t had a cold as people keep their distance and I wash hands more. Not mandate but
good sense

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54096

Very negatively socially, economically and mentally.

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54097

Financially and mentally

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54098

I drove me to the edge. I’m more depressed than ever before in my life. I wanted to start my
own business but impossible to plan future projects with this uncertainty. Friends and Family
lost their jobs,my job is on the edge as well. It’s hard to look forward to the future. I can’t see
my family in Germany. The list is endless.

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54099

Just socially but rather be alive

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54100

Have not been able to visit family members

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54101

So many ways. Depression number 1. Alienation.

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54102

Limited family visits and seeing parent in a LTC facility where thousands were treated worse
then pows not allowed out of room during outbreaks

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54103

No freedom to travel or live a full life

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54104

The mandate destroyed our fishing and lodging business

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54105

Lost my ability to make my decisions

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54106

I haven’t been able to go out anywhere as a family or have my rights and freedom back as a
Canadian citizen.

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54107

I am no longer a free citizen in Canada. I am not able to travel to see my sick elderly mom or
my oldest daughter who lives in Ontario. I have been ostracized by my neighbours and work
colleagues. I have had to stay silent at work. I’m not able to speak my truth without fear of
being shamed and demonized. I am a teacher and I’ve been forced to wear a mask for 7 hours
a day and I have to take a rapid test biweekly to stay employed. I can’t go see my youngest
daughters play sports. I’m barred from restaurants, concerts, recreation Centres etc. I truly am
a second class citizen. I no longer feel safe and I’m terrified that my assets will be frozen and
my family will be put in an internment camp.

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54108

Myself and my family cannot do anything because we chose not to get the vaccine . My two
younger ones are affected mentally and emotionally . My oldest is left out with friends because
they won’t allow her to hangout or she isn’t allowed because of the passport. And we cannot
visit family and we have lost friends and family because of these mandates

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54109

Having to stay home, not seeing family.The service groups I belong to were unable to meet
and it's really hard to fundraise. Grad was very hard. School was hard on my grandkids.

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54110

Has made me angry that my rights are taken away it’s wrong on all levels

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54111

Disastrous

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54112

- Watching my children suffer on many levels & their childhood, interrupted for reasons that did
not add up - Unable to work in hospitals as a birth worker & laid off due to financial hardship of
a clinic I worked at, part-time - Discriminated against - Unable to travel to see loved ones &
even if I could get to my Grandmother’s province, the facility she lives in, won’t let me in. I
haven’t seen her in almost 3 years & she has basically been locked up in her room or
secluded/quarantined to her floor, over & over again over the last 2 years. We belong to each
other & I am barred to see her MY FAMILY - Propaganda & lies has caused some friends &
family members to cut me out of their lives - some, without a healthy conversation, which I

2/18/2022 6:53 PM
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have always been willing to have & over a medical decision, forgetting the consistent person I
have been in their lives - I have been bullied & abused online/on social media platforms - I
have been called a racist, a misogynist & an extremist by our PM & Gov’t that doesn’t even
know me & they have flooded our beautiful country with hate & deceit. The level of corruption
is palpable. The conflicts of interest & the many laws & charters that have been broken by the
Liberal Gov’t leaves a feeling of complete distrust & hopelessness for their humanity &
integrity. Known ties with W E F, that has “penetrated” our Federal Gov’t & health institutions &
politician’s investments with Pharma / treatments has caused so much stress - how are our
leaders getting away with this? Where is justice? What happened to right & wrong in our
country?? - The emotional, mental, psychological & financial stress of all of this, has caused
so many sleepless nights & deep grief & heartache, not to mention the ramifications that are
sure to affect health, physiologically, long term. There have been long stretches of us not
knowing if we could pay all of our bills & have enough left for groceries for our 3 kids - In Nov
2021, a family member of ours had Covid. He was immediately intubated & his wife wasn’t
allowed to be at his side, wasn’t able to show a negative test…and was only allowed to see
him when he was absolutely critical…he died after 4 days & all we could do was sing & pray
for him over speakerphone, hoping he could hear us, the night before he died - Seeing others in
similar / worse situations, struggle & suffer & for no good reason, in almost all cases - Feeling
like I haven’t been able to have a voice & paying for it when I do say anything - We had the
wild / first Covid & antibodies, but that wasn’t recognized - Our family physician couldn’t give
us exemptions because he would lose his license - I could go on & on… How big is this field??
54113

Its ruined my life

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54114

I’m alive so did not

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54115

has broken my spirit and my faith agains trudeau politique

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54116

I post one job, family and friends shun me. My PM called me a racist. I can't go anywhere or
travel unvaxed. My mental health has been at risk for the last year. I could go on and on. Our
civil rights are being taken and communism is next.

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54117

It’s helped as a health care worker to not overwhelm our system.

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54118

I am a elderly lady born of a residential mother who was in polio experiments and abused
father was a victim of agent orange. All their children were born with birth defects and our
children after us not one all so I wouldn’t be used in a study. So these mandatory jabs has
locked me in no dr appointments and I have heart issues because of my parents medical
issues. I pretty much had forgiven government until these mandatory jabs my body my choice!

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54119

Horribly

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54120

Isolation, depression, ostracized, fear of being fired

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54121

My father's work and income was dramatically lowered. My parents were forced to move to the
United States. I have relatives, freinds, and acquaintances who have lost jobs or busineses
were damaged. My church was closed for months on orders from the BC government and is
still restricted by masks and gathering limits. Half my family in the US couldn't attend my
sister's wedding due to the Canadian travel restrictions. I cannot fly in Canada to visit my
sisters and their children due to the jab mandate. The American spouses of my siblings cannot
visit Canada. Life has been affected in almost every aspect.

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54122

Missing school, huge impact on kids mental health

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54123

I have had to get vacation I did not want in order to work and travel to see family and friends

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54124

I have been severely discriminated against because I have natural immunity ie no need for
experimental jab. I have been insulted and name called by government.

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54125

Which mandate? These questions are far to broad. As far as the vaccine mandate goes it has
made me question our “democratic” country and our shoddy leadership. While I personally am
fully vaccinated and would love to have the entire country get vaccinated - I believe you
cannot force people to get it. Mandating me to wear a mask or socially distance is far different
than mandating me to put something in my body. It is a slippery slope. While I am frustrated
that everyone doesn’t go and get the jab and wish all would do so, I believe the choice
regarding our bodies should be ours and ours alone. I don’t understand the hesitancy of people
not to get it they in turn don’t understand my decision to so. Freedom of choice is inherent in a
democratic society. How has it affected my life- it has made me question my citizenship and

2/18/2022 6:53 PM
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everything Canada stands for! We are akin to China or Russia when we are punished for not
agreeing with the governments narrative and being told our views are unacceptable. Watching
how Trudeau has handled this situation has negatively affected my mental health where
anxiety is now my best friend. I worry what our country will look and the direction it is taking
under current dictator! It is terrifying.! I can’t sleep and for the first time in my life want to
immigrate elesewhere.
54126

Not a real lot, but once all vulnerable people and the majority of population were vaccinated the
mandates should have been phased out.

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54127

The mandates have caused stress, and have impacted my rights guaranteed by the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54128

No job, I stay home, no where to go, blood pressure through the roof.

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54129

Relationship division from the vaccine mandate

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54130

Don’t see family as much. More anxiety

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54131

I am not myself anymore. I don't want to go out or be social or with my friends anymore.

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54132

In every single way, and for no reason. This has never been a pandemic.

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54133

Lost my income for the winter at the ski Hill

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54134

It has violated my freedoms. I can’t breathe with a mask. It has caused catastrophic division.
It didn’t allow us to get inside the hospital when my father was dying. My mother and father
were married for 61 years and she wasn’t allowed in the hospital because she only had one
vaccine. The media and government were listening to the wrong medical advice . I feel that the
health care held us hostage. And the numbers in the ICU were never as high as what was in
2018. The number of people who lost the jobs, businesses that went belly up for the sake of
health care was catastrophic/ unnecessary and shameful. The money that was sent to all the
people who were forced to stay home, all for the sake of flattening the curve. I am discusted of
the way the government handled this plandemic. Our debt is skyrocketing and my children and
grandchildren won’t see the Canada that I raised them in.

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54135

Lost wages, mental health, discrimination etc...

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54136

Na

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54137

Ruined my home life. Destroyed my faith in Canada

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54138

Depression and anxiety. Kids losing friends and hope and education!!

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54139

It has made everything harder it has made people to keep more separate as well as some feel
more elite then others and that is wrong we are not free and it feels as the government is
leading Canada to its downfall and not supporting the people who really need the support

2/18/2022 6:53 PM

54140

Federal mandates for travel by air/train/ship - feeling like hostages in my own country! Vaxx
passports impacted my kids ability to have their parents at their sports and activities, as well
as our families ability to do fun things together (swimming, movies, dining out). The federal
vaccine mandates deeply impacted my job security, being with a federally regulated industry.
My stress levels have been through the roof, impacting my health, my relationships with
coworkers and my children. Even looking at my physical appearance, I’ve aged an
uncomfortable amount in the past two years. Covid and the governments mandates have
forever changed our lives for the worse, and I will never trust the government or media again.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54141

My son cant play sports even though he got his covid vaccine x2 they just never opened up.
now at 14 he smokes weed every time he leaves the house because everyone else is doing it
out of boredom.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54142

Even the people who aren’t scared are forced to suffer because of the scared.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54143

I hate having to continue wearing masks in order to protect my family, my co-workers and
friends in any and all types of gatherings. I believe 100% in the vaccine and think those
against it should just shut up and get it done or stay home for thd rest of their lives so those of
us who are vaxxed can continue our lives as normal as possible.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54144

My family & I have not been able to see our family in the US. My daughter was not enrolled in
public schooling due to mask mandates.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM
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54145

Depression

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54146

Depression

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54147

Loss of work, loss of pay, loss of freedom, sick because of masks, loss of friendships, stress,
loss of family visits

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54148

I coached kids last somer at baseball and soccer this winter I can’t even take my own kid into
the arena

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54149

It has stopped me from seeing my mother before she passes away in another country.. I want
JUSTICE for the criminals who have betrayed us.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54150

Anxiety, children’s anxiety, social discrimination, division between friends and family

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54151

Ruined relationships Not able to participate in society because of MY choice.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54152

I have left the county to Cambodia and I’m buying house I can actually afford wife my
Cambodian wife and son. Houses in Halifax went from 350k to 850k under Trudeau. I’m having
a nervous breakdown as a result including suicidal thoughts. I no longer love my country.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54153

It has just about placed me out on the street My health has suffered. My marriage has ended
And I cannot afford a frigging loaf of bread anymore

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54154

Ruined family relationships, made it difficult to work, harmed my children's self worth and
confidence. Drastically lower my trust of all of our leadership in Canada. Made me seriously
consider moving to another country. The people in Canada are terrific but the leadership is
awful!

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54155

It has been a terribly lonely 2 years

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54156

Upsetting it has been for a false narrative

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54157

Access to work , health care services , prevented me from accessing lots of services and
Events s, caused me stress anxiety ect

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54158

Loss of income, segregation from family and friends, breakdown of social mores

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54159

Hart braking

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54160

Saw fewer friends until I had the vaccine. Now my life is at a normal I am comfortable with.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54161

I was put on unpaid leave of absence after 18 years at my job. My finances, my mental health,
my emotional well-being, my family relationships and my friendships have ALL been adversely
affected.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54162

I have been really lucky and it has not directly effected me

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54163

Immense stress having a medical procedure mandated in order to keep my job. The
government does not own my body and there are other ways to ensure safety to others

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54164

Loss of income, in a way it can not be gained back in future.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54165

My life have been too badly impacted. The worst if it was the kids couldn't do sports and we
can't go to restaurants. But I'm more concerned about all the people in hospitals that are
suffering alone. The elderly people that are being isolated. The people that aren't getting
treatment because they are not vaccinated. Those are criminal things. CRIMINAL!!! One lady
who had liver problems was forced to take the vaccine or else she couldn't get her transplant.
She died shortly after.... Remember those days when our kids had to reschedule their vaccine
appointments when they were already sick???

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54166

Depression, anxiety and suicidal thoughts which I’ve not had before. I even made a suicide
pact with two others. The three of us would rather die then live like this.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54167

Two of my children have suffered enormous mental health issues.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54168

Stress! Economic fall back. Lost of income.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54169

The vaccine passport has kept me from going to grandchildren sports

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54170

Life not as good as it should be.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM
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54171

I have been locked out of my children’s lives, I cannot coach, manage , or even watch as well
as keep my child safe if they do any sports. I am not allowed to travel or even leave the
country for good Due to Trudeau’s Frderal Mandates. I am a prisoner in a country which
doesn’t have space for me.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54172

Terrible!

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54173

This has adversely affected my son’s education (on-line learning at the high school level
cannot possibly prepare students for post-secondary education) and socially they have missed
out on so much.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54174

Can't enjoy your own life, mentally unable to cope on a day to day basic, working in a Nursing
home and watching residents get depressed cause they have been unable yo see their love
one. Couldn't fly out west to see my mom when she needed me cause of all the restrictions.
Life itself has become almost impossible.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54175

My son fought leukimea before covid. Covid legit took away his ability to emotionally heal ,
After side effects of his health journey As well as took his childrens wish away of going to the
great wolf lodge

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54176

I have lost my jobs, been segregated, looked upon as a leper. Not permitted to travel, dine in,
go spinning with my granddaughter, not able to have Dr appointment. Not able to have my eyes
checked due to no I jection.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54177

It hasn’t affected my life at all, though wearing a mask all the time it is a necessary step in
preventing the spread of Covid.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54178

It has denied me to participate in indoor sports, and family social activities and our community.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54179

Very much

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54180

not beig able to see my family or friends

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54181

Not been able to visit my 95 year old mother freely, not been able to go to church, coffee with
friends, travel to see family in the USA celebrate weddings, funerals, school children having to
mask, at home zoom classes, discrimination, divisive, torn relationships……

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54182

I am disabled and I can’t wear a mask so I get denied access to certain places. I also have
unvaccinated staff and they can’t come into the hospital to help me should I be admitted.

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54183

No Restrarants, lots a few friends etc etc

2/18/2022 6:52 PM

54184

I lost my job at the hospital because I wasn’t vaxxed, I am unable to visit my family in the
states, it’s hard for me to wear a mask in the first place because I have asthma and it makes
it worse, it has affected my life in too many ways to count and I’m sure that’s the same for
others. This needs to end

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54185

Horribly!!! I will never forgive those who are destroying this beautiful country!! Seeing children
in masks and ppl out in the fresh air with masks on, ripped my heart out... ppl who have died
all alone because of this stupidity of the system not realizing (or maybe they did) that the front
end of the global Baby Boom was turning 78 in 2020, and of course we are going to have a
higher demand on health services, but the stupid ones continue with lockdowns and imbecile
regulations... NON OF THIS MANDATES BS WAS ABOUT MEDICAL SCIENCE BUT
RATHER IT WAS POLITICAL SCIENCE!!! I am so pissed 😡

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54186

Made it so that I can't see my family and made me a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54187

It has violated my family’s rights and freedoms as a Canadian citizen. It has caused more
damages to mental health both of our children are now suicidal and some of there friends have
committed suicide because of these useless mandates. It has also effected our business
where people that have tested positive don’t even have to tell us they are when entering there
home to do work. People with Covid have more rights and freedoms then perfectly heathy
Canadians do!

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54188

not much

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54189

Mental health is an issue for so Many. I know more who have reacted to the vaccines than
Covid. Mandates must end now.

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54190

Doesn’t matter, they are wrong!

2/18/2022 6:51 PM
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54191

Utterly negatively in all ways.

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54192

Social isolation breeds anxiety and anti-social behaviour.

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54193

Loss of Constitutional Rights and Freedoms; movement, access, free medical choice, mask
and other mandates severely hinders the next generation’s development (eg facial
expressions, reading people)

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54194

This has ruined our country!

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54195

My kids are suffering my grandkids are suffering I am suffering and Mr Trudeau has to step
down now same with the NDP leader he's a communist bugger to you all of them are we need
to do one thing for sure is to make sure that this never happens again

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54196

My business is closing

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54197

Divided families and friends. Is causing hatred

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54198

It is ridiculous far to long it should have ended months ago I've lost so many friends and family
over these extended mandates just let it run its course already the vax has hurt more then it
saved the only ones its good for is Trudeau and big pharma.....

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54199

Made me feel like a second class citizen. Made it difficult to visit with my family and friends,,
slowed down what was available in my stores. Caused me all kinds of anxiety

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54200

I have lost multiple once in a life time experiences, gone weeks without seeing my
grandmother who I am very close to, forced to take a vaccine to be able to play sports and
attend university. Just finished name a few.

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54201

Severely damaging resulting in mental illness

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54202

Every way every day!

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54203

It has taken away my rights and my freedoms. It’s isolating me from my loved ones and
destroying young peoples mental health.

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54204

Caused decention within our families. No visiting with friends we normally get together to
socialize. We have informed ourselves and now know Covid was and is a hoax.

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54205

Isolation

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54206

Stress and stuck at home sucks and can't see my family and lost all the thrust with trudeau .

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54207

Not much, I don't recognize government

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54208

I lost my job working with the homeless in a local shelter. I am a musician and have had to
give that occupation up. Travel restrictions negatively affected my ability to return to Canada
from a recent trip. I have lost friends due to the constant fear being generated by the
government and a compliant mass media. I consider this to be propaganda, not information.

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54209

Work n travel

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54210

I moved

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54211

Very little work, family is stressed and anxious all the time, kids can't do anything much
anymore. I have seen a huge change in my kids behaviour since all of this started. They seem
depressed and don't want to do much other than watch tv. They used to want to go out and do
things like swimming at the pool or playdates but it's hard to do that now.

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54212

It has taken away my freedom as a Canadian

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54213

Got put on unpaid leave, couldn't find a job that pays as much as my job, caused me stress,
insomnia, depression, suicidal thoughts

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54214

Can’t eat in a restaurant, can’t travel. Stress.

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54215

I may lose my job, it has divided my family, my kids are mentally scarred from having to wear
masks all the time and not being able to see friends and family. We are all suffering!

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54216

Taken away my God given freedoms and ruined many of my friends and family lives

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54217

It’s made me very depressed also I lost my job because of it. It has affected my daughter’s

2/18/2022 6:51 PM
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life tremendously from sports to birthday party’s to swing smiling faces.
54218

Stay home and wait till its over

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54219

School closures, limited working hours, loss of income, segregating, loss of social skills for
my child, not able to travel with family, the list goes on.

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54220

I t has taken away my freedom. I t has prevented me from travelling to see lived ones at home
and abroad.

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54221

I have been isolated, suffered discrimination, intimidation, coercion, assault, among other great
hardships.

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54222

On account of my personal medical status (unable to mask & at serious risk for blood
clotting...therefore, unwilling to risk the side effects of the injections), my ability to earn an
income has been severely affected. Both my daughters struggle with mental health issues &
one nearly died in August 2021 as a result of almost successful suicide action. I could
continue...

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54223

Couldn’t be with family for Christmas & other holidays. Couldn’t visit people in care homes. I
think most people that died in the care homes gave up because they could not be with loved
ones

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54224

Didn’t get to say goodbye to a loved one passing away, couldn’t go visit dad in the hospital
with a stroke, couldn’t travel to Calgary last spring 2021 to see family as they shut travel
down, can’t watch my kids sports games, can’t volunteer to coach them unless vaccinated
(been coaching kids sports for 10 years), can’t get on a plane/train to travel, can’t cross US
border, no dining out or entertainment. One of my kids has been laid off from work due to be
unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54225

The mandates are harder on citizens mental health than the illness. Lost trust in politicians and
medical leaders.

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54226

Mentally stressful, emotionally isolated, my business has suffered a lot

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54227

Done with social interaction

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54228

Watching my children struggle though online learning, watching my daughter come home from
school crying because she is in a different class from her 3 best friends and can't even spend
recess with them. Watching my kids forced to wear masks, Watching my nieces and nephew
who choose not to get vaccinated be segregated in class and must sit in the front row of the
class. Not being able to go into my Dr. Office in over 2 years because they are still closed .

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54229

Hhh

2/18/2022 6:51 PM

54230

It’s affected my work, my family, my social life and spiritual life. I can not travel which has
been extremely difficult for very personal reasons.

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54231

Slowed down work made shopping harder and my kids

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54232

It made my dick bigger

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54233

It’s made it hard for me to take care of my elderly mother. And I save money by grocery
shopping and getting gas in Minnesota and I haven’t been able to do that. I have a great job
but I’m living payday to payday. It’s scary. Inflation is unreal. My paycheck isn’t going up.

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54234

Can’t go visit family in the states. Has caused much anxiety. Has caused divisions in our
family and our congregation.

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54235

MAde me depressed

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54236

Too much

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54237

None at all I lived my life normal never followed that BS

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54238

Divided my family and close friends, put a stress And insecurity on my kids. Affected my job

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54239

Minimized my ability to introduce important things to my daughter such as socialization, facial
expressions in others etc. The ability to be able to have a moms night out & have a break. The
ability to find reasonable childcare to be able find work.

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54240

Friends and friends of friends have been injured or died since the introduction of the "so called"

2/18/2022 6:50 PM
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vaccine and statistics show the very big increase in deaths since the so called vaccines have
been pressure on people. I am especially alarmed that young people, who have amply strong
immune systems to easily cope with the supposed COVID virus, are being coersed into taking
the so called vaccines. Who know what short, medium and long term dilemnas they may be
facing! Many facts are being uncovered and they are cause for great alarm. It has minimized
our ability to interact physically with other people. It has pitted some of our friends against us
as we do not believe in the COVID et al narrative being pushed on Canadians and the world. It
has prevented me from seeing my daughter who lives in a relativley distant city for close to 2
years, missing important life milestones. It has put us in fear that we will soon not be able to
access certain grocery and other needed items, even our bank accounts, and it looks like our
loss of freedoms is going to continue to escalate. Learning that Justin Trudeau and about half
or his cabinet have been through Klaus Schwabs training schools, especially the one for young
leaders, is especially alarming as we are aware of his World Economic Forum and the UN
connections and the UN push for a New World Order with a very reduced world population and
operating like a communist government for the whole world. This is all very worrying, indeed.
54241

My children neee speech therapy, depression experienced, 3-school aged children required to
flip back and forth between in person and at home learning, spouse had to stop working to care
for children regularly

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54242

I am unvaccinated and couldn’t take my children swimming, skating, to restaurants. I’ve lost
so much faith in humanity.

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54243

I am sick and tired of all this covid bullshit. I want to travel and be free and live life like normal
again.

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54244

All

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54245

Depression. In ability to travel. Inability to visit friends and socialize

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54246

Depressing . Loss of hope in humanity and distrust in the powers that be. Affecting my small
business.. my social circle/activities . Drifts amongst friends sbd family

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54247

It has caused major separation between family & friends…. Creating much desperation,
despair, depression & above all loneliness

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54248

Terribly

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54249

I have lost my job, had to sell my home I have been separated from family and friends.

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54250

Loss of friends, divisions between close relationships

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54251

Imprisoned.

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54252

These mandates were not necessary just like every other respiratory flu season we have gone
through. The mandates have injured, harmed & killed more Canadians then covid alone ever
would have. Through suicide, depression, isolation, drug overdose, losing your job, stress, fear
& absolute confusion in all the useless mandates, that were known from day were not needed
and were screamed by doctors, scientists, epidemiologists & people all over the world but were
bullied & censored to be quiet. All that was needed was plain old common sense. Protecting
the vulnerable & people with underlining Health issues with prophylactic pharmaceuticals ,
ivermectin , hydroxychloroquine , & vitamin D to name a few that government & media
censored for profit to push the experimental mRNA gene Therpy drug. There would have been
thousands of lives in Canada saved by letting doctors be doctors and not push this drug as the
be all & the end all. Where was the informed consent… it was censored at ever turn. This was
enough to drive me insane when all I wanted was information. Truthful information, not biased
and politically motivated & profit driven by pharmaceuticals. This was a choice to be made by
me and only me with respect to everyone’s choice. This has shaken up my life, I will never get
these lost two years back. The division that this has caused in my family is irreversible
between differences of opinions over a Vaccine status or a mandate is mind numbing. The fear
that I have seen my family members go through is mind numbing. I have felt the pain in my
friends telling me they did not consent to have this drug but were forced into it for fear of losing
their job. The travel restrictions have devastated my daughter who lives in Toronto. She would
fly 3 to 4 times a year to be with her friends and family here in Surrey B.C. I think as a mother
this has been the worse for me to see her struggle through debilitating depression & isolation
that these mandates have caused her. She was laid off as a flight attendant and has yet to be
called back but will not take this drug and will lose her job that she has worked hard to get and
loves. I have seen my Son trying to make it through his work day stressed they are going to

2/18/2022 6:50 PM
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mandate this drug and he would loss his job. At times I struggled so much to find a reason to
live and why even try when we were locked down yet again or something was taken away to
coerce me into taking a drug I did not want. Utter hopelessness comes to mind when I try to
describe how I feel in this world. Another worst for me was seeing the children with almost a
99.997 % survival rate should they get covid be deprived of school , friends & hugs &
playgrounds and be forced to cover their beautiful faces. I will never forget or forgive what has
been done to separate families. And the horrible separation & abuse our elderly had to go
through. This has been the psychological nightmare for me. But through all this insanity I have
lived my life my way. I have my husband & family and have danced & sang & will not live my
life in fear.
54253

Many negative ways

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54254

The same way it has affected every human. Life styles, freedom, financial disruption.

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54255

It has imposed on my rights and freedoms, it has segregated and divided people I know.

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54256

Being refused service due to not wearing a mask. Being forced to wear a mask while at work
making money for my family while pregnant. Causing health problems because of the mask
and not breathing in fresh air

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54257

Very limited

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54258

I had to take a pay cut since I can’t work at a workplace without a mask and I can’t wear o w
for medical reasons. My daughter hasn’t been able to be a child in lots of activities, and my
sister died alone in the hospital because no one was aloud in

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54259

Made it worse

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54260

N/A

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54261

Has caused a lot of anxiety And has been depressing

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54262

It has been extremely difficult for me and my family

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54263

Very limited in what I can do. I don’t wear masks either

2/18/2022 6:50 PM

54264

Loss off wages

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54265

Tired of breathing through a mask everyday at work. Even though I am vaccinated, I believe
everyone has a choice and should not be restricted,because of their choice. Tired of all the
fighting that goes on because of it. Let people live their lives.

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54266

Everyday!! Everyday

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54267

Husband lost job due to vax mandate. Very limited travel. Prices have skyrocketed

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54268

Socializing

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54269

Its depressing

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54270

My husband lost his job and my son was kicked out of University and no longer has the
freedom of Education!

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54271

It has affected travel to see my 86 yr old Mom,has divided family and friendships

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54272

I have been isolated and my friendships have suffered. It has been months if not a half a year
at a time I see my extended family in New Brunswick. I can no longer see the justification of
the mandates.... I once supported them but the ship has moved on.

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54273

I do not not get to see my family

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54274

Destroyed relationships/friendships. My mental health has declined. I drink way too much

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54275

It's ruined friendships and divided ppl in the most negative way ever. We have lost our Canada
to a horrible PM

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54276

Depression, isolation, finances, work

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54277

My mental health have declined as we were blocked from accessing gyms which helps to
combat my depression and mental health

2/18/2022 6:49 PM
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54278

It’s curtailed my freedoms. It’s discriminatory against a segment of society. We have an
inability to travel. We’ve missed time with family and friends.

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54279

On LWOP as an unvaccinated Federal Employee. Emotional damageeeee

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54280

Both my husband and I lost jobs.

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54281

Job

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54282

Never did

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54283

My son still can’t see his other half of his family they are complete strangers to him as he’s
was to young to remember them when COVID hit

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54284

Kept me and my family a little bit safer

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54285

Broken and divided society.

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54286

2 years gone out of my 7yrs boys life...education sport friends vacation

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54287

In every way possible

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54288

Closed my business and had to sell my house and go back to renting with 2 kids. They are
very sad they have to move www.discoballevents.com

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54289

Disgusting

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54290

It has divided our family, some believing main stream lies and some questioning it. Sudden
death in hospital when proper Covid care was denied. Canada has become a place we don't
recognize or want. We need our Prime Minister to uphold our constitutional freedoms.

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54291

my mental health has suffered, depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54292

It's robbed my family from many opportunities.

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54293

Laid off when COVID started

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54294

sever stress, isolation, fear, health implications, loneliness, fear of job loss, lack of mobility,
etc

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54295

It has divided family, friends, caused more mental health issues.

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54296

Mostly related to my children’s mental health and their uncertainty of their own future.

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54297

I have cancer so they have helped protect me in a very vulnerable time.

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54298

My life if affected like never before, I am limited to visit places unless have mask, cannot fly
to see my relatives, I am mocked for my views, there are rising limits on my activities and
even what I say and where

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54299

Bunch of bullshit

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54300

Imposed restrictions on my being able to see my dad in his residence. Having to sneak in a
back door to see him to aviod showing my papers at the door.

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54301

Caused my family anxiety and stress, my autistic son was exluded from his special o sports,
and his transition to his job due to his medical choice. We have all been excluded ,and my
other kids are behind in school. Trauma from all the mandates are felt by my whole family .

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54302

I have seen children locked in a world of restriction and confusion. I cannot understand how a
society would decide to limit the lives of children when there is no evidence that children are
endangered by this virus.

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54303

Destroying family

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54304

I lost business. Decided to move out of Ontario and live out of the city to avoid mandates.
Cannot fly home to see my mother and other family members now that there are vaccine
mandates. I no longer could enjoy games, movies theater and concerts due to illegal vax
passports. The Canadian charter of human rights has been violated. The Emergency act is not
warranted and will take away most civil rights. This scares me. Goods & services are hard to
find and costs of heat energy &gas increased to the pint we have trouble paying monthly bills.

2/18/2022 6:49 PM
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My friend committed suicide. My daughter & husband lost jobs cause they declined the shot
which is their right. It will impact future business.
54305

My friends and family and community have never experienced so much turmoil in all of my 50
years. It’s heartbreaking and frustrating the government of Canada won’t debate the science
with independent scientists. The mandates made me suspicious of my government.

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54306

It is sad to see people walking around outside with no one near them wearing masks, couples
going for walks outside holding hands with no one else around wearing masks. People are
being mentally damaged with fear. It is sad that the federal government cries that the convoy
is keeping people from going to work while thousands of Canadians have lost their business or
life saving because of Covid mandates and how that is already forgotten. Once everyone who
wanted to be vaccinated was we should have got on with life if we really “trust the science” and
put more effort into health care. The vast majority of Covid deaths were the elderly many of
which may have passed away from other natural causes in the last 3 years. Where are the
statistics on drug overdoses and depression, undiagnosed medical conditions. We have just
prolonged the inevitable since after all Canadians that wanted the vac got it. I watch a little
politics now and it sad to see what the federal government gets away with they should be
thrown in jail.

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54307

My mental health and my children's

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54308

Mental health

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54309

Segregation, discrimination… I almost lost my job and was forbidden to eat with my
coworkers. Pain, trauma and disbelief is hard to describe!!My heart is broken for what Canada
is today!!

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54310

Created anxiety and family members have lost their dream careers

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54311

I feel like I am being held hostage. My son can’t play hockey or go to college. I can’t visit my
grandson

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54312

Made me anxious, deceived and angry

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54313

I am treated like I am dirty

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54314

My immune system is now compromised because I took 2 doses of Pfizer. I was unable to
drive across the border to the US.

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54315

Sadness

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54316

It’s been two long years isolated from loved ones

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54317

The division of family who hold polarizes views have ruined relationships. Having a negative
reaction to the first vaccine and then being forced to have the second in order to keep my job.
There really was no choice. Family dying alone in hospital and long term care with out the
presence of family.

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54318

has caused a lot of anxiety/mental, financial strain, I am going thru chemo. Loss of income, re:
husband not working due to mandates (land of the free??)

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54319

I have lost hope in the world and humanity

2/18/2022 6:49 PM

54320

it has certainly been very demoralizing, isolation has been very difficult for me, not going out
with friends , or to the pool and gym has weakened my body, clouded my mental health. to
name a few

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54321

Mentally exhausted

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54322

How has it not lost my job after 17 yrs in health care, lost friends and family due to drugs and
killing themselves it's all bullshit and needs to end

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54323

Anxiety has increased. Family has been kept apart. Unable to travel to see family. I have been
judged and segregated. Unable to engage in the community

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54324

Can't go visit my family because vaccine passport I would like them to ended

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54325

It has made it miserable

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54326

At work, physical job masks not helping.

2/18/2022 6:48 PM
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54327

Social life

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54328

Caused divisions among family, friends, church attendees. Caused decreased health using
masks.

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54329

Deteriorated relationships with friends and family

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54330

Prevented us from seeing our children and grandchildren who live in other countries.
Accelerated my Parkinson’s disease through lack of access to therapy, and excessive stress.
Kept us away from our own home for two years because of border restrictions .

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54331

The most negative thing that has ever affected my life

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54332

For an extrovert like myself it’s been really hard to deal with people literally beings scared to
congregate. Lots of division and quarrels within families as well, all manufactured by divisive
measures and complaisant media peddling the bs to the masses

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54333

Can't travel can't visit family, hate the masks.

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54334

Rey much on every level, physical and mental health, despair, depression, ostracism,
business, family life, community, anguish about drug overdoses, suicides, vaccine injuries in
my clients

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54335

Heath/ Depression/ Financial. Mask tricker my anxiety, my air way, take away my energy and
great headache

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54336

I try to live life as normal as possible, but a bit anxious when shopping.

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54337

It has taken all the joy out of life.

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54338

It’s destroyed the children’s lives and created a financial burden on families.

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54339

It has affected me emotionally, psychologically. Has divided my family. I am a worry wart now!
It has been terrible.

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54340

Made my kids less social. Has made neighbours fight. Social interaction has been harmed
immensely. All products fuels housing power etc exceeding wages. Honestly feel like a
communist or dictator type country. It has affected far too much

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54341

I’m not allowed to go anywhere public yet vaccinated are . They can spread Covid just as easy
as an unvaccinated person yet they are allowed to roam freely wherever and unvaccinated are
blamed for the spread

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54342

Effected my civil rights.

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54343

Depression, financial hardship, lost relationships with family and friends and neighbors.lost
attending funerals of friends. Lost weddings. Fear of the medias propaganda and its effects.
Fear from our prime minister’s hatespeaches. Can’t travel, and visit with dieing family
members.

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54344

Stress, monitory, lack of work Unable to go to church, see grandkids, shop

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54345

About to lose my job as a health professional and looking to leave what i once thought a
beautiful country😭

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54346

Terribly

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54347

it affected our freedom

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54348

In every way possible,

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54349

Horrible

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54350

Restricted normal activities of life by restricting family gatherings and travel.

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54351

Every aspect of my day. Im done with it all

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54352

Badly affected my life and mental health.

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54353

My husband lost his job and we had to move our family. My kids were not able to participate in
scouts and I as a parent volunteer was not able to volunteer any longer. My kids education has
also suffered.

2/18/2022 6:48 PM
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54354

Destroyed my livelihood

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54355

frustration

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54356

Its trash

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54357

emotionally, financially.

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54358

I hate them all

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54359

Severely restricted it.

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54360

Lost jobs

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54361

When I took Them it was a choice I made

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54362

Feeling sick Mentally and physically from all mandate !

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54363

It has kept me from seeing my elderly parents, it kept me from seeing my mother in law in the
nursing home the last two months of her life. It has kept my older son from going back to
school. It has made me depressed. It has kept our family away from each other for holidays. It
has taken a lot of joy out of life and this is no way to live.

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54364

Jobs work

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54365

My wife was vaccine injured from moderna shot, but still mandated to get the rest for her job.
Myself had an autoimmune response to the vaccine. Diminished mental health.

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54366

Many have died due to lack of social interaction, especially among the elderly.

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54367

It’s destroyed my life! Being unvaccinated I can’t go any where or do any thing. I’m punished
because I have chosen to exercise my rights n freedoms to choose. N now am discriminated
against by society because of my choice. I have been threatened with physical harm, the
comments I have suffered due to choosing to not vaccinate have been unreal to the point I’ve
been called a murderer and told I should be in prison for at least 25 years! All of this because if
the federal governments continue to shove false info into Canadians ears n heads creating fear
where there is no need. Caution yes but never the height of fear they have. I support the
truckers n what they are doing and stand for in Ottawa n my only wish is that more people
would join them!

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54368

unemployment

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54369

I live a lonely life of isolation and drinking. Lost friends, can't go to a movie, casino, restaurant,
pub......

2/18/2022 6:48 PM

54370

I lost my job and income, became a prisoner in my house, felt like a second class citizen or
not even Canadian My mental health has been affected So much more The mandates must
end for all of Canada now No reason for an emergency act at all

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54371

It hasn't effected me in any way, I do not like the division it has created amongst families and
friends. I am tho, disgusted with our leaders, media and police with what this government has
done to the peaceful protesters in Ottawa and the freedoms of our country!!!

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54372

Very little

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54373

No freedom no live I know

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54374

To many ways to list!!

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54375

I can't go in restaurants i can't travel i have to wear a mask my freedom has been effected

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54376

It’s ruined relationships, affected my job and I have NEVER felt safe from the virus.

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54377

It has caused so much division among family and friends. So much anxiety and depressiin

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54378

It has limited my ability to connect to my community and make a living. I live alone in rural
NB. I have lost several close friends because of how publicized our personal medical choices
have become. It has ostracized me from my family. I have actually been asked to sleep
outside of my family home on a visit. Some family members will not attend small gatherings if
I am present.. even when testing is available. It has prevented me from physical activity like
bouldering or yoga classes. It has kept me from growing my business as a crafts woman,
unable to attend craft sales and events to make a living and pay back my student loans. My

2/18/2022 6:47 PM
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social anxiety has greatly increased from so much isolation and abandonment, along with
diagnosed depression. I have felt unsafe for weeks on end with troubling thoughts, feeling as
though my own country and family did not value my needs as a living social creature.
54379

How has it not affected my life?

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54380

Too many ways to list

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54381

Terrible

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54382

I lost my job was alienated from family and friends and church

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54383

depression.

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54384

Divided family

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54385

My life will never be the same again

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54386

They have taken away my choice and since they don't work No one should be forced to take
them

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54387

It’s destroyed everything we hold dear .

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54388

It has taken away my freedoms. A right to choose in every way. It’s taken my job and income.
All ways I have been effected.

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54389

Lost my job

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54390

Anxiety..fearful..for my children

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54391

I feel like a prisoner in my own country.

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54392

I wasn’t able to go into restaurants or do anything that required the vaccine passport. Plus I
am forced to wear a mask all day 5 days a week at work.

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54393

Feel like a second class citizen, lots of businesses going down. Covid does not deserve
pandemic status.

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54394

My child is 3.5 and has a speech impendamant

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54395

Being a caretaker of children who have had a very rapid decline in mental health. Also, my
ability to work as a single parent has been drastically affected. Childcare has become very
difficult to find and the cost of housing, food, and gas has all gone up, without the ability to
work due to lack of childcare.

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54396

Many ways impeded my freedoms, my movement, my rights to participate in society

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54397

It really hasn’t affected my life that I’m aware of.

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54398

Communism has no place in Canada

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54399

I cannot stand the discrimination against friends who cannot be vaccinated for whatever
reason.

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54400

I’m about to be placed on unpaid leave from my job. I’ve lost countless hours of sleep. It’s
affected me, and all of my personal relationships. Hopefully I will get my job back in the very
near future.

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54401

It is less the mandates and more the fear mongering of the government and media that has
affected me. Friendships that I had with people have forever been changed. People I respected
became my foes because I didn't hold the same views as they did. Covid policies and and
government mandates made me fear for the security of my future freedom and the future of my
family as a Canadian citizen

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54402

Has put a stop to it!

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54403

Limited time with my extended family members. Christmas gatherings with my family have
been missed for two years now. Limited freedom to attend church services.

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54404

It has affected our lives mentality and fiscally .

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54405

Divorce, anxiety, crippling debt, alienation of family and friends, constantly surrounded by fear
porn on the tv and news, constant degradation by leading political party (liberals). It never

2/18/2022 6:47 PM
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ends…
54406

Some depression being away from family. My sons highschool education at home was rough
for him. He truly needed to get out everyday. We would walk nightly to make sure he at least
got fresh air.

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54407

My body my choice not anti vax but anti covid vax

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54408

Work

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54409

I’m being persecuted for my decisions and I am not able to live my life as a free person but as
a second-class or second-tier citizen. I have complete lack of faith in government. I’m always
worried for the future for my children and future generations.

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54410

It has ruined everybody's social life and circle of friends and has divided the whole country in
their beliefs on this and has ruined the economy and affected many businesses and forced
many to go out of business all together

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54411

its opression

2/18/2022 6:47 PM

54412

lost my job, Kids can't play sports .. thinking of moving to the USA

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54413

Isolation

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54414

Horribly

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54415

I had to work from home

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54416

These mandates has affected my whole family with anxiety, depression and grave mistrust in
our government and our health expert. What has happened in the last two years is nothing but
criminal! An unacceptable overreach by the government

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54417

No income. 11 year old daughter is in therapy because she somehow developed an eating
disorder through the last years.

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54418

I have not been able to visit my granddaughter in the hospital because of the nonsense
mandates

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54419

I feel like I'm living in a country that is no more free isolating families not being able to visit our
ages and sick family or attend funerals and when we could you couldn't even hug or consoled
family or friends familly dieing alone that's inhuman and much more that is affecting my familly

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54420

Devastated relationships

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54421

Everything

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54422

I was unable to work jobs that I held previously because of the mandatory vaccines imposed
by certain company’s. I can’t eat a restaurant yet I could walk into a McDonald’s and sit down?
Etc.

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54423

Depression, haven’t seen my family in Two years . Watching my children suffer as they don’t
understand what any of this means . I miss the smiles on people faces . I miss the laughter ,
and ability to see my love ones .

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54424

Division in family, friends, psychologically, physically. It needs to end NOW

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54425

Taken away my ability to travel freely in Canada

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54426

My children’s education, has suffered( mental health) financially, The prime ministers
behaviour is horrible calling people names, division.Loss of family and friends, death of family.
Lost time with loved ones, not able to say goodbye to loved ones. Over all a dismal 2 years it
is not any way to live our lives.

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54427

Unable to get a job isolation depressing

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54428

Both of my children have to wear masks all day at school, and are afraid to voice their opinion
because they will be vilified. The teachers have yelled at students for not having their masks
on, even if it's just to eat or drink. My child can't go to post secondary school, even thought
she has a 4.0 GPA. My son has not been able to get his infusion at our local hospital because
of shortage of staff after nurses were fired due to their vax status. My child has suffered with
mental illness due to social restraints. She has no friends, because she hasn't been able to

2/18/2022 6:46 PM
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make friends. My hours have been cut due to loss of revenue at the hotel I work at. I have
been called many names and vilified for the opinions I hold. Should I go on?
54429

Separated me from my family in the US, haven’t been able to perform music with our family
band, suffered from the inability to worship with my church, not been able to go out for dinner
with my wife, emotional duress from communist quarantine policies, etc

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54430

It’s lost me thousands of dollars due to not working

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54431

Divided people friends...seen so many small businesses go bankrupt restaurants...just horrible

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54432

Was forced to take the vaccine for work or starve to death.shortage of work.no travel.I can't
have a dinner or a social drink with my friends who have not been vaccinated. Our so called
prime Minister is guilty of crimes against humanity and creating systemic racism in my country
with no laws able to touch him.we went back in time over 60 years we went from black and
white to vaccinated and unvaccinated. Same thing

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54433

Total loss of financial loss of family and friends extreme grief need normal NOW!

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54434

Sons out of work for almost 2 yrs, personal fitness trainer and his girlfriend a hairdresser living
in toronto. My other son suffering anxiety, taking himself to hospital 2x with no HELP! All our
business impacted, Co workers being laid off sobbing, people I know personally dealt with
suicide, 2 from one family, loss of family and friends because of the pitting of beliefs against
Canadians, not seeing my parents or sisters for almost 2 yrs!!!! Depressed myself. Disgusted
with the lies, cruelty, arrests because people were desperate to live and fights over stupid
masks. Sickened by the elite living one set of rules whole the rest of us living with mandates.

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54435

loss of work opportunity, negative impact on health crisis (cancer) My children suffering from
lock downs

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54436

I’ve lost 2 years of my life that will NEVER be regained and that’s just the start of how the
mandates have affected myself and family. So polarizing and divisive.

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54437

I am healthy and happy. No incidence of covid as I was vaccinated and kept safe before
vaccines were able by my employer and provincial government. At no time was my family a
burden on the health care system

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54438

BRUTALLY!!! EXTREMELY BAD!!! I cannot explain it further for multiple reasons, not
withstanding the possibility of incriminating myself.

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54439

Making me very miserable

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54440

It’s depressing

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54441

Wearing a mask 12 to 14 hours a day for my job has been extremely hard on my health and
mentally. Not being able to go exercise at a gym and loss of employment for my secondary job
because of closures. The cost of living has gone up majorly and wage freezes and hours cut
have effected my family greatly. Food prices along with heating our home have come at a huge
cost and now getting to a point of deciding what we can do heat our home or eat

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54442

Businesses closing. Scaring my children with all these covered faced walking humans. My
freedom has been taken away, and my children are going to grow up in a world with no
choices. My church has been threatened to be closed and that is very important to me.

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54443

Husband lost his job with being able to collect unemployment insurance because he wasn’t
vaccinated

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54444

Limited mobility, disagreements with friends, limited freedom of expression, government
violated my charter of rights as citizen

2/18/2022 6:46 PM

54445

Mentally due to a variety of aspects of effects from Covid mandates and being judged for my
choice.

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54446

Turned my home into a single income family

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54447

Lost my job

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54448

FREEDOM, CANADA 🇨🇦 IS A FREE COUNTRY AND WHAT THE PRIME MINISTER HAS
DONE IS NOT FREEDOM, HE'S COMPLETELY RUINED CANADA AND I'M COMPLETELY
DISGUSTED WITH HIM . TRUDEAU NEEDS TO GO, SORRY, NOT SORRY

2/18/2022 6:45 PM
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54449

Can’t play pickleball, can’t go to restaurants, can’t go to theatres, church services are
hampered because of v capacity limitations, hate wearing a mask, can’t get on a plane,
friendships are strained, I feel saddened by the lack of social contact even in a grocery store.
Everyone is so afraid

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54450

Loss of income, mental health

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54451

Divided family, removed employment, kept me from university education and future
employment

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54452

My son and 2 sisters lost there jobs because they refused to take an experimental drug.They
were 2 nurses and heavy duty mechanic. It has caused division in my family and amongst my
friends: my elderly mother who refused to be vaccinated was alienated from her senior friends.
She was no longer able to visit them in old folks homes. My husband and I loved to travel we
are no longer able to travel. No longer able to go out for a nice dinner. No longer able to see a
movie in The theatre. We used to enjoy down hill skiiing as a family we no longer have the
privilege in our own home town. This mandate has ruined our social and emotional state of
mind!!!

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54453

Being able to freely live my life. I want my freedom back and a Canada that makes me proud
to be canadian

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54454

Can’t breathe wearing a mask can’t socialize in a pub or bar have no life

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54455

Negatively, I can barely breathe wearing masks, no doctors are giving exemptions for it.
People don't respect the exemption anyway. Can't get an exemption from the vaccine, even
tho medically the cons out weigh the pros in my case, doctors have been told they're not
allowed to give them out anymore. My children have suffered, my 1.5 year old was denied
medical care because of everything put in place by the "government".

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54456

not so much, except made me ashamed to be a Canadian

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54457

My work has slowed down. My freedoms to see who I want when I want has been disrupted.
Fear mongering has divided the people causing lack of peace umongst all. It has affected all of
our freedoms!

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54458

Lost my job/ affected my mental health

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54459

Divided family depression over thinking everything Over eating blood pressure anxeity

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54460

Lost friends, distanced from family, unable to see my aged Grandmother, depressed, poor
health issues from wearing masks, not able to have proper funeral services for loved ones

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54461

Lost my job…. I had Covid ( the flu)… and had a blood test to prove I have the antibodies

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54462

Segregation, division, financially, mental health, physical health, my childrens mental and
physical health, friendships.....

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54463

Loss of pay

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54464

It's awful and useless

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54465

-Unable work in the hospitals and to attend births as a doula. -Unable to continue to provide
care to my 93 year old Grandmother as her primary care giver as she lives in a Seniors
Residence. -Unable to attend activities with my children.

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54466

Yes

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54467

in Every way. Cannot compare now to January of 2020

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54468

The mandates have harmed my ability to earn income (my work involves seeing people). The
mandates have impacted many friendships (due to varying comfort levels). The mandates
have decimated my volunteer activities.

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54469

Lost my job after 27.5 yrs. family disowned me because they are afraid of me but they have
the shot??? Don’t know what they’re afraid of if it works!

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54470

It has caused division and bad feelings with some of my family members as well as with some
of my friends. It has prevented me from seeing certain family and friends. It has prevented me
from travelling to visit dying relatives and to be with family during their illness and/or to be with
family during their time of grief and to attend funeral services. It has prevented me from

2/18/2022 6:45 PM
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travelling for pleasure. It has prevented me from getting the regular exercise and social time
that I normally get through team sports. It has caused me to suffer from anxiety, depression,
and fear.
54471

mess

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54472

Felt like a segregated person of color. Condemned for my personal chiices

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54473

In more ways than ONE!! And too many family suicide deaths due to their business closures,
depression, self harming with alcohol and drug poisoning use. This NEEDS to end
immediately!!

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54474

Screwed everything up in my life

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54475

Can’t do anything

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54476

Physically, socially emotionally spiritually and mentally from the fear mongering abusive
bullying and pitting people against one another. Govts literally robbed their people of 2 years of
life! And killed thousands by the forced experimental poisons, denial of regular normal health
treatments, and the mental anguish which precipitated suicides. The premiers who knuckled
under the tyranny from the PM are equally culpable for the damages deaths of their citizens.
There was NO upside.

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54477

Wearing a pointless mask and being denied places because of my choice, ridiculous...

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54478

Restricted, vilified, demonized by Canadian Government.

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54479

The mandate has me feel like an outsider. Like a lesser citizen and a victim to major
discrimination. It has causes loss of income multiple times and layoffs because I am in the
service industry. My income has dropped significantly because of the countless restrictions,
and mandates. My close family members have lost their jobs because of a personal medical
choice that they made for themselves. The vaccines are not safe and should not be pushed on
anyone. My family was forced to move out of our childhood home because they could no
longer make their mortgage payments because of the governments tyranny and coercion.

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54480

Increased anxiety, delayed medical care, strained family relationships, lost friendships, missed
out on watching my grandchildren’s activities, caused depression, experienced discrimination.

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54481

Uh

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54482

ISOLATION, SEGREGATION, AIR QUALITY FROM WEARING MASKS

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54483

Horrible

2/18/2022 6:45 PM

54484

My husband lost his job!

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54485

Ruined two years mentally and physically! Barely survived!

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54486

In every way!!

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54487

My mental health, my husband's mental health and my children's have all greatly deteriorated.
Enough is enough. We are not anti-vaxers, but we are pro choice. What Trudeau is doing is
inhumane.

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54488

Prevented potirntial employment and job position. Cut off me amity to work even when I had
vaccine. Limited my ability to socialize go to school and leave for travel. And finically put my
family in crisis . As well as my ability to provide food for them. It's affe Ted my children's
education . And mental health of all my family

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54489

We don't see our family any more.

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54490

Loss my business and job

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54491

Depression frustration I can’t live like this no more

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54492

Depression , mostly and a overwhelming dissapointment in the provincial and especialy the
federal govnt, i cand believe the people and the rest of the government cant get rid of comunist
trudo

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54493

I’m absolutely all aspects

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54494

I have natural immunity, yet am not provided any of the privileges that are granted to

2/18/2022 6:44 PM
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vaccinated people that have waning immediately. I am healthy and not at risk for
hospitalization and yet have very limited freedoms in a supposedly free county. Our
governments and health care systems have lost the plot on the reason for mandates.
54495

Division of family, friends and colleagues. Anxiety and fear.

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54496

Financially, mentally, badly

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54497

Completely divided Canadians. Took away our rights

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54498

I haven’t seen my elderly father. It’s affect my Children’s ability to play sports consistently and
their mental health. I have lost income in my job because of the shut downs. My sense of
freedom has been taken away. We could not go to another province to visit ill family because
of police not allowing us to cross.

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54499

I have lost my income, lost my basic rights and freedoms and feel that the Government has
betrayed the Charter and Constitution, costing myself and fellow-Candians millions of dollars
and for some, their lives.

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54500

Mental health

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54501

Family can't eat out together. Children have missed out on so may opportunities especially
sports. As a teacher I cannot do my job the way it is done best. Not being able to go to
church.

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54502

I am segregated, ostracized and made to feel less than. I could lose my job in the healthcare
industry. Our country is so divided. End the division.

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54503

Made me safer and free to live without harm

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54504

Too much for me to even begin to say. Financially, emotionally, mentally, physically...

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54505

Travel restrictions

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54506

Reduced my ability to obtain employment in a timely manner, completely depleted my savings
as I had to live off savings due to lack of work

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54507

Stress, anxiété

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54508

Not sick or dead

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54509

Ruined my relationship with my family and friends. Disillusioned with local and federal
government. Shocked at klaus schwab and agenda 2030, world economic form, trudeau and
world leaders agenda!

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54510

All the main stream media lying or telling not the truth. They use Covid try to achieve a
different agenda

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54511

It has separated my family, friends and shut down my church. It’s created anxiety, criticalness,
depression, psychological issues. It’s been 2 years of hell. I’ve listened to a lying govt.,media
and our health sector. This is not about Covid. This is about a tyrannical govt bringing in.
Socialist govt, namely JT. We can’t go on a nice holiday that we’ve been enjoying for the last
10 yrs as we’re retired. Let these stupid mandates go. I got Covid as did my family and we
survived like 98.8% others did.

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54512

I have not been happy as I do not believe our leaders are giving us the truth, rather Politically
weighed policies, and explanations. The good thing is, it has given us a chance to see the real
person behind a political face

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54513

Not for the good

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54514

pissed me off

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54515

Not seeing my grandparents in the hospital. Feeling controlled

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54516

It has impacted the mental health of ALL of my family members. We are living in a divisive
society where there are clear rules for things (in actuality, freedoms) which are now being given
out as privileges for those who comply. My husband lost his job because he wanted to
maintain his bodily autonomy. This has caused undo stress, anxiety and uncertainty for our
family.

2/18/2022 6:44 PM

54517

Lost of income and depression

2/18/2022 6:43 PM
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54518

I have not left my home except of groceries and a meeting for two years! This is criminal!

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54519

The shot has made me have health issues, I can’t do normal things. It makes life harder.

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54520

Much more isolated, depression, loss of hope

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54521

Stress, loss of money, strained relationships...etc

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54522

Depression

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54523

Work mandating vaccine…Had to against every fibre of my being

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54524

Anxiety is on the rise in no small way...freedom must prevail!

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54525

It’s fn ruined it!!!

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54526

Feel like an outcast

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54527

Affected my work. Affected my families ability to engage in society. And affecting my child’s
right to a normal life.

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54528

Couldn’t watch my kids play sport and brought way to much division, lost friends etc

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54529

Caused depression in my friends and family.

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54530

Totally disrupted

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54531

Not allowed to attend friends weddings, not allowed to travel. Isolated all alone.

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54532

Poorly

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54533

It affects my facial situation, I don't have money and the mandate increase all prices and gas

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54534

Mental Health. Myself , my spouse and most importantly my children’s right to equality. The
mandates and restrictions have caused division among my family, co-workers. The way the
government has politicized the pandemic has poisoned the Country of Canada. The pandemic
has been mishandled and driven by lies and deceit. I feel let down by the leaders of this
Country and fear the trajectory in which they are leading this country. I am afraid for the future
of the country of Canada based on the policies the government assumes it can use to control
the people through means of media and plain ignorance to core values and principles of
democracy and law. Canada is no longer the true North strong and free. It is the true North
weak and divided.

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54535

I find it difficult to trust the government and the media. I am losing faith in our blind science.

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54536

What life prisoner at home

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54537

Ability to work

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54538

Slowed business causing less income Affect my mental health and over all well being by being
restricted with what I can can can not do and whom I can can can not see

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54539

My child has speech problems. Social anxiety for both my children and I. Employment. Travel

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54540

My anxiety is constant, I worry for my daughter and my futures. I am concerned the
"punishments" for vaccine refusal and disagreement with the mandates will get more severe.
I've lost friends, am at odds with family. the mandates and how it effected the healthcare
system meant my father who passed April 2021, didn't receive immediate diagnostics and
ultimately passed away 2 weeks after diagnosis despite regular checkups during the course of
treatment of his prostate cancer. He passed away from esophageal cancer.

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54541

To many ways to say . Sick of Cummunist Government

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54542

Division, loss of friends and family due to the veiw on all this.

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54543

Societal stress, no work, mental impact

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54544

Mental health very low and compromised. Hanging on by a thread. Not much for me to live for
anymore here in Canada.

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54545

Driven a wedge in my family.

2/18/2022 6:43 PM
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54546

It’s affected my work, my family and my life. It’s negatively impacted my mental and physical
health.

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54547

Emotionally and physically suffering, my kids, myself and my husband

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54548

Unable to travel, to gather, to work.

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54549

My grandkids list almost 2 years of school. Ridiculous

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54550

First I took a 20% reduction in pay then foreclosed on my home, followed by lose of my job.
I'm now in Bankruptcy and no one will hire me because I'm not vaccinated. 5 jobs withdrew
their interest due to not being vaccinated. I'm packing up what ever I can fit into a uhaul trailer
and white knuckles it across the country to Ontario. I don't sleep anymore, I have anxiety that
is not manageable anymore. I've had eggs thrown at me, been called a Nazi, unclean, racist...
I'm about near the end of what more I can endure. Enough is enough.

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54551

No words can express how negative this mandate has affected my life and loved one.

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54552

Financially and mentally, we are done with that

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54553

Tuff one

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54554

My livelihood ended!!

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54555

Relatives & friends have died from the vaccines.

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54556

Cannot go to the places non vaxxed are banned from

2/18/2022 6:43 PM

54557

I am a single mother with a child. I am unvaccinated so I am unpaid staying home, not allowed
to work. I paid EI over 10 years but now I can’t get even one penny benefits because I am
unvaccinated. I have already no any income for a few months. How to raise my child? 😭 I am
telling you that I had a plan for a suicide because that is only way to get some money from my
life insurance to support my daughter to survive. Is this Canada? Why the society is so brutal
now? I am very healthy very fit woman but I am not allowed to work, not allowed using swim
pools, not allowed to go to restaurant….The whole world is watching Canadian government how
abuse human rights without any humanity！I had a colleague died after second vaccine, My
dentist died last week after booster 20 days. Enough is enough! Please end mandate , end
Covid-19 all restrictions immediately! Let me work! Let me alive!

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54558

Mon mari a perdu une partie de son salaire. Nous n'avons plus accès à la plupart des lieux
publics car nous ne sommes pas vaccinés et ce, malgré notre immunité naturelle puisque
nous venons tout juste d'avoir la covid (sans encombrer les hôpitaux). Les mesures et la
propagande de division les entourant ont créé un lot d'anxiété dans la famille. Ma fille de 8 ans
fait maintenant des crises de panique car elle déteste porter le masque et ne veut plus aller à
l'école. Mon fils de 5 ans fait de l'eczéma sur les mains à cause du désinfectant utilisé
abusivement à l'école. Je pourrais continuer longtemps. Les mesures ne sont fondées sur
aucune science. Il y a un grave abus de pouvoir et les conséquences seront bien pires que le
très faible impact positif de ces mesures.

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54559

Living in a small community it has not been to bad. But my kids missing school and friends is
not right. It’s time to get back to normal..we have done everything right for 2 years.
Government should fix our broken health care to save lives. Not have us locked down to try
and save what few are affected by Covid.

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54560

None of your business

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54561

Temporary sacrifice(s) for the greater good. Mandates are not a threat.

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54562

Lost one of my small businesses went bankrupt my kids suffer bulkied at school for being
unvaxxed lsimg my general human rights an freedoms been forced into lockdowns suffered
abuse from people an authority every aspect of my life has been affected an violated by this
curpt government

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54563

Lost a loved one to the vaccine, unable to attend functions, sporting events with children,
visiting family and friends in other and same province. Unable to attend church.

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54564

I am in the process of selling my house

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54565

I have missed out on seeing my family. I am all alone in my house most of the time. My
daughter missed out on birthdays, school, face to face contact with friends, and family. I had

2/18/2022 6:42 PM
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just moved to Kamloops, so I have absolutely no friends that live here, haven't been able to go
to the gym, clubs, by clubs I mean socal gatherings with people doing crafts, yoga, art..... the
list goes on. I have fought with family over all of these laws, mandates, i haven't now talked to
my mom in months! I need my life back. My family needs their life back. My sister now has
cancer, and I can't see her!
54566

Isolated

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54567

It has created great stress amongst friends and family. It has divided a once great country into
a bunch of bickering idiots. It has shown us that our democracy is in grave trouble. It has
created a very cynical attitude toward all politicians.

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54568

My husband was forced to take a medical procedure in order to support his family

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54569

Loss of jobs. Friends/family moving out of the country in the last 4 months. Social isolation
from friends. Can’t practice live music with singing group for 2 years, now. Cancelled events,
no restaurants, isolation and persecution ...fear for safety from government overrreach, fear for
my bank account ... how much time do you have?

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54570

Mental health!

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54571

Divided family and friends Prevented from seeing family and friends Watched them destroy the
countey with lies MADDENING

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54572

Made me feel like I live in a communist country. My children are depressed from school
closures and masks. Being forced to inject something into your body is not right

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54573

I want to commit suicide! I'm afraid of police now for sure. I don't trust police either. Wearing a
mask has made it hard to breathe. I feel lied to. By my government. My nose will not be the
same from all the constant testing.

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54574

I lost my job over not being vaccinated. I haven’t been able to interact with people, go to the
gym, eat at restaurants, go to classes for my hobbies and it’s affected my mental health and
financial situation.

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54575

Limited career options, hindered us to fly and see our parents out of country, if we had
gatherings bigger than what was allowed it had to be kept a secret; taken away freedom of
speech and opinion.

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54576

Negatively. There is no freedom to live.

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54577

Lost my job and livelihood. Will be living in the streets soon

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54578

It ruined my life, lost my family and friends

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54579

Living in an apartheid Canada is a dreadful change. Lack of travel, community, activities,
division created from the PM down. How sad Canada has come to this! Total control of
everything and everyone demanded by the WEF puppets.

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54580

stuck at home no family

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54581

We are in our 80’s and because we choose not to get a passport we are limited to where we
can travel, we cannot watch our grandchildren’s hockey or basketball games

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54582

Lost my job

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54583

drained and fed-up

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54584

Of course. Moral deterioration. Fearing the future, not because of a new type of coronavirus
that can EASILY be rid of, but because of permanent adverse effects, even death, triggered by
an experimental “vaccines “. And because of millions of job loses.

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54585

For two years I have been isolated, my children have suffered emotionally, socially and
developmentally, I had to sell my house, I lost my job.

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54586

Severely, including depression and anxiety and feeling trapped

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54587

I have lost my job, my freedom, family, rights, mental health, trust, I have lost everything I
held dear my entire life.

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54588

It has created division in my extended family and my spouse It has caused the separation of
me and my spouse Our child has been affected from wearing the mask, social challenges,

2/18/2022 6:42 PM
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lack of education and sports, social development had suffered from being isolated I have lost
income It has given me mental health issues It has brought on alcohol dependency
54589

The mandates have caused unrest, loss of work, stress and unrest between family and
friends, lack of hope in our country and government in allowing us to maintain freedom, and the
list goes on.

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54590

I had to quit my job because I didn't feel comfortable wearing a mask 8 hours of the day while
pregnant so I could not collect maternity leave. I had stopped working before the vaccine
mandate so that didn't effect me but not being vaccinated I felt very discriminated against and
segregated by not being able to do certain things and travel as the vaccinated. It's awful
especially, when there is absolutely no validity to it because being "fully vaccinated" you can
still catch COVID-19 and transmit it.

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54591

Cannot hug friends, cannot see their expressions. Masks make it difficult for me to breathe.
Having to have a mask on hand to go into public places.

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54592

I can't visit my family and friends anymore and they are important

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54593

Severely

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54594

Negatively, severely, astronomically

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54595

Loss of relationship with our family and friends, we were socially active and now we feel like
hermits and don't want to make the effort to go out. We tend to order from Amazon Prime
instead of supporting local businesses. I feel bad for elderly family and friends who have
passed without us being able to visit them and the loneliness of people in institutions. I don't
like what it has done to our parish community as a lot of people have quit coming to church
and may never come back and especially those with young families.. I feel for the
consequences this will have on the future generations and our country that they will have the
attitude of if it feels good do it and not distinguish between right and wrong.

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54596

It makes me feel somewhat safe.

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54597

Lost jobs - can’t go anywhere.- travel- movies. Etc. Country and family divisions. Tyrannical
government

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54598

Can't do anything with my family we are stuck being at home and can't go out to eat or swim at
a pool or go to fun events

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54599

I lost my job, my daughter lost her education, my family and I cannot see our family due to not
being able to travel, all of our jobs and futures are in jeopardy

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54600

I lost work, my income has changed so my way of life and got I lived has changed. I don't
have the same quality of life, it's demoralizing

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54601

Ruined my two restaurants I’m going bankrupt I blame the politicians not covid so I say f these
dictators

2/18/2022 6:42 PM

54602

I am basically have not seen my family in 2 years because of these mandate's my family has
been divided. My nephew who has a peacemaker he had vaccination so that he could get on a
plane now hes experiencing heart issues. My next door neighbour had his 2nd booster dead
within 10 days heart attack. My best friend after having her died a hard attacking her bad. My
daughter got the 1st and has been sick constantly since. It also has affected me greatly
because I was already researching viruses and I read the papers on the vaccine all and the
government Documentation. The government's own documentation does not match their
actions.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54603

Lost my managers job

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54604

We have lost family due to the divisive nature of the mandates. Our children are suffering, our
friends have been injured or have died because of the vx. We are being treated like second
class citizens, but we are peace and freedom loving, law abiding, tax paying citizens who are
being penalized for not injecting unknown substances into our bodies, even though we've got
the antibodies.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54605

Job loss, family member suicide, child not attending school because of mandates

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54606

i can’t do anything, my parents can’t watch my senior year of sports, i can’t get my nursing
degree , i can’t live in my university dorms

2/18/2022 6:41 PM
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54607

Lots of ways

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54608

Financially, my physical and mental health

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54609

Professional

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54610

The divisiveness in my family. The government's over reach in The Church. My physical
activity has declined. I have been languishing off and on for 2 years. The constant changing of
the rules. I am retired so i havent suffered financially and those in government making all the
rules.. the little guy have been dessimated.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54611

Ruined relationships, serious mental health issues of the people around me.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54612

I've been very lonely during the pandemic. I miss my friends and doing things that bring me
joy.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54613

I feel isolated. I get anxiety from wearing a mask. I feel like the next vaccine will kill us. Like
it’s a trick. I also feel like they’re trying to kill small businesses and the middle class. Just
have rich and poor. I feel like it’s fake sometimes. I’ve worked this entire time, in Toronto. Take
the bus, etc. and I haven’t contracted Covid. But know people that have. I feel like this is a
false flag operation to fuck our economy and push us back into the dark ages; where the rich
control everything and the poor are too tired to argue.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54614

Depression

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54615

Ok

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54616

Do you mean the virus or the mandates put in place to protect Canadians it?

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54617

Lost job, vaccine injury mental health

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54618

I didn’t see my family 2 years

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54619

Mental health

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54620

Freedom

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54621

I don't go to gyms or pools, restaurants movies and church as mandates have curtailed these
Activities

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54622

We lost contact with immediate family for having our choice over our bodies. Also lost people
with the mistreatment in hospitals and died due to covid protocol instead of giving ivermectin
or hydroxychloriqin

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54623

Feelings of depression, seclusion , communism. Helplessness.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54624

It has been hard on me mentally, emotionally and physically. Wearing asks for hours upon
hours everyday at work or out in the public. I haven’t been able to physically see my Doctor for
two years.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54625

In all areas

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54626

We are drowning financially

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54627

It’s been brutal on my grandchildren, they are suffering from masking and restrictions. The fear
mongering the media has done is so hard on our seniors they live in constant fear.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54628

Made work harder. No employees. Inflation. Spending tax payers' money on wrong things.
Masks difficult for kids.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54629

Negatively on every level. Personal, work, social. Every vein of my life has been negatively
impacted.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54630

It has made me not see my parents or family at family holidays and functions. Meanwhile
hockey games and superbowl games and boxing day shopping Is Packed!!! It caused me a
great deal of fear at first. I am a grocery store worker so i worked through the whole first wave
of fear. It has caused some divide in my friends family and co workers. But ultimately it has
caused me to never ever trust my government again

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54631

Loss of money, work, friendships. Need i say more. This PM is dividing our country.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54632

I have not been vaccinated so mandates mean I can’t go to restaurants or theatres.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM
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54633

Financially, emotionally, physically, spiritually. My children are behind in school and have
anxiety. We haven’t even begun to understand the long term impact of this. Lives will never be
the same. All those who supported this forces vaccination, planting od the virus etc. need to
be held accountable for this crime against humanity.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54634

Totally ruined my retirement.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54635

It had affected my freedom and my child’s freedom. She can no longer take any sports or
activities due to the mandates

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54636

Faith in my country and politicians lost

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54637

Major negative impacts both socially, mentally, and economically.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54638

It has torn our family apart. We are unable to fly on airplanes, to see family members. We are
unable to talk to some friends and family as they are following the government's line on nit
associating with unvaccinated people. They have bought into the us vs. Them mentality that
Trudeau is constantly telling people in interviews and on social media. He has crippled
businesses and our economy, all while piling on massive debt and now involking the
emergency act and targeting free citizens.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54639

Separated families at borders. Denying visits to elderly in homes. Disrupting businesses and
normal use of them. And turning people into germaphobes to view their fellow humans
discriminatory.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54640

Mental health plummeted, haven't been able to work much, docs are scared to write an
exemption letter, my asthma is so much worse with the masks, increased medical bills

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54641

My family live in the USA. My father passed away in January and I cannot get to the USA to
be with my Mom and family.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54642

Restricted my social life and ability to attend weddings, funerals and most importantly see my
mother in her Retirement Residence where she is treated like a prisoner.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54643

Physically, emotionally, financially and mentally.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54644

My job has been threatened due to lockdowns and lack of work they have created within my
industry. I have seen my friends and family become divided and no longer speak to each other
over the mandates and have been effected emotionally/ mentally from the forced isolation of
the lockdowns.

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54645

It has caused divide in family and friends as some have believed the lies and some have not

2/18/2022 6:41 PM

54646

Stress, financial emotional. My kids cant participate in sports or school activities. The stress
of discrimination is demoralizing.

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54647

Inconvenience

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54648

Ruined relationship with my parents as they live in constant fear and will not hug me or allow
me into their home.

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54649

Unable to visit my 93 year old father for 2 months

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54650

Destroyed my career and family and health

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54651

1.socially: lost friends, divided family, isolated from others 2.financially: Partner has been on
leave without pay from RCMP since mid November 2021 3. emotionally: beyond stressed
about life, feeling hopeless, judged for MY decision. I’ve never felt so discriminated against
ever.

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54652

My family won’t speak to me and I’ve lost my job for not taking the shot.

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54653

Mentally health issues

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54654

Can’t travel, play sports, can’t eat out with friends, can’t attend full church service, can’t breath
fresh air with mask on, can’t go see doctor because they are too afraid

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54655

I haven’t gone anywhere for months

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54656

I’m retired ! Other than travel restrictions, it did not effect me to much .

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54657

I now suffer from, anxiety, depression and have become extremely introverted

2/18/2022 6:40 PM
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54658

Mental and physical stress fear and anger it's taking my freedoms away am I rights

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54659

Everyone of them. I have never in my life have been unable to go for dinner or visit family bc
of a flu

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54660

It's damaged my social life, impacted my mental health, and impacted my earnings.

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54661

I lost my job, doing therapeutic play with young 'at risk' children, can't speak with some friends
and family, haven't seen my daughter from the US in over 3 years, and on and on...

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54662

I hate masks

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54663

Affected my mental health negatively

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54664

Disconnected with family. Closed business. Lost all faith in allopathic practitioners,
government and legacy media.

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54665

Financial emotional mental

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54666

I am bankrupt. I am not free to travel. I am not free to work. Burn in Hell Trudeau!

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54667

Medical reasons ie surgery

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54668

Imposed on my rights and freedom

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54669

It has divided so many of my friends and family. My child hates the masks and social
distancing at school. The P.M is a greedy, selfish, evil Tryant.

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54670

Feel pressured

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54671

Couldn’t be with loved ones when they were dying. Plus so much more.

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54672

Being seperated from family and friends, forced to choose what goes into my body or not,
needing a passport for travel and dinning out.. family loosing their work...

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54673

Stressed, isolated, still unsure if it sure if our business will survive

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54674

Ruined my business and finances , stress and discouragement

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54675

It has made my mental health worse. I have went through a surgery with zero people by my
side. My hubby went through a surgery on his own without me there. My kids are being
harassed at school and stores for not wearing masks even with a doctors note. It’s bull shit
and I’ve had enough!!!

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54676

I lost my job and now renting and can’t afford a home my kids have moved in with us with a
child

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54677

Forced my hand

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54678

Visiting family and friends,travel.

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54679

Mental illness, paranoia, distrust in leaders, many barriers as a single parent single income

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54680

The mandates, especially the vax passport, has separated me from family and friends and
made me feel less valued and discriminated against. This was especially difficult when
Omicron hit as it made no difference whether you’d had been vaccinated or not, even having
previous infection didn’t make a difference. I’ve had both Delta and Omicron variants and am a
healthy 59 year old who has taken responsibility for my health and body and the people around
me.

2/18/2022 6:40 PM

54681

Separate my family

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54682

Put division between family and friends. Caused stress and anxiety

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54683

It has restricted my children’s activities, and brought very unnecessary stress and poor mental
health!

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54684

Mentally, physically and emotionally especially when it comes to family

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54685

It's been absolutely terrible. Almost lost my job. My wife was laid off. Watching the
government run a free country into the ground. Trudeau has got to go. I'm apposed to the way
people have been treated.

2/18/2022 6:39 PM
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54686

Lost my job

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54687

Mentally, financially & emotionally

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54688

Cannot travel

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54689

I work in the death care profession, I have religious rights and freedoms that I believe in. Also
my son has an immune compromised condition and I will NOT vaccinat him. I have
experienced family and friends fight the REAL pandemic… which is Overdose, suicide,
homicides. Mental health and society is killing our Canadians…. Not covid

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54690

Depression, suicidal

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54691

Couldn’t eat out on birthdays, or at all. Hate masking. People are afraid

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54692

Mental health has taken the biggest toll. Feeling like an outcast and “othered” for not following
along. Loss of business and revenue. My wife had three miscarriages and I couldn’t be with
her at the ultrasounds or Dr’s appts. Mother in law died and never got to have her family
together for Christmas before she passed.

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54693

Loss of work and freedoms

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54694

Further Isolation and inability to socialize my children.

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54695

It has caused people to become aggressive and abusive towards each other.

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54696

Fear based mandates caused a great deal of anxiety

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54697

Negatively affects Work, family, relationships, physical health, mental health,

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54698

visiting my family and going to my cabin, by boat.

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54699

Can't do anything besides groceries and work.

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54700

They have negatively affected my job, my relationships and my social life. They have had NO
positive impact whatsoever.

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54701

My freedom to choose what I do with my body.

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54702

People were meant for people. We need to live. Being separated from one another has caused
so much hurt and sickness.

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54703

I am treated like an outsider and not a free Canadian with rights. Free speech is not respected.
My freedom of choice has been taken away.

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54704

I lost my job, my daughter has a breakdown if I even mention going back to school in a mask.
I’m shunned as an “antivaxxer” for not wanting to be a lab rat

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54705

Being unjabbed I am restricted in shopping, travel, visiting with loved ones. I was not able to
be with family dying alone.

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54706

I am a person of Faith - not permitted inside churches since October, 2021

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54707

You didn't mention the transportation ban for unvaccinated. I have not been able to care for my
aging parents as they are on the other side of the country.

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54708

No comment

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54709

I feel trapped. I feel like I have been more depressed these last couple years then ever before.
These mandates NEED to go. And the US/CANADA border NEEDS to be open for people to
freely travel. I’m sick and tired of being policed. My family can’t even come see me unless
they have the dreaded Covid vaccine. Let the people decide if they want the vaccine or not.

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54710

Ruined me financially, mentally and health wise

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54711

It’s destroying my family’s mental health, depression, my wife cry’s all the time! It’s distracting
families!!

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54712

I am a breastfeeding mother and because of my choice not to be injected I have been banned
from most public establishments

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54713

I am a survivor, I adapted my business, had I waited or relied on the government I would be
bankrupt like so many other targets of the plandemic were.

2/18/2022 6:39 PM
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54714

Lost my job

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54715

Great stress and frustration

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54716

It has taken away freedoms and liberties. I’ve been shut out of many activities and functions.
My children have lost in every aspect and now live in a virtual world. This has been the worst
thing in my life and there’s and has done nothing but divide my family and friends . It’s been
handled wrong and is a crime against humanity. It’s appalling. They didn’t follow the science
they did one thing. And one thing over and over. We have been lied to and used as
experimental lab rats . How did this happen , the truth is coming out more and more every day.
Yet they are still pushing these failed vaccines and boosters. I’m tired of being lied to.

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54717

Feel as we are in jail w / little to no chance of parole….only being ruled with no choices or say
In anything we can do or can’t.

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54718

Family members who had to take the vaccine to continue to work have the health damaged
from the shot.

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54719

Money loss from shut down jobs, treated like an outcast for vaccine choices

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54720

I’m lonely on a day to day basis as my social life has been affected. My children have both
suffered from anxiety and depression since the mandates started.

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54721

Made my anxiety so bad I needed medication to help me cope. My dad passed away because
he was fed up being in lockup and missing family visits. I miss him soooo much. There have
been numerous people who aren't so friendly to us anymore. It has caused division! Enough!!!!

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54722

My business was affected and my business shut down. I went bankrupt. Being cooped up in
house has created anxiety, and has taken a social anxiety affect where we feel differently
going in public or trying to be around anyone.

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54723

Mental health issues

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54724

The mandates have affected my ability to be a part of society and caused great fear and
depression.

2/18/2022 6:39 PM

54725

I am a mother of 4 children, currently pregnant, and lost my job in november

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54726

It's made life terribly hard.

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54727

Severely, cannot leave the country

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54728

The mandates have negatively impacted my life in several ways: 1. Limited my freedom to
worship by restricting church gathering sizes and requiring masking in churches. Requiring
masks in churches has taken away from the peaceful unity of church gatherings, as mask
mandates are controversial. 2. Removed my freedom of mobility. Testing, vaccine, and
quarantine requirements, as well as the reduction of flights into and out of the USA has limited
my ability to travel to spend time with family members who do not live in Saskatchewan, or to
take a vacation. 3. The testing and vaccine requirements put in place by universities, which
were encouraged by the federal government, have impacted my ability to get an education. I
have chosen not to get vaccinated for covid-19 at this time, as there is not enough data about
long-term side effects for me to be comfortable taking the vaccine. As a result, I am no longer
able to take classes at the U of S. I was able to transfer to online classes at Athabasca
University, but this has extended the length of time and the cost of getting my degree. These
are the main impacts, although there have been many other small ways the mandates have
negatively impacted my life. Overall, I feel that the negative effects of the mandates on our
society are much greater than the risks posed by Covid-19. At this point, there is enough
scientific data to remove the uncertainty around the relative risks, and the mandates should be
ended.

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54729

Personally, Since the very start I was not afraid of Covid, I thought the lockdowns were
unnecessary, that we should have protected the elderly, those with Co morbidity. I thought the
experimental, emergency use vaccines served to assuage some people, made certain
companies very wealthy and were based on mis information. I think statistics were
exaggerated. Who has kept track of the people who have died from lack of care while medicine
tried to fit the narrative. My family has been divided. Get together cancelled and for what?

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54730

Lost both fathers in June of 2020. One spent 2 months in hospital with no visitors, died of
depression and loneliness. My father has had heart issues for many years and 1 year prior to

2/18/2022 6:38 PM
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CV he got thyroid cancer. Had 2 operations in this time period, was having a lot of trouble in
the end he refused any more testing because he was afraid to end up in the hospital alone like
his friend. My father-in-law. We took him home not knowing what was wrong. My siblings and l
took turns staying with him and my mom until at my fathers insistence, M.A.I.D relieved him of
his pain. We have no idea what he died from in the end. It has been a brutal 2 years. Besides
all the restrictions, that have totally made no sense. I am sure a person could write a novel
about the craziness we have had to endure!
54731

Drastically

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54732

I have been harmed mentally, physically and financially.

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54733

Not too much except I couldn’t have lunch or meet with friends

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54734

Its been quiet

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54735

Taken away people's choice of what goes in there body

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54736

I am jobless!

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54737

Can’t go to gyms, go out with friends, etc

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54738

Same as every Canadian but I support Science and will don what they tell us to keep our
country healthy until the threat ends

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54739

Work, travel, school, sports

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54740

•Freedoms removed to see family,friends • Freedom to speak, without being censored or
threated with fines of arrested • medical or religious exemptions were denied • Made to feel
shamed, irresponsible, lower class if you didn't comply • gov going after the children to be
vaxxed, when no data supported that they were at risk to get or spread covid-19 •exclusion in
enjoying community activity, social gatherings • traumatized by our own government •
vulnerable, devastated, hopeless and helpless • Not able to receive proper medical services •
threatened with and by enforcement of an experimental drug. • feel disrespected, violated,
harmed, lied to, unheard,and disregarded. • experimental drug did not go through full testing,
and presented as a vaccine • "vax" falsely presented - as an effective treatment to treat and
prevent the spread of covid-19 but did not. We are seeing not only many suffering from chronic
effects but also many dying. Many athletes dropping dead on the field. & method • masking proven it can not prevent the spread of covid-19, and still was enforced • social distancing was
inhumane, and made people fear each other. • could not take part in events such as
weddings,funerals •threaten by gov - rights & freedoms stripped if you didn't agree with gov
ideas or wants • medical choice removed • early stage of covid-19 not allowed access to
effective treatments for covid-19 • body autonomy denied • seeing my family forced to comply
in order to continue to work & provide for their family • health impact of constant 24/7 political
enforcements to complying • gov fear mongering tactics used on the people • seeing suicide
rates escalate as disparity and hopelessness increased • gov pitting people against each
other, causing fear and division between vaxxed and nonvaxxed • gov ability to call an
Emergency Act - when clearly it was not. Even within the first 6-12 months, morgues did not
see an increase death. • gov again calling Emergency Act for 1. blockades - this is a Traffic
Highway offense at best, not a National Emergency! 2.response to protests against gov covid19 mandates and restrictions does not warrant any such reaction. Canada was not facing a
national emergency. In fact, the freedom assembly hss been nothing but peaceful since it's
inception. • gov mandates, restrictions, and call for Emergency Act has been nothing but a
grab for monetary gains, power and a move to achieve dictatorship. •intimidating, terrorizing
and violationg people's right who support and want to support the peaceful cause for standing
for our freedom and rights. • these have been gov acts of threats and terrorism on the
Canadian people. • gov lies and over reach, oppression and violence against its own people is
an Act of Crime against Humanity; and a treat to Canada and to Our Democracy!

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54741

Forced me to get a vaccine I didn’t want or need in order to keep working to support my
children. I already had Covid, survived easily and had natural immunity which is stronger than
any vaccine immunity. Now I’ve been forced to take a vaccine that has most likely damaged
my body’s immune system.

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54742

Negatively. Creates Fear and division

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54743

Mentally, family devided.

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54744

They have cause division with friends and family. and cause loss of business and hugely

2/18/2022 6:38 PM
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affected my mental health.
54745

So much mental stress with contradictory rules and evidence. Can't cross the border to see
parents and family.

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54746

Divided society. People are less friendly mostly those that believe that the mask actually
protects them which it doesn't.

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54747

Low stock of food

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54748

It has restricted my lifestyle

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54749

Trudeau has destroyed Canada. He is a traitor and deserves Capital Punishment!

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54750

It has increased depression, isolation and loneliness, feel like our government is trying to
remove our rights and bodily autonomy. I want to move freely In My country and see my damy.

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54751

Negatively

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54752

I have lost my job of 26 years

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54753

I personally know if someone who killed themself.

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54754

out of work and my cancer surgeon is not allowed to operate

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54755

I hardly ever go out because I have to wear a mask. I couldn't visit my dying friend in hospital.
My family has not gotten together in 2 years. I'm part of the small fringe minority that Trudeau
is demonizing, one of "those people" he thinks something should be done about.

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54756

I have lost so much time as a mother with my children, time watching my children play their
sports, take part in their activities, we have had to homeschool to deal with the pressure and
anxiety surrounding the never ending rules enforced on children

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54757

Mental illness abounds in our family

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54758

Forced to take a vaccine or lose my job. Fully vaccinated and still contracted Covid-19. My
kids should see faces and facial expressions. My kids should see their grandparents. They
have divided our families. Taken away our freedom of choice.

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54759

Bad

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54760

I was forced to get the vaccine if I wanted to keep volunteering with Seniors & they need help
now! Too many were left to die by the liberal government!

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54761

It has divided my family and friends. I dread social situations where I know people are swayed
in the way they think. I am no longer able to travel by airplane. I am no longer allowed to travel
to different countries. My husband's grandfather had to die alone in a hospital because family
wasn't allowed in.

2/18/2022 6:38 PM

54762

Locked up like a pig in a pen. This needs to end.

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54763

Depression due to lack of social interactions and due to financial hardships experienced by my
business. Sadness seeing the same in my family, friends, business associates and
community. So much sadness. I am crying right now with what is happening in Ottawa and the
actions of this Prime minister. He does NOT deserve to be in power - he is a criminal!!!

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54764

My employer subjected me to take the vaccine or be placed on unpaid leave with no benefits
and unable to collect unemployment insurance. I very reluctantly got the vaccine to be able to
provide for my family. I will not gety 6 year old vaccinated with a MRNA vaccine. We just got
back from Mexico andy six year was subject to 3 tests in 8 days plus 14 days quarantine as
well as my 4 year old. I have been harrassed by the Federal Government on the phone twice
thus far. To hey are unable to play sports, go to school, etc. I am angry, frustrated and will
never forgive this Government. Hate is word I wold describe my in soul as having!

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54765

It’s been incredibly stressful, divided my family.

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54766

It made everything suck!!! We are all going to die so leave us the he'll alone until that day
comes!!!!!

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54767

I am a prisoner in my own country which is supposed to be free. I cannot travel freely and just
recently have been allowed back into society with the REP program being lifted after 5 months.

2/18/2022 6:37 PM
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54768

Can’t do anything without a mask or a vacation pass. Limits travel seeing friends and family.
We are not free. We are prisoners in our own country

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54769

Slowed work first covid term,mask irratate my nasal passages

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54770

Kept me healthy

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54771

I got the shots because my mother was in the hospital, and I wasn't allowed to visit unless I
was vaxed. I feel I was coerced.

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54772

Mostly traveling

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54773

My mother died, my best friend, my sister-in-law parents they died alone alone. I also lost my
business of 16 years

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54774

Lost job, kids can't be kids, mandates just don't make sense

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54775

I am a construction worker, people are afraid to be around others which has affected my
income.

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54776

Mental health, physical well-being and relationship have all been affected.

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54777

I feel isolated and sad, depressed. I am a happy person and this is not my normal.. Even if
you go out there is no one there it's a ghost town. I have a hard time to breath with a mask on
because I have dangerously low iron I can't get up so I don't get enough oxygen. It makes me
not want to go any where or support my economy. I feel the science is clear these measures
don't help and it is time to live with covid and those who want to take precautions to protect
themselves can and those who don't don't. I am also not okay knowing that our Govt, pharma,
media, and big tech are all in bed together making decisions that are not in the best interest of
Canadian but in the best interest of their bottom lines. So many people have been harmed by
this vaccine and I am vaccinated. I just think it is crazy that people are being silenced and
censored for speaking the truth that harms could and have come from mandating that every
person must receive this. So so so many people did not take this vaccine because they were
afraid for their health they took it because otherwise they would lose their job. this is not right
and it needs to end. and those people need to be give their jobs back and apologies
administered.

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54778

Deteriorated my mental health and my daughters mental health for far too long and made me
lose my job over a personal choice

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54779

Very much.

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54780

It has devided my family. Wrecked jobs of friends, lost friends……

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54781

Lost my freedoms

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54782

Anxiety. Division from friends and family. My partner has dementia and he started to go
downhill much faster with all the mandates. So his social life became very small. Depression.
Increase in fear. What can I do to change? Feeling helpless Lack of trust in our governments
Lack of respect and being heard by government Only one side was reported not the truth. So
much more. Not being able to visit my loved ones who are dying in the hospital Not being able
to visit and hug my elderly friend Confusion No longer about health it’s become political and
power over instead of democracy Lack of truth about people who have died or seriously Ill for
those who are vaccinated. Gag orders for media and doctors nurse etc. Corrupt government
who are still trying to use fear tactics and control rather than lister to the people Police
violence lack of respect for all peoples. Being lied to. All these and more have cause so much
stress Lack of freedom and choice and a total respect for the charter of rights. COVID could
have been remedied with natural products right from the start. What’s happens to what is right.
Government representing the people for the people. No team playing but using bullying and
scare tactics to what end? Disappointment. Lack of quality of life. Unbelievably harmful. And
whatever else I have missed.

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54783

2 freinds committed suicide. Have not travelled intentionally

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54784

Being deleted by friendships and family members. Horrified by the censorship and removal of
informed consent. Inability to leave my country Inability to enter certain establishments.
Inability to apply for jobs where mandates are in place. Because of the PM, mandates have
put me into a category as being racist and extreme

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54785

Negatively

2/18/2022 6:37 PM
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54786

Restricted access, hate the masking of children, stress, shows clearly our gov't's do not work
for our best interests & clearly are paid puppets. Sickening how Canadians are being treated &
the world is well aware if they weren't before.

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54787

People are generally less friendly and distanced. Had a small business but was forced to sell it
or go under. My kids just want to play with their friends.

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54788

I lost my Job

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54789

Depression anxiety segregation isolation

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54790

All of them

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54791

Mentally, Physically, financially

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54792

Negatively, it’s terrifying that the government is shutting everything down over a virus with an
over 99% survival rate.

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54793

I suffer very bad depression and this has crippled me I wish so badly that I could be in Ottawa
for support

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54794

Family and social time has been severely effected by the mandates, some family have had
mental breakdowns

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54795

Stress, depression, social conflict

2/18/2022 6:37 PM

54796

It has destroyed relationships and mental health

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54797

I have spent the last 6 months in seclusion after brain surgery which I believe was caused by
wearing masks at work and in the public. I was mandated at work to take 2 of the Covid tests
that had the aggressive cancer causing agent on them that came from China. I was accosted
from people who did not introduce themselves in the hospital as to my vaccination status.
About 3 days after my surgery my workplace put further mandates in play which would have
made me take LWOP anyway as I would not be discriminated against by taking a test that I
had to pay for, when it is my right to decide what goes into my body and what comes out of my
pocket book. I should not have to pay to go to work! I could not eat out. I could not watch my
granddaughter skate. That broke my heart as I was always at every practice when I was not
working. We devised a family chat, but the grandchildren were not in it. Face Time is t the
same as being in the same space. I thank God for 15 weeks of EI. But when that was over
there was nothing for me. I’m too old for some of the disability coverage and not eligible for
others. It takes lots of paper work and time(hours upon hours) to fill them out. Then you have
to wait for your doctor to fill out their part. I had one rejection come back to me within 1 week
of them getting the paperwork. This is now running into 6 weeks after my EI has run out. My
son had to give me money so I could pay my mortgage and bought me groceries and took me
to the doctor as I was disallowed to drive for 6 months after my surgery. I am amazed and very
thankful for coming this far with my cognitive/mental health intact. I know that there are many
people that have suffered more greatly than I. Also, my family got through and are healthy as
well. It is funny that the son whose whole family got the vax so they could travel outside the
country was the ones who were the most sick all winter and the rest of us were not sick except
for the two who had a common cold.

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54798

Frustrating! Lost a lot of work!

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54799

The mandates have taken away: my right to see family, to go for a walk, to visit family n
friends, to go for a drive, to attend a funeral of a family member or friend, visit loved ones ones
in the hospital or LTC, my right to breath fresh air, sit by the bed side of someone who is dying,
the right on whether or not I want to to get the damn covid shot, taken away my right as an
adult to choose what goes in my body, my right to go to the local swimming pool, skating rink,
the right to go to the show. I could go on and on about what the has done to me as well as
affected me!!!

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54800

Financially terrible, mentally terrible. Mandates have changed the social stucture and mental
health of ALL canadians

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54801

Massive negative effects on almost all aspects of my life and my family. Depression, loss of
our business and the list goes on.

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54802

Every aspect

2/18/2022 6:36 PM
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54803

In every way!

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54804

Not being able to have friends and extended family at funerals and weddings, not being able to
celebrate mile marker birthdays and not being able to see loved ones in hospitals till they got
out if at all.

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54805

In too many ways to even explain.

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54806

Yes ,can’t get job ,and can’t travel to see family

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54807

Limited freedom of movement

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54808

My cival rights and freedom have been taken from us all.

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54809

We now homeschool. We have moved away from urban centers. I have lost my job. I cannot
buy groceries in the town closest to my residence.

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54810

Makes me feel like a prisoner in my own country.

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54811

Alienation and discrimination. They’ve done nothing to enrich my life. I have family members
that have committed suicide.

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54812

Dramatically! I feel like I have no life or freedom. I have become divided from my friends. I
have suffered depression and felt isolated with a lack of hope for not being able to travel.

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54813

In every aspect of my life.

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54814

Loss of income, social separation, can not see elderly relatives

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54815

Depression, alcoholism due to lack of social gathering and passports

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54816

I don't dare go abroad for work or ministry because of the danger of not being allowed entry
back into Canada or being kidnapped to a government facility. I took the shot for my own
reasons before the edicts; I've refused to go to restaurants and other mandate facilities while
others are excluded. Mandates have divided our society and, as others I've experienced the
distance with other people everywhere I go. My grandchild and great-nieces and nephews are
conditioned that it's dangerous to go about with a mask. It's been a two year social weight.
Enough, already.

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54817

Isolation. Off work for two years…airline industry

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54818

No going out to eat,not able to enjoyi indoor recreational activities. And not able to see loved
ones in old age homes or hospital.

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54819

Depression, isolation, and poor physical health

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54820

They saved our community from being overwhelmed by the disease, kept hospitals from being
overwhelmed and may have saved my life.

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54821

Devastatingly!

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54822

Drove wedges in family and friends and even all like minded people. (Physical health of 3
family members) my mother’s losing eye sight and had a heart attack

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54823

Its making me mental

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54824

My carreer, lost job, lost ability to associate with community legally, forced to take vaccine in
order to participate in regular society activities, declining mental health, feeling trapped

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54825

We have lost 3 years! My kids have lost 2 years! My husband was forced to get the v or lose
his job! My business was decimated, my children have suffered massively! I’m exhausted and
I want my life back

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54826

Have not travelled or seen fanily

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54827

I have lost clients, some family doesn’t want to be around me. I have a rare congenital heart
condition, yet I can only get an exemption if I get pericaritis/myocarditis or if I’m allergic… the
lunacy is that I’m seeking exemption from an experimental injection! I can’t take my daughter
out or put her in activities… it’s a sad unrecognizable country we’re in. This shot is harming
people, making some lose their jobs and it doesn’t even do what it promised to do!!

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54828

My teenagers were forced to get the vaccination to participate in their usual activities. They

2/18/2022 6:36 PM
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were not given the choice and I had no intention of them getting the shot as they are young
and healthy and have great immune systems!!
54829

I'm being treated like second class citizen

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54830

Segregated

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54831

It threatened my job, livelihood,

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54832

Social distances, masks

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54833

Loneliness, missing being together with family & friends, suspension of regular activities,
closure & disruption of small businesses meanwhile major big box stores operate as usual.
Church services interrupted, restaurants service interrupted,

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54834

Isolation, fear tactics from some grocery clerks in stores, guilt, intimidation tactics in asking to
have a free service given to me in an Indian and Métis Friendship centre, shame in wanting to
breath fresh air in a public building.

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54835

No longer have my freedoms

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54836

We lost relationship with family.

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54837

I made the choice not to be vaccinated. Ialmost lost my job due to the mandate - I was almost
terminated then my employer decided I could work from home. I can’t go to the gym, attend
work meetings or eat in a restaurant. Go to see my mom in the hospital who is close to
dying..This has caused a lot of stress in my life. I also worry about what is next - I will not be
chipped.

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54838

Right threw

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54839

Chaos

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54840

Everyday normal life.

2/18/2022 6:36 PM

54841

Family and friends lives pushed to the limit causing mental stress and break ups.
Grandchildren unable to attend schools and university classes in person. Having to do online
and not getting the full benefit for the money they have to pay. Causing more stress and
mental trauma. Myself not having the freedom to interact with friends and family and visit all
the beautiful places in Canada that is on my bucket list. Our beautiful country has had our
freedom stomped on and our rights taken away

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54842

I was unable to travel for work by airplane so I lost a lot of work.

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54843

Friends

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54844

Loose my job

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54845

Almost cosplay marriage

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54846

Reduced my freedom

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54847

Lost my livelihood many friends and family

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54848

My so called retirement has been a nightmare. So called safe vaccine has had a bad effect on
my health.

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54849

A bit tough but it was worth it to help other citizens

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54850

Mental health

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54851

Mental issues

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54852

Loss my job due to mandatory vaccine

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54853

Feel isolated scared to go visit someone can’t go to restaurant ... feel lifeless no zippydedoda

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54854

It's segregated people, family, friends, imprisoned us in our own country and removed our
freedoms unjustifiably.

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54855

In every way possible. Job and family and friends

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54856

In our house We have been able to live with the mandates

2/18/2022 6:35 PM
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54857

Been bullied and shunned by friends and my own family I have no one

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54858

Shackled my liberties, empowered a tyrant

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54859

Badly

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54860

This is communist, this whole scenario has affected my entire life. Lost my job, lost faith in
any politicians and can’t stand the stress and anxiety living in this country under this
dictatorship. Canada is supposed to be a democratic country!

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54861

Takes away freedoms

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54862

Restricted seeing family and friendd

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54863

Loneliness, depression, losing my job if not double vaccinated, arguing with family & friends,
segregation from others, financial stress

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54864

It has caused division between family friends.... stress over job.... not to mention the loss of
life that could have been avoided if this had just been treated like the regular flu...

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54865

It has stopped us from enjoying our retired years i hate every second for my mother in law
dying and we were 20 minutes away but not allowed to be with her. My sis in Barrie was in
excellent shape at the age of 78 and now 2 years later doesn't remember anything and we will
probably not see her again. She came out west for 2 months every year. I hate every aspect of
it period. It should be tossed it is just another form of flu.

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54866

At times I was hopeless. I was angry that the government thinks they can play God with our
lives. And that they just make up new laws to suit their desires I’ve had family and friends lose
financially and mentally which hurts me. Its sad not being able to see peoples faces and hated
to see those who believe the Trudeau news to be in fear. I’ve prayed a whole lot more. I’m
excited to see how God is bringing down the corruption.

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54867

Less work, can’t visit my elderly parents due to airplane, couldn’t do my clinical practice out of
province due to the flight restrictions, can’t complete my nursing degree as are not allowed to
practice in the hohospital

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54868

Has been hard to work, seeing our families.

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54869

I don't know but all I want is to get rid of all mandate

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54870

No jab no pay

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54871

I have faced discrimination without any scientific justification. I am a prisoner in my province
and country as I can’t fly out. Students who I teach are suffering language delays because of
the masks. Students and staff at my work are all coming down with omicron despite being fully
vaxxed, but I (having had covid which gave me natural immunity and have antibodies which
were proven through the Mayo Clinic testing) had been forced to take time off work and stay
home even though I am fully healthy. The level of discrimination is unbelievable. And the level
of divisive language from our PM is atrocious. I haven’t seen my parents in over a year as
they are so fearful to leave their house.

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54872

Very hard and depressing! And finding out iits a scam!

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54873

I have a business and my capacity has been reduced and occasionally we had to close. The
government provided us with resources to keep us floating as we were closed. We still have
our business and are happy to be reopened!

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54874

Negatively Brought division in family Left me very isolated

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54875

I have lost Family and friends we haven’t seen in two years and we can’t even get together
anymore

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54876

Alienated me from other family members, including when I was sick in hospital.

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54877

A lot

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54878

I have natural immunity for over a year and I was nor recognised as equal to the vaccine as
science used to.

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54879

Diagnosed with anxiety and depression. Unable to travel and see my parents and extended
family. It negatively affected my social life to a very significant extent.

2/18/2022 6:35 PM
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54880

Anxiety, Stress and being alone. My children are struggling academically. My oldest is
struggling with anxiety and has had issues sleeping

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54881

Not at all

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54882

Where do i begin?

2/18/2022 6:35 PM

54883

Stopped me from going places and doing normal things

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54884

Unable to visit my mother who is Canadian but lives overseas, unable to visit my Grandma as
her mind deteriorates from dementia, my 4 year old’s speech getting worse from attending preschool while masked, stress and anxiety due to my husbands work uncertainty

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54885

Absolutely in every way. Socially and Mentally Been locked down much much to long. to long

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54886

My mental health has been compromised seriously. Financially, it has affected our income by
1/2 of what we would normally bring in. One suicide, one attempted suicide, one confirmed
related death due to vaccine injury. Our kids inability to go to university because of mandates.
The cost of inflation and less income causes stress all around.

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54887

Terrible !

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54888

It has limited many normal every day activities that used to be known to me, limit me to see
people I love but most of all it is hurt many people around me that have lost their jobs, I’ve had
people close to me commit suicide because of the lockdowns and the horrific repercussions of
the mandates and this has hurt my heart the most.

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54889

Mental health, work stress, financial stress.

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54890

Missing out on life

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54891

Cause division amongst canadians

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54892

My girlfriend lost her job. I was forced to take an injection i did not want even i had just had
covid and was barely sick. Then they admit the vaccine doesn't prevent transmission so there
was no justification for me to take it.

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54893

Eating out. Taking family out to eat as they are invaded. Adding to amount if work at my job
with contact tracing, temp taking, vaccine proof etc

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54894

Bad I can't even say.

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54895

my stability to be free

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54896

Has caused serious mental health issues.

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54897

Made it miserable

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54898

I was fired as a registered nurse and soon I will lose my license to practice for choosing not be
vaccinated. I am not welcome at gyms, restaurants and many other businesses and I can no
longer attend my sons sporting activities. I have been criticized, blamed and shamed by
people that I thought were friends. And now I am a prisoner in my own country.

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54899

It has effected every aspect of my life.

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54900

I'm a single person living alone and it's caused me to become depressed and on
antidepressants. It's cost my family and friends to separate from me. It affected me
emotionally and mentally . It caused financial hardship with interrupted work. It's pushed the
price of living out of control that I can barely survive on my own. GAS prices are insane .. im
not sure if I can afford to pay for gas to get to work!! THIS NEEDS TO STOP IMMEDIATELY!!

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54901

Has hindered my ability to work and live freely

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54902

My freedoms are gone and the Government controls my spending

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54903

I have had to cancel travel plans and not been able to visit my children.

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54904

All of them

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54905

Minimal occupancy in church of worship allowed. Forced to wear a mask though distanced 7
feet from anyone in church. Grandson sick x4 returns to senior kindergarten because of mask
mandate for children. Absolutely criminal

2/18/2022 6:34 PM
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54906

Limited social interaction.

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54907

Created division among friends and family. Has created a system of second class citizens for
those who chose to remain unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54908

I have watched my friends and family and the rest of the country suffer. The masks have
proven to not work. We have far reached heard immunity so the world needs to reopen

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54909

My son has passed away because of mental health because of this fucking bullshit

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54910

Mandates have to go, they have almost distorted this country, it’s a power olay, it not a
communist country we live in ,,

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54911

Reduced the risk of getting COVID

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54912

I have lost my family over these mandates

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54913

Everything. Lost multiple contracts to support a living. Being a citizen shouldn't be this hard to
look for work.

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54914

It is affected my life and me having to be forced to get a vaccination that I strongly disagreed
to keep my job the

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54915

Marginally

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54916

In an extremely bad way

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54917

Covid mandates postponed essential training in my high risk job. I was injured as a result.

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54918

isolation, poverty

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54919

Has screwed my life

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54920

Not much

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54921

No job. Mental health. Lonely.

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54922

Broken relationships

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54923

Imprisoned, when you have loved ones in the hospital and you are ordered to stay away, not
human,evil is more like it..

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54924

Division everywhere. Such an ugly mess

2/18/2022 6:34 PM

54925

These mandates have created so much discrimination. My children have been made to feel
like “unworthy bad people” that are not allowed to participate in many activities, school trips,
sports, recreational programs. It has greatly damaged their well-being and mental health. They
have missed so much in regards to access to education and their learning has suffered
immense setbacks due to school shutdowns, failure of online learning, and restrictions while in
person learning. We also have had a covid baby. He was born in April 2020 and has never lived
in a world that wasn’t living in a mandated and masked society. My little one has not been able
to socialize or join recreational activities for learning and development. My husband and I have
faced financial stress and stress within our marriage. We have experienced family breakdowns
and some members are no longer speaking. These mandates have caused more harm than
good and have had such immense negative impacts to all of our lives.

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54926

Restricted my freedoms

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54927

Work.

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54928

Negatively in every aspect

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54929

cost my business

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54930

In every which way. It had affected our family business. And it has also affected my social life
a ton in a negative way.

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54931

Damaged families relationships. Vaccine injuries. Segregation. Losing hope for Canada

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54932

Isolation, divided family

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54933

I can't do anything that I used to love to do!!! It has divided my family and my friends!!!

2/18/2022 6:33 PM
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54934

Treated as a second class citizen as I am not vaccinated. Not able to see friends and family in
the US. Can’t eat in a restaurant or board a plane. Can’t even leave Canada.

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54935

My husband lost his job in Alberta, and I lost my small cleaning business. My children have
been coerced into getting a shot that they did not want. My youngest child has lost so much
time in school, and socialization which is so important for her growth. We have been treated
like diseased outsiders for not wearing mask and now we are shunned from society for not
taking an experimental drug that is still in trials

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54936

Increased anxiety regarding employment, the social sphere, family relations, food security,
loss of freedoms…

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54937

Publicly shamed, not able to attend my sisters wedding, children emotionally hurt,
depression....

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54938

Loss of finances and stability

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54939

Family stress work stress vaccine anxiety McCarthy syndrome Living like outcast Community
division

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54940

Money and lost my girlfriend to vaccine injury

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54941

Negatively in too many ways to mention.

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54942

The division this has created has often put a strain on my marriage. We’ve managed through it
but there are other close friendships and relationships that have suffered in a big way. This has
also deeply affected my husband’s business. Now I’m starting to see friends and family have
weaker immune systems…. It seems to be becoming a big trend. Their struggling through
simple illnesses or starting to experience new symptoms they didn’t have before. I am keeping
an open mind but it’s seeming to be more than a coincidence…

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54943

in every possible way, especially travel

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54944

1. Lonely 2. Feel detached from society 3. Dr. phone calls instead of in-person visit very
unsatisfactory 4. Lack of choices in many areas not right.

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54945

Closer to my fsmily than before lock-down.

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54946

Possibly losing my career

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54947

I hardly leave my house. I feel shunned by society.

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54948

Slowed it down to boredom

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54949

Ruined my life

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54950

It’s been awful!! We want our freedom back!!!!!

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54951

Quality of life

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54952

It ruined my life, my career, home, my childrens lives, education, our health, everything.

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54953

I’m sick of lockdowns and normal life, I want this all to end but in a safe way - continue masks
and vaccines but no more capacity limits and everything - but masks need to end eventually just not right now

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54954

Lost family, lost business, increased debt, mental health declining, stress levels rising every
day

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54955

I had to quit my job and take early retirement and screwed myself for revenue

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54956

Robbed me of my freedom and overall mental health and well-being.

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54957

Depression. Not seeing my family. And the hated coming from the vaccinated people.

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54958

I’ve been refused to see my daughter in care for months at a time. She and her 7 housemates
have literally been locked in their house for two years now. Kids with special needs not going
to school or day program, no pool, no peer interactions. Nonverbal kids trying to communicate
with staff wearing masks and shields. Being isolated in their rooms 24/7 for up to two weeks at
a time if staff tested positive. Unnecessary pcr and rapid tests constantly. Being denied family
contact, physical contact. It’s been devastating.

2/18/2022 6:33 PM
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54959

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54960

Every aspect has become worse.

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54961

It has divided family and friends. Had people lose their careers, shutdown business’s and
created nothing but turmoil for nothing.

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54962

Our livelihood, my husband works in the oil patch a trucker !!!!

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54963

Keeping me from visiting my family

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54964

Segregation Hate from others

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54965

Which mandate?

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54966

Isolated from family because I won't get vaccinated, unable to secure work because I haven't
been vaccinated, mental emotional stress and frustration , loneliness.

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54967

Ended friendships over different opinion’s, separated family, denied access to fitness facilities
for my health, vaccine harmed people I’m close with after being mandated to get it, not allowed
me to support business that have been required to enforce etc

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54968

Detrimentally.

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54969

Have had issues getting normal medical procedures done, depression in the house hold with
family members, reduced wages for members of the family, loss of work for a family member
due to a business shutting down, haven't been able to see friends in old folks home. Wasn't
able to travel around the Province during g travel restrictions. Haven't been able to attend
funerals or manny other special events.

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54970

Took away work and social life.

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54971

Couldnt Visit my sick grandma in the hospital, I cannot do fun things with mt child. She has
not had a birthday party or seen any kids outside of her daycare for socialization

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54972

I haven’t been able to work at my career and it’s taken away joy.

2/18/2022 6:33 PM

54973

Causes rivalries at work, socially and at home and I can’t get anymore training for my job
because I won’t give up my private medical information.

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54974

I am very conscious of where I am re possible Covid exposure so do not go into restaurants,
grocery stores , church or gather with friends. The mandate has given me a feeling of security
if I do wish to venture out.

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54975

Can’t go do anything ever mentally struggling

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54976

Negatively.

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54977

i have been harrassed to inject an experiment into my body. I have been segregated and
verbally abused. I am crippled from med malpractice since '99. MY BODY MY CHOICE!!!

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54978

alot

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54979

Restricted quality time opportunities for my family and friends, be that at their houses or at
restaurants etc. Created divides among family members and friendships.

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54980

Lost my job and killed my dad

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54981

Made everyone's life miserable

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54982

Has cost of living skyrocketing . Seniors are receiving no help or pension increase to help off
set food fuel hydro taxes etc increases. No faith in provincial or federal governments.

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54983

Social isolation has greatly impacted my mental health. The unnecessary stress of having to
decide over the health of one's on body versus losing one's source of income. The oral
damage caused by breathing toxins all day while wearing a breathing barrier.

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54984

Can’t work, can’t have my life back, there is no future for our kids and grandkids under this
tyrannical over reach of power by this corrupt government.

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54985

How has it not? My family has been unable to attend events, my children lost all access to
playgroups. Mandates have created division between family and friends. And the government

2/18/2022 6:32 PM
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wants to make decisions for what is in my best interest when it doesn't know me or my values
or beliefs at all.
54986

Divided my family and almost cost me my livelyhood!! Enough!!!

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54987

The mandates have hurt kids. People not being able to go out and play sports. Not being able
and socialize with others. People have lost their jobs. People not being able to travel to see
family in other countries.

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54988

Big time

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54989

Lost my job. Family members have committed suicide

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54990

Have had to withdraw from my nursing program because I refused to get the third booster. All
my school has been online.

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54991

Restricted access to nonessential services and necessitated a change in workplace

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54992

Great distrust of the government.

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54993

I have been perpetually discriminated against, despite my religious and medical objection. I am
an RN, and was terminated from my role as a Care Coordinator in November. I was not
provided alternatives such as testing, n’or a lawful accommodation in keeping with the Health
Care Consent Act, the Charter, I was a palliative nurse during the start of the pandemic, with
no hesitation. Now I’m a zero; I unjustly had my whole life stripped away for making a medical
choice. Additionally, it is disgraceful that evidence based early treatment and natural immunity
have been completely ignored. It’s time to stop the madness. You have destroyed lives with
these policies from day one. Enough.

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54994

Not at all really

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54995

I cant fly, travel freely, eat at restaurants, or cross the international border

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54996

Slowed down our socializing.

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54997

Forced to leave my health care job because I do not want an experimental injection

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54998

Negatively

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

54999

Ever since I had covid 19, March 2020.

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

55000

It has stolen 2 years of my life

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

55001

Broken ties with family and friends, mental health worsening, segregation

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

55002

cant meet with friends or family or church

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

55003

Depression, separation, financial struggle.

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

55004

I felt forced to get a vaccine so I could keep my job!!

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

55005

Huge. Socially, medically, emotionally. This has divided our friends and family. It’s the most
horrific thing I have been through in my 63 years

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

55006

Staff shortages at work because of the mandates has made me work extra long hours that I
didn't have to work before. And I've witnessed alot of discrimination and seperation between
family, friends and colleagues because of the vaccine mandates.

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

55007

I haven’t been able to get my normal cancer care. I have had depression, anxiety and massive
financial strain.

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

55008

Anxiety, division within the family unit, increased cost to test our kids for sports, loss of
connection and community, increased substance use.

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

55009

Toke my freedom of choice away

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

55010

Shut down my business

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

55011

How hasn’t it? My freedom has been greatly compromised and our federal government is
deliberately creating wedge issues to further their political agenda. Canada is on the verge of
falling apart

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

55012

Lost jobs. Lost family time. Lost mental health

2/18/2022 6:32 PM
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55013

All of them

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

55014

My children have lost 2 years of friendships. They are extremely frustrated not doing sports,
but then you see large amounts of people in malls or grocery stores. You all need to follow the
grand jury. So many truths are coming out and I hope all these people go to jail for killing so
many people.

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

55015

It has kept us from socializing with people, who doesn’t agree with the mandates gets
discriminated to the point where people actually stalk you in stores, call one slur racial words
etc. It needs to end!!!

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

55016

Created so much debt in trying to survive with not enough income coming into my business
Mental health of all friends and family and clients have been low

2/18/2022 6:32 PM

55017

I have seen the government lie right to our faces the vaccine does not work of you can still get
covid

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55018

Because I won't declare my health status, I have not been able to secure a job.

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55019

I find it has separated too many friends and family

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55020

It’s cut us off from spending time in person with family and loved ones. Freedoms have been
taken away.

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55021

Could only have 15 people at our wedding including the priest and photographer, my husband
and I couldn't even have our close family and friends be apart of our special day. My
grandfather was held hostage at the royal Alex hospital in Edmonton alberta with COPD and
they tried to say he had covid and this is what happens when your unvaccinated! When the
doctor gave him a test and told us he had covid anti bodies. My grandpa, my hero gave a good
fight in the hospital without any of us being able to see him and little to no updates from nurses
or doctors. Finally over 3 weeks of being there my grandma got to see him and it was too late.
He didn't have a nose he was so skinny!!! I could go on about myself and my children but I
think you get the drift of this. These mandates took ENOUGH!!!!!

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55022

Created a lot of division between family and friends. The government has created a two tier
state. Our prime Minister has divided our country.

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55023

I’ve gained 25 lbs. I have to stay home all winter, all my physical activities have either been
ended or I can’t participate because I’m unvaccinated. My child’s activities are not interesting
to her because of all the mandates and she has become disinterested.

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55024

Stop

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55025

I am no longer able to travel within my own country, I cannot cross any international borders. I
can not go into any sporting or concert venue, I cannot go into restaurants or movie theatres,
and I cannot go into gyms or fitness facilities!!

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55026

The vaccination mandate makes it much more difficult to get employed and enjoy the quality
of my life

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55027

It hasn’t. Haven’t abided by one rule💪💪

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55028

As a family that has been in Canada since the 1600's, I am disgusted with tyrannical Trudeau
and the Liberal cabinet. The Conservative cabinet isn't much better, over these last two years
sitting on their hands like scared little children. I am hoping that the PPC Party can get off their
asses and take advantage of the Press Opportunities they have at this time, where they could
entice voters to vote for the alternative to liberal conservatives and NDP's. The PPC Party has
stated that they were against the mandates and their platform for Canadians future is bright
and free...

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55029

Work instability and very hard on my young children

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55030

The ability to travel freely throughout our country and the world!

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55031

I am so very very sad to see police beating peaceful demonstators in Ottawa, and then video
is altered with these police beating innocent peaceful demonstators cut out so we won't see
this in the news. PM in hiding? terrible

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55032

Everything

2/18/2022 6:31 PM
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55033

I have a big depression and severe anxiety

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55034

To many restrictions and no real proof of a real pandemic. Government isn’t listening to the
people or the professionals

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55035

ruined it

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55036

I could not be with my brother when he passed away last oct. I could not be with a good friend
when he passed away in Alberta. I have missed so much with my family since this pandemic,
we did as we were asked stayed apart, got vaccinated ,wore masks and now I and my family
would like to live our lives. This is not going away as we all thought it would so it is time for us
to learn to live with it.

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55037

Split my family apart

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55038

I havent let it really affect my life, I do follow masks, distancing ( kinda) but need to rapid test
to keep my job. The rules have changed so many times that didnt make sense , such as I can
walk into a restaurant to take out food but not eat in where I would still be distanced from
others plus the cooks, waitress needed not to be . I had to isolate when students on my bus
who had a vaccine but tested positive could continue on with activities including traveling on a
plane ! Things didnt add up in my mind when the vaccine did not prevent from / or passing it
on !

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55039

Depression for most in my family

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55040

Isolation. I couldn’t find a roommate and so moved out of Toronto to be able to afford rent.

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55041

I’m unable to do things with my family. I’m being forced to get jabbed to live like a human. Not
getting it

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55042

Restricted/expensive travel

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55043

I have no social life anymore.

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55044

In every way. Not good

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55045

Depression

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55046

I lost my job. My mental health has deteriorated. I am living with my parents at 26.

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55047

It has affected my power of choice, which affect my relationships that satisfy my personal,
physical needs

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55048

It has discriminated against those that do not agree with the narrative and has done more
destruction than the virus ever will.

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55049

Caused stress a d anxiety and lack of human compassion in the world

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55050

It has caused undo stress to our family business. It has caused a divide between friends and
family.

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55051

After receiving the vaccine I have had extremely bad headaches which I've never gotten
before.

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55052

In too many ways to describe. Have not been able to participate in society

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55053

Small inconveniences. I don't mind. I want to keep my family and community safe.

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55054

lost income, unpaid leave

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55055

It’s led to isolation.

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55056

Metal Hurting my kid

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55057

It has kept me and my family safe, we were given free vaccines, and have chosen to work
from home- yes this has impacted my business but hey WE are all still here:)

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55058

Social isolation and depression.

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55059

I lost my job as a nurse last August. By the grace of God who has the last say I have been
able to pay the bills working hard at many different things besides my profession, a field that is
desperately short of nurses already. My coworkers are burnt out. My patients are not receiving

2/18/2022 6:31 PM
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the care they need. I have become a social outcast in many circles. I live alone and get very
lonely sometimes a the social life I had at work and in society is now illegal. This affects my
mental health hugely. I am not afraid of Covid. I have had it and am recovered. I am most
afraid of a government who robs me of my freedoms, by trying to coerce me and my fellow
citizens into making a personal choice no longer a free choice.
55060

Made me a more cautious person

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55061

It has affected every aspect of my and my kid's life

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55062

It has caused great stress and destroyed relationships. It has caused segregation.

2/18/2022 6:31 PM

55063

Looking to move to another country

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55064

Between family members losing their jobs and making daily life tasks an absolute nuisance
enough is enough.

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55065

I live alone and it prevent me from being comfortable visiting my 98 yea old mother without
feeling like I might face a fine if caught

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55066

Me and my wife lost our jobs. Unable to travel. Unable to entertain. Depression.

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55067

Mental Health Split friendships and families created by the divisive narrative of our PM and
Trudeau-controlled media. Work mandate forced changes in my position.

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55068

Kept me safe.

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55069

I’ve been isolated. I’ve watched people die way too young not from covid but weakened
immune systems. Five of my family members have had serious illnesses after vaccinated. My
friends mother had liver failure and my son’s father died from heart failure. This is not a
government we want or need. Bad decisions made and killed many people.

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55070

Affects mental health

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55071

I have been laid of my job with AHS. We have elderly family who are afraid to see us. We have
been stuck at home (fortunately lots to do here) - no eating out - getting together with friends at
restaurant/coffee.

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55072

Taken my freedom away from me

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55073

Hand cuffed me

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55074

Its made me an alcoholic

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55075

It has prevented me from going to work freely, i.e. without having to test before entering the
facility, being discriminated against for opting not to get the vaccine. Mask mandates makes
breathing difficult while I work my shift and it prevents me from having meaningful interaction
with my coworkers and patients.

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55076

Mental health .family friend we need this to end so I can have my family back

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55077

Unable to finish my schooling due to no practicum as I am unvaccinated

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55078

Not being able to travel and wissit family and friends also not being able to go to restaurants

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55079

Negatively

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55080

Depressed

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55081

Made depression and anxiety ptsd 1000% worse for myself my husband and my kids

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55082

Kept us from family

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55083

terebol

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55084

Forced vaccination to keep employment. Also forced upon my children so they could continue
to play their sports.

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55085

Pretty much forced to take the vaccines in order to see my Mother in a nursing home

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55086

Dramatically

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55087

Mental health has been terrible since the mandates.

2/18/2022 6:30 PM
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55088

Loss of income Loss of social structure Depression

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55089

I can no longer ( for the past 2years)do anything with my family outside of my home. Any cerb
I have to repay will put me in a large deficit that I may not get out of.

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55090

Due to our opposing views about covid rules and vaccine mandates I haven't been able to visit
or touch my son and 2 litte grandsons (2&5) for 2yrs. They live very close by. I've been off
work since March 2020 and must be fully vaccinated to return to my job. I've participated in an
antibody study and the results showed I've had covid (but I was never sick) so I have natural
immunity. Also tested neg twice for covid.

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55091

Lost my job. Cannot participate in recreational activities. Children excluded from sports and
restaurants and gyms. Financial stress. Psychological stress.

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55092

I work from home so the only time I leave my apartment is to either go out to eat / date night,
or to go to the gym. As of right now, I am unable to do either. My only physical exercise has
been going for daily walks and our date nights have been relegated to takeout on the couch.
Seeing what's happened to our country with the divisive and anti-science narrative being
pushed by our so called 'leaders' is breaking my heart.

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55093

The many problems are just beginning.

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55094

My mental health has gotten much worse over the past 2 years. My life partner is vaccinated
and able to continue to live his life, while I stay at home. This has put a major strain on our
relationship.

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55095

Isolation, division, conflict between family and friends, hurtful to our kids and stopping them
from embracing their childhood

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55096

I am immune comprised so it's kept me safe...

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55097

Ruined it, more people died fro this than covid

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55098

Lost my job, struggled financially, felt discrimination and segregation from family friends

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55099

Family member losing job, child depressed as he can’t go to the gym, stress, anxiety

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55100

Limited visiting-too many fearful people. Friends and neighbours with small business
struggling. So many people I know have had work hours cut or business closed. Friend in
nursing home wasn't allowed visitors-depressing.

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55101

It has caused me to live in poverty and be unable to look after my aged mother. I have lost
almost all of my friends. I have been alienated and disenfranchised. It has caused me to
experience severe depression. I have had to go hungry because of the lack of employment. I
have been told to my face that I am dirty and the virus is my fault.

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55102

Dépression, loss of income, marital trouble, business closure.

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55103

Was Homeless from May 2020 -Nov 2021. Isolated . Not unlike the situation I’ve endured
since the “ Evacuation from my Home in 2006 Southern Ontario Canada.... The whole system
needs re-evaluation with implementation of Human Rights & Freedoms 🙏🏼🕊🙏🏼

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55104

have not been able to see my some of my family and friends for the last 2 years...worries me
my children do not have a choice and worries me Trudeau will never end mandates, he wants
to control our lives and are not living freely to make a living now he wants to control our bank
accounts...seems like he is on his way to dictatorship in our country

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55105

In every way possible!

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55106

Due to continued closures and reopening and then closing again I lost a job when my company
went bankrupt. There has been a mass divide in our country caused by both the federal
government and the opposition. This has caused people in my family to disown eachother. Due
to the passport I have seen friends and family lose their jobs. The mental fatigue of not being
able to spend time with friends and family based on their vaccination status has caused me to
feel extremely depressed. The vaccination mandate is ludacris as it takes away our right to
choose what we do to our bodies. It is comparable to the government telling a woman she
cannot have an abortion.

2/18/2022 6:30 PM

55107

Depression, loss of friends, divided our country do you need any more Businesses lost people
Bankrupsy

2/18/2022 6:30 PM
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55108

What life? My son was born in May 2020 and has barely seen anyone outside our family.
Hasn’t been around almost any kids. Doesn’t even know what to do when he sees one! It’s sad
and wrong and breaks my heart! This is just the tip of the iceberg on what these mandates
have done!! And masks are proven to Not protect from viruses, but instead to breed bacteria
and lower oxygen levels and yet people are harassed or worse for not wearing them. It all has
to stop. Now!

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55109

I do not want to share my personal medical information with anyone I don’t choose.

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55110

Hi they have been nothing but a nuisance if we would all have a little more faith in God all this
nonsense and the so-called vaccine just wouldn’t be necessary.

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55111

I’ve lost everything I had 2 years ago

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55112

Negatively, financially,and friendships and family divide

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55113

I almost lost my job due to the vaccine mandate 🤬

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55114

I have watched my grandchildren suffer daily. I have 7 of them

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55115

My wife lost her job

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55116

Lose of my job and depression

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55117

Lost my trucking job to USA

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55118

Seriously affected our business causing us to reduce hours and lay off employees

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55119

Discrimination by family and clients. I am a free sovereign being created by God to live
FREELY!

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55120

Everything in ever way

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55121

Kids menthol health, sports, no working hard enough to pay bills food ect… rent going up gas
is fucking bs for the prices and mask isn’t helping shit you can get Covid regardless and the
way I see it I’m not vaccinated and my Frined is and she has Covid and she dying sick I had
Covid and not a lot of shit wrong and I feel for her and her family that when you reagent getting
vaccinated but all in I we love them to no differently !

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55122

We have had no quality of life for almost 2 years, with constant and continuous anxiety. kids
extremely depressed and has divided us from our family.

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55123

Segregation and discriminiation.

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55124

Miss my family and friends.

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55125

The kids cannot see their grandma who is dying in Mexico thanks thanks to Trudeau

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55126

Denied access to family member passing. My son’s education, My son’s mental health and
well-being considering the mess teenage suicide because of Covid restrictions inappropriate
uncalled for intrusion on family life limited travel charter of rights broken My body my choice
my own autonomy

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55127

Emotionally, mentally, physically and financially. We are worse off than we were 2 years ago in
every way

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55128

Socially, Spiritually and Financially.

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55129

Reducing Work & travel Costs of all products have increased

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55130

Social life and every day freedoms extremely limited.

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55131

Depression

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55132

Can't understand people with masks on. Constant stress. Missed social events due to vax
requirements.

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55133

Crippling our economy and life.

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55134

It has ruined it

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55135

Mental stress

2/18/2022 6:29 PM
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55136

Lonely and separated from loved ones and friends

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55137

Too many friends had adverse reactions including two deaths right after the shot was given

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55138

Mental Stress and anxiety with a total loss of socializing, even with my family. Loss of
business.

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55139

I have 2 severely suicidal and depressed teenagers. I have had many family member turn their
back on my family, and I'm first nations and my family is huge , not being able to see then,
has also affected my mental health. I've been bullied at work, missed funerals of beloved
family. I have lost friends and any social life that I ever had . I have fought with my ex
husband over the welfare of our children being vaccinated. Basically this last 2 yrs has been
hell on earth , and it keeps getting worse . I fear for my children's future and my job .

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55140

Divided my family and extended family politically, emotionally, and literally physically. It has
segregated and excluded us from everyday life activities people. My husband calls it Racism
2.0.

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55141

I am claustrophobic and having to wear a mask is extremely difficult for me. I feel like I cannot
breathe. I do wear it when and where I have to, but as soon as I am out of anyone's line of
sight (like a public restroom stall) I remove it so I can breathe freely. I have had to suffer
through bowing to the pressure of the vocal minority who claim that masks are the way to go
when it has been proven that masks do not work. And double mask??? FORGET IT!!! Not
happening for me.

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55142

Breakdown of social network and I lost my job

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55143

I feel like a prisoner in my country especially since I don’t have the vaccine. I was born free
and should have the freedom to decide what I do or do not put in my body. I should have the
right to breathe freely without the need of an exemption. I should have the right to go where I
want as in cities restaurants bars casinos parks etc. I should be able to work where I want as I
did before the pandemic. Have the freedom to move around where and when I want!

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55144

Hasn't really, don't wear mask and still gather with family but have been verbally attacked and
insulted by blind people.

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55145

Caused distress, depression, loneliness, and anxiety.

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55146

I was unable to grieve the death of my father properly and he was robbed the support of his
family due to unrealistic mandates in hospice. The emotional stress has been unbearable
including anxiety wearing a mask, harassment about being vaccinated , and harassment as an
allergy sufferer. Loss of human contact and socializing even at our place of. Worship

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55147

Canadian citizen living in the US. Mandates have effected me personally by severely limiting
my ability to travel to Canada, my home country and where all my immediate family lives. It
has also severely limited the ability of my family to visit me, despite being dual US/Canadian
citizens. I have a sibling who lost his job due to vaccine mandates in BC, my father has had
his essential job (teacher) threatened by mask and vaccine mandates in BC, I have a special
needs sibling who cannot be vaccinated for health reasons and has been excluded from all
community programs that are essential to his well-being. I do not feel that public health policy
should be mandated to the general public without exemption in a way that affects Canadians’
charter rights and freedoms to move freely into, out of, and around their country; earn a living;
or take part in general society. Two years into a globally endemic disease, emergency
pandemic restrictions no longer have a place in a free and democratic society.

2/18/2022 6:29 PM

55148

Feeling betrayed

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55149

Unnecessary restrictions!

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55150

No swimming pool.

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55151

Restrictions have hurt my bottom line, my kids miss out on activities with friends and family,
relationships are strained.

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55152

Very upset that I am not able to choose what is right for me - the loss of the freedom
to,choose is very upsetting

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55153

Stress due to loss of income (I’m an event planner/coordinator) Coercion to get the vaccine
Distrust of medical experts Distrust in local news Division in my country

2/18/2022 6:28 PM
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55154

Can not travel, go to concerts, restaurants, gyms

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55155

Financially

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55156

My father died last year because of alcoholism. We didn't get to go and see him before he died
because of the restrictions in place in PEI and travel at the time. I was pregnant and not
vaccinated. I will never get those moments back

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55157

I am probably losing my job, my kid cant go to university, my kids cant play any sports,
ostracisation from friends

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55158

Lost job lost family lost friends. No motivation to go out/social life

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55159

It has affected my mental health, this is the worst shape physically I have been ever and I use
drugs more than I did prior to the pandemic

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55160

It has caused me to fear for my life

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55161

I am a prisoner in my own country, and I don’t want to live here anymore. It’s become a
dictatorship not a free country anymore.

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55162

A bunch of morons started a convoy to try and end it.

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55163

Very negatively

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55164

Could not see our family and worship with all our Christians Brothers and Sisters.

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55165

Mentally, emotionally, physically School, sports, work Friendships, family Everything affected
and turned upside down

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55166

Masking makes it harder to breathe, 2 of my children took the deadly vaccine, 1 friend died of
a heart attack from the 2nd jab.

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55167

Quit my gov't job. Have been treated like a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55168

The mandates made it so that my mother was afraid to see us before she passed as well as
her grandchildren and great grandchildren. We missed all those memories. My daughter is 2
and doesn't even remember how much my mum loved her. We were unable to attend a
grandparents passing in April 2020. I lost my 14 year career in health care due to mandates
and am now restricted from my basic charter rights and freedoms. I could not worship my God
in a church with other believers, I can't leave my country, I can't eat in a restaurant and can't
take my child to indoor playgrounds. I no longer trust my government as the over reach seems
to have no repercussions. I feel Canada has lost it's battle for democracy. We now live in an
authoritarian state. No opinions except one is allowed and our Prime Minister has become a
tyrant.

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55169

Horribly, my friends have killed themselves and society is acting very rude and discriminatory.
The booster has injured people I know and the media and government are showing that they
don't have my back. My girlfriend got frustrated that I wasn't vaccinated so she left, haven't
gotten a date since because young women need to be entertained. The government is
disconnected with reality

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55170

Bread-winner fired (non-PHO mandate sector employee); child with learning disabilities lost
precious learning time; another child quit school altogether at grade 10 because “obviously
they don’t care about my education so why should I”; harsh division within family; stress level
contributed to chronic health condition

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55171

divided family and friends, we should stand as one and still be able to disagree

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55172

It has destroyed my livelihood! I was not allowed to see my father when he was dying. He
called my name and I was not allowed to be with him when he was crying for me. My daughter
now has a heart condition because of the mandate she took the vaccine so she could keep her
job.

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55173

It is limited my social life, and family life

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55174

It has ruined everyone's life with this force to control us. That's all it is, control. It's not about a
virus that our bodies were made to fight off on its own. The way God created our bodies.

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55175

Destroyed the economy

2/18/2022 6:28 PM
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55176

It has destroyed it. Stolen years I cant get back. Over the seasonal flu!! Trur science has
proven this!!

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55177

No life!!!!

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55178

Negative social/mental impact on my children. Family, church and community division. Caused
divide not unity.

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55179

How has it not? It’s destroyed not only my families life but also of millions of other Canadians.
Even when our risk of death was extremely low.

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55180

1000%

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55181

Forcing vaccines on any person is a clear violation of my / our human rights.

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55182

Freedom in daily life

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55183

My children and I haven't seen my parents for 2 years now, because of mandates. They are
young, and time flies. Growing up without a grandmother's hugs and only knowing her on a
screen is heartbreaking.

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55184

Work is much more difficult.

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55185

Tremendously. Unable to enjoy and pay respects at funerals. Lost touch with friends locally
and overseas. Made me depressed. Unable to rehab injuries and from surgery due to gym
closures and vaccine mandates. Forced to vaccinate to keep my job eventhough I have an
underlying health condition awaiting specialist consult as my specialist retired. No
Accommodation from work. Forced to vaccinate or not be able to pay my bills. Severe to
moderate neurological symptoms post vaccine for 4 weeks and still forced to vaccinate on day
28. Again…2 more weeks of neurological symptoms. I am angry and feel betrayed by my
country. We have become communist Russia.

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55186

My kids have missed out on being with their peers, particularly my 2 year old who has had
very little interaction with anyone outside of her immediate family. Vaccines were imposed in
our place of work, making it difficult if you didn’t want to be vaccinated. It has caused division
in families, and hardship on friends and neighbors and their businesses

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55187

Life has been depressing for everyone

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55188

Loss tens of thousands of dollars in personal dollars and hundreds of thousands in lost
revenue for business (self-employed). Missed months of time with my daughter. Close friends,
including my best friend and his have left the country with no intention to return. Hated by my
fellow countrymen for no rational reason other than "science." Which is political science and
nothing more. Clinical depression and severe loneliness, contemplated suicide for the first time
in my life (not letting those assholes get the satisfaction though). Had to move from a
basement suite to a fifth wheel...in a Canadian winter. Been good fun.

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55189

It has affected our whole country

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55190

It sucks as I live alone

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55191

N/a

2/18/2022 6:28 PM

55192

Separation from friends and family. Some friends are no longer friends due to differences of
opinion.

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55193

It destroyed everything, lost my job as a single Mom. I had to homeschool

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55194

Loosing my job and my mental health has plummeted. On medication for the depression

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55195

divided family and friends some have lost jobs depression isolation

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55196

Struggling to feed the family and missing family gatherings

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55197

Forced testing at work Children suffering in school Child that is being tested to be on the
autism spectrum has left school and is being homeschooled- social distancing, being shipped
out of our neighbourhood to be schooled b/c social distancing made it impossible to have all
the students in one building. She broke down. Her teacher wore two masks and scared her that
covid kills kids…..so many reasons that covid has de-railed our lives. Too many to print.

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55198

There MURDERS they should impose the death on all who participated ‼️

2/18/2022 6:27 PM
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55199

We cannot go out for dinner anymore. My parents do not speak to me anymore. My child is
learning that not seeing peoples faces is normal. My freedom is gone.

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55200

Certain places you can’t go to shop visit ! No popper funeral etc

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55201

The distance from my children

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55202

I no longer enjoy social activities. It’s not worth the stress or trouble of dealing with following
the rules

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55203

It has isolated us, taken away our rights and created a situation where we are demonized. This
is impacted mental health. We have had our income threatened. We have been treated with
discrimination.

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55204

Limited shopping with long line ups at every merchandiser. Heavy drinking during the
lockdowns and a general feeling of ill will toward the government for their lies about the
numbers.

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55205

No family life

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55206

My Freedom to live my life freely as was given to me by God has been removed.

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55207

It’s separated my family. Unable to visit my dad in the hospital after surgery. Unable to attend
funerals for loved ones lost

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55208

Caused a lot of stress, anxiety, loss of relationships, our children losing opportunities to even
do simple things such as go to our towns skating rink or library, and more.

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55209

It has brought a lot of Anxiety on my son and me I hate wearing a mask and I do not agree
with a vaccine passport

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55210

My Mental health has been affected..... just moraly, physically, emotionally exhausted

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55211

Depression

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55212

No travel. I have to sneak out of the country if I want out.

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55213

It infringed on my human rights - to free will of my body

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55214

Family conflict, wary of government control, losing constitutional rights, undermining of
principals.

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55215

Divorced

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55216

Financially, mentally, emotionally

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55217

Can't go out to certain places. Has divided friends and family. Has effected medical
appointments. Effecting mental health.

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55218

My life watching my children become more and more reserved, hermit like. Lost a brother and
a father shortly after they received their 2nd vaccines. Anxiety over the fear of getting sick,
doing something wrong with ever changing rules. Losing motivation for anything life. Having to
be a full time at home working Mom trying to be a teacher to my children. Enough is enough.

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55219

Restricted personal interactions and reduced my control over my medical treatment. Forced
me to take a vaccine that does not work.

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55220

It was great. Got to spend more time with my family and there were less people in places that I
had to go to. Never got sick once since the beginning of the mandates.

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55221

Ruined childhood interaction … loss of education loss of family interaction … loss of jobs ….
Mental health suffering !!!!

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55222

Held captive in Canada and treated like a second rate citizen.

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55223

I am against government, period. The questions do not cater to this. I think the truckers are in
a perfect position to play hardball. I have an idea I would like to propose.

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55224

I have been waiting for surgery on my ankle for almost two years know because of the
mandates

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55225

Not being able to attend swimming classes for physio exercise, holding up my surgery.

2/18/2022 6:27 PM
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55226

Tired of the lies, endless fear mongering, coercion, ultimatems and corrupt government. It's
affected every part of daily life

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55227

Loss of pay

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55228

Very much so, wish I could go to a fitness center again!

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55229

What life?

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55230

I am disabled , I live alone . It is impossible to support myself with these restrictions

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55231

My wife is suicidal, she can’t even get out of bed most day, I try very hard to brighten her day
by doing the housework, laundry and make all the meals, I have to order food to be delivered
as I am afraid to leave her alone, this has been going on for over a year, but is getting much
worse over the last few weeks with all the things that Justin Trudeau has implemented, please
please get him to lift all mandates before my wife ends it all, she means so much to me and I
couldn’t live without her.

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55232

I am depressed and I have been numbing my heartbreak over not being able to see my family
in Europe. I had had major interruption in my earning capacity as I teach many courses in
Europe. I find it extremely hard to see any light in the darkness and II have at times been
suicidal.

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55233

I feel like a prisoner in Canada who just called the land of the free ha ha what a joke under this
government

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55234

I am traumatized by the language and actions of Prime Minister Justin Trudeau. I no longer
feel safe ....I feel threatened by the government and Prime Minister. My Constitutional and
Charter Rights and Freedoms have been violated. The Prime Ministers words have been
unjustly insulting, slanderous, dehumanizing. I feel singled out and targeted. The Prime
Minister has used hate speech targeted directly at a specific group “the unvaccinated “.....after
the insults and unjust slanderous labels....The Prime Minister even said...” these people who
have unacceptable views.” “Do we tolerate these people.” “ What do we do with these people.”
“They take up space.” This is hate speech directly out of the Prime Ministers mouth ! I have
been dehumanized, segregated, discriminated against, shamed, vilified, terrified, had my
freedom of speech, my freedom of mobility, my freedom bodily autonomy, freedom of
association, my freedom of security of person taken away. My husband has had his
paycheque stripped away from the mandate and was put on involuntary leave without pay. So
my and our family financial safety and security has been taken away. And because of Prime
Minister Trudeau’s control of the main legacy media and the manipulation of how media has
portrayed things Prime Minister Trudeau’s words have even encouraged some Canadians to be
hateful and discriminatory towards me. I have always been kind and respectful and law
abiding. I have experienced hate directed towards me from the Prime Minister words and from
people who blindly listen to his words and the media words and adopt the Prime Ministers
hateful divisive words ! I feel frightened for the future for myself and my husband and our
children. I fear for our financial safety, our physical safety, our social, emotional safety. And I
worry for the health of my children since they had to get vaccinated for their job and to be able
to participate in society. My children didn’t really have a free choice regarding the vaccine. My
adult children all are depressed since all these forced mandates and vaccine passports. One
of my adult children had to get the booster shot because of mandates related to work. About a
week after he got the booster shot he had a severe adverse reaction. I feel worried about my
children’s future health and fear what this Covid vaccine may cause long term. I feel as if
myself and my entire family have been raped ! I don’t sleep well and feel depressed and
anxious. I have nightmares that are reminiscent of being in Nazi Germany ! I feel like I am
living under a Fascist Regime and no longer live in a free and democratic country ! I feel fearful
every day of what new order will be issued next, what more will be instituted to punish or push
me out of society over my medical and health choice. I felt helpless but then the Truckers
Freedom Convoy came to Ottawa and I felt like maybe there was hope, that maybe the Prime
Minister would listen now because I wasn’t a single quiet voice. But then I see the awful way
the Prime Minister is treating them and he refuses to even sit down and listen with some
attempts of understanding. I feel like the Prime Minister is a heartless monster who only
pretends to care about Canadians as a way to spin his political agenda.

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55235

Yup it sucked !

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55236

Lost my job, husband and quality of natural life as a Canadian free

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55237

Destroyed it.

2/18/2022 6:27 PM
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55238

Very stressed by the confusion with the discrepancy of rules per province, city, country! So
many fear tactics, lies and fake news. We don’t know who to believe. I’m a senior and just
want to have freedom to come and go as we please without the government (who we have No
trust in) dictating every aspect of our lives when they themselves are not trustworthy

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55239

same as everyone

2/18/2022 6:27 PM

55240

Took me job from me!!

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55241

Social segregation divides humans cause anxiety, suicide, violence, depression. Phycological
tactics kill peoples!

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55242

Yes. I spend my days reading immigration instructions to get to other countries.

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55243

No freedom

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55244

Socially, psychologically, financially, livelihood, freedom, infringes on charter of rights, family
dynamic is divisive, depression, no hope for the future of this ‘democratic’ government

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55245

Terrible

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55246

Masks that affecting my breathing. No longer able to eat out, have direct contact with a doctor,
travel by air to visit close relatives, have family reunions, go to the theatres

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55247

I was forced to get the vaccine to keep my job. I've been off on sick leave since taking my
second shot to keep my job.

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55248

I have family in England and I cannot go to them and they can’t come to me

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55249

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55250

Na

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55251

It has stopped me from going to any facilities/buildings to exercise

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55252

Seeing more and more people young and old now dealing with mental health , this is brought
on by the mandates

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55253

kept us healthy and alive!

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55254

Lost my job

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55255

My constitutional right to travel in and out of the country has been taken away. I can not go to
places I pay taxes for. Luckily I have not lost my job yet for not being vaxed. I have had covid
twice now and not once gone to the hospital.

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55256

It stopped from getting the job I wanted, it destroyed relationships and created anxiety due to
being judged

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55257

Division in my family.

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55258

I've been made to feel like a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55259

Unemployed. Forced to leave restaurants.

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55260

My mental health has declined due to stress in the last two years. I fear a government that
imposes illegal mandates and don’t care about the citizens of this country. My mother has
dementia and because of that it has been difficult to have family together to create memories
for my mom while she still have some of her cognitive memories. My daughter has anxiety due
to wearing masks at school and has no relationships with peers because it is hard to connect
due to all the rules in the school settings. My boyfriend lost his job due to the fact he won’t get
vaccine tested twice a week just because he is non vaccinated yet vaccinated people in his
company don’t need to get tested. This is discrimination in work placement. I fear what the
future holds for my kids and the rest of Canadians who are being impacted.

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55261

Cancelled trips Limited visits with family & friends

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55262

stress loss of employment

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55263

Because I have a pre-existing health issue I will not get the vaccine. Because they do not give
exceptions, I feel marginalized, judged and prevented from having my freedom. I live in
Canada that is supposed to have laws for freedom, but this is not happening here.

2/18/2022 6:26 PM
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55264

Unable to gather with family, unable to participate in society, unable to worship freely, stress,
mistrust, invalidated for having a different opinion, not respected for waiting for research before
receiving vaccine

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55265

Everything that I want to do with my friends and family is halted because of the fear created by
the media and the government

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55266

I have been traumatized by it all! My small business is destroyed and I am anxious and
depressed. Trudeau has destroyed Canada. It makes me sick. Both my husband and I had
covid. We are in our 60s and we are both fine. I know more people with adverse vaccine
reactions than people who died of covid. I am no longer proud to be Canadian. I thought I lived
n a free country but I was really wrong about that.

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55267

Loss of family, unable to morn, emotional and mental stress. Unnecessary fear.

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55268

It's made everything a pain in the ass, from work to getting auto parts and supplies. The
mandates need to end now, it's destroying our country and economy.

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55269

Deteriorating HEALTH;HEALTHCARE; DUE TO WAITLISTS FOR LAB TESTS: W.I. CLINICS
FAMILY DR. AVAILABILITY TIMEFRAMES CONFLICTING; EVER CHANGING MEDIA
COVERAGE FROM PHARMA CO.'S INVOLVED; HEALTH MINISTERS NON TRANSPARENT
EVER CHANGING;FAULTY STATISTICS LEADS TO BEING IN LIMBO ADDS STRESS.
Family;Friends; Divided;SOME DEPENDENT ON US TO HELP THEM AVOID Depression due
to Job Loss; Children Depressed due to School restrictions; HAVE FUNDS AVAILABLE FOR
THEM TO HELP SUPPORT. Masks: Family & Friends Suffering Physical;Medical;Medical
Injuries; Severe Dental Decay; Dental Detioriation Psychological FAMILIES in DISTRESS
DUE TO FEAR OF JOB LOSS & UNCERTAINTY OF FUTURE EMPLOYMENT;
FAMILY/FAMILIES BECOMING ILL. CONTINUOUS "VARIANCES" APPEARING WITH NEW
"EMERGENY ACT" LOSS OF FURTHER PERMANENT FREEDOMS. "NEVER KNOWING
NORMAL OR FREEDOM AGAIN" IN THE LIFE TIME. SUPER INFLATION & TAXATION DUE
TO ALL THE LOCK DOWNS. NO END IN SIGHT; NO REASONS OR TIME FRAMES. EACH
TIME RESTRICTIONS ARE "SOMEWHAT REDUCED; THEY COME BACK EVEN HARDER
"FOR OUR SAFTEY". THE SUICIDE RATES ARE FRIGHTENING CHILDREN'S SELF HARM
RATES ARE HORRIFYING CHILD AND SPOUSAL ABUSE HAS SKI ROCKETED. SEEING
LOVED ONES WITH AUTOIMMUNE ISSUES WORSEN. SEEING LOVED ONES COMING
DOWN WITH DIABETES; DYING WITH CANCER IN A SHORT PERIOD OF TIME.

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55270

Saw long term colleagues fired from AHS after being heroes for two years prior. Would like to
see AHS recount deaths according to the new way they do it now. AHS statistics are very
misleading. Dr hinshaw had to apologize for counting a boy who died of a brain tumour As a
covid death. I personally know of others. I am not allowed to travel in my own country. Covid
msndstes has led to mental health issues within my family.

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55271

Mandate ruined my family's mental health and nearly killed my father who suffered from
vaccine injury

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55272

mental health

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55273

We are prisoners

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55274

My business is not flourishing like it was we are stable at best. I miss my friends and family!!
We are all so divided and never were before!

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55275

Less social life

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55276

Significantly - I've lost my government job and my boys are depressed they can't play hockey
without toxic jab!!

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55277

Lost business accounts due to disinformation regarding germ spread

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55278

40 years with my husband and the government has divided us. They will pay dearly for this
tyranny

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55279

Mental health, finding a job/income/rent and property tax going up, unable to see family, unable
to meet new babies in my family, countless more things

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55280

My work has been affected.

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55281

Reduced job security. Cost some friends jobs. (Ps its not a vaccine if you have to take it every

2/18/2022 6:26 PM
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year. Thats more like a flu shot)
55282

Tremendously

2/18/2022 6:26 PM

55283

I no longer go anywhere

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55284

Rising prices, restricted movement and the vaccination has damaged my arm!

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55285

The division of the non vax and vax is community splitting, career ruining and friendship
destroying. We are all human, stop acting as if we are aliens to each other.

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55286

Has made life horrible.

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55287

Found time long not being able to go to an arena to see my grandchildren play hockey or walk
on the track ,missed being able to enjoy eating out in a restaurant. Really hated churches
closed.

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55288

Family divisions.

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55289

Mandates have been a great stress for me and caused many problems between me, my family
and my friends.

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55290

Negative

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55291

Parents business losing money, not being able to see family forced to take vaccine that I did
not want unless I loose my job

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55292

I am fedup sick and tired

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55293

I was forced to get 2 shots or live as a second class citizen of the country I was born in. At no
time was anyone caoable of adequately explaining why they were necessary for a healthy
person in their early fifties with no co-morbidities.

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55294

hasn't

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55295

Significantly. Kids have had very little socialization and have gained weight from inactivity.
Restrictions at achool limit normal living. You try running in gym class while huffing into a
mask, but yet you get yelled at if you walk cuz you feel dizzy. We went to Costco a couple
weeks ago. Kids had anxiety cuz there’s so many people around. This has NEVER been an
issue before. Haven’t seen family for 2 years because they refuse to socialize cuz they are
scared. Do you really want me to go on?

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55296

Family is completely divided now. Grandparents and friends who died because they feared
covid and stayed home - not getting proper exercise and interactions with humanity.
Considered killing myself on multiple occasions. Lost my job as a health-care worker, even
though I was considered essential for most of the pandemic. Complete loss of trust in
government. I was kidnapped and raped in 2012, and had such severe PTSD that I questioned
if my parents were my parents. I did not trust myself. I recently realized this feeling of not
trusting others has returned. Not to the extent that it was, but today I do not trust a single thing
the government or media says. I would like to leave Canada.

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55297

Scary...uneasy....loosing freedom

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55298

Ripped apart family, friends and businesses. My husband was retired early because of
covid...now we are trying to figure out what's next.

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55299

Have never made so much money

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55300

Mentaly the most

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55301

I work with children/teens with autism . They learn through facial expressions etc . I also take
them out in public. Too many restrictions!!

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55302

My life has been ruined … I’m depressed .. was fired from work for not giving into the ‘ jab’ ..
Canada is corrupt

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55303

Caused pain and suffering and extreme devision

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55304

Job loss and depression

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55305

Some minor inconvenience

2/18/2022 6:25 PM
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55306

The mandates destroyed my 3 children’s education, social lives, caused depression, suicidal
thoughts and they will never recover! They lost sports, activities and lead roles in school
musicals. We lost family vacations, educational trips to Washington DC, and much more. We
cannot eat in restaurants or attend sporting events, concerts or plays.

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55307

It was needed at first, but now it must end

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55308

Every way

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55309

Restricted all my ways of living, and wedged my family / friend relationships

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55310

Lost 2 years of income

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55311

Mental health, kids not socializing, unhealthy

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55312

Mental health: financially, socially, employment, relationships, education, body autonomy,
opportunities for self care, self development, not being able to visit family . PTSD plays a big
factor in many of our lives.

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55313

Destroyed it, life barely worth it

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55314

Destroyed my business, for the past 23 months, my business has been shut down for 18 and
yet I still had to pay my insurance, licensing, bills, taxes etc and I was not eligible for any
assistance!

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55315

Severely changed our business from a going concern to barely getting by

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55316

I have experienced the worst few last year of my life. I feel like I am in prison

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55317

Ability to do my job properly, social life, strain on friendships, and worst of all it’s had a
devastating effect on the mental health of my young athletes which breaks my heart.

2/18/2022 6:25 PM

55318

Forced to get vaxxed to keep my job

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55319

Increased depression and anxiety, separation from family and friends, decreased quality of life

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55320

Dividing our Country

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55321

Very badly, work has been very stressful and almost unmanageable because there are no
workers and lots of people have been laid off due to vaccination policies. My work life balance
is shot and my mental health has declined severely due to isolation, the inability to do things
with the people I love and the extreme divide in views with people I care about. We need to
unify Canadians once again and end these mandates.

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55322

Not much

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55323

I have lost wages 1500-2000 A month

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55324

It hasn't.

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55325

It hasn't particularly.

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55326

I have not been able to travel, my friends have committed suicide because of depression from
unnecessary lockdowns. I lost a high paying job because of lockdowns. END THE
communism.

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55327

Angry

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55328

Very very very affected

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55329

I promote mandates for safety and to ensure health care isn’t overwhelmed

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55330

It’s completely take over by government the science is influenced by pharma and government
controlled it’s fake from the beginning

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55331

Distance from family due to differences in views

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55332

Isolation from family members cause a decline in my family mental health

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55333

Xxxxxxxx

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55334

Oh my gosh lost my job ; divided my family ended friendships, ; looked after and watch many
No to many elderly suffer Loneliness depression the isolation was hard very hard on them.

2/18/2022 6:24 PM
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Also suffered confusion as to what on earth are they talking about with this Covid flu as far as
I’m concerned . I felt that the people that are to be leading and they’re saying believe in the
science are all confused if they would all look back on the videos I have put out since the
beginning if they are not confused and I’m really really confused as to nobody really knew what
the heck they were saying so much contradiction in the shut down start ups masks on masks
off social distancing and as I watch now a government that won’t even talk to its own people
that is very very disturbing and I really do feel like Mr. Trudo should go
55335

Excluded from society, mental health, work loss. The list goes on.......

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55336

Job loss, financial trouble, fearful of being marginal due to a dictator & racist PM, anxiety,
stress, sadness

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55337

My mental health has taken a turn for the worst and I lay in bed and cry most days

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55338

Prefer not to say

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55339

relationship loses!

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55340

Loss of jobs

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55341

Caused a lot of stress,anxiety and mental abuse. Not just for myself but for my children as
well. My kids have had a very hard time dealing with this mentally.

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55342

I can no longer take my child to the pool (his favorite thing to do), I cannot go on outings with
my friends, and pretty much anything recreational. I have had depression and anxiety because
of al the Covid restrictions. My boyfriends mental health has also declined because of this and
I have had to do a lot more for our family. I am physically and mentally exhausted. I cry every
day.

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55343

Lost my job

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55344

My life and family have been split up Haven’t seen my 96 year old mother for a year.
Financially ruined.

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55345

Kept me and those I care about that are vulnerable from fucking dieing you bell end

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55346

I has affected my business plus my private life .. it has segregated my Friends and Business
Colleagues.

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55347

I have a 96 year old grandmother who is in a nursing home that I couldn't see for over a year.
She said that she felt like she was in jail and wondered why none of her family would come to
see her. At her age, who knows how long she will be here.

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55348

4 people in our house, 2 are suffering mentally more than ever before. Not able to work due to
the vaccine rules.

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55349

My kids have put on weight, they have fallen behind in school. I am been stressed out and I'm
so done with being taxed to death. This is pushing me over the edge watching my kids loose
out in there life. I'm am completely done with the government. We need a total reform starting
with controlled budgets. No more free hand out that cost the taxpayers there entire pay
cheques. I never thought i would actively be trying to leave canada, but we are working on
doing exactly that now.!!!

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55350

Not being able to attend medical appointments, have get together with family

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55351

Breathing difficulties with masks plus the fact I had no choice but to get Vax. To keep my job🤬

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55352

I can not leave or enter my HOUSE without seeing the NS border policing hut! I have gained
60lbs … I am depressed … I have researched leaving Canada permanently.

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55353

You have to get the vaccine , otherwise you lose your job which is bull !!! wear masks ,
Passports that’s all insane it has affected my life 100% to the worse, I want these mandates
and restrictions stopped and totally deleted! So they never come back in to play!!

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55354

Many ways travel my job

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55355

In every way possible!

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55356

Depression with suicidal ideation.

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55357

In all areas

2/18/2022 6:24 PM
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55358

Got laid off

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55359

20

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55360

It made it miserable and unbearable

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55361

I feel sad and depressed not normal wearing masks i dont get enough air also feel sick to my
stomach most of the time i do not feel like living this way it’s horrible it totally sucks the life
out of us people i am separated from my friends not happy !

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55362

Terribly

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55363

Miserably

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55364

I do not feel comfortable visiting restaurants even though I am what they call fully vaccinated.
I don't like authoritarianism. The fact they even started bullying people like this drastically
influenced my decision not to get the booster.

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55365

Mental health, isolation

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55366

I have not been able to participate in society, been shamed, insulted, excluded, and been
made to feel like a bad mom.

2/18/2022 6:24 PM

55367

I has put a lot of stress in our lives

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55368

Deprssion anxiety loss of work unstable life

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55369

Family and friends

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55370

A lot less in-person visition/socializing.

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55371

Prisoners of sick political ideology!

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55372

I have not seen my family in 2 years! People recoil in disgust if you get too near to them. The
so called “science” does Not make sense and we can not even question it! That is Not
science. I do not feel like living in Canada any longer Justin Trudeau has turned it into a
Fascist country. I do not feel safe in my own country! I can’t even leave if I wanted to! JUSTIN
TRUDEAU NEEDS TO RESIGN!

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55373

I lost my freedoms to visit social gatherings, restaurants, pools, theatres, library etc. I cannot
visit my son and his family and other family members and friends living abroad due to
restrictions regarding travelling. Wearing masks make me dizzy and sick. Vaccination passport
divide Canadians. The stress levels due to mandates which I’m going through daily are
definitely unhealthy!

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55374

detrimental to my mental health, the mental health of my friends and family (suicide, addiction,
depression), they have ruined my small business and created division whithin my community.

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55375

that should be every person own choice

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55376

Restricted movement. Discriminated against entry into REP establishments

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55377

It hasn’t lmao

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55378

Yes my business klapts

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55379

Devastating

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55380

In every way. Children suffering and experiencing trauma from the stressors at home and
school and having to wear masks and social distance. Speech, language and social delays.
Witnessing the discrimination of those friends and family members who are unvaccinated is
unconstitutional. I have NEVER judged someone on their choices and I never will. It should be
up to each individual to decide for themselves. The division caused by the government and the
paid censoring of information has caused so much distrust of our news stations that they will
never be trusted again. They should be neutral but have been bought and paid for by the
government with our tax dollars. Inflation due to irresponsible spending causing living costs to
rise for all Canadians. The way that this whole pandemic has been focusing on only vaccines
rather than ANY other prevention methods has been absolutely appalling and has not been
inclusive of bodily autonomy. Trudeau has not respected our constitutional rights and failed our
country. He can still turn this around though and do the right thing.

2/18/2022 6:23 PM
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55381

Stop me from seeing my family in New Brunswick. Government took ours rights away. I want
to be free to visit my daughter and family.

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55382

Members of my family have become very depressed it has been a nightmare!

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55383

Loneliness is unbearable

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55384

In many ways.

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55385

living loss of income

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55386

I lost the job I have loved the most in healthcare. Now working manual labour, exhausted,
behind in bills, depressed, lost a lot of hair, sad , not eating right, trouble sleeping, often angry,
don't see any future!

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55387

Stress

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55388

Lost friends,social interaction. No confidence in experts politics and my fellow man

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55389

Loss of work loss of income Loss of control of my wishes Travel restrictions Time with family
missed

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55390

Very negative! I have even seen what‘s happening in the hospitals! Great big empty killing
fields! I have lost all trust in our government!

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55391

I have one lung and COPD, try wearing these masks for 8 hours a day with this issue. You
can't see facial expressions eirher

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55392

Shut down my business and restricted all of my family’s normal everyday activities. Sports
school, movies, dinners, family. It’s been horrible.

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55393

very negatively. Life is and has been terrible since the endemic was branded a pandemic.

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55394

Same way as it has affected many Canadians

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55395

Terribly. Depression, health issues not addressed, deteriorating health mentally and physically.

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55396

Depressed, loneliness, anxiety, obesity

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55397

Safely! Health Safety for me and my family.

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55398

Loss of freedoms loss of income.

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55399

Financially mentally and caused family conflicts!!

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55400

I feel like I'm in a prison I my own home. Can't go anywhere.

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55401

I am on a 6 month vacation that will soon turn into an unpaid leave of absence. I am not
against the vaccine I am against mandated coercion. I had been waiting for BC to bring in the
Janssen Vaccine last year when they decided not to. Then the Federal government and
BCNDP government started bringing in the discrimination against any unvaccinated persons. I
decide then and there that I would not get a Covid vaccine until all these mandates are
dropped. I left Canada in October before the Illegal Federal discrimination against unvaccinated
travellers flying out of Canada came into effect. I plan on staying in Costa Rica and Nicarauga
until all mandates are ended. It is a pleasure to be in a region where people still maintain their
medical choice and are not discriminated against.

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55402

It has prevented me from using facilities that would help me heal my body and get back to life.
Restricted Extended family's ability to communicate & coexist. It has effected my child
through having to wear a not scientifically proven mask for 20% of his life. It has taken many
months of actual schooling away for technological devices that do not do the job as well or at
all. My small business has faced extreme abuse that was unnecessary due to these mandates
the effect on my life is outstanding as I am a patient already in Alberta for the last 8 years.
Services are meant to be there to help not abuse and separate. Citizens are also concerned
about our protection and whether or not are respected officers will remain as such. We are
seeing a lot of evidence that shows very illegal disturbing behavior from people who are
supposed to be protecting us.

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55403

I was forced to leave Canada or fear not being able to be with my wife and her family. I am now
unable to see my mother, children, friends in Canada and cannot tend to my own property. I
now have only half a life, in exile in Mexico.

2/18/2022 6:23 PM
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55404

took away your right to chose

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55405

Segregation and discrimination. Shameful.

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55406

Job loss, second class citizen, unable to fly for work or pleasure. Severe financial pressures.

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55407

Made me feel like I've lost my identity within my Own Country. Our. Government has been
abusing their powers by attacking our Charter and Freedoms. I no longer feel safe with the
Prime Minister on how he views his own Citizens, and implementing the Emergency Act when
not warranted does not help

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55408

Lack of work travel dinners with friends stress

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55409

Yes , more isolation and stress

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55410

Anxiety, anxiety, anxiety

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55411

Immensely

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55412

Really hasn't because I never followed any of this bullshit In the first place!

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55413

I was denied being able to eat in a restaurant. Forced to wear a breathing barrier at medical
appointments that makes me dizzy

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55414

I was laid off, I came back part-time and am finally full-time. I was vaccinated and still got
covid.

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55415

It has infringed on my Charter of Rights and freedom

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55416

Obstruction of my livelihood, relationships and career/schooling.

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55417

Depression and anxiety was something I knew nothing about until the pandemic. Everyone is
my family is now medicated for depression or anxiety including myself, my partner and my
child.

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55418

Mental fatigue,

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55419

No travels

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55420

I feel safer with the mandates in place but HOPEFULLY they will ALL end soon.

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55421

Family fights. Isolated from friends. Affects my job. I can't wear a mask and have to avoid
going places for fear of getting harassed or having police called on me. My children are
suffering, SLP is a joke with a mask on.

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55422

Lost my job! 🤬

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55423

Violating my rights to choose

2/18/2022 6:23 PM

55424

Immensely! I was a social butterfly & an organizer of get togethers both families/friends! My
job was very social which I was put on an unpaid leave from for not disclosing my medical
info. 3 mos ago. As for my family & friends there has been sooo much division! It's just sooo
SAD! I can honestly say I do not want to live in Canada anymore after seeing/learning of just
how corrupt it is!

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55425

Loss of time with family and friends. Loss of work.

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55426

Loss of friends. Loss of physical activity. Loss of fun.

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55427

They have gad detrimental effects on financial and emotional well being of myself and
immediate family.

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55428

Unable to visit family & friends. Unable to attend/have celebrations with family & friends.
Members of family & friends have had to postpone weddings/funerals indefinitely. Depression,
despair, sadness, fear, isolation. Increase in stress resulting in increase in body pain.
Curtailing of all activities, weight gain.

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55429

Negatively on many ways

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55430

Heightened panic attacks. More anxiety. Cant go for dinner with my family or friends

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55431

I no longer have a job. I live in constant fear of rejection, fear of what the government may do
next. I no longer feel safe to live in Canada.

2/18/2022 6:22 PM
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55432

This is the worst public policy ever.

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55433

Yes

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55434

it has affected every aspect of my life!!!!

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55435

Mental physical health

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55436

I was unable to see my family for months. Traveling for work became very hard.

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55437

Caused isolation, conflict with family members and others in general public

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55438

In too many way to mention

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55439

Kept me safe

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55440

Depression and family division

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55441

I’m single , live alone so wasn’t as bad for me. I have cops so wearing mask is a problem. I
like to travel so i miss that. I don’t want to live in a Canada that I’d becoming more and more
socialist/communist. The government is overreaching and becoming tyrannical.

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55442

Teenagers and myself suffered with depression. Loss of income as husband can't work without
flying.Extra expenses with mandating testing. Constant headaches from asking.

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55443

I know several people who have suffered serious side effects from the vaccine , and some
who have passed away. It scares me

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55444

Loss of employment Loss of freedoms

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55445

I feel locked up and depressed! Sick of being lied to!

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55446

Loss of business

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55447

Lost my job, my kids didn't get a normal life for their teenage years, had to move

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55448

18 months without proper care for health issues Finally had surgery January 25

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55449

Haven’t been able to see my girlfriend

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55450

We all need our freedom back ,I never had mental illness until the restrictions

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55451

To many of my friends have been murdered in the hospital

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55452

In every way

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55453

It has been difficult to be alone

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55454

Made life very difficult. I am a truck driver thats vaccinated basically against my will!

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55455

Division of friendships

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55456

Has created division within family and friends

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55457

I’ve spent the last 2 years fighting this as a single person. Being isolated from family and at
times work. Our countries mental health is taking a yoke on people.

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55458

lost loved ones, families and friends divided, everyone full of fear

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55459

Lost wages, financial hardships, loss of friends

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55460

Seeing loved one perish not being able to be by there side they died alone Are children have
been affected depression has set in Theses mandates are unfair We have lost our good jobs
Worked so hard to get

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55461

The same as it has for all Canadians , negatively . This country is divided and enough is is
enough .

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55462

Loss of wages

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55463

Destroyed the mental health of people around me which has forced me to give up my life to
look after them.

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55464

Has divided everyone I care about, I was placed on leave without pay for my medical choice. I

2/18/2022 6:22 PM
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am currently suffering medically due to the stress placed on myself & my family
55465

Ruined it

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55466

I was forced into early retirement of 22 years at CN Rail, last year. (basically I lost my job). I
recovered from covid in Jan 2021, and have antibody tested at Dr. Steven Pelech lab in
Vancouver. I'm naturally immune, and vaccine-free. Healthy Canadian and I plan to stay that
way. Some of my family members have been diagnosed with vaccine-induced neuropathy so
were harmed. I am in another country, in exile at this time. I was unable to spend Christmas
with my 12 grandchildren and 89 year old mom, who also has antibodies, after testing with Dr.
Pelech's lab. So she's had it and recovered too. Now that I know that Klaus Schwab is
controlling our PM, and mainstream media, for probably more then 50 years. I understand and
am saddened to know that most of our lives have been a farce.

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55467

I was forced on unpaid leave from work even though I have a documented history of
intolerance to vaccines. My husband stands to lose his job because he can’t take clients out
for events.

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55468

My mental health has suffered greatly. I now suffer from panic attacks from wearing masks

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55469

By doing research about covid. You learn real quick that legacy media only give half truth.

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55470

Paid for antigen tests, friends angry that I am not vaccinated, restricted from lifetime activities
such as sports,

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55471

Undue stress, compromised friendships, hurt my business, created unnecessary divides &
restrictions. Has left me discouraged & void of any compelling future

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55472

Of 14 children and 47 grandchildren: only one vaccine taken ending in myocarditis. Two young
adults in university, one having studied 5 1/2 yrs (1/2 yr to graduation) the other having been in
school for 1 1/2 yrs, both kicked out of school. One son constantly harassed at work to get
jabbed, must take test every day. One son on unpaid leave even though he has a valid
medical reason for not taking the jab. One daughter, a nurse, will lose her job once she comes
off maternity leave. All these sons and daughters have many children that they provide for.
The school kids suffer from isolation from friends and wearing masks. We all feel the hate and
discrimination directed towards unvaccinated people in being made second class citizens and
having our freedoms removed. Cannot fly to visit my aging parents aged 87 and 88. The drive
would take 30 hrs. Cannot fly to visit 91 yr old father-in-law who lives 40 hrs driving time away.
Thank you

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55473

Can’t travel where I want to, can’t be with my family

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55474

I am a mother of two children that have not been able to take part in society because of
medical tyranny!

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55475

I can no longer take my children to their recreational activities such as swimming, or support
them as a spectator, I can no longer enjoy an evening dining out with my kids, can no longer
take vacations, have had family be alienated, my toddler growing up thinking its normal for
people to wear masks. It's sad, my children are very negatively impacted in their social
development and our leisure enjoyment has declined.

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55476

I've been living my life the same but biggest change is the division beteen friends

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55477

Depression, kept me away from family,friends.scared to go get groceries thinking someone is
going to do something if I wear mask. I have not gotten to go have a relaxing,stress free visits
with anybody. Feels like I am the only person on the planet.

2/18/2022 6:22 PM

55478

I'm not allowed to eat in public places, i can't travel, i can't go in food stores or anywhere
without wearing a mask which is proven by science they don't protect from any viruses. People
are living in fear and devided as civilized citizens. The gov'n of Canada is walking on thin ice
serving the Globalists agenda 2030. Good number of politicians have to be charged with Crime
Against Humanity then we will have a democracy !

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55479

Terribly

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55480

Yes

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55481

*Job uncertainty *Our kids university uncertainty because of mandated vaccines (Nursing
student had to withdraw/ trade student unable to attend school- no testing allowed) *Teenager
not allowed to play sports *no traveling outside country *no train/airplane *no indoor restaurant

2/18/2022 6:21 PM
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55482

Stopped living as a human being

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55483

Depression , lost some family and friends to different opinions. Lost my way of life.

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55484

It has screwed with every Aspect of my life and freedoms

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55485

Can't get on a plane, etc

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55486

significant decrease in income, 3 months of unemployment, no gym = severe decline in mental
and physical health. I can no longer afford my bills or food.

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55487

It has made my life absolutely miserable, depressing, disgusted, bewildered, angry, and
frustrated. To name a few. I am unable to see family, have lost friends and family members
because of this. Had friends commit suicide because of this.

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55488

it's been hell

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55489

Made me depressed, very depressed

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55490

Annoying. Wearing a mask all the time was inconvenient and difficult at times because of work

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55491

Killed our country

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55492

Every way.

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55493

Total division of mankind.

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55494

Discriminated against ostracized, shamed, called a lot of things I won’t repeat, separated
families, friends, Comunities church’s and our great country

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55495

Isolation, stressed, depression, financially

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55496

It has made my life and the lives of my family safer. It has protected those close to me who
are too young to get vaccinated or who are immunocompromised.

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55497

The mandates need to be thrown out. I can not take the division, segregation and
discrimination any longer. 2 years we have lost, 2 years of mental trauma, I've lost so many
friends and family, I'm missing out on adventures and experiences with my 2 children, time is
the most precious thing we have in life, this is time I will never get back. My children are not
able to travel to see their grandparents or uncle....Not only does this affect my mental health,
but their's. I don't even understand how the vax pass is even still a thing, if we look at the
vaccine outcome statistics on the Alberta health website we can clearly see everyone can get
and can transmit covid. Hence zero reason to have a vaccine passport, other than for the sole
purpose of segregation and punishing those who choose not to be vaccinated. My family lives
an extremely healthy lifestyle we workout 5 days a week, we eat healthy, we take vitamins
most people have never even heard of, we are extremely cautious of what goes in and on our
bodies, so why are we being punished for taking care of ourselves? I just recovered from
covid, in 3 days using early treatment protocols. The fact that people like me who are doing
what they feel is right for their body are being labeled as selfish conspiracy theorist racists by
our prime minister is beyond unacceptable (I am a person of color!)

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55498

Not able to work or see my mother in long term care without taking the jab

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55499

I suffer from anxiety and claustrophobia. These mandates have made me have to wear a mask
at my places of employment. It has been a struggle.

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55500

No job,no travel,no dining out,no church,no visiting family etc

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55501

Stress, anxiety. I am being discriminated against by being non-vaxed.

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55502

BEING RESTRICTED FROM ATTENDING general gatherings.restaurants,grandsons hockey
games,etc.

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55503

I have multiple sclerosis and because of the mandates I could not leave my house and my
condition has degraded dramatically.

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55504

I lost faith in my country and my fellow citizens

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55505

Work, family, financial

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55506

My children are shells of their former selves. They are isolated and depressed. My husband,

2/18/2022 6:21 PM
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who is a police officer, is off work on stress leave due the the amount of suicides and excess
deaths he has seen in the last year. I am a business owner who is tired of pressure from both
sides. We are pressured to enforce the mandates and pressured to not. We have angry
customers on both sides. We are not bylaw officers. I’m tired of the conversations. I’m tired of
the anger and judgement. This is terrible.
55507

lost friends, community, could not visit loved ones in facilities, isolation, job exhaustion, made
feel an outsider, lot's of people have told me that they have considered or at least thought of
suicide, lost one friend to suicide, drug overdoses in community, etc

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55508

Made work difficult.

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55509

I’m doing pretty good, given the circumstances. However I have chatted with numerous folks
who have lost loved ones to suicide and adverse reactions to the vaccines. Aside from the
drastic negative affects of the kick downs on children, this would be the most important item
that stands out during the “pandemic”.

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55510

The mandates have nearly destroyed my sense of belonging and stability in my community.

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55511

My mental health has steadily declined in the last 2 years.

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55512

Can’t travel or see my parents

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55513

I was scared into getting an experimental vaccine in hopes that it would help increase
vaccination rates so vaccine mandates would not be imposed on my healthy children. My
children have missed school, sports and once in a lifetime milestone occasions. I have had
repeated sinus problems due to wearing a mask at work. I have had friends and family fight
with me over differences in opinion. I have experienced anxiety due to the never ending
uncertainty of what the government will impose on people. I feel this country is on the verge of
communism that will ultimately be far worse than the last two years of the covid crisis.

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55514

Awful

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55515

I’ve wanted to kill my self for over a year now. I’ve never struggled so intensely in all areas of
my life the I have through Covid. I have had extremely high stress, anxiety and depression this
entire time. These mandates and our country being so foolishly compliant and having all my
rights taken away has completely destroyed humanity and destroyed me. Our prime minister
has been non existent and failed to support our country in every single way.

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55516

Made me mad cause it’s a scam and all politicians should be in prison for it.

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55517

I am fully vaccinated (with booster) however, I don’t believe in the mandatory vaccination.
Everyone should have the right to decide for themselves if a vaccine is right for them or their
children.

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55518

I am ostracized from absolutely everything. I am afraid of hospitals and doctors now

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55519

Limiting socializing with elderly friends and relatives, in their own home or a care home or
hospital. Interfered with products on shelves at stores. Increasing cost of living.

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55520

My job

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55521

Well today for example, my daughter was a gold and silver medallist in her gymnastics
competition, and I was restricted from coming in to watch. She scored the best she has ever
scored in anything, and I couldn't attend. That breaks my heart. That's just one of at least 100
griefs.

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55522

My husband and I are both self employed. My husbands business is ready to close up
because of all the lock downs .I couldn’t for almost 1 year as an osteopath

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55523

Not seeing my family across the country. Not being able to be with my mom in the hospital.
Cannot go to my mothers dr appts to be the extra set of ears to hear about what is causing her
health deteriorating. Not being able to attend loved ones at their funeral and support surviving
family members. Both my husband and I worked in places that required vaccine mandates and
we refused… you know the outcome there. Family divided… my own father lives one street
over and I can’t visit him because he has been brainwashed by the media. Mental health is
deteriorating. Family member having to cancel wedding twice because they wouldn’t pick and
choose for the small amount allowed in attendance. Family from the US not being able to
come visit. The list goes on and on…. This needs to end now! Should never on gone on this
long!

2/18/2022 6:21 PM
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55524

Lost my job, mental health decline, break up of my family, unable to stay true to myself and
my beliefs without being vilified

2/18/2022 6:21 PM

55525

Mental health deterated

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55526

Loss of friends, strained relationships, stress, financial worry

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55527

Negatively in excessive ways. Things that don't make logical sense.

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55528

Horribly

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55529

Family separation. Lots of stress! Can’t fly, can’t go to restaurants,... the list goes on....

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55530

Felt like a prisoner in what is suppose to be a free country ki

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55531

Very badly

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55532

Fucked it up terribly...thanks a lot!

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55533

The government has caused Canada to live in fear. For a disease that has a 99% cure rate.

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55534

I want to literally want to die being at home alone and isolated

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55535

This pandemic has completely turned every Canadian's life upside down. Depressing through it
all.

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55536

Loosing my business

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55537

Huge loss of money, lose of my job and career, loss of my Family, lose of my vehicle and
house, lose of friends

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55538

I can no longer go to the gym, recreation centers, entertainment venues like theatres, cinemas
and sports arenas. I do not go out to restaurants because of the segregation papers.

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55539

A living hell from a corrupt overreaching government

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55540

strangled small business and made the cost of goods and materials exorbitant have not been
able to visit family overseas mental health concerns amongst my family and staff violated the
Canadian charter of rights Divided communities and families Forced to take a vaccine that i did
not want

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55541

I have become a person who researches everything. I no longer believe what government and
legacy media say, since there are too many lies, manipulations, and misinformation directed at
the Canadian people. Covid is essentially a bad respiratory illness, all the mandates have done
nothing. The PCR tests do not diagnose Covid and maybe manipulated to yield 95% positive
results. Thus AHS, Public Health, and the government have manipulated the people with
inappropriate case numbers. There has been an agenda by PM Trudeau that has nothing to do
with Covid but in government overreach, power and kickbacks from big Pharma. I have worked
hard to sift out the truth. I have had my email manipulated by Gmail, I have been
inappropriately banned off Facebook for sharing Truth that they disagree with or that goes
against the Public health narrative. I have been on unpaid LOA since December 13, 2020. I
have no income and no benefits of my own. I have lost trust in my administration, the
healthcare system, my union, my licensing body, CDC, NIH, WHO, the Canadian government
officials. I actually have a lot more trust of the Truckers Convoy since they have acted more
like Canadians throughout this whole “Plandemic”. They work hard, they stand up for
themselves and all Canadians, they PEACEFULLY PROTEST for the rights and freedoms of
all Canadians despite the inconvenience, the threats to their safety, bank accounts and
business licenses, the name-calling from their PM, being treated as terrorists from a PM who
would not even treat them like people and have a discussion, despite being peaceful, loving,
patriotic Canadian. I am so proud of those who have peacefully protested. They deserve my
respect and gratitude. I only wish I could have gone to Ottawa to support these wonderful
people. I could feel the Canadian love from the bridge overpasses as the Convoy headed to
Ottawa, and I could feel the genuine caring and support of the peaceful protesters. They gave
me joy, increased my hope of a once again free democratic Canada, they even caused some
tears of love for their stories, the children’s notes of thanksgiving. I am appalled that the
science was not followed, great doctors, scientists, epidemiologists, virologist were defamed
and smeared in an attempt to keep the public ignorant of the malicious government overreach
which is still taking form by the PM invoking the EMERGENCY ACT against Canadians who
are exercising their rights to peacefully protest. Arresting the leaders, ex-RCMP, truckers, who
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stand up for Canadians against the World Economic Forum -following Prime Minister. Seizing
the accounts of truckers, corporations and Canadians who recognize the right actions of the
truckers, and chose to support them, as people should be allowed to support good Canadian
people. I cannot go on due to feeling upset by the governments’ lies, overreach, manipulation,
gaslighting and severe and inappropriate treatment toward Canadian truckers and supporters of
Canadian rights and freedoms.
55542

My kids social life and skills have been negatively impacted

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55543

Miserable way

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55544

I lost my job I had to pull my daughter from school and I have struggled with depression and
anxiety. I have struggled to pay bills and am now in a lot of debt

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55545

Depression

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55546

I want to fly back to Ontario to my family but because I am not vaccinated I am stuck here in
Newfoundland

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55547

Mental health problems, physical health problems, the mandates have proven ineffective in
helping Covid numbers anyway

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55548

The mandate has provoked fear in me, and it has isolated me and my family from others. The
mandate has impacted me tremendously. Especially with social interaction with people, and
my children's school experience.

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55549

Division among family and friends. Total distrust of mainstream media!!!! It’s become obvious
our PM wants to be a dictator!

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55550

Everything

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55551

I have never feared being a Canadian in my own County, all that changed with Premier Jason
Kenny's comments and Justin Trudeau's remarks towards protesters and Canadians

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55552

No work and lost family and friends . I’m alone but have hope for freedom

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55553

can't work, my daughter can't go to school, can't participate in society. Second class citizen.

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55554

I CAN’T TRAVEL / MY BUSINESS IS DOWN SUBSTANTIALLY DUE TO THE MANDATES.
THESE MANDATES HAVE MADE US PRISONERS IN OUR OWN COUNTRY / PROVINCE !!

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55555

It ruined my life over the last 2 years.

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55556

I had to quit my job of 26 years because I wanted the freedom to choose.

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55557

It has made it better

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55558

Haven't seen most of my family in 2 years. Loneliness, depression, social development of my
kids

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55559

I still work

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55560

N

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55561

how hasn’t it . we have almost lost everything we own .

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55562

It keeps me and my son from accessing the gym,pools,bowling alleys. Witch affects my
health and mental health

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55563

Thinking for our freedom of my grandchildren stressing me out

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55564

Anxiety, loneliness, lost my clients, no work, struggling to pay my bills, feel like a second
class citizen, considered suicide.

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55565

It has kept me, my family members, and close friends alive.

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55566

So so much. My immediate family’s decline of mental health, masked teens with anxiety,
blocked social and educational development , husband’s loss of work. I could go on and on.

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55567

Solitude, fear

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55568

Lost my job and not been able to support small business

2/18/2022 6:20 PM
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55569

All

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55570

Isolation, discrimination, fracturing of families,

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55571

We are now deemed second class citizens and I can't even take my son to do anything

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55572

Terribly on many levels

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55573

Haven’t been able to do anything. My pears insult me for having an open mind. It has made
me lose faith in my government.

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55574

Divided family, friends, community. Isolation, depression, lack of exercise (gyms closed). Not
able to go to my old church.

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55575

more money, less drunk and i follow any mandates

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55576

Bullshit

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55577

Endlessly. Mental health of myself, wife, kids. Loss of freedoms to worship, express our
individuality etc. strained friendships and workplace relationships…

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55578

Depression. Anxious. Isolated. Restricted. All things to a free, democratic lifestyle. Upset with
a tyrannical government.

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55579

Stress, difficult to visit family,

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55580

Total and politically fabricated unwarranted psychological stress

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55581

I lost my job because I refused the vaccine. I'm also depressed and anxious all the time. I
need my church open and to stay open all the time.

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55582

Job, gatherings

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55583

I’ve lost my livelihood.

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55584

Haven’t been out with friends or been able to bring my kid to his sports and cheer him on and
be proud

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55585

I can no longer travel, go to restaurants, attend theatre or other cultural events, my children
can no longer play competitive sports and I will lose my job at the end of March. ALL of these
are devastating as is the emotional impact of being alienated from society, certain family
members and friends. The damages are vast.

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55586

I lost my job

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55587

It has stopped any enjoyment I once had in going to see family. It has made to public very
fearfull of one another. It has caused disention in family's.

2/18/2022 6:20 PM

55588

Isolation, loneliness, grief, discouragement, division among friends, family and humanity

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55589

It has made my state of health worse. Mentally im exhausted a lot and am not proud to be a
Canadian anymore. I live in fear that my freedoms will be completely taken away.

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55590

Lots of stress.

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55591

It has divided Canadians and created segregation here in Canada. I fought for this country and
to have the charter of rights and freedoms trampled is despicable.

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55592

Mental health issues, can't get back to work. Divisions in the family.

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55593

So much hate and division between myself and loved ones..

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55594

They placed me on LWOP just before Christmas. I'm tired of all this crap and want to go back
to work and enjoy life again.

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55595

It has effected my kids in many negative ways.

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55596

I think at some point we need to be responsible for our own health choices. I’m not against any
of these things when needed bur people need to choose based on their personal risk. My
daughter in 3rd grade has never had a normal year of school she is behind academically
because of time missed and masked teachers. My teens mental health has been a huge
struggle as well. My own physical and mental health has been affected by the lockdowns.
Where we live we had almost 0 cases for the entire first lock down. I feel like it was not a one
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size fits all solution. Still with one or two cases we had to lock up our kids and attempt to
homeschool with few to no resources. I have 4 kids and at the time I had 1 in high school 1 in
jr high, 1 in upper elementary and 1 in lower elementary. It was a impossible situation.
55597

Terribly

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55598

How hasn't it...🤔

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55599

Been decisive and has threatened family relationships.

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55600

I don't feel welcome in Canada anymore. I have been called selfish and careless for not taking
the vaccine. All compassion is gone. I quite my job due to the mental stress of people
ostrcizing and discrimination

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55601

The mandates have split family members up, made have a vaccine i didn't want and have
tromatized my kids with these masks.

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55602

Financial loss/Psychological abuse/Medical abuse/Government abuse/Abuse from law
enforcers and the justice system!…

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55603

Terrible

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55604

Made it a living hell of endless STUPIDITY!!

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55605

in every way

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55606

It keeps changing and is inconsistent

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55607

Unable to leave the country, was unable to enter a restaurant, experienced coercion concerning
'vaccines'; not respecting my right to choose what is best for me. I could go on and on, but I
won't.

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55608

My work as a paramedic has become so stressful and high risk of contamination and the
ability to bring it home, has cause ptsd, stress, anger, almost divorce in my household and
many others in the EMS community. We already had been run to the bone prior to Covid, now
we are just running on fumes, anger, fear, worst career ever

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55609

I have been put on leave without pay, faced extreme anxiety, loss of sleep, financial hardship.

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55610

I’ve been robbed of so many things. I wasn’t able to visit my dying brother and now his wife at
the young age of 65 is in a nursing home and visiting has been so complicated. I see my
grandkids with such anxiety. My husband lost his well paying job because he never got the jab,
so has hurt financial so much! I could go on and on……it’s disgusting how Trudeau leads our
country, a true embarrassment to Canadians!!!!!’n

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55611

I do not want to live in a world like this anymore. I am not actively suicidal but I will do
everything absolutely peacefully in my power against the bullshit mandates and infringement
on our basic human rights. I am a respiratory therapist who has not been needed in a
respiratory pandemic. They are denying treatment that decreases mortality to push the
vaccine. I will never comply. We should be allowed choice.

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55612

My standard of living has been recuced to ash. My music has been stifled , my job is more
difficult an lost time over the YEARS…. My family has suffered FAKE vaccine reactions and
the future of which is UNKNOWN but much evidence exists to understanding it will be much
worse very soon. I’m angry that our “leadership” has been so infiltrated by the world eceonomic
forum that they will murder citizens and manipulate so many…. Stand down To all military an
rcmp / police! NOW in the name

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55613

I can't visit my parents that live abroad because I'm not vaccinated. If my mom was sick or
died, I wouldn't be able to be there with my family.

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55614

I lost my freedoms because of other people's fear and/or power-grabs; I have been restricted
economically, socially. I have watched hypocrisy and gaslighting and overall abusive
relationship by media, who have failed their duty to report truth with minimum bias; I have
watched this country descend into a totalitarian, tyrannical, despotic nightmare.

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55615

My kids are constantly living around people in fear and misinformation about vaccines stopping
the spread

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55616

I have lost all my friends because of my choices. I am working seven days a week as a
clinical psychotherapist keeping people alive. I’m exhausted. I’m watching people lose

2/18/2022 6:19 PM
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everything that they have worked so hard for; their homes, Families, friends, businesses, and
mental health. My own mental health has suffered immeasurably. This needs to end. Today
55617

This is a dumb question! we know how it has harmed everyone

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55618

I have been unable to fly to BC and Yukon to visit friends, I have been unable to play sports;
this has caused me an increase in depressive moods and a sense of abandonment from the
leaders of Canada

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55619

Restricted my travel

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55620

Isolated, angry, sad, no longer proud of my country, lost faith in society

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55621

Lost friends and family, mental health issues, loss trust in all government, healthcare and
media. Canada is full of hate and more divided than ever. Taken food off my table because of
out of control govt spending.

2/18/2022 6:19 PM

55622

Extremly negative impact. Made me fearful of losing my job. Increased stress for me and my
son attending school.

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55623

Not going to visit family Not going for coffee with /to friends Not able to travel Not believing in
government any more Seeing people in power telling out right lies I have no confidence in the
government any more I need reinsurance that we will have freedom I need to see the primer
Minister charged and put in jail for anything he's done that is not lawful. It's very scary thinking
that if he gets off and not charged how unfair that would be for human kind.

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55624

The price of everything has gone up to fast and too much.

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55625

Destroyed Family/friend relationships. Adversely affected my health.

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55626

The depression brought on by isolation and constant fear of the virus has had a tremendously
negative impact on my life. I feel as if I’ve lost the best years of my life - not only socially, but
academically and professionally. Online schooling is a joke and everyone knows it.
Furthermore, isolation is the worst punishment for prisoners. We were all treated as prisoners
forced to be in isolation which has a proven track record of negatively affecting mental health.
This needs to stop.

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55627

Negatively

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55628

I cannot travel to visit my elderly mother.

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55629

vaccinated 2X plus booster and still can`t go anywhere,lots of rlaces still closed

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55630

There has been no negative affects to my life from any of the mandates.

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55631

Negatively

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55632

Unable to worship as before, Torn family into camps, unable to see sister in long term care,
unable to travel to our winter home in FL,

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55633

I lost my job I am depressed I am I lost all my savings to support my life during the
restrictions

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55634

I have prospered, I have lost all relationships except my immediate family...5 people

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55635

Has kept me from doing the things I love and travelling keeping me prisoner in my home

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55636

Not letting Canadians decide what is best for their own personal needs in life to keep safe. And
not to be ordered by law and mandates to do so. We are not children.

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55637

Got fired from a 25 year job for not getting vaccinated

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55638

I feel like I am being held hostage, existing but not living!

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55639

In immeasurable ways. Family, career, friendships, finances. My child’s development being the
hardest pill to swallow

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55640

Hell

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55641

It has torn our family apart! Isolated my 98 year old mother. Has kept me from working!

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55642

Being isolated from loved ones

2/18/2022 6:18 PM
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55643

It saved me money more than anything

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55644

Destroyed relationships with close family members, created major depression and anxiety for
my spouse. The social divide I see on social media and the news is disheartening, we live in a
democratic nation, we don’t all see or think or have the same opinions but we at least owe ur
to each other to respect our choices.

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55645

Negatively, in every possible way; mentally, physically and psychologically. Having young
children being ostracized from being able to take part and enjoy all the things that come with
being a child; sports, movies, birthday celebrations, the list goes on. It’s absolutely shameful
what has been imposed on our children and the greater society. In my opinion, all those in
power calling the shots should be tried for crimes against humanity!

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55646

The question asked about the Mandate. But there are numerous mandates. When I look at the
totality of the mandates, it has thrown me into the poverty level of existence. It's stopped me
and my family from being able to move forward. It is also paused my job and life long enough
to make it they struggle to return to work and return to normalcy.

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55647

Travel

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55648

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55649

It’s made me a lot smarter

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55650

I had quite the hardship trying to get the third shot and then once I had it it made me sick for 2
weeks

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55651

Depression

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55652

Limited my family's freedoms of where we can go, who we can see, what we can do.

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55653

Loss of quality and enjoyment of life.

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55654

Kept me from loved ones, i was nearly homeless this summer because family were scared of
me, im not allowed to participate in my own life

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55655

It has extreme financial and social hardships for my family, and negatively affected my
children's schooling.

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55656

It’s has impacted my children and interfering with them growing up inside a normal childhood

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55657

Negatively

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55658

Taking away all freedom losing friends family

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55659

High stress, missed wages, high anxiety and thoughts of extreme hopeless.. scared for the
future of Canada.

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55660

Time to get back to normal life

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55661

Makes everyone miserable and unhappy

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55662

Mental wellness, monetary income, happiness, my child's happiness and well being, not
getting to see friends and family

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55663

Socially, mentally, emotionally, financially

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55664

It has changed it completely, my son hasn’t been able to experience life the whole year he has
been here cause of these mandates.

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55665

Loss of work periodically, my husband had no work for 18 months. Struggling to do online
leaning with my children.

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55666

I live alone and spend 90% of my time alone. People are scared to visit, go out and even eat
in restaurants. It's time to stop ruining people's lives. The pandemic is winding down.

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55667

I can sense the tension in other people. Trips to the U.S. have had to be cancelled.

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55668

In every way possible

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55669

Destroyed my income.. they screwed with my pension left me unable to afford to live..

2/18/2022 6:18 PM

55670

Unpaid leave for a month and a half, terrible increase in mental stress, treated as second class

2/18/2022 6:18 PM
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citizen, hate encouraged by our governments
55671

We lost our home and went from comfortable middle class to poverty

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55672

It’s been a very hard, long and discouraging two years parenting young children at home with
what’s felt like no support (lockdowns, restrictions, vax passports) — the stress and anxiety,
plus the usual childhood experiences they’ve been robbed of.

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55673

No

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55674

Cost me my job

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55675

Paying my bill and feeding my family. Bills just keep going up. Carbon tax and inflation

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55676

Not at all

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55677

My daughter could not freely attend post secondary education winter semester despite having
proof of natural antibodies. My children were unable to participate in some of the sports they
love. We could not gather to worship at church at times. My family was not allowed to gather
with friends and family at holidays. We have been unable to go on a family holiday to Mexico
we had already paid for. It was all very hard on our mental health.

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55678

Negatively

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55679

It has limited my freedoms as a Canadian citizen and caused me to not be able to work for
periods of time

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55680

It has been depressing and caused financial harm. It has proven that the government does not
have the best interest of the people at heart.

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55681

My kids finally got to go swimming for his first time yesterday we are excluded from friends
groups and from family events as well as much more

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55682

Husband loosing his career

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55683

I didn’t have work for 6 months and I’m in sales, significant decrease in my income. I want to
breath fresh air already!!!

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55684

Mostly Segregation from friends and family causing depression

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55685

I lost my job and income. I can’t visit my dad in seniors home or visit my family. I can’t go
anywhere except to buy food. Right now there is fear about the future. Why don’t we have a
choice? What happened to Canada?

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55686

Loss of job Loss of financial security Division within my family and circle of friends So much
fear mongering

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55687

Taken away many things that are my rights and freedoms and have divided the very own
people I called family.

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55688

Lost my job

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55689

Negatively

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55690

It has DESTROYED EVERYTHING Canada is about as a proud democracy!

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55691

Not worth being alive on this planet the way it is.

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55692

Lock downs and the mandates, and the vax passes

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55693

It's been really hard. I've been dealing with anxiety and depression. And suicidal ideation
occasionally. I need to see people.

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55694

Every part of it.

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55695

Depression and other mental health issues

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55696

I have not been able to go out and enjoy anything. The very difficult. family is very important to
seniors, and I had to remain at home and not supposed to have visitors, was difficult

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55697

It is extremely stressful and very sad that we’ve had to do this to our people and I wanted to
and all the lies and manipulation

2/18/2022 6:17 PM
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55698

Not at all

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55699

Divided families, coerced into vaccines or no choice but to lose employment and not be able to
support our children, ostracized from the rest of society as we have chosen not to be
vaccinated, not able to have my children enrolled in sports and become active with a team and
socialize and COUNTLESS other issues…

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55700

I have been put on LOA numerous times. Now I can work but have to pay and test to do so.

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55701

It has affected my kids,my small business, sports, mental health

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55702

Ruined my career and my business. In the process of losing everything I own. I was a cross
border owner operator and saw how this ‘crisis’ was handled by the various states. Canada
handled it poorly

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55703

Psychological and financial

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55704

No holidays, seeing extended family

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55705

N/A

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55706

No Christmas with family, isolation, stress, threats to be ticketed.

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55707

No travel

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55708

I lost my job, family is separated

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55709

Pmo what the turd is doing in parliament to lock us down

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55710

Depression,made to vaccinate and now raid test 3 times a week after 2 doses of vaccine...our
government is breaking laws...im asshamed

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55711

I’ll live with it

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55712

My mental health and anxiety

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55713

These mandates have caused enormous emotional damage to my family and myself. My
father was in a care home due to a stroke and his health quickly declined. We were a family
that had someone visit him everyday and when that stopped due to these mandates you can
see right away, through our occasional window visits, that he was loosing hope. He was
brought to the hospital because he was not responsive, being dehydrated and his electro lites
were off. It was too late snd he had lost his will to live. This isn’t the only way these mandates
have affected me and my family of 7 children but this is the one that hurts the most.

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55714

not at all because I am a responsible member of my society and I wear masks & get
vaccinated

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55715

No work, heavy issues with breathing, splitting family, no church, no visiting family in
Germany, and much much more

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55716

Social isolation, family lost jobs, kids mental health, no travel and seeing family elsewhere.

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55717

Lost loved ones, lost financial stability and lost total respect for any form of existing
government

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55718

It has kept me from school and living a normal life

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55719

I could write a novel on how it has affected my life. When my Mother was deemed palliative
last year, we at first were allowed as family to visit her in her last days. Then due to the threat
of the Delta variant, we were shut down. I was no longer allowed to visit my dying Mother at
the hospital she was in. Thankfully, she did not die alone as my sister who was allowed in was
with her. BUT I know several people who have died alone because of these mandates.
Pathetic! As, well I work in LTC and I have co-workers out of work right now due to forced
vaccine mandates. We should have a choice to vaccinate or not to vaccinate with such a new
vaccine. I chose to take the vaccine as I am a widow and I need my job. I so miss my quality
coworkers who worked right through the pandemic to get thrown under the bus because of a
medical choice. These draconian laws need to end asap. !

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55720

Every way

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55721

Look around you

2/18/2022 6:17 PM
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55722

segregated

2/18/2022 6:17 PM

55723

More isolation. Don’t take kids out as much

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55724

Limited my friendships and family connections. Slowed my business to struggling point

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55725

Freedom

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55726

More work less workers

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55727

Reduced work and many places I can’t go

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55728

It has affected my mental health to the point that I spent two months in a mental institution

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55729

Missing family gatherings ,grandchildren, parents ,work,seeing smiles depression

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55730

The list is so long of what we have all endured over the last 2 years. It is astronomical what
people have suffered & yet all the suffering did not matter. The only thing that mattered was
Covid, the irrational mandates & the agenda.

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55731

Lost my job and a case against my employer as they used covid

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55732

My son is terrified of going to school because of the masks and my wife got diagnosed with
depression.

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55733

Restrictions to leave the country due to the right to choose to not get the vaccine, and not
having natural immunity considered. Not being able to use tax payer funded facilities, not being
able to fly within Canada to see family, having to take my son out of skiing, judo and
swimming classes because he just turned 12 in January, so we couldn't start a program due to
restrictions of getting him vaccinated. He would be not eligible to finish any of them. Not being
able to access restaurants, movie theaters, or any other passport controlled venues.

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55734

Lost 2 jobs, my children suffer from depression, division between family & friends, cannot play
sports or go to watch any of my kids play, can't eat out or enjoy entertainment with my family

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55735

Every part of my life has been effected by this.

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55736

Wearing the mask 12 hours a day at work has caused me to have more brain lesions! Forced
vaccine mandates is threatening my life!

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55737

It is an unscientific pandemic at this point...it has affected me the way it has affected all of
us....mistrust of gov't , science, doctors, corporations, vaccines, and mainstream
media....shameful....

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55738

It’s affected my children’s mental health and education

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55739

lonely suffering seniors

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55740

I feel safer knowing that I can go into places like restaurants with vaccined patrons. I support
ending the masks and social distancing as deemed necessary by medical professionals

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55741

My freedom to make my own choices for travel ,dining , recreation, health and medical privacy

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55742

Has created turmoil in my immediate family! Vaxxer or non vaxxed we all have a right to
choose!

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55743

Stopped going out to eat or traveling outside the province or outside of Canada

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55744

I lost my job

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55745

I have lost my job, my mental health, my family. Lost people due to isolation

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55746

I didn't see my kids and grandkids for the last 26 months

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55747

It has had a bad impact on my mental health. Got me fired from my dream job

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55748

I lost my job

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55749

Bad

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55750

It has effected my three boys in everyway.

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55751

Kept me and my loved ones from getting seriously ill.

2/18/2022 6:16 PM
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55752

Family divided, breathing difficulty due to wearing masks, travel to see my family can’t be
done

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55753

Hasn’t affected my life personally but it has made my family’s lives pretty difficult to do
anything. We all want our freedoms back

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55754

It ridiculous these mandates Other provinces have lifted it why can't Ontario let us have our
lives back immediately

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55755

Negatively

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55756

As a senior living alone due to death of husband at beginning of Covid but not due to it, I have
been in isolation way too long and so have become a lonely individual whose not sure life is
worth continuing!. Need my freedom back soon!

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55757

This mandate has ruined my financial situation. It has caused me to lose 4 mo ths of work &
counting. After receiving the 1st vaxx, I became sick. I ended up in the hospital for 20 days on
oxygen. Than ended up with a blood clot in my lung. Still recuperating from that. Now on blood
thinners to hopefully it will stop the spread of the clot & will make it disappear. It's has caused
a big health & financial burden in my life & still continues to do so. Just hope nothing more
happens to my body after receiving this vaxx which I was forced to,just so i can support my
son & I...to keep a roof over our heads. These vaccines should never have been mandated.
As far as I am concerned, it should have been my choice whether I wanted it or not. NOT
FORCED INTO IT AS I HAVE BEEN. The government had no right to mandate the covid19
vaccines. It was against the CHARTER OF RIGHTS. It should have been my choice...not
forced!!! 👎🤬. Now I suffer health conditions because of it. I was damned if i did or damned if I
didn't. Should never have happened. PERIOD!!! 👎🤬

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55758

Depression, anxiety. Lost my sister to cancer couldn't see her because of the restrictions, lost
my Father and father in law.

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55759

Depression/Anxiety

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55760

To me, my health and my freedom are the most important things in my life. Covid 19 and the
vaccines, have taken both of them away from me.

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55761

Depression, anger, aniety, threatened of losing my job! Discusted and repulsed by the Premier
and province for dividing its people ans pitting them against each other! Befoe forced to being
jabbed, segregated myself and my rights stripped from activities, gym, restaurants etc!

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55762

Very very bad

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55763

Mentally financially

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55764

Hugely. Incl kids mandates at school and other activities they weren’t able to attend because
of the mandates

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55765

Nervous for my grandchildren wearing masks and having speech therapy also no data for
children vaccinated

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55766

Cant visit my friends and family without limits. Cant travel and be with relatives in US and
toronto

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55767

not allowed me to work to my full potential, restricted me from seeing my friends and family,
have played with my mental health etc. etc.

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55768

No social life can’t visit my friends or family can’t travel

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55769

I didn't like being made to have a syringe full of unproven whatever stuck into my body so that
I could even visit with my kids and 16 grandchildren or even go out to dinner once in a while! I
missed church! I missed having friends over! Now I worry about this junk they put in our
bodies! Many people who got the vaccine still got Covid! And from what I hear and read (from
Doctors!) Some people who have had this vaccine are experiencing dreadful side effects and
dying anyway! My husband has Alzheimer's, he has a serious heart condition, he has
aggressive skin cancer and I am caring for him at home. Church and dinners out and visiting
with family and friends was taken away from us while he could still understand and enjoy! He
didnt see his grandkids enough to remember them now. We will never get that time back! I'm
angry and sad!

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55770

Stopped me from doing what I love to! Be social!

2/18/2022 6:16 PM
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55771

Mental health, spiritual health and physical health have all declined. Shame on our leaders

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55772

Stress in relationships. Kept us from going to Mexico to minister to families which we have
done for many years.

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55773

mentally

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55774

Reduction of work and income

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55775

Mental Health and mask wearing 8 hours or more a day in order to do my Job

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55776

Lost my job because of the mandates

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55777

It has caused our family to split up.!! Is that good enough ?? We have NOT been able to get to
know our youngest grandchild that was born on Jan 10/2020. Our daughter has mental issues
and and can't actually see a counselor . One our children has chronic back pain, due to DDD.
So to say he's suicidal sometimes is putting it mildly. No counsellors are available for face to
face. I HATE what these mandates have done to our society!!

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55778

My son has suffered in school and I have lost wages due to isolation mandates

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55779

affected my kids education, mental health, our families finances and my husbands job.

2/18/2022 6:16 PM

55780

It has totally isolated me from living period.

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55781

Depression, loss of income, loss of family and friends

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55782

It's taken away everything I do outside of work...I couldn't go to Florida to see my father before
he passed...I can't see my friends in America

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55783

I have lost friends family and jobs I am hanging on by a thread at this point

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55784

In every way

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55785

My work was wiped out for months and then only came back sporadically and then down to
nothing again and seeing signs of things picking up, but who knows?

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55786

I had a child during Covid and it definitely hurt my mental health. I felt very alone when I was
put on leave from work until my child was born. I think this situation has ruined a lot of lives
and peoples mental health.

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55787

It hasn't, other than mourning the loss of lives resulting from ignorance and believing in
conspiracy theories.

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55788

Suicidal thoughts

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55789

Depression, work and income reduction, debt

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55790

The division and mandates that make no sense has really divided my friends and family. For
my teenage daughter it has been hard missing all of the experiences of her youth. The masks
are dangerous for your health and should not be warn by the general public and especially for
children and teens. They do not understand the proper way to wear and dispose of them.
Masks are meant to be worn in the proper sterile environment or by people who have health
issues and know how to properly wear them.

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55791

It has divided my family, I have lost contact with some family based on opposed feelings
about vaccines, mandates and masking and because I didn’t take part in family gatherings that
went against the restrictions. The depression is high. I no longer have my social group, I have
less friends than before. I have not been able to visit my grandparents, one is in a care home
and is deaf and blind, I miss them so much, it has been 2 years, she may die before I get to
hug her again. I cry a lot. I am lonely. I miss my family and I miss my friends. I am scare of
kissing my job because I have a different view on things.

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55792

Bad times we live in

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55793

My Freedom is about to be taken by a Dictator PM !

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55794

Depression :(

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55795

My career. My income. My children are affected. Mental health has crashed.

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55796

Travel eliminated, cannot eat in restaurants, wearing masks, social gatherings, cannot freely

2/18/2022 6:15 PM
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visit our older seniors, no hugs, no card games with friends, limited activities such as concerts
and movies, no elementary Christmas concerts for grandchildren, no graduation celebrations totally has ruined life as we know it!
55797

No job

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55798

Can’t visit all my friends, feel isolated, masks are useless and I feel the government and
medical officials are not telling the truth! And Trudeau should not be Prime Minister!

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55799

I have lost my cleaning business because of these mandates! My child has lost his friends
and is online for school as I refuse to send my child with special needs to these kinds of new
rules and regulations at our schools! I have also lost family and friends due to my opinion and
beliefs and I never thought a government would divide our society so badly as he has done!
The stress and fear our governments have imposed on us all is wrong! This needs to end we
all want our freedoms back and to just hug our family again and finally to just start to heal as a
nation again as one! God Bless

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55800

Mentally, financially

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55801

I cannot travel freely. It has created friction in friendships and ended some. It will be affecting
my work very soon. Generally a lot of stress involved. I now do not trust any news source. I
now hate the government even more that previously

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55802

It is discriminatory and dehumanizing it has taken a toll Stress

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55803

Lost ALL confidence in government, media, my health care system, and now the police This
has divided my family and friends. I look down when I am in a store and no longer want to see
people with masks on! I could go on and on....everything has been negative!

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55804

I am unable to take my daughter to extra curricular activities. It has divided our family. Several
family members have suffered irreversible severe adverse reactions to the vaccine. I'm not
allowed in my office to work with my coworkers. My husband isn't allowed to attend any of our
prenatal appointments (I'm pregnant). I'm able to go with my daughter should see be admitted
to the hospital. I'm being told I'll deliver my baby alone because my husband is unvaccinated.
My daughter is traumatized from 10. TEN. Covid pcr tests that we had to get to see her doctor
or go back to daycare. She's 3. I've missed weddings. Funerals. Birthday parties.

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55805

I cant go to Summer Camp to volunteer or work there, I can't travel to other countries like the
Dominican Republic to help support the learning of Deaf Children. I feel like if I come out to
friends that I'm unvaxxed that I'll be ostracized.

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55806

To list everything would be to repeat 99% of the population of Canada's affected reasons. From
moving provinces because starting a life somewhere where everything is closed and NO ONE
wants to make new friends, too loosing all extracurricular social enjoyments. We live in a
PRISON

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55807

Depression from not being able to see other people and got out like before.

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55808

Hasn’t really

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55809

Lost our business!

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55810

Had to receive a vaccine in order to work or visit my family

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55811

Mental health

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55812

Stress, vaccination mandated by workplace, fear for our way of life (normal) with government
over reach.

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55813

I can’t believe I’d even have to answer this. Look around

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55814

It’s all a scam for a political agenda and need to end so people can have their freedom back

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55815

Separation of friends and family. Inability to provide financial security. Depression, anxiety.

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55816

Feeling lonely, and It saddens me to see the children having to miss so much of their
childhood.

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55817

Too many ways to list. Looking out for my top priority-preserving the invaluable civil liberties
and rights, and freedoms for my two young daughters who may never know what it is to live in
a free nation, if this continues. Full stop.

2/18/2022 6:15 PM
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55818

Changed it irrevocably. No social gatherings, no cultural activities, no restaurants, several
friendship groups, fractured family relationships, inability to have “normal” conversations,
media is all one-sided in its coverage…

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55819

The enforced mandates have brought many challenges. Ended many relationships with friends
and family. It has made me clear that I no longer wish to live in Canada if this is how things
are.

2/18/2022 6:15 PM

55820

Family, friends, work, life

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55821

My children are depressed and talk about suicide due to the measures affecting their
schooling, extra curricular activities

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55822

I will not work with vaxx mandates in place so lost two sources of income, division and tension
between friends and family, loss of children's activities, unable to travel, unable to go to many
locations, establishments or celebrations because of vaxx passport

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55823

I refuse to show a medical passport to fellow citizens so I’m not allowed to attend many social
events with my wife…which causes turmoil in our relationship

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55824

Unable to fly for family funeral

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55825

In wearing the masks I have been dealing with constant headaches and sore throats. It has
hindered me in my job as I work with small children who need to see my face/facial
expressions/mouth shape to form words. My children and I have been restricted from entering
certain establishments including watching my children play the sports they are ‘allowed’ to
play. I have worried about the security of my job because it has become dependent on a
medical choice. The stress and anxiety I carry everyday has grown exponentially through all of
this. Watching this country go down the road that is going is very frightening and I fear for the
future of the Canada that will be left behind for my children.

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55826

Its been a Horrible thing. And needs to END NOW.

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55827

Mental health decline. My kids don’t know what normal is - things like swimming or movies can’t see peoples faces !!!

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55828

In every way😡😡😡😡😡

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55829

Isolation, lack of activities for children and with mask muzzle unable to hear or pronounce
clearly, delays/postponement of surgical procedures, travel limitations even within our
country/province.

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55830

What life!!!. Don’t have one since all these mandate started. Want things back to normal

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55831

Freedom

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55832

Social

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55833

100%

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55834

Financial loss. Depression

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55835

Stress

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55836

Family, mental health, physical health & activity and employment.

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55837

I haven’t been free to return to Canada with my husband and kids to visit family. I never got to
say goodbye to my grandfather before he passed because of boarder restrictions and
quarantine requirements

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55838

It has affected our quality of life. Our mental health has suffered and children’s mental health
has been negatively affected.

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55839

Cost me my job. Split our family due to visceral feelings reinforced by MSM. Had to close our
business total of 10 weeks.

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55840

We are looking at leaving as remaining has us honestly concerned for the actual safety of our
families lives if the current PM remains in power

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55841

I used my wright to private life, wich is a constitutional chapter of wright, granted to all
canadians. I been put on unpaid leave since november 20th because I did not give my vaccine

2/18/2022 6:14 PM
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passpoert to my HR of my work. Now I can't have unemployed insurance because of this. No
paid at all. Everything is getting hard for my familly, trying to keep up with basic need. Looking
for work from home but even working at home, unlawfull business who complied with criminall
gouvernement are even asking for vacine passport to work from home. So I want my life back.
Thanks
55842

Lost much respect for the medical establishment, and those doctors in fear or unwilling to
research early Covid treatment. Further loss of trust in politicians, the mainstream media, and
academia.

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55843

Mental health issues, depression, anxiety, loss of friendships, no funeral for father in law, loss
of trust in media, healthcare & government.

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55844

I have. Depression/anxiety

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55845

Fighting between family members over the mandates

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55846

positives: lots of time to focus on myself negatives: been hard to work longer hours at work
and make money.

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55847

I have suffered mentally and emotionally! My children have also suffered significantly!

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55848

NOT GOOD FOR MENTAL HEALTH

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55849

Loss of freedom, division of family and friends, financial hardship, basically become a prisoner
in my own home.

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55850

My mental health has suffered, my family is divided and I’ll losing my job

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55851

Terrible lossing everything

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55852

Not one bit, I have yet to wear a face diaper. I did not take any jabs and do not miss eating at
restaurants or attending any sports events.

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55853

Terribly. I have lots to say but won't I a platform I don't know.

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55854

Travel restrictions were too ridiculous and kept changing daily. Mental and physical health were
affected.

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55855

Horrible effects on mental health and financial standing.

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55856

Loss of freedom, travel

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55857

Anxiety and stress, relationships with family and friends have been changed in negative way

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55858

It has separated family members and it is causing a mental health crisis. It needs to stop
NOW

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55859

Financial, physical, mental

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55860

Suicidal

2/18/2022 6:14 PM

55861

Not being with father when he passed because of hospital Covid restrictions; not being able to
visit my mom in home for season and then not being able to give hugs to my ailing family.
Hospital surgeries cancelled for family and health declining. Grandchildren growing up not
seeing smiles. And so so much more 😢

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55862

No church, wearing masks, no travelling to children, and parents overseas.

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55863

Extremely negatively. From work to socialization to extracurricular activities

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55864

NEGATIVES BEYOND A FEW WORDS ! / Tu

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55865

Wearing a mask all day is uncomfortable, I haven’t gone out to a restaurant in a long time. Sad
my grandkids are in school all day with face diapers on and I should be the only one deciding
what to inject into my body. Not Justin Trudeau.

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55866

I’m a prisoner in this country for the crime of being healthy. I was punished as were my
children because of my private medical information and excluded from all the joys of life. A
Gilded cage is still a cage

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55867

Isolation, depression, loss of freedom, fear for our country becoming a dictatorship and not a

2/18/2022 6:13 PM
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democracy.
55868

I had to quit my job due to stress, anxiety and depression that the mandates caused, my
children could not attend school so fell behind and started having headaches and other health
issues due to masks and stress and much more!

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55869

Affected my family from doing things we enjoy, my gf’s job, kids mental health, division in both
our families, my community and neighbouring communities, hatred and confrontations for
choosing not to take the vaccine.

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55870

A little bit. I've missed a lot of activities when things were shut down. Even with these
mandates being around for a while, we are just getting back out of yet another lockdown. They
clearly aren't preventing these shutdowns from happening.

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55871

I lost family members over the last 2 years and was not able to say goodbye due to travel and
funeral mandates. I as well was deemed an essential person throughout this scamdemic. Now
they want my job.

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55872

I’ve been forced to get the vax. i never would have otherwise.

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55873

Loss of family but that was the goal wasn't it. Created division. Loss of Canadian freedoms

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55874

Needing to get back to normalicy

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55875

Depression, anxiety

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55876

Not the way they’ve affected go TD and elites lives

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55877

I'm in a constant state of agitation, and anxiety. Im constantly worried about what will come
next. I chose not to get the vaccines, so now I'm actually trapped in Canada. I cant even go on
a holiday. That's not how a person should feel living in a democracy. Worse yet, I've lost my
eldest son due to these measures. They've torn my family apart. I'm so sad to have lost my
eldest son due to beliefs about the vaccines. He hasn't spoken to me in months. I know I'm
not alone in this. These measures have torn so many families apart. The divisive language
used by the current Government has caused so many rifts between family, friends and
strangers. If that and all of these mandates don't end immediately, I'm not sure Canada can
heal from this. Both my Father and Grandfather fought for the Freedoms we once enjoyed in
this Country. We want out Freedoms back, and to never have them taken from us again.

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55878

I have tried to kill myself. I hope to succeed.

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55879

It hasn’t but I believe in the freedom to choose what I put in my body considering that the
vaccine doesn’t stop you from getting or spreading the virus.

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55880

I feel bad in that mandate

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55881

Missed all grand children’s sports. Felt bad for all the children.

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55882

Stupid question. It has affected our life immensely

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55883

Lost 2 years of my life! Enough

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55884

I couldn’t provide for my children due to lack of work

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55885

My rights and freedoms have been violated and I want my life back again

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55886

In countless ways

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55887

2 years of isolation, that is not good for anyone. Like prisoners in our own country

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55888

It is creating separation in all family’s and community’s. At this point in the game it’s time to
move in. Omicron is a flue at this point

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55889

Grandkids can't play hockey. Grandparents can't go and watch Can't eat in restaurants Family
upheaval Neighbours won't talk Can't ski Freedom has been taken away by 1 saucy pants

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55890

The mandates have really affected us in traveling, Its been very stressful these last 2 years.

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55891

Can’t visit my mother in LTC Can’t visit my children cause I can’t fly Can’t visit the sick in
hospital and funerals People taking vaccines cause they feel segregated Can’t travel he’ll not
even on a separate bus or at the back At least black people were able to get on one My
granddaughter has been out of school for 2 years

2/18/2022 6:13 PM
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55892

The isolation, mask mandates and passports have given me sever anxiety

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55893

Lost my job, severe mental illness, about to lose my house and my kids can't go to school due
to severe asthma and cannot wear a mask. This needs to end now!

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55894

Psychologically

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55895

I'm retired so mostly the solitude

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55896

It has kept us ALL-safe from a contagious virus during a global pandemic and minimized
spread.

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55897

NEGATIVELY!!!!!!

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55898

Health. We need to be social. Go out to active our quality of life is unexceptionable

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55899

The worst

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55900

Immense loss of income and mounting debt, depression, mental health issues, lost a dear
friend to suicide

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55901

Like most, other than politicians, isolation from family, neighbours & friends, missed senior
visits, grandparents FUNERAL, non ‘public facilities’ usage, lack of entertainment (food,
movies, socializing), travel!!!!

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55902

Took my freedom away.

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55903

It's inconvenient, but I understand it and support it.

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55904

Minimal affect.

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55905

IN EVERY SINGLE WAY IT CAN IT HAS!! ALL MANDATES NEED TO END IMMEDIATELY!
ALL QR CODES, DIGITAL ID’S, CODING NEEDS TO BE DESTROYED! WE WANT THE
EMERGENCY ACT AMENDED SO THAT THIS BS NEVER HAPPENS TO THE CANADIAN
CITIZENS AGAIN!!

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55906

As someone who has gotten Covid twice (the first time with the original and the second time
with a variant), I have felt that the mandates were ineffective and inconvenient.

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55907

I cannot go to my place of work and must be online. I cannot go to restaurants, go to a movie,
etc. Extended family and friends have ostracized me. People I know have had adverse
reactions from the vaccine.

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55908

We are sometimes afraid to go anywhere for fear of being discriminated against.

2/18/2022 6:13 PM

55909

Mentally draining and can't go to usa.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55910

I lost my 8 year career at purolator inc has a courier. I worked through the whole pandemic and
has a result I was forced to go home without pay. This has affected my mental health on many
levels and chattered most of my family and friends.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55911

Not good

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55912

In many ways. Depression, anxiety

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55913

Increased my debt load due to my wife’s reduced income, having her working hours reduced
during lockdowns. Has threatened my job due to vaccine mandates. Destroyed friendships and
broken several family relationships.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55914

It has limited where I can go, what I can do and who I can see. It has created so much fear
and division in our country. It does not feel like Canada any more. My parents were so proud of
choosing Canada to move to. I was too. Now sad.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55915

limited my time from seeing my parents , my father died alone! (long term care) i have been
excluded from many activities due to being unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55916

Quebec has become a prison

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55917

We lost contact with most of the friends, we just started to make on new place

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55918

I’ve barely been working, Lost family and friends. Afraid for the future of my children. Social
life is gone.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM
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55919

Financially and stuck in my home

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55920

It has isolated people. Created a job loss. The mandates have created hardship on every level
in my life. It has done nothing but create destruction. It needs to be gone. Along with the entire
Liberal party.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55921

Made it difficult to remain happy

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55922

Prevented me from saying my final goodbyes to many loved ones

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55923

Always worrying that ill be fired for not being vaxxed. Anxiety. Depression. Not able to enjoy
time with my kid. Not able to attend doctor visits with my wife and kids. Espexially now that
the science proves Mandates and masks arent effective and that Vaccinated people also
spread covid.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55924

Isolation from friends and family, division within the family, unable to travel during retirement,
reduced level of fitness.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55925

My child has to wear a mask every single day at school and she hates it and would rather not
wear it. My kids can’t go do fun activities because they are not vaccinated. They shouldn’t
have to be forced to get vaccinated

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55926

Loss of job. Sever trauma due to isolation. Severe hardship with my family court matter being
held off for two year and possibly two more due to court back logs now.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55927

Stress, economic hard ship, divided family, total loss of trust of the medical community and
government.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55928

Lost ALL confidence in government, media, my health care system, and now the police This
has divided my family and friends. I look down when I am in a store and no longer want to see
people with masks on! I could go on and on....everything has been negative!

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55929

Have missed several months of work. Was difficult to see my mother in long term care for the
year before she passed away. Feel isolated, hard to see family and friends.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55930

My child

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55931

Families divided, mental illness skyrocketing. The ramifications of this cvoid scam have been
far far far worse than if the virus killed millions. Time to stop this shit

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55932

Tired of the lies, the discrimination, the separation of the haves and have nots, now have a
mistrust of government, authority die to contradicting information day in and day out,

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55933

I can’t work in the hospital as a student nurse and can’t complete my nursing degree

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55934

My children live in fear now, they are behind in school because of all of the lock downs, we are
constantly scared and stressed about what our PM will try to do to us next, I feel like we have
had our freedoms and rights taken away from us, the PM is trying to spread hate and
segregation, these mandates are ruining peoples lives and families.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55935

I’m actually scared to have an emergency that would require me to go to the hospital for fear of
how I would be treated. I’m scared for anyone to know I’m not vaccinated against covid for fear
of what they might do to me. I’m afraid for our country and all Canadians that live here.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55936

Watched my father in-law die from Parkinsons and dementia behind windows, seperated for
2yrs, my husband has been out of work for 8months and have had to sale personal belongings
just to pay bills. Devided family and friendships. Caused depression and anxiety in the home
for whole family. Felt discriminated by the Prime Minister and his like minded people.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55937

led me think what is wrong with the society system

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55938

More difficult in all areas same as everyone, but having social anxiety and being introverted
probably much less impacted than extremely social people. Hard seeing society tear itself
apart and all the division and hate. Affecting my mental health.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55939

Social anxiety in home, children struggling from isolation

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55940

Loss of revenue, division amongst friends and some family, depression, loss of freedom, no
social life..

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55941

Couldn’t visit my husband in the hospital after he was run over by a skidsteer because he

2/18/2022 6:12 PM
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wasn’t fully vaccinated. Not able to attend church, not able to take my kids to play places and
gyms and usual programs held by the resource centre. Extreme depression and anxiety
caused by the Liberal gov.
55942

It has affected me in my personal life and put stress on my marriage.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55943

It's horrible, I have lost many friends, nearly lost my business 4 times in the last 2 years trying
to get customers. Had to downsize my house and move to somewhere with lower cost of
living. Havnt been able to see family or friends. Can't afford most things outside paying for
taxes. It's fucking horrible

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55944

The mandates have kept me and my family safe, which includes individuals who are both
dealing with severe illness/cancer and who are immuncompromised.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55945

Tremendously. Working from home, very isolated, lucky if I speak to anyone if few days.
Juggling multiple hats now working from home. Kids being home schooled

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55946

If it is not changed i am commiting suicide

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55947

Caused division amongst family and friends. Prevents me from visiting my own family.
Segregated my family and I in my own country.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55948

Out of work, feeling isolated, can’t travel

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55949

Socially, financially, mental health and well being, travel and a criminal affront to my rights
under the charter, both nationally and globally.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55950

Destroyed it.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55951

Unable to work. Unable to see my husband for months. Unable to visit parents. My mental
health was affected. I was lonely. The vaccine mandate put wedges between family and
friends.

2/18/2022 6:12 PM

55952

It’s prevented me from seeing loved ones who were passing.

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55953

Separation

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55954

Mentally fiscally financially, Have a no contact with grandchildren, marriage brack down

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55955

I lost my business

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55956

Employment

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55957

Restricted travel, eating in restaurants, visiting Loved ones in hospital

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55958

my dad passed away without his family

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55959

I have 4 young adults who are deeply affected by this. The anxieties and depression we are
dealing with as parents are brutal. We feel at time helpless and try to relate to our now youth
and find solutions. We had a suicide attempt and that was hard breaking. My marriage is
taking a toll as well on those restrictions. We are travel birds and this is being insane. No life
music no gatherings. It’s absolutely terrible. How is this even acceptable. Trudeau calling us
Canadians Racists, and all the hate he is spreading is out right disgraceful. We need to go
forward and so our children can have a bright future. My 2 year old nephew has never been to
a Library…. Enough already.

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55960

It has caused stress, lack of identity and made it painful to watch my child forced to cover her
face and try to learn in school.

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55961

Skin infections around mask area (very sensitive skin) Mental health declined Can't have
daughter join any extracurricular activities as she wants me to be there and can't without a QR
code

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55962

My social life

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55963

Severely mental health problems

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55964

My husband was refused crucial surgery when OR sat empty because of “COVID regulations “
subsequently he went septic had multiple organ failure and 1.5 year recovery job loss etc. My
mother is facing having to shut down her small business as she has had to use her pension
money to keep it afloat and is sinking - covid restrictions slowed the business down My

2/18/2022 6:11 PM
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daughter a single mom list her job for refusing the jab ( she reacts to vaccines and was not
willing to take the risk)
55965

It has taken the freedom of assembly, of movement, of autonomy over our body, away from us
and has created fear and disunity among families, friends and society.

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55966

I’m vax injured from being coherenced by my employer to take the shot. On LTD.

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55967

The price of life went up up up but I’m not making any more. The carbon tax hasn’t helped
global warming- go figure

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55968

Really hasn’t other then eating out

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55969

Lack of free will. Too many limits

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55970

I have not been allowed to visit my mother-in-law in the nursing home or take her out. Its been
heartbreaking. It also has caused a division in my family.

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55971

I don't vaccinate for religious reasons. Since the mandate, I have felt like an outcast. My
stress level has increased and I've had more seizures as a result. My wife's grandparents died
last year and we couldn't even travel to be with family.

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55972

It has taken away our freedom of speech freedom of our rights etc etc etc. Trudeau has proven
to be an unfit prime minister and should be removed from office

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55973

Many negative ways. Divided and separated mostly

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55974

Complete hopelessness

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55975

My children can only longer fly to see their father, they cannot play sports, no longer dine out
on special occasions or enjoy the movie theatre.

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55976

I’m RN working endlessly and without break . I’m the front line worker and there is NO NEED
NOW to impose those restrictions. STOP THIS INSANITY HOSPITALS ARE CLEAR
PANDEMIC IS OVER TRUDEAU IS DESTROYING CANADA

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55977

Many negative ways. Travel, going out, staying healthy, people are at each other, work is
slowed down; jobs are going away. Low outlook on remaining years of work and life. Shameful
treatment of people, from government and health people. And media is always so damn
negative.

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55978

It has caused serious division, discrimination and segregation in the population globally.

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55979

Many inconveniences and loss of revenue….we cannot travel, it took our Freedoms away

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55980

It has stopped me from being a Canadian citizen.

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55981

Loneliness - anxiety - I’m now on antidepressants

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55982

Watched my grandson of 7 have to do surgery without a care giver which is wrong. Watched
my mother who broke her back have to choose which one of her kids she could have with her
in hospital no parent should ever have to do either of these

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55983

In various ways....mostly the same as the majority

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55984

These mandates have screwed up our country and we have a dictator for a prime minister that
needs to be punted to the curve

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55985

F

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55986

The mandates make me feel safe. My family is as vaxxed as possible and we wear N95s.
Remove the masks and vaccines and Ford play eugenics with society. What about my senior
mom? My immunocompromised child? Why would any government remove a 3mm piece of
fabric that KEEPS EVERYONE SAFE ? I’d like rules to follow actual SCIENCE. What about
air quality control in indoor spaces ? What about acknowledging that COVID IS AIRBORNE
and RESPIRATOR masks are needed ? DO NOT END MANDATES! Covid isn’t over and we
need to keep protecting everyone

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55987

I have had 3 good friends commit suicide or overdose people who were never drug addicts. I
don't know a single person that has died from covid-19.

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55988

Masks have been a negative impact on my family, especially the younger ones as well as my

2/18/2022 6:11 PM
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wife and myself. Vaccine mandates have almost bankrupted our friends business.
55989

Marginally

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55990

I am unable to watch my son play hockey. I can't eat at restaurants or go to the movie theatre.

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55991

Employment Family members Mental health Stress

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55992

Constant work tension. Had to leave the place I volunteered at (mental health home). Had to
postpone schooling and not sure if I can ever do it now. My mom was refused in her
Parkinson's group without the vax so she can't attend anymore.

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55993

We , Canada is a democracy and i should be able to choose if i want to give bodily fluid for
testing , especially after checking negatively all related symptoms or decide to be injected with
anything that i do not want. It is illegal to take bodily fluid without any suspicion.

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55994

It's bulshit

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55995

Has destroyed the way I live along with my family

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55996

How would you think it would affect your life when you’ve lost all your freedom we’re prisoner in
our own country if you haven’t vaccinated and I definitely would not vaccinate there’s more
harm coming out of that then good cause it doesn’t change people getting Covid or not I think
this is been blown out of proportion way too long like way too long there’s more pain and
suffering going on with peoples lives than what the Covid is all about 99 point whatever percent
lips and you guys have locked us down for two freaking years over this it’s just big Pharma
and everyone being greedy and going from that one world order which is sick and Justin
Trudeau should not even be running this country he should be thrown in jail because he’s
broken all the constitutions and he is for communism and dictatorship he needs to go
immediately to prison

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55997

I've lost jobs, no activities to do with my children. I'm thousands in debt since 2019. END THIS
NOW! COVID WILL NEVER GO AWAY. ITS NOTHING MORE THAN A FLU. ENOUGH IS
ENOUGH

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55998

How hasent it is the question. NEGATIVELY!

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

55999

Attacked, bullied, segregated, separated because of my medical choice.

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

56000

Where do we begin? We could not scratch the surface of the pain and turmoil mandates have
caused: Broken children, broken homes, broken minds, broken hearts, broken relationships=
broken country.

2/18/2022 6:11 PM

56001

It has kept me safe. None of my family has died.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56002

We were about to retire. Now we are starting all over. No assistance for us.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56003

I hate living 😒 I'm anxiety ridden over work amd life and scared to death we will become a
china

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56004

Everything

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56005

it's just not fair!

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56006

Quality of life at an all-time low

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56007

I had to be vaccinated in order to see my niece get married now I have health issues

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56008

Both my husband and I have lost our jobs. We have 3 little kids. We’ve had to completely start
over.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56009

Broken relationships Stress, anxiety, lack of job security

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56010

homelessness and death.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56011

We lost our freedom and now we are losing the coontry

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56012

Depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56013

I work on the highways, on top of fresh asphalt, the job is extremely hot and fast paced,
rebreathing my own air in 30 degree weather trying to breathe through masks just about kills
me, and I also don't approve of forcing anybody to take a shot that causes myocarditis and

2/18/2022 6:10 PM
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that doesn't prevent the disease that its supposed to protect against to ensure that they can
put food on their table
56014

No comment

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56015

I’m so sick of living a life with mandates I’m considering ending it all together.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56016

My family and friends have made it hard on me.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56017

It’s impacted my family, mental well being, and my job and income.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56018

limited my freedoms

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56019

It has restricted me on many levels from enjoying my 'freedoms!'

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56020

My children are socially delayed. Has impacted family relationships.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56021

Health, finances, stress, relationships but most importantly what I see how it has distanced,
separated and broken Canadian's 💔

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56022

Ruined my jab

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56023

Work outside so it hasn't there but to bad big shopping stores got to stay open and get richer
while average small stores took the hit

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56024

Depression a lot of weight gain

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56025

I have to test 3x/week to keep my job and I feel humiliated like a 2nd class citizen! My mom
died in a personal care home, of a broken heart and loneliness due to lock downs

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56026

Completely disrupted the flow of healthy family, society, community relationships In every way.
Instilling chaos disorder and dysfunction.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56027

Segregation, anxiety, loss of family and friends. Medical malpractice. Denial of services.
Suicide among friends.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56028

Sad, kept us from our loved ones in homes.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56029

It has caused family divide on differing opinions on vaccines. Basically forced to get vaccines
in order to have any form of "normal" life. Children wearing masks 6+ hrs a day at school.
Being told they can't talk to friends at school during lunch because their masks are off for
eating, creating cohorts of classrooms so my children can't play with their friends in other
classrooms, or visit their siblings in other classes.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56030

Family lost, division, lost revenue in our business, mental health decline too many injured and
died. There is blood in the governments hands. This is all wrong and illegal.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56031

So far I was protected till it came time for covid to hit the children. From what I noted, it’s been
spread by the little school children. That’s where I got it. They say the children are mild, but it
affected the elderly yet. I had it not too bad, but the after effects continue almost a month so
far.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56032

Loss of family time

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56033

It has taken my vision and hope for a bright future away from me and my kids

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56034

It has saved from from contracting COVID-19 and potentially putting even MORE pressure on
our already overworked health care workers.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56035

Psychological trauma, fear, division among family and friends. Financial income reduced.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56036

Isilation

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56037

Negative and prolonged autoimmune symptoms with vax's, otherwise travel for family needs
complicated.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56038

I use to have a complexion, now thanks to having to wear masks I have horrible acne. I have
become a loner in my home and find going to work exhausting from dealing with people.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56039

Poorly

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56040

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM
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56041

-Family and friends division, very saddened by this :( -Can’t fly anywhere (family is across the
country) -Can’t work as an RN -Can’t go to restaurants and concerts -Much more need to
support and encourage depressed people -Inflation = less buying power -husband squeezed
out of his music job and he had to take a minimum wage job

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56042

Jobs threathened.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56043

I’m unemployed now because of mandates suffering with depression and my 2 young children
suffer with anxiety which the masks intensify this making it more difficult to breathe. They are
out of school because of this and no online learning available

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56044

The mandates have made it hard for me to get together with other humans, an essential part of
human existence.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56045

Restricted mobility and access because of being unvaccinated. Haven't been able to visit my
parents and other family members.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56046

Mental Social

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56047

Can’t travel. Masks bother my face and breathing. Eating out, watching grandchildren in sports

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56048

Lost my employment and freedom to just enjoy life as a Canadian. It should be up to us what
we chose to do with our bodies and where we can go.

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56049

Put my job on the line and it made my health and mental health a lot worse

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56050

Caused many friends ships, hurt business

2/18/2022 6:10 PM

56051

Not able to see my children, or eat out, theatres, church.

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56052

Relationship with friends family and wife

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56053

Lots

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56054

My wife cant work because of the vaccine mandates

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56055

Wondering ..what is next?

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56056

No socializing with elderly family and friends. Mandates have segregated family,friends and
businesses. Grandchildren having mental health issues and not wanting to go to school.
Difficult to trust my own doctor.

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56057

Loss of social life, as I'm un vaxxed. Marriage ended, mental health significantly affected in
the negative.

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56058

I have been restricted from any normality and shunned because I choose the right to make my
own health decisions!

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56059

my job, my kids schooling, mental health, physical health, my surgery, lost of friends and
family, division between family, friends and co-workers, isolation isn’t helping anyone, the
seniors are suffering

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56060

It killed my fathers son trying to get into an almost empty hospital. He was puking bile for
weeks but they insisted on a covid test first. His dr even called stating his one symptom of
diarrhoea was from his recent medications. His Dr even wrote a formal complaint to the CEO
of the hospital. But they refused so he went and got a Covid test which took two weeks to get
back and it was negative, The leduc hospital still Didn’t book him for two more weeks, and he
was found dead of a heart attack by his special needs son three days before the appt to get in
for a simple test.

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56061

I now work from home (which I love). It has curtailed my travel and negatively impacted extracurricular activities and my social life which is a small price to pay for the greater good

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56062

It makes it suck

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56063

Unable to travel freely, as GUARANTEED by our Constitution

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56064

Division, can’t enter me child in activities and sports.

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56065

I lost my job

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56066

Loss of income andquality of life, discrimination based on medical decision.

2/18/2022 6:09 PM
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56067

In every way. Mostly the divide it has caused between family and friends.

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56068

We are not a communist country!! Thats how my life has been affected

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56069

I feel like a prisoner in my own home. I can’t see my kids and grandkids and my friends family.

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56070

Increased stress especially while being coerced to get vaccinated (threatening loss of
employment is not encouraging some it is coercion), strained relationships, isolation

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56071

I have not been able to go visit my family in the states even tho they live 10 min from me.

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56072

Can not see my children and grand children, it has effected my anxiety

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56073

Been a pia. I drive a truck and was FORCED to get a vaccine.

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56074

Class 1 truck driver, travel restrictions.

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56075

Can’t go out to dinner or movie

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56076

It has had major effects on my children my son he has fallen behind in school 2 years of online
learning in grade 7 and 8 dose not work it will take yeas to Catch up My wife missed so much
work looking after my grandson that lives with us I have bin waiting 2.5 years for a basic
Hernia operation Family and friends have suffered so much financially and with mental health it
is sticking to watch them go through it My best friend died and there was no Funeral And as for
the county is in Financial ruin and the list goes on and on

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56077

It hasn’t. BTW the mandates are provincial, not federal. Do your homework

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56078

I want everyone to have their charter rights upheld by courts and govt --- no more rule by
medical experts EVER --- lockdowns, travel restrictions, blocking my right to assemble, etc.

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56079

Hasn't in any way I'm not entitled. We have privileges and that's not a bad thing

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56080

not at all.... i don,t work i,m retired

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56081

Mental and physical health.

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56082

Stress of might losing job. Loss friends and family because of mandates

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56083

abused, loss of income, loss of trust, fearful of tyranny(horrified as of feb 14), extreme
sadness for all my fellow canadians especially children and those under 30

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56084

Has been hard for my business. Has caused division in my family. I now doubt everything I
hear because of the fear tactics enlisted by gov and media.

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56085

Mental health, financial security

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56086

It has made it difficult to get to appointments shopping etc because I suffer from rheumatoid
arthritis and mobility issues. Am not able to have visitors so find it very lonely living alone.

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56087

Prevent us from gathering at church. Divided family members. Can not attend our child's sport,
music performances etc. Can not go and sit in a restaurant. Can not fly or go by train. Can
leave nor enter Canada.

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56088

Where do I start, emotionally, and mentally damaged. I am a very happy person and have
never been depressed before, I loved life but the past yr I have been extremely depressed and
hating everything and everyone. Don't even get me started on how it's affected my kids and
husband. My story is to long to say, but that's the start. This needs to end for everyone
especially my children and everyone else's children. It's done, we need to learn to live with it.
This is not right how they are dealing with it. My kids need to start living normally again and
being normal in school with their friends. It's done let life get back to normal.

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56089

Limited where I can go

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56090

Lost a job!

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56091

Not being able to visit family and friends it has divided the people

2/18/2022 6:09 PM

56092

Job insecurity, stress doing normal tasks for my family, kids falling behind because of ongoing
closures, inability to attend family funerals and much more

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56093

I was scared for my child's future - getting an education, playing in sports and having to wear a

2/18/2022 6:08 PM
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mask and breathe in his own breath for 6 hours a day. This pandemic has affected everyone's
mental health negatively, as well as turning family and friends against eachother. We have our
government to thank for that.
56094

Could not see my step mother for almost two years. She regressed significantly until she
passed away at the end of last year.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56095

Dining out, not being able to see friends, having to wear a mask, not able to participate in
community activities, no travelling and the list goes on.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56096

I not feel like I'm being treated like a human

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56097

Job loss, financial hardship, not able to attend university and recreational sports

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56098

The division, segregation and discrimination as me and family got natural inmunity got covid in
nov/21 kids not able to socialize, gymnastics, soccer , movies, people fearfully
dividing...fighting against one another and the leader of the nation serving the worst example
as the big bully in this country aweful refugees from Colombia 16 years ago and now feeling
persecuted by your own government never thought I will be refugee from Canada for second
time in my life

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56099

I have not been able to travel out of the country, or participate in society, despite being healthy.
Now that vaccines have proven not to prevent spread, it's time to end mandates.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56100

My wife and we re in the oilfeilds trudeau has destroyed that too. His corruption is
unprecedented

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56101

It has proven to me again that Justin Trudeau has no regard for the laws of this country or the
well-being of others.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56102

I have been unable to attend university in person, my degree has been pushed back another
year, the type of job I could attain has been affected, family members have been threatened
with loss of job, I have been unable to travel via plane, some bus systems, and via rail, and
my mental health has been severely impacted.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56103

Three siblings died without me being by their side

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56104

I'm not able to to to restaurantsNot able to meet with all my family at the same time
,,christmas,etc.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56105

No freedom

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56106

I feel like a second class citizen ofthe country that I love. I feel like I have to get out of this
country because it no longer loves me back. We have lost our freedom and I fear wr will never
get it back

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56107

Not being able to see family, loss of salary

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56108

We almost lost our business with the most recent closures in BC which have proven to be
uneccessary and ineffective.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56109

Being more aware of potential infection risks.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56110

It has restricted my freedom of choice and movement.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56111

It has destroyed me psycologically and physically

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56112

Isolate? Take joy and happiness away!!!

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56113

Divided family

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56114

I am blessed where I live in the north so the mandate has not affected me as much as others
it makes it hard to show respect for the ones you love when they pass on.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56115

I retired earlier than I planned. I cannot travel freely. Increased anxiety about lack of freedom.
Disagreements with family members and cut off by some.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56116

lost clients, loss work, cant visit anyone, cant see my mother in hospital

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56117

It hasn't.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56118

My kids mental health has been negatively affected

2/18/2022 6:08 PM
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56119

Has affected my job which has affected my income.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56120

I miss seeing people , hugging friends and family. I feel for my daughter her grandma died
alone in the hospital because no one was allowed to be with her. It was a stroke not covid

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56121

Mental health for myself and my children, who are most important. NO child should have to go
through the damage that these mandates have caused. NO more mask, NO vaxpass,
FREEDOM to choose what goes in OUR bodies, ABSOLUTELY NO MORE lockdowns

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56122

Yea

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56123

not good

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56124

Broke up family, friends and relationship

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56125

I am restricted as to where I can or cannot go. I am healthy and should not have to give
medical information to anyone in order to go into a restaurant or travel anywhere by plane.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56126

Depression, anxiety, stress, can't go to gym, kids can't go to activities because we are
unvaccinated, mental health decline for all of us, ostracized at work(descrimination and
persecution)

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56127

In every possible way

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56128

Loss of income, stress, and struggling mental health.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56129

I’ve been discriminated against, judged, called a racist, terrorist and conspiracy theorists.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56130

Very inconvenient although thankfully able to keep our jobs. It has also torn apart friendships
and family all around me not just my life but in others lives.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56131

It has removed my rights as set out in the charter of rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56132

Although I understand the mandates have been forced onto businesses I have no interest in
any of the bs required for restaurants, bars, etc. so I do not go to nor spend any money at
these businesses, nor will I go back to them.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56133

As an LPN It caused me extreme anxiety and depression. I became suicidal for awhile thinking
there was no way out of getting the experimental shot, and I’m a single mom with a mortgage
to pay. I think forcing this or loosing your career is a terrible tyrannical act by our government.
Shame on them. Especially to not recognize natural immunity and to risk side effects to
children who get through this 99% without long lasting effects. Shame on them for censoring
media. Shame on them for not being open and transparent and allowing scientific discussion.
Healthcare has been steadily going downhill in my 25 years of service, and covid has exposed
that and our governments over reach. I cannot believe I, as a Canadian, was thinking about
having to flee my country to avoid this experiment on humanity.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56134

Mental health distress, financial hardship, extreme parenting challenges with children fearful
and depressed, unable to participate in any regular activities, social hate and
exclusion/segregation, loss of relationships (family and friends), inability to see my sister or
her wedding out of country or my family in another province, cancelled events that we will
never get back, increased job duties and stresses, constant state of fear and stress induced
by government propaganda, forced silence and hiding, kids unable to take swimming lessons
or other, gaining of 30lbs of weight due to fitness instructing job loss and being banned from
gyms and fitness facilities… there is too much more to even mention. The affects will be
compounded for years to come

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56135

As a mother of 2 toddlers, having it technically be illegal to see my family for most of the last
2 years and not having their help and just their warm presence has felt suffocating at times.
My kids are so young and I haven’t been able to take them anywhere these last 2 years. Also
the fact that in PRESCHOOL as a couple THREE year olds they have to wear masks??? I
cannot believe that elementary and younger were forced to wear masks. I’ve been berated at
grocery stores and other retail stores if stepping inside with my unmasked 3 year old. My
children both have speech deficiencies and cannot communicate as clearly as a 3 year old
should and even with help from speech pathologists…they are also forced to wear masks. My
children are even farther behind than they should be. My mental health is at an all time low and
I’ve had multiple breakdowns in the last 2 years. We need to return to normal and pivot to
where the vaccines and science have now leaded us. To a highly vaccinated population getting
a variant of covid that is not as harsh as former variants. AND if the government could actually

2/18/2022 6:08 PM
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use some of that money to help out and create PERMANENT beds in hospitals as our
healthcare system is STILL the same as it was 2 years ago. How does that make sense? Do
better, government.
56136

Lost my job

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56137

In every aspect of my life

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56138

Depression. Division in families. Lack of freedom to travel freely. People unable to see dying
family.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56139

My family & friends have distanced themselves from me.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56140

Mentally

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56141

I have been refused hospital treatment in with a possible life threatening condition because I
had a mask exemption and the nurses wouldn't recognize it and bullied me to the point I left
the hospital. I am not one to ever go to a hospital and if I ever do it is because a condition was
serious enough that I know it required more assistance to heal. Shameful abuse in the
hospital. I used to work in one and could not believe how I was treated. I would never have
ever abused a patient like I was abused. Shameful!

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56142

Been a complete life of Hell for the past two years, living in fear and not able to go anywhere,
being looked down on, losing friends if you could call them that. When I stated fear it's fear of
what Canada is becoming, nothing else

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56143

I did not get vaccinated. I am as healthy as ever at 73. It affected my business, my
relationships with family and friends, my activities, has saved me money as I do not go into
stores if they want me to wear a mask. Overall, not too much personally. But I am deeply
saddened about the division in our society, about children in particular having to wear masks
and get, in my opinion, unnecessary vaccinations which are making the rich get richer at their
expense. I am especially unhappy about the medical divide and the way doctors and other
medical professionals have been discredited and how big pharma has bought off a lot of
scientists and governments. It's truly sad.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56144

Other than causing aome family and friend dissention it has not affected my life a lot. But the
isoation has been difficult at times for my elderly parents. I do hate the masks!

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56145

I was LOA from health care. Negative affects my children with no money from mom not
working less food to eat . Christmas was bare this year along with birthdays . So sad.

2/18/2022 6:08 PM

56146

reduce to shopping only big box stores

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56147

Can’t go anywhere

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56148

Feeling of isolation, feeling like a second class citizen, feeling afraid for our society, anger.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56149

Not much

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56150

Lost earnings , family and freind relationships lost my freedoms cant afford the rate if inflation

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56151

By deploying tyranny on my fellow Canadians

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56152

Loss of freedom. Class sysrem.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56153

I have missed out on my grandchildren's lives..

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56154

My whole life is affected. Had to quit my job, lost friends, I can't travel to my original country
so I can't see my family and friends overseas anymore. The mandate on vaccination and
travel are the worse for me and my friends.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56155

I have gone through 2 pregnancies during pandemic and have been treated horribly. My
husband has not been allowed to any appointments with me even though you can go to sports
stadiums. I was forced to wear a mask while giving birth. I have a toddler with nowhere to take
him or activities to do. I will be giving birth a second time now forced with a mask and forced
into triage alone until I have a room then my husband can accompany me. My son was in the
hospital and only 1 parent was allowed i had no support because of this both parents should be
allowed I am disgusted

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56156

Health life happiness in every way possible .If it's so dearly why fire doctors scientists that
have different views and ways to keep peaple healthy and cure thee sick instead of forcing a

2/18/2022 6:07 PM
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unproven chemical on every man women and child and not be truthful about it all u lied it
seems it not about our safety or health but all about $$$$$ and taking our freedoms and rights
away from Canadians .
56157

I just hate them

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56158

The division of the Canadian people is extremely sad. Please end the hateful rhetorics by the
media and the Prime Minister.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56159

Lost friends

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56160

Disheartening... feel as though we are entering a dictatorship

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56161

Haven’t been able to travel to our property in Hawaii, we all have natural immunity from prior
infection and are NOT in a high risk category for severe illness or hospitalization so we would
like the choice to have the vaccine or not. But we are held hostage by our federal government.
We’ve lost a large amount of money from not being able to travel for business and my husband
being off sick from the vaccine he chose to get to save his job. Which is horrible to be made to
get a vaccine to save your job, he’s a pilot and we can’t afford for him to not work! My kids
have been bullied and made to feel like they aren’t welcome due to not having the vaccine at
school. The contact division and messages from the media and government about “doing the
right thing” and how wrong it is to not be vaccinated has taken a mental toll on all of us. I
believe if you asked Canadians if they got vaccinated to “return to normal” or believed it was
“are only way out” or they had to to keep a job or to travel, the truth would come out about how
many didn’t want to take it but we’re bribed, or felt they had no option. So sad and such a
horrible over reach by our governments.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56162

I have no social life! Many of my friendships have ended because of our opposing opinions, in
regard to the vaccines and restrictions! I have no faith in the government, nor do I believe
anything I see, or hear on main stream media!

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56163

I am unable to travel or leave my country. My closest friend has lost her job.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56164

It's kept me and others from dying, for which I'm very grateful. Italy's also shown us all who the
selfish twats are and who really cares about their country and community - enough to make
small sacrifices for the good of all.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56165

In every way. Affected our families, the grandchildren’s education and businesses.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56166

The mandates pushed me out of my career after 14 years of federal service for wanting whats
best for my health choices. It has affected me and my family financially and mentally. It has
cause divides in friendships and family. These unjust unlawful mandates need to end.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56167

It hasn’t. I’ve worked from home since 2014.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56168

I was forced to get a vaccine I didn’t want at 6 weeks pregnant in order to not be placed on an
unpaid leave from work.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56169

Missed out on a winter vacation....could not curl....could not dine in....missed many visits with
the grandkids as they were I quarantined....and not their fault..

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56170

Our kids have not been here for 2 years for the fear that was created by the government

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56171

Added stress! Freedom to decide whether or not to take the vaccine was taken from me.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56172

Saved me gas money working from home.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56173

My 2 young children have had to miss experiences that deserve to have, spending time with
friends and family, judgment, division, separation, mental health struggles , anxiety, fear,
loneliness and isolation.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56174

separate families

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56175

My social life had taken a huge impact. Haven’t been able to go to most public settings, and
also caused major divisions within my own family relationships.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56176

My daughters are experiencing anxiety, depression, and even suicidal ideation.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56177

Suicidal risk of children & parent,threats of losing job,family dispute, depression,chest pain,
joint pain

2/18/2022 6:07 PM
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56178

Don’t like it at all and I don’t like wearing a mask

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56179

Very disappointed with the way government has affected me and my and family’s lives
disrupting our daily routines.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56180

On everything

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56181

What life for the past 2 yrs

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56182

The craps. It has turned most Canadians lives upside down. No need for su h extremes.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56183

Lost my job, same as my spouse. Living off of our savings. Not good.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56184

I have to wear a mask for 12-16 hours a day because my company is enforcing the mandates!
I’d like to see someone up in parliament be able to do that day after day after day for two
years! These mandates have caused our business to lose hundreds of thousands of dollars do
to you scaring people to leave their house, it has caused many mental issues with my staff,
caused a complete divide through our community, staff, and families. Each person can social
distance if they like, each person can wear a mask if they like, each person can get an
experimental vaccine if they like….ect but no government in the world should be able to dictate
health choices of one. If he wants to make it law to get a covid vaccine he should also make
cigarettes illegal because they too put a strain on the health care system! And a million other
reasons! People want to be heard that is all! HE DOES NOT LISTEN TO THE WORDS
COMING OUT OF ANYONES MOUTHS! He speaks garbage sentences that do Not pertain to
anything. Every speech our prime minister gives is his views, his opinions, his decisions.
There has to be something someone can do to make him listen to someone. MAKE CANADA
GREAT AGAIN.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56185

I am miserable

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56186

Lost friends and family and lost work

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56187

It has stressed me out. I was coerced to take the experimental jabs - no jab, no work. I was
subject to psy-ops. Masks make me feel stupid at work. Social distancing has made me make
lose real human contact.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56188

Destroyed career. Divided family and friends. Isolated me. Took away my rights and freedoms
as per the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Belittled my freedom to choose. Cause
segregation from society. Caused loneliness and hardship.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56189

Being made to feel second class for not being vaccinated. Restricted from activities for my
son and I. Being made to pay for testing. Being isolated segregated and ostracized

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56190

Segregated the people. Divided between informed and sheep.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56191

My parent died ALONE in hospital non-covid related. My sibling was NOT permitted in hospital
due to restrictions. My parent was NOT palliative. My grandchildren are being denied facial
recognition in their school and public environment. There is NO data which supports under 5
years being high risk. I have been off work as a NURSE due to employment mandates.
Interesting how we were heroes for 1.5 years and now I am unable to work at a job I love and
excel at. Government should be ashamed.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56192

Lose my job, stress and anxiety

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56193

Lost my job and families confidence

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56194

Being unable to visit family and friends during holidays/celebrations. Unable to travel. Unable
to attend post secondary school. Unable to buy groceries without a thin piece of fabric on my
face that does nothing. I’m 19 and healthy, I’ve had covid 3 times. I’ve had the cold probably
30 times. I should be able to stay home for a couple days, get better, then proceed with my
life. SCIENTISTS say it’s an endemic virus, the vaccines and masks haven’t done anything
and won’t, so we need to learn to live with it. Government should be promoting immuneboosting vitamins, healthy lifestyles, and creating an environment for healthy thinking. Not
dividing the people, weakening our immune systems, and essentially funding the spread of
new variants.

2/18/2022 6:07 PM

56195

Daughter banned from university Parents & Kids with anxiety Kids will never get momentous
events back that siblings had; like sports, graduation - it’s gone forever Damaged relationships
Inflation effecting business and personal

2/18/2022 6:06 PM
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56196

It has kept me alive.

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56197

Limited time with family/friends.

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56198

It has made it hell

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56199

Psychological issues for our teenagers. Bullying from vax’d people.

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56200

I am no longer able to work fir LNGC Canada, I was mandated to work during the first phase of
Covid, and lost my opportunity to work at a Career I love, because of my medical choice. This
is not the Canada, I grew up in. The Police and Military stand down, when Churches are set on
fire, all over BC, the Railways have been blocked with fire! Where is the Police when there is
actual crime. Canada Government is out of control.

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56201

Nothing but descrimination from my work for not being vaxed. I have been denied my right to
go to school to finish my apprenticeship. My family has been torn apart, we fight all the time.
Im sick of it all

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56202

It's made me a prisoner to mandates which clearly don't work. I was forced to abandon my
rights in order to gain employment to feed my children.

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56203

I used to be very outgoing and these mandates have adversely affected my mental health,
especially when the gyms are closed.

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56204

My anxiety has been through the roof., my children are more depressed and lonely. It has
impacted our way of life and being able to provide food and other essentials for our family.
We’ve both Been out of work for almost 2 years ( off and on ). In dept when before this we
were coming out ahead

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56205

I’ve been unable to provide my elderly parents the assistance they require. Loss of
employment for many family members

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56206

My daughter (10) has decided to keep wearing her mask always because she wants to hide her
“ugly” face. My already self conscious child has gotten worse.

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56207

I’ve been excluded from all social events and daily activities because of the vaxpass mandate,
and have lost several loved ones to suicide when the mandates made their mental health
decline. My own anxiety and depression has been unbearable. My father’s dementia has also
been gotten worse which has caused my mom to decline as well! The whole damn mess has
ruined or damaged so many!!

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56208

Horrible. It has done so much damage to my family, especially my children that I will have to
spend years helping them heal and recover from the damage the mandates haves caused. And
some things they may never recover/heal from because of the horrible mandates the
government forced on Canadians 😞😓

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56209

Negatively! I have not been allowed to take my children out to do fun things. I haven't been
able to enroll my children in any sports. We go to church and it has absolutely broken my heart
that we were not allowed to go, and when we could I've had to tell my children that they can't
play with their friends, can't even see their faces. I am so thankful to live in Saskatchewan
through all this because we have had it easier than most throughout Canada.

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56210

don't even get me started.

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56211

Required to wear mask at work which often makes me nauseated. Unable to cross border
easily like for day trips. Restrictions on events I can attend and watch my grandkids perform
in. Have felt generally unwell since having my booster 6 months ago but always tested
negative for Covid

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56212

Isolation, financial, mentally harmful, family strife.

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56213

Ruined my relationships, my boyfriend can’t come into canada because he wants the freedom
to do whatever he wants with his body. 2 years now long distance.

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56214

Mentally my kids are fucked

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56215

My son turned 12 and had to drop out of his spots activities. I have been accused of being
selfish because I can get and spread covid. Was told that People who don't get vaccinated
should not get any medical care.

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56216

I am unable to get the "vaccines" and have been somewhat ostracized because of it. I spend a

2/18/2022 6:06 PM
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lot of time alone and can't see my friends. Strangers who hear me tell anyone that I'm not
vaccinated sometimes say rude things to me. I am now a second-class citizen and will never
forget being treated like a leper in my own city/province/country. I can't travel out of the
country to see people I know in the USA. I can't go into the library to get books and I love to
read. It goes on and on. The worst of it is the government lies about all of this. The stories
keep changing and the mandates seem to be based more on public opinion and backlash
(provincially and federally) than on REAL SCIENCE. I will end up losing some friendships over
this. As a retired teacher, I feel so badly for children living in fear as if they're going through a
war, isolated and out of school for long periods of time. I could go on and on. THE CURE IS
WORSE THAN THE DISEASE!
56217

Gave me more anxiety

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56218

Family divide, employees abusing the time off work

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56219

In everyway, socially, physically, mentally, emotionally

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56220

I have lost 3 jobs because of the over reaching mandate to disclose my vaccination status.

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56221

It has kept my loved ones and myself safe. It has helped keep my workplace (hospital) from
being too overwhelmed.

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56222

Mandates have made it very challenging to get teens through the years when socialization is
the most critical; it has also heightened mental health issues and made it challenging to
pursue proper avenues of attending to mental health well. The loss of our usual supports and
outlets has made it difficult to navigate life. We hardly have family around us and live very
simply already and to have lost that, too, has been frustrating to deal with. Seeing people put
down each other over mandates has been so devastating to experience. Listening to people
tearing each other apart over these mandates instead of respecting each other’s differences in
opinions and approaches to covid has been heart wrenching. Experiencing being threatened
and silenced (because I hold different values) by not only fellow citizens, but by governments
and leaders has felt scary and disempowering. I thought this country was about giving people
the right to choose and not forcing people to make fear-based decisions, especially threatening
their livelihood to force them into decisions that go against deeply held values. Seeing
governments use power like that is seriously concerning. It is highly concerning when the very
leadership of your country threatened people groups who want their rights and freedoms
honoured, respected and protected. It is highly concerning when the leader of your nation
repeatedly uses language that will divide and language that criminalizes and separates and
stigmatizes those who don’t agree with the main rhetoric and hold different values. Holding a
different value does not make a person uncaring, selfish, nor racist. I know that first hand and
by personal experience. Stop generating hate language because someone’s opinion and way of
living is different. Not everyone operates that way.

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56223

Gave me a strong dislike for stupid people

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56224

It has driven a wedge between family members.

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56225

The cost of living going through the roof and wages not even coming close as an essential
service employee my costs all the way through never decreased actually they increased and I
have seen the government cause so much diversity and segregation in society that it’s almost
taken us back to the “coloured water fountains”

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56226

The mandates have prevented planned vacations, interfered with social and church gatherings,
prevented eating out at restaurants and created conflict between friends and family members.

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56227

I have seen a divide in friends and family. I am double vaccinated but I also follow the studies
and have concluded that I am overall safe and the rest of Canada is largely safe based on
scientific evidence in studies. Vaccines should be provided to the age groups and vulnerable of
society which truly need it most and no passports required as they don’t scientifically make
sense.

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56228

I lost My job.. I can't even get welfare

2/18/2022 6:06 PM

56229

Trauma all across the board, loss, heart break and stress!!

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56230

ME AND MY FAMILY HAVE SUFFERED MENTALITY AND FINANCIALLY

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56231

Destroyed family

2/18/2022 6:05 PM
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56232

mandatory jabs has taken away many job opportunities but the segregation is nothing to the
hate our PM is spewing it's time government stop hiding and face the people that are speaking
the truth the time is now to stop with the lies

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56233

All

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56234

Mandates were a contributing factor in domestic violence in which my sister ended up being
murdered by her husband. She left behind a young child. The fall out from the mandates and
fear mongering of the public has been grossly underestimated and not taken into consideration
when setting out these policies. Society will be paying for the actions of our government for a
very long time. All government officials who contributed to mandates should be held criminally
responsible. I will never forget.

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56235

Yes, people look at me funny for not wearing my mask everywhere I go

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56236

I can’t go to any restaurants, cinemas, gyms etc. I’m not able to find a job because every
workplace requires vaccination. On top of all of this, some vaccinated people are livid towards
those who aren’t vaccinated. To be honest, the hatred and division has been the worst effect of
all. Enough is enough

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56237

Losing my job. Created division among family and experiences discrimination. Children
negatively impacted by school closure and masks, creating unnecessary fear and anxiety
about Covid.

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56238

Depression

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56239

Too many to count, finances, mental health, ability to see kids, sinus infection for months from
mask

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56240

We have become distant from family and society

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56241

This Covid hoax has been a living hell. End the lies now and let people get back to their lives!

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56242

It made me decide to move out of Canada if it won't stop soon.

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56243

Anxiety, missing my grandma, she is in a care home. Can't travel to visit my family. Division
with family

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56244

I retired from my job in healthcare due to the vaccine situation. Yes I had the option of being
tested rather than being vaccinated, BUT I had to pay for testing myself. Also not seeing
family and friends because of all the rules was too much. My dad and my mother-in-law
passed during the past two years and weren’t allowed to have their full families surround them
for comfort during their passing. So unfair to all involved!!! These are just a few of the things.

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56245

How has it not, would be a better question. It has paralyzed everyone’s lives.

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56246

My kids are suffering from depression

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56247

It's made me feel as though I'm a pond in their bread & circus games...

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56248

Restricted my traveling. I have noticed the negative mental effect it has had on my family
members. It is hurting our economy.

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56249

In every way it takes my freedoms away

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56250

Anxiety and depression of family members and social isolation.

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56251

Masks and vacines

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56252

I havent ate in a restaurant

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56253

Depression and anxiety worrying about my grandchildren and what should always leaving to
them which is nothing but globalist communism

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56254

Discrimination exclusion stress family dissent friendship loss anger frustration health crisis
mental health issues

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56255

I am extreamly concerned and astonished at the level of government overreach. I am very
stressed to see the effects of mandates on the young and elderly. I want answers and changes
so this does not ever happen again. Measures taken did far more harm than good! Thank you.

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56256

Family gatherings, 2 family funerals missed

2/18/2022 6:05 PM
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56257

Stress, isolation, loss

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56258

Negative

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56259

It has made me and my kids miss out on a lot of living the past 2 years.. I’ve struggled
through this pandemic with some depression caused by my inability to see family and get
support raising my children

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56260

Not able to cross border to see my kids

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56261

N/a

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56262

Hard to breath in masks. Couldn't say goodbye to loved ones who have passed away. Kids
couldn't travel with us. Family suffering from pst working in ltc homes away from family.
Forced to take a vacinne I didn't want just to have some sort of normal life

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56263

Jobs, family time, cost of life

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56264

All aspects. I try living as normally as possible (and by normal I mean pre-covid normal) not
being scared of something that isn't as deadly as it is being perceived by the main stream
media. It is being engrained in our brains that we have to watch out for the "greater good"
which is all B.S. when it's all just government control. I choose to not make these matters a
big deal especially to my children who will be impacted the most by these. Luckily I haven't
had kids in school but will be next year and hope and pray all the mandates will be lifted
forever and life will be normal again

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56265

Stress

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56266

Lost my 10 year job with Atlantic Towing LTD because I chose body autonomy. It has caused
much stress and anxiety in mine and my families life.

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56267

I’m a nurse that has lost my job and my husband has had neurological complications from this
toxic vaccine…. Shame on our! government

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56268

Loss of wages, stress, anxiety, depression, suicidal thoughts. Faith in God has increased.

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56269

My teens where affected by not having sports. They have low self esteem and depression
issues now. I was personally affected from all of the division this caused. Everyone is arguing
all the time about what’s right and wrong.. it’s so sad. Life is already hard enough. We should
have just let it go because it would be better to have the amount of deaths then to deal with all
of the mental health issues caused by the way it was handled.. so disgusted by our
government words cannot express….

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56270

Isolated and discrimination because I chose not to accept the vaccine! I would have continued
to work longer but decided to take retirement because of the increase of stress

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56271

As someone who lives alone I have become increasingly isolated and depressed.

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56272

I had to give up my main source of revenue, due to my refusal to get vacci aged. I've had
Covid and should have natural immunity.

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56273

Cannot mourn the dead Trudeau committed crimes and should resign

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56274

It has effected my work, my kids education. My children’s mental health.

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56275

I’m a healthy taxpayer, law abiding citizen not allowed to leave the country or even travel within
my own country

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56276

Professionally as well as socially.

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56277

It’s affecting my health affecting my social interactions with my friends it’s made me more
miserable has impacted my job ability

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56278

Division, not being able to go out with my family and friends, no exercising at a gym.

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56279

Very negative impact on mental health and physical activity

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56280

It’s bankrupted our small business. It’s put us in a huge amount of debt. 2 of us now suffer
with depression. It’s divided my family. My children are angry. It’s done so much damage and
destroyed our lives. None of these mandates have made any sense.

2/18/2022 6:05 PM
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56281

It’s kept me from living my life as I normally would, kept me away from my family, and unable
to see my loved one who was dying.

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56282

had to quit the sport i’ve done for 15 years, isolated me from my friends and family, ruined high
school experiences

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56283

Mental health issues with young kids

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56284

This has affected every aspect of current life and especially for my children. End all mandates!

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56285

Lost my job

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56286

I am fucking depressed as hell. I have truly had enough of the government bs

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56287

I lost everything

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56288

I suffer from PTSD and have been even more isolated than I was before. It has made my
depression and anxiety worse. I can't even see some of my family because they are all
scared. I've lost friends and family who are afraid of me for not getting the COVID vaccine.

2/18/2022 6:05 PM

56289

All aspects.

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56290

It has devastated my life. I was forced to get vaccinated or be terminated from my job. It tore
my family apart and friends. It devastated our work place in life lose of valuable employees. I
chose not to participate in the vaccine pass and did not use it even though I had it. I felt like a
second class citizen. The hate message on media has created anxiety in our communities and
I feel unsafe on the streets and have been attacked for accidently getting to close to someone.
There is not one aspect of my life that has not been affect from the mandates.

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56291

Yes, loss of freedom

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56292

Took away our freedoms

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56293

It has made us no longer a free country I'm no longer able to live in freedom in many areas

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56294

Adversely

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56295

The mandates and the government's management of the whole situation for the last 2 years
has resulted in my family not being able to attend a funeral, friends and relatives that are so
focused on all of the lies and mismanagement methods have cut out friends from their lives,
my freedoms have been trampled on in so many ways I can't even keep count anymore.
These mandates have made me feel like a second class citizen and I have been discriminated
against many many times.

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56296

It has fractured my family. I have not been able to visit my children because I am not allowed
on an airplane I ha not been able to visit friends I have not been able to go to restaurants to
eat It is taking more than my income for medication and food and rent It has taken away my
trust of others The worst is my family have not been able to come to my home

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56297

It has made me more irritable and less willing to be forced into doing anything.

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56298

Mental health has plummeted I no longer see my friends. My family and I fight, there’s
devision, my kids barely get to social, I can hardly afford food, when I used to be able to save
money.

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56299

Mentally exhausting

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56300

My family have almost disowned me.

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56301

I have lost two jobs. I have been isolated from my family.

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56302

Being discriminated for not being vaxxed, ppl not wanting any company due to Covid.

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56303

Can’t leave Canada

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56304

Other than limiting travel, hardly at all

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56305

It has mentally harmed my children and separated my family.

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56306

Seperate me from siblings and family. Brought hate and division in family and friends. So
much hate happening in people. Suicide in young people. Drastic

2/18/2022 6:04 PM
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56307

Depression, not able to visit family, can’t travel, visit sick ones in hospitals, no dining out and i
could go on and on. Feel like a lab rat in a communist country. Trudeau must go, he had
personally destroyed Canada with his liberal corrupt party

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56308

It has affected me and my family psychologically. It cause enormous stress, depression. My
children told me the do not see a sense of living

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56309

my 6 year old has spend 1\3 of her life under these mandates. Oxygen is our GOD given right
to breathe. the masks are causing harm for our Children mentally and physically

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56310

I got covid in April 2020, the very beginning. Since then I've never gotten covid again, even
when I've been in vehicles with covid positive people. I feel the segregation is very wrong and
goes against the charter of rights. I feel like the lies the media has spread is affecting my
mental health. I got an immunity test done by kinexus lab and they are withholding my
information because the government has paused their "studies". So I feel I cant trust my
government because of these restrictions. People who are triple vax clearly are still getting
sick and it just shows that these vaccines don't work like they said they would and there really
isn't any point for me to consider this at all. Because I have natural immunity . I could go on
about my list on how this pandemic has affected me and my family.

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56311

2 years

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56312

It has caused mental stress on our families, causing intense arguments that have ripped the
family apart. Good friends have been fired because they didn’t want the vaccine and others
forced to get it against there will because they had to keep their employment. It is all very sad
and our society will never recover, this whole thing will leave scares!!

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56313

FEAR

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56314

Limited travel worship and restaurant occupancies. Health appointments and many more

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56315

Economically

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56316

Exponentially

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56317

It just socks

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56318

I can’t travel easily to see my family or at all if I’m not vaccinated. I can’t breathe freely
wearing a mask, which by scientific evidence doesn’t work to control the virus anyway.

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56319

Extreme depression and divided family...

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56320

Mental health has been down

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56321

Horrifically……….

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56322

Nearly difficult to find work stress in shopping or being out verbally berated by people having
my bodily automony threatened , potential refusals of service , repeatedly having to face
threats and intimidation worry about having to go to hospital. Disgusted by having been
monitored through cel phone refusal to allow exemptions

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56323

It has limited my ability to be social, definitely, but that's nothing compared to the division,
hate and discrimination that the mandates have fostered! People looking at each other like
they're disease carriers, and spouting hateful rhetoric against anyone who even questions the
efficacy of the mandates! It's caused anxiety and depression for me, personally, and also for
my family, who look to me for emotional support. It's exhausting!!

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56324

Killing my business. Missed family events. Wasted 2 years of my life.

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56325

I’m almost every way imaginable. My family has fallen apart. I lost my career. I can’t do most
of the things that I love and my children have suffered as well. For what? All for a coronavirus
with a 98% survival rate. Ridiculous!

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56326

It has made it better by keeping me safe

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56327

I lost my job

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56328

Anxiety depression and fearful

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56329

All of my kids are struggling with the forced isolation that has been imposed in different ways,
way more screen time than is healthy. Some family is afraid to have ppl over.

2/18/2022 6:04 PM
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56330

Depressed & lonely I feel like the world is going to end to many Restrictions I feel the Freedom
convoy needs God Help 🙏

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56331

My mental health and my families mental health has been fried totally we are so done with all
the control and hateful rhetoric that comes out of our PM’s mouth

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56332

Unable to visit family in the US

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56333

Causes division in my family

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56334

Terrible

2/18/2022 6:04 PM

56335

Depression; segregated my family and friends; created division! My special needs son has
been affected in school by not being able to be a child and have friends like children should!
He is broken over not having any friends and not able to have play dates; or birthday parties;
This has turned our lives upside down in far too many ways to speak of!!! This is not living….
This is being Controlled!!

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56336

Freedom to choose what we put in our bodies .Lack of social setting ,mentally physically. I've
worked the whole time but also wasn't given a choice just deemed essential

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56337

I have a special Needs child which is already made our lives isolated as is . This has caused
me to close my business for a couple years . It has caused stress and depression for both my
daughter and myself . High tension between family and. Friends over differing opinions.
Loneliness , fear of when will life ever be back to normal . The list goes on .

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56338

My children, my wife and I have all suffered mentally. We cannot see family members, attend
wakes or funerals, weddings have been postponed, people are dying alone. Businesses
closed, families, friendships and communities tore apart because of the divisive mandates.
That's the tip of the iceberg - it's been a long 2 years, everyone has suffered on way or
another, end all mandates and restrictions now

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56339

Can't travel or go to events and restaraunts. Saved me a lot of money.

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56340

Has caused issues with ppl I work with and some family members that only pay attention to
the news Trudeau is letting out not what the real news is

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56341

One of the reasons we have had so few deaths in Canada is because of the mandates. I fully
support them until it is safe to remove them.

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56342

Negatively financially from being shut down all the damn time and having to isolate for even a
silly cold. Also the masks have given me sores on my nose and back of ears and make me
super dizzy from oxygen deprivation when I have to wear for work.

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56343

In all aspects

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56344

Restricted my ability to travel, access goods and services and work.

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56345

Mental health, isolation, loss of business, emotional distress

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56346

Feels like Communist China.

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56347

Preventing me from visiting my very sick mother in another province.

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56348

Mentally

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56349

Mental health , unable to visit family

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56350

Totally messed it up.

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56351

Our arms were twisted into getting vaccinated so that our daughter with ADHD could continue
to attend extracurricular activities. She cannot handle wearing a mask. She’s gotten so much
anger and anxiety since. So have we as parents. It’s time to live a normal life without fear.

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56352

Future jobs crossing the international border. Can’t do volunteer work in Mexico due to travel
restrictions for the unvaccinated

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56353

No freedom

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56354

Depression, not able to see family, sister died alone, caused divisions in friends and family

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56355

Seclusion and loss of friends not by death but by the fear that resulted by the mandates

2/18/2022 6:03 PM
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56356

I don't comply...only a few places this stops me ...their loss..I just leave

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56357

Destroyed many families and put stress on children

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56358

Depressed, anxiety, financial,

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56359

Badly

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56360

I am 44 and pregnant and not vaccinated, it has deeply affected my job and work statues and
social and family life in a very negative way, people say it’s a choice it is not, it is not a choice
it is blackmail, it is my choice not to vaccinate it has been the government’s choice to
discriminate against my choice limiting my freedoms and through spreading false information
and fear spreading discrimination towards people who decide to not vaccinate calling us
antivax, racist, misogynistic, and uneducated. I have been serving my community with deep
passion and generosity for 25+ years in the ECE field. I have never felt so saddened and
mistreated for a medical decision that should be mine to make for me and my child.

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56361

Prohibits me from leaving the country and restricts my movements within my country

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56362

2

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56363

It fucked it up royally!! Can't afford to live, shitty work, depressed kids 😢

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56364

Every day life, family and friends, work

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56365

Made me an unacceptable, divided my family. It stole my soul.

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56366

Forced me to get an experimental shot or I would lose my job

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56367

Destroyed so many small businesses

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56368

Created divisiveness and discrimination on many levels. Feel like an outcast in my own
country and loose all confidence in our government.

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56369

It has negatively affected my friendships, social activities, family relationships, community
involvement, almost everything.

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56370

Pay cuts, short staffed ,my teenager suicidal and my college's teenagers etc

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56371

The most important thing in my life is my faith, and not being able to normally attend church
has taken a toll on my faith life and my mental health.

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56372

Haven’t been sick in 2 yrs with anything

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56373

too many ways to say. mental, physical, emotional, financial

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56374

Can't move freely. Can't be with children in sports. Family fights as they have learned to hate
just like what Trudeau wants.

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56375

Not much other than concerts.

2/18/2022 6:03 PM

56376

Taken away my freedom

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56377

Freedom

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56378

Negatively in every way

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56379

People i love have lost jobs and livelihoods !! This should never happen for a personal belief!!
Wear masks like we had been all along and everyone was fine!

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56380

Divided friends and family. It breaks my heart that my rights and freedoms have been taken
away .

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56381

I have lost all work. I have no income. I am separated from both my children. I have lost many
friends due to media lies and division sparked hate by Justin Trudeau.

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56382

Lost trust in the governments

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56383

not been able too go anywhere

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56384

2 weeks to flatten the curve to show me your product code is an atrocity.

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56385

Effect life and busniess

2/18/2022 6:02 PM
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56386

I am in a Great Depression since the beginning of all this. A lot of my family and friends don’t
speak to others because of the Division the Gouvernement have created. My two young adults
are always sad, this is not a life for anybody. Stop all the mandates now.

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56387

I didn't get COVID-19. My sister had a baby, and I have been able to continue working and also
spent time with the baby. Our elderly relatives have not gotten infected, and I have been able
to access cancer care throughout he pandemic. We were able to meet with friends on a patio
in summer, and see movies in a theatre safely. The mandates are wonderful!

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56388

I haven't seen my family in years. People hate us for not wearing masks. My kids had to quit
their activities. My kids cant follow their career choices.

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56389

Gain lots of weight and has cost me my job and money

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56390

Limited social choices for my children. Othered my children. I witness my children being called
murderers and white supremacists in text messages from vaccinated kids in their friend
groups.

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56391

currently on LWOP. Struggling as a single mom

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56392

Lonely existence since my family is against my decision not to get jabbed

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56393

The isolation and slack of support has left me alone while dealing with cancer and lung surgery
then nearly dying after an emergency splenectomy. My family could not be with me to support
me. Enough is enough. We now know Covid is here to stay and we each have to make our
own choices to keep ourselves and others safe from Covid.

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56394

Killed businesses and mental health and ruined the country

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56395

Depression has become a daily struggle in my life not being able to see loved ones across
Canada. I love this country. What i don't love is that a tyrant like Justin Trudeau can get away
with everything he has done to Canada and to the Canadian citizen. Like deviding Canada to
were family right over who is right or wrong we all know it's Justin Trudeau fault for all of. It's
time for Him to step down and resign. Then after that be charged with treason against Canada .
We don't stand for dictatorship in this free loving country we call Canada 🇨🇦🇨🇦🇨🇦🇨🇦🇨🇦🇨🇦🇨🇦🇨🇦

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56396

Mental health & prosperity

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56397

Depression loneliness

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56398

These mandates have caused my company to lose it's largest work contract, BC Hydro.
Without enough work, I am now losing my staff and revenue.

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56399

Negatively

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56400

It has made it difficult to care for my elderly parent. My parents surgery has been cancelled.
The mandates gave crested division among my fiends and coworkers. These mandates have
causes a hide amount of depression in me as well as my family. The emotional well being is at
stake . Impacted the travel to visit family - so many restrictions and rules to comply with to
just see family . The uncertainty of weather or not you wulk nee to isolate and all the drama
that comes with that. So stressful . I am vaccinated because I care about my health and am
grateful for the provision of vaccines . The Mandates are too much abs way too overreaching.

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56401

Depression, lack of employment opportunities due to vaccine status, victim of the incited
hatred by Trudeau government mandates; called a moron by so-called very old friend, told I
have lost my way by another old friend, friends talking about me behind my back, friends have
cancelled visits due to fear of me spreading covid, have lost friends, afraid to discuss the
situation with others, cut off from social gatherings, ostracized, treated disrespectfully, looked
down upon, asked for private medical information, my rights are still violated, laughed at,
categorized by government, blamed for the pandemic, told not doing my part by not wanting
the multiple covid shots, told not to listen to independent media, it has been very hard to stay
positive, sense of lonliness never felt before! Not able to travel; not able to dine out! I got
omicron and am very healthy/protected by my strong immune system, i will not get this
experimental drug (I follow the science!) and I will not do the testing until a saliva test can be
perfected! I am not shoving a stick up my nose to my brain barrier that could be carrying a
host of ‘contaminants’, bio-weapons, etc. How do we really trust now! Nor would I use the rapid
one for same reasons!

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56402

I had to leave my job or take 3 or more experimental injections. We had to downsize our house

2/18/2022 6:02 PM
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and mortgage. We could not gather or grieve my father-in-law passing and for 2 years could not
spend acceptable time with family
56403

My marriage has ended. My son was hospitalized following vaccination but the attending
doctors didn’t chart or report his reactions.

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56404

It has affected my childrens lives.. no sports.. no socializing etc

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56405

Could be worst. Really wasn’t terrible.

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56406

Not only inconvenience but also creating conflict with others. And it's so unfair how the
government treat the unvaccinated people.

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56407

Speech delay in children among other things

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56408

Horribly in every way!

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56409

It has greatly impacted my life as far as my health my social interactions and my way of every
day life has been greatly affected by this mandates I want them ended ASAP

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56410

I'm only alive because of the mandates, because it turns out many of my fellow citizens are
selfish, infantile fucks who would gladly kill me for their own pathetic convenience

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56411

I've lost my job of 10 years.

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56412

Lost my job because of Vaccine mandate, had to deal with family passing alone, my university
age children are unable to attend because of vaccine mandates. Loss of graduation
celebrations, loss of high school sports loss of in person education. Loss of travel ‘privileges’

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56413

Use of the mask presents major breathing problems thus it has restricted my outings to
church,shopping,visiting etc.

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56414

Terminated from a 22 year career.

2/18/2022 6:02 PM

56415

Turned upside down!

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56416

Dramatically

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56417

Reduced work and job availability directly affecting household income and mental health

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56418

Constant loss of work due to allergies because it's a covid symptom.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56419

Business and personally. The government has divided families and citizens. If the vaccine
works why do we need to be divided? They keep contracting themselves. We are smart
people. We don’t need to be treated like toddlers.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56420

Destroyed my mental n physical self

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56421

It has deeply impacted my business and cause division in our family. It has incredibly
impacted my business negatively. We have also faced family and friend division. I have
personally witnessed the destructive effects of this mandates and severe consequences of
many people I care about who have taken the vaxes.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56422

Totally taken quality of life away ….separation from family alllll masks cause breathing iss and
rashes social distancing is Ridiculous for the common cold ! Scaring people into submission!
Using taking your job away if don’t get the vaccine leaving people with really no choice ..so
many deaths from the vaccines and sickness

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56423

It’s causing a divide in my family and friends. This causes a lot of Unnecessary stress and
frustration.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56424

I have suffered greatly throughout it financially and mentally.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56425

It has been hard, but I've been willing to do it to keep others safe. I do feel for people who have
been economically impacted.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56426

I have lost my career and house due to the mandates.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56427

Negatively. Kids missing out on sports and church activities. Isolating.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56428

My employer shoot down when vaccine passports were mandated. My elderly parents are
terrified! Divided my family.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM
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56429

I feel restricted with travelling, going out to restaurants, going to work and as the government
is dictating everything in our lives. There seems to be no allowance to be able to debate the
science involved with this vaccine. Vaccinated or unvaccinated you are still going to catch
Covid so drop the mandates!

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56430

I haven’t been able to attend my children’s sporting events and I can’t enjoy dinner out with
friends And family.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56431

Hated the social distancing. Hurts our seniors, so isolating. Hated the masks. Hard to breathe.
Did get vaccinated.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56432

I know too many that committed suicide. All young . Too much grief

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56433

Cost and the discrimination

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56434

Divided family and friends

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56435

Exponentially. 16 year old daughter was forced to take something she didn’t want to continue
her level of sport. Husband forced to get vaccinated to keep his job. all our mental health has
suffered. Kids have out of province tournaments I can’t fly too. Missed out watching their
games. It’s been awful.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56436

Couldn’t see my kid play hockey for the first time. Also couldn’t see a loved one passing away.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56437

Break up with family and friends…

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56438

unable to reunite with family, natural immunity is not given any credit and weight

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56439

The mandates have prevented me from being able to see my family members. The mandates
have prevented me from travelling. The mandates have made me a prisoner in my own
country.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56440

Negatively

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56441

I don't let anything affect my life, I grow I play music, I stay fit, there is just a little bit less
interaction socially than there should be. I hate seeing the divisiveness in Canada, in families,
and communities. Our forefathers have already fought for these rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56442

Isolation, Lock down, financial loss, childrens mental health, two years of my kids missing
their childhoods. Missed opportunities for kids,

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56443

Ruined it

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56444

Made it worse in every way.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56445

Work, school, childrens mental health, my mental health the list goes on

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56446

Very much

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56447

The mental health of my family including my children has been negatively affected. I have
family members who have lost jobs due to vaccine mandates.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56448

Devastating, lost my job, divided my family, affected my grandchildren in a negative way, can't
travel to visit my son or grandchildren. Caused hatred and division.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56449

Nothing good has come out of it

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56450

I have not been able to enjoy life with my children for 2 years

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56451

We couldn't see family in hospital and our own children and grandchildren. It has divided us as
a community and family and friends. Pretty much our outings to restaurants as a family. Sad
we are still in this after 2 years and no end in site for all Canadian's

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56452

Anxiety and depression. A decline in my business. Loss of income. I had to take a second job
for which I was forced to get double vaccinated or lose my ability to pay my bills. Unable to
socialize publicly with unvaccinated friends.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56453

Divisive and full of hate

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56454

Not being able to go out and do anything as I have decided not to get vaccinated

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56455

Made life hard for everybody

2/18/2022 6:01 PM
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56456

Everything is fucked

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56457

Ruined my business Ruined my social circle Ruined my family Destroyed my mental health
Divided my town Closed my friends businesses and almost my own. Crushed my daughters
last 2 years of high school ( no grad, no prom, no awards ceremony) Prevented my daughter
from going to University for Nursing and her confidence to even think about going if the
mandates are lifted. My world will never be the same.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56458

I came to Canada from communist country. Now I am back in communism.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56459

Been hard for our family, funerals for loved one. Been hated by friends and coworkers

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56460

I believe in freedom of choice. That is no longer true of Canada.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56461

In many ways

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56462

Stress

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56463

I have lost my source of income

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56464

I'm not dead

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56465

I have lost months of work

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56466

Beeing a professionnal musician, it was only crap.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56467

I am supposed to be on a sabbatical travelling around the world, not stuck in my country not
allowed to leave without accepting unethical violations of my.bodily autonomy. The goverment
ordered me to provide a service (rental housing) but removed my right to evict tenants who
didnt pay. I had legally binding contracts for April 2020 rent increases that were cancelled, as
well as my right to receive compensation for the increasing costs i faced in providing safe
secure and necessary rental housing to my community. An eviction of a diaruptive and
unsanitary family was cancelled for over a year - giving them free reign to continue to build the
filth inside my building and bother their neighbors without consequence. I made the decision to
home school while also running my business from home, as it became evident i could not trust
the system to respect my wishes for my child's treatment. My family, including my aged
parents, has been banned from accessing recreational fscilities we support through our taxes..
i have not received a refund or tax credit for this failure to provide me access to things I pay
for as a citizen. Our pool was available for use for 18 months without vaccines ans now is not
available without a passport. The science does not auppprt this. I no longer support local
eating establishments for takeout if they continue to host in-person dining. Provincial parks,
including mooring facilities have been locked from access... these are outdoor spaces!

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56468

I haven't seen my grandchildren in two years; my paycheque has been reduced by more than
50%, I'm so tired of being alone; but I've lost six international friends to covid. I'll continue to
isolate and wear masks (I'm triple vaxxed).

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56469

It has created division in long term relationships & families. I also has created much
depression and anxiety. Especially when after 2.5 years...a ton to medical science disproves
the whole scam.

2/18/2022 6:01 PM

56470

i hate everything now

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56471

My business went down.

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56472

MY FREEDOMS HAVE BEEN TAKEN AWAY. I was fired from my job because of these
mandates. My 20 year old son received a sub par college education and was forced to drop out
of college because of these mandates.

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56473

Kept like a prisoner

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56474

Stupid question. It has affected our life immensely

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56475

It has divided families, towns, cities, provinces. It is DESTOYING our country!!

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56476

I cannot find a job. I can not go to restaurants, theatres, cinemas, offices, grocery stores,
gyms, yoga studios, salons, bars, discos, clubs. My mental health has been affected, my
social life has been affected. I cannot travel. I have to leave Canada in 7 days, because I can
get on plane until 28th February 2022 only. After this date, I am not allowed to board on a
plane. I want to stay in Canada, but I also want to be with my family in Europe.

2/18/2022 6:00 PM
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56477

Lost my job. Can’t travel or go to the gym. Interpersonal conflict with friends and family.
Stress!!!!!

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56478

We are not able to live in freedom and have our kids enjoy their activities. We want to get back
to normal.

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56479

My mental health, my physical health and my income

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56480

Negatively

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56481

Not much

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56482

Unrealistic restrictions. I am a senior and rely on pool therapy for health reasons that I have
been unable to access due to requirement of vaccination passports.

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56483

Loss of income, loss of health, loss of friends, loss of independence.

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56484

I feel I have no life.

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56485

Marriage family disaster

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56486

No huge impacts, almost everything I want and like to do, as well as my job, has been
modified but I have easily adapted.

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56487

Lonely angry it’s time to end this

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56488

I could not continue my job in the health care

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56489

The mandates have destroyed my life as well as the lives of my family.

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56490

I was forced not to work for 8 months of the last 2 years. As a single person I have felt with
isolation and mental health issues. I have missed out on so many special occasions that
should never have been cancelled.

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56491

Terribly

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56492

Depression suicidal thoughts anxiety alcoholic Fat. My life is changed and not for the better.

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56493

Forced me to get vaccinated to travel and have a job. I never even had a flu shot before.

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56494

It has brought separation between family & friends and has eroded our freedoms & rights.

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56495

Has almost broke my family business. And most importantly it has ruined my elementary level
children's school career . The masks in the schools and the attitude of the teachers has driven
my children to quit going. They now home school and are doing much better. But this also
prevents my wife from working full time.

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56496

The provincial mandate, mandated by the provinces and not feds, has been inadequate.

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56497

I’ve had to take the jab to go to school for my apprenticeship. I’ve put my ohl season tickets
on pause because I am not watching a hockey game with a mask on. If I can work with 400
plus coworkers with no mask, I don’t want it in my social life. People that are scared to go out,
stay home. Don’t force mandates on the rest of us!!

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56498

Since all this mandates begin I’ve been so depressed

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56499

Unable to get to my residence by via rail....it is remote, unable to go to gyms,restaurants and
difficult to breathe when working/ sweating

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56500

Too numerous to record, begin with mental health, work stress, medically delays, cost of living
skyrocketed, every aspect of life! Segregation of families and friends- lost of privacy

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56501

N/a

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56502

My job my mental health

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56503

As a widow , it has really effected me by being lonely , not able to visit my daughter who is
immune compromised ! I hope this will never happen again !!

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56504

My dad died alone in hospital. He called me saying he would die and asking me to come get
him. He was on oxygen. I could not go to him. And our prime minister has made me feel so
safe and uncomfortable that I now am on meds and go to sleep with a VCR playing movies in

2/18/2022 6:00 PM
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my bedroom at night as I can no longer fall asleep like I used to. I live in fear of mandates and
quarantines and figuring out what “taking up space” means.
56505

Ability to feed my family and pay mortgage

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56506

Work life and education

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56507

My husband lost his job, my children have been discriminated against at school and in the
community at extra curricular events. I no longer get to watch my children play hockey or
dance. It has caused division between some of my family members.

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56508

Having the mandates enforced by the government has made life unbearable, frightening as to
what is in our future, made me and my loved ones feel ostracized, and caused separation
where there normally would not have been!!!! They should be tried for treason

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56509

Too much to put in this litle box

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56510

I have multiple people in my family with injuries from the vaccine. Our mental health is
suffering, our finances are suffering and this all must stop

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56511

All of them, my already dwindling family has all but vanished because of depression and
anxiety. I have been alienated from my family because of this whole thing, and the stress I
deal with is massive.

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56512

Mentally, physically, financially it has caused relationship strain family strain and much more
everlasting trauma. Canada has gone downhill bad and it’s absolutely horrible to see such a
great nation be brought down by those on a power/money grab.

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56513

Bound, economical cascades loss of jobs, more than one

2/18/2022 6:00 PM

56514

We stay home more

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56515

Its be an inconvenience only

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56516

It has caused division within our family

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56517

Can't see family and friends can't go out to eat and socialize can't work it's crap

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56518

It has made me more reclusive even though I am a natural extrovert. Many relationships have
been strained or completely fractured, including with my father and only sibling. The media and
our travesty of a Prime Minister have demonized an entire chunk of the population and pitted
neighbour against neighbour, friend against friend, countrymen against countrymen. We have
never seen this level of division in our nation and it is being fuelled directly by the Liberal
government and their left-wing media allies. It’s disgusting.

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56519

Forced to get vaccine or leave my job after 19 years

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56520

Lost job, need treatment for mental health!!

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56521

Terribly

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56522

Yes. Worst thing ever in my life. I’m scared daily for my business, lively hood and young
family.

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56523

Depression, isolation. Mental and physical health taking a beating.

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56524

The mandates are infringe my basic human rights , the government has no right to enforce
vaccine to my body , or to my child. Nor should one loose they job if not willing to vaccinate.

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56525

Lost family and friends. Can’t travel. Seen vaccine injuries that we aren’t allowed to believe
came from the vaccines

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56526

Friends, family, work and my own mental state has gone to shit.

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56527

Broken our family apart and have lost many friends Constant stress has not been good on
health

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56528

No employment

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56529

ALL OF THEM! Especially masks on kids. Just terrible. 😭🥺

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56530

Lost my job these mandates are not needed get rid of them.

2/18/2022 5:59 PM
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56531

Lost several services for my toddler with Down syndrome

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56532

All negatively. I could not at a point watch my daughters gymnastics because of my vaccine
status. Completely ridiculous.

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56533

Every way possible

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56534

It has devastated my family by causing loss of jobs. Causing my children to get sick from
mask wearing. Trudeau along with the Mb Priemere are evil idiots and must be removed from
office

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56535

I lost my job due to vaccination status. I’m a mother of 3 with a 4th on the way, prices are
going up on groceries, gas etc and it’s hard to make ends meet with 1 income coming from my
husband. Kids being masked up in schools is abuse. The division is clear and it’s all because
of these mandates.

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56536

It has made me rather not wanting to live

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56537

Limited on travel and social gatherings such as restaurants, movies, concerts, sports

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56538

I got all 3 shots but i stand for freedom and think its horrible how it is forced. We need to learn
to live with it now

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56539

Tremendously

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56540

Lost my job

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56541

Division and anger

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56542

We have lost friends and family. It has affected our income as my husband owns a gym. My
young children have been separated from friends and family and missed out on activities. I got
vaccinated due to pressure and I regret it entirely.

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56543

Can’t be a part of society, can’t see my mother, can’t fly.

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56544

Made me feel like killing myself

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56545

Depression, family division, ostracized, fear

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56546

It has caused depression and anxiety amongst our families and not being blessed to see our
mom who is in a care home.

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56547

Loss of employment, lack of rights as a citizen. Also young have become assholes(wokeness)

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56548

The mental health of my family has been affected by these mandates

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56549

I the mandates have divided me from my family and friends and treated me like a second
class citizen

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56550

I had to quit my job to take care of my son. Help him with online school, support his mental
health after 2 mental health hospital stays in the two year of covid restrictions.

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56551

The government, Heath care and media has lied to us from the beginning.

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56552

It has taken hope away from me and my family. It has made life very difficult for us to have a
hopeful future. It has shown us the absolute incompetence if the politicians, the insanity of the
media (which we can see right through) and the unbending tunnel vision of the medical system,
that will not accept other professional, scientific input that is contrary to what the medical
misinformed hierarchy or system. Apart from the fact that I find it difficult to breath in a mask,
I have a problem with my hearing and have found it increasingly difficult to communicate with
people. The mandates are inhuman and something that the dictatorial regimes would institute.

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56553

Work, social

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56554

Almost entirely.

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56555

Negatively

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56556

It is against my human rights!

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56557

Missed out on Family Not able to travel Feel depressed all the time

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56558

Negatively

2/18/2022 5:59 PM
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56559

It’s made life very difficult in staying in touch with family. It’s divided whole families
needlessly. Mental health has been affected by having to self isolate and kids not being able to
go to school and be with friends.

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56560

I can’t do anything, I want to LIVE MY LIFE HOW I WANT

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56561

Yes

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56562

It has affected my mental health and my financial stability.

2/18/2022 5:59 PM

56563

Don’t have the freedom to do what I want! IE. travel, dine out, sporting events

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56564

Decreased my business ,socializing , being with mother when she died

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56565

It stole 2 years of our lives. They continue to steal kill and destroy lives across the nation.
More people are in hospital with covid after taking the injections and for that there is no
forgiveness. Mandates have raped the citizens of this nation! They are responsible for deaths
from injections

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56566

In every single way … I feel like I need to move

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56567

it hasn’t

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56568

Made life miserable, young friends children committed suicide, little children don’t know how to
smile or play and many live in fear for their families. The vaccines are killing and harming
people permanently and the Government Mandates Genocide. How can this not affect
everyone not just me.

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56569

It’s The segregation and dividing that bugs me the most

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56570

We’ve been prisoners for the last two years affecting our physical and emotional health

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56571

It has devided families, the mental well being of my children.

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56572

I don't know where to start. My dad died, and we were banned from burying him. The man I
was married to committed suicide a year ago because he couldn't handle anything, and I can't
take anymore of JT or his tyrannical bull and lies etc. ENOUGH IS ENOUGH

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56573

My family is fractured because of differing options. I haven’t been able to see my father who is
92 easily. My mother died alone. We couldn’t honour her life appropriately. My church is
fractured. Friends no longer speak. Canadians were told to not allow unvaccinated in their
homes. All very cruel.

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56574

negatively

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56575

Caused depression, Children are sad and don’t like wearing masks everyday. Loss of business
revenue. Have lost friends to suicide.

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56576

Isolated and depressed fighting and separated from my family because different views

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56577

Anxiety being around people as refuse to wear a mask due to panic attacks. Unable to work.
Etc. Etc.

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56578

Hasn't really, just havent been able to go out but want to be safe. I trust the doctors and
scientists

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56579

It has hurt relationships, business, it has effected negatively in SO many ways.

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56580

Can’t breath

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56581

It has caused a divide amongst family members and my children aren’t even able to hug their
grandparents. Fear has been pounded into people.

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56582

MY kids are struggling, friendships, sports, travelling.

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56583

My mental, physical health has declined significantly.

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56584

Breathing and socializing with who ever. Restaurant visits can’t go.

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56585

Lost job in our house hold. Lower income due to lack of work Depression Not allowed to
participate in recreation sports. Can’t fly home to see family. Can’t fly out of country for
holidays Divided family friend and country.

2/18/2022 5:58 PM
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56586

It hasn’t affected my life in any negative way.

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56587

Loss of employment & opportunity to be able to work freely in given occupation in health care.
Presentation of social anxiety in young grandchild (age 7). ^’d depression & mental health
concerns in family & friends. Family division. I could go on…

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56588

It is not worth living. Life without freedom is not life.

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56589

Elevated anxiety to me and my family. Division between family and friends over opinions on
the mandate. Lack of freedom to travel back to home country.

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56590

I can no longer work as a social worker, My mental health has suffered, my family is divided.
These have been the worst years of my life.

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56591

Can’t travel can’t go to things I want too friends at a distance

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56592

Caused social isolation from family and friends also instilled unnecessary fear in people not
too mention depression

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56593

I’ve been alone for two years now. Husband has been stuck in USA. Their mandate also
caused a staff shortage. I’ve lost friends and family over this divisive mandate. I have friends
that were fired and friends that have suffered vaccine injuries. It’s been the worst two years of
my life.

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56594

Forced me to get vaccinated to keep my job. For no reason. Already had covid and still had to
get vaccinated to check a box. Stupid

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56595

Wife and daughter have lost their jobs. I have been excluded from society and have missed
medical appointments to avoid discrimination from hospital and medical providers.

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56596

Mandates took away some of my freedoms

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56597

I am on forced unpaid LOA due to vaccines mandate. My family can’t go to public places to
enjoy social life (restaurants, concerts, Lester activities, gyms , movie theaters etc) being
unvaccinated. I can’t watch my kids playing sports. My daughter would not be able to continue
her university studies and was conditioned to take vaccines even though she did not want to.
My children were excluded from birthday parties and outside of province competitions.

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56598

Socially, mentally & physically

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56599

Not being able to travel, see friends and family. lower income

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56600

Depression, my children suffered from missing school, socialization, the segregation, the
insane push for a vaccine that clearly does not work!

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56601

Job, physically, mentally and financially

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56602

Lost my job. Was forced to get 2 shots i dont agree with. Have loved 2 years in hell

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56603

My children mental and physical health and mine divided my family and financial

2/18/2022 5:58 PM

56604

Not really at all Just a bit tired of the whole situation

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56605

Financial, spiritual and mental strain and damage. Significant loss of income, serious increase
in cost of living expenses. Anxiety and depression have been a major issue.

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56606

Detrimental to my social life and mental health

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56607

I went to Mexico to get away

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56608

Has not i'm vaccinated

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56609

It is tearing the people apart!

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56610

Being unvaccinated, we are unable to partake in anything that requires a vaccine passport. We
can not take our daughter to the movies, the pool, restaurants. My daughter is forced to wear
masks for most of the day in school even though there is no science behind the efficacy of
wearing masks. Wearing masks for prolonged periods with the pathogens on it from overuse
concerns us. I’m a massage practitioner my work has slowed down because of the mandates.
It has divided our friends and family and has brought unnecessary stress into our lives. I can
not gather groups for art classes that I teach. We are unable to plan any travel and feel trapped
in our own country,

2/18/2022 5:57 PM
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56611

Shit all over the place man

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56612

Forced me to get vaccines that I did not feel there was enough research put into in a Eder to
keep my job.

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56613

Severe depression. I had to close my small locally owned business entirely. I feel as my rights
and freedoms have been taken away and I no longer want to live in a country or world that
decides what goes in my body.

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56614

The mandates and the way the prime minister has been acting has scared myself my wife and
my kids.

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56615

Restricted travwl and eating out.

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56616

Broken our constitution. I love freedom

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56617

I have become, due to changing citcumstances around me, brought in by our Public Health
and by our Govt, a second class citizen stripped of rights of movement, travel, shopping,
leisure, EMPLOYMENT and real dread of loaing my home, and suicide looking more palateable
every week

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56618

It has made it difficult to be apart of family due to gathering limits and caused depression and
anger.

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56619

Getting medical care is difficult without tests other than that not much

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56620

Lost work! Kids education extremely delayed. Social isolation. Not seeing my mother who has
cancer. She not seeing her grand kids. Increases in cost of everything. Depression. Anxiety.
Restrictive PPE. And many more

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56621

The negativity of a minority of our citizens has embarassed me as a Canadian. We are lucky
to be born here or be accepted as immigrants.

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56622

We are prisoners ….

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56623

It has been a massive mental health problem that is getting worse the long this goes on.

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56624

Negatively. Not being able to travel and everyone wearing masks makes people disconnected.

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56625

Not allowed in restaurants and wearing a mask .

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56626

Horribly

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56627

Lost job for a while. Then I needed the cerb and now I need to pay back at 2000!?

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56628

I feel like a puppet controlled by Government.

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56629

I was coerced into getting vaccinated. Worst decision of my life.

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56630

I can’t travel, I cannot eat inside a restaurant, my son lost his job and livelihood. I do NOT feel
free to move about!

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56631

Jobless

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56632

Masks, distancing, limited occupancy, vaccine passports. Not a allowed to attend family and
social gatherings, couldn’t hold or attend the funeral of loved ones. Not allowed to participate in
sports or community events and meetings. Arenas closed, local businesses shut down. Our
friends are afraid. We don’t see our family. Depreciation has set in.

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56633

Psychological grief, broken relationships, freedom lost, enslaved

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56634

Lack of socialization and inability to go to dinner

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56635

Yes. I have had non stop back orders on supplies for 2 years

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56636

There are many different mandates the one that is immorally wrong and illegal according to our
charter of rights and freedoms is the vaccine mandate. My body my choice

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56637

Terribly

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56638

I moved into a small Northern Town 2 years when my landlady put the house I rented up for
sale in the beginning of the plandemic almost 2 years ago. I had to take what I could get since

2/18/2022 5:57 PM
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no one was moving or paying their rent, I have have not met a single person since everyone
but me and a few others live in fear of everyone, wear masks outside in the middle of nowhere.
After a bowel resection Jan. 2020 I was deprived of after care and my doctors became people I
no longer trust. I was suppose to walk several kl. a day and never could after the move. I am
becoming frail and weak not knowing my way around to walk or go anywhere social because
everything is so stressful to do with COPD and a mask. It is impossible to get to meet or know
anyone when they fear you and hide their faces. I am almost 70 and fear being isolated so long
I'll die. I already had CV-19 during a Crohn's flare up blockage, late December 2019 as did my
family. My 24 year experienced PSW daughter worked like a dog for the urgent 1 1/2 years
then they imposed Jabs caused her to walk away. Trudeau is wasting the little time I have left
isolating and alone. My daughter has to drive 45 kl. in the winter to bring me groceries since
nothing is open here. Trudeau knows he's destroying lives, he gets off on our suffering. Thank
you for caring.
56639

It has made us unable to see family members, which is awful considering the age of some of
them. It has divided my family because or the divisiveness that has been encourage by the
federal government. It has caused tremendous conflict and dissension between some family
members that I don’t think is ever going to heal. Shame on Trudeau! My husband and I are
both triple vaccinated, but we both believe this particular so called vaccine should be a
persons choice. It seems ludicrous to us that people should be forced to have a vaccine to be
able to travel or even cross the border considering vaxxed or not people are still getting covid
and spreading covid. LEARN TO LIVE WITH IT! Why now, would TRudeau impose this
mandate on truckers?

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56640

It has made me not able to hang out with my friends or go to restaurants or really do anything
at all because I’m not vaccinated. I wasn’t able to do anything for about a year because of this
and it has affected my mental health greatly.

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56641

Depression, anxiety, not knowing what is next.. loss of friends and family (division), loss of
confidence in my job

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56642

Closed a business

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56643

Isolation, division with family, horrible anxiety, no attendence to funeral for loved one, mask
inhibiting my breathing (asthmatic) causing panic, as an employer dealing with anxiety and
aprehensions with employees, did I say anxiety? Its been tense and stressful in business,
walking around feeling like I'm about to have a heart attack, knowing its anxiety, but does it
change to something serious?! Scared to see a dr, or worse chance habing to go to
emergancy! Terrified I no longer live in a free world! Depressed, wondering if suicide is
better...upset, crying alllll the time by myself. I dont know I can take much more living on edge
of this hell!!!

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56644

Lost freedoms, lost business, lost family, health has gone downhill. And sooo much more!

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56645

Threatening my livelihood. Jeopardized relationships with family, friends, coworkers etc. My
mental and physical health has been compromised.

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56646

Mental health really bad, loss of employment, son coerced to take experimental therapy to go
to University when he was vaccine injured as a child, headaches from masks, constant rapid
testing when everyone can get COVID. Discrimination and segregation at work and in society.
This has to stop now!!!

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56647

In the worst ways imaginable

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56648

Im a completely different person now...I am afraid for my life and my ability to make a
living...Ive been persecuted already for my faith now and literally wish I could leave the country
but cant cross the border - most days I want to die and wish I never had children if this is the
way good people are treated by an evil tyrant

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56649

Could not visit dying family member, lost employee

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56650

Horribly, it has ripped apart families and friends. Caused damage in society that will take years
to get over.

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56651

Loss of community.... Mental Freedom,

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56652

Isolation, access to medical, mental health and physical health

2/18/2022 5:57 PM

56653

2 years

2/18/2022 5:56 PM
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56654

It has effected every day to day living

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56655

Isolated, hated, caused anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56656

How has it not? Psychological, mental, emotional, spiritual fatigue; depression; isolation;
affected income/removal of income; unable to travel to see family members who are aging and
suffering; watching kids suffer psychological effects of not seeing faces and being separated
from friends and social activity; discrimination; just about anything you could possibly think of.
This is abuse.

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56657

Financial and mentally

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56658

In every possible negative way! Depression, exclusion, isolation, segregation, vilification, loss
of employment, ridicule, shame. It was bad enough to have this from those I love but the
receive the same from the elected leader of our country and provinces was appalling. I have
only ever asked for the rights afforded me by our laws. As a veteran I am ashamed of my
country's actions!

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56659

Kept me in isolation

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56660

I haven’t seen my family in over 2 years ! My mental health is also being affected by those
regulation stoping me to be involved with my love one and my community.

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56661

Sickness, division , depression, and loneliness. And especially morbid people are dying alone
without family by their side. This is dreadful and has caused regret, guilt, and thoughts of
suicide who that this has affected. We are in this so called "Pandemic " for the past 3 years. I
know hundreds of people and they know hundreds of people and those know hundrrad of
people. This is thousands upon thousands people we know . That maybe only 5 at the most
have died from covid with other health related issues, all over the age of 60 If this was a so
called pandemic, we should be witnessing people dropping dead all around us Doesnt make
sense to me and anyone who has common sense. Thank you

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56662

I have lost family and friends because of division Lost my freedom to travel Been harassed
and bullied by Trudeau Can’t see my aunt in a nursing home Can’t go to funerals Can’t be free
to live my life as I did pre 2019 Can’t see a doctor

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56663

Social and mental distress!!!!

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56664

Loss of employment income Loss of sporting activities for kids

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56665

My Grandchildren have changed from happy go lucky kids to depressed and anti social. They
are ostracized at school because they are unvaxed. Everything is Covid or the Vax. I know
there were other treatments and will never get the jab

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56666

My job gone. My life gone.

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56667

in everyway

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56668

I feel I am a prisoner of this country. The freedom of social gatherings, travel, restaurants etc.
taken away. Higher prices on gas, groceries, heating bills. It has been very depressing to see
the terrible, lying, hypocritical, nonsensical behaviour of the primeminister . It looks like he
doesn’t give a care about the harm his policies have done to people.

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56669

Nursing stresses at work.

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56670

LIMITED EXPOSURE FOR SOCIALIZATION AND CONNECT, INCREASED MENTAL
HEALTH ISSUES IN OUR FAMILY, PRESSURE AND HATE FROM FAMILY AND PREVIOUS
FRIENDS WHO HAVE FOLLOWED THE GOVERNMENTS WORDS TO A T AND CHOOSING
TO NOT VISIT WITH US UNVACCINATED PEOPLE. TWO OF OUR UNIVERSITY AGED
CHILDREN LOST THEIR ATHLETIC SCHOLARSHIPS AND ARE NOT ALLOWED ON
CAMPUS, OUR FAMILY BUSINESS HAS BEEN AFFECTED WITH SUPPLY CHAIN ISSUES,
LACK OF ABILITY TO TRAVEL AND SEE LOVED ONES AND FAMILY THAT WAS DYING,
WE HAVE MISSED OUT ON SPECIAL FAMILY EVENTS- SUPPORTING MY FOUR YOUNG
NEPHEWS WHEN MY 53 YEAR OLD SISTER DIED POST VACCINE AND WE COULDN'T
BOARD A PLANE TO GO SEE THEM, MISSING FUNERALS BECAUSE OF MANDATES
/CAPACITY RESTRICTIONS, BEING UNINVITED TO WEDDINGS, NO HIGH SCHOOL
GRADUATIONS FOR TWO OF OUR CHILDREN, LACK OF PROPER MEDICAL
ASSESSMENT AND CARE FOR MY MOTHER WITH PARKINSONS, HUMILIATION,
SHUNNING AND SHEER EMBARRASSMENT FOR ME WHEN FORCED TO WEAR TWO

2/18/2022 5:56 PM
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MEDICAL MASKS WHILE DOING A MEDICAL EXERCISE STRESS TEST AT OUR LOCAL
HOSPITAL.
56671

My child can't breath while he learns in school and not even in the school yard at recess or
lunch. No science supports this and I am on a forced leave of absence as a result of which we
are experiencing undue hardship. This is being ignored by my employer and the government of
Canada. Furthermore, we are continuously being fed propaganda by mainstream media from
which we fled our mother land in order to be free from socialism!

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56672

I lost more then 3/4 of my business. I'm self employed I run a salon and I'm a single mom four
children with two autustic teens still at home and I have had to fight to save my house. Fight
to afford food, fight against MEP to get them to collect “but is covid “ was the reason they
couldn't get my child support. I had to home school and work two minimum wage jobs and take
on debt to make ends meet. My mental health is not in good shape. My sons have had mental
breakdowns, as have I. I need a surgery that has been on hold for two years now... Because I
could not see my Dr due to wait times my physical health was at risk. My sons need AISH and
seeing a Dr for them was brutal. Everything was delayed and no extra help money wise was
sent to help the single parents during this. All I want to do is provide for my family and make
my own medical decisions... We got the shots, not because we believed in them but I had to
make sure I could work and not lose my job. We got the shot so that we could do things and
that was a lie. I can't see my grand kids.... I could go on... It needs to stop. We went to a rally
for truckers and my kids and I cried seeing faces and happy people uniting. The medicine that
four hours brought us, by giving us hope, was a million times stronger then your vaccine. Let
us be free to make our own choices! please for our country and our children and our grand
children let us be Canadians again.... Please

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56673

The mandates and lockdowns have affected my mental health, my physical health and my
family negatively.

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56674

Missing grandchildren birthdays, isolation, segregation, social media abuses.

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56675

By choosing to not be vaccinated, I have lost friends and family who have been pressured to
live in fear of the unvaccinated. My three year old son, has lost out on so many opportunities.
Including the simpliest of things such as swimming, making and playing with friends. So far,
have not lost my job thankfully.

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56676

Revealed who is completly brainwashed. Revealed how corrupt and evil all the governments
are.

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56677

Divided family and friends through fear and falsehoods

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56678

I can't eat in restaurants, can't fly, can't swim in my local pool which is major because I have
mobility issues.

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56679

Can't see my grandbabies, Can't go to social gatherings

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56680

I am a hugger and need closeness I feel lost and angry with this life

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56681

Feels like communism

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56682

In every way!

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56683

Loss of job, mental health issues - stress, isolation, disconnect in society, discrimination,
harassment, having to seek legal advice due to harassment and discrimination.

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56684

It has infringed on my basic human rights

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56685

I have two children that have never met many of their relatives and my oldest just turned 2.
This has been a horrible state or isolation to begin family life with. No play groups, no post
partum support other than virtual visits. Family divided about mandates and vaccines.

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56686

It’s turned me from an outgoing extrovert to an introverted lonely being

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56687

Made life. So hard. Can't. Buy food. Barley buy gas. For my. Car. So hard to pay bills. Lots of
depression

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56688

It’s made me depressed and given my 5 year old depression as well. It’s outrageous!!!!!!

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56689

It has kept me a prisoner in my own home. I weep at the division created in Canada due to
these mandates.

2/18/2022 5:56 PM
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56690

Depressed and feel unsafe

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56691

Mental, physical and financial stress

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56692

I have not been able watch, support and cheer my kids on in their sports. I will loose my job on
March 24. I have not been to recreational property In 2 years. I have no idea of the damage or
condition it will be in. Division in family. All of it has to end.

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56693

Job loss

2/18/2022 5:56 PM

56694

Isolation

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56695

I moved out of the country due to harassment. It has cost me dearly.

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56696

I waited for surgery for 2 years, watched loved ones pass and then could not visit for
ceremony, my grandchild, whom I was at her birth, did not know who I was after 2 yrs. I saw
mental health issues with my son who can no longer live with me, i saw relationships fail and
families split, i watched friends who lived alone fade into fear and anxiety, people lose jobs and
careers...their life savings and their hopes and dreams

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56697

Restricted moving freely in my country, enjoying life, participation in the communities, loss of
family and friends

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56698

I have been fortunate but it has hurt many friends and family members and millions of
Canadians. It has destroyed our entire small business infrastructure, put millions into serious
debt, caused immeasurable mental stress and harm to families from coast to coast.

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56699

Church worship

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56700

Discrimination. Depression. Anxiety.

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56701

Severely curtailed my freedom of expression movement and medical care

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56702

Discriminated against by not being permitted into restaurants, gyms, to travel, and to have
employment.

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56703

We can’t travel ,go into restaurants,go into certain stores,has affected us mentally,made me
very angry over extreme government overreach,also embarrassed over our PM who has been
the worst pm ever

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56704

liberté de faire plein de choses, non -sens des restrictions incohérentes ...

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56705

I haven’t seen my parents for 2 years and they only live 20 minutes away in the states. I feel
discriminated against and segregated. My mental health has been very much affected. Never
in my life did I ever think this kind of abuse would take place in Canada!

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56706

Isolation

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56707

Na

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56708

Haven't been able to dine out for over a year,I have medical issues and I'm not injecting
anything the liberals suggest ever,I'm on the road towing and hauling,food isn't an option it's
vital!

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56709

Cannot get employment

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56710

Depression and isolation

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56711

I lost my job

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56712

loss of money

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56713

Mental health, relationships, my child’s health

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56714

I’ve had to go one medication for my mental health along side sleeping pills . Also was put on
unpaid leave for not taking the experimental jab and given a notice on my last day that I could
be fined $500 or greater if I stepped foot on the property. Zero thanks for the measures and
extra hours I had put in for them . I work in LTC

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56715

I think every human being should decide for themselves!!

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56716

Lost my job ..cannot travel..isolated from family …division with family and friends over

2/18/2022 5:55 PM
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mandates..discriminated against for a personal medical choice. I am a healthy Canadian, had
covid with no medical intervention. Almost everyone i know has had covid and we’re not
hospitalized…natural immunity is abounding.
56717

job loss, mask exemption not being honored so discriminated against everywhere, bullied,
harassed, denied service to get an Xray, delayed my mother's cancer care, stressed and
traumatized by this ongoing lunacy.

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56718

Yes

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56719

I am unable to be a support to my loved ones in the hospital, I am unable to get certain job, I
am unable to travel, My kids have been unable to do activities My church can’t gather as
desired

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56720

Due to all the mandates I have lost my position at a company with the lock downs and I have
lost income due to the waiting period after getting covide witch keeps changing

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56721

Constant stress and anxiety due to the manipulation of the ppl by main stream media

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56722

It has prevented me from seeing my close relatives in the United States. I have a heart
condition that is exacerbated by wearing a mask consequently keeping me from going to
church, etcetera.

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56723

Impacted the mental health and wellbeing of my children. Forced members of my family to get
medical treatment they did not want, just to keep their job or attend university.

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56724

Forced to retire. Depression. Loss or social life. Poorer health condition. Loss of 2 years of
choosing how to live my life.

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56725

Mental health of family, segregation, financial hardships

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56726

Its made it worse. For everyone not only me.

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56727

Our business is down an average of 50% these last 2 years-missed valuable time with my
elderly parents and young grandchildren-a nephew who suffers mental illness has not been
able to get the help he needs, our son was denied time with his son as the courts were closed
(and he is a lawyer) too many to list

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56728

Businesses, families and children in canada have lost their social confidence in general,
income is jeprodized, people have lost their homes and business, and the anxiety levels
created by the constant barrage of covid news needs to end - It's not even in the top 20
reasons why people are dying -- check https://www.worldometers.info/ More people are dying
of drugs and cigarettes! I am very disappointed that the drug companies are not held
responsible for related injuries. The greed of certain interests as well as the dishonesty of the
media is just too obvious. Add to that the travel industry has been devasted. Thanks for
listening.

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56729

The collapsing of society needs to end, the division that has been created will take generations
to repair

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56730

Lost my full time job n only went to seasonal bc of it

2/18/2022 5:55 PM

56731

mental health and business

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56732

Caused family division and pure insanity. Masked people walking outside and alone in their
cars. Children are suffering along with adults and the disabled. Businesses suffering and
causing mental illness etc. country is being destroyed and governments are tyrannical. People
are dying from vaccines.

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56733

suicidal

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56734

Mental health, financial

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56735

Financially crippled, family separation including children, stress, depression, anxiety and fear.
Created hostile unsafe work environment, due to extra PPE, and social distancing job is
unsafe forced to do unsafe acts daily, due to social distancing.

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56736

In every thing

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56737

I had to close my doors for work in the beginning of the lockdowns, I have adult children who
want to attend university but are holding off due to the mandates, I cannot travel freely in

2/18/2022 5:54 PM
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Canada or elsewhere. My emotional state is at a breaking point.
56738

Not being able to say bye to loved ones My daughter can’t wear masks for long as she has
special needs

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56739

Can't wear masks or get vaccinated. Traveling internationally to visit family.

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56740

It’s extremely emotionally draining . While I chose to get vaccinated and I’m very thankful for
that . Now in order to visit my parent in a long term care facility I have to get a booster ! It’s
like seniors are being held hostage . They need the physical attention and interaction . Seniors
in homes while are being protected which is great they are declining in mental health etc.

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56741

It has made it difficult to see my family. It has caused division among relatives and close
friends

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56742

It has created some divide and severely impacted my work and income.

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56743

We don‘t have a social life anymore. Without the vaccine you are not allowed to go or do
anything. We had a baby this year and he grows up with faceless people and no socialization
because of covid. It is absolute time to stop the mandates.

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56744

Confined,

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56745

Mandatory masks are a unnecessary act for health safety, store limits and loss of jobs.

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56746

In every instance .. This is not living ..

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56747

I’m a second class citizen. Fired from my job. I’m a angry citizen now..

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56748

In every way. Socially, mentally, physically.

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56749

It has hurt family relations, were not able to say good bye to dying parents. No funeral no
family grieving!

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56750

Kept my family safer and able to go out more freely

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56751

Open the eyes, Jesus is coming very soon.

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56752

Horriblely!

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56753

Made travelling very expensive, contributed somewhat to inflation and dislike mask plain and
simple!

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56754

Family , friends, social and physical activities , travel Seeing family in the United States

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56755

It has segregated me and it’s taken away our freedom

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56756

It has affected my business

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56757

I’ve been segregated from society, family, my mental health has suffered the most. All
because I want to make my own choices for my body. It’s disgusting how the government has
handled this situation the last two years

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56758

Crippling! I cannot see my elderly parents in the USA without paying a fortune for useless
tests. I am fully vaccinated!

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56759

It’s effected my job with mandates and my life. I’d like to not be segregated against. As well
as well as my childrens lives, no sports, no movies, no restaurants things kids need to be
kids. They are also segregated with their friends. This has caused nothing but divsion in our
country! I’ve also lost friends and family over all this.

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56760

I can’t travel or go to a restaurant. I am still able to go to work as I am a self-employed
professional. I’ve lost friendships and some family relationships over the pandemic.

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56761

I’ve been in a state of depression. Can’t see my kids or grandkids. My kids have lost jobs after
31 & 29 years with no severance. One had to sell their home as they can’t afford the
mortgage. The other has had to have his teenagers get jobs after school to help put food on
the table and help with the mortgage. Was denied EI because he wouldn’t disclose his medical
information. I just don’t see any hope…

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56762

I have been unable to freely congregate, move around and travel. I have been banned from
entering some restaurants and other establishments. The masks have made community life

2/18/2022 5:54 PM
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impersonal and awkward. The mandates have been confusing and the whole narrative around
the mandates have created strained relationships, both in families and among friends and
community members.
56763

My children have missed out on school, events, field trips, social gatherings, pom,
thanksgiving seeing relatives, experiences that we used to enjoy as a family, segregation and
judgement.

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56764

Mandates have restricted mine and my children's quality of life. No socializing, panic attacks
due to masks and mandates.

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56765

It has ruined Canada! Created division hatred and judgment.

2/18/2022 5:54 PM

56766

Lost my freedom of choice.

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56767

Lost job Lost family No travel My husband delivered groceries for 2yrs & we could not go to a
restaurant Kicked out of Blush organic food market for no mask High school friends telling me
to get jab This is Not Love!

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56768

Lost freedom

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56769

I am banded from alot of places because I can not get vaccine due to medical reasons. I
amnot afraid of getting sick.

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56770

Treated like 2nd class citizen and restricted access to program a I qualified for for choosing
not get jabbed. My 6 year old son has developed breathing problems due to being forced to
wear a mask for 2 years in school with little to no risk of serious infection. Created a division in
my family that may never be healed.

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56771

Job

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56772

Been discriminated against by many including the Prime Minister, avoided, alone, miserable,
faceless, struggling with things I never struggled with before covid, ….

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56773

Made me feel safer and, therefore, free

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56774

Divided family. Social rifts. Isolation. Limited options for my children

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56775

In all ways

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56776

NHL hockey. Dinner with friends. Family dinners/get togethers

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56777

The mandates are not scientific and have been proven to be nothing more than a power
agenda by the governments. They have reduced my ability to attend businesses, and have
removed my Charter Rights.

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56778

By not having the freedom to visit my kids in the states

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56779

Fucked everything up done no good

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56780

The mandates have contributed to inflation and people's fear. I can't safe money or afford
many expenses and have to wait and wait to save to purchase items. People avoid others
which is sad, also we can no longer see smiles or read lips.

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56781

Yes

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56782

I have and still am battling depression. The mandates cause nothing but hardship on people.

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56783

Mentally and emotionally drained. In a constant state of disbelief and feeling oppressed and
ridiculed in my own country by Trudeau, Singh calling us racists and terrorists and Nazis and
the news watching public believing them. We’re not safe anymore.

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56784

Mental health

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56785

No social life, I had to move as my income dropped 40% and relocate my business of 23
years in a less costly area. I haven't seen my family in Europe since June 2019

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56786

lost my job, restricted from full freedom, made to feel like second class citizen because I don't
comply, lied to by government and media, cannot visit my parents, pushed out of family for
choosing no vax...

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56787

Depression, anxiety, loss of income, mental health issues, physical health issues,

2/18/2022 5:53 PM
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segregation, seclusion
56788

Loss of job, friends, family members and mental health.

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56789

Restricted my freedom

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56790

Severe depression. High level of continuous stress and anxiety. Job loss. Relationships
ruined.

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56791

Depression, isolation, loneliness, the hated, have no life, nothing to look forward to, very very
sad

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56792

I haven't been able to access proper medical care or have access to therapeutic pools for my
genetic disorder. As such my health has deteriorated more making even the most basic
activities of daily living a challenge. My son who has many physical and learning disabilities
has missed two years of school due to the mandates. He is not able to learn with online
schooling his clinical depression has also gotten worse. Trudeau and Ford have only created
and incited hate and division. Instead of looking for other ways to deal with Covid our
government has moved in lock-step with other world leaders in pushing their narrative.

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56793

Friends and family have made hurtful comments because my family chose not to be
vaccinated due to the many potential side effects shortly after receiving an injection.

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56794

Depression

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56795

work forced me to get a vaccine or i would be terminated. both my wife and I. feeling
depressed as this is going on over 2.5 years ! enough is enough.

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56796

My kids have struggled , financially we have struggled. Caused depression. Felt very
discriminated against , also caused separation from my family

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56797

It’s has affected my family, my mental health and my income. I’m considering leaving Canada
over it permanently

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56798

Forced me to wear a restricted breathing device that has damaged my eyes!

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56799

When the passports came out I could not go anywhere freely even though I was healthy. My
daughter could no longer go to her piano lessons. We were made to feel like scum.

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56800

Freedom to make choices with our own bodies. Finances. Creating social decides among
family, friends, and coworkers

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56801

Angry every single minute of every day

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56802

My business

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56803

I’ve followed the guidelines. I GOT the vaccine so that I could live a “normal” life. I want what
was promised.

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56804

Stressed and dealing with depression

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56805

Lost 50% of my yearly income for 2 years to date amd with vax pass I will continue to loose
income

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56806

Extremely/ family division , immense stress , financially ,

2/18/2022 5:53 PM

56807

Dividing family, friends. It is discrimination.

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56808

Have to wear a mask at work, can't go to the gym, can't go to a restaurant or any events.
Couldn't attend church for a while.

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56809

My son can't study at the university, my daughter is afraid to take her mask off, we can't go to
our home country to visit our relatives, our grandchildren are growing without us! We came
from Europe to a free country, but Canadian government took our fundamental human rights
from us!

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56810

MISERABLE MISERABLE MISERABLE MISERABLE

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56811

Can't travel Can't go into restaurants cause horrible family problems

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56812

Not able to go places I would like to go, having to wear masks

2/18/2022 5:52 PM
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56813

Very isolated sad don't care to live

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56814

Lost job, not being able to travel within Canada

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56815

It has been very stressful. Businesses are suffering and mental health is at an all time high.
We did this for two years. It is time for it all to end. Covid isn’t going anywhere and we all need
to learn to live with it.

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56816

cant get on a plane

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56817

Not being able to see family. Isolated. Stress depression which lead to health related causes.
Emotional physical well being. Essential services like going church stopped. Lockdowns the
worst and family and friends loosing jobs and businesses. Caused division among family and
friends. Break down of everything. Segregation. Disunity which is all part of how communism
works. It was a total hoax !!

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56818

Children suicidal, loss of income, loss of security, loss of trust in elected officials.

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56819

Segregation and division of my family and friends. The constant knowing I could loose my job.
Not able to travel or dine in a restaurant or other entertainment venues.

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56820

extreme stress and suffering, increase in costs of living, worry about the future, stress due to
people's negativity and people wearing masks give me extreme stress and anxiety, lost trust in
health institutions and govt because of this flu with low mortality rate and govt taking actions
which are not only out of proportion but also extremely harmful resulting in more deaths and
suffering especially to children, youth and young, and all people and families. The govt pitch
people against each other and discriminates against a identifiable group of people while
pushing false propaganda and lies.

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56821

Lost my job. Can't travel around or out of my own country. Can't participate in society.

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56822

I have a grandparent I haven't seen in going on 3 yrs.. funerals I haven't got to go to.. family
and friends I haven't seen... and I watch trudeau and politicians going on holidays... I haven't
had 1 in 3 yrs.... grandkids don't want school because of these unless masks

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56823

Lost my job to lthis lie

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56824

It's made it very difficult to continue friendships with people I only saw at social events, so has
put a big damper on that side of my life. It's made me put off going to post-secondary, because
going to school in person to meet new people was half the reason I wanted to go. That being
said, it's also the reason I decided to try online dating, where I met a guy, so it hasn't been all
bad

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56825

Has completely kept me at home_not letting me travel or go to restaurants. Bars gyms
movies. etc. I have had one vaccine shot and had bad reaction. Will not get another-have used
my own immune system stimulants for 36 years & have not had a cold/flu at all-i have been in
same room as People that have. Had 3 shots-they still got COVID (omicron) and I DID NOT
which tells me that compulsory mandates DONT WORK GOVERNMENT. Please ELIMINATE
VACCINE MANDATES AND ALL RESTRICTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH THEVACCINES-One
solution does NOT fit all & in fact may be harmful to many who should NEVER be getting the
vaccine- there should be CHOICE for the patient-this whole vaccine thing has been handled in
a VERY UNSCIENTIFIC MANNER AND has been POLITICIZED to the limit which is
disgusting-instead of helping people it's been hurting people & the only people that have gained
from this hypocrisy are the drug companies and the politicians At the EXPENSE of the
PEOPLE who have not been given a choice

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56826

What life. We don’t have freedom to have a life

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56827

Financial, mental, socially

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56828

In all ways negatively

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56829

It has robbed me of many joys while bringing a child into this world. It has affected family
relationships in a non positive way. It has given me depression from being locked away.

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56830

It has been stressful. It’s all anybody talks about. I can’t go Anywhere where a POV is
required.

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56831

Mentally, physically, financially and socially. We need all mandates gone

2/18/2022 5:52 PM
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56832

I’ve been unable to work a lot and it’s been hard on my mental health

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56833

I have lost friends, I am constantly anxious, I am so scared for those who have lost their jobs.
I am afraid for the future of my kids. I had a restaurant which we had to sell because of covid
mandates. I have seen so many "died suddenly" deaths in vaccinated people I am terrified!!!!!!
It feels like we are oppressed and it is now illegal to stand up for what you believe. This does
not feel like Canada. Justine Trudeau delivers hate speech and seems to get away with it. He
has walked out of Parliament so many times. How does he get away with all of this? When
other people abandon their jobs they get fired!!!

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56834

First time in 30+ years needed ei . Haven't been to restraunt, theater, in over 2 years. Will
never ever trust media ( global, cbc, ctv, newspapers) ever again . Got the vaccine.....still got
sick . Will never " trust the science" again. Have deleted about 70 people from FB. Just a
mess. All this for the flu

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56835

You have made our country living hell. I don't feel like a Canadian anymore. Freedom we
want...Amen...

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56836

Really not having the freedom to go places that were so common before the mandate.
Common sense and just looking around and talking to people in general tell me it is time for a
change. Fortunately that change has come in Saskatchewan. Unfortunately not for the cross
boarder truckers that see less people in a whole trip of days than I do in an hour.

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56837

I am not able to see my family and friends. Not able to travel, go to activities with my kids, my
kids not able to live normal life. Segregation in the society. Feeling a lot of hate towards people
that are not vaccinated for whichever reason they choose not to including Medical reasons.
Unable to shop anywhere if not masked and at the same time masks are proven not to work.
Vaccinated and unvaccinated are still getting Covid and transmitting yet Vaccine passport is in
affect everywhere. Menthal health affected of the whole family.

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56838

Can’t go out to eat. Couldn’t have a baby shower for my baby girl in 2021. Some family hasn’t
even had the chance to meet my girl over a year later due to restricted travel. I didn’t get to
say goodbye to either one of my grandparents that past away. And the list goes on!!

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56839

Barely. A few minor inconveniences.

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56840

Limited my ability to travel freely in a free country.

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56841

Work loss,mental health

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56842

It has decimated my life. Broken family relationships, forced me to stay home all the time. The
sight if seeing people anywhere with masks on is inhumane.

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56843

Seriously

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56844

My family split up and now I’m a single mother of a pandemic baby who has extreme
separation anxiety, social anxiety and developmental deprivation from inability to socialize with
public for facial recognition. My daughter was born in a lockdown and mandates have
continued to keep us in lockdown. My family separated because of vaccine passport. I cannot
seek help with my disability as I am not allowed to have an advocate in person help me with
my visual disability to complete AISH forms therefore financially I have been affected. Also I
have suffered severe mental health crisis while pregnant and post pregnancy. Because of
mandates I had to move twice on a low income while pregnant and now I’m displaced from my
home with an infant child due to fear. I cannot get support through community unless online
which I have visual deficits that prevent me from accessing the information or support
necessary to complete documents. Online accessiblity to visual deficits are biased to those
with low vision and do not include those that have acuity. My quality of life has suffered
immensely and without access to community, public health and social workers I cannot get my
documents to the right people for completion

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56845

Its ruined many things the vaccine mandate ruined my family and torn it apart. If I wear a
mask all I want to do is throw up.

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56846

Trapped in the country. Not able to fly to see my family for over two years. Couldn’t visit my
dying brother in hospital. Can’t do anything.

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56847

Locked down. Can't go to restaurants, etc. Can't travel by plane or train, even within Canada
and can't leave Canada.

2/18/2022 5:52 PM
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56848

Massive restrictions to Canadian charter

2/18/2022 5:52 PM

56849

They have isolated me from my family and friends. It has affected my job, I no longer have
one and I had a great paying job as a manager in a restaurant at 60 years old with little
schooling it is almost impossible for me to find a job. Made me afraid to go out for fear of
ridicule for my choices. Absolutely broke my heart that I had to watch my granddaughters live
in fear and not be able to be children not be able to go play with their friends have their birthday
parties in the restaurant that they want. It was absolutely unnecessary

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56850

It’s ruined everything.

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56851

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56852

Your not able to things you like to do and I find when I wear I can't see because my glasses
get fogged up it gets very sweaty under mask

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56853

yes

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56854

I’ve had many friends and family members contemplate suicide because of forced isolation.
My business has taken a toll financially because of lock downs. Many friends and family
members have lost jobs due to vaccine mandates that don’t allow us to consider our own
bodily autonomy. I know friends and family that have been advised not to take the vaccine
because of adverse reactions they will likely endure.

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56855

Inspired me.

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56856

Less freedom of movement, I choose not to be vaccinated and can’t travel anymore or dine in
restaurants

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56857

I've had many arguments with business employees because I refused to wear a mask. I'm
against the mask even though I exempted from wearing one. nobody cares about the
exemption

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56858

Anxiety, division

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56859

Loss of work Distraction of school for our high school student, marks have plummeted. Our
two university students have struggled doing university at home but still pay full price. Social
isolation Trouble breathing from wearing masks that do not help at all.

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56860

Everything is affected!! We are suffering!! Open up now!!

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56861

Can not see certain friends and family, because it is fear driven. They the government have
divided family, friends etc. Alot more issues as well. Freedom has been taken away for
Freedom of Choice. Canada is becoming a communist country. Never in my lifetime thought I
would see Canada become this and it is happening.

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56862

loss job

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56863

Freedom

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56864

Sadness. Family disunity

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56865

In a very negative way. I need access to gym in order to keep healthy. I need access to
hospitals without restrictions. I need a normal life. We are adults, we know how to take care of
ourselves. I went through 60 years without government mandates and I was ok. We need
correct info. and no manipulation and we will be fine.

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56866

Very negatively. I have not felt the same since I was forced to get vaccinated and am now
having health issues .

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56867

We have not had a life since these mandates are in, why can’t we have our freedom back this
is long enough.

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56868

Made me depressed and lonely am going crazy

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56869

Erosion & violations of freedoms; distrust of ALL government, doctors, scientists, medical
facilities, & legacy media; division of society; attacked by strangers for practicing mask
exemption and holding to rights to choose; depression, lost employment, lost friends, lost
family, division amongst co-workers & neighbors, kids of feelings of safety, security, and
national identity. Appalled at the government, police, and military.

2/18/2022 5:51 PM
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56870

People who will not associate with family members who are not vaccinated. So sad.

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56871

Can’t get a job, harsh words for not masking, can’t go out to dinner with friends

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56872

Seclusion and depression.

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56873

Separated us from neighbours, friends, family.

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56874

In the most hurtful way I can think of as a disabled person my life has been turned upside
down and is and has Been a living hell with friends and family not allowed to help out I’m not
only pissed at him , I’m also pissed at his army!!!

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56875

International travel

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56876

it made me realize that Communism is alive and well in Canada and our government openly
promotes hate and division amongst the people of Canada

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56877

I and my family are segregated and discriminated

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56878

It has kept me safe

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56879

Caused a terrible divide in my family. Extra expense for nothing.

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56880

Breakdown of families. Children and grandchildren denied social participation. Depression &
anxiety in otherwise healthy minds. Division of friends, family and good neighbors.

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56881

Not happy

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56882

It made it miserable and almost unbearable.

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56883

Lost my job. Lost my vehicle. Might be evicted with my 2 children. Financial ruin. Mental
Health at an all time low. Filled with anger & fear at Trudeau's dictatorship!!

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56884

Not being able to travel to Ontario to see family. Isolation from family and friends.

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56885

I have been discriminated against and my ability of freedom has been denied in many places

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56886

My heart is bleeding because of those restrictions i feel lake living in communist dictatorship
country!!

2/18/2022 5:51 PM

56887

I lost my liberty

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56888

As someone who works in the public sector, I’ve watched as people have come to fear each
other. Mental health issues once hidden are now worn like garments, and used like weapons of
destruction. I’m hurt everyday by a population that is hurting. I’m exhausted without reprieve.
People need to feel safe in their community again and that can only happen when they can
legally reconnect without fear

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56889

Unemployment if noncompliant with mandate

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56890

I have a hearing problem and the masks have made me to isolate and just stay home because
I can’t hear anyone anyway. It’s a lonely life

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56891

Actually I got asked to worship at home today by my province. The law says if your church is
at 50% capacity you are not allowed to come . Invited to worship at home ! We have been
going to this church for over 30 years and it is breaking my heart and making me angry all at
once . I am deliberating blowing up my life and having this the be the mountain I stand on

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56892

Mentally its affected me horribly I've had suicidal thoughts from friends and family disagreeing
and bashing my name down because I made a choice for my own body. Physically it's affected
my will to go out and work out

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56893

This is awful , mental health took a severe decline for the first time in my life I needed
medication, then I found out about personal friends who have had adverse effects from the
vaccinations and they are still fighting for support or for it to even be recognized as an adverse
effects, i either take the poison or really hope that e o on the side of the rapid test doesn’t
really stand for ethanol oxide ( a carsonegenic poison for humans) and this emergency act is
done without votes from the House of Commons complete. I am watching officers who I was
told to go for if I ever needed help beating old men for a horn honk, breaking windows ,
destroying property and have lost any if not all respect I have a child and have showed her live
streams of this we will never feel like a police officer is a safe person again. This is

2/18/2022 5:50 PM
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communism and Justin Trudeau is a dictator he is NOT MY lEADER, I will stand again for O
Canada when our country is in fact glorious and free and as of now it is a disgrace
56894

Major source of stress. Kids unable to enjoy sports and the lives Canadians should expect.
Jobs threatened, discrimination for empowers, lockdowns and mental health impacts.

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56895

It’s hell and turned Canada into a dictatorship

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56896

Negatively. Isolated us. Loss of freedoms

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56897

Metal illness and have for my kid being a kid

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56898

Being over 60, I haven’t socialized except with immediate family in 2 years. 3 dine-in
restaurant meals when cases and infection rates were low.

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56899

Can loose my work, and i'm affect by the mask. It split family

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56900

My mental health has gone down substantially.

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56901

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56902

Normal life has disappeared.

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56903

Prevented me from playing sports and going to the gym. Also I’ve been looked upon as an
idiot for not being vaccinated

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56904

It has taken away my freedom in so many ways.

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56905

My job

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56906

In all ways

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56907

Stress

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56908

It ruined my life

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56909

Decision loss of family and freibds

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56910

Lost freedom. This is the very reason why our veterans fought! So disappointing.

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56911

Lost friends, lost work and has definitely divided people and created a lot of hate

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56912

My aniexity has gotten really bad because I had to hide the fact that I’m not vaccinated and
unfortunately I am now due to the government’s dictatorship and punishments for not
complying

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56913

Caused depression, anxiety in myself, my two young children and my husband. Forced my
husband to be vaccinated against his will to keep his job.

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56914

Has been a very stressful 2 years. My family life has been affected terribly. Have hibernated
for all this time except to go shopping and work. I work for a Pharmacy and has been so sad to
see so many I’ll people. Think it’s time to lift the passport and let people start to live a normal
life ahain

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56915

Family members were denied essential health care due to the mandates. Friends lost jobs for
refusing to be injected.

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56916

Seclusion, diversion, depression

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56917

In every way, socially, work life, family life, activities.

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56918

I lost my job. and family and friends. Mt hope and confidence in the Groverment and the health
care system.

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56919

Taken away my freedom

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56920

Being isolated

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56921

Stop me from being part of society

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56922

Family divided, mental illness, suicide

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56923

I have some difficulty to breath with a mask , and to be optimal in my work with it

2/18/2022 5:50 PM
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56924

Economically, emotionally & has helped me see more clearly that most of our federal &
provincial government are liars. The so called vaccine ( jab) has caused thousands of deaths
& should have been stopped ! Small businesses have suffered & there has been much
division- just what the governments wanted- that IS EVIL. Not to mention the underlying
deception going on. God will take care of this all. My prayer is for courage, wisdom & Gods
Truth to prevail!

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56925

They've taken the joy out of life and seperated my family

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56926

Unable to work at my hospital as before and had to change jobs and now earn about 60% less
per month

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56927

Lost revenue and been hard on mental health

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56928

Isolation, depression, my son beeing akward socially

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56929

Have not seen my daughter for 2 years

2/18/2022 5:50 PM

56930

It has effected my mental health, finaces and corerced me into a medical procedure i did not
agree with..

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56931

I cannot travel to see my family ir to my second home that I still have to pay taxes for even
though I can't fly there.

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56932

Taken away our freedom

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56933

Received two shots of Moderna and I am experiencing health side effects from it but was
forced to get it or I would have lost my job and I have three children.

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56934

locked down

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56935

Terrible—depression & not seeing family & friends.

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56936

Destruction: both mental and financial.

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56937

Financially it has impacted me negatively, and I honestly don't know if I will ever recover from
it. I am riddled with anxiety, which I haven't experienced in years. Panic attacks, functioning
with anxiety daily. Relationships with people I care about torn apart. And I feel segregated and
judged. I have experienced abuse for standing up for people and myself.

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56938

We have been separated from friends and family. My elderly dad & step mother will not allow
us to visit because we unvaccinated as well as my sister and her family will not permit us to
visit for fear created by our government based on non-factual science! My mother’s surgery for
two shoulder replacements has been cancelled for 2 years and she is in chronic pain. We have
not had a proper family gathering in two years! It has created a lot of anxiety for us. And now
as we have been exiled from our lacrosse association which we have actively participated in
for the past 6 years. My husband is even the treasurer of the lacrosse association and was
told he couldn’t coach our son’s lacrosse, I am not allowed to manage the lacrosse team and
we are no longer allowed to watch our son play lacrosse. This is all so ridiculous as vaccinated
or not - everyone can still transmit and contract the virus. Our lives & rights have been
seriously been infringed upon. This is not the Canada I want for my kids!

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56939

I have lost precious time from my retirement years sitting at home being a hermit.

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56940

It has isolated me and made me afraid to go anywhere

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56941

I have 3 children under 5 and it has crippled their social development. It is not our childrens'
job to protect us. We are damaging our most vulnerable, this has to stop!

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56942

I can’t visit my homeland, my aging parents because I am not and will not allow some
unknown, scientificly unproven and heavily debated be injected into my body.

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56943

Can't go to university or hang out with friends

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56944

Lost work, lost money, lost family that moved away.

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56945

Ostracized from public! Human Rights Violation! Newspaper editorials stating that non-vax'd
people should die! Mis-informed about Vax risks. Lethal side effects. Inaccurate data. Why are
triple vax'd still getting CoVid? Dictatorship! Mistrust...

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56946

When my husband died of an accident in July 2021 My family came in the middle of the night

2/18/2022 5:49 PM
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to see him at health science center. They were not allowed to come in and see him. At 5 am
the machines were taken off and he was gone. When my father in law was in the hospital in
Sept 2021 he wasn't allowed visitors not even his wife. When he got to the point where he was
dying his son begged to be able to see him but it wasn't allowed the family watched him dye on
a screen. What has Canada come to? It needs new rulers that care about what the people want
56947

Miserably. Thanks.

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56948

Unable to be there for any loved ones that were sick suffering. My children's education
completely compromised. My medical freedom stolen.

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56949

I lost my income

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56950

The mandate has caused me to be suspended from my employment without pay and created
enormous stress within my family.

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56951

They have disrupted every aspects of life for everyone

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56952

I was unable to travel south by land from Jan 2020 until Nov 2022 after twice vaxed.

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56953

It has taken away of my freedom.

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56954

We couldn't go anywhere....treated like lepers

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56955

I have been discrimination. Can not use my community amenities. Even though I am a tax
paying senior citizen who has worked hard all my life.

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56956

Loss of friends (not being able to visit) as a senior, that means a lot. Not being able to
socialize, travel to visit,

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56957

Very negatively mentally.

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56958

Not able to gym or use the pool for physical and mental health , or gather in social setting

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56959

My life has been significantly improved by the mandates in place. I haven't had any colds/flus
due to masking and distancing. They have really helped identify dangerous and hostile
members of society.

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56960

Lots of anxiety and stress

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56961

My wife lost her job!

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56962

Horrible!

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56963

Destroyed my business of 30 years

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56964

I refused to follow them

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56965

Had my baby during the first lockdowns in May 2020 and was super upset I couldn’t have any
support other than my husband and was confined to my room. Getting ready to have another
baby and don’t want to have to go through the same situation. My husband was treated like he
was trash at a local hospital because he wasn’t vaccinated

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56966

Mental fatigue

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56967

In every way

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56968

Stupid, out of touch, tyrannical fed govt. Flip flop, pandering for votes provincial govt

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56969

It has attacked my freedom

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56970

I'm trapped in a foreign country unable to work Unable to return or work .

2/18/2022 5:49 PM

56971

Social life has suffered

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56972

This is tyranny and it is unacceptable.

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56973

Can’t visit family, less church, unable to have dinner out with friends…..

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56974

Can't get out and enjoy my freedoms I'm supposed to have

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56975

Blown up! Absolutely traumatized. Mental health destroyed. Live in constant anxiety. Many
panic attacks. Lonley. Lost my career. Not eating, bathing. Split up my family. Lost friends.

2/18/2022 5:48 PM
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Feel like I'm living in a nightmare,,fucked up movie where I'm surrounded by millions of people
who are incapable of logic and are run by their blocked egos.
56976

Depression, social isolation, loss of income, mental illness, children living in fear, anxiety,
increased stress level, not able to attend church, loss of family time. Unable to spend time
with our aging grandmother (in a home)

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56977

Loss of work, loss of friendships and loss of family time. Loss of trust in all systems of
government and health authorities

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56978

Helped keep my grandmother from dying.

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56979

I lost my Mom at 62 years old to medical NEGLECT. I have depressed CHILDREN! We have
all suffered enough. We’ve had covid and took care of ourselves and didn’t strain the medical
system. It’s time to learn to live with this virus.

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56980

It has put my behind years in my university education as well has ruined friendships and
relationships

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56981

Quality of life has gone down exponentially. I haven't seen my family in 2 years. I haven't been
able to see my doctor in 2 years. My country is the most divided I have seen in my life.

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56982

My children have become reclusive ans I’m sure academically behind in their studies

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56983

My kids can’t play sports and are suffering depression. They cry constantly and I worry about
their mental health.

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56984

I watched my kids lose the right to education. I've struggled with family dynamics. I've feared
repercussions when advocating for a parent. I felt helpless as a patient.

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56985

I lost my job

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56986

My family and I are shamed for our choices

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56987

Totally has left me with a neglected attitude against not only the governments but as a person
of god

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56988

Negatively in every aspect

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56989

It has caused my Husband to be unemployed due to his medical choice. It has made my
whole family depressed and feeling alone. We are sick and tired of the abusive relationship we
are in with the government. My kids won’t even go to a store because they cannot handle
wearing masks. We have been treated like vermin due to the jab passports. This has torn our
life apart. We may have to sell our home now.

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56990

It was difficult.

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56991

It has devastated our Youth, our small businesses, our economy. What hasn't it affected in a
negative way?

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56992

Horribly. My mum had an adverse vaccine reaction, then got suspended without pay because
she refused to take another shot. My father is looking at being delicensed as a respected RMT
because he stands for choice. I have become horrible depressed and deeply mentally and
emotionally affected, as ALL of my friends and family in my life. It has completely taken away
freedom, joy of life, hope in government, TRUST in government and my sense of wonder and
curiosity for the world. These mandates have negatively impacted me on a deep phycological
level, tearing friends away from me and distancing others. I had Covid, it was not a big deal.
I’ve heard of many vaccine injuries and NOTHING should be mandated that has ANY risk.
These mandates need to end NOW.

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56993

It has made me want to spend less time with people. It's also made lose even moretrust in our
politicians (not like I had a lot before) It has also made lose faith and trust in the medical
establishment, at a high level, and complete mistrust of big pharma, who already had a horrible
reputation.

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56994

It has taken a toll on my mental health and I have not seen my family in over 2 years

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56995

Quit my job to remain unvaccinated, sold my home and travelling to a free country until
Canada lifts mandates.

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56996

Divided family and friends. Did cancer diagnosis and treatments alone. Had family member die

2/18/2022 5:48 PM
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alone. Haven't seen parent for months who is in LTC.
56997

In a very negative way

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56998

Not able to live without fear Not seeing any family or friends

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

56999

I’ve lost 69% of my small business..

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

57000

It cost me a conservative 47-51% of my commission last year due to the impacts these
ridiculous measures had on the industries I need to work with and within

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

57001

In So many ways! Surrogation, isolation, freedom of rights, my body - my choice! Isolation
from children,grandchildren, friends & neighbours, travel, limited shopping, loneliness &
depression, not able to attend funerals and other family events, health treatment limitations, do
I need to go further!

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

57002

My elective surgery was cancelled 2x before it happened and my wife had to get vaccinated to
keep her job!

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

57003

it has separated my family and my friends i feel like i am living in a prison with tnvisable bars

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

57004

Took my wife’s job of over 20 years , and has almost destroyed our business of over 20 years

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

57005

It has not.

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

57006

Very depressed, both my girls have attempted suicide, my husband will be out of work when
he is allowed to go back and travel I have not seen my son in 3 years 2200km appart this has
to end for everyone's sanity !!

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

57007

SUICIDE, depression, divorce, abuse, alcohol dependency, loss of income…mental health
decline

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

57008

It’s affected my ability to be a vital member of society and my ability to cross the border for
work

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

57009

I have breathing problems and wearing a mask gives me anxiety because I can’t breathe

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

57010

My kids are immensely suffering. Socially, academically and psychologically. I’ve contemplate
suicide on MANY occasions. So it has affected me GREATLY

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

57011

Severe

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

57012

Every level of our lives has been affected by this ridiculous mandate!!!!

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

57013

I’m want to comit suicide

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

57014

Can't take my kids swimming ,can't go out with my family to eat it has affected small business
in the town I live

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

57015

Children suffering Depression in both parents Loss of family and friends

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

57016

Depression

2/18/2022 5:48 PM

57017

Work, friendships, relationships, housing

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57018

Horribley

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57019

I have lost most of my income (self employed) from being a mentor to mentally challenged
adult to working for a B&B that has lost much of its customers therefore can't afford to pay
me. I lost my mom first part of COVID but not from the virus - she had cancer - but due to the
no visitation rule my family could not see my mom and I was devastated. I was unable to visit
family out of province for quite a while due to the strict vaccination for travelers. On and on
and on.

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57020

Split relationships, business hardship, increased stress, higher cost of living

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57021

Very depressing

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57022

I am not able to visit my own daughter and 3 grandchildren because they are in the USA. I
cannot visit my 89yo mother because they imposed nose swabs for visitors, or are on frequent
lockdown in spite of being 100% vaccinated in the home. I am stressed whenever I want to
enter a store (open to the public) and breath as God made me (without mask)...Masks make

2/18/2022 5:47 PM
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me feel ill. This has brought division within my own family and extended family. I have lost at
least 2 friends to suicide during this time because of the stress this has triggered.
57023

Anxious

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57024

limited. It is easy to do the right thing to combat the virus.

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57025

My family is unable to go to many public businesses. Mask exception issues for us are not
always recognized in the places we shop. Many of our friends have lost their jobs.

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57026

Inability to travel and run my business properly. Many missed opportunities. Social isolation
due to discriminatory policies.

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57027

Made my last years of high school very different from what I wanted. Made me get vaccinated
when I didn’t want to. Put strain on relationships and friendships & made me miss out on many
opportunities. Life is made for living, and I want to get out and live!!!

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57028

Shit

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57029

Hasn't I continued to do my normal, but already have a small bubble.

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57030

I've lost almost everything

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57031

Loss of freedoms.

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57032

Financial stress, social stress, mental stress, depression, watching loved ones physical and
mental health decline due to psychological stress. 2 yrs of hell.

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57033

Cannot go out

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57034

Immense depression, loss of work opportunities, separation and ostracized from
friends/family/community, loss of healthy ways to interact with community, non access to
gyms to promote physical health, loss of travel opportunities within my own country to visit
family in need

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57035

Lost my job

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57036

Keep me from basic life luxuries, travel and dining

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57037

Never got to say goodbye to my dad when he passed away

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57038

Tyrants highjacking democracy

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57039

Reduced my freedoms significantly

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57040

Separated and devices myself and my children. Caused great stress for me!

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57041

Mental health extremely declined, social anxiety, extreme political polarization of family and
friends,

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57042

Unable to live as I have always lived - freely. My child’s mental health impacted due to mask
mandates.

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57043

Mental health decline

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57044

I’ve lost over 25 friends and family included to suicide. Not being able to help , cause they
thought they were doing the right thing by keeping us away.

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57045

Very negatively

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57046

I have permanent headaches from the vac. I will forever regret getting it

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57047

My life has been changed drasticly, I feel isolated, stressed with no real reason . Luck of true
information about the situation caused lots of frustration. My financial situation worsened.

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57048

There have been negative ramifications but the overall health of others and the health care
system are more important.

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57049

It’s been terrible for the kids

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57050

Isolated from family and friends

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57051

It has affected normal every day movement and travel shutting down businesses and

2/18/2022 5:47 PM
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destroying the economy and Canadian lives every where. Common Sense tells it all. Facts
being with held etc...
57052

I feel that my rights and freedoms as a Canadian citizen have been taken from me

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57053

Caused family division by the bullying tactics of government.

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57054

Mental health decline, loss of employment. Forced to get a shot I did not want and then having
a horrible reaction and hesitation to document it by health care

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57055

Financial ruin

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57056

I want to leave this country. My spouse lost their job. I cannot volunteer as a local first
responder. I’ve lost all faith in humanity

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57057

No exercise or fresh air. Verbally attacked by strangers. Dread going in store.

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57058

Affects my business, my mental health, my relationships, my stress.

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57059

Loss of work, family members and friends had negative reactions to the shots, not able to fly
to be with family for funeral, family psychological issues, etc

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57060

Kept me COVID free!

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57061

Our govt has divided families, province, and the country.

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57062

Terrible, declining mental health, discrimination, loss of friends, depression

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57063

Never got to say goodbye to loved ones lost. Havnt had a vacation in 3 years. Not allowed to
live my life. Almost divorced due to covid. My sons education is extreme substandard in high
school. Can no longer afford to live in the area I grew up in. Soooo much more.

2/18/2022 5:47 PM

57064

Lost my job, so my income, family relationships fractured, etc!

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57065

It’s divided the country and people apart all thanks to Trudeau

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57066

Friends and family have lost jobs. Not able to go out due to discrimination based on personal
choice.

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57067

Suicide !!!!!!

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57068

Hasn't affected my life but has affected my children and grandchildren by masks in school and
work and testing ($65 per test, twice a week) to be allowed to work unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57069

Not at all. I have chosen to be vaccinated on the scientific evidence.

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57070

Divided people and wrecked relationships. Created loneliness and fear in others.

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57071

Like being in prison

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57072

My anxiety has been through the roof. The masks cause me to panic putting something over
my face. My husband and I have been unable to purchase a home and live our lives normally
because of the ever changing mandates. We don't know if we'll have jobs tomorrow. It has
divided our family and friends due to Trudeaus ongoing hate and division spreading. It's
horrible!!

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57073

Have been treated like a 2nd class citizen in my own country. Have lost money because of
mandates. Have been discriminated against, despite having Antibodies at 250U/ML and
greater.

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57074

Unvaccinated, so zero social aspects for me. Not a huge issue for now but these mandates
are creating hate and separating our country. Turning people and family’s against each other. I
stand for body autonomy, and medical choice. The government should have zero say on the
medical choices I choose for my body and my fellow citizens.

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57075

I am unvaccinated and am not allowed to participate in society even though I have natural
immunity. It affects every aspect of my mental and physical health, the lives of my family and
grandchildren.

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57076

Try to commit sucide

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57077

Masks and border closing

2/18/2022 5:46 PM
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57078

Regular life style and family losing jobs and budinesses

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57079

It’s affecting everyone and it’s time to end this

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57080

Wearing a mask daily has affected my breathing

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57081

Can't go anywhere without vaccine

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57082

Violated Insulated Bullied

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57083

Anxiety, inability to find work, segregation, disowned by family and friends

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57084

I have become suicidal .I am afraid to live in this country

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57085

School, family, friends,events and work

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57086

If has caused problem between my family and I. It has made me loose work

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57087

Mostly by causing me to lose faith in the leadership of this country. But also the stress it has
caused by dividing people.

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57088

I lost my career. I lost family to suicide. I lost faith in democracy. Not going to restaurants and
the movies is the least of my worries as I have been detained and not able to work since
October 2021. I have watched as my community was torn apart and are now divided. This that
I have listed is the mere tip of the iceberg. Mandates were far more destructive than covid ever
was.

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57089

Stress and extreme frustration. Being discriminated against for personal health choices is
abhorrent !

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57090

I have spent almost two years crying , afraid of the government afraid of the police , the news
propagating fear , social media reinforcing the fear , Dr's lying etc. The only hope , the only
peace I have is with God , which of course Trudeau hates . I love my country , I love God and
Trudeau hates both

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57091

Mentally and socially , divided a close family, too many things to explain all negative

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57092

Lost wages and shit life

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57093

family and friends divided, loss of work in the health field, lonliness, but found my tribe!!

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57094

It suck Was controlled by mandate My freedom was taking away I am a retiree It screwed up
all my dream

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57095

It has affected all Canadians and the children

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57096

I'm greatly disturbed to see it's negative facts on children, small businesses, and family and
friends. I personally know three people who have suffered severe impacts from the vaccines
and I don't even know a huge number of people.

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57097

Country filled me with Hope & Love

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57098

I have a small business and I lost wages. Haven't been able to get doctors appointments.

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57099

Lost my job as a nurse, can’t travel to my daughter’s wedding, can’t go to restaurants or other
events.

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57100

Financially, mentally, children affected

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57101

Stressful

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57102

It has inhibited my freedom to be with family. It has restricted my ability to travel. It has made
working more stressful and difficult. It has inhibited my right to good medical care. It has
placed undue mental stress on my life.

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57103

It has torn my family apart and friendships have been lost. The jab my daughter had to get so
she wouldn’t be fired has messed up her health.

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57104

Have been unable to visit my mom in a care home

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57105

We feel imprisioned

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57106

It's been disruptive on many fronts.

2/18/2022 5:46 PM
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57107

It has affected my social life but I believe it was for our safety. I would do it again if I have to

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57108

In every way !!!!

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57109

mental health and stress

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57110

Not at all, within reason.

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57111

I’m a nurse so it’s had a toll of my work life. Trying to protect people

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57112

Stress and worry about livelihood

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57113

My father in law in mexico is very sick. We haven't been able to see him and say our
farewells. Grieving ang bereaving aline is hard mentally. We buried my infant grandson and had
no support. Its truely heartbreaking. Also, if the vaccine was optional, instead of forced I may
have had a choice. We believe in freedom of religion, speech and choice. Mandates separated
us until the convoy, and I'm proud to be a Canadian, seeing them all United to do this large
work. Go with God! Peace protesters.

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57114

I have had to pull my children out of sports because I am not allowed into the arenas and
swimming pools. I am not allowed to bring my 1.5 year old to any drop in programs for him to
developed and learn critical skills. These mandates are hurting the children the most!!!!

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57115

It was stressful to say the least.

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57116

All of them

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57117

Fear, finances lost, no traveling, family stress

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57118

It has affected our business almost to the point of bankruptcy, we were in extremely good
financial condition til this all started

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57119

Pitted people against each other. Ruined friendships Brought sadness upon me for my elderly
mother and other family members

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57120

I am 63 and alone. I have never masked or followed the hype. I have copd and not for a
second was I worried I would die or even get sick. With tv off I saw no Covid. I knew no one
who got sick from any virus, but lost 4 to the jab and one still birth. Being discriminated
against after the jabs started was the hardest part. Watching today horrors as our pm sends
our own people to beat us and treat us like criminals is a hard pill to swollow

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57121

Dépression insomnia and anxiety panic attacks

2/18/2022 5:46 PM

57122

Put on unpaid leave. Depression. My child has had health issues(weight gain) and is not
herself. I’m not myself

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57123

I am able to go to restaurants and flynn feel safe

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57124

it makes it harder but I have loved ones to protect

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57125

The mandate has affected my life in a variety of negative ways. I want my life back

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57126

Made it safer, I haven’t had a cold since I started wearing a mask. Added bonus of masks is
no allergy pills in the summer

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57127

There is not one person that these illegal mandates have not effected. Mandates are not a
law..but they lead people to believe that. It has split up families, employees, bankrupt
businesses…shall I go on?

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57128

The mandate has made me feel very secure , going out in public , entering all buildings . going
into restaurants . All the mandates were there to make me feel safer.

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57129

It has kept me, my family, and my fellow citizens safe.

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57130

No words

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57131

I have no freedom left

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57132

Lost my job

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57133

What has affected me the most is seeing the dishonesty in the government propaganda, the
censoring of doctors and scientists and the overall suppression of data and the truth. It seems

2/18/2022 5:45 PM
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too many people believe the lies and it’s starting to feel like a hopeless cause in trying to
expose the truth.
57134

the mandates are all measures I support. if they didn't exist, it would be harder to keep myself
safe. It has been harder for me to do my job since testing was restricted and meaningful
contact tracing suspended since I no longer have the same measures to assess risk.

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57135

Affected my job always wearing a mask JUST ABOUT EVERYTHING

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57136

LOST MY RIGHTS OF CANADIAN CITIZEN FOR 2 YEARS, COVID IS OVER

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57137

No going to restaurants or theatre or cross border or travel no gyms open , nothing open for my
Autistic daughter. Wear mask all day at work.

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57138

My freedom of rights

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57139

No people presence so feeling very low

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57140

Family coerced into getting jabbed to keep job. Kids unable to participate in sports
activities...masks in school...missing school..

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57141

Lost 50% of my income.

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57142

Freedom

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57143

I have been shut out of society. I lost my board designation on the Board of Variance with the
City of Vernon. I have been excluded from all holidays by my family. I have been unable to see
my dad in the long term care facility. I have faced much lonliness and have lost many family
members and friends.

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57144

X

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57145

Lost my job, lost family and friends, mental health struggles through the roof

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57146

Really? These mandates have ruined peoples' lives. People that I know and care about.

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57147

I was unable to attend my grandma's funeral. My grandpa passed away from sepsis due to the
vaccine. I'm currently pregnant and my spouse cannot come to any appointments with me
which has been an extremely emotional roller coaster as there have been complications and
the pregnancy is high risk, I've had to male many important decisions without him by my side.
:( it's not okay!

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57148

financially, socially, mentally

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57149

My husbqnd and i both lost our jobs. And almost our home. My 4 year old could not go to
school or play sports. I was denied psychotherapy exposure therapy. I could not return to my
job, and lost all WSIB assistance. This was PTSD therapy as I am nurse and i was assulted
by a patiant; at the very same hospital i was denied treatment at.

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57150

I am unable to take the vaccination due to medical reasons. I don’t have the choice to make
this decision and feel pressured by the medical field and my employer. I am a franchisee
owner and essential service. It had been a challenge in every regard, to navigate through
lockdowns and mandates. I had an employee attempt suicide. It has significantly affected the
mental and emotional health of my employees and family. There is so much more to say……I
want to be a Free Canadian again!

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57151

Created horrible hatred and divisions.

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57152

Financially, not able to be with family devided from people racism the list goes on, government
control that has no knowledge of life. suicides that has cost me a love one. Enough is enough
I want our country back. No more lies Trudeau must go he's evil. Dishonest, he thinks he's
speaking for Canadians but how can he when he doesn't listen to them.

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57153

It hasn't. :). I've lived my life normally. Just wasn't able To indoor dine.

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57154

Destroyed it, almost lost my house, set my career back 5 years

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57155

I am severely depressed and unable to cope. I’m on antidepressants now. I can’t sleep. I cry. I
need to be strong for so many people in my family but I’m so down myself. I’m sick to my
stomach. I shake like a leaf all the time now cuz my nerves are so bad. I have zero energy. I
can’t concentrate on the smallest things. Memory loss etc.

2/18/2022 5:45 PM
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57156

Can’t travel, can’t sit in a restaurant, can’t sit in a theatre, can’t see loved ones in the hospital.
My freedom of movement has been extremely limited which infringes on my Charter of Rights
and Freedoms. Unpaid work for 10 days after a negative PCR/RAT test. These tests are
unreliable and the government has never shown evidence that at least meets the definition of
section 1 of our treasured Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57157

Work

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57158

we cannot go to church, funerals etc.Cannot play sports or allowed to go watch our kids play
sports.It is separating families by creating fear by the Vaccinated. Kids are coming to my clinic
with headaches ,depressed, suicidal.Adults are having lots of pain coming from inflammation.
they are doubleVax.

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57159

I was depress my kid can not enjoy anything we have the face cover lost of work too way too
much with all those mandate

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57160

Living like an Outcast !

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57161

I have had to stay in my home for overtwo years, as I can`t wear a mask and doctors cannot
give exemptions, if they do they loose their licence.As a snior it gets very lonely.Evensenior
centors require people to wear a mask.I feel children made to wear a mask all day in school is
child abuse.This jab is still in experimental stages and should not be used on people ,Tnis
virus is no worst than the flu.People die of the flu every year, and they have not found a cure
yet.

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57162

Income

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57163

Isolation not good. Too many rules. Didn’t stop the natural process of spreading and need herd
amunity

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57164

I feel segregated and mentally abused. I have absolutely no trust in any government
representatives in office at this time.

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57165

Negatively, although I’ve never worn a mask to go shopping. But the restrictions in general,
have taken the fun and spontaneity out of life. I can’t travel, which I love. I’ve lost friends and
family because of disagreements about the mandates.

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57166

My kids are having issues, social life, traveling has stopped.

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57167

It has destroyed our family and friends☹️

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57168

Negatively

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57169

Threatening my job, bullying for not being vaccinated, our kids negatively affected by masking
and contentious conversations with the teacher, limited access to services due to REP
program.

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57170

Bad

2/18/2022 5:45 PM

57171

I can’t do my job the way I am supposed to. I have not seen friends and family. I have felt
isolated and alone. It has divided me family. And it has destroyed what trust I used to have in
my government leaders.

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57172

Frustrated with the stupidity of the Doctors and polititions not thinking how the pathophysiology
of the vaccine does not make any sense. Time to Wake up

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57173

I was forced to retire from my job.

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57174

Had to postpone/ alter funeral services for relatives. Causing some issues between family and
friends.

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57175

It's fucked up my retail business and it's messed with the mental and physical health of my
partner and my children

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57176

It brought the division with some friends and family members. I was forced to make a choice
of taking a vaccine I didn't want to take or lose my job so I ended up taking the vaccine and in
doing so I started having chest pains for over a month then they started to narrow down a bit
but I did go see the heart specialist and I was fine. The cause for the chest pains was anxiety
from taking the vaccine. I also will not get a fax pass so I do not go to restaurants or movie
theaters or any place that ask for them I will not travel because I do not believe I need to show
papers to anybody except the passport.

2/18/2022 5:44 PM
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57177

Made my life extremely difficult and negatively affected my business.

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57178

Almost killed me with that poison

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57179

Loss of income out of control inflation etc.

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57180

My kids are suffering, I'm suffering. Enough is enough

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57181

It has created to many broken relationships between friends and family’s. Caused mental
health issues such as social and separation anxiety. Drug and alcohol abuse has sky rocketed
within my community. Continuous work stress from being pressured by my employment to
vaccinate. My children not being able to attend post secondary education.

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57182

In sales hard to make in person calls to customers. More working from home which isn’t
terrible. Other than that nothing really has changed

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57183

Mental health

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57184

It's torn apart my family & some friendships. It has also affected my career.

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57185

Made me crazy.

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57186

As a blood cancer patient in treatment, my oncologists are not on the same page to take or not
take the vaccine. I've been in isolation because of the mandate because of this. My mental
health is not doing well. I'm an outgoing person but with cancer treatments and mandates, I
feel lonely and not understood and supported by our government.

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57187

Haven't worked for last two years. Mandates stopped me from being a food sampler in Grocery
stores.

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57188

The mandates prevented me from seeing my grandparents

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57189

It’s made everything harder and kicked up depression and anxiety.

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57190

Not able to Fly to British Columbia when my grandfather died

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57191

.

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57192

1. Can t visit our family. 2. Can t see our parents in nursing home. 3. Affect mentally. 4.
Missing social life. 5. Very hard to work with a mask.

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57193

My family cannot go out anywhere,and medical procedures were delayed or canceled

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57194

Every aspect

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57195

Lost my job, friends, family and my peace of mind

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57196

Mentally, spiritually, physically.

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57197

It has caused division in my close family. It has caused my children to miss out on doing
things with their friends and to also lose friends. It has pushed me out of my job by no choice
of my own. It has forced my husband to receive medical treatment he did not want. It has
ruined our everyday joy by taking away things that should be naturally given rights and
freedoms.

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57198

Terribly

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57199

Loss of income, loss of access to critical health services, mental health services, and abilities
to treat my 3 special needs disabled children. Isolation and character attack from government
of all levels for wanting to exercise any of my personal freedoms. Unable to attend my
grandma's funeral due to mandates.

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57200

Taking away my freedom

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57201

A severe decline in my mental health. Massive division among friends and family that wasn't
there before

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57202

Job loss, a loss of personal freedom

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57203

Negative in every area of my life

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57204

Triple vaxed, still got Covid and so have many others. What is the purpose of a vaccine

2/18/2022 5:44 PM
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mandate proving you are vaccinated if it doesn’t stop the spread?
57205

Like living as a prisoner in my own country

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57206

Family and friend divisions, loneliness, making fear and people scared of one another, unless
they totally buy into the fear tactics all in the name of the so called safety narrative

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57207

Forced me to get a shot I didn’t want to keep my job

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57208

STRESS AND ANXIETY I’m 78

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57209

More stress then ever, time off of work etc

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57210

Lost job, stress, kids stress

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57211

Impeding professional practices, schooling and continuing education. Lack of exercise and
sport practice due to recreational sport facility closures and restrictions. Inflation pricing and
housing unaffordability

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57212

Mostly mentally, families fighting because someone chose not to get the jabs, not been able to
visit nursing homes or patients in hospitals, cancelled surgeries!

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57213

No one should have a 12 year old daughter with anxiety and depression kids have suffered
long enough.

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57214

I want to leave Canada NOW I hate it here

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57215

Because I stand for freedom for ALL Canadians, I will not engage in any activity that is
restricted for a fellow citizen. I cannot take my kids to activities, go to restaurants/theatres or
community events, travel, I have been ostracized from my previous communities based on my
choice to stand for freedoms for all Canadians. Most recently I have been called a “racist,
misogynist who is anti-science and against progress”. Combine these remarks with ‘white
supremacist’ and additional threats to my livelihood and family from the leader of my own
country.

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57216

Mental health is at an all time low for my entire family and there is so much divide

2/18/2022 5:44 PM

57217

It’s hell

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57218

Affected mental health and marriage and relationships

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57219

Suicidal thoufhts

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57220

lack of money no possible to travel for my job

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57221

Family division, mental health poorer, feeling of helplessness, a loss of faith in the honesty of
government and the healthcare system.

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57222

A lot of depression

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57223

delayed surgery, absence of family visits, lack of essential supplies to hospitals

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57224

work，outside activity，travel，etc

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57225

Negatively in a myriad of ways, too many to list here. Children and teens, seniors most
affected

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57226

Losing my job!!

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57227

Travel restrictions

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57228

Every area if my life

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57229

As a mother of a child born in March 2020 and spent time in NICU with 2 other children at
home, our lives have been completely disruptive by these mandates. Our children lost all
events that kept them busy and feeling normal. No connection to people and feeling alone. Our
freedoms have been taken away by these mandates. We all have a right to decide what we do
with our bodies not the government. I should decide how I raise my Children not the
government. Canada is no longer a free country.

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57230

Cannot travel, forced to get jabbed due to working in the health sector

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57231

Awful. Criminal act and conspiracy. Ruining peoples lives.

2/18/2022 5:43 PM
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57232

My wife and I haven't been able to get married and celebrate it with our friends since 2020

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57233

Yes

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57234

Financial stress/uncertainty

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57235

I have been able to go out, take my children to swimming lessons. I can’t not leave my
country I am literally a prisoner in my own country!

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57236

It has caused excessive stress, anxiety and concern for the freedom of speech, the ability to
travel, the ability to visit my family and friends, the freedom to make my own decisions about
what I inject into my body, the charter of rights and freedoms seems to have been ignored,
Justin Trudeau is now having bank accounts frozen and taking control of his constituents
personal money. That is wrong and completely unnecessary.

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57237

Uncomfortable if I didn't have a mask. Can't go to church. Distanced relationships.

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57238

1. Time suck. Wasted hours reading listening and talking about it. 2. Business has incurred
$100,000+ in debt to stay open 3. Severe decline in income limiting extra curricular events 4.
Major decline in mobility 5. Lost friendships 6. Unable to see family The list goes on… those in
government mandating this BS need to be tried for treason and jailed for life and all their wealth
put back into absolving the countries/provinces debt.

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57239

None

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57240

These mandates have taken a huge toll on my mental health and well-being. I was removed
from my University competitive dance company, wasn’t allowed to go to the gyms, and felt
incredibly segregated from my friends who could all go out to restaurants while I couldn’t. This
has greatly divided people and this coercion needs to come to an end. Without my faith in
Jesus and love from my family, I wouldn’t have been able to get through these unlawful
mandates and the horrible effects they had on me.

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57241

Destroyed it in many ways.............

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57242

Forced vaccinations to keep employment. Unable to attend Equestrian events and
instructions. Unable to go out for our anniversaries, travel within BC and AB. Veterinarian
appointments canceled. The list goes on and on. Inflation has caused us to be in a financial
hardship. After being forced to have a vaccine I've been having migraines, nearly everyday
since. List continues...

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57243

Lost job, separation from friends. It’s quite obvious.

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57244

Isolated from family members , life-long friends and & couldn't travel abroad

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57245

Loss of income for my family. Loss of valuable growing up years with my grandchildren. Loss
of the ability to share in funerals and weddings of loved ones. Low stocked shelves. Slow mail.
Nervous community members. Loss of some worship times. Division in family, community,
province, country and the world. Missed important travel. Illness if loved ones from the shots.

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57246

Stopped me from visiting family friends, my health has gotten worse.

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57247

Mental health issues for my children, my senior parents. Lwop. Stress. Isolation. Lack of
exercise.

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57248

My happiness

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57249

I lost my job because of the mandates. My credit is destroyed. I'm depressed and have had
thought of self harm

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57250

We have not been allowed to take our children to any functions over the winter. We are not
allowed to participate in normal social gatherings, or to assess our own risks.

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57251

About to lose my job and have two kids. For no reason as i have had covid i have natural
immunity and better off then most of my coworkers that have the vaccine. But im still going to
lose my job even when im at no more risk than anyone else. I have two kids to feed. The
stress and anxiety is unbearable.

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57252

Taken a huge affect on my mental health

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57253

My mental health and anxiety levels are disastrous. I am devastated at the divisiveness and

2/18/2022 5:43 PM
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hatred in our Country. I really don't care if I lived in this current situation. No hope. Do not want
grandchildren!! Have seen elderly parents die alone! Dreadful and despicable!!
57254

Negatively

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57255

It has been detrimental to my work, my mental health and overall well-being. I feel like I’m
being punished for traveling and just wanting to engage in normal daily activities.

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57256

I was forced to get the vaccine to keep my job, this is NOT ok. Reduced social interaction,
kids with depression etc etc

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57257

I am a nurse. I have to test before I work all the time. People are horrible rude at work to those
unv. Being unvaccinated, there are many that hate unv and say they shouldn’t come to see
loved ones at work. There is so much hate like I have never seen before

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57258

Ended my marriage. Alienated me from family.

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57259

Caused much disension among family & friends

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57260

No job now

2/18/2022 5:43 PM

57261

I’ve lost my job in healthcare, I’m not allowed to attend my brothers wedding, I’m feeling
isolated, my children hate going to school wearing masks.

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57262

Fear/depression.

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57263

Have had to miss important family functions. Lost my business. Have seen a divide in my
family over the fear caused by my government!!

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57264

Work is frustrating with masks and restrictions. My kids social life majorly affected, school,
and health care under COVID restrictions.. just awful.

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57265

Not at all

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57266

I had depression and suicidal thoughts

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57267

It has destroyed my life. I went from being somewhat wealthy and happy to close to homeless
in 2 years. I've lost my job and also my reason to live...which is my freedom.

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57268

Limited my social life.

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57269

Lost my job as a healthcare worker on the frontlines due to the vax mandate. Also hugely
affected my mental health.

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57270

Loss of job, loss of medical treatments, lossife changing surgeries, added stress, loss of
income, loss of family time, loss of freedom, loss of movement , loss of civil rights

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57271

My kids are suffering . Loss of work , loss of wages

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57272

Two years of craziness and insanity

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57273

Horribly

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57274

Myself and my daughter were forced into having unapproved vaccinations in order for myself to
provide for my family in a career I studied for and love and her just to be able to be a healthy
active teenager who loves sports and was bullied by teachers and peers to get it. None of this
is OK.

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57275

It’s heartbreaking to me that people have lost their jobs.

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57276

It has affected my children and I horribly in a tremendous way. We've been suffering from
depression, feeling isolated, and unable to plan for the future due to being oppressed by the
Canadian Government and being treated as if we are less than human

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57277

Isolation, depression, vilification, ostracization, shaming, fear, hatred towards me, kicking me
out of a shop because they felt the mask I had was not sufficient, mental health deterioration,
loneliness, cut off from activities and friends

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57278

I was about to loose my job if I don’t get vaccinated

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57279

Heartbroken over all the needless deaths by lack of treatment, suicides, drug overdoses,
family members dying alone and so much more

2/18/2022 5:42 PM
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57280

Have to work from home and not at the office. Can't go the gmy to work out without having the
vaccine, Can't go to the sauna, Not allowed to eat at a restaurant.

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57281

Has isolated me from family and friends

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57282

Negatively, completely impacted my everyday life as well as the ability to travel

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57283

Stress, anxiety

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57284

Made life miserable

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57285

Badly

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57286

I was unable to be with my family when my father died as i was not allowed to fly. It has
caused my daughter to have depression because she has to stay home many time when her
friends go out even though the hang out b4 and after. Tests get expensive

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57287

Very difficult and is a lie these mandates

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57288

I lost my Federal Public Service job. Because my doctor wouldn’t give me a medical
exemption, even though she was my doctor when I suffered a MAJOR vaccine injury 22 years
ago. The resulting unemployment with NO form of income replacement has devastated me
financially.

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57289

Ruined my kids youth

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57290

Work, mental health, breaking family and frienchip I lost my hapiness of living

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57291

Its put my children a year behind in school. I've lost sleep wondering how I'll support my
household if I get fired because I don't want to take their drugs. If I have an adverse reaction
like people I know and can't work who looks after my boys? Who pays my mortgage.

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57292

I can’t get the shot due to a life threatening anaphylaxis to any immunization and I can’t go out
or do anything, no travel, restaurants, movies, gyms, I’m a prisoner in my home and when
people learn I can’t get the shots, I’m now a blight on society because I’m not immunized
against Covid! My Mental health has suffered greatly

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57293

Can’t go to places that require passports.. can’t travel/fly with quarantine, can’t breathe/get
anxiety with masks

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57294

I feel like we have been treated like criminals, being locked down in your own home is just
disgusting, being told you can't travel because you chose not to be poisoned, can't go to a
restaurant, can't see you family or friends, pretty much can't do anything, we are not a
communist country, I am not a criminal, I have lost all confidence in both provincial an federal
governments.

2/18/2022 5:42 PM

57295

Mental health decline, lack of freedom to travel.

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57296

Kept me safe

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57297

Severe Anxiety and severe Depression.

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57298

Mental health is at stake

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57299

Other then taking away my constitutional rights?

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57300

Depression

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57301

My brother in law jumped out of the 19th story and killer himself, you wanna hear more ?

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57302

Makes me anxious in church. Haven't been able to cross the border to see my kids and
grandkids

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57303

It has made me feel like I am living in a hostile country. Where hate is endorsed in every area
of our society. I do not feel safe expressing opions and feelings anywhere. This is a terrible
Canada to live in now. I want my freedoms back right now!!

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57304

I have not been able to travel. Not been able to exercise by swimming. I have had limited
visitors. Unable to properly visit my 93 year old mom in carehome. It has pitted family and
friends against one another. Including church members and community. Mandates have not
stopped the spread of the virus. Vacced and un vacced getting it at the same rate.

2/18/2022 5:41 PM
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57305

I was viciously and Brutally Assaulted Terrorized and kidnapped and Discriminated against by
a Transit Police officer Peter Kwok #325 for being Medically Exempt from wearing a mask or
face coverings of any kind . I was punched repeatedly the officer cracked my ribs both front
and back slammed against the wall twice and then dragged me off the Skytrain and handcuffed
me to a railing where I was then Kidnapped body searched and Stolen from by multiple Transit
Police Officers these MANDATES ARE ILLEGAL AND UNLAWFUL

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57306

Depression Anxiety Not Seeing my kids play sports Being segregated Being discriminated
Missed opportunities No parties for families

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57307

I can’t go watch/support/cheer on, my young son play hockey! It’s heartbreaking and he’s sad
all the time that I’m unable to take him! Ridiculous! All because I choose not to take an
EXPERIMENTAL ‘VACCINE’!

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57308

I lost my job. Suffering from intense depression and anxiety.

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57309

I have been in and out of a job for 2 years now due to “covid” mandates

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57310

Financially and mental health; division of friends and family

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57311

Its been stressful. It needs to stop

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57312

Lost my job

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57313

Children impacted with school stress and anxiety. Forced vaccine to keep job. Lost both inlaws during COVID. No visit until too late. Not normal grieve and funeral. I could continue on
and on but these are the immediate impact

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57314

They've destroyed me financially, mentally and physically

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57315

It’s made my life miserable

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57316

I'm already a distrustful hermit thanks to my childhood and the medical mafia destroying most
of my life, this just adds to every one of my triggers

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57317

I can't go to restaurants, or watch my son play sports, or travel. I'm captive in my own country.
Loss of freedom. Can't fly to see my parents and they are aging.

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57318

Makes us depressed because you can be out with friends without being scared.

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57319

Isolation, loss of friends, family, loss of travel to see family accross Canada and abroad, loss
of a job and hobbies as I was no longer welcome to participate in groups.

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57320

Church gathering, traveling, job, work meeting, family gathering, Carpracter appointment,
Hosptel appointment, not having freedom to enjoy life, and the list goes on

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57321

I was unable to return to canada where my family us. And when i do return, the mandate does
not allow me to leave without being vaccinated. Also my daughter and granddaughter were
forced to vaccinate or lose their jobs, which caused great duress and emotional and mental
instability.

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57322

Newly retired, and no place to go! Can’t visit daughter & grandkids living abroad. Another
daughter having mental health issues due to jab or job loss threat. Our son’s small business in
trouble because of restrictions. Our Canadian grandkids have depression, learning issues, and
anxiety attacks. My mom (91) is so lonely in her seniors’ residence, she has severe anxiety
and is on medication. We could not visit her for many months due to restrictions. Each person
within my family has been adversely affected in some way. And the list goes on….😢

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57323

Caused division and segregation and depression

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57324

My daughters both got vaxed to stay employed , makes me very very angry.

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57325

We have serious mental health issues with some of the children due to isolation in the
beginning of the lockdowns and fighting amongst family due to the media fear

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57326

Friends have lost businesses, jobs and their families broken apart by stress. Others turned to
drugs and alcohol to cope, it's been a disaster.

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57327

It has destroyed business, community and relationships.

2/18/2022 5:41 PM

57328

Minor inconveniences.

2/18/2022 5:40 PM
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57329

Aggravation, job loss

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57330

It has stopped my social life. It has saved me gas money. It has made me internet dependent.

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57331

reduced social contact

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57332

It has shown me that public health officials do not have my health as their primary concern. I
have lost faith in my government, their agencies and the media. I have been affected in more
tangible areas like being laid off 3 times in 2 years but that is only money.

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57333

Fear, anxiety, brain deterioration, social skills deteriorated, loss of family and friends. Health
issues from 1 dose. Son has 2 and has grown cysts.

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57334

My mental health, unhealthy division between friends and family

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57335

Loss of job

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57336

My wife has been in the hospital for 10 days, we’ve been married for 30 years. She is in a
great deal of pain and she cries constant. I Can not see her, even though her nurses do the
same thing I do when not at work. Go shopping, spend time with family and friends! IT MAKES
NO SENSE!!!!

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57337

.

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57338

put my family into health harms way by the demands to get jabbed. It flies in the face of the
freedom my aunts and uncles fought for in WW2. It is illegal under the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms and Justin Trudeau must be removed and charged with treason.

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57339

Reduced mental happiness increases stress for my children and increasing societal divisions

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57340

Not able to see family

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57341

It has ruined relationships, jobs, travel, amongst many other things.

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57342

Mentally, financially, and physically.

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57343

In all ways you can think of.And it all has nothing to do with health.It is all based on politics in
one world government.

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57344

It made me feel safer going to work and helped me not get covid

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57345

Limits employment Caused a divide amongst friends and family

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57346

In many ways too numerous to mention

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57347

It's destroyed my entire wellbeing mentally (can't socialize, job loss) financially (job loss),
emotionally (fears of our prime minister), spiritually, and physicially( gym closures).

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57348

Anxiety which I have NEVER had before

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57349

Mental health Being with people Can't do anything or go anywhere

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57350

Very badly depression and anxiety in both me and my 7 year old daughter. Please end the
mandates.

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57351

Loss of job/career. Loss of friends. Loss of gym and climbing community and stress relief,
loss of faith in political and medical leadership

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57352

Emotionally and financially

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57353

Lost job for not disclosing my medical status

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57354

Haven’t seen family in 2 years, the stress of it is heartbreaking! This nightmare needs to end!

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57355

Income. Stress. Partner heart issues from an un tested vaccination

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57356

Made life miserable.

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57357

Isolation

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57358

Lots of stress, depression, lowered quality of life. Family divisions/disagreements. Stripping of
rights and freedoms to travel anywhere I would like at any time, see friends and family,

2/18/2022 5:40 PM
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participate in community activities, etc. My children have lost opportunities to have normal
lives. I had a graduate miss out on one of the biggest milestones in life.
57359

isolation

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57360

Relationships broken. Loss my business. Difficult to get medical appts Etc

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57361

Physically, emotionally, financially- every aspect of my life

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57362

In every way

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57363

It has ruined my life… ruined my relationships with my family and some friends. Stoped us
from travelling and socializing… I want my 2 years back.

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57364

Killed my partners business

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57365

Not much

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57366

A lot!

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57367

I have family living in a different country and they have been unable to come visit us.

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57368

No more FREEDOM !

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57369

All

2/18/2022 5:40 PM

57370

Extreme stress. Broken relationships

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57371

Infringement on my civil liberties, psychologically, dislike for my career choice, no bodily
autonomy

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57372

I cannot travel to Canada anymore with my husband who is not a Canadian citizen. I want to
see my family there with him along.

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57373

More anxiety, uncertainty, my kids are now horrible.

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57374

My job family, loss of Income, poor mental health etc

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57375

Kids suffer in school with masks and get depressed when in lookdown. Life is lonely and sad

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57376

Work, family

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57377

I feel like a recluse as I am unable to eat with family and friends in a restaurant or home, do
my hobbies, sing in a choir, perform on stage, see my family, and as a retiree I feel very
isolated unable do these things.

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57378

It has restricted my freedom in moving freely in my city, province and internationally. My right
to my body my choice as far as medically enforced procedures

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57379

Limited where I can go, what I can do, who I can see. Cut my hours of employment

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57380

Great financial negative effect, which is felt at my business and also at our home.

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57381

Isolation, death threats, kids kicked off sport teams, kids educating from home, separation
from friends and family, divided family and friends from opinions, threat to employment, unable
to travel, discrimination from municipally paid for buildings, discrimination from events and
restaurants, health issues like acne, dizziness and chronic headaches from masking, inflated
prices on everything

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57382

I am a single mother of 5 children. I have no support other than myself financially AND
emotionally in the raising of these kids. I am also a school teacher, having worked during covid
in the lowest income school in SD34. I understand the need to keep people safe, especially
the vulnerable. However well intentioned, these mandates are now doing significantly more
harm than good. Human beings are MORE than just their physical health. I am sure you have
heard from others on that matter but allow me to give an analogy from my own personal life.
My children and I were abused. We are thankfully out of the marriage and safe now. But at the
end of that horrid 18 years, I knew I had to get out when I used to beg God that I be beaten
rather than the emotional isolation and denigration that my children and I suffered. I would
rather the physical suffering OVER the emotional and psychological suffering. I have met
many abuse survivors in support groups who say the same. One of them, a man, told his wife
"I will stand here and let you hit me as hard and as often every day as you want to.....so long
as you stop belittling me" Let me repeat, the human spirit would rather endure physical

2/18/2022 5:39 PM
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suffering than endure emotional suffering. It eats away at your essential humanity. This is no
small thing. We are headed for a future mental health crisis that you can't even imagine. This
is truly a case of the cure being worse than the disease. I see my teens suffering depression
and hopelessness. One of them, formally an honour roll student, has now quit school and no
longer wishes to join the military or policing... "why bother," he says. My other teen is full of
anxiety over the end of the world, or at least the end of her teen world of hockey and friends
etc. In my household there are six of us: some of us are vaxed and some are not. We discuss,
we respect that each person will have their own particular set of worries etc. We accommodate
each other's anxiety with love and charity. Discussions can get heated, but then we sit to the
table and love each other and share a meal. So much of this could be addressed, even
mitigated, by the removal of the mandates, especially masks and the vaccine passport. My
primary school students no longer know how to "pretend play". All that neurological
development that comes from reading facial expressions has NEVER HAPPENED. They are
fearful, anxious, and uncertain. It shows up in their inability to play. Their entire school
experience has been about being fearful of being close to anyone else, let alone actually touch
someone! The passports are an incredible invasion of privacy. I feel sick as a hockey parent
having to check the health information of other parents just so they can go watch their kid play
hockey. I could go on, but I think I have made my point. We are WHOLE humans, - treat us
like whole humans. I am begging you. GET RID OF THE MANDATES
57383

I’ve had my lively hood threatened due to being unvaccinated against Covid 19 and an
immense about of stress due to this.

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57384

Oppression my famelly for de vaccin Division People Propagand People for Hate

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57385

To many ways to name. This is 100% about government control

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57386

Much more unhealthy. Plus our family will not speak to us.

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57387

Very badly.

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57388

In every way possible My life sucks and so will my children’s life suck if they don’t end

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57389

It's made me depressed and annoyed being at home all the time. It's frustrating not being able
to travel. It was completely pathetic when in April 2020 I was prevented from driving from
Ontario to Nova Scotia. I was denied free travel within my own country. That is pathetic.

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57390

Not positive

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57391

It has affected the capacity of employees at work and therefor results in working overtime and
going hours without breaks. My children are also isolated due to mandates

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57392

Dont know where to begin

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57393

It has caused more stress and division in my life.

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57394

Horribly in every way. Mentally, physically, socially. Worst is my children.

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57395

The mental health of our family has suffered immensely. It is very apparent to me now that we
do not live in a free country.

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57396

I don't feel free in a country that I was born in .... I feel stressed and discriminated against.

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57397

Had to close my business a couple times and rely on government support temporarily, but the
mandates kept my vulnerable family members alive during a pandemic.

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57398

loss of home property distress emotional and physical trauma depression anxiety loneliness
overall loss of hope and sadness no longer trust

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57399

It has threatened my job. Stopped me from living my life the way I choose by infringing on my
freedoms

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57400

I am a teacher and my students are forever negatively changed. They academically 1-2 years
behind, they don’t know how act with each other any more. I want to quit teaching as it is
overwhelming.

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57401

Can't bring my kid anywhere. Can't do anything. Everyone is divided. Cost of every thing went
up drastically. The government needs to be changed. The system needs to change.

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57402

It has had a terrible effect on me and my family, especially on the mental health of my
children.

2/18/2022 5:39 PM
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57403

Financially and mentally

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57404

I have seen more divisions among co workers, families and friends, has hurt all of us

2/18/2022 5:39 PM

57405

It has prevented us from providing physical, mental and emotional support to family members
who need it most. It’s complete garbage!

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57406

In numerous ways. I’m appalled- and that’s a massive understatement- the way my children
have been forced to suffer through the needless, reckless, unscientific, political and
governmental over reach that has been this entire scam called covid.

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57407

I have 7 kids, 2 of them have autism. These two years have been very hard on my kids
emotionally. My kids with autism have struggled missing their therapies, and switching
between online and in person therapy, missing their visiting and outings with their respite
provider. They had very few friends to begin with due to social struggles from autism and the
past two years exacerbated their sense of loneliness and lack of community.

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57408

Crazy!

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57409

My daughter is bi-polar and is unable to function normally any longer as this last 2 years has
pushed her mentally over the edge. I have lost friends, constantly feel defensive of my
personal medical choices and am at a point where I never want my kids to have kids.

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57410

It has sent my daughter into depression, hardships on my son, cause havoc in relationships,
and hurt my work

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57411

Work is unbearable… don’t have a social life… wearing the mask has made me get acne and I
am now having issues with my front teeth… dentist says this is due to breathing the bad
bacteria back into my mouth

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57412

The mandates ruined my first pregnancy, gave me sever depression, I can’t do anything. I am
Miserable & need a better life then this for myself my baby & my family. These mandates are
sickening, this needs to end.

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57413

We lost 76% of business Depression, More alcohol etc

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57414

My wife has been on an unpaid leave of absence for months now and my kids can't play club
sports because we aren't vaccinated. Not to mention restaurants and movies etc.

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57415

I cannot see Grandchildren.

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57416

I had to get a relatively unproven untested vaccine in order to increase my job prospects (the
job I now hold)

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57417

It has affected every part of my life.

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57418

My family forced to take a vaccine there isn't enough long term science on or basically starve
and not work. Also trying to force it upon my children without my consent at school.. such a
violation of our constitution charter of rights

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57419

Nearly lost my job , resulting in anxiety and depression. Conflict in relationships with family
and friends

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57420

Lost my job

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57421

Living in a prison.

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57422

cut off from family

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57423

After the vaccination, several people in my family died and my teenage son's friends
committed suicide.

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57424

Took away my freedom

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57425

Loss ok work

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57426

Negatively

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57427

Divisive in our country

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57428

Mental stess, breaking friendships and families, travel etc.

2/18/2022 5:38 PM
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57429

Canadians are FREE CITIZENS and freedom of choice is our individual right. A tyrannical
government has NO RIGHT to take our freedoms away from us.

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57430

I am unable to see my son in Florida. I have multiple friends who are now dealing with mental
issues they did not have before because of the lock downs

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57431

Negatively, I've lost friends, I've had worked affected, I've not been able to see my
Grandparents since the end of December when they moved into a retirement home. I've been
in less in person contact with friends and have not been able to do regular activities which
include going to gatherings during the summer, when spread is lowest and easier to actually
keep distances (mostly outdoor). The cost of living has drastically increased due to these
mandates and had affected how I'm able to eat vs do other things. It also made itvvery difficult
to see my mother in hospital when she was dying.

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57432

Very Negatively - it is clearly criminal violations of my rights for 2 FUCKING YEARS !!

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57433

Lost wages Poor mental health Depression Lost social life

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57434

It affects my life and another people lives more than the Covid on its own. Lost job,
depression, marriages are broken , more separations, more suicides and deaths from drug
overdose....People are hopeless and angry. Two years of restrictions is enough!!! Time to
switch for endemic and treat it like a another kind of flu...until our own immune system will
adjust to it. TIME TO COME BACK TO NORMAL!!

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57435

I’ve been forced to get a vaccine that I didn’t want or I would’ve been unemployed. I missed
out on a lot of family time due to distancing. I had to tell my own son he couldn’t come home
to be with us due to fines if he did. I’ll never forgive myself, I’m his mother 😢 I couldn’t see
my at the time my 86 year old mother. Now I’m watching peaceful Canadian protester get
beaten by police. Trudeau never even took the first step to speak to them….he jumps to the
last step and calls an emergency on a peaceful protest?? He’s a dictator not a PM. He’s called
us horrible names and has put us in a huge debt. I’m not understanding how he gets away with
all he’s done. I’ve read he’s making money on every Canadian that gets their vaccine?? He’s
getting away with unlawful acts??? We don’t want to live in Canada anymore if things don’t
change. I was born and raised as a Canadian but today I don’t see Canada the way I grew up.
This is communism and we DONT support this.

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57436

they haven't i am still able to go out and do what i want

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57437

Limited us to attending certain places and it feels like some of our rights are being taken

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57438

Lost 2 years of my life I will never get back

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57439

Basically destroyed our lives.

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57440

Severely divided my family, mental anguish on my children, on me, and now inflation through
the rough. I once was a proud Canadian, I now have looked into asylum into the USA for fear
of out communist government!

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57441

Every aspect

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57442

Limited our travelling and preventing us from being with family and friends

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57443

I’m totally turned off pm Trudeau , is an idiot

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57444

I lost my job

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57445

Unvaccinated treated like dirt.

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57446

Lost my job

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57447

Destroyed everything about it! The division this PM has intently caused is catastrophic

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57448

Hardship, uncertainty in the future of Canada with this liberal government.

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57449

It has caused me not to see my family as according to the mandates they have the required
amount of people in their homes I have anxiety and depression really bad and this has not
done anything to help if anything it's caused me to become worse

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57450

Mentally. Depressed etc

2/18/2022 5:38 PM

57451

Kept me from doing the things I love and seeing the people I care about. I have watched my

2/18/2022 5:38 PM
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children depressed about their future and what life hold for them
57452

Price increases

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57453

In every way

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57454

Isolation of every way

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57455

Every aspect. It’s unjust. It’s not the Canada we know. Our prime minister has abused his
power and needs to step down immediately.

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57456

My mental health has declined considerably. I am now on medication to treat my anxiety and
depression.

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57457

Keeps me from travelling and socializing. Sports , bars ,

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57458

Split family,

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57459

Feeling safer

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57460

It has kept me from traveling , going to restaurants, participating in community events, taking
classes....

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57461

In every aspect of my life: family, friend division, financial, mental, physical, emotional,
spiritually, energetically.

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57462

Restricted where i can go, second class citizen

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57463

Taken away everything my 18 year old son loved. He has turned to drugs, he’s depressed and
has become a completely different person. My family and friends have had to go against their
feelings and beliefs to support their families.

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57464

I have endured constant pressure to receive a vaccine I don’t want. Because I chose not to I
have not been able to travel, eat in restaurants etc. I have also experienced strained
relationships with friends and family.

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57465

I'm an introvert, so not a whole lot to be honest. :)

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57466

Isolation and Injustified stigmatization.

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57467

Lost my job

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57468

I will not go by the false terrorist act of mandates!

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57469

Loss of income, depression

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57470

Family segregated

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57471

Lost many meaningful relationships and have been harassed by strangers

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57472

My family has been split and torn apart. I have had very severe depression and anxiety over
possible job loss and has impacted every other aspect of my life.

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57473

Financially

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57474

Depression

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57475

The mandates are not backed by science it effects kids in schools and every Canadian one
way or another.

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57476

Every aspect of life.

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57477

It has taken away my freedoms. Freedom to travel, freedom to speak freely, freedom to enjoy
time with my friends and family.

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57478

Mental well being

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57479

Emotionally Physically Family All not ok

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57480

Lost work...lost a social life.....had to sell my house to survive to pay off debt accumulated

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57481

Terribly.. I am a small business owner and have been harassed by the covid police and my
daughter is starting to believe that this is a 'normal' part of life.. it broke up my marriage and
my business is hanging on by a thread

2/18/2022 5:37 PM
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57482

Lost my business and career.

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57483

It has displaced our family through work loss.

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57484

I am sad, depressed, anxious and I don’t even feel like I want to live anymore. I am trying to
hold out(especially for my kids) but it’s getting so hard. On top of that my marriage has taken a
huge hit. I want to travel, visit our friends in the U.S, go to the gym… I just want my life back.

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57485

Lost my job

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57486

Isolation and separation and polarized points of view with family and friends . Terrible impact

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57487

MY parents aren't talking tonme anymore..

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57488

I'm worried I won't find work after my job site (construction). I hate wearing masks. They don't
work anyways.

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57489

I couldn't not bring my kids to any event not even outside. Mentally broken. Many people
around me stopped talking to each other. My friend almost committed a suicide. The other
friend was forced to get a vaccine and now hates himself.

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57490

Drastically. It's been terrible.

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57491

Have not been able to see my 93 yr old mom and extreme anxiety in the grandkids

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57492

I was forced to inject a vaccine that I didn't want in order to stay employed.

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57493

Lose of business, division of family and friends. Kids live in fear with anxiety and depression.

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57494

Income , mentally, family life , never got to see my dad before he died , friends have
disappeared, zero social life

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57495

I did my bit - got vaccinated and still I can’t be free of these mandates. Life needs to carry on

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57496

Job loss, poverty, deterioration of mental health

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57497

I don't trust the government it is no man's land now

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57498

Because I have decided my body my choice, greatly.

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57499

Caused negative mental stress and divided our family

2/18/2022 5:37 PM

57500

Too many restrictions. Divisions amongst family and friends. No visitation to hospitals and
nursing homes. No attendance at weddings and funerals. Frustration of having a dictatorial
premier and prime minister. Traveling restrictions. Much more.

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57501

Family, friends devision, the death from the jab. The draconian overreach by the gov't. The you
know who, won't even speak his name is evil.

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57502

I didn’t even get a graduation or a prom and it’s been two years now

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57503

We’ve had teenagers wanting to commit suicide, diving deep into depression, and a very
hurting society around us. It’s absolutely not okay how this has been handled. Looking at one
part of a picture and not any other causes of death is narrow minded and wrongly focused.

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57504

They help keep me (immune compromised, highly productive member of society) and my kid
(too young to be vaccinated) safer than we'd be without the mandates

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57505

What life?

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57506

It has helped keep my family safe.

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57507

Lost everything we need more jobs and taxes and inflations to go down and let canadian
people have back there freedom of rights and speech. Our prime minister is so incompetent
and does not deserve the right to run the country

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57508

I've lost my business, my life has been incredibly altered since 2020

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57509

Limits employment

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57510

It has kept me and my family healthy. I'm grateful for it.

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57511

Not

2/18/2022 5:36 PM
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57512

Mandates are totally unnecessary. Ruined many lives

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57513

My son committed suicide in part due to not being able to access medical care due to Covid
mandates.

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57514

Segregation, couldn’t bring my son to the pool to teach him to swim, son couldn’t see Santa,
hatred from those who agree with mandates, no social life, depression

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57515

Lost my business, husband lost one of his. Kids missing school, friends. Socializing. Family
members losing their businesses. All together facing huge division in every community I am a
part of.

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57516

In every way possible especially with family

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57517

It is horrible mandate,It is make depressed and limited my life.My children forgot how we can
smile each other,all graduations was lifted,exams-lifted,birthday party-lifted,whole our liferestricted.

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57518

Infringement of my Canadian charter of rights

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57519

The government taxing us to the hilt with know thought on mind

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57520

Many ways, suppressing freedom of choice

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57521

Loss of freedoms

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57522

It has restricted visiting with family, travel and access to public tax payer services. Mental and
physical health has suffered with the division and segregation caused by health mandates.

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57523

I have lost my job of 15 years in health care. Lost friends. I am divided from my family.

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57524

Because we made a choice to hold off on the vaccine for now we as a family of 7 have been
banned from restaurants, museums, pools, arenas etc. We haven't been able to enroll our kids
in hockey lessons or swimming lessons. We haven't been able to attend church properly in 2
years. This is greatly affecting our ability to do our Christian duties in the way we ought to do. I
have a close friend with cancer and have not been able to be there like I would have liked
because I cannot go with her to any of her appointments. She has no family here and no one
else to take care of her. My 84 year old grandpa was in the hospital with pneumonia and
because he was unvaccinated could have no visitors. He actually became so upset and it
affected him mentally because of the isolation. He did not have any personal care for the 18
days that he was there. We could get no information and didn't know what was going on inside
that hospital. We finally had to discharge him as a family.

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57525

👎

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57526

Testing 3 times per week yo work. Now restaurants etc.

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57527

It has affected many many business etc

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57528

negatively. Ruined my lively hood ,effected my children In a negative manner,social lives
family lives torn apart worst divide in my life time.

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57529

Lost my job

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57530

It’s ruined my life. Bankrupted my business. It’s caused me major depression and anxiety. It’s
stopped me from flying to the states and advancing my career. It’s ruined friendships and
caused family arguments. It’s been absolutely terrible like living in communist China.

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57531

Could not be with both parents as they parished...

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57532

Restricted children from partaking in extracurriculars which affected physical and menaral
health. Excessive stress from coercive vaccine tactics.

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57533

My mental Health took a beating and I took a lose of income fo to lock downs

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57534

Loss of income and children’s mental health

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57535

Highly restricted travel.

2/18/2022 5:36 PM

57536

Uncertainty about my ability to maintain my business, loss of income, inability to travel
comfortably, dissension amongst friends and family.

2/18/2022 5:35 PM
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57537

lots some clients

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57538

Continues to complicate traveling.

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57539

We need Trudeau to step down and get a new leader.

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57540

Masks especially have impacted my breathing. My doctor told me the main problem is I’m
breathing in my own CO2

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57541

i lost my husband in 2020 not from covid but covid related

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57542

My husband can’t cross the border to visit his in laws… my parents! And for me it’s a hassle
to go and they treat us like criminals at the border

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57543

Can’t do things I’ve always done which is wrong

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57544

I don’t have a life of my will.

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57545

Destroyed our business, inflation killing material costs, house taxes crazy high

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57546

Isolation, Canada being divided by vaxed versus nonvaxed

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57547

I am depressed

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57548

Work and family divide

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57549

4 members of my family have lost their jobs as a direct result of Government policy.!!!!!

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57550

Unbelievably awful !!!

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57551

No travel, less going out, less social interaction, more seclusive. Less trusting of government

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57552

It is not a way of life , i received 2 Vaccines and i now have 2 numb fingers time to find out the
real reason why trudeau wants this ??? Starving people into a vaccine is suspecious

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57553

Work, social life, entertainment, sports

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57554

Depression, anxiety, suicidal thoughts for the first time in my life, loss of friendships and being
disowned by family.

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57555

How hasn't it effected our lifes? The vax's are killing people, there is a genocide going on and
"nobody" seems to be noticing except a coroner in the UK I listened to- LOL!

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57556

All Aspects Constitutional Rights

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57557

All

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57558

completely destroyed my life and my business. It has destroyed relationships with family and
friends it has separated us. In my opinion its done what it was meant to do and I am PISSED!!
and so many others are as well. I will boycott business who supported the mandates and I will
encourage others to do the same, which many others are already doing. I am sick and tired of
criminals imposing laws on the general public, and then gaslighting the whole country at the
same time.

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57559

Really has not other than limiting family gatherings for weddings, funerals and holiday
gatherings.

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57560

Negatively in every way

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57561

Made life as a firefighter harder with all the Covid mandates

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57562

Very bad mentally. Especially the kids.

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57563

Will lose job in a month or two.

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57564

The list is too long…but travel to visit family in the states is the most important. We can’t
travel without the vaccine. So wrong. Kids can’t be in school unless masked. That’s wrong!!

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57565

Lost my father and my job due to vaccine mandates

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57566

Lost my job because of it

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57567

Destroyed everything, education, financial mental

2/18/2022 5:35 PM
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57568

Division

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57569

Sister in Law died and couldn't attend. Haven't seen our mother in 3 years. Can't travel No
entertaunment.

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57570

I used to go dancing as freely enjoying life. My mother lives with me and has alzheimers and
she has no social activities. I have dry skin on my face from masks. I have no trust in my
government or health care system. I feel like I'm grounded like a child but I'm 54. I really feel
terrible for the little children who will forever be scarred mentally from the fear and masks and
social isolation.

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57571

Mentally

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57572

Dining out , shopping

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57573

Ruined my business, created huge moral conflict , no freedom of speach and choice

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57574

Divided our family. Created mental health issues. Created anger

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57575

All of them

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57576

Loss of freedom

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57577

Mentally. Isolated, depressed.

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57578

Vaccine sideffects, killing my privacy

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57579

higher costs for everything

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57580

Cant a socia at church or go shopping in the mall

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57581

It's destroyed it.

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57582

Depression, complete lack of faith in government and medical "professionals"

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57583

Seeing Family & friend Vaccinated deaths which is not told the truth on the media

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57584

No comment

2/18/2022 5:35 PM

57585

Sociological in a "Damaging Way", at the present considerations which ave. will be most
satisfactory ?

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57586

Travel, socially, emotionally

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57587

It took away my ability to travel freely. It has been divisive and has ruined family relationships.
It has stolen 2 years of my life in which I had planned to meet new people and make new
friends and join fitness groups.

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57588

Limits and restricts everyday day life due to an over reaction by Govt

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57589

Couldn’t visit my dying mom in the hospital Sinus infections from masks Anxiety levels up
because of masks Cant visit family My child can’t play sports because his dad and I can’t
enter the hockey rinks Mental health isn’t great when you can only see a handful of people All
the divisions Judgement for our choices for our bodies I could go on and on and on, we just
need to move on and live life. These mandate have taken so much time from us. And that’s
something we won’t ever get back

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57590

Lost employment, ability to travel, freedom to live a normal life.

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57591

What life? Haven’t had one in two years.

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57592

I fell into depression. I don't see a bright future. I don't see a way out of it. I'm scared for my
life, because of the way the PM divides Canadians. I don't feel safe, because I don't know
when I'm going to be detained and put into a camp, get killed, because I decided to wait for a
non mrna vaccine. I'm coming from eastern Europe. I grew up in communism and this here is
exactly that. Thought control. No freedom. Neighbors against neighbors. This is not a free
democracy under Justin Trudeau anymore.

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57593

I have a mask exemption but because people harass me everywhere I go, my 15 year old
daughter refuses to go in public with me as people harass her about her mom

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57594

I was unable to be with my mother when she died. I think that's more than enough at this point

2/18/2022 5:34 PM
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in time. I am disgusted with the way Trudeau has handled this entire situation, as far as I am
concerned he is a f****** traitor to Canada and he should be tried and hung
57595

It has affected me emotionally

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57596

It showed me peoples true colors

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57597

I can’t move freely within my own country.

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57598

In order to see my son in the US, I feel I was forced to get a vaccine instead of being able to
choose to get one.

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57599

It has stifled, put down, destroyed life as we new it.

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57600

North not. Not good

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57601

Everyone has been angry and had enough

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57602

Feel like I am back in the USSR where corruption and injustice rule.

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57603

It has impacted my family in so many negative ways. Being criticized by others with different
opinions. Separated family and has caused significant amount of depression. I have never had
depression before this.

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57604

As a parent and educator I have seen first had the negative effects of the mandates on all
children. I have been harassed at my job for not taking the jab. The stress, discrimination and
anxiety has been terrible.

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57605

Forced a healthy 18 year old to get a vaccine in order to work at her job. Cancelled graduation
ceremony, no birthday parties, grades drop in school, missed half of last two years of high
school.

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57606

Seeing loved ones, my job, my kids!!

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57607

Depression loss of job loss of family

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57608

It’s has made me angry to live in this country. The PM continues to break the law without
action. Sad to be alive.

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57609

It has destroyed my mental health and I have watched it divide more families than I can count.

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57610

Felt threatened , frustrated, enclosed , smothered, I felt that Trudeau should have met and
spoke with truckers felt the emergency measures was criminal. Felt Trudeau did this to avoid
facing up and taking responsibility as a Canadian prime minister . The whole world condemned
him ! Felt sad for Canada and feel there is no leadership just suppression . It’s very sad

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57611

It has affected my education/schooling, it has affected my day to day life, access to services
and businesses, work and friends/family. It has promoted hate, divide and segregation.

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57612

I can no longer travel by plane, I have to quarantine just because I’ve been out of the country

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57613

Hurt my business separated my family, separated my wife's family, restricted our
movement,restricted our charter rights

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57614

Ottawa freedom convoy has ruined my life

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57615

Have not seen friends and family. Little to no social life. Neighbors afraid each other have
COVID. No hugging friends. Haven't seen my best friend since November of 2019. We are
social people we need our friends and family. Clients at our dental office fearful even though
we are the safest place to have treatment. The worst is the children being masked. It does not
prevent COVID. Actually the worst is people who are even in good nursing homes not being
able to see their children and grandchildren. I could go on and on. People feel they are in jail.

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57616

Lost my job and forced to move

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57617

It has restored a sense of normalcy and freedom knowing that those around me are doing all
they can to care for others to stop them getting covid.

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57618

Lost my job, currently working on getting a RN work visa in another country, stressful family
relationships

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57619

Isolation and depression

2/18/2022 5:34 PM
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57620

Isolation affected mental health, kids missed a lot of education, business lost customers, and
worst of all - a tyrannical government.

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57621

Currently being segregated at work for testing twice a week. Children stuck in masks and
online learning was terrible. Kids sports not being allowed then parents not being allowed to
watch or be a part of. The division it has cause all over, family, friends, relationships. It has to
end!!!!!!

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57622

Depression - anxiety - obesity

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57623

No freedom

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57624

Loss of jobs.

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57625

Isolation Vaccines have had and continue to have an adverse effect ie. shortness of breath

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57626

No college experience, online classes, can’t meet anyone new, less job opertunitys, nothing to
do anymore, 2 covid birthdays expecially not being able to go out for my 19th, depressed,
missed a Christmas, couldn’t see my grandma for a year

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57627

My 12 year old daughter is depressed and is now on meds...136 dollars a month which i can
barely afford because I lost my job

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57628

It’s been horrible with the worst depression

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57629

What life, we’ve been stuck in our houses for 2 years? This mandate needs to end,
depression, anxiety and anger rule my life now!! I need my whole family and my friends back!!!

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57630

I now suffer with mental health issues, obesity and I’m an alcoholic

2/18/2022 5:34 PM

57631

Children being online and no socializing

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57632

Lost my friends. Lost my business.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57633

Children struggling with mental illness

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57634

It’s been a terrible 2 years

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57635

Lost my business.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57636

Mostly torn family's apart. Limited access to elderly relatives. Nightmares for schools.
Watched friends go bankrupt with business being closed

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57637

Not able to travel or go to restaurants

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57638

As a truck driver, it’s made it nearly impossible to do my job. I work a 12-16 hr day and am
constantly denied washroom use even with medical issues, left standing out in the snow and
rain when not allowed inside even in -20° weather, and now with this convoy it’s gotten even
worse. As a main Sysco contractor it’s getting to the point that my job is nearly unbearable.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57639

I am scared that my freedom is not real.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57640

I retired May 1/2020 & have been on an 18 month wait list for my knee replacement surgery
since May of 2020 & the outcome is not looking good if the dictator has his way. I have
watched my friend and ex coworkers suffer because of a forced vaccine they pretty much had
to take just to keep their jobs after being essential services and working for 2 years first. I
planned on doing some volunteering, because of restrictions I have been unable to do so. I
have kept in contact with some residents and I have listened to them cry because of being
basically kept in jail for the last 2 years. They are at the end of their life, suppose to be treated
with dignity and respect and have not been treated this way by our government. I worked hard
and had plans of getting out and seeing some of the world but again the dictators have stopped
this. I have never been a violent person, but I have so much rage building up at times over the
leadership of our once free country. The vaccine is not helping so obviously it’s all about the
money. I have kept in contact with my family and have regular visits with my grandchildren and
my elderly parents, imagine that even with out vaccines and some in my family contracting
Covid we are all still alive and yet we are not free to live!

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57641

Negatively. It has kept us from family (grandparents) that live 5 minutes away in the US. My
son has missed too much school because of mandates. I’ve felt threatened by Canada Border
Sévices Agency with fines or imprisonment even though I am an essential worker crossing the
international border. I’ve worried I would lose my job because of provincial quarantine. I’ve

2/18/2022 5:33 PM
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never had COVId, but had to quarantine 4 times. My anxiety and depression has increased.
Beyond time to end all mandates immediately.
57642

I can’t have a choice what I can put in my body.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57643

Alianation

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57644

Mild inconvenience but I believe in Canadians shared responsibility to protect each other.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57645

Second class citizen living in a tyrannical country

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57646

Suicidal thoughts.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57647

I can’t work, I can’t do my sport,affected my family, my child life every how

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57648

I lost my job

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57649

Lost my family , had to homeschool, treated like a dog , discrimination, segregation, no gym !!
Lost 2 years of life , it effected my buisnesses, EVERYTHING

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57650

Unable to move freely, loss of freedom

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57651

All has been very stressful. I have never lived in Fear of the virus but exercises caution. I am
very concerned about our fundamental freedoms being stripped away. Feels like we no longer
live in democracy but a dictatorship.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57652

IN EVERY WAY.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57653

Forced my kids to get vaccine or suffer socially when their risk to disease is very low but risk
from vaccine is completely unknown.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57654

Metal health Occupation Overall well being Feelings of sadness

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57655

In all ways...mostly the social aspects and the wearing of masks, breathing in my own carbon
monoxide.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57656

Horribly. It's an atrocity and crimes against humanity!

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57657

Loss of family relationships, friendships. Have not been able to work due to mandates of
forced vaccine which would kill me and the wearing of face masks.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57658

In a worst possible way.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57659

Lost our business

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57660

Unable to find a new relationship. Have rarely been able to see my family who live 2000 km
away.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57661

The mandates never worked and I disagreed with them from the start

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57662

Reduced my social life and interaction with other people significantly.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57663

No social life, some depression, no travel...no life

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57664

I've lost the belief that we live in a free democratic country after what Trudeau has enforced
with the Emergency Act!! Disgusted and heartbroken at the same time

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57665

My freedoms have been taken away. I am not allowed to travel, go to restaurants, fitness
centers and cinemas. I have been bullied and harassed because I chose not to get the vaccine
until I had more information about its safety and effectiveness. My family was not allowed to
be with my grandmother when she died in a nursing home last summer. Instead, only two of
her nine children were allowed to see her. In the months leading up to her passing, only two
people were allowed to visit her each month, so most of my family was not allowed to be at her
side. I have to undergo testing several times each week in order to be allowed to go to work in
a school, where children have not been allowed to socialize, engage in meaningful learning
experiences, have limited time to eat lunch because they are not allowed to do so at the same
time, or play sports.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57666

Vaccine injury to my aged mother, and daughter who took the vaxx to keep her job as a nurse,
depression and anxiety and substance use disorder in another family member

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57667

It broken families apart. My metal health is failing. My children are having a very hard time with

2/18/2022 5:33 PM
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the mask.
57668

Had to find a different job.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57669

It has caused separation between my American family for two years. It has prevented me from
flying out to see my son out west. It has caused division in my family. It has caused us undue
stresses for me and my children and their jobs. It had robbed us of a proper wedding
celebration with my family and friends to share in my joy. It has robbed my aging mother of
time with her children and grandchildren.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57670

Mental Health issues.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57671

I no longer am self employed and now no longer employed in Healthcare. I cannot keep any job
I get due to vaccine mandates.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57672

Isolation from friends, family and colleagues along with being ostracized from doing normal
things like going to restaurants and sporting events has caused me to experience deep
depression with very dark thoughts of ending my life. Every day is a struggle. The tyranny and
govt overreach of not just mandates but their stated plans to depopulate the world should a are
the hell out of everyone. The WEF has been quite overt about this objective. Democracy is in
grave danger!!!

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57673

I am an educated individual with three children. I went from working a job that took years of
education to receive, to unpaid leave. The ability to work from home was taken away, and with
three children, husband and dog we are a family of five and have been ostracized,
dehumanized for our bodily autonomy.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57674

As a healthcare worker I was fully aware (and saw) of how it decreased hospitalizations and
strain on staff and medical system. If we had not worn masks nor received any vaccine (again
aware that it did not CURE Covid) our healthcare system would have been more strained. I
also believe in Canada’s free healthcare system, if you play by the rules. When there is a
global pandemic this is where you take care of your fellow citizens by doing the right thing. I do
feel it should end but if it’s required to enter our country or go to another than so be it. If this
wasn’t a global issue then it would be a different take on things

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57675

Segregation, isolation, deterioration in social life, mental health is extremely taxxed, distrust in
general sources of information.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57676

In so many ways and to many to mention.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57677

Cost me a lot of money and time

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57678

Business curtailed.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57679

They have ruined my life and many others.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57680

- I had a good friend commit suicide because the lockdowns contributed to mental health
issues - My entire family got fully vaccinated and still contracted covid. Someone us had bad
reactions to the vaccine - added stress because my family has continued to be locked indoors
with a limited ability to travel or go out anywhere. - Physical health deterioration because of
gyms being closed for the majority of 2 years

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57681

In a very negative way! It has broken families! Ruined friendships and communities!

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57682

Losses in sales have lead to selling my personal possessions to pay my bills. I live alone,
hasn't been good for my mental health not being around people.

2/18/2022 5:33 PM

57683

Mental issue, finding a job, health condition, education of children, friend ship…

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57684

All of them affect me personally, and greatly effect my small business.

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57685

Isolation and severe depression. Marriage problems. Problems at work.

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57686

It’s created job loss, loss of friends through debate, allowed segregation and descrimination
and made some think it’s normal. It has caused depression in my family members

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57687

The mandates affected our mental health, we were isolated for 2 years. We werent able to
have a family gathering, go social, kids couldn't play sports or even have lunch with a friends.
The mask mandate caused anxiety and our kids didn't want to go to school because of it.

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57688

The mandates have had a detrimental effect on my life. The toll it has taken on individuals

2/18/2022 5:32 PM
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mental health is astronomical and probably worse than any virus could ever be so if that’s what
the government want it to achieve then they have achieve that. Now it is time to end all
mandatory restrictions all medical emergencies.
57689

Segregation from loved ones

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57690

Not overly but I’m pro choice and prefer 100% freedom in our Country

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57691

Mental well-being has immensely declined. I have lost my job.

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57692

Made me feel like a second class citizen. Infringing on rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57693

Family & friends not able to spend the quality time

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57694

FUBAR’ed

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57695

Drastically

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57696

Too many lockdowns no visitors depression

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57697

Restricted travel, lost business, reduced income, rising inflation, variety of negative effects on
my family

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57698

Taken away my freedom of fellowship with friends and family also travel.

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57699

Socially

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57700

100 %

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57701

Marginalized, job on the line

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57702

Restrictions on travel, restaurants, etc.

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57703

The mandates have destroyed people’s lives.

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57704

DISASTER BEYOND DESCRIPTION

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57705

Mentally physically financially Religiously and has Lowered our quality of life ALL TOGETHER

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57706

My freedom to travel was taken off.

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57707

There taking away our freedom, lives, friendship, and happiness.

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57708

hardship, stress, poverty disrupted very negative

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57709

It has caused incredible hardship, lonliness and finacial loss.

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57710

basically lost my job and my wife's

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57711

Every aspect of mine and my children lives

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57712

Lost my job, and my family and I are prisoners in our own country.

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57713

Yes

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57714

Sent me into depression and I lost my job

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57715

It has caused a major drop in income and an increase in stress and anxiety

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57716

Depression...lots of depression

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57717

Significantly ostracized, loss of social interraction. Increased severe mental anguish. A
prisoner in my own country

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57718

It took 2 year’s away from my life

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57719

Heartbroken

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57720

I have not been able to visit my girl friend for 2 years as she lives in the states

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57721

Depression, isolation, social anxiety, fear

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57722

Prisoner

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57723

It’s stopped life, stopped any forward earnings that was possible. It’s shut down business that

2/18/2022 5:32 PM
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I regularly used. It’s stopped friendships. It’s divided us all. It’s destroyed life as we once knew
it.
57724

2 family friends died by suicide. Family members have lost employment, break down in family
and friend relationships. Extra effort for a family business to abide by the mandates.
Deterioration of health with gym restrictions.

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57725

Sit at home for the last two years because of anxiety due to the way I’m treated for not being
able to mask

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57726

Depressed and lonely

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57727

Wife lost her job, we've had to homeschool because our one year cried every day before
school. Two years of our lives taken from us.

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57728

Am struggling more each day with the mess we are in!

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57729

Health

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57730

I am a retireee and it has taken 2 years of my life away ... No visiting or enjoying restaurants
or social clubs .. It was unneeded and should have been limited to the sick people in the
nursing homes ..

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57731

In so many ways it’s hard to list. It has affected my relationships, my physical and mental
health. Now I also have a HUGE distrust of all levels of government as well as the medical
profession. We have been lied to constantly and gaslit by this Prime Minister multiple times

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57732

I own my own business. And these restrictions and mandates have almost caused me to go
bankrupt. I have lost almost all my family (due to their beliefs being different than mine). My
depression and anxiety are at an ultimate high. And to see what the police did today to
innocent people in a peaceful protest - is disgusting.!!!!

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57733

I’m afraid for my grandchildren to be subjected to an unproven vaccine.

2/18/2022 5:32 PM

57734

not much.

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57735

“Had” to get vaccinated for work. Must wear a mask at work/in public places. Couldn’t go
anywhere until I was vaccinated.

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57736

Severely impacted mental health of my son, created division between family and friends,
impacted work environment

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57737

mental damage

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57738

Depression, lonely ness, medical scrutiny,

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57739

Negatively

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57740

In every respect.

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57741

It is a minor inconvenience hasn’t affect me much because I am a normal citizen who cares
about others and isn’t a selfish asshole calling them-self a hero because they don’t want to
wear a mask

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57742

Seriously I’m homeless

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57743

I cant see my sister who's in a retirement home,just because Im not vaxed

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57744

Horribly, in every aspect of my life.

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57745

Negatively

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57746

Split our community, churches, family.

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57747

I miss the ability to hug people with ease. I miss seeing people's faces and not being required
to wear a mask at work. I have lost out on some pay as well. I know I'm one of the lucky ones
that that's all it has effected for me.

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57748

I’ve turned 19, 20, and now I’m about to turn 21 years old in this pandemic. This mandate has
affected me in every way possible. It has killed the social aspect of our entire generation.
People my age and younger are becoming more and more antisocial

2/18/2022 5:31 PM
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57749

Work Social interaction Travel

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57750

It’s been hard to see children away from their friends from family. It’s not how we where raised.
Why should we teach our children to do something that not right. This fear from the
government will not stay. We do not welcome it in our home. We need our FREEDOM back!!!!!

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57751

Your not a free person anymore

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57752

🤷🏻♂️

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57753

covid ruined life not the policies that were enacted in response

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57754

Depression, loss of health due to vaccine ( no more energy/muscle pain)

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57755

Never been the same since vaccines! Tired, aches and more body pain, neck, headaches.

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57756

Anxiety, isolation

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57757

They have divided my family

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57758

In every way possible.

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57759

Made it more isolated

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57760

My employer has imposed vaccine mandate so I vaccinated and had a documented Adverse
reaction. I will not take another and I may lose my job if I don’t.

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57761

I have compromised lungs wearing a mask is making things worse. I miss my family. I can’t
travel. It’s horn ridiculous

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57762

Taken my nursing degree away from me. Financially burdened and can't go on EI, can't go into
restaurants, or sit in some cases.

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57763

Yes

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57764

I was forced to get the jab to maintain my job. Cut off from most of society. Couldn't maintain
physical fitness as I couldn't attend my gym or watch my children's activities.

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57765

Horribly

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57766

Can’t watch kids sports go to restaurants movies swimming etc

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57767

My wife llost job

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57768

Fear of loosing my job. My child has had to wear a mask all day at school and has skin and
nasal issues. Travel restrictions have resulted in me not being able to attend to a peppery in
Alberta that has been neglected since the travel ban has been in place.

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57769

rotting here at home....all my retirement activities and church have been shut
down...needlessly!

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57770

I lost my job.

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57771

It’s been so hard dealing with the loss of a loved one but losing someone mid pandemic with
no symptoms of Covid, yet had Covid, am not being allowed to stay by his side because of
AHS policy with mandates…..and then not allowed to attend his funeral planning….it’s effects
my mental health. Something o don’t know if I can ever over come! That’s only the part of it.
Being alone to grieve, because of foolish restrictions, I will never heal from the loss of my
husband without having added trauma. And that all was unnecessary because of these
mandates and regulations!

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57772

It has protected me and people I love from getting sick and dying from covid

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57773

Financially, mentally, loss of friends

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57774

Restricted my rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57775

Negative

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57776

I have a feeling of being oppressed, my relationship with my relatives are more strained.

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57777

I cant se emy parents in the hospital as they are both in ling term care. I cant take my
grandkids anywhere to see any thing in a public building . I pay taxs and am not allowed in any

2/18/2022 5:31 PM
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public building as. It ruined my engagement of marriage as my ex was forced to get the jab to
keep her job... she has sooo much guilt over doing so she left me.
57778

Mental illness

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57779

My former favorite movie was "Sound of Music". It is now John Wick.

2/18/2022 5:31 PM

57780

I’m unvaccinated and not going to be Covid vaccinated

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57781

It has torn our families apart. It has led to the coercive injection of dangerous tech into arms. It
has led to possible vaccine acceleration of disease. It has led to a divorce. It has led to a loss
of a career.

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57782

Initially, I felt that the mandate put in place by the government was important as Covid was
unknown. We now know enough scientifically and with the 80+% double vaccine that I feel we
can end the mandate. I was one of the ones that foot Covid and became significantly sick with
complications. It took me 6.5 months to feel back to normal. I am thankful for our health care
system. I feel more able to be out and about with the 80+% vaccination status and thankful for
the vaccine mandate that got us to this point

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57783

I have not seen friends. I have not been able to join acting or singing groups or go to dances or
exercise groups. I havent been able to get a part time job

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57784

Kept me from seeing family and friends and I got Depression

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57785

Mask wearing is NOT healthy! Unable to go out to restaurants or movie theatres. Unable to
attend church in person. Family gatherings were nil and my parents are elderly (that’s what
they live for!!) lost a cousin to suicide!

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57786

As a retiree this has made me a prisoner in my own country

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57787

Ruined jobs. Friendships. My childrens sports. My Childrens education

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57788

Lost my job, separation from my wife, broken and divided family, anxiety and stress through
the roof, etc, etc.....

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57789

To many restrictions

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57790

Limited travel

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57791

Division of family and friends

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57792

I can't see my family abroad

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57793

Divided me and family

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57794

Depression

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57795

Closed my business..lost clients to vaccine injuries

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57796

Has been a roller coaster ride. Infringed on my personal beliefs. Have been very lonely.

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57797

I cannot participle in sports at school nor can I at private clubs, I’ve had to quit many sports
this year. I also can’t do things with my friends, we’ve had to make alternative plans just
because I’m not allowed to get vaccinated.

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57798

I live in La Crete, so it hasn’t affected me at all, except that I need to wear a mask at the
continuing care facility I work at.

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57799

It has turned differences of opinion that used to be of minor consequence into almost
insurmountable barriers in relationships, as the government imposes a split society... All the
while speaking nobly about denouncing the injustices of history. I have lost the ability to visit
some of my closest friends, and the dream of settling down to have a family in a free country.

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57800

I can’t work because I am not vaccinated!!!!!!

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57801

Anxiety, depression , worried for the future, my children’s future. The economy and the
massive inflation we are dealing with. Cost of living. All of it. Time to move on.

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57802

Divided families Lost jobs Adverse effects from the vaccines

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57803

I wanted to retire at the end of 2020 Forced unemployment and I couldn't travel

2/18/2022 5:30 PM
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57804

Depression, loneliness

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57805

My kids have had their lives turned upside down. They couldn't do the activities they wanted
including swimming lessons and sports. They begged to be homeschooled (which we are
doing) because of the covid protocols. They had friends call them names for not be vaccinated
and other friend were forbidden from playing with them. We havent been able to go on outings
as a family because of our vax status and paying for tests was unaffordable and some places
wouldn't accept tests. It was awful, especially for my kids.

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57806

Negatively

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57807

Lost everything

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57808

Yes we were so over it all we Left to Mexico for 5 months

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57809

This mandate has affected every area of my life. It has created division between my friends
and family. I’ve been oppressed for my views. But the most difficult part is the impact it’s had
on kids, that truly breaks my heart.

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57810

My kids have been on the verge of suicide, my husband lost his job for four months

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57811

It has divided myself and some friends, and it has taken away most of my social life

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57812

Since 2020, mandates have forced me, a single mother out of gainful employment. My
struggle began with mask mandates. I have a legitimate exemption due to the harm caused

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57813

Made it miserable can’t do anything fun anymore

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57814

Quarantine is ridiculous after visiting the states. My family is from the states. We should not
have to quarantine. Being covid positive you only have to isolate for 5 days, yet travel is 14
days.

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57815

In every aspect.

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57816

I live in chronic pain and I need the gyms for physiotherapy reasons, this has significantly
impacted my health to the point another surgery was required.

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57817

tearing families and friends aoart

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57818

Depression.

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57819

Depression, hair loss. Isolation

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57820

Caused me heartache and grief.

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57821

Not sure

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57822

I can't even start to mention all the ways, But with all the restrictions Friends that were close
are not any more. Grandchildren are scared to get close, And the elderly have to sit alone
because we can't visit them when they need us the most.and it goes on and on.Real life is
family and friends, when this is taken away!!! and for what?? life is done, empty, Controled.

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57823

There are no words. These mandates are pointless and government overreach. People know
how to keep from getting sick. They do not need the government to tell them.

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57824

Because I am not vaccinated I am unable to go many places, many friends won’t come to my
place, not able to have large get together, etc.

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57825

Loss of friends. Not able to see our family in Texas. Can’t fly or drive. Anxiety levels over the
roof as I try to stand for our rights and freedoms. Lost healthy friends who died after being
vaccinated.

2/18/2022 5:30 PM

57826

Helped keep my immune improvised love ones safe.

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57827

No idea

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57828

I am no longer able to work in my industry. I cannot go to restaurants or anything like that. It
has separated me from family and friends. Isolation and depression.

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57829

Unable to see husband in hospital. Husband unable to travel, go to resturants etc

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57830

Depression

2/18/2022 5:29 PM
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57831

Caused great emotional strain Caused great strain to some long time relationships Financially

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57832

Negatively

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57833

It totally crippled and ruined the Canadian way of life. I see and know so many people who
have suffered and are suffering for no good reason.

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57834

my

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57835

My sister had a reaction where she had her period for 8 weeks. I wanted to wait to get the
shot, it’s greatly impacted my mental health by being locked out of access to gyms or pools or
a meal out, and also the awful words of the prime minister spreading hate that gets repeated
by people… the bullying. I’ve been very responsible and careful and I’m still considered selfish
because I wanted to wait to get my shot. It’s been heartbreaking. And now this madness with
the emergency act, what is wrong with him? It’s not okay. They can’t just do this to people in a
democracy.

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57836

I lost my job

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57837

lost my job, lost my truck, and can barely afford to eat. Very unhappy with the government.
This is unacceptable behavior from a so called free country.

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57838

Isolation

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57839

Depression

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57840

In every single way. But they have done the most harm to my children. I will never rely or
respect our govts or medical community again.

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57841

Kids are not ok!masking all day is harming them my daughter comes home everyday dizzy
and lightheaded. And let's talk about the teenagers, most of the are depressed self harming
themselves concelor office is overwhelmed. Parents are lucky if they can still pay their bills
and feed their kids and trying to keep a brave face. No ones mental health is ok. FIre Trudeau

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57842

Extreme stress. I lost my mother during all the restrictions and had to attend the funeral via
Zoom! :- ( The social interactions that I used to participate in have GONE. I get energy from
interacting with friends and family. GONE.

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57843

I still have a job so far, but must wear a breathing barrier. I have can't enter the local art gallery
and sell my art. I have excluded by cult covidian relatives from family events.

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57844

Loss of income Family divided Can not fly to visit family

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57845

I have no life now depression anxiety and no way to see my doctor. EVER

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57846

nothing

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57847

Not able to go anywhere cause I against the vaccine. My children should not be mask deprive
of breathing an communications. Havent been able to visit friend in hospital which I am his
only support an his POA cause again against the vaccine

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57848

Mental and physical health. Lost gathering with family. Unable to see loved one in hospital.

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57849

I had to take my mother in law out of hospital in order to keep her safe over the Christmas
holidays as visitors were not allowed and care was minimal. My three year old has never
learned how to behave in a restaurant. We pay more than we can afford just so she can have
some socialization.

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57850

I made me bitter, that there is such a Stupid @sshole running this Country.

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57851

Made me lose complete trust in our municipal, provincial and federal governments. They have
threatened my job for the city. My family life has changed and I hope their discrimination to
myself and family ends soon based on a medical decision we have made. This insanity has to
stop.

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57852

Distancing from our family Waiting for a neurologist appointment for almost a year to get a
diagnosis

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57853

Limited my movement.

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57854

Loss of income, stress, developmental difficulties in our children, depression and forced to be
vaccinated or loose my job

2/18/2022 5:29 PM
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57855

Division snd strife in my family

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57856

Realized the government is more corrupt than previously thought. Knowing the mandatory QR
code will do nothing to stop the spread of a virus and still have it implemented regardless of
health status has increased negative stress in my life exponentially. Seeing clients lose their
jobs because they chose to be vaccine free and the stress it brought to them psychologically
is wrong and has lead me to a non confidence vote in the PM Trudeau.

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57857

I initially supported vaccination but not "show me your papers", with Omicron being a weak
variant, hold a chicken pox party and get on with life.

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57858

Mentally I am a wreck. I can really see why so many people are committing suicide.

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57859

Social isolation

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57860

13 year old son can’t play hockey, I cannot attend public places that require the vax, I have to
test twice a week for work, family conflicts

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57861

I feel hopeless. Stressed and extremely mad and depressed. I have lost so much.

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57862

No travel, no dining, entertainment. Less socializing .

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57863

Physically not at all Mental well being and my business have suffered terribly

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57864

Broken relationships, my job!!

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57865

Unable to have funeral for a parent. Restricted travel to visit family. Shortages of food at times
due to supply chain delays.

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57866

I have lost my job

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57867

Reduced income, limited freedom, huge mental pressure

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57868

It's a constant headache and argument between everyone for a gain that's simply a placebo
effect. We can't do anything, we can't do anything we were promised we could if we got
vaccinated too. I only got the vaccine because I was forced to because of my job. It's no more
dangerous than any other sickness, but I feel the ones in power are making money from it so
they are pushing all this for a personal agenda and brainwashing everyone.

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57869

I’ve lost my life savings and my first retail shop. I medically exempt from suffering heart
disease twice and two heart attacks yet I’ve been removed from my gym to work on my
mental and physical health. I lost $350,000 and counting from this pandemic and these
mandates. I’ve lost loved ones I was not able to say goodbye due to my vaccination status…
I’ve lost absolutely everything including almost taking my own life over this overpowering
government control.

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57870

I Lost my job in School because I refuse to take the injections!NO IMPLOMENT
ASSURANCE! No income coming in very stessful and it affect my mental health
badly!!!PLEASE HELP US 🙏

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57871

Unable to be with family friends. And being able to be with family while they are at end of life. 🙁

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57872

Segregation & discrimination

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57873

Yes severely financially / divided my family about to lose all I've worked hard for over
something that should have never happened to the people of Canadians

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57874

Took away my freedoms and my Children’s freedoms! Mental health. Friends and family
committing suicide. People losing jobs and family needing to move in. Family dying / having
serious reactions from the shots

2/18/2022 5:29 PM

57875

Numerous ways. Lost job, friends, can’t travel. Can’t go into many public spaces. can’t go to
the gym, kids suffering with school rules and mask mandates

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57876

I have lost 90% of my business, I teach children’s art classes. My children have head aches
from wearing masks al day. We feel isolated and segregated for not being able to participate in
various aspects of society. I couldn’t watch my son play hockey. I can’t go to the gym to
excersise, or the pool to swim. We can’t travel anywhere. I couldn’t go in to see my husband
at the hospital when he broke his leg. We have watched friends have vaccine injuries and
random cancer and death. I see the change in children and mental health going down.

2/18/2022 5:28 PM
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57877

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57878

I have lost my wife and my brother this year , neither could have a proper funeral service
because of the cruel mandates.

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57879

Created divisions and mistrust between individuals

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57880

Mental

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57881

Prevented all normal life! Caged at home like an animal! Can’t go anywhere or do anything like
church and restaurants or theatre. My ex lost his job so no more child support causing
financial issues. Battling depression and anxiety!

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57882

Impacted my work

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57883

I have lost my job. I have watched my mother die through a window. And I am no longer
allowed to visit my in laws. It is time to stop this madness!!!’n

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57884

It was unnecessary and made me mad....

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57885

Has made it a daily struggle to survive

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57886

Lost my business

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57887

Effected me to the point that why do I live

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57888

Lack of ability to travel, losing the right to choose if the vaccine is the right thing for my
daughter,

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57889

Work dropped off to nothing and when my Dad needed lifesaving surgery, he didn’t get it. We
lost him.

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57890

It really hasn't other than the intolerable segregation for my medical choices. I never stopped
working through the entire pandemic. These mandates have cause me stress knowing the
vaccine was not for me and yet still being punished for not taking it.

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57891

It hasn't.

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57892

Losing business

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57893

The Mandates are one of the ways Big Government is conquering humanity.

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57894

I am terrified as to the power being wielded by Prine minister. He has caused a dehumanization
of citizens who donnot want to have a pharmaceutical injected into their body. He has created
division and hatred.

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57895

I lost my job of 9 years.

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57896

Caused depression and anxiety my children have not been able to participate in activities lost
friends lost work

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57897

The separation from my family the split between vaccinated people and unvaccinated that was
not handled right at all we are all important and never should have been treated differently and
Trudeau not caring about each and every one of use during pandemic that was disappointing
we all matter and the force of our freedom of choice our body our choice

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57898

My wife lost her job and we are struggling financially.

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57899

People need to chose for themselves how to live their life, no matter what.

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57900

Loss of income personal mental health

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57901

Mentally, physically, emotionally, spiritually. Lost my business, no money.

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57902

I haven’t seen my parents in two years

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57903

It has changed family dynamics, likely permanently and led to contract losses for my
husbands business.

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57904

Cannot participate in life as I used to know it

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57905

Stress of grandchildren being masked for school Stress of my young adult being deprived of
natural social interaction Heartache of my close friends isolated and dying alone Worry about

2/18/2022 5:28 PM
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my friends with small businesses being able to survive Worry about kids being isolated for
months on end in unstable settings
57906

So divisive! My spouse and I have both lost work and left positions because we refuse to
share private medical information.

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57907

They haven't

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57908

Terrible

2/18/2022 5:28 PM

57909

Family and friends have argued and we’ve separated to the point of disrepair. Economic
hardship. Seeing businesses struggle to uphold mandates they never should have been forced
to enforce and losing business as a result closing their doors. Freedom to travel has taken
away our dignity and ability to see family. My mother died alone in hospice left for three weeks
in her own urine without a bath or care because nobody was held accountable and they loved
shutting out concerned family. Constant anxiety and distraction from being lied to,
manipulated, coerced, bribed, threatened to take a jab that was causing severe harm to those
around us. Being divided and humiliated and discredited by the leaders elected to protect us
knowing all the while they were lying and killing people. CDC with 10000 employees and FDA
with 10000 more, both with unlimited budget would not put one dime into prevention, treatment,
or try health care b hospitals are now where you go to die because doctors are so brainwashed
into thinking there is no treatment and they’re fired and disgraced if they try something out of
the narrative. I could go on and on and on but what’s the point. Nothing changes. People have
been brainwashed into thinking govt knows best and is looking after us the best they can. It’s
disgusting. The truckers movement and rallies are the only times I’ve been proud to be
Canadian. But that is killed by Turdo and his WEF minions too. I hope they answer to their
God very very soon.

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57910

It’s crippled my business and made life very stressful

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57911

Cannot travel. Eat out.Theaters. All vaccine passport related

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57912

It has destroyed my marriage and my small business

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57913

Made life miserable

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57914

Our family has been greatly affected from the mandates! I got married last June because my
mother in law was diagnosed with stage 4 pancreatic cancer. My own mother and sister
couldn’t even be at my wedding because of the mandates! My mother in law then died alone
because of the mandates! Family members are fighting over the mandates.. it’s heartbreaking.
We’ve had enough of these useless, divisive, discriminatory mandates!

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57915

I lost my job. I am a single parent with no outside financial support. It was devastating to be
told I could no longer do a job I loved and provide for my children. I lost my sense of security.
My children have been unable to participate in certain activities. My children have had various
emotional struggles with masks, distancing and restrictions. I have felt outcast, discriminated
against and even once harrassed for my personal choices. I worry about the safety of my
future with increased promotion of hate and intolerance towards myself and my friends and
family. I do not feel protected by my government or leadership. I do not feel respected or
valued as a citizen of Alberta or Canada.

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57916

My pregnancy and birth of my first born was filled with moments that we lost that we’ll never
get back. For example, my husband couldn’t come with me to my ultrasounds while I was
pregnant, we had to keep my gender reveal and baby shower much smaller, visitors were not
allowed into the hospital to visit me when my baby was born, my baby’s first birthday was
much smaller than I wanted (because of restrictions at the play-place), my infant son started
daycare while the mask mandate is still in place so he literally doesn’t know what his teachers’
actual faces look like (frikken heartbreaking I hate it)…I could go on and on honestly.

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57917

Travel, not able to go to restaurants or into the hospital to visit family, feeling coerced

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57918

Yes, I was mentally coerced to taking two vaccines or loose my job. At my age and being
unvaccinated I would have easily been passed up for vaccinated people. I also would have
been severely delayed in EI if even approved if I wouldn't have taken them. My Freedom to
travel within CANADA and outside would have been affected, as well as restrictions to partake
in life in my own community. What kind of Government does that to the very people they work
for!!!

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57919

In many ways, too many to mention! Worst is keeping family apart.

2/18/2022 5:27 PM
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57920

Destroyed it. Covid did not do anything to my life. The government did the job instead.

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57921

Kept my mother and sister safe. Both would have died of covid.

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57922

Divided friendships and families, censored experts, some favourite businesses are gone,
couldn't visit family in the US.

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57923

Fucking destroyed it

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57924

Mental Health

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57925

not being able to visit my mom in the hospital, not saying goodbye to an aunt who passed
away a year ago, no family get togethers for Christmas, family members who had to get jabbed
to keep their job and I hate wearing a useless mask.

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57926

These mandates threaten the very fabric of our society- they have created and perpetuated
fear and division in our country and must end

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57927

Had to pull kids from schools because negative impacts of masks. Lost my job and my friend
almost died from the vaccine her work would NOT accept her medical exemption and she had
to go to ruh for second shot also very bad reaction. Neither occurrence was reported by her dr.

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57928

Pretty much ruined it

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57929

Mental effect

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57930

Mentally draining

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57931

It has caused immense stress, loneliness, depression, financial stress, cannot go go back to
secondary school due to passport needed ( vaccine), my kids mental health has deteriorated
immensely. This has caused great strife in relationships between family & friends. This is
nothing other then psychological warfare on all Canadians using isolation, propaganda to instill
fear, brainwashing and coercion. I do not feel safe in my Canada anymore. JT has destroyed
our country

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57932

II can’t go to the states without being tested.

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57933

Masks make it hard to breath in my occupation

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57934

Stress and mental health. Job termination

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57935

With work cross border mental health

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57936

Depression and fear

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57937

How hasn’t it? Friends losing jobs. Friends being forced to jab to keep their jobs. Me losing my
health/friends/support at the gym. Local businesses having to shut down. My teenage cousin
feeling alone and outcast. Being fed “the science” when it is completely contradictory. No
restaurant, but malls and coffee shops ok. Gyms must close, but strip clubs all good. Kids can
go to school, but cannot participate in the Christmas concert. My family not understanding “
my body my choice” and refusing to talk to me. My uncle suffering a stroke after his 2nd jab.
My elementary school friend having a stroke after her second jab. We are only 43 years old!
Don’t smoke, rarely drink, healthy. This has made me lose complete confidence in Trudeau.
He is scary.

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57938

It has hurt us financially, emotionally and physically

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57939

Negatively-i have lost friends. I have been forcefully separated from family, I have had to
switch jobs, I have suffered mental health issues

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57940

I can’t go to my sons sports

2/18/2022 5:27 PM

57941

Depression, stress, and anxiety

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57942

depression, substance abuse. I didn't want the shots but had to get them to work. Loss of
work, money, went into debt.

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57943

I can’t travel home to see my family without quarantine and threats and phone calls

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57944

Just an annoyance, I am fully vaccinated but firmly believe in everyone's right to chose how
they live their life

2/18/2022 5:26 PM
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57945

Had to take a vaccine for a virus that I didn't want to take in order to travel within the country.
Was unable to visit my terminally ill father in law due to the mandates, no visitors were allowed
entry. HE DIED WITHOUT SEEING ANYONE other than the staff of hospital.

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57946

Yes

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57947

Job loss and mental stress.

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57948

Not being able to see family. Friends have turned on me and hope I die and says I don't
deserve health care. Trudeau has divided the country by his hate speech. My husband could
not visit his mentally challenged brother when he was dying in the hospital. Finally able to get
a short visit in. The funeral was limited to immediate family only and we had to stay away from
each other and no gathering afterwards. My co-worker had to take early retirement after the
vaccine. My daughter-in-law won't let me see my grandson and my new one who will be
arriving in May because I don't want to get an experimental vaccine.

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57949

Limiteedlimited supplies

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57950

The mandates have affected my family and I in the following ways. My kids can't join in sports
and activities, they've been masked for two years for school. I have personally been affected
with anxiety and panic attacks because of this covid. My family has been affected greatly with
the job or Jab rule. We were forced to decide to live on the streets and not be able to provide
for a family or get a experimental vaccine that we don't agree with. This is not right what
happened to our country and our Canadian rights and Constitution.

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57951

Very lonely

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57952

Created division, crushed the economy, left people alone, mental illness, dehuminized

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57953

Lost business and community segregation.

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57954

Put me out of work

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57955

I couldn't go to work, I allergic to medications and see three allergists specialist and my kidney
specialist and my kidney specialist want to give me exemption but ministry of health say no

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57956

Disputes with family and friends. Isolation. Loss of family business after almost 30 years.
Mental health issues. The list goes on.

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57957

Took away our freedom of rights

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57958

Vax passport, discrimination Travel mandate, not moving freely out of the country

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57959

My teenagers have gotten depressed also Grad was messed up

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57960

Can’t go anywhere and putting on too much weight

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57961

Lost my business and lost my health

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57962

Loss of livelihood

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57963

Forced my family do inject our bodies with someone no one knows much about! Has taken
freedom away away from my children and this government and mandates are restricting my
children and family’s freedom! I don’t like the future my kids have with this government in
place!

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57964

I work in healthcare. Having mandates has helped to keep numbers down and protect the most
vulnerable who I serve. Community mindedness and civic responsibility is more important than
personal inconvenience.

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57965

Caused depression

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57966

My mental health, my four children and my spouse’s mental health have greatly suffered. The
students I teach and our community have greatly suffered in all aspects. I know of three
people that have committed suicide. We can’t breathe, I was forced to get the jab and cried
because I didn’t want it but didnt want to lose my job. I was emotionally distressed the same
way that I was when I was raped. It’s our Body, our lives, Government has abused their power.

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57967

It has put an end to me visiting friends and family in nursing homes, hospitals, , eating in
restaurants, going to theatres, family get to get hers of various sizes, and general disunity and
division between Canadians

2/18/2022 5:26 PM
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57968

Designated Faith supports as non essential,confined to no visitores in long term care facility
without testing and even then out door and through window visits with family who cannoy, see
hear or understand ,unnecessary confinement to house,etc.etc.including attempts to vacinnate
everyonewho and terrified the general population

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57969

I have been unable to find a daycare where my son isn’t forced to wear a mask. I have been
unable to re-attend university online due to not having the shots.

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57970

Social stress. Friends vs friends. New granddaughter.

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57971

I had to get vaccinated when I don’t even get the flu shot. I’m not anti vax I’m pro choice

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57972

Mentally and physically. It’s an ongoing series of insanity. Nothing makes sense. Everything
that makes someone healthy has been taken away. My kids need sports and with restrictions,
it’s made it hard for them and they’ve been stuck on gaming since that’s what available to
hang out with their friends.

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57973

I can no longer work

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57974

In every way possible

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57975

Immensely.

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57976

It has taken my right to chose for myself. The government has overreached the powers.

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57977

I have literally had to live my life inside my house or risk an anxiety or panic attack due to
masks.

2/18/2022 5:26 PM

57978

It has caused fear in my children, anxiety, unnecessary stress, deep disappointment in my
governmental authorities, horror that freedom of speech and choice is vilified. Who are we
anymore? Not my Canada I have been so proud to live in.

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

57979

Very much.

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

57980

I remember summer 2020 well, it was the last time I spent time in bliss with my family. It was
the last time, we has a family enjoyed the world around us without fear. The last time we watch
the sun go down on the water together in our beautiful Ontario North. The last time I shared a
camper with my sister, the first and ONLY time I've met my Nephew and the last time any of
us spent with our grandparents. They both died the following year, NOT FROM VOVID. Yet due
to this mandates, that are being SHOWN to no longer be of necessity we could not say
goodbye in thier final days. My grandfather FOUGHT in world War ll, my grandmother- a
medical nurse whom ALSO served her country and supported our men. THEY both deserved
better then diying in isolation without so much as goodbyes from thier loved ones. My son
deserved to say goodbye to the man who made it possible to be here today. I have a 6 year
old on the ASD spectrum whom is also NON-VERBLE; he was diagnosed at 4 years and 8
months. He was receiving much help as at first we were able to be involved with many
programs, since the start of the covid though that has seced to just about nothing. He is not
learning, he is not thriving- he is not living the life that his grandparents fought for; as SO many
of us have. I have watched an entire nation of people fall, be beating- faith completely lost due
to everything going on. Now someone's standing up for us and they are being made out to be
the villains? This is INSANE! We all deserve better. We all deserve to have HOPE and feel
JOY and laugh and have fun and just be happy. My heart breaks a bit more everyday but I am
trying so hard to have faith.. please

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

57981

Financially

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

57982

I have lost my faith in humanity.

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

57983

Unable to socialize with family and friends. Dealing with depression due to death in the family
and inability to socialize, hug etc.

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

57984

In everything I/we do

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

57985

Can’t travel, can’t go to restaurants, can’t attend concerts, where will this end????

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

57986

I am losing my job due to the mandates and the unreasonable rhetoric of saying people have a
choice to be employed or not based on a medical procedure that is proving useless and
unreasonable due to the amounting adverse reactions from these vaccinations.

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

57987

Unable to join friends for a drink

2/18/2022 5:25 PM
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57988

It has changed my life by restricting my social interaction with most of the people I regularly
socialized with before. I feel like I have lost my social support system that I grew up with.

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

57989

I was a frequent flyer and it has been very frustrating to not be able to live my life the way I
see fit.

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

57990

As an unvaccinated person myself and my family have lost the freedoms to enjoy going to
restaurants, theatres, fitclubs, etc and our special needs daughter has not been able to attend
her pasrtime positions and support programs. Our quality has definitely deteriorated.

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

57991

It is cranping my style i use to visit evert one i my like . Now ive been cooped up for allmost 2
years ive lost people who have died alone i could not consoul them you took my life away and
my right i for one want them all back

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

57992

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

57993

Negatively

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

57994

I’ve been discriminated

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

57995

My family and myself gave not been able to attend anyone the kids games, or have a social
life. Mu kids mental health is suffering severely and I am in Vernon stant fear we will loose our
jobs and then loose our home

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

57996

Depresion

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

57997

felt like a prisoner in isolation oh the don’t do that to prisoners any more ! can’t travel

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

57998

My freedom of choice of what to put in my body,isolation , more drinking to cop with
loneliness,depression.forced me to get vaccine in order to keep my job. Inflation is
skyrocketing ,living expenses keeps on going up due to our PM .

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

57999

It’s destroying everyones

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58000

I am what would be termed mask exemptions. Except it’s rarely honoured so I have been
shamed, segregated, and re-traumatized on an almost daily basis. My work and home life have
suffered. As a result, I leave the house only once weekly and that is to get groceries. I am
unable to participate in society.

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58001

My childrens mental health, education, and social skills have suffered.

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58002

All

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58003

I have been in mental distress. I have lost ties with family and friends. I have seen nice people
become polarized. Trudeau has encouraged people to hate each inherent for personal medical
choices. I feel scared of people 😕

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58004

depression, segregated from family, discriminated against

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58005

Ruined my business

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58006

I have lost income. Low mental health.

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58007

Mental health, depression and suicide. My kids are suffering! Financial well being is in bad
shape

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58008

My grandchildren dont have childhood

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58009

The fear mongering from government and Media and health officials is appalling!

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58010

My 7 year old daughter has been diened the opportunity to have a normal childhood, which we
all had, and dosen't even remember a time when all this wasn't normal. She has been denied
aa proper education, and as a result is more than 1 full year behind. She no longer knows how
to socialize with her peers. I have not been alowed to watch my daughter in her various
activities. I can't enter most buildings, including hospitals, travel abroad, or even freely travel
within my own country because i am not vaccinated. I have mental health diagnosis's and
have not seen my doctor in over 2 years. I could go on, and on, but I'll stop here.

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58011

I am a senior who isn't allowed to travel to see my siblings in the USA. I'm heartbroken about
the polarization in Canada - in my family and in the whole country, and I'm very sad to see
children taught so much fear, fearing even the sight of a stranger's smile, and not learning to
read expressions on people's faces.

2/18/2022 5:25 PM
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58012

Deaths from vaccinations

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58013

It has torn my family apart, with zero just cause for anything. These criminals running our
government need to pay for their actions.

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58014

suicide of my bother

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58015

Depression in my whole family, having to choose between working or getting vaccinated.
Affecting my children in lots of ways. Suicidal thoughts. Alcohol abuse from spouse.

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58016

Not been able to see family

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58017

Deoressing, shortage of wirk

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58018

Ruin my family , emotionally and financially

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58019

2 years

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58020

I have lost 2 jobs because of the mandates

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58021

Mandates have taken my freedom to travel and conduct my life as a free citizen of Ontario and
Canada.

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58022

Lost teaching contract. Watching deterioration of son's posture and social confidence

2/18/2022 5:25 PM

58023

Blocked me from the people closest to me. Caused fear and stress. Kept us from leaving our
country and even our homes!!

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58024

I lost my job created depression and fear

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58025

We have no shows we have no international hunters and most of all we can't see our freaking
grandkids

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58026

Rampant depression

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58027

Rights and freedoms taken away

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58028

Isolated and depressed.

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58029

I’ve learned how much I am offended how main stream media does not speak truth but is
controlled by the government to speak only what the government wants them to say.
Disgusting

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58030

Dad died, family members injured by vaccines, lost jobs, couldn’t go to restaurants, venues or
travel. Lost touch with friends & family from Covid fear. Inflation costs for groceries & supplies.

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58031

I feel like a prisoner. Not able to visit friends & family. It has alienated family and friends.
Forced people to get "vaccinated" in order to keep job or travel. Nothing positive.

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58032

I have not let this crooked lie bother my life one bit, I just go on doing what I've done for years
and haven't had any problems...maybe it's the other SENSE I possess that lets my gut know
what is fake and what is true...I always thought it was just normal common sense but I think
not now.

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58033

N/A

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58034

Destroyed friendships and families Almost ended my business and destroyed businesses of
family and friends

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58035

Friends have lost their jobs, livelihoods, and some committed suicide Mental health is being
ignored. My right to autonomy and informed consent was ignored

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58036

It has created division between my family and friends. I feel it has created segregation and
alienation in both directions

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58037

Not being able visit family especially the elders!! Not being able to watch nephews play
hockey!! Not being able to take my grandsons swimming, skating or to restaurants!!

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58038

Adversely

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58039

I deal with anxiety and depression every day of my life, and being stuck inside, and not
allowed to do certain things have been hard on me .

2/18/2022 5:24 PM
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58040

I am lonely and I miss my family

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58041

Made me very depressed and almost bankrupt my flower shop

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58042

Missed lots of things with my family as I refused to get vaccinated, even though I had Covid
before

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58043

Made my life hell because i cant wear a mask. Coop gas station made me pee on the lawn
cause i was wesring a fece shield and have a dr note but they didn’t care . I ws a member and
they made me pee on the lawn infront of a who gas because i had to pee snd my face shield
wasn’t acceptable to enter the gas station. But pissing o. The lawn in front of everyone was. I
have been discriminated against cause i cant wear a mask. People have gotten physical with
me. I have been yelled and screamed at, bullied humiliated and was discriminated agaist
because i cant get a vaccine. I have become very depressed. I cant even go to a restaurant
for lunch with my friends cause i am not vaccinated.

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58044

I believe I have PTSD from the way this pandemic has been handled by our leaders. I was on
the brink of losing my job for vaccine non-compliance. I have watched my children suffer great
losses of freedom as well. I have watched dear friends amd relatives being coerced into taking
the shots or suffer huge consequences.

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58045

It has cost me over 500,000 dollars in lost revenue. And I have been unable to visit with my
family and friends.

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58046

Children have become depressed families and friends have been torn apart

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58047

It has ruined my friendships, torn apart my relationships, made me feel worthless, threatened
my career and made me consent to things I regret. I know more people who have commited
suicide than the 0 people I know who were even affected by the “virus,” let alone died from it.

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58048

I have been unable to see my son and grandkids for over two years.

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58049

Prevents me from travel / dining out and attending hockey games.

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58050

Lost a loved one because of the protocols. It has divided my community. I’ve had Covid and
have natural immunity but still be compelled by govt to get the injection.

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58051

Forced vaccine took my freedom of choice away. Cost of living is exorbitant. Loss of
connection with my family.

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58052

My business took a nose dive No clients

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58053

To many ways to mention!!!!!

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58054

I am unable to see family and friends. The mask makes it hard to breath. As a substitute
teacher parent and grandparent I think that the masks and all the mandates have severely
harmed the younger people in this society by not allowing them to be kids or see peoples
faces. Explaining to people why I can’t participate in an activity because I choose to be
vaccine free while those to vaccinate can do what they want abs go where they want when
there is no scientific proof that the mandates are helping to do anything other than line some
peoples pocket books.

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58055

Caused depression

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58056

Unable to visit family overseas. Unable to attend funerals of loved ones. Unable to attend
weddings of friends and family. Having lost family members myself during the restrictions, we
were unable to properly receive love and support from friends and family by attending the
funeral. (10 people maximum aloud)

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58057

My once controlled depression and anxiety is now taking over my life after 2yrs. I feel like I
have PTSD from freedoms being taken, then returned somewhat, then taken again. I rely on
the gym for my physical and mental health, both of which were destroyed when they closed
gyms “to keep people healthy”. My baby was 4mos old when lockdowns started, he had two
swimming lessons and it ended. This has been his whole life. I hate our Country at this point in
time and want to move somewhere that has an actual leader with common sense and cares
about its citizens.

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58058

My mother inlaw has been held hostage in a nursing home. And my kids are depresses. They
were both honor roll now 60 and 70's

2/18/2022 5:24 PM
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58059

I have to test regularly for my job and I cannot watch kids in sporting events. I also cannot
dine in anywhere.

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58060

Every aspect from social to business

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58061

Unnecessary stress on my family, some family members where concerned of being ticketed
with family gatherings

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58062

I've lost income and jobs

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58063

Caused fear.

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58064

It's cost me my relationship with my daughter, brother and sweetheart.

2/18/2022 5:24 PM

58065

Divide

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58066

Terrible!

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58067

Due to work "had" to take the vaccine,felt pressured in doing something that did not feel right
!!!

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58068

I lost my job, my husband was forced to get jabbed . This needs to end now !!

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58069

Could not attend my sisters funeral

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58070

Well, let's ask our leader prim minister J. Trudeau how well the economy is doing? Very poor
job Justin Trudeau 😢 I must say. You have let your people down.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58071

Lost business. Lost relationship lost friends and family

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58072

Drptession

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58073

As a senior confined for 2 years my interest in life has be diminished. Have little interest to
reconnect with sooo many shut out of my life. Suspect depression.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58074

Totally fuckked everything up.. Sorry.. currently too TOTALLY pissed off at the police beating
the shit out of defenceless, peaceful people in Ottawa, to give a decent answer to the
question.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58075

Masking, locked up, unable to travel without the risk of being stuck somewhere for 14 days.
Unable to see family. Trying to navigate helping small children understand why they have to be
masked up. It was necessary at one point but we are done. It’s time to move on and learn to
live with this.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58076

Cannot visit my mother who has dementia in her room at the personal care home because I
am not vaccinated and I am her caregiver. Her health has failed during the pandemic and have
to reply on the healthcare system to cate for her!

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58077

Covid is a scam

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58078

I’m every aspect! Employment, stress, anxiety, health, mental health, childrens health and
development and mental health.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58079

I have mostly stayed away from any socializing except at a distance outdoor. My choice

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58080

Yes , my hubby and I are getting more depressed,of the news ,and people, not following rules ,
worker in the customer service industry have been abused, mentally, and physically,

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58081

Lost one job, my child has lost two years of education.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58082

I am unable to fly and see my family who live out of province. My dad passed last august and
I can’t be with my mom.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58083

Prefer not to answer.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58084

Loss of money , dividing family and friends

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58085

I cannot leave the country to bring my son to see his father who lives in Cuba so we can get
married and be a family. My son has never met his father solely because of these no-fly
mandates.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58086

Cant travel. Hinders my work. Social life is non existant

2/18/2022 5:23 PM
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58087

It has opened the door for Trudeau to start his new world order .

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58088

Mild inconvenience, a couple more apps on my phone.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58089

Wasn’t able to attend a friends funeral. Wasn’t able to visit my parents in their home.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58090

Both vaccine mandated and mask mandated have been proven to not work with transmission
of thr virus. Saskatchewan had the highest cases of covid during the vaccine and mask
mandate put in place October 1st. Cases were also 3 times higher in the vaccinated, proving
the above statement. The mandates have caused hight drug and alcohol use, higher suicide
rates and higher depression. All humans ate created equal and deserve equal rights.
Especially when it comes to every day life like eating out, playing sports, enjoying leisure
activities and more. Tha mandates are not stopping the spread, the vaccines are not stopping
the spread nor contraction. Stay home if your sick and let's get back to equality and normal life

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58091

Lost job. Problems with family.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58092

Not being able to go places with my child. Watching how the division and hate it has caused

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58093

Lonely

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58094

Stressed out, I can’t actually put it in the words.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58095

I missed out on the birth of my granddaughter and 6 months of her life, I haven’t seen my 94 yr
old Mother in over 2 years, I got sick from the vaccine that I was forced to take even though I
had Covid before the vaccine. I was not sick. I followed all mandates and got it from my dog
who was at doggy day care. So do all the animals need to be masked or Slaughtered! I have 3
other grandchildren the mandates have kept me from. I live alone, I am widowed , so YA these
mandates are ruining my life! I’m not 20 so these next ten years are huge to ME! The
mandates at this moment are causing a division in Canada and I am watching Peaceful
Canadians being beat with the butt ends of guns! Veterans are being assaulted. Their taking
what’s left of peoples bank accounts after 2 Years of thii is a ABUSE! I’m disgusted right now
and totally ashamed of this government. Disgusted

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58096

Mentally , physically, spiritually,emotionally

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58097

Ruined my business

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58098

I’ve been masking and social Distancing for two years. I built a UV disinfection device for
everything that came into the house. We haven’t entertained or visited at all we haven’t
travelled to see our new grandchildren. We have not participated in the untested gene therapy
passing as vaccines because they have not been sufficiently tested, and we are elderly. Yet
we are healthy. We have neither contracted nor spread COVID thanks to our personal
commitment to safe practices (unlike the duplicitous Ken-doll masquerading as our Prime
Minister who has had and spread the virus like the frat-boy he is). It’s time to let us out of the
cage. Send the troops and the police home. Let us live our lives again.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58099

Isolation has been tough, but we are still alive.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58100

It's put me off work Multiple times these past two years. I cannot see my aging grandmother
and it's separated friends/family

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58101

I’m still alive and breathing with no health issues. Nor have I caused another to get Ill.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58102

Walkin' on eggshells is never good for mental health. Time to move forward.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58103

Collateral damage to children the elderly and to individuals losing their jobs.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58104

I have been ostracized from my family and have lost good friends.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58105

I have not seen my family in 2.5 years. I wanted to come home for 2 Christmases. I have a 6
year old that wants to see his grandparents, yet We can not afford the costs to come home to
stay, & do not want to put him through the injustices. My parents are healthy and elderly. They
are fine with us staying with them yet the government says otherwise. This is totalitarianism. I
live in the USA amd have had no issues with staying with friends or family.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58106

It has changed all our lives in unimaginable ways. Mental health, suicide, deaths - this needs
to stop.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58107

Mentally. Has taken fun activities away from me and my family.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM
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58108

I am not dead, something I can appreciate.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58109

It destroyed my business.

2/18/2022 5:23 PM

58110

Affected my work for the worst, my health for the worst, segregated my family and ruined the
sense of community where I live. Just as Justin planned.

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58111

Emotional Stress Physical stress hardship

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58112

In every way!

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58113

Loss of jobs, impact on kids school.

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58114

Broke my family

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58115

Some decline in visiting.

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58116

Forced to lock down has prevented my kids from seeing family and friends and have a normal
school life. They are so upset they have to wear masks. I was forced to get a vaccine I didn't
want to get in order to be able to do things with my kids like go to the pool, or play place, or
any activity for them. My husband was forced to get it as well, or lose his job.

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58117

Made life more difficult but much more hopeful we will come out the other side

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58118

I have been isolated from family and friends, unable to connect with my fellow humans. I have
lost my job and it has divided many of the people in my life against one another.

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58119

Killed my career and business. Can't wear a mask for medical reasons, and refuse to be
coerced into getting an experimental injection. This is not informed consent. This is rape!

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58120

It’s forced me to take vaccines I do not trust in order to keep my job.

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58121

I lost everything

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58122

These mandates have ruined my relationship with members of my family, my friends and my
significant other. It has taken a massive toll on my mental health and alienated me from
society for no good / justifiable reason.

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58123

I am extremely unhealthy physically as I cannot participate in any of the seniors programs at
my rec center, or gym. My agoraphobia has returned because Trudeau has caused
discrimination animosity and racism against the unvaccinated. SO MUCH MORE!

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58124

It has completely disrupted my life and the life and freedom we have always enjoyed in
Canada. This is an atrocity and fascist. Trudeau and all that do his bidding will be held
accountable for their crimes against the people of Canada and our country!!! The truckers were
within their rights!! The Trudeau dictatorship government IS NOT!! Canada and the WORLD are
witnessing what you are doing and there is no approval for this. It is TRUDEAU who is ordering
warfare and committing treason against us. Nuremberg Trials 2.0 for him!!!! CRIMINAL!!!

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58125

The mandates and division this government has imposed has complete destroyed my family
and separated most of my friends. It has caused mental health issues with my wife, myself
and all my 5 children. Not sure if our children will ever be the same again. Beyond that the
decisions this government has made, has destroyed so many businesses and has put us into
debit that we will likely not come out from in my life. Justin Trudeau and most of the liberal
party, as well as the NDP and so many other federal, provincial, municipal politicians need to
be held liable for what they have done. No more slaps on the wrist for wrong doings, they need
to be imprisoned and bank accounts frozen.

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58126

Restricted my freedoms

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58127

I had to close my law practice due to courts being closed.

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58128

Isolated me and loss of work

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58129

I never wanted to take an experimental vaccine however in order to see my grandchildren I
was coerced into taking it in order to fly or go to a restaurant etc. Families, friends, coworkers
are fighting amongst themselves. The Federal and Provincial government forced it on the
people and should be held legally responsible. I feel the governments are hiding the death
rates and adverse effects of this vaccine. I’m hoping that the government and people
responsible are eventually held responsible for the crimes against humanity.

2/18/2022 5:22 PM
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58130

Very very badly. Horribly

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58131

Had to online school full time at 52years old

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58132

Income loss

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58133

Can't go anywhere without a face diaper and no freedom to do anything

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58134

I have unable to be with loved ones in care home, and they have been alone. I am unable to fly
across the country to be with my 90 yr old father who wants me home. I would otherwise be
flying to see home every two months. We have had many suicides and overdoses in our
community. The you g and the elders are suffering like I have never seen ever.

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58135

Have not been able to go to senior homes as a pastor to comfort and edify Have not been able
to help those who need support Have not been able to properly assist or conduct funerals or
assist in giving those a place to mourn and bury there lived ones Have not been able to
properly fulfil the commission of God Have not been able to visit my own elderly mother or see
my children in another province My husband was put on leave because he can't for health
reasons take the vaxx and we are living in bare minimum

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58136

Substantially divided our family, some of them do much so, they shout at me when I try to talk
to them. My heart is broken. These mandates have severely restricted our access to public
services and medical services, social life, because we would not comply.

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58137

I'm COVID free. What about you?

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58138

I've lost work my kids have missed out on sports school and freedoms!

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58139

My wife hasn’t been able to get a job since and we’ve used up all our savings

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58140

Wearing a mask at work is stifling I have had anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 5:22 PM

58141

My children have had their education delayed (French immersion), I have lost all activities to
do with my kids, I have lost my job, I have not seen my extended family in 2 years, my
friendships have been affected. The list is endless

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58142

it has split my family and prevented us from travelling to visit our loved ones who do not live
near me.

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58143

Depressed and have no job can’t fly to work like I always have

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58144

Terribly

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58145

Of course everyone is inconvenienced by this whole epidemic, but for me wearing masks is
very uncomfortable because I wear hearing aids in each ear, glasses and then the masks
elastics over the ears. Still worth the caution though taken to protect oneself and others. All
the other stuff, no problems! Life will gey better, just different!

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58146

Thankfully I live rurally, however as a survivor of domestic violence I have been largely
affected when it comes to wearing a mask. My ex husband tried to smother me to death on
more than one occassion. However, even with "exemptions" I have not been afforded any
exemptions and as a single parent has been forced out of stores, libraries (where I need to
write an exam for courses I am taking) This has turned my life upside and the life of my
daughter. This needs to END NOW.

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58147

I am a new mother who cannot get a job to financially support my daughter. She has not been
socialized because of the un called for mandates. My depression has skyrocketed. Financially
I cannot survive in BC, we will be moving to Alberta to escape the dictatorship becoming of the
place I was born.

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58148

My kids can't take swimming lessons, I can't go to the gym and we couldn't go to the
Chilliwack Chief game. Our mental health has suffer greatly. I'm being discriminated against for
my religious beliefs. But best of all I'm being called a terrorist by our prime minister.....being
bullied by our government has cause major mental and emotional damage. These mandates
are tearing family apart. All for a vaccine that doesn't prevent you from getting or spreading the
virus.

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58149

Made me herman, scared of dictarship, communism, affected me mentally, etc.

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58150

Prevented me from travelling to see family within and outside Canada. Destroyed my child's
high school final year and first year University. Mental trauma for my teenager inability to

2/18/2022 5:21 PM
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exercise and use the gym. Transformed a perfectly healthy extrovert into an introvert. Delayed
my husband's surgery. Denied us from worship and ability to serve in the church. Segregated
and divided society. Destroyed friendships. Kept us unemployed, with vaccine mandates for
job applications.
58151

Two years ago I was a very active person with no drinking habits. Now I am depressed person
with no wish to leave my place, except for going to work and doing my family duties, and going
to a liquor store.

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58152

job life everyday loss of my freedom and choice of all aspect of my life

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58153

Additional stress, increased costs, teaching from home, huge stress and life impacts on my
children, migraines, family relation issues

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58154

I've changed from calm, rational "think before I speak or act" to quicker to temper, more easily
upset

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58155

Reduced social interactions and general enjoyment of life

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58156

I now have mental/suicidal issues because of this. Can't stand the sheeples out there. This all
needs to end now

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58157

Lost income lost friends lost my mental health

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58158

It’s necessary to keep people safe and healthy

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58159

I can't go to restaurants, gyms, bars not allowed to fly. Absolutely criminal....

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58160

Sadness Major Life changes Family dysfunction Depression Worry Anxiety

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58161

Discriminates against my all or most of my rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58162

It’s made it upside down and divided this whole country

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58163

Lonely isolated, division of family and friends

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58164

Not being able to do or go anywhere.

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58165

I was injured by the second jab, and have not recovered. I suffer anxiety because my healthy
body is not healthy any longer. I was coerced at risk of losing my job and everything. I’ve had
Covid twice. The vaccine and the mandates did not work!

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58166

Not negatively

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58167

I witnessed my partner blow his head off with a hunting rifle. I have been treated like a second
class citizen and harassed and belittle by staff and community members. I feel anxious to
even go shopping for groceries.

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58168

Supporting my adult children because the profession they schooled for was crippled (chef).

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58169

Needed vac to keep my job

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58170

division of Family and Friends due to restricted flying... did not have the chance to say goodbye to my mom before she passed...Depression is a common every day thing now where it
never was before

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58171

Made me poor and lost job

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58172

Suicidal attempts by my son. Lost the faith in my government and health “ top doctors “ that
are lying to us

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58173

Totally isolated me. I am a 68 year old widow living alone, scared to death by misinformation,
lack of facts and government control of my life. Time to stop.

2/18/2022 5:21 PM

58174

In every possible way. Im an outcast and can not access all of the activities i enjoy or pay
taxes to enjoy. It is absolutely a disgraceful situation.

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58175

Losing our rights

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58176

Negatively impacted my mental health of me and my children

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58177

It has separated me from family and friends. Leaving me frustrated and at sometimes lonely

2/18/2022 5:20 PM
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58178

We feel divided, and segregated. I see families being ripped apart because of individual views.
I have felt the hate and division in my own family. It’s time to recognize a failed shot makes no
difference no longer other than to continue to divide people and to continue to create a hate
culture against those who have different opinons.

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58179

I've had to wear a mask inside for work, which is a bit of a pain, but nothing compare to being
strapped to a ventilator. It's a small price to pay for freedom from disease and death.

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58180

My freedom to be a Canadian citizen to chose what I want to put in my body........ he is taken .

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58181

Locked down, depressed, seniors dying alone is despicable, unable to see my family

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58182

High stress, job loss, family arguments, social isolated, etc.

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58183

I have not been able to visit my mom in LTC since mid December. She is suffering from that.
My family is terribly divided. I've been isolated and villified by friends.

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58184

Lost two sisters to suicide. Support of my 94 year old mother when she had emergency
surgery in Jan 2022. Isolated and divided from family and friends. Couldn’t participate in my
regular exercise - gained weight as a result . No social life. On and on

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58185

Travel - returning to Canada required a PCR test which has been proven to be a complete farce
- even CDC acknowledges the PCR test is not to be used for COVID-19 testing.

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58186

Divided family, friends

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58187

I got my vaccines so it hasn’t really

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58188

My child has become fearful. My parents no longer feel comfortable being around my family no visits. The school no longer allows parents to participate. We can't go out to eat in our
favourite restaurant. People are much less friendly/polite - easily become aggressive and
guarded. Less smiling faces. I face a very upsetting and dark depressive state internally which is NOT ever happened in my 54 years previously.

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58189

It has destroyed lives time for freedom and to remove scumbag fancy socks out of office

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58190

In every way

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58191

I absolutely hate wearing masks, they give me the biggest headache ever. I also cannot attend
post secondary school because of the stupid vaccine policy and I am a unvaccinated
individual who has chosen freedom over feat. This has been a scandemic from the start and it
needs to end immediately.

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58192

Mental health, threats of unpaid leave from job without vaccines.

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58193

It has made my husband loose his job and it has affected me as a nurse as I have issues due
to wearing masks and also has affected my kids at school as I have pulled them out. My
daughter has quit university also because of the mandates and my sons wedding was
downsized because of the mandates

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58194

Lost my job

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58195

The mandate has stopped me from seeing my loved ones on a regular basis. Forced me to
betray my personal beliefs. Flu and covid type shots(as these are not vaccines) are useless. I
am asthmatic and wearing a mask on a daily basis has made me endure added throat and lung
complications for the past 2 yrs. My asthma hasn’t been this poorly controlled ever. The time I
must wear a mask is causing me to have issues the times I can go without wearing a mask.
My sleep is broken and inconsistent due to breathing issues. My energy levels are depleted
rapidly due to poor oxygen exchange as I must wear the mask for 8hrs a day as work in a
public office setting.

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58196

It has affected everyone. Shopping, accessing specialists, it’s affecting my kids.

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58197

It has caused division between family members and myself, it has greatly slowed me from
contributing to my local economy.

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58198

Prevented me from enjoying social engagements, divided friendships, isolation

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58199

Mentally and socially

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58200

Lost my job due to my own choice not to take jab. Depressed not being able to go to my kids

2/18/2022 5:20 PM
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sports events. Family gathering. Or hospital to see sick or dying family sad sad sad
58201

I just don’t agree with mandates in general

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58202

I have watched my kids and grandkids deal with anxiety, missed school, be separated from
their friends and family, division of friends and family. I have been treated like a leper. It has
been very concerning and heartbreaking to experience the breakup of long term relationships.
Time to end the mandates. Fed up with the coercion for the mandates and not a word on
encouraging building up immune system. Freedom to choose what goes into my body is
crucial in a democratic society and must be protected at all cost. As a nurse and a midwife
(now retired), I absolutely plead our government to maintain democracy or step down
immediately.

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58203

Depression. Family and friends being divided. Loss of wages. Sadness. Hopelessness. Fear.
Now….hope and faith!!!

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58204

I live in constant fear that my employer is going to institute a mandatory vaccination policy. I
have been forced to test three times weekly for an illness my vaccinated colleagues are just
as likely to catch as me. I am placed in a position of having to share personal medical
information about myself and my family whenever friends etc., propose going somewhere that
vaccine passports apply.

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58205

My grandmother died alone in covid lock-down at her senior independent living apartment, my
children, her great grandchildren hadn’t seen her in over 2 years. Further, I’m going through a
divorce and child custody battle in court, that was suspended for covid reasons. This affected
my access to my children for 18 months. I have been doing rapid covid tests twice weekly
since September 2021 as a condition of employment. I caught covid19 in February 2021, and
had to isolate alone in my house without support or antiviral medications for 10 days. I have
had some health effects since infection and my family dr is at a loss, doesn’t seem to have
enough information, and has said his hands are tied for which medication he can prescribe. My
mom lives in Mexico , and I haven’t seen her since last summer because I don’t have a
vaccine passport and can’t leave Canada without one, to visit her. I had to opt-out of the
college courses I planned on taking this winter because a vaccine passport is required to
attend all Alberts campuses, even online. Lastly, I have a son who plays AAA hockey for first
time this year and I have missed most of his games because I need a vaccine passport to
enter a public arena .

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58206

People not following them leading them to be extended has ruined my livelihood.

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58207

I can't work because I'm unable to wear a mask due to PTSD.

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58208

I have lost the freedoms to 1- get accurate info about available treatments for c flue 2- decide
for myself what treatment I want.

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58209

Divided our family. Isolated me from going to social functions

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58210

-Loss of income to support myself,. - divisions with friends / family - accusations & threats, villified as a criminal attempting to exercise my constitutional rights -perpetuated emotional
deterioration / extreme anxiety. -perpetuated concern for loss of Democracy in a Free Country perpetuated confusion, chaos, and loss of trust

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58211

my job, marriage, friends, financial, health mental and physical

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58212

Losing my job March 4, decriminalization against me for medical choices, unable to watch my
child participate in sports, unable to volunteer at the school

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58213

Depressed

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58214

Ruined many family relationships

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58215

Limited travel

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58216

Lost employment Interpersonal division Added unnecessary stress Poor post secondary
education

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58217

I want my freedom

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58218

Massive divisiveness between family, friends, church. Job loss of family members.
Depression. Caused us to leave our home & our country because Canada is no longer a free
country

2/18/2022 5:20 PM
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58219

I am about to lose my career. I have chosen not to be vaccinated as there have been no
studies of the long term effects of the vaccine given during pregnancy. I also have natural
immunity as I had COVID 19.

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58220

Extreme anxiety, stress and depression. Weight gain and psoriasis flare up along with gout.
Difficultly sleeping.

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58221

The thing that hurts me the most is not being able to be there to support our ill and elderly
parents. The division these mandates have caused are insane. Will we ever be able to heal
from that? We love to travel but that has been taken from us. Unreasonably long quarantines
presided over by people who care more about control and statistics than your wellbeing are
shameful. Natural imunity is not considered even though it is far superior to vaccinations.
Masks are causing a lot of respiratory issues and do not work for the omicron virus. Many
people live in unneccesary fear and anxiety because of the fear pedaled to them daily by a
biased media. Its crazy how 'my body, my choice ' is ok for abortions but not for getting vaxed
with something whose long term effects have not been studied. I want the government totally
out of my private life. Government should be working for us not stomping on us.

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58222

Lost my career. Lost relationships.

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58223

My daughter got laid off as she is a health care worker, my business has been impacted as I
do face to face meetings, we can’t go to a restaurant and had suffered not being able to see
our family and friends and grandparents. This has all been a bunch of political bullshit and the
tyranny needs to stop. And it needs to start by putting PM Trudeau in jail and charging him and
his party and all that have been involved with these crimes of humanity. FREEDOM
FREEDOM FREEDOM! 🇨🇦🙏♥️🇨🇦🙏♥️

2/18/2022 5:20 PM

58224

I have watched in disbelief as people lose their jobs. I have been outcast for my stance on the
mandates. I have been unable to travel internationally for needed medical treatments due to
the mandates.

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58225

My 19 and 20th birthdays have been in lockdown. My mom really wanted to take to to a bar .
Turing 21 in may.. we’ll see

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58226

Negatively

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58227

Loss of employment, loss of residence, impacted mental health, impacted my childrens mental
health.

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58228

I feel trapped and controlled by tyranny. I can make my own health decisions.

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58229

I'm an very Depressed, lost my job and it is hurting my children

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58230

Loneliness, fear, troubled, pitted against others, reaction to the booster,

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58231

Well I’m stuck at home and can’t do anything as I’m unvaccinated “not antivaccination” anti
Covid vaccine yes I don’t believe I need said vaccine. Why do I need a vaccine for your
vaccine to work!!!!

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58232

It has ruined 20 year friendships.

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58233

have my discrimination threatened have banned me from entering places in addition to
intoxicating me and my children with masks that do not protect and freezing my children at
school without telling the fear and anxiety that have caused

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58234

Job loss

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58235

Unable to travel, eat in restaurants and losing friends and family over vaccination decisions

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58236

Myocarditis after second Covid shot. Taking my life in my hands to get any further vaccines!
Please don’t make me take it in order to live a so- called normal life!

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58237

It has effected my work, my mental health, the lost of friends, severe anxiety in my family. It
has effected my health because my doctor will not physically see me. I have not been the
same since my this whole sherade started. I cannot snap out of my depression.

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58238

Pain in the ass

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58239

No travel in our future

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58240

Disaster!

2/18/2022 5:19 PM
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58241

Can't travel, go to restaurants, afraid of police bullies,

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58242

Negatively in so many ways

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58243

A breathing barrier is unacceptable, not needed, nor helpful on every level and in fact hurtful to
young old and in between all colors of people. It’s ugly and inhumane.

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58244

Too many ways to mention

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58245

It’s not the mandates it’s the people who have FB degrees and spread false news and protest

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58246

It has torn my family appart :( :(. Beyond repair

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58247

Unemployed because of it

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58248

It makes life more difficult. I can’t do everything that I want to. It has affected my parents
livelihood to some degree.

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58249

Tertible depresdion,loss of hope, forced injections to keep my job, couldn't see loved ones,
couldn't travel without injections, constant fear hyped by legacy media, my kids had 2 years of
hardly any in-person school, division between families, loss of social activities, job loss...i can
go on and on...

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58250

It destroyed my quality of life. It makes me not want to live anymore

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58251

Exhausted mentally, physically, spiritually. Just done with it all. I’ve followed the rules and
vaccine recommendations till now but I’m done.

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58252

It's kept me and my loved ones safe and healthy.

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58253

Made me close my business and lose a lot of money, pot me in depression I wasn’t able to
see my family because all of the scare tactics the government pot on the country

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58254

Which mandate do you want to hear about!? I’ve been kept from seeing my grandchildren and
parents. I’ve not been allowed to socialize with my friend. Not been allowed to participate in
sports. Not been allowed to travel. I been told I’m a bad person and many other insults. I could
go on!

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58255

I suffer anxiety from the mandates in the poor news reporting

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58256

I work in healthcare. The mandate has not disrupted my life. Unable to see family/children
regarding the mandate but I work in an on/off covid home so family/children understand.

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58257

It hasn’t.

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58258

Working from home, weekly covid test that I paid by myself and provided to employer. Cannot
buy alcohol, cannot go to gym. Stress and depression

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58259

Aside from family losing jobs, being discriminated against as to what places I can go into &
not being able to fly or be able to go to family celebrations or funerals, being told you can't go
to an eye dr for your appt, no singing in church, can't gather together with friends, doesnt leave
much does it.

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58260

Work was shut down twice. My son is 6 & has a speech delay, masks have stunted his
learning.

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58261

I am vaccinated and have followed all mandates. My premier has implemented half measures
and prematurely opened the province which exacerbated the COVID crisis immensely. I
generally work adjacent to live entertainment industries as a photographer/videographer and
have suffered great economic consequences to the mishandling of the pandemic.

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58262

Coerced jab for job. Vaccine injured. Abandoned by health services. Trudeau=Harvey
Weinstein politics.

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58263

adversely

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58264

Limited human contact unreasonably

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58265

Loss of freedom of choice. Impact on ability to do many things.

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58266

In every way possible. Freedoms restricted and or lost

2/18/2022 5:19 PM
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58267

It has kept me safe

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58268

Several ways. I have no faith in our Federal Government and Provincial as well. I’ve felt so
isolated as everyone has. Hopefully soon they will be lifting the mandates.

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58269

We haven’t been able to travel at all my parents are old and live in Mexico we really need to
visit them

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58270

Keeping me safe as an immunocompromised person

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58271

Dramatically, including myself, my wife, and our 4 children. Mental, relational, situational,
financial, physical, emotional, and spiritual healths have been discarded for a one size fits all
approach to medicine.

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58272

I have a bad sist in my nose and have a hard time breathing . I was happy and BC have
moved Alberta because of Covid I was scared I’ve never seen my kids again my mental health
is declined I’ve put on weight more depressed

2/18/2022 5:19 PM

58273

Can’t gather like we used to , can’t sing at church with a mask over your face

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58274

loss of family and friends and damaged my business

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58275

Pay cut by getting put on quarantine after traveling for no reason.

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58276

Mental Health, unable to see people I love because of different views.

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58277

Can’t see family, friends. Can’t do social things. Isolated. Alone. Yet my government tells me
they are so concerned about my mental health. I don’t believe them.

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58278

Still working, however despicable discrimination in the workplace because of my personal
choice of not getting jabbed.. Unable to apply for other jobs because of the vaccine
requirements

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58279

lost one job working with kids in the garden, can't go with family to social events and can't
travel outside canada

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58280

Depression, loss of income, loss of family members, loss of will!

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58281

I have anxiety that gets out of control. I have never experienced that before and I see the
terrible effect it has on my children (both adult children & underage). Two of my children have
not been able to go to college because of the vaccine mandates.

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58282

Watching my kids lose their childhoods. Not getting to hug their friends, not able to play,
worrying about a mask instead of learning. I could go on and on.

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58283

No work

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58284

Can't hold my son's funeral, who died in December of a drug overdose, because I'm not
vaccinated. Can't get a student placement so I can graduate from school because the field I
am going in to is mental health/addictions etc (again no vaccine). Used to attend a music
related event at least once a month (something that brought me joy, always live music) be it a
large concert, a band in a bar, or road tripping to the USA to see our friends bands play (used
to do this 3 or 4 times a year). My grandson has started junior kindergarten, he has never
known school without a mask. Can't take my grandson out to McDonalds or the movies, etc. I
haven't lost as much as some people...but it has still affected me. My mental health was very
fragile (meds/therapy constantly) but now it's down right out of control, I'm in such a dark
place. The ONLY hope I have felt in the last 2 years was when the convoy started...and the
only time I have felt ok, was being in Ottawa on the 2 weekends I traveled there, being
amongst like minded people, with hugs, laughter, smiling, dancing.

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58285

Multiple ways.

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58286

Our federal and provincial government have divided our province and country and it may never
recover. Government overreach has to end. The Charter of Rights needs to be applied. All
extended Emergency powers need to end!

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58287

I can't see my best friends in the united states. It has caused depression

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58288

Stressful

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58289

Secluded, alone, depressed to name a few

2/18/2022 5:18 PM
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58290

In so many negative ways. I can see it has for so many other people too

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58291

It’s been horrible

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58292

Because I’ve decided on bodily autonomy I can’t travel. I haven’t been able to go to
restaurants & events because of the vax pass

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58293

Depression, not being able to see loved ones in the hospital, job loss, and more.

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58294

2

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58295

My job ,, forced to put something in my body I totally disagree with

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58296

I was terminated from my job.

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58297

I cannot see my family

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58298

Very negatively

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58299

The mental stress of the whole situation is terrible. Neighbors again Neighbors, family against
family. This is so not Canadian

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58300

Force and coercion. I would have preferred free choice for bodily injections. A deadlier
pandemic with a more effective vaccine would have had people getting vaccinated.

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58301

I have not been able to travel out of country and not able to watch my children play any school
sports and have had my career of 20 years threatened because of mandates.

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58302

I am lonely and depressed. Lost income. Been threatened by those who don’t agree with my
decisions.

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58303

Can’t take my kids or wife anywhere to do anything because we chose not to get a bogus shot

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58304

Mental and relationship hardship, increased sudden onset of family member illness, inability to
travel freely, loss of Canadian freedom overall is devastating. Mr T. needs to GO!!!

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58305

business and health

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58306

Stressful I’m tired off it

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58307

So many ways emotionally and physically not being able to enjoy the things you lived to do

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58308

We haven't seen our family in the US for two years

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58309

Debt and anxiety

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58310

Negatively

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58311

Some of the biggest effects these mandates has had is, it has keep me away from my
daughter and her family in another province. Being with my sister who died of pancreatic
cancer in 2021. Time I cannot get back. My mother's hip surgery getting postponed after she
already waited 2.5 years for it. I could go on....

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58312

It’s not Canadian

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58313

Kept me from seeing my mother in Long Term facility. Watching youth struggle and commit
suicide. Praying my family won't be harmed from the vax. Broken relationships.

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58314

Fired from my job with almost 19 years of service. No severance, no nothing.

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58315

Had to find other work, started homeschooling cause don't need them getting sick due to lack
of fresh air, can't travel

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58316

Very difficult to work 8 hr day with mask on. Threat to lose job.

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58317

They have provided me with security to help protect myself and others from unnecessary
infections.

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58318

Isolation, not able to see some family members who are fully vaccinated because they live in
fear.

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58319

Socially destroyed it. Completely lost trust in governments and government agencies

2/18/2022 5:18 PM

58320

Mental health has diminished and cause depressive episodes, was coerced into the vaccine

2/18/2022 5:18 PM
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from federal vaccination mandates when I otherwise would not have gotten it caused severe
anxiety and panic attacks. I worry about my unvaccinated friends and if they will have to face
what I've had to face in deciding job or bodily autonomy. Hundreds spent on rapid tests preinoculation. I worry that I the feds will mandate a booster.
58321

I don’t leave my house much lost friends and family due to restrictions

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58322

Put me into a heavy depression.

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58323

Not free

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58324

Yes

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58325

I have lost 3 jobs because of these mandates. I am a university graduate and have been a
professional in my community for over 12 years. Now I cannot afford to live in my city.

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58326

Shortage of materials and movement of ppl for my company Increased the stress due to the
unknown

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58327

My father dying from the injection, alienation from friends and family, lack of spiritual support,
was not allowed to support my daughter as she cared for her dying son in the hospital and
there is much, much more--all extremely negative!!

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58328

Short of money to pay bills ,rent buy groceries

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58329

My youngest son has lost interest in school and feeling isolated at home many times over the
last two years. I lost my job as a cleaner due to my clients not wanting anyone in their homes
when restrictions were out in place a few times .

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58330

I have a mask exemption with a doctors note. I have been refused entry into stores, have been
smuggled through back door after hours for medical appointment, had my shoulder torn
because they refused me in and performed service in back seat of my vehicle, specialist
refused to see me for the torn shoulder, health care people rude, had my radiation appointment
cancelled one day because the door person figured I shouldn’t be allowed in, not allowed to
use certain washrooms in the hospital, then had an out of order sign out on after I used it and
the list goes on. I have been treated like the plague of society!!! The hatred is terrible, thanks
to Justin Trudeau.

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58331

I cannot medically wear a mask, so I have not been welcome in many places in society. The
vaccines have killed and injured people I know, and the mandate in order to work has hurt our
livelihood to make ends meet and feed our family.

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58332

You can't go anywhere or do anything with lockdowns and restrictions. We should choose for
ourselves what is best for us- what goes in OUR bodies not the government.

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58333

They caused stress and fear, could not fly for vacations.

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58334

People especially children and elders have lost too many important years of family get
togethers and introductions to sports and other learning opportunities.

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58335

Made it very difficult, stressful, and hard to deal with many people

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58336

Divorce and access to my children, job, and travel

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58337

Severely Negatively

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58338

I haven’t seen family outside of my own home in fear of getting into trouble. I also had 6
friends take there lives due to the stresses Covid has had on them, their job, their family or
personal business.

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58339

I have been attacked, bullied and shamed by my friends and neighbors because I am unable to
wear a mask, and I am terrified of sketchy, on-trial gene therapy so I will never take that. So I
have basically not participated in anything outside of my home or the homes of family
members for 2 years. Yet still getting attacked on social media because the prime minister and
the premier are encouraging people to attack the dangerous "anti-maskers" and "anti-vaxxers".
I also cannot see a doctor in person....I am actually fine with that. If those people went along
with these crimes against humanity I want nothing to do with THAT SYSTEM. I can find REAL
HEALTHCARE elsewhere. Honestly it has made me more independent and I want nothing to
do with anything the government does...🤷♀️Signed... A Federally-delegated Persona Non-grata.

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58340

Job loss, freedoms lost, violations of my human rights

2/18/2022 5:17 PM
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58341

Na

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58342

Enormously

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58343

It has completely ruined it. I was forced to get vaccinated or lose my career!

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58344

Just about bankrupt my small business,

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58345

Have a friend in the hospital dying can't go see him. Couldn't visit grandmother on 100th
birthday or funeral. Girlfriend forced into getting vaccinated to keep her job. Can't take my
family to the movies or out for dinner because I don't want to get the poison.

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58346

My life has been restricted ..chance of job loss a possibility, I live under constant stress of
worrying about what my future holds holds, whether I even have a future, whether my Canada
that is supposed to be free and Grant me freedoms is going to take some away. I have a
German heritage and have been watching Hitler all over again. I fear from my children and
grandchildren and grandchildren. What will their future be.... I have never believed in the covid
as a pandemic pandemic... But "plandemic"... And we the people of Canada are just collateral
damage... The sanctity of life does not come into play play. I know hundreds of people that
have had adverse effects from the shot. I hear hundreds of stories every day.... I have felt
isolated... And alone! I have been made to feel unwanted, dirty, called names, lost friends, and
family members, the damage from this will take longer than three generations to fix...
Especially the economy .... How can one man have so much power in a free country... A
country with the Bill of Rights and freedoms... I think of all the soldiers that gave their life limb
and future.... They died fighting in muddy trenches.... If Trudeau gets to do what he is doing...
All they're fighting has been for nothing their sacrifices have been for nothing... Their honor has
been disgraced! I want him held accountable for every life that has died from the shots and
that is living with adverse effects from the poison that they put into their body willingly but
unknowingly!!!! There could be so much more said but that will be enough for now.

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58347

Negatively, decisive, segregation, discrimination

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58348

frozen it. My family in the states and I have been forcefully seperated since the beginning. It's
very painful and, there's a very seriously family member who I suspect we'll never see again
due to these mandates. Inhumane.

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58349

Too much to write but for starters I now take anxiety medication

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58350

Negative impact on social situations, family life and health

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58351

Feelings of isolation, feelings of discrimination in the community and with my profession

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58352

Negativly

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58353

Lock downs are not good. Being separated from your family is so wrong

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58354

It has severely restricted my sense of freedom to travel, even for leisure.

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58355

I have been alienated by family members. I have struggled with mental health. My teenagers
have struggled and are still struggling with their mental health. Messages of fear from
government and media have been overwhelming and over the top.

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58356

In every way possible. These mandates have affected my life and my family’s lives since they
started. This is not the freedom my father and my uncles fought for!

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58357

Mentally drained and sad..trying to keep my son positive. I have lost friends and family
members due to these mandates and plandemic

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58358

Badly

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58359

I feel like a caged animal . Mentally I feel detached from society .

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58360

The lack of people adhering to it and prolonging the suffering of all and getting the vulnerable
sick resulted in me getting covid from an antimasker who coughed in my face. Now I need an
inhaler just to breathe. The mandate made me sad that I couldn’t do the same things I used to
but I felt safer than I do now. Almost all my coworkers have gotten covid now.

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58361

I have underlying conditions that put me at risk for serious illness with Covid. The mandates in
place have made me feel safer when going about my business, knowing that they protect me
from people who think that they know better than doctors and scientists.

2/18/2022 5:17 PM
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58362

Work in Healthcare

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58363

Stress anxiety, social isolation. Divisiveness in the workplace. Fights with family, divisiveness
in our support circle

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58364

Want to go back to normal. No confidence in government

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58365

Put a large wedge between some of my closest friends and I

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58366

I’ve developed dire mental health problems as a direct result of the mandates, as well as from
inflation due to the mandates and poor management at every level of government. I also
experienced adverse effects from the covid vaccine, after being repeatedly told it was safe. As
a result, I do no trust the federal nor the provincial government officials in power. It has ruined
any respect and trust I once had for those who “lead” Canada.

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58367

Lost my job

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58368

Severely impacted

2/18/2022 5:17 PM

58369

Can’t go anywhere

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58370

Severely

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58371

Employment and wellbeing

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58372

Not being able to see my son

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58373

It impacted negatively and hardly on family relationships, job losses affected our life
financially, freedom of choice is being taken away from everyone forcibly! This is not what you
call life anymore but a prisoner of your own country because of all this mandates, power trip
and control!

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58374

I was forced to submit to the injection due to work. I DID NOT want it! Also, my mother passed
away last spring. Due to lockdowns (assisted living facility) I hadn't been able to visit her for
almost a full year before she passed!

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58375

Divided my family

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58376

In ways i am prepared to accept to ensure the safety of my fellow canadians

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58377

Depressed

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58378

Too many ways to list

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58379

have never met my nearly 2 year old grandson in BC prisoner in my own country

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58380

Ostracized from my Municipal functions, separated my family, psychological distress eyc

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58381

Reduced the risk to me and my family of getting serious symptoms from COVID

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58382

The worst part has been watching the total degradation of any integrity by public health
bureaucrats and politicians, as well as failure of health care professionals and legacy media to
tell the truth. This has caused financial, emotional and physical on all Canadians, especially
children, and has created toxic division in our Country which may never be repaired. Total loss
of faith in all of our democratic institutions.

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58383

I had an option to lose my job or get vaccinated. It has affected my family and friends by
creating division and hate.

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58384

Not able to visit senior parents in care home. Not able to see grandchildrens sports events or
school events. Not able to travel about freely or shop freely. Division’s among friends and
family have been created by mandates.

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58385

My children are becoming very negatively affected. My marriage is being out under stress
because of all the fear running rampant in the world

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58386

Mental health issues, school and learning opportunities, kids mental health, leisure,
international travel, relationships have been affected, work

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58387

Everyone yelling at me to put my mask on

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58388

Mental health decline, can’t see my daughter, affected my work

2/18/2022 5:16 PM
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58389

Sad - loss of friends - understanding that our Government is very corrupt

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58390

Social isolation, from friends, family and community. Depression and anxiety symptoms
became unmanageable and I am now on medication 🥲

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58391

Caused financial & severe emotional & mental impairment from isolation!

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58392

I have been discriminated against and unable to travel to see my children in the USA. My
university student unable to attend in-person university classes.

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58393

Affected business and mental health

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58394

They make life difficult

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58395

Shuttered my busness

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58396

I have lost business friends & Family

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58397

For the last two years I have lived in absolute disgust watching people fall for this fake
narrative while listening to all the lies the media has propagated. I felt helpless, and ashamed
of my the Canadian citizens for allowing the government to exercise this totalitarian control.
Now in a pivotal moment in our history I have stood up and once again feel proud to be
Canadian. The people have woke, the truckers started a powerful movement and I no longer
feel like a minority. However, today I am ashamed and embarrassed of our federal
governments actions. Right now innocent protesters in Ottawa are being extinguished under
the Emergency Measures act and state police. This is wrong, this is unconstitutional, this is a
violation of the very thing these protesters and myself are fight for… our charter of human
rights and freedoms. Trudeau will not win, he has shown his desperation and the whole world is
watching peaceful protestors get arrested and beaten because of unlawful orders. Trudeau and
his minions refuse to listen the people. They are clearly only concerned with following the
narrative and pleasing their global masters that run the world economic forum. Agenda 2030,
the great reset, a one world government ran by diabolical, corrupt evil elitists; these are the
things that keep my awake at night. These are the things that have caused me anxiety,
depression and excessive drinking over the last two years. I will not grow up in a world where
my children are slaves to some hunger games society!

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58398

mental health, emotionally, physically, economically, socially, every possible 'normal' has been
taken away, freedom of choice, freedom of speech, lost friends, made more enemies...it
brought out the Viking in me, making me want to rape kill and plunder.

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58399

Personally and business it's been devastating. Listening sick family members has been out of
the question and businesses been hurting since the beginning.

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58400

Many ways. 1) divided my immediate family. 2) little access to my precious grandchildren..Ive
lost 2 years of bonding and teaching time 3) the unnecessarily lonely and fearful death of my
mother. TERRIBLE things!! LOCKED DOWN for the LAST 4 MONTHS of her life!! UNABLE to
see her VERY LARGE family who were ALL AVAILABLE to see/sit with her ANYTIME!!!!!
SHE. DIED. ALONE.

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58401

I physically can’t write enough. It’s ruined my life, my kids life in so many ways !!!!! I have NO
FAITH in the Canadian Government. It’s disgusting and pitiful for them trying to control what
we do with our bodies and keeping us away from FAMILY. I personally KNOW INDIVIDUALS
WHO HAVE BEEN HURT BY THE SO-CALLED-VACINE. I had family pass away on Ontario
and QC, and I COULD NOT GO ON AN AIRPLANE to see my family. It’s a disgrace

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58402

Mental & physical health decline, family is shattered.

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58403

Moderate restrictions in support of public health and my community

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58404

Wedding, family, friends, school for my kids (graduation, competitions)

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58405

Made me barely have one and have family come distant

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58406

Forced me to get vaccinated when I didn’t want to be

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58407

Kids could not play sports, nor could we enjoy watching them. Trying to navigate college and
universities around the mandates. I feel that I no longer look at people cause you cant see
their faces.

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58408

Bud, there are more than one mandates. And they have affected me not one bit. Carry on.

2/18/2022 5:16 PM
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58409

It affected my rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58410

Arguements within my family. It's separating us!

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58411

Depression for 2 years now

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58412

I was fired I lost many friends I am ridiculed for not being vaccinated I can't eat at restaurants
or anywhere indoors I was denied medical services I can't go to movies I can't see my Mom
overseas I can't travel

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58413

Loss of work do to not wanting vax

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58414

The past 2 years have been very difficult, I tried to commit suicide in 2021 because of
isolation. There has been no hope only endless mandates that have done nothing!

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58415

2 funerals minimized and one long delayed, many refused to attend funeral, could not find
church for father's funeral, loss of over 75% of self-employed paid work and low-income to
begin with, close relative attempted and then committed suicide age 24, loss of almost all
contact with faith group at 3 institutions, no concerts/performances for self and family member
musicians - loss of that income, no ceremony when child got masters degree music, child's
band and scouts contact reduced and online and now eliminated, Scouts refused exemption
request that took hours to complete, sports teams events eliminated then limited , fear of
police action for welcoming homeless family with addict into my home, could not see 91 year
old parent , elderly parent suddenly started Congestive Heart Failure day after 3rd shot - much
increased medical help and care needs and 2 wks hospitalization related to that, child's father
refuses to let child into his house, child's father sends me abusive emails and threatens court
action for not having child injected, could not attend child's drama performance, most child's
drama workshops canceled, parent support group and 4 church groups put into conflict over
these issues, rudely told to leave and not sing at paid job, inter-city bus service eliminated for
those w/o injections so no trip to family and friends in Okanagan, sibling and -in-law extremely
ill and given no treatment - hospitalization refused until extremely low oxygen, some friends
refuse to visit or hug or eat together, could not attend AGM of local community org I belong to,
cannot have dinner with my child at his house, cannot go to restaurants, lost use of 3
expensive season tickets to opera - time spend finding people to give tix to, loss of joy of
being in and attending concerts, had to wear a mask while singing , some arguments with bus
drivers - even maskless drivers - over mask, cannot breath properly in mask, climate of fear in
many people

2/18/2022 5:16 PM

58416

Its been a Great Awakening

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58417

My right to not share health information.

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58418

I have lost my job because of the mask mandate ... I have a medical exemption but people are
not honoring this... I have even been told by a police officer that it is impossible for me to have
one. My doctor (who gave me my exemption) has been told that if he sees me in his office ...
his practice will be shut down. I have been refused entry into the hospital to have a scan to
check for blood clots. I have been harassed and refused entry into stores and the bus service
(I successfully won my struggle with the bus system) .. cannot get a taxi ... cannot do much of
anything ... It is definitely not about my health.

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58419

Caused my kids to go threw mental and emotional issues due to lack of freedoms. They
haven’t been able to do anything or see their friends and for a young child that is traumatizing
and unconstitutional. It has effected work life and financial struggles.

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58420

Stolen my eldest daughter's graduation. Isolation killed my grandmother from 9 months with no
visitors, my marriage is crumbling, my work situation is unstable and our Prime Minister lost
his mind.

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58421

Kept us apart from family

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58422

Social distancing is the worst, and all the mandates don’t make sense anymore now the
science knows how it all is ( not) working

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58423

Separated from family, employment affected, no travel allowed when we always did.

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58424

At least something was fucking me

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58425

Couldn’t go certain places if I wasn’t vaccinated. I have difficulty breathing when I’m wearing a
mask for longer periods of time.

2/18/2022 5:15 PM
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58426

Severely deteriorated the mental health of my children Loss of employment Inadequate and/or
neglected healthcare

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58427

It has totally separated me from my wife as we have different beliefs.

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58428

Haven’t been able to travel across borders between countries and provinces. Has affected
potential job applications.

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58429

Made it difficult to do business, haven't been able to spend time with family and friends, forced
to not support local business

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58430

It’s caused me to be depressed and full of anxiety

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58431

Destroyed family relationships

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58432

I am a prisoner in my own city. Apart from groceries I cannot go anywhere and don't want to
leave town to pay to have to wear a mask anywhere I go. I want my freedom back... Now!!!

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58433

Mother died alone Was treating like a dog

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58434

Social, mental, physical, and financial. This has turned my and my family's lives upside down.
It needs to END NOW!

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58435

I can't go to see my daughter living in the US because of them.

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58436

Lots of segregation, ruined relationships, kids lacking in school due to switching between
home/school

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58437

Damn near destroyed my business, my wife's business, I've lost friends because I'm not
vaccinated. I've been told I should be in prison...for being a health, fit human being.

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58438

Travel, family, socially, business

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58439

Lost my job lost 3 friends from depression overdosed and my family is divided that waiting
endless trials

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58440

It’s effected us in several ways. The mandatory quarantine, the PCR test, the mandatory
vaccination policies… My son and husband both have medical exemptions, and the
government has made it virtually impossible for them to do anything. No one understands that
this is not a one size fits all situation. There has been no regard for those that can’t get the
vaccination. I on the other hand got the vaccine and still haven’t been able to see my family in
the states for over 2 years because the mandates make it impossible for working parents who
need to have their children in school. I’m done. It’s time to end this!

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58441

On surgery list for a long time

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58442

Forced to put poison in my body to remain employed. My kids had to get it to go to school. No
choice

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58443

Cannot sing in my choir. I cannot attend my church. I cannot attend the Bible study that I used
to enjoy. I cannot go to the USA to visit my sister. She suffers from early dementia & I would
like to see her while she is still able to recognize me. My niece, also from the USA, hasn’t
been allowed for the past two summers to come to visit & help me with outdoor animal care. I
feel that I cannot breathe properly wearing a mask when I venture out to grocery shop;
however I am grateful to at least be allowed to buy groceries. Grocery shopping has become
the only ‘social’ contact for this single senior!

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58444

Ripped my family apart. Anxiety, watched our people loving country become a hate filled
country.

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58445

Loss of income, division of family friends.

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58446

Loss of work, loss of wages, loss of time with my spouse. Made my life worse every way
imaginable

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58447

Unable to travel, Unable to go out for dinner. Masks have given me rashes and pimples. Can’t
visit with my mother in the seniors lodge. Haven’t been able to participate in any gymkannas
rodeos or jackpots. My husband boss has put limitations on where and when he can work.

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58448

Cannot travel, higher prices on goods and commodities/assets

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58449

No job, had to sell my house, my daughter has become a shut-in.

2/18/2022 5:15 PM
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58450

My son , my husband depression. Can’t go away on vacation. Can’t go out and eat . Lost my
social life

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58451

Loss of employment

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58452

Discriminated against. Loss of mental health. Loss of opportunities. Children suffering. Loss of
FREEDOM. Living in perpetual fear.

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58453

Job lost

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58454

Lost my job

2/18/2022 5:15 PM

58455

I am a covid survivor. I was hospitalized and believe it is the new seasonal flu. I have lost
family members. It has affected my depression to the point I don't want to get out of bed as I
can't go work out at the gym or enjoy the activities I like. I want to see my children in sports
and not sit on a side line wishing they could play. End the mandates!

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58456

In a way that I am scared that Canada will become a Communist state under This so called
Prime Minister Justin Truedope

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58457

In every way possible…loss of socializing, walking, Clinic closed…no Doctor to get B/P pills,
not seeing family, division in family and concerns of mental Health!

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58458

Its divided families and communites. Peoples mental health and people are still getting covid.
The spread hasnt been lowered or contained with the public health measures with this varient.
People are being discriminated from society and losing jobs over vaccine mandates and
people are not recieving medical treatments for severe illness like cancer with empty covid
units. We need to learn to live with the virus like other countries are doing. The virus isnt going
anywhere so we cant live like this forever. Its just common sense.

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58459

It’s kept me from seeing my family for over two years

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58460

Didn’t get to see my grandma before she died alone , watched my kids loose 2 years of there
lives. Learned news media is controlled by the government and can’t believe a thing you see in
the news.

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58461

It has taught me how valuable time spent invested in others is time well spent. Nothing can
replace that. A lot of people died alone and that is a crime. In a battlefield many men gave
others a chance to have last moments with a brother or sister. Canada’s heart is beating
strong. Don’t let it go flat. There is a chance for beautiful change in our Country. I really feel it’s
one that shouldn’t be missed. Can’t you feel it. The love. So much stronger than hate. Let’s
make the bees good news for a change.

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58462

Too many ways to type! I’m most concerned for my children and what they are experiencing!

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58463

Unable to visit elderly parents unable to visit family abroad for 2+ years can't wear mask for
medical reasons can't work with public outside my home

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58464

I’ve lost my job, I’ve lost my ability to participate in normal society. I have no hope for future in
Canada and I lack the ability to communicate with my fellow Canadians due to hearing
impairment.

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58465

Mental health and family life has been affected greatly

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58466

I am not allowed to go to work and have been accused of non-compliance.

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58467

I can't fly to go see my in-laws. I can't leave the country to go on vacation. Can't take my wife
out to supper for a sit down meal.

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58468

Mental damage to myself and kids.

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58469

Stress related high blood pressure, depression and anxiety. Unable to travel to visit mom in
seniors care home, aging father and siblings.

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58470

Increased my hate of government control and lost faith in humanity that seems run by money
focused global tyrants.

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58471

Very stressful & heartbreaking, have lost loved ones & friends from the jab! Could not be with
them due to mandates.

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58472

Separated from friends and family, restricted communication from mask wearing, restricted

2/18/2022 5:14 PM
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movement
58473

I’m 70, in the high risk group. I had an immune/antibody test done last spring...it showed I had
natural antibodies, that my immune system was working as it should. I’ve had no significant
symptoms over the course of the mandates. I am however, emotionally drained. My mental
health suffers. Removing the mandates, now that the science supports it, will provide instant
personal relief. I believe truths are twisted, that it has become political power grabs much more
than health concern.

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58474

I began suffering from agoraphobia before COVID-19 became a thing due to other medical
issues that made going out in public uncomfortable, or impractical for me. When the lockdowns
happened it set back that recovery and over time has made the issues far worse than they
were before. I am also a recovering drug addict due to having to be on pain killers for over a
decade. So I now avoid any medications that are not 100% needed for my health. I got
COVID-19 long before vaccines were even considered and had no issues recovering from it, so
the vaccine was not a required drug for me. I have been affected in many other ways but I
doubt anyone has even read this far.

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58475

Treated me like a second class citizen

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58476

Can’t go anywhere

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58477

Mentally and my job cost me one job as I refuse to take the 3 rd dose … I took first and
second and was sick and still sick till this day 😡

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58478

Taken away my medical freedoms. Forced me to take untested shots to keep my job to feed
my family

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58479

Itchy face when wearing masks. Reduced number of sick days due to not interaction with
others. Increases productivity due to no travel time.

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58480

Sick and tired of foolishness

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58481

Crossing the border to US We own property in Phoenix Not recognizing Naturally acquired
immunity from having Covid Affecting all my freedom of choice

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58482

Extremely negatively

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58483

It has been difficult but I had gladly supported by community. I do not like it, but I would do it
regardless to protect others.

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58484

I'm depressed isolated lost my father and couldn't see him . Families are divided, My children
are mentally a mess. Friends are disabled from the vaccine.

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58485

It’s destroyed my business, and extreme family hardship

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58486

It's an inconvenience to have to wear a mask in public places and they're not comfortable.
They don't do a thing otherwise.

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58487

Great Depression and fear for the future of my country and this world.

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58488

Can't do anything

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58489

Mentally and my children have signs if depression

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58490

Loss of all freedoms

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58491

Becoming unsocial

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58492

It has made school life just dreadful and it’s put so much strain on every relationship in my life.

2/18/2022 5:14 PM

58493

Isolation, mostly. Poppy chair at a Legion, contributions down 40% and 30% from usual for the
last two years. Feel bad for the vets

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58494

Lots

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58495

It has divided family, added immense stress to my 8 year old deaf daughter, and kept us from
our family and friends. I want to see families healed.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58496

I am alone almost all of the time. I am lonely and turning into a hermit.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58497

Our son was diagnosed with type 1 diabetes during these two years and our health care

2/18/2022 5:13 PM
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support has been terrible. His doctor has seen him once in person. My husband almost lost his
job with a post secondary institution because of mandates.
58498

It has divided my family. It has terrified the children I teach. Children are afraid to interact with
others normally. Would rather get a failing grade than pull down their mask so they can be
heard during a class presentation. So many of my favorite small businesses have closed.
Although I have had C19, and have strong antibodies (according to the tests I have done) I am
still subjected to 3x per week testing, just so that I can continue to earn a living. I have
stronger natural immunity than most of my coworkers but I am the one who must undergo
testing every few days. My family and I have become second class citizens in a country that
claims to believe in human rights and equality for all. But I guess that doesn't apply to people
who do not want to participate in the biggest medical experiment known to man.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58499

Not being able to get a job

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58500

I haven’t caught COVID!!

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58501

I was mandated to get the vaccine or loose my job. I still regret getting the vaccine I do not
believe that it was necessary for my well being.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58502

Mentally fatigued. Angry at the government. I don't believe their lies.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58503

Now unemployed

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58504

Horribly!! The mental health of my students has suffered greatly. The abuse and neglect they
have suffered being out of school. Enough is enough!!!!

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58505

Made social interaction very difficult and divisiveness come to the forefront.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58506

Stress and worry with what is happening with our rights and freedom in our beautiful Canada
that will life as we knew it ever be the same!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58507

Loneliness, anxiety, worry about my children, impossible to visit my family in Europe.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58508

As a person with Acquired brain Injury I find the stress has made my symptoms more severe.
I have battled depression due to the isolation. I have chosen to pursue natural health rather
than vaccine and that has served me well. I have been alienated and feel like I am no longer a
welcome or accepted member of society. As the Prime Minister has said that we unvaxxed are
a safety risk to others I have lost many close relationships and endured a lot of judgement,
hatred, scorn, pressure, and alienating behaviors. I am a little concerned because I have
missed almost 3 years of my yearly ct scan to make sure there hasn't been any tumour
regrowth. Many people say that as an unvaxxed person I do not have the right to health care
so I do not even try to access it anymore.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58509

loss of job, loss of social and volunteer life, some family and friends will no longer interact with
me because they erroneously believe the propaganda/misinformation that I will infect them
even when I am healthy, my parents got vaxxed thinking their son would visit them. he still
hasnt and their health is now failing/ they are also extremely lonely during lockdowns. I have
not been allowed to attend a gym in two years. the vilification, discrimination and segregation
of vaccine free individuals has affected the mental health of my spouse and I, our three adult
children and our future sons in law. three of my family members have asthma and have a
difficult time breathing while wearing a mask (which do nothing to prevent transmission). the
suppression of scientific debate and blatant censorship of experts who do not spout the
'approved narrative' have caused me to lose trust in our medical system, our media, and our
government. And science is now dead...so I will trust no future 'science' as it only supports the
narrative the medical capitalists want. I could write more but that's probably enough. I feel like
I have PTSD...

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58510

I have been discriminated against, and bullied. I have no Freedom to travel freely, volunteer at
my child’s school, eat out at restaurants, and participate in activities.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58511

It has caused great grief because of division among people I know. It has taken away my
freedom of choice, speech and hurt me financially.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58512

Severally curtailed my freedom.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58513

It has really divided my family, it didn’t let us be with our mom before she died from dementia.
We can’t easily stop and go to a restaurant. It make us feel like we don’t have a say in what
gets put into our bodies. It’s horrible and there has been no common sense when it comes to

2/18/2022 5:13 PM
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how a virus works. Everything they did made it worse!!! Anyone with the knowledge of how a
virus actually works did and could tell you it was wrong from the beginning of they did. We are
prisoners in our own country.
58514

Most traumatic and stressful time of life. Due to stress, I have lost a pregnancy.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58515

Just made it difficult to connect with people. I am a hugger and even though there was no risk
could not hug the people I cared about.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58516

Caused anger and division

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58517

Not able to go to restaurants or to the hospital to visit a friend. During the 2 last years I have
suffered from severe depression and I’m scared to leave my house

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58518

Crippled me

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58519

Laid off, haven't worked for more than a year and very difficult to get hired.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58520

I know people who have lost their jobs becase of the vaccine mandates, and I know other
people who have suffered vaccine injuries. The biggest effect on my life was isolation, and the
loss of social contact, which seems difficult to reestablish.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58521

It keeps us safe from covid

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58522

Friends dont want to be around me cause I am unvaxed I see families divided

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58523

Experienced discrimination and depression as a result of mandates.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58524

Not much

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58525

Travel Requested to share private medical information and refused with risk of unknown
potential consequences.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58526

Every day functions of livelihood, visitations, lockdowns, lack of family functions,

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58527

My business has never been slower

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58528

I lost 2 jobs, can’t travel to see family. My kids have developed depression, anxiety, and
eating disorders since the start of the pandemic

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58529

It had been massively divisive and ended personal relationships.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58530

Being restricted from going to restaurants,, Legions and having to wear a mask which does not
work and hard to breath.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58531

Can’t support friends business’. Can’t do anything at night. Can’t dance. Can’t walk around. ID
is enough to into somewhere. Don’t need an app and physical ID just to be allowed in
somewhere. It’s affected friends businesses, mental health. I already have borderline
personality disorder and not being able to be around my comfort zones has taken a toll on
something I was actually starting to control. We’ve gone long enough. Everyone’s made their
money. Give us our lives back.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58532

I am under constant threat of losing my job and will never recover financially from bullshit
closures. My child is developing oral and respiratory issues as well as psychological
abnormalities due to the fear-programming and unnatural anti-social restrictions for someone in
an integral stage of life. The strife and division caused by medical status is inexcusable and
beyond damaging to families an communities. We the people are furious.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58533

Since I’m unvaccinated, I’m cut off from restaurants, travel etc., plus would’ve been cut off
from seeing my 96 yr old mother in retirement home (if kind director hadn’t made exception)
and will be cut off from visiting her when needs to go to long term long care shortly…
outrageous!

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58534

Wife lost her job for awhile and now has to spend her time anher time and money for 3 tests a
week in order to work

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58535

Alzheimer Mother visitation restrictions were harmful to her health 2nd tier citizenship and
discrimination is akin to nazi tyrrany Division in families is evil Masking is not helpful and
foolish

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58536

Socially

2/18/2022 5:13 PM
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58537

It has kept me safe and COVID free.

2/18/2022 5:13 PM

58538

Not at all, I’m not a prissy little cry baby.

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58539

How has it NOT affected pretty much all aspects of all our lives?

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58540

What life we have none

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58541

Tensions between friends and family.

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58542

Loss of income and job, great strain in family relationships. Mental strain over the direction our
country is headed.

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58543

No job , nonvaxed and literally treated like a leper.

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58544

Locked in the country like a prisoner. Unable to meet sick parents in India. Unable to attend
the last rites of several family members. Serious degeneration of mental health.

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58545

I have lost my nursing education due to the Governments attempt to force Canadians to be
vaccinated. I find it absolutely disgusting how our rights have been violated.

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58546

In every way

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58547

Every day living

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58548

It has prevented me from living my life. Seperated my friends and family. Caused fear,
nightmares and have had hate speech commonly shared by the prime minister and other
Canadians. Loss of work, finances and the long list of so many other things. I am extremely
unhappy and depressed. Stress is the root of all disease.

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58549

Isolation and pressure from trying to force an unproven experimental biological agent into my
body!

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58550

Lost job, cannot attend family funerals, weddings, cannot visit anyone in hospitals. Cannot
attend organized events. Cannot stay in a lot of hotels, attend movie theatres, eat at
restaurants. Basically segregated and discriminated against society!

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58551

Work in areas require double Vax.

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58552

Stress, relationships and overall wellness physical and emotional

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58553

Profoundly. Anxiety, depression, severe social anxiety due to feeling threatened by the
constant, inflammatory words of our Prime Minister. We have been threatened verbally by
Trudeau’s supporters wielding signs to the nature of, “gas the unvaccinated.” I feel the same
way I did anytime I was bullied in my life, but it hits a lot harder when the bullying is being
done by an elected official that is supposed to represent ALL Canadians, not just the ones he
agrees with.

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58554

I’ve been unable to go to any restaurants. Every time I get a cold or the sniffles I have to get
tested for work which is an extreme inconvenience and can cost money.

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58555

Depression and I know so many people who are no longer speaking with each other because
they disagreed with Covid issues

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58556

Relationships under stress, loss of freedom of choice & movement. Having to watch people so
fearful they are unable to use logic in their judgement. Mainstream media has has presented
one way only to handle the covid situation & not allowed any other information to be publicized.
Anyone who doesn't go along with the status quo is demonized. This kind of mass control &
resulting mass psychosis is much more frightening that getting this virus.

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58557

It’s caused depression

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58558

It's stolen all my rights & robbed me of my citizenship as a TRUE Blue Canadian and NOONE
has the right to take our choices away. We are privy to all the contents of the Charter of Rights
for ALL Canadian Citizens. Changing the Charter of Rights is a CRIME.

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58559

Job, social life , i cant go anywhere, i cant leave the country this is not Canada!!

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58560

It makes everyone miserable and some people suicidal

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58561

everything

2/18/2022 5:12 PM
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58562

Complete loss of income, unnecessary fear causing me to not see my grandchildren, social
shunning, complete loss of trust in a manipulative and abusive government both fedederally
and provincial to name a few

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58563

It has caused undue stress and anxiety not to mention that it created a huge division between
Canadians.

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58564

Can’t eat out. Can’t go swimming at the pool. Can’t go to hockey games. Made me very, very
upset with Justin Trudeau.

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58565

I’ve had my shots, Booster, flu & Pneumonia shots. Still got Covid. Symptoms same as the
flu. I’m a Senior and am not around a lot of people. Distance from my Family, going to
restaurants, funerals, weddings since these Mandates. I’m Claustrophobic and the masks
don’t help. Couldn’t go to the hospital to see my Aunt. She died, she died alone. I will never
forgive Trudeau for what he has done to Canada. He’s only making it worse now. The convoy
is very friendly, helping the Homeless, cleaning up and making sure the Monument is taken
care of. Trudeau is throwing his power, not caring about the canadians. Name calling and the
things that he has said about us canadians is very degrading. He should not be our Prime
Minister. All the things that he has done that are against the law, he is getting away with. Why.
He is looking for power, nothing else and he’ll go to great extent to do it. Look at what he’s
done so far. Pitting people against one another. And that’s what his intention is or he would
have had enough balls to have a meeting with the truckers. Trudeau is a Coward and needs
His reign taken away from Him. Save Canada, let us be Free for the first time in a very long
time. We’re prisoners in our own Country. He is keeping us prisoner and wants Canada to be a
Communist Country like China. That’s what aim is. Please don’t let that happen. Thank you.

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58566

Has deeply set back my son with special needs.

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58567

Adding stress knowing 95% of my large family is poisoned with the so called vaccine

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58568

Cannot be with family,,miss my son and daughter and the grandkids. I'm sad, don't care about
shopping, I need to be with my family.I'm dying inside, first time I've felt this way,sorry.

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58569

Negatively

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58570

Anxiety, stress, mental health, income, money.

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58571

In every single aspect! For me and my kids.

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58572

Relationships and trust in governmenr

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58573

No freedoms to do what I enjoy

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58574

Loss of income, friends, family and mental health

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58575

Affected our mental health, and was forced to take vaccine or lose my job. They did not offer
us the rapid test, which I was ready to take daily if needed.

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58576

I've been casted out and told according to trudeau and ford that I'm not allowed to be part of
society

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58577

Kept me and my loved ones alive

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58578

Lost wages, mental strain as a single father of an only child who is 7 years old

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58579

Issolation depression loss of freedom

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58580

In every aspect of our daily lives

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58581

I couldn't visit my family overseas, couldn't afford 14 days quarantine. I couldn't get a proper
medical treatment in a proper time manner. How it was represented in the public, did not make
me comfortable living in my live hood any longer. Also, I lost a trust and confidence in a
government and in the health system.

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58582

I have deep depression, my son can't finish his education, can't enter university, have no job,
my daughter has health problems after being vaccinated- blood clot and arytmia, my youngest
is isolated, has no access to any sports activity, library and so on. I couldn't visit my family in
Europe and cross the border . I haven't see any doctor in person for long time. I am frustrated
and our family life has changed dramatically. I can write few pages about those

2/18/2022 5:12 PM

58583

Not really

2/18/2022 5:12 PM
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58584

Financial and mental hardship

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58585

I lost my job, and now I am excluded from society for my choice to manage my health through
diet and lifestyle, instead of pharmaceutical medicine. I trust my government less now
because of their authoritarian approach to managing public health, and their lack of respect for
the individual rights of Canadians.

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58586

I haven't been to a store in over 2 years, because I refuse to wear a diaper on my face!

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58587

I chose not to get my second dose because my 35 year old brother had a heart attach after his
second vaccination. I also choose not to because the government made it mandatory. I have
not been able to take part is society because I did not comply. Couldn't go to my kids extra
curricular activities because of it and I was treated like a second class citizen because of my
right to choose what I put in my body. I would like my rights and freedoms back please.

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58588

The lockdowns have severely impacted my children's mental health and mine as well. I have
division in my famliy and my peers. My children's education has suffered, the refused to play
their sports as they did not want to get vaccinated. My mother is immune comprised with a
disorder and her doctor is not able to provide her with a medical exemption, but she told my
mother she wouldn't want to be responsible for her getting vaccinated. My mom is not allowed
to do go anywhere as she has been ostracized by society. It is shameful and it is not right.

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58589

Reduced business

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58590

Everything, it has caused so much mental anxiety in so many friends and family! Trudeau
does not care he must go!

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58591

Medical system locked down for 18 months, negative impact on my health.

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58592

I am burnt out as a RN and I have no social outing bc of these mandates! I’m over it

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58593

Ruined dear relationships!!

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58594

Wearing masks-unhealthy Entry to certain stores and travel to most countries unless double
backed!

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58595

This question is best answered writing a book. Covid policies are garbage, and this while
pandemic is a power grab.

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58596

Emotionally, mentally, socially, physically, financially! It’s Division and family, friends and in
my church!

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58597

Lost work

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58598

I have developed depression and anxiety. My salon was closed several times leaving me
unable to work while people still were able yo eat at restaurants and carry on with daily
activities. My children have developed anxiety, have been discriminated against and have
unable to participate in important life activities the last 2 years.

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58599

Mask wearing. Social distance

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58600

By stopping me from freedom of roaming and speech

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58601

Devastating

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58602

anguish anxieties segregation discrimination

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58603

I have a 96 year old mother that I can't go see in her care home .I have not been able to travel
out side Canada.

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58604

I am unvaccinated & can’t travel, go to restaurants events etc

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58605

My children suffer. Mental health issues are soaring and so is addiction

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58606

I was not able to see my grandma pass, my cancer appointments kept being delayed, i hate
the treatment of the unvaccinated, trudeau 8s destroying Canada and dividing the prime, i do
not want anymore lockdowns, I want the Canada I grewup in back. I want Trudeau out!

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58607

Divided my family. Limited my freedom to do what I used to do with my peers. Lost
friendships.

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58608

Shitty it destroyed 2 years of my life.

2/18/2022 5:11 PM
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58609

Me and my wife lost our job

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58610

I have had surgery cancelled twice, I would like to start enjoying life again.

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58611

Teacher and mother. Had to homeschool while virtually teach, have to nag at my students to
wear their masks and stay away from each other. My own children hate the masks so much.

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58612

All aspects of my life have been effected in a negative way. This needs to end, my body, my
choice!

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58613

Isolation but more so for my teenage son. It has been difficult on him emotionally and socially
and I the poor education he has received.

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58614

Can’t go bowling

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58615

Reduced/forbid contact with family and friends/loved ones; Eliminated in person worship and
then limited it; Depersonalized relationships; Raised costs; cost jobs; reduced accessibility to
services; disrupted education and child/youth development; etc

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58616

It has taken away my freedom and my rights. This no longer feels like Canada. I am
vaccinated and they do not work. Otherwise we wouldn't still have covid cases. This would
have been over if we hadn't been vaccinated. My husband had no choice or he would have lost
his job. I feel like I've been lied to for the last 2 years and I'm done with it.

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58617

Test mandates have cost me money. Restrictions have limited my visiting, but those are
because of COVID. I believes the restrictions are in place to combat the desease

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58618

Dividend

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58619

It has saved many lives and kept our economy in better shape than one collapsed by deaths.
The human misery associated with illness and deqtg

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58620

It has stopped me from traveling

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58621

Devastating

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58622

Negatively

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58623

I appreciate the mask mandates. However I do not believe people should be forced to have the
vaccine. Our family is vaccinated but that is our choice!!!

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58624

It has reduced travel esp to visit my mom and I learned to provide virtual care to clients. Worth
all if it to keep my clients and family safe.

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58625

No social life equals serious depression. What's the point in living like this. I'd rather die.

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58626

Depression, anxiety.

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58627

Lost my job

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58628

For the last two years our lives were turned upside down, we are living in fear, our mental
health is suffering ( especially our adopted son with disabilities and very bad depression and
suicidal thoughts ) anxiety are very high. Can’t see our children and grandchildren. Couldn’t
worship as we use to. Can’t go and see my very sick mother , who lives overseas and she
suffered a stroke after second covid shot. Who also needs 24 hours care after the stroke.

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58629

Mental health

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58630

My sons’ educations have been greatly affected. My hubby and I have been subjected to
unlawful weekly testing to keep our jobs.

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58631

We couldn’t travel south & we couldn’t go out to eat with friends or family

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58632

It’s been terrible. I can’t go see my family. I can’t get my kids to sprouts activities.

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58633

Family gathering

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58634

My kids don’t want to leave home, my mental Health has declined; alcohol intake up!

2/18/2022 5:11 PM

58635

Family division Increase in cost of living Mental and physical health

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58636

Not being able to do recreational activities and have dinner with my family and being not able

2/18/2022 5:10 PM
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to go see my family in other provinces without quarantine.
58637

It has made me a second class citizen on so many levels it is not funny

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58638

It hasn't bothered me in the least.

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58639

It has taken away my freedom to choose what happens to MY BODY! The canadian
government is getting very good at rape!

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58640

For almost 2 years we have been unable to worship Feely on Sundays in our church. Because
of a personal, medical choice we have been discriminated against and treated like an extra
weight that should be cut off. My oldest child could not have a regular grade 12 graduation and
has been struggling with depression and anxiety. My other school aged children have been
forced to wear masks, and have had limited association with friends. They have been unable
to take part in recreation activities, like swimming lessons or sports, and instead have spent
numerous extra hours on technology. It is time to stop the discrimination and deal with the
health care issues that needed fixing long before Covid-19 hit.

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58641

Thank ways to list from income to mental health.

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58642

Major stress wondering if I will keep my job. Worried about my children being able to continue
post secondary education, get jobs. Greatly concerned about government overreach.

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58643

Spending time with family and witnessing people who used to be friends fighting because of
mandates

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58644

Created depression & much uncertainty…

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58645

Put all our kids behind 2 full years.

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58646

Had to go on ei first time ever, missed Christmas with my ailing Mother as well as other things,
Hate that noone has a face any more. Treated like criminals in our own Country, cant visit,
cant shop, cant go for coffee, cant go to my grandchildrens birthday party

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58647

By getting the vaccine and wearing masks, I have managed to avoid Covid. So the mandates
have been good.

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58648

It has had a very negative impact on everything and every Canadian.

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58649

Negatively, depression

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58650

When my parent passed away I could not be there.

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58651

Freedom of movement Freedom of choice Mental health, high levels of anxiety

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58652

I've lost my job and can't provide for myself as I have serious health concerns taking the Vax
and now am at a point where fully vaxxed is months away and the current one is no longer
viable therefore pointless. It's a game of chasing a goal post with no end in sight.

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58653

I’ve lost me freedom, and have experienced discrimination like never before.

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58654

This is the hill I will die on, for my children, and their children.

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58655

Feel abused

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58656

It has affected my life the same as everyone else

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58657

It has impeded my ability to travel for medical care via air for alternative cancer treatment, let
alone feeling like a prisoner in my own so called "free country." It has divided me from friends
and family via false narrative and lack of a clear and reasonable path forward. Resulting
stress, anxiety and depression are a real concern and I wish to escape the trap of this country.

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58658

My business & mental health

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58659

Not at all

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58660

My grandma lost the will to live after being denied access to her family for the third time/wave.
We were denied end of life visitation. My mom had to arrange for her to be transported by
ambulance to her house so she would not have to die alone. 36 hours layer she died. Daughter
was coerced to take an experimental injection with no long term safety data just to attend
university. I was denied access to restaurants, entertainment and pilates classes. My other
daughter and I were denied ability to fly in Canada resulting in two 4 day trips to pick her up

2/18/2022 5:10 PM
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and return her to post secondary school. Prime Minister has verbally and emotionally abused
family members who declined this leaky waning injection.
58661

Besides being treated as a 2nd class citizen, my kids (avid skiers) are unable to ski at our
local hill, no graduation allowed last year, etc.

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58662

I have been unable to do my shopping, no dining out, no going to church, lost friends, been
discriminated against, garnered me new friends, saved me money.

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58663

Lost my job in healthcare.

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58664

My husband has been unemployed for nearly 4 full months because he refused to be forced to
take a Covid 19 shot!!

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58665

Social incohesion, conflicts with workmates & family

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58666

Separated me from family, clients losingtheir jobs and livelihood. Isolation, cost of living sky
rocketing, suicide thoughts , depression

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58667

Lost friends, family Mental health is poor

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58668

Living under communism has effected everyone's ethics and morals being coerced to take a
jab to keep your job. Mental health is worse than ever and my anxiety and depression has
ramped up tenfold... I have a young family to worry about and my daughter has had to be
home schooled do to our lack of freedom of choice... I will be aiming to escape this republic
with my family as life and our charter of right and freedoms is being taken advantage of...
Also, international law of crimes against humanity... At this point it is either escape, fight for
our freedoms physically or kill myself

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58669

There is not enough space here to explain but it’s been challenging to say the least.

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58670

It has allowed me to live it

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58671

Everything the liberal party has done has affected quality of life in alberta

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58672

I pulled my child from school and no longer participate in sports

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58673

Yes

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58674

I took the vaccine cause I didn’t have any choice, if I wanted to visit my mom. I can’t stand
the mask…I have asthma and pollyps and have trouble to breathe with a mask.

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58675

Financial, emotionally plus it’s ridiculous some of the rules

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58676

Father in-law died in the hospital alone, no one could see him, not even mother in-law

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58677

Terribly. I have nothing left.

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58678

Too Long to write here but it changed my life. I will strive to forgive and become trusting again
sometime in the future.

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58679

Stopped me fr flying back to AB fr NB

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58680

Extremely hard

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58681

I have 4 children, 2 of which battling mental health issues because of the pandemic... common
make it end already

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58682

Not being able to visit my dying parents. Watching people’s mental health decline.

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58683

Tragically. Work. 4 kids suffering. Extended family estranged. Brutal

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58684

It has limited me to be free in a free country. It forced me into getting vax which it didn’t want
to

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58685

They took my freedom

2/18/2022 5:10 PM

58686

High anxiety with my teens and myself. Isolation and depression.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58687

Limited freedoms, unable to travel, negative impact on relationships with families and friends.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58688

Very depressed

2/18/2022 5:09 PM
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58689

Mental health, my kid’s graduation, relationships. Vaccinated and got Covid…

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58690

Short staffed at work. Missed time if showing any symptoms. I have seasonal allergies but
any time I have them it’s mandatory 5 days off right now plus covid test. Haven’t been able to
travel. Technically shouldn’t be able to spend time with my boyfriend who is a trucker into the
states. Emotionally it has played a toll on me wondering what’s next. Not being able to be with
my mom on hospital while getting cancer treatment. Not being allowed to see family

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58691

Terribly! Mental health is very much affected

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58692

A loss of basic freedoms, i.e. we have been unable to visit our elderly mother in a hospital.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58693

These mandates and the divisiveness that they have triggered have given me deep anxiety,
depression over how broken Canada, our communities and families are. I fear relationships and
normalcy and human decency are lost

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58694

Mentally my family well being. My livelihood lost pay strain on my relationship Divide in my
immediate family

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58695

I have a history of pericarditis and scared to death to take the vaccine. Nonetheless, I need to
have a vac passport in order to do my practicum. They are making it impossible to take an
exemption even with my hospital record. Add to the fact that all the people I know got COVID,
have recovered nicely. The danger of the vaccine is higher than the danger of the virus.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58696

I can’t work in health care because I won’t get vaccinated

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58697

Mentally, job, church,

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58698

Awful being alone for 2 years no contact with family. Food is so pricy I can't afford to eat
anymore

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58699

Has made me hate the pm even more than I already did. He has to go.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58700

Restrictions++++

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58701

Wow I’m not quite sure I am prepared to Answer this question adequately. It has impacted
every aspect of my life I am too tired to even reply more.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58702

Nope

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58703

I feel like a prisoner. The mask makes me feel like musseled dog. I could not have a funeral
for my Mother. I can not visit my dad without a mask or a vaccine. No thanks. I have a
immune system, do not want the vax.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58704

Not being able to go anywhere, disagreements on the vax. Grandchildren crying they don't
want to wear masks and feeling ill when they do.get rid of this fan vax that has killed some
important people in my life!!!! People are suffering from it and dieing. It is not a safe vaccine,
it's meant too depopulize the world. Trudeau never took it, it's fake what he had on tv. He is out
of control. He is another Hitler. Get him out of power before he kills and hurts more people and
animas.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58705

Financially

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58706

Yes, I’ve lost my job, mental health and physical health has been negatively affected by the
mandates. It has caused division within in my family and friends and work place and it needs
to end now!

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58707

Taken away basic freedoms as a Canadian

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58708

Ruined relationships within families and friends Loved ones lost jobs

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58709

Piss me off. Will not vote Liberal

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58710

Millions lost- relationships ended- displacement. Zero confidence in medical community, -0
confidence in government, -10 confidence in media, zero confidence in educational institutionszero confidence in teachers unions. Zero confidence in judicial system.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58711

I can not travel being I'm unvaxxed die to the fact I'm alergic to a long list of pharmaceauticals
and have a blood clot disorder.would like to go see my family in the states.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58712

I am not able to go to my daughters events

2/18/2022 5:09 PM
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58713

Kept me healthy. Haven’t got Covid. Was able to get hospital care because there was room at
the hospital. None of my friends or family died of Covid etc

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58714

It's put terrible pressure on my family. Financial and Mental.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58715

Covid has affected my life - not the mandates

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58716

I was forced to get double vaccinated or not be able to attend my sons hockey games and
tournaments.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58717

It has made our lives hell for 2 years

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58718

Restricted movement and work opportunities. Less quality of life.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58719

No comment

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58720

Breathing through a mask is next to impossible for me, and thus has hindered me from
entering some businesses. Needs to stop!

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58721

Restricted me from travel, from many businesses. It is destroying my family. Haven't been
able to speak with my son in over 6 months, not allowed to see my grandsons. Prior to the
Vaccine Mandate we were looking for a big home so we could all live together. Our Prime
Minister, Health Minister, Premier and Provincial Health Officer should all be in jail. At the very
least removed from office.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58722

Everything is stressful

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58723

due to my RIGHT not to get jabbed... I have lost ALL social connections

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58724

I'm not allowed to fly. I wasn't allowed to go to movies or dine in. I'm not allowed to be exempt
from mask. Friends, family, co-workers,... Are more distant not just physically.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58725

In every single aspect, I didn't get to see my grandma before she died (not from covid)
because or the lock downs as well as many many other things. Nothing good has come from
them and they're not doing what they were supposed to. They don't work!!!

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58726

It has affected all 6 of my families mental health, our relationships with extended family,
increase cost in counseling. Affected cost of goods negatively. The mandates have brought
alot of sadness into our life

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58727

i have lost just about everything that i have worked all my life to live in peace

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58728

it has cut off family who are too afraid to gather. it has ruined christmas, birthdays, a wedding,
cut off friendships, travel, joy, hope for Canadians and caused vax injuries to 2 people i know.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58729

Destroyed my business . Drove prices sky high. Many items not available in stores I need.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58730

DEPRESSION

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58731

I have not been able to do any activities with my children, swimming/skating/sports. I have
struggled finding childcare to take other children to important medical appointments. Several of
those important appointments were rescheduled, some as much as a year later. Mental health
in children should not be rescheduled ever!

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58732

I still suffer from adverse reactions to the mandated vaccine. I work from home. I also tend to
be introverted and the mandates have made me nearly agoraphobic. I am so tired of the
divisive nature of the passports. Although I am compliant I have never used the QR code. I
think it sets a dangerous precedent. We don’t ask if someone has Hep B but I can see this
discrimination heading that way

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58733

In harsh ways!! I much rather would have had covid

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58734

My children have developed mental health issues due to mandates, divided opinions, and
discrimination

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58735

Suicidal

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58736

I am very depressed was feeling great without the vax and got covid from someone that had
the vaccine not impressed about that the masks makes my breathing worse just all a big scam

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58737

Made me feel like a 2nd class citizen. Felt like my point of view didn't count. Prevents me
from visiting my children in the states. Can't visit my mother -law, not my last living aunt.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM
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58738

It has allowed me to live with some sense of normalcy during a global pandemic.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58739

My kids at school. Lost my job

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58740

Lost my job and my family says I'm not welcome in their homes.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58741

Both my wife and I lost our jobs, as a result of not abbying by such coercive mandates. Which
are not lawful.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58742

Depression, lost income and work, mental health impacts on our kids, anxiety. Lost time with
my father that passed away

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58743

horribly

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58744

Loss of employment and income, loss of house, loss of friends and family, loss of recreational
activities. Health care worker who dedicated her life to helping others and have lost everything.
Stop this madness now.

2/18/2022 5:09 PM

58745

This country is divided and our prime minister did all of this

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58746

I cannot cross the border, go to restaurants, movie theaters, pools, gyms.

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58747

They have caused so much division, we are losing our rights to voice our opinion, I suffer of
anxiety already.. now to go shopping with everyone being masked is actually scary! There was
a day if you walked into a bank or Establishment with your face covered they would call police!
The crime rate in our city has gone up so high that the police can’t even keep up! I could go on
forever. The mandates do not work! We need to learn to live with Covid like we have learned to
live with the flu

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58748

Mandates have affected my life in many ways one being not being allowed to do common
things. From being pregnant, giving birth and now breastfeeding I have been advised not to get
the vaccinated. Due to this I can't do common everyday things, go to restaurants, travel, enroll
my kids in things like swimming, gymnastic, ect. These mandates need to be done with!

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58749

Masks are ok

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58750

I’ve spent the first years of my 20’s unable to experience the the typical early adult
development stages. I’ve watched a bunch of bigots and conspiracy theorists prolong this
pandemic by fighting the bare minimum required by the mandates. I’ve worked jobs that
actively put my health at risk because of hesitancy to enforce mandates.

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58751

Loss of seeing loved ones pass on without being able to say good byr

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58752

PTSD and my customer base shrank by 80% as well as my income.

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58753

Trapped in Canada. Unable to work. Scared due to death threats.

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58754

Huge negative impact... Lost business and nearly my home.

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58755

3 two week quarantines Two PCR tests that I believe to contain poisonous ingredients shoved
up my nose Lack of travel

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58756

I don’t go out

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58757

My husband lost three different jobs and is the sole provider of our family. He now works 2
weeks away from us. We separated for 3 months during the summer of 2020 and are still trying
to rebuild. We've put off having another child due to the tumultuous times, conditions and
restrictions. Our almost 4 year old was coded with a moderate speech delay and is enrolled in
ABC Headstart to aid him. This is all due to lockdowns as he could only associate with us
primarily. I'm grateful this was seemingly the biggest impact on him (other than our separation).
I had planned to go back to school and only till recently has it looked promising to even try that
venture. I have lost friendships and relationships. Even my relationship with my sister, sister in
law and step mother in law my be strained beyond repair. I've known 15 couples who separated
temporarily or permanently. My husband lost one of his best friends (and groomsmen) to
suicide from lockdowns, political extremes and outcomes, health and family complications. Oh
and not to mention we've been so financially strapped at times that we even had to resort to
hampers from the foodbank and supplementing with Flashfood app (selling almost expired food
for discount prices). This has affected us tremendously and we were actually quite lucky to
come out of this the way we have when so many others have experienced worse.

2/18/2022 5:08 PM
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58758

Lost 2 years of my life !!!!

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58759

It has infringed on my rights of freedom, free speech, free religious practices, free movement,
employment, purchasing food, health and wellness, family gatherings, funerals. etc. It has
affected my entire life.

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58760

No restaurant, no travel in 2 years.

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58761

It's bullshit

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58762

I can’t have visitors, including my own daughter, in the hospital after birthing my son.

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58763

We are f’d as Canadian citizen.

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58764

I am an adult and appreciate the need for all mandates to protect society. It has impacted my
life by keeping me and my loved ones alive.

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58765

By creating devision within Canada

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58766

Limitations on where I go to shop, discrimination, and causing division with family and friends

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58767

My children have lost sooo many opportunities. It has caused a great amount of stress on us
all. It has damaged relationships, caused deep hurt. Treated us like we are outcasts in
society....the effects are unreal ...too many to list. This must end NOW

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58768

I am a vaccine injured 58 year old with an autoimmune disease as a result of my vaccine
injury. However I have gone to extreme measures to be healthy and have not even had a cold
in over 13 years! Yet I am deemed a risk to health care and am labeled a racist misogynist,
radical etc. and obese, diabetics, smokers with cancer and cardiac issues etc. are never
penalized or segregated like I have been due to a personal medical decision. The fact that my
doctor CANNOT treat me (and give me an exemption) is criminal, as is the censorship of
esteemed and highly qualified doctors and scientists crying out for these emergency use
only.... with flawed studies and harmful...."vaccines" to be stopped, especially for children who
are at NO risk of covid. The conversations parents will most likely have with their kids in years
to come will be heartbreaking!! i.e. Why can't I have babies? Why do I have cancer? WHY DID
I HAVE TO TAKE an untested biologic with NO LONG TERM data??!!! This is NOT about a
virus, or health...in a real pandemic you would never fire health care workers and the death rate
would NOT be the same as it has been for 5 years or more!! WE are heading down a very dark
path if this tyranny continues.

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58769

In every way. My and my families right to choose. Our rights and freedoms have been infringed
upon. Our ability to follow logical thought, unimpinged by others negative emotional thinking.

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58770

My children are out of school. My family is divided. When I got sick with covid, I wasn't able to
get the hcq and ivermectin I wanted. There is tension in our church group. One family member
cannot come with me to visit my family in the US. My American family can't come to visit me.
End the mandates! Open the borders!

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58771

It has caused division and fear among family and friends. We have been unwelcome in
businesses, churches and homes. Mental health has suffered

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58772

It divided friendships

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58773

the loss of our Rights and freedoms. the two-tier system they've created has created division
and hatred towards people

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58774

Polirized family, lost friends and have had difficulty at work and church. This should have
stopped 18 months ago.

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58775

I have done what is necessary to stay healthy and I support the mandates, liberals, and
democracy. This occupation in Ottawa has violated numerous human rights, broken laws and
has been a horrific display of selfish, radicalized and lawless behaviour. I want my flag and
national anthem back! The occupiers in no way reflect my needs!

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58776

I lost my job because of the vax mandate and I have an 8 month old to support.

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58777

It has isolated me from family, friends and activities. I am a senior who lives alone. I have lost
faith in democracy and only now see that it is a totalitarian and dictatorship government this
prime minister practices. He has no cares for the Canadian People.

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58778

Made me feel forced to get the vaccine that I did not want in the first place

2/18/2022 5:08 PM
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58779

Depression anxiety , my daughter especially. Loss of sense of freedom and faith in my leaders

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58780

It has caused me to feel extremely isolated and like a prisoner.

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58781

Because I have chosen to not be vaccinated I can't go into any sit-down restaurants, but that
happened rarely before. I own and operate a store where customers often come in surges.
Number limits have sometimes been difficult. I've never enforced masks, but have always
worn one myself when customers are present. What I have hated the most is several of my
grandchildren choosing to receive the vaccine, not because of any belief in it giving protection,
but because of the sever limitations on activities and places they could go.

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58782

It has caused separation and division in my family. Forced my wife to get an unwanted
vaccination or she’d lose her job. I could go on and on.

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58783

Destroyed my childrens mental health, affected our finances

2/18/2022 5:08 PM

58784

Could not go to our 2nd house in Que and could not see family living in NB (border
restrictions), can not travel by train to go help elderly parents (travel restrictions), can not to go
a pool to do physiotherapy work for my injury recovery (pools closed), etc etc

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58785

Poor mental health

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58786

I can't go anywhere. Can't even travel to see family.

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58787

Not

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58788

Lost family and everything

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58789

Made it shit not being allowed to be with family

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58790

Not much at all. Curbed my going to restaurants a bit. that's all. Hardly worth thinking about to
keep out of the hospital both myself and family, and even strangers.

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58791

Negatively

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58792

In every way. Wife and I lost jobs, sold home, moving to another province, alienated from
family and friends, became a second class citizen and discriminateted against in many ways

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58793

Job interruptions/ loss/ interruption childhood activities and discrimination within friend groups/
division of friendships adult/ family/ wide array of adverse including death-

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58794

Mt business was severely affected, not seeing family in other provinces, inflation and ridulous
carbon tax

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58795

My dear Oma passed away isolated and alone in 2020. Torn families apart. Kept my children
and I unable to experience regular living; going swimming, go to the movies; birthday parties
etc. My children forced to wear useless masks on their faces at school.

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58796

It’s nothing I wouldn’t do anyways to protect others.

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58797

I personally lost 45% of my business due to mandates, my daughter has spent half her life in
lockdown , masks have created issues with our health , and the mental health has been a
issue. The hate towards one's choice is disgusting and children been bullied.

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58798

Lack of work, unable to consol,meet with family while I'll with non covid issues, poor medical
response.no financial help for my business or personally. Shots are not specific for covid virus
I expect to see health issues develop later from the shots. Travel was restricted. Dining was
restricted.

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58799

Caused and/ or increased depression, physical frailty, family division, social and community
contacts lost and strained, faith community division, financial hardship

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58800

I haven't gone out to restaurants and I've been more careful with friends, but I'm so glad that
we've stayed safe.

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58801

It’s cost my family money, Had affects on our mental health & activity & it’s been awful to
have so much activities in the community shut down.

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58802

It has not allowed our kids to grow up in a country that truly has freedoms. It has not allows us
to live our lives or go to events we have wanted to do. Not allowed our kids to do sports or

2/18/2022 5:07 PM
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activities they want. It has told us who is allowed in our house/cars which the government
should never be allowed to do!
58803

Depression, anxieties can’t breath with mask fear of the government and police

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58804

It’s kept my family, myself and others safe

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58805

It has made me feel like less of a person, it has affected me mentally and emotionally as a
mom who cannot take her child to many activities that promote mine and my child’s social and
emotional health. It has created a lot of anxiety and depression from people who hate anyone
who literally just wants to be able to choose something that could affect their lives on every
level.

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58806

My daughter can't stand this unhealthy social environment. The mandate will have harmful
social effects to all children that had to deal going through this.

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58807

watched people around lose their health after receiving the vaccine,including my best friend
who said after his 1st shot,he felt a little off,then he got his second shot and he said his balls
hurt,now he has a heart condition. figure it out.

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58808

It’s absolutely stupid! It’s so wish was how that it doesn’t work

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58809

isolation

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58810

In too many ways to say here. A new and grievous experience of classism overall.

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58811

Seriously, it’s divided my family. It’s cause hate towards the unvaccinated. It has affected my
children's lives negatively, they haven’t been able to go out to movies or restaurants. They
haven’t been able to travel. We haven’t been able to live normal lives. The mental stresses
has been extremely hard. We have had to help family members who have lost their jobs. We
can’t afford the new inflated prices of food, clothes, lumber, gas. Our programs have had their
funding cut, the prime minister is walking all over peoples lives and crushing the freedom that
Canadians cherish.

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58812

I lost most of my business by closing restaurants

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58813

Put strain on my family and financial situation

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58814

Don't want to live life like this

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58815

It has provided safety to my family, friends and loved ones.

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58816

It’s been totally bull shit right from the start on vaccine that doesn’t work. Waste of time
getting it!!!

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58817

I have had to pull my kids out of school because of the horrible psychological effects they
have. I am unable to take my children out for movies, swimming, and restaurants, family
members won't socialize with us, I have missed work, inflation is out of control, family
members are vaccine injured, my kids are missing out on activities they never would have, I
am missing out on those activities with my kids.

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58818

Division of friends, family, extreme stress at work, trying to support and raise children who
have lost two years of education.

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58819

Had an emotional breakdown last year, unable to get out when I wanted too, missed out on
lots, affected me mentally, and spiritually, unable to go to church was horrible. No or very little
connection with others, seniors locked up in nursing homes like prisoners, my husbands
grandma in home hasn’t been out free for about 2 years,tore away from family. His grandma is
lonely, doesn’t want to live, I haven’t seen my mom in over 2 years, she lives in North Dakota,
unable to see her anytime is cruel especially after her husband died from cancer none of us 4
kids were allowed to be there for her or help her, she’s disabled herself, she doesn’t have
family by her except a cousin. My husbands family is fearful of this virus, one sister is nasty
towards non vaccinated. Masks are hard to breathe in, they don’t help. My husband can’t wear
a mask for more then 15 min without getting sore throat and can’t breathe, he sits in vehicle
when we go places while I shop. Mandating vaccines is cruel, it should never be forced on
anybody. We missed out lots on eating out, going for coffee to connect with others. Medical
information is personal and nobody needs to know our health. Very hard being tore away from
family and friends with these mandates, casing so much divisio, anger and hate towards each
other, tearing folks apart. If I was still suicidal like I was years ago, I would have been a major
wreck, probably would have done away with myself. The Lord and church folks are bringing us

2/18/2022 5:07 PM
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through these tough times, we need each other not be torn about. No mandates should exist
like this. Very cruel
58820

Caused division amongst friends and family members

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58821

Wearing masks in the winter? Gamechanger. Will do it forever.

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58822

Screwed it up

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58823

Mental health has taken a toll on my family and I. This tyranny must end. These mandates
and passports are a disgrace to this country and what we stand for.

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58824

Negatively

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58825

Depression, suicidal thoughts, anxiety, wrecked relationships

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58826

Very depressing as I watch the people live in fear

2/18/2022 5:07 PM

58827

It hasn't, as I've never complied since Day 1

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58828

Been isolating, quit my job

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58829

Social distancing from my loved ones in care homes

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58830

Can’t get a job unless double vaccinated can’t go to a restraunt etc

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58831

Lost job, low income, depression, seclusion, angry civilians.

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58832

I have been called dirty and disgusting for my personal medical choice. When did hatred
become acceptable in Canada?

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58833

Depression, family and friends divided. Addictions, health, not being able to go to the gym.
Mental health. Not being able to travel outside of Canada without coming back and being
tested. Freedom. Financially.

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58834

It has caused mental and financial stress

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58835

Badly affected. I lost my faith in Canada, in ALL the Government institutions, in all the ideas
Canada was known upon. These mandates wrecked the entire country and irreversibly
damaged people. We are not China, we are not blindly obedient, we will not tolerate treating us
this way. Never.

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58836

I feel safer and better protected. I am better able to work and manage my life from home. I
have been able to remain COVID-free throughout the pandemic despite underlying health
concerns. I have not had to worry about infecting my parents or elderly relatives. I was able to
help my brothers (who work fly in, fly out jobs) remain working and keep their operations
running by keeping us all safe while still being able to visit and spend time with their families.

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58837

I support the truckers

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58838

In every aspect. Socially and employment wise

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58839

It has closed my business numerous times. It has stopped me from travelling. It has cut down
hours of employment which mean pay

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58840

Employment threatened. Financial costs$100 a week in testing. Discrimination from friends
and family and coworkers. Unable to volunteer at kids school. Upset kids. Unable to watch
kids sports at times and supervise. Depression.

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58841

I feel safer working in spaces knowing people had to be vaccinated to be there. The mandates
have helped keep people safe from serious COVID, and therefore have helped keep my
business in operation

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58842

Made my life miserable

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58843

I have been unable to see my grandchildren and participate as a volunteer in my child’s
school.

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58844

I have lost my job, I have not been able to travel in my own country (other provinces). My
mental health has suffered as I am not allowed to do anything with others. I am suicidal

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58845

Not good at all

2/18/2022 5:06 PM
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58846

Feel like a second class citizen. Bullied, cannot travel to the USA. Cannot breathe with masks
on. Do not believe Trudeau and all his paid off health and media.

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58847

Destroyed relationships; increased mental health issues, created

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58848

I'm unable to see family,attend restaurants, unable to seek certain health facilities, because of
my vaccination status. I'm chastised, threatened and ridiculed by people who have received an
experimental drug and now feel superior even with conflicting evidence showing its adverse
effects. I'm tired of being where I can go or whom I can be with our freedoms are being willfully
destroyed.

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58849

Terribly

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58850

Social life, relationshipsand mental health for sure

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58851

Impeded my ability to free movement, took away joy, impacted my finances, affected my
mental health, alienated friends and family

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58852

It’s made me fear for the future of my country.

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58853

Lonely!

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58854

Very little

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58855

Stressful, financially negative, have lost friends and have lessened relationship with family.
Kids have been grossly affected by all of mandates and restrictions. Mental health as a whole
is way down in the last 2 years

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58856

List my main source of income.. suicide thoughts... don't see why anyone wants to go on with
the way we are losing our freedom to choose!

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58857

Can't travel to visit family and friends can't visit my gramma in the nursing home

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58858

Like all Canadians the mandate has affected my life but that's is because covid has effected
my life.

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58859

Took away my freedoms

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58860

It has been a joy.

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58861

It uprooted my whole life in every way possible the shots don't do nothing a social distancing
does nothing call above did nothing panicking making things difficult standing in line for
groceries in the freezing cold took away our freedom I felt like I was in prison divided from
people family friends and All Above didn't do nothing for me I will wear mask gloves protection
and still got it covid-19 I'm angry because I ended up in the hospital died in the emergency
revived in the Hospital 12 days covid-19 treatments that's the way my life I'm still going
through it three to six months of treatments at home covid-19 After Effects directions for the
first shot that actions from the second shot the government lied to us said it was only
supposed to be a mild case my old case yeah right I lost my life still don't know what disease
is Left Behind inside of me I've been sick with this since October I'm been sick since last year
great from the last shot wearing mask hard to breathe in them your man days didn't work not
for me it didn't and this and this is February 2022 still sick from the virus all protections and
protocol was take it and it didn't work

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58862

Isolation from family. Depression, anxiety.

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58863

Depression

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58864

It has killed my friends.

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58865

Lose of income

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58866

It has kept me safe, and helped reduce death toll of covid. Mandates have helped lessen
pressure on healthcare, and given us all opportunity to reflect, pause, and focus on what's truly
important.

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58867

It's taken away migrated to choose where I want to go when I want to go. Without being
vaccinated or not

2/18/2022 5:06 PM

58868

Terribly

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58869

It has made me feel safer because it mandates compliance from those who “know better than

2/18/2022 5:05 PM
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science”. The mandates should end when science says they should.
58870

Lost job

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58871

Lost my job, my uncle died after second dose of vaccine. Worry about my children that took
vaccine and there might be hear conditions

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58872

Restrictions can’t move around without complying with h regulations

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58873

I have no more social skills ,my son was on team Canada snd now his window of going is
gone forever ,I life time of training gone

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58874

Hasn't affected me at all. I followed the guidelines, wore a mask as needed, got my vaccine.
All good!

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58875

Like many other Canadians, I have lost much work. I was forced to get double vaccinated in
order to take my young child to her extracurriculars. My body and hormones have changed
since being double vaxxed. I work in a restaurant and have had to turn perfectly healthy people
away because they did not have their vax pass. Heartbreaking. I hate this.

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58876

Cannot join in events, go places. See family

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58877

Socially haven’t had very much social communication with family or friends

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58878

Discrimination

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58879

Am not able to fly anywhere or watching my childrens sporting activities.

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58880

Our children have to live with what has happened .

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58881

PAin in the ass

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58882

I am unable to support loved ones in the hospital, I am unable to get on a plane, within my own
country, I haven't seen my parents or grandparents in over 2 years. I am depressed and
anxious all the time. I fear for the future of our country and the children of our country.

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58883

For a significant amount of time I have been deemed by our government is unclean. I have
been denied access to restaurants, gyms, movie theaters, government buildings, I have been
unable to take my children to the swimming pool or any other activities. We were denied
access to our ski hill. My daughter was denied a place on a team because she as a 13-yearold was unvaccinated. I had to fight with the local post office to get my mail because they
would not honour my medical mask exemption. My stress level over the last two years has
been unprecedented. I have watched my children ride the roller coaster of depression and
anger and frustration. I have been utterly embarrassed to be a Canadian. It was not until the
trucker protest then I realized that I was not alone in this and that many other Canadians were
feeling the same way. For once I feel some pride. I am proud of our “fringe minority”

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58884

More isolation

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58885

Limited my visits with my elderly mother and my brother dying of cancer. Eliminated my ability
to go to restaurants theatres or anything public that I used to enjoy. I will never follow another
mandate again as long as I live

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58886

Divided friends and family, children paranoid and stressed, young adults depressed unsure of
their future.

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58887

Not much. Had to wear masks for work and when one of my kids had cancer. NBD. Feel safer
in restaurants knowing everyone is vaccinated. Lack of mandates early on put my daughters at
risk at their work.

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58888

I can’t move freely, I can’t see family/friends, the mandates have negatively affected
relationships, feelings of isolation, feelings of despair for not having body autonomy.

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58889

Lost opportunities and potential schooling. Also lost privileges to go into restaurants, sports
games and the gym.

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58890

mentally and financially

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58891

Watching the children suffer!!!

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58892

It’s restricted my ability to live freely

2/18/2022 5:05 PM
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58893

I wont take the vaccine so I can't go anywhere

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58894

Loss of work and savings

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58895

Job loss,segregation, emotional and social segregation, discrimination

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58896

I can't stop thinking of communism , and it worries me.

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58897

Kept me safe

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58898

Visiting family friends etc, financial.

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58899

Being ostracized for having an opinion other than the government's.

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58900

Affected lots of my travel to work. I work cross border.

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58901

I had to quit my job because my employer would not honour my mask exemption.

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58902

Limited my freedom and relationships and mental health

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58903

It has created divisions in my family, friendships, church, work and community. It has set
those who were once friends against each other. It has resulted in me personally being
discriminated at in my work place and has resulted in coercion of many friends, family and
coworkers who did not want to follow the mandates. It felt they had no other choice if they
wanted to continue paying their bills and providing for their families

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58904

Job interviews have been cut short because I disclosed I was unvaccinated. My brother was
denied medical care because of his vaccination status. My mother lost her job even though
she works 100 percent from home because of her vaccination status. The premier and media
have divided this country. Time to go back to normal.

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58905

Can’t get healthcare, dental or otherwise because I refuse to submit to tyranny

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58906

Missed family visits with elderly parent in carehome. Missed celebrations of university
graduation celebrations, milestone birthdays and anniversaries, family gatherings, church
gatherings, friends gatherings.

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58907

Made me not want to go to stores or do anything where I need to wear a mask, limited where I
can go and who can I see

2/18/2022 5:05 PM

58908

Relationship, work , familly life !!!

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58909

The division this has created in Canada is heartbreaking. I now live in fear of what will come
next. When bank accounts are being frozen and people unable to feed their family because of
donating to a cause they believe in it is a scary time.

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58910

Restrictions of freedom of choice

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58911

Family lost jobs in Health care

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58912

Made me much sicker than before these mandates!

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58913

I had to pay to get a Covid test to keep my job. Unacceptable!

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58914

I can barely feed my family, will be homeless soon.

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58915

Horribly

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58916

Pain in the ass

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58917

Mentally it has been awful for our family of 5. Enough is enough

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58918

Anxiety, stress, isolated, damaged my childrens growth and mental health.

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58919

Made me disgusted to be Canadian

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58920

Unable to see family mementos and lack of social interaction

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58921

Too many ways to state

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58922

I was unable to hug, kiss, hold my mom's hand for the last 18 months of her life because she
was in a nursing home. Despite me being tested regularly and consistently testing negative
and being healthy. She died July 2021 at the age of 64. I will never get that time with her back.

2/18/2022 5:04 PM
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58923

Job, family, friends health etc.

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58924

Limited social interaction and wellbeing, access to fitness facilities, lost work and had to find
other work making 1/2 previous.

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58925

Too many negative ways to even start a list

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58926

I lost my job, my mental health is not what it used to be.

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58927

I'm unable to have social gatherings with friends in my community, unable to go to restaurants
and I'm unable to travel.

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58928

It’s kept me alive…and my fellow citizens safer

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58929

Depression, weight gain, feel like a person is in a communism country

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58930

Can’t see friends/family. Cant eat at a restaurant. Cant visit family in hospital dying from
cancer. Lost my job etc….

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58931

Lot of extra stress on my family

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58932

Have hardly seen any family since Covid began. Haven’t seen my only living grandparent in
almost 2 years.

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58933

I have not been able to see family as they live in other provinces. I have known friends and
family who have been required to take a vax in order to keep their employment. I have not
been to places that require a qr code as this is causing division amongst people.

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58934

I find myself terrified to voice a simple opinion that medical freedom is a right. I find myself
terrified that my freedom of speech is gone and that human rights now mean nothing in my
country. I have been targeted for publicly voicing this opinion and called a "murderer" for not
getting an experimental medicine in a shot, in my arm, that not only DOESN'T stop the spread
of covid at all, it is actually proven to harm people. I am absolutely sickened at the response
of my country to this pandemic, and I no longer have any illusion of freedom. I feel like a
prisoner on the earth that I live on. I'm also watching the deployment of military to break up a
peaceful and constitutional protest. I am terrified that my children have to grow up in brutal,
orwellian, dictatoriship, joke of a society.

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58935

It has affected my life as the way I see everyone else's life affected. So many people are
confused As well as paranoid. Too many Lies Have been happening With our government as
well As health professionals From lock out to Vaccines effectiveness As well as all mandates.

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58936

My mental health has taken a beating

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58937

Segregation of Canadians Depreciation Anxiety in crowed areas Living in fear of the next news
feed

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58938

I’ve been bullied, harassed, ostercized and belittled. And for what? I’m So sad and lonely and
my kids are also feeling this. I work in the schools and it’s absolutely shameful what we have
done to them

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58939

Greatly

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58940

I was unable to do my job for nine months my transplant surgery appt have delayed numerous
times

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58941

Not enough time with family, not enough work, lost employment opportunities, and complete
loss of confidence in federal and provincial government.

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58942

Minor inconvenience. What’s affected it more is asshole “freedom” whiners.

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58943

Isolation, travelling

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58944

It’s harming me and my family mentally, morally…

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58945

A lot

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58946

I live in Florida - but I feel for my Canadian neighbors - and my US neighbors living under
tighter restrictions

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58947

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 5:04 PM
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58948

They have destroyed it.

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58949

I lost my job, and my family has been divide especially after the Prime Minister brainwashing
them on vax status, I am vaccinated but I believe in choice

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58950

Reduced income and schooling. Much stress at school, in families, and virtually every sphere
of life.

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58951

Ruined it

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58952

Probably kept me from dying to be honest. I'm high risk and feel thankful that we have had
health canada directing our actions with science backed policy

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58953

People are not meant to be isolates. It has caused depression, loss of time spent with family
and friends. It has been incredibly hard on my children that are forced to wear masks missing
the opertunity to learn faciL expression which is a huge part of learning language while they are
growing up. The list goes on. This must end

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58954

Depression, anxiety, financial hardship

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58955

Watch the Serb waste Canadian money destroy Canadian businesses

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58956

Separated and DIVIDED from Family members and watched helpless Elderly parent get
transferred and die in a nursing due to unable to be supported and cared for by family
memebers because of RESTRICTIONS AND LOCKDOWN

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58957

They have allowed me and my family to stay safe. My grandfather is extremely vulnerable to
COVID and I’m certain these mandates and the vaccine has kept him safe.

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58958

I live off grid with a very small carbon footprint. I have no running water so I rely on my local
YMCA as a place to stay healthy and cleanly. As I'm not vaccinated, I'm no longer able to use
their services. As a result, my basic hygiene has suffered and I've gained 20 pounds, both of
which, if unchecked, will lead to medical issues in the future, putting more strain on our
underfunded already struggling medical system.

2/18/2022 5:04 PM

58959

Negatively

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58960

It has created illness and stress beyond your greater imagination. It has destroyed family
connections and more.

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58961

I can't go home

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58962

Ridiculous

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58963

For 2 years I have been unable to see an eye doctor, a therapist, purchase my own groceries
and supplements in some stores, cannot eat out in a restaurant. I cannot wear a mask due to
asthma. I am allergic to asthma medications, so cannot risk an attack. My wrist on my writing
hand has not worked and is in pain since Nov., and unable to find out the problem or remedy. I
am unable to go into the credit union or bank to do transactions. When this is over, I realize I
may not be able to interact normally in social situations. I've lost many friends from not being
injected and from believing in restoring our democracy and freedoms. At times suicide was
contemplated, over being jabbed and dying from illness due to a reaction to the shot. It has
been hell and must be what some experienced during WW1 and WW2, constant stress and
trauma. The only difference is I didn't need to wear a yellow star. To realize what is happening
to the children is the worst torture a person can endure. Makes a person realize how the
natives suffered when their children were ripped from them and put into residential schools. It
has been generational trauma for natives, and now for the entire world, except those
brainwashed by the censored lies on the main stream news.

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58964

In every way

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58965

It has put my job in jeopardy, caused me mental and emotional distress because of the
segregation. It also, has effected my kids mental and emotional development because of all
the online learne and missed time. The hateful,divisive and violent language towards a certain
group of people in our society has made it so my family so divided. The fabric of Canada I'd
falling apart. We need to unite again! Enough is enough.

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58966

It has kept me and my loved ones safe and alive. I am deeply thankful for it and believe we
need stronger mandates

2/18/2022 5:03 PM
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58967

not much

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58968

I have had medical issues and still am waiting for answers as to what 's my diagnosis. Not
seeing family. There are too many to mention.

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58969

Segregation! Not allowed to go to church!!!!!

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58970

Lost wages, lost family business, loss of work, mental health!!!! EVERY ASPECT! Do I have
to tell you about the inflation… groceries, gas, housing , utilities…..

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58971

Both my kids are in therapy due to depression and anxiety , I was able to keep my job and
work from home.

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58972

Social life

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58973

Created division, isolation and loss of work for my husband

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58974

These mandates have caused my anxiety to rise so much, I hate going anywhere and I hate
wearing masks because I feel claustrophobic. They have caused so much segregation
between people and have made unvaccinated people feel like less then vaccinated people.

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58975

Loss of employment, isolation, and anxiety.

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58976

Loss of job. Discrimination, health

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58977

i got fired from my job and lost my house due to no income this ruined my life

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58978

It’s destroyed my small business, and affected my mental state. I’m unraveling, and I’m not a
weak person. I’ve HAD IT with being considered a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58979

It has effected my workplace in that soon my coworkers will Not be allowed to work if they are
not vaccinated

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58980

Lost work and financial controlof my life

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58981

Separation from family and friends, confusion due to daily changing rules and conflicting
information.

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58982

Has made life harder to get medical attention , it has caused unneeded extreme inflation due to
mandates,it has caused hoarding , food prices have almost doubled, its an anti.social feeling
when you go out

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58983

Made breathing difficult, SEVERELY restricted our social lives (although MUCH better off than
many we know), denied us entertainment of all kinds & generally made life a daily ordeal.
Details would fill an encyclopedia, HELL, TEN encyclopedias.

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58984

It pretty much destroyed every part of social life and affected small businesses badly

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58985

Depressed

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58986

Everything.. division, lost friendships, no travel, can’t see elderly parents.. the list goes on and
on.

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58987

Increased my faith in God. Mandate has alienated and divided my country and family. I’ve
completely list all trust in all levels of government and the legacy media owned by government.
Made me stand up for what is right in God’s eyes like protecting children from the killing jab.

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58988

It has caused depression. Tension with family members. Can’t take vacations for mental
health and breaks from life.

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58989

Mentally, my business is not making money, depressed, feel like I don't have any rights
anymore, not sure if I would be treated if I go to the hospital.

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58990

masks agitate my breathing. experimental injections feel dangerous. my employers are fearful.
society is unfriendly. kids in my life are not learning properly or picking up cues. there is no
freedom for me to worship or shop or travel in the way a free society should operate. there is
no mental health outlet, gyms are closed or limited. i can't have a gathering.

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58991

It has aged me. Stressed, depressed. No exercise. Gained weight. Locked in my home. Not
able to see friends. Not able to travel. Not able to vacation. Not able to leave the country on
business. Lost my job and income. Ruined life-long relationships.

2/18/2022 5:03 PM
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58992

I a toddler who has yet to experience life outside of our acreage.

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58993

I’m immunosuppressed due to treatment of Ankylosing spondylitis. Limits risk of going to
medical appointments.

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58994

Ruined the freedom of our great country

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58995

Like everyones: took our freedoms and rights

2/18/2022 5:03 PM

58996

Stress, divided family and friends, loss of travel, loss of fun, can’t visit friends because of their
fear. Mother died alone as we were not able to visit her, this is a crime. After she died we were
told to bring in the whole family yo visit her. We were all so mad and insulted, there she was
with her eyes open mouth open and pooped pants. What a memory. Dr Bonnie should be put in
jail, so should Trudeau, he is a poor excuse for a Prime minister

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

58997

Lost my job due to being forced to get the jab. My body my choice

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

58998

Everything !!! Not seeing my kids or grandkids, going our, wearing a masks makes me have
anxiety as I have problems breathing, Weiss getting together with friends, people die and you
can't even have a proper funeral...loved ones in elderly homes, ...its like were trapped in our
own home !!!

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

58999

Lost my job & my partner

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59000

It has kept the people I love safe and saved millions of lives. I was happy to make a few minor
sacrifices to protect others.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59001

Torn apart families and friends. messed with my business. MADE me worried to go shopping.
Worried about children and grandchildren

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59002

It has caused isolation, fear of reprisal for what I believe, caused division in my family. Not
able to enjoy the things I normally would because of the restrictions.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59003

For the better. Business is doing well, and God is sifting his church and has me and a group in
the midst of planting a new church. Spritual growth had been huge

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59004

Socially and emotionally

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59005

Travel, Eating Out, Social Gatherings, Separating People between being vaccinated or not
being vaccinated.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59006

Haven’t been able to travel or go out to eat with friends.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59007

Vax pass has prevented many things

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59008

I was unvaccinated until I felt forced to get the first shot in November 2021. I was not able to
coach, was ridiculed by colleagues, family and friends. I no longer talk to my sister who told
me that she did not feel safe being around unvaccinated people. My youngest daughter ended
up getting the vaccine because she was not allowed to play sports in school or with her club
team. My son went through quite extreme anxiety in Grade 12 to thenpoint where he could not
wake up to go to school or work. My daughter stopped eating and was broderline anorexic.
Prior to covid and the useless mandates, my family did bot have any of these problems. So, to
answer your question, the mandates have been horrible.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59009

It has been very hard - lonely, isolating, discriminatory, divisive, and in my opinion, completely
unnecessary.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59010

My family is unable to travel freely, we are unable to conduct our regular activities that bring us
enjoyment. My child is unable to attend in person schooling, has been dealing with depression
due to isolation from normal society. The mandates have caused more long term mental health
issues and trauma to people (especially children) than the virus ever could. The mandates and
divisive actions from our government has turned, family, friends, and neighbours against each
other. It all needs to STOP, IMMEDIATELY!

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59011

They are preventing me from seeing my dying father in Australia.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59012

Very harmful to my children and my own mental health and business

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59013

It's effected our Freedoms, and our children. They need a normal life that Canada would
provide for children. They need freedom of speech, freedom of choice and be able to go to
school, play sports and develop as a normal child should. This country I used to once be proud

2/18/2022 5:02 PM
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of, I am not proud of any more. Let's get back to our Canadian Freedoms Canada was known
for.
59014

I won't travel or go to restaurants. I feeling the entire country is against one another. Masks
make me feel even more claustrophobic.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59015

My family was been unable to use public rec centres, rest at a restaurant, or see a movie from
September to February. We are currently unable to leave the country by any means. My
children have missed birthday parties and two years of dancing lessons for to physical
distancing, masking, and vaxx requirements. My father-in-law barred us from his house until he
and my mother-in-law got their third booster vaccine. This was after they and we had an
recovered from Covid-19. I was unable to celebrate my 40th birthday with friends and family
due to vaxx passport requirements. My children have not had an actual field trip in school for
two years.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59016

Kept my elders safe. Kept my cancer patient wife alive.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59017

Lost my job

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59018

These mandates have caused great stress in my life. I work for AHS I have been off of work
because of how my work environment has been so toxic and the masks have braught back
memories of my childhood trauma. My fellow coworkers have treated me like I am crap on the
bottom of shoe because I am not vaccinated. They have miss treated patients based on their
vaccine status they have with held medications to help keep them comfortable. The
Rollercoaster of you can work no you can't was beyond mentally tiring and I don't even know if
I have a job at the end of March. My kids 13, 10 years old and, 18 months old have also
suffered with not being able to go swimming, play some sports, go do extra activities because
of not being vaccinated and I cannot afford to test them all the time. Also school is an issue
as well my middle child is behind she is in grade 5 and at a grade 3 level for reading. We are
having a hard time catching her up. We have never made lock downs like this ever with any
other pandemics nothing good has come from these mandates. Covid I'd just a tool!!!

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59019

Isolation, financially, emotionally.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59020

Depressing.......

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59021

My spouse and I have both been devastated by the mandates. We have lost our jobs and no
longer have income or income support. Travel restrictions have prevented me from seeing my
children in Alberta and have been unable to travel freely internationally. We are very anxious
that our freedoms and human rights that have been lost. We do not have any fear whatsoever
of the virus, yet have great fear that we will be forced to defend our right to bodily autonomy
and be forced to take this unwanted, ineffective treatment.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59022

Masks, distancing, vaccines have kept me—and my 95-year-old mother with COPD—alive, so
that’s a pony on the good side.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59023

I’m so many ways,, but the one that will hurt my heart forever and has caused my family a
great deal of sadness was not being able to visit our Grandmother, she has passed and not all
of us got to see her because she passed. My eldest son was forced to get the vaccine against
his better judgment. It has caused division and segregation.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59024

Mental health

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59025

I have be alienated from my friends and family and co workers. I seem to have lost hope for
any future in my country.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59026

I have not been able to take my kids swimming, skating, going to restaurants etc because of
the vaccine mandate. How is this a free country? We have a dictator as a prime minister and
he needs to go. I’ve never seen a person in authority use so much division in my life

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59027

Lost my job, friends and family have been divided, stress level is very high, my partner got
myocarditis from vaccine.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59028

Poor mental health. Brown family relationships. My father will no longer speak to me bc of the
division these political leaders have made. Of the health system is broken, fix the health
system! Don’t pick up healthy ppl and take away their rights and freedoms! Follow the money
trail. The leaders are all corrupt and bought

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59029

Anxiety, depression, stress

2/18/2022 5:02 PM
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59030

No, not in a rural community.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59031

It has kept me alive. Thank you science!

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59032

Created a lot of stress. I feel marginalized as a citizen. I have completely lost my trust in the
provincial and federal systems of government that have abused their authority. I have lost
confidence in the medical field. I no longer trust the major media, CBC.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59033

Mentaly

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59034

It has shown me how bad the political situation has gotten in Canada.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59035

Nada

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59036

All of them

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59037

Caused division!!

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59038

I was lied to by Trudeau, he said all we will need is 2 vaccines, than all the sudden we need a
3rd? And a bunch of boosters?

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59039

My kids haven’t seen my parents in two years as they can’t travel to meet me. My youngest
has never met my dad face to face.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59040

Kept me from going abroad as I choose.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59041

Not a bit

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59042

Family members lost jobs

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59043

Taken my job. Delayed my surgery.

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59044

All our rights & freedoms have been stripped from Canadian citizens

2/18/2022 5:02 PM

59045

The mandate has affected my life but most importantly my kids life. Can’t see friends, grand
parents, uncles, aunties etc. They are supposed to be creating a immune system not having to
wear a mask and put sanitizer everyday. They were supposed to have a good education with
our school programs but instead they kept sending them home with technology in their face to
learn. Kids IQ have dropped because of this! We were not able to do sports, because of a
medical decision that doesn’t affect anybody else than us. Sport is a thing to help with mental
health. We need this! I wasn’t able to finish my college cause of the mandates, cause if you’re
not vaccinated you can’t enter. Family has been divided from the ones that are vaccinated and
the ones who aren’t. In my opinion the solution was worse than the problem.

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59046

Hugely!!! I am depressed, may lose my job, lost family & friend relationships - so sad for all of
us 😢. I am still waiting on a surgery date. Trudeau & Bonnie Henry have to go!

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59047

Divided our family,as well as many friendships. It has created depression and poor health due
to lock downs. Created feelings of isolation and isolated my dearest friend who now has
dementia that I cannot visit. This is cruel and unnecessary stress for two years likely
shortening our lives in the foreseeable future.

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59048

Hard to breathe with masks, not able to go to see family and friends, eat out in restaurants,
etc!!!

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59049

Reduced income. Division b/w friends n family Mental health Comply or Discrimination in
restaurants public locations, International travel is extremely time consuming and each country
has different rules Ever increasing 2 wks to flatten curve Taking away charter of freedom rights
under guise of emergency.

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59050

Made it safer

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59051

I'm now secluded and depressed. I've lost all sense of freedom. I feel defeated

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59052

I have been unable to live my life freely and have fair treatment medically.

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59053

Divided Families, Friends, and Churches. I feel that we no longer live in a free country and I
can't speak up for my stance on the mandates because if I do I am alienated and looked down
at and called stupid, but I believe that the mandates go against our rights of freedom as
Canadian citizens I feel that the government is manipulating and dictating our country and no
longer letting citizens have a voice to make their own choices. In a country that has always
taken pride in being a free country and having a democracy for a government, it sure seems

2/18/2022 5:01 PM
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that we have more of a dictatorship or communist government. After going through these
mandates and being the odd one out as non vaccinated I now can understand what the Jews
felt going through the holocaust, you feel that you don't belong and when people know that you
are un vaccinated you are the scum of the earth and they make you feel that you are stupid
and don't know anything even if you have done extensive research and made the choice on
personal reasons, no one wants to listen to you unless you share the same views. In a country
where discrimination is highly looked down at I feel that discrimination at un vaccinated people
is raging and almost like it's incouraged. I feel that our leaders are going against everything our
country stands for and believes in.
59054

Worsening mental health. Suicide ideation

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59055

These mandates have almost destroyed my family. I have had to turn to medication which has
taken the edge off but it is no where near where my mental health was 2 years ago. They have
put our family in to substantial amounts of debt that we have not recovered from. My children
have never known what a normal school or childhood should be. They have been consumed
with anxiety and sadness. We went from being strong liberal supporters to not trusting anything
about our government. What they are doing to the truckers and protesters, threatening, stealing
their fuel, their money, pointing guns at citizens that in no way have become violent. This is
not Canada. Everyone is realizing this, its time the liberal and ndp stepped aside.

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59056

Minor inconvenience

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59057

It has depressed my children. It has made me anxious in the grocery store and it has affected
many of my relationships negatively

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59058

I haven't been sick for 2 years - that's a pretty neat bonus. It's been hard though, but I feel it's
worth it. I miss traveling. I think we're close to the right time to end this but I think we should
approach it non-politically; using an evidence-based approach.

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59059

My wife has been on unpaid leave since November so now it’s harder to pay the bills

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59060

Every day life

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59061

Mental health issues, job loss, loss of housing, etc. *Job loss even though my doctor doesn’t
want me to be vaccinated. Work declined my medical exemption.

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59062

Unnecessary mandates have hampered my life by not allowing me to see my family and
celebrate important dates and occasions with them. It has also caused unnecessary costs
with buying masks and travelling 100 miles to get a jab for work. Also unable to go to a gym
which hinders health. Unable to socialize which causes mental health breakdown.

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59063

I have been unable to go out and enjoy talking to others and seeing their happy smiling
faces.cannot get my cat to vet. Go out with friends and family..this has to end.

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59064

I’m a parent, of a child who wasn’t able to get a vaccine until recently. I have elderly parents
and an autoimmune disease which also puts me at risk. I’m vaccinated and the mandates
have made me feel safer to have freedom to still be able to live freely and feel somewhat
protected from Covid.

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59065

Stress of losing my job. Division in family because of differing opinions about the mandate.

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59066

Divided my family Made it hard to shop or socialize with friends and family Can’t travel!!

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59067

Stress! Worry! I can’t go out and do things with my friends. I can’t go on a date with my
husband. I feel very discriminated against

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59068

Have gained 40lbs of weight, feel anxious and hateful at times.. and have less money because
of carbon taxes and inflation that have been created around the pandemic .. it’s time to end
this

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59069

I do not want to put this vaccine in my body. It gives me anxiety to be forced to put something
in my body that hasn’t been around for awhile. I want to have child and scared this could
hinder my ability. How do we know the long term affects? Family and friends have grown apart.

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59070

Not me , my family and grandchildren

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59071

Lead to extreme isolation for my teenage children. Robbed them from many milestones and
celebrations they can never get back. Forced us to sale our home due to struggling financial

2/18/2022 5:01 PM
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situation and uncertainty in the economy. Pitted us against our own family members due to the
divided viewpoints Publicized by the propaganda spewed by the Canadian media outlets.
59072

my 12 year old has lost 2 years of her childhood and deserves a better life. Also my work
suffers and my marriage is on the brink of failure due to the social split in how we view this.

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59073

currently am being segregated at work for not being vaccinated I'm an no longer allowed to
work. can't fly to visit family that almost died. cause stress

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59074

My mental state has changed I don’t get to see my family and friends. The separation between
people is disgusting vax not vaxxed we’re all human let us live as such with no division please

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59075

I was forced to get a vaccine in order to support my family and I.

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59076

I cannot see my grandmother in long term care and finding a new job.

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59077

👎🏻

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59078

Limited where I can go, what I can do, made me somewhat depressed, didn’t allow me contact
with those I love and want to support. Labelled me as “conspiracy theorist” or “undesirable to
be around”, because of my choices. I was harshly spoken to on several occasions because I
wasn’t wearing a mask; I have a medical exemption, and wasn’t allowed into certain
establishments inspite of my except status.

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59079

Been seriously adversely affected. Can't travel, can't visit loved ones, family members lost
employment...and much more.

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59080

Locked 🔒 downs, Not being able to travel to visit family members in Canada 🇨🇦 east and west ,
Without all these tests “”q-tips stuck up my nose, vaccines that don’t work”” showing your
private health papers to strangers”” wearing a mask everywhere I go, being forced to wear a
mask 😷 I would wear one flu 😷 season time , if I thought it would help me if I’m catching a fill
out in the crowd at a mall “ I don’t wear a mask anyway I wear the face shield “””other than that
I don’t wear it at all.

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59081

Unsure of job security - greatly decreased income - very poor mental/physical health - isolation

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59082

Yes I have grandchildren that can’t be in sports or be fkn free in general we will never put that
SATAN juice in our bodies I will die for them

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59083

I get to spend more time with my kids. We don’t get to go out as much however in turn, I
haven’t lost anyone important to me, and that’s all that matters.

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59084

lost job due to mandated vaccine at work

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59085

We haven't been able to travel across Canada to see family, we don't see our neighbors or
friends any more, we are not allowed to eat a restaurant or go to a movie, or just move around
in social gatherings at all.

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59086

Distorted my business, hurt my childrens psychological well being, hurt some family members
with vaccine injuries

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59087

Has ruined it!!

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59088

Social anxiety

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59089

Forced me to retire earlier than planned

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59090

This has distanced family and friends. Jobs lost and businesses shut down

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59091

It has put unnecessary stresses on my family and children. We have lost much in the way of
personal connection with our community and neighbours. The PM has divided the country and
this needs to end.

2/18/2022 5:01 PM

59092

Lost hundreds of thousands of dollars. Business owner. Don't like being called name by the
prime Minister. What an awful person

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59093

Lost work, friends and some family over this BS

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59094

Travel within Canada and abroad. Has also put a strain on my mental health.

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59095

Loss of my freedom's

2/18/2022 5:00 PM
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59096

It has not. I believe in applying health measures to keep all vulnerable people healthy.

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59097

Annoying, not travelling

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59098

Isolation and children's mental health

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59099

It ruined it,lost my job and I can't fly anywhere in Canada to find a new job

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59100

It has hurt my friends and family

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59101

I lost my job. I am falling behind on my bills. I have used up all my savings. I do not have
freedom to visit my family across Canada.

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59102

Tremendously

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59103

Kicked out of much of my university program, reduced church numbers, inability to gather with
friends and family in bigger groups, Inability to travel to see family, harder time maintaining
good mental, physical, emotional and spiritual health.

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59104

Greatly increased my quality of life as I participate in society by caring for others. This
pandemic is shit and we all have to work together to keep everyone safe.

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59105

Can’t go to church without a mask ,can’t attend our grandkids hockey ,volleyball and other
sport games without a passport prove of vaccine ,can’t attend our grandkids school programs ,

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59106

Lost my job

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59107

Locked up at home

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59108

Can't take my kids anywhere .

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59109

Saved me from getting Covid. Protecting the elderly, immunocompromised and children from
dying . It’s a good thing

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59110

The same way it has affected everyone else

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59111

Na

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59112

Isolation, family division, missing out on family events, I now have a daughter with anxiety

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59113

Mentally, divisive, extremely upset with our politicians and medical experts.

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59114

Ruined friendships - caused division in the family - stopped me from going out and supporting
local restaurants or movies -my daughter has been ostracized in school for removing her mask
2 weeks ago by the teachers

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59115

It affect my mental, my social… it’s stressed me way too much!

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59116

I have lost a son.

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59117

Divided friends and family

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59118

All

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59119

Anxiety, depression not being able to see my father in the care home he passed away without
family members with him !!!!

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59120

Division in society, anger, frustration, loss of trust in all government. Depression and anxiety
are parts of my everyday life along with frequent thoughts of suicide.

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59121

My mom is in assisted living. She has been shunned to her 300 sq foot apt for almost 2!years.
She can’t eat in the dining room because she won’t get the vaccine. I can’t go to Winnipeg to
see her! She’s 87 yrs old.

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59122

I barely leave my home. I have respiratory issues and masks cause breathing issues. I am not
allowed an exemption.

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59123

Lose of freedom

2/18/2022 5:00 PM

59124

Depression, loss of job, restrictions

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59125

My freedom to choose!

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59126

It makes me sad how many people live in fear 😱 still 2 years later afraid to live

2/18/2022 4:59 PM
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59127

Isolation from family and friends has affected my mental health a wellness. Made it difficult to
seek help for other health issues. Taken two years of my retirement freedom from me. Ability
to travel freely even within my own country.

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59128

Job loss, anxiety, segregation of family members due to Justin Trudeau’s comments

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59129

My children cannot play sports and it is very depressing not being able to spend time with
friends and family like we used to

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59130

I want to kill our prime minister! He's given me mental health issues and I want him to suffer

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59131

Lost my job as a registered nurse for believing in medical freedom

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59132

All I can think of are big hard cowboy cocks! I want to suck them and get fucked by them! 18
at a time, if I can get it!

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59133

I have not been able to get needed medical treatments. My son lost his schooling, his
appartment, and his mental health declined. My daughter lost her job, and her apartment. I
could not travel to the UK to support a sick relative. I could not be there to support my
daughter while giving birth. I have been stigmatized, and segregated in my community.... the
list goes on

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59134

Hurt business

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59135

Have two out of my 3 children with neurological issues and self harm tendencies. Anxiety and
depression for myself and family members Loss of work Fear of being unable to support family
Fear for my safety and health Fear of our future and that of our children's when our current
freedoms and rights acts, laws, bills and by-laws are so malignantly dismissed Fear of the
hatred, mental and physical abuse displayed by others towards those (us) that are against
these mandates and the righteousness they feel in doing so due to Trudeau's malicious,
tyrannical, and demonizing words and actions he has displayed towards us. Loss of
relationships with family and friends Just to name a few...

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59136

Not allowed to work for AHS if not vaccinated. Witnessed families being kept from their loved
ones because of AHS and their stupid restrictions, so depressing

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59137

There isn't one part of my life that hasn't been affected by these mandates.

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59138

Husband lost his job. Kid in Kindergarten suffering because of the mask mandate on many
levels. We are excluded from many activities because of the pass mandate, skating,
swimming, yoga, restaurants.

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59139

It has negatively affected my family life, my mental health, my work life, the lives of my
children and grandchildren. It has caused wedges in relationships, negatively affected us
financially, and made our family afraid for the future for us all, and for our future generations!!! I
believe that what the Trudeau government (with the help of the NDP) has been doing has left a
black mark on our country, our people, our flag, and our lives…which will take many years, if
not generations, to fix….shame on all of them!!

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59140

I was unable to say good bye to my dying father. Amongst other things

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59141

Destroyed several family relationships, prevented me from going to Hawaii and Mexico, lost
friends, forced to retire, suffering depression and isolation

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59142

We can’t have family reunions big weddings funerals can’t see specialists can’t visit sick
relatives the list goes on

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59143

Collateral damage has caused at least 15 excess deaths in our small community of less than
800 people. Not one covid death.

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59144

Broke

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59145

Poorly

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59146

It's put unnecessary stress on my whole family. We are low income as it is and already have
stress when shopping and to see empty shelf, wearing masks and having to follow arrows is
getting to be to much on my existing health. Having to wait to enter a store put unnecessary
pain into my day that could have been used to get groceries and be out of the store faster. My
kids lack of social life and proper education has caused more issues. I have 3 teens that have

2/18/2022 4:59 PM
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missed out on birthdays, holidays and other family and friends social time. Suicide is my
biggest fear if the mandates don't end because so many are at a breaking point
59147

I can't see my family anymore and some friends.

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59148

I got the vaccine under duress and felt violated and forced. My husband is on LWOP since
Nov.15 for not disclosing his medical info to his employer, the federal gov’t.

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59149

loss of freedoms, invasion of privacy & private health information, anxiety caused by threats of
loss of employment unless i took all three Covid vaccines

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59150

I have no job because of a workplace mandate and am essentially unemployable in my field
until workplace mandates end. As a result, my mental health has suffered greatly.

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59151

Church, parent in hospital, fellow canadians loosing jobs, tyranny creeping

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59152

fuck trudeau

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59153

I feel like I'm living in prison.

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59154

Lost wages, and my children didn't have a sporst outlet to release energy

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59155

Like fucking shit lost half of my life trying to grow up and can’t have fun without someone
giving us shit

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59156

Unlawful Limitation of travel, segregation

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59157

There is no way to express it in words without writing a book. Mine and my children's mental
health are suffering severely.

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59158

It has put a strain on my family and myself for going out to enjoy anything, plus it has caused
undue stress

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59159

In so many ways my health social and mental health

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59160

It’s made it easier for me to go out with my family safely knowing everyone else around me is
following public health recommendations

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59161

I feel like I'm in house arrest. Can do anything because of all the stupid mandates that are
illegal.

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59162

It is frustrating!

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59163

The 2 tier society they are trying to impose has made me very upset and my life has been at a
stand still.

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59164

I was coerced to take 2 experimental injections that I did not want in order to get on a plane
and take care of a crisis with my elderly parents in another province. My daughter, nieces and
nephews have been either coerced to take injections in order to work or go to school or play
sports (which they are still not doing normally anyways). This whole issue has created
divisions in my friend group and I see the effects such as mental illness, anxiety and
depression in those around me. I cannot make plans for travel as you never know when
another lockdown or change to regulations will take place and it is more expensive for useless
testing. My gym shut down, I refuse to use a segregation vax pass to go to a restaurant or
attend a concert as it is purely a political science tool if coercion and does not follow science.
Mask wearing has created exacerbations of skin issues and is basically useless. I am sick
and tired of being lied to and gaslighted. My father has dementia and is cared for by my mother
at great expense financially and to the detriment of her own personal health as she refuses to
have him placed in care since at any time he could be locked down and even when not is only
allowed max 2 visitors. This is the greatest crime against humanity ever perpetrated. I’m not a
terrorist, white supremacist or Nazi follower. I do believe that the govt has overreached and
needs to stop interfering in Canadians lives with the lies that they are keeping us safe. I am for
people peacefully protesting and believe that the govt did not have to create this emergency
had they not discounted and stifled reasonable questioning and debate these last two years.
The truckers did not create this crisis- the Govt and media did.

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59165

As someone who lives alone, it has affected me mentally. Unable to hug or have as much
activities with those around me, especially family

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59166

Economically, socially, mentally physically and it’s been so damaging to all Canadians and To
family units.

2/18/2022 4:59 PM
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59167

Division of family /friends. Travel restrictions. Mental, depression, anxiety, frustration.
Watching people lose jobs/livelihoods. Seniors in homes mental health. It's time to lose the
mandates. Let people be responsible for themselves.

2/18/2022 4:59 PM

59168

Stress, Anxiety

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59169

Torn my family apart

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59170

Emotional and physical health, friendships, finances.

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59171

My kids self esteem, motivation, general well being is down. School education is degraded. My
wife was forced to take the vax otherwise we would loose an income stream I am unable to
travel for work; responsibilities reduced; Unable to participate in sports My kids unable to
participate in sports My kids unable to attend university

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59172

Feeling of isolation and scorn of others

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59173

I travel as an athlete which has become difficult, division pushed from the PM has caused
division in my family, I have to wear a mask everywhere and where I work, my mental health
has declined

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59174

I refuse to contribute to this false narrative any more than is absolutely necessary. That means
I no longer do all lot of the things I enjoy. I also have had to help many people deal with this
injustice as they wake up and realize how they were lied to. My town which is a seasonal
tourist area is just about decimated from two terrible seasons. I do not spend as much money
in my town because of all of this and that also hurts business. If Nova Scotia and Canada do
not smarten up , we are going to move somewhere else where we can afford to live and live
free. We have already had invitations and opportunities to go elsewhere. Not my first choice,
but this govt is not giving me a choice.

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59175

My partner passed away last may not covid-19 related. We have had no closure do to
mandates imposed.We are finally going to have a celebration of life for Cheryl this may
comming. A full year after her passing.

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59176

2 lay offs. Career change

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59177

Bankrupt

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59178

Depression. Separation. Job loss.

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59179

Less social life, increased anxiety, no travel, prisoner to my own country

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59180

Depression and I feel people are forced to get a jab so they can try to have some kind of life

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59181

Limited my freedom

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59182

Lifting people for a living without air conditioning in a mask is abusive. Forcing people to get a
needle or lose their jobs is abusive. Dividing families over politics is abusive.

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59183

Depressed, segregated, judged, lost family and friends

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59184

Which mandate specifically are you referring to?

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59185

Discrimination!!! No Restaurants, No International Travel, Much Friend & Family Tension,
Made to Feel “Lesser Than”, Not Being Able to Trust Our Gov’t, Infringements on My Rights as
a Canadian Citizen, Upheavals in our Communities & the list goes on…..

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59186

Inconvenience

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59187

I have been alienated from family and friends

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59188

Negatively

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59189

I’m treated like a person who doesn’t belong to this country in spite of being an exemplary law
abiding citizen for over 50 years in Canada

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59190

Both my wife and I have lost our jobs and have been pushed to the margins of society

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59191

Lonliness and anxiety

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59192

I am currently not able to travel back to my home country of the Netherlands as the spouse of
a Canadian citizen (I am a landed immigrant with permanent resident status since 1979) to see

2/18/2022 4:58 PM
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my children and grandchildren. I have been forced to wear masks and endanger my health and
joy in living. I cannot understand people anymore when they talk through masks. People look
down on me when they hear I have not volunteered to risk my health even further by taking an
experimental drug to reside in my body, denying me the right of consent. I have been forced to
pay for a three day quarantine hotel stay upon arriving in Canada in July 2021 and to undergo
medical tests without being sick. I have required natural immunity to the covid sickness
through having a bout with it, but it is disregarded as non-effective and people STILL want to
enforce vaccination with the aforementioned experimental drug that has demonstrated being
not only ineffective in its protection from getting sick with covid, but has also demonstrated
severe adverse reactions including death in many people. The mandates have decreased my
faith in the health system, government system, acutally all institutions currently in power, but
have increased my faith in a good Creator who has equiped every human being with all that is
needed to fight and overcome disease.
59193

Health, business

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59194

Missed funerals, missed weddings, missed sports, missed family gatherings, Loss of
earnings, decreased mental health for my kids

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59195

It hard to travel to Canada to visit my family. It’s also affecting my families mental health.

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59196

Job Security Masks causing other medical problems Depression

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59197

It’s ruined it

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59198

Made life safer

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59199

Hugely!!!! New mother who wasn’t able to do anything with new moms

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59200

Stressful time having a baby. My mom wasn’t allowed to be there and my husband almost
wasn’t allowed. My work shut down for a few weeks, but thankfully the online orders kept us
alive while the storefront was closed; other businesses didn’t have this lined up so lost slot of
money and/or shut down. I know of a few who have or soon will go bankrupt.

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59201

I've been forced into getting a vaccine that I never and still don't trust or loose my job I am a
new father and am the sole income to this family. I used to be a truck driver and had to start a
new career because of the government and its upside-down backwards tactics

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59202

Not being able to do what l want when l want and how l want within the law.. as is my human
rights as a Canadian...

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59203

Lost wages, division from friends and family

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59204

Travel and restaurants

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59205

work

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59206

Loss of jobs for family members. The passing of my mom who had dementia and because of
mandates restricted visits and personal interactions with her which resulted in her rapid
decline. Personal interactions and familiar family visits are very important to people with
dementia.

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59207

Alot of division and mental health issues

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59208

Fear Isolation Employment Opportunities Being separated from taking part

2/18/2022 4:58 PM

59209

People look down on me because I decided not to take the poison

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59210

It has caused a very significant Amount of work loss for me. It seems our government does
not care about us at all.

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59211

none

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59212

Not

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59213

I haven't been to a concert for a couple of years, haben't been to a jam session with friends for
a long time.

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59214

Forced to get vaccinated to travel and keep my job.

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59215

Yes

2/18/2022 4:57 PM
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59216

We can't eat out with friends. Family members are gearing us as think we are contagious.

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59217

Lost family, friends. The contact and their life. We are not a happy country led by dictatorship

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59218

It has stopped me from enjoying the fruits of my life, in work and play. I also cannot see my
children as often as I would like as I am not permitted to take a plane or train in Canada.

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59219

Loss of employment, family & friends.

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59220

Has not affected my life

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59221

It's impacts the mental health of my family, my friends and my kids. My kids cannot
participate in any normal activities kids their age do. It's quite sad that our government is trying
to force an experimental drug on to an individual to assume a normal quality of life. When the
agenda of the government isn't the best interest of the people, it's their pockets and polls.

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59222

It really hasn’t. I’m not dumb, so I got vaccinated. Can do pretty much everything I did before
🤷♀️

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59223

Like you don’t already know

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59224

I want my freedom back !

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59225

Family disfunction major. Depression. Lack of support as a senior. Isolation.

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59226

Caused a division with family and friends, caused my 8 year old to have extreme anxiety,
caused personal feelings of depression and anxiety, loss of freedom to choose between trying
to continue normal life with a vaccine or being kept holed up at home

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59227

So much stress!! Parents dieing alone, grandchildren in counseling during to how covid was
handled. Stop already!!

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59228

My kids dont have any life right now..one of them did a big depression with the online school.
The other find it very hard at school to be apart their freind. I am owner of a small business
with 6 employe and the last two years was also terrible for us.

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59229

I can not leave my country. Did am a hostage

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59230

Makes me feel safe.

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59231

Negatively for health, mental health and financially.

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59232

Can’t breathe after wearing a mask, can’t go to a restaurant, people ignore us because not
vaccinated, even friends and family! Caused a lot of hurt.

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59233

Depression, loneliness, divided my family.

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59234

I am isolated from friends and family, I cannot travel freely, I am stressed over how many
vaccines a person has to take and they don’t even work!

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59235

Family and friend disputes

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59236

Unable too see my grandma in hospital before she passed away Unable to attend funeral Lost
income Unable to travel to visit family

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59237

No freedom

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59238

Hindering travel plans

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59239

10/10

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59240

it destroyed all social life

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59241

Feel like a prisoner locked up in my home

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59242

Isolated me

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59243

Saved the lives of my parents and kept me and my family healthy. Did not crash our health
care system.

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59244

Mental health has taken the biggest blow. I am a Rd Construction worker who works outside,
yet I was told to allowed to work on a site I had to be jabbed. That hit the income. I lost my

2/18/2022 4:57 PM
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Grandfather a yr ago and never got to see him before he passed (trying to protect). A family
friend has been battling Kidney Failure since her 1st jab. Enough is enough. FREEDOM!!!
59245

Negatively. Mental health struggles, family with vaccine injuries, income disruption.

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59246

Masks make it harder to breathe. Mandatory vaccine/PCR test to be in school.

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59247

Negatively

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59248

It has divided my family. I have not been able to support my children in there sports because
I’m not vaxed.

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59249

Created fear and ripped families apart

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59250

It has made me depressed trying to work under these ridiculous guidelines

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59251

My kids schooling, my mental health, socialization.

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59252

Everything

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59253

Lost my job. Missed out on kids events. Witnessed untold depression and suicides. Family
division. Distrust in police and government

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59254

The division and hatred I see among families and friends is sad and disturbing. I am fearful for
our country, my grandchildren and terrified of our government. Mostly Justin Trudeau. He has
shown much hatred to Canadian citizens.

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59255

On Everyrhing

2/18/2022 4:57 PM

59256

Hard on mental health. It has divided family and friends.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59257

Second class citizen

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59258

My stress and anxiety not being able to be with other ppl. Seeing how the gov has been taking
one freedom away after another is just wrong.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59259

The continued assault is on every freedom defined by the Charter of right and freedoms in
Canada! This includes medical freedom, bodily choice and independent thinking! Every
mandate imposed has defied the Nuremberg code.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59260

It's prohibited me my family from. Seeing one another It's been very depressing

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59261

My business almost failed Mental health problems Desperate loneliness for my family and
friends

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59262

It has caused personal stress and difficult business and work challenges.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59263

I hate wearing the mask I get short of breath with it. Even though I am fully vaccinated (my
choice ) I hate the fact that I have to prove it so I don’t go anywhere that I have to show proof.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59264

It’s has created an unnecessary divide among my friends and family

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59265

It has

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59266

No religious freedom

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59267

Yes

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59268

It has restricted me from going to the hospital to be with a dying friend. Not covid related.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59269

Made it miserable

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59270

Because I am unvaccinated I cannot go to many places and I have missed out on much
needed medical help,

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59271

In 2020 I graduated from college and I couldn't have a proper graduation because of this BS. I
turned 40 in 2020 and couldn't celebrate because of this BS My husband found out he had
kidney cancer and I couldn't go visit him in the hospital because of this BS. My son is
graduating grade 12 in June I pray this all ends so he can have a proper graduation what he
deserves. Some loved ones passed away but we couldn't attend funeral because we're not
jabbed. My husband is a truck driver of 9 months and it's the only work he can do because of
the cancer... His run was state side but because of the mandates he has a small run in
Canada. All the mandate do is rob ppl of their God given rights of freedom!

2/18/2022 4:56 PM
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59272

I am responsible for a large number of employees, and it has been a mix of good and bad. I
also had a reaction to my first vax dose making a second dose unwise.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59273

Society has become so unfriendly. It is depressing.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59274

Negatively

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59275

Visiting my relatives, my grandma's funeral could not go, my daughters education and my
brothers overdose have all been because of this shameful $cience. Haven't been able to
access public services, and was kicked out of my fitness center for my health. Ridiculous

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59276

Protected me from selfish chuds who reject modern medicine

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59277

I have extreme anxiety and claustrophobia and can’t handle wearing a mask. This means I’m
stuck in my house so not to have to wear one. It has weighed on my mental state a lot.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59278

Significantly and seriously with work, family, finances, education, socially, and politically.
Seems people in general are “overly covidly affected” in their lives.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59279

It’s caused a lot of depression. Families are divided. It’s caused financial issues. But mostly
mental health issues.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59280

Ruined my life 😢

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59281

Work, family, mental health

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59282

It has kept me from seeing a loved one in a nursing home from fear of bringing them illness
and from a niece’s wedding and from gathering with loved ones at Christmas.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59283

Isolation, friendships, and our entire Canadian culture has been impacted. Our daily living was
disrupted.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59284

I can no longer do the job I did because of crossing borders

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59285

restricted me in every way possible.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59286

Hard to live.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59287

I find it stupid, i had covid, and its a cough that's it, and for myself no symptoms at all, so
yeah i think governments is going way to far for that

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59288

Mental and phipysique health where very affected

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59289

Very negatively

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59290

I've lost friends,family as well as income

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59291

Erroneously

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59292

Mental Heath, suicide, job loss, segregation, discrimination, destroyed my family.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59293

Get vaxxed

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59294

Freedom of choice self body autonomy. The right to move freely in my own country

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59295

In December of 2019, my husband discovered a lump on his neck. We thought it was a
swollen lymph node because he had recently had a cold. He got it checked out and it was
determined to be cancerous. It took the cancer doctors over a month, after going back and
forth, to determine it was sebaceous cell carcinoma, a rare and aggressive cancer of the oil
ducts of the skin. They were confused about the type of cancer but determined that it had
likely spread from cancer he had removed from his eyelid a few years previously. That cancer,
he was told at the time, was squamous cell carcinoma, and that once it was removed, he was
pretty much “good to go.” Well, in the arguing over what type of cancer he had in his neck, the
doctors in Vancouver attempted to consult the pathologist who had diagnosed the eye
tumours, but he had committed suicide. In the end, the determination was sebaceous cell
carcinoma, and had that been correctly diagnosed, he should have been following up with a
dermatologist every couple of months. We went into this with a positive attitude, and he had
major surgery, during which they removed 13 tumours from his neck, which impacted his facial
nerve. Then he underwent 31 radiation treatments in Kelowna. This is where my story about
the pandemic begins. Between my husband’s surgery in May and his radiation treatments in
July and August, my Dad, who lives in Williams Lake, had been complaining of a sore throat.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM
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He went to the hospital in Williams Lake and was told to go home and take some pain killers.
The sore throat was only getting more painful and he went back to the emergency department
a few days later. On June 2, 2020, the doctor discovered he had a mass in his throat that was
nearly blocking his airway, so they intubated him and sent him to Kamloops for “emergency
surgery”. This was on a Tuesday evening. He had a consultation with the surgeon and was told
they needed to do a biopsy and they would do it as soon as possible. That surgery kept getting
“bumped”. In the meantime, my Dad had received no nourishment, as he was intubated and
therefore could not speak or eat. My brother tried to get in touch with the doctor, and finally
was able to do so on Thursday and implored him to get the surgery done, reminding him that
Dad had not eaten since Tuesday. That the doctor did not figure that out himself was terrifying
to us. They finally did the surgery on Friday, June 5. My brothers came to Kamloops from
Williams Lake and Vancouver, and we waited at a hotel room for word of Dad’s surgery
because we were unable to go to the hospital because of COVID restrictions. The doctor finally
called us and gave us good news—that the mass in Dad’s throat was a cyst and that he did a
procedure that should make it shrivel up and be gone within a couple of days. We were
ecstatic! I decided to go to Williams Lake for the weekend to stay with my Mom, who suffers
from some dementia and relied on my Dad quite heavily. I had not seen her in 4 months,
because my husband and I were following COVID protocols and therefore stayed away from
visiting anyone, particularly because of his health issues. We did not want to jeopardize the
radiation treatments. I discovered my Mom had gone downhill quite substantially since I had
last seen her and did not feel I could leave her on her own, so I decided I would stay in
Williams Lake until my Dad returned and recuperated. During this entire ordeal, I was working
from home, full-time as much as possible. Unfortunately, the doctor’s diagnosis for my Dad
was incorrect. The mass in his throat did not shrivel up and go away. They ended up doing 3
more biopsies over the course of a month before determining how to proceed. It turns out the
mass was benign but they were concerned about removing it because it could leave a hole in
his throat that could get infected. In fairness to the health care system, it was something no
doctor in North America had encountered before and they needed to get a skilled surgeon to
remove it. The delays meant Dad remained intubated until they removed that tube and gave
him a tracheotomy and a feeding tube up his nose. Remember that my Dad was in Kamloops
during this time and we were not permitted to visit him. My Mom also ended up in hospital
because she had a history of getting bladder infections and subsequent sepsis, and was a lot
of work to care for while I was staying in Williams Lake. Thus, my husband ended up travelling
to Kelowna by himself every week for 5 weeks during July and August for radiation. There were
several “screw-ups” in his case that also caused delays in treatment. We were Facetiming with
Dad because we couldn’t get in to see him. Finally, my sister-in-law contacted Interior Health
and pleaded for someone to be given permission to go visit him. He was an 86-year-old man in
hospital away from home with nobody to visit or advocate for him. We were only connected
with the nurses for the most part, although my brother, who is in the health care field, did
speak with the surgeon on occasion. We were finally granted permission to have 2 people
placed on a visiting list to see Dad. My brothers went to visit him. I did not, as I was caring for
my Mom, who ended up in hospital 5 times from June to August. This was very stressful for
me, on top of working and being extremely concerned for my husband and my Dad. Now to the
COVID vaccine. I had a severe reaction to the smallpox vaccine when I received it as a child,
to the point where my brother did not get it on doctor’s advice to my Mom, because of the
potential for it shedding and injuring me. I am not an “anti-vaxxer.” I was keen to get the
vaccine for COVID right from the outset, but wanted to wait to see what sorts of reactions
people had from it. My experience with the smallpox vaccine nagged at me a bit, but I was
committed to “do my part” once I knew more about how the vaccine worked and whether it was
safe. We heard right from the beginning from the government and public health officers that it
was “safe and effective”. Something didn’t sit right with me, however, given that the vaccines
were still in the trial phase (and still are, as you know). How could they know the vaccines
were safe after 2 months of trials? The more I researched, the more I was convinced they were
not safe for everyone. And having had a reaction to the smallpox vaccine, I opted to wait. It’s
fine for the government to say that injuries are few and far between, but what if you are one of
the people injured? I relied on my gut instinct. And it is becoming increasingly apparent that
the vaccines are not as effective as first touted to be, either. Some have stated that people
who have had a reaction can get a medical exemption. That is just not true, at least not in
British Columbia (and I think most of Canada). There are very stringent criteria for getting an
exemption, including for people who have been injured (to the point of getting pericarditis or
myocarditis with their first dose). I can share resources to back up this statement upon
request. Further, doctors have been censored, censured, and told by the government under
what conditions they can provide exemptions to their patients. I find this dictum disturbing. A
doctor-patient relationship has no room for the government to be inserted into it. Government
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overreach like this and their pushing people to get the vaccines started to make me more
skeptical of the vaccines. Given information about COVID vaccine injuries that has come to
light (despite extensive censorship) since the inception of the vaccines, I remain skeptical and
unvaccinated. Back to my husband and father for a minute. After both of them fighting like hell
and being stronger than anyone I know, and coming back to the point where we were sure they
were both out of the woods, they both ended up passing away. My husband passed on
September 9, 2020, without my family members having been able to say goodbye to him
because only I was permitted in the hospital because of COVID restrictions. Dad got out of the
hospital in August, on a stomach feeding tube, and was doing really well. Prior to his health
event, he was extremely healthy, playing badminton twice a week for 40 years, shoveling snow
for himself and his neighbours, etc. He even had a home gym in his basement that he used
every day. Unfortunately, because of a serious oversight on the part of someone (while he was
in hospital, he had repairs done to a “leaking” abdominal aorta, for which he should have been
left on antibiotics for life and was not), he got an infection in his aorta and subsequently
passed away on December 1, 2020—after ALL the tremendously hard work he had done to get
himself back to health, following doctor’s orders. I am still angry about his death and feel that
COVID restrictions played a large part in the deaths of both my husband and my father, as
they resulted in delays and a total breakdown in communication between us and their doctors.
They obviously expected Dad to convey to us what they were telling him, and he simply wasn’t
capable of doing so, especially since he was unable to talk through much of his
hospitalization. Had we been able to be with Darwyn (my husband) and Dad in the hospital and
advocate for them, I strongly believe that they would have received better care and might be
alive today. Most people don’t have much sympathy for me in this regard. They blame the
restrictions and overloading in hospitals on the unvaccinated. After all, politicians and media
have continuously called this a “pandemic of the unvaccinated.” That is not only inflammatory
but could have been prevented had governments begun shoring up our health care system
years ago when they should have been doing so. The unvaccinated are scapegoats for
incompetent governments.
59296

In every way

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59297

Protected me & my fellow citizens, especially the more vulnerable populations amongst us,
allowing us to move forward and hopefully closer to the end of this pandemic.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59298

In every way! And my children's as well.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59299

Depressed

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59300

Mandates are for tyranny govt

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59301

I have been depressed since the mandates started. I couldn’t visit my Mom-in-law in long term
care for over a year. She passed away of loneness because she was only allowed to stay in
her tiny room all day.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59302

I will follow any and all mandates so that no one else loses a loved one to COVID and has to
say goodbye over an iPad. The protest is selfish. Get vaccinated and think of the vulnerable
people, it is despicable to act as though their lives are worth less because they are elderly,
immune compromised, or have another comorbidity.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59303

Freedom of choice has been taken away. Made to feel like a second class citizen in my own
Country. Discriminated against for my rights, Coerced by my Gov to do something that in my
mind is not right, My Rights Are Being Taken Away.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59304

In every way possible. Pregnancy, delivering baby, travel, day to day tasks.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59305

Depressing, sad , isolating, they’ve affected our business, our children, their education,
extended family, mental health and our livelihood as a whole very negatively and
unnecessarily. It’s been extremely damaging to our economy and every aspect of our lives and
living.

2/18/2022 4:56 PM

59306

These Band-Aids have impacted My Life by reducing the availability of healthcare services
and mental health care services that I previously had access to, I support everyone having
their own choice in whether or not they get vaccinated or whether or not they wear their own
mask, I however do not support the idea of forcing people to do something just because one
person or some people think it's the right thing to do. The perspective of what is right and
wrong is different for every individual person and I fully support everybody having their own
perspective and choice in the matter of their own health.

2/18/2022 4:55 PM
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59307

Freedom

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59308

Can’t see my own family

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59309

Difficult to breathe n speak at work,we need to speak n hug others for immunity

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59310

I have lost my home and me and my husband have lost our jobs

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59311

It has impacted me financially, and is scientifically not justified.

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59312

It has divided the Canadian people! Just as The government wants it. Easier to control people
that aren’t united.

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59313

I had a severe reaction to vaccines 6 years ago, so I am segregated for not wanting to take
this one. I have 2 autistic kids. 10 and 13. My 13 year old was extremely depressed over the
situation. My 10 year old couldn't tolerate the masks. I kept them both out of school this year.
It has profoundly affected my life and cause divisions amongst the family.

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59314

My mental health is shot. I’ve got PTSD and I can’t seem to get better as long as our
government is playing dictatorship.

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59315

Less work

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59316

Can’t go to post secondary school. Had to drop out.

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59317

Feeling isolated and can't visit family or friends.

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59318

Division w friends and fam

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59319

Mental health has been affected negatively. I feel like there is no hope, discouraged, angry and
there is no end. I do not trust Government or Health Officers. I feel like I'm living in a
communistic country.

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59320

Poor mental health, loss of cultural engagement, friends and family loss of employment

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59321

It’s hurt my kids development

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59322

Barely at all, but I see it affecting my future

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59323

It has made my life healthier and I have been able to save money and i have been getting
better sleep

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59324

Job loss twice

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59325

no gym, no dinners out, son missed provincial soccer tournament, stress from kids masking at
school, conflict with family over mandates, stress in day to day interactions with people

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59326

Lost a good paying job, I couldn't have a proper funeral for my wife. I can't travel to my wife's
birth place to see her final resting place. I'm not able to take my children or date out for
entertainment. I have lost friends and family because of my beliefs of not wanting to get jabed,
thus has all been orchestrated by the government and mainstream media to devide the public.
Most of all, the overall actions of the Trudeau government, and the provincial governments.

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59327

Horribly my job was shut down 4 different times

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59328

It’s kept my family and kids safe and healthy.

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59329

Negatively affected relationships, social life, mental health, church life. Has Negatively
impacted the businesses and livelihoods of those I care about

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59330

Isolation, can't travel to see family, friends. Lost faith in government making medical
decisions.

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59331

Made it safer and more manageable.

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59332

Financially, emotionally, Hard on the marriage and Has wreaked havoc on my sons
emotionally, school, sports and any chance for a scholarship and my overall family life. So
many more ways it is just destroyed relationships

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59333

There’s absolutely nothing good about these mandates and what they’re doing to our children it
Hass to stop

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59334

Negatively

2/18/2022 4:55 PM
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59335

Basically do no have any kind of life.

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59336

I have been harassed on many occasions for being exempt from the masking, I am unable to
find work, it's caused me more stress and unhappiness and I feel like I've lost my freedoms.

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59337

Equal opportunity is gone. Frustration over government decisions that don't make logical
sense.

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59338

Difficult for our kids and our business

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59339

I am disheartened with government, main stream media and medical establishment, and
concerned for the entire world. I also hold great positive promise for a free and fair future.

2/18/2022 4:55 PM

59340

As someone who is high risk, I appreciate them as it makes me feel safer outside of my
home. The mandates follow science. They give us the ability to ensure we can properly treat
everyone medically. It’s not anyones fault that I was born with a disease that has always
impacted my life, but is now much scarier thanks to Covid. I would really appreciate if others
thought of people like me when they make the decision to not mask.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59341

No effect. Because I want to follow the science and medical advice to keep the world safe

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59342

Economically

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59343

What life, Canadian's don't have a life with mandates

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59344

Mental health , family closeness , been sick from vaccines, loss of my husband and the way
were treated in hospital and kept apart , watched the country pulled apart with fear tactics!
Horrible injustice to folks that cannot handle the vaccine for whatever reason . Our children
need socialization! So do adults !

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59345

Depression

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59346

Adversely

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59347

Business closure, loss of friendships b/c they have fear of gathering, loss of access to
worship freely - without masking, loss of access to businesses due to mandates, loss of ability
to travel freely, loss of freedoms

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59348

Job, lifestyle

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59349

Missing family and friends.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59350

Cause more damage to my mental health

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59351

I work(ed) for the TTC. I have an autoimmune disorder. Company denied my exemption. Gave
me 21 days to be jabbed..others got the recommended 8 weeks. I got jabbed 3 days late and
was fired December 31. Been with the company for 13 years with zero problems besides my
medically doctor supported condition. Havent paid my rent this month and many bills. Not able
to get employment ins. Which i have been payin into since a teen. I have been abandoned by
my company and my country. I am very upset and extremely worried about how i am goin to
survive. I am horrified with how MY govt is handling this pandemic and its time to STOP! I am
and have always been a law binding tax paying citizen and for the first time in my life i have
zero faith in this system. How is any of this fair to me? I have lost MANY friends and family
because of this jabb and it is STILL being pushed by our govt. I am not against law
enforcement, vaccines etc. I have taken many injections and medications over my life
because of my medical condition but this vaccine is not working and is still being sold. Its
actually hurting people. I pray that God touches our leaders hearts and helps them to see the
deadly mistakes they have made and FIX IT! I NEED HELP!!!

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59352

Lost friends and family due to differences of opinion regarding the mandates. Being a single
parent has been hard not being able to see others. Scared for my children being forced to do
things that don’t make sense.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59353

I no longer have a relationship with my family, My mental health has been extremely as risk
because of not being able to go to the gym, activities as well as not seeing my family because
of difference of opinion about this vaccine. I have had trouble finding work and have been
lucky to survive the last 2 years.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59354

Forced me to get vaccinate keep my job. Kept me apart from family that lives in the States.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM
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59355

I have been unable to get employment in my field.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59356

We are now homeschooling our children. We cannot travel freely to the states and back to visit
family that lives there. The government is trying to tel us how to run our small business.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59357

It hasn't. I've done my part to protect the vulnerable and it wasn't hard.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59358

Im upset about a lot of things, mostly the lies

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59359

Depression

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59360

The mandates have taken away some of my rights and created divisions amongst friends and
family.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59361

Made it more difficult

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59362

It hasn't. Get Vaccinated.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59363

Depression and no social activity.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59364

My family is unvaccinated. I was forced to vaccinate to keep a job. Caused much mental
unhealthy.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59365

I lost family because of conflicting beliefs. My kids can't be kids. They re missing out in so
much. Masking effects our health in a not so good way. Finances. Etc

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59366

Lonely Restricting Unnecessary

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59367

Not being able to see my parents, not being able to fly to see my grandson, not being able to
see my husband while he was near death in the hospital, not being able to visit my mother inlaw in the LTC home. I was working out at the gym, but have not been able to for sometime,
can't support my local restaurant.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59368

I have suffered depression, anxiety, mental health issues, weight gain and health decline. I’ve
lost friends to drug overdose and suicide. It has felt oppressive.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59369

Masks, for all family including kids. Having to get constant Covid testing done. Having to get 2
needles weather I wanted or not or unable to work.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59370

It has given me the ability to go into grocery stores and attend my kids soccer game. Being
immunocompromised the reducing of the spread of covid through masking , vaccines and
reduced capacity have allowed me to be present in society. Without them I would have to stay
home and not participate in life outside of my home.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59371

Drastically. We lost our business and are now having to sell our home

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59372

A little awkward to travel but worth it

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59373

Killed my wife. Killed my brother. These vaccines are poison

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59374

My mental health has suffered, as have my families. We have lost several family members
and not been able to celebrate their deaths, my husband has lost work. We’re miserable

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59375

It has caused stress and anxiety between friends and family and has made it so I don't want to
go away my home

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59376

Seeing the division within our groups of friends between vaccinated and unvaccinated is heart
wrenching

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59377

It hasn't affected my life to the degree of others aside from my children being negatively
affected with these masks in school, online learning and being segregated from others. I wish
for a return to normalcy.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59378

Has stop me from seeing my child who lives with his dad, an my son who lives with me hasn’t
been able to go see his dad! It has mental gotten to me that my mental health is now an issue
and same with my children mental health

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59379

Social fear of having people outside their bubble around their property. I'm a carpenter. Affected
my work. Social shut downs affected my Social life as well as everyone's mental health being
effected

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59380

It has slightly by reducing my hours at work due to capicity

2/18/2022 4:54 PM
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59381

Takin away my choices

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59382

Vaccine made me very sick and hospitalized, lack of access to entertainment, isolated from
loved ones, couldn't attend funerals, loss of revenue, mental stress, divided and combative
with friends and neighbors

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59383

We're not free anymore.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59384

Made my Grandpa die with no family by his bedside. Kept me from traveling and ministering in
prisons & senior homes. Caused extra stress in trying to run a business with all the
restrictions.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59385

Professionally I was forced to either get the covid vaccine or test weekly at my own expense
in order to keep my job. Personally, my opinions on mandates have resulted in loss of friends
and family members who do not share the same beliefs as I do.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59386

Feels like we’re living in hell that’s the best way to put it.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59387

Absolutely disgusted with the government ! In all aspects !

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59388

Loss of work and income Freedom to live by my own chosing

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59389

Forced me into a vaccine for school that has given me some health issues and pushed me
into things I did not want. As well as held me back from my life

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59390

There has been times that I haven’t been able to see, hug, kiss or visit with my elderly mother
and because of it my mother was depressed and very, very unhappy. Some of my children and
grandchildren live in the USA and we weren’t able to see and build bonds with them. Our social
life was completely limited. I was totally confused and frustrated with how inconsistent
everything was. Nothing made sense at all!!!

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59391

Making work harder as a retail manager. My parents going trew big operation with no support of
the family , first time i ever saw my dad at 71 years old crying and telling us he felt like an
abandoned dog. My mom in bed at the hospital with a broken pelvis and broken wrist stuck in
bed and had to fight with the nurses to let me in to wash my mother after being there for 10
days and asking to be washed and no one did.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59392

So many people are phoning - emailing - they are sooooo sad and scared . The grandchildren
'hate' school and their teachers. My so called friends are locked in their homes out of fear of
breathing and hugging . They are suisidal

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59393

Not at all. Freedom intact.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59394

I am denied medical care. My autistic daughter is defined medical care. The mental toll is high

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59395

The government mandate killed my mom in June 2020. Kept her & my dad apart as she was in
a home with early onset Alzheimer’s. Couldn’t understand why she’d been Abandoned. It was
traumatic to our family. I almost lost my job where I served with honour since 1995. Now with
my accommodation (rare & fortunate) I am separated, isolated and dehumanized by our HR
dept. Can no longer serve as RCMP Victim Services worker or ESS worker which I had done
for years. The mask mandate has made it difficult to shop for necessities and I have been
harassed and abused for 2 years just struggling to get by.

2/18/2022 4:54 PM

59396

It has created a dramatic divide between me and people who were formerly good friends, who
have been convinced to live in fear. We need to work WITH covid, and treat it like any other
virus.

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59397

Made us second class citizens as we cannot get vaxed

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59398

in BC DrHenry just announced Feb 9 all private healthcare requires covid shit, I'm losing my
career of 24years

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59399

I have medical issues and have problems breathing with a mask on, I will also not get the
vaccine because of concerns with adverse reactions, my health is already affecting my life.

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59400

Division, anger, but also waking up

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59401

Caused staff to become petrified and scared, caused staff no to work in sone cases, caused a
shortage of labour due to government hand outs.

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59402

Division with friends and family

2/18/2022 4:53 PM
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59403

I could lose my physiotherapist by March 24th due to the vaccine mandates to Healthcare
workers. I am a Healthcare worker who has a reaction from the vaccine and do not want
another one - please remove mandatory vaccines for Healthcare workers!!

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59404

Closing of the gyms

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59405

Depression

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59406

Negatively. Mandated unpaid LOA from career of 30 years

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59407

It has isolated my children and led to psychological issues and speech impairment.

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59408

I worked from home before the pandemic. Becoming more and more of a recluse because of
the mandates have given me physical and mental health issues. Not being able to travel to
see my family and friends. The divide and stress of the mandates have made riffs in my family
and my community. My income has become 1/2 of what I made 3 years ago. My husbands
business became none existent and he had to take a job out of town so we can pay our bills.

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59409

The mandates have done no medical good, but have made work and shopping difficult.

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59410

I’ve never seen or felt mental health issues with most people I know This is all about politics
not health

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59411

Not being able to move around normally. Not knowing what the future holds

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59412

We are no longer free, no longer a democratic society when the government tells Canadian
citizens what to put in their bodies. Or who they can have over or to lock us in our own homes.
And the government is dividing & separating Canadians by ‘fear’. They say follow the science.
I would like to see their ‘science’. And btw, now that they have actual ‘real’ data, the ‘science’
is changing. But they are not changing their rhetoric. And now calling Emergency Measures on
Canadian citizens who want to be heard? When so many other steps could have been taken &
NOT ONE effort was made other than to insult them? This is absolutely digusting!

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59413

The Meladze have torn my family apart. I have not seen my only brother and my only nephew
to my only son who live around the corner.this has divided Canadians

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59414

CANNOT RETURN O CANADA.,,

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59415

Every aspect of my life: Health: Headaches from mask wearing / breathing my own CO2.
Depression and suicidal thoughts have visited often. Social: Friends, family relationships &
social opportunities evaporated because I refuse to be experimented on with a medical
intervention which I do not need. Employment: Opportunities have been lost inside or out of
the home. My insurance company will not support ANY business done from home - even those
done exclusively by phone. Recreation: Inability to recreate in my community, indoors or out,
or travel locally or abroad. For the past 2 years I have experienced systemic segregation &
discrimination despite having natural immunity and being one of The Safest People to be
around.

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59416

Can’t travel out of the country, children forced to take it to keep their jobs, child not be able to
receive the university experience.

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59417

I no longer have a job because I am not vaccinated, I cannot enjoy a social life and am stuck
in isolation at home because I have chosen not to get a vaccine that is being forced on me.

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59418

It has kept hundreds of thousands of my fellow citizens from contracting a potentially fatal
disease

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59419

family

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59420

Divided my family and marginalized myself as well my ability to freely live my life.

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59421

Limited social life, lost friends, lost family, family lost jobs/livelihood, loss of freedom!!!

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59422

Loss of job

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59423

Loss of employment

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59424

I am a senior and have been like a prisoner for 2 years ordering everything online and have
missed visiting people in hospitals and missed funerals weddings and family gatherings

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59425

Made deep divisions between my friends, family and myself. Removed my homeschooled

2/18/2022 4:53 PM
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child from her social outings and competitive sports.
59426

Has caused great anxiety , fear , anger , displeasure with my Government . Affected my
livelihood. Separated me from family , friends wasn't allowed a proper funeral or gathering for
my mother who passed away .

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59427

Ripped families apart and the vaccines hurting and killing my people!!!!

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59428

Economically, socially, mentally and physically.

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59429

It has prevented me from enjoying my youth, spending time with family and friends, made me
loose friends, made me depressed, and has infringed on my freedom of autonomy. I also know
three people (one being a family member) who suffered a blood clot due to the vaccine. A
family friend member was fired because she didn't want to get the second shot after suffering a
blood clot in her leg from the first shot. People must have the right to choose and not loose
freedom because of it.

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59430

I have been financially affected my work is under constant lockdowns. My mental health has
declined..this constant state of fear is ridiculous and not justified! the mandates are not
justified ! They are 100 percent causing more harm than good. They need to stop immediately.

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59431

Lost my job

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59432

Pretty much not at all. I can do out and not be surrounded by anti-vax morons so that's nice.

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59433

Lose business. See my unvaccinated friends treated very badly

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59434

Worse anxiety, isolation, hesitancy to seek medical care for normal issues. Time off work due
to kids with sniffles and so many more things

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59435

Mental health

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59436

I didnt let it happen but it makes people stupid. No excuse for this government.

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59437

lost friends and family..mental health #1

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59438

I see my freedoms slowly being taken away

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59439

My child has ASD and this has made it impossible to meet his needs. This has had an
adverse effect on my daughter's mental health also.

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59440

Not

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59441

Wearing a mask has made my health condition worse

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59442

CANNOT GO ANYWHERE...PRISONER WHILE TRUDEAU AND HIS NAZI ELITES TAKE
OVER CANADA AND THE WORLD. SHEEPLE JUST BELIEVE WHAT THE NEWS SAYS,
EVEN THOUGH IT IS PLAIN AS THE NOSE ON ONES FACES WHAT IS REALLY
HAPPENING.

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59443

I lost my job. One where I am highly respected and won two prestigious awards for outstanding
service.

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59444

Lost job, suicidal thoughts/mental health, can’t afford groceries/housing

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59445

Isolated

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59446

Shit!

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59447

Possible that I won’t be able to finish my teaching program

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59448

I haven’t been sick (flu, gastro or COVID) so the mesures work.

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59449

Obviously no freedom to do anything or go anywhere. Even seeing a doctor for other things is
bad because everything is suppose to be labeled as COVID

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59450

Fucked up a lot of it

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59451

not to much actually just don;t go to resturants concerts or hockey games sucks but Im good

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59452

Breathing barriers messing with my health. Church attendance taken away. Unable to visit
elderly relatives who are desperately lonely.

2/18/2022 4:53 PM
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59453

The mandates have created division and mental health strain in my life. I've been singled out
and ostracized at work, which has added to my overall stress levels.

2/18/2022 4:53 PM

59454

Job loss

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59455

All aspects of everyday activities from visiting family and friends and restaurants and working
and travelling

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59456

Lost friends and nearly got divorced. Very poor mental health of myself and kids

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59457

Not much.

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59458

YES

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59459

It has prevented me from travelling. These mandates violate my rights under the charter and
and bill of rights.

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59460

So many places I can't enter, not seeing family as often as we should have, not getting to hold
my youngest grandson till he was over 6 weeks old....

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59461

I am mentally ill! I have never had a nerve problem in my life and because of all these
mandates and the bullies in our own community I have darn near reach the end. I am sad...

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59462

Isolation and tried to coerce my son to get the shot to play hockey. Loss of friends, because of
my belief in not getting the shot!!

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59463

Depression, anxiety for my children.

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59464

Not being allowed to participate in many public activities. Not being allowed to visit family in
hospital or care home. Being forced to inject anything into my body is just wrong. It should
remain a choice of the individual not imposed by government.

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59465

Intimidated, , on brink of losing job, harassed

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59466

I’ve lost my job. I can’t travel. I can’t see my brother who lives in the US and is also affected.
After fighting to maintain my bodily autonomy after sexual assaults I feel like a victim again

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59467

Greatly. I will lose my job if not vaxxed.

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59468

Mandates have taken away my freedom and disrupted my family causing division.

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59469

I have lost lots of friends and feel very unhappy all the time. My mental health is really
suffering.

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59470

Family devision Family and friends not able to get groceries or mail

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59471

My daughters and their partners have all lost their jobs. One has come back to live with us.
With her partner. We may have to use our savings to help the other one out. She was let go
today. Very stressful situations for all involved. Medical hospital protocol almost killed my
husband. I advocated for him and was allowed to speak. They consented to remove ventilator
which saved his life. So much stress.

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59472

Affected mental wellbeing, social life, relationships. Feeling persecuted when wanting to decide
what does and does not go into my body. Feeling persecuted by community for opposing
opinions. Can not enjoy life like before

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59473

I want to be able to see my loved ones without govvt interference

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59474

Last 2 years have been hell. I work in a factory where wearing a mask makes it difficult to
breathe if pushing heavy objects. I find my lungs heavy. I suffered severe headaches for 2
weeks after the second needle. My patients have worn very thin

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59475

by staying home!!!!

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59476

Loss of job, bullying, harassment, personal and professional shaming - never going back to my
job in healthcare again, loss of trust and ineffable contempt for in government, media, and
healthcare officials. C19 in Canada has a 99.92% (jccf.ca) survival rate and this has brought
our healthcare (not to mention economic) systems to the brink of collapse. It has also
devastated families and livelihoods. There needs to be a public / worldwide inquiry into this
entire insalubrious affair including the origins of this ?man-made virus and any financial
interests our politicians / healthcare authorities may have had / not disclosed.

2/18/2022 4:52 PM
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59477

I have not been able to take my children swimming, arenas, restaurants, etc. I have to test 3
days a week to keep my job. The stress has been horrible. I’ve had friends and family lose
their job or took a vaccine to keep it. Have been ridiculed and segregated against. This needs
to end. My children need an education without masks. They are not following the science.

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59478

I am a prisoner in my own country. Can't leave bc I'm unvaxxed, can't go out for dinner or a
movie, can't go do anything public.. I'm proud to be unvaxed but my rights as a Canadian have
been revoked bc I don't wanna follow what the lord turdeau says

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59479

Destroyed my life... #fuckyoutrudeau

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59480

Lack of work, and mental health issues.

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59481

Has affected all aspects... Shopping, dining, hosital visiting, sports.... Absoluely everything...
Lose of friends and worship. And on and on.

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59482

Locked out of my work over two years off and on

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59483

Destroyed most of my relationships, directly effected my children's education & their future
prospects. Watched the country I defended be destroyed by people who have betrayed the
public & their oaths of office.

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59484

My child is three years old. She has spent the last two years of her life looking at people with
masks on. She hasn’t been able to partake in proper childrens activities to even make friends.
She is lonely along with the rest of the world. Human interaction is a major part of connection
and life. If we don’t have it, just check your suicide stats. Our bills have sky rocketed but our
pay has dwindled and so has our work. My body is also my body, and I decide what goes into
it. I am a free Canadian! Along with all other Canadians! We have the freedom to choose! This
is massive government over reach! And absolutely fear mongering! The segregation is
absolutely real and ILLEGAL! MANDATES ARE ILLEGAL! The truckers from what I see stand
for freedom of rights and are peaceful. It looks as though our prime minister is having a temper
tantrum because his country DOES NOT AGREE! Two years. Two years wasted that will be in
the history books for my daughter to see when Canada turned into a dictatorship. This is not
the future for our children. This is not constitutional. This is not right. And everyone in politics
who goes along with it, and knows it, needs to resign.

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59485

In a negative way

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59486

We've lost human connection. Our livelihoods have been put on the line. Our children deserve
better!

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59487

Our family is divided and depressed

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59488

I as an unvaccinated person, my wife and I have not gone to restaurants, sporting events and
theatres since the introduction of the discriminator passport law. We used to regularly.

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59489

Very negatively....myself and my entire family

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59490

All of them and all of them negatively

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59491

It has prevented our family from excercising the freedom that the charter and the bill of rights
provide. It has prevented us from being with our family, worshiping with our fellows,
participating in our community activities and serving our country in other ways. It is a picture to
us of the totalitarianism that we were taught occurred in some parts of the world in the past.
My father served in a conflict in 1939-45 to prevent that from happening again and suffered the
after effects of that service for the rest of his life. It is evil that the cure leadership has
forgotten or refused to value that sacrifice made by so many in the past. David Warnock
Moose Jaw, SK

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59492

No freedom in a free country

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59493

Can’t travel, lost friendships because of the segregation,can’t ride with my bike club,could not
see dying friends, could not visit friends in carehome, can’t have go out with family for dinner,
lost Christmas with my family, only 4 people could attend my wedding, I am depressed

2/18/2022 4:52 PM

59494

Lost my job, Stress, Travel restrictions, Segregation , Can't take the jab, heart condition,
Religious restriction. Unable to visit grand children due to vaccine passport. Novia Scotia.

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59495

It has taken a big mental health toll

2/18/2022 4:51 PM
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59496

Not able to sing in church,not able to take my children out for social events,I can not breathe
with mask on,so limited in where I can go. I am very isolated and being a senior it is not
healthy for my mental health.

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59497

It has robbed me of my job and the ability to feed my family.

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59498

It has prevented me from participating fully in society, from doing my job and performing the
duties they're in, all the way to exercising my rights as a free citizen to participate in
commerce and travel. It is also created distance between Myself and friends and relatives who
lacked the self-discipline to practice proper critical thinking.

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59499

No social life at all

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59500

In every way. I’m so unhappy

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59501

It has destroyed to many lives and has great impact on myself and family. Let Covid become
the annual flu, nothing will stop its anyways. If we never had vaccines it would have already
passed thru population and live would be normal again!

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59502

My husband had a heart attack in June 2020 he chose not to get vaccinated because of his
heart condition. We are both unvaccinated because it is experimental. We have followed the
science on non-MSM platforms and have made an informed choice. We are now pushed out of
Canadian society this is cruel. I am a highschool teacher. I have not been seriously sick but
take vitamin D Zinc, B &C. I am traumatized by all I have witnessed. We are being forced into
living a lie. These vaccines are mandates are destroying humanity.

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59503

Very affected

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59504

In all ways - mentally, physically, financially, socially

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59505

Extremely Negatively. Mental health took a big hit when I was not aloud to see my own family
on holidays.

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59506

Discrimination, isolated from family, no sports, have to dish out more money to put kids in
activities, not able to watch kids play sports, loneliness, fear for mine and my kids futures,
anxiety, depression

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59507

I lost my job because I am unable to be vaccinated.

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59508

I have medical appointments that we need to travel to major city for and mandates and force or
being vaxed really bothers me. I don't like being judged by others for my personal medical
beliefs and needs!

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59509

I was living in a house I was 1 year away from owning. It was safe and perfect for me and my
small dog. We voted plant a garden, flowers and play ball in the back yard. Our neighbors were
some of the kindest people I have ever met. Due to no vaxinaton my employment was
terminated. I lost my $80000/year job that I was 1 year away from retirement and full benefits.
Due to being terminated, I was unable to get assistance even though I have held employment
and paid into EI for over 30 years. I had to sell my house to be able to live, now renting a room
with shared accommodation. I had to cancel my life insurance policy that I have been paying
into since 2005. My family has been silent towards me. I have lost relationships. The
depression and anxiety have been overwhelming a lot of the time. I now barely make enough
money to make ends meet. I fear what will happen if my dog needs any medical help as I have
had to use that emergency fund to pay for his food. I am afraid of a lot of people in public as
so many are angry and say the worst things.

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59510

Hasn't affected me other than international travel.

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59511

I realize there are people that don't deserve to be called my friends and family

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59512

Depression

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59513

Negatively in more ways than I have time to type. However, one way is that it has created a 2
tier society with basically a government dictated social credit aspect making 2nd class
citizens of those who choose not to take an experimental vaccine for a virus with a 98%
survival rate.

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59514

vaccines passports

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59515

Young children committed suicide. Mother couldn't say goodbye to family members before

2/18/2022 4:51 PM
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passing. No church service in person . fellowshiping with others. Loneliness. Rejection by
friends & family. And it all didn't help, even tho most vaxed province we have the most cases,
now. mostly from vaxed
59516

My mental health is not good. It is time to move on and live our lives.

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59517

It should be a choice

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59518

Every aspect possible! Life has been miserable with these mandates, especially living in a
boarder city and knowing the Americans across the river are living free undivided lives for the
most part

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59519

Gave me some good comedy from unreasonable people

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59520

Put unnecessary fear in me...depression....mental health issues..lonely....no money for food

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59521

It has shown me that there are a lot of people willing to have the government try to take away
my human rights. It has also shown me there are many people willing to stand with me in a
fight to prevent government taking these inalienable rights

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59522

Financially, mentally

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59523

My ability to have a job and be involved in extra curricular activities.

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59524

Stress

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59525

Loss of income, stress, inflation, family, basic social needs

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59526

I can’t breath with the mask and everyone don’t distance

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59527

A lot

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59528

Lost my job and many God given freedoms

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59529

Unable to travel to visit grandchildren. Unable to participate in my own community. Depression/
mental health problems

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59530

It has divided my friends and family

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59531

Isolation from the community and the world , traveling is important to me

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59532

Physically and socially

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59533

Depression

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59534

They have affected my physical, emotional, social, economical and psychological wellbeing.
They have affected my children’s physical, emotional, social and psychological well-being.
These mandates have to end.

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59535

Financially, socially, family and general well being. In my job not being able to work with the
most broken

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59536

Significantly improved it in every way possible. For example, now in can see which businesses
NOT to support and which friends to IMMEDIATELY REJECT because they are fucking selfish
cunts who oppose LIFE SAVING MANDATES.

2/18/2022 4:51 PM

59537

Not able to work or socialize , stripped me of my freedom

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59538

Retired love to travel my only vice. Taken away my freedom and pleasure. Retired and locked
down 51 years worked and 34yrs at Metro only government for drugs, no eye care and no
dental . Now sucks to be a Canadian

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59539

My young children cannot enjoy any programs. My oldest child didn’t get to play his senior
year of basketball which effected him being able to get scholarships. Everyone’s mental health
is being effected by what’s happening.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59540

Isk

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59541

Depressing

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59542

Rapid testing requirements, potential job loss, negative affect on income, acesss to stores,
travel etc…. Has caused significant division in Canada, unable to spend time with family and
friends

2/18/2022 4:50 PM
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59543

Increased anxiety and depression. Destroyed relationships. My money is worth less due to
inflation. I am a prisoner in my own country.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59544

Can't visit my family abroad. Government induced depression

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59545

It has broken my heart and my spirit to see the undue suffering of my fellow human beings.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59546

I’m alive, aren’t I? My elderly grandparents with heart problems are alive. The mandates
worked.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59547

Lost wages and basically forced to get a Vax I didn't need jist to live a normal life

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59548

I’ve had to compromise my beliefs and values to be accordance due to the stress of financial
loss. The cost of living due to shortages of products and jobs has lowered my ability to save
for the future. I’ve struggled with the emotional damage due to the isolation.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59549

Financially, emotionally, relationally, mentally, and almost every aspect except for spiritually.
They can’t take that from me no matter what they do. This ends now.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59550

In every way possible!!!!!it needs to stop!

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59551

Financially and socially

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59552

Stressful, psychological ,financial,emotionally,personalhealth

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59553

Deeply impacted...delaying of university graduation, division of family, inability to participate in
society because if medical choices. List goes on.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59554

could only go for groceries I couldnt go out to eat

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59555

Business failing, societal fabric unraveling, depression, strained relationships, watching friends
and family become ill or die because of experimental injections, growing tired of my
“conspiracy theories” become reality

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59556

Lost my job, seclusion to point of depression, stressed out family.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59557

It's effected everyone's mental health on some level.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59558

not vaccinated - many restrictions - restaurants, movies etc. travel and a great divide with
others - that is most damaging.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59559

Division between family and friends.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59560

Locked down

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59561

Trudeau needs to go to jail for all the deaths under his watch and everyone else involved same
with school district and news media

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59562

Segregation

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59563

My oldest son has fallen into a deep depression because he can't partake in music, sports,
gym, group activities. He's become very isolated and anxious.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59564

Lost my job, could not find work. Financially hurt. Unable to see family and friends,
depressing. This has caused a lot of division in people.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59565

I lost my job and had to sell my house to survive

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59566

ONLY NEGATIVELY. My children have been affected, less social active and less healthy.
They beg for other human interactions and more outings/travel as they’re used to. They don’t
see our extended family and my youngest has never known a mask free life. She’s 3.5 years
old.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59567

We are seniors so it was not as terrible as parents with children and youth.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59568

2 years isolation, lack of sports for our kids, loneliness.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59569

????

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59570

Divide family’s , country

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59571

Mandates were not scientific but political. Mandates had created mental illness amongst some
of indigenous people I know and one suicide.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM
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59572

We have had to watch our mom and aunt die alone, because we were not allowed to visit,
family members have lost jobs, children not having school or extra curricular activities, parents
not allowed in schools, freedoms taken away.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59573

Loss of relationships, afraid to go to hospital, family division, loss of employment, can’t travel,
haven’t seen some family members in 2 years.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59574

Threatened our ability to earn an income and keep our careers. Our extended family no longer
has relationship with us. We have lost friends. We have been called and assumed to be all
sorts of hurtful things, by people and the government officials. We have been treated as
unclean, dirty people that need to be barred from society.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59575

Created a lot of mental, emotional, psychological turmoil and isolation, along with anxiety

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59576

It creates division and fear

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59577

Can't travel, can't use a restaurant, can't use a gym, made to feel segregated.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59578

Loss of freedom/ loss of faith in government/ loss of mental health/ and frankly a loss of hope.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59579

It has created societal divides and greatly decreased everyone’s mental health! Increased
affordability across the all areas of life and decreased employment opportunities.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59580

We’ve been decided as society. I’ve had friends die shortly after the vaccine. I’ve had friends
loose mobility of their hands.

2/18/2022 4:50 PM

59581

I am unable to do the things that I enjoy doing and it's also limited my employment
opportunities as I am making a personal choice to not take any vaccinations.

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59582

It has affected my mental health drastically. I am on medication now that I wasn’t on before
because of anxiety and depression.

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59583

Made my family and I safer

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59584

I'm a lucky one but I'm just a kind hearted person who thinks no one should have to chose
something they dont believe in (bodily atonomy) just to be able to suport their families. No one
should be losing their jobs for not taking a vaccine we really know nothing about long term
data. We can stilm spread it and catch it. Vax or no vax.

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59585

My family has been divided. The whole Country is divided. I know people who have had
adverse reactions. I have not been able to travel to my home out of Canada. I know people are
suffering depression. I have been having lots of anxiety on the state of BC, Canada and the
world,.

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59586

Can’t go to the movies

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59587

In every way. Mentally, financially and spiritually.

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59588

Not allowed me to visit sick friends and family, has kept our family from doing various
activities.

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59589

Not being around family and friends. The being restricted to not going out because I need to be
vaccinated

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59590

We don’t have freedom of choice, we are threatened if we don’t comply.

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59591

I see no point to live in this country

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59592

Family gatherings and travel. General inconvenience

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59593

It's divided my family and friends and my living extremely anxiety inducing.

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59594

It has caused huge division amongst my family & friends. We and our children have struggled
with our mental health. We have been restricted from much of society, without due cause.

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59595

It has affected all aspects of my life as well as my families. My son quit playing soccer due to
the mandates. The price of living has gone up and is so expensive I can barely feed my family.

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59596

Our young children have suffered a lot of loss at their young ages

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59597

Can’t travel

2/18/2022 4:49 PM
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59598

It brings division amongst friends family and communities.

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59599

Mentally, haven’t been able to visit family abroad, haven’t been able to travel for business

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59600

Depressed me, mental health at an all time low

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59601

Isolation, depression, friendships affected because of different opinions

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59602

I will lose my job by March. I have lost family that i could not travel to even say goodbye.
Funerals weddings graduations christmas easter friends family divided. This has been the
worst 2 years of my life. The most Love has come from the Convoy in Ottawa and across the
globe. Peace Love Respect Unity And freedom Thank you

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59603

Overwhelming feeling of anger and despair, most days, over the unlawful segregation and
discrimination I and others have experienced. Loss of friends and family, loved ones
experiencing vaccine injuries, being forced to take an experimental medical treatment or be
fired. It's a long list that has lead to far more harm than good.

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59604

Destroyed our business

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59605

Business has gone down since March 2020.

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59606

The mandates have eroded our guarded freedoms as Canadians with no accountability. It has
caused me to be discriminated against and vilified in the eyes of my government.

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59607

I can’t even begin to explain, but my mother passed away last April in the states and I felt like
my husband and I were treated like criminals to cross the boarder, I was her only child and I
needed to bury my mom. They were going to let me through but not my husband, it was a
horrible experience that no person should have to go through when they loose a loved one.

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59608

It has made life quite difficult, causing loneliness, depression, anxiety and hopelessness. I feel
so helpless. Who can do anything. Wrong is being called right and right is called wrong.
Discrimination on the rise.

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59609

It's affecting everyone's life

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59610

Made me feel divided and discriminated.

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59611

Job security and funds available to those who can work but it's a small scarifce to have normal
back

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59612

N/A

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59613

More depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59614

It has divided my family and friends. The Freedom to do as I see fit to do.

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59615

Family divisions, social life

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59616

It's bullshit we've never needed a mandate to manage the flu before so politicians and big
pharma and big tech get rich while killing people

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59617

Life in general, visiting family friends going to events. Having to work for the ones that can't.

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59618

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59619

I lost my job, I have depression, anxiety, I have no money ( EI done Sept 2021), might loss
my house soon as I have been looking for work since June 2021 and no luck ( only 6
interviews). Worked for 30 years at one company and they laid me off due to financial
difficulties and Covid. I have almost lossed everything.

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59620

has driven inflation to the point where affording groceries and gas for my truck are becoming
very difficult to prioritize

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59621

it has cost me over 30,000$ in lost work it had negatively affected my spousal relation it has
ended several friends lives by ending their long term business it has further disolved all trust in
government and the law

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59622

Depression, mental illness

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59623

I have been discriminated at restaurants, I can't cross the border and can't go to church

2/18/2022 4:49 PM
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59624

In many ways

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59625

Everything in my life has bee affected. Mental health, job, financial situation, health, the
welfare of my children has been affected...EVERYTHING!!

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59626

Much division and loss of friends many rights and freedoms have been abused

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59627

Not being allowed to socialize and live life as a free Canadian citizen

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59628

Loss of friends, destroyed social life, dealing others paranoia, disagreements, etc

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59629

My teenage daughter now has depression and anxiety, so much so im scared to wake up in
the morning and open her bedroom door not knowing if she is still with us or not

2/18/2022 4:49 PM

59630

The primary breadwinner lost job due to vaccine being required to fly. 4 months no work

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59631

Cost me my job

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59632

I have been terminated from my job as a mental health worker, my mother was fired as a nurse
at the local hospital. I am restricted from travelling to my home province, leaving the country,
going to restaurants, movies, gyms, etc. I am forced to wear a mask everywhere I go, despite
not believing they work. I have lost my house, my freedom, my rights and have been
discriminated against by fellow Canadians and the government. My father who is elderly is too
afraid to visit the hospital or his family doctor for routine tests and procedures needed and I am
concerned that I would not be able to visit my senior parents if they were to be hospitalized.
My nieces and nephews have been traumatized and pastors I follow and support have been
fined and arrested. The government mandates have also interfered with my God given rights to
gather unrestricted for church services.

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59633

Very little. Happy for the vaccine mandates. More comfortable dining with other responsible
people.

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59634

Freedom gone

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59635

I am depressed, I can't see my kids last two years

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59636

Forced to get Vaccine to stay employed

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59637

Misery, depression. Family member suicide.

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59638

It is criminal, all of it.

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59639

It has affected my work life, social life and family life

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59640

Leave without pay

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59641

Seeing the grandchildren not able to breathe because of masks as well as myself.

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59642

My life

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59643

In all aspects and my mental health

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59644

Financially,personally

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59645

Seeing many people with lost jobs, children being raised in a fear-based society instead of
faith-based, and satanic speech coming out of our government's mouth. I do not living in fear
as my trust is in the Lord in heaven, but I feel so much for those that do.

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59646

My family & friends divisions, and employment, health mental on this nonsense restrictions.

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59647

In more ways than I can put into writing

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59648

The worst part has been having to remember to bring a mask when I go shopping. So, hardly
at all.

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59649

Family divided

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59650

Caused anxiety about going out to stores and gatherings. Too much division and fighting.

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59651

I have been denied taking my children places which help them develop essential life skills, it
also has shown my children segregation and discrimination which is not how I raise my
children. I have also lost my position of employment due to my stance on forced medical
procedures on Canadian citizens. I am pro choice and all for peaceful protest and free speech.

2/18/2022 4:48 PM
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This is supposed to be Canada the home of the Free. Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s unlawful
actions against Canadians needs to be stopped immediately.
59652

Taken my rights away.

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59653

Cannot attend regular social events like I used to. Cannot see my family. Can’t go to
restaurants or attend important functions.

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59654

Restricted living

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59655

I lost my Mom November 29th, very sudden COVID death!! I was not allowed in the hospital to
see her, hospitals were so understaffed because of vaccine mandates that nobody could even
bring her the phone, for me to say goodbye!! Enough is enough after almost 3 years. We are a
free country , we have had our freedoms of everything stripped by the Trudeau Government!!
It's come to civil unrest because JT will not hear the people out!!

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59656

Vacationing , seeing Grandchildren, not going into hospitals with loved ones.

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59657

No

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59658

I was forced to take an experimental drug to maintain employment.

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59659

Has made it impossible for me to go into certain places and pushed back a much needed
surgery

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59660

My business is less than 50% and I am self employed

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59661

Significant Mental health struggles with a child Financially impacted negatively Chaos in family
and friend group Lost many people - in my work place.

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59662

I’ve lost every good career opportunity I had going into 2020. I’ve lost 75% of my annual
income because of the mandates and travel restrictions. I’ve postponed plans to have children,
move to a new city, buy a home/property. I’ve never experienced depression like I have in the
last two years. I miss friends, parties, festivals… life has little meaning without art, music,
gathering w friends. Coming together as human beings.

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59663

Negatively

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59664

Possibly not able to work

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59665

Restrictions everywhere. Can’t do anything or see family

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59666

It really hasnt

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59667

Not be able to visit my family for over two years now…

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59668

It has been an infringement on all Canadians Freedoms and Rights. The imposition of the
covid response by the provincial and federal governments has been devastating to Canadians.
They have done far more harm and damage by Imposing the covid measures than had they
done nothing. The children are forever scarred by the government's covid measures. Family's
homes, businesses, jobs, careers were destroyed. If the government could not see this, then
they have no right to govern at all. The question is what will we the Canadian people do: The
guilty parties absolutely knew how devastating the covid measures would be which makes
them guilty for assaulting and attacking Canadians with premeditated intent. We must hold all
those responsible for carrying out the assaults on Canadians with the most stringent
reprimands the courts can impose on them.

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59669

It hasn’t.

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59670

Made division where their should not be. Taken away my right to visit sr. Had to change
churches.

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59671

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59672

Because I can't have this vacation I can't go anywhere with my friends

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59673

Yes

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59674

Kept me at home.

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59675

Taken away any sense of a freedom in a country that I once loved and adored

2/18/2022 4:48 PM
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59676

100%

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59677

Ruined

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59678

Travel

2/18/2022 4:48 PM

59679

Painfully

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59680

Not much.

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59681

It’s stolen 2 years of the lives of my children

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59682

Loss of income opportunities, family issues, and added social stressors

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59683

Major inconvenience for travelling. Pushing me to take vaccines not tested on people with
rheumatoid arthritis.

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59684

Loss of jobs, money, family arguments,

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59685

Severely impacted income. I’m in the entertainment business… need an audience

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59686

yes

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59687

Made me lose out financially

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59688

Turned it upside down. Not able to go my office even though I pay rent. Paying tennis club
payments unable to play tennis. Socially not able to see my family, unable to travel. Has
Divided friendships and families

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59689

Badly

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59690

Isolation. Mental Health.

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59691

My work, my career, my ability to freely travel and see family, social life, children, mental
health and relationships

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59692

I have no regular work. In the last two years I’ve gone to a state of a miserable credit rating, no
credit behind on several maxed credit cards and stressed out and realistically should be
declaring bankruptcy and in trouble with authorities due to behaviour caused by the stress and
disappointment of it all

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59693

It has caused undo anxiety, stress, division, and loss of freedoms like travel, sports, school
activities etc.

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59694

It has kept my family healthy, happy and whole.

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59695

covid sucks- but I feel safe and happy to keep everyone else safe to follow the mandates as
things are getting better finally as most of the population is vaccinated.

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59696

I have lost my job, it has hurt myself and my family. It has decided us. It's hurting my niece
she's only a child. Masks, mandates and the vaccine do more harm then good. I'm tired of
going through this, I'm tired of people committing suicide because of all this

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59697

I’ve lost friends, family. It has caused great mental problems.

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59698

Constant fear of losing my job because I can’t travel fly for work. My daughter can’t go on
campus. I have no social life. Decimated lives

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59699

I can no longer go to gyms where most of my mental health issues were resolved, I can no
longer take my children to events/outings, I can not take them to any activities where others
may be, I am segregated and told what I can and can not do everywhere I turn.

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59700

I have been unable to visit friends, go to church or see my grandchildren. Both my husband
and I got the first 2 vaccine shots but before the pandemic began he needed surgery to repair
a hernia, which had to be postponed for 8 months. That resulted in further complications and
the need for more surgery. Then he had a heart attack and died. After nearly 60 years together!

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59701

I’m every single aspect. I resent the government mandates. My kids education has been
affected. Their mental health has been affected. My mental health has been affected.
Relationships with family has been strained. This isn’t about our health. It’s 100% political and
it needs to stop.

2/18/2022 4:47 PM
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59702

I have not been able to enjoy a meal in a restaurant with family or friends because of my
choice to be unvaccinated!!

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59703

I have become depressed and isolated.

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59704

I had to homeschool my then 4/ now 5 year old because he was so stressed he would chew
through his masks, it has divided friends family and neighbours, they made my mother choose
between a cancer check up (which had been postponed for 2 years) and travelling in time to
have us out of isolation for my daughters birth, it kept my mother from being able to attend my
daughters birth when there were 0 cases in Cape Breton Island, and in Manitoba my mother
was turned away at hospital 3 times over a month with pneumonia symptoms only to force
their hand by hiring an ambulance and they discovered stage 4 cancer.

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59705

Depression, isolation, division, rage, suicidal urges

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59706

Social life has ended, terrible for mental health

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59707

Every aspect.

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59708

We have a daughter who is now suicidal and a son who suffers from anxiety. I suffer from
anxiety and claustrophobia so I can’t wear a mask, so we can’t go anywhere. Our social life
has been taken away. We can’t go swimming, we can’t fly to another province to see dying
family. We have been ostracized and are hated because of our views

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59709

Splintered family and friendships. Stifled travel plans. I dislike being forced to mask.

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59710

My husband hasn't seen his parents, kids and grandkids in over three years as birders have
been closed to unvaccinated!

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59711

Lost employment

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59712

Can not visit my grandparents in a nursing home or go out for dinner with our family

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59713

Reduced social contact, anxiety... less networking in person, my 1 business was completely
closes for 2 years, family tensions

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59714

The mandate infringes on my ability to travel, to visit family, to work without hindrance, to
breathe unmasked. These things didn’t stop us from getting covid, but they stopped us from
enjoying life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. They took our freedom.

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59715

Mental health crisis, community division

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59716

Very little

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59717

Emotional stress, loss of connection with family and friends, my business decreased/halted

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59718

I am not allowed to bring my child into my local hospital should he need treatment - I would
have to drop him at the front door with his health card, which would terrify him. This is not
because I am any more or less contagious or infected than anyone else, but simply because I
do not share others faith in big pharma companies. Not being allowed on a plane also affects
our family’s business and therefore directly impacts our employees, whether they are vaxxed
or not.

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59719

made it safer.

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59720

Loss of job, freedom to worship

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59721

To much to list I’m this little box

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59722

Losing my freedom of choice, travel and enjoyment of life

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59723

lost i'm not going to say the amount of money but a lot

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59724

How has it not. Mental health and suicide is on the ride due to mandates. Alot more have died
from drug overdoses and mental health than covid

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59725

We have had to turn people away from my restaurant. Plus I wasn’t able to go see my family.

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59726

Lost time with family members and friends. Missed out on trips. Had to stay home like prison.
Wear a useless mask at work all day ,feeling light headed, getting dry mouth and eyes
irritated. Missed funerals, Xmas, weddings, church gatherings, small groups. Very depressing
how life has become in light of what we use to live like and all for no better outcome than other

2/18/2022 4:47 PM
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places that had no restrictions. Don’t believe in the vaccine kool-aid experiments and feel
stressed at how they are coerced on every Canadian. This is not a fun time. Kids should be
running out to their parents mask free after a day of fun learning g at school.
59727

Haven’t seen my elderly parents because they are terrified of Covid. My child has not been
able to attend school because of covid . There are many more ways

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59728

Made me sick

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59729

Secluded, bored and not good for my mental health. Mandates are needed to end this
pandemic.

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59730

My son suffered from depression at 21 years old... buried my brother without being ALLOWED
to have his friends and all our family. My mental health and opinion is under constant attack
cause of the division caused and planned by the liberal govts agenda.. this is only a few things
of a long list. We do not support Trudeau or the WORLD ECONOMIC FORUMS agenda.. the
Futre Global Leaders program and their intent on total control needs to be dismantled Arrest
Trudeau and all his supporters!!!!!

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59731

It's put people against each other. Need to become a great country again .

2/18/2022 4:47 PM

59732

Our kids sports activities have been canceled. Our extended family has been divided and there
is some hostility.

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59733

It has Limited our freedoms to go place and live life as God has design to live in community.
Impeding individuals of attending church and gathering with family.

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59734

Lost business, lost wages, very unhappy life stuck in without normal freedom

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59735

My mother took the vaccine which caused her to have a heart attack and now she also has full
blown dementia and I had to sell her place and belongings and have her put in a seniors
facility.

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59736

Made it miserable

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59737

Everything in my life is affected. It needs to end

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59738

Not at all! I don’t mind staying home! I will continue to wear masks for a couple of years . I
don’t like the hike in fiel and groceries!

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59739

Severe social and financial impact

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59740

Mental health has been severely damaged

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59741

Cannot see my family, no family gatherings

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59742

Spiritually, Physically, Emotionally, Mentally, Psychologically, Financially! What the Canadian
Government, under the extremely poor leadership of Justin Trudeau, has done for the last two
years is psychological warfare!

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59743

Many ways!!! but worst of all the devide between family and friends..

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59744

Isolation

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59745

Mental health is destroyed. Thanks Trudeau!

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59746

Decision …family and friends

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59747

It’s absolute nonsense. Is Canada a communist country??

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59748

Lost my job and lost opportunities.

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59749

Mental health issues

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59750

Loss of my rights and freedoms. Kids have essentially lost two years of education. Lost
income. Infringement of lifestyle. Government Invasion of Privacy. Mandated vaccination in
order to be allowed to travel.

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59751

Fearful of our future freedoms

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59752

Hasn't

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59753

I have not been sick

2/18/2022 4:46 PM
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59754

Negatively

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59755

Has prevented me from getting proper medical advice based on my personal health situation.
Has prevented me from seeing my son play hockey, has drained my bank account in getting
Covid tests even though I had natural immunity and was considerate to others and followed all
isolation rules when I had covid. Lastly, it has caused division not only in my family but in my
community. It is sad to see that the government doesn’t trust people enough to make
responsible medical decisions for themselves It has also caused me to distrust in the
government and the medical community

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59756

The mandates have causes a huge rift amongst the general public, and between myself and
my loved ones. It has caused an unnecessary amount distress amongst Canadians and has
taken away our right what is best for ourselves. I feel like I always have justify my personal life
choice, or hide my "status" in fear of being ostracized, ridiculed, or facing ruin of my career.

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59757

Kept us alive

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59758

Loss of freedom of mobility. Discriminated against for not being injected.

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59759

I was laid off for six months as was my husband in the first months of Covid. The vaccine
passports have prevented me from accessing parts of society. I have been ridiculed and
threatened as well, including from the prime minister.

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59760

In a good way. I’ve had to deal with things I’ve been ignoring my whole life and got help for it. I
started to appreciate my own company and the quiet

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59761

Family gatherings, travel, dining out, a threat to my freedom of choice

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59762

Stress, anxiety and isolation

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59763

In many ways. Kids home from school/ behind in school, depression, separation from family
friends, working from home,

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59764

Nothing but frustration

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59765

I hate lies

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59766

It has affected my mental Health

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59767

Srressed, tired,

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59768

Depression, isolation, loss of income

2/18/2022 4:46 PM

59769

Yes! Very much, it needs to go ASAP!

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59770

Absolutely ridiculous tyranny

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59771

Difficult to live a reasonable life, deprived from many activities.

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59772

I have to rapid test every 72 hours to keep my job even though both vaccinated and
unvaccinated can spread the virus

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59773

Srressed, tired,

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59774

I have been made to feel like a second class citizen. I chose to not take the vaccine because
I got covid in 2020 and it was like a bad cold. Considering I saw my dad previously go through
GBS, I chose not to get flu shots or the covid vaccine. I have all other shots so does my
daughter, I'm not anti vaccine. But these mandates and the divisive hate spread by our PM
and media have given people the impression that I am, that I'm selfish, and that I'm a threat to
their health despite their own vaccination status. It's enough! I'm not a second class citizen!

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59775

Lost my job, friends, money, my gym closed, depressed anxiety, now I desire to leave Canada

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59776

Very very hard

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59777

It has been horrible. It has created unnecessary stress to many of my friends, family &
coworkers. It has made it almost impossible to assist in the care of the elderly whom we are
close to in a way that benefits them. It has closed down many small businesses and created
job losses that should not have happened. We should have the right to choose what we do put
into our bodies. We need this to end. It is not necessary and not in the best interest of
Canadians. Forcing a mandate and make no mistake this is force. The government can say

2/18/2022 4:45 PM
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‘oh but we have 90%+ of Canadians vaccinated. That is because many had to choose
between their jobs to keep there families fed and housed. That is NOT a freedom of choice.
59778

It has totally segregated me from leading a normal life

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59779

Mental health , forced to get the jab I didn’t want in order to keep my job

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59780

Depression

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59781

Coworkers and friends are loosing their jobs. businesses I supported have closed down.

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59782

Lost my employment, stress, my mental health has fell to the point I need medical attention

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59783

Travel

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59784

Segregation, family arguments, stress, mental health, skin problems due to hand sanitizer,
children's education loss, children with too much screen time, children missing out on
activities, children's mental health, stress at work, loss of work days...

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59785

It hasn't really but it's complete bullshit it's about compliance not health plenty of proof out
there same for so called vaccine it's not plenty of proof to back it up

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59786

It has freed me of many stereotypical obligations that were mundane, outdated and plain
archaic

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59787

It has effected my work life, Social life, and everything

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59788

I cannot go anywhere or do anything due to vax passports . I cannot watch my child swim
lessons.

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59789

Havent hugged my siblings nor done anything fun with them in two years. Cant go out to dinner
with friends for 6 months now even though none of us have any cold or flu or covid Cant play
my favorite sport because im not allowed in the gym with my vaxxed friends Not sure of the
futUre with our freedoms being taken away

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59790

Extremely negatively. Such divide. Do not recognize my country anymore. Straight dictatorship
and all agenda with no room for discussion

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59791

We're managing fairly well. I will continue to social distance and wear a mask even after we
don't have to.

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59792

Horribly… Government fear mongering has destroyed our country; turned neighbour against
neighbour.

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59793

Negatively. I feel discriminated, targeted and I feel my mental health has suffered.

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59794

I found out Canada is led by dictators and I’ve never worn a mask since this started. I refuse
to support unproven voodoo and my child is out of school and my CL is out of work .

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59795

The mandate has not directly affected my life. I do not agree with these being forced on
anyone.

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59796

I am immunocomprimised and on cancer treatment. Ending mandates too soon means I can't
go to work because the pandemic is still happening. If I can't work, I can't pay my mortgage.

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59797

No one in my family has sick

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59798

It ruined my life, my mental health, my relationships with family and friends and I felt prisoner
in my own country. It has been terrible.

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59799

Has prevented social interaction for our children at school, prevented them from hooting school
at times. Caused shortages in parts and supplies necessary for farming, increasing costs that
we can’t pass along

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59800

These mandates have made me fear for my safety and the safety of my family. We have been
completely segregated from society. My spouse lost his career. I have been made to feel like a
parasite. Shame on our government for dividing people. I have been yelled at, been told I was
in a cult because I have been actually following the science not the media. This is 100 percent
wrong of the government to have mislead the people of Canada. Its been terrible and it must
end now.

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59801

Horrible lost of job, depression

2/18/2022 4:45 PM
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59802

Childrens mental health Loss of sports and physical activity Loss of a loved one who had to be
alone for weeks Traumatizing

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59803

It has effected my life in all ways possible. By being a parent, for my employer along with my
mental health.

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59804

Brutally

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59805

Mentally not good

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59806

Segregation, divisness, strained personal relationships, has created depression. Lost my
freedoms to participate in society.

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59807

I am unable to socialize with my people. It’s not okay to take away my rights and punish me
for not getting the vaccine.

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59808

Put a stop on travel and outings/get togethers, but feel that for the most part it was necessary
to save lives and keep me and my family healthy

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59809

My children are stuck at home because we as educated parents refuse to mask our kids!!

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59810

It has interrupted every aspect of my life, I suffer from depression and anxiety, this has been a
living hell! My health has gone downhill and now I am afraid for my life, from my fellow
Canadians, as a vaccine free entity.

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59811

It has affected my work, my relationships & mental health. This ‘cure’ has been far worse than
the actual virus itself.

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59812

I have not been able to volunteer in any organization, or participate in many events or go to
restaurants. There is NO science to back these mandates up. The evidence is also showing
the vaccine is NOT safe and can be dangerous. It should be a choice. The mandate has been
depressive in all ways. I fear and distrust anyone who has been given authority to block
Canada from speaking out and protesting in peace. I am one of many who are aware of the
fake news coverage of everything to do with Covid.

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59813

every aspect emotionally and financially and physically

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59814

I will lose my job if not vaccinated

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59815

Many ways

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59816

Depression sucide kids dying

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59817

Violated my Charter Rights; lost confidence in government leaders; disgusted with
misinformation/no information of mainstream media. Saddest time In my 65 years as a
Canadian watching what our Prime Minister and leaders have done to our great country.

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59818

I lost my business..my husband lost job, I’m already vaccine injured 10 yrs ago living with
autoimmune disease. Scared to get hurt , the hospitals seem to be a death trap. Especially for
older folks. My neighbourhood there is division. My grandson couldn’t go to park . He is 5 now
and will not be put in school until threat of vaccination is gone totally. My one daughter was in
university, now owes 17000 for nothing. My other daughter was either vax or no job, she had
just bought a house. The anxiety I feel in a store with everyone wearing masks is
tremendous..My husband does the shopping now. The idea that healthy people endanger
others simply by breathing is the biggest scam ever in history!

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59819

I feel discriminated

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59820

Unable to travel to see my family in my own country. All travel restrictions need to be lifted.
More isolated and lonely and very tense because the government has divided the country.

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59821

Discrimination, Segregation, Feel unsafe, Separation for society, Feel sad to live in Canada 🇨🇦
my home.

2/18/2022 4:45 PM

59822

i needed to be tested (RAT tests) at work 3 times a week when i was unvaccinated. So i caved
in and took my 2 shots but i don't want to take the booster.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59823

My wife and I lost our 22 year career in cross border long-haul trucking

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59824

It has led to no job and depression

2/18/2022 4:44 PM
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59825

People have not died, and received the care they needed.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59826

It has isolated and distanced family and friends and has caused division due to the mandatory
vax

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59827

They make me miserable, angry, stressed.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59828

Terribly!! I was forced to get the Vaccine or lose my livelihood!!! I almost died on the second
shot!! And I am still feeling the ill effects of it! I have lost over 15pounds and I am 5”11 and
now weigh less than 120pounds I can not gain the weight back! After my heart issues the night
after I got my second I puked for days and days they was in early October! I also have a
special needs child who hasn’t seen a speech therapist in 2yrs now! I am soooo afraid to lose
my livelihood because I can’t get the booster and I’m sure that will be the next mandate!! I
have had to turn to selling naked pictures on the web to be able to keep my family from
starving due to all the lose of income through the pandemic!

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59829

Cost me my job Cerb is not enough to make ends meet

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59830

Severely curtailed .

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59831

I lost my job

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59832

Suicidal

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59833

It as limited our ability to see family and friends. As a non-vaccinated person we are
segregated from the general population in that we cannot go to restaurants or theatres or any
other entertainment.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59834

I am a pensioner and has cost me $50,000 in additional income from lost business

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59835

Being discriminated against .Divisivness.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59836

The mandates have negatively impacted every aspect of my life, mental, emotional, spiritual,
financial, physical and all relationships, friendships and family ties

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59837

It's devided my family and friends. It's cost me work. It's stopped me from enjoying the things
that we have always had in a FREE country.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59838

No freedom

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59839

It is taking away the normalcy I have known all my life, not allowed me to enter certain
buildings and watch my kids school sports. It has made my kids lives unhappy and miserable
by having to miss out on certain activities, and wearing masks all day long at school. Missing
out on sports and being ridiculed by certain members of faculty and friends at school because
of our decision to not have them vaccinated.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59840

It started while I was greiving my husband passing from cancer. All grief classes were shut
down as well as everything else. I was alone the whole time! I can not work. This has
completely divided my family. I could not go and care for my mother after surgery that nearly
took her life 2x from asphyxiation while eating. No nurses around until almost too late :( Can
not support my Mom in hospital for radiation treatments either because of mandates. This has
nearly destroyed me and my entire family!

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59841

Loss of income, mentally straining, loss of friends and family

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59842

It has affected my business and personal and family life in many ways...too many to count!

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59843

It has destroyed my business, isolated me from family and friends as well as destroying
relationships due to the extreme divisive tactics of our governments at all levels and the
mainstream media.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59844

Mentally, physically, relationally - friends and family 😰

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59845

Yes. Personally and professionally. Personal, I'm unvaccinated and can't go to restaurants or
public social events. Professional, lockdowns and other restrictions have created a huge
problem with supply chain for my business. It's cost us $100s of thousands in extra costs
because of severe schedule impacts and inability to complete projects so we can close sales.
Not only are we paying extra to source products with companies with whom we have no
contracts, we've had to pay for accommodations for homebuyers who sold their homes and are
now unable to move into their new home because it's not ready. We're also paying more
interest on construction loans because we can't close sales.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM
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59846

Loss of work, loss of meeting new people, loss of not being allowed to enjoy life to its fullest
potential.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59847

I can't travel, visit parents, restaurants, movies, gyms, clubs,

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59848

The same as most Canadians.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59849

I have a medical condition idiopathic anaphylaxis, I take 3 times the allowed does of
medication just to function and carry 2 epi pens. My specialist told me it wasn’t in my best
interest to get vaccinated because my body could react and cause a anaphylactic response.
So I’m being punished by the mandate, because I have a heath issue.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59850

Unable to get a job as a RPN d/t not inoculated as I have a pre existing condition of MS and
have Covid antibodies as had previous Covid

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59851

Affecting my freedom

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59852

Division of family and friends. Loss of income. Depression

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59853

Devising from family and friends

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59854

My life is shit !!!

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59855

It has affected me and my children's life as it has restricted me and my children access to
services that we need. Mental health has gotten worse in our home since the Pandemic

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59856

I have a three small children whom have all been emotionally and mentally effected by these
measures. My daughter is two and a half and is very socially behind due to this. She had an
accident and needed emergency reconstructive surgery on her hand and a future follow up
surgery which has now been postponed. These are very critical times for her learning how to
use her hands and now she has to relearn and hopefully is able to get the surgery done ASAP
to start the rehab process for her. I removed my two sons from the catholic school system due
to having to wear a mask for 8 + hours a day. This is not healthy and the long term effects are
unknown. These lockdowns are completely unjustified and in my option are nothing more than
a control measure on the citizens. Our healthcare systems have been overwhelmed far before
“covid” was a thing and to now try and blame this is absurd. You don’t fire hundreds of
healthcare workers when your system is over burden.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59857

A lot of anxiety, not being able to sleep and eat properly and big discrimination to a lot of
places asking for my medical information

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59858

Discrimination

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59859

As a young mother, it has effected not only my postpartum mental health, but also the social
development of my son. I have an autoimmune disorder and various newly found allergies and
frankly getting a newly built vaccine is not in my schedule. I’ve been discriminated against not
wearing a mask, not being vaccinated and I am tired of it.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59860

I was out of work for the first year. It was mandatory to get the jab in order to go back to work.
I wasn’t allowed to leave the country for two years until I got.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59861

THE MANDATES HAVE OPENED MY EYES TO THE TOTALITARIAN RULE THAT OUR j t
trudeau minority government IS IN. J.T. IS SLEEPING WITH THE ENEMY W.E.F. J.T. HAS
TAKEN GOD OUT OF CANADA. THAT WILL BITE HIM IN THE ASS VERY SOON. MY
RESEARCH GOES DEEP AND IS SOLID. NOT FROM MAIN STREAM MEDIA THAT J.T.
PAID 600,000 MILLION $$ OF *TRULY FREE CANADIAN TAX DOLLARS PAID FOR WITH
OUT ASKING CANADA. PAYING HIS FAMILY FROM EMBEZZLEMENT FROM WHO CORP.
FROM NOT LOOKING AFTER THE VETERANS OF CANADA, WHOM HAVE FOUGHT TO
GIVE US THE FREEDOM THAT JUSTIN AND HIS DADDY HAVE RIPPED OUT FROM
UNDER THE CANADIAN FEET. HE HAS ALLOWED THE SOCIAL SERVICE SYSTEM TO
DESTROY GOOD FAMILY. ALL WHO AGREE WITH HIS GLOBAL AGENDA WILL BE DEALT
WITH IN THE SAME FASHION AS HIS TYRANNY RULING IS USED ON THE GOD
FEARING TRULY FREE CANADIAN CITIZENS HE HAS AND IS DESTROYING.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59862

Kids missing out on life events, financial burden

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59863

Have had 12 friends Overdose and pass away. Also 2 friends committed suicide. Everyone I
know is depressed and not enjoying life anymore.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM
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59864

Depression. Anxiety

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59865

It has destroyed a lot of businesses, caused destruction to the people psychologically and
many people are dying and damaged because of the vaccine biowarfare. I don't like a Prime
Minister with a mental problem

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59866

I laboured alone with the birth of my first child. I was a shut in for 7 months of my maternity
leave. I have medical related ptsd from when my husband died and the mandates refused me
a support person throughout my entire pregnancy. I have been demonized by my government. I
have been called a racist, misogynistic, extremist by my prime minister.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59867

I’ve suffered from depression, anxiety, alcoholism and as a result gained weight. I’ve
withdrawn from family and friends and until recently, kept mostly to myself. I’m angry with my
provincial and federal government and feel betrayed by my Employer (Alberta Health
Services). At the start of Covid, I volunteered to be redeployed to work in a LTC facility and
worked there approximately 2 months. Over that time, I saw residents die of pre existing
comorbidities but diagnosed as dying with Covid on their death certificate. One resident’s
death still haunts me today. Before dying, he started out with an injured toe prior to his
placement within our facility. Within a month, the injury progressed to gangrene below the
knee. After a month, the physician finally agreed to send him out to have the limb amputated.
He was subsequently transferred back to our local hospital where he died alone, 3 days later.
While he was in our local facility on isolation, I spoke with a coworker who worked on this unit.
She informed me, he wasn’t eating. This resident had dementia, was bed ridden and unable to
feed himself. Because he was at times combative (with strangers) and they diagnosed him
with Covid… he was pretty much left alone. I tried to speak up about it but excuses were made
and the story was covered up. As a LPN nurse working since 1987, I have never been more
ashamed of our healthcare system than I am now since Covid. I was hailed as a hero at the
start of all this BS and now I’m treated like a zero. Many of my cohorts (including Drs) won’t
speak up out of fear of losing our license and our jobs. My other cohorts are still drinking the
Covid Koolaid and don’t understand why people are supporting the Freedom Convoy. God help
us all and forgive them for they know not what they do!

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59868

Mental health is not good. Separation and segregation have taken their toll. The names must
end and never happen again.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59869

Livelihood, children, friendships and family relationships have all been extremely negatively
impacted.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59870

I have no job, can’t get a job, can’t feed my family, not entitled to EI that I’ve paid into for 40
years. Not allowed to Choose what is injected into MY body and my children’s bodies, for the
sake of being Allowed freedom. I’ve been austricized, harassed, demeaned and verbally
abused by Government mandated division, brainwashing and hate. I am suffering with a child
who has mental health issues because of these oppressive Mandates that do not allow him to
socialize, educate and make decisions for himself. The damage these Mandates have caused
Far out way the so called protection from a Virus that is 99% survivable!! I am angry that the
money spent, the lies, the media complicit in the government narrative has destroyed our
economy. Heath care capacity was always an issue, money spent on vax campaign could
have been allocated to hospitals. I can’t see a doctor, dentist, family or friends because the
government deems me dirty and a harm to everyone, when Trudeau himself proved the vax is
Not a vax. We can all catch and spread this virus. Where are the facts, proof, science and
data to support the need doe these draconian Mandate measures? Why is government
doubling down on Mandates when the world is dropping Mandates? Why is government not
accountable and answerable to the people? I’ve lost 2yrs of my life, thinking I was alone but
the Truckers saved my Life!!! They brought me Hope, Love and Unity…all Canadians matter,
we are all deserving of a voice. Our Charter of Rights and Freedoms have and are being
destroyed…what is the government’s agenda? Why won’t they talk, provide a counter
narrative, healthy debate or scientific evidence? So depressed at the way citizens have been
divided by government!! Truckers have brought us together in a way government never could.
Media reports lies, I am appalled after as sending events and the shameful light legacy media
reports these wholesome grassroots amd legal protests. I’m sick about our countries future, if
this corruption is not exposed and removed. Censorship of free speech is in jeopardy. We the
people now stand together, peacefully and united in our protest to save our God given Charter
of Rights and Freedoms. I have suffered watching people be harmed and die from these
Mandated jabs, taken only because they felt they had no choice, they needed their job! The
pain of watching loved ones lose everything because of lockdowns and restrictions. I’m unable
to visit my brother in long term care😡. Enough is enough!! Life must move on - remove ALL

2/18/2022 4:44 PM
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Mandates amd the Emergency Orders!! Enough Fear already, free to decide, a country Strong
and Free. Enough government overreach at all levels, stay in your lane and do your jobs Uphold our Rights!!
59871

Destroyed my fuckin Life! Fuckin Trudeau needs to be fired! Removed!

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59872

Never been more ashamed to be Canadian. Mental health has suffered greatly. Friends have
lost jobs over mandates. I'm done.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59873

Jobs, having to wear masks. Not allowed in many places, not being allowed to fly or leave
country etc

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59874

I feel like a prisoner in my own country.i am not allowed to visit my 94year old mother I cannot
eat in restaurants go to gyms etc nor visit my daughter and grandson. Etc etc etc

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59875

Certain friends and family no longer talk or visit with me. I am unable to watch my kids play
sports and I have to convince them to continue playing. Sports were a huge part of my life and
shaped the person I am today and I am afraid my children will not get to have this apart of their
life. I am also unable to share in simple pleasures like going to a hockey game or eating at a
restaurant which is also dividing me from my friends and family. My mental health and view of
this country and the world has probably forever changed. I no longer trust anyone.

2/18/2022 4:44 PM

59876

Unable to visit my father in LTC home

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59877

Lost freedom

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59878

made life like living in a prision

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59879

Ruined it

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59880

Isolated

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59881

Ruined our business, caused lots of stress and anxiety

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59882

Taken away freedom. Created depression. Divided family

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59883

It's been tough

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59884

has driven me to the brink of mental health issues.

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59885

It hasn’t been easy. But I’ll deal with them as long as needed in a GLOBAL PANDEMIC
because I care about people. Mandates, aka, health precautions, save lives!

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59886

It effected my metal illness by increasing it with all of the mandates.

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59887

The mandates have created alot of Mental Health issues.

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59888

Mental health problems

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59889

These mandates have divided families seriously, it has caused hatred to increase, people’s
values have turned into acting evil, but all the time God is in control! So I trust whatever
happens I believe God will take care of me and my family and those who obey and put all their
trust in Him!

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59890

Horrible

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59891

It's effected my whole familys mental heal negatively, our health in general is much worse. We
have been living in fear forced on us by the government but it is time to life all restrictions, its
time to live again and stop the government and this terrible language of hate from our leaders

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59892

Distanced friends! Don’t shop like I used to!

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59893

I had to get the vaccine to keep my job...and have been on sick leave because of it, for 6
months! There are numerous ill-effects for the mental health of our children. And the PM has
divided the country like never before.

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59894

It hasn't

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59895

I haven’t travel and I haven’t left my home town for 2 years

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59896

Created separation between myself and families I would otherwise have been eager to serve.
The mental games it plays out in my decision making processes are unwarranted.

2/18/2022 4:43 PM
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59897

I watched my husband take the vaccine in order to keep his job. We need his income. And I
cried for him, as I know how strongly he was against it. I only found peace through my faith. I
have spent many cold nights in my car in the arena parking lot waiting for my boys to finish
their practices or games. Ive watched family split, and divide in anger towards one another.
I’ve had hate spewed at me by my own family. Ive watched as those around me have
struggled in FEAR. If fear is driving this campaign, then how can it be a good thing ?

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59898

Can't breath makes me nauseous. I am having dizzy spells

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59899

It has made me contemplate suicide, I have lost friends, lost freedoms, my daughter has lost
all recreational activities, I have lost the ability to travel or go to the gym, now I’m afraid this
country no longer had freedom of speech. I’m worried my bank account will be frozen because
I donated $50 to givesendgo-in good faith to a peaceful protest-before the emergency
measures act was inacted- I would like to leave Canada but my democraticly elected prime
minister has mandated that my family is not allowed to board a train, or plane because of a
medical choice to not participate in a clinical trial that is still in progress- testing on humans
God help us.

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59900

Hasn't. Got vaccinated and haven't had any issues

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59901

It has placed me and all four of my children in deeper depression. We have lost friends and
family because of the fear mongering!! Me and all my children caught covid and it was a JOKE
compared a flu!! I'm so disappointed in our government and health officials beyond belief.

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59902

Many ways

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59903

Clinical depression

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59904

Work remotely. Haven’t had guests in our home in over two years. Postponed daughter’s
wedding. Twice. 2020 and 2021. Still support mandates and feel government failed us in not
shutting down the trucker convoy immediately.

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59905

We are unable to see family My father can't see grandkids due to vaccine My father got very
sick from the vaccine My kids are suffering while in school having to wear the mask all the
time.

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59906

In the last 2 years my family has been ripped apart. Psychological, mental and emotional
damage that may never be able to be recovered. I've had to deal with job loss, stress,
emotional break down with family and friends, it has distroyed my relationships with family
friends and peers. I lost a home, ability to support basic needs, ostracized from society and
have been label sub-human for not wanting to comply for being a healthy person. I was in a
healthy loving family and it's all been distroyed, not by C-19, but by the very measures taken
by the government that promised to keep us safe.

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59907

Restrict everything about our lives. Freedom to visit family and friends. Freedom to go out and
enjoy life. Freedom to vacation.

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59908

I freedom to move has been infringed.

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59909

They have ended friendships and family connections. The stress of mainstream media
conflicting (and being controlled!!) with what I know to be true, is palpable. We should not be
forced, on ANY LEVEL, to inject our bodies with an experimental gene therapy which have had
devastating adverse effects and even death on those who have agreed to take them. My son
had to take the injections to work. This is so wrong! The bribery and ‘incentives’ are insane.
The cognitive dissonance is so disorienting. I feel suffocated by masks. I feel degraded and
less human. As a former elementary teacher, I know how damaging the mask mandates and
isolation are for children. I am traumatized by seeing people being arrested in Canada,
Australia, NZ, etc. I am insulted by a PM who berates me, calls me and mine and my fellow
Canadians a ‘fringe minority.’ He and the rest of the globalist elites are clearly working for
“someone” other than Canadians or the benefit of humanity.

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59910

Completely destroyed my life, business, relationships, health…. Pushing deliberately people
around me in a state of survival… leading my elderly parents in a survival mode…. But I also
discovered all the manipulations and the abusive illegal behaviours through fear and mind
control by PM, all the governments, all the méfias mainstream with full conflict of interest, and
being so far from the reality of the People… I cannot trust them at all … I am creating my new
life in my new world !

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59911

I have personally known small business owners lose their life savings trying to keep

2/18/2022 4:43 PM
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businesses open. My childrens education has suffered, they are behind in school, they have
missed out on extra curricular activities, and have suffered from anxiety and other mental
health issues. I have had my livelihood impacted working in the fitness industry, with constant
shutdowns in my industry.
59912

Loss of JOB

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59913

Bad

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59914

Negatively in all aspects of business, life, mental and physical health

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59915

Emotional and mental stress

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59916

Loss of Charter of Rights and Freedoms. I can’t visit my 97 year old father and 92 year old
mother in nursing homes. This action has caused division, hate and in jury and death by jab

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59917

Less job opportunities. Children's mental health

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59918

Travel, socially, physically

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59919

Loss of a good paying job. Separation from family. Strife within family. Depression

2/18/2022 4:43 PM

59920

I have lost my job. My children cannot play sports. My in-laws won’t see us because they are
scared to catch covid. My daughter can not go to college or university because of her
vaccination status. Teachers have become tyrants because of the mask mandates. Friends
have died alone.

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59921

Meeting with friends and family, not free to gather church gatherings, lose of job, masks are
not healthy

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59922

Restricted me from certain important activities.

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59923

Lack of social contact and support

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59924

Put it in turmoil

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59925

It's killed my life

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59926

Cannot attend any restaurants and gyms

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59927

Terrible, I feel discriminated and insulted.

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59928

Don't have one anymore been at home for 2 years

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59929

Ready to end

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59930

Emotionally, physically, economically...

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59931

I have been made to feel like a second class citizen based on my personal views

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59932

I lost income. I cannot travel because I have health concerns that no one is taking seriously. I
couldn’t go out to a restaurant or a movie.

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59933

Kept me from family and stopped me from scuba diving as a means to cope with things

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59934

i have to walk around in imgainary lalaland pretending the world makes sense when anyone
with half a brain knows for sure that this is all a giant clown show

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59935

Quit working, dealing with mental issues, can’t travel, can’t see my grandkids play sports,
can’t have a family dinner in a restaurant, split up friendships,

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59936

Increased stress and anxiety, and concerns I will be harmed because I can't wear a mask and
do not wish to get this particular vaccine.

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59937

Divided family n friends Anxiety Depression

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59938

Less going out.

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59939

It has been divisive among friends and family and stopped the necessary in-person fellowship
in the church setting. It has created an intense atmosphere of fear & suspicion in our society
that permeates every activity & encounter. The fear also causes an acquiescence and a
dulling of the senses so that people don't apply critical thinking to their decision making. It has
created a sense of helplessness and hopelessness. I, myself have not felt fear or

2/18/2022 4:42 PM
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hopelessness because I feel that God has encouraged and strengthened me but I see it in so
many around me. I do feel helpless at times with the way all governments have imposed so
many restrictions and our God-given freedoms have been suppressed under the rules and
threats by the government. THIS IS NOT RIGHT & the veil of deception that lies over our
nation must be pierced by the TRUTH.
59940

Kept us from family at special occasions, affected kids schooling, travel, being able to attend
any social events

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59941

I have breathing issues so wearing a mask makes that worse. I have seen seniors in homes
just give up because their families were not allowed to see them. Vaccines are not bad but it
must be a CHOICE!

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59942

Harmed my business! Damaged my kids education.

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59943

I’ve been cut off my family and friends the past 2 years. My mental health has been extremely
affected we need these mandates to end immediately.

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59944

None

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59945

Loss of job. Loss of income to provide for my family.

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59946

Kids are depressed

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59947

2 weeks to slow the spreads

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59948

My best friend died alone in hospital, I have become depressed, my mental health has turned
for the worse. I can’t do anything. Can’t travel.

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59949

Bad

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59950

Loss of family and very close friends. Not being able to go to public events, dine out go to the
gym. Suffer from depression.

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59951

We are no longer free to be responsible for our own lives and health decisions. That is scary...

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59952

I have lost family members We’ve lost our freedom to make our own choices

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59953

Depression high anxiety stress all due to de socialization loss of living increase in cost of
everything

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59954

It hasn't so far, but would lose my job if vaccines were mandatory, been there almost 30
years..

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59955

Infringed on my freedoms and stole 2 years of my wife for BS science which they have no
evidence..!

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59956

I loaded my job twice, majority of my friends don't talk to me because I am unvaccinated, I am
limited to my talent and education. The list goes on...

2/18/2022 4:42 PM

59957

It has caused great division among family members, and it has brought on a lot of mental
health issues.

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59958

Had to go on anxiety medication. Can’t visit family

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59959

My families mental health and my business.

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59960

By ensuring the health and safety of my immunocompromised and elderly loved ones, and by
ensuring that our health case system does not collapse.

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59961

My husband and I have grown more distant because we can’t find things to do to bond. It’s too
cold outside to do anything, either.

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59962

Too many restrictions; too many strains on everyday people; too much fear.

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59963

Destroyed my mental health

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59964

Bullying by employee to take the jab

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59965

lost my job, cannot leave the country to visit family. my mental health is been negatively
affected, relationships with friends and family and potential/ex clients have deteriorated
because of the division created by the legacy media and the hate speeches from government.

2/18/2022 4:41 PM
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59966

I can't go out with my vaccine allergic friend because she can't get a passport. I hate seeing
small businesses fail. After bad reaction to the vaccine, I fear that I will be expected to have
boosters which I will not have and will get restricted as well. Enough is enough, let the
Ivermectin back in the country and let us get on with our lives!

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59967

Taken away my personal right to choose what's best for me and my health concerns, taken
away my freedom of choice. Has affected where I can work or if I can get a job anywhere
without a vaccine.

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59968

It hasnt because im not a crybaby

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59969

Isolation,feeling of abandonment..lack of resources needed..but most of all knowing we are no
longer free..as our LORD intended us to be ..even our churches fell under gov. Scrutiny..

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59970

Not able to take my wife out for our anniversary the last 2 years. Haven't been able to see my
granddaughter.

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59971

Travel and freedom and my business

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59972

I couldn't work for 5 months. Can't see my elderly sick mother living overseas. Division among
my friends and family.

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59973

There's no words that can describe it. These mandates have caused much pain, sorrow and
loss in my life.

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59974

Depression

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59975

Kept me safe

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59976

Anxiety and fear

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59977

Loss of faith in Canada as a good place to live.

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59978

It has made lead a life of seclusion , depression , anxiety , Had to change my job. Loss of
work , being kept away from family , lost numerous doctor due to them quiting. Paying more
taxes due to stress leave. Angry . Not believing in my government any more. Loss of freedom.
Feeling forced to take covid shot i know isn't safe. Not being able to go out with friends and
family . Not being able to travel . Not being able to exercise . Can't afford food anymore
because the pricing has gone up so much. Seeing dirty masks everywhere on ground.

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59979

It ruined my business and several others around me

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59980

It has prevented me from travelling.

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59981

Negativity

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59982

It has divided our people, ruined businesses and lives, it will take a lot of time before true
healing can be accomplished. It has become a large government overreach, for myself it is an
alienation that will be tough to overcome, I’ve lost my trust in our leaders, I feel like we have
been sold out.

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59983

Depression & duress , forced to get the shot yo keep my job of 20 years

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59984

Wow

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59985

It's diminished mine and my family's quality of life

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59986

Health problems No gym=abusive alcool consumation=depressed mind

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59987

Compromised my freedoms and liberties. I am being discriminated against for not disclosing
my vax status/confidential medical information

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59988

It has changed my life and my family's life and not for the better we are isolated we want to
see her family I do not want an experimental drug in me or my family

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59989

My mental health has completely went downhill I'm no longer able to talk to counselors go to
group meetings see a doctor let alone go to the gym it's time for my freedom back.

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59990

I’ve lost my job over the freedom of choice, my children suffer from not being able to socialize
properly, it has ruined many relationships in my life include with my sister and grandparents.
All mandates are ineffective and all they do is further the divide Justin Trudeau has worked so

2/18/2022 4:41 PM
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hard to create between the citizens of Canada. ALL MANDATES MUST END! UNMUZZLE US
AND OUR CHILDREN!
59991

Lost my job Homeschooling Strained relationships with family

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59992

Stress, depression devision in my family, lack of socialize with friends

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59993

I've been waiting for a shoulder replacement surgery for over two years , because of these
mandates , they wont allow any surgeries to take place , I have been living in so much pain
and cant work because of it, I cant do any social activities, I have to hire people to do my
snow removal, cut my grass, I cant even sweep my floors in my home, all because of these
mandates holding up surgeries and hospitals laying off staff and closing down complete floors ,
I cant afford to have my vehicle repaired so my wife can go get groceries , it has affected my
life in every way imaginable, its time to stop all these politicians and their controlling mandates
and corruption

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59994

It has affected my mental health

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59995

We have not been able to visit our dying mother, because we are not allowed to fly.

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59996

Not free to travel see family in u.s.a.

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59997

I've lost my job, am financially devastated, have my house up for sale, have division amongst
friends and family, feel depressed and lonely.

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59998

Mental health and stress. Lower self confidence and no motivation to be my best self.

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

59999

It ruined my retirement plans and affected our marriage greatly

2/18/2022 4:41 PM

60000

It has exposed how many stupid people wallow around in Canada which is very disturbing. It
has not really affected me directly but have seen how it has adversely affected the lives of
normal hard working people.

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60001

Children out of school. Harassment in stores. Local library closed. Social ostracism and
isolation. Mild depression. Decline in physical and mental health. Tension at home. Small
business not expanding because children are being homeschooled. Harassment from Condo
management and neighbours. Not being able to see family in Europe for over two years. No
leisure travel. Being denied service in several businesses.

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60002

Very costly and more expensive

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60003

Vaccine has killed and injured friends and family. I've lost my job. I am discriminated against
and it has divided me from friends and family

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60004

Can't spend time with my family. Inflation is highest it's been in a very long time. Mental health
with stress and anxiety over what freedom we have left when will it be taken

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60005

Has destroyed the world . All common sense has been lost. Divided at every level!

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60006

Mentally

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60007

Thé mandâtes have kept me safe. They have helped to reduce mortality. They have decreased
pressure on health care.

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60008

Not really affected. Everyone in my group is respectful. I would rather follow mandates so it
can go back to normal sooner.

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60009

Husband has lost job, youngest son has speech delay due to masks, older son cannot due
soccer or other extra curricular activities, loss of friends due to disagreements, loss of friends
due to suicide. The list goes on

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60010

I am treated as a second class citizen for my personal health choices. I am discriminated
against. I had to say goodbye to my dying father over the telephone just before Christmas due
to Trudeau's travel restrictions within Canada. I have lost a family member due to the vaccine
(post-vaccine death) and have seen the following damage done by the vaccine to friends and
co-workers: blood clots, uterine clotting & severe menstrual bleeding & pain, post-menopausal
clotting & bleeding, shingles outbreak, vision damage. This is only the short term effects.
Anxious about the medium and long term effects - cancer, autoimmune diseases and heart
damage.

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60011

Allows you do to next to nothing!

2/18/2022 4:40 PM
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60012

How hasn’t it, loss of job my kids having to wear a mask all day long

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60013

Totally

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60014

Lost 1/3 of my business while prices of everything kept going up!

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60015

Separated me from family members who are brainwashed by the Mainstream Media. I live in
an apartment so mobility is limited. Icy streets in winter and hot hot summer...kept indoors
most of the time. Social isolation

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60016

It has divided my family. I have lost work. Lost friends and my daughter has suffered mentally

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60017

Stress on businesses loss of income family life, personal life.

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60018

Focused me to get a vaccine I did not want to receive in order to keep my job

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60019

Mentally, socially, physically. I have not been able to continue with my physical health like I
did prior to all gym facilities constantly being under attack, physical fitness is a huge factor fo
optimal health and mental stability, and targeting good physical health habits proves these
mandates have nothing to do with one's health. Leisure activities that include eating out,
drinking, drugs etc that were left to run openly without attack all contribute to poor physical and
mental health, putting extra strain on the medical field. I take personal responsibility for
myself, for my lifestyle and my optimal health and being told that I am lumped into a blanket
category with an entire nation and treated like a child is demoralizing, and inhumane. I never
assume another person's lifestyle or tell one how to live, and Trudeau has no right to dictate to
others on how we live and care for ourselves. Personal responsibility, education on proper
hygiene and stopping the virus/bacteria spread cycle is very simple.

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60020

It has decreased traffic flow to our business. It has made my daughter sick and suicidal! It has
ruined her grad year!

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60021

We are quite low key so we’ve been good. Hate wearing the masks as I’m breaking in dirty
used air. Not being able to see family and being tested if there is a sniffle is not fair. Covid has
always been around and will continue to be.

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60022

Mental, financial and more. Unbelievable stressful degrading experience of 58 years

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60023

I was already awake, but has shown just how far from living in a democracy we have been. It
has shown me how manipulated beyond belief many Canadians are.

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60024

I no longer have a job

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60025

Constant stress, segregation, lost relationships, threat to job security, children suffering with
mask side effects and restrictions

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60026

My 5 year old has delayed speech from not being able to communicate effectively with a
mask.

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60027

Social and mental well being. Family relationships have failed

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60028

It has affected me as I can’t travel family are separated because of the stupid government
Trudeau pushing hate on everyone

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60029

Vaccination or lose my job

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60030

I was unable to attend my brother's funeral. I have a lot of family in the US, including a
daughter and grandchildren and am unable to visit them or have them visit me. I have a
special needs son who is suicidal because he is unable to participate in the sports and social
events he has had access to in the past. Many friends are suffering from depression due to all
the restrictions, financial hardship, and lack of social interaction.

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60031

Less family time

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60032

I’m out of a job

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60033

Killed family members. Depression and drug addiction. Suicides

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60034

I have not been able to see my Mother since the beginning of December. She has been in the
hospital since October as she lost her mobility from isolation. She will be 90 March 10. Also,
my brother is in the hospital fighting leukemia and has had no visitors, not even his spouse. I
have developed Rosacea from wearing the masks for work.

2/18/2022 4:40 PM
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60035

Have not been able to visit my family.

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60036

It’s restricted potential job opportunities recreational activities and career training opportunities
personal activities all of these things have been affected by this undemocratic mandates

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60037

Less sales at my business, loss of friends and family, stress and distrust of media, health
care and government.

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60038

Restriction of movement rights, assembly rights, employment concerns, provision of health
care concerns, stress, depression, anxiety, broken relationships

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60039

It has kept me and my family safe

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60040

Mandates have been inconvenient but health and safety of all is more important.

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60041

Family divided.

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60042

Socializing with family, as a senior we love to be surrounded by family and friends

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60043

Terribly, anxiety, depression, thought of suicide living under this tyrannical gov’t

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60044

We have been unable to attend funerals, have been prevented from attending church twice a
Sunday, or sitting in every bench. On two separate occasions, two of our children have been
denied medical care. We were denied visitors at the hospital for the birth of our child. Unable to
put our children in swimming lessons. Unable to travel across the USA border causing us to
miss two weddings, and denying us the ability to see family. Family has been unable to travel
to Canada for funerals and family reunions. We have been harassed for not masking. The list
goes on and on.

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60045

Has cause stress, duress and conflicts with friends and family

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60046

It has kept me and my loved ones alive, you dumbasses

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60047

It has impacted my mental health and well being . I have been required to submit rapid tests
ever 72 Hours to maintain my job. I am unable to fly to see my parents because of a personal
health choice.

2/18/2022 4:40 PM

60048

Prevents me to visit family member in PCH, prevents me from traveling to work, has several
family and friends afraid to go out of their homes and covid is the only thing on their minds;
driving them crazy.

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60049

No social life for over 2 years as a single woman living alone. Difficulty finding meaningful
employment because unvaccinated. Earning $50,000/ year less than pre-mandates.
Loneliness, fear of future, conflicts with friends and family. Have just sold my condo which was
a retirement investment as I have no faith in economic future stability. Have met someone
important to me that I’ve been getting close to who lives in the US and I can not get on a plane
or cross the border to meet him because I won’t get vaccinated. I have legitimate health
conditions that make me not want this vaccine yet doctors are forbidden from issuing medical
exemptions even though the government pretends that’s a possibility. These mandates have
affected every aspect of my life.

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60050

Can’t go out to dinner and movies and hotels and sporting events due to vaccine passport

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60051

My daughter cannot speak, she has been so isolated due to covid restrictions she’s behind in
her speech

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60052

Dealing with depression and segregation of society

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60053

Has (Forced) me to be vaccinated against my own free will (or lose my job). Has severely cut
down on my extra-curricular activity & spending at Restaurants and public events, movies, etc.
Has restricted my ability to visit my aging sick father in his last year of his life. Unable to
attend the gym I used to exercise at.

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60054

Mandates in the US has kept me safe from coved. I am a senior, and what is going to hurt me
is the increase priced. When you block border you don’t just harm your economy but ours as
well. Not to mention this convoy is supported by our right wing radical Christians that want to
overturn our government as well.

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60055

Too much to explain

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60056

Children and myself unable to dine out go to recreational facilities travel on an airplane

2/18/2022 4:39 PM
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Segregated
60057

Stressed , dysfunctional , lonely . And not very happy about how it was handled .

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60058

Lost work

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60059

I have lost friends and family through death and I wasn't even allowed to hold their hand so
they wouldn't die alone. I wasn't allowed to go to their funerals. For the first time in my life this
has divided my family in a very bad way. I find myself very depressed and angry all the time.

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60060

Made me feel isolated and I think we need to go back to normal

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60061

Can't do as I please, as the charter of rights says I am able to

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60062

I am a student in high school and despite the efforts of teachers and administrators, I believe
that I haven't been able to fully enjoy/experience my time at school

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60063

The mandates have effected our entire home to a point my children are diagnosed with anxiety
and depression from lockdowns n not being able to enter buildings. The separation and bullying
from vax to unvax was all created by the P.M. not being able to see loved ones in hospital or
care homes. Not being allowed to go to the movies. Masks in school for 6 hrs is not normal to
breathe recycled air. Lost my 28 yr career due to financial hardships from Covid restrictions.

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60064

isolated,my business destroyed,friends and family alienated

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60065

Discriminated and segregated me and my family. We are treated like second class citizens.
Justin Trudeau is a traitor to Canada and must be removed. Doug Ford has turned his back on
the people and they both have taken the freedom to bodily autonomy

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60066

Loss of freedom

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60067

Stress. Tension. Division. Conflict.

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60068

Socially, mentally and physically

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60069

It hasn’t really.

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60070

I’m being treated like a second class citizen for not wanting an experimental injection that has
unknown long term effects

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60071

Loss of job/life due to jab job (govt) mandate. My mental health has lowered these last three
months. The division EVERYWHERE makes me feel pressure everywhere I go

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60072

It has restricted my travel within the country and into the states. It has restricted my freedom
to go to restaurants. It has caused me tons of frustration because of the mask wearing. Trying
to listen to people through the mask is maddening!

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60073

In all aspects of life.

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60074

We need to get back to living again.

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60075

I cannot attend the funeral of a loved one, I cannot get a haircut, a coffee with a friend, visit a
friend in the hospital attend my nephew's wedding etc.etc.

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60076

My mental health has taken a drastic decline.

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60077

Lost my job. Cannot visit my 95 year old father in the seniors’ residence.

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60078

Job, family, freedom for everything.

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60079

No family gatherings allowed for holidays or special occasions in their lives. No travel to visit
family & friends -,missed grandchildren’s weddings & births if great grandchildren in US.
Couldn’t attend funerals in person of family or friends. Couldn’t attend grandchildren’s sports
activities because cancelled completely or limited attendance. Couldn’t have friends in our
home or be in their homes. Couldn’t personally give service to those in need - elderly, sick,
death in a family. Couldn’t visit my mother in her care facility for months (only through a closed
window) or have her at my home. Couldn’t go to my early morning swims because pool closed.
Couldn’t meet friends or family at restaurants because closed or only takeout. So many
freedoms gone!

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60080

Quality of life for the past 2 years has been limited. Time for freedom!

2/18/2022 4:39 PM
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60081

My daughter has attempted suicide 2x. Once a year ago and recently 2 weeks ago. She spent
3 days in ICU this time. I have not been able to see my elderly mother in months. Only one
time in a year because of a funeral. She has declined terribly. I'm only allowed one phone call
or window visit a week and cannot go in to see her. I was her primary care giver. My other so
has not worked since before the lockdowns and is also struggling with depression. My brother
lives in another province and needs surgery so he can travel to visit my mother but it has been
delayed for a year. These mandates are literally killing people and destroying lives! All for the
flu.

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60082

Angry, depressed! No trust left in anything or anyone

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60083

the unfairness of the whole situation made me feel segregated and not even my home was a
safe place. It has split our family with vaccinated members telling us that we didn't love them
anymore because we were opposed. When we were able to visit our fully vaccinated members
of family...the very air in their homes made us feel ill...so our visits were short.

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60084

Slight inconveniences.

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60085

My entire family have had their mental health effected causing severe anxiety and moderate
depression… being self employed it has crippled our business and effected our family
financially almost forcing us to close our business. We are now in the process of selling our
home sue to accumulating so much personal debt over the last two years. The pandemic and
the restrictions have effected every single area of our lives in a negative way.

2/18/2022 4:39 PM

60086

Its pushed me to the edge in isolation and cut me off from attending events,restaurants, movie
and church but kept Costco and Walmart open theaters not having a vaccine

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60087

School and visiting family and secluded from society

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60088

5 months of no restaurants or other buildings requiring a passport. Not able to go to grandkid’s
hockey practices or games. No able to attend grandkid’s Christmas concert. It was prerecorded and on-line. Watched my grandkids forced to wear face coverings. Both grandkid’s
birthday parties were cancelled for 2 years. Unable to attend anything at grandkid’s school,
events were all cancelled. Friend unable to have funeral for her husband of 49 years. I was
made to feel like an outcast, like I had leprosy, because I refused the “vaccine”, but I was
never sick.

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60089

It has caused unbelievable stress. Constantly wondering if I'll have a job due to my choice to
not take the vaccine. Seeing the kids being forced to wear masks. Illegal mandates for only
vaccinated kids to play sports etc. It is evil to the core.

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60090

Our future economic outcome

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60091

Social isolation and disrupted income

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60092

Mentale and physical!!lost our jobs

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60093

I have been unable to travel to see my parents for 2 yrs due to mandates. Been unable to go
out and socialize due to mandates. Enough is enough

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60094

Not be able to see my love ones

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60095

destroying employment, health of children and many adults in my world.

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60096

Turned me into an "untouchable". Banned from participating in society. Hated by other people
(and some family) thanks to Trudeau and the Media's division tactics. Can't take my son to a
movie, bowling or out to dinner. Can't find a job (that respects medical freedom). I'm stressed
out and sad to see what has become of Canada.

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60097

Wouldnt know where to start

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60098

I lost a lot of money being shut down for months, I'll never gain it back

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60099

Destroyed marriages, estranged family members

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60100

Loss of loved ones and unable to attend funerals

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60101

Lost my job, fractured family and friend relationships, mental health concerns from isolation

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60102

I have lost friends and been effected mentally

2/18/2022 4:38 PM
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60103

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60104

Divorce , massage therapist , limited clientele, my children’s sports , my children’s schooling .
Mental health , my menstrual cycle

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60105

I have been isolated and driven into depression

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60106

Lost jobs, educational opportunity, lots of anxiety, etc.

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60107

Wearing a mask. No big deal. But as far as affecting it didn’t. I looked at the science and
listened to the professionals..I did what was best for my family and friends. Getting the two
shots plus the booster.

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60108

Can't go to public places ie Restaurants. Can't go visit family in hospital.

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60109

Very bad my family to all of us depressed our freedom was taken away all people was divided

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60110

Helped keep myself and those I love safe from an uncomfortable illness that has a high
incidence of extended disability and even death, with very minimal disruption to my enjoyment
of daily life, and even multiple improvements such as increased access to goods and services
delivery through mechanisms such as home delivery and virtual appointments.

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60111

No travel

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60112

Didn't have the jab, family member could not fly home for Christmas.

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60113

I chose not to be vaccinated and as a result, have been ridiculed, and harassed. I thought I’d
loose my job, friends wouldn’t associate with me anymore. It was stressful and depressing. My
children have had mental health issues from the at home learning. My teen daughter spiralled
and become severely depressed.

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60114

Has literally stolen 2 years of my life.

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60115

Makes me feel like I’m living in a dictatorship NOT a free democracy

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60116

Nearly destroyed my business. Loved ones have passed and unable to pay my respects or
comfort the bereaved. I could go on...

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60117

I lost my job

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60118

Loss of fundamental human freedoms. Witnessing and being bystander of abuse and rudeness
to seniors, persons with disability and children by people in political, medical and business
leaders. Unnecessary anxiety, suicidal thinking and divisiveness in personal relationships. We
took our mother out of her senior home and she is confused. Ugly economic impacts that
cause us to pay oppressive high good and services prices. Economic impacts that thwarting
citizen work ethic, job specialization and our purchase variety. Poorer job performance.
Student friends taught foolish ideologies. Loss of social and self care activities in community
facilitates. Strain from having to break the by-laws and do civil disobedience.

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60119

I’ve lost my career position, it has divided close friends and family

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60120

It has affected me in getting my diagnosis of ovarian cancer earlier the fears of sickness
closing doors for me to get my diagnosis

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60121

more ways than i have words for deep seated fear for my future MENTAL stress grand distrust
of out government whos only intrested in lining their own pockets

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60122

Fucked

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60123

Isolated from family and close friends and support groups is the hardest part

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60124

It sucked. I’ve lost friends and gained depression. I’ve lost jobs and gained an interest in
politics, gross.

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60125

Being lied to about the science, have zero trust towards the liberals. Forced to wrar a mask
when its proven zero effectiveness. Being divided.

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60126

Lost trust in government & people in general, anxiety, depression, lost the will to live, go to
work.

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60127

Ruined it

2/18/2022 4:38 PM
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60128

Lost my job

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60129

Depression

2/18/2022 4:38 PM

60130

Na

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60131

Manage trucking company

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60132

Makes it hard to meet customers that live in the USA

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60133

Negatively

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60134

My business is barely hanging on and my personal relationships have been ruined.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60135

Good Grief where do I start? As a vendor, my complete area of work was shut for 2 years now.
Festivals/markets etc. It has not been a joy to live at all. One cannot even call it living.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60136

We and our children have been treated like we are “unclean”. The government mandates have
made people unnecessarily fearful which has created a divide and a lack of unity among
Canadian, friends and family members. We have had to console our kids when they are not
allowed in their friend’s homes even though they are 100% healthy. Friendships and trust have
been lost. I don’t know how we come back from this. How will we be ever be able to trust our
government again??

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60137

Fuck off

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60138

Loss of job, On the verge of losing my horse, my truck, Division in my family, depression,
suicidal thoughts, feeling completely defeated.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60139

I lost my job, multiple friends, lost my social life, experiencing mental health issues for the first
time in my life. It’s basically ruined my life.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60140

Left me feeling rejected by society.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60141

I lost pay. Can not go anywhere I pay taxes for. Not able to travel. Thinking about leaving
Canada

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60142

It has hurt my family financially and health wise.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60143

Negatively

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60144

Headache over the media lies

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60145

My life is ruined financially and mentally. I’d rather just die than continue this way. No hope I’ve
had to start over in life 3x and this is just too much. Only the government employees survive a
pay cheque. I can’t even get a job without getting a dangerous shot in the arm. I hate life

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60146

It has made me anxious, eroded my ability to earn, affected my relationships, threatened my
freedoms and rights. Changed so many variables in my life that have made life hard to
navigate!!

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60147

I have missed funerals of loved ones. I haven't seen my kids in close to 3 yrs. I've only ever
met my granddaughter once in person! Some of my family and friends have been divided
because of this non sense!

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60148

Dividing families

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60149

Nope

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60150

Can't eat outside my home with all my family and friends

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60151

Lost socializing for my children, lost Buisness as I have Americans come to Canada to hunt

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60152

Isolation and huge decrease of social activities such as community events , churches, spots
has been a huge impact as a senior widow living alone.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60153

Having to say goodbye to loved ones through a window. Not being able to go to my mother inlaws funeral and so much more.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60154

It has kept me safe.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60155

Mentally!

2/18/2022 4:37 PM
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60156

I lost my career I'm deeply in debt

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60157

Negative results

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60158

Depression, restricted travel, businesses closing, lockdowns, no weddings, funerals or family
gatherings

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60159

Kept me healthy

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60160

All

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60161

Can’t travel to see my 80 yr old mother

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60162

I don't get to see my friends as often as I would like. I also miss getting together with friends
to go dancing at the bars.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60163

We don't feel like we have any sort of life anymore. And all of this is destroying our children.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60164

Negatively! Treated with segregation

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60165

Minor inconvenience for the health of others.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60166

not at all

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60167

Negatively, our economy is weak. There have been many family functions canceled and or
postponed. We are happy that here in Saskatchewan we can again go to restaurants.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60168

Greatly reduced social interaction and employment opportunities and severely effected older
loved ones in care homes unable to have visitors

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60169

I am vaccinated but i know many that are not. I do not feel right that they are not allowed to do
things that i can, therefore i have not gone to any of these places that require. Work forced me
to get so i complied, but dont feel right about it.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60170

In all point you are sick and insane

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60171

Has isolated me from others nothing with my health felt confidential as I have been singled out
from unable to travel, eat in a restaurant enjoy concerts and big event games. I have
developed anxiety and depression.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60172

I’m a teacher and it’s been devastating watching our children become so anxious and
withdrawn!

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60173

Restrictions on who I can see and when, not able to attend my place of worship, un able to
travel, restrictions on travel,ect

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60174

Prison

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60175

Income loss, toll on family's mental health, disruption of children's schooling, division of family.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60176

Kept me and my fellow citizens safe

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60177

Suicidal thoughts, family instability, financial instability, misery

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60178

It helped keep me and my family safe.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60179

Made life tough for a while. Happy that I was able to be socially responsible. Canada 1/3 death
per capita of USA. Rewarding.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60180

Groceries skyrocketed as an example.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60181

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60182

DOOM AND GLOOM. NADA. TAKES AWAY OUR LIFE!!! EVIL......?..

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60183

It has ostracized me from participating freely in society (going to restaurants and other vaxx
pass required shops, etc)

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60184

My girlfriend overdosed and died during the lockdown. She did even get a proper funeral with
the restrictions.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60185

My kids have been affected the most. They don't understand what's is going on, their mental
health has suffered. Too many restrictions for both kids and adults.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM
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60186

I couldn't see my family and friends for important events and holidays, my business was very
unpredictable due to lockdowns, I haven't had a vacation due to birder restrictions

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60187

It brought me almost to killing myself.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60188

I have had 2 sinuse infections.. when I get hot from shopping then take mask off to get fresh
air I have.. been forced to get vaccine in order to be my Elderly brother in-law voice at the
Lindsay hospital. I have concerns about long term mask wearing because we are rebreathing
carbon dioxide back in.

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60189

Seclusion, segregation, depression, hatred towards me

2/18/2022 4:37 PM

60190

I’m contemplating suicide as a way out

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60191

It has made it very hard for families getting together to celebrate birthday/Christmas/even
funerals

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60192

Ruined it.

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60193

We shouldn't not be allowed places for having the shot, it's like being rewarded for good
behavior. I am triple dosed and it annoys me.

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60194

I am unable to leave my own country, unable to get on the gondola to snowboard or do
anything for entertainment with the money I've earned.

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60195

I have lost my job after 34 plus years of service. I am not a happy person

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60196

It has removed my freedoms and does NOT serve a purpose in regard to our health based on
what we now know to be true

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60197

It has put division between family and friends

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60198

My once outgoing and friendly 11 year old has developed social anxiety that is affecting her
personality. My 5 year old hates school because of a mask. I had 2 job offers I had to decline
because I am not vaccinated.

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60199

It took my freedom away

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60200

Unable to go or do anything masks are a problem for me I have breathing problems can’t travel
can’t eat out and support business not putting Covid vaccine in my body

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60201

My family and I can no longer participate in any activities in our community center.

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60202

Been a stain on my menal health

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60203

Psychological damage; anxiety requiring medication, loss of family, friends. Child behind in
school, not wanting to go to school. Toxic, volatile environments everywhere you go. Everyone
is stressed, bitter and angry. Sharp decline in mental Health of elderly family, making care
difficult.

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60204

I can’t get on a plane to see my dying father on the other side of Canada !!!!

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60205

I've been mildly inconvenienced by needing to wear a mask and show that I've been
vaccinated.

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60206

Isolation. My kids don’t want to go to school.

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60207

I don't feel like I want to go outside of my house anymore. Fear of socializing and getting
shamed in public for not complying to the same standards the government wants me to. My
children don't know how to socialize anymore.

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60208

I have asthma and stayed in alot as it's difficult to breathe with masks on as I also care ft for
my elderly mom here on oxygen and 81.

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60209

Bad. Isolated

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60210

Mental well-being

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60211

Depression

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60212

Kept my family, friends safe

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60213

Lost my job of 23 years

2/18/2022 4:36 PM
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60214

Was not allowed to watch my kids sports

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60215

No freedom of choice and ability to gather

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60216

I havent been able to fly to see my family. I had to quit running my dogs in agility trials and
training classes. I've been treated like a lower class citizen for months not being able to go into
certain stores and restaurants. We have had to quit going to church as my younger daughter
will not keep a mask on, and the church has "rules". I've lost friends and family because of
these stupid mandates that haven't helped one bit. My mental health is in the puts and my
marriage is strained.

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60217

Very negatively. Almost lost my job, strained family and friendship relationships. I have been
segregated from much of society because of a person medical choice I made.

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60218

It has caused many problems for our family, depression in university aged children, loss of
employment, segregation and divisions in families and friends

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60219

Job Losses. Family divided . Lack of social interaction. Depression. Anxiety. Addiction.
Children subject to brainwashing from educational institutions

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60220

Kept me and my family safe

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60221

Scams affect everyone

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60222

Divided my family.

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60223

I feel banished from society

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60224

It has torn apart my family, affected my job, friends jobs, family’s jobs, affected my day-to day
life, affected my depression & anxiety, affected my country. Affected my young siblings from
living life to its full extent and affected my views on the higher ups and people who run this
country.

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60225

I wear a mask for work and am doing that for the health of the people I see. I’m glad I don’t
have to wear the PPE so many of our hero health care workers do

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60226

family relations have been severed, loss of revenue, emotional stress, impeded real estate
transactions and confused my identity as Canadian !

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60227

The most serious effect is the destruction of friendships and family relationships.

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60228

Loss of income, friendship destroyed! Mental state not good!

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60229

Job loss, depression, death etc.

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60230

Decline in visiting family and friends especially the ones who are paranoid about Covid. I can’t
visit family/friends while they were in the hospital. Forcing me to wear a mask when I’m
claustrophobic is inhumane plus during/after wearing masks I cough and have difficulty
breathing. When my husband was in ICU back in December, my youngest son and daughter-inlaw weren’t allowed in to see him and say their good byes. Unable to go to gatherings due to
restrictions or restaurants.

2/18/2022 4:36 PM

60231

Less opportunities for jobs.

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60232

Due to not being able to wear a mask i have been denied 3 times at edmonton emergency
room hospitals Also, specialists refuse to treat my chronic medical condition

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60233

In every why possible, it has caused mental Anguish and total distrust in our Government

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60234

My family has not been able to cross the border from the states to come see us and other
family and their grandchildren.. my husband is not to cross into the states with me to see my
immediate family.

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60235

I’m sad, lonely abd I miss my friends. Criminals can go take their kids to the pool, movies and
concerts and I’ve paid my taxes and lived an honest life and I’ve never felt so alone in my life
and as a proud Canadian I’ve never been more disappointed.

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60236

I haven't gotten COVID, but now know who the selfish COVIDIOTS are.

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60237

I cannot do a lot of the things I used to do- help in my kids school, run events, run church
events, travel. I have increased anxiety/depression. My kids have no hot lunch at school, no

2/18/2022 4:35 PM
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field trips, segregation, masks all day including pe. No dances, no banquets, sports canceled.
Their mental Health has been severely affected
60238

Holding families apart. No loving connection with mandates

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60239

My business has suffered and wearing a dam mask has given me headaches

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60240

I have 4 children that are struggling with school, anxiety, no sports, feel like the future is a
mess… I can go on for hours !!!

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60241

It litterally negatively affected every aspect of my life.

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60242

Mandates are nonsensical since vaxed and unvaxed both transmit the virus. U

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60243

Broken friendships and family. Thanks Trudeau. That’s on you.

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60244

Yes

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60245

Economically, socially, physically, mentally and medically

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60246

Haven't had family gatherings for two years.

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60247

My job, my children's mental health and education... all negative.

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60248

Mentally financially

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60249

Inability to stay employed, completely ruined friendships and family relationships, anxiety and
depression

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60250

Every aspect of my life. Lost job. Lost travel. Lost god given freedoms and rights.

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60251

It has put enormous stress on our family. My health physically has declined and my children
and grandchildren are suffering emotionally and mentally to the point of suicide. Please stop
this

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60252

It has divided my friends and family who do not share similar views. It has promoted hate and
disparity among friends.

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60253

Lost my job

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60254

I have a 4 year old daughter who struggles socially due to the pandemic. I also have a 9 month
old baby who has never seen anyone but her family without a mask. My family could also not
come and see my baby until she was older. After having a csection, I would have loved some
help from my mom!

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60255

Loss of income, children kicked out of sports, division from family, mental health challenges,
child would get sick from wearing masks

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60256

Depression, anxiety, loneliness not being with immediate family because we're not vaccinated
and there are restriction on private residence visits. Unpaid leave from Gov. job due to not
being vaccinated. Extra stress, disagreements with others about the "real science" behind the
vaccine mandates, as the Government only listens and speaks to certain scientists and
doctors; not being open to other doctors whose patients have had problems and death after
receiving vaccines.

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60257

Prevented me from eating at restaurants. I could go ten-pin bowling with my son, a memory I
would have cherished. Restricted my travel to see family and help the less fortunate in
developing nations.

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60258

Limited social life. Not able to see close family due to vaccinated vs unvaccinated

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60259

Unnecessary mandates and restrictions

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60260

Got vaccinated when I didn’t want to

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60261

Kids activities limited/non existent, mental health downturn, limited social interactions, family
and friends not agreeing with opinions and disowning,

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60262

Discriminated against my religious and medical reasons. Interefered with my rehab and ability
to waych my children play sports or be included in certain activities. Caused headaches.

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60263

I am now a angry Canadian. I have never seen such horrible use as our government. Trudeau

2/18/2022 4:35 PM
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resign. SHAME..Just watched our police knock 2 veterans to the ground. SHAME..Truckers
were speaking on behalf off 2/3 of our people. Peaceful Respectful Fun loving people. Drop all
mandates now and resign.
60264

My children s me two helth is at stake and on a downhill spiral.

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60265

Anxiety &solution finding regarding divisiveness

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60266

My way of life and income

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60267

It was hell

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60268

unable to travel or see loved ones.masking cchildren is unacceptable

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60269

Increased stress and depression, increased substance use, increased debt and financial
stress and worry, trauma, lost friendships, divided family, and much, much heartache.

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60270

Watch my kids lives be affected. They shouldn’t have to go through this

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60271

My husband lost his job - my oldest son lost his senior year of high school, his senior year of
volleyball, two international volleyball tournaments and his high school graduation - my middle
kid hasn’t been able to see his endocrinologist for two years, when prior to this nonsense he
saw her every 3-6 months - my youngest lost two years of school (grade 3&4) and has to see
a therapist now due to crippling anxiety - I wasn’t able to finish my college degree - hundreds
of sleepless nights, stressful conversations, countless tears - all for what?

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60272

I've lost my business

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60273

It has completely shut it down. Zero access to family, some friends, inability to socialise,
exercise and improve mental health.

2/18/2022 4:35 PM

60274

Depression

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60275

Where to begin? My brother in law lost his job because he wouldn’t vaccinate and now we have
to support him. My daughter is separated from friends at school because of classroom
cohorts. I have a friend who is sick from the third forced injection of vaccine. I am terrified I
will to pull my daughter from school if she is required to get a vaccine to continue to go to
school. Vaccines that are not safe and we cannot sue for damages for. Masks don’t do
anything for an airborne virus so why force them on kids, who cannot read expressions or learn
how to speak properly? I want my friends and myself to be able to go to restaurants together,
travel together. Enjoy our basic freedoms together. What was acceptable in summer of 2020 is
no longer acceptable in 2022. We need to get our lives back together. I have lost friends and
co-workers to suicide because of all they have lost in this pandemic. My father-in-law died in
hospital alone because visitors were not allowed. We may be protecting the elderly, but they
are suffering in solitary confinement. We need the mandates to end!

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60276

I have lost friendships, being able to watch my children play sports, not able to travel with out
being poked and prodded, being involved in community groups, children’s school. Seeing my
children struggle and not get the help they need to all the fear being put on everyone and the
mandates preventing more help to be in the schools. This is ridiculous this ALL needs to end!!!

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60277

I have been ‘segregated’ from vaccinated people, unable to participate in many activities that
vaccinated people can. I have been unable to find jobs until recently that will hire me because
of my vaccination status.

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60278

I’ve had my life threatened, my children’s lives, we’ve been belittled and berates, ostracized
and verbally assaulted. I struggle with my hearing and rely on reading lips. Wearing masks
makes it almost unbearable for me to understand anyone. My families breathing is affected,
my children’s facial skin is horrific with the mask usage … this has been horrible and so
unnecessary

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60279

A hiccup in life. No big deal.

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60280

Not able to have fellowship. Feeling isolated. Having folks Making me Feel like a carry a
disease.

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60281

My son and his wife may lose their jobs and as a retired person my mobility has been severely
curtailed.

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60282

Kept me and my family safe

2/18/2022 4:34 PM
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60283

Stressful

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60284

Kept me from family, impacted my kids’ childhood and what they are being exposed to, forced
to get the jab to keep my job, ostracized from certain groups prior to getting jabbed, creates
complete divisiveness in so many aspects.

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60285

Life in Canada feels more like communism

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60286

I have to wear a mask and social distance at work and my unvaccinated sister can’t travel
here to see me or travel with me.

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60287

How has it not!!!!

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60288

Cut off all the social life. Brings only a stress, mandates and government acting is taking our
freedom...

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60289

Kept me inside far too long

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60290

Losing my licence to practice as a physiotherapist. As a business owner with 18 staff it has
been devastating financially

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60291

It has greatly affected my mental health, I did not feel supported, and I felt very alone,
ostracized, and unheard.

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60292

It has caused a great toll on my families mental health and well being.

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60293

Made it very stressful, turned me into an outcast and a prisoners in my own country.

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60294

Ended up in emergency after 1st shot, no passport. I'm just about to lose my physiotherapist

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60295

-

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60296

Family is the most important part of our lives and we have been kept away from them. I agree
with the vaccine but believe it should be a choice of each individual.

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60297

emotionally and physically! In every possible way negatively!

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60298

Children suicidal. Lost income as I can’t host international students and I’m a widow. My
extended family torn apart from fear and frustration. No opportunity to practice my religious
beliefs which bring me solace and comfort.

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60299

Nil

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60300

The mandate has helped to protect my ability to perform my job as a healthcare worker safely.
Mandates have lessened the fatalities as a result of Covid while protecting the healthcare
system from complete collapse leading to devastating outcomes to the public

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60301

It has created a lot of divisions with friends and co workers. I am vaccinated but do not agree
with vilanizing people that have not. Do not like totalitarian govt

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60302

Made me see who gives a shit about themselves a lot more than others. So many ignorant
fucks. It also makes me want to stay home more so I don’t have to be around these people.

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60303

Yes. Partner has a blood clot on the brain from previous accident and therefore doesn’t want to
take this vaccine. He is a federally regulated employee so will prob loose his job. Haven’t been
able to take our daughter to the community centre for baby fun as you need a vaccine
passport.

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60304

I saw friends and neighbors lose there jobs. There was no fairness to the lockdown, if we were
all truly in this together, then the small stores should have been open for a month at a time and
close the big box stores for that month

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60305

not too much I'm 86 years old Have a bad heart (2 attacks) plus pulmonary fibrosis so my
activities are limited

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60306

Kept me from seeing family and friends. Lonely and isolated Can’t go anywhere and have fun.

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60307

We have no freedom to go to many places. We have been punished because the government
and Bonnie Henry did not like the choice we made. They gave us a choice to vaccinate or not.
And when we made up our minds because we were given a choice to pick one way or the
other. If we didn't pick the way that suited them, we were locked out of many places. We have
no voice now that the Prime Minister took that away. These divisions that they've created has

2/18/2022 4:34 PM
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split our families in two. What's next? Are they going to line up everyone that says the wrong
answer and shoot them? We are headed for communist country. Is poor people will only get
poor because we don't have the funds to be heard. Only the rich can speak. And only if you
are on the right side. I could go on but I'll stop here. I think you get my drift.
60308

I can’t visit family and friends, can’t go to the gym anymore, can’t go to a restaurant, have
developed anxiety from being isolated, masks give me claustrophobia. Also, have been
persecuted by my governments as being unacceptable, racists and not entitled to the same
rights and freedoms of others

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60309

There has been so many mental health issues thar have been caused by this, my job security
went out of the window, friends and family have lost jobs etc....

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60310

Can’t work.

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60311

It has made it a living he'll. Family pulled apart. Friends at each other's throats. And for NO
GOOD REASON! I let the lawsuits begin

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60312

Am not able to fly to see my children or leave country for starters

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60313

I have lung disease but there is no medical exemption so I don't have to wear a mask. The
mask is worsening my lungs. It has causes a fraxtur between friends and family. It has caused
job loss for long time employees, it has caused serious depression for many Canadians!

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60314

I took care of my mother with dementia and who was suffering from pain degenerative disc and
arthritis, isolated with no home care with no contact or health care for my mom all by myself
as my mom would scream from pain, my daughters had 2 of my grandchildren I couldn't even
be apart of and they would of loved to have there mom with them

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60315

Isolation, loss of business/income, loss of freedom to come and go

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60316

Has not let me explore the world!

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60317

Depressed

2/18/2022 4:34 PM

60318

We got covid after the two shots. Also I now have spots in my eyes which appeared within 2
weeks of 2nd shot. We are rural seniors and feel very isolated from family, friends and people
in general. The gov’t lied about protection for us and now the truth that the shots don’t work
has come out we are told to sit down and shut up. It is a power grab!

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60319

It has effected the mental health overall of everyone on my life.

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60320

Son is driving 8 hours one way to work weekly as he cannot fly in company plane. Haven’t
been in a restaurent or event due to passport. Retired and cannot travel

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60321

I gave birth during the pandemic....pushing a baby out wearing a mask without my husband
allowed in the room. Also can't take my now toddler to play groups because I'm not
vaccinated.

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60322

It’s like being in jail total BS

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60323

Crimes against humanity!

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60324

I do not support The experimental jab and so it had put a barrier for me to not see my 90 year
old mother

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60325

Mental health

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60326

Majorly in all aspects

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60327

Hiring employees

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60328

Financially emotionally and physically harmed me

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60329

masks keep knocking my hearing aids off!

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60330

Couldn't see the family or friends plus line-ups to get into stores and restaurant.

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60331

Travel I feel I’m Not in control of what they want to put in my body. I hate the tension it has
Caused

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60332

Shortage of work Restrictions on visiting my mother restrictions on visiting family restrictions

2/18/2022 4:33 PM
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on funerals and weddings
60333

In so many awful and upsetting and negative emotional ways Just stop it already

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60334

Taken away my ability to travel, unmeasurable stress and anxiety about losing my job. My wife
lost her job. My brother and his wife are losing their jobs. My father lost his job of 35+ years.
We have lost 90% of family and friends relationships.

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60335

There are too many restrictions on unvaccinated, family members are being affected with
mental health issues, depression due to the lockdown. Not being able to go to the gym, see
family, family being divided, accusing us of speed misinformation. Etc…

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60336

Depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60337

Can’t live my life. Feel ostracized! And husband may lose his job.

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60338

Bad but not as bad as those they could extort bcuz of age/savings

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60339

I haven't been able to watch my son play hockey or take my daughter to swimming lessons
and my wife's paychecks are down 1200$ a month. The list goes on and on....

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60340

Limited family gathering, my son was not able to work for 11 months. Suffered from depression
during lock down!

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60341

We lost our jobs and have been unable to visit immediate family that lives in the USA

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60342

Made health issues worse by having to wear the masks, and when I was in the hospital I was
only allowed one person to be supporting me

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60343

Lack of work

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60344

It has affected my mental health, my children’s mental health. My relationship and my
livelihood.

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60345

If I do not take the vaccines, I can no longer work at the job I earned through college
graduation, training, and hard work. My daughter cannot participate in any extra curricular
activities if she does not take the vaccine.

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60346

Just on travel. Vaxxed, so can travel now.

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60347

It has kept us out of the gym, but most importantly it has kept us and our older family
members safe.

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60348

Have not been able to see our children and siblings in other provinces. Friends are so full of
fear they will not associate or visit us. Prevented us from attending funeral of sister. Unable to
go restaurants or use pool facilities in hotels. Causing breathing issues with the masks.

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60349

Healthcare professional

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60350

Psychologically, financially, materially. Affected my core beliefs.

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60351

The loss of our Charter Rights and Freedoms of right to decide what to put in our own bodies,
right to travel within our own country....(my mother is 92 has dementia is declining and lives
across the country. I can't travel without driving across the country and can't see her) affects
all aspects of my life.

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60352

Too many to list....

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60353

Isolation, depression, lost many activities.

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60354

Has led to isolation, depression and poverty.

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60355

- I couldn't/can't travel to the USA to visit my daughter & her family & they can't come to
Canada. -I have a hard time breathing with a mask on & they're not doing any good because
they don't stop the virus. - I can't watch my grandchildren play sports, etc. - I couldn't go to
church - I couldn't socialize with friend. - couldn't visit family - can't fly to Vancouver Island to
see my daughter - I don't trust doctors & hospitals any more. - lost friends - some family
members are no longer talking to me and some keep their distance - I was excluded from a
family gathering because I'm not vaxxed - I have friends that lost their jobs

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60356

Stuck at home?

2/18/2022 4:33 PM
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60357

Watching depressed aging parents

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60358

Attempted suicide

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60359

Yes. It has impinged on my rights and freedoms as a Canadian it has caused undue hardship
and stress at my work and my family and my children. we have had to spend thousands of
dollars on marriage counselling to try and stay off divorce brought from undo stress. my
children were unable to play sports and visit friends. I was unable to go to my cottage in
Ontario. I was unable to attend church in which caused emotional stress.

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60360

Lost my job because my employer wouldn’t wait until I saw an allergist. Min. Consent form
when it clearly said if you’ve had an allergic reaction to xyz ie., then speak with your doctor
first, so my doctor arranged an appointment with an allergist and I provided it to my employer
and they still fired me. This is not the Canada I grew up in. Very sad for all Canadians

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60361

Nnegative ,create to much hate

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60362

I have been isolated and depressed very hard on my mental health I was unable to be with my
grandma before she passed and so hard to decide who could attend and who couldn't it was
very wrong

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60363

I was repeatedly locked out of work. I had to consolidate my debt twice onto my mortgage. I
cannot travel or visit my mother in Long Term Care. It has ruined my mental and physical
health. This has been the worst years of my life.

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60364

It is causing devision in my country,the gov is over stepping their powers, this is the
democracy not a dictatorship, I no longer trust the prime minister. I believe he has his fingers
in the pie

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60365

It has affected my children tremendously having a negative impact on their lives.

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60366

very much my health , mental health , children's education , job and family division

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60367

I’ve lost 3 jobs and my mental health has seriously deteriorated.

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60368

This has blocked my Freedom of Rights as a REAL Canadian. Right or wrong we have
choices!!

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60369

I feel SAFE

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60370

My family has lost half of our income do to termination for not batting vaccinated.

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60371

I'm threatened and put at risk by ignoramuses that oppose my freedom to protect myself. I'm
unable to safely continue doing business without hiring security to protect my staff and clients
from anti-vax & anti-mask fools.

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60372

I am banned from visiting my 93 yr old father in his long term care home. We cannot travel
outside of the country to visit our daughter. The travel ban on unvaccinated needs to end
immediately

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60373

We deserve to have freedom of choice

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60374

In every way, mentally, physically, spiritually

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60375

Not too much. Only wear masks when going ito stores

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60376

Freedom of Choice & reduction in Democracy!

2/18/2022 4:33 PM

60377

Cant cross the border

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60378

Meh, I've still gone to events and got blasted at the bar. Still worked, currently taking classes
online.

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60379

I lost my grandma and my uncle due to covid restrictions they had canceled surgeries which
caused them to pass away prematurely and I was not allowed to visit them on their death
beds. This is mentally scarring. I had to choose between losing my job or getting forced
vaccines. I got the vaccine to keep my job and I regret it every day and have adverse effects
from the shot.

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60380

More of my family’s life then mine. But they are my family and they are important to me

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60381

I can’t travel by plane to see the majority of my family that lives in a different province. It’s

2/18/2022 4:32 PM
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unclear whether I will be able to attend my children’s dance competitions and recitals. I no
longer go to any public place because I refuse to go along with the lie that masks on healthy
people are of any benefit and it makes me extremely uncomfortable to be surrounded by
people in masks.
60382

Lost all my freedom

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60383

My mom commited suicide because of the lockdowns

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60384

Not much

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60385

My teenage kids are on the brink of despair

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60386

I wear a mask 12+ hours a day. I also have to do rapid tests 3 times a week just to keep my
job.

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60387

Unable to travel to see family, unable to attend events, unable to bring my baby son to things
like swimming lessons, I feel forced and bullied into getting the vaccine. I feel like children and
adults are having more mental health issues as well as separated within community and even
their own families.

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60388

seriously?

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60389

Every aspect of life: Mental health Social life Relationships Work Finances Fundemental rights
and Freedoms taken away and not returned.

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60390

Broken relationships, pitting family members against each other evil is portrayed as good and
good as evil. Very hard to think of what will happen to our descendants

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60391

Lost my job watched friends and family haveassive rifts caused seen suicides from friends
watched medical treatments stopped that people died from no treatments.

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60392

Loss of freedom - this is not Canada

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60393

Emotionally and socially

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60394

We can't take air plane due to the policy. And my family reunion is affected by border
restrictions.

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60395

Like am in Prison in my owe home

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60396

It has taken many opportunities from me and caused depression

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60397

Saving my money to spend in Florida

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60398

The mandates have been horrible. Caused so much division in this country. Children have
been hit the hardest by these mandates.

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60399

Constant paranoia

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60400

Tremendous, living for two years under threatening, fears, Under laws imposed by criminals.
Without absolutely no help whatsoever from government , who supposed to help citizens not to
killing them , blocking accounts and let people to die on the street. The government are
serving the people, that’s the roles and for that reason are paid. Can they prove the existence
of virus??? Base on made up stories they are locking down a nation ? Why are not under
investigation for international criminal acts? They supposed to be be locked down and proceed
investigation, not the citizens!!!

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60401

No work. No income.

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60402

I fear for my existence in my country based on Justin Trudeaus remarks that call me a racist,
a misogynist, an anti vaxxer, not believing in science but mostly his comment “ as a leader of
a country, what do we do with these people” Am I to be taken away to one of these “volunteer”
quarantine camps that are confirmed to exist based on the Canada government website?

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60403

Have family members at odds about the mandate.

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60404

Not a lot

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60405

Brutal. Never been this scared or sad about the state of our world. I see clearly what is being
used as a tool to impose tyranny on our free country. What could be more sad?

2/18/2022 4:32 PM
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60406

Divisiveness has had an impact on my day to day life and and relationships. It has stopped
me from seeing my family across the country in times of need.

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60407

I’ve lost friendships, family relationships, the ability to move freely in my community, my
mental health has deteriorated, my children have developed anxieties, I’ve been othered from
members of my community, I’ve experienced abuse from people in the community because of
my choice not to vaccinate, I was unable to travel to relatives weddings and funerals because
of the mandates. Overall the last 2 years have been extremely detrimental to my family and
it’s well being.

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60408

Divisive

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60409

It has put a wedge in society that encourages discrimination towards individuals for making a
choice especially when information is not being disclosed in its fullest form which doesn’t allow
individuals to make an informed decision for themselves and being forced to take something
that could cause harm just to keep employment is disgusting and being told my choices carry
consequences and that I’m choosing to not work for not getting the jabs. Doesn’t really seem
like I have a choice in the matter take this drug or you are terminated from your job but it’s
your choice not to work. Appalling that our country’s government has chosen to divided it’s
people encouraging hate when we as a people put politicians in the positions to represent us
not for them to abuse the power given for their own personal gains these are just people like
me and accountability should be taken responsibility should be taken freedoms should never
have been compromised for an illness that most people survive and now is know that a
treatment is available and what is being done is illegal and all levels of government including
the rcmp involved with ripping our rights away should be charged and forced to resign.

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60410

It has made me afraid for the future & my kids future.

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60411

I lost my job

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60412

I've been sick more often from wearing masks

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60413

It really hasn't

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60414

I have lost my job and my daughter (age 7) has severe anxiety and refuses to go to school
because of the masking and mandates.

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60415

My freedom's

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60416

We're not very social and don't go out much so it really hasn't effected us much at all

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60417

Mentally, emotionally and physically Totally ridiculous and unnecessary

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60418

Loss of a free country

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60419

Constant far of the unknown Discrimination

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60420

The mandates have affected me and my family in many very negative way. First I was telling
my children "sorry you can't go to your friends house or have friends over, because the
government has made it illegal at this time". (Yes I blame the government). Second my
children have special needs and wasn't allowed respite at first then had a hard time finding
someone to do respite due to mandates. Third, I have not been able to take my yearly selfcare trip for 2 years now(going on 3) despite having been vaccinated. I have had to try to keep
living with a purpose when I find myself too often at the end of my rope, dealing with the
special needs of my children and no hope of recovery time which is my self-care. Just to have
a reference of what my self care looks like, is to visit a dear friend who is everything to me,
she is an extra mom, has been my tutor, boss and now an amazing wise friend, whom lives
near Chicago. Although zoom calls have helped slightly it still did not give me the break that I
desperately need.

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60421

It’s affected the mental health of my children! Has left my family with the inability to spend the
time i want with my parents who are elderly. Its made people ugly!! Trudeau has created
separation like never before!

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60422

Separation and discrimination

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60423

Mental health, social activities,

2/18/2022 4:32 PM

60424

Can’t go to restaurants, movie theatre’s, my 13 year old son can’t play hockey.

2/18/2022 4:32 PM
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60425

It hasn’t really. Which mandate specifically?

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60426

Kept my family and friends safe.

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60427

Changed my social activities no restaurant family get together Masks made it harder to shop
longer

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60428

Haven't seen my mom in person for two years

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60429

I have had to leave my 30 career as a Travel Agent and retrain into a new job. I just about lost
my Husband to Covid. It was very bad. It is a serious illness. I appreciate some of what the
Government has done to slow the spread but it has far overreached personal boundaries. I
choose to believe in vaccines but I do not believe in restricting those that don’t. The stress,
the loss of Family time is very sad. I have lost Friends, and almost my Husband to Covid but
the loss of our personal freedoms is worse. I’ve never felt so abandoned by all levels of
Government.

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60430

Depression Anxiety Money problems Family problems

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60431

It goes against the charter. BIG Problem!

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60432

1. Helplessness and extreme anxiety regarding now known dangers of the pfizer vaccines that
my family had already taken, including the fact that they are not fully tested and properly
approved to know long term adverse effects. 2. Extreme anxiety and anger learning about
government corruption and major media misinformation towards the general population
regarding the safety and efficacy of these experimental treatments all for what appears to be
for the purpose of profiting the pharmaceutical companies as well as political positioning and
power grabbing for future elections. 3. Loss of livelihood from business customers being too
afraid to patronize my establishment.

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60433

Healthy kids had to stay home because possible close contact

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60434

Drastically.

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60435

Depression in my family and division

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60436

Family, sports, travel

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60437

As an unvaccinated person I haven't been able to go to restaurants, theatres, swimming pools,
gyms etc. But worse that that, people have called me selfish, egotistical, and ignorant
because I chose not to take the vaccine. There is a terrible division between vaccinated and
unvaccinated because of what the news has portrayed us as. Vaccine mandate must end
everywhere! They are unethical and create "untouchable" people

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60438

Had to get a vaccine just so i can work and not get judged for being a walki g biohazard

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60439

These useless mandates were nothing but govt overreach. It has ruined many lives. Family
dying alone due to restrictions.

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60440

Loss of work, mental issues, family tension

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60441

This question would take hours of thoughtful dialogue! Not three minutes.

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60442

It has kept me from seeing friends as much as I’d like to. It stopped me from attending church
when it had to be online. I haven’t eaten in a restaurant in months.

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60443

I feel like a shut in now. I can't get the vax because of am allergy and I was told I can't get a
medical exemption for an allergy unless I get the shot and react. How scary is that! I haven't
seen my family who are in the states in 4 years. We have a reunion every 2 and have had to
cancel 2 now. We know what we need to do covid isn't going away, we have to learn to live
with it.

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60444

Less social interaction in person

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60445

Poor mental health.

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60446

I lost my freedom

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60447

Badly

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60448

It’s been horrendous. This whole charade and the PM have incited hate and division

2/18/2022 4:31 PM
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60449

I can't eat at a restaurant peacefully I get bullied and judged due to Vax & believing in my body
my choice, I get bullied in Church for believing in my body my choices, I get harrassed by
business employees for believing in my body my choice, I believe in the Canadian Charter of
rights and freedoms that was underwritten by the Canadian government!

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60450

Taking my freedom and rights if what I want to do.

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60451

It has kept me safe

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60452

I feel the mandates are put onto.place to protect the people most vulnerable and that's enough
of a reason till we get rod of this disease.

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60453

My job

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60454

How hasn’t it, let’s be real.

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60455

made living in hell, steady telling us if and where we can go, splitting friends, if you did not get
the jabb you are the one to avoid, plus many more. my body my choice.

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60456

Killed it

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60457

It has held us back from being able to do things with our kids, it has caused financial hardship
and has caused great mental health issues

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60458

What life, we haven’t had a life in two years, feels like being in jail

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60459

It has made me feel like a third class citizen. Taken away my ability to go out with my kids
and enjoy the things we used to like movies, restaurants and any indoor activity. It has caused
disputes between friends and family. A huge division amongst Canadians. It has stomped on
our freedom of charter rights which our forefathers fought and died for.

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60460

I have been denied my fundamental human rights.

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60461

A lot of stress. No job

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60462

Families separated, stress, anxiety, segregation and loss of fundamental freedoms

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60463

Forced to vaccine

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60464

To be clear, covid and the mandates have cost me loved ones and then my career in that
order. Both suck

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60465

It has been discriminatory in most aspects of my life. It has caused major issues between
family and friendships. Mental health has also been great affected in a negative way. My
children can not take part in extracurricular activities.

2/18/2022 4:31 PM

60466

I have problems breathing with masks

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60467

Mental health has declined. Lack of family gatherings and social gatherings.

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60468

My mother is 92 and lives in Florida. I cannot visit her without being forced to take a vaccine I
don’t want .

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60469

This is all a bunch of bs my child’s education has suffered. My husband job and me to make a
income.

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60470

I feel like a second class citizen who has had freedom removed for no good reason

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60471

Abroad travel restrictions

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60472

In very many negative ways!

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60473

isolation and no chance to visit family

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60474

Put a wedge between me and my spouse, loved in fear for a long time before I woke up and
got fed up with the bs plandemic and I almost lost my job

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60475

Forced to get vax or be fired from job. My body my choice taken away by coersion.

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60476

Restrictions from normal living. Tensions between family and friends

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60477

Lost my job

2/18/2022 4:30 PM
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60478

Disruption of life in general. The segregation and bullying. It's not right

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60479

Minor inconveniences to keep other people safe and reduce death of others.

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60480

Yes

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60481

Unable to work gain additional skills or training can't enjoy leisure activities or go to the gym

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60482

A family member got Bells Palsy after her booster. I know several people who have suffered
adverse reactions to this shot. One family friend died from her first shot. She was 37. Why are
some friends & family members excluding unvaxed when the shot is supposed to give them
immunity? The discrimination is hateful and hurtful. My rights and freedoms are violated but
what concerns me most is what kind of Canada are we leaving for my children and grandkids?

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60483

I have hearing loss. Masks have made it extremely difficult for me to communicate effectively.

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60484

I cannot find a job and everyone is always afraid now each other.

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60485

Inconvenience mostly. Dont like being told i have to have the vaccine. Had three already. Dont
want a fourth

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60486

I feel like a caged animal

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60487

Very scary what has happened and what is unfolding in Canada. Our democratic rights are
being threatened and laws are being broken.

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60488

Nothing as yet but I feel our government has totally failed in listening to the people of Canada.
Our so called PM is a disgrace to Canada and a laughing stock to the rest of the world.

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60489

My parents are healthy

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60490

It’s taken away time spent with my family, social activities and the freedom to travel.

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60491

I am now a very isolated senior. I can no longer attend my social groups or art club, and am
barred from restaurants, yoga, etc. I have lost friends and connections over all of this insanity.

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60492

I’m 22 and I can’t go fuck at the bars soon I’ll 30 and think wow my 20s sucked because of
Trudeau

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60493

I'm black now.

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60494

The illegal mandate has segregated family and friends (some even lost jobs). It's nothig but
pure EVIL!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60495

Family tension. Coercion should always be a last resort. It was always completely
unnecessary.

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60496

This mandate has affected every aspect of my lift in many ways. It has affected my
relationship with friends and family it has affected my ability to go to the movies or to a
restaurant I feel the segregation is huge right now and it’s scary how people are ok with letting
this happen, by NO means should the emergency act have even been though if I’m this
situation. Trudeau is making a mess out of our country and acting as a dictator and no one
should be ok with this he needs to get off his power trip and step down as prime minister and
someone more capable needs to run, PPC all the way they are the only ones who can help us
now.

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60497

Not being near family as we would like. Travel is pretty much Nile. Not being able to visit
family and friends in hospitals and long term places.

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60498

I don’t sleep petrified I’m going to have my life completely taken from me , my marriage been
very effected my husbands lively hood effected not only this Covid mess but logging industry
being under attack ! This is an absolute nightmare we are under a dictator ship I’m physically
sickened daily living in fear

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60499

I've had to pull my children from school. I can no longer go to my gym. We have to carefully
consider what activities we put our children in because us as parents may not be allowed in
with them or if they are 12 and older they may need to show proof of injection. We have family
and friends in other countries which we can't see. We can't plan any family vacations outside if
the country. My husband can't participate in business meetings if they are held in certain
places such as restaurants.

2/18/2022 4:30 PM
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60500

Not that much because I rarely follow them

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60501

on unpaid leave since nov15th, waiting to be fired but no date, no EI, my pension in 4 yrs is
threatened. I looked forward to the last 3rd of my life at 55yrs to be awesome. Now I probably
have to work till I'm 65yrs, then live off my accrued pension. If its even there, our country is
not going in the right direction. The govt and corporations have crossed the line with the
coercion.

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60502

It has made me feel unwelcome in my country, province, and any interaction with members
outside of my immediate family. The Prime Minister is advocating citizen separatism at every
opportunity. I think that has to stop immediately, hopefully with his resignation and followed
with a criminal investigation.

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60503

Horribly mentally and physically

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60504

Yes. Coerced to take vaccine to keep my career. Federal employee

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60505

Unable to travel and unable to see grandchildren who live in the USA. Discriminated against by
neighbors because of unvaccinated status

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60506

Separation between friends, family, stress for my family, kids, work, school, grand-parents
Hard to get material for cars, constructions because business close or not enough employees
working…..

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60507

It hasn't.

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60508

Suicidal teenager, destroyed mental and physical health.

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60509

Lost my job, I couldn't invite my stepkids to see their father as he was dying, I had to fight with
the hospital so they could say goodbye. Pathetic

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60510

my business has been impacted since l rely on people travelling. l want to cross borders, fly,
etc like before back to normal ! my family members have had surgeries etc pushed back !!!

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60511

Too upsetting to talk about. Never never should have happened

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60512

With a physical job it Makes my job so much harder to do and I feel as though I’m going to
hyper ventilate wearing a mask .

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60513

It has destroyed longtime friendships and family relationships. It has caused me to take a
prolonged stress leave from my work as a teacher and a change and increase in my
medication. The mandates never should have been and those of us who early on were labeled
as “conspiracy theorists” are looking like geniuses and prophets now!

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60514

I am watching our children fall apart. They are depressed, sad, angry and seen hope for their
futures

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60515

It has made it very depressing

2/18/2022 4:30 PM

60516

Ruined family relations and divided friends and makes me sick

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60517

Depressed, unable to work, feel isolated, don't trust my own gov't

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60518

Yes as soon as the virus was detected in Vancouver & the lock downs started, no one would
let me in to provide service to them. I lost all clients, my flight to Mexico was cancelled
immediately & I was no longer able to attend AA meetings. No income, no fun & no real
connection with people. Since then, the mandates have affected my breathing with the mask
wearing. I hate it. I decided I will not attend AA meetings for an hour or 2, wearing a face
diaper. I no longer am allowed to join humanity without a QR digital code to track me. I have
been shunned with most friend & family. Been bullied, abused mentally, emotionally, verbally &
mostly financial. The only thing I can depend on is my higher source of guidance, My Higher
Power. The government has shamed me, divided me, & with new sources of information, we
will own nothing & be happy. I am not happy with any of this new world order crap.

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60519

Prevented my kids from a proper education, prohibited after school actives. It had completely
disrupted everyone's life.

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60520

I haven’t worked in two years and have experienced the worst depression and anxiety in my
life over this bullshit

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60521

I am paying tax dollars on places I am not able to use. I am unable to go visit people I love

2/18/2022 4:29 PM
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and care about in hospitals and old age homes. I am forced to wear masks on my face
causing me to have difficulty breathing and make me disoriented as well when I have to wear
them. I have health issues which cause problems wearing masks. I am totally disgusted with
my government for breaking laws which have been in place long before many of them were dry
behind the ears. I am paying elected officials who are taking orders from unelected people. So
many reasons how this has impacted my life I would need a book to record it all. I've lost work
over it too people too afraid to hire me long before vaccines even came about and worked for
them many years. The laws are not being followed by the Prime Minister and yet he seems to
think he has a right to make his own and we should follow them.
60522

No comment

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60523

my 2 oldest boys moved out of my house into my brothers. we all spent too much time
together. we all butted heads too much and my brother and mother got involved and my 2 boys
moved in with him

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60524

Trouble finding jobs. Masks aggravate allergies.

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60525

It’s been very depressing and concerning.

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60526

Unable to attend church consistently, my kids have lost 2 years of school sports(one child has
high potential for scholarships, which has been severely effected), unable to attend family
functions, unable to go out with friends who couldn’t get a vaccine due to cancer treatments.
Innumerable ways.

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60527

Travel

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60528

Being kept away from family and friends. Freedom of movement,

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60529

Cannot work

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60530

Changed lots …. Is ruin g this country

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60531

Limited employment, personal contacts & travel

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60532

Stifled in freedom

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60533

Gave me fear, anxiety, depression and financial worries kept away from my children and grand
children

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60534

So many points.

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60535

It hasn’t. I work from home. I’m fully vaccinated

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60536

People have become too isolated from one another which has caused other issues

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60537

I have had ongoing health problems since before all of this Covid garbage and it has made it
difficult for me to get the care I need from lack of doctors and all the restrictions

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60538

It’s made me feel like a second class citizen do to my medical choice

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60539

The forced vaccine is where I started to be affected mental health wise. I am broken to have
had to go against my will and judgment to keep my job. Now the government overreach is
making me feel like I am losing my liberties. The media not saying the truth and preventing
scientists to truly speak up about ivermectin or risks arising from the vaccine or playing with
the number of COVID related deaths etc has made me feel trapped and drowning

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60540

I am a “senior” and am disgusted with all the restrictions that have been put on us! Being told
what we can and can’t do…losing our freedom in every aspect of life. We live in free country
and what is happening in Ottawa is just atrocious! This is very depressing and the future for
our children and grandchildren is looking very bleak!

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60541

There have always been vaccine mandates so long as I have been alive. I wouldn't be alive
without them.

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60542

Fully destroyed - I would need to write a book.

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60543

Depressed..anger

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60544

Exceedingly negatively

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60545

Disrupted life in general. Instilled uncertainty of the future. Proved that Trudeau should not be

2/18/2022 4:29 PM
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the leader of the country.
60546

I am a prisoner in my own home. Cut off from family in Ontario. Unable to travel to visit sister
overseas

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60547

The vaccine mandates have segregated me from my friends. I’m 23 years old and my mental
health has never been so bad until the vaccine passport came out. Do you know how it feels to
watch your friends all go and hangout while you get left behind?

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60548

It has divided us with friends and family.

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60549

Depression. Anxiety. My Children have regressed in their learning, their speech has not
improved like it should. I'm less free than my neighbour even though I have better immunity
than they do to Covid-19 (because I've had it twice and the second time was just a cold). It's a
LOT harder to run a business with these mandates; this means I have to work harder and
longer to keep business going. Working harder and longer affects my relationship with my kids
and my wife in a negative way.

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60550

Tired of all the restrictions

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60551

Decrease my business by 50%.

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60552

You don't care

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60553

It has affected my mental health! The last 2 years have kept me from frequent contact with
family and friends. I have grandchildren that have been "harassed" at school, by school
officials, because their parents do not believe in the "safety" of the inoculation. the fact that
the government has given immunity to big pharma, leads me to believe that something is
amiss! It is "follow" the money NOT the science!

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60554

My mom passed away Janurary 23rd,2022 ALONE at the Cornwall Community Hospital
because of all these mandates. My mom has 3 children and 8 grandchildren and 3 great
grandchildren who she asked to have visits with. These past 2+ years the grandchildren
weren't allowed to visit with her because not only was my mom's health poor but all this also
affected her mentally. Also as a result of my mom's last stay at thus hospital the staff were so
over worked and stressed mom had a fall because the staff overlooked mom's health
conditions.

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60555

Got vaccines I never wanted nor needed. Has affected the mental health of everyone.

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60556

Visits with family

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60557

not at all

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60558

No work

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60559

Haven't been to a restaurant or gym in months, haven't seen my parents since Thanksgiving
because they're so afraid, kids think playdates are gone forever. This is not life in a
democracy. This is abuse of power at the highest level.

2/18/2022 4:29 PM

60560

Lost income. Failing business. Lost friends. Distanced from family. No visiting rights to see my
99 year old uncle.

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60561

Everything Depression My kids not alod to play Separate my family This is not canada lives :(

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60562

Horribly.

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60563

It has isolated my entire family. I have 5 children who deserve to have a childhood free from
restriction of who they can see, what they can do and who where. It has impacted their social
development and all of our mental health. Enough is enough. We were told vaccines were the
way out of this, but it seems like the government is maintaining a “state of emergency” for
other reasons besides our health. They are exercising too much control and Justin Trudeau is
totally out of line with this.

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60564

I have watched my children suffer, my family ripped apart and was forced to get vaxxed. I
could write a book.

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60565

Our son deals with mental health issues. The online schooling has been difficult. I have heard
from many young people - 25 years old and under - who have anxiety and depression. I worry
about friends who have lost their livelihood, the elderly who have lost their joy, the overdose
crises and our country’s debt and unrest.

2/18/2022 4:28 PM
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60566

Lost my job because of mandates

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60567

My husband cannot go anywhere. My kids are constantly upset about wearing masks. My
family is divided and it always upset I’m very depressed I’m afraid of living in a communist
country.

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60568

Segregation, devision

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60569

Financial, metal health, my job... freedoms

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60570

I'm seen as an outcast from people who I thought were my friends. I feel segregated, because
of my own choices. I have friends who have lost their jobs and are suffering mentally and
financially. I've suffered both myself. I'm unable to visit my own sister who lives in the states

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60571

Job problems Breathing problems( from masks Heart problems from shots People that died
from stress People that died from the shot Family died alone And many more things!!!!!

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60572

Single person who had been stuck alone inside a condo for way to long. Really effected my
mental health

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60573

It’s been horrible .. loved ones dying. Friends committed suicide and wearing the frigin mask
that doesn’t do a bloody thing .Trudeau has become a Terrant.. also the price of economic
disasters.. heating and electrical plus groceries going really high that families and elderly and
veterans cannot pay or live .. this is ludicrous to even expect us to pay this crazy amount to
survive.. this is absolutely disgusting 🤢.. Trudeau needs to go and Pierre L should get in as
Prime Minister as he’s the only hope left in Canada to help us.. this is going to be a
communist country if something is not done now or we have no hope of living ..

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60574

everything

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60575

Government has no business getting involved or mandating with medical experiments on its
people!

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60576

Yes. Very depressed. Lost all of my freedoms because of what I chose not to put in my body. I
hate my life!

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60577

It’s taken the freedom to go to the gym, movie theatre, out for dinner, etc, etc, without proving
you’ve been vaccinated.

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60578

My Grandaughter didn't want the Vaccine but she had to to go to University. Sort time later she
was flown to childrens in Edmonton and placed in ICU. She spent 5 days fighting for her life.
My sister hemmeraged after vaccine and needed 5 pints of blood. May Grandaughter whom is
11 suffered severe depression from masks. My daughter an Nursing instructor and her
husband an RCMP officer have lost their jobs because of vaccine mandates. Please help
Canadians!!

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60579

First, I feel that those who have lost lives, jobs worst,but as one who worked my whole life and
now have my freedoms taken away,not able to travel, why even work in life. Freedom is
working with choices.

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60580

I have made the best of it and am intelligent and compassionate enough to realize that I have
a responsibility to help end this pandemic by following advice from health officials instead of
YouTube.

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60581

Stress.. financial.. reduced pleasure

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60582

Mentally

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60583

Badly

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60584

It has effected my family be forcing them to have vaccinations or they are punished

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60585

Mentally and physically and not to mention financial

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60586

The mandates have protected my health and my loved ones. Covid closed my small business,
and this question is phrased in a manipulative way. Covid is the thing that impacts lives,
mandates are our response to it.

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60587

Limiting what I can do

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60588

Turned it all upside down, frustration, churches shut down but casinos open, big businesses

2/18/2022 4:28 PM
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remain open but not small businesses, conditioning for reset, 2030, next climate
60589

Divison

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60590

My aunt is dying and I'm unable to even visit her. It's been slmost 2 years since I've been able
to visit extended family. I hate this, it's ridiculous. I'm a mortician at a very busy funeral home
& in the last 2 years there have been approximately 120 deaths due to covid. Thats it. And
thsts counting "possible" covid. Its my job to log and keep track of this, so I guarantee those
numbers are accurate. You know how many people die from the flu and pneumonia? I'd see at
least a half dozen every month, and now none?? Its time to get back to normal

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60591

Not being able to fly home from work to see my wife because I’m not vaccinated and the fact
that they social distance you in line to get on plane then sit shoulders to shoulder with
everyone

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60592

PSYCHOLOGICAL STRESS, POLARIZING, DISENTION IN WORKPLACE, FAMILY, AND
COMMUNITY. AND YET IRONICALLY, THROUGH COVID I HAVE EXPERIENCED NO
HEALTH-RELATED URGENCIES OR EMERGENCIES.

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60593

It’s has effected both mine and my children’s life completely. I now have a $1000 hydro bill
because I can’t take my kids to daycare because of a common cold… children get sick and it
makes zero sense why they can’t return to daycare for 14 days after being tested NEGATIVE.
I was unable to work because of it. The money I did receive was not nearly enough compared
to the amount of work I missed. Also being a people person it’s been very emotional for me
being alone with my two children by myself. I am only 27 years old.

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60594

financial and social hardship for ourselves and our children, and making my ministry more
difficult. It is also destroying our children's future through the rediculous amount of
accumulated debt for such a minor "pandemic" .

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60595

My family is across the border (only 20km away) and I haven’t seen them in 2 years because
of the vaccine mandates. My husband was also out of work for some time. Our finances are a
mess and savings pretty much depleted.

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60596

Terribly - psychologically, job loss. Discrimination and the list goes on

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60597

I, my family, friends, and community are safer and healthier because of masking and vaccine
mandates.

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60598

Can’t visit family. Isolation. Can’t even go out for a nice dinner in a restaurant I am worried that
Trudeau is trying to take away our freedoms. I like Canada the way it was before he became
prime minister. We need to get rid of him

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60599

I more ways than I can write right now. It’s left a negative taste in my family!

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60600

They suck, less travel and fewer trips with the family but it beats having dead family.

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60601

Lost my job

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60602

Our children have been socially stunted. Panic and anxiety have become prominent issues in
our home.

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60603

Not Being able to freely visit family and friends, unable to attend church services, unable to
worship at church services, headaches from masks, not being able to see my grandkids play
hockey, unable to use public facilities my tax dollars pay for, unable to travel, difficult to carry
out normal business, anxiety about the lack of freedom and anxiety about the future of my
country.

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60604

Stress for nothing

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60605

I am 100% AGAINST the vaccine however if I wanted to continue working and provide a roof
over my families head, I was mandated to get the vaccine. I’ve had adverse reaction and I’m
totally devastated over this.

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60606

I have been ostracized and made to feel like a second class at work because I have made the
choice not to be vaccinated

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60607

It is a voilation of my Charter of Rights and Freedoms

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60608

It put me on LOA from work, unable to make a pay check. My husband was not able to go into
any stores, so shopping was completely up to me. My kids were no longer able to participate

2/18/2022 4:28 PM
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in sports because they are too young to get ready on their own and we weren't allowed into the
facilities. I wasn't even able to take my youngest to his school doors because I was not
allowed in the doors. Unable to support businesses we would like to because of mandates.
Family feeling forced into getting a vaccine, that has not proved not to be as effective as
proposed, just so they can keep their job. Divide between family members or friends. Being
talked negatively about at work, and that is supported but if I talk about my side, I get even
more harrassment.
60609

Every aspect. I lost my job and community connections and family.

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60610

Mental health issue have been proven to be on the rise in Canada from young to elderly.

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60611

It’s has affected my mental health

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60612

I lost my mom to kidney failure. The family wasn’t allowed to be with her. Once in palliative
only 2 could be with her. She did get her vacation and right after she got COVID, battled
pneumonia. I believe the vaccine attached to her kidneys, and assisted in her death, her white
blood cells where few. I am double vaccinated, now I am having stomach issues.

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60613

Can't go into restaurants..

2/18/2022 4:28 PM

60614

Ruined our lives .....

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60615

I have had to restrict my life to the smallest of all bubbles, I have an auto immune disease
which prevents me from taking the vaccine yet doesn't meet the criteria to be exempt.

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60616

All

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60617

Limit doing business, limit family interaction, limit social gathering, limit restaurant use, limit
church attendance, limit travel locally and abroad In every area of normal life. Cancel all
mandates.

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60618

Cant be with my family. Travel or go out to restaurants movies and so much more

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60619

Not at all

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60620

Lost my business, depressed and anxious teenagers, my depression, lost family and friends,
so much more upheaval.

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60621

Unable to visit family, including my 90 yo father. Unable to enjoy a simple meal out. Unable to
celebrate milestone occasions.

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60622

Family fights, business struggling to survive, lost friends due to Covid opinions , increased
anxiety, depression side effects from the vaccine (double vaccinated) nobody willIng to listen
to my side effects aka doctors and friends. The whole side of my body went numb, I inherited
tinnitus on that same side and now have reoccurring ear infection… I’m also a musician who
does weddings, completely lost that business and now have worries of hearing loss from my
symptoms. Should the list go on? And I’m only 34!

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60623

Unable to travel, unable to freely go to recreational places, my children had to withdraw from
hockey, huge division in family where some family members will have no contact with us

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60624

Caused major division between friends and family, caused my children to miss out on a lot of
activities, my wife to not be able to return to her job. The list is never ending

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60625

Hasn’t

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60626

Drastically, NOT LAWFUL!!

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60627

Was forced to take vaccine to maintain my employment

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60628

It’s caused fear, isolation and mentally draining and caused depression. Hope was lost and
nothing replaces that. My freedoms have been greatly reduced to the point they are pointless

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60629

I don’t trust my government at all anymore

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60630

It has cost me money to work at my job by presenting negative Covid testing

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60631

Destroyed many relationships, vaccine injured many of my friends and relatives causes
tremendous division

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60632

No comment

2/18/2022 4:27 PM
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60633

It hasn’t really, I’ve worked the whole way through at the office

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60634

It has kept people safe and healthy

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60635

Depression in my children, financial Loss, mental health suffering, family division

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60636

I can’t go to places I’d like to

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60637

Not being able to do anything!

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60638

loneliness, mental health , travel

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60639

For the worse.... government has failed us completely

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60640

It has destroyed relationships with family and friends. It has caused anxiety and sadness for
my grandchildren, family, friends, self - it's difficult to witness what it has done. It has caused
hatred and rejection toward me. It has prevented me from watching my grandchildren play
games, sports and see them at all. It has limited what I can do and where I can go. It has
caused groceries for one thing to be unaffordable, I use the Food Bank and struggle still
because of health problems. It has caused immeasurable loneliness, pain and suffering. It has
made it difficult to see doctors as needed. It has made me feel like a criminal, a fugitive on the
run. I fear I will be thrown into prison, a camp, become homeless, cut off financially.

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60641

I have been unwelcome in so many places. My already poor mental and physical health has
been impacted and even tho both myself and my son are exempt from masks we have been
denied services and forced into it! I was kicked out of a Costco line because I stated I didn’t
have to wear my mask outside and Even tho I was exempt I would still wear it inside. That
wasn’t good enough. I had to chose between seeing and not being kicked out of a store to buy
groceries so I put my glasses in my pocket. They fell out of my pocket and now I’m out $500
for my driving glasses as odsp only paid for my reading glasses and not eligible for a new pair
for another year n a half.

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60642

Lost my job. Can barely afford bills and groceries

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60643

People I love have become radicalized paranoid schizophrenics.

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60644

In many ways…not being able to socialize, travel, go to any venues that supported and
enforced the mandates and vax passport but most of all, as a federal public servant with 31
years of service, the risk of leave without pay and losing my job causing much stress, anxiety
and depression.

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60645

I lost my Healthcare job of 16.5 years due to these tyrannical mandates.

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60646

I can not go to restaurants and public places. I can not get on the airplane.

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60647

Socially-isolated economically-bankruptcy Mental health-depression

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60648

As a Natural helper for an elderly my life was limited as a servant without any ressource. I had
to confine completely. Its been 2 years in a total withdraw socially.

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60649

Affected me in so many ways

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60650

Wearing a mask as caused a cough that is not good for anyone

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60651

So so...

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60652

Horribly! we are treated like we have the plague and can't go anywhere jsut bc we have an
allery to medical ingredients used in the vax and wont risk our lives for it! its disgusting

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60653

Work, social life, family separation

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60654

I've lost friends & family because of the mandates.i can't see my grandchildren, I can't go to
the gym, I can't eat at a restaurant, on & on.....

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60655

Waiting for a surgery, lost of revenue, family division

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60656

Horribly

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60657

It will be difficult to put my trust in our political leaders, I had no clue about the depth of the
level of corruption in our government.

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60658

Suicidal

2/18/2022 4:27 PM
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60659

Lost friends and family due to governments divisive measures. Had friends relapse after being
clean for 2 years.

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60660

Being able to visit my grandparents and parents out of province, when their was traveling
restrictions. Added stress at my job and being able to get health care. Living my life in
freedom.

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60661

It hasn't

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60662

Unable to travel to take much needed vacation. Can’t fly to see children and grandchildren.
Stressful situation when you are made to feel like a criminal if you don’t follow mandates. Have
affected family and friend relationships.

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60663

It’s been terrible for my mental health. I haven’t been able to watch my kids play sports. We
are discriminated against.

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60664

My business, development of my childrens, socialization

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60665

Words cannot describe how this has affected my life and the people around me this needs to
end now FREEDOM!

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60666

Employment opportunities and income missed. Debt incurred . Access to travel to visit aging
father and family mental health and physical and emotional well being, isolation A ton of
unnecessary stress Division within community and significant relationships Sense of unknown
future; inability to make plans

2/18/2022 4:27 PM

60667

Now unemployed

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60668

Thankfully it hasn’t affected my life to bad. I have been unable to travel outside my province,
go to restaurants or take my kids to the zoo or amusement parks.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60669

Its Fukin bullshit

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60670

I am about to lose my job because my personal physician doesn't believe it's in my best
interest to not be vaccinated. I agree.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60671

I was coerced into being vaccinated, or else lose my job as a registered nurse. My children
have missed out on countless experiences that were cancelled or altered.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60672

Survived COVID, no hospitalization. But barely surviving the things that are supposed to
protect us from COVID.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60673

Mentally. My business has been affected tremendously

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60674

In every way possible 2 a senior

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60675

Very negatively. Can’t even visit our handicapped son.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60676

Cabin fever, stress within the household. Not being able to socialize with people.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60677

Drastically I have as most people fell into depression and debt. I also feel Canada is becoming
a communist country led by a want to be dictator

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60678

The mandate has had little effect on my life, because I refuse to play this game of stupidity.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60679

Protected me and my loved ones

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60680

I have been discriminated against for holding views based on my research of peer reviewed
journals and studies by a government that follows popular “scientific” views. This has illegally
prevented me and my family from taking part in public activities I pay taxes to have access to.
I have also been disallowed gathering with others in places of worship.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60681

Can’t have family gathering and work

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60682

I cannot travel and the cost of living is skyrocketing. I am on a fixed income with a pension
from the military.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60683

My father died ALONE! I also battle pancreatic cancer ALONE! No one is aloud to stand by
me during my appointments. I also had been held back from being with family and friends.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60684

Suicidal

2/18/2022 4:26 PM
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60685

Missing out on many family functions and social activities that were cancelled, eg. family
gatherings and birthdays. Missing out on community activities that were cancelled due to
lockdowns. Unable to dine indoors at restaurants. Ruining relationships with friends and family
with differing opinions. Watching my girlfriend suffer greatly with mental illness and unable to
see doctors in person, everything is done now over the phone, humans need human contact.
Increased mandates at work, having to show proof of vaccination or negative test result.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60686

Thinking of suicide

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60687

My freedom has been stripped away from me, I am no longer a free Canadian citizen.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60688

My son lost his job

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60689

I’ve lost work, friends, family and it’s made life incredibly hard to handle in the best of times.
The segregation needs to end!

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60690

No travel. No funeral for my mother in law. Grandchildren not allowed to do there sports or go
to school. Fear mongering by government and mainstream media dividing my family and
friends. Young people in their 30’s committing suicide. Weight gain and depression not being
able to go to yoga or gyms. No community gatherings or celebrations. Niece having to
postpone her university because of lockdowns. The list goes on and on. And now, we have a
Federal Emergency Act and peaceful everyday Canadians being arrested and property seized
and bank accounts frozen. As I sit here and write this I am in total shock that our free
democratic society is crumbling before our very eyes and we are now a dictatorship. How have
we possible come to such a state

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60691

I can't fly, go visit, and go visit in the hospital ir old folks home.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60692

It’s kept me, my family, and other vulnerable people safe. It’s protected our health care system
so people can still get essential health care such as cancer screenings and surgeries. If the
closures had been brought back earlier last year, my father-in-law would still be alive. If CoViD
was caught sooner, my dad would still be alive. He was healthy, 59 years old, played hockey 3
times a week, and he died.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60693

The mandates have ruined my health as it has my finances

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60694

Negatively

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60695

The mandates have been difficult on our family social health and connectedness. Loss of
memories and connections. Probably saved some sickness and hardship as well.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60696

Negatively Quality of life, liberty and freedom have been affected. Suicidal and thoughts of
desperation. Witnessed SO much harm in the community, children are afraid and are even
more socially harmed. I have more friends and family negutavily affected by the mandates
than the so called virus. More harm from mandates than the common hood they supposed to
protect. This has to end.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60697

Divided all family and friends ,affected our mental health and physical health,by isolation from
everyone,masks have affected our breathing by depleting our oxygen levels,family members
have anxiety hearing of people close to them commiting suicide and dying from heart and
cancer lack of health care or the jab

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60698

Separated sick and dying from family Socially stunting our children Added anxiety and
depression to my children Breaking apart my family from family and friends

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60699

The face masks are causing me a great deal of depression and I regard them as psychological
abuse and a demoralization tool to enforce the NWO agenda. I hate them more than I can
describe and I have not worked since the mandates began with those. I refuse to take the
injection because I am suffering from very painful shingles for over 2 years and that is an
acknowledged side effect of these mRNA injections. I have been segregated and discriminated
against for my decision and the jabs have proven to be unsafe and ineffective, so none of this
makes sense. This is an attack on freedom and I HATE our Prime Minister for dividing out
country in order to accommodate Big Pharma. I would rather die than give in to medical
tyranny

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60700

Lost my job as an Registered Nurse Banned from society Lost medical freedom to choose a
medication Physical health banned from our gym Social isolation banned from 2 choirs My
dance studio closed due to lockdowns

2/18/2022 4:26 PM
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60701

Lost my job of 6 years due to mandate, unable to pay my bills and living expenses, destroyed
my mental health and now facing bankruptcy and homelessness. No support from ANY
government agencies, left to suffer alone.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60702

Division between family & friends, which is fueled by prov, mun & federal governments.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60703

VERBAL ABUSE PSYCHOLOGICAL ABUSE BEING TREATED SECOND CLASS DENIED
ACCESS DEPRESSION ANGER DISAPPOINTMENT IN THE pm

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60704

Too many ways to mention

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60705

Depression has set in. Suicidal thoughts.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60706

Loss of rights. Loss of employment. Loss of friends. Loss of civil liberties. Threat to
democratic principles

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60707

Divided friends and family to the point of absolutely never being fixable. Work for some very
spotty. Freedoms are lost and alot of them are gone for good.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60708

Depression and disgust

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60709

Unvaccinated, had Covid, and it was comparable to a minor hangover for a few days. In
contrast, the amount of stress induced by our government becoming increasingly authoritarian
has probably taken years off my life.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60710

It has taken away me and my families freedoms

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60711

Thinking of suicide

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60712

I've been working from home the last couple years, which has been hard on my mental health
and social life. But I'm willing to sacrifice to protect the others that I love - my 100 year old
grandmother, my senior parents, my friends that have compromising health conditions, and
strangers that I don't know. I look forward to the end of the measures, like anyone else, but I'm
strong enough to carry the mantle for all Canadians. And I've learned to live and adjust to the
measures. I'm quite happy now, apart from all the damn protests. That's what's affecting my
mental health! And doomscolling on social media to see the amount of disinformation and
ignorance from the protestors. And I don't mind wearing a mask. Some people wear them
every day for work, like health care professionals or construction workers. And athletes
actually train with masks to strengthen their athletic abilities. I often wear one while working
out. If you can't wear a mask for 10 minutes to visit a store and consider others, you're
probably not worth anyone's time. Show you care about someone else! And no vaccinations?
Why throw out a history of science? I guess it's now the survival of the fittest, but the
unvaccinated have drawn out the pandemic. And it weighs on the rest of us that want to get on
with our lives.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60713

Caused separation between friends. Excluded from social gatherings

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60714

It sucks. Can’t go any where or visit with family and friends

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60715

Badly

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60716

Many of my Immediate family members have either completely lost their jobs or have been
threatened with the loss of their job due to the Covid mandates. All of my family has been
unable to go out due to the vaccine passports. This is discriminatory and the segregation of
our country will be the result of our downfall into a fascist communistic state.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60717

Lost my job

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60718

I ended up with a doctor verified vaccine reaction after my second dose of Moderna and have
spent the last 5 months taking medication and dealing with these effects. I have also spent
these last 5 months fearing loss of my job, loss of my education, loss of my right to travel
freely if boosters were to become mandated. I do not agree that our medical choices should be
made for us by our government when that medical choice comes with dangerous side effects
and reactions. If there is a risk there must be a choice. Informed consent was not given, as I
was never informed that the medical issues I have faced since would even be a remote
possibility. If I had known the true effects of these mRNA inoculations, I would have been able
to make a more informed choice. I was coerced into this decision by mandates that have no
scientific basis.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60719

It has taken absolutely everything away from my family and children. Because the only way to

2/18/2022 4:26 PM
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do anything is to be vaccinated. I do not believe it works. If it did why the need for the
boosters now. I feel that not only the unvaccinated show negative tests but all the vaccinated
as well should have to be prove a neg test. Let the world go back to the way it was and those
that chose to take it shall and the ones that don’t want to just let be. It should be each
individual persons right weather they want the jab or not. Not forced by a manipulative
government. I lost my wife over 4 years ago to cancer and they still can’t find a cure for that
disease. Now your telling me in a few short months there is one for COVID. Come on let’s be
real. Stop turning our country into a communist one.
60720

It has effected my mental and physical well being.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60721

Living in a small rural town has certainly helped us escape what those in larger cities have
gone through but the separation from family and the divisiveness even within families that the
mandates are causing is wreaking havoc. It has weakened our families and families are the
strength of our country.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60722

I lost my job and financial security.

2/18/2022 4:26 PM

60723

Keeps my family safe and hospitals available for those who need them.

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60724

Destroyed my faith in civil society & every single institution from church to state!

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60725

Travel

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60726

I had the chance job, let go of my 10th are career and passion, simply because I couldn’t wear
a mask (skin condition). It effected my emotional and mental health deeply.

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60727

Affected, financial and social family divisions.

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60728

I have friends and family who have been vaccine injured from not being able to walk for 4 days
(after 1st), fuzzy brain (after 2nd ) - this was doctor who is now no longer practicing, to shaky
limbs, to losing the ability to use arms sufficiently to care for their children or work - for
months, .... I know of 2 extremely diligent and intelligent people who have lost their jobs, and
others who are live at being forced to get an experimental injection with unknown long term
outcomes in order to keep their jobs n feed their families. I have immediate family who have
fled to the United States on an entrepreneurial visa. I know others who have fled to Mexico.

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60729

Got fired

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60730

In every way possible. Mentally, physically financially. Trudeau must go .

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60731

We have been imprisoned by government. I have lost friends over all of this. So much fear has
been instilled needlessly.

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60732

Made it boring

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60733

It has created division with my friends and family.

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60734

Was threatened with professional misconduct. Had to resign my position. Loss of livlihood.
Unable to use commercial transportation (train, air) for longer distances. Unable to leave the
country and cross the border. Unable to associate with friend and colleague who lives in
another country. Complete violation of rights protected under the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms.

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60735

Miss family gathers and being with friends

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60736

I didn’t get a chance to see loved ones before they died, and not only that, countless funerals,
weddings and milestone celebrations did not happen. I cannot watch our grandkids play their
first games of hockey. Missed out on visiting loved ones because of their fear in the last two
years.

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60737

It’s been non stop mental warfare.

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60738

sad for humanity

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60739

I had to decide to take the jab to keep my job.

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60740

I will be moving to Mexico

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60741

Barely if at all.

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60742

Family division, inability to travel and see grown kids and grandkids (we haven't even met our

2/18/2022 4:25 PM
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youngest grandchild who was 2 in December), mental anguish & frustration at the injustice and
falsehood.
60743

Confinement and loss of relationship time together.

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60744

Prevented me from enjoying life and work

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60745

I cannot board a plane, train or other commercial vehicle. I effectively am a prisoner in my own
country. I have been excluded from public life for months and deemed unfit to be in the
presence of my fellow citizens in polite society. I have been repeatedly threatened with a
workplace vaccine mandate. My daughter was so despondent and angry about her own social
exile and bleak future that she admitted she had contemplated suicide. She's graduating high
school with honours. The decision to lift vaccine mandates came too late for her to attend
university in the fall. I was diagnosed with breast cancer in spring of 2020. I had surgery and
completed a metabolic drug therapy protocol. I spent thousands of dollars of my own money to
access therapies that are not funded by our healthcare system. I lost 40 pounds. I cleaned up
my diet and lifestyle. I started a meditation practice. What I didn't want was an experimental
vaccine. For that, I have been punished by my own government. I got Covid in summer of
2021 from a "fully vaccinated" person. I experienced a typical flu like illness. I contacted my
physician to request early treatment drugs being used in other parts of the world. He informed
me that he couldn't prescribe them to me because they were not approved in Canada or
Alberta for covid. I asked what was approved or recommended for outpatient treatment. He
replied that nothing was. He then prescribed me a steroid inhaler typically used for ashma. I
asked why that was okay but the other drugs weren't. He became very uncomfortable and gave
no answer other than they weren't recommended. I rested and recovered. I filled my
prescription, rested, and recovered. I went back to work but was soon informed I wouldn't be
allowed to access public life without a vaccine for an illness I had just recovered from. None of
this is right, ethical, or rational. It needs to stop.

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60746

I think it affected everyone negatively

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60747

The mandates and propaganda from our government have elevated most of my PTSD
symptoms as well severe depression.

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60748

It has restricted me from being able to take my 2 year old daughter to public places such as
the skating rink and public pool.

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60749

I don’t believe in them. It’s a man made virus.

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60750

Financially and emotionally very impacted in a negative way

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60751

These mandates have put limits on mine and my families personal and working life. Has put
fear and anxiety into my children and forced us to lose precious time to spend with grand
parents...of which we lost one last year...NOT BECAUSE OF COVID.

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60752

Can’t travel or work at specific places

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60753

My elderly parents have spent the better part of 2 years locked in their rooms🤯😡 i have been
forced to comply against my will to stabs with a poison, while the 1% and their minions have
profited ….

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60754

Not allowed to see grand children i and family in USA.I have asthma ..masks are almost
impossible for me to wear.

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60755

Many freedoms have been denied those of us that won't get a V passport (V'd or not) and I
worry every day about losing my job

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60756

Fuck off Karen.

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60757

How hasn’t it affected is a better question

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60758

I live in a constant state of stress and mental anguish.

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60759

Friends and family are afraid to see me. I cannot travel, go to violin lessons, ski, eat in
restaurants, go to my gym class in person, visit or accompany family members to hospital or
go to my hairdresser (she quit because of high costs of supplies needed for sanitizing & PPE).

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60760

It destroyed my freedom to Live.

2/18/2022 4:25 PM

60761

I live on a farm & I am not a social butterfly so it has not affected my life very much but I have

2/18/2022 4:25 PM
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seen the affects it has on people that I thought I knew looking like scared rabbits when
somebody tried to talk to them on the street
60762

Lost business Childrens mental health Children not able to participate in sports and activities
Kids not being able to have recess with friends Kids not allowed to visit or see friends Kids
ina. Cohort and stuck with the same people everyday Masks in school and gym Not hugging
Not seeing family for 2 years who are unable to travel to Canada due to their vax status Not
being able to travel Not being able to go to church Not being able to entertain in my home Not
able to have holidays with family Cost of pcr tests makes it expensive to travel The mental
strain and constant fear over our heads the last 2 years Feeling forced to have a second shot
and having adverse effects and then being told I need a booster to be “fully vaccinated”
Getting Covid after being vaxxed and following all protocols and sacrifices

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60763

Family and friends distancing; unable to travel to see family, or travel for relaxation, or eat in
restaurants or attend nonessential arenas of entertainment, difficulty breathing with a mask on;
ostracized due to not complying with vax mandates to enjoy my social life; being forced to
comply with mandatory vax is against my right to choose what I put in my body,

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60764

Not

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60765

Having to wear a mask has caused me to have carbon monoxide poisoning, being
unvaccinated has made it impossible for me to eat in restaurants, go to events, etc. and
generally made me feel Harassed in My own country.

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60766

Mentally... emotionally... financially... I own a local business and needed farmers market and
public places to sell and due to.the mandate was not allowed to sell do to my vax status

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60767

It sucks

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60768

Protecting my friends and loved ones with autoimmune disorders and ensuring our hospitals do
not become completely overwhelmed.

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60769

Caused depression, anxiety, fear and limitations with work.

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60770

Loss of freedom and choice

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60771

Depression and anxiety have overwhelmed me

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60772

No social interaction, not able to visit friends in hospital or retirement homes, not able to meet
out if torn friends for coffee/lunch/dinner,

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60773

In every way

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60774

it sucks

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60775

Segregated, discriminated against, loss of family and friends, no travel.

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60776

No social life. Mother died alone. Trying to start a business (not online or virtual); almost
impossible under the current mandates.

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60777

I am considering moving to another country as I'm a second class citizen in Canada where I
was born and raised.

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60778

Greatly

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60779

Depression

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60780

Restrictions, unable to go out. People trying to tell you how to do things when we are in a so
called free country.

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60781

My freedom to move freely has been stopped, I can’t go out for dinner with friends or family

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60782

Mental health issues

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60783

Lost friends and family, created separations. Destroyed freedoms created an us and them
society.

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60784

I was coerced into taking a shot I never wanted because we were promised things would go
back to normal. It has affected my kidneys and they will never be the same.

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60785

I’m about to lose my job, I’ve spent Christmas and some other holidays alone, I’ve sought out
counseling to try and equip myself with the tools and coping mechanisms to experience and

2/18/2022 4:24 PM
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witness what the isolation and so-called shots have down to people. I know people that have
lost loved ones who were healthy, after they took the shot. I know of instances personally
where people have taken their lives. This is taking a toll on me when I was once a strong
person. Im fearful they will come to my house as they’ve done in Australia. I’ve pulled money
out of my bank so the government doesn’t freeze it. I’m now looking at ways to sell my
property and leave the country. This is not Canada and I hardly recognize it.
60786

I don't have one

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60787

Being 83 yrs tooooo confined, Building which is independent living has had lock down on 3
occasions. Elderly left alone in hospital to die alone. No visitors allowed

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60788

It has destroyed all social and mental ideals i have ever had. My rights have been violated and
I no longer trust my government. Social media and the government are just full of lies and
mistrust. Its embarrassing to be a Canadian.

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60789

Increased cost of living, inability to visit sick relatives in hospital, living in isolation by myself,
depression,

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60790

It has caused depression and social isolation.

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60791

Gravely. My children have been most affected.

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60792

I have had to change job, lost friends and families. Have not seen my sister in a care home in
2 years.

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60793

Sometimes lonliness, weight gain , some anxiety

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60794

Our lives are forever changed and not for the better. We are all suffering mentally physically
and financially

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60795

Literally in every aspect!

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60796

In every way possible. Need to get a shot that didn’t work anyway. Had to miss work, can’t
travel without jumping through hoops.

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60797

Very Stressful, unsure of our future.

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60798

All aspects of my life have been affected, I had to get the jab in order to keep my job. And I
haven’t been sicker in my life since. My family is divided, we don’t see one half of my family
as they are so scared of a virus that 99.8% of people recover from. This is ridiculous

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60799

Lost alot of income from the lockdowns, financial and emotional stress. Lost friends and family
to stress of mandates.

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60800

I am a person terrified of taking the vaccines because of health issues. This has cause many
issues among family and friends that do not share my views and choice to not risk my health
in getting it. I have never had issues or concerns about my mental health in the past I now feel
alone, depressed and absolutely defeated like things are never going to get better.

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60801

Travel, kids sports, kids mental health, freedom

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60802

Have tolerated it

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60803

restricted my freedom to social life

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60804

I lost my job.

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60805

The mandate has affected both my pandemic pregnancies and births, my children’s education
and all this time we have lost without our loved ones

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60806

Depression

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60807

This over reach from government has limited my ability to travel and work . What happened to
my body my choice . The lies from media and government have to stop and we need Trudeau
to resign .

2/18/2022 4:24 PM

60808

Retired, limits our will to doing things, our money not being spent doesn't help the economy
and lives of the working!

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60809

I’ve had two babies since 2020. Both needing NICU. The restrictions and pressures
inadvertently placed on the parents gave myself and many others postpartum trauma and

2/18/2022 4:23 PM
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anxiety.
60810

I have no life presently from the mandates

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60811

I vaguely remember being to go do things with friends. Now I’m not allowed to access
restaurants, movie theatres, museums, community centres. I can not visit my grandma in her
long term care facility EVEN IF I’M NOT SICK, I have been excluded from planned events that
my friends have put together. I’ve been unemployed for 6 months & have been disqualified as
an applicant for the human services jobs that I have the education and experience to do.
Fighting off depression has been a top priority as of late.

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60812

Lost job

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60813

Lost my job

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60814

Mentally, kept family and friends apart. Financially due to family not being able to work due to
government uneccesary lockdowns.

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60815

I have lost my job, been kept from entering restaurants, movies, gyms, sporting events and
division in my family

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60816

Can't travel for business

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60817

It has greatly impacted my social interaction with friend and family, resulted in loss of income
and a lower quality of life. It has improved my understanding of my immune system and
health.

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60818

Social,divided family,fake news, trust nothing on line ,censorship of truth ,

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60819

I have lost family members who don't agree with me on mandates, so not allowed to exercise
with a community of people to stay healthy, can't visit my best friend in the US who is literally
in seeing distance e of my home across the Detroit River, my daughter graduated from
university and lost 2 jobs over the ridiculous restrictions and was forced to get shots she didn't
want remainwith a volunteer fire department as she was training for full certification. I could go
on forever. As a scientist I KNOW this is all wrong.

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60820

It's taken away my freedom of association and freedom to move around and in and out of
Canada freely.

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60821

I have lost family and friends over this. Really sucks to be so alone in life!!!

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60822

Economy is horrible

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60823

Haven’t been able to enjoy life with my children. They have suffered loss of sport loss of
friendships

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60824

5 people in my Life have died because of adverse reactions to the V. I cannot travel to see my
family. And my dying family members are deprived of the live of their family in the hospital.
That is inhumane.

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60825

Heavily impacted business and health

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60826

Mental anguish and degressing everyday. Not much to live for any longer. This was not how I
planned for our retirement .

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60827

It has destroyed my life

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60828

These liberal and NDP communist idiots have torn the country apart. True science does not
support any of the covid mandates

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60829

My work has been drastically affected because it is with the public... My mental health has
been drastically affected because we have not been able to connect with our family who live in
other provinces... I personally suffered a vaccine injury which was confirmed by both my
family physician and the cardiologist.... my Form has already been submitted to the Canadian
vaccine injury site My physical health has deteriorated as a result of the vaccine injury and
lockdowns. I don't know if I will ever be able to recover because there are so many levels

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60830

Financially and socially.

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60831

It violated my constitutional rights, divided my closest family and friends. Brought on
depression. Can’t go back to my health care job (care aide) without a jab. Reduced me to a

2/18/2022 4:23 PM
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second class citizen (not aloud to participate in events without a jab) or travel.
60832

It’s kept me from seeing my 91 year old father! And hindered my job as an oilfield sales person

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60833

Ended up with s heart attack because I was having breathing issues and was swarmed by
Costco staff including management

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60834

Isolation, family divisions, shaming, increased hostility and anger in public settings

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60835

My husband and I are lost our job and no EI no income and can't apply to a new job. We can't
to see our parents who are in a hospital. Our family and friends are avoiding to see us. We are
stack no desire to live in Canada but can't get out from Canada. We are in prison...

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60836

Horribly. Friends and family divided. People are terrified. Mandates have created second class
citizens who are being bullied, threatened and stigmatized

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60837

Depression, loneliness, job loss, loss of friendships ,

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60838

Loss of total FREEDOM, NOT being with the ones at their end of
life(absolutelySHAMEFUL!!!!), surgeries postponed, critical care Lots more

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60839

Loss of friends. Not being able to travel to see family. Anxiety.

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60840

4

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60841

Hopefully it’s help end COVID faster. I would not want to sit beside unvaccinated and be in a
restaurant with no social distancing. Keep up the good work making Ontario safe.

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60842

I can't travel to see family

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60843

It has limited my freedoms and caused both my husband and I to seek alternative employment

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60844

In every way can’t live life to the fullest

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60845

I have lost my job my, my income to support my kids, I’ve lost my trust in drs and nurses. I’m
depressed and suicidal and have lost all hope in Canada. I am 45 and I desperately want to
leave this country unfortunately I’m a single mom with 2 kids and I can’t.

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60846

My children do not go to school and left out of community events and extra curricular
activities. I have lost friends and family because they won’t accept my views. I have been
harassed and bullied in public and online.

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60847

I can't breath when I wear a mask so I do not go out at all. I am very isolated from society and
have been for 2 years.

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60848

Feel isolated and scared for all young children. I believe “my body, my choice” when it comes
to any injections and medical treatment.

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60849

In every way possible

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60850

No negative effects. After getting covid though I developed long haul symptoms and am
currently seeing a specialist. I am healthy with no previous issues at all and now two months
later I continue to have residual and painful symptoms. My dad has COPD and is at serious
risk of developing complications from covid.

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60851

I lost my job and left the country. Now I don't know when I can return, as I am unvaccinated
and do not want to be held hostage in my country

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60852

Lost coaching position Lost friends Lost family Drink more More alone

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60853

Horrible live in communism. Not able to see a doctor. No longer any trust of doctors, politicians
and now police assaulting peaceful protesters. No trust of police. No trust of any teachers for
our children. I was a police officer for 30 years. Never witnessed such grievous acts as
trudeau’s goons

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60854

I have anxiety Depression I don’t sleep worrying about Justin Trudeaus crazy emergency order
and tyrannical behaviour We have been locked up so long I have to fight with my children to go
out! I have lost so much income from the closures that I have had to move my business home
I have people who won’t come anymore because they are trying to limit there exposure We
have all aged about 10 years the last 2 yrs due to all the lies and fear mongering our govt and
news media have being doing I know so many people who have lost loved ones but never got

2/18/2022 4:23 PM
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to say goodbye It’s absolutely disgusting!! These people that we call our govt and med
professionals should all be fired for the anguish they have caused us all!!!!
60855

I am not allowed to go to swimming lessons I signed up for. If I drown one day would that be
labeled a covid death cause I couldn’t learn how to swim due to covid restrictions. Can’t go to
restaurants, pubs, movie theaters, bowling alleys, concerts, rodeos, etc. I have lost friends
due to the division created by the government mandates. My social life has been greatly
limited due to the government mandates. I am single and have not been able to date in an
attempt to meet a life partner because I am not allowed to go out in public to meet new people.
I will not allow a stranger into my house the first time I meet plan them. At various times it was
considered illegal for me to have anyone besides two close contacts to even come near me.
Therefore, options for single people during covid are very, very limited due to government
mandates. I have missed out on many family gatherings for years now due to government
mandates. My grandma passed away 2 weeks after getting her first vaccine. I was not able to
see her or go to her funeral due to government mandates. I am not allowed to leave my
country to go on normal vacations for 2 years now due to government mandates. I have been
treated like a lower class citizen due to not being vaccinated. I’ve watched people I love go
through so much hardships due to the government mandates. I have suffered depression and
anxiety due to government mandates.

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60856

Lack of employment for the past 2 years as a restaurant employee

2/18/2022 4:23 PM

60857

Stopped travelling. Loss of swimming pool exercise. Family disputes.

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60858

Working from home.

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60859

I moved from BC to usa. Its been terrible for travel and business

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60860

I’ve had to homeschool my children which has added a large amount of stress. I’m constantly
worried my husband will be out of work.

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60861

How as it not affected my life !

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60862

I can’t fly; I can’t speak my mind without getting shut down; I get smeared at for not taking the
vax and going my part; my bank account will be seized; I live in a communist nation; I can not
buy the Covid meds I need in Canada; I can not assume my doctor is doing the best he can to
care for me; I can not get back into Canada without taking a completely inaccurate test; I have
to Austen in my own country when I am perfectly healthy; I can’t see my grands play sports; I
can’t go to various entertainment venues; I am tracked wherever I go; etc.

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60863

The tyranny imposed by the government has divided the people to the extent that we have lost
friends and family, my teen children have suffered and have become depressed… BUT we are
not sheep! We follow the science, not the fake narrative/lies…and will NEVER comply with the
tyranny attempting to be imposed. We will share the truth and stand strong for allofman kind,
we will rid Canada and the world of this tyranny and lies and we will maintain the FREEDOM
that our grandfather’s fought and died for!!! Everything the government has done to date is
against the Charter of Rights and Freedoms (SUPREME Law!!) and they will be held
accountable (along with all those who played a role, including MSM, doctors, nurses, school
trustees…etc). Crimes against Humanity!!! We live in Canada, in a democracy, the
government works for the people, they do NOT have any right to do what they have done,
NONE!! This will end in favour of freedom!!!

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60864

Not bad as we have young kids so we normally stay at home

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60865

Couldn’t go to church visit my mom ,,,bury loved ones ,,,,couldn’t go anywhere,,, friends lost
everything,,,,best fiend killed himself after losing everything,,,by could shop At Walmart or
Costco

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60866

Ability to travel and see family

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60867

Mental health/divide/increased worry/ segregation/inability to attain proper medical care/loss of
trust our democracy/will be voting non confidence as per all elections until proven otherwise/
MSM is dead

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60868

Destroyed my career and social life. Made my life a living hell.

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60869

More stressful

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60870

Very upset! Ashamed to be Canadian

2/18/2022 4:22 PM
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60871

Killed my father. Separated my family.

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60872

Like most Canadians, & also seniors the last two years have been very hard, in not getting out
to see people, & the cost of every thing has gone out of control.

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60873

I have lost my job, been bullied, vilified, and been separated from friends and family.

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60874

Lost my job, Gov stole the rights and freedoms of Canadians

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60875

Limited time with family, stress, depression, no activities outside of home, mandates have
restricted my ability to access all businesses outside of grocery stores.

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60876

Restricted travel. Became busier as a fl worker

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60877

Depression, anger etc...

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60878

Depressed

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60879

It has divided friends, family, coworkers, and affected my mental and physical health
negatively when I have had to partake.

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60880

Cost of living

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60881

Lossed my g‘’ma and uncle; they died alone. Stress from inconsistent mandates, lost test
results the resulted in harrasment from police. Vaccination with bad reaction, family upset bc
some vax some don’t. Community shut down hurt all its businesses. So much loss.

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60882

Because of these mandates my husband lost his job and it put my family at Risk. Because of
these mandate I homeschool our child. This whole government and bs fake medical
professionals are corrupt. Factually proven

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60883

Less people I know have died as a result of the mandate.

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60884

It has made it so i cant go into restaurants, travel. It has affected my mental health
dramatically.it had affected my relationships and friendships.

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60885

I will be unable to return to work after my mat leave as my employer has mandated vaccines
at my workplace. I also have an son in sk who is sad to leave sk soon because he "doesn't
want to wear masks all day and can't breathe in his mask" his words, not mine.

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60886

I drink more,division among siblings, family members and friends.

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60887

My mental health has been sorely compromised. Feeling excluded and a second class citizen
because I choose my immune system over poison. Being bombarded constantly by
advertising those useless and cruel mandates. Feeling isolated because I have no voice.
There is no healthy discussions.

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60888

Negative impact on social life and work.

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60889

In every way

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60890

Travel

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60891

Lost employment, damaged family relationships, discrimination in community

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60892

I was off work for 8 months due to lockdown

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60893

Going bankrupt

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60894

I can’t even begin to list all the shit!!

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60895

Lost friendships, other friends losing jobs…. Division is terrible!

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60896

I lost my job

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60897

I have lost my career as a Nurse I have lost friendships I have many days of anxiety grief and
despair

2/18/2022 4:22 PM

60898

I can't see my oliveria parents I can't go out for dinner I can't go on an airplane I can't go on the
train I can go on the boat my vacations are cancelled I donated $10 to the tracker fund I'm just
waiting for all my assets to be Frozen now etc etc etc

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60899

I am tired of not being able to see my family members that live in the States. It has been two

2/18/2022 4:21 PM
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long years. It is very complicated to cross into the States. I am 69 years old and not
vaccinated. I am emotionally drained!
60900

It is terrible and disgracing. Also doesn't make any sence any more.

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60901

Vocational school canceled

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60902

Can’t go to see my mom in lodge. I will never comply to this stupid mandates

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60903

Loss of family contact and isolation

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60904

I’m broke, gone further into debts, have devided my family and friends, co workers, neighbours
etc, Want my life back and my family, very wrong what our corrupt government has done Will
not trust the government for a very long time We are Canadians and have masks us, locked us
up like animals, extremely unexceptionable

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60905

its hard to see families & communities divided no matter the size from a hamlet to a city

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60906

.

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60907

Took away basic freedoms

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60908

Being put on LWOP do to not jabbed even though I was forced to work though the whole
beginning of covid

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60909

Seeing my mom in care facility, masking is detrimental to my health. My grandchildrens
schooling. AND the freedoms the govt was able to take from me in the guise of health. The
forcing of vaccine regardless of my freedom of choice!!!!

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60910

Took my right away to provide food and shelter for my family. If I can't earn money they go
without. The science is in and mandates and restrictions did nothing to slow the virus.

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60911

Division, isolation. I also know people who have died or harmed severely by the vaccine.

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60912

The freedom to do the things that we enjoy doing.

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60913

Lost career of 20 plus years. Isolation and mental health impacts

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60914

Mentally, emotionally and physically. Family division.

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60915

Financially, loss of friends, division, forced me to get something I don’t believe in, high level of
stress anger anxiety, social life, scary future for my child

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60916

Divided friends/family Caused pain in being unable to visit loved ones in care home

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60917

Reduction of liberty and freedom.

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60918

I got to watch my moms funeral over fucking Skype. This has been overblown to extreme
levels, and honestly the overstep of government has me even MORE angry that the economy
and people's livelihood comes second to bullshit policy and political manipulation. I hate our
governments mismanagement and overstep. My health records are not up for public opinion.

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60919

Mentally and physically.

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60920

My business was closed 3 times, I lost a lot of money, I lost customers, I lost my sanity, My
kids are going through deep depression cause of all the stress caused by these mesures, their
social and sportive lives are totally destroyed, and we lost more friends from suicides (even
teenagers) than from covid. The results of all of these mesures are totally disproportioned if
you compare to how it really helped to fight the pandemic.

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60921

Terrible.

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60922

Barely. I wear a mask for work anyway, and have for nearly a decade. I also get all my
vaccines. As for the occupancy limits, I couldn't care less.

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60923

It has isolated us, taken away important family time, my kids social life, our freedoms and
choices have been taken away.

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60924

Has caused me to have anxiety. Not scared of the virus just having to deal with the divide it’s
caused!

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60925

has segregated my children from everyday life and my children don't wanna be masked for 8

2/18/2022 4:21 PM
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hours a day
60926

Social isolation Loss of friends/relationships/gatherings/family celebrations No travel/vacationalways spent 1 month in RV Dr appointments- have breast cancer- phone appointments only!
Loneliness, depression, one of children was a bridesmaid and has actually been cropped from
the photos. Hate / segregation/ discrimination Volunteer at Brain Injury clinic- unable since
Covid. Enjoyment of theatre, beaches. Endless list really

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60927

Depression

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60928

Not at all, I don’t feel like I’ve lost any freedom. It’s the Canadian way to protect others 🇨🇦

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60929

Depression ,family breakups, social isolation, inflation, unable to attend funerals of neighbors
and friends and families. The division among Canadians so many being discriminated against
and so much hate speech coming from the government

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60930

Not

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60931

Mentally, emotionally, monetarily,

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60932

Two years out of my life with family and friends. Enough! The government and social media
have done enough lying to Canadians

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60933

It has affected everyone differently. Simple soultions were not promoted- vitamins, exercise to
keep up the immune system, and fear from government and media to lower your immune
system. The social distancing of 6 feet is interesting, when that is the distance our heart
electromagnetic field goes( heart math) At the moment the over reaching in power and then
parliament shut down when they were to question the emergency act?! Especially when the
rest of the world is opening up.

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60934

isolation, anxiety, stress, work

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60935

Can’t see family. Can’t get groceries into our stores can’t see friends.

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60936

By restricting church services and traveling

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60937

Isolation for ourselves and grandson. Too much out of school learning...or no learning! Swim
lessons cancelled 3 times. No skating or gym time. No social time with friends. Sons wedding
cancelled. People angry and afraid of in vaxxed or vax hesitant.

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60938

Caused intense depression, sadness and incapability of keeping my job and raising my
children properly. I ask this ends immediately and Primister Trudeau gets removed
immediately.

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60939

I’m watching family members die of addiction and vaccine injuries. The mandates need to
stop!

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60940

Restricted my freedom

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60941

Might lose my job if my employer mandates the vaccine. Even at this point in the pandemic.
Stress, isolation, mental health, division, ostracized for my choices, judged and so on.
Excluded from accessing businesses.

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60942

This is a strange question. How has COVID affected my life would surely be a more
appropriate question, as the mandates are simply in response to a pandemic.

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60943

Very negatively as my son is no longer speaking to me

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60944

Family can't do what we loved. Graduation x 2

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60945

Restricted in going to restaurants, travel, visiting, church going

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60946

My children wearing masks and feeling depressed with the playground conversations around
vaccines and bullying. Differences and tension with all our family. Separation of friendships.
Missed many trips for work and family vacations. More school absesnses. Sadness and
feelings of disparity. People commiting suicide in our small community and so many others
and our children also see this. To feel like second class citizens in our own country is just
horrible. We Celebrate unity and anti bully days talk about inclusion and this is against
everything in humanity and goes against our chatter of rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60947

To many to add but freedom of choice is number 1..to the point I want to flee my once

2/18/2022 4:21 PM
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beautiful country
60948

My daughter got unenrolled from university, my husband lost his job

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60949

Taken away my freedoms.

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60950

I lost work, my own & my family's mental health has deteriorated, has been difficult to see dr
when needed, lost relationships

2/18/2022 4:21 PM

60951

Very bad frustrating dividing friends families people

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60952

its ruined pretty much every aspect in my life, family, work, friends liesure

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60953

Depression

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60954

At risk of losing my job. My kids can’t attend school events and sports. I have health issues
that will react to the vaccine

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60955

Caused depression, loss of income

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60956

NO employee opportunities in my profession. NO ability to travel abroad. Un-necessary stress
due to exaggerated outcomes. NO ability to go to the gym and other public places without
additional cost.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60957

I refuse to be vaccinated therefore I can’t travel to Moncton to see my family or go out for
dinner either which is ridiculous.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60958

Torn apart a family and friends, created division where there was no, my sister suffered from a
severe vaccine reaction, wasn’t able to attend my grandmother’s funeral, I was not able to
continue my studies abroad, and many of my international family and friends have not been
able to visit for over two years.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60959

😭

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60960

Isolation. Depression, anxiety, lack of social development for my child, lack of parental
support.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60961

I can’t bring my kids to events. I can’t bring my spouse to important appointments of mine or
my childrens, we cannot go out as a couple on date nights to maintain our marriage, masks do
not work they only hinder our lives. We have to wear masks everywhere but our case numbers
and hospitalizations still soared. None of this made sense and there was a lot of flip flopping.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60962

Depression and stress

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60963

I can not see my family, my grand parents have lost their memory so try barely remember who
we are due to these mandates. Life sucks royally, my job loses clients and staff non stop
because people have a runny nose. I can’t see my family abroad cause of this.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60964

My children and I have become second class citizens. We’re depressed. And the divide and
hatred from others is heavy to carry

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60965

I am a public servant, disallowed to speak my mind.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60966

Too many to name

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60967

It's annoying, but getting COVID is worse.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60968

It has made me feel threatened and like an outcast and unheard.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60969

Totally upended our lives and caused severe stress for my family.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60970

Lost my job my marriage and much more

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60971

Haven’t been able to see my sister or her family, who lives in the US. Many cancelled extra
curricular activities for my kids. Segregated from society, can’t dine restaurants, can’t go to
the theatre, can’t get on an airplane, can’t watch my nieces and nephews play hockey in some
cities, etc.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60972

Taken away freedom and human dignity.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60973

Terribly, feel like I do not live in a free country. Science does not match mandates. Anxiety
high!

2/18/2022 4:20 PM
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60974

I can’t freely travel within my own country. Can’t socialize or visit family. Can’t visits
grandparents out of town. Absolutely ruining my mental health drastically.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60975

I have been living in debt for 2 the entire duration of covid . i have suffered from division within
my community and social circle . my mental health has been affected . my child has suffered
as well from online schooling , lacking stimulation and routine . my family has been wearing
masks and inhaling carbon dioxide on a daily basis for the entire duration of the pandemic . the
inflation has affected us financially and we are using food bank services to survive . ive had
my midwife and my doctor harass me about getting the vaccine while pregnant after ive
researched and informed myself on the hundreds of cases where children died or ended up
with vaccine injuries . my employment was affected , and i was not able to keep up with loan
payments which are affecting my tax return this year . its hard to plan a future or look forward
to anything when your very freedom is dictated by wether you get a vaccine or not when you
choose homeopathic remedies as health care for you and your family .

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60976

Stress, couldn’t visit a dying loved one, loss of freedom

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60977

Made me lose my job and caused me lot of stress

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60978

It has taken away the rights and freedoms of every Canadian to choose.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60979

All of them - I can't visit my 103 yr old aunt, I can't celebrate bithdats with my family; I can't
socialize with my friends; winter recreational sports are a "no go" and I haven't been able to go
swimming for 2 years

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60980

I have lost my job because I am not vaccinated

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60981

has brought needless hardship and wrecked relationships and business

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60982

Horribly...for no reason. ..Financially, mentally, inconvenience of quality of life

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60983

In so many ways that I can’t even possibly write them all down in the time frame given but if
you’d like to hear how you are welcome to call me at 14033930024

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60984

Depression, anxiety, loss of social life, return of eating disorder, loss of faith in Canadian
Government plus much more

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60985

Across the board in every possible way! Eg Job security, Mental Health, Family, Children,
Anxiety, Depression, Suicides, Freedom, discrimination, Travel! The list goes on and on….
This country has been divided and in the future the ppl will not trust the government. History
always plays out and Canadians will learn how corrupt and controlling this country became🇨🇦
Sad times to be CDN

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60986

Lost my job and upended my studies.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60987

I feel safer as an immune compromised person. My entire family feels safer due to my
weakened immune system.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60988

Killed my mother in law - lost my job- lost friends and family because of the divide

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60989

It has helped keep me safe from the selfish people that won't make small sacrifices to help
other people meanwhile all the other people are making sacrifices to help them.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60990

Very negatively, split my family

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60991

I refuse to put an experimental drug in me. Because of this I have been a second class
citizen. Always have to plan where I am allowed to go, unable to join people in a restaraunt. I
have had to pass up opportunities that could have advanced my career because I would not
get vaccinated. Most of all, it has caused massive division amongst people that exceeds the
damage done by the virus.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60992

limitation of freedom of movement, participation in "normal" society

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60993

Loss of hope.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60994

I am an indigenous woman taking my studies for nursing at saskpoly tech in Prince Albert, one
of the requirements was to be fully vaccinated. I am not an anti-vaxer but I do not want to get
this vaccine. I was sent multiple emails from the school stating that whoever wasn’t fully
vaccinated by a certain due date I would no longer be able to continue my schooling. I wouldn’t
be allowed on campus, I wouldn’t be able to look at the online content that is posted in my
saskpoly account. I was having to do rapid tests three times a week in order to go on campus.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM
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It made it difficult for me to find a job so I had some extra money to save. I had to say no to
going out with friends as I wasn’t allowed in restaurants and such.
60995

I’ve lost my job 4x but got to watch my grandparents live thru 2 heart surgeries due to the
precautions of our health care

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60996

Terrible

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60997

destroyed it ruined my family life destroyed my family

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60998

Restricts our rights and freedoms and put mental health at an all time low for individuals and
families

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

60999

I was coerced to get vaccinated to go to university, had a severe reaction, was forced out of
my university when I would not get a second dose. My doctoral studies are on indefinite hold.
I’ve been isolated from society. I cannot leave the country to go to a place where I am able to
study. These mandates effectively thwarted everything I’ve been towards for the past seven
years and quite possibly destroyed my health permanently.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

61000

Who is Trudea and where is Nuinavut? #ramranch

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

61001

Finances. Anxiety family life. Death

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

61002

I feel like I have been stuck in my house for two years unable to go visit family and friends
especially family in Victoria, BC because we are unable to get on a plane or go in a restaurant.
If my husbands mother died at 92 years of age we couldn’t even get there for the funeral. My
88 year old mother has been very restricted to her home and unable to even have people over
to help her at times because she doesn’t want vaccine. Our freedoms have been taken.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

61003

Where do I begin… it is a completely wrong snd needs to end

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

61004

Lost everything and I was allergic not anti vax

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

61005

Made it much worse

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

61006

I retired early rather than deal with this nonsense. Constant changes to mandates and rules
that science and I do not agree with made working difficult.

2/18/2022 4:20 PM

61007

Family Division

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61008

In all aspects of living. Compromised quality of life and financially. These mandates MUST
END NOW

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61009

My husband was forced to get the jab t keep his job. Against his will

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61010

Made me safer

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61011

Anxiety, depression sky rocketed, weight gain, being forced to wear a bacteria covered face
diaper everyday causing allergies and dry skin.

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61012

In every aspect! Physical emotional spiritual

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61013

Like being locked up. Many mental health issues created by our gov. Thet need to ban flights
in to Canada when these issues start.

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61014

My children have high anxiety, people are angry, miss my extended family haven't seen them
in two years

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61015

Limited family time

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61016

I have witnessed a turn in Canadian society that has been tragic. We have been divided.
Vaccinated or not, people are not healthy - increased anxiety, depression. This is no longer a
peaceful country.

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61017

It has limited my access to my children, grandchildren, friends and people I visit in the nursing
home.

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61018

Mandates have protected the vulnerable members of my family and friends. Although many of
my small business colleagues have faced struggles during times of shutdown, many have
shown resilience and ingenuity in tackling those challenges and have had the strong support of
their community, and I believe will continue to have that support as we move through 2022.
Mandates are inconvenient, but the alternative- the death, or illness of many members of our

2/18/2022 4:19 PM
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communities is unconscionable, and not an option. As a daughter of a health care worker, and
with members of my family working in trucking, in factories, I am a strong believer that
community public health guidelines, and mandates aimed at protecting the overall health of the
community.
61019

Alienation, distrust of fellow Canadians, distrust of Government, mental health struggles,
isolation, made to feel like a lesser citizen.

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61020

My mental health and freedom, lively hood. Discriminated

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61021

In every way possible Mentally Financially Human rights!!!

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61022

It has severely restricted my social and family life, as well as my work life. It has divided my
community and created a toxic atmosphere here on Hornby Island. I have lost many friends
who have no tolerance for non-compliance with irrational government orders. I find myself
excluded from public building and events, and from travel.

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61023

Depression/ divided/ lonely/harassed

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61024

Being separated from family for 2 years!!!

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61025

My physical and mental health. The relationship with my fiance. Work and the interactions with
ppl at work. Food prices. Not to mention the vaccine gave me diarrhea for 6 straight weeks and
my bowels have had issues ever since, a lot of loose stool and occasionally blood.

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61026

It has divided my family and friendships, it has caused me anxiety and depression and a
feeling of hopelessness

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61027

Kids no longer can play team sports, no longer free to think and have our own choices.

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61028

How hasn't it...

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61029

I lost my son. My only son to these mandates. That’s how this has affected me and my family
and our lives. He couldn’t go to meetings. He couldn’t go work out. He couldn’t go sit at Tim
hortons to socialize. He was in recovery and used fentanyl. He OD’d. I have lost a lady I used
to sit with and keep company. She starved herself out of loneliness (I believe) lost a nephew to
these mandates. You know what I haven’t lost. Is anyone to covid. This is inhuman. These
draconian measures are crimes against humanity. My daughter list her older brother and is
unable to truly have human contact so she sits in her room and grieves. This is not the
Canada I used to love. My son should have had tools at the ready. Instead there were nothing
but SHUT DOORS. I blame Trudeau and Ford for these ridiculous restrictions. They are drunk
with power.

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61030

The list is too long. But I will start with mental and emotional health of my children. Almost
every relationship I have ever had. Division and segragation.

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61031

It has been a huge struggle mentally and emotionally!

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61032

this is not democracy, it is tyranny

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61033

Division, wage loss, mental health

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61034

Lost friends, work.

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61035

Kept people away from each other. Old are dying alone. Lost jobs etc.

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61036

It has kept my friends and family from getting and potentially dieing from Covid 19. It protected
our most vulnerable and protected our hard working Nurses and Doctors from getting
overwhelmed.

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61037

I am mentally unstable, unhappy and I feel very lonely. The last 2 years have been the hardest
one of my life and I know it has been for many friends and family members.

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61038

Lost my job, lost family members and more

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61039

made me suicidal

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61040

Didn't

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61041

Just tired of being restricted, not being to go out with family who are not vaccinated. I HATE
wearing masks and the ridiculous vaccine passports

2/18/2022 4:19 PM
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61042

Every aspect...work play personal private all effected...standard of life the last to years has
been in the toilet...barbaric rules...haven't traveled in 2 years

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61043

It has made my circle of relationships smaller. It has put mental stress on my kids and their
choices for the future. It has caused division in my relationships with people.

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61044

Job lose

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61045

Not a whole lot

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61046

Had to get vaccine to travel my wife had to get vaccine to work my 2 daughters had to get
vaccines to go to university. These vaccines are killing and injuring people and must stop

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61047

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61048

Separated me from my American husband and children. Affected emotional health of all of us.
Severed relationships. Kept parents and grandparents from participating in watching children's
sports. The list goes on.

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61049

A prisoner in my own country unable to travel internationally.

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61050

I'm basically in prison.

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61051

I've was put on Administrative Leave from my Government of Canada job, and since my
contract has expired, yet I was not offered a new contract, even though all my colleagues that
adhered to the illegal mandates did get contract extensions. I even received a letter indicating
I'm rehirable, but I was not kept on due to my Vax status. I refuse the Vax, I refused to attest
to my Vax status and I denounce all Government Mandates and Prime Minister Trudeau.

2/18/2022 4:19 PM

61052

Very negatively! Can’t go to a restaurant, travel, job.

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61053

It has made me feel safe

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61054

My daughter has had to change her university courses twice because of the vaccine
mandates...a lot of stress for a 20 year old. Limited capacity in our church...not acceptable.
Mask wearing tends to make people more self- centered., more rude, and they are so bad for
your health and for children's development. I also have not been able to travel across Canada
and visit my one sister living in Ontario. I was not able to be by my mother in law's bedside
when she died in hospital last year. So yes, many reasons to despise these mandates!

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61055

It has effected all aspects of my life including having to move my whole family to a new city
for a job.

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61056

Saved many hospitals from getting overwhelmed with sick people; unvaccinated are spreading
the virus and making this last much longer. Build the wall MAGA😂 fucktards

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61057

Isolated us causing depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61058

Loss of freedom and hope. Depression, anxiety.

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61059

I have not seen my ageing parents in 2 years

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61060

By isolation, restriction in my right to freedom of choice, liberty and happiness.

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61061

Two years of no life stay at home gain weight asi can’t go to pools or gym as they are closed
down or hours do not work. As a diabetic I relied on these now blood sugars are not great.

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61062

It cost me work..and mental anguish

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61063

I have not been able to fly anywhere to see family, can’t go out anywhere and, sadly, 2 of my
children got vaccinated.

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61064

I have been in prison the past 2 years & I thought I immigrated to Canada for freedom

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61065

Emotionaly, major disputes with friends and relatives, frustrating anger

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61066

Totally uncomfortable and very angry to government overreach

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61067

I lost my business. I have been separated from friends and family.

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61068

Lost my job at purolator, I was employed there over 13 years!!

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61069

I cannot travel and go to restaurants.. My children are masked at school and have rashes on

2/18/2022 4:18 PM
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their hands from overuse of sanitizer. They are upset that they cannot go to dance class or
take piano lessons in person. It has put stress on my marriage and strained relationships with
friends and family.
61070

Mental health; job; discrimination

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61071

Need to have shot to keep my job

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61072

It hasn't. I don't follow the mandates.

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61073

I can’t travel to see family or for business. The trade shows are shut down or exclude vax free
people, where I get new business.

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61074

I was forced to retire

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61075

As a person with stage four non-curable cancer it has affected me everywhere from being able
to go sit down and eat comfortable comfortably while going on in my appointments to just
about anything in life that I was dealing with affecting me anywhere just like any other people
and people that visiting you in the hospital when you were in the hospital I have a huge
operation to even my own kids couldn’t come and visit me and he asked me how it affected
me in every which way

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61076

Lost my job Husband lost job Children lost school opportunities Social
isolation/segregation/discrimination Depression/anxiety/fear Public shaming and insults Loss
of family relationships and friendships

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61077

It has divided this country. The misinformation spread by the legacy media is creating
unnecessary fear among the good people of Canada. Loved ones who were hospitalized with
Covid19 died from the Canadian government's mandated treatment of Covid 19 (Remdesivir)
when effective and affordable treatments would have saved their lives. I also have friends who
have lost loved ones immediately after receiving the mandated 'vaccine' (stroke, heart failure)
and others who are suffering with long term disability (paralysis). I have been shunned by
family members and was requested not to be present at family funerals or family holiday
gatherings because the media and government tells them to be afraid of me. I fear for my
physical safety from those who strongly oppose my viewpoint on the Covid debate.

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61078

It hasn't

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61079

Extremely Depressed Can’t even see Family

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61080

Decreased income

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61081

It has pulled family and friends apart. It has strongly divided the country I once felt so proud
of. And I have lost total trust in the MSM and our political system

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61082

Separation family and friends

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61083

Oddly enough, not nearly as uncomfortably as our premier would like. What is unbearable is
watching our children and communities be destroyed at the mercy of these nuts who call
themselves leaders.

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61084

It has been very difficult but we are all working together and we know this will end when things
are safer.

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61085

Alone

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61086

Drastically

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61087

Removed the joie de vivre from my life but more importantly how did has affected our youths
and all their lost memories that they can not get back. Shameful acts by our government to
have done this to our youth!

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61088

As entrepreneur, my income is reduced almost to nothing. My mental health is suffering. We
are going in the whole financially every month. My son is unemployed due to vaxx pass
mandates. My daughter cannot attend University due to vaxx mandates. I have experienced
many lost relationships due to opinions about mandates. We have experienced a hate crime at
our home (threat to my 17 yr old daughter) and had our address posted online by a local
counter protest group. We are experiencing hatred and division as unvaxx'd family.

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61089

I can’t do anything go anywhere and might lose my job

2/18/2022 4:18 PM
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61090

Constantly seeing my dad suffer as the masks greatly affect him and his breathing, he has
respiratory issues and was refused an exemption

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61091

Lost my job, split up my family, coworkers and friends think of me differently.

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61092

Division

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61093

Mental health is not what it used to be. Division in family and friends. My kid's mental health
was affected. My student's mental health and academic progress has greatly been affected. It
is awful.

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61094

I have two in my close circle who are victims of giving up hope…suicide four deaths from
vaccine related effects cancer heart failure two i know permanent immune damage out of work
for months and four young families children dead in their twenties unexpectedly from the
vaccine! I only know if two personal covid deaths since the beginning not even in my close
circle… Please stop what is going on!!! We need our freedom to choose! Tons i know have lost
their jobs and my grandma currently has a blood clot from the booster! and brother in law blood
clot in his leg when he was forced for his job to provide for 6 kids!

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61095

Yes it has.

2/18/2022 4:18 PM

61096

Depressionen and mental health went skyrocket for me the last two years not beeing able to
participate in most think because of vaccine status

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61097

i dont go to sres ant breath wth mask on

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61098

I feel safer and like the government is doing something to protect responsible citizens

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61099

It has made my workplace a lot more difficult (Healthcare) and my personal life very
distressing.

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61100

Social isolation, loss of business and income, loss of friends, suicidal thoughts, constant
anxiety to fear to terror - debilitating so.

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61101

Unbearable, not only lose of friends, but knowing people that ended their lives. I want the guilty
charged and convicted.

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61102

I've lost family and friends because of my views , my son dropped out of college due to not
vaccinated because of medical reasons my mental health is rising , i believe Trudeau must be
charged

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61103

Lost job and living a free life.

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61104

It’s shut down my projects ! It’s taken away my freedoms ! It’s restricted my movements
around the world !

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61105

I’m still alive and free

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61106

No different than any other mandate. I do what I need to do to protect me and others. Easy as
that!

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61107

It is pitting family members against each other

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61108

Travel restrictions suck and having to wear masks goes against what I want to do.

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61109

In every which way.

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61110

Depression, anxiety, division of friends

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61111

Lost my job

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61112

Caused division and stress in family, friends and community

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61113

It made the unvaccinated a "second class citizen" and incited discrimination, limiting access
to public events and even health care.

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61114

It hasn’t.

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61115

My kids are struggling with mental health issues.

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61116

Prisoners are afforded more rights. This profiling of UnVac is direct infringement on our God
given right and freedoms outline in the Charter or Rights. The damage cause to our youth is a

2/18/2022 4:17 PM
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crime. Time for Canada to take back Canada
61117

It has made me a prisoner in my own country

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61118

Lost job

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61119

It hasn't You do for others as you as you have to as a community /country

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61120

-My government makes its people discriminate against a minority. -my Presidents list 3rd year
university was de-registered from school tor not getting second vaX in time -I personally know
of 6 suicides in our town of 2000 people -our children are attempting suicide and have mental
health issues -mental health issues -total loss of trust in government -lost family and friends
due to opposing views -lost time with loved ones -denied natural immunity -denied travel denied basic human rights and dignities -missed funerals -missed weddings -missed holidays psychological distress fuelled by fear tactics used by our government

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61121

It kept me, my family, and others safe because I'm not selfish.

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61122

Ruined relationships

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61123

It’s affected my work. It’s affected my well-being.

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61124

My job my kids my mental health

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61125

Overwhelming great sadness and anger seeing people we know and care about suffer from
vaccine injuries, not to mention all the ones we do not know that have been crippled for the
rest of their life or have died.

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61126

It has divided my immediate family (children and husband), as well as my 8 siblings and their
families! The vaccines have killed 3 of my friends and injured many, many others in my
community. I no longer trust ANYTHING that the media says, and I am extremely
apprehensive and mistrustful of our medical practitioners or using our health care system. I
have developed a chronic condition from wearing disposable masks.

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61127

Lost my job, could not attend 4 family members funerals. Emotionally exhausted, frustrated
and have no confidence in my Prime Minister as he ran away instead of trying to resolve the
Protest.

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61128

I have lost my job, been ostracized, segregated, discriminated against, been subjected to hate
speech by the Prime Minister and Bonnie Henry, I have been ridiculed and I am paying taxes
for services I cannot use.

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61129

It has greatly impacted my personal and business life in a negative way.

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61130

Mentally and Physically

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61131

Unaffected for the most part, work from home, only go out for groceries once a week so
masking is a non-issue. I am more than happy to vaccinate against this new global virus

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61132

It actually hasn’t changed my life as I am vaccinated But I did not vaccinate the kids and my
13 yr old is missing out on social time with friends, fitness at the pool and nights out with the
family at restaurants. My 9 and 11 yr old can go do things but not my oldest :(

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61133

The mandates have made my fundamental survival and activities much safer, more deliberate
and legally respected.

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61134

Has caused division amongst an otherwise peaceful community

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61135

I can’t use the gym

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61136

Negatively. Depression and anxiety through the roof, tension in friend groups, tension at work

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61137

Unable to work most places, extreme difficulty finding work, missed closed family funerals and
weddings, almost hospitalized due to delayed dental treatments

2/18/2022 4:17 PM

61138

Prevented me from seeing loved ones —- terrible idea to mandate

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61139

Made me angry

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61140

I’m a senior whose been isolated & alone. I haven’t got the vaccine due to a family medical
genetic condition but have no option for sn exemption because “exemptions are not allowed”. I
have been excluded from social interactions such as fitness facilities and restaurants affecting

2/18/2022 4:16 PM
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my physical & emotional health. I have grandchildren in USA and have been unable to travel to
see them. Some of my neighbors, family & friends have deserted me because I’m not
vaccinated. I feel attacked, betrayed and deserted by the federal govt that has betrayed my
trust that they care for me. I am not a wealthy elite so I mean nothing to them. The cost of
living rises and I am on a fixed income. I am no longer proud to be a Canadian.
61141

Ruined

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61142

Social distancing, discrimination, lost of my liberty

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61143

In every way

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61144

N/a

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61145

Devastating

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61146

I am excluded and discriminated against.

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61147

It has negatively impacted my family relations and caused emotional and psychological harm.
It has created great social divide in my community.

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61148

What is going on is not Canadian. We should all be ashamed.

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61149

Reduced to poverty

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61150

I’m vaccinated and still have no freedom of association or to freely move about with in our
country. In Canadian prisons the only freedom and rights that are suspended for convicted
criminals is their freedom of movement and association. So in absolute effect we are prisoners
now, not free citizens!

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61151

My mental health has never been so bad. No wonder the overdoses and suicide rates have
gone up

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61152

It has taken away my joy for life. It has politicized mundane daily things and made neighbours
turn on each other. I've had many heated arguments with family members and friends that I
love. It has put my life on hold when I'm supposed to be enjoying my 20s. It has made me
socially anxious as I haven't interacted with very many people in nearly 2 years. I am done.

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61153

The saddest thing has been seeing people die alone in the hospital!!!

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61154

Made things difficult but I'd rather it be difficult than people die or suffer from long Covid or
overwhelm hospitals so other surgeries Nd procedures can't occur

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61155

It is Wrong in every way. Charter of Rights and Freedoms needs to be followed

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61156

180° from previous life i had before. Can't see family!, travel, enjoy life and new anxiety never
seen before.

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61157

Financially mentally separation from families friends watching people treat people like dirt feel
like I live in a communist country I have no right

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61158

I can’t take my children to any restaurants or indoor swimming because of the mandates

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61159

Discriminated against

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61160

Stress, family relationships were strained.

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61161

Reduced social opportunities, contact with others, vilification from some

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61162

Havnt been able to see family members before they passed away or attend funerals as they
were across the country.

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61163

Deprivation of family unit. Anxiety, depression.

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61164

Limited travel, no dining out or movies. Possible job loss, adverse reaction to Moderna

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61165

No it hasn’t

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61166

I live in a small town in BC, so it affects me greatly. If one thing is unavailable and it is the
only one, then it is a hardship.

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61167

Restrictions of my life my freedom

2/18/2022 4:16 PM
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61168

I had to leave my job because of a vaccine policy, I’ve lost work, the nose swabs made me
sick,I couldn’t attend church and it’s dividers my family and friends.

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61169

I have immediate family members who are not vaccinated and there were many things we were
not able to do including eating in restaurants, going to movies, travel by plane. My children’s
mental health suffered. My children had daily meltdowns during lockdowns.

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61170

They made me feel safe! They protected the vulnerable!

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61171

Depressed controlled awful

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61172

In more ways than I care to mention now

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61173

Isolation from family members, not being able to attend my brother in laws funeral, not being
able to go out to restaurants, not being able to visit my new grandchildren, not being able to
have family gatherings.

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61174

It has kept me safe and encouraged me to continue my life as close to normal as possible
without excessive fear of a debilitating and sometimes fatal disease.

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61175

It has affected everyone in every way…

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61176

Stress and anxiety.. coerced into vaccine or lose job

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61177

I lost my job when I refused to vaccinate. I'm a responsible individual who is not in an at-risk
category for covid. Where there is risk there must be choice, coercion is not choice. I'm mostly
an outdoors person anyway, but it's really unfair that people who are more likely to get and
spread covid than I am can be out doing things and I cannot. Even before covid I was the
cautious one who would stay home from work when sick. Logic just isn't being applied here
and when you see who is profiting from the vaccines it makes complete sense. I'm not an
antivaxxer in the traditional sense, I'm up to date on everything except flu shots, which I don't
get for the same reason that I didn't get the covid shot.

2/18/2022 4:16 PM

61178

Yes

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61179

My husband and I both lost our jobs. My mental health and the mental health of my children
has suffered and my husband has sunk deeper into alcoholism. END THE MANDATES
NOW!!!!!

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61180

It has affected my business and seperated me from my senior family members that have
suffered greatly with no contact from family

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61181

Family gatherings mostly

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61182

Been isolated for the past 2 years away from family and friends. Missed out on Christmases,
family gatherings... watching the kids suffer. Been depressed and always worrying about
things.

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61183

Lost my job!

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61184

My daughter had a severe vaccine injury but is not allowed to return to school. She is still ill.
My other daughter can’t go to school. My mom died after weeks in isolation, age 94. Our
business lost $300k. The list goes on and on.

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61185

I hate how it has divided everyone, and pitted families and friends against each other. And it
has prevented me from resuming my volunteer work at the local nursing home.

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61186

My freedom of choice has been taken from me and I detest that.

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61187

Unwarranted curtailing of basic freedoms and human rights

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61188

Can't see my grandchildren....they live in the states. That's the biggest impact but there are
many many others!!!

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61189

DEPRESSION

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61190

The very meaning of what it means to be Canadian. Trudeau is destroying our nation. It has
affected every single aspect of mine and everyone's lives

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61191

Some of my relatives have passed away or being injured by the jab Other relatives now have
mental health issues after losing their jobs or business

2/18/2022 4:15 PM
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61192

I am cancer patient in treatment. The medical people are forced to cut corners because of
staffing issues and shutdowns of many services.

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61193

We can't go anywhere or see anyone

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61194

Withdrawal from family and social activities brought about deep depression

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61195

It has STEPPED ON MY FREEDOM, and makes me want to leave my own country, where I
was born, and will fight to the death to stay free! The covid was all a big SHAM- glorified flu.

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61196

I believe we all have a choice weather to get a vaccine or not and our government does not
have the right to dictate what we do

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61197

My husband lost his job. Couldn’t visit my 99 yr old mother and other family.

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61198

The mandates have caused a divide in my family that will forever change things.

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61199

Stress - watching people bow down to the bs is maddening

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61200

It has turned me into a hermit. I am concerned about going places and made me rethink
everything I thought I knew and believed in about my amazing country. I am very disappointed
in how the Prime Minister has dealt with the pandemic. The leadership and guidance has been
virtually non existent. He has left many decisions to the premiers to manage and that’s not fair.

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61201

These mandates and restrictions have torn apart my family and I am worried that we won’t be
able to heal back together and now it is affecting my ability to even work

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61202

Forced me to get an injection that is likely harmful to keep my job.

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61203

my business has suffered. My mental health is at a big low. my family is apart.

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61204

Increased mental and social stress; too much isolation has led to depression/hopelessness.

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61205

In every way

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61206

N/A mandate all have to end. End of story none of it makes sense and it's affecting our
childrens mental emotional and physical health need I say more. We should not have to ask to
breath air and it should be our choice if we want to be poisoned. Social distancing, quarantine,
and all other mandates are illegal and Justin Trudeau needs to stop insulting Canadians and
put an end to all mandates the end

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61207

Not able to see families and the divide between everyone

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61208

Not freely to meet with family and friends. Being able to go to restaurants etc. And being
treated differently if you don't comply to what the government says

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61209

Lost my job , lots of family and friends .

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61210

Mental health of family, and friends. Ousted, kept away from loved ones, can’t travel to elderly
loved ones, etc.

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61211

It really hasn’t.

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61212

I am not living, I am just existing

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61213

Discrimination, mental health, physical health. Negative impact

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61214

Immensely

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61215

After 33yrs in the Canadian Armed Forced, I am loosing my job as the Civil Air Search And
Rescue Association training and evaluation officer for the prairies and NT region. Now, over
600 Search and Rescue personnel do not have a training officer and evaluator. Also, because
of these mandate, the number of Search and Rescue volunteers has dropped by 25%.

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61216

My child barely has an education , he’s barely been to school since he started in September of
2019, he’s now in grade 1. This has to stop. Children should not be affected by mandates
when they are at no risk from the virus

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61217

I am a musician involved in performing and educating. I have lost 95% of performance
revenues as well as losses in workshops, repairs and school related work. Family relationships
have been grossly divided and I hold Governments and Health Authorities responsible for
mono-decision making policies.

2/18/2022 4:15 PM
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61218

Mandates have affected prices for traveling and limiting travel in general. They have caused
great división among my family members and have limited many outings, and gatherings,both
local and international. It certainly has made me despise this Totalitarian government. We want
our freedoms and rights restored.

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61219

Lost my job and our family has been divided

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61220

The illogical thinking that natural immunity isn’t good enough despite mounting scientific
papers saying otherwise is absolutely ridiculous.

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61221

Loneliness. Lost friends.

2/18/2022 4:15 PM

61222

It has not affected my life. If I have to wear a mask I don’t give them my business

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61223

Brought depression and loneliness and feeling of hopelessness. Discrimination towards honest
hardworking citizens.

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61224

Depression boredom frustration

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61225

Segregated friends and family Lost job Can not travel

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61226

Difficulty of access to and reduced work hours. More red tape. Sporting events and
competition I participate in closed or heavily restricted causing many groups to shut down
indefinitely. Restricted access to health clubs, gyms, and in person therapy to keep mental
and physical health in check, without having to face mental collapse by losing these if not
vaccinated or allowed access.

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61227

Mandates did not affect my life because I chose to get vaccinated

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61228

I have lost a good paying job and I cannot move freely in my community and my country. I
cannot go to events, bars or restaurants. I get anxiety wearing masks. I can't spend time with
my family.

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61229

It has kept me and my loved ones safe and helped me to be part of the solution instead of part
of the problem.

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61230

Not at all

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61231

My wife no longer has a job as a nurse

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61232

Lost friends, been discriminated against, felt isolated, lack of health care, lost the freedom to
go places, fear of the future if mandates are not ended.

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61233

No real social interaction with anyone. Too many arbitrary decision by medical authorities and
governments without valid reasons. Experimental vaccines possibly doing more harm than
good.

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61234

It has affected my family, my son has turned to drugs, my daughter is depressed, we are all
depressed

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61235

How hasn't it affected it?

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61236

Lost my job. Now selling my house. Thank you trudeau for letting me see the light. GOD
WINS. BLESSINGS AND PRAYERS TO HUMANITY

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61237

I don’t have access to a family doctor/can’t leave the country/ and had to say goodbye to my
loved ones through the phone. I worry everyday that my family members will commit suicide.

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61238

I can not freely do the things I use to do.

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61239

It worked negatively on our mental health

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61240

Have not been able to pursue life as a Musician, socially going to enjoy a restaurant, Wedding
or a Funeral, I’ve always handled stress well until now, I despise the division government has
caused over these mandates.

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61241

Mental health, lost business

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61242

Been very stressful. Lost friendships. Has affected my job

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61243

In every way possible!! It’s effected my mental, physical and emotional health in a very
negative way!

2/18/2022 4:14 PM
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61244

I am unable to do any of the things(movies, restaurants, shopping) that I could as a free
citizen

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61245

Unemployed 2 years

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61246

In every way… it’s been horrible

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61247

Not really i just go with everything go in my heart

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61248

Negatively

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61249

Death of spouse and mother, both to cancer in my 40's, during the pandemic. Forced to be
isolated with no supports, or closure, suffering sever anxiety and depression.

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61250

Negatively

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61251

These mandates of division and hate based not on the health and safety of Canadians, but on
false projections and harm-inducing-protections has had devastating impacts on many
relationships. It has impacted our family business and created a deep and growing distrust of
our governments and the so-called Health Authorities ability to protect the public

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61252

In ways that are impossible to describe. Family and friend relationships have been the most
devastating.

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61253

Really

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61254

I’ve missed out on graduations birthdays and the opportunity to spend time with family

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61255

Get real stripping all freedoms. My body my choice

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61256

It is significantly affected relationships

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61257

Emotionally

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61258

I cannot spend time with the people I love or participate in any of the family activities that used
to be a regular part of my life.

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61259

My business is constantly effected. My religious beliefs. My morals. Principles. Ethics. My
freedom of speech, traveling freely, side effects from the vaccine.

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61260

It hasn’t allowed me to take my kids to swimming lessons and other activities. I wasn’t able to
go to paid events with friends.

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61261

It has litteraly cancelled my life!

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61262

Despression

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61263

Destroyed family relationships and friend relationships, no church, no music events, no
enjoyment in life, nnaturopatclinics were closed so unable to get vitamin treatments.

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61264

Raised my blood pressure. Hurt my kids confidence. I’ve list friends and family relationships.
It’s divided our family I don’t believe our government supports freedom for all citizens

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61265

Kept me from my elderly mother. Freedom

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61266

I have seen friends and family loose there jobs. I have watched my children's mental health
decline to the point of suicide attempt. I have seen family turn on family. Neighbors no longer
visit in the grocery stores. I have had loved ones die and not been able to be at their bedside
or hold funerals. Enough is enough!!!

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61267

It's given me protections which enable me to stay healthy and help others stay healthy.

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61268

Not allowed in restaurants, museums, Theaters, concerts, arenas. Mask is hot and difficult to
breathe in. Two years of lockdowns has affected my health, mental health and my mobility

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61269

I am covid recovered since 2020 and have been treated like a criminal and prisoner in my own
country. My emotional/mental health has been destroyed because of the mandates.

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61270

Cross border

2/18/2022 4:14 PM

61271

Segregation, isolation, mistrust, financial struggles, depression, anxiety, loss of friends and
family, resentment, just off the top of my head.

2/18/2022 4:14 PM
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61272

Has reduced my income and slowed down business, effected me mentally ( depression) ,
segregation of friends, non confidence in government.

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61273

I was coerced to take the vaccine and give it to my son so he can practice his sport. I would
have preferred let his natural immunity build resistance to covid as he was not at risk.

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61274

I do not believe in any of the mandates period. The mandates have ruined my life in so many
ways I’ve lost clients, friends, family, money to discrimination and segregation. I don’t feel our
health authorities have provided scientific evidence to support lockdowns. I used to love,
shopping, travelling, socializing and working. I am not scared of Covid, my only fear over the
past two years is government overspending and mistakes that are causing long term damage
to our country. Our government and health Canada have taken our rights and freedoms and
replaced them with special privileges for compliance to mandates. The Covid virus has not
effected my health in any way and it’s hard for me to comprehend losing so much personally to
make others feel safer. Since when has anyone person been held so responsible in the eyes of
the government for other peoples health. Whatever happened to nutrition, exercise and taking
care of yourself with the assistance of your own health care professionals.

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61275

Don’t have enough space to answer the question.

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61276

My kids can’t go out to the movies with their friends. We can’t go out to eat. We can’t leave
Canada which we would definitely do seeing the over reach this Trudeau government has done!
Despicable acts of violence by Trudeau against peaceful protestors. I don’t feel safe in Canada
anymore as my government has taken away all my families and my freedoms! I will never trust
any governments again. Sad day in Canada 🇨🇦

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61277

It is fine

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61278

Caused separation and division in my family. I don't think my family will ever be close again.
Has affected my teenager mentally.

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61279

It’s caused depression in all 5 people in our house. Kids and adults. Isolating children and
preventing them from playing sports or with other kids is beyond cruel. They need to see
peoples faces again!

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61280

It’s really affected the way I see my Canada

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61281

Terribly. For me and my children. It needs to end.

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61282

loss of business. Mental health been affected by loss of money because of the government

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61283

Divided family

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61284

Being broke and dispressed with lots of stress

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61285

Made enemies

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61286

Not that much. I stand firm that this has been wrong from the beginning

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61287

Relationships with family, vacation and holidays, healthcare

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61288

They have kept me and my family SAFE. I have lost no freedoms and support all the
mandates to keep ALL Canadians healthy and safe.

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61289

Lost 2 years of my life with all the flip flopping back and forth.

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61290

Lost friends

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61291

Shortage staffing. Overwhelmed by physically and mentally. Depressed

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61292

I am very angry and sickened by this corrupt government and the stupidity of many of the
people!

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61293

Loss of freedoms, loss of income, unjustified stress, loss of trust in government and our
medical personnel. Positive affects: confirmation of government, media, pharmaceutical
corruption.

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61294

Made me extremely depressed and anxious. Caused me to lose my job however picked up a
much better 100% remote position. Caused massive division in my immediate family.
Seriously affected my health because of the stupid rules put in place by AHS and their
ineptitude.

2/18/2022 4:13 PM
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61295

Isolated people and created unnecessary fear which impacted quality of life and mental health

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61296

I have lost family and friends due to opinions over mandates, vaccines and passports. This
entire Covid pandemic has made my families life absolutely miserable. My son who struggled
socially before Covid 19 existed has now become more isolated. This is making kids suffer.
Adults are suffering. This is madness!!!

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61297

It's helped keep me and my loved ones safe

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61298

Job. Mental issues,

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61299

I am not able to visit with friends and families like I used to pre pandemic. I was forced to take
the vaccine to keep my job and put food on the table. My health has deteriorated since the
uptake of the vaccine. Vaccines don't work, people still get covid. Justin Trudeau should go to
jail for being a traitor to all Canadians. All Canadians want is to have mandates end.

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61300

I am now a second class citizen - unable to enter restaurants and public spaces. At the same
time I am allowed to donate plasma - which I do for the Red Cross. I am also a business owner
and contribute a huge sum of property taxes to the city in which I cannot access services

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61301

Mother in law passed away lonely and without the entire family being by her side.

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61302

Stripped me of all the things that matter most to me as far as the cultural arena.

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61303

It's totally restricted my God given freedoms.

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61304

Ruined my business. Caused a rift between me my family and friends

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61305

Lost my income have to sell my home. I am close to senior and have no money left... Can't
wear masks so have stayed home for 2 years. Criminal what the government has done to
Canadians.

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61306

I have learned to live with the guidelines provided — so that everyone can be safe

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61307

I've lost all of my family...ALL OF MY FAMILY..due to ALL OF THESE MANDATES...I'm a firm
believer in the freedoms my father and uncles fought for in this country...the government has
no right to TELL me what I can/cannot do with my body...they have done nothing but lie from
day one about everything covid....

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61308

I was a Person Support Worker until November 29th, 2021 when I was terminated for refusing
to be receive the jabs. I now work for $10 less per hour. My family members were led by our
government to shun me socially and publicly. The day that shots were to be administered at
my daughter's school, I kept her home for fear of her given the shot against my consent. As a
health worker, I advocate and strongly believe in informed consent. Our government and
medical professionals have side stepped this key component at every opportunity. What do the
long range studies confirm about the shots? Nothing. What will happen to our fellow citizens of
whom took these shots blindly because it was forced on them to keep their jobs, continue to
live in long term care facilities, be eligible to have a life saving surgery preformed? And last but
most importantly, what will become of our children that had no choice in receiving the shots?
Time will tell but I do not forecast that they will survive this unscathed. Every aspect of my life
has been affected by C19, our government mishandling of emergency measures, the death
shots =employment, the lies of the government and main steam media to sell a narrative, and
now they want to commit acts of war with weapons of war upon our own citizens!?! Our
government needs to be burnt to the ground and rebuilt with common sense and common
decency. I have beyond had it! Anyone that wants to wear useless germ ridden masks for the
rest of time; go ahead. Like playing Russian Roulette with the death shots? Go the hell ahead.
Leave everyone else the fuck out of.

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61309

It’s been costly, affected sporting opportunities.

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61310

All of them including the silencing of Debate on an experimental Vax , the lies of
misinformation

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61311

No more trust of our government

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61312

Going through my first pregnancy and having my husband not be able to support me at my
doctors appointments and scans

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61313

Everybody is miserable. I have 5 kids in the school system and it’s been pure hell.

2/18/2022 4:13 PM
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61314

Jobless Hate People divided

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61315

Alcohol consumption and weight gain

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61316

It affected my ability to make a living and increased my debt load. It also destroyed my
marriage

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61317

It has made my life considerably more difficult. I have been isolated and lonely much of the
time, which has removed my community support system. It has been awful.

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61318

I was unable to work for a short period of time but the government was able to provide me
adequate financial help so it wasn’t a big deal

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61319

I’ve lost family and friends, and my livelihood

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61320

Mental health…. Severely! But I do believe the vaccines are working, I also believe it should
not have been mandated though.

2/18/2022 4:13 PM

61321

I can't go anywhere without a proof of vaccination. I take panic attacks thinking I'll be turned
away at a hospital.

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61322

Family and friends divided; loss of privilege; mental health; loss of employment; inability to
travel

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61323

Making me not want to take my family out because it to much work with masks and the
passports

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61324

I have felt excluded, judged, bullied,and blamed. I have been told by my family doctor that I
can’t see him because of my vax status, Even though bc center for disease control stats
having vivid is equal to a double dose

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61325

I strongly believe the mandates are both coercive and divisive, and the embodiment of
discrimination and bullying and as such I cannot go against my conscience and become
complicit to such behaviour no matter my vaccination status. Because of this I have been
forced onto unpaid leave by my employer (my only source of income) and am at risk of soon
losing the career that I love and planned my future around.

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61326

My school aged children affected the most. Masked and hidden. Stress between wife over
whether to vaccinate. Being forced to vaccinate against will to keep job.

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61327

Wedding has been postponed 3 times Mental health has suffered - no social life Fear of
government taking what is mine Living with my parents as a grown adult because of the
housing market and cost of living and no wage increase Stressful to live a fulfilling life
Ridiculed for not getting the shot - lost family and friends Wasn’t able to say goodbye to loved
ones Stuck in my own country - no freedom to travel Losing money and sick days at work due
to covid policies

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61328

Stolen my freedom of body & movement

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61329

It hasn’t. Like at all. Everything is fine has been fine. And will be fine. Because I can adapt
and move forward. I care about others. And I’ve survived way worse.

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61330

Mandates have greatly encroached on my God given rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61331

I have became the untouchable the second class citizen.

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61332

It makes me feel safer and happy to know we are doing the best we can to keep our most
vulnerable people safe

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61333

I'm a senior deprived of my family, traveling, eating out, I have had no choice in any of it

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61334

Negatively

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61335

Can't go anywhere with my family, can't take my child to the pool,movies ect.

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61336

I have no social life. I have put life plans on hold for over two years. And my taxes getting
taken off my check are atrocious 49.5%. My child will be paying for this mess for her entire
life. This is not fair I have been working while also paying to have people that could also be
working sit at home being paid.

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61337

In every way. Work child care mental health prices in food and groceries you name it

2/18/2022 4:12 PM
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61338

Destroyed our business and lively hood.

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61339

In every way shape or form has affected my life

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61340

No visiting family, friends, lack of work which was my livelihood. I couldn’t get certified so I
lost my job. Looking for work is not easy when you don’t have the support of local service
centres.

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61341

It has caused me much unnecessary anxiety just thinking about going out of the house for fear
of the treatment, control, bullying and humiliation I have endured that has been modeled by our
leader Justin Trudeau and the constant repetitious media brainwashing with their lies and
cohesion. This all must STOP immediately!

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61342

Horribly

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61343

Loss of work, Loss of time with family Family members affected terribly by depression directly
related to isolation

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61344

I am a performer and it has completely shut down my industry. I haven't been on stage in over
2 years.

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61345

I hate wearing a mask for work and because I am unvaxed I have not been able to travel even
in Canada without isolating. I have not succumbed to fear. I have had covid and it was mild. I
got it from a vaccinated coworker. Fortunately I don’t have aging parents or children. What has
been done to them is terrible.

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61346

business foreclosure, family permanently divided; marital issues; penniless; not free

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61347

Covid killed my father he wasn't vacinated

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61348

lost my job lost my ability to travel I have been separated from my children 18 and 20 years
due to the inability to travel discriminated against lost rights to enter community buildings
restaurants theatres gyms to name only a few duress loss of income and security this is only
touching on how this has affected my family

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61349

It’s been a hard couple years but I’m immune compromised so support trying to keep
community safe

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61350

I’m heartbroken for Canadians. This is not our free country.

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61351

Lack of social interaction, stress and anxiety, job insecurity, financial stress, conflict with
Friends and family

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61352

For everyone, too many ways to list.

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61353

Negative

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61354

Lost alot of money

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61355

Lost majority of income. Mental health affected. Got divorced. Had to sell house

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61356

I've lost work opportunities, family Nd friends! Has caused financial and emotional distress

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61357

Saved me from having negative CoViD outcomes, and saved lives of my loved ones and
vulnerable populations

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61358

2 years of isolation. My grand daughter was born 2 years ago and has no normal life, grandson
terrified of school, son and daughter snd son in law living in our home with no jobs, daughters
mental illness is devastating, snd my mother in law died alone after being vaccinated because
we couldn’t go in to her nursing home. Isn’t that enough!!!!???

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61359

Mentally drained, wasn’t able to visit my mother-in-law in last two months of life. NO she did
not have Covid, lack of care was a contributing factor in her death…. We could not go help her
eat , and staff did not help her.

2/18/2022 4:12 PM

61360

Isolation, division

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61361

In every aspect, for the worse.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61362

I have less work. My husband has waited over 2 years for a specialized surgery. This has
resulted in financial losses. I have watched family and friends step away from each other and
have division , due to fear!

2/18/2022 4:11 PM
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61363

No international travel Fuel shortages on our farm Increased price of living Lack of social life
Lack of sense of normalcy for our children Freedom to worship how we wish in our church To
name a few

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61364

Fortunately not too much.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61365

Not at all, I'm not a snowflake

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61366

I have to wear a mask from time to time. Not a big inconvenience.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61367

I have not been able to take my family to my cabin in USA without having to quarantine my
son upon return. I have been prevented from watching my kids play sports and other events. I
have had to get a vaccine that I normally wouldn’t have gotten.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61368

Wearing only masks and getting a flu shot is stupid when other counter measures are not
mandated (like hand sanitizer when entering a public place, which is THE reason this keeps
spreading).

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61369

Not so much

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61370

No friends, No family, No restaurants, No outings, this is not our free Country/ CANADA all i do
is go to work

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61371

Made travel difficult, can’t eat out, divided my family and friendships.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61372

My 80 year old mother cant have her family over for dinner.....(2) I was forced to get jabbed
and couldnt go to my work of 30 years...I did not concent...my family has been divided by this
ridiculous "covid"

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61373

At the onset of the pandemic I lost my job. Followed by that my brother struggled with
addiction caused by the pandemic and the mandates lack of socializing. My parents own their
own business and have not been able to make ends meet since having to take off the first six
months of the pandemic. Neither of them have taken a paycheque in the last two years but
they have both continued to work the entire time. My mental health and the mental health of
my friends and family has never suffered as much as it has because of the mandates, and
particularly now watching the police brutality that’s occurring in Ottawa and in Windsor. I’m sick
to my stomach over what Trudeau has done, the dictatorship that Canada has fallen under is
not acceptable, and I feel like if he doesn’t stop or isn’t removed that we are headed towards
another world war because he is oppressing the people and this is turning into a genocide.
Canadians deserve to have their charter rights upheld, Canadians deserve to be able to
peacefully protest without the government over reaching and putting them in jail and charging
them criminally for peacefully stating that what the government is doing is wrong.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61374

I have severe allergies and allergic to many medications and I’ve had a bad reaction to the
tetanus shot in the past. I now have issues getting work and cannot travel. I was not except
and it affects almost all areas of my life. I feel discriminated and I think this is tyranny . My
body my choice. But also I have valid medical concerns.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61375

Loss of employment. Loss of faith in democracy. Loss of faith in media.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61376

My child can’t play sports or participate in extracurriculars, everyday he is reminded to put his
mask on even though they know he doesn’t wear one. People have heckled me because I
refuse to comply to unscientific mandates. I don’t talk to my sister anymore.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61377

Total disaster as the mandates have zero effect on helping hospitals lower deaths nor do any
stop the virus. This is not a vaccine, these shots are simply a slowing. Nothing stops a
vaccine from entering Canada. Mandates did not help.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61378

My granddaughter has never been to school without a mask. This is hurting all our
children/grandchildren

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61379

Unable to take my kids to certain places anymore. They can't learn to swim, play hockey
indoors, museums, libraries. It's been so hard on them! Huge divide in our family about it which
has damaged relationships.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61380

Terribly!

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61381

Unable to go into work regularly

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61382

Depression

2/18/2022 4:11 PM
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61383

Suicide

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61384

It has turned my wife into 2nd class citizen due to inability to receive vaccine.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61385

Drastically!! Depression, Loss of wages from sick leave, may be later off unless I’m
vaccinated, I’m feeling harassed and completely violated of all my rights and privacies as a
human being!!! People are doing unnecessarily… when other measures could be taken to help
them. I feel doctors are being stifled and are unable to be “doctors” for fear odd losing their
jobs… they’re not doctors anymore, they’re robots being told what to say and how to treat
people. End this bullshit!!!!

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61386

Yes. Negatively. It's put stress on my family, friends, colleagues. Nobody agrees with it.
People are recognizing its unimportance.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61387

All

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61388

It has caused significant mental stress. I'm worried about those of us who have been forced or
coerced to take the EXPERIMENTAL INJECTION that has caused the deaths of thousands of
people and left tens of thousands with permanent injury. It has divided family. I know longer
trust the medical officers of health, nor any politician. It has caused my church to be shut
down 3X and thus has been a spiritual detriment to me. It has taken away much of my social
life. It has caused the prices of many things to go up and has affected me financially. It is
totally unwarranted, unjust, and Communistic.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61389

It has restricted travel, lost my job, consumed savings. Stressed for the future and what it will
be!

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61390

Very little

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61391

Not only did I lose my job. But I also lost 3 friends due to the vaccine.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61392

The isolation has caused anxiety and depression in both me and my 15 year old. I was forced
into the vaccines and got sick from them and got no financial support when I had to take time
off work, as a mature student, I wasn’t eligible. If we follow the science, these mandates would
not exist.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61393

Loss of many friends. Death of family and friends Fights over vaccines no stop Bullying at
work Peer pressure Loss of employment

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61394

Isolated me from Family and friends, created a huge divide between a lot of my friends

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61395

I fell like I'm in jail.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61396

Loss of jobs, mental health issues with my children health related issues with my children,
loss of relationships and trust.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61397

9

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61398

Fear to be with family & friends-breathing my own breathe at work (12 hr shifts)

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61399

Lost job, freedom and rights of people

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61400

I have been in so much pain and anxiety from the stress of everything. And I hav a fighting for
my kids who do not want the vaccine but their father is forcing them to so I may lose my rights
to my children in court.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61401

No family life

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61402

unnecessary divisions within family, friends, colleagues, customers, businesses we patronize,
within our parish Church, etc

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61403

Negatively impacted my family's health, well-being, socialization, freedom of movement,
mental health and more.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61404

Lost my job because I refused to get vaccinated

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61405

It has affected my mental and physical health greatly. I’m unable to travel, which is important
for my health to escape the cold. I have been isolated from activities that help with my clinical
depression. My quality of life has decreased.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61406

Family division, depression, loss of travel

2/18/2022 4:11 PM
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61407

Very negatively in many ways.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61408

Can't eat out can't travel treated like a second class citizen by other citizens that are brain
washed

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61409

How hasn’t it? I can’t work, can’t travel, lost family and friends, have been demonized and
bullied. My kids are depressed. Trudeau and his shoddy “vaccine” need to leave the planet.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61410

My youngest son and daughter experienced isolation and hostility. Both have medical
exceptions from vaccine, and so they cannot participate in activities that require passports.
Social events, skating and swimming lessons, family travel. FOR 2 YEARS!

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61411

Divided Family and Friends

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61412

It has taken away our freedom of choice.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61413

It has decimated my customers finances to the point my finances are reduced greatly.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61414

Psychologically

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61415

Unreasonable and totally unscientific restrictions.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61416

Dikbutt 4 Lyfe

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61417

All family Very depressed and saddened by what has taken place

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61418

Generally improved it. Time to reflect, better work conditions, understanding that peoole who
are sick shouldn't work and take precautions when they need to go out

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61419

Work, family

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61420

Friend committed suicide. Other friends extremely depressed over prolonged isolation

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61421

Extreme depression, family separation, massive debt.

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61422

Cause great interference in my mental stability being in constant fear that today is the day I
lose my job to a vaccine mandate which I will not be getting

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61423

It has divided my family and friends It has taken away our right to attend our churches but has
left liquor stores and strip joints etc open I sad for the diseases and deaths these mandates
bring to all mankind All the sadness it has caused and all the happiness it has robbed us of.
My only hope is that GOD IS IN CONTROL and will take care of everything. May we one day
soon live in peace!!!!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61424

Loss of business, loss of life , inability to travel , depression , anxiety , lack of social
connection, mental health issues… etc

2/18/2022 4:11 PM

61425

Profoundly… retired from nursing in Jan 21 d/t what was required masking etc in a seniors
residence … the pain and suffering experienced by not allowing family members to visit was
criminal. That has been just the beginning. How terribly divisive it has been with families
friends and fellow employees. After 50 years of being in the field and not believing in what was
being done. All the lies snd fear and I could go on.

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61426

Depression

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61427

I feel safe from a highly contagious virus and disease (Covid-19) with unpredictable/varied
outcomes. I hope our vulnerable population remains protected

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61428

extremely negativly

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61429

Severely impacted my life and my career with a decrease in finances, my mental health and
my outlook on the future of the world.

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61430

In every way!

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61431

Mandates have helped keep me safe, and avoid coming in to ccontact with the virus, while
working in a highly vulnerable sector.

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61432

In every way possible

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61433

Metal health struggles

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61434

Restrictions are changing to much. We get confused about what we can or can’t do. So mostly

2/18/2022 4:10 PM
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we just don’t listen because we don’t know what are the rules today because yesterday it was
something else.
61435

It gave me more resolve than ever before to fight corruption and tyranny.

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61436

I'm fucking alive thank fuck.

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61437

I makes life boring when you can't do anything..i like doing things when I'm not driving truck

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61438

It honestly hasn't

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61439

Divisiveness in the family

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61440

Mentally, stress, anxiety, physically

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61441

Too many restrictions, lost the feeling of freedom. I feel like a prisoner in my own country…

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61442

None

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61443

It has very negatively affected my mental well being, social well being, my familial well being,
my financial/vocational well being ...both mine and my family and loved ones. It has left me in
doubt of and in unprecedented disagreement with and with a profound mistrust of my
government and its objectivity in both evaluation and implementation of what is good and just
as well as fair ...including its systems of self policing and objective accountability, its ability to
ethically and morally govern as well as its apparant disregard of the personal voice and desires
of the Canadian people...my people...fringe (tho recently provedly not just fringe) or not.

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61444

I have children that is finding school work difficult because learning not pressed the same . No
work , no projects on the go. the government Trudeau has not comforted the people enough in
believing this well be over and ok one day. We have to drop the whole pandemic and get rid of
Trudeau

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61445

Kept me away from family and friends, disallowed proper funeral, grievance for our Mom,
cancelled too many medical appointments that I need and mostly deprived me of the freedom
that common sense , applied to situations , should have been our own choice… not Premiers
and ??Trudeau

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61446

In a very negative way. I have no faith in our institutions as well as the health officials, drs, etc

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61447

I’m vaccinated but don’t think Canadians should be forced or penalized.

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61448

Not able to get proper care for my children from doctors because everything is a symptom of
covid. As an unvaccinated I paid taxes into facilities I was not allowed into, without spending
money on testing. My children weren't allowed to do swimming lessons because I'm
unvaccinated. My husband was forced to work from home with the chance he'll lose his job
because of mandates, and his work won't drop their mandate, even thought our province has.
As a teacher I've had to teach in a mask and force it on CHILDREN (who are largely
unaffected) without proof of safety for their lungs, brains and bodies. I don't care if it maybe
slows transmission a bit. I want to know what it did to their bodies and brains. Also, what all
the fear they lived through did to their mental health! Students lost proper educations because
more time was spent on inforcing masks and social distancing and missing school as close
contacts. Teachers worked HARD to make up for lost time, but many kids will be behind now
because they did not participate in online learning. I watched family memebers suffer because
treatments were censored to allow for the emergency authorization of a vaccine (which couldn't
happen if there are treatments) I've seen the division rip families and communities a part. What
happen to my body my choice ! Should not be forced into medical experiments to keep my job!
I don't trust big pharma for their lies and censoring treatments, I don't trust my government and
I'm angry more doctors didn't look around and trusted so blindly. This is all about money and
power. A true pandemic would not need such a propaganda machine running fear, you'd be able
to see it!

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61449

Deeply. Relationships with friends and family, my children's mental health, and my security
have all be threatened. We are leaving our dream home to move somewhere remote as a
result.

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61450

My teenager is suffering with social anxiety and depression.

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61451

Not really, though I appreciate knowing others around me are vaccinated.

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61452

Never should have been called social distancing. Humans are social! Relationships destroyed.

2/18/2022 4:10 PM
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Why wouldn't "they" have used safe distancing?
61453

On so many levels, from education, to sports and recreation, day to day activities, morning for
family members in care and not being able to see them, the list goes on and on

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61454

Financial loss. Mental well being

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61455

In Every Way Possible !!! 😢 💔

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61456

I can no longer travel outside the country, eat in restaurants or take part in society. I am very
depressed and no longer want to live in this country. My husband retired or he would have lost
his job.

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61457

It has protected me and my loved ones, and I wish the mandates had come in time to prevent
losing my job because I needed to work from home but my asinine boss wouldn’t approve it
even though other locations were approving it.

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61458

It has been more difficult but none of my family died so I am happy with that

2/18/2022 4:10 PM

61459

I am living less. I hate having my entire life and community revolve around a crippling fear of
an inevitable flu. We need to get. Over. It. People die from sickness and dozens of other
things all the time every day. This is no different. This has been politicized to the point of
misery. 2 years of shutdowns and almost the entire country having been vaccinated has made
zero difference. It's time to move on with our lives.

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61460

Lost wages. Lost friends. Family fighting. Mental health problems. Failed marriage. Unhealthy
lifestyle

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61461

Increased stress, almost total isolation and intimidation by 'violent anti-vaxers' and people
against vaccine mandates threatening myself, healthcare workers, statuatory workers and
regular citizens who abide by vaccine mandates including wearing masks to protect
themselves and others.

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61462

n/a

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61463

I lost my small business. Have watched my senior grandma's decline from lack of social
contact and watched my severely disabled brother who is blind, lose visitors and his day
outings which includes swimming. I have 81 vaccine injured friends coworkers neighbours and
have watched a good friend lose the will to live because she is now infertile after her injections.

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61464

it has given me anxiety seeing all these people fired from jobs....losing their homes....and
struggling to feed their young ones...... to be honest i cant believe this is the canada i once
knew

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61465

Like we were in prison in our own home and we are siniors

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61466

Caused divisions in family and friends

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61467

Can’t go anywhere to the usa

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61468

Don’t want to ware mask don’t believe it’s helping

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61469

Horribly, my children are depressed , my husband is sick of not being able to go places as he’s
exempt from the vaccine. This should all be our choices, what the tyranny government is doing
is NOT okay. This all needs to stop. The truckers should have never been arrested or ticketed
for peaceful protesting , the only reason it’s a problem is because the government doesn’t
agree with it, but he supports the Black Lives Matter when they were literally burning down
businesses and police cars etc , and Trudeau supported that. He has to go or I don’t want to
live in Canada anymore. The country my grand father fought for is being ruined by a
dictatorship government. TRUDEAU MUST GO! He has caused so much division in friends
and families! We shouldn’t worry about other peoples vaccination statuses , he has brain
washed so many people and it’s not okay. I’m depressed and done with all this. Have been for
a long time. This is a 99.6 survival rate virus. And it was all a plandemic. Not a pandemic.

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61470

Travel is hard, family and friends are torn apart. Friends are suffer that aren't vaxxed. We need
our freedom back. Im highly immunized compromised compromised, I have been around
vaxxed and not vaxxed. It is and always been up to me to take care of myself and my health. I
should be allowed to do that

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61471

The mandates have led to irreconcilable division in my family, my friend circle and in my

2/18/2022 4:09 PM
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workplace
61472

They have DESTROYED TWO YEARS of OUR LIVES and I pray that JUSTICE & GOOD
WILL PREVAIL and ALL these COMMIE BASTARDS WILL PAY!!!

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61473

Choosing not to be vaccinated has caused me to be name called, segregated from going to
certain places freely, and witnessing the way our Canadian government has used divisive
language toward people like myself has taken a toll mentally at times.

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61474

In every way possible

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61475

Given me protections needed as an immuno-compromised person

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61476

Very divisive

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61477

I cannot wear a mask for too long which means I wasn't geared toward getting a regular job.
The pandemic and need to wear a mask wherever we go (indoors) leads to anxiety more often
than not when I'm out. It sucked for my youngest son who graduated without the traditional
pomp and ceremony, his education in the last 2 years of school suffered which was awful
considering he was already having a hard time. The positive? I got into gardening for a small
company, Zoom meetings became a thing, I got married despite mandates, I survived.

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61478

Feeling isolated. Feeling division created by our PM. Treated like garbage by the government
because I’m not vaccinated.

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61479

My children can not participate in extra curricular activities. I am legally not allowed to leave
my own country. I have lost friends and family members over the mandates. I have been
bullied, and herassed. I have been prescribed medication for panic attacks. My mental health
is declining, my husband was and still is at risk for losing his job.

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61480

Negatively. I am triple vaccinated but haven't taken part in anything since vaccine passports
have been required because I do not agree with the concept.

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61481

feel like im isolated ....people should have a choice for our own rights and freedoms....if u feel
sick stay away from ppl go back to enjoying life feel like u have a social life instead of not
having one ...

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61482

Stress

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61483

Separated my family, restricted my travel, my socializing, stress,

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61484

Mandates ruined our life for more then 2 years, limited our rights, choices. As a result, we are
very divided society, our health (mental and physical), children, seniors all of us we live in
unnecessary fear and stress and conflict. Nothing works, we lost our faith in our children
future. We are suffering, we are affected and we lost our freedom.

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61485

Has pitted people against each other

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61486

The same as every other sane law abiding Canadian. Eff you Flutruxklan

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61487

In every way...my emotional health, my freedom to move across Canada, my freedom to go
internationally anywhere, my family is splintered, my ability to worship freely, my ability to go
to a funeral, a wedding a sports game.

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61488

Isolated from family

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61489

I’m not so concerned about my life but more about my kids. My 10 year old son suffers from
anxiety because of it. My husband lost his management job of 20 years and has still not found
something else.

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61490

Depression, anxiety loneliness loss of job, family and friends. So disturbing my govt has
ended my freedom!

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61491

Anxiety, depression. Watching division in my country is heartbreaking

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61492

No work no social life

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61493

I'm not able to do activities with my children like we used to. As a single mom it is too
expensive to pay for The rapid tests in order to go swimming, or supper etc

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61494

helped keep me safe

2/18/2022 4:09 PM
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61495

I have Adult Children that have been bullied to take the Expermental jab or loose their job. This
is criminal as the Charter says we are free to choose. Going after the Children with this
expermental jab is disgusting and the Nurenburg trials should be dealth out to all the criminal
governments and anyone involved.

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61496

Given me severe anxiety; separated me from family members.

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61497

It has changed all of ours lives. I do Believe to some degree with the mandates at the
beginning were set with good intention. but they are causing more harm than they are
protecting us from. I had Covid it was a joke. Less than any flu I’ve ever had in my life. There
is no reason to control us over something so obsolete. If this was real deal for sure mandates
will be appropriate. But it doesn’t take much intelligence to realize it’s not the real deal.

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61498

Hugely

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61499

Lost a few people close to me from depression. Watched friends and family loose jobs.

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61500

What life????? Little to no family interactions. No social life to speak of. Government has put
fear and confusion into the people. We don't know what and or who to believe anymore. We
need responsible accountable representation in government, and Trudeau isn't it. He is selling
out our country and the people, in order to meet his own mandates. This is ending our lives as
we know it. No FREEDOM, no life .

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61501

Social life, employment, and healthcare have all been adversely affected. There are many
tools in the toolbox to prevent and treat covid 19. Let individuals take responsibility for their
own health and wellbeing

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61502

Depression, loss of family/friends, unable to travel

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61503

Yes I feel fearful that I am being coerced into getting a vaccine that appears unsafe and
ineffective. I am also mistrustful of the lies and misinformation presented by the government
and health authorities that are now being exposed as untruths and manipulation of citizens of
Canada. Also angry at being labelled and called names by the prime minister.

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61504

A better question is: How have mandates not affected your life? There is no life.. It's affected
everything. In a bad way.

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61505

I'm immunocpmpromised so they have saved my life. I'm triple vaccinated and have noticed
no obvious impediment other than anti science individuals causing medication and Healthcare
shortages.

2/18/2022 4:09 PM

61506

the unvaxxed are segregated, can't go out for dinner, hockey game football game and can't
even fly in my own country. But in MB the vaxxed are all sick and they can go anywhere,
makes no sense.

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61507

Masks, social distancing, less work options, less income, not allowed in places, loss of travel,
etc

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61508

It has cost me a lot of money that I don't have

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61509

It has separated family and friends. Closed our church. I was put in suspension from work
because of mandates

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61510

It’s been maddening to watch the inconsistent application of public health policy. e.g. High
school wrestling tournament can be held but NOT intramurals, basketball games are fine but
not community based archery, liquor stores stayed open, small independent bookstores nearly
run out of business

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61511

As far as I'm concerned, any mandates that have been put in place are protections to help as
many people as possible survive and are not restrictions. Besides losing a job at the very
beginning because I refused to put myself at risk, I haven't been too affected by the mandates
and I really appreciated what the Federal govt did to help me survive before I was able to find a
new job. Wearing a mask. Getting vaccinated. These are simple actions that an individual can
do to protect the larger society I live in. Living in a province with zero regard for peoples' health
(instead doing whatever it can for business on the backs of taxpayers) has been an
unfortunate experience as the Kenney government has done everything they could to frame
restrictions as "damaging" when there haven't been any lockdowns or real restrictions since
the start. We live in a society. There are responsibilities.

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61512

Lost my job

2/18/2022 4:08 PM
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61513

Severely restricted access to my elderly mother who is now in hospital and no family can visit
her. It is cruel and inhumane. Plus limiting socializing with family and friends has been
unacceptable. And making church attendance in person against the restrictions is ridiculous.
Our business has been detrimentally effected. I have been incredulous and embarrassed by
our Canadian government due to their draconian restrictions. No more! End all restrictions!

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61514

Can’t go to places without vaccine passport

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61515

Put me out of work .

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61516

Was unable to have a funeral for my Mom. Have left my job due to waiting for a surgery that
keeps getting pushed back. I have been alienated by family and friends due to vaccine status.
It is all been a ridiculous shit show!

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61517

essentially government induced depression. intense segregation in society not able to
participate in society.

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61518

Strained and lost friendships. Loss of social interaction. Unable to participate fully as a human
being and a citizen of the world. Feeling frustrated that the people in power are ignoring the
science.

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61519

Hasn’t changed much was still able to work

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61520

Mental health decline

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61521

How hasn't it? Ive lost my job, Ive lost friends, my family wont talk to me, Im treated as an
other in society because I cant take this vaccine because of the risks, but also cant get a
doctor to write an exemption. Its scary when you hear "this could be dangerous for you
because of your heart condition, but I cant give you an exemption because Ill face
investigation & possibly lose my license, so maybe just go to the hospital to get the vaccine,
in case something happens .... ugh .. even though its dangerous? My daughter, despite being
6, hasnt been able to go to school because I dont want her to be treated differently because
shes mask exempt. I can't get on plane to go to another province. Nor to leave this country.

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61522

It has kept me and my fellow Canadians safe and re affirmed my commitment and
responsibility to my neighbors health and safety. I am very grateful to the Canadian
government for doing all it could to keep Canadians safe

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61523

It’s affected my health and the health of my children… physically and mentally

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61524

Mentally: depression,anxiety,stress, thoughts of suicide Physically: Not invited to be with
family members on New Years Day for the first time in my 53 years(never thought my family
would do that), unable to gather with kids and grandkids when we wanted to, family members
forced to vax when they didn’t want to, not allowed to enter businesses because of no vax
pass, definitely drink way more than ever before, can’t find a job because of not being vaxxed,
HAD Covid in early 2020 so rely on my NATURAL immunity instead of vax

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61525

It took away my constitutional of free movement and travel. It isolated my children and my
family. My kid's life shrank to nothing.

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61526

Sadness depression anxiety

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61527

I am a sociable person and !y mental health has gone down immensely. I am mentally and
emotionally exhausted. I miss living a life of freedom.

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61528

Extremely elevated stress at the possibility of losing my job and ending my career if the
company I work for invokes mandatory gene therapy that I refuse to be an experimental
subject in. My teenage son suffers increasingly sever emotional instability due to the
lockdowns and mandates. My wife's health is in question and is suffering from increasingly
sever mental stress due to being coerced into taking the vaccine in order to keep her job.

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61529

It has went against my rights

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61530

I lost my job and finical stability, lost friends, lost my freedom of movement, become
depressed. Feeling hopeless. Lost out on activities and social gatherings.

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61531

loss of job, selling house, depression

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61532

I'm not working now

2/18/2022 4:08 PM
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61533

Negatively!! Lost all hope.

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61534

No travel, saving money with no restaurants, hockey games...

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61535

Very Costly

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61536

Cant visit my sick family in hospital. Cant legally gather in houses. Cant go to mcdonalds with
my kids. Cant coach hockey. My friends have lost teaching and trucking jobs. My kids are
kicked out of after school sports. Our gvt has broken the charter and has divided families with
lies and censorship

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61537

can't see loved ones,specialists,friends depression

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61538

Travel. Our small business are hurting. Diving Society with the vaccine passports

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61539

Physical health has vastly declined (used to play sports 2-3 days/week), my mental health has
vastly declined (on heavy anti anxiety meds), have lost friends, have lost faith in humanity
(strangers on the street)

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61540

These mandates have affected my life so much that I’ve considered killing my self for the first
time in my 34 years.

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61541

Not able to travel, indoor dining or concerts or sport events or any indoor gatherings to family
or other I retired early from my government job due to vaccine mandates

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61542

Haven’t left the house for 2 years. Believed I needed the two vaccine shots I got. Fearful and
anxiety causing sleep issues. Social isolation from my family

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61543

Divided my family

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61544

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61545

It kept us from being with our family.

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61546

As I am vaccinated, it has not directly affected me, other than the division I have seen on both
sides of this. It is sad that our PM has chosen to alienate those who chose not to get
vaccinated and call them names, demonizing them to the general public. It is sad when we
can’t have different opinions and accept that everyone is free to choose what goes into their
bodies. I have never seen such division in our country

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61547

Made it very stressful at times. Restrictions on freedom

2/18/2022 4:08 PM

61548

Lost my job

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61549

I’m considered “essential” what a joke that is because we all are.

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61550

I am unable to be vaxxed, i am prevented from working my career, travelling, or even
socializing. I am in great health so this is not logical.

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61551

It has kept me safe.

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61552

Can’t go anywhere or do anything. It’s total bullshit!!

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61553

Mental health issues in my family, including myself, lack of freedom to travel

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61554

DIVISION, persecution,DIVISION

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61555

Drinking Depression Lots family due to conflict over vaccine

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61556

It’s affected my children and their mental health. It’s divided my family. It’s been awful

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61557

It’s made it very difficult to do things in life.

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61558

Isolation, sadness

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61559

Mandate has divided family, step dad needs help and I can't go to help. he is 96. We have not
been able to have a funnel for our son who passed Jan 2020.

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61560

Forced me to get jab against my will to see my daughter dying of cancer. I will never forgive
my country. 70 years and I'm ashamed of Canada.

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61561

Threat of losing my job for not being vaccinated, and Trudeau said no one will lose their job
over COVID Dam lier

2/18/2022 4:07 PM
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61562

Affected everyone. It’s against the rights and freedoms of Canadians. Mentally straining to
watch a dictator moron run a country. Can’t even answer simple questions in the house. What
a joke.

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61563

My child is traumatized 😢

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61564

Financially / heath depression

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61565

Horribly… my husband has missed out on work, we have missed out on lots of our kids sports,
our kids have had to suffer with masks on at school and anywhere in public. I could go on
forever…

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61566

Changed me forever, my kids, my relationships, my job everything it’s sick.

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61567

Greatly increased the amount of stress, depression, frustration and isolation

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61568

In all ways

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61569

Compromised health and welfare

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61570

Having to undergo regular testing that is a medical act that I don't have a choice but to accept
otherwise I loose my job. Being treated different for my views, and being discriminated by our
own prime minister.

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61571

It has made it like I have no life.

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61572

Mental health has suffered because of them.

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61573

We have been excluded from many forms of learning (museums, art galleries, conservatories,
etc.), we have been excluded from gym (swimming, skating, sport complexes, etc). Since we
are a large family we have been excluded from family gatherings mandated to be apart while
my mother is in the end stages of life. The imminent threat of job loss of we don’t bend to
someone else’s health mandates when I completely disagree with the false science that is
reiterated to the public. Mistrust that has been wedged between patient/doctor and
constituents/politicians.

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61574

I have lost much respect for my fellow human beings, that is if they are truly human.

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61575

My father died alone in a fucking old folks home and he deserved a lot better. He worked for
over 40 years and paid his dues like I do now.... (economic disruption by globalist elitists and
federal level corruption as well as personal interest tied to jistin trudeau. He is a modern day
Adolf hitler I am taxed too much and also want to see the resignation of justin trudeau and all
authorities perpetrating violence and unlawful resistance towards peaceful protest I would also
like to see Canada reunited and the liberal party abolished as well as all iberal causes and the
prime Minister charged with treason and made to pay reparations and life imprisonment for
EACH ONE to be determined by a jury of Canadian peers. I'd even advocate and call for the
death sentence for treason if that was tabled but this is Canada. Thanks for a moment to hear
my anger

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61576

Forced me to be vaccinated or lose my job or face punitive testing at my cost. Made a born a
raised Canadian feel like a second rate citizen. Persecuted by both federal and provincial
government for my choices.

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61577

This entire “pandemic” has been very hard on my family and mental health. We have hidden
our under funded and under resources health care system and over crowded ICUs behind
COVID. It appears this has been no worse than a really bad flu season. It’s time to move on.

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61578

Lost business and it’s been a mental struggle every day

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61579

Stressful

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61580

Lost two years of my life I am 79 years

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61581

not allowed to get together with family or friends or travel

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61582

Lost my job

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61583

It has affecting my life in a negative manor. It caused me to lose a previous.

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61584

Drastically, financially , mentally , socially , mistrust government members , loss of faith in
Canada

2/18/2022 4:07 PM
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61585

Negatively

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61586

Division and fear have been introduced!

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61587

Omg where should I start . It has affected me and my family in so many ways , isolation ,
depressed , arguing , the list goes on and on , the tension between my wife and I . We need all
mandates stopped immediately and get some kind of normalcy back in our lives

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61588

A kit

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61589

No socialization for small children. Students academically behind. Children struggling with
speech.

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61590

No job

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61591

My job is at risk of being terminated

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61592

It's protect me, my loved ones and the vulnerable.

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61593

Restricted travel by air Limited access to purchase goods and services Injured my grandson
Created a division in family Woken me up to the evil that Trudeau represents with the WEF
Ensured I will never trust the government or police agencies

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61594

By creating discrimination and division in my community

2/18/2022 4:07 PM

61595

Negatively

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61596

It’s taken my freedom away

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61597

It's been an extremely negative influence on my environment. It has brought poverty and
suffering to many.

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61598

Negatively, added stress, lost confidence in Canda, our justice system and our political leaders
and voting system

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61599

My PTSD has shot through the roof. My baby sister died. February 09 2022. I couldn’t get to
her funeral. Because of the mandates. My depression has rose. My medication is too
expensive and ya. Suicide has crossed my mind But I gave My Life to God.. so it’s really not
mine to take. I’m 62 living on 6 ( six) thousand dollars a year. No work I’m confused pay rent
hydro and eat from a food bank that hands out … out dated products. How has this all effected
me. I HMFL!!!

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61600

Been isolated from friends and family

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61601

It has affected my mental, emotional and physical health

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61602

Financially, emotionally, mentally and has brought a huge division in our family and community.
I have never been through anything like this in my 67 years

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61603

mentally

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61604

My mental health

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61605

My 18 year old son is depressed in university. My daughter constantly gets nose bleeds from
wearing masks. My 3 year old has no idea what a normal life is. My children cannot do extra
curricular activities or go to places of amusement.

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61606

I didn't get vaccinated but did catch covid . I can't travel or go to a restaurant even though my
natural immunity is better and longer lasting then the vaccine.

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61607

what life I have had none for over 2 years since this began and I am sick of it. All this
quarantine crap is taking an toll on peoples mentality

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61608

It affected our family business and almost lost it. We were unable to be with a loved one when
she died. I was forced to vaccinate as a Healthcare Worker but didn't want it. I saw significant
depression in my son during lockdowns

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61609

In every way. Divided my family. Vaccines out multiple friends in hospital with heart surgeries,
stillborn births, shingles and lack of energy. Driven anxiety up in every students life I live with
and polarized my neighborhood….just to start.

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61610

Am isolated, unable to access pool for therapy, restaurants, no able to travel , caring for brain

2/18/2022 4:06 PM
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injured husband from our near fatal hit and run accident Oct.2019. Total change in our lives
which has been devastating
61611

I didn’t get Covid.

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61612

Family life has changed don’t see my 85 yr old father at all

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61613

They have hampered and stalled my FREEDOM!

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61614

Depression... financial hardship... isolation, quarantine, can't breathe with mask on, cannot
sing , worship attend sport go to Gym or restaurant or public places or concerts. Cannot travel.
Son force vaccinated now has heart disease😭

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61615

Spell extremely stressful for myself and my family, my children having to deal with mental
emotional and physical stress. We have been extremely concerned the past couple weeks with
the possibility of losing our business and our home if we are not able to work because of the
vaccine mandate for healthcare workers.

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61616

It has caused drinking and depression issues

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61617

Drastically

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61618

Mandates have done much more damage than covid. Once vaccines were widely available
they should have ended, all damage after that point has been unnecessary.

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61619

Loss of work!!! Loss of freedom to travel, eat out and attend concerts and gyms!!!

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61620

Depression, family separation, a divide in our neighborhood, workplace, family. Harassment
and bullying for my choice. Not being able to see my child in the group home.

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61621

It has affected my freedom to travel and my freedom to enter public places.

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61622

We are unv'd, so unable to fly from BC to Ontario to be with family, especially since we have a
parent in hospital. Masking is difficult for me while dealing with pulmonary embolisms. Can't go
to movies, most restaurants, etc.

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61623

It has totally negatively impacted my life. I do not want the great reset or the demonic new
world order. We will fight until they are all in jail for this fake and false plandemic. It has made
me stronger in my convictions and is a wake up call to the people of the planet!

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61624

I have not been able to travel to the USA to check on my property and I might lose my job
because of the mandates

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61625

It has affected relationships, my children, my family, our income. It has had a negative impact
on every aspect of life.

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61626

Mental health impact, financial impact

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61627

Mentally, socially and financially

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61628

I was kicked out of my working place and had to go virtual from home. Lucky one ...did not
lose my job. But feel like an outcast, like a lessen person being judge by society right now for
choosing my immune system do it's job. I am scared of the vaccine ...read and watche about
all the Covid injuries from the jab and from the nurses and doctors being sensured ....my body,
my choice ...but media made us out to look like people that don't give a shit about others
..which is far from being true. I am also worried for my family members that did take the jab
because they felt they had no choice.

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61629

Immensely, myself and my family have experiences stress, anxiety, loss of friends and ability
to do social things with the children, loss of sleep, career and school interruptions.

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61630

Didnt change a thing for me. I live my life as I wanted anyways. The Govt doesnt work or care
for the people ..only themselves. Ive never had faith in any Govt

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61631

It’s been de- humanising

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61632

The enemies to humanity have been exposed so they can be dealt with properly.

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61633

Mental health of me and my entire family!!!

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61634

Decreased employment, isolation, fear, divisive relationships. Concern for Canada's children.

2/18/2022 4:06 PM
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61635

marginally

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61636

The effects have been profound. These mandates have created divisiveness within our family
unit as well as in our friend circles. My issues with anxiety which were well controlled are now
back and insomnia profound.

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61637

It affects my well being

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61638

Putting fear in our lives dividing family and friends emotional support for loved ones during loss
of loved ones

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61639

My older kids have lost thier final grade 12 year as well both lost thier jobs due to v mandates.
My youngest is now homeschooled as she couldn’t stand wearing a mask at school

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61640

2 class system, division in family,

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61641

I’m very secluded now anxiety is almost crippling when I have to leave to go places Some
places I can’t go because I’m in capable of wearing a mask my neurologist has written me
exemption letter but some places don’t except them

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61642

Destroyed it. My wife and kids are shells of their previous selves.

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61643

I am 65 and have a hard time breathing with the mask. I feel that the government has
marginalized me

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61644

It has stole two years of my life (6%) it has taken 29% of my oldest boys life, 40% of my
middles sons life and my younger has never known what it’s like to not see others without
masks. It’s completely disgusting!

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61645

Isolated us, the vaccine free!

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61646

The employment rate in my area has not come back, the cost of living in my area is
unsustainable. I have lost my granddaughter due to refusal based on surgery’s available. I
have lost all my savings, and have no way to pay for dental work that is required for my health
and well-being. My children has been affected by this for the last two years in a population
that’s lower than 500. This has caused division in misunderstanding with my community,
Friends and family that was not intended for the well-being Of all. If we were to be reflecting
science, the data should be available. After two years and no funding really has been applied
to healthcare, just more restrictions

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61647

My breathing my mental health divide with friends and family

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61648

How has it not affected my life? Lock downs, unable to visit family and friends, inability to
travel, forced vaccinations, all resulting in diminished Mental health.

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61649

As a person who suffers from anxiety it has made things very difficult . on top of my own fears
and stress Of becoming ill , I now have even more stress watching Society pull apart and there
is so much fear fuelled hatred everywhere .

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61650

Not much. it's about our freedom and our rights as Canadians.

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61651

Depression, wanting to die, mental and emotional suffering, loss of friends and dreams,
anxiety, fear-based and judgmental environment everywhere, etc.

2/18/2022 4:06 PM

61652

Made it so we can’t go anywhere

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61653

Kept me alive

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61654

Lost my business in 2020, deep dark hole of depression until Aug 2021, haven't been or had a
friend over in 2 years, no vacation, feeling of being trapped is mentally & emotionally draining.

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61655

Relationships have crumbled. Divisiveness

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61656

Ruined it

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61657

The mandates of these vaccines has put me on leave without pay since November for not
disclosing my medical information. My 20 year career with the city of Ottawa is on the line for
termination April 1st. This is illegal and unscientifically driven. End the mandates

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61658

My son lost his job My husband lost his life

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61659

definitely inconvenienced but if it means my immune compromised family members and

2/18/2022 4:05 PM
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customers I serve can remain safe, I'm all good.
61660

.... depression/isolated/not having a free will

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61661

Not being able to be a part of society example restaurants gyms sports when we pay taxes,
depression, not allowed in hospitals long term care facilities

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61662

As a senior citizen I am not allowed any social activities and am barred from church because I
do not have a vaccine passport.

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61663

Chronic anxiety and depression. Loss of income. Not able to travel to reconnect with family.

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61664

Depression anxiety disorder

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61665

As a disabled Canadian with a compromised immune system - these mandates have MADE
me sicker!!!!!

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61666

Don’t even ask . I know of no one that has died of Covid yet 13 family members and friends
have died of the vaccine . And I couldn’t attend any of their funerals

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61667

Families havent been able to visit with each other. If we dont have family we have nothing.

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61668

every aspect

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61669

Lost 2 years of my life,freedom is what Canada stands for.Sad day for Canada

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61670

Affected my mental health

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61671

Just less social but it's kept my family safe.

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61672

Many of my family members have myocarditis now. One particular family member is also full
of blood clots and a painful red rash all over his body and he is dying. My family was told to
get the moderna vaccine. I feel like I'm not getting any oxygen when I wear my mask at work
and I often get dizzy wearing it. I believe it is impeding my health. I also have skin and wearing
masks has severely damaged my skin. It has also injured me financially, as my employer
makes me pay for a box of covid rapid tests once a week because I am unvaccinated. I
believe this is tyrannical and I no longer have any faith in my government or alberta health
services.

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61673

It has affected my freedom as a human being

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61674

It has kept my family healthy and lead to us spending more time outdoors together.

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61675

Very limited on what I can do. Feeling of isolation. My children are getting depressed at school

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61676

Mentally and socially

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61677

Can’t go out to eat, turned me into a second class citizen! Mental health!

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61678

This has created division between family and friends. The vaccine free people have become
second class citizens. United we stand , divided we fall. We want our country back.

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61679

I got fired for not agreeing with the mandates

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61680

My kids are not allowed to be kids

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61681

It has affected my life in the sense that I can’t agree with the government violating the charter
of rights and freedom. Our right to choose the injection or not.

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61682

I feel safer

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61683

Slowed businesses and harder to survive. Our divided population has more distrust and
contempt. These unnecessary and often failed useless mandates are more of an
inconvenience. My life has been largely unaffected by the mandates as I chose to ignore them
whenever I can sometimes not without a fight. Also the supply chain disruption.

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61684

Destroyed my business, ruined friendships, caused mental hardship

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61685

My mental health has hit an all time low. My business has seen no customers I've lost family
and friends because I have a different opinion then them

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61686

Financially

2/18/2022 4:05 PM
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61687

Lost my mind, becoming extremely irritated easily I’m not a good father now…

2/18/2022 4:05 PM

61688

It has made me miserable and anxious about the state of this country and the world.

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61689

Every way! My whole life is upside down. Emotional physical mental my marriage is broken
our family is divided Trudeau his a traitor! His evil and dosent care about Canadians that is
how i feel. Canada become a scary country Trudeau and his buddies wrecked this beautiful
country. Mandates and liberals needs to go Police have to start serving the canadians not the
evil Liberals.

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61690

By making narcissists inconvenienced and annoying

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61691

Not much

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61692

Took away our freedom!!!!!

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61693

It has greatly affected me to not see my children and grandchildren for long periods at a time.
Also wearing a mask at work all the time really hindered my breathing. I also can’t stand the
thought of my grandchildren having to wear a mask while at school.

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61694

I have two teenage daughters that are both suffering from mental illness since the mandates
and lock downs were implemented.

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61695

I'm getting fat sitting at home

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61696

Prevented me from seeing my family on the other side of the country. Not seeing babies being
born or getting to see them grow up. Not being allowed the same liberties as others and being
treated like a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61697

I go nowhere. I cannot go see my mother who lives at a seniors home. She is 92 and has
congestive heart failure.

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61698

I lost my Of my daughter who suffered with depression as a result of lack of structure in
school allowing to see her friends

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61699

Bullied because I can’t wear a mask. Treated like I’m a leper. Can’t travel. Can’t eat out.
Shopping is no longer pleasurable. Haven’t had extended family celebrations because too
many people fear the lies and the rules and restrictions that are based on the lies.

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61700

Negatively

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61701

Community division and mental health decline

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61702

These protections have kept me and my loved ones safe from preventable disease and long
term effects of COVID

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61703

I am 56 years old and am having to take antidepressants for the first time in my life, and I see
a councillor once a week!

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61704

It hasn’t because I’m a responsible individual

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61705

The last 2 years have been miserable. My father passed away, my daughter had life changing
surgery in Montreal and NO ONE could come see us. We were there 3 weeks. My daughters
have been struggling with online learning. They both HATE IT! My mother in law passed away.
This has gone on long enough!!!

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61706

I lost my travel agency, I lost my restaurant, I'm getting no more support from the government.
I'm tired of Trudeau saying he has taken care of all Canadians. He isn't doing anything but
sinking his own boat.

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61707

Its effected every aspect of it.

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61708

I have lost my job

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61709

Can’t visit family in Great Britain. Can’t go to restaurants, meet with friends. Can’t enjoy life
like before.

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61710

I have to war masks every day for work and I have limited my social circle and outings. But if
that helps others NOT get sick, I'll do it.

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61711

Just after moving to a new province everything was shut down so we haven’t been able to
experience our new home city and get to know people

2/18/2022 4:04 PM
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61712

As an immigrant who had to flee my own birth country as a child from government's tyranny
and injustice, and whom has called Canada my home for nearly 30 years this July. I love this
country for what it was and what it stood for, for many years. In the last several years I have
watched our country being turned upside down, and families, and friends being divided based
on political science as opposed to medical science. It absolutely breaks my heart beyond
words to see this beautiful country crumbling at an alarming rate under the dictatorship of Mr
Trudeau and the Liberal Party along with Mr Jagmeet Singh and his racist remarks. Our
government has fallen hard, and the lack of transparency, the lack of confidence in their
actions, and the corruption that is playing out in plain view through our mainstream media is
simply criminal, given we are a democratic country. As for watching what is unfolding in the
house of commons in the last few days, it honestly feels like we are in a psyops. As a
Canadian Citizen of almost 30 years I have never before felt more worried, scared and fearful
for all of our future, especially for our children under the current Liberal government. In my
opinion Mr. Trudeau has lost this way a long time ago. He unfortunately has failed Canada, and
us as Canadian citizens. He is not conducting himself as a leader, he is conducting himself
like a dictator. As a Canadian and law abiding citizen, I have lost all confidence in our current
government as a whole. In fact given Mr. Trudeau's actions, lack of leadership, transparency,
and extreme measures including insulting Parliament members are absolutely disgraceful, and
embarrassing on a global scale. Afterall all that, the mandates of the last two years have
impacted not only myself but my family in many negative aspects. As a mother, wife and a
health care professional, I have witnessed tremendous suffering on all aspects. As a mother of
an 11 year old daughter whom is an only child is struggling on all fronts of life despite of
providing as much help and support as humanly possible. The sheer anxiety, negative
thoughts, sadness, restlessness, feeling of not belonging, feeling of hopelessness which has
set in for millions across the country as the goal posts keep moving and contradicting
information/actions are being displayed. We are a living human beings that are made of
emotions, feelings and we are social beings. Our children are part of our most vulnerable
sector of this nightmare, along with seniors, people with disabilities, and residents in our
personal care homes. I truly wish that people in power, politicians, CEOs, managers, listened
to what the people are saying and not just going and following orders. I understand that health
and safety is important to take into account but having to work through these past two years
as a recreational facilitator in a PCH, and having first hand experiences with residents, and
listening to their frustrations, seeing how the isolation, and segregation from their loved ones
has done to them. Not only the consequences are psychological but these mandates,
restrictions and lockdowns have put them in a situation of pure neglect, of the lack of care that
they have endured. By having no family by their side left them more vulnerable then ever. The
governments mandates created shortages, and indirectly caused their lack of care and created
a heavy staff burnout. I'm not sure if these words will ever reach anyone who truly cares and
understands the vast trauma that these measures are put in place, have caused. Truly these
measures, caused far more trauma then the virus itself. God Bless Us All 💜

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61713

Division in our church. Even though we recovered from Covid in the fall, we are not being
recognized for natural immunity and freedom of travel and dining.

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61714

It has caused divisive rifts in my family, my community and my country. And it all needs to
stop. Corona virus is no longer a threat

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61715

To many ways to list, all negatvie

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61716

In Many ways. But the most heart breaking is my elderly mother, she is scared to have anyone
over, she is depressed and very lonley. My son and I dont get the same medical care as
before covid mandates. Stress levels are high. The deviation in my family over vaxxed and
vaxxed free , has cut some of my family apart, jobs are hard to come by for free people. How
this is affecting my children is heartbreaking. The price of everything is becoming unaffordable

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61717

Has everyone scared to go anywhere

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61718

It’s impacted my job, my spouses job, my children’s ability to easily participate in
extracurricular activities, easily attend public and post secondary education and has had a
negative affect on their mental health and social development

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61719

As a person who chose not to be vaccinated I am unable to fly, which means I can not visit
my (also unvaccinated) daughter in BC.

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61720

The only affect has been wearing masks when shopping, which I am happy to do!!!!!

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61721

Lost my job

2/18/2022 4:04 PM
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61722

Couldn't work for a while, got severe depression and family got divided

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61723

Mental health deterioration

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61724

it has improved my safety

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61725

Have become reclusive because of restrictions.

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61726

Hadnt

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61727

No freedom don’t like being told what to do need new leadership

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61728

I had a mental breakdown and went into a depression due to true mandate at work. I was off
for awhile until they decided to allow us to to rapid testing. My kids’ marks in school have
declined over the last two years as has their mental health.

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61729

Financially and mentally devastating

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61730

Made my Faith stronger, knowing Jesus Cares and has the last Word! He is a Just Justice!
John 3:16

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61731

The first vaccine has greatly affected our family because of injury to the heart, eyes and
reproductive system. Therefore ended up losing the job. And there was no compensation
granted which has greatly affected us financially. It has also greatly affected our children
because of not being able to socialize with friends. And not being able to do swimming lessons
sports which day so enjoy. All these mandates have done to this country is more Harm than
good, isolation and separation causes division which we can see is the worst thing that has
happened to mankind

2/18/2022 4:04 PM

61732

They have severely adversely affected the mental and physical health of me and my family.

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61733

It sucks

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61734

Harm my children’s heath

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61735

I am sooooo ALONE…have NO no family THEREFORE I NEED MY FREEDOM BACK …MY
GOD GIVEN HUMAN RIGHTS- To CHOOSE FOR MYSELF WHAT IS GOOD AND NOT
GOOD FOR ME ! THANK YOU !! And To live a FREE life - I AM NOT A SLAVE !

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61736

Cannot watch my grandchildren play sports, cannot eat in a restaurant, cannot travel, forced to
wear a mask and my daughter was forced to take the shot or lose her job

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61737

It has hindered my university experience, I have dealt with bullying issues because of the
government mandates.

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61738

Lost a love one who died alone

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61739

My husband lost his job, my son was kicked out of his post secondary institution. Locked into
a student loan when he did not receive classes. My surgery was held off and now im being
forced back to work and Im not properly healed from spine surgery.

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61740

Depression

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61741

Still covid free and living my life. Even went to Mexico :)

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61742

Restricted travel to other places & also where & what we could do in our own areas

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61743

I was forced to get vaccinated if I wanted to keep my job. Fortunately, I was able to find
another that didn't require it.

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61744

I have lost my sense of identity/strength but have felt revitalized since this movement.

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61745

As a single mom with day cares shut down it was a nightmare . Unable to watch my son play
hockey is beyond unfair

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61746

My wife and I would like to go out for dinner with friends and family. This is causing
depression. We understand that some people have taken the vaccine but they did it relatively
voluntarily. We will not be forced.

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61747

Made it tough and hard to survive as a small business

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61748

Negatively(divisions-lost friends)

2/18/2022 4:03 PM
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61749

I am alone and feel like nobody caes. I have no one to talk to and competely losong hope.
Cant go any where. Feel all alone and is very depressing being separated from everyone

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61750

Not good for my health.

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61751

Its taking my freedom away

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61752

It has restricted my movement everywhere, could not see my mother in her final day's, kept
me from getting out with my wife for entertainment, separated both our family's,,can't see our 8
grandchildren etc,etc.

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61753

I didn't get covid.

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61754

Hasn't affected my life that badly but I know people that it has affected pretty bad

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61755

Restricted my travel, eating out, and who and how many people l could mingle with

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61756

unjust lock downs, unable to go see my parents. my parents missed the first 6 months of their
new grand daughter. my kids not being able to have their birthday parties. enough is enough
with the stupid mandates for a flue.

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61757

Spiritual, emotional, physical, mental.

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61758

It has caused me to question the validity of our democracy as well as my freedoms and rights
as a citizen. Simple logic has made our current leaders look like fools with only money to gain.

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61759

I have been bullied, shamed, ostracized, segregated, have lost family and friends socially,
mentally, emotionally and physically. Have avoided medical appointments for possible life
threatening issues, my children have list friends, suffer from anxiety and depression, failing in
school, developed addictions. I lost my job, unable to visit my elderly mum who lives in
mexico and because i am unvaccinated was forbidden to see my healthy dad before he
dropped dead of a heart attack after receiving his booster. My partner has been kept from his
father who is in late stages of Alzheimer’s and now is unable to accompany his mother who
was diagnosed with an aggressive type of stage 4 breast cancer after receiving her booster. I
could go on….

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61760

Terrible depression locked up

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61761

Like everyone else ... nothing more or less.

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61762

I'm fed up with the masks and tests

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61763

Made my job harder, my cost of living higher, makes it difficult to travel or stay connected with
family friends and colleagues

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61764

I am a grandmother of 12 & have 7 greatgrandchildren, This contrived global hoax has had
devastating effects on our freedom & choices, not to mention the thousands of people,
children included that have devastating injuries from these mNRA shots! This tyranny needs to
stop! Freedom Is Essential! Trudeau & the people making his decisions need to be arrested
and charged with coercion & Genocide!! Enough! My family & every other Canadian family
need to have their Freedom & Rights restored according to the law & The Canadian Charter....

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61765

I cant get a job. My kids cant participate in activities like going to movies, swimming, skating,
playing sports. Etc.

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61766

Mentally and socially. Within our commu it and friend groups it's been terrible and we've
become divided. Scared to say your opinion

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61767

Not good can’t go anywhere feel like a prison

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61768

The mismanagement and cruelty of lockdowns and masks have been an obscenely damaging
event for all people. The masks we were forced to wear were dehumanizing and terribly hard to
breathe through. A simple instruction to stay home when sick would have been enough! The
terrible measures will affect people for years to come.

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61769

Besides feeling a criminal for being mask exempt, we’ve faced a legal battle with possible loss
of employment.

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61770

It has affected my life in every aspect. Financially. Socially. Mentally. Emotionally. Physically.
Every type of way you can think of.

2/18/2022 4:03 PM
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61771

Work, travel,freedom,family

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61772

The misinformation from media and government has divided family and friends.

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61773

Heart issues...anxiety

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61774

Sucks, bad, worst time of my life

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61775

Kept me alive. Saved my Family

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61776

Mainly with visiting senior in LTC.

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61777

heavy unnecessary stress

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61778

Highly affected

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61779

depression, poverty, debt, watched my son become an alcoholic, general mistrust of all
institutions

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61780

Stress from ridiculous testing required before and after travel. Patients being denied basic
diagnosis due to perceived fear that they will become ill if they visit a hospital or Drs office.
Stress of loneliness and fear fueled by mainstream media outlets. Separation of couples and
families living in different geographical areas/countries. Educational opportunities comprised
due to missing classes. Delayed social development in children due to isolation. I could go on
for pages!!

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61781

Oppresed

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61782

Stress, finance, depression, suicidal, alcoholism health, lost my friends, division in family,
travelling, lost of business...

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61783

Haven't been able to watch my kids play sports. I feel trapped in my own country. I feel
ridiculed by government and people for my beliefs and knowledge. I am sickened by our prime
minister and the hold he has on mainstream media and those who follow blindly.

2/18/2022 4:03 PM

61784

Lost hours at work and mental stress went up

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61785

Covid has affected our lives and mandates keep us safe

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61786

Loss of meaning, loss of friendships, loss of freedoms.

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61787

Torn relationships due to opposing views, feeling forced into doing things I don’t think are
necessary or helpful at this time

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61788

I have been effexted Negativity emotionally to mentally by the mandates. I am very
dissapoitned in how things have been handled.

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61789

Loss of employment/Had to sell our home/Currently homeless and staying in a trailer

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61790

It's affected my health mentally, physically, emotionally and spiritually. It has separated me
from friends and family and Co workers who are ridiculing one another and causing much pain
and division. Much is irreparable. It's been devastating! It has destroyed my faith in the human
race.

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61791

Mentally

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61792

I haven't traveled, I haven't seen my family as often as I'd like, I quit my job so I could work
from home with my family, my husband's business has been stressful, my kids have missed
out on activities and school and sports... but we've done it because it means our whole
community is safer. I live in a region with aggressive public health policies and I'm grateful for
the compliance in our community. Of course I'd like to be able to do more again, but not at the
expense of people's LIVES.

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61793

I’m miserable

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61794

Taken away all our rights and privileges!!

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61795

Community division, mental health decline, lack of celebrations due to mandates.

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61796

It has caused a strain on many relationships and lost others. I have struggled in my mental
health and isolation being a stay at home mother of 3 young children. I miscarried in 2020 after
the virus outbreak and my husband was not allowed to be with me because of restrictions. I

2/18/2022 4:02 PM
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was left unattended in a waiting room for 3 hours crying and bleeding profusely losing my baby
in a room of strangers with zero support. Staff never checked on me until they realized I was
bleeding everywhere. I have suffered severe mental trauma since. I was pregnant and
delivered another baby since that tragedy who was born healthy but told to mask during labor
and delivery which resulted in panic and difficulty breathing. A kind nurse removed my mask
seeing my distress and admonishing these measures in circumstances where they are
unreasonable. My children have experienced social and language delays due to masking and
distancing. I have not been able to take my children out of the house much at all because
masking upsets them and causes tantrums. My 4 year old is experiencing emotional insecurity
as she's been forced half her life to stay away from those who love her or they've chosen to
stay away. My family has experienced trauma losing loved ones to adverse reactions and their
experience has been gaslit and mocked. Others have experienced reactions themselves and
been labeled crazy for speaking up on their experience. Based on the experiences of those I
love and hearing many other stories similar and because I've had covid and this vaccine does
not stop transmission I don't see a reason to vaccinate myself. I don't trust the safety as much
as its being pushed and I will not risk my children based on an assumption of safety. Because
of this I have not been allowed to see my grandmother who is in a nursing home, take my
children in any public setting that was not deemed essential nor travel to see family members
in my own country. Though my province has lifted vaccine restrictions there are still multiple
provinces I can't go to do anything or take the time needed to drive rather than fly. Before
vaccine requirements I couldn't visit my grandmother due to lockdown restrictions. My
grandmother who has dementia and has no understanding of whats happening but believes her
family abandoned her. My family in the states have had an extremely difficult time coming to
visit home despite being vaccinated and having had covid. My sister had been denied medical
care when she was not breathing despite having gotten and recovering from covid because she
was not vaccinated, she ended up getting it against her will so she could maintain relationships
and be treated like a normal person. Yes the protests are an inconvenience but I believe a
necessary evil to check our government because they are not listening to Canadians. We have
been struggling and hurt and they are not listening.
61797

Cost us our livehood, friends neighbours are divided, public was ied to by media, the real
fallout is yet to be felt,, many people were and, are being murdered by experimental vaxx,
prograns

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61798

Isolated me from friends and family. Created a horrible divide with friends and family. Made life
harder as everything is more expensive. Caused me to drink more.

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61799

Kept me safe and my family alive.

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61800

Lost my Job

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61801

What life??? It was all taken away!!!

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61802

My job title is affected as a health professional

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61803

My family and I are healthy and covid-free.

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61804

Fear among my friends have resulted in loss if Interactions.

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61805

Mental illness, abuse, family division, friend division, anxiety, depression, violence

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61806

Depression, anxiety of children, affected job hours=less pay,

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61807

It hasnt

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61808

Job lose. Illegal, unconstitutional fines, lose of freedoms and access to basic needs, including
things I pay taxes for. Communist rule under way through Trudeau. He's out of control.

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61809

Fear and stress over losing job

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61810

In every way it could

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61811

Breaking up family life

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61812

I was my father's caregiver. I drove him to his appointments, his surgeries and as many other
tasks that he needed. Well I lost him, he died April 9, 2021 and due to all of this crap, I wasn't
able to have a proper funeral for him, and when I was able to celebrate his life is was almost 4
months later. Having to deal with grief and non closure for that long has affected my mental
health recently. I am suffering more and more from social anxiety from all the withdrawal of

2/18/2022 4:02 PM
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human interaction, that's hard for a social butterfly that bases her life off of human interaction.
Working in a factory, having to do physical labour wearing a mask is incredibly difficult for
breathing and regulating body temperature. I have watched my only favourite restaurant open
and close so many times over the last two years, I don't know how they can keep their lights
on, but their doing it and even though I can't eat in, I do take out every chance I get which is
the weekend breakfast every weekend their open! I've lost family and friends because I am
now considered dirty and unvaxxed, I'm thw germ carrier, yet every test I do, is negative and I
have vaxxed friends with covid... What the heck is the point? I know I am not alone! And my
heart bleeds for everyone who has gone through losing a parent in the last two years!
61813

Wife had to vaccinate in order to work even though we didn’t want her to. My young children
are masked at school even though masks are now proven not to stop anything. Their sports
and clubs have been effected.

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61814

Bullying, Harassment in every aspect of daily life activity....work, family, shopping, ability to
travel including for children's health care needs, hate crimes against my family having had the
snowbank infront of my home spray painted "beware of natzys" with an arrow pointing at my
house for having a sign on the end of my driveway that reads "Unite Canada" "No Mandates".
Constant bombardment of scare tactics by governments at all levels (municipal, provincial and
federal). False representation on levels of risk related to covid.

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61815

Family Separation

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61816

Made my family safe

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61817

Not being able to breathe, not being able to spend Christmas with grandchildren, separated
from family, not being able to live freely, go to social events, division in family and friends

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61818

Mental stess

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61819

Added stress . Everyone is divided and it is causing so many people grief !!

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61820

Social exclusion

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61821

Mentally, the isolation from people has been extremely difficult

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61822

They have stolen my freedoms

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61823

living in a lot of seclusion have been severely depressed at times-cannot see people I love living inconstant fear is no fun-my husband could lose his job at any time

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61824

Can’t see family . Being bulled to get shot to work. Damage family children and grandchildren
with shot. Government corruption, never thought I’d see this happen in CANADA.💕🇨🇦💕🇨🇦😢😢😢

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61825

Limited my employment opportunities. Hampered my social life. Led to anxiety and
depression. Fear of hospitals and medical personnel.

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61826

Negatively. Prisoner in my own country and I want to leave somewhere safer from the
overreaching government

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61827

Impedes my god given rights of freedom

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61828

Too much discrimination on personal health choices, socializing, invasion of privacy through
both.

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61829

It’s divide family…friends…treated as a second class citizen…absolute sham!

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61830

It has brought our economy down. Families in Canada has been separated. We use to be
friendly Canada. I have a 14 and 6 year old I want them to love living here to be able to make
their own medical decisions with their body. I want to have grand babies who I can watch grow
if that is my faith in this world. But we have to keep our Country free to do this!

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61831

I’m so many ways. Many of my freedoms that are in my constitutional rights have been taken
away from me. It should be my choice if I want to put something in my body that I feel can
harm me

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61832

I feel that I dont have my freedoom anymore

2/18/2022 4:02 PM

61833

It is hell living in a country being taken over by foreign nepharious interests. Utter hell. The
tyrannical corporate technocrats need to be removed and imprisoned while awaiting trial.

2/18/2022 4:02 PM
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61834

My family is treated as second class citizens even though we are taxpayers and are entitled to
all services as any other Canadian citizen. Horrific what has happened in our country.

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61835

Not being able to watch kids sports and them not being able to play. High school Graduation
and was extremely disappointing … kids missed so much.

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61836

Forced to get it or loose my job

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61837

not

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61838

Unable to bring my children to activities which has majorly impacted their mental health.
Facing discrimination and hate because I have a health condition that restricts me from being
vaccinated.

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61839

Want my God given right to chose what goes into my body

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61840

So many friends have missed out on opportunities to travel or enjoy a meal out. The masks
make my anxiety way worse, I find it hard to breathe and unnecessary. They haven’t worked
from the beginning. Kids especially should not ever be wearing a mask.

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61841

Community and love for all keeps my heart beating. The division and hatred that has
culminated from these impositions should be classified as crimes against humanity.

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61842

I a disabled and have multiple comorbidities, mandates let me go public places safely.

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61843

Loosing loved ones & not being able to be by there side as there dying is not ok & is wrong

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61844

Horably

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61845

I cant celebrate any holidays or special occasion with my family

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61846

Stay home, and minimize my shopping because I hate wearing a mask!

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61847

Mental health concerns Loss of job Family/friends/church split Unable to see family abroad

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61848

It has affected in every way you think possible. Unnecessary!

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61849

Greatly

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61850

cannot travel. Almost impossible to get a job. Cannot have funeral for my Father who passed
away Jan 2021. My Mother, who is in elderly care home, is totally isolated and imprisoned.
She has not left the property in 27 months; THAT is elderly abuse. RCMP monitor me with
ArrivCan app - I do not want gov't surveillance. Neighbours are encouraged to snitch on
neighbours.

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61851

My children are suffering in school, both from masking and from lockdowns

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61852

Lost jobs, lost health benefits, lost family members to suicide, severe anxiety attacks from
mask wearing, alienation from peers and family

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61853

Can’t do anything. Have no freedoms and we said discrimination was bad when it was women
and people of colour. Now it’s everyone and it’s not a problem? Okay for sure.

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61854

My mom is in a personal care home in Winnipeg. The mandates have self-isolated her,
affected her mental health, and unfortunately her personal care. These segregation tactics
should have never been mandated. Shame on Manitoba and Canada for treating it’s citizens
like scum. It’s heartbreaking to not visit my mom for months on end all because the
government thinks it’s for their health. Health is a broad spectrum that includes mental health
and I would argue mental health is equally as important as physical.

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61855

My family dynamic has completely changed & has split. It’s heartbreaking.

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61856

Clients are refusing normal service and other employment is very hard to find with the
restrictions. I don't have enough finances to go grocery shopping as I did and bill paying is
late. It's a struggle. I see health being negatively impacted by everyone who has had the
experimental shot that I see and I know some who have died following it. I think that is the
most appalling thing. I also see how many good people have lost their job merely because they
are looking after their own health and are choosing to share their concerns with others. Most
are not fully informed and many are under great duress to take shots. That is so disturbing.
Mandates have also restricted me from participating fully in life with those I love, even though I
am healthy. I see how society has become divided because of mandates. I have been

2/18/2022 4:01 PM
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marginalized, demeaned and belittled even by some close to me as I have made different
choices. Privacy feels violated too when strangers are wanting to know medical information. It
has been very difficult to do physical work with a mask too. There is so much that makes no
common sense in approach. On the positive side, my faith grows deeper and I am grateful for
the grace of God in Jesus to sustain. It does not make mandates right but it is the only thing
that gives me peace and hope.
61857

We have not been able to go for supper, missed our kids play activities, visit family or friends
out kids mental health has suffered, my mental health has suffer. Loss of income, alcohol
addiction in family members, extreme extreme stress which is impacting our lives. Family
member unable to have hip surgery because of his personal choice not to get vaccinated.
Stigma from family, friends and community for vaccination choice.

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61858

It has taken my choices away. Very little socializing and less time with family and friends. I
think it’s affected mental health!!

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61859

Wife can’t work

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61860

Terribly its absolutely ridiculous other countries are letting down there has been a pandemic
around a century ago and 2 centuries ago and every past century and most of the civilization
lives theought my though on this is sure masks are ok but like this is pretty darn stupid to go
through all this shit our country is becoming a shit hole cause of trudo I thought he was fine
then th pandemic started and now he's fucked us all over... so many people have lost there
jobs and ended up on the streets cause they can't evwn find a minimum wage job and more
and more suicides are happening then before on top of the social media is being more screwed
up... the vaccin mandate is dumb period like if you want to be safe cool take it... if you don't
jusy dont your problem.... if someone has the vaccine they are more safe, but besides that
you can still get covid and to be honest get over if death is inevitable anyways... that's my
though and a lot of others too not think about it.

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61861

I lost my job in October 2021 due to mask mandates just received EI money almost lost my
house due to back payments

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61862

No contact with any family members. Alone in my home with most of society to afraid to be
around someone unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61863

Well.... my children have suffered mentally from lockdowns and restrictions. My work
environment has become far more stressful than necessary and my friends and community
acquaintances have become divisive and sadly less connected.

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61864

Badly

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61865

What life? End all mandates

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61866

Emotionally (Depression and anxiety), socially (Isolation from community of faith and family
/friends), financially and physically (weight gain) .

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61867

Unvaxxed, locked in my own country. Can’t go out for dinner or to a hockey game or concert.
Prisoner in my own “free” country!

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61868

Increased the price of everything making life harder

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61869

The mandate has caused much damage to my mental and physical health. I have not been
able to go to my local community center to exercise, meet with friends and family for meals
and other social activities, go to restaurants, movies concerts, park at local beaches,
participate at church events. My breathing and health has been jeopardized by the constant
use of mask as I have asthma. All the enjoyable things in my life including working as PSW
and volunteering have been suspended. I live alone and this constant isolation has had many
negative repercussions. I just want to get back to some normal quality of life again.

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61870

😭😭😭

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61871

I can not openly express my views without being shamed. I can not go places with my family.

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61872

Having to pay out of my own pocket, for covid testing, in order to keep my job! In this FREE
country I was born in!

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61873

My work and health

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61874

By keeping me from my family lost friends lost work

2/18/2022 4:01 PM
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61875

Depression. Near divorce from division. Coercion to get vaccine to keep my job. Yet took
vaccine and ended up very sick.

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61876

I was forced to be injected with a fraudulent experimental gene therapy product that does not
give immunity nor does it prevent transmission. I have to watch my JK son put on a face
diaper every day to go to school even though masks have been proven to be next to useless
in most studies throughout the world.

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61877

Have hardly ever seen any of my family for the last two years. Being forced to wear masks
with copd makes me panic and hard to breathe. Almost never leave my home because of the
mask mandate.

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61878

Unable to visit with family & friends, unable to travel freely, unable to have real dr appts,
fearing from govt repercussions, listening to bs from msm

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61879

Abuse of power should never be allowed especially in Canada. Shame on these leaders.

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61880

It has led to some depression and anxiety, especially with the concern around my elderly
parents. It has been extremely difficult being separated from loved ones as well as our church
community.

2/18/2022 4:01 PM

61881

Not being allowed into restaurants to eat a meal with out a vax pass

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61882

Can’t do anything

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61883

The stress and anxiety from Canada clearly being turned into a communist state is
unexceptable and needs to STOP! Everyone who is apart of the Treason to Canadians,
misuse of our tax funds needs to be held accountable.

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61884

Mental health of people around me. Wife lost job. Student restrictions.

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61885

Not Much, I'm a healthy retired , mostly socializing with my siblings

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61886

I have been serverly depressed and anxious everyday of my life. It’s hard to get out of bed in
the morning when there is nothing to look forward to. I can’t breathe under the masks I have to
wear for 8 hours a day at work. I can’t go out with my family or friends and enjoy life. I can’t
focus on my own life and personal goals because of the mandates and what is happening in
our country. Everywhere I look people are arguing about the vaccine/mandates. Everyone is
scared all of the time. The mandates have ruined my life and so many other lives.

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61887

….

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61888

The mandates have taken my ability to be employed. I work for ironically for the Feds and was
placed on LWOP in November and so far 3 months in am still not receiving EI. My
granddaughter is denied her childhood vaccinations at 2 years of age because her mother is
not vaxxed. I am so full of anger on a daily basis and full of despair. Now we are all victims of
discrimination by a sock boy that is the poster child for hatred . He is a coward, a tyrant and
needs to be taken out of power asap. The police and others who are victimizing our Freedom
Convoy are no different and should be locked up for life. I want the Canada that I used to Love
back. This seriously needs to end before it gets any worse if that's even possible.

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61889

The vaccine mandate forced me to choose between losing my job or taking a medical
procedure I do not need nor want. I chose the path less travelled. I chose freedom.

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61890

Je suis très nerveuse parce que j'ai peur en l'avenir . Je pleure pour mes petits enfants que
vont vont t-ils devenir ,ils onts perdu une partie de leur jeunesse à cause de ces règle
absurdes ect,ect

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61891

My kids haven’t been able to see or play with friends. I hear so many heartbreaking stories of
people unable to be with loved ones as they pass. I was unable to attend my own
grandmothers funeral. The minuscule chance of getting sick and dying from this virus are so
inconsequential compared to the mental toll this is taking on everyone, especially kids. I’ve
had my own 14 yr old tell me a couple of times over the last year that he just doesn’t see why
it’s worth being here anymore 😔 Please don’t make our kids suffer anymore than they have. It
is NIT their “responsibility “ to protect grown adults. If you’re afraid, or immune compromised,
do what you’ve always done to protect yourself. It’s like we’re living in opposite world,
NOTHING makes sense!

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61892

Had to leave the Country to Mexico. My Wife was not born in Canada and us not allowed to go

2/18/2022 4:00 PM
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to Canada without injections.
61893

Friends and some family no longer speaking due to differing opinions.

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61894

I am in depression and sick of the lies.

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61895

Many ways. I am a health care worker who was on the front lines from the beginning of covid
19. I was not concerned of the virus due to being around many different people from many
different countries throughout my employment. I believe my immunity as well as my infectious
disease training would be sufficient enough. I know my body well enough if I felt run down I
would take work off to prevent myself from getting sicker ahead of time therefore I would not
be a threat to anyone. Not to mention natural immunity through living well with preventions like
vit D vit C Zink to name a few. Now I am being forced to take an Experimental mRNA so called
vacine for a virus I most likely already have immunity to due to working 2 years in the middle
of the pendemic. Hero turned Zero now via loosing my job I was excellent at not to mention
I've worked so hard all my life to get this far. Furthermore I'm extremely shocked and sickened
that non government Dr.s scientist etc in the medical feild have been silenced or prohibited for
medical expertise they have known to work in first signs of Covid 19. Especially in their own
patients. I pray to God we grow in unity for answers other then dictatorship. What is a world
without Joy n Love in it. Hate n Darkness that's what it is. Pls let Canada heal and get back
Our wonderful Country Strong n Free! No matter if you believe or not. All goodness has been
known to come out of the spirit of God. Without God we have no Goodness of spirt. Humans
are know to mess up big time on their own without God in their soul.

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61896

I became suicidal for the first time in my life due to social distancing and being kept away from
community. My health also took a turn for the worse as I was unable to afford going to the gym
with the requirement of having to pay for rapid tests every 3 days.

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61897

Not hugely

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61898

It’s preventing me from traveling, going out with friends, visiting family

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61899

It has caused stress and uncertainty to my husband, two children and myself. My children
have miss education, sports, activities and socializing with friends and family. Has restricted
our opportunities travel and attend movies, restaurants. We have not been allowed to watch
our sone play sports because of the mandates.

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61900

Isolation, loss of income, a media storm of fear and misinformation that has paralyzed
Canadians and caused irreparable psychological harm

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61901

Wrk and divided family

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61902

My children are now suffering mental health issues that never existed before. We are very
worried about their mental health.

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61903

Possibility of loss of work

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61904

I have lost my job, become semi estranged from family members due to disagreeing about the
mandates, discovered new health issues and allergies that are aggravated by the masks, I've
become a second class citizen and can't enter certain places or do certain things, my social
anxiety has gone through the roof as more of my opinions are "unpopular" according to the
government, therefore my peers see me as the problem, I have little to no hope in ever buying
a house, traveling anymore, starting a family, or having any meaningful career. The last 2 - 3
years have made me feel like I am living in a dictatorship masquerading as a free country.
complaining about losing rights is met with "don't complain you privileged whiner", in the past
the argument against anti-vax people was "some people cannot get the vaccine, so you need
to get it to help protect them." since covid its changed to "no one has bad reactions to
vaccines, suggesting they do, not only makes YOU an anti-vaxxer but you also hate gramma
and want her to die". I have been repeatedly asked to ignore what I see with my eyes and
believe authority figured based on faith, while they repeatedly do things to break that trust. I've
learned how to spot signs of manipulation and lies by watching our Prime Minister any time he
has been asked to answer any questions, since he got in office. I used to trust Canada and our
laws. but since 2015 i have lost faith in our leaderships ability to function, witnessed hundreds
of examples of our laws and regulations be bent, broken, changed, made a mockery of and
been replaced with vaguely worded virtue signals that are easy to manipulate in some ones
favor when its convenient to them. even if that means hundreds or thousands of Canadians
lose their jobs, homes, livelihoods, savings, or even their lives. I'm sick of being told I'm the
problem when we have lived with viruses in our country for my entire life. Covid has never

2/18/2022 4:00 PM
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once proven to be any worse than the dozens of Flus we've had in the past. The difference
now is simply incompetent leadership attempting to turn this country into some kind of
monarchy like the Europe of old. So they can live high on the hog as ruling class, while us
peasants are told to shut up and be thankful we live in such a free and wonderful country.
Canada in 2022 is a lie.
61905

Social life fanatical lif and travel have all been affected

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61906

I am no longer allowed to see my grandson and son because of the division caused by all the
lies

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61907

I have watched people suffer from mental heath& family divisions, myself included. I have
personally lost friends. I have watched people suffer as surgeries were delayed. A friend was
taken off the organ transplant list, my children have lost their social lives.

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61908

Alienation, restricted abilities with my grandkids, restricted church activities. Normal life totally
take away.

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61909

Not at all I trust science

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61910

Discrimination and division within my own home and at work.

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61911

I’ve lost my livelihood .....

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61912

Not mine personally yet, but I have friends who have lost their jobs because they were not
vaccinated. Not right.

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61913

It took away my freedom

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61914

Stress, lose of income.. lost friends, and family.... mentally not doing well

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61915

Extreme stress, job and extended family relations

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61916

Isolation

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61917

Hurtin albertin

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61918

Not 1 bit. Been much more enjoyable not having to worry about the others enjoying movies and
restaurants with me.

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61919

It has not. The mandates have kept us safe. I don’t like the virus but I also don’t like snow. I
can’t control either

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61920

Depression, not free to attend dance and choir, not free to travel out of the country

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61921

Social involvement-interrupted church gatherings - people picking sides

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61922

It is not normal life and it is disaster.

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61923

Forced to get vaccination to keep job.

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61924

Family issues have arised and I don't believe masks are healthy or work to wear. And it's
totally not right to make people get something they don't want especially to work. Flu shot was
never mandatory so why this one?

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61925

Keep my children and I locked in our homes and unable to visit our loved ones. We are tired
and depressed

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61926

It helped ebb the overflow from the healthcare system. It brought attention to the most
important people in our society. It emphasized rights over privileges.

2/18/2022 4:00 PM

61927

Very Depressed and have huge Anxiety now.Seen my kids attitudes change cause there
friends Parents are not letting them Socialize.I have lost 2 friends to Suicide.The mental
illness and drug addiction is the real Pandemic.

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61928

It's made me more busy

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61929

Lost my job because of injection mandate for teachers in NL.

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61930

restricted it.

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61931

Every day!

2/18/2022 3:59 PM
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61932

Lost my daddy never got to say goodbye I fell the jab got him I watch him died slowly from
heart ache

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61933

Vaccine injury, depression, loss of family and friendships. After being vaccinated contacted
Covid so much for the vaccines. Government overreach! Our rights are non-negotiable!!

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61934

Very little but freedom is not just a ghost word for politicians to use.

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61935

It has been divisive, etc. I prefer note to disclose other effects.

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61936

It took me 2 years to get surgery I could not work or do anything I love to do

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61937

Money lost due to forced closures of business. Closed one business entirely. Increased
anxiety…

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61938

in every way

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61939

I feel like a prisoner who has lost all freedoms in both my private life as well as my work life. I
cant believe I was forced to take 2 shots with the third one needed in the next few weeks so
that I can continue to perform maintain my employment. It has divided families , friends and
cooworkers. Ots killing me to see what ot is doing to my children and grandchildren. I am a
PSW and what Im seeing happening to our residents in long term care is discusting. These
people are in the final stages of their lives and have been held prisoner in their homes too long.
I call it elder abuse and neglect, they deserve a normal life with family being allowed to visit as
well as being free to leave the building with whom ever they choose, whenever they choose.
They are being held hostage .This is not about health, its about politics and it needs to stop
now and never be repeated.

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61940

Restricted everyday life, my whole family has had a mental impact

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61941

Business

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61942

I hate having to mask up and pretend that this plannedemic is real.

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61943

Ruined us

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61944

It has made me safer

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61945

Being discriminated against on every level, as unvaccinated been denied health care, entering
most places except supermarket and pharmacy, denied access to workplace for over a year,
colleagues being afraid to meet me in person like I have a plague disease et

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61946

Unpaid loa due to vaccine status.

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61947

Because of the job it hasn't really..

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61948

Has affected my children’s mental health.

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61949

i’ve had so many special important moments in my life taken away, from my graduation to not
being able to go out on my 19th birthday, being laid off my job, my mental health is suffering
from the mandates and from the current state of our country

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61950

It’s turned me into a hermit

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61951

Negatively

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61952

Feel like I rather be dead then have to go through this bullshit!!! Heaven is easier, then I can
haunt the fuck out of our politicians....

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61953

Spent a lot less time with family and friends!

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61954

My kids have had to miss 2yrs of sport, I have close friends who have lost there child to
suicide bc of the mandates and restrictions. It’s broken up my family and friendships, it’s
severely cause mental health challenges (depression, anxiety) for me as a parent to stay
strong for my kids.

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61955

My family, my kids have suffered greatly. Our mental health and stress, worries of (almost)
losing our jobs and livelihoods

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61956

I was forced to get the vaccine or I would lose my job. I was one of the original COVID
reveivers and no one even offered natural immunity as an option to a non requirement for the
vaccine. I consider this a violation against my body on similar mental health note as "rape".

2/18/2022 3:59 PM
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There was no good scientific reason to be forced to take this vaccine. Secondary testing
alternatives werent even an option which is what made the vaccine mandate completely
draconian.
61957

I now have extreme anxiety and mental health concerns

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61958

Lost revenue for our small business-shut down over and over -now almost no work barely
surviving

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61959

By causing us to have to miss working in person and loosing wages, forcing the in home office
for myself.

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61960

it has made me very depressed.feeling like im so allown the mask i cant not breath so i do not
go very far outdoor i think that's what made me very depressed are bills have gone very high
I'm on disability that cant afford i dont want 2 be homeless I'm dibetice i cant buy the foods i
am 2 eat 2 control my sugar all of this is effecting my life i pray 2 god this world would change

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61961

I used to go to concerts quite often and now it feels like a whole part of my life is cut off to me

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61962

It has restricted my freedom, divided my family and friends. Kept me from see a senior in care
home. Caused great concern for my Country.

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61963

It has been awful. I have taught online so many times in my first 2 years of teaching, and my
mental health has been suffering because of all the lockdowns and constant changes.

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61964

May as well be dead

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61965

It really hasn’t. I haven’t abided by any of them since the beginning. Haven’t gotten sick and
still feel great.

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61966

Limited my life. Caused depression and major stress. I am also compliant with all rules

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61967

Has affected my income drastically, has caused social aniexty, division in family, loss of
income for family members, loss of family member, created stress, aniexty, depression. Nit to
mention all the rascism that has been directly affected and impacted our lives and freedom.
Has gone against all our has worked hard for. All what all the veterans caught for. This is
against all constitutional Wrights . Would like to get back to a normal society and nit have to
worry about finances and food gas prices etc

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61968

I have lost wages , gone in debt Feel depressed and miss socializing.My children are missing
out on living a normal life. We want to thrive and live life again.

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61969

I went into a deep depression and I needed to pay for professional help to help me out of it

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61970

Terrible

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61971

Early on I lost my nephew of 38, with a new baby & 2 year old, due to fearmongering &
government lock downs. I lost my 18 year old vaccinated, grand, nephew to an unknown
cardiac arrest. My elderly relative was locked up until she got vaccinated, even though her
doctor said that due to her condition it was of no value. My vaccinated handicapped sister was
locked up in a hospital for 2 weeks due to remote possibility of exposure, no chafer for phone,
no windows. I could go on.

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61972

Choosing to not be vaccinated has killed any social life I had. Unable to go anywhere or do
anything with anyone because I am not allowed inside any non-essential business. Being a
single person with a busy work schedule this has drastically affected my mental health in a
very negative way.

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61973

The mandates have kept me safer.

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61974

Lost my job. Lost friends. Lost respect. Seeing segregation enter into social norms has been
particularly sad to see

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61975

Lost my job

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61976

I cannot play hockey without a vax pass or visit my parents in the old age home. I have one
vaccine and had covid and I believe I am well protected. But can't live my life without vax
pass.

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61977

Cost me $1000s in income, duvuded family and friends, negatively affected health care
received, limited travel

2/18/2022 3:59 PM
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61978

My special needs son who has autism has not been able to attend any of his extracurricular
activities or do anything he enjoys due to the REP program here in Alberta. I will be required to
PCR test weekly to go back to my job with WCB Alberta despite the REP program now ended
in Alberta. The union will not back me as I requested they at least allow Rapid antigen testing.
It's all discriminatory, the testing etc., since the vaccinated can get and transmit the virus just
as easily as unvaccinated. I already had COVID in August and have the antibody test to prove
it but they won't acknowledge natural immunity. I refuse to be an experiment and put that shot
into my or my son's body. Anything that has the risk of serious adverse effects should be a
CHOICE.

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61979

I am in able to see family members in the hospital and I am generally not allowed to
Participate in society

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61980

I Adapted

2/18/2022 3:59 PM

61981

I make sure that I am healthy so my immune system is very strong and I don’t believe that I
should put an experimental shot in my body therefore I am not able to travel to see my family!
I have been shunned and discriminated against by my government because I don’t have a vacpass.

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

61982

Personal friendships & family relationships. Affecting working children & grandchildren.

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

61983

I am handicapped so I can't get out half the time anyways but my dad is in a care home and I
haven't seen him in over 2 years and now he doesn't even know who I am.

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

61984

Job loss

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

61985

I'm able to live freely and not only protect myself but those around me. It's about social
responsibility within a pandemic which has killed millions of people around the world. Mandates
& vaccines save lives and until we have world wide vaccine equity, COVID will never cease to
exist.

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

61986

Made me into a miserable person who now hates all liberals because of this

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

61987

Made me step up to be a better citizen

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

61988

It has made travel and family time difficult

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

61989

Forced to get vaccinated or lose my job

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

61990

I now have anxiety....I cry more.....depression

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

61991

Isolation

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

61992

I lost a job with a School Board and was Laid off, and for on cerb from another , as well lost
Family member relationships , and lost other's through Vax induced myocarditis caused death
who had been Healthy until days after 2nd Jab

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

61993

I've lost my job, am hardly able to feed, or heat my home, my car was repossessed. My son is
not able to participate in sports. I feel scared of our government and uncertain of a future in
canada

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

61994

Not permitted to visit family in other provinces or to attend my brother’s funeral in another
prince due to travel ban

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

61995

Caused division of family and friends, extra stress of planning events, canceled freedoms and
privileges

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

61996

Forced me to get a vaccine I didn’t want to keep my job

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

61997

Every aspect of my life has been affected. Social, psychological, physical, mental. People are
no longer who they use to be. Canada is no longer recognizable in only two years. Children are
no longer children. They have been conditioned, the light in their eyes has been dimmed, no
more spontaneity. It is horrible to watch Canada transition from Freedom to Dictatorship.

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

61998

I have not been able to participate in society. The mandates are ineffective and I have a
severe cognitive dissonance when thinking about it, as my critical thinking sees too many
inconsistencies. When I see this level of effort put into enforcing something so questionable, it
makes me seriously question our government, and concerned for the world that my children
will grow up in.

2/18/2022 3:58 PM
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61999

Kept me alive

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62000

It has torn my life apart!

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62001

Lost family members, lost friends, my careeer has suffered as my business is down by at
least by 80% and sometimes scared to leave my home. The Prime Minister is a dictator, he’s
very controlling along with the liberal government and they are not for Canada 🇨🇦

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62002

It’s taken five years off my life 😬😞😡

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62003

It has divided family and made some family fearful.

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62004

Mental health

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62005

A lot

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62006

It has really helped me be insecure, feel unwelcome, infringed upon. Why should I share
private medical history with anyone other than my doctor? Inflation has made a mess of things
and it can be related to the mandates. I feel like freedoms have been taken away.

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62007

In every way possible. From work. To personal. To My children's lives. Restrictions have
separated me from my large close family for years who live in separate provinces. Stripped my
kids childhood. Prevented my business from thriving. Depression spells from being forced to
get isolated away

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62008

It has divided my family up and inconvenienced many activities i used to enjoy

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62009

I have seen my kids mental health decline.

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62010

To much to even write but it has been like living in a communist type of country with rights
taken speech censored and so much more entertainment for me is going once a week Tina
favorite restaurant gone . My loss of family connection to see BIG TIME

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62011

Total distrust in our government, law enforcement and our whole democracy.

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62012

I have experienced a lot of fear of my government and health officials. I have no social life,
ability to change jobs or to travel due to the vax passports. I feel the segregation has put a
huge divide in the world, among families and friends. They have created so much pain and
anger amongst people. People feel that they have the right to be mean and hateful towards
others. The mandates need to end NOW but it will take decades to heal the world from the
effects that they have caused!

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62013

Domestic abuse

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62014

Harmful

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62015

Brought sadness on families , lost my job , affected the health care system greatly considering
most facilities lost staff due to not wanting the vaccine

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62016

Separated families and loved ones 💔

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62017

Yes

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62018

Kept more people alive

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62019

Depression, social anxiety, lack of motivation

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62020

It has affected everyone as there were vaccine injuries in my family.

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62021

I have a sister who lives in the states and we were unable to see her or her family for 2 years.
And with vaccines. I am pro vaccines, but have never stressed about getting my kids a flu
vaccine. And I feel pressure to get them the Covid vaccine. There is not enough proof they
won’t have life long effects on my children. Or that they are better than my kids getting sick
and their natural immunity helping them recover and come back stronger:

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62022

Depression. Weight gain, increased blood pressure, loss of income

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62023

Alot

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62024

Loss confidence in our governments, and health care system. I will no longer go to a doctor or
hospital for any reason. I would rather die then put my hands under the care of people who
caused unnecessary deaths and injuries. I would rather die prematurely. All governments and

2/18/2022 3:58 PM
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opposition parties have left is down. My granddaughters normal speech development has been
delayed due to mask wearing.
62025

Curbed my activities and social life. Made my job of teaching grade 3 more challenging Made
face to face teaching available to us all Gave me peace of mind that transmission of the virus
would be more difficult. Made me feel more comfort to go shopping and eventually out to a
restaurant

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62026

It has taken away time from loved ones. It’s segregated people I love

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62027

Discrimination, mental health

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62028

I believe the gov't and news media are biased. As Canadians we should NEVER have second
class citizens. Canada is dangerously becoming a Dictatorship and I am opposed to our
Government Politicalizing Health care.

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62029

Lost work for months . Couldn’t attend 3 family members funerals. Kids suffering mentally and
falling behind academically and socially.

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62030

My husband lost to his job due to coercion of this vaccine. My son lost valuable time from
learning in school and has had to wear a mask for 2 years. He has missed out on sports. We
have missed valuable time with our family. My grandmother did not have a proper funeral. I lost
a great doctor who will no longer be able to return to her profession due to brain damage from
her first pfizer shit. I have had more friends with adverse reactions to the shot and one die vs
anyone with long covid or death from covid. Inflation has gone up so much that even if I sell
my home to move to where we currently are I would never be able to buy another home even
with 200,000 down because i would end up with less of a home and 700,000 more debt. I have
been made to feel unsafe in my own country by our prime Minister and do not know what to do.
Im concerned my account will be frozen and that the huge powers this government has will be
further overreach of their powers. Im scared for my child and my family. Im scared we may be
taken away and vaccination forced upon us. I feel our government allows big pharma and
corporations to rule our lives and the environment all for monetary greed. This world is
disgusting and I am so disheartened and appalled by what our government has done to
peaceful protesters calling them out on their corrupt bullshit! I want to leave this ugly country.

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62031

lost work. not able to connect with family, not able to travel to visit family abroad

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62032

I can not go to university, outings with friends, travel anywhere which is my dream, and even
have difficulty getting a minimum wage job because I don’t want to get vaccinated because of
I have autoimmune and am worried about how I would react to the vaccine as I know many
people who were harmed by them

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62033

Can't apply anywhere for work, can't receieve E.I either - no income, husband was let go from
his work, many festivals we enjoy to meet people - cancelled, concerned for my overall
wellbeing with these totalitarian measures - what will they do next?, concerned to be a new
mother and give birth in hospital - will they take my baby away from me with covid rules, can't
go to most restaurants to eat.... the list is endless. Masks have given me migraines, mental
health could be better- my heart aches to experience so much segregation and division
between people (so many people have been trained by Trudeau to be disrespectful and say
nasty things if you are not vaccinated, worried if I can take a bus or not to visit my family
members - will they require vax pass etc, difficulty to travel anywhere.

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62034

Prisoner in my own country. Unable to enjoy life. Depression, loss of wages.

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62035

I'm fat now

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62036

It has been hard for work and for my child to have friends around

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62037

Masks and vaccines make me feel safer and have saved my life.

2/18/2022 3:58 PM

62038

It has influenced my job, travelling, social life, mental stress, and medical procedures.
Basically, everything.

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62039

Everything in my life

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62040

It’s unconstitutional, it’s unlawful, it’s invasive not only of one’s bodily autonomy but of one’s
employment and privacy. It has impacted relationships, employment (the economy), as well as
people care. It’s caused a divide, as well as unimaginable trauma. This is wrong and needs to
be corrected.

2/18/2022 3:57 PM
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62041

quarantines are for sick people not healthy people no socializing

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62042

The abuse subjected to my children by the government and the loss of my grandmother
without visitation

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62043

In every way.

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62044

Can’t go anywhere without a passport even some work events. Cause a massive division, hurt
feelings, and bullying. Friends and family have lost their jobs and ability to provide for their
families.

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62045

Nothing really. Saved money by not going out as much. I believed it helped my parenting,
being able to be present fully with my child, and slowing down from what would have been the
very busy everyday hustle & bustle. The masks are sweet, I don't have to wear nearly as
much makeup & dumb men haven't told me to smile in 2 years.

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62046

I have worked from home for 2 years. Feel isolated because I have limited my social contacts
severely. But I have kept myself and my family safe

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62047

Loss of employment

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62048

I supported businesses all through the “pandemic” then when the VPass came out I couldn’t go
to those same places I supported all because I can’t take the vaccine because I’m
anaphylactic to some of the ingredients, nor would I take this particular vaccine anyways! I’ve
lost family & friends over Trudeau’s created division & the hatred & fear he’s created! My back
surgery was canceled & postponed & I almost couldn’t get it! People can’t even be with dying
family members it’s disgusting & unacceptable! It’s created so much depression & mental
health issues! It just goes on!

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62049

Unnecessary seclusion, depression, anxiety, emotional children, home schooling. Canada
should be wide open and if citizens choose to still mask up it should be their choice.

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62050

Husband was terminated

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62051

Causing mental health problems

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62052

ANXIÉTÉ, BETRAIL, LIED TO, NO MORE TRUST IN HEALTH SYSTEM, JUSTICE, POLICE
AND MOST OF ALL POLITICIENS

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62053

Has caused me to take a shot at a time where I would have waited.... chronic headaches from
masks Mental health struggles for my children

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62054

I did not get the jab, so I have been ostracized and shunned from many friends and family. My
mom is going through cancer treatment and we are not able to go into the hospital with her. My
kids are not able to participate in sports because I cannot go with them. My husband almost
lost his job. The list goes on and on.

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62055

The mandates have caused me to be unable to connect with a new community immediately
after a move. I was isolated, unable to find community, or fly back to visit family. The
mandates have caused my work situation to be uncertain and have completely destroyed any
faith I may have had in all levels of government. I have been treated like a second-class
citizen, locked out of society, and denied rights to travel or connect with other people.

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62056

It has kept my family safe and out of covid hospitalization

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62057

Unlawful Suspension of my Charter rights, discrimination, Lost employment, mental health
issues, financial issues.

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62058

It has cut me off from 99% of any interactions I ever had with family and friends due to rules
and fear. There are family and friends who doubt I will ever have much interaction with again
because this has gone on so long

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62059

It’s affected my ability to earn a living.

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62060

I will not be able to participate in horse events and am not able to go out to eat with friends,
have friends that have been effected by vaccine mandates and vaccines. My parents that are
vaccinated are un able to participate in some things they enjoy because of the events being
canceled and i’ve witnessed business closures due to covid restrictions.

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62061

Due to the mandate I have no longer been able to work, find a job, see friends, go to movies or
enjoy a nice meal, or go to the university I have been accepted into.

2/18/2022 3:57 PM
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62062

It's having a negative effect on children. I believe my rights as a citizen are being violated.

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62063

Been struggling to keep our business alive for the last two years, totally broke! Cant feed our 5
kids!

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62064

The actions of every level of government has proved the lawlessness of all levels of
government. The rights and freedoms of all Canadians have been grossly abused on a national
and international level with no justification for the actions taken.

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62065

Greatly like most it has gone on too long It has also caused family conflict

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62066

Borders closed cannot travel, mental health/stress,

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62067

Can't travel, can't have a normal life.

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62068

It's made everyone more safe

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62069

Hard to find a job seeing as I am unvaccinated and my kids don't like wearing a mask so I do
they go to school and have a normal life with friends .I fully oppose the governments decisions

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62070

Hateful! I was forced to vaccinate so we could travel again & in our last senior years possible!
Plus too many other to write about!

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62071

They have not affected my life in any way.

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62072

Ruined my business, my wife who is a teacher had been fired from her job

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62073

It’s made me loose faith

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62074

Every time a lockdown happens I lose money

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62075

I can't travel, my friends and family have been divided

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62076

It’s protected me from unvaccinated morons

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62077

Divided family and friends Took away our freedom Put fear in our children can’t go to
restaurants travel etc

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62078

I had anaphylaxis with first shot and my eye remains swollen. I cannot get an exemption. Dr.
Pratt an allergy specialist in St. Catherine's will only test me if I agree to getting second shot. I
do not want the second shot. I didn't want the first one really. So now I cannot live a normal
life. Very upset about this and it is not fair. Thankyou

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62079

Inability to work for fear the vaccine will cause further damage (potentially myocarditis) to my
body. Also the inability to spend time with friends/family.

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62080

I was forced to take the vaccine to retain my work. I have been okay with following other
requests, such as mask, distancing. I understand the need to minimize impact on medical
system/hospital, but Our government(s) have failed in ensuring proper resources to support the
wellbeing of medical working and ensure backup. Our government have not promoted the
importance of taking care of our healths/immune system and give the population alternative
measures to maintain health, accupuncture, nathuropathic, energetic health, ect... The group
of truckers should not be the ones leading our country. But our governments need to
strenghten things out. Thank you.

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62081

Could not visit my family, my son didn’t have a graduation from high school

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62082

Too long to list, segregation, depression, Isolation

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62083

I am in isolation and and heartbroken at all the losses we are sustaining.

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62084

I was forced to take a vaccine which I didn’t want to take. I’m unsure of it’s long term effects
on my health and my natural immunity. I’m completely against mandatory vaccines unless
there is substantiated, scientific proof that a virus poses a significant threat which I strongly
KNOW Covid does not!

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62085

Terribly and my husband lost his job. Enough is enough

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62086

Not very much

2/18/2022 3:57 PM

62087

It has forced my adult children to take the experimental toxins just to work and attend school. I
am unemployed and because I refuse to take the poison I gave not been able to find work. I

2/18/2022 3:57 PM
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am more concerned for my children’s and possible grandchildren’s future more than I am for
myself. They shouldn’t have to live in a dictatorship. Our veterans died for our freedoms and
blind sheep and tyrannical evil leaders if this country are just throwing it away. I cannot believe
we are living in these times and I pray for this country to come back to its senses.
62088

Feel like a prisoner in my own country

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62089

Immensely I lost my work

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62090

Panic attack , depression

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62091

No vaccine

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62092

It's taking our freedoms away and our choices and made us put stuff in our bodies that we had
no choice to put in there

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62093

Lost my small business, irreparably damaged family & friend relationships. Treated as a
second class citizen. Couldn’t take my kids to activities or use the arena or library. Haven’t
seen some family in over 2 years. Caused & anxiety

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62094

Affected my business and work life

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62095

Not at all

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62096

Stress , money wise. Part reason I was fired from work. After 22 years

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62097

too many reasons to mention

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62098

I’m not normally a depressed person but I have never felt so down.

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62099

Lots of anxiety, fear, stress for me, my daughter and my family and friends plus loss of
income.

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62100

It has made me question the integrity of the pharmaceutical industry, government and the
ability for billionaire peoples interests in our governments functioning. I hold 2 degrees in
biochemistry and physiology and this mandate has made me question some of my years of
spending money on an education to have the science altered. The virology i learned has been
altered in meaning and definition. Human have not had mrna injected into them make a person
produce a human protein of any kind with their own cellular machinery let alone a human
protein that is relatively benign. They jumped straight into making a person make a non human
viral protein with their own cellular machinery. I am upset with the mandates for risking the jobs
of Canadians. These people are being discriminated against and a vaccine as I learned in
virology stops infection and transmission and this doesn't. How do you get herd immunity if it
doesn't stop transmission or infection? The second dose and boosters are made with mrna that
makes our cells produce spike protein for the alpha strain, and not the delta or omnicron, so
the vaccine is out of date and they can't make mrna vaccines quick enough to keep up with
the speed that coronavirus's mutate. Therefore, the shots are no longer useful in the current
moment, and they probably never were. Its quick mutation rate is another reason why every
coronvirus vaccine to date hasn't been successful. This makes me wonder what is going on
with the medical system and government. Forcing Canadians to take a shot that is
experimental and not even effective. It is wrong Canadians are being driven by fear of the virus
and are it is being driven by the government. Vaccinated and unvaccinated can equally pass
the virus and it is trending towards the vaccinated passing it more easily. The mandates make
no sense. People have to learn to cope with their own fears and stop projecting them. These
mandates must end. No Canadians should ever lose their jobs to such unfounded measures
for a virus with a death rate of less then 0.1 for most age groups. Stop mandating them to
children. The risk of just one adverse event ...pulmonary embolism is much greater than the
risk of a child suffering from covid in any detrimental fashion.

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62101

I can not socialize it has affected my business it's caused conflict with my family and friends
the cost of food fuel has elevated. Lack of supplies in stores. Depression distraught, feeling
anxiety. Fear for my children and grand children future. Loss of income

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62102

Forced vaccination causing near death(wife) huge loss in income, massive inflation, criminal
government…

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62103

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62104

It’s borderline fucked my business. I have suffered depression and anxiety at levels i’ve never
seen before.

2/18/2022 3:56 PM
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62105

My mental health is not well. I feel segregated

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62106

Caused me to not see loved ones and has effectively caused hardships on my family due to
lack of income

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62107

Work from home, got Vaxx and got sick from it

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62108

I own a pub. I have almost been closed down.

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62109

I have been put on leave without pay by my employer and facing termination for not disclosing
my health status. Because I choose not to disclose my health status or participate in the
vaccine passport / QR code program I am now limited in where I can go and what I can do.

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62110

It's kept me and my family safe and healthy.

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62111

My mental health was ready to explode from being forced to things against my will

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62112

Socially and school

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62113

My child’s mental health, denied access to help my bleeding child in a hospital, the divide of
families and friends and complete over reach by the government ! It needs to end now!!

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62114

Lost career, parents injured from vaccine, mother in law died of bloodclot after vaccine

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62115

The mandates have caused division in my family and amongst my friends. We’ve been
isolated for two years with absolutely no end in sight and obviously it’s not working or the
“pandemic” would be over or at least in its end stages. Mental health in my household is at an
all time high with 3 out of 5 of us on anti depressants and we’ve never been on them in our
lives. People need to be allowed to live again, to see smiling faces and smile back

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62116

Severe isolation from loved ones

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62117

dramatically mentally, physically and emotionally.

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62118

Put my wife out of job and made me feel castrated from my co-workers

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62119

Work cancelled for more then 1 year. Sports cut off, kid sports cut off, thousands of dollars
spent on testing to enter buildings to coach kids soccer.

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62120

I have hardly seen my 75 year old mother in the last two years because of the main stream
media and Trudeau lies about the vaccines. The vaccines do not work! There is NO science
that proves the vaccines work.

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62121

Cut our income in half, my children have missed two years of school, our mental health has
drastically declined as we’ve been shut out of every social event, restaurant, movies, pool etc.
I can’t begin to explain how we’ve been hurt.

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62122

Lost my job

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62123

Tried suicide twice

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62124

Totally brutal and totally unfounded in every way They are either totally ignorant to the science
or totally corrupt until they are brought to accountability the public will not be awakened I know
what I believe They have costs us thousands of dollars in losses, we have had to sell
properties, and worst of all they have thrown the children under the bus, inexcusable and down
right evil, we had to give up many events and been excluded from everything that I spent my
whole life building to retirement I could fill a book on the wrong doings of the government’s
handling of this planned case-demic

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62125

Can't do all the things did before covid

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62126

A lot; divided family friends- forced to be vaccinated so I can visit my mother in residencecan’t take loved ones out to dinner: can’t attend hockey games of grandkids for unvaccinated
family, divided so many people; can’t believe media : don’t trust government: Instilled doubt
and hatred.,

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62127

My family has been severely impacted physically, emotionally, psychologically, socially,
economically. The damages caused due to mandates and restrictions may have resulted in
lifelong repercussions. The mandates imposed have caused serious harm and continue to do
so.

2/18/2022 3:56 PM
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62128

The mandates have caused me harm.

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62129

not being able to do the things live been allowed to do for 40 yrs just get taken away? severe
depression these false lockdowns are taking away the will to even go to work

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62130

The stinking masks give me a runny nose. the distancing doesn't work at all. there are no
vaccines passports just keep me out of some places I would go, and kill businesses.

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62131

Emotionally, mentally, spiritually. Having my first vaccine effected my health negatively and for
fear of what the second one will do to my body, I haven’t been able to attend my childrens
sports, go out for dinner, watching our local businesses suffer.

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62132

Have lost faith in the government, who is supposed to work for the people and have lost faith
in the medical system because they are lying to us about the safety of this bioweapon
vaccine!

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62133

Stopped me from living my life

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62134

Beside the mental strain and anguish from being separated from my aging mother who lives
alone, our business is in the verge of bankruptcy.

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62135

I lost my job

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62136

Horriblely

2/18/2022 3:56 PM

62137

Made everything miserable. I'm isolated and alone all the time. My family hates me all
because I want to exercise my right for freedom.

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62138

Weekly testing Fearful of losing my job Being singled out of society

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62139

My children's mental health has declined substantially. Social gatherings and not for profit
volunteer activities that I take part in. My business and product availability has declined due to
supply chains, which limits my work and pay.

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62140

It's has unlawfully stripped me of my human rights

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62141

I can't travel, I can't visit my friends and family, my kids can't spend time with other kids, try
can't play where they want

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62142

Words can not describe the degree of stress/ mental health issues this has brought on my
family

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62143

It is not good for peoples physical or mental health and has caused tons of divisions and strife.

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62144

I am mom to 3 kids. I am a Nurse. These are the two things I suppose that define me. I am
not any of the painful or cruel things I have been called by the leader of our Country. We have
all done our part, done what has been asked of us and it is time to move on to the next phase
of this Pandemic and ending these divissive mandates is the first step. Canadians have been
through so much, missed so much and lost so much, that it will no doubt take a very long time
to heal these wounds. As a palliative Nurse in Hospice, knowing that my partner was unable to
be visit his father in long term care and ultimately was unable to be with him when he finally
passed, was a right denied to him and too many others. Two of my three children have
"graduated" in the past two years. No proms, no ceremonies, no celebrations, no grad trips.
We have all made sacrifices and done what has been asked of us, no questions asked. I
believe Canadians should now be able to make the choices what is best for them and their
families. Autonomy and choice are not a selfish request, they are right in a free and
Deomocratic society and ending these mandates is the first step towards that. We need our
businesses to reopen and our economic and social balance restored. We need to allow
Canadians to come and go out of their own Country when they want and we need to stop
dividing and encouraging hate and instead reunite people back as one. We have all gone
through this together and we need to start healing together before we lose the parts that hold
us together.

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62145

Negative mental and emotional stress

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62146

Job loss, loss of friends and family, discrinafion against unvaxxed, had to sell everything and
leave the country for good

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62147

Terribly

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62148

Mentally and socially and not have the freedom to life like others that where vaxinated. I was

2/18/2022 3:55 PM
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shunned for making my chioce for not getting vaxinated
62149

Negatively

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62150

Kept my parents alive, kept my father-in-law alive, kept myself and my family alive.

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62151

I can’t travel, enjoy eating out, gathering with friend and family, don’t get invited from love one
birthday of celebration!

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62152

The mandates have segregated society and negativity affected my family

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62153

A total lack of freedom and our Charter of Rights and freedom have been seriously
compromised. I feel like a prisoner in my own country.

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62154

J’ai quitté mon travail à cause du masque en mars 2020, je vis de la ségrégation dans ma
ville, dans ma province et dans mon pays, mon fils ne peut pas faire les activités sportives
qu’il souhaiterait,

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62155

Forced tests

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62156

Not a whole lot

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62157

Dramatically changed it for the worse

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62158

Lost my career.

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62159

Divided my family and friends. People are so awful to one another. It is tearing Canada apart!

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62160

Lost my job

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62161

depression, divorced

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62162

I wear a mask, and emit 5g

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62163

Grandchildren with mental health issues, can't visit my parent, travel stopped, can't go to
hockey with grandkids, family divide

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62164

We have lost our jobs , broken our relationship. Lost family. Mental health issues daily. These
past two years have broken my family. We will never comply.

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62165

Caused divisiveness

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62166

I no longer trust my government or medical boards

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62167

We cannot take our grandson to a restaurant. My spouse only got the jab so he could have his
freedom.

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62168

These mandates are affecting my freedom as a Canadian. I was restricted from visiting my
parents in a care home, having my children in swimming lessons, traveling, eating in
restaurants and for a long time worshipping in church!

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62169

It has ruined my life. My family is divided and my wife has lost her career.

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62170

In every aspect conceivable. This is a WAR on HUMANITY. This is TYRANNY from strategic
worldwide "corporate and government" alliances. NO MORE.

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62171

Sa fait 2 ans que je suis traiter de complotis parce que je refuse les vaccins ..Ma filles et mes
petites filles ne me parle plus depuis 1 ans et demi je peut pas voir mon arrière petit fils la
tristesse m'abite depuis mon cœur de mère me fait mal ils y a de mais grandes amies depuis
mon enfance qui me parle plus ..J'ai 70 ans je n'ai jamais vie une chose comme sa de toutes
ma vie .Assez sais Assez

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62172

Depression, anxiety, no outlet format family, inflation, not able to cross the border

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62173

Caused great stress, loss of business and income, and a horrifically divided country and
citizens.

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62174

In every fudge way

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62175

It hasn't

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62176

Put me out of business in 2020, forcing a family trucking company out of nearly a third of their
drivers, has increased cost of living and decreased availability of food and necessities.

2/18/2022 3:55 PM
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62177

Not able to see family have lost family members the isolation has harmed my mental health
mask wearing has me me sick physically

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62178

Travel, seeing family, church activities

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62179

Although I’m vaccinated, I still don’t support the mandates. Even vaccinated, I can’t see a
certain amount of people, I miss concerts, festivals, travelling. I don’t enjoy going indoors
public because I have to have a mask and my glasses fog up and I get sweaty in no time.

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62180

My brother and sister in law lost their jobs because they did not want to put an experimental
Vax in their body. They decided to move to Mexico in October as they no longer want to raise
their children in Canada. My dad is also unvaxxed. He has terminal cancer and fears he'll
never see my brother and his grandchildren because of the airline vax mandates. Enough
already!

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62181

mental health, financially, disscrimated, Isolated, lost family, vaccine injured family member,
hospital forced to put covid death on death certificate for money when it wasn't a covid death.
not recognized natural immunity, giving Remdesivir to covid patients that killed them.

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62182

Our kids have been restricted from sports, my special needs sister has been locked down for
months.

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62183

It's difficult to travel, go out, meet with friends and family, and bet hard to feel free

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62184

Being cut off from people

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62185

Job, social and recreational activities

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62186

My dad needs potentially life saving surgery and can't get it due to covid lockdowns

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62187

Not much

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62188

It has ended my wifes job. It has meant reduction in kids sports. Mental burden on our children
in schools. Basic freedoms and liberties removed overnight and treated like some 2nd class
scumbag because i didnt get an experiential jab. This madness needs to end.

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62189

My business is suffering. Division from family and friends. My husband ended up in the
hospital because he couldn’t see his doctor regularly, they do phone visits here.

2/18/2022 3:55 PM

62190

Loss of freedoms.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62191

Drained me mentally, physically and financially

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62192

increased my health and safety and ensure the health and safety of the community I live in.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62193

No work No vacations Family/friendships splintered

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62194

have not been able to see my family, or to go anywhere with the ones i do see

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62195

Too many ways to count

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62196

???

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62197

I cannot freely travel around or out of my country, I can’t support businesses or volunteer or be
parental support for my children’s sports . I have been ostracized from family and community
based on the governments words of hate . My family been discriminated against since
passports and federal travel mandates introduced. I can’t visit a loved one in hospital or long
term care and our whole families mental health and anxiety is unbearable. I’ve lost friends and
have family with long term health conditions to vaccine reactions and suicides from workplace
mandates . I will not participate in unethical and unlawful proof of private medical information
and any system that discriminates against fellow Canadians including those with medical
exemptions that are not able to freely move . Also have many friends fully vaccinated that
can’t go anywhere as they won’t download app. Everyone is transmitting so no benefit and
before August mandates introduced was happily following all restrictions and orders to help
reduce spread. The science doesn’t support them anymore so neither do I and the current
ones are all political or they would be the same around the world as they were in beginning of
pandemic.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62198

I have seen the young people around deal with major depression and hopelessness. I've seen
the seniors become bitter without personal interaction. I've seen the singles dying without
nonsexual physical contact. I've seen the youth lose the morals they grew up with

2/18/2022 3:54 PM
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62199

It’s stressful, I now have anxiety about possibly having to get a jab that I don’t need. I’ve
never needed or wanted the regular flu shot as I’m very early sick. I’ve been made to feel like
I’m a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62200

Kids staying home online learning, not access public services or shut down of local
businesses, very frustrating, mental drainage

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62201

Controlled us from being free to go where we wanted, when we wanted, and have friends and
family over when we wanted and forced the church to close down and limit the # of people we
can have over

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62202

We’ve stayed healthy and had quieter times.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62203

I haven’t shopped in person for two years because I can’t wear a mask. I lost my job because
I chose not to be vaccinated.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62204

Since the pandemic began, I have had to do two health issues. Now that I am feeling able to
return to work, nobody wants to hire me because I have not been vaccinated! I cannot afford to
live like this! This is absolutely ridiculous, especially when I have to pay my doctor $65 per
page to fill out any needed medical documentation. I have a disability, but the government will
not grant me that status unless I have several pages filled out by my doctor. I’m not employed
– I cannot afford this!

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62205

It has kept my husband from being apart of my pregnancy appointments, it has made me
jobless 3 times. Made me feel like a criminal for visiting my parents. Overall just effected my
mental health in a negative way.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62206

Lost income, increased stress and anxiety, loss of motivation, loss of friends and trouble
within family

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62207

I am an asthmatic it causes me extreme difficulty breathing

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62208

I cannot work.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62209

Very depressing. Hard to work and go to church. Hate masks.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62210

Work, socialization for family, a divide amongst friends and family, children's lack of education
and socialization that is detrimental to their health and well being including mental health.
Isolation amongst peers

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62211

We are a mess. Kids are a mess. No one wants to live. We've never abided by any restrictions
and will never. I want to leave Canada.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62212

Don’t

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62213

Lost job… mental stress

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62214

Im a hairdresser so it has cut my income in half, homeschooling the kids last yr effected them
alot, behind on development.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62215

My Son became addicted to drugs because he couldn't secure employment because he has
heart issues and could not take the vaccine. I lost a young friend to overdose at the beginning
and my Father has had a horrible reaction to the booster. I have lost friends and family but
what bothers me the most is the Prime Minister saying I am a misogynistic racist that takes
up space. I am one of the first females to come forward about Military Sexual Trauma in 1998
and for some reason since this all began I have felt like I was being raped and charged for it
again in the Military.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62216

Thankfully, financially I've been stable. However, mental health has suffered and life has turned
sleepy. Socially I've suffered, I can't wait to get back to normal.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62217

It has effected the mental health of not only my daughter and myself but of every I love and
know!

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62218

Couldn't be there for friends or births in our family .made it pretty much impossible to visit
family

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62219

Not respecting the constitution and the charter of rights and freedoms by a Gourmet is not
acceptable

2/18/2022 3:54 PM
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62220

It has caused divisive problems between family members and friends. We have felt isolated
and depressed since the mandates have been put into place.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62221

Very little. I've found ways around the mandates, and continued to live, and not listen to legacy
media. Stay positive...life is positive. We get to create our own story!

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62222

Loss of income for me and my family. Forced jab for my son to retain job to feed wife and four
kids

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62223

Was forced to get the vaccine because of work

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62224

Kept me from family, particularly my grandchildren

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62225

Terribly. I can’t travel, go to restaurants, go to a hockey rink, etc. I had Covid and since the
government doesn't recognize natural immunity, they have not followed basic science of
immunology.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62226

Lack of job opportunities due to exercising medical freedom. 5 months without income now.
Divided family. Mental health issues. Watching loved ones sick from shots. Afraid of my own
government :(

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62227

Yes

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62228

It has given me a lot of stress and anxiety. I've had job and and schooling losses because of
the mandates put forward.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62229

Staff missing work- scheduling issues. Family’s torn apart.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62230

Terribly I have lost work and how at almost 60 I’m starting from scratch instead of ready to
retire!!

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62231

Stress, fear

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62232

I have been placed on unpaid leave from my job and face termination I Cannot go to my gym
or swimming pool, restaurants Tanning salon

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62233

It has affected my mental well being. It has divided my family. It has prolonged medical
treatments. It has caused me to be distrustful of the establishment i.,e., Gov’t institutions, and
most of all living with a tyrannical PM who insults, demoralizes and abuses citizens of Canada
that go against his mandates, has nurtured my PTSD, because it’s like being in an abusive
relationship with my Gov’t instead of my partner. It has been a hellish 2 years living under
communist lockdowns.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62234

No longer parties the in outdoor activities, family events, lost a lot of clientele due to my
personal health choices for my buisness affecting my income, I’m stressssed

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62235

It has pretty well ruined my life. My husband is being housed in the csc and my 2 year old son
and I have no seen him, hugged him, held him maintained a relationship with him NOTHING as
we should've been able to the last two years. My child is missing out on a childhood. Family
members have died from the VACCINE. Many others have had serious health complications
due to the vaccine. Life has STOPPED. This needs to end and it needs to end NOW!
TRUDEAU MUST RESIGN. AND NOW.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62236

Mental illness

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62237

Not being able to do pretty much anything because Trudeau says so is great(sarcasm)

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62238

Restricted flights to family, Restricted attendance to theatre and concerts, restaurant use,
breathing air freely, hugging people, seeing friends to name a few.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62239

restricted my mobility, forced vaxx is against the law. job security

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62240

Mandate to vax that affect my health and life

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62241

Travel, visiting, etc

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62242

Present and future life will be compromised.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62243

My children have missed out on swimming lessons and other valuable experiences because I
was not able to attend with them

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62244

It has created additional stress and worry.

2/18/2022 3:54 PM
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62245

Extremely negatively

2/18/2022 3:54 PM

62246

In order to keep my job, I needed to get two vaccines of which I was not ok with taking - not at
this point in time. I also am forced to wear a mask at work and find it very difficult to breathe I work a labour some job.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62247

My mental health and overall wellbeing has been negatively affected.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62248

Unable to travel, unable to go to a restaurant, unable to see family. My wife is looking for a job,
medically she cannot take the jabs, every single job she looks at requires her to be jabbed.
Cannot attend Church service of funeral or public meetings or public venues. We are being
subject to absolute Jim Crow level discrimination.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62249

Isolation, depression, family members with see us, not allowed to go to the places we enjoy,
can't do extra curricular activities.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62250

Not at all. I have not followed any of the mandates.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62251

We are no longer part of society. Cannot go to restaurants. Kids cannot be part of sports.
Cannot volunteer places. Kids cannot go to swimming lessons- so denied learning life saving
skills. They are pulled out of school due to mask mandates. Friends no longer will see us due
to vaccination status. Kids lost friendships. We have no been able to see grandparents for 2
years, who now no longer recognize us. We fear we won't get medical care if we get sick. Fear
of losing jobs due to vaccine passports. The list seems endless.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62252

As a senior we are missing out on what could be the last years of our life…very sad.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62253

I lost my job I lost my home I lost everything I had I couldn’t work from home My grandma
starved to death in her nursing home- the post- mortem said she succumbed from NEGLECT!!
We are not taking the gene altering shot We do not want the government poison which only
prevents unemployment There is not nor never was a health emergency We know now it was
the WEF to reduce population Everyone who’s taken the shot will be with HIV or cancer There
are some things worse than death We want to be free I am broke and the government owes me
two years of wages

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62254

I lost my business and am being segregated from society. I have not watched my sons play
hockey in 2 years. The mandates must end now.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62255

Isolation

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62256

Dividing friends and family, having to turn people away when at work, dealing with erratic
people

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62257

My children have been taught more about racism and division. Mental health in my family is
high. Segregation is even higher. As we watch the rest of the world live in normalcy we have to
live in an ever growing country where our leader is not a leader and believes in communism

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62258

Vax passports

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62259

yes definitely

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62260

Hardcore

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62261

Made me retire earlier than desired. However I was 70.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62262

It has impacted my ability to volunteer, to shop in preferred stores, to sit in a restaurant to eat,
to visit friends and family (taking away vital counselling opportunities which lead to suicide), to
breathe properly, to earn enough income….

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62263

In every way ,mentally, financial,socially .

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62264

Mentally! Financially! Job loss! The discrimination and the division this is caused is not ok!!
Canada is known to be friendly, united, strong and free! None of that is true. We have been
discriminated against for a health choice! It has cause anxiety and depression like I’ve never
known before it has to stop!!

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62265

The mandates have affected every area of my life negatively.. but please help

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62266

It helped me cope with the pandemic. For instance, the vaccine passport allowed me to go
back to the gym and go out without fear of interacting with a lunatic who does not believe in
science, data, and facts.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM
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62267

No work

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62268

Decrease in Business, decrease in income and clients. Focusing vaccines and if not getting
not allow to live a social life or travel to see family.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62269

Yes

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62270

My freedoms have been trampled on. Huge negative mental health impacts on my children.
Our family feels like second class citizens.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62271

Not able to travel, no dining in a restaurant, no concerts etc., not meeting friends, friends and
families dived and hostile to each other.... Also: inflation and national debt increase...

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62272

Loneliness

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62273

Separates family

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62274

It made life hell. Period, for everyone i know. Affected work, personal life, family, friendships. It
must end now...

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62275

Loss of clients and Financially loss of income.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62276

Lost precious time with family. Not allowed family to my fathers funeral.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62277

Too much fear and division, that itself is horrible for the immune system.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62278

I think it's dividing people and at this point it's becoming a distraction from other things that
need to get done: improving air quality, health care, making sure vaccines are updated for
variants, and giving extremely convenient, free access to vaccines and tests to everyone who
wants them. The government should be focusing on that and not making it low level
employees' job to enforce mandates.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62279

Masks have caused me to live off of Motrin. Dizziness and nausea then headaches. Forced
testing in order to be able to make a living just to name a couple

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62280

My husband and I have some health challenges and have been very restricted on family visits
at a very hard time in our lives.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62281

Can't fly, can't go for dinner, can't see my kids

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62282

I have been on leave without pay since Nov29….. I’m barely surviving both Financially and
mentally

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62283

it has affected me so much,I live in the residence and I wasn’t able to see my children and
grandchildren.It saddd me-so muchI was very depressed.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62284

Limited our movement outside the home

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62285

they have kept me and my family safe

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62286

forced against my will to get vaccinated, or lose my job. No freedom of movement, even after
vaccination. Loss of friendships, even family members not speaking. Mental anguish/stress.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62287

It’s made life MISERABLE! I’m losing the enjoyment of my little girl’s childhood. I hate how
divisive the vaccine mandates are. My marriage is crumbling. We may leave Canada and
move to FLORIDA where people are free to do as they please and still have basic human
rights.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62288

It has brought division among friends and family.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62289

Caused depression ..loneliness ..division

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62290

Destroying my Mental Health. Ruining friendships. Making work and travel impossible.

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62291

Anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62292

Financially, mentally

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62293

Im being treated like a second class citizen, like my taxes and my energies mean nothing. I’ve
been called names and been accused of things I am not by people including the PM. People
have discriminated against me and wished mean things upon me. I feel divided from my fellow

2/18/2022 3:53 PM
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citizens and I’ve not been able to attend funerals and other human life celebrations integral to
connection and well being.
62294

Caused huge divide and I was coerced in getting the vaccine to keep food on the table.
Absolutely unacceptable

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62295

Isolation, forced to test to keep job, ptsd, not allowed places, discriminated against from
friends and family

2/18/2022 3:53 PM

62296

I feel more safe when I visit a medical appointment. I want the passport to continue to keep
people safe as they are going out to do things.

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62297

My family is in Canada and the United’s States and we haven’t seen some of our US family for
over two years. The fact that you need to be vaccinated to enter and leave this country is
ridiculous

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62298

Cannot travel to see elderly parents in BC . Household divided friendships lost because
governmemt deems me as a threat because I am not vaccinated (no scientific proof of this or
correction from health canada explaining how ALL get omnicron i am no more of a threat then a
vaccinated person?i had covid in September I have natural immunity but that means nothing to
health canada. So wrong to ne treated this way by my government . A second class citizen

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62299

I'm fine. It's what I've seen it do to others that disturbs me.

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62300

I have become depressed due to the divide these lock downs have created and misguided
information our leaders have communicated. My father in law did not get the funeral he
deserved. I have been unable to visit my mother in law in the long term care where she
resides. I am terrified for the future and people of this country that I used to love.

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62301

Severe depression

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62302

Depression, loss of employment, loss of faith and trust in our politicians the police

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62303

Both my husband and myself have been on an unpaid leave and we can’t even afford to buy
our kids McDonald which they love. It destroy our livelihood. We want all mandate and
restrictions to end right now.

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62304

I’m unable to travel. Work has been possible through testing, but there are rumblings that may
change.

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62305

Discrimination, church attendance, hospital visitation of loved ones, family events (weddings,
Christmas, Easter, Thanksgiving) funeral attendance of loved ones, travelling).

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62306

It hasn’t. Life goes on. Go to work, go home and chill.

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62307

Negatively affected every aspect; spiritual, emtional, mental, physical, financially, socially and
more

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62308

Isolation

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62309

Haven't seen my family in 2 years. Haven't gone to restaurants since the VAX pass can't go to
public places. And I have natural immunity had all three COVIDs

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62310

Stole our freesom and human rights...full control of the people...insanity

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62311

In too many ways to write out ! Humans our living I. Strange times

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62312

Last year was not able to visit dying mother in a different province. There can never be ANY
justification for that.

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62313

I was coerced into getting the experimental injections in order to keep working and providing for
my child. This has impacted my life in so many ways, I had suicidal thoughts because I was
forced to do something I didn't want to in order to keep my job. I did apply to multiple places
but couldn't find another job because I was not vaccinated. I took the injections under duress
in order to keep providing for my child. Now, I regret taking the vaccines because I'm scared of
what the long term effects will be on my health. This is not ok. My heart breaks everytime I
see my child going to school and daycare with a mask on. There are no studies that any of
these mandates work, it has only had negative affect on our populations.

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62314

Has made my life miserable. Has split family. Have split friends.

2/18/2022 3:52 PM
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62315

Unable to fly within Canada to visit family and friends due to not taking unproven and un
needed vaccine. Unable to dine out. This virus may be stronger than the regular flu but most of
those who have died had under lying issues such as age.

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62316

My business was closed for 18 months. When I did get to open, vaxx was mandated. I chose
to opt for testing every 48 hrs. Now I am poisoned with all the ethylene oxide in the swab and
am subject to keeping my business running by a test that has proven gives many false
positives.

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62317

It’s been awful having my life taking away the last 2 years. And for him him pull what he did
with a peaceful protest shows me where JT is taking the coubtry

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62318

Loss of friends

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62319

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62320

The ability to expect that freedom provided under the Charter of Rights is more than the same
as everything. Once the government writes something it doesn't like at the time it just
overrides it without proper consultation. For me personally I am fully vaccinated with 2 but I will
never take another one after the false narrative and trying hide science data for 55 years is
fraud. Doing an experimental test with so many people and then purposefully making the side
affects, documentation of that and ability to reference useful information tells me I was duped
in Political Science and NOT real science. It has torn the fabric of society apart with the way
this plan, lack of transparency and push beyond what makes sense guarantees I will never
trust anything from a Liberal or a science person without my own seeing the data. I work in
science the last 20years and the narrative and division of the way this was run is the perfect
example of why we should not allow non elected people to EVER be a deciding factor in
something that affects your life to this degree, ruins you kids future with lower IQ, mental
distress beyond belief, wanting to commit suicide, lost over $42k and counting. Destroyed the
ability to talk to anyone outside my circle, ruined my confidence in media, government, health.
The screw up is beyond catastrophic and if stopped immediately will take years to recover. For
anyone weaker than I this may not be recoverable. The Liberals have guranteed at least 40
people I know will never vote that way again. Yeah, I am in the GTA so you are in massive
trouble.

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62321

Yes

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62322

Destroyed my business

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62323

Financial insecurity, depression, anxiety, job insecurity, family strain, personal relationship
losses, fear, bullying

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62324

Stopped me and my family from doing lots of things together and have major stress added to
my life

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62325

split my family and friends, caused fear, loniliness and depression, caused job losses including
myself, people unable to participate normally in society date , go to meetings etc

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62326

Mental health plummeted, Less ability to make money, My students aren’t able to have the
experiences that help give them life skills due to Covid

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62327

I was forced to inject myself that I don't trust at all in order to be able to take my disabled child
to the children's hospital. Causing me extream mental duress

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62328

We believe education was the way to go. For nearly 2 years we obeyed the mandates and with
great mental anguish as we were not allowed to help our adult children when they were
struggling with mental health issues due to financial stress and in need of childcare when
feeling suicidal. We are law abiding citizens who have had to break the mandates to care for
them, fearing we would be fined heavily. Also, we have become outcasts in society, even
fearing to go to emergency when needed, because we were injured by the first vaccine and
refuse to get the second. So we supported the trucker convoy in hopes of being heard,
because even the mainstream media wouldn't report about the constant growing protests all
across the land. Now we fear daily that our bank account will be frozen. How will we survive in
our beloved land of Canada. We are devastated.

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62329

Ruined multiple relationships with family and friends and put me under a great deal of stress
and anxiety resulting in me taking multiple prescriptions.

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62330

Life has become very sedate

2/18/2022 3:52 PM
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62331

I've taken the correct steps to protect myself and other people because I'm not a selfish baby

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62332

Separating family's and friends This is bullshit!

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62333

I lost my job. My mental health has declined and I’m unable to visit my family in the UK

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62334

No job

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62335

Lost my job. Lost my relationship with my sibling. Lost friends. Constant state of anxiety. Post
traumatic Stress disorder from working 'essentially' during the outbreak.

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62336

I may not be able to practice my profession come the end of March and my mental health has
been negatively impacted.

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62337

-Created enmity and dis-unity with friends, family, church members. -Increased the tension,
anxiety and frustration, causing depression and feeling isolated. -Prevented me from flying
overseas to visit my elder mom and family, and for taking vacations away from home... Delayed work for my house that I needed done by contractors. -Stopped me from going out for
dinner for such a long time, and meet with friends and family. -Couldn't drive across the border
to visit friends, to attend events etc

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62338

Felt shamed for my medical decision. Secluded from society and silenced from speaking out.

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62339

Limiting my activity eg. can’t go to the restaurant, dance classes, participate in classes with
my daughter etc.

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62340

My husband lost his job, only because he wouldn’t get the jab. He found a new one, but this
meant a nearly 20k/per year loss in income, which significantly impacted our single income
family. Our kids are isolated and have lost friends, as well as missed out on swimming and
sporting opportunities.

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62341

No travelling, not seeing family and being bared from many parts of society

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62342

Vaccine side affects Mental health issues Job loss

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62343

My work mandated it and I couldn’t afford to quit. Children have suffered from masking at
school and socially.

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62344

Lost my job

2/18/2022 3:52 PM

62345

Decided me from my family.

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62346

Loss business, job, quality of life, money, everything has had an impact.

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62347

Unfairly and without logical reason.

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62348

Work and personal

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62349

Lost everything

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62350

No

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62351

Not sure where to even start.

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62352

I am handicapped and fighting cancer. Because of all the mandates I am unable to get medical
services as I am not vaccinated. I refuse to get vaccinated as I have enough to worry about
without adding more health issues on myself. At this point, I have lost all trust in doctors, the
pharmaceutical companies, and our present government.

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62353

Have been totally segregated

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62354

Constantly took over the very conversation in the whole culture. Its a struggle to maintain
normal life with the constant interference by government overreach. Im also watching families
being torn apart .

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62355

A very mean divided community!!!

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62356

Made me give up hope if ever living a normal life again 🥲

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62357

Friends and family loosing jobs, no ability to do anything

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62358

I feel like a prisonor in my own country

2/18/2022 3:51 PM
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62359

Loss of employment.

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62360

I lost my job

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62361

It has affected our relationships with people, divided our country, we’ve had friends that has
divided their families, it has greatly affected our children and grandchildren. They have been
discriminated against treated like lepers, or second-class citizens. The government has tried to
scare everyone and bring so So much fear into everyone’s hearts.

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62362

Loss of business income

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62363

Poor health, addiction, broken relationships, lost job

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62364

For two years I haven’t been able to have my family together. I’ve been heartbroken to watch
my family and friends turn on each other over vaccine mandate. I’ve had children who were
coerced into taking an experimental needle because they had no choice. To lose your ability to
provide for your family is not a choice. I’ve watched some of my children and grandchildren
suffer the consequences of segregation for not getting the experimental needle. Kids not being
allowed to play school sports, kicked out of pathfinders (girl guides). It has been the saddest
time and I’ve been through plenty, but these mandates will take years to heal the wounds they
made. How can we as a society leave behind our loved ones for a choice they believe in and
expect to move forward. Our government provincial and federal have failed us. Justine Trudeau
should resign for invoking the Emergency Measures ACT without meeting the threshold. Our
charter of rights have definitely been stepped on and drug through the mud all for money.
Follow the money while you follow the “science “ and you will have the truth. Btw I am double
vaxxed and stand strongly and proudly against coercion and any mandates that restrict out
rights.

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62365

Social isolation, work being threatened

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62366

I was unable to see family in another province for the better part of 2 years. I was forced to get
vaccinated in order to maintain my children's mental health and take then to their recreational
activities. I was forced to get the 2nd vaccine even though I had a significant reaction to the
first one. I am told that despite having 2 negative reactions I should still get a booster. This is
not about my health. This is about power and control. These mandates have caused division
amongst my family and I don't think it will ever be the same.

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62367

I can't see my daughter and grandchildren, I can't socialize with friends and family, go to
church, I have children who lost their jobs, friends who have been losing their business
because of closures. Grandchildren who missed school

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62368

I haven't had a cold or flu in two years. I'm smart. I got vaccinated so I can work

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62369

Depression; reduced income

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62370

I was terminated from my job of 29 years for not giving my private medical information to my
employer.

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62371

Up until September/October of 2021 I believed the science of the mandates - distancing,
masking, capacity limits. However, given that all my family members recovered from Covid,
we were denied the option of using that as proof of immunity. I was not able to see my family
in Poland for 2 years, I was not able to participate in funerals, my daughter was not allowed to
participate in event unless paid for her entry with a negative Covid test (despite everyone
catching Covid). I faced daily stress of loosing my job due to my undeclared vaccination
status

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62372

It has kept me and my loved ones safe

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62373

Mask , mandates , vaccine, not be able to go any were without vaccine. This is a free country
not stupid laws for covid shit

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62374

I have lost my social life, the ability to travel within my own country and visit dying family
members, I have been ostracized from work meetings and courses to update my further
learning

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62375

Relationships ruined, anxiety risen, depression, friends on suicide watch.

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62376

Division. So much division. Seeing others suffer. Not being able to worship in the way God
calls us.

2/18/2022 3:51 PM
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62377

It has affected my career. My family and friends. It has caused segregation and divided our
society. Disgusting.

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62378

Work opportunities wiped out in my art career, isolation, broken friendships over differing
opinions on mandates, not being able to see family.

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62379

Lost freedom. Lost job. Lost family because they are divided and fighting. I not longer want to
live in Canada as it is now officially a communist country. The lies must stop from parliament,
media, and elite.

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62380

It has not impacted my actions but I feel divided from friends and family who have been
directly affected.

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62381

Great stress losing job everything my health my family we need this emergency order stopped
now and all mandates stopped now

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62382

It had caused mental anguish and depression.

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62383

Isolation. Not nice.

2/18/2022 3:51 PM

62384

Coercion Shame division and harm. Stop all mandates immediate and jail Trudeau.

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62385

I have been working from home and have not been able to take my fiancée out to dinner, or go
to the movies, when there have been several movies that I would have like to go see, because
I am not vaccinated... Also I am a very huggee person, so not being able to hug those close to
me, friends and family has been difficult!

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62386

Restricted our everyday life and kept us captive in a a freedom of choice country

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62387

Divided my family and friends made me unable to visit loved ones in care homes and unable to
shop in or attend certain places

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62388

Has caused a great deal of loneliness and financial stress.

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62389

I have been required to test every 72 hours for work. My husband is in danger of losing his job
as an employee in a federally regulated business (Shaw Cable). As soon as this prime minister
sets a date for the vaccine mandate for the CRTC industry, he’s done. A career of 19 years gone.

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62390

Lost my job

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62391

I have emphysema. The mandate has cause my breathing to become more difficult while
wearing mask. I become light-headed all the time while wearing a mask because I’m not
getting sufficient air to help me breath. Along with that, I have lost friends and family because
of my choice to not vaccinate. I pretty well stay to myself now; for I find that a lot of the
people who are vaccinated are very hostile to people whom chose not to vaccinate.

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62392

Travel

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62393

I live on the MB Ontario boarder and the 14 day quarantine for unvaccinated is unacceptable

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62394

It’s kept me safe!

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62395

Made me and my family safer

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62396

In every witch way

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62397

Isolation and division from family and friends, also lack of entertainment and freedom!!

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62398

Psychological and emotional

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62399

Causes segregation in all aspects of life. Family’s don’t talk. I can’t bring half of my friends
with my for coffee. I’m vaccinated and do not support excluding people from society for a
personal choice. Our prime minister is a total embarrassment to the country!! Sad state he has
put the country in. hate speeches every time he opens his mouth. Shame on him!!!!!

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62400

Depressed and can’t take it anymore

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62401

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62402

In every way imaginable. Work, health, family, friends, school. Mentally, economically

2/18/2022 3:50 PM
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62403

Mostly mentally. We are lucky that both me and my husband still have our jobs, but our
children are suffering! My youngest has yet to see his teachers’ faces and smiles. He is not
hugged at school when upset. The teacher touches him with rubber gloves. Both of my kids
are missing out on swim lessons and other activities. We all had enough!

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62404

A household member works in the retirement community industry. The burden of rules is
resulting in burn out, interference of care, and a mental burden on the seniors paying for the
care.

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62405

Just like everybody else, some inconvenience but always seems to bring the numbers down.

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62406

The border crossing travels!

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62407

I have lost my job, had to move because of severe depression. I had no socialization couldn't
work and was not able to continue my recreational activities which caused my depression. I
chose to move to be near my children to help my mental state. I am having trouble finding
employment in my new city and am scared about my financial future. I have not been able to
socialize with friends or family on several important occasions

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62408

Lost my job, first and foremost Mental health has suffered Have been divided from family
&friends

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62409

Bullied at work. Fear of seeing family. Lots of anxiety. Loneliness. Deteriorating health because
of depression.

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62410

caused anxiety - loss of time with family friends - mental stress

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62411

Mentally, emotionally, financially, socially, my marriage,

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62412

I’d be writing a book if I answered this. Horrendous tho

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62413

I lost my job, promised money from government never came, kids behind in school and social
skills delayed because of 7+ months of schools closed, kids sports were cancelled for 2
years, friends, community and church abandoned me, everyone feels empowered to tell me I'm
always doing something wrong or I'm not allowed to enter places I've gone to in the past,
family is depressed and marginalized. Getting covid seems more desirable to the harm these
useless mandates have caused. It will take us years possibly generations to recover from this.

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62414

Affected a lot

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62415

I feel segregated. I feel like a second class citizen, dirty

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62416

Mentality

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62417

Because of a heart condition and the corruption of doctors they wouldn't write me a medical
exemption so I've sat depressed in my house for 2 years.

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62418

Absolute hell on earth. Mental health, physical health all affected.

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62419

These mandates have affected my families ability to raise our child in out community. He will
be 3 in April. So 2/3 of his life have been this pandemic. My husband and I chose not to get
vaccinated, therefore, we can not take our son to swimming lessons, skating, skiing,
organized playgroups, to a restaurant, and many more. Being the only unvaccinated person at
my work I have been isolated and I have had to hear many opinions on the vaccine/mandates
from my clients. I was fortunate enough to keep my job without having a vaccine. My clients
assume I am vaccinated so they share very hateful opinions about unvaccinated people. It is
very stressful and hurtful. I am very lucky to have a supportive family doctor, who checks in
on my mental health throughout this ordeal.

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62420

Freedom of movement

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62421

Intrusive on every level

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62422

Seen way to many problems with people and friends and family because they half watching the
news have been lied to for 2 years.

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62423

It has stopped a lot of it. It has divided families as some allowed in some not. They need to be
lifted and then I can choose how I want to live my life.

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62424

Life is a prison in b.c can't go or do what you want swim work out leave the country it's hell!

2/18/2022 3:50 PM
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62425

Horribly

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62426

It taking my business from me back I refuse to have needles stuck in me with out my consent

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62427

Negatively, lost buisness, can’t travel, cousin died from vaccine, 3 suicides of friends in 6
months, huge fights in an another wise peaceful family

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62428

All I can do is buy basic things in life, can't go anywhere with my friends. The central focus of
my life, my faith has been infringed upon three separate times by lockdowns.

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62429

Terribly

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62430

I hoot married and can't go for honeymoon or go abroad to see my wife's home country , can't
go to gym or out for dinner , can't get to indoor/ outdoor events ext ! I don't believe that any of
the COVID restrictions have benefited society!

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62431

I am on unpaid leave

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62432

It hasn't really. I guess I had to buy some masks.

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62433

I have become a second class citizen in the country of my birth all because I was unable to
wear masks. Even though I had an medical exemption I was still treated with disdain by
others.

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62434

It's harmed myself and my children's ability to socialize, greatly impacting mental health.

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62435

Depression. Social isolation. Family discord increased inflation making it difficult to live
comfortably

2/18/2022 3:50 PM

62436

Loss of relationships. Loss of access to fitness and recreational facilities, for myself and three
children. Loss of financial/work opportunity.

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62437

It has caused a lot of stress and worry for the sake of my fellow Canadians.

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62438

It has taken away my friends and family and caused major depression in my children and
myself

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62439

Depression

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62440

Isolated me from travel, curling and all the things I love doing.

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62441

I lost my job of 18 years

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62442

In all way for me and my family kids my wife that works in hospital and me as a truck driver

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62443

Lost my job of 33 yrs depressed

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62444

It has complicated it unnecessarily.

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62445

Depression, job loss and wage loss

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62446

Can't go no where

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62447

These mandates have caused my clients so much un due stress. I’ve watched their mental
health and physical health crumble in front of my eyes. I have also had to close my business 3
times because of this nonsense, it needs to end immediately. Canadians are fed up.

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62448

It has kept me and my family safe from illness

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62449

Social isolation has prevented important social support from friends and family

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62450

Unable to see our kids and grandkids. Prouder to be a Canadian with access to vaccines,
medical expertise, and a democratic government that is governed by majority wishes

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62451

It hasn't

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62452

Mentally, physically the most. How can these “mandates” not laws happen in a free country?

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62453

Its been terrible cause i refused the vax. Havent seen my mom in over 3 years cause shes in
the states. Had to start doing drugs for fun cause i cant go anywhere

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62454

I was fired from my job as a Healthcare worker in the Okanagan. No job, was forced to sell my
house. I haven't worked since October, and I have no where to live because the rental situation

2/18/2022 3:49 PM
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in BC is horrible.
62455

mental health worse, physical self worse, worried of our future, our childrens future. fearful of
an unchecked govt and police

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62456

Isolating

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62457

Increased stresses on my school aged children and family members and friends harmed by
the vaccine. It also restricted our ability to travel to see family and friends. END THE
MANDATES!

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62458

Had to work online and had to use rapid testing 3 times a week. My son could not go to college
this year.

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62459

Hasn’t affected me I haven’t died from covid

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62460

It has limited my freedom of movement. I have been marginalized and the Prime Minister has
used hate speech towards me.

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62461

Some minor inconveniences. But want to do my part do be a responsible citizen and protect
vulnerable people and health care system.

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62462

Mentally Physically & Emotional

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62463

My line of work requires me to enter people's houses but with the mandates people are less
willing to allow others in their house

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62464

Can't travel out of country freely

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62465

It has held be hostage in my own life…violated every sovereign right as a free citizen…hate
my own homeland!

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62466

Divided my family to the point of no return

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62467

Inconvenient

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62468

I lost my job due to Covid -19. They shut their doors permanently across Canada due to
measures of covid they could not afford. I worked for Reitmans at their now closed sister
store, Thyme Maternity.

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62469

Lorsque le code qr est demander je ne peux plus aller nul part

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62470

During these times I’ve never felt so alone saddened and disappointed in humanity but not all there is good and I’m grateful that I was able to see the truth! These mandates have brought
out the evil in people and have hurt our children from being exposed to these terrible times
(obviously learnt nothing from the past) - this has been handled terribly and it’s time to move
forward for our children

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62471

Na

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62472

It turned our family’s lives upside down. Jobs lost, division amongst members of a once tightknit family, friends dying alone, NOT FROM COVID, but alone because of mandates. Vaccine
having horrible effects on people forced to take it because of job, visitation rights, etc. The
whole mandate spectrum needs to stop immediately!

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62473

Cant see family,dividing friends, Losing business.

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62474

Forced to stay away from family..angst from difference of views and low grade headaches ever
since vaccines(2)

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62475

It as been a nightmare! So concerned about the health and well being of our grandchildren and
all children of Canada in terms of an untested experimental drugs being pumped into them
under the guise of a passport to spend time, playing with their friends, playing on sports
teams, going to the movies. Science has proven children are not at risk from covid. The
vaccines do not work as stats have proven and the death and injury rates for people who have
had the shots have been horrendous! In general the fears that have been created amongst the
population, the division of the population by the Prime Minister, the increase in suicides,
mental health issues, breakdown of families and friendships, depression, loss of jobs, small
businesses, people being fired for wanting to preserve their individual rights to choose what
happens with their bodies, people dying alone, funerals with limited attendees if any. No
funerals held to celebrate lives of loved ones, people not wanting to believe all the corruption

2/18/2022 3:49 PM
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that is going on with the liberal govt. Passionate people being brought to task for speaking out!
The mandates are leading the way to the destruction of Canada as we know and love it.
Leading to dark times, with Justin Trudeau at the helm. Justin Trudeau has made millions off
the sale of the vaccines, worldwide. This is a federal, illegal offense. It is racketeering! He has
lied to, divided, run away from and insulted freedom patriotic Canadians and has committed
crimes against humanity. He does not deserve to be Prime Minister of this amazing country.
He and his mandates need to be gone!
62476

I have been vilified and treated as a unclean person.

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62477

I have a 5yr old down syndrome child that can't talk because she has not been able to attend
any of her development programs because of all these mandates. ENOUGH IS ENOUGH,
TIME TO PUT OUR CHILDREN FIRST...... TRUDEAU MUST GO.......

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62478

In very way possible. Stay out of my medical life that my business.

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62479

Seeing the people I love onet boarder travel cost of living

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62480

Stressed

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62481

My daughter has autism and has trouble understanding facial expressions. Masks make her
learning very challenging. I work in healthcare and am afraid I’ll lose my job if vaccines are
mandated. Family relationships and friendships have ended over mandates and fear.

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62482

I watch grown adults torture children to make themselves feel safe. Not the Canada I know and
love

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62483

Can't find any work always staying home that is bullshit

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62484

Loss of employment segregation causing mental health issues stress financial struggles

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62485

Mentally

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62486

I took two vaccines because I genuinely thought top doctors and the government were trying to
help people deal with covid. It was fine before the vaccine pass when people had the choice
whether to introduce the vaccine's contents into their bodies or not.

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62487

Mentally exhausting

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62488

Ruined relationships with friends and family, reduced my ability to generate an income,
devastating effects on my children’s education and mental health, devastating effects for
my/my wife’s mental health. And more…

2/18/2022 3:49 PM

62489

Since the start

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62490

Very bored during lockdowns and some closures but that’s it. Not a huge sacrifice. I have
learned to appreciate more and spend less on unnecessary items.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62491

I have lived through a pandemic!

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62492

Loss of business, stress, political divides among friends and relatives, loss of recreational
venues for children, generally angry population

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62493

I wasn't able to spend Christmas with my husband's family. I am unable to travel to a family
wedding, my husband was not able to be either me at ultrasound appointments when we were
having miscarriages. I can't go out to eat.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62494

DEPRESSING

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62495

Too many to mention

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62496

I am afraid for my young children's freedom/futures. I cannot work because of mandates and
we are quickly drowning in debt.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62497

Not visiting family

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62498

No more life

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62499

Haven't been able to visit grandparents and haven't been allowed to attend appointments like
ultrasounds for my first child

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62500

In many ways

2/18/2022 3:48 PM
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62501

Restricted me in virtually every aspect of my life. Especially hard was the cancellation of in
class school.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62502

Lost a job. Cannot go into places. Can't travel.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62503

It has affected every part of my life, every part!

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62504

It’s nonsensical and goes against real scientific facts, so that is beyond frustrating. My
husband lost his job, he will not be vaccinated or wear a mask. Dividing family because they
are so brainwashed by the media. Watching my 80 year old parents be in fear and
brainwashed. Knowing all this is about eugenics and globalists trying to depopulate. It’s all sick
and evil!

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62505

I know people suffering from mental health issues and have committed suicide, because of
these mandates.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62506

My 13 year old daughter had to be taken to hospital because she was depressed to the point
of feeling suicidal. My husband lost his job as a firefighter because of his choice not to be
vaccinated. We cannot take our children to swimming lessons or museums. It has been
terrible for us on so many levels. We all understood the need for restrictions in the beginning
and middle of the pandemic. But we’ve reached the point where the toll they are taking on
people is as harmful- if not more harmful than the virus.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62507

It has caused extreme stress, sadness and isolation.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62508

Verge of losing my job has made my job difficult Hard on mental health for myself and my
daughter and she has been in and out of school based in these mandates missed a lot of
sports which has been terrible for her and future athletic goals for university

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62509

Forced to retire early as I was unwilling to take vacine for personal reasons.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62510

It's caused my mental health to be horrible, I'm depressed, I've gained weight. I feel like I have
no purpose anymore in life. And I haven't been working for the last 3 months. And I couldn't
see my family.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62511

Lost friends and family due to differences of opinion, friend committed suicide, anxiety from
masks and not going to restaurants.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62512

2+ years and counting..

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62513

Limited my ability to gain and maintain employment. The demeaning words and coercive
tactics from each level of government has led to a disconnection from society. This removal
from society has led to a breakdown of relationships in my life and further seclusion. The
hatred and removal of my freedom of choice by the government and those that follow have
created an anxiety within me resulting in depression and suicidal ideation.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62514

Divided family and friends. Hostile encounters. Feelings of segregation

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62515

Lockdowns, weight gain, depression

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62516

Losing my livelyhood; the ability to fiancially provide for myself.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62517

Job loss isolation loss of home travel

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62518

My mother is in the hospital, only one person can visit at a time and we had to choose only 2
people that can visit at all. I can't travel, can't see friends etc.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62519

Ive not been able to work for two+ years now

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62520

Mental turmoil and financial constraint

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62521

100% it has

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62522

I lost family members and friends that died because of the mandate i have friends that lost
there jobs and homes because of it including myself i was forced to put something into my
body that i never wanted to do

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62523

Our democracy/ freedom

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62524

Depressed and lonely

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62525

Caused more loneliness, depression for me. High stress levels at work and loss of free

2/18/2022 3:48 PM
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worship.
62526

It has affected my daily life, mental health. It has ruined family relationships, friend
relationships.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62527

Mental health, lost business, lost family and friends, physical health from stress

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62528

I lost money through lost opportunities because we were locked down supposed to stay home
how are they lost mentally draining can't see my my mom in a care home and all sorts of other
nonsensical mandates they should've used ivermectin and hydroxychloroquine but no they
wanted us to die Pharma Klaus Shwaab George Soros the big globalists it's true

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62529

I see the affects of mandates in my patients lives. They have lost jobs, been unable to watch
their kids sports, been isolated from friends and family and been called names by our prime
minister. For a treatment that has limited efficacy in what it is supposed to prevent and does
not prevent the spread in the way it had been promoted, this is very wrong!

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62530

Harmed my children’s development (physical, psycho-social, spiritual, emotional, academic).
Caused division & hate in my family, social circles, and community. Cost me my job. The
vaccine killed 2 family members. The vaccine injured 5 friends. 2 of them severely. Limited my
constitutional rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62531

Can’t go out for dinner can’t take my kids on vacation

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62532

It hasn't yet

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62533

Restrictions and segregation!!!!! Unlawful!!!

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62534

Lost half of our family income. Wife and I welcomed our first born 7 months ago on a much
decreased income. Inflation, cost increases for necessities and so on have made it angering to
be a Canadian. The working class suffer while to champagne socialist live it up. The hypocrisy
and gaslighting for our “elites” are what is causing the divide which at this point in undoubtedly
intentional.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62535

Division, mental health, stress, limitations

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62536

It has alienated my family and friends from each other. We are unable to earn a living because
there's so much unnecessary fear. My adult children will have permanent fear going forward.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62537

Negatively

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62538

I have no faith in elected officials, the media or in public health officials. Nor will I again. Ever

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62539

Has not

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62540

Lost one of my jobs and struggle to pay bills and eat. Getting depressed with a feeling of
hopelessness.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62541

Lost people to suicide. Mental health and divided family. Criminal.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62542

I had to be vaccinated in order to keep my job. Coercion is not ok and as a result I was anxiety
ridden for the first 6 weeks after receiving the jab.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62543

Protected myself and loved ones, and vulnerable members of aociety

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62544

Fdfgfg

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62545

Money loss, mental health. Loss of dignity,

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62546

Saved my life and life of my family, friends, and coworkers.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62547

Lots, I have anxiety, and tired of the division our PM has created with this, he is not for we the
people It’s time to end the tyranny

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62548

Wearing a mask has been incredibly hard for me as it causes me to become short of breath
and my allergies act up big time, not being free to go and visit family and friends as freely as I
would like, losing family and friends due to differences. Since when has it made a difference if
a person gets a flu shot? Us humans weren't designed by our Heavenly Father to live like we
have been forced to live the past almost two years. It's also limited where I can meet up with
my clients for work. All around these mandates ALL have to be thrown out forever.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62549

Loss in every aspect. Mental, physical, financial

2/18/2022 3:48 PM
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62550

It has kept me and my community safer.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62551

Friends and family members have committed suicide because they were told not to see each
other for so long. Friends and family have lost their business. One friend had to claim
bankruptcy

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62552

Every way possible

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62553

I missed seeing my grandma before she died, and missed her funeral. There were many other
effects, but that’s the worst.

2/18/2022 3:48 PM

62554

I rarely leave my home. I go for groceries every 7-10 days. I feel like a prisoner in my own
home. Masking is hard as I am asthmatic. I feel like I am being held hostage in my own, once
free, country. I have friends and family I have not seen in 2 full years over all this darned
nonsense! I am seriously considering seeking political asylum, in a foreign country, rather than
live in the now fascist country of Canada. My heart is destroyed knowing, so many of the
service men and women who died for our freedoms, all for naught.

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62555

Separated me from my family. Negatively affected my business. Husband lost his job. School
stress for our child

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62556

Family division

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62557

Depression, loss of family members, vax killed a friend of mine, kids are damaged.

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62558

Robbed of 2 years of life

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62559

Not going to restaurants ,events or traveling

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62560

I am a single person with a mental health illness. It has pushed me to the edge. I cannot
survive another lockdown. I also work in LTC. The affect that lock down had in seniors is cruel.
We went from 8-10 deaths /year. To 24 in 2020 & 29 in 2021. We are currently already at 3 for
2022.

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62561

I cannot go to restaurants (& one my favorites has now closed permanently), Cannot fly to
Ontario to see my Mother and sister. Cannot play bridge at the Seniors Centre (my only social
outlet).

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62562

It has segregated me from going anywhere proof of vaccination is required, plus caused me a
lot of emotional stress that in turn has caused physical issues, and a myriad of other negative
changes in my life.

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62563

A lot of stress

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62564

Kept me and my children safe from infection with the virus

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62565

Horribly mentally..lost husband have 9 grandkids in US and been not able to see them much
with travel mandates. Division in family! HORRIBLE

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62566

As I choose not to get vaccinated due to religious family, I can no longer visit my family in
Ontario.

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62567

It’s caused unnecessary hardships to my family and their lives. People can’t live their lives
when we are being lied to constantly. This is senseless overreach of propaganda

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62568

It has caused work and home stresses that have lead to a mental burnout

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62569

It hasn’t.

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62570

Not being able to see all my family and visiting people!

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62571

Huge! Lost job, mental health, division among friends and family

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62572

Segregated

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62573

I am feeling down. My child is majorly affected by mask wearing.

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62574

Very little. I can manage a little inconvenience for the sake of others.

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62575

I’ve been dealing with more bouts of depression and anxiety. I’m a father of two and my son
has put on weight due to inactivity due covid restrictions. He has also showed signs of
depression. My daughter has shown signs of depression as well.

2/18/2022 3:47 PM
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62576

Negatively.

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62577

It causes depression

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62578

I have been called names, discriminated against, unable to visit my parent’s at times and
unable to fly and participate as an equal human being in society!!

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62579

Conflict with friends and family Depression

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62580

Very seriously. Financially. Mental health. Religiously. Really it has affected my daily life.

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62581

Lost my job

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62582

My mental health and that of my family has seriously deteriorated. My God given rights have
been trampled on by the Trudeau government's overreach.

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62583

It’s limited my movements but I adjusted. It protected my elderly parents and friends who are
immune compromised because of cancer treatments. I am thankful that our government
listened to healthcare professionals.

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62584

Separation from family division of family that may never recover they are brainwashed from
media 2 years of covid drilled into there heads even with new data and science they are so far
gone its concerning..Who is liable for that..???

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62585

Cost of living. Mandatory vacs for work Overall changed everyones lives

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62586

Kids with severe depression and suicidal ideation. Lots work for my husband

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62587

Effected my mental health.

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62588

Negative is come and stressed conditions along with emotional damage

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62589

People are divided segregation is not something I want to be raising my child in— this all
needed to end

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62590

Saved it

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62591

My family is divided and my kids have shown signs of stress. Physical mental, and social. My
my wife and it’s been extremely overwhelming with the division amongst people of all walks of
life.

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62592

My freedoms have been assaulted. My freedom od speech has veem raken away I'm
segregated, discriminated against, called a racist misogynist by the elected PM. My basic
rights have been taken. This has resulted in mental health issues.

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62593

Made me feel safer going out in public. Health care worker than knows the true impact of Covid
and the stress and strain on medical personnel

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62594

family conflict, restrictions in public areas

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62595

Forced to get vaccine so I can travel to US to see my grandkids. I am healthy and would not
have got the vaccine but for the mandate.

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62596

I didn't need to be mandated. Also noticed a lot of spelling mistakes, so this survey was
probably written by a bunch of uneducated loser antivaxxers. They are desperate for validation
so they make up bullshit surveys and encourage their idiot friends to respond. The results of
this survey are worthless but Antivaxxers are desperate for validation. Even when it's from a
fake source like this one. Pretty sad.

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62597

Makes me sad and confused!!

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62598

I have lost 3 family members to cancer and heart attacks and was not able to have funerals. It
has been a terrible time for our family.

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62599

Loss of family and friends in my life

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62600

Depression, loneliness, has caused division amongst us.

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62601

Mentality

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62602

Anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 3:47 PM
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62603

My social life is zero!!! I hate it!! I want to be happy again and visit friends without being ask if
someone is sick or has the vaccine

2/18/2022 3:47 PM

62604

Unable to travel, extra stress, loss of basic rights and freedoms, earlier than anticipated
retirement to reduce stresses and frustration.

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62605

I lost my job

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62606

i recently graduated from high school and wasn’t able to have a normal graduation, messed up
my plans in high school because i don’t work well online. ive become a lot more socially
anxious because i haven’t been able to hangout with my friends or meet new people. i got a job
for 2 months of the open summer but lost it because of vaccine mandate for people under the
AHS contract back in october and i haven’t been able to find a job since. i also have a very
hard time breathing with a mask on, takes my breath away and i can’t stand it for more then 10
mins, it makes me light headed. i have a knee injury which requires me to work on building
muscle but i wasn’t able to go to the gym to do so because of the vaccine mandate, because
of that ive got only little muscle and my knee aches from time to time.

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62607

I have felt isolated, depressed, not being able to have freedom of mobility, no dining etc..
watching my country turn into a communist country is devastating

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62608

Fear and division of my community, and work environment. The vaxpass created a segregated
society within our province.

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62609

Unable to see members of my family and alot of division going on among family and friends

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62610

It has made my life safer.

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62611

Lost my job. Some family won’t come near me. Your media has put fear into everyone, shame
on you.

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62612

It’s been good and bad. But as time progresses it’s not a sustainable way to continue to live.
My mental health needs attention, my family: torn. We have 90% of the population vaxed.
When will it be enough to lift these mandates? I haven’t seen my grandma in her nursing home
because They don’t have PCR tests. So needless to say… It’s been STRESSFUL. And I feel
so badly for my children and their missed social gatherings like bdays. It’s too much. We keep
protecting the weak but at what risk to the healthy?

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62613

Drastically, in all ways

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62614

All

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62615

Well the communism certainly has gotten stronger here. I don’t go out to restaurants anymore.

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62616

It’s shown me who the entitled cunts are in this country.

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62617

Husbands work. Visiting my family and grandchildren.

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62618

Income, religion, can't purchase groceries because of mask exemption...gas station food only
for 2yrs, eggs, meat from farmers

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62619

Severe damage

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62620

division of families, friends and co-workers, and restricted access to places that s/b open to
absolutely everyone!!!

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62621

Lost my job. Said good bye to my mom through a window , while she was dying. My children
are being suffocated all day at school. And fed false propaganda by school, media and the
people put in place to protect them.

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62622

In every humanly way possible and am sick of it.

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62623

loss of job opportunities - extreme mental health stress - financial stress - unable to see a
doctor of get adequate medical attention for non covid related issues

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62624

Family segregation loss of business divide

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62625

Unable to travel and attend loved one funeral. No hope, no plans. You have no control over
your life.

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62626

Right now sd68 in nanaimo bc Is mandating proof of vaX...then we do testing or unpaid
leave....this is my employer..we have been coerced harassed and bullied

2/18/2022 3:46 PM
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62627

Horribly,,forced to vaxx against my will in order to keep my job of 23 yrs and not feeling well
ever since getting vaxxed and then contracting covid regardless of being vaxxed.

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62628

Tremendously for the worst!! It has Divided my family and friends in ways I don’t know if we
could ever recover from this all!!! It’s ABSOLUTELY HEARTBREAKING!!

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62629

Job and income loss. Hate speech, discrimination, segregation. Mental health wellness.
Depression.

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62630

Je ne respire pas bien dans un mask je ne veux pas de faux vaccins.. et encore moins de
passeport vaccinal

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62631

I am seeing help from medical professionals like psychiatrist.

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62632

i understand why mandates had to happen

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62633

They turned our life upside down, but thanks God this happened for a good reason they rolled
the rock yhe rock it's going to crash them.

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62634

We are retired & can’t get across the border because we aren’t vaxxed. We have a rental in
Florida we want to get to. Also DO NOT want to upload the ArriveCan app. None of the
governments business where I go or what I put in my body

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62635

Taught me what life under a tyranny looks like

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62636

Limited my travel. Lost friendships, work, strained family relationships. Prevented from going
to restaurants, my gym and going out for movies. Loss of trust in Public Health and politicians

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62637

Can’t do or go anywhere can’t leave the Country can’t go on a plane can’t go out to restaurants
can’t have family over lost our Canadian rights to live freely

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62638

Mandates have not harmed me or my life negatively at all; I live with them using common
sense, and understand they are vital to protect others, my community and most especially
public health care, our vital health care workers and their support staff. The anti-masker people
however *have* physically harmed and stressed me enormously. On four different occasions,
they physically assaulted me just for protecting others and myself by wearing a mask. Your #7
does not have an appropriate answer selection for me. My answer to your #7 is that I believe
the mandates need to be kept in place until we get the virus appropriately under control and our
health care workers and health systems across Canada recover from the horrid suffering
they've endured, largely caused by selfish narcissistic people refusing to do tiny protective
measures like wear a mask, properly, inside in public.

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62639

It has made second class citizens out of people who can’t or won’t get a vaccine that they do
not need and the mandates need to go NOW!

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62640

Being an avid researcher of history, in late 2019 I saw this coming so after warning my wife
then I fired most of my clients and took our daughter out of school to be home schooled. I've
had to suspend my ability to earn a living just to protect our daughter from the indoctrination of
compliance. Our daughter's biggest complaint is that she wishes she had friends until she
sees other kids walking down the sidewalk outside wearing a mask by themselves. Knowing
the iron grip of totalitarian control is strangling this country I find myself reliving the effects of
PTSD waking up in the night in a panic.

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62641

Bullied , isolated, divided family friends , unvaccinated they don’t want in yards , I believe in
vaccines this we know to many injured or dead from vax . My husband lost job but was going
retire because of cuts . Vacations , trips cancelled , many friends died from loneliness in care
homes ,not allowed immediate family to come and hug unless dying . I’ve never in nb seen so
much fear an robots. Now many injured having regrets . I can’t do outdoor downhill skiing ,
can’t go out to eat only allowed at certain venues and knowing my healthy brother snowboarder
got breathing problems and many issues heart pains all because of 1 jab and has young kids .
Shame on our government. Events in our church an can’t sing hug talk , people triple
vaccinated afraid to go out this is communism an people died from sucides , my friend said I’ll
never get to hug me or her 95 year old husband again until the night she died he got called in
to see a Skelton . Horrible he fed her and he could have seen her 20min a day 6 ft apart with
Mask , they couldn’t hear each other and said it’s not worth it for him to visit. This is
horrendous. Our nb has less then ..03 % of province die . Some was 3x vaccinated and most
were elderly . What is the difference Im Considered a danger and yet a I know if zim ever sick.
Done much more friends what had been seen in health’s care walked away . Crazy

2/18/2022 3:46 PM
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62642

Taken our freedom away

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62643

It has very strongly triggered my ptsd …. My mental health along with my families has
suffered

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62644

Emotional, physical, fell like prisoner under Trudeau’s tyrannical government

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62645

What aspect hasn’t it affected?

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62646

I hate all mandates. It has caused divisions among family and friends and has done nothing to
stop covid. Mandates don't work!!!

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62647

It’s hurt me financially. Has caused mental health issues. Relationship issues. My son is an
only child and we live in the country, he has not been able to socialize with other children
much.

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62648

Freedom of religion Freedom to assemble Freedom to move about in my country Freedom of
speech (sensorship) Loss if feeling of safety in my own country. Afraid of Government over
reach

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62649

Had to be vaccinate or lose my job, my kids and scared to be in public or school. Wish to see
Trudeau RESIGN!!

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62650

Mentally , emotionally, physically, financially, freedom taken away, my personal health
information exposed to others, excluded for not choosing to be vaccinated,

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62651

It hasn't

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62652

Keeping me from traveling

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62653

Family discrimination, lost jobs, forced vaccinated, isolation, fear, anger

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62654

lost my business - financial health mental health

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62655

No freedom of choice or speech

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62656

Kept us alive.

2/18/2022 3:46 PM

62657

Family in CAD are notable to live a life like the rest do in Texas

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62658

Division from society, not being vaccinated as made me an outsider in our country.

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62659

What life?

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62660

As a unvaccinated person I have been unable to visit retirement homes, or fly to see my 3
children in another province

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62661

In every way

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62662

It has kept my family safer

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62663

Negatively effected my mental health, divided family and friends, took away my rights to my
body, negatively effected my work because I wasn’t able to go in and be a part of my team.
Effected the mental health of my children. They don’t feel like they are worthy of the same
rights as other children because if a decision I made on their behalf. They feel outcasted and
peer pressured. It is disgusting what our government and health officials have done to its
citizens over the past two years. You mandated us because you had no trust in your people,
why do you deserve any trust from us?

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62664

Impacted extremely time for it to end

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62665

They have segregated me and my family and forced people to discriminate against each other
for no reason. The vaccines have failed as well as all the other mandates and covid is nothing
but a flu like most others now that the delta variant is gone. I am also trapped in my own
country and can’t travel like I used to love to do. I will not be forced to take a vaccine that is
unnecessary and proven ineffective period.

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62666

Reviewing whether life is worth living anymore.

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62667

My 91 year old mother talks about wanting to die rather than live this way. We cannot travel to
visit ill family members. We cannot attend funerals of loved ones. We suffer depression from

2/18/2022 3:45 PM
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being discriminated against which has been promoted by all levels of Government. The list is
endless.
62668

Lost my career as a mental health social worker in the hospital.

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62669

I got sciatica right after my 2nd shot of Maderna

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62670

The mandate has effected everyone I know. I feel that it is dividing the country in a time that
we need to stand together the most. If you want to wear a mask wear a mask, if you want to
get the shot get the shot, if you want to stay home and live in fear be my guest. What I won’t
stand for is anyone telling me what I should be doing with my body, what I won’t stand for is
being criminalized based on my belief that my rights have and always will trump your fear. God
bless Canada and god Bless everyone willing to stand up for the rights of not just their families
but all Canadians.

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62671

I’m has taken away my right to decide what where when and how I am going to live my life. It
has given the government full power over the people.

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62672

The mandates have impacted my whole life. Not being able to see family, family members
getting injured from the vaxx, NOT being able to attend university and being discriminated at
all places for having different view points

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62673

Divided family and friends

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62674

Unable to travel and unable to attend funeral (sister)

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62675

This will be two years of my life that I will never get back

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62676

Significant depression, division in my family, unwanted discrimination, violation of the charter,
lack of scientific proof that mandates stop the spread if the virus.

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62677

I am more conscious of how immunocompromised people live their lives and wish to further
protect them from transmissible diseases

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62678

Had to close business and lost thousands of dollars

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62679

Emotionally crippling

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62680

Anxiety seeing my Yong nieces in nephew's wearing masks my teen age niece as tried killing
her self by slicing her rists my 2 year old twin niece and nephew not being able to grow up with
their family. These mandates are mentally exhausting

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62681

Yes it has,it has made me angry, depressed,scared at first,now i just have no confidence in
our politician..They all seem to have an agenda other than the people..

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62682

Forced me to mostly stay at home, not see family, and tried to make me be scared by using
the media.

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62683

It's a plague. We have to get through it together.

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62684

It has really been stressful and struggled with anxiety to even go shopping and do your every
day life it's effected my mental health and Physical health and emotional health

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62685

Barely at all

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62686

no social life

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62687

Depressed

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62688

In every way possible

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62689

Not good it

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62690

Really bad

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62691

Adversely

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62692

Great annoyance, feeling resricted

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62693

So many ways that I can't even express my self... very damaging

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62694

Very much...It is the most devastating public health manipulation. It is based upon fake Covid
narrative. Truth is being exposed all over the world. Trudeau is treasonous criminal.

2/18/2022 3:45 PM
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62695

When anyone is made to choose between a vaccine and their job it goes against every ethical
dilemma I learned while in nursing school. Being forced to comply or be left unemployed is not
freedom, it’s bullying, manipulation and abuse of power. My children have never experienced a
normal school year, they’ve had to have birthdays without family or friends present due to
lockdowns. I had surgery this pandemic that left me alone in hospital with no one able to visit.
Everyone’s life has been dramatically affected by these mandates and it’s time to move on
and live our life’s again!

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62696

It imposes on my rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62697

Driven up the cost of everything with less money coming in. Plus getting anything done is near
impossible making everyone miserable!

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62698

Late cancer diagnosis. Now stage 4. Economically it has cost a lot of money. Housing has
become unaffordable

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62699

Mental health for my daughter. Fallen grades. Many unnecessary challenges that didn't need to
happen for this long such as just simply learning how to live in a box with severe loniless. It
had affected routines emotions direction in life the feeling of uselessness. Anger confusion etc
etc. I want a good future for both myself and my daughter. With mandates there's no hope

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62700

Disrupted my family , social , and business dealing whole unsuccessfully improving
containment

2/18/2022 3:45 PM

62701

Alot. My whole life is upside down

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62702

A huge loss of Freedom

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62703

I lost my job. Have been separated from friends

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62704

not at all. it's easy to throw on a mask and show your vax passport. not sure what all the fuss
is about.

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62705

My husband lost his job, we can't afford to maintain our standard of living. People are divided.
Death rates and suicides are atrocious. It's time to give the freedoms back to us. We are a
free and democratic society. The right to choose is ours. We shouldn't be discriminated
against.

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62706

Social isolation primarily

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62707

It has enabled me to make it through a global pandemic without contracting covid. It has also
protected my at risk family member, and kept people close to me from needing to be
hospitalized when they have contracted covid.

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62708

Depression, trouble breathing with masks . Our choice has been removed...

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62709

Wasted time. Spilt up family !!

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62710

Destroyed my business for no or very little effect of lowering all COVID rates

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62711

I’m off on stress leave from covid fatigue, anxiety and PTSD

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62712

unemployment depression loss of family/froends

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62713

Division in family, husband forced to get the jab to keep job, worse health because can't
participate in sports, shunned amongst peers, not able to get healthcare in a timely manner,
etc, etc.

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62714

Hugely - kept me apart from family

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62715

It’s hasn’t, you can still do everything you want just have to take precautions

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62716

The mandates have greatly impacted all Canadians. There are more divisions now than I have
ever experienced in my 60 years. Parents, brothers and sisters, neighbors who got along fine 2
years ago are now enemies. These mandates need to go so we can heal as a nation. Unless
this is what the government wants. Then lock us all down.

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62717

I did as I was asked to get vaccinated and trust the science but 2 years later nothing had
changed Trudeau needs to go , his is an embarrassment to our country.

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62718

Loss of freedoms, noticeably higher levels of segregation, isolation,mental issues, suicides,

2/18/2022 3:44 PM
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children's development, inflation, debt, bankruptcies, highly inconsistent levels of mandate
enforcement
62719

I am vaccinated, but do not go out often, because I do not wish to support mandates on public
health matters which should be a personal choice. Masks don't work, and vaccines don't work
(otherwise we wouldn't need the masks, and wouldn't see variants still being transmitted), so
we need to drop it and learn to live with it. We have three children, who have now lost two
years of social interaction due to these mandates. Vaccine passports are a terrible idea, and
an example of extreme government overreach.

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62720

Horribly

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62721

Depression, discrimination, stress, bulling

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62722

Has not as I am vaccinated.

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62723

It hasn't

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62724

Kids can’t play sports

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62725

My mom died!! We could have helped her but because of mandates, were not allowed near her
until it was too late

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62726

Mentally, physically, socially

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62727

In every aspects

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62728

Mental health

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62729

It hasn't. But it has affected millions of others. Made some scared of their shadows. Made
some lose their jobs. Made some sceptical of the "good-intentions" of those in power. Made
some to absolutely never believe a word the mainstream media prints. Made children suffer
more than ever from anxiety, eating disorders, mental illness, allergies (yes, from wearing
masks), and the list goes on. Marriages/partnerships suffer. Abuse is more prevalent than
ever. People are traumatized. IT IS ENOUGH! Time to bind together, to display integrity,
compassion, respect, stewardship and harmony (regardless of religion, race, sex, identity, etc.)
All of which is lacking in our present leader. It is the hardest thing on earth to admit that you
are wrong, but a true leader will do so.

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62730

Feel safer

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62731

I need to take medication for asthma because of the mask in my face for too long. Don't see
my family that lives in other countries. My husband lost his job for months. And more
problems....

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62732

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62733

It has kept me alive!

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62734

Everyway

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62735

Locked is no fun

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62736

Couldn’t be with my Mom in hospital while she had pneumonia. Couldn’t visit my Dad for two
years as he went from hospital to care. Haven’t seen husbands parents for two years. They
are terrified. I am lonely and depressed. Our business has suffered greatly. Two of my
granddaughters didn’t have graduation parties. Have had many people die, not from Covid and
there has not been to one funeral.

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62737

Destroying businesses

2/18/2022 3:44 PM

62738

I have been coerced and forced to accept a medical procedure I did not want as otherwise I
was not ALLOWED to participate in the lives of my children

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62739

Its destroying it

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62740

Which one? I gotta be honest here, y'all are not great at this survey making thing. Spelling
errors, vague questions, if you're the majority of people do you not have one statistician among
you to help with survey design? But to answer your vague question: no negative impacts here.
Also are y'all not barking up the wrong tree? Even if vaccine mandates for truckers drop here,
they're not dropping in the US.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM
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62741

Mentally

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62742

People Loss care due to Covid mandates…. Humanity was broken

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62743

Increased anxiety and depression, ostracized from family and friends, harassment from other
citizens.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62744

Bad

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62745

Destroyed it completely.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62746

I was working at the Ottawa General hospital for over 9 years. I was sent home without pay
since November 1st 2021 for refusing to be injected with the toxic experimental Covid-19
vaccines. Which we're never proven to be safe or effective. I have wonderful natural immune
systems that are effective at helping to heal wounds and to recover from infections and
disease's.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62747

I could not travel, I could not visit my family, I lost half of my annual income.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62748

I was coerced by the government into getting a vaccine I didn’t want.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62749

I was forced to work from home after being in the office for 18 months, not able to see family.
Can't go anywhere it is like I am a prisoner in my own home.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62750

Not being able to see my family and friends

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62751

Our business was shut down. Forced to get the vaccine to keep my job. Adult and children’s
mental health affected tremendously

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62752

Every day

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62753

Lost my job, some family and friends are crossed with me

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62754

Took my freedom to Live away.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62755

My Dad and brother passed away and we were unable to visit until they were palatine. My
family feels divided and some friends won’t see us because my spouse isn’t vaxed.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62756

It has taken away my job, my friends, torn my family apart. My best friend daughter is having
a terrible reaction to the vaccine, my kids cant do the sports they want to do without being
vaccinated. I cant watched them without being vaccinated. I cant help out at girl guides without
being vaccinate. It has affected us in many ways.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62757

It has greatly affected my mental health in a negative way. It has divided my family and
friends. It has turned us into a never before homeschool family. It has made me feel worried
about my children's future to have freedom over their body autonomy and their ability to have
choice of career or ability to be professional athletes. My children have missed out on many
social and recreational activities they would have normally attended previously. We missed our
first family vacation we had planned. My daughters speech therapy was canceled. I no longer
have trust in the government or the justice system. I am a Jewish woman how has been called
"someone who takes up space, someone who should not be tolerated, and a Misogynist,
racist" by the Prime Minister. How can I feel safe in a Country that allows the to happen?

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62758

In every way possible; emotionally, financially, physically. I am smart enough to navigate my
own risks for my health and safety and don’t need the government mandating what I can and
can’t do. You can’t control a virus. Period.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62759

Not working, can not swim, dance take courses

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62760

It has

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62761

Masks are ineffective and cause anxiety. I believe useless fear has been instilled in people
and has created a horrible division along friends and family. Disgusted the most by the divid
this has created.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62762

Every aspect of my life has been affected. The biggest being my mental health. Even now I
wonder if I should be filling this form out, will my info be leaked? Will I be targeted? Will I be
accused of something Iam not? This is what the current PM has created within Canada

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62763

No job, no pay, no way to afford to get home, no travel as a sovereign being. Constant stress.
Mental, emotional and financial abuse.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM
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62764

Lost my job

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62765

Greatly

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62766

Negative

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62767

It totally sucks.. no freedom to do anything to go anywhere

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62768

I am not able to go anywhere that I want to go other than the necessary places. It’s robbing me
of joy in my life. I also have missed out on funerals of loved ones and weddings because of
these unlawful mandates.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62769

I can’t do anything, my children have developed anxiety and my brother died of drug overdose

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62770

Destroyed relationships. Killed my daughter in law.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62771

Disowned by family Removed from band of 20 years Depression Facing job termination in 2
months from position of 21 years

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62772

Loss of freedom, separation from society because of hatred generated by Justin Trudeau and
his hate speech. Separation from my loved ones, distrust in ALL Drs and health care
practitioners. My asthmatic lungs have been further damaged by mask mandates, my mental
health is depressive and my financial house is being ruined by the government. Trying to steal
our freedoms any further is not going to be tolerated.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62773

Limited the following: work, school, social interaction, opportunity to earn money, travel outside
of my own province, travel outside of my country, privacy, feeling of security, feeling valued,
family gatherings It has increased anxiety, social separation, negative feelings towards myself
from others, judgement passed on me by others, mental disorders and negative mental health
It has also made difficult the opportunity for my child(ren) to: attend post-secondary school, to
learn to become an independent adult whose choices matter and are valued, function as
developing people whose opinions are taken into consideration and valued, feel as though they
matter, express their beliefs without being ridiculed for not following the rhetoric

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62774

My health has deteriorated because of wearing a mask. Business has huge negative financial
impact.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62775

Divided friend and family

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62776

Reduced social contacts

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62777

Unable to see family for almost two years. Not allowed inside places. Hindering my freedom to
worship.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62778

It has impacted my social life causing times of depression

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62779

Removed my freedom to travel, to dine, to conduct business, to socialize, to receive proper
health care and the list goes on

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62780

Lose pay

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62781

I can't work anymore because I can't wear a mask all day

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62782

It has put unnecessary stress on my family & has broken relationships between family and
friends. It has ultimately caused us not to trust the government in knowing what’s best for
Canadians.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62783

Depression - isolation - de motivation

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62784

Can’t go aboard, can’t find more job

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62785

N/A

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62786

It hasn't.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62787

Restricted freedoms, increased stress, threatened livelihood, taken away recreation
opportunities, caused discord between family and friends, created concern for mental welbeing
of children, feeling ostracized and targetted for following conscience, made me question the
sanity of the governments in Canada.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM

62788

So many ways and I won't ever take the poison.

2/18/2022 3:43 PM
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62789

I’ve had my home businesses destroyed, thus removing half our income. I have to sell my
house. We’ve fought depression and anxiety for two years!

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62790

I’ve had to get vaccinated which I didn’t really want to do and it’s brought some conflict among
family members

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62791

it affected all of it

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62792

Not at all, I have the freedom to do what I want when I want and stop being crybabies.YOU
MAY WANT TO GO BACK TO THE RAMRANCH

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62793

I’ve lost friends family and work because of this. My mental health is at its worst I’ve been
suicidal and fear for the safety of everyone in this country especially anyone who opposes the
PM.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62794

Like all people in the world IMMENSELY.. Permanently!

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62795

Prevented me from travelling

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62796

I feel like a second class citizen. My rights and freedoms have been taken away. I fear for my
children’s future. Because we are a 1 income family, my husband was laid off due to the
lockdown and now we continue to struggle financially.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62797

Loss of homecare and no respite.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62798

It has changed every aspect in how I have conversations and interact with family, co workers
and friends.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62799

It's kept us all safe. No one wants to stay home etc, but we know it's the best way forward. I
stand with Trudeau. Ford abdicated, he should be stripped of duty.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62800

Very little other than social contact with friends and family

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62801

Financially and mentally

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62802

Separated our family by preventing visiting and celebrating life’s special events and so much
more in a negative way.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62803

Stressed out , and has caused a lot of anxiety

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62804

It has had a negative impact on my business. I've had to miss out on family functions. I hate
going anywhere anymore.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62805

Family is divided. Son forced to get the jab or lose his job. Very stressful times. Mom of 101
years not able to see family together in 2 years. Forced to stay home because of fear.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62806

Stopped me from enjoying my normal activities, even visiting family and friends. Lost my best
friend of 50 years because of all the lies and propaganda spread by Trudeau and his Liberal
colleagues with the help of the corrupt media and corporations.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62807

Isolation has been the hardest on both the elderly people and the children in my world.
Watching them deteriorate in emotional and physical health has been very hard. Not being able
to gather with family at weddings, funerals, hospital bedsides, etc. has created depression and
high anxiety. Being forced to pointlessly wear masks, and seeing children forced to wear
masks and struggle in their overall development and mental health as a result, have been
sickening. Everything we have been asked to do has been detrimental to human stability and
health. The vaccine mandates and passports were just the final straw in a series of horrific
policies that have harmed and divided people. People losing their jobs, their places in
university, their businesses, and any hope for a future worth living in. There really isn’t a former
measure to compare with the level of incompetence, callousness, and outright cruelty that
policy makers have perpetrated on their fellow humans all over the world for the last two years.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62808

We haven’t seen our daughter in 6 months, and missed Christmas together for the first time.
She is currently in the US. She cannot go to university in Canada because of the mandates. I
cannot see my father-in-law despite his cancer diagnosis and surgery to remove his bladder
because he lives in another province.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62809

We fled Canada

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62810

Mental health declined in being positive

2/18/2022 3:42 PM
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62811

Negatively. Anxiety. Loss of job.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62812

I have lost friends and family members because of covid shots and their consequential deaths
and because of Trudeaus divisive hate mongering and blaming/bullying. This has totally
disrupted my ability to work and to enjoy my senior family members. These mandates have
stolen my life and I have been angry, sad and disillutioned with my country. But thanks to the
evil mandates the truckers have brought me a new stronger, healthier and more powerful
community❣️What Satan and his minions meant for harm God is using for good🙏

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62813

money, mentally, physically, liberty to breathe, liberty to go where I want to

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62814

I'm poor and have no freedoms of life

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62815

I have not seen my family and friends

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62816

I was basically given the option to take the vaccine or retire. I had 37 years in the fire service
with exemplary service

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62817

Job loss, mental health issues, loss of friends and division in family. Unable to see family and
friends. Unable to see dying relatives unable to move freely within my own country. Vaccine
injured me and I received zero support.... Still got covid too.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62818

$10,000 socialization / isolation mental problems as a result Health issues as a result

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62819

In convince and LOSS OF FREEDOMS

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62820

Torn community and school apart!!

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62821

I'm already autoimmune deficiency lost my job and been in lockdown 2 YEARS FEDUP

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62822

It has caused stress, fear and anxiety and depression. Hopelessness. No freedom of any kind.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62823

Divided family and friends creating hostile home and social and undue emotional stress

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62824

Depression Broke No home No job My grandchildren are depressed My daughter's are
depressed My elderly parents are brainwashed

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62825

Has affected my kid in a big way being with friended affected her schooling her wondering
what’s going on

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62826

Forced me to work from home. Restricted me seeing my family even when they are all
perfectly well.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62827

Lost my business all my lie saving spent trying to survive

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62828

Loss of freedom and I don’t like seeing the division of people and families.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62829

I have a split household of vaxxed vs unvaxxed. Vaccine card put a stop of social interaction
family friends. We are seniors too with a shorten life span. These mandates do not help. They
have created a divided society as well as a dictorship who think they are the gods to solve the
world. We need to take control of our lives and make this world better not be controlled.
Freedom of choices for today and our future.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62830

Physically. Mentally. Socially. Worried of my country taking control of my personal life in all
aspects.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62831

Heightened anxiety when being out in public; when considering where to work. Less access to
supporting local businesses. I see children suffering because of these mandates - that is
unacceptable.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62832

Ruined my business

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62833

Confined to home, friendships diluted to social media

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62834

Division creation of the other one step away from persecution it's wrong

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62835

So much anxiety I can’t work. I need to work. They care homes need me. It’s painful to hear
the loneliness from the elderly. They give up on life. Loved ones struggling to take care of
family members cause they don’t want them in a care home. I couldn’t visit my dad in hospital
and he gave up and died last month. Can’t fly to my late husband’s home in Mexico to go
through his things and do paperwork I can’t eat a restaurant. It’s divided friends family and
neighbours. It’s caused me to homeschool to maintain normalcy. I’ve lost sleep. I’ve lost trust

2/18/2022 3:42 PM
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in my dr And health care system and government and have grief over Canada becoming
communist. Just to name a few…
62836

Cannot fly to visit my mother . Limited social interaction causes depression.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62837

My mother in law passed without being able to see 5 of her 6 kids and grandkids great
grandkids… all visitors m, activities church family visits outings gone. She had nothing left to
do or say. So sad!!! My brother just passed away also in LTC not able to see anymore than 4
people. Way too restrictive and so terribly sad to not be able to see and get comfort from those
he loved. I have 9 grandchildren in the States we haven’t been able to see for over 2 years. I
flew down through 9 airports and 6 flights for more than dbl the money. They cried when I left
saying “ do we have to wait 2 more years to see you grandma!!! This is mental cruelty to us
all!! It’s time to END!! I have so many more examples I could share😢

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62838

How has it not affected our lives? It has affected everything from eating, sleeping, shopping,
socializing, gathering with family. It has infiltrated every single aspect of our lives and the
mental strain is often hard to contend with.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62839

basically made me a prisoner in my own home, i have comitted no crime yet for 2 yrs i have
been pretty much under house arrest.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62840

Tons of division and loss of trust for government

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62841

Ive tried to let it effect me very little because I have never followed any of mandates ever. But
it has emotionally, mentally exhausted me and my family. By slowly sucking the life and
enjoyment of any part of our life. Never would I have expected a 1st world democracy country
to be turned into a 3rd world dictatorship ruled by fascism

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62842

Life is no fun

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62843

I have 2 small children that have not been able to meet other children, my one son will be 4
years old before he will be able to make friends. This has also caused myself social anxiety.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62844

Can not get cancer treatments that i need. Am reduced to a 5 minute phone call

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62845

In many ways you don’t have time call me sick off it

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62846

Made me increasingly pessimistic about future, I came from behind the iron curtain. It’s very
easy to have it anywhere.

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62847

Caused great division between our family

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62848

Stress and keeping my two younger boys home doing online learning as I do not trust both the
Federal and Provincial Governments. I do not trust the Public Health officials. They have all
made poor choices and are just “puppets”, doing as they are told from their Masters. My 8 year
old does not thrive well in an on learning environment and has fallen behind in his curriculum.
However, I feel safer with both of them at home away from the School Systems which also
have to follow orders and do what they are told. No one especially Children should not be
wearing Face Masks all day, breathing in their own filth/waste/bacteria etc causing a lack of
oxygen to the brain! Nor am I interested in being part of an experimental vaccine that offers
absolutely NO protection no matter how many times the Government funded ads tell you they
are “Safe and Effective!” How can they know that if it’s an ongoing experiment until
2023???????

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62849

Not much, but others have been greatly affected

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62850

It has affects my kids life,the choices I had to make for work and school, it has affects sports,
and I have seen it affect loved ones. It has affect mental health. And I have seen it affecting
people's relationships negatively

2/18/2022 3:42 PM

62851

Ripped apart friends and family

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62852

It hasn't

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62853

Created division at home, at work and every aspect of freedom of choice as we know. These
mandates and handling of Covid will go down as a crime against humanity. This is the great
reset and the passive are letting this happen right before their eyes. Anyone who supports this
is part of the movement towards totalitarian government. Our fallen soldiers would be
disgusted. Media is completely corrupt as well.

2/18/2022 3:41 PM
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62854

Family gatherings and church

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62855

It has changed my life completely

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62856

It’s killing me an my family might have to close bissneses

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62857

..

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62858

Limited to what we can do, getting told to get the jab, it’s stressful and had torn families and
friends apart.

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62859

Greatly I’m hearing impaired and people wearing masks has deeply affected my life for the
worse

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62860

Can’t travel, could not take my kids swimming. Can’t see all my family

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62861

I have lost business, have had reduced hours and lost over 75% of my regular income. My son
has been dealing with mental health issues since the mandates and was always a very happy
boy before. I have lost family and friends through the divide this has caused. I have been
struggling financially, mentally, emotionally and physically. I have required surgery for well over
a year now and because of the mandates, I have suffered in pain physically from the untreated
injury, mentally and emotionally as I haven’t been able to workout without having the surgery
so I have gained weight which has always been a mental issue for me. The mandates have
literally destroyed my life and the emotional well-being of my son. I have lost all faith in this so
called government. They said believe in the science, well what is the actual science proving
with the effectiveness of lockdowns? Oh that’s right, nothing good comes from them! End the
mandates now! We complied for 2 years and did it your way. Your way no longer works so just
stop.

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62862

I cannot live properly

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62863

Just lost my husband and mother. Not to Covid, but Covid affected our visits. Have not been
able to visits kids and grandkids abroad for 3years.

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62864

Wage loss, medical help needed not received, job loss, depression, suicide

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62865

Socially

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62866

I can’t see my family in other cities due to the mandates for flying and the vax pass. I have
not been able to get medical treatments for my disability. I have been fighting depression the
last 6 months bad and just about ready to give up. My Family even though I can’t go visit
them, My Christian Faith and My Dog are the only things giving me purpose too keeping me
going. I can’t handle it much longer. I AM WILLING TO DIE IN GODS NAME FOR MY FAITH
AND NEVER GETTING THE JAB AS THEY CALL IT!!!!!!!!!!!! I WILL NEVER GET THE JAB
NO MATTER HOW MUCH TORTURE THEY PUT UPON ME!!!!! I WILL LOVE MY ENEMIES
FOR AS HARD AS THAT WILL BE BUT GOD WILL GIVE ME THE STRENGTH!!

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62867

Depression, limitation... Same way it's affected everyone. These measures have been terrible
for the health and wellbeing of all in the country.

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62868

Lost time at work

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62869

It hasn’t and I am also a yoga teacher. My life has been massively unaffected.

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62870

I'm unvaccinated so I can't get my hair cut , eat in a restaurant and I almost list my job. My
religious exemption got approved last minute

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62871

Too many ways to list

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62872

Because I've chosen not to have the vaccine at this point, I've been confined to my home
much of the time. I'm a handicapped individual so I had already felt isolated at times.

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62873

Doctors , health care workers as well as professional services are impossible to see and wait
times have tripled

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62874

-Less confidence in the government -Socially inept children -Breaking families and friends
apart -Social stigma towards those with mask exemptions from doctor -Mental health decrease

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62875

I have lost family and friends this is not what Canada is about. The vaccine dose not work so
why would we have mandate’s. I think there is a lot more going on then Canadians know.

2/18/2022 3:41 PM
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62876

Job loss, given me mental health disorders

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62877

many people demonized me when I said the virus is only the common cold and now the FDA
admits that's what they used for the metric to calibrate the PCR tests.

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62878

Can't eat in the restaurant mask make me hard to breathe

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62879

Mental Health

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62880

I no longer have a job for starters. I see such fear and sadness all around. I have lost vey
close friends due to fear and difference of opinion. I am normally a very strong person and
have never suffered from anxiety or depression. That has definitely changed. I’m sure there’s
more, but I’m too stressed to think of it all

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62881

Isolation and depression

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62882

Seclusion is so bad for people living alone

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62883

I lost my career to mandsts

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62884

I watched my dad die through zoom because I was not allowed in the hospital to be with him

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62885

My husband and I can still work and pay off our loan and save up money. But we are not
allowed to go anywhere that requires a vax pass. It is not right and it’s government overreach
by the highest form.

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62886

Destroyed my life and that of many around me

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62887

Negatively

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62888

Lost my job and limited my ability to socialize

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62889

I couldn’t travel, I lost my family, I lost my friends, I lost my job and I almost took my life due
to mental health because of the restrictions and mandates

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62890

It affected my health and mental health.

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62891

It kept me and my family safe. It kept my ill grandmother alive. It protected me from selfish
idiots who don’t care about anyone but themselves.

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62892

How hasn't it would be easier to answer. The best answer would be the loss of freedom

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62893

I have been placed on unpaid leave, blocked from collecting EI, ridiculed and criticized by
friends, neighbors and online social contacts. I can't concentrate, can't sleep and feel anxious
all the time. I made the decision because I was concerned that the vaccine was neither safe
nor effective, and because alternate expert opinions were being suppressed but now it's much
more important than that. Our democracy and our rights are being threatened. This has to stop
and those responsible need to be held accountable.

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62894

It's been terrible.

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62895

I almost lost my job, my work was gracious enough to accommodate me working from home,
but this is not easy. I can't go out with my husband for dinner and can't take my daughter to do
anything, no swimming, events, etc

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62896

Found it to be divisive measures used to separate me from family and friends and caused me
to experience increased stress and isolation as a result of these unlawful and unscientific
mandates.

2/18/2022 3:41 PM

62897

It’s been very painful.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62898

Terribly

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62899

Affected my relationships with my grandchildren children and friends as have not been able to
celebrate special occasions with them for 2 years now.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62900

Hardly socialize

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62901

Working from home for 2 years Cannot see my 90 year old father in a residence Could not
have a funeral for my mother until 6 months after she passed and that only via zoom.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62902

Had to retire early and my disabled daughter could no longer attend her day program .. my

2/18/2022 3:40 PM
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mother just died in a nursing home which she was in her room for two years without leaving.
62903

Too many restrictions for an unproven epidemic. My son has lost his job over his right to say
no thanks to an unproven jab brought to us in warp speed that does not immunize you. Why
mandate anyone if it does not immunize?? Has never been done before in Canada and is
against our current laws to enforce it. It is enforcement if people are losing their jobs when
declining these injections. It’s illegal and immoral.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62904

Depression

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62905

The mandate affected my life reduced travel outside of Canada

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62906

Depression

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62907

My kids are scared of people. My middle one has lost out on building relationships with his
friends playing sports being kids. I missed out on work , mental health my oldest son who is
only 7 has terrible anxiety since the pandemic started he used to be a super happy child and
now struggles. Family division . Heart broken.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62908

All

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62909

It really hasn’t. I’m an adult and I know how to do the right thing to actually be a good member
of society and care for others, not just about myself.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62910

Locked churches - then 50 % capacity only; divisions among family members and friends;
frustrated listening to many doctors who are censored and no dialogue with other
doctors/scientists. Mainstream media not reporting truths. Hidden data - ie adverse effects and
deaths due to the vaccines.....

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62911

What was supposed to be the good years, 69yrs old, have been deeply affected by the overkill
of rules

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62912

Can't do nothing and missing out on visiting family and friends

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62913

I have been more isolated and frustrated in my parenting. It has been challenging handling a
child with autism that won’t wear a mask. Distance education has been a disaster with a large
family, not enough devices nor bandwidth.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62914

It’s affected relationships with family members who refuse to do the right thing and get
vaccinated. Other than that, I’m free in a country that is free.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62915

Mandates kept hospital from being over capacity.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62916

Seclusion from friends & family. No travel. Cost/loss for unused vacation time.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62917

loneliness, hard to breath with a mask, limited where I can go etc.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62918

Keeping me from seeing family members mire often

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62919

Slight depression, family division, my adult daughter had to move back home as she lost her
job due to no vaccination non-compliance.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62920

Which one?

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62921

My husband and I are both retired, on fixed income. We share a rental with our son who has a
contract with Canada Post but now may have his contract cancelled because there have been
complaints that he and his driver were not wearing masks outside, while doing heavy physical
labour (sorting and loading mail). He is NOT an employee, he is a CONTRACTOR. His driver is
fully vaccinated (although did not want it, his wife was working in healthcare) but is still
required to wear a mask, OUTSIDE. My son has a letter from his doctor stating that he cannot
wear a mask when doing physical labour because his breathing is already impaired by asthma.
My husband and I have few resources to go anywhere or take vacations but we did enjoy going
to restaurants once in a while or going to fast-food places for a coffee and muffin while in town.
We can no longer do this, effectively cutting pretty well all our social interactions with other
seniors. I worked in healthcare for the last 12 years that I was gainfully employed. I would love
to get maybe a casual job but I cannot as I am not vaccinated (nor will I ever be). We have all
had the virus. I found it much easier than dealing with pneumonia I had 6-7 years ago when I
was younger and much healthier.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62922

Lost my job because I would not get the shot.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM
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62923

Lost friends with that dont have the same beliefs

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62924

tremendously!!! i am not able to see my mom for 2 years because of travel restriction, her
health is compromised because of that - government doesn't have any rights to destroy
people's lifes!!!

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62925

Isolation, family conflicts, my son passed away by himself as we were not allowed into
hospital etc

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62926

Like a caged animal

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62927

Charter of rights infringement

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62928

Been an inconvenience

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62929

Financially mentally emotionally drained. It has divided me and my families become of medical
choices. I’m tired, I don’t have much time left , I would like to make a difference and to fight
for our rights and creeds. The very ones our four fathers fought for.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62930

It’s created a divide, caused stress, changed how my business runs, changed relationships, I
dislike needing a QR code.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62931

Had to get the vax just to work and feed our family. I felt violated when it was a choice
between my job and my body. No one should have to make that choice.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62932

I haven’t been able to come home for two years because I can’t afford the quarantine time and
refuse to sacrifice my human rights

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62933

Mental health has been affected, job loss, persecution for decisions, loss of social services
available for children, huge division in relationships with friends and family.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62934

Can not see my grandkids play hockey. Can not see my loved ones. I can go on and on.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62935

Suicidal. Seen many people around me affected by the vaccine. Had three friends over dose.
Two people I know commit suicide. Three people dying from the shot not including ones still
alive effected by the shot. Division and segregation Depression,anxiety, hopelessness, anger,
hate for our government on their racial slurs. Trudeau needs to be removed from power. He is
an embarrassment to the Canadian citizens. I could go on but I am not sure u have enough
time.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62936

Lost my job lost loved ones I couldn't say goodbye too lost my freedom

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62937

Mandates (as far as social distancing, occupancy rates, masking, vaccines)have occasionally
been frustrating and upsetting in terms of missing out on certain opportunities and privileges,
but for the most part have just been an inconvenience.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62938

Massive financial loss due to no work. And I have the jab

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62939

Ruined 2 years of my children’s school and sports. I’m no longer able to watch my kids play
sports. I’m not allowed in town buildings but my tax dollars are still taken.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62940

Social isolation, going to theatres, out for dinner. I don like working from home and not having
to travel to work everyday.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62941

Feel like an outcast, restricted from travel and all the places requiring a vaccine passport. Also
the horrible divide in Canada.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62942

It effected my life in all aspects extremely negatively

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62943

Kept me safe

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62944

Segregation from family and friends and not be able to do everyday life! Travelling, socializing,
Hugging coming & going without thinking about where you are only able to go! To much fear in
people! I do not want to live in fear! God help us all!🙏🙏🙏🙏

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62945

I have made every effort to stay connected with my community, so mental health has
remained relatively stable but my kids have suffered through two years of not-really-school and
it has shown. My oldest withdrew from his college program until they could resume in-person
teaching. My two in high school had many teary breakdowns over not understanding what they
were to be learning. Unmasked, unrestricted community is what we need most.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62946

Is has divided and hurt many relationships in my family. Job losses and emotional turmoil.

2/18/2022 3:40 PM
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Anxiety.
62947

Mentally, physically emotionally. Tore my family apart, put everyone against each other family,
friends, coworkers, stripped me of my job, my benefits, my pension, took away my right for
access to my own child, stopped my child from being able to play, see family, friends,
participate in activities, treated like she’s a leper. Nothing good has come from this, the
mandates need to stop, period!

2/18/2022 3:40 PM

62948

10

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62949

Lost all hope in our government

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62950

Terrible….have no friends…depressed…now worried about our money. Terrible way to live…
cannot believe this is Canada

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62951

I have lost my job and am unable to go back due to the vaccine mandate. I had to find other
employment and took a $20/hour pay cut which has greatly impacted my life in a negative way.
I have been unable to pay my bills and had to reach out to my family for financial support
during this time. I have lost other things in my life to this mandate as well as faced
discrimination countless times. We need an end to the mandates immediately.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62952

Mentally I am depressed. The way people treat others since hate propaganda is out there is
inhuman.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62953

My mental health, my liberty , my social life, my activities

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62954

My child has speech apraxia and has fallen behind with her sessions and at school by not
being able to see peoples mouths in order to help her with the phonological process of making
certain sounds. My kids are missing out on celebrating birthdays with friends, as we were in
lockdown during the past two birthdays. Field trips at school, seeing their friends faces and
attending gatherings. Social gatherings with my own friends and family. Unable to travel with
family due to having to isolate for 14days upon return with 4yr old daughter.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62955

Breathing problems, hatred amongst family members, division of Canadians…

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62956

Depression, anxiety

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62957

Fear at work of people finding out I’m not vaccinated; you don’t say anything because you
don’t want to become a target. Lost time with family and friends, gatherings, vacations etc.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62958

It has been divisive and ineffective in stopping or slowing the virus. The vaccines are not safe.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62959

It has harmed relationships between family, friends and neighbours. Cities are mere shells with
loss of long time businesses, employment & livelihoods. People walk around in fear by
themselves in cars with masks & outdoors. The unintended consequences have nothing been
accounted for. Will we recover. The impact to socialization and education of children has been
seriously harmed, and more.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62960

I am not allowed to fly within my own country to see my granddaughter

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62961

In every possible way. My children are suffering.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62962

Being mandated to do anything that I am uncomfortable with feels like an assault. Especially
with vaccine mandates or people risk loosing their jobs, to me that’s medical rape.
Unacceptable. I support vaccines but even more I support the choice to participate.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62963

Didn't really I am double vaccined won't get booster

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62964

I lost my job and my income

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62965

It has caused much anxiety, uncertain of what the future may hold. My kids have missed out
on so much and we will continue to be discriminated because of our personal decisions.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62966

It’s changed every aspect of my life. None for the better.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62967

I WANT MY GRANDCHILDREN TO HAVE A FUTURE WITHOUT FEAR

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62968

Can not travel, go to the gym, go to restaurants or get a job.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62969

Lost my job, family members, friends, etc to these mandates

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62970

I have been terminated due to vaccine mandate imposed by my employer.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM
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62971

Lonely times. Marriage has suffered. Kids have suffered.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62972

Very negatively.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62973

Big time

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62974

It has put tremendous stress on my marriage and devastated most of my friend and family
relationships with the division.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62975

Inability to travel freely. Has put a wedge between me and others who feel like just following
imposes rules will help us get out lives back to normal. I'm very concerned when we don't have
autonomy over our own bodies regardless of which side of the vaccine you fall on. Also , very
concerned that we are moving towards a One world Order and total control of our freedoms.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62976

I am an asthmatic and I can,t tolerate the mask so I couldn't shop and I don't have the jab so I
can't eat at restaurants

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62977

Completely ruined life

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62978

I've stopped going to restaurants as even though I'm double vaccinated, I think getting some
minimum waged employee to verify my medical status is beyond asinine.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62979

Isolated me from family and friends. Have depression and anxiety from it

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62980

Our regular life with our children

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62981

It has encroached on my freedom of person, of choice, and speech, as a Canadian citizen.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62982

Destroyed and bankrupt.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62983

I am unable to access many services I pay tax for. Mental health had suffered as a result of
the gov officials using hate speech, degradation of character and encouraging other Canadians
to not "tolerate" those with differing beliefs. I have been turned down for jobs for refusing to
expose private medical information. And verbally assaulted for standing on the side of a road
waving with a Canadian flag because our government officials encouraged it. This is just a
small sampling of the impacts in my life...

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62984

Kept everyone I love safe, kept workers safe, kept morons like you from giving me COVID
because you are too ignorant to understand the actual science.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62985

Made me mistrust politicians and leaders and health officials

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62986

Hasn't effected my life due to my age. I do believe that everyone should be able to request
what they want NOT BE UNDER A DICTATORSHIP

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62987

I feel like a prisoner in my own country. As if I am a criminal. Would love to go in a warm
holiday but can’t because I chose not to inject a unknown substance in my healthy body. The
divide in opinions has affected family and friendships. My stress level has skyrocketed.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62988

So negatively!! The exclusion from life the intrusion in my life the ability to move forward and
on to prosper and live freely without condemnation and constant criticism and fear

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62989

Loss business revenue. Was on lockdown in northern sask. Could not leave without clearance.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62990

Lost both of my jobs and am going broke fast

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62991

It took my career away

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62992

Mental health

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62993

In unbelievably horrible ways. We have had at least three or more family members passed
away unattended my family. It was disrupted our lives and only caused death through the
vaccines and not seeing anyone passed away from Covid

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62994

Divided our family Senior is depressed Anxiety and Anger Can’t travel

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62995

Negatively. It has taken a toll on us mentally and physically.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62996

Kept me and my loved ones safer

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62997

i lost 2yrs of my life/freedoms, my marriage, my family, my children have been affected (our
relationships together have declined) .. our mental, spiritual health has taken a beating!! lost

2/18/2022 3:39 PM
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friends and family over people's decisions to do what is right for them ... fear is strong in so
many thanks to the premier, prime minister and TV!! i can no longer sit in a restaurnt, go to a
movie or go to the gym! i've missed out on seeing family due to their fears of dying from covid!
because they believe unvaxed are super spreaders!
62998

Kept me at home no socializing made divisions

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

62999

Can't breath with mask people scream at me when I do not wear with doctors note. Loss of
family ,friends .feel stuck . Loss of freedoms to enjoy life can not go cell rate like normal
people do and a lot more

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

63000

These orders will have fall out in families for years to come. Mental health is the number one
issue in this country now. Not something I’d be proud of Trudeau….

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

63001

My husband has lost his job. My son has medical issues can’t get the shot. He now can go
watch his children play hockey go for dinner. He has no life. My has had open heart surgery
was told not to get the shot. This ridiculous. What the hell is happening to Canada. Trudeau is
a criminal he is the one that needs to go to jail

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

63002

Realizinghowcorruptmygovernmentandcountryishashadadevastatingeffectonmypschologicalwel
lbeing.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

63003

I was suspended without pay for not taking their experimental vaccine

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

63004

Made my kids have no passions for the future! Depression in our family like never ever before,
non of my family or kids got to say their grandma goodbye on her deathbed although there was
time but the restriction crushed our farewells!!!!!!

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

63005

Stressful

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

63006

We have temporarily relocated to the USA, to a location where we can live in freedom. BC has
discriminated against me and locked us out of society based on genetics. My genetic
intolerance of the vaccine and personal medical choice. The world is watching and I am no
longer proud to be Canadian. My country is not free. Freedom of speech, freedom to protest
has been threatened. Our PM has used his platform to fuel confusion, hatred and fear. Our
country has worked so hard to be inclusive to all, but now we’ve collectively found a new
excuse to discriminate. Our leaders can do better!!

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

63007

Can’t operate my business , the visits with my kids impacted , can’t go visit family , can’t take
the mental break (vacation) to recharge and come back in gear for business . It’s been a
nightmare, mentally, physically , psychologically and financially.

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

63008

It has divided Canadians and continues to disregard our rights and freedoms - it is against the
rule of law

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

63009

Very SAD to see others struggle

2/18/2022 3:39 PM

63010

Have become a prisoner in my own province/ country and am discriminated against!

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63011

Alienation from family

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63012

Needing to wear masks everywhere and my kids wearing masks. Less markets for my small
business.

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63013

Adversely both mentally and financially

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63014

Affected my social, psychological and financial wellbeing. All negatively

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63015

Social development of my children.

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63016

Division amongst family and friends

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63017

Lost my job because of vaccine mandates. My daughter got married and restrictions affected
her wedding. My father in law passed away and restrictions prevented his wife of 66 years to
be with him before he passed. Restrictions also affected his funeral. My son has had several
bacterial infections on his chin from having to wear a mask at school. I think 17 year old son
had not been allowed to play sports because of vaccine requirements. A friends husband
committed suicide.

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63018

It has saved my life and many lives in my community as well as allowed health facilities to
continue to function

2/18/2022 3:38 PM
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63019

Made me a lion. Eyes wide open. You ca not have your legacy media owned by a
misinformation Government I am being nice

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63020

It has been a challenge, but I am more concerned about the welfare of my friends and family.
The mandates have been an inconvenience that have saved lives. No freedoms lost here.

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63021

Division with friends, family, neighbors. It has caused people to be mean to me.

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63022

I've lost alot of social contact and experiences.

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63023

Mental Health if children

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63024

Missing family and friends

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63025

Yes, emotionally, psychologically and traumatically.

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63026

Negatively. Massive effect on social life, happiness, freedoms

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63027

Forced vaccine or lose your career Added stress (the kind people sue each other for and win)
Depression

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63028

The pandemic sucks. Public health guidelines and mandates are meant to protect people. The
anti-mandate “protests” have shown me a large portion of people see their comfort as more
important than public health.

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63029

I’m tired of my life and career being controlled by this tyrannical government!! 😡

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63030

Forced to get the vaccine when I didn’t want it. Very negatively

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63031

I can't travel inside or outside of canada freely and comfrtably and socialize with my friends
comfortable

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63032

Destroyed our livelihood. Depression. Anxiety. Job loss. Income loss. Constant fear

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63033

In every way possible. Work,family,mentally are just some of the few

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63034

Depression, inability to work, social life

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63035

Negatively

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63036

It had made me more angry.

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63037

In every way! Can’t breathe due to masks, can’t go to restaurants due to not getting
vaccinated, etc.

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63038

Depression, anger and frustration have made me resent people in my life that I used to be
close to.

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63039

Lost my job....alienated by friends and family members.Ended a long term relationship.

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63040

Isolated from family members who believe in the mandates. Had to change our wedding plans
due to the mandates. Delaying travel plans, unable to travel. Unable to fly to another province
to visit an ailing parent in hospital. Unable to go to restaurants, public events, due to not
having a v pass. Socially excluded.

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63041

Masking at work is difficult as a mechanic. Hard to keep mask clean

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63042

My business has closed , my marriage has needed due to one of us being vaxxed and the
other one not and us not being able to do the things we enjoyed together , my mental health
has suffered I struggle with depression for the first time in my life . I own a daycare and have
never seen so many ( primarily school aged children ) suffer from anxiety and cry in the 19
years of operation as I have in the last 1.5 years . It has also made my business slow to
where I am just breaking even in my out of school care programs due to work from home
orders Resulting in low enrolment.

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63043

Been horrible for me and my family. So much stress and apartheid for no reason.

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63044

It has reminded me of the need for us all to care for and protect others

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63045

It has made me isolate, financially ruined where I'm starving, can't see my friends are relatives

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63046

Lost my Job. Had to find other employment, which many places had mandatory vaccination

2/18/2022 3:38 PM
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which prevented me from getting work.
63047

This is a stupid question! All Canadians lives have been drastically affected!

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63048

It hasn't had any terrible effects. It is the way it is and if everyone does their part then we will
get over it quicker.

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63049

Makes me think the medical community is being threatened by politicians

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63050

I have been subjected to restrictions that have impacted my mental and physical health and
also those of my family. It has created division within my family and friends. It has created
resentment and distrust to the officials who govern. Who should be working for the people who
instead are using their power to control and manipulate. No longer do I believe what is reported
as news as I have personally seen the truth which is suppressed or manipulated.

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63051

It's made moving to a new city difficult, but it's kept me and my loved ones safe so it's worth
it.

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63052

In every aspect

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63053

I lost my 25yr business single mother of 4

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63054

Mental health issues

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63055

It’s kept me safe.

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63056

The exact same as every other Canadian . THIS COVID BS WAS JUST A ENORMOUS
SCAM PLADEMIC - and everyone who has taken these jabs better go get blood tests done
immediately for HIV and blood clotting

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63057

My livelihood, I have not been able to see my children… I have lost my freedom

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63058

The mandates have Restricted family relationships. Caused depression and isolation anxiety.
Contemplating the value of living .

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63059

No comment

2/18/2022 3:38 PM

63060

Depressing, loss of business in my Boutique Picturesque Clothing Co

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63061

Mental health, my children's mental and physical health, exclusion from society, unable to
see/say goodbye to dying relatives

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63062

I have had to make many personal and financial sacrifices but as a patriotic Canadian am
happy to do my part to keep others safe.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63063

Forced into retirement

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63064

Yes

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63065

It is inconvenient but I realize it’s necessary

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63066

I cannot explain the many negative affects it has on my life and the lives of those closest to
me in such a short time. It has broken hearts, violated rights, and caused so much more
damage and division. The world is looking at Canada in a new light and this will forever be
talked about. We need to move forward and give people back their lives.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63067

greatly but God keeps me sane

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63068

Has made me feel safer in my day to day activities and protecting my children.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63069

Many ways

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63070

Have been stuck in the house for 2 years, missing holidays and birthdays parties with family

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63071

It’s gotten very stressful and lonely

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63072

No restaurants, travel. Unable to support businesses and you have to wear a mask, so unable
to do as much shopping as before

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63073

Horribly work restrictions made things real hard

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63074

Mentally

2/18/2022 3:37 PM
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63075

Lost my federal employment of 19yrs for choosing to remain unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63076

Kept Me from visiting elderly mothers, kept me isolated! Made me get the vaccine in order to
travel to see daughter in Germany.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63077

It has killed many of my friends and financially ruined more. It’s divided the country and stollen
our Canadian rights and liberties. I am embarrassed to be a Canadian with Trudeau in power.
He is a tyrant dictator and should be hung for treason.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63078

Mental health issues, drug addiction in a family member, suicide in extended family and broken
relationships.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63079

Our rights and freedoms, our life as we know it is done.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63080

Every aspect and this mandate is for Trudeau’s benefit only . Krysta freeland is right beside
him - Shame in every person who is involved in this as it’s morally and ethically wrong. Tell
Trudeau to get his head out of WEF

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63081

I haven’t been able to leave Canada to see my children and grandchildren in the past two
years.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63082

Not much.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63083

Too many restrictions that prevented me from traveling, to see my family abroad. I'm fully
vaccinated, but I'm against forcing people to take vaccines. People should have freedom to
decide what to do with their body and their health, and not be forced to take a Covid vaccine,
or loose their job, or be ostracized in democratic society.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63084

We have post our freedom of choice.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63085

Taken away my freedoms in several aspects of my life. It's caused stress in our family.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63086

Lost my job, was told I didn't qualify for ei due to o my"misconduct" for refusing the jab.
Eventually succumbed after a number of months and bills piling up to pressure in order to pay
bills and received the jab

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63087

I was made to feel like a 3rd class citizen, denied medical treatment on my damaged knees by
Fowler Kennedy Sports Medicine Clinic, denied access to employment opportunities, denied
access to a gym, restaurants and any social gatherings. Price of everything through the roof!

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63088

We have had our freedoms taken away- we do not want to live under government orders. We’re
real people - not robots - come on!!

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63089

It has ruined my life, and many others lives.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63090

I have been isolated for so long that I feel distant from society. Not being able to go to
restaurants or get together with family and friends has been hard.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63091

I cam not travel, and it's my right to have medical autonomy as well over my body, I have not
been sick during the whole 2 years..I am a politely prisoner, I am not treated equal

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63092

Torn apart my family and friends, missed many opportunities for work which takes food off my
table and out of my sons belly, I've lost out in thousands because of these useless mandates
and the effect it's had in children I fear will be irreversible unfortunately.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63093

I am discriminated. Crimes against my human rights

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63094

Increased division over whether or not one should have bodily autonomy. Families and friends
torn apart over personal choices. Increasingly aggressive rhetoric towards people who believe
in autonomy. Increased hate speech and division from political leaders, particularly the PM.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63095

Psychologically, division, depression, anxiety due to lack of socializing, wrong size clothes
due to online shopping as kids needed clothes when everything was closed or couldn’t try
anything on, skin rash/acne on face due to masks, eye strain due to increased online needs,
weight gain.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63096

I have lost my wife and access to my Son because her selfrighteous Insufferable retired nurse
mother has decided not to talk about anything real. She is jabbed and Scared shitless of life
outside her own psychosis.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63097

Division and depression

2/18/2022 3:37 PM
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63098

It has kept my family safe. I have family members with health issue

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63099

I needed to take a mental health leave of absence from my work as a counselor due to forced
vaccine mandates

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63100

What life. I can’t go anywhere I’m never getting the vax

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63101

My freedom

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63102

Destroyed my confidence in in those responsible for this crime against humanity.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63103

Not just mine but my teenage Daughter especially has been harmed by these unnecessary and
Harmful mandates, not being able to travel, visit, discover, make new acquaintances, or any of
the many normal everyday activities that require human contact for growth and stability of
self!!! Personally I haven't been able to get proper medical treatment as all the services I
require are shut down due to covid restrictions and mandates!!!

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63104

Isolation resulting in mental depression. Loss of work security, loss of freedom of choice which
is a charge against the Charter of Rights and Freedom.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63105

Loss of social activities Freedom to leave the country taken away Inability to access
recreational/gym facilities has effected mental health

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63106

Deemed unessential. Became unemployed. Fewer job prospects. Unable to travel within
Canada. Unable to leave Canada. Can't attend college. Rising expenses. Separation.
Estranged from family due to fears. Can't participate in life i.e. hobbies, sports, entertainment,
and attractions due to closures and vaccine discrimination. General loss of freedom of
movement.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63107

Destroyed my grandbabies future

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63108

Depression, anxiety, massive amounts of stress, currently on LWOP, arguments with friends
and family, so much anger and hurt feelings!

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63109

My family and I felt protected by the measures taken by the government

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63110

my child has been suicidal, I don't see many people, I have been threatened by my employer
and colleagues, a sibling was in the hospital and treated like an animal with only one visitor
allowed (a family member with the least amount of background in health and science), I hope
to relocate, will probably leave my partner

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63111

It has separated us from friends and family. It has kept us in a state of fear and has taken us
closer tp Canada becoming a totalitarian state.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63112

Inconvenience

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63113

unable to see grandchildren, mother-in-law, friends and attend church services, as well as
restaurants.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63114

Lost family Lost business Depression Mental illness Isolated

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63115

It negative affect me and my family financially, emotionally, mentally, and physically.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63116

Made life impossible!!

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63117

Not much. I embrace mask wearing and vaccines.

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63118

Lost my employment due to vaccine mandate

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63119

Lose job

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63120

Lost my job

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63121

Only negatively

2/18/2022 3:37 PM

63122

My husband not being able to work, my children not being able to do sports

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63123

Tremendously

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63124

No work, Alienation of customers and friends, being called names in uncalled situation’s, fear
mongering from our government, mental issues

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63125

Lockdowns are immoral our mental health is being impacted.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM
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63126

in alot more ways than you can imagine

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63127

Two years of mental health challenges, work stoppage, and effects on my children are beyond
estimation

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63128

The mandates have made me feel safer, both for myself and for my mother who is a cancer
survivor, and my elderly relatives. The mandates have allowed me to visit with the people I
care about in safe spaces, enjoy restaurant visits, and provided a sense of security that were I
to catch covid, I would likely not experience a poor prognosis.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63129

It has created conflict in our family, restricted our freedom to travel, eat out, enjoy social
events.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63130

I was faced with either getting vaccinated or losing my job and being removed from my
college. I do not think that I was provided with adequate information about the vaccinations
that were administered to me and therefore it was not informed consent it was coercion and
manipulation with repercussions if I did not comply.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63131

I feel safer to go about my life when masks and vaccination policies are in place. Passports
help ensure I am safer and lower the risk

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63132

It has ruined my business, forced me to move, killed my grandmother, vaccine gave so many
of my relatives strokes, heart issues, cancer came back and lung problems. None of them
EVER contracted Covid. It has cultivated hate amongst the citizens of Canada unduly. Ruined
my children's school life, and stunted and severely affected social, emotional and mental
growth. How dare the government think this is okay. In my mind, this is pre-meditated murder
against people, injury to people, and stunted growth in children. This will not be forgotten. What
comes next is what I fear most, what the vaccines will actually start doing to people in the long
term. But as long as they make their money, they don't care, that is evident. Also, the blatant
lies coming from our medical field and the media is now beyond obvious and has to stop. Stop
the lying! Just stop this now!!! All of it! I will never, ever trust any of them again after this.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63133

I have chronic lung infections from wearing masks everyday all day long at my work my doctor
will not give me an exemption because of the mandates in place. I can not go out and eat with
my family or see my grandmother in the nursing home. I can not go and volunteer in the
nursing homes anymore either. I have had adverse reactions from the so called “vaccines”. I
will never get another one. My son is servely depressed and will not leave the house because
of the scare tactics of covid19. It has deminished my family ties with my mother and my sister
along with seeing my daughter and grandson that is many miles away from me and because of
these mandates I can’t even fly to see them.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63134

I am depressed and feel wrongly segregated

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63135

Family... Friends.. loved ones. It has taken away the very thread that we all need to survive in
this world and that's family. Our very being depends on each other and spending time together.
These unprecedented Mandates have destroyed so many lives.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63136

I have not been able to attend anything that requires a vaccine passport and refuse to now and
in future. Segregation of society based on medical choice is WRONG!

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63137

Makes life more difficult to live and be happy, it is not helping anyone

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63138

Being safe is good.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63139

It killed two years of my life. No traveling, no gym, no swimming pool.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63140

It is been very difficult. I lost my livelihood and I am having to rebuild my business and life.
That said, the suffering and challenges we have in the western world are nothing compared to
what’s happening abroad. And history tells us the suffering in World War II and being deprived
during the depression or sometime situations that happen even with politics and democracy.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63141

Having 3 adults working from home 7 to 7, leaving no life at home, as silence was a must
during these hours, a prison home. I CD not look for a job BC Covid was circulated as deadly
virus. Government are to protect their citizens from a pandemic, but can not use all the
substructures ( medical, defense, transport, industries or economies, or other) to lie to their
citizens. A neutral body consisting of all experts (medical, health, law, sports, virus, defense,
economy, finance, work finders, etc., etc. ) must always be present and active aside from the
two major political parties in Canada ensuring rightful actions and living for the average Joe
citizen.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM
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63142

Alone alot unable to be social. Waiting for a hip replacemen people need there shots so we can
have our surgeries

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63143

It has made fellow citizens second class citizens.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63144

Do not like the mandate.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63145

my kid’s mental health, she cant leave the house

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63146

Made me feel safe going out to places like theatres where Vaccine passports are needed,
made me feel safe going into stores knowing everyone is wearing a mask. Made me feel safe
for my daughter in school knowing that kids in schools are all wearing masks, I wish Vaccine
Passports also applied to schools. Been a lot easier to live with Covid, and felt more free
knowing the Mandates exist, than I will after the Mandates fall.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63147

Lost work, isolation, PTSD

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63148

Loss of my old life

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63149

Significantly . It’s horse shit . People should have the right to make their choices with health .

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63150

Isolation.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63151

I lost my job because of the mandate

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63152

Threat of job loss, secluded from family and friends, singled out and alienated, treated as less
than

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63153

It hasn't other than losing friends over differences of opinion

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63154

Travel

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63155

It hasn't

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63156

Can't travel or dine out. Can't use rec center. Too restricted. But expected to pay taxes for
services I can't use

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63157

Mental and physical health hurt Severed relationships. Created distrust in our institutions.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63158

Restricted my freedom to travel and go to restaurants.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63159

My mental health has been greatly affected. My depression and anxiety have gotten worse.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63160

I have to wear a mask in indoor public spaces. A minor inconvenience. The government needs
clear research on how effective they really are.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63161

Its ruined my life I hate it

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63162

I'm alive and healthy. And weeded some idiots out of my life. So like pretty good. I've also
gotten fewer colds since masking. Will probably keep it up during cold and flu season. Asian
countries are onto something.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63163

I am not vaccinated so I can’t visit my parents in other country. My kids can’t go to school
because I don’t want them wear masks whole day.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63164

Job loss in family

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63165

Mental stress from the coercion, bullying, and intimidation from the various levels of
government.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63166

My kids are not in school, my husband's job has slowed down, I can't take my kids swimming,
they can't participate in extracurricular activities, I am unable to work.....

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63167

It financially strained my family to the breaking point. My parents had to look for extra work
because my dad experienced pay cuts and lost a lot of savings to suddenly liquidated stocks.
Various restrictions completely changed the last two years of my university degree, without my
tuition dropping in the slightest. I saw people expressing all kinds of hate towards the
unvaccinated, which made me hesitate to be vaccinated myself, to avoid being associated
with that vitriol.

2/18/2022 3:36 PM

63168

Terribly!

2/18/2022 3:36 PM
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63169

Financial and psychological damage is unmeasurable

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63170

Its destroyed my business and relationships with family and friends and the general public

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63171

Lonely 😞

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63172

Its taken over 2 years of my life away. And made it so my grandfather had to pass by himself
in his old age home.

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63173

No freedom to travel outside of Canada. Churches closed down. Restricted access to venues
Hate speech by our Prime minister.

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63174

I didn't get to go to work for 4 months, I didn't get to see my family for 2 years, being isolated
for months at a time was no fun, I have been depressed to the point of not wanting to live till
the truckers have given me hope and that this country hasn't gone totally crazy

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63175

Restricted visiting Restricted shopping The negative environment hurts me mentally and
emotionally

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63176

Cant travel, cant eat inside a resteraunt,getting yelled at if mask is forgotten,stuck at home.

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63177

Affected my work

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63178

Isolation and not able to socialize.

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63179

Created division among family and friends, more anxiety, less social, division among churches

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63180

Badly, couldn't see family, and my grandfather died

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63181

Created fear

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63182

Lost my job. Kept me from being with elderly family members.

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63183

I am frustrated and loosing faith in canadian democracy.

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63184

Isolation has been very hard Emotionally leading to health problems

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63185

The mandates have made it possible for my family and I to continue enjoying all of our intact
freedoms since we're fully vaccinated and do everything we can to keep our communities safe
and peaceful.

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63186

It's B.S

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63187

Tired of speaking lately of our government who seems to be politicizing policy over science.
It’s divided friends, colleagues and family.

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63188

No social interaction

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63189

Has been Causing fear separation hate discrimination, i believe masks to he unhealthy Breathing in our exhaust and weakening my immune system Unable to go to restaurants,
family or public events. This is got to stop

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63190

Job loss

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63191

I have lost everything including my job, my livelihood, my social life, and social contribution.
My family suffers.

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63192

It is hard to find a job and hard to relax because of all the stress from the mandates.

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63193

Taken away two years of my life as well as affected my mental state

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63194

Highly traumatized my family & friends

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63195

depression, recovery, distance from family

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63196

Socially , relationally , financially

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63197

It has affected relationships with family & friends.

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63198

It was the worst idea they ever had and clearly there are other hidden agendas that are fueling
all these mandates….to distract us. It’s affected our lives, the things we’re able to do as a
family, not being able to see friends and family. My daughter struggles with online schooling so
she dropped out of college until this is over so she can attend classes in person. It’s wasting

2/18/2022 3:35 PM
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her time and ours. It is unhealthy for people, especially young ones, the elderly and people
with pre-existing mental issues to be so isolated especially when COVID is a cold/flu in the
first place. Creating fear and lying to the public is not what our prime minister should be doing.
Also, enacting the emergency act for peaceful protestors when he never once attempted to
speak to them to find any common ground in the first place, has no right calling himself a
leader…period!
63199

Not being able to see distant family

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63200

loss of Job, my daughter loss her job, I know longer feel safe in my country and no longer trust
the government or health ministers, health care, or doctors. I feel Canada has been ruined.

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63201

Depression suicide bad thoughts I'm really fearfully a viet name vet

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63202

Lost our freedoms as citizens of A free country. No one should be forced to do something to
their body or be told how to run their business or family

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63203

Kept me safe, kept me COVID free. Saved my family members from getting sick. Kept friends
from getting sick

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63204

What life.locked up like a prisoner in your own home,gas,electricity,food prices through the
roof.

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63205

It’s been so beautiful!

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63206

Life is shit..duh

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63207

Mentally, unable to participate in multiple recreational sports and facilities that I pay taxes
towards. Broken family on the grounds of disagreement on above mentioned mandates

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63208

No problems

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63209

Horribly, as a people we are social this has disrupted our lives. No trust in government and torn
apart Canadians and families. Caused businesses to fail.

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63210

Not see my children's my family's my friends Etc

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63211

Destroyed family relationships. Once very happy teenage daughter is now dealing with serious
depression and anxiety. Even having to Be medicated as a form of treatment. Teenage kids
haven’t been able to get jobs, haven’t been able to save for their educations…. Doubt they will
ever be allowed to attend post secondary education because of inappropriate “vaccine”
mandates. Friendships have been lost. Investments have been significantly hurt, retirement
funding and plans have been destroyed. Haven’t been able to see elderly family who need
support and interaction, significant persecution and ridicule from people who only parrot what
the extremely biased media and government officials say. Lost all faith in our government. Lost
faith in humanity. Depressed and discouraged myself. Many fights with wife…. Damaging
marriage. Many hours spent in listening to friends cry…. Strong courageous men in a
profession most people consider to be hero’s. But who are breaking down completely because
of fear of loosing everything when they loose their jobs due to mandates, can’t feed or provide
for their families…. Our government has created a living hell for all those who have been
abused by their overreach and inexcusable treatment of Canadians.

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63212

Not being able to get a job

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63213

Caused extreme stress / panic attacks as I was not allowed to participate in society

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63214

Cannot travel freely between US and Canada without barriers that did not exist prior to COVID.

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63215

Depression.

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63216

Freedom of choice,can’t go to restaurants,no hospital visits,

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63217

It has affected our business and disrupted our lives. It has made us worry about our future
under this government

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63218

it's affected my relationship with my husband, my family and my friendships all negatively. We
don't see our family or friends any longer because of lockdowns and now because of a divide
within us. It's affected my husbands work, as he was coerced to get an injection he didn't
want. He's now injured because of it. It's affected my small business, I sell my wares at craft
shows, which no longer take place, or if they do, people don't want to attend. It's affected my
mental health also negatively, I am depressed and now have anxiety issues I didn't have prior.

2/18/2022 3:35 PM
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My family financially, also negatively because of my work. It's affected my family's future
plans negatively. We had plans to build a new home in 2022, but prices are so high, we can no
longer afford to do so. I've had family members pass away (NOT RELATED TO COVID) that
we were unable to see prior to their passing, nor could we travel to funerals. I'm sure there are
more.
63219

It made life horrific. People I love died alone. Made depression rampant

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63220

Being treated like a second class citizen. Having my kids suffer with their mental health. Not
being able to see my extended family for nearly 3 years (my grandmother’s health is declining
and there is no hope that I will be able to see her soon).

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63221

It forbids me from many aspects of society, it also has led to me being treated like a second
class citizen in many instances.

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63222

In every way. Work, social and even health. The side effects of the mandatory vaccine has put
my health in jeopardy as I developed side effects after the first and those side effects turned
severe after the second dose. My life has and will forever be changed because of the vaccine
mandate.

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63223

Its Tyranny

2/18/2022 3:35 PM

63224

End of healthcare career as RN nurse Major stresses and decline of mental health Loss of
trust in government Loss of trust in doctors Loss of trust in pharmaceutical producers. Looking
at leaving Canada for ever

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63225

This was all about control and bankrupting our country,the spending and unaccountability is
ridiculous. It will take generations to fix the mess trudeau has caused. This has caused
nothing but stress and mental health issues for generations

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63226

Forced to take a shot to keep my job. Total invasion of my choice..took my choice away

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63227

Family divided, mental health decline, disagreements, relationships ruined, children suffering

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63228

Increase in anxiety.

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63229

Unable to get together with family, can’t go out to eat, can’t go to church, can’t travel.

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63230

Saved me from getting COVID Saved others from getting COVID

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63231

Force to take vaccine. Or was loosing job.

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63232

Financially social and mentally

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63233

Turdo is treating us like prisoners

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63234

It's ruining indigenous peoples lives and everything we've accomplished

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63235

Haven’t been able to give my toddler the life she deserves

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63236

It hasn’t really.

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63237

I've learned a lot of people care more about their comfort than the safety of elderly, disabled or
youth.

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63238

Stress, loss of money, loss of health

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63239

Job loss family stress feel like I live under hitler himself

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63240

Restriction of activities that I used to take part off. Damaged relationships with family
members

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63241

Isolation is No: 1, there is no more physical interaction family and friends. Lost touch our
Grandchildren

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63242

I had to pay for rapid antigen testing just to go to work. I can’t go on vacation. I can fly on a
plane in Canada to teach. My rights and freedoms have been taken from me. It is hard to get
Ivermectin. Limits my ability to go to restaurants etc. It has divided me from my friends. I had
to wear masks that don’t work to prevent spread. Fighting against getting a vaccine that isn’t
even effective. Watch way too much news and doing tons of research to unearth the truth.

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63243

I can't come back to Canada to visit my family and get medical checkup for breast cancer

2/18/2022 3:34 PM
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unless I get vaccinated which I am very hesitant to do
63244

Filled with anxiety. Never had this before

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63245

It has affected my family life and work.

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63246

Adverse reactions ignored by "medical" doctors! Deprived from reunion and attending my only
daughter's Graduation Division between family, friends, colleagues, death of youth, deprived of
free practice of religion...to name a few!!!

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63247

Mental.health

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63248

Treated like a criminal for health choices

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63249

Limited time with family and friends.

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63250

Restricted our civil rights to go to church, enjoy our families, work, shop, ALL aspects of
everyday living!

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63251

I felt like I was in prison

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63252

Taken fostering. Made work and family relationships difficult.

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63253

It’s affected it greatly and I’m so over it. The science proves the vaccine doesn’t stop
transmission so the passports are useless. Masks don’t work

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63254

Theeatening the loss of my job and my health because i desperately need 2 knee replacement
surgeries( ive been waiting 2+ years now since this all began) ive also lost many friends n
family members b/c they r so brainwashed n think all these lockdowns n mandates r
necessary..lastly...i have underline health issues that by taking the vax would kill me but im
being discriminated against n put in constant fear n turmoil about losing my job

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63255

It has closed off experiencing life, and living outside of your home. Doing anything social
outside of your home is something you have to get on your knees and beg for, or for guilty for.
Experiencing life shouldn’t be something you have to prove that you’re worthy of but getting a
vaccine. Everyone deserves a choice, and to not get the vaccine and still be able to
experience life and travel should be one of them.

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63256

Ridiculous to be treated like a child we all get sick we all are born to die can happen at anytime
just look at all the other ways people die the flu kills more a needle with drugs and yet you
bring the fuckin idiot back to life so they can do it again stuuupid

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63257

Loss of work

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63258

Many ways...deviding friends, family , co-workers, decreased hours of work, no social life,
seeing the damage done to kids with masking, suicides, people dying from the jabs,
government taking away our fought for freedoms & so much more!

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63259

My children mental health suffered terribly in lockdowns. I wasn’t allowed to go with my 11
year old son into the ER after a dirt bike accident. I was forced to get a vaccine just to watch
my kids play hockey. My son was in a residential program for mental health which was
cancelled. Told not to see family members. Church closed.

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63260

It has been a little tough at times but I think they did what needed to be done at the time.

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63261

I have stayed home for 2 years

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63262

I am over 70. I cannot go anywhere without one restriction or another so I stay home. TWO
years! Enough already.

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63263

Had to stop teaching dance classes, was not able to see my daughter and grandbabies who
were from another province etc

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63264

Its my civil rights to handle how I live my life

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63265

lost 2 years of work. lost close friends and family members who don't agree with my medical
choices. in the end..many many of my loved ones will die and I get to watch. as do the rest of
the elite including Justin Castro Trudeau

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63266

It hasn't.

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63267

Very negatively. Both socially, emotionally and my businesses

2/18/2022 3:34 PM
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63268

Mental and physically...

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63269

Hurt my health and stopped me from seeing family

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63270

Terriby,I lost my job😪I see my kids lost all hope in our country I cry all day thinking about the
children what an ugly world they will have if we dont do something to stop this madness

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63271

without the Jab i can’t go out for dinner and the vax only reduces your chances of getting sick
no one else’s so it should be a personal choice especially if you’ve had covid before the vax
was a thing!

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63272

My child and I's mental health has suffered. My ability to feed myself and my child has been
hindered. Overall quality in life has declined. Its extremely difficult for me to fulfill my court
obligations with regards to shared parenting time. There are many challenges and it's all based
on a huge fraud

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63273

It has caused fear, division amongst friends and family, limited access to healthcare, limited
access to daily necessities as well as an infringement to my rights under the Nuremberg code,
Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Freedom of Information and Protection as well as my
sovereign right to travel this planet as a child of the Divine Creator.

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63274

Haven't been able to take my children to participate in extra curricular activities/sports.

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63275

It made life difficult

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63276

Marriage lost. Work Lost. Etc

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63277

I have lost family and friends due to the result of these mandates and restrictions!!!

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63278

Loss of work

2/18/2022 3:34 PM

63279

Drastically, unable to see my family in other parts of Canada, unable to fly abroad.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63280

I feel like a hermit

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63281

Just on the freedom of getting around.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63282

It ended my career and affected my daughter's mental health which resulted in multiple suicide
attempts, self harming and running away.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63283

Depression

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63284

My daughter lost all her friends at school because of the bubbles in 2020, my job has changed
completely without travel (but lucky to have it still!) and I’ve had to support my sister who lost
her job a couple of times because of the lockdowns.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63285

I want to kill myself sometimes

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63286

I have experienced division, Ostracization, friends and family being torn apart, lost my job

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63287

No comment

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63288

I can’t go out anymore. In some ways I have become more creative and found ways to occupy
myself in my leisure time. However I am not able to attend work meetings at restaurants, I
have been waiting for the churches to permanently open without mandates. The mandates
have caused great divisions between groups of people. Free speech has been pretty much
canceled if speaking any of any topic in a way that isn’t approved by the system and the left.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63289

Depressed. inhibited my ability to make money.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63290

Brought division Amon family. My husbands funeral service had to held in the church parking
lot.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63291

Crippled the economy. Sent unnecessary messages of extreme fear. Prevented my children
from being involved in regular activities such as swimming .

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63292

Not being able to eat out with family or go shopping without the mask restricting your
breathing.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63293

It's made me feel safe when I go about my usual business in my community. I have enough
scientific literacy to understand how the virus spreads and realize that these mandates are for
the safety of myself and others around me.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM
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63294

Caused anxiety and depression.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63295

It has kept me and others safe, while allowing us to keep functioning as a society.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63296

It has restricted me from seeing my children my family and friends ! It has also stopped the
way of life I was used to dinning out shopping etc

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63297

We choose not to be vaccinated therefore can’t take kids anywhere, lost our yoga business
and lost friends. Never has there been so much division in our country. People need to be able
to choose what goes in or in thier bodies.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63298

It’s shit

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63299

Suicide

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63300

Increased anxiety, fear and distrust of others.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63301

My God given right to be FREE !!

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63302

It has created divine in my family and discrimination at my workplace

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63303

Not me only my family

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63304

Years of my life taken from me that I'll never get back!

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63305

I am a young 21 year old who lives in a very small town in british columbia. It has limited me
from doing anything in my town, and has caused serious harm to my mental health. i support
people who have their vaccines, but my body is sensitive and i was raised in a household
where i only took natural medicine. i always wear a mask and i am respectful of others who
have their vaccines. 9 out of 10 times they are not respectful to me. I am not selfish for
wanting medical freedom. Everyone is struggling right now. The mandates need to end as
people’s mental healths are being outrageously deteriorated. thank you.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63306

Our family can not go out to dinner together, our kids can not get into sports or
extracurriculars. Our children can not go to school half the time and have to wear masks and
hide their face which provides expression and is detrimental to their development. We can’t do
anything in public as a family without a vaccine.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63307

Trudeau has stomped on my rights and freedoms as a Canadian. I am one of “those people “
and am sickened by a prime minister that would use hate speech to divide segregate and
discriminate against me.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63308

Coerced to get a shot I didn’t want. Couldn’t see my kids or travel

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63309

It divided family and friends. Businesses I attended were shut down or closed their stores for
good.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63310

Due to ongoing cancer treatment and my Spouses doctor telling her not to get jab, she was
denied exemption and pushed out of hospital workplace where she was working without Covid
injections throughout the worst of the pandemic, income losses over $500,000.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63311

I have almost ended my life 3 times, these mandates have affected my mental health and
made it worse then it already was

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63312

Mental health

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63313

Depression, stress, anxiety. Kids social development being affected.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63314

I have been ostracized from society or have to succumb to rapid tests to prove I’m a healthy
person to participate in society and even to work from home. Which makes zero sense I see
no one during the day, yet if I don’t comply I won’t get paid. Covid has affected my teen
daughters mental health dude to school closures and osolqtion during a formidable time of her
growth and development. End all mandates.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63315

I lost my job. I loved my job. Since I left, they still had bunch of people get covid..and
everyone was fully vacinated.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63316

It has taken a toll on my physical health as I cannot access any gyms or fitness classes. It
has caused division in my family. It has affected our economy which has greatly changed my
life in increasing the cost of living and housing.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM
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63317

Mental and emotional stress

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63318

Severely, trouble speaking, breathing with mask. Criticized for not taking injection. Isolated for
a month with a cold/sinus infection. Struggling to concentrate with mask on. Unable to visit
friends and family etc....

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63319

Restricted my travel. Couldn’t go to funerals.I felt embarrassed and ashamed to be Canadian.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63320

I have lost my family’s support, I have lost 2 jobs, and I have suffered mentally and watched
other’s suffer as well.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63321

My mental health, my job (I’m an nurse), my kids mental health, kids sports and social
activities

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63322

Unable to see those in the care home, the ones who need us the most

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63323

I have 2 teens that were so excited to graduate but all thx to these horrible mandates they
have both given up. I've had to see many people die without a loved one by there side. I don't
enjoy any shopping anymore. I don't trust any doctors or anyone working for the government.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63324

Deal with it!

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63325

Severe stress from claustrophobic feelings wearing a mask at work and isolation from my
parent in long-term care

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63326

it's not

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63327

Very much so

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63328

I have limited visotation with family members most of all my parents. I am double vaxxed and
haven't tested for COVID-19 nor will I. My emotional and psychological state has been affected
deeply. The peaceful freedom convoy has give me hope that there is an end in sight.

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63329

Depression, kids and elder depression,

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63330

Lock down

2/18/2022 3:33 PM

63331

It has cause me more stress as being unable to do things by what I decide to put in my body
or not. I can breathe with a mask. I get panic attacks

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63332

Negatively all around, including EVERYONE I know.

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63333

Made life Complicated and less enjoyable

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63334

It’s impacted me greatly. Lost work me and my girlfriend have struggled to make ends meat.
Suicide from family members. Enough is enough. Trudeau wants to be Castro his father.
Remove him now he’s ruined everything my family stood for in the military!

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63335

Lost work, travel, divided family & friends. Awful what they’ve done.

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63336

To many ways to explain!!!!

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63337

It's has made life hell and had divide this once great country

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63338

Can't travel. I live alone so cut off from friends, family, social events, etc.

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63339

Restricting to go to sports with my grandsons

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63340

Taken life away as I know it

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63341

Horrible in every way

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63342

Are you kidding me. There isn't enough room here for that answer. Segregation, discrimination,
public officials ignoring their constituents. Worst of all, my dad is in a care facility and is on his
6th week of isolation because all of the vaccinated are getting Covid. He has absolutely lost all
of his cognition in the first three weeks of this recent lockdown. Who is going to take
responsibility for that? This is not protection, it is torture. Meanwhile those in charge have
freedom and get to take nice warm holidays. I no longer trust anyone in power.

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63343

Loss of freedom and rights

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63344

The mandates haven't affected my family. The covid virus, however, has made us want to
protect our fellow Canadians.

2/18/2022 3:32 PM
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63345

Robbed of two years of free will operating under duress and fear of job loss

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63346

These mandates are unconstitutional and unethical, and we have now have countless
SCIENCE to back up that they are NOT working and NOT needed. They have affected my
ability to work in my career. They have affected my ability to see my family. The list goes on.
Life is too short to throw years of family connection and love away because of a common-cold
virus.

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63347

I loat my jov

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63348

Put me out of business multiple times. Ruined my trust in politicians, media and public health

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63349

I am privileged to be self employed so my job was not at risk for choosing to remain
unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63350

It's kept me and my family healthy.

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63351

Made getting married very difficult. Lost my job. Had to go back to doing hair. Then shut down
three times.

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63352

it sucks

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63353

It has been one of the most horrible times of my life!!

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63354

I'm unable to vaxx because of severe allergies so I'm a prisoner in my own home

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63355

I have teen boys who I have stayed at home with their entire lives to ensure that we send kind,
respectful, healthy, educated, generous & thoughtful humans into our society but now they are
labeled as white, misogynist, terrorists because we don’t support or want to be part of the
government’s tyrannical, globalist elitism. This isn’t the life I would want for anyone, especially
Canadians, the breadbasket of the world that was a refuge for millions who fled this exact
situation. Mandates were a government over reach of the greatest magnitude & they needed to
be stopped now. The bleeding of tax payers money into the upper 1% has to end! We need to
return to a democracy where the government works for the people.

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63356

I have not seen my family in 2.5 years...3 in August. I have been through Chemo apart from
my children, and Covid! I have coworkers and friends that are forever scarred from this
vaccine. I am completely immune to this virus. I want to come home and see my adult
children!! My son has lost his career with CN Rail . His dream ...all lost. My daughter is too
afraid to allow me to hold her baby. When the science shows that ANYONE can get and
spread the virus, not just the unvaccinated. I have been in such disbelief over these last 3
weeks. Watching live streams of people being peaceful and loving with each other.. NO
VIOLENCE... In this day and age where everyone is videoing EVERYTTHING where is all the
videos of Violence. If it was truly happening there would be thousands of video available.
Prime Minister Trudeau. WHAT is wrong with him? Is he being controlled or manipulated by
foreign entities or is he just a complete fool.!! These peaceful protests in Manitoba, Ottawa
and other locations in Canada do not endanger the lives, health or safety of Canadians. They
are NOT of such proportions or nature as to exceed the capacity or authority of a province to
deal with. They do not seriously threaten the ability of the Government of Canada to preserve
the sovereignty , security and territorial integrity of Canada. Quite frankly, this Emergency Act
is unconstitutional and I am completely disgusted with the government right now. ALL Parties!!
Thank You for your time Sincerly Karen L Lucy Citizen of Canada... 4 th Generation Born and
raised in Winnipeg Manitoba

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63357

Negatively - struggling with me mental health

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63358

It has been difficult to be with family and friends

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63359

Cannot find a job in my profession, get headaches and dizziness from wearing mask. Feel
segregated and a prisoner

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63360

I can’t go anywhere except to grocery shop and I am now homeschooling my children so they
don’t have to be shamed and where a mask all day. These are just a few examples of the
ways my life has been affected.

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63361

Negatively

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63362

Lost friends , family, my job, my bills are so high I can barely eat at times

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63363

It has reduced the number of Covid cases, and reduced the burden on our health care system.

2/18/2022 3:32 PM
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63364

My wife has lost her job, I will lose mine too if they proceed with the provincial border crossing
mandate for truck drivers. I don't think this is a "free" choice.....

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63365

It has had multiple impacts from physical and mental health to financial concerns. As well the
future is very unclear due to a lack of a plan or leadership from the very top.

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63366

It is completely destroyed. Home, job, family, health, gone.

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63367

Financial and mental strain.

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63368

I can't travel, work everywhere and be free to go where I want because im not vax

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63369

Tremendous stress and anxiety in my family. Lost family and friends. Friends lost jobs. People
restricted from participating in society. The government does not respect the laws of Canada or
the people of Canada.

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63370

Provided a method to become free of illness

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63371

Is this a serious question? Let's see, no work, no freedom of choice, kids having to wear
masks in school, EVERYTHING.

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63372

lost my buisness, wife left me. house is in foreclosure. do to trudeaus communist ways

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63373

It has affected my employment and employment choices. Unnecessary fear and anxiety.
Devision between friends and family.

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63374

Hasn’t I just support freedom to choose

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63375

My father was sick and died during this covid mayhem. His many hospital visits were difficult.
He read lips because of a hearing loss and it imposed great stress on him to talk to someone
whose face was covered. He had no choice but to go to hospital. For the last two years of his
life, we were not able to enjoy engaging in social activities or family gatherings. His life at the
end was hell thanks to the mandates that have been proven ineffective. My 74 year old mother
is separated from her 91 year old mother because she made a choice for her health that has
been discriminated against. My family is separated, my daughter-in-law has been very ill and in
and out of hospital and has had to face this alone. She is 21 years old. It has caused loss of
friendships, is has prevented us from burying our dead, it has created division in our
community, it limits volunteerism in our communities, it has contributed to nightmares, and it
has resulted in supporting many in the community struggling with addiction, grief and
loneliness. We cannot even bury our dead. Yes I said that twice. Our seniors are dying alone
and their families are having to live with this for the remainder of our lives. Should I go on?

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63376

It has ruined my life

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63377

Had to leave my job

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63378

No social interaction which as a senior is important. No swimming pool, gym, etc. No travel.
No eating in restaurants

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63379

Father with dementia was moved into senior facility a.month before covid hit and he was
forced to be alone and not have any face to face contact with family multiple times. This has
resulted in aggressively speeding up his dementia and has been very hard on the whole family.
To name just one impact. These mandates need to end NOW.

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63380

Awful

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63381

Negatively

2/18/2022 3:32 PM

63382

Same as anyone's

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63383

All of them

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63384

I have been segregated from society, nit aalowed to attend social events. My children can't
play sports to maintain their physical and mental health. I have lost my job due to not taking
this new therapy that has no long term saftey data, that doesn't even stop the transmission or
contraction of the disease

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63385

The last 2 years have been a living hell for everyone in my family. Kids aren't learning
anything, all sports and leisure activities canceled, kids forced to wear masks in school for 7
hours a day, people coerced into getting vaccinated, and Canada more divided than ever all

2/18/2022 3:31 PM
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because of a virus with a 98% recovery rate. Nothing makes sense. I retired from teaching
because I had to get vaccinated in order to teach. I have advocated for freedom of choice my
entire life.
63386

My son is the 9ne effected by this mostly. He cannot play with other kids or his friends.
Cannot be in activities because of this.

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63387

Employment and fellowship

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63388

My kids are scared to leave the houe

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63389

Made life very difficult, especially for me be self employed

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63390

I couldn’t find work at first and now i’ve worked from home most of the time in my new job. We
can’t visit people if they are sick (covid or otherwise). I’d triple vaxed, follow most of the
guidelines and haven’t have covid even once. I guess they worked

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63391

It has made it easier to keep my family safe, especially my child who is too young to be
vaccinated.

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63392

I lost 2 good years. I’m in my 20’s. I have family in Europe and I am not able to go visit them.
I can’t do a lot of social things like going for drinks or to a concert.

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63393

I left my job due to stress

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63394

Division of families

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63395

Separated me from seeing my family

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63396

everething

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63397

Turmoil

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63398

in every way

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63399

I lost my job and friends and family relationships

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63400

In every way possible.. my freedom has been taken away from me ….my rights as a Canadian
citizen have been taken away the person who thinks he has the right.. talking about Justin
Trudeau who needs to be removed before he does any more damage to this great nation called
CANADA, not CHINA

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63401

Don’t see anyone or go anywhere and asthma has gotten severally worse wearing a mask

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63402

I haven't let it.

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63403

It's torn my entire family apart, they use to love each other, now some hate each other. My
brother a d his two little girls had to move in with my parents when he lost his job. Many many
more ways

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63404

It has stolen my energy, trust, social life and has changed our world to prison like

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63405

I’ve been forced from a job I love. I’ve been diagnosed with depression due to the pandemic.
My children were denied a public education. My children were denied the opportunity to
participate in extracurricular activities such as hockey and gymnastics. The vaccines have
been used for a political purpose and have destroyed families and our entire country. Today I
wake up in a country I no longer recognize, one I am a hostage in.

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63406

I lost my job and ability to earn money. Increased stress in relationships with family and
friends. Isolation and feelings of depression at times, fear that our country will become like
communist countries. I am very saddened to see how peaceful protesters are being treated by
the actions of Justin Trudeau. Also the Inability to travel and see family members who live a
distance away.

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63407

2 years of isolation, and lost friends due to covid, and have people that i knew that died from
getting the vaxx,,, aka blood clot !!!!!

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63408

My dad was diagnosed with cancer and not all of the family could be with him while he was in
hospital. He is still with us and wants to live normally. He will tell you that he can deal with
cancer but cannot deal with the restrictions.

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63409

Lost my job as engineer after 15 years.

2/18/2022 3:31 PM
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63410

Intensive belittlement and was not able to live a happy life which is part of the Charter of rights
and freedoms

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63411

detrimental to my small business, my family and my mental health

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63412

It's ruined it. Covid didn't cripple us, the mandates have.

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63413

ongoing stress, segregated from society, unable to travel

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63414

I was diagnosed with blood cancer just when this vivid crap all started. I am a widow. I live 3
hours from my family and I basically have had no support system. Only phone conversations.
I am all alone and do not want to die alone. I was finally able to see my children and
grandchildren at Christmas. My family is mostly jabbed ( it’s not a vaccine) all vaccinated at
Christmas were sick. I only didn’t two days with them because if this. Got home December 28,
woke up New Year’s Day SICK. I REFUSED to go to doctor because my oncologist told me if I
were to end up in the hospital that I would be triaged and because I am not jabbed, they would
not do much for me. Comforting. After lots of prayer and vitamins suggested by naturapath, I
am finally feeling a lot better. It took about 6 weeks. This BS has got to stop. Trudeau and his
henchmen are not following the science. They are lining their pockets. This is not about our
health. It is about their power and the people pulling their strings (puppets). I have been a
prisioner since this all started. I can’t take much more.

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63415

I left Canada and who knows if I'll go back.

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63416

The mandates have negatively affected our whole family.

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63417

Travel, friendships

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63418

devastated

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63419

All the restrictions

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63420

It has affected the mental health of my children and myself ! and financially

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63421

I am unable to play sports (soccer) as my league continues to choose to use vaccine
passports. I may not have a job when my maternity leave is done, as my employer has
mandated vaccine passports to work from home, which isn't logical at all

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63422

Isolation

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63423

Loneliness fear I lost my husband 2/23/2020after 58 years together and I haven’t been able to
see my grand kids great grandkids and my children and I live in FEAR and LONELINESS

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63424

Trying to travel. Getting a new passport has been a headache. Also, Won't travel with
mandatory pcr testing. The added expense makes me not want to travel.

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63425

Not to bad

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63426

Personally, financially,mentally, spiritually

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63427

Out of work

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63428

Required vaccinations to keep job

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63429

Living a life of responsible freedom.

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63430

It has stopped me from visiting my son and family in B.C. also I have non active lymphoma
and have been advised not to activate it with the Covid Shot. It has been proven to do so.

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63431

I am unvaccinated .. how do you think it effects me .. ?

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63432

Taking away my freedoms as a Canadian citizen by basically not having the option to get a
vaccine. Wearing masks. Lockdowns and not being able to go out and do things/ see family.
Trudeau is a real d-bag

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63433

Minimally, I trust our medical opinions

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63434

Very negatively

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63435

Anxiety .

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63436

saved my life

2/18/2022 3:31 PM
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63437

Hasn’t, other then going to a restaurant.

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63438

Nothing positive It has ripped our lives from us and made us all live like prisoners in a shitty
fucked up world were I’d rather be dead then be here

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63439

There just aren't enough words to depict the damages I have endured this past 2 years. What
has taken place, is NOTHING short of criminal!

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63440

Loss of employment, depression, strained family relationships, acute distress for the well
being of family members, concerns for the sovereignty and maintenance of democracy of our
nation, witnessing the normalization of apartheid policies and hate speech, watching friends
having to endure not being able to be with family during death and illness and unable to hold or
attend funeral services, enduring institutionalized loss of basic rights and freedoms, Religious
persecution, concerns for humanity, the concerns for the safety of children.

2/18/2022 3:31 PM

63441

For the past two years I've witnessed Canada to become a communist country. The Chartered
Human Right doesn't seems exist. We as immigrants came to Canada only because we do not
want to be forced to do anything against our will.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63442

Brought fear, division and hate into our country.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63443

Travel

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63444

Protected my family, students & self.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63445

Being exempt has many challenges in world full of fearful propaganda citizens... Despite the
mask mandates, people forget there are exemptions and have lost their humanity !!!

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63446

Mental stress, can’t take my family out, threatened to lose my volunteer firefighter position.
Threatening my freedom.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63447

It has affected Mt work, personal/social life, enjoyment of Ctivitiez with my children, my
children's mental health, my me tal health... the list goes on.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63448

It has distanced friends and family. I have not been able to physically see my mother in almost
two years even though no covid has been in her care home. I can take her out and bring her to
my home but if she stays over night she has to quarantine. So I take her out for drives as
often as I can. This makes absolutely no sense at all to me. I am sad, and I am concerned
about our country and our province and I pray that we can recover from this madness... I have
seen so much hate and disregard for others by our media, our so called experts and our own
Prime Minister spewing hatred and racism towards the people who believe in choice, who
believe in Canada and toward his own cabinet members. He is out of control and leading with
tyranny...

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63449

Stress, increased cost of everything. Even my hydro bill is double. Two years ago I was debt
free. Now in debt as have been forced to charge even food! Use swimming as therapy for leg
broken years ago. Not allowed into pool with now Vax pass. Lost 50 year friends. List too long
to write.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63450

It has ostracized me and my family from the community and my civil rights.. I have come to
fully understand how oppression effects the physical and mental capabilities of a human
being.. I have never been so sad for my Country and family

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63451

Have not seen friends in over two years.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63452

It hasn’t, dumbfucks.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63453

Took away my freedoms Can’t travel Can’t eat out or go to movies Can’t legally see my family
or go to church comfortably Can’t sing in church Could not go to my grandpa funeral or see him
in his last days. Completely Tore my family apart, lost friends because of this. And extremely
stressful and mental breakdowns

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63454

The mandates have made it safe to live everyone’s lives and not end up with more deaths due
to COVID-19

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63455

I had to bury my 40 year old son with not a single friend at the service or graveside. I was
isolated from friends, family and church for months on end. I am living with ongoing heart
issues since taking the second vaccine, still under doctor care. But my doctor will give me no
exemption for masks or the booster, which of course, I will not take. It must lift now. It’s been
way too extreme and much to long!

2/18/2022 3:30 PM
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63456

It’s divides my friends and family. I haven’t been able to visit some friends/family members
due to the mandates. Had to stay home from work to take care of my child and try to keep up
with her learning in 2020. I’ve had to watch family struggle not only financially but emotionally.
Don’t even get me started on how the unfiltered government handouts sent a family member
back into heavy drug use.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63457

Divisiveness in countless relationships including my marriage. Emotional and mental stress for
my teenage children and my husband and I. Coercion to keep our jobs by way of vaccine
mandates. Removal of travel to visit family and friends across the country. The list goes on

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63458

My emotional and mental health has been compromised, by a sense of isolation, lack of sleep,
and anxiety.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63459

I can’t travel or see my family

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63460

I can’t travel out side my own country, or dine out with my family, and am currently
homeschooling my children.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63461

It had taken away the right of senior citizens to visit their families

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63462

Forced vaccine to keep working

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63463

Hurt my small business as well as family and friendships.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63464

Depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63465

The isolation and working from home has been exhausting and ridiculous

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63466

Unble to makes choices as to what happen to my own body. Unable to take the family out or
do extra activities, no more going out. Unable to see family and friends, all our mental health
activities are out the window

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63467

Physically, mentally and financially

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63468

Two special need children

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63469

Caused anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63470

Like is short. Two years has been wasted.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63471

We are being coerced into taking vaccine shots that, despite mainstream opinion, Dint appear
to be “safe and effective” My 18-year old daughter had an adverse reaction (numbness in foot,
referral to a neurologist) 2 weeks following her second shot. I have not been able to continue to
build my small business (yoga therapy) due to cancelled classes and closures. My 16 year old
daughter has been homeschooling due to anxiety at school. Never mind the mental health
effects of our community due to these mandates going on for so long.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63472

My family is so devided because of the mandates I don't think we will ever heal the rift
between us

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63473

It has effected my kids and my job

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63474

I've had close friends lose their businesses, a relative commit suicide, close friends lose their
jobs and have no way to make their monthly payments relating to the loss of their vehicle,
home, and backlogging many payments and bills they would normally have paid

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63475

My freedom and income and my sense of wellbeing has been impacted hugely. I have been in
mental health treatment for the last 12 months due to stresses that came from the Covid
restrictions.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63476

Is this a joke question lol of course it has. I wasn’t able to see my own mother and father for 2
years. Fuck the mandates freedom of choice always and forever

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63477

I can't take my kids to their sporting events, they are young and need a parental guardian.
Therefore they can't participate

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63478

Not much til they restricted my ability to go certain places or on vacation. Names no sense to
restrict people on vax status as the vaccinated are, by far, the main spreaders and cases.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63479

My kids deal with anxiety now from wearing masks, my son took the jab to travel and he’s the
one who’s been sick. My work was seriously effected because I had to close for 6 mths and

2/18/2022 3:30 PM
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now have clients who won’t come because I work on people who they feel differently about a
personal choice with the jabs
63480

Loss of Business, negativity impacted personal mental health, family division, and loss of
friends.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63481

I’ve been ridiculed and rejected by friends and family. I’ve been judged and harassed by
strangers. I’ve watched countless people around me have reactions to these ‘vaccines’ or get
the ‘vaccine’ and get sick anyway. Far sicker than anyone I’ve need get sick with no ‘vaccine’
I haven’t been able to travel to see my family in America. I haven’t been able to travel with my
family for pleasure. My relationship has suffered. My children hate going to school to be judged
and bullied by their peers. The lack of connection has had a terrible effect on children. Not
seeing faces makes learning extremely hard. Every child I know is behind in school because
of it. It’s heartbreaking to see children who think they could make people sick. None of these
rules are based on facts and it needs to stop. NOW.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63482

Brutal. I have 3 kids who haven’t had 2 full years of school. My wife and I are depressed.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63483

Effected my life mentally, no family able to see, socialization, very sad for all

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63484

A SENSE OF ISOLATION, UNABLE TO ATTEND CHURCH. IRREPARABLE DAMAGE TO
CHILDREN

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63485

Families split, friends died because other illnesses were set aside to only allow room for covid
patients in hospitals when that was unnecessary. Many people with vax injuries that aren’t
being helped.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63486

So many ways I cannot list all of them

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63487

Since I made an informed choice not to be inoculated, I can no longer be part of society and I
can no longer travel

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63488

I have to listen to a bunch of uneducated people whine about the Government and how they're
controlling us when in reality all these morons need to stop thinking they're "Freedoms" that
they've lost.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63489

mentaly

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63490

Depression watching people loosing there freedom

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63491

None

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63492

Mom had a negative reaction from the vaccine and was in the hospital 4 nights , had to find a
different job, my mental health when down the shitter even more then is was pre-covid, can't
see family or friends, can't go to funerals because of capacity numbers, can't live my life freely
the way I want.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63493

I believe it was necessary to have some restrictions for awhile and for the vaccine to be
pushed to those who want it but everyone knows what to do now and it’s our choice to protect
ourselves and others around us forcing people just makes them angry

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63494

It’s has encouraged discrimination and a two tier society. The prime ministers hateful speech
has been disgraceful.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63495

Mentally, financially, emotionally

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63496

Caused anxiety

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63497

I Feel like this great country is in disarray , and has lost all freedoms.

2/18/2022 3:30 PM

63498

Employment, reputation, family relationships, mental health of community, children's inclusivity

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63499

It has separated and divided the people of Canada and the world. I have given up my career
because I have chosen to not get the jab mandated

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63500

I am still alive and not got COVID

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63501

You name it and I've bee affected.

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63502

No friends seen or visited.. ridiculous masks...must be unbearable for Shut Ins.. cruel &
uncaring government Ottawa moron & Sask

2/18/2022 3:29 PM
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63503

Negatively

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63504

Bullying. Effected my mental health. Division between family and friends.

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63505

Very little, as I reside rurally

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63506

Isolation Made to feel as a pariah Made to feel as a second class citizen, lower than the
immigrants that our government is bringing in.

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63507

I’ve lost my job and can no longer eat at restaurants

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63508

Lost my career

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63509

Not much at all. I can still go out to eat, go to the gym, work, shopping, travelling..etc

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63510

Can’t go see my daughter and granddaughters in Kentucky. My family is divided on covid
odors like masks and vaccines. So much stress. I have lost two close friend because couldn’t
get treatments they needed and died. I am so afraid for the future of our country under tyranny.
I am afraid for my children and grandchildren and what kind of world they will live in if we don’t
change things now.

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63511

Caused depression.ended my social life no eating out no attending bars no vlts.negitive effect
on my health by wearing masks at work .cant see family because of lock downs .the
mandates are BULL END THEM NOW!!!!

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63512

Wearing a mask has affected my breathing. I cannot leave the country or travel within Canada
by air, train, or ship. I cannot go to a restaurant, to a movie, to a sports event or concert. It has
caused me to live in isolation.

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63513

Lost my job. Family split apart. Defamation

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63514

less income. no friends. mental health

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63515

My beliefs have distanced me from friends, family, the way I get treated at work. It has caused
me to start having panic attacks, not sleeping, headaches, losing hair etc.

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63516

It was caused me a tremendous amount of stress leading to having to take sick time from
work. It has affected my relationship with friends and most important my own children. It has
caused me to lose my patriotism for the country that I have loved all my life.

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63517

Loss time from work

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63518

It's made my life safer.

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63519

not

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63520

It has caused discord amongst family and friends. No participation of anything with family.

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63521

Made it very lonely

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63522

It has greatly affected my children’s mental health.

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63523

This was planned to bring in the new world Order. Enslavement of citizens is the outcome.

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63524

I live alone and have been fortunate enough to be able to not vaccinate and work from home.
My son was forced to keep his job and I cried. I don’t believe these vaccines are the answer, I
believe we will see lifelong health effects from them. I live alone and feel a tad excluded. My
feelings around masking and vac are certainly of a minority group but I think people are
starting to finally wake up. I haven’t worn a mask in public since sept. Fine me, I don’t care
anymore. Our mental health crisis that’s a result of our governments measures is far more
critical than any covid numbers. How many people lost their livelihood and jobs from taking a
stand. My government sickens me.

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63525

I can’t travel to visit my family, I was isolated from public places for over a year. My mental
health has declined significantly. I also lost two jobs at the beginning of all the lockdowns. Im
26 years old…

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63526

Horrible! Isolation eyc

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63527

It has divided my children and grandchildren from me. I can not see them. This is
unacceptable. The government had no right in tell people how to live.

2/18/2022 3:29 PM
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63528

Lost 2 jobs, cannot find a job that does not require the jab, lost friends, lost family, lost
community support, lost income, lost business opportunities, not able to travel to see parents
out of country, not able to travel, not able to leave my home at times, depression, anxiety,
stigmatized, not able to see friends, not able to eat at a restaurant, not able to participate in
indoor activities, not able to participate in outdoor activities, not able to attend family wedding,
not able to make new friends, not able to get medical treatment, not comfortable bringing
children into this world, not comfortable having children because no one can be in the hospital
room with me, not able to hug people, not able to smile at people. Alienated from people.
Segregated from people. Discriminated by people. Made to feel worthless, scum, plague,
wrong, evil, racist… because that is what Trudeau calls us. Lost faith in my country, lost faith
in my freedoms, lost my voice, lost freedom of speech, lost freedom to enjoy life, liberty and
happiness.

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63529

Not being able to see friend and/or family has taken a huge toll and my family and I. Wearing
masks all day is crazy especially for the kids! And having to be vaccinated to go to events or
restaurants is totally unacceptable. Especially since the vaccine doesn't protect you from
getting or transmitting covid! This is now part of our life and we need to learn to live with it. It is
nice to have the option of the vaccine, but taking people's freedom away who refuse to put
something in their body is outrageous. We need our life back.

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63530

loss of all freedom

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63531

I can't eat in a restaurant or go to a sports event.

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63532

Lost work because got Covid. Plus got shots put not sure have it will affect me in the future

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63533

Lists of depression

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63534

In all ways. Less work. More stress. Less freedom. My mom is alone. Family has died where
there has been no funeral. Family has left us because of different opinions. Fear of what is
coming next. Heightened anxiety and depression. That’s just me. I have children who are
afraid there is no future for themselves!

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63535

It has divided family and caused lots of stress and worry.Lots of mental health issues.

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63536

No

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63537

Family members have lost jobs, not allowed to get watch my child play sports, not allowed to
access public places, segregated from society

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63538

It has made me a second class citizen and made it difficult for me to do my job as a parent
and member of society.

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63539

Stress, family and friendship conflicts, many of my clients' mental health has deteriorated,
depressed, unable to travel, unable to enjoy eating out and family functions, spiritual suffering
because persecuted church involvement

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63540

Lost family to difference of opinion . Lost family to vaccine harm Lost our jobs , because of
restrictions. Not able to get another job . Not able to travel to see family . The government
overreach , the government not respecting the charter , no respect for citizens

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63541

Missing a lot of my family/Friends, Mask wearing causes me rashes on face, hard to hearth if
wear to long.. had a vaccine shot now have headaches galore!! Hurting the company I work for
as slow in business do to many being slow or closed down! The division it has cost between
loved ones… Sadness, depression and all those beautiful children who are suffering! We
played the game for 2 years and no evidence it worked. I am done.. Funny the convoy has
gone on now about 3 weeks now numbers dropping and they were not wearing masks from
what I have seen…

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63542

In every way

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63543

Lost business. Mental health.

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63544

I never listened to the bullshit.

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63545

My family has divided over these issues, my workplace has divided, my health is affected by
lack of sleep, I feel ostracized from society because I am not allowed to move freely

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63546

Can’t see my family

2/18/2022 3:29 PM
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63547

These mandates cost me my marriage and family. Pretty much destroyed my life

2/18/2022 3:29 PM

63548

Made me feel like an outcast a d devided my family

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63549

I chose to not be a guinea pig for the Big Pharma and the wealthy elite by practicing my right
to choose not to comply. I don't eat in a real food restaurant, support my local movie theaters,
go to a swimming pool or gym, and I have lost numerous friends and family over my opinion
about this topic.

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63550

Decreased mental and social health/well being Increase stress Took away from my maternity
leave experience Increase tension in my relationships

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63551

Anxiety, worry and lost income

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63552

ALl

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63553

Limited time with Family. I have seen the horrible things that masks have done to children and
adults. Can not travel to see fsmiky and friends!

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63554

Destroyed my 3 daughters physical, mental health and emotional health by removing accesse
to rep sport and post secondary education.

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63555

Family and friends divided

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63556

Poor mental and physical health, and financial stress not to mention anxiety

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63557

Innumerable ways!!

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63558

Not the freedom to visit family and friends or travel, freely go places of worship or shop, eat in
a restaurant, my children and grandchildren and I not able to visit my spouse, their father and
their grandfather freely in hosptial, and now nursing home, my spouse didn’t receive the
medical attention needed 2 +years ago thus ending in a nursing home. Having the opportunity
to go freely to medical app’ts. Friends and families isolating from each other.

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63559

Business

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63560

The stress, fear, division in families and communities has affected my mental health!

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63561

Affected kids mental health and has had affected marriage

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63562

Lost my job

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63563

Forced vaccines that don’t really work Segregation by use of passports

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63564

Job personal life you name it it affects everybody

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63565

Nothing negative about mandates at all: I wear a mask (it keeps my face warm in winter,
protects my face from the sun in the summer), I get vaccinated when I’m eligible (same as for
any other immunization I’ve had to get over the years), I have an excuse to avoid people I
don’t want to see, and I get to work from home saving driving and parking costs.

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63566

Our youngest son died of a fentanyl over dose. We couldn't give him a proper burial because of
the over reaching rules of the Trudeau government. If Trudeau wants to safe guard Canadians
he should do something about the drug dealers who are killing children.

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63567

Impacted my mental health significantly Destroyed trust in health care, government, media
Makes me want to leave this world.

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63568

Stressed, not free,unhappy

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63569

Broken community

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63570

Very depressing

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63571

It’s made my work very difficult. It’s effected my family dynamics, my personal mental and
physical health. You can see how youth have been effected. They struggle more socially and
the rates of youth suicide has drastically increased. END THIS MAYHEM NOW!!

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63572

It has obliterated any shred of respect I had left for our institutions; it has confirmed that
democracy is a failed experiment.

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63573

In every Area

2/18/2022 3:28 PM
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63574

I have to listen to ignorant idiots

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63575

.

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63576

Without details these mandates have affected me and my family's mental, physical and
emotional well being to a great degree.

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63577

My freedoms within my country

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63578

Restrictions, and the loss of my job

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63579

Terribly. I've lost friends and family. I've been judged, shamed, criticized, silenced, bullied and
discriminated against. I have been left feeling very lonely, sad, heartbroken and isolated. I
have missed funerals, weddings and being at the bed side of loved ones. This has caused so
much anxiety, stress and sadness in my family including my kids. My kids are being bullied
and discriminated against at school. I have missed out on taking my kids to swimming,
gymnastics, bday parties and socializing in public. I'm uncomfortable going anywhere because
of all the mandates. This is all inhumane, unethical, illegal and against Cdn rights and
freedoms. My gym was closed for good and that was the only place I went for me, for my
physical and mental health. The discrimination and inconsistency to go out in public is
disgusting, upsetting and embarrassing. I've had very hurtful and upsetting comments, emails,
messages directed to me that has broken me. This is my body, my choice, my life. I've gone
through a decline in my mental health and the worse thing for depression is loneliness. I've
missed vacations (my brother's wedding), gatherings, concerts, festivals. These mandates
have caused fear, division and hate which is heartbreaking. This is hurting everyone and worst
of all, my kids, all the kids. What are we teaching them? This has affected my kids. My
daughter has make comments that she just wants to live life like a normal kid. She has
commented that the unvaccinated are being treated like black people as slaves. Wow. Just
wow. This is what they read about in school and it is so sad that she made that comparison.
Their learning has been so interrupted, inconsistent and based around fear, covering up, not
being able to breath freely and see eachothers faces, facial expressions, smiles. It has
affected their socializing and "fitting in". We've missed school concerts, tour of their classroom
as they would get so excited to show their room, where they sit and their work. We have to
look at photos and watch videos of our kids trying to figure out who is who. We can't see their
joyful faces if they can even express that anymore. Persosnal connection and socializing is
gone. It's the empty promises, the lack of hope, the separation, the lies, the misinformation,
the lack of acceptance and love, the disappointment in our government, our country, the
people and our entire world. It is crumbling and not enough people are standing together,
speaking up, educating themselves, asking the critical questions, doing the right thing. I have
been denied a medical exemption because docs and nurses are afraid to speak up and risk
losing their job. That's not right. My husband now has ASIA syndrome, autoimmune issues
from vaccines yet I'm still being forced against my own wishes otherwise judged and
discriminated against. Docs and nurses aren't properly caring for their patients. They are being
silenced from speaking the truth, giving proper medical advice, scientific data and research for
fear of losing their livelihood as many professions are. There has been a lack of compassion,
empathy, acceptance, support and respect for one another. Breaks my heart. I could go on but
writing this upsets me to my core and stresses me out. These last 2 yrs have been awful in so
many ways. The mandates need to go and we need to rebuild this world and pick up all the
broken people and start caring for one another

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63580

Forced to stay home, mental health problems for all members of my family, lower income, not
being able to attend events like birthdays, funerals, births, graduations… etc

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63581

Stress; family disfunction, loss of basic freedoms

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63582

It has isolated me from my family , and made an opportunity for rich greedy merchants to to
become more so .

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63583

High stress. Restricted family interaction. Could not be with my father up to and when he
passed away at 101 years old.

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63584

Reduced my income; made people afraid to hug me and each other. It's very sad.

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63585

Movement - being able to travel

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63586

It divides families and communities.

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63587

Literally not at all. Nothing has changed for me.

2/18/2022 3:28 PM
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63588

Having it work from home not ideal. Division with family and friends.

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63589

Hugely impaired my mental health. Caused strain between relationships with family and
friends. Strong difficulty breathing while wearing a mask (I also have precious scar tissue
damage in my airway). Segregation towards the people I love and care about

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63590

Like being in prison, no rights at all.

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63591

Made me feel like a prisoner in my own home.

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63592

Negatively

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63593

Financially, emotionally, mentally and the children will suffer from missing these years of there
lives for the remainder of there lives.

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63594

It has caused me to realize how Canadians are sleeping

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63595

Mental health issues

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63596

it has affected my ability take a job when offered one and my ability to get to work. Its has
negatively affected my social life as well as my romantic life. It has negatively affected my
ability to breath clean air. It has severely weakened my mood and desire to stay alive in this
world.

2/18/2022 3:28 PM

63597

I can't freely visit friends in the states without a vax passport.

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63598

Fule , food ,rent, and not being able to visit my loved ones. I feel like I'm being smothered with
mandates.

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63599

Everything!

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63600

stress, isolation, dépression, lack of support after birth

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63601

Kids depressed/mom and dad depressed

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63602

My partner lost his job. Lwop not allowed to collect EI that he’s pd into many years. Had to
rent out the house to avoid losing it to the bank. First time in my life I was having suicidal
thoughts. We have been treated like lepers and called plague rats etc. Lost a lot of family and
friends that chose to hate us instead of using common sense! My partners kids were forced to
be vaxxed in order to attend school. We are scared for the effects of those shots on them. We
have a 4 yr old foster child that we’ve had since he was 7 months. I am so scared the govt will
remove him and put him with strangers if the mandates are upheld. And force “vaccinated”
That’ll break me and destroy that little boy. I won’t survive that! Please truckers hold the line!
😭❤️

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63603

it protected my family

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63604

Very stressful

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63605

I have had to close my business down multiple times to comply with these insane mandates
and regulations. Enough is enough.

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63606

Limited family and friends contact

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63607

Social isolation and division in society Inability to exercise at a gym Inability to fly to visit sick
family member in another province

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63608

triple vaccinated , twice weekly covid tested and still work in the film industry closed due to
mandates . After damage to our home , we are without 1/12 of our income this year .

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63609

Loss of work, familial divisions, stress, anxiety, divisions.

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63610

Loss of freedom to visit my dying mother

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63611

I have not been able to travel freely, as I live in a remote area, only access out is by ferry, I
have not been able to go to restaurants, hockey games or annual holidays out of country, and
the worst was I was unable to visit my dying Dad in Hospital or terminal care facilities and he
would have died alone if they had not moved him to a hospice. I have lost friends and family
over the mandates as they think I’m poison cause I’m not Vaccinated. Mentally distort,
emotionally exhausted and angry. Disgusted by our Government.

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63612

My doctors were threatened by loss of license so while they knew I should not be vaccinated,

2/18/2022 3:27 PM
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they stated their hands are tied. I was a believer in the masks when Canada's Dr Tam said
they were useless, but ended up with medical issues that my doctor was about to send me to
a neurologist to check except they were closed due to covid. I decided to try fresh air and it
turned out the masks were causing it. My family and friends are divided over the rules that do
not make sense given the vaccines neither stop transmission nor death from covid. I have
watched loved ones lose immediate family members not covid related and unable to bury
them. I watch kids distressed by the masking and knowing what it did to me, I can only
imagine what it is doing to them. Ultimatly, I will lose my livelihood and will not be able to
support my family if these mandates continue as I am likely to be one on the government
severe adverse events website labelled "underlying conditions" even though my doctors are
unable to provide a medical exemption. I believe the mere fact that even 1 person can die from
severe adverse events related to the vaccines (and we know there are), then mandating it is
murder. Mandating regardless is bullying which is not acceptable in any humane society. I
have watched Japan surpass us in percentage population vaccinated while telling the truth and
allowing people to decide. The reason many distrust it when they unlike me probably can take
it is the lies. They have to stop! Social distancing is just pointless as we are all walking in the
same spaces touching the same things so the rules really make no sense. Lastly, the rest of
the world is moving on. Our cases are in decline. This big standoff by our government is just
more bullying and how this society supports that is beyond my understanding. I became
severely disenchanted with the Canadian society and it's complacency and selfishness where
people seem to assume that we are all the same and thus if they were ok with the vaccine we
all should be.
63613

Stress and kids stopping doing activities

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63614

In eveey aspect

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63615

Follow the science and data time to remove over stepping government

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63616

Separated my friends into two groups. Family has become tighter. More work from home.
Highlighted the many broken social issues that impact my day to day. Made me hate masks
and mandates, government, and legacy media. I distrust allopathic doctors, administrators and
hospitals.

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63617

Financial loss

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63618

Hopefully, it has kept vulnerable citizens, including my infant granddaughter, safer. I have no
patience for ignorance (willful or otherwise). The 'truckers' should be ashamed of themselves
for their nonexistent critical thinking skills.

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63619

Awfully

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63620

Not much. I already stay at home most of the time, due to the pandemic

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63621

Depression, isolation, anger, mentally unhappy!

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63622

afraid to travel, loss of job/income, socialization loss, loss of friends, fear of government, less
activities, hate shopping/going out because of masks

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63623

In every way possible

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63624

No problem except, Conservatives actively undermining vaccination efforts thereby prolonging
pandemic, costing lives, damaging the economy.

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63625

I have gone down a deep dark hole and my mental health has never been worse. I have friends
who are vac injured after the covid vac and I have friends a nd family who have lost their
livelihoods because they want the right to choose what they put in their body. I am vac injured
myself from my hep series so my neurologist reccomends I don't get the vac but I don't qualify
for an exemption due to all exemptions having to go thru Bonnie Henry. I can't watch my kid
dance. I am a 2nd class citizen

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63626

Decided families. Mother locked down in a retirement home. Church life. Being ostracized from
society.

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63627

Work social life family life family outings etc list goes on trudeau is an idiot aswell

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63628

Total loss of respect and trust for politicians who are listening to unelected health and medical
authorities and professional unions who only stand to gain power and money has been too

2/18/2022 3:27 PM
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scary. Job losses, church gathering restrictions, masking children unnecessarily all make no
sense. That creates stress levels never experienced before
63629

As a travelling salesman, my travel has been dramatically reduced during the past 2 years.
This has resulted in a substantial drop in my income and my ability to earn an income! And
yet, our politicians raise my taxes so that they can have a raise!

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63630

The worst thing that ever happened to our beautiful land.

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63631

Restricted the ability to run my business

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63632

Physiquement et mentallement

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63633

Loss of income, social isolation, loss of relationships, depression, loss of freedoms,
movement, travel, and exercise. So decline in mental and physical and financial health.

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63634

Have not been able to live a normal life do to my medical condition which does not allow me to
be vaccinated (hate insinuating this is a vaccine). And cannot get an exemption as m6 doctor
was threatened to allow none.

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63635

Has created more sadness and isolation in me via the loss of open dialog/debate with most
friends and some family members. Intentionally or not divided the Population even turned my
neighbors against each other. Destroyed my small business with ineffective, unscientific
lockdowns and added to my mistrust of almost all Government Officials, Institutions and
Medical advisors because to the constant mixed messaging and hypocrisy. From Hero to Zero
is an unconscionable consequence.

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63636

It’s effected every part of my life, work, family,friends, travel,medical

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63637

in all possible ways

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63638

My children are anxious and depressed. My youngest child has social anxiety. Also, I can't
travel with my unvaccinated family members.

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63639

I no longer feel like a free person in Canada and I hate our onesided CBC and CTV news is
reporting terrible propaganda to support Trudeau's new world order.

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63640

Destroyed my financial well being

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63641

I can’t do anything cause I refuse to get a vaccine that I don’t trust. I’m not comfortable with it
and in my opinion it doesn’t work and has bad side effects. We are a free country so we need
to keep it that way. The government is the last thing that should decide what goes in my body.
I believe in other vaccines cause they actually cured the disease. One thing that the
vaccinated and unvaccinated have in common is they will never be fully vaccinated.

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63642

Discrimination, Segregation and then Coercion

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63643

Anxiety. depression. Loneliness. Have been in hospital because of these things. Ste Boniface
Hospital

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63644

I have severe allergies to numerous foods, additives and medications, the vaccine contains
allergens I would be severely affected by, however the only way to prove I cannot receive it is
by receiving the first dose! This is egregiously wrong and extremely dangerous to my life, I
have a long history of allergies but it's not good enough for the government to prove that
medically I cannot receive it. I have had allergic reactions to the flu vaccines in 1998 and
1999, so never received one again. Furthermore, I have survived Covid , so why would I need
to inject an experimental concoction that only serves to grow Trudeau’s portfolio? The mandate
has forced many to receive something they didn’t want in their bodies just so they can keep
employment to feed their families, this is inhumane. Now that he has received this nanoparticle
technology in his body, I cannot share space with him, I am extremely sensitive to the radio
frequencies this nanoparticles are emitting. Exposure to them gives me terrible headaches and
mucle pain. These mandates have caused an emotional and physical rift in my family.

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63645

The mandate has made me miss two years of being able to be with my grandchildren who live
across the USA boarder that is literally 15 minutes from my home. This is unconstitutional and
is not backed by medical science.

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63646

Horrific

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63647

Insignificant

2/18/2022 3:27 PM
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63648

Social and family isolation, mental stress, anxiety. Family members seriously affected
mentally, some suicidal from isolation, fear of vaccine being forced on them. Fear of not
getting vaccinated, do I or don't I? Job restrictions, get the shot or lose your income. It should
be a choice. I CHOSE to be double vaccinated, I don't believe anyone should HAVE to. The
threat of job loss if you aren't vaccinated, that is not right.

2/18/2022 3:27 PM

63649

The mandates haven't affected my life, but COVID did.

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63650

So much more depressed

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63651

Being forced to take a vaccine that is not approved , and has no scientific proof , just to have
to keep my job , this is nothing more than abuse and tyranny.

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63652

My mother was just diagnosed with cancer and I am not able to go see her. My children being
told that their thoughts are stupid by classmates and teachers. Making them feel like they
should not express how they feel.

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63653

These mandates have divided friends and family.

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63654

Lost my job

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63655

Very negatively. I do not enjoy being told what I can and can not do , where and when I can not
go or with whom I can or can not visit. Government over reach has to end immediately

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63656

Interaction with friends and other people/co-workers are limited. Anxiety and depression are
flourishing more than ever before. Everyone is affected and down. Our kids are forced to stay
all day at school with the masks on, not to mention the ones that just started gr 9 or
kindergarten and they can’t see how their classmates look like. It is horrible, depressing and
enough

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63657

Feeling like an outsider because of the restrictions on the unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63658

Stress anxiety

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63659

It has left me as the primary caregiver of a family member in my home who has never
recovered from depression that has impacted her. Its an ongoing battle.

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63660

It has cost me relationships with family members

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63661

Not much

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63662

It has caused undo stress and a lack of socialization for my children.

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63663

Stress, and loss of income.

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63664

What hasn’t it effected This is not about Covid It’s about NWO agenda Trudeau is doing the
dirty work Stop it now Freedom, this is an against our constitution of Canada and the charter of
rights

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63665

Negatively. I am angry at all politicians and mainstream media

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63666

It has created a division in my family. We have suffered financial loss. It has create fear in my
family. It has made inclusion difficult. It has been hurtful and destructive. My mental health
has suffered due to isolation. It’s has limited me to show kindness and taken away my
freedoms and freedom of speech. It also has create a barrier between myself and strangers. At
the gym/grocery store no one talks to another person, now that the mask mandates are being
lifted I am enjoying being greeted by smiles and hearing conversations. We are made to have
connection. In my kindergarten classroom it has increased speech issues and impeded on
social interactions. Masks in Alberta were removed this week and my class is happier and at
the same point louder. My one student who has a speech delay and never spoke has become
one of the most social children in my class. I believe this is due to the fact that he can see the
other children’s faces and now feels like he can respond appropriately while using language.

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63667

What affects one of us affects all of us. If you were a true Canadian you wouldn't see it any
other way. The Trudeau government will be held accountable for their actions.

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63668

Add stress

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63669

Life altering miserable.

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63670

Innumerable ways

2/18/2022 3:26 PM
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63671

Seeing faces brightening anyones day, teacher small children with masks on is criminal with
the expectation they will succeed to their fullest potential, extended family is destroyed
because of the mandates and the unnecessary lockdowns. My own children s emotional
cognitive function is at risk, stress in the workplace, the list is endless

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63672

I retired early. I cannot travel abroad. I was denied access to my dying father. My relationship
with family is tenuous at best and I fear their lives will be shortened by the bio weapon
injections.

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63673

It’s drastically inconvenient in everyday living

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63674

I haven't been able to visit my elderlyparents in 2 1/2 years due to mandates/border
restrictions. I live in the USA, they are in Northern Ontario.

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63675

Make me safe

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63676

It has affected us financially, physically(unable to play sports or workout at gyms) and
mentally(caused stress and division of friends and family)

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63677

Intrusive

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63678

Job loss. Emotionally taken 2 years of my life away.

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63679

Every way possible…

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63680

It has slowed my work, reducing my income and causing me to fall behind in my bills, unable
to afford the groceries to feed my family and wondering if we'll be able to pay rent every month.

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63681

FUCK THE CONVOY. YOU GUYS HAVE TAKEN ALL OF OTTAWA'S FREEDOM - GO BACK
WHERE YOU CAME FROM.

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63682

Does not allow me to see my aging parents. My children have not seen their grandparents for 2
years. MY BROTHER COMMITTED SUICIDE!!!!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63683

Not too much. More or less an inconvenience.

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63684

Anxiety and stress is getting to me, ready to snap

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63685

Division

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63686

It has bankrupted my family

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63687

Destroyed a start up business, kids have been removed permanently from bricks and mortar
school, children lost jobs, banned from going to our own out of province home in 2021, banned
from society due to medical status

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63688

I’ma senior citizen. It’s hard to get someone to do my errands at the best of times but with all
the new rules it’s impossible. It’s hard being a shut in. Very lonely. I hardly get any company
and someone hollering from the side walk to check on me is embarrassing. Not being able to
meet for coffee makes Barbie (Me) a very grumpy girl. I have to get around with a walker but I
can not lift it into or out of my vehicle alone. People are afraid to come help me just in case
I’ma carrier. Christmas was very lonely for the second time because e weren’t allowed to have
anyone in! My family is very important to me but they live a ways away from me and all the
restrictions left me unable to travel. I’m getting closer and closer to the end of my life and I
feel the last 2 yrs have literally been stolen from me. I have been told I should go to some kind
of care Home but they won’t accept me without the vaccinations and because of health issues
and fear, I will not allow myself to be used as s Guinea Pig for an experimental drug by an
insane government. I have lost 3 fully vaxed family/friends FROM COVID-19. Politically I
believe all this control has nothing to do with a man made flu but instead, Government control
to achieve” the Great Reset”!! Lately I’ve had too many days where taking my own life is the
only way out of this mess. I feel like I have no value as a human being to anyone! I can’t even
spend time with my “Church” family which is where I drew most of my strength. I feel like
everything of any value has been ripped from my hands. I keep praying and praying but every
day seems to bring more insanity! Never in my life did I ever think waving my country’s flag on
a hockey stick would land me in jail! What has happened to us? The most loved, peaceful
country in the world being discussed on the media as a “fringe minority” because of a spoiled
child sitting in the same seat as Great Men like THE HONOURABLE JOHN DIEFENBAKER
and JOEY SMALLWOOD to only name 2 of our incredible leaders from days gone by. NEVER
did I think I’d see my Policemen arresting a senior citizen for honking his horn AND be bruised
and beaten. Or see the day when police would call groups of people praying and singing O

2/18/2022 3:26 PM
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Canada terrorists!! My heart I’d breaking at what is happening to us. It’s shameful and we are
not allowed to support them as they search for HUMANITY among our paid representatives!!
My heart breaks for where we sit right now on the World S stage.
63689

I closed my retail store

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63690

18 naked cowboys in the showers at Ram Ranch! Big, hard, throbbing cocks wanting to be
sucked! 18 naked cowboys wanting to be fucked! Cowboys in the showers at Ram Ranch! On
their knees wanting to suck cowboy cocks! Ram Ranch really rocks! Hot, hard, buff cowboys,
their cocks throbbing hard! 18 more wild cowboys out in the yard! Big, bulging cocks ever so
hard! Orgy in the showers at Ram Ranch! Big, hard, throbbing cocks ramming cowboy butt!
Like a breed of ram wanting to rut! Big, hard, throbbing cocks getting sucked real deep!
Cowboys even getting fucked in their sleep! Ram Ranch ... it ROCKS! Cowboys love big hard
throbbing cocks!

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63691

Job loss, no extra curricular activities

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63692

Emotionally Stressed Suicidal

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63693

I no longer live in a free country… I have lost the autonomy over my own health decisions…
Our prime minister is propagating hate speech..

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63694

Much less than removing them could affect vulnerable populations

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63695

It has made me loose my 20yr career and has turn my family into 2nd class citizen due to
these mandates my self and my family have been refused essential needs including but mot
limited to proper health care!

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63696

Less cases of the common cold due to masks and such. I usually get 2 to 3 colds every
winter, none last winter and none so far this winter...knock on wood

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63697

Has kept me and my family safe

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63698

B

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63699

Yeah, I've had to watch a bunch of toddlers cause disturbances in the city of Ottawa

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63700

Segregation

2/18/2022 3:26 PM

63701

I have lost over $200 a month to rapid test myself so I can continue to work. Since wearing the
masks my oxygen has dropped drastically. I haven’t been able to see my family because if
these covid mandates.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63702

Church attendance, music gatherings, amateur sports event,

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63703

I have been forced to get vaccinated to get a pay check

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63704

It has caused a division of society which is so wrong. It has affected me socially, financially
and emotionally. I couldn't get to see my Dying father in Nova Scotia due to all the Mandates
and restrictions. I will not get vaccinated with an experimental product. I want to choose what I
do with my body. I have seen to many issues with others by taking this shot. To many have
died or experienced health issues. Freedom of choice is what should be in place.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63705

Wearing a mask makes it hard for me to breathe. Not seeing my family for months during
mandates has broke my heart.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63706

Not able to travel or do activities we used to. Lost the freedom to choose.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63707

It has negatively affected my life. I think the masks alone have significantly affected how my
children view strangers, the unneeded stress of trying to get my 4 year old to wear one, etc.
Not to mention I haven’t even been able to take my kids swimming or to an indoor playground
or put for supper until recently. It’s a whole large part of their development that they have
totally missed out on and I am sure it will affect them for years to come.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63708

I have been devastated with my mother’s death from covid and was unable to be with her on
her death bed. This is unacceptable! I miss my free life and family.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63709

Watching our free country be divided. Watching mental illness increase. Watching our children
suffer the physical and mental impacts of masking and segregation.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63710

I couldn’t have my wife in the hospital with me.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM
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63711

Not able to go anywhere, where they have them. Also, had my Mom pass away during this
time and we couldn’t even get hugs and not have many people at the visitation or funeral it
was so terrible. At one of the hardest times in our life.Also, have 2 sons, getting married this
year, and have to work around it with venues etc.😢

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63712

Had to cancel a vacation twice. Not being able to see family and friends causing anxiety and
depression.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63713

It has affected my children’s life in school and sports.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63714

it hasn't

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63715

Inflation, depression, inability to live a healthy lifestyle or balance with travel

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63716

Knowing that everyone in the restaurant has been vaccinated is awesome. I don't have to
worry about moronic snowflakes ruining my night out or endangering lives. Also, the social
distancing rules and masks are awesome while shopping because I no longer have to deal with
foul-breathed mouthbreathers following too closely while grocery shopping.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63717

lost freedom of movement. isolation illness. family division.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63718

Cannot work. Cannot travel.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63719

The mandates have created stress and anxiety. They created division between friends and
family. I've lost clients and work due to mandates. My quality of life has declined.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63720

Yes

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63721

Mental health

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63722

Kept me healthy thank you

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63723

Negative

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63724

Justin Trudeau has successfully turned our multicultural free country into a communist
dictatorship. This has been absolutely devastating on Canadians to say the least!!

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63725

All of them

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63726

Everything changed.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63727

In every way possible.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63728

I'm ok

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63729

Depression has set in making it difficult to even want to get up in the morning and go to work

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63730

It hasnt

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63731

I feel segregated from society, I feel sadness and anxiety and my 11 yr old child is showing
signs of depression.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63732

The over reach and failure to follow the science has caused me to lose faith in government,
media and official medical officials. I have lost the ability to travel, assemble and live life

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63733

My husband lost his job and suffered serious mental health and physical consequences. It has
really hurt our family as a result.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63734

My 10 yr old Autistic son has been on suicide watch for the past 1.5 years due to Covid
restrictions. He was also diagnosed with agoraphobia 8 months ago due to Covid restrictions.
He and his 6 yr old sister are harassed daily by ADULTS for being unable to wear a mask due
to sensory processing disorder. My 8 yr old son had to pulled out of school due to anxiety so
bad he was having daily nose bleeds who he’s caused him to be physically sick and pass out.
He has toileting accidents in public places (including his elementary school) because there are
either no public bathrooms or not enough. I contacted my ML (Carla Qualtrough) several times
and was basically told 90% of Delta BC is vaxxed and she disagrees with my questioning the
mandates in place, asking her to push government for a plan to end mandates and asking her
to vote against the Emergencies Act. Being a parent of 2 special needs children, I am used to
questioning looks and comments. However, I have never received so much hate and
harassment than these last 2 years. My family has suffered horribly and I’m not sure they will
ever fully recover from this trauma.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM
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63735

Loss of employment

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63736

I am not physically able to get the vaccine! So because of my physical ailments I have been
ostracized from going into restaurants or taking my children to movies! I've also had to go into
great detail with complete stragers on why I cannot be vaccinated! I should not have to explain
to complete strangers that I have a rare blood cancer, it is demoralizing and demeaning! Our
government has divided this country and has continually told our country that people like me
(unvaccinated) that we are not Canadian and do not care about loved ones! Our government is
an embarrassment thinking that a vaccine is a one fits all!

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63737

Can’t travel, felling confined, worried about my kids future. Seen friends die from suicide, vax
injuries.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63738

My depression has become worse to the point of suicidal thoughts.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63739

Affected myself and my family mentally. Division between family and friends, loss of freedom.
I decided to to get the vaccine. The risk of vaccine injury greateris then getting very sick from
covid. I believe in natural immunity. We dont even get the flu shot. My sister is disabled
severe neurological issues because of the vaccine. Trudeau, at ford..... did not make it easier.
I not racist..... this vaccine does not prevent spread. I had covid my whole family and we were
barely sick. I still wont be able to enter the hospital near me without a passport. Make me so
angry and very sad. The vaccine does not stop the spread but we unvaccinated people havr
different rules. Im disgusted on how they handled this pandemic. I lost my vaccine exemption
becausr it didn't fit the government criteria. I have my reasons and they are real good reasons.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63740

It's been tough and I'm mad that a minority is trying to draw out the necessary mandates by
refusing to get vaccinated.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63741

Made life difficult, depressing, negatively impacting our kids and all of our mental health.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63742

It hasn't really affected me what so ever. I trust what the doctors have to say.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63743

Addiction and depression

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63744

Trudeau has cause divorce, splits depression on every freaking member in my house as well
as me.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63745

It has caused a great deal of conflict amongst my family and friends. Made it extremely
difficult to live my normal life.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63746

Significantly.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63747

It has crippled my every day life as well as the well being of my family. The mandates have
caused stress and anxiety in my children as well as a hindrance to their education. The
mandates have also broken our religious beliefs causing divide between our fellow members of
church and family. The vaccine mandate for healthcare professionals has forced my spouse to
take a unproven vaccine just so she can go to work helping care for our population and not
loose her job, and to top it off still getting covid twice. We do not agree with any of our
mandates in place.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63748

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63749

Lost my job and my Moms dementia has progressed more rapidly than it should have

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63750

The same as everyone else. In devastating ways.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63751

Discriminated against for not getting the shot limiting my liberty of free movement. Hate in the
eyes of the vaxxed for lies promoted by Trudeau.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63752

Living in seclusion

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63753

Hasn't affected my life, but I've scene what its doing to others personally and it needs to stop
now!

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63754

I lost my job. My children have anxiety now. I deal with panic attacks regularly 😔

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63755

We haven’t seen our grandchildren of their parent for 21/2 years as they live out of country

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63756

It has destroyed the integrity of everything wholesome. Everything loving. Everything sacred.
It has decimated livelihoods, friendships, families, careers and our entire younger generation (
30 and below ). It is inhumane.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM
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63757

My mother in a care home is still denied the right to see unvaccinated family and friends.
There is so much division between friends and family.

2/18/2022 3:25 PM

63758

I am now jobless, depressed, and anti social

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63759

psychological and social ditress

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63760

They are not good enough. Need to be enforced.

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63761

I work with the public….I see the stress people are under. I see the impacts of these public
health policies on all aspects of health. Enough is enough!

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63762

Made me feel safer

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63763

Divorced now Stressed out Kids missing sports and school activities

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63764

Yes, it is destroying our democracy and our way of life. The “emergency” is OVER!

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63765

I chose not to get a second shot because I am vaccine injured. I am now a second class
citizen. Not right. Freedom of choice should always be allowed.

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63766

Very negatively, it has negatively affected my business and my personal life. This is not
science at all.

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63767

I'm alive. So it's served me well.

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63768

It has impacted operational capacity however keeping people staff children and families safe is
first priority

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63769

My heart breaks daily for children, seniors and adults and the destruction of their lives and the
deterioration of Canadian society.

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63770

It has hugely impacted my life. I have to drive 60+ to the very north of bc and back just so I
can get to work because I cannot fly anymore . I work the first four days for free to pay my fuel
bill. I can not enroll my child in any activities due to me not being vaxxed . Having Justin
Trudeau sway the public to look at myself and my family other in vaxxed people like we are
plague rats and lesser than. These mandates have created such a divide and it needs to come
to an end . I want my children to have a normal healthy childhood. Enough is enough end the
mandates

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63771

Disruption in small business and family gatherings

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63772

I was ticketed and I also lost my job!

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63773

All these unscientific mandates have physically, emotionally, psychologically & spiritually been
extremely detrimental to my soul, mind, heart, body & spirit. These mandates forced my dearly
beloved Mother to die alone in the hospital. The doctors followed the euthanizing measures of
morphine, strongest anxiety med, withheld IV, threatened her with a vent, withheld ivermectin
& antibiotics.... the powerful corticosteroid they gave her (a diabetic) ensured kidneys started
to fail & she thus drowned as her lungs filled with fluid due to medical malpractice of Dr.
Zacharriah at Metropolitan Hospital in Windsor on 4North. This is due to the government
hamstringing real caring doctors from actually treating people. They murdered my mother
because of the trudeau & ford governments evil mandates. You all deserve a place in hell for
what you have done to the entire population of Canada. Nuremberg 2.0. I can't wait for justice
to be served upon all who pushed this unscientific genocide. Praying that God has mercy on
your souls & you come clean about this grave evil "4th industrial transhumanism agenda" that
you helped implement for a fake pandemic.

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63774

Family and friendships , work

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63775

STRESS-TRAVEL is so difficult to organize

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63776

It has affected my daily life and the masks don’t do anything anyway neither does the vax

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63777

In a lot of ways, emotional, physical & mental. I feel very depressed about ALL of the bullshit!!

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63778

The virus has affected my life not the mandates

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63779

Mandates are creating division and isolation. Both adults and children are adversely affected,
not to mention the economy

2/18/2022 3:24 PM
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63780

Family,friends,missed family functions,a normal life in general.

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63781

It affected my job, my health, my income, still not working because of this covid Bs, and
CERB ended when I'm still not working and unable to find work cause no one is hiring me and
idk why when I'm more then qualified to work at all these jobs I applied for

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63782

I'm not free to do what I choose.

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63783

I’m working in masks behind glass while my family is isolated. My mother died alone in her
house.

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63784

In every way imaginable from kids lives being altered socially and educationally. As well a
possible divorce and loss of most friendships and divided family and the list goes on. Not a
proud Canadian in any way shape or form this has divided everyone I know.

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63785

Closed my gym due to lock down. Lost clients, lost revenue

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63786

ABSOLUTELY HORRIBLE, LOST JOB AND LIVING EXPENSES!!!

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63787

I didn’t get covid die.

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63788

Decision and separation from people I love

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63789

Saved my Life!!!!

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63790

No way, I can do what I want, when I want, with respect for others

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63791

I am business owner, and my business was severely affected by the government mandates.

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63792

Quite lonely. Uncle committed suicide. Hard to find a life partner when community is so
scattered. Cost of living is skyrocketing. Family is very stressed all thanks to how government
and the world has handled this mild virus.

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63793

My husband had to die of cancer alone and scared!!!!

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63794

Distroyed,my business, friendships, health ,all from the government propaganda. And
misinformation from big pharmaceutical. This was never about our health. It was about money
and control,,They ALL need to be held aaccountable .

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63795

Masks at work, missing out on events and family time

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63796

I have lost my trust in our leaders. I don’t believe the media. They have both single handed are
the reason Canada has fallen. I am stressed, anxious and worried about our futures.

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63797

I can not see my mother- it has divided my family

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63798

Lost childcare/job, isolated from family and friends. My children have developed social anxiety
since pandemic

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63799

I am basically unemployable by the mandate standards

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63800

It resulted in me getting kicked out of Univeristy and getting shunned by family

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63801

I was fired from my job because I attended a Freedom Rally

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63802

Not being able to see my family and friends has has affected me emotionally. My business
suffered. I no longer trust major news outlets or governments or anyone appointed by the
governments ie. health officials. There are many many medical professionals around the world
contradicting information that Health Canada and health officials are giving out. I used to trust
the Canadian Government to look after me and protect me. I now see that they are looking
after themselves period. I used to think that political corruption only existed outside of Canada.
I am embarrassed to say I am Canadian.

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63803

Personal life, career

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63804

panic attacks when I enter stores to see people maskless. my mother sold her house and
moved in with us b/c she didn't feel safe going in to LTC.

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63805

Negatively

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63806

Annoyed by anti vaxx and people who cannot conceive that their rights were not taken away.

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63807

Drastically, took my freedom by Constitution and Charter of Rights to travel, to work as a free

2/18/2022 3:24 PM
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men.
63808

It horribly affected my life. My son dropped out of school and is quite depressed, my family is
arguing like cats and dogs, lost many friends, have no motivation to live, heavily depressed.
The life in this beautiful country just doesn't make sense any more....It's a free county that
stands for love, peace and freedom....What's happening here right now is just horrible...And for
the Prime Minister to invoke an act of martial law ( an act of war) against good, hard working
people who don't break any laws is horribly WRONG! He didn't invoke it when the real violence
was / is taking place but against families, children and good people! It all makes me
EXTREMELY SAD AND UPSET BECAUSE I CAME TO THIS BEAUTIFUL COUNTRY FROM
THE REGIME OF COMMUNISM AND MY FAMILY WAS HARMED BY BOTH FASCISM AND
COMMUNISM....And this is what i see happening here, in Canada right now....Please help
us....These fascist mandates and tyranny against good people Must stop! The Mainstem
media shows so many lies....The Prime Minister hates good people in this country ( and sadly
shows his hate in most of his speeches) and he stands ( publicly) with violent people! This is
Not ok! He divided this country and wants to continue dividing us. This is Not ok.... Please
help us.... Thank you.....

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63809

It has divided our family and caused depression, addiction and anger. Our PM has fueled all
this with his ignorant rhetoric.

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63810

I and people i know are still alive

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63811

Mental health, friendships destroyed

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63812

Lost my job. Lost friends. Separated my family. I have depression and extreme anxiety.

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63813

I am not allowed to leave the country as I am not vaccinated. However, people from other
countries are allowed to come to Canada without vaccinations. I have been treated like a leper,
it has caused division and fights in both my husband's family and my own. BC is still the most
locked down province for no reason.

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63814

Limited access to facilities and caused family and friends increased depression and anxiety.

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63815

Health care , happiness.. affects my everyday life

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63816

I am a Veteran who has lost my entire family because of this lie , this biological weaonized
vaccine! No more abuse from this criminal Prime Minister .

2/18/2022 3:24 PM

63817

Missing Work, relationships, family.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63818

Couldn’t visit my husband in the hospital, lost my job, can’t go visit family, can’t travel, can’t
have funerals, family reunions cancelled, 2 family members that died after Covid shots.
Families fighting, more suicides, surgeries cancelled or delayed. I have many more….

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63819

Stopped me from seeing my family because they took my free choice away. Made me to never
want to live in Canada again

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63820

It has created division between myself and my family members and I have sisters who had a
reaction to the Jab.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63821

Everything

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63822

Restricted freedom to choose against mandates

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63823

Lost my job and my home

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63824

Saved me and my children from getting covid

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63825

I got vaccinated and then continued to live my life and work my job.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63826

Division in families. Division in the workplace. No longer feel free to love my fellow
countrymen.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63827

Negatively in every way

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63828

Unable to travel freely in my own country, difficulty with breathing problems due to masks etc.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63829

Been forced to stay home and not see family in care homes.Watching people discriminate
against the unvaccinated and seeing people suffer fr vaccines!

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63830

Haven’t had covid yet. Mandates reduced risks for those that support and follow them. I am

2/18/2022 3:23 PM
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privileged to also be financially secure, work from home (pre covid era). And federal mandates
are imposed on my partners job. I have help with school aged children and they are in online
school. People with privilege should be expected to do more to keep those who must go out
and work, kids who must attend school - safer. Ontario (Doug Ford specifically) has handled
this all terribly. Made it worse. Lives lost are on them - not that they care. They have destroyed
social programs (schools and hospitals etc). And have made a terrible situation worse. Public
health should not be involved with politics. Specifically, politicians with conflicts of interest (he
has anti vax family members - and colluded with Ottawa occupiers) whether it’s ever proven or
not. There really should be actual requirements for running for office. There must be a way to
keep these people from running. And the pandemic isn’t going away - I plan to stay close to
home. Wear n95s (including my kids), stay away from places reducing mandates for
customers. Lucky that I can afford to do so. Masks and test aren’t cheap. And they should
never be an election tool (free masks for votes I expect is his game?!) And PCR testing still
non existent in the province - hiding statistics is shameful. Dr. Moore and his creepy smile - is
shameful (Obvs not a medical expert). Lecce is unqualified and has no public education
experience. And I have no interest in becoming America. Mandates and science help - which
is more than I can say for the leaders of this province. At least Trudeau wants to follow
science on this. I certainly don’t agree with many things he’s done but at least he isn’t Doug et
al. Ugh.
63831

In a very negative way, my family was very close but since this covid situation it has
seperated us

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63832

Can't travel,can't socialize,cost us 2100 dollars to build a deck because we had to stay home
for 2 summers

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63833

Hasn’t

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63834

Lost my job, no income. About to lose my home. My mental health is in the toilet. I am literally
scared of this unlawful overstep our government has done to all people of Canada.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63835

Fear of losing my job and my wife losing hers. Fear of forcing my pregnant wife to take a
poorly tested vaccine and possibly hurting/killing my unborn son. The physical and mental
damages wearing masks all day. The list goes on on of how poorly the Canadian government
has failed its citizens. The way it has torn families apart. Inflation! To many things to list.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63836

Not me personally but my family are not working because of these mandates. My cousins
can’t go to school.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63837

Mandates have caused division among Canadians. My children haven’t seen smiles in town in
2 hrs.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63838

Ruined workplace relationships, has caused undue panic, anxiety and hardships to myself and
my family.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63839

Most mentally, it's been pretty tough. We Re social beings and we crave connections

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63840

Increased debt.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63841

Closed my business, suffered from isolation, depression (1st time in life).

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63842

It has taken away the free future for my kids to decide what is best for themselves. They have
to now bow to the state instead of following their faith in God for them to earn a living. The
government has been a disgrace to democracy and has shown it has no moral authority to
govern anyone.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63843

division

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63844

MENTAL HEALTH AND QUALITY OF LIFE.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63845

It's taking away our freedoms and right.....heading down slippery slop

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63846

Loss of freedom of rights

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63847

I no longer speak to many family and friends. It has divided our nation.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63848

Annoying

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63849

In every way. Business, social and personal Loss of friends and income and opportunity

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63850

Too much

2/18/2022 3:23 PM
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63851

Yes. Depression, suicide, educated stopped, work stopped. No social life, family distanced.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63852

No more eating at restaurants, which I was doing many times a week, and can’t go to the Gym
for training, that’s not normal!

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63853

It has stepped all over my freedoms to choose for myself.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63854

Hate towards myself for being unvaccinated

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63855

Cost friendships. Lost family due to them being afraid.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63856

It’s helped keep me and my family safe by limiting my exposure to unvaccinated people, who
spread covid at a higher rate (proven by studies in Denmark).

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63857

Crushed my spirit

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63858

Depression, separation, hatred from scared people

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63859

Negatively

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63860

I have not been able to get medical attention and shop in a store from just the mask mandate.
No travel, restaurants, or visiting some family because of the fear and vaxx mandates

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63861

Working people have been forced to take the vaccine to keep their jobs...so wrong!!

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63862

No social life

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63863

I'm a bit tired of staying home all the time.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63864

ALL MANDATES NEED TO END FEDERALLY NOT ONLY ON A PROVINCIAL LEVEL AND I
HAVE BEEN CALLED NAMES PEOPLE AT WORK ARE CONSTANTLY BRAGGING ABOUT
THEIR VAX AND THE NON VAXED OR CALLING PEOPLE ANTIVAX. I AM AFRAID TO
SPEAK MY MIND OR THE TRUTH FOR BEING OSTROCIZED.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63865

They kept me safe

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63866

Lack of social activities

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63867

Mentally, ohysical, financially. I no longer trust my government at all to ensure my rights and
freedoms.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63868

I’ve never been so depressed in my life. I’ve lost friendships and have not been able to see my
grandchildren. It’s affected so much. All because of a forced medical procedure. I’ve never
been so embarrassed of a leader of our country until now. I’ve seen the true colours for a long
time now, all this is confirming the truth. There is no science that backs these mandates and
time has told that. As the media continues to try brainwash people by manipulating the truth,
they will not fool me for I AM AWAKE.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63869

Not able to travel with my husband. Lost my job because I wasn't willing to get an experimental
jab while pregnant. Caused fights in my marriage, and in my family. Have been discriminated
against for my medical status. The virus and the vaccine are bio weapons made by the elite.
The end plan is population control and the great reset. Trudeau is apart of the World Economic
Forum. Canadians are aware of this. It's not a secret anymore. This is pure corruption and evil.

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63870

Which one? This question is not a very good one

2/18/2022 3:23 PM

63871

socially

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63872

Work and going to gym or local pool or fav restaurant The unvaccinated are discriminated

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63873

I have been non compliant in all aspects. I cannot travel, I cannot go to restaurants etc. I've
lost friends.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63874

Separated family members, restricted travel, closed friends businesses. Friends and family
have had severe side effects from vaccine.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63875

Immensely, I have to pay 500$ more a month to go to university for negative pcr tests twice a
week. My wife was forced to choose between taking a vaccine that she didn't want and taking
our two young girls to pretty much any social activity. I haven't been able to go out and
celebrate with friends or family. There are significantly less jobs I can apply for. I can't travel
out of the country so family trips next year will be canceled.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM
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63876

It is time for this to END.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63877

It hasn’t. I don’t mind masking, distancing and getting vaccinated to protect my family and
friends. I trust and understand science and believe in our medical professionals guidance.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63878

It has seem friends discriminated against. I have been restricted in my movement and had to
share personal medical info

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63879

Financial, emotionally, mentally,

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63880

Simply an annoyance

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63881

Mental health

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63882

It has kept my family safe.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63883

Do you need to ask. Unemployment depression anxiety and so on

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63884

Working from home.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63885

Mostly an irritant for us.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63886

I have been on long term disability due to covid measures affecting my job as a teacher. Now
if I want to go back to work, I was expected to get the vaccine or pay for proof of negative
covid tests. It has negatively effected my kids, in school and out of school.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63887

It helped protect me and my loved ones.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63888

Lack of freedom

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63889

Lost employment, lost friends to vaccine adverse reactions ,lost family member to adverse
vaccine reactions, so many lists to list!

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63890

Let me know just how much Canada has become a communist country , by the way the
government acts , breaks my hear

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63891

Parents

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63892

Cost: paying for rapid teats to be approved for work at HOME! Every three days. My Children
have been denied use of recreational facilities for exercise and time with friends hurting their
mental health and physical health. Travel: unable to attend funerals out of province, unable to
visit seniors in facilities and watching their health and mental health decline rapidly.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63893

Depression, anxiety, weight gain. Lost loved ones

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63894

It has kept me and the people around me safe

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63895

We lost our small business (craft shop). Our families are split, I feel demonized among my
community, my oldest son experienced myocarditis following his first vaccine. We are afraid of
further vaccine adverse events in the future. We are afraid of living under a dictatorship.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63896

My husband lost his career with the military. We have had horrible things said to us, “You
deserve to die”, “we hope you suffer”, “ your kids should be taken away from”. I have lost all
self confidence. We have lost friends and family. My kid is afraid to go to school because he’s
afraid he is sick and doesn’t want to kill anyone

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63897

Made it healthier

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63898

Isolation Medical staff fired so extreemly long wait lists Travel Spiritual assembly
compromised Unable to attend funerals Medical diagnostics unavailable

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63899

Lost work. Lost friends and family over the divisiveness. Developed anxiety

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63900

Too many ways

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63901

It made me not get COVID!

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63902

Restricted my movements (ie: crossing border, dinning in restaurants), limited religious
gatherings, and threatened loss of employment.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63903

I can’t breath

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63904

"It" hasn't -- since there are basically no mandates or restrictions in Canada .

2/18/2022 3:22 PM
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63905

Lost my job

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63906

Traumatizing

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63907

I lost my excellent job and my perfect credit rating

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63908

Lost my job, can't eat out, my children can't participate in sports. My mental health is at an all
time low. My children has been traumatized by all of this.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63909

Its made me and my family safer

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63910

Mental health, lost finances, couldnt say goodbye to my dog when she passed

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63911

division everywhere.. even within families and close friends

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63912

Forced me to take a vaccine I didn’t need or want. Unnecessary paperwork at work. Can’t visit
friends or family during funerals

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63913

I feel the mandates have imposed unfair restrictions, and have taken away the freedoms of
myself and all Canadians.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63914

So negatively that some days it's hard to go on !

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63915

I am a health care worker. I have continued to work and the mandates have been
uncomfortable just like for everyone.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63916

I lost my job

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63917

It's been torture, mentally and physically.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63918

Lost my job. Can't get EI. No decent wage job will hire me.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63919

Inflicted serious limits on our day to day life. Unvaccinated not permitted to leave the country
even when we own property outside of Canada

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63920

It has kept people I care about safe during a dangerous pandemic. The restrictions are really
hard. But. Dying and long-term disability are harder. So.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63921

Decline in mental health, physical health, lost friends, almost lost my job.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63922

Kept me safe.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63923

These mandates have vastly affected my emotional well being. My ability to visit friends and
family. And the ability to live a normal life

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63924

Loss of connection with grandchildren … loss of lives due to vaccine … loss of connection
with my community due to the division trudeau has caused .

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63925

It has destroyed my confidence in the democratic rights of Canada.

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63926

Lost my career and livelihood

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63927

It socks. Can't have any freedom

2/18/2022 3:22 PM

63928

Violates medical choice and obscures real risk with the current COVID-19 vaccine. To have
individuals with and without pre existing conditions risk their health for a mandated medical
intervention is not the safest method to move through this pandemic. Doctors have changed
their medical recommendations that stray from health & safety first based on the vaccine
mandate. As a doctor, I have seen first hand how the vaccine has impacted my patients
health. As a fully vaccinated individual - medical choice and discussion/transparency of
vaccine risk vs viral risk should never be taken away from the public.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63929

Freedoms lost

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63930

Job loss death of child suicide and a parent from vaccine..

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63931

In every way possible ruining peoples lives

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63932

It has kept me from travelling socializing. Kept me away from my family in general ruined life

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63933

I wish to move from Canada and will likely happen

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63934

My family has been safe, as well as ensuring that I have been able to work and keep the

2/18/2022 3:21 PM
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people I work with safe. It has been very difficult at times, and myself, my family and my
friends have been greatly impacted financially, (loss of jobs, wages) , housing difficulties,
emotional/mental health as well as physical health and loss of life. I however recognize that
without protections advised by science, public health and government have put in place the
impact would have been on a much greater scale.
63935

Lost my job (on leave without pay), division between family and friends, unable to participate in
certain aspects of society.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63936

I’ve been highly discriminated against as I have a severe medical condition (and why I will not
accept the vaccines and) of which is not recognized by the Liberal government even though I
am on federal disability.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63937

Ruined my career

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63938

Restricted my shopping , going out etc

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63939

No freedom to travel, cannot attend restaurants etc

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63940

Haven't listened to the mandates and will not start

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63941

It’s inconvenient.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63942

It sucked in all areas including social, work, and financial. But it sucks less than seeing our
healthcare systems collapse

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63943

These mandates have ruined peoples life's.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63944

Mental health

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63945

All of them.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63946

Mental health has declined significantly

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63947

Negatively

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63948

My democratic right to choose what's best for me has been taken away and my personal
health and welfare is at risk for being coerced, manipulated, harassed and marginalised, to
take a jab or 4, and being denied medical exemption when it unquestionably necessary. Yet,
they don't care about my health outcomes, only that I take the jab bc they determine its what's
best. It's an arrogant irony. ..my life matters too!!

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63949

My husband has lost his job

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63950

Divided my family and friends Cost me loss of sleep Depressed on and ongoing basis Finantial
hardship To many negative effects to mention

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63951

Lost my job had to go on income support

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63952

I was not able to visit my husband in the hospital.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63953

In one word - ruined. Relationships destroyed, dealing with daily discrimination and hate,
detiorating mental health, dealing with depressed, suicidal kids, business barely afloat, a years
worth of income lost.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63954

Affected where I go to church, how I hang out with friends. Have seen lots of division in
families and churches

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63955

It hasn't.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63956

well i didn't get fucking covid which was nice also the mandates made the dumbest people in
the country angry which was really funny they also saved the lives of hundreds of thousands
of canadians which is also really cool

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63957

Reduced work (economic and career advancement) and social opportunities.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63958

Caused a division in my family, pushing more vaccines concerns for my grandchildren with
mandatory passes for future, don't trust truedum

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63959

Crushed my husband's business. Trapped me outside the border.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63960

Stress, anger, it leaves me shaking my head how many people are not following the rules or

2/18/2022 3:21 PM
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playing nicely in the sandbox
63961

Lost friends, family members lost jobs, couldn’t visit my daughter in the US or see my
Grandson not to mention the stress on my mental health and loss of business

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63962

Family division, unable to travel , natural immunity not recognized

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63963

I had to get two shot of something I didn’t want in my body in order to keep my job.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63964

Positively: enduring slight inconveniences to save lives

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63965

It has divided our family and circle of friends. It has caused anxiety,stress,depression and
many more mental health issues. People in care homes & hospitals have died of loneliness,
lack of health care,etc. It has cost people their lively hood(shutting down small business’) and
this takes a toll on all walks of life, whether in family, work, entertainment, etc.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63966

Badly

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63967

I want to die. I’ve lost my freedom, my life, my family, my grandkids my friends. Canada is the
worst place to be in. Been locked up for 2 years. Been promised and promised this would end
but the government just lies. There was never a plan to end this and I fell into their trap and
believed them. If I shoplift and get caught I’m a criminal. Our government blalently commits
crimes and murders and gets to do whatever he wants. Living in communist Canada is like
living in hell. Can’t go anywhere see anyone or do anything for 2 years already and clearly it’s
getting worse 🤬😭

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63968

I have ptsd, Generalized anxiety disorder and clusterphoia. The mask mandate has greatly
effected my mental health. Everytime I wear it it feels like my mother is strangling me again
and my family is hunting me down to beat me up. It's effected my friendship with my friends
because people are so angry towards the unvaxed and I refuse to belittle and degrade my
friends and family who choose not to get the vax

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63969

Children cannot attend university or take part in any extra curricular activities without vaccines.
The children are hurting with isolation

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63970

Division in our community, friends, family.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63971

Family members have lost their jobs. Family members have had to get the vaccine just to
keep there jobs totally against there willingness to receive the vaccine. Have not been able to
spend time with friends and family. Family members are not speaking because of the
difference in views. Have been discriminated because of choosing not to get the vaccine.
Have not been able to fly and my job requires lots of travel. The list goes on.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63972

It has kept my community healthy

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63973

Big time

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63974

The mandates have taken away over two years if my life that l will NEVER get back!

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63975

Caused division in my family. Caused more stress and anxiety, my depression worsened. I lost
my job that I've been at since I graduated college in 2016. I miss everyday life and activities
that shouldn't be subjected to only certain people. I miss being with family.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63976

It hasn't, since the last lockdown a year ago

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63977

Lost two parttime jobs Lost friends and family

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63978

Lack of unity

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63979

I have not been able to take my son places I had wanted to. He has missed out. I also fear the
government is going to force me to inject an experimental liquid into my and my family's
bodies. My Chile has not experienced a world with faces. He is too young to remember the
days before covid. I have studied the numbers. We were all instilled with a false fear from
tyrants who should be jailed or worse for their crimes

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63980

My children are not enjoying regular activities that kids in Canada should enjoy ….in a free
country. Many of our local businesses have closed people are losing houses, going into debt
fighting with family….all because of a flu. At the start I understand the struck rules as we
didn’t know how Covid would affect the world. We know now. It’s a flu. Let’s move on.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63981

It’s moist

2/18/2022 3:21 PM
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63982

It’s destroyed families and livelihoods from so many I know. I don’t trust any government or
mainstream media anymore, I’m worried our country is going into a very dark direction.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63983

In too many ways

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63984

Liberties has been taken for no reason else than to serve criminal globalist agenca. This is the
worst attack on humankind since the beginning of humanity.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63985

Menthaly and socialy . I feel like im no longer free . Distress

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63986

Stress

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63987

Loss of confident in any government accept a few that stands for the people.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63988

Depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63989

It has prevented me from ever getting Covid, and has protected my community and loved ones

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63990

Made it much worse than a fake pandemic has.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63991

Division. Fear tactics. Not build unity.

2/18/2022 3:21 PM

63992

Can't see my children and grandchildren. Grandson is depressed and unhappy, he is unable to
focus due to glasses fogging up while wearing glasses... very definitely has affected his
learning. Personally, I'm struggling with depression, loss of focus, fear, feeling ripped off for not
being able to take planned family vacations and holiday celebrations for the past two years.

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

63993

It has crippled the economy and every Canadian way of life

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

63994

I lost my job. Everything crumbles after that.

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

63995

Not able to see people and go watch my grandchildren play sports. Not able to visit loved ones
in hospital

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

63996

I feel like the Jews in 2 world war

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

63997

Suppressed and oppressed

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

63998

Mental health, peace in my own home. Social unrest

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

63999

Loss of my rights and freedoms stolen by the ruling class, exclusion from society

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64000

Children, mental health, physical health and numerous other aspects

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64001

It hasnt

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64002

Socially

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64003

Negatively in more ways than I can express

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64004

Isolation. Judgements from others. Threats.

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64005

Being terrorised by police I have not been able to feel safe in my own country. I am scared of
my government and fear we are now being enslaved in a system of slavery.

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64006

I was coerced into receiving an experimental medical procedure under duress of losing my job

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64007

I’ve grieved the death that’s coming. Bill gates grandfather participated in killing 100M with a
bacterial shot. It wasn’t the Spanish flu.

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64008

My freedom has been diminished Not able to spend time with friends and my family

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64009

Life is not about being isolated it is about working together as a community to find ways to
cope with the problems. Isolation leads to depression, stress, promotes fear and suppresses
joy. All these were common science before 2020 as leading to health problems as well as
social problems. The lockdowns lead to breaking down my group of friends, led to segregation
among us. There is not one couple coming out together out of this pandemic. ALL BROKE UP!

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64010

Depression, exhaustion, neighbours have been fired from their jobs for not being vaccinated, a
breakdown of community due to extreme divisiveness perpetuated by politicians, in hindsight
all of the mandates have done more harm than benefit.

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64011

Anxiety depression

2/18/2022 3:20 PM
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64012

Kept ne safe.

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64013

• I have not been able to get a long term job. • I have be denied the ability to be with the
people I love.

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64014

Social isolation. Job loss

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64015

Inconvenient. couldn’t see mother in LTC home for > a year, but worth it to protect her and
other vulnerable people, elderly, immunocompromised, hospital patients, LTC residents, my
family, friends and neighbours.

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64016

- Forced vaccination if I want to continue to feed my family. - working from home/social
isolation - mental health has been crushed seeing what has been done to the country and it’s
citizens which I served for 20 years. Never have I ever, been ashamed to be Canadian. I am
now, due to the Prime Minister and his actions both here at home and on the global stage

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64017

Don't get me STARTED.

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64018

could not attend mothers funeral

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64019

It’s kept me and my family alive and well

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64020

Family division, loss of personal freedoom, and my 20 yr old son has vaccine injury.

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64021

Not at all

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64022

It’s made me antisocial and hate being around people

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64023

Like all Canadians, there have been sacrifices. It has been hard as I work in an elementary
school.

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64024

division

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64025

Positively. Less stress ans i am spending more quality time home with my familly

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64026

Depression, Anxiety with family members

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64027

Mandatory work from home, no social life due to mandates, small businesses in my
community are struggling

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64028

I have had to support the mental health of so many people in extraordinary ways while the
Government cuts mental health funding. I have had to watch people I care about wait longer for
medical help. I have watch Trudeau split this country with his horrible language and
unprofessional skills. The mandates have hurt our society! Trust has been broken between
citizens and those in the medical field as well as with those in politics.

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64029

Made life stressful, depressing, lonely, bitter, and left feeling divided

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64030

Gained weight, lost income. Lost family and friends. Depression. Considering leaving Canada.

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64031

Can’t travel. Hard to get a job hard to work hard to find a new job

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64032

Employment, business & personal relationships, mental health

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64033

No travel no peace no rights no freedom depression

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64034

Ruined

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64035

It has affected my life in all ways. Relationships strained, my livelihood impeded, my mental
health.

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64036

Every way in our need meet and watching the county go broke

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64037

How hasn't it affected mine and everyone's lives?

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64038

I would like to comment that masks are appropriate in hospitals, surgeries, crowded
unventilated spaces. I have watched people die from the shots, harmed by the shots, lose
their jobs for not taking the shots, unable to see their loved ones for not taking the shots,
families divided due to medical misinformation. The public was never given the proper
information to make an informed decision and told to listen to the "experts" This must never
happen agains to coerce people into takin a medical procedure that has turned out to be

2/18/2022 3:20 PM
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ineffective and harmful. This is wrong! I will never stand for something that causes more harm
than good.
64039

Frustrated by not being able to see my son n and his family for 2 years

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64040

Can’t travel to visit family.

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64041

Depression

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64042

It took away my ability to make a living. It violated my rights of mobility as protected by the
Charter.

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64043

They destroyed our community

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64044

I am vaccinated, lost my job because of Covid restrictions

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64045

They make me feel safe to go out in public as someone in a higher risk category knowing there
is something being done to help ensure we are all protected

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64046

Lost work over it, so constricting

2/18/2022 3:20 PM

64047

Estimated to have saved at least 50,000 Canadian lives

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64048

I was mortified that I had to take a vaccination that I did not want to take, in order to keep my
job and be able to feed myself and my two children

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64049

N/A

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64050

Lost friends and family, financially very tough n

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64051

My daughter struggles with addiction and has not been able to attend meetings and now
cannot enter most rehab programs because she is not vaccinated. My partner has lost his 23
year career with Canada post. Stress depression anxiety fear financial hardship

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64052

Not able to see family as much

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64053

Fundamentally divided my family. Caused significant mental health issues for friends and
family. divided our local communities

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64054

Other than lockdowns, not in the sligthest

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64055

It has restricted where and when I can go anywhere . Your an outcast if your not vaccinated
which they forced upon us and took our freedoms and right away from us

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64056

Unable to travel. Broken friendships. Never have I thought that people were so indoctrinated
and brainwashed.

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64057

Lost job, severe stress and isolation. Financial hardship. Employers illegally threatening my
livelihood and not respecting my privacy protected by law (Privacy Act of Canada) and totally
disregarding Rule of Law. Losing faith in Canadian institutions due to their illegal acts
completely in violation of Constituition and Himan Rights. The uttering of threats, hate speach,
name calling, divisive, and abuse by PM of the Canadian people. The abuse by govt and
company acting with out regard for our Charter of Rights and Freedoms Suprene Law of Land)
and Human Rights is appalling, inhumane, uncompassionate, abusive, immoral and unethical.

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64058

The pressure to get vaccinated or lose my job is against my civil rights. I am not vaccinated
and feel like a criminal as I can’t leave my own country plus I’m being discriminated and
segerated by our Government.

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64059

Division between friends and family members. Currently waiting for cataract surgery which has
been delayed. Inability to travel.

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64060

Mentally - feel unsafe with the mask mandates and peoples judgment on a sniffle

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64061

No Social Life, masks causing breathing difficulties, depression and anxiety. Loss of
friendships and family members due to disagreements about mandates. Turmoil among people
with opposing views. Arguments

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64062

Mentally and financially to my whole family

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64063

Lost of job, access to education and imprisonments of my elderly in nursing home .

2/18/2022 3:19 PM
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64064

It's made it so I can't live my life. Also has caused divide amongst my family

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64065

Family separated

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64066

Prefer not to answer as it’s impacted every aspect of my life

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64067

These idiots came and terrorized my city because they have internet cancer.

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64068

Horrible, no family, no friends, p.m.called us names

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64069

My mental health is in a bad state. Never before had mental health but thanks to these
mandates mental health is an issue. There is no hope for Canadians anymore.

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64070

Segregation has affected everyone it’s sad , people to scared to talk out for fear of loosing job
a means of putting food on the table is a disgrace .

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64071

SPECIAL NEEDS HEALTH CARE issues for Seniors and people with DISABILITIES ARE
NOT BEING ADDRESSED BY THOSE IN AUTHORITY..ie… VANCOUVER ISLAND
HEALTH…could not help me !!!

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64072

Feel like a second class citizen

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64073

I have not been in a church building for over a year. My employer has not allowed me into my
place of employment since Nov 1. I have been refused potential job opportunities. I was going
to plan a big trip for my 50 birthday but I'm not allowed to travel freely. I could go on & on!

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64074

It has mentally

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64075

No social life at all, couldn’t even visit family

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64076

It has divided my family, and caused stress on myself which has impacted my health. My
husband, who had a medical exemption, was put on unpaid leave from his job of 11year since
he was unable to get vaccinated. This has put extreme financial and personal stress on us.
The actions of PM Justin Trudeau have left us feeling unsafe and persecuted in our own
country!

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64077

We can’t travel, attend church, attend museums etc, and waiting to hear if my husband will be
losing his job

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64078

Caused division in relationships. Made me uncomfortable at work

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64079

Employment

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64080

Mental health

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64081

I want my child to be able to socialize. This is not good for their development. Also this has
negatively affected small business owners which myself, close friends and family members
are, while making bigger corporations richer. Not fair at all! I would like to also mention that I
am NOT an anti-vaccer. In fact I have both my 1st and 2nd doses. I am not against this
vaccine at all but it should be a choice exactly like the flu shot. You are creating a horrible
division within our communities.

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64082

Business is barely hanging on, tension among family and friends, too much negative to list.
I've known from the start this is propaganda using fake tests creating fake cases to spread
fear and complacency and push everyone in the same direction of losing their rights and
freedoms while taking a poison that will rob and destroy us while making Pharma richer. I
believe justice will come but there are many evil people in power right now

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64083

Broken friendships and family stress

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64084

CRITICALLY I LOST MY HUSBAND TO CANCER AND HIS FAMILY AND FRIENDS
WEREN'T EVEN ABLE TO GO SEE HIS HOW DISGRACEFUL IS OUR GOVERNMENT
SHAME ON TRUDEAU AND OUR SO CALLED GOVERNMENT 😡

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64085

In every way.

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64086

My husband was sent home from his work that he has been at for over 10 years leave without
pay. We have had 1 vehicle repossessed, my surgery was canceled twice. The mandates
need to end. The anxiety and depression this has caused everyone is beyond fixable. We need
to get back into the real world with family and friends. We have already lost so much because
of Trudeau and his bad decisions for us Canadians. Time to out a stop to his nonsense.

2/18/2022 3:19 PM
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64087

Lost work and 60% of income

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64088

Not seeing friends and family. Not feeling free to discuss my views at work (healthcare). Not
being able to go out to eat with my husband. Husband has not been able to get work.

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64089

Wearing masks has made working in hot environments unbearable, social distancing and
capacity limits has affected personal celebrations such as weddings, which are supposed to
be joyous occasions, not headaches and disappointment. Less social interaction and more
time at home has led to an increase in my depression.

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64090

Not seeing family

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64091

Just let people make their own decisions

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64092

I have not been out of my house since February, 2020.

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64093

Loss of an amazing career.

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64094

Pissed off

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64095

Took my choice on weather to get vaccinated away from my if I wanted to go on with a semi
normal life

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64096

Losing everything

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64097

Ruined it

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64098

Any restriction to free life in a democratic country is unacceptable.

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64099

I cannot eat in restaurants. I must wear a mask when shopping in spite of the fact my skin
reacts adversely to the mask. We cannot visit family or nursing homes.

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64100

Mental health, financial, social.

2/18/2022 3:19 PM

64101

Mental. Physical and emotional health and well being

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64102

Losing family members and friends from different point of view on the mandates. I barely go
out anymore, just for work. If i go to the store, most of the times i always get ask to wear a
mask even if i can`t wear a mask. It`s a stress and anxiety. I would like the mandates to end
because they have no scientific proof to support their mandates. Doctors, nurses and medical
professionals who speaks out against the mandates are being censored which is
unacceptable.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64103

I took a "vaccine" that was economically forced upon me that I did not want. Social isolation,
mask wearing, social distancing from covid caused loneliness,depression and fear to my
family.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64104

Kept myself, family and friends safe. Inconvenient of course and stressful but needed to keep
myself and others healthy

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64105

every lockdown has me unemployed. I am not free to participate in society.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64106

It hasn’t. I’m proud to take on a small inconvenience to protect ACTUAL workers, marginalized
people, and the immunocompromised.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64107

Made the price of everything go up

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64108

I lost my business. I lost my condo.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64109

Everything from mental health to job loss to depressed children. Every facet of my life is
worse

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64110

I have lost family members an friends , my emotional an mental well being has been affected
as well.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64111

As someone vaccine injured with natural immunity but not "fully vaccinated", I've been banned
from domestic flying, from restaurants, and employment opportunities.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64112

Retired and I’ve lost 2 years of vacationing

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64113

Mental health has been poor in myself and several others in my immediate circle of family and
friends - everyone I talk to is very very tired of the restrictions and wants them to end - very

2/18/2022 3:18 PM
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few support the restrictions
64114

Never felt suicidal before that

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64115

Saved money not being able to eat out, made me dislike masks even more then before this
started, groceries are much harder to afford

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64116

yes

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64117

I simply do not go out as often, which is fine because I am a homebody.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64118

It has restricted the places my child and families can go, brought stress, anxiety, depression
and divided my family, caused arguments, feuds and unsettled many relationships. I could go
on but will end by saying, NOTHING positive has come out of the experience of mandates
being in place.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64119

Lost my job

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64120

Very little effect to not at all.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64121

I have not been able to fully participate in the activities I used within my community. I have
been isolated from friends and family as I am not allowed to travel within or out of my country.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64122

Isolation, depression, job loss

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64123

Terribly. My business has been crushed and so has my income.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64124

I was unable to go to my university in person and it has affected my education. I have not
been seeing any of my friends, and the talk of vaccination status before hanging out with one
another is not helping.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64125

It has profoundly affected my life!!!! Mentally physically and emotionally! This has all been a
lie from the start!

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64126

Absolutely bad impact on my and my family's social life and mental health in general.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64127

Mental stress, lost job, lost friends

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64128

It has closed gyms which I need for my mental health and I haven’t been able to see my
friends that much, but I understand it’s for the greater good

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64129

Feel like a convict locked up in my own home. Feel like I’ve lost my freedom & the
government is working towards stripping us of all our right.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64130

Negatively

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64131

Na

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64132

I’ve been out on unpaid leave of absence, my mental health has suffered.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64133

All of them

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64134

Not be able to see my family and friends going to appointments act.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64135

It is making it hard to do anything, I quit a good paying job to work from home for less money

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64136

I spent Christmas alone and I’m on the edge of a mental break down

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64137

Barred from almost everything

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64138

I feel like a prisoner & the longer these mandates continued the more I feel attacked by those
in power who are simply on a power trip. Mentally, emotionally, psychologically and physically
can no longer deal with the mandates

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64139

It hasn't

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64140

Mandates have effected everybody, the fact that Canadians are divided and so judgmental
over a vaccine status is unreal. All because of the corrupt government. Not to mention how
lockdowns have mentally effected us for 2 years, with no end in sight.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64141

Meg

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64142

You people are a joke to the rest of us.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM
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64143

Caused me depression, got a needle I so deeply regret taking. Divided my family and friends

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64144

Taken away my free will in a free country

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64145

How hasn't it...

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64146

Depression

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64147

Forced to wear a mask that does nothing but harm you in long term use . Unable to go out for
almost everything . unable to travel . unable to go to see a dying aunt or her funeral . freedoms
severally shut down against my Charter Rights !

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64148

I have not been out of the house since November 17, 2021. I am retired. The mandates have
had the most effect on my children and grandchildren.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64149

You have the nerve to ask this question when I can’t go out, can’t fly restricted to my home
over this so called deadly disease. The government has effected my life ,not no disease with a
99 percent recovery rate. I am 75 years old. I know injustice when it looks me in the face.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64150

It hadn’t, except to protect my health.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64151

I'm considering selling everything and leaving the country as my husband is a health care
worker that has lost many of his colleagues due to the mandates and is forced to work
overtime.

2/18/2022 3:18 PM

64152

No comment

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64153

Not able to see family, friends and get togethers are non existent.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64154

My children have suffered the isolation of having friendly faces hidden from them, being unable
to hug and touch their friends, and their education has suffered greatly from all the remote
learning. I have been isolated from family because our family is too large for more of the
gathering limits. I have felt the division between the vaccinated and unvaccinated. It is causing
so much division and pain.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64155

Confusion, financial instability, depression, family turmoil, Restricted professional
advancement, lack of desire, lack of motivation, fatigue, strained relationships, seizures.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64156

I cannot go to a restaurant or my hairdresser. I am forced to use a mask in stores and in
church.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64157

By the removal of our Canadian Charter of Civil Rights By the removal of the Nuremberg Code
Where there is Risk there should be Choice

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64158

Financially, depression, division, loss of life due to death from experimental vaccine trial.
Jailed from supporting local restaurants. Disregarded as a human being.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64159

Forced vaccinations and Lockdowns.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64160

Depressed

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64161

Nothing

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64162

They prevented me from being infected with disease

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64163

My partner is immunocompromised. Mask mandates, distancing, vaccine mandates protect
him and millions of other vulnerable Canadians.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64164

destroy fammily

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64165

Have not visited friend or gone for a meal out in almost 2 years

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64166

I have been unable to attend all the things that I love to do. But most importantly, I have been
unable to attend my child’s sporting events. What hurts the most, I was unable to attend my
grandfathers funeral in Nova Scotia, as I cannot fly.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64167

Severely affected most aspects of my life. I wonder to myself many times how I will ever
recover.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64168

Kiss of mobility and gathering

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64169

Lost ability to travel. Lost income due to restrictions.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM
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64170

Treated like pains to the whi1ms of powers that be.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64171

It has placed unnecessary stress on my life. Who care more about me & my family & friends
than my family & friends. I have been making intelligent & sometimes not so intelligent
decisions for many many years now & have dealt with the consequences of those decisions.
This is what is confusing. Why are those that are now making these decisions not being held
accountable. It is easy to make decisions for someone else when you have absolutely no
consequence

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64172

My son can no longer attend RMC due to choosing not to be vaxxed. I left my job due to vax
mandate. In general, my family of 5 misses our freedoms such as eating out and attending
events. My 17 year old hates school due to the restrictions.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64173

It’s caused me family loss and I have a 83 year old Mother can’t see in NB . And not allowed
to sit down to eat in a establishment.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64174

In every way. I look forward to the day when all Canadians are equal again.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64175

My work. My well being. My physical and emotional health.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64176

Freedom to travel Commerce business and my civil liberties

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64177

Division, segregation, depression

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64178

Not able to go anywhere, no social life, couldn't travel to Hawaii or anywhere else

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64179

I'm a paramedic as is my husband. We've both lost our jobs. We've seen people die from the
vaccines and WILL NOT take them!

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64180

Lose of freedom

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64181

My teenage son has become depressed with less in class school over the last 2 years.
Friends have had conflicts regarding Covid and the mandates, mandatory testing at work,
increase in prices for everything. Being secluded and feeling the fear

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64182

Government overreach

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64183

not much

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64184

Has destroyed friendships and created unnecessary divides in everyday life.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64185

Lost my job

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64186

Depression Anxiety Rejection Feelings of Vulnerability Feelings of coersion Spouse was forced
to get it for work. He didn't need it and didn't want it. He feels violated to this day.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64187

Family and friend devisions

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64188

Prevented me from spending the last 2 years with my mother and now she has died alone.
Prevented me from carrying on my business without delays and without finding ways to work
around the mandates. I now have lost faith and trust in the medical system/ my family doctor.
It has disrupted my sleep - brought on depression alienated some family members prevented
me from travelling etc. etc.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64189

Has limited my freedom, and ability to be with people.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64190

Unable to see loved ones , unable to socialize with family and friends . Limited amount of
movements.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64191

We cannot travel to see family, further isolating our children from distant relatives. Social
isolation for young teens with class cohorting. Having to work from home is having health
impacts.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64192

I have been mentally and emotionally affected. I have not in the past suffered from Mental
health until these past 2 years of segregating and locking down. I've spent thousands of dollars
in counseling for myself and children. Ive missed weeks of work due to stress, I've watched
friends and family turn to drugs and alcohol to cope. I've listened to our prime minister
demean, segregate and instill hatred towards anyone who didn't follow his demands of all must
vaccinate or not be part of society. I've been injured by the vaccine but it hasn't been
recognized as such. My elderly mother spent 2 Christmas holidays alone when she dust want
to buy the government made her. I'm ashamed of my country!

2/18/2022 3:17 PM
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64193

It has caused Divisions in the family and the community. Loved ones dying alone.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64194

Family and friends are against each other.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64195

Made it horrible

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64196

Ruined relationships with family and friends

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64197

To much to express

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64198

Negatively

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64199

Impeded church services, alienates family members.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64200

Depression, loss of income to the household, stress, antisocial behavior, distrust in people,

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64201

Don’t like the mask cause I just can walk into public places without having a mask along. Not
being able to go to church on a regular basis and not being able to seeing people I love and
care about. Government should not dictate on who or how many you can have in your own
home.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64202

I’ve been separated from family and friends. I’ve lost my job. I’ve lost friends. I’ve been
depressed.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64203

Lots my job and my kids miss there friends at school

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64204

My family can't play sports, my kids have to wear mask all day at school. We couldn't attend
church for some time.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64205

All

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64206

Isolation, increased stress at work, division within relationships, increased anxiety

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64207

I wasn’t able to see my mother because of Covid and she has now passed

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64208

Can't go out anywhere, can't attend my college courses in person, couldn't attend my college
labs in person for part of a semester, and I'm in a medical lab technology program. Stress from
myself and my partner losing work and wages. Family and friends being torn apart by the
vaccine decision. Can't see some of my friends and family without being criticized (I am
vaccinated too). All my father can talk about is covid, and it's splitting my family apart

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64209

I wear a mask in stores, I don’t go to a movie theatre or restaurants. I miss spending time with
my family but I rather not be responsible for their death because I am too selfish to follow the
science on Covid-19

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64210

Depression, loss of income, problems with children’s education, freedom of movement,
employment, freedom from discrimination

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64211

My freedom

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64212

My grandma died because she was not allowed to get a surgery for her heart that she needed
due to these mandates, my sister who is a nurse lost her job because she was forced to
vaccinate. I also know multiple people that have lost their jobs and or got the vaccine because
they were forced not because they wanted it.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64213

It has forced me to test against my wishes to keep my job. It has forced my wife to be put on
unpaid leave. It has caused unnecessary tension between family and friends. It has cause me
a lot of anxiety to go to my job.

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64214

Our kids are being Bullied in school it’s Affected my job and people are getting divided we all
need to stand up for our kids future together all united

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64215

It has made my life more isolated and difficult to connect with people relationally and as a
musician

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64216

Made me safer and helped me protect my family and my community

2/18/2022 3:17 PM

64217

I lost my job. Currently unemployed and worried about losing everything I have

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64218

Can’t travel, can’t work, can’t attend kids sports games

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64219

I’ve lost my job my daughter quit college and my mother isn’t allowed visitors she’s terminally

2/18/2022 3:16 PM
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I’ll!
64220

Made me hate my country government and Heath system. I will never trust them again

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64221

It’s shut me out of society. Impacted friendships.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64222

Great, since I know which assholes I needed to cut out of my life.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64223

I lost my employment when the Covid vaccines were mandated by employers, my friends and
family and religious friends no longer associate with me because of my stand, I’m separated in
my marriage because I send friends information about Covid vaccines and masks that are
scientific and show that they are not necessary nor are they working. I have been vilified and
made fun of for my desire to share information about COVID-19, masking and social distancing
and mask and mandates

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64224

Caused my kids to feel separation from others who don’t agree with our views. I have 4 kids 5
and under and my 1 and 2 year old never even got to celebrate a proper birthday. Having to
pay for freedom like going to movies because we aren’t vaccinated doesn’t even make sense
when my kids could go to the big play park where no kid is masked, no one walks around
cleaning everything and hundreds of kids. What’s the point when they can just bring it around
anyways. This whole thing is about control and not about what’s best for the people

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64225

No

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64226

Social, travel, family is completely divided now. Mentally the worst thing I have ever gone
through

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64227

It has created fear in all our citizens, with no real benefits.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64228

Stress, segregation, job loss, income

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64229

Foe medical reasons I have chosen not to get vaccinated and have been denied being able to
leave the country or fly to see my Mom. It has split my family apart as we disagree on the
covid 19 issues.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64230

It has been a difficult number of years with COVID in my life. However, I believe with the
backing of peer-reviewed science, my local health authority is making the best decisions for
the greater population with the current information given to them.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64231

It's all BS, It's the vax jabs that are killing people, the covid bug if done right could have been
over in 2-3 months. The mandates are to take over Canada, so we have no freedom, to do
what Canadians do in everyday life.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64232

More isolation, but I'm fine

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64233

No work,construction industry is on hold.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64234

Destroyed our life.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64235

The vaccine passport mandate has made me more comfortable to go to public places
(restaurants, movie theatres, etc.). All of the public health measures listed above have made
me safer at my job (as a teacher). I think vaccine passports should be permanent for nonessential services. I also think all eligible children should have to be triple vaxxed to access
public and private schools. I think people should lose their jobs for being unvaccinated. I also
think ayone that brought their children to the protest and used them as human shields against
the cops should immediately and permanently lose custody of their children. I hope the convoy
organizers rot in prison.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64236

Keeping us apart!!

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64237

Has isolated me and caused my depression and anxiety to affect my days also made no work
for me

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64238

I want my freedom back, I miss my family and friends.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64239

I feel like I’m being punished

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64240

In every way

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64241

VERY NEGATIVELY

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64242

Lost employment, mental health issues, financial issues

2/18/2022 3:16 PM
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64243

Unable to watch my grandkids in different events, has divided my family, unable to attend
gatherings with friends, completely destroyed my mental health

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64244

My life, and those connected to it, have been violated for the past two years, but this tyranny
has been steadily destroying decent people's lives for decades. The thought process of the left
is infantile and self destructive. I've had enough of this insanity. Governments at all levels
need purging of these mentally ill people.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64245

makes me crazy

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64246

I am a single mother of three with no job since November 2021.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64247

I have lost family & friends! My depression & anxiety are at the highest ever in my life!

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64248

It has saved the lives of lots of people, assumedly some of which are my loved ones. There
were inconveniences but we all had to make sacrifices and pull together. I hope our hospitals
empty soon and they can lift entirely.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64249

My cousin and Bother have died because they could not get medical help during the
mandates. Can not travel turned Family against Family. My grandson has a rash and sinus
problems as well as asthma now because of masks having to be worn in school.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64250

It is causing disunity

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64251

Made me feel like a prisoner in my land

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64252

There isn’t enough space in this box but I’ll try: Loss of: friends, family, employment, income,
health, mental health, freedom to live my life, go places

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64253

I have restricted my activities to protect the people I love. I got vaxxed and boosted tho
protect myself, my family and my neighbours.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64254

My child has been hugely effected. Wearing masks is unhealthy for physical and mental
health. My child can’t join the activities that we would like because I am not allowed to take
her.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64255

Anxiety, depression, financial loss, connection loss to family and friends

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64256

Bankrupt

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64257

Lost time with my father. Isolating. Loss of a job. Overall, feeling the mandates were worse
than getting covid.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64258

Lost my best friend with a blood clot from the vaccine

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64259

We haven’t allowed it to affect my life too badly

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64260

Yes, anxiety, family distances.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64261

When I have to choose between eating and breathing, I would say that it has affected my life
adversely. I am not vaxxed and so have lost friends, which may not be a bad thing, actually.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64262

Do not appreciate the lies sickening to see people in control using and abusing the system and
the people in the system sham on you pack your bags and get out

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64263

I was forced to take the vaccine in order to save my job. Have had health implications since
vax

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64264

Unable to go certain places to travel

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64265

Unnecessary mental health distress

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64266

My husband's job!!! Our family is effected immensely as my husband provides for myself and
our 3 children!!! I'am a stay at home Mom.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64267

It has made it difficult as someone who chose not to get the vaccine. I increasingly feel like
there is a gun to my head. I am fearful for the mental health of my children as 2 now are both
seeing a councillor due to lockdown and mandate stresses the youth are currently facing. I
want it all to end immediately, and the ones who imposed their will for the past 2 years to be
investigated.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM
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64268

iv lost my job at the beginning of covid. and mandates and covid restrictions across canada
and the us have made it very hard for me to find work. iv landed a bad case of depression and
anxiety. i just want life to go back to normal

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64269

Made it hard to get work

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64270

Yes

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64271

Wife lost job, can’t visit family

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64272

I have been discriminated against due to my exercising informed consent. My children have
suffered greatly as our lives have stagnated these past two years. I am heartbroken to see us
muzzled.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64273

Losing friends, fights with family, feeling divided and discrimination. Not having a voice,
suppressed. Heartbroken daily.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64274

The mental health of my children has been affected my oldest has not been the happy person
that she has been all of her life. I am tired of tge governments who are supposed to be working
for the people have done everything against the people.

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64275

Depression… This new world order is devastating and I’m so sad for my kids future… This is
not who we are as Canadians the Prime Minister needs to resign or actually do his job and
uniting this country again…

2/18/2022 3:16 PM

64276

No more than anyone else. I believe in keeping my neighbours safe.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64277

The last 2 years are a blur and feel like a dream. Who knows when I'll actually process what's
happened. My social life is gone.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64278

It has helped keep me and my high risk family members safe from catching COVID.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64279

Placed my life on hold for two years. Lost 2 years and currently no hope I’m sight.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64280

I prefer working from home and am not looking forward to being back in the office every day

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64281

I am an independent business owner. I cannot work for many of my customers due to the
segregation created by our government. My wife was mandated out of a job with the RCMP.
Perfectly healthy willing to work citizens that are not allowed.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64282

The mandates have affected my families ability to move about freely in our society.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64283

Not at all. I’m healthier because of it

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64284

Depressing, unable to travel, lost all of the little trust I had in our politicians, law enforcement,
except the few who openly opposed the mandates. Hate going in public with masks and being
constantly frustrated at divided people on the issues.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64285

Depression

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64286

Negatively! I am now at odds with family and friends. I along with my family have been
extremely depressed over the vaccine mandates. Its absolutely despicable that companies
can dictate what we put into our bodies. Absoulte violation of hippa!

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64287

Horrible. Feel ostracized and a prisoner in my own country. My kids have suffered with their
mental health being excluded

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64288

A lot of inconvenience but not much other than that

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64289

Not a big deal, wear a mask, be respectful. Understand that science evolves and as a result
we will need to adapt to new changes re: pandemic.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64290

I have lost my job after being there for 12 years! I, along with my kids and grandkids have
experienced so much discrimination. Incredibly hurtful.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64291

Increased anxiety. Stopped healthy social interactions. Created division between friends and
family. Prevented my band from getting work.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64292

Yes, I am 28 living in my parents home. Lost my government job because of the mandate.
Inflation is through the roof. Born and raised in bc and ready to leave because it’s unaffordable.
Our PM has ignored Canadians. He works for US not the other way around.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM
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64293

Because of heroic front line and essential workers, and because I'm lucky enough to work from
home, the hardest parts of any mandates have been not being able to be in large crowds, or
have a party, or whatever. I have no reason to go to a gym or Home Sense. I'm ok to wear an
N95 mask for short periods of time. I'm OK to do a Rapid Antigen Test before going to see my
parents - if I can find one. I have a roof over my head, food and can walk outside without a
mask - anytime. I'm one of the lucky ones.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64294

Not having these mandates in place effect my life, I am immunocompromised and have cancer
on top of it

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64295

Badly

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64296

It's ruined my business and ruined my quality of life and my children's lives

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64297

Affecting my mental health

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64298

It has kept my family safe from getting covid. The kids haven't even had a cold this year. It
can be difficult but we gladly do our part to help protect others.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64299

Little

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64300

Inability to travel. Subtle threat to employment.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64301

Cannot freely worship, Strained relationships, loss of freedom, fear of future

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64302

It has made it safer, and protected the lives of my family and my community

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64303

Destroyed family relationships Affected business

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64304

Almost ready to give up on our government on how they treat their own countrymen/women

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64305

I was forced to get vaccinated or lose my job and stave to death

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64306

In every aspect

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64307

Suicidal!!!

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64308

To mi i have de vaccine and i field horbol

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64309

The global pandemic has affected everyone. Vaccines and health measures are how we fight
it. You have to be pretty selfish to not do everything you can and are asked to do in support of
the fight against Covid.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64310

I am covid free and loving my Canadian freedom from disease.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64311

Im vaccinated and its still affecting me in many aspects as some of my friends can't join me in
events anymore. Im also done with the mask...knowing we are 90% vaccinated, i think its time
to move forward. Our health system have always had issues so now that numbers are going
down, we shouldn't hold the whole population accountable for a broken health systme that
started way before covid was here

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64312

Very isolated from friends and family; luckily, I still had a job that I could perform from home.
So I stayed home as much as possible to put as little additional pressure on the health system
as possible.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64313

It has kept me healthy and safe

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64314

Hasn't really effected me at all

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64315

It’s kept my incredibly fragile immunocompromised son safe and able to go out of the house

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64316

Social, economic I feel like I live in North Korea

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64317

I don't see my family because they are vaccinated and I am not so they want to have nothing
to do with me.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64318

Lost friends, family restrictions to go places it is all BS!!

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64319

Seeing nobody and its all fake its just a thing of money.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64320

Depressed

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64321

I have been drinking more and have put on weight because my gym was closed for so long.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM
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64322

In everyway it's no way to live

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64323

It's hard to find work now with vaccine requirements. I have been segregated out from social
circles. I can no longer take my girlfriend out for dates or go see a movie.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64324

They have kept me and my family alive. I’m thankful.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64325

Physical and mental health deterioration. Suicidal ideation.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64326

to much

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64327

Separation. Mental illness. Loved ones missing out on major life events

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64328

It has kept my family safe and allowed me to work safely.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64329

In literally no way.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64330

Not an issue for me

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64331

It has allowed me to eat out and exercise safely

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64332

Communism sux

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64333

Segregation, family discord, income restrictions, restricted access to places I pay taxes for,

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64334

They've actually made my life better, I have got to spend way more time at home with my
family working on our relationships.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64335

Stress added for work and everyday life

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64336

I closed my business and moved to a new province with less restrictions. I’m working at an
industry still affected by the mandates (beauty) and need to have a second job to pay my bills.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64337

Empowered officials to act outside of law and the constitution.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64338

Yes

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64339

I have lost my job, attend funerals of family members, visit family in hospital, lost friends, can
not go to fitness places which I have done my whole life, discriminated against and
marginalized by own government -specifically PM but the others by way of standing with him,
can not fly to see family in own country, ‘vaccinated or not’ one catches and transmits so none
of these mandates make sense.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64340

Depression in whole family

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64341

I have never seen my eight year old son so depressed

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64342

Very little

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64343

Every way

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64344

Alot

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64345

It's made it very difficult to go out, and we've pulled our kids out of school. My husband has
also lost work because of it. Also, we find the people around us are stressed by it.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64346

loss of personal & business income, unnecessary stress , time and money spent in testing for
travel..ie. just spent 5 days quarantine from a random travel test..not following the
science..Trudeau and Ford are all about controlling the people

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64347

Limited access to friends and family, infringed on my basic rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 3:15 PM

64348

The stupidity generally accepted by the populace is sickening, and the lack of education and
logical thinking coming from our leadership is even worse

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64349

isolated myself, family and friends to the point of depression in youth. It also caused
irreparable division among friends and family. Friends I know have been denied health care.
Several people I know are making plans to move their families and businesses out of BC
because of the government overreach.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64350

It has affected EVERYONE'S life Not just mine

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64351

Stopped me from travelling to see loved ones. Stopped me from dining in restaurants, even

2/18/2022 3:14 PM
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though I am vaccinated, as I refuse to use the vaxxpass. It had cause mental harm on nearly
everyone I know, including myself. Masks have had a profound effect on my kids not being
able to see facial expressions of strangers. I could go on, but you get the point. The “cure” was
worse than the disease.
64352

Travel

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64353

Friends have developed anxiety and depression from lockdowns. Being forced to get the
vaccine just to keep jobs has turned friends/employees against each other. Wasn't able to
travel to visit my family and I am still unable to see some who live in lockdown areas.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64354

Job loss, restricted religious gatherings, anxiety, family divisions

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64355

White supremacists have used the people who are too uneducated or naive to recognize
it…..oh, and I will never vote conservative again.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64356

I completely distrust government and its representatives. They have proven to lie openly while
"gaslighting" people into believing their lies.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64357

Loss of income

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64358

Loss of freedom

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64359

It has nearly torn family apart and definitely ruined friendships

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64360

Restricted where I can go. Who I can spend time with. I’ve lost friends and family. My finical
situation has reduced. Mental health is worse. And many other ways as well. This needs to
end. People need to be free and thrive again.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64361

Directly: Limiting my freedoms, losing my livelihood, mental health. Indirectly: losing friends
and family members

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64362

Forced to inject poison into my body and lost my job

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64363

Terribly, I once had rights

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64364

Caused me to be laid off for most of a year, my children are isolated most of the time affecting
their mental health, forcing kids to wear masks on the bus, school and recess is cruel and
unusable punishment, my wife is a nurse and has been overworked and overwhelmed

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64365

Extremely bad. My mental health took a dive and we financially are scarred for a long time

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64366

Family/friends ousted from jobs. Ppl divided.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64367

Extremely.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64368

Made it hard for work family and my mental health

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64369

Costly for tests, loss of work and hard to find work based on health choice. Division of family
and friends.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64370

I wear a mask indoors. I have to listen to people complain about the consequences of their
actions/choices.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64371

The fact that I can’t go to university is the biggest blow but I also can’t eat out or do any form
of entertainment outside my house. I am also alienated if I choose not to wear a mask and I’m
sometimes denied entry to establishments

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64372

loss of job because of not being vaccinated

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64373

It keeps me from being with my grandkids who live in the United States. And in countless other
ways.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64374

It has kept me and my family safer by attempting to reduce spread of a highly transmissible
virus.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64375

They have taken our livelihoods, social life, mental well-being, freedom to move around and
cross borders. Or kids have limited social interactions. Our family and friends have been
forced to take the jab for work and it has killed one friend, my dad and brother have heart
issues as a result of the covid vaccine.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64376

This has threatened my job, I have two kids who can’t go anywhere at ages 11 and 13 who

2/18/2022 3:14 PM
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should not even be in the same category as adults anyway, why punish the kids? I have seen
countless Covid positive people, fully Vaccinated in the last 3 weeks, Nurses, working with
Covid!!!! How dare anyone find refusal of a Vaccine a reason for firing good people, crippling
Healthcare even more, I will go public with my experience’s in the Healthcare Field eventually.
None of this makes sense anymore, a “GLOBAL PANDEMIC” yet every Country with different
rules??? This is disgusting and filled with lies, all of it!
64377

Raising two children during these times has been incredibly difficult. A lot of their childhood will
be remembered with masks abs fear of getting sick. Financial strain, emotion strain (I had to
go back on my medication for anxiety/depression), friendships lost, clients lost.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64378

Its irrelevant as its for the good of society and I think I can do my part

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64379

In every way

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64380

Since COVID started. The mandates have saved many lives

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64381

I wear a mask now.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64382

In one word “Freedom”

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64383

Divided my family and community and Country. Seeing previous healthy friends and family
dying after getting covid vax's. Not allowed to return to my career due to mandates.
COMMUNISM now is Canada- needs to stop NOW.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64384

Terribly!

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64385

Yes

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64386

Stack

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64387

It affected my freedom to travel.The rights to keep my personal healthcare private. Not getting
to see loved ones before they passed away.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64388

I am angry as family and friends have been divided and I have been bullied and I often feel
suicidal

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64389

Helped reduce our exposure to the virus while allowing us to be free.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64390

Made me safer.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64391

It hasn’t.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64392

It has divided family. It has created divide among Canadians that breaks my heart. I, myself
have suffered mental health breakdowns, i have lost people due to suicide and vaccines. I
have lost my job because of these discriminatory mandates. They are against all human
rights. Every human being has a right to choose what goes into their bodies.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64393

I lost my job after almost 18 yrs. I cannot go to a restaurant to eat in to treat myself, or to fairs
or special events. I don't wear masks as I don't want to reduce my oxygen intake, get carbon
dioxide poisoning or other serious ailments as a result. I have been harassed by ignorant
people who blindly follow government mandates. I cannot attend the birth of my 1st grandchild
in the next 2 weeks and overall costs for food, gas and necessities have skyrocketed because
shortage of truckers due to vax pass requirements. Just to name a few...

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64394

Strained relations with friends and family. People have developed an inability to respectfully
disagree

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64395

not able to go where I want and usually go. Also the dumb masks are a nuisance and effect
ability to hear

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64396

Suicidal thoughts, struggle to find meaning in anything, lost emotions and emotional
connection, lost hobbies, lost life.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64397

We are unable to travel every year we travelled to the Caribbean and haven’t for 3 years

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64398

It hasn't really. Masks are done here March 1st. I'm triple vaxxed but caught Covid 3 weeks
ago (mild). Would prefer to have kept the vaccine passports in Alberta a while longer but with
how contagious Omicron is it doesn't seem to matter because I cought it when the vaccine
passport was still in effect here. I just think the next wave or the end of this wave is going to

2/18/2022 3:14 PM
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be all the unvaccinated Albertans who are now allowed to go to Boston Pizza. My 3 kids are all
vaccinated. I live in a tourist town so high chance of spread here.
64399

It hasnt

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64400

I have been safer.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64401

It has kept me and my extended family protected from Covid for 26 months.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64402

The mental and emotional trauma I have seen in my grandchildren is heartbreaking.Isolation,
segregation and discrimination , this is not the Canada I grew up in and the government over
reach into our lives is creating even more fear and trauma. I already suffer from PTSD.

2/18/2022 3:14 PM

64403

How the list is to long, my mental health, physical health, relationship the list goes on.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64404

Not at all I am able to do all the things I normally would do.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64405

Nothing. Because I care about my fellow man and got the shot.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64406

It has caused division and anger in our families, made grocery shopping stressful.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64407

It violates freedoms

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64408

I have lost work,

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64409

It’s been extremely difficult navigating seeing family, friends, family living abroad, it’s been
lonely, disheartening. It’s caused so much tension & separation in our once tight knit family
and the list of destruction goes on and on

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64410

Friendships family jobs lively hood

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64411

It made it better — I am immunocompromised and feel safer when people around me are
working to lower the spread of Covid.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64412

Broken up families, depression, loss of work, temporary closed business without pay, kids
behind in school, unable to attend public places.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64413

Lost my job, postponed critical surgery, slandered acused and disenfranchised by the words
and actions of elected officials, difficulties finding gainful employment, unable to retrain as
schools have implemented driscrimatory attendance policys

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64414

My husband lost his job due to mandates. Our teenagers have suffered with mental health
issues, can’t get jobs or go to university, can’t play sports or participate in social functions. We
can’t fly or travel, couldn’t leave our province without needing to quarantine, have suffered
losses of friends and damaged family relationships. Have been insulted, had deplorable things
yelled at us, written about us simply for wishing for freedom of choice

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64415

2 years of wondering when 2 weeks to flatten the curve actually end and whether we will finally
believe it is not a pandemic. The vaccine is dangerous to people’s health.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64416

Reduced ability to travel

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64417

Negatively, in almost every aspect of my life!

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64418

It has caused division and segregation within my immediate family. It has caused some
breathing issues because I need to wear a mask all day at work. It has caused a mild case of
mental illness for me in the form of depression and anxiety.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64419

Lost business Travel taken away Lost relationships Deaths by suicide of family and friends

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64420

Can't see my Mom, and she can't see me

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64421

It has impacted work, social life, friends, family, small businesses I used to frequent. It has
changed how I live.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64422

Mental health struggles, retriggering of PTSD, isolation.....

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64423

There are no words. I have been belittled, badgered, intimidated, insulted and devalued. As a
single mother of 2 I have struggled to protect my children from being manipulated and coerced
into taking an experimental gene therapy. I am unable to work, struggling to maintain my home
& family and on the verge of a complete collapse. Bless you one and all around the world! The
LIES, the Tyranny and the Evil must stop immediately! I love you all ♥️🇨🇦🇺🇸🙏🏼🌎🙏🏼🇺🇸🇨🇦♥️

2/18/2022 3:13 PM
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64424

Has cost me and my family thousands of dollars as i am no longer able to fly to work

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64425

Separation

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64426

Could not go out to eat at restaurants. Could not go to movies or any other form of social
gathering. I was told to stop seeing my family which would have had a far worse effect on my
mental health than covid would have had on my physical health.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64427

I cant see family friends. My daughter needs therapy S affected from mental health impacts
from covid. Slowed my business

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64428

Idiot occupationists shutting down bilateral trade and forcing small businesses to close for
safety, because they are harassing and assaulting individuals wearing masks and following
health and safety laws.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64429

Restricted mine more than most as I have been inchemo therapy the past 5 months.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64430

It has created division and hatred with family and friends. We gare home schooling and moved
to a rural community to get away from urban mentality. It has curtailed job opportunities and
social issues. It has divided people more than anything in my lifetime...the vaccines have
proven not to curtailed getting infected or spread . We have natural immunity from getting
covid and the long term affects of jabs is unknown and adverse affects are seriously
underreported.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64431

I’m depressed and frustrated

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64432

Wfh now.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64433

Everyone needs to know that we are born as sovereign beings, no one can or should impose
anything upon any individual

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64434

Made me get a vaccine i never wanted nor needed

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64435

Child had to v for college, one child had to change jobs which was half her income as her place
wanted everyone vxd...or pay for testing which was high cost, can't see my specialist except
online for 2 years, treated like I am the evil one for making the choices I made...if risks are
there we should be allowed to choose without punishment. I did lose out on jobs with my
photography business so I want to quit after this grad season..don't care anymore about it.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64436

I have seen small business destroyed, problems with travel, family ripped apart, goals and
plans ruined. Missed weddings and funerals, had family get poor medical care, and had many
dreams stolen. I have had a disabled family member not be able to access therapy. And lost
many dreams and plans due to restrictions

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64437

Loneliness and depression

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64438

In every way, my kids are struggling in school, work places are toxic, you can't go to a simple
hockey game to have a nice time with family. Nothing good has come from them.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64439

It's been challenging to see privincial & Federal governments call down those not vaccinated and I'm double vaxxed

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64440

I can't travel in my own country. I can't visit my family who live 2000km away because I can't
board a plane. I'm lucky that it hasn't affected my work.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64441

Lost my work, refused medical care for myself and son, treated like a criminal, trauma daily,
lost relationships due to division...

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64442

Created fear and division in friends and family. Made work more stressful with the fear of
loosing a job or missing upwards of 20days unable to attend work if infected. Just so much
division and job losses creating more issues

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64443

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64444

My mother had cancer. Had to have treatment and surgery all alone. My grandson got covid at
daycare. Had a fever for 5 minutes. My daughter had none. Had to isolate for 28 days when
both of hers sons exposed at same time. Division in our family etc etc etc

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64445

I had get vaccinated in order to keep my job

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64446

To a degree.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM
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64447

Has made it possible for me to continue to go about my daily life safely. I am immune
compromised and I am sole breadwinner for my family. I can continue to work and shop
without fear that I will leave my 6 year old motherless. I follow science and not crackpot
conspiracies.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64448

Protected it

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64449

Fucked it up Hugely.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64450

All of them. Cant breathe with masks on. Affects my allergies more. Chronic caught has gotten
worse, have gotten sinusitis constantly. This isn't a vaccine it's an experiment, affected my
job. Lost it.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64451

It has made my life harder and unbearable.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64452

I'm healthy!

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64453

Isolated me, broke my family relationships, made me feel unsafe in community as I do not
wear a mask

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64454

It is keeping family apart from each other and there is a double standard when it comes to
seeing my grandkids playing sports and I can only watch them through a computer screen yet
people can go to hockey games. Could not go to a gym but people could crowd into a casino
Freedom is being taken away as our choice for our own body is no longer a choice.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64455

Mentally and physically pushed my limits as our business has has to shut down multiple times
and has increased stress with extra burden of debt incurred to continue operating.

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64456

Masks are drying my eye out and giving me breathing problems is just a start

2/18/2022 3:13 PM

64457

It affected me when I got married in August of 2021.

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64458

How hasn’t it

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64459

My business was shut down 5 times, I was unable to visit my mother in the hospital even
though I am vaccinated, have had my friends segregated from society

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64460

Positively. Felt safe going places without the anti vaxxers

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64461

Lost my job . I am a 2nd class citizen not allowed in public spaces like bars and sporting
events or concerts even though I have been a health care worker for over 20 years.

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64462

Job loss

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64463

Stress

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64464

Can’t coach my team at competitions Can’t compete & daughter can’t go to our local rec
center

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64465

Very negatively, it has caused a lot of mental stress and family stress

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64466

My co-workers have lost jobs

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64467

Negatively

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64468

Lost wages

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64469

Kept my family and friends away from me.

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64470

Family members suffering from depression loss of work children not able to play

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64471

I am ineligible for the vaccines due to a medicla condition so now I can not get a job to support
my family even though O have post secondary education, i am struggling to now pay for my
education debt, i can no longer have the freedom to go to the gym to take care of my health or
cope with other medical conditions. My daughter is scared for her life because of the fear that
has been pumped out by the media on a daily basis.

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64472

Moderately but I’m not a fucking baby about it.

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64473

The whole thing is bullshit none of the vaccines work /my husband has lost vision in one eye
and I'm sure it was from the vaccines

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64474

I still go to school and go for walks and have everything I need. Mandates have helped me feel

2/18/2022 3:12 PM
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safe and in turn I can help keep others safe.
64475

Negatively.

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64476

Not being able to be there when a loved one had died alone, not being able to enter a store or
restaurant with out being told I am a liar. Not being able to get a job based on medical decision.
Not being able to travel unless I do what the government “recommends”, not being able to take
my children to activities, school or events because of mask mandates and vaccination
mandates.

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64477

no comment

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64478

Mental health, business, children's mental health, family addiction, finances, relationship
stress, family division and much more

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64479

Could not be with my husband while he was dying in hosp!!!!

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64480

It has restricted my freedoms and my ability to live a normal life. I have been restricted as to
where I can go, who I can associate with, My ability to travel freely and without fear. My voice
has been censored. Freedom of speech has been slowly taken away. And I have been reduced
to a second class citizen. That is unacceptable in a free and democratic society.

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64481

What is “the mandate”? Get your head out of your ass.

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64482

Offended my constitutional rights.

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64483

My life has been destroyed. I lost my work and never financially recovered.

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64484

The trucker convoy has made my life hell. The worst part of covid has been these assholes in
my neighbourhood

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64485

Loss of income, inability to travel internationally to visit my aged and ill mother and other
family, my daughter was only allowed to have 10 people at her wedding

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64486

Income loss, social isolation, mental health problems, being segregated from society, divided
families and friend groups, loss of business, adverse medical affects from the jab

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64487

Stress, not being able to partake in events, work

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64488

Mental health has taken a huge hit. Burn out is a common phrase that I use and hear often

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64489

Stress, Anxiety, Fear, Isolation, Discrimination, Segregation

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64490

It has made me furious with the endless lies, propaganda, political games, hypocrisy, fear
mongering, discrimination. I personally haven't been significantly affected, but there are so
many people that have suffered greatly and have lost their jobs. I look forward to leaving
Canada for good as things are not likely to change any time soon, they will only get worse.

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64491

The list is too long.

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64492

2 years of wasted life we will never get back.

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64493

Not in the least

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64494

In many ways, from family member committing suicide too lose of jobs, nothing any good has
come from this government scam

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64495

Divided my family and had to relocate

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64496

Tremendously. Mental health has gone through the roof..this isn't freedom, this isn't our God
free will to live

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64497

Made it safer to be free during a global pandemic

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64498

Haven’t seen my kids and siblings for two years

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64499

It's not normal

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64500

Kept me well

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64501

I have been shunned by family & friends & discriminated against by strangers due to my
personal choice. I suffer from mental illness & this has greatly enhanced my condition.

2/18/2022 3:12 PM
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64502

Restricted 🚫 by government Threat on my freedom

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64503

It’s has caused division

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64504

None

2/18/2022 3:12 PM

64505

Torn my Comunity to shreds lost friends and family, increased angxiety, loss of freedom.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64506

Sadly

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64507

Threats of losing my job. Unable to enter restaurants, gyms, etc. divided family. Can’t travel.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64508

Affected mine and my families ability to earn income.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64509

The same way it’s affecting many Canadians

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64510

It literally hasn't, other than making me safer.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64511

It feels like 2 years of wasted time. I do not believe there was a pandemic!

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64512

- stress, mental health

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64513

Minimally. It's been inconvenient, but necessary.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64514

VERY NEGATIVELY

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64515

Isolation and division

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64516

Slightly depressi g when public gatherings are restricted. But people dying hss more of sn
effect.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64517

Besides keeping my friends and family safe, minimal impact. Mandatory vax required for my
job. Happy to help make sure others done die die to my selfishness.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64518

Discrimination against peoples medical choices, loss of income

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64519

Prevention of living life how I see fit. Governments job is to provide healthcare not keep us
healthy that’s ones own personal responsibility.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64520

It has ruined my life. Watching children being masked is criminal.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64521

Not able to visit my family easily (I live in Alberta but am from Ontario) sine I'm uninjected.
There have been two funerals during the past two years and two weddings this year. I have to
pay $320/month in COVID-19 tests to keep my job because I'm uninjected. I haven't been able
to holiday / had to cancel holiday plans in Mexico. I have had to give up volunteer positions in
the USA. Lots of mental stress and depression/feelings of hopelessness. Working from home
has also been difficult for productivity and from an ergonomic perspective.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64522

Life? Freedom that us what we need

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64523

Minorly

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64524

Emotional and financial Stress ,vaccine caused illness ,family unrest,

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64525

all of them

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64526

No money Hungry Stress

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64527

I’ve lost my job, can’t take my kids anywhere, constantly depressed.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64528

Threats. Bullying. Loss of social. Rework and schools activities. Loss of income.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64529

More time at home

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64530

Death of uncle and cousin from the toxic shot. The loss of my small business. Unfair carbon
tax, causing increased poverty. Death of elderly from toxic shots. Fear of police violence in my
own home from emergency act. Fear of incompetent tyrants in power. God help us all.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64531

Shit

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64532

I have to wear a mask in a store now. Other than that it hasn't

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64533

It has kept me and my family safe and healthy

2/18/2022 3:11 PM
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64534

The mandates have restricted movement, speech , and right to bodily autonomy !

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64535

Harassment in stores, disconnection with friends and family, can no longer attend school, can
no longer get employment.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64536

One dose of the Vax. Felt tremendous chest pain. Lost my employment for not taking the
second or 3rd vax. Unable to get a medical exemption as criteria is too narrow and even
though my cardiologist does not recommend any further vaccinations but will not grant an
exemption for fear of reprisal from waving outside the directed protocol. I am unable to collect
unemployment insurance and now face a looming threat of bankruptcy.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64537

I am no longer allowed into restaurants, sports, social events, some church services. We had
to return our family ski pass and our children are shut out of any community event.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64538

Children's mental health. Marriage strain. Lost two jobs. Life savings depleted. Stress of living
under a communist government and fearing for my children's future and freedom.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64539

Divided friends and family. Forced to take vaccine by enormous peer pressure and federal
travel rules. Friends family experienced many side effects that were ignored, down played and
not documented.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64540

6 of them

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64541

My mental health

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64542

Can't go out or away Wife never knows if she will be working, postal worker no shots

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64543

Could not be with my 98 year old mother when she passed away. 😭. Also division in the
family.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64544

completely, I've lost my job, I've lost my freedoms and cause family wide depression

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64545

We have four children under 4. None of whom were old enough to experience enough of life
before the pandemic to formulate what a normal society looks like. They have been isolated
from friends and family and we have missed moments with loved ones due to travel
restrictions. The two youngest children have not met their grandparents, aunt or uncles from
Ontario. One of our children struggles with pronunciation difficulties which is due in part to
societies masking mandates. She has not been able to see words form on faces. She
advances quickly when she is told to repeat a difficult word and is shown how to properly place
the tongue, teeth and lips. This is impossible to achieve in a classroom given the masking
laws that have caused so much harm and damage. Our children’s education has been hugely
lacking with these restrictions in place. The education of our kids is essential to not only their
future but the country’s.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64546

I have severe mental health issues (borderline personality disorder, clinical depression, adhd,
anxiety, cptsd). Having people demanding my personal health information( to know if I'm
vaccinated or not) just to have them attend my son's birthday party, or not being able to have
my supports in my life has caused a lot of problems. Not having people in my life affects me
drastically and in turn affects my kids. My son has a developmental disability and doesn't
understand why everything that helps him, (groups through the SCYY center, friends, other
family) can't happen because of covid and he is suffering.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64547

Financially, family divide and mentally taxing dealing with idiots.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64548

I really didn't want to take the vaccine, but felt forced to because I needed a job to get an
income. For me the proof of the federal agenda is found in bill c7. Why would a leader promote
more doctor assisted suicide by lethal injection during a pandemic when everyone is on
lockdown & can't see their family? The evidence is obvious, it wasn't about protecting the
vulnerable, but the opposite.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64549

It's caused tension between my children and my grandchildren have no life

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64550

It hasn't because I'm not a fucking baby.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64551

Life is gone

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64552

My work and care for my father who has cancer and parkinsens has been directly effected.
Relationships and the state of canada have been negatively effected as well. Canada is not
stronger through this pandemic. Feeling forced to get a vaccine I don’t want to be able to
participate in society is horrible. I have been told before by the cancer centre I take my father

2/18/2022 3:11 PM
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to that I should not be entering. My mom passed in 2019 and my sisters and I are his family to
care for him. I have been told that if I wasn’t vaccinated and he ended up in hospital or care
home that I would not get to see him. That forced my hand and I’m angry this even had to be a
choice. My sisters are about the lose their jobs because of the mandates and I have friends
who already have. These are hard working good people. Taking away jobs to force a choice is
terrible. I am greatly displease with BC and canada’s handling by mandating vaccines and
vaccine passports.
64553

Division dans la famille Isolement des aînées Problèmes de santé suite aux vaccins dans la
famille

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64554

I lost my job and my mother died of the vaccine. I couldn’t be at her funeral.

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64555

Very stressful

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64556

Lack of seeing family and friends has not been good on mental state

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64557

Terrible stress lost family and I’m being told I’m a murder for not vaccinated myself this has
bin the worst years of my life the division is terrible my wife lost her job nothing but mental
stress

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64558

My job

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64559

Vaccine Infection

2/18/2022 3:11 PM

64560

I have followed all the rules to protect my vulnerable family members, my friends, and also my
community. I stand with the public health measures because they protect our healthcare
system and they protect the most vulnerable individuals in our community. This includes
children, people who can’t be vaccinated, and the elderly who have a lowered protective
response to vaccine. But I’d love for this to be over, my fatigue is related to the poor
leadership across this country and especially amongst conservative leaders.I can live with
these protective measures but I can’t live with at least 42 people dying from COVID this past
week in Saskatchewan.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64561

Mental health decline, weight gain, PTSD and loss of income

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64562

Ive been restricted in my ability to work at jobs i wanted to work at. Ive been shamed for not
covering my face which has caused a lot of anxiety.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64563

It destroyed our economy

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64564

Mental health is declining

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64565

I have never been more stresses out in my life. So much uncertainty about the future breeds
nihilism, it's horrible. Watching as our government destroys the economy and causes
unprecedented inflation, it's absolutely tyrannical. Oh, and my wife lost her new business at
the beginning of covid, because of covid mandates and restrictions, not covid it's self.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64566

Helped to keep my family, my neighbours and myself safe

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64567

Depressed. Wearing masks and shields all day affecting health.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64568

social life was non existent-

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64569

It has divided my family. Restricted my movement.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64570

It has affected me mentally

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64571

Masking, restaurant s. Travel.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64572

Excluded from society. Unable to travel. Unable to attend weddings and funerals. Depression.
Sorrow.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64573

Have not been able to travel, anxiety, difficulty raising my family to know what life can really
be like

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64574

It has ruined my whole life.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64575

Saves lifes

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64576

Greatly

2/18/2022 3:10 PM
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64577

Wtf is "the mandate" fuckwits? PROVINCES have introduced some PROVINCIAL public
health measures. Your protests are a selfish toddler temper tantrum.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64578

Depression and anxiety at an all time high

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64579

Imprisoned me

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64580

Negatively

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64581

I've lost my business and cost me my life savings.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64582

Social life and exercise at all time low leading to declining mental heath

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64583

How has it not? That’s the better question

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64584

Shitty

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64585

Not at all. I’m resilient and will do what I need to to protect others.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64586

positively

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64587

Treated as a second-class citizen with no voice, no choice. These mandates are unnecessary,
so get rid of them.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64588

Very much psychological and emotional and monetary ways

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64589

I lost 2 jobs because I refused to get vaccinated. My grand father in Ontario just passed and I
was unable to travel to be there for the funeral. In Canada our charter states we have the right
to freely move about the country

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64590

Our Company on verge of bankruptcy with no pay check for two years for my husband. I hand
to quit 30+ yrs from bullying from principal. So now relying on low pensions. Had to sell a lot of
possessions to help make ends meet. Family division.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64591

My life has been totally changed and not for the good,,, I’ve lost friends,family, I haven’t seen
my grand children due to mandates.. my mom passed away in the beginning of this mess,,
and she passed away alone. Stop this madness Canada is a free country, Trudeau must go..

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64592

Depression, division from family and friends

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64593

It has affected my mental health

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64594

Haven’t been able to travel to see family, spending way too much time not doing enough
physically, not being able to see friends. suffering from a deep depression & anxiety.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64595

It took away my choice

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64596

Can’t get a job, visit family here and outside Canada. Hate the loss of freedom at church and
in our life period.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64597

I have not have covid

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64598

Depressing

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64599

It has cause major depression Changed my life drastically. As a single person I felt extremely
isolated with all of my activities taken away because I chose not to be vaccinated until I was
given an ultimatum by work .

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64600

Made me depressed

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64601

Second class citizen. Public and social ridicule. Loss of contracts. Inability to travel to see
loved ones. Reduced economic participation.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64602

Isolating

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64603

Loss of job, life, relationship. I have been diagnosed with depression.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64604

It’s been 2 years that we followed the rules. It’s time to get our rights and freedom back.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64605

I have become a discriminated against, canadaian citizen. My freedoms have been removed
by government and replaced with controls, passports..this is not about health, it's clearly about
ushering in population control.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM
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64606

anxiety and panic attacks

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64607

Decrease in mental health, stress, anxiety

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64608

Unable to visit dying friend in hospital all alone.. unable to see my Mom in assisted senior
home... many family members have alienated us and we cannot go watch our grandkids play
hockey or at swimming, gymnastic competitions and all so unfair and after working in medical
field for 37 yrs and not catching sids, HiV, E-Boli, etc and knowing how bc pPEs work, the
mandates ate ridiculous and uneffective!.. and survival is st what🙄🤷🏻♀️99.2% yet all this wasted
$$$ on advertising, etc could of been better utilized helping our own homeless, or mentally
challenged citizens!!!!!

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64609

Losing my job due to not getting vaxxed

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64610

brought separation between people.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64611

My kids schooling has greatly been affected. Mental health issues have increased. This needs
to stop immediately. Think about the children

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64612

I make do, they are needed for now.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64613

Loss of friends, tension at work and with clients, loss of activity and travel. Ehoch caused me
to lose my free points.

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64614

depression

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64615

I didn't get covid

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64616

Ruined relationships

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64617

Negatively

2/18/2022 3:10 PM

64618

It’s kept me alive

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64619

In any negative way!

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64620

It has taken away the enjoyment of life. It has caused stress where we don’t need more

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64621

It has made life very lonely which is what I suspect the government has wanted....we were
designed to be in relationship with others. My husband passed away from cancer last year so I
am now a widow and being able to be around people during this time would have been easier
and more comforting than being alone all the time. Our government has destroyed families and
businesses because of the mandates....its time to get rid of them....this has dragged on far too
long!

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64622

Made it safer for my unvaccinated children to be alive

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64623

Physically and psychologically, badly.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64624

I can't go out as much which affects my mental health since I like to keep myself busy and I
hate having my family argue and not want to see anyone just because of there vaccination
status.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64625

I had a vaccine injury after the first shot. Since I won’t die if I did get the second vaccine but
would become very I’ll, I stroll cannot be exempt.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64626

It’s made me more considerate of others.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64627

I cannot travel to or within Canada.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64628

Every which way possible

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64629

Horribly all my family got the clot shot and dont know where this leads - one world government
social credit system

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64630

Ruined my business. Toom my kids liberty!

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64631

I've been proud to support my fellow Canadians health and welfare.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64632

The isolation and demonization of unvaccinated people have taken a huge toll on my mental
health and for what? There is no science to prove these mandates are necessary, they have
been put in place to fit a agenda of the government. People should be given a choice and not

2/18/2022 3:09 PM
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have consequences attached to such choices. The loss of jobs and ability to make a living
and provide for your family due to personal medical choices is such a breach of our
fundamental rights and freedoms and there needs to be accountability for those who enforce
such things.
64633

After a month-long neurological adverse event from my first Moderna vaccination I considered
it too dangerous for me to take a second. I no longer visit restaurants, pubs, etc, which has
not affected me negatively. What has had a major negative impact on my life has been that the
aggressive pr-mandate crowd in my local community have exiled and villified me for having
spoken out in warning about the potential health hazards of the Covid shots. My relationship to
my local community has been severely compromised by the flawed consensus that bullying,
which is what these mandates do and which by their nature they also promote, is the best
course of action. My relationship to my local community may never recover. The depression,
sleeplessness, and semi-alcohoism resulting from my alienation from society amounts to
trauma that can not be undone. I am not the only one experiencing this. The vaccine mandates
and passports have caused much harm.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64634

It has lessened the mandatory overtime that I had to work

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64635

Yes, small business owner that had to close down on and off

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64636

I have lost 2/3 of my income due to mandates.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64637

I miss seeing friends regularly and attending large social events. My sister's wedding had to be
significantly reduced. I have done significantly less travel than I typically would and have not
been able to see my long-distance partner. I have experienced some struggles with my mental
health, particularly in winter. However, all of these issues would remain even without legal
mandates, as I believe I have a moral responsibility to care for my community and help reduce
the spread of COVID.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64638

Restricted Travel and accommodations

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64639

It fucked it up

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64640

We're trapped, being treated like a 3rd world country. Trudeau is trying to have the Canadians
do everyone of his commands like china or Afghanistan. We aere not that kind of country.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64641

Bankrupted my business and tore my extended family apart with divisive propaganda.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64642

No social life

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64643

In every negative way it could possibly affect a person. Will we ever heal from this mess!
Worst handling of a new virus I the history of time. We are screwed if this is how it’s going to
be moving forward.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64644

I was coerced to get the vaccine in order to keep my job

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64645

They have ruined my life.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64646

My mental health has suffered greatly. I moved 8 hours away from family and friends right
before the so called Pandemic was declared, and due to all of the restrictions, I have been
unable to return to visit with family and friends. My job has been impacted and we are seeing
tripled caseloads meaning overtime for almost 2 years straight.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64647

Depression

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64648

Distance from friends and family

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64649

Caused a lot of depression , anxiety, and a parting of family members

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64650

ITS ABSOLUTELY RUINED MY LIFE

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64651

It hasn’t.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64652

I am medically exempt from wearing a mask I lost my job because of it, I am ostracized by the
public, refused to be served and/or not allowed to shop in stores. Depressed, divided family
and friends.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64653

No social life, ridiculed and harassed.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64654

The passport mandate has prevented me from going places

2/18/2022 3:09 PM
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64655

Loss of work/income

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64656

It hasn't seen I only have vax passport and masking left as health measures in BC

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64657

I have been isolated and segregated for two years it’s time to start

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64658

Made it better! I feel much safer!

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64659

Made me safer

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64660

I am unable to be vaccinated due to anaphylactic reaction to the vaccine. I have not been
granted an exemption letter because the CDC has decided that it’s worth risking my life to get
vaccinated instead.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64661

Family not being able to be treated like Canadian citizens, no freedom of speech? Welcome to
hitlers Germany.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64662

Lost job. Alienated family. Cannot visit loved ones. No travel outside of country. Depression.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64663

I have been considered to be one of the "great unwashed" (my own impression) since I have
not been vaccinated and do not believe in the government's politicizing and dividing people into
groups of " them" and " us". There was no need to do this. People could easily decide for
themselves what to have injected into their bodies. Also I found it impossible to listen to the
radio and television who were consistently towing the party lines without providing the people
with both sides and all of the research on the subject. It was as if we were being collectively
brainwashed every day. People turned against people due to these one-sided reports. It has
been very difficult. Luckily I am retired otherwise I might have lost my job. People did not need
to close all the shops and restaurants and pay the price of the inadequate medical system that
has been understaffed and underfunded for many years. What was needed was to address the
problems with the medical system, find ways of opening up temporary hospitals, hiring staff
even if it meant getting in professionals from other countries that want to live in Canada and
are waiting in limbo due to bureaucratic backlogs. The truckers and the protests could have
been handled quickly by Justin Trudeau sitting down to discuss and come to an arrangement
with them on the deadline to end the mandates. It is the time. Other provinces and countries
realize this but his arrogance has kept the truckers and protesters in place. Now the hard-line
and loss of liberties, rights, and freedoms to protest are only the beginning of a very slippery
slope eroding our democracy. What will happen the next time there is a virus unleashed upon
us? I shudder to think.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64664

I have been cast aside as a leper on an ice flow, by politicians, leaders, as well as family
without any income or way to feed my family and told I do not deserve EI or other social
services. Very sad days in Canada. I will never recover from this mental anguish that the
government and employers have put me and my family thru.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64665

My son lost his job. My husband was not able to continue his college training in a millwright
program. Our church has been not been able to meet legally. We can’t go to restaurants,
movies and our kids can’t participate in sports.

2/18/2022 3:09 PM

64666

"The" mandate has kept me and my community safe in the midst of a viral pandemic.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64667

In so many ways that i cannot list.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64668

It has impacted the mental and physical health of everyone in my family.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64669

Absolutely destroyed my life and my business. No reason, corruption of all governments.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64670

Mental Stress. Getting vaccinated due to pressure, against my will. Loosing my freedom of
choice of my body.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64671

Not enough room to explain

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64672

Couldn’t visit family in the hospital. Couldn’t attend family funerals. Couldn’t bring my children
to attend programs. Couldn’t maintain my health due to closed gyms. Etc etc Etc

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64673

My sense of freedom has been compromised.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64674

Lost 2 Jobs Unemployed Cannot finish my university degree

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64675

I feel like as a Canadian born to believe we are a free Country, this whole pandemic has
completely changed my mind set and the way I look at us as a whole. This has gone on too

2/18/2022 3:08 PM
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long and it should have been apparent a long long time ago that we will have to live with this
virus. Let’s move on with our lives now.
64676

Depression

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64677

Depression, anxiety to all family members

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64678

It's kept me and my family alive.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64679

Very negative. I have spent to many nights wiping tears away from my healthy children’s eyes.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64680

Many things through this pandemic have dramatically affected our lives. But now we have
Covid. We have to isolate. I cannot run my business. My children are not in school. I cannot
get groceries. All because they are lifting restrictions too quickly. I don’t believe restrictions
should be entirely lifted. I have not heard anything from health officials indicating that things
are anywhere near the point of needing no restrictions. Now it just looks like the ‘freedom
fighters’ got their way. And the rest of us get to suffer for it. Too bad I was busy working and
raising a family or I could have went to Ottawa to protest for keeping the mandates. I don’t
agree with how the government is handling things right now. I am trying to trust their decisions
but expecting Canadians to be able to handle getting Covid just so Anti-vaxxers can go to the
theatre doesn’t seem right. No I don’t believe that anyone should loose their job because they
don’t want to be vaccinated but if you work with vulnerable people you roll up your sleeve.
When did Canadians get so selfish? When did we elevate privileged experience to charter of
rights freedoms? Guess what, every restaurant, store, bar etc. in Ontario isn’t handicap
accessible, isn’t that an infringement on rights? Or does it not apply to people who have dealt
with restrictions long before Covid came around? Until we no longer have to isolate when we
get Covid, until people are no longer dying daily, until the ICU’s of every hospital in every major
city in Ontario are not predominately Covid patients, restrictions should be in place.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64681

Mostly it has affected work for me. Made things much harder financially and not being able to
see family and friends is just wrong. Nobody has the right to tell Canadians who they can and
can't see and when. Disgraceful.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64682

Horrible

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64683

In every way!!’

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64684

My family is unable to go to restraunts, gyms, theatres, bowling and church had to be online.
Basically anything indoors we have been banned!

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64685

Travel

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64686

It hasn’t because I’m vaccinated and happy to take precautions in order to keep others safe

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64687

Small inconvenience, I have a compromised immune system so I’m very careful.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64688

Tired of wearing these fucking face diapers

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64689

My mental health

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64690

Yes

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64691

Not being able to see elderly relatives or be there with them when they pass on.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64692

Helped keep my mother and my grandchildren safe from severe illness.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64693

I lost my job and have been discriminated against and harassed for my personal health
choices. My mental health has taken a huge hit and I avoid going places because of the fear
of being attacked.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64694

Had to get the shot to keep my job.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64695

Haven’t seen family

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64696

Torn my family apart, financial woes and lack of freedom.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64697

It has damaged our children’s emotional and mental states of well being socially. Thank
goodness we all have each other. But how do you carry on social lives when you cannot enjoy
and play with other children? Children are supposed to play freely with other children!

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64698

Hasn’t I’m a grown up

2/18/2022 3:08 PM
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64699

Lack of work and couldn't take part involving events, Rodeo and Cowboy Mounted Shooting!!
Mentally stressed and about to call it Quits!!

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64700

In more negative ways than I can begin to describe here. The carte blanche removal of my
civil liberties has been appalling. I am not vaxxed (support real vaccinations supported by real
science) and have not been ill in the last 5 years. Denying my rights to everyday amenities
has been beyond infuriating.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64701

It’s made it a living Hell

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64702

It has effected it minimal but it has effected for my children

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64703

Divided my family and ruined my social life at university, putting me in a depressed state.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64704

Financially

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64705

Just missed works hours

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64706

The daily negativity from Media and Politicians has caused terrible Worry and Stress,
throughout my Family. Can't enjoy Life, or contribute to Society like normal. Constant sadness
and frustration. Dishonest media has done irreparable Harm.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64707

My small business lost over a million dollars since this began. It has divided my friends and
family. Cause depression among the teenagers in my community leading to attempted suicides
and serious issues. My kids haven't gotten a proper education.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64708

I have been banned from society and I lost my job too.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64709

I’ve left the country, saying goodbye to all of my family and friends not knowing if I will ever
see them again. I cannot return to Canada or I will become a prisoner in my province. Some
family members who would come visit me, cannot because they chose not to take the
experimental injection. This has left me heartbroken. As well, my normally big close and
extended family are divided and one sister has disallowed me from going to her home.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64710

Kept me safe.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64711

Living as a restricted 2nd class citizen.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64712

It has made me feel comfortable to eat in restaurants. I am confident that unvaxxed, anti-mask
assholes won’t also be in the restaurant or bar spreading disease and ignorance. It makes for a
nicer night out.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64713

Separates my family..loss of workand travel ... I've seen NO benefit in any way... enough
already.

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64714

Depression, loneliness, strain on family relationships

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64715

Travel, socializing, financial

2/18/2022 3:08 PM

64716

Kept me alive. Kept people I love alive. Made me feel safer going into buy groceries when I
had to or seeing the doctor. Otherwise not at all. Bad government policy being half asked about
prevention and not getting vaccines into all countries, and people trying to end the mandates
have made them last longer.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64717

Work

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64718

Depression closed businesses death of my aunt cruelty of masks on children etc etc

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64719

I feel trapped in my own country. I am worried about my son's mental health, my mental health,
my husbands. I haven't been able to see family regularly. I cannot go to museums, libraries,
movies, restaurants.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64720

It’s bullshit and it needs to end

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64721

Isolation, high levels of anxiety and depression, unable to visit family in the states

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64722

What life? I don’t have a life anymore

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64723

Physically, mentally and emotionally. It has affected every aspect of my life.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64724

Changed my work environment, impacted the mental health of my clients, impacted finances

2/18/2022 3:07 PM
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64725

My children have not been able to celebrate graduations, 19th birthdays or travel the world as
they had planned. My nephew is a covid baby and has developmental disorders from lack of
socializing and environmental stimulation. It has affected our finances and our future plans.
We have suffered mentally to a degree not known before. It has divided families and friends
and divided the lovely small town I live in. The hatelred and anger is unbearable. It has to end
before people start getting violent and hostile. People are going crazy. Enough is enough.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64726

Job loss & discrimination & feed my kids ,

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64727

Depression, cancelled surgery, loss of income and a friend committed suicide because of
covid restrictions

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64728

I can't take my kids fun places!

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64729

Depression and making everybody feel like you're not friends anymore just seems people away
from each other

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64730

I lost my job because of choice not to be vaxxed

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64731

What life? No one has a life anymore

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64732

We live on a farm and don got out much. Would be nice to go for dinner

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64733

Extremely. Mentally, physically, finacially.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64734

So much anxiety. I've been more stressed, worried, upset, and affected by the mandates and
restrictions than by the virus itself. The politicization of this virus has been so harmful. In
efforts to keep people protected from covid, so so so many other health problems have
occurred. It's a disaster. I do not deny the seriousness of Covid and the potential it had/has to
hurt and kill many. But I believe the restrictions and response was infinitely more destructive. I
want my life back. I want to at cheer my son's hockey game. And I HAVE done my part for
these past two years.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64735

I am unable to be with family. I am unable to visit my young husband in the Nursing Home. My
mental health is declining.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64736

MY MENTAL HEALTH IS NUMBER ONE!!! BEING FORCED TO GET THE JABS TO KEEP
MY JOB TO FEED MY FAMILY! COMPLETELY WRONG!!!!

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64737

Our mental health, work, my kids upbringing , my relationship and more this effects most of
my life I can’t even visit my family in the states.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64738

I haven’t gotten so much as a cold since March 2021. My sister with cancer feels safe going
to the grocery store or out to the movies. My son with cerebral palsy can go to school because
his classmates care about his safety and want him to be able to go to school like them.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64739

Loss of job. Going broke. Stress, anxiety. Loss of friends and family. Discrimination. Threats
to our safety from hatred and division. Our lives have been affected in every way.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64740

None

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64741

I have these issues: Travel in my own country and to USA, gathering as friends and family, my
senior fitness and quilt clubs, watching my grandkids play sports and their school activities,
eating in public malls and restaurants with my friends..my whole social structure has been
destroyed as a retired senior!

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64742

yes-this has torn the whole country

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64743

I lost my job, the division between friends and family members is irreversible, the economy is
forever altered, I'm afraid for my future and my families future and have looked into leaving the
country permanently.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64744

Stress and anxiety. Family members lost jobs and homes.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64745

Freedom of choice. It's your body.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64746

It's helped me from catching Covid (and other variants) & also saved my life, as I've not gotten
any Covid. I work from home, so hasn't really been hard.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64747

Trudeau has divided the Country and should removed

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64748

Really??? Loneliness. Family fights. Neighbors pitted against each other!!!! Completely

2/18/2022 3:07 PM
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changing the character of our country. We once were a kind peaceful people. Much grief and
heartache.
64749

It has affected my life and the life of all in Canada deeply.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64750

Public health regulations have prevented me and my loved ones from dying a slow and painful
death from a disease that doesn't care about our laws and freedoms.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64751

Division in family and social groups

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64752

Stress, Potential jobloss, freedom of movement,

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64753

Limited my childrens education and physical activities which led to depression, weight gain
and mental health. Unable to celebrate major events in a traditional way. Seeing personal care
residents locked up for extended periods has been traumatizing for them and the staff.
Damaging relationships with friends and family who were on the opposite side of the vaccine
controversy

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64754

No more living your life besides working and “staying safe”

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64755

It likely saved it.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64756

I have Lyme disease and was advised not to get the vaccine by my Lyme Doctor who gave
me my life back and made me feel like I wasn't dying. He was not allowed to give me an
exemption because we all know how Lyme Doctors are treated in Canada & the States. Not
being able to go to a gym, go watch my grandson skate for the first time, visit a dying friend or
relative in the hospital and at one point there was talk that I wouldn't be able to go get my own
groceries. In WHAT WORLD IS THIS OK????

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64757

It’s been hard but I believe in the science and advice of the experts and it will be nice when the
mandates end when they deem it is the appropriate time for this.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64758

My father in law’s restaurant closed and restricted to who they can and cannot serve. It’s just
not right

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64759

I am done being told what to do I’m against making people feel like shit because they don’t
want vaccine!I know people who got so depressed they kill themselves !!Im done this never
should have been called a pandemic!And I have no trust in Trudeau he is a joke and needs to
resign

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64760

Two trips that I made back to Canada I had to quarantine for 14 days each time and take
multiple Covid tests. I also had to walk across the border to avoid the hotel quarantine. My
daughter has lost her job. my father has been isolated in his care home and has been
damaging to his mental well-being . The mandates and restrictions have been almost punitive.
From the get-go the people that should have been isolated were the elderly and the
compromised, and not impose all these restrictions on the young and healthy.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64761

Income and social life. Children are most negatively effected.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64762

The division that has been created could possibly never be repaired.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64763

Made me safer

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64764

I have not been able to travel to visit my family and are about to loose my job of 12 years ( not
even in the health care industry)

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64765

Significantly. Including a suicide in the family

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64766

Improved my safety, decreased risk to me and my family. Appreciate my government deferring
to science and the real experts to get out of this. Resent those that have contributed to
prolonging the pandemic by not heeding medical advice.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64767

Mentally unable to travel and visit my mom at 90 in a seniors home she is in prison and she
doesn’t know what to do

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64768

They have made travel so much more difficult and costly…

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64769

This has effected our Canadian national debt which is going to cripple if not bankrupt our once
wonderful country. Interest rates will no doubt sore. Trudeau is a complete disasterous
imbecile who should never have gotten re-elected, in turn he has allowed China to buy most of
our core industry making fuel and fertilizer unattainable for Canadian farmers. Our dollar is

2/18/2022 3:07 PM
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worth very little for importing. I can even begin to say what his carbon taxing has done to
groceries and basic needs
64770

Very bad

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64771

Job, Health, finance, friends, family all very negative impact

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64772

Depression, anxiety, suicidal tendencies, robbed me of experiencing a normal motherhood with
my young child.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64773

for the better

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64774

Yes, I am discriminated against

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64775

Haven’t been able to see family, forced to undergo a medical procedure I was not comfortable
with as I have pre existing clotting conditions. Have not been able to travel. Has divided the
country.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64776

Ostracizing family. Employment of family threatened, threat to my bodily autonomy and my
God given rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64777

I lost work, my children suffered immensely and our son who’s 14 is now on medication for
panic attacks and depression

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64778

RUNIED IT I hate the liberal government and all the stupid stuff they say and do they have
crippled my small town cumminity on princes Edward Island with the potatoe ban make my
children wear masks and get stupid tests why test healthy kids why did he say if you don’t
fallow him you support the swastka he’s a idiot has he ever heard him self talk

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64779

The masks, social distancing and isolation requirements have had detrimental effects on the
socio-physical wellbeing of so many people! Its a minor virus, 90 percent of us are vaccinated.
I went thru covid myself x 3 and have had worse flu symptoms to be honest. 2x i had covid I
was unvaccinated, 3rd time I was vaxxed. No difference.

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64780

How has it not?

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64781

Restricted me from going home, and I can no longer move freely

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64782

Assholes like you are getting attention

2/18/2022 3:07 PM

64783

My freedom is gone

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64784

Family division

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64785

Travel

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64786

Childs hobbies, masks on job. Seeing depreession in peopples

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64787

Thanks to the mandates from each level of government, I haven't gotten COVID. Since I'm not
a snowflake I'm able to deal with making temporary sacrifices for the good of my community.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64788

Same as everyone else.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64789

It prevented me and my family, which includes my "at risk" parents from getting COVID.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64790

Divide my family

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64791

Loss of work and freedoms. Can’t go to restaurants, travel, or even to see a doctor

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64792

Was able to start working from home

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64793

Segregated out of society, forced out of job

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64794

The Governments have taken away my freedoms and rights

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64795

Destroying my life

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64796

I cant work, cant go out with ffiends to restaurants, fight with my family over bodily autonomy,
cant watch my child at his recreational sports. Have felt a horrible divide in the country and like
an unwanted vermon in society. Its been a long two years.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64797

No family connection, loss of work, isolation, no freedom, no life other than cooped up at
home. Very sad.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM
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64798

created oppression and segregation among my family, friends, colleagues, parish and
communities. Loss of income, Increase undue stress and unnecessary mental and emotional
strain. Loss of rights and freedoms. No voice. Slavery.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64799

No negative effects

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64800

Significantly in all areas

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64801

It has put me into a very depressed state of mind. I feel like a prisoner

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64802

To the negative

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64803

Mental health has suffered slightly.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64804

Horrible I lost my mother this winter and couldn't be with her at her last days

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64805

it hasn't

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64806

In every way

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64807

Mental health issues. My mom was diagnosed with cancer and died in 2020 we could not see
her in hospital and had to bring her home so her family could say good bye. No funeral was
allowed to mourn her. Children Not in school and sports cancelled won’t vax kids do they can’t
participlate in activities. Family splits because of disagreements with government. Lack of
trust in “science” presented by media and governments.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64808

Negatively. Relationships, income, freedom, choices removed, healthcare hurt badly.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64809

I’m happy to consider the needs and safety of our more vulnerable people who do not have the
choice to vax or are immunocompromised over those who have that choice but choose not to.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64810

1 income

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64811

Originally from the States. Cannot freely travel to see my family. My kids cannot breathe fresh
air in school. No sports or limited sports for my kids. Adult kids coerced into getting vaccine
so they can attend university. Even though it's online, still have to have proof of vaccination

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64812

Taken business away from Small Businesses that provide community support, connection &
local resources to the people. The mandates have created social division, stress,
disconnection & fear in people.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64813

Kept myself and my vulnerable loved ones safe.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64814

Made it better because I don’t worry about exposure to a virus that can and will someone I
love.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64815

they haven't

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64816

I can no longer travel & speak. 2 children have distanced themselves from me. cannot see my
elderly mother.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64817

My 5 year old daughter has 0 friends, she is being homeschooled out of fear and because of
this and being unvaccinated she has no friends, she is not allowed at museums, dance
skating, swimming sports etc, she is not free to be a child and learn and grown in her own
community! My husband was put on unpaid leave in November due to his work enforcing the
mandate. Our family lives in fear every day, fear of what is happening to our free country!
People say this is not about freedom, when we all do not have the same rights as everyone
else we are not free!

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64818

Kept me alive

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64819

Immensely and it’s very hard to crawl out of the hole the mandates created

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64820

Masks made my breathing impossible, vaccine made me sick, I'm depressed, not sure what
the point of life is, because this is not living

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64821

Depression

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64822

It destroyed my life!

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64823

I have been made a second tier citizen in my own country. I am not free to travel with in my
own country let alone leave it. I am not allowed to work due to the mandatory vax needed to be

2/18/2022 3:06 PM
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on site by primary contractors in turn taking my ability to generate income. I have not seen my
family in two years and have been alienated because of my non vaccinated status. Depression
and even attempted suicide. I am ashamed to be a Canadian right now cause of these terrible
choices against our rights and freedoms
64824

Made it better

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64825

Awakened to the corruption and lies.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64826

Helped to protect myself, my family and people that I care about. It was the right thing to do in
a society showing lack of support of health care workers and science

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64827

Depression that I've never struggled with before. Kids feel depressed, angry, anxious and
funny want to go to school or do any ac6 that involves then wearing masks.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64828

Slight inconvenience to help keep each other healthy and alive

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64829

No social acceptance!!

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64830

It's affected my freedoms as a Canadian citizen. People have died for our freedoms. The prime
ministerneeds to resign!

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64831

It's making me depressed and glad that I'm old rather than young cause the future looks bleak.
I feel like I'm living in a nightmare. My plans for being part of my community (theatre, talks etc)
now that I'm living closer to town have been shattered. My visitors have not been able to visit
from other provinces. I'm putting off dental and eye appointments to the detriment of my
health. Life sucks like this! And I can't find a single political party to support. Money rules - i.e.
big money corporations. This is no democracy right now.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64832

Loss of freedom to take my family out for dinner go to a movie with them

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64833

Reduce all activities and slaves my kid

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64834

Can not fly to visit my very spread out family. Haven’t gotten medical treatment due to not
wanting to deal with mandates restricting visitation, having to mask, etc., and always having to
wonder what will change next.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64835

This has affected me because I have to wear a mask for my whole 8 hours at work, I was to
wear a mask that "would protect me and the other person that is was close to" but I couldn't
breathe and got light headed and faint, where I had to stop what I was doing so I wouldn't faint,
and I never get that way. Now you tell me if that is good for everyone to breathe in your own
co2. I can't sit a table with coworkers because we were considered "poison" to the others. I
can't go to a restaurant to eat there, in can't support them like I would like to, we couldn't go to
church on a Sunday morning , and then we needed cohorts. I couldn't get the medication I
needed when I got covid, it wasn't as bad as they say it is, but people are afraid to go to their
Drs due to being harassed to take the jab. They feared people right from the beginning,
sanitize sanitize sanitize , has made for some sleepless nights. We can't have friends /family
over. Couldn't have Christmas with family and now has divided family / friends / Canadians on
these crazy views that everyone accepted, except me and my husband and a good portion of
my friends. I can't go to the United States without being "vaccinated" and if I was I still would
have to take a fake PCR test, that's what that is. I can't go visit my aunt because her children
won't allow unvaxed close to her. Trudeau has poisoned the minds of millions of Canadians.i
love my aunt but this has divided our extended family so much that we can't even have a chat
on our social media group. I had to stop the sport I loved cause Trudeau shut all that down, for
what reason? So he could control us. Thank God I haven't had anyone in the hospital, I
wouldn't have been able to go visit them, this is crimes against humanity, just like all these
other things are. I JUST WANT OUR FREEDOM BACK.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64836

I have missed out on quality time spent with family in their last years of life. I have had added
stress and pressure at work for isolation/vaccines etc.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64837

Made life very difficult, lost friends, lost relatives, friends have lost their jobs, lost free speech,
everybody afraid to discuss this disgusting situation. Totalitarian governments take away all
rights and freedoms and ability to think for oneself eventually.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64838

Division Discrimination Segregation the n many levels including work Family and society !!!

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64839

Mental stress

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64840

Very stressed

2/18/2022 3:06 PM
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64841

Can’t even go see your loved one in the hospital. Lost my job.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64842

Lost job, watched Canadians get tricked out of their rights and freedoms, lost confidence in
government to do what is right

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64843

Loss of income, segregation, ostracism

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64844

Affect my sports, happiness, friends grads, funerals and family in hospital I could not see

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64845

Hasnt

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64846

The way I live my day to day life

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64847

I almost lost my business, I have lost family and friends, I am isolated, I have developed
mental health issues, pressure from family, friends, clients to get an experimental drug I do not
feel comfortable getting, my rights and freedoms have been taken from me as I cannot move
freely within my province let alone my country, I am scared to go out for fear of my physical
safety with the pm calling me and others names like racists, Nazi and calling me down to the
lowest.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64848

Not really. Must use mask in social area and when I move from my office to another place at
my shop.

2/18/2022 3:06 PM

64849

Yes

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64850

Created massive divisions in my family as they are believing the propaganda they hear every
day on the propaganda machine. Putting stress on my children as they can no longer attend
and do things that they used to... the list goes on its endless....

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64851

Unable to see much of family, especially out of province. Unable to travel. Had to postpone a
wedding of a daughter, her fiancée’s family couldn’t come from the East because of
restrictions. Limits on wedding snd funeral services! Not able to eat out at restaurants ormeet
at a pub. Couldn’t use pool or workout. And the biggest is the government and media instilling
fear and causing division! That is by far the worst thing that has happened!!

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64852

Loss of freedom

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64853

Restrictions to bars, gyms, and restaurants when vaccinated people can carry the virus is now
redundant. Limited social interactions has affected mental health.

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64854

Watched while my nanny died alone in hospital with no one by her side. Job has been
destroyed. Church and school have been attacked. Unvaccinated have been attacked. On and
on.

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64855

Kids had to be pulled out of school due to mental stress and physical problems caused by
masking and sanitizer. Couldn’t workout which affected physical health. Couldn’t watch kids at
their activities. Relationships broken with friends due to very divisive media practices (putting
one group against another on purpose) Have friend who were coerced into taking the vaccine
even though they were already immune and didn’t need it, and they had adverse reactions.

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64856

Destroyed my life! Destroyed my children's lives and mental health! 3 of 4 of my children are
on suicide watch and I'm a single fucking parent! I have extremely compromised immune
system and can't inject anything into my body! Yet I can't take my kids swimming or over to
visit their dying grandparents or even go out for their bdays I now know what the jews felt like
when taken by the nazi.

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64857

Removed my freedom of travel and speech and broke up my family

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64858

Excluded from many freedoms I had before COVID. No travel,no dining out, loss of friends,
fear to speak out, list is very long.

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64859

I was not allowed to visit a close friend of 40 years before he passed away. My son's planned
wedding was canceled at the start of COVID and I couldn't go to my niece's wedding due to
size restrictions

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64860

My 4 kids have suffered. Their sports, their social interactions, their schooling. My own life is
much more secluded.

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64861

I cannot go many places OR go to the hospital with my dad or have a support with me for my
anxiety and also some family and friendships are different and full of judgements since the

2/18/2022 3:05 PM
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mandates started.
64862

How has it not affected anyone's life? Sorry the working class doesn't make as much as
politicians... revers the pay and see how fast politicians act to the people

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64863

My mental health has diminished due to the forced isolation! Lost friends and family because
of them and lost family and friends from dieing from the poisoned jabs!

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64864

It has divided my family and friends. Now my grandson is very sick after his first jab.

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64865

It has ,distroid/family and community relationships and divided the country. We have been
robbed of our freedom of choice

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64866

It has torn my immediate family apart. I did not want to get vax but my family told me I could
not be around them without it. Ever since I was vaccinated i.v suffered severe joint pain and
fatigue.

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64867

With work and social life

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64868

As a retired RN, I can no longer enjoy all the active exercise groups I was involved in like
pickleball and folk dance. I can no longer freely go to church, restaurants, concerts, sports
games or travel wherever I want to go. (internationally or domestically by plane or train) I am
sickened to see the way we are living in a biomedical tyranny where the opinions of top Drs,
scientists and nurses who oppose the ‘plandemic narrative’, are censored by medical boards,
etc. and social media as well as in danger of losing their licences and jobs, if they dare to
oppose the narrative.

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64869

Friends and family have been discriminated against, been threatened by public, been unable to
attend family events or their kids extra curriculars, job threats.

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64870

Not able to play indoor sports nor go to restaurants and bars

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64871

I realized how many selfish, ill informed crazy narcissistic people live in this country

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64872

Cannot travel abroad and masks are hard to breath

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64873

Lost my job

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64874

Bad

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64875

Limits where I can go, masks are unhealthy Limits social gathering

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64876

It has taken away my freedom

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64877

Kept me safe!

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64878

Loss of employment, loss of travel freely in a free country.

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64879

Hardly worth living. Ending it manually if this continues much longer.

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64880

Stress on children

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64881

Depression Segregation Families divided Job loss Health issues Unable to believe in the
democratic system and government Anger at the media

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64882

Significantly reduced quality of life

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64883

Moved to another country

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64884

Very emotional drained

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64885

hasn't really

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64886

Tension in relationships and exclusion from public establishments.

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64887

Wearing a mask has given me respiratory issues and made my teeth start to decay

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64888

Loss of income, stress and anxiety has made our lives very difficult. We have lost complete
trust in the performance and competence of our government.

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64889

Caused Mental illness, depression, lost touch with family, medical procedures etc

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64890

I lost my job

2/18/2022 3:05 PM
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64891

Lost everything

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64892

Forbids me to move freely. Forbids me to participate in society. Forbids me to breath normal
air

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64893

I work away from home and therefore stay in hotels and eat in restaurants. I’m tired of wearing
masks and the vaccine passports are nothing other than a way for the government to track
people. I am fully vaccinated but I believe it should be peoples choice.

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64894

Mental stress denied proper medical care loss of income out of control inflation food cost fuel
cost

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64895

My family has grown closer, work from home has allowed me to provide better care for my
disabled child, we've explored our local community and found new restaurants and hobbies. I
started a home based business in the extra spare time.

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64896

Unable to travel. Unable to see family and friends.

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64897

Depression unemployment

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64898

It's kept me alive hello

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64899

Not being able to visit friends freely. Frustrating not to be able to go into restaurants

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64900

My employer instituted a mandatory vaccination policy. I had my pastor sign and get notarized
a statement of faith based conviction against taking vaccines. This was ignored by my
employer and I’m looking at dismissal by end of March if things are not turned around by then.
Since January my billable hours were reduced to 50%. I am my only source of income and I
have two children and a wife to feed. This mental pain and suffering will not go unanswered, I’ll
be filing criminal charges of torture (s.269.1 of the criminal code of Canada) against the entire
board of BC Hydro.

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64901

Mentally, physically and financially

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64902

Alot

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64903

Created division, anger, anxiety and depression in loved ones, affected my ability to make
money

2/18/2022 3:05 PM

64904

They have kept me and my family safe. I’m grateful for them but wish they were applied more
broadly.

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64905

I have lost my job because I chose to wait on getting an experimental medication injected into
my body. Plus I never trusted the govt to have my best interests at heart.

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64906

I have lost my career as an aircraft maintenance engineering of 16 years and have had to sell
my house and move.

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64907

Stress is the biggest thing

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64908

Hugely. I am vaccine free so not allowed social activities or travel

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64909

depressed

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64910

Kept me safe from covid

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64911

Depression. Difficulty dealing with kids. Have reached out for help but everything is virtual or
over the phone which has a minimal result versus in person. Why won’t the government
address all aspect of health, not just covid health? If the government was so concerned over
Canadians health, where have they been for the past few decades before covid to encourage
healthy living, mental health and reinforce childrens healthy lifestyles.

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64912

Can't work

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64913

Depression loss of friends and family

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64914

Being unable to socialize and work because of the vaccine passport and my kids develop
anxiety because of mask and social distance and not being able to go for their swimming
lessons ,because we are unvaccinated

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64915

Yes

2/18/2022 3:04 PM
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64916

Lost my job

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64917

Unable to fly to visit my Children or mother in law is the most devastating mandate for me.
Beyond that so many relationships have been affected by mandates. Family members no
longer talking to each other. So much harm done.

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64918

In a very negative way.

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64919

Little to none

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64920

The mandates have effected my ability to work indirectly as a lot of my customers are no
longer working due to the mandates

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64921

It has caused our children to develop in a world dominated by fear, distrust and division for the
past two years. We have done our best to insulate them and are totally fed up with the fear
mongering and spin coming from our politicians, health officials, and the media. We are
appalled that this is what our country that we love has been reduced to. We are not going give
in and accept this madness that is being pushed on us.

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64922

Father inlaw was in extended care in hospital. He was vaccinated, we were but tight rules did
not allow much visitation. Wife was denied time with her Dad who passed in November. How
does one get tht time back?

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64923

They have been awful for family, kids. Being couped in the house with no sports, no social life
for kids and no visits to grandparents. Not to mention, weddings, birthdays and funerals.

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64924

Hasn’t, still working

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64925

Restricted my social and business life. Also my mental health.

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64926

It has completely violated my Charter rights!

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64927

Can't go out for dinner, have to wear masks that don't accomplish anything. Etc.

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64928

Mentally, spiritually and financially. I've nearly lost hope In humanity and our future. Thank God
for the fringe minority standing up for freedom.

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64929

Being forced to get a vaccine in order to stay in school

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64930

It’s kept me from celebrating Holidays with my Grand children. Holding our newest Grandson.
Kept me out of my Church. Participanting and working at Fund Raising Events for the Not-for
Profit Organization that I work for. I’m to create and assist at in person events! Dining with my
Husband and family in a restaurant. Attending Theatre and Concerts, movies! So many things
that my Grand Fathers fought for!!! God Keep our Land glorious & FREE!

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64931

Made me sweat under my mask. No problem but my appts for medical has been a bit of an
issue but I'm doing my part

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64932

Freedom of choice for my family

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64933

I want to die right now. I'm old and you broke my family. I will die with this huge pain.

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64934

Restricted freedom to travel, work, shop, attend events, see family and friends, limited access
to health care, ostracized

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64935

Loss of employment/income Loss of freedoms

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64936

Basically I stopped participating in society as a result of the policies that have divided this
nation

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64937

It has made me feel like I can’t make my own choices and decisions

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64938

Positively

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64939

I lost my job due to vaccines, I can not go into restaurants to have meals with family, it has
caused division between friends, my kids are not happy wearing masks all the time, it has
caused a lot of hate that's not needed, asks for personal information that should never be
given out

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64940

There isn’t enough space. Mainly I am horrified that mandates were applied to anyone under
18! That was sick sick sick. Of an EXPERIMENTAL product that had shown adverse reactions
right from the start.

2/18/2022 3:04 PM
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64941

Not at all

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64942

It has been great going to restauarants etc. knowing all patrons were vaccinated.

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64943

Ability to travel, to be with my family, ability to go to out, no social aspect of life - just work

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64944

It’s been depressing and devisive

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64945

Restricted the freedoms oh what I can do whether it is for work or personal. It is unnecessary
at minimum and abusive to all people of the world

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64946

Depression

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64947

It has had a very negative effect on my mental health

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64948

It has kept my immune compromised husband and young children alive and healthy.

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64949

I can not participate in an outdoor, winter activity, that I love and helps tremendously with my
mental health.

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64950

All of them

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64951

Kept me free from COVID

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64952

Negatively

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64953

Suicidal thoughts, stress marriage and coping w everyday life

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64954

Essential worker never missed a day, worked up to Nov 27 2021. Put on leave without pay for
my god given rights unjustified unjust and wrongfully, endlessly awaiting EI I paid into and
have every right to have. 20 yrs no need for a doctor outside work related injuries my health
my rights, not government over reach on a garbage vaccination proven to be useless. Think
I'm pissed of the political waste and expenditure in their ignorance yrs would be an
understatement! In tge 1800’s you’d all be swinging from a tree for your stupid actions against
humanity and Canadian citizens. But see you in court because accountability is indeed
coming. Thats the nice version of my disgust!

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64955

Terrible in every aspect. I'm in healthcare and what's happening is wrong.

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64956

More than Covid has.

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64957

My mental health has suffered

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64958

I want my two years back.

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64959

Very little other then going to a restaurant. I go wherever, whenever don’t wear a mask and
don’t care.

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64960

J'ai travaillé depuis 2 ans à aider les équipes médicales à sauver des Vies! Il y a beaucoup de
monde qui souffre et ceux qui ne savent pas quoi faire, allez travailler dans un hôpital!

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64961

Infringing on my rights

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64962

Although it has been a long slog, taking your personal responsibility for the betterment of the
collective has been rewarding.

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64963

Mental health was affected negatively, lost my job, could not see my elderly parents

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64964

Travel Work Depression Division with family and friends

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64965

for two years unable to travel freely where ever and when ever we want to go to visit family and
travel to new places

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64966

Lost my job, our home, friends and family. My chronic illness is worse from the terrible health
care for 2 years. My depression skyrocketed. I want my life back

2/18/2022 3:04 PM

64967

Kept my mother alive. Kept me alive. Kept the hospitals from filling. Kept the doctors from
needing to triage who should live or die. Saving lives at 250% of the US per capita.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64968

unemployment etc.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64969

In every way possible!! But I'm still standing👍✝️

2/18/2022 3:03 PM
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64970

While I am convinced these mandates were implemented with ill intent, they have resulted in
my life has become fully focused on Jesus Christ. They have also fully exposed that Justin
Trudeau is NOT for Canadians - he has an agenda to bring all Canadians into a position of
being fully controlled.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64971

The mandates have affected every aspect of Canadian life in a negative way. The mandates
have traumatized Canadians. The costs far out way any benefits.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64972

Kept me and my family safer.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64973

I have been treated as second class citizen... I have been on lockdown for 2 years... I have
lost friends and family for my right to body autonomy...

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64974

I lost my job, I had to sell my home.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64975

It has limited all my activities, taken away socializing, a huge part of my life.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64976

Problems breathing and feelings of claustrophobia when wearing mask for long periods. Was
not able to visit my Mother in old folk’s home in 2020 or attend sister-in-law’s funeral in 2020.
No family reunions. Hip replacement surgery continues to be delayed as a result of mandates.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64977

It has cost me work, time with family and friends.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64978

i cant go waych hockey games anymore or eat in resturaunt i couldnt visit my dying uncle who
i was close with as i wasnt vaccinated

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64979

My social life has been ruined I have played hockey all my life and I’m unable to play hockey
now or indoor basketball volleyball lifting weights in gyms

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64980

seclusion and worsened mental health

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64981

I am 73 and single and always ate at a restaurant so when the passport came in I ate outside
till the weather got bad. Now all the restaurants are closed in town because many of us can't
go in and eat at home. The restaurants were empty all day long so they closed. I watched a
couple people die after getting the shots and watched many of my friends get sick after get it.
Some of them are still sick after a few months. Both of my brothers hardly talk to me because
I won't get jabbed. I no longer trust the media after seeing them lie. I have friends that had to
leave good jobs because they wouldn't take a chance on injecting an untested drug into their
system.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64982

My rights have been removed made me hate all forms of government they have no right only
pandemic is the government itself.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64983

It has helped to keep myself, my loved ones, and my community safer

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64984

Haven’t had the freedom to go to the gym and many other places.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64985

I have not been allowed to enjoy what the vaccinated have. I have been limited in the things I
used to be able to do without discrimination.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64986

Psychickly

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64987

Absolutely 💯, I believe that Nobody should be forced to do something that they are
uncomfortable with. Canada is supposed to be a Free Country..

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64988

Challenging but have gratitude to live in a country with free health are and that we have come
out of this okay...it has sucked and we haven't always gotten it right, but people really came
together to help each other. It will be ending in due time. I support people's right to not get
vaccinated, but grateful it is available for those who exercise their right to get vaccinated.
Sadly, we have had to pause some privileges, but am glad to be free. It's been a tough row to
hoe, but has certainly shown people's true nature and how they behave under stress.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64989

I feel safer with all of the mandates, even though I have lung problems and the masks hinder
my breathing.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64990

Can’t visit seniors at there retirement home or do work. And it’s split up my family!

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64991

Stopped me from getting Covid and showed how misinformed 10% of our populace is.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64992

In the worst way! Both my employer and the government forced vaccinations on me when I did
not consent nor believe in having to surrender my body autonomy to keep my career. I do not

2/18/2022 3:03 PM
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consent in taking away my childrens futures of education because of vaccination policies to
attend university. These policies make me sick, and I will not allow another person to be forced
into this ridiculous narrative… enough!
64993

It's made me realize how little some people care about the lives of others over their own
privilege.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64994

Infringed on my personal medical freedoms, created divide and instilled fear in family and
friends

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64995

Destroyed my livelihood, made me retire. Depression and sleepless nights.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64996

Not at all.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64997

Divided family and friendships; stressed over children's future and the known damage from the
vaccines; feel alone as I age, and avoid going to doctor or hospitals due to vaccine bullies

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64998

I haven’t been able to get married, go to the hospital for ultrasounds for my first child, loss of
joy of life, loss of friends, loss of time with family

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

64999

The mandate has caused anxiety and depression in myself and family. It has caused rifts in
family relationships and prevented me from visiting family members in hospitals. It forced me
to get vaccinated for my job or lose it.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65000

It has kept me safe and healthy.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65001

It's made it more isolated. I don't like it but I recognize the benefits of having isolation in a
pandemic. I recognize my future freedom requires a small amount of sacrifice in the present.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65002

Makes me feel like I am a selfish second tier citizen just for making my own medical decisions

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65003

Lost my job for a year, reduced work, reduced income, damaged family relationships, crippled
my community, taken the joy of school away from my kids

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65004

Put on unpaid leave of absence due to vaccination status

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65005

Bedly

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65006

I have made a choice not to get vaccinated as I have had covid already and I have natural
immunity so these mandates affect all areas of my life

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65007

What life exhausted

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65008

Depression anxiety loss of wages friends family. Haven’t been able to enjoy activities that I
love

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65009

Hasn’t

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65010

We have felt excluded and persecuted, our respect and trust for the government has been
eroded

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65011

mental and physical health, lost income, inability to visit family and take care of old sick
parents

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65012

DISCRIMINATION!!!

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65013

Very stress full. I am very disappointed in all the-main stream media for not reporting the truth
and government works for us not the other way around with power and control

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65014

Anxiety, stress, isolation, increased fear of irrational gov, loss of trust of all health care and
gov. Loss of faith in humanity when people are more than willing to segregate society and
create a class of sub humans.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65015

Depression, suicidal ideology, financial impact, job loss, lost freedoms

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65016

My kids are scared to be in public. Example around groups of people. They have anxiety,they
pray for these things to go away every night.There mental health is now permanently damaged.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65017

It has stopped almost all real persona interaction, destroyed family unity and created fear
where none should exist.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65018

It’s effected my child’s abilities to learn and grow. It’s effected our lively hood and our

2/18/2022 3:03 PM
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business.
65019

communist and corporate control over Canadians is not right. Everyone has been hurt by
these, esp children and small business

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65020

I know multiple people who committed suicide because they couldn't go out of there house to
meet with people.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65021

My husband died no funeral, grandson got married and couldn’t hav3 a reception, relatives in
LTC can’t see but thru a window, masks make me sick, no one will give info on what’s in all
the backs, pharma has no liability, I’m NOT a lab rat to be experimented on!

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65022

It's been inconvenient and frustrating and costly, but that's okay because it's for the greater
good of all Canadians

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65023

Not enough work

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65024

It has affected my kids lives in sports and regular day to day lives when they don’t get breaks
from the mask at school when the weather is bad.

2/18/2022 3:03 PM

65025

My freedom was taken away. It has divided the families

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65026

Visiting family, job m, mental well-being

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65027

I can no longer in good conscience participate in the group activities that I have previously
enjoyed.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65028

Financial and mentally

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65029

In every aspect. I have lost my job. I can no longer volunteer.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65030

Destroyed my life

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65031

Kept me and my family safe and healthy. Prevented me from catching Covid.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65032

Of course

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65033

Not being able to see family

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65034

Social & family gatherings affected, masks are making it very difficult to breathe due to
asthma & anxiety, turned society into fear mongering haters

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65035

Taken away my freedom

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65036

Can’t see family

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65037

Horribly! Anxiety, for myself and my children, work/school has become an unmanageable
nightmare, masks are hard to breathe from and constantly fogging my glasses (and feel
useless, other than making others “feel” safe), and not seeing family/friends and getting hugs
has really made everyone I know depressed, teens to a suicidal point. I’d rather we just treat
the illness like any other, boost immunity and go back to a normal life otherwise. Like cancer,
or anything else, some will get it, some will die, hopefully less than more, but life needs to go
on. GOOD life, which we’ve not seen in 2 years. Not to mention the lack of travel and tourism,
which were all paying a huge price, we need those back!

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65038

Certainly hasn't taken away my freedoms. I'm not afraid of needles, and don't see the hassle of
putting on a mask to protect others though.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65039

Made me feel safe

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65040

Ruined my life / my family /

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65041

It hasn’t bothered me too much. It is what it is. Until Drs and scientists deem it safe, I will
follow the mandates to help keep everyone safe.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65042

I have been socially isolated, lost a family member and was not able to be by her side when
she needed me most due to lockdowns. Depression, affected my employment and violated my
right to body autonomy...so many more reasons.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65043

My son was in a full blown psychosis for an entire month. I have been kept away from my
family almost 18 months

2/18/2022 3:02 PM
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65044

Has kept me from family

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65045

I am now a second class citizen, my rights have been taking away, even though the Canadian
chartered rights say different. This country is becoming a dictatorship and I as a Canadian do
not support this one bit! As a supposed free country, what they have done they should be in
jail for!

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65046

My family of 4 have now lost our jobs because we don't want this experimental drug in our
bodies

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65047

Kept me from dying. And, by the way, masks and lockdowns are provincial jurisdiction.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65048

My kids aren't in school because they can't wear masks. Our family can't go for dinner, skating
it swimming at public facilities. The mandates have fractured family relationships as well as
some friendships. Kid's bday parties and playdates are rare now. Trying to stay positive when
you feel the grip of depression. Our family is done and we want to be free again

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65049

I’m depressed and suicidal

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65050

I am unable to see my sister now for two years because I can't travel freely. Castreau should
go to prison.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65051

What life?

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65052

Keeps me from family

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65053

Can’t see my kids play hockey in an arena.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65054

Messed everything up. Stop now

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65055

Not at all.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65056

They are discriminatory and unnecessary. They do not work and are not scientifically
supported.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65057

Nothing significantly.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65058

I have lost my job I have had my 3 children home from school unable to play with friends or
see family. Have been unable to attend families funerals and grieve with my family and friends.
This has absolutely made me go into a depression and as a single mother of 3 is not good

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65059

Cannot answer as the question does not specify which mandate

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65060

I have not been able to watch my child at sport in over a year I have been unable to take my
kids swimming I cannot eat in restaurants or cafés with family or friends It has incited a large
amount of division put those in my life and seems to have very little to do with the science
behind the purpose of originally implementing it

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65061

Discrimination in social settings and employment. Stress related to coercion and the
imposition of restrictions and vaccines that I believe to be unsafe. Strife and divide with family
and friends. Stress about my belief that history is repeating itself and that we are in danger of
losing our freedoms. I have experienced the onset of mental health symptoms due to isolation

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65062

It is all based on lies, my friends are dying from the jab

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65063

Mental health decline, laid off work, children suffering

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65064

Lost 2 jobs. Financial struggle

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65065

Too many ways to mention here. It is time to set people free.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65066

It has been awful on my kids schooling. The isolation has been depressing. The masks are
useless and actually affect my breathing. None of these mandates should have been imposed
in the first place!

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65067

Kept me and my loved ones safe

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65068

It hasn't

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65069

Job loss. Social activity loss. Income loss. Freedom and rights loss.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65070

Discord with family and friends

2/18/2022 3:02 PM
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65071

I feel segregated and discriminated.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65072

very stressful mentally, hard for my children that had to wfh or online school, very depressing
overall.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65073

Significantly in that freedom of choice was dispensed with and very poor explanation and lack
of context with "numbers" espoused.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65074

It has made me feel safer and made me feel I was contributing to the safety of my fellow
citizens.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65075

I was fired from a long term job because I was unable to give Informed Consent for the shot
and my employer refused to be liable for any side effects of the new shot

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65076

Essentially I have been under house arrest.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65077

Lost work over vaccine mandates

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65078

Created fights and wedges between family members. Kept my kids home when they could
have been outside playing and having fun. Created mental illness.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65079

Not much

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65080

My health, my family, my job , my life !!

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65081

It was created division in families, communities, creating a 2 tier society. Essential workers
are losing their jobs, nurses, fire fighters, police, air line workers, health care workers, etc.
Most Canadians want unity and our humanity restored. Children’s mental health has been so
affected!

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65082

My job was threatened, my personal health, family/friend/coworker relationships are damaged
beyond repair. A portion of my paychecks have been stolen. 4 doctors have refused treatment
because of my vax status. Canada is a dictatorship now, with banana republic justice. I've
been a victim of coercion, segregation, gaslighting and major breaches of my privacy and
confidentiality.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65083

It has made my job, working with kids and youth very difficult. Mental health issues are a big
deal

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65084

My children have lost out on many normal aspects of a childhood, and my marriage has
suffered terribly due to the stress and tension and isolation of it all.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65085

It wasn’t a choice. Get it or loose my employment. It’s a big FU to the people who have
pushed us through this.

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65086

In what way has it not effected all Canadians

2/18/2022 3:02 PM

65087

Unable to wear mask No desire to have vaccine

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65088

It has kept me safe. While social an economic issues have arisen. I an safer because of the
mandates

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65089

My children see most people in masks- bad for development. I refuse to show a vaccine
passport so limited access. The mandates have done nothing to protect me, only limit and
restrict me.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65090

Affected my whole family

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65091

Destroyed my mothers mind

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65092

I can't work in any government nursing homes without 3 covid vaccines. This is effectively my
business and my financial income.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65093

The mandates saved lives in my community and my country. There were sacrifices made but
any lives saved made it worth it.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65094

I am claustrophobic - the mask puts me into a panic attack! Therefore, I have spent A LOT OF
TIME AT HOME bc of the masks! I got dbl vaccinated bc of the promise of going back to
normal…. THIS IS NOT BACK TO NORMAL!!! I’m struggling ….. I am NOT SCARED OF
COVID, I am scared of life never returning back to what it was, BEFORE MARCH 2020 and
Covid !

2/18/2022 3:01 PM
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65095

Being a senior,of this country the time my husband and I have left to enjoy our family and
share memories.travel, and just be free is all we ever wanted. For have already spend 2 years
locked up in my home not being able to enjoy the golden years they call it I am just done I
want to live again. I am vax 3 times I did my part,but that was my choice and dont judge the
people that do not want it they are entitle to this choice just want my life back

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65096

Drastically. Mostly my children who are 5 and 3. The emotional damage is drastic and
unacceptable.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65097

I am prohibited from participating in many aspects of a free life. As i am a healthy senior - with
a professional career in environmental and human rights due diligence, i find it unbelievable.
Something deeper is going on, this is not a normal response. it is twisted and leaves me very
sad about the erosion of democracy and the impact this coordinated international response is
having on the lives of normal people while the elites remain exempt and living their lives and
amassing more fortune.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65098

MANY disappointments. Inability to travel, attend functions, or celebrate special occasions as
planned. Some relationships have become distanced. Decreased numbers of booked events in
my business during 2020 & 2021. Availability issues of product needed for business due to
restrictions.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65099

In all ways

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65100

we are being raped by our government. People are dying alone. Please stop this now.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65101

It has abrogated my human and charter rights and freedoms in the absence of any transparent
and adequate evidence of why it is necessary. I live in anxiety about the harm it is doing to
people, including my family. All my children have been vaccinated, one to save his job. I live in
fear the government will mandate vaccines for my three grandsons who are between 5-11
years. I live in fear that the trampling of my rights will extend to the point where I cannot live
without submitting to being injected with this experimental substance. as it already has for
many working Canadians and people living in "health" care facilities.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65102

Stress and Health Issues Due to Stress

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65103

unable to visit with family and friends

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65104

My husband's income was cut back by 50% due to the government's restrictions. My kids are
now all very far behind in school due to ineffective learning at home. My kids are also mildly
depressed due to lack of socialization. My husband is also depressed due to having to decide
between his job and a vaccination when he was low risk for covid. After feeling forced to take
the vaccination, he has been constantly sick since the first shot when before he hardly got
sick. My daughter is missing out on school activities because she decided not to take the
vaccination due to her low risk with covid but higher risk of side effects of the vaccination. As I
cannot wear a mask for longer than 5 minutes before becoming light headed and dizzy, I am
unable to go inside stores or take my kids places. I pretty well am locked out of any indoor
public place. Parents are also not allowed in the school so I feel very uninvolved with my kids
at school when there used to be many events the parents could come to. I don't even know
their teachers at all and feel like I don't know what's going on at school in order to better assist
my kids and support them. My kids feel very alone at school as they are encourage to avoid
interactions with their peers and teacher.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65105

Very negative way. The quality of life has dropped dramatically. We are under government
control over the very basic parts of life. Mainstream media are lying to Canadians just like
politicians do. Canadian democracy has been crushed by Trudeau government 😱

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65106

In immeasurable ways.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65107

Since it started.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65108

Unable to attend weddings, funerals, family events. Unable to travel freely without showing
personal medical information.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65109

it has effected me working

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65110

I haven't been able to sing in the choir or go to church as I should.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65111

It's been a living hell !!!!

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65112

Many small businesses closed in our area.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM
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65113

I have not been into a shop in two years because I have PTSD and CAN'T wear a mask and
the shops are afraid of being fined if they allow me in .. one person what damage do the
powers that be think I can do? hmmmmm

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65114

My husband and I have not been able to see my mother inlaw in long term care because we
are not vaccinated and she as dementia, the last time we were permitted to see her, she was
bed ridin..which she wasn't before the lockdowns, she has had broken bones during this time,
she has become depressed and she is now all alone, we are her only family. I can also no
longer do outings with my only grandson, because I am not vaccinated we are not welcome in
restaurants or any other activities children like. It has destroyed my family!!

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65115

There are too many ways to list here.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65116

Lives have been saved from dying!

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65117

Going broke the cost of everything in Canada has doubled our government has made it so
living here is not afordibal

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65118

Made it safer

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65119

Every possible

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65120

I am considered a second class citizen. This is a slap in the face to my charter rights, the
Nuremberg code, the bill of rights, and democracy of Canada. It has effected me in that I can
no longer trust my government to he lawful.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65121

Love it

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65122

Making me do thing that I would never do elsewhere. Its creating desention between friends
and family.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65123

It hasn't because I'm not a little bitch who can't handle a minor inconvenience for the greater
good.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65124

It sucks

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65125

Destruction of family.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65126

It has kept me alive and healthy

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65127

Saddened for the elderly children our freedom’s our right that god gave us.The government and
the party’s that support Trudeau should all be dismissed indefinitely!We need leadership that is
passionate to 🇨🇦 Canada so we grow as a Family.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65128

Can’t work. Depressed.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65129

It has saved lived and allowed me to continue working, enjoying life and covid under control in
my communities. I have no issue with public health restrictions and I believe in vaccines.

2/18/2022 3:01 PM

65130

Tough, but manageable.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65131

You don’t want to know

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65132

Watched grandkid go through a very rough time with school. Bullying from vaccinated, which
forced them to get the jab that they didn’t want. It has ripped our family in half.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65133

Less social movement and reduced income

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65134

Shut down church services, separated us from friends and family events.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65135

In every way

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65136

Because of my age and physical condition, I am a shutt in for most activities

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65137

A 2 tiered system not allowing unvaccinated to live in the same freedoms as the vaccinated,
family fear and division over vaccines, fighting with spouse over this

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65138

We've had a few people in our family in hospital and/or pass away in hospital since the
beginning of Covid. They suffered long, lonely, and miserable periods of time and even death
because we weren't allowed to visit. So evil and inhumane

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65139

Has made it hard to socialize. Caused divide between family and friends of mine. My daughter

2/18/2022 3:00 PM
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is special needs and can’t see her friends who are very important to her because she has had
reactions to vaccines that have set her back. We just want our happy, normal lives where we
are in control of our decisions about our lives
65140

I have cancer and my unvaccinated family members will not be permitted to visit me if I'm
hospitalized.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65141

It has helped to keep me and family members healthy and safe

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65142

I am not permitted on an airplane to go to spend time with my family. I am not permitted to
visit my 102 year-old mother in her long term care facility.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65143

It taught me that people can come together and help each other out in the midst of a
pandemic. It also taught many, many businesses to stay clean, something a lot of places
haven't been particularly attentive to.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65144

Little.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65145

Interaction with family and friends and the strain it has caused on society

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65146

It is an infringement on my civil liberties. I am not anti vax but anti mandate. I live alone and
have been isolated from my family and friends. I have been curtailed with respect to travel and
was forced to cancel a prepaid vacation without full reimbursement. Most of all it has caused
division amongst citizens.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65147

These mandates have completely taken away my rights to live freely! These mandates have
made it so I can’t watch my children participate in sports! These mandates have caused job
loss in my family! These mandates have caused division in a very close knit family!

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65148

Multiple shutdowns and capacity limits have greatly decreased my earnings and put me and
my family in financial hardship. Lockdowns have added to stress

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65149

Severe stress, and sadness to see great coworkers loose their jobs. Overload, and over
worked do to people leaving their jobs.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65150

Division at the workplace and at home. Division and hate encouraged by our government.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65151

I feel like I have been trapped our ruled by my government

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65152

Divisiveness with friends.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65153

Depression anxiety

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65154

Can't work. No life anymore. It's fight or die now

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65155

Made me feel divided and like a second class citizen

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65156

Minor inconvenience

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65157

It hasn't. I'm fully vaccinated.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65158

My parents and daughter friend and family live in Quebec can’t really sleep at their house and
see them. I will be grand ma soon and i need to have vaccines for going there. My husband
need to get vaccines for keep his job. Lots friends, clients. ………..

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65159

Job losses

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65160

Anti-mandate protestors and their illegal occupations have created a culture of violence,
intimidation and fear by deploying openly racist tactics and symbols while espousing belief in
conspiracies that are actively undermining Canadian democracy.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65161

We are unable to participate in activities that vaxxed can participate in, even though the
vaxxed are still able to transmit the virus. My children cannot participate in activities that help
with mental health (swimming), we have been looked down on by those who are vaxxed. We
have also been supporting friends who have been left jobless in the health industry, meanwhile
covid positive nurses have been allowed to work and spread the disease.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65162

I watched my dad die in ICU by myself because only 2 of us could see him. My mom was sick
for most of his time in the hospital. I had no support at the hospital because my other family
members were not allowed to come in. Never will I forget the loneliness of walking the hallways
to get to his room, By Myself! This is when families need to be together . So Cruel!

2/18/2022 3:00 PM
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65163

Prevented my vulnerable family members from getting Covid.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65164

it is destroying peoples lives while the politicians get their pockets filled with bribes

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65165

It’s shut down kids activities, it’s made people who were friends feel distant and checking in on
someone making sure they are ok as an illegal act.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65166

Devided families. It's time to open up. Haven't we learned anything for the past 2 years?

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65167

My kids are developing anxiety disorders I am not able to take part in my community or
society at large treated like a leper even though I have never had Covid or given Covid to
anyone my wife and I both have dealt with depression and anxiety over this matter it has
caused problems with our friends and our family members this needs to end immediately

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65168

Family visitation, dining out, grand children event participation, travel, excessive isolation

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65169

Lost friends and family to suicide caused by mandates Suffering from anxiety due to the
masks. Can't travel, go to the gym myself and daughter many friends and family etc.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65170

Kept my and other families safe.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65171

Not being able to see our granddaughter as much as we would like to.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65172

My mother has not come to Canada, my health has gone down hill, due to lack of group
exercise classes, my mental health is suffering. I have lost valuable employees due to
vaccine mandates, this has increased workload on remaining staff and we are burnt out!
Masks were sufficient during 2020, nothing more should be required. Most of us don't even
need masks!!!!

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65173

They haven't, I go about my day as I always have and suck it up and do what I have to do to
protect those who cannot protect themselves. So I like it no but I support my community and
listen to medical authorities they know best!

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65174

Its effected my relationships with family and friends, it has limited my freedoms and caused
psychological turmoil. It has essentially made me into a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65175

It has destroyed families and friendships, the mandates have torn apart communities and
cities. I has caused mental health problems in my family. My wife has lost her job over it

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65176

It hasn’t. I’m a good Canadian citizen that cares about my community and have been following
expert advice from our health professionals.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65177

The mandates have complicated my life, and at times been inconvenient . But my rights and
freedoms have NOT been limited. The mandates have protected my family and community
from illness.

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65178

Took 2 years to see family living in US, but compared to WW2, it’s nothing!

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65179

Kept me from visiting sick family,has caused great anxiety from family & friends divided &
stress causing depression

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65180

Family Income went down

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65181

I lost my carrier as a P.S.W. Mentally and physically stressed out , I'm depressed. My children
can't enjoy life or finish college 😪

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65182

Division of family and friends, loneliness, change in working environment, hopelessness in
planning for retirement

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65183

I became a second class citizen

2/18/2022 3:00 PM

65184

I have lost so many freedoms

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65185

The government's actions have had negative affects on my physical and mental health. The
normalization and encouragement of prejudice has been incredibly alarming.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65186

70% paycut Kids suffer mentally, emotionally and physically

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65187

It destroyed my children physical and mental health. Our family is exhausted from the mental
strain that our government caused by their measures. They destroyed education that was
already in shambles. At this point we are experiencing financial difficulties. I had my regular
medical checkup delayed due to the first lockdown just to find out a year late that I have

2/18/2022 2:59 PM
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cancer. My children were banned from all physical activities that they were participating before.
Their art specialty schools stopped the programs that they applied for. They could not practice
their art principles. They last their motivation after having their 3rd academic year interrupted
by unnecessary, irrational measures. Our whole family suffered greatly in so many ways from
these mandates and measures.
65188

It is responsible for deaths in my family. The vaccines are killers

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65189

As much as anyone else in Canada; I'm just not a whiny little bitch snowflake about it.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65190

Divided Canadians. Caused hate and mistrust. The government has not handled this well at all.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65191

I am not free.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65192

Less activities, especially for the kids. My grandma died of loneliness due to lockdowns in Oct
2020.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65193

I have heard of far to many people who have ended their lives because of depression and
despair, feeling alone and isolated and have seen a great increase in drugs and alcohol,
anxiety and unfortunate rise all around in poor mental health. Caused a divide in my family. I
can’t go to restraunt, sporting events, I lost my job…

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65194

Severely divided my family; disallowed from visiting grandchildren; cancelled planned
vacations; changed how I must conduct my business; discriminated from gathering for church.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65195

It has kept me SAFE

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65196

Lost a family business that employed the two major incomes in our home. Affected our very
social sons who are suffering from job loss, social loss and anxiety of government unrest We
have lost two moms - severe deterioration due to isolation.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65197

Not able to watch my children play sports has been horrible for my children as well as my own
mental health.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65198

Depression

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65199

It has caused division between myself and my friends and family who are on the opposite side
of this issue. It has caused unneeded financial stress to our small winery business.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65200

Caused division among family, coworkers, neighbours. Caused anxiety and hurt between
people doing business. Multiple family members out of work. Can't visit family out of country
for two years. Harmed family and friends by delays to medical services, including one death
due to delays waiting for covid test results. Poor health due to lack of access to exercise
facilities, increased levels of stress, anxiety, and fear of harassment from strangers.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65201

It has allowed my family, friends and neighbours remain safe and alive

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65202

I've lost my job. Lost friends because of my personal choice. My child suffers from headaches
and fatigue from mask use. Created a huge divide and have felt alienated. My child suffers
because I can't watch her sports but other parents can.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65203

- Negatively - Stress , anxiety, depression - Vaccine injured friends - Financial stress Reduced faith in public institutions - Child developmental issues - Family stress

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65204

My Dads heart surgery was cancelled (that he was already in the hospital to receive) in April
2020, when Trudeau shut surgeries down to prepare for covid patients THAT WERE NOT
EVEN THERE YET-THE HOSPITAL WAS NOT BUSY IN APRIL 2020 (that he did not allow
Drs to give the proven covid medicine for as he silenced the Drs as he wanted to fear us into
taking the scary jab that we have no idea what it will do to us). He killed my 67 year old Father
whom I desperately miss and yearn for. I am now a covid long hauler as my Drs did not believe
in the research I found online and made me believe was lies. I have lost my job, EI isn’t giving
me any money. I can’t work due to my symptoms: fatigue, headaches, dizziness, eye
bluriness, loss of most taste/smell, hair loss, etc. Drs say they can’t help me. 😩 My mental
health is suffering and I am so scared for our future. I cry a lot as I am scared that we are
headed for communism all so JT can build up his bank account and his puppeteers. 😩🤬 How
can he be allowed to committ so many crimes, kill so many people and still be allowed to
make bank, travel on his expensive tax payer vacations and enjoy life?????? We are living in
a nightmare. What happend to the Canada we loved? 😩 Please make Canada great again.
PLEASE! 🇨🇦♥️🌎🇨🇦

2/18/2022 2:59 PM
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65205

I feel they have protected me, my family and others.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65206

The pandemic has. The mandates have not. We must do what we can do people do not get
sick.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65207

Mandates helped the spread of Covid so my loved ones don’t get sick and or die. They also
helped protect Sick children that I look after so their parents wouldn’t have to watch them get
sick

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65208

I have had no connections with friends in over 2 years. My anxiety and quality of life has
severely been damaged as a result of these restrictions.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65209

Not too much. Many friends and acquaintances have been dealing with much worse.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65210

Lost my job family and friends

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65211

Destroyed my relationship with my family...has caused mental health with my daughter.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65212

Has devastated our business/income

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65213

It has reduced my social life to zero. It has prevented me from seeing my family for almost 2
years now because it has made traveling an ordeal.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65214

Hardship: economic, social, physiological, psychological hardship!

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65215

Job ended. Divided my family and friends. Limited access to travel, entertainment, medical,
true information, pool and gym. Really everything. Abuse of power by many. Causing stress to
many.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65216

It has protected us from a potentially deadly virus and/or life long serious side effects AND
allowed our health care system to care for those who are sick

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65217

It has isolated me and labeled me for not complying.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65218

By preventing hospitals from being overwhelmed to the point of collapse.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65219

Kept me safe, didn’t catch Covid. Kept my family and friends safe - I haven’t had anyone
close to me die from Covid.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65220

I suffer with anxiety and the past 2 years have been a nightmare.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65221

Mentally, emotionally and physically, financially and Spiritually.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65222

Not much

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65223

It has effect my job situation. My ability to work.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65224

It Taking my job away from me which has caused me hardship mental health mental stress
and physical depression And I could make me homeless! If the vaccine passports and all
mandates don’t end soon!

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65225

Can’t visit family and friends.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65226

Severe depression Victim of domestic abuse

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65227

Not at all

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65228

Kept myself and my family safe.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65229

Haven't caught covid and died in hospital due to comorbidities, same for the rest of my familyalways a plus. When my close friend caught covid, being vaccinated saved her from a trip to
the icu and possible death due to her own comorbidities- a big damn plus. Also I haven't had a
common cold in +2 years now, which is pretty sweet too.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65230

It has cost me my livelihood and it has divided my family and my friends have broken up with
me. I have lost my self respect and any shred of happiness for the future.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65231

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65232

Reduced income, negatively affected social connections, family relationships and future travel
and income choices.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65233

Being in the traditional/alternative health field, the last 2 years of fear mongering by the

2/18/2022 2:59 PM
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government/media; has destabilized my clients in their health. They were vital, full of hope for
their health before, now they’re scared to leave their homes , have all the jabs. and have 3
masks on and still “catch” covid. What I have seen is the breakdown of the human will and
spirit. My children haven’t had a life for 2 years!!!!! All children are divided at the schools
because their parents have turned them against each other-the jabbed vs. unjabbed….that is
NOT okay. Life goals have been put on hold because people in our circles are all divided
thanks to the “government”. We can’t have rational conversations about anything because it’s
always us against them…the government has ruined lives!!! The so called cure is worse than
the actual disease! When are people going to realize this? Science is bought now, data can be
bought, media can be bought, polls can be bought….this is not a free world. And I’m sick to
my stomach that the future generations are suffering and will suffer due to the control of the
elite. My children have lost 2 years of future planning, of learning, spending time with peers,
going on field trips, going to birthday parties, etc. Knowing what a lot of scientists have known
from March 2020, that transmission of this virus is not airborne, knowing that there are
treatments that work far better than the jabs, how are we still pushing only ONE narrative?
Tunnel vision that has divided our country! These mandates have put the fear of God into
people, un-necessarily.
65234

For me not to bad

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65235

Even though I'm vaccinsated (3) I miss seeing my family as we are a big family more than 50
when all together

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65236

I have to follow them. Thats it.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65237

Changed to full time WFH

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65238

My Daughter (With Special Needs Disability) has 24 cavities. She has lost her social contacts,
wearing a mask is abusive to children who rely on facial cues, her anxiety is super high, weight
gain in 3 years of 30 lbs! My own freedom of movement, gathering have been removed. My
employer required vaccination, against my Charter Rights, masking is an abomination to
humans, it is categorically, scientifically useless against a virus. And the virus has not been
isolated, this is a fake plandemic. Now AIDS kits are being dispersed for in home use! This is
a holocaust!!!!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65239

Put tremendous stress on myself and loved ones for 2 years now. Terrible situation that must
end so we can deal with the fall out financially, economically, politically, socially and morally

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65240

It has affected my mental and emotional health. I’ve been stressed out about losing my job
due to my choice. I have a hard time breathing with a mask on. Some family and friends won’t
come near me. I’m unable to give my child the childhood he deserves to have due to all of the
restrictions. It’s time to move on.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65241

Can't socialize, business has been affected.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65242

Closures of facilities had negative effects, the initial panic buying led to empty shelves, but
otherwise just want it to end when science tells us it should end.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65243

Daughter now suffers from social anxiety. We both suffer from depression.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65244

Shut downs have meant a huge loss of income for our family. Our children have suffered both
mentally (from the lack of social connections) and academically! I fear my oldest is unprepared
for college as their whole high school education was limited due to COVID. Fewer options
given, lower expectations and no exams means she hasn't learnt how to study and write
exams and will be unprepared for the reality of post secondary education.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65245

Neither one of my small children have met most of our families and therefor haven’t had real
birthdays can’t hang out with friends

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65246

It has restricted my abilities to continue our active lifestyle and family gatherings and family
memories usually made. Currently my family can’t travel because of the mandates. Currently
the mandate to become vaccinated has caused vaccinations issues that I am fighting against
to not have my ex the father force my children to be vaccinated by a judge in family court.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65247

The mandates have made me feel safer.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65248

Lost job

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65249

It has ruined it. Took away freedom, liberty, life and personal choice. People have died from

2/18/2022 2:59 PM
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the jab and have committed suicide due to mandates. People I love injected themselves with
poison, became part of an experiment because they wanted to live life as normal! They never
would have done this without the threats and coercion. People have lost jobs and we’re forever
changed. Crimes against humanity. Justice must be served!
65250

No big deal. Stop being a cry baby.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65251

Lost my job due to the vaccine mandates, mental illness in myself my home and family
members due to the restrictions. Seeing my friends develop neurological illness from receiving
a he vaccine

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65252

I have lost my job for refusing to get vaccinated while pregnant. I have lost my maturnity leave
as well unless mandates end and I am hired back right away.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65253

Too much overreach by government!! No one should lose their jobs or not be able to visit loved
ones over a vaccine it went too far

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65254

It hasn’t really affected my life. Other than dealing with the anger of others, I think it’s been
positive as it has increased the number of vaccinated Canadians.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65255

Not at all

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65256

It has caused a devise between my friends and family

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65257

Greatly

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65258

Are you serious!! Divided family & friends which I haven’t seen in 2 years! Being forced to
vaccinated or lose my job! Wearing that dirty diaper! And seeing all the dirty masks all over the
streets and the gloves!! Pollution!! Makes me sad that we have a PM that it so corrupt! I’ve
lost friends & family to the vaccine! All the money wasted on masks,gloves sanitizer etc on
advertising, just to put fear in everyone so this evil man can profit from Canadians.. Justin
Trudeau must go!!!

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65259

My children have been segregated from their peers. They are not able to do the sports they
have trained for. My daughter cannot go to competitions with her team mates. I fear what
would happen if a loved one was in the hospital, the hospitals protocols are disgusting.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65260

Causes division amongst mankind of all ethnicities.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65261

It has not

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65262

The mask for my son at school and myself at work made it hard to enjoy Day to Day life.
Being excluded from the Société is unnacceptable. We coule not pratice oui sports this winter:
downhill skiing.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65263

I feel like a prisoner in my own country.

2/18/2022 2:59 PM

65264

It has made me embarrassed and filled with shame to see the division and segregation in not
only my province, but the whole country. i could go on for days about it.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65265

Hugely, I was unable to see my husband for 5 months when the border lockdowns happened. It
has ruined jobs for me, affected income. Affected my mental stability. I wasn't able to see my
family members all together because our family was too big for the limits in place. Public
settings were shut down so many times and my kids were couped up in the house. I am so
tired of all the rules all the time. I just want life to go back to normal so my children can have
the normal childhood that I did.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65266

Caused me to be arrested and fined

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65267

Hate conservatives

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65268

It's made it so I have to deal with stupid people less working from home it's amazing

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65269

It's helped to keep me and my family healthy and alive.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65270

Locked up for too long

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65271

Immensely. Travel to family gatherings to ending friendships

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65272

Forced to vac for work

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65273

Kids mental health, can’t see loved ones in hospital or homes, mental health, friendships lost.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM
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65274

It didn’t, if anything it’s minor inconvenience that I’m willing to put up with because I’m an adult
and recognize that it’s for the benefit of the society and the vulnerables.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65275

I have lost friends and family. My mental health is diminishing every day.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65276

Is horrible to live here , and can’t visit recreation centre when have kids , restaurants, malls ,
is horrible try to explain to our kids

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65277

The mandates affected my life like it’s ended. Spiritually , emotionally, physically affected.
Feel disconnected and robbed from the government. Where is my freedom ???

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65278

Financially my husband has been barred from working in certain industries because he is
unvaccinated, my son has been told he cannot enter the university campus to finish his
masters, he did not have an university convocation, could not have a funeral for my mother,
she was denied medications that may have healed her

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65279

My kids cannot compete in their sports, lost job, lost opportunities etc etc not to mention the
mental health aspect of this

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65280

I have been proud to do my part to reduce transmission of Covid-19.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65281

It has kept my friends and family safe

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65282

It has divided our families and it has taken away our freedoms in a free country.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65283

I DIDN’T GET COVID!!!!

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65284

Not being with family. Not happy what is going on in Ontario. Just talk to the truckers.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65285

Effecting my sons mental health and I can not graduate. Without being vaccinated I can not
complete my practicum

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65286

I have stayed in and used delivery services to deliver essential supplies.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65287

Sports, work, gatherings, travel, mental health

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65288

The mandates are not helping the spread of covid, regardless vaccinated or unvaccinated.
Both sides can spread and transmit it. We need to stay away from people when feeling
symptoms like any other cold or flu. It is discriminating to say a vaccinated person can enter a
restaurant while an unvaccinated person gets refused entry. Yet is allowed to sit in McDonald's
as an example. I see the PCR tests as un-accurate. Without this measurement, there would
not be a pandemic. I'd rather like to see an antibody test to determ a person is allowed in an
establishment or nor.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65289

in every way

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65290

mental health issues due to the mandates

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65291

Lost my mom to cancer, denied from visiting, also discrimination from activity, food sports
entertainment. Lost brain washed friends and family

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65292

These mandates have affected my life by taking away my personal medical decisions, it has
affected my mental health & the mental health of my children, my son tried to commit suicide
Sept 2022 due to not be able to get access to mental health services, he's sat on wait list after
wait list, my 14 year old daughter went through a major bout or depression when schools were
shut down & online learning came into effect! These mandates have kept us apart from my
loved ones, friends and my ability to move throughout my town, province and Country freely,
due to passport mandates! I have not been able to obtain work due to Vaccination status
requirement. These mandates have affected my life and my children's life mentally,
emotionally, physically & spiritually. The masks caused my anxiety to become even worse, my
breathing becomes very restricted & at times can put me into a panic attack!

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65293

Just done with everything now we need to get on with life and accept that Covid is the new
normal open everything back up so we can make money instead of losing money

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65294

Depressed, Anxiety, haven't met any new people, my family has fled the country, I cannot
leave the country now to join them even if I wanted to, old friends no longer speak to us
because of our views, feeling hopeless in government, distrusting police, distrust our entire
country and the way things have been handled. Couldn't get a new job because I choose not to

2/18/2022 2:58 PM
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wear a mask or get a vaccine. 1/2 of my friends are healthcare workers and they are all going
to be losing their jobs in a month.
65295

It has kept my family safe from getting covid. It has kept my pregnant with twins daughter and
her babies safe. It has protected us from the possibility of long term covid and health
complications. There have been no negative effects of health protections. We gladly do
whatever is needed to support fellow Canadians and get through this pandemic.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65296

I can’t take my child to sports classes or swimming, it’s divided my family, and taken away my
freedom to choose what Is right for my family.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65297

I can’t fly to visit my family, I’m young and my social life is completely gone. Huge mental
health impact

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65298

I have had a grandchild attempted suicide due to isolation. They have a number of mental
issues that need to be addressed but could not be seen in person by the proper medical
personnel.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65299

Unemployed for the past two years, because we have been closed down.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65300

It has made me feel isolated, caused me grief watching people not being able to be with sick
or not even sick parents even in death. Kept captive in our own homes wondering who’s
watching! Stress on so many levels. Seeing the tyranny of our government and health advisors
has grieved me deeply! Family members against family members....the list goes on!

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65301

Can't travel eat in restaurants

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65302

How has it not??

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65303

Lost jobs, family mental struggle, loss of school time…2 years of missed time and events.
Discrimination and more.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65304

My childrens education has been affected. They have had to wear masks in school, this is
abuse. I have had to tell work my private medical information. Its corruption and corrosion at
the most. I don't want my children to grown up in a society like this. I say no to communism.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65305

I have been separated from my extended family for almost 2 years due to an inability to cross
the border without quarantining.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65306

It has not.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65307

Mental health, Financially

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65308

My husband and I lost our jobs and my son was forced to receive it to go to school, he got
sick from having to take it, feels abused and actually as if his integrity as person has been
taken from him Like soul or mind rape. My daughter struggles to find a job as she is not
jabbed, she finished graduate studies, needs to find a work ...all this has a negative effect on
all of us everywhere.Creates much more harm than good. My children know of a lot of young
people who took their own lives because of this draconic covid nonsense , lies and deceit. The
people who enforced this will pay the price, for there is a judgement day coming!! Repent is
what we all need to do now!!!

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65309

Depression and ongoing family stress.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65310

It brought a bunch of stupid truck drivers to town.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65311

I lost my business and my husband is a volunteer firefighter who was mandated to vax and
now he is sick

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65312

I need my children too be children again, I have lost so much income and the mental health of
this is over bearing.

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65313

Limited travel and church and family gatherings

2/18/2022 2:58 PM

65314

I feel as a comprised elder who has MS who had one vaccine which took six weeks before
having enough energy to start rebuilding my strength side effect pounding headache for four
days vomiting chills no appetite brain fog soar arm there is no way I would follow the mandate
for two vaccines I feel as if I am a second class citizen even if I had two vaccines I would
never agree too a passport 69 years old this fall I am depressed because of all the mandates
not allowing me freedom of choice I sit and stress about my kids and grandkids who have lost
there freedom of choice… I had Covid January 2021 no way too test then plain and simple I

2/18/2022 2:57 PM
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want my freedom to come and go as I please I never wore a mask before the mandate they
are not needed need our government to release me from their control
65315

I have lost my job, my sister had a major adverse reaction to the vaccine and is still dealing
with it 8 months later, I am tired of isolation, hatred and divine ness by the PM and caucus,
businesses I know have closed.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65316

Negligibly I believe that the Trudeau government is falling in line with the dictates of the world
economic forum. The government is not a true representation of the will of the people.
Mainstream news media does not give a balanced View.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65317

It has devastated my family. My niece died of a drug overdose, my first cousin died from
kidney failure because my aunt was too afraid to take her to the hospital. I had two surgeries
to remove cancer and I wasn’t allowed to have any family or loved ones be there to support
me. My emotional health and well-being has suffered greatly. My adult kids live with me, they
too are battling depression, they have been ostracized from friends because of their views.
This has devastated so many Canadians. Shame on this corrupt govt. It has negatively
impacted me at work. I am not taking the vaccine for my personal reasons and now I have to
go through invasive rapid testing in order to keep my job. This has caused me a great deal of
distress. I am so angry and so frustrated. I’m living in fear of losing my job and possibly my
home.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65318

Hardly at all. It's made me appreciate community, service and cooperation.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65319

Trust in gov't & allopathic Dr.s gone

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65320

Which one?

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65321

It has put me in a depression thanks to this awful government

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65322

Being stressed out.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65323

Feeling like a prisoner in my own country. Terrible offended by our prime minister
characterization of regular Canadians. I have become a home body feeling anxious about the
future and incredibly worried about the Country my kids will be left with

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65324

I was fired from my job at Legal Aid Saskatchewan for not disclosing my vax status and not
submitting to testing. It has created separation among family members.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65325

It saved my life and protected my family.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65326

It has protected my family and friends.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65327

Closed and destroyed a business I started 12 years ago. Negatively impacted my physical and
mental health. Destroyed relationships with long standing friends and clients. I have been the
recipient of verbal and written abuse and bullying. My mom took ill suddenly last year, died
very soon afterwards, I could not be there in her final weeks, hours, months (as she lived in
the UK) and I LITERALLY had to watch her die and get buried ON VIDEO, this is not
acceptable, for anyone to go through that, we were not geographically close but we were
emotionally close. We lost 3 parents and 2 uncles (all who live in the UK) in the space of 20
months and had to watch four of those funerals on video. I am attempting to turn a side
hustle/hobby into a business and the shops being restricted to only what the premier deemed
"essential" meant that I was unable to fill orders as packaging and supplies were deemed, by
him anyway, as not essential so I lost orders. Vax passports meant that farmers markets and
craft fairs had reduced capacity due to only vaxxed being allowed in, or allowed as vendors,
reducing the number of customers you got put in front of you, others who were vaxxed didn't
go because they did not support the restrictions, social acitivities reduced because of
restrictions on who can go to certain places.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65328

Kept me safe, kept my family safe, kept me away from deaths.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65329

It’s not freedom.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65330

The messaging of the government has resulted in significant fear in the family. Son and wife
have significant fear doing anything. Son has been inside (literally) for 2 years. 26 year old
son's anxiety would not allow him to continue working - fear of COVID. Because of the anxiety
created, Dr. recommended he leave his work. As a result Mom and Dad ae supporting him.
COvid has had a large impact on my wife. Anxiety increased and she was following absolutely
every step recommended - but fear held her from going out even applying masks, social

2/18/2022 2:57 PM
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distancing, antiseptics, etc. My grandson (3 years old) will be starting kindergarten next year,
but has no social skills because he has not been able to have social experiences with other
kids. My education Non-profit has almost had to close because we cannot meet youth in
classroom settings.
65331

It’s kept my family from being together.. my mental health, my children’s education many parts
of my life have been affected

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65332

not at all

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65333

Had to move from my province to be closer to my son cause I never got to see him for 2yrs

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65334

Not being there when my dad pasted away not being able to be with family grandchildren

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65335

Negatively in every way imaginable.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65336

The mandates have caused significant financial hardship to the point where my home will be
foreclosed. I’m ready to commit suicide!

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65337

Mental health on my community has declined, pressure on job and incomes reduced, children
severely affected by school policies.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65338

Bad. Missed funerals. Have difficulty with masks

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65339

Divided families and friends.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65340

My family and I have been treated as second classes citizens!!! No restaurants, school field
trips canceled....also my youngest a few months back had surgery and I was so scared to say
something against “their” mandates aka vaccines because they were doing surgery on him!!
They wouldn’t let me walk him down to surgery and be there when he woke up because of our
choice!! He’s 12!! I had to wait in his room till they brought him up!! Thankfully at that point I
was allowed to be in the hospital!! I felt bad for the nurses because there was so much
confusion...did we have to mask in our room did we not!!! It was when nurses were being let
go!

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65341

Terrible family arguments unable to visit elderly no weddings can’t attend 3 funerals a friend
couldn’t be with his mother when she died then no service allowed. This needs to stop

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65342

Completely, it has forced me to put a vaccine in my body and my son’s body when I did not
want it as I am a sufferer of MS and my son has severe ADHD, Autism amongest other health
issues. I was placed in a situation that if we wanted to continue with our autism services then
our son needed to be vaccinated and as a parent how could I vaccinated my child with doing
so myself as I have to escort him. Right after that I was faced with notification by my
employer that my job was on the line as it was a DND contract that mandated vaccination to
be employed on it else I would be terminated. I have a mortgage, car payment, therapy
payments for my son, groceries… who can survive without employment. My family is broken,
destroyed. I no longer have a brother as we have terminated all relations when he verbally
attacked my daughter online when she voiced her opinion on mandates. I no longer trust
government or media and have removed television from my home. My government wants to
enslave me or wants me dead, they no longer represent Canada, they represent Communism. I
have a granddaughter born in this pandemic and because of this she’s 2 and doesn’t speak
words because she’s not experiencing socialization or seeing peoples mouths move. This
mandate has removed my will to live. This is no life, this is no Canada, this is fucking Hell.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65343

Doing my part to help end the pandemic

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65344

Depression

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65345

It has kept me from getting COVID

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65346

I’ve lost my job, my grandfather moved into a seniors facility and passed away after doing 3 14
day isolations. Without us being aloud to see him. My children are behind in school. And I feel
my personal basic freedom of choice over our bodies have been stripped from us. We’ve lost
out on work, 1000’s of Dollars in tickets and planned holidays unrefunded. And now a
government who won’t even take a listen. My heart is broken for our Country.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65347

Financial, social

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65348

There is not enough space to write all the things. I can tell you I was denied proper health care
at a hospital due to an asthma attack, because instead of giving me oxygen they tried to give

2/18/2022 2:57 PM
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me covid treatment. My covid test was negative. There is an agenda here. And it is not a
pandemic. There is only one covid room in the emergency, and it was empty. With my own two
eyes I witnessed what was actually happening. Many of my family members are suffering and
I am myself. This needs to end now. Many people are suffering. People can't see their families
or go to work. Our children don't see faces. This is wrong. It's about power and greed and
everyone can see right through the game.
65349

Very disruptive and very destructive and alot ofdiscrimination . Hasn't helped one bit.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65350

Cost me my mental health

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65351

MANY Freedoms lost, far too much government overreach, the freedom to choose what is
injected into my body. Anxiety and depression due to the constant lies government, politicians,
Heath officials and mainstream media have been telling for 2 years straight since “two weeks
to flatten the curve” not to mention the loss of work in order to provide. The constant name
calling by the prime minister of this country is also disgusting.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65352

I am tested every 48 hrs for not disclosing my personal health information to my employer it
costs me time and money

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65353

It has affected me financially and psychologically

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65354

Brought a lot of division and stress among family and friends . Lots of fear and anxiety

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65355

Mandates have affected my ability to socialize with the few people I like as I don’t get to
socialize at work. I experience panic attacks when wearing a mask for longer periods of time
and so there is even less I can do.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65356

Not at all

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65357

I work with them to stay safe

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65358

Kept my child under five safe

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65359

I lost two of my children by not be able to get them timely medical care due to evolving
restrictions Fuck the mandates

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65360

The mandates have effected my life negatively. My family has been at odds. My mental health
had been an all time low. The uncertainty has effected my young daughters life and mental
health. She hasnt been able to see her father had much as she needs to. Regularity and
routine is essential for children's education, health, and growth.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65361

I’m grateful that myself and my loved ones all survived a global pandemic thanks to science.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65362

The illegal and unjustified mandates have severely impacted the lives of my family members.
Young generation has suffered the most. Childhood destroyed, education destroyed, carriers
destroyed, the basic necessities of life taken away, the source of income taken away .. mental
and physical wellbeing damaged, family members are being kept apart and suffering. Our
governments and health authorities have inflicted immeasurable suffering on all, young and
old, without a justifiable reason. This tyranny MUST STOP NOW!!!

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65363

o

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65364

Negatively. Mandated to recieve the vaccine or loose everything. Divorce...My youngest child
has contemplated suicide multiple times. Now seeing a therapist. Oldest child was robbed of
his best years in school and now does not want to attend post secondary education until
mandates are gone. There are so many other reasons why these mandates need to end.
Peaceful assembly is now a inditable offense but yet so many other assemblies full of
violence and looting is looked over.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65365

Kept me safe - also most mandates are provincial not federal

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65366

The mandates have caused division between families and long time friends, the results could
lasting.In short the governments behaviour since the start of the pandemic has been
disastrous.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65367

I no longer go out as I won’t support any businesses using vaxports

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65368

Terribly. No longer live in a free democratic society.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65369

Being jabbed twice it has effected my immune system and in my family there is now heart

2/18/2022 2:57 PM
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problems.
65370

Mental health trauma for the whole family.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65371

It has divided my family and stigmatized my children. The measures were way more damaging
than the risk of the virus itself.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65372

Restricted travel, restricted gatherings.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65373

Which ones? They have all played their part in keeping Canadians healthy. It’s too bad that a
small minority of people just don’t give a rat’s ass about anyone but themselves & refuse to do
their civic duty. Instead, they choose to follow memes and posts on social media.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65374

Mandates have taken away my ability to work and a healthy lifestyle

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65375

Have not seen my twin sibling in 2 years!! Have not been able to travel in two years!
Depression.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65376

Suicidal and tore up my family

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65377

Minimally, it's more the trajectory that needs to switch in regards as to where things are
heading both legally and politically. The Canadian Charter of Rights needs to be upfront and
center as a guiding force moving forward.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65378

I have been ostracized and ridiculed by friends because of decision to take control of my own
body, I have been banned from fitness facilities and other venues, still cannot go home to UK
to finalize my Mum’s ashes from her passing in 2020, my mental health has declined greatly,
haven’t been able to see a Doctor and slipped through the cracks with some health conditions
and am now suffering because of it, constantly harassed about not getting the “vaccine” and
feel like a second class citizen in a supposedly free country where everyone is supposed to be
equal.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65379

Many many affects. From socializing to work and everything in between. I work with special
needs individuals and have witnessed much harm to this community due to vaxx reactions.

2/18/2022 2:57 PM

65380

Impacted our mental health negatively and severely. Handicapped our children in regard to
social expectations and relationships.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65381

It’s isolated & divided me from family and friends, making me feel like a second rate citizen of
Canada. Individual views are vilified and mocked. The pride I once held as a Canadian has
been shattered and only recently partly restored by the actions of the Freedom Convoy 2022

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65382

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65383

Has divided many friends and family members. Many have lots jobs and businesses

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65384

My spouse is immunocomprimised. As a result, I have to be very careful about exposure.
When I see unmasked people in stores, etc., I am very upset.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65385

It has helped keep vulnerable people in my community alive.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65386

My mental health has deteriorated because I am unable to see my friends for the most part.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65387

It hasn't

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65388

Sad

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65389

They have kept my family and I from getting a bad case of Covid

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65390

I have lost my job I’m depressed you can’t go anywhere without wearing a mask! Covid is the
flu!

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65391

I have lost my restaurant, it has decided me and my family. It has affected my daughter's
mental health and mad her resort to drug to help manage her life but only made it worst. It has
made me depressed everyday I have trouble going out even to do my shopping ,

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65392

Separation with wife.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65393

not been able to have funerals and going to the hospital to visit our sick

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65394

I’m no longer allowed to take part in children sports. Use to coach minor hockey not even
allowed in the rink.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM
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65395

Loss of family relationship, loss of friendships, loss of my job for being unvaccinated,
depression, children depression, children issue with learning because of lack of school,
children excluded from societies and activities for being unvaccinated, can’t travel within my
own country or abroad

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65396

Lost everything

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65397

its been hell. sick friends and many friends sick for the vaccine

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65398

I am a prisoner in my homeland… lots of anxiety and no being able to visit family ..

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65399

Fear for my (vaccinated ) families life; vaccine harm; long term effects. I believe my 19 yr old
son was vax harmed. I’ve lost friends. I have mental health issues escalating …. They have
also helped me strengthen myself, my faith , my body physically & mentally. My life is more
soul aligned. My friendships stronger.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65400

Wrecked my marriage children will die early death due to gene therapy or VAIDS or
worse...affected me in making a living for my family

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65401

Division among friends and family, Unsecure work life, children cant socially develop properly,
cant engage in community activities, no travel, no extra-carriculars for kids, increased hate on
all sides, distrust in government, living in an authoritarian dictatorship.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65402

I list my gainful employment at 63 years old when I was doing so well, I don’t have enough
time to train for employment

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65403

No at all

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65404

A small sacrifice to make to save countless lives of the more vulnerable and the unvaccinated

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65405

the limitations for not being vaccinated make me feel like a secondary citizen. Was not able to
visit with my sick relatives in Europe

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65406

It has limited myself outside contact with my fellow Canadians. l continue to maintain a bubble
of who l see and when!

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65407

These mandates have caused division and hate amongst Canadians. They have caused
serious mental illness is many Canadians, including children. Suicide rates are rapidly
increasing. People are losing or have lost their business, employment, family, friends, children
can't socialize outside of cohorts at school, the right to extra circular activities, unvaccinated
parents can't watch their child play sports, our elderly are dying alone without their families
surrounding them. These mandates have ruined hundreds of thousands of lives. They have
divided our country and caused hate. They need to end now.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65408

Job loss, suicidal thoughts, discriminated against, harassed

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65409

Not able to see friends and family. Not able to comfort friends in the hospital. Not free.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65410

It has restricted me from working in the USA and to travel.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65411

Sometimes white supremacist assholes call my family "niggers" when they see them wearing
masks in public.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65412

Very bad for our mental health!

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65413

Cannot go to gym, pool, spa, everything I did to keep my happy and sane. Miss opportunities
to see friends and family

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65414

I cannot travel anywhere

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65415

Loss of friendships and divisions among people and depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65416

Social, work, travel, shopping, friend, family and relationship problems

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65417

Kept me safe at work

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65418

Negatively, I lost my grandmother to mandates. Mental health hasn't been the greatest. My
wife and family have suffered.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65419

Exactly this! The mandates have caused depression, anxiety, loss of wages. Covid hasn’t
affected my life!

2/18/2022 2:56 PM
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65420

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65421

It has caused fear and division in my loved ones

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65422

Fuck the honkies. I left my home because it was unlivable. Mandates have had ZERO impact
on my life.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65423

Severe depression and anxiety for my whole family.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65424

Feel isolated , can’t be with love ones when they die or at anytime be with family, stigmatized ,
oppressed , mask has caused health issues

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65425

I lost my job and spun into major depression

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65426

It has turned me into an anxious wreck. Being told for 2 years that if you follow the guidelines
you will be good and now we now the vaccines don’t work. Let’s get on with life so people can
get their sanity back.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65427

Isolation, depression, anxiety, loss of trust in the Government.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65428

Not myself but my husband who is not vaxxed,can't go out with him as a couple because I'm
vaxxed and he is not.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65429

Mandates are put in place for the better good. Happy to look after my community.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65430

Beyond measure, as parents and caregivers, this disgusting web of lies will take decades to
heal and repair. What it has done is opened the eyes of many to the mafia mess we have.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65431

Complete segregation, without any data being disclosed, based solely on medical choice of a
person. It has divided my family and caused undo stress and anxiety without any scientific
support.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65432

Mental health, kids, life!

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65433

Mask for our selves and our children have noticeably cause breathing issue even when they
are off. Education has declined dramatically as they are more focussed on enforcing masks
and distancing than the actual education. Taking away Peoples ability to make decisions or
think on their own has made them more reluctant to make their own educated decisions. As for
proof of vaccination or negative testing it has caused drastic division between people whether
it be in schools, communities, etc.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65434

Socially, morally, unhealthy, overreaching of government, untrust of doctors and seeing so
much hate and fear in people!

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65435

No socialization for my children, job loss, isolation, depression, anxiety, financially

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65436

Immensely, but I see the need

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65437

Depression Loss of personal relationship Loss of income Loss of family time Loss of saying
goodbye to a loved one Rescheduled events

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65438

Protected me from Covid 19

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65439

Hate

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65440

Made it safer!

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65441

It has made it safer.

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65442

In every way

2/18/2022 2:56 PM

65443

Parent died alone, children with depression. Lost hours at work. Not seeing my family due to
restrictions.

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65444

It has Divided the people of are country

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65445

Stop us from attending our pool 4 times a week every week. Haven't been able to get to the
movies, haven't been able to spend any time with my sister in a home, haven't been able to
have a real family dinner. My family is divided. Not restaurants. Lost a% ofbmy lung capacity
do to being forced to use a mask. Gained 30lbs because of the restrictions. My mental health
is suffering.

2/18/2022 2:55 PM
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65446

Job loss, mental strain, inability to access services

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65447

I'm sick because of it .I have neurological problem.I do not fell good since I got first doze

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65448

Protected me from getting Covid19

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65449

Un bearable

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65450

Affected my family causing divorce

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65451

I am a prisoner in my home besides work snd grocery stores.

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65452

I worked as a correctional officer for 28 years gor the federal government. I am on leave
without pay for not taking the jab. I have a mask exemption. The staff in Canadian Tire called
the police on me as I would not wear a mask. I am banned for life from shopping there.

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65453

I’ve never had so much dept

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65454

Might lose my 6 figure job. Not allowed to go to the gym. Cannot compete in triathlons in my
own province or Quebec. My kids can't go to the movies with their friends

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65455

fall to get see others in a normal way eg. seeing children in mask for no good reason.

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65456

It has had a severely negative impact on my entire family!

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65457

My 13 yr old got kicked out of Bantam AA hockey, kicked out of his hockey academy( his
school!!!) I have not been able to register my 3 other children in any activities because I am
not allowed in!! I had to pull my 3 kids out of school as I refuse to have them muzzled at
school and not be able to breath properly! I am not allowed in any gym! We are not allowed in
any arena, restaurant. This has greatly affected our mental health and well being!

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65458

Traveling about town, etc.

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65459

Depression

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65460

Lost job due to restrictions mandates and no need for so many employees. Then I tried to start
a business and it was shut down due to increased mandates now bankrupt and trying to piece
together after two years of constant economic assault

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65461

My family is suicidal over mandates and divided over vaccines and masks. We’ve lost our
company and we are on the verve of bankruptcy

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65462

It has split my relationships with family and friens

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65463

It has stoped my wife from being able to say good bye to her grandmother who just passed

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65464

Family relationships have been damaged , lost a job cause of refusing to be vaccinated !
Children’s jobs and ability to earn an honest living to pay their newly acquired house bills
threatened because of personal Choice !!! So sick and tired of not being able to see people’s
smiling faces !!! Especially children!!! It has been extremely difficult to watch seniors being
deeply effected from loneliness!!! And the personal touch !! It is a crying shame that so many
have passed away alone !!! Due to depression and mental illness , NOT covid ! We have sadly
experienced segregation not even being able to watch our own son play hockey cause we can’t
go into the arena or a restaurant !!! Enough of the tyrannical restrictions !!! My father fought in
a war for our freedom !!! And freedom needs to reign again !!!

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65465

Iam retired so not to bad. Easy for me to do what I felt is safe

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65466

Day to day not much because I live in a rural area, but I cannot fly to visit my children and
grandchildren, cannot go out to eat, cannot go into anywhere without a mask.

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65467

Fired from healthcare Struggling to pay bills Afraid of my government

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65468

Imposed charter if rights

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65469

They suck but they’re necessary because I don’t want my parents or anyone I know dying of
COVID. Because I’m not a selfish dick.

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65470

I am vaccinated..! However lockdowns and mandates have caused depressions and Anxiety.
This about freedom. Also, sadly we have a divided country. No more brotherly love.

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65471

Conflicts with friends, family separation. Loss of advancement in learning for grandkids.

2/18/2022 2:55 PM
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65472

Made it a bit scary and lonely for close contact with dear ones but by following what has been
requested I am safe and healthy

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65473

Increased anxiety, depression, family rifts, neighbors against neighbors

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65474

Lost both jobs, no real income since early November. Had to consolidate and could lose my
home. That be 3 ( a mom and 2 kids) out in the street. If you know the Yukon there is ZERO
housing

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65475

Many film production companies operating in BC have mandated vaccines including ny
subsequent boosters. I've lost work because it goes against my values

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65476

Too many restrictions and the vaccines didn’t help anyone

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65477

Mandates have reduced many social opportunities but have helped keep me and my family
safe. I prioritize my health and well being over short term social opportunities.

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65478

Complete loss of Freedom and family, people, connections

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65479

it has helped to protect my family!!

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65480

Short explanation- everything has changed, can't do anything for fun activities, total bullshit to
be honest

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65481

I've experience alienation from family and friends and lost all confidence in the government and
its trustworthiness and all cconfidence in rule of law.

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65482

Kept me safe from COVID. Kept my loved ones safe from COVID. Saved multiple lives.
Decreased anxiety.

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65483

Without getting into detail, simply put.. negatively, and not just for myself but my entire family.

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65484

Too much

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65485

Myself and my 3 kids have been segregated from society completely by the Vax passes

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65486

Depression, isolation, loss of job, loss of income

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65487

Isolation, anxiety, breathing problems because of masks, many places I cannot go to
anymore, separation from and conflict with family and friends.

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65488

I have been unable to get medical care and haven't been able to spend quality time with my
family!!!

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65489

Loss of freedom, ( that says almost everything) job uncertainty and possible soon loss due to
inability to travel , isolation, no travel outside our country. All the lockdowns, ( everything
connected to that), loss of friends . Segregation from family and friends. A dangerous spike
protein now in my blood from shedding from vaXed friends and family in close proximity which
has led to shedding injury, compromised immunity problems. Had to take TWO antibiotics to
deal with infection that should have been simple healing of wound. Loss of elderly mother who
we took to hospital in ambulance 3 times in 2021… each within days after each shot. She was
isolated from most of our family. This is a “planned demic” and a bio weapon upon the planet
planned by the global predators which is including the WORLD ECONOMIC FORUM, the
foundations like the Bill and Melinda Gates foundation, the pharmaceutical giants, politicyy it’s
a posing as health authorities, social media and the Internet, all main stream media such as
television, massive censorship of the truth, health association across the globe, and massive
numbers of politicians who are part of this scam.

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65490

Depressing

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65491

Mentally

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65492

I have to wear masks. No more than that.

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65493

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65494

Beyond the damage it has caused my children, my family, my business to go through
extremely challenging times. We have been segregated from society, anxiety levels have
increased, our mental health has seen stronger days. We haven’t been able to travel to visit
friends and family as we are prisoners in our own “free” country. The positive side is standing

2/18/2022 2:55 PM
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fast in our beliefs and following the real scientists and doctors, we have had no “c”, we are
healthy and strong and free as we can be.
65495

A little quiter

2/18/2022 2:55 PM

65496

unable to travel, enter all businesses because of my own choices involving my body and
health conditions

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65497

It’s been a mess. It has divided people

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65498

Ok

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65499

I am unable to participate in public services that I pay for with tax dollars. I cannot take my
children out to eat, swim, skate, movies etc. I can however shop shop shop at all the box
stores. This makes absolutley NO SENSE. I am having to homeschool my children so they
are not negatively affected by wearing masks all day long nor be denied seeing the faces
around them for normal social and mental development. Enough. This has to end NOW.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65500

Unable to freely enjoy life.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65501

I now have social anxiety

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65502

They have taken away my freedom to do as I choose

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65503

Since the beginning of this, myself and my sons have both struggled, with jobs and their
mental health. With all of this it has put immense amounts of pressure on families and friends
and the social aspect of our day to day lives. It is supposed to be a freedom of choice not the
governments freedom to chose for me. This is out of control and before things completely
crumble we need to have this stopped.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65504

Has made my family and I safer and kept us healthy

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65505

Lots of anixity

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65506

Significantly ... what do you think!?

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65507

Hard to go out with mask on because it agrivates my asthma and anxiety. I don't go out
because I'm depressed all the time not being able to do what I want when I want without being
an outcast

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65508

I have been in isolation. I am fine with this as (a) I am at risk, and (b) it helps protect members
of my community at higher risk.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65509

The recent mandates have added a lot of unnecessary hostility and stress to my life.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65510

It has keep my immune compromised body safe. I miss friends and family during winter but we
meet up outside when the weather gets warm. But they are all still alive, but I worry if they
have health problems and the hospital cannot help them because the icus are full of unvaxed
people. My info is coming from the 3 icu nurses in my family so their is no reason for them to
lie, they are exhausted.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65511

Very negativly. It has turned us into victims by removing our rights to travel and participate in
society. It has caused a great amount of worry regarding loved ones being vaccinated and
what their future health outlook will be.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65512

I have been made a second class citizen, discriminated against; unable to do my required
physio in pools, see friends and family in hospitals and stopped from traveling to see my brain
injured daughter in Ontario. I have natural immunity to the first Wuhan wave and recently to
Delta. This needs to stop.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65513

Lost many months of work

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65514

It's an understandable if frustrating but it's the situation we have.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65515

Initially, I had no problem complying with masks & social distancing because I felt they
protected me. However, it is important to review these mandates as time & situations dictate.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65516

The inability to visit with our seniors, with our families. The closeness that we used to have
and feel.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65517

Kept myself and elderly mother safe

2/18/2022 2:54 PM
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65518

saved me from risking my immunocompromised daughter

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65519

How life looking like prison.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65520

Substantial loss of income, decreased social life and overall life quality

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65521

Loss of lives of relatives, friends & associates. Collateral losses of employment and business.
LOSS OF UNALIENABLE RIGHTS!

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65522

Me and my family couldn't socialize like before and has been temporarily laid off from work.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65523

I feel like I'm just another blob in the world. I can not even talk to my family about anything.
The mandate doesn't want me to see my family and now I can not even feel a certain way
because of this crap end all the mandates let us live our peaceful lives as they are meant to
be lived not controlled

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65524

Can't take kids to recreation centres because of vaccination status

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65525

Job insecurity, inconsistent school for our kids, increased stress for us and our kids,
friendships ended, feeling secluded and divided.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65526

HAs caused mental anxiety and no faith in the health system or the government

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65527

I have not been able to work in my self-employment. I have gone into debt. I am feeling
depressed and hopeless and lost my sense of purpose. My health has deteriorated. I have lost
many good friends.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65528

I have felt safer, and have not gotten sick at all since they went into affect ( no COVID-19, no
flu, not even a cold). As someone with asthma, vaccination has positively affected my health.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65529

Loss of parental support and control in my children’s lives, loss of access to everyday
freedoms and luxuries, severe taxation of our mental health, inability to travel and the list goes
on!!!

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65530

Turned our country into a concentration camp

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65531

removed my rights as a human being and as a Canadian citizen

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65532

Not goodcouldnt see any family members in confinement or dying members of families

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65533

Total division of family and friends

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65534

depression, job loss, loss of freedom, lack of social activity, worried for my kids future,
drinking more

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65535

It has destroyed friendships, caused social isolation, caused physical injury or illness to family
members and friends, barred participation in traditional community events and created many
sleepless nights due to stress and depression.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65536

I had an adverse reaction to my first dose of vaccine but public health deemed it not severe
enough to warrant an exemption of a second dose. I have been living in fear of having to get
the second dose in order to return to work to support my family. I’ve never felt so low.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65537

Cannot travel/go to unessencial places

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65538

It's affected everything . My kids lives, school, jobs . Everything

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65539

i cant travel, go out to eat , movies , swiming , sporting events ect

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65540

The constant message of fear, lonliness, job losses, have all hurt our family and other loved
ones. People should have been able to manage their own level or risk without government
mandates.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65541

It has taken away my God Given freedoms and rights, leaving me to feel like I'm less than an
ordinary citizen.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65542

It has affected everyone in one form or another

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65543

I have dental problems from wearing a mask all the time. I'm missing out on watching my
younger siblings and nieces and nephews grow up. I can no longer help my mother who has
MS. I've lost friends. All because of these mandates and because I work in a grocery store so
I have been working throughout this pandemic.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM
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65544

Depression, segregation, loss of proper income

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65545

It has put me in fear for myself my family my freedom. I feel we are at the point of ONE
WORLD GOVERNMENT. God help those who want this to happen.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65546

closed my business, divided my friends and family, couldn't go to a restaurant/movie/gym, all
for a virus with a 99.9% recovery rate.

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65547

Stressed out !!!

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65548

Many ways, the hardest for me is as a nurse looking after dementia patients, awful for them
not to see faces for YEARS now

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65549

Too many easy to begin to say. Worst two years in the history of Canada. And so unnecessary
!

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65550

Saved lives

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65551

unable to travel freely. unable to visit family, loved ones, ill friends etc. enjoy social events.
prevented our garden club to function. took away our right of freedom of choice. changed
Canada into a dictatorship. divided our country. instilled negativity. created hardships. caused
suicides anger, overdoses, unnecessary deaths

2/18/2022 2:54 PM

65552

It has affected me mentally and financially. I haven’t been able to go out to anything except
necessities, my income is down and I feel depressed and without hope at the current state of
our country.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65553

I didn’t because I don’t comply

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65554

Lost my job in the hospital laboratory. Lost two years of life. Lost confidence in Public health
and government not following science. Want my human rights back.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65555

I lost respect for the government, for the sake of my mental health I don’t follow them. If I
followed the mandates I would loose my will to live. I use logic and common sense to choose
how I live, the mandates are insane!

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65556

First I had a bad reaction from second vacine...still after 8 months has gotten worse I work at
long term care and masks have caused health issues Mandates have caused friend break ups
and some family divides.I will not get a 3rd vacine and my dr.said I would lose my job. People
close to me have lost their Gov. Jobs of 28 years one is a single Mom. Some people I know
couldn't go to University and didn"t have a proper Grad. When I had my reaction which was 16
minutes after my 2nd shot...the health care has done minimal to help me and yet expect me to
get a third dose. People around me were overly fearful and many celebrations were cancelled
because of the mandate law. Funerals were postponed. So ready to get our lives back and
work on our health.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65557

I’ve lost friends and family because of the government dividing the country!

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65558

There is not one mandate. They are varied from province to province. Public health should be
informed by science and evidence, not public health. Vaccines, masking and ventilation keep
people safe.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65559

It has been lonely, lost job, loss of liberty and being able to see family with isolation. IT IS
WRONG

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65560

Kept me from getting sick due to unvaccinated morons

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65561

Still alive

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65562

It has divided us. Have lost friends because of my choices. Anxious and fearful at times. Kids
have definitely lost out on sports. Toddlers are behind in speech and play, etc..

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65563

Horribly, my family no longer speaks to each other. We were all very close and did lots
together. It’s very sad. We suffer with depression now.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65564

I'm thinking about suicide daily!

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65565

Have no life now

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65566

Lost my job, mental health issues, social issues, financial problems. Depression, anxiety,
weight gain, lack of sleep, stress. Etc...

2/18/2022 2:53 PM
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65567

Our kids have lost doing things they enjoyed, sports, clubs, being kids. We all have been
excluded and segregated from family, friends and community. Our mental health has been
impacted, my husband is not able to find a job, we have lost precious time living that we can
never get back.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65568

Stressed,family member was vaccinated and now suffers a vaccine injury. Now I have to
watch while nothing can be done

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65569

Has turned families against each other, and were not able to say a proper goodbye to dying
brother.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65570

It has completely taken the mental health from my wife and I dealing with all the stress of the
changing science day to day. Then when concerned citizens decided to protest.. our
government decided to put an emergency act out and then BEAT AND ARREST PEACEFUL
PROTESTORS NOT RISSISTING ARREST! You should all be ashamed of yourselves.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65571

It has changed our way of life and relationships

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65572

It has restricted me from being there for friends and family in times of sickness and health,
also the ablilty to travel, entertainment, restaurants, sports, etc,..

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65573

this is very stressefull

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65574

Social discrimination & segregation has affected my anxiety and depression. Being attacked
foe my personal views by friends and strangers is heartbreaking. Watching my adult children
depressed and anxious & feeling like they have so no hope for the future is heartbreaking.
These mandates are dividing our country and it’s is horrific!

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65575

Im surprised Trudeau let any one from western canada live

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65576

It has caused a serious divide in our Country. People should have the choice to goes into their
body. Obviously.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65577

It has divided family and friends. have had family loose there employment . Isolation and not
being able to see family

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65578

My children are most affected due to school closures and masking causing unnecessary
stress in my household. I have also experienced being treated as a second class citizen
because I choose body autonomy over the deadly vaccine. The covid vaccine and boosters
killed my mother, I would never put that poison in me or my children. Trudeau NEEDS to be
fired or arrested for his crimes against humanity!

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65579

Kept me away from my mom when she was dieing My ability to fly to medical appointments

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65580

Didn’t like not being able to see family

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65581

sick family

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65582

Less ability to socialize

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65583

Threatened job loss. Discrimination. Hate.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65584

My brother is in a special care facility and has been under lockdown for months. Been so hard
for him and all of us.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65585

Limited my ability to travel, fine out with family and friends, restricted my grandkids from
participating as full members of a free democratic. society

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65586

Depression with no hope of why we are living if we can't be free

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65587

Yes, I am unable to visit my family in the USA. I have Heart disease, Pulmonary Fibrosis and
Kidney Disease. I am 79 years old and in 1979 I received a vaccine that I reacted badly too.
Doctor then said not to have any more vaccines.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65588

Made to feel like an outcast in my own country

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65589

Made it a lot harder!!

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65590

I have not let it affect me too much.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65591

Mandates have turned a beautiful, peaceful, free country into a scared, divided country . What
Trudeau has done is the same as what Hitler did.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM
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65592

Additional costs to provide employer proof of negative Covid test. Need to provide personal
health information to my employer. Etc…

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65593

Broken relationships. Mistrust of Doctors and Police and Government!

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65594

All of them.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65595

Cannot attend son's hockey games or take family out.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65596

Freedom to worship God blocked Friends don’t visit Health Separated from dear children and
grandchildren Missed funerals and weddings of dear friends Lots friends because of
differences of opinion List can go on….for a long time

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65597

I had to wear a mask outside

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65598

Caused a lot of concern and stress.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65599

Depression, not being able to do normal things and socialize.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65600

Side effects from first vaccine Loss of my job Can’t get exempted

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65601

I have no freedom left

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65602

It has been challenging, but necessary.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65603

It has caused more harm through division toxicity among family and community than the virus
ever could.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65604

It ruined my life.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65605

Can not take children swimming , or play sports , can not see my family on the other side of
Canada , have had people threaten , name call, limited job options, depression , child age 12
shunned , treated by others like lesser , traumatized by the Canadian government, called racist
over and over again . So much emotional pain and suffering since sept 2021 it’s been the most
difficult time even harder then 2020

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65606

Job loss. Financial struggle/worry/mental health. Divide in friends/family.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65607

Massive stress!!

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65608

It has not

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65609

Have been turned down twice for job interviews

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65610

Not much.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65611

I was forced to take a vaccine that has now proved to be harmful to alot of people

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65612

In so many ways. I've lost family members, I've lost my baby shower, my 30th birthday, my 2
year old is about to grow up in this horrible world. Its time to end this NOW

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65613

It has improved my life, because I can feel safe in indoor spaces.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65614

Having to be locked in my home, testing and being unable to access public venues or
socializing

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65615

Not in the least.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65616

Can't travel to visit family. My children can't play sports, causing anxiety and depression. Has
negatively impacted my marriage.

2/18/2022 2:53 PM

65617

Put me in a mental state where i have considered suicide

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65618

Currently on leave without pay

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65619

Loss of contact with friends amd family. Division in my community. Favorite gym amd
restaurants own by local families have closed . My son has lost his job. The inflation is at q
poi t where I'll jave to choose heat or food

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65620

it has kept me and my family safe

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65621

Truck off

2/18/2022 2:52 PM
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65622

Obviously everyone is fed up with this pandemic. It affects people physically, mentally,
emotionally. BUT I 100% support the medical authorities and their decisions moving forward.
They ARE the experts in the field - they know what's best for Canada to get through this.

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65623

not at all

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65624

How hasn’t it would be the shorter answer

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65625

My children have missed out on so much the last 2 years and have developed anxiety
because of rules and masking in school. I want to be able to roam freely again without being
discriminated against for not having a vaccine that I do not believe in.

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65626

It’s affected travel and our usual order of business. We work from home. We got creative with
maintaining social contact by meeting out doors. The first year, before vaccinations was the
most restrictive. We recognize the mandates are needed during a crisis and just as they’ve
ended after the 1918 flu pandemic and the world wars, this too will come to an end. Hardest
part of all of it is the way it’s been politicized. To have ppl fight to NOT do what’s needed to
save our health care system and the lives of fellow Canadians is baffling.

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65627

My partner is on unpaid leave. I've been unable to see family and friends as much as I'd like.
We've been unable to eat in restaurants or go to events because of my partner's vaccine
status.

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65628

Loss of income..... social life.... loss of friends and family socially.....Unable to travel to visit
family.... and more

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65629

Kept me and my family safe

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65630

Made it more difficult

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65631

Lost my job, family is divided, missed out on a beautiful vacation and lost money on that.

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65632

As a stay at home mom, who is pregnant with my third child, I have been greatly effected. I
have not taken the vaccine and because of that have been forced to stay home in -20+
weather and have not been able to put my children in any extra curricular activities. This has
been very challenging to my mental health and the social health of my children.

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65633

Depressing

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65634

Very positively!!! I didn’t get covid nor did my friends and family members. One of which is
immunocompromised so it would have been really bad. Mandates definitely saved her life.

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65635

Taking away our freedoms

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65636

It brought a bunch of arseholes to my city who then occupied the downtown illegally for three
weeks.

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65637

Still alive

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65638

My daughters mental health has gone down hill.

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65639

I am a healthcare worker I am over worked and underpaid for a single woman. I am exhausted
mentally and physically. I feel I am in a bubble and can’t get out. No freedom at all!

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65640

My children are homeschooling, no social aspect for them, my family relationship has been
tarnished and unrepairable, there is depression from and the division.

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65641

Bankruptcy

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65642

They have taken everything from me. My kids social and mental health has been affected.
Their education has been disrupted and schools have become places where they are
discriminated against and stigmatized by both teachers and peers. They have lost the last two
years of their childhoods and coming of age rights of passage. We own a small business, and
have been on the brink of losing our livelihoods and all that he have worked for because of
mandates and restrictions. Relationships with family and friends have been broken beyond
repair. I have lost all faith in all our institutions - Mainstream media, financial institutions,
government at all levels, education, legal and law enforcement, medical - they are all corrupt
and broken. My mental and physical health have deteriorated significantly from feeling so
helpless and oppressed. I'm so tired of my voice not being heard and of being told I'm
misguided and alone. I'm tired of being lied to. I'm tired of being a second class citizen and told
that freedom is not a "right" but a "privilege". I want to watch my kids play sports again and

2/18/2022 2:52 PM
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have a family dinner without worrying about my neighbors reporting me. I want to go to the gym
again, and travel and eat at restaurants. I am tired of being told I'm a "racist" or "misogynist" or
"right-wing extremist" and that I don't believe in science or ANY of the other hateful labels that
have been thrown at me. NONE of them are true and they are extremely hateful. I am an
educated, law-abiding, hard-working Canadian. I don't even know why I am doing this survey
because I know it won't do ANYTHING but I am just so angry at the injustice and insanity of
what is happening in my country right now.
65643

Division, freedom of choice and rights

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65644

Interrupted travel. Isolated from ill family members. Reduced physical exercise. Medical
appointments cancelled and rescheduled many times. Moved to accommodate a very nervous
and fearful room mate. Limited my income.

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65645

Not allowed to travel and eat in restaurants and kept out of church

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65646

My personal rights & freedoms, the mental health & wellbeing of my children, not
understanding the lack of common sense in the government position & mandates

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65647

Loss of friendships, travel and job opportunities

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65648

In a negative way

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65649

The safety of the immunocompromised, infirmed, elderly and all Canadians is MUCH more
important than any affects the mandate might have on me. I've personally lost between
$10,000 and $20,000 in opportunities over the last 2 years, but this is much more important.
This is what it means to be Canadian. Standing up for the little guy- sometimes in ways the
little guy doesn't understand.

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65650

Relationally & emotionally- added isolation, division among friends and family. Economicallycrazy expensive groceries, and my husband is having trouble getting clients because people
can’t afford things anymore.

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65651

It has ended my career as a health care professional after a years of serving the public, in a
time where our health care system needs the most amount of doctors and nurses than ever.

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65652

In every way possble it has affected mentally physically emotionally and financially and the
whole world has lifted every mandate and Justin Trudeau is imposing it on dictatorial terms on
us Canadians against our free and God given charter of Rights and will. Please abolish the
Emergency Act immediately and lift all mandates immediately and permanently for the
common good of Canadians and human beings as a whole.

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65653

2 years no employment, 2 years in jail in my house. Fuck Trudeau and his globalist scum bag
overlords.

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65654

Isolation

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65655

I have 2 businesses that have been totally impacted by this pandemic

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65656

Prisoner in my country

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65657

My business has suffered

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65658

Has destroyed my family. I haven't seen my step children in 4 months, my family cannot all
get together anymore as the difference in opinion has divided us. My child cannot participate in
extra curricular activities. I have had friends commit suicide due to lockdowns. I am required to
test 3x a week for work because my dr is worried about losing license if she gives me an
exemption.

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65659

Very much

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65660

isolation and depression

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65661

Lost my job

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65662

Tiring, inconvenience , embarrassing.

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65663

made it safer for my cancer survivor mom and sister in keeping incel spit away from them with
masks and keeping me from needing theirs or others spaces in the hospital by being in prime
health but fully vaccinated to prevent serious complications in myself and wasting our precious
health systems space and time i give a shit rather than spray my spit !

2/18/2022 2:52 PM
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65664

Not allowed to work, or go into restaurants without a negative Rapid Test, that I have to pay for
out of my pocket. I’m discriminated in public because I chose not to get the vaccine.

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65665

cant visit mother , work down 90 percent

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65666

Not able to meet with family or meeting my new grandson

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65667

I am vaccinated but refuse to use the passport system and I've been outcast from society.

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65668

I’m every way

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65669

I lost a grandchild because of the vaccine!

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65670

I can not be with my elderly parents. I have less work and am not compensated. I am effected
by all the sad stories I hear from friends and clients how this has impacted their lives and
livelihoods.

2/18/2022 2:52 PM

65671

I don't feel free

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65672

Made family members sick from injection Social segregation Pitted family and friends against
each other Affected income

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65673

violated our basic rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65674

No visiting family and friends. Freedom of choice. Worshiping.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65675

Duh, we have a dictatorship. And look at the inflation rate! This effects us all.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65676

Occupiers, go home. You are wasting money that would be better spent improving the health
care system which is so underfunded by right wing nuts such as yourselves

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65677

Work, financial hardship, travel, mental health, mistrust in government and police, mistrust in
the medical system and experts, division between friends and family.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65678

Negatively affected time with family, the ability to meet with friends, dates with my spouse like
going to a dinner and movie, constant testing just to be able to work, then getting sent home
even without symptoms of any kind of tested positive. Causes mental illness. Depression,
defacing of my children when I’m public, the list can go on and on.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65679

It has primarily helped to keep me safe at work.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65680

I´m not free.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65681

Loss of god given freedoms. No travel. Division amongst fellow Canadians, family and friends.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65682

I am unable to fly to work.. I am forced to drive from BC to Ontario

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65683

addiction, adverse reactions have killed more of my friends or left them wounded permanently
disabled, beyond repair, most being perfectly healthy before. Now boosters for the rest of our
lives for something that was supposed to work the first time. Im healthy and look after my
immuune, and i never got sick of anything, except sick of the madness of the crooker elites
behind our government and all who complied with the fear campaigns put out by the
government to instill terror in their people. Lost a lot of income, barely able to feed my family
because of all this nonsense. I've been treated with disgust when I enter legally enter premises
without my mask all due to the hypnotic induction that that the government has put the people
under. If let them cntinuue their tyraid, all freedoms will be lost

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65684

It’s divided my family it’s made me take medication that may or may not work just to keep my
job just to have my kids in my life have to take my ID and fax passport out at the liquor store
and other businesses I have a severe bott of the depression and I’ve watched the House of
Commons for the last month and I am appalled as I was years ago when I watched it at the
conduct of the pirate parliamentarians it did not make me proud to be a Canadian but I am a
proud Canadian because this country is full of fantastic people struggling to make ends meet
with the current taxation systems and all the limitations to our daily life the rising costsAre
being driven by government and I am ashamed that our government is not providing freshwater
to every Canadian citizen access to traditional land and making wrongs right so far all I’ve
heard is talk and banter and nothing has been done it’s the law abiding citizens that get kicked
and punched and laid on the ground I’m appalled

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65685

It has destroyed relationships with some of my friends, family and colleagues. I have 3
beautiful nieces and nephews that I have never met. I cannot watch my child skate and I could

2/18/2022 2:51 PM
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not take her to visit Santa in a municipal building that my taxes fund. My nephew is terrified to
leave his house, has become withdrawn and depressed and I’m so worried for his future. I am
being harassed at work and have no idea how to ever feel okay there again. I am anxious and
exhausted. 3 people I love have died and I was barred from mourning them at their funerals.
65686

Not being able to go to places I used to frequent such as swimming pool, school... not being
able to sell at farmers markets when they closed

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65687

Saved the lives of loved ones

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65688

I cannot wear a mask for health reasons so that limits me as to the stores I can access. Very
lonely because of the lockdowns. I haven’t seen my son and his wife for over 2 years.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65689

Stress me out . And my family. Financially

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65690

Na

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65691

divided family members

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65692

I have been bullied and ostracized for not complying to the vaccine. My 11 year old daughter is
called an “anti vaxxer ” by her pier’s

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65693

Depression, anxiety, suicidal, churches closed, family and friend relationships broken, treated
like a leper and disgust of our lying media. Canada is now a fascist state. Government,
corporations, media, religious leaders, education, and banks all conspiring together to keep us
controlled just like the WEF elites want for us. We don’t want to overthrow our democracy, we
just want it back.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65694

Ruined my fitness when gyms closed during rainy times.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65695

every aspect of it, im a vet and have ptsd and being told to wear something confining on your
face for YEARS does not help with mental health. my whole family especially my daughter 's
mental health has been threw the ringer.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65696

Minor inconveniences. Kept me and my loved ones alive and well and avoided collapse of
health care system.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65697

It kept my family safe

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65698

Made things safer

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65699

A lot, depression, lost of job, lost of relationships.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65700

I wouldn't even know where to start , extremely depressing, DIVISION

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65701

We are unable to go to events because we are unvaccinated. We have conflict within our
family from the vaccinated and the unvaccinated. Working from home and not seeing the
people we love.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65702

Negatively.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65703

It’s has ruined it!

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65704

Isilation

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65705

Significantly

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65706

No comment

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65707

Given me freedom to keep idiots out of my life, especially the ones who want to break stable
norms.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65708

Ruined it. Loss of my freedom friends Nd divisions in my family that will never be mended. I
feel defrauded by Trudeau. I have zero faith in him. He’s ruined our country

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65709

EMOTIONALLY

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65710

I can't go anywhere I can't breath I'm stressed out I can't work

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65711

impaired it on many levels

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65712

Negativity in too many ways to list

2/18/2022 2:51 PM
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65713

Isolated can't go anywhere...bullied by gov to get vaccinated...my body my right

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65714

It’s allowed me to have reasonable confidence that the people I work with or dine-in with are
safe. Get the shot.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65715

Mental Health in myself and Children. Major Financial Hardship personal and business

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65716

It has effected my social life and my Business and as extremely effected my community with
Division anger and violence. The mandates where criminal and should be investigated

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65717

It has made it safer

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65718

I have become a 2nd class citizen in my own country and the overall quality of my life dropped
significantly

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65719

Left out of family and friends

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65720

It has destroyed my business

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65721

Masks, reduced occupancy, social distancing not a problem - though should have applied fairly
to businesses large (Costco, Walmart) and small (local businesses which were forced to shut
down). THERE IS NO VACCINE MANDATE. I live in Canada - I have NOT been forced to get
the vaccine.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65722

Keep me and other Canadians safe. Lowered the number of unvaccinated people who got
COVID from overwhelming our hospitals so my friends and family can get ICU care if they
need it.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65723

It has protected me and my family from covid.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65724

Divided family & friends. Caused mental health issues. Created financial hardships
unnecessarily.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65725

eliminated my ability to travel outside of Canada, restricted my freedom to associate with
friends and family.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65726

They have caused nothing but frustration and anger due to the fact that they are not supported
by science and therefore completely ineffective and harmful. This need to stop immediately!!

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65727

For just a short time, we weren't able to go out, but since being vaccinated, the world is open
to me.

2/18/2022 2:51 PM

65728

The ineffective mandates have completely destroyed my financial well-being

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65729

It was destroyed my mental health

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65730

I feel like in prison, deprived of deciding about my health. This was not even the case during
the communist era

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65731

I can’t work and support my husband and family

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65732

It depends on which mandate you're talking about. There are several mandates in play here
and they cannot be lumped into one. Masking mandates have not affective my life. I am
vaccinated, so passports have not affected my life. what affects my life are lockdowns that
prevent me from being able to do the things that keep me mentally healthy.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65733

Depression. Inflation.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65734

Very, very BAD!!!!!

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65735

bed

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65736

Waste of my time and resources with Zoom Court hearings/trials My grandchildren being
forced to wear masks to school

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65737

I own a private business, so it has affected me financially. Also, I had an adverse reaction to
the vaccination. I did not want to be vaccinated, but was forced to. I feel extremely angry
about being forced to be vaccinated for something that I was not afraid of getting. I am an
extremely healthy fit person and did not need to be vaccinated

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65738

Ruined my business.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM
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65739

The mandate has affected our family relationships, economic stability, ability to travel, our
retirement. The continual fear mongering by main stream media has affected some family
members greatly.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65740

I have saved money by not eating out and shopping for stuff I don’t need. Has allowed me to
donate more to charity.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65741

Mandates have kept me away from seeing my family, kept me from being allowed to visit any
family or friends that are in the hospital

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65742

It has almost put my electrical business into bankruptcy

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65743

It hasn’t I am vaccinated as is my family

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65744

It has improved mine and my husband’s lives. With mandates, we are more able to protect
ourselves and our community during the pandemic. Without mandates, there won’t be a way
for us to protect ourselves as well, and we will no longer be going to any restaurants and will
go back to delivery and less local shopping.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65745

I’m a nurse. I treat I vaxxed people. Our hospital is stressed and near breaking. Alberta is a
dumpster fire.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65746

It's kept me and my family and others safe during this pandemic and I'm grateful

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65747

My children feel unwanted, uncomfortable and segregated. I, as an adult can handle anything,
except for when it impacts my children’s mental health. We have started homeschooling
because the staff in public schools have told my children not to hug mommy and daddy as it
could make them sick. Children have ptsd over this. These mandates are a major overreach to
infringe my human rights and autonomy

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65748

Kept me alive and healthy so far.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65749

Total disruption

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65750

It has literally destroyed my relationship with my family and stolen 2 yrs of my life.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65751

I’ve lost friends and family members due to decisions about the vaccine/ passports. It’s
complete bullshit and all for money and control. I’ve lost money and its harder to pay bills
since everything keeps getting shut down or not busy enough to put people on schedules. The
segregation is stupid and I’ve had to defend myself and others because of our views of
everything. It’s stupid, its bullshit.. A lot of us are smart and dont believe what the TV or
mainstream media put out.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65752

Freedom of movement. Freedom To breath, masks.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65753

Horribly regarding relationships, family and my mental health!

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65754

I quit a career to home school our child. I started working once school was back. I lost that job
because I would not get vaccinated. Socially and mentally it is so bad I can’t even speak. My
family is ripped apart. I have a new baby niece I may never meet because I will not get
vaccinated.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65755

Depression, broken family relationships, suicidal family, huge loss of income, lost hope in our
government and media, lonely. Struggled as I could not worship with fellow believers.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65756

I cannot travel in and out of Canada nor participate in normal social functions

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65757

Restriction have deprived me of my constitutional right to travel freely

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65758

Isolated me

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65759

Division of family. Lonliness. Unhealthy Overwhelm and stress.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65760

Positively.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65761

My buisness is hanging on by a thread. I'm in real danger of loosing everything.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65762

High cost of living and division

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65763

depression , no travel health in general

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65764

Cant go anywheres

2/18/2022 2:50 PM
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65765

I can not fly and I work 14 hours from home so seeing family has been limited. I have a son in
Europe and have not been able to see him due to being unable to leave the country. Have
missed weddings and funerals. I have had covid so do not find it necessary to be vaccinated I
have lost friends due to the division caused by media and government

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65766

Depressed, not enough social. Can’t see or do anything. Miserable life. Plus deaf and can’t
read lips.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65767

Segregation, division in our families, suicide & depression.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65768

Lost my job, lost my income, lost my will to live. Now suffer from severe depression and
anxiety.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65769

Effected my mental health and relationship with friends and families.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65770

Lost my job twice.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65771

I wear a mask out in public but mostly stay at home.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65772

Keeps me away from family and friends. Can’t attend dr appointments for father in law that has
cancer. Can’t go to emergency with loved ones and they can come with me when I needed
support. Wasn’t allowed to go to my grandmas funeral. The last living grandparent I had. The
for and against vax has been tearing our families apart.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65773

Social, Economic, Mental Health, Travel, Seeing Family, Missing Weddings, Funerals, visiting
loved ones

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65774

Not being able to get out and visit friends. Very disappointing and discouraging.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65775

Loss of work

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65776

I feel I've lost my life

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65777

We lost a healthy 26 yr old member of our family from the jab/=work, he complied and is
DEAD! It affected HIM in a big way and our familys hearts were needlessly broken and lives
changed forever! For me personally its being locked down cant go out except to get groceries
from a dwindling supply chain..all so unneccessary if Trudeau would listen vs dictating...he's
the Nazi in the house! Shame on him!

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65778

my sister got diagnosed to late with cancer is now dying at 45 leaving behind a young
daughter, my business has been closed for 2 years due to no tourists, i have been selling
everything i dont need to pay the bills

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65779

Kept me alive

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65780

Foreshadowing of imminent authoritarianism weighs heavy on the heart.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65781

I go out less. I can deal with it

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65782

So much stress especially seeing what it did to my family/grandsons & divisions that it caused
to so many others. Will never trust the health system, gov’t, & media.. they destroyed so
many lives over something that could be treated like a bad flu!

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65783

The mandates, while having made access to entertainment and services more difficult, have
instilled in me a sense of increased safety from transmitting and contracting viruses. The
majority of the time under these mandates I have believed this to be a great advantage, but
now with all the disagreement across Canada, I have begun to think maybe I would give up
some of these feelings of safety for the sake of peace.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65784

My husband and I have lost our jobs. Our kids are being discriminated and segregated at
schools. We have lost several freedoms. We have to sell our house due to no income.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65785

Badly

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65786

It’s kept me and my communities safer

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65787

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65788

Saved my friends and family from getting COVID.

2/18/2022 2:50 PM

65789

The Whole World is going CRAZY! U haven’t noticed! If you have not awaken yet, u are Brain
DEAD! It’s lawful to Murder, Babies, kids, adults young and old, but it’s Criminal to not take a

2/18/2022 2:49 PM
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poison death shot! Wake Up! It’s NEVER Been About HEALTH! It’s was OBEDIENCE
TRAINING!
65790

Mental stress, Covid vaccine side effects, had vertigo for over a week. Not being able to visit
my 91 year old mother. Not able to go to 5 funerals, and on and on and on.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65791

Vaccine, mask and reduced occupancy mandates gave me the freedom to go to restaurants
and bars, knowing others were also vaccinated thereby minimizing the risk to me and my
family of being infected. I will feel less safe to do so when vaccine mandates end while the
science shows new variants already present and circulating.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65792

Like being in prison, a psychological type prison. Going against our Canadian Bill of Rights,
discrimination...

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65793

In every way! I lost my job. Which puts me in a hard situation financially, emotionally, and
mentally.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65794

I am to restricted and isolated very lonely

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65795

Kept me from seeing family, have had to have Dr appointments via phone. Haven’t been able
to visit. The masks are horrible. No travel either. 66 years old and forced away from my
grandchildren.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65796

Did not

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65797

It sucks but it's necessary

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65798

Affected my kid's mental health and freedom to play at school and extracurriculars. It has
affected my small business, My brother's care during cancer treatment. My ability to go where
I please

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65799

Destroyed my life and all Canadian

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65800

Our nursing home brother never saw his brothers before dying. Our other brother died of cancer
alone. Children need to see smile’s all day. People need to be allowed to sing again.
Grandchildren have had their high school years diminished by not being in musicals or grads
and reduced curriculum to allow for online learning.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65801

Shattered my confidence to the core , I feel like I’m living in Stalin Russia

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65802

In every possible way. This is not the Canada I want for my children. I don’t want to live here
like this. This is evil and not ok.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65803

Will lose my job. Bullied. Can’t socialize or interact. Children can’t go to school or socialize
and interact. Can’t watch my kids in extra activities. Kids can’t attend certain activities without
the experimental vaccine. Can’t attend public functions. Can’t develop. Can’t go to school or
pursue any other education.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65804

Can't visit my family in another province because I did not take the govt poison shot

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65805

Ruined my job, ruined my retirement, ruined family relationships, ruined travel plans, lost faith
in our government, ruined my church involvement.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65806

Increased depression, hopelessness.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65807

Anxiety,depression, my right to choose

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65808

I haven’t been able to attend any of my child’s sports or do any extra curriculur activities with
them due to not being vaccinated. I don’t care I can cook at home I can enjoy the outdoors
and keep myself entertained but the way it has impacted my child's mental/overall health is not
ok with me!

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65809

Depressingly horrible.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65810

Now I am an activist. I am now and always will be. If people don't participate as an ongoing
activity from now on, we will end up in more bad government. Freedom is now a VERB. FREE
SPEECH = is now a verb- focus on what is right and participate continually so that this won't
happen again.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65811

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65812

Financially, mental health, for me and my family

2/18/2022 2:49 PM
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65813

Not seeing my grand babies and close family.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65814

Less public gathering events disrupting my videography business.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65815

Badly, Life is like in prison

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65816

I was not able to travel from Alberta to BC to say good by to my brother in law who was killed
from the protocols in hospital using Remdesivir & Ventilation. None of his family were allowed
to visit him at any time in hospital. We have had friends & family divisions because of the
mandates.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65817

Depression

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65818

My children have high anxiety. Business is down. Division from friends with different views.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65819

Actually, it is the unvaccinated who have affected my life. Not able to get proper medical care
because of ICUs being overrun.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65820

I have not been able to eat in restaurants or travel for over a year now. The divide these
mandates have caused has effected my marriage and friendships. I have two family members
who have experienced vaccine adverse effects that will effect their health for the rest of their
lives. My entire families mental health has been greatly effected as we all have heightened
stress and anxiety. These mandates have caused nothing but a deterioration in our well being
and need to dropped immediately.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65821

I lost my job, I had an adverse reaction to the vaccine. I have 2 friends that are disabled from
the vaccine injury

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65822

Not very much

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65823

I will be losing my job (chiropractic admin,) My daughter is struggling to do university online
and our business almost went bankrupt ( martial arts school)

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65824

My daughter can’t go to school. We cannot visit family in the us. I’m on meds for depression.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65825

Almost everyway you can think of

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65826

my wife was forced to get the jab to keep her job! She didn’t want it and was scared to take it ,
watching her crying for weeks prior and not being able to do anything about it was like watching
her get raped

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65827

Too numerous to say here

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65828

Lots

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65829

Segregation and Division

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65830

It hasn’t very much at all

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65831

Loss of work.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65832

loneliness/not seeing friends/family/dividing the population

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65833

initially we believed the press and followed the rules for almost two years. We did not see our
families and missed spending time with our grandchildren . Our youngest are twin boys who
were three at the time. We only visited over zooms. When I did a deep dive into the research
to determine the truth I learned that the masks are useless, the vaccines are not safe and
contain poisons and are far from our prime minister's retoric "safe and effective " When I
determined to choose safety for my body I was alienated from my sibblings,many of my close
friends and our long time neighbors. I have tried over and over to present them with sound
science from medical experts all over the world,but they only listen to mainstream media which
is paid to lie.It is no fun to go shopping because everybody is so scared that they stand far
back from you and continue to wear a mask. OUr lives and the lives of all Canadians have
been ruined!

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65834

Division from friends and family, exclusion from society, treated like a third-class citizen

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65835

Devastated businesses, interfered with my constitutional rights

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65836

Lost my job at the hospital, unable to travel to see the person that I love.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM
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65837

Medical misinformation created profound divisiveness between vaccinated and unvaccinated
people and the gov'ts promoted this divisiveness even when vaccination did not protect
people.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65838

By not having a life and my kids having to be sheltered at home.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65839

Work... family getterings...social getterings.. Travel

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65840

Lots of stress not being able to have freedom to come and go.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65841

It hasn’t.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65842

Friends and family divisions…depressed children

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65843

I can’t visit my mom

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65844

Affected my mental health

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65845

Not able to see dying family, not able to enjoy graduation to its fullest, hard to pull in a good
pay, extremely hard on mental health

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65846

Terribly. My family is divided, my level of stress is impairing my health, I live in constent fear
of loosing my God given freedom.

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65847

this is not my canada

2/18/2022 2:49 PM

65848

I cannot go in to see my elderly mother

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65849

I lost my job. Felt alienated and discriminated against and the government is holding my EI

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65850

What life?

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65851

I am disabled. My day-to-day life is little affected, but the few things that I still enjoy in life,
outside my home, have been taken away from me.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65852

Taken away freedoms

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65853

It has restricted my “normal life” by not being allowed to visit my elderly father in hospital, not
allowed to dine in restaurants, not even allowed to enter our Municipal offices to conduct
business. It is disgusting that this would be imposed on Canadians for AN UNPROVEN, 100%
EXPERIMENTAL INJECTION, THAT DOES NOT PREVENT CONTRACTION OR
TRANSMISSION OF THE VIRUS. THIS IS NOT WHAT CANADA 🇨🇦 SHOULD BE TURNED
INTO; LEGALIZED SEGREGATION AND DISCRIMINATION!!! Lastly, it has caused the loss
of long-time friendships and severed family relationships.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65854

Good day, I write to you in hopes you are open minded, and believe in the rights of Canadians,
and their freedom to choose. I will express my view points, and what I've witnessed and dealt
with throughout these past 2 yrs. I apologize for the length of it, but lots needs to be heard and
understood. At the beginning of all this, I was one of those people who was scared. I ended up
with a broken ankle, and off work for 10 months because of it. I was actually relieved, because
it meant not having to work with the public. (Costco). However, it was also quite lonely, as I'm
a social type of person, who was stuck in my house, unable to even hug my mom or dad when
they would take me out of the house for a bit. (I was lucky they weren't scared to have me in
their vehicles with them) During this time, someone I loved was going through even more
troubles. The restrictions was causing quite the division between him and his ex, which caused
him to not be able to see his kids for some time. This created a mental health downfall for him,
who was already bipolar. (And being around people was one thing that kept him more stable,
but it's also what gave his ex a strike against him from seeing his kids) I'm not going to go into
every detail, but the domino effect of these restrictions, and it causing issues for him to see
his own children, dropped him to a level so far gone, that he took his own life in May of 2021..
It was then, my eyes started to open. Knowing that if it wasn't for the restrictions, things never
would have progressed, to him losing all hope, and ending his own life. I still didn't agree with
the people, who kept saying that the vaccines were going to become mandatory. How can they
go from forced masks, to forced injections? I would compare it to sex, just because someone
has consented to it at one point in their life, does not mean that someone can force rape on to
them.... Yet at the beginning of September, that Mandate took place. I was absolutely
appalled. Not to mention devastated. You see I'm an avid Rider, I barrel race. Our finals we're
at the end of September, where our points for the last year and a half, due to covid, we couldn't
finish the year in 2020, so it continued through, were now giving us our opportunity for one last
show, and our shot at running for the trophy saddles. That part might sound Petty, but what I
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won't be able to make you understand, is how much that show weekend meant to me. Not only
was it going to be my last opportunity to run finals, but it was going to be my last show with
my horse, who is 24 years old, and time to retire from gaming. Setting the dates when they
did, made it absolutely impossible to meet the requirements by the end of that month. No way
could we get both our shots, and have two weeks after the last shot to be considered fully
vaccinated and clear to join the activities, due to being held in a closed arena. This is when I
started realizing that my so-called tin foil wearing hat friends, were not so crazy after all. This
is when I started understanding the meaning of being brainwashed, and finally waking up. I
started to really fall into the darkness come December and January. Wishing for death, but not
being able to do it myself, because of knowing how much it hurts to lose someone from
suicide. I did not want to leave my family and friends with the guilt of wondering what they
could have done differently, that I felt after losing the man that I loved back in May. Every time
I would turn a corner too fast, and my truck would slide a bit, I hoped it would go off that cliff.
Every time I saw a transport coming, I hoped he would fall asleep, and hit me head on. Every
time someone mentioned covid, I hoped that I'd be that less than 1% who would get it, and
die... Because living the way life was, was no longer worth living. We were not born to Simply
exist. And then the truckers started, and all of a sudden I could see light within the darkness,
hope that made me foresee a future. I found my smile again, My Love For Life, and my will to
live. Positivity started radiating, love spreading like wildfire, and support from around the world,
literally. I had a few people message me privately, from different countries, after seeing my
post in the original Convoy to Freedom page. You see, the world needed something to happen,
something to unite us, and fight for our freedoms. We are tired of seeing people losing their
jobs Losing their businesses Losing their shelter, and ability to pay their bills We are tired of
not being able to see our doctors face to face, or some too scared to go in. We are tired of the
excuse of covid stopping surgeries. Cancer is not being taken out on time, procedures for pain
being replaced by painkillers, that often lead to addictions. We have seen far too many
overdoses, mental health declining, to the point of a high-rise of suicide numbers. Domestic
violence, easily hidden compared to before. Walk-in clinics who won't see you, if you have
symptoms, therefore overwhelming our hospitals even more, after already firing several ,for
choosing to not put what still considered an experimental drug, into their body. I've had friends
who have had loved ones affected by the vaccine, some with heart attacks, some with blood
clots, some with iron deficiencies, some with harder recovery times after getting covid. Out of
everyone that I know personally, to have gotten covid, the only people I've known to not have
any symptoms, ironically have been the unvaccinated. Yet I've had friends who are
vaccinated, and one even ended up in the ICU. My dad has been waiting for back surgery for
over a year now, and has been put on very strong opioids. I fear he might become addicted,
and start looking for something stronger. He is a 69-year-old man who needs help, who needs
his surgery, and the government is using covid to delay everything, and somehow has the
media convincing him, that people not getting their vaccination, are the reasons that he can't
get his surgery. I am sure you know just as well as I do, that these mandates and restrictions,
are the only reason these surgeries have been delayed. I don't just ask you, I beg you to help
the Canadian people to get our lives back. If media has pushed in our face, the fear of death,
caused by the two highest contributors, being cancer and heart attacks, the same way they
have, and are still doing with covid, you would see people living a far healthier lifestyle. You
would see people avoiding places like McDonald's. You would see people quitting smoking,
and never starting the habit. But when the government can make money off of us eating junk
food, and buying their cigarettes, they don't actually give any concern to our health. The covid
mandates and restrictions, has not been about our health, it has been manipulation that took
me a year to finally start seeing. Fortunately, more are starting to see it as well. Justin Trudeau
has sold out Canada to the WEF, and is no longer working for us, but rather for himself, and
the global world order. We need everyone we can to help us get our beautiful country back to
where it was, to what our veterans fought so long ago for us to have. Our veterans did not fight
in vain for our freedom, so it is imperative that we continue to stand strong and united, with
love, respect and compassion for one another, and do the right thing, and mandate our
Freedoms back. I thank you for your time.
65855

Lose of employment and the opportunity to earn a living. My basic human rights have been
taken from me. I've been isolated from community. Forcefully removed from public place
illegal.
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65856

I cannot go to college because I am not vaccinated I have no life anymore. I cannot go out
anywhere

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65857

I lost my business
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65858

My business has seen a 50% drop in revenue; we cannot travel to see family without punitive
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restrictions; my social networks have shut me out due to government mis-information; my
stress and mental health has been negatively impacted...
65859

Protected my family and vulnerable people

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65860

Bad for my health

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65861

it hasnt

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65862

Losing my business and my health has been affevted

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65863

It has given me the tools I need to keep my family and myself safe during this pandemic. I feel
more confident in public places when I know others are taking the same precautions I have
taken.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65864

My husband is no longer able to do his job to full capacity. I am no longer allowed to attend
school. I can not get a job. My children are wearing masks 8 and a half hours everyday. 6
hours at school an hour on the bus is the morning and an hour coming home. My 12 year old is
no longer allowed to tale part in extra curricular activities. I can not bring my younger children
to extra curricular activities. I'm not allowed to volunteer at my kids school anymore. I was
uninvited to my family reunion. Some of my family no longer wants a relationship with me and
my kids. Its been extremely depressing and lonely.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65865

Negatively with vaccine passports. Unable to enjoy my Canadian freedoms.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65866

I have lost friends. I have lost family. I have lost my job. I have lost freedoms which are
supposed to be my rights as a Canadian. I have not lost ANYONE to COVID19 or related
strains. I'm in my 60s. I have observed an unusual spike in healthy friends and family in their
60s who have from heart attacks and aggressive cancers within very short time of receiving an
mRNA therapy "vaccine". These people were fit, exercised, ate well. There were not obese,
nor had any known preconditions that I was aware of. I don't know ANYONE who died from
COVID19.
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65867

Yes

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65868

Loss work, less active, mentally, cost living, children losing out on school and family,
constantly stressed, worried. Trouble breathing doing things physically in public, caused
asthma to act up and more tired after wearing mask for long periods. Family has split, almost
no family visiting or events. Unable to find supplementary job to help w growing debt.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65869

Negatively - stressfully - my job has been under threat for months, loss of income (husband),
divisiveness among extended family and friends, difficulty for kids to make friends or being
allowed to be with friends, kids missing out on sports, inability to watch my kids play sports,
cavity and acne problems from masking...and more

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65870

Lost most of my work due to not being able to travel

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65871

Freedom. I want it back. Trudeau has used covid as an excuse to desecrate Canada. We
won’t be broken

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65872

I feel much safer when I dine in, fly, etc.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65873

Division in family, stress for children, financial loss

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65874

Lost my income

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65875

It’s affected me in more ways than one. I am an RN that has been at home since nov 19, 2021
because I choose medical autonomy. I am not able to go anywhere with my family as they
require the vax pass.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65876

Totally ruined our business, harmed friendships, added much stress and isolation. A complete
unscientific and fear based campaign to use a medical situation as an excuse to expand govt
and totalitarian control. A disgrace.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65877

Overwhelmingly well. Many of these mandates allow me and my family live our life...cautiously

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65878

I run my own business and with all the mandates it has deeply affected my income. It has
made life very very hard!

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65879

I can’t have my own family over for dinner. We meet outside in the freezing cold weather for
birthdays. My daughters have suffered from anxiety and depression. I haven’t seen my parents
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in over a year. I can’t go away for our 30th wedding anniversary. So much. I know other people
who have suffered so much more as well.
65880

The biggest harm has been psychological

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65881

Depression is starting and it has taken my kids Joy away due to no pool access for swimmonh
and no access to anything because of the Mandaten.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65882

The mandates have affected me by not allowing myself or my child to do our regular routine
activities, it has put my child’s education at risk, it has giving my child anxiety along with
myself. It has made me fearful for my rights as Canadian citizen and it has giving me hard
depression in regards to my child having to live in a world where they can’t even make a friend,
see family, or to even be normal. We as a country need to move on from this as other
countries have done.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65883

Seen too many of family and friends suffering from depression and anxiety, some are losing
their businesses, and had to move in with family members, l have had to do home schooling
for our 4 grandchildren ,

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65884

In all ways physically mentally emotionally financially.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65885

Can’t do many things, while others who are vaccinated and just as likely to spread Covid can.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65886

Friends taken in by conspiracy theories and fear.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65887

Been incredible hard to find a job, although I have applied to over fifteen places.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65888

It has taken the simple things in life and turned them into chaos. Such as the government
cannot be trusted, any political leader cannot be trusted they're all bought out and nobody is
there to help Canadians they're on their own.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65889

Lost my income from my business

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65890

I have felt stigmatized, marginalized and “othered” by my governments and many of my fellow
Canadians.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65891

Enhanced protection

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65892

Divorce. Loss of family and friends. Not being able to visit my dying grandparents. Depression.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65893

Restricted ability to work.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65894

Separated my family. Broke all confidence in our government. Destroyed all confidence in
Justin Trudeau!!

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65895

It’s divided my family and friends

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65896

Too much to list. My life bas become a social, familial, mental health, and economic disaster
since the mandates were implemented

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65897

A lot

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65898

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65899

Pro: I'm healthy. I'm safe. Fewer deaths than countries like the USA shows that the mandates
have worked. Con: It has caused divisions in my family because of misinformation on social
media.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65900

Made it a lot safer for myself and immunocompromised family members and front-line workers
in my family. I’m only unhappy with my provincial public health response because it doesn’t go
far enough.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65901

It has affected my family and broken it up it has affected my job and taking it away and I could
go on

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65902

Mentally and emotionally.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65903

They've kept me safe

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65904

It has kept me from my family who all live at a distance from me as we cannot fly. I have been
unable to travel abroad or enjoy a restaurant meal, a cultural event or watch family members
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during sports activities. Masks have kept me from connecting with people simply because I
don't recognize them!
65905

Kicked me off my butt

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65906

I am a cancer survivor & I have had medical treatments delayed. Not being able to see family,
friends has been very stressful!

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65907

I have not had any part in social activities in two years, not out of fear out of others fear and
rejection. I want to move to a free country which is unfortunately not Canada anymore. The
segregation media has caused in society has left me feeling hopeless

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65908

It has kept me alive.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65909

The hatred and division has divided my family. I can't see my son - my mental health is fragile,
it's hard to find a reason to get up in the morning

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65910

Isolation that was not warranted

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65911

It hasn’t really. It just bothers me that a free democratic society is no longer free and
democratic.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65912

It has kept me and my family safe

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65913

I can’t watch my kid play hockey or play myself. I am limited in who I can work for in the
oilfield. I can’t eat out and support local restaurants. My daughter can’t attend university.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65914

Made me depressed

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65915

Lost my job. Family division. Struggling mentally.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65916

Destroyed my life

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65917

I can’t go visit my sister and her family and she lives 30 minutes away from me, but across
the border in the US, might as well be a world away. So many birthdays holidays and
celebrations missed! It’s awful. Also was not allowed to attend my grandmas funeral! Stupid,
so done!

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65918

I own a small business. We have had 2 employees try to commit suicide, endless amounts of
pneumonia from extended amounts mask wearing. Division and anger around mandates from
customers, loss of income, and so much more I just can't list here. This was a colossal miss
handling all around. 2 years and we are still working with contradictory mandates and rules that
don't help end rhe spread. I feel like our government thinks I'm just too stupid to see the
contradictions.

2/18/2022 2:48 PM

65919

Absolutely horrible, lost a mom,I couldn’t see before she past, Couldn’t visit with grandkids,
share special events with them, So many stupid restrictions, not being able to attend
grandsons graduation. Having to quarantine for 2 wks after being out of province. But mostly
not being with loved ones in hospitals,or care homes. So inhumane 😡 And putting diapers on
our precious little children..who would not get sick from this,and now the injections 😢😢😢
We’re has our freedom gone? Friends whose children have taken there own lives because
there’s nothing left to live for. This has all been so very,very WRONG.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65920

I'm an adult so I know that in some sacrifices may be required. I have had several people
close to me who have died and I haven't been able to celebrate their lives as I would have
wanted. I would feel worse though if someone else died due to irresponsibility on my part.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65921

My son has missed participating in sports. He has struggled in school because he has missed
so much in persin learning time. He is way behind in his reading level, along with more than
half of his classmates. I cannot take him to activities. I was unable to work for 6 months out of
the past 2 years from shut downs being unable to provide for my family as I am a single mom.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65922

Put a wedge between the country. Spread nothing but hate and fear.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65923

For 2 years have seen my life and that of my family completely restricted and thrown off
balance by "experts" unable to deal with the realties of a not so dangerous cold. Beyond
pathetic.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65924

The mandates have ruined so many family members jobs businises and devided the world

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65925

Due to the mandates my university has re-registered me from courses (even online ones), I am
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unable to go out with friends to most places, and has caused great division between my family
members.
65926

Not much.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65927

It hasn't had any important impact. Minor inconveniences at worst.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65928

The loss of friends to suicide

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65929

Keep me stuck at unavailable use the pool or hockey games

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65930

Restrictions on flying, haven’t seen family in over 2 years, lack of social life, difficult traveling
to and from work, extra expenses

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65931

severe depression

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65932

Physicaly emotionally Financially

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65933

I have had to sh it down my home business several times and it has cost me thousands of
dollars. I have had to home school my kids for a year total while working from home and I put
off visiting my family members and traveling but I would do it all again to save those I love and
those I don’t. My sacrifices are worth it for the greater good. If people would get vaccinated
this could all be over but instead they decide that their fears are more important than anyone
else.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65934

my children have suffered the most. The youngest has a speech impediment because of the
masks, my older two can’t play certain sports and forgot what their friends faces looked like.
They developed anxiety over the masks because they give them headaches. My husband
cannot be vaccinated and can’t watch his childrens activities or go for dinner with us.
Everyone I know has had Covid with or without restrictions. Give it up already.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65935

We could be through this already if y'all didn't act like selfish brats.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65936

Had made our lives very isolated and has created anxiety with family members

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65937

Caused major financial issues with my business

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65938

Loss of work

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65939

After more than two years of a virus that has killed uncounted millions, I'm still alive.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65940

Being discriminated against

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65941

The mandates divided the people. I was bullied by the pro-vaxxers, excluded from going to
resturants, public places. I have not been able to travel outside the country. Basically how I
lived and worked prior to COVID and the mandates has changed.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65942

Children with anxiety, damaged skin from forced sanitization, social withdrawal from lack of
interaction Job loss, stress / anxiety with our household

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65943

Can’t hang out with family. Can’t attend certain functions. More hate and bitterness and fear in
the community

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65944

Separated from being unable to fly and see my family

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65945

Wearing a mask at work has made my lungs hurt and being unvaxed has limited alot of my life

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65946

It has kept me and my family safe

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65947

It made me work from home and socialize less.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65948

it hasn't

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65949

My sister attempted suicide. I’ve lost MANY friends due to suicide. Alcoholism. THIS NEEDS
TO END NOW

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65950

Taken away my job, created undue and unnecessary division in families, friends and society.
Forced injection of an experimental, potentially toxic substance into a large segment of
society, without appropriate testing or risk information supplied - and significant coercion
repeatedly applied. Utter censorship in the media has polarized our society. Ongoing
censorship by government and MSM has attempted to create narrative to control the
population, to their severe detriment. Large sums of money have been made by key individuals
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while intentionally crippling our economy. Criminal activity abounds from Trudeau down, in
government, health care, the judiciary, policing, media, education - all of our systems of
influence and government have been corrupted over time and require being broken down and
rebuilt.
65951

Made me feel safer when going out in public

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65952

It has affected my life in a negative way. Including my childrens. We have been discriminated
against. We haven’t been able to see our family in the states.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65953

I've lost my job. I'm not able to find work

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65954

It's ruined my mental health. Haven't worked In a year. I refuse to mask or get vaccinated. It's
divided my family and friends and created negative feelings amongst my social circle. This
needs to end immediately!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65955

Mental state is almost non functioning. Disgusting Trudeau should be remove immediately 😤

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65956

It has created a loss of confidence in institutions. The mandates are not justified as health
measures. They have had a detrimental effect on society.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65957

Mandates haven't, but covid turfed my business, and I'm 6 weeks recovering slow from
omicron. 2x vaxxed so I didn't need hospital

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65958

I have to put up my farm for sale. I had to get vaccinated to have needed surgery. I waitingbfor
over 2 years for said surgery on opiates. Had no child care if child had mild symptoms. My
children had bacterial outbreaks on face with permanent scarring on face. Separated me from
family. Isolated me. My PM Trudeau has threatened me with physical and mental abuse
Discrimination Allowed the greynuns hospital to medically kidnap me and put me in harms way
on June 09 2020.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65959

Individuals who have chosen to be unvaccinated and oppose the proper use of masks, have
resulted in my family, which includes an immunocompromised individual, having to severely
restrict our activities.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65960

Mentally

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65961

Too long, too serious, divisiveness, fam and friends, financially, cant see my 1st newborn
grandson @hospital, canxelled baby shower, wedding, treated like a leper, homelessness,
depression, the list goes on.... Change my entire last leg of life

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65962

Kept me and my family safe from serious illness. A little bit of restrictions for the health of ALL
my community is worthwhile!

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65963

I lost my mother, my friend, do to this tyranny Govt bullshit. Oh they NEVER had covid.
CANCER 3 months dead 2 weeks dead. assholes

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65964

These mandates have impacted my life in so many ways that I don’t even know where to start.
First and most importantly they made my dad spend the last month of his life ALONE and died
alone. This is something that we as a family have to live with for the rest of our lives. Living
with these mandates and restrictions has been tearing families apart for the last 2 years and
they don’t even make any sense anymore. We are FREE Canadians and should be treated as
such.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65965

I was laid off from my job. I have asthma and suffer wearing a mask. The polarization of
Canada by our PM has caused untold misery between family and friends. My grandkids are
traumatized by isolation and fear

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65966

My wife is a nurse. She has been overworked and stressed. Most healthcare workers are
against a speedy opening up. But Instead we want truckers and others to set healthcare policy
and open things up irresponsibly… and let healthcare workers like my wife deal with the
consequences.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65967

Prevented me from seeing family and going places or doing things my rights as a Canadian
allows me to do.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65968

By restricting my freedom and charter rights. By shutting my young children out of sports and
society.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65969

I lost my business. My employment in the fitness industry has been reduced by70%. 3 Deaths

2/18/2022 2:47 PM
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and mismanagement of healthcare in my immediate family as a result of the mandates- not
from covid. No opportunity for funerals. Divisiveness among family and friends. Mental health
has suffered. My son has been suicidal. Both of my children have suffered from the social
division caused by the mandates.
65970

In every aspect! Wife lost her job. Over one hundred thousand in revenue lost in my business.
Family separation. It’s all been criminal and society knows it.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65971

Not affected one bit, we are in this together and should all be doing are part to ensure we all
make it through together. This is not the time to be selfish and think of only ourselves.
Mandates are for the greater good of all Canadians.

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65972

This is all Unncessary

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65973

Mentally, emotionally. We lost lot's of friends. We don't able traveling so we don't see the
family morden 2 years ago

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65974

Limited my employment and access to restaurants, public venues, social interactions…

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65975

I have lost confidence in our government in our rights and freedoms . I am a prisoner in my
own country. I'm watching all.my rights being taken away one by one . Freedom of movement,
freedom for a peaceful assembly, bank accounts being blocked and people being arrested. It's
a nightmare I'm living .

2/18/2022 2:47 PM

65976

It’s ruins my mental and physical health It’s ruined my family relationship It’s ruined
friendships It’s ruined my travel plans

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65977

Has made me feel safer

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65978

Vaccine mandate taken my, family, and friends' voice, freedom of human rights -their jobs,
food off tables, taken friends' health and even their physical life, taken any confidence in our
politicians who are not there for us -more important to have their own power and money. I
[others] being discriminated against - causing division with we/they mentality, pitting people
against each other, bringing about fear to the governments' glory and totally rebelling against
Almighty God, our Creator. 2 Chronicles 7: 14, if My [God] people, who are called by My
Name, will humble themselves and pray and seek My face and turn from their wicked ways,
then I will hear from heaven, and I will forgive their sin and will heal their land. John 3:16-17.
For God so loved the world that He gave His only begotten Son [Jesus], that whoever believes
in Him should not perish but have everlasting life. 17 For God did not send His Son into the
world to condemn the world, but that the world through Him might be saved.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65979

Loss of job, loss of friends and family, hiding my thoughts and views to avoid confrontation
and to keep myself safe, bullying of my children by adults and other children due to vax
status.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65980

Created isolation and division. It has caused mental distress in many people I know.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65981

I am isolated and depressed.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65982

Lost of family and friends, job lost, income lost, substance abuse.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65983

I have seen to many hard working people lose their livelihoods.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65984

Loss of employment and income.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65985

Work, social life, kids, sports , everything!! End the mandates.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65986

Ruined family. Complicated work. I will never support the government again.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65987

In every way

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65988

Depression, losing our freedom for thinking for ourselves

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65989

Complete horror for my family; negative impact, many sick or dying fr the vax in family and
friends. Child in my family w depression now. Mandates are evil.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65990

Cant travel

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65991

Kept me safe

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65992

We can't watch our children play sports. I gave up my job because I can't teach with a mask. I
get very anxious with a mask on. Our finances are now very bad. My Dad is dying because the

2/18/2022 2:46 PM
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Pfizer vaccine damaged him so badly. I love my Dad. I've lost friends because our PM
basically told people to throw hate at the unvaxxed. We have experienced much division in our
extended family, and with friends and neighbors. It has been devastating.
65993

Cost me a lot more of my hard earned money. A lot more aggravation in my life I was
embarrassed Elton call myself a Canadian when pm Trudeau called out truckers as racist
terrorists He has bankrupt our nation and has instilled a totalitarian state

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65994

Not one bit as I didn’t comply with the bullshit

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65995

Depression . Segregation . Freedoms and rights trampled.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65996

It has caused a division between colleagues and friends. There is so much hate in our country
right now. There never should have been quarantining for the healthy. Sick and Immune
compromised can stay home and evaluate their risk. The rest of us want to LIVE. I have lost 3
years of valuable family vacations. 3 years of freedom. I have been existing. Not living. My
kids could not participate in the activities and sports they wanted to. It has been awful. My
mental health has taken a huge impact and my physical well being has also been affected. I
never leave my house since I am work from home. I sit all day at a computer and don’t move
around the way I used to. I have become isolated and have developed a social anxiety I never
had before. This has literally sucked the joy out of life for me and so many others. Enough is
enough already.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65997

Which mandate?

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65998

It’s affected EVERY aspect of my professional and personal life.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

65999

Everything

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66000

Lost my job, no income to support myself and my family, pain and mental anguish, I’ve never
been so abused in my life by anybody

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66001

Tremendous negative impact on physical and mental health and may have destroyed my
marriage.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66002

Its is taking our children and melting their brains and it is destroying our very way of life. Stop
the communist regime AKA justin Trudeau.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66003

It’s very mentally exhausting

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66004

All aspect of life… especially division between family members and friends.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66005

When you see good people loosing there jobs when we need them most . I'm vaxed and I've
been denied entry to Restaurants twice.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66006

It has made me feel an outsider in my own country. I am made to feel like a criminal because
of my choices and my views are held in contempt. Free speech is no longer acceptable it
seems

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66007

additional cost of N95s

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66008

In so many ways, financially, emotionally. It's absolutely horrendous

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66009

I had to get the vaccine against my wishes to be able to continue working

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66010

Kept me & my family safe.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66011

Depression

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66012

The time before the vaccines were available I followed them rigidly. My family had strict
quarantine measures to mitigate the chances that Covid19 would infect our family. We have
some with our-existing conditions, and I needed to keep my income secure by avoiding the
loss of income to follow quarantine protocols. I believed in trying to protect the ones who
needed to be protected until a vaccine was available for them to CHOOSE to take to protect
themselves. My child has spent half her life unable to socialize, unable to experience life, and
confused by all the fear and anger around her. Even after having tested positive my naturally
formed antibodies weren't good enough for Canada, I still had to get vaccinated to broaden my
child's life experiences. This was required of me despite the CDC stating that natural
antibodies are equivalent to the vaccines. I have lost friendships due to the divisiveness
arising from animosity fueled by the media and government. The fear of the unknown being
outweighed by just wanting to get our lives back from the government restrictions. My father

2/18/2022 2:46 PM
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was forced to get the vaccines to be able to complete necessary travel for his livelihood. After
the second shot he now has a heart condition, and is still to recover fully. The man already has
physical limitations in a physically demanding career. I live in a constant state of panic. Trying
to plan an exit strategy from my home country should the government decide that my child be
forced to be vaccinated before the legal age of consent, before the long term findings are
complete on the vaccines, in order for to her simply exist in this world. I fear that my father
may never recover and may fall gravely ill as he continues to try to run his operations single
handedly. I fear that my government isn't trying to protect us as I had originally believed, but
that it is trying to control us by removing our freedoms until we submit to its will. This is simply
how the mandates have affected my life, not including the failures in the medical system in
relation to Covid 19.
66013

Lost my job, lost friends, can't breath properly with mask on, has made me anxious and angry.
I have no trust in doctors, hospitals and care homes or our PM. Elderly and sick are dying
alone.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66014

Feel safe

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66015

Huge financial loss, not seen my daughter for 2 years, anxiety and depression and suicidal
thoughts. Many more things.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66016

I am now on anxiety medication.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66017

Not at all

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66018

Can't travel

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66019

Don’t get me started. This has been a set up from The get go and the game has just begun.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66020

It has taken away our freedom and divided us.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66021

Made me realize exactly how corrupt governments, big phara and especially the cabal media
are. Disgusting actions of murdering elderly and all the people who took the jab saddens me
tremendously. Apart from that i lost my job, numerous friends and my partner.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66022

Inconvenience

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66023

Kept my immune compromised family safer

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66024

I am not vaxxed. I assumed I would not be able to work this year. (Substitute teacher.) But I
test 3 times a week,cand am working full time. I can't go into restaurants. Or travel. I have
been harassed by family numbers for visiting my mother. I have lost friends. My kids can't go
to university.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66025

The isolation has been terrible. My grand children have lost so much of there lives.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66026

It hasn’t at all

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66027

Not able to visit people.

2/18/2022 2:46 PM

66028

Phizer vaccine seriously harmed my son, ruined his chance to finish his schooling and to go
back to work, devastating for a mother to see😢 Because I’m terrified of trying an experimental
vaccine I’m cut off from visiting my daughters family in the USA😥 Prone to sinus infections
and masking has given me ‘severe’ sinus infections, much worse than I’ve ever experienced
before ☹️

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66029

Safer

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66030

My wife has seen her depression deteriorate significantly to the point that she doesn’t have
any joy left in her life. Her surgery that she was waiting for has been delayed, and has
struggled with health issues.

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66031

Lost friends, can't visit family, can't travel to see family, can't go out to music
events,restaurants, social gatherings. Wasn't allowed at hospital when partner had heart
failure, was in a coma and died. Just stay at home trying to get through everyday. It's made
me depressed instead of joyful.

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66032

I have lost family and friends and I have lost confidence in all forms of government from the
top to the very bottom.

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66033

Kept myself and others safe

2/18/2022 2:45 PM
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66034

I survived the pandemic.

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66035

kept me alive

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66036

I can’t work as a RMT Haven’t been able to see my kids play hockey

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66037

I’m stuck in my home in a rural community because vaccinated or not the mandates are not
conducive to normal living . Just a note : yes I’m vaccinated The division in our communities
is just wrong. I will never support marginalizing more citizens . We have enough of that in this
county !!!! The mandates are ALWAYS very confusing and contradictory . Plus I’ll never fly out
of the country as the mandates make it financially unaffordable It’s time to move on …. Now!!

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66038

It completely sucks. I just want to be able to visit friends and family without having to watch
over your shoulder. It's sucked at my job and at my mental level as well. Time to be done.

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66039

Not able to travel or be with family or friends

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66040

It has kept us alive

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66041

For the better actually, got to spend more time with family

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66042

Social isolation and a separation from vax and unvaccinated

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66043

Lost jobs and faced layoffs as well as general instability

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66044

Vaccine Mandate

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66045

I was forced to take an injection that I didn’t want! … just so I could travel to see my children ,
or watch my grandson play hockey or to go out for a meal with my husband . Every special
event had lockdowns , so I couldn’t even spend with it my family!

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66046

Had to shudder my business. Lost friends and family from divisions. Lost friends to suicide
because the isolation and reduced social interactions. Ppl are afraid the travel, including
myself due to ridiculous mandates and restrictions. My mental health suffered greatly, almost
cost my my life and my marriage. The Lost goes on and on.

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66047

Which mandate. You’ve mentioned multiple. No mandate has affedcted it as much as a covid
death does.

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66048

Hasn't

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66049

Mental health Undue stress financially Socially

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66050

Discrimination against my kids and I going to do rec sports and fitness. Lost my job. Been
denied a handful of new job opportunities. Had people deny my disabled kid therapies.
Behavioral issues with kids. Lost friends and family whom use to support me. I've been in
receipt of hate and nasty messages to my inbox and face. We have anxiety, depression,
headaches, fear, worry and in one of my kids asthma from masking and these insane
mandates

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66051

Income

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66052

It hasn't as I realize to keep others healthy they needed to be in place

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66053

Terrible

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66054

No restaurantes my children can't goto swimming and other extracurricular activities strain on
many relationships

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66055

Neglect of the elderly

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66056

Emotionally

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66057

Mental health of myself and family members is in a terrible place.

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66058

These "mandates" have greatly impacted my business, my ability to take part in society and
has caused a number of close people in my life to suffer greatly with anxiety, depression,
divisions in family and friendships and the many hardships these situations have imposed and
has led to some people in my life to have attempted suicide and/or succeeded with the taking
of their lives due to these mandates and the negative impact that they have had....

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66059

Human interaction, business, inability to live my life and visit family, friends, travel, etc

2/18/2022 2:45 PM
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66060

Loss of income due to personal medical choices.

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66061

My father passed away and we couldn't even be with him

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66062

I personally am unable to ware anything on my face it has done a number on my mental health
and its stability for the last 2 years I have felt like a leper and have not been able to do most of
the activities I love to do and may never be able to do them again because of this, i was also
refused medical treatment because I cant ware a mask or face covering of any kind not even a
life saving oxygen mask it puts me in to a panic and I stop breathing. justin knew this was
gonna happen he made it happen in 2019 when he was in china, he should NOT be running our
country he needs to be removed from Congress and the government of canada. This has made
my life a living hell, and so much more I got a note that is supposed to exempt me from having
to wear a face covering but it doesn't work 99% of businesses still push me out because I
can't wear a mask and yet The Masks are ineffective as my daughter caught it when she was
wearing a mask at work and it was the Delta variant which she spread like wildfire through our
family because the masks don't work obviously

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66063

Lost my job; nobody will hire unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66064

It has had almost no effect.

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66065

It's kept me, an immunocompromised person, safer.

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66066

Killed my brother, Isolated my mother and put undo stress and fear into people. Hurt
businesses and divided and stressed everyone. Time to end this now. I want my freedom back
and go back to normal

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66067

Yes

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66068

Lost sole income for the family. Kids have trouble hearing people with masks and it affects
learning.

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66069

Not much. Perhaps we didn’t to the movies but I was able to carry on most activities. Covid
mandates were an inconvenience and I hate wearing a mask but want to be safe.

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66070

Fell more safe and glad the premiers and government has taken the issue of COVID seriously
unlike some people who don’t seem to understand the basic requirements needed to live in
society DURING A PANDEMIC

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66071

Horribly

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66072

Im discriminated against by our veterinarian, our favourite restaurant. In public i have to wear a
face diaper. Disgusting!

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66073

The mandate has kept me and my family safe, and has shown who has empathy for the
people around them, both family and strangers alike.

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66074

Repression Putting my health at risk getting an inoculation I did not want in order to travel to
see my family

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66075

It's affected every aspect of my life , my children's life, my Grandchildrens life. We have been
separated for 2 years now. My daughter booked a trip to Australia, was at airport got over 7
hrs. Spent $250.00 on covid test, only to be told Australia had shut down. A trip she saved up
for , for over 2 yrs. She just wanted to meet her relatives for the first time. It's not about covid.
We have been lied to!!!!!

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66076

It hasn’t.

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66077

Too much to list

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66078

Terifing my life

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66079

Every way

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66080

Not at all. We all need to collectively do our part to get out of this pandemic.

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66081

The mandate are unconstitutional when you see yours and your children’s freedoms being
taken, you look back in history and realize how history is being repeated ,when the Germans
killed $6 million people + more is this what evil people who want control of their the lives of
people who pay for this country??????

2/18/2022 2:45 PM
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66082

Created division within families, work environments and community

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66083

I can’t visit my mother in long term care anymore. She doesn’t understand why. This is cruel. I
can’t go places even though the vaccinated are spreading Covid yet they are allowed. I can’t
travel. Ski pass was revoked. We have suffered from depression. We have lost friends. We
have been verbally abused by individuals and demonized in the media and by our own Prime
Minister. This division is killing people.

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66084

Missed work for 4 mths.missing my family. Isolated

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66085

Took away my rights as a citizen to think freely, move freely, speak freely and make choices
that affect my body

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66086

My daughter had to drop out of of university; haven’t seen family in a year and a half. My kids
don’t want to go to school because of being forced to wear masks all day.

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66087

Suicide attempts in our family

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66088

Restrictions reasturante Travel

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66089

I lost my job, wasn’t able to attend funerals, missed family functions, postpone my dreams
and goals, lost my freedoms and rights ..

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66090

I lost my job because of the vaccine. Also have not been allowed in the gym but what was
good, I was not allowed in fast food businesses. The hospitals have declined way too much in
the last 2 years.

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66091

Imprisoned in my own country

2/18/2022 2:45 PM

66092

Horribly

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66093

Frustrated, lonely, disappointed belittled by those in leadership, feeling controlled and by
freedom of choice and movement being taken away!!

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66094

2 years of broken promises Drinking too much booze can’t work out price of everything has
gone up

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66095

Completely cut off from everyone and mentally exhausted

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66096

Loss of income, depression.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66097

I don’t follow the mandate’s if l can help it but it’s complete bs and is ruining Canada Trudeau
has to go ( jail would be appropriate) today would be nice

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66098

never got covid, people i love around me did not contract the disease.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66099

necessary but frustrating

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66100

Totally fucked it up!!!

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66101

It has caused me to be very anxious and unhappy. It has caused division between friends and
relationships have been strained. It’s sad we have been excluded from many things.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66102

Cannot go to my sons wedding. Cannot go anywhere that requires a vaccine passport. Cannot
get a job

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66103

It has kept safe. I am grateful for it.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66104

Total isolation causing me daily depression and no joy for life.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66105

Was forced to jab or lose my job. Very negative effects to my health from taking the jab.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66106

It has kept me and my loved ones safe from COVID

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66107

Not too badly

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66108

It’s brought a wedge between family and friends and the negative affects have been extremely
stressful.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66109

It has had very negative effects on my mental emotional and physical health. I have been
unable to participate in my church or spiritual traditions which has furthur complicated trying to
keep myself healthy in mind and spirit. I see how this has all effected my young children...
How they are struggling with anxiety in different ways. Im a care giver to a 63 year old man

2/18/2022 2:44 PM
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who can no longer attend his workshop program and he already struggling with social anxiety
and this has set him back so far in some ways. I no longer have any confidence in the medical
community and I definitely think the federal government and many provincial governments are
doing Canadians a disservice as well as breaking multiple rights of a free people... That we
Canadians are in fact no longer free. That the federal government under Trudeaus leadership
has done the Canadians a disservice. That Mr Trudeau has insulted and shown no morality or
honor during his second term as Prime Minister. He's stolen much more than money from hard
working Canadians... He's close to wiping out hope as well. All with a smile on his face and
insults on his tongue. I'm ashamed of my country today because of poor leadership... And yet
I'm proud of my fellow country men and women who are doing their best to change the
undercurrent of deceit that has been sickening our country for far too long. A vaccine Mandate
will not protect anyone but the rich man's interest and greedy politicians need for control over a
free people. Freedom of speech and thought are fundamental rights not only of Canadians, but
of every man, woman and child.
66110

Lost my job makes it harder to find a job behind in so many bills

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66111

I've respected restrictions all along so it's been a lonely 2 years.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66112

It's really annoying.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66113

It has made me feel marginally safer.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66114

They have saved my life

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66115

Mental health has gone way down

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66116

I lost my job

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66117

I cannot travel and have not seen my own brother and family who live in the States for two
years. I have been put into an “untouchable class” by our lovely prime minister and have been
robbed of my freedoms as a Canadian citizen to have an opinion, to have a voice, to have
freedom to dine and entertain where I want. It is a joke to be a Canadian right now. Such
embarrassment to be associated with such a dictator as a leader.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66118

Infringing on my freedoms

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66119

The lives of all Canadians!

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66120

Didnt

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66121

Was forced to get vaxxed or loose my job

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66122

Lost income. Homeless oilfield worker, just getting back on my feet.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66123

Segregation

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66124

It hasn't, I am following the recommendations to protect both myself and my fellow citizens. I
don't see an issue with it.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66125

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66126

Have not affected me as I am fully vaccinated because I care about my health and the health
of others around me.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66127

Slightly less contact with extended family

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66128

I have multiple sclerosis and the mask mandates cause anxiety

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66129

It’s kept me and those around me safe.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66130

Because I have had the vaccines I am able to go and do most things. I don’t believe closing
and controlling small businesses does anyone any good.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66131

It has caused assholes to occupy my city

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66132

Restricted my social life can’t meet with old friends eyc

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66133

It’s affecting my family metal health

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66134

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 2:44 PM
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66135

Effected me financially and created barriers with family and friends

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66136

Its all a farce and the leaders are a laughing stock

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66137

Discriminated against. Some family don't talk to me.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66138

Division in family and friends over vaccine and the two tier society by prime minister

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66139

Family functions and masks. Fully vaccinated but will not participate in “Proof of Vaccination “
programs

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66140

It has placed limitations on my ability to work, I had to move back in with my parents because
I could no longer afford to pay a mortgage. Total strangers continue to ask me for my personal
medical information and if I fail to answer the way they want I am stigmatized as a bad person
and have lost business and finances because because of this false perception. Because I will
not support passports or business that have participated in the passports (because it is
morally wrong to segregate) I have had to unfortunately decrease my contributions to my local
economy, which also unfortunately cycles back to me and my work. I am now afraid of people
that I would not have been prior to these mandates. I have to keep my head down and keep
my mouth shut in fear that I catch the attention of the wrong person and offend them or throw
them into irrational fear.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66141

I have taken a vaccine that I don’t agree with, especially seeing how it doesn’t work. 2 of my
adult children have been forced to take the vaccine or lose their jobs. They both ended up in
the hospital and we don’t know the permanent affects. I was also not allowed to visit my
98!year old mother for almost 2 years. In that time she has lost 35 pounds and now in her final
stages of life because of loneliness. I can go on and on…no one should have to put anything
in their bodies they don’t agree with…no one should lose their jobs or their lives. I am an adult
who has lived my life in Canada. My husband fought for us to be free. I am intelligent and will
make the responsible decisions for myself. The government should not be part of this process.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66142

Just Screwed my life

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66143

supressed my life.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66144

Depressing

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66145

Lost my employment and now am losing my home

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66146

I work at home. I am safe. Covid is the problem, not the mandates.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66147

Minimally

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66148

Kids wearing masks all day. Church affected. Travel isolation prevented some of kids from
visiting grandparents. Photo tour business shut down. Kids not in sports. Can't travel. Can't go
to events or restaurants. Son's fave hobby and side job not possible. Husband teaching
photography remotely and his students suffering, crazy mask rules make classes difficult.
Strained relationships.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66149

No gym no restaurants. Kids at home a lot. Have to take care of grandparents

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66150

Very little.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66151

Limited employment options cannot partake in group fitness, indoor fitness or restaurants.
Demoralization as I have less rights than others. Fear of the government and their terror
campaign. Cannot travel for work, health or family. Cannot take the injections because of
previous pharma injury to my neurological system. Stress and C-PTSD from previous elected
service in a toxic hostile abusive school board has been exacerbated due to the mandates &
hate mongering of the Prime Minister, other politicians & their supporters.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66152

Given a bunch of angry and entitled men without emotional regulation skills a reason to throw
tantrums. Has identified who is too selfish and stupid to understand how our decisions impact
the people around us.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66153

It’s helped me to know who not to trust.

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66154

I was one year without any visitors in my home. I live alone and it was a challenge every day
to stay in good spirit. I had one contact person outside of my house who is an older person
and her children did not want her to come to my home. Very, very, challenging 😥

2/18/2022 2:44 PM

66155

Lost my job ,and know have to struggle with stress and anxiety. This is crazy he must be

2/18/2022 2:43 PM
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removed immediately
66156

Emotionally it’s been very hard, businesswise it has had a huge impact and I don’t think
people are talking about teenage mental health enough. We have a teenager that is living
through this and it’s been extremely difficult and segregation of different groups is not the way
to bring a community together

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66157

Very minimally. Happy to follow advice of health professionals to keep safe.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66158

Not Being Able to Travel Freely from Province to Province

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66159

It has kept me and my family members free from infection by Covid.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66160

I have been threatened with the loss of my job masks aggravate a thyroid condition I have

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66161

What life? It’s my kids that are suffering

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66162

Big time

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66163

Financially. Mentally. Emotionally.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66164

Cost me money with loss of work

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66165

Segregation in society.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66166

I just want to live in free Canada 🇨🇦 how it was before

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66167

Like using a hammer to kill a ant for no reasons all and all based on no science the media is
the legacy media is the megaphone for Trudeaus insanity

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66168

Not great, but I support the because we all need to support the health care workers and each
other. I trust the science and medical experts

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66169

My kids and I have been unable to do extra curricular activities since the vaccine passport
came out. My kids have been forced to wear masks that affect their development. I believe
that the Covid mandates have done far more damage then they have helped.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66170

Violence my human rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66171

Discrimination, lack of support, seclusion from friends and family, depression, seeing my
country being divided, and watching the country's economy going down the drain.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66172

We are now depressed and looking to leave behind our livelihoods to move away from our
country. We don’t feel safe and fear for Canadas future.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66173

Mild inconvenience

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66174

It has reduced my rights and freedoms. I am capable of assessing my own risks.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66175

Unable to see family travel or attend function including church

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66176

Made it safer to do essential things

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66177

Not at all. I've been going with the flow, not having a tantrum at a virus that doesn't care about
my feelings

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66178

We have had significant anxiety and division in our very own family due to the mandates. I am
afraid for the health and safety of my children due to the risks from the vaccine.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66179

Its been terrible. It has divided friends and family and made my job more exhausting and less
sustainable. It has affected my kids and everyone I know in a negative way.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66180

We have a free like because we are vaccinated

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66181

Two funerals online, Major Milestones and Birthdays, wedding cancelled twice, unable to fly to
see my elderly parents.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66182

Loss of my job,delay for an operation ,I miss my children and Grand children,my mother is
dieing in the USA and I cant go to be with her ,this is ruining my life litteraly

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66183

Division between family and friends. Depression and anxiety. Loss of work and income.
Increased debt.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM
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66184

It has divided so many friends and families cause the government and the media have
brainwashed people to believe it is selfish for people not to get the “vaccines” which do not
even work as they still transmit and get covid-even more so than the unvaxed now!

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66185

Depression, hopeless, and angry at the government for ruining our lives for the last 2 years.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66186

Physical and mental health, family, friends, social life, work, etc etc etc

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66187

Prevented me from being with family.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66188

Job loss, depression, uncertainty, self harm

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66189

Mental Stress with partner (different views) Can’t enjoy movies, hockey games, dinner with
friends Divided friendships and family relationships Not being able to see my daughter perform
at a dance recital

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66190

infringed on the rights of my person supported by the CANADIAN BILL OF RIGHTS destroyed
my health and wellbeing due to its focus on covid-mandates only. brought despair and caused
many to commit suicide etc etc etc

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66191

Mental health very poor, family not able to see one another, forced vaccines, dividing citizens,
too much fear and not enough evidence.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66192

Terrible, very frustrated, sad to see that such a great country get torn apart by an imbecile like
that!

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66193

Not to greatly. Miss some family gatherings.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66194

My wife and I have both lost our jobs. We’re feeling singled out and not welcome in our own
country

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66195

Can’t eat out, fly, or travel on train or bus. No gatherings inside. Day to day we live in the
country and nothing is different. Its when we go for supplies that we have a problem

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66196

Limited access to businesses & places we like to go to.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66197

It has kept me & my family shut in, I find it very difficult to breathe with a mask on, we have
lost friends, so many family activities we would like to do with our kids but we can’t. Unless
you have committed a criminal act, FREEDOM IS ALWAYS A RIGHT!!!! 🇨🇦🇨🇦🇨🇦🇨🇦

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66198

Yes

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66199

None

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66200

It has imposed numerous hardships including breakdown of my marriage, discrimination
against my freedom of choice, isolation from society, depression and self harm.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66201

Unable to move about freely and I know too many people injured by the shots and it’s not be
reported or talked about.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66202

It has provided safety for me and my family

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66203

Loss of job! Discrimination

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66204

lost my job

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66205

It has kept us safe. Thank you

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66206

It helps keep my family safe from the plague spreaders

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66207

It has affected my life in so many ways. The division between my family and friends is
endless - I am hard of hearing and can no longer read lips to communicate. I had vaccine
injury from my second maderna vaccine one month ago to the point where I could not breathe.
I have to work from home now which can be okay but as someone who battles depression - I
need to be around people - and finally, it has divided my family, friends and community.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66208

Not able to go out to live events

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66209

We don't get sick from colds anymore

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66210

Financial Mental Family

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66211

Can’t go out to places that require pass, arguements with friends over the efficacy and how

2/18/2022 2:43 PM
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brainwashed people are. The science making no sense and people being stupid gives me
anxiety
66212

It has divided family, lost income, and made me realize how much overreach the government
has.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66213

Pain in my ass

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66214

As much as anyone else, except I'm not a crybaby.

2/18/2022 2:43 PM

66215

The mandates have kept us from doing the things we love even though we’ve already had
Covid. Our children have had to wear masks at school.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66216

Mentally, emotionally, physically, financially, socially and every other way possible. IT NEEDS
TO END!

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66217

Destroyed friendships spanning more than 50 years, family members no longer speak,
prevented travel to see family who were dying or sick, isolated my elderly mother in extended
care from seeing most of her family for over 2 years significantly compounding her dementia
and feelings of anxiety, prevented my freedoms guaranteed as a Canadian citizen. I am
usually calm but have suffered significant radicalization, depression and anger, extreme
distrust of medical, political and mainstream media in Canada. So much so that I am
investigating leaving Canada, my place of birth, and becoming citizenship in a different
country.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66218

It has Divided my family. My kids have missed out on so much of their childhood. I never
expected in my lifetime of my children to witness and see WW3

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66219

I can't breath with the masks on! These mandates they have affected my relationships among
family and friends and have caused fear, anxiety, depression and I have no confidence with
Justin Trudeau and his liberal party or the NDP as well as other governing members in each
political party that support these mandates, This has put so much financial stress, emotional
and physical stress and no hope on myself and I have lost the confidence in what was a land
of the home and free that Canada is suppose to be. This govt should be ashamed of their
actions on all levels they have put Canadians thru and Prime Minister Trudeau needs to step
down and relinquish his position because he is not serving this country or believes in freedoms
for Canada and the people that live in it! I am deeply saddened and tramatized by what this
free country has become! Clearly divided by a government that does not believe in equality
and freedom of speech of each individual regardless of race, creed or religion. It is crimes
against humanity from this Government in Canada and I am appalled by the actions they have
taken in the last two years during this so call pandemic with a approx 98 percent recovery rate
with no vaccines required! Justin Trudea has lost my confidence in him as a leader for this
country called Canada. I have even thought of selling what I have left and leaving this country
because I no longer feel safe and free in Canada under this Justin Trudea leadership in this
government of Canada. It is a disgrace he calls himself a Canadian! I have always been a
proud Canadian and love my country but not with this Justin Trudeau leadership. It hurts my
heart to believe our beautiful country of Canada has come to this! No emergency act is
required and this is absolutely terrible and despicable this government lead by Justin Trudeau
would do this to his people of this country! My children and grandchildren are and will be
affected by all this and I as a mother and grandmother will not accept these mandates and
Justin Trudeau leadership any longer. He needs to step down immediately, Today Feb 18,
2022, so all Canadians can get back to some kind of normalcy and freedoms that we know and
love! On this last note I will say is, if Justin Trudeau cannot sit at a table and have a
conversation with the convoy organizers and be accountable to the people of Canada then he
is not a leader for this country and I personally would like to file my non confidence vote
against Justin Trudeau as I do not believe he has Canadians best interests in mind any longer
and specifically no longer has my vote! Step down from your position Justin Trudeau!!

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66220

If watch family and friends loose their jobs , become the target of hate and ostracized from
restaurants and life events

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66221

Lost Friends

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66222

The last 2 years have been tragic for my kids. They have not been able to be kids!! This has
taken a huge toll on their mental/physical state. Their grades, sports and fitness, and just their
overall social lives have been severely affected. I don’t understand how the government
doesn’t see this? And what kind of programs have they put out there for them to cope?
Nothing! Im an advocate for my children!!!

2/18/2022 2:42 PM
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66223

I feel safe when out in public. Society is protecting the vulnerable by following the mandates

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66224

Not to be free

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66225

It has impacted my family by isolating us away from all the things (family, friends and events)
that give us purpose in life. Without thoes things life has become one day on repeat.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66226

It has ruined friendships, divided our family. Caused me and my husband tremendous fear,
anxiety and depression. Affected my ability to be able to go to work.. I feel like i no longer
have control over some of the important decisions in my life, like what i want to put into my
body. I fear we are going to go through a depression, because of how our prime minister
handled things throughout this pandemic. Justin Trudeau continues to lie about the vaccine
saying its safe and that it works...... when it isn't and it doesn't. I could go on and on about
how this has affected me. I no longer have faith in our government. Many of them are in it for
the money, not for the people. We want Canada to remain strong and free for our children and
grandchildren. Justin Trudeau does not want this! He wants to rule over us! Not to work with
and for us!

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66227

Ever day life

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66228

I haven’t been able to participate in society freely. It has affected my mental health in that is
my children very negatively. It has caused division in my community. I’m judged for my views
as a Canadian. I can’t travel to see my family.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66229

I was placed on an unpaid leave for 90 days for declining the vaccine mandate imposed by my
employer, at the end of the 90 days I was asked to provide my vaccine status, I did not
disclose my private medical information, I was then terminated. This is only a small fraction of
the negative impacts these mandates and restrictions have had on my life. I cannot watch my
son play basketball games at the various schools in our region, and this, along with the other
restrictions, have had a deeply negative impact on my son as well.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66230

Family members have dealt with significant economic lost, suicide attempts, drug addiction,
prostitution after job lost, death same day of getting booster, triplet pregnancy contraction
triggered way too early 24h after vaccine which lead to 2 of 3 babies having heart issues and
being in intensive care. Can no longer afford a home (for now) because of inflation.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66231

Depression. Loss of wages. Loss of friends and family. Loss of mental stability. Loss of
respect and belief in the government.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66232

Can't see family and friends my kids mom won't let me see my kids BC I live 6 hours away
and with mandates she won't let me

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66233

Limited travel and entry to businesses

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66234

44 years of service. Lost my job for refusing to disclose my vaccination status. I am fully
vaccinated.. which is ny business

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66235

Drastically for my business and my family

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66236

Not much can’t I won’t comply

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66237

It's the biggest joke in history

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66238

An idiot child took over because of promising. Cute hair produced nothing but division and hate

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66239

The negative impact it has had on my family is substantial. We are a very close family and to
have been physically separated for months was devastating especially for our 84 year old
mother. She’ll never recover from it. I’m also a victim services program manager. I see the
damage it has caused every day. The overdoses, suicides, sexual assaults involving children
the massive amount of domestic violence occurrences is overwhelming.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66240

No freedom

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66241

Can't go anywhere, do anything. Being discrimated against

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66242

I’m unvaxxed and I feel it has isolated me and my family from our friends family

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66243

Saved My life

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66244

It’s robbed me of precious time with my family. Watching my Grandson play hockey etc.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM
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66245

It has ruined my childrens education and social life for 2 years. Ive had enough

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66246

It's been great. Haven't been sick for two years. Even managed to travel over the holidays and
stuck to the protocols and stayed healthy even during the worst of Omicron. Mandates work!

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66247

Pressure, stress, division.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66248

Suppression equals depression.divided country,divided family.a shamed of my politicians!!

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66249

Mentally, physically , emotionally, less time with my loved ones and friends

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66250

Took away my rights and freedoms, isolated me, divided family members, rise in cost of living,
lost faith in the health care system and government.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66251

Its kept me and my family safe

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66252

I lost my job

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66253

Divided my family and community.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66254

Lost hours at work, family died in hospital with little interaction from family, could not see my
new grandchild freely cuz of fear, my adult kids have not seen each other since August last
year, tension at work, can't eat at restaurants or go to arenas, gyms etc... segregation in our
community. Feel helpless sometimes. Husband almost lost his job, but he is very needed due
to low amount of employees. That put a lot of stress on our lives! Mentally and emotionally
abused by these mandates!

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66255

Lost friends and family members as it has divided everyone

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66256

Decisiveness within my family and friends, mental health severely affected w anxiety,
depression. My doctor won’t consider or dismissed a conversation about the effects and vax
injuries my friends, family and colleagues have experienced and witnessed.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66257

Kept me safe but feel we are now entering the endemic phase and social behaviour should
reflect that

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66258

Had to get jabbed or lose my job. My family has shunned me as I have differing views, I’ve
watched patients scared and not allowed to have family present at their bedside, my 3 year old
son doesn’t understand why we have to wear masks all the time, mental health is declining

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66259

Big time

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66260

Isolated & afraid to go to the store. Division from friends & family

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66261

Discrimination

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66262

Lost my job, divided my family, removed any faith in government to govern reasonably and
fairly based on science, facts and the Charter.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66263

I can't go anywhere to participate a is participate in any social situations haven't been to a
restaurant in over 2 years. I'm worried about Canada becoming a Communist country.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66264

Lost a beautiful soul becasue she couldn't be will her own family so she took her life.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66265

Did not do much living in the pass two years

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66266

It has restricted my movements, interfered with my work, ruined friendships, and made me
consider leaving Canada for good.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66267

kept us safe

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66268

My uncle was admitted to the hospital November 5, was not allowed to visit at all. He died
alone with no family around on Feb 18th. I never got to say goodbye. RIP Roland, I miss you
so much.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66269

This is utter insanity. The government has over stepped on too many occasions and are taking
away peoples rights and telling them it is what’s best for them.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66270

My wife got hers to go see ower grand baby born in Halifax then our son is is getting married in
PEI she got her shots to go but now I’m not allowed because I don’t have my shots it’s not
right to separate family my sons in Halifax because he’s working forHe works for Coast Guard

2/18/2022 2:42 PM
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so he’s in a position where he saving people but yet he’s being punished because we don’t get
our shots we can’t see your son or a grandbabies
66271

It’s been tough, but we’re in this together

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66272

Haven’t seen many family or friends, but while that’s sad, we have all stayed healthy and
covid free

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66273

It has made me more aware of the vulnerable people around me and the impact that my
actions can have on their well- being.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66274

It sent a bunch of inbred truckers to occupy the capital city of my country, embarrassing us in
front of the whole world.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66275

Ended friendships

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66276

Feel locked in

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66277

Negatively.

2/18/2022 2:42 PM

66278

Taken away the right to live freely,go where I want, do what I want, see who I want. It has
taken away choice of personal medical freedom by punishing those who do not agree and
comply with the government narrative.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66279

Two years of wearing masks have caused me to have panic attacks whenever I put one on,
which in turn is creating agoraphobia issues.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66280

It is not always easy, but I feel the mandates are effective at reducing covid deaths

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66281

Lost job. Division in family and friends.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66282

I lost my job with interior health

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66283

In a pro-active way, the mandates have given me the incentive to dig deeper into the back
story of viral lab technology; the intelligence and resources that contribute to the manufacture
of bio-weaponry in the form of viruses; the under story of the 4th industrial revolution, the WEF
& YLF, agenda 2030 and global reset and the link between global pandemic to global reset.
History repeating itself from 1933 - 1945 being played out in 2020 - ? Mr Trudeau's illegal
mandates along with his hate speech, his unwillingness to listen to and negotiate with peaceful
Canadian citizens, his continual narrative about efficacy and safety of experimental injections
(which are scientifically and statistically proven to be false), his inability to lead democratically
- HAVE MADE HIM A THREAT TO THE SAFETY OF CANADA AND CANADIANS. Mr
Trudeau's heavy handed authoritarian, tyrannical behaviour's had diminished what Canada is
and what Canada stands for - our True North Strong and Free. Boils down to sadness and grief
for loss of democracy in Canada, to obligatory determination to stand for justice, human rights
and protection of democracy.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66284

My kid's childhood is stolen. Nothing to do, no social life. Depression.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66285

Friends kids this is mess separate us

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66286

Lost my job, effected my mental health, ruined relationships.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66287

It saved me from getting COVID and not the absolute shit show that is in the US.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66288

The mandates have helped to keep myself and my friends and family safe and healthy, along
with all other Canadians.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66289

Mental health has been severely affected

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66290

I lost one of my jobs and I can’t travel.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66291

Separated me from my family and kids, took my job and caused depression.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66292

Caused depression the death of my aunt in a care home missed family and friends.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66293

The lockdown left me at risk of limited mobility (stuck in my chair for longer than I should have
allowed myself, I suppose). It led to my having a stroke in June of 2020.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66294

It's sucked but it's what was/is required when idiots who refuse to use logic, can't apparently
comprehend pseudo from evidence based science, and who suck the dicks of Rogan and

2/18/2022 2:41 PM
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Bernier fail to uphold their civil and missal duties that come with being part of a free and
democratic society with a shared healthcare system.
66295

Loss of business, loss of income, separation from family, anxiety, depression, frustration

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66296

How hasn't it.. haven't seen family.. trouble traveling...etc

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66297

feelings of loneliness, isolation from family, unable to go out to where I used to freely go, No
social contact. Feelings of insufficient air when wearing a mask and my face is flushed and
heart rate is up. Looking at the real science, I am not getting enough oxygen and way to much
carbon dioxide, when wearing it. I am well read and yet feel as if I am not heard, when I
express the truth

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66298

Depression, loneliness, fear,division in family.. and so on.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66299

Travelling

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66300

Work, family, funerals, mental health, and the crumbling of democracy before our eyes.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66301

My children can no longer go to their extra curricular activities. We have been segregated from
family events due to vaccination status. Wearing a mask causes me so much anxiety that I no
longer go into shops and rely on online purchase. My two year old and 6 month old children
have never known freedom or had the opportunity to go into a store or visit with family.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66302

freedom

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66303

Friendship division, family division, Stress, anxiety, segregation, Potentially loss of a job.
Cannot travel in or out of my country and the list goes on

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66304

made me feel hopeless and depressed

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66305

Fearful and lonely.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66306

Lost job and was unemployed for over a year

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66307

Impeded on my freedom and rights of choice to live the way I choose.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66308

Physically, Emotionally, Psychologically, Spiritually & Financially…

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66309

My son has not been able to been able to socialize with other children he is 14 months and it's
vital to his development. I also have no been able to work and we are struggling as a one
income household. Also my mental health having to be stuck in the house day in an day out.
My child has not yet been able to see or meet and of the family in his 14 months alive.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66310

Divided my extended family. Destroyed my sons hope for a good career. Not to mention he
never had a proper graduation.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66311

Discrimination Hostage in our own country

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66312

Lost jobs lost everything

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66313

Lost 80% of our small business revenue. Daughter lost her job for being unvaccinated. Can not
participate in regular activities. Can not leave the country.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66314

I have been in prison in my own home I have severe allergies even to c t contrast dye . So by
mr trudeaus order I’m locked in my home can’t go no where or see anyone and I have a natural
immunity I was already extreamly sick in 2019 was put on inhailers along with my daughters
and husband . I have broken disks in my back and supposed to have surgery next week and
I’m scared to death to go as I was told mr Trudeau is forcing vaccines be given in hospitals to
those that don’t have them if they put that in me I’ll die ! My naighbour had the booster and is
now in hospital bleeding blood clots out her bottom and her private area and she’s 60
something in age . We no longer have a free country . Trudeau now has Quebec police
assaulting innocent protestors and forcing them in jail even residents just walking on the side
walks . How is this ok ? This is not true North strong and free . Where is it a free country when
being forced to take a experimental vaccine or being onlock downs for over. Two years when
it’s been proven those in hospital are due to vaccines Not being in vaccinated . I fear for our
future for our children and our grandchildren . This insanity needs to stop ! My father in law is
in a care home I’m no longer aloud to see being un vaxed and he’s being abused in the care
home . Please please stop Trudeau millions have voted as no confidence vote against prime
minister Trudeau and he’s going against every thing . I acting the war measures I’m so sick
over all of this as many are . Why why is he able to do all he’s doing ?

2/18/2022 2:41 PM
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66315

Restricted it completely I haven't gone anywhere in 2 years and haven't had anyone come to
my home or gatherings for 2yrs as well I've only gone out to do groceries

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66316

My business has suffered...my income is down 3/4 of pre-covid.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66317

safer

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66318

It’s ruining it. I may lose my job, my partner has lost his, my son has lost his, the other took
the vaccine and lost time because it made him sick. I’ve had to lay off employees, there are
product shortages and angry customers constantly- my stress levels are through the roof. I’m
crying typing this. Also - I had delta and was sick for two days. This is nothing but a flu.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66319

Unable to visit....

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66320

Helped me stay safe

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66321

Greatly!! My grandchildren don’t know me anymore, my husband lost BOTH his jobs! Some
family members disowned us over covid rules. Shame on this government!!

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66322

It’s severely affected my business.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66323

Worked more, less time spent playing hockey

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66324

False info from both sides has created a divided people. People need to follow their
conscience and not be pressured over impossible and unhealthy imbalanced mandates. Not
every solution is good for all people. People need the right to choose. The government has lost
its credibility.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66325

I could not travel freely…😡😡😡

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66326

My daughter has not been able to come home for a visit, as she lives across the sea

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66327

Not at all

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66328

Depession, felt discriminated and hated, lost friends, stress+++

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66329

It's protected people I love with health issues who may otherwise have died or been
permanently disabled by long covid, including myself.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66330

Division in family/friendships/church Family and friends lost jobs Kids can’t play sports or
attend programs Mental health struggles (anxiety) in multiple family members

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66331

Mentally, physically, economically.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66332

The cost of living is going is costing my family severe financial harm. It has also cost me
friends and family members.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66333

Too many negative things to write them all down. Mostly and the worst part is all the fear that
has been instilled in not only our children and grandchildren but adults as well…the
relationships that have been lost and or damaged unnecessarily are too much!!

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66334

On medical leave. Disadvantaged in society on a daily basis

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66335

It has been horrible! My entire family and community has suffered mental distress.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66336

It’s made me feel safer, and reminded me how free our country really is.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66337

Extremely negatively.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66338

It hasn’t.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66339

Not at all.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66340

My father in law has had access to cancer treatment delayed potentially costing him his life.
My son is experiencing hearing loss daily and is at constant risk of developing a dangerous
infection in his brain due to Bonnie Henry and Adrian Dix dictating that operating rooms be
closed.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66341

Loss of income Big time

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66342

I am a big girl....I can make my own decisions! I choose to be careful and consider others
needs as well as my own! If I wanted to live in a Communist country I would move to North

2/18/2022 2:41 PM
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Korea!
66343

Its kept me safe

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66344

I have been treated poorly from a medical doctor when I didn’t have my vaccine, I was not able
to say goodbye to a dying loved one

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66345

I am ill I have no life, family or friends. I am very depressed.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66346

Not really , family has moved away to start there own lives . Thank god for the internet (skype)
you can see them with out the stigma . Now it's time to end this , some might still get it , but it
might be like the flue . Until then , stay in your own country , weir a mask & stay 10 feet apart
. & wash your hands .

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66347

Having to homeschool my children was a horrible and negative impact on my entire family. Not
being able to enjoy basic outings with my family as we were forbidden from entering
restaurants, pools, theatres. I felt like a criminal visiting my parents and friends during the
months of lockdown. Makes people become bitter and unhappy in an already tough life.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66348

Haven't even had a cold in 2 years. Masks are great !

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66349

Safer

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66350

Limited or no access to normal life like shopping, dining out and travelling.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66351

Extreme stress, poor mental health, decrease in physical health due to gym mandates.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66352

I’m disgusted with my government and it’s overreaching and I’m ready to separate as a result

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66353

Kept my elderly parent safe, grateful for safety mandates

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66354

These protections have kept me and my elderly Mom and my immuno-compromised son alive
—I fully support these protections

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66355

It cut my income by 2/3's

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66356

my 86 yr old mother in a home was not vaxed i know what is in this poison and the science is
clear, she got sick and we could not visit her becuase we were not vaxed while unvaxed health
care workers were working

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66357

Unable to visit family. Unable to travel to other parts of the country by plane or go to the U.S.
Lost friends and family due to division/different opinions and the fear that has been pushed my
media and the government. Unable to dine out, go to the theatre etc. Wearing masks makes it
difficult to breathe and increases my anxiety. Shunned by friends, family and neighbours for
not being vaccinated. Significant other no longer able to work due to not being vaccinated.

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66358

Because of mandates at work plus the assholes that own RTI I retired

2/18/2022 2:41 PM

66359

work shortage

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66360

Lost clients Poor

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66361

Negatively. Mental health of my kids. My teenage daughter now doesn’t want to go without a
mask because she will have to show her face in public. How sad is that. This has permanently
damaged young girls very badly.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66362

They really have not, other than keep others healthy, and minimize the numbers in the
hospital.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66363

It has curtailed our lives a lot. We weren't able to attend funerals of loved ones, We have not
be in a restaurant for months and months and months - so the owners have lost a lot of
revenue I am sure from others such as us I hate wearing a mask and feel hot and
uncomfortable if wearing it for extended periods. I cannot hear people properly, especially if
they have an accent when they have a mask on.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66364

Almost destroyed my business.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66365

Meh, bit annoying but better than people dying.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66366

I felt discriminated. Quality of life deteriorated. I feel that I live in fascist country.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66367

Seriously????? 2 years of lockdowns and restrictions, shouldn’t have to be asked

2/18/2022 2:40 PM
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66368

Loss of business, fights with family, mother died alone in care home

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66369

I have t gotten sick. It kept me safe at work.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66370

It has affected my life financially, mentally.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66371

Loss of job, no employment income.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66372

Worry about the future for my children and grandchildren. Loss of freedoms and rights such as
family visits, death of loved ones without being able to be with them. Separation from my
elderly mom with dementia. Family not agreeing and division. Some hopelessness at times.
Unable to travel. Fear of war.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66373

Lost jobs, kids emotional and mental health, financial burden , small business closure

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66374

I have had enough of the lies and not being able to do the things I want to do. I have 3 shots
and still all these policies. No more

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66375

I have a brain cell and am well aware of our charter rights. More than I can say for the convoy
folks.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66376

Terrified for freedom in Canada. The country of peace and law.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66377

Lost job

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66378

I have not been able to work and did not qualify for the government benefits. I have lost a
family member to suicide.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66379

Lose of lots of money.It’s killing my 95 year old mother as she has been isolated from her
family.it has devided my family to the point that it’s almost unreconcilable.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66380

Job loss

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66381

Less travel

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66382

Stressful

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66383

Terribly!!! Our Son nearly committed suicide, mental health has gotten terribly worse all
around!! Our children have suffered greatly!!

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66384

My Band can’t play live shows. I’m sick of masking up !!!!!

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66385

I have lost family, I have lost friends, my marriage ended my kids education has been
disrupted, my children have developed lung damage from wearing masks endlessly, I have lost
my house and my business, I am looking after family members gravely I’ll with the vaccine
with irreversible damage, this madness MUST END NoW! Canadians need their lives back,
and those that drive the lies the last 2 years and damaged canada and it’s people must be held
accountable and answer for what they have done.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66386

It hasnt

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66387

Severely affected my employment and my mental health

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66388

My business has suffered and my wife was fired from her job because she refused the jab.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66389

Made me feel like a guilty citizen. A second class citizen. Makes us all feel like typhoid Mary.
Makes us all feel like criminals. Cannot go to movies or out for a drink. Cannot have a
gathering for fear of getting fines or even imprisoned. Cannot visit family haven't seen some
family in 2 yrs. Cannot travel. We became farmers over the last 2 years to provide food for
ourselves and the rest of the valley.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66390

I have not been able ti have a normal life. i am a nurse and was forced out of my profession
and seeing others struggle because of short staffing but refuse me to come back to work.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66391

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66392

insomnia, anxiety, broken friendships and family ties

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66393

I have a disability and have a lot of needs, yet some of alternative ways to heal , to aid me in
my health to get well, is the use of gym , swimming exercises for my arm, and sauna to
detox.. but the Govermnent CLOSED everything with lockdowns and fear spreading. So
without these My health has gotten worse . Next socially it has put me into depression as it

2/18/2022 2:40 PM
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was so isolating for 2 years. The first year was just aweful, nothing open, church I went was
closed, libraries closed, etc So many scare tactics, and fear instilled in us, At times I could
not even go to the walk -in- Clinic for help with my issues, that had nothing to do with covid.
Horrible last 2 years...
66394

Loss of employment. Unable to visit family. Major financial loss. Mental health deteriorated.
Family crumbling.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66395

It has given myself and my family and feeling of safety knowing our government is following
science

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66396

Mental wellness

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66397

Not at all.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66398

Reduce income and segregation and discord amongs family and friends

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66399

Not able to enjoy going out to dinners or movies and everything else the unvaxed has not been
able to do

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66400

Depressed, segregation,

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66401

Lost year of employment. Had one mid fourty' family member hostbitalized for a month from
vaccine injury. Had an extended family member die after receiving 2nd vaccine dose of
vaccine. Tired of the coercion and trampled on rights

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66402

Terribly

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66403

I believe that the mandates are based on science, mostly. I also believe that the decision
making process has been unnecessarily politicized, and polarized.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66404

Lack of travel. Lack of public events lack of trust

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66405

Lost year

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66406

Horrible life now

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66407

Protected my mother in LTC by requiring vaccines and masks.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66408

Loss of bodily choice and freedoms

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66409

Has divided many friends and family...seen alcohol and drug abuse go way up

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66410

N/a

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66411

I own a small business and barely surviving. Work 14 hours a day just to earn enough to pay
bills. Now I'm on antidepressants.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66412

I protected me and my family.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66413

All my people so divided!

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66414

The mandates have helped keep our hospitals afloat. Our health care system has been in
jeopardy long before Covid and these temporary mandates are necessary to insure patients
safety. They need to invest more into health care to able to remove mandates.

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66415

It has kept me alive

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66416

Negatively loss of employment

2/18/2022 2:40 PM

66417

It has given me a better feeling of security and safety for myself and those I care about. This
is about supporting others, not our own selfish desires.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66418

Can't travel. Have to pay for test even if vaxed. That's ridiculous. Can't socialize. Things are
so bad for many people because of this nonsense over a lab made virus. People are mean to
each other. Teachers are mean to children etc. People died because of other things, not
because of the virus. Even if vaxed I would not use the Vax pass cause it discriminates

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66419

Got fired for not getting vax because I have a blood clot disease. Been extremely
discriminated against.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66420

Destroyed my Business, leaving me heavily in debt. I cannot afford to pay for the PCR Tests
needed to visit my 3 year old daughter, who lives 2 miles away, but on the other side of the

2/18/2022 2:39 PM
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Canada / USA border.
66421

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66422

Badly

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66423

It hasn’t. I was already vaccinated before my employer required it and before vaccine
passports weren’t thing. I couldn’t get my nails done one month… but no the mandates did not
affect my life. My life the same now as it always was with some added features like wearing a
mask.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66424

Laid off. Refused entry to school.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66425

Makes me proud to know I’m protecting my more vulnerable friends and neighbours

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66426

I lost two jobs for refusing to show segregation papers

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66427

In too many ways … family & friends lost to differing opinions… as well as some to vaccine
injuries

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66428

I can't take my children to some activities and they are being affected emotionally. I can't
travel to go back to the country where I originally i am from to visit my family and take my
children with me to meet their relatives. Emotionally has been really hard.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66429

Kept me safe

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66430

It has devided family and friends . I cannot travel outside the province.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66431

It hasn’t.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66432

Lost jobs and Lotsa friends and family cause of these tyrannical mandates causing devision
and mental stress not to mention anxiety and anger that all lead to bad health and eventually
even death! This has never been about all virus but total control

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66433

It has made life more difficult with next to no socializing and being deprived of any CD
entertainment

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66434

Much worries about my job and jeopardy of my constitutional rights and freedom. Travel
restriction. And created a sinful hatred for Justin Trudeau and his followers. God have mercy
on me.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66435

It is an illegal, corrupt agenda to remove freedoms , implement a social credit system and
commit genocide

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66436

Just an innocent grandma feeling like a criminal when I am not!!!! Just want to watch my
grandkids play sport just want to go sit and have a coffee and chat with friends want to reunite
with friends in fear to have no fear Just want this night mare to end now!!!!!

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66437

Nil

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66438

not seriously

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66439

Had to shut down my business at the beginning, took new job but have to work from home. I'm
ok with this.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66440

Keep my family and I alive!

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66441

Kept me safe and alive!!

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66442

Immensely

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66443

I have a medical accommodation. But I will lose my job when it is over due to my employer
mandating the vaccine. I work from home. There is no legitimate reason for this policy.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66444

Work is effected, mental health is affected, friends and family divided by JT’s hate speech.
Groceries unaffordable. Gasoline unaffordable. The list goes on

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66445

Daughter committed suicide and I lost my job.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66446

The division among friends and family is heartbreaking. I miss being with my friends and
family and being able to access restaurants, movie theatres, events, swimming pools, gyms.
My kids miss the social life we use to have with all the people we love

2/18/2022 2:39 PM
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66447

mandate is in violation of international and Canadian Human Rights charter, not to mention the
science Surprised that judicial system has vacated their responsibility, lame stream media I
can understand.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66448

It saved my 97 year old mothers life.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66449

It has left me feeling isolated, depressed, and without proper health care for myself and my
cats. I had hope with the truckers. The first glimmer of hope in two years. I haven’t touched
my grandson in two years. He lives freely in Colorado.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66450

immeasurably .... i see so many people around me, in family, community, with clients as a
counsellor who are suffering tremendously, mental health, physical health, social health,
spiritual health... are signficantly affected ... depression, self harm, suicidal thoughts, violence
and abuse, addiction, sense of hope about the future, trust in government has plummeted.
Stress, fear and isolation are killing people, and significantly harming people.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66451

Division amongst friends and family

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66452

Loss job, family division, mental health ,

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66453

Made doing my job very hard

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66454

vaccine passport has stopped me from socializing, seeing my family by flying to reach them,
to attend my gym, to attend my pool league, It has divided myself from half my friends with
half of those the friendships has ended.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66455

Made it better, keeping me and my family healthy

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66456

Terribly

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66457

In every way: mental, social and financial

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66458

Keeping my family apart Can't travel I ve always believed we were in a free county

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66459

Tyranny and treason by politicians effect all our lives by criminal intent to destroy our country
and genocide of our people.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66460

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66461

It has made my life and that of my family a nightmare and represents a slide into
totalitarianism that is not what Canada is supposed to represent.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66462

It has made people who were once friends hate each other. Actually I believe that is the result
of the way Trudeau has talked but the mandates haven't helped.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66463

Depression, alcohol.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66464

I had to change my position at work as the mandates created a situation where it became
impossible to succeed for students and staff.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66465

Not at all, but it's kept my paramedic husband from getting getting sick at all over the last 3
years

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66466

Loss of job. Cannot board a plane, even in my own country.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66467

It’s been a struggle for our small business and family.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66468

Depression

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66469

I’m a health care worker. The mandates have helped slow the spread to allow us to do our job
without everyone dying because I can’t take care of 20 dying people at once. With restrictions
gone more people will sadly die

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66470

Lost income, anxieties, etc

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66471

had to get vaccinated to work

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66472

Depression and isolation. Hard to cope.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66473

It's been rough, but we're managing. We keep our social circle small, and truly value our close
friends. Being a currently serving military member, I am thankful for the opportunities to serve
and lead by example.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM
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66474

Is that a joke? Lost numerous friends to suicide and mental health issues. Watched friends
break down with no system to support them and wait months for prescriptions. I've watched a
once great country turn its people against one another and added more to the poverty list on
the journey. Countless closed businesses and destroyed towns. Hate spread all over the
streets and media. This has been the joke that will forever haunt our history books...

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66475

brought me to the Ram Ranch

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66476

My entire family is depressed since no rights no freedoms I’m a mother with children that feel
School is prison we are sick and tired of not being able to participate in society cuz of vax we
can’t take ..Trudeau must go we don’t pay taxes for dictatorship.land of freedom wake up

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66477

Lack of freedom

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66478

Love seeing people actually standing up against political over reach. Other then that, we don’t
know.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66479

Mentally hard between family and friends and especially our elderly loved ones locked up.
Completely teaching our children that the government needs to take care of us when we should
be teaching our children to take care of themselves.

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66480

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:39 PM

66481

Kept my family safer.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66482

Not going out with family impacts on small children no holidays family and no proof that it
works

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66483

Depression, anxiety, family turmoil.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66484

Discrimination is what i live everyday.Division in society. My kids mental health is declining.
My older kid dont wants to go to school anymore. Working with a mask is not good for my
physical and mental health.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66485

Because I am not vaccinated I cannot go to restaurants, sports events, our grandkids sports
events, I can’t visit my father in law in a care home, our family is divided, I can’t travel on an
airplane , train or bus. I have had times of depression and worry about others that I love being
depressed. I mostly worry about the impact these restrictions has had on children as well as
the possible ill effects of the vaccines on adults and especially children

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66486

Lines are hard

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66487

Not able to see family (but I need to protect them)

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66488

took my freedom away

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66489

Loss and division of relationships

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66490

We have lost a job, my kids cannot access basic needs for socializing, fitness, mental health,
my husband cannot play hockey, my son has anxiety due to masks, this list is too long to
write out here!

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66491

Positively

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66492

Im vaccinated and my wife cant get it. Because of this we cant go to resteraunts or movies or
watch my kids play their sports

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66493

It has affected me in many ways, losing my job, have a stress attack and having to be
medicated and the list goes on.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66494

I have to wear a mask at the grocery store. Who cares?! I do it to keep others safe, especially
my unvaccinated 3.5-year-old.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66495

It has kept my vulnerable friends and family safe during the pandemic, and helped to reopen
our hospital's emergency department when it was flooded with covid patients.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66496

Hard to get into the RAM RANCH

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66497

My job moved to virtual many times.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66498

I’ve lost touch with friends and family I’m not comfortable getting the vaccine so I’ve lost
clients at work and lost the privilege of travel and entering certain businesses.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM
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66499

Out of work several times and unable to see my family as I’m unable to fly

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66500

Reduce freedom for some family members

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66501

In every way possible, emotional stress, deaths, not being with family and friends, mental
anxiety in the family, suicide, drug overdose

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66502

No more than other mandates such as obeying the speed limit, stopping at red lights, wearing
seat belts, having a driver’s licence, etc.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66503

Kept my family healthy and my young children safer.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66504

The mandates have helped me and my family members from contracting covid

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66505

I have lost my marriage, my job and fit the first time I am on anxiety medication

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66506

All

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66507

in many ways

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66508

Lost all faith in public health experts, medical profession, our governmental institutions (both
provincially and federally), our academic and professional institutions, learned about our
governments subservience to the dystopian vision of the elite World Economic Forum and
world corporatocracy. It has taken away my nationally and internationally recognized rights and
freedoms, divided family, friends, shown the utter propaganda of the legacy media. Changed
me forever!

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66509

Mentally Physically and Financially to a degree there’s little reason for me to stay in Canada
as a law abiding citizen who for over 42 years has brought new money and investments into
Canadá that is now worse to live in than many of the countries I have worked in across the
world… Justin Trudeau is a Communist Dictator and I refuse to support him in any way further
which includes being a tax paying citizen of what once was a great country…would you like me
to continue…???

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66510

I feel safer.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66511

The vax passport has affected in its mandates. I’m subject to weekly antigen testing at my
work due to my vax status.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66512

Isolated me from people, caused divisions

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66513

Very isolated makes one super lonely. Not that easy to visit family and friends in another
province. Cannot go to the US.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66514

Curtailed a lot of travel ,visiting and various other activities and events.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66515

Professionally I was put on unpaid leave of absence from my career and threatened to be fired
from my job. Uncertain financial future, inability to pay bills or mortgage , loss of income , loss
of financial future and retirement savings. The mandate has cause social and family divide.
Denied ability to travel. The mandate has destroyed my ability to serve my community and
province with my medical expertise. Has Denied me the ability to support local businesses.
Isolation, depression, fear

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66516

Unable to work or travel

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66517

None at all

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66518

Job loss, income loss, waste of two years

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66519

It has isolated me from friends and family and wiped out my income

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66520

Mental health

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66521

Go home you cousin-lovin' morons.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66522

Really ! You have to ask this! It has shut down our Freedoms, our Rights! It has caused so
many, many needless deaths including suicides! Businesses have closed.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66523

First words that came to my mind: ISOLATION AND FEAR. IT MUST STOP!

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66524

In every way division is possible.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM
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66525

No planned retirement. No travel. Lack of relationships. Lack of healthcare. Shut out from
activities and fitness.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66526

I am still alive: good

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66527

No problem so far

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66528

Depression, anxiety, unable to get support or help with my children from family members,
division

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66529

No flying No restaurant s Having to drive 5- 6 days one way to visit our kids and grandkids
Division

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66530

I haven't gotten Covid!

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66531

They Helped keep me from getting Covid

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66532

I have not been able to see my mom at times based on her being unvaxxed. I have not been
able to travel with my kids crossing provinces and to the USA

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66533

Very little. Vaccines are a good idea, and masks are basically no imposition at all.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66534

My mental health has greatly suffered due to these restrictions and the fear mongering the
media and our government has subjected us to.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66535

In more ways then 1. Mental Health, Money, quality time with family and friends,

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66536

It hasn't for me. I believe that passports are divisive and we are already too divided

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66537

It has impacted the relationships with my friends and family, it’s kept me from visiting my inlaws who live out of province, and held me back from staying active during my pregnancy
because I could not use any fitness facilities.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66538

Feeling very lonely, stressed out and depressed.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66539

Forced to vaccinate because I would not be allowed to be in family events and I would lose my
job. My outlook on my future is not positive. Divisions between my siblings and myself.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66540

Kept my family safe.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66541

Kept people I love safer from a disease that has the potential to make them severely ill or kill
them.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66542

I have not been able to go to restaurants, events for months. I can not leave the country. This
IS COMMUNISM

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66543

Not being able to go and eat with friends

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66544

Severely damaged

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66545

I'm a small business owner, the financial, mental strain it has taken on my business & family
from the shutdowns & division from the v pass is irreversible damage.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66546

Lost my job , I was fired from it . I was a aerospace engineer for 29 years

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66547

Negatively - mental health, anxiety, unfair class system, elite privileges, segregation

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66548

My husband is not Canadian and none of his family lives here. Being held prisoner in Canada
(and unable to leave to see them) has been indescribable. Terrifying, desperately depressing,
life altering. We are far more afraid of a future under this government than we are of Covid.

2/18/2022 2:38 PM

66549

Restrictive. No time with extended family.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66550

I haven't lost anyone important to me who have health problems because everyone in my
family made sure to follow all health advisories and mandates.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66551

My kids not getting proper education due to unnecessary quarantine and my work.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66552

Suicidal ideation all around me. Everyone is traumatized .

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66553

Put my husband on unpaid leave, my children hate going to school now and hate masks, my
son with asthma has asthma attacks at school now and never has before, my family is divided
and no longer has family celebrations together, my best friend had her first born baby during

2/18/2022 2:37 PM
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the pandemic and will not allow me to come over and meet her baby, as a teacher my school
board has broadcasted my medical information to many individuals that should not know my
personal medical information, my family cannot travel to visit friends and family, I can’t visit
my 94 year old grandmother in a nursing home and she can’t go anywhere, my husband has
been denied medical care due to not having the Covid injection, just to name a few
66554

Worship/fellowship divisions with friends

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66555

Depressing, extremely concerned as to how little the government cares about us and what we
think. Our bodies are ours, not the government's. The government works for us, we pay their
wages, they need to listen to us, we want all mandates gone and the government to be held
accountable for trying to suppress humanity.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66556

My freedom of choice

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66557

I am being treated as a 2nd class citizen, not able to partake in many parts if society if I
wanted to. I am being discriminated against due to my personal medical choices.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66558

Very badly!

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66559

Depression

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66560

My face is warmed going out in winter.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66561

Where do I start? It has effected my ability to work. It has torn our family apart. I have friends
no longer speaking. I have completely lost trust in our healthcare system and our government.
I had no idea our world has been run by organized crime for so long. I knew the government
was corrupt but.... And yet these peaceful truckers and protesters have been restoring the
hope I had lost. I now know who I can trust and who I can't. There is not a single politician I
would trust that is for sure.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66562

Limited the ability to gather with family.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66563

It has taken my Freedom away. The ability to go where I please, my personal choice of what
goes in my body

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66564

Positively

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66565

Lost my job, divided my friends and family, disrupted my ability to live my life according to my
beliefs. I cannot travel, I cannot attend social gatherings and restaurants etc. I have developed
trauma from the past two years. I have lost friends who have taken the shot and has murdered
them.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66566

Stress, depression, anxiety, hopelessness, financial strain, family and relationships strain…..
basically everything in my life.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66567

It’s horrible lives are being torn apart people are hating one another the hate is strong people
are forced to get a vaccination or they lose there livelihood how is this even ok??? What is
being done to is not for our own good it needs to end Immediately

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66568

It has divided and destroyed our family... my older family members died alone... asking””has
my family forgotten me””. Couldn’t say goodbye or have a priest, minister or Rabbi come for
one last time... I am severely depressed due to isolation and the useless dragon mandates
imposed upon us... we are the experiment.. I detest all politicians... especially the useless ,
coward Trudeau.. couldn’t even meet with the he truckers... I have had my freedoms taken
away from me... they will never return unless Trudeau is kicked out of his communist tower... I
have often thought of suicide, but that way, Trudeau wins... I will never bow my knee to the
one world government... I have one king, and his name is Jesus...

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66569

I am a Registered Nurse with over 8 years experience in geriatric, adult medicine, and
palliative care. I have documented natural immununity, acquired while caring for Covid positive
patients. I was terminated from both of my positions serving as a nurse. My community is in
DESPERATE need of nurses, but I am not allowed to work (all new employers require double
tax)

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66570

Lost my job and social life

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66571

Very negative effects. Increasingly divisive rhetoric from government officials, creating division
within families, friends. Truly disgusting. Everyone has the right to decide what goes into their

2/18/2022 2:37 PM
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body. I'm double vaxxed, but fully support the rights of anyone who does not wish to be
vaxxed.
66572

I have not travelled out of my town for two years. I live alone, and rarely see anyone unless I
go to the grocery store, but then I have to wear a mask and no one even recognizes me.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66573

I’ve been isolated for two years

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66574

Keeping me and loved ones alive , making it possible for businesses to reopen

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66575

Can not see my grandkids

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66576

I am in fear for my Job I am afraid to go to a store as I can't wear a mask. I have had friends
and family say that they wont allow me near them as they fear I could make them sick.. My
mental health has been affected I am not allowed to volunteer or go to restaurants I feel I am a
leper in society and feel unwanted and discriminated against daily.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66577

My children have been socially isolated and unable to participate in sport. They have been
affected by this the worst. I have not seen my mom in 2 years.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66578

They have kept me from taking up a hospital bed

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66579

It has affected our son more than us. My son wearing his mask all day in school, including
gym and outside, not seeing friends as usual. He is very social and a special needs child and
requires connection and friendship as a need. He has not be able to do entertainment activities
or travel to see his cousins, which affects his parents as well. His mental well being has been
affected and now on medication. It's been a really long journey explaining the situation to him.
He has developmental delays, so does not understand the consequences if we complied with
all mandates. He just wants life back to normal. So do we.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66580

Minor incontinence but worth it every day to feel safe - and safe to those near and dear to me

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66581

It has caused division, discrimination, my 5 year old nephew that had heart surgery is required
to wear a mask and it makes him tired, I have not been able to get a straight answer from the
officials that have been elected in our democratic country.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66582

Unable to do family activities, like swimming going to restaurants and other events

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66583

Divided friendships, loss of work

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66584

Got a new higher paying job, work from home as often as I like now

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66585

Friends Suicide, depression, overdose increase, declining mental health. Massively affecting
our families life in negative way

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66586

We are unable to return to Canada by air

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66587

Caused division in family and community

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66588

I lost three family members and was not allowed to be with any of them during their final
moments on earth. Mentally I struggle. Cannot attend church which is vital. Cannot go to the
funeral home etc. Friends that don’t care anymore too scared to visit etc because of the fear
the government has put in people. It all needs to END NOW

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66589

Made me more grateful for my family

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66590

Hardly at all.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66591

Isolation, being separated from my family.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66592

Loss of business as a self employed person, mental, spiritual, and emotional duress, a victim
of my prime minister’s hate speech and prejudice treatment, having constitutional freedoms
revoked and trampled on.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66593

Put a real riff amongst family members, travel restricted, missed our son's wedding in person

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66594

I am on Leave Without Pay from Yukon Government! My livelihood has been stripped from me,
my freedoms are gone, I've lost five best friends of 20 or more years. My little town of
Whitehorse is completely divided and hatred is everywhere.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66595

Completely destroyed my life. Canada is RUINED BY TRAITORS enforcing unlawfilnorders
against peaceful veterans and protestors shame on every single officer committing evil acts.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM
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66596

IT HASNT

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66597

It's completely unnecessary! I've lost my job because I can think for myself.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66598

Isolated, depression,

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66599

Suicide, financial, business loss, job loss, family split

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66600

Lost my job. Kids have had no field trips. Masks at school with no evidence of benefit.
Straining my marital relationship. Strained relationships with my older relatives. My 99 year old
grandmother won’t see anyone who has not had vaccination

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66601

It has made my life a living hell - I cannot wear a mask due to childhood trauma and I have
been seriously injured by vaccines

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66602

It has negatively impacted my physical, emotional and mental health along with all 3 of my
neurotypical children and affected every aspect and delayed supports for my special needs
child.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66603

Big Depression 3× WANTED to end my ****😭😭 and felted out, ridicule ect........ but alot more
ect.....

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66604

Our family has suffered immensely. My 13 year old has been suicidal and because of the
crippling mental health crisis he couldn't even get an appointment for 3 months!! My other son
who has brilliantly clean his life up from herion addiction and attending NAIT in Edmonton AB
was prevented by our government/health officials from being with his support system his
family. My daughter went through months of postpartum depression while her husband worked
as an essential worker it was against the law for me to even help her!!! My dad is stuck in
another province with a bad heart unable to fly because of these mandates he's not vaccinated
because of the potential added risk for his already fragile heart. Some In our family are fully
vaccinated against covid-19 some are not. We are pro-vaccine especially when they work to
immunize! My dad is a polio survivor We know how important vaccines are.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66605

Been very alone

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66606

Being secluded has been difficult. I am a social person, not in your face but I enjoy a good
visit, etc.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66607

I lost my job. I lost my vehicle. I can not eat in restaurants, I can not attend my daughter's
ballet performance, I can not go to the recreation center, I can not even leave my own country
if I wanted to. THAT is wrong.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66608

Is this a serious question? How haven't these ridiculous mandates affected my life? This has
been overblown from day 1 and has only grown more ridiculous by the day.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66609

Xxx

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66610

They have kept my community and me safe.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66611

people died of vaccine

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66612

It has kept me safer.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66613

It’s increased my anxiety and the negative of my PTSD. It’s caused me to become even more
withdrawn.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66614

cant travel cant have people over i feel like a hermit

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66615

Ruined relationships and unable to travel

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66616

Wow, In more ways than I can even imagine. I’ve been yelled at by strangers, my family
doesn’t talk to me, I’m going through depression and anxiety, I can’t get a job, easily. And
much more.

2/18/2022 2:37 PM

66617

It has been pathetic and a needless infringement on the lives of every Canadian in this country
of Canada. End these mandates immediately

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66618

I have not worked for 2 years. I can't wear a mask for long times. I am getting depressed

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66619

No real difference in my day to day life

2/18/2022 2:36 PM
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66620

Jobs , mental health

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66621

UNCOVERS THE TRUTH

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66622

Less social, less opportunities for my son.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66623

I am a first year university student and was not able to got to school on campus. I had to finish
my last two years of school behind a laptop in my own home and do over half of my first year
of university online as well.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66624

Not very much. I am fully vaccinated so I am able to go where I want and do what I want.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66625

It has caused division within my family, it has affected my grandchildren by making them
afraid, surgery was delayed for my elderly uncle, we lost a family friend to suicide

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66626

Negatively financially, mentally & physically

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66627

Great Division

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66628

I got vaccinated so it really hasn’t. Don’t consider having to wear a mask as affected my life

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66629

Kept me safe. Kept my parents safe. If it came into effect sooner, my cousin's husband may
have lived. He was 50. They had 4 kids.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66630

As a servivor of covid and built a natural immunity. I have been limited to go about life as
normal. Because of natural immunity not being acceptable. Therefore no passport. The whole
situation has decided friends and family. And am not able to visit my elderly father in a care
home.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66631

Everything

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66632

The separation from family and friends. Depression. Hopelessness. Distrust if all government.
Feeling of giving up

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66633

I haven't gotten Covid and no one I know and love has died.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66634

in many ways

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66635

I was forced into getting the vaccine in order to keep my job. I was put on stress leave as a
result of that and on antidepressants for depression.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66636

Made earning a living very difficult and as a retired individual with not a long life ahead, it
sucks. Live every moment.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66637

It has affected my health as I was not allowed to attend the gym and increased anxiety. It also
affected some of my relationships because the mandates separated the vaccinated from the
unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66638

Freedom to move freely

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66639

So many mental health issues and division with family's and society

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66640

Not much

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66641

It has stolen 2 years of mine and my childrens lives for a cold/flu virus.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66642

I'm healthy and alive. I had cancer in the middle of COVID and was treated and fine. I'm still
cautious but you know what? This isn't Russia. We are doing fine.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66643

It has made life safer for me and my members of my family who are vulnerable

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66644

It has deeply affected me and my family.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66645

Division, discrimination

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66646

Improved, because people feel safer and more confident when going about their lives

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66647

Hasn't effected it much at all.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66648

Lost freedom of choice, made health records public and against my Charter of Rights and
Freedoms

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66649

Depression and loss of income

2/18/2022 2:36 PM
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66650

Work 9 hours day in mask. Asthma is really bad. No jab due to allergies to medication

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66651

Despite paying $250 K in different taxes a year..the government has treated me like a 2nd
class citizen. I will never have faith in any government institutions again!

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66652

Our entire family is destroyed

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66653

I have religious beliefs that make it difficult

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66654

It’s kept my family safe.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66655

Passports

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66656

Has caused divide within my family and friends. My kids have missed out on so much and it’s
hard to watch their mental health decline because of it. People also afraid to come near me at
work because I am Not vaccinated.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66657

Cannot do anything. It’s affected my mental health. My husbands job. My kids are upset, they
cannot stand the masks. This whole this is corruption and tyranny at its finest. We need to go
back to normal

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66658

Which one? The ones that help me to protect my elderly, immune compromised parents? The
ones that keep selfish jerks from bullying innocent people in the streets and shops because
they are afraid of a vaccine administered over 10 billion times? I support the mandates and
strongly reject the occupation of Ottawa. Go home, fascist thugs, and take your art-white dirt
bags with you. The stench is potent. Take a shower.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66659

Depressing

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66660

Family relationships have been harmed

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66661

It’s been terrible but necessary to protect the most vulnerable citizens and our health care
workers and system. The isolation has been extremely difficult but again necessary since the
virus is still here no matter how much we want it to be gone.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66662

Caused a lot of stress to say the least... no socializing etc.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66663

Protection from deadly virus

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66664

Better living together, less propagation of the virus.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66665

I like working from home

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66666

I have been fired from my job, can’t dine in the restaurant my husband works in and can no
longer take my child to swimming lessons, among other activities

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66667

Better question would be how hasn't it affected my life

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66668

Anxiety over what our future hold for us because of the lawlessness over government and the
ability to choose what is right for me. The lose of work.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66669

Has allowed me to be healthy

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66670

I have not been able to see my step kids for over a year due to the lock downs, I am in the
mist of losing my business that I have started to get my anxioty under control, I have been
kicked out of a pharmacy and could not send the packages for my customers or get items that
I required at the time. I have been locked in my apartment I have put on so much weight due
to not being able to go out. My family has stoped talking to me. I have thought of killing
myself, I have gone into so many different levels of depression. My day job has moved to
work from home but without the human contact my anxioty has gone throught the roof. My
other half has had to drag me out of the apartment on more then one occasion to try and help
me get my anxioty under control like it was before Covid

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66671

I am a health care worker and I have lost the very important bonds with my kids and
grandkids. I have also lost amazing coworkers which has made staying on the job for our
seniors hell

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66672

It has made cross border travel difficult

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66673

Can’t see family,can’t dine out,can’t go to fitness centre,can’t travel,limited work,lack of
customers in store,treated like a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM
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66674

Isolated me and caused many hardships for people I love

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66675

Less work, less family. Family members with vaccine health issues

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66676

It’s removed all humanness from my life. The isolation, depression, suicide within my family,
substance abuse. The loss of family and friends over these illegal mandates have been
significant

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66677

Negatively. They have tried to force crimes against humanity on their populations. They have
unlawfully tried to restrict movement, gatherings, church services, children's activities, travel,
even grocery shopping in some areas. They have mentally, socially and physically damaged
our children and young adults.

2/18/2022 2:36 PM

66678

Just can't travel internationally at the moment but wouldn't want to.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66679

I’ve need socially distanced since the beginning and it only being partly my choice.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66680

To many to list

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66681

Forced me to close the doors of my business I've had for over 20 years

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66682

Destroyed my life

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66683

Lost friends and family

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66684

My kids not being able to live normal lives or us being able to take them places. My daughter
got very sick from doctors refusing to see her in person and only offering vitual visits because
one of her symptoms was a cough. Had to take her to emergency.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66685

It has made me feel safer!

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66686

Helped keep us safe- from unvaccinated

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66687

I don't have one now I can't travel I can't eat in a restaurant or got to a movie

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66688

Mentally Financy

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66689

I had three ouchie arms, oh the tragedy!

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66690

I have a low immune system. Mandates have allowed me to have a life and kept me from
getting sick.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66691

Situation is very frustrating, I feel enslaved, there is no point to live in that kind of world.
People in police are Nazis everywhere. Now we become as Australia.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66692

I was fired from my job in October for not being vaccinated. I have a medical condition but
could not get a doctor to give me an exemption. I was then used as an example for the
employer that terminated me wherein they disclosed my medical information to other staff and
was even then contacted after by staff members asking me questions about it. I missed
Christmas with my family in Alberta as I could not fly in the country I have called home since I
was 9yrs old. I am unable to socialize, I am frightened to tell people I am not vaccinated for
fear of being shouted at and cussed at (due to it having happened already). My 19yr old son
can’t find a job because he isn’t vaccinated either. I am suffering greatly mentally, I am so
angry all the time. I can’t control my emotions…I cry at the drop of a hat, sometimes
uncontrollably. Im angry all the time. Mentally I am just not myself.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66693

Mental stress and lonely

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66694

By dividing my family and friends to the point we don’t talk anymore with some. By muzzling
my children in school when the risk for them was next to none. Destroying my faith in
government and police now as the tyranny seems to know no bounds!!

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66695

Caused severe depression and turned me away from having more children

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66696

Effected my health to worsen Effected my childrens mental health Effected our farming
business

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66697

It hasn't, it's the right thing to do.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66698

I can not fly to see my family.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66699

Helped keep my immnocompromised husband safe.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM
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66700

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66701

Lost my job of over 20 years.. unable to attend children’s sport events.. daughter being bullied
at school for being unvaxxed.. divided my family and friends

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66702

It’s divided my own family. I don’t like like the segregation of people that choose not to
vaccinate. I have 3 vaccinations so does most of Canada. Time to end the mandates

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66703

I can not visit family in another province. My children have been affected

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66704

Made it safer.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66705

Caused division in my family; stress; anguish; mental health.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66706

It’s put me out of work separated my family

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66707

Drastically in so many ways.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66708

High blood pr3ssurw due to stress of losing my job. Depression. Copious family issues

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66709

We are lucky to have not been as bad off as some. My teenagers have suffered the most and
older relatives.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66710

Less work, depression, nothing too do. Can’t go out anywhere

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66711

I am a young woman who is unable to find work and I cannot afford the cost of living even with
a job

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66712

Reduced ability to work increased my parents dementias increased family discord

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66713

I have lost my job. I have lost members of my family. I have lost my husband to depression
and alcoholism after losing his job. I have lost the ability to take my children to
extracurriculars. My youngest son has never even met his grandmother who lives in the United
States.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66714

Kept me from enjoying a relationship with family and friends and social life.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66715

No mandates have effected my life other than to keep me safe

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66716

In every way we need our freedom

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66717

Knowing that this is a great reset push hidden from the mockingbird legacy media has been
taxing on the brain!

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66718

Freedoms and liberties removed

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66719

It has increased taxes, and created a feeling of uncertainty and mistrust.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66720

Not being able to see family in the care home. Higher stress levels having a negative impact
on existing health conditions. Restricted travel for medical conditions

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66721

Made to feel like a second class or lower person. House bound and standing in lines outside 6
feet apart for no sensible reason!

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66722

As of now I am a prisoner in my own country

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66723

it took away our freedom and our rights

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66724

Hasn't

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66725

They have kept me and my family safer than if there weren't any. Unfortunately, I live in
Alberta where Kenney panders to his anti-science base so provincial "mandates" and
"restrictions" are a joke.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66726

I have lost my career of 16 years. I was then denied any benefits. I was the sole provider for
my family. More then the financial stress, which has been a lot, has been the heartache. I
have family members who will no longer speak to me just because of my vaccination status.
No arguments, no conversations just out and out cut me out of their lives. My 7 year old
daughter was shoved to the ground for trying to give her grandmother a hug after after an
outdoor, masked visit. It was horrendous. Trying to calm my heartbroken daughter trying to
explain that fear is a powerful thing. That no her grandmother did not hate her or mean to hurt
her. But the damage was done, my daughter will never forget the incident. My father-in-law was

2/18/2022 2:35 PM
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admitted to the hospital, noone was allowed to visit. My best friend's mother died. They live in
a different province so I was not able to go be with her, to help support her, help with funeral
arrangements. I was unable to go to her funeral and say my final goodbye to a woman who
meant so much to me. My teenager as suffered from depression. The lack of being able to see
family and friends has been very hard on her. Then to be banned from ordinary life,
restaurants, outdoor festivals, movie theaters, has been very hard mentally. Kids and
teenagers do not have the same mental development to be able differentiate these useless
mandates and their own self worth. They just feel like no one wants them, there is something
wrong with them, they are not good enough. I understand the thought process behind the
mandates. Slow the spread, allow hospitals to cope with people needed medical services. We
are 2 years in. No new infrastructure has been added to our medical system, no new hires of
nurses, doctors and medical staff (people fired actually!). The government has only focused on
two things. Vaccines and lockdowns. These things are not working. The mandates are.causing
incredible harm.
66727

Can’t travel, can’t go into a gym, pub, restaurant. And my work enforces mask mandates like
Nazi’s!

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66728

Unable to have a personal relationship with some of my grandchildren. Restricted travel. Lies
from CBC

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66729

destroyed mental health. Delayed surgeries. Broken families. Fitness has dropped due to lack
of access to gyms

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66730

I am disgusted by what's happening have not lived my life to the fullest for the past 2 years
can not sleep at night have anxiety

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66731

Jab did more damage then good to family members who took it.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66732

made it safer, since i'm immuno-compromised, and wouldn't have any freedom at all of selfish
idiots weren't mandated to think about others.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66733

Lockdowns and mandates are hard on everyone. But they are necessary and I am happy to
take all measures required.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66734

YES

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66735

A lot. I can’t participate in social life with my kids. I can’t travel aboard. I can’t Invite my
parents to visit my house.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66736

I am disabled and the only real form of exercise I can get where I can also play with my
children is swimming, also in the beginning because we didn't know I took my boys out of
school and they did online. It got so bad with depression and suicidal thoughts I sent them
back. It still is bad on all. Our mental health because we are stuck home unable to do
anything. My sister was 52 had to get the shot for work, died two weeks after, she was healthy
before and then dropped from a heart attack at work.

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66737

Lost friends, family, my job and ALL my social activities

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66738

only made me realize how many people are selfish fucks

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66739

I have felt safer

2/18/2022 2:35 PM

66740

It has affected my health as l strongly believe I have a vaccine injury. Because it has affected
my health that has affected my mental health as well. The mandates have caused a lot of
division in my family and social relationships which has also had an impact on my mental
health. I was forced to get vaccinated in my field. I never wanted a vaccine still in the
experimental phase.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66741

I’m trapped in my own country, because I don’t want to be part of the experiment, I’ve been
depressed, Freedom Convoy gave me hope, now a divisive, hate mongering, tyrannical
government/police state are trying to tear it apart, but it’s too late Canadians are united like
never before 🇨🇦 I hope some heads will roll over this, of course not in the true sense

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66742

Kept me safe and healthy.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66743

The vaccine mandate forced me to get the jab in order to keep my job, to travel and to dine
out. My kids were forced to do the same to participate in sports, travel and dine out.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66744

How has it not?

2/18/2022 2:34 PM
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66745

Its helped me to understand and feel the way others have been discriminated in the past. Its
helped me understand who my real friends are

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66746

These unscientific, illegal mandates are inhumane. After almost 3 years they haven’t worked.
It’s apparent now this is Trudeaus attempt at dictatorship. He is unfit for the prime ministers
office

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66747

It affected my life in every way because I didn't believe in the vaccine. Depression, panic
attack and even lost of employment.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66748

Limited me to where I can go, permanently divided me from some of my friends and family.
Limited my access to doctors, operations and hospital. I also had to bury my mother with out
all her friends in attendance.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66749

I have been spending so much money in the Covid test, additionally I have been pressure to
loose my job if I don’t follow of those rules which are causing me economic burden and stress.
I feel the hate and the discrimination toward me. This must stop

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66750

It has worsened the depression I have had for most of my life. I have lost lots of jobs. My
body hurts much more now than it did before.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66751

It hasn’t really, other than going out to eat and getting together friends and family.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66752

Forced me to get the vax or loose my job. I will sue when this is all done.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66753

Stopped me from being able to take my son to simple things like swimming. Robbing his
childhood

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66754

Lost job, mental health challenges for my kids, school interruptions, discrimination, divide
amoung friends and family

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66755

It has kept me safe from illness and possible death.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66756

The mandates affected myself and my family financially, physically, and emotionally. Nothing
but hardship and trauma

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66757

For the past two years it has shut down majority of recreational activities, travel and caused
fear and uncertainty in my children. Limited lives of family members due to their vaccination
status.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66758

I work from home so not really.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66759

Made me feel like a prisoner in my own country! None of the measures used worked time to
move on !

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66760

Staying at home no socializing

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66761

If I forget a mask I can’t enter a store and have to go all the way home for one, which has
happened on several occasions. The amount of garbage that has been caused from masks.
And also businesses having to close because of capacity limits, while big corporations make
money, middle and lower class get poorer and are put in difficult situations.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66762

Jobless

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66763

It has saved my life

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66764

Divided families and friends Family members have had adverse reactions from these so called
vaccines Family members have lost their jobs

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66765

Myself and immune compromised people are still alive.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66766

Emotionally and mentally. Friendships lost. Freedom of movement.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66767

I have 3 kids with adhd and speech delayes its affected their social lives and getting the extra
resources they need. The masks are hard on kids with sensory issues. Myself included. And
kids with speech delayes, speech disorders, and none verbal kids. My children have been
crying to me about covid and they want it to end. Its putting kids who are behind academically
and developementally even further behind.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66768

I’m every way. Work, play, family/friends relationships, everything.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66769

Ruin my relationship to being a family Lost my job

2/18/2022 2:34 PM
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66770

I was fired because I chose against the vaccine mandate.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66771

I have lost family and friends who will no longer speak with me. My husband has lost three
jobs which has put a huge strain on our life and our relationship. My mental health is at an all
time low due to all the stress and feeling unsafe in my own country due to Justin T racist
comments regarding unvaccinated people and how they should be treated.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66772

Family , friends, work, mental health, socializing, life goals etc.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66773

I don’t eat out as much and I got vaccinated and no live music.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66774

I was extorted and threatened with job loss if I didn't take the shot.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66775

It has helped reduce case numbers. I have kids under 5 who cannot be vaccinated.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66776

Kept me away from family and friends, caused rifts, harmed mental health

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66777

I am retired and home quite a bit normally, so my schedule did not change a whole lot, but I
REALLY missed getting together with friends to visit or go out for dinners. We need each other!

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66778

Prisoner in my own province

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66779

its been difficult but worth it to keep people safe

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66780

It has destroyed my mental, physical and emotional health and well-being.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66781

Limited access to public and government buildings. Loss of wages.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66782

My family had been separated from society and labeled as Anti Vax.. we have had many
vaccines.. but this experimental on is no good. Clearly.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66783

It has created such divide amongst my family and friends. It feels like a rape, you don’t want
something in your body but you have to cause You need to work to feed my kids. I want to be
able to travel freely within my country and certainly within my own province. The vaccine
doesn’t stop the spread but we are still force to have it to participate in society. This is a very
scary moment for our freedoms.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66784

it's destroyed my family and friendships, the masks don't work!! the masks don't work, even
tells you on the boxes!! the jab sure the hell doesn't work, look at who's infecting who?? sure
isn't us un jabbed! this is a gain of function virus! and when you go to the doctor with a cold,
nothing we can do for a virus!!! you are murdering people with this untested jab!! I also lost my
family business because of this BS!!

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66785

It has made me and my children unable to do a lot of things we enjoy most, it has also caused
great anxiety and mental stress

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66786

We have lost friends and relationships have been strained. We feel completely isolated, unable
to travel to see our children/grandchildren, our daughters wedding was cancelled.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66787

It has caused isolation from family. Affected my bussiness and income. Creted undue stress
And the worst is that a close family member died of a masive heartatach just after receiving
the second so called vaccine.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66788

I have been discriminated against and made to feel like a second-class citizen. That I have
less worth as a person. My children have missed out on a normal childhood.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66789

Although its affected my life tremendously...I am more concerned about my children's future.

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66790

Kept me healthy

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66791

It hasn't

2/18/2022 2:34 PM

66792

Lost my job, barred from church, divisions in family. Barred from travel to see family for 2
years

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66793

I’ve adapted to it. It doesn’t affect me other than seeing my family less

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66794

It's divided families, friends, children are suffering. I'm deeply saddened and emotionally
exhausted from all of it. I just want my life back.

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66795

Truck driver

2/18/2022 2:33 PM
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66796

I was almost denied a surgery with which I was going septic. I was laid off. Declined social life.
Weight gain. Panic attacks. Fear of the prime minister. Fear or communism.

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66797

Not much at all. Life is good

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66798

Caused division in Canadians. Taken away my rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66799

Meh

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66800

i am heart broke over this goverment fuck

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66801

Stops regular life from happening all around us

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66802

Mandates protect me from harm

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66803

I have missed out on saying goodbye to loved ones before they pass away because I'm not
allowed in the building. I had to cancel my children's swimming lessons because I'm not
allowed in the pool. I have had to cancel my gym membership because I'm not allowed in. My
mental health has been very negatively impacted because I have panic attacks when I wear a
mask. I have family members who have lost employment due to mandates and my daughter
has been struggling at school physically and emotionally because of the mask mandates.

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66804

It has protected the health care system and kept everyone safe

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66805

Husband fired, just started to build a house. May become homeless. Family and friends
divided. Severe anxiety & depression. If Emergency Act is approved, I want to move out of
Canada, as setting that kind of precedent means the end of democracy & freedom. That is
why I live here, for freedom. If it's taken away, then I will leave. Along with friends and family.
This is disheartening, devastating and practically debilitating for us right now, and much much
more.

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66806

Can’t do some of the things I love doing.

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66807

Depression

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66808

Kept me from having a normal life, and being able to make my own choices.

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66809

Discrimination, stress, unable to fully participate in society

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66810

They have destoyed my employment, our economy, my relationships with friends, family,
fellow citizens and most of all the mental health of myself and my children. My children have
irreversible damage from these mandates. I have no faith left in my government, our health
care, our police or the legacy media. Even the radio stations. They have all betrayed us.

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66811

It has broken up my complete family and friends families 💦

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66812

Just continuing on with my life

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66813

Stress, anxiety, income, grandkids social activity, sports, etc etc etc

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66814

My children are depressed, they feel they will never have a normal life. I have friends who
have had reaction to vaccines who have had their life change with no support from doctors or
government. I had to go back to work because all the double and triple vax staff got sick and
couldn’t work, some very sick. My mother has been waiting for surgery that keeps being
reassessed. I can go on forever.

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66815

Caused a division and name calling among family and friends. Ppl live in fear and completely
stay away so stupid

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66816

Worked from home. Kids in online school

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66817

My brother died alone of cancer all by himself on oct 12 2021. It was heart reaching. Now my
daughter 29 years of age has had a mental breakdown and is alone in the hospital. This is evil

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66818

Lost job. Lost friends to suicide. Lost friends to media lies. Lost three friends to cancer from
jabs. Two others have blood clots and two have brain tumours. Struggle with depression.
Financial hardship and huge debt

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66819

I have been unable to come back to Canada after I was trapped in mexico

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66820

I feel safe and supported by the medical community and hardworking healthcare professionals.
I owe so much to them. I feel abandoned by my Priemer, Doug Ford.

2/18/2022 2:33 PM
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66821

Every aspect!!!!

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66822

Work and feeling anti social

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66823

Children have said their childhood sucks. They hate COVID and all the things it's taken away. I
have done my due diligence and researched the vaccines and the risks for our genetic
predispositions are too great, so I choose to decline this medical intervention. Now I can't
participate in community events with my children such as swimming or skating. Friends and
family alike have shunned me, said I don't deserve the same care and services, such as
medical care, should be charged an extra tax, and told that I can die for all they care. They tell
me I'm selfish and tell me I don't have a moral conscience. I'm not invited to events because
I'm not vaccinated. My uncle died because he didn't have access to proven and safe
invermectin - even though my other uncle in Pamama has access uses it as a preventative
once a week - and has never been sick. My Grandmother gave up the will to live when she
could no longer see her family and have physical connection; she became terminally ill and
still we weren't allowed to see her until she slipped into a coma. My dad lost his job and my
mum needed to keep her job to pay the mortgage, so she took the vaccine against her will but
in desperation, it was coercion. My brother lost his job, had to move and is now living in our
sister's holiday trailer with his family and his kids have boots duct taped because he couldn't
afford to buy them new ones (of course as a family we bought new ones). My kids and I have
headaches from the masks nearly every day. I am tired, I am afraid and my heart breaks over
the loss of friendship.

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66824

It's stressing me out. No financial help from government

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66825

Cannot travel, cannot go to restaurants, my oxygen is limited And polluted by having to wear a
mask. Wearing a mask also gives me panic attacks. Division in my family.

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66826

No travel across the US border

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66827

I live in fear of my own government forcing poison into my children and me against our wishes.
I never believed Canada would become a place of such evil as we see today.

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66828

All of them

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66829

Stress anxiety loss of weight

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66830

It has made me feel comforted knowing my actions could have potentially saved lives.

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66831

I am ANGRY at the truckers who have caused billions in economic damage to the country, not
to mention reputational damage. Bunch of uneducated idiots!! They should be made to pay!

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66832

It hasn't. I believe in science dick wad. You morons are a disgrace and should be
embarrassed. I hope you all suffer the financial loss and are arrested. Love Ram Ranch 18
Nekkid Cowboys. Idiots

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66833

Loss of my job and becoming a outcast in my Community on all levels. My right to work, go to
a restaurant or other social gatherings. The division that has occurred from these mandates
has broken my heart on so many levels.

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66834

I just think mandates does not change anything. We have to learn to live with it like we do with
the flu and cold

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66835

Isolated at work, my kids are depressed, unable to watch school sports, have broken
relationships with family that once were strong, struggling to pay bills

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66836

They've helped to keep our family safe

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66837

Immensely, and my child’s life too. Restricted from doing things and going places, it’s divided
my family and friends.

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66838

Terminated from work

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66839

It’s kept me and my family safe

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66840

Hasn’t affected me in a bad way at all, it’s been a very good thing for me, given hope, proud to
be a Canadian again. #GOTRUCKERSGO

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66841

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66842

My dad and my sister-in-law have cancer and they won’t be alive next year they were unable to

2/18/2022 2:33 PM
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take the vaccination and no doctor would give them a pass. They’ve been on protein prohibited
my dad took the first shot and his PSA went up so much I couldn’t risk taking another one.
He’s not taking any cancer treatments other than to make life comfortable. Most difficult part
was he’s unable to go for coffee and his golden years with his friends. No sympathy from
politicians or doctors. I will fight to the end of this never happens again Ottawa 2022
66843

I have been split from my family and banned from most indoor places. My kids can’t swim
because they aren’t allowed swimming lessons. It has cause severe mental and emotional
trauma for us. And we got Covid anyway.

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66844

It has kept me safe

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66845

Restricted travel, family time, social interactions, work relationships etc.

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66846

Suffering from depression

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66847

Unable to travel by plane, train. Stress caused by inability to see friends in seniors homes. On
and on

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66848

Forced me to be locked down in a hotel when I flew home last year may the test go through
and they never got me right results and I couldn’t find them was kept in a hotel for four days
which cost me $1000 and then I had to go home and quarantine for 14 days and be tested
anyway and I was never sick

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66849

Depression

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66850

It affected our business with the vaccine passports and not being able to go to restaurants

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66851

can't go anywhere. No Choice

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66852

Took my god given rights away to do what I want when I want where I want

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66853

Onset of severe anxiety. I need to interact and see faces.

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66854

Adversely

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66855

Gone on too long.

2/18/2022 2:33 PM

66856

Extremely detrimental in many ways. Watching sociopathic corrupt politicians show there
contempt and hate towards Canadians has been disgusting!

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66857

Largly

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66858

Life sucks right now

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66859

It has affected my entire family by not being able to freely move.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66860

It hasn't. I've adjusted my life based upon science

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66861

Mental health for isolation anti social mandates, imposed hatred against those whom don’t
comply, sense of safety is over reach and lacks trust in its people. Lack of civil liberties
means unhappiness and no opportunity

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66862

In so many ways, work wise, school wise, the ability to meet people and enjoy my teenage
years turning into adulthood. It has affected so many people at this point in so many different
ways.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66863

Unable to do what I normally had been doing (loss of Freedom) - has divided family - friends !!!
Disrupted our way of life in what up till lately has been - I believe - the best country in the world
to live!!!!

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66864

I have been isolated, segregated, insulted, called names by the leader of our Country. I have
fallen into depression and Trudeau has caused my family to splinter. I am so embarrassedof,
disappointed in, and terrified of my Government.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66865

I have been excluded, ostracized, demonized, and made very afraid.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66866

It hasn't because I'm a sensible human being.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66867

It has affected my job in healthcare as well as my second job in the restaurant industry also
my children’s mental health which also affects mine

2/18/2022 2:32 PM
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66868

It has kept me safe

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66869

Travelling, social gatherings & going to church

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66870

lost everything, all the numbers by media are pushed to scare people.i got covid 2 time maybe
3... it a regular flu nothing more

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66871

Business shutdown, less income for my family, mental health problems for both of our kids
and my husband and myself, sports cancelled, or not able to play bc kids aren’t vaccinated,
we can’t watch our kids play bc we are not vaccinated, high levels of stress and worry for our
entire family, divides between family and friends that cannot be mended, divides in our
community, respiratory problems due to masks, lost school days and gaps in learning due to
online learning, loss of income due to being home to help kids with online schooling. There is
nothing it hasn’t affected.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66872

Physically , mentally

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66873

Hasn’t

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66874

Covid is the flu and they took all our rights away. Totally wrong.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66875

Minor inconvenience

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66876

Kept me from getting sick.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66877

Kept us safe

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66878

Pandemic has had huge impact on our lives. Mandates minimally so.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66879

Mentally emotional financially, family ,job.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66880

Made it safer, helped mitigate virus spread.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66881

I choose to be vaccinated and wear a mask based on the advice of public health officials,
therefore the mandates have no impact on my life.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66882

Financially. Middle class to Poor are hurting, and now inflation is making it much worse.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66883

My father died alone of cancer with insufficient treatments and the love of his family by his
side due to shameful mandates brought forward by a medical tyrannical government.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66884

depived me from eating in a restaurant

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66885

Not at all

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66886

Limited my freedom to go where I want.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66887

Very little, aside from exposing people in my life who don’t know the difference between rights
and privileges, or who value their comfort and convenience ahead of the well-being of others.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66888

Well I’m a lot more aware of how the media is biased.And how the government has taken the
extraordinary measures against Canadian citizens.Because of the mandates people lost their
jobs their livelihood their bank accounts their homes split up families I can go on and on Right
now I’m sick of mandates I’m doing my own thing try to stop me

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66889

It has affected us financially, mentally and socially. All in negative ways.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66890

zero

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66891

Since I don't have the vaxx pass, I'm limited to where I can go. Restaurants, movie theaters
and many other "nonessential" venues are out of my reach. Since I cannot wear a mask, I
have been denied services and kicked out of stores. Many times I was being harassed,
publicly shamed and questioned just because I don't have a mask on my face. The divisiness
and hatred amount Canadians are unprecedented and these mandates are the root causes.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66892

3

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66893

Divided the country and families. Not good, wrong science!

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66894

Killed finances social life mental health physical health relationships ect

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66895

Social visits are less

2/18/2022 2:32 PM
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66896

Isolating

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66897

It’s altered every aspect of my life, my 3 kids, my 98 year world war 2 veteran grandmother. All
of whom live with me. My brother has had more frequent substance issues. I’ve watched many
people pass due to lack of resources. Not because if covid. But mismanagement of health and
social services.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66898

Was not the best all the ways

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66899

Keeping health care workers safe

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66900

It has caused unnecessary stress and anxiety to my life

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66901

It has made me safer and kept me healthy

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66902

Minimally. All core rights and freedoms intact.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66903

Mental health Division of family, friends and coworkers.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66904

I have worked from home for the most part since covid began... my mental health has not
been good I have gained 50 pounds I dont get out and about because I dont have a vax pass.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66905

My children have been affected. As have our business

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66906

Bad

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66907

I've had to watch the demise of a great country

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66908

It's made me aware of how selfish a lot of people are. Grow up and go home.

2/18/2022 2:32 PM

66909

Social life, family and friends being considered a bad person because if vaccine status

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66910

Would have lost my job- instead I was coerced into getting the vaccine. So many small
businesses are struggling bc of shut downs- even 50-75%capacity impacts them significantly.
I have not see me family in the USA for two years.

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66911

Family arguments, stress, loneliness, no more family gatherings, no hope for a return to
normal life,

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66912

I lost my job for not getting yhe vacccine and I have been segregated from society for the
most part for the last 6 months because of the vaccine passports.

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66913

We live in Canada, we should be able to make our own decisions on things like vaccines and
mask wearing

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66914

Depressing

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66915

Not much

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66916

Very badly not being able to leave the house or go anywere made me hate life

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66917

Restrictions to see family in every manor,putting masks on us that are unsafe & a health
hazzard to our health, all the fear, many have committed suicide, family & friends are no longer
associate & the injections are poisoning our children, making them sterile , pregnant women
are losing their unborn baby, not to mention all the side affects from any of the covid Injection
you take, protines are beening spread because of what they are putting in the injections. Took
all freedom & choices, away, we have no rights left.

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66918

Mental health. Physical health.

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66919

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66920

I am not a free choice making Canadian. They the government has removed this from ME……

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66921

Depressed and very lonely and lost all trust in medical profession

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66922

Financially/metally/

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66923

People have been bullied divided stressed and pushed into a state of constant fear of other
people because of government lies. I have been excluded from alot of my previous life
activities and had hate shouted at me because I choose to stand for freedom to choose.

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66924

We've all made sacrifices for the greater good

2/18/2022 2:31 PM
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66925

My mental health, seeing friends and family torn apart, kids not being able to play sports and
go to school, people dying alone, no funeral services

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66926

my job my family my mental health

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66927

Inconvenience at best

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66928

Depression and sadness have really been a issue the last several months. My daily routine is
work and home, I moved a few months before covid so it’s been difficult to connect with
people. Even errands seem difficult to do, I put them off and will eat cereal for dinner as going
to get groceries seems exhausting. My mental health has really been affected. I find myself
crying several times a week. Pre-Covid I was definitely an extravert, I figure skated several
times a week, hiked, snowshoed, skiied, went to restaurants and events . The last 5 months
with the Restrictions in BC I feel lonely and defeated. It’s hard to be positive some days. I
current tore my hamstring and MCL.. and I’m unable to use the pool for any Re-habilitation. I
feel segregated. Had a previous vaccine reaction with H1N1 / And have endometriosis and
adenomyosis which makes me very hesitant about being vaccinated. So I have been working
With an immunologist in regards to this but he with not address my concerns along with my
family doctor. They both say the same line but it’s safe and effective. I have been laid off
twice due to restrictions, so it’s affected me financially as well.

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66929

Loss of 1 job Differing views in the home Loneliness and mental health issues

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66930

I realized wearing a mask is helpful in preventing colds, not just covid and I will wear them
every winter now.

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66931

COVID affected my life l

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66932

Has divided my family and friends and co-workers, and the rest of THE WORLD

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66933

They've kept me and my loved ones alive

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66934

Family member spiraled into addiction & mental illness. He is currently in hospital and may
never be a contributing member of society again. Job loss. My husband & I were unable to
board a plane to visit a dying family member in another province. I’ve been shunned by my
closest friends. I can’t take my kids swimming.

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66935

Cannot go into the office. Cannot travel outside Canada

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66936

It has restricted my rights and freedoms, especially my ability to travel.

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66937

Made it difficult to secure work despite being double vaccinated. Created a divide between
Canadians and a narrative that has unnecessarily turned aggressive due to the governments
separation tactics. It has also cause financial burden

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66938

Lost income, unable to go to many public places, including those that would help my mental
and physical health. We now cannot even meet out monthly expenses and our mental health is
in a dangerous state. We as in me and my husband

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66939

I have had two surgeries postponed, I can't access mental health or physio appointment. This
is beyond ridiculous, I almost was to the point of ending my life, and it's only been recently
that I feel there is light at the end of this

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66940

divided family and friends

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66941

Lost my job!

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66942

Terrible mental and emotional stress, along with financial impact.

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66943

you are kidding right? Oh let me see, social distance, friends become enemies, etc just what
the LIEberal government wants

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66944

Mental health, financially, socially.

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66945

Breach of Charter Rights, restricting my Freedom. Breach of Privacy Act with vax pass.
Coerced, discriminated against, and treated like a 2nd class citizen.

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66946

I am watching my daughter grow up in a Canada I don't recognize. I have watched her suffer
dearly because of the ongoing madness of what the government has put us through.

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66947

Segregation, loss of family ties & friends, loss of poor medical treatments, loss of bodily

2/18/2022 2:31 PM
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autonomy, loss of rights & freedoms as a Canadian citizen under the Charter of rights &
freedoms! It is called Tyranny!
66948

At the end of the day, we all bleed red. We all have a heart and organs keeping us alive. We all
are supposed to have freedom of choice and freedom of speech. Mandates take away all of
that freedom, all due to a poke in the arm. When has the government put a mandate on flu
shots? Never. I had Covid in September and I will still not get the shot. I’ve had a flu shot and
got super Ill from it, so I will never get the Covid shot. And that is my freedom of choosing, as
it should be across the world. Not just Canada. Since when does the government run the
people? Never.

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66949

It has divided my friends and family. My spouse and I have both lost our jobs and our teenager
has not adjusted well at all.

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66950

Job loss, mental health, children’s mental health, f the l

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66951

Saved me from getting covid

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66952

Children education affected. Friends and family more distant. Relationships are strsined.

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66953

Hasn’t

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66954

We can’t go anywhere and do anything even if we comply with the mandates.

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66955

Kept me and my family safe

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66956

I’m unable to work, my family is divided and now no contact with them and also in my
community and isolation and depression

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66957

I has not.

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66958

Lose of friendships. Feel alone and hard to be positive

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66959

Not much

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66960

In everyway, took community away and left us alone

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66961

I cannot attend events or go to restaurants where a vaccine passport is required because I
have not been jabbed. I Have not tried to see a doctor or a dentist these last many months
because I don’t need to but I wonder if I would be able to find a medical person to see me,
being unjabbed. I cannot travel outside of Canada or even within Canada by air. I used to travel
to Mexico, Hawaii, California on my holidays but my life has certainly changed in that regard.
My precious grandchildren attending school have been forced to wear masks. One job that I
had as a Covid screener in an extended care facility came to an end because I was not
jabbed.

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66962

The mandates has affected my life in many ways. My anxiety levels are through the roof.
Difficulty breathing with these masks on as I have to wear them alot of the time....on the bus
to work, at work (12 hours) then again on the bus to go home. Felt pressured to get the
vaccine in the first place as I couldn't lose my job....etc.

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66963

Yes

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66964

Lost job. Can’t travel. Cant participate in commerce. Loss of Rights and Freedoms. Several
frieds severely and permanently hurt by vax

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66965

family relations, lost job

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66966

Work

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66967

N/A

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66968

Anxiety, discrimination, social arguments

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66969

The segregation and discrimination it has created is appalling

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66970

Needing to Get it to keep my job has been quite stressful. The unknown of how it can affect
fertility and it's safety during pregnancy is also very taxing.

2/18/2022 2:31 PM

66971

Not at all.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66972

Made my life hell. Threat of job loss, child with serious medical issues left dealing with pain

2/18/2022 2:30 PM
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management on her own, no doctor helping in pain management. Doctors not available for the
appointments, no appointments to create a treatment plan. And the list of hell goes on and on
66973

Ive had to defend myself twice to stay in NSCC as im trying to upgrade. Im an online student
as of right now so mandatory vaccines for myself i find is just ridiculous. I also have a 3 year
old boy with me 24/7 and would make me having to go on college grounds hard anyway. Im for
vaccines.. vaccines that actually work. Ut doesnt stop spread nor stop me from getting covid.
When a REAL vaccine is made i will take it. But getting boosters every 6 months that is only
ruining my imune system anyway makes no sense to me. My biggest fear is them telling me
get vaccinated or you will be oulled from the program. Im a single mother of one boy trying to
better my life by getting an education. Everyday im scared this will all be for nothing. I do not
agree with mandatory vaccinations we as human still have rights and one of the biggest part is
our bodies, we decide whats goes in there.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66974

Difficult in travelling to see family after we moved away for a year. Also a struggle for my
children with the amount of time they have been home and not at school with friends has been
draining. One of my children even attempted suicide due to the amount of isolation.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66975

Horribly! My life and dreams have been stolen by the Government. Literally. My retirement in
the Caribbean cannot be realized.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66976

Lonely!Can not live a normal free life.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66977

Not being able to see our families like we used to, not being able to go out for supper, my
daughter not being able to go swimming, etc.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66978

It hasnt

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66979

It's divided family members and long time friends.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66980

Major anxiety, retired before we really wanted because of

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66981

Severe negative financial and mental effects on myself, and as a result, my child.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66982

My three year old thought that their grandparents didn't love her anymore because we couldn't
get together. I never want my child to feel someone who loves them very much does not love
them because they are following"rules for health". Physical health will only be strengthened by
emotional and mental health being well also.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66983

Right to travel. Right to work. Right to assembly. Right to peacefully protest. Right to provide
for my family. Unable to watch my kids play sports. Pretty much every day life has been
affected.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66984

Not much social life & can’t travel.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66985

Takes away my rights.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66986

The poor children, lost time at school, children are divided, some can't play sports or go to the
movies or any indoor event. Making them breathe into masks instead of fresh air at school.
Horrible. Awful. Sad.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66987

It hasn’t.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66988

Time is the only thing we are limited to in life. If we are not living our lives to the fullest, we are
dying. Mandates restrict us when we are living in the most beautiful place on earth. It has
effected my relationships with people that are close to me; it has created anger and fear
around me, and it has divided people. It is creating intense unrest.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66989

I lost my job and it has also divided some family members

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66990

very badly.😢

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66991

It has been a major impact on me financially owning a small business, mentally, physically and
emotionally watching all of my clients friends and family struggling beyond measure

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66992

Unable to travel

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66993

Put on leave without pay for not attesting to my medical status at Canada Post.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66994

Division and segregation

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66995

As homeschoolers, we have lost most of our social and enrichment opportunities. We’ve been

2/18/2022 2:30 PM
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discriminated against by family and friends.
66996

Mental and physical health have declined drastically

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66997

broken families, isolation syndrome, division of community spirit

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66998

Can’t eat downtown. Hard to visit family and friends. Etc.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

66999

Not allowed to gather! I cannot breath with masks on.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67000

loss of income

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67001

It has taken our freedom and rights as Canadian citizens we want these mandates lifter
immediately

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67002

Lost my job, can’t go out anywhere, can’t travel, can’t see family, lost freedoms and rights that
Canadians have a right too

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67003

Lost wages, lots friends, depression, negative side effects from vaccines I was force to take.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67004

It's been brutal. The "new normal" has caused two people close to me to commit suicide.
"Covid protocol" cost my big brother his life. My son feels ostracized at work and his education
has come to a halt. I could go on....

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67005

Ineffeciency is now the operative norm. Shifted focus from production, sales, profit to
enforcement of mandates for the gov't

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67006

It has made me a prisoner in my own home, city and province. It has effected the mental state
of every member in my family, it has brought domestic violence and divorce to a 34 year
marriage, it has brought alcohalism to my family. It has prevent us from family vacations,
ability to visit with grandchildren - division within my family. It has broke relationships, has
financially devistated us. This control and tyrany must end. We do not live in Nazi Germany
we live in Canada! The PM does not and should not EVER have this type of control. He
"works" for us - he does not own us. He is spending our money like it is his personal play
money or endless allowance - we need him GONE on so many levels.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67007

Can’t go anywhere

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67008

Financial issues that have set me back decades. My daughter has suffered a poor quality of
life, and grown up in a regiment of fear.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67009

Restricted my freedom to visit my husband in LTC. Also my freedom to comingle with family
and friends

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67010

Killing my business

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67011

It’s hurt my business and my mental stability.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67012

It's caused a divide between us and our friends. We believe this is the only way to stay safe.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67013

It has taken away all of our freedoms that were once given to us, my little girls haven’t been
able to go to school cuz of mask wearing, I wasn’t able to put them in any sports, haven’t been
able to attend any special events just because of our personal medical decisions!

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67014

Not having the freedom to travel or go to restaurants or other venues where passports are
required. Loss of freedom to live my life as I choose . Freedom to go to my church and sing
maskless .

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67015

Depression, frustration, loss of income, impaired university educational experience, impaired
social functioning, loss of coping mechanisms, sadness, loss of trust in Healthcare, loss of
trust in government.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67016

Reatricted in so many areas of life

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67017

I feel like an outcast , my family don’t want to talk with me. I think the MSM and prime
minister and premiers have instilled fear in the public and sold many on the vaccine and don’t
realize this is about control and a boatload of money .

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67018

Don’t enjoy life as much.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67019

Profoundly

2/18/2022 2:30 PM
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67020

I am happy for mandates. I support the science and support vaccine technology.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67021

In all areas it has been a negative impact: relationally, emotionally, spiritually, physically,
financially, and socially.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67022

Make me angry

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67023

Lonely,can't breath wearing a mask,don't want or need a vaccine or boaster ,can't eat out

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67024

Very negatively. Especially what it's doing to my child. Living in fear is terrible.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67025

It has made it very hard to gain employment. I am a tradesman.

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67026

Has divided my family and friends

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67027

Wife lost job, lost friends

2/18/2022 2:30 PM

67028

Depressing and don't feel like its a free country anymore.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67029

Split the people

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67030

Less freedom, have to rely on a stupid QR code to be able to do something or our
grandparents fought for in WW2, all it has done is create division between the vaccinated and
unvaccinated, we should all have the right to choose what we put in our bodies !

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67031

Negatively in every way. The mental health of everyone I know, including myself, is suffering
greatly. The mandates having nothing to do with health and wellness.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67032

Taken my Freedom away.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67033

I had a business I started just before covid hit and now am not able to carry out work. Had to
move to a remote place just to try afford to live because my parents which is where I was
living were scared my kids would bring home covid from school.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67034

Destroyed it, ruin my career and put me in a vet depressed state. I lost a life long friend
because I didn’t want to get vaxed. Now it’s clear it doesn’t work!!!

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67035

Not being able to travel to see family or putting my kids in swimming lessons (which drowning
is #1 cause of death in children not covid)

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67036

It has taken away all my freedoms. Now I can’t even enjoy a coffee in a coffee shop. It has
caused division between friends and within my family. This is against our Charter of Rights &
Freedoms and this needs to stop now!

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67037

In every way possible

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67038

it has ruined my life...i will loose business

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67039

This has traumatized our entire family and greatly affect my 4 young kids education and
mental health. The division encouraged by corrupt government leaders and unscientific,
unethical and HARMFUL public policies have divided families, incited hate against our family
and has taken our freedoms. Anyone apart of mandating or forcing this ok Canadians should
be held accountable. Government overreach has RUINED Canada

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67040

Depression and oppression. Division

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67041

I'm not vaccinated so it's affected my life greatly

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67042

Being treated as 2nd class citizens because we will not/cannot wear a mask and because we
exercise our right to choose what we put into our bodies, is absolute bull crap!!

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67043

We dont see Family or Friends like we used to. We feel fear to voice our opinions on what
going on in canada.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67044

Lost job due to refusal of vaccine Isolation Division of family, friends

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67045

Isolated me and impacted my income. Since I'm trying to manage on a ridiculously miniscule
pension I am less than amused

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67046

My renovation work has dropped drastically.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67047

It has damaged our children, forced people we love to lose their jobs, ostracized and divided
families and communities, my friend will die because the government won’t let him get a

2/18/2022 2:29 PM
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kidney transplant because he has chosen to not get vaccinated. The government is murdering
my friend. Suicides are crazy. These mandates and our despotic government have destroyed
our beautiful country and is now trying crush us. The censorship, segregation, hate from out
government is wrong and it has violated every single point of our Charter of Rights and
Freedoms. It has affected every single aspect of my life. Negatively.
67048

Souse was put on unpaid leave from City of Ottawa and may be terminated. It has created a
division among family members, vaxed and un-vaxed. It has created a lot of fear, caused
depression.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67049

To much government control

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67050

My best friend committed suicide.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67051

I went to school for PSW, but am unable to work in the field due to vaccine mandates. I habe
to wear a mask at work for 8 hours a day, even though they are cleary ineffective. My wedding
was half the size we wanted due to outdoor gathering restrictions.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67052

Saddened me to see so many lovely Canadian people thrown into fear & become divided
because of being on opposite sides of of the narrative.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67053

I have multiple food, chemical and drug sensitivities, and because of this my health care
provider has strongly recommended I do not receive the covid vaccine as it could present a
life-threatening reaction. I have a 20 month old daughter and the risk of a potentially deadly
reaction to the vaccine does not outweigh the risk of getting a virus with a 99% survival rate.
In fact, our household has had covid and are alive and well, now with natural immunity to the
virus that may be stronger, and longer lasting, than the vaccine provides. Yet there are no
exemptions for the exempt or naturally immune in the passport program. I also have a mask
exemption, due to my extreme allergies, asthma and anxiety, but this is not honoured in most
places I shop. Between the vaccine passport and mask mandates I am having a hard time
getting the goods and services my family needs to lead a comfortable and fulfilling life. My
depression and anxiety have worsened, and I fear for my young daughter’s future.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67054

Discrimination on many levels.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67055

We weren’t able to travel the way we used to

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67056

Yes. As long as I’m unvaccinated I cannot work.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67057

Restricted my options for travel and leisure. Freedom Restriction!

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67058

It has affected my daughter, who missed out on her grad and so many things since then.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67059

Lost job, not able to travel, lost friends

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67060

Monetary, and freedom of movement. And freedom to conduct business.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67061

Harshly

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67062

Limited my ability to travel out of country. Division between some family members as to
different opinions.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67063

Haven’t been able to see my grandchildren in two years

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67064

It has stopped most of my life. I can't work. I can't volunteer. I can't socialize. I can't travel.
Enough!!!

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67065

It has divided our family, negatively affected our mental health. We have not been allowed to
use public services like the pool. Inflation has made life very expensive and hard for our
restaurant to continue to make profits. These mandates have prohibited us from traveling, and
have encouraged discrimination and the breaking off of relationships. They have been invasive
and need to end.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67066

Cannot visit some family members Unable to help and/or encourage others outside the home
Cannot go to the gym Cannot contract for business Cannot travel Took away from social,
physical and mental health It hurt relationships.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67067

Many.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67068

It has affected family members ability to work.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM
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67069

I have lost my job. I am a preschool teacher. My heart is broken that I can’t be there for me
preschoolers. It has affected my mental health. It was embarrassing to me that I was forced to
expose my vaccine status. I was reluctant to take the vaccine due to the evidence that the
risk of the vaccine was much higher than the risk of Covid. Then I had Covid and recovered
quickly, so it even gave me more reason not to want take the vaccine. I have natural immunity.
The vaccine should not be mandated. It should be a choice. Especially now that we have
evidence that it doesn’t stop the spread. And natural immunity is just as effective or possibly
even more than the vaccine. My finances have also been impacted as well. Please end the
mandates.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67070

It makes me feel imprisoned in my own country. The stress that is put on our home and family
is not justifiable

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67071

Has us sitting in a foreign country waiting to come home once the mandate insanity ends.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67072

Government over reach has had the greatest affect, we need the government to stay out of
personal lives.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67073

I almost lost my job. I was coerced into getting vaccinated even when I knew it's not effective.
Got covid-19 after I took the vaccine.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67074

Mentally as a single parent and physically it’s been very hard. Online schooling, my kids
begging to go back and see their friends. Juggling work and making sure my kids have had the
mental support they need. No ability to go out as a family to enjoy bowling or movies or meals
out. Can’t attend church because no one will respect my mask exemption. Lost family and
friends through the division. The list doesn’t really end. It’s been disgusting, horrible,
exhausting, and lonely

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67075

Made Regular life inconvenient. Covid testing at work all the time. Having friends get fined for
not complying

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67076

Work Kids Stress

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67077

It has caused irreparable damage within the community I live. For the first time in my life I
would consider leaving Canada.

2/18/2022 2:29 PM

67078

N/a

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67079

Mental health for all family members but mist especially our 21 year old, our income has
plummeted, and overall quality of life when the government pushes rules to isolate
community/friends/family ~ that is not healthy for anyone

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67080

Separated my family

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67081

Loss of work

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67082

I have lost friends, my family has become divided over these rediculous mandates, Ive lost
money due to inflation, and no wage increase to compensate.

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67083

We chose not to get vaccinated. We're no longer allowed in certain places because of this.
Why are we being treated as second class citizens. I feel so lucky that I haven't lost my job,
car or home because of these mandates. I feel for the people who have lost so much. Prayers
to everyone!

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67084

It has caused me great distress in the respect of my mental health.

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67085

Depression. Loss of work. Anxious. Afraid. Concerned for my family I. Regards to what are
they gonna do/take next. Just want our freedoms back !!

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67086

Lost my job My brother died from covid-19

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67087

Nightmare dystopia

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67088

First two years of my first child’s life have been mostly in isolation and she has missed out on
so much time with family and friends.

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67089

Lost my job! Lost my house! My teenager is depressed!!!

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67090

Fear of the crazy vaccinated who are over the top angry. Losing my job. Fear of government
who calls unvaccinated names and encourages the crazies to be crazy.

2/18/2022 2:28 PM
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67091

Damaged my business, destroyed relationships, have lost friends to depression and suicides
and it has damaged normal life for my children and grandchildren

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67092

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67093

Cannot use facilities like yoga studio, theatres and restaurants. Some friends and family have
treated us with self righteous disdain because we have not got vaccinated. We are scientists
and did look at the "science" or rather lack of it.

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67094

Not at all.

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67095

I almost lost my job, I have lost my freedom, I have lost my rights, I have become depressed,
my anxiety is through the roof, all of this has to do with the mandates, the mandates took a lot
from me and from every other Canadian citizen in the world!

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67096

Mental stress! Financial loss. Freedom of movement

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67097

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67098

It has removed freedom to travel around my own country.

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67099

Made everything very sad.

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67100

Job termination, discriminated against at shops and restaurants, rec centers for exercising my
rights to bodily autonomy

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67101

Entrain de perdre ma famille, les gens qu'ont n'aime, des divisions de famille, très difficile a
vivre. Ma fille de 30 ans qui ces ouverts les veines, elle ne voulais plus vivre enfermé, parce
que ont n'a été mise en prison dans nos maison. je suis chanceuse que son conjoint était là
pour la sauver. ont est entrain de perdre le droit de vivre et nos ancêtres ont travailler si fort
pour cette liberté, pourquoi un homme ou deux aurais le droits de tout nous enlever cette
liberté. J'ai peur a ma santé mental et de faire une dépression si ça continue ?

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67102

It’s wrecked it!!😡

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67103

Personal health and financial hardship.

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67104

I am on my way to becoming divorced because the stress financially and mentally this entire
pandemic has put on my spouse and I has created so many problems such as alcohol abuse
and lying about finances due to shame. Not being able to see my husbands specialist in
person has caused him to go off his medical plan and caused so much stress on him and
myself.

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67105

Restricted our freedoms

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67106

In every way, all negative ! Not cake to see my loved ones !

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67107

I was told I would no longer be employed if I never obeyed the mandate. Very forced upon our
people

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67108

How have mandates not affected people's lives?! Division in families from toxic hatred and
unfounded fear spread about loved ones and friends. My life has continued but this country is
in a bad place because of mandates and government overreach!

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67109

it sucks

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67110

Lost employment. No interviews because of the vaccine mandates. School closures for kids.
Mistreatment of kids by the psb because of the mandates.

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67111

I've lost my job. It's affected relationships. Being treated like a leper unless you get vaccinated

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67112

Spoiled 2 years of retirement years socially, economically and domestically.

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67113

We have been kept away from family. My mum is 85 and will not get vaccinated. She has
been made to feel like a outcast.

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67114

All aspects of my life.

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67115

It’s discriminated and segregated me as a person of colour and a minority group because of
my medical choice. No more inequality!

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67116

Everythink mentaly

2/18/2022 2:28 PM
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67117

Very bad lost my job barely living now

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67118

as a person already very limited by (crohn’s and other comorbidities) disability challenges this
has beyond reduced my already limited access to anything resembling life. Especially when
considering the small northern community in which we reside. This i has been polarizing,
isolating and tremendously challenging for mental health. I have had to cancel out of province
and provincial specialist appointments because of the mandates that do not permit me to fly. I
have witnessed vaccine injures and deaths resuling from vaccines. My own health challenges
and adverse reactions to many many medications and other toxins listed in the ingredients,
make getting the “vaccine” a hard no! I am neither a criminal nor a lehper for this choice, but
this divided society essentially deems it so. Shameful and deplorable that this is happening
because the bought and paid for media has been purposely shovelling misinformation,
silencing and censoring the truth. The millions of dollars recently stolen and seized by the
government from the millions of Canadians and other countries, is heavy with the blood sweat
and tears of the people who worked hard to earn it, and who continue to fight to restore and
uphold the Canadian Constitution and our God given rights and freedoms! What is and has
been happening regarding the “virus” mandates has nothing to do with health and is an
economic and totalitarian coup by the evil, greedy power monger presently holding the position
of PM, and his equally sinister and greedy lot. He must be stopped. The peaceful
protest/trucker convoy is about freedom and saving our country and possibly the world from
allowing this evil agenda to destroy what our ancestors /veterans fought and spilled blood over
to protect! The government has illegally overstepped and violated the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms, the Nuremburg Code and have created crimes against humanity and should be
removed and held accountable, along with all politicans, doctors and RCMP/city police who
enforced unlawful orders. Power to the people! 🙏🏻🇨🇦

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67119

My freedom has been compromised

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67120

Segregation Discrimination

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67121

it has made it difficult for all of my Adult children; none of whom can be safely vaccinated, as
well as my grandchildren's mental health and social development. I could write a small novel
on the mental anguish these mandates have caused my children, and my son; who is at risk of
myocarditis, is having access to write his final exam for his GED, in order to take a trade and
enter the work force denied

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67122

As a school worker I am forced exposed every day but have been told I can't visit my own
family

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67123

It has traumatized my entire family.

2/18/2022 2:28 PM

67124

As a high school student, the frequency of lockdowns in the past has slowed down the G2 and
G licensing process. I need to have my full G license by the time I enter my post-secondary
program, which is now uncertain due to these lockdowns.

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67125

It has weighed down negatively my living experience as it has made people fearful of each
other It has made families, friends and coworkers divided It has caused me great mistrust in
my government and medical authorities Lies never bring about truth Canada and the world
deserve the truth about this whole Covid pandemic And then there will be true freedom God
bless us all

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67126

Could not work because of masks and can not travel to see my family because I’m not
vaccinated.

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67127

I see so much depression and despair in my community

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67128

Dividing family and friends

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67129

In soooooooo many ways negatively that this page is not enough to contain it!

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67130

put on admin leave with no pay by employer even though I was on sick leave; being denied my
sick leave; EI application is perpetually under review with no decision; no income; employer is
asking for $1800 back saying I was overpaid; partner has ended relationship since I will not
share my medical status with employer and have thus lost my income so I must leave our
shared residence

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67131

In the beginning, not being able to see family, friends. Loss of hours at work etc etc

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67132

My wife and I both lost our jobs and my kids have been banned from all sports for not getting

2/18/2022 2:27 PM
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67133

Negatively Job was stolen

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67134

We had a baby who needed to spent 3 months in the hospital..not having my family come visit
her or me while we stayed was very hard and just didn't make sense..my husband and I also
always had to trade off to see her and couldn't be there together and that rule just made zero
sense! End the mandates NOW

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67135

It has been proven to me that freedom is a word used by violent people to rule peaceful people

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67136

It has significantly affected me. Due to the mandates I was unable to be with my mother when
she passed away and wasn’t able to go to her funeral. I have been restricted in my freedom of
movement, of association, and these mandates have divided families and society. For a virus
that has a 99+% survival rate for healthy individuals.

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67137

It’s destroyed our livelihood and many personal relationships. This is wrong on every level

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67138

I know 2 people who died from the experimental jab.

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67139

In too many negative ways to list. Enough we are done. It’s time to get back to enjoying life
again.

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67140

Affected by vaccine passports, had to pull my children from their activities, husband's career
will be affected by a federal mandate

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67141

Placed a wedge between neighbours and family. Prevented cherished gatherings.

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67142

Bankrupt

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67143

No life when we are not free!!! I am 76years old and have lost 2years of my life with these
mandates

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67144

I do not go out into public, not because I’m scared of the flue. But because of the mandates. I
do not support any business that ask for Covid passports. This has made it very difficult to run
my Business Because I rely on out of town tradesmen. We do not have enough skilled trades
in the Yukon to complete most of the work that is happening here. Most guys don’t want to
drive for two days to get to the Yukon. So we fly most of our guys up. Now with these
mandates in place we can only have guys that are vaccinated fly to the Yukon. Which has
made it very difficult to find tradesmen who are fully vaccinated who can fly. I do about 50% of
the government work in the Yukon. I’m actually shutting my business down in the next few
months until all these mandates are gone if they do not go away I will be shutting my business
down for good. I’m done with trying to work around these mandates and fed up with working
around them.

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67145

How hasn't it?

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67146

Affected our income. Physically mentally and spiritually

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67147

Husband lost job Decline in clients in my business Inflation

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67148

Divided my family can not see brand new grandchild severe depression. My love for my
country has changed . I am embarrassed and extremely sad for what is happening

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67149

Communistic pressure of dictatorship

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67150

Depression loss of work income low

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67151

Too many ways to describe

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67152

Separated from family, especially grand children and great grand children

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67153

Created a sadness by the deception

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67154

Caused division between family & friends.Don't like shopping anymore but will wear no mask
whenever I can & smile at people.I'm a hugger so found it hard when people want to social
distance.Didnt go to hospital when I fell off ladder as don't have family Dr & didn't want to be
harassed at hospital.

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67155

We run a bed and breakfast, so our income has reduced, and socially, our lives have changed
immensely, i.e., we have lost so many friends who condemn us for not complying!

2/18/2022 2:27 PM
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67156

I cannot work or Travel because of the mandates. I have also lost family and friends that don't
understand why I won't get vaccinated.

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67157

Totally depreciated my mental health

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67158

Stress, Depression, Family torn apart. Vaccine cause pain through my body.

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67159

Nephew committed suicide, death certificate falsified, unable to attend funeral of grandma,
restricted funeral of grandpa, daughters had to give up sports, friendships ended, pulled 2 kids
from school, unable to travel to see my family in PEI or USA, unable to attend business travel.
It’s a long list.

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67160

Restricted

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67161

Lost job, income, not able to finish education, children cannot participate in sports, children's
mental health has declined, lost friends and family over mandates

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67162

Divided family job status

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67163

Mentally, socially, lost friends, family squabbles

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67164

I have become depressed and feelings of suicidal ideation. I feel like my life is going no where
and I have no choice over my body. I’m scared everyday of losing my job. My body has been
under constant stress since the lockdown has started. I have gained so much weight and am
starting to do drugs just to feel stimulated. I haven’t been able to practice my culture in two
years, all events are cancelled in my community or are only opened to vaccinated people. It
hurts.

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67165

negatively, split my family, kids pulled from school

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67166

Both my husband and I have currently lost our lively hoods due to the mandates. My husband
had 28 years in automotive and I had 6 years in community care. This after my husband was
denied a religious exemption. Members in my house hold struggle with mental health
challenges and the lockdown and vaccine passport policies have only exacerbated challenges
and created more barriers to sustaining mental health. My daughter is in her 3rd year doctorate
and she lives in fear her exemption may not be honoured at any time. My son had to wait over
a year to get hernia surgery which in that time further injury has occurred creating a second
hernia. Enough is enough! The hardship already seems insurmountable and hope is dwindling.

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67167

Not to much a little inconvenience

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67168

No work

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67169

Every aspect of it, just horrendous. Horrible for my mental health Experiencing hospital and
medical care for end of life for my mother in law, then organizing 10 person funeral 2 weeks
before capacity rules were changed again Need for stronger advocacy for my choices as
expectant mother and preparing for labour/birth Early development of my children ( age 1 and
3) My father lost his job 2 years before retirement, had to sell his house and move abroad
Estranged relationship with family members that have different viewpoints on pandemic.

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67170

Unnecessary to have such harsh restrictions our children need to be allowed to going back to
how it was before and if you feel more comfortable wearing a mask it’s a personal choice,
Covid is here to stay, thanks Wuhan however I’ve had 2 injections and recently got over Covid
and I’m in the group that is compromised as I’m hooked to oxygen and haven’t worn a mask
through the whole pandemic except the hospital and Costco 🕶

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67171

My mom died and wasn't allowed to see her

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67172

Almost bankrupted me

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67173

I have been unable to visit family members in person due to lockdowns, mandates, vaccine
provisions and general uncertainty about border restrictions.

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67174

Global C deaths (their numbers): 4,900,000 Global V deaths (their numbers): 40,600 Only 6%
of C deaths are actually FROM Cov¡d. 94% are WITH Cov¡d. (The CDC are quite open about
how they record Cov¡d deaths.) And as for V deaths, only 1-10% of them are being reported.
With this verifiable information being implemented, we now have: Global C deaths: 294,000
Global V deaths: inbetween 400,600 - 4+ million ...... need I say more?

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67175

I have lost my job and am struggling to provide for my family because of these mandates.

2/18/2022 2:27 PM
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67176

stressful, anxiety, anger, sad for the future generations

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67177

Loss of freedom and feelings of depression and isolation

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67178

Lost job, social connections.

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67179

Slowed me down mentally, emotionally and physically

2/18/2022 2:27 PM

67180

It has reduced my contact with others.

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67181

I have been divided btwn family members. Was not allowed to go out as I am not vaccinated.
Have not seen friends in over a year.

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67182

Lost two full time job because of vacin mandate can hardly pay my bills because of situation
and stressed me alot

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67183

Many many many ways Mental health, financial

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67184

I know of people (myself included) who have had to undergo surgery and have had to spend
recovery in the hospital without being able to have the physical support of family as well as a
few of my family members losing their jobs, and other family members feeling like they had no
choice to get the vaccine in order to be able to keep their jobs to provide for their family or to
even be able to visit family

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67185

stress

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67186

I have been faithful to wear a mask, wash hands, sanitize everything, got 2 shots and still with
all of this i got covid and I'm still suffering some of the symptoms. I'm not sure what good it did
me to follow their mandates.

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67187

I'm a prisoner in my own house

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67188

My sister passed away at the end of December and I wasn’t even allowed to attend her funeral
service.

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67189

100%

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67190

Not seeing loved ones

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67191

Freedom

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67192

Personal

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67193

I'm off work on sick leave due to mental health issues. And even if I get better I'm denied to go
back to my job because I don't feel the covid shot it best for me. My kids are suffering. This
needs to Stop!

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67194

Access to medical care has been next to impossible. Family members have had surgeries
cancelled for 2 years. I've been denied medical care. I don't want to live like this anymore.

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67195

Mental instability

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67196

Fucked it up

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67197

I was out on an unpaid leave of absence as a nurse

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67198

it affected my whole quality of life and, as I’m disabled person, the mandate also affected a lot
the capacities to receive healtcaRE resulting my medical condition is just getting worse day
after day. the tyrannie from the Government of Justin Trudeau MUST being stopped right away
before everything else gets worst.

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67199

Single Mom whose job is hanging on by a thread. My sons have developed life debilitating
anxiety; so much so, one of my sons opted for online schooling only! Fears, nightmares and
anxiety about going into public are a few of the things my children face after over the last 2
years of MSM & provincial govt pressures.

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67200

Too many ways to explain

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67201

I have t wear a mask most of my day and everywhere I go

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67202

Very negative as I sold my truck to avoid getting jabbed

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67203

I have become homeless Lost my business

2/18/2022 2:26 PM
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67204

Separated me from family and friends, it has severed lifelong relationships, caused a level of
fear and confusion I've never seen before, caused me tobe excluded from restaurants, theaters
and sporting events, caused loss of employment, and has happily made me a much more
engaged political participant.

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67205

Divided family and friends...bankrupting my business...and i know a lot of vaccine injured
people and most not reported...there is zero transparency...this needs to end now and never
happen again...i do not need government makìng choices for me...the measures in past 2
years have caused far worse damage than they prevented...i have family and friends now
siffering and suicidal...but it seems to me that government wants that

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67206

I’ve gained 80lbs due to not being able to go to the gym and my mental health being too poor
to workout anywhere but the gym

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67207

I am separated from most of family, I have family with job loss, i have family thats been
cohersed into getting each jab to provide for their children or not be able to do so, i have family
and friends of covid19 vaccine injury, trudeau has divided some family against family, I have a
father who won't take for personal reasons and one having a good argument he can't take the
vax due to past medical history of recent failed heart surgery and another uncle who has had
heart surgery this past year after serving 8 clots in his arteries after a clot buster medication...
he was denied a medical exemption until he experiments with one first, then the dr said if any
reactions she can write a exemption for more.... this is sick please wake up we need you to
now!! I can seriously go on and on.. those are the highlights... investigate Trudeau criminally,
not the peaceful protesters... universal freedom no discrimination based on someone's
personal health history!! This is a pathetic excuse for a vaccine and needs to be fixed. Our
Healthcare needs to earn its trust back with the people.. just think ...when later is going to be
too late to say no more. Fight for the option to choose today for you and for your children who
may feel differently!! May scales fall off eyes of whoever reads this in the name of Jesus
christ! We are in a time where evil is good and good is evil. Our veterans are on the front line
and your being aggressive with them.. may God have mercy on all the bloody hands in these
affairs.. stand up stand on the right side of history!

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67208

How has it NOT affected all our lives? I have lost a dear friend due to vaccine injury. For me
personally, not being able to see family and friends has affected my emotionsl/mental
wellbeing. I know it has had a negative impact on a great many others as well. Suicide rates
and drug overdoses have hugely risen during the pandemic. It's time to end all mandates - as
expediently as possible.

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67209

Ruined family, friend, work relationships and caused a reduction in income and activities that
our children require to be kids and just be allowed to grow into themselves. It has also greatly
diminished any left trust I had in public servants and the media.

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67210

Lost of joy and felling of helplessness! Thinking about relocating!

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67211

Ruined it

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67212

Mandate is all negative and not in accordance with our Canadian Rights and FREEDOMS.

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67213

Seen much division as a result. Its awful

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67214

very negatively - life has no meaning anymore if i can't gather with family/friends. so many
friends have taken their life in the last 2 years

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67215

It has restricted my right to move about freely and interact with who I want. It has been the
biggest cause of the huge rise in inflation reducing my buying power since I'm on a fixed
income.

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67216

Unable to work, was unable to go to venues, suffered depression, made child sad, increased
pressure on marriage

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67217

lockdowns drastic reduction of income higher costs of everything my grandchildrens mental
health and wellbeing my daughters forced uninformed consent taking of unknown poisons just
to keep a roof over their head and food on the table being called a racist etc. atleast this has
shown the world how our Prime Minister is a tyrannical communist racist and laughing stock of
world

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67218

Destroyed can't go out to restaurants, can't travel and my special needs son had all his
programs cancelled still he can't go out because he won't wear a mask!!!!!

2/18/2022 2:26 PM
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67219

Getting it worst by eliminating my social Life

2/18/2022 2:26 PM

67220

Travelling

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67221

Have to eat out side in the cold. Not able to travel. Locking up my family.

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67222

None

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67223

Lost my job. Financial hardship. Can't leave Canada. Can't travel... bus/train/plane. I'm a
prisoner now in my own country. Disclosure of private medical information to those other than
doctors.

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67224

Human rights Charter of rights violations my body my choice add Dr patient confidentiality
added with second opinions treatment options. I believe the current pm is a criminal crimes
against millions should be censored charged with crimes against hummanity add investigated
for previous as well current crimes if golds a patten gets money for each shot is a conflict of
interest as well as culpable intent with malice miscarriages myocarditis heart stroke aids add
loss of life including pharma dependance add Long term adverse side effects. Treatable
preventable plandemic house arrest add non stop flights. In conclusion front line workers
grocery farm truck nurse Dr worked two years then forced to take unsafe drugs not saftey
tested 3 5 7 years for research adverse side effects or death... have no job have no income
have no health care or be intitled to hospital care. Threaten fear that health care would be
unavailable to help people in need. Not that the best treatment as well as treatment options
would be available or that everything would be done to increase hospital care if needed. 2 x 5
days ivermectine & or vit d or similar drug used in uk preventing more lost life. 52 % mortality
in children with 2 shots??? Truth will set us free. truth takes longer to decipher. I am sick have
a cold but wore masks when out in public...

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67225

Isolated and depressed

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67226

Was forced to he vaccinated.

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67227

Job loss after 14 years of tenure. Mental health of my children has been severely affected.

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67228

Uncertainty and cannot eat out or travel.

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67229

My 5 yr old son doesnt even know life w/o a mask... He fears getting "the virus" and die. This
has divided my family for 2 yrs.

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67230

Isolating and drinking more

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67231

I want to be safe and protect my family even though it has been difficult

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67232

Severe depression. Daughter has turned to drugs in isolation and suicidal.

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67233

Ruined relationships with family and friends. Watched thousands lose jobs and close
businesses

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67234

My children are isolated and fearful for the world from government and msm information
messaging. And I and cynical of provincial and federal governments motivates to further their
own agenda from politicizing Covid

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67235

Caused depression and a sence of distrust towards government and corporations profiting from
the measures.

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67236

Having a mask on my face all day long at work is exhausting as I cannot breathe properly and
need to repeat myself when speaking to someone.

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67237

Divided my family

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67238

Not being able to spend time with family, divided cause of government.

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67239

In every way one can think of! My health has declined severely… and no one wants to hear it!
It’s affecting my marriage I’ve lost friends I’ve lost loved ones I’m being bullied at work Name
it

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67240

Lonely

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67241

It hasn't because I don't go anywhere since being in a wheelchair

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67242

I have 4 children with my last 2 still in elementary grades. Their young lives have been
irrevocably destroyed with all of these idiot mandates. They will NEVER get to have a youth

2/18/2022 2:25 PM
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like we as their parents did. It’s so unfair & unrealistic. Never mind me not being able to attend
the hospital for my last 2 grandchildrens births with my elder daughter. There is & has been so
much destruction caused by the Covid mandates that I cannot even list them all. Also I lost
my job of 20 years due to Covid. This is all ridiculous & hate the governing powers. Turdope is
the biggest moron EVER to “lead” a country. And I use lead very loosely. 😞
67243

Every thing

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67244

Forced out of work do to the parliamentary government!

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67245

Financial

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67246

Working from home, can’t visit father in hospital, can’t see family, weddings, funerals
everything has been effected by mandates, covid is here we have to learn to live with it

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67247

We lost or freedom of choice😞

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67248

Pressured me into making a medical decision I was uncomfortable with to keep my job. That’s
not informed consent or medical choice!

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67249

Depression

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67250

caused anxiety, dissension within the family, difficulty getting exercise. crazy making. none of
it necessary for a very minimally dangerous virus.

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67251

Bad

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67252

No freedom to do anything with anybody because of mandates in everyday living.

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67253

It controls how I am allowed to live my life. That’s not what life in Canada is supposed to look
like. It’s a free country, that shouldn’t be changing just because the prime minister wants more
power that he is not entitled to.

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67254

Too much isolation, didn’t see partner for 7 months

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67255

I missed my 18th birthday, highschool graduation, prom, my senior theatre show, my trip to
Mexico, I lost friends , lovers, due to difference in opinion, I’ve felt trapped and scared for 2
years. I’m done losing. I’m done feeling scared, I want to learn to live with Covid . I’m tired of
hiding from it

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67256

Mental well-being of my children and financial

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67257

Broken hearted

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67258

Massive mental stress on my whole family, especially my 14 year old who now has bulimia.😡
😡 We are trapped in Canada under a very dictatorial government

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67259

Unable to go to watch/attend my grandchildren skate swim lessons. Unable to freely go to
restaurants. Unable to unobstructedly go into retail stores or businesses

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67260

It took 2 years for me to get my knee surgeries done . It delayed my physiotherapy and now
asa HCA I cant work.

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67261

It has separated family and has kept myself and my family from doing the things we love. It
has caused a high level of anxiety and fear for my children.

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67262

Negatively. Depression. Loss of wages.

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67263

Couldn’t be with my dying grandpa My daughter lost her job so now I employ her I can’t travel I
lost my right to choose My charter rights have been eliminated

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67264

I lost my job! Trying to find a job that the vaccine is not mandate and its hard! I used ti work at
the hospital with a good salary and now i have nothing coming in! Lost some friends cause of
the different opinion! This whole covid thing devided Canada and brought hatred and the
governement is encouraging that! Its sad!

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67265

Lost access to my family. And feel as bullied as I did as a child.

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67266

Husband is at risk of losing his job and he is the sole provider

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67267

Has caused me to lose my freedom to live life as it was. I cannot get a vaccine due to auto
immune disease. It has affected my kids. They need facial expression and the right to breath

2/18/2022 2:25 PM
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freely.
67268

Yes. Extremely depressed

2/18/2022 2:25 PM

67269

Haven't seen my 95 year old mother in two years. My son-in-law lost his job.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67270

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67271

Ive lost my psw position after 9 years of caring in the same facility. Struggling to support my 4
children because of the mandate. My mother had stage 4 cancer and was actively dying. Her
wish was to see the whales. We were not allowed to travel in our own country to get my mom
from Ontario to New Brunswick. She passed Aug 21/21

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67272

Increased stress at home and the workplace, social isolation to friends and family. Low mood.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67273

It has made me and a lot of the people I know into second class citizens. Both inoculated and
un-inoculated people I know have done their parts to stay safe and protect others but the
promises made to us have not been upheld. All we want it to go back to pre-covid times.
Unrestricted, free citizens of Canada. I have dealt with huge depression and judgement from
others, lost friends and have been disconnected from family because of this pandemic, and
the mandates put in place to help control the situation. But the measures being used have not
stopped the spread or receiving of the virus. So I see no reason to keep these measures in
place. Many other people I know are experiencing the same loss of friends and family,
livelihood and for some their life. My partner is experiencing an extreme depression, borderline
suicidal. This is taking a toll on us and I want to see him happy again. Please lift these
mandates; we are no longer in a state or emergency and we need to learn to live with the virus.
It's not going away

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67274

100 percent negatively

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67275

This has been the most stressful time of everybody's life that I know it is caused hardships
relationships to end and it's all unnecessary and we've all known that from the beginning it's
not about our health if it was about our health why aren't insolence for diabetes available and
other treatments for diseases these are nothing but brain washing agendas to cripple the
common person and make the rich untouchable. These are my views and 90% of the people I
know.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67276

Stress levels in my home have increased 10 fold. School swinging open closed sign has
affected my 8 year old grandson immensely and his mental health. The science is not
supporting PMs overuse of power and the science should dictate answers not him. Invoking
the Emergency Act and NOT addressing Canadian citizens to resolve the freedom protest is
disgraceful . The irrevocable harm done to my family alone is huge when all of Canadian
people are asked I'm sure the real truth will prove the true harm caused to ALL Canadian
citizens

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67277

I am living in fear of communism and despotic government

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67278

My 11 year old son has begun cutting himself and is planning to commit suicide. He said covid
farce has ruined his life

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67279

I have not seen some of my family from out of province, and during the first wave my mother
passed away and I was unable to go see her before she died. She became ill non covid and
passed within 3 days. Normally I would ha e been there.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67280

I don't have a job

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67281

Depression, quality if life

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67282

Can I say it has destroyed my life....

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67283

Social skills, mental health, depression, thoughts of suicide due to the media projecting
negativity. Loss of my youth and years of living life. Friends over political differences.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67284

Lost my Father. Had to die in Hospital all alone. 😞🙏

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67285

In every area... divided family, friends, churches.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67286

It has taken the ability to see family regularly. My kids have not been able to attend normal
events like swimming lessons or sports. Family and friend gatherings don’t happen anymore
it’s depressing

2/18/2022 2:24 PM
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67287

The mandates were necessary and they’ve been hard on all of us but their time has passed
and it time for some of them to end.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67288

restricted movement, caused dissention in families, plus anxiety.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67289

Hurt my kids, lost friends and family, lost the ability to work, and so much more.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67290

Vaccination mandate at work and air travel to work due to federal mandate. Incredible stress
on family and depression.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67291

I have never been harassed before in my life. It’s something I am anxious about everyday now.
I’m afraid to be singled out in my community, my work and now in school.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67292

In every way. Can't gather, can't travel, argued with people.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67293

It was an illegal act they took away my rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67294

You’re kidding right. It’s torn our family apart.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67295

Like the majority of Canadians this global crisis has had a negative impact on every aspect of
my life. Every aspect! It has been a living nightmare. At this point it would not serve me well
(emotionally), to delve into the countless hardships endured by myself and my family
members. Suffice it to say I am at the end of my rope and I am now giving serious
consideration to moving out of Ontario, if not the entire country.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67296

Many family members/ friends taken the un- known vaccine .

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67297

Retired earlier than expected. Missed my own celebration of retirement and my 55th birthday.
Missed my nephews wedding, couple of funerals. No international travel for 2 years. My
brother has had a stroke and now heart condition from the vax. My uncle has heart fibrillation
from the vax. No covid deaths in my family, extended family friends extended friends!! Two
family members had covid and it was just like a mild flu. Now more in my family getting covid
after the shot. Time to regain our freedoms.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67298

Neg. Impact on my life.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67299

It has affected my mental health as a mom of 3 young boys. It's also affected there social
time and interactions. My youngest son hasn't even been into any essential stores or has
hardly had social interaction with other children his age. We need society back so our future
generations can learn and not be so sheltered.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67300

I'm facing down my industry(food service) being devastated. Having to switch kitchens to keep
working and having my ei cut down to the point I can neither find work nor draw my ei to get to
my season start.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67301

Until the mandate start my childrens who are my source of life ARE NOT HAPPY WONT GO
TO SCHOLL NO MORE FIRE IN THEIR EYES you have to stop that right now before the
damage was completly done

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67302

It has made life very difficult and added much unnecessary stress and persecution.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67303

Create anxiety and lost of purpose

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67304

I lost my brother and couldn’t see him u til they had to pull the plug when he was unresponsive
and not when he could hear or see me.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67305

In many ways!!! I may not move about freely in my own country unless I take an experimental
drug into my body. I may not be go out to eat with my family without having to share my
personal confidential medical information with the restaurant. I cannot visit a friend in the
hospital. I cannot cross the border to help a friend in need. I cannot go into a store without
being attacked about wearing a mask and the list goes on and on. It’s terrible!

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67306

Divided family. Segregated from the rest of society. Living in fear for the future of my children
and their freedoms. Fear of enough food for my kids and jobs to pay the bills.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67307

It hasn't really.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67308

I can’t go to restaurants, travel

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67309

I feel ALL mandates are unnecessary and ineffective. They have destroyed economies and
many people’s livelihoods. EVERYTHING is more expensive, lowering buying power and

2/18/2022 2:24 PM
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creating anxiety; CAN I EVEN SUPPORT MYSELF AND MY FAMILY? These mandates have
ruined any faith I might have had in the medical and be political systems in Canada.
67310

Everyway possible

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67311

crapy life

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67312

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67313

- lack of job opportunities - prevented entry into the workplace (as a birth doula I cannot enter
hospitals) - due to the portrayal of the media, as an unvaccinated I have lost business
opportunities

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67314

Lost a few friends.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67315

Depression, social anxiety and emotional burnout where common issues me and my family
faced sure to the lack of human connection.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67316

Tearing families apart, and it’s totally useless

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67317

It’s divided my family, my kids lost two years of family friends and sports

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67318

I cannot travel or eat anywhere. I cannot be vaccinated with any vaccines and cannot get a
medical exemption because my reactions are not anaphylactic. I have been treated like a
leper!

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67319

isolation, depression, my children kept from education and socialization, kept from earning ,
grandparents and family dying alone, delayed hospital care, teenagers unable to attend
university or graduate,income, caused bankruptcy to our business, relationships broken

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67320

I feel isolated, get depressed not being able to function like a normal human being, lonely,
unable to breathe because we are suffocating breathing in our CO2 and not getting the oxygen
human bodies need, denied access to services -discriminated against/desegregated, as
though we are diseased, which treating others I humane emotionally abused and manipulated

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67321

All mandate hurt kids

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67322

I have no job

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67323

My job!! It has also caused division, segregation, anxiety, and sadness.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67324

I feel I’m loosing my life and freedoms.

2/18/2022 2:24 PM

67325

Lost job,stress anxiety for wearing masks, not allowed to go anywhere. Forcing people to vax

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67326

Caused depression and suicidal thoughts. Loss of business. Turmoil in the family. Trouble with
my children. Loss of income.

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67327

It has caused division in family and friends. Segregation from society. Undue hardship
economically because my employer requires testing at my expense.

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67328

It has made me much richer with money and alot poorer with freinds

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67329

We have had depression and family members that no longer speak to each other , kids are
scared and anxious and do not want to go to school. We have missed big events in our family
life because of this .

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67330

It has not only affected my livelihood but my children’s livelihood as well. My children would
like to raise their children enjoying the freedoms that we have been accustomed to. We all
should have the freedom of choice!

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67331

Restricted my freedoms. Unable to visit loved ones

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67332

Turned my community into a group of suspicious people that feel they have the right to speak
and act in mean ways which has had emotional toll on me. I haven't been sick this whole 2 yrs
but I've been punished as though I have been a threat to other's health. That has been hurtful
and confusing. I'm primary caregiver for my mother. She's bullied by her peers in senior's
residence. Have to daily work at keeping her spirits up. Have watched her life eek away which
is extremely difficult and painful.

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67333

Negative thoughts, depression, anxiety, financially.

2/18/2022 2:23 PM
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67334

can't see my family 😕

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67335

Lost the will Rogers live. Now on antidepressants- never had a hint of depression in 64 years
before the government started deciding how I should live my life.

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67336

I missed a family member funeral in 2021 and we were unable to hold a funeral, also not able
to visit in care home during lockdown! So sad!

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67337

My youngest has been with out work because of his Mental health.....these mandates gotta go
and our country has to be more positive and helpful

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67338

Not been able to travel to my home province without the jab.

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67339

Horrifically

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67340

Unable to visit any grandchildren

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67341

Divide my family, inflation as a result of regulations has hurt my finances. Trust in democracy
is forever tarnished.

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67342

None at all...I followed the medical advice given...although did interrupted my social life
somewhat

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67343

Daughter left country, unable to go anywhere

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67344

Depression and misery. Loss of income.

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67345

Having to wear a mask is uncomfortable

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67346

Putting up with the BuS.

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67347

Made me feel like a Chinese citizen

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67348

Took my rights

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67349

In every way for the worse

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67350

I am vaccinated but believe in autonomy over your body and everyone should have a choice. I
find the passport sinister. And interfering with the right to make a living criminal. People dying
alone is criminal and cruel.

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67351

It's affected every aspect of my life. It's ended family and friend relationships. Caused
immense division.

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67352

We have no Freedom We want Freedom for our children and Grandchildren. For everyone!🇨🇦💕

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67353

I lost my job because I said no to the jab.

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67354

Friends/ family Divisions , don’t feel human

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67355

Fear and lonliness

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67356

Stigmatization, closed gyms

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67357

Losing my job, lots of relationships broken. I am very sick and tired of all the bullshit that we
will be paying off for many years to come .

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67358

Caused high anxiety. Life is work and go home. Bullying from others as I am mask exempt

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67359

Too much restriction, not able to have a normal social life

2/18/2022 2:23 PM

67360

We are unable to travel and see family or vacation or leave the country. I am sick and tired of
the dividing the segregation and the racism all orchestrated by provincial and federal
government and our Alberta Health Care

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67361

Mental health

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67362

No travel, friends lost their jobs, other were forced to get vaccinated. I hardly leave my house
now cause I don’t wanna deal with all the mandates.

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67363

Terrible, anyone at all with any mental health issues, I can hardly describe the horrible torture
of healthy human beings.

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67364

In so many aspects of living life and feeedoms

2/18/2022 2:22 PM
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67365

I have never had so much hate towards the Canadian government

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67366

Forced to stay home. Family members were threatened to lose their jobs. Discrimination.
Forced to take a vaccine that clearly doesn't work, nor has it been proven safe.

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67367

More depressed, more lonely, more anxiety, more fearful, more scared, less trust towards the
government

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67368

My freedom to travel everywhere I want and loosing my job by imposing the vaccine

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67369

Reduced opportunities to connect with people which is vital to good mental health

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67370

Negative financial and employment impact. Fracture relationships Negative Emotional and
mental health impacts. Job threatened Loss of personal and medical privacy and autonomy.

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67371

Unsociable behaviour, depression, affecting children social behaviour and education

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67372

Possible squatting family in my home; working to evict with RTDRS;If mandates remain I may
not be able to effect from my home that I live in.

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67373

Concerned that children are suffering. Voices are being silenced. I feel sad for humanity.

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67374

It hasn’t because a mandate is not a law It takes compliance for it to work and I do not comply
with things I don’t believe in

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67375

Forced to take a needle I believe to be harmful or lose my livelihood. I feel violated and on the
verge of depression now.

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67376

Segregation from family and friends. Not being able to travel across the country by plane to
visit my mother. Seeing the suffering of others in my community imposed by these mandates.

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67377

Mental health is destroyed: cost of living from supply chains has made it hard to sustain
financially

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67378

I can’t leave my own country

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67379

As a result of the mandates, I've become a target of hate and I'm now fearful for my safety.
I've lost family members and in jeopardy of losing my job.

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67380

Mentally, monetarily,

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67381

Mental health decline

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67382

I have been an essential healthcare worker since the beginning of the pandemic. I am a middle
class working citizen and have two young school aged children. I don’t want them to grow up
this way. It’s time to go back to normal. We need to treat this like the flu.

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67383

At the start of my pregnancy my husband was able to attend ultrasound and midwife
appointments, but by the end he was no longer allowed to go to them. He also now cannot
attend appointments with our newborn. We've also been asked to not attend certain family
events. We had to stop going to the gym & pools during my pregnancy which was extremely
sad because swimming was such a huge help to my body. We also could not go out with
family any time they went for a social event (movie, restaurant, etc) which was just sad
(especially knowing a few times they went, they had an entire theater to themselves..)

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67384

I'm discriminated against. Can't go anywhere. I'm not sick I have never had covid. I shouldn't
be punished for being healthy.

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67385

I’m now vaccine injured. My husband is vaccine injured. Families are divided. Loved ones
have died alone. A child committed suicide over the Christmas holidays. Schools teachers are
fighting with each other, people have lost their homes, kids are neglected, Trudeau is tweeting
about the olympics, vacationing, calling Canadians horrible names referring to these people as
nazi’s. Nurses, police, medical professional jobless because they’re are jabless. I can’t find a
doctor to assist me in a timely fashion due to doctor shortage. My Doctor died approximately 2
weeks after receiving the booster shot, doctor Jonathan Burns from Abbotsford BC. His wife is
also a doctor. Trudeau is out of control and now our country is out of control. Trudeau is a
dictator and is creating a communist country, no longer free to live in Canada. My family will
flee this country if this continues. We need help from God.

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67386

My children were coerced to take the death shots to keep their jobs

2/18/2022 2:22 PM
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67387

In so many ways, I'm a Frontline Health Care Worker and I was there caring for people early on
and then segregated and treated like crap because I decided my freedom to do with body is
my own. I have lost my job back in December because of the mandates, and the list goes on
because I'm unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67388

Jobless was a day surgery nurse, Nuse in good standing for 21 yrs...my 11 yr old son grades
have gone down drastically as he has no more motivation....

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67389

lost business

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67390

Major inflation! Leave health warnings at all businesses. Eg. “Masks are recommended”

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67391

It’s made people I know hate each other because they all have different views

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67392

The mandate has sheltered my two young boys & the masks are a form of child abuse . This
has been criminal !

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67393

It has ripped our family apart, destroyed relationships with friends. I am super anxious. My
blood pressure is skyrocketing. I have become very fearful and angry about authority figures. I
have lost faith in our medical system because doctors are not allowed to be truthful. I am
fearful about the future of our country and seriously considering selling my home and leaving.

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67394

I feel segregated and lied to by the government

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67395

In every way shape and form. The stress of feeling helpless while this madman runs our lives
is terrifying.

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67396

Difficulty going out into public wearing a mask exhausts me

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67397

I have lost my freedom!

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67398

It has made friendship and family relations very difficult as we are so divided on this issue.
The story keeps on changing from 2 weeks to flatten the curve 2 years ago to more boosters
and lockdowns . Not the Canada that chose to become a citizen.

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67399

It has restricted my travel and social life, has had a negative impact on my health and
happiness, and has caused a rift between my friends & family.

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67400

Made university studies underwhelming and limited a paid education. Stole international
exchange and career exploration opportunities. Cut off ties to family and friends. It made
accessing essentials good difficult. I was forced to sell my house because tenants refused to
pay rent during lockdowns. Then real estate markets inflated making it completely unattainable
for a future home purchase. Building material costs drove personal construction projects in the
ground. Personal outdoor exercise and recreation were hindered. Court proceedings were
delayed for years drastically delaying parenting access.

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67401

Horribly

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67402

Made life harder for the majority of the population brought about -Hope

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67403

Living in a small community almost all extra curricular activities have been cancelled. These
kids are having no life at all. The vaccine had a bad affect on my husband and the health
authorities would not listen. The mandated have pitted friends, family and neighbours against
each other. The current prim minister needs to be removed immediately. I can’t believe Canada
is allowing this corrupt activity to take place. This goes deep and needs to be addressed
NOW!

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67404

I have cancer

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67405

I am fully vaccinated yet … I’m still not “free”. I am required to get tested if I travel, I am
forced to wear a mask in public places, show a vaccine passport, fill out an ArriveCan app to
get back into my country! I know this may seem insignificant to some but, we were promised
freedom if we got vaccinated! I feel lied to and robbed of two years of my life … time I can’t
ever get back. The time has come to move forward. We can safely return to a normal life just
as other countries are doing successfully!

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67406

The last two years has really opened my eyes to our (and the worlds) governments future
plans . I have lost hope in any viable future for myself and my children. Canada is going the
route of discrimination and exclusion of certain people based on differences in ideologies and
deeply held beliefs. If canada does not like the unvaccinated so much it should at least let

2/18/2022 2:22 PM
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them leave the country and make a life for themseves and thwir children elsewhere , where
they are accepted and have freedom to live as they believe. I used to think canada was one of
the best countries who accepted and loved all..and would never discriminate against a peoples
for any reason. My children deserve better than to be subjected to authoritarian rule and to be
ridiculed by their peers because of a government and system that promotes divisiveness.
67407

It has cause undue stress on me and my family. I have a son and granddaughter in Ontario I
haven’t seen in a long time and my other son is in Australia and it’s been years. End it all now.
Independent Investigators should be contracted to investigate the office of the prime minister
and everyone he has communicated with both foreign and domestic.

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67408

My husband has lost his job because of these unnecessary mandates and restrictions

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67409

I have children. I can't watch them play their sports. They are sick of masks and can't breathe
properly with them on. I am immunocompromised. I get that we are trying to keep everyone
safe, but there is a time when we just need to learn to live with this.

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67410

No sports, severe mental health issues with my kids, discriminated against and segregated
from society due to my personal medical choices. Loss of friends and family member due to
severe division of the country. The mandates need to all END NOW. We must have a choice in
all things that have to do with this flu

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67411

I can't work.

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67412

More so for my children and their sports

2/18/2022 2:22 PM

67413

It taking away my quality of life

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67414

No longer able to enjoy a meal at a restaurant a night at the movies for keeping myself healthy
in the gym

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67415

Depression from being u able to socialize or take my kids anywhere for anything now cause of
the vaccine

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67416

As a vaccine-free citizen, I am now an isolated "Leper in a Covid - created Leper Colony.

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67417

Our business is down 75%

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67418

Very Stressful, conflicting information, divisive.

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67419

It's affecting everyone's life. And we know it. My children are growing up in a worse Canada
than I did. Let people decide for themselves

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67420

Not at all. By following the mandates I have pretty much continued living my life as I always
have.

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67421

Division even in my only family

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67422

I can't see my family & some of them are losing their livelihoods.

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67423

I haven’t been able to partake in my regular life activities because I REFUSE to take a
“vaccine” that is not effective and was rushed into production! This is not a vaccine it is a shot
and I REFUSE TO INJECT THIS INTO MY BODY! I haven’t been able to have date nights
with my spouse nor attend my grandchildrens activities as a result of this! I have friends and
family that won’t be around me because I won’t get this shot. My constitutional rights as a
Canadian have been violated!

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67424

I've been socially deprived

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67425

Family separation, depression, anxiety

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67426

I lost my job of 2 years. no exceptions although I am immune compromised. Now I am stuck
with no employment and a family to take care of. Thanks a lot Trudeau.

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67427

My son couldn’t continue college education We can’t travel to visit our friends and family

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67428

Lost my job ! And stores have lost my business because they will not accept my mask
exception !!

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67429

It has caused division among friends. It has prevented me from attending certain events and
simple things like going to restaurants. It has affected my place of worship

2/18/2022 2:21 PM
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67430

I refuse to show proof to go anywhere so no restaurants or gym for me

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67431

Very hard! My daughter had to see a psychologist because she was depress and had bad
thoughts and I had to get the vaccine because I would not get my salarie

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67432

All of them

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67433

The hostilities between vaccinated and unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67434

I am considered a second class citizen. Divided friends and family

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67435

Ruined most aspects

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67436

Lots

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67437

Unable to accompany my family to doctor and hospital appointments. We weren’t able to have
all our family at our Mom’s funeral

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67438

Family breakup. Death due to side effects from the vaccine. Death due to hold on surgery. Its
all bullshit just a common cold and wasted tax payers money on all the "vaccines" that were
not necessary.

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67439

Yes

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67440

Travel for sure . Haven’t spent as much money as I would have which is good .

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67441

limited

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67442

Missed out on a lot of time with friends and family. Threatened with my job if I didn’t get the
shot

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67443

Unemployed, depression, suicide of friends.

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67444

My children all have been intimidated, bullied, laugh at, and the division and discrimination at
school or work because of all the mandates was too much. Enough is enough! The
government divided the vaccinated vs the unvaccinated. Created hatred and division among
families. It’s gone way too far.

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67445

Mandates have denied me the freedoms that I have had as a Canadian - freedoms I desire to
continue to experience.

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67446

People having trouble with mental health and not enough resources available and being able to
connect with people and have relationships without masks

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67447

Tremendously in a negative way, with family losing income, freedoms , relationships with
family and friends. Such division, segregation, and discrimination..seeing hatred more then all
my years of life in this country. It's horrible, sad and scary to see and witness. All this hatred
stems down from the federal and provincal governments and medical officials. It needs to end
immediately..please put a stop to these mandates, passports and negative narrative. Do not
vote in the emergency act and bring peace and freedom of choice back to Canadians. Please !

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67448

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67449

It’s segregated me from family and mentally it’s destroying my kids and me

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67450

Childrens access to public education...stress...emotional upheaval...financial loss...job
loss...denial of entry to businesses due to mandates...scorn and division from the people...our
lives have been forever changed...my kids being isolated and social scarred from making
personal medical issues...human rights violations due to medical reasons

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67451

I have been treated as a second class citizen in my own country. My kids are depressed and
have missed two years of school. My family all doses up some with boosters have been sicker
than normal, and some with heart conditions thanks to this sick experiment.

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67452

destroyed my way of life in canada

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67453

My teenage became depressed and suicidal. My 12 year had developed anxiety and struggles
being around groups of people.

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67454

i have been asked to leave many groceries stores and almost list my job

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67455

Isolation, financial burden, fearful, ostracized, medical treatment , supporting elderly family,

2/18/2022 2:21 PM
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father in law dying alone
67456

The division, anger, hatred, and fear perpetuated by this and the government and media is
unheard of. This is about fear and control not a virus that’s no different than anything else
we’ve all lived through. People in power don’t care about peoples mental health, jobs lost,
homes lost, families and friends divided and so on. This. Must. End. Now. We all need to get
back to what was our normal.

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67457

Breakdowns in relationships with friends and families; exclusion from society; inability to visit
family members in the hospital; children had to discontinue activities; psychological harm from
masking; received threats from the Prime Minister phrased as "Do we tolerate these people";
cannot leave my country; falsely accused of spreading COVID; etc.

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67458

stressed, anxious, jab for job..

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67459

I have been placed on unpaid leave due to the vaccine mandate, which has negatively affected
my mental health and my family’s financial situation.

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67460

Not much direct effect. It's a matter of principle and what society we live in and shape for
future genrations.

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67461

Drastically. Unable to leave country for holiday in 2 yrs, go to restaurants, etc. My business
has suffered due to people not wanting others in their homes for work to be done.

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67462

Yes, along with everyone else.

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67463

Watched my kids struggle mentally, as a small business owner it hurt us very hard financially

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67464

i never contemplated suicide until i literally couldnt go anywhere or do anything and had to be
inside for a year, im still trying to regain my social skills, wasnt able to find any work and
getting work is a million times more difficult than it should be with material costs and shipping
delays

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67465

Unpaid leave because non compliant with employer directive

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67466

The isolation has caused health issues caused by Depression loneliness and separation from
loved ones. Even my pet is affected by not seeing anybody on the streets most of the time

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67467

I ALMOST HAD A NERVOUS BREAKDOWN OVER POSSIBLY LOSING MY JOB AND
HAVING TO SELL MY HOUSE AND MOVE AWAY FROM MY KIDS TO AFFORD EARLY
RETIREMENT

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67468

In every way possible! My business, finances, health, family, friends, mental stat, kids
education, medical needs.

2/18/2022 2:21 PM

67469

Financially, mentally, socially…fear.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67470

Less money no work

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67471

Isolation

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67472

It's torn apart my family and so many friends. It has also caused so many unnecessary deaths

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67473

Anger at government

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67474

It's made me real angry. Unable to work jobs I want, unable to go in a store without a mask,
unable to eat at a restaurant without a vax, unable to travel to the US for a MEDICAL
APPOINTMENT without a vax.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67475

Depression, finance, family, work, friendships

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67476

Our business has been hugely impacted. I’ve been discriminated and has caused division.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67477

The mandates have taken away my freedom ! Torn families and friends apart,because of fear
mongering...

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67478

Job loss depression anxiety loss of family and friends from both Vax and different point of
views this has divided and created so much hate needs to end now

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67479

Forced to get a vaccine to travel back and forced to pay for a negative test to enter.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67480

Loss of freedom and hope. Loss of trust in government. Loss of feeling of control over my life.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM
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Loss of respect for 'experts'.
67481

Lost 90 percent of income. Created division amongst family and friends.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67482

If has taken away my hope and I feel imprisoned in my own home.....This type of government
is on a trail of it's own beliefs and goals...Dictatorship... I do not support This government in
any fashion....Thr .PM. NEEDS TO STEP DOWN IMMEDIATELY AS HE IS DESTROYING
THIS GREAT COUNTRY ...... HE IS A TARRANT AND NOTHING ELSE....NOBODY HAS
RESPECT FOR THIS P.M.....

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67483

It has effected my work and social life as well as the lives of my children.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67484

Economic hardships, relational stress, but the gospel of Christ has had more opportunity to
shine in darkness than ever. The darker the darkness, the brighter Christ's Light!

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67485

I now see how corrupt and ruthless a government can be. It’s an awful feeling.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67486

Killing me mentally and physically. I don't feel human anymore!

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67487

I am unable to take my children to sporting events, to the pool, to see a movie. I am unable to
let my children live a normal life. They are forced to wear a mask all day at school

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67488

Lost many friends and family members who disagreed with my point of view

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67489

The restrictions that have been imposed throughout the last 2 years have impacted my mental
health. The mandates have caused uneccesary division and hate. Demonizing groups for their
personal health decisions.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67490

Has done nothing but bring pain, and hardship.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67491

Isolation and division of families. Aloneness and cut-off from life.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67492

Terrible

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67493

In too many negative ways to count. I pulled my daughter from school, had to decrease my
work schedule, we're segregated, stressed, worried about the future.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67494

Like having your life controlled by unaccountable.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67495

Forced me to retire.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67496

Sadness and there should be common sense

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67497

Very isolating, caused seperation within my family and community

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67498

Lost my income. Can’t see my family abroad.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67499

interrupted employment inconvenienced daily life activities increased costs on every day items
sociologically damaged my kids and interrupted their learning.. just for starters.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67500

My husband died from cancer in January 2021, and have not yet been able to be having his
memorial. My granddaughter had her wedding of her dreams postponed from June 20 to July
21 to October 21 finally marrying in a little venue due to mandates. By the time they already
have a child choosing not to wait. I could go on and on and on. Stop the mandate now!!!

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67501

I'm having to move to Alberta. Can't wear a mask for that long. Have had to do distance
learning for my kids.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67502

It has affected evening in my life. I can see my family in Australia. I wont mask my children so
i cant send them to school. I can work as i home school. Inflation is made getting a home
impossible. I'm consorned about getting the vax so i can no longer go to many things pools
,gym, activities and get discriminated.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67503

I don’t have freedom

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67504

Loss of income, loss or relationships and friendships, distrust in government, people, and
media.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67505

It’s ruined it. No highschool life. No graduation. No prom. No sports. No clubs. Highschool is
not what was promised to me. College and University will be the same. Lectures and labs
online will give me no preparation for my future. It won’t keep me motivated, involved,

2/18/2022 2:20 PM
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interested. If there’s even a future. Do you know how many people have killed themselves
from sever depression caused by the mandates? Too many.
67506

It’s affected my whole life. EVERYTHING LIKE EVERYTHING!!!! This needs to STOP NOW!!
Justin Trudeau needs to step down NOW!!

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67507

In the most negative way. Time to get back to normal and let individuals choose mask wearing
and vaccines.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67508

I wasn't able to travel since the start of Covid due to all restrictions

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67509

It has affected my children's ability to have a normal childhood and has had a negative impact
on their mental health.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67510

Lost work, had to segregate my community by turning people away. Been segregated and
turned away. Unable to visit my brother in ICU, watched people I know fall into depression, lots
of increased alcoholism. My sister became the victim of spousal abuse due to husband's loss
of work increased alcoholism. I could go on.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67511

Forced to get a jab that I didn’t want or need in order to keep my job. Have been sick since
receiving same. Has caused rifts among family and friends because our PM has demonized
anyone who doesn’t tow the line he has set out

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67512

I can't breathe with a mask due to respiratory issues and I will never take the death jab. I don't
trust it.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67513

Ruined my life

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67514

Seriously in every aspect of my life

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67515

Restrictions on basic life

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67516

Made it hell. Lost friends and family. Unjust police, prime minister should step down

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67517

Social functions are hindered, church attendance halted at times, division of family and
friends.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67518

Its affected my FREEDOM of choice Its affected my friendships and family Its divided us as
humans I just want back my happiness of life..seeing smiling faces again. So much time has
been wasted in almost 3 years..everything has been taken away from us. So much hatred in
this world has been caused from humans judging you if you've been vaccinated or not. It's
makes super sad I even have to be writing this right now..I shouldn't have to be fighting for my
FREEDOM in Canada.. Also seeing my nieces and nephews and friends children having to be
witnessing all this in their time of life that should be the total opposite..playing and socializing
with friends..just being kids.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67519

Stress division discrimination, scared if having to shut down my business, family and friends
torn apart, lose of freedoms that I pay for and have every right to have

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67520

Depression, anxiety, feeling divided from my fellow Canadians

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67521

It has been terrible

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67522

Terrible, worst 2 years of my life

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67523

Provoked fear, confusion, anger, division amongst friends and more importantly family. Huge
disrupt in my children’s education and their normal social activities.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67524

Too many ways to count

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67525

It's taken away all the freedoms we are supposed to have as Canadians. I lost my job of in
health care. I can't visit my mother in hospital.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67526

It has been the most difficult time in my life and most importantly all the children and all the
seniors in my life. This has Caused so much chaos. Separated friends and family and that is
what everyone needs in their lives but it has destroyed relationship’s.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67527

It has made my world very small. It has affected my small business, Dr appointments,
deliveries of goods and services and the economy is decimated, our country is now divided by
vaccination status, race, gender and political affiliation. This is not Canada!!! This is not
Canadian!!

2/18/2022 2:20 PM
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67528

Depressed

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67529

Lost time with friends and family. Damaged relationships with friends and families because of
different opinions on this. Forced me to wear a mask I can’t breath in because of health
issues. Missed medical tests. Can’t eat out or go to the gym.

2/18/2022 2:20 PM

67530

Affected my livelihood due to Covid protocols and my ability to travel to take my stepdaughter
to visit hers father and her Siblings and basically stopped me from doing normal everyday life
thkngs

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67531

Terribly it’s affected me financially and his harmed numerous relationships in our family and
friends - let alone our country!

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67532

hurt the people I know couple are suicidal and others live in fear. we were created to be social
not separated. Look at North Korea to see the results of isolation. Or in prison isolation is a
punishment. We need to move on and live with what was caused in covid

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67533

Caused severe devision in family and social circles, and impeded socialization and community
integration of my children. Caused financial damage to my business.

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67534

I haven’t been able to hug my family members for 2 years now. Enough.

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67535

Loss of work loss of friendship

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67536

It has hurt my life big time I had to retire early as a healthcare worker with Asthma I cannot
wear the masks .I have lost all freedom because of this. We moved to Alberta to be close to
family . My sister no longer talks to us because of the vax rules. It has been devastating to
me . The trouble this has caused will not be repairable in my life time .

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67537

mental health has deteriorated

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67538

made me as miserable as hell for something that is totally uncessary

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67539

I lost my job ..... 😢

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67540

Isolation from family/friends, hate and division in our country is affecting my mental health.
Extreme Depression.

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67541

As a health care professional ive felt attacked and judged as i didnt agree with 'science' and
the way the pandemic has been handled. I hate masking my children and dont find it beneficial
for anyone I can not go into certain businesses just because of a medical decision ive made
for myself My church Spouse had to pay to go to work- had to have negative tests weekely

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67542

Prevented me from living. A very mental struggle…freedom’s taken away.

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67543

We retierd just when the mandates came out so it has destroyed all plans we had.

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67544

Stress and worry far worse than a virus, kids education interrupted and they will be years if
ever in recovering from the sociological warfare from the gov, lost business and jobs, isolated,
depression, lost so many friends to suicide and thought about it myself... The worst has been
to removal of all hope for a better future for ourselves and our children.

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67545

Has caused family friction and distance

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67546

My wife and I both lost my job. Mental health, my children a mental health. Flipped it upside
down.

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67547

I feel unsafe in my own country. I feel like a prisoner in my own country and my daughter is
missing out on being a kid and having a hard time making friends while wearing a mask jn a
new school. She’s also missing out on participating in activities because we r choosing to not
get vaccinated. We already had Covid and we personally know people with vaccine injuries.

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67548

Waited 9 months to have my brothers funeral

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67549

Unable to cross the boarder for my work has shut my business down

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67550

My stress level has majorly impacted my mental health.

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67551

Huge Negative impact on my entire family have 7 kids they all want this to end immediately.

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67552

The instability in employment, what mandates and restrictions are in place, and not having the
ability to visit my family since the whole thing began in untenable. Masks have decimated my

2/18/2022 2:19 PM
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lung capacity and given me sores on my face. Only one of my two jobs has brought me back
on so my income has been halved. I am missing the most formative years of my grand son's
life due to flying restrictions. There is much more.
67553

Financial stress, mental health concerns, physical health issues caused from masking, etc….

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67554

Destroyed my mental health, put my business at risk, delayed my kids development,

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67555

It has made it difficult and had been financially devastating.

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67556

It has caused anxiety attacks to the point of being prescribed medication. We have been
ostracized from family and friends for our medical choices. My children are affected in not
being able to participate in extracurricular activities, dining out with friends. We have tried all
avenues of having our voices heard for two years to no avail. An overall feeling of
hopelessness until the trucker convoy began. The truckers and those who stand in Ottawa are
the beacon of hope for many Canadians and around the world.

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67557

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67558

Few friends are very depressed

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67559

I believe that it has saved me from severe illness & death! I do believe that we are now to the
point that some mandates could be lifted..but they had to be there for us to make it through the
crisis! The convoy is a disgrace to Canadians

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67560

Forced me pay out of pocket, to get tested to do things that I love to do with my family and
friends.

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67561

Job loss, death wishes from my children and husband, Death of my brother from vaccine sept
19 2021. Divorce, immanent homelessness, suicidal thoughts.

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67562

I haven’t got to go anywhere for 2 years on top of that I have to pay 250$ for test kits in order
to go to work because I’m unvaccinated while the vaccinated go in and out as they please.
This is discrimination at the highest level.

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67563

Federal Mandate for employee

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67564

Mentally, emotionally, financially.

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67565

I just followed the guidelines

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67566

Detrimentally. Financially. Mentally.

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67567

I am unvaccinated, so now everyone can discriminate against me. These mandates have
separated my only son from me as we live in different provinces.

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67568

now have mental health illness depression from isolation, feeling unheard by all levels of
government.

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67569

Brutal! The schools have caused stress on parents closing, opening, home learning. It has
been unbelievable for children. Why do we need to cover our faces? People read lips and can’t
anymore, people respond with full expression and now we can’t see it. We want to go to church
and worship Our Lord Jesus Christ, we get told we can’t go to church. Since when can the
government tell us we can’t see family? Why does the government feel like separation from
people is the most important!? When nothing that Trudeau has suggested has worked, why
can we not go back to a normal way of life where we encourage and can see faces and just
love on each other rather then tear each other apart and cause more divisions. This NEEDS to
STOP!!!

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67570

It's affected every child's mental health. Turned families against one another. How has it not?

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67571

Messed up everyone. Watch and deny people access to their loved ones at end of life!!
Criminal!!

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67572

This mandate has alienated everyone

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67573

Restricted my travel to other Countries and Provinces

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67574

My kids are suffering depression and never have before!

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67575

Loss of family, segregation within family and at work, descriminated against, loss of earned
privileges and rights, loss of pay, forced paid testing with only designated testing sites to use,

2/18/2022 2:19 PM
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while other citizens are receiving free rapid test kits, lack of union support, loss of hours, put
on isolation several times in the school when I was testing neg....no one else had to isolate
eventhough they are sick. Lack of factual data and evidence of vaccine injury made available,
hiding information that citizens have the right to know.
67576

It's made it more difficult to make timely appointments such as physiotherapy.

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67577

The mandates have wrecked family, relationships with friends, mental health, stress, taken
away our freedoms, segregation, divided the people of Canada, wrecked people businesses
and livelihoods, brought much unrest to all Canadians

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67578

Cut my income more than 60% and I have two jobs

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67579

Physically, fiscally, and mentally drained.

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67580

Turned my life upside down with friends and family

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67581

Livelihood and destroyed my family relationships

2/18/2022 2:19 PM

67582

sucks

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67583

Every aspect of my life as been affected. Heartbreaking to see the elderly lonely, love ones
dying alone, friends and family losing their jobs and the list goes on. This must stop
immediately.

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67584

I am unable to go to restaurants or travel.

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67585

Isolation, shaming, reduced income, watching the death of democracy in Canada.

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67586

My mental health is deteriorating and the people of canada are devided

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67587

Couldn't go to mother in law's funeral in US. Income impacted and family divided. Depression
and division.

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67588

It has caused strained relationships with friends and family and has used non-scientific
methods to push a globalist agenda. The unwillingness of government entities to produce proof
in court for their vaccine mandates substantiates the claims that this is a power grab and has
nothing to do with health

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67589

family member depression, financial loss of business

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67590

Will be forced to get jab which will negatively effect my body, opened my eyes to how garbage
our politicians are

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67591

Social life, my husband can’t finish his courses with school, my kids can’t attend school

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67592

Mental health issues

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67593

I have be discriminated at stores for not wearing a mask, though I have a medical exemption
in for of documentation from my physician.

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67594

Split in family and friend unity, not able to travel, wearing a mask that does nothing, etc, etc.
Every phase of life.

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67595

Exclusion from society

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67596

Destruction! Illegal! Socially, financially, travel, freedom - total destruction! End it NOW!

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67597

Mental health

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67598

In every way possible. This is not a free country anymore. We live in a place that you can’t go
against mandates and no personal choice for your body.

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67599

Very negatively, both professionally (business owner) and personally

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67600

Business loss

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67601

Affected our business and our lives in myriad ways...loss of business main thing we had little
control of. Other side effects of that as for most people

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67602

F Trudeau

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67603

Social isolation

2/18/2022 2:18 PM
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67604

Destroyed relationship with family. Kids could not participate in sports or usual activities that
were essential to their well being.

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67605

Isolation, depression, sadness

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67606

Not being able to do anything

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67607

I have not been allowed to do some of the things that are meaningful to me - t has also caused
a lot of stress amongst family and friends because of the division promoted by the media
against those who are not fully vaccinated

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67608

Mental health, being told I’m taking up space by my prime minister. Being called racist and
misogynistic. Kids not being able to live or go to school. I am disgraced at how the prime
minister is dividing this country.

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67609

Depression, loss of friends family freedom to live

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67610

Kids sorts canceled scared to hang out with friends, people who are depressed ending up more
depressed, suicides of people that I know

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67611

Lonely and frustrated

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67612

All ways

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67613

Depression, depressed kids We had COViD was just a flu

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67614

Personally I've worked on myself in my surroundings , thoughts of suicide and accidtion
increased

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67615

I left the country & went to Mexico & I'm still there.

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67616

Mentally finachial work related. And also have a young child. That has adhd that has been
having a lot of axity due to. Covid

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67617

Lost job, went from the highest position I achieved (COO) to unemployed in a matter of weeks.
100 000+ after taxes, to CRB scraps. Lost opportunity, struggled to pay bills and support my
wife and 4 children. Almost lost house, lost relationships, have not seen or talked to family
over covid protocols, have not seen family who live less than 10mins away in over 1.5yrs.
Lifetime friendships and extended family relationships have been lost or severely strained. this
is just my point of view. My 3 year old is afraid of people and afraid when we leave the house,
my 8 and 10 year old are afraid to go anywhere without masks or touch anything, this is just
the things i noticed, but 2 years of screens and online and trying to live in 4 walls has been
very detrimental. Thankfully we have hope with the truckers! God bless.

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67618

Can not breath well with masks. Risk of passing out due to naturally low blood pressure,
especially while pregnant. Treated with great disrespect And verbally harassed due to not
wearing a mask. Treated as though I am contaminated with a deadly disease all the time. Not
allowed to have friends from other countries come visit, also not allowed to leave our country
to see friends and family in other country. Uncomfortable giving birth in hospital due to all
mandates and restrictions. Lost confidence in government and healthcare system.

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67619

In every way possible

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67620

Destroyed my businesses

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67621

Death of Mother and not able to see Dad and kids still at home. No proper healing because of
it. Depression

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67622

Watching the children struggle through school , miss huge amounts of time and can in no way
be up to date Missing time with family Missing time with friends Watching my wages deplete ,
due to huge inflation

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67623

Lost jobs, isolation, depression, unable to fly to see my family. Wanting to leave Canada
forever if it doesn’t change.

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67624

Made me realize that it's a scam

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67625

Has kept me from seeing my mom in long term care

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67626

See my elderly parents and division with our children and family. Also church.

2/18/2022 2:18 PM
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67627

I had to drain my retirement funds to survive. I am prevented from travelling to Alberta to see
my mother with late stage illness.

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67628

I’ve watched friends and family die alone. I’ve seen businesses ruined. Mental health is the
worst I’ve ever seen. Employing people is impossible. Government class has watched the
private sector struggle and hasn’t lifted a finger to help get back to normal. Civil servants
promoted the continuance of lock downs because they sat at home getting paid while we lost
businesses and revenue. Disgusted by our government and their decisions.

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67629

It hasn’t made that much difference

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67630

Loss of employment & income Kids unable to attend school Violation and loss of rights and
freedoms which are not man's to give and take away Threatened by PM and fellow citizens

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67631

Terribly. Loss of swimming exercise, loss of family, loss of mental and physical health, loss of
friendships, loss of essential services.

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67632

I have felt very anxious about the way things look in our country. I feel that they have shut
down a lot of peoples civil rights. I feel that the mandates have been unnecessary for at least
three or four months now.

2/18/2022 2:18 PM

67633

Can't go into restaurants and visit friends in hospital

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67634

Charter of rights- section 6 mobility!

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67635

I had to take a vaccine I didn’t fully trust to keep my job. I need my job to keep a roof over my
kids heads and food on the table

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67636

It has created mental anguish and extreme division among family and friends and made me
untrusting of government, public health, doctors and institutions. I never felt this way prior to
these policies being rolled out.

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67637

For the worse. This scam on the world needs to end now!

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67638

How has it not? We are dealing with our families being divided, our children being treated for
depression and anxiety as well as eating disorders, we are seeing people die from these
vaccines, our rights are not being respected, people can’t work, I could go on and on. This
needs to change.

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67639

Kept husband alive

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67640

Half church occupancy no Christmas dinner with family can't play pickleball with friends treated
like I am the plague because not vaxinated,my choice my body friends don't want to be near
you seperation from friends and family can't travel ticket bought to fly to Vancouver can't use it
had seasonal trailer spot I PEI for 30 plus years had to give it up could not get there infection
on nose from blue hospital type masks

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67641

It's been difficult to fight for my right to breathe when simply grocery shopping, due to people
projecting an unfounded fear onto me

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67642

Depression Anxiety Divion in family Loss of family members Loss of job

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67643

Isolated

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67644

Negatively and the end don't justify the means

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67645

I’ve lost two years I’ll never get back. Friendship & family strain

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67646

It has created a second tiered and second class society ans has promoted discrimination and
segregation in Canada. It has effected my friendships and ability to be gainfully employed,
which, as a healthy Canadian, is my right.

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67647

Loss of work loss of family time loss of freedom

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67648

I lost multiple jobs, unable to open my own business, affecting my schooling.

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67649

Unable to see elderly in laws

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67650

Kept me from going out to restaurants

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67651

Loss of work hours, mental health issues for my children, children not able to attend sports etc

2/18/2022 2:17 PM
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67652

Lost my job. Thank you Bonnie Henry but no surprise when she assisted rapists in getting
away with it in the early 90s

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67653

Negatively by removing my right to breathe free, induced anxiety and stress

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67654

Limited my ability to visit my family, to see my friends, to find work, affected my children's
mental well being and their ability to socialize

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67655

my personal health info is no-one's business.

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67656

Depression and anxiety from being isolated from family has been at an all time high. Inability
to travel freely has been stressful and having to be segregated in society with the passports is
downright in humane.

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67657

I feel they have not protected us from covid. They have made important supports unavailable
to me.

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67658

Destroyed my family relationships and friend relationships. Caused us anxiety and depression.
Caused us to feel fearful of being in our own country. Caused us to lose faith in our local
medical professionals, we will never trust them again. I lost 60% of my business clientele.
Caused us not to be able to get ahead. Made us cancel all our future plans. Caused so much
stress we had a miscarriage and have been unable to conceive since. The list is endless. Our
life has been totally turned upside down. We are holding on by the skin of our teeth. We will
never be able to do our plan we had for our future now.

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67659

Affected my mental health in many ways.

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67660

Hasn’t

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67661

Horrible

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67662

Depression, stress, weight gain, increased alcahol consumption, rising inflation, lost
relationships due to polarization of personal beliefs.

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67663

Phsycological and financial

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67664

It has dis allowed my travel and impeded my work as a bus driver. It has taken my job
opportunity as a truck driver.

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67665

Isolation

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67666

Declining mental health for not just me but everyone I know

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67667

Created gifts amongst family members, isolation, increased a anxiety and stress

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67668

Masks are hindering my 19 month-old daughter's speech development - everywhere we go,
myself and other adults are always masked. My mother has anxiety and depression that is
worsened by masks and other mandates - she stays secluded at home for weeks at a time.
We have had relatives die alone, or with only one person, at the hospital. When my daughter
was born, she was in the NICU but I was doing poorly, too. I needed more family support
allowed in the NICU but was not allowed. We saw less of our unvaccinatrd friends because
they weren't allowed to participate in the same activities. I'd like to easily travel outside the
country. I am pro vaccines, but anti forced vaccines. It is a slippery slope to allow the
government to make our medical decisions for us. Where does this lead our country? What's
next, removing abortion rights? Perhaps it's time to renew my UK passport.

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67669

Limited freedom of movement

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67670

For me it’s terrible as I get ptsd symptoms every time I have to go to appointments as I
cannot wear a mask due to an incident that happened in 1997! No one will give me a note to
stipulate that fact! I have gotten the vaccinations and a booster shot, I stay home unless I
have to go to appointments or for groceries.

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67671

It has greatly affected my job and has created anxiety in my home, especially with my young
children. Every day I see how divisive it is in the lives of people as a major part of my job is
networking with leaders across Canada and donors. My entire sense of faith in this country, our
way of life, our love of freedom, are execution of godly justice, our striving for truth, and our
willingness to accept people who share different opinions and values has been shattered by
how the government, premiers, and our police services have unjustly and hypocritically acted.
As a historian, the glaring examples of totalitarian actions of the past is incredibly stark and

2/18/2022 2:17 PM
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makes me fear for the future and for my children. Each day I see this country sink lower and
lower into depravity and trounce on everything that has guarded and protected Canadians since
our inception. The memory of wars we fought and men and women who died to preserve
freedom is disintegrating before our eyes and this causes me anger and incredible sorrow. All
of this can be laid at the feet of our PM and those who support his horrific track record and
actions of the past two years.
67672

Discrimination, family divide & shaming, but I have found a new family of FREEDOM fighters!
♡

2/18/2022 2:17 PM

67673

loss of work contracts, loss of motivation, loss of freedom,

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67674

Disturbed to say the least

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67675

It is restricting freedoms that should never have been taken away. It has been 2 years & it is
time to move on with our lives

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67676

Greatly,

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67677

Extremely stressful. Unable to breathe, see, determine facial expressions, lip reading and all
around isolation. Not able to see my Dr. for 2 years and I'm diabetic. I've not been sick with
vomiting for 50 years and I'm not going to get a vaccine to make me sick so I can get a
passport to eat in a restaurant. My own immune system has been very effective. I'm 77 years
old , NEVER had a flu shot in my life and don't intend to ruin my life now, retired and healthy.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67678

Restricted my freedom of movement drastically. Restricted access to important venues and
family. Affected my mental health by causing depression and my physical health (blood
pressure).

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67679

isolation is the biggest. Jobs affected by all the shut downs. Businesses having to close or
change their way of doing business. Loss of the enjoyment of living your life.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67680

-Mental health for my whole family, including 3 children under 10. -loss of jobs -forcing lock
downs on my business -losing the ability to socialize -division between family members
Overall it has been a very hard 2 years with all the mandates and I don't believe they have
done any good. It will take a long time for all of society to recover from this.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67681

It’s taken away my right to choose to take the vaccine or not and because of my stand it’s
turned family and friends away and put a wedge between us which should never have
happened.Whatever happened to freedom to choose for ourselves.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67682

I have been discriminated against. I can not go into restaurants, events anymore (until
reverently) and I can no longer travel. My income has also gone down significantly due to
restrictions.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67683

Work travel going out.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67684

less connection with my friends/family, relationships regressed

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67685

Splitting of society

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67686

I'm disabled and gratefully relied on many family and friends for help. Since covid mandates
started and the government forces people to become so fearful noone could visit indoors or
drive me somewhere. My low income area in Edmonton cancelled my neighborhood busses
and I can't make it to or from the bus stop anymore. My life is ruined and noone I know has
had anything worse than a flu the entire time showing us how unnecessary the mandates are.
It's time to admit to their lie and free us from these mandates leaving them only as a choice,
not something they can be judged for. Thank you for asking.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67687

Essentially destroyed it. I had to sit at home while my wife passed of cancer because these
effin loser politicians made it so that I couldn’t go to the hospital! All for a virus with a 99.85%
survival rate! These idiots should be arrested and charged under crimes against humanity!

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67688

Couldn't see loved ones.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67689

Not able to work Not able to get my wife here from Thailand Not able to go to court for my law
suite that I’ve been fighting sense 1996 Inflation has gone up way to much on all Essential
products, food gas to heat your residence power to run your house and cook with !!!!! Trudeau
needs to step down or kicked out of politics NOW!!!!! And any politician that backed his
bullsh*t like NDP AND ANY OTHER PARTY

2/18/2022 2:16 PM
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67690

It’s been an inconvenience, but necessary for the greater good

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67691

Depression, money problems , children with anxiety , friends and family divided

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67692

Helped to cause bankruptcy and lost home; have asthma-almost faint wearing mask unless I
pull it down below nose and got in trouble for doing so in grocery store (psychological harm);
can’t get job (b/c can’t wear mask for long); lockdowns caused psychological harm and poorer
health; can’t go to hospital to visit & afraid to see dr; missed a number of family’s funerals;
can’t travel outside province or to USA; could not meet with friends for awhile; other people in
fear of you and catching covid so they stay away from you; can’t take vaccines or it will harm
or kill me due to my health problems; AND - covid was just a bad flu / mild cold for most
people, aside from those who have weakened immune systems or very ill. Media has lied
much and constantly, invoking fear into people that don’t understand that most people’s
immune system creates its own antibodies against ANY cold or flu, not just covid. PS: we call
masks “face diapers” as that’s what they really are. Masks Do NOT Work. Had covid twice
(first one and delta) and still here!!!

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67693

Kids activities, couldn’t attend

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67694

Loss of employment, depression

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67695

What life? Work and go home. Not a life any more

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67696

I will be losing my job in March because I am healthy. I have 6 grandchildren that I would love
to be free. The 2 yr old does not know her family and my 16 year old granddaughter is very
broken and very involved in really bad drugs. This has happened because of lockdowns and
mandates.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67697

The vaccines have made me quite sick

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67698

They have caused division between friends and family. My son isn't allowed people at his
games to support him. I can't go out to eat because I don't feel comfortable with getting a vac.
I have a panic attack when I am forced to wear a mask.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67699

The science not being able to be challenged - where doesn't science begin or end, when the
government controls it. My child hasn't been able to attend school for 2+ years. I have been
confined to a couch to sit day in and day out to watch her and ensure she is remaining online
at all times to learn (special needs etc.). Very few breaks and little to no enjoyment.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67700

NOT GOOD..increased prices, restricted access, power brokers ignoring proof of experts vs
heresay

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67701

My depression has increased because of isolation and inability to fulfill my dreams or do what I
want. It has distanced me from friends. I lost my job. I can’t see my family doctor. I can’t
continue my volunteer work overseas. I have pre-existing health conditions that make me feel
concerned about taking a vaccine, because of inflammation.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67702

Because of Justin Trudeau the fake media health organizations our lives have been sooo
disrupted attact dihuminized etc. we have lost friends family members my own children and
adult grand children won’t have anything to do with us because we refuse to take this poison
they call a vaccine. We have all the vaccine from birth that was approved by the fda. This one
wasn’t. We love our family and we keep praying for them. Trudeau has convinced them that
we’re racist terrorists and we don’t care for our love ones. What kind of leader would do that.
He’s is not a true Canadian he brings hate every time he speaks and division to our families
and Canadians. I heard him speak to university student that asked him what country do you
most admirer. He answered China because he loved the way the dictator chip makes people
obey the rules and it’s great for the economy!!! Why did Canadians did not see this man’s true
Color’s. He has taken our freedoms away not being able to live a happy life and hurting by
separating our families. All for an agenda!! If he wins we will be a communist country!! If he
truly loved Canadians why does he filled them with hate distruction separation name calling by
demonizing etc. the list goes on.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67703

I have lost connection with my family & grandchildren. We were very involved with our
grandkids sporting activities & volunteering at their schools. All of that was shut down due to
mandates. We used to fellowship after church at a restaurant, shut down due to mandates.
Church conferences that were uplifting and provided much needed connection. Shut down due
to mandates!! Lift all mandates….this is not about our health!’

2/18/2022 2:16 PM
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67704

Lost my job

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67705

Isolation

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67706

Can’t go anywhere without it being a hassle. It’s dividing the country.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67707

Loss of freedom to travel, segregated,financial hardship

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67708

Loss of income. Isolation. Depression. Dehumanizing. Stroke after coerced to take vaccine.
Medical health threatened. Death of family members.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67709

It's given me anxiety due to masking and depression from not being able to move and do
things freely. It's also affected my livelihood. It's also very divisive in the family and friends
settings.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67710

Divided the country

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67711

Loss of work

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67712

Wasted my life no idiot can give back x Hell is waiting for everyone. Morons

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67713

Had to quit my job because I refused a medical experiment.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67714

Can’t travel for medical appointments on plane. Can’t bring nutritional food in school/no drop
offs. Stores close early and don’t make it. Cost went up at my business.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67715

Badly

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67716

Stress & anxiety

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67717

Isolation,depression,suicidal ideation, separation from family, alienation from friends and
neighbors, restriction of movement, stripping away of Sovereignty, harassment from store
owners and clerks, completely feeling of failure towards government and health officials

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67718

I have been unable to work and have not been able to meet my grandchild who lives in the
states. She’ll be one years old. I have also had to put off seeing my other daughter as we live
far away and her wedding had to be only 8 people this summer. I have been so stressed and
worried and felt like I am in a psychological war. When the science has BM never been proven
and all of this has been able to take place it is very disturbing. Lives and families and
friendships have been ruined for me personally

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67719

I couldn't attend my sons funeral. My wife and I split because she wouldn't take the Vax. I did
so reluctantly in order to be able to travel freely between provinces, and because I thought
there would be no mandates or passports for the vaccinated.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67720

Lost my job, my child isn't in school, I am unable to live freely, I haven't seen family, I can't
travel freely

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67721

I can no longer go visit my children or grandchildren

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67722

Yes even though we are vaccinated and have boosters its been difficult to be with our family in
Canada even though we live 5 minutes from the border in the USA. I missed my Mother's
passing, had to quarantine for 2 weeks to attend her Memorial, have not been able to be with
my father and siblings very much in the last season because needing a PCR test every time
we go across.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67723

We have become very isolated. Kids were pulled out of school as I didn’t want them wearing
masks, also I had to end my gym membership and am not allowed to travel or go to a
restaurant due to vaccine passports. My kids lost all their extracurricular activities as well. The
mandates are ruining people’s lives.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67724

It has decimated small businesses and many small towns like mine have lost many places of
employment due to the restrictions causing hospitality & independent retail businesses to fail.
Youth and young adults have lost hope of gainful employment. Addiction, alcohol abuse and
mental health issues have skyrocketed. The mandates have not flattened the curve
effectively.

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67725

I am un able to take any vaccine, I have a a bad reaction, so because of that I have lost my
career of 12 years, my child can’t wear a mask due to a lack of oxygen, schools continue to
change and extent the breaks leaving it hard in the kids to get a proper education so we now

2/18/2022 2:16 PM
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home school We are unable to enjoy the things we use to such as swimming and supporting
local activities
67726

Can not to go to Florida

2/18/2022 2:16 PM

67727

lack of social life, lost many friends, lost family to suicide, stress

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67728

Divided my family; strained my relationship with my partner and my friends. Increased cost of
living; couldn’t freely go to restaurants

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67729

Lost jobs

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67730

Made it miserable. Especially for my small children who are missing out on the best times of
their lives

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67731

Severe loss of money and depression

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67732

It distorted my mental health.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67733

We have lost half of our income. I cannot get proper help for my autoimmune disease in
emergency.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67734

Employment Division of friends and family Inflation Injustice

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67735

I’m a teacher and my grade 1 students are so incredibly stressed, kids are struggling the most.
My mental health has significantly declined, due to covid and other unforeseen external
factors, I am now on anti depressants. The stress of knowing that everything can and could be
shut down in a moments notice left me with very little sleep and terrified for my family and
students.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67736

Horrible for mental health

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67737

I am a care giver for my husband who has dementia and not able to have anyone visiting for
two years is unacceptable.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67738

Stressful as fuck and very divisive.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67739

Hard seeing families broken up from job loss, mental health, socializing with family and friends

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67740

It has caused more harm than Covid

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67741

As a disabled Canadian and a covid survivor I have not been able to shop or go to a store for 2
years. Due to enforced mandates at hospitals, I now suffer from PTSD due to aggressive
nurses who put my husbands life in danger.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67742

I've lost all my freedoms TO LIVE MY LIFE? families LIFE I could go on and on!

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67743

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67744

Made me depressed

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67745

Negatively in every aspect. I can’t see my dying father just like I couldn’t see my dying mother
in law.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67746

In many ways all negative time to remove all mandates for jobs and everyday life

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67747

: ( Depression for not only me but my children. I have a special needs child as well. We have
worked so hard on social development and the mandates have suppressed the work we did
and set him back. Two of my children need therapy help because of this. Not something I can
afford or afford to wait for services.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67748

I've aged 4 fold.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67749

Lost over two years of normal life. It’s been very stressful

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67750

Stress. Decline in mental health. Inability to fully help the homeless people I work with,
because of restrictions. -reduced services for people in need.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67751

Loss of income, mental health

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67752

Lost wages not able to watch my kids play sports. Extremely negative. friends committing
suicide.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM
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67753

Going to lose my job

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67754

Less time with friends, more stress, deviding our country,

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67755

Depression because of general isolation...heartache watching people in constant fear, anger at
the criminality of this whole narrative

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67756

Isolation. Restricted travel. Restricted visits with family. Limited gathering with church family.
Forced vaccination in order to travel. Anxiety. Concerns.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67757

I have chosen to be unvaccinated due to the unknown risks and complications caused by the
vaccine. This has made it impossible for me to find work to help with household expenses,
some days we’re not sure if we’re going to have anything to eat because of rising costs. One
income is simply not enough to support a family of three, especially when it includes a young
child who is still in diapers. My daughter is behind in her speech development thanks for mask
mandates and social distancing mandates. I haven’t been able to go and see my dying
grandmother, or any of my other family for that matter, because of travel mandates and
vaccine mandates. Enough is enough.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67758

Mentally, family can’t travel,

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67759

Badly

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67760

I have been unable to see my own daughter and grandchildren for over 2 years because of the
expense of required testing to cross the border. Plus the constant use of masks is really
irritating my already sensitive throat. I think I should be the one to decide what I should do to
protect my health.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67761

It has affected my mental health, my ability to travel and visit family, my ability to take part in
society.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67762

Many changes

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67763

There are a number of people suffering from sadness, depression, suicide, limitations on travel
and business, family division, friendships shattered.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67764

Caused serve stress and anxiety

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67765

I have struggled mentally. It sent a family member to the mental health hospital and then
ended up we had 6 extra people living with us for almost 2 months. It has brought disunity into
the community, tearing families apart and put anger and hatred into so many hearts😢 The
elderly in care homes have been extremely lonely not being able to see their loved ones and
dying in that loneliness. It was hard to let my 93 and 94 year old parents sit in their condo all
by themselves. In plain words, it has been heart breaking gir many, many people. Just
recently, my aunt was not able to go see her husband in the hospital until he was
unresponsive. She was not allowed to say her goodbye. So very sad😢

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67766

Fucked everything up

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67767

Affects my mental health in a bad way.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67768

Loss of employment, loss of other replacement job opportunities. Restricted airflow with
masks, conflict with some friends and family as government has made it ok to now ostracize
those that dont agree with you. Loss of physical and mental health with gyms closing, border
restrictions, no vacation options.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67769

Can't do anything

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67770

Stress death of family and friends. Financially and emotionally because I’ve been a prisoner
for the last two years.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67771

Terrible. I lost my job. I just finished college and have a 15,000 dollar loan and can’t use it
because of the mandate and I have a medical exemption but they won’t allow it. I feel I’ve
been robbed. I lost everything

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67772

Can’t enjoy going out with friends and family and has also affected my income

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67773

Minimally

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67774

unable to travel to see my now dead mother. unable to participate in sport. unable to see my
child participate on an on it goes

2/18/2022 2:15 PM
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67775

It has taken my freedoms away.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67776

Financial emotional social personal problems

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67777

Divided Canadians and breached the Charter of Rights and Freedoms of every Canadian
citizen.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67778

In every way. Losing my freedom to choose for my own body and not being allowed to voice
my concerns

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67779

I have lost business and therefore income due to mandates. I have lost relationships and had
strained relationships within my family as well as had people I care about deeply affected by
the isolation they are experiencing. My children's schooling has been negatively impacted by
these forced mandates and I have had loved ones lose jobs due to the coercion and forced
mandates.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67780

Since beginning

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67781

I am unable to attend my child’s sports events, volunteering with my child’s school, attending
my family’s reunions due to not being allowed to board airplanes. Anything that requires a
vaccine passport, I am not allowed to do. It’s breaking down my mental and physical health
everyday.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67782

Made me depressed and that I no longer live in a free country.

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67783

Terrible

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67784

Forced my to get a vacation I didn't want in order to keep my jod. (Basically get the vacs or
loose everything)

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67785

Lost my job and my kids can't play sports or after school activities

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67786

I have been denied entry to certain public places and have been shunned by some people for
not taking the injection. I have also had Covid but there is no recognition of natural immunity

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67787

Yes

2/18/2022 2:15 PM

67788

I could write a book. I have grandparents that died within 24 hours of their injections.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67789

I Have not had a life since flattened the curve started in March 2020 😡

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67790

It has divided my family and I feel like we are losing this great country.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67791

Messed up my career gave me drepression and anxiety

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67792

I have been restricted from travel and eating out… I am currently suffering from severe anxiety

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67793

They have taken rights and freedoms from people, cost people jobs, families and friends. They
go against the charter. I’ve lost many friends and relatives over my beliefs of freedom of
choice and my freedom and rights to get on an airplane and go for warm holiday for starters

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67794

Very sadly. I have 3 vaccines and haven’t seen my family

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67795

Mental health stress, depression, loss of relationships and freedom to leave this country

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67796

The discrimination and segregation have caused untold stress and ‘otherness’. Profound
distrust of government and familiar heretofore trusted institutions, that run our society; this
trust is sadly gone unfortunately this includes our medical community.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67797

Turned the entire world upside down. This has never been about a virus. Destroy the New
World order. Wipe it out!

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67798

Like being in jail lost enjoy ment of live people dying being alone ,not able to visit relatives ,or
go to funerals divided Canadians .put Canada in debt for years to come .7

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67799

Can’t see my family friends etc, everything in everyday life

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67800

Depression, restriction, divisive

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67801

Many ways mostly being isolated.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67802

Yes

2/18/2022 2:14 PM
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67803

Caused much division in family relationships.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67804

We couldn’t bury our own family members, children are committing suicide at unlimited rates,
business is collapsed, all over a fake virus

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67805

Without being vaccinated I have struggled through lack of social life which has been
depressing.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67806

I’m a military Vet with PTSD and the mandates have amplified my mental health issues, our
govt. has not given any consideration to mental health and completely ignored it. I personally
do not know anyone who died from Covid, but I personally know at least 7 people who have
committed suicide from their mental health due to covid mandates

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67807

My mental health health and those of loved ones has deteriorated. I have faced discrimination
and obstruction to necessary healthcare.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67808

I have been discriminated again

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67809

Negatively. My mental health has suffered greatly because of mandates

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67810

Loss of money divided country depression loss of privacy

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67811

As a disabled Canadian and a covid survivor I have not been able to shop or go to a store for 2
years. Due to enforced mandates at hospitals, I now suffer from PTSD due to aggressive
nurses who put my husbands life in danger.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67812

Isolation, depression, lost friends, nephew committed suicide, very divisive

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67813

Restricted from seeing my mother.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67814

My children are miserable. My wife has had a nervous breakdown and our financial situation is
precarious.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67815

It’s separated friends, family, coworkers and neighbors. It’s created enemies for no reason.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67816

Stay home a lot more.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67817

Severe depression

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67818

Not able to travel to Europe to see my parents and relatives. Not able to have a decent
vacation in the last 2 years. Not able to go to the restaurants and other public spaces.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67819

As a member of the Canadian armed forces I am releasing and will never support the Canadian
government again . The truths will come out about their corruption and lies .

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67820

Mental health has collapsed.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67821

Day to day living in general

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67822

Loss of income, family members separation, depression, cancer!!!

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67823

My mother died in a hospital and i couldn't see her barely at all in the 3 month she fought for
her life.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67824

Unemployed for non compliance, depressed, prisoner in Canada, can’t explain this to my kids,
on a truckers convoy supporter hit list with the banks, estranged from all previous friends and
family except for two friends, unable to freely converse in public as a result of aggressive
backlash from some

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67825

My kids have been kicked out of their sports, and school way to much, can’t travel to the US
for sports.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67826

Cancer treatment Death if a lived one No funeral, grad, wedding in the family Depression with
an aged parent Grandchildren unable to play sports , activities abs all Not able to go to a
restaurant No celebration of holidays Churches closed for worship

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67827

Mandates have decimated my life. We had a thriving production & entertainment company that
we built for 19 years that was completed shut down without notice and put us and approx 50 of
our subcontractors out of work for the past 2 years, losing hundreds of thousands of dollars in
revenue. These mandates have also had a destructive effect on my personal life as well. I am
prevented from seeing my Mom in her retirement home, most of my family relationships &
friendships have been destroyed. I have also seen so many people in my life experience

2/18/2022 2:14 PM
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severe side effects and even death from the jabs but I currently don’t know anyone who died or
was hospitalized from COVID. I have at times been so depressed that I have considered
suicide. These mandates were clearly not implemented to protect people’s lives but to destroy
them. The recent CDC study showed mandates were not significantly effective in preventing
death or illness and in fact did more harm than good. So even with this information, why do
mandates continue? The answer is clear to me now. Our governments (federally and
provincially) are doing intentional harm to their citizens and should be prosecuted for crimes
against humanity.
67828

I am a 60 year old women, with hearing disabilities and was laid off as a painter when Covid
first hit, since then the company has made vaccines mandatory therefore I cannot go back to
work. I have been unemployed due to my age and disability which limit what I can apply for. So
I would say my livelihood, financial stress

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67829

Segregated

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67830

Force my son to struggle with online learning the separated from his friends in the sports that
he loves to play and it take away his freedom and a Charter of Rights

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67831

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67832

Lost my job

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67833

they have caused me to lose 75% of my income, have caused mental anxiety personally and
especially for my children. It's HEART BREAKING. It has caused me not to be able to see
loved ones.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67834

Unable to visit my child

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67835

Can not travel or eat in a resteraunt. The cost of goods is going up due to restrictiond

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67836

Lol. How doesnt it.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67837

It has hurt my business and personal life with my family.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67838

Every way

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67839

Affected small businesses in my community I haven’t been able to support them as they
should be suppoted in order to stay in business

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67840

As a professional registered nurse trauma clinician ( 18 years experience) after working from
home since March 2020 the employer is terminating me on March 11 for not getting the
vaccine. Horrible

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67841

My life has been completely altered to the negative

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67842

My friends and family barely speak to me anymore. The things Justin Trudeau has said about
people that don’t agree with him has made my family demonize me. I lost my job. I had a baby
when this all started and he hasn’t gotten the experiences that are essential to growth. I cannot
wear a mask with my medical condition so I have been harassed and talked down to when I go
to any store. There’s too many to count

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67843

Kicked me out of school. Denied me from moving around, out of or into my own country. Had
drastic negative effects on my mental health

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67844

The mandates have limited rights and freedoms in all aspects of my life: what I put into my
body, whether I can travel or frequent certain establishments, I have lost friends and family.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67845

I don't go out anymore because of the mandates. It has caused unnecessary division in family
and friends.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67846

Can’t see family

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67847

Divorce, ruined family relationships with siblings and relatives, caused unnecessary stress,
affected me in a negative financial way, I’ve had relatives have adverse reactions to the
vaccine.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67848

It’s made me depressed, it’s divided families and friends and is breaking our country .

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67849

This has robbed many elderly of their final years! These are beyond forgivable as these
Canadians are being victimized to the point that they are forbidden to have any interaction with

2/18/2022 2:14 PM
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their own family members. Some have never hold even met or held their newest family
members or got today goodbye to others that have passed away. Many of us have lost loved
ones, not from covid but recorded as such, over the last two years. Some without a funeral,
others dying alone, if this isn’t cruelty l don’t know what is!
67850

Had to leave job of 15 years and the isolation has affected mental health of family, the
mandates divided friends and family

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67851

Made it terrible.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67852

Stressed. Division of family and friends. Retired but can't travel. Persecuted and reduced to
3rd class citizen. I can't breath with my face covered with masks that don't do anything. I'm
not going to let the go to inject me with something experimental; that doesn't stop anyone from
getting or spreading the so called virus.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67853

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67854

Isolation from my family, friends and lost my business

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67855

This pandemic has divided my friends and family

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67856

Loneliness, depression.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67857

Not allowed me to fo many of the things that bring me joy, including visiting friends and family,
travel, shopping. It's brought major division in my family and friends. It's negatively affecting
my health, especially masking has made my asthma worse. It's brought fear in my life on a
daily basis.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67858

Suicide thoughts Children’s cognitive delay/ psychological trauma

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67859

Mental health.

2/18/2022 2:14 PM

67860

Lost job, can't afford a home, division among friends and family whom we have not seen each
other for the last 2 years.

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67861

It’s a joke it has taken away the rights and freedoms of choice that thousands have fought for.
It’s divided friends and family for a flu that has a 99% survival rate closed businesses
bankrupt ppl for no good reason the prime minister should be put in prison for life.

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67862

In several ways including family get together, worship services, post secondary education etc.

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67863

It divided friends and family

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67864

I was coerced to get a vaccine I DID NOT WANT just to keep my job

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67865

mental health

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67866

Feeling alone and disconnected

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67867

Very disturbing to put friends against friends and family against family it’s time to stop

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67868

I have anxiety,depression, it effects my kid's mentally so it affects me as well I want it done

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67869

Completely made me live in a nut shell, can’t even go camping because everything is filled
instantly. There is no more freedom

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67870

I was laid off for 2 years , my finances went to hell , I have anxiety and I am so frustrated with
the liberal and ndp government

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67871

Greated a lot of anxiety it’s inhuman and totally wrong

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67872

I have attended church 3 times in two years. I no longer trust or believe the government or
legacy media. I am ashamed of my country’s government’s response to the convoy. No
discussion. No mediation

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67873

I was unable to visit my wife in the hospital, after her surgery last March. THIS IS
UNACCEPTABLE!!!!!!

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67874

As someone who has a PTSD diagnosis and a lung condition, I cannot breathe in a mask,
therefore I suffer anxiety when I have to go into a public place due to the hateful and fearful
comments from others. I cannot visit my parents in BC because the management allows no
visitors! Unacceptable and cruel!

2/18/2022 2:13 PM
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67875

My life totally changed. Dont go out almost at all.

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67876

As a student and young adult trying to work, work from home orders restricted summertime
employment and made it virtually impossible to make any progress in your life over the last 2
years if you weren’t already established and can easily work from home.

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67877

I have attempted suicide multiple times because I medically unable to get vaccinated so I am
forced to not have any option of freedom and have not been able to do anything outside of my
house in years and was ready to kill myself because life is unlovable like this.

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67878

It hasnt

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67879

breathing living seeing friends going out socially

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67880

Family stress. Distress on my children. Poor education for my kids over the past 2 year. I work
with students and see mental health issues effecting them in huge ways due to the restrictions
and constant fear mongering from the media.

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67881

In every way possible that you can think off, mentally, physical, family, financial embarrassed
to be a Canadian. Our beautiful country been destroyed by the sake off one terrible person our
so called leader Justin Trudeau 😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭😭

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67882

Unable to find work in my field because most companies require proof of vaccination, unable to
leave the country to and go on a much-needed family vacation, hospital trips are a lot more
complicated and my family is mistreated because of our medical decisions, husband is
mistreated everywhere he goes because he is unable to wear a mask for medical reasons.

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67883

The Mandate has affected my life dramatically, as my wife was forced to leave her well paying
career employment of the past 8 years, and the mandate has also put myself out my well
loved career position that I’ve held for the past 8 years. We have had to sell our new home that
we just purchased less than 3 and a half years ago, and we had to move an hour away to find
a small apartment. My wife has had to try and start up her own small business for income, and
I am still have the challenge of looking for worthwhile employment that doesn’t require the
same mandate. This has also been extra challenging to have to make all these sudden
changes with a three year old child who already is trying to understand in her little mind why
she can no longer go to extra cullicular activities such as play groups, music lessons,
restaurants, movie cinemas, swimming pools ect. The government has certainly turned our
lives upside down with unnecessary draconian measures !

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67884

I CAN'T SEE MY DAD IN A HOME, only 2 family allowed in

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67885

Depression

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67886

It has made me sad ! Disappointed ! Scared to be Canadian with my God given rights in
jeopardy

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67887

it has made my town and people in it a very horrible place to live

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67888

No freedom

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67889

Cannot travel out of the country I cannot work up north because I cannot get on a plane and
driving 1750 km in -40 is not very safe back and forth too work it has separated family and
friends I know through different views

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67890

Vote of non confidence for our Prime Minister

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67891

I cannot leave this country. My children are stuck with masks they hate to wear and I feel like
it’s not good for them.

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67892

I had to leave my job and get another one, I lost income

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67893

Turned it upside down.

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67894

My job, my mental health, the activities I do, and pretty much my whole life.

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67895

I don't follow the mandates, I'm not vaccinated, I don't wear a mask the only thing that has
changed is that I can't go to eat in a restaurant which doesn't bother me

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67896

No comment

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67897

Cant travel or eat out with my family

2/18/2022 2:13 PM
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67898

My father in law got vaccinated and died within a week of getting the jab. I have family
members that are in debilitating fear. So has caused divisions.

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67899

Travel, work every day to day activity

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67900

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67901

Health, as less ohysucal excercise. Mental imoacr, a lot of stress. Umpact on my earnings. All
around really.

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67902

Work, socially

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67903

My grandfather hung himself off the balcony of the seniors home he lived in because of the
mandates. I lost my job, I cannot travel anywhere

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67904

I get depressed, anxious, discriminated against. I can't fly , or get into gyms to stay healthy

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67905

Separated my family coerced them into experimental injections husband's health suffering by
avoiding hospital due to their protocols and mandates 💔🙏

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67906

👎🏻

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67907

I was place on leave from work for not wanting to be vaccinated while I was pregnant.

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67908

Depressed Unsure Unable to function on a daily basis Miss family functions and seeing young
children doing what young children SHOULD be doing !!! Living a free life and growing up
normally

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67909

Travel

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67910

It has not, other than working from home, which is a positive.

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67911

Loss of money for work and travel with work.

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67912

Restricted social gatherings, impaired access to gym facilities, increased anxiety and
depression related to social isolation. Loss of job for spouse

2/18/2022 2:13 PM

67913

Turned me into an anti government activist

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67914

Horrible

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67915

It's been hard

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67916

Have been placed on unpaid leave from my job. I have 3 kids at home and my family’s income
is less than our expenses. It has also put me into depression. My mental health has never
suffered like this in my life

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67917

Stupid question

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67918

My lungs need air, not masks. My body has a great immune system. I don't need to be a lab
rat.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67919

Generally it has toxified our language, corrupted science, and corrupted the noble practice of
medicine and strengthened my resolve to hold true to morals and values and basic common
decency and compassion regardless of the cost to me as a living woman in Canada.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67920

It hasn't really affected my life other than the fact I cant go certian places with family.It has
been extremely hard on kids social development as well. My daughter 14 has thought about
suicide. We need to lift all mandates NOW!!!!

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67921

It’s made my life hell . Lost my job have had friends die and injured due to these useless jabs

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67922

Changed jobs twice. Depression, family breaks up and restrictions, anxiety / even suicide
thoughts

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67923

It has caused so much division in my family. My children are missing out on key life
experiences because of it. Mental health has been affected by feeling trapped by mandates

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67924

Seen my teen kids depressed and suicidal. Community losing businesses. Friends and family
divided.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67925

Feel boxed in and rights token away

2/18/2022 2:12 PM
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67926

I am considered a second class citizen. I have been diagnosed with high blood pressure as I
live in constant fear of vaccine mandate at my job and losing my house and not being able to
pay for my son's university due to unemployment. I haven't slept in a year. I feel mentally
abused by my government.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67927

The mandates have made it so that my child cannot take part in things like swimming lessons.
I avoid public places because I don't want to be confronted.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67928

Increased depression, anxiety, PTSD total disruption of life

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67929

In many ways , examples.. had a baby with minimal support or medical attention , can't go
back to work because I won't vaccinate , no daycare available due to all kids being out of
school, 12 year old daughter who can't play sports or be with her friends , my 1 year old hasn't
had a birthday party or seen any strangers faces in public and hardly knows his family. Just to
list a few .

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67930

My children are witnessing a world with little freedom and a whole lot of fear.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67931

Job loss for my spouse and myself

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67932

My strength in my body has weakened me. I'm a disabled person who has muscle atrophy.
Depression, fear, anxious now. These mandates have caused this. I no longer believe that the
Government should dictate what I put in my body. If I can see my loved ones, hug them, give
my grandchildren kisses, and so much more..

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67933

In many ways!! Couldn’t see my granddaughter for months is one of them!

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67934

Loss of my Job and home, delayed my surgery etc

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67935

It’s simply sad, this isn’t living. I see so many people struggling, my 7 year old daughter
having to wear a mask 8hrs a day, not being allowed to play with certain friends at school or in
certain areas!!! This isn’t living, this is pathetic. It needs to end!

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67936

Did not get to attend funerals and weddings of loved ones. Forced to be off work during some
of the locks downs, increased anxiety, increased mental health issues for my children and I
from home schooling

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67937

I am unable to go to school for in person I cannot travel or go into restaurants I have been
kicked out of public places for not being vaccinated and because I am supposed to wear a
mask even though they are not affective

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67938

My kids and mental health. Financially, family

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67939

Its caused more bad than good .. this isn't about a virus anymore if it ever was Its about
making the rich richer at societies expense

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67940

Shot effected my Health Mandates effected my job, my children’s education and sports

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67941

significantly. shut out of the economy yet I'm PERFECTLY healthy and haven't been sick in 2
years.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67942

Depression, weight gain due to gyms being closed. Financial strain, not being able to see
loved ones because I'm prevented from flying.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67943

I have felt discriminated against because I’m not vaccinated. I have been made to feel like I’m
responsible for this pandemic and the deaths of others because I’m not vaccinated ,when it’s
clear now the vaccinated are spreading the virus as much as unvaccinated. Maybe more so
because vaccinated are the only ones aloud indoors. Feeling angry that the people and
scientific community against this vaccine are being silenced ,censored ,cancelled and
shamed.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67944

It has taken away my free choice

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67945

Has separated and divided our family!! 😞

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67946

loss of income, mental stress in family, division in family,,

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67947

Turns family and friends against each other!

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67948

Not being able to socialize with family and friends. Or get on a plane to visit family and friends.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67949

My business is kaput. Thanks luddites

2/18/2022 2:12 PM
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67950

In every way possible. Husband losing his job 😢 Been completely shunned, told I should be
put in gas chambers. I have a government that I’m scared of and who will not listen. They’ve
shown that they don’t even care.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67951

Depression, isolation, anxiety

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67952

Extremely negatively. So many things you can't do. Causing anxiety. Sad, even fatal for some,
for people who can't get important services they need.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67953

I’m depressed and anxiety ridden.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67954

My suspicion as to the percentage of our population lack common sense in so many ways has
been confirmed and the next virus will definitely take many more lives and our government of
the day as much as they try to protect us from ourselves should stand back with their arms
crossed and just let it happen , there's more to come of course and human nature will show us
who will be here to go forth.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67955

I’m unable to get a job in my field unless I’m vaccinated. I’ve been working in construction for
two years.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67956

My children and myself have anxiety. my children have been robbed of a normal healthy
childhood of socializing and being able to do activities. And all the fear mongering have
increased this feeling. I feel like a second class citizen in my own country that I was born in.
Being rejected from things because we’re not vaccinated make us feel unwanted in society,
and the judgement is terrible to feel as well.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67957

In every way

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67958

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67959

My friends have lost their jobs. My family is divided by the mandates we cant meet together,
this has too end.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67960

Pits family members against each other

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67961

Not seeing family, having to wear masks are horrible

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67962

Career lost, family lost (including children via alienation), friends lost, segregation, isolation,
mental health... and much more.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67963

Lost my job, couldn’t be in the hospital by my dying boyfriends bedside,

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67964

Life sucks, work is slow and the government has grabbed too much power

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67965

My children, (who have natural Immunity to Covid) and DESERVE as it’s their RIGHT as
Canadians citizens to a college education, have not been able to attend college due to
unconstitutional vaxx pass requirements. My older daughter is a Registered nurse and was
terminated even tho she already had Covid prior. My son has to drive in from a farther distance
to his head office since we live further out in the country because he’s forced to test weekly for
his job, (and fuel is so expensive!!) even though the vaccinated can catch and spread, yet
they don’t have to test..how is that fair?? My youngest child has gone through bouts of
depression because of the constant stress and lockdowns. My other children are forced to
wear masks in a hot environment at work for 8-9 hours a day (that isn’t normal or healthy) and
have complained of chest pains and skin/acne due to the masks. There is such a thing known
as bacterial pneumonia and people are getting it from these masks. We were not created to
wear these things constantly everyday. It isn’t healthy long term! We have been segregated as
a society and discriminated against because of our freedom to say no to new MRNA tech
Covid shots which have known risks and are showing us they don’t work to stop transmission.
We know others who are injured from them. We decline them and we have natural Immunity to
Covid with blood work to show antibodies present- therefore, it’s called INFORMED CONSENT.
The government and health authorities need to respect that and people’s RIGHTS to choose.
Vaxx passes/QR codes/Digital IDs have NO place in a free society. These mandates are doing
more harm than good. They need to be removed immediately.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67966

FREEDOM

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67967

Hard worker Lost job, lost the ability to have proper health care, there has been a huge divide
created by our Prime Minister, the prime minister has used verbal abuse towards me because
of this mandate..... I lost loved ones due to them being forced into getting the vaccine or they

2/18/2022 2:12 PM
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wouldn't be able to provide for their families but are gone now due to deadly side effects.....
Unfair, unjustified, no one's taking responsibility 😟
67968

A family member went back to his addiction during the lockdowns and has now passed away.
My own mental health has been negatively effected by the mandates.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67969

My Freedom of movement has been taken away. I can’t travel outside my own country. I have
the right to bodily atonomy

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67970

My husband and I have both lost our jobs. We have not been able to live our lives freely
without discrimination.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67971

I have been following this fraud for 30 years. I have been warning people for 30 years. I am
mask exempt and I cannot go into many stores b/c of the owners BREAKING THE LAW. The
vaccine mandates are illegal and are for a virus that does not exist. Already proven in many
courts and the media is bought and paid for by TURDEAU. I cry myself to sleep b/c of all the
people that are going to die of the vaccine, suicides etc... So far the GENE THERAPY JAB
has a GLOBAL DEATH RATE OF 40% and in two to three years almost all will be dead. THIS
NEVER FDA APPROVED VACCINE is EXPERIMENTAL mRNA GENE THERAPY and only
has an emergency use only authorization. Pfizer admitted that they put HIV spike proteins in
the jab. There is so much more I could tell you. THE DEMOCIDE (death by government) is
happening and is very, very real.

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67972

My business was shut down for the first three months (March-May 2020). It has caused
division amongst my family and friends. Exposed the corruption within our government, main
stream media, health care, pharma, big tech etc..

2/18/2022 2:12 PM

67973

Made me feel not part of society. Effected my relationships with family & friends. Destroyed
my relationship with my son. I don’t feel free in my own country when we are supposed to be
about freedom in Canada. My rights to choose have been taken or treated like they don’t
matter. I feel shut out of everything when I should feel equal to everyone. I am a Canadian but
treated as lower class when I’m not. This hurts.

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67974

Restrictions on freedom

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67975

Restriction to travel and see family. Restriction to play sports Less effective health care due to
terminations of unvaxed health care workers

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67976

Ive lost friends, hard times with family, and taken a lot of affect on mental health

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67977

My kids can’t be kids, and it would be nice to go for dinner with my family.

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67978

It hasn’t really changed much. Other than having to fight with my 5 year old to wear a mask.

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67979

Feel like prisoner. They stole two years of everyone's live. I want my life back.

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67980

Work family heath me Work my family my health my mental health not only for me but family
members

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67981

Fractured my family and caused mental anguish and depression

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67982

My children can’t play sports. Husband had to take 2 shots or lose job. So unfair and
sickening.

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67983

Govt has made me to be like a lepord, their narrative has cause division and pitted vaxx vrs
non vaxxed.. No restaurant entry etc, church closures, funerals.....all of that. Crimes against
humanity

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67984

Increased stress and mental health issues (depression, anxiety). Financial struggles as well.

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67985

I have not been able celebrate holidays with all my family ! I feel like I’ve been locked up for
two years and it’s stressful.

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67986

It has destroyed relationships, mental health, segregated society, harmed and done irreversible
damage to our children and grandchildren. It has shut down many normal activities and events
in the community in the past two years.

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67987

I lost two years of my life being kept hostage and unable to live the country .

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67988

It's made me see the evil in the gov't and the true heart of love in Canadians

2/18/2022 2:11 PM
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67989

Can’t travel , family time , adverse affects from the jab

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67990

Anxiety, depression, isolation, despair

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67991

Very hard to work with masks on. Have to get tested weekly to avoid the vax

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67992

I'm completely and utterly depressed and scared of government

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67993

Lost my volunteer position. I have felt a lot of pressure to do something I didn't want to. I have
lost friends. Lots of division and disappointments. Fear for family members.

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67994

I am depressed and suicadal

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67995

Its made me not see people as relatives and friends due to not being vaccinated and going to
places makes you feel like our rights are being uncivilized.

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67996

Mandated out of my job Family division

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67997

Lost my job because I wouldn’t risk my life and my long term heath. Vaccine for a vaccine that
constantly mutates cannot work and my belief has been proven correct!

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67998

I have no life and can't get housing to live so living out of my car ... it's ignorant and all based
on lies and corruption ... my life sucks and i'm a senior .. living on next to nothing with no
inflation raises for food and housing ... this is ignorant ...

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

67999

So many ways. Family divided. Friendships gone. Constant stress. Being marginalized and
treated as crazy and lesser than for not getting the vaccine. One son (13) who hates me for
keeping him from life by refusing him the vaccine. Another son (3) who's been deprived of any
sense of normalcy and has missed so many developmental stages. No do-overs. A niece (20)
harmed by the vaccine and denied acknowledgment from multiple doctors while she was
having heart attack symptoms multiple times a week for 7 months. They said it was anxiety.
Put it on her. She finally got an echocardiogram that shows the continued damage to her
precious heart. She was an athlete and wanted to br a personal trainer now she can barely go
for a walk. Watching her mom, my sister, be destroyed by all of this. How about my family, my
kids included, getting Covid and being given no treatment, told to ho home and wait till we
couldn't breathe then call an ambulance. I didn't know if we'd die. The news snd government
sure made me feel like it would snd I tucked my children into bed each night bawling and
saying goodbye just in case. We've been devastated. We'll never be the same.

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

68000

I couldn't go to a wedding because I wasn't vaccinated

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

68001

My small business may have to close

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

68002

Isolation and separation of people. Creation of a two tiered society of vaxxed and unvaxxed,
creating division and hate

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

68003

Turned everything to shit

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

68004

Nkt enough time to explain

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

68005

Job loss, emotionally, I know of three suicides from friends and relatives, segregation,
discrimination, opression

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

68006

I have been ridiculed and lost friends over having a different opinion. Now I know that isn't the
mandates, but comes about because of the mandates. We have been refused services for
masks or shots. We felt backed into a corner to get jabbed so as to ward off the authorities.
We got (I'm hoping) the lesser of the evils with the j&j. Even with that I refuse to just share my
medical info with some kid at McDs or the movie theater so as a result we stay home. We
recently went to the states for 2 weeks where we were not asked once for proof of vax even at
the border. However here just to get fast food you have to fork it over. It makes me feel like I
am a leper. I miss hugging people because you must remain 6 feet apart. Or you can't go into
a building until there are less people so you have to stand outside in the cold. It is wrong

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

68007

Haven't gone to a restaurant, travelled. Lost friends. Haven't we n my baby grandchildren in
almost two years. Have taken in my son and grandchildren. Have been unable to watch my
older grandchildren sports. On and on, have not been vaccinated and have not gotten covid!

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

68008

Mental and physical health has degraded due to closure of gyms, and the stress caused due
to the division of friends family and neighbours over these draconian measures.

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

68009

Divided our family & forced my daughter out of work

2/18/2022 2:11 PM
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68010

I am unable to play group sports or attend sporting events, not able to take kids to PUBLIC
skating or go to the walking track, would love to be able to attend live music events.

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

68011

Depression, anxiety, social stygma.

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

68012

Stoped my way

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

68013

I can not go a visit my father by plane, train or bus. He is in his end days. He is 87. He is by
himself and needs help in his home. I have to choose his health or mind. Which no
government should make me choose. I have put on 20lbs since September when the
government brought in the pass port in BC. It is winter I am 63 and can not go for walks on ice.
I live in the north. I am not allowed to go to the gym for my mental and physical health. I loved
going to the gym.

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

68014

So many clients died and/or have mental illness/suicidal thoughts.

2/18/2022 2:11 PM

68015

divided canadians

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68016

It has made my life miserable and stressful travelling is no longer an enjoyment I feel under
threat by our government who is supposed to be there to protect us

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68017

Anxiety, stress, adverse reaction to vaccine, decline in social activities, family relationship
decine

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68018

- kids mental health affected by having masked friends and teachers everyday - freedom of
being able to take my young ones to do many activities, because of being unvaccinated possible development delays in my youngest from not seeing faces. - division within my family
and friends groups over vaccine decisions - loss of best friends - much more

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68019

I’ve felt isolated, restricted and alone. My anxiety level has risen. I’m very concerned that
we’re fast becoming a tyrannical communist country!

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68020

Negatively. Mental health decline. Social contacts are sporadic. Feeling of being trapped.

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68021

Stress, tarring families and friends apart.

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68022

Family members forced to get the injection to feed their family, we are unable to go where we
want- watch our kids games, go swimming, go to restaurants- the list goes on and on. Now I
am wondering if I will be able to accept my bank account

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68023

Serious depression in my kids

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68024

Dépression, anxiety, employment, division of family, loneliness

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68025

Job loss, depression, anxiety, broken relationships, friends lost to suicide, upset/depressed
children, financial loss, fear of radicalized aggression from others by Trudeau dehumanizing
my choices.

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68026

Unable to travel, unable to watch child activities, not allowed in restaurants, fear of losing
employment etc.

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68027

We lost our freedom

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68028

Less work, haven’t seen very much family, no vacations, masks make my work less enjoyable

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68029

The economy in Alberta and Canada has been greatly affected. I lost my job. With the lack of
new jobs it was hard to find a new job.

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68030

Harmfully affected my employment and my freedom to do many things.

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68031

My kids are depressed and anxious. Constant rule changing. Fear of breaking rules. Watching
the hypocrisy from our government.

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68032

Divided my family.

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68033

Dramatically!

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68034

can't go inside restaurants, theaters etc

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68035

Segregation. Death and injury in the family. Destroyed family relationships. My business
destroyed. A child with no social interaction.

2/18/2022 2:10 PM
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68036

Depression, family divided, friends divided, lose of work and income

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68037

Made me very angry and destroyed my family relatiinships

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68038

It has affected my job, (my job is threatened by the mandates) my social life, (we can no
longer see our friends or family in restaurants or public gatherings)my family life, (we have
family who disagree with each other and no longer speak to each other and also famuly who
van not travel back home from the USA)my travel, my mental health (the worry and stress is
making me sick and keeping me from gwtting good sleep). I fear for my children and my grand
children and for my mom. And what is going to happen to our money. Every where I turn there
is another thing that comes up that is more to worry about. I can't I deratand why the leader of
our country doesn't do something to fix these things.

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68039

we have learned to live with it we had done everything we can to protect the vulnerable and our
health care system we have supported small businesses regularly Life has been different but
we live with so much more resources and technology than they did in 1918

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68040

Divided my family

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68041

In ways unimaginable. I wake everyday and think this is all a bad dream. Is this really
Canada?

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68042

It’s cancelled me being able to play sports. Effected my friendships. Really is all depressing.

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68043

Almost lost our only income. My children are depressed, they miss their friends, sports teams!

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68044

Ruined my life

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68045

My 10 year old has been masked for 20% of his life. He wears the mask all day at school and
all.the kids hate it. 15 year old was faced with vaccination or not playing football. His school
thankfully did not ask for proof of vaccination so he was able to pwas able to play and even
though he was not vaccinated did not get sick. The peer pressure in high school was
unbelievable well what's unbelievable. Only he and one other girl were not vaccinated and the
teachers spoke very disparingly about the unvaccinated. He wanted to get it just to fit in but
thankfully listened to me and his sister who has a Biology degree. When They wanted to
vaccinate people even even though they had already been sick with the covid 19 virus that
raised alarm Bells as a parent. The science behind the vaccinations does not make any
sense.. Every person I know that is not vaccinated has had an easier time recovering from
covid 19 then people that are vaccinated. We know that the vaccine Depletes your white blood
cells...I feel these mandates are harmful to the physical well being and mental.health of
everyone..especially our children. Please remove them so we can get on with our lives

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68046

The mandatory vaccine required for my 15 year old daughter to start a training program as a
gymnastics coach has left her with severe medical problems and has not been able to go to
school for the past six weeks or participate in any gymnastics programs. It has also effected
both mine and my spouses jobs. It has effected our whole families mental health. Our family
cannot go out to restaurants or go to facilities that would improve out mental and physical
health. How does any of that make sense?

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68047

Travel restrictions forced to get a vaccine that has not been proven safe in the long term

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68048

NO ROCK CONCERTS!!!

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68049

I lost my job my home and everything I hold dear!

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68050

Deep divisions in our communities, and in our families and workplaces that were previously
harmonious. I hold deep concern for the current and future health and survival of those
vaccinated. My Masters-degree professional health practice ending son due to mandates.

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68051

As a new mom the mandates have increased my isolation. Opportunities for outings or simple
activities has been limited or unavailable due to restrictions and mandates. I have not been
able to have any celebration or welcome for my child due to restrictions and mandates. The
mandates have left me not only feeling isolated and lonely but also stigmatized and
segregated.

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68052

Current mandates have affected our mental health drastically. Not able to meet with families
and friends in social settings to vacations with families and friends without having to worry
about isolation before during or after to guarantee you can travel and return safely . Financially,
cost of goods shipping and manufacturing has all gone up drastically is an indirect cause of

2/18/2022 2:10 PM
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the Covid mandates and how businesses are able to conduct. But I do support the idea of
masking in all health care facilities moving forward regardless of Covid mandates And I am in
support of a vaccine passport that we as Canadian citizens who like to travel to different
countries can opt into for all our vaccines and what is suggested to have when traveling into
new countries. It can reduce the load on our current health care systems by eliminating 1 visit
to plan a trip instead just book your required vaccines for where you are planning to go.
68053

social interaction

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68054

I am unable to attend my children’s activities or go to a indoor playground without paying $40
for rapid tests. I can only afford one a month. I have been discriminated against for my
decision at various locations . My doctor cannot give me a medical exemption as the college
instructed them not to or they would loose their jobs. My youngest son suffers the most as he
is not able to interact with other children which is so important for early learning . I have an
autoimmune disorder and have done research and the vaccine causes a flare up of the
disease. I do not want this. Also I have natural immunity from November 2020 and do not need
the vaccine as natural immunity is better. Our freedoms are being taken away and no one
cares . Watching family and friends lose their jobs and not be able to find new ones that do not
have mandatory vaccination. Where does it end. Also family members have disowned my
family for our choices . The world is sad. Trudeau and mainstream media have turned people
hateful. Freedom of Choice is unacceptable in this society and the disgusting signs people
hold for example “gas them all “or “kill them all, theyshould all die”.What has caused a human
to say such awful things. The labels and divide are both a tragedy of this pandemic and our so
called leadership. I will never trust our government again.

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68055

Loss of friendships. Isolation. Limited social life. Stress about jabs hurting people. Economy
concerns. Job loss

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68056

there is too much control, not enough truth or transparency and we need to remember the
human rights act for freedom of choice

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68057

Mental health, work, made to feel like an outcast, tired of our government turning people
against each other

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68058

It’s made it a living hell. Cut off from all my family in the unites states. Very big emotional toll
on me

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68059

It’s hurting my marriage I can’t even go out to dinner with my wife and I can’t even watch my
kids sports

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68060

Taken away my rights to decide what’s best for ME and family! Killing my business

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68061

I can't go anywhere

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68062

I have lost my job, family and friends. My ability to travel, enter public places, my rights to my
bodily autonomy and my right to peaceful protest. I have lost a lot

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68063

Ruined my business, relationship with friends and customers.

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68064

Depression Household income decrease (major)

2/18/2022 2:10 PM

68065

Financially, mentally,

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68066

2 years

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68067

Socially secluded, depression, saddened for the children and our Economy

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68068

No work. Fighting with friends and family

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68069

It has cause severe mental anguish and anxiety. It has caused fear of losing our livelihoods. It
has caused division in our family, our friend groups, and our church community. It has given us
great fear of what kind of government we have and that our government goals are not in the
best interests of the people but rather in gaining more and more control over the people in order
to engage new policies that are not in Canada's best interest.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68070

It has been very hard on mental health. With the one household bubbles and all the restrictions
and not able to see loved ones.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68071

Work , social life, negative physical and mental health

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68072

In every negative way possible!

2/18/2022 2:09 PM
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68073

Mental stress

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68074

Caused division /conflict with family and friends.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68075

Made life more difficult than it already is

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68076

Where do I begin. From crying in the parking lot of my children’s schools and activities bc I
can’t volunteer or watch them play, to being shunned at work, to being forced to do nothing but
stay home for months. I have been a second class citizen for a personal choice. My children’s
mental health and academic performance has dwindled before my eyes.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68077

Anxiety issues!!!

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68078

The mandate have stopped me from seeing family and friends not allowed me to attend my
good friends funeral.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68079

Lock down. Being Vaccinated to go anywhere.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68080

My business is at 25% revenues. I am broke.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68081

Lost work. Lost family from vaccine complications. Lost time with family. Missed funnels.
Untold fear, anxiety, and stress.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68082

Anxiety, isolation, depression, fear, frustration, loss of freedom to travel within my own country
to visit my own children, marginalized by society, and generally made to feel like a lesser
person in this country.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68083

I lost my Job my husband lost his job

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68084

Stopped me from seeing family & friends. Has made me anxious & unhappy

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68085

Mentally, emotionally terrible

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68086

Can't go anywhere.. restaurant,travel etc. Have to wear a mask..social distance.. been in my
home for 2 years.This has to stop now...lift all this nonsense and mandates.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68087

Health physical mental. I know peeps that have died from vax. Don't know anyone that died of
covid.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68088

I’m a server so I’ve been laid off twice and sales/tips are a fraction of what they used to be. So
the mandates have effected my finances substantially.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68089

Forced to stay home

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68090

Terribly and the lives around me. Covid hadn’t affected anyone I know. We all got sick and
we’re fine

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68091

I lost my friend and family because dont want the vaccin!

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68092

Not

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68093

I was forced to be vaccinated against my will in order to keep my job and provide for my
family. My students and my children suffer from constant mask wearing.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68094

I have lost family and friends. I have the right to choose what medical treatments I use in my
body. I have been harassed, stigmatized, isolated and told I don’t deserve health care. I have
never felt so dehumanized for making a difficult decision for myself. I fear for my future, I fear
for our freedoms

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68095

Angered me

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68096

Very poorly, it’s unbelievable that we have lost our freedom to express our opinion and the
freedom of choice in our democratic country of Canada!

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68097

Job lose, mental, financial, emotional

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68098

The mandates have caused undo stress on our family and relationships. My husband was
unable to go into work and we could not take our children to any extra curricular activities.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68099

Every way possible

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68100

Separated from family for 2yrs

2/18/2022 2:09 PM
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68101

In every single way. Financially, loss of freedoms and rights

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68102

It has divided my family and I'm not able to work so pretty much shattered my gifts and love
and talents

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68103

I lost my job over these ridiculous mandates

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68104

It has kept me safe during these trying times, I had avoided COVID for 2 years until the
mandates were dropped.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68105

I’m devastated it’s come to this and to learn it’s been a plan for decades. We are losing our
country to dictatorship and a social credit system. I’m sad I probably will never see
grandchildren in my future. I’m sad we will never see a loving free Country ever again.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68106

In every area

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68107

I am currently unable to move freely within my country or leave the country based on my
vaccine status. I believe these mandates create a divide in the Canadian population and
should immediately end.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68108

Making me have constant anxiety.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68109

Rights and freedom

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68110

Wearing masks to all indoors has been difficult also staying at home so much

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68111

I've lost family members and friends over beliefs, my son was kicked out of trade school over
the mandates, my elderly mother in Northern Ontario has spent too much time alone including
Christmas. And more

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68112

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68113

I have been treated as a second class citizen not being able to fully participate in society, I
can not travel within my own country or out of the country by air, I have been demeaned,
vilified and discriminated against. I have seen segregation within my own family and have lost
friends all because I have have chosen to have autonomy over my own body.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68114

Mentally draining

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68115

Lost work… struggled with mental health personally and my family. More stress less
opportunity to make money to support my family.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68116

I no longer have a job in healthcare because I would not take a vaccination I was not
comfortable putting into my body because of no longer term data regarding side effects.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68117

Ruining relationships. Marginalizing me. Freezing me out of community centres and
businesses. Restricting my free movement including cross border travel. Polluting me with
shedding of harmful synthetic substances. The hurt and pain of seeing family, friends, children,
and society being physically handicapped and murdered.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68118

Mental health decline

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68119

My son has lots his early childhood and wont be going to school. It has kept us isolated. I
couldnt get proper health care for my injuries from a major car accident.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68120

The mandate has affected my life, my business, and my social life by restricting where I can
go how I can conduct business and which family members I can see. It has proven detrimental
to my personal development. It has affected the relationship with my family. It has affected the
growth of my business. It has affected my personal choice of freedom for my religious beliefs.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68121

Destroying our economy. Canceled my daughter's chance at an education. Increased prices
and taxes. Disaster.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68122

Depression anxiety etc,,, desperation suicidal thoughts

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68123

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68124

I have lost both of my businesses and now it seems with marshal law in place. I have lost.my
country. I am ashamed of Canada's leaders.

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68125

Loss of employment, freedom, loss of family and friends

2/18/2022 2:09 PM
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68126

Its a fuckin stupid governments attempt to take control

2/18/2022 2:09 PM

68127

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68128

I can't see my mom

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68129

I haven't been able to see my siblings in the US for 2 years because we chose not to get
vaccinated. Wearing the mask often makes me nauseous.

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68130

It has taken valuable time away from family and friends for absolutely nothing. Thousands
milling around in Ottawa and many unvaxxed. Hospitals are not reporting anything action the
morgues are not overwhelmed or all would be top headines

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68131

It’s been pure hell

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68132

In every way. Work, social, children, friends, neighbors, and the divisions that Trudeau has
sown inexcusable and unacceptable

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68133

Affected how long my college program was intended to be, affected my relationships with
friends and family

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68134

I feel that I am living in a communist country.

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68135

My spouse and my son, were very healthy people before vaccinations and their health has
been badly affected by the vaccine.

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68136

Forced me to stop physically attending university. It made divisions in friendships, I lost a lot
of friends

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68137

Lost my job, lost my home, lost my family, still having difficulty regaining my livelihood

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68138

in everyway it not right to live in Canada under this idiotic law

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68139

It has cause me to loose my buisness and some family due to beliefs. Our Prime Minister
Trudeau should be ashamed of himself and be removed from office immediatly for what he has
done to the Canadian people.

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68140

I am depressed. I have a negative outlook on my future. Dont take the word of every politician.

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68141

Financially, mental heath,

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68142

Depressing, frustrated, fed up dealing with all the lies from the beginning of this fake pandemic

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68143

Robbed freedom, inflation

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68144

Major loss of income, depression especially my children and major financial stress

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68145

I feel segregated

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68146

Mental health, children’s mental health, family division, arguments at work … every aspect of
life!

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68147

Restricted access to family, friends, and travel, entertainment and certain fitness routines.

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68148

It has divided us as Canadians and turned people against each other. It has perpetuated hate
instead of love and kindness. People in my life have died due to the mental health issue this
has only made so much worse. My own anxiety has only gotten so much worse and my young
children now have anxiety due to these mandates because some of their family members
cannot join in on certain activities, yet they are perfectly healthy. It makes zero sense.

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68149

Mental distress, stress anxiety

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68150

People have died from heart attacks after taking the vaccine.

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68151

My grand daughter was born just months before the lock downs. She is shy around me and it
breaks my heart that I couldn’t spend the normal time with my grand kids.

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68152

Not much

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68153

About the same

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68154

It has affected my life in many ways but the biggest is not being able to visit my loved ones
and the impact the mandate has had on mine and my kid mental state.

2/18/2022 2:08 PM
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68155

In every way possible but I see it affect my children the most

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68156

I do not have the vaccine passport therefore I can't do many things.

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68157

It’s not about how it’s affected my life it’s about freedom it’s about my right to choose as a and
Ian citizen things need to go back to normal

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68158

Reduced income

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68159

Where to start! Has divided friends and family, my children are deeply affected. We can’t live a
merger free life anymore. My kids don’t want to live here anymore. My faith in the medical
system and government is completely gone. Friends are scared of me because I am not taking
the Covid 19 shot and will never now. People have no voice, freedom of choices, and are
coerced into taking the shot or loosing their right to work. Doctors and professionals are unable
to do their jobs effectively. This is enough!

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68160

Physically mentally financially all detrimental effect

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68161

Crippling.

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68162

Destroyed family relationships

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68163

Unable to see loved ones

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68164

Anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68165

Being asthmatic, masks are extremely hard to wear so I don’t go anywhere and my Dr will not
give me an exemption note due to the real possibility of being reprimanded or lose her job.
Mentally draining and too much anxiety has put a strain on my chronic kidney disease.

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68166

I wasn’t able to work for a while and lost a lot of money that I was saving up for school. When I
went to school all my classes were online and I wasn’t able to make any friends and I also
struggled with my grades because I was isolated and depressed. A family member and also a
friend of mine committed suicide because they were isolated and alone. I feel like I’ve lost so
much of my early twenties and I will never get that time back.

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68167

Unreasonable control. Implies unvaccinated people spread covid and vaxxed people don’t.
That’s not how vaccinations work. Vaxxed people can also be asymptomatically be spreading.
I am vaxxed and have no issues sitting beside a non-vaxxed person in a restaurant. The
mandates are about control and misinformation, not science. Masks: I should protect me, you
should protect you. Most masks bring with are useless. If you choose to wear a mask to
protect yourself then wear an N95 and learn how to properly survey. Mask use as it stands is
virtually useless. Any mask IS NOT better than no mask. Don’t put the onus on me to protect
you.

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68168

Yes I lost my job

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68169

Loss of relationships, stigmatization, and a loss of proud patriotism for being a Canadian
citizen. I am disgusted that it has come to this point.

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68170

Less socialization, pivot in business.

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68171

Its has affected not only my mental health but my family mental health too

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68172

lost connection to family and friends.

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68173

I am unable to visit family in a retirement home, I am unable to attend my place of
employment, I am unable to attend a restaurant, movie theatre etc. I also have family
members and former friends who won’t speak to me.

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68174

Lost work, unable to perform as an artist, mental stress and anxiety, depression, isolation, loss
of community.

2/18/2022 2:08 PM

68175

Very badly for the family, friends .Bad relationship with family and friends and children No
proper treatment for the health Why is no debate scientist and real doctors

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68176

Loss of family and friends. Vaccine injury among friends. Loss of work. Social isolation and
depression.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68177

Anxiety, depression, stress, weight gain, loss of family due to division tactics by media and
government

2/18/2022 2:07 PM
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68178

1.5 years

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68179

Financially, stress and depression of 2 years of lockdowns and financial uncertainty

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68180

My and my Childrens mental health. Being deemed as unsafe or lesser of class. Kids not
being able to socialize and be kids. Family torn apart.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68181

Destroyed my family

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68182

Idk

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68183

Changed it completely

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68184

Way to many ways than I can say but my main one is depression!

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68185

Mental health, social limitations. My kids MH. Nothing good has come from these mandates

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68186

My gym has been closed for two years. Unacceptable.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68187

I lost my job. My mental health is very poor. Family relationships have been destroyed. I feel
utter despair.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68188

As a family we are very limited to what we can do and my children have been affected with
having to mask their face all day at school and are unable to play school sports.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68189

Not being able to socialize with my family has worsened my depression and anxiety.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68190

Depression!!!

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68191

My business, my personal health, my family disenfranchised, loss of relationships, frustrated
life plan, discrimination and hate for my valid medical based personal decision.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68192

Canada has become very divided during the recent years. This is not the Canada that I was
born in and was once proud of. The mandates have intensified isolation, poverty, depression,
suicides, fear, anger, hatred and created division. It has totally change life as I/we knew it.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68193

It has divided families, friends, churches, it has effected my/our kids emotional and mental ,
and even physical health. I have lost faith in our government and health officials, I want a
better future for my kids.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68194

Big time, my mother dementia is now totally noticeable, and my self I'm suicidal. This convoy
will determine if I live or die and it's all on Trudeau's head

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68195

So negative, has made a dark time to live in the discrimination, hate and control. Restricted to
do most everything I want to.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68196

Can’t go shopping. Can’t wear a mask because of past trauma. Exemptions don’t matter most
places still don’t let you in.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68197

It’s contributing to my deteriorating mental health.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68198

We have been harassed for our personal health choices, for our beliefs. It has divided my
family, my siblings no longer speak to me. We have lost friendships. My children couldn't park
take in sports etc.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68199

greatly

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68200

The mandates have not only drastically impacted my own life emotionally, mentally, financially
, not to mention the continues segregation in a" supposedly free country" .

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68201

I should have the right to choose whether Or not I want to be vaccinated and if I choose not to
I should not be restricted from living my life normally like going to restaurants movie theatres
etc. wearing masks is just stupid it does nothing to protect one another

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68202

Anxiety,depression,separation from family and community

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68203

Mental and physical health.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68204

My RN daughter has lost her job despite the fact she is competent, experienced and respects
her job as patient advocate. Financially I have been penalized by having to pay weekly for
rapid tests for my college age daughter to attend college. Finally I have been banned from in
person visits to my 85 year old mother in care with dementia.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM
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68205

I was put on leave without pay at work because I would not comply to Gov. vaccination
mandate. I almost lost my house and car. My work is my profession that I studied and paid a
student loan for 10 years long. This was a life shifter, my life wont ever be the same.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68206

Its been unncessary and sad to see it effect my child’s life. Its degrading and wrong. My sister
is deathly ill from the vaccine and lost her job.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68207

The inability to function and interact with other people, and seeing the elderly locked away in
nursing homes,

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68208

Both financially and mentally. Been struggling with the isolation and not being able to see
family and friends, ability to travel when and where I want to, loss of job, loss of friends, has
created marital problems (arguing, stress of finances, loss of job). Basically all round negative
impact on my life causing much undue stress, sleepless nights, anger, frustration, anxiety, and
increased financial costs. I feel as though I no longer have any control over my rights and
freedoms as a Canadian citizen and I fear what the future holds for us if we continue to let
Justin Trudeau and other medical advisers tell us what we should do and how we should
control our health choices.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68209

It’s wake me up and I understand our freedom going to be taken away

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68210

I lost my job

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68211

I drink like a fish and smoke like a chimney. I’ve gained 35 pounds and now have an Uber eats
addiction.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68212

Severe depression .... fights with family.. been sick since vaccinated

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68213

It’s created a lot of unnecessary division amount family and friends due to the main stream
media and Government official’s deceiving the public about what is going on. The outright lies
have sickened me. The protests in our city have been very peaceful and respectful. I have
never in my life done anything more important than spending my Saturday's waving my
Canadian flag and supporting others of all ages and all ethnic groups. That is called UNITY. I
will never trust mainstream media again and disgusted by our Liberal and NDP Government
officials.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68214

My mental health !! And freedoms

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68215

How has it not? I’ve lost all faith in Canada and humans in general

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68216

It's made me a second class citizen and stepped on all my charter rights

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68217

Liberty

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68218

Stressful times. I will never trust any politician again. Trudeau and his cronies should be tried
and hung.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68219

Fired from my job with the federal governement. Can't fly to work in other provinces.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68220

It’s affected everything in my life

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68221

Weird question. Next

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68222

Depression axiexty. Loss os relationships strain on family. Financial stress.

2/18/2022 2:07 PM

68223

Depression no freedom

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68224

segregation, financially

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68225

I lost my job, my home and my family. I am trapped outside the country and can’t return home.

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68226

Never got sick

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68227

The mandates have caused me to have to leave my job that I just worked years to get.
Caused my family an endless amount of mental trauma. Made my 7 year old miss out on
school and sports and learning how to socialize and interact. My 3 year old doesn't even know
what it is like to smile and be friendly to people as she has yet to have the chance outside of
family. My husband and I have missed so much work and we are about to build a house that
we probably won't be able to afford anymore due to inflation. The cost of living is through the
roof and the discrimination and division in families and communities is heartbreaking. In my 32

2/18/2022 2:06 PM
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years of life I have never felt so scared and hopless living in a country I used to be so proud
of.
68228

I'm retired so no major affect. I'm fully vaccinated..my choice. I believe people should have the
right to choose..especially when it comes to individual health decisions.

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68229

Cost money for testing. Isolation from friends and family.

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68230

emotional and physical and mentally.

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68231

Mentally, fiscally, emotionally the lust goes on…

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68232

It has cousd turmoil amongst Canadian people Including family members

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68233

Loss of job, lower income, no EI or SIS. Exclusion from protection of the law and rights
infringed

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68234

Have tried to minimize its impacts on my active growing family. Most people getting unhealthy
with restrictions

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68235

Totally

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68236

Fear of the government

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68237

Mental health has suffered

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68238

Restricted freedom, no access to municipal services.

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68239

My autoimmune condition has exploded with all the stress. 2 of my children were kicked out of
their universities for not disclosing their private medical information. My mom lay in hospital on
life support after a cardiac for 51 days without our family being allowed to be by her bedside
and being bullied daily by staff to agree to remove support after being shown her on a.video
screen. It has devastated my family. We are facing losing our house after my husband was
forced to retire from the airline industry and my clinic suffered substantial loss of income. I
have been cut off from family overseas and across the country because I'm not allowed on a
plane. I have been diagnosed with depression.

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68240

Job issues. Family and friend problems. Church ministry support

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68241

I had to close my business twice. Nobody’s travelling so that cut down on my clients. People
are scared to go anywhere so that curbed my business. I got vaccinated because I thought it
was going to end up affecting my ability to make a living but I really didn’t want to and now I’m
very regretful that I did. And all of this severe overreach by our government scares the crap out
of me to be blunt! I don’t want to live with a dictator and I’m afraid of the kind of world my
grandchildren are going to have to live in if we don’t squash this BS now. I think you for letting
me have my voice heard. God bless.

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68242

Can’t breath, affected my blood pressure, struggled with depression feeling like I need to go
against my own moral compass to not get yelled at in stores, people don’t make small talk,
children’s development EXTREMELY impacted because they need to see faces. Social
ostracization, face rash, sore ears etc etc. Oh - and not the mention all the garbage these
masks have caused! I guess that doesn’t matter though. So long as we got rid of plastic
straws! (That’s sarcasm)

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68243

No vacations. No visiting. No sports. No social life

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68244

Restricted travel, eating out, and enjoying other peoples company. Limited services!

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68245

in everyway

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68246

I cannot be vaccinated because I have been allergic to vaccines my whole life also my son
can not be vaccinated due to the first vaccine giving him inflammation of the heart

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68247

Completely altered my life. I’ve gone from being able to work a full time job to 6-12 hr weeks,
which make it extremely hard to keep the bills met and food on the table. Never in my 53 yrs
have I had to go to the food banks but now have had to use them. I no longer am able to travel
because of the fear of being reprimanded and hauled away for standing up for my rights and
freedoms. This is not the Canada I grew up in. It’s time for us to take back our rights and
freedoms for choice, freedom of movement and speech.

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68248

I am limited to stay fit and go swimming etc. Also to travel and see family. I feel not free in

2/18/2022 2:06 PM
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this country anymore. Canada has changed under Trudeau, and he should not be proud of this.
But, he still can get his act together by admitting faults and unnecessary mandates. Basically
yo humble himself and turn from his wicked ways.
68249

Loss of employment, forced vaccination to obtain employment, forced vaccination to board a
plane for employment, being denied any social venues, can’t leave the county, inability to pay
my bills

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68250

caused unacceptable stress, violated my right to determine my own medical treatment. Kept
me separated from my family

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68251

Got fired after 26 years with Inferior health

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68252

My children are most affected by not being able to join activities such as 4H due to the
vaccine mandate. It’s not right that we are being segregated as anti vax

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68253

Loss of family gatherings, including funerals and significant anniversaries. Lockdown
casualties include loss of life within family, including drug overdose and suicide. Loss of
freedom.

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68254

Very negatively. And now to find out that the “vaccines” don’t even work and that there’s 6
strains of HIV in the boosters. Makes me feel that this was NEVER about our health. The fact
that the views of world renowned dr.’s (dr. Bridle, dr. Alexander, dr. Hopkinson) opinions are
being ignored is very troubling. This needs to end. Now.

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68255

In a bad way

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68256

It's terrible

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68257

It’s taken away my freedom and rights under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedom

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68258

It is affecting: -my carrer -my children and my mental health - the people interact with my
family

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68259

I am discriminated against and live in a dictatorship. Constant stress depression

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68260

Depression, anxiety, anger

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68261

Killed my small business and has affected my mental health beyond the risk of any virus

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68262

It has had an impact but not that much.

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68263

Family lost jobs, myself who is medically exempt now has to pay for tests. We are loosing our
livelihoods

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68264

Can’t worship as our charter allows freedom of worship.

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68265

I cannot attend yoga classes, restaurants. I am no longer able to leave Canada or to fly within
my country.

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68266

Terribly

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68267

It took away my freedom and rights as a Canadian citizen

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68268

My family has lost two years of our lives. I was forced to get the shot and I wish I didn’t.

2/18/2022 2:06 PM

68269

My daughter couldn't go to university and my son is injured from c19 vaxxine.

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68270

My family have disowned me for my choices. My daughter wanted to commit suicide.

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68271

Frustrated

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68272

I could not go in public restaurants or hockey games

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68273

Wife lost her job. Mental health is terrible. Ruined family and friendships. Financial strain.

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68274

Although fully vaccinated and boosted with proof I was still refused entry into a recreational
facility.

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68275

Treated like a second class citizen. Not being able to go places because of personal health
choices. Can’t leave my country

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68276

Massive inconveniences, segregation, family problems,

2/18/2022 2:05 PM
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68277

Taken away my freedoms

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68278

How has it not? 1. Everything takes LONGER at work. That means businesses have to pay
their employees more for the same amount of work as the line ups make everything more
expensive. 2. In MY business, I am earning 60% less money for the following reasons> a. I
am essential, but people are less willing to book (25%) b. People are more likely to cancel for
any reason. A tickle in their throat, feeling off, in isolation, their grandkids need them to babysit
because daycare closed due to covid exposure and mom has to work. (10%) c. Extra time to
disinfect, see less clients, make less money d. Occasional person who won't book become I'm
not vaccinated (5%) e. Loss of my business entirely if I can't work due to passport. I have to
re-license for my yearly acupuncture licence. If I can't get that licence because I am not
vaccinated, then I lose my business. I have 2 months to re-license. I am concerned that they
will allow me to re-license to get my money, then demand me to get vaccinated and I will lose
that 1.2K. That's what they did to the nurses. f. Prices going up, income going down, business
expenses going up g. I had to move my business during covid because my landlady, as a hair
stylist, had to sell the building. My rent more then doubled because that's all there was
available. h. Family is divided over vaxxed and unvaxxed on both sides, worse on husbands
side. i. Have not been to a restaurant or to a cinema in 2 years. j. Lost friendships. k. Less
time with family because errands take so much longer. l. Adult son with autism has much less
options for an enjoyable life. Cannot see/go out as he used to by 80%. m. dishwasher is
leaking water everywhere and we cannot buy a new one and the parts we get by ordering online
sight unseen, don't fit. n. Water heater broke down and it took us over a week to get it fixed
due to problem getting parts. Usually takes max 48 hours. 350% increase in time to get it
fixed. o. Gas prices gone up - costs more to go to work and make less while there. Summary:
less clients booking especially during lockdowns just because of fear, more clients cancelling
at every excuse (some days I have no bookings at all--everyone cancels--and how can I
charge a cancellation fee for something the gov't says they should do...stay at home if you
don't feel well), not able to book people as close together also lowers my income. This is
intolerable. I feel like we live in Russia. STOP THE MANDATES NOW.

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68279

Not in the greatest physical or Mental Health

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68280

Mental and physical health. Access to healthcare, Worship, social and community gatherings,
not being able to attend family events (births/deaths/hospitals or nursing home visits,
vacations, weddings) Job loss

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68281

Depressed

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68282

In everyday possible

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68283

Family has died and people wernt together

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68284

Very badly

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68285

It has turned family against each other, children have become depressed

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68286

Death of a parent

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68287

Restrictions and pressures forcing my family to put and experimental shot into our body. This
was not a choice. Illegal from the onset. So many recorded injuries and deaths from these
shots.

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68288

Loss of business income

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68289

Divided family, made me untrusting of the government and medical sector. Lonely

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68290

We have suffered mentally as well as physically since the mandate. I refuse to be part of, or
let my children be part of a genetic experiment. We are not plugging poison into their beautiful,
healthy bodies. Sclosed recreation facilities to the unvaccinated. We have faced ridicule, and
separation from family and friends. This has led us to become more isolated and has caused
additional mental health issues. Masks give my face acne, and I get anxiety because of
claustrophobia and when I can’t see people’s faces, so the mask mandate has made it very
uneasy for me to go in public. Yet, even though I have claustrophobia and anxiety, I go into my
tiny rural post office to get my mail, my property, and I’m humiliated and forced to wear a
mask.

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68291

MENTAL HEALTH work childcare child's mental health

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68292

I’ve been unable to leave MB to visit friends and family because of isolation mandate. Some

2/18/2022 2:05 PM
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days, wearing a mask at work makes it very hard to get enough oxygen. For a long time our
church was unable to meet, which was really hard. I never got a proper 4th-year grad from
college. I spent 7 months dating long distance without seeing my boyfriend at the time, b/c he
lived in SK. Mandates didn’t keep me from getting COVID, but I’ve recovered from the virus
and carried on with life. In my experience, mandates have been worse than COVID.
68293

Reduced quality of life. Increase stress and anxiety

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68294

It’s changed my norm, my health, proper communication with family and friends.

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68295

Destorying my life and my children

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68296

Masks vaccines Limited capacity Social distancing

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68297

I feel thatvthe mandates have taken my freedom to go to Church, to visit my mother, it has
made me not be able to enter many places, it has caused my children to not be able to go to
school and college, it has caused unbelievable fear and angst. I am scared that I will not have
hospital care if needed, and I am very afraid that I will be discriminate d against and will not be
able to live in this country. I feel like a Jewish in world War 2, and do not feel safe in this
country anymore.

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68298

How has it not? I want my life and freedom back

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68299

Business has been closed multiple times, massive loss of income, and massive loss of
income for my staff.

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68300

We have stop socializing Bad nerves

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68301

It has effected my life in every aspect

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68302

I have lived in fear for two years now. Fear that my co workers will find out my health stance
and I will be alienated.

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68303

Loss of income, stress on family, strained relationships, mental health issues with children that
may take a very long time to reverse

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68304

Increased anxiety and mental health issues were challenged. Segregation of relationships and
breakdown of society based on political agenda is disgraceful. The actions of the prime
minister are unbecoming of a healthy balanced leader. Both unacceptable and terrifying. I
became a second class citizen over night

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68305

Entirely, and extremely negatively. I oppose this erosion of our freedoms

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68306

Since it is my God given right by birth to live my life making decisions for myself, I don't like
being lied to about a non-existent pandemic, being told where I can and can't go because I
choose not to take an experimental jab that stops/prevents nothing, having to wear a diaper on
my face to go places, have these nonlaws divide families, friends, neighbours, coworkers and
countries. It's affected my ability to travel where I want. I now am very fearful over this, never
used, but absolutely illegal use of an act, with no support by real science, to use against a
peaceful movement to end all these BS "mandates", as to how else our NOT FIT FOR
OFFICE PM could use it to rob any or all Canadians of all we have/own, install martial law and
bring the NWO into this once great country.

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68307

Restrictions are unnecessary for the reasons given. If therapeutic medications had been used
before the Bioweapon was introduced this would be over now.

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68308

Very little faith in government

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68309

In almost every way possible ! Social life, mental well-being, work life, forced vaccinations,
restricted travel, restaurant restrictions etc etc. The list goes on !!

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68310

Have had regular activities cancelled. Less social contact.

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68311

It has me taking an unproven substance in my bloodstream in order to keep working. Wrong on
so many accounts

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68312

No job for the last year

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68313

All of the above

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68314

Negatively! Division. Separation. Coercion to take a vaccine I didn’t want to have my freedom.

2/18/2022 2:05 PM
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This isn’t my Canada. I’m scared for my children. Trudeau has to go.
68315

My 10 year old is suffering. His mental health, his self confidence, he is a quiet shy kid. He
has to wear a mask all day in class. He already has a dissabilty. He doesnt smile due to mask
wearing. My mental health has been affected as well. The divide the government and media is
pushing is really awful.

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68316

I have 4 kids that I need to feed that I have the privilege to take care of… I have been at the
same job working for the province of nb for 16 years !!! I was working from home testing 3
times a week and was let go on Nov 19 2021 .. even though I have been paying into ei since I
was 15, working full time until now I can not get ei??? I have never been on ei except for mat
leave for my 4 beautiful kids .. what has happened to Canada ?? You have to show ur papers
to work at McDonald’s lol how am I suppose to support my family? I love my job and my
country but it make me think to leave .. I don’t want this for my kids .. the way the prime
minister talks about the unvaxxed is disgusting!!! He has segregated us .. the faith I have in
my gov the government that should be working for the people that was elected by the people is
gone ..

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68317

badly, local business struggling, friends losing jobs, myself unable to fully engage in job search
because most good jobs now require proof of vaccination, divisions among friends and family,
distrust in governement, feeling like a lesser class citizen, unable to stay active with team
sports like indoor hockey.

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68318

Freedom we want and destitution of Pm Trudeau right now

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68319

Every way.

2/18/2022 2:05 PM

68320

I’m not allowed to work because I haven’t taken the vaccine. Since the end of November 2021

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68321

Not being able to participate in social events and dining.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68322

Sadness and depression. Isolation and division.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68323

Division between friends & family. Mentally draining. Financial burden.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68324

It has divided our family

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68325

Negative

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68326

My family, my teen attempting suicide several times, her schooling, our grands in school
wearing masks or motngo No, their entire education experience has a pathetic, jobs etc etc,
mental health, need i go on??

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68327

I have had friends die in hospital that I wasnt allowed to visit, I have faced severe depression
and my with and I both lost our job despite having confirmed immunity.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68328

Was laid off from work, isolation, depression.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68329

Very little social life.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68330

I used to work in the film industry, but due to the mandates and vax passes, I lost several
good paying jobs, a loss of income in the hundreds of thousands. Personally , the mandates
have caused great stress and division in my family and with friends . I have lost friendships,
and I have family members who have believed the deceitful and unscientific narrative that
unvaxxed people are sick and dangerous and therefore will not see me. I also personally know
8 people including my mother in law, who dutifully went and got the covid shots and yet they
have all suddenly and mysteriously died from un determinable cause , stroke or heart attack.
They were all healthy, strong individuals ranging in age from 35 to 65 and now they’re gone. It’s
devastating .

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68331

I lost my job in health care. Health suffered due to being denied access to gym. I was refused
access to my dad in a care home.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68332

Emptied my savings, negatively affected my social life and work situation.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68333

Mentally, emotionally and physically affected my life! Extremely negative and unclear for
because a cold or flu has been around for centuries!! Trudeau is a Draconian and tyrannical
dictator ... this breaks my heart !!

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68334

Lost of job and income. Debt increased because of inflation.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM
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68335

I was made to get a vaccine or lose my job

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68336

Lost my job and freedom to travel, go to restaurants and anything else that does not require a
Vax pass

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68337

I was put on unpaid leave at my job. Depression/anxiety in me and my two teenagers It's time
to live free again

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68338

It has caused me to be harassed by others and treated like a criminal for having a different
opinion than others

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68339

Mentally and physically

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68340

Closed my business. I lost faith in every politician at every level. My friend lost her daughter to
suicide.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68341

I worked in a grocery store thru the last 2 years of this pandemic, I've seen people go from
friendly to absolutely horrid due to all of this garbage. Those of us in retail were called heros for
2.5 seconds, then were crapped on for the rest. These mandates have created division and
hate, I am not vaccinated, nor will I be until there is solid proof that it actually works. I'm tired
of putting my life on hold, I've switched careers due to the abuse I endured working with the
public and I want to move on with life, no more restrictions.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68342

I LOST my job

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68343

It's destroyed my social life, negatively affected my children mentally, suffocated them, and
my daughter can't go to university now, my son can't participate in sports, my employment
options are severely restricted and many of my friends and family have taken part in a medical
experiment against their will, some have lost jobs and some have been hurt by the jabs.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68344

All mandates negatively impact my life

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68345

It's been devastating to my business, to my mental health and to many of my personal
relationships as the division grows stronger. Watching many other people suffer from the
restrictions far exceedingly than suffering from Covid.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68346

It affects everybody’s life it doesn’t want this crap anymore

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68347

N/A

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68348

It has cost me work and I will never take their experimental vaccine

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68349

I have to stay in my house because we can not visit and I am a senior

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68350

It has affected my business,my family,and my life mentality and financially.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68351

Loss of job, loss of friends, mental and physical well being.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68352

It has caused major mental health problems, we can't afford to pay rent, my 5 year old thinks
her grand parents don't love her, it's heartbreaking

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68353

It has made it very hard to stay financially stable. Also the division between friends and family
is very concerning. The mandates have negatively impacted every aspect of life

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68354

In so many ways! I have children who are struggling so much in school. One, who loves
school, does not want to go anymore because he can't breathe with the mask on. One has
such bad allergies that he pulls his down so he can get air and gets in trouble with his teacher.
This child has a heart condition! I cannot go see my father who had to be admitted to a care
home just before covid hit. I cannot see my children or grandchildren because of all the extra
funds it takes to get the PCR tests. Our Tx children came for Christmas, and they made them
go back and take more tests, saying that they had the wrong one. It cost them 3 days of hotel
stay and the EXTRA tests only to get back to the border with their new tests and be told they
did not need those new tests done!! Now for all the people I know that have died of 'covid' or
dropped dead of massive heart attacks just after the vaccine! SO MANY!!! 21 yr old, 34yr old,
32 yr old, etc!!! And my healthy son in law that got so sick after his first shot, but because he
was told he would lose his job, faithfully got the second dose. He got so sick that he could not
even walk. Now 2 times since then, he has become so very sick that he is delirious, and has
to be fed... and dragged to the bathroom by my 5ft nothing daughter because he cannot stay
on his feet! And this all happened after the vaccine, but the Dr will not classify it as a vaccine

2/18/2022 2:04 PM
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injury. Now, these are just a few things that have affected me! Never mind the fact that I am
still waiting for surgery!
68355

I am currently on unpaid leave from my school board after 22 years of excellent service as I
chose not to comply. Extortion and discrimination.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68356

Humanity has disappeared into the bowels of our demonized government by serving up fear as
the main-course. Humans are turning into robots.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68357

It s a crazy thing and just liing

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68358

Negatively on all aspects.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68359

Loss of freedom to go where and do what I want. Seen as a deviant because I do not believe
the Vax to be safe. Trudeau has treated the unvaxxed as pariahs and non people, he has
shown to be a terrible leader. I've been separated from my family. It has caused huge division
between my friends and extended family. Loss of the freedom to choose. Mandates have not
prevented the spread of covid with the vaxxed yet the unvaxxed are to blame.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68360

employment, financial, social

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68361

I am so done with all these mandates and restriction, we need to move on and live with Covid
like any other seasonal flu

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68362

Horrible, indescribable, loss of my job, destructive. I feel discriminated against, I feel like I
don't belong to the country I love so much, Isolated, bullied, coerced.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68363

I suffered significant income loss during the lockdown. I feel alienated and divided within my
community. I have suffered abuse and violence due to having a medical mask exemption and
for my choice to not receive the experimental injection. I have struggled with depression
throughout the pandemic. I have lost friends to suicide and domestic violence/murder. My
children have been suffering from depression and both now have mask exemptions after
developing respiratory issues from masking. I have changed careers due to mandates and
have lost all faith in the Canadian government.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68364

I own a long-haul trucking company that travels into the US and do not believe in the vaccine.
Both my daughters have also lost their jobs.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68365

I have to take CPR test every 72 hours in order to keep my job, even though I work from
home. Each test costs me $40

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68366

mental anguish.

2/18/2022 2:04 PM

68367

Terribly

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68368

Torn between homw schooling and gaining income, isolated, feel discrimination everywhere

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68369

isolated, can't see grandson, bad energy in some stores so I just want to stay home.

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68370

Its been annoying more than anything. I travel 6 months of the year and thats my truest
passion but I was unable to that these past two years. I have had to let go of two jobs, serving
and tour guiding, first because our industries got hit hard, secondly because it is unhealthy to
be running around a busy restaurant suffocating yourself continuously for 6 hours and thirdly
because I could not go back to work because of the vaccine mandates in 2021. I am blessed
that this hasnt hurt me as much as it is hurting others because I had always set myself up for
other income options but I am not making nearly as much money as I used to. I want this to
end for the people that are suffering in all the ways this pandemic has affected them. Its gone
on way too long. I stand by those that believe in the freedom of choice especially when the
choice is an ineffective one. This all needs to end now.

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68371

Absolutely!!!

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68372

Very little.

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68373

It has caused me pain and misery. It has left me feeling alone and without control of my life or
the world around me.

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68374

Potentially losing my job,

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68375

Depression…inability to see family…discrimination…

2/18/2022 2:03 PM
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68376

I haven’t been able to find work since 2019 - Trudeau has made an absolutely joke of our
government

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68377

I live alone and found it very isolating !!

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68378

Loss in work, activities for my kids, restrictions on were I can and can’t go, division between
friends and family.

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68379

Put in a state of depression

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68380

Lost of business and not being able to visit family out of province

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68381

Little to no socializing, friends and family fighting amongst each other, ha4d tobwatch my
grandchildren grow up in a messed up world... I could go on and on.

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68382

Yes

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68383

Unemployed since the first lockdown, always scrambling to pay bills and rent and get food,
Depressed, anxiety. Can’t go anywhere do anything

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68384

Being unable to see my mother in nursing home.

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68385

Cost me work n a whole lot of fucking money lost to not working!

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68386

It impacted my business! It took my basic freedoms as a Canadian citizen!!!

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68387

Stuck at home, can’t go anywhere, been shamed for standing for freedom and being unvaxxed

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68388

My children nor I can live our normal lives!! My kids can’t be kids it’s absolutely ridiculous!!!!

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68389

Working

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68390

Everyone is miserable

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68391

My job my liberty my family....my choise

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68392

I am unable to wear a mask and chose not to be vaccinated so I am very limited as to what I
can do outside the home. My son had to switch from public school to homeschool due to the
mandates (I won't mask him all day). We have missed out of time with family and friends. My
son is not allowed any extracurricular activities anymore. We live with the stress that my
husband's work could mandate vaccines at any time leaving him with the choice to either be
vaccinated against his wishes or lose his job.

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68393

Very negatively re it has pitted friends, family and neighbours against one another and is
destroying small businesses!

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68394

I have lost half of my income and get very anxious when prevented from breathing naturally.
It’s also very challenging to know our little guy even has to wear a mask outside at school.
That is not right.

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68395

Caused isolation ,depression. Family divisions

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68396

Traumatizing

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68397

Mental health suffered, family members bullied, ostracized, loss to suicide, unable to see my
grandmother for her last 16 months of her life. Unable to hug my mother at her father’s funeral,
no access to support during grief, wife placed on unpaid leave, reduced income as unable to
meet with people, increased debt load causing financial and marital stress, my 2 children with
hearing loss rely on lip reading and cannot communicate or learn as effectively

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68398

Mental torture. I am a vulnerable person but would rather I take the responsibility to protect
myself rather than it be dictated. I'm a responsible adult! Why should my grandchildren be
mandated?!

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68399

It has put me in fighter mode against everyone pushing any kind of mandate, and those who
are totally brainwashed into thinking this is good for everyone. This includes security
personnel, business employees and their managers, and ordinary people who try to push me
around.

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68400

I lost my job due to the mandates being placed onto my employment at the bank. I also
experienced domestic violence being home with my abuser due to the stay at home work
orders. The usual resources at community services were depleted almost immediately and so I

2/18/2022 2:03 PM
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was left living with my abuser for 1.5 years during the pandemic and undergoing emotional,
mental, physical, financial, and spiritual abuse. These mandates crushed my sole and killed
my spirit. The lack of support for domestic violence survivors is awful. The court system let
my abuser free after 18 months of getting hearings pushed back “due to COVID” they told me.
For 18 months, COVID kept a criminal and an abuser on the streets and he’s free walking
around today. He assaulted a minor and the same system let him off because they had to
“relieve the less severe” cases. COVID fucked up everything including the unjust Justice
system.
68401

Everthing

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68402

Divided my family

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68403

N/A

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68404

It has removed my ability to see my family and engage in social activities

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68405

Has broke family and friendships. Forced vaccination inflicted on our daughter even though
she had covid. No longer permitted to serve in my church as a leader because I wouldn't
vaccinate. People unreasonably fearful.

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68406

Almost lost my job.

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68407

My mother had breast cancer during the pandemic and her surgery was canceled but it did
eventually take place I have an autistic son this pandemic has destroyed him mentally,
physically emotionally endless I don’t know of he’ll ever be the same again

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68408

Depression among many other complaints.

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68409

It has taken away our right to eat in restaurants see our family and has kept us from seeing
our Grandma, but more importantly it has twisted the minds of those who feel terrified, when
they don't need to be so scared

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68410

Job losses Struggling to pay bills Mental health

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68411

Having 2 babies during this time has affected my mental health very badly due to not being
able to do in person groups with my children and take them places etc

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68412

It has divided Family , Friends, my way of living , I have be stressed for last 2 years I have
lost family do to suicides this Priminister must go along with his cabinet and jagmeet singh
must go as well he also is tyrannical, we the people have had enough . FREEDOM AND
PIECE.

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68413

The mental health and financial stability. Due to all these mandates we have suffered multiple
job losses and have been put in the worst financial situation we have been in.

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68414

bullshit divide and conquer

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68415

I, my husband and other close family relatives are immune compromised and/or immune
suppressed. These mandates are necessary to protect us and others in our medical situations.
People who want mandates to end are NOT thinking of the safety and well-being of others. And
those truckers! My husband is a trucker, he’s disgusted with the very selfish, self centred
arrogant thoughts and actions of the so called “freedom” convoy. We definitely DO NOT
support those truckers. They don’t give a sh*y about anyone but themselves!

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68416

Am on Leave With Out Pay since November 1st. 2021.

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68417

Its has created high anxiety that was not there before. It has created a sense of distrust with
our current government. I am now homeschooling due to my child developing
anxiety/germ/health related.

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68418

I am the father of 4 children , 2 of which are over the age of 12 and needed to be vaccinated in
order to participate in their sporting events. According to Medical data they are in a low risk
demographic and it doesn't make sense as to why they would need to be vaccinated with an
experimental vaccine that doesn't appear to have any effectiveness against transmission or
contaction of the COVID virus. I reluctantly got vaccinated so that I could attend and coach
children in their sporting events. It is my personal opinion that these lockdowns and mandates
have caused more harm than good for not only our children but for small business owners and
adults alike. For the record I am not anti-vax, I support immunization for other diseases and

2/18/2022 2:03 PM
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viruses as long as they are effective and substantially tested prior to distribution to the
masses.
68419

Mental and Emotional anguish due to the coercive medical mandates I had to succumb to for
air travel.

2/18/2022 2:03 PM

68420

Major intimidation Major dépression

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68421

I can't move about freely in my own Province let alone country. Neither can my children. My
seven-year-old daughters have to wear masks during gym class let alone throughout the day
for every other classes they have. My kids can't have a decent birthday party because there's
restrictions on how many people can be in your home let alone on your property. I can't go buy
a loaf of bread without covering my face. The day-to-day worry if your kids are going to be
taken away from you because you haven't chosen to get them vaccinated, the fear of not
being able to put food on your table because you're working as hard as he possibly can and it
still isn't enough even for a low-income family. You have to go to the grocery store every trip
and decide do I want a litre of milk or do I want a loaf of bread. You have to contest with court
orders for family, child care access for father or mother and try and figure out how you're going
to afford to pay for the gas to get your child back and forth. Covid is affected my life and my
kids life my family's life my friend's life more than I could ever lift in an online survey. It is a
disgrace to Canada a disgrace the Canadians what is taking place in our government today
and it needs to stop. The government has lost focus on who makes their paychecks, it's the
people of Canada, the government works for the people of Canada it's not the other way around

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68422

Dividing family, ending jobs and insulation that hasn't even preventing getting covid

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68423

It has affected EVERY FACET OF MY LIFE, INCLUDING MY HEALTH.

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68424

Restricted my life

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68425

Not being able to be doing the things I want. Not seeing family. Having acne on my face from
wearing masks.

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68426

It has taken away many things, and even more for my children... Not only us... The world...
The next generation... This is not what Canada was ever made for... Why should it start now...
This isn't about the man made virus anymore... Never has been.

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68427

Isolation depression poverty

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68428

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68429

Mental illness, depression, withdrawn from society and Social interactions, my kids are
suffering from a relationship from their friends and family, loss of trust in our Canadian freedom
and personal choices we have come to love about being Canadian..

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68430

Depression, anxiety My large family which was very close is now divided. My favorite brother
moved to Mexico because it is no longer safe in Canada. The unvaccinated are bullied and
name called etc by our Prime minister. We are imprisioned in our own country now for 2 years.
This is all leading to what our once beautiful country that is possibly turning into a communist
country if things don't dramatically change. The list goes on.

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68431

I cant go anywhere , my son cant practice sport, we cant celebrate my son birthday , he cant
breath well at school , i cant go to the hardware store if i got a house emergencie, etc etc its
too long to tell everything

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68432

No access to the majority of things that I liked to do in the past that made me have free will

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68433

No one has right to put poison in my body without my consent. Masc are ridiculous.

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68434

Made me feel like I needed a vaccine that gave me adverse health effects

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68435

Can't live my life

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68436

I lost my job as a nurse of 32 years

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68437

It negatively affected my social life, I don’t see most of my friends. I don’t travel often and
visit with my family and friends due to the mandates. The mandates also affected my physical
health when they closed the gyms and sports clubs. Wearing masks affected my breathing.
The mandates also negatively affected my mental health.

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68438

My daughter had Covid a year ago and is a long hauler. Her Dr says no vaccines, however, she

2/18/2022 2:02 PM
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is a nurse and can’t work because AHS won’t accept any exemptions. My mom is 93 and it
breaks my heart that for over six months she was shut up in her small room with no visitors
and no contact not even with the staff. They are all triple vaxxed.
68439

Yes loss of work separation seeing my family

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68440

restrictions, plus... I'm not purchasing very much which must be affecting all businesses

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68441

Positively. I work with vulnerable clients, and I have felt more confident in my ability to protect
them because of the mandates.

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68442

Friends family relatives are all affected and inconvenienced

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68443

It's terrible

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68444

Stress, financial

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68445

Made me feel hopeless

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68446

Stopped me from having the freedom to travel and do as I wish.

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68447

In every way has impacted my freedoms of choice and quality of life

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68448

Segregated

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68449

It’s made it rotten

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68450

its against the law

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68451

It has reduced all social interactions, torn apart my family, segregated and discriminated
against me and my family, taken away my rights as a Canadian Citizen and a person, and
made me feel like a prisoner. Made hospitals and other medical services as well as other
businesses unsafe due to the termination of experienced, skilled, knowledgeable and
competent Dr.'s and Nurses and staff and replaced them with unqualified and inexperienced
workers. Closed services and businesses that I would normally access and overall eliminated
completely any trust in the government and the media and made me fearful for the future.

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68452

Every way

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68453

Because I chose natural immunity (which I have after contracting and beating covid) I am
unable to attend restaurants, sporting events, concerts and even my gym. This has had a very
negative impact on my mental health . I fear the government has gone too far and they are no
longer following what the doctors of the world have said. And the fact that there has been no
discussion surrounding vaccine injuries is disturbing. I live in a free country, or at least I used
to. Now it feels like they are taking our medical freedom away. This is not ok. The truckers
would have never gone to Ottawa and disrupted the trade routes and city streets if these
draconian measures had never been put in place. People have lost their jobs and their lives
because of these measures. It is criminal.

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68454

Extremely angry at Gov

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68455

I have been forced into getting vaccinations I did not want in order to keep my job to support
my family. It’s been a huge burden caused incredible depression and stress and included
thoughts of suicide.

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68456

No job for myself and my wife

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68457

It has kept us from being with family.

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68458

Well let me see. Let me go with the biggest. I was a care aide for 25 yrs. Was making
3500.00$ a month. I won't take the Vax. Now I make 90.00 a week. I've lost my job. I've lost
my home and I'm hiding my unpaired for car so can at least get around for now. IVE LOST
EVERYTHING because of these mandates. Might as well just die at this point. I have nothing
left.

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68459

I feel stuck inside. Going day after day wasting away in my home.

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68460

Terrible. We have great Grandchildren that we couldn’t see we are in our 80 and forbidding us
to have FAMILY in our own home . I have never seen a Prime Minister so corrupt . He needs
to be booted out. IMMEDIATELY

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68461

Not going out. Not seeing people. Watching my granddaughter being abused by these

2/18/2022 2:02 PM
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mandates and places enforcing like schools!
68462

Its hell

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68463

It has now been 2 yrs affecting my life, in the social sector as a frontline worker

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68464

Only negative from this !!! The righ got richer and us well we struggle ..

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68465

Horribly my daughter wants to kill herself my husband is bin on unpaid leave for a year from
wrk because he cannot take that shot especially since he get reactions al has medical issues
and we are Christian filed for exsemption from bc hydro only to be set on ignore and deleted
.discusting pm discusting mandates

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68466

I have been segregated from society. I have been unable to attend funerals. I have been
unable to visit elderly Mother especially when she was in hospital. I have watched people lose
their job for no other reason than freedom of choice!! I have had people reach suicide levels
and anxiety and panic attacks out of fear of not being able to work and pay their bills. No PM
should be able to say "take the shot or NO job"!!!!

2/18/2022 2:02 PM

68467

I am no longer able to travel to work. I used to work at remote construction sites and mines
across Canada. Now I can’t fly so I can’t work. The heightened division and nasty rhetoric that
has been promoted by our politicians and legacy media has caused me and my family stress
and anxiety. It has reduced our social circle greatly and hurt family relations. My childrens’
education has suffered due to the lockdowns and disruptions and now my daughter may not be
able to attend college due to her status.

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68468

Job loss, loss of rights and freedoms, stress, and a big wake up to see the tyrannytaking
place in our free country

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68469

It has been horrible. I am a single mom who lost their job for 6 months out of the year last
year. Myself and my kids now have debilitating anxiety......I haven't seen our family in over 2
years. Including my elderly mother who doesn't have very long left......we can't even go visit
her. All of these mandates are terrible and unnecessary. Everyone is aware that Justin Trudeau
is a horrible human being. He is deliberately trying to destroy our economy, divide our country
and starve Canadians. He is not for the people. The mandates need to end ans Justin Trudeau
needs to be gone.

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68470

Everyway

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68471

Can't go anywhere without being surrounded by brainwashed garbage whom fell for the "virus"
hoax

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68472

Deep depression within my family. Suicidal incidents with many people we know. Chatting with
many children whom wish their lives were not now.

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68473

I’ve been discriminated against by my government due to my choice not to get vaccinated. All
these mandates yet it has done nothing to minimize covid.

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68474

Not being able to get together with family and friends. Can't go into restaurants.

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68475

Had to get vaccinated for work, unable to go out on dates with my boyfriend as he refused to
get vaccinated, itchy face from wearing masks. Disagreements with family and friends based
on views

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68476

Anxiety, lack of social interaction for my kids, segregation due to my personal, private health
choices, tension with family members, instability with constant changes
(opening/closing/cancellations, etc), travel restrictions for unvaccinated, fear of losing job due
to proof of vaccine mandate, needing to do rapid nasal testing to keep my job, hesitancy to go
to doctor or other professional businesses due to harsh enforcement of rules and ostracization,
school and church closures, sick of online everything

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68477

Every area of it. It does more harm than good. It causes divides and stigmas. It caused a lot
of depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68478

I have a son with mental health issues I support who cannot be vaccinated due to other meds.
There has been NO support from mental health right down to in person meetings and getting
his injections. We have had to find other resources to get it done. It has also cause family
division and separation. I cannot access otherwise public places.

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68479

All my life. My privacy, freedom of speech and yo travel

2/18/2022 2:01 PM
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68480

I am unable medically to get a vaccine, so I can not enter many places. Masks, which I must
wear to enter stores, or health buildings is difficult due to MS sensory issues. My children are
now suffering the affects of deep depression and needing to see professional help.

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68481

Mentally,spiritually,emotionally,physically,financially have impacted me and millions of
Canadian people across the country

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68482

Isolating, divisive

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68483

Mental health issues living alone and can’t see friends/family and do anything that promotes
health and wellness/stress relief!!!

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68484

I have seen so much discrimination with vaccine passports. People who can’t get vaccinated
are still punished, homeless don’t have cellphones for QR code. This impacted my job as a
nurse

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68485

Shut down my life!

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68486

Have created unnecessary disharmony with brothers & sisters on planet earth. Has caused me
to have no faith in government of Canada & mainstream media for perpetually not telling the
truth. Not good karma for all who have been a part of this operation.

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68487

Families being divided and unconstitutional

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68488

Lost friends and family I vouldnt say good bye too. I have felt like a outcast in my day to day
life oppressed at all shops and doctors offices with their mandates. Can't go watch my kids
play sports or have social interactions with friends and family. I've watched he'd everyone
around me suffer with depression and anxiety. Friends die of over doses and suicides. Friends
and family dying in hospital all alone. Than not allow to attend the funeral. This is the worst
thing to ever happen to canada EVER

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68489

Emmensely

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68490

Everything is affected , enough Said, all sphères of our lives are affected, family, work,
leisure,freedom mental health

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68491

Loss of work hours. Things to do with my child. Activities to do with family and friends. Has
made my depression worse.

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68492

Health concerns with my grand children, social interaction, division with family because I’m not
V

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68493

Afraid for our children's future.

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68494

Depression

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68495

My son couldnt play hockey

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68496

Friends have become depressed, sought counselling. Family members have recovered from
COVID after they quit isolating and welcomed family into their home to help care for them.

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68497

Isolation

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68498

Limit my ability to live freely

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68499

Communism Canada does not benefit anyone

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68500

As a young individual the cost of living has skyrocketed. I have completely lost hopes that I
will be able to afford my own house on day or be able to afford to have children. These
mandates have made life hard for everyone and it’s beginning to impact my mental health and
hope for a future.

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68501

Not at all. Get used to the way of life in the new world of increasing diseases and the
accompanying mandates to keep us as safe as possible.

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68502

Mental health, loss of friends, family, income. Every area!!

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68503

My Freedom & rights were removed as a canadian citizen & is unacceptable as a Canadian
citizen & Canadian tax payer

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68504

I was fired from my job, due to mandates.

2/18/2022 2:01 PM
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68505

It has cost me millions of dollars in business and my mother has a heart attack two days after
taking the vaccination. She has had numerous medical conditions since the vaccination and i
know that it is the cause.

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68506

Not having time to make educated decisions regarding vaccinations but having to choose
between getting it and my job….. I choose my job but it know so many have not! I have
enormous guilt when I got to a restaurant or a movie knowing others can not because they
didn’t get vaccinated.

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68507

All of them. I can work

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68508

Loss of business difficulties finding new employment currently in exile.

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68509

Divides people, stress,angzaety

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68510

Discrimination

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68511

It has had a complete break down both mentally, emotionally and physically.

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68512

I am depressed an can’t even think anymore my friends child died from shot no new nobody
cares tge government is out to kill us

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68513

I've lost friends/ family over the mandates.The province has been divided...I hate all the
division between the vaccinated and unvaccinated people ...people are dying and we can't pay
our respects to the families...We can't go see Loved ones in the nursing homes...MENTAL
HEALTH IS SOOOOO BAD !!!! I HATE THE CONTROL THE GOV'T THINKS THEY HAVE ON
US!!!

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68514

I feel segregated from my peers

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68515

Extreme discrimination lost friendships friendships Absolute segregation and a horrible
unnecessary way to treat human beings thanks for the common cold and flu

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68516

In all areas. List my job ad a registered nurse. Have become extremely depressed and major
anxiety. My children have had major issues with trauma from being masked and forced out of
school due to not being able to tolerate masking for 10 hours a day.

2/18/2022 2:01 PM

68517

Severe financial burden personally and professionally. Severe social disconnect Inability to
travel

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68518

I am constantly worried and stressed about the overreach that these mandates represent. All
of it stopped being about a virus and became all about control.

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68519

made me a prisoners in my own home

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68520

Can’t take a plane to visit my family affected with severe anxiety depression

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68521

Discrimination

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68522

I have been unable to be a part of my 88 yr old moms life, or watching my grandchildren grow
up, celebrate birthdays, and other functions. Suffered from huge depression and anxiety
myself. I have also had medical Apts that have not been carried out due to closed doctors
offices etc...the list is endless!!!

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68523

My 1.5 year old has never known a normal life. My 5 year old only knows masks and
distancing. Only knows to be scared of others. This is ruining our kids.

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68524

Mentally detrimentally and intensely irreparably. Financially, stressfully and far worse than any
virus has done.

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68525

My family has not had the choice to participate in any kind of entertainment ex. Movies,
restaurants, etc. We feel segregated and made to feel less than others because of our
choices.

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68526

Financially and emotionally draining.

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68527

It has affected my kids more than anything. And my husband who has had to work from home
for the last 2 years with no office social interaction.

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68528

kids school experience destroyed, family divided, mother in law depressed, hatred/division in
community

2/18/2022 2:00 PM
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68529

I’m lucky that it hasn’t affected me personally, but I’ve felt for my friends who have lost their
jobs.

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68530

Lost my job and friends

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68531

Family, income sanity travel

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68532

In everything

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68533

Its affected my children in many ways. Divided my family ,friends , coworkers. Many stranger.
im hairdresser lost clients on my choices and beliefs . sad for our world

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68534

It has restricted me from living my life as a missionary.

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68535

There is no way I was able to be by my mother who died in my neighbouring province early in
May while she laid for 3 months in a hospital bed. Ridiculous!!!! I have had no contact with my
grandchildren in Alberta or Europe during Covid. I have been the main caregiver of 2
grandchildren in Saskatchewan for 8 months due to daycares closing and schools closing. The
government has no recent data about the effectiveness of the vaccine so maybe they found
out it’s not as effective as first thought? Divisive language has changed the landscape of our
country. I am triple vaxed, but our leader has changed significantly since being elected in
2015. The change is very unsettling.

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68536

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68537

Divided families, isolated those who need family support and created a mental health crisis
that will continue for years and instilled fear in children

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68538

I lost my job up north for not getting jabbed and lost $100, 000/year because of these
mandates! I also lost my business as well and was closed for 6 months! Tell me how any
person can survive this way? The government has taken my right to earn a living and this need
to stop and my life needs to be resumed!

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68539

Terrible. Depression and alcoholism.

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68540

Loss of income as a travel agent Loss of friends loss of income for my husband means our
lifestyle has changed dramatically tired of hearing about covid tired of hearing about all the
conspiracy theories would like life to get back to a normal democracy without the loss of
freedoms and the arguments that surround the whole situation

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68541

I have asthma and can't wear a mask. I will not get vaccinated because I believe it is
unessecary. This caused me to quit school. I suffer from depression and just want the world to
be a better place. We gotta fight for our country's rights to freedom or more ppl like me will
commit suicide. We need a new proper democratic government. Fight for our freedoms so we
may live healthy, happy lives and go to work to get out of debt.

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68542

Depression

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68543

The mandates have negatively impacted the mental and physical health of myself and my
children.

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68544

Every aspect of my life has been affected. I could write a book.

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68545

Lost my fucking job

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68546

It’s so divisive I’ve lost friends, alienated some family. Very stressful.

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68547

It’s impacting my life in all ways

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68548

Sucks

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68549

Lost friends and socicalizing. Lost the bond of family brother doesnt talk any more. PM has
caused such a divide in the country because of this crap

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68550

Reduced income to our family businesses. Travel reduced. Unnecessary tests

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68551

i am facing loosing my home, and dealing with depression

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68552

Had to Quit my job because of forced vaccines

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68553

I cannot fly to see my granddaughter who is about to have an operation which makes it
necessary to hire someone (that isn’t jabbed) to drive me as I do not drive long distances

2/18/2022 2:00 PM
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anymore. It also makes me ashamed of our government. Who is no longer addressing the
needs of Canadians.
68554

I consider not getting vaccinated but did for my job. I recently lost an uncle to COVID he was
in nursing home and was triple faxed yet still he passed away. No my mother in law is in
palliative care and only now can the family visit because she is dying. We have lost 2 years
without her and I am sure she felt abandoned during the last 2 years. To much pain and
suffering has been cause due to these mandates.

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68555

I did not see my daughter get married and now I will miss the birth of her first child.

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68556

I own a pet boarding business. If no one can go anywhere, I loose business. My staff have lost
their jobs!

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68557

They have affected ever day life

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68558

Loss of income, closures of small business, impact on mental health and wellness, complete
loss of trust in the government and police

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68559

Less socialization, kids wearing masks in school, mandatory testing to keep my job, change in
relationships over vaccine status

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68560

#GODWINS

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68561

No freedom of choice, more stress, I work in hospital and no extra sick patients but stressed
out moms not able to have supports in labor, patients who don’t feel they have a choice for
their own bodily autonomy for asymptomatic testing, management telling us not to tell our
patients that it’s a voluntarily test. Not being able to go to a funeral of a family friend of 35yrs,
not being able to visit my sister who lives in fargo, ND with my family without needing to
isolate my asymptomatic children upon return and not allowed to fly mask free and mandated
PCR tests. Waiting in the cold when they reduced capacity in grocery stores last year. More
attempted and succeed suicides in my home community. Attempted by my cousins son. More
drug abuse. patients if mine not getting prenatal care and a family member who was told to get
vaccinated cause her husband wouldn’t be able to attend their first born birth in hospital. She
had her baby at home with Doulas. But had retained placenta and had to go to emergency. My
daughter who has had to be around masked daycare providers for 2.5 yrs and she’s now just
4yrs old and needing speech assessment for not getting the proper exposure to faces in her
every day life. Working overtime and on call shifts to cover those who tested positive but
weren’t symptomatic. For coworkers who tested positive in the USA and on return had to
quarantine to federal laws which were significantly different than provincial delaying in getting
her back to work.

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68562

Divided my family, spouse lost his job

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68563

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68564

Negatively

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68565

I have a divided family really have loss friends been in Girl Guides for 40 years and got kicked
out.

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68566

Mentally and emotionally. My children are homeschooled now due to masking mandates and
vax clinics at schools, leading to a reduction in our income.

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68567

In every way !!

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68568

I had no choice when deciding to go to school to become a psw . I was told if you don’t get the
shot then you can’t go to school . I wanted to better my self in life and the only way to do that
was from a vax

2/18/2022 2:00 PM

68569

Unemployment. Feeling of being ruled over...not freedom!

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68570

The amount of insanity and hatred between fellow Canadians. We have always had our
differences, but we always had the same goal, usually. Now? I have had family membera and
25+ year friendships end over this

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68571

Poorly has I am a veteran that was trying to fit in a society that don’t accep people with mental
disability and this has been harder and has stop me from being able to go out and do my own
things very hard on the head

2/18/2022 1:59 PM
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68572

Being forced to be vaccinated which has resulted in heart problems and neurological issues.

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68573

Negatively

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68574

The mandates have discriminated against due to our position. The mother of my 2 eldest
daughters passed away during this time and is still yet to be buried due to mandates. My
children’s schooling for the last two years has been less than acceptable. I am unable to
workout due to the discriminatory mandates as well. This among a great deal of other
unmentioned events are absolutely unacceptable in a free country! Our Prime Minister is an
absolute failure to top it all off.

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68575

Destroyed my faith in politicians

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68576

Since getting vaccinated arthritis has become 100% worse

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68577

We are living and terrible situation we need to see the light we want for Freedom back that God
has given us🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏💔💔

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68578

I have lost my job, and freedom of movement.

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68579

I work in health care and it has not been good.

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68580

Can’t take my kids to do fun things couldn’t visit family in hospital

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68581

I haven’t been able to fly to see my husband who has to work 15hrs from where we own a
house That isn’t selling because the town was an long town that is now a ghost town Haven’t
been able to eat in restaurants or a pub I’m Canadian I pay taxes in this country

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68582

Not much as we barely followed them😀Had more social interaction in the last 2 years than in
10 years

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68583

Masks give me headachs

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68584

The illogical mandates of the last two years have brought forward feelings of despair in myself
and many in my circles. There is no scientific validity to cloth masks straining out viruses from
our airways (I worked in a Level 2 biohazard lab and have a Ph.D. in Toxicology). I was loosing
faith in humanity. I have a legitimate allergy to vaccines (history of very severe allergies) so
reducing my right to be free is not constitutional or beneficial in any way, shape or form.

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68585

Completely since i’ve been forced to give up my freedom of speech, assembly, travel and
others. My entire family is divided, mainstream news is proaganda and fake, and our idiot
prime minister is trying to divide our country to become a dictator. Need i say more?

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68586

I am estranged from family for my choices, I do not feel safe in my country, I am unable to
travel freely, my son can not get a job due to his medical choices

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68587

It sucked … the last two years being controlled by our government. Where did the freedom of
choice go ?

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68588

Made it impossible to give my kids the school experience they deserve.

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68589

Held hostage twice in my life

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68590

Has divided my family has locked me up for 2years high mental strain and the list goes on

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68591

Feel like I’m in a cage and can’t do anything

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68592

Ruined

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68593

I have 2 boys in school... need I say more

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68594

Kept me from seeing my friends and family

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68595

It's scared everyone around me for no reason because they trust the fake news. My children
are isolated from what they live to do best. Sports and be free with their friends

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68596

Negatively. My father is in the hospital ( not covid related) and is limited to 2 visitors ( not just
at a time, 2 visitors since he was admitted)

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68597

I have been kicked out of stores for refusing to disclose my personal medical information. I
have nothing against vaccines per se, but I should not have to tell everyone I have had one to

2/18/2022 1:59 PM
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eat in a restaurant. I have also had businesses refuse to serve me even though the law says I
am exempt from mask mandates.
68598

My father was denied surgey because of covid and died 3 months later

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68599

Limited my Constitutional & Charter Right freedoms. Treated as "the other" at work and at
home from all the negative rhetoric shown on the media and from the PMs/BC Premier's/BC
PHOs press releases. Denied basic service at shops. Stress regarding ever changing unclear
rules & issolation (both socially & physically).

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68600

My depression is through the roof. I am mask exempt but there are businesses that refuse to
recognize any exemptions. I have been bullied, treated like a leper while told to stand outside
to do business. I used to enjoy browsing and mingling with other people - now I dread having to
enter any place of business, expecting to be swarmed by mask nazis. This is no life.

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68601

My child with Autism was suicidal over the lockdowns. My child with learning disabilities has
fallen so far behind that we feel hopeless. I have removed my children out of the school
system to preserve their mental health and am working full time while homeschooling. We are
hurting Canadians.

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68602

Seeing people

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68603

Depression, agitation, ruined family relationships, economically, etc.

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68604

Absolute destruction, of my business, my family relationships and my freedoms. It's an
outrage!

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68605

Job lost

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68606

Isolation

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68607

Everyday

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68608

My mother is in Long Term Care she was on lockdown for quite some time and it made her
sick, we were not allowed to see her she took a bad fall and we fought to get a FaceTime with
her, it broke our hearts! The Elderly has been on Lockdown way too much, it is killing some of
them! I was forced to get vaccinated in order to see my mom and I fought it for awhile but I
gave in to two vaccines but no booster! I have multiple allergies and was terrified of the
vaccine! I know friends who had major side effects from these jabs! freedom has been taken
away from us for two years by a Dictator who only cares for himself and his partners in crime!
He has no interest helping Canadians and never did!

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68609

Every way possible

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68610

Ruined friendships, caused depression, had children vaxxed against my will, aftaid for my
childrens future. Loss of bodily autonomy. Was not able to travel, no trust in authorities now,
aware of crimes against humanity

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68611

Mentally, emotionally and physically. Enough is enough! Let us live our lives in freedom

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68612

Loss of income , anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68613

Horribly, I had to pay to come to work! I don’t know if my daughter can attend University! My
daughter lost out on doing volleyball for grade 12 and lost out on possible scholarships! She
has depression now. Kids bullied them. I could go on and on!

2/18/2022 1:59 PM

68614

Missed time with loved ones. Took away my ability to watch & support my kids play sports.
Division of family & friends. Isolation & depression. Opened my eyes to the Government only
being after power and not the best interests of the Canadian people.

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68615

Divided our society

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68616

Lost income. My children have been robbed of a normal school and activity experience.

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68617

I have become unemployed due to daycares having to cut down on staffing. I couldn't get my
daughter back into a subsidized daycare after my maternity leave. My work allowed me to
work from home before I went on maternity leave but when my mat leave ended they refused
to let me work from home. I can't afford to pay full price for daycare especially for two children.
My boyfriend now is supporting myself, my daughter and our son and we are barely getting by.
I am now suffering mentally from all the mandates. I have severe anxiety because I never
know if what Simon said yesterday is the same as what Simon says today!

2/18/2022 1:58 PM
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68618

I lost my job...unpaid leave

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68619

I cannot take part in everyday life with those who are vaccinated. I cannot worship and there is
more.

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68620

I have been disassociated from the crowd on the left. Not able to go to restaurants. Made me
feel like a second class citizen

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68621

I have lost my income and am struggling to meet my and my family's basic needs.

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68622

The hate and rhetoric have nearly destroyed my country. It has destroyed my social life
outside of family. I shop and have many necessary appointments in a town 70km away. I don't
wear a mask due to being on oxygen and unable to breathe but with all restaurants closed it
has meant no food for the day except burgers eaten in the vehicle. Having a nice lunch was
one of the main pleasures of a trip to town. I have also gotten used to Amazon shopping if that
is what this was about.

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68623

I lost my job due to mandates

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68624

I can’t work and all of the decisions made around this have been divisive, unhealthy and made
by people with corrupt agendas

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68625

I no longer go out,I have family who have lost jobs due to their vaccine choice

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68626

No dining out No worship in person No activities for our kids

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68627

Business, church, isolation, I have a 31/2 year old and it has been really hard.

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68628

Job, friends, family

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68629

Quality of life and health

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68630

Isolation has affected my mental state,we are made to enjoy fellowship with others

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68631

Can not travel to the US

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68632

In every way

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68633

It has caused me to become depressed and confused with reality of life. I am unsure if I will
ever feel happy again

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68634

They have discriminated and caused hatred and division in my community.

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68635

Every way financially, emotionally and physically!! Trudeau has clearly divided and pitted
Canadians against one another by his abusive rhetoric and the fact that he ABUSED due
political process and has not permitted science to be properly reviewed!!

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68636

It took my Freedom away from seeing my family. my wife lost her job, my daughter lost hers.
we cant see our family because the government has threatened us with fines if we did. You are
segregated from going to eat in Restaurants if you are not vaccinated. They are forcing us to
wear mask everywere you go eventhough there is no science to back that up. Life is very
scary right now with these Draconian mesures implemanted by Trudeau who profits from these
vaccines.

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68637

Not much of an impact

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68638

Made me a very lonely person

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68639

I lost my job so have financial difficulties. Has affected me socially and my mental health as I
can't go out and socialize .

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68640

Isolation & loneliness

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68641

I’ve lost my job, and all my freedom, very disappointed in Canadian government

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68642

I have been unable to support my local business as i am un vaxed i have not enjoyed being
with friends and family!!!!!

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68643

As a 76 yr old women, I never did stop seeing my children , grand children. I never stopped to
hug them. I am vax free, they are not, they were all sick at Christmas, and I was not. That
tells me enough. It has restricted me from going to church, eating out, and meeting with those
who were driven by fear, because of what the news was telling them.

2/18/2022 1:58 PM
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68644

Health deteriorated , lack of physical activity, attempt to break us mentally

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68645

Loss of income and freedom

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68646

It has affected my children’s lives more than mine. I can live without doing things but I would
prefer to have the freedom to do the things I’ve always done

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68647

I got vaccinated against my will to keep my job My boyfriend got vaccinated against his will to
keep his job My children complain of heads and suffocating feeling being in a mask all day at
school My children are distressed that they cannot play with their friends They have been told
they have to mask outside and if they aren't masked they can't play with the other children.(My
daughter has chosen on numerous occasions to remain alone outside and not play so she can
actually breath) The distress, the isolation, the fear, the division this has caused in my
extended family, it's awful and it is unlawful

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68648

It took what little humanity remained in people and turned it into fear.

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68649

Family

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68650

It hasn't. I knew the pandemic was bullshit day 4. We never played along.

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68651

Second class citizen status

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68652

Nil

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68653

Loss of work and can’t afford to live

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68654

Loss of time with family, colleagues, friends, exploration of the world around me, connection
with my community, experiencing my last chance to attend my own graduation

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68655

In every way.

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68656

I live away from my family in a different province, I can't even go home to see them and when
I do have the opportunity to do so I have to quarantine for two weeks. Which cuts into the time
I see my family. It gets harder and harder to find employment that you don't need a vaccine for
now

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68657

It’s made me lonely to the point of contemplating suicide. It’s so damaging to us all

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68658

in a very negative way - and has affected our health due to the stress of no longer going
swimming, exercising and socializing. Can't see our son across the border.

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68659

Medically, mentally, socially, family visits.

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68660

Depressed, made people angry and divided

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68661

In our family, my kids haven’t seen many family members for 2 years, immediate family
member was forced to get vaccinated to keep job, even though most often works alone, and
not in a high risk setting. Same person was forced to pay for their own antigen testing, even
though it was provided by the province for free. This a was financial burden by a municipal
employer. Social segregation, not being able to partake in activities, such as sporting events,
restaurants, my kids participating in sports, and other interests (such as cadets) or being able
to watch my kids in those activities. Educational disadvantages in the long run. Masking is
causing kids to suffer long term learning as well as having to participate in gym with a mask on
which is deadly. The social development of toddlers has been damaged, which effects may not
be seen for many years.

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68662

I was coherced medically

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68663

What life?

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68664

Depression, and job opportunities

2/18/2022 1:58 PM

68665

Loss of life‘s enjoyments. My children have lost two years of their education due to the
lockdowns, I was forced into getting vaccinated to keep my job, I have lost time with family
who are terminally ill because of the mandate saying you’re only allowed five people in a home.

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68666

I am afraid. Mental toll, job loss

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68667

Very isolated from others & not being able to go anywhere, especially restaurants, lost many
friends because of division, also friends that passed away unexpectedly from the jabs !!Very

2/18/2022 1:57 PM
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sad for all Canadians.
68668

Too many ways to describe. devastating

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68669

Mentally struggle, lost sports, lost friends. School isn’t fun anymore

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68670

Forced to get a shot i did not want so i could continue to work heading to a dr apointmet in ten
minutes because i have had muscle issues since the day after my last shot i did not want to
begin with

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68671

It affect my breathing and my mind

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68672

Cant see anyone,cant sneeze cough anything people look at you if you have a plaque. JUST
SICKENING...TAKIN IT TOO FAR.NEEDS TO BE STOPPED NOW.

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68673

It has affected my children in so many ways. If I knew we would be living in a communist
country, I would have moved before having children.

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68674

Depression anxiety

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68675

I LOST MY JOB

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68676

My husband lost his job of 35 years because he did not want to risk his life with an
experimental vaccine. I eventually got 2 doses and regret every moment since. My 2 year old
grandson was born at the start of covid and has speech/learning disabilities. Health
professionals are saying it's lifestyle change due to covid. My 5 year old grandson has had
soccer canceled 2 years in a row with no refund. He also said he couldn't sing Happy Birthday
at Daycare because "it was not safe". My grandkids dont understand and we try shield them
from the insane covid protocols as much as possible. I was denied entry to a funeral of
someone who meant the world to me! I won't give in. I may have lost some friends, but if they
are gone, they must not have been important. My daughter suffered mental health issues pre
covid. Covid sure did not help gwr state of mind and she is double vaccinated. Thankfully my
immediate family even though we may not agree all the time, the love is stronger. That's what
matters most. I am not a political person by any means, but this past 2 years I have to say I
am disappointed to have a Prime Minister like Trudeau.

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68677

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68678

i have gone threw a great deal of depression and anxiety. i have lost two friends to suicide over
the course of the pandemic, and had my cousin on suicide watch as well. the mandates have
made me feel like a second class human. my sons education has been seriously effected in a
negative way and is now being considered for special needs. Had he been able to be in class
learning he would have been able to grow the skill set needed to deal with in person class
learning. I have been unable to visit family as they are in fear from the medias management of
information and scare tactics.

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68679

I haven’t been able to see my 96 year old Mom who is in a nursing home, haven’t been able to
go to funerals of loved ones. And I have trouble breathing wearing a mask, and have missed
Christmas with my kids and grandkids and many other issues!!

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68680

Limited association, I have been judged, and labeled as a fringe minority and unacceptable

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68681

Isolation, feeling socially ostracized, anxiety, loneliness, loss of my job

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68682

My children have increased anxiety from being distanced and from the fear spread by the
media and government. They have been negatively impacted in school by having to distance.
Their social and emotional learning had been negatively impacted. My own anxiety and
depression has risen greatly. My husband almost lost his job. He had to choose to be
vaccinated even though he did t after in order to continue to provide for our family and meet
our financial obligations. My place of work closed for our a good chunk of the last 2 years. The
division between people caused by these mandates has caused people to mistrust each other.
I also had a baby in July 2020. The anxiety caused by the hospital closures to labor and
delivery causes slot of anxiety. And the stress of not knowing if my husband could be with me.

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68683

Home to Work and back home. No life. No freedom of choice the more that vaccine does not
protect you from getting Covid which is staying with us forever and needs to be treated like flu

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68684

Mentally

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68685

Restrictions for going to church, visiting family. Dramatic differences opinions between myself

2/18/2022 1:57 PM
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and “friends “ To maintain some friends, always having to check what I say to not always have
an argument.
68686

I have been put on an unpaid leave of absence due to my deeply held religious beliefs against
all things COVID-19.

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68687

Terribly

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68688

I Feel left behind by my government which has turned people against on another because of
their personal beliefs and choice, I have had covid twice, and I believe i have self immunity but
still not recognized from our governmented because why they feel a vaccine is the only way to
save people well I dont want to hear in 5 - 10 years from now that the vaccine was bogus....
follow your heart..

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68689

Inability to provide for my 3 children. Horrific separation & mental in wellness in everyone I
know and work with.

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68690

Depression

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68691

Can’t travel, eat in public spaces, ring my child to games or other indoor activities…

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68692

Mentally

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68693

Isolated and depression

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68694

Hasn’t, live and work in First Nation territory.

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68695

Losing my job

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68696

Restricted from social interaction, breathing problems. Loss of Charter rights

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68697

Segregation from family and friends, lost time at work, unwanted arguments over freedoms,
lost friends, huge inflation that’s only getting worse, refused medical service, hurt by doctors,
Ignored by politicians and children getting a failed education by a system that was already
hurting.

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68698

Lack of socializing sucks for fear of the healthy. Give me a break, this has to stop. People
inside the hospitals give inside news. There was no pandemic, there never was. Stop the
insanity. This is getting beyond ridiculous. I'd like to add my inappropriate words for this action
but it ain't worth it. God have mercy on you!!!

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68699

In almost every aspect of life

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68700

I have become discriminated against, in my own country, province, and community.

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68701

Upset conditions turmoil what’s the truth ????

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68702

It’s caused a lot of depression and anxiety in myself and my children. We feel isolated and
unsafe. It has caused a huge financial burden on our family as well. I could not continue to
work because of all the mandates

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68703

Forced to be vaccinated so I could spend Christmas with my family with pain in my arm since
the second vaccination. Restricted travel kids not experiencing school or social life as they
should such as living without hiding behind a mask music lessons normal birthdays etc and
the list goes on!

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68704

How hasn’t it affected my life?

2/18/2022 1:57 PM

68705

Caused me to stay home and become depressed

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68706

Depression. Lost faith in news media and gov

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68707

A feeling of morbid uncertainty and anxiety to each day. Most of my relationships have been
strained in one way or another. A feeling of no control... anger and resentment towards those
who cannot see what is actually happening to our once free and democratic society.
Hopelessness and loss in almost every aspect of life. Having two school aged children also
brings an added weight, not knowing what the future holds for them and future generations.

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68708

It has taken a lot of control and free will from us. Travel, work, and the devision of family and
friends

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68709

5 friends dead from suicide My children bullied every single day My grandchildren burnt from

2/18/2022 1:56 PM
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hand sanitizer My daughter mouth sores and facial scarring from masks at work all day I'm no
longer employed because cruise ship service is shut down My husband is so agitated, he now
has Afib and an autoimmune disease and can't work Our income has gone from 5000.00 a
month to 1500.00 Our home is now worthless, our town has lost all small business Hundreds
of people I know have been injured from the Vax Too many to count I do NOT know any one
who is happy except politicians I can go on for days!!!
68710

To say horribly negatively would be an understatement

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68711

I’ve not changed my life style but I’ve always looked after my own health and don’t get sick ! I
however seem to much suicide from kids friend and 35-50 get I’ll from vaccine ! It was 99.97
percent survival and kids poor kids

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68712

Hard

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68713

It's has greatly effected my children's education and mental health.it has effected my work snd
childcare situation.it has effected my life in many ways all negative

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68714

Made things difficult

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68715

Business, family mental illness, restrictions to visiting elderly

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68716

It hasn't other than the necessity of protecting myself from a potentially deadly virus. I'm like
everyone, tired of it all and my personal opinion is that if as many people as possible got
vaccinated perhaps we might turn the curve on it all.

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68717

Mental Health- family and relatives torn apart by opinions and fears. Forced to have jab,
resulting in irreversible damages to my health

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68718

My son has been removed from his medical residency program by the University of Alberta for
not being vaccinated. My other unvaccinated son was removed from Grande Prairie College for
not doing the correct PCR tests.

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68719

Lost my income, mental health is at risk. Can’t see my new grand baby. Husband has lost
massive wages.

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68720

Prisonnier on myhome

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68721

Not being able to see my family in other provinces due to vaccine mandates for flying.

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68722

The mandates have caused great stress on my financials, unable to find work. Division of
family members and friends, it's been heart breaking. Enough is enough, the pandemic is over
let's move on and live with the flu just like we always have in the past.

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68723

Finacially, publicly, personally.

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68724

It fucking wrecked 2 years of my life, it took my job, my right to work, my social circle was
completely destroyed. This needs to end now. And Trudeau needs to either be forced out. Or
resign. Enough is enough. The carbon tax can be canceled as well. There's no infrastructure
for a green society yet, so why tax when there's no fix for the problem yet. All it does is raise
our cost of living. Find a solution then make a tax.

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68725

Threat to job and well-being, basic necessities, mental health.

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68726

My metal health is suffering badly

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68727

It has depressed me emotionally due to missing out on visiting friends, going to funerals and
weddings and travelling. I want my freedom back!!

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68728

I am a FREE citizen. If I wanted to live in a dictatorship, I would move to Russia or Korea.
This must end now !!!!

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68729

ridiculously unable to enjoy my freedoms

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68730

My children’s mental health, a divided and broken family, my ability to travel, work and enjoy
life’s God given freedoms.

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68731

Emotionally and mentally. I have lost family members and friends because of his
incompetency and lies

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68732

I have suffered heavy losses in my business, i haven't been able to spend time with my
family,it has violated my charter of rights and freedom

2/18/2022 1:56 PM
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68733

No work

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68734

Very restrictive. I have COPD and wearing a mask makes it very tough to breathe.

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68735

Kept me safe

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68736

I lost my job, then lost my father - I was unable to bury him. My sisters were unable to enter
the country to say goodbye. I got another job then list it because I refused to be vaccinated in
keeping with my spiritual and conscientious beliefs. My marriage has suffered, my ability to
parent has suffered. I have thought about suicide just about every day for 4 months. I can't
leave the country. My family is spread out across canada and out of the country. We are
unable to see each other due to being unvaccinated and unable to travel or cross borders.

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68737

100%

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68738

Oui sa affecte ma vie je suis diviser insulter par du monde qui sont vacciner et ma fille a subit
des effets suite a un vaccins

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68739

I have been terminated for refusing the vaccination after 12 years of faithful service as a
critical care RN. It's frustrating because these measures are illogical, not based on science
and not proven effective. The vaccinations have caused many serious side effects that I have
personally witnessed in my small town hospital. My Nursing team in already short staffed and I
am one less person to serve our community. Let us protect those who need protection not turn
the world into chaos for no apparent benefit. My husband also has not been able to travel for
work.

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68740

I lost my job even though I haven't been sick in 2yrd and I never never never got anyone else
sick because guess what, they lied, you can't have covid without symptoms. Lying, murderous
sacks of shit!

2/18/2022 1:56 PM

68741

Mandate is not law; however, people have been brainwashed by govt corporation and media to
believe it is law. "Law enforcement", the legal system and politicians work for corporations,
pushing their products and industries on the Peoples of these lands, stealing resources from
Original Peoples for profit and the ones who benefit are the greedy wealthy. The
pharmaceutical industry and other industries have hijacked our country to suit their greed,
making trillions of $s off of fear. If there truly was a pandemic, there should not have been
black Friday and boxing day sales. People have lost jobs, can't get jobs, can't pay bills, losing
homes, not able to buy foods, having bank accounts closed because, even though there is this
supposed pandemic, even though the bank has been making trillions off of peoples, they could
not help out when needed the most. The vax passport system is the route to a
fascist/communist/totalitarian system. Families and friends are divided. Politicians have
instilled fear and prejudice in people's and have created the division, which is illegal. The govt
corporation is corrupt and needs change. The de facto govt must be replaced by the new de
jure govt of Original Peoples.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68742

Socially by not allowing me to visit or have gatherings with family and friends near also not
able to fly to see my children and grandchildren living away. It has kept me from visiting my
elderly relatives in nursing homes and hospitals. It has affected my physical health by longer
wait times for doctor appointments, tests and procedures. It has affected my mental health
because of more anxiety and depression. It has had a negative effect on every aspect of my
life and on my loved ones.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68743

Emotional damage

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68744

Emotional, psychological distress, separation from family and friends, loss of income

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68745

I was fired from my job. My family was discriminated against.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68746

Impacted relationships with family and friends. Impacted ability to enjoy life in general

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68747

Societal segregation. Mass disrespect. Fear to leave the house. Not because of the virus but
because others are given the “okay” to be disgraceful to others for not wanting these
mandates. Kids missing out on a lot.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68748

Lost confidence in our government

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68749

Have not been able to see family, attend movies, concerts, meetings.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68750

Financially

2/18/2022 1:55 PM
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68751

Isolation, poor adolescent mental health, connections with family

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68752

Division between families & friends & pur whole country- stress from restrictions -loss of
personal freedoms and control over my own body.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68753

I just find them confusing and nonsensical. Why can a non-vaccinated person cook my food
and serve it to me but they're not allowed to join me for dinner? Vaccinations should be a
choice at this point

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68754

It has affected the small business that I work at.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68755

Took away my freedoms

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68756

Negatively

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68757

Loss of income for over a year. Mental health declined as did my childrens. Being denied entry
to my child’s school. Losing work to be at home while kids were mandated to stay home. The
segregation put a strain on relationships within my circle. Inability to attend family members
funerals who never died from covid. Decline in health care needs non covid related. The
inconsistency in how the last two years have been handled leads me to question why I should
have any faith and trust in the leaders of our country. No one will listen to the people.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68758

Negatively in every aspect

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68759

Financial hard, mentally draining and has left me less trustful of government and media

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68760

Family division and fighting. Segregation, being made to feel like a 2nd class citizen in my own
country.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68761

Badly

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68762

Less work, thus less money, more stress on the family. Especially kids not being able to live
normally. Can't travel outside Canada now with threat of provincial boarder lockdowns. It's
making us want to leave Canada I don't know how they can want to do this to people...

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68763

We just do not want to lose our Freedom and turn into a communism country, vaccines are not
the whole problem, it’s our Gov who needs to come out to have the debate, if they would have
met with truckers to settle this, life would be back to normal for everyone.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68764

Division, not permitted to spend time with friends and family who are now gone (not Covid
death). Robbed of precious time with new babies, excluded from certain professions, excluded
from travel and entertainment and other leisure activities. Depression anxiety which I’ve never
had before. Segregation. Hated for my personal choice.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68765

Depression

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68766

Lost my job... elderly family passed without able to see or say goodbye... son with Crohn's
forced to take jab now may need medical treatment to remove intestine sections because off
massive attacks after both shots (forced to take both)

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68767

Taken 2 years away from enjoying travels to see family. As you older it’s more important.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68768

Stressful and discriminatory, tyrannical,

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68769

Messed it up and screwed up my mental health

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68770

I was terminated from my job and cannot access EI even though I have paid into it for 30
years.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68771

Negatively

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68772

I am unable to practice sports and all social community support that i used to do before
mandates.I also feel neglected by Canada's freedom to choose what's my right according to
the Canadian Chapter of rights and freedom.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68773

Job loss, depression, exclusion and children complain of headaches daily

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68774

Loss of income, hardship

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68775

Iam going broke

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68776

Social life has been diminished. Family have excluded me from events.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM
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68777

Discrimination, segregation, division of family and friends, not free to travel by plane (had
death in family and had to drive to Alberta in winter due to this), not free to live my life as I
should be able to, ie restaurants, fear that more will be taken away from me as I chose not to
take untested medical procedure, mental stress, financial stress etc etc

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68778

Social events family events

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68779

It has kept me from participating in society.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68780

It has impacted me negatively in so many ways. I will be losing my license to practice
massage therapy as well as chinese medicine. I am also unable to see my family who live on
the other side of the country as well as the USA.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68781

Has hindered my child’s education and halted post secondary plans, affecting her mental
health. Has limited employment opportunities for my children. Has stretched us thin financially
as we’ve supported our many friends who have been let go from their jobs with no pay or
access to their EI. Has forced us to sell our beloved home and property of 17 years. Has
resulted in our childrens appointments with specialists being cancelled or put on hold. Has
resulted in my elderly dad‘s need for cataract surgery to be completely ignored. Has resulted in
the loss of many relationships with family and friends. Has caused measureless strain and
stress in every area of our lives.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68782

I have been unable to visit my family without jumping through hoops which are uncalled for

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68783

Kept me from family, caused deep depression. Changed quality of life.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68784

Social isolation and living like hostages in our country. Seniors that are feeling hopeless
because isolated. Divisions in church and families due to the hateful language from our PM.
Loss of life due to suicide. Loss of life of those who were coerced to get the shot. Die
mysteriously in their sleep. Way too many funerals. Not from Covid The harm of fear instilled
in the children. No sense of what normalcy is. Masking kids in school is a crime. The whole
mismanagement of this virus has been a crime.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68785

I've lost immediate family because of the hospital's mandate to kill people.... I eas able to
save myself

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68786

The mental stress that all these mandates have put into my life and my children's lives are
unfathomable! The division among the people I love is something I never could have imagined.
It didn't need to if the science would have been followed. Taking away people's choice to
choose was never necessary. Blocking people from leaving their own country is
unconstitutional, the government overreach on all aspects is a slippery slope to an
authoritarian government. This is not the Canada I know and love!

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68787

I have no confidence in pur government. They are communists.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68788

My mental health has been effected along with my ability to get a job because of vaccine
mandates

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68789

My kids are suffering. Anxiety and depression are making their lives challenging. The loss of
so many things that were big for them like graduation and in class learning. I feel like all high
school students education has taken a huge hit. They’ve had so much content removed just to
push them through closures and mandates.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68790

I had an adverse reaction to my second dose of Pfizer which I was forced to take to keep my
job. Which I later was laid off from due to mental illness.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68791

My family life and what we are able to do. Our mental health has been affected.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68792

Depression, isolation, anxiety, children affected daily by school closures and wearing masks,
desire to leave Canada

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68793

Hampered work and social life.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68794

My mental health has never been so bad, i feel i have lost alot of opportunities to take my son
on outings, i had to pull him out of gymnastics which is loved so much and that broke my
heart, not being able to spend Christmas with my grandparents was absolutely heartbreaking
and really difficult for me, my mother in law had to miss my sons 4th birthday, it is time for all
of this to end!!!!! Mental heath is important to

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68795

Effective me and my family a lot

2/18/2022 1:55 PM
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68796

My mental health has deteriorated, our family’s relationships have been fractured, and my
senior parents physical health has been significantly poorer because they haven’t been allowed
out for social engagements

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68797

Mental and financial health is poorer

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68798

In many negative ways.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68799

Very deprested. Cost me my marriage.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68800

Separation of families and friends . Taken away our right to decide

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68801

It’s ruined my livelihood and career. I have lost everything I’ve worked for.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68802

Mentally for sure! It’s hard to heal from anything when this unnecessary stress hangs over us
every day. I have a friend that won’t even let me into her home now. We are both the same
people as before Covid but Trudeau has divided us.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68803

Caused fear & anxiety where not needed. Ruined relationships. Segregated and divided our
country. Caused my children division an school. Limited activities for my family. Made me feel
like I should be ashamed or that I am selfish for not choosing to allow a medical procedure to
be forced upon me, and my children. Caused me to lose all respect for our current PM and BC
MP, as well as our chief medical officer.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68804

It take away my freedom to decide on my own what i want

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68805

Financial and mentally. Family loss without being able to be there.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68806

Unable to leave the province. Homeschooling my children as they can not wear masks all day.
My brother lost his job

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68807

I cannot fly to visit my daughter, I have been restricted access to visit my father, I am unable
to attend my grandchildren sports events. My breathing is restricted by wearing a useless
mask 8 hours a day at work.

2/18/2022 1:55 PM

68808

In all aspects ..kept me locked up like I'm a prisoner in my home country...Trudeau HAS TO
GO!

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68809

My children and my mental health is horrible to the point we don’t want to go on

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68810

Income, social, emotional and mental health

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68811

Family not able to gather in my sister’s Care Home. Not being able to travel freely to the US

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68812

Very lonely

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68813

Jobless with 33 years of experience and hard work during the pandemic without Covid incident.
We need to accept natural immunity and end immunization for everyone as medicine is never
a one size fits all. The true data shows this. Politics and Covid need to go

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68814

Crimes against humanity

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68815

Able to protect my family

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68816

I am a registered nurse but now working at Superstore, was living in my own house and now
moved into my parents house

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68817

Had to work from home. Was placed on leave without pay. Felt unappreciated. Financial
stresses

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68818

Couldn’t go to the gym to get excercise limited time with friends and family and church.

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68819

barely notice - retired

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68820

all

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68821

Lost my job lost friendships lost my rights

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68822

Kept my children from living the life they deserve. No sports, bday parties, masks in school.
Fear of seeking medical treatment when necessary. Job loss

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68823

Relegated me to a second class citizen. I cannot leave my country or board a plane. I have

2/18/2022 1:54 PM
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faced discrimination from my employer and fellow citizens due to dangerous and disgusting
rhetoric from the Government of Canada that is repeated af nauseum by their bought and paid
for shills in the legacy media. There is no evidence that these mandates and restrictions were
necessary to fight Covid, making it plainly obvious they were put in place to enable the current
liberal government to consolidate powers that before the "pandemic" would be blatantly
unconstitutional.
68824

It divided me from friends and family. And truthfully it brought much sadness to all those
around me. Nothing good at all came from the mandates. I lost my career because of them

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68825

Isolated from family due to travel restrictions. Depression. Church gathering restrictions
devastating

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68826

Too many ways to count. My most concern lies with my children and the disruptions amd
trauma they have subjected to

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68827

My life is fine I'm not a complainer

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68828

My family and I have been segerated from normal life. Segeration is never and should be
pushed on people for race, beliefs and for their choices.

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68829

It has ruined my life and divided my family and friends

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68830

I have been discriminated against because I don’t want to be vaccinated.

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68831

Very Badly

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68832

I haven’t been able to work and have suffered emotionally as well as my entire family and my
friends. I have had many court dates by phone or video to protect my daughter. It’s an ongoing
legal battle regarding abuse. It’s really insulting to her integrity that these very personal things
be mishandled this way. My partner has lost work and we’ve been forced to live on his
retirement savings. I believe that a pandemic was the vehicle that our leader used to
recklessly destroy our economy and lives.

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68833

It has made it impossible for me to take my young children to any indoor/outdoor activities:
swimming lessons, zoo, indoor play, etc. Especially during the cold winter months, this makes
life much more challenging.

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68834

These mandates and actions buyer federal government has affected my mental health being
able to go anywhere freely and has caused a lot of stress that is not needed.

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68835

It has turned me into a very angry person.

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68836

The mandates have affected me for my job as a volunteer fire fighter it’s affected me to go to
a hospital it’s affecting my life by dividing my country it’s made me personally feel like a
second-class citizen in my own country I fear that the government has too much power due To
the pandemic and that effects me the most

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68837

Family division, Travel, dining …

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68838

My kids are scared of people in masks. My two year has never got to experience normal life/
playing with kids/ organized activites. We cant go visit m family two provinces over easily. My
brother haven't seen my kids in a year. I cant take my two year old swimming/lessons, cant
put her in gymnastics. My husband and I cant go out for dinner/see a movie. My husband got
vaccinated because if one of our kids ends up in the hospital, we cant go with them.

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68839

Had to retire early because of the vaccine mandate.

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68840

There are no good words to put, its completely changed my mental health and the well being of
my children that makes it very hard to raise my children. The effect of my father only being 60
and in a home that we are unable to see due to mandates and restriction. Its left me with more
ptsd, anxiety and worries and even suicide thoughts. Its a horrible situation so be in when your
not the only one. There is no help for this and the effects on others effected like this is
completely draining. It needs to end

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68841

I cannot apply to many jobs, my son lost his reffing job, my children cannot play hockey or
any sports, they cannot attend cadets, some members of my family will not come close to us

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68842

Lost my job. Some of my social life. Vaccinated friends scared I might give them Covid and
it’s them who have got it and I haven’t been sick at all. Can’t visit my great grandchildren as

2/18/2022 1:54 PM
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live in a different province. Unable to see my daughter or son. Can’t really go shopping as have
a phobia about wearing something on my face as always had it since childhood. Not getting
vaccine as always had problems with vaccines since birth. Always had bad side effects. Had
my best friend die of Covid and I could not go and see her. She was double vaccinated with no
health issues. 6 months later I still grieve her death crying every day. I now know how the
blacks and all others felt in segregation.
68843

My childrens childhoods have been sacrificed

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68844

Mental health

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68845

I couldn't attend funerals, sick people in hospital, my brothers in long care and/or retirement
facilities, weddings and smaller gatherings. Restrictions on many travels.

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68846

Job loss, isolation from society, financial hardship, loneliness, depression, anger,
discrimination, marginalization, accused of being a terrorist, racist, etc, loss of rights and
freedoms, can't speak freely, move freely, or associate freely, inflation,

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68847

Job

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68848

depression, fear of being forcibly injected with an untested, unapproved mrna gene modifying
poison. Can't find work.

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68849

It has created a culture divisiveness it has increased stress levels, it has inhibited the ability
to be with family members during important times and it has created loneliness

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68850

I couldn't perform my work as usual, my kid has become very stressed and got mental
problems. My kid couldn't attend school and visit her friends. My parents can't come to visit.
We lost our freedom

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68851

Couldn’t visit a dying loved one that passed on Dec18/21. Marriage has gone to shit.

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68852

I have experienced isolation from my family, extreme depression and anxiety and questioning
our reality. This mandate for vaccines is disgusting, the vaccine doesn’t work and to force
someone to pump their bodies full of toxins to make an income for their families is
unforgivable. End the mandates!!!

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68853

I can’t do anything with my friends or go out for dinner with my boyfriend, I can’t apply for a
scholarship that I had planned which effects my school life, sports got shut down, I developed
depression and anxiety from all the lock downs. I missed all the fun school events and grad
events

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68854

Everything takes longer to accomplish, waiting for supplies, parts etc. Most people I know
have had covid

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68855

Where do I start ,, my teens can’t go to school functions , my toddler can’t go to most child
care bc mandated mask (harmful to children wearing masks )

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68856

I haven't been able to visit my aunt in old folks home. I wasn't able to visit my daughter in
hospital for her pregnancy. I have lost work. I have lost friends and family has grown distant.
This names a few.

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68857

Get vaccinated or lose my job

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68858

I took it to save my job, i can't lose everything again, I've been so emotional, can't stop crying,
please do the right thing.

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68859

Negatively

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68860

Not seeing family and friends. Not being able to sit with or go see my grandmother when she
was passing away. I can guarantee Trudeau and his family would have been with his mom!

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68861

It has destroyed my life financially, emotionally and socially.

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68862

Does this question even have to be asked, my God.I no longer have some family and lifelong
friends and I’m feeling like a prisoner in my own country with fewer rights than I had before and
I will lose more as this situation gets worse.

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68863

My mental health is negatively affected because of friend/ family discord, isolation,
discrimination, and hate speech from our “leaders”.

2/18/2022 1:54 PM
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68864

I feel violated into taking an experimental vaccination in order to continue to provide for my
children. It’s wrong.

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68865

Tremendously

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68866

Un able to work for some companies

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68867

Too much to describe here but mental health. Depression anxiety etc

2/18/2022 1:54 PM

68868

I have had my freedom taken from me !

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68869

It has divided friends family! Can’t see my parents in-laws! Go to my sons wedding! Kids not
being able to go to school for the last 2 years of high school! My son falling way behind he
won’t graduate this year his final year of high school! The damage you have done on the
people of Canada is disgusting! You and your leaders including Klaus Schwab need to be tried
for treason! We the people have had enough of your dictatorship

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68870

It has taken over all aspects of my life in a profoundly negative way. Far worse affect than
actually having COVID-19!

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68871

Couldn’t sleep, couldn’t eat, crying, sad, feeling depressed, feeling hated, prejudiced against,
felt hopeless, alienated, pressured, scared for the future, scared for my family, scared for
Canada. I could go on. I think you get it. It affected me horribly.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68872

My child is not having the childhood she deserves

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68873

It has been a psychological war that has severely affected my mental health.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68874

Can't get employment now without being vaccinated. The medical profession has already let
my family down hugely. I lost my common law husband of 18 years to minor back surgery! The
doctors made an error and severed a main atery and he bled to death! I want to be here for my
children! I do not want any of my family members to get vaccinated. My mother has had a bad
reaction after receiving her second shot. Not one doctor will say it's from the vaccine rather it
coincidental. We've been running to steady apts for a year now trying to figure out what's wrong
with her. We've lost 2 years already and I've lost a year running my mom to apts with no
compensation whatsoever! It needs to stop and now before more people suffer or die!

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68875

Unable to work and make a living

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68876

I’ve lived the past 2 years in a jail with no bars!

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68877

Greatly restricted it

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68878

The mishandling of the situation by Ns government has caused undue mental stress to myself
and my partner, as well as our children who have suffered incredible mental distress over the
unwarranted restrictions. Moreover I call for an end to Justin Trudeaus tyrannical
'government'(dictatorship) and I call for his immediate arrest for his crimes against humanity in
our country.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68879

I am a newly graduated dentist trying to join the workforce during these restrictions. It has not
been easy to stay busy.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68880

Severely affected my mental health for the worse

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68881

Brutal! Depression, anxiety, separation

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68882

I have been on unpaid leave from my job since September 7th 2021 because I am not
vaccinated. I have lost my income and do not qualify for EI. I cannot travel. I cannot go to
restaurants, gyms or sporting and entertainment events. My decision has caused divisiveness
in my family. I ham limited to the jobs I can apply for due to mandates.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68883

Lack of work, no socializing, made less money.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68884

Mentally physically & emotionally

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68885

It's been stressful thinking someone can force something on you and u're children

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68886

Loss of income, loss of freedoms.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68887

We are broke stressed and tired of Trudeau dividing Canadians he has ruined relationships and
peoples lives I’m sick of dealing with a prime minister that only cares about himself and any
one who disagrees is a racist I believe he is the racist

2/18/2022 1:53 PM
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68888

It has been very divisive. Ideally people would be united to deal with the stress of covid.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68889

I chose to remain unvaccinated. I am especially against the mandates for children under the
age of 19, They never should have been subjected to vaccine mandates.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68890

Had increased levels of anxiety. Increased stress and seen a lot of division.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68891

Isolation, depression

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68892

It has affected us in every possible way. Mentally especially. But my husband not being able
to cross the border into the US has been the biggest concern. :(

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68893

Mental health

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68894

Have Lost Two Years Of My Life

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68895

On a negative impact

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68896

I lost my job. I have lost friends and family due to the divide this has created. I suffer from
serious panic attacks and depression from what is happening in our country and directly
because of prime minister Trudeau. He is a dictator and needs to be removed from office
immediately.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68897

My children were isolated, unable to attend school, social events, sporting events etc.. had to
deal with some mental illness because of these. My wife lost her job, now trying to make ends
meet on one income.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68898

It has ruined my family. People are divided between vax and un vax. I was threatened in public
because of personal health conditions. It had put my life as a young adult on hold and stolen
opportunities. This must end NOW.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68899

I can't go see my family in other provinces because of them

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68900

Isolation and depression

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68901

Less work, less money, more bills

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68902

Can’t fly to visit my own kids in Canada

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68903

Split the country and families apart by making it vaxxed vs. unvaxxed

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68904

Businesses are suffering children are suffering elderly are suffering all because of the loss of
contact. Businesses are closing.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68905

Living the life like a Nazi citizen... Freedoms taken away!

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68906

It has affected the mental well being of my kids. They have been bullied and mistreated by
teaches and other students that believe they should be vaccinated. This is wrong and needs to
end. Vaccines should be a choice and you should not be discriminated if you choose not to
get.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68907

Divided our family, seeing my children not being allowed to participate in society because of a
medical choice, as well as ourselves. Being targeted as a racist, anti-vax, etc.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68908

Unable to be with family. Funerals not taken place. Not able to see senior friends in homes.
Very stressful

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68909

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68910

3 indirect familly members hospitalization because of the injection. I do not know anyone that
has been sick from virus. My mental health has never been affected as much as it has since
the start of these mandates. I have had suicidal thoughts more than once, I have felt heart to
my stomach, lost friends and awkward familly relationships now. The masks triggers anxiety
when I wear them, can't breath properly and feel sick whenever wearing one. I have never felt
so much stress and anxiety, my whole familly have been greatly affected. Had to stop all
sporting activity for my daugthers, my 4 year old has now spent half her life under these
measures, unable to go at pool lessons anymore etc.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68911

I've become isolated and depressed. The lack of human contact has greatly affected me. As
well, I haven't been able to receive the proper medical follow-ups with my family doctor seeing

2/18/2022 1:53 PM
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he has reduced his office hours. I am sick with lupus and many other medical issues. I need
my monthly check-ups, bloodwork ect...
68912

It has greatly affected my children and their abilities to use our PUBLIC facilities. Eg,
swimming pools, skating rinks, indoor play gyms/play spaces, meeting and making friends.
Etc, etc, etc!

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68913

Very stressed just going to the grocery store.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68914

I have been depressed because of the lockdowns.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68915

I was a snow bird for 9 years I’ve spent my winters in Thailand and I am not allied to fly
because I refuse to be injected with a poison that I cannot find out what is made of 🤢🤢🤢🤬🤬🤬

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68916

Yes, going on 3 years since I saw my family as it had been a year I had just booked tickets
when everything got shut down. I've had covid already, can prove it but Canada doesn't
recognize natural immunity only vaccine pokes that seem to need to be booster every couple
of months.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68917

Being treated like your choice is wrong and being segregated from the rest of society

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68918

By not mixing with people that have giving so much support all my life.we need to end this and
end now .get back to our usual way.

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68919

It has proven to be a useless inconvenience

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68920

To much , our lives our business our kids the Govt took 2 yrs of our lives

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68921

Lost all faith in government and health care. Had home birth because I can’t labour in a mask
and I needed my partner there and he can’t wear a mask either

2/18/2022 1:53 PM

68922

It deprived us in all aspects of our lives (me and my family) : cut-off from people we love,
health services, penalties regarding my work, lack of support, financial issues, school and
learnings, activities, and so on !!

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68923

All of them ....

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68924

Seclusion, depression, financial harshness, loss of friendships and family

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68925

Divided me and friends and family affected my job my personal relationship

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68926

I can't go to a restaurant because I didn't get to covid vaccine

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68927

Life sucks

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68928

Jobs, family, school

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68929

Divided family, financial loss, stress& anxiety. Unable to participate in society. Missed
grandkids sports!

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68930

It has divided family and friends it has driven up the cost of living we cant afford to eat and
heat our homes . It has made us angry and irritable . It is tearing the fabric of our country
apart. Trudeau and all the crooked politiciams need to be stopped and all the mandates
dropped . All who participated in trampling our charter rights need to be jailed all police who
choose to uphold tyrannical orders instead of protecting our charter need to be fired and
cgarged with failing to do their duty !! Charter rights first above all else !!

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68931

Extreme stress, feel like a prisoner in my own country

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68932

I am living in fear of my future in this country. Trudeau has instilled tremendous hate in the
population toward the unvaccinated. What next will be done to the unvaccinated? Removing
our access to supermarkets? Fining us? Jailing us? Placing us under house arrest? Taking us
to camps?

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68933

Relationships, higher depression (associated with being able to interact with people in social
settings, seeing smiles on people’s faces, whether to talk to someone about how you feel
because of the big division between the vaxxed and the unvaxxed, the discomfort of not
knowing whether to mask up before talking to someone or not to mask up, and so much
more….

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68934

Restricted meeting at church for worship sometimes, prevented us from attending funerals,
having relatives come for celebrations like our 50th wedding anniversary, kept me away from

2/18/2022 1:52 PM
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the hospitals when my husband broke is leg and as a result we got incorrect information about
physiotherapy, which resulted in twisted pelvis. He should be walking without a walker or canes
but it is difficult with this result. He stays away from physio because he doesn't want to wear a
mask. This has also resulted in disagreements with family.
68935

Every bad way possible

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68936

Negatively. I like freedom

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68937

Tore my 13 year old son away from all his friends sent him into depression kept us from our
family and our friends and now because we question the effectiveness of the vaccine for covid
we have become a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68938

Depressed and feeling very separated from my friends and family

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68939

My physical health, adverse reaction to vaccine. Appears it will be life long.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68940

Mask wearing at work

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68941

I feel sad that so many Canadians have been negatively impacted unnecessarily by these
harsh mandates

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68942

My children were unable to do any sports from the stupid Vax pass

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68943

Don't like the restrictions but can live with them if they are really helping. I thought it would
ease off after getting the shots but there doesn't seem to be an end in sight.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68944

They are evil and wrong. Goes against charter of rights.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68945

It's proven we've been living in a lie. Devastating!

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68946

The mandate has added very much unnecessary stress and hostility to my every day life.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68947

Financially , mentally, & physically

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68948

I’m unbothered by mask mandates personally because I exercise my right to exemption, but
need this to end immediately for the children and service workers who are being made to wear
them all day. Vax pass mandates have affected my business and the clients I’m able to serve.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68949

Its prevented my spouse from seeing her doctor inperson for desperately needed medical
attention. Its reduced my quality of life. Its prevented me from normalcy for 2 years now!

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68950

Made it difficult to go about my daily life. Bad for your mental health. I couldnot do anything
without getting asked for a paper. I’m tired of it and it Everything needs to go immediately.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68951

No freedom period.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68952

My industry was severely affected.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68953

Have had much difficulty breathing with mask on. Didn't attend church for a long time due to
restrictions and masking.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68954

Cant travel on planes..trains.. buses...cant go to restaraunts..cant go to gym..cant leave the
country..lost freedoms..lost right to choose..lost my beleif in ghis gov.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68955

Frustrated me. Limited what I’m able to do. Made me concerned for unvaccinated loved ones.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68956

Other than wearing a face diaper non,but very upset watching our rights stripped from us, buy
a chicken shit void of any thought or intelligence.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68957

Made life hell.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68958

It’s stressful and has caused divisions.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68959

I lost 80% of my work and income because I will not be coerced into taking the jab. My family
has not properly spoken to me since last summer. I have lost numerous friends due to my
personal decision. I believe all of this could've been avoided if our Federal and Provincial
governments had not set such harsh and unrealistic mandate policies on everyone. If the
approach had been freedom of choice, our country would not be experiencing this
unprecedented level of division and segregation. I am appalled at our so called leaders and
health authority bureaucrats for the mess they've created. We need a complete overhaul of our

2/18/2022 1:52 PM
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government going forward and regulations need to be set in place to ensure this will never
happen to our nation again.
68960

Divided people in communities

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68961

Its affected everything in my life !!!!

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68962

its ended my life. If this is the future, i want no part of it. Please just euthanize me.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68963

Children mental mealth

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68964

Lost my career of 10 years due to a healthcare vaccine mandate. No known cases of my field
transmitting or receiving covid from or to patients. Heavily used PPE. I also have natural
immunity, confirmed by blood work.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68965

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68966

restricted my access to jobs, eating establishments, festivals, etc., caused division amongst
my community members, created unnecessary fear amongst my community members, and so
much more.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68967

Nothing to look forward to. Can’t plan anything. Family and friends are divided. Feel like
prisoners in my own county.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68968

Has created so much division that will take years to recover from if it ever does

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68969

It’s been disastrous for my son who has only known University online, and I only got
vaccinated so I could participate in my child’s sports - and I have had health issues ever
since.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68970

I am a Registered Nurse on unpaid leave after 18 years of employment in a variety of nursing
settings

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68971

Taken my freedom away and my basic human rights. Along with my children’s rights.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68972

They didn't, just sad to see people who could not handle it.

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68973

I have lost two jobs, my kids have had no real education especially my child with a disability

2/18/2022 1:52 PM

68974

Forced vaccinations to be able to have my job, which requires inter provincial travel. Not being
able to see dying Gramma in a care home and no funeral. Not to mention the psychological
effects of social distancing no touching no hugging no gathering no fun.

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68975

Work, personal and health issues. It has caused mental and physical abuse to me.

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68976

Can't work. Depleting savings

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68977

This has caused a lot of depression in my family.

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68978

Destroyed my business, is hurting my marriage. Had made me terrified to go out in public for
fear that my un vaccinated status would come out and I would get lynch mobbed . It’s
destroying my mental and emotional stability.

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68979

Depression

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68980

Depression, stress and anxiety over the future of our Country.

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68981

I am affected by the passports and the ban on unvaxxed travel. Ignore the rest.

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68982

In many ways , we cant go to restaurants, games, we can no longer travel, we have a place in
the States havent been for over two years, as this is all do wrong something has to be done
and done now to correct all the lies and the hurt and damage to people

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68983

Separated family Curtailed my freedom as a member of my community Ostracized me as
defiled

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68984

Discrimination initially by trudeau, local health and government, then by most. Depression,
anger, loss of human rights

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68985

Can’t travel

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68986

Mental wellness for my children and myself

2/18/2022 1:51 PM
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68987

Lost job

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68988

I own a business and I am VERY close to going under as covid has effected us in so many
ways . Single household bubbles, vax pass we had to turn away SO many Lifelong customers
everyone has a reason some is faith some in health I can't take this anymore

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68989

We feel disconnected from people and divided. We can’t travel with our family or enjoy any of
the things we love doing. Feel tired and lonely.

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68990

I’ve lost my livelihood, I’ve lost family members over this. I believe they’re based on very poor
science and data collection

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68991

Not a lot

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68992

The mandates have left me feeling isolated and alone. It has severely affected my mental
health and the mental health of my child. My child keep saying he wants to die because of
these mandate and that he can not live like this anymore. We are depressed, we are isolated
and we are lonely. We have no social engagements and no life. This is like living in a prison I.
Solitary confinement. Everything in our life had been affected and has taken a major toll on our
mental health

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68993

NEGATIVELY financially, emotional and physical health, family, friends,

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68994

Loss of money

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68995

My kids can’t play sports, I have to rapid tests for work, I can’t plaY sports we need change

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68996

I have been segregated for past 6 months, and now I have lost my job. I have already had
covid and still not aloud to work!

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68997

Not seriously but I am aware of too many other people that have been seriously affected and I
want all the mandates gone immediately!!!

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68998

Family life, my health, surgery cancelled

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

68999

It has put a strain on mental health

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69000

Loss of job. Depression. Kids struggling in school

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69001

It has really hurt our business and our church family. And our family relationships

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69002

Job loss

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69003

I choose for me. The government doesn't get to choose, I do.

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69004

no vacation...worn useless mak

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69005

Very much so

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69006

I no longer feel free. I am concerned about what the government will take in the future. I am
terrified that others do not see what is happening to our charter rights that were fought and paid
for with Canadian soldiers lives. Lest we forget.

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69007

Can't go to restaurants. Can't fly to see my children three provinces away. One of my sons had
to be vaccinated in order to keep his job.

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69008

I have had loved ones die the critically injured from the vaccine this vaccine has killed and
injured more people than Covid has our hospital protocols of not dispensing Ivermectin is
CRIMINAL!! I have had friends commit suicide families friends son commit suicide due to this
social lockdown I do not support the great reset and Justin Trudeau’s communistic values of
controlling our country and citizens

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69009

Loss of respect for the police ,and elected officials.

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69010

Ruiend my business

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69011

I can’t fly to see family and friends, ostracized at work, forced to test weekly, masking giving
me headaches, caused anxiety for my child, etc

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69012

It's limited my life in many but most importantly in finding g employment. I am not vaccinated
and it is extremely difficult to find work right now because of the mandate

2/18/2022 1:51 PM
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69013

Mandate(s) have divided my family, limited my and my children's opportunities in almost every
aspect of life, and made many people around me afraid.

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69014

Vaccine mandate. I can't see my parents in Belgium anymore

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69015

Yes it took my mother too soon and has caused untold grieve division and stress in my family

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69016

Being unable to visit my family member in long term care.

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69017

I am a free Canadian.. so it has affected our freedoms

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69018

Mandatory vaccines for work, I either will need to pay for pcr testing every 48 hours, go on
unpaid leave or get the vaccine when I return to work from my maternity leave. My daughter
and I have been kicked out of my daughter gymnastics as I am unvaccinated. I have faced
discrimination and unable to partake in activities due to vaccine mandates. I am unable to fly
home to see my family due to vaccine mandates.

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69019

Separation of family and friends Depression

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69020

Big time mental health impact

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69021

Two years lost

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69022

Potential loss of job. Children depressed and isolated.

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69023

It's screwed everyone's lives in either big or small ways. Personally, what it's doing to my
children is unforgiveable.

2/18/2022 1:51 PM

69024

Family tension. Lost business. Hurt my customers. Mental illness within family.

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69025

Depression

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69026

I am in fear. I have lost friends and family because it has caused division and unnecessary
fear for health. It is governmental tyranny. I want our country to remain free. Not a communist
country.

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69027

depresion cant see my dad.

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69028

I go back and forth between utter despair and disbelief at how our canadian free and
democratic government has behaved. Mind boggling.

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69029

Special needs daughter can’t attend school regularly, nursing staff interruptions and firings .
Kids don’t do well with online learning Kids are in fear of objecting to masks indoors and during
outdoor recess from pressure of staff Inadequate time available at local gym for scheduled
trading session (since lifted) Demand for my work drops substantially as many restaurants
limit operating hours

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69030

Mentally physically and financially

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69031

Being: Oppressed, divided relationships, deprived threatened coerced. Employment
opportunities denied. Being denied freedom to access uncensored information in order to make
personal health choices. The list goes on and on

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69032

It hasen't except that I had to take a vaccine.

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69033

Lost my period.

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69034

Living alone in my house for the last 23 months in a new city

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69035

My husband lost his job and we had to sell our home.

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69036

As a supporter of civil liberties, I make it a point to not engage in any activity where any group
are excluded. Therefore, I have not been able to attend movies, concerts, sporting events,
dining-in at restaurants or regular travel across the US/Canada border.

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69037

Division. These mandates has created division against everyone. Everyone’s health and well
being.

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69038

Isolation from family in Canada and in the U.S.A. including a son. Siblings, and family
members in the U.S. that have passed away in their 50's. We could not visit. Enough of
stopping people from socializing and not visiting sick people. Not attending funerals.

2/18/2022 1:50 PM
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69039

Isolation

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69040

Destroy my life. My wife loosing her job, my son have to study online

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69041

Severe loss of income

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69042

I see people scared, I have strained relationships with some people. I feel very disappointed
that others feel they have the right to control others lives.Ican't travel, I am limited when
shopping none essentials

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69043

Vaccine should be voluntary

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69044

2 years

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69045

Negativity and has separated friends and family it makes me sad that people look at others
like they’re dangerous

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69046

Work, travel, ability to spend time with family, has greatly affected my income.

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69047

It has been lonely to be separated from people, to not be able to see family in the hospital,
frustrating to hear the lies people say about those who make the medical decision to not
vaccinate, rights taken away

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69048

I teach hot yoga so have been unemployed since March 2020. My husband lost his very high
income job due to the vax pass mandate. My teenagers hate school. My eldest is graduating
this year and the grad venue has vax pass required so he and all the others without the pass
have to “stay outside in the garden and maybe on the deck” missing out on the food and
activities inside. That is so gross that children will be segregated like that and made to be feel
less than in such a milestone event in their lives.

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69049

Mental health, divided family, cost friendships.

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69050

Greatly, It has caused division between family and friends. I have seen more negativity and
controversy between people than ever before. In my opinion the gov is trying to divide us!

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69051

Decline in mental, social, physical, and emotional health.

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69052

It’s cause my household to be divided. It’s only my husband and I so you put 2 and 2 together.
I’m surprised we’re still married with all the fighting that’s been going on.

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69053

Socially, psychologically, financially, marital relationship Negatively

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69054

Lack of freedom to travel

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69055

Bullied, almost lost my job, massive stress, depression, anxiety

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69056

I had to get vaccinated to visit my dad in a nursing home. I suffered permanent adverse
events from the Covid MRNA vaccine. My son has suffered job loss so gas my daughter-inlaw in law because of Covid restriction cutbacks.

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69057

Too many to list

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69058

Effected especially school fundraisers and the ability to serve my community

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69059

Lost family member due to adverse vaccine reaction, know individuals that experienced
adverse vaccine reactions, kids missed out on so many social and sports activities, online
schooling that resulted in severe depression. The mental illness mandates have created is
outrageous. It is time to end all mandates immediately.

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69060

Every person in my life has mental health challenges and strained personal relationships.
Children are behind developmentally and have abnormal levels of anxiety.

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69061

Being separated from friends,family, limited travel,places to go for entertainment,dining and
limited breathing fresh air through a mask.

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69062

I am double vaccinated but don’t believe that people should be forced to inject something into
their bodies that they do not want want. My children have missed out on many milestones
because of these mandates and are forced to wear masks although they are healthy and at low
risk of severe disease

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69063

I have natural immunity as do so many other canadians. But yet we am discriminated against.
The govt should watch this on natural immunity. Video here https://youtu.be/s-E7HNWZW-k

2/18/2022 1:50 PM
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And data here https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/35149106/
69064

Many if not all have suffered from the pandemic. It is the pandemic, not the mandates, that are
the source of the suffering.

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69065

Unable to see family, it’s affected my business (I’m self-employed), AND I did not want the
vaccine but had NO CHOICE!

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69066

It's a free country should so be able to make own decisions as .

2/18/2022 1:50 PM

69067

Haven’t been able to see family and friends, can’t attend weddings and birthday parties. Can’t
see peoples beautiful faces and smiles. My grandchildren growing up to see nothing but
masked people and having to wear these masks to attend school. Quit my good paying job
because I chose not to be vaccinated!

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69068

Unvaxed treated like Jews in Hitler's Germany

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69069

Travel

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69070

Mental health

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69071

Very little work available and limited recreational activities for my family

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69072

Job and financial loss. Social isolation from family and friends. Depression. Unable to see a Dr
at a walk in clinic due to not triple vaccinated.

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69073

Kept from family in USA and masks make it hard to breath when wearing all day long at work

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69074

Almost complete aloneness for two years with consequences

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69075

All restrictions and mandates have definitely effective my mental and emotional health.
Especially living myself. Lost friendships and has created division.Lost of freedom.

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69076

Nothing but negative. Hurt business. Hurt relationships. Hurt everything.

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69077

I can't go to the gym, I cant go to the restaurant with my friends, I cant travel, I couldnt say
goodbye to my grandma or go to her funeral, im anxious about talking with people about stuff
cause they see nothing wrong with whats going on in this country

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69078

It has divided my family, my friends and my co-workers. It has created tension and broken
some relationships irreparably. It has created stress and anxiety and great sadness. It has
caused me to not trust my government and feel very unsure about my future. It has harmed
my grandchildren who have not known a proper life and they have no ability to ever know what
their young years should have been. I grieve for them and for all those I have lost and am
struggling with. It has been horrific and not necessary given what we now know about how this
virus does and does not affect the population and given what we have known since almost the
beginning about who it affects and the worst of all, given that there were and are treatments
that would not have required the loss of life we have sustained. I have experienced a criminal
act perpetrated by my government and my hope and trust will never recover. That is how the
mandate has affected my life.

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69079

I can no longer go to the gym to stay healthy because I can not get up off of the ground
without help, so it is unsafe for me to be alone when working out and I need equipment that I
can get back up from unassisted. Because of not being able to work out my disease and
health issues have caused complications that endanger my health.

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69080

It's ruined my passion in life by forcing me to go against my beliefs in order to participate with
society.

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69081

feel like I'm living in a box unable to do many things I could do before cv19

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69082

Has made me an outcast of society. Has divided my family and friends. Made to test twice
weekly in order to keep my job.

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69083

Effected my business My mental health

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69084

Negativity. More negativity than Covid.

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69085

Kept me and my family safe

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69086

Double vaccinated and still subject to lockdowns. Refuse to download QR code as I am not
participating in the social experiment.

2/18/2022 1:49 PM
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69087

I can’t fly and I can’t go places

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69088

May lose my job

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69089

Mental health, family division, work, fear for my kids being blackmailed /mandated to get a
vaccine to work.

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69090

We are locked in Canada and can not travel to see our family in Europe. Divisions in friends,
family and church communities. Freedoms have been taken away. Depression and
hopelessness in people is rampant. Children are lagging in development and education.

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69091

Can't see all my family and has got us all arguing about stupid shit

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69092

It has made it hard to visit family if at all and I haven’t been able to take my daughter to
sports. It affected my ablility to work with all the lock downs.

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69093

Access to food and services

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69094

I'm depressed and anxious

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69095

Isolated and can’t visit fanily

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69096

No respect of my rights and liberty in a democratic country. I feel being rape.

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69097

Heavily for no reason

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69098

Devision between family and friends.

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69099

Yes

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69100

I have been unable to go to church, to go into large stores, to bring my children to places of
recreation, to go to theatres or restaurants.

2/18/2022 1:49 PM

69101

In all aspects. Mental health issues for all members of my family. Physical issues have come
with being locked down. My kid didn't get a grad. Husband FORCED to choose between his job
or the jab.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69102

I didn’t pay much attention to them. I still lived my life. The lack of the shot prohibited me from
going stateside to see my granddaughter. I finally gave in and got one dose. I wear the masks
where I have to and it’s no big deal. Wearing masks saves me putting on makeup.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69103

I can't do anything I used to

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69104

Divided neighbors, created fear, increased judgment, created 2 classes of citizens. Increased
costs of doing business and caused mental trauma. Where diversity and Inclusion has been a
stated goal all actions have been directly opposed therefore complete trust as been lost in
leaders.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69105

Financially destroyed and emotionally my life

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69106

Made my life miserable

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69107

I am free without fear so for me the whole covid scheme has been more of an interesting inept
experiment in oppressing people. Other than foreign travel I have not been affected except I
feel sadness for family and friends that are living in a state of fear.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69108

How hasn’t it?

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69109

Has prevented me to continue and complete my post-secondary education program. Prevented
me from having a gym membership which is used for stress relief, routine, enjoyment, self
care; mental health, physical health. Has made me feel secluded and isolated from society.
Has made me feel that I don't have a right about what happens to my body or what goes inside
my body. Has made me feel that I don't have a right to decide what medical procedures I
consent to.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69110

How has it not??? I can’t travel, we are looked upon as racists, extremists and that WE are the
reason that this pandemic has continued. My son was in and out of school, he’s an elite
athlete and he can’t travel anywhere because of his vaccine status which by the way he tested
positive for Covid in September of 2020. He’s known as an antivaxxer. Restrictions and
mandates have taken away our freedoms and our vaccine status has created divide with
family.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM
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69111

It has affected my job, my mental health, my income and my livelihood

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69112

Horribly

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69113

The ending of our rights to freedom is most concerning

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69114

My 3 year old child does not know the free country that I knew. This is not what I wanted for
her

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69115

In every way, shape and form.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69116

Terribley

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69117

Divide family .

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69118

Immensely. Can’t see my American partner. Lockdowns affected my business.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69119

I have decided to not participate in the passport QR scam and be involved in a divided society
so I have not spent any money with any businesses that require the passport even though I
am fully vacinated.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69120

Isolation; lack of social interaction; inability to eat out, to go to other entertainment events, to
travel by air, and to go on vacation outside of Canada.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69121

Mentally, which than affects me physically...watching my grandchildren musald like animals,
breathing poisens instead of oxygen. I can't breath my own carbon dioxide, neither should
children

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69122

It changed it for the worse, for myself, my family, friends and our community and culture. The
reduction in our quality of life is at a "we're moving" level.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69123

Loss of Finances. Increased stress and mental illness in our home.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69124

Limited my traveling and has altered my adult childrens social actions negatively

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69125

Its fucking horrific. My neighbours do not see me as a human. They see me as a virus to fear.
This is because the governments propaganda has brain washed the people to FEAR their own
KIND! Ive never seen such hatred and fear in my neighbours eyes over something that isnt a
horrific threat to the majority of the population just those at risks. Why we arent focusing on
only at risk individuals is due to beuracratic policies. We need to put ALL of our energy and
resources to create infrastructure and protection for those who need it most. Not scaring every
single citizen and coercing them into getting a medicine that has very little to no real benefit
and an extereme potential for harm and risk including HIV and myocarditisis! This is FAR from
NORMAL!!!!!!

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69126

Totally fucked. Like everyone else with a brain

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69127

I have felt divided from fellow Canadians. I am a farmer I am already living very isolated and
this has gone on long enough

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69128

I was coerced by my govt and tv news to accept an experimental product be injected into my
body. I was not allowed to make an informed decision when emerging data of harm and
ineffectiveness was apparent in the scientific and medical community

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69129

Declining mental health

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69130

We homeschool and are unable to do many field trips. My 4 kids are unable to do swimming
lessons..which to me is an essential life skill. Would love to be able to take them swimming
this summer without worry but sadly they don’t even have a chance to learn with these insane
mandates.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69131

Negatively

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69132

I've seen people feeling demonized for choosing not to get the shot. My heart breaks for the
people who've committed suicide because they felt they had no other option. My heart breaks
for the many people I've heard around the world who have lost loved ones due to the vaccine.
This should be a personal choice, not something forced on people and my heart breaks for the
people who feel hopeless.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69133

I am unable to watch my children play hockey and unable to coach. I can’t workout and am
depressed from it all.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM
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69134

Isolation is awfull

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69135

Depression, anxiety, loss of income, illness

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69136

These mandates have completely disrupted my life. The lockdowns have had a significant
impact on my mental health and well being. My business has suffered. I do not want to take
these vaccines and so I’m not allowed to do any of the things I love doing bc I don’t have a
passport. My partner was forced to take the vaccines in order to keep his job and has been
having issues with his autoimmune disease since his second shot on Nov 29th 2021. We are
fearful he will be mandated to get a booster. We’ve both had covid 19 and so we have natural
antibodies which don’t account for anything. These mandates need to stop so people can have
the choice to take these shots, so people can live their lives again.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69137

Limits set in place. Unable to visit friends and family and just being constantly on guard as to
who is vaxxed and whi isn't. How wearing masks us going to affect grandkids and their mental
health. The constant anxiety.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69138

Every day life

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69139

Caused mental, family, and economic challenges.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69140

I am now unemployed. My husband passed away (NOT from Covid), I was denied the "Covid
Benefits" because I apparently did not make enough money to qualify, which we were a 2
income family while my husband was alive. I am struggling, I am having problems making
ends meet, the government has done absolutley nothing for me. I need to get back to work and
these mandates are ridiculous.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69141

Unable to work, being treated like a second rate citizen, being forced to pay taxes even though
I am not allowed to use any of the services, The narrative changes as the government wishes,
my children are not allowed to be children, their education is suffering, no accountability, Mass
debt in the country, prices and taxes keep going up, the dishonesty and corruption within the
government, can't trust your doctors, the science has proven the vaccination does not work
and is more harmful and that masks do nothing, parents have been fully working the teacher
the entertainer the support system full-time. More people are vaccinated and now more people
are in the hospital, the government does not report accurately or truthfully on vaccine injuries,
our family is stressed about the future, our rights and freedoms have been taken away with no
justification what the prime minister is doing is invalid not legal and a violation of human Rights
Canadian rights and our Charter of Rights and freedoms and not held accountable. The Prime
Minister was able to bribe and bully the Health Region businesses and the news that you can't
trust them now. The news does not accurately or unbiasedly give what's actually going on only
the narrative that the government wants to hear so people have been brainwashed. Our kids
are anxious you don't know what you're being monitored on. Our youngest son has speech
impediments because of masks because he cannot see your mouth he cannot clearly hear
words and yet the speech therapist said we are not allowed to tell you it's because of masks
we have to tell you it's because of a tongue tie or a hearing loss problem all of which were
confirmed that our son does not have. It was confirmed by the speech therapist that it is
because of masks and that we cannot tell you it's because of masks. Doctors and specialists
of all kinds have said they are given a narrative that they must follow and only follow it has
divided our family because we could not take our kids to see family members who were so
paranoid about covid thus our kids and their kids all missed out and are now suffering from not
having the family support. The YMCA daycare would allow one fully vaccinated parent to enter
and drop off a child but not an unvaccinated parent that lives in the same house they
encouraged us to give up our parental guardianship rights to someone who is vaccinated so
that our daughter could attend daycare there. We pulled her out because that is very dishonest
doesn't make sense very hypocritical and we are not going to pay for that kind of service and
propaganda. I have been asked about my personal medical history more times than I can
count by people who do not qualify in any regards to have that information alone to ask that
information. It is my private medical information and my right to keep it private from the
average business and citizen. All of our kids educations have suffered immensely they have
missed their friends they are behind in all areas of school they haven't been able to see
movies because the world has been paranoid about a cold and nothing more than a cold. The
government has overreached and overstepped and yet there is no accountability for them
they've been dishonest and corrupt and still no accountability the Health Region and the drug
companies have been able to do whatever they want and still no accountability or
consequences. I went in for open heart surgery if I have covered and don't have my full
vaccination spread even though my cardiologist said do not get it it will harm you no one
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should be getting it unless there is a specific reason to get it and a few weeks later his
narrative changed was very scripted and very robotic get it get it get it get your shots get your
shots get your shots with all he could say funny how that narrative changed so quickly and so
dramatically. In the hospital it is a third world dump now especially Foothills no '08 standards
being followed and very few people managed to read a file because they're so busy even
though they created the situation by firing all the people who chose their right to choose no
vaccination on this bogus virus and shot. Disease prevention control would not have qualified
or passed if anyone was bothering to check. One nurse admitted that if you are fully
vaccinated to whatever the government deems vaccinated these days you are allowed to
come to work with a positive covid test result and symptomatic with anything 3/4 of the staff
were symptomatic with something, my husband and I were harassed relentlessly by staff to
get a shot to get your shot and get your shot get your shot and even after being told no still
harassed us. If you have an exemption or managed to get an exemption which many doctors
and staff have been bullied by the college of physician to not give exemptions and harass you
into losing their licenses if they give an exemption aren't recognized anyways by the hospital
local businesses which still don't have a right to ask or qualify to decide if your exemption is
valid or not. Mass have been proven to do nothing and to not actually prevent the spread it's
just a mental conditioning is all it's doing.
69142

Cannot go anywhere no travel aloud cannot see family or friends

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69143

Me and my partner have been let go of our jobs because we’re medical professionals and
wouldn’t take the injection.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69144

Children with depression for lack of social interaction, not being able to read social cues at
school and being bullied. Affecting income into the household as clients less able to purchase
with their own financial impact to their household.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69145

I am more lonely and disconnected as a single person, I had to change jobs to something I
don't like. I am heavier and less healthy due to isolation and sad, worried, anxious states and
feelings

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69146

Caused stressful division within immediate and extended family.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69147

It’s crap and we should have a choice as to what is put in or done to our bodies!

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69148

Causes division in our country and seeing people lose jobs

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69149

It’s affected it terribly. Loss of income, stress, depression. My kids are depressed. Can’t go
out. Family is separated.

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69150

I love staying home and saving $$

2/18/2022 1:48 PM

69151

Stigmatization and belittling of people and family members,harassment at stores and
shops,increased prices on everything, work enviroment unease just a general feeling of NOT
well being all abundant.

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69152

Can't do anything and discrimination against each other

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69153

Segregation from my family and friends

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69154

Taking care of my 88 year mother and her sister, my 96 year old aunt who are still living on
their own. In their own words "I'd rather die seeing my family, than living and not seeing my
family."

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69155

Not much

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69156

Emotional, mental, physical & spiritual stress.

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69157

prisoner in my own country. discrimination. segregation. loss of friends and family. stress.
isolation.

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69158

There is fear in the country because of trudeo, he has imposed and forcing pain in our
community, taking away our rights.

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69159

?

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69160

Make my life isolated,stress out,make our finances smaller.

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69161

Husband has been put on temp leave because he would not get the vax. It has divided this
county/friends/family.
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69162

It’s caused deep hurt

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69163

Our family has experienced the following all as a direct result of this government's cruel and
nonsensical mandates: 1. My uncle Mel was forced to die ALONE in hospital after suffering a
heart attack whilst undergoing his regular care. Normally his wife is allowed to attend with him,
but due to the arbitrary covid measures, his wife, who lived with him, was not allowed in his
room in order to protect him from "the spread of covid". On the day he was to be released, he
had a heart attack and died. alone. After he died, however, the hospital said that my aunty
could come to view the body...because now that he was dead, the DEADLY virus was no
longer a threat and she could come into the hospital. How cruel. How insane. Your government
did this. We have STILL not been able to give him a proper burial. He died in March 2020. 2.
My cousin died of an accidental overdose because he could not access any treatment
facilities as they had been closed to help "stop the spread"; he was denied treatment, for his
safety, and then ended up dead, outside in the cold and all alone. Your government closed
facilities that were designed to HELP people. This government is complicit in my cousin Carl's
death. The opioid crisis is an actual crisis that your government has completely ignored during
covid. More people have died from the opioid crisis than covid. Horgan campaigned on this and
then because he is politically motivated (rather than ethically motivated), he threw these
families under the bus by saying addiction deaths are a choice, and covid deaths are not. The
utter cruelty and uneducated gall to say something like that. His words gave people permission
to ignore this crisis and instead lean into masking, OCD level hand washing and isolation.
None of which work to stop the spread of anything except humanity. My cousin died in
September 2020. 3. My 23 year old nephew was locked in solitary confinement for 23 hours a
day for over 2 months at the Edmonton Remand Centre. He was being held before trial (non
violent petty theft). Because of covid 'safety" measures, he was locked in there for months
instead of weeks to await trial as the system ground to a halt for everyone's''safety". My
nephew suffered from serious mental health issues (bipolar requiring meds) and was begging daily - to see a counsellor and to have assistance and access to detox medications and his
bipolar medications. He was denied it all. Ignored. Shut away in a room with one small window,
zero human contact. TJ killed himself in that cell. Zero drugs in his system. Covid mandates
had decimated the staff and the workers at that remand centre hid behind those mandates to
justify treating my nephew like a sub-human being. Your government mandates this to him.
Your government killed my nephew. 4. My husband's elderly client Pat was a vibrant woman
who walked 2-3 km a day prior to lockdown mandates in care facilities. She had alzheimers but
it was on a manageable decline and her way of life and quality of life was good. Your govt
mandates/lockdowns forced them into absolute isolation where they were being delivered paper
bag meals and had zero human contact, zero exercise, zero access to fresh air. These people
pay thousands to live at Amica House in Victoria and they were treated like cattle. It was
disgusting to witness. This was traumatizing to Pat who could not understand WHY she was
being locked away and why she was not allowed to leave her condo (they lived in a self
contained condo at Amica). Her health took a nosedive and she had several medical issues
surface, her immune system was depleted, her spirit destroyed and in her panic and confusion,
she tried to "escape". The facility then decided she was just too much to handle so they
moved her to a full-time care ward, drugged her up and plopped her in a wheelchair, where she
sits, completely broken, to this day. Her husband Ed is not far behind her. Your government
mandates and nonsensical "safety" measures did this to Pat. Your government ruined the last
years of her life and have ruined the lives of countless other seniors. 5. My husband was a
caretaker for Ed and Pat (noted above) and worked side by side with them DAILY during the
pandemic - except for the months of insane lockdowns that rendered Pat and Ed unable to
have Scott's help. Suddenly, due to a controlling government mandate, my husband, having
worked in close proximity with Ed, was no longer allowed in his building because the passport
system was initiated. This discriminatory, nonsencical mandate has economincally devastated
my family and has caused immeaasurable anxiety and suffering for Ed (my husband''s client).
Your government has done this to my family. Your government is using coercion and threats to
force an injection into its citizens. It's shameful and goes against our constitution. 6. My aunty
Lorraine had a stroke the day after her booster. My husband's elderly client Ed has been
hospitalized after each shot - now he has a 95% blockage in his carotid artery. Catching covid
would've been better for him. My neighbour can barely walk now - 3 boosters in and perfectly
fine before. My friend's brother - 54 - died "suddenly" of a heart attack while out riding his bike.
Perfectly fit and perfectly healthy- but was boosted a week prior. Those are just a few personal
examples. Your government has lied about these shots; the ingredients are unknown and the
long term effects are unknown. Why are you acting like this is so safe and effective? This
virus has a 99.98% survivability rate without a vaccine. Why are you pushing this injection so
hard? 7. Your government vax passport has rendered me and my family second class citizens.
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There is zero proof of viral spread in gyms, restaurants, theatres yet you have arbitrarily
allowed fellow Canadians to discriminate against me due to my medical status. My entire
family has natural immunity. Your government's sanctioned segregation and sanctioned hate
from the Prime Minister has profoundly affected my everyday life in a profoundly negative way.
69164

Badly lost friends

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69165

Not being able to life my life how I want

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69166

Little or no exercise, relationship suffer, fear, unhappiness, unable to trust governments
anymore, food shortage, new diseases we didn’t have before, less fun, unable to find,
unwanted time off work, wearing gloves at work

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69167

Depression. No work no money.stress

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69168

Quality of life is significantly reduced.

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69169

I owned a business abroad got denied my work permit and forced to come back to chinada!!!!!!
I have had to use my life savings to survive this far!!!!! Every single one of these liberals ndp
and anyone opposing freedom NEEDS TO GO NOW AND BE ARRESTED FOR
TREASON!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!+!!!!

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69170

Forced me to get a medical procedure I didn’t want in order to keep my job. Spawned anxiety,
Depression and hatred towards this government

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69171

My heart is broken for my son who was in a different activity every day of the week. Now zero

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69172

Loneliness

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69173

Left me feeling anxious

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69174

Limits my freedoms to travel, eat out at restaurants, church activities and other freedoms

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69175

I am severely depressed, my future is uncertain and my present is unhealthy. I can not get into
buildings, I am discriminated against, refused service at restaurants, and seeing how the
politicians and corporations are gaining and me and my fellow citizens are losing makes me
very angry

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69176

No travel

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69177

Social isolation, not able to see my family, loss of income, forced into getting vaccinated, not
able to speak freely about it to friends/relatives, division among friends/family.

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69178

It’s changed it drastically for the worse

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69179

It is tyrranical & communism

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69180

To the point that I want to move from Canada. I have been in different countries during
pandemic and how canada is handling pandemic is shameful

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69181

In all ways. Mental health, physical health, emotional health, business health…all negatively.

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69182

Heavy financial burden

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69183

It has effected my freedom

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69184

I have lost friends and family members caused by the division induced by Mr. Trudeau.. I feel
depressed and afraid because freedom of speech and freedom to make decisions about my
own body and what I feel is best for my own children has been threatened. Being coerced into
taking medication (re: vaccines)or we will be fired from our jobs with no hope of getting
employment insurance is unacceptable. This is not the Canada that I know and I am 67 years
old and lived here all of my life. To me, this is barbaric behaviour with no regard towards
humanity. There should always be a debate and never stop freedom of speech. Our Canadian
constitution should always be upheld and never allowed to be broken by anyone.

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69185

It has almost totally ended most of my activities

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69186

Yes its caused family dysfunction because of differing views and beliefs. It's not following the
science and the severe cases and the news is distorting the facts and the truth.

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69187

Stress. Witnessing the divide and hate between families. Watching the suicide rates climb ,
the broken families , destruction of businesses and lives, what gets me the most is the severe
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mental health issues in our youth of all ages. They have endured the worst of the worst and it
is soul crushing. I personally have not followed any of the rules , I hug everyone, we never
stopped doing anything unless you needed a vax passport. Even then we found loopholes.
Went skiing. Indoor play centers. Parties. Sleep overs. Never masked my self or my kids.
Never ever got tested for fake covid.
69188

Stressful, divided from family & friends, kids suffering with anxiety, kids shouldn't need to be
vaccinated or masked.

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69189

Terribly. Never have I been this depressed and angry at how life and the way society seems to
be so willing to give up their freedoms as Canadian citizens.

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69190

Cut me off from family and friend Suffered depression Limited my child’s activities

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69191

I have dealt with pretty severe social anxiety over the last 2 years and intense loneliness. I
had a baby beginning of 2021 and it has caused even further anxiety and depression. Not
having proper prenatal or postnatal care (my care provider saw me 5x in 10 months) We’ve
been basically locked in our houses not allowed to see family or friends and my small children
are paying the hardest.

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69192

It has killed, maimed and harmed people in my life. Mental health has plummeted along with
use of other substances has increased in loved ones

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69193

I lost my job because of the mandates. Not seeing friends and family as much. Division.
Mental illness: anxiety and depression.

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69194

It’s cost me friendships and strain in family relationships. I’ve suffered with my mental health
and have been treated like a second class citizen for choosing to not get the experimental
“vaccine.” I’ve had Covid and recovered just fine. I’ve been exposed to Covid numerous times
since and not gotten it again. My natural immunity is working great and is not even considered.
Two of my children are on anxiety medication as well. So done with the overreach by
government.

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69195

My son committed suicide, I want to do the same. I have had my mother-in-law die, my brother
in law die, and my husband’s brother in law die- we could not attend the funerals of any. As a
matter of fact we couldn’t even go to Newfoundland to see my mother in law before her death.
We needed family after the death of our son, my husband, a veteran of the Canadian Forces,
needed his family…..his mom.

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69196

Lost my job; can’t get employed.

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69197

Stress has been unbelievable Missed out on weddings, funerals, visiting grandparents, the
atmosphere at school was horrible.. and this harassment everywhere with the masks

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69198

It has caused great depression for me & my teenage children. It has divided our extended
family.

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69199

I don't feel free. like I am a prisoner in my own country. Lucky I work from home

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69200

I have depression and anxiety I couldn’t see my family when Covid started I had Suicidal
thoughts I was going to end my life. This Covid needs to stop and bring everyone together
because if someone is dealing with depression and anxiety just like me they need family and
friends to hang out with. This is my opinion.

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69201

I could not go visit my daughter when she had an emergency C-section, or to bury my father
when he passed away, nor to bury my mother in law.

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69202

limit to all my God given Freedom

2/18/2022 1:47 PM

69203

Other than the crazy mask mandate it hasn't affected us to much

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69204

Family division Depression Anxiety Vaccine injury severe to family member

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69205

I lost my job, my career, my income. I became depressed and angry with the world.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69206

Make me very angry

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69207

Mentally

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69208

Employment Business Loss and separation of friends and family Mental health Depression
Difficulty And...mostly... Disgusted! Divisiveness. Allowing totalitarian agendas that are clearly
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fascist in nature. An affront to the freedoms Canadians fought and died for
69209

Caused division amongst family and friends. Watching friends lose their jobs. Lots of
psychological trauma amongst kids, teens and adults. It’s a shit show. The world and humanity
will take years to recover from this fiasco.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69210

Can’t visit my mother in the nursing home

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69211

Sold my transport due to rates, cost of fuel caused by Justin Trudeau and his Covid
mandates, can’t find a job due to vaccine passports, can’t enjoy life, can’t see my family

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69212

Work, family and activity

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69213

Not really much

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69214

Can't visit friends in Canada

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69215

Cut me off from my grandchildren

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69216

Lost job

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69217

Negatively.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69218

It has affected the mental health of myself and my family. Having my children going back and
forth to online and in person learning. My daughter just had her birthday and we weren't allowed
to go anywhere because of this ridiculous vaccine requirement. How sad in a "free" country.
I'm working from home because I can't wear a mask, they make me sick and I get extreme
migraines. All of this nonsense has devided people that I know, even kids in the school
system are being devided. I am NOT an anti-vaxxer, but I do no trust this vaccine. It is my
body and it should be my choice. I am also tired of people comparing this vaccine no others,
like measles. None of those vaccines are actually mandatory, but people don't seem to realize
that. Having all of what I mentioned going on has been very stressful. I do not support any of
these mandates and I never will!

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69219

Friend and family division, church attendance, segregation in the work place, plus much more

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69220

My grandmother died alone, my brother committed suicide, my kids can't play the sports they
love... I could go on and on

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69221

Everything being restricted. Not being able to have proper help for my injury. Because it was
delayed, its put me into a category of permanent disability, which is wrong.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69222

Every way possible. Children afraid, elderly afraid. Can't travel, can't go anywhere. Can't visit
elderly, Can't attend church, Can't protest, Can't go certain places.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69223

Huge! My husband was forced to take the vax to keep his job so we can keep our home and
feed our family. I am also being forced to do the same thing and fighting for an exemption. My
kids have been traumatized with these masks and vax passports for school and functions. My
daughter hasn’t been able to attend cadets in 2 years in person because of the mandates. My
daughter has become more enclosed and withdrawn since all of these mandates. These need
to end immediately!! We need to be able to live our Normal lives as it has been proven these
vax’s do not work! They cause more harm.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69224

Lost family members and social friendships

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69225

Disruptive and divisive.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69226

It has made my anxiety so much worse and I’ve lost out on living. My 2 year old has barely
seen other people and I can’t take her out to do things so she can socialize and live a normal
life. I’m feeling very depressed about life because of the mandates

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69227

?

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69228

In every way possible. Can’t do anything, go anywhere, work freely, live freely, depression,
embarrassment, health (need surgery, been waiting 1.5 years)

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69229

I don’t see friends, go to classes, do volunteer work. I’m alone much of the time.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69230

Lonely senior

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69231

Work freedom

2/18/2022 1:46 PM
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69232

Not being able to dine out

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69233

It has divided friends, family, and community members. The division is crippling communities,
and has affected my social-emotion well-being as well as other family members.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69234

No more freedom

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69235

It separate the family and frends

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69236

Total Isolation. Super unhealthy physically and mentally!!

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69237

Felt the hatred thrust upon the unvaxed and have seen the govt divide the people.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69238

I cannot work in my former jobs. I am restricted from traveling and working and enjoying same
rights as everyone else (they are telling us these are now "privileges'). People now are
(needlessly) scared of me. Or are "just following mandates" and leave me out socially as well.
I had covid in April 2020. I am therefore immune. Yet still excluded. My 17yo daughter died
from suicide Nov 2020 and mandates, lockdowns, had contributed to affecting negatively
mental health in our family.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69239

Irrelevant. It never should have been imposed in the first place. It was unwarranted, unjustified,
and imposed upon a free society. The parties behind this heinous overhanded approach to
politics need to be dealt with justly.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69240

My daughter was born during this pandemic, my 8 year old son is behind in school due the the
shutdown of academics the last two years. My wife hasn’t been able to get proper medical
treatment for ailments due to the restrictions. I have not seen certain family members during
this whole debacle

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69241

It’s affected all areas, work , family, friends.. my 12 year old grandson now suffers from
anxiety of being sick!!! I’ve been alienated in a society where my medical choices used to be
my own choice!!!

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69242

Depressed

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69243

It has affected my kids life.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69244

I lost my job of over ten years of service because of not getting the vaccine.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69245

Limited access, line-ups, elderly parent need more assistance. Psychologically draining.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69246

Negatively within society within the family within the church

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69247

Had to change my career of 10 years , financial difficulties. I have not seen my parents in over
2 years. Stress, everything's more expensive.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69248

My son once a very accomplished competive dancer, in longer is in dance.. he struggled
emotionally for months.. I was afraid to leave him alone because i was worried he would harm
himself.. my husband is subjected to tests that we know are useless.. the masks we know are
useless.. I HAVE LOST ALL FAITH IN MY GOVERNMENT AND MEDICAL
PROFESSIONALS. THESE MANDATES DO NOTHING BUT, HARM... I AM DISGUSTED
THAT SCIENCE WAS QUELLED TO PUSH THE NARRATIVE.. PEOPLE DIED BECAUSE
OF THIS GOVERNMENT'S HANDLING OF THIS.. EARLY INTERVENTION COULD HAVE
SAVED LIVES.. INSTEAD MANY WERE MURDERED.. THIS WHOLE GOVERNMENT IS
COMPLICIT TO THE HARM AND SHOULD BE HELD RESPONSIBLE. EVERY mP every
representative everyone

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69249

It has been a barrier to visiting friends and family members, interviewing and applying for jobs,
worshiping in my faith tradition, and more easily accessing goods and services.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69250

job loss, unable to get another job, loss of social interaction, housing, facing the mRna shot
potentially killing me because of a dangerous pre existing condition that this shot can activate,
and have for others hense killing them. I cannot leave the country, visit family or others
because if a mandate saying unvaccinated aren't allowed to leave. It is blatant discrimination
of a minority group that do not spread the virus any more than fully vaccinated do.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69251

It feels like we're a bunch of caged animals with curfews

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69252

I can’t go to see my mom.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69253

Can’t be with family!! Couldn’t visit dying father in law.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM
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69254

I have not seen my family in over two years. I have not been able to get to my son quickly. He
suffers from mental health issues and it is important for him to have support from his family. It
has created division in friendships and family.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69255

Stress, anxiety, and so many other reasons.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69256

I was threatened with job loss and not just job loss I would not have been able to find a job
elsewhere. Fortunately my company has kept me on an allowed me to work from home but the
stress of this, together with the stress of not being able to travel, to unwind in a restaurant with
my friends, take part in leisure activities (for example I would LOVE after a very hard week to
go to the RV show here in town but I won't be admitted) has caused me such stress and that,
together with the Emergencies Act, I can't sleep at night and haven't been able to for months
and months. I'm exhausted and fragile.

2/18/2022 1:46 PM

69257

It’s has Basically made me a second class citizen and done great home to my small business,
costs are through the roof and huge labour shortage

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69258

Loss my job because I refused to comply

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69259

It has been horrible. So much segregation and division. It needs to end right now. This is
destroying families, businesses and communities. Children are suffering the most.

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69260

I've lost several friends and family due to covid. It has effect my mental health and we have
lost valuable time with loved ones.

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69261

Isolated and depressed

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69262

Daughter can’t go to university in person. honours student. So can’t work as gymnastics coach
or train. Husband and were forced to undergo medical intervention under duress to avoid job
loss in healthcare.

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69263

Close family can't leave/enter the country

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69264

Stress

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69265

Affected my job

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69266

Lowered quality of life

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69267

lost job

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69268

I’m being forced to get double vaxxed to work

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69269

Made me feel isolated and alone and I have missed out on visiting family members including
my 90 year old Mother!

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69270

Unnecessary stress

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69271

Mild depression, anxiety, dread. Loss of friends.

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69272

It is destroying my only source of income as a chef in a small town

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69273

Division in my family and depression

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69274

Removal of an individuals choice and self governance is never a good thing. As principle I live
my life as though I am unvaccinated in order to see and experience just how much this
division impacts them. By not giving out my health information it is customary that people
assume you are unvaccinated and treat you as such. My family has all but abandoned me,
many of my friends have distanced themselves and do not wish to associate with me, my
physical health has gone down as i cannot access gyms or fitness facilities

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69275

Visiting people I love

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69276

Stress, depression, anxiety, limited contact

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69277

In every possible way.

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69278

It’s a load of crap is what it all is. Yes there is a viruse but the political side of thing is
complete crap. Let us be free and let our kids have a life. Again

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69279

It's torn my family and friends apart and we've lost so many souls to suicide and addictions. 😢
😥😢

2/18/2022 1:45 PM
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69280

My mental health has severely declined, I fear for my life everywhere I go, but mainly I am
terrified of being shunned for taking my mask off for a few minutes. I have had full panic
attacks due to feelings of suffocation.

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69281

It has caused hardship for my business.

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69282

My fiancé and I both lost our jobs due to the mandates. We haven’t been able to travel.

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69283

Yes. No church, no restaurants, mask everywhere. We can't see faces, people hardly talk to
each other, many have become fearful of this invisible enemy. People can hardly visit family,
families divided against each other. Friend with vaccine reaction. ETC. ETC.

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69284

It's caused division in our country

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69285

Mandates have violated my Charter of Rights and Freedoms and taken away my inalienable
rights as a Canadian citizen to live in a free and democratic country where the rule of law and
Charter of Rights and Freedoms is upheld and which recognizes the supremacy of God and the
rule of law. Government is there to serve us and uphold our rights as prescribed in the Charter
of Rights and Freedoms. My personal life has been affected by not being able to visit with
family, the death of my sister and not being able to attend her funeral, being forced to wear a
mask that does not work and is actually a breathing barrier and unhealthy. Doctors have been
silenced from giving good, informed advice and being able to provide treatment that helps to
help alleviate this virus' affects in a person's body.

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69286

It has effected my children from not being able to participate in any activities

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69287

In every way. Yo much you explain on my lunch but it’s been a hard two years.

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69288

Preventing me from traveling to visit family abroad, preventing us from going to the pool with
our children and that’s our favourite thing to do as a family, preventing us from eating out with
friends and colleagues for special occasions

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69289

It has limited me from experiencing events with my children, stopped our family from working
and has impacted my sons health with health mandates at school.

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69290

Limited my mobility and social activity caused division in my family community and church

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69291

Sad

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69292

Isolation, can't travel by plane, can't go to restaurants, can't go to own child's hockey games

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69293

Bouts of depression cost 💲 of goods and testing

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69294

It has been heart breaking. My sense of Canada as a democratic country is gone, which is
why I moved here 45 years ago from the Us. I feel segregated for my views and choices. I am
seeing people I know getting sick from vaccines, but know of know one who has died. Not one
word in the media about sickness and death. This is illegal, unjust, and draconian. We all need
to stand up to this tyranny.

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69295

Negatively in many ways

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69296

My family and I have been discriminated against, we have lost good people to vaccine death,
we have a nephew who has a permanent vaccine injury, we could only allow 10 people at my
father’s funeral, we have been homeschooling because my child developed anxieties and
physical reactions to wearing the mask and I have been placed on LWOP from Canada Post
because I made the ‘wrong choice’. We are suffering and we need you and your voice to
please speak for us, to please stand for us, and we need you to please help end all talks of
this Emergency Measures Act.

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69297

I have been dealing with my children saying they no longer feel that life is worth living. Been
dealing with mental health issues myself, I was coerced into getting a vaccine just so my
young children could play hockey.

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69298

Isolation, illness, loss of income.

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69299

Terribly

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69300

Lost job, income, stress, embarrassment ..worried about my kids, not getting transparent news
and facts.

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69301

Yes

2/18/2022 1:45 PM
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69302

It has affected my mental health and my family.

2/18/2022 1:45 PM

69303

Not able to meet my family. My father is 90 year old and we are not able to provide him his last
years of life with his family. My sister just dead , get vaccinated but was immuno , do not
know if the vaccin cause dead, her treatment stopped to work after vaccin

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69304

My family of 5 grown kids and 12 grandkids have all been affected for the worse. Loss of
employment, loss of marriage or fights in marriage, anxiety, depression, sickness, divisions
about vaccination or not, hard to sustain a living because of job closures for unvaccinated,
coercive government control and pressure to get vaccines or a loss of job. I cannot go to gymn
to excercise and meet friends because i am unvaccinated. We cannot travel in our retirement,
go to restaurants, go to church without masks.

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69305

I had to leave a good job because of the vaccine mandates. My son's education has suffered
and is still suffering. My grandfather committed suicide april2021 and I'm sure it was due to
lockdowns, isolation and loneliness. Our families have suffered many losses and have not
been allowed to grieve together. So much this has cost us already.

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69306

Solitude , mental & physical health is in jeperdy !!! 😞😢🤒

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69307

Caused division in family, masks cause headaches constantly, loss of family traditions and
closeness, financial hardship, depression

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69308

Cut off my social life, lost friends, made me realize how corrupt the government actually is

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69309

My business as suffered almost to a place of return

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69310

Created an enormous amount of isolation. Stole the essential core of my life - the ability to
worship with my community. Many community members swore at me, got angry, and
threatened me because I have a medical exemption and did not wear a mask. The general
community became unsafe for me. We were stopped from visiting family in another province
due to the mandates.

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69311

It has divided my extended family and cost many friends their jobs. It has effected my
childrens mental health and their ability to enjoy school

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69312

Depression, segregation, loss of freedom, not being able to see my family

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69313

Mental well-being confidence

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69314

Work, travel, school all effected by either a change in how I work or complete school to a
complete lack of travel for holidays

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69315

Don"t get me started .. i lost my job .. did not get the care i needed in hospatal when i went in
for a massov surgery .. removing a canseres mass .. my deughter is not the same little girl ..

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69316

Severe depression from being isolated

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69317

Depression mostly

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69318

My sister has lost her job. I cant travel out of the country. Masks are stupid,

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69319

It affected our kids

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69320

My mental health is terrible after theese 2 year of government terror

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69321

All my live and my children’s Life Healt, psychology affects

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69322

Cannot see loved ones in Ontario. Have trouble breathing in mask with partially collapsed lung.
Cannot socialize with friends, feel isolated and alone.

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69323

I had to get out of Canada and move to Mexico. I can't get the vaccination.

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69324

Lost my business I had built up over 4 years, then lost my care giving job after, lost my family,
many loved ones died after being jabbed, when they were perfectly healthy before hand.
Current goverment broke The charter of Rights and Nuremberg code all Due to unlawful
mandates and illegally imposed experimental injections on the people . For a disease that has
a better survivalrate than the flue. Media and goverment continually frauding the people,
causing divisiveness, harm, death and degregation of humainess in Canada.

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69325

Loss of work, not free to travel, can’t trust the government and the media. I want Trudeau to be

2/18/2022 1:44 PM
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removed from power with a Nonconfidence vote from the people of Canada. The Tierney must
end.
69326

Slowed my business down

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69327

No freedom to do anything. Where is the freedom we used to have! This is not a free country
anymore! It's communism!

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69328

Noticed a dramatic change in my kids personalities. They are withdrawn, their sports have
been affected and the division between family and friends has created some horrific dynamics

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69329

Gave me anxiety and couldn’t get a job. Division of friends and family

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69330

Mentally, financially,physicly

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69331

It has created intense depression, sadness, with extreme division between family members,
severely injuring the relationships and has ended friendships. The mandates have threatened
my job, and frightened me, creating stress, bringing up intergenerational trauma and triggers,
marginalizing an entire group. I now live in fear daily of losing my job and of harassment
because of medical choices.

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69332

These mandates have created a divide in our country and need to stop now! All Canadians
mental health has suffered through this time and it’s well past time to return to normal

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69333

Job loss

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69334

Only in negative ways. My Dad and my Grandmother had to die alone because of it

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69335

As a 22 year old the covid-19 pandemic wouldn't have changed my life. None of my friends or
family died. In fact I still don't know a single person under 80 years old that died of covid-19.
But the restrictions and mandates had me contemplating suicide in the winter. These
mandates and restrictions are wrong, unlawful and unjustified.

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69336

Can't visit family in the US

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69337

My job has been put at risk. I am unable to travel by air within Canada, or to leave the country.
I have to break the law to practice my religious beliefs, or to visit friends & family. I am unable
to continue volunteering and participating in society as before.

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69338

Made work and Leisure activity more difficult is also separated a family and made vulnerable
people more susceptible to emotional and physical harm

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69339

Physically mentally and financially. I do not feel like a free citizen.

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69340

Pushed out of work, harrassed, lied to by our government, rules implyed that dont exist, the
prime minister has uttered threats and is completely incompetent.

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69341

Lost my job, declared unfit for EI

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69342

Isolating, anxiety.

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69343

How has the mandates NOT affected our lives??? Permeated every aspect of our lives.

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69344

I wear a mask and show my card when I go to a restaraunt. Otherwise, minimal impact

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69345

lost sales , turn family members against each other

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69346

My families anxiety is through the roof because of the fear mongering

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69347

Wrecked it

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69348

I’m just disappointed in our government Trudeau has to go! I feel we need to get our freedom
back and get on with our lives!

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69349

I was deprived of my family and friends for many, many months, which was very tough. I have
the feeling I grew very older during this time, because of this lack.

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69350

Just end it

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69351

In every possible way. I am segregated from society, a second class citizen. My children are
also effected and have been affected since the beginning.

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69352

I hate the fact I have to show proof of my vaccine to do pretty much anything I enjoy. I hate

2/18/2022 1:44 PM
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wearing a mask and I especially hate that my toddler has to wear one. It has completely
divided my family and friends.
69353

I am depressed and lonely. I worked very hard for retirement and now I am not fulfilling my
dreams. My husband and I put in long hard hours when we were young to do what we wanted
when we turned 60. Those dreams are crushed

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69354

I cannot travel freely around my country or anywhere else for that matter.

2/18/2022 1:44 PM

69355

Tore my family apart! Family against family. Friends against friends, frustration not being able
to visit my children and grand children family and relatives in multiple provinces . Not being
able to Grieve my loved ones at their funerals . Cost of living skyrocketing from waste of tax
dollars. Ungodly debt load to Canadians. Stress, depression, anger.

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69356

Same as everyone else. It's hard to wear a mask all day and to be isolated from friends and
family. It's not good for anyone's mental health.

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69357

Loss of income, family mental health in crisis, outcast in the community, can't attend in person
church, friendships lost, can't shop or travel freely, haven't been able to see my 93 yr old
mother in a long term care home for 2 yrs.

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69358

No freedom

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69359

My older 2 children are now on anti-depressants. I believe it is linked to the mandates and
masking and overall unnecessary fear. I have vaccinated my children so they could participate
in certain activities, even though I didn't feel it was medically necessary. Decreased work
functions have effected morale. Decreased family gatherings have added to the divide among
my family members. The constant discussions and disagreements regarding mandates has
been mentally exhausting.

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69360

It has restricted relationships and affected my health in a negative way!

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69361

Fucking drastically. Mentally, emotionally physically, psychologically, financially, relationally
and all in a negative way.

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69362

It has made me safer.

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69363

For two years I live alone in isolation with no friends visiting n no friends to visit. My family
does not want to have me near before vaccinated and now I’m fully vaccinated and they still
don’t dare to have me near because of all the govt lies n so I have not seen my 90 yr old
parents for over a year even tho they are vaccinated n boosted. Shame on you Trudeau n fed
n provincial n city govts to isolate me at 60 and remove jobs from me!!!!!! N shame on the on
the media for terrifying the population n turning them on each other n breaking apart families in
unity with govt!!!!!!! You have broken my finances and my heart

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69364

Affected my business

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69365

Indescribable...loss of friends work hope

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69366

Isolation, depression, loss of work.

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69367

Separated from loved ones

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69368

Loss of work. Depression , anxiety, family division.

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69369

mental oppression

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69370

Cant participate in my daughters life, had to close business permanently, lost many friends,
feel isolated, lost joy in life

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69371

trauma

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69372

Lost of jobs opportunety, famely disput, lost of freedom, lost trust in my goverment ...

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69373

loss of personal freedom ..and living in fear

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69374

In many negative ways. My job and relationships have been negatively affected. I have been
vaccinated and despite all these measures been infected with covid.

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69375

My two very active social happy smart kids started to get depressed and talking about suicide
😢it tells you everything you need to know💔

2/18/2022 1:43 PM
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69376

Terrible depression for those who live alone and tearing families apart over vax issues

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69377

I am losing my job of 17 years

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69378

Negatively .. loss of employment opportunities.. restriction of movement and travel. Loss of
family Gatherings!! Stress and anxiety..

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69379

Lost job. At my age it will never return. Im vaccinated Loss freinds and 1 year of solidarity life

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69380

My mental health, my ability to move freely in My country.... My choice to make decisions
about My health that are right for Me.

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69381

Full time stress of know they wont work and never will

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69382

It's taken away freedom of life

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69383

It closed down my business thus affecting me financially and divided my family and friends.
My family and I were threatened with death for personal autonomy.

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69384

Destroyed family/friend relationships, kids with mental health, friends died and disabled from
mRNA drug injections. Atrocious mismanagement of tax money. Financial impact on my
business. Nothing makes sense. Canadians need early treatment for covid, that’s all. Problem
solved. No more divisive measures, only unity.

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69385

Business suffered greatly because of lockdowns... Mental health

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69386

I have lost freedoms that are afforded to me in the charter of rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69387

I feel trapped in my home unwillingly, I don’t feel free, I haven’t been able to travel in over two
years. Life now and our future seems dim with all the debt our leader has invoked by giving to
his friends family and other countries, the cost of living has doubled over and beyond over our
wages, depression has set in a few times because I worry for the less fortunate on how they
will make ends meet. Trudeau has to go he should be put in jail for what he has done to the
best country in the world. He is an embarrassment to the world stage. He has not made me a
proud Canadian, he has made me a depressed Canadian who worries about our future

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69388

Stressful and isolating

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69389

Unable to go to restaurants, theatre, sporting events, family visits etc

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69390

Negatively.lost relationships ect.

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69391

Anxiety

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69392

Severe depression and anxiety.

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69393

Made my life hell

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69394

The mandates have affected me in multiple ways. First, as an Indigenous woman, and child
and sibling to Residential School survivors, these mandates have caused trauma, emotional
harm, and Spiritual harm, as it has caused me to feel unsafe, to feel rejected, to feel fear to
gather to practice Spiritual Practices that were already fought hard for the right to reclaim. As a
mother of a disabled child who already had extensive medical harm that CAUSED his
disability, and already affected our trust in the medical and health professions, AND means my
son has reactions to nearly all pharmaceuticals, drugs and normal vaccines, the mandates
have hindered or prevented much needed medical care, and further affected our trust in the
system. I too have an extensive medical history, and have multiple allergies and reactions to
an incredible amount of both natural substances and pharmaceutical drugs, including a history
of normal vaccine reactions, so for both my child and I, there are mutiple ways the mandates
have literally turned us into classless citizens, cut us off from society, harmed family
relationships, and damaged friendships, as our medical statuses have made our own family
and frieds actually FEAR us, for being the SAME people we ALWAYS have been, the same
people that they USED to support. The general population has been fear-mongered into hating
their own family and friends, and caused shunnings. Literal shunnings. I have been shunned.
And with the mandates, and my inability to work due to not being able to vaccinated, AND
having a legitimate mask exemption, I am extremely unlikely to be able to provide for myself
and my son, who has EXTENSIVE uncovered medical expenses and needs, that I have no
way to pay or provide, and will likely not be able to in the future, if these mandates continue.
My anxiety has heightened, my mental health has suffered, my ability to provide for my basic
needs has been made impossible, and my already isolated child has been even more isolated

2/18/2022 1:43 PM
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due to a breakdown in family relationships over our inability to be vaccinated or masked. We
might as well be living back in Residential Schools with the pass system. This has caused
nearly immeasurable trauma. I no longer have faith or trust in our Doctors, our medical system,
or our governments. None. It is hard to even fully articulate how much these mandates have
affected my life, but if these mandates don't end NOW, we will have untold generations of
trauma to AGAIN have to unpack and heal from. As an Indigenous person who knows the
harms of segregation, dehumanization, and isolation ... I beg ALL the levels of governments,
and all businesses, to please STOP this. It's time to heal ALL of our Nations, and this country.
Please stop ALL mandates immediately.
69395

Can't travel through airports. Can't see my children play sports. Can't go to restaurants. Can't
travel without hassle though Canadian provinces. Always living in fear of government.

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69396

I had to get my jab to keep my job even tho I was against it.

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69397

Trauma

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69398

Many ways to many to list can’t visit my kids in the US

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69399

Lost 2 years of restful sleep watching so many people not think for themselves and just
blinding follow. Very concerning. This needs to end this control it’s not ok on any level

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69400

It has negatively affected every aspect of my life from my businesses (yes two) to mental
health to social, seeing family- literally everything and none of it positive

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69401

Severely, I am unable to travel, socialize, access therapy or medical care, access the gym
(mental health is plummeting), and could lose my job if the vaccine passports continue.

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69402

Pushed me into Jesus. Trust the word of God and the Holy Spirit first.

2/18/2022 1:43 PM

69403

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69404

I have had anxiety, depression, and anger issues. It reminds me of what I have seen about
Nazi Germany before Hitler started his Megalomaniac Murder Spree and his campaign of World
domination and Genocide! Trudeau needs to be punished as he has caused hardships for ALL
Canadians! He is NOT any kind of a leader, how he got into power again is a question I
continue to ponder

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69405

It has caused depression, anger, near rage. Made me at times to feel like a second class
citizen. I am a free being and do not react well to tyranny@

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69406

My husband lost his job, my son has been denied education due to a mask exemption, my
daughter has mental health issues from online learning and I am trying to keep my family fed

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69407

Caused undue stress, divided family, friends and coworkers. Imposed decision to vaccinate or
lose my ability to support my family.

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69408

Not being able to visit dying family members/friends in the hospital. Not able to travel. My
children haven’t been able to go to dance class or swimming or any of the normal things you
would do with your young children. Time I will never get back!!!

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69409

Terribly

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69410

It doesn’t control my life. Im mostly alone in the bush but I do not Like the way our PM
responds to challenges. A real PM would have talked to the peaceful protesters in the
beginning instead of hiding and making it bigger than what it was. Name calling on his part is
bullying. Did he treat the natives this way when hwy 6 was shutdown for months? No. This is
in his backyard so its a big deal. Totally disgusted how this leader handles situations. My
personal issue also is im double vaxxed but still got covid. That tells me its a money grab and
not a real vaccine. I am to the point of lost faith in our political system.

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69411

Limited my freedom to support many business, like food , hotel establishments. Also I had to
give up my Winnipeg blue bomber season tickets last year. I also could not visit my dad who
died while in hospital.

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69412

Made life difficult.

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69413

Boring

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69414

Every thing as a un vaccinated person I have NO rights NO freedoms

2/18/2022 1:42 PM
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69415

Assaulted, travel restriction, dinner restriction,lack of oxygen with a mask on. Being told to
have a medical treatment without consent, family battleas etc.

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69416

Can’t go to church,can’t go to any public venues etc

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69417

Vax passports have created fear for people in my family and division

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69418

Affected

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69419

Adversely.

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69420

It’s ruined Canada

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69421

My 5 year old has been segregated at school for not wearing a mask. I have had depression
and thoughts of suicide. Friends have been excluded and shunned from society for not being
vaccinated. My husband was told he had to be vaccinated to keep his job.

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69422

Financial

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69423

I now have to live as a second-class citizen in Canada, with many formerly normal activities,
like going to a pub or a movie shut off to me. My daughter has basically lost the federal job
she loves and was excelling at. My sister has also lost her job due to mandates and she is
suicidal. Hopefully we don't lose her to this madness as a 'death of despair' but I am very
worried. Due to the govt reaction to Covid, have completely lost faith in all our social
institutions: media, legal, police, financial, education, healthcare, social safety net, etc. I no
longer even trust my own doctor to put my interests first above govt directives! A reputation
takes years to build and seconds to lose. This is the problem our Canadian institutions now
face. We may never get back to 'normal.'

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69424

It has effected the income in our family. Our lively hood has been affected as well as division
in our family

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69425

Loss of job, loss of income, loss of happiness, social isolation, feeling discriminated against
abd isolated causes mental distress, watching family and friends suffer, watching family and
friends have negative reactions to mandates

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69426

This isn’t multiple choice

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69427

Loss of work, loss of opportunities for my family and my children, loss of friendships,
segregated, outcast, bullied, hate messages.

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69428

stress,anexioty,and depression…

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69429

Depression

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69430

Segregated and discriminated against

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69431

Social life for all family members is poor

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69432

Socially, financially and mentally!!! Its all unnecessary and needs to immediately END!!!!!

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69433

Single mom and had to get a vaccine to keep my job

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69434

Loss of freedom

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69435

Not being with my mom when she was dying. Not being able to be with family. Young innocent
children dying from the vaccine. Mental health rising

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69436

Depression and suicidal

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69437

Limited visitation with family, especially those living in the United States. Disrupted the
education of my children. Forced my husband to get a vaccine in order to keep his job. Forced
me to test every 72 hours even though I have already had and recovered from Covid-19.
Forced me to hypocritically wear a mask and pretend that I believe it helps keep people safe.
Caused disrespect and arguing amongst my family, colleagues, and church members.

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69438

I was forced to take the vaxxine to keep my job

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69439

Unable to attend social gatherings, division between myself and my family

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69440

Lost my in career, can't go back to school, familial relationships destroyed, famil member is
suicidal. That's just off the top of my head

2/18/2022 1:42 PM
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69441

It has made life difficult

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69442

It is ridiculous

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69443

It’s impacted me in a negative way both mentally & physically plus emotionally. I’m about to
lose it.

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69444

It has been an intentional hell as people are divided and angry/upset/frustrated/depressed. I
have been fighting for FREEDOM for 2 years! This is about Depopulation & Control. We MUST
as We The People take over!

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69445

In Every possible way

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69446

Depressed . My business has been down up to 80%….. arguments between family and friends
…. Disunity …. Awful

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69447

Mental health

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69448

Emotionally exhausting, reduced family time, loss of family member that I could not visit

2/18/2022 1:42 PM

69449

I've been on an unpaid leave for nearly 3 months now. I didn't see my children for almost 9
months in 2020. So I'm broke and sad.

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69450

Very close to destroying it !!

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69451

I was not allowed to take certain courses in my nursing program in university which forced me
to fully deffer.

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69452

Afraid to go anywhere,do anything.just want my freedom back

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69453

I have a 1 dose vaccine injury and now I'm ostracized from society and family because I can't
have another dose

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69454

Can’t get to see my family in another province

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69455

I have been unable to visit family, not able to attend a fitness center, unable to travel, unable
to maintain a normal, healthy active and social life.

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69456

I might lose my job and depression stress and poor mental health is over whelming to all 6 of
us in our family. We have lost family we have lost friends over this divide. This is something
that was created and was planned out as we know and they wanted to divide us and it’s
working. I can’t stand the legacy media for them spewing fake news and lies they need to go
down so that the truth can come out. And I don’t understand why Trudeau is still in office after
all of his corruption

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69457

I used to be an active senior now nothing open so just sitting. Need my group for support

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69458

It has not affected my life at all I believe in science and medical professionals I am happy to
wear a mask to protect others and feel safe that I am triple vaccinated

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69459

The mandates have effected my life in so many ways but I mostly worry for my adolescent
sons who this vaccine has been mandated for. They have not been able to play sports or be
normal teenagers with their friends going out and being social. This is my main concern.

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69460

Social isolation Inability to move freely Socialization of my child Cost of goods

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69461

The mandates have put a hold on my child's life who as struggling with developmental delay
prior to the pandemic. All the mandates have delayed her catching up with her peers and
removed the most important facial cues in communication. The mandates have also cost me
my employment that I worked years for. A job to serve other developmentally delayed people
on the autism spectrum.

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69462

Made me a second-class citizen even though I had to get vaxxed to keep my job of 25 years.
The censorship of the science community and I dividuals has deeply divided the country. The
mask mandates have mentally destroyed my 6 year old daughter and her education.

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69463

It prevents me from exercising my full freedoms and rights I received as being a citizen of this
country, under the constitution and charter of freedoms and rights

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69464

Destroyed life, health and liberty and the Charter of Right and Freedoms

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69465

My life has changed since the mandate not for the good its hard to live in bc with my beliefs in

2/18/2022 1:41 PM
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freedom that's not what Canada is about we are being treated like crazy criminals and all we
are doing is standing up for what we believe in
69466

Mentally and emotionally drained. No swimming for my child. Feeling of segregation/division

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69467

It's killing friends and family.

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69468

Work and inflation

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69469

Limited opportunities with family & friends & where we are allowed to go

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69470

Alot of family and friends have died alone and it seems like our Canadian government don't
care about any of our rights sad and really depressed

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69471

It has divided my family, our loss of freedom to travel and I have lost way to many vaccinated
friends ( within days of their being vaccinated (which health care won’t admit)

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69472

Hard struggle to make a living and seeing people suffer is just heart breaking and not to
mention what ours kids are going through this has to stop before its to late if its not already 😔

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69473

I have not been able to eat at a restaurant, use a gym, or basically do anything publicly in a
long time. Meanwhile vaccinated people have been able to use these facilities and continue
spreading Covid all this time? Doesn’t make sense

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69474

Depression and tried to kill my self !!

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69475

I cannot go to big box stores, cannot buy liquor, cannot take a community course, nor get a job
to pay my debts. It has cost me $25,000 more to buy a house, I'm having trouble selling a
property out-of-country because people are Covid-hesitant, I have lost several friends, my
neighbours shunned me and this is just off the top of my head, I'm sure there's more ... Oh, I
went through several depressive episodes, even had suicidal thoughts.

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69476

It has driven me into depression.

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69477

Employment , Social , dining out , Travel

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69478

My child who was not at risk of covid got the vaccine to be able to "do things" and I am have
concerns that it will have affect in the long run. She is only 13. There are other things, but I will
keep it to that.

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69479

At first I went along with most of it but it is quite obvious these mandates are NOT working. I
do not believe I should take a shot that has NOT been proven effective and has a lot of Dr.
That don't agree with it, being fired or hushed about their opinions. What are "they" afraid of.
Scientists should be allowed to speak if they have opposing proofs as to the results of their
investigations.

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69480

Loss of work, loss of freedom of movement, loss of Bodily atonement, loss of freedom to
gather at restaurants, church, salons, bars, access to certain retailers etc

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69481

These have been the hardest years of my life

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69482

Lost job

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69483

Personal choice not to get vaccinated, at 19 years old I cannot go to my pilot school and enjoy
the bar with my friends. Was under the impression everything was suppose to open back up
once 70% of people were vaxed

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69484

Caused fights among family, restricted access to school for children, restricted access to life
outside of my home, made me an outcast among people

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69485

I have lost money and had terrible stress

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69486

Fcuked me right up!

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69487

In ways I cant put into words,,

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69488

Constant fear of losing my job. Segregation I have felt before. First Coming from Africa, color
of my skin and recently for my beliefs of my faith

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69489

Freedom of autonomy , travel, the lies and overreach from gov , propaganda over biased gov
control media in Canada loss of relationships fam friends co workersshunnung at rest and

2/18/2022 1:41 PM
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public events. Ashamed to be Canadian. Vac of u proven substances, shopping , standing in
line . If this doesn’t chang the only option is to kill myself.
69490

Family members have been let go from their jobs. I am losing health care professionals I see.
Deaths where families can’t come together. Births unable to witness. Mental Health.
Hospitalizations. Freedom of choice. Feel bullied.

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69491

Family turmoil. Family fleeing Canada to live in the US. It's terrible. My country is
disintegrating, and I feel I may never be able to visit my family there again, and our previously
fantastic relationships have been irreparably damaged. Never saw that coming, because we
were so close!

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69492

I feel as though I cannot follow my intuition or gut instincts that the vaccine is safe for myself
and my family. my whole family has health Conditions around heart problems and I am worried
with more then 21,000 people in the states alone I wish I knew the numbers for Canada but still
that's a lot of people who have gotten rhe vaccine and ended up with thst heart condition
associated to the vaccine. I do not think vaccines are bad for everyone I just don't think it's the
only option for everyone. I would rather take extra vitamins and wash my hands and if
someone is sick or coughing be reccomended to wear a mask in public. I don't know if the gov
realizes but demanding kids to do something usually ends up backfiring with tantrums why do
they think it's any different for adults you can't force someone to put something in their body if
it litterly doesn't help or can make something else for them worse myself I had a bad reaction
to the HPV vaccine. you cant compare the covid vaccine To when sent belts were introduced
because seatbelts did not enter the body. they helped protect rhe outside of your body. not the
same. the covid vaccine is like telling everyone regardless of known or unknown allergies to
peanuts is safe. it might actually help a few but it will also actually kill others as well as give
them PTSD from taking it causing more harm again in the long run. finding a solution that can
work with both sides. to unite would be best but there had been no effort. for me personally my
kids are under 6 and I havnt been able to do anything with them we caught covid early on in
the pandemic just as it started actually and I would like the science that also says if you have
contracted that you have some good immunity for it. The government had the opportunity to
handle this better early on. a total lock down for 2 to 3 weeks and we couldn't have a need fpr
a vaccine. how many vaccines can our bodies handle. and with the rate of the variety just like
the flu changing constantly it doesn't seem to be actually helping. I personally know more
people I the hospitals now that have had the vaccine then those who didn't get it. and I saw
first hand how taking extra vitamin D zinc and vit C have actually helped both times I have
contracted covid. What works for 1 person doesn't not work for all and it's time to stop treating
everyone as if we all have the same body and immune types it's not going to work. it's only put
more strain deciding the people instead of trying ro get people back to helping each other. it
really does feel like the government is trying to put us all against each other ans devide us.
which creates more mental health problems.

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69493

Yes

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69494

No life now

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69495

I almost died from the vaccine, but could not get a exemption. I can't travel for my business. I
couldn't see my family. I lost most of my business. Too many things.

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69496

It's divided everyone. Point fingers. Everyone's on edge. I just wanted Love and Peace and
Freedom of my choice. We live in a free country.

2/18/2022 1:41 PM

69497

They have completely destroyed my life, relationships and livelihood. Close friends have died
because of these mandates.

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69498

Masks should be optional.

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69499

Made our lifes miserable

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69500

Can’t go out plus lots of folks I know lost employment

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69501

I’ve lost jobs and opportunities

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69502

Caused anxiety and loneliness!

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69503

Luckily it has not affected me greatly. I live in the country and am retired.

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69504

Family division and financially

2/18/2022 1:40 PM
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69505

In every aspect

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69506

Feel trapped

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69507

It forced me out of my country. I have lost friends to this and am in the verge of divorce
because of it

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69508

Segregation, exclusion, biases, anxiety, depression, fear, increased stress, lack of freedoms,
lack of free travel,

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69509

I have been restricted to my home and work !

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69510

Stress, financial uncertainty, relationships failing, difficult focusing, deep distrust of
government, mainstream media, and parts of the medical system.

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69511

Can’t fly, can’t go to restaurants and events

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69512

It has cost me thousands of dollars and a great deal of grief not knowing what to think of from
one business quarter to the next to say nothing of the relationships from people who used to
be my friends and what he has done to the community around me in my small town

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69513

Lost my job as a housekeeper!!

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69514

Kids couldn’t play their sports, be with their friends. No one should be controlled. Mental health
went to shit, people are divided

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69515

Normal life has ended I do want freedom like everybody else

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69516

Being a senior who refused the jab, I have been isolated and have experienced discrimination
and other disrespectful behaviours!

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69517

Massacred our business, and divided families, and impacted our children’s development and
many more ways

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69518

Suicide in family

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69519

It has destroyed my life! My job, relationships, family, finances, my mental health has all been
affected. This joke has destroyed my life and left me fighting for my life!

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69520

Yes

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69521

Font know people like we use to. I see it causing lost of friendship and family member. It
divides family friends and tge country

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69522

On one hand, it gave me more space/security, on other hand it created divided society, with
priviledged people and outcasts. Mandates and constant discussion create anger at some
people, sense of isolation and depression. That anger in community created by division was a
reason that I was an innocent victim of two violent, physical attacks: one in store, one in the
park, just because I was wearing a mask. The other affect: I am afraid to visit walk in clinic (I
do not have regular doctor, which is scandalous as well!) to talk to doctors about my variety of
health problems.

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69523

Lost job. Unable to worship in Church cause my disabled daughter to loose her small job she
was isolated and became depressed made our family unsecured and scared to have a medical
emergency especially for my daughter who has serious medical issues Wearing mask and the
use of alcohol sanitizer increased my COPD have been unable to attend social group like art
club Bible study and much more

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69524

Prevented my children from playing their sports and me being able to watch them. Their mental
health is suffering!!! These kids need to get their lives back.

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69525

For everything

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69526

Very little. This is a matter of principle.

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69527

All

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69528

financially - mental illness loss of friends and family :(

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69529

I cannot travel, enter a restaurant, visit relatives in hospital, in my own country. Both my sons
have lost their jobs - a doctor, and a mariner. Enough.

2/18/2022 1:40 PM
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69530

My wife lost her position as a private Personal Support Worker as we choose medical freedom.
My position has remained unchanged because I work for a large national company that
delivers products for a company owned 83% by George Soros.

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69531

Nobody has the right to tell me what to put in my body and I'm tired of the fucking lies

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69532

Not being able to travel. Not being able to get my hair cut or eat in a restaurant or see family to
name a few.

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69533

Loss of income, separations from extended family, stress, anxiety, social isolation, depression

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69534

The ability to fly and see family who are sick

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69535

Negatively

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69536

Mentally Socially

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69537

I lost my mom and couldn’t have a funeral. My son failed his first year of university and had to
change majors…. Couldn’t have his grade 12 grad. And my list goes on.

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69538

The mandates prevent me from travelling and visiting my ailing mother (88 years old). So
many things have not been making sense and therefore are affecting my mental health. What
government officials have been doing and saying is not congruent with what many experts
have been saying and what the actual experience is in our province. I don't see or feel a state
of emergency, yet our provincial government has kept us in one for 2 years now.

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69539

The extreme divisions it has caused thru fear & distrust of authorities are numerous. Cant go
to watch my grandchildrens events, sports, cant go out to eat as unvaxed. The extreme
frustration of seeing democracy in our country being taken..is more than anyone can tolerate!

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69540

Loss of jobs, stress, loss of travel. Rights violated. Stigmatized

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69541

I can’t travel

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69542

Affecté freedom

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69543

Drug and alcohol abuse. Loss of friends and family. Anit social at times

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69544

I have been unable to socialize, participate in physical activities, and move freely because of
the mandates. Along with everyone else who values freedom of choice, I have been labelled a
violent, bigoted, racist extremist by the government.

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69545

Family

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69546

It has effected every aspect as I have asthma and difficulty breathing with a mask and we are
unvaccinated. Therefore were very limited in our freedoms and activities leading to depression
and anxiety

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69547

Job financial stability and mental health and stress

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69548

Registered Nurse, lost my job

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69549

My dauggters mental health has drastically suffered

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69550

My health, my freedom and my constitutional rights

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69551

It’s closed my business down a few times, I’ve lost clients, I feel like I’ve lost brain cells
wearing a face diaper. My children got the jab and I’m so afraid for them.

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69552

Division

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69553

Caused depression, cost me my job, and cost me friends. Can’t find a job now cause of
dicktator Trudeau

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69554

Shortage of work, my marriage has suffered. My daughter has high anxiety due to lack of
social activity.

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69555

I am more isolated and anti social than ever.

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69556

All of them

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69557

Lost my job. Refused access to many places. I am healthier though than the people I know
who are vaccinated.

2/18/2022 1:40 PM
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69558

My grandchildren are afraid to visit, I cannot work in the industry I am trained for (healthcare)

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69559

Laid off for 2 months, grand kids couldn’t do anything, stressed out, depressed, no one should
have to be controlled, it’s all about choice, family’s torn apart, elderlys dying alone, brutal.
Thank god for the truckers!!!!!

2/18/2022 1:40 PM

69560

Trauma from the anger and frustration over the last two years, losing all confidence in western
medical system and in our government. I now may lose my job due to an unethical, illegal, and
uncalled for vaccine mandate in my industry.

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69561

Divided my family and my friends, restricted my travel. Restricted my activities (exercise,
recreation).

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69562

The mandates have taken a lot from my family. My husband was fired and I have been on
disability from a car accident since May 2021, so I can assure you we didn’t make that
decision lightly. Our eldest daughter had no choice but to get jabbed in order to pursue her
university degree as online wasn’t an option from RDP (former Red Deer College) at the time.
She became EXTREMELY sick after her second jab! She has had a ‘cold’ since October and
actually had to be taken to the ER because a sinus infection moved into her eyes!! Yes,
picture mucus coming from her eyes and she couldn’t SEE! Our middle daughter wanted to
keep her job and have a social life again. Our youngest so desperately wanted to have the
ability to be with her friends that she at 14 years old was able to make a serious medical
decision on her own! I have just returned to work and I am almost exclusively virtually based
as I will not get jabbed! My medical history doesn’t make this an ideal treatment option at this
time. We have been ostracized from Christmas, Thanksgiving and other family gatherings. To
be clear, the FREEDOM to choose is what I am passionate about! The responsibility of our
government to protect our vulnerable sectors (elderly, co morbidities, obese) in a way that
follows science NOT politics! The strain in our community is palpable and awful! The
mandates are about control and compliance, NOT health! Trudeau AND these useless
mandates need to go! Let’s actually start recording the true impact on our world from Covid,
the jab and the unjabbed on a standardized level. Trudeau used the media as a tool to spread
division, mistrust and hate and not truth! In short the mandates have ripped our home even
further apart in every way!

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69563

It's prevented me from spending time with my family. I haven't been able to fly home to see
them for two years. It's prevented me from travelling. And covid put an end to my big vacation
backpacking trip.

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69564

Ruined my family relationships and with friends. Closed down my business as it has with many
other people.

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69565

I lost my job because of mandates.?

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69566

Let’s just say it’s affected lots of my life and family friends

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69567

In every way that support human rights

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69568

Depression

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69569

Loss of business and friends

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69570

I've ignored it for th most part. But have seen who I cannot trust, and no longer will support
overpriced, segregationist business. Will likely leave this country.

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69571

Caused division in family, friends, co-workers.

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69572

I became a very anxious and depressed person after my life made a 180 degree turn. Changed
my whole perspective on life, switch my vocation costimg me a new life… Left with some kind
of trauma… couldn’t spend the most precious time with my loved one’s… Will have to write a
book… too long to share. My familly hates me now…

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69573

Loneliness in general, missing my family, stress over people arguing about it all.

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69574

Isolation , suicidal thought , suicidale attempt by love ones , division with love ones,
separation.

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69575

It has poisoned the mental and physical health issues of my entire family

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69576

Businesses closed that we did business with, divisions among families

2/18/2022 1:39 PM
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69577

To some degree. Two Medical procedures required but on hold due to rules

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69578

Psychological stress

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69579

Has brought stress to family life, hindered social life, negatively affected work

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69580

Almost had to close our small business. Brought on depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69581

Grandparents(unvaxed) couldn't take kid to activities, activities for my child cancelled

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69582

Isolation, little social contact outside of a masked work place.

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69583

I lost my job and have had to struggle and build debt and look to a very grim future of Canada
for my 3 children

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69584

My mental and physical health has taken a downward strain on my life

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69585

It has impacted me from my attending functions, travel, division of community and family…

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69586

segregated from society, kicked out of sons swimming lessons, division from my loving family,
unable to work as I need to leave the country, risk of loosing my husbands job, fear,
heartbreak, loss of faith in government and Canada.

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69587

In all aspects

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69588

Makes me feel safer

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69589

Emotionally, financially, physically and mentally

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69590

Hell

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69591

Major milestones missed, family travel and holidays canceled. Countless opportunities for our
children missed.

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69592

Destroyed my relationships with all my family members. Lost long time friends.

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69593

Made it extremely difficult to find work and separated and hurt relationships with my family and
friends which may never be fixed, it’s made me feel isolated and alone through out the fake
pandemic and the damages done to me and everyone else I know is unforgivable

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69594

I lost my job, my family life is in turmoil

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69595

The segregation this has caused between family and friends and people of Canada from the
hate spewing PM needs to stop. The fear mongering and lies need to stop

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69596

Tremendously and negatively

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69597

We’ve lost 60% of our income and are struggling. OverReaction has caused panic and people
have shut themselves in. We’ve lost many many customers due to the hysteria.

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69598

Restricted my access to many different venues.Made it more difficult to get doctors
appointments.Unable to travel.

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69599

I can’t begin to explain FIGHTING FOR FREEDOM IS ALL I CAN SAY

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69600

We haven’t seen our son in two years. We have met his new son. Our mental health has
suffered and I have had to change jobs. I would’ve been forced out of my own job due to a
vaccine mandates

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69601

It’s been a very stressful two years. Both of my kids and I developed anxiety. It is time for a
positive change.

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69602

Haven't been able to see family or friends, my family lives in mexico and haven't gone there to
see them since i'm not vaccinated

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69603

Drastically in all aspects of my life.

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69604

No job unless vaccinated. No ei..just about homeless. Barely eating. No money

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69605

Restricted ability to shop for essentials and to travel

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69606

Caused mental stress and anxiety in myself and my family

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69607

Every aspect of it. Every aspect of every person I know

2/18/2022 1:39 PM
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69608

It has next to destroyed it! I feel like I'm living in prison. This all over an experimental and
rushed vaccine that's not a vaccine that does not prevent getting, nor transmitting the covid flu
that's never been isolated and identified! This is insanity. Our leaders are low IQ morons. They
are destroying Canada. On purpose. They almost all belong in prison. But it appears that the
majority of the population are as stupid and scared as the leader. I am not only in prison, so to
speak, but I'm in a prison surrounded by a bunch of idiots that know nothing!

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69609

In many ways Emotional Financially Physically Spiritually Trust in government

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69610

Alot

2/18/2022 1:39 PM

69611

We have been unable to go about a normal life. Not been able to visit my elderly Mother in her
care home

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69612

Torn friends and family apart, made me distrust government more than ever

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69613

Mental health

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69614

Not being able to see my family, struggling about the vaccine. As an asthmatic person,
wearing the mask. Feeling disconnected from family and friends. Loneliness and not being able
to hug people.

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69615

Negatively. The mandates have caused heartbreak, stress, anxiety as well as financial
difficulties.

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69616

My family and myself have been segregated and treated like second class citizens due to our
lack of vaccinations. I have heart failure due to medical neglect caused due to hospital Covid
protocols and 3 arterial blood clots therefore medically it is scary to take experimental
vaccines.

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69617

Sad kids

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69618

I chose to vaccinate because it was important to others and the government felt like it was the
best thing to do so I don't feel the mandates have affected my life. We were living through a
pandemic world wide and I believe the government had tried it's best to protect the vulnerable
but now it's time to lift mandates for the negative consequences out way the positives. We
have tried for 2 years to control something that is not able to be controlled and now it's time to
put our money into the healthcare system.

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69619

I couldn’t have a proper graduation from college. My rights to live the way I want and do what I
want have been taken away from me. I have been discriminated and bullied almost
everywhere.

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69620

Small inconveniences. Nothing I have not been able to adapt to

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69621

Our daughter was expelled from University for not getting the jab

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69622

Having people divided I’ve lost friends having my accounts checked having my everyday life
threatened is tiring and evil

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69623

Yes

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69624

A LOTS

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69625

Less work, worry, resulting in struggles with my mental health.

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69626

Financially and mentally

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69627

Lost work

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69628

Terribly!!! I’ve lost loved ones, I’ve lost my job, bin separated from family and friends and now
lost faith in our government!!!

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69629

Made us feel like we were being bullied by others because we wanted the freedom to make our
own choices. Also made us feel like societal outcasts when we were no allowed to live like the
vaccinated!!

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69630

with 5 kids. to much to list. i am traumatized

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69631

Hurt our buissness, hurt our children, caused division amongst our friends, neighbour's and
community

2/18/2022 1:38 PM
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69632

I'm being discriminated against at work, in extra curricular activity,etc; simply because I
decided to make an independent decision about my OWN health. A decision that was contrary
to what the government wants me to make. I'm dealing with anxiety(quite severe at times) on a
daily basis. I've seriously considered and even looked into moving to Texas where people have
freedom!

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69633

Unable to visit family members in another province. Lost my job. Mentally exhausting. Child is
not in school.

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69634

Has caused division between our communities and families. Has caused anxiety and
depression in children and many have died without their loved ones by their sides.

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69635

Making me feel like a second class citizen. I don't like segregation because of medical choice
or any other reason

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69636

Negatively to say the least. I've contemplated suicide

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69637

Limited family gatherings, limited the number of people gather for worship at church and
freedom of choice with vaccinations. And loss of jobs for family members and friends.

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69638

Scary

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69639

bad: made it more challenging since I have not masked nor jabbed. Harder (or not possible) to
do certain things that can set me up for future success. I'm also in daily horror of what is going
on around me. Tough mentally sometimes, I tell you. good: getting out to the bush more,
finding my tribe of like-minded people, making it real easy to see what is insane and the
consequences of antiquated structures that need disassembly.

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69640

Like being in prison

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69641

The division caused by mandating masks and vaccines has hurt my family! My daughter and I
are both diagnosed with anxiety. At 13, she needs her happiness and has been forced out of a
sport she loves because she doesn’t want the vaccine! I have been bullied by people for 2
years because my anxiety has prevented me from wearing a mask!! Multiple panic attacks
caused by attempting to wear one halted their use quickly. My doctor said I was exempt and
shouldn’t wear one… then promptly told me she couldn’t write me an exemption letter because
the college of physicians forbade her from doing so! Let people make their own choices for
their health and well being!

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69642

I have been quite annoyed with all the people that claim to have no freedom, what a shame.
Great division has caused this all, the devil has a stronghold. I trust the Healthcare system
and always will

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69643

It has destroyed my income as a musician.

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69644

Can't go to America where my wife is from and not allowed in restaurants

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69645

Depressed, retricted to go out in restaurants, lost family and friends, lost my job....

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69646

Where to begin

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69647

I haven't seen my family and cannot just go to things as a senior it gets lonely you are shut
down

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69648

Bringing my child in the world

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69649

Loss of business opportunities, missed friendships, weddings and funerals

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69650

Not being able to see family and friends and enjoy life.

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69651

I lost my job. I can’t go to America to see my family. My husband couldn’t be present for the
ultrasound of our child OR when we found out we had lost our child.

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69652

Hard. Being deaf and using devices to hear, the usage of masks has made my life hard.

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69653

I can not be free to do whatever I wish like the jabbed. Anxiety, division, financial stress, not
being able to travel to family, energy is depleted from masking, lied to by government and
health authorities. I could go on and on with 6 suicides in my circle, 2 stillbirths, 80 + mother
who had a stroke after the second shot. Clients dealing with depression, on and on I could
write.

2/18/2022 1:38 PM
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69654

Had my Grandchildren taken away due to vaccine

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69655

They violate my charter of rights and freedoms as well as my God given rights to life liberty
and the pursuit of happiness

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69656

My kids, myself and my husband have suffered with depression and mental health stability
through this. We're been laid off, segregated. Lost family and friends because of differing
opinions. We've known more people negatively effected by the V than people who've gotten
covid. We've been paralyzed by the rising housing market while trying to buy a house in this
economy. Our eldest has had thoughts of suicide because of the mental stress. This needs to
end and we need money dumped into our health care system instead of things like CERB and
covid tests. This has to end.

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69657

My 94 year old Mom living in an assisted living home for seniors died alone after 8 months of
restrictions that prevented us, her family, from loving her, touching her, hugging her, doing her
hair, and this is heartbreaking. THIS should NEVER be someone's story. After 58 years of
being an outgoing, positive, happy person who builds up other people, I have been diagnosed
with severe anxiety and moderate depression. These tyrannical mandates are ruining
Canadians. Stop the insanity NOW!

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69658

Mentally

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69659

It’s ridiculous

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69660

It affected people I know

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69661

I watched my uncle die of loneliness, I see the division first hand and dealing with many loved
ones struggling with mental illness

2/18/2022 1:38 PM

69662

Travel restricted

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69663

Can’t travel

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69664

My job. Financially. Mental health. My kids and their progress in school.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69665

Husband lost his job. My place of employment closed and I can’t find a new job. My kids
couldn’t say goodbye to their dad when he passed away at the hospital. Vacations have been
cancelled. My kids can’t do their sports anymore.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69666

The biggest struggle for me is the fact that as an unvaccinated person I can't go to work
without being tested every couple of days, even though my vaccinated coworkers don't have
to. At this point it makes no sense. Even though I have been a Canadian citizen all my life I
am now discriminated against and now can't even do some outdoor activities with my kids
because they require the "code." Does not follow "science" if you ask me. It's very
discouraging.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69667

Our customers loosing jobs

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69668

Mental health

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69669

My child is most impacted

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69670

Segregation, end relationships, hate, coercion, division I don’t recognize Canada and I worry
where our prime minister is leading this one beautiful tolerant country. He is the first to create
division and hate towards people that want to be respected and find a way to move forward.
The War act is an power grab, an overreach and shows the prime minister has lost his way.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69671

Pitted my vaccinated husband against me, his unvaccinated wife. This PM has divided,
segregated, name called. My friends are now judging me, I HATE all of this monsters ways!

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69672

Lost my jobs

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69673

Limited our freedom to travel, no access to restaurants, made to feel like a 2nd class citizen.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69674

Caused unimaginable stress and grief

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69675

I do renovations and several were cancelled when people were forced to limit their contacts. I
have not been able to go to restaurants. I needed to apply to cross provincial borders and
when moving to nova scotia i had to drive for 26 hours straight towing a 28' trailer because we
were not allowed to stop anywhere for rest. I am having a hard time affording food and bills as

2/18/2022 1:37 PM
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the gov't shutdowns and subsidies have created supply and labour issues leading to high
inflation.
69676

I am an unvaxed federal employee. You figure it out.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69677

It affected my finances, my physical activity, my social life and my mental health.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69678

Finacailly has affected.. menatlly watching small busnisses starve... turning families and
people against eachother...its terrible our childern will never grow up like we did... our premier
has ruined our counrty economically and finacially

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69679

it has given a treasonous traitor like turdeau unlimited power

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69680

I live with stress every day, my community is so divided because of this!! It has to stop

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69681

Destroyed my business, children and grandchildren are depressed. In debt up to our eyeballs
for no reason. Found out who was racist. Destroyed family and friends. And I consider myself
lucky because most did not fair as well.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69682

Exclusion from society, depression, loss of hope, family divisions, deteriated health, loss of
income, anger, worry.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69683

The division that this is caused has resulted in lots of family members and friends Due to the
lies that the media has put out for news watchers to see. I could care less if I go to another
restaurant bar or airport to travel but at the end of the day that is my decision and no one
else’s.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69684

Total division in my family and friends. On the edge of getting a divorce after 23 years of
marriage.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69685

Inconvenience

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69686

My heart is breaking as I live in fear that my grandchildren will be jabbed for experimental
political gains and control or be shunned all together Many Canadian rights have been denied
and compromised I Closed my business Too difficult nothing worth working for in this country
without freedom visiting my family within Canada has been restricted Inflation is ridiculous
Community is divided and or absent Fear of communist control Depression and fear for the
future Natural healthcare is being attacked Pharmaceuticals are being forced on humanity
regardless of injuries and deaths and facts We can’t trust the news it’s all lies Humanity is
being disgraced with experimental injections that will take up to 70 years to fully understand
the effects Scientists created the virus so we can’t trust them Faith in our lord is being
dismissed and banned for some Our peaceful country’s demonstration rights are being ignored
and possibly attacked.., the list is endless population control is overriding quality of life which
in today’s day and age should be abundant and peaceful

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69687

It has prevented me from travel outside my country. It has taken the lives of many dear
friends. It has restricted my freedoms!!!

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69688

Lost my income to support my family, lost my ability to shop for the necessary things my
family needs because of the mandates

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69689

Depression, major loss of income, lost friends, had to watch my father die alone!

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69690

After my first vaccine(AstraZeneca, I had an episode and woke on the floor of my garage, I
live alone, by the way. Now I am stuck wearing a pacemaker for the rest of my life.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69691

Depression loss of income, loss of freedom

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69692

I no longer felt accepted at the place I was working as they were all very pro-vaccine. I
resigned. I worked the fall elections and had other women hired for the elections share
externally my vaccination status where I then felt segregated due to my personal health
choice. I was a victim of a violent gun crime in the past and it takes a lot of self-care to stay
strong against PTSD. I do not trust neighbours to not become SS style informers. I have seen
the division in my family sewn by the excuse of a Prime Minister’s highly divisive and
eugenics based rhetoric. I do not feel safe in my own country due to his hate filled rhetoric. I
am also no longer able to order a quality Vitamin D3 product any longer from the states. I am
an avid traveller and have only travelled once outside of the province. It affected how I was
able to support my dad through his cancer treatment (which I believe was brought on my his
vaccinations). Worst of all, I have struggled to feel proud to be Canadian when there are so
many people who are willing to give up all the rights they enjoyed for the next generations.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM
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69693

Lost my mother Inlaw / wife lost her job/ I got cut off wsib/ about to loose everything

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69694

my Dad passed away in hospital alone because family are and will remain unvaccinated, no
visitors allowed, exception for me after he died! He caught pneumonia because the restrictions
at his independent living residence meant we had to visit outside or in the car. He was 99 and
wanted to see 100 but didnt quite make it to Christmas. The last 2 years of these masking
mandates made his hearing loss a profoundly lonely experience. I have been personally unable
to attend any concerts, musical venues, restaurants, doctor face to face visits or receive the
medical attention I have needed for a chronic illness. I have also suffered rage against me for
my personal health choices and the lonliness that comes with these lockdowns as I live alone,
and lost relationships because of differing opinions of the science presented by our
government/paid media narrative.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69695

Restricted my Freedom significantly, made me not believe in the Governments ability to
represent my Chartered rights. Currently destroying my Export Bussiness as the employees
are restricted via personal choice to not be vaccinated. Currently not making any money and
living on retirement funds.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69696

Suffocating. Demoralizing. Divisive. Injust.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69697

I have watched and researched for the last two years the downturn this country has taken
under the leadership of a dictator! These mandates were put into place not for our health but
for the convenience of a New World Order! We are being overtaken by an elite group of
international psychopaths with Trudeau as their little puppet! It has caused the collapse of an
economy in our great country along with death, lost jobs, lost businesses, mental stress and
anguish and division! It has caused more harm then good and its time to hold Trudeau, his
government and those that have infiltrated our country with this agenda to depopulate the world
to account for Crimes Against Humanity!!

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69698

Lost my job ,family broken , lost my rights of freedom lost my health , lost my trust in
gouvernement

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69699

I live my life my way. Its my choice.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69700

It has forever changed our family due to mental health, job loss and suicide. The
repercussions will be felt forever. It is time to stop destroying lives and families.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69701

I'm becoming anti social

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69702

I can not go out to a nice restaurant with my husband, yet I can go into a fast food place? Tell
me how that makes any sense. My own in laws won’t have be in their house due to the fear of
the unvaccinated that the media has presented to the world. My own kids barely know their
grandparents and don’t even remember what it’s like to eat at a nice restaurant or even a
hockey game.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69703

Isolated, segregated, unsafe, disillusioned

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69704

I stay home as much as I can.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69705

I am not doing well emotionally.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69706

Very negatively. Huge divides in my family. Suicides of friends. Other friends devastated that
they were forced to get the vaccine to keep their job.

2/18/2022 1:37 PM

69707

Depression and suicidal ideation

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69708

It hasn’t affected my life yet

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69709

Poverty, unhappiness, alienation, anxiety, distrust, depression, despair and little hope for future
prosperity.

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69710

Not severe, but it should our right to take the vaccine or not.

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69711

Forced vaccine to work

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69712

I lost my job & income source. My relationships with my immediate family and many friends
will most likely never be repaired. My mental health has suffered significantly. My children
have been used as pawns between myself and the rest of my family. I can no longer board an
airplane. I can no longer leave my country. I can no longer apply for a Canadian passport. I am
in a constant state of stress. I am angry. I am sad. I want to leave Canada but my ex husband

2/18/2022 1:36 PM
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does not and I won’t leave my kids or take them from him because I am a good person. The
list goes on…
69713

I have been separated from my toddler for two years because of this global fraud

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69714

Destroyed family and friendships . I a country as big as Canada there is NO reason for all this
crap. We are NOT anti vaxxers we do not believe in using our bodies for Guinea pigs for the
very rich to play with!!!! We are heathy we have enough of a brain to know if we are sick STAY
HOME DONT VISIT ELDERS OR COMPROMISED PEOPLE! WE DONT NEED THAT LITTLE
HITLER TO TE US HOW TO LIVE. At 69 and 74 no one has to tell us this least of all and idiot
that throws tantrums and storms out of work...How many of YOU can stomp out of your office
and not get fired?? It is turning from happy out going people to caged lions....

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69715

Horrible!!!

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69716

Yes

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69717

My 84 mother who has had covid, confirmed by her doctor, cannot fly to visit me as she is not
vaccinated but does have full antibodies which is not recognized as being the same protection
as the vaccines:

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69718

I am required to rapid test every 48 hrs for work, which can cause stress because it is another
thing to fit into my schedule and I have to ensure that I never forget

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69719

Plenty I got in a car accident and can’t get treatment due to a shot

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69720

Wearing masks at work all day is hard and having to police my students to wear them is not in
my job description. It's torn apart my community group and created stress in my life.

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69721

Made my life a disaster. A living hell.

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69722

I was forced to take the shock in order to leave the country to my Mexican hang out this was
bullshit from the start and this is still bullshit

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69723

Going crazy

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69724

Lost Freedom to live like normal. We are discriminated for our choice to not vaccinate.

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69725

My kids can’t participate in any activities because there not vaxed.

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69726

Distanced family from me and has caused severe breakups!

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69727

Destroyed my life

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69728

The division in our family is terrible. Even though we’re vaccinated, there are no get togethers
and the way unvaccinated people have been talked about and treated is as bad as the leper’s
where in biblical times

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69729

Family, friends and business all negatively impacted.

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69730

Having to teach my children at home; no programming for my 21 yo daughter with special
needs.

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69731

Unable to participate normally in society. Unable to use my own discretion for my own medical
decisions without discrimination and stigmatization.

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69732

Need you ask

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69733

Job, family and friends relationship, solitude, breathing issues with masks

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69734

Made it hell. Feel unclean, completely unvalued by our government. Lost friends. Feel divided
from our family.

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69735

I was forced to get vaccinated to keep my job and because my children and husband are not
vaccinated we cannot do anything, my husband is unable to travel back to his family in
America and our isolation has increased. It has created sadness in our hearts to see Canada
so divided amd hating each other based on health choices. We have had to miss days of work
due to a sniffle as have my children suffered from isolation.

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69736

I have watched my adult children suffer immensely with their businesses (yoga, dance and
gym owners) with basically no support from government for mandated losses. They have used
up their life savings to try and keep their businesses. All at the whim of our PHO

2/18/2022 1:36 PM
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decisions.....multiple requests for the science behind the mandates have produced no
scientific basis for the mandates. I have watched the mental stress on my grandkids. Some
who are going through counselling now and they are under 10 years old. I believe that it should
be an individuals choice to be vaccinated for covid or to wear a mask.
69737

Job loss, unable to visit dying father, societal damage, mental health issues, family tensions,
inability to travel, I live in the Arctic and this has caused massive mood depression.

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69738

Unable to visit relatives

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69739

Not been able to see family and friends, social events and rights taken away wrongfully

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69740

Negatively

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69741

caused concern for people with inerrant fear due to media and health authorities.

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69742

As a mother of 4 kids we have had very little outing for 2 years, I homeschooled for a year to
try to protect my kids from masks and sanitizer. We see our older family members less and
have not travelled to see any outside family since this began. I feel so sad for my kids…….

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69743

It's made me more anti social and anxious.

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69744

It hasn’t. I still do everything I used to do.

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69745

I'm not vaxxed and have no intention. My ability to travel and access to businesses and
entertainment is restricted or prohibited. I was unable to fly to ontario or to enter the the
retirement home where my aging and ill mother lived. She died alone, lonely and isolated. My
employer lost his business so I became unemployed and in search of a job. Mandates with all
of their restrictions and isolation have caused me great emotional and mental anxiety and
depression.

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69746

The mandate has taken away my freedom of choice and my freedom to enjoy things I should
be able to enjoy as a CANADIAN!!

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69747

Very little

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69748

Loss of work

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69749

In every way possible

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69750

Distrust of government, medical system. The government has stripped us of our rights to free
choice and doctors that have the ability to respect all sides of the issues. They have
separated families and friends while publicly not following the mandates themselves. The
Prime Minister needs to ANSWER questions instead of insulting Canadians and claiming he
has been given a clear mandate from us. 30 some % is not a mandate.

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69751

The mandate is dividing people. Vaccine is a W.E.F. ploy of lies. Made to control the
population.

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69752

It’s the disruption to my grandchildren affected me the most

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69753

Education,jobs,mental emotional health. Loss of income Depression Opioid losses the list
goes on and on division!!!!

2/18/2022 1:36 PM

69754

I have lost my job I am in deep financial trouble my mental state is in jeopardy

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69755

Loss of employment . Divided family members . Effected my health . Financial issues. Had to
travel to other provinces just to find work. My mental health. Depression . This has been a
huge negative effect on my friends and family and should never even happen.

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69756

My family and I are unable to travel which is a big part of or livelihood. My daughter can’t take
part in events at the rev center and I can’t see any of her plays and performances because I’m
unvaccinated. Other countries give options to test for antibodies. The vaccine is not affective
and covid is spreading more in the vaccinated populace than amongst the unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69757

Every aspect. Family, travel, financial, mental health from being locked up and not able to
interact with people.

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69758

I can not attend any sports events, restaurants, travel, my grandchildren's health,it has been a
nightmare!

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69759

I’ve been out of work 3 times now. I’ve received a total of 173.00 since December 20th when

2/18/2022 1:35 PM
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they closed bars again
69760

Last fall, my father lost his job of 20+ years without any severance pay because of his medical
choices. He still has yet to receive a cheque from EI. When my mother was hospitalized for
three weeks last year, my family and I were unable to visit her at all. Waking up from a coma
and being utterly alone was traumatizing for her. On top of that, my extended family has
become divided, perhaps irreparably so. I also volunteer at an inner city children’s ministry in
Winnipeg, MB. During repeated lockdowns, many of the families we support took a massive hit
to their finances and mental health, with family members committing suicide.

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69761

Not being given freedoms to choose how to peacefully live my life, where to go and when. Lost
respect and confidence in government and main stream media, they are making me sicker
than covid did.

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69762

It has violated my human rights and impacted every aspect of my life as well as the lives of
other fellow Canadians; currently realized or not.

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69763

Economically, socially, morally. I am losing faith in Canada as a free country. I no longer trust
government, corporations, the medical establishment or especially the mainstream media. The
measures taken by this and all of the lies have destroyed society - possibly even humanity …
but it is not too late. Canadians are resilient but the TRUTH must come out.

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69764

Depression very apparent and also drink alot more alcohol and am isolating much more than I
really need to.

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69765

Absolute trauma. Family and friends devision. Fear. Anger. Didpair. Horrifying

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69766

Bankruptcy

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69767

Employment, financial duress, strain and conflict in relationships with family and friends,
unable to travel to see family… fear and isolation that has led to depression

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69768

Constant anxiety

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69769

I felt disrespected that as an adult I cannot make my own personal health decisions

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69770

Split family

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69771

I had to close my market booth.

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69772

Stigmatized Can't get healthy at a gym

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69773

I don’t trust anyone anymore. Not the government, not the police, my neighbor or even family
members! Our country has never been more divided and broken. As a PM wouldn’t you take
pride in a country that works together the way the truckers have loved and supported and
encouraged the world to do the same! SHAME on him for the hate and devicivness he has
caused. I hate it here now and only want to leave Canada!!

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69774

Horrible

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69775

Depression

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69776

Negatively.

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69777

My business have declined at least 50%. It’s no way to describe how bad the impact of this
PLANNED pandemic as caused me.😞

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69778

Mental health has been a real struggle for a number of reasons. Basically because many
hopes and dreams that were in the works have been squashed because of the length of the
mandates. My independence has been severely challenged because of mask mandates.
Experiencing claustrophobic feelings I couldn’t even enter a grocery store let alone think about
working. Exemption wasn’t really an option because of the judgement and bullying from others.
This particular vaccine goes against everything I believe in for my health and the health of my
family. This has also resulted in bouts of anxiety and depression.

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69779

It has divided freinds and family and the country in general you cant believe anything these
days what the news says

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69780

Mental and social health for me and my wife and kids.

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69781

Isolated. Depressed. Spent Christmas Alone for 1 st time. Have 5 daughters. Hardly seen

2/18/2022 1:35 PM
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them for 2 years. Can't leave province to visit brother who is I'll in Sask. Been 7 years.I can
ride on a crowded bus but when I get to restaurant I can't sit 6 feet away from others and enjoy
a meal (pro choice on vaccine)
69782

It really has affected every area negatively.

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69783

Everything. My finances, division with friends and family, inflation has made it nearly
impossible to live. Mental and physical health has deteriorated. My job with Canada Post has
been flipped upside down. Route cuts which lead to pay cuts. My job held over my head for not
wanting to recieve the covid vaccine. This feels like a bad dream, never in my life have I seen
such an irresponsible government and irresponsible corporations with their common ground
being greed and manipulation. This country deserves better.

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69784

Mandates Were required in the beginning, new information is now available and the population
has a right to decide their fate without infringing on others. Mental, physical, and occupational
health has been noticeably affected. I need to live while accepting risks as I know them.

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69785

In more ways than can be listed.

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69786

By ending my freedom to live

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69787

How hasn't it affected our lives?

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69788

Unable to see family, some who have died during restrictions and we couldn't have a
funeral/attend due to border restrictions, lost a close friend to suicide, shutdowns have driven
up the price of heavy vehicle parts, oils, and fuel, increasing our business expenses (nearly
double the amounts from 2 years ago) - log hauling. Some parts aren't even available because
covid shutdowns mean little to no production, causing us downtime while we search for used
parts.

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69789

Uncalled for

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69790

These mandates have affected mine and every other persons ability to spend time with family
and friends. We need this as we are social creatures.

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69791

We are less social and don't get out to enjoy some of the services and extra curricular
activities that are available to us.

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69792

It's divided my family and friends. Loved ones have died alone and died because of
restrictions. My children are scared.

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69793

Treated as a second class citizen because I am in vaxxed

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69794

I'm vaccinated but I refuse to get the passport and thus can't go many places. My friends have
lost jobs, had their thyroids attacked by the covid vaccine that they were forced to take to
keep their jobs, my daughter will soon be 12 and I will not be vaccinating her as her risk for
problems with covid are less than her risk for problems with the vaccine but it means she will
soon become an "illegal" as well and won't be able to go to the pool or skating rink or bowling
or restaurants, etc.

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69795

I cannot go see my family in other provinces and work is more stressfull

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69796

Taken away freedoms to make medical choices

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69797

Restrictive

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69798

Made me mentally sick and disappointed in our government!

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69799

I have lost my 35 year career wilth BellMTS

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69800

No more job im a registered nurse

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69801

I have received two vaccines. I was told bye our government in doing so we would have heard
immunity. This is not happened leaving me questioning whether the vaccine is as effective as I
was told. I am opposed to the vaccine passports I believe it's segregates people. My belief is f
air travel was confined to North America only we could defeat the virus in our area Liberty air
travel would reduce the variance

2/18/2022 1:35 PM

69802

Wearing masks has been a constant irritation on a daily basis for two years. According to
epidemiologists, cloth masks are near-useless anyway. We are forced by law to do something
that is irrational, with the enforcers KNOWING it's irrational. It also seems to be forced on

2/18/2022 1:35 PM
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children, to their social development disadvantage, merely for political optics, which is
contemptible.
69803

It has divided my family, we have lost friends, our freedoms have been taken away. Our
movement /travel has been restricted. We’ve watched our children struggle as business
owners. I have suffered depression from being ostracized for making personal choices about
my body. I have watched my Mother suffer and be isolated and locked down in her residence
needlessly. I have watched my country be thrown into debt because of the careless spending
of our government. I fear for future generations ability to earn a decent standard of living, but a
roof over their heads and enjoy the comforts of life. Canada has become a disgrace.

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69804

Lack of access, mental illness and depression.

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69805

Wearing masks in school all day, not being able to gather with family during holidays.

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69806

Not at all

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69807

It has exasperated my all ready challenging health issues to the breaking point. Causing
severe distress.

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69808

Horrible

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69809

Prevented me from me visiting my mother

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69810

In all the ways

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69811

Caused a lot of physical and mental stress.

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69812

Breach of health information any time i need to enter an arena, restaurant, movie theater. Must
present on airplane or train. Medical segrehation must stop as it has no bearing on
transmission.

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69813

The isolation Stress on mental health especially when most of the mandates implemented are
unnecessary We were not given all information regarding covid and our right to make our own
decisions and choices taken away Violating the charter of Rights

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69814

We’re hostages in our own country

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69815

I am currently on forced leave without pay and intensely stressed and depressed, not because
of COVID, but because of the mandates and how the government and media has dealt with
everything. Supremely disgusted.

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69816

Made me sad to be a Canadian.

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69817

Mental health, division in family,

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69818

I have been alienated from my family and friends and from doing the things I know and love. I
am unvaccinated and hold personal and spiritual beliefs about my physical and mental health
that do not align with mandatory injections and forced medical procedure. I have to test with
rapid tests 3 times a week for work which is a potential hard as the testing swabs are treated
with a carcinogen. In order to work I MUST submit to these medical tests or will not be
employed. I understand the severity of the pandemic. I understand masking and social
distancing. I even understand testing and social distancing. I do not understand having to
worry about forced vaccination… for me or my children. And so my family has pushed me out
of gathering, my friends have divided, my childrens friends are divided, and we no longer can
enjoy going to the gym, or restraunts as a regular part of our family/friend routines and special
events. We are distraught and personally wounded by our Prime Mister and his distain and
blatant disgust for our choices. More over we are TERRIFIED at the revoking of our God Given
and inalienable RIGHTS as humans and a Canadian (tax paying) citizens. It is a grim work we
have lived in for the past 2 years. We want out. Let us out of these prisons. Give us our lives
back.

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69819

Negativity

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69820

Made my ptsd excruciating

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69821

Feeling the hurt of losing friend and families because of my choices and stress of being
alienated at work for not being vaccinated.

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69822

Lost my job , members of my family with division and depression

2/18/2022 1:34 PM
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69823

My husband lost his job of 12 years was the biggest problem. Tension between family and
friends. Depression, anxiety, loneliness etc. Financial issues. It has been 2 very trying years.

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69824

Terribly

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69825

Lost my job!!

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69826

It has taken away my freedom!!! I am Capable of choosing what is medically right for myself
and my family, I don’t need the government to enforce their opinion on me!!

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69827

Limited my ability to travel, dine out, haircuts, caused division among Canadians, created
political hatred toward the governments,

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69828

Very negatively. Mainstream media is propaganda driving mass psychosis

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69829

Made it more difficult. Friends and family are not as close. It has caused animosity.

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69830

It has entirely ruined my life, my husband and I both lost our job, his due to widespread fear,
and me for one act of selflessness. My children have regressed, everyone in their life is seen
as a potential enemy. It has stolen from me the lives of my most important people and broken
all of my extended family.

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69831

The normative divisiveness in relationships is causing distress in many people's lives that I
love. Its difficult for anyone to trust flip flop mandates. Where is the scientific debate in cable
TV, radio and newspaper journalism?

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69832

Definitely YES

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69833

Being able to spend time with family and friends. To travel

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69834

Job loss, division between friends and coworkers, vax injury (murder) of sister, vax injury
(expedited death) of family member, vax injury (lung cancer) friend

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69835

Treated like a parasite because of been unvaccinated

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69836

Personally not badly as have worked right through but have been disgusted wearing masks
that don’t work on viruses to go anywhere

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69837

I am isolated, stressed and I miss my family. My kids have lost 2 years of their lives training
for the olympics. Highschool years should have been the best years of their lives but they will
never know. I thought living a healthy lifestyle would ensure I live the last part of my life
healthy and happy. I always took care of myself and made the right choices, I paid fot health
care that I have never used but now I would be punished and maybe fined if I get sick and
need care, because I sm not vaccinated. I am never putting RNA into my body.

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69838

Ruined my business. Made it impossible to make an income to feed my family

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69839

Lost my job, my wife, my house. Not eligible for any programs. Thanks Trudeau.

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69840

My children are growing up not even knowing what normal is and have been thrown into a two
tear society where some are “superior” to others because of a personal health choice. This
entire thing is unacceptable and should be ended immediately.

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69841

Caused the end of my marriage and for me and my children to go crazy. Being stuck isn’t
living!!!!

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69842

My kids have not been able to participate in the Vernon track and field because they are
required to get a vaccine. They had covid and recovered quicker than past flus they've had.
Clearly a vaccine is not needed for them. I have felt oppressed because of the fact we can't go
to a movie, a restaurant, or have the freedom to travel. It has caused division between friends.
Nothing good has come out of any of the mandates.

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69843

I am a mom and I have 3 children…..our mental health. Every single one of us have been
struggling. The worst is knowing how good it used to be! Having a teacher tell your students
that they are putting his pregnant wife in jeopardy for not wearing a mask….. honestly. These
things are said on a regular…. So sad.

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69844

It's is making my children go into a bad depression cause they can't see there friends and can't
just be a kid with no masks and restrictions

2/18/2022 1:34 PM

69845

It has divided my family. Created depression and mental stress. Government control on travel

2/18/2022 1:33 PM
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has limited the need to care for family members with serious illness
69846

I have done my part, I no longer wish to have the government decide my body autonomy or my
children, or decide when or where I can travel & under what circumstances! ENOUGH!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69847

I cannot visit my aging parents overseas without a V-passport/Vaccine. This is very
distressing as if the mandates for flying are not lifted, I may not get any quality time with my
family before they pass on. Also it has affected my livelihood as there are less jobs available
in the small town I live in, the better paying jobs require a vaccine for cov-19. Several services
in our small town have been affected like doctors being available for in person appointments,
there are some things that cannot be discussed over the phone.

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69848

In every way possible

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69849

Not being allowed to travel, going to restaurants, events

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69850

Lost hope

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69851

Lost my job and house.

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69852

It distroyed me

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69853

Mental health , job loss, stress , loss of freedoms

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69854

loss of freedom/association

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69855

My job requires me to do rapid PCR tests 5 times a week, and I have developed an allergic
reaction to them. I still have to do them. My citizens of my province have to pay, and I am
being paid 250.00 stipend on days I don't work and required to do the tests. I'm in the BC film
industry

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69856

With reduced social contacts, many friends I would otherwise love to visit have taken a major
back burner. My grandparents have had anxiety over visiting with relatives who refuse to follow
guidelines. This has led to less cohesiveness within our family.

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69857

I had to get vaccinated in order to see my son who lives in another country. I also hate to have
my other sons wear masks in school all day long for many months, considering that
scientifically it does not proof to be beneficial in a classroom setting, especially in elementary
school.

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69858

To much to write

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69859

Has harmed my mental and physical health. Divided family and friends. Destroyed
relationships.

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69860

Have to say they have not totally effected me. The only think I have to question is why
someone is is suppose to because of certain medication be monitored yet with all this
nonsense haven't seen my doctor in over two years

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69861

My mental health is declining . I'm diagnosed with new problems by specialists and I'm
suffering also from Hair loss

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69862

Our business went belt up. We've started a new business, personal training and these
mandates are making it impossible to conduct business. We need a class action lawsuit
against the provincial and federal governments for picking on gyms and restaurants. I'm afraid
to leave the house because I don't trust what the police will enforce. My stress levels are
extreme. I'm embarrassed by our prime Minister. Trudeau should resign and be charged with
the multitude of crimes he committed and is currently committing

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69863

Both my husband and daughter have lost their jobs. Regardless of my vaccine status I have
no QR code therefore I am unable to go into many places, nor can I travel by plane within or
out of Canada. I will soon have to test regularly to keep my job as I will not disclose my
personal medical information. These mandates are discriminatory.

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69864

My special needs son died in a lockdown in 2020.. coroner stated it was a contributing factor in
his death

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69865

In some ways i couldn't go out to eat or go to the bar couldn't go the the GYM to work out

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69866

It is ridiculous! Can’t even see my own mother, not allowed in most social places being
unvaccinated

2/18/2022 1:33 PM
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69867

Had divided me from family and friends

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69868

Depression, exclusion, loss of job, my kids learning abilities and grades have been
significantly damaged. Emotional distress in my teens and young ones, even myself. Being
locked away forced to wear masks- taking the basic human nature of giving or recieving a
smile away was harmful to our senses. All of it was handled horribly wrong!

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69869

Unable to be available in medical situations for family

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69870

Business has declined significantly, my personal life has been put on hold due to restrictions,
travel has been restricted significantly, and in turn, my overall wellbeing and quality of life has
declined significantly.

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69871

Work

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69872

I medically cannot be vaccinated (so many issues). Friends in the same boat have lost their
jobs. I have lost friends and family from the division.

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69873

Loneliness

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69874

Can't see my grandchildren

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69875

Curtailed our social life, as I am an older retiree and only have a limited number of years left to
enjoy my active old age, it has taken two years of travel, activities away from me. But, having
said that We still have had an easy go of it in reality. Healthwise it has not affected me and I
believe that is because of the mandates that were put in place and still remain in place.

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69876

Made it difficult or impossible to carry out normal personal and business activities

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69877

I am a massage therapist and I speak intimately about sensitive issues due to my type of
work, clients share all kinds of life stories with me. Including deaths of their loved ones and
deaths of children shortly after this so-called vaccine, I have no herd of six child deaths which
is complete insanity in this needs to end and people need to go to jail

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69878

Terrible.

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69879

Mental illness

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69880

Lost my 3 jobs Can't see my mom in Portugal

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69881

I got laid off when the 4th lockdown was announced for not wearing a mask, even though I
have a mask exemption and worked all through the so called pandemic without one.

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69882

My 2 boys have had myocarditis. 1 before the shot. 1 after his second shot. Both had the
medical pass. Both have had them pulled, by our health unit. Our family doctor filled in the
medical paperwork. The people that make the QR codes kicked it out. The double vac that
shouldn't get any boosters. Is now just double vac. The son with no needles is kicked out of
his welding program threw Fanshaw collage. My husband has heart issues we wanted an
appointment before he got any shots. This is after both boys were in the hospital for 3 days
each. We where treated like antie vaccs. Doc was more worried about me being done. I'm
done. But this made me have way more questions. The doc that can see all 3 files. Thinks
more information in required. My son has missed 4 weeks of school for no reason. We said we
would test going in. Stay home if in question.

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69883

Lost of income and freedom of movement and enjoy public facilities that I paid for

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69884

Negatively

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69885

I have been on unpaid leave from my job. I’m not able to visit loved ones in PCH. I am not
able to eat in a restaurant, go to a movie, go to any government or city facilities. IM NOT
ABLE TO GO INSIDE MY CHURCH!

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69886

It has taken away my social life as well as destroyed many services needed in my community.
The emergency act destroys our rights as citizens to only assist a liberal leader who did not
take the proper steps to rectify the problem with we the people. It has been governmental
abuse from the start mostly to protect our prime ministers personal financial interests. We do
not deserve a socialist government or communist rules of power.

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69887

Loss of emloyment, loss of friendships, loss of income, depression and general malaise and
hopelessness for the future.

2/18/2022 1:33 PM
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69888

Terribly

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69889

I feel oppressed, depressed, suppressed, isolated, homebound. I don't have the freedom to
come and go when I would like and where I would like. The mandates have had a negative
impact on my psyche. And when the Churches shut down, that was extremely difficult for me.
It was pretty awful.

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69890

Shortage of work

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69891

Made me feel like I was an alien not a human something wrong with me

2/18/2022 1:33 PM

69892

In a very terrible way

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69893

Immensely! I have not been able to see my family in the U.S for over 2 years. The science
does not support any of these mandates. It has affected relationships with family & friends.

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69894

It helps me feel safe to know my government is putting regulations like these in place.

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69895

They are please from breathing good clean air, from seeing family and friends and
fellowshipping. They are dividing people and spreading hatred and anger. Stopping kid’s from a
social life that they need and having the news spread lies to promote the anger and hate red
throughout the world.

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69896

Stress , confusion,unsure of future,lost faith in our government,can’t understand how a lieing
,money grabbing uncanadian person who talks about what Canadians want but doesn’t have a
clue what he’s talking about ,really believe we have a puppet for a so called leader who hasn’t
got the balls to put Canada first and not himself

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69897

I am homeschooling now as a result because our children are not able to wear masks all day.

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69898

MENTALLY WE ARE PHYSICALLY AND EMOTIONALLY.

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69899

No sense of future for myself or my family, lost birthdays, lost access to proper health care,
lost memories, lost education, loss of incone

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69900

taken family and friends away

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69901

I’m a small business owner, it has caused emotional and financial issues! Stress division in
my family I really dislike it!!!!

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69902

Affected my business and my family severely.

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69903

Not at all

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69904

It has cost me freedom of movement, loss of income, and caused undue stress for myself and
my loved ones

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69905

I can not travel

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69906

Kids no allowed to play sport, lost of job, unable to go to university.

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69907

Depression, anger, despair, cut in job hours, not able to travel see my family, I am
discriminated against. Total lack of freedom in our country. I am very discouraged about the
future of Canadians.

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69908

I lost my job. I lost friends. I lost family. I lost faith in our leaders and institutions. ONLY this
trucker convoy freedom movement has restored a flicker of hope.

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69909

Mostly, Costs of everything gone up, no travelling to see family as I am going to retire in the
next year or so it makes it harder to keep saving so I am not going to struggle when I retire.

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69910

Caused family devisions affected children emotionally not able to be with friends have lost
ability to serve clients

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69911

My 3 year old has never been anywhere. He doesn't have close friends. My 2 10 year old kids
don't play with friends anymore. Our neighbors don't let their kids play with ours anymore. My
husband & I have never been on a honeymoon because of restrictions. We don't go anywhere
as a family. My own father wouldn't come to our wedding because of covid & restrictions. Our
kids haven't learned much in school due to lockdowns & restrictions. As a stay at home mom I
have been secluded from everyone. Our Home & family life has been very difficult & its
because we are struggling with our own personal needs not being met.

2/18/2022 1:32 PM
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69912

Negativity

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69913

Me personally, not much. I have taken steps to work around this government overreach.
However, I’ve been lucky in that regard. No one should be forced out of their job for being
healthy. All Canadians should be recognized as human beings, contrary to what our PM thinks.

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69914

As someone who has multiple health conditions, the mandates have had a significant negative
impact on my life. Imprisoning and punishing people based on private medical decisions is
unacceptable. The covid measures have seriously impacted my children and all youth…the
immediate damage is devastating in itself but the true long term damage will be detrimental to
the well being of our society as a whole. These measures need to end now.

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69915

My husband has not been able to work for two years. We have lost $150k in income

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69916

Took away my freedoms

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69917

They have torn my family apart. They have divided the country, so we cant have a calm
conversation about anything. Trudeau telling the country that the unvaxed are terrorists racist
and taking up space in canada, encourages violence and disunity.

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69918

Not being able to shop for necessities, have medical care without wearing a mask which
aggravates my respiratory condition. Being socially ostracized under all measures. Losing
friends and family, not being able to participate in clubs and social events. Suffering from
depression. I am a senior who prays that the correct thing will be done with no tyranny.

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69919

Not being able to see family overseas, kids not being able to play with other kids, socialy it
has affected our family. Not good for our mental health.

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69920

Many ways… mentally, and finacially

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69921

By creating segregation and enticing hatred towards a group of people.

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69922

Not being able to access work sites. Less money in my bank.

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69923

I'm a senior and 2 years of my live have been taken from me!☹️

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69924

Negatively

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69925

Negatively

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69926

Mentally

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69927

Ruined relationships and business

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69928

In Feb 2020 my husband had three jobs. By the end of March 2020 he had none. We never
new from moment to moment if he would have work. Our family economic situation suffered
greatly becauseof the mandates and lock downs. I have 2 young adult children who are being
told by medical professionals that they now have depression. One young adult in university
has spent 2 of her 3 years there under mandates leaving her feeling lonely isolated and unable
to create a community and social structure for herself. I missed the birth of our first grandchild
due to hospital visiting restrictions. My daughter struggles after a traumatic birth and c-section
where she was not able to have additional family support. I have a teen daughter who ended up
in ER on suicide watch and was admitted to hospital for 2 weeks in may/ June 2021. The on
again off again school got to be too much and she eventually broke. My mother in law passed
away in Jan 2022. My husband was worried he would make her ill because he works so much
with public and we have a large family. He only saw her 2 times in the last 2 years. Even with
following health measures our household has had covid 2 times that we can confirm but we
suspect 3. Delta and omicron. My son (7yr) did not test positive and had to remain isolation for
a month and could not leave our home or property. He would cry because he couldn't play with
other children. There are not enough words to express what we have been through and
continue to go through.

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69929

Miserably!!!

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69930

Alienated, divided our lives ,family,friends, economy, and our hopes and plans for our children,
grandchildren’s futures.

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69931

Loss of employment, loss of friendships, excessive stress, poor mental health

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69932

Lost my business family members, friends

2/18/2022 1:32 PM
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69933

Makes me want to kill my self the mandates are effecting my mental health

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69934

It feels like I’m living in jail , my freedoms have been taken away

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69935

I’m tired, depressed and really tired of all this bullshit!! Need to get back to going out and being
with family and friends!

2/18/2022 1:32 PM

69936

I lost my job with the RCMP

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69937

Treated like a second class citizen. Unable to attend my sons hockey games. Unable to leave
my country. Disowned by my mother for my freedom of choice stance. Psychological trauma
for my entire family. The Trudeau government is tyrannical and a disgrace to Canadians.

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69938

Blocked from travel and restaurants - illegally made into a second class citizen - an
unnecessary segregation into classes of citizens.

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69939

It's ruined relationships, cause depression, and has discriminated against me from doing
everyday activities.

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69940

Stressful

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69941

Mentally and financially

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69942

It’s like being in jail

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69943

I have loss the freedom of choice, conscience, assembly, expression, and movement.

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69944

It has destroyed my ability to earn a living…separated me from loved ones…caused
depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69945

I have gained 100 lbs over the past 2 years and have gone from smoking half a pack of
cigarettes a day to smoking 2 packs a day

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69946

Massive increase in stress and anxiety for my children, my spouse and myself.

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69947

I had to quit my job of the past 10 years because I have medical issues and cannot wear a
mask. I have also been discriminated against at a hospital and restaurants and the cinema.

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69948

Loss of friendship, loss of family, loss of sport, lots of personal life, loss of youth for my
children And the list goes on and on and on

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69949

In many ways negatively

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69950

Mental health decline

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69951

Work, relationships with family and friends. Scared and feared into things. Not feeling like I am
getting all the information needed to make informed choices.

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69952

Dramatically, starting with being cut off from family, travel, recreational activity, eating in
restaurants. Being labelled as a bad/selfish person for refusing the injection (mislabeled as a
vaccine).

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69953

My grandmother nearly lost her mind and nearly died from being locked down in long-term care.
She regained clarity in her mind and memory once my relative took her out of the home. I have
been at the receiving end of hatred because of where I stand. I do not feel safe in my country.

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69954

This is a rape on human rights, and criminal experiment on humanity.

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69955

What life? I can't even go the Timmins Hospital because they won't let me in!

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69956

My children used to love going to school now they hate it because of the masks and the fact
that they feel they can’t be kids anymore.

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69957

Unemployment

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69958

It hasn’t.

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69959

Job loss. Inability to he employed.

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69960

Unlawful restricted my rights, no restaurant visits, no skiing outside in the fresh air, no pool
visits, wearing a mask and not being able to freely breath, discrimination when not wearing a
mask for health reasons, separation.....

2/18/2022 1:31 PM
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69961

Constant physical and emotional stress, fatigue, fearful of brutal measures taken by our
governments

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69962

I wasn’t able to spend the last days of my sons life with him. I’m disgusted and ashamed of
anyone who supports this crap

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69963

Affected my entire life in a negative way

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69964

In many ways .can't go see my grandmother she's in a hospice .I find it hard to breathe with a
mask on . Can't hangout with friends .all the brain washed people turning against you .I'm tired
of all of it .it needs to stop !!!!!

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69965

what life. allergy’s are worst from the masks

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69966

lost my business, lost my home.

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69967

It makes it so I cannot cross the Canada /US border to see my family .

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69968

Masks and a vax passport that punishes people for wanting a choice

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69969

Mental health

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69970

Saddened by seeing children in masks. Haven't been able to see my mother.

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69971

as an unvaccinated canadian I have been ostracized, humiliated and silenced

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69972

All areas of my life,

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69973

I've known a person who died because he was forced to get vaccinated in order to remain
employed

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69974

Decreased my mental health tremendously. I have not been able to focus in any of my classes
for the past two years. Came to a point were I now have to to graduate a year later than I
planned because I have to retake classes. I strong know and feel my voice being silenced as
a patient with the vaccine mandate. If I take the risk of not gettting vaccinated it should be a
discussion I make with all the available information. That choice to make an informed
descission has been taken away from me. My human right to speech is now threatened with
jail time if I decide to disagree with the government

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69975

There was no reason to take my choice away from me. These mandates have affected all the
devision of the country will never be righted . Very angry😡

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69976

Spiralling impact on life necessities and freedoms ,

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69977

Mandate broke my liberty

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69978

Mt husband has lost his job, im about to lose mine in the next week. Depression has hit my
home. The stress on my family is through the roof😔

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69979

I lost my job as an RN

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69980

Seperation

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69981

Cant do anything

2/18/2022 1:31 PM

69982

Negatively

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

69983

I’m so isolated and struggling mentally. This has divided my family.

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

69984

Limited visitation with family & friends

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

69985

Caused mistrust of government and misleading press coverage.

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

69986

Visiting with elderly and sick. Visiting cross border family. Not being able to attend funerals of
friends and family. Inflation and a availability of goods. Relationships and mental health.
Quoting my job. Every aspect of life,

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

69987

Loss of income, ability to see family members, abiliry to attend family funeral. Watching
students mental health decline. Much anxiety in children especially.

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

69988

Time living like a normal person

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

69989

I have had to deal with angry people on a daily basis and would love the world back to Normal

2/18/2022 1:30 PM
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69990

Division, depression, loss of freedom, loss of income, discrimination

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

69991

My grandfather died and I couldn’t go home to Nova Scotia to attend his funeral or wake. I
haven’t seen my family down in Nova Scotia in 2.5 years. I have never had mental health
issues before these mandates. There wasn’t as many jobs for oil field workers due to 50%
capacity. Wearing a mask 12 hours a day while doing strenuous work. The mandates basically
stopped my life for two years. We all missed two years. Enough is enough !!!!!

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

69992

Financial hardship. Division among friends & family. Increased stress in general. Loss of trust
in health care & government.

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

69993

All

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

69994

Social isolation, depression, anxiety Freedoms restricted Inability to travel

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

69995

Unable to travel. Depression.

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

69996

Restrictions on work and family

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

69997

I have developed panic attacks throughout these mandates. In the beginning I believe these
measures were needed as we knew nothing about covid and quite honestly it was scary.
However we now have more information now. These current mandates are not necessary
anymore as they do not stop contracting covid, or transmission. They feel divisive, and are
creating wedges between family and friends. They are controlling and nobody should be losing
their jobs, family or friends over something g they continue to tell Canadians is a choice.

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

69998

I’m a university student. The mandates have downgraded my quality of education; while the
cost of tuition remains the same. Is it just that one pays the original price for a product of
lesser value? They’ve oppressed my mental health. And they’ve been a burden to my social
life. I don’t want to live my life being a puppet- I want freedom of choice.

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

69999

Not able to have freedoms

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70000

It has cost me career opportunities and brought unnecessary pressures and stresses at work
and in the community. It has caused rifts within my family and friends.

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70001

My employment was drastically reduced and financial hardship has been real. The masks are
causing me lung infections. I have not been able to enjoy my regular extracurricular activities. I
have had massive depression and anxiety and have often thought of ending my life if this
continues

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70002

Increased stress, challenges in attending to elderly parents and visiting family other provinces,
all manner of social divisions and curtailment of normal activities

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70003

Prevented me from getting surgery sometime prevented me from visiting family in the hospital
prevent it me from doing things that I normally do through the week like activities outside of
my home

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70004

Isolation, loss of income

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70005

Isolation

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70006

Can’t breathe. Losing volunteer fire fighters which will increase insurance costs in rural areas.
Losing medical staff which will close what little medical infrastructure we have in our small
town with many seniors

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70007

It has kept my wife and I separated for 2 winters. Unacceptable.

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70008

Its had an undeniably negative affect on my mental well being, including division of my family,
colleagues, neighbors and friends.

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70009

No traveling, no eating out, no family get together.

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70010

I have been in self isolation for almost a year now. I am not in self isolation because I am
worried about Covid but because unvaccinated people are being treated like lepers!

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70011

Separation from family and friends Controversy Not allowed to worship together Division
Depression Sadness Estrangement from the elderly

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70012

It has affected me and my children at work and school. It has also negatively affected the
mental health of my children

2/18/2022 1:30 PM
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70013

It was all a lie in the first place it was all set up by the government

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70014

It has taken away my job, and put a horrible wedge between family

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70015

Early retirement due to masks vaccine required

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70016

Affected my work my kids mental health and my community and fivided the nation

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70017

It has not. It has kept me safe.

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70018

Unable to work steadily

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70019

It has affected EVERYTHING!

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70020

I lost my job, long term benefits, and life insurance. I haven't seen my grandma in 6 months.
I'm sick and depressed all the time. Falling into debt, and deeply unhappy.

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70021

Broken family, sad child

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70022

Dealing with people fearful to breath and think your a cesspool of germs. The government
needs to stop instilling fear into people!

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70023

I feel like a second class citizen, or worse. Members of my own family have been brainwashed
and turned against me, they ridicule me, they “trust the science” !

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70024

No restaurants, no Tavel to see family in Germany, USA and BC, cannot invite family and
friends to my place, feeing bad to be called “names”, this is not the Canada I love!

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70025

depression …sadness…

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70026

For starters, I lost my job. I have lost friends. I have lost my freedom as I cannot do any of the
activities that I want. I can’t travel, go to restaurants, the movies, live concerts, live theatre,
broadway plays, the live symphony. This has affected my mental health and not in a good way.
I am depressed and angry. Trudeau needs to be removed from office today.

2/18/2022 1:30 PM

70027

Totally destroyed ..

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70028

Severe Anxiety, loss of friendships, and loss of income

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70029

Very depressed not being able to visit people and when you live alone it is especially hard.

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70030

Extremely!! Lost friends and family due to the division caused. Lost employment, emotionally
very damaged.

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70031

I have lost family members/friends to depression,addiction,suicide,division through
government overreach and bias government driven media.

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70032

We haven’t been able to see our mom like we normally should have. Our kids haven’t been
able to enjoy sports. One of our kids was removed from the driver z program. Our business
has suffered so much due to protocols.

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70033

Negatively, we lost our business and are so far into debt that we can’t see a way out. Our
teenager kids are no longer the same people they used to be - were trying everything to protect
them from our government and these rules and restrictions but we aren’t power enough. Please
let us pick up what we have left and get back on top

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70034

Less social: hard mentally. Rules kept changing: uncertainty was scary

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70035

Removed my rights and affected economy

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70036

Loss of opportunities for teens. Forced vaccines that have negatively impacted menstruation.
Wish we weren’t forced into it. Would have never got them unless required for employment and
participation in youth activities. Mental health impacts for my kids.

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70037

Can’t go do the things my kids enjoy doing and don’t want to go to school not wanting to wear
masks. Can’t go eat out in restaurant and go visit family in the United States

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70038

Been coerced to take the vaccine or else lose job, privileges, and rights

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70039

I'm living in hell! Anxious level are unbearable

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70040

I live alone and these mandates have wrecked havoc on my brain. It has been extremely
lonely. Talking on the phone does not change that. Many times I have broken into tears. I

2/18/2022 1:29 PM
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wanted to go to Ireland & England to visit family and the Canadian Government won’t let me,
even though these countries have no measures in place at all. No masks, no testing, no
vaccines being pushed on you, no vaccine passport. The people can freely go into hotels,
restaurants, weddings etc. The loss of our freedoms is utterly disgusting and unacceptable.
70041

My daughter hasn't been able to participate in activities like swimming or skiiing, we can't go t
a restaurant, gym, movie or fly anywhere

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70042

Very disturbing with is going on

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70043

It’s Been A Locked Up CANADA Ever Since The Start, CANADA Is The Best Country, We Are
To Live Free, Like We’ve Been Occupied The Last Two Years By Evil Forces, Not The
CANADA I Want.

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70044

Made it expensive to see my out of country family because of lack of flights and testing.

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70045

It has prevented proper funerals and restricted my grandchildren from healthy activities

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70046

Made me a second class citizen and poor.

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70047

Myself and my teenage done became suicidal. It was such a difficult time for us. No sports.
No family. No friends. No hope.

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70048

My son is in College in Wyoming so for him to come home or us to go down there has been a
nightmare.

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70049

I am now unable to work and provide for myself. I am also being labeled a terrorist for
attending a peaceful protest.

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70050

I do not think people should be forced to take a vaccine that they choose not to it is their body
their choice

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70051

Alone in every facet of life. Don’t want the vac, don’t trust medicine anymore.

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70052

Trudeau needs to go now, ruining our country

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70053

Limited ci tacts with friends, cultural access, as for bars, clubs, restaurants, no big deal.

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70054

It has caused divisions within our families. We have seen countless friends die from these
experimental vaccines

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70055

Loss of work. Loss of income. I feel preasured into taking an experimental medication. Stress.

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70056

Small business closure

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70057

It consumes me, all my time.

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70058

Separated friends and family, kept me from church, limited jobs and travel

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70059

I have had family refuse to talk to me. I have had relatives get full blown cancer after taking
the vaccine. I have had friends distance themselves from me, some of whom died within
weeks of getting the vaccine. I have watched as friends were coerced into getting the vaccine
to keep their jobs even though they did not want it. I watched while my father-in-law struggled
with not wanting to get the vaccine, but then made the choice to take it so he could visit his
wife in a seniors home who had Alzheimer. He just wanted to hold her hand. Within 4 days he
was having breathing issues and 9 days after his vaccine he was dead. I have 2 businesses,
both of which I have had to close because of the mandates. It is devastating what this
government is doing to our country and the honest hard working people in it.

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70060

Lost my education

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70061

I am embarrassed for friends and family who have no independent thought and have allowed
the government at all levels and the media to dictate how you live your life

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70062

developed asthma essential worker who had to deal with anger customers every day
depression anxious about large settings so much more that cant even be described

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70063

I feel like a second class citizen

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70064

I’m unvaxxed, so all illegal mandates that are in place affect my life and need to end. There’s
no room for discrimination of anyone in Canada!

2/18/2022 1:29 PM
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70065

They are an ILLEGAL infringement on my rights!

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70066

Mentally

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70067

Made me stay home for 2yrs!

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70068

Negatively,all around...physically,financially,mentally....not sure what prewar(feelings) are but,
this is how I equate it!

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70069

Impeding travel, affecting ability to work, gym closure has affected physical fitness, added
stress and anxiety

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70070

Increased depression, anxiety. Sleeplessness. Emotionally, not being able to do things with
loved ones. Physically, being kept from the gym and sports which has effected my physical
and emotional health.

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70071

Can’t see my elderly parents in a seniors residence….can not visit my only sister in USA…my
everyday freedoms & free speech have been stripped from me.

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70072

I’m outraged that while we live in a democratic country these measures don’t reflect any
meaning of democracy we under the charter of liberties still have the right to choose and not to
be forced manipulated or controlled. That’s what democracy stands for that’s what we are
standing for.

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70073

It has be awful. Our business has suffered immensely. Mandates must end now as there is not
data given that they are working to end this virus.

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70074

Stressful, division in family and friends and feel depress

2/18/2022 1:29 PM

70075

5 sibling in my family the relationship has ended permanently I no longer have a family :(

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70076

Restaurants, Concerts, Movies

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70077

Extremely harsh measures not in any way justified by the medical emergency. Way more
damage done to people, businesses, institutions and our well-being as a society than by the
actual effects of covid19. The people who push those measures in spite of overwhelming
evidence to the contrary should be released from their positions immediately.

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70078

Lost of income

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70079

What hasn’t it effected, relations ships, division of country, watching vaccinated family and
friends suffer side effects from vaccine. The damage we have done to the children is
immeasurable.

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70080

Not of it makes sense, we are divided at the expense of politicians’ personal and financial
interests. Public health is not their focus, but we must follow rules as if it is.

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70081

Lost my job, parents lost their jobs, hard to find another job, couldn’t go on a honeymoon after
getting married (or go out to eat anywhere to celebrate) and still have yet to have that
honeymoon because there is nowhere that we are able to have fun, relax, or eat out

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70082

Unable to travel to go see my family. My husband lost his job because of it. Was denied health
care access in an emergency situation as well.

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70083

Yes

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70084

Not able to socialize as needed. Trouble breathing when wearing a mask for extended hours.
Not able to visit my sister in-law in the hospital and attend my sister in-law funeral in 2020

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70085

In almost every way possible. My children are affected too. Our prime minister has divided
Canadians, created hate and is not acting according to data and science like he keeps
claiming. And vaccine injury is real. Let’s have an open conversation about this very important
topic. Four of my family and closest friends are seriously vaccine injured (and taking up
hospital beds). Vaccine mandates are causing harm.

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70086

I cannot work at this time. My anxiety is increased.

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70087

It has affected everyone in different ways. To late to take any of it back time to open and end
mandates and move forward

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70088

It has been an encroachment by the government on my freedoms. They call us names like
conspiracy theorists, racists, misogynists and tell us we to trust the Science all while shutting

2/18/2022 1:28 PM
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down our questions, differing opinions and alternative facts, however it's not science if you
don't allow it to be challenged and now everything we have been saying is being proven right
snd their science is falling apart.
70089

Kept me safe and reassured me when I am out

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70090

I am unable to visit my brother who is in hospital in a vegetative state from massive head
trauma. I have been unable to see my family dr in person for 2 years.i frequently cannot have
appointments with my mental health professionals.my son has been depressed for 2 years
he's only 14!masks cause me extreme ptsd and flashbacks due to past abuse. I have been
targeted and verbally attacked for my choice to not get this experimental vaccine. I have been
forced to isolate just for leaving my province. I could go on forever.i have lived in a constant
state of overwhelming anxiety for two years!!

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70091

Government trying to force people to take a "vaccine" that had not been tested for long term
effect sufficiently enough. People losing jobs by choosing free will over being forced to take
vaccine to participate in society. Prime Minister and the liberal government vilifying non
vaccinated citizens and painting them as unpatriotic and evil.

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70092

It’s divided families and friendships, I’m depressed, lonely and can’t enjoy go out and enjoy
life. I’m stuck alone in my house

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70093

Hasn’t

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70094

Depression, loss of livelihood, family has been separated.

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70095

the incoveniences of the masks

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70096

Horribly.

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70097

Feeling Left alone

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70098

Members Of my family are suffering from depression and it has hurt us Financially

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70099

I was forced to be off work LOA without pay, do not qualify for EI, after 40 years of service

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70100

Separated us from friends and family. Watched grandchildren suffer from isolation and fear.

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70101

Loss of freedom to travel.

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70102

Friend jobs and and discussed with this TJ sick ways

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70103

Lost my job as an RPN after 24 years.

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70104

Created issues that affect my family, my entire life. I want autonomy over my own body.

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70105

Terribly. It Affected and still affects my business, income, health and my mental health.
Wearing masks all day is not healthy, not being able to leave your home freely for events has
not been good, nor fun. To shop at stores and restaurants where you have to show a passport
is ridiculous. Meanwhile, us that get 72hr tested and ARE ACTUALLY negative can finally sit
and eat. While people who have their shots- and could be a carrier of Covid- can eat and shop
wherever the heck they want. This world has become separated and even family and friends
have broken apart from these divides. This madness NEEDS TO END

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70106

I lost my job

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70107

Depression. Marital problems. Split in family. Loss of work. Loss of friends. Need eye surgery
that is postponed. Humiliation from my government and community.

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70108

I haven't gone to Mexico this year or last.

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70109

Lots of emotional Tramma. Very little sleep. Freinds loosing jobs. Family not seeking to each
other. Not good.

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70110

Every part of it impacted my life and the lives of my hhusband and children. The emergency
should of ended long ago. Hosting large sporting events and keeping children masked was a
bad call just to name one of many. Many people didn't even know they were eligible when they
were mandated by work that was a bad call created so many people to change their mind
around me. Just so much but I don't regret my decisions in away. Except what ever caused
my children these asthma symptoms. We followed so much I even vaccinated pregnant. We
still all got covid twice with the exception of one of us. It's was time for it to end over a year

2/18/2022 1:28 PM
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ago. We just go forward working to repair it. I don't see a sign of that from our current Prime
Minister.
70111

Wasn't able to work for a while. Wasn't able to see my father who lives in a care home for
sometime. I can now. But his level of care has gone down because volunteers are no longer
allowed in to his residence.

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70112

As an unvaccinated resident, I am not able to go out for meals, watch my child sports, go to
concerts, hockey games

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70113

Completely. As a single person I have been unable to date and meet new people. Unable to go
to the gym and work on my health. It’s caused sever depression causing me to make terrible
decisions.

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70114

Not terribly

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70115

Horribly.

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70116

Emotional distress due to divisions cause by one sided reporting

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70117

I cannot watch my children play hockey. Masking has affected my children and their mental
health greatly

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70118

In every way

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70119

lost my job, ability to travel, ability to access rec centers, restaurants

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70120

Makes me not want to be a Canadian citizen anymore

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70121

my father and I run a family business , I haven't had steady work in 2 years

2/18/2022 1:28 PM

70122

Negatively. I lost my job and my mental health has suffered.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70123

Battle of fear and anxiety, sadness to see that our incredible country is changing in horrific
ways, the division of the Canadian people, friends and family, the loss of three family members
because of our medical system, the coldness and robotic style of our medical system...and
the lies from the medical authorities supported by some of our politicians

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70124

It has made it much worse

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70125

Lost my restaurant that we owned for 5 years. Now are in debt and struggling to pay bills

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70126

Separated good friends and brought animosity with in family. Loss of faith in government
democracy and freedom for us all

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70127

Mental health issues. I moved away from my job to be nearer to family due to loneliness

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70128

Had to quit school.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70129

Created division and fear where it hasn't needed to.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70130

Depression is hard this winter as we have been unable to take our children to any indoor
activities. Family and friends are divided to the point of no longer speaking. Children gasp and
awe to the rare time they see a face and can see smiles. Children no longer give hugs as
friends and family have told them no hugs. This is harming Children. Harming mental health.
Harming freedom.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70131

It has divide personal relationships.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70132

In general, my freedom to chose has been denied.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70133

Has affected my work, my family life, my social life…

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70134

Isolation, Family Division

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70135

It had taken my FREEDOM in all aspects of life personally an emotionally an effected my
FAMILY

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70136

It has cost me and all of my customers financial stability, and a good deal of their savings. It
has cost me and my partner personally two incomes, and this whole situation has completely
eroded any trust we, and most we know, have had in the Canadian government, as well as the
media, pharma, and banking institutions.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM
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70137

I have been previously injured by routine vaccinations and there is no way for me to get
excemption so now I have a limited life as a segregated candian citizen. My rights have been
taken from me as a Canadian in a democracy. My mental state is at an all time low.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70138

The vaccine mandates cost me my job and much more stress and hardship.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70139

Loss of business, loss of income

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70140

Too many to list.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70141

Creating division in family

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70142

Forced to be vaccinated even though I didn’t want it

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70143

Feeling separated from friends and family that don’t think the same way you do, before the
mandates we would travel out of country for holidays, now we can’t even do that because the
testing to return to Canada is ridiculous

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70144

NO JOB

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70145

My ex who was years clean, relapsed, beat the shit out of me and then OD'd, because the
worst thing for an addict is isolation. I was delayed being diagnosed and treated for cervical
dysplasia that is now being treated as early stages of cervical cancer because everything is
behind and i was delayed 7 months from diagnosis to treatment, my mother works in a rural
LTC and I've seen first hand the disaster the mandates have made at her workplace, having 8
people to fill 7 shifts and 26 fully vaccinated ppl test positive since Jan 1st 2022 leaving
residents in total lockdown for 2 months. It's inhumane and we treat our convicted criminals
with more respect somethings gotta give. At least I kept my job though right??? Pathetic

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70146

I lost my job.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70147

Losing money at my job with not being allowed on job sites.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70148

No social life for me and my family. Especially the children

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70149

Limited travel, access to family events, affecting our business, ideologically divided our family.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70150

From living my life

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70151

It’s divided my family & friends to the point of no return. The masks need to come off the kids!

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70152

Hugely negative.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70153

Clauatrophic living, its ridiculous, no sports, no socializing, shamed in public and private
situations.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70154

Produced mental and spiritual anguish for the very tyrannical way the truckers and peaceful
protesters are being treated.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70155

Mental health has crashed! My daughters too!!!

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70156

It brings divisions everywhere

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70157

I've become isolated,its cost my family stress,depression and anxiety.A family member lost
her job after 23 yrs.of service,etc.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70158

I feel like the mandate has turned the average working men and women in to criminal for trying
to provide for there families.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70159

I gain 20 lbs because I can’t go to the pool and gym. Now i am so depressed because of my
weight:(

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70160

Unable to travel freely and visit family, lack of social visits and daily interactions with everyday
people. Depression, isolation and other associated feelings.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70161

Division, segrgation even within healthy families,4 suicides within family & close friends linked
to the upheaval of normalcy. Family divorces, mental health of children, & wearing down of
energy in general, closing of small business,crippling the economy, And, removal of so many
human rights, including the right of faith. People being barred from loved ones in hospital, at
funerals, weddings, baptisms. Its deplorable! Very hard to trust leaders.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70162

Caused divisive conversations within my social groups

2/18/2022 1:27 PM
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70163

It has kept me and my family safe as we are immuno compromised

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70164

Loss of income. Loss of friends and family.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70165

So much Division caused by mandates. The lies on how the mandates work. Not being able to
be there for loved ones in need of company and directions. I myself have just recovered from
stem cell transplant which I went through five rounds of chemo and full body radiation. I have
prevailed, and I feel my obligation to assist people going through what I went through it
hindered my mandate saying I can't give guidance and assistance to those going through what
I went through.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70166

Cant travel can't see family lost work as alot of people i know have lost theirs so cant support
my business cant travel to see family or friends and so much more

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70167

I’m really,really depressed.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70168

I had to get an experimental vaccine that i did not want, in order to keep my employment.

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70169

Depression Kids out of school Speech delays Anxiety Panic attacks Sleep issues Breathing /
asthma attacks Isolation

2/18/2022 1:27 PM

70170

Not allowed us to go to winter destination , so heating etc , living here has put us into debt we
cant get out of

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70171

Taking away our freedoms and rights

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70172

Made hard feelings between family and friends. Family members had to get that dam vaccine
or loss their jobs !!!

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70173

Isolated

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70174

Missed out on social and spiritual events and can’t see a loved one in the hospital, she has
been there for months.

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70175

Depression, severe anxiety, loneliness, fear for my children’s future.

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70176

Made Me Feel Helpless!

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70177

Our freedom of choice has locked us out of society, including our three young teens. Stop
division of society!

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70178

It has gone against the Charter of my rights and Freedoms. My body my choice, it cost me
money just to go to work. I spoke about everything going on at my work and I was disciplined
without pay for a week. It has created division in my family. The BS needs to end, the
measures put in place has not benefited anyone but ppl in political power. It’s not about
Canadians it’s about money.

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70179

Added stress, reduced quality of life, ruined family connectedness as well as friendships.

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70180

Social and mental condition

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70181

Loss of freedom from activities

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70182

Very negatively. They have turned people against each other, destroyed the economy and
ruined many many people's lives and livelihoods.

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70183

I'm totally against vaccine mandates. I believe in true science. Lockdowns, restructions,
unjustified vaccine mandates are against my freedom

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70184

- reduced social activities - reduced volunteer activities - reduced travel opportunities

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70185

Depression, medical unavailability, family divided, discrimination

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70186

Lost friends was segregated. Depression and been called names and shunned

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70187

My health and wellness have been greatly affected over the past 2 years. We were coerced to
take the vaccine in order to participate in society. I did not want to take the vaccine but I faced
loss of time at work due to quarantine rules at the time. It affected my childrens mental health,
emotional health and risks their physical health. It took away my child’s graduation year, ended
sports, due to Covid mandates lost his acceptance into an apprenticeship program and his
employment to such for 2 YEARS! Vaccination statuses discriminated against my childrens
ability to attend school due to “possible exposures”. Masks when I have not wanted to wear

2/18/2022 1:26 PM
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them. Loss of access to social events. I could not attend church, the churches were closed!
Unheard of in Canada. There are so many ways these mandates have affected my life
negatively. Right now , I do not feel free or safe as a Canadian citizen, under the tyrannical
mandates invoked by Justin Trudeau and his caucus.
70188

Negatively in a way that has divided family, Mental health and the freedoms to make my own
choices

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70189

Mentally physically and emotionally

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70190

Couldn’t see my partner for 6 months because we lived in different countries. Could not have a
job as I had to leave the country to see my partner. Chose where we wanted to live and bought
a house but had to give that all up and move because we wouldn’t be able to “go on trains or
planes” and we didn’t want to risk never seeing my family again.

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70191

Like I was living in a communist restrictive regime. I missed the Canada and Canadians I love
very much.

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70192

Depression, ruined relationships, lack of motivation, anger issues, stress, hard to find work, no
money, alcohol and drug abuse, suicidal thoughts

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70193

Mental and emotional distress. Division between family and friends.

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70194

Destroyed my business, marriage, finances and friendships

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70195

Mentally physically in all ways imaginable

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70196

I am going crazy

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70197

Travel , Family and friend gatherings , Inflationary effect on essential products and services .
Civil unrest among Canadians .

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70198

😊

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70199

I can't take my children anywhere and I am a single mother and it is effecting my childrens
lives greatly

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70200

Fear, division amongst friends and family members. Segregation between those who have
received the Covid vaccine and those who haven’t.

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70201

I lost my job and not able to collect EI

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70202

It's devided friends and family

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70203

All of them in one way or the other. Lose of health, job, family, travel , isolation and
segregation and being made to feel like a second class person!!

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70204

Limited my ability to make money, to grow the buissness I help run, forbayed me from going to
many places, infringed on my freedoms, caused discrimination against me, divisions with
friends and family, all around made life unnecessarily difficult

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70205

I have a great deal of anxiety. My mental health has been impacted the most.

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70206

Job loss, financial and emotional stress, poor medical treatment, but most of all living in fear
that democracy is over in Canada. Regarding the severe measures that Trudeau has taken and
his tyrannical nature, I'm afraid that he is just going to keep going. Perhaps he will go into
every citizens bank account to pay off the debt that he's put us in.

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70207

Financial ruin, mental health ruined, relationships ruined, job loss, increased stress and
anxiety. It's been a very, very, bad 2 years.

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70208

Loss of work, freedom, friends, family.

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70209

Deeply hurt me emotionally/ psychologically.

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70210

Kids cannot play organized sports. Wife has been suspended from work without pay. We are
out 70k a year.

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70211

Caused division, anger, frustration, and broken relationships! There is not one positive thing
with ALL the mandates. We are mature adults that can make our own decisions!

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70212

Divided our family, severely hurt my small business, lost friends.

2/18/2022 1:26 PM
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70213

My business has struggled with very little support but most of all being a parent to young
children has been more stress than anything. Everyone thinking children have covid by having
a runny nose, cough etc has been the worst experience for me as a first time parent. Not being
to ask family member for any support and financially taking a loss to be home has been
horrible. The mandates at first sounded like they would work but it never did but we still
continue to suffer…. The government mandates have made my life living hell!

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70214

Impossible to say with certainty. There have been challenges and inconveniences, but they
have not seemed to have significantly adverse consequences. The mandates likely have
saved the lives and protected the health of some of my loved ones, neighbours and
community.

2/18/2022 1:26 PM

70215

I have lost my job and been discriminated against due to medical status.

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70216

Destroyed it. Devastating, extreme depression/anxiety. No trust in my government

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70217

I was forced to get the vaccine

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70218

It has divided my family, it is the 1st time in my life that this has happened 😢 in my 66 years!!
I lost my job due to no vax, so loss of income!!! It has affected my church family and circle of
friends!!! Shame on you for the lies that are now being exposed!!! Sad state of affairs in the
country!!!

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70219

I have not been able to visit my children and grandchildren for 2 years. I have a grandchild,
and niece I have not met in person. I hold family dear, this is not necessary and cruel to keep
families apart.

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70220

I almost lost my job and I cannot travel to visit my grandson and son out of country. Family
members have serious mental health issues that affect me.

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70221

Feeling isolated, alone, depressed, anxious, on stress leave from work. Relationships have
negatively changed.

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70222

Increase mental health issues, social isolation, inability to participate in religious ceremonies,
job loss, division between family and friends

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70223

I retired because of covid and became somewhat isolated.

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70224

Our family is terrified of the health repercussions for those in our family who were forced to
vaccinate or lose their job . People judging the unvaxed , the separation that has caused in our
Country .

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70225

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70226

I do not agree with the political science our gov'ts are following. I'm from a medical family and
have researched the whole covid thing into the ground. It is based on so many lies. Our media
and health system and govt's have been lying to us throughout this entire thing. The PCR Test
is a fraud and everything that stemmed from that. People have died from the withholding of
critical health information regarding prevention and treatment. People have died from the shots
and been injured..... and from the drug treatments in the hospitals under the recommendations
of the CDC in America..... specifically the use of the drug remdesivir. It's criminal. I would
never put those dangerous shots in my body and resent the pressure to do so. 250,000 people
in Canada lost their jobs over this. Many have been injured. Message to our gov'ts.... TELL
THE TRUTH!!!

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70227

Struggle with my mental awareness

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70228

The mandates have in no way protected anyone from the spread, these viral outbreaks
happen, as they always have and life needs to carry on. These mandates are unscientific and
ineffective, not to mention unconstitutional. They are damaging to the health and were never
necessary in the first place. It has to stop now. At this point, these mandates are very clearly
about dictatorships and political overreach. My trust in our systems has been destroyed after
all the lies and corruption i've seen, and i'm disgusted by it all. Thank you for hearing us out
and giving us a voice 💜

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70229

There are no words to describe !!!

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70230

Its ruined it

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70231

I am unvaccinated but have natural immunity, proof with a blood test showing natural immunity.

2/18/2022 1:25 PM
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But have been discriminated against by the government because of my choice to be not
vaccinated with an experimental vaccine
70232

I have lost my job as a paramedic. I took the first shot so that I could feed my kids. I had a
bad reaction that I am still dealing with so I did not take the second shot. So I lost my job. My
job as a paramedic for 25 years.

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70233

Confused anger..

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70234

I am single, I have been isolated from everyone. It was like been in jail for 2 years. My eye
surgery was bumped back because of the lock downs. Deep depression, isolation I felt like I
was a criminal on a isolation block.

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70235

It has restricted me as a member of society and seeing my family and taken away my rights
as citizen of Canada. We are supposed to be a free country and not be dictated by the
government which has happened. I thought I was living in Canada not Germany under Hitler's
rules.

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70236

My husband had an autoimmune reaction to his first dose of Pfizer. He can't get a second
dose. I have a clotting disorder so I can't get the vaccines. I'm an RN on maternity leave and I
won't be welcome back to my job because I can't get the COVID vaccines. We are unjustly
restricted from places and no medical exemptions exist. These vaccines don't even work as
intended and they have caused immeasurable harm and our governments turn a blind eye.
What about the Great Barrington Declaration where public health officials advise quarantining
the age groups most impacted by a disease and let everyone else go about their lives? How
we have handled this pandemic is insane. Our kids have paid the price for COVID restrictions.
COVID accounts for 3% of deaths and the average age of death is 82. Which is no different
than the average age of death in Canada. So why are we mandating vaccines for everyone
when it doesn't work and when this illness isn't changing the average age of death? This is
insane.

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70237

I have lost my job, as of October 2/21, due to these mandates.

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70238

I am a prisoner to government overreach

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70239

by restricting where i can go and restricting my freedoms

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70240

Badly. Definitely mentally damaged. The vaccine pass took it right over the top. This has to
end and it has to end NOW. The vaccine does not do the job intended like the rest of our
vaccines. I could go in for forever. This tyranny has to end

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70241

How do u think...

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70242

Yes

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70243

It has affected everyone's lives. There is no factual evidence that our government can stand in
court and prove any of these measures were for the good and safety of Canadians, rather that
they profited greatly in power and financial gain by pushing this narrative of fear and
intolerance, with anyone who disagrees.

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70244

Depression

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70245

Very costly....as i travel frequently

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70246

Ruined it

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70247

Unable to freely move around this country. Unable to attend events of my choice. Taken away
my rights and freedoms enshrined under our Constitution

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70248

Lost our jobs, devastated family and many relationships

2/18/2022 1:25 PM

70249

Mental anguish

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70250

Seeing as every person in my family has had suicidal thoughts this year and none prior to
Covid. I would say not well

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70251

It forced me to get a vaccine I didn’t want

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70252

I'm 22, and I've given up the best years of my life to extend people's stay in the nursing home.
People who clearly never cared about me, or else the environment wouldn't be fucked, the

2/18/2022 1:24 PM
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economy wouldn't be fucked, and the housing market wouldn't be fucked. All that generation
did was take.
70253

Worried for the future of my children. Canada isn't a communists country. Sleepless nights,
lack of work and the destruction of family and friends.

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70254

Job stress many other things

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70255

I have copd and cannot work with a mask restricting my breathing and no income support from
our government

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70256

Caused emotional distress

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70257

Isolation. Loss of friendships and family relationships. Lack of job opportunities. Loss of jobs.
De registration from university courses.

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70258

Job, family

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70259

The mandates have caused me huge amounts of stress, as well as bad spouts of depression;
it’s made life difficult in every way.

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70260

Fucked up my credit and lost my girlfriend, my Social media was my job until the cancelled my
account for posting things that are now said to be true. Mental health took a toll and I lost
about 20 friends from suicide and overdose.

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70261

It has segregated me from my family, friends, society, my children's sports...the list goes on.

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70262

We have a traiterous prime minister ruining our Country

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70263

It’s obvious at this point that Covid doesn’t have the negative Health impacts it was originally
expected to have. It’s a charade at this point, time to be done with it.

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70264

Broke!!!!!

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70265

I’m fully vaccinated but I do not at all support medical segregation and discrimination of any
kind. It was caused a lot of distrust for myself towards our government and health officials and
I don’t believe they are acting in the best interest of Canadians.

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70266

I have lost my teaching job. And my younger brother who has mental health issues had severe
to the vaccines is now hospitalized in Ontario shores. He had no previous issues in this area
of his body before the vaccines

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70267

It’s affected me in all aspects of my life

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70268

Unable to travel, go to restaurants, gyms, theatres, take my kids swimming. Very isolated. My
toddler has never had a birthday party and doesn’t know many of her relatives. Division
between friends and family. Fear of speaking out. Anger and frustration toward govt and having
no say in decision making. Etc Etc

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70269

It has divided my family and friends

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70270

Divided family to the point of no communication

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70271

It has taken away my freedom and affected the mental health of my family and friends .

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70272

It has affected me mentally and physically and economically also losing the job due to medical
exemption which my employer has denied!

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70273

Lost my job because of no vaccine

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70274

Deep depression and disappointment in our leadership

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70275

bankrupt

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70276

My Job, family and mental health have been seriously impacted

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70277

It has cost me my Job all of last year and now I am going to lose everything I've worked for.

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70278

Can’t see loved ones. Work

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70279

Like everyone. It has been an emotional roller coaster. The tiny trucker minority has been an
embarrassment to Canadians. Prosecute them asap and get back to managing our country
effectively.

2/18/2022 1:24 PM
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70280

I can not go out to eat with friends who are vaccinated and I can not travel to the USA.

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70281

To many to list

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70282

I am a Canadian living in the U.S. I am against the mandates here and Canada. The mandates
totally affect my freedom

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70283

Not good. But I feel like that's common place

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70284

It has forced me out of my university program and ostracized me from my once very closely
knit family.

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70285

I feel severely isolated from family, friends, unable to see my doctor in person and cannot
attend church.

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70286

Destroyed it. No work

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70287

Stress

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70288

negatively financially, personally, health

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70289

I have ashma and it hard on the teeth wearing masks trouble breathing

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70290

Makes it almost impossible to get a job.

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70291

In every way

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70292

Cost me a job and put unnecessary stress and pain. Affecting my relationships with others,
plus two suicides with a friend and family members children.

2/18/2022 1:24 PM

70293

It has destroyed my sibling relationships. Plus I was not allowed to go to my sister in laws
funeral. It also has destroyed many friendships which we had for over 40 years

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70294

I lost my business, my child has been robbed of living a healthy life and any sort of childhood,
we get bullied and harassed by the vaccinated, hate is every where including the TV and
parliament, it has ruined relationships that we have and on top of it all our vaccinated friends
and family member are constantly getting sick or dying. This has also stamped in stone that
government doctors and hospitals are death camps, I live in fear to have to think that I might
have to go to either.

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70295

It's halted my business and ruined relationships with friends and family.

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70296

It affected me from seeing my children and grandchildren. A few times I almost passed out
wearing the mask My husband died in the hospital, not of covid, and we were not allowed to
see him until the last 4 hours of his death. Not being able to go to Restaurants. Not being able
to go to Church. Hugging and greeting my family and friends. Not being able to travel out of the
country, because of death in my family, and other functions like weddings etc. Being treated
with disrespect in places that only accepted the vaccinated. Having to quarantine for 14 days
in my room because I was with someone who had covid19. Many more, but I will stop here.

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70297

It has stopped me from shopping locally as all closed, stopped interactions with family and
friends, created skin issues from wearing masks constantly in a hot kitchen environment.

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70298

Very little...I just ignore them

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70299

A prisoner in my own home, community and my country

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70300

Distroyed two of my businesses and ended my income streams.

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70301

Loss of work

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70302

I find it difficult to understand how and why the government knows what’s best for my health
and the health of my family, regardless of what I know.

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70303

My life has been disrupted, my freedom, my happiness, my friendships have shattered and
more!

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70304

Not being able to be with family and friends, Lost lots of income. Our grandkids missing out
with school and friends as well with the sports they loved to do.

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70305

It’s the shits

2/18/2022 1:23 PM
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70306

I am not able to travel easily in my own province, let alone my own country. I am counselling
for depression and feel isolated from my friends and family much of the time. I want to be able
to travel again, freely.

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70307

My freedom charter of rights act of my medical choice . This mandate has divided my family .
Stop this in forced mandate now . I stand for my god given right to Freedom .

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70308

The biggest thing is that I was terminated from my job

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70309

It has created a divide between family and friends, lost the ability to make money for my
family at times, my children have not been able to be children at school because of the
mandates, the discrimination and segregation created by the measures that have been put in
place have made me fearful of going out in public, i have been verbally attacked and almost
physically attacked... The last 2 years have brought out the worst in some people

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70310

Not being able to see kids and grandkids including sports games! Not able to go visit elderly
brother in care home! Not being able to socialize! Seeing depression in my granddaughter!

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70311

It has divided the community, interfered with church services, caused skyrocketing inflation
and so forth

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70312

Negatively affected me and my family im every aspect of life. It all needs to drop, trudeau and
ford need prison for life with no chance of parole and their finances and assets distributed back
to the people.

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70313

Mental health declined, because extremely depressed and suicidal, missed out on many high
school opportunities, cannot travel or eat out, have lost family and friends over division

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70314

Can’t get a job. My vehicle is sitting in the snow as I am unable to get it registered and insured
because I am broke. I don’t qualify for EI. My kids are not able to do extra curricular activities,
or to play with other kids at their homes. My youngest doesn’t speak very well because of
masking teachers and other in public. My kids mentally are damaged because they basically
only stay at school or home and school is very weird for them through covid. We are done with
the fear. We just want to live what is left of our lives as normal as possible, especially for our
kids

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70315

I was forced to get a shot I didn’t need. I work outside and alone 90% of the time.

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70316

Turned family members and coworkers against each other I’ve been threatened every day
because I will not share personal medical information While I work f/t in healthcare and help
others voluntarily everyday I’m covering many shifts for people who took the experimental
injections bc many of them are off sick My freedom to travel -eat in restaurant-participate in
community events was taken away The world as I knew it up to two years-with some
freedoms- is gone And it’s get worse

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70317

It has made us feel isolated, caused depression and anxiety. Ruined school for my children.
Etc.

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70318

Social, financial, personally, family and oversell quality if life both mentally, physically
psychologically and emotionally

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70319

medical & social issues

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70320

I have lost my job, my career that I spent most of my life to create, and as soon as it started
ended just as fast. My daughter and I have suffered crippling fear, anxiety, stress, and
depression. We have been segregated, oppressed, our most important rights barely hanging on
with a thread in fear that at any given moment will be gone. This is INHUMANE and NEEDS to
stop IMMEDIATELY!

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70321

Both my physical and mental health have suffered. I'm unable to get treatment for either
because of the mandates and restrictions slowing our wait times

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70322

Hindered social gatherings

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70323

Missing work because I’m getting headaches from stress, stressed about missing work and
the financial impact! My Kids being locked down have them irritated and acting out, lost close
family members and couldn’t attend funerals has family tensions high and dividing the family,
haven’t been able to visit some elderly family in years and their health is declining. We are a
family of four in our household by the way and fully vaccinated

2/18/2022 1:23 PM
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70324

Job loss ,

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70325

Suspending childrens activities and school has had adverse affects

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70326

Work

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70327

My wife had a bad reaction to the first shot and still had her freedoms taken. This has effected
my kids as she can't be a part of there sports

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70328

I have had family members disown me. When I was in hospital for three weeks, my family
couldn’t visit me. I was so alone. I got severe rash to my face due to medical masks. My
husband lost his job. We couldn’t go to church, which is very important to me an our family.

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70329

I feel as if we’re in Germany in the 1930s, 40s, being asked: “Your papers, please?” This isn’t
the Canada I emigrated to in 1972!!! This is communistic. I had a cold/flu, it’s flu season. I
took the recommended vitamins, minerals and I’m fine. I did not need a test to know whether I
was sick or not!!! People I know have serious injuries, e.g. myocarditis from the booster…

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70330

reduced my income, caused me tremendous stress, anxiety, insomnia, restricted my mobility,
destroyed friendships, strained family relations

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70331

It has kept me and my mother from flying to Vancouver for medical assistance for her, it has
caused discrimination and refusal of service of service unless i put a useless piece of material
over my nose and mouth, diacrimination and refusal to restaurants, recreation centres, mental
health issues as a result of undue stress

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70332

Not enough words to describe how ridiculous this whole situation has been. None of it makes
any sense whatsoever. Right from the beginning it was clear the restrictions did not match the
"threat" of a common cold virus.

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70333

It affected me from visiting family and friends.

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70334

Delayed medical care in issues more serious than covid

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70335

Don't like my freedom being taken away.

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70336

Rejected , intimidated , had the PM call me racist and worse. Wife lost her job over the
vaccine

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70337

I have been forced to wear a mask for the last 2 yrs everywhere I go and now I am finding that
I have problems breathing. No one ever considered the trauma I have about things covering
my face. I do not feel the v is safe and being forced to get it is not right. My mental health is
not well my anxiety is going through the roof most days. I am not segregated in society
because I will not get the v. This is just a few of the things

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70338

Broken friendships And limited to what jobs I can do and I can’t go anywhere

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70339

I don’t have the freedom of choice

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70340

Lonelyness

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70341

Job loss...can't hug my dying mom

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70342

horrible when you can't see family that are dying

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70343

Where do I start? The first year I hit rock bottom, my anxiety was so high. My daughter (22)
started having seizures and losing weight and no one knew why. Son with autism school at
home was torture on both of us. My mom died of Alzheimer’s in July 2020, I couldn’t say
goodbye to her. Until the last min which I ended up missing. Fast forward a year our daughter
lost 100 lbs down to 96 lbs. turns out her seizures (which they thought for 6 months were
because of no food, lack of phosphorus), it was panic attacks so bad that she was seizing and
we had to call the ambulance 3 times, taken to emergency not sure how many times. All
started because being a manager at ! McDonalds and how nasty people turned when covid hit.
Plus other stuff. We have had a very hard 2 years.

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70344

Negative affects on business, on education, on socializing (funerals, weddings, graduations).
Mental health strain. Division amongst community & family.

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70345

Depression, financially worse position, masks affect my breathing, my kids are less active

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70346

My wife has not returned to full employment that she had before this began. She is in an

2/18/2022 1:23 PM
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industry that the government has restricted and shut down constantly. This has not been good
for our financial situation, especially when trying to do real estate (or loan), let alone, the
income that she should be entitled to - freedom to work.
70347

Loss of clientele for my business so I closed down almost two years ago.

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70348

It’s destroyed families, friendships, jobs, businesses, health, mental health to name a few. The
damage done to children is apparent. It’s unethical, it’s unconstitutional, and it’s just morally
and ethically wrong. Thanks.

2/18/2022 1:23 PM

70349

I lost my job

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70350

Freedom to visit with family and socialize !

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70351

Every way! No family, no gym, dinning out, travel or freedom to move about my community,
province or country.... shameful to declare these types of measures for a virus that has a
99.7% survival rate.... We are now seeing what this is really all about!

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70352

Restricted all of it. Division’s between family and friends

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70353

They have divided my family. I had to fight for my job which I shouldn’t have had to do. My
daughter lost her job. They have caused social isolation. They have created fear in people. I
have been discriminated against at my gym (can’t even go), at restaurants, and even church.
They have made a two class system which is so wrong, especially when the vaccine is
experimental and is not effective. There was no need to force this on anyone.

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70354

in every possible way it affects every move I make to be free I thought we ended this charade
in 1945

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70355

Shopping, eating out

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70356

being be restricted to move freely, stress caused by being bullied to get the vaccine that I am
concerned will negatively affect my heart conditions. Inability to work stress free due to the
aggression, negativity and divisive attitudes brought between coworkers and customers.
Inability to spend time with family, loss of relationships due to the divisive rhetoric brought on
by our PM

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70357

Kept me a prisoner in my home

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70358

I feel isolated not being to be with family and friends enough

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70359

Couldn’t go home for two years

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70360

It has affected my quality of life

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70361

Lost income , lost social networks, lost friends, anxiety and depression!

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70362

I try to live as normal as possible but it’s affected the volume of my small business. Also
because of the intimate nature of my work I got seriously ill with spike protein poisoning from
all my vaxxed clients. I also don’t like shoppping because I won’t wear a mask.

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70363

I am a prisoner in my own country. My children have suffered mental trauma that will last a
lifetime. Inflation will break us.

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70364

In every possible way from loosing family and friends as well as home and job not ok!

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70365

Loss of work, not being able to travel and see family, friends, missed out on weddings, no
social life. I feel like I'm trapped and this mandate makes me feel like I'm not as good as
people vaccinated

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70366

The mandates have made me feel isolated and disconnect from friends and family. I believe
they are causing more harm than good in situations. At the long term care I work at however,
wearing ppe has saved the home from multiple outbreaks. There have been many staff cases
of covid but no residents. This does not mean that we need to wear them everywhere for the
rest of our lives. I believe there is a time and a place

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70367

Not being able to attend Public Venues, see family members, family division, etc. Husband
lost job, my job is currently threatened when I return from maternity leave to work for federal
government.

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70368

Reduced income, depressed, hatred for Trudwau

2/18/2022 1:22 PM
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70369

Makes me sick. Lost some people to suicide. So much hate on Canada. This is not Canada

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70370

Not seeing my friends or family, rising costs, estrangement from seeing my Dr physically

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70371

Made me feel like a leper as well as caused division in family and friends - plus faced abusive
retaliation from strangers both physically, verbally and mentaly

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70372

Socially.

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70373

Made everything stupid. Fear mongering citizens.

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70374

I am a prisoner in my country. I cannot fly or cross the border. I have to pay for testing every
72 hours to work from home.

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70375

I have family members who have lost their jobs, including a good nurse with a legitimate
medical exemption. I have been publicly harassed and threatened to be banned from
businesses. I have felt ostracized and afraid to speak out, blamed for the failure of a medical
system for which I have done nothing to put pressure on it. I have worked hard for my health
and spent many thousands of dollars to improve it, yet I have been told that I am diseased and
unfit to be a part of society. My trust in the government and medical establishment has been
irrevocably damaged.

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70376

In every way!

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70377

My father went untreated for COVID pneumonia and died in the hospital. He was fit and
healthy. If the mandates allowed doctors to utilize other methods of treating COVID besides
what is “approved” he may have survived . He may not have survived, but he deserved the
chance.

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70378

I have not seen family in 2 years. I was not allowed to support my father in long term care as
they would not let me in. I watched him go downhill and was not allowed near him when he was
on his death bed. The test that allowed me into the home when he was dying was not good
enough to let me help him when he was awake. The government has put me through hell. I
have fought depression and anxiety which has caused my chronic pain to be worse. The
government never cared about it's citizens

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70379

Loss of freedom. No more trust in dokters, police and our whole government. Scared of
becoming a communist fascism country.

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70380

Mental health severe depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70381

Limited my travel and employment opportunities.

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70382

It has caused fear and hate in my community and hurt small business.

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70383

It's now extremely difficult for me to get my most basic needs met, even though I have a
medical exemption

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70384

Every way possible. Still feel they are need.

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70385

Depression. Financial ruin. Stress. Disconnection. Loss.

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70386

Cannot watch my kids play sports Cannot go to restaurants Family member lost his job
because of his medical status

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70387

Total isolation. Everything is so expensive now. Turned family/friends against me. Fear to go
to hospitals. Don't believe government or doctors anymore

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70388

Our family business has been reduced about 50 percent, inflation gas got up , kids are doing
virtual for 2 years, they can’t breathe with the mask on , my daughter is been depressed, since
the social distancing I haven’t been able to visit my family in Europe since of the vaccine
mandates

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70389

Divided my family. Thinking about leaving Canada.

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70390

Numerous ways

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70391

I have lost my job, relationships with friends and family members, and in many respects my
own dignity. I have been made to feel small and constantly unsafe/under threat of verbal or
physical attach any time I leave my home by the government and the legacy media. I have

2/18/2022 1:22 PM
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experienced more hardship - mentally, physically, emotionally, socially and financially - in the
past two years then at any other times in my life combined.
70392

I work in health care and was forced to get the vaccine. I only got the first dose (against my
beliefs but needed to be able to work to provide for my 4 children) and I ended up with a blood
clot and pericarditis!

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70393

My mental health and my children's mental health the feeling I'm losing my freedom.

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70394

Inability to move freely in my community and in and out of my country. Relationships have
suffered.

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70395

It has caused divide in my life in a very negative way

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70396

Stressed Unnecessary division

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70397

How many friends and family are lost from both death and the division created by lies and
falsehoods?!

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70398

Complete and utter mental warfare without regard for the personal truths we as individuals are
allowed to express in a free democratic society.

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70399

I lost my job in the military. My husband too

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70400

My relationships and emotional health is suffering

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70401

No longer trust in government nor will I ever

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70402

It has destroyed my family. Numerous people no longer talk to eachother, my husband was
trapped across the border and we couldn’t see him for 6 months. My teenage daughter has
fallen into sever depression and started self harming.

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70403

I had to shut my business down and my husband was laid off for 18 months

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70404

I have struggled with the isolation and lack of work. Grocery and gas prices will likely put me
over the top. I'm praying this ends soon. And I would love to see the prime minister get fired!!!

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70405

I am vaccinated but did not orint the QR code. I still believe in right to choose.

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70406

Complete loss of what life used to be

2/18/2022 1:22 PM

70407

Negatively, caused everything in life to be harder to do and caused extreme depression and
sadness in lots of my relationships

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70408

I have no freedom now and the division caused by vaccine mandates and pushed by the
government and media has caused me to not be included . My family and friends that have the
jab are so afraid of the unjabbed that I have not seen them in almost 2 years. My mental
health is suffering. We are all entitled to move freely ! We are being discriminated against
because of our choice to not be part of an experimental injection and it needs to stop! Most
people I know that git the jab did so because of coercion and to keep jobs. This is wrong !
Justin Trudeau needs to step down!

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70409

Haven't made it to Mexico

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70410

Life is more expensive and people are divided

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70411

I am tired of the unrest and controversy. I think people should have freedom of choice without
being condemned for your choice. Also I think the truckers made their point. Now, go home!

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70412

Less time with family, less travel, fewer event experiences, and church division. Also, fewer
expenses, more time to spend with immediate family at home, and more intimate church
experiences.

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70413

Nothing really,,, I’m fairly isolated

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70414

Lost my business. Separated my family Forced to get vaccine or lose my job. Friends died
and i could not go to their funeral.

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70415

Depression, had a brother and a sister die alone, not able to attend funeral, medical service put
on the back burner, my grandbabies are homeschooled because of all this foolishness , loss
wages, most of all it's my children and grandbabies that are suffering the most!!!! This world is
in a mess!!!

2/18/2022 1:21 PM
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70416

Depression, anxiety, fear

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70417

discriminates me from air travel and even leaving the country despite the Charter is to
guarantee that I can travel and leave the country. There is no stipulation in the charter that
says otherwise.

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70418

Been stressful.Restricted in fully living your life.Upsetting to see the negative effects it has
had on people.Destroying peoples livelyhoods.It has caused hate and division towards those
who disagree with the manates.Mandates are destroying humanity and economy.

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70419

Emotional abuse....feeling like a 2nd class citizen ....divided my family...alienated me from
others....very destructive on our business....impacted my emotional and physical well being
....made it impossible for us to travel and visit family member who is sick and needed
help....feelings of dread and hopelessness and the biggest one is the loss of TRUST in doctors
,hospitals and our government....feld insulted and patronized and disrespected. by the way the
restrictions were delivered and inconsistently changed from week to week with out any
common sense or scientific justification....the use of words and fraises like "experts" or "the
science" or "trust the experts" with out any open debates were insulting and harmful to creating
trust ....no informed consent for my family member who was vaccinated and suffered great
anxiety as a result of it.....2 years of depression and strive....

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70420

Our family lose money

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70421

Father died without his children and family by his side

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70422

The mandates influence our whole families lives. Not only the adults but the children,
schooling, social life, friendships are all divided!

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70423

Isolation, depression, anxiety, employment complications and divide, family and friend divide.
They have had a negative impact on my children’s education and ability to learn during critical
development years. These non scientific mandates have severely negatively impacted every
aspect of mine and my family lives for the past two years and must go immediately. The
“science” shows that we are no longer in a pandemic. Other countries all over the world are
returning to normal with much lower vaccination rates than Canada. Trudeau has politicized the
vaccine and this nonsense needs to end NOW.

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70424

Extremely negatively. My aging disabled mother has been cut off from all her services and
community. Work lost and brutal segregation for personal medical choices.

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70425

I must wear a mask 8 hours a day at a job where the closest person to me is 28 meters

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70426

Loss of Freedoms

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70427

My life was changing, I am lost my 50 %my clients. People are believing our science and
scared people. My kids stayed home , they are addicted from computer. They lost their friends
, my kids is not vaccinated . Their friends parents worried about that!!

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70428

I am a second class citizen. I am a prisoner of my country (not being able to leave without a
mandated vaccination). I am an outraged citizen who has watched our Canadian government
bend and break Canadian laws as they see fit, to financially profit themselves while increasing
the cost of living for the regular working class. Imposing fines and charging citizens for the use
of essential medical if they are not vaccinated is not just unethical, it is disturbing.

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70429

It has segregated my family and deemed us unworthy of a quality life

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70430

It has made it easier since I work in healthcare

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70431

Unable to visit family and friends which at the beginning worsened my depression and I hardly
moved for 2 months and slept for 18 hours each day

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70432

I got so sick of the division, hate and segregation that I quit my job in the city. I moved to a
remote area and have retreated from society to avoid all of the nonsense and anger. I just want
to be free to live my life and do my job without fear of name calling, hate, anger discrimination
and segregation!

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70433

When wearing a mask it doesn’t let enough air in, it’s really annoying when you can’t breath
through a mask when working, I’ve lost all my friends bc of this stupid mandate, you can’t
even live your life without having to worry

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70434

Separated from family, can't travel.

2/18/2022 1:21 PM
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70435

Hurting close relationships. Divisions within country is taking joy of living in Canada. No info
given regarding vaccines side effects. Lose of confidence in media.

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70436

I lost my job and I was unable to finish my education as my practicum placement ended up
requiring a vax passport

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70437

My family is completely divided

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70438

Stopped us from seeing family. Stopped us from enjoying society. Branded us as 2nd class
citizens.

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70439

My career ended and will not resume any time soon. It has caused severe division between
family and friends. Personal freedoms have been taken away. Censorship and freedom of
speech has caused personal mental health issues.

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70440

Social connections, but willing to be patient to see is through the pandemic

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70441

It has been very hard on my kids and my marriage. Not being able to participate in everyday
activities and not having freedom to do things that we used to do has been very hard. My
marriage almost broke up my kids have suffered greatly from anxiety and depression. As well
as constant headaches from having to wear masks at school and not being to see their
friends.

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70442

Where do I start? Feel like a leper, excluded from society, unable to smile at people, hug
people. I have depression for 2 years and I am a generally a happy person. This needs to end!

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70443

Made to feel second class despite having recovered from covid

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70444

Unable to see my grand kids, can't wear mask because of COPD, can't see my friends.
depression. etc.

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70445

loss of job

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70446

It has ruined many lives and families freedoms

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70447

Infringement on my rights... Choice..travel...etc..

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70448

My mental health, Not being able to see family, surgeries,

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70449

Federal mandates have not made my life personally that difficult other than being unable to
travel to the states due to the quarantine rules. I am unable to take that much time off work so
even taking a weekend trip is impossible.

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70450

Huge impacts on all members of my family. Job loss, forced vaccination for employment
school closures, masking, extended family divide.

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70451

Physically, mentally, emotionally. There has been significantly more harm done to myself and
my family than overall good.

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70452

Financially mentally socially and spiritually

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70453

Our kids won’t let us see our grand kids because we are not vaccinated and will never be.

2/18/2022 1:21 PM

70454

I have thrived through the time of Covid due to my own initiatives. I don’t understand why
people are complaining about a very brief time of doing the right thing for overall good should
be a badge of honour instead of something to whine about.

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70455

Living in Saskatchewan it has been ok. Premier Scott moe has been doing a good job. I felt
forced to take the vaccine from my work

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70456

Affected my work

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70457

My wife had lost her career as a care giver and impacted are income and her mental state

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70458

Mental health Blocked from friends and family Unable to attend church Can't travel

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70459

In every way you can imagine. Family friends and work. Depression is becoming the norm
among men for not being able to provide for their families. It has divided our country like never
before.

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70460

The mandates have caused me to experience extreme isolation and depression, loss of
enjoyment of my life, loss of purpose, separation from my family and my sons, severe

2/18/2022 1:20 PM
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financial hardship, damage to my business, damage to my business and personal
relationships, and deep bitterness and mistrust of our government. I believe that COVID was a
red herring to bring in autocracy. I don’t want to live in Canada any longer and am actively
planning ways to leave the country for good.
70461

Made me realize how many idiots there are out there who won’t get vaccinated.

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70462

-There have been divisions between me and my friends. -I have developed social anxiety and
have experienced seasons of depression. -Unable to concentrate in online classes and not
allowed to attend them in person. -No longer have the desire to go to church. -Get physically,
mentally and emotionally exhausted within 10 minutes of being around more than 3 people.

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70463

My son, wife, and newborn live in Georgia. We haven’t seen them in person for two years.
They’ve gotten the shots, but we haven’t, and don’t plan to.

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70464

My wife lost her job, we moved provinces to find new ones. I got laid off and still out of work.
Our family hasn’t been allowed to do normal things outside the house for a couple years.

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70465

The stress is high. My kids have struggled in school. The division is awful and not what
Canada stands for.

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70466

Division from my family and friends

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70467

Families are so divided, it is sad. Unvaccinated are not allowed to go to restaurants, we are
despised. We have heard conversations saying the unvaccinated should be euthanized. THIS
IS OUR CANADA.

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70468

More then words can describe, crushed churches, family, friends, livelihoods, travel, trust, etc

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70469

My mental health has severely declined, I lost my business. My brother commited suicide.
This has devastated my life

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70470

It has affected ne emotionally,and mentally. I have no faith in the government.

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70471

Fired from employment because working on the finance team in BC senior housing company
that operated and built the senior housing. I worked on the construction side and never worked
in or came close to the senior housing.

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70472

Restricted movement Division in family Inability to visit US family

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70473

Lost my job, split my family lost many friends. The government has been infiltrated by WEF
and Klaus Schwab and we need to clean house. Trudeau freeland Tam Horigan Henry for
starters all need to go. Then every organization in canada that has WEF ties like all major
banks etc need to have all those people removed and jailed. They are all corrupt. Trudeau has
been making money on every single covid vaccination. I suspect he will be jailed for a long
time provided we all stand up to end this madness immediately

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70474

everything, business, emotional distress, relationship stress

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70475

Seriously. Disgustingly divided us into a two tier society. 100% discriminatory. Controlling.

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70476

I have had longtime friends who have had a difference of opinion than I do regarding the shot,
I’m afraid those friendships have been hurt beyond repair!! We have had heated exchanges in
our own family, so now it’s a forbidden subject. We’ve been afraid of catching covid going to
get our groceries. Our mother in a nursing home couldn’t see her grandchildren for almost two
years, now she has passed away. She bled out from her stomach - vaccine injury? I believe
absolutely!! I’m afraid of the power that our PM has given himself and what our government
has become. All of this and the media being caught in lie after lie after lie. It’s been a crappy
life under mandates and what I believe fear that is not warranted but put on us because of a
bigger picture of government control coming down. The mandates are a cover and they need to
go!

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70477

Loss of income.

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70478

We have lost many friends and family due to difference of opinion however we have new
friends who are on the same side as us and we are grateful for that.

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70479

The vaccine mandate has restricted me from being able to see my family.

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70480

Loss of freedoms, loss of job, loss of friends. Unneeded fear and control

2/18/2022 1:20 PM
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70481

LWOP

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70482

To much divisions Family, friends, relationships, kids, others can't even enjoy eating at
restaurants, go swimming, shopping. It's destroying everyone, and everything

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70483

I can not support my daughter in her favourite support..it has robbed me of parts of her life that
I will never regain

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70484

People have died alone in our family no funerals !!! My daughter is suffering from anxiety from
all this plus cancelled her wedding 3 times I have lost work because I'm unvaxxed and kids
have committed suicide!!!! End this now

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70485

It has split up our whole Family!!!!!

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70486

Isolation

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70487

I have seen a huge impact on peoples mental health due to work shortages, constant isolation
and not being able to go out and do normal activities and the unnecessary tensions between
family and friends over the mandates

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70488

There isn’t enough room to type it all. I’m a prisoner in my own province and can’t travel in my
own country unless I own a vehicle and can drive and am a prisoner in my country as I can’t
get on a plane. In fact criminals have more rights to travel than I do.

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70489

Loss of job, loss of home, loss of education for children, discrimination

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70490

In everyway possible...it would take an essay to answer
this..physically...mentally...financially...relationship....the list is endless

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70491

Taken jobs, brought division and alienation to our kids schools. Haven’t been able to watch our
kids sports. It’s made a very negative impact on our kids!!!

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70492

resulted in a sedentary lifestyle, no outings, no physical social interaction, no exercise, limited
medical appts, no dental appts, generally poorer health, no trust in media, government or
science experts

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70493

I was suicidal over the holidays and it is seeing people come together in unity to fight this bs
that gets me up every day and let's me see something positive for the future. Controlling
citizens is not the answer and only fuels the fire

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70494

i am not able to do family things that my large family used to be able to do, i am not
comfortable going to my physicians in fear of being judged ridiculed or dismissed without
treatment, i no longet feel that our government has our health and best wishes in their agenda,
i have lost my right to bodily autonomy, my children both suffer from severe anxiety to the
point of self bodily harm due to it

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70495

My kid have slow speech development because of masks

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70496

a lot of stress for my family

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70497

I basically ignore it. Can’t go to a restaurant , skiing, etc. Wear a mask only when forced to.
Will never take a jab

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70498

Mandates have affected my family in every way. We are oppressed! We are not FREE with
these mandates.

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70499

Restricted my freedom Divided our family and friends Restricted contact with friends and love
ones Support convoy protesting but they went too far

2/18/2022 1:20 PM

70500

Lots of job

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70501

It has affected my family, job, income. cost of living, my mental health

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70502

Unable to do the normal things that we used to do with all the extra things added to it. Eg:
masks, social distancing, vax pass etc.

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70503

Lockdowns have been mentally trying

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70504

what life??

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70505

Ruined

2/18/2022 1:19 PM
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70506

The covid mandates and government imposed restrictions have had a huge effect on my life
over the last two years. As a new mom, it was both difficult and stressful for me to access
resources and support for myself and my babies. The uncertainty and constant changing of
restrictions was psychologically torturous for me and exacerbated my tendency to anxiety and
agoraphobia. Because of the destruction of economies and jobs as a result of lockdowns and
restrictions, my family's financial situation has worsened and made it hard to afford the
necessities of life.

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70507

Unable to travel

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70508

Loss of employment ,

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70509

Can't see family. Can't move freely. Lots more. Ridiculous

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70510

Husband is a cross border truck driver

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70511

Travel, work, psychological growth in my children, psychological well being of relatives.
Finances, not to mention the raise of the cost of living is absolutely out of control!

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70512

My children have not been able to see their great grandma for 3 months now due to lockdowns
in long term care. An outbreak is considered 2 people in a building of over 500 workers and
residents. This is absolutely ridiculous. My great grandmother cries daily because she is so
sad to be alone. She would much rather have a small risk then to die alone.

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70513

Segregation Is NOT okay!!

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70514

It has torn my family apart. Some won’t talk to each other because they “follow like sheep and
can’t think for themselves” while the other side said “they aren’t thinking of others” (meaning,
they should get the jab for the sake of others) though, even some of those family members
that did get the jab, will not get the third in protest to to the government going to far with the
emergency act. I’m stuck in in the middle of my family’s feud. It’s scary to think they won’t
talk to each other for the rest of our lives. Trudeau and Dr.Bonnie Henry made my community
go against each other. My parents moved here from Hungary in 1984 because it was a
communists country, and the thought of having rights in Canada sounded amazing. But look
what Canada is turning into!! This is not freedom. My poor mother is convinced Trudeau is
slowly turning Canada into what her and my dad escaped from 3 decades ago. We are so
scared. I feel lost and suicidal, so does my 63 year old mom 💔

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70515

It’s bullshit. Complete waste of money and resources and bullshit

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70516

Affected my freedom of movement, bodily autonomy, mental, physical health

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70517

I do not get to enjoy freedoms that Canadians should have

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70518

It puts a damper on every aspect of life

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70519

I have 2 young children and I'm very sad that we can't travel, take them museums or go to
restaurants with them unless we take poison we don't want.

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70520

My husband wasn’t allowed to attend any ultrasounds or doctor appointments to support me
during my very first pregnancy, I had to do it all on my own which was scary to begin with. My
baby’s socialization has been affected by not being able to see people’s faces fully. You could
see as he smiled at strangers less and less after not being able to see them smiling back at
him from behind the masks, just a mask with eyes staring back at him. Along with general lack
of socialization with people. My mother’s mental health greatly declined due to all the isolation
from people and inability to travel to be with family or friends, she’s single and lives alone so
she relies on being with other people for companionship.

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70521

I've been cut off by family, missed out on family funerals, my child can't play sports, my work
has been affected by shorter shafting than ever before

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70522

Extreme stress, burnout, mental health has absolutely gone down the drain. Lost income, kids
no longer wanting to go to school and participate in things.

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70523

Healthcare worker and my whole life has been impacted

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70524

I am currently on LWOP and unable to visit friends or family. I am also being segregated
socially

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70525

I have not been able to see my parents, sister father in almost 3 years due to the restrictions,

2/18/2022 1:19 PM
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my own wedding has been postponed 3 times due to the constant changing of travel
restrictions. I am sick and tired of these restrictions, I WANT MY LIFE BACK!
70526

Not good

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70527

These mandates have affected my life in every way. I am no longer allowed to take my
children to restaurants, movies, children play centers etc. My children have been forced to
miss school, birthdays etc. They have been forced to wear a mask on their face for 6 to 7 hrs
a day when they don't work. We have been lied to for 2 years as I watched my loved ones
suffer. They need to end immediately.

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70528

I am a health care worker who’s been put on an unpaid LOA. The mandates have meant that
my children are missing out on many extra curricular activities and experiences. Our family is
seeing and experiencing first hand the overreach out government and health service boards are
taking. It’s not ok! I stand for freedom of choice! I stand for unity, not the devision our prime
minister is creating. I have felt first hand the disrespect and devision of class, having first
started within my employment as a health care worker. That kind of disrespect and overreach
would have previously been labeled as work place harassment yet is deemed appropriate by
our governing bodies. NOT OK! I stand for the freedom we Canadians are entitled to under our
charter of rights!

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70529

Restricted travel,business income, as well as ability to purchase certain items of quality
because of restrictions

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70530

I am currently unable to travel outside of the country due to mine declining to take the vaccine.
Also the company I’ve been working for for the past 7 years has been struggling. I believe
much of this is due to the slow down in the economy caused by the COVID-19 restrictions.
There has been close to 200 employees laid off so far and I will most likely be losing my job in
the next couple of months. Although I cannot say conclusively that the Colvin 19 restrictions
are the only cause of these layoffs but it certainly has had a big impact. I have not been able
to enjoy many things are used to with my family. Such as public swimming skating attending
hockey games and going to restaurants. This vaccine has not been a choice for many people.
It has been forced upon them through coercion and I feel like my rights have been trampled
because of my choice. If your rights are being trampled because of a choice it is no longer a
free choice. I pay taxes so I can use public facilities. Public facilities I am still paying for it but
I’ve not been able to use in the last two years.

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70531

I was fired from my job. The financial strains are devastating to me and my family as EI
refused my claim.

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70532

Taken away everything I enjoy dancing swimming, socializing whenever, eating out, freedom to
do what I want when I want

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70533

Plenty

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70534

We have lost the right to say whether an experiment goes into our body. Which is given under
the charter of rights. We have lost the right to travel freely also given under the charter. We are
no longer allowed to question how our prime minister governs. We have been told to follow the
science but have been given no scientific data about these vaccines. We are watching our tax
money being spent on vaccines that don't really work and could not pass the animal trials. The
political science tell me the Trudeau Foundation is making billions off of the vaccines and thus
the mandates are a conflict of interest. The pharmacutical companies are exempt from
anything happening to them if the vaccines are causing harm. Qualifief Drs and scientists are
not being allowed to prescribe things that would help people get better without vaccines. Nor
are they being allowed to publish numbers around adverse effects. We are being kept from the
truth

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70535

Masks, passports and mandates based on the merits of the law

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70536

I feel isolated from the world, I can not express myself or do the things I enjoy anymore, i
know I don’t need a vaccine to survive this so why am I being punished for my decision for my
health it isn’t fair this has been going on for far too long, it’s sick

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70537

Family division, lack of freedom

2/18/2022 1:19 PM

70538

Physically, emotionally, financially, psychologically. All in a negative way.

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70539

Employment family and we true Canadians want freedom this covid is a flu not a pandemic all
a lie

2/18/2022 1:18 PM
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70540

miss family visits

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70541

Isolated me from ppl maid my social anxiety and depression worse

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70542

loss of work and income. general instability of life. loss of friendships and family relations.
overwhelming thoughts and feelings. general distrust of people, especially authorities.
cognitive dissonance. confusion.

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70543

We have adjusted to being treated like third class citizens - the scourge of the earth. For me
the hardest part was watching a very dear friend, laying on the floor, legs jerking uncontrollably
shortly after his second shot. He never survived to come home to the people that love him.
Now we have a young man with extremely dangerous blood pressure after receiving his shot. I
am so afraid of losing many of our very dear friends, as I have heard that many are getting
AIDS from the serum.

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70544

segregation loss of liberty guaranteed under the tyranny stress and fear

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70545

It has prevented me from living a healthy lifestyle by barring access to my gymnasium, I've
been unable to attend hospitals or funerals. My church attendance was affected negatively.
The government is demonic and evil and they will be held accountable for their crimes. There
was no legitimate science to support their illegal Health orders

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70546

Hasn't really

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70547

By not seeing family and friends. Having a hard time breathing while wearing a mask. Anger
about what I’m seeing.

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70548

Anxiety, unable to travel to see family, division between family and friends, unable to have
funeral for the death of parent, etc

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70549

My children have severely been affected by way of there education opportunities, lack of
possible sports scholarships opportunities and mental health decline. I myself was Forced to
take the vaccine for my job.

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70550

How hasn't it!

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70551

Causing seclusion, division between family friends. Stress and isolation, the denial of my
personal bodilyautonomy and rights to freely use facilities such as gyms, restaurants even
though I still pay the taxes. Not allowed to attend my sons outdoor football games.
Discrimination based on private information.

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70552

My rights have been irreparably VIOLATED and I have lost all respect for the medical
association, our government and I no longer trust anyone.

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70553

I’m in healthcare and am seeing significant delays across the board cognitively and socially
within children, the severity of children with delays also seems increased to a degree that I
have never seen in my past 20 years of experience. There is not one iota of strong data to
support masking children and now that we know this, it needs to end immediately. We have
done so much more harm than good with the under 18 population. Terms are scared/selfconscious to now show their faces at school after being covered for two years! People need to
see smiles, it is innate. Our citizens are divided and unacceptable name calling from our PM
as our role model seems to make people think it is okay to be unkind to others.

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70554

Unemployment, stress, economy

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70555

We've pulled our kids out of school because I didn't want them wearing masks. They have
been segregated and not able to do the same activities as their friends.

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70556

Couldn’t work, constant nausea from masks, lost friends due to vaccine mandate. Stress. Can
not travel.

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70557

Lost bussi ness, treated awful sometimes bypeople enforcing these mandates

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70558

It has divided my family and friends. It has caused worry by my grandkids who attend school
where their parents are not welcome. It has prevented them from attending functions because
their parents do not have vaccine passports.

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70559

Lost my job, income, family and friends are now segregated and distant

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70560

my father died and i couldn't go home to say goodbye, lost jobs in my family

2/18/2022 1:18 PM
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70561

I see friends living in fear so much that they stay hidden. I’m am a social, outgoing people
person and that spirit has all but been crushed in me. My life as I knew it is gone and it’s
totally asinine. I had Covid; spent 9 days in hospital and I survived!!! Let’s learn to live with the
virus instead if not living at all!!!

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70562

I’m every aspect.

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70563

Over controled

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70564

My family has disowned me, friends are shunning me, and the psychological traumas of all the
government over reach have hammered me into a nervous breakdown. The measures to
“protect” me and others from something that had a 1% chance of killing me has essentially
killed everything else in my life.

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70565

It ruined my children's educations, imposed unconscionable burdens on our rights and
freedoms, and put me into a mental health spiral that brought me within minutes of suicide.

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70566

Freedom to move freely

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70567

Affected my work hours and livelihood, unnecessary stress

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70568

No theaters, restaurants, group meals, dancing, etc. People divided agains't family and friends.
People wary of one another in stores, on the street. Masks blocking your breathing and a
constant state if fear driven by the bought off media and constant barrage of ads from the
governments of Canada and the provinces.

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70569

Separates me from gatherings, in attending religious gatherings, participate in funerals, family
& community & friendship gatherings; have mental health depression anxiety (can’t sleep),
limited to seek attend medical appts to see my doctor, elective surgeries, tests, attend
restaurants with family & loving friends, travel to in country events, or outside travel to other
countries, challenged to go to social community events because they were cancelled,
segregated separated from community connection to participate in prior community events,
spectated from society

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70570

Caused disruption in family living and life for earning a living to support my family.

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70571

It has protected me from covid because people are stupid however the government is also
stupid

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70572

Fucked it royally

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70573

In a very negative way!

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70574

It’s taken me away from my Dad who lives out East and created a total divide in my family

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70575

I’ve been discriminated against and both my children suffer from anxiety. We fear our safety
now

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70576

Seriosly BAD

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70577

divided my family

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70578

Loss of connection and socializing, loss of enjoyment, a retirement without travel plans.
Sadness.

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70579

As a result of this mandate I have cancelled medical apt, not sought dental care- I stay home
24/7 because am not able to wear a mask-feel like passing out due to my lung disease-

2/18/2022 1:18 PM

70580

i am fighting for my life and my kids lives...........and it is slowly killing me

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70581

It has taken away my freedom as a Canadian citizen

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70582

It has kept me isolated from human contact.

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70583

I have become very depressed to see that all 3 vaccines have NOT helped much. I have lost
confidence in the Govt and especially Trudeau’s dictatorship approach to resolve this issue.
Feeling very sad to see that our beautiful Canada has gone to the dogs, because of our PM
who is so incompetent.

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70584

I was required to take the vaccine in order to continue my education and a position at my job.
It was either vaccinate, or destroy my livelihood. Terrible “choices”. My right to bodily

2/18/2022 1:17 PM
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autonomy should trump any mandate or requirement by employers or educational institutions.
70585

The mandate has limited access to medical programs and programs for the disabled. It is also
limited the access to treatments and other things I need as a person with a disability.

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70586

It has made my world very small. Can’t travel, can’t go out to eat or watch a movie. Stuck at
home all the time. Worse than that, it has divided my family as some believe they shouldn’t be
around unvaccinated people as if they are walking around infected all the time. Much more,
very over it.

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70587

Loss of freedoms

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70588

Most prominently, it has created an unhealthy divide amongst my family between those who
are vaccinated and those who are not. My family members who are unvaccinated have been
ostracized from the rest of my family.

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70589

My students learning English are disadvantaged by not being able to see mouths and lips. It’s
a huge problem. Personally, not being able to travel affects me mentally and physically. I am
worried and upset by divisive measure used in Canada between vaxxed and unvaxxed, and
see the government pushing an unscientific agenda and using name calling and gaslighting to
subdue honest law abiding citizens.

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70590

Forced to get jabbed or lost job. Children were unable to have dream weddings) 2 during the
past 2 yrs) Resigned my health care job due to rising tensions in the work place Seen my
elderly mother slide downhill due to decreased social interaction

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70591

Affected our business, family life away from grandchildren, not able to travel International.

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70592

Depression

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70593

Unable to see my dying uncle. My two teenagers are depressed and socially withdrawn. I have
long lasting side affects from the vaccine that I was forced to take due to my job.

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70594

I lost my job; l havent been able to spend the last two Christmases with my grandkids; not to
mention extreme anxiety and depression. And financial hardship.

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70595

Totally done with it. Majority are vacinated

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70596

From the beginning

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70597

Depression/anxiety

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70598

Job loss, kids mental Health decline and my own

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70599

Lost relationship, lost work, mentally and emotionally damaging.

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70600

emotionally, mentally, spirtually, financially

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70601

I can’t go visit my family that lives outside Canada. My husband will lose his job by the end of
Feb, 2022 because she isn’t vaccinated. I can’t be with family members, I can’t go to the gym,
my son can’t participate in swim meets. I can’t go to restaurants…

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70602

Not being able to be free, to be with friends and family.This is not what my grandfather, father,
brother or any other family members they are there for my freedom.

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70603

Suffered heart attack.

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70604

Depression

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70605

It makes me realize what a corrupt government prime minister we have and NDP are actually
loberals

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70606

Made me depressed

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70607

It's just total ridiculous as to how Canadians are being treated. I can make my own decisions
and don't need Government input. It's frustrating that we can't just live our lives like before

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70608

How has it not affected our live is a shorter list.

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70609

Living in a dictatorship is not my vision of Canada, the mandates are foolish masks do a
damm thing to protect you from viral infection and giving people an experimental vaccine isn't
wise.

2/18/2022 1:17 PM
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70610

It has cut me off from friends and socializing with others.

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70611

Mentaly challenging for myslef and especially my kids. Seeing my kids suffer because they
have to wear a mask all day at school, can’t see their friends, discrimination and bullying for
not being able to attend events because they are not vaccinated…

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70612

Unpaid leave of absence from my job.

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70613

Has brought on financial emotional spiritual mental and physical stress to me and my entire
family. We've lost friends and family members due to the belief that we may kill them with
covid...I could write a long list of issues impeding our quality of life as Canadian's but that's
enough to start

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70614

Tyranny. The Crime Minister is in Klaus Schwan's back pocket

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70615

Relationships business stress levels

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70616

Turning 60 this year…(I hope) I have been a hard ass worker (Faller, Railroader,Millwright,
Industrial Diagnostic Technician….)for over 45 years contributing to this country…never been
sick or late one single time in over 30 years…and now I am restricted pretty much all access
because I won’t follow a brain dead corrupt arrogant piece of maggot shit Trudeau; or his
simple minded Bankrupt Bonnie… Words cannot truly express my anger and frustration living
along so many simple minded individuals that are just to scared, stupid or goddamn lazy to do
what’s right. But the fact that humans still cannot get over colour, I have never thought it much
sense to speak of anything intellectual. Embarrassing how so many can allow such a corrupt
shit show to continue.

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70617

First time in my life no work.

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70618

As a truck driver I can’t get out of the truck and have a hot meal. Or on weekends can’t go to
public functions. It’s time we take our country back , get rid of the politicians that is dividing
the country. A civil war could erupt out of the stupidity of the politicians who think they run the
country. They’re in for a surprise.!!! We the people run thise country. Now is the time we the
people are going to take the country back.

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70619

I cannot work, I cannot fly to go visit my mother and sister’s ashes, my mother and sister were
my only family. I do not feel safe going to the hospital now because everyone is being coerced
into taking this unnecessary and untested vaccination that already has proven to cause
serious harm or disability in many people. I don’t even take Tylenol, I am not about to take this
vaccine. Therefore it has completely restricted my movements and my ability to find work or
secure employment. I lost my job over this.

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70620

My income has suffered because of people's reluctance to allow renovations in their homes
due to fear of Covid

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70621

Layed off work, no travel, can’t see family

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70622

My mental health greatly deteriorated

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70623

It's a completely different life. Life is no longer a good thing and it has changed for the worse

2/18/2022 1:17 PM

70624

I have been ostracized, demeaned, bullied, shunned…..

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70625

limits my interactions with others, keeps me from my family, disallows me from enjoying
social, entertainment and other activities

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70626

Severe depression, lost income, separated from all my friends family church. Awakened most
to see how tyrannical or government is!

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70627

Isolation

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70628

In profound sad ways watching the struggle and the fear in others

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70629

I can’t watch my 10 year old son play hockey. I had to cancel my husbands birthday trip to
Vegas.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70630

Not able to do anything

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70631

Financially, not being able to live my life freely. Limitations, and not being able to leave my
country.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM
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70632

It has effected our family by not being able to visit my mother for a year and has had turmoil
with our friends and family over the vaccination, but the biggest effect is on our grandkids and
our old age members that their social lives being non existent, And watching our governments
turn on the people that pay their ways

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70633

It hasn’t I still do my day to day shit

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70634

Feel I am being blackmailed by the government. No flights, no restaurants, no freedom.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70635

I had to homeschool my kids. I avoid public spaces because I don't want to wear a mask. I
can't travel on plane. I'm judged for my views.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70636

Depressing at times awful to think we can’t go anywhere and do the things we love to do

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70637

Of course affected my life, but when there is a need for the protection of myself, my
neighbours and the country it is our obligation to support the authorities.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70638

Wearing a mask all the time has given me respiratory issues, sores in my nose and nose
bleeds. The vax pass mandates have caused HUGE decision in our family and even friends.
We all know that you can get covid and spread it being vax, so the idea that vax can't be
around the unvax is just a form of control. I honestly can't take any of the mandates seriously
until they start testing for natural antibodies. Most likely anyone who has already had covid,
has just as much or more antibodies then vax person. I have also watched friends and family
either die, or almost die, or have life changing adverse reactions to the vax. I know 2 people
that passed away from covid, both were really sick before getting covid. I have know 3
HEALTHY people that died from the vax, I know at least 6 people either almost died from the
vax.. young and old.. all HEALTHY.. these are people that I know in our small community..
there are soooo many people with issues from the vax.. so by the government forcing people
and useing fear and family division is just wrong.. it doesn't take a rocket scientists to know
that it's all about money and control.. not the virus with 99% survival rate .

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70639

Fucking mandates have diminished my mental health and wellness.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70640

My grandchildren's lives have been GREATLY affected. Family members have lost the ability
to provide financially for their families due to vaccine mandates. The vax pass has impeded
my ability to live, work, enjoy life in a democratic society, allow access to medical
buildings....do I need to say more!???!!!

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70641

Not really other than division in some relationships. Some people think they are right and can't
comprehend others can equally believe the opposite without condemning others.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70642

All aspects of freedoms in my life and my families. Segregation, division, hate from people
because of the governments verbiage being used in media, unnecessary fear over media not
giving a full picture....

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70643

Masking my children has been the worst. But then unable to take my kids to activities was
heart breaking too. On top of that, the devision it has caused some our relationships with some
family members and friends. It absolutely sickens me that dr.s are being silenced for
treatments that work. We need good education on supplements and healthy lifestyle.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70644

Relationship divisions. No proper goodbyes to dying loved ones.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70645

Made me a prisoner in my house for over two years

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70646

I was forced to choose between my job and getting a vaccine I didn’t want

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70647

I had to pay monthly to test 3 times a week to keep my provincial government job. I was ok
testing if it was helpful at providing safety. Would have preferred not to pay. I am thankful this
mandate has ended in my province.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70648

My family was affected because my Dad passed away in 2021 and my brother was unable to
attend his funeral in person. What is happening in Ottawa now make me ashamed of
government.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70649

Isolate

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70650

Negatively

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70651

I was deregistered from my university because I am unvaccinated and did not show proof of
vaccination.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM
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70652

I never wanted something in my body and felt forced to provide for my family to work. It's
divided family and friends caused debt to people and loss of business.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70653

I do what I have to do to keep me, my family friends and coworkers safe. If that brand masks
snd vaccines, so it is

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70654

Isolating

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70655

It has affected every aspect of my life, my kids lives. Loss of FREEDOM. Loss of mental wellbeing

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70656

I have lost my job due to not getting the vaccines. I have not been able to be with family. I now
suffer from deperession and anxiety....will probably lose my rental home of 7 years as well. Not
sure where I will end up,

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70657

Depression, anxiety, fear, loss of friends, divided community, isolation, mental health
challenges, inability to swim to help my knee post surgery, being called awful names by
Trudeau, judgement, rifts in family, a struggling child missing out on important life and
developmental pieces, finances

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70658

Lost income and family

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70659

Lost job.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70660

I fainted twice in 1 store while wearing a mask I don't wear one I can't attend my grandchildren
sports I can't visit my aunt and uncle who have been like parents I can't take my grandchildren
to a movie or restaurant I lost a friend due to the jab

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70661

It has caused me to feel disgusted with the way humans are being treated on his planet.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70662

My children Pay the price. We all pay the price. Sensorship by the govt, restricts movements,
restricts socially, amd above all UNCONTITUTIONAL !!!!

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70663

Just lost a job, can't travel, can't volunteer coach my kid's hockey team (have volunteered for
11 years).

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70664

Depression, not being able for my kids(unvaccinated) to fly within our country, watch a sibling
play hockey game, no swimming, movies, can’t watch my kids play school sports, etc.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70665

It has taken away my freedom. I am unvaccinated and I am looked at as an outcast by many.
I am so tired of the division in our communities

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70666

I’ve worked continuously through this. I wanted to see my family in Ont. And I was forced to
get the vaccine if i wanted to travel.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70667

Watching my loved ones suffer and die alone. The harm of masks on children and myself. Not
being able to participate in society because I don't not want or trust there Vax seen so much
suffering from it already my body my choose and have natural immunity that's the real science

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70668

I have watched our Country he destroyed. All that is ever talked about in Covid and vaccines.
It’s depressing.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70669

Children isolated no social interactions, depression, loneliness

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70670

ALL THE WAYS! Jobs, finances, marriage breakdown, children’s education and mental health,
division of family and friends……the list goes eon and on.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70671

Depression, losing job, kicked out of school, separation in family. Fucked up my wedding

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70672

Unemployed. Mental Health. Willing to live on the streets. Will never be a productive person in
canada.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70673

My elderly mother died alone I cannot see my family

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70674

Created artificial, unnecessary barriers; divided the community; divided families; violated
constitutional freedoms.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70675

Depression, segregation

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70676

mental health

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70677

Negatively.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM
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70678

Somewhat a nuisance. But I support any measure to safeguard all of us

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70679

Has helped keep me safe

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70680

Divided family and friends Created anxiety and depression Loneliness, fear, loss of will to live,
loss of community Loss of civil rights and liberties Loss of personal choice, loss of faith in
medical system, loss of trust in Doctors, distrust of government Fear for our future, fear for my
children's health and well-being

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70681

I’ve had been discriminated against in public, I’ve been persecuted at work & lost all sense of
this great country being a free & democratic society. I’ve come to realize that we don’t have
representation in Ottawa, we have tyrannical rulers that have a traitorous alignment with the
World Economic Forum.

2/18/2022 1:16 PM

70682

Horrible control up a Prime Minister this out of control using control to control people people
are depressed sad people died that people couldn’t see is sick and morbid true they should be
ashamed of himself

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70683

I live alone i can't do nothing my goverment call me racist misogyne nazi and what not for
refusing to take a vaccine that One don't work Two i don't need it Three my body my choice.
Four Trudeau has to step down and five madate make you depressing wanting to kill yourself
living in fear of not being able to work because you feel that you right are being broken are we
a communist country now?

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70684

Yes

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70685

freedoms have been taken away.

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70686

It has caused terrible stress and rifts & separation with family, friends and society as a whole.
It has caused Separation among Canadians instead of unification. It has placed an enormous
amount of stress on my children and grandchildren.

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70687

Enormous stress

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70688

Just difficult in any social setting

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70689

Very harmful psychologically and financially!

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70690

Sever depression, social anxiety, strains on relationships, physical health impacted.

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70691

Loss of work due to capacity limits etc. Financial ruin, depression... everything is worse.

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70692

It has affected my job and family. It has affected my well being and mental health. It has
created division and segregation between people.

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70693

How to even start I use to have friends …now I do not

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70694

Social distancing.. restaurants..travel..not being able to see my son and daughter-in-law who
live in LA… social distancing.. church gatherings.. not being able to go to my chiropractor
when vaccination mandates are enforced..

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70695

Social anxiety isolation depression

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70696

alot more headaches

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70697

Unable to participate in daily functions/activities

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70698

Negatively. To mandate (bully) any medical decision is 100% wrong.

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70699

It has effected us with paying bills, our mental health, fear of living in a dictatorship country.

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70700

Isolation and unable to attend doctors has been really hard on me. I’m a senior and the days
have been long and hard. My heart breaks to see our children wearing masks, which haven’t
been proven to work, but does impede oxygen to our brains. My heart breaks for all the
businesses that have had to close due to draconian lock downs.

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70701

I have been discriminated against for my decisions. I have worried and stressed for my job, I
have cried and fought depression. I have watched family members and friends suffer alone.

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70702

I am considering leaving Canada for good. This is now a dictatorship no worse than Venezuela,
China or the ex-USSR.

2/18/2022 1:15 PM
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70703

Besides Trudeau killing jobs here it makes it even harder to find a decent one.

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70704

Developed social anxiety, depression PTSD

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70705

Yes

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70706

School and work aswell as socially

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70707

Very badly

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70708

I was forced to get a vaccine against my will to put food on the table for my young family. Both
myself and my husband. Absolutely sickening

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70709

I have become anxious, afraid to go out and the anxiety and stress has caused headaches,
panic attacks and wearing a mask causes shortness of breath and more anxiety about going
anywhere. My grandsons have had school disruptions, no graduation for my oldest and bullying
of my youngest one. My granddaughter, who was outgoing is now agoraphobic, fears going out.
The hypocrisy of it all, wear masks, get vaccines, stay away from family, no outdoor activities,
and all for nothing. Nothing changed, just more mandates to keep us down. I’m so tired of this!

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70710

It has isolated me, caused me to not be able to visit my grand daughter in hospital when she
was born -my husband was forced to be vaccinated to keep his job -not allowed to attend
funerals of friends & family -family divisions brought on by mandates -the list is longer than
this

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70711

Reduced my opportunities to interact with others, raised prices, ruined supply chains,
destabilized the world politically, etc.

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70712

Mental health issues. Family issues.

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70713

Daily

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70714

Being looked down on because I'm not vaxd

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70715

Our entire lives have been upended. We have lost family. Our children have lost everything.

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70716

Stress, Anxiety, Damaged relationships, missed opportunities, unemployment. I could go on.

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70717

Inability to travel & therefore can’t see my kids, eat in restaurants, difficulty breathing with a
mask on, loss of some friendships, being shunned & once a verbal attack by a former friend.
After studying the science behind (or lack of) & the results of this injection, it has made it even
more clear to me how vital it is NOT to have it in my body. And it has caused great anxiety
over the future health of my kids, grandkids & other loved ones who have done so.

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70718

Negatively

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70719

Socially, mentally and financially

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70720

I have Been separated from my husband for almost 7 months now, as we will not get the
vaccine!! I am a American married to a Canadian citizen. . And I pray for all mandates to be
lifted & trudeu to resign as prime minister!

2/18/2022 1:15 PM

70721

Our family has been robbed of its income. We now have no family income. Zero. We have
three children.

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70722

Lost my job, unable to travel. I've been disowned by family.

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70723

Loss of job, income. Divisions between family members and friends.

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70724

It’s very hard mentally....depression anxiety at all time high... part of my family are now
second class citizens... segregation is wrong....it’s just wrong... time to end it

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70725

It hasn’t!

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70726

Wife lost her job. Now I have to work double to make the ends meet

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70727

Social drought, loneliness, separation from family. Cut off from sports events, eating
establishments, festivals, normal interactions. We cannot fly to see family for funerals or
weddings.

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70728

I can’t play hockey with my kids or go swimming. My husband and I argue about it. I feel for
my friend who have lost jobs

2/18/2022 1:14 PM
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70729

Not allowed to visit family. List friends and family.not able to eat in restaurants, go to movies
or grandkids sports. Told I should be gassed or locked away. Stress causes high anxiety and
fear to go out.

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70730

Life has ended, it destroyed are kids and grand kids lives. It has taken away all hope.

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70731

Negatively

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70732

The only way I know how to describe it is that I feel like I’m drowning and I can’t get to the
surface

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70733

It’s terrible! I can’t take my little children skating. It’s the only indoor activity to do in my
community in the sub Arctic. I’ve pulled my eldest child out of grade 1 due to mask mandates.
He misses his friends and teachers. I cannot go into a change room in the arena to dress my
children for hockey. They put us in the first aid room which is inadequate and has no bathroom
and not enough space. This is while 3 other change rooms sit empty. It’s just to punish us and
it’s disgusting and confusing for the children. Sandy Silver is a fucking moron.

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70734

I have had to claim bankruptcy. I work in hospitality industry. Mental health declined I have
been cursed at, put down, degraded, gaslit, and the scapegoat of fear and division through this
all Inability to travel, see a doctor,

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70735

Kept me a prisoner in my own home, and I reject the government over reach in all these
matters, especially the truckers who are not anti vax, but just fighting for our freedoms which
are being eroded by the government!!

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70736

My mental health has gone down hill due to these mandates.

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70737

I feel safer and I also can feel safer at work. I like the mandates

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70738

I'm stuck at home

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70739

Torn and devided family and friends. Gave anxiety to myself, my children and others I love.
Taken jobs from amazing hard working people. Taken away complete trustin our government
and our media. Too many lies. Give everyone the true facts and let people decide from there.

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70740

damaged my children emotionally, stress

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70741

I have not seen my grandchildren in over 2 years, and I still cannot fly across Canada to see
them. It's heartbreaking!!

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70742

It's taken away my freedom of choice, taken away safety, bodily autonomy, it's taken away
democracy

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70743

In every negative way possible

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70744

Terrible. Can't stand going out to get my groceries, can't go out to country dinner-dances on the
weekends to enjoy my heritage or get my exercise. Couldn't see my brother & sister-in-law in
Hospital when they were very ill and dying until they became unresponsive. Couldn't go to
wakes funerals of quite a few people I should have gone to. STOP THIS TORTURE

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70745

Can’t visit 87year old mother in hosp can’t go to museums that my tax dollars went for can’t fly
in my own country

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70746

More exspensive to live

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70747

I have been put on unpaid leave since January and face termination in June! I have been
discriminated against for exercising my charter of right and freedoms!

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70748

Very stressful I will NOT get the jab and I miss all my family

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70749

I have lost friends I have lost family I have lost time out in the world doing the things that we
love I have been locked in my house afraid to do anything I am scared of everything
everything I'm terrified of our government I don't want nothing more to do with anything that is
liberal is liberal or has the association with the name Trudeau it is absolutely disgusting what
he has done what he has done the mandates have gone too far on too far there's too much evil
that is behind it hes making too much money off of us we're being locked in our houses and
made to go to work and that's it And some of us can't even go to work to make money it's
absolutely atrocious to what this person has done to a free country a country that so many of
our ancestors died Was it all in vain was it for nothing did they die for nothing absolutely if this

2/18/2022 1:14 PM
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is the way he thinks hes gonna run our country I cannot wait for the next election it needs to
come right now
70750

My husband has cancer I have serious digestive issues we have had our quality of life taken
away from us. He cannot exercise I have been made to feel like a second class citizen.. yet I
pay my taxes and abide by the law. For making a choice over our own bodies.

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70751

I can no longer have a peaceful family supper with my adult children who have different
opinions about mandates

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70752

i lost the freedom to live my life the way i want without this so called vaccine witch is an
injection of medecin we don't realy know it"s longterm effects.

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70753

Feeling stressed and very isolated

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70754

Has strained relationships with people who have a different opinion than mine

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70755

my kids were kicked off sports and university for not being injected our business suffered. I
lost all trust in our government. now I think our government is the enemy of the people that
tries to suppress and exploit us. they try to treat us like we are the herd of their animals

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70756

It has restricted travel to visit family for 2 years. Brought my social life to nil

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70757

I am fully vaccinated but I did this by my own choice. I do not support Govt dictating personal
health decisions and posing punitive policies against those who do not wish to be vaccinated.

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70758

My anxiety level is off the charts. Our freedoms have been infringed. Inhumane!

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70759

Lack of work due to limited options for my medical choice. Division of our great country

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70760

Not really still went grocery and shopping

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70761

I have friends who have lost jobs and are hurting to support their families now. I have had to
watch my family be torn apart by conflicting opinions and by fear.

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70762

Financially & emotionally

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70763

My income, children’s lives and mental health have all been affected. My children are small
and don’t know how to have a normal life. My freedoms are stripped and I don’t want to live in
Canada anymore.

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70764

Made me into a loner whose afraid to leave my house.

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70765

I am not living a free life and I want it back for the world.

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70766

My children have lost friendships and good times in their late teen years. Still can't believe so
ma y people fell for this

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70767

Threatened beyond anything I could have imagined

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70768

The mandates have stripped me of freedom of movement, freedom of assembly, freedom of
speech and bodily autonomy. They have divided my family, my co-workers, my friends, my
community, my province and my country. I've lost all trust in the mainstream media, banking
systems, all levels of government and bureaucracy. Respect and trust for police and RCMP to
protect me and my rights is quickly eroding. These mandates have caused me to fear for my
country and what it is becoming. Never did I think being a Canadian citizen would equate to
being a Chinese, North Korean or Russian citizen. These mandates have caused me to feel
high levels of anxiety and fear for ALL Canadians.

2/18/2022 1:14 PM

70769

Damaged family members, depression, divorces, custody orders.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70770

Minimally. I'm more concerned with the adverse mental health effects of out youth and those
living alone without a support structure. The economical impact is of next importance. We
need to get back to normal.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70771

I feel caged with the inability to use my own good judgment. If I am sick I stay home. I'm not
in kindergarten and don't need the government telling me what I can and cannot do

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70772

I stay home more

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70773

Hopelessness

2/18/2022 1:13 PM
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70774

Turned it upside down...shook it and threw it to the wind.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70775

Kept me and my family from getting sick.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70776

We have had no social activity for 2 years, my Father suffered in isolation for 2 years thinking
no one loved him anymore and died with out our being able to see him. Supposedly protected
in a seniors home. We been maligned for even asking questions.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70777

Lost job, losing life!

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70778

Children are mentally, physically and emotionally damaged.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70779

My wife's job will be terminated if this mandate is successful

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70780

It has created fear, isolation division, poverty and deep depressions.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70781

I have been out of office since March 2021 as I cannot wear a 3 ply mask, which is mandatory
and I was considered high risk. I was notified that I have till Feb 24 to decide whether I will be
returning to work, wearing a 3 ply mask or going in a unpaid leave.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70782

I’ve been having high anxiety and difficulty with family members.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70783

It has brought division, fear and strife to many people that I hold dear.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70784

It's been hell on earth

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70785

I have been deprived from having a life! My teenage kids have been deprived from being
together their friends and one of them going to college! My daughter is now depressed and my
son with soon be depressed as well. I am totally anxious trying to juggle all of this and keep
my own mental health in check! My husband has been sick ever since he was forced to take
the ‘vaccine’ so that he could keep his job. I have been paying to get tested every 3 days so
that I can keep my job. This madness needs to stop now! PLEASE HELP THE GOOD
PEOPLE OF CANADA!

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70786

It has created tensions within my family, broken friendships, exacerbated mental health
concerns and caused people who are close to me to lose their jobs. It has caused me to not
be able to take my kids to the pool or to ice skate (though I am vaccinated, I refuse to be part
of a discriminatory practice such as vaccine passports). I have been laid of from work due to
all the restrictions in place and have had to find new employment. I am now self-employed
because so many businesses now feel it's their right to discriminate against me because I will
not share my vaccine status.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70787

Family

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70788

We are not allowed to live our lives . If you are not vaccinated you are treated as second class
citizens

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70789

Developper de lanxieter depression, probleme de couple

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70790

Negatively. I am so tired of the division and hate, it needs to end now.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70791

Segregation

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70792

A bit

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70793

It has created anxiety, depression and division amongst family members.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70794

Taken freedoms away

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70795

business reduced by 90%

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70796

It ruined memories with my daughter that I'll never get to have.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70797

Clients wouldn’t allow me to work for them unless vaccinated, built a divide between
friends/family who had different opinions on regulations, haven’t been able to visit friends I
used to see frequently, missed family/friend events/holidays because of mandates, got the
vaccine only because of pressure from work/in-laws

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70798

My mental n financial health are crumbling.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70799

It forced me out of my job.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM
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70800

Travel to see family In the states.. sports. Division amongst family and friends

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70801

I lost ny job, our main family income; I can't fly to see my grandchilren; family members are at
odds with each other based on government's fear campaign; I have found freedom-loving
friends; I am awake to the mess that we call our government and see the neeed for increased
civic action--we must all say "never again" to government overreach.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70802

I can't travel to see my family, made into a 2nd class citizen and deionized by our PM

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70803

It's terrible

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70804

Negatively

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70805

My husband had cancer thought out the pandemic passing away last March. No one was able
to come help me care for him, no one was able to come be with me after he died. Sitting alone
in sorrow, no proper societal grief support, and cannot go take myself out to a meal and see
other humans. No, sit home alone and cry. Nobodies allowed to come be with me at
Christmas, etc. Extreme isolation in a time of grief. And I feel like a second class citizen/
watching my vaccinated peers travelling and eating in restaurants and enjoying things I am no
longer permitted to do even though we have an equal chance of carrying and passing on covid.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70806

It’s made me a school kid feel bad that I’m not vaccinated

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70807

I want my kids to be able to be kids and have fun without constant restrictions and fear
mongering

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70808

Makes me feel like a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70809

Alienation from family & friends…..from gyms, restaurants, church, family funeral, ANY indoor
(even) outdoor activity that required “vaccine” passport, fear from the vaccinated to associate
with me, untrue & unproven “science” propagated by the left wing media

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70810

It has ruined families and friendships, brought on feelings of isolation and depression. My
husband lost his job. The payoff is not worth it at all. End all mandates now.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70811

Miental health, job loss.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70812

I lost my job as a healthcare worker with over 30 yrs experience

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70813

No much but it has affected many including the children

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70814

Health- Physically-Emotionally

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70815

Extreme depression and isolation!!

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70816

Major depression and isolation. I was forced to get vaccinated or lose my job

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70817

I have not seen my children in over a year!

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70818

I have felt alone and isolated. Justin Trudeau does not have mental health and the well being
of ANY human at heart. He must be stopped. Please help.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70819

I haven’t seen my two kids or 5grandchildren in over2 years

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70820

Cant leave the country. Kids camt participate it sports and activities

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70821

Job loss, emotional stress from mandates - I like my science a bit more matured.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70822

My husband lost his job and career from federal vaccine mandates, the travel restrictions have
a separated me from family in the USA for over two years, I’ve missed many weddings and
funerals. It has destroyed our country, possibly beyond repair.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70823

Created segregation and vilification of healthy people. Has hijacked the minds of many ,
created anxiety illness and death in good people. Isolation human rights violations all take a
huge toll.

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70824

savagery

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70825

isolation, depression, family division, restriction of public participation, gathering for worship,
funerals, weddings etc

2/18/2022 1:13 PM

70826

I lost my job twice- Once because they would not hire me back after a 14 day quarantine and

2/18/2022 1:12 PM
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then I worked for seniors after that. After the pandemic started a government program called
Better At Home started in my area and I tried to restart again. We serviced seniors at their
residence to keep them out of assisted living -since it seemed at the time seniors homes
where becoming a real problem in Canada, for deaths in care homes, I mean. After my clients
started taking their shots they all got very sick. I was skeptical of the shots because I had had
a vaccine injury a few years earlier when I traveled to the West Indies....that ruined my life for
2 years - so I was naturally weary of the forced injections....and then the seniors started
getting sick... the doctors didn't care - their families just blamed it on old age, begging them to
get more shots. But they all got sick at the same time right after the first wave of shots came
down the pipe. It was at this stage my boss lost her job because she refused to get the shot she lost her career that she loved of over a decade. They told her that she had to inform the
unvaccinated seniors they could no longer be apart of the program if they don't get the shots.
She was disgusted and had to leave the program instead of complying to the programs
mandates.... so suddenly that job landed on my shoulders to tell the unvaxxed seniors....and
not only that I two had to get the shots if I wanted to stay on with the program. How could I...?
I just watched good people get injured and I watched my boss be persecuted and I just
watched a government program demonstrate medical apartheid on the seniors in this
area.....How could I possibly do such a thing to my body and my conscience? It was
absolutely sickening. On another personal note - I used to have a really good relationship with
my dad. After I saw what was happening to the seniors. I told him it's probably not safe. He
took the corporate medias propaganda to heart and now we never speak with each other. HE
IS THE ONLY FAMILY I HAVE. I blame the dangerous rederick of my PM and the media that
he has funded for this rift. He took my fathers love from me....all over a forced injection that
does not even stop transmission. These last two years have been so isolating that I was
suicidal at times. I used to play live music at the pub down the street. Singing and music was
something that kept the blues away. But they took live music from me too. I can't sing
anymore, I can't be in a room with people and just be normal anymore. He took that from me.
He took my life from me. Justin's new normal is causing this drastic spike in the suicide rates
and I know this from experience.
70827

I feel my freedom has been stripped away the last 2 years. I understand there was a pandemic
but after 2 years this has to stop! No emergency lasts for 2 years.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70828

Im a front line health care worker that never saw her parents for 2 years. I have a high school
student who lost his prom, graduation and possible sports scholarships.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70829

These mandates have hurt financially, destroyed relationships, social life, destroying this entire
country with Trudeaus dividing citizens

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70830

Divided family and made the cost of living here enough to have to move.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70831

My 11 year old won't go to school since January 2021. My 22 year old is double jabbed and
sick all the time. My employer mandated it. Prior to the deadline my Dr. put me on medical
leave for mental health issues mostly due to the stress of trying every day to get my child to
school. My husband can't play squash which he used to do 2x a week for 20 years. He never
sees any of his friends anymore. We can't go to restaurants which has had a positive effect on
my bank account but now I fear the government will take it because I donated $50 to the truck
freedom convoy. Half of my husbands family won't see us. His mother now has an
autoimmune blood disorder and was put on high dose prednisone. She told me I'm the reason
for the omicron wave (I believe I had covid in Dec.2019& now have natural immunity) my
nephew died in December of an overdose at age 29. There are no mental health supports
available for any of my family. I see thru the lies and deceit of global governments and that
every word out of Canadian politicians mouths are vicious and the opposite of the truth. I fear
for the future.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70832

It’s divided me from close friends and family made them see me as bad person when I’m just
trying to protect my health and children’s health I don’t want Heart issues for me or kids I know
Several people affected by the vaccine and we have already had Covid and we’re perfectly
fine. We live in fear of What the government could force us to do. My father died a week before
the initial lockdown my family still hasn’t had a chance to properly grieve him. My children I
haven’t been able to do any extracurricular things they were very good dancers I have a twoyear-old who doesn’t know other children I have three older ones and they all have intense
anxiety.y Husband company has suffered are We have never struggled so much financially
and yet BC has never been more expensive.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70833

Mental health issues that no one seems to care about and financially having to pay for
additional things to be able to engage in life

2/18/2022 1:12 PM
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70834

My freedom of decision and choice has been robbed by the government

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70835

Without vaccine passport I couldn't travel abroad on my family issues, I lost my family doctor
and my friends lost their jobs

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70836

Depression

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70837

Depression, anxiety

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70838

Stress and anxiety health issues. Even division within family. Business suffering as people
live in constant fear.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70839

Limited our usual travel, has affected my mental health, created division among our friends
and family.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70840

Not much no hurry to travel

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70841

I am unable to enjoy a quality of life with my small children like I once did. My kids mental
health is taking a dive. We're all suffering!

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70842

This mandate has not ensured “safety” for Canadians, rather, it has put us in UNsafe positions
within our families, communities, schools, jobs, economy!! It has broken down the people of
Canada. The Trucker Freedom Convoy is the first breath of fresh air in 2 years - all the while
our cowardly PM is not even willing to sit at a table and meet with peaceful citizens to discuss
their concerns! Shame on PM Trudeau!! Very poor leadership on his part!

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70843

Not much

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70844

It's been hard socially. Too much isolation. I need hugs. I chose not to vaccinate and have
followed many other naturopathic protocols to protect myself and others. I have a huge issue
with natural protocols not being acknowledged or promoted!

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70845

lost relationships and work opportunities, inability to have ordianary conversations, mental
health (anxiety and depression), isolation. I have overcome to the best of my ability but
knowing how manymore have suffered is terrible. Fear of future as I see vaccination injuries
arise.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70846

Really depressing and created anxiety in my life

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70847

Husband daily testing at work due to not vaccinated Family not supportive or seeing us Can’t
do activities my kids want to do

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70848

Kept everyone safe

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70849

My husband is losing mobility since he can’t go out to usual places Daughter is losing her job
No trust in government or health authorities Hate the division and hurt to families

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70850

Mental health of the whole family, especially the kids

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70851

Did not

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70852

Showed me how corrupt our government is!!!!!

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70853

In every aspect of my life in Canada.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70854

Mental health has increased. Missing work and in counselling now.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70855

I can no longer go out to restaurants or participate in group activities.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70856

The vaccine has killed my ability to produce immunoglobin. I have been sick more frequently
since receiving the vaccine which I was pressured into.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70857

ruined my business and created severe hardship for me and my family

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70858

Lost business and livelihood

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70859

We have lost approximately $70,000 and not being able to have our shows semi retired and
can’t travel and my wife lost her job because she wouldn’t have vaccine. And if I knew I wasn’t
getting my life back like they promised a year ago I wouldn’t of had my vaccine either add side
effects from it,Our Prime Minister is a piece of shit

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70860

Depression and suicidal thoughts

2/18/2022 1:12 PM
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70861

it has taken away all of my rights and freedoms and has made me unable to go out because of
the vaccine passports. I should be able to choose what i want to do with my own body and not
be punished for it.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70862

Horrible, financially broke.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70863

Depression, weight gain, I’ve become a second rate citizen, Feeding my family takes up most
of my expendable income.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70864

All aspects, can't travel, can't participate in society

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70865

Cannot easily travel or work.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70866

Being ostracized for not being vaccinated, which is a decision I made due to health reasons
and because I believe in body autonomy, and isolating for long periods has been detrimental to
my mental health to the point where I was suicidal for months and almost had to be
institutionalized. I also lost my job right in the beginning and have not been able to secure work
in my field since.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70867

It has affected my life very much, and it has strained my relationship with my partner, and
family and friends.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70868

Unable to freely go anywhere if you don’t vaccinate and don’t wear masks. Unable to see
family and friends.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70869

Lost friends, family won't gather, can't see my elderly mom, international trips cancelled, family
job loss, young family members depressed and isolated, my own lack of hope and increased
worry, a sense of massive uncertainty for our future ... not because of a virus that has proven
to be manageable, but for a government, also seen worldwide, that is massively abusing the
power given to them for public service.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70870

Can't sing in choirs. Missing out on life!

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70871

I lost my secure job of 10 years and insurance benefits for my family

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70872

It has caused my anxiety to Sky rocket. My fibromyalgia has been a lot worse and my 10 year
old who struggles with severe behavioural disabilities has been having a lot more outbursts,
anger and frustration due to constant lockdown, wearing a mask and being segregated from
being unable to participate in activities with his other friends

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70873

Unable to service my community by being an on call fire freighter and not aloud to visit my
grandchildren.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70874

I could not go out to restaurants and it causes mental issues and issues in families. Had
people die after they got the vaccine and some got sick of it. Heart issues.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70875

I feel like a prisoner in my own country. I fear for my children and grandchildren as our country
is in such a mess!

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70876

Seeing everyone around me sick from the vaccine is disturbing.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70877

I’ve lost two cousins to suicide. My son has said he want to leave the Country and has had
suicidal thoughts. I’m retired and can’t travel. How many years do I have left to do that?

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70878

It has affected my life greatly. Made me feel like a second class citizen. I have too many
examples to share.

2/18/2022 1:12 PM

70879

Been in isolation since the start... lost work n school opportunities... caused family problems
and more

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70880

Can’t visit American family. Daughter can’t attend University Impacted our business which is
event based

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70881

It has stopped my life from moving forward.

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70882

It has caused hatred and division in my family, restricted my inalienable rights to informed
consent, bodily autonomy and medical privacy and my rights to move freely, according to my
charter rights and access services.

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70883

Confusing

2/18/2022 1:11 PM
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70884

I have become more depressed over the last two years. I no longer am finding joy in the things
I use to. My depression is having an effect on my daughters life as well. She also isn’t the
same and she has moments of depression where she will just hug me and cry because we are
not allowed to do things we use to.

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70885

Minimally

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70886

We can't go anywhere without a vaccine. We can't see people, we have no social life. We're all
stressed. My child who is an autistic don't understand why she can't see her father who lives in
Quebec. It's hard.

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70887

Anxiety, lack of resources to for health and fitness, inability to see family, mental health has
declined severely, bullied, threatened, fear of lost jobs,

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70888

Lost my job , cannot visit child over seas , parent I. Long term care and the unnecessary
production to visit.

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70889

Restricted me to staying at home.

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70890

It sucks

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70891

Lost 2 years of watching my kids play sports. My kids have lost learning time with schools
being closed. It’s caused stress from the whole plandemic. It has divided family and friends.
Brought cost of living up. We need a new Prime Minister!!!!! Because we are sick of all the lies
and him spending our tax dollars on anything but the right thing.

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70892

My wife list her job, my kids are segregated from their sports and hobbies, we live in a
constant state of anxiety every day with no hope. We are looking into moving to Florida or
another country that respects freedom which is very difficult because it would mean leaving
our family and friends.

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70893

Halted my freedom

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70894

Becoming withdrawn, don't want to see people. Feeling angry and getting depressed. Mask
make me feel short of breath

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70895

terrible, has divided family, friends and church

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70896

Tryanny

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70897

It’s taken away my rights to privacy and overstepped my rights as a human being to make
decisions about what goes into my body. It prevented me spending time with my husband in
hospital after he had brain surgery. He died alone. We were married for 30 years. I’m no longer
able to hug my brother who is in a long term care facility. It has put fear in people and caused
distance in families. It has prevented good known medical treatments for those that contracted
Covid by preventing doctors from using Ivermectin and other useful treatments. My daughter
doesn’t even know what her teacher looks like without a mask. Her socialization has been
affected. Mental health has been affected greatly! All mandates need to go!

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70898

lost freedom

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70899

I lost my career as a community support worker despite working all through covid, with no PPE
and wiping clients privates without proper ppe, I had my holidays revoked, no vacations for
quite a while, forced to work after being exposed to covid due to lack of staff and much more. I
have lost most my family and a lot of friends. I struggled to find a job, so that put me in
financial crisis and the job I did find has made it so I'm in pain every night, cry from pain as I
could only find farm labour work. All because of personal choice of my body.

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70900

It has caused friction in our family, anxiety, sorrow for lost opportunities

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70901

Because I made a choice. Which I have. Not to get vaccinated. Could go to grandsons
wedding. Couldn’t see my great grandkids. Came home and never saw them. I had covid was
a bit sick to my stomach. My God given immune system. Which is there for fighting virus.
Worked. I am 86 years old. We are not free anymore. Something my parents fought for.

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70902

travel and restaurant restrictions. plus restrictions have impacted my income from earning
250k to now 57k your breaking me... if i lose what i have earned i life time I will take up arms

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70903

Mental health

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70904

It is more than mandates for covid. It has proven that the government is impervious to any

2/18/2022 1:11 PM
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choices of the people. We are nothing bet slaves and an open wallet to them. Shit IS GOING
TO CHANGE.
70905

It has made me very fearful of the future, not for me but for the generations following me. My
country is no longer free. I don't want to go anywhere, I have become antisocial because if this
stupidity. I have cried too many tears. I am old and this pains my heart to see children with no
faces.

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70906

it infringed my right's and freedom's as a canadien citizen

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70907

Kept me from going home to see my family on PEI 2.5 years

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70908

What life?

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70909

Unable to participate as a Canadian because the Government wants to have control over my
body. I am no longer able to attend restaurants, events, leave my country freely, exercise
freedom of speech, work etc. My Charter Of Rights as a Canadian Citizen have been taken
from me.

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70910

Segregation - my wife and I can’t do or have the same life due to passports. Job loss- Federal
mandates has forced me to choose lose my job or comply. Suicide by train has gone up 100%
in the last 2 yes. My self and co-workers are trying to deal with a new level of stress after
killing people regularly now.

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70911

I have not been able to travel and see my family for muchbof the past two years. My hours at
work have decreased due to lack of work. The cost of inflation has outgrown my income. My
rent has increased die to increased costs for landlord. Gas has become so expensive trips
have to be rationed. Lack of social interaction has caused feelings of deprssion. I could go on
and on. What a mess we are all in!

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70912

It has created barriers between those I love. My kids can't be kids. My 4 year old has had to
wear a mask over half his life. Breaks my heart.

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70913

My husband was injured from his first vaccine, he has not received the second as a result
therefore on leave from Feds, I am on leave from provincial as I don’t believe the vaccine risk
for .0008 death rate is worth it. Hospitalizations over all have declined and I feel like we are
being scammed by our government

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70914

My family can't leave the country on a plane, to visit our close family despite having natural
immunity. We can't go to restaurants, concerts, movies, skating, public gatherings etc despite
having natural immunity. Our community is stressed out and divided over issues which should
be a personal choice. Mainstream media portrayal of events is causing people to call other
citizens white surpremist and nazi because they support rallies calling for freedom and
restauration of our charter rights? It is a ludicrous distortion of reality that is extremely harmful
to the fabric of a healthy society. We don't deserve to be discriminated against for choosing
not to participate in a medical procedure that has serious potential side effects, including
death!

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70915

It's nearly destroyed my business, it's torn my family apart and created anger and hostility
among my fellow citizens.

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70916

Relationships, job, schooling, mental health, family

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70917

Suppression Oppression Depression

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70918

Completely ruined me financially my friendships are brutal and I haven’t seen my family in 2
years! I also never got any vaccinations I live with 6 roommates in a small town and never got
sick once. Everyone who was vaccinated kept getting sick wich is why I don’t understand any
of this.

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70919

Job loss and mental illness, anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70920

It has negatively impacted my: Relationships Mental health Employment

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70921

Damaged my mental health and the mental health of my children. It has impacted the
relationships with my family and friends.

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70922

Destroyed relationships !!

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70923

My work, my marriage, my children. It’s all falling apart. This needs to end:

2/18/2022 1:11 PM
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70924

I am a server and sales are less then half as usual because of these mandates 😡

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70925

Job loss

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70926

Financially I no longer have a bank account, socially, mentally, physically

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70927

The shot killed my mom. Wrecked my income and social life.

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70928

Depression Family member depression Social development for children negatively impacted
Financial stress & job loss

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70929

We have been unnecessarily forced to divide family and friends and suffered undue stress

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70930

Mandates have forced my family and some friends to take the jab reluctantly knowing how
dangerous it is in order to keep their jobs. And some of these people have suffered reactions.
It has to be stopped.

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70931

Isolation and family torn apart

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70932

It has created a whole different world which I don’t want to be part of.

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70933

Not seeing family or friends

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70934

Watching my grandchildren living an abnormal and fearful life

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70935

Isolation, job and income loss, depression, excessive alcohol consumption, feelings of
hopelessness,

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70936

I’ve worked my whole life both farming and trucking. I’m 65 years old and all of a sudden I’m a
second class citizen because I believe the vaccine is your choice not the governments

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70937

Social + mental wellness of family

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70938

My kids have suffered! The mental pain and suffering the have endured is nothing a parent
should have to witness because of the government!

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70939

I haven't had dinner with my 93 old dad, I haven't been able to take him to church , I have two
family members of suicide watch and it has divided my family

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70940

Every aspect of it

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70941

Personally, due to travelling I was forced to get vaccinated. To spend extra on expensive
Covid test due to travelling. Stay away from love ones, from visiting in old age and hospital,
unable to console in person the loss of love ones, etc... We can be careful without being
threaten by our government who actual have hurt the Canadians more than helped since
elected.

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70942

I was injured at work. I’ve lost my job and business as a solar repair electrician I’m now on
Ontario Works. I am working towards ODSP. No one was able to help throughout. My wife has
got into a deep depression. Her doctor doesn’t want to deal with it or even talk to her about it.
We needed him to sign papers to see a councillor and he refused. We haven’t seen our
grandchildren much like we have, other than FaceTime and the occasional visit when allowed

2/18/2022 1:11 PM

70943

I’ve lost my 22 yrs career as a nurse and my future

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70944

Santé à tous les niveaux + j’ai perdu confiance dans le gouvernement libéral

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70945

I pray at night that I don’t wake up. I get angry when I wake in the morning. My parents are
older. Dad is 88. How many more years will I have him I’ve just lost 2. My table was always
full of people. I did sunday dinners. Holiday meals. It’s been 2 years since I’ve had anyone at
my table or a holiday meal. I have health issues that I’ve been unable to go to appts because
of the mandates. Phone calls don’t work with specialists. The see nothing. What reason do I
have to exist? There is no enjoyment to life

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70946

A terrible affect physical and mental health has taken its toll. Very sad 😔

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70947

Negatively. It was supposed to be 2 weeks and it’s now 2 years. Enough is enough. I believe
we are all adults and people should be able to choose what they would like to do with no
critisism. And to choose for their children.

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70948

Loss of income, loss of freedom (Restraunt, religious gathering, entertainment, travel,

2/18/2022 1:10 PM
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70949

lost my gym

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70950

Lack of social contact especially with kids and grandkids.

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70951

I’m stuck at home

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70952

Wearing a mask, restricts breathing, I can’t visit my sister in a care home, one passed away
without me being able to see her. No dining in restaurants etc.

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70953

I’m on medication for anxiety and now can’t leave my home after 2 yrs the isolation has
caused suicidal thoughts and I’m terrified and angry and also tired of being controlled

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70954

It has made my life much more difficult and has brought mental health issues due to lack of
social interaction with being locked up.

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70955

Being able to watch my kids play sports and myself

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70956

Kept me home

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70957

Fear propaganda has negatively effected every area of my life

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70958

Terribly. My small business has basically ended. Created much tension and strife with family
and extended family. Cut into my well being

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70959

The mandates have taken away my rights to do the things I enjoy

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70960

Being cooped up at home and living in fear

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70961

My friend died after getting his first shot and that put a lot of fear into myself and my husband.
Therefore we are not getting it. Which has extremely affected our children because we can't
take them anywhere because of the mandates! These mandates are completely ridiculous and
do nothing! They need to end!

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70962

It has affected my kids life, social interactions, so simple as maners and edicet and how to
behave in a store.

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70963

Living like a second class citizen

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70964

My wife and I, as health professionals, have lost our jobs, licenses and income thanks to
Bonnie Henry’s mandates!

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70965

In every way

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70966

Had to get a vaxine i did not wont lost income

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70967

Local businesses we supported are gone. We have lost jobs.

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70968

Stressful frustrating extremely disappointed in the leadership of Canada

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70969

Tremendously. Can't travel Can't leave the country Can't even get into my auto insurance office
without proof of vaccination. I feel like a prisoner in this country

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70970

It has put a wedge through family members

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70971

CATASTROPHICALLY BAD!!!! EXTREME DISASTER!!!!

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70972

It has brought undue stress, anxiety, and over negative toll on mental health. Not to mention it
has been used to decisively divide and control Canadians and destroy our country. Canada is
no longer a free democratic society, it is an oppressed socialist dictatorship

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70973

Not affected

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70974

Has effected my children and there school programs has created stress with family members
over differences over the poison jab has separated and caused division in local community’s
the list of the stupidity that this crap has created is to much to put down in this

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70975

My children are stressed about they never knowing what is Going to be happening in their
school. They want to be able to have a birthday with their friends. My youngest has never had
a birthday party with his class friends.

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70976

My son has become a recluse, doesn't want to leave the house even though he misses his
friends. His mental health has declined. Many of my friends' businesses were closed multiple
times affecting their livelihood immensely.

2/18/2022 1:10 PM
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70977

Sad, missing family, my one child who is in his 20’s and single…depressed as he can’t go out.
Daughter first year of college…online affecting her mentally and physically (headaches from
computer screen) I could go on, but overall NOT GOOD

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70978

In every single possible way. Affected the mental health of everyone in my family. Have had to
make 1000 changes to our lives to survive. Separated family and friends. Killed relationships.
Killed churches. Killed small business. Friends have committed suicide. So evil....this whole
thing.

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70979

It has made me ashamed to be a Canadian. I feel like a stranger in my own country.

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70980

Depressing inconvenience lost money no travel

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70981

Loss of employment

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70982

The walk in clincis in my area refuse to see anyone without a vaccine passport, becauss of
this ive been denied access to health care, I have to go to the emergency at the hospital and
take up unnecessary room to get any sort of help. I cant get an annual check up for cervical
cancer because of this which is extremely concerning. I also cant fly to see my family when
emergencies arrive, like my vaccine injured grandmother or my grandfather with heart failure. I
cant fly to go meet my new baby nefew. I can no longer go to school to join the Healthcare
field like I had planned, and its still up in the air if I will even be able to attend University
without a vaccine no matter what course I take, and I cant find any job that is hiring those who
are not vaccinated. I'm not anti vaccine, I have every other vaccine available to a person, but
there is not enough research into this particular vaccine for me to feel personally safe taking it
and that should be my right, I have multiple family members with vaccine injuries, so why
would I take something that will potentially do more harm than good, and why would I take
something of which we have no clue what the long term effects are?

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70983

It has caused me to miss work as well as my child missing school. It has caused my family
our mental health in a very substantial way. Please stop all of it

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70984

Put me out of business

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70985

Financially for sure. Not being able to sell my products at trade shows.

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70986

Ruined friendships. Forced friends out of work.

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70987

Restricted everything we do

2/18/2022 1:10 PM

70988

None

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

70989

Stressful as separation from family is terrible

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

70990

It has devided my loved ones! Destroy my kids mental health!!!

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

70991

My husband is permanently disabled after taking the vaccine, my personal medical condition
has worsened disproportionately to the 20 years prior

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

70992

Sold my Canadian residence as the controls are over the top.

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

70993

To the point of wanting to commit suicide.

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

70994

Negatively

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

70995

Lost my small business, divide in relationships, mental health, lost trust in governing officials
etc etc etc

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

70996

Has restricted us from going to the US as well as limiting what we’re able to do in our city.

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

70997

I got fired from my health care job in 2021.

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

70998

Negatively

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

70999

Too many ways to even answer!

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71000

Have not been able to travel to see my son and his family, my great grandkids, my 92 year old
Mom, not being able to share time and space with family, friends, not being allowed to
participate in activities for my health, etc etc

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71001

Prevented me from seeking higher paying jobs that require vaccination, prevented me from

2/18/2022 1:09 PM
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joining my friends in many social settings that require vaccine passports to enter, caused
moral rift between friends and myself resulting in lost friendships
71002

Negatively in every way

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71003

Mental health issues. Depressed. Isolated.

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71004

I personally have not been permitted to see my father whom has dementia in over 1.5 years

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71005

Socially, musical positions, travel to US, Feelings for Old Folks being separated in Retirement
Homes, the feeling of being totally controlled by a Communistic Gov. Do I need to say more?

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71006

I have no Social life because of them and seen family lose jobs do to the mandates

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71007

Division of family memebers, loss of employment of family members, alienation from former
friends

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71008

In many ways being isolated from friends family and public events.

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71009

many diferent ways but mainly mental health

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71010

Job loss, potential home loss if it continues. I was a professional Pilot.

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71011

Lost my freedom in many areas. It has divided my family and friends

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71012

Kids don't like wearing masks to school. Skipped time at work and school due to needing to
isolate over a runny nose etc.

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71013

Isolation

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71014

This has been very stressful time. Not being able to shop without having a mask or pass. Is
very stressful. So added stress

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71015

Yes in many ways.

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71016

I have lost my job as a registered nurse. My husband lost work contracts, which in turned
forced him to lay off many of his staff (even those vaxxed). I have realized that this is no
longer Canada, and I am desperately working on getting a TN visa into the US so I can move
my family and nurse there where I am wanted. I no longer feel safe in Canada.

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71017

My children suffer from anxiety now which they didn’t have before. I am also not allowed to
watch my children play soccer nor visit my husband who is currently living overseas. All of this
has to stop!

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71018

Absolutely

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71019

All of them

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71020

All of them

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71021

Segregated family and friends Caused mental health issues Divided Canadians

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71022

Too many ways to mention...income, mental health,death, family, friends, and much much
more

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71023

I bought property on Pelee Island. Because of the federal vaccine passport mandate for air
travel, I cannot fly to Pelee Island which is the only way onto the island in the winter months.
This a huge infringement on my liberties.

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71024

destroyed our family and friends and social communities

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71025

Stress

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71026

Not able to see my grandchildren!!

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71027

Brought division and instability to Canadian society.

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71028

job loss loss of medical freedom

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71029

Lost my job as a nurse

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71030

It has interrupted my life and all Canadians lives the only person who gained out of this is JT
and has turned people against people

2/18/2022 1:09 PM
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71031

Its kept me safe from getting sick.

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71032

I hate the place I live in and have become clinically depressed! Trudeau has disgraced us with
his actions and his words he needs to resign immediately!!!!

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71033

Ruined my family and my life

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71034

Body autonomy, segregation. Anxiety constant fear. I had omicron along with my children one
of which has asthma and we were able to get through it without any hospitalization. Natural
immunity needs to be recognized.

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71035

Threatened job loss, anxiety, no socializing, depression of myself and family, my son and
sister won’t talk to me as they don’t agree with what should be a personal health matter

2/18/2022 1:09 PM

71036

I eat out rarely now and only selectively support my local businesses. There is fear and
division in my community and I'm seeing families separate over this.

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71037

I feel prisoners in the prisons have more rights and Freedom then i have and will go to the front
line with veterans if i have to.comunist country we don't need here trudo

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71038

Financially, emotionally, physically, mentally, spiritually. I am tired of the biased lies that come
from main stream media (CBC,CTV , Global…And a few others ). Tired of Trudeau not getting
his facts straight, causing division and hate. I no longer trust any of the political parties Liberal,
NDP and Conservative ). They no longer work for the people but for themselves and whatever
the manipulated polls say. They no longer follow our charter but manipulate it for their own
gain.

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71039

Depression, trying to keep it together for my kids, outcast from society, division of family, kids
are missing out on life

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71040

I lost my job, and some family members , & a few friends

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71041

I have seen my 91 year d mom less only Once per year

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71042

Made me depressed and ruined my life

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71043

I cannot get on a plane, which is a big problem with my business. I cannot eat in restaurants,
and yet I often work and stay out of town. Our church has been limited in many ways. I don’t
like wearing masks. It’s terrible that we have not been able to properly celebrate weddings And
honour the dead with funerals.

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71044

I cannot fly out of Canada since I am not vaccinated

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71045

Lost a 2 million contract , family separated as we tried to find refuge in the US. Our livelihood
threatened . We sold all we owned to move into RV to try to find a way to keep freedom and to
try to work in US .

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71046

No family or friends visits. No visit allowed to my now dead grandmother. Very limited amount
of people allowed at my fathers funeral. Husband experienced minor heart attack two days
after forcefully taking the vaccine to keep his employment. I haven’t been anywhere but work
and to the grocery store since mandates required me to show my vaccination passport. Life
isn’t life any longer because of the mandates. My family has been divided because of our
prime minister’s poor decisions

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71047

It has affected my health and well-being overall and much much more.

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71048

I can’t go to the restaurant even if I got a negative test of the Covid-19…I can’t enter the
hospital because i don’t have a pass vaxx even if my mother in law needs me to go to her
appointments…..etc

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71049

Lost wages, lost home, divorce, family is divided, friends are divided, lost my freedoms and
my rights.

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71050

Very negatively

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71051

Caused me and my children to feel like outcasts and lesser citizens.

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71052

Vaccine injury

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71053

How has it not? Loss of work, extra stress, depression. Conflicts in relationships. The
mandates need to end now!!! Especially the masking and vaccination of children!!

2/18/2022 1:08 PM
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71054

Badly

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71055

Putting vaccination in my body against my will. Ignoring natural immunity. Division and hate
spreading. Mental health compromised. Suicidal thoughts.

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71056

Have learned to hate the play boy Justin, and his world order bull shit !

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71057

It has tore my relationships apart with family, friends, neighbors. It’s prevented me from
visiting my mom in ltc. It’s prevented me from dining out, watching my grandkids play sports,
the list is endless.

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71058

My mental health has declined so much. I feel so isolated from everyone

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71059

I don’t want to answer

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71060

Made to feel marginalized, by political manipulation of conflicting science over my body and
choice of how to care for it and my family

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71061

How sad to raise young children in this sort of environment. They rarely leave the house. No
socializing. They don't know what faces look like. They're scared so much of strangers cuz
they hardly see any. I've hardly seen my 75+ parents in 2 years. We haven't gone even
camping as a family. Can't even go to the zoo!

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71062

Reduced contact with key people as well as a change in how I work.

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71063

In every way jobless

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71064

Loss of income, colleagues, friends, loneliness, stress, freedom of movement

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71065

Wearing masks . Being forced to get a supposed vaccine that does not stop me from getting
the virus nor does it stop the spread of the virus as advertised . Also being forced to get this
supposed vaccine in order to keep working .

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71066

Loss of job. Loss of friends. Unable to freely travel Lost my nursing registration.

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71067

Broken friendships and family members distant. Can't visit loved ones. Friends lost jobs. Can't
travel to visit family Can't exercise how I like Can't play music with my band Can't go dancing
with my wife

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71068

Illness from Anxiety, threat of job loss, child who gets Ill from masks & lack of oxygen, loss of
friends & family

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71069

No freedom

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71070

Family that is not vaccinated cannot go to things, my children have to wear masks to school.

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71071

My family wasnt allowed to be with their dad and grandfather in his final hours here on earth 😞

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71072

Huge mental problems

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71073

Problems with work, day-to-day life, relationships. The mandates are not evidence based and
politically motivated

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71074

Husband lost his job because he did not want to share private medical information with his
employer which was not a part of his collective agreement. This has been govt overreach on
all fronts once they knew mid to late 2020 there were treatments available and that C19 was
over 99% survivable by most age groups. The mandates have caused unnecessary isolation
for elderly members of my family as well as other family issues because of the one sided
narrative and devisive nature of MSM. The govt and public health is not willing to show
transparency nor the science they keep referring to nor are they willing to have a debate with
top scientists and physicians who hold a different scientific perspective. For instance, I ask
public health to please show the science that proves wearing a mask can protect you from
respiratory viruses, and that social distancing and lockdowns do more good than harm. Shame
on our govt decisions and public health mandates..shame!

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71075

Made me get a vaccine that I did not want!!!!!

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71076

Drastically in ways that I can't even begin to explain

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71077

No travel, no kids sports, daughter was married with 4 people watching, parents died by
themselves in a hospital, friends and family couldn’t attend funeral to mourn, divisive attitudes
among friends and family, kids depressed, etc, etc, etc…

2/18/2022 1:08 PM
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71078

It has effected every aspect of My life and my Family's , Suicide should never be an option for
anyone. Im appalled by our Leaders of Canada , They all need to be charged with Treason ,
and Crimes against Humanity. Loosing your Job because we wont take a Poison into our
Bodies from the Evil Government so they can Track and Control our lives is totally against the
Charter of Human Rights Constitution. Trudeau , Horgan , Adrian Dix , Dr Bonny Henry ,
Faucci and more all need to go to Prison for Life

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71079

These illegal mandates and ideas have split marriages, families, churches, countries and has
collapsed our healthcare system due to ignorant ideas and lack of meds used for early out
patient care.

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71080

Greatly restricted as primary caregiver for my parents because I am not vaccinated.

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71081

Work, family and mental health

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71082

Depressed and stressed loss of income and hate towards me

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71083

Drinking more than ever, I’m angry and become very isolated

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71084

I’ve been deemed a second class citizen who is unable to participate in things that matter to
me.

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71085

It's destroyed my family and separated my friends and it's caused my friends to lose their
businesses, I've been refused entry to areas where my son was participating in extracurricular
activities. My mental health has been declining I've been unable to go to the gym which was
one of my safe places. I've been delayed with doctor visits and lost so much time off of work
on paid because of these unreasonable and absolutely Bonkers rules since I have a mild
cough all the time from acid reflux

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71086

Not able to live freely, not able to travel or eat out,lots of stress, worry and even persicution

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71087

Because you are not free to do anything and We need the freedom back and be able to travel a
see peoples

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71088

Sometimes wouldn't let me in a store other than that didn't affect me to much

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71089

It has affected everyone's lives except those creating the mandates and profiting from them.
No one should be forced or coerced to have an injection or medical procedure of any kind.
Even if the handling of the pandemic started out with good intentions by some, there continues
to be blatant conflicts of interest. Open scientific discussion and information have been
controlled by a biased media. Experts from many fields have been discredited and
deplatformed; the resulting situation has not been supportive to individual health or the health
of society.

2/18/2022 1:08 PM

71090

Stop going to many places

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71091

I was placed on unpaid leave for choosing not to get the experimental c19 shot. My family has
suffered loss of freedoms and are not allowed to travel which enrich our lives and provide us
with lasting memories. I have suffered abuse from others as a result of Justin Trudeaus crimes
against canadians.

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71092

Both my grown sons lost their jobs. It's divided my family, caused alienation of old friends, and
depression. One son lost two friends to suicide.

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71093

Lost my business, unable to find full time work with constant closures and school lockdowns,
lost my brand new car. My mental state has deteriorated and feels like this is all hopeless

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71094

We can’t speak openly and peaceably among our family members and friends. It has divided
us I couldn’t go to my brothers side while he was dying. I couldn’t go to church. I couldn’t
teach my after school club class. I have ongoing sinus issues since I started wearing masks. I
don’t sleep well at night because I wake up thinking about all the “what ifs”

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71095

The mandates have caused me great anxiety and I have never had anxiety before and now I
do! I am so frustrated beyond belief and I have lost all faith in our governments

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71096

My family is divided and the relationships are probably unrepairable now. I broke up with a
girlfriend over it and have lost a bunch of friends. I feel pretty much alone in this new world
society has created

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71097

All of them

2/18/2022 1:07 PM
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71098

I’m at the least healthy I’ve ever been since gyms keep opening/closing/trying to workout in a
mask.

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71099

Total isolation, lonely, unable to do the things I enjoy, work is hard due to masks and isolation.

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71100

Physically, mentally and emotionally drained, went through bankruptcy.

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71101

We have not worked in two years

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71102

Can’t go anywhere can’t do anything can’t go to work etc. etc.

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71103

Increased cost of living, lose of friends, limited my access to medicine, doctors and hospitals.
cause depression and uncertainty of our future

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71104

My parents lost their jobs, I’ve been limited in education, im not allowed to exercise my right of
speech and freedom in what was known as a “free country”. I have lost everything.

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71105

My son has been severely delayed in his social and speech development because of lack of
activities and social interaction he can have, unable to see my family for 2 years.

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71106

My single mom of 4 was forced to get the vaccine in order to stay working! She could not
afford to lose her job so she was forced to get the vaccine. We have been yelled at and
verbally abused by people just for making our own health decision

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71107

Restricts We the People's Freedoms and their Human Sovereign Rights.

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71108

It has caused division amongst family and friends. Frustration with the government
overreaching and control. I have lost trust with our government for the lack of communication
and understanding with the general public. Mounting frustrating with our Prime Minister's lack
of respect for our fellow Canadians has been grossely disappointing!

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71109

Family distance Work income Stress

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71110

As an teacher to students learning English, masks are very problematic as they cannot learn
to speak without seeing mouths and lips. Personally, being unable to travel affects my mental
and physical health negatively. Coercive measure to increase vaccination rates is creating
division and animosity amongst canadians. My own family is divided and this affects all our
relationships.

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71111

It has limited my ability to participate in society. They have caused division in my family, my
community and my country.

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71112

Can’t go where i want, can no longer get out of the country. Quit my job. Affected my kids
greatly they can’t socialize. We have been affected greatly our mental health has taking a
beating

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71113

Destroyed our family and pitted siblings against each other. I am unable to visit my 93 yr old
mother at her nursing home in BC, even if there isn’t a Covid outbreak and even if I have a
negative Covid test.

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71114

I can no longer go to restaurants or travel or see concerts or sporting events

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71115

Ruined friendships.

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71116

In all ways. Personally, professionally. It's affected all relationships with some level of fear

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71117

My husband lost his job because he wouldn’t get vaccinated

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71118

It has effected every part of my life. No more oppressing our Canada. It needs to stop now

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71119

Unable to live life in a free? Country

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71120

It has cause my family and I depression, not sleeping, worried about my girls how things are
going to be for them. terrible worry everyday wondering what the government is going to do us
and not understand how they can do this? No happiness. It definitely ruined my family's life.

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71121

Every single one of them

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71122

Like many, it has caused relational tension and fracturing. Though my husband and I are
double vaxxed, some of our children (who are 12+ years old) are not. This has caused
difficulty in allowing us to participate in family activities. We’ve been restricted in crossing the

2/18/2022 1:07 PM
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border, and missed job opportunities. As leaders in a faith community, we’ve witnessed the
incredible strain of countless people - financial, relational, and mental health related. The
mandates have brought more damage than media is willing to talk about.
71123

As a mental health therapist I am busier than ever....but personally isolated, exhausted,
divided from family and friends, coerced into a vaccine before I was ready.

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71124

Negatively

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71125

I was fired from my job of 15 years!! The masks affect my already limited capacity for
breathing and not being able to participate in family functions because of not having the
vaxxine! I will never get these moments in time back or memories to be made. Plus being
ostracized from society has put undue stress and anxiety on my life. I am treated like a
second class citizen. It is all wrong!!

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71126

Stress Job loss Fear Loss of hope

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71127

socially, emotionally, relationally, professionally, religiously, spiritually, mentally, politically

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71128

Cannot see my Grandson play hockey Cannot eat in restaurants Don't leave the house much
because of other people's fear that I'm contagious! Can't vacation south for the winter. People
have treated me ax an outcast because I do not want to put this experimental substance in my
body (ps I have already spent a lot of time and money to get the mercury and lead taken out of
my body by Chelation therapy..I don't want to put another foreign substance in my body) At
one time both lead and mercury were presented as being safe...just as these jabs are I'm 77
and old enough to see through this all I have a government that thinks it has the authority to
tell me what to put into my body....sorry I live in a free country...not a dictatorship

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71129

It’s been the worse two years of my family’s life

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71130

I was forced into getting two shots to keep my career as a nurse and it mentally broke me

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71131

Injured my social life and limited the possibilities for my children.

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71132

Put it on hold.. Reduced my income (small business owner) took away my socialization and
my childrens socialization and activities, separated me from family members, set us back
financially and ruined my trust in our government.

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71133

Caused so much depression. Destroying families. Trow our beautiful canada to hell

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71134

It has ruined friendships and family relationships. It has caused depression. It has divided
people and it must end now.

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71135

Two children committed suicide

2/18/2022 1:07 PM

71136

Yes

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71137

All

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71138

In every aspect. Have to wear a mask everywhere you go. Can’t function in everyday life.
Restrictions everywhere you go. Can’t go to restaurants, certain stores, sports facilities, family
gatherings. I lost employment. Can’t get proper medical attention. Waiting on MRI’s testing.
Doctor won’t see you in person for medical reasons. Overall medical attention is awful. Can’t
travel across Canada and cross provincial borders within our own Country!!!

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71139

Was only allowed to have my fiancé and one other person there with me when I was giving
birth and they where the only people allowed to come see me at the hospital afterwords. We
had to move shortly after giving birth because our landlord and his girlfriend where viciously
attacking us for our political views. We have not been able to go out to eat or attend any
sporting events, in fact we would not even b allowed to get married right now/ have a wedding
according to these ridiculous mandates! If this continues I would not be allowed to take our
daughter skating or sign her up for swimming lessons either. Honestly I fear for our daughter’s
future here in Canada.. not only have our rights been stolen from us but the government has
made it impossible for us to even leave the country if we decide this is no longer a safe place
to raise our daughter.

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71140

Isolated from friends and family, not being able to travel freely, not being able to enter certain
establishments, being segregated from society and treated differently because of my medical
decision, pressure to inject my body with something I’m not comfortable with, forced to mask
up and not being able to breathe freely, at times was not able to gather to worship freely. I have

2/18/2022 1:06 PM
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been affected physically, emotionally, mentally and spiritually by these mandates and they
need to end. There is no evidence or science to prove that they have helped stop the spread of
the virus. Let us get back to living.
71141

Limited to where we can go and vacation

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71142

Hard to work with masks all the time gives me health issues and not being free to go without
them in daily normal living

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71143

Business loses. Family and friends alienated. Can’t fly! Can’t go to a restaurant . Inflation has
caused it harder to make payments.

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71144

It has affected my everyday life and not in a good way.

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71145

I have not been able to work which has put me one foot closer to be homeless hungry and
causing me all sorts of mental health and loneliness!

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71146

My freedoms and read gets as a citizen and my Religious rights. As a Spiritual leader in
Canada

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71147

Splitting up families

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71148

It has impacted my life greatly, tired of this garbage.

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71149

My business was closed so much last year.

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71150

Have lost very old friendships due to fear 😨 working from home is unhealthy for office
relationships & commradary & hands on learning. Can't travel eat in restaurants seen family all
together, not able to worship out loud in church and hug hug hug am so lonely. Help

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71151

Aside from the obvious lock downs and being barred from many establishments, I am beyond
disappointed that Canada resorted back to a "class" society that fast!

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71152

As an RN...increased stress, I am pro choice, especially since I am healthy, I do not agree
with automatic multiple injections.

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71153

We cannot travel, participate in cultural life: sports, theater, events. I can no longer do my work
as I used to because I'm banned from all gov. locations and other venues.

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71154

Division of family, friends and church

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71155

Working from home (sounds great so far, right?), but alone all day with no social interaction
has worn on my mental health. Also, not being able to travel to visit ailing family members, or
any kind of travel whatsoever. Having done absolutely nothing wrong, I feel like I’ve been under
house arrest for two years. Also, being forced to choose between getting an experimental
medical procedure and keeping my job to feed my family and keep a roof over our heads has
been anxiety provoking to say the least,

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71156

Unable to choose what enters my body being used as a guinea pig or worse, vaccinated with
intention to destroy me. Cannot travel by air or train. Loss of freedom, loss of rights, no
accountability by pharma or government. Severe distress for my pregnant daughter who must
fight to stay unvaccinsted. Mistrust of family and friends. Division of family members. Stress,
fear for the wellbeing and future of my children and grandchildren. Being made to feel like
second class citizen by vaccinated people. I could go on and on. Bottom line: my body, my
right to choose what goes into it. My rights and freedoms being taken by government.

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71157

Majoe depression resulting in job loss. Travel bans have severely impacted my personal life.
Unable to visit loved ones.

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71158

Restricted dining Restricted visits to Care Centers Restricted entrance to functions

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71159

Fear tactics resulting in divisiveness with friends and family; not being able to see my 100
year old Grandma even with precautions; mandatory reporting on vaccine status to remain
employed = no choice; mental/emotional stress about government (Trudeau mostly) overreach;
rising costs of everything and the CARBON TAX is NOT helping; the social distancing and
masking of children has been terrible - no smiles, no family - so incredibly sad. Its time to end
them

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71160

I’m unable to work, see my family. I’m am a senior and frankly would rather die then go on with
this nonsense.

2/18/2022 1:06 PM
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71161

The most is being alone as I lost my husband before Covid so now I take a large amount of
medication just to cope.

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71162

I feel like a prisoner in this country. Not vaccined and locked out of everything. Like I have no
choices or no voice to be heard

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71163

Segregation and my freedom plus my mental health

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71164

Segregation and discrimination, our Prime Minister has made it acceptable for hate speech and
discrimination within our country to be acceptable

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71165

It has not allowed me any freedom

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71166

My six year old literally comes home from school crying because she can’t breath in a mask at
school all day. When she tries to sneak a breath she gets yelled at to get her mask back on.
It’s abusive and heartbreaking. My baby is only asking to breath.

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71167

Lost of revenue property and travel. Broken relationships as well with family and friends.

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71168

Depression not being able to go anywhere.

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71169

Division and job losses

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71170

Mental health, I don’t want to go anywhere because I don’t believe the narrative the the health
officials and our government leaders are pushing us to do. I’ve lost all hope in our society
except for the truckers and all people that support them.

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71171

Greatly

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71172

A lot

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71173

Took my freedom and rights away!! Illegal

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71174

All of it can’t fly to go to work

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71175

It has separated me from people that are pro-VAX

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71176

It has divided friends, family, cities, nations and this whole world. It has exposed False
government agendas and false news agencies. So many lies. It has exposed that people have
given up their responsibility to work with politicians to make this country grow and prosper and
some politicians have a disdain for working people. It is a very sad situation all the way
around. I will not get angry, I will not be sad but I will commit myself to public service to
encourage truth, honesty, personal accountability and freedom for all Canadians. God keep our
land glorious and free!

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71177

I have lost my job and many friends and family members.

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71178

Depression, anxiety and hopelessness.

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71179

It has distanced us from family members, and people in general as there is much less physical
touching,A closeness,and being together(and anonymity with seeing so many masked faces).
Also an unpleasant feeling of totalitarian insanity in the air with constant fear and repetition of
covid this ,and covid that dogma by politicians and media.

2/18/2022 1:06 PM

71180

It has effected everyone’s lives,lots of jobs etc. Isolation etc

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71181

The inability to socialize with friends, visit family in another country, travel, see people’s
smiles.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71182

No travel Division of friends and family on views of mandates

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71183

Total complete garbage control by the elites of the world and it has been painful to watch all of
the shit unfold. It is tyranny for no reason whatsoever

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71184

Woke me up to how much power is in the hands of incompetents.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71185

It has caused Isolation for my parents and the ability to see friends and family and the ability
to have freedom to come and go as you please

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71186

My 18yo daughter is in first year sciences. Her university has gone online only but she needs
to be there for her labs. She is virtually alone in her dorm. All her friends/support are working
from home. There has been a 51% increase in suicide attempts in teenage girls. I do worry for

2/18/2022 1:05 PM
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her mental health. I have friends who have valid medical reasons for not getting covid shots.
One will be forced to give up her 30 years as a registered massage therapist because the
province of BC is imposing mandatory covid shots for all health care workers. This is tyranny.
71187

Limited my opportunities for physical exercise, had a negative effect on my mental health
being ostracized from society, periods of depression, sleeplessness, ability to work effectively.
Strained personal, professional, and familial relationships - some to the point of no return.
Limiting of professional development and career opportunities. Eroded trust in institutions such
as healthcare, education, banking, and government itself.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71188

Lost people I know to death with heart attacks due to the vaccine

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71189

Lost my job. I am isolated from faimly and friends. Making it hard to be here.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71190

Can’t hire people (nobody wants to work — being paid CERB), food and goods shortages,
growing distrust in government, near-record high inflation, price of goods rising, can’t travel.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71191

Stress!

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71192

I don’t comply with tyranny

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71193

income loss, isolation, mental health, loss of friends, loss of hope

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71194

Unable to move freely in Canada by plane, train or boat. Unable to leave the country.
Restricted from restaurants, arenas, cinemas, concerts etc. Unable to watch my grandchildren
in their hockey games. My children have had their jobs threatened because they refused an
experimental drug therapy.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71195

I am miserable. My family has experienced mental health issues due to continued masking.
My income was affected negatively and my emotional and physical health due to lockdowns
has suffered.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71196

Not at all I don’t follow the mandate

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71197

Unable to travel or eat out.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71198

Lost job. Then new job got shut down multiple times. Then got new job and got let go for
choosing to not get vaccinated. Then went back to job when it reopened. Then it got shut down
again.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71199

This isn't life. This is bs.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71200

It is ruining my daughter's life.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71201

It has been awful. Especially mental health

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71202

I went from owning a business and working 7 days a week to not working at all basically
overnight when covid first started. Although I got back to work a few months later it is STILL
affecting how much work I can do and how I can do it. Also with my severe life threatening
allergies I am not able to get the vaccine so on top of everything else I’m also not allowed to
go do the little things that still brought me joy in life, like having dinner with friends and doing
dog sports with my dog. Even though I have natural antibodies from already having covid I am
treated like a diseased second class citizen.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71203

My husband needs surgery and now he’s going blind because of the mandates. Surgeries are
postponed. My 2 autistic grandkids don’t understand why we can’t come to visit as often.
Depression. Paranoia of government. Mistrust of ford, Teresa tam and Trudeau; people like
them.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71204

Anxiety stress impact on child

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71205

Breathing issues from masks, menstrual side effects from vaccine, hostility from other people,
school was heavily affected for me and I feel like I am owed tuition fees for the lack of
education I have been receiving throughout the pandemic, seperation from loved ones, work
was greatly affected as I am self employed, little entertainment available during lockdown

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71206

My job. I have lost 50 percent of my clients. Struggling to survive. Don't know how we r going
to live another 6 months.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71207

Divided my friends and family. Devesatated the economy

2/18/2022 1:05 PM
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71208

I can’t hug my family the way we used to can’t go anywhere without a mask can’t go to
restaurants and have dinner with my family kids can’t go play in the park or even play sports
unless they are vaccinated I just want this country to go back to the way it was thanks

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71209

Every has been so hard since this started with loss of work the price of everything. We have to
fallow them rules but the government dose not have too

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71210

I own a renovation business. Materials have skyrocketed due to factory closer because of
mandates. Clients are scared to have contractors in their homes because of potential risk of
covid. My children have lost months of school. Masking in schools has caused alot a grief. My
children not being able to go to indoor play areas . Stigma of getting covid on the children.
Family dividing into Vax and non Vax. Mental health has been bad.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71211

I have lost friends who were denied the proven treatments

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71212

Depression anxiety daughter and myself. And many other children government should be
ashamed! Imagine growing up no fun or socializing you will effect long term social anxiety and
depression in children. Not to even mention all the vaccine side effects and the companies
maken them exempt from any sever side effects or death. Cananda was the greatest country
in world before this administration. My grandfather fought for the freedom it traitor pm wants to
take away! Horrible!!!!!!

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71213

Deteriorated mental health for me and my family. Increased anxiety around security of
freedom, employment, bodily autonomy, devision of the country, communities, and families.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71214

Family split, isolation, anger between v and no v, friends arrested at gunpoint , older friends
having breakdowns because they are isolated, lots of worry about our country becoming a
communist country

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71215

Financially, socially, mentally and physically.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71216

I lost my job

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71217

Very negatively

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71218

Crushing sense or isolation & deep concern for my & my families safety

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71219

Total mess

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71220

Made me sad to see my Canada going to hell. Trudeau is a criminal and should go to jail!!!
Anxiety is ruined my life.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71221

Destroyed my family in Canada and I am banned from visiting my family in the UK

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71222

It has affected me being able to work, it has caused me mental suffering if not being able to
visit friends and family at hospital. I was unable to attend several funerals. I cannot breathe
properly with masks so have been very limited to outings and conducting business

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71223

I’m stressed and depressed

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71224

Job loss. Career ended. Relationships destroyed.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71225

I've had to fight depression

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71226

Travel

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71227

It has been difficult to get jobs to make a living. And dealing with all the restrictions.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71228

I have a suicidal child, all our mental health has been affected, as well as their education.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71229

In every way you can think of.

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71230

Takes a toll on mental health

2/18/2022 1:05 PM

71231

Job loss

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71232

Drastically....our boys 13 and 10 have more stress and anxiety. I will not be able to coach my
sons teams after many years of doing this. Not being able to go out or go away with my wife
for dinners which is vital to a healthy relationship. I was not allowed to work out at my gym and
have done this for the last 30 years. No yoga classes for my wife...this list goes on and on. It's
disgraceful what the liberal Government has done to this country

2/18/2022 1:04 PM
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71233

My family members and friends who aren’t vaccinated have been discriminated against and
segregated from society, it’s been so sad to see.

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71234

Hasn't really I can adapt to any situation

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71235

Segregation, loss of friends and family, inability to travel, dine or go to yoga. Ineffective
vaccine mandates and not recognizing natural immunity, we need to get on with our lives, let
businesses open up.

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71236

Extreme oppression resulting in depression, isolation and illness. Feeling like a prisoner in this
country

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71237

Kept me well and feeling protected.

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71238

Not well, I run two companies, Botha affected greatly and the damage being done to our
working class is awful, impossible to hire people with the government paying them to sit at
home

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71239

Depression, separation, loss of family members, drink a hell of a lot more, isolation and scared
what is going to happen to the world I know as know I can’t handle being ordered what to do
against my right as a human being

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71240

Broken up my family these mandates are an insult to my intelligence and a violation to my
rights as a Canadian

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71241

It has traumatized my children

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71242

Social isolation-family feud

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71243

Our sons cardiologist lost his job or had to step down at McMaster due to vaccine mandates.
My grandmother died last May granted likely due to health issues too but being isolated and
not being able to see family what else did she have to live for? I had to watch her funeral on
zoom so inhumane. My son almost died of RSV virus yet he had Covid and it was the easiest
thing. No one locks down for that. Students in my class are unmotivated and hate masks hate
the rules and there’s a decrease in their academic abilities. They have anxieties no one seems
to care about too. That’s just the tip.

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71244

We have experienced a family members suicide as a direct result of restrictions and
mandates. We have also been denied the ability to participate fully in society and family
relationships have suffered.

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71245

Besides losing my rights and freedom to move about society as I wish the mental and
emotional impact has been the most challenging. But the silver lining is that the corruption of
our governments and systems have been exposed and in that I find hope and peace.

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71246

Cannot work. Cannot go anywhere. No gym. Not allowed to do anything that is good for my
health. Treated like slave class. My children have lost 2 full years of their childhood that they
will never get back.

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71247

Brought division and mental health issues.

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71248

I was forced to take shots against my will or lose my job. My sister lost her career home
everything and now I must support her as well on my small wage. The rest of our family is at
war with each other we will never mend this. Bravo Government

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71249

I can't teaching in public school.

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71250

Caused division with friends/family, my husband lost his job because of vaccine mandate.

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71251

Severe mental anguish

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71252

It has made me feel like an outsider. People have called me a murderer for not getting the
vaccine without even trying to understand why I don’t want it. I LOVE PEOPLE and would
never do something I believed could ever hurt them. I cannot go to movies, restaurants, boo at
the zoo, any outdoor activities. People don’t understand what it’s like to basically be looked
upon as dirty. That’s what I am to people now. Dirty. I haven’t lost my job but I know countless
people who have had to get the vaccine they didn’t want in order to keep working. I know
people who have been injured by the vaccines. I have had fear, sadness, stages of
depression, anxiety. I have been told I cannot see my family. Enough is enough. The
government isnt protecting anyone.

2/18/2022 1:04 PM
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71253

It has given me major anxiety, depression as well as my husband and especially my kids!

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71254

Everyone that works in private industry has been affected. Government workers haven’t
missed a paycheque even though they never had to do to work during the first lock down.
Violates Canadian charter of rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71255

I haven't seen my mom in over 2 years.

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71256

To much to list.

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71257

It has harmed my relationships with my own family and friends. My partner is suffering severe
side effects from the vaccine

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71258

I have been made to feel that I am less than and selfish for not wanting to inject what I feel is
a poison into my body. I care very much about others and my heart breaks while people line up
for these shots, trusting that the powers that be have their best interest at heart

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71259

Division between friends and family, community fighting.

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71260

I have had to test for work, I’ve been kicked out of classes with my dogs, I’ve lost friends. I’ve
been segregated and called names over my choices by our prime minister.

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71261

It has caused division amongst friends and family and I was not given a choice about the
vaccine I would lose my job

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71262

Isolation, depression, frustration,

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71263

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71264

Restrictions in daily living Exposure to tyrannical leadership charter of rights lost

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71265

My youngest child has anxiety. I have switched jobs as a care aide due to burn out.. my oldest
daughter which is a care aide now is on antidepressants and has anxiety.. it has been the
worst 2 years of my life and I am terrified about what else our prime minister is planning.. he is
awful and has ruined Canada

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71266

Same way it has effected the majority of people vaccinated or unvaccinated , we are all
victims of overreaching governments and unions.

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71267

The mandates have increase the cost of living substantially, forced our child out of the daycare
as we could not conform the Madame requirements being enforce for medical reasons that
weren’t being accepted by our child care provider even though we had a medical exemption
from our family physician, our 5 year old son has developed a speech impediment as a result
of not being able to see how words are announced due to masks being worn by childcare
facilities. Our 2 year old daughter has developed a mental stigma of being scared of people as
a result of not being able to see there face without a mask. My wife hasn’t been able to gain
employment as she has a medical condition that doesn’t allow her to be vaccinated, so
employers wont hire due to the vaccination mandate. The mandates have created a stigma of
vaccinated vs unvaccinated which has caused a division amongst our friend and family. The
cost of living has gone up substantially as a result of mandates impacts on product supply.
There is more but don’t have time to keep listing

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71268

I am a prisoner in my own country.

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71269

It has made it difficult to be part of life. Very depressing and discouraging!

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71270

Physically and Mentally!!

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71271

serious mental and physical health decline had to close my business have lost friends and
family due to this insane madness

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71272

Too many things to list. Depression, financial struggles, physical health

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71273

Has limited my freedoms to do as a please.

2/18/2022 1:04 PM

71274

I have not been able to visit my sister, who lives in Texas, for two years now. I do not go into
stores, and am not allowed into restaurants or gyms. Both of my brothers have lost their jobs.

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71275

I lost my job (psw ). And I have ptsd now from seeing the adverse reactions to this vax and
nobody taking action ,and just saying it's a coincidence and the mental abuse that has
occurred in our hospitals towards staff/visitors and patients. My 3.5yr old can't go to places to

2/18/2022 1:03 PM
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play because of vax passports ao her social skills are behind. Our lives have turned upside
down , I had to move in with my father due to my jobloss. I would like this all to end so we can
go back to living our lives .
71276

Business is not busy. Family is not close. Community is not willing. Downtown is one big
overdose. House is unaffordable and unavailable. Deisel is almost 2 bucks.

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71277

My business has been nearly ruined, family and friends have been injured by the vaccines.
Everyone’s stress level is extremely high. I feel betrayed by my government

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71278

I’m so many ways - mental health, career, social - all impacted negatively

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71279

Friendships and family

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71280

Depression

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71281

Not as much as some.

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71282

Division and health

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71283

Mental health has affected my family and friends

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71284

Can’t breathe well with a mask. My child has to get used to seeing me with one on…atrocious.
Have been banned from arenas, restaurants, etc…treated like second class citizens, really.
My family lives over forty hours away, and I can’t fly to see them anymore. My child can’t get
to know his grandparents and uncles and aunts. Not to mention all the fear and hysteria they
have induced, that aren’t supported by the data at all.

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71285

Caused huge riffs among family and friends. Prevented me from visiting loved ones in LTC.
Made me intruding of govt and law enforcement, whose only job it is to protect and serve its
citizens. They have failed us completely.

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71286

Everything has changes

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71287

Alot

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71288

Fucked it’s Future

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71289

Showed me the government is very corrupt

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71290

My husband and I both have small businesses and they have severely declined. We had to
ask family for rent money. We have two children. My husband is in school and isn’t able to
finish because he needs to be vaccinated to graduate which isn’t fair because it wasn’t a
stipulation for him to graduate a year ago when he signed up. If we had known we never would
have enrolled him. These need to stop :( We can’t do this anymore

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71291

Loss of charter rights and freedoms, loss of income, loss of mobility, loss of free choice,
discrimination, segregation.

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71292

My employer Northern Health says I will be terminated if I don't get vaccinated. I do not want
to take an experimental drug that is causing more harm than good, look at the VAERS reports.
Covid is no longer a threat. Taking a covid Vaccine is a risk to my health. I already had Covid
in Mar 2021.

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71293

i praise God that my son picked a private University so he is able to do studies without a
vaccine. I praise God that my husband work are Christians and support choice. I praise God
that my husband is finding favour in his job as he is a special type of engineer (only about 10
in Ontario) and hospitals and long term care are allowing him so far. Otherwise, we haven't
been able to go to the Y as we want to socialize as we exercise. My son was competitive
swimmer and misses being able to go to a pool. Most recently I have been shut out to HHS to
advocate for my 76 year old mother with terminal cancer. We had a huge issue with no
informed concent with medication. I praise God I finally got to talk to a nurse to stop the IV
before a conflict happened. Currently, trying to navigate a compliant and lawyer with the Power
of Attourney to see if any Covid clauses are needed to get into the hospital.

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71294

ACTUALLY VERY LITTLE I AM RETIRED ENGINEER, WHOS FRIENDS HAVE ALL DIED.
SO MORE OF A SELF ENTERTAINING ISOLATIONIST, AND MISS THE SOCIAL LIFE I
USED TO HAVE.

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71295

Caused mental health struggles, unemployment, financial stress, lack of routine and so many
other issues to numerous to name!

2/18/2022 1:03 PM
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71296

Loss of personal and financial freedoms, mental health issues

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71297

In everything social ,familiar etc...

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71298

The mandates have effected my freedom as a Canadian citizen to shop, seek medical
attention and travel. My business has been grossly effected and my ability to provide for my
child. I also had to pull my son from public school because of the masking policy which is
child abuse. We seem to have less freedoms then Russia at this point. The debt Trudeau has
caused I see no future for any of us in Canada. Trudeau need to take his great reset and move
to China. I think we need a Nuremberg Trial for 2022 starting with Trudeau.

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71299

Stress, sadness, frustration. Decrease in my ability to see and treat others as I have a healing
practice. Severely impacted my children’s childhood, innocence and freedoms. Has taken
away my ability to travel throughout our country and beautiful planet.

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71300

Mentally and financially

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71301

In every way imaginable. The mental health of our children is at stake

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71302

Not being able to visit with friends, celebrate birthdays and other events, not being able to go
to a movie or dinner, gym.

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71303

It has separated me from family and those I love. The constant changes have messed with my
mental health, leaving me feeling weak, insecure, and very, very sad. It has hurt my heart,
over and over, to see people at conflict and to be rejected by friends - all because of a
government fed, encouraged and sanctioned prejudice against those that chose a different
form of maintaining their own health. The constant stress and strife, as well as the regulations,
have stolen my ability to make money as an artist. And I am very saddened to see how many
others it has hurt much, much worse financially (and most other ways). People have never
been meant to live in fear. Is that not what Canadians have gone to other countries to put an
end to? Yet here we are, in our dear home country, destroyed from the inside 😢

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71304

Has caused division and an unhealthy amount of stress

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71305

Extremely limiting to travel freely and participate in public things. The fear of what’s next is
crippling.

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71306

Unable to see grandchildren and family for 2 yrs now, mental and emotional strain growing,
unable to go to out for dinner, having to wear masks to get food. Etc etc

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71307

My job my mental health my kids mental health my mom mental health divided my family and
my friends have divided these mandates need to end and commie dictator Trudeau needs to
go

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71308

Lost business income, lost family, division amongst family and friends

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71309

Right away

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71310

I live abroad part-time and the mandates have made my NGO work very difficult as I can no
longer travel without complicated rules and finicky testing. Where there is risk, there must be
choice!!

2/18/2022 1:03 PM

71311

My freedom is gone. Funerals weddings hugs family gatherings travelling eating out visiting
care .homes and hospitals

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71312

We are tax payers and pay a lot of them. We can not enter a restaurant. It has caused
devision amongst staff members. It has caused depression. Anger

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71313

Can’t take my kids swimming at local Rec center anymore. Vax pass needed. They are taking
lessons but aren’t able to practice and failed when I could have helped them. They needed
more help but instructors can’t get close to properly instruct.

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71314

Yes. Huge negative impact

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71315

Destroying our family unit.

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71316

Loss of family and friends, depression, anxiety and a total mistrust of the mainstream suck
ups

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71317

From having a social life. Seeing family n friends. Traveling. Life in general

2/18/2022 1:02 PM
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71318

All

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71319

Mentally draining and frustrating due to conflicting information, corruption and dishonesty.

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71320

it has totally changed my life, ruined friendships, put stress on relationships with family
members, my mental well being is a mess !!!!! My daughter had to make the decision to either
get vaccinated or lose her job as a flight attendant, this is so wrong , no one should have to
make that decision

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71321

Financial to my small business. Emotional and physical strain from segregation and division.

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71322

I suffered severe depression and isolated and was separated from friends and family

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71323

Seriously?

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71324

Division between family and friends

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71325

I lost my job. Have been ridiculed by friends and family. Held hostage from certain activities.
Mental health.

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71326

Where do I start

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71327

ruined my business

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71328

I have an issue with their science. They push draconian mandates on people but won’t listen to
the multitude of doctors and scientists who disagree with them. The vaccine obviously doesn’t
work but they mandate it anyway!

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71329

Significantly.

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71330

Isolated, loss of family contacts , friendships severed, high prices at the gas station, groceries
etc. Mental Health issues, strained marriage

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71331

Distanced too many people from our lives, made travel for work difficult and inconvenient.

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71332

I work from home and have not been able to travel as much or visit friends. This is for our
collective safety and I agree with the mandates.

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71333

Poorly

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71334

Terribly. My life has been full of anxiety and sadness. Scared for my children and Canada. So
happy we r now standing together

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71335

It has kept me safe and comfortable in my surroundings during the pandemic

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71336

My life has been under threats as I am unvaccinated due to increasing number of severe
reactions to multiple medications and categories of medications. Since I am retired, I have
chosen to self isolate for these past 2 years, but despite that, I get hate mail and threats
thanks to Trudeau’s constant hate rhetoric since last summer

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71337

I am a front line worker/LPN, so see my residents fail dramatically because of no family
contact and limited family contact is unacceptable. And due to government staffing cuts from
2012 has made our health care system in crisis because we NEVER had staffing cuts
replaced or added to. I have had 1 ,1 year contract, in the same amount of time, so mentally,
physically, and financially I am exhausted.

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71338

My children have had a lot of their opportunities for extra curriculars taken away, I have lost
friends, my anxiety and depression have skyrocketed, but this is nothing in comparison to my
friends who have lost their careers. I have been weighed down with grief.

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71339

It has caused me hardship when not being able to be with the people I love! I have not been
able to greive with family and friends during loss!

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71340

My nephew committed suicide in 2020 , he was 30 years old

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71341

Life is not as much fun and we have not seen our family and friends often enough.

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71342

Unfair segregation

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71343

Separated us from family and friends. Dying elderly people who were dependent on their needs
being taking care by us.

2/18/2022 1:02 PM
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71344

It''s ruined me financially

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71345

I have a hidden disability and cannot wear masks because of the reaction I have to my
breathing being obstructed. I was working full time but was put on medical leave and then later
terminated. I have been unable to find employment because of the division created by these
mandates. In interviews I am asked questions directly pertaining to my disability despite my
protection under the Accessibility for Ontarians with Disabilities Act (AODA). I am being
discriminated against.

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71346

Speachless these evil comi bastards need to be charged with crimes against humanity and
corruption but in time they will be charged rats always turn on rats nothing ever stays covered i
hope I live long enough to see them pay

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71347

High blood pressure hard time breathing with any mask on

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71348

Dictates my daily life

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71349

Lost my hospital job, lost friends and family due to my stance on narrative, lost trust in
government, pharma, health systems, had to change church. Have gained a new set of friends
and connected with some amazing ppl.

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71350

It has caused my family to feel discriminated and has affected my children in negative ways.
Dividing all of us! The mental health issues this has caused will go on for years to come. It
needs to stop immediately!

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71351

My wife is losing her job

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71352

Social life, financially, trust in the government

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71353

I lost my job ( unpaid leave). My son can’t attend in person therapy. My three kids are missing
out on proper schooling ( mask-and language development and online “learning”)

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71354

All

2/18/2022 1:02 PM

71355

Not as much as a lot of people, but mentally it has taken a toll.

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71356

Increased depression due to limited social interactions. Watched my son regress to an
anxious, repressed, depressed version of himself. Watched him develop panic attacks and the
inability to complete school assignments because of lack of focus and anxiety.

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71357

Immensely

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71358

It has kept me from traveling out of province and kept me from visiting family and friends.

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71359

Taken My Choice of how I live my life away. I couldn’t travel to see my father one last time
before he passed!! That on its own is despicable! My body My life.

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71360

To feel alone, not respected cause I don’t necessary think like majority

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71361

Mentally stressful in my job and as a Girl Guide Volunteer.

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71362

Not be able to spend time with children grandchildren. Breathing issues from wearing masks.

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71363

Working,mental and physical health. Financially

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71364

It has distanced and severely affected family and faith based relationships, prevented
enjoyment of daily life and social activities, divided social relationships, locked down a senior
friend in his room and he required 5 day quarantine in his room after being out of the seniors
home with me, etc ad nauseum. Unable to travel, vaccine passport/digital ID restricts my
constitutional threats, government threats of denying constitutional rights cause much
concern!!!

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71365

We have family in other provinces and across the boarder that we haven’t been able to see in
the last 2 years. Along with not being able to live freely without someone always
judging/condemning us has taken a huge mental toll on our lives

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71366

It has destroyed many of my customers which had affected me financially. It had made my 3
year old have a far from normal childhood. It has affected the mental health of my older
children. It has affected my romantic relationship

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71367

Cannot get on an airplane, have to wear a mask in stores, which is terrible for personal health,
limits on church services and personal gatherings, but worst of all is the awareness of the

2/18/2022 1:01 PM
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rapid and general erosion of our freedom and autonomy. This is not the Canada we know and
love.
71368

My kids and I cannot participate in organized sports, extra curricular activities, llan vacations.
Dividing immediate and extended family, mental and emotional stress.

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71369

reduced work opportunity

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71370

Can’t do anything anymore

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71371

Makes me feel like an outcast, similar to what gypsies Jews and other ethnic minorities must
have felt in the 1930’s and 40’s

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71372

It has left me feeling alone, and I’ve not been able to visit my son and his family for over two
years. My church life has been decimated. I’m ready for peace and normal.

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71373

Unable to see family, attend events, attend and host business opportunities. I am not against
illness preventative measures, or getting vaccines, but I am against the mandates that force
such measures.

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71374

Gained weight, and become depressed.

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71375

More ways than you could imagine

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71376

Stressed

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71377

In every aspects

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71378

Mental health is deeply affected. Depression

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71379

Badly. Stress, anger, frustration, mental problems

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71380

Financially Bankrupted my family, lost my job of over 6 years. Forced on CERB and or
unemployment. Out of work for over a year …my children have anxiety with masks and mix
messaging. Lost valuable school time with at home learning. Divided family, friends,
neighbours and co-workers. Constantly struggling with next to no money just to put food on
table, clothing for my family, pay rent , fuel, basic essentials and utilities. Living in dictatorship
like environment everywhere I go has made me stressed, annoyed and angry towards the
mandates.

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71381

Major division and no trust in the government

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71382

Immense stress, reduction of socializing for my whole family, division in community, loss of
choices and opportunity. Worry about security of job in single income family supporting four
kids

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71383

Increased stress.

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71384

Stress mental fatigue work socializing

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71385

Not much!

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71386

Victimized by hate Destroyed my business Destroyed my mental health Bullied & threatened
Been victimized by discrimination and segregation Lost faith & trust in medical field Live in
fear of government over reach and unelected official over reach

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71387

Lost job, home, vehicle and most of my possessions that I've worked a lifetime for.

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71388

I cannot participate in or enter most establishments and events that I formerly could. Not can
my kids. It has prevented us from travel, education, regular healthy activities. I have lost
lifelong friendships. I have been unable to see friends and family living outside of my
community and my country. I am unable to visit my husband who is working in alberta for a
year. This needs to be done. None of this is justified anymore and is doing more harm than
good.

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71389

I have been ostracised from society. Mental health has suffered tremendously.

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71390

I now am on anxiety meds (2 different kinds) I have a stomach ulcer that began last summer
from stress because the work shortages, I’m a red seal electrician, being isolated as long as I
have has caused me a lot of depression as well.

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71391

In every way .

2/18/2022 1:01 PM
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71392

Income, mental health, relationships, education, physical health

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71393

I contacted covid last April. I'm experiencing side effects still. I don't go out as much. When I
do I wear my mask and maintain distance.

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71394

We have had to pull our son out of sports. We pulled him out of public school. My partners job
has been affected and he is our only income. We have been stressed out for two years.
Scared to go into a hospital. Have been treated like a second class citizen with the
segregation involving the REP. Lost trust in government, health officials and school system.
My partners dad passed away from a massive heart attack in June 2021 shortly after receiving
the covid vaccine. The mandates have created divide in our families.

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71395

Decrease mental health for myself and children, loss of job and opportunities for travel and
enjoyment of life

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71396

I would like to fly in a plane and not being Jared I am a less than canadian , I flew November
29th 22 with a PCR test why do I now need to be vaxed in order to fly

2/18/2022 1:01 PM

71397

not

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71398

Lost job. Disrupted social life. Divided my family!

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71399

We have lost numerous personal freedoms, have struggled financially with the business

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71400

Brought us closer to the total enslavement of the world

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71401

My young children have had to wear a mask for almost two years now at school and can’t play
with kids who aren’t in their class. I feel because this has gone for so long that this has now
become psychological abuse to these children. It has caused unnecessary divide and
animosity between unvaccinated and vaccinated and decided Canadians and families and
friends. I’ve seen too many people depressed and afraid.

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71402

Depression, financial insecurity and hardship, parental stress and family division

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71403

Wanna be able to see family and travel at free will

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71404

I couldn’t finish schooling to be a nurse.

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71405

I have lost my job. My husband has suffered from being isolated. Our church has suffered.
There is division and strife in families. It has been an assault on the Canadian way of life.

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71406

I am double vaccinated, I have excruciating joint pain, so much so that it takes much effort to
type this message! I have had this pain since 4-5 weeks after the Pfizer shots! I have had
many tests and my doctor has agreed that it is a side effect of the Pfizer shots! Will it ever
feel better? I had my last Pfizer shot Sept 11, 2021

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71407

Deep Depression , unhappy home life , zero hope for a happy life

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71408

The use of mandates has been an excuse to destroy our personal freedom. Too many have
suffered mentally, financially or have died from the consequences of the mandates

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71409

In every way possible

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71410

It’s been tough. Lost friends and family due to the division the Government, And Media created

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71411

My freedoms have been forcibly removed. I have been discriminated against and they have
made me a second class citizen. All for a disease with a %99.97 survival rate and refusing a
vaccine is still experimental. This is a violation of my charter rights and freedoms and the
Nuremberg code.

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71412

Made it very stressful,socially and financially

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71413

It really affected on going to stores and being forced to wear a mask when I'm exempt. I have
a very hard time wearing a mask for more than 3 minutes.

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71414

How hasn’t it… lost my job, Family dissension , Friends committing suicide, not enough food
on the table for most people…

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71415

I think we should be able to speak for ourselves not somebody telling us what to do so many
arguments with friends and family

2/18/2022 1:00 PM
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71416

Reduced business

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71417

Anxiety

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71418

It has divided my family. I've suffered depression and anxiety. My Mother passed in 2020 due
to the severe restrictions in her nursing home. And countless other ways.

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71419

Unable to move freely in Canada and at home

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71420

I live with my elderly mother and a 14 year old child both their mental well being has
deteoriated many times during the last 2 years. I work as a server and have witnessed so
much fear and now confusion as most that took those jabs are sick losing loved ones and
being diagnosed with health issues.

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71421

Ruined all family time and friends relationships along with disrupted or destroyed business

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71422

Husband lost work because of jab mandates with his company. Both parents died alone in LTC
because of restrictions and mandates. Heartbreaking.

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71423

It has curbed my travel because we don't want to be stuck in another country if we test
positive for covid.

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71424

Socializing, lack of entertainment, strain on friendships. Lack of closure of attending funerals
of numerous Family and friends . The stress of having a P.M. of Canada who doesn't believe in
Canadians.

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71425

No travel, limited access to family, businesses not allowing me in, increase in suicidal
thoughts and depression In friends and family. The government showing zero care for the
mental or physical health of Canadians shutting down gyms and pushing out surgeries.
Absolutely nothing done to fix the health care system or pay our nurses appropriate wages.

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71426

I am not free to go about my business. I am scared I will be put into a consentration camp
based on who I am and how much I put into the economy. I can not enjoy the leisure activity
that is all around me.

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71427

Loss of freedom.

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71428

Cannot travel, eat out, exercise, see relatives, have people over, depression, alcohol abuse.

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71429

I haven’t been able to go out and do anything in a public place for 2 years. My kids are sick
and tired of wearing masks , my wife was forced to take vaccines that she didn’t want to just
to keep working.

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71430

Emotionally financially for myself. My children their learning emotional well being. My daughter
now has major anxiety issues and doesn't want to go anywhere or do anything the government
has her so scared. No one wants to pump their bodies full of the vaccines and boosters Please
stop this

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71431

Bad

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71432

Turned it from hard to impossible. How are we to continue to feed our children let alone keep a
roof over their heads when our fearless PM has taxed us to the point of living in poverty. You
shut down the cleanest oil industry in the world and forced alot of us out of our homes to TRY
provide for our families. You used this Covid, which to me is no worse than the flu, to bend all
the middle class and low income over a barrel not even with a courteous reach around!
Honestly can say I hate you with every inch of my being Justin Trudeau. You're a coward and
a traitor to this great country and the hard working people who reside with in, regardless of
where they have to work in order to survive. You're a disgrace!!!

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71433

Restrictions

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71434

Depression financially mentally

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71435

Not being able to see family, financial hardship, be labeled and ostracized and segregated,
isolation, emotional hardship. Not able to travel.

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71436

Extremely negatively regarding work and mental health

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71437

It has limited travel. My son is attending university in another province and cannot travel
home.

2/18/2022 1:00 PM
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71438

Isolation Stress Anxiety

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71439

Haven't been able to carry out our lives & has restricted my daughter being able to play sports

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71440

It has caused us family issues because some believe the false info given by the media and
those pushing the mandates. They are refusing to actually listen to the science. Very sad.

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71441

Severe PTSD!

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71442

It’s broken my family!!!!

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71443

Creating fear, isolation, not able to live with freedom

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71444

Lost my job and ability to support my family

2/18/2022 1:00 PM

71445

It has divided my family, my friends, people I personally know have become seriously ill or
died shortly after receiving the 1st, 2nd, booster shot (and this is no coincidence!!!). I was
FORCED to get the vaccine to keep my job and was very ill for days after each one. I have
had multiple arthritic flare ups since then (which I did not suffer from before)....and the mental
health issues this has created are ENDLESS!!!! The list goes ON and ON. Lastly but no less
important - WE HAVE BEEN HELD HOSTAGE FOR WAY TOO LONG - THIS HAS TO END
NOW!!!!

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71446

Contorlled, discriminated against

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71447

I lost my job, I can’t enter my children’s schools or extra-curricular activities, I am segregated
from leisure life activities, I can’t travel by plane to see family or take a vacation, I’ve
witnessed numerous vaccine injuries in friends, family and co-workers

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71448

It affected my mental health terrible.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71449

Every aspect. Mental health, and education for my children the most.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71450

I have not been able to go to anything that requires a vaccine passport. It heavily affected me
when churches were closed. It has also kept me apart from my boyfriend who lives in the
USA. These are just a couple of things on how it has affected me!

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71451

Who hasn't it affected. DUH!!

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71452

I have been placed on leave without pay since Dec 31, 2021 with the understanding that I will
be terminated March 31, 2022. I am a single parent. It is difficult to find a new job with the
same pay and benefits. I’m unable to take my child out to anywhere besides an outdoor park.
These restrictions have caused me mental health issues including but not limited to
depression and anxiety. These mandates need to END NOW!

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71453

Given our family with medical vulnerabilities a level of security.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71454

Has kept me from seeing my children and grandchildren which mean the world to me. Friends
are too afraid to meet, have coffee so haven’t seen them personally for 2 years. Masking
makes it very difficult to breathe so cannot go out and do things would normally do and it has
increased numbers of sinus infections.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71455

I’m terrified of my government now. Anxiety attacks and can’t sleep. Too worried about the
government and what they’re going to do next.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71456

Division in my family, lost my job, lost my friends, seeing people get sick and die because of
injection.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71457

Young adults we work with are suicidal. Friends and relatives have had serious adverse
reactions from the vaccine. Friends and relatives have died suddenly from the vaccine.
Friends have lost their jobs for not getting the vaccine even though they had already had covid
and paid for antibody testing confirming they had antibodies. We have not been able to attend
funerals or mourn with friends. Marriages are struggling because no where to go out for dates.
Our kids unable to play sports or take swimming lessons. We can't take holidays with out kids
abroad as we have been planning and saving for. We can't even take our kids swimming or
skating. I have not been able to workout at the gym because I'm not vaccinated even though I
have covid antibodies. We haven't been able to celebrate birthdays or anniversaries with
friends and families.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71458

Many ways. One big effect has been restriction of seeing family who do not live in Canada.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM
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71459

It has made it impossible to leave the country to visit family

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71460

My work has severely reduced; I have been marginalized due to my choices made in
alignment with the Charter and Bill of Rights, my time and money has been spent to look after
myself in ways that I never would have had the mandates been non-existent.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71461

Dividing family.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71462

Economy lm small business owner my sale as we went down 65% that’s his bad it is lm
hanging by the thread to close down

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71463

Destroyed family relationship Friendships My work environment ( schools) I’ve been
discriminated against in every way I’ve had students ( teens) try to commit suicide My 9 year
old son has talked of hurting himself I’m depressed and giving up hope

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71464

Horrifically, lost my excellent 35 year career as an awesome healthy Registered Nurse.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71465

It has killed some of my friends and many have gone bankrupt. Broken families and suicides. I
am a doctor and I’ve seen a lot more suicidal youngsters.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71466

It has caused division in my friends and family. Taken away livelihoods from my friends with
no way to support themselves. Taken my rights away like going to the gym which helps me
stay healthy and banned me from travel. One friend that is 55 is very sick after getting his
inoculation. I now have zero confidence in our government. My granddaughter that is on chemo
had to choose between the jab or graduation. My grandson didn’t have grad because his
school was shut down. I couldn’t go to my long service award at government house. It’s
important these mandates are lifted and the charter is upheld. Freedom to choose!!!

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71467

all of the above!!!!

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71468

No travelling to see family in other province and decreased socializing within our own small
town

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71469

How hasn’t it affected every Canadian?

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71470

Put a complete stop on my health in many ways

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71471

I have lost friends and clients.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71472

Forced restrictions.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71473

Job loss Family members sick after vaccine

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71474

My daughter is 2. She has never met many relatives due to fear and restrictions. She needs to
see peoples whole face to develop property. The effect this is having on children is
devastating.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71475

Poorly, I want to make my own choices on how to protect myself and my family from Covid. I
think we could have done a far better job with our health care system to protect those who
need it the most. There is far too much waste in our health care system.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71476

I haven’t been able to operate my business for over two years. My employment is now
precarious and constantly being threatened. It’s effected the mental health of my family and
friends. It has ruptured relationships, collaborations and communities all around me.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71477

Job loss, friend loss, shamed, lost time with loved ones, negative impact on mental health,
has negatively impacted my young children's social development and learning. I can no longer
get a job for what I went to university for. Financial losses. Caused an overwhelming amount of
stress. Loss of child care.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71478

No work no money family divided everything they wanted

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71479

Lost income and depression

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71480

It has affected the physical, financial and mental wellbeing of my family

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71481

Je n'ai plus de vie plus de travail et je penses à toutes les jours ce qui pourrait arriver à ma
famille

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71482

LOSS jobs and social life

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71483

I have lost many family and friends due to my having questions about the vaccine.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM
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71484

lost my livelihood and good mental health as well as feeling of safety in this country

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71485

Too much control. No freedom. No rights. We have been stripped of all privileges that our
fathers and forefathers died for. Pretty sad country we currently live in.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71486

Lack of socialization that includes laughter/bonding/caregiving. Two suicidal grandchildren —
vaccinated—who had to be hospitalized and medicated—they now don’t know how to engage
in life. Division between vaxed and those who could not or wete afraid of vaccine. Mandates
need to end and common sense (if we can find it anymore when people have been blasted for
two years with fear—good hygiene and faith in innate immune systems need to be allowed.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71487

Made it safer for me to move around

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71488

I’ve lost my job- my family won’t be around me cause Bonnie Henry told them to distance
themselves from unvaxxed. Meanwhile they are all boosted and got very bad Covid! I got a dry
nose for a day when I tested positive!

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71489

Took away my freedom

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71490

It has caused tension between family and hurt due to my fiancé not being able to be there for
appointments while I was pregnant.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71491

I couldn’t have a real college graduation, my summer plans (working at camp) were totally
cancelled, my wedding was very small, and church was very abnormal for a very long time

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71492

It's affected where I can go, travel - affected small business unnecessarily

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71493

I lost my job and hate living with all the mandates!

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71494

Restricted work, restricted service access, restricted travel, etc.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71495

not much

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71496

These mandates have caused not only emotion strain (depression, stress, anxiety, etc.) to
myself and my family but also a financial strain. We are unvaccinated, and therefore to allow
my kids 12 and older to have a somewhat ordinary life I have to get the tested so that they can
play sprots to be active and healthy. My daughter is being bullied by her friends telling her she
should not be in an enclosed space with them because she is unvaccinated. I am not scientist
or doctor but I am pretty sure a unvaccinated person that does not have covid has a zero viral
load.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71497

Threat of losing job. Can’t travel. Can’t enjoy life recreationally. No restaurants etc.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71498

Lost wages, lost family and friends and clients due to the divide that the joke of a prime
minister has caused between this country. It needs to end.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71499

I have felt very secluded from friends and family. The ability to buy food for my children is
limited - at best. I only got vaccinated to keep my job. I don’t believe in the “vaccine”. I believe
it is poison. My heart has never been the same since. I want my life and body back

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71500

Effected income, cause stress for family

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71501

Made my life miserable. We are locked down like prisoners who have not committed a crime.

2/18/2022 12:59 PM

71502

Disruption in social relationships.

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71503

My son hasn’t attended school since Covid started. Virtual school set off his anxiety and then
masks added to it when schools opened. minor Hockey was unavailable to him as well as
other public centres. My business has been up and down with closures etc. family and friend
relationships very strained.

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71504

It has separated us from our family and friends..from living a normal healthy life,it's caused
division amongst neighbors..depressing, frustration, financial struggles has been enhanced
throughout the past two years..and the worst if all.. FEAR..fear of any human being, the fear
the government had introduced to our society had crippled family members! This NEEDS to
end!!!

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71505

This whole thing has affected my life including death of one and dying of another family
member who was previously healthy. This whole covid thing has keep me from being with my
first grandchild being born, who had complications from child birth because of the hospital and
covid complications. She was moved to a hospital and in NICU for 10 days. I lost my

2/18/2022 12:58 PM
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business, my personal info. Got hacked on the Cerb site and my identity stolen,on Mother’s
Day, my name was changed and I did not get my identity back until late November. There is so
many ways it affected my family it would take a book to record it all.
71506

Lost my job of 15 years. My oldest kid has been bullied due to us not having covid jab. We've
lost longtime friends as well.

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71507

Loss of friendships and family, loss of income.

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71508

Ruined it

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71509

I refuse to take the vaccine so I have no social life and am home bound most of the time!

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71510

I feel that my freedoms are in jeopardy

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71511

Not extremely, but I noticed a lot of division created due to all this crap

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71512

I'm about to lose my job, I have bodily autonomy, I make my medical decisions, the shot
doesn't stop you from getting it or sharing it so why force people to take it, it should be an
individual decision.

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71513

Physically, socially, some mentally. It affects our well being. It have affected my health as
well.

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71514

Family division, loss of rights to participate in society and hateful/ slander from others in
person and on social media. My job has also been threatened and I am limited to tasks due to
mandates.

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71515

Im on a leave of absence from long term care because I did not get the Covid vaccine. This
has affected my finances, my family relations, my celebration of my favourite holiday Christmas. The lies about the unvaccinated affected my being with my family this year as they
were afraid I was a carrier of Covid. The institution of the vaccine passport affected myself and
my family being able to enjoy normal everyday activities like swimming, going to the movies,
going to restaurants, my daughter going to her music class. She is only 3 years old and
doesn’t not understand why we can no longer go to these places.

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71516

It has greatly reduced job opportunities and my ability to see my wife who is a foreigner to
Canada and was over seas when the restrictions began.

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71517

I’m ever negative way possible

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71518

Loss of income, stress, family division, no trust in any government, not being able to see
family before they died or able to go to their family.

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71519

Like everyone else's - disgusted by the way the governments have handled it.

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71520

In every way you can possibly imagine to funerals of loved ones to discrimination and cruelty
to to my young child

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71521

Caused my family members to not be able to see me and some of my own family members
have disowned me. Caused our church to not be able to help the poor and mentally ill health
situations like we used to do. Have a father who was abandoned by his church for 2 years after
my Mom suddenly died (not from Covid) and living alone until I finally put him into a nice
independent living home where it went into an unnecessary lockdown for 3 weeks. Plus a 3week stay in the hospital (not from covid) that caused him to become suicidal because of the
isolation. Married off 2 children. One without restrictions this last summer and the other with
restrictions in which our pastor was almost not able to come and officiate because his "test"
was not up to date. Lost a few piano students because I was not vaccinated. Missed a lot of
my sons' hockey games because I was not vaccinated.

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71522

Ruined it altogether

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71523

Unable to fly to Mexico for my daughter’s wedding which I paid for 3 years ago. My brother lost
his job because he can’t fly domestic. Another brother went blind from the vax. I’m tired of
feeling like a non-human unable to go anywhere, not even a restaurant! There’s no place for
discrimination in Canada. The EA is the last straw! We have a bi-polar, narcissistic egomaniac
at the helm who needs to be removed for reasons of insanity!

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71524

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71525

It really hasn’t, other than we could not be with our father when he was dying.

2/18/2022 12:58 PM
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71526

I haven’t followed any of them because I choose my own destiny

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71527

Family and friends are being divided. I have a medical exemption for wearing a mask, and still
I cannot shop at places as they do not allow exemptions. I have been harassed by many
people as well. My family and I feel unsafe with the divisiveness our governments are
narrating.

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71528

It has started to alienate my friends and family. I feel pressured to make medical decisions I
would not have made otherwise. I have never received a flu shot in my life. I am a very healthy
61 year old and believe natural immunity is by far the best protection. Which is why I take very
good care of my health.

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71529

Living in fear

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71530

It has ruined my business and I've had to close after 40 yrs

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71531

total loss of freedom

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71532

I first got laid off from my Joba bus driver and then got a job with AHS, quit that because of
the mandatory vaccine. This was hard because bills still come every month. My children
having to do online schooling, falling behind in school and wearing masks. It has been a
struggle and challenge to follow the rules and mandates set up by our government. I am done
with it all, I will protect my children from the covid not the government telling me and my family
what to do or not to do. I am a Harding working mother of 3 and I will not be controlled by the
government any longer. If your sick stay home. Wash your hands! FREEDOM!!!!!!

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71533

Financially and mentally. Very hard on the family as well. Horrible what the government has
done

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71534

Injury after 1st Pfizer jab, can't travel, masks make it hard to breath properly, can't trust
doctors, nurses and politicians anymore.

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71535

Lost my job

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71536

It has made me feel like my choices don't matter and that I am not free to make my own
choices to do with my health.

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71537

I have been a nurse for over 20 yrs and was placed on an unpaid leave Nov 30th 2021
because I was exercising my right to bodily autonomy and medical freedom. I have had
several conversations with my doctor and do not feel the risk of adverse effects is worth the
risk. I am a single mother and chose unemployment over potentially not being around for my
kids.

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71538

My 7 year old hasn’t experienced a maskless year of school. Family and friendships are being
torn apart over differing opinions. I had to get rapid tests done sometimes twice a week just to
take my kids to their sports etc. It has been expensive and humiliating.

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71539

Closed my business for 8 months. Then forced me to restrict who could patronize my business

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71540

2 years

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71541

Very, and manny reasons why I we read our charters and rights and this is not free country I
have come to live long time ago

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71542

I’m not allowed to participate in society, things like dine out with my family, go to a movie, go
to a liquor store , travel from my country to anywhere.

2/18/2022 12:58 PM

71543

Lost job, friends and family! Irreversibly negativity affected and traumatized

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71544

Makes a senior feel alone.

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71545

Lost my job Can't travel Can't eat at a restaurant Can't visit my Mom in a seniors home

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71546

Have not seen many of my family and friends.

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71547

Negative impact on mental health (not being able to see friends or travel), and physical health
(not being able to go to the gym).

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71548

Divisive in personal relationships, friends and family have lost jobs, lack of travel options

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71549

Health, spiritual, friendships, marriage, children

2/18/2022 12:57 PM
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71550

Very little.

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71551

Forced me to get vaccinated so I won’t lose my job

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71552

had to retire early to avoid termination after 30 years service.

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71553

I'm losing my job on Feb 28 because of a workplace vaccine mandate.

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71554

Lost my job

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71555

Depression, isolation

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71556

It has caused too much fear for those I love

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71557

I don’t feel like a Canadian but rather a prisoner within this country. Very sad!

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71558

Caused undue anxiety, los of sleep, family separation, loss of friendships, intermittent
depression, missed medical care, social isolation, disrupted travel plans, poor customer
service by larger companies, delays in goods and services, increased cost of living.

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71559

My kids do not know what normal life looks like. I have a hard time sleeping at night, and
every morning I wake up I feel sick.

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71560

Inflation on goods

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71561

I have been treated as less than others because of this mandate. I have had almost all of my
social contacts impacted. I have been seen as someone to be avoided because of my
personal choice. This is divisive with my family, friends, and work associates. This impacts
my rights. I believe that my rights do not end where someone else’s fear begins. I believe
Trudeau has lost his way and is seeking power and control over all of us and if we do not stand
up for freedom and the right of choice we will become a dictatorship.

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71562

Unable to go where I want and what I want including restaurants, museums etc

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71563

Lost my job of 15 years. Struggling to pay my bills. Lost friends. Negative mental health
aspects. The list goes on

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71564

I have divorced due to conflicting views on raising our children thru this pandemic. I know live
14 hours away from my children in order to be able to put a roof over my head. I had this
injection forced upon me twice as i work as a cook in long term care. I did not get to make my
own medical decisions on this. It was take it or lose your job. I was the sole income provider. I
had no choice. Due to my kids being in their fathers care this disgusting poison was also
injected into my childrens arms age 11 and a very tiny 42lbs 6 year old. My 6 year old suffered
a feeling of 'feeling funny' in her chest. How would a 6 year old describe myiocarditis. Perhaps
a funny feeling in her chest? It lasted 2 weeks. My youngest was a week a way from her 5th
birthday when covid struck us down to our knees. Shes missed 2 birthday parties with a 3rd on
its way, shes missed other kids parties, shes missed preschool graduation, kindergarten
graduation, christmas concerts, a normal school beginning. She gets masks off voices off and
military style schooling due to all the distancing and rules set in place. My youngest knows all
thats been robbed from her and shes angry!! Shes furious at the world. And its all outta
control. Wheres the help for our children who have done all thats been asked of them every
step of the way. These kids are in dark places due to this mess Our honourable leader has
lead us into.

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71565

It has been so negative. It has hurt people directly in my family as well as friends of my family.
I have lost sleep with knowing the truth of the shear damage and pain it has caused. Families
have been torn apart. Our children are so important to us and yet they have been fully
assaulted in their schools, sports, friends, spiritually, mentally and emotionally. Please, if you
have any kind of human decency, please end this mandate and bring these criminals to
justice. Justin Trudeau needs to be tried for treason, he is a traitor and works directly for
Schwab. Please take this seriously.

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71566

Worsening depression

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71567

It is destroying our mental health, preventing our children from doing the sports they love to do.
It has affected friendships, my family has broken up due to beliefs. I am going to loose my job
April 1st.

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71568

Very negative .

2/18/2022 12:57 PM
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71569

A mild inconvenience and annoyance

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71570

Two long years...It has isolated me. Removed my support systems and my ability to support
others. It has divided my family. My personal choices have made me part of a minority who is
disrespected, called names and vilified to the point no one will consider anything I say. I have
been laughed at and scorned by loved ones. I have been alone at home. I was made fearful
with two years of non stop fear being blasted over the air waves. I suffered anxiety while
watching my country quickly move from holding respectful values to becoming a top down
heavy handed intimidating entry which I do not recognize as my country anymore. I have
watched businesses go under. Friends have died alone. I have been restricted from visiting my
95 year old mother. She misses me. She cannot hear well and is nearly blind. My Grand
children did not do well with online learning. They lost ground when they should have been
gaining it. The incremental creeping control over of each of our lives has been terrifying.

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71571

Complete stress, anxiety for my family. Our freedoms must be restored.

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71572

Has impacted my business to the point of near bankruptcy.

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71573

In every aspect. Seeing family, friends, work, mental health. Restrictions to think/use your
brain.

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71574

I didn't love life anymore, life was meaningless...without our freedom of choice and body...

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71575

Depression

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71576

My children have had to sit out of every extra-curricular activity that they used to do to get
social interactions with people their own age. I was not able to fly across the country to be with
a dying relative. I have had to avoid all social gatherings with friends and family at restaurants
or other public places. It has divided my family and some of my social networks. My country’s
economy and economic future has been damaged for me and especially for my children. I
have lost trust in the media and the government institutions, especially medical ones. I have
been blocked from participating in the practices and pilgrimages typical of people in my
religious community. I have been more anxious than ever before, worried about how people
around me will experience my actions and my choices. I have had to deal psychologically with
a government that constantly manipulates and gaslights me in public statements. Etc.

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71577

It has affected many parts. Income from setting up Concerts. Mental health of many no
socializing no funerals to give closure on someones life.

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71578

Mental health stress for myself and my family Job loss Inability to visit my family

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71579

Horrible, very expensive

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71580

My daughter has suffered from severe covid vaccine injury and she was only vaccinated so
she wouldn’t lose her services as she is a person with a disability When I tried to talk to our
family doctors office about it, they belittled me for even suggesting that the vaccine had
anything to do with her injury I have been discriminated against for not taking the shots and not
having a vaccine pass has stopped me from living freely in my own country I am a prisoner in
my own country It has had, and continues to have a negative impact on my small business,
starting in March of 2020

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71581

loosing money, stress. limited jobs, keep loosing jobs, affects a prohibited action Worksafe
Complaint as can't apply for jobs, lower pay, not as favorable hours, I rarely talk to my family, I
had a case manager and help to find work, but could only use them for a short period of time
as can't really apply for much work, trauma, health, people are angry around, hard to breath in
masks, sleep lots, have to spend a lot of time on the computer keeping on top of what is
happening to make decisions, decisions are almost impossible with so many factors that are
unknown, no stability, can't do things for my health such as swimming, or go out and just have
fun, segregated, more time in prayer

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71582

Depression, not able to go to work, inflation because of all the government spending on Covid
efforts that didn’t work.

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71583

Depressed

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71584

I’m unable to visit my loved ones in hospital, unable to travel freely, unable to work!!!

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71585

I have lost most of my business from constant shut downs and then when the government
started hate speech towards those that felt they had a right to medical treatment freedom I

2/18/2022 12:57 PM
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have been segregated from family, friends, I have become depressed and at times without
hope. My father died alone because we were in able to be with him ( even the children who are
vaccinated were not allowed to be with him. This has to end. The government mandates have
literally destroyed people
71586

Separated from friends; isolation for 2 years; segregation since the illegal use of passports.

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71587

lost 2 large contracts, been discriminated against, problems in travel, problems with family and
friends.

2/18/2022 12:57 PM

71588

I suffer from depression and it ruined my family

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71589

Loss of friends. Depression. Stress.

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71590

I'm on Disability and now I just stay home. This is not good for Mental Health. I have a year
long Play Pass for the Pool and Weight room but no Passport so can't go. We can't go
anywhere...not heathy at all.

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71591

I am vaccinated, a personal choice. I do not expect others to be forced into that decision. If
they are willing to take a health risk that is on them (which I don't believe impacts the
masses). I have 3 adult children who I have had to support as a result of these mandates,
financially and emotionally. I have a university student who has dropped his marks from deans
list to above average. He has been tracking to medical school, which now may be at
risk...these are lifelong impacts....government overstepped their boundaries mismanaged
"data" to benefit their agenda. I am a very well educated Canadian not a radical or fringe
minority. I am not white nor an extremist. Reality is there will need to come a time where the
government is held to account and contempt!

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71592

Missing family and friends. Not able to go anywhere which means I can't help the local
economy.

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71593

Killed my marketing business. Can't take my daughter to restaurants on days I visit, love life

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71594

Emotionally and physically … depression etc etc etc

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71595

Quality of life with loved ones losing my business has moved to a different part of Ontario just
open up my small business and it’s done especially at my age missing my grandson being part
of a very close uncle who has just passed away and not due to coved 19 What has happened
to choice of people I am fully vaccinated would I do that again no I can’t believe the
government it was so reckless with the Canadian people who sold it thank you

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71596

Coming from a large family it has been hard. No large gatherings. No dining out since you
never knew when the rules would change. No seeing grandchildren for almost 2years. Not
going place for fear you catch something and not get the surgery required. Going away and not
getting back home without costing you a lot of money and having to quarantine. This has kept
me a prisoner for 2 years enough is enough. A virus must run its course.

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71597

Harder time with work and a harder time finding work now that my boss has sold his company.
Cannot see friends and family as I would like (without breaking the "law"). Cannot do many of
the activities that I enjoy.

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71598

I would like the freedom to travel without having to provide personal medical information

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71599

Division of family members

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71600

I am unable to travel, I have experienced hate speech, bullying and segregation, I have had to
give up my 7 year plan to become a Provincially elected MLA.

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71601

Unable to get together with friends and family .

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71602

Job lose, no social life, children missed school, can't attend childrens hockey

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71603

Pain in my ass

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71604

Forced to get vaccinated to keep employment as an essential worker.

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71605

My kids can’t do certain activities now because I am not vaccinated nor will even be so this is
not fair to them

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71606

Can't go across boarders, flying,eating out,and having family gatherings. I could not have a
funeral for my husband nor would they do an autopsy as their excuse was covid. His death had

2/18/2022 12:56 PM
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nothing to do with covid. And I could not go into the hospital with him. All wrong.
71607

No family interaction. Bankruptcy for my son, uncertainty and stress for family members who
teach. Job loss... no jab no job.

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71608

Gym closures which made no sense affected both mine and my husbands mental health. The
lockdowns over the past couple years exacerbated my husbands drinking problem. My son
was depressed during the first portion of lockdowns and gained weight because he couldn’t
play any of his extracurricular sports activities or see his friends. My kids both hate wearing
masks to school and there is divide even amongst children about who is vaccinated or not. I
refuse to give my kids the experimental vaccine which I feel risks their health even more than
having covid. Our entire family had covid and my kids were over it in 2-3 days while I was the
most ill and also the only one in our house who is vaccinated. I can finally watch our son play
hockey again but my husband cannot as he has made a medical choice not to get vaccinated.
I could go on and on, but the mandates need to end. Period.

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71609

It has been difficult, can't go anywhere or do anything. How is it that I'm not allowed in a
restaurant because I'm unvaxed, yet the waitress that works there isn't? It has been a lie from
the start and ALL mandates need to end immediately.

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71610

Some of my family will not be in contact with me because I'm not vaccinated. I can't fallow the
career of my choice in social work due to that sector needing proof of vaccination. My friends
have lost jobs. Although I've had covid during Delta wave and Omicron Wave I can not support
local restaurants, but I can sit and eat at the mall food court packed full of people. I'm unable
to take a plane. My friend lost her restaurant. I can not take my children to the pool yet it was
open for unvaccinated all through the Delta wave. I can't attend fitness classes , or the gym for
my mental health. My son with sensory issues deeply struggles wearing a mask.

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71611

Striped away freedom of bodily choice, prevented access to children's sports activities, greatly
dimished faith in democratic processes, canadian leadership and biased media influences
upon the population.

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71612

Divisive and stressful

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71613

It has caused stress because my husband has had work cut back to almost nothing. We have
missed being able to go out and freely socialize. We are upset by family and friends who have
been forced to be vaccinated or lose jobs! I almost cry seeing children being muzzled and kept
from doing the things they love! It has caused great divisions with friends and family.

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71614

Everything

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71615

Having my kids wear masks all day is not good for them.

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71616

Terribly

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71617

Missing time with my grandkids. Also I feel that we should not be forced to get vaccinated.
Should be a choice like any other vaccines.

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71618

I've been disowned by family and friends. My oldest child (14) has been dealing with suicidal
thoughts and depression. These mandates DO NOT represent the meaning of Canada. I am no
longer proud to be a Canadian.

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71619

Caused way more harm than good

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71620

I feel very bullied and shunned. It’s a terrable way to have to live.

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71621

Loss financially, socially (with family and friends)

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71622

Caused extreme isolation to the point I don't want to deal with public anymore, at the point
even if restrictions are lifted I don't want to goto restaurants or bars anymore so I can avoid
people that supported mandates from day 1

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71623

- been unemployed through it - caused division in my family - made travelling for health
reasons more ubcertain - ruined my sport for two years (unable to host Provincials) and made
travel to Nationals and World's impossible for unvaxxed - caused stress knowing that my
children took untested, unapproved, experimental gene therapy drugs (under the guise of a
vaccine) for a disease that they almost certainly would have easily survived (try are under 30) unable to stay with an uncle due to worry about me not being vaxxed - was a factor in a friend
becoming suicidal (unable to socialize and find a new partner) - girlfriend was arrested for not
disclosing medical status, which is illegal under medical privacy laws and the Geneva
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Convention - had to draw down pension to pay bills - lack of oil patch exploration causing a
massive spike in energy prices, making it difficult to keep the farm - isolation from socitey dirty looks and comments from complete strangers due to never masking - developed
complete mistrust in our political institutions and legacy media - scared what out courts are
going to do with the arrested dissenters - reinforced my complete and utter disdain for PM
Trudeau, who continues to lead with absolute incompetence from both he and his cabinet who
were chosen not for competence, but on racial and gender grounds. - taught me to fight with
compassion and kindness, as I know many who do not share my views and whom I want to
remain friends with after we find out the truth - lost my remaining faith in our health care
system for blocking therapies, and firing doctors who are trying to save lives - I've become
more careful with my words
71624

Work, fired, psycho, mental health, Monney lost a lot, lost my job , must sell my home

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71625

Too many ways to write here. Financially, relationally, emotionally, physically, spiritually, I feel
anger at my government and am embarrassed to be a Canadian, for the first time in my life.

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71626

Depression and sadness

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71627

I WORK IN LTC I HAVE SEEN MANY RESIDENTS STRANGELY DIE QUICKLY AFTER
NUMEROUS VACCINATIONS AND I HAD ADVERSE EFFECTS AND STILL DO NOT FEEL
WELL .I WORK HARD EVERYDAY FOR TGE ELDERLY!...I REFUSE THE BOOSTERS ITS
INHUMANE TO COHERSE TRIALS ON HUMANS AND THREATEN TO BE FIRED IF YOU
DO NOT TAKE THE JABS. I WAS COHERSED INTO IT BY MY EMPLOYER AND ALL
FEDERAL AND PROVINCIAL LAWS MANDATING VACCINES NEED TO END
IMMEDIATELY !...VACCINE PASSPORTS AND ALL MANDATES NEED TO BE ELIMINATED
AND TERMINATED IMMEDIATELY.MY CHILDREN AND GRANDCHILDREN DESERVE A
BETTER LIFE AND MY GRANDFATHER FOUGHT FOR CANADA IN THE WAR FOR OUR
RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS AND THIS COUNTRY CANADA !...STAND BY YOUR VETERANS
!..OFF WITH THESE MASK!!..YOU TOOK AN OATH TO PROTECT AND
SERVE!...CANADIANS!!...AND WE DESERVE OUR RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS
SUPPORTED !...OUR CHARTER OR RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS NEED TO BE SUPPORTED
LAWFULLY!!!!...WE ARE BEING IGNORED.!..OUR PRIME MINISTER AND SENATE ARE
COLLABORATING AGAINST OUR COUNTRY RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS ...OUR RIGHTS
ARE BEING STOMPED ON!..PM..JUSTIN TRUDEAU ..DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER OF
FINANCE CHRYSTIA FREELAND NEED TO STEP DOWN IMMEDIATELY AND GIVE UP
THEIR SEATS IN PARLIMENT!..ALSO ALL OTHER SEAT HOLDERS WHO HAVE
CONSPIRING INTERESTS IN THE GREAT RESET "KLAUS SCHWAB AGENDA"...NEED TO
LEAVE AS WELL THEY ARE NOT INTERESETED IN THE HEALTH AND WELFARE AND
SAFETY OF ALL OF US CANADIAN CITIZENS.!..THERE IS NO ROOM FOR COMMUNISM
IDEAS IN A DEMOCRATIC WORLD!....FROM THEIR POSITIONS IN POWER.WE ARE THE
TAX PAYERS AND CITIZENS OF THIS COUNTRY THAT PAY AND CONTRIBUTE TO OUR
ECONOMY AND THE TAXES .OUR GOVERNMENT COLLECTS THAT WORK FOR US AND
WITH US ..!NOT WORKING AGAINST US...THE WAR EMERGENCY ACT ON THE PEOPLE
(TRUCKERS AND ASSOCIATED MEMBERS)AND CITIZENS OF CANADA NEED ALL
CHARGES AGAINST THE TRUCKERS DROPPED.!..I AM OPPOSED TO ALL THESE
COMMUNISTIC IDEAS IMPLIMENTED ON ALL OF US SINCE COVID 19 HAS STARTED BY
THE GOVERNMENT !.ALL SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE HAS BEEN IGNORED THAT SUPPORT
THE SCIENCE DOES NPT WORK SO SHOULD HAVE BEEN HALTED IMMEDIATELY
INSTEAD THE STATE OF EMERGENCY KEPT GOING AND WITH EVERY JAB PEOPLE
WOULD SHED THE VIRUS AND THE CHAIN OF TRANSMISDION WOULD CONTINUE...IF
THE JABS STOP SO WOULD THE VIRUS BUT THATS NOT WHAT JUSTIN TRUDEAU
WANTS!!..HE WANTS TO KILL US ALL..ITS MY BODY MY RIGHT TO CHOISE WITHOUT
PREJUDICE OR REPERCUSSIONS BECAUSE OF MY CHOICE!! ..DID ANYONE EVER
ASK US WHAT WAS GOOD FOR US ..THE GOVERNME T DID NOT CARE!I ALREADY
HAD COVID 19 3XS AND IM STILL STANDING..ITS A COVER UP TO FOOL THE PEOPLE
OF THE WORLD TO BRING IN AN UNWANTED AGENDA THAT ONLY BENEFITS THE
RICH AND NOBODY ELSE. EXCEPT THE WEALTHY AND POWERFUL....WE DESERVE
TO BE HEARD. WE HAVE RIGHTS WE PAY FOR YOU TO PROTECT US !THIS
EMERGENCY ACT UPON CANADIAN PEACEFUL TRUCKERS UPHOLDING BRAVELY AND
LOVINGLY AND PEACEFULLY PROTESTING TO BE HEARD WHILE TOTALLY BEING PUT
DOWN AND IGNORED BY (PM JUSTIN TRUDEAU)!..HE IS NO LEADER..HE HAS
COMMITTED TYRANNY AND TREASON WITHIN THIS GREAT COUNTRY HIS TIME AND
(CHRYSTIA FREELANDS) DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER OF FINANCE 'S TIME TO GO IS
NOW!!!!! WE WANT A NON COMPLIANCE VOTE BUT ON THEM FOR NOT
REPRESENTING THIS COUNTRY LAWFULLY!..WE DESERVE TO BE HEARD BY THE
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GOVERNMENT !.THE GOVERNMENT SO FAR HAS FAILED US ALL!...WE ARE
CONCERNED FOR OUR FAMILYS RIGHTS AND FREEDOMS AND OUR CHOICES.. ALL
MANDATES NEED TO BE LIFTED AND NEVER TO BE IMPLIMENTED ON US AGAIN.
IMMEDIATELY AND FREE THE TRUCKERS FIGHTING FOR US ALL AND FINES
DROPPED AND THEIR FROZEN ACCOUNTS RESTORED AND THEIR LOSS OF I
SURANCE AND THE WELL DESERVED DONATIONS THEY WERE ATTEMPTING TO USE
TO HELP FIGHT FOR US ALL AND OUR FREEDOMS...WE HAVE A RIGHT TO DONATE TO
WHATEVER SOCIETY WE WISH..CANCER FUNDS ALS ETC ITS NO DIFFERENT THE
AVERAGE PERSON STRUGGLES GINANCIALLY AS IT IS WE ALL WANT OUT OF THIS
CONSPIRACY..WHATEVER CHOICE WE MAKE OR CHOOSE TO DONATE TO IS OUR
BUSIN3SS ..JUSTIN YRUDEAU HAS SPENT BILLIONS OF CANADIAN DOLLARS FOOLISY
TO BANKRUPT THIS COUNTRY NEEDLESSLY!!!IT NEEDS TO END TODAY!...FREE THE
TRUCKERS !!!!!!!!!! THEY ARE NOT TERRORISTS !!THEY ARE LOVING FAMILY
MEMBERS AND COUNTRY LOVING ,HARD WORKING PEOPLE WHO DELIVER THE
GOODS EVERYDAY TO US ALL TO HELP OUR EXISTANCE ON EARTH BE
COMFORTABLE AND HELP US EARN A LIVING SO WE CAN SUPPORT OUR FAMILYS
AND PAY TAXES TO YOU THE GOVERNMENT!!!WE PAY TO LIVE HERE!!!!!!..THEIR
CAUSE SHOULD HAVE NEVER COME TO THIS YOUR LEADER !!PM(JT) DID NOT CARE
TO NEGOTIATE OR MEET WITH THE TRUCKERS FOR MANY DAYS.JUSTIN TRUDEAU
IGNORED THEM AND NAME CALLED THEM AND BULLIED THEM HE DID NOT CARE TO
EVER ANSWER ONE QUESTION WITH ANY SORT OF DECENT ANSWER OR IN ANY
DEMOCRATIC WAY!...JUSTIN TRUDEAU CREATED ALL THE HAVOC AND REDDORICK IN
THIS COUNTRY HE IS A TRAITOR!...HE NOW JUST WASTED MOTE OF CANADIANS
MONEY WHEN HE COULD HAVE SOLVED THIS MATTER RATIONALLY WEEKS AGO....i
APPLAUDED AND STILLAPPLAUD OUR BRAVE TRUCKERS... JUSTIN TRUDEAUS
BEHAVIOUR IS UNACCEPTABLE!.LOOK AT THE PARIL HE HAS PUT THIS COUNTRY
IN!!!!LOOK AT THE $$$$$$$WASTED FOR NOTHING AND DOUG FOOD STOOD THERE
AS WELL NOT CARING WAITING TO BE CUED ON EVERYTHING FROM JUSTIN
TRUDEAU INSTEAD OF BEING A PREMIERE RESPONSIBLE TO PROBLEM SOLVE AS
WELL ....THE WORLD IS WATCHING DO THE REDPONDIBLE INTERGRETIE THING FOR
CANADIANS AND LUSTEN TO OUR PLEE!!!!!...THE TIME IS NOW TO ACT ON OUR
BEHALF!! JUSTIN TRUDEAU HAS BROKEN HUS OATH AS A PRIME MINISTER TO
CANADIANS!!.....IN THE BEST INTEREST OF CANADIANS..HE NEEDS TO BE OUSTED
FROM OFFICE ..PLS REGUSTER MY VOTE FOR NON COMPLIANCE AGAINST JUSTIN
TRUDEAU AND PLS REGISTER MY NONCOMPLIANCE VOTE AGAINST CHRYSIA
FREELAND FOR NOT REPRESENTING CANADA AS LEADERS IN THIS
COUNTRY!!.....THIS COUNTRY IS IN A MESS BECAUSE OF THEIR ACTIONS AND
FRIVOLOUS DPENDING UNNECESSARILY...THEY HA E FONE NOTHING TO CONTROL
THIS VIRUS AND ALL PASSPORT MANDATES AND VACCINES SHOULD END NOW!LOUD
AND CLEAR THAT THE NEXT ACTING PRIME MINISTER BETTER THINK LONG AND
HARD HOW THEY SUPPORT COMMUNISTIC IDEAS THAT ARE NOT WELCOME IN A
DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY AND GOVERNMENT WITHIN OUR COUNTRY CANADA ...
MAKING DECISION..GOINGG FORWARD ...ANY PARLIMENT MEMBERS THAT HAVE
COMMUNISTIC IDEAS WILL NOT BE TOLERATED AS WELL...THE TRUCKERS DESERVE
THAT RESPECT AND APOLOGY ..THEY DERSEVE TO BE ABLE TO SERVE THE PUBLIC
AND RETURN THEIR LICENCE AND INSURANCE BACK TO THEM AND FREE THEIR
ACCOUNTS AND LET THEM HAVE ALL THEIR DONATIONS BACK AND UNFROZEN BY
THE GOVERNMENT..!ALL THIS COULD HAVE BEEN SOLVED VERY EASILY BUT WAS
NOT HANDLED IN ANY WAY FAIRLY AND LICENCE RETURNED UNMARKED WITH
CHARGES. WE HAVE A RIGHT YO FREE CHOICE IN THIS COUNTRY!.LET THE
TRUCKERS GO WITHOUT ANY CHARGES AND OR FINES REVOKED...THIS COUNTRY
NEEDS THEM.....BE RESPONSIBLE LET THEM GO AND GIVE TH BACK WHATS
RIGHTFULLY THEIRS.....A CANADIAN CITIZEN CONCERNED FOR THE FAIRNESS AND
SOVERIENTY OF MY COUNTRY CANADA.. BRENDA HUNTER..WINDSOR ONT
71628

Can’t travel. Can’t enjoy supporting my local restaurants. Can’t get together or have
gatherings.

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71629

Greatly restricted my ability to interact with others. Humans need to be close to other humans.

2/18/2022 12:56 PM

71630

Depression, anxiety, weight gain, stress, distrust in the government, never in my life have I
had so much distrust in our government.

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71631

We have friends and relatives who have lost business, committed suicide and lots of
depression and hopelessness. I don’t know ONE person who has died or even been
hospitalized by COVID.
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71632

Depresssssion

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71633

Mental Health, loss of income

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71634

Fired from my job due to mandates

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71635

mental state has been affected, physical state has been affected, stress levels increased,
generally poorer health.

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71636

It has effected my mental health, my eating habits, my drinking, my freedom. In fact it has
been destroying my reason for living and not being able to see some of my family. Its killing
me.

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71637

I have not had a social family dinner with my family i missed Christmas with my family and
birthday I want more then anything else to go out with my daughter and fly and see my
grandkids

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71638

I’m on the edge of losing my job cause of mandates.

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71639

wanted to go out less the segregation of family and friends has not been nice

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71640

Greatly in every way!! Also has given my children extreame anxiety

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71641

Ruined

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71642

Obviously

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71643

It really hasn't

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71644

It has not only forced me to take time off work as I am a registered nurse and my employer
made the vaccination mandatory, it has also prevented me from visiting my elderly mother in
Germany. I had to witness the decline of my patients ( I worked in mental health and
addictions) as they were not able to access vital services and treatment centers due to COVID
restrictions and mandates. I lost track of the increase in numbers of suicides and overdoses
since these mandates have been forced upon us. My grandchildren have been growing up
thinking masks are normal and my 4 year old grandson told me the other day that his
Kindergarten teacher told him that he had to wear a mask, otherwise he would get very
sick.....how sick is that. I have not been able to attend the gym or any social gatherings, which
are both vital for my mental health and wellness. I have lost friends and family due to being
unvaccinated. Marion

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71645

Destroyed my business and my life

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71646

I have not been able to continue my education as scheduled which means I have not been
able to earn enough money to sustain my mortgage in the long term. It has also been
detrimental to my mental health and caused depression and suicidal thoughts due to
relationships being strained by social distance

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71647

What affects me is the mandate rulings that are dividing our countries , our families , our
children . It is not right when it comes down to people not having a choice . If you want to
vaccinate go ahead . You should be safe and it should not be up to me to vaccinate for you or
you for me .

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71648

Job loss Exploited by government Treated as second class citizen Discriminated against
Verbal abuse

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71649

It has effected the everyday life of my family and my children. My kids are scared everyday
that they might catch or give somebody covid which Is extremely harmful for their well being.
They can't go skating, swimming or do any activities because of the vaccine passport. I can't
take my kids to do anything we can't do anything as a family because of all of this. It need to
end. It needs to stop. Children should not live in fear. They should not have to wear masks. It
is not healthy for anybody. Covid is the common cold. It has been around for ages. It's nothing
new. This pandemic is ridiculous and needs to end now!!!.

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71650

Depression for my children,and my mother suffering after the loss of her son and not being
able to see any one but two designated visitors her life is declining rapidly

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71651

Yes

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71652

Had to retire Mask and vax mandates unbearable

2/18/2022 12:55 PM
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71653

My mental well-being, I have lost friends, my freedom and choices, restriction of movement.

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71654

My mental health is out the window. Financially struggling.

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71655

I wish the government would remove carbon tax and reduce the taxes that come off people's
pay cheques. It's highway robbery what the government is doing.

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71656

It has created a divide in our family and with our ‘friends’ it has denied us our rights as
Canadian citizens. It has discriminated against a portion of Canadians. It has hurt my heart
and my faith in humanity

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71657

Its made school for my kids feel like a prison. Its given me dizzy spells from prolonged mask
wearing. I hate nkt being able to see peoples smiling faces. Its made me very depressed.

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71658

Somewhat

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71659

Physically and mentally

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71660

Anxiety Sleeplessness Distrust in Government Family division Loneliness Separation from
family and friends

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71661

I was already having serious complicated medical issues before the pandemic. I was stuck
inside my house more often than not. But since the pandemic i get out for an hour once every
6 months, my specialist appointments have been canceled or stalled, i have zero social
support because i cannot go out, my Dr thinks medically getting the vaccine would probably be
too risky for me but nobody could do anything about that thanks to mandates. Masks cause
me more autonomic dysfunction which is beyond my control. I literally have no friends now
because i could not go see them without being vaccinated. I do not forsee my mental health
going over well. I am also trapped at home with an abuser who has to work from home.

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71662

It has been a horrible 2 years of being stuck home and wearing masks social distancing. I
can't go and do things with no kids. The discrimination of the unvaxxed is not fair. It needs to
end.

2/18/2022 12:55 PM

71663

People should be allowed to decide wether they get vaccinated or not. We should never force
people to do things to there own bodies. This is where the line should have been drawn.
Nobody should ever loose there job or freedoms over this. We don’t force people to abort there
children when they can’t afford to pay for them. We don’t stop obese and people with diabetes
from buying junk food. We still save substance users from death even though they will likely
relapse. All of these costs the health care system. It’s disgusting how this was allowed to
happen.

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71664

Not being able to visit my 100 year old Mom in the Senior home and her telling me that she
just wants to die cause there is nothing to live for. The fact that i'm not vaccinated and people
and some family treat us like Lepers . It is cruelty beyond words and should never be allowed.

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71665

Kept me away from family, friends. Creating division over a health choice. I understood we live
in Canada which provides freedom of choice. Many friends and family have lost jobs and
businesses. I personally have lost out on teaching in-class yoga and personal training
services. If the government cares about our health let us be physically active. Shut down fast
food and crap that only adds to sickness of obesity, diabetes, blood pressure and so much
many more health problems. I feel we are living in tyranny. Stop the madness, stop this
overpowering government.

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71666

They are making middle class people poor and pissing of the hole country

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71667

In a number of ways. And specially it is hurting young kids.

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71668

My business has been closed down multiple times, we haven't been able to travel for work and
pleasure, and we have been unable to attend many of our favorite places.

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71669

Terribly

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71670

Very depressing

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71671

Constant changes to the church we pastor. AHS and RCMP coming to our building and
overstepping our gatherings.

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71672

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:54 PM
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71673

Discriminated against me and my family limiting our fundamental rights

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71674

The vaccine passport has restricted my participation in society for far too long. It has passed
whatever practical usefulness it ever had, which is questionable since the virus could always
be transmitted equally between the vaccinated and unvaccinated. Since we are now dealing
with a less serious variant (Omicron), which many people, including myself, have had and
developed some immunity to, it is clearly time for the passport to go, which will allow affected
Canadian citizens to get back into the normal stream of society.

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71675

Depression

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71676

I was forced to get vaccinated or lose my job I refuse to show ID to go and eat in a restaurant
and just general stress of everything including family quarrels and I could go on and on

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71677

Bad

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71678

Inability to travel, lack of interaction with my community due to polarized groups. I chiropractic
license is threatened unless I take the experimental injection. I will not.

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71679

Social separation

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71680

We are not meant to live life in fear

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71681

Horribly and has cause trauma

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71682

Taking away freedoms and rights are criminal and an oppressive way of life in all areas not
only for me but all human beings.

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71683

every way possible…

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71684

I am a health care provider and have seen firsthand the disastrous effects on the elderly. My
daughter was sexually assaulted and beaten horribly and left with direct access to care. I have
been on 18 month marathon to save her from self harm and a secure future

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71685

Severe financial stress.

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71686

Made me depressed

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71687

Fucked me up

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71688

It has caused division between family & friends. I lost a job. I’ve witnessed senoir citizens
suffer from depression and memory loss. My kids can’t play sports or live a normal life. I’m
starting to suffer from anxiety

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71689

My family is separated. When Trudeau openly Uses words that suggest how a unvaccinated
is... my kids use ot too now. I taught them not to be racist. :( Trudeau has taken my children &
grandchildren away.

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71690

No freedom ain't cool.

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71691

I am a prisoner in my own country. I am scared for our future. The more people comply the
more freedoms we lose. I am pretty much dysfunctional and unmotivated

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71692

Having wear a mask that you know doesn’t do anything. Having to have a QR code to go
anywhere getting pretty bad when you don’t even feel free even in Canada .

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71693

I don’t mind masks or social distancing and I am vaccinated but I believe it is wrong to force
people into getting something they don’t want. It is against rights we have for citizens. And if
they can be taken away that easily, I do believe that could effect my life in the future.

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71694

I lost my job. Can not use gyms,concerts, movies, restaurants, can not travel . Can not
breathe!

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71695

Too many to mention

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71696

I can’t work. I am unable to wear a mask and I have been verbally attacked, harassed and
discriminated against.

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71697

My children have been discriminated against and excluded from sports and arts activities
because they are not vaccinated. This has caused them emotional stress, anxiety and a
disengagement from school. My daughter developed panic attacks during gym class because
she can’t breathe with the masks on and is too afraid to pull her mask down to catch her

2/18/2022 12:54 PM
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breath for fear of getting in trouble from her teacher. I’m a teacher who has had Covid and I
must still submit a negative Covid test every other day to keep my job because I am
unvaccinated. This is unfair that I must keep proving that I am healthy.
71698

Financially and mentally

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71699

Loss of income

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71700

To many ways to indicate here….it has been a horrible experience .

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71701

Mentally exhausted.

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71702

Lost employment, lost connection with people, lost freedom to go where I want to go, resulting
depression, financial duress, mask wearing makes it hard for me to breathe and I get more
upper respiratory issues

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71703

I couldn't fly to my mother's place, when she passed away.

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71704

My infant and toddler don’t recognize faces well enough

2/18/2022 12:54 PM

71705

I have lost my job. My daughter is not allowed to attend university. Massive financial impacts.
But the largest is mental health My Isolation and stress has soared. I am not allowed to visit
relatives. I have faced hatred and discrimination.

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71706

Fearful to go out, my kids have no extracurricular activities they can participate it. My kids are
lonely and want/need social interaction

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71707

By far, the worst of all of this has been ensuring the lies. But the king will rejoice in God.
Everyone who swears by him will exult, for the mouths of liars will be silenced.

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71708

Total depression from 2 years of lockdown

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71709

less income/more work - we own a business

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71710

The Division it has created in our country is disgusting. Lives weren’t saved by it either. Only
ruined.

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71711

Destroyed work opportunities, huge negative impacts on mental health. My children have been
kicked out of most sports due to being medically recommended not to take the vaccine. We
have been removed from most parts of life and are struggling to keep our home.

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71712

I travel by air for work and due to the mandates I have been away from home more days a
week than before losing Valuable family time. We have many family members over seas that
we have been unable to visit, I have not met my niece who was born over 2 years ago. My
wife missed the last year of her fathers life and his death, we were able to have a service for
him after a year after his passing in Texas where there are no mandates. End the mandates
and save families, save lives…

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71713

Because of the second vaccine I have respiratory problems. Never had a flu shot in my life nor
bronchitis, pneumonia or anything else. Now I can’t breathe properly.

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71714

Working from home, unable to socialize the way I would like. People get COVID whether they
are vaccinated or not- vaccine is not safe or effective. Don't let politicians act like doctors
because they are not. Truth has become a thing of the past.

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71715

Human rights violations affects us all

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71716

Lost my job my friends my family

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71717

Not being able to see my mom when she was dying, alone in a nursing home!! And healthy
people shouldn’t have been quarantined

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71718

Mental health degradation, family rifts and complete loss of faith in government

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71719

It limits my freedoms to visit loved ones in their homes, it creates long lines to enter places of
business, and it has divided people through false media reporting.

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71720

Showing a medical certificate before we can fly or eat in a restaurant, etc, goes against our
constitution and Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71721

I have lost 2 jobs a business and family What else do you want to take away from me

2/18/2022 12:53 PM
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71722

Very much! I started to get depressed and I have no hope for anything good happening in this
country

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71723

It has kept me from socializing my child properly.

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71724

Division between family and friends, travel restrictions, face diapers for medical appointments

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71725

The list is too long. I had everything written out but decided to delete it. I don’t know where this
info is going. I CAN tell you, the mandates have affected all 5 members of my family in a way
that can not be undone. The pain is unbelievable and to know, it all came from our Canadian
government. It’ll be a time in history that will be remembered forever. Obviously not in a good
way.

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71726

Living in constant fear! Unable to decide for myself! Killing our economy and always finding a
scapegoat to blame!

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71727

Negatively on mental health.

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71728

No Work

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71729

I have been segregated from the normalcies of society because I have chosen not to poison
myself with the vaccine. Mentally it’s exhausting, and my children are not getting the proper
social interactions from everyone having to wear masks!

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71730

Masks restrict my breathing (COPD). Medical information is supposed to be private. Only I
should be able determine what is put into my body

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71731

I see media has been used as a weapon against any concern or question. I know harm from
vaccination is not monitored. We have and are seeing major erosion of anything that
resembles basic rights and freedoms. It has been going on for a long time and is significantly
worse.

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71732

My mental health is worse than ever

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71733

Loss of work, loss of social life, loss of FREEDOM!!!

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71734

Restriction to everyday life .

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71735

Restricted my life with friends family travel

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71736

I work in healthcare, so i support vaccines, but stopping people who decide against vaccines
from lives a regular life is unfair and effect my life personally extremely negatively.

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71737

Division in family and friends

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71738

DIVISION

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71739

Very limited socializing

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71740

We are like being in a jail can’t do anything

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71741

My 12 year old son isn’t speaking with me anymore, I have been discriminated against by my
own PM

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71742

Masks dont work

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71743

crippled my business, lost my dad could not visit him in the hospital, divided family, lost 13
people to adverse reactions to the vaccine as well as several others that have had debilitating
advers reactions

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71744

Job, social life. Family relations

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71745

I am a nurse who is being pushed against my will to get vaccinated

2/18/2022 12:53 PM

71746

I can’t get a job because I’m a personal support worker and will not get vaccinated

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71747

Lost my business

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71748

lost my job

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71749

Segregation and discrimination. Loss of hope and thinking of ,eating Canada as this is not a
free country

2/18/2022 12:52 PM
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71750

I get migraines from masking. My children cannot do activities.

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71751

I have never felt more segregated and divided as a Canadian, as I have with these mandates.
My mental health and stress has increased dramatically. I have watched family and friends
lose their jobs. I have lost friends and family because of opposing views. I have younger,
extended family members who have attempted suicide because of the anxiety this season has
brought on. Thank GOD they are alive still. Canadians like myself finally feel these protests
are bringing Canadians Hope and bringing us together. It’s time to end these mandates.

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71752

negatively

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71753

We have been discriminated against, we have not been able to socialize, go out for dinner,
theatre, games, swimming, skating, we cannot travel, some of our friends have turned against
us. We have been called names by our Prime Minister. Thankfully we are retired, so we have
not had job loss. Its been a very stressful 2 years, we are covid recovered, we are healthy
again and we are NEVER given any credit for our immunity, strong robust antibodies and
healthy lifestyle! Thank you for this valuable survey!

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71754

Mental health Greatly strained relationships

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71755

Vaccine passports should never have been implemented...they are completely useless now
that infection is more transmissible...end them immediately...get rid of the qr code!

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71756

It has ruined my family and friendships and I no longer believe that civil rights are recognized
in Canada. The mandates are the darkest days in Canadian history.

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71757

Anxious depressed, not able to visit family.

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71758

I stay home most of the time, I am isolated, but safe here.

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71759

Depressed. Monetary lose

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71760

Depressed Frustrated

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71761

Well the basics like no going out to eat or going to the theatre, but the biggest impact is the
peer pressure to get vaccinated and not having my own choice on top of not knowing proper
information about the vaccine, I would like to have the choice on what I can put into my body,
the vaccine is experimental which is also scary “boosters” just sounds ridiculous

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71762

They look away my freedoms.

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71763

I did not get to have a celebration of life for my Mom. I can not fly to BC to say goodbye to my
Uncle dying of Cancer. I have had to distance myself from family members who are harassing
and bullying me.

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71764

The biggest and saddest impact has been in the division with my friends and family. I am also
saddened by the unnecessary closures of the small businesses.

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71765

Has separated family besides friendships. Closed businesses. Put a wedge between the non
vaccinated and vaccinated. This so called covid is man made and the people that did this
should be held accountable.

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71766

I am isolated, do not visit anyone, don’t go out to grand children’s events, church, restaurants
etc. These mandates have divided our family and friends. We don’t travel as we became
accustomed to in our retirement. This past two years have been very depressing and
frustrating.

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71767

Feels like a communist country

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71768

Mental depression and anger.

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71769

We were going to start having kids. Now we are not sure. Our financial plans took a wild turn
as we are now selling what we thought was our dream property. My family is split over different
views now when before we could get along much better without all this pressure.

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71770

What life??? I feel like a prisoner

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71771

Yes

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71772

Segregation, banned from enjoying restaurants, movies, shopping, family garherings, funerals,
weddings, differences if opinions. Shall I go on?

2/18/2022 12:52 PM
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71773

Yes, mentally and very depressing.

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71774

Having to wear a mask everyday at work makes it difficult to breath. Not being able to go out
freely. Restrictions are too much

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71775

divided family and friends which is devastating

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71776

Caused divisions in my family and friends

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71777

Coercion into receiving vaccines to retain my job.

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71778

Isolated. Divisionnof family and community. Become drastically aware that our government
and media have their own agenda and are no longer acting for a free society. That our
government, that i voted for has abused and continues to abuse power. Leadership has left the
building, so to speak.

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71779

I don't see my friends anymore hence isolated.

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71780

Losing money for missing flights because of a mandate..

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71781

I cannot travel to work via airplane in another province 3 days drive away. I have not been able
to work my career job for 2 years now. Industry is adapting and hiring local live in workers.

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71782

Getting tired of being told what to do.

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71783

I am jobless and was not before the Mandates started that have not prevented the curve ,
remember two weeks?

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71784

Unable to travel, unable to eat in restaurants, unable to visit with family, unable to shop without
a face mask even though I have a heart condition - many places do not honour mask
exemptions.

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71785

Stressed me badly and severely diminished my trust in our government

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71786

My business has had trouble receiving our materials. I've felt more depression and oppression
and segregation than at any other time in my life due to the mandated vaccine and all its
limitations

2/18/2022 12:52 PM

71787

Yes!!

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71788

I don’t use my vax pass. My kids can’t go swimming or to play time. Give us freedom

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71789

No freedom

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71790

I haven’t been able to see my family in 2 years.

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71791

Socially

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71792

Sick and tired of being co trolled by a false narrative for the OWG

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71793

Watching people I love losing family, their income, children who have committed suicide
because they have lost hope

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71794

Vaccine makes my 85 year old father worried and afraid and alone. I spend lots of time to
support him.

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71795

I can’t even go see my children because they live 14 hours away by cat but 1.5hrs by plane
with in my own province. The masks make me sick and I lost my job

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71796

I’m unemployed and my house is foreclosure

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71797

Divided family and friends. Caused depression, added stress

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71798

Huge anxiety and stress. Segregation. Loss of loved ones from the covid vaccines. Delays at
work due to lack of supplies and trades

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71799

Our lives , our business, our family life , cost of living, to name a few

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71800

I missed 2 years of my grandsons live, he was born June 2019. Held him once at birth. Can’t
live our country & visit our families in the USA. Lost friends over this, can’t go to restaurants,
can see my grandchildren play sports.

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71801

Loss of family and charter rights

2/18/2022 12:51 PM
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71802

We want freedom of choice.

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71803

Travel, work, quality of life, mental health, financial strain

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71804

Trudeau has ruined mine and all Canadian lives!

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71805

Terminated from a job I enjoyed, suffering financial hardship, loss of family and friends

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71806

Not too much.

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71807

Has caused nothing but stress

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71808

Caused isolation and depression. Alienated friends and families. Took away my rights snd
freedoms. Damaged my mental and emotional health

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71809

Terribly. No freedoms, caused division and Segregation

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71810

Divided family and friends.

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71811

It has divided family and friends, we were not permitted to play sports, eat in restaurants and
function normally. Discrimination and Division by our Media and Governments and tyrants with
the Health Authorities.

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71812

It has physically affected my well being by preventing me from my regular fitness exercises! It
has caused depression!

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71813

I am a newly born again member of Jesus Christ’s body. Refusing to comply with these evil
mandates has isolated me, but I am not upset I am spending more time with my Lord and
Saviour studying the Holy Scriptures, it’s a time that was appointed by God to be this way, He
is healing and refining me, sending me some people that I can help and direct towards Him,
which is an honour and a blessing. I see and feel so much suffering, confusion, doubt, lies and
anger from both sides, so much division, I know now that all of these things are coming from
our common enemy satan and his demons (they are signs of desperation because he knows
that his time is coming, all of it was prophesied throughout the entire Bible) I know that the
battle is spiritual and that it is a battle for the souls, so I pray earnestly for everyone to receive
the salvation and the good news of the Gospel, to find the peaceful rest, joy, hope,
unconditional love, mercy, compassion, forgiveness that are only find in Jesus, for He is the
only way to God the Father (I’ve tried many other spiritual ways, this is the only one that leads
to truth) Jesus is the truth and the life. I pray for the justice of the Father to come upon those
that are not His children and choosing to remain on the evil side knowingly or unknowingly. For
we are either the children of the Most High or the children of the devil, I was a child of the devil
25 years of my life and I am so grateful that Jesus rescued and saved me, I was interestingly
saved in March 2020. So we can say that the mandates have been used by God to further my
new birth in Him, they help me to understand how evil works and how my Father that is All
Mighty operates, and they exemplify or are signs of the times that we are in and of the role
believers have to pray for the salvation of the souls using prayers as weapons against the
enemy’s camp. I know everything is going according to God’s plans, nothing happens that God
doesn’t allow, the devil can only do what God let him operate in result of our own iniquities and
sins, Jesus is the help that God sent us to end our sins and to be forgiven, there’s no
condamnation in Him and so the only way out of the evil of the world is through repentance.

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71814

I lost my job in healthcare 22 years service. Lost family friends due to divide. 3 of my 4
vaccine pro parents now have heart conditions one serious enough to require surgery.

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71815

Every way possible.

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71816

Took away my freedom and has cause relatives to divide

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71817

It had brought safety to my immunocompromised and aging family members

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71818

It has isolated me from my community and prevented me from finishing my graduate studies.

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71819

All negative ways, mandates kill

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71820

In every possible ways , daily basis , work , grocery shopping , entertainment, liberty of choice
and the list goes on

2/18/2022 12:51 PM

71821

Not able to see family not able to go to my father’s funeral in February 10 2021. Cannot go to
see my fiancé in Hong Kong it has kept me away from my Grandkids at most times mentally
physical drain and much more

2/18/2022 12:51 PM
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71822

It has made my life miserable.

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71823

Has taken away my rights, my opportunity to work, caused anxiety and desention. It has
discriminated against me, forcing me to quit a medical job that is already in short supply. It has
robbed me of what was a great Canada.

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71824

No social life, limited family life, no more leisure activities, constant disappointment, and
anger.

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71825

Restricted, ostracised

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71826

Not able to be with my friends and family. People are angry all the time.

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71827

All of the ones in #8

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71828

By taking away rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71829

No public access

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71830

Tremendously

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71831

Depressed

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71832

I have lost many friends and my job

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71833

Somewhat restrictive to community activities, people are afraid of being around healthy people.

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71834

Taken my freedoms away and been hard on my mental health.

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71835

Unable to use freedom of choice. Freedom to worship, and visit family and friends. Etc.

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71836

I hate the division it has created a in our community and hurt small businesses .. unvaccinated
vers vaccinated..

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71837

Depression, anxiety, hopelessness

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71838

limited my trust. freedom to travel, made me less active

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71839

Mental deterioration and emotional disturbances in my parenting practices.

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71840

Depression anxiety closed up by myself business is extremely slow

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71841

Has caused my business to fail

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71842

Basically bankruptcy in my private business

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71843

Lost my job

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71844

has made life miserable

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71845

Ruined recreational activities, divided friends and family, caused many people to have anxiety
and or depression. Affected or ruined small businesses in my community. Caused a growing
mistrust in the government.

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71846

Huge inconvenience. Can’t fly anywhere. Haven’t seen my lady friend in 2 years as a result.
Friends lost their jobs etc etc

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71847

sickness every shift from wearing my mask to work, stress at home and within family
members, feeling uncertain about our daily lives, our government is a crook liar and evil never
wins

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71848

Living in fear uncertainty…. Not trusting a vaccine that doesn’t stop the disease doesn’t stop
you from getting or spreading the dresses. Inability to live life to the fullest. Mostly the fear
feeling nothing is as they say

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71849

Travel has been made very difficult. Families have been divided by the stark disagreement on
the value and helpfulness of the mandates.

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71850

Everybody hates each other. That’s not canada. We can not call ourselves a free country

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71851

Had to sell my house because of vaccine mandates at work.

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71852

I know of children traumatized by the uncertainty and fear they have been exposed to. I know
of ekderly who have died alone. I have known from the beginning that this is about money and

2/18/2022 12:50 PM
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power. Shame, shame on our government. The all need to be fired immediately as well!
71853

I don't like the thought of putting an Experiment in My Body and I Live in Fear know that might
be a possibility.

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71854

Division of family and friends

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71855

I have developed a form of social anxiety. I now only feel comfortable around a handful of
people.

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71856

I hate masks. Vaccines should be a choice like the flu shot

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71857

Every part of life has changed loss of employment friends belief in government

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71858

Terribly. I could not work for a long time and now because I chose not to take the experimental
and not FDA approved mRNA injection, I cannot work at all.

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71859

It has threatened my life cause I have heart issues,and science can't tell me what could
possible happen to my health..not good..

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71860

I run a school and the kids suffer due to masks, due to reduced extra curricular activities, the
effects on them is no more than during a normal flu season. My wife cannot fly to Illinois to
see her 91 year old father due to the unreasonable hoops she would have to go through on her
return to Canada.

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71861

It has brought forth confirmation of how corrupt our lives have been lead by government and
evil leaders around the world. It has been the most ridiculous event ever presented that has
caused so much suffering for humanity.

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71862

Division in my family Decrease in health Increased cost of living

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71863

In every way!

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71864

Everything is restricted

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71865

Divided family and have been made to feel like an outcast

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71866

During Alberta's implementation of the Restrictions Exemption Program, I was unable to do
practically anything that I wanted to. I couldn't go to a restaurant for my birthday, I couldn't go
to our local recreation center to be physically active, and I couldn't go see the newest movies
at the movie theatre. In particular, the rhetoric that some of our elected officials have used left
me feeling denegrated and smeared. I can only hope that those elected officials are held to
account.

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71867

Kids getting a lower education, not being able to go to funerals, not being able to travel in this
country or leave to visit family and reduce household income.

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71868

Too many things to list. Most important is my mental health and all those in my circle.
Depression is rampant.

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71869

Unable to go to restaurants, movie theaters, sporting events, etc. Harrassed at work and by
family and have lost friendships and relationships with family. All because the goverment
mandated an experimental immunity treatment with no safety data.

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71870

Lots of family conflict, friendships affected, any faith I had in govt authorities has disappearedtoo much politicalization of a health issue. This never should have been about gaining political
points. Follow the science my ass

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71871

Freedom of movement

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71872

Not allowed in vac pass required buildings

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71873

It really hasn’t

2/18/2022 12:50 PM

71874

Health, stress, looked down upon for speaking my mind on what I want to put in my body,
called names, division in my family,on edge all the time because of mainstream media lies,and
losing 10s of thousands of dollars because we are not vaxxed with the covid vaccine.we’ve
been made the bottom class of Canadians , with these dictatorship mandates….

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71875

Keep getting laid off from my job, can’t put my toddler into daycare, sons emergency dental
surgery is currently postponed, my sister is on the verge of losing her entertainment business,
my 5 year old stopped eating during the last lockdown and lost a visible amount of weight.

2/18/2022 12:49 PM
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71876

I have been isolated to my hime for work and life purposes Mental and social health has
deteriorated

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71877

This has broken our family and friend relationships. It has caused severe depression in my
household and others are contemplating suicide . We have family members that are suffering
from side effects due to vaccination. Blindness -heart issues :(We are coinciding moving away
from Canada.

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71878

Depression and loneliness

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71879

I have been made to feel like a second class citizen of this ‘free’ country, I haven’t spent time
with loved ones in over a year because of opposing views on vaccines. I haven’t been able to
attend my gym (needed for my mental health), no travelling

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71880

Nothing that couldn’t be handled.

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71881

I had to get the jab to keep my job with the federal government

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71882

My mental health and that of my older children has been severely impacted. Depression,
anxiety, feelings of helplessness and overwhelming sadness is just some of what my family
has been going through. Being isolated for the better part of 2 years has impacted my children
developmentally quite significantly, from my now 5 yr old to my 16 yr old and the twins (12yrs
old). There is so much more to say and simply not enough time to list all the ways in which
each individual in my household has been impacted, from no sports, no social activities, no
face to face interactions…all of it has a price to pay and our children pay far more than I ever
imagined

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71883

Suicide, overdoses, depression, anxiety

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71884

Forced me to vaccinate my child with some experimental medication despite his strong
immunity system, prevented me from visiting my older mom, made me watch how hateful
some people might be toward others, just because they won't follow a ridiculous "Marcial law",
it showed me another face of Canada and Canadians which I don't like

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71885

Infringing on my right to choose what I put into my own body

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71886

it has made me leave the country i have called home for 64 years

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71887

It’s been a nightmare

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71888

They have affected everybody's lives in a negative way. I have torn families apart and
disintegrated friendships even lifelong friendships. It is time for this craziness to stop!

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71889

Depression, anxiety, stress, lack of connection

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71890

Directly. Loss of work. Loss of job. Loss of international travel for work. Loss of revenue. Loss
of life. Loss of family.

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71891

They’re supposed to save lives and have done the opposite. All this accomplished is dividing a
once great country all because of greed and corruption. The people organizing this need to be
put in prison.

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71892

Too many ways to list

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71893

Badly. I have had several friends pass away due to mental health stressors in the first year
alone.

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71894

It has reduced my employment by 80%. I am not able to go to business breakfast, lunch or
dinner meetings. I have not been able to support small to medium restaurants in my
community. The mandates have slowed down the needed diagnostic tests that I have needed
to get.

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71895

Coerced into getting a vaccine I didn't want

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71896

Unable to visit aging parents like I would like to. Unable to visit my family in the United States,
and in far away provinces. Missing weddings, funerals. Unable to go into hospital ER with
daughter.

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71897

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71898

Unemployed and almost homeless thanks to our inept government

2/18/2022 12:49 PM
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71899

Stress

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71900

Not being to be with my Children ,breathing through these masks that smell like pig barn that
are made in China, Government control all BS

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71901

I have completely lost close friends, been divided among family and friends, dealt with
depression and suicide by association. This isn't a pandemic and it shouldn't be treated as so.

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71902

Restrictions led my life, family get togethers, travel and the quality of life was terrible

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71903

Crushed my freedom !!

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71904

I was put on administrative leave without pay which affects my mental health, my financial
situation in supporting my family. Have to ask for hand outs to put food on my table. The
stress I felt for the past 2 years has been unbearable.

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71905

The mandates have affected me tremendously and in a very detrimental ways, for the most
part. It has negatively impacted my relationships with family and friends. I have lost my rights
and freedoms and my image of Canada as a tolerant and free democracy. It has affected my
emotional, physical and mental health. I see my government officials and health professionals
as untrustworthy.

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71906

I am now a vilified, unacceptable part of society. Publicly shunned by everyone from the
country's leadership to the common person. All without ever holding a criminal record of any
kind. Watching lives destroyed around me. Businesses dying. Children never having lived.
Mandates are counter scientific and cruel!

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71907

Depression, anxiety

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71908

Lost income, temporary loss of employment, strained friendships and family relations, loss of
trust with Healthcare, police and government.

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71909

Changed my view of what it means to be a Canadian.

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71910

It has taken away freedom of choice

2/18/2022 12:49 PM

71911

It has impacted my life and my family dramatically! It’s been extremely emotional ,hard and
difficult . This needs to end!

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71912

As a senior with no vehicle and as a resident of a cooperative my life is shrunken enough.
With the mandates and the vaccinations etc it is starting to effect the efficiency and good Oder
of our staff and personally the tyrant to me being home bound for most of the year because
people are living in fear of contagion is so evidently designed by the PTB.

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71913

Wife and myself lost our living

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71914

My outfitting business to a complete 2 year loss. Stress losing friends and family. Mental
health.

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71915

I cannot go to restaurants, theatres, any large public event or travel

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71916

Freedom of choice has been taken away

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71917

depressing

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71918

How has is not

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71919

There killing people with there poisons, this is a WEF agenda and is nothing but an
overreacting hoax to an evil agenda against Christ's chosen

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71920

Fuck Mandates

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71921

A Family member suffers depression, increase alcohol, added stress and unhappy

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71922

Restricted my rights as a Canadian citizen. Has been mentally challenging and exhausting.
Has created conflict between family and friends

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71923

Removed my freedoms stopped my business lost income no travel no hugging people so
afraid cousins dead hospital gave him Remdesivir friends have vaz injuries

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71924

Mentally, emotionally,physically and socially

2/18/2022 12:48 PM
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71925

Not good

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71926

Lost 2 years of enjoying life. Felt alienated from so much. Forced to wear a useless mask to
get basics of life. Let's get back to living.

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71927

Violates my rights and liberties,

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71928

Mostly being able to obtain enough work and also keeps me in a deep depression which
always struggle with....makes me think it is okay to lie as there is NO SCIENCE !!!

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71929

can no longer visit my mother and brothers in the US

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71930

It has caused huge rifts between families. Mental health has suffered greatly. I often feel
extremely depressed and wonder if it's worth living in a world which has become ths corrupt.

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71931

My career, my mental health, my freedom as a healthy citizen. My community and country are
divided.

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71932

I was severely depressed for most of the latter half of 2020 and first bit of 2021

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71933

It has restricted my freedom to travel and hindered my constitutional rights by taking away my
basic freedoms.

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71934

By having freedom of choice

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71935

My husband lost his salary & had to go to contract status & find work elsewhere & now has to
travel between Calgary, AB & Fort St John, BC 2 down - 1 up. We're now having to move to
Calgary as there's next to no work here - all started declining at beginning of COVID!

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71936

It’s affecting my children mental health and mine as well. It’s divided my family and friends.
It’s made my 6 year feel ashamed when he forgets his mask. It’s done nothing to help the
Covid it’s only put people into hiding what there doing. It’s made life stressful in ways it should
be enjoyed. Trudeau and his mandates have affected my trust in our rights.

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71937

Too many!!

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71938

Couldn’t see family in different proveniences. Or even in my own city

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71939

My ability to work, I have to pay my own PCR tests.

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71940

It's been 2 years of nothing but lies .The government has NOT been truthfull.

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71941

seperated family , segrigation based on medical choices,reduced income

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71942

This covid has not only effected me but my family aswell, from us socializing, n not doing this
things we use to do before. It also cause stress n mental health for some in my family. Also I
was I school but she the vaccine came out n I didnt agree with it, I had you quit which was a
disappointment. I feel like the government has set back alot of people even jobs people lost
cuz of this. We need to go back to how it was before.

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71943

Saved me $

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71944

I have non confidence Vote against Justin Trudeau, and all the government. I have been put on
a loa I have not been able to see my elderly parents in a home .

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71945

Got forced into the vaccine that I didn't want get it or loose my job

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71946

Divided my family

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71947

As a senior it has kept me locked up in my home for weeks on end. I cannot breath with a
mask on so very difficult to go shopping for groceries...some people are nice and allow me to
shop with out interference, and other shops have their Gestapo at the door demanding you
comply. It has been a very hard two years. Fortunately I have been able to keep busy, also my
son and family call once a week on zoom so we can have a face to face visit.

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71948

Am a Canadian snowbird flew before it became mandatory to be vaccinated! No one especially
Canadians Will have anything to do with me! So yes Covid has effected me!

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71949

It’s affected everyone especially the children , peoples mental health

2/18/2022 12:48 PM

71950

Isolation

2/18/2022 12:48 PM
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71951

I wish I were dead

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71952

Have seen rifts between friends and family. Travel restrictions, Leisure activity restrictions.
General sense of hopelessness.

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71953

It’s been divisive and discriminatory!

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71954

Almost bankrupted my business.

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71955

Quite negatively

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71956

Infinite lock downs, testing and endless mask mandates

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71957

Negetively

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71958

Destroyed my marriage. Affected my employment. Damaging my health.

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71959

Has made me feel like a prisoner in my own country. If I wanted communism I would move to
Cuba .Tired of the MSM and the government narrative and what science are they following
because they are following the Fauci and the WHO science which is so wrong and should be
looking at Bridles and Dr. Mallards form the U of G and stop the tyrannical lies .

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71960

Lost alot of my close friends..family has died alone...nieces and nephews talking suicide....one
niece bleeding constantly since she got vaxxed....

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71961

Right from the start I was informed this was going to happen.8t separated our family ....no
more !!!!🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71962

Distrust in everything and everyone.

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71963

Destroying social relationships because of the government and media lying

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71964

I am vaccinatedx3 and have followed the mandates but do not believe anyone should be
forced into being vaccinated or punished by losing their jobs, taxation. I do believe masks
helped reduce the spread/severity of the earlier forms of Covid but this is something that we
now must learn to live with. I have not been as adversely affected by the mandates like many
have, esp in recent times. I cannot believe the hatred and divide in our country this has
caused.

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71965

They have made me feel like a second class citizen, just like some of my family was made to
feel in Natzi Germany. They have caused a divide between my family and many friends. And I
have lost business because of them.

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71966

What life

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71967

Depressed, made to feel like a second class citizen in my own country, loss of friends and
family due to the divisive stance of our governments and media.

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71968

Not significantly, I have continued to work in my office with staff, we are an essential service
so stayed open.

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71969

Has divided families and friends.

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71970

I had to leave school because I want aloud to live there any more. I wasn’t allowed to be with
my grandma as she slowly died alone over 8 months. I am segregated from my peers because
I can’t join them in restaurants, movie theatres, or any where else with the mandate.

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71971

Traumatized my children, wife and myself

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71972

Family lifestyles disrupted! Things have to return to normal✅✅

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71973

Alienation from family and friends. Also my grandmother died during this time and affected her
greatly.

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71974

Freedom restrictions and derision from lockdown

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71975

Ruined my life. And my childrens lives

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71976

It has caused family division. I had to shut my business doors months at a time. I had to go
without my salary to keep things afloat. I am disgusted with the lack of government leadership
and lack respect shown to the small business that are the foundation of our Canada.
FREEDOM FREEDOM FREEDOM

2/18/2022 12:47 PM
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71977

Declined mental health and severe anxiety

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71978

I am alive

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71979

Hard

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71980

I am in a leave of absence from my role as an RN. I could return to work with discriminatory
testing at my own expense while vaccinated employees are provided with free tests for when
they are close contacts.

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71981

I have not been able to be with my family I have 4 great grand daughters ihave not been able
to see

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71982

Broad ranged but all negative

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71983

It’s been slavery

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71984

Financially as am a small business owner

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71985

Lost our livelihood! 😡

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71986

Financial, Emotional, Socialist takeover threat/fear/ lose of Freedom.

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71987

Being a truck driver was inconvenienced restraunts not open

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71988

Social life and slowed down work

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71989

Caused a lot of stress and frustration, time missed with family, mental stress, upset stomach,
tension, time that could have been spent with friends, lack of sunshine because we couldn’t go
outside as much, depression, not able to travel as we used to, caused a lot of unnecessary
fear, caused lots of bad news. Caused me to decide who I’ll will never vote for!

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71990

It has diminished my hole life and has effected my mental health in such a way i may not be
able to recover.

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71991

Greatly impacted my buisness, im a chiropractor and it has impacted both the quality and
quantity of my services which has trickle down affects which put greater strain on the rest of
the health care system. Personally this is be the most challenging 2 years of my life. Social
isolation, social ridicule, depression, lack of yoga, gym due to closers have impacted my
health greatly

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71992

Excluded from society and discriminated

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71993

destroyed families division division in churches

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71994

Family issues , division, going out together to public places, anxiety, worry

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71995

Large number of people are denied necessary health care in a timely ma ner that has higher
priority over Covid .

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71996

I finally got to move my family to a nice neighbourhood in a nice home just before the
pandemic and now my daughter has barely gotten to know her neighbours. Parks were closed
last year and all of the up and down in the schools it's called her education and her social life
to suffer, you can't get that back time lost as a child will never be regained. As parents we can
deal with things better but it's not fair for the kids, and then many adults have many problems
that equal out to so much more than covid has done to us.

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71997

It took away my rights as a human being and it has caused so much divide among family and
friends

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71998

The mandate has caused much , stress , anxiety , inconvenience , division, loss of liberty in
home and society to mention a few things I have experienced

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

71999

Stress

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

72000

LOST TOUCH WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS,LOST MY BUISNESS HENCE MY JOB

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

72001

tired of the all mandates

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

72002

Increase in mental health issues, division in family,

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

72003

Lost a business

2/18/2022 12:47 PM
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72004

Depression, suicidal thoughts, extreme mood swings… feeling alone. Hopeless. Feeling the
division. I’ve been bullied multiple times. My grandchild are feeling everything I listed.

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

72005

the isolation, mainly.

2/18/2022 12:47 PM

72006

I cannot breathe with a mask. My COPD kicks in strongly!

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72007

Separated family - wedding celebrations, being with children and grandchildren. Making travel
complicated. People believe media lies and unproven facts from health and government. and
have a blurred view of situations. Health experts are shut down - no discussion or different
solutions allowed to be expressed.

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72008

Severely impacted my work and ability to provide for my family. Has made me feel like I no
longer belong or have a place e in society due to segregation and the removal of my basic
rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72009

Stucked in Canada like in a prison

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72010

strain on family

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72011

I left my job in Healthcare. I decided life was ro short to be abused by the administration any
further. I pray for my old Co workers each day. The unions won't protect the workers even
before the mandates but this is corruption on a higher level.

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72012

It causes me high anxiety to think I’m currently a prisoner in my own country.

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72013

It has cost me a lot of money Because of the mandates I have had to close my business
down The mental stress of the mandates and government and ternary had been unbelievable I
am not afraid of covid My fear is with the government removing are freedoms Government
officials need to go in front of a court of law to answer to what they have done

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72014

I am retired and we like to go to restaurants and visit friends often, which has not been
possible under these mandates. I worry about my kids as I don't trust the vaccine.

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72015

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72016

I lost my business in 2020. I have lost friends and family. My marriage has suffered. My
mental health has suffered.

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72017

Hasn't

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72018

80% of my income 90% of my moral But increase 100% my thoughts about politic is useless
and destroy humanity

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72019

Isolation.

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72020

Long term depression loss of work loss of family members insanity and division of close
friends and family members mental health of children

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72021

Caused family separation and unable to visit my 94 year old father. Mental health plummeted

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72022

Has isolated me. I am attacked by so called friends and family. I fear for my future life.

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72023

It has turned this country into a 2 tiered society..it's divided my family at levels unprecedented.
It has dramatically affected my income and the quality of my day to day life

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72024

My business has been financially crushed. My mental health has suffered due to the stress of
lost revenue and constantly being forced to close my business.

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72025

Unable to access critical dental care. Unable to mask due to trauma, therefore difficult to
attend church and to interact with most of my family.

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72026

Negatively. I need the gym for both my physical, and mental wellbeing. I've seen families
divided and people struggling with mental illness due to b being alone.

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72027

At 63, my mental and physical health has deteriorated during the past 2 years. I have panic
attacks and cannot breathe with a mask on, therefore I do not go anywhere unless I have to.
The vaccine passport, which our Dr. Patty Daly was only designed to get more people
vaccinated, not about health. It is now well known that even if you are vaccinated, you can still
contract the disease, and you can still transmit the disease, so what would a passport be for?
As a matter of fact new studies show that you are more likely to get sick if you are vaccinated

2/18/2022 12:46 PM
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and as the unvaccinated are not allowed in these public places, who is spreading?? These
vaxx passes have severly curtailed our lives.
72028

A lot of stress and anxiety. As well as feelings of depression.

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72029

Have not been able to visit my aged mother. Stuck in a relationship with someone that has
PTSD that can't get the help they need. Had to get a shot that I did not need to keep my job.
Not able to travel freely in a supposedly free country. My mental health has declined. I have
lost friends due to the way the government has handled this situation. I no longer trust doctors,
the mainstream media and have zero trust for any of our government.

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72030

My husband got myocarditis after his first dose and was refused an exemption for the next
one. I am refusing a 2nd dose because of what happened to my husband and now we’re unable
to take part in certain parts of society

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72031

Anxiety

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72032

I am embarrassed to be a Canadian now

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72033

Everything mentally, emotionally and financially and and taking away the liberty to participate
in the society.

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72034

I am a single Mom with a special needs son. I have lost my job and my son's community
support because of mandates, shaming and discrimination! We Will Hold the governments on
all levels, their administration and lobbyists accountable! 🦆🇨🇦 We will Hold the Line! 🇨🇦🦆

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72035

too many ways

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72036

Family and friends

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72037

Created division among friends and family!!

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72038

It has caused isolation and division and discrimination

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72039

Stressed, anxious, feel divided from friends & family. Overwhelmed

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72040

Took away my freedom of movement , affected my job, separated families.

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72041

I am triple vaxxed and lost my job anyway..AND MY GIVERMENT IS TRYING SO HARD TO
TAKE ALL MY FRREDOMS AWAY...WHAT WAS THE SENSE??

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72042

Locked at home since Sept 20 2022 .. I have been ridiculed Abdul chastised and have had
medical segregation aimed at me . I can’t use facilities like gym , theatres restaurants in my
town . I am the new dirty Jew from 1942 .. when will they be gassing me ? Or taking me away
to their government run camps .. this is a disgrace to humanity and history is repeating itself
and most CBC watching Canadians are oblivious to what is happening in this country ..it’s a
plandemic of stupidity ..

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72043

In all areas

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72044

I'm "the small fringe minority of people who are holding unacceptable views". ... said by (so
called) prime minister of Canada.

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72045

It has made it impossible to travel, go to the gym, movies and out for dinner. Also having to
miss work due to minor colds, daycare being shut down and the lockdowns.

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72046

In every way

2/18/2022 12:46 PM

72047

Decline in mental health, withdraw from people, lost relationships and having to deal with
mental health issues with my 4 children.

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72048

In the worst way possible

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72049

It’s divided our entire population. I haven’t been able to access the same services that
vaccinated people can access-restaurants for dine in, fly within my own country, or
internationally. My kids have had to wear masks in schools. We just don’t know the
psychological affect it has had on the kids. The shut downs and all around oppressive nature
of the entire pandemic need to stop.

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72050

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72051

Bonnie Henry, Fauci, Trudeau are close to having my blood on their hands

2/18/2022 12:45 PM
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72052

Loss of work. Ability to participate in my children's every day activities. Ability to attend
funerals of lived ones. Ability to finish school. The list goes on!!!

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72053

I’m incredibly tired of it all! It’s all completely confusing and it’s hard to trust any leader!
Ashamed to be Canadian

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72054

Couldn't see grandkids. Diminished my trust in government.

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72055

I lost my job and wasn’t able to attend my uncles funeral

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72056

Made it safer for me , my family & friends.

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72057

This is not living it's a nightmare

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72058

can’t fucking do anything

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72059

Financially, health, sickness from masks, solitude from isolation, not able to go to funerals, AA
meetings, not able to go to restaurants, library, discrimination, disharmony in the family,
personal judgements from family and friends, loss of work.

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72060

It has and will affect everyone mostly in very detrimental ways. I know at least 10 dead and 20
people with severely adverse reactions. The science has been ignored and misinformation
spread by corrupt government controlled media. Time we got back to following the Canadian
charter of rights.

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72061

Dramatically in many areas

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72062

Now on meds....

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72063

Seperation

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72064

Everything, you’re taking away our freedom as Canadians.

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72065

Can not travel, worried about tyranny getting worse, the damage done in Houston BC today by
real terrorists who knows is dollars than all donated to support a peaceful protest. Canadas
Dictatorial rule has to stop

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72066

Mandates have stopped my family from enjoying the freedoms of being in our world and as a
Canadian. We can no longer travel as we wish, we can no longer ski at ski hills we once
enjoyed, we cannot attend events our neighbours can. We have spent money on proving our
“health” when other have haven’t had to but freely were able to spread it the virus. My kids had
to fight for freedom, they were condemned in school, ridiculed and bullied by teachers and
classmates. Yelled and spit at…. But it was ok because it was all justified for their health. It’s
sick to see people vaccinate their kids and feel they are superior than kids that are
unvaccinated. I would say the same for adults. These 2 years have added stress and financial
issues for our family because they told me what was healthy for my family. Tristan

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72067

my terrible helplessness in the face of covid restrictions drove me into depression. I can't
concentrate on work. The trackers of freedom of protest raised hopes and the will to act and
the will to live. the terrible anesthesia of the Trrudo government causes a deep pain in the
heart. Please stop the tyrant and save our beautiful country, Canada.

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72068

Being lonely and cant see my mother and my children.

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72069

I’m a young woman and i don’t like being picked on or felt different because i won’t get a
vaccine when implementing a vaccine is illegal

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72070

Stress depression Anger Utter disbelief

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72071

restrictions on where i can go and what i can do. Being forced to wear masks or getting
belittled and mistreated for not wearing one

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72072

It divided destroyed my relationship with family and friends. It made me and everyone who
chose not to be vaccinated feel like a parias in society. We feel unwelcomed in the country I
was born and raised, and still currently live in. The mandates are what caused the most
deaths, depression, pain, emotional distress, mental and physical health issues and so much
more. We beg to end these mandates and return to normal life.

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72073

All small businesses are struggling. All big buisness is booming. I work in both sectors and
have seen with my own eyes the shift in finances A pandemic isn't less than 1% dying.

2/18/2022 12:45 PM
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72074

Miss out on a ton of family gatherings, meeting friends due to GOVERNMENT CONTROLS
OVER A PLANNEDDEMIC

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72075

Never been as physically and mentally unwell as I have been these 2 years.

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72076

For my sons mental health we let him play hockey, my husband and I snuck into arenas to
watch, numerous times been treated unfairly due to unvaxed, haven’t been able to eat out.
HUGE divisions in friends and families, uncertain if relationships will heal

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72077

My sanity my 3 year olds development.

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72078

Socially, emotionally and financially. Small businesses owner and these mandates are not ok.

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72079

Lost business, lost income, lost relationships, lost hope, lost rights

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72080

We had a baby March 2020. My father hasn’t even met his grandson as he is afraid of
unvaccinated children. (We all now know that it doesn’t matter if you are vaccinated or not.)

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72081

I am a socially aware person and do things for my community ! Yes it’s been hard I test
everyday at work twice 2xaweek but it’s for protecting those around me!

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72082

I’m lonely , depressed and have anxiety and lots of arguments with family and friends

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72083

It has decreased my earnings

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72084

It has erased all rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72085

The pass the mask

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72086

Very negative

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72087

I am a second class citizen because of personal medical choice.

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72088

Isolation

2/18/2022 12:45 PM

72089

Closed my small business. Separated my family and friends who share different views.
Stopped all discussion on opposing views. Seriously harmed mental health of my high school
students. Creating unessessary stress for all Canadians. Caused myself and my family to be
excluded from society when needing to choose not to have Vax for my own health reasons and
choices. Seriously wonder if Vax caused my daughter to miscarry shortly after having the Vax.
Has led to much negative accusatory and inflamed accusations from people who I never would
have expected this behaviour from. Have personally been affected by censoring for content
shown from prominent Drs findings who oppose these vaccines and have since been shut
down or fired for their proven science findings. Have listened to the prime minister lash out
against our own countries citizens who do not share his opinions and now in a state of
emergency for peaceful protests. Seeing my countries freedom and democracy being taken
away by unfair, unjust and authoritarian measures.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72090

Has affected my kids horribly, it’s not fair to put people through these mandates, and then
separate vaccinated as good people, and unvaccinated as bad people, it’s called prejudiced,
and it was caused by our own government. The government does not have the right to force
anyone to get the vaccine, we do not live in a communist country. Trudeau needs to step
down.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72091

Some what

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72092

I’m bankrupt and almost homeless seeing loved one in the same situation and close friends
severely injured and other killed by the poison injections !!!

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72093

It has made me feel like a second class citizen. I feel trapped in my own country.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72094

March 24th, I will be losing my job at and profession and the ability to serve my community
and patients as a licensed health care practitioner in BC.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72095

It has restricted where i can move freely, travel and created a big division among the canadian
people.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72096

Income, job, mental health, how hasn’t it affected my life ? Can we get back to normal ?

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72097

Mental effects in children

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72098

Unemployed

2/18/2022 12:44 PM
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72099

Many suicides and people dying alone. Maybe losing my job

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72100

Highlighted my anxiety and made me a very unhappy person. I was Scared to be around
people for fear of getting sick.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72101

no work no travel no friends just bullshit news on tv

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72102

They caused all sorts of mental emotional abuse and many family fights. Increased my
anxiety and decreased my quality of life.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72103

In our health and mentally and financially and relationally and spiritually. Loneliness and trauma

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72104

When the pandemic first hit I was about six months pregnant with my first child I missed out
on so many opportunities during my pregnancy and now during the early years of my child’s
life because I didn’t feel comfortable getting a vaccine that I didn’t know what was in it. It has
affected my life in so many ways my mental health is completely deteriorating I’m not allowed
to take my children out to a restaurant I can’t take them to a fun play place I can’t do normal
things that my children are entitled to do. My children are entitled to enjoy their life and have
fun and not be wearing masks every second of every day. I have a toddler in pre-kindergarten
and she has been wearing a mask and been getting Covid tested for the past two months for
no reason she has not been sick she does not have symptoms and it is just ridiculous that we
are doing these these things to young children and older children. I don’t have a teenager but I
can’t even begin to imagine the amount of mental havoc they have been enduring this past two
years between still having to force themselves to go to school and to also wear a mask. The
fact that those teenagers were not able to do their sports and their hobbies that they wanted to
do simply because of their standpoint is absolutely absurd. This is Canada I grew up a free
child I did whatever I want whenever I wanted I didn’t worry about getting a cold or getting the
flu. I’m not gonna go and say that Cove it doesn’t exist because I know it does but I’m also not
gonna say that it wasn’t man-made and it wasn’t released on us on purpose because it was
and there has been so much information to prove that. I will never get this Covid vaccine and if
these mandates keep going I will do everything in my power to leave Canada. I am a born and
raised Newfoundland girl I am only 24 years old and my life was not meant to be like this.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72105

Mentally, Physically, Economically, Socially, All areas of life, from employment and travel to
relationships etc

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72106

1. Vaccine passports have made second class citizens out of family member whose doctors
say for her not to get the vaccine, but the doctors’ authority to provide exemption has been
stripped from them. 2. I’m stressed and horrified that peoples rights are taken away because
they won’t take a medical procedure even though that is against the Canadian charter of
freedom and rights. 3. Families and communities are destroyed by the divisive passports and
may never recover. 4. I can’t sleep at night witnessing how horrible people and governments
are by shaming, guilting and refusing to even listen to the voice of those against vaccine
passports. 5. I’m embarrassed by the prime ministers words and actions. 6. I want to move to
hNorway where it is illegal to ask for employers to ask for medical infirmatuon, where vax rates
are similar to Canada, where they have very free covid related restrictions left on place.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72107

Fighting, anxiety, and loose of friends..my daughter failed 4highschool classes...we all
continued our life the same as usually..exposed to covid once none of us got sick...all it has
cause is drama, hardship loss of income and bunch of nonsense.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72108

The passports were the major stumbling block for me.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72109

How has it not!!! Work, school, family, opportunity

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72110

Quality of life and freedom is missing.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72111

Negatively 100%

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72112

Affected mental health, my childrens education

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72113

My brother and his family won’t see us. Lost friends.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72114

Eroded our freedoms, undermined the Charter of Rights and Freedoms thst us to be upheld,
and also destroyed the confidence we once had in our government.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72115

Breathing. Painful sores in sinuses and throat due to masks. Lack of smiles. Reduced travel
and family gatherings. Too many solo deaths without closure

2/18/2022 12:44 PM
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72116

I lost my job

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72117

Killed our life, livelihood and business.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72118

I can’t live my life as a free person. I am segregated and bullied. My freedoms and rights have
been taken away.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72119

I have chosen to remain undisclosed status knowing this will prevent a normal life for a time.
Purposefully I have chosen to remain the group who is being discriminated against. The
division as a result has cost me lifelong friends and family. And that’s ok. I believe in the
freedom of choice. And I believe in democracy.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72120

Work, daily life!!!

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72121

I have no life

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72122

Not allowed to socialize or go anywhere.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72123

I have a headache when wearing the mask. I have a medical condition but still require to wear
it. I am unable to travel which makes me feel depressed. I disregard how people became
hostile of one another because of mandates. My kids suffer from not being able to have school
gym class because of mandates. My kids must wear masks when playing soccer outside on
the school yard which is unacceptable. They are being yelled on when they put mask down to
have a fresh air and parents are being contacted for it. These disciplinary actions are
nonsense - we have the right to breathe!!! Older people are terrified and are scared to be
around their grandchildren. I am still uneasy about whether or not I will loose my job. My
husband had to take a vaccine to keep the job but started having minor heart complaints. The
experimental vaccine cannot be pushed as required. This is dangerous! My life is upside down
and this is WRONG! I have never been interested in politics but now spending a lot of time
researching as the current government pushes the limits and pressing all the triggers which
affect my entire life and future of my kids. Hope for a CHANGE and will do everything I can.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72124

I was laid off for 6 months at 60 years old and lost over 10000.00 in wages

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72125

Not being able to get together with my family, and extended family. Also not being able to go to
church regularly pray, sing and fellowship normally.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72126

Shut down my Reiki business at the beginning because couldn't pay rent with the restriction.
We also farm and getting parts for our machinery has been a problem with the restrictions too

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72127

Revealed the massive worldwide overreaction of government officials to a cold.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72128

Loss of business, loss of finances, loss of family and friends. My son also has been greatly
affected

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72129

I am not allowed to see many family members, which includes my 91 year old mother whom I
have not seen for two years. I am not able to work in my field (care aide) as I do not want to
take a vaccine that is not 100% safe nor effective. I had to sell my home as I could not afford
to keep up payments. I cannot move about freely where I wish.

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72130

Panic attack, anxiety. Its enough

2/18/2022 12:44 PM

72131

My mother was in a seniors home and I was unable to go inside for months and after I was let
in I found out she wasn’t taking her medications for months. She passed away a month ago.

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72132

Horribly. It has kept me from family and friends. High stress levels . Feel like your locked in
your own houses. This has to end . As well as Justin Trudeau needs to go. No respect for his
people.

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72133

-Financial stress -lost my job -social division between family and friends -stressing over
Physical and mental health for our children

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72134

Not been able to do anything. The social distances do not work. We need to let people go back
to work and get travel boarders open

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72135

I'm not an antivaxer however I disagree with forcing vaccines on people against their will. I had
to be vacced to visit my parents in the care facility where they live and to be able to fly to visit
in the winter when driving mountain passes is dangerous.

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72136

It hS stopped us from socializing with friends and family and going out to restaurants

2/18/2022 12:43 PM
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72137

It has caused division in my family, I lost my job and now make less than 1/2 my old wage, I
had to sell my vacation property and haven’t been able to travel. I’ve had to support my
depressed family and friends due to the mental health crisis caused by this so called
pandemic

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72138

Living in constant state of government overreach is not good

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72139

I have been reduced to a leper in society because I can not be vaccinated or wear a mask.
This is so wrong

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72140

In every way imaginable

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72141

I was forced to comply with getting the vaccine at risk of losing my job. I’ve had to fight to
keep my job already as working around the rules has cut our occupancy and sales down to 1/6
of previous year’s revenue.

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72142

It has caused our friends and family to ostracize and ridicule us for our freedom of choice.

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72143

No

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72144

In every way posable !!!!!

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72145

In every way

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72146

I had a child during the pandemic and my poor grandma has only had limited time to spend
with her because she's been locked up in her home.

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72147

Seeing my kids feeling alone and depressed, they had to spend there time by themselves
locked up in an apartment, no contact. So very sad the damage this has done not just to kids
but to our nation.

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72148

Made people difficult to deal with

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72149

We have lost revenue and friends and family. It’s time to live life and free again

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72150

it has taken my rights to live as I see fit for me. The masks absolutely make me sick can
hardly breathe with them. Forcing people to have to take the vaccine is not within our human
rights and vaccine passports anger me , as we have to stand in line like animals to be allowed
into a premise. i could go on and on.

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72151

Severely impact mental and physical health and wellbeing

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72152

The mandates have invoked my rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72153

Big time. Many of my professional friends lost their jobs. 40 yrs service in a university. Nurses
, doctors, construction workers and the list goes on. This one affected me more a single
struggling mother going to university. One Last semester to complete and she was denied to
attend school even though it was on line. Where is common sense in all this????

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72154

In absolutely everything

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72155

Horribly.

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72156

I have not worked since the first lock down.. 14 days to flatten the Covid. 2 years later still
under such lockdowns is getting stupidly crazy now..

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72157

The mandate has created division when we should be uniting. It has created fear and
negativity. The mandate is an exaggerated tactic; it’s time to move on toward peaceful ways
like the Freedom Convoy (trucking convoy) truckers are doing. They are actually setting the
preferable example, opposed to the forceful mandates, the fear and the negativity being
spread, as mentioned above. The mandate also created blocks in every turn; I am vaccinated,
but I still believe in the freedom of the unvaccinated. It is not fair nor is it right, ethically
speaking. How much further will this go if we, as Canadians living in a peaceful country, don’t
stand our ground and demand the very freedom we are living here for?

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72158

Negative, negative, negative Nothing positive, particularly in the past year. To much to write
but almost lost my job.

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72159

My toddler was born just before the pandemic began. he knows nothing but covid protocols.
I'm in debt to my ears because everything is so expensive. my daughter will not be going to
school because I don't trust the government. I'm on medication because the sounds of

2/18/2022 12:43 PM
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helicopters sends me into panic attacks. I was able to go to my grandmother's funeral because
they were only allowed 9 people. this is disgusting and needs to end.
72160

Made it hell on earth

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72161

Divided Families Friends children teachers every walk of life in this free country

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72162

I was just getting out of a treatment centre when everything shut down. It forced me to isolate
and slowly but surely I went back to my old addict ways. I couldn't go to meeting or go to the
gym. I lost one of my best friends to an overdose. I wish I could've done more. There were
only 10 people allowed at his funeral. Nobody got to say goodbye properly.

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72163

Isolated me from my family and customers

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72164

Tremendously. My children have suffered at the hands of these idiots. I've had enough of them
torturing my children. I and both my children have had covid. It's bullshit and it needs to end
now.

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72165

Lost my job because I didn’t feel confident taking an experimental MNRA gene therapy
vaccine

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72166

My family and friends lost 2 years of their previous lives.

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72167

It has caused major depression, anxiety and divided family and friends

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72168

Living daily in the scenario

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72169

anxiety, depression, loneliness

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72170

Limited. friends over ..useing the mask , I like seeing a person face.. when I talk to her/him.

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72171

Woke up my family

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72172

My grandkids can't play sports and my grandkids sitting in school nask wearing breathing in
their own poison while the elite walk around without wearing one

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72173

Work, mental health, family health, financial impact as well

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72174

Two young grandchildren are suffering from lack of socialization. It’s very sad. Not horrible now
but a year ago was absolutely ridiculous, Christmas was horrible, birthdays with no
celebrations.

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72175

Mentally

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72176

Divided my family. Lost many friends due to differences in opinion. Had own family members
(2) have serious side effects to the vaccine. Lost to family members last year in November
and then in December and couldn’t say goodbye. My children have been dealing with
depression, especially my youngest who is 12. She has been the most effected by these
social distances and mandates. She is so academically behind, this causes her extreme
distress. All these measures have been put in an the over all mortality from this virus was not
even 1%. Those people would have probably died anyway. There has been NO overall increase
in mortality in 2020, 2021 then in prior years. The people who did this must be stopped and
held responsible for all the carnage.

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72177

financially ruined me

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72178

As a non vaccinated individual I've been segregated, belittled, ostracized and targeted by the
very institutions I fund with my tax dollars. It's unacceptable

2/18/2022 12:43 PM

72179

IT HAS DESTROYED IT COMPLETELY, i Have Rebuild amd thats likey not even POSSIBLE
government Fucked up my whole family dynamic...

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72180

My husband took his life last year. All politicians, especially turdeau and the liberals should be
charged with treason and crimes against humanity

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72181

In every way imaginable

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72182

I have a very hard time breathing in the face masks! I have had to struggle homeschooling my
4 children because I’m greatly concerned of the health of the mask use! We have lost
relationships! This has caused great division and a complete lack of compassion and empathy
nationwide!

2/18/2022 12:42 PM
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72183

Family breakdown.

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72184

I cannot come home to see my family

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72185

I no longer have freedom due to the vaccine mandate that I will never put in my body. Take
note I am not a “non vaxxer” I have had all my vaccines in the past!

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72186

It has threatened my right to make sound medical decisions. It has frustrated my ministry as a
spiritual health provider.

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72187

Lost work, hours got cut back alot. Masks make me pass out. So that was rude. Even with
letter from doctor to keep my job I had to wear stupid mask. Total disrespect all the way
around

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72188

closes my business 3 times and loses a lot of money , and private my kids to do activities and
play with his friends , we want to be free of any mandates

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72189

It has made Me and my family prisoners in our own home and threatened our lively hood..

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72190

Isolation, vaccines affected my health, saw grand children bullied, unable to visit fammily in
long term facilities, mentally affectrd family members, loss of jobs

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72191

Sssuffered massive depression. And more stressful life

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72192

Undue stress of not being able to have my kids enjoy the sports they like. Weight gain and
poor self esteem from not being able to play the group sports I once did. And so many other
things I can’t even think of right now!

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72193

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72194

Ruined my business, ruined my childrens' high school/college experience, caused me
depression, lost faith in public health, government, and all pharmaceutical companies.

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72195

Struggling with mental health

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72196

I lost my job of 14.5 years due to the flight restrictions

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72197

It has made big riffs in our family, caused financial strife and a decline in mental health.

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72198

Made things hard to see family or do anything fun spur of the moments travelling etc

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72199

Occupation, mental health, my kids mental health

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72200

It has caused devision and affected my children emotionally and mentally really bad. to the
point of nervous breakdown

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72201

Negatively - to an extreme

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72202

It kept me away from my father when he passed away, he died with no family to be with him.

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72203

Employment has suffered, finances have suffered, mental and emotionally have suffered, I
can’t go out due to my choice of being unvaxed, the masks are making me sick

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72204

Loss of job and income Loss of friends Discrimination Negatively affected mental health personally and my children Division within family Children unable to participate in sports
activities

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72205

Unvaccinated, I am unable to eat in restaurants or attend events even though vaccinated
people can get and spread the virus as easily as unvaccinated. I can't visit family in hospital
for no logical reason as vaccinated people can pass the virus to them just as well. I have
asthma so masks sometimes make it harder to breathe. A member of my family lost their job
because they didn't want to get the vaccine. I'm getting tired and worn out hearing how many
people have covid today on the news and how many have died. It's stressing. We never had to
hear this information about the flu but I'm sure the numbers are the same, yet it's stressful to
hear all the time. It's all you hear on tv the past 2 years. This topic has split families over
opinions about all this and tensions in the family affect us all.

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72206

I lost my job. My mental health is worst then ever. My marriage is fragile. My children lost their
sport activities. I cannot visit my elderly mother. We lost trust in Canada.

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72207

I’m a health coach and over two years I have seen a serious decline in my clients emotional
well being and now serious health concerns post vaccine. All of these measures are anti-health

2/18/2022 12:42 PM
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and in fact prove harm. Watching the populous make decisions based on lies is despicable.
NEVER was there justification for any measures. And to lie about this being a vaccine is
criminal. These are blatant crimes against humanity and we demand justice.
72208

Lost my job, friends and family.

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72209

Lost jobs. Reduced income. Loss of sport and theatre for children. Reduced social learning for
school aged children. Last 2 years of my child’s high school education including graduations
destroyed. Secondary education delayed. Mental health challenges. Friends businesses
damaged or lost

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72210

Lost my job, mental health issues, afraid for my children

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72211

As a small Business owner the mandate were devastating to my Business and very stress full
for my personal well being!

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72212

Can’t eat with friends & family in restaurants. Can’t fly or travel. I don’t trust doctors &
hospitals anymore. I’m a nurse & my Dad was a committed doctor!

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72213

It has secluded my children from University Education, friends & sports. This has been so
harmful to watch young children be discriminated against, and feel shamed for not taking a
drug that has not underwent proper clinical trials.

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72214

I am treaded like a second class person with no rights

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72215

A life of house arrest and discrimination is no life

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72216

I have not seen family and am depressed

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72217

Children with depression, social anxiety, loss of self worth

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72218

Depression, lack of social contact, no travel, no family visits, isolated

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72219

Lost my business

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72220

Mandates are in place for public safety! We are still in a pandemic.

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72221

Mentally, financially

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72222

All

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72223

negatively

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72224

Mad me hopeless of ever living in a free country again

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72225

I was unable to dance in my group, work at the hospital and take part in my family get
together‘s… Including my mother-in-law‘s 100th birthday celebration!!!

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72226

Slim to none personally. However I have watched others lose jobs houses relationships etc
because of these external stressors and the inability for them to be allowed to make a living
wage.

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72227

I haven’t been able to travel in Canada to visit my children or the US to visit my daughter in 2
years because of the mandates. My mental health is at a breaking point. I am treated
inhumanely and my rights have been violated. I have done everything I was told to do and do
not consent to any further Dictatorship in my country that is supposed to be The True North
strong and free!

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72228

I was coerced into getting the vaccine so I could work. I don't know what the long term side
effects are and what is going to happen to me now.

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72229

Depression, suicidal thoughts ect

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72230

The mandates have ruined my life. Ruined me financially. Cost family members their lives.
And ended friendships and family relationships. I no longer want to live in this communist
regime. By the way true doors me about $7000 in lost revenue from rent

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72231

Destroyed my social life, my family activities

2/18/2022 12:42 PM

72232

Can't go anywhere! Everyone is afraid to connect or communicate.

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72233

I feel so tired and depressed from all these restriction. It have to be ended immediately. Our

2/18/2022 12:41 PM
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mental health is much more important!!!!!
72234

Kept me from being able to see/spend time with friends and family. Isolated, working from
home

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72235

Done with all the lies from the media. Done with these supposedly medical experts. Done with
this Liberal Government and it’s way over reach. Done with Trudeau and his ignorant views, it’s
disturbing. Done with this manipulation of funds from trucker supporters, people can support
whatever they choose. This Government scares me to what lengths they will go to push their
agenda. I don’t feel safe in my own Country. I have not been able to see my family out West
for two years. I have been divided from family and friends due to this dam vaccine. I feel like
this is the end to our once wonderful Country.

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72236

I have an autoimmune disease and refuse the vaccine, but I also have asthma and with a
mask, I can’t breathe. It has been difficult to get in to see a Doctor or to have laboratory work
done in a hospital.

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72237

Suffering my mental health. First time in my life having to talk to a counselor about my
problems. Having to wear mask all the time my child is scared and doesn't like it she tries to
pull it off all the time. People have become more distant and feel there is two side split now
because of the government People really cant get over other people views on vaccination. My
son is also scared to take the vaccination so he is angry lots about this virus. child's mental
health he hates wearing mask and fights all the time to go to school. Tells if he was in
government he would not make kids where masks. I dont even know who some of my friends
are anymore because society has change so we have drifted apart. Also did not want to get
the vaccine but had no other choice in my health care job and my husband was pressuring me
so I was back into a corner. Also do not trust anyone especially not the government, police
and other that help our prime minister out. They are not even given the right information so
people can't make up there own mind about the vaccine and i wish i would have that true
information about vaccines. Not been able to travel outside the country to see family it really
sad they are getting older and time has been wasted on this stupid two year of mandates.
Everyone talks less and dont tell people stuff because your scared of the mandates in posed.
Dont post things dont take pictures Dont say where your going or who your with or how many.
Your kids cant have who they want to there birthday and where they want because your
restricted with these mandates. To anything got to get the shot to go and eat in a restaurant
but why dont we have a choice to choose that. Where is our freedom. Affected also by family
because they think your weird if you dont have the vaccine. No where to sit down in the mall to
feed your kid got no drink or eating signs all over the place forcing people to show there
vaccine passort at the main seating food court. Why do I have to show my medical information
I thought my doctor was the only one that need to see that. I also don't know what they do with
your medical information they dont how to protect it like your physician does.

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72238

Tore my family apart, separated friends, no travel, no sports, I drink more etc

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72239

Forced to take the vaccine or lose my job

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72240

My family is full of fear.

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72241

Couldn’t see my family for 3yrs

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72242

My children are introverted now...scared and feel like prisoners.. the segregation and
judgement of others is not the way to be in a free country. People are judjng people on status
rather then character..

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72243

Adversely

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72244

It has effected every aspect, the list is just too long. It's destroyed my small business and my
dream of purchasing my first home.. my daughter is now fighting depression and has constant
suicidal thoughts. My mental health has also taken a huge toll as I am a recovering addict and
not being able to go to meetings was almost detrimental to me using again. Those are just a
few. End these mandates !! End the tyranny! Trudeau has got to go!!

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72245

I have not been able to attend my daughter's dance recital in person My daughter can no
longer dance in person in the studio that she has been attending for 8 years I have moved my
85 year old father home rather than LTC because he would have no essential caregiver to be
with him and this has come at a huge financial cost I have friends that will not see me
because of my status I have people afraid of me especially when masks come off because of

2/18/2022 12:41 PM
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my status My daughter has a friend in Alberta with cancer, she cannot fly out to see her We
have been caged in our own province, our own country
72246

Lost many friends to the Vax & many sick & never to recover...wearing of masks that restricts
my breathing....not allowed to go into restaurants, bars, etc.

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72247

I'm a senior. For two years now I only communicate with 2 people. I go out once a week for
essentials. My anxiety has been a real struggle.

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72248

Have been on leave without pay since Nov1. Employer not interested in my pre-existing
medical condition that could be a cause of concern.

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72249

Every aspect of of it

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72250

Like everyone else its destroyed it

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72251

Depression, lost of quality life, financial and social. Lost all confident in government
institutions

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72252

After 20 years at my occupation, I was put on unpaid LOA

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72253

Hasn't affected me to much. Im a farmer and work for myself. But has hugely affected my kids
and there activities as free canadians.

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72254

I had to get the vaccine to continue in my job. I am on my own so I am my soul provider. I was
very upset and scared.

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72255

It reaches every aspect ... as it was designed to do ... nefarious plan by nefarious people

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72256

Very restricted. My health affected, stress and time, no holiday.....

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72257

My young children just starting school years, grade one and kindergarten, forced to wear
masks all day. My kids hate it they just want to be kids! Putting fear into people and the
division it has caused. Mental health is by far more devastating than the risks covid is proving
to be, (or not be). We do not agree with the vaccine being pushed on Canadians, and we are
not interested in ever getting it. The science and results are obvious, Justin Trudeau is a
power and money hungry narcissist who does not deserve ANY position in government let
alone any type of power over the people!

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72258

Too numerous

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72259

Depression, separation from friends snd family, unable to fly in my own country, verbal abuse
from those who decided to get double jabbed, unable to enjoy restaurants and join sports
clubs. And it has caused such inflation that the price of gas, food, and home buying has
become almost impossible

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72260

Work-related stress; family torn apart; financial stress; freedom denied; made to feel like a
disposable Canadian citizen

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72261

It has stressed daily life and made me not trust any political party or politician because of the
censorship and coercion.

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72262

Divided my family, threatened my job, caused stress and severe mental health. I’m
embarrassed to be Canadian because of our PM. It’s out of control, the alienation and hate
that comes out of his mouth every day blows me away. He is supposed to hear all Canadians,
but just the ones who agree with his antics

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72263

Shuttered business + changed everything else.

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72264

Caused strain between family members. Restrictions on travel forced us in not seeing some
family.

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72265

Unable to travel

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72266

My partner was affected negatively with his health from the shedding produced by ppl that got
the shot… Also I was suspended without pay from my government job and had to start my life
all over again at 50

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72267

Lost job

2/18/2022 12:41 PM

72268

Yes, very much so.

2/18/2022 12:41 PM
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72269

It has made me fearful of my government. I’ve been made to feel diminished, belittled and
immoral for my personal health decisions. Living in fear of government is no way to live in a
free country. I can’t travel to see my elderly parents, it’s heartbreaking and wrong. I pray
everyday for my beloved Canada to come back. Please help.

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72270

Being controlled

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72271

My son has been affected tremendously

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72272

Lost jobs and has affected my children’s mental health

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72273

I have watched my County become a divided and hateful place and it makes me sad and mad

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72274

The down turn in the economy has prevented me from purchasing my first home. And has
limited the amount of funds I need to provide for my family

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72275

Isolation, depression, seeing people lose jobs, businesses, loved ones, split my family apart, i
got pneumonia from the first round of masks.

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72276

I am unable to get the vaccine due to a severe blood clotting illness but doctors aren’t allowed
to give exemptions. I haven’t been able to go anywhere. Plus people treat me like I’m less
then because of this.

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72277

L’ost m’y job

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72278

I can not fly to see my elderly father. We were also forced to sell a property in the US because
we can not cross the border.

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72279

My husband quit his job.

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72280

Unable to go places freely without being discriminated based on my medical choice. Canada
should still be a free country

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72281

Loss of my jobs, wife lost Business Kids are very behind in school

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72282

Can't travel to visit my family. We are alone and isolated

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72283

It has created segregation on so many levels. Lost my job due to lack of business. I've seen
fear ruin friends. People have lost their hope. Friends health has plummeted after booster
(several). I want to travel again. I have lost trust in the leadership of our government across
the board.

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72284

Loss of pay and a child who has high anxiety and won't go to school mentally it has effected
us deeply

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72285

Financially, impacted relationships with friends and family and above all else the force of
masks when proven to not prevent spread, forcibly having to take vaccines to maintain my
employment when they have been proven to not be effective, have unknown long term side
effects and having our children forcibly wearing masks in school when it is clear that this is not
a virus that is dangerous for kids… watching small businesses collapse and close permanently
losing decades of hard work… enough is enough I’m not anti vaxx I have all my vaccines but I
am anti Covid vaxx simply follow the science and the virus injury reports shows the risks
outweigh the benefits for most healthy Canadians- work on continuing to protect our immune
compromised but not by taking away the rights of others

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72286

Lost income Family unity

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72287

We are a homeschooling family...the measures have isolated our children. Before they had
numerous extra curricular activities. It has been very hard on their mental and physical health.

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72288

Financially & socially

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72289

Lost my job, haven't been able to see my American family. My brother and cousin in their 20s
both have heart issues now due to being "required" to have the vaccine. My mental health is
declining. People have told me they hope I die, and that I don't deserve basic rights.

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72290

Moderate to severe depression. Lack of social interaction and fear of the control and
communist style governing that has been occuring. I have zero fear of getting Covid but huge
fear of what is happening to our beautiful country

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72291

Negatively !

2/18/2022 12:40 PM
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72292

I can't go anywhere, family and friends can't visit.

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72293

I have learned to live with it to protect myself, my family and the human race. I will be glad
when it's over but only when it is safe for everyone.

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72294

Mental health. I've become a perfect asshole. I used to be just a shithead. I've thought of
moving from this DICKtadership. Mite yet just to get Mello again.

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72295

Depressing

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72296

Isolation and loss of access to therapy services

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72297

Divided family, my kids don't get to do extra curricular activities, division at school, had to fight
bc cancer for treatment after hubby had covid, so much stress, anxiety,

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72298

Total disrespect for my countries leadership

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72299

Financiallly, mentally, relationally

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72300

Unable to watch my children play or participate in sports, unable to travel freely, unable to go
to public events

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72301

My anxiety has been out of control

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72302

Have not been able to do the things I want to do like travel

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72303

It's kept my baby and high-risk parents safe from the fuckery of a bunch of anti-science
fascists

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72304

Very bad. My family is struggling with depression. Can't see my family for 2 years who live
outside Canada. It is so stressful and unnecessary.

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72305

Destroyed lots of people's mental health cost family their jobs

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72306

Realistically not a lot except travelling which I love. I live in the rural so really don’t go out
much

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72307

Mental health. I have lost my freedom and the events and sports I love. Mentally this had a
major impact on my heath and family health

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72308

Totally

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72309

Separation, anxiety, depression, not necessary at all

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72310

What life two years of hiding from a virus 🦠 is insanity. You can’t hide from a virus We need to
promote healthy living.

2/18/2022 12:40 PM

72311

The mental toll this has taken is unexplainable. The fear instilled and state we have been living
in has made me forget who I even am. I have lost myself. I’ve never felt so low. It is a truly
scary and debilitating feeling. The hate and division. I went from being positive, hopeful for my
future, hardworking to living depressed and anxious everyday.

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72312

It has taken away my freedom

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72313

Face rash from mask wearing, "othering"

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72314

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72315

My dad’s life-saving surgery was cancelled, he’s now told he’s too old and sorry for your luck. I
temporarily lost my job. My son’s wedding twice got postponed, when it did go ahead family
was not allowed to attend. I’ve never met newborn family members, they live an hour’s drive
away but across a provincial border. Family members have not been allowed to hold a funeral.
My elderly parents and mother-in-law are confined to their homes, confident they will die
scared and alone. I have lost any confidence I might have had with the Canadian government.
I haven’t been allowed to watch young family members enjoy extracurricular activities. My own
extracurricular activities have been cancelled and the venues I attend have been closed. I
haven’t been allowed to see any of my three adult sons, they all live in different communities
or provinces than me. My husband has been deprived of proper medical diagnosis and
treatment. My pets have been deprived of proper veterinary care. Inflation caused by the
ridiculous mandates have caused financial strain.

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72316

Anger and depression , forced to take a vaccine that I did not want or need and now suffering

2/18/2022 12:39 PM
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with long term side effects
72317

Family divided, child activities cancelled, segregation in activities, undue hardship with
excessive testing costs

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72318

Mental health!! Cancer patient!! 🇨🇦💪🇨🇦

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72319

Ruined everything

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72320

I was let go from my job, family destroyed, can’t find work in my profession that will allow me
in. Science had been abandoned for geopolitical gains. Censorship is not truth.

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72321

I have had to resign after being a critical care nurse of 25 years. The constant news and
information overload has caused anxiety. My child has speech problems and has been trying
to learn through a mask. She comes home with bleeding hands from all the sanitizing and
washing at school. Kids need to be seeing peoples faces, laughing, learning interpersonal
skills. Not masked up unable to See emotion. The toxicity of using all these hand sanitizers
and cleaning agents and their affects on our bodies won’t be seen for years. Thank you for
reading

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72322

Loss of job.

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72323

It hasn't.

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72324

Sports for kids and being able to see family Not being able to see my grandpa before he died

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72325

In 2020 I was only able to work for 6 months and in 2021i was only able to work 3 months. Due
to the mandates and my "unacceptable" behavior of being against the mask mandates and
"vaccine" mandates

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72326

Effected my income, my ability to travel, caused division between family and friends. It had
shown me that the government is not my support. They line their own pockets while they
impose bogus health restrictions, invade my privacy, disrespect my opinion and freeze my
assets.

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72327

My livelihood is on the line.

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72328

Restricted in travel, shopping and all proper human existence.

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72329

my gym had closed, people are like walking zombies now wearing facemasks, I can't cross the
border, friends has separated, families has separated, can't go to coffee shops or restaurants
or cinemas, can't go to the post office or other government businesses, people don't socialize,
kids don't socialize, people are being indoctrinated into fear, especially kids, can't visit seniors
in their homes, et al.

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72330

It’s effected my life Big time. It’s clear the government doesn’t have the people best interest in
mind only their own

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72331

Kept me from loved ones, friends. Not able to socialize out in the public. Fatique, stress. Just
not right at all.

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72332

Restricted me from my friends and family, to hug them to be close to them, to celebrate our
holidays and birthdays together, restricted me from visiting friends in hospital restricted me
from breathing fresh air outside, increased stress levels,and made me worried all the time, lack
of sleep,

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72333

Mentally, stressed, childrens mental health, small town businesses and childrens activities
being shut down some permanently now

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72334

Uprooted my family and made everyone miserable and divided

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72335

Lost work, Lost freedoms, lost friends

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72336

It has stopped it. It’s very demanding on trying to make sure that what I’m doing is legal. It has
stopped me from going to see my 93 year old father. Social is horrible.

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72337

I have a religious exemption but cannot go on a plane to visit my 92 mother in the UK. It has
course me depression

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72338

Severe depression in my teen daughters, depression myself, lost my 10 year job, lost my
house I had worked so hard for. Lost time with friends and family, watched pure sadness

2/18/2022 12:39 PM
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happening in old folks home I worked in, and saw the most disturbing situations and events
because of the measures there. I have heard of more teen/adult overdoses from friends and
seen an increase in the use of drugs in teens. I could go on and on.
72339

Event and restaurant attendance and seeing so many family/friends live in fear. So devastating

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72340

It’s alienated family members, could not visit family and friends in hospital, could not attend
wedding, splintered our family

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72341

Separated my family. My boss is on edge all the time because he listent to the news to much

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72342

Separate us from our love ones destroyed small businesses

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72343

I took my kids out of school and my husband has lost his job. We have been mentally strained
by the restrictions to see the people we love.

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72344

It's been sad not being able to go on date nights with my husband in so long.

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72345

anxiety, heart disease, family relationship conflicts, business failure, debt accumulation

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72346

Slight inconvenience, but well worthwhile in the interest of public safety.

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72347

It has caused division in my family

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72348

I have lost my job due to not getting a medical procedure and now have to home school my
child so she can breathe during the day

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72349

fear, loss of respect, confidence, and pride within and for my country and those elected to
represent

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72350

My daughter has become very depressed. As an unvaccinated person I have been lockdown
excessively for no logical or scientific reason. I have been treated like a criminal

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72351

Slowed work affected mental health and ability to continue recovery for former addictions ...
threatened with mandatory vaccination ... have saw my rights infringed upon time and time
again by both provincial and federal government

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72352

It’s been a disgusting corrupt and tyrannical agenda of the elites and government the entire
time, never been about health or safety! The discrimination, hate, divide, loss of livelihoods
and relationships has been horrendous! It’s an absolute disgrace that this has been allowed to
happen in a once free and democratic country! Shame on all corrupt government, media and
the very broken legal system here! It’s all about money and these criminals in power need to
be held accountable!

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72353

It's been severely traumatizing and has affected my health on all levels. especially my mental
health. I feel abused. disempowered. sickened by being lied to and forced into living in a way
that is deadening to my soul.

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72354

Lost my freedoms

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72355

Job, children, mental health, physical health,

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72356

A lot. I can’t get into plane both domestic and international without that stupid vaccine
passport. I need my freedom back!

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72357

I refuse the vaccine so I have not been able to work or participate in dance classes or several
other sports that I regularly participate in. Had impacted my health and well being

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72358

Horrible depression deaths by sueside alcohol abuse loss of job loss of house loss off friends
loss of family

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72359

Has hurt my mental health and social life with friends and family.

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72360

Feels like 2 years of house arrest. Not living, just doing time.

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72361

Suspended without pay that led to early retirement. Can’t go to restaurants movies gyms travel
etc

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72362

They haven't. I have remained employed, healthy, and still have support and a network of
loved ones. I have followed every guideline, temporary mandate, and public health measure.

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72363

Dumb question. Dividing up the family. People walking around like monkeys in a cage

2/18/2022 12:39 PM
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72364

In every single way

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72365

Absolutely disgusted that any Canadian thinks MartialLaw is needed. PM & all politicians must
RESTORE DEMOCRACY NOW. You should all be ashamed of the authoritarian overreach

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72366

Destroyed our liberty and caused division.

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72367

Discrimination Income Mental Heath Access to activities for children

2/18/2022 12:39 PM

72368

Being lied to by the Government, doing all they requested or demanded, yet a person can still
catch it anyway! Government overreach! 🤨😡

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72369

Has separated family and friends for all the lies!

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72370

Restrictions limit family visits. The fear mongering has eliminated some friendships

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72371

Job on the line

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72372

It robbed me of respect from ANYONE It brought on Anxiety, depression, and unfixable
separation in my own immediate family I can’t visit my Mom in Demetia Care The myths have
been paralyzing !! It has made is incredibly challenging to stay hopeful I cry EVERYDAY
.......... the effects are already irreversible ....... It is in Gods hands now .........

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72373

I can’t do anything, I feel like a prisoner in my own country. I’m not free to travel outside of my
country, I’m not free to go and do what I want or need inside my own country. I couldn’t go and
say goodbye to loved ones. I’ve never been this depressed

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72374

My child's social/emotional wellness. Not being able to support businesses or attend fitness
activities (my physical and mental health)

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72375

Terrible Depression Anxiety Fear for absolutely no reason.

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72376

Deep cut into activity and liberties.

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72377

Made moving to a new community and meeting new people very difficult, caused division
among family and friends, negatively impacted my mental health

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72378

Mental illness, business, money making, trying to survive with rising costs of everything

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72379

Extreme stress/depression, suicidal thoughts.

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72380

Like being in isolation for 2 yrs plus

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72381

Anxiety, loss of job, kids unable to see anyone, it is very sad

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72382

Not at all

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72383

It’s affected our lives in many way, health, social and financial...it has divided our families and
our friends. My children have lost so must in the last two years that they will never get a
chance to do, from socializing to sports, to relationships, in growth, in their grad events and
ceremonies....in their interpersonal skills....

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72384

Curtailed travel both domestic and international. I lost complete respect due my federal
government.

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72385

As a healthy 70+ year old Canadian, who takes care of himself, helps others when I can, I
resent the fact that I am "not allowed" to enter into certain public places with my family and
friends to celebrate birthdays, anniversaries, etc. as we see fit! Enough with the controls that
are clearly NOT about our health and welfare!! Thank you!

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72386

Yes metal health is bad . No mental resources. Also would like to a class action lawsuit
against the government of how things were handled

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72387

Can't access many activities my tax dollars have paid for.

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72388

When my kids can't go swimming because I am nit vaccinated, this medical tyranny. And
every level of government should be ashamed of themselves.

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72389

It really hasn’t affected my life but just miss beginning able to see my mom, but it’s for her
safety and keep her alive. And see live concerts. But if the mandate stays in place for longer I
know one day things will slowly get back to somewhat normal one day

2/18/2022 12:38 PM
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72390

Isolated

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72391

Immensely

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72392

My small business has struggled. My children’s father has been laid off and therefor unable to
provide child support for his kids. I am doing it all on my own. Many clients will not come to
my business if they have to wear a mask during their service. My children are being
discriminated upon and unable to participate in extra curriculars

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72393

My job, social activity and family

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72394

the two unhealthiest years of my life at an age where its harder to do anything about it. The
mandates are crimes against humanity

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72395

Loss of freedom

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72396

It has completely screwed up our financials.

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72397

Restricted my rights to move freely

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72398

Terrible

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72399

I was forced to take the vaccine for employment. I’m not against vaccines at all, I just didn’t
want to put that in my body until a FULL STUDY was completed like every other drug/ vaccine.
It’s my body, my choice. I feel like I don’t have a choice for my body! My rights have been
taken away to choose. I’m a single person with no other income and had no choice but to take
the vaccine to get employment to pay my bills. I have a uncle in the hospital dying right now in
Ontario and he’s alone, he’s not allowed to have any visitation from even his wife. BO ONE
SHOULD EVER HAVE TO DIE ALONE WHILE IN THE HOSPITAL. This is a disgrace. He is a
human being and is left there with no family at his side to make him feel at ease. This
absolutely breaks my heart to know this is allowed to happen to him.

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72400

This has been the most disgusting display in leadership !! I have lost all faith in who is leading
the way. I am sickened by the treatment of so many elderly. I am no longer proud to be
canadian these days.. I am done with all of it!!!!!

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72401

My lack of having a passport has prevented me from going to events and even using a
washroom. I have far less physical exercise and social time & a greater sense of isolation.

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72402

Yes, most definitely, physically and mentally, and emotionally. It’s affected every aspect of my
life and my families lives.

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72403

Depression !!!

2/18/2022 12:38 PM

72404

I have not been vaccinated so I am looked down upon and demeaned by the PM and those
who are vaccinated. My rights have been taken away.

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72405

We have kids and they have suffer a work and school mentally.This has affected us financially
because we had to miss work. I had to help friends from depression. This has been terrible.
We had to stop meeting at church and as a family.

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72406

I lost my job and I see my family less because I have to work away from home.

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72407

It has impacted for the worse. My kids and I cannot do anything.

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72408

Divided my family and friends.

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72409

Cannot travel. Cannot see aged family. Cannot eat at a restaurant. Cannot go to a gym to stay
healthier.

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72410

Stress and financial ruin.

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72411

Isolation, division and feeling like a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72412

We are a Lot more stressed, frustrated not being able to do the things we used to, and see so
many people blindly following the govt! They are like a herd of buffalo heading full speed to the
cliff!

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72413

Friends and family relationships broken. Haven’t seen family that live in different country for 3
years. Lost job and income. Decline of manual health

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72414

Lost wages.freedom to move about freely, Asthma.isolation.anxiety.

2/18/2022 12:37 PM
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72415

Stopped my social life, made me angry and down, division amongst my family.

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72416

Of course it has been difficult but the catastrophic losses would have been much much worse!

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72417

Wrecked my business, my family life, friendships, health physically and mentally. Stress has
gone through the roof. Children have been segregated and forced to comply with things that
make them sick and unhealthy. The cost of doing anything has went through the roof. It has
caused nothing but negativity in a once abundantly happy place.

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72418

Two adult children (at home) let go from their programs at the local University due to
mandates. One daughter let go from her hospital lab job due to mandates (now working again
with testing every 48 hours). Not able to attend our daughter’s wedding in the US due to the
mandates. This is unCanadian!

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72419

Myself and my family are excluded from any social situation where the Vax pass is required
(can’t go to gym, restaurant, movie theatre, swimming pool, skating rink, can’t go watch my
daughter dance in dance festivals, my hubby can’t coach other daughter’s soccer team etc..).
Masks making my asthma and anxiety much worse.

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72420

It has kept us safe until we were vaccinated and our bodies better prepared to deal with covid
infection. It has provided safety precautions for those vulnerable in our lives

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72421

Mandates are bullshit, covid is fake. Vaccines are killing people. This was alll made up to take
down the cabal. I understand why but we are born free sovereign beings. I do not consent. I
am my own and I control my own. Government needs to be taken down. People are in the
power not the government. Stop lying and tell the truth about Healthcare, governments, UfOs,
military, Extraterrestrial life, education. Anything to do with the government is a sham and only
there to stop people from achieving great things. This world is an illusion. Stop playing the
game and the game ends!

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72422

Mental health has been such a struggle as it is with my children and I and this has made it
worse!!

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72423

It’s affected my children’s life, taking away 2 years away from their childhood and two years of
their childhood I’ll never get back. Everyone’s Mental health is an all time low because of the
mandates.

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72424

Cannot watch my son bowl

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72425

In every way. I'm broke, I'm poor, jobs are hard to find, I can't pay my electric bill thats sitting
at over 3200 the taxes and Trudeau need to go

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72426

We are not a free country, destroyed this myth

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72427

Lost Job

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72428

It has caused breakages in family and friends relationships. It has limited my access to certain
events and locations. It has caused extreme mental stress and fatigue. It has effected the
growth and maturity of my teenage daughter. The effects are endless

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72429

I don’t feel in control of my life anymore I feel like my government is telling me how I should
feel and what I should do with my body

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72430

I’ve seen in segregate family members and ruin businesses

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72431

Restricted travel and visiting friends and family lost money

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72432

Made it very difficult to enjoy activities with my child and family. It’s taking food off of our
tables and money out of our pockets

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72433

Lower income, socially. It's torn my family a part.

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72434

My 12yo daughter was hospitalized for depression and suicide, my father was hospitalized for
cancer, they say he got Covid in the hospital and we had no idea where he was for 5 days
because they wouldn’t call us back or allow us in, he died (not because of Covid because
never had a symptom) and we have not be able to lay him to rest as he wanted, I have family
and friends who don’t talk to me, my daughter can’t do sports, I can’t ski with the younger kids
or take them out for birthday meals, we are all in therapy, the mental load has been
overwhelming and I’ve considered abandoning everything!!!

2/18/2022 12:37 PM
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72435

Can’t fly on an airplane

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72436

It has divided the country I love

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72437

It has affected our business and our ability to pay bills and earn a living, it has affected our
children's education immensely, as well as their friendships and social development beyond
anything I can describe, it has divided our family and stolen valuable time with our loved ones,
it has caused stress and anxiety for all of us.

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72438

Horribly

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72439

It has ruined my life in every aspect possible and we as citizens do not deserve this type of
tyranny!

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72440

separation. stress. mental health issues. loss of income

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72441

Badly

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72442

Lost two jobs...not eligible for e.i. had to use my RRSP just to survive. I have two diplomas
and still will have to go to food bank because I only have enough money until the end of
February 😥

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72443

None of the mandates work so why keep using them. Masks are awful for our children’s
development and they are so hard to breathe in plus no one uses them correctly. Social
distancing is a joke. And vaccines are being forced without any actual “scientific data” as
politicians like that phrase. If these measures worked then cases would go down when
enforced not go higher than ever. Follow the “science” they don’t work.

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72444

I couldn't take my daughter to the park. She's missed 2 birthdays in a row. My grandmother
hasn't been able to join in on social functions. I don't know of the long term health effects of
taking a vaccine as I have UC.

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72445

It's made me lose trust in media and govnt. Lost friends and family, shut my business down,
lost income. I could go on. Ridiculous

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72446

I need to go back to work. Havent worked for over 3 years, due to operations and covid

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72447

My social life has come to a halt. I do not shop at large centres, which is good actually. I wear
a mask that I do not agree with. I have had 2 vaccines, that I don't agree with. I have to go
through way too many hoops to travel to another country. I work in social services, so our
programs for the most vulnerable had to come to an abrupt stop. I have more feelings of
depression and uncontrollable emotions. I have been waiting nearly a year for a medical
specialist appointment to even be booked with me. Some of our local businesses in our small
town have had to close permanently because of lack of income and uncertainty.

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72448

Exasperated my mental health, divided my family, lost many relationships. Have PTSD
triggers whenever I enter a business without a mask, because I am exempt and many people
don't respect that at all. Has robbed me of my peace and hope. Have spent 2 years in boredom
and feeling helpless and hopeless to dream about travel or other recreational activities. Cannot
even enjoy a meal at a restaurant- a date with my husband. My kids have suffered for lack of
activities such as sports or swimming lessons, etc. We live in a small town with limited
amneties and a long winter... They have missed out on so much, maybe even experienced
bullying due to our stance on Covid issues. I have been harrassed for having an alternate
opinion online. Our church shut down for many months... my group therapy class went online
and then shut down for lack of attendance. We suffered financially... newly self employed. My
husband felt forced to be vaccinated against his wishes to finish a university course... Several
people in my extended family DIED (NOT COVID RELATED) and there was no funeral service
for any... I could go on endlessly... Nothing about the safety measures has benefited my family
in any way. In fact quite the opposite - harm harm harm. Even several friends lost their lives to
suicide, addiction, other abuse... Our governmnet has done nothing but follow a global agenda
to induce tyranny on a greater scale. Nothing they have done was to serve Canadians or keep
us safe. I feel that our justice system is corrupt all the way up to the Supreme Court as well.
God will clean house soon. That's my only hope.

2/18/2022 12:37 PM

72449

I have been treated like a leper, ostracized from society because I refuse to take an
experimental gene therapy shot in the arm. I’ve lost friends and had my family divided. I’ve
been unable to participate as a free person in the society in which I live. I was told I cannot
attend the quilting guild of which I’ve been a member for a few years because I refuse to be
“vaccinated”.

2/18/2022 12:36 PM
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72450

Angered that the governments who are supposed to support us are actually against us. Feels
very uncomfortable & volatile.

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72451

so far not too much being retired and unvaccinated, but the people I can share my views with
are limited, including friends.

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72452

It’s affected it very negatively family isn’t talking, friends are no longer friends, kids are
depressed and struggling at school. Everyday is a fight. Not being able to travel like we usually
do.

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72453

I have been locked out of society and have lost my job.

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72454

Excessive Moral Distress due to vaccine mandate to keep my job. My husband was out of
work 4 times due to government closures of his business, and business has not yet recovered
- business remains slow and finances still suffering with no further government assistance

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72455

The damage to mental health with the racist behavior, complete disregard for our constitution
and freedoms will never be forgotten. Our choice was taken away. From the beginning we had
a choice. We have known since 2002 that antivirals work in treatment. The government took
away our own Doctors freedoms to be Doctors.

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72456

In many ways. Socially, emotionally, and physically.

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72457

my family is divided and I have hated staying home

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72458

My daughter was not able to have a birthday party, I was not able to see my dad.

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72459

It's been like a retreat I loved it.

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72460

Not being able to visit family member who have died alone. Community with friends. Watching
friends lose family members due to suicide.

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72461

Work, mental health. Family and friends, division of Canadians, rising costs,

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72462

Not going to social events...food outlets...funerals or weddings

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72463

It has taken away my God give right to choose what I think is best for me and my family

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72464

I am treated like an outcast because I won't get the experimental jab

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72465

I'm a small business owner

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72466

DIVIDED MY FAMILY... LOST OF JOBS... CAN NOT VISIT LOVE ONE IN HOMES... CAN
NOT SING IN CHURCH ... CAN GO TO FUNERALS ... LOST LOVED ONE..SO MANY
PEOPLE HAVE BEEN INJURY AND KILLED BY THE JAB... THE VACCINES DOES CURE
OR PROTECT US AT ALL... MANDATE HAVE NOT HELP ANYONE AT ALL ... SO WHY
KEEP THEM ...J. TRUDEAU'S MANDATE HAS DESTROY SO MANY LIVES, BUSINESS...
JOBS ETC...WHILE HE HAS PROFIT FROM THE SHOTS... THIS IS NOT RIGHT.... THIS IS
SO DISAPPOINTING THAT THE TRUTH ABOUT THE MANDATE HAVE NOT PRODUCE
ANY POSITIVE RESULTS AT ALL FOR CANADIAN PEOPLE...

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72467

My children have breathing problems, they are segregated within their schools can not
participate in sports at school or outside. In great fear of losing our jobs and livelihood.

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72468

It has become oppressive, according to numerous bonafied specialists and reasearch = there
appears to be NO scientific credibility to their use.

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72469

Lost my job

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72470

In a huge way.....domestic engoneer who now can no longer do any volunteer work within local
community. Was kept from seeing grandchild (newborn) til 6 weeks of age. The list could go on
and on.....husbands work is thus far good, but wondering what hammer will come down next
and severe his employment? Emotionally tis has been worst roller coaster of my 56 years, and
I've seen alot of stress and trauma.

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72471

Anxiety, depression and mentally exhausted.

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72472

Less work / less income / no social life - no fun - depressed

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72473

I have not been able to deal with my brothers death properly. I am not allowed to see my 90 yr
old dad who is my last next of kin. My grands have almost mo education . I have been denied

2/18/2022 12:36 PM
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medical care. I have lost my business and do not qualify for any benefits. How has it not would
have been easier.
72474

To much time lost with important people due to such strict guidelines

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72475

Relationships!! Family friends!! Freedoms taken away that were not the govt to take!!

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72476

Loss of income and freedom

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72477

I am done! I want my freedom back! I want my life back! I already had COVID. Get off my
back already. I have been shamed and ridiculed for my personal body choices. This is no
longer about a virus!

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72478

The government doesn’t care anyway

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72479

I lost my business and now struggling with trying to survive with the extreme cost of living

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72480

I lost my job because of it and it has subsequently devastated my family financially and
emotionally.

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72481

Loss of income,,stress and fear

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72482

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72483

Lost of income, right to travel, and friends

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72484

Almost lost my job.

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72485

I lost my mother in law to suicide due to depression from being forced to have no visitors.
Lack of extracurricular activities with my children, leading to more dependency on video
games. Loss of education in their formative years due to school closures

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72486

It has brought division and unnecessary hardships in friends and family where support was
needed. Isolation. Broken community around me me. Watched and listened to those near me
struggling for various reasons which was very stressful.

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72487

Family and friend separation Loss of job and no EI

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72488

I work from home

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72489

In one word Tyranny

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72490

Made my life very bad! I came to this country for freedom, but we don’t have is freedom. Make
Canada a better again.

2/18/2022 12:36 PM

72491

It has taken away much of our income, kept us from traveling to see my family, prevented my
child from doing many of his activities, and isolated us in an extremely harmful way. It has
made me regret immigrating to Canada and has made mw hate this country and its leaders. I’d
give a lot to be out of this hell hole, but the only way to do that is to leave my partner, and that
would be horrific.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72492

My husband lost his job, my children have been bullied and harassed at school, I am unable to
even get a job now because of these mandates. All this has caused is pain and indifference
among Canadians. We are worthy of more.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72493

I have no life. No freedom. I’m depressed. My kids have mental health issues from these
actions. I’m I’ll from mask wearing. We had to move. Find new work. Our families have
distance each other.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72494

Forced to vaccinate in order to keep my job. It has been phycological warefare to do
something I didn't believe in and go against my concience. My husband also had to. It has
affected our children and it means we do not support any business that requires us to show a
QR code. We do not believe in sharing our personal health information, nor support
discrimination.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72495

My 2yr old isn’t allowed to participate in physical activities because she isn’t able to keep a
mask on. I am really struggling with post partum depression and not being able to see my
family is hurting. We lost our home in the Sumas prairie flood and we’ve been having a really
really hard time financially with my husband losing his job because of Covid and I being on
maternity leave.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72496

Mentally scarring

2/18/2022 12:35 PM
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72497

Where to begin. It has caused incredible stress on my family and friends. It hasn’t caused a
divide between family members and friends, it has impacted my own and the mental health of
many others I know personally. This is a shameful time in Canadian history.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72498

Lost friends & work. Business is struggling. Rifts in family relationships. Seeing mental heath
issues increase

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72499

Division between family and friends, isolation, inability to travel to see family,increased cost of
living, seeing friends lose their business, seeing loss of life or quality of life due to receiving
Covid ‘vax’

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72500

has kept me from seeing friends and family, and I am horrified to see how it has affected
children and many others so it has affected my mental and emotional state.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72501

Depressed, lack of work, lack of family

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72502

Feeling very isolated

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72503

Very divisive, no social interactions, stopped me from visiting my Mom in LTC, stopped me
from going to the pool, which I need for my back. I did not see my son and my 2 grandsons for
23 months.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72504

I am terribly depressed and i feel trapped. This is fucking non sense. Chinada for sure

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72505

Freedom to go visit our Adult Children & the same time for them to come home. Very tired of
the negative attitude of alot of people......KINDNESS & respect is gone

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72506

Caused division with my family and friends...horrible on grandkids..they are fearful, anxious,
sick from masks

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72507

I cannot board a plane. Which goes against my charter rights to travel freely in my own
country. When my father died, we couldn't have a funeral because of the mandates.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72508

My husband has an autoimune disorder due to Pulmanory Fibrosis. He has been told that he
cannot catch even a cold because it could kill him. The mandate does not affect us at all
because we have taken responsibility for keeping our household safe. Unnecessarily locking
people up and taking away their rights in no way helps us. We need to take care of our own
health by taking the vaccine (or not) and wearing PROPER masks and isolating ourselves as
necessary.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72509

In every way possible lost my job lost some family lost some friends and major depression

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72510

Freedom of visiting friends and and family has been taken away, the Freedom of choice in
medical treatment is not a thing anymore at this point.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72511

I don't want to have any more kids because my son was born April 2020 and only knows covid
life. It's unfortunate and scary

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72512

Our children having to wear masks daily at school, isolation, discrimination, segregation.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72513

Not employed

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72514

It has affected the physical and mental health of family members

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72515

In so many ways...made me pretty much a shut-in .

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72516

Freedom of speech, freedom of bodily autonomy, being ridiculed because of my choices, loss
of friends and family.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72517

My children have been talking suicidal thought. One put into hospital, my husband lost his
business I lost 1/2 of mine we lost our home after living in it for 15 years.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72518

Im a young man and this it taking away from my life experience and my time to enjoy myself
and learn and make mistakes its changed everything and ive missed a lot of things because of
it

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72519

It has not affected my life in any shape or form. I don't think any of the mandates should be
lifted until the medical authorities say it's appropriate.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72520

Segregation division hatred is what I have to deal with every day

2/18/2022 12:35 PM
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72521

They’ve managed the work load for the health care system Can you imagine how it would be
today if Covid had run rampant for last two years?

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72522

Sick and tired of it. The hypocrisy of our leaders, of the elite bothers me too.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72523

I am a wheelchair dependent disabled 60 yr old who lost my homecare worker in oct due to the
vax mandate. Many of our most vulnerable are being gravely neglected. The unvaxed health
workers need to be rehired, even if that means wearing masks and testing while at work, much
like the yearly influenza rules for non vaxed workers. Our healthcare system in BC has been in
perils for well over 2 decades way before Covid. Well over 20% of us have lost proper care for
the 1% who may perish from Covid. I believe in the freedom to choose without being forced by
a government, and the fear and false numbers the controlled media is portraying need to end.
End this division of our people, this will just cause more separation. As any one with half
intelligence can see the numbers aren’t adding up, and if the vax actually worked the unvaxed
are of little threat. We are all going to experience Covid eventually and those that survive will
have natural immunity.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72524

Well you have so many idiots running things around the country pretty much everything
fuel,RCMP lying, theft of property just to name a few

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72525

Horribly!! My mental health and my childrens mental and physical health have been affected in
very negative ways!

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72526

Emotionally, financially, socially, mental stability, segregation, discrimination. Severe stress to
mental health, I have health issues that can be very negatively impacted by getting the
vaccine and I can't get an exemption. I have come to realize the corruption in health care and
political systems are even worse than I realized.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72527

Restrictions on travel, masking, restrictions on restaurants and other public access

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72528

Horrible. No trust of doctors. Never was able to go. Many people will die from fake vaxxine

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72529

Our business our church and our family!!!

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72530

Can't freely do any of what I used to do.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72531

My job. I was not allowed to go to work, and now I am only allowed with testing every 48
hours. This means I can't pick up last minute shifts when the hospital is short on staff because
I need to book my tests in advance.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72532

Terrible

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72533

Destroyed the family unit of a family member, turned family members against each other,
prohibited me from travelling between my two places of residence (NB and NS) to visit and
support suffering family members, prohibited me from participating in society, was insulted with
name-calling by my government, was shamed for informing myself about the injections and
because I measured the potential risk of the experimental untried computer generated
operating systems with my low risk of covid injury, and had the audacity to go against
tyrannical and corrupted elected officials who stole so so many rights and freedoms, I no
longer have equal protections and freedoms as people who entered the failing human injection
experiment. This is despite every political entity knowing I am no more infectious than a
vaccinated person. The restrictions and passports are about compliance, not health.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72534

It’s made my kids have anxiety about going out. I have a parent that had anxiety before Covid.
She barely leaves her home and is very depressed. Mental health is affected after living like
this for two years. We are all vaccinated as I have an underlying condition. It’s time to think of
business owners and those severely affected by these restrictions.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72535

My husband has his own company and is unable to fly to US for work which he has been doing
for 5.5 years. He just recently drove 4100km to Quebec for work (8200km round trip) We have
lost approx $80,000 of revenue in the last 2 years because of mandates. Both my in laws were
in care homes in the last 2 years. Mother in law passed away in June 2020. They were locked
in like prisoners. My father in law still in long term care and we aren’t allowed to go inside the
facility without vax pass which we don’t have. My daughters university education is affected.
My oldest has been doing on line university since March 2020, and my youngest deferred her
first year of nursing because of the mandates because she does’t want the shots. My oldest
was forced to get the covid shot because her mental health was greatly suffering because she
couldn’t go to the gym. Fitness and health is everything to her. She cried when she got the
shots as she didn’t want them. So it was a huge slap in the face when the government closed

2/18/2022 12:35 PM
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gyms in Dec 2021. The harm these mandates have caused is very evident in my own family
and many others I talk to. All mandates must go and people can chose their own comfort level
with how they deal with this virus and how they want to live. Freedom of choice.
72536

Headaches, difficulty breathing, isolation, alienated, segregated, mental health issues, health
issues due to lack of medical access, abuse.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72537

Family divided

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72538

Not being able to see our loved ones attend funerals or visit in nursing homes our life is not
ours

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72539

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72540

It challenges your mental health by isolating you from people and limiting social interactions.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72541

It has affected every aspect of mine & my family's life specifically my children who do not
understand why they feel like prisoners in this once free country.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72542

isolated from visiting friends, banned from my office and completing field work so my job is on
the line, my hobbies have been cancelled and added a large amount of stress.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72543

Unable to travel, go watch my nephew play sports, can’t go to the gym or restaurant

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72544

Put my life into seclusion

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72545

Scared of government.take over

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72546

My activity outside my residence is very limited and very restricted and I feel like I’m under
house arrest over the last year or longer now. It’s not right and needs to end immediately.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72547

in every way possible

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72548

feel isolated, costs have skyrocketed, my family luckily is still united but many friends and
neighbours are scared and distant.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72549

Mentally I feel depressed and have been drinking to much .I have a overwhelming feeling of
people are mad about something they do not understand.

2/18/2022 12:35 PM

72550

Too many to list

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72551

My mental and physical Heath has suffered.

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72552

In every way. Lost my job, lost family members who I was not able to say goodbye too. Lost
family members and friends.

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72553

Almost lost my job. Lost friends. Depression/anxiety

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72554

I am currently in Ottawa, to stand against our corrupt governments mandates that don’t allow
future generation the freedom of choice.

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72555

Stressful for the family and causes mental health issues

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72556

Feel like I have been in prison for over 2 years. Awful and stressed

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72557

It has made me very depressed. I was so hopping the truckers would make everything normal
again.

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72558

Restricting freedom

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72559

Stress of close job loses, my 4 childrens sports and education. Division all around me…
churches, schools, families

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72560

Unemployed now, cannot obtain EI, using credit to pay for food. I’ve been an outcast in my
community for the last 6 months

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72561

Kept me from family, friends, freedom to gather and worship together.

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72562

Lost my job, lost my family, distance from my child, lost of friends, can't go to movies,
restaurants, bowling, swimming, cant leave canada, cant watch my kids play sports.. i hate
our government

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72563

Unable to socialize, see our loved one especially at the hospital when dying, that is

2/18/2022 12:34 PM
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unacceptable & evil to die alone or loved one’s not being able to say goodbye. Most of us do
not die by catching covid. Even vaccinated, we are still getting it. Let me know s decide at this
point to wear our mask or not. Enough with the vaccine passport. I did not want to be
vaccinated but did not want to loose my job that I worked all my life to have a future, that was
manipulation at it’s best. How come we never have a say and it is now clear for most that
media are controlled, we are witnessed to it all. Sad to be experiencing what is happening in
Ottawa, how can the gov not negotiate with their citizen. Emergency measures to manipulate
and control the people one more time. We all see what is really going on but some of us are
scared and would prefer to subside. Every single person that I speak to do not agree with how
our gov is handling all of this. We have no freedom and the truckers should not have to be in
Ottawa to defend our rights. Seems to us that a grander agenda is behind all of this, pure evil.
I never knew I would ever have to go through these times here in Canada. Do I want to be a
grandmother in today’s world, no. Our mental health is all affected, life here on earth does not
make sense anymore. Our hearts cannot handle this oppressiveness/darkness any longer.
Thank God that I have my faith to hold on too.
72564

In every way possibly. It’s devastating.

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72565

It prevented me from being with loved ones in care at the end of the life. It has changed the
way my employment operates.

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72566

Having been forced to be vaccinated to stay employed. My children have been limited
educationally, socially and physically. My personal mental health has deteriorated. My eldest
child now sees a phcologist.

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72567

I lost my restaurant and bar and the 150,000 equity in my house to purchase it. I have no
freedom to travel, eat out, be with friends, and I can't breath in a mask

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72568

It's angered me because our great country has not come under external threat. I have Jewish
background and for True Dope to connect the Jewish female MP with the swastika is
outrageous and shows that he lacks basic human intelligence. I am very angry

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72569

Increased stress at work and staff shortages due to prolonged isolation for asymptomatic staff.
My teenage daughter suffers from anxiety and depression. It’s been very difficult to get her to
go to school because of all the added stress of mask wearing, social distancing from her
friends and threats of suspension if she takes her mask off to take a sip of water from fearful
teachers and lunch monitors. She usually goes all day at school without eating and drinking
out of fear of being judged or getting in trouble for removing her mask. Yet, I’m January parents
and students were told to treat covid like we would a cold/flu. Stay home if your sick. The
increase in mental health issues and lack of services is terrible! I also had my cancer
treatment delayed in 2020 for months due to covid restrictions. Luckily, my cancer hadn’t
spread during that time and I survived!

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72570

Unable to see family and friends...caused great division and hate between family and friends.
No freedom over medical decisions

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72571

Made my life miserable!

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72572

I’m a nurse. It’s made me feel safer at work.

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72573

Has financially crippled me causing major stress and health issues

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72574

In every way

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72575

Well the mandates go against the CHARTER of rights and freedoms and segregation and
bullying are against the law and freedom means tree to do anything with out being harassed or
punished . This has to stop we are not Guinea pigs and these vaccines are hurting and killing
people So the way its affecting my life in tired of my friends and family members getting sick
all the time from after taking this POISIN

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72576

Feeling like a prisoner has created massive depression and health issues.

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72577

It has affected my children

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72578

Masks are not helping can’t go on vacation

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72579

Debilitating mental heath escalation in my family, border restrictions has escalated fear of
travel to see family,

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72580

Badly

2/18/2022 12:34 PM
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72581

Mentally

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72582

anxious, fear, in every way it is a negative, haven't seen family in 2 years, cant visit my
brother in Ltc

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72583

Broken up my family and friend relationships, stopped me from visiting my aging grandmother,
stopped family from traveling, caused anxiety and depression, limited my freedoms.

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72584

To much divide between family, friends

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72585

Loneliness..depression..isolation

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72586

More stress

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72587

Depression, anxiety, family brokenness.

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72588

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72589

It has causes so much mental stress. Family division, upheaval of families and unnecessary
stress. A adult should be allowed to determine what they need for there health

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72590

Negatively.

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72591

I had to have a vaccine that we don’t know long term effects of so that I could keep my job.

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72592

Isolation, barred from businesses for not wearing a mask, barred from restaurants, travelling,
cross boarder travel. Unecessary anger, hopelessness.

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72593

My kids can't play the sports they love - we have lost family.

2/18/2022 12:34 PM

72594

Extremely negative. Took away most of my income. Social isolation. Depression. Anger.
Misunderstood. Discrimination.

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72595

My mom Committed suicide in the second lock down

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72596

It has taken a toll on my mental health. We have had many suicides in our community and my
kids have not excelled in school.

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72597

Too many restrictions are frustrating and unnecessary at this point

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72598

Mental health has declined in our family.

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72599

Divided family and friends, my social life, my kids education, the list goes on. Nothing good
has come to this

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72600

Kept me away from friends and family that I spend a lot of time with as well as my job

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72601

Strain in relationships and business affected.

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72602

Financial, mental health

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72603

How hasn’t it is a better question!

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72604

I got kicked out of the gym I had been attending for the past 5 years. This has directly
impacted my health and the condition of my body, and not for the better. I was refused service
to use the washroom and to get a cup of coffee because I was not vaccinated.

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72605

My partner and I were both fired from our jobs. Mental health issues.

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72606

Our children have been limited to their activities and their friends. Our oldest was involved with
air cadets and now has lost interest in the military. Our other son had an opportunity to play
baseball at a higher level but with the vacinne mandates and the business not choosing
negative testing he was not allowed and my daycare business has only hung on by a thread
and will be closing in the next few months.

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72607

Affected my job and personal life

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72608

Negatively-lost relationships mainly, mental health slide.

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72609

Knowledge of oppression in governmental community.

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72610

Caused division among family and friends, stress, concern re: health of loved ones who took
the experimental jab, treated like pepper if don't wear face covering, can't work as a nurse.

2/18/2022 12:33 PM
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72611

It has made me feel isolated and lonely. I am angry at the government overreach into peoples
personal lives

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72612

It's been difficult on my kids through all of this

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72613

Mandates are terrible. Should have ended a long time ago. Awful for parents of teenagers like
myself.

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72614

I'm a travel agent and have not been able to see travel to my clients...be it because they can't
travel because of their choice to not be vaccinated, not wanting to quarantine in a destination,
etc.

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72615

Watching my wife when her mother died without her loved ones being able to be around her in
a capacity of freedom. That’s one example.

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72616

Just thinking of what is in store for my family . We all worked hard for what we have and to
think that it can be pulled out from under us thinking I would rather be dead . Depressing do I
paint my house ,fix my car ,look forward to the summer ride my bike . Or do I make funeral
arrangements

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72617

Not vaccinated.

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72618

risk of losing employment family & friend divisions stress & anxiety so much time used up
writing letters to government representatives & officials, advocating for our rights & freedoms

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72619

I can't workout properly and have gained a significant amount of weight. I am in the worst
shape of my life.

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72620

Life is very depressing, not a good thing for children

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72621

Destroyde my life !

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72622

I consider myself immuno compromised after going through cancer 15 years ago and battling
through ulcerative colitis! I'm now super careful what I put in my body and would NEVER under
any circumstances put an experimental vaccine in my body, one that so far has proven to
have very minor efficacy and also associated with many injuries!! As such I can't travel, dine
out, go to my gym and be healthier than I am etc.etc These mandates are pure discrimination
against our CHARTER of Rights and totally unethical considering its non efficacy!!

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72623

Lost of friends, family members, isolation, no contact. Lost of my FREDOM!

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72624

I lost my job. I lost friends. Division in my family. My beautiful country is being destroyed
slowly but surely. Freedom of speech is gone. Autonomy is gone. Science is gone. Censorship
is out of control, and the governments have not listened to the people.

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72625

Lost my job, can’t enrol my kids in sports, I can’t go to funerals of loved ones, I can’t visit
elderly people. I suffer from bouts of depression.

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72626

I have lost all my support network, my connection to my cultural support/activities and become
a second class citizen in my home town. I have been harrassed, shunned, shamed and denied
entry and medical care and in turn so have my 4 children. This is not the Canada I was proud
to be part of. This is shameful. This is not Canada.

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72627

It has affected every facet of my life. Depression has set in as I feel there is no hope

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72628

Not feeling connected to my countrymen, feeling dejected from my country, no hope

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72629

Unable to go into my grandchildrens school or watch their sports. Can’t travel. Loss of job.
Unable to tolerate masks. Have natural immunity which should be recognized. Division with
family and friends due to ridiculous mandates and govt/media propaganda. The list is endless!

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72630

I left the country to seek safe refuge

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72631

As a pastor/counsellor it has been devastating watching my people lose hope , jobs, loved
ones. Addiction rates have soared. Suicides have gone up by 100s of percent. In one stat it
said overdoses in one city is up over 300 percent

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72632

I have lost my dignity for choosing medical freedom. And because of our prime minster
dividing the nation and telling his citizens to demonize have been the victim of hate!!! This no
longer feels like CANADA!!!! Give us back our free country. thank you

2/18/2022 12:33 PM
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72633

Masks make my throat tickle and I cough, had to get shots to keep job. Yet can still get the
virus and still spread it. I would have ather trust my natural immunity

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72634

Badly.

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72635

In every aspect

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72636

Financial and emotional damage for children

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72637

My husband can't apply for jobs. We haven't seen our family for 2 years. Wearing masks gives
me nose bleeds. My kids couldn't get swimming lessons, dance lessons, play soccer, go
skiing, etc.

2/18/2022 12:33 PM

72638

Loss of work.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72639

Our 2 children who have autism; have lost all in person autism services for almost 2 years.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72640

I was out of work. My kids are at least a year behind academically. And unnecessary stress
has been placed on our entire household due to the propaganda of fear in the media from the
governments.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72641

Not to match.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72642

It has affected my mental health as well as my son's who is in school. It has forced me to take
a vaccine I didn't want to keep my job. The vaccine passport has divided the people of Canada
making those unvaccinated lose their freedoms.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72643

Violates my freedoms and God given rights.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72644

Restricted movement

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72645

I've lost my job , my friends , my livelihood because I'm afraid of the government and their
hate fueled agenda

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72646

It is hurt my livelihood, as created division amongst family and friends

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72647

All

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72648

Family, church and social gatherings have been negatively impacted. Financial loss, and
restrictions have limited freedom to access services.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72649

I cannot work. I cannot wear a mask for 8 hours a day.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72650

Discouraging

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72651

The mandates have lead to isolation, feeling ostracized, incredible sadness, painful divisions.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72652

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72653

I am not Vaccinated and refuse to wear a mask, so i am excluded from all normality of life

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72654

Immensely. I cannot leave the country. At risk of losing my job. My freedom is lost. Concerned
of what the government will do next causing high stress and anxiety. Government has overreached their powers. Concerned for next generations to come and my familys well being.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72655

Can’t travel

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72656

Not able to visit family, and not able to choose not to get vaccinated or we loose our jobs. We
live in Canada 🇨🇦 and we have no rights

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72657

Not able to go back to my work work without the vaccine.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72658

They have taken away my voice

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72659

It has changed my child immensely. It has changed our relationships amongst our own family
members. This has to end.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72660

Difficult to care for loved ones in times of need, difficult to get proper health care, loss of work
opportunities, feel less connected to community, my children’s education has been greatly
reduced, they have a high increase in dependence/ addiction to screens and gaming, more fear
and negative mental health effects, great divisiveness and lack of rational conversations with
only a single perspective offered in media.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM
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72661

Divided family. Won’t allow me to see my mother in retirement. Fear. Anxiety and depression in
my teenagers. Feeling hopeless and like there’s nothing to live for in this country. Teen
daughters friend committed suicide. Segregation. The hate and division encouraged and
pushed forward by Trudeau has made me fear fearful, I have lost friends.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72662

Vaccination passports couldnt do anything without it was forced to get my vaccine to go dine
in

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72663

My life

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72664

Am unable to fly within Canada to visit immediate family. As well as unable to vacation
elsewhere in the world.Unable to go swimming at local ymca pool. Being bullied and feeling
coerced by other people to get vaccinated.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72665

No comment

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72666

Being unvaccinated for covid yet everything else and more and I'm denied my basic rights and
freedoms until I "comply" is not how Canada works

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72667

Social distancing and masking have ruined day to day interactions and created increased
anxiety

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72668

As I cannot be vaccinated due to medical issues, and do not wish to be forced to take
unproven long term “treatment” regularly, I have been treated as less than human and mental
health has bottomed out at this point.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72669

Mandates have created division, hardships, hatred and chaos.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72670

Not being able to travel, visit family and friend, got laid of from my job

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72671

Overall I believe they have helped to keep us safe

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72672

Mentally I feel like a prisoner in my own home because because of not allowed to go in
anywhere because of not having the jabs

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72673

Segregated from my family. Affected my families finances.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72674

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72675

No choices without penalties.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72676

Discrimination to attend events, go to restaurants, public places. Isolation. Loneliness. Lungs
needing oxygen to breathe. Can't breathe in masks. Being a fringe with unacceptable views.
People are made to look at us like we have the plague. Control. Communism.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72677

Loss of work, segregation, depression...

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72678

This mandate has effected my social life as well as my mental health. I believe it has effected
ALL CANADIANS (except Trudeau) in some way.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72679

I have been treated poorly by other people because of not being vaccinated. Like an outcast.
Lost friends. Have to support my adult children who have lost their jobs due to not being
vaccinated. By the way, none of us have been sick during the whole pandemic, in fact I had to
work extra to fill in for my double and triple vaccinated co workers.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72680

We have been forced to do things we would never have agreed to. Our children have been
forced to live in fear. My husband lost his job. Etc It needs to stop

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72681

I am angry and worried that my family took this experimental concoction injection so they
could keep their jobs and travel.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72682

Lost my job Depression Want to leave the country Truckers convoy has done more positive
than anything in two years

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72683

Total devastation! Family decided!

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72684

I don’t believe this virus is as bad as they say it is. I don’t believe in vaccines that haven’t had
proper testing. I live in a FREE country, so the government has no right to mandate these
vaccines upon anyone! I have already had Covid and I never went to aDoctor. I went to bed for
awhile and I am fine today. I am 74 years of age. I have lived through the best time of my life
and I lived in a free country. It isn’t any more. Thanks to this government!

2/18/2022 12:32 PM
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72685

Limited clients, took away precious moments in my personal life and with family

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72686

Stopped the world. Shame on the governments !

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72687

I try to keep myself mentally physically emotionally well. I do NOT want to be told what
poisons or chemicals I must put in my body.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72688

Very frustrating how to make any money hard to watch our government spend all this money
that we will never be able to pay back

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72689

I was not able to get my own medication HDQ because Dr’s wouldn’t give it out. I’ve been on it
for over 10 years for a lupus. This is insane. Worked from home. Can’t go to certain places
and shunned. List is endless.

2/18/2022 12:32 PM

72690

My mental health

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72691

No longer about health. This is totally admit control.

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72692

Terribly. Lost job. Lost friends and family.

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72693

I can't go to work, i can't collect EI, i can't see my family, I'm a second class citizen, my
autistic son is confused because his parents do not share views, i have developed
agoraphobia and anxiety, i am afraid to live in Canada

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72694

Not being able to go see my 90 year old Mom in Manitoba! Heartbreaking 💔

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72695

Don’t have freedom to do anything. Ripped my family apart: some depressed .. the list goes on

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72696

My grandkids have been severely affected by this. They are young and have been unable to
socialize with other children. I believe it’s been detrimental to their development. My father was
injured by the vaccine. Luckily it seems to have cleared up but I thought we were going to lose
him. We have been unable to go out to dinner or any other social event. I am asthmatic and
unable to wear a mask for any Length of time. I have chemical intolerance so I am unable to
wear the disposable medical masks at all due to the chemicals in them. Due to this, I was
denied medical care at my local hospital.

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72697

Couldn't visit my mother in the hospital, she was mostly alone for 2 months, I had to beg for
them to put her in palliative care. Family saw her for 1 day before she died. How heartbreaking,
can't get that back. Also limited to vaccinated or negative test to see parents in long term
care. Had to get 3rd party costly testing, before we could visit. This was shameful for
government to force this on us! Tested negative every time. The vaccinated workers and
visitors were testing positive. False security!

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72698

1. Near collapse of our businesses 2. Massive debt loan 3. Family and friend division 4.
Depression 5. Fear and anxiety 6. Lost confidence in healthcare system, police, government,
friends, family, employers

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72699

Fucked it up

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72700

Affected mental health, I’m unvaccinated, so I can’t see my son play hockey or travel

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72701

Restricted our daily lives without making it difficult on families to be supportive to each other.

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72702

Alcoholism

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72703

Restricted

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72704

It has brought my life to a standstill. Being unvaccinated I am limited to where and what I can
do.

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72705

Job and business

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72706

It has made it very depressing and caused segregation not only amongst Canadians but with
my family and I am sure other families as well

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72707

Mental health is low

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72708

Horribly

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72709

I have not been permitted to enjoy a free life of visiting friends,travelling, entering restaurants
or any other establishments for these last Covid months. I have been made to feel ridiculed for
my health decisions especially by Justin Trudeau.

2/18/2022 12:31 PM
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72710

I have been a member of the CIC reserve of the CAF since March 2020. Because of my desire
to not be vaccinated, I am facing dismissal. My boys are also involved in the Cadet program, a
hands-on program which has been forced online since March, 2020. They have been frustrated
by lack of training, lack of opportunity, lack of interaction with their peers within the program.
We can't go swimming as a family. If I put my kids in swimming lessons, I can't stay and
watch. The churches bring shuttered in various ways also affected our family and our ability to
worship God and have fellowship with other Christians. My children have been frustrated,
disappointed, sad, discouraged and scared. My youngest kids hardly remember a world where
they get to see people's faces and get to go anywhere whenever they want. My family lives in
another province. Visiting them has been more difficult and certainly causes concerns for
whether we'll be kept from certain places be discriminated against for coming in from out of
province. My husband was in the Aircraft Maintenance program at OC in Vernon. The
difference between the available job market when he started in Sept 2019 and now contributed,
along with vaccine mandates, to his decision to quit school and find a different job... which is
also harder to do with vaccine mandates. I consider us fortunate, as we have not been hit as
hard as many others.

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72711

Depression for people I know. People with severe adverse reactions to vaccine. Unable to see
loved ones. Grandparents unable to see loved ones.,Loss I’d loved ones because they were
unable to receive proper early treatment!!!

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72712

I have been held out of service from my career if 35 years, I cannot shop and travel as well my
children cannot attend sports

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72713

Mental health struggles as I am not sure how much longer before I loose my job

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72714

Depression

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72715

restricted my freedom, ended friendships, put a strain on my mental and emotional health

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72716

Depressed and last job.

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72717

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72718

Restricted gatherings, family celebrations, division in relationships, declined health from
wearing masks.

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72719

Mandates have cause immense stress in my life & the lives of many in my family, community
and world . Not a single benefit has resulted, only harm.

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72720

My child is constantly complaining at school that she cannot breathe due to masks. She has a
hard time making friends and due to covid, hasn’t been able to go into sports as before that
use to help tremendously. At work, I get hollered at by customers for enforcing the mandated
masks.

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72721

Mental health and financially hardship

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72722

Badly

2/18/2022 12:31 PM

72723

friendship and movements,

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72724

Terrable

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72725

In every negative way possible. Mental, financial physical.

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72726

Hasn't really

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72727

Lossed wages, stress, anxiety, mental health, families mental health

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72728

I can't work

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72729

Disruption of every aspect of our lives, feeling to be a slave with the country falling into a dark,
fascist, tyrannical government looking at a total control of the people instead of being of
service to the population.

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72730

Can’t provide for my family unless I take their fake vaccine….. as I’m a long haul cross border
truck driver…..

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72731

It has become very expensive for basic needs. It has made air travel internationally impossible
because we don’t want to risk getting stuck out of country for two extra weeks. We both have
jobs to attend along with a child in school

2/18/2022 12:30 PM
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72732

This is no way to live. The divide that these mandates have caused between people is
atrocious. Not to mention the deaths FROM the jab to people I know personally.

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72733

I have lost large amounts of money cause of reduced work due to covid mandates and
increased taxes and that stress aswell as social isolation from mandate has drastically
reduced my mental health

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72734

Financially and mentally

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72735

Travel ! And the communist ideals

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72736

prevents you from living.....prison world ...no joy

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72737

I worked in nursing field for over 10 years ! I lost my job !! My mother is in Germany I couldn’t
see her for 2 years !

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72738

It has changed the way I live but it is what it is. I'm just waiting it out.

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72739

I lost my job, strained relationships, I have not been able to visit my elderly parents in another
province who I have not seen in 4 years! I have lost income from days lost at work due to
isolation mandates. We have suffered emotional and mental anquish. It goes on and on.

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72740

Yes

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72741

I am too old to be really affected but I can't go swimming. I believe we should continue to be
really cautious and educate all of our citizens in healthy living. We should not be mandating
vaccines for those who do not choose it. the stats are not in yet and we do not know what the
real effect of covid or the vaccines will have over time.

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72742

Taken away my freedom!

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72743

I can not work.

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72744

I am not able to utilize facilities that my tax dollars support. I am discriminated against and
hated which has been fueled by Politicians and policy makers. I am unable to travel via air in
my own country. My children have been bullied at school because of their choice and had
death wished upon them. I personally know three people whom have suffered SEVERE
ADVERSE REACTIONS to this Covid-19 vaccine. One is a 16 year old boy who suffered a
heat attack. One is a 17 year old girl who lost half her vision and suffered multiple infections
simultaneously as physicians explained it was because her immunity had been lowered. The
father of my children had his leg swell immensely and turn purple and painful… no doctor could
diagnose the symptoms except to tell him his d-dimer was positive for blood clots. He was off
work for approximately two months. He had no choice but to take the second jab because it
was mandated for flying and his work requires him to travel remotely. After the second jab, he
has been unwell for months and presented in Emergency with a low oxygen saturation that left
him breathless and struggling to just walk. No concrete diagnosis yet and testing is being done
as I write this. My children are 17 and 20 and they ARE NOT emotionally ready to possibly
lose their father at such a young age. I am a Registered Nurse of 18 years and what has
happened with mandating these vaccines is deplorable and criminal. I am lucky to be on a
permanent disability as I would have been one of those fired Nurses. My patients legally had a
choice to accept any, all or parts of treatment offered , without punishment or penalty as they
had bodily autonomy. Myself and my two children have suffered emotional damage from the
policies of government these past two years.

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72745

Ruined my life

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72746

It’s added communism, racism, discrimination and a whole lot of stress to our daily lives…for
absolutely no good reason at all. It’s time to stop this nonsense.

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72747

Mental health decline

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72748

I lost my nursing job, my family is discriminated against, family and friends are afraid to
gather, not allowed in our “free” country to attend sports, go swimming or attend anything with
my children..much much more.

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72749

Caused anxiety, depression, division

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72750

Negatively. Very much reduced social activities with family, friends and religious gatherings.

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72751

Socially and with family

2/18/2022 12:30 PM
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72752

Work shortage, shut downs, divisive relationships, stress, inability to travel or enjoy normal
freedoms like restaurants and shows or sports events, experiencing discrimination

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72753

No freedom

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72754

It forced me to get my children vaccinated in order for them to have a life. It should have been
a choice not forced.

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72755

Interpreted my business causing money shortage.

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72756

I could not go to school to learn my trade as a Heavy duty technician

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72757

My family had to move provinces, and I had to stay behind.

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72758

Illegally imposed on my rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72759

My freedom, income, health, relationships

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72760

I never liked rules

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72761

It killed our business

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72762

It is awful how it is deciding families and loved ones. And all the lying is awful

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72763

I have not been able to have a work life in 2 years. Being isolated has left me anxious and
withdrawn

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72764

Lost my job, severe mental health issues because of it and my children as well

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72765

Divided friends and families. Negatively impacted mental health of myself, children and
grandchildren. Caused supply issues in our business

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72766

It’s made our lives very difficult and unfair.

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72767

Divide in family and friends, discrimination against kids in school and sports, segregation,
bullying, to name a few!!

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72768

It has caused massive discrimination and division , and nothing should be forced on anyone.

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72769

HORRIBLE

2/18/2022 12:30 PM

72770

If you have to ask that question you're a paid politician

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72771

I do not approve of marginalization in our society All people are equal

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72772

Watching freedom go out the door

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72773

Yes

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72774

Division of family

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72775

Terribly mostly my son!

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72776

It has made things gard these masks need to go so everyone ca breathe notice only the
government officials to look goid wear the masjs

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72777

Unable to see my Dad who has been in care for the past 2 years. Emotiol trauma through
discrimination. Unable to gather with friends and family. Unable to attend fellowship service.
Unable to get the correct medical care ect.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72778

It has destroyed everything for everyone with the exception of those elitists who have profited
from the corporate greed and taxpayer funded fascism by our corrupt gov'ts and the
agencies/services working in unison with our corrupt gov'ts.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72779

It's made my life miserable

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72780

They have imposed social, economic, psychological and physical harm on my life. They are
ridiculous, they do not follow science but rather political science and they need to be removed.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72781

Was forced to get the vaccine or lose my job and would have lost my home and not be able to
put food on the table. People I know have committed suicide. I am currently taking anti
depressants to deal with all the mental issues relating to this. I have never in my 57 years had
an issue with mental illness until now

2/18/2022 12:29 PM
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72782

A lot of Stress and worry for for future generation as well with rights being taken away. Not
allowed to travel, eat in, go to a movie, be employed, etc. without injections

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72783

Effecting my sons growing up !

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72784

It makes me depressed.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72785

Depression, Social Isolation, Difficulty to find work, I no longer trust our medical system, I
have lost close friends over the Mandates issue.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72786

Made it almost impossible to live my life

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72787

huge toll on mental health

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72788

I haven’t been able to see weekly family, I haven’t been able to fly, I haven’t been able to take
my children to swimming or dance , or spectate at any of these events. Enough is enough for
a gawd damn cold

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72789

No Contact with loved ones No eating out its a poor experience no holidays or vacations
people do not look at each other kindly

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72790

family conflict, social isolation, community economic hardship, health risk

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72791

Loss of income, loss of healthcare, Vax injured children, barred access to facilities I pay for
with my taxes, complete destruction of my faith in government and democracy

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72792

My 7 yr old son believes that he cannot breathe without a mask on in a public space, so he
holds his breath.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72793

horrible for myself, my wife my kids. life is hard and people are cruel

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72794

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72795

My children are no longer wanting to go to school because of all of this. They have developed
medical problems because of the masks! This was never about everyone's health!

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72796

Isolation, disagreements with family and relatives, sports and mental health; the who pandemic
is BS

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72797

Our farm crosses international border to haul feed for cattle, also family workplaces have been
divided. I know numerous people who have taken vaccine shots just to be able to go to places
otherwise not allowed. That is coercion by definition.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72798

Very badly, and in numerous negative ways

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72799

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72800

My families jobs and my childrens mental health

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72801

I am treated like a second class citizen. Although I am healthy and symptom-free and able to
care for myself when I get sick, I am treated like a disease. I am treated like I have no
intelligence or perspicacity about my own health care or ability to make informed decisions. It
has divided families, created deep cognitive dissonance. I feel isolated and shunned. I retired
early at great financial loss to my pension because I could see the writing on the wall in
conflict with jab vs job. I am a nurse. The healthcare system is in great need of my skills and
experience, but they have made it clear they have no use for me. The mandates and fear and
lies have created anxiety and depression in many children that I know. I could not go to be with
my sister in BC when she was dying of cancer because I was not allowed to board a plane
even though healthy and symptom free. (my sister did not want me to risk my health in order
to visit - thankfully video chats are available). I am thankful that my 82 year old mother lives
with us and that I did not need to endure that forced isolation from her life and care. The
mandates have robbed me of my freedoms to associate, freedom to travel, freedom to eat
outside my home. They have robbed me of friendship and the ability to care for others.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72802

Mentally and socially

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72803

I was forced to take shots to travel then required to jump threw hoops to return to Canada .
The biggest issue fir me was my 93 year old mother died last Jan 11 after 2 weeks in the
hospital all allow.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72804

Can't participate in school properly

2/18/2022 12:29 PM
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72805

We now enjoy the full fruits of any socialist dictator country. We are no longer a democracy.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72806

It has LITERALLY Ruined my life!!!! Financially, socially, physically and mentally.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72807

Can't see family, friends, eat at a restaurant, go to a gym, lost my automotive job, everything
is by appointment or online. Vitamin deficiency and lack of immunity due to not being allowed
out in public places and fresh air.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72808

It has stopped me from sending some of my trucks south across the border. Can't go out for
supper anywhere, & basically frustrated all of us with the lies loss of our freedom as we once
had.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72809

Social life and family and now wondering were the future is leading us to. Justin Trudeau is
piece of shit and failure to this country!!!@@@

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72810

Isolation, depression, conflict with others, loss of income, loss of job, social problems for my
kids.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72811

It’s affected it immensely on the way people are treating others. There’s a lack of respect and
empathy. Also I have clients in long term care that I wasn’t able to see for 8 months.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72812

Forced to leave my job. My spouse was fired due to not wanting to adhere to the mandates.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72813

Yes

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72814

Horribly

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72815

Loss of time with family. Extreme stress over the use of these vaccines, as they have no long
term data.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72816

It has points that make sense and some that do not.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72817

My oldest son lost his dream job and had to take on something different to support his family.
My 2nd born has been denied education. And we have been on suicide watch with our
youngest for 5 months now. I was denied medical treatment for a year and now I'll never know
if there was something I could have done to help my personal health situation. Childhood has
been stolen from my grandkids. And we are seriously considering leaving Canada.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72818

Huge negative impact of family relationships, some peer relationships, loss of freedoms for
movies, restaurants, gym, church etc. BC govt will take away my license to practice as a
psychologist so financial and professional hardships.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72819

Shitty

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72820

Quality of life has decreased. The hate generated among people due to mandates and
unbelievable medical facts from media and doctors.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72821

The worst 2 years of my life,lost income and friends

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72822

Can't move freely

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72823

Closed my business. Prevented me from traveling and seeing my relatives. In short I feel like
it cost me 2 years of my life.

2/18/2022 12:29 PM

72824

Working in a school and see the students struggling with depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72825

Mostly my children

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72826

Had to access mental health services.

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72827

- A return to school in September 2021 meant online schooling which I did not anticipate when
I was first accepted into the program. Online schooling turned into a nightmare so I quit.
Staying at my old job would have meant seeking an exemption to masking and injections
which likely would not have been granted. Seeking a new job the last few months has led me
to seasonal farm work in hopes I will not have to worry about any of this covid nonsense. (It
has been a true disruption to who I am internally.) - Job loss for my 25 year old son as he does
not want to be forced to inject himself with anything. - Job and education loss for my son's
friends. He keeps meeting more friends in the same situation as he has joined freedom youth
groups. - Family and friends have not been able to visit loved ones in the hospital due to not
being injected or have had to complete PCR tests just to visit elderly parents in long-term care
and retirement homes. [Our youth deserve to have full freedom to reach their full potential, and

2/18/2022 12:28 PM
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our elderly deserve to live free for the remainder of their natural days on this earth too (and to
unreservedly have family / friends by their side when 'that final hour' of earthly life comes).
How sad that we have allowed people to do this to us! No more worrying about tests, masks,
injections, lockdowns for any reason. No more having to deal with people who want to control
our lives when they have no right to do so!] - I personally know of three people in my social
sphere who have died as a result of the injections, as well as nine people who have been
injured as a result of the injections. - I know of many people who have not taken any
injections, yet have had 'covid / flu'-like symptoms over the last two years (like myself) and
have gotten over things naturally (three specifically with the use of 'ivermectin'). - Watching
fellow-Canadians and people across the globe lose their livelihoods has been a burden to my
heart too! Especially as we watch elites not have to take one pay cut.
72828

It showed people's true colours. I was able to remove a large chunk of right wing nut-bars from
my social media

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72829

I do not have a job as a paramedic without being forced into getting this vaccine. It should be a
personal choice not one forced onto us

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72830

I have been ostracized because of my choice to let my own excellent immunity fight off
diseases. Sadly I have lost the love and respect from a lot of family members and friends

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72831

No longer allowed to be an active member of society. Fatigue and depression from wearing
masks all day.

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72832

It takes away the freedom of choice for people of this country. It feels and is like prison for the
people. The Prime Minister has changed the government of Canada from a democratic
government into a dictatorship government for his own ideas. He doesn't care about the
people. It feels like he is a puppet being run by upper money.

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72833

Financially, emotionally, physically.

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72834

Can’t travel, see my clients and family…

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72835

Financially, psychologically, emotionally

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72836

Created division in my family & friends. It is a seggration mesure. I am ashamed that so much
Canadians have approved these measures. Segregation & division is not part of my values.
I'm thinking of moving in another country. The mask give me health problems. I have migranes
when I wear it, I have nasal problems.

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72837

Divided my family, friends and community. It also put me in heated discussions with medical
persons.

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72838

I suffer from depression and anxiety. This whole sham has been devastating demeaning and
illegal. I live in a free country and the good lord willing Canada will Remain a free country.
There is no room here for the evil tyrannical Nazi Trudeau. He needs to go NOW. Him and his
actions are unacceptable and will not be tolerated.

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72839

Depression and suicide

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72840

I've lost friends; haven't been able to have coffee or a meal in a restaurant with family; been
called "dumbass" (at best) and wished death upon.

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72841

My travel and restaurants, gyms, are restricted

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72842

This has impacted me physiologically, with how the leaders and media and created division
amongst us. This including talking away the freedom to choose and so many other freedoms
that have been taking away.

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72843

A total Loss of my constitutional rights and freedoms. Lost wages, bullied, harassed, isolated,
segregated, and the list goes on.

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72844

Division of people family etc. Limitations of what you can do where you can go! People l know
losing their jobs. Insane cost of fuel and everything else.

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72845

Negatively in many ways.

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72846

Banned from healthy activities. Gym hockey baseball. All the freedom to eat junk food. Fast
food. Marijuana. Booze. Gambling It’s never been about health !

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72847

As a person with multiple chronic illnesses, that has remained uninjected due to serious health

2/18/2022 12:28 PM
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concerns. I have now been denied a renewal of my remote work contract, my remote education
has been impacted, and my plan to purchase a home in a province that is affordable has been
prevented despite my landlord planning on selling my existing home and not being able to
afford to rent elsewhere due to forced inflation from this pandemic - yes forced... when CEOS
make Millions and shareholders make record profits, and those business get bail outs and tax
breaks but their workers cannot afford to live, and customers are hit with price hikes, it is
purposeful. Another way to make the rich, richer and the already poor, have less. My life has
been hijacked because I am disabled and I feel unsafe taking an injection due to my heart
condition, auto-immune disease, a previous response to vaccines and past experiences of
medical trauma. I have stayed isolated at home for almost the entire two years without
complaint, worn my mask if I need to go out and follow social distancing guidelines, skipped
dinners for the holidays/birthdays etc, but this is now putting me at risk of homelessness. The
Prime Minister has called me racist, and a misogynist. As a survivor of abuse at the hands of
a man who was racist, I find that remarkably harmful and without conscience. Now I have
become a social pariah thanks to a political game. Some of us have suffered enough in this
lifetime and do not need to feel continued shame from the elected politicians that should have
done better for Canadians all along.
72848

Mentally has done alot of damage

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72849

Causes division between family and friends, excludes people from events - like how many are
allowed to attend or if they are vaxxed or not.

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72850

Lost my job, couldn’t work without a jab, lost everything and was forced to get it so I could
live.

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72851

I feel depressed, isolated and angry! And I am not happy to be alive right now! Saddened by
people

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72852

Get it or out of the job! Covid still spreading through the worksite even with the federal
mandate at my workplace. It doesn’t work

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72853

Lost my job

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72854

Mentally draining My 4 kids mental health has been greatly affected, depression Feeling of no
connection with my students Student learning/skills very behind

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72855

To restrictive and not able to go to some places.

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72856

Very affected lost job

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72857

Financial, emotionally and physically.

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72858

alienated from restaurants, from visiting family in hospitals… Harder to breathe with masks &
face shields while working

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72859

I’m locked in my own house, i have lost a job and I can’t take my kids swimming or to the
movies. Covid is a cold

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72860

We moved to Alberta 2 years ago from bc to be closer to our 4 children who live here but due
to these mandates and the divisive nature of our governments we are now more distant from
our children than ever even though we are closer geographically. In my 67 years on this earth
these mandates are the worst thing that has ever happened to us. They have made us as a
people more hateful and angry and the truckers are the ones to be thanked for bringing people
together again.

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72861

It has destroyed my life, it took my job. It took my family and friends. I've been verbally and or
physically abused, by the public, co-workers, both provincial and federal government's . To me
no one should have to under go any of what is happening.

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72862

I prevented me from visiting my family...have not seen them since Oct 2019

2/18/2022 12:28 PM

72863

too many ways to describe

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72864

I have suffered with more depression and anxiety in the last year or so than I have in my entire
55 years it seems

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72865

Divided my family and life. Destroyed our country. Limited my freedoms. Now taken away all
our freedom to peacefully protest.

2/18/2022 12:27 PM
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72866

I LOST MY JOB, financially strained, mentally drained and depressed!!!

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72867

Made it extremely difficult

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72868

I have been homeschooling the last 2 years now and have been isolated at home mostly as
my family is not allowed to go anywhere and do things in public without having an injection I’m
not comfortable with us taking.

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72869

It has separated friends and families. It has caused depression.

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72870

Yes

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72871

Not too seriously

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72872

Mental health, job loss

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72873

I live in an apartment- alone and that is what my life has become

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72874

I feel isolated , it affected my mental health

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72875

Not much, other than not having gatherings, Mexico trip was cancelled. And family reunion

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72876

Travel

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72877

Restrictions on my life

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72878

It's detremental to our health mentally and physically! It's been unnecessary to be wearing
masks, the vaccines didn't do anything but cause more illness! It's time to stop the madness!

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72879

It has not affected my life in the way of physical illness. It has affected my life in relationships
with family and friends. I know of jab injuries - no one is addressing the concerns of many who
know damn well this jab is a risk.

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72880

I was forced to get jabbed to keep my job so I didn't lose my house.

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72881

Surgery cancelled

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72882

Definitely don't trust the government.

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72883

I have lost all of my rights as a Canadian citizen

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72884

Made to feel like a second class “diseased” citizen. Inhibited from performing my employment
duties. Experienced segregation and division from family and friends. Major effects on my
mental health.

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72885

Negative

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72886

Mental well being had suffered

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72887

I had to get vaccinated otherwise my child was unable to attend swimming lessons, dance etc
. We were also not allowed to attend fairs and had to limit people for weddings and funerals

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72888

Job loss from full-time to very part time in travel industry which has never been without
restrictions since March 13, 2020 Sever anxiety and mental stress in all 3 children due to
mandates and peoples attitudes.

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72889

I have seen families divided; personally our small business is in its last legs and may not
recover; suicide attempt in our network; our church divided; our grandkids isolated and so
unhappy and two of 6 depressed; our economy in verge of depression like his father did back
in the 70’s. Time for him to resign. Why was he allowed to be a teacher around kids as well bc
he had sex with a minor but paid her off. So money can buy any freedom. What does that
teach our kids. What about that girls life and how it ruined her life. He is arrogant. Our veterans
go without much needed tools and meds to survive but they are asking too much. He pays off
criminals like he did himself. Our kids suffer. Not allowed to play at playgrounds go ride bikes
with friends missed bday parties etc. enough is enough.

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72890

Depressed child. Deterioration of parents. Unhealthy life choices.

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72891

Lost my job and struggling with depression and severe anxiety

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72892

What life. I am a retired person unable to enjoy any activities in my limited time left on earth

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72893

Life has changed for all of us. Our medical system is failing. A person can’t even see a doctor.

2/18/2022 12:27 PM
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Wearing a mask makes me feel unhealthy.
72894

nerve wrecking

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72895

Loss of work, family separations, partner’s work, my husband has a vaccine injury, negative
impacts on toddler

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72896

2 teenagers hospitalized due to vaccine. Daughter (17) will not ever be able to have kids. Son
(20) heart issue now, myocardial

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72897

My business has died, I can't travel to see my family, it has decided our social structure, it has
damaged my grandkids social interaction, it has taught them fear is normal.

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72898

I havent met my one year old nephew yet. My wife and I cant go out and do things we used to
on weekends due to us not vaccinated.

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72899

Mandates have affected every area of my life. Discriminated against due to vaccine passport,
unable to visit parent in AL facility, was unable to grieve and mourn loss of other parent due to
funeral/celebration of life ceremony restrictions, unable to visit children and grandchildren due
to air travel restrictions and/or inter provincial border restrictions, has caused rifts between
family and friends because they have been told by the government not to invite or visit with
unvaccinated, have been deemed a second class citizen by Trudeau, been subject to hate
language by Trudeau, social isolation ...

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72900

List my nursing job and professiin of 30 years. Fighting to keep my home and car. Loss of
friends and family.

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72901

Emotional trauma. Lost business. Medical suffering due to discriminatory action

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72902

Socially, mentally, physically, patriotically

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72903

Can't eat out

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72904

Lost time with loved ones

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72905

Not being able to go anywhere in the public for a meal or see my family as often as I would like
or travel if I chose to. It has put a huge strain on some of my relationships as there is now
more judgements and fear which is sad and not necessary. Worry about the young people and
how this is effecting their mental health and seeing their rights to even play sports being taken
away. This goes for people in general as well. Seeing at my work place many people dealing
with various new health issues since they got vaccinated. People separating and families torn
apart, which is usually because those vaccinated seem to think the unvaccinated are a
problem .

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72906

I lost my job, up until this week I haven't been to the gym in 3 months which caused me to
become very depressed. It has also driven a wedge between my friends and family and I.

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72907

It has kept me away from my family

2/18/2022 12:27 PM

72908

No social interaction at all. No worship services. Constant/frequent fear of my future and my
childrens future. Worried about my ability to provide for my family. No hope for future.Mental
health suffering.

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72909

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72910

I feel so fearful for the future. When the vaccines came out I felt like that was great becuase if
people wanted them they could have them. But mandating a vaccine for work, or freedom is
INSANE. I am terrified to continue living in Canada. And yet I am being held hostage by my
own country. I can;t even leave.

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72911

I travel for a living

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72912

My niece committed suicide my granddaughter refused to go back to public school because of
masking she is 8 years old.

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72913

Limits my employment

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72914

Gave a very lonely, insecure woman the excuse she needs to hide away in her house causing
an increase in unhealthy practises.

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72915

in many ways. the mental toll it’s taken on my grandchildren is horrible.

2/18/2022 12:26 PM
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72916

Depression, loss of income, family and civil segregation, social and economic pressure and I
feel my human rights have been immorally and unequivocally violated. This needs to end. I
want premier JUSTIN T removed snd Canada’s constitutional rights restored

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72917

Didn’t travel otherwise not alot.

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72918

Not very much

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72919

Negatively; family and social division; segregation; mentally; financially;

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72920

Laid off 4 times in the last 2 years due to restricted clientele and slow business (restaurant)
meaning loss of hours and/or completely shut down. Being personally restricted from leisure
activities, not being able to be with loved ones whilst in hospital and death of a grandparent.
Loss of family/friendships as government pushes people to go against one side or the other.

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72921

It has affected my mental health, It has affected my position at my job, it has affected me
financially amongst many other things

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72922

Catastrophic effect. Separated my family, frustration, anxiety, anger, depression, loss of
busbusiness, loss of employee.

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72923

Bad I have no life!

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72924

In too many ways to put in words & not enough space .

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72925

Nil

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72926

Words cannot describe..I lost my job and several friends and unable to see my elderly Mom in
a home.

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72927

Stupid question

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72928

Completely confused it. The rules are continually changing and I can’t keep up with the current
rules as there is little rhyme or reason

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72929

Worst year of my life

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72930

Job loss, financial insecurity, family tension, mental health crisis

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72931

Suspended from work for not wanting to reveal personal medical information. Short staffed my
collegues. I'm ready, willing and capable of returning to work but am prevented from doing so
because of useless madates at this point. Omicron doesn't care is you're "vaccinated" or not.
It's endemic. We need to learn to live with it.

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72932

Lost employment

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72933

Grossly compromised the ability for freedom of speech, giving little opportunity to fully discuss
the repercussions of the mandates which has compromised economic and mental health with a
drastic negative effect on children.

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72934

Turned me to being a non Trudeau supporter and made me more aware of government lying
and manipulation

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72935

Loss of job, loss of home, loss of friendships, loss of loved ones

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72936

Isolation, headaches, heart problems

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72937

My son, who turned 12 in late 2021 was not allowed to play hockey. (He's played for many
years and is the only thing he has to look forward to during the winter months) this was
devistating for both of us. I couldn't watch my 10 year old daughter do her gymnastics without
proof of a Covid injection. My children children were forced to wear masks ALL DAY LONG in
school. We couldn't go anywhere as a family because most places required all to be jabbed.
Family and Friendship relationships were broken and divided....I'm not sure how many years it
will take to heal these relationships, if they even can be healed. I couldn't do specific offsite
training for work without proof of jab. Couldn't travel outside of my country, and even if we tried,
we wouldn't be allowed back in without a PCR (corrupt) test. I couldn't play indoor volleyball
with a league I've played in for the past 20+ years.....the list goes on. Discrimination at its
finest in what was supposed to be the Freeist Country in the world. If I could easily pack up
my life and my kids and move out of Canada I would. And I know many, many others who
would do the same. Our government is beyond corrupt, and they should pay for what they done

2/18/2022 12:26 PM
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to their citizens by being put behind bars. And so should all of the police officers who didn't
follow their oath and protect their fellow citizens.
72938

Had to change carrier, thankfully I have multiple skills. Haven’t seen grandkids in over two
years. I work long hours in warm months so I can travel in the cold months, not now

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72939

Took my freedom of choice away.

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72940

I feel like a prisoner in my own province. Can't travel out of my province let alone my country.
My husband lives abroad and it has stopped me from seeing him. Please phase out mandate
passports.

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72941

The mandates have adversely affect my family on a mental health level. Severe depression
due to lockdowns in 8 year olds is criminal and those who make these random mandates need
to be brought to justice and tried for crimes against humanity

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72942

I’ve been alienated, ostracized and excluded from society at the hands of my governments. I
have at times been TERRIFIED for the lives of myself, my spouse, my children, family
members and friends. What has happened in Canada will go down as one of the darkest
periods in Canadian history to date.

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72943

Personal business

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72944

It has been so stressful. I am stressed out and sad 90% of the time. I have never dealt with
this type of sadness before. I cry daily. I'm scared and am stressed daily. I feel sick for my
children and grandchildren and their future. If I didn't have kids and grandkids, whom I love
dearly and who are looking at me to help them get through this, I would absolutely not still be
here. Past my kids and grandkids I have zero desire to continue to be part of this sickening,
disgusting & corrupt life. I'm exhausted and every single day I just try to get through it and
need to remind myself why I am pushing to keep getting through it even though I dont care to
be here for whatever is tp come. I am embarrassed by this country and feel no pride in being
Canadian. Half of my relationships with friends and family are either non existent or struggling,
and will never be the same as they were previously covid, due to the division that has been
pushed on us 24/7, for 2 years now. My business immediately came to a screeching hault
when this all began and although it has picked up somewhat, it is nowhere near what it was. I
have had to cancel my health benefits as I can no longer afford them. Between gas prices,
finances what they are and the insanity of the outside world, I rarely leave my home any more.
I have medications I should be taking but don't as they are too expensive and now I am sick
with my Crohns that I have had for 30 years and always been on a preventative medication but
have recently gone off of it due to cost and no longer having benefits. My crohns is now acting
up and I am sick. I'm trying my hardest to turn it around naturally now with lots of rest, my diet
and some natural supplements and remedies but I do not know that that's something that can
be done. I could go on but you get the picture....

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72945

Life is in the sewer!

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72946

Basically fear of not being able to get food threats , not being able to know if I can sell if I will
ever be able to travel ..what the government is going to control next like money banks ,my old
age being able to work ..living in fear depression not going out having friends and family turn
on one another fear of going to a hospital so I don't get covid or them force the vaccine on me
not getting my operations ..im glad my dad is passed he was a world war11 vet he would have
been ashamed that what he fought for was taken away and that a prime minister can call
people names and turn people on other people for shame

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72947

Negatively, unable to visit a dying family member or attend their funeral. Psychological angst,
unable to maintain healthy living habits like going swimming or to a gym etc.

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72948

My job in health field! Feeling of my rights stripped from me! Forcing a vaccine on people that
is still in trail.. Mandates that debilitated thoudsnds of canadians and businesses Proven
facted that Trudeau has agenda behind this !

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72949

Unable to see family and move freely

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72950

Divided my family and ruined trust in current government

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72951

I’m a gym owner. It’s destroyed my life and cost me my life savings.

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72952

Mental health decline

2/18/2022 12:26 PM
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72953

Lost work. Affected my mental health. Has made a division with friends and family.

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72954

Unpaid LOA because I’m not vaccinated and then paying $40/swab

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72955

I’ve suffered vaccine injury because I was coerced to take the vaccine to keep my job. I now
can no longer work.

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72956

It has divided my family. It has brought division in our Church. I feel estranged from my
friends. Lots of misery and confusion. Loss of freedom of speech, assembly, health choices,
movement, pursuit of happiness. The mandates have caused me mental health issues.

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72957

Financially and emotionally awful lost 2 jobs feel imprisoned and have no choices or decisions
I can make as they've been made for me

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72958

Loss of family and friends. Heated conversations with my spouse. Unable to visit loved ones
in care home. Stress. Unable to go about daily life tasks freely. Loss of income. Friends are ill
and passing away due to mandated experimental jab.

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72959

Lost family, friends. Increased anxiety. Loss of wages and business. It has affected my
emotional and mentally being segregated and treated like a second class citizen for my
personal medical choice that was best for my body and family.

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72960

It has been a total shit show from 6 months into it.The true science tells it all is a farce !

2/18/2022 12:26 PM

72961

Divorce. Job. Mental health

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72962

These mandates have created illness mental and physical, have taken away jobs to provide
for our families, has divided our country like never before, has challenged our freewill and
charter rights to bodily autonomy as well as many other charter violations… Canadians have
had enough!!

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72963

I’m losing my job. I’m going insane being at home alone. I’m 50 and miss my family

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72964

Destroyed mental health, risked livelihood, ruined friendships, broken families.

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72965

*Created co-worker divisions *Ultimately Loss of job in airline industry *Not accepted into
another career position. *access to grandchildren *teenage grandchildren s mental health
*mother n law died without family around. *access to close family across borders *made me
distrust my medical professionals *made me have no confidence in Justin Trudeau and his
government policies. *struggled with depression *divisions within my community ‘the
vaccinated club’ vs the “unvaccinated spreaders of disease”. *being marginalized *no access
to health related areas: public gyms, pools and trails *loss of income. *loss of family and
social income *constant bullying “do it my way or have consequences” and having my
Neighbors so full of fear of me spreading disease that they would say “the unvaccinated should
go live together in their own camp” or “gas the unvaxxed” *total distrust of mainstream media
reporting. *total mistrust in any government funded program. *my general level of joy and
safety living in Canada has turned to mistrust of even my Neighbors. *close family members
moving out of Canada to protect my grandchildren from mandates. * no freedom to travel with
documents in Canada. Cannot fly, go on a train, go on a boat *forced selective testing and
disclosure of my personal medical information *no freedom if information to discover for myself
the legitimacy of safety claims of these vaccinations *the unwanted constant barrage of a
single narrative “these vaccines are safe, if you don’t get these vaccines you are dangerous,
we know better fo what we say, or else” *this present one messaging has brain washed us as
Canadians, severely caused distrust of eachother therefore causing disunity. *no freedom to
worship *government over reach into church affairs *jailing dissenters if the current pro
mandate narrative (pastors and peaceful protestors) *access to mental health services.
*access to personal grooming services *unprecedented closures of small business forcing us
into large box stores or buying online. *widespread isolation from the world at large. *mandatory
isolation with checkups and threat of fines *masking that inhibits our oxygen saturation. *threat
of our banking being frozen. *distrust of financial advisor due to their fear of Covid-19 spread
*constant pushing of fear through all ages though no science ad been proven. *isolation from
the elderly

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72966

family conflict.

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72967

It caused a long period of not being able to attend church. Our church was renting space from
a facility and when restrictions came in we could no longer use the space and had difficulties
finding a space we could worship. We since got our own building but it took time. I am single
and live alone and I couldn't see family or friends for a long time. I had 1 friend I saw but other

2/18/2022 12:25 PM
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friends didn't qualify to be my second allowed contact as they had their own family cohorts.
This was extremely isolating!
72968

Lost my job, my family has been forced to get the jab, so to go to work or go to sports, and be
able to have a serious operation.

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72969

Got vaccine as my work was mandated to…. Did not want to get it … been there 28 years,, a
single mom,, couldn’t give up everything I have worked my way up to. Benefits, pension,
seniority. Need this job.

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72970

Was forced to close business, living in concern / fear of socialism & dictatorship especially
concerned for my grandchildren!!

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72971

To restrictive..not needed...

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72972

My mother won’t come to my house. My 12 year old daughter now has severe mental health
issues My father in law committed suicide January 2021 because he couldn’t get proper help
We have missed a lot of work over school closures and because a kid might have a runny
nose I am note aloud to leave the country I haven’t been able to be by the side of dying loved
one …..should I continue?

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72973

I have a daughter with severe anxiety and depression. This hasedfe Ted her beyond measure.
I have a small business that has been closed down now 3 times. I am a single parent of 4 kids
... the income I have lost has been substantial and uncalled for. I AM AGAINST ALL
MANDATES!!!!

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72974

ALL of THEM! CORRUPT GOVERNMENT HAS NO RIGHT TO MANDATE WHAT GOES
INTO ANYONES BODY1 OR CURTAIL ANYONES FREEDOM IN CANADA!

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72975

With deadly force

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72976

Unable to go and have a coffee with my friends at the local coffee shop. I am vaccinated but
am not going to show proof of vac and license every time I drop in somewhere it is just wrong.

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72977

Lowered my immune system, kept me from my family, financially ruined me

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72978

Ruined my child's life and we'll being

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72979

Mask & vaxx mandates have prevented me from looking for work. People I considered friends
I cant socialize with because they are afraid non masking

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72980

Very miserable

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72981

They have created division and segregation with friends and family, made two levels of
citizens based on vax status and effected my small business.

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72982

Work, personal life, created mental health issues.

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72983

Strained

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72984

I completed lost a business that was thriving for 14 years and my family is fighting because of
the divisive governing and remarks from Trudeau and the media.

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72985

It has forced me out of my job because I cannot get on to an airplane ti get to work. I am
struggling not to lose my home.

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72986

It's made visiting with family and friends awkward & divisive to the point where I don't even
bother. I feel lonely and isolated.

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72987

Fear unknown and so many people divided has been heartbreaking depressing and isolation
from life

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72988

Can’t go to our home church, have lost lots of our friends as we are considered unclean

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72989

Terribly

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72990

It has caused division between family and friends 😕

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72991

I have come close to losing my business that has beensuccessfulfor 14 years! It has
dramatically affected my mental health as well as many others. Strained relationships, work
and personal. Caused me to hugely distrust the government. I can not get the vaccination

2/18/2022 12:25 PM
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because of a heart condition so how am I supposed to live my life with these mandates? I cant
go anywhere including my step children's games, I can't travel. How is that fair?!
72992

Lost my job Kid is school wearing masks Social segregation Migraines due to mask Stress

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72993

Huge financial losses, staff losses/hard to find new staff, extreme breakdowns in family and
friendships.

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72994

Negatively, in that I can not do the things I was able to prior to this plandemic

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72995

Limited choice on activities Depression

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72996

It prevented me from being able to attend post secondary and I actually had to drop out. I lost
friendships. I have to wear a mask in the pool while I teach swimming lessons. It’s caused
strain on my relationships and has made me feel like I’m constantly walking on egg shells.
When people who didn’t know that I wasn’t vaccinated asked me how I was doing, I felt like I
had to lie because I was scared to tell them the truth. These mandates prevented me from
volunteering, made me feel ostracized, and hurt in many environments. In short, they did
nothing but damage.

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72997

it affects my life every day, my children, loneliness my mental and financial health I was
forced to quit my job following the mandatory vaccination. my couple is also breaking up after
15 years

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72998

It has caused suicides family breakups job losses and for what ... A FREAKEN cold

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

72999

It has affected my mental health greatly. My ability to earn a livelihood.

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

73000

I almost lost my job, I cannot travel out of the country, I am held prisoner by the government.

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

73001

Extremly

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

73002

Depression, Loss of family connections, loss of travelling to see family, Mistrust amongst
friends, dividing communities, the list is endless

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

73003

Sick of being treated like a nothing. Cant eat here cant travel maskholes thinking their superior.
Sick of the Communist government. This is not Chinada as much as Trudoh wants it to be.

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

73004

Very uncomfortable

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

73005

Interpersonal conflict- division in families - mental health decline

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

73006

Made me have no life

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

73007

It has been so bad that I have a son right now in a mental Health 3 month program. Are
children are hurting and have lots of freinds that are on the edge of losing everything! It’s sad
that are government has not listened to the people and have destroyed a once a beautiful
country!

2/18/2022 12:25 PM

73008

Let’s just say yes it’s been affected by being restricted from living life as I should choose.
From the beginning we should have been allowed to decide what’s best for us not the
government.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73009

Every day life in general. For two years now has caused more upheaval in our lives than
enough. God’s will be done 🙏😊

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73010

Lots my job of eight years , and the “vaccine” killed my grandpa

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73011

Caused depression since I can't go out anymore

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73012

I was forced to take the vaccine to keep my job. Ever since getting them, I don't feel myself. I
have extreme fatigue and frequent headaches. I caught covid about 3 weeks after my second
shot not being sick the entire two years prior. I have witnessed so much division between
families and friends and the media and the prime minister and other government officials and
appointed health officials are to blame. I have fear about the future of the state of the world
and there is way too much power given to these select elites. I have lost sleep, am depressed
and anxious. This is no way to live. It needs to stop.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73013

Not about covid it's a control tool

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73014

I live in a very small rural comuntity....I do my part to stop spreading of the covi9..... but thats
my choice,,,

2/18/2022 12:24 PM
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73015

Depression anxiety No money no work

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73016

Travel restrictions Family gatherings Investments

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73017

HAVE TO LIVE WITH MY MOTHER AND DAUGHTER WITH CHILD IN A SMALL HOME TO
MAKE ENDS MEET.CANNOT SLEEP WORYING I WILL HAVE TO COMPLY WITH
DICTATORSHIP COUNTRY AND MY GRANDCHILDREN WILL NOT HAVE AFUTURE AT ALL
IN THIS POVERTY DRIVEN COUNTRY.STRESSED OUT TO NINES HATE THIS
GOVERNMENT AS WELL AS MOST CANADIANS.FEELS LIKE WE ARE IN jail .

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73018

Useless since day one.. ridiculous obviously lead by idiots.no reason for a vaccination.it take
more than 15 years to have a aoorove vaccine 99.7 % chance of surviving. were are facing the
biggest lies in history

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73019

Social isolatio

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73020

I have been terminated from my job in healthcare as well as been denied EI that I paid into for
7 years as a healthcare worker. I have suffered emotional abuse from our PRIME MINISTER,
as well as people in my community. I feel depressed and shunned by society and often feel
like the only way out is suicide. I hope whoever is reading this can actually make a difference
in Canada, this is absolutely government overreach.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73021

I am currently not working and had to go on social assistance. I am a health care worker n do
not agree with being FORCED/CONTROLLED to inject something in my body that scientists
cannot even confirm long term effects on. I should have a CHOICE! this IS Canada not Korea!
I want my freedom n rights back now! Without having to be FORCED to inject an unknown
source in my body. I WANT to go back to WORK. I want and miss caring for people. This is
effecting my mental health..what about that!? Its not just effecting physical peoples live ..its
effecting people's mental health. People ARE committing suicide to end this pain and torment
the government forced upon us! STOP IT NOW!!!

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73022

It is more how is it going to impact our future and the freedoms of our children.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73023

With great sadness, unable to travel to see my son and grandchildren in the US freely by my
choice to not get vaccinated, seeing the trauma, anxiety and de-socialization my young
grandchildren here are living with. Unable to breathe clean fresh air. The list goes on and on.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73024

It has affected my family financially. But mostly it affected my children s mental health!

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73025

I’m currently off work dealing with injuries that I need to be retrained for and with schools
requiring vax pass and the career I want was mandated, I know have to start at square one
being unvaxed getting a job is super hard. My dads side of the family have told me I can not
see my grandma unless I’m vaxed. I can not go out to eat anymore nor enter a gym for my
physical injury needs. Vax passes have ruined my life!!! Get rid of them!!! I’m ok with not
going to large events or traveling but to deny me work and physical activities is beyond wrong.
Medically I can not be vaxed but I also can not get an exemption

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73026

Exclusion from travel- seeing my elderly mother, grandmother, family.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73027

Has effected work, my children, sports and overall health and way of life

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73028

If you have kids, you would understand the answer to this question.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73029

Loss of job, friends & family

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73030

My not being able to enjoy my grandkids growing up and by not being able to enjoy company
of friends and the mandates causing division among friends and family

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73031

It has isolated me from family and friends. I wasn’t allowed in a restaurant to celebrate my
sons birthday. My maternity leave has been very isolating.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73032

I refuse to be vaccinated as well as my children. There is nothing we can go do as a family
and its very hard to explain why we can't go for breakfast or places we used to go, to a 3 and 5
year old. Breaks my heart

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73033

It has destroyed it

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73034

Affected relationships with family and friends, freedom to worship , shopping, attending
community functions and restaurants.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM
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73035

I have both of my vaccines but I don't believe telling me I cannot do things because I don't
have proof is outrageous. My body my choice I got my vaccine because I wanted to get it's
not because I had to.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73036

I lost the career I love. I feel like a second class citizen because of the segregation. I can’t
even watch my son play sport or go to my gym to exercise. This needs to end, the vaccine is
clearly not working. Why segregate when a vaccinated person can contract and spread Covid
the same as an unvaccinated person. Yet unvaccinated are being discriminated for what
exactly.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73037

It has affected me entirely as I am not able to go into restaurants or meet with people because
I have decided that my body is my own and not taking the injection

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73038

Bussiness, mentally, socially. They were a waste of time! It is an airborne virus the mandates
didn’t slow or stop anything. Our government is a joke!

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73039

Wearing a mask continuing to breath in filth. Not been able to out of the country on vacation,
losing out on spending time & holidays with family. Not been able to eat in restaurants. this
whole 2 yrs of lockdown has been notorious on little children, who need necessary
socialization with their peers, & they need to learn the necessaries of schooling so they like
those before them, to graduate & become a special addition to our society, the whole world
needs to be set free from this tyranny.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73040

Have had some reduced freedoms, but overall hasn’t affected me too much. We all have
freedoms and rights which are being denied.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73041

It has lead to increased social stress due to judgements based on my right to choose what I
feel us right for my body. It has created division among my family & friends, prevented my
young children from experiencing trips & meeting new friends.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73042

Loss of freedom and autonomy over my body and mobility

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73043

Missing peoples friendlyness people afraid to be to close even with masks FREEDOMS OF
CHOICE

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73044

My Life has been totally disrupted. I lost my job and my business was running for 4 months in
total for the 2 yrs of shut downs. I lost 96 percent of my clients after being open for 24yrs. Now
I am opening like a new business after all these years. How is the government going to make
up for that? Im just another number to them and they dont give a damn about the small
business owner.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73045

Depression

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73046

I was unable to see my older parents for over a year, almost two years! This is heart wrenching
and wrong on many levels!! He needs to quit!

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73047

Ruined relationships, can’t find a job without being vaccinated. Haven’t seen my sister in over
two years she lives in Texas. My daughter cannot participate in extra curricular activities.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73048

Limiting my enjoyment of every day living

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73049

Our daughter has been diagnosed with severe anxiety. Huge social anxiety for our children
among much other things

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73050

It has divided friends and family

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73051

I don't believe it at all. Nothing but the bad flu .... deaths attributed to co-morbidity.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73052

As a nurse I did my research on the vaccine and I do not feel they are safe. They are still
experimental.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73053

In every way. This abnormal way of living-masks, social distancing, vax passports, forcing the
jab, travel mandates-is of the devil. Period. This is total disruption of peoples’ lives. This is
certainly not how God created people to live!

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73054

Caused my child to have fear/anxiety attacks Caused division Wedges with people I love
Government Intolerance of any other views, treatments, opinions, natural immunity
Government Calling people ridiculous names if you don’t fall in line with their agenda My
personal choice of what I put in my body and my child’s body is being taken over by the
government Made a pariah of society by this government divisive tactics, rhetoric Given up

2/18/2022 12:24 PM
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going out, attending events, going to a restaurant, child sports, and extra curricular activities
the past 2 years to do my part. With 90 % of the Canadian population doing what has been
asked they still will not give up government control And now they are reaching for more powers
to subvert our charter of rights With NO plan from the federal government to demonstrate how
and when this attack on our personal rights and freedoms will end. Instead he pulls out the
emergency act.
73055

I haven’t seen my son in almost 2 years.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73056

Mentally not allowed to function in a humanly manner. The vaccine has not been full proof to
work

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73057

My job.. my children's mental and physical health.. my family and friendships.. its a disgrace

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73058

I was terminated from my health care career of 32 years of perfect service for taking a stand
for science and ethics

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73059

I have a mother that is 94 years old and I can't go and visit her when want and need to. It's
cruel that she has to be there by herself and and die their alone. People like this have built this
wonderful country and are put in prison the last of their days.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73060

It cost me my job because of my choice of not to be "vaccinated " and my mental health is
suffering because of the constant manipulation of the government

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73061

It has coerced me to segregate my customers and that is illegal. It has caused me to be a
social outcast.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73062

Less work, not able to keep up my physio at pool, children at school masked and frustrated
because they cannot breath properly, think efficiently.

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73063

Depression, fear, family divisiveness

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73064

Job loss, financial struggle, discrimination, suppression of opinion and choice, violation of
personal medical information and agency, fear, trauma, anxiety, depression, loss of hope for
future. Year of progress loss that may never be able to be restored. Lost time with loved ones.
Small business losses. And more

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73065

Unable to visit family and friends Caused division

2/18/2022 12:24 PM

73066

YES!!!

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73067

High blood pressure, depression. House hold arguments

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73068

Depression, financial

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73069

Shitie

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73070

Has been extremely hard on our families mental health our kids development, and our
finances.

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73071

Limited travel and not being able to eat in at restaurants as well as causing church to not be
normal

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73072

I am a senior and have been alone for 2 years. No family visits, no friend visits, no face to
face contact. Only one concerned neighbour checked on me in this time. I was grateful but
could not invite them in. I am one of the lucky seniors because I have family who keep in
touch by phone. My heart is broken because my family is split over the issue and some
members are now against other members. I have always paid my taxes and now I resent
paying even one more dollar to this tyrannical government.

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73073

Total inconvenienc

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73074

Seclusion, exclusion, reduced income, reduced investments

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73075

Living a lies is terrible

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73076

I am unable to properly do my job as a traveling sales person. It has impacted my
relationships and mental well being. All the mandates need to be removed so we can live our
lives as we deem fit for our individual selves.

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73077

Very negative way

2/18/2022 12:23 PM
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73078

The fact I need to show my papers to some random person at a retailer or otherwise is
ridiculous. My personal medical information is private. I should have personal medical
autonomy.

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73079

2

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73080

Mental health, loss of job. My rights and freedoms as a Canadian

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73081

Mental illness

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73082

anxiety deprestion, sadness.

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73083

I'm depressed and anxious. Never before have I been so scared of government.

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73084

A lot.

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73085

Stressed, anxious, depressed, disconnected.

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73086

Lost job

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73087

Statistically speaking if you're truly a doctor you know the numbers are lies people die of the
flu in much larger numbers than Covid ever dead it's a hoax

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73088

A lot of people don't want to get close due to the fear of catching something. Creates anti
socialism

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73089

Unable to travel to be with Family at important times like births, deaths, funerals, graduations,
etc. Depression from not being able to socialize and watching the young ones grow up not
even being able to see faces. Saddest is teenagers and adults turning to drugs in my own
Family to get some relief from not being able to have a life. So many rules that don't make
sense. So sad seeing how our Prime Minister is dealing with the Truckers who are standing up
for our Rights and Freedoms.

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73090

Prevented visiting mom and my children

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73091

It took away my freedom

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73092

I've had a suicidal teenager I've had to pull my other child from school cause her teacher was
afraid of her breathing unobstructed free air. I haven't been able to hug my 91 year old.grandma
because of the disgusting brainwashing of MSM .

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73093

don’t have the freedom of choice to chose whether I want it or not but was forced to get it for
work

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73094

This has caused me my first panic attacks. Isolated me from friends and family. Ruined my
daughters sports career and high school years. I’ve lost work, friends and made me feel
terrified.

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73095

Family members not allowed to work because of vaccine mandates. I cannot travel or go to
restaurants etc.

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73096

Adverse reaction to vaccine, and my son! Health care wait time for a hysterectomy leaving me
in horrible pain! Isolation which has caused depression, and lack of income

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73097

Restricted travel, my husband, son and daughter have lost their jobs, my brother lost his
business, loss of ministry, loss of socializing ie visiting friends, going out to restaurants etc. ,
stress, separation in society for not being vaxed, stigmatized.

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73098

No freedom of movement

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73099

My children have been the most affected. They are 6 and 4 and both are having speech and
language issues. The teachers suspect that mask wearing could be partially to blame. My own
personal mental health is at an all time low as well. I am done with this. The world has moved
on and we are dragging our feet. End the mandates.

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73100

Drop in quality of life, denied access to medic care, loss of income, loss of business, mental
health concerns.

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73101

sickening what our federal and provincial governments have done, let vote to investigate them

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73102

Not being able to have my business, not being able to travel, high level of stress, loosing
some friends because they were dividing us.

2/18/2022 12:23 PM
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73103

Catastrophic

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73104

Not able to work

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73105

It’s hurt our family business, our quality of life in Alberta (both in and out of the city), it has
stopped us from travelling and has caused us to be ostracized and treated like second class
citizens for not being vaccinated.

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73106

As someone who is vax-free, what I can and can’t do is dictated by the government, which is
just wrong!

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73107

It has cause me so much Anxiety and depression. I use to be happy go lucky and nothing
really bothered me. But the last couple years I have had panic attacks and wound up in
hospital a couple times from them. My kids have had some anxiety as well and cannot join
things because of their medical status. They feel segregated by friends and teachers. It is time
for us to get our lives back.

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73108

Loss of income. Depression. Suicidal children. Loss of family and friends. Isolation.

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73109

I now suffer from depression. I cannot watch my kids play sports I'm scared to out them in
sports should they be mandated to vaccinate. I fear for my safety because of my personal
medical decisions and the PMs hate speech towards those unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73110

Travel and gym

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73111

Can’t visit elderly in nursing homes. My sister died and we could only have 30 people in the
church. Including the 4 funeral home employees. Well I have 10 siblings with wives and
families, so only some of us were able to attend. Disgusting.

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73112

I don't feel that I'm human anymore Mentally very stressed and i am disappointed that can't
live my life as a human being. Everywhere you turn is only control. Please end this 🙏

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73113

What life

2/18/2022 12:23 PM

73114

I am not allowed to leave Canada because I refuse to take a vaccine that does more harm
than good.

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73115

Totally screwed up everything. A prisoner

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73116

Lost money

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73117

Discouraging and divisive, not healthy

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73118

Adversely

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73119

The mandates are dividing the citizens of Canada

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73120

I was put on "Leave without pay" on Nov 26, 2021

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73121

It has made me realize how much more corrupt our government really is and how little they
care

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73122

It hasn’t. I refuse to follow them. I live in a free country. If someone doesn’t let me in their
restaurant that’s fine. This Scamdemic has saved me a bunch of money wasted on things I
discovered I do not need to do

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73123

lost my job and my livelihood, lost friends, family no longer speaks with me

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73124

Depression

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73125

Caused division between my family. Haven’t seen my grandkids since it started and they live
10 minutes from me. Haven’t been able to get proper medical care. My life has been
threatened and been called names by tenants who live in fear of Covid. I am not vaxed, nor do
I wear a mask. I have asthma and have other health issues. So I’m treated like a leper. Even
my little Yorkie’s life has been threatened. I want my freedom and life back. I’m not a rebel by
nature, but I do believe in fighting for my God given rights.

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73126

Made me uncomfortable to function in a stupid uncanadian environment costed $$$ with shut
downs and made think politicians deserve the death penalties for have god like complexes
over the people

2/18/2022 12:22 PM
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73127

I’ve never been so depressed and worried about my future and the future of my family.
Restrictions have crippled my life

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73128

Restricted my movement and ability to access dance gyms and entertainment

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73129

cause mental health n depression n stress

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73130

My family,freedoms to visit another province, My freedoms

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73131

I have lost friends due to opposing opinions and not been able to see loved ones who were in
care. And lost income due to lockdowns. Been made to feel like a prisoner in my own country.

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73132

Family division, segregated from others, felt like second class citizen because not allowed to
do what vaccinated people are allowed to do. This is all wrong!

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73133

Stopped all my freedoms

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73134

Livelihood, mental stress, emotional stress, having someone make decisions for my family
that I don’t agree with is not doing what is best for everyone. Creating a narrative where less
than 1% of the worlds population has died is not a pandemic. It’s a plandemic and it’s time to
stop ruining people’s lives. Allow people to make their LEMS choices based on their own fear. I
don’t live in fear.

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73135

I have lost my nursing job of 16 years. I have had to go on antidepressants

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73136

Affected social dynamics and happiness

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73137

Suicide in family, loss of income & business, division among family & friends

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73138

It has affected my mental health.

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73139

Made me depressed

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73140

Discrimination, unable to find employment, unable to leave the country to visit my parents in
my other country of citizenship.

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73141

Lost my job

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73142

Made me a second class citizen because of Trudeau’s rhetoric. Not given any real choices.
Getting a vax to keep a job is not a choice. It is coercion.

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73143

Forceful vaccinations to keep my job.

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73144

Financially had to file proposal, mentally, suffered major depression from isolation,

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73145

Hasn’t really

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73146

It's a train wreck!!!

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73147

I am a retired immune compromised senior. I take care of my health and choose my contacts
wisely. Social distancing from like minded people and family members causes mental stress
and divisive behavior in families. Vaccine mandates has created riffs is families, communities,
and countries. Having "outcast" members of our own communities is unacceptable. Masks are
ineffective and not healthy. Our communities are living in fear, fear of covid, but mostly fear of
each other. The truckers convoy has begun a process of reuniting Canadians. Bringing a sense
of belonging back to Canadians, refocusing on every person being important, restoring the
importance of individual choice and medical privacy, unity between Canada and the USA and
even the rest of the world. The government has taken mandates to far, they are now used to
frighten citizens into obedience, compliance, strong arm those who practise individual choice.
Neighbors have been encouraged to turn against each other, families members against family
members. This is criminal This caused mental stress. Family members have been left to die
on their own, wonder how long it will take daughters and sons and grandchildren to get over
that emotionally. Our family is divided, our grandkids growing up a few blocks away and we
have been forced to miss 2 years of their life for absolutely no reason. Mandates are useless
now. This is an endemic that we should be learning g to live with. Numbers are declining but
yet BC is still strong arming its citizens with continuing mandates, vax passports and forcing
vaccines. We have the highest vax rate in Canada, possibly the world, and our government is
still forcing people to get vaccinated. This is just wrong and damaging our society as well as
our economy. No one should lose their job over a medical choice, especially not the medical
staff who took such great care of us for 2 years. This is just wrong. The government strong

2/18/2022 12:22 PM
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arming its citizens here in Canada. Who would have believed that 3 years ago. Democracy is
gone.
73148

N/a

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73149

I have become very anti social and avoid people ,no social life and just tired of it all almost to
the point where I want to leave this world.

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73150

Loss of wages, loss of companionship, Loss of liberties to travel.

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73151

I have become very depressed and miss seeing my family. I also could not visit a very dear
friend in the hospital who died from cancer as she couldn’t get any surgery to give her more
time

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73152

Family fighting, depression, loneliness

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73153

Unable to work

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73154

It has put a huge wedge between my family and friends, I have no choice in what I want to do
with my body I can’t travel to my friends or family at all with out being poked and I feel like a
second class citizen in my own country. I want my voice and freedom back. I want change.

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73155

Lost my work, can’t visit my family in other provinces and other countries, depression, anxiety,
stress, less social life, no gym access, mental and physical health going down.

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73156

They have caused me to lose work hours due to restrictions, they have limited drastically my
ability to do my job properly because I am an outside sales person and I am unable to perform
my duties properly. They have caused division and strain relationships within my family due to
family members being on each side of the equation. End it now please!

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73157

The mandates in schools have affected my children’s abilities to learn in a comfortable
environment, and have made their education broken and given them a poor foundation going
forward. For the rest of our household, my husband lost his job due to the mandates put in
place by his employer. We are a family of 6 on one income. The effects on us are far reaching
and devastating

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73158

Mental and emotional stress, lack of family support, loss If loved ones without family, work
instability

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73159

EVERYTHING!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73160

Can't travel to see family and support loved ones, lost job, can't work, have to homeschool
kids, had to sell property in Australia as we can't travel internationally. My whole family
freaking with servere depression!

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73161

It has caused isolation and unnecessary fear within our country.

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73162

Total destruction of social life. Loss of livelihood. No healthy relationship building for my
children for the past two years. Degrading mental health

2/18/2022 12:22 PM

73163

Multiple ways: my sons junior hockey forfeited and scholarships because of vaccine mandates
with no religious or medical exemptions allowed. My daughter who is a single mother had her
employment earnings cut in half by all the restrictions putting her in financial distress, having
to change careers which has financially impacted her seriously. University age son not able to
attend any universities in Alberta because we do not want him injected with an experimental
vaccine. 26 year old son has developed heart problems since taking the 2 nd vaccine. 24 year
old daughter had to leave the country to attend university. We haven’t seen our US
grandchildren in 2 years because of Canadian travel restrictions and quarantine rules. All
unwarranted and backed by faulty and false science. The list goes on.... but you get the
picture. No one has not been impacted by this

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73164

I am so close to being on the streets with many other Canadians.. I want the PM removed..
along with the Green Party leader. And a LARGE number of liberal MPs

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73165

Isolated us from gathering in family, discriminated and created small depression by the way I
think, no happiness

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73166

Lockdown no friends or family

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73167

Very negative

2/18/2022 12:21 PM
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73168

Unable to socialize and have my kids socialized. However it keeps them safe.

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73169

Lost 2 months of income, approximately $20,000

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73170

I am a CCA who can longer work in my field of trade. My trade needs me they were
overwhelmed before covid, and now they extremely overwhelmed. I am a Single mom trying to
support two teenagers who, cannot participate in school sports, they have suffered depression
from the separation and isolation, loss of consistent education. There are many more details of
mine and my childrens life that have been affected from these unnecessary mandates.

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73171

Spouse has been out of work for a year and a half. I have been constantly harassed when I go
out for groceries as I don't have a mask on but have an exemption. People treat me as if I
were a leper, yet I am perfectly healthy. It has been very detrimental mentally to my whole
family.

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73172

I have lost two jobs because of them. I have to drive to far off places to work where as before I
could fly.

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73173

Effect me in so many ways . Not a healthy way for our well being .it's definitely hurt my life
last two years. So much has been taking from people . Where does one start.

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73174

I have MS and my condition has worsened because I have been kicked out of my gym. BC
does not allow medical exemptions except allergies. I have a Drs exemption letter but it’s not
good enough. I have lost family members and friends because of the vaccines. I can’t fight for
my own health and body either because I am not allowed in any fitness facilities. My son
almost died from an OD at 12 when he was kicked out of school. He turned to hard drugs
(opiates) to cope with his fear and feelings. He is ok now but he has way too much drug
experience at an extremely young age. We couldn’t access any mental health professionals
either because they weren’t seeing clients. It’s been awful but I am doing the best that I can.

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73175

It has isolated friends and family because of division. It has taken away our freedom and
chartered rights as Canadian Citizens! It interferes with work life, provision for families, social
gatherings. Sadly people are being divided because of taking sides and made to feel
unwelcome in this world. I am a law abiding citizen and have been patient for more than 2
years all the while it's affecting my well-being, my mental health and freedom to visit loved
ones. We're not meant to live in isolation when we have 'chartered rights' that have been stolen
from us as Canadian Citizens. It is clear that the government and W.H.O. have their own
agenda and not in the best interest of the people. It saddens me that families are being
separated and kept apart; myself included as a single person have been denied living life to
the fullest. We all need to be healthy, living life as it's meant to be lived and not in isolation or
separation. We need our lives to return to normal and we need officials to do the right thing and
be cognizant of our well being. Life is too short to be living in this state of affairs. Thank you
for your time and consideration. God Bless You.

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73176

Mental health, inflation, not seeing family and friends, relationships being torn apart(which adds
to mental health) watching mental health in grandchildren.

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73177

We have been segregated and viewed as less than human because of Trudeaus extremely
harmful words. Family has been torn apart. Children are socially and academically behind and
fearful of an overstepping government. We desire to have Canada to return to its state pre
covid!

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73178

totally disrupted it

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73179

By not allowing my freedom to see my grandchildren.

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73180

Depression, child attitude has changed, loss income, loss child care, can’t watch my child play
sports, can’t volunteer at my child’s school, no school trips for my child,

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73181

I can’t do any activities with my toddler children such as skating. Swimming. Soccer. Hockey
etc. I can’t take time away for myself to enjoy dinner at a restaurant There’s no mental health
help in my community

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73182

It has caused division and hatred friends and family. Poor Healthcare for everyone from before
and much worse now.

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73183

Can’t work , can’t see loved ones. Almost impossible to see a doctor I can trust

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73184

Depressing!!! Children are suicidal

2/18/2022 12:21 PM
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73185

Deep family division and verbal abuse. Emotional and physical pain.

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73186

Depression anger No Money cannot afford to eat after paying bills ANNOYING

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73187

I had to retire from my job with the health region earlier then I was ready for regarding a
vaccine I'm not willing to take.

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73188

Nothing short of devastation on every level!

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73189

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73190

Minimal because retired

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73191

Terrible ruined my business and put stress on my children

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73192

Restricted access to places. Really don’t want to shop anywhere. I do need some things other
than food

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73193

I don’t have my freedom. It has caused a great devide between the vax and unvax. This is not
the Canada I’m use to.

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73194

In the worst ways possible

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73195

Financially Less business Emotionally Friendship stresses Family stresses Health care
problems

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73196

Honestly, it hasn't. But I dislike the way our government(s) are increasingly moving toward a
nanny state, taking away the freedom to make our own choices (guidelines and HONEST,
UNBIASED information should still be available)

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73197

Lost the freedom

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73198

Daily, employment, quality of life and health

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73199

The madates have ruined my life for two years now..when My sister was dying three provinces
away I could not see her as I am unvaxxed.. I have been depressed for two years now.. I have
a hard time wearing a mask I have two stents put into my heart in 2019 And I need to breath in
& exhale the carbon dioxide its very important for my health.. all we do is sit at home because
of the passport mandates and its very very depressing in the winter months.. We are 70 & 75
this is not how we want to live the rest of our lives.

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73200

Loss of jobs, loss of friends and family due to segregation and lies, loss of freedom to choose

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73201

Disruptive

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73202

Lost one job, not allowed to see family too often, family and friends being turned against each
other—basically made life depressing.

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73203

Deterioration of mental health

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73204

Division and segregation is NOT Canadian. Trudeau continues to push his NWO agenda from
the WEF and its completely insane people are buying into still. He's a Psychopath

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73205

It has kept me out of the hospital. I did get COVID-19 & I was double vaccinated. I had mild to
moderate symptoms & I was able to isolate from home. However, I feel that there were too
many lockdowns, covering too broad a spectrum & that they lasted too long. The financial toll
has been great for many Canadians & small businesses.

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73206

Mandates affected my life in so many ways its been very hard for me and my fellow
canadians. Its time to end all the mandates.

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73207

hate them

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73208

It has taken away my Freedom

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73209

Limited movement and acceptance in society. Unable to fly to visit kids in eastern Canada.
Adverse reactions from the vaccines. Etc..

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73210

Destroying our country and rights

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73211

Not seeing family friends, ridiculous masks,

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73212

It wouldn’t

2/18/2022 12:21 PM
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73213

made it more difficult to travel

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73214

Made me suicidal

2/18/2022 12:21 PM

73215

Staying home instead of travel.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73216

Taken away rights and treated the general public like morons

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73217

It has made life not enjoyable

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73218

It,s BS

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73219

Made schooling very difficult. Vaccine mandates put me in a hard position to risk my life to get
the vaccine in order to keep my job and go to school to better my life. It has separted my
family and made going to visit my sick family very difficult. The mandates made my
grandmother and so many other people have to die alone, scared in a hospital even though
they and none of the family had any signs or symptoms of COVID and all tested negative for
COVID. This has to end now!

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73220

It has brought me closer to our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.🙏🏼I’m home most of the time .

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73221

How haven’t it?! We left the country and don’t recognize Canada anymore.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73222

Lost my business, lost my work and lost my freedom to travel

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73223

With sadness for lack of freedoms, to shop whenever and where ever, to attend social events
freely without [false ] medical protection. family breakdowns and separations due to
inexcusable fear mongering. Inability to choose whether or not I wear a mask, take a vaccine,
or social distance....even though I am not sick. The closing of businesses like restaurants,
gyms, etc. with no sensible reason WHY. The lies that brought about fears way beyond what
were necessary. Mistrust of complacent doctors, nurses, the corruption of Mainstream Media.
Lies and misinformation from corrupt politicians or people in power who are permanently
damaging people's minds.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73224

Mon enfant de 9 ans est en dépressions, je dois porter le masque 46h par semaine et je suis
asthmatique

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73225

Social anxiety , segregation

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73226

isolation ....don't get to see family and can not go out

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73227

Mental well being as I am a widow now, not being able to visit my children & grandchildrenfound depression & fear from all the hype & lies from the govt & the media

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73228

No affect, other than cost of living going up

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73229

Cannot travel, eat at restaurants, wearing masks ensures rebreathing your own air, social
distancing causing family stress. Gov control has become the norm.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73230

i have watched as those who have received the shot/s have either gotten ill or have passed
on.....so i miss those people

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73231

Divided family and friends. Restricted the right to travel in or out of Canada and world wide

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73232

Limited in travel, supporting our grandchildren in their activities

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73233

Mental anguish. Social retardation.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73234

Gave me depression

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73235

So awful. My family is totally vaccinated and boosted, but still unable to see our grandmother
who is “locked up” in a nursing home. She is treated like a prisoner event though having 4
shots. Now she lives in fear of a disease that would be much less terrible that what is
happening to her. I know many including myself that have been told no to surgery’s and live in
pain because of it. I have clients that have died at home only because if they went to hospital
they would not have been allowed to say good bye to family. The vaccines don’t work - you
can still get COVID and I truly fear what long term effects of the vaccine will be. I know
personally of people that have committed suicide. These mandates must end. God bless the
truckers for waking up a lot of Canadians. Thanks

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73236

I feel sorry for all the parents who have had to make such hard choices it is my grand children

2/18/2022 12:20 PM
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that have suffered the most
73237

I want Justin Trudeau arrested with his whole cabinet immediately….

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73238

Lost my business

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73239

Loss of friends, social interaction, missed school and work, children hate online learning, can’t
go anywhere social, can’t fly etc etc

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73240

Day to day, not a lot. Angry about restrictions to visitors in hospitals and care homes. Angry
about forcing harmful masks. Very sad to see the number of people just accepting the media
narrative and not doing their own research. Sad to see the irrational fear of a disease with an
over 99% recovery rate.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73241

I have had to live in isolation for two years. I complied to all the mandates. Now Trudeau’s
agenda moving forward is extremely inhumane. The pandemic is over the Omicron strain is
endemic. Vaccines were made for the Aplha Covid strain which is long gone. The vaccines are
being used inappropriately. This must STOP.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73242

Forced to get a vaccine to keep my job

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73243

Limited freedom and goes against our charter of rights, once they take these rights they will no
longer want to give them back.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73244

Loss of freedom , family division, mental health

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73245

Loss of work ,loss of sleep laying awake at night crying praying it was over , stress on my
family relationship,etc.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73246

Having to mask when I have chosen not to.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73247

Broken relationships. Lost revenue, mental illnesses in people I know. Illness induced by
vaccine.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73248

I am in fear, in a constant state of anxiety. I am excluded from day to day life in a society in
which I have paid taxes into my whole life. The Prime Minister incites hate speech, and
violates countless international and domestic constructional laws, I am living in a nightmare.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73249

Made everything difficult

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73250

Mental health seriously declined

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73251

Went through pregnancy, childbirth and post-partum alone. Work restrictions. Food shortages.
Unable to pay bills.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73252

Isolation, judgement, safety as a Canadian in my own country, division within my family, major
distrust for the media and almost all our elected officials, school boards and medical
professionals

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73253

loss of income, loss of friends

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73254

Yes, They are going to put me on LWOP

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73255

Restrictions in all areas ,not able to be with family members depressed

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73256

Physically emotionally psychologically work life has suffered, bullied because of my stance

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73257

Isolation has been very difficult

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73258

Mental health

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73259

Loss of work, discrimination, nit being able to go into places that were deemed essential before
the vaccines, isolation, mental stress, depression, loss of income

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73260

How has it NOT affected my life???

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73261

In all ways.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73262

I feel that because I chose not to get vaccinated I’m being pushed out of community events

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73263

Not being able to leave the country had affected my business. Not being able to have meeting
or social activities has affected many personal relationships. Ended or harmed many
relationships.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM
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73264

Depression can't enjoy my grandchildren or life visiting friends and family

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73265

Lost a parent in long term care. Was denied access to him ... It broke my heart to see him cry
at the window trying to get a hug from me

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73266

Doing normal things

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73267

They have created a divide within my family where many of us have not seen each other for
over a year. Also, my husband DID NOT want the vaccine but works for the City of Toronto
And was forced to get it. This was coercion not choice. Since the second vaccine my husband
has experienced a reemergence of a latent virus within his body. This has greatly effected his
health and mental well being.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73268

It has caused mental illness, division among friends families neighbors and all social aspects
of life

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73269

I have been fired from a high paying, educated needed, job for not complying with v
pass/mandates. Family and friends divided and fighting. Stress. Gaslit by bureaucrats. None
of this makes sense.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73270

It has impacted my work schedule

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73271

Lost my job and struggling to have the basic necessities of life to survive

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73272

Too many ways to count all negative.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73273

I’ve lost my business, the entire family’s mental health is suffering, my teens are not sure
what they have to live for, family and friends torn apart and despair about where our country
and world are headed

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73274

i can’t go out to do anything

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73275

I live alone. I am in a long distance relationship and can't sew my spouse. I made the choice
not to get vaccinated as did he. He lost his job due to the trucker mandates as he can't cross
the border into the USA. Living alone and having no one is extremely hard.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73276

Horribly. Suspension from job, creating financial stress

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73277

We were forced to put my mom into palliative care, instead of supporting the hospital in her
private room, where she had NO HOPE BUT DEATH. My grandchildren are not coping well,
especially the two that already had problems. The un-vaxed part of my family lost jobs, can't
travel, or go to many places around the City.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73278

Extreme isolation. I am a first time mom and when my son was a newborn it was forbidden for
me to see people because I have a husband despite the fact he worked. I saw 1 friend willing
to bend the rules because she feared for my mental health being all alone with no support and
a new baby. We knew we could both be fined if a neighbor told on us. I also have chronic pain
and sitting on video calls wasn't doable for me, so even as we were allowed to see some
people but most social things are via video, I could not participate. We have not seen our
elderly relatives in 2yrs. We have been unable to participate in our religious beliefs for almost
the whole pandemic. The most recent ban of vaccinated and non-vaccinated gathering together
in a personal capacity was shocking and heart breaking because we then became once again
extremely isolated.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73279

Divided family, friends, Lost friend to suicide

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73280

Turn it upside down

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73281

Had depressed kids

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73282

I have lost friends, income and the ability to travel. I have had covid twice in the last 2 years
and know that unless you have comorbidities, it's not going to kill you.

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73283

severe depression and feeling alone and isolated

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73284

Travelling

2/18/2022 12:20 PM

73285

I feel excluded from family and friends, I feel trapped in my own Country. Unless I put this
concoction into by body, my rights continue to be denied. This is not the Canada my
Grandfathers both fought for.

2/18/2022 12:19 PM
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73286

It's totalitarian. Can't go anywhere without masks, that choke me, which don't even work. True
science is against all. This is a plandemic, one world order. They are the terrorists.

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73287

There’s too many to list.

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73288

My wife as an RN lost her job, we have had our lives threatened by promask/vax for not
masking up, denied access to stores etc

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73289

Sowed my life down and affected my church

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73290

It has shown me our political leaders only care about their own skin. Not the people who
actually voted them in. That being said, they can all be dumped on an island with no food,
fresh water or way off

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73291

divided family and community

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73292

I haven't been able to work in the entertainment business, to supplement my disability
payments. The federal gov't has not paid me a penny because I didn't qualify for any help.

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73293

Business on the verge of closing Family Childrens mental health Addictions Money Divorce

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73294

Work, childrens well being, my elderly father and father in law. Family connectness

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73295

It has completely changed how we live and function. I have pulled my Kids from school, we
have given up so many activities, no vacations, limited time with peers. I hate this

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73296

Loss of work, loss of constitutional freedom, loss of faith in government and health care

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73297

I am unvaccinated due to the fact I am highly ALLERGIC to polyethylene glycol [PEG] 2000 n
even if I wasn’t I still would not get vaccinated as it was never properly tested and it’s my
choice my body

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73298

N/A

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73299

Depression, anxiety, my moms funeral and illness.. the list goes on

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73300

Mental health Job loss Loss of friends Loss of family Loss of community

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73301

I have been restricted or denied access to amenities in my city. I been confined to my home
except for grocery shopping no social contact with family or friends. It's affected my mental
health.

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73302

I HAVE LOST MY WHOLE FAMILY OVER THIS .I've known since day one we have not been
in a pandemic. The pcr test was fake and should of never been used.The true covid deaths are
less then what we see from average flu deaths.The vaccines (bio weapons) have nothing to do
with protecting you and have done so much harm.Are government is bought and paid for by
evil people who want total control over us Canadians. These mandates need to end
immediately and the government needs to be charged with crimes against humanity. THANK
YOU CONCERD CANADIAN.

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73303

It has caused division between friends and family. It has caused me great depression and
sadness. It has cheated my children of a good education.

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73304

it has taken away my freedoms

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73305

I am unable to work (struggle to breath ) was unable to see my grandchildren

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73306

Negatively. They have no scientific backing and go against our laws/constitutional rights.

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73307

Mental health . Lack of social relationships and division over different views. Lack of social
activities due vaccination passports.

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73308

Was personally laid off at the beginning of the pandemic, cannot see loved ones. Family
friends committed suicide, adverse vax reaction has taken friends from my life.

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73309

More isolated

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73310

I live on a boarder of two provinces, I work in two different provinces also, these mandates
have kept me from family, support ppl, caring for my communities, burying my family properly.
I am a nurse. The people I care for adults, children, I believe everyone gets a choice. Choice
is all that matters.

2/18/2022 12:19 PM
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73311

These mandates have divided our society, separated friends, kept us from obedience to God in
worship, ruined businesses and put each one of us under the thumb of our government, putting
us on the road to a global dictatorship.

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73312

Ability to socialize and spend time with family

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73313

Not able to see my parents when I want. Being harrassed by friends and family to get
vaccinated. Masks have left Mark's on my face from wearing one constantly at work. The
threat of losing my job because I'm unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73314

Our whole lives have been affected! We have lost all of our rights as a citizen of Canada and
of the world. Enough is enough! It has got to stop NOW!

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73315

I would like to move off planet Earth

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73316

Every facet of my life. economic, social, medical, mental everything

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73317

Very lonely, metal health issues,

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73318

In more ways than I can share in this box -horrifically. I’ve been a good Tax paying slave my
entire adult & teen life . This is not how I would like to be repaid

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73319

Ultimatum. Get vaccine or pay $480/month to keep current job. All the jobs in my profession
were given that ultimatum.

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73320

Separated Families Friends, income, life

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73321

My kid isnt allowed to attend tkd a month from his blackbelt. My daughter is on the brink of
being kicked from university. My wifes business of hairdresser is in the toilet and i have to
work day and night 7 days a week to support my family. Enough is enough. The disease
doesn't justify all this.

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73322

I can’t participate in any activities, I can’t even go to a funeral or wedding. I missed my brother
in law’s wedding last October. End the mandates now.

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73323

Almost divided my family,but I am strong Canadian and I will not allow any government try to
divide me from family and friends!

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73324

My kids have suffered from lack of basic social interactions, and have higher anxiety.

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73325

Can’t go anywhere or do anything that involves other people or can’t visit love ones or watch
kids play sports! Kids can’t play sports

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73326

I feel as a prisoner for 2 years and I am innocent.

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73327

lost job. Can't see family and go to family funeral or even see family in the hospital.

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73328

Trying to breathe through a face diaper while I shop is very very uncomfortable. Also I need
my community swimming pool for my chronic arthritis, it is affecting my physical and mental
health.

2/18/2022 12:19 PM

73329

It has affected my life in many ways, and the only ones I can think of are negative. Inflation is
going crazy, missed out sport teams and socializing, couldn’t keep active at the gym either, I
don’t trust the govt anymore, etc etc. I am tired of all of this. For some reason the govt thinks
they have power over a virus, which clearly they don’t because it keeps coming back wave
after wave. Enough is enough.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73330

We’ll mental health is at an all time high, the world is divided and we’re headed down the toilet.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73331

Everything

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73332

I have lost all my family and most friends who can’t accept my minority position to not get
vaccinated for health reasons. I have been demonized and have continued to receive threats
for my stance over the last year.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73333

Immensely

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73334

Negatively!!!!

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73335

Anxiety, fear, stress, suicidal thoughts, tensions with friends and family. Being bullied.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73336

Mental stress. Division among family and friends. Limiting capacity in homes. Being treated

2/18/2022 12:18 PM
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like cattle in stores with the social distancing. Children's loss of education and so much more.
73337

Terribly. I want my life back.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73338

Restricted social activities and gatherings, caused extreme anxiety and depression.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73339

Not at all

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73340

I have not complied with the mandates as I see them as detrimental to my kids and my own
well-being.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73341

Strained relationships

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73342

Horribly

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73343

Lost alot of $$, stress

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73344

Totally stopped my life as it’s like doing a prison sentence. No one has the right to dictate
where and ehen you can go places

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73345

My life is on hold!!! I have been forced to take a vaccine against my will

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73346

It has divided friends and family memebers greatly also causing heavier depression

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73347

Very negatively. Lost job. Suffering from hateful attacks from Trudeau.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73348

Loss of income from lost work opportunities as a musical entertainer without a vaccine
passport. Unable to grieve with my family at my grandfather's funeral as a negative test was
not enough to be allowed in the church, the almighty pass had just come into effect and the
message I received the week before saying I could attend with a negative test suddenly no
longer applied. Sadness and stress over the growing divide among people who are so heated in
this debate and unyielding in their views that they are no longer speaking to each other.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73349

Isolation, medical and emotional.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73350

Vaccine passports have caused discrimination and division among Canadians. It is wrong and
it should end and should never happen again. Canadians/ humans should have a choice and
not be forced by the government. Children especially little ones suffer from mask mandatesoffer a choice.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73351

It has taken my right to be a citizen of my own country

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73352

In lots of ways, I can’t be free as a Canadian. My rights are being taken away by this Ass hole
Trudeau. I have never in my life expected Canada Of countries to start looking more like a
communist country. Trudeau has ruined Canada we need all the mandates gone and get him
out of office immediately.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73353

It has isolated me from my friends and family, and affected my mental health in a very bad
way. It has prevented me from Traveling to see family

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73354

It has caused great division, distress and setbacks that will take years to undo.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73355

My husband died of cancer alone, my business has almost died a slow death, I have been
isolated at a time in my life where I was widowed and my lifeline family and friends couldn’t
visit me. My one source to get up and going for my physical and mental well being was my
daily outing to the gym and they closed that down twice while keeping the $ stores open. All so
unjustified. I want my freedom of choice back. If you are afraid of Covid or getting Covid then
let those people stay home and locked in fear but do not make those of us who do not live in
fear be locked down. This is my life I’m a big girl I can make my own choices in my choice if I
want to live my life to the fullest

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73356

These mandates have kept my family from seeing my 91 year old father who is in the hospital.
I feel that these mandates have divided our country, family and friends. We are suppose to
living in a free country but I don't feel free!!

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73357

lost my job for not getting the jab.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73358

It’s made me feel like a prisoner, I’m am 75 years old & always have had freedom to do what l
want. What has gone on in the last two years is unconstitutional & the government is at fault.
Get rid of Trudeau for the sake of our children & all future generations. United we stand for
freedom & our rights!

2/18/2022 12:18 PM
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73359

Isolation from family and friends. Unnecessary anxiety and depression. Loneliness. Inability to
worship with fellow church worshippers.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73360

Lost time at work and restricted me from doing anything. Basically shut life down as I knew it.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73361

I have lost my job of 8 years, my son has been kicked out of school. It has affected
everything in my life. I want all of this over. Please get rid of Justin Trudeau. He is not for the
people. He is against peace and love.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73362

Unable to see sick relatives. Relatives turned against me. I'm a senior. Moved to NB 2019
everything shut due to covid and couldn't join. Lonely.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73363

Lost my job at the beginning of covid. Was forced to make the decision of keeping my job or
get vaccinated in Jan 2022. I don't want the government to dictate whether I get foreign mRNA
injected into my body. Also, the social division has been increased by government
propaganda.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73364

Mental health has been seriously affected I have planned my suicide a couple times now but
thankfully have gotten help..

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73365

Terrible

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73366

It has created untold anger and concern regarding our government's overreach and forced
decisions on individual citizens of what is supposed to be a free country. It has created
extreme division with the constant biased reporting and one sided rhetoric of all aspects of this
so called pandemic...and the shutdown of any voices of truth that dare oppose these views

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73367

I was forced to take a vaccine so I could provide for my family with a job. My kids mental
health has declined due to isolation Financial stress

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73368

Depression lost work financial

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73369

Cost me money and can't keep a job

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73370

I haven’t seen my family in over 2 years. My small business has suffered. My family snd
friend relationships have also suffered. My mental health has diminished. My children aren’t in
school due to mask mandates. We aren’t allowed to go anywhere due to the vax pass.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73371

My child’s mental and emotional health

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73372

Terribly

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73373

Family and friends are being divided. Masks make me ill. Not permitted to go for a simple
lunch with friends. Being ostracized for not getting the jab.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73374

I am losing my main medical practitioner (TCM) who has helped me over the last two years
with a medical condition. Four Western Medical doctors were unable to help me but my TCM
has. I'm distraught at the the thought of losing her. What will I do about maintaining my
healthcare? I've come such a long way and don't want to regress.

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73375

These mandates have cause extreme decision among friends and family, friends have been
severely injured by forced (their other option was to loose their jobs) vaccination (this was
confirmed by two cardiologist specialists). We’ve lost valuable family time, our kids have not
been able to participate in activities, and severe mental health challenges for myself, my
family, friends. Covid is still spreading, it’s time to learn to live with it and create a new plan,
preferably one focused on actual health and true science, not for-profit “science”!

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73376

My kids life has been affected and that affects me

2/18/2022 12:18 PM

73377

No travel, no outside social activities

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73378

Lost job, cannot take courses, possible restriction to enter stores like Costco upcoming....I
cannot take vaccines ....contain EDTA which will mobilize heavy metals in me. Very difficult to
source pure gluten free foods since Trudeau announced that gluten free label standards do not
need to be met to make more food to the masses.

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73379

Job security

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73380

I'm angry that businesses I patronize (or used to) wouldn't allow me in because they don't
honour mask exemptions. We are unable to eat out because of vax passes, so places we like
may be forced out of business.

2/18/2022 12:17 PM
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73381

Omg! Where do I start! Dumbest thing I’ve ever lived through! Having to isolate for being too
close to someone! Having to take days off work, losing friends, my sister in law had breast
cancer, her Timor doubled after getting the vaccine! So must stupidness!

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73382

Depression Separated friends and killed family

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73383

Cost of living Employment

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73384

Horribly. Mine and my family’s mental health is worse. I cannot visit family and friends in other
provinces.

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73385

It has affected my children the most! Christmas hasn’t been the same and literally changed
every facet of our lives! The over reach has been completely insane.

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73386

Divided us. Loneliness. Masks have negatively impacted my health

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73387

Isolation, family breakdown, loss of employment, anxiety, sadness

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73388

Had to leave my job, loss of social connections, relationships are different (strained or
seperated), sick from mask oppressive and stupid government

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73389

Loss of FREEDOM

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73390

In a negative way, as I have lost out on many opportunities. I also feel that the mandates have
not served their intended purpose enough and they are not worth the result. Mandates have
damaged my mental health.

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73391

is affect all ma social life and mental healt

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73392

I feel very isolated! And DEPRESSED!!

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73393

Depression, can't leave the country

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73394

Not being able to see family and friends .

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73395

I am a senior. I was scared. Haven’t left my home in 2 years. It’s time for Freedom from this
mandate

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73396

My childrens mental health is terrible. People are living on fear when it’s simply not necessary

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73397

Made it hard for our family to enjoy our normal lively hood. Like eat out and travel our stress
outlets.

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73398

I have not worked for over a year. I was a house cleaner. Loved my job. These unacceptable
mandates has had me in an Anxiery State of Mind.... never knowing what next. What is still a
Mandate?... what am I "allowed" to do today?.... what Justin Trudeau stands for is NOT the
Canadian Way.

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73399

Not being able to see family, friends, depression, feel ruled by government, watching our kids
run around with masks on, the cost of living! I work in a LTC in rural manitoba, watching our
residents pass with no family at their side except 1 designate, our residents have said “this is
our last stop in life, let us have our family” on that note, the mandates in our care homes
change frequently, and now if a worker with Covid but not sick can come to work????!!!!
Really, but we can’t live outside our home! Totally ridiculous! I’m so disgusted with our corrupt
government, it sickens me to think what our future holds!

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73400

It has caused depression within our household, unnecessary stresses, loss of work and
income.

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73401

If I wanted communism I would have moved to a country with it . It had impacted every part of
my life !

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73402

Lonely, isolated, less than, discriminated against

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73403

Have not been able to cross the boarder, go to restaurants, fly, separated from family, feel
isolated, not go to church, total loss of liberty,

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73404

Made it more difficult

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73405

Un-wanted stress. Does not let you live life. Unable to see elders. Restricted freedom in a free
country.

2/18/2022 12:17 PM
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73406

I'm depressed and my marriage is done. Half of my family isn't talking to me anymore and I
lost friends.

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73407

Social distress, frustration, isolation, widespread social disruption, More prayer.

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73408

In every way, physically, mentally, spiritually and financially.

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73409

Made things difficult in many ways. Most especially have been the ability to visit the sick and
to mourn those who have died.

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73410

None

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73411

I have lost my freedom of choice amongst other freedoms and rights People I know have been
segregated as have I

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73412

Yes lost my job in health care after 18 years.

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73413

Isolated, Depressed and lonely

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73414

Kept me home unable to go to funerals, visit friends dine, out

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73415

The mandate has effected everyone in a negative way. I think the mandates affected me
mentally. Its hard to live in Canada or even BC with these kind of rules forced on humans. I
think its totally wrong!

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73416

Enough

2/18/2022 12:17 PM

73417

Terrible family division, depression and mental health issues

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73418

Being away from my family, mental stress not being able to enjoy life

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73419

Retired so not so much other than we like to go into USA for the day.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73420

Has given me an attitude of anger and disgust in both the present Federal and Provincial
governments and Liberals in general.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73421

The illegal mandates have prevented me from leaving Canada for the past two years to our
retirement home in Hawaii. The mandates have polarized my family and friends. The mandates
how effectively prevented me from joining all my recreational activities. The mandates have
adversely affected my church and worship services. The mandates have caused me to loose
confidence in my government. With the recent emergency act being invoked makes me
ashamed of my government and would like the present prime minister voted out of office.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73422

Ruined

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73423

Isolation, medical discrimination, depression, financial stress

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73424

Poorly mentally, emotionally and physically trying to breathe with face covering

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73425

Where to start! I lost jobs, contract, money, friends and family… this is just the tip of the
iceberg…. enough is enough are we still talking about the fly that 99.5% of people recover
from!?! This doesn’t make any sense, enough with the parade

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73426

I'm unvaxxed and although it hasn't changed my world very much I do not think canada has a
right to force small businesses to close and force people out of their jobs because of the
vaccine

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73427

Freedom

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73428

In every way possible.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73429

badly

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73430

I’ve lost my job, it’s hard for me to find another job most places ask for the vaccine, I can’t
take my child to the movies, out for dinner, to indoor play places, and when playgrounds were
taped off having to explain to my 5 year old why he can’t play on a public playground it’s
sickening , I kept my son home. He would have been starting kindergarten already but I don’t
agree with the mask mandates and other mandates at the schools! I think forcing young
children or children of any age at all to wear a mask is child abuse!! I’ve been dealing with
anxiety and depression due to all of this I know people who have been injured by the vaccine!
This needs to end immediately!!

2/18/2022 12:16 PM
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73431

Segregation

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73432

Stress, anxiety, hate

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73433

I have considered moving to a different country. Freedom to choose is most important. The
mandates have caused a second class citizen system which is disgusting.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73434

I’ve lost so much! I refuse to lose more! These mandates have RUINED the lives of so many
people! So many of my friends and family members have committed suicide. Our family will
NEVER RECOVER from these loses.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73435

Stress, inability to focus while wearing mask.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73436

All I do is eat sleep and work! I haven’t been on a vacation for two years! I haven’t seen my
relatives in states for two years! My gram died in long term care with no family. I was y able to
go to my grams funeral because of the lock down! I’m sick of the restrictions!

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73437

I haven't been able to visit my sick family members or grieve with my family over loss of loved
ones. I have witnessed too many overdoses and "medical" assisted suicides working as a
front-liner due to depression! This sickens me. I'm uncertain why the lower number of Covid
cases (with a high recovery rate percentage) takes precedence over the astronomical case
numbers of overdoses and assisted suicides.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73438

Restrictions for meeting freely, travelling, restaurants, etc.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73439

Restricted access to services and events. Imposed restrictions on worship services.
Cancelation of sports and activities for my children. Disruption and division of social groups.
Loss of friends over disagreements in the handling of covid and mandates (always others that
are for restrictions that have cut off ties). Fear in the eyes and the voices of many as they
struggle with the unbalanced fear mongering of a pandemic that didn't warrant that level of
panic.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73440

Socially, physically, mentally, fear induced by rediculous mandates used to control Canadians

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73441

Fired from my career and loss of friends

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73442

Made us miserable

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73443

Got the shot because i wanted to take my wife out for our honeymoon, otherwise would have
waited till it was out of emergency approval, so i was coerced into the shot in my eyes

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73444

Caused deep division in my family. My work environment is highly restrictive due to masks
mandates. I have had limits put on my movement in my community, country and globally. I am
treated like an diseased person because the PHO has told people we are the problem. The lies
have to end.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73445

Lost my job

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73446

Segregation Bullied

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73447

Husband died at the beginning, with no one by his side, I was left with no help and although
receiving widow's pension, was being told I had not proven him deceased!;I could go on......

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73448

I’m sad to see how people are treating each other and the division breaks my heart Created
more anxiety for me seeing people with masks and dying so fast after the shot

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73449

Not being able to live it. Or have my freedom of choice. It’s absolutely ridiculous that if I want
to do certain things I have to get a vaccine that I am 100% completley against

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73450

We are dealing with a child who has been depressed, suicidal and has refused to go to school
for almost a year and a half. We have her in counselling and now on medication, not happy she
was an A student social with many friends to just staying at home.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73451

The border closures. We have children in the USA and it’s been tough! So complicated too
when we did cross.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73452

More awake Isolated Sad Restricted Loss of rights and freedom

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73453

Boring

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73454

Badly

2/18/2022 12:16 PM
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73455

Lost my job. Lost friends and family. Tremendous anxiety. Want to leave Canada.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73456

My partner lost his empoyment. Im still waiting for my exemption to pass, if both we will both
be out of work. My previous landlord of 10 years renovicted us back in Sept so now our rent is
3x times higher. Because we are unvaxxed we cannot attend his sisters funeral on thursday
she commited suiside due to the state of the world, she couldnt access mental health care. I
was previouly vaccine injured but no doctor will sign an exemption because it doesnt fall within
a very small window of allowable exemption "criteria".

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73457

Family with small business and grandchildren with masks of school age. Respecting
everyone's decisions on vaccines.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73458

I can’t leave the country. Visit my family. Go into restricted places. Son has been in school, at
home back to school online. Granddaughter in kindergarten had to wear a mask.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73459

stress, fear, isolation, depression

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73460

The social anxiety I see in my 4y old grow as this continues, the division of friends and family.
Lost jobs and growing inflation causing people to choose between food or gas to get to work to
still not be able to provide for their family

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73461

27 suicides in my circle of friends, 2 deaths while waiting for surgery cancelled over covid
Multiple sudden heart attack deaths, seemingly linked to vaccine in perfectly healthy people. I
had a nervous breakdown, my house went back to bank as i could no longer pay the
payments, im bankrupt from the economic destruction caused by mandates and
mismanagement by government. Electric bills, despite consuming less power, the bill amount
is a few dollars less then double last months bill. Gaaoline prices are doubled from 6 years
ago. Parts for required repais, are 3-5 months to get. I drive snowplow, roadsalt, has carbon
tax. Its now over $300/tonne, the same government that put on that tax, wants us to restrict
useage due to cost. Accidents are inevitable as a result. Most of the restaurants are gone out
of business. Except the big chains, The fact that our medical experts tell us to trust the
science, yet these sane experts kill 28,431 people per year with medical mistake, on average.
Every year. Theres the real pandemic.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73462

It’s made it lonelier, and it’s way harder to get support for our kids

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73463

Relationships, health activities, financial, religious. The mandates create a false sense of
security and they do nothing. Masks don’t help, they impede oxygen levels and breed bacteria.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73464

It has split up my family and ruined my mental health

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73465

I feel a constant threat of isolation due to a medical choice, as well as a constant threat from
the gov't of compelling me to take a treatment I have no desire to take.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73466

I am not vaxxed, so I cannot go out by myself or with others to dine in. I am a trucker since
1989 and will never support anything the PM demands including his gun legislation.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73467

Depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73468

This is the worst thing to hit Canadians in a very long time. Peoples mental health has
deteriorated beyond what should have been allowed. It is absolutely ridiculous to lock people
down for a less than 2% mortality rate. I made less last year than I did at 18. I am a
professional with a stable career. That should never have happened. End all the mandates
NOW. This was never about the science, it was always about the money.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73469

My husband is vaxx injured Lost his job and drivers license I lost my job teaching elementary
school

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73470

Missing out on important events. I wasn't even allowed to be in the hospital with my husband
when he died 😔

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73471

Our whole family has suffered damage to our mental health. And coerced vaccines is never a
choice. My own mother tried to commit suicide.

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73472

Pilot husband Lost his job with the federal vaccine mandate

2/18/2022 12:16 PM

73473

I am grateful that it did not affect our own income however it did that for many. No-one should
be mandated a vaccine into their body - ever! Losing a job without compliance is unacceptable
punishment. FREE CHOICE is what creates teamwork and community. Unvaccinated were
ostracized! Canadian community is hurting because of it.

2/18/2022 12:15 PM
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73474

Financially we are struggling. Our mental health is in the dumps. My kids have missed too
much school.

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73475

Isolation, lack of medical care, travel restrictions, poisoness vaccines

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73476

Disrupted my income and social life.

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73477

Everything

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73478

Lost jobs, lost wages, death of a friend, post-poned surgery, no participation in sports or
activities, marginalization, harassment, segregation.

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73479

It's fucked me up on to many occasions

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73480

I can't eat in a restaurant. My adult child took the covid vaccine which has unknown long term
health effects.

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73481

Emotional distress

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73482

Horribly. Socially, mentally, physically. Our poor kids. This whole pandemic was uncalled for for
a flu. The kids have suffered terribly , their behind in school, skim is so irritated from the
sanitizer. Mask have harmed their breathing. The price of everything is outrageous too.
Financially we have lost a lot

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73483

Cause depression and my son has depression and fighting g with family that are scared of this
fake virus

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73484

Huge separation in my family. MSM or Legacy media has not told the truth. Now we have
concerns about the PM and how he has effed this up. It’s time for all the tyrannical draconian
measures to end

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73485

Couldn't go to my grandmother's funeral. My family could not attend my wedding. My basic
freedoms have been denied. I can't travel to visit my family. My religious practices have been
restricted. The discriminating mandates have caused me and my family a lot of stress.

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73486

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73487

Pitting friends against friends and family against family because of the fear spread by
governments that you will die if you do not comply

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73488

Being unvaccinated, I was unable to social, support my local economy because of being
locked out. I now have nightmares as to how I can kill Trudeau.

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73489

Mental health,work and personal daily living.

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73490

Cut off from my family, coerced into taking the shot in fear that i might never be able to dine
out without having that shot, have not seen my grandson in over a year. Total isolation from
the world, living in fear that this covid situation will never change

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73491

Has destroyed our economy/divided families/has been cruel and unusual punishment for our
seniors in nursing homes for all those that have passed and for the living. Had the mandates
and the vaxx worked at all I might feel different.

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73492

Mentally exhausted, separation of friends and family, just pure exhaustion, economically

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73493

Horrible

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73494

Loss of Life Liberty n Freedom

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73495

My perspective of life and people has changed forever, ill never be the same and I'll always
wonder what I would be if this hadn't happened. I lost friends, family members died or
abandoned me and many more were vaccine injured then cast aside and ignored by our
government and society. I don't want to be controlled anymore. Restore our Freedoms and
lives !

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73496

kept me from participating in various sporting activities and social activities,and family
functions

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73497

Anxiety, depression, loss life work , visiting loved ones in hospital, the ability to travel freely,
church attendance limited

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73498

No social life, no sports, no restaurants, conflict with friends.

2/18/2022 12:15 PM
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73499

I'm now only getting 365.00 a month now. You tell me..........

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73500

I am a small business owner which it has affected my Income. I cannot visit my 93 year old
grandmother because they are currently locked down . My nephew and wife Gregory Blair and
Jamie were murdered in the Mass Shooting in NS and I could not mourn with my family. It has
had a mental impact on my daily life

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73501

No comment ... I seen other destroyed by all of this ... people have serious mental problems
now .... stop this shitshow

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73502

Restrictions of movement

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73503

Restricted travel, restaurants,etc.,etc.

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73504

Made everything in life worse

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73505

It’s simply a pain in the ass… let life move on… the virus is nothing worse than a simple flu…

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73506

Negatively. Loss of friends and family. Anxiety. Stress and mental health depletion.
Segregation from society.

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73507

It is to restricted. Depression

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73508

Horribly

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73509

Members of my family including myself have suffered mental illness. Feel discriminated
against due to not getting vaccinated. My daughter lost her job because she refused vaccine.

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73510

Kids are lacking social skills n are behind in school

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73511

Badly

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73512

Kids being kicked out of university/threatened/coerced/bullied to get vaccinated is 100% moral
and ethically wrong. I have no faith in the governments provincially and especially federally.
Done with this over reaching garbage.

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73513

Shitty

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73514

I lost my job, it has caused a lot of anxiety and I'm now depressed

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73515

Mentally it has affected myself and my family

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73516

With the lock downs I have almost lost my son. Because he got so depressed he wanted to
take his life. I also have seen so many people dying of drug ODs.

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73517

I've been discriminated against, prohibited from freely moving about in society while fellow
citizens are able to do so, I have been denied employment, denied animal fostering for at risk
families needing support that I can provide, shamed & stigmatized, scapegoated, nam-called,
aggressive behaviour shown towards me, physical reaction to mask wearing - rashes, skin
inflammation, excessive fear-mongering that has resulted in family fearful of contact or visits,
prohibited from seeing my grandmother in a home who is 90 and needs companionship &
human family love & interaction, unable to work abroad as a facilitator for empowerment
courses I teach...

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73518

Not being allowed into venues requiring proof of jab.

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73519

In every possible way. I am individual with immediate family overseas, and I have not been
able to see them or travel in nearly three years. I have been deprived of the closest people in
my life, because of covid. My business has suffered greatly. I have lost employees and
contracts both due to covid. It has put us through dire financial hardship. The worst part of all
this, is that I indeed contracted covid in January 2022, and it was no worse than a cold for me.
While I agree some people are at risk, for the general population, we have to learn to live with
this. My life has been put on an absolute halt, and my partner and I have struggled so greatly,
all due to what seemed to be a simple cold. For the love of god Justin, free the people of
Canada and resign as soon as possible.

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73520

My mental health

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73521

I was banned from travel, restaurants and gyms, sports arenas etc.

2/18/2022 12:15 PM

73522

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:14 PM
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73523

My youngest was the only child of 3 that wanted to attend his Grad ceremonies. We paid for a
suit and a week later we were in lock down, and grad never happned. All of my children and my
husband's jobs were impacted in some way including college classes for one son. My
youngest had to change his entire career plan because of schooling, and lack of job
opportunities and funding. I have two adult children still living at home because they can't
afford cost of living and there have been little to no job perspectives. We pay for almost all of
their bills, which has put financial pressure onto my husband and I. Mental health issues.
Fights with family over choices. The list goes on. Almost three years of our lives impacted in
mostly negative ways. Loss of trust in Goverment and Health institutions as well as
Physicians. The damage done to our economy will stretch out for years possibly decades as
will mental health issues for many.

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73524

The last two years have been an enormous stress, fear, tears, feeling imprisoned, anger and
anxieties, even for a strong person like myself.

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73525

My bussines has dropped off from two years ago

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73526

Affected my children's life, not being able to see friends have to wear masks has affected thier
ability to see emotion, prime Minister has divided and pitted Canadians against each other!

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73527

It has stunted my social growth and alienated me from friends and family

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73528

Depressed

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73529

I think we are all tired of all of it it's been 2 years .

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73530

It’s kept me and those I love as safe as possible.

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73531

Family disputes, along with general population anger and frustration to deal with 24/7…

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73532

Everyone

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73533

Lots depression can't see family friends can't do dance lessons job etc

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73534

Caused so much stress and anxiety

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73535

The freedom to choose has been stripped from us. This is not Canada as we once knew it. My
faith in the current government is non existent.

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73536

My freedom!!!

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73537

It makes me worried that our country is in crisis and I’m concerned what this government is
doing to my Canada and how it will eventually affect my children and grandchildren

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73538

Restrictive controling and wrong

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73539

Loss business

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73540

It has left me with no life Always short of funds for food and taxes

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73541

Family separation and friends. Friends who have had Cove it and have survived front of had
mild Covid and have survived loss of going to fitness weight gain depression watching my son
with disabilities lose out on going to his activities as he’s homeschooling also the only
activities for socialization and now what’s happening in Ottawa on emergency act is placed
because our Prime Minister could not get up and at least try to talk to people take an interest
it’s despicable it’s painful it’s just so much more that this man died has caused people with
lost so sad the end truths that were not given to us so we can’t make a proper choice it’s not
fair we’re not animals and even animals have choices we’re not robots the cost Canada has
spent for an election and for it to continue the behaviour of one man

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73542

Fear induced stress, division, loss of friendships, segregation and discrimination, paying taxes
for services I can't use, etc

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73543

Our kids have been unable to be as physically active because of the mandatory proof of
vaccine for indoor sports. My husband and I had been trying to be more physically active by
taking dance lessons together, but that unfortunately ended because of the mandates. We’ve
been unable to enjoy dates together dining in restaurants or taking our kids out for dinner or a
special movie night at the theater. I try to take our kids out for “coffee” to sit and chat with
them about what’s going on in their lives individually and sometimes for special monthly
afternoons out, but those special times have been impossible since we can’t sit in a coffee

2/18/2022 12:14 PM
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shop or go to a restaurant together. Our kids would love to go watch their friends sporting
events, but they’re not allowed to do that. One of their basketball teams canceled because for
the mandates. As a result of all of these mandates, our kids are less active and spending
more time then usual in front of screens. We’ve been limited in our ability to have friends and
family we, which has been hard on our kids, hard on us and hard on our friends and family. I’m
particularly concerned about my parents’ mental and physical health as they have been
isolated for almost 2 years. It’s been extremely discouraging for them. Our son’s closest
neighbor friend has been playing computer games alone in his house and he used to play
basketball, soccer, bike rides and NBA computer games with my son daily. But now his
parents, out of fear, won’t let him play with our son anymore. There had been increased stress
for myself and our family of not knowing how the mandates and restrictions will effect our kids,
and this generation in the long term. Not to mention having to spend more time to think
creatively how to help our family stay active and healthy throughout the last 2 years. I
especially think of the kids who live in environments where home is not necessarily a safe
place. And when schools have been shut down, if school was where they received live,
support and sometimes meals, what has happened with those underprivileged kids? Is anyone
even considering the long term effects on a society that is raising a generation of kids in fear
of illness? In isolation? We’re meant, even designed to live in community! I think of the many
small business owners who have been put out of business. I think of the my friends who have
lost their jobs because of issues of conscience related to the vaccine mandate. Supporting
and caring for them through this extremely difficult time wears on me as well.
73544

Mentality, financially and physically.

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73545

As a chef, it has taken a heavy impact on the food and beverage industry.

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73546

Badly

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73547

Extremely

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73548

Affected family relationships, jobs, health, retirement, travel.

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73549

I am in a small town so probably has effected me less but not much interest in going to the
city for anything with all these unnecessary mandates. It’s very lonely.

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73550

Loss of friends, stress, overworked

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73551

Depressed, it has made my children depressed and has taken many opportunities away from
them. School has been negatively impacted and the ability to spend the last moments with
dying loved ones was taken from us.

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73552

It’s made me feel like I am the scum of society

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73553

In every way

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73554

It has created division within my extended family and forced me on early maternity leave
because I wouldn’t comply with giving personal health information and refused to comply with
optional testing. ( which isn’t so optional)

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73555

It affects mental health, my work/job security in healthcare, social circles, lifestyle

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73556

mental health, not being able to visit my mother in long term home care

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73557

Missed milestone celebrations, can’t see children, parents, grandchildren, once in a lifetime
travel plans cancelled, anxiety, mental health issues, disruption of fitness goals, spiritual
community disruption

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73558

My rights have been violated as well as my freedom to move. This government crested 2
classes of citizens in the same country.

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73559

Mentally emotionally and morely

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73560

Depressing and restrictive, obviously unnecessary.

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73561

Laid off from my job and my children can’t play hockey and now have anxiety and depression
because hockey was there life and the government took that from them.

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73562

The mandates are for a fake virus. The governments lie about everything

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73563

Job loss, my kids mental health and social skills, being involved in my kids sports and
activities, division in the family, family gatherings, acceptance for my decision making, family

2/18/2022 12:14 PM
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vacations, being able to fly to work or for vacation, being tested covid against my will just to
keep working, sharing my medical information against my will just to keep working, my
financial has been affected,
73564

My husband and I are unvaccinated. These mandates have segregated us from society. Up
until Jason Kenney dropped vaxx passport to get into a restaurant....we felt isolated from
everything. My diagnosed anxiety and high stress elevated and very depressed. Can't fly
anywhere for holidays so we drive within Canada only to eat take out food. Can't see family
because of all the restrictions. Almost like we are pawns on a chessboard being moved around
and told what to do and where to go.

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73565

Health and mentalt

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73566

Made me frustrated with our governments. Lost touch with friends and family. Lost confidence
and trust in the medical field and in our government.

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73567

Affected my fitness. I can't access Aquasuze at community pool.

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73568

Too many ways to even mention. Family relationships have been destroyed due to some
listening to the Covid lies to get the vac. I have not believed any of it and I have been
ridiculed. I haven’t been able to visit my mother who has dementia. Her health has
deteriorated. The lockdowns really affected her health. The stress of it all has affected my own
health. I’m a type 1 diabetic. The lies of the media has misinformed so many. Now that
whistleblowers have stepped up we now know what a criminal Justin Trudeau is. He is
destroying Canada and the lives of Canadians.

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73569

Disagreements and hard feelings between family members, seeing my grand children unable to
go on field trips and seeing them anxious and unhappy. Not being able to go on vacation out of
the province, not being able to go to restaurants, art workshops, and many other indoor events.

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73570

It’s been horrible. Such a division in whats to be a free country.

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73571

Solitude, family & friends dividing, nervous all the time, increased mental health and suicide
rate

2/18/2022 12:14 PM

73572

burring the dead, isolated the sick, dying, and elderly, restricted travel, separated and severed
family and friends relationships,

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73573

It has put everything on hold for 2 years, divided my family, put strain on my mental health,
and my 4 year old has not had any normal social interaction in 2 years. I quite frankly am
frightened for the future as the current government seem to have no end date for this bizarre
level of control.

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73574

Loss of FREEDOM

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73575

We moved to a new community a year and a half ago, and It has been difficult to meet people
and for my kids to make new friends. I have a difficult time wearing a mask. I feel like I can't
breathe, and my glasses often get fogged up. I feel more anxious and when I go out, people
seem to be less friendly. I also can't visit my grandma who is in a nursing home, and is near
the end of her life.

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73576

In every public interaction for the last two years

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73577

I was terminated from healthcare.

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73578

Depression. Lost time & connections with loved ones who passed away since 2020

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73579

I can’t go anywhere or do anything except work and outdoors.

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73580

cannot travel, go to restaurants and gym

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73581

.

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73582

All

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73583

I have been restricted as an unvaccinated person when it is for health reasons, which at first it
was said would be honoured. I am completely restricted and feel this is over reach on my
freedom of what I choose to put in my body for my safety.

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73584

I’ve been unable to go to the gym. See friends and family. Etc. Basically not been able do all
the things that keep a person positive and moving forward.

2/18/2022 12:13 PM
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73585

No family contact

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73586

I understand that there's vaccines available but I didn't want it forced on me when I am healthy.
I wanted to make that decision to get it for my own body, my own health. Yes, I got both
dosage in fear of not being able to see my aging parents. And if my 95 years old veteran dad
passed away, I would be devastated not being there to say goodbye. That is my only main
reason that I got it esp when I don't even take flu shots in my life. I just want my freedom back
to decide for myself!!!

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73587

Stress on paying bills Contact with loved ones funerals weddings special events stress of
divided on who is right or wrong Making people choose sides in a fear tactic

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73588

To the point, I felt bullied into taking the jab in order to visit my Mom... that's bullying

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73589

Caused mental health to deteriorate, divided family and friends

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73590

I live alone and have little contact with freinds and family.

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73591

I can’t travel, nor can I go to the gym, restaurants, theatre, etc. It has split my relationships
with friends and family….etc..

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73592

It's made me very angry, bitter and deppressed

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73593

My children are not allowed to participate in sports, but can coach. They have missed out on
experiencing school dances, trips, and regular activities. People have been stripped of their
identity by masking. Legal peaceful protests are being targeted, peaceful Canadians are being
targeted.

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73594

Work on some sites has been shut down for me

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73595

I have been unable to see family in over a year due to vaccination travel mandates. I am
unable to work in healthcare as an RN even though I have recovered from COVID. My brotherin-law lost (a father of 6 children) his job as the primary breadwinner. My grandma was pushed
into isolation because she was in assisted living an unable to be visited by any of her
grandchildren - only very specific people on a list. Increased isolation and depression among
other family members. Multiple family member coerced into taking a vaccine just to keep their
jobs, to feed their families. All got Covid (worse than me who was unvaccinated). My brother
who was highly active in sports leagues was effectively isolated (before vaccine mandates)
resulting in weight gain that has negatively affected his health. I could go on and on. My
children have an increasingly untrusting view of government and public health care programs.
Surgeries in my family were postponed before hospital numbers were even increased.......
Etc... Etc... Etc....

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73596

Fired from job. Lost family and friends. Health and mental decline. Kids struggling with life.
Loss of all faith in government. Considering moving to a place with no mandates

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73597

Travel

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73598

I have loss my job after 10 years with health care because I won't get the vaccine

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73599

I lost my job

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73600

I lost my job and my brother had an adverse reaction on order to keep his

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73601

Restricted travel and have friends who have lost their jobs because of vacc passports. Can’t
watch my grandsons play minor hockey. Sad!!!

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73602

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73603

I lip read and can’t thru masks. Can’t see family.

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73604

Lack of personal contacts

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73605

Ruined it

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73606

I have lost business due to the mandates. Old people have been scared into doing things they
did not see as right. My kids are tired of being scared of people with masks. My daughter has
breathing issues that she never had before.

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73607

It closed my clinic in 2020 for 5 months. I had a serious car accident closing me in 2021. I’m
ready to reopen with another dental hygienist. This will again close our clinic. There is a 2 year

2/18/2022 12:13 PM
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wait list for dental hygiene services in our community. This has hurt me economically,
destroyed relationships and emotionally because I’m afraid for my life. I had severe blood clots
from my care accident that has effected me permanently. I don’t want to risk my life to earn a
living. I have had Covid in 2020. I have completely lost faith and confidence in my federal and
provincial governing bodies
73608

Caused health issues,living in fear, and freedom has been taken away. Live how the
government says not how the government does. The government have not lost any of their
freedoms they still have their jobs not to mention a pay raise. The Trudeau Government is
doing for themselves not their people he seems like a heartless person. It has affect
everything I loved about life.

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73609

The mandate has caused friction between Canadians and bullying. Provinces are divided in
their approach to the mandates. Democracy is not representing all Canadian citizens. Please
note that I am double vaccinated but believe people who do not choose to get the vaccine
should not be ostracized and subjected to a loss in employment when there are alternatives
like rapid testing.

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73610

My husband struggled with mental health. The mandates tipped him over the edge as gyms
and people and interacting are his therapy. He committed suicide during this pandemic due to
his frustration while i Was pregnant with our second child. My life has been changed forever
and now i"m a solo mom of 2 with no support. Thanks mandates.

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73611

The mandate has had NO positive effect nor benefit my life in any way. The only effects from
these mandates have been negative.

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73612

Not able to live my life as a free citizen. Not allowed to move freely about within my
community, province, and country. Treated like a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73613

Loss of work. Severe depression. Isolation. Segregation. I have a medical exemption for face
mask yet I am treated like a criminal wherever I go. The fear engendered by the government
and the media has torn our country apart needlessly.

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73614

I have felt violated by vax passport

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73615

Horrifically.

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73616

4

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73617

Affected the development of my children. My ability to enjoy life go to restaurants.

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73618

I have been basically on parole.

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73619

Deep depression, lack of work, fear like I've never known. Disruptions in family and
friendships.

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73620

Living hell

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73621

In every way possible ! Ends that BS NOW ! Theres no pandemic its political and it have to
STOP NOW ! Trudeau and Legault must be fired NOW

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73622

Couldn’t have a funeral for my father or see him 3 weeks before he died. Was excluded in
family events for not supporting mandates, discriminated and harassed my people for not
receiving vaccine

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73623

it has devistated my family financially, physicallly, emotionally. We have had older family
members die (and not of covid may I add) and we weren't even allowed to say goodbye what
kind of a world is that to live in?

2/18/2022 12:13 PM

73624

I've lost 2 years of my life, my mental health is not good and my health is not good

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73625

Pain in the ass

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73626

I have a challenged brother who I normally cook, and provide meals for as he is very limited in
his own ability. This is a atrocity what is being forced on humanity. I experiency gilt not being
able to be there for him.

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73627

My freedom

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73628

Lost my job of 24 years

2/18/2022 12:12 PM
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73629

Loss of job. Can’t see grandkids. Can’t travel. Could not see husband who died in hospital
Loss of friends. Can’t go to church.

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73630

Every aspect of my life has been affected in a negative way

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73631

My body my choice. Where are my rights?

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73632

I cannot go to the gym which helps my mental health. I cannot go to a restaurant with my
family on special occasions. I have asthma and cannot breath with a mask restricting me. I
cannot take my children to the movie theatre.

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73633

Lost my job, loss my housing, can’t finish school

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73634

All of them

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73635

Mentally

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73636

I was fired my job as I refused the experimental shot for a disease that I am at little to no risk
of several illness. Half my family were either fired from their career jobs or had their
scholarship revoked. It has wedged and divided families and friends. The healthy and low risk
should never have been affected by these ridiculous and unscientific mandates. Priority should
have been placed on the vulnerable while the rest of society decide what's best for them and
their family. These public health tyrants should never have been given cart blanche to enforce
these mandates. It is unacceptable and if things don't change rapidly something big will
happen. Bring it on.

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73637

It has torn my family apart!! It has financially hit me hard.

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73638

Division with family members

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73639

Due to the derogatory remakes from our priminister that has labeled and devided family,friends/
all of canada. For the first time ever as a Canadian I am afraid of people and for people. I am
afraid of my country and it has nothing to due with covid

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73640

It has mostly affected my children, they haven’t been able to play sports and or participate in
group activities. When they could however us as unvaccinated parents could attend the event
so the children decided not to participate. My kids are 13, 10 and 6.

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73641

It affect our mental

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73642

The mandates are unlawful because SARS-CoV-2 has never been isolated. We've been
frauded. bit.ly/awcevidence

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73643

Freedom losses.

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73644

My personal choices have excluded me from society, I refuse to give up the right to bodily
autonomy, I have natural immunity. I will not force these vaccines on my healthy children
either it isn’t worth the risk to me!

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73645

In every aspect. Enough! was never necessary

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73646

Depression. Time lost with my loved ones. Employment loss. Cant see families and friends.
Division of families and friends due to trudea's paid for media.

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73647

Mentally, physically, emotionally,

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73648

I’m a special care teacher and having 8 side effets from first v@ …including frequent pain
chest and right side of right leg paralyse with lot of pain …also single mother of twins with no
child support and full custody of my twins since 7 years and if I’m not getting second shot …
I’m loosing my job!! Also me and my boys got COVID on January 2022 so we have natural
immune now!

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73649

I lost my job. Was not able to go out to visit with family and friends. Could not go to church for
a while. These are just a few of the ways this has impacted my life.

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73650

Socially, financially, interpersonally, emotionally

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73651

In order to leave this country. I will have to escape. I am unable to trvale

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73652

The mandate has put a strain on my mental health by not allowing me to thrive as a extrovert.
People interaction is needed. Not to mention these mandate's haven't done anything to help
this "Pandemic". It's hurt more than it's helped. They need to be removed!

2/18/2022 12:12 PM
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73653

Work, social, my child

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73654

Minor inconvenience in SK. Major inconvenience to the point of avoiding MB travel entirely.
Some inconvenience to AB travel. Significantly increased cost (roughly double) for winter
travel to Mexico.

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73655

It has destroyed social interaction and has been very derisive to say the least - The over reach
on vaccines has created fear of the government and destroyed scientific integrity and trust.
Censorship further eroded trust in gov't and the media

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73656

I have not been able to visit with my 96 old Mother in person since Oct 2021.

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73657

I want trudeaus oppression of the Canadian people to end.

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73658

Lost business, stress,friends and family

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73659

lost my job, my children are sad and lonely

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73660

I have allergies on all vaccines, I can’t participate in society without a pass.

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73661

In every aspect, depression, job uncertainty, kids in school, mental health, inflation, the ability
to properly grieve lost loved ones, Isolation, segregation, division, loss of friendships. You
name it!

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73662

I’m old enough to make my own decisions I believe in the vaccines but not in any of the
mandates

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73663

It's made it depressing and lifeless. I'd rather be dead then have these mandates.

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73664

Has made family members become distant

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73665

Loneliness, family &friends polarization, loss of confidence in Canadian Healthcare system,
poor education and misinformation on living healthy and more of sick care system driven by
pharmaceutical interventions.

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73666

People dieing from the vaccine. Higher expenses. Loss of travel. Slow government offices for
papers. Seriously all the RCMP offices closed to public. Loss of friends. Almost loss of work,
but they needed me so they had no choice but to keep me even though I refused the death
jab. Etc. Etc.

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73667

It has restricted my 3 kids from being able to join in multiple activities due to vaccine
passports. They now have anxiety about talking to friends Incase they don’t agree with our
views and they have been extremely lonely. Grocery shopping with my son with ADHD has
been extremely difficult with masks. He won’t keep one on and can’t understand me well
enough with my mask on. Kids need to see face expression.

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73668

The isolation and inactivity during total shut downs causes a lot of depression.

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73669

It has caused division between people who ought to be encouraging each other.

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73670

Difficult to travel + every day activities

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73671

It is horrible affect my life as mandat deprives me of normal rights to live, I can’t travel, I can’t
visit or attend a lot of sports activities with my kids as well restaurants and cafes.

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73672

Destroyed it Can't travel Visit Second class citizens

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73673

Lost my job. Grandchildren and spouses mental health terribly affected. Family need surgery
and it’s unavailable

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73674

Couldn’t see family, can’t travel..

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73675

Loss of income, loss of family and community, loss of my gym community, loss of feeling safe
and valued, loss of freedoms, loss of pretty much everything! Oh, I gained 8 family/friends that
have long term Covid Vaxx injuries!! Serious life altering injuries! I have lost my hope and faith
in the medical system and the political stem AND the news!

2/18/2022 12:12 PM

73676

Detrimental effect on my health- Anxiety, stress, depression, excessive weight gain, insomnia,
loneliness. Lost 40 year friendships. Harassed, bullied, ostracized, made to feel small,
isolated, victim of hate. Have been stripped of my freedoms as per the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms. Our govt has pitted the people against one another. Incited hated and

2/18/2022 12:12 PM
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division. Sucked thr police and RCMP on lawful and peaceful citizens. As a country we are
broken. It is disgusting!!! The corruption amongst all levels of govt and parties is pervasive…
there is no accountability for countless laws broken and crimes committed.
73677

Mentally

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73678

Depression, fear, loss of income, severe stress and sleepless nights. Anger at not being
allowed second opinions and coerced into taking an experimental vaccine that doesn’t do what
we were told it does.

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73679

Can't see my kids in another province

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73680

2 years is enough. I’m starting to get really upset in fact mad - life has to get back to normal.

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73681

Stresssfull mentally! dividing family and friends. Not government overstepping the people they
represent

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73682

Adversely affects- mental health

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73683

Ruined

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73684

Loss of Charter Freedoms on many levels, divisions among family, friends, commuity and coworkers, complete and total mistrust of Gov't, a hatred one should never feel towards leaders.

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73685

It has affected my children’s education. My daughter as well as myself have developed
anxiety from isolation. My son is extremely behind in school and has put on a significant
amount of weight due to lack of activity both at school and extra circular. My eldest daughter
was forced to take vaccine, even though she did not want it in order to keep her job. The same
applies to her husband. I have a Down syndrome cousin in a nursing home who we have not
been able to see.

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73686

I'm from New Brunswick I want to travel back and forth to Alberta I want the corrupt
government gone it is opened my eyes and I'm kind of glad that the mandate happened so we
can all get our eyes opened God bless

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73687

I'm depressed

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73688

Wife lost her federal job and our business was mandated to close more then open the last two
years

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73689

it has me feel very depressed at times and absolutely felt like I was considered "a bad person"
for some of my choices while still following most recommended measurements

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73690

Extremely badly to the point of suicidal thoughts

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73691

Feeling like a prisoner in my own country because I don’t want to put something in my body
that the government wants me to have… This is wrong in so many levels… Face diapers are
useless and cause more harm than good. Social Distancing does not work. Not being able to
go the church is wrong. The last two years people worked without the jab and did ok now they
need it to keep their jobs. It never was about c o v I d. It’s all about C o n t r o l… Stop this
now before more people commit suicide over this. Children can play sports Unless they are
jabbed. Come on this has to end. Enough division… The poor elderly suffering being all alone.
People not being able to go to funerals unless they are jabbed. What human being with a heart
does This?????????? Enough is enough is enough!!!!

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73692

It has created division within family circle. Division & animosity between friends & neighbors.
An extreme increase in primary consumer goods.

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73693

Restricted my choice of going were I choose to go

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73694

Can't travel to see my family. Can't see my father in the US. Mental health issues due to not
being allowed in the gym.

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73695

Decline of mental health

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73696

Depressed

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73697

I’ve been at home without friends, and I’ve been humiliated in stores and I actually have been
targeted, it’s so horrible,Mehta Canada has become

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73698

Loss of income! Stress on relationships and division among people!

2/18/2022 12:11 PM
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73699

Stressful. Feel isolated, disgusted, no words can describe this situation it has on everyone!
Everyone has been separated! Loss of freedom

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73700

I have never had anxiety now just thinking of putting a mask on to go into any store gives me
anxiety. The fear that the government has put on people is so wrong. This has nothing to do
with the virus. There has always been cold, flues and people have always died from being of
time. If the people that ended up in the hospital would have been treated with what they should
have been treated with and not put on ventilators would have made a huge difference. But
people are getting more hard in their hearts and don’t care about others.

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73701

Terrible can not see loved one in hospital can not travel as my health would be affected from
masks vaccine ect and not seeing my grandma just terrible mental health was not ok

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73702

As a senior I needed a part time job to make ends meet. My job was discontinued, was given
serb without my permission causing me to have a 3000 dollars tax bill and cutting off my
subsidy. Now I get only 1,187 dollars per month which is 13 dollars less than my rent. My
savings are now gone and overdraft of $2400. Inflation has skyrocketed causing me to fall
behind in my hydro bill by $700. I can't find a part time job because I'm 69 years old. My life is
totally turned upside down and inside out. Thank Trudeau and Ford for imposing these lies
upon my life.

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73703

The mandates have very negatively affected my life and of many people I know of. I believe
the mental state of many people will come out in the months and years to come.

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73704

100% in all aspects have caused damage.

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73705

How hasn't it?

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73706

Impacted all aspects

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73707

Created stress for myself and family. Reduced income. Homeschooling our children this year.
Loss of our freedoms. Made us more fearful of living in Canada under Justin Trudeau and the
Liberal government.

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73708

It has not

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73709

it makes me angry that this hasn’t been resolved and now a mess had trudeau talked to them
this could not have gone this far

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73710

Limits where I can go when I want

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73711

Loss of business. Unable to attend childrens sports and activities. No longer allowed to
exercise at a gym. No longer allowed to swim with our children at our local pool. Not allowed to
participate in indoor soccer. We regular our local hot springs and have not been since vaccines
became mandatory. We haven’t been able to support our local restaurants. Isolation and
turmoil within friend and family groups.

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73712

Groceries are getting harder to chose from friends n family decided my grankids growing up in
a country that is no longer free

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73713

I have not been allowed to see my family members that live in seniors facilities. I have had my
family torn apart because of the government overreach and fear mongering.

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73714

I cannot play sports or workout or go out to lunch

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73715

Caused me anxiety, lonliness, depression and fear for my freedoms. I worry all the time that
the Prime Minister is attempting to turn Canada, a free country, into a Communist country.
Children should be alot to developed social skills and are prevented from doing that

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73716

Discouraged

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73717

Not able to travel.

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73718

I am anxious and live in fear for what is happening to our country,our prime minister regulary
promotes hatred and division among Canadians.

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73719

Ruined

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73720

I have lost family and friends because I choose to decide what I put in my body. During these
mandates I almost lost two close family members because they felt secluded and isolated.
They gave up hope. Mandates locking people in their homes away from people is not healthy.

2/18/2022 12:11 PM
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73721

Full depression ,Job loss!

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73722

I am so sad how divided everyone is. People are so mean. I used to be such a happy person.
My family has done more fighting since this all started 😢

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73723

Yes

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73724

Mental and physical health has deteriorated. My children’s lives have been developmentally
impacted in a negative way because they have been mostly stay at homes kids since they
were born.

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73725

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73726

Travel costs

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73727

I never followed then as I have rights that government BS doesn’t supersede

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73728

I am being treated like a second class citizen simply because I made a personal choice. I
haven't been in a restaurant in 2 years

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73729

Depression

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73730

Lost my RN employment Distanced from grand children Distanced from family Distanced from
friends Several people/patients have died Several friends/acquaintances have serious vax
injuries I am Socially isolated I am ostracized by acquaintances Many friends who were
vaccinated became quite ill with Covid Children, grandchildren, friends we’re unable to play
sports /exercise and have become less fit A person I care for add financial difficulty and
needed to be tested for Covid before every sport event he could attend..

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73731

Added stress and I don’t feel free in my own country.

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73732

Stressful. Depression. Ruining relationships.

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73733

Causing family problems and mentally draining !

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73734

Horribly

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73735

I lost my career and my livelihood. I went through a huge depression. I cannot attend things I
pay taxes for (ie: swimming pool, gym, skating rink). My children cannot attend those things
either. My special needs child with a speech problem cannot understand people with masks,
nor can they understand her. I am not sure how I am still managing to be able to afford my
house. My whole family had covid (if rapid tests are accurate) so we do not need vaccinations
nor masks; we are immune. There will always be new germs and diseases and strains, being
cautious is one thing, not living life is another.

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73736

It has taken away our freedom. The masks are not safe or healthy. Adults or children should
never have been made to wear them. Vaccination should not be mandatory.

2/18/2022 12:11 PM

73737

Husband lost his job of 7 years due to vaccination mandate. Unable to take my 10 month old
baby out in a public setting and socialize.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73738

I have experienced hostility and segregation in my work place. I have been asked to disclose
personal medical information without regard for my privacy and civil liberty. My private
information has been released to a third party without my consent. I have been required to
adhere to policies which result in identifying me as unvaccinated; I have remained firm in not
disclosing my vaccination status as a point of principal . Mask use resulted in fatigue and
difficulty communicating clearly with students. I have been required to spend personal funds to
purchase equipment to adhere to policy and still perform my job… goggles. Personal life: My
husband has been ill and several times was admitted to hospital where I was not permitted to
accompany him. The most recent episode ended in his death. We were permitted to be with
him when it was at the end… 4 days after he had arrived. Not able to access fitness classes.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73739

Can't visit Switzerland my home country as being unvaxxed, and all the other things, no gym,
restaurants movies.....

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73740

My children have suffered

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73741

It has kept me as safe as possible despite those that feel they know better than science and
the medical professionals

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73742

Struggling to find workers for my business, inflation on all materials has greatly affected our

2/18/2022 12:10 PM
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profit margins
73743

It has ruined my marriage and my relationships with other family members and friends

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73744

My child's health is affected by masks, sanitizers due to severe allergies and difficulty
breathing. Not able to wear a face shield at school therefore, is being homeschooled.
Friends/classmates' parents are afraid to plan playdates outdoors or in public areas. Anxiety
increased as children hear news from adults, other children, peers whether information is
factual or not. Confusion. Unsure of future causes anxiety and heart pains. Family members
do not wish to get together unless outdoors . People afraid to hug, kiss when physical touch is
essential for humans mental and social development. Our church was online for several
months and the limitations on church services does not allow for all people especially our
seniors and youth to attend joyful and loving celebrations.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73745

I no longer visit friends and family. I am suspicious of many people that I meet. It has divided
my friends and family.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73746

Effected my income in the last 2 years

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73747

All of them

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73748

nc

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73749

I’m losing income and prices for everything is higher and higher

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73750

Hasnt

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73751

Many friends and elderly are full of fear

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73752

Separation with family members and loss of friends. Loss of employment Children effected by
loss of school time and socialization.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73753

Horrendously- my hypertension is spiking, my anxiety levels are pinging. The Country I love is
being destroyed and I’m considering leaving.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73754

As a teacher, the mandates have had way more impact on me, and on my students, than I
could possibly list, and way more of an impact than COVID itself had. Besides that, I know
more people who died mandate related suicide than from COVID itself.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73755

Bankrupt my business

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73756

I lost my job.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73757

Job loss, segregation, discriminated against, isolated, excluded from societal
events/entertainment/watching my kids play sports, psychological trauma

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73758

I lost my job. Our kids’ quality of life has been negatively impacted, & so has ours for 2 years.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73759

Lose of job. Cant do anything. Cant go out for dinner or for a drink. Depression.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73760

I lost my job, my kids can't play sports or socialize/take part in extracurricular activities, I can't
visit my dying mother in law in a nursing home, my kids are masked all day in school and have
developed rashes, feel like they can't breath, we can't go out, as family, to a restaurant.
Mandates have ruined mych of our lives.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73761

Stopped access to community centres pool and fittness centres which has effected my mental
health and fittness.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73762

Ostrazied from friends and family, persecuted because I am a targeted group of people, unable
to work because I can't wear a mask, limited social contact/support, depression/anxiety.
Financially on the verge of bankruptcy.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73763

Ostracized from family, my business income has been negatively impacted.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73764

I feel lonely and disconnected from family and the community.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73765

Affected mental health

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73766

Caused stress and financial burden with the Government wanton and unnecessary spending of
money that we don't have.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73767

I have been laid off. I’m behind on all my payments child support. You name it. I luckily found

2/18/2022 12:10 PM
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a job overseas. Now getting there and back is almost impossible
73768

It has caused hostility between family members. We experience segregation in our own
society. Employees at essential services have told us this is all our fault. Our children witness
all of this hostility against us for our own personal medical choice.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73769

My child development is being delayed due too masking and not being able to interact with
others. I am unable to complete my schooling I've already invested in due to vaccine passport.
Wasn't able to have a proper good bye too my mother and law. Had to wear a mask to give
birth which was covered in moisture and made it very difficult to breath. Create stress and
tension in personal life. Feeling like I have no choice or control of my and my family life.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73770

Extremely negatively.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73771

It’s made it depressing to locked in our homes

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73772

This mandate has negatively affected how I do business, it has crumbled familial relationships,
It has caused job loss within my social circles. My great nephew is two years old and has
never seen anyone without a mask on their face, I know if people have committed suicide
they’re so depressed and at a loss of what to do. And the public shaming and shutting of
people is atrocious… Not to mention the hate speech coming from our Prime Minister towards
Canadians!

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73773

In a very negative way

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73774

It has mentally physically and emotionally taken a toll on my two children. I lost my job at the
Royal Victoria Hospital because of the mandate. Inability to visit elderly loved ones for long
periods of time. After losing my job myself I struggled to find another job and financially was
not okay and became very stressed. Lost friends because of the divide created by the
government between vaccinated and unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73775

In every way!!

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73776

Very upsetting to say the least! Total bullshit!

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73777

The mandate affect my life dramatically with discrimination and social isolation.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73778

Poorly as a innocent Canadian Citizen I demand restoration of our charter of rights and justice.
Political criminals need to face the judge.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73779

Has caused depression due to be separated from my family Anxiety from high cost of food

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73780

Lost my freedom to take my kids wherever i would like to to have to suffocate at work in the
heat of summer in a mask at a coke oven. Family division

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73781

Extremely negatively. I’ve seriously consider leaving the country!

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73782

Feeling of being manipulated

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73783

Some people I've known all my life are now avoiding me viewing me as a dangerous
irresponsible evil person because I do want medications injected into my body that's that's it

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73784

I have been treated like a second class citizen and have unfairly had my charter rights and
freedoms taken away.

2/18/2022 12:10 PM

73785

These mandates whose purpose is to coerce people into taking a very unsafe injection has
causes a great amount of stress and worry for many people including myself. The fact they are
being forced on children is deplorable. I will never again trust our govt or our health care
system. This has been the biggest criminal act ever made towards the public since any war. I
want all govts dissolved and all criminal acts against our people to be convicted and all assets
seized and put into caring for the injured and rebuilding of our society. The worst part is they
keep providing evidence of complicity in these horrendous acts but nobody is holding them
accountable. All people who have investments in these companies need to be stopped from
these acts.

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73786

Disrupted my whole family .

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73787

More afraid of the government than I am of Covid. 2 years of constant stress.

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73788

It has decreased my enjoyment of life because people in my family and friends aren't able to
go out to restaurants with me and do certain things.

2/18/2022 12:09 PM
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73789

I can’t work I cant leave the Country or return I couldn’t play sports or my children I couldn’t
take my to sports or watch

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73790

Very little. I stay home a lot.

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73791

I am refusing the Vax and want my freedom back

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73792

Kids switched to online learning so as not to wear filthy masks for 8 hours a day. Kids social
life and participation in sports and extra activities have been ruined. The world of human
interraction (outside the family circle) has become a dull boring sometimes even hostile place
torn and divided by opposed views and confrontation.

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73793

Socially- no family no friends no hugs Can’t go shopping Can’t travel

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73794

Suicidal 15 yr old, 11 yr old failing school, 9 yr old with bacterial facial infection. Loss of
income due to children constantly missing school. Couldn’t have a funeral for my brother who
committed suicide. I’m 2 dose vax, wear my mask still got sick. Kids didn’t get sick …but we
can’t go do anything because I refuse to vax my children. My some can’t celebrate his 16th
birthday they way he had dreamed of …THIS IS NOT OKAY WHAT OUR GOVERNMENT IS
DOING. FOR THE SAKE OF OUR YOUNGER GENERATION WE MUST REMOVE THE
MANDATES!

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73795

It’s effected my kids tremendously, has put a strain on our family. I’m unable to work because
someone needs to be available for my kids incase anything changes or they are sick. I’ve
missed important medical appointments. I haven’t been able to see loved ones. My mental
health has suffered GREATLY.

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73796

Depression financially division between me and my family and friends unable to trust my own
government

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73797

Slowed work down mask has made me feel sick multiple times . And I’m not allowed to go and
Enjoy many quality’s of life such as working out eating out or attending sport events. Can’t see
my sick grandparents in the hospital or retirement home because of a vaccine. Not happy

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73798

Restrictions causing loneliness

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73799

Good friends are RCMP. Lost his job.

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73800

Yes

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73801

Loss of work, not seeing friends, family, division of people due to fear and differences of
opinion

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73802

The mandates have negatively effected the growth and development of my 2 small children.
My 3 year old daughter has had little socialization with children her age and she has a hard
time interacting with her peers. My 5 year old is experiencing problems at kindergarten. He is
in the autism spectrum and we had been granted a mask exemption from his principal. His
teachers told him if he didn't wear a mask he couldn't play with the other kids since he could
get them sick. He now wears his mask as school but he began to struggle shortly after he
started wearing it. No child should ever feel pressed like this.

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73803

My husband lost his work because of Covid and mandates.

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73804

Depression

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73805

Two years of depression, loneliness, loss of travel, loss of funerals for family, anxiety,
discrimination because I can’t wear a mask, and even with an exemption, I wasn’t allowed in.
Loss of FREEDOM under the charter. Loss of friends and family. Deaths. Etc etc etc. It’s been
a nightmare mostly.

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73806

It has taken away basic rights and freedoms through medical tyranny

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73807

Significantly, it needs to end.

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73808

All ways

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73809

I have been forced to do things I didn't want to do. I haven't been able to visit family in other
parts of the world. My freedom to go where I want has been taken away from me.

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73810

In all areas of my major life needs and it needs to stop 🛑

2/18/2022 12:09 PM
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73811

Intolerable isolation

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73812

Stopped

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73813

Negatively in every way!

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73814

Unable to go out with my family, pressure in the workplace to get vaccinated, had to plan our
wedding multiple times when the mandates started, division among the family between
vaccinated and unvaccinated

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73815

Lost 2 years of my life....2 years i will never get back!!!!...And now the economy is going
down...

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73816

My daughter can no longer take piano lessons. That she has taken since she was 5 years old.

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73817

In every way

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73818

Two years of combination of ineffective lockdowns and mandates restricting non vaccinated
persons from the rights guaranteed by the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
ENOUGH IS ENOUGH!!

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73819

social distress, disconnection, anger, discrimination

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73820

How has it not affected my life, Our children's lives, our friends and families lives?

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73821

I work for Canada Post and am unvaccinated so as of November 26 I have been put on
LEAVE WITHOUT PAY plus had the punitive action taken against anyone in my position of not
being allowed to collect E.I. so therefore have no income Our 19 year old son who up until
Covid had never had issues with depression now suffers from bouts of depression because of
not being allowed to do all of the normal things that a 19 year old likes to do To top it off
although it’s not because of the mandates my wife is a Covid long hauler and hasn’t worked
since last June

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73822

It messes with my constitutional rights

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73823

I have lost the ability to volunteer with people that I love and cherish. I have been under a
great deal of stress.

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73824

iIs affected my business and livelihood and family and friends which creates stressful
situations for all of us causing health challenges. disappointment and anger between us all.

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73825

In every way imaginable, have lost family members during it also unable to see family not to
mention loss of income of family members who have lost their jobs

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73826

Major mental health struggles.

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73827

Substantially increased my family’s mental and physical stress and reduced the quality of our
lives, esp for my 3 young adult sons so much so, we don’t want to live here anymore.

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73828

Isolation, Depression, Division in my family, I havent' been able to attend my daughters
events, my business has been affected.

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73829

Look up Phambili 2007-2018 FDA approved research study done in South Africa. Science.org
article could certain Covid 19 vaccines leave people vulnerable to the AIDs virus.

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73830

Can’t go to restaurants, gyms, indoor social settings. My children have developed anxiety &
depression from being locked down and both are now on puffers due to new breathing issues
from wearing masks all day.

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73831

Invasions of privacy with vaccine passports, nobody’s business especially waitresses and
waiters that are Not vaccinated themselves working in a public setting

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73832

Too many ways... u necessarily for a virus quth a 99% survival rate

2/18/2022 12:09 PM

73833

It has prohibited me from doing some of the things I love such as going to restaurants,
dancing, movies. It has also created division within my family and friendships. I have felt
segregated and discriminated against for a choice. Made to feel like I'm less than because of a
medical choice and feel my right to choice has been infringed upon.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73834

Caused massive stress & anxiety. Lost time spent with family & friends Extra financial cost for
masks etc Lack of medical care due to restrictions

2/18/2022 12:08 PM
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73835

Dix Henry mandate fired my wife Totally against science

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73836

I'm not vaxed so Im no longer a Canadian citizen according to th PM. I'm now a terrorist.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73837

Work social mental Heath family divided My every day life

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73838

Getting treated like I'm 2nd class citizen for my private medical decisions. Treated like I'm
wrong and ignorant for not believing the script 'they are safe and effective'

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73839

At times kept me from friends and family.Upsetting about division

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73840

Limited our life, spread anxiety and fractures in relationships.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73841

I lost my job because I didn't provide POV

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73842

Ruining my life and my sons life. Lost job and friends.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73843

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73844

Horrid experience with parent in care home.and travel restrictions to fly in my own country

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73845

It has classified me as a second class person not allowing my freedom of choice

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73846

Very tough two years but am stronger for it now.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73847

I am a Canadian living in the US with my wife who is a US citizen. We have immediate family
(son and grandchildren) living in Canada. My wife is unable to enter Canada to see her own
children and grandchildren as of Jan 15, 2022 when Canada removed the family reunification
exemption for travel into Canada. I have been cut off for extended periods of time from my
elderly parents that live in Canada. These are a couple examples of many ways the mandates
have affected my life

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73848

I have followed the mandates.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73849

Unable to use recreation facilities my taxes pay for, masks harm my health, unable to go to
church

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73850

I had to stop working in the field of my choice. I cannot leave the country and I cannot see my
son in the States.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73851

It has kept me and many Canadians from living our lives to the fullest. Caused us to be shut in
our homes. I lost my job at the beginning. It has caused division in my family and friends. I do
not trust our government and it has taken our rights and freedoms away. Locking people down
and coercing them to get a vaccine is wrong and it is between a dr and patient.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73852

My daughter has never been out to see a smiling face or a face at that matter My son is sick
of wearing a mask. End this shit now!!

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73853

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73854

work, education, anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73855

My life is so much worse then pre covid. Depressed and anxious all the time. Segregated from
society. It’s awful. Truedo is the worst

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73856

Job loss, restricted gatherings and restaurant capacity seating limited, masks restricting my
oxygen and capacity to function properly. Friends fearful and not willing to socialize anymore.
Isolation myself feeling sad and frustrated as it was suppose to be a few weeks. denied
access to visit a dear friend in the hospital that was scared and had none to comfort her. loss
of free speech as if I posted something contrary to the narrative allowed on facebook things
get removed, no discussion or free speech allowed. name calling more division as the media
pushes to divide and not encourage medical science and others doctors knowledge. A friend
almost died as the doctors in emergency with held life saving medicine from him. no music or
dancing allowed gym closed no exercise encouraged or allowed at the gym. We need love and
freedom back for ALL Canadians.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73857

I haven't been able to specialize in public since this started. I am not vacinnated and cannot
go to any public places indoors and some outdoors.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73858

It has forced me to stay out of the public and to shop for food:( and has being hard on my
mental and physical health:(

2/18/2022 12:08 PM
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73859

This Big Pharma-Fascistic Plandemic made me to - be cut off from: family life, community life,
faith community, freedoms - to travel, to enter businesses etc.Ù - to LOSE ALL FAITH AND
RESPECT for govt authorities, public health authorities, all the captured agencies (FDA, CDC,
Health Canada, medical boards, etc.), corporate media, big tech - to want to ''EXIT AND
BUILD'' (cf. Derrick Broze, John Bush initiatives) - to see loved ones be maimed and perhaps
fatally injured by the bioweapons (gain-of-function coronavirus used as Trojan Horse and
single-minded focus on forcing the so-called vaccines - actually also bioweapons to injure and
kill some clueless jab recipients who volunteer to have it injected into their bodies and who
willingly sacrifice their children to the same vax campaign. This is medical criminal
malfeasance of the highest order making the Holocaust and other genocides to pale in
comparison. - This is no less than a 'silent war' being waged on unsuspecting populations - in
Canada and elsewhere

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73860

It has made me distrust the government and health care at all levels

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73861

Mentally

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73862

My children are being brainwashed. Our freedom of choice has been stolen. Affected my work
and not being to attain certain positions in the work force.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73863

My aging parents are lonely feel in jail and their health has deteriorated due to lack of
socializing. Restrictions from visiting them has been detrimental for their health and mine.
Personal Anxiety, worry and stress has increased 100% for myself and family. Two of my
daughters delivered babies during covid, both had horrible experiences in the AHS system.
Basic Cost of goods has increased 10 fold. The Difference of opinion among our circle of
friends & family has divided everyone. The main stream media is not presenting the truth,
which makes us distrust our environment and frustrated that politicians who work for the
people are corrupt. . The federal government has not followed the Canadian constitution and is
purposefully trying to divide our great nation instead of uniting it. Our social & working bubble
of friends & family is a small private unit. All charities that we usually donate to are not getting
a cent. Can’t trust the leaders in these institutions. International travel to visit family members
restrictions caused a high level of mental illness on both ends . The covid statistics presented
are all over the map and are twisted for the individual purpose. Canada is in a mess and our
leaders are heading towards a totalitarian government . Complying to getting the vaccination
made no difference between getting the covid or not. Let’s be real the covid vaccine did not
work. Shame on the big pharmaceutical companies for putting profit before people.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73864

It has made my anxiety so much worse. It has effected my teen daughter even more severely.
My son, who is a baby has not met half his family.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73865

It has locked me up.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73866

War between vax and unvax, separation within family and friends, some losing their job and
Trudeau should be fired and sent to jail

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73867

Reduced income and freedoms and divided friends and family. Bad for mental health. Distrust
in media and government due to watching and listening to the science being falsified and
changed several times. Discrimination against unvaccinated individuals.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73868

Felt like I was not heard in my ability to make my own medical decisions

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73869

Completely shut down my industry for 2 years, completely changed the way I look at society…

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73870

My quality of life is diminished. My feelings of safety and security have been damaged by
government action. My entire life has been negatively impacted by government overreach.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73871

it has divided family and friends. I'm a prisoner in Canada because i can't leave by train, plane,
boat. my restricted mobility by water, air and land is restricted . I'm unable to use my office
because of restrictions, unable to enjoy all performing arts and all other entertainment ,
hockey, football and restaurants even private clubs and churches. neighbours react with
suspicion when being greeted. There is no dialogue, people have become very defensive in
words and actions. Rarely is a smile given. Close friends are dying with lung failure , are
having accidents because of strokes, are hospitalized for unknown maladies.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73872

Cannot fly to see family in Canadian, division among family and friends, depression.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73873

Terribly

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73874

Stress, threat of loss of employment, social restrictions, travel restrictions

2/18/2022 12:08 PM
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73875

Can’t watch my boys play hockey

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73876

I have a medical issue that has been postponed for my operation because of the mandates

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73877

It has denied my rights and freedoms as a Canadian citizen and caused division among people
and invaded my personal health information.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73878

Depression

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73879

Leave without pay, uncertainty, distrust of government

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73880

No social life, living in fear of what draconian policies will come next.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73881

Isolation, unable to travel, teenager depressed with restrictions and discrimination when unable
to play a sport he loves, reduced business, losing friendships and family relationships because
we have a different view, emotional exhaustion, reduced income

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73882

I feel curtailed - never to have have my freedoms back based on a religious choice.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73883

I have a medical condition and yet exemptions aren't allowed in BC this has greatly impacted
my social life and sent me into a depression

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73884

It has restricted most of the basic freedoms that I have enjoyed and grown up with as a
Canadian citizen. It has prevented me from spending time with loved ones, travel, and has
caused tons of discrimination.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73885

Lost my job, struggling to survive, negative impact on social life, division and separation from
family

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73886

As an unvaccinated senior in BC, I have been excluded from everything except shopping.
Haven’t had any outside exercise for two years as banned from swimming pool. Rarely go into
dr as am pressured to get a jab. Can’t travel. Had 4 graduations of grand children cancelled as
huge milestones in their lives, two from university. Hate my life.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73887

Not able to visit my mother in LTC. Not able to visit with friends for coffee. Felt isolated

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73888

Was not able to drive across the border to hug our daughter, granddaughter, son-in-law for 20
months! Double Standard… if you can afford to fly I guess your hugs are more deserved than
if you can’t afford to fly! Small business owners closed while the big box stores flourished.
Very sad that either the people making the rules can’t see it or they just don’t care 😢

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73889

Coercion and insentive are very different , with completely different meanings. I have had
many individuals feel it is their right to coerce me and threaten me into receiving the covid 19
injection. I am self employed , so when schools are closed I cannot work ( 2 young kids ) and
my clients find other options, so the work is not there when I am available again. Division
amongst my family has been directly influenced by the false media coverage , and the fear
propaganda of how covid actually spreads and who it actually seriously affects. I have been
waiting for thr mandates to end from thr day they were put in place. The government has
overreacted into my private health decisions with the madates, which should be my risk to
take if I choose to.

2/18/2022 12:08 PM

73890

Prevented me from having the freedom to eat in restaurants and seeing my family in another
country

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73891

Mental health, social health, death of family members, financial health, Had one Vax, now I
have heart troubles, it is under investigation

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73892

Negativity

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73893

Divided my family

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73894

Very negative in all aspects.

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73895

It has divided family and friends in my life and across Canada

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73896

I’m scared to live in Canada anymore. I see where this is going. We all have different health.
These vaccines don’t do what they were supposed to and we all know people and those people
all know others that have been injured by these vaccines. The last thing this up and coming
dictator needs is more power.

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73897

Lost income, depression in me and my child.

2/18/2022 12:07 PM
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73898

Discrimination , segregation To many rules , to much fear

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73899

Too long a list!

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73900

Segregation of canadians

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73901

It has created huge rifts in our family that might never heal

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73902

Reduced social life for family. Rising cost of newrly everything and issues with availability

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73903

secluded my family as we are vax free, affected my relationship due to loss of work, tough
times and no longer in my relationship due to hardship my children haven't been able to get
jobs as I don't want them to me masked all day my son is doing all remote learning for the past
two years because I don't want him brainwashed and wearing masks all day as it is not healthy
and unsafe

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73904

It has taken my freedom of choice away, affected my kids mentally and for what covid is....the
world did not have to shut down. We need to start living living it as we live woth the flu. We will
doe from many things I causing covid. Let's make suicide less of a cause. End all mandates!
And the jab doesn't work! Whats the point of it. It's not a vaccine if it is not working!!
Especially when the survey rate is also so high. Doesn't make sense but control and an
agenda.

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73905

Uncertainty in my job

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73906

YES AND BADLY

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73907

I am madly affected I can’t work anymore I am getting homeless that’s the worst thing ever
happened in my life I’m scared to get poisoned by those vaccines.

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73908

It is like living in a dictatorship with hostility and anxiety and fighting amongst civilians and
fake news and govt acting like dictators and liars and we are completely betrayed

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73909

Anxiety and depression, along with loss of hope

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73910

Terribly, and the mandates need to end immediately. The numbers and data do not support
these mandates any longer and it is time to move on with out Segregation and discrimination

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73911

Work, social, travel. I am a prisoner in my own country!

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73912

Affecting my trust in Governance.

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73913

Made me more antisocial.

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73914

Fear of job termination. Stress on family and social relationships. And of course the biggest of
all loss of my god-given Charter protected freedoms

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73915

Not a single one of the mandates is supported by any real science- the censored kind- my
husband has left his job and our lives ar severely stressed. Our government is failing us at
every turn. We are seriously considering leaving this country and likely not coming back. I was
born here and lived here my whole life. These are tragic sad days in Canada and I am no
longer proud to be part of a dictatorship!!!

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73916

Financially, emotionally, know many people suffering serious adverse reactions from harmful
covid vaccines...science and stats proved 98 to 99% recovered from covid. Bogus PCR Tests.
Evil media & government propaganda of daily fear mongering...government coercion and
tyrannical mandates to get injected or lose your livelihhod/jobs. Gov't ignoring our Charter
rights and freedoms to travel...leave country...etc.

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73917

Negatively, lost family, friends and neighbours

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73918

It has greatly affected my life in many ways. For the last two years we have been denied
seeing our families and our children’s mental health has been affected. It needs to end now

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73919

It's destroyed our charter rights decimated the economy and abused our kids.

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73920

Affected my children.

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73921

It has divided our family, kept us from spending precious time with our grandchildren, time we
will NEVER get back

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73922

Lot of stress and very disappointed with our so called government.

2/18/2022 12:07 PM
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73923

Job loss, supply chain, crime increase, government overreach.

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73924

I have become increasingly depressed, isolated, alone, I have lost income, almost committed
suicide because I couldn't handle it all. I had to move hone to my parents because I couldn't
afford to live. I'm 30 years old

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73925

It’s ridiculous because masks aren’t being used/handled properly so why wear them? Everyone
is getting Covid vaccinated or not, let’s move on and deal with this new flu.

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73926

They made my life and life of my kids MISERABLE!!!!

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73927

Restricted ability to travel and or socialize

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73928

Business ground to a halt, not allowed to go to school to finish my apprenticeship.

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73929

I am unvaxed based on extensive study. I have been treated with prejudice, my legal, civil and
constitutional right have been repeatedly violated. I have served in multiple hospitals for 37
years as a volunteer chaplain- that has been terminated...making my pastoral profession
harder to do....

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73930

In more ways then I can count, visiting family in the hospital, family functions , loss of work,
infrared my rights, ect

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73931

Diminished mental health, lost my job,

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73932

The mental health of my entire family and myself has never been lower.

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73933

In every single way, on every single level

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73934

I left my career as an elementary teacher since I couldn’t stand what was being imposed on
the kids…

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73935

Depression, loss of loved ones

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73936

I can see my grand children in three years and I lost five family members, two sisters Inlaw,
brother Inlaw, my sister and my mom and none of it was from Covid it self. But the stress of
being lock down and the shutting down of the west oil patch killed my sister because she lost
her house and went bankrupt at 59 years old and die new year day of heart attack. Yea so lots
of suffering

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73937

Anxiety. Miss family.

2/18/2022 12:07 PM

73938

Lost time with my Loved ones because I wasn't allowed to visit. Lost work. My wife lost her
job.

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73939

My kids can't go to school, we homeschool due to masks causing anxiety, haven't been able
to visit hospitals, elderly, haven't been able to comfort those who have lost loved ones due to
funerals being restricted.

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73940

Depression anxiety business loss

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73941

Parents employment industry unable to function

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73942

It's kept me safe.

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73943

In every way. My gov't has lied to me. They aren't actually interested in our health. This is all
about power & politics. It's disgusting and shameful. Every single person I know who's gotten
Covid in the last 9 months has had 2 or 3 shots so why are we pretending they work? If this
was really about health then we would have changed the mandates months ago.

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73944

Like everyone else horrible

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73945

Financial and mental stress

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73946

Our childrens mental health my mental health lost my business lost so much money lost my
sisters due to them seeing their side only

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73947

Because of my decision to not take an experimental Treatment, I have not been able to visit
my parents in assisted living, and now even more so, as they cannot sit outside in the cold
weather. My mother is wheel chair bound and I do not have a vehicle that gives her access to
sit inside where it is warm. I am their primary care giver, and they need to be checked in with

2/18/2022 12:06 PM
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at least once a week as my mother, although eligible for long term care, is on a waiting list,
meaning it could be another year to get the extra care that assisted living is not able to
provide. Extra help was promised by her case worker, but with so many health care workers
being fired for not taking the jab, that has not been possible.
73948

It has caused mental snguidh and fear in my family members. People being isolated has been
very detrimental

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73949

Lost my job, my daughter lost her schooling which cost her 33.000 and now will not have a job
because of mandate in BC for health care..ilost my relationship because of forced vax and
many family members because I can no longer fly due yo flight restrictions..very sad country
we live in I may consider claiming refugee status in another country if our PM remains

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73950

Been very isolated Haven't worked in 2 years

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73951

My mental health has been greatly affected. Not seeing family and friends for 2 years. The
divide between us.

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73952

loss of freedom to a flu like illness

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73953

Many negative ways, separating, depression, anti social, anxiety.

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73954

Very negatively! Cannot visit hospitals!

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73955

Wedging differences between family members. Creating extra stress at work between people
of differing opinions. In a time when the world needs peace this has only created more conflict
and closer to home. Travel plans put on hold. Worry over bank accounts, pension plans job
security… the list goes on.

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73956

Terribly. Family divided. Jobs lost. Jab reactions. My daughter has an anxiety disorder and
now can't function and is scared all the time. Zero doctors available. Zero mental health
support.

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73957

Severe depression

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73958

I have gotten more depressed! I have no ambition to do anything! Or go out!

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73959

Terrible

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73960

Loss of friendships, inability to go to restaurants, inability to go to other countries,
discrimination, and more.

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73961

By dividing family members, pitting neighbors against each other.

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73962

Horribly

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73963

Lost wages couldn’t travel because of the vaccine passport

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73964

I no longer fly.

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73965

Terrible

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73966

Destroyed my business, my daughter is depressed

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73967

Yes

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73968

Lowered my income, damaged my relationships, damaged my mental health, caused
developmental delays in my children, lowered my trust in professionalism and Canadian
authorities, lowered my trust in state funded media, lowered my trust in the medical profession,
caused inflation on my grocery bills, etc.

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73969

Caused health issues, division of family and friends.

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73970

Distanced from family and friends and sports team.

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73971

I am isolated, depressed. I have lost friends. I have problems with family members. I have had
several hospital visits over the past 18 months due to physical and mental maladies. My life is
broken.

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73972

Made the deaths of my brother, father and cousin even more tragic with regard to grieving
process and necessary duties.Prevented visiting with family and friends. As seniors, removed
the small pleasures we enjoyed such as markets, cultural events., etc.

2/18/2022 12:06 PM
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73973

Mostly the fact that my son is not allowed to participate in a lifesaving swimming lesson due to
me not being allowed to accompany him in the change room to get him into his swim gear.

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73974

Exposure to inconsiderate people

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73975

Changed our freedom to live , live in a senior home under many restrictions ,sad government
we have is the worst !!

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73976

Indescribable

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73977

A lot, is all I will say!

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73978

can't go anywhere can't do anything

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73979

Mental health for entire household has been affected. 2 adults and 1 child. Wages lost and
increased costs for living expenses across the board. Damage to my marital relationship.

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73980

It has caused division in my family, my Grandaughter has extreme anxiety, suicidal tendency,
has hair loss from stress from crude children , it has been the hardest and most stressful thing
I have ever had my family go threw!! It has caused financial hardship, Lisa of wages, and
scrutiny.The mandates need to end now!! And Trudeau needs to be removed from office, he is
the cause!!!

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73981

Saw suicides, mental health, division, lost friends and family. Mandates are evil.

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73982

Lost income Family issues

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73983

Family and friends of mine have been injured by the vaccine. Families are torn apart. My kids
are sad and depressed. The effects of the lockdowns have been far worse than Covid itself. I
have struggled a lot in my life but the last two years have been the worst in my almost 40
years of living.

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73984

It sucks. Truly, this is now impeding our rights and freedom.

2/18/2022 12:06 PM

73985

people lost jobs, unfair treatment of people, unable to go into hospital when taking someone to
emergency

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

73986

I cant work no longer. I'm on the verge of loosing my house.

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

73987

Can't leave the country Can't even fly in my own country

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

73988

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

73989

Not much.

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

73990

I am refused service and cannot travel outside my country.

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

73991

I haven't been able to leave my house in two years and my daughter has been taken out of all
activities because I'm a single mom.

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

73992

I lost my job

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

73993

I was living in a free country, now JT is turning this country into a Communist Country, we
Canadians never voted for that.

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

73994

As a vaccine-free family, (but not anti-vax, just anti-C-19 vax) in Quebec we have been unable
to access restaurants or other public spaces, social and cultural events, movies, even shut
out of any stores greater than 1500 sq m of space (Costco, Walmart, Canadian Tire, etc) also
the SAQ for wine, etc. And also had to deal with the terrible threat of having an extra tax
imposed on us to pay for the much beleaguered Quebec health care system. Not to mention
reading very tasteless articles from idiots in MSM with topics like ‘What Goes on in the Brain
of an Unvaxed Person?’ Also, trying to deal with the fear that the useless MSM has instilled in
the vaxxed population against the vax-free. I could go on and on. 🤬🤬🤬

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

73995

Freedom of mobility has affected seeing family in another continent. Feeling of division’s, hate
and discrimination. Strained relationships. Just because I made a medical decision to not
follow vaccination mandate

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

73996

Lost my job, dignity, self worth. Lost family members. Gonna lose my home. Diagnosed with
now depression and fear of being around ppl due to judgment and insults

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

73997

Stressed to the max. Lost my husband in an accident, no proper funeral allowed. Have 5

2/18/2022 12:05 PM
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daughters, 3 son in laws 5 g children and allowed 4 people @ funeral. My daughter paralyzed
after vaccine.Still in Hosp since Dec 9. I’m constantly living in gigantic fear and stress.
73998

Anxiety, frustration

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

73999

In so many negative ways....many of which we wont realize for years to come. Divided
families, co-workers, demonization of our flag and the word "freedom", the creation of a two tier
system for Canadian citizens, crumbling trust for the media, government, and medical
systems, increased suicides, overdoses, mental health issues....I could go on and on and on

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74000

Mentaly

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74001

My ex wife took it upon herself to inject our 5 year old autistic-non verbal son… now he’s
experiencing severe seizures! Covid has been a total scam to force a population into fear!
Making people inject unknown toxins into their bodies! It’s wrong!

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74002

Job loss, anxiety, depression.

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74003

I am sick from Pfizer, I have 6 doctors now . I’m lost my good health in one day . I did not
deserve this !

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74004

I lost my job because I refused to share my medical information with my employer. the
COVID19 injections are shear quackery and poison

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74005

My mother died in a care home with no family around her except myself. One day for one hour
each week. No physical contact. She said she’s rather have died from Covid than be alone.

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74006

Terrible depression I'm a people person I love to enteract have fun..and that had not happened
in a very long time 😔

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74007

HORRIBLY !! Loss of freedom is a terrible thing…I am not allowed back to work ; our company
suffered great financial loss; & We are not able to fly to see our grandchildren, or go on a
spring holiday !! Everything about lockdowns Very traumatic & TOTALLY NOT necessary !!

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74008

I was discriminated against at work, segregated and excluded from team-building and other
work functions. I was ostracized and called stupid for making a decision about my body
autonomy by my boss and other staff members. This led to a panic attack that was handled
poorly by my boss. No compassion for mental health. They asked for a mental health
professional to evaluate my fit to work status. The professional stated I had a human rights
complaint that I could file against my employer for everything they did to me. Because of the
panic attack and their lack of compassion, I was forced out of my employment. I have since
taken other employment at a lower wage so that my mental health can be supported properly.
Most employers have mandatory vaccination as a prerequisite for being hired so it has been
tough to find gainful employment with a living wage.

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74009

I was denied entry when my father died. I can't help my mom as she is on her own since my
dad died. I can't per CDC have any of the jabs period.

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74010

Loss of work, High cost of living,

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74011

It hasn't. I live in a self sustainable way, am self employed. Haven't bought into the
consumerist way of life in ages.

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74012

Extremely impacted my life financially,family wise, emotionally and mentally

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74013

Social anxiety is at max .. I don't want to go to the store ... Im always piss off when i ear
sheeple talking about covid ... My familly and alot of my friend think i am a freak ... Because i
started to talk about the BS since day one because i know how to do researches ... And they
are not ... Im angry all the time and i am isolate alone without visite of friend or familly ... No.
Help no love no nothing

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74014

Necessary at the start. Disturbing now.

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74015

Isolation and loneliness

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74016

Mental health, lack of crucial services for my developmentally challenged children, social
divide with friends and family, isolated at home with my children, I am a much angrier mother
then I used to be

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74017

Negative 100 💯 %

2/18/2022 12:05 PM
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74018

I’m a bartender and I’ve been forced to stop working multiple times in the last 2 years

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74019

they have made life very stressful, especially after the Prime Minister gave his hate speech
against those with whom he disagrees...or should I say those who disagree with him

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74020

Unable to go to restaurants. Unable to socialize. Fear of being ostracized. Loss of freedom to
choose.

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74021

Basically forced to take injections, I would not normally take (like the flu shot).

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74022

Loss of income due to unprecedented restrictions. Not alowed visit elderly family in nursing
homes and hospitals

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74023

It’s taken away our freedoms

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74024

Isolation, Depression , lack of income

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74025

lost of work.

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74026

Seen a decline in optimism. Relationships and people divided. Mandates took away our right to
do research and think for ourselves, to make our own decisions based on what we believe is in
our best interests

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74027

It has created a huge divide between family and friends. Our children have missed out on so
many activities and their education has been effected negatively with the social distancing and
masks. Covid is likely going to be around forever. It's time to move on and remove ALL
mandates. This is no longer about health.

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74028

Mental health and suicide of a friend.

2/18/2022 12:05 PM

74029

It has affected visitation with my kids

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74030

My mental health has suffered , it’s caused family and friends division. We couldn’t visit our
mom in the hospital.

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74031

I am on Leave without pay for not wanting the vaccine.

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74032

Has made family members not talk to each other due to mandatory bullshit.

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74033

1)Mental Health Problems 2)Divided family & friends 3)Frustrated by contradictions and
hypocrisy throughout provinces and governments 4)Has stripped us of our choice over our
bodies. Example- if my husband does not get the vaccine he would be unable to work,losing
his job or having to pay 200 + dollars everytime he had to go to work for a pcr test isn't
possible financially for us. Even taking one month off of work due to the mandates put us into
a financial difficulties. 5)Difficulties seeing health care professionals in all fields due to
mandates and forcing health workers to quit over forced vaccines,social shaming etc. Causing
strain on the health system. There are many more ways these mandates affected our lives.

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74034

Lost a job been bashed hard people have caused me mental issues

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74035

It has created division between family and friends and created a two tiered society

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74036

It has added considerable stress to my life and my families life, not to mention being treated
like a lesser citizen in my own country.

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74037

Mentally wearing, the division of family and communities are scary, hurtful and unnecessary.
The lack of work has hurt us all financially and needs to stop.

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74038

Depression, segregation, divisiveness, complete lack of freedom, goes against the charter of
rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74039

Restricted my right to travel. I do not feel masks are required at any time

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74040

Division, depression, helpless, anger Loss of income and freedom

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74041

It has put devision in my family. Friends and family have gotten sick from the vaccines, i have
witnessed friends have their jobs taken away and their education because of the mandates

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74042

My health has gone down hill I have more problems now then ever before both mentally and
physically.

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74043

I am a nurse. I was fired and have no income. I graduated top of my class. My employers

2/18/2022 12:04 PM
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have damaged me financially and psychologically.
74044

I go out less because I don’t want to wear a mask… The mask does not work anyway so
they’re wasting our time

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74045

Annoyed me

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74046

Limits my ability to find work, cost of living has gone up. Division of worldview amongst family
and friends. Not allowed to go to Hockey games, my daughters Figure skating, The Keg for
dinner and to the theater etc. Anxiety, depression and fear etc in myself and my family.
Inability to go to favorite vacation destinations.

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74047

unjustified falsified attempt at instilling fear; put dampers on interpersonal connections; total
loss of trust in canadian gov't

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74048

I get very sick from any vaccine shots. So I didn't get it. My family Dr has been suspended, so
I have no Dr now.

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74049

Infringement on my freedoms and rights. I was forced to take the vaccines .

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74050

Division of people, lack of interaction, leading to a general societal numbness.

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74051

Work. Travel.

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74052

It has hit us hard financially and caused everything to cost so much, and illegal charges by the
docks in Vancouver etc.

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74053

It has destroyed had kids childhood

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74054

Emotionally, socially and financially

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74055

Very solitary with not much contact with extended family. Division almost people who don’t
agree on the issues

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74056

It has caused unneeded stress and anxiety to my family. The science has told us that these
don’t work but the government is heavy handed in their refusal to listen

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74057

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74058

Affected my job, my mental health. My depression and anxiety is the worst it’s been in years.

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74059

In every way possible

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74060

WORKING , BUSINESSES

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74061

division in my friends and family. Unable to attend a funeral, not able to pursue gigs for our
band, unable to go out for dinner to celebrate our anniversary, caused stress at my previous
job, not able to travel to the Island to visit a friend, and she was not able to come over to the
mainland, causing stress as a mother because of the unknown long term side effects of the
vaccine, unable to watch my son's karate grading. Not able to go swimming in a public pool,
difficult to find a job due to the mandates.

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74062

We have lost our basic rights as Canadian Citizens. My children have lost all of their activities.
As homeschoolers this means their physical activities, fine arts, the opportunity to learn at
museums, science centres, leadership opportunities such as being a Sunday School helper . .
. The list goes on and on.

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74063

Terrible. Can’t visit my elderly mother oversees. Looking for a job and all require vaccination
which means it is impossible to get a job.

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74064

It has created divide within immediate and extended family, and friends. It has destroyed our
country's economy and pushed us into a recession that will take years to overcome. The
government control has gone beyond what it EVER should have. It has taken away any trust
or belief in authority-levels that have been put in place to "protect and serve".

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74065

I have inadvertently become unclean, unequal, unable to partake in the things that brought me
health, joy and companionship. My mom is scared of me, my daughter moved home from
Toronto because of curfews and her jobS shutting down and was isolated for months, my aunt
lost her husband to cancer alone with only me and my husband comforting her , my husband
had a heart attack and after his recoup at hospital never SAW a professional for 1,5 years.
EVERYTHING is different!!

2/18/2022 12:04 PM
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74066

Placed us in a defacto prison...taken away freedom to move..speak..live as a free Canadian

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74067

Hassels, lonelyness, strif, friends that are confussed by it all, close ftiends dying alone, etc

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74068

Yes! This isolation is horrible ! That I'm forbidden to hug my daughters or friends? Just so you
know I've been doing anyway! No one will tell me if I can or can't hug my daughters or friends.
The subject of injections is dividing people:friends, colleagues, neighbors.

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74069

I feel like I lost the last two years of my life by being stuck following rules that have not done
any good in our country

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74070

I miss having the freedom to do what I want, when I want and where I want in a safe manner.
I’m an adult who can choose what is safe for myself. If I feel unsafe then I don’t do it.

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74071

Unable to work and enroll my children in after school activities. Have developed more anxieties

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74072

Financially, emotionally, depression, anxiety.

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74073

No leisure activities, dining out, travel ect

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74074

Yes

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74075

I lost my business, struggling with mental health. My 10 year old is depressed and has
developed an eating disorder, my home and finances are in shambles

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74076

Family division, life stress, job limitations not being able to travel

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74077

I have lost most of the revenue from my small business..with no government help.and have
lost friends and customers because I'm not vaccinated inated

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74078

Too many ways to mention. I have lost connection to several friends and relatives because of
the division this disaster has caused

2/18/2022 12:04 PM

74079

I lost my freedon

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74080

Freedoms for people I love has caused suicide and other isdues

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74081

I have started to experience anxiety for the first time in my life, my husband has had to leave
his job of 15 years, my son has not be able to finish his last year in college, my other son has
felt left out and has not been able to play his loved sport of basketball for the past two years.

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74082

It has interrupted school for my children, it has isolated family and friends. It has caused
mental health issues

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74083

I have a very difficult time breathing while wearing a mask so my job is in jeopardy, I am being
made a social outcast from society for not putting a drug into my body that has not been
sufficiency tested and be proven to be a safe vaccine that eliminates all chances of getting or
spreading a virus,

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74084

My child has dropped out of school and is suicidal. My 19 year old is unemployed, I lost over
50% of my revenues since I was teaching in seniors homes… it’s been awful

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74085

Almost destroyed my small business. Affected my mental health

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74086

I have been discriminated against

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74087

Watched my teenagers get swallowed up by depression and had one try to take his life. We
are ALL lonely

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74088

I am a single person. That has for the last two years been subject to depression and
loneliness. My civil liberties have been compromised because I am no longer allowed to
access the freedoms that our province as well as our country was built on. This needs to end
today

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74089

Very stressed . No need for it as there is and always was other safe drugs to stop it and help
from getting it

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74090

It is like being imprisoned in your own home. And depressed and want to see an end to all
these restrictions

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74091

Financially

2/18/2022 12:03 PM
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74092

It has taken away my children’s ability to learn, ability to continue extra curricular events, sent
my teens into deep depression, imposed fear into going out in public, reduced our faith in the
government, taken away travel, separated our lives, and effected our income. We follow all
guidelines and got triple vaccinated and we still got the virus. It’s time to adjust the way we
handle our daily lives. No more fear! No more restrictions!

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74093

It has taken away my freedoms to live my life. It has caused mental anguish. It caused me to
not be able to attend my mom-in-law's (my mom for 42 years) funeral because there was 10
people in the building. That was sad and disgusting. It has prevented me from worshipping God
at church. It has ruined my retirement that I have worked towards all of my life. It has ruined
my trust in our government. It has caused fear for going to get essential needs for living. It has
caused me a fungal sinus infection that I can't clear up from wearing masks. And that's just
the ways that come to my mind at the moment.

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74094

I have not been allowed to go out to restaurants, movie theaters, concerts, festivals, or any
mass gathering event. I have not been able to conduct my business which is predominantly
conducted in close proximity as it is healing bodywork. I have continued working in conditions
that border on the line of harassment. It's time for it to stop.

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74095

Restrictions affected my job, where I could go and what I could do. I feel they have made
people angry, less patient and less empathetic

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74096

Society is divided and gov seems to getting tyrannical

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74097

I experience severe depression and anxiety. I have no confidence in our governments. It has
created ugly division in our nation.

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74098

Made it a living hell

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74099

Destructive

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74100

It has divided my family as well as my capacity to earn my living and also to travel.

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74101

Locked us down, unable to see family, canceled weddings, funerals not the way you can grieve
with family and friends.

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74102

Devestated

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74103

Forced one family member to get the poison shot just to feed our family, lost loved ones that
DIED ALONE, had a school drop out because the schools/teachers are crazy. Had no sports
so mental health issues with my kids, family members don’t talk to each other, have lost a
vehicle due to no work so can’t pay bills, need to hear the house before we feed our mouths.

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74104

Wife lost her job in ltc after 23 years, kids can't go to college, can't travel, can't function freely
in society

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74105

I can't enrol daughter in any activities..she's got chronic depression and anxiety, now she
never leaves the house it's detrimental to her mental health

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74106

Taken my freedom of choice on what I put in my body

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74107

It has impacted my work life. Mental health of my self and children The price of everything has
been disgusting.

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74108

Immensely., Friends and family not being to be together has brought strife. Not being able to
go to pubs and events has made me depressed. It is straining our,Ives.

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74109

It has hindered my ability to live freely within my own country.

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74110

I don’t trust anyone in the Government anymore

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74111

Threatened my job.

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74112

Lost my business

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74113

I lost my job and almost got kicked out of school

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74114

loss of freedoms

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74115

Isolated my family my father passed away in Long Care facility without me being able to see
him my daughter was vaxed so she could go back to work as a nurse even after going through
cancer surgery and treatments and although she was warned against treatment because she

2/18/2022 12:03 PM
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has a rare disorder tried to find a doctor that would give her an exemption but was told that no
it would probably help herand now has suffered long-term consequences and I've almost lost
her three times and she's still in and out of the hospital because of it.masks are killing my
family and myself social distancing is causing depression among young and old alike we need
to be able to see one another's faces this whole thing is killing us masks create bacteria that
we're breathing in and it's killing us it's causing mental illness please end this it's driven costs
up across the country we're in the highest inflation rate right now due to this we have to stop
this immediately
74116

Social isolation. We have created a vaccines apartheid society.

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74117

Made it mostly not worth venturing outside my front door/property, except to visit others that
think for themselves too.

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74118

Shamed,bullied, trapped in this country,ruined relationships

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74119

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74120

Isolating / loss of freedom / don’t feel safe in my own country / scared what my sons life will
be like

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74121

It has affected our mental health and our physical health a lot

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74122

I have seen to much isolation. mental health altered. We have natural immunity , I am a
mother of 6 kids and no longer have an opportunity to work casual on the side . I have seen so
much dis unity I am just ready to see big changes.

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74123

Made my life smaller. A once very active woman in my community now restricted. I miss my
family interactions once a large group now diminished to just 5. I am fully vaccinated but have
always believed in vaccinating against disease. I would like my life back without judgement or
fears.

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74124

My children have lost 2 years of normal childhood. My right to travel, free assembly and free
association have all been violated. My enshrined right to informed consent for medical
procedures, established by the Nuremburg code has been violated. Friendships and family
relations have been strained. I have been banned from restaurants a cultural events.

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74125

It has effects on everything I do

2/18/2022 12:03 PM

74126

Oppression and division of family and friends

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74127

I tried not to follow them

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74128

It has caused division in my family, with my siblings. It has caused me to not see my daughter
and her family who live 10 minutes from us but on the US side of the border. Mental and
emotional stress. Anxiety.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74129

job

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74130

I have be like in prison. I cant go anywhere except to get groceries. If that's not prison then
what is???

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74131

Has affected my ability to travel for business/ personal reasons Huge negative effect on my
business as well

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74132

I’m now considered a second hand citizen

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74133

Affected our entire life I cannot go see my parents funeral cannot visit with neighbours friends
have to wear mask all the time end up with chest congestion from wearing mask

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74134

I have become a second class citizen because of my personal medical choices. I have natural
immunity to Covid. I am anxious a lot of the time. Division among friends and family and the
country in general is probably the worst part. My grocery bill is way up.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74135

Not being able to take my kids out for functions, all the restrictions with birthday parties for
them it’s not fair. Kids are like little zombies who have no idea how to live. Not being able to
visit sick relatives in hospital and they feel so alone and sad. It’s heartbreaking. And I feel for
all the small businesses that have suffered or had to close down.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74136

Lose of lives, availability of medical help, suicide, mental health.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM
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74137

It has caused discrimination and segregation within my family

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74138

I was suspended from my job, accrued 50,000 in debt over the several lockdowns, lost friends
and have had family relationships tarnished and some even destroyed. Poor mental health,
feeling of hopelessness and being shamed by my own government and everyone around me.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74139

It’s destroyed our country economically, so many businesses in my area are gone, caused
serious division, caused schooling issues, covid was survivable yet treated as a pandemic,
every Canadians life has been negatively effected which in turn affects all is us. Vax mandates
especially are political overreach.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74140

All of it. Social. Job Loss. Sports for my kids Segregation of society. Can’t travel freely. Can’t
ski in locations. Everything about Covid has been a living hell for the past 2 years.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74141

I've been lucky, deemed an essential worker and work for a company without a Vax mandate,
so I haven't been affected very much.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74142

I had a stroke and did not get physiotherapy as needed and dislocated my shoulder in physio
and am still dealing with that a year later. Our healthcare system has failed miserably

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74143

Have to stay inside always whering a mask

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74144

Caused depression

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74145

I have lost three people to suicide since covid has begun. So many conversations with loved
ones about mental health deterioration. I ran a client based business from my home for the last
4 years and covid restrictions and mandates has completely destroyed it. I had to find another
job but for a while no one was hiring which left me without income for roughly 5 months. This
was after CERB had ended so I did not have any support. Socially this has landed me and my
husband in very lonely depressed periods. I’m so grateful we had each other and cannot
imagine the poor souls who have lived alone through this.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74146

No work. No travel.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74147

I missed my Dad and Grandpa's funeral. I got married, and my husband has never been able to
meet my family. My partner and I had to choose to live in Italy instead of Canada because
they won't allow him to enter our country unvaccinated. We will not get vaccinated.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74148

I’ve lost so much business and too many family and friends.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74149

It has caused a great deal of stress and emotional conflict in my life, it has separated the lives
of friends and family.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74150

Separation from family and friends. The us/them dichotomy. Finding likeminded people and
new relationships as a result.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74151

I Terrified for my grandchildren’s future

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74152

Division between friends and family, loss of work, mental stress, not happy.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74153

Having to always bring a mask is tasking, also making sure to have the vaccine passport
ready was annoying

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74154

Makes me feel very sick with stress

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74155

Terrible feeling of isolation, not being able to play with my fellow musicians, and hanging out
with friends and family

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74156

1. Social Isolation - separation from children and grandchildren 2. Rashes from masks. 3.
Fogging of glasses!!! Irritating 4. Anxiety associated with seeing close family coerced into
accepting vaccine or accept loss of income. 5. COMPLETE shock and frustration with medical
colleagues who are following orders rather than use their critical thinking skills. 6. Realization
that licensing bodies have bowed to pressure and coerced health professionals into
submission. 7. Accepting that people choose money or morality.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74157

divided my family, loss of employment, loss of freedom to travel

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74158

Lost 20 months of income as well as stress from uncertainty in my business.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74159

I’m good, but my friends and neighbors are living in terrible conditions

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74160

Over 2 years

2/18/2022 12:02 PM
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74161

Loss of freedoms, Mental breakdowns, families torn apart, childrens well being ignored, loss of
job, silenced, judged, and so much more!!

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74162

Co workers unable to return to work , a divide in our country and flying our Canadian flag is
now considered a by some to be a bad thing shame on them

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74163

I loose my job because of vaccine mandate. I loose my cousin because she took a jabs.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74164

I have lost my 15 year business due to mandates, recurring shutdowns

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74165

Took away freedom

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74166

Barred from my job teaching on campus, both of my children have been un-enrolled from their
respective undergraduate programs; we have not been allowed to travel on public
transportation within and outside of this country, nor to attend galleries, movies or restaurants.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74167

I cannot get the vaccine due to allergies, so now I cannot see my kids

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74168

As an asthmatic, masks were not helpful. Daily testing, who will pay for my cancer when the
EO creates it? Price increases not in line with wage increases Depression of entire family... So
much more still to add

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74169

Terribly lost of many opportunities to live normal

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74170

It has ripped my family and friends apart. I feel isolated, hurt and angry. I retired early so I did
not have to experience anymore cruelties

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74171

Lost all my social and travel plans

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74172

Depression, segregation from family, income loss. Lost faith completely in my government

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74173

The most I am willing to say as I don't agree with sharing health information is, the mandates
has had a severe impact on my mental health

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74174

Broken family relationships, very painful.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74175

In every way

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74176

The Mandate has take away they way I lived my life!! Family and friends are harder to visit
and help when needed. Work shopping socializing all more diffucult. People divided.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74177

As a Clergy man, unable to do much called ministry to seniors and shut ins. Unable to have all
our congregation gather in person. Many have not attended for 2 years and probably will not
return after lifting of mandates. Relationships in congregation damaged.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74178

It has shut down my husbands business multiple times, and causes family members to not be
able to visit dying family in the hospital.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74179

Quit living, time to get going again.

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74180

Restricted movement Job Medical treatment

2/18/2022 12:02 PM

74181

Made my depression worse and makes me feel like we don’t live in a democracy!

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74182

It’s bullshit

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74183

It makes me feel distanced from the rest of society when I follow all the rules. Just go to work
and come home. I should be allowed to go for dinner at a restaurant

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74184

Loss of job, unable to take kids to events and attend events/gym. I feel discrimination every
day.

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74185

My husband is 96 plus, in a Nursing Home, can’t see his Family, Grandchildren, Great
Grandchildren. Only 2 Caregivers, ( now 4). They need there Families, not 1 or 2.

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74186

Very negatively

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74187

Lost of freedom of choice

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74188

It a lot of ways. Lots of small inconveniences

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74189

I own/operate a small catering company and the mandates have SEVERELY affected my

2/18/2022 12:01 PM
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business. Currently I am seeking a business loan to keep my business operating
74190

Division in family (vaxed unvaxed) depression can’t visit elderly relative in hospital that are
dying

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74191

Pretty much shut it down

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74192

Seeing loved ones passing with NO family by them

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74193

My children can no longer play hockey, go to school for after hour baseball, go out with friends
to the movies and supper. We can't visit out loved ones in retirement home s.

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74194

Lost financial income, loss of enjoyment of life, loss of relationships. Depression,

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74195

My job..people fighting against each other....everything!

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74196

As a veteran, it has worsened my mental health

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74197

no eating out

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74198

I had to claim bankruptcy

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74199

Lost my business. Close to losing my house

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74200

My children have nothing left to do. No library, swimming or even 4-H club. I'm not able to be a
4-H leader now. My extended family has been divided and has a hard time speaking to each
other. We haven't been able to attend church very often. We're treated like second class
citizens and can't eat at restaurants or go to the theater. We couldn't leave the country or fly
within our own country, even if we wanted to. My husband has been threatened with arrest by
police. Cashiers have declined to help us check out our groceries. My children have been
stuck at home for the last 5 months and have barely seen the inside of a store for 2 years. I
have to steel myself before going to town, knowing I risk someone yelling at me for not
wearing a mask so I can breathe freely. My sibling was coerced against their will into getting
the injection so they could keep their job. My mom is afraid to travel across the country to
visit, and we're not able to make the trip either. She has never met my 5 year old. We haven't
seen other extended family in 2 years as they're so afraid of going anywhere or seeing anyone.
A friend of mine committed suicide and left behind her husband and two children. My neighbour
was denied midwifery care right before birth and was forced to birth unassisted. None of this is
ok.

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74201

Frieda and relatives with small businesses have lost revenue or had to close completely.

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74202

Kinky, tired of it, just want to get back to a normal state. It’s not going away, we have to learn
to live with it. I’m senior, vaxxed. I want to live life, might be gone soon.

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74203

Terribly, work and personal and mentally

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74204

Lost job , therefore no income , retired to acquire pension but still in works , -negative bank
account ! Stressed!

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74205

It has affected my families mental well being, long period mask wearing has caused my face
to rash. Financial worries.

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74206

I have been unable to go to venues that require a vaccine passport. I have had to isolate after
being in contact with vaccinated people who got Covid. I have never had Covid.

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74207

It has caused emotional and financial hardship. Job loss due to the vaccine mandate.

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74208

I was not able to see my dying uncle. The constantly changing rules had a negative impact on
my oldest daughters wedding. I was not able to be with my elderly mother during surgery
recovery. I was unable to help a dear friend during cancer treatments. I missed a year of
church. I was unable to see the theatre performance of my children.

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74209

Locked down can’t travel

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74210

Vaccine injured permanently disabled

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74211

I haven't been able to work since Nov 19/21 and neither has my husband. We believe the vax
is both harmful and unnecessary. My elderly parents are scared and mad at me for my beliefs.
I drink everyday and have gained weight and my back is shot to go back to work when I can
12 hour shifts. I have anxiety and depression which obviously has been affected because I

2/18/2022 12:01 PM
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know we are being run by corruption and there is nothing we can do about it. I have been
unable to enter any public building for anything other than take out or groceries or medication.
The only time I have been able to see loved ones is when we have "broken the law". I live on
FB and fight with people and get upset and I know that is stupid and futile. I no longer trust my
DR, political leaders or police. The union I pay into is a joke. I want to sell my house and move
into the woods. I would LOVE to leave NB.
74212

Divided family, forced injection on family members, segregated from normal society, kids lives
completely upside down.

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74213

Terrible, degrading, financial impact, feel of power dictatorship

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74214

It has effected my way of living and my children unable to see there Dad in hospital. He was
so lonely and passed away alone

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74215

Mental health has become a huge struggle in my family. My grandma passed away by herself
at the beginning of covid because of restriction. I got to look at her through a window, standing
outside crying because I couldn’t give her one last huge. Her funeral was not as it should have
been. For someone so full of love and life to have such a reduced celebration of life is a huge
dishonour. My uncle died of a heart attack because the hospital was overrun and they sent him
home on medication that caused a blood clot instead of doing surgery on him. Life is hard and
we all have to deal with it but imprisoning us and making everyone struggle while still getting
sick shouldn’t be a requirement of life. We are a free country and we deserve our freedoms
back.

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74216

Extremely negatively, cannot work

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74217

made me aware of the evil people who are willing to take advantage of the general public and
so I am very skeptical now and no longer trust mainstream media or the majority of
governments

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74218

Unable to breathe freely, unable to live freely day to day

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74219

I work in a hospital and am tired if the loss of job threat for not wanting to take a vaccine......
feeling exhausted from breathing back my own carbondioxcide for 12 hours a day

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74220

Yes. Vax passports. Work from home. Isolation

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74221

What a disaster and a divide for something that never had to happen. The unvaxxed are no
threat to the vaxxed

2/18/2022 12:01 PM

74222

Immensely. I have lost my health care job. It has effected both my husband and I emotionally
and mentally. It has been hard for my child with all the restrictions in regards to activities and
social distancing.

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74223

Vaccination. I had to be vaccinated to keep my job. I did it for the money/to live and pay my
bills-not by choice of being control over my own body. I feel like the government should have
had a grandfather clause for vaccinations and keeping your profession.

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74224

How has it not effected seeing my children and grandchildren. My mom has been in isolation 4
times in two years in retirement home. Terrible way to treat seniors at the end of their life.

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74225

Unable to work now. Not able to live a normal free life.

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74226

For the first timein my life I have anxiety. And no trust for are government

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74227

Not able to travel between provinces without isolating so I haven't visited my family since I
relocated, had to close my 20-year salon business due to lockdowns, my face is constantly
breaking out from mask wearing, I can't find a job due to not taking an experimental injection,
masking affects my asthma but where I live they won't accommodate not wearing a mask

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74228

Terribly

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74229

Apart from feeling discriminated against, I don’t obey the mandates much.

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74230

It has caused massive anxiety in mine and my children a lives, as well as declining social
skills and overall happiness.

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74231

I am no longer to help with the local hockey team. My mental and physical health is dimished
as I am not able to access activities that would assist me with these challenges.

2/18/2022 12:00 PM
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74232

Destroyed our family

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74233

I lost my Job, can’t work . Can’t afford things . Went through depression.

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74234

Restricted freedom of movement, afraid to speak my thoughts and speak truth, afraid I’ll lose
the career I have worked so hard and sacrificed so much for, restricted access to education
and medical services. Mental health at an all time low. Broken apart family and close
relationships.

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74235

Lost my marriage. Divided my family. Created loneliness.

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74236

gave me anxiety my daughter is Autistic and it has ruined all the progress we have made with
her and it has affected us mentally

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74237

Isolation

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74238

It’s caused me to lose employment! It’s against our constitution! I am all about freedom to
CHOOSE!

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74239

Lost freedom

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74240

Missed so many special times with my family. Especially my Grandma who is in a care home.
Missed funerals, weddings, youth group, church, etc. I know people who have been harmed by
the vaccine and were coerced to take it. There are so many cheap effective treatments that
have been proven to help reduce covid symptoms that would have saved more people. The
government has failed to prove the legality of the mandates or justify their actions are the best
option with any reasonable evidence.

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74241

Freedom, Job, family, income, relationships

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74242

My country has been torn apart

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74243

Keep me protected from getting the virus

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74244

Mental health has suffered. Being an outcast in society for not being vaccinated and
discriminated at my place of work as I am not permitted to apply to become an instructor
within Manitoba Justice due to not being vaccinated. I have been alienated from friends and
family.

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74245

It’s made me miserable and everyone around me. Society had gone mad

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74246

I have anaphylactic allergies to latex and rubber, and thus am unable to wear the masks. The
elastics on my face cause my tongue to swell. I also have chemical sensitivity / allergies, so,
I have also had my tongue swells out of my mouth when I was pressured into wearing a paper
mask. My doctor refuses to acknowledge my issue despite having all my medical history
related to my allergies. She refuses to see me in the office. I have had some gynecological
issues for two years, and she still refuses to see me for examination and treatment. My
children are suffering terribly. Since Thanksgiving, they have only been allowed to see their
grandparents once (Boxing Day), and we have not been allowed to see anyone until recently.
Repeated lockdowns have caused my children mental health issues. They have gone from
happy and playful children to irritable and easily angered. Finally, my eldest child is autistic.
The 24/7 masking in schools is affecting her language development. If you can't hear
something properly, you cannot learn to say it, nor read it properly. The 3 month closure in first
grade turned her into a vegetable in front of the tv wrapped in only a blanket. She couldn't /
wouldn't get dressed, go play, do any school work whatsoever. She is now in third grade.
Teachers are trying to get her class caught up to where they should be in the curriculum, and I
have been told that a large proportion of her class is failing as they are being graded compared
to standards which have not been taught. These developmental delays due to mandates are
UNACCEPTABLE !!

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74247

I can’t visit with some of my family and some of my grandchildren have lost their jobs. Being a
94 year old Senior I find this very stressful!

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74248

Separated my family

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74249

Threatened my job, two teens depressed, elderly mother lives in fear and anger

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74250

Has caused more depression and anxiety.

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74251

Youth and children - mine and those in my communities- have been impacted negatively

2/18/2022 12:00 PM
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regarding natural child development for what appears to be a political initiative. The damage to
our future generations is unknown and is completely avoidable by removing these restrictions.
74252

1. I cannot travel (even I am healthy) 2. I cannot go to any restaurants, events etc. 3. Whole
world knows and accept natural immunity once you had Covid 19, only Canadian Government
said they don't, they said only vaccine is protection, which is not true. -My wife has work
problem

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74253

Burnout

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74254

It has separated me from family and friends and has affected my business therefore affecting
my income

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74255

We are all affected in equal messure.

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74256

Depression and work discrimination

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74257

From living freely

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74258

There are no words for damage these mandates have caused. I am a mental health
professional working with children. I have been afraid of losing my job because of a mandate
all year. My kids are melting down. My coworkers are burning out, as am I. I don't even
recognize this country anymore. This is not the society I want to live in. I'm terrified that if we
don't interrupt this agenda, we will all end up in slavery.

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74259

Although my Healthcare job did not mandate vaccines, I am being forced to pay for testing 2x
a week. I am not being reimbursed for my gas, mileage and wear and tear on my vehicle. I am
not allowed to move freely within my country and beyond. I still am lucky, I got off easy
compared to the people who have committed suicide, died waiting for treatment, and lost their
jobs and livelihoods due to the mandates.

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74260

Division amongst family and friends, job loss- me and many others, many adverse events from
vaccine including death - my cousin, friend’s son’s suicide and others, discriminated against
and rejected, depression and anxiety and anger, unreasonable fear of illness, financial loss that
is becoming crippling

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74261

I lost my job Workplace tested daily but still mandated vaccine. I did not get the vaccine

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74262

It has affected family get together, couldn't see grandparents before they passed, affected my
kids mental health

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74263

Divided friends and family members due to unnecessary vaccinations. Caused loved ones to
die alone 🤬😡 caused surgeries to be cancelled unnecessarily and so on

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74264

I am a nurse and it has affected my life greatly. I was a hero and now a zero. Forced to get a
vaccine I didn’t want.

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74265

Depression of my three teenage children, job loss for myself, loss of the right to education for
my 6 year old son.

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74266

Have a great grandson 1 and a half years old. Still can’t see him, parents are freaked out about
covid. Has caused a riffed in my family for sure. No one wants to debate, they just want to be
right and angry

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74267

Significantly. Mostly my young children’s lives, my 9 year old son has mentioned suicide and
that this works isn’t worth living in. Thanks

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74268

Can’t go watch my grandkids play their sports, can’t take my wife out for dinner

2/18/2022 12:00 PM

74269

I want to leave the country!!

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74270

Isolation from family and friends; the constant fear instilled by the mainstream media; the lack
of freedom; in the last 2 years, the few people I saw and recognized were at the grocery store.
I feel for my children's freedom and my grandchildren's. I am so worried about their future, their
happiness, their health. I fear Trudeau will mandate a communist regime... He must be
removed now.

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74271

Isolation has affected my mental health. Unfettered hatred from the vaccinated is appalling. I
have a severe valid medical reason for not vaccinating, recognized by medical professionals,
yet have been unable to get a medical exemption as they fear reprisal. Second Christmas in a
row that I was unable to fly and see my children in another province.

2/18/2022 11:59 AM
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74272

To many ways to describe , I have family that lost there job my parents passed away alone so
many more

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74273

Slow business, friends and family

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74274

I have been discriminated against and bullied by business that have demanded personal
information against PIPEDA and my Camadian and Alberta rights and freedoms. I have been
denied freedom of movement and travel and almost every Canadian constitution of rights and
freedoms has been violated. I have been denied therapeutics. I have had people bully me that
were instigated to their violence by our PM and health boards. I have seen science become
politicized and real scientific debate denied and drs cancelled for giving scientific evidence
against mandates and protocols. The hate and discrimination expressed and promoted by the
political leaders has divided our country and my family directly. Vaccines have not completed
phase 3 trials and informed concent has been denied by withholding ingredients and injuries,
drs and nurses are discouraged from reporting and their jobs and livlihoods threatened. This
goes against the Nuremberg codes and the Geneva convention. Businesses and livlihoods
have been lost through govt and businesses discrimination. The media is not trustworthy and
is biased and censoring real and vital news and Canadians are being kept ignorant and
deliberately deceived. WEF has infiltrated our country and created Traitors to Canada in all
associated With it, admitted by Klaus Schwab directly. These mandates are unconstitutional
and unconscionable

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74275

It has lead to a few people I know having such paranoia surrounding being in public and even
visiting friends. Cannot travel to my home province to see my dad without worrying my vehicle
will be damaged.

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74276

Cannot travel internationally Not allowed to see my aged grandmother who is 98

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74277

Job loss

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74278

Lost my job while pregnant, not eligible for any severance, ei, maternity etc.

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74279

Totally ruined and destroyed my life

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74280

Poor quality of life due to fear,isolation, stress keeping my company and staff with jobs to
keep my business open. Lose of contact of family and friend due to the discrimination created
by government mandates. Lose of freedom to travel for work and pleasure. Shocked at how
our charter of rights freedoms were just abused and taken away without a just cause. Suffering
health issues from wearing a mask for 8-10 hours at work. Lose of confidence on how our
Country is run. Our Prime Minister not even respecting our Canadian citizens wanting to talk to
him. Sadden that our veterans sacrifices to keep our country strong and free are disrespected.
The hardships endured for the greater good have been endured. Now the threat is over..let's get
moving forward to get Canada's economy productive again! The world is watch so let's make
Canada strong and Free!

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74281

Locked up like prisioners, the segregation, division of society. SHAMEFUL, for a Plandemic to
control the world. ENOUGH!

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74282

A living hell, trapped in purgatory.

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74283

I have watched people live in unprecedented and unnecessary fear. Because of this there has
been so many divisions among family and friends. We all have God given rights and freedoms
which cannot and should not be mandated!!

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74284

It has torn friends apart families ! It’s made depressed and uncertain. It has put fear in me and
my family

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74285

Violated my constitutional freedoms of bodily autonomy and travel... Depression, kids
depression, lack of social, lack of activities...

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74286

Restricted my ability to breathe good air, prevented me from flying to see my 86 yr old mother
in Ontario, separated me from friends at public gatherings, wasted my time reading about
endlessly changing "rules".

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74287

I know deal with anxiety bc of all this bs. You're not looking out for the best interest of
Canadians!!

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74288

It hasn't really. We're in a pandemic it is what it is. We're all just doing our best.

2/18/2022 11:59 AM
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74289

I cannot travel or leave the country. Destroyed friendships. Cannot dine out, swim, gym.
Theatre etc.

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74290

Screwed everything

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74291

Lost jobs! Can't go anywhere! Kids suffer cause of this more so then the adults

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74292

a lot

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74293

Forced vaccinations, reduced wages loss of freedom

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74294

All three of my children are home schooled because of this!

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74295

It has taken away my charter rights.

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74296

It’s has forced me to get a vaccine that I was iffy about if I wanted to keep my job, pay my
bills and feed my family. It is divisive and unnecessary. It has ruined lives

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74297

I have no life now because I choose to remain a pure blood .... I have no freedom to go
anywhereor do anything ... all this is WRONG!! Canada always was and is to remain the land
of the Free

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74298

I don’t go out to eat..I stay home always, I hate wearing masks with my allergies it’s so
hard..so I stay home

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74299

Protected my family from becoming seriously ill or worse.

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74300

Horrible

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74301

Has created serious mental health issues

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74302

Loss of job, mental health on my children and division and turmoil in society resulting in
segregation and discrimination against my family.

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74303

Family, friends, work, life

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74304

Such overwhelming sadness and hopelessness for my children. Fear of losing my job.

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74305

Isolation, depression, lack of medical services, taken away rights and Freedoms as per the
Canadian Constitution, restricted travel, breathinf fresh air in a store or a public place,
vacations with family in different locations and gatherings. The federal mandates come from
hell and are there to control and manipulate citizens and every jab makes Trudeau richer, that's
why he keeps pushing it.

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74306

VERY LONELY, unable to see immediate family in USA

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74307

My freedom and constitutional rights

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74308

3 months with leave without pay. Yes I have a government job that forced the jab. How ethical
was it to force me to take a job which could be potentially dangerous for me. I had Covid.
Severe case but only a few hour in emergency since it had only be named. Had I been
hospitalized I don’t think I would have survived.

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74309

Very stressfull

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74310

Isolation. We are no longer free. It has caused division in families. Affected churches. Made
people paranoid and fearful of everything. Constant fear mongering. People have died from
being too fearful.

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74311

Dividing families

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74312

Horribly. Losing our jobs

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74313

Isolation, ridicule, embarrassment, depression. I have lost a lot my family and friends because
of mandates.

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74314

Can't travel can't see loved ones

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74315

Its been better tbh. Work from home, saving money on gas, free vaccines. Wish we could
have another lockdown but dont think I’ll be that lucky.

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74316

Isolation & mental health, travel, medical help, relationships both family & friends

2/18/2022 11:59 AM
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74317

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74318

It has triggered my PTSD from leaving a religious cult in 2017 ( Jehovah’s Witnesses). I’m off
on stress leave because of Covid mandates.

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74319

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74320

Ability to travel internationally. Students from Europe unable to come to Canada for training.

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74321

Divided my family and friends. I am watching my children and grandkids mental health and well
being decline. People loosing jobs! People are going broke! This must end now!

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74322

Stopped Travel both domestic & internationally. Affected education choices & options for my
grade 12 graduate. Broken relationships. Affected sport for my children. Loved ones have lost
jobs & unable to see parents because of travel restrictions. Much more to list.

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74323

I suffer and sleep my family member are suffering . We want to be free and have back our
rights to be free 🙏🙏🙏

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74324

Forced to get a “vaccine” in order to keep my job.

2/18/2022 11:59 AM

74325

Job loss

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74326

It has caused great stress between friends and family

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74327

Added needless stress

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74328

Nothing is normal loss of income loss of friendships loss of health loss of mental emotional
spiritual well-being

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74329

Family separation / isolation Inability to participate in recreational activities Inability to enjoy
food services (restaurants, cafes, etc.) Division of our society in general Mental health issues
Inability to travel Relationships with friends have been strained

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74330

I’ve wanted to commit suicide. I can’t go anywhere, see anyone, I’m not allowed to work, I live
in fear of my life and am harassed by family and friends constantly. I’ve been on sick leave
from my job just to return and lose it. The government is infiltrated by the WEF and we are on
track for the new world order agenda which caddies extreme stress and anxiety. I hate this
country and I can’t even leave now. The national and international laws being broken on top of
our charter rights have been dismissed. We live in a lawless land and there will be civil war. I
can’t have a family I so desire to have because of all of this. I’m grieving over that. My life has
been taken away and I’m still alive.

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74331

Very badly…my kids are suffering with mental health issues which also gives me mental
health issues

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74332

Lost my job! Couldn’t go to school!!!!

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74333

Oppression, depression, sadness for my children and grandchildren.

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74334

I'm Unemployed ,wife left have two kids had to get hardship advance on pension plan that cost
me nearly 30% of the actual amount had .I can't get EI benefits because I'm being judged for
acceptance by the Govt whom extracts money from my check for just such a cause but
refuses me because I didnt do what they wanted me to Forced me into hiding when I support
something they don't like and threaten to take control of what I have left if I do support
Freedom of choice in a free country.

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74335

Job loss, vaccine related family death, distance from loved ones, depression, suicidal
thoughts

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74336

Limited ability to do things with my daughters, limited ability to run my business. Lively hood
has dropped. Mental health due to being stuck in my house because of the mandates. Also my
body my choice. The mandates are taking my rights and freedoms away

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74337

Forced me to get a medical procedure I did not want or agree with. Caused strain on my family,
especially children. Caused difficulties in relation to work. Everyday life interrupted for
measures that were not backed my numbers.

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74338

Quality of life diminished.

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74339

In many ways. I am disabled, immune compromised, and a frequent person who needs to be

2/18/2022 11:58 AM
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hospitalized. I can't have family visit me, I have long waits for appoints, I haven't left my
house in almost 2 years unless it's medical related. My list is very long for me to want to get
rid of the mandates!
74340

It has destroyed it and my special needs daughters life

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74341

It has had an immense impact curtailing my ability to travel across the country and see my
family. It’s created division between myself and family members. It’s has psychologically
attacked the well being of the community in which I live promoting fear and division. It’s
destroyed businesses and created the conditions for the collapse of our economy. It’s been an
act of war against the citizens of this country which is now playing out with the role out of the
Emergency Measures against peaceful demonstrations

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74342

I lost my freedom

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74343

Restricted freedoms and freedom of choice

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74344

It has caused severe depression to my 20 year old son and caused a lot of financial stress to
myself and my family. It has had a huge impact on my Son's ability to be at University and has
impacted his focus & learning. He lost his job at the University because of these vaccine
mandates! He was made homeless and told to leave his Residence because he did not provide
proof of vaccine. He didn't have access to his personal belonging and computer during that
time and has fallen far behind in his school work! This has affected his right to an Education!
That should never have happened! It has caused so many problems I can't even begin to say!
The suicide rate is skyrocketing and no one seems to want to acknowledge that! It has caused
me fear and stress and affecting my health!

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74345

I’ve lost my job, drowning in debt, had to take out a loan and am still out of work. I’ve lost my
social life and motivation to live. I can understand why the suicide rate has increased so
drastically…the basic human rights and freedom have been removed and is the number one
reason for people dying and losing their minds

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74346

Brutal mental abuse

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74347

Affected my ability to work, affected my son’s ability to go to school, highly affected my social
life, affected my health.

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74348

Unable to visit dying father-in-law in hospital Loss of Job

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74349

Terribly because mask wearing made it so hard to breath and not seeing loved ones and it is
not a government law to these mandates

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74350

It has taken relationships and caused nothing but mental Heath issues with those I love!

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74351

I can’t travel to NB to visit my family

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74352

My husband has struggled to find consistent work, I have been unable to visit friends or attend
worship services, and as an unvaccinated person I have been barred from fully participating in
society

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74353

I am planned to lose my license to practise at the end of March, so my work will be affected.
As well, I am restricted from gyms, movie theatres, restaurants, flying and trains. As well,
there has been a deep social divide with certain friends and family. It has deeply affected my
life.

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74354

It would be easier to tell you how it hasn’t affected my life that’s how much it has effected my
life it’s bullshit and needs to end now #TruckerConvoy2022#CanadianFreedom

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74355

Made me alone, no social contact. Depressed, lonely as I cannot even see my children

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74356

My kids are depressed, my daughter has nonstop jaw pain, our jobs have been more stressful,
friendships & our family divided... our prime minister has screwed up our entire country and
failed us as he is suppose to speak for the people of Canada not against!!! The mandates took
away our rights to think for our ourselves & make smart educated decisions for our own family.

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74357

It has had an awful impact on my life, not being able to socialize, not being with my brother
and mother while they passed away. I could go on and on

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74358

The worst way ever. I was raised by one parent my mom. She was there for her 4 children no
matter what. She gave up things for us and couldn't be there for her last hours on this earth.

2/18/2022 11:58 AM
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That's the most heart breaking thing for us that she died alone in a place she hated to be.
There are other ways these mandates have effected my families lives but that was the worst
not saying goodbye and I love you to my best friend and mom.
74359

Lost a job, my kids have lost opportunities with sports and music that they had been pursuing
for years previously, incredible amounts of stress and isolation and decline in my mental
health, prohibited from worship as our diocese went above and beyond even provincial health
authorities and prohibited any in-person gathering and therefore no opportunity to receive the
sacrament, loss of childcare, loss of friendships, excluded from regular places of business and
exercise and education that we used to frequent, not able to mourn at a funeral of a child who
committed suicide since POV was required, my husband has nearly lost his job and ability to
do the majority of his work due to POV and his status at work being very precarious and the
stress has compounded and caused further mental health issues in out home. The us is just
the beginning— I could go on.

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74360

Unable to exercise at the gym for my mental health. My kids excluded from friends get
together as they have no pass. Strangers harassing me for my inability to safely wear a mask.
Not being able to shop freely and support local businesses. Both husband and myself afraid to
lose jobs and so much more.

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74361

Makes life miserable

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74362

I wear a mask and got vaccinated because it is the right thing to do.

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74363

Very negatively I am not vaccinated so I am restricted in every way

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74364

Has added stress and fear. Forced to be vaccinated and didn't want to

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74365

Extreme mental health issues. Job loss and illness while working as essential service worker
in supply chain

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74366

My family has depression. My family is divided. I am not allowed to see my dad.

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74367

I am unable as a free citizen to go to places without showing 'my papers ' that a free citizen
should be able to go. That is a little too lose to Nazi Germany for me.

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74368

It has taken away many of my personal rights as a Canadian citizen.

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74369

makes it hard to have a social life, being stuck at home not being able to go anywhere without
a vaccine oassport

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74370

My business is almost bankrupt

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74371

Husband lost his job. Depression anxiety.

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74372

Blatant discrimination, can’t fly to see family, had a hard time finding restaurants that allowed
negative tests so never went out, couldn’t watch grandson play hockey, started
antidepressants for the first time in my life, natural immunity completely ignored by the powers
that be.

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74373

My husband lost his job. My adult children were forced to vaccinate in order to go to college
and keep their jobs. My mother has been very ill since then with severe, painful, rashes. My
daughter was in second trimester of pregnancy and my grandson was born with holes in his
heart!!!!! He had to have open heart surgery before 6 months and they almost lost him!!!!! The
vaccine mandate by employers has killed, maimed, and put into poverty many of my friends
and family members!!!!! These mandates are inhumane and have destroyed many people's
families. My brother and niece are now suicidal and my mom and step son are struggling with
depression. Trudeau and many others should be arrested and held accountable. Many people I
know have had covid. Those who were vaccinated suffered worse than those who still have
their immunity in tact (non- vaccinated). Why can people not see this!!!!????

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74374

all of them

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74375

taking away all my freedoms...

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74376

Been locked up in my residence

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74377

To the point I want to move off grid

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74378

My wife lost here job of 24 years my daughter in-laws 15 my compagnie folded Lost of friend
an lost of mental health an physical gym close I 59 an it not a good place we went to get out of

2/18/2022 11:58 AM
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Canada
74379

Can't work cuz I won't get the Vax, depressed because I can't go out because I'm not Vaxed,
and can't afford to pay for rapid tests to go out

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74380

I didn't get to pay proper respects at countless funerals of loved ones,harassment by the
vaccinated over my refusal of being vaccinated ,segregation in a new way

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74381

I've not been able to take my kids to the rec center. I have a real conviction that showing Vax
passes for anything is wrong. We have not been able to leave the country to see family. I know
people personally who have been injured by the vaccine. It feels like no one is listening to their
stories. I also know people who have lost their jobs because they chose not to take the
vaccine. Some people choose not to take flu shots every year and felt the same about these
ones. It's time to end all the Mandates. It's time to let people have choice. It's time to
acknowledge there is risk to these vaccines. It's time to pursue early treatment.. for example
from flccc.net. (frontline Covid-19 critical care alliance). It's time to investigate the harms done
by lockdowns...to our youth, to small business, to health...etc...

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74382

Pushed different groups of people apart

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74383

My youngest has developed social anxiety I am made to feel like less than a Canadian if my
views do not match the narrative.

2/18/2022 11:58 AM

74384

The lack of human interaction has affected my mental health. I nearly lost my job due to
vaccine mandates but my union won in arbitration to stop the implement of it at least
temporarily. These mandates are nothing but a means to cause fear and division to coerce
people into complying with getting vaccinated

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74385

It has made it shown that we the people are never really free to live our lives the way a person
wants too. There is too much government, provincial and federal over reach for a person to be
really free.

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74386

Horribly. I never thought Canada could become a Communist country.

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74387

Negatively. My daughter is mentally suffering. Financial is suffering. My mental health is
suffering

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74388

My children struggle to attend school, because it is not a welcome environment and inclusive
environment. The everyday needs and needs of our ranch are a struggle to get supplies and
resources. Costs have sky rocketed! Cost of living has simply gotten out of control. My
husbands job was threaten and changed numerous occasions. My grandparents all live in fear
and not being able to see and visit lived ones is awful!!!

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74389

Made me depressed and financially unstable

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74390

Unable to have lunch at the good restaurants and coffee with friends, and travel plans are
ruined

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74391

I have had tenants not be able to pay for their rent, due to their workplace getting shut down.
I've been told that I am not allowed to enter a gym, to maintain my physical and mental health.

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74392

It's made it better. I haven't had a common cold for over two years

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74393

I have 10% of my massage practice left after over 30 years of practice, so I’m challenged
financially at the moment. My social life is non existent and I’m heart broken! I’m helping my
parents and that’s a whole I have kicked a hole in my wall and that’s with exercising for an
hour or more every day. Ya so my life is no picnic, I miss working and living freely in the world.
I miss being happy. Oh but I’m healthy!

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74394

It has caused many people (not just myself) to become lonely, due to all the isolation & the
anti social aspect. It affected my wedding almost 2 YEARS ago. It caused so much unneeded
stress and worry. My best friend got married almost a year later, and she endured the same
uncalled for stress & confusion. Now, another year after her wedding, her sister is getting
married and enduring the SAME THING. 3 separate years (2020,2021,2022) of the same load
of garbage placed upon our lives. People just want to live FREELY, as we should.

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74395

I am a first responder, suffering from ptsd, It has hindered my mental and emotional and
physical healing; as in person therapy appointments have been scarce due to constant
lockdwns. I have lost 4 friends also first responders due to suicide from these lockdowns and
measures.

2/18/2022 11:57 AM
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74396

It has caused too much division between family and community. We need to come together
again to end the emotional toll on everyone

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74397

We are 8 months behind in rent alone. Hoping not to end up on the streets.

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74398

It’s fine

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74399

Not much as I have never put on a mask or jabbed with kill shot, but it has affected Canada
and Canadians in the worst way possible.

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74400

I suffer from extreme anxiety and depression and was in a very low place before the freedom
movement!!

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74401

Lack of employment

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74402

Lost job and family relationships. It’s turned our lives upside down. My kids have suffered
immensely due to the school closures, social distancing it is NOT healthy for anyone of us.

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74403

Isolation

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74404

Negatively 👎

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74405

The lack of social interaction has crippled my networking

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74406

I am so sick of hearing about Covid. The hate our prime minister is spreading is unacceptable
and unwarranted. He should be removed from office as everything he says becomes hateful

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74407

In every way possible!!!

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74408

Mental health

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74409

I have lost my job, 2 years ago. Lost my vehicle, because if that. Life is a struggle right now.
But I know it will get alot better. My mom is 87, she lives in a seniors apartment, they Supply
meals and do the cleaning. but if someone tests positive. They are on lockdown. Like prison,
the meals are placed on a tray, outside her door. They knock and leave. She opens the door,
picks up.her tray from the floor, then places it back outside on the floor when the food is eaten.
That's fucked up. She can't have visitors for 14 days. Not fair.. I cry everyday fir her and our
family. Family and friends that didn't get the JAB have been let go from the work they have
had for many years. I can go on and on. End this Trudeau madness now. After 2 years of
shutdown, they failed. Let us get our lives back

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74410

Financially, divided family,kept grandson from visiting his grandfather for 2 konths before his
grandpa died of an ongoing congestive heart failure leaving grandson hurt so he listened to the
narrative to stay way frim grandparents even though his grandfather said he had no concerns
and that I wasn't able to be there when my husband died because of stupid covid rules in
hospital.

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74411

Cut my business by 40%

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74412

It has created a ton of anxiety, tensions, stress and discrimination.

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74413

Friends and family are suffering the adverse affects of these injections and our economy is
being destroyed for generations

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74414

By socially isolating me and preventing me from working

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74415

Depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74416

Increased stress, division between friends, labeling others.

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74417

Hopelessness, suicides, not being able to see family member in hospital, shutting retail
business,

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74418

Isolation and despair. Loss of work. Loss of friendships. Division and in-fighting within families
and among friends. Hatred and bullying seems to be allowed and has become the norm
angainst the unvaccinated people everywhere, by our government and employers and all
authorities.

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74419

I have not been able to see my daughter in almost two years. Have not been able to go to my
best friends funeral. Many other things.

2/18/2022 11:57 AM
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74420

It has not other then learning to wear a mask. But it should not be law that should be up to
each business

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74421

Mental health issues, distance from family and friends, loss of business, stress, etc.

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74422

My job

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74423

I have had major depression 😞. I have tried several different masks 😷 and they have affected
my health negatively pretty much every day where one of those is massive migraines upon
other things that have affected my health as well. And keeping us from caring for our elderly
parent with dementia in the home she is in. That is abuse.

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74424

Family Funerals Friendships Mental health Costs of things

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74425

The freedom to leave my own country

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74426

It effected my mental, financial socially, and travel to see family

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74427

Depression

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74428

Difficult to go do anything

2/18/2022 11:57 AM

74429

It has affected every aspect of life. Can’t visit family, can’t go out because it doesn’t feel like it
would be fun, can’t visit friends,it’s separating family’s, travelling has been made complicated.
Seems like people are living in fear because of the silly flip flopping restrictions, science and
mandates.

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74430

I was told that if I didn’t get vaccinated that I would be terminated from my job and this caused
me to have a mental breakdown and I am now on medical leave. My friends have been
terminated from their jobs because they didn’t want to get the experimental inoculation which
has not been studied for long term effects. I know people that have died after getting the
inoculation and that have had blood clots and strokes. This is criminal! For 5 months I could
not eat in a restaurant, go to the gym etc. These illegal and unethical mandates have damaged
me so much mentally and emotionally. Enough is enough! End the Vaccine QR codes for
employment, end the mask mandates, end the vaccines now!!

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74431

My life is runded.

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74432

Increased stress, inability to freely move or travel

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74433

Not being able to be with my sister on her death bed. She died without loving family at her
side.

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74434

Astounding loss of freedom, health, social connections, incredible stress, financial loss, ended
school and career options, terrified for my children. Wondering what country to flee to to get
free of this communist/ globalist regime that has taken over our country. This is WW3 the
silent war. HELP US! SAY NO ! 🙏🙏🙏🙏🙏🇨🇦🇨🇦🇨🇦🇨🇦🇨🇦

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74435

I don't feel we have freedom to choose. I feel we are losing our freedom.

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74436

I've been prevented from accessing the following basic amenities: spa, movies, concerts,
venue rentals, favourite restaurants; and was prevented from travelling via bus and train.

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74437

Mental health , work loss,

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74438

My mental health and that of my families has taken a hit

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74439

There are many who are essentially brainwashed. It is not now I'm worried about; it is the
future. It is obvious none of this is about Covid.

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74440

Threatening loss of job without vaccine

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74441

Very negatively. I am having depression issues as a result

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74442

Lost friends and family, ridicule etc etc

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74443

We can’t take our family to the local Rec centre anymore

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74444

No work

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74445

Reduced quality of life, loss of work, family division, chronic pain, including back pain from
decreased access to health care, physical therapy, gym, yoga studio, activity with friends like

2/18/2022 11:56 AM
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walking & cycling together, food access decreased, general anxiety, insomnia, decreased
mood, etc
74446

Two years of life essentially lost. Kids have no sports. No activities. Mental health suffers. No
time with extended family

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74447

Hampered travel, health care because there is only one ailment in the world right now,
employment, anything indoors,personal relationships

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74448

Unemployed during shut downs. Loss of business. Depression. Loss of friendships

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74449

It’s been awful with family and friends totally against you and being segregated from everyone
etc etc….

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74450

I am isolated, working from home. I am vaccine-free and I cannot attend public events.
Vaccine passports are tools of segregation and oppression.

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74451

Lost my job, lost friends, cannot attend many events or places, anxiety issues, breathing
issues wearing a mask, depression and despair

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74452

My father in law passed away alone 😢 Having a difficult time finding a job. Unable to bring our
grandchildren out to do different indoor activities. Was unable to go to a number of people’s
funerals that I would have liked to pay my respects.

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74453

Division in family, community. Loss of freedom to move about freely in my country. Loss of
ability to speak freely about my beliefs.

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74454

Badly

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74455

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74456

Mental illness, became a second-class citizen. Had my rights as a Canadian citizen taken
away.

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74457

Ive suffered Major depression and suicidal thoughts because i have been segregated from
community events and isilated bv i have chosen to not get a c19 vaccine which could cause
mydelf harm as thete are no long term scientific studies proving its safety

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74458

Isolation, family division, emotional trauma

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74459

My kids can’t get work because they won’t take the jab, depression, etc very bad

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74460

In the past I never ever was depressed but feel it now

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74461

depression

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74462

My child is unable to have a normal childhood…

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74463

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74464

Lost clients, money, discriminated, segregated, had hateful comments made to me, and not
able to work in my own province had to go work in another province

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74465

Depression & Anxiety 😥

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74466

I am unable to apply for the career position that I want, as I must be vaccinated. I was unable
to spend Christmas with my family. I am prohibited to participate in volunteering at my
community radio station, and also a local care home, where our church does a volunteer
worship servive. These are only a few things...the WORST thing has been the strife between
family and friends. Deliberate SEGREGATION and CONTEMPT has been the goal of the
leadership of this Country, but he will not prevail.

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74467

I only go to town to work 2 days a week and don’t leave my house in between because I am no
longer allowed to go to any of the places I did before, I can’t go to the gym, I can’t go out to
eat, I can’t go to my aa meeting and fellowship or sober dances/events.

2/18/2022 11:56 AM

74468

Horribly…social isolation, violent descrimination, depression

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74469

It hasn’t other than having to wear a mask

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74470

Children suffering from severe depression

2/18/2022 11:55 AM
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74471

Isolation, ans mental healts deterioration

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74472

They suck !!!!

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74473

Severe depression from isolation and division among family and friends.

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74474

I lost my jobs

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74475

Money

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74476

I can’t travel go into stores I like or even walk into a building without a mask or being
vaccinated

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74477

I was terminated for refusing to comply with company covid mandate policy, creating financial
difficulty

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74478

I haven't seen my 95 year old mom since Oct, 13th plus her sister died 5 days later and I
could not attend her funeral. I'd say this is affecting my life.

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74479

I am a politicial prisoner. I want to leave Canada & cannot unless I accept tyrant Trudeau’s
term. Even this survey asking Canadians if you should rip others peoples protected freedoms
away is wrong - this is not up for public opinion- these are protected rights…..@ least until
Trudeau finishes turning Canada into a communist country

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74480

No freedom, can’t plan organize anything last two years with family, for out in public outings.
Frustration for parents the first year for home schooling, changing of the rules so called
mandates. Affected a lot of divide between family and friends whichever side the chose to for
their personal choice.

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74481

Job loss, selling of our home, can't recreate in community center with my son, can't see my
parents

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74482

Yes, it’s not just disrupted our lives but has cause unnecessary stress and anxiety on our
children. It’s caused division, unjust judgement on medical choice. Taken away the freedom to
go places, visit sick in the hospital and embarrassment when denied access to restaurants to
meet with a friend I haven’t seen for a long time.

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74483

Loss of employment, Children missing out on events and activities, Skin rashes on children
from overwashing at school, Blood clots and ongoing sickness in my mother from CV19
injection side effects, Death of my wife's Brother from CV19 injection side effects.

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74484

Anxiety & depression

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74485

Freedom to travel & gather with family & friends. Freedom to make my own medical choices.

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74486

It has put a divide between my family and I. I feel more stressed, depressed.

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74487

Every aspect of my life has changed since the plandemic started

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74488

Children Anxiety Difficult to work with mask in a daycare setting where facial expressions is
important

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74489

I am suffering from mental illness as well as my kids are too

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74490

Can’t do much of anything

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74491

In every area of my life. And witnessing the devistation of loved ones around me, has been
crushing! Please stop the madness!

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74492

Affecting my kids mental health

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74493

In all aspects

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74494

I have lost my job in the military. Lost family and friends

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74495

I feel like a slave

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74496

Financially crippling wrecked my relationship

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74497

I’m still alive

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74498

I refuse to get an experimental vaccine without the data being released and have huge
questions that the fda asked for 75 years

2/18/2022 11:55 AM
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74499

Not yet

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74500

Myself and my children are mental health has suffered greatly with all the seclusion and the
division created in society

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74501

The mandate has affected my life immensely family member's are divided and I may lose my
job. All because I believe in body autonomy and freedom of choice. I thought I lived in
Canada?

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74502

Infringed upon my liberty.

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74503

Terribly

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74504

Loss of job family and friends being injured by forcing the vaccination

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74505

Wearing the mask, has made breathing harder and being tested has made my nose sore and
burn. It has also effected my mental health, not being able to visit my family

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74506

It has forced me against my will to take an experimental drug or lose my ability to work. It has
created extreme division among friends and family.

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74507

Every way.

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74508

Destroyed relationships, mental health issues, financial issues, life long vaccine damage

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74509

Horrible

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74510

It has caused division in relationships. Depression. Anxiety. Loss of freedom of movement. I
miss seeing faces. Can't hear what people are saying when they're wearing a mask. Can't
worship with mask on. Can't visit with my own family. Funerals have been canceled. Can't visit
someone whose dying.

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74511

It has affected my finances greatly. My children have suffered Immensely because of it,
emotionally and mentally. They can no longer endure lock downs and isolation. While other
parts of the world are living more freely. Our country is in a prison. The duration term of a virus
is three years. We are now in the end of that term.This has to come to an end for the sake of
our children's future. Canadians need to have their faith and trust built back up in their
government, or we will collapse. I love my country. I just want our freedom back. God bless
Canada.

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74512

In infinite ways. Physically, mentally, emotionally, psychologically….and that goes for my
children x a billion

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74513

It’s all BS no one should be forced to put something in their bodies Rape culture at its finest.
Loss of income

2/18/2022 11:55 AM

74514

I feel I have been vilified and made to feel that I am some sort of crack pot because I can not
give my informed consent to be vaccinated.

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74515

Can not travel, go out to eat, watch my grandson play hockey ect ect.

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74516

We have been shunned by businesses, our friends. Our children have been isolated from
school and friends. It isn't right at all.

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74517

The mandates have taken away my freedom of choice!

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74518

1. I have been placed on unpaid leave from my job of 13 years until I comply with the
provincial policy for public employees of accepting a vaccine or biweekly testing. 2. I have
zero income as the EI doesn't allow me to collect due to the same criteria. 3. Out of 6 grown
children we have lost connection with 3 of them & their families. 4. We had to sell our only
rental home and ask the family living there to move out. 4. Our church family has split into two
groups and has dwindled into a very small church of 30% of pre-covid attendance. 5. My
husband was requested to accept early retirement from his job of 30 years as the pandemic
began in March 2020. Yes, we have a lot of collateral damage from this 2 weeks to flatten the
curve.

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74519

Being away from family and friends.

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74520

Severely, business,friends,elderly, socially

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74521

Changed it completely. In THREE words, LOST MY FREEDOM and its getting worse

2/18/2022 11:54 AM
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74522

I have 2 teenagers that have way more issues, even diagnosed, since covid and the
restrictions have been mandated. I have a 3 year old that doesn’t know anything, but
mandates….. I am a single parent and can’t even go out and meet people for my 3 year old
and it is very sad. This is NOT the world I want my children to grow up in and it is NOT the
world I will allow them to grow up in!

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74523

Ostracized

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74524

I ended up in hospital nearly losing my life after attempted suicide. My childrens mental health
has been effected.

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74525

Missing family, can't travel to do non profit Missionary work, isolation from friends

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74526

Loss job

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74527

Physically, mentally, emotionally and spiritually, I am worse off, as is my husband and
children.

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74528

Limited seeing our family whom live in senior housing and mental health issues with our
children.

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74529

Taken away all freedoms we have had in the past

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74530

Divided my family, limited my life and most important not allowed to be with my family member
when she passed away on Jan 1st. She died all alone and I will never, ever forgive the
government, any of them for that

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74531

They killed my mother! It has affected my income! It has infringed massively on my rights in a
FREE country

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74532

Mandates have created lack of access to a lot of businesses , I went to.

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74533

Kept me away from loved ones

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74534

It’s bullshit. Let people decide their own life! Government overreach is way beyond their duties.
Fire em all!! I’ve watched the numbers and nothing supported any of their actions. Death totals
in Canada have not changed over ten years. Just changed the label and scared most into
complying. I’m disgusted with the governments all round actions and vote ZERO
CONFIDENCE in all aspects of government

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74535

My kids are masked every day at school which is insane

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74536

I can’t travel, can’t go to restaurants or theatres. My kids can’t play sports

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74537

The biggest thing is my children’s mental health has been on a steady decline. They are now
home schooled. So they don’t get that vital social interaction that is so important. Because of
my stance on this “vaccine”, I have had death wished upon me. We have had to endure the
hate speech that has come out of the mouth of our prime minister. We have been segregated
like dirty, filthy, germ ridden third class citizens. Our rights have been trampled on by all levels
of government. I will never trust another government, health official, vaccine, bank or media for
as long as I live. Unfortunately, because my children have been treated the same, they will
grow up with this same mistrust.

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74538

Depression, mental illness

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74539

It has drove me to drinking

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74540

I have felt like a second class citizen for the first time in my life.

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74541

In more negative ways than I can count but the biggest is loss of family and friends time.

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74542

Killed it

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74543

Struggles for my children to live normal lives

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74544

Prefer not to disclose

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74545

Haha! How has it not?

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74546

Has divided me from friends family and work

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74547

Depression lonliness

2/18/2022 11:54 AM
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74548

It has caused huge division with in family and friends. Feel like I’ve lost my freedoms to chose
what’s best for me and my family.

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74549

I have been segregated, isolated and cut off

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74550

It has affected my families life in so many ways , Mental health struggles Anxiety Kids not
wanting to go to school because of the mandates. Kids in and out of school for the last two
years has put them academically behind. Missing out on important milestones due to
restrictions Not being able to attend a loved ones celebration of life. These mandates need to
end NOW! Being coerced into taking a vaccination that none of my family wanted to take. But
had to to keep our jobs , to be able to enter into a rink to watch our children play hockey. Not
being able to travel freely.

2/18/2022 11:54 AM

74551

Completely disrupted

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74552

Ruined my business my mental health my social connection to my community to which I’m
highly involved, robbed me of travel and kept me from seeing my daughter for 2 years, broken
family tues, it has imprisoned me in every way I feel as though I have spent 2 years in prison
in solitary confinement I have been stripped of my human rights! It is war on Canadian citizens
war of the mind body and soul

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74553

Not able to see family. Lost contracts for our business.

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74554

It’s been a nightmare, The answers you here are all over the board nothing for certain.

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74555

Felt as though my freedom of choice was taken away with mandatory vaccinations, felt forced
to take the shot or risk not being able to support my family completely stripped of freedom of
choice

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74556

Lost my paycheque and unable to participate in society.

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74557

Kept me from my family, kept my son from his family. Impacted my loved ones and my own
mental and physical health. Divided the economy.

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74558

It has impacted every aspect of our lives.

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74559

I can no longer fly which I need to do for work. My mental health as I can no longer go to the
pool and swim and I have chronic health issues where swimming is important. The mental
health of my family. I have been verbally abused many times as I can’t safely wear a mask for
long periods of time...even 5 mins sometimes affects me.

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74560

Financial ruins

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74561

Mentally, physically and family relationships have all been affected.

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74562

Lost majority of my income , lost family & friends, kids mental health and marks have been
greatly damaged. Lost hope, mental health and opportunities for a virus that over 98% survive!

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74563

Delayed medical procedures. No in person doctor visits. Limited work.

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74564

I’ve lost all respect for my government I’m unable to go travel and to restaurants certain stores
without showing papers!!

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74565

All of them

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74566

Not vaccinated so can’t leave the house basically

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74567

Isolation is bad and it effects my business

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74568

It sucks!!! We need each other, don’t separate lives and families. Grow up and remember we
have always had flus and viruses go around!

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74569

Church has suffered!! Division amongst our family!! Depression from no social gatherings

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74570

Awful, lost my job, friendships and family members are soo segregated and divided! Soo tragic
what Trudeau has been saying and doing, or should I say NOT doing!

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74571

Incredibly, the lies, deception segregation harm to the old and children is beyond thinking...

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74572

Lost my job, mental stress and depression of living in a dictatorship.

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74573

In every way.

2/18/2022 11:53 AM
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74574

The shear stupidity & lies of the whole gong show have been very hard to digest !

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74575

It is all an infringement on the freedom of a Canadian citizen going completely against the
principles that the charter of freedoms and rights have been put in place for

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74576

It has horrifically damaged, attacked and threatened my life and the lives of my fellow
Canadians. This needs to end immediately. Trudeau is a horrible person and should be
ashamed of himself.

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74577

It’s limit me from being a proud Canadien. It’s made me feel depressed and unsure of life. It’s
a free country and our pm is trying to make it a communist country. It’s making the world feel
very dark and bleak. It has not allowed me to visit my elderly Dad in a senior care Center.
When I’m out it feels like the devils presence is very strong. All these mandates and
restrictions are evil. It’s not about a virus!!

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74578

I have had to see my loved ones get the vaccines and their children !!!!

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74579

It has been a nightmare and all for stuff that does not work. Feeling very discouraged

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74580

Keeps me from seeing my friends in Canada

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74581

Expensive

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74582

I have lost my job, my kids mental health is in the shitter, it’s all we can do to not talk about it
all…

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74583

Financial ruin, depression, anxiety, physically not able to see a doctor

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74584

Restrictions for family and work

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74585

Lost my job, my child doesn’t want to leave the house, my other child is stuck with a mask
strapped to her face at school, dance, girl guides

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74586

Unable to visit family, the elderly, shopping, church attendance.. anxiety, uncertainty, worries,
eating in pulic places without masks, and vaccine passports… unable to visit family living i
other countries and worrying about them.. Want PEACE and World UNITY!!! God Bless ALL
the people of the world and ALL the World and eveyone and everything in it!’🙏🏻🙏🏻🙏🏻

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74587

Limits on many of my rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74588

No freedom

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74589

Major plummeting mental health for me and some of my children.

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74590

My 12 year old son is bi-polar and has now been suicidal over the mandates for the last year. I
had to sell my business to stay home with him. He needs his life back!

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74591

I can no longer take my little children to the pool. It’s winter and cold and hard to play outside
and we can’t even go to the pool! My sone has only been to the pool a handful of times at 3
years old and that breaks my heart. I cannot go to restaurants anymore and friends of mine
have lost their jobs. We are also now trapped in this country not being allowed to travel. I have
to live with the constant uncertainty of ‘what if’s’ around my children staying healthy and unhurt
so that we don’t have to bear the decision of taking them to a hospital where they will try to
force us to leave them on their own in the hands of strangers; strangers who will question us
and them relentlessly about vaccine status and may administer an injection without parental
consent. There’s also the horrific uncertainty that we may be refused treatment in the first
place. This is all unthinkable and unbearable. Hearts and souls are broken and people are filled
with discrimination and hate.

2/18/2022 11:53 AM

74592

Terribly no social life

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74593

I have become a recluse in my own home because of the anxiety the govt has caused me!!!!
This needs to end immediately so I can have my life back!!!

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74594

My whole family has had Covid twice, they are all vaccinated . My daughters and I are not, my
oldest is a nurse and she has had adverse reaction in past to vaccine. I vaccinate, my last
was Tetnius in 2019 when I got bit by a dog while working for canada post. However, this is an
experiment drug regardless of how fast we can put a stamp on it. To support my daughters I
have chose not to get it to be aligned with them. My girls and I are mistreated by vaccinated
people. Deprecation symptoms are high. No more mandates

2/18/2022 11:52 AM
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74595

Loss of my job as a hospital social worker. Loss of friends and family. Mental health issues for
myself and my 5 year old.

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74596

The mandates have segregated my family along with others and have kept me from having the
chance to say goodbye to two dying family members. It has effected my mental health. Along
with My family having to sell our house due to financial loss during this time and re locate due
to the mandate’s as well. It has effected myself and my family in every way.

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74597

Isolation, not able to see family.

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74598

As I have a medical exemption, many places have not accepted it even though the health
authorities approve of said exemption. Therefore my life has been limited as far as being
allowed into stores reasterants travel etc. Also have been yelled at and accused of killing
people because of not wearing a mask. These mandates have divided my country, my family,
my friends, etc as well as my friends/family have died from the vaxx and so it has been hard.

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74599

Disruptive in my family, a healthy friend’s death 3 days after taking vaccine, masking
unnecessary, distancing unnecessary, since “Covid” never was, only regular flu.

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74600

Watching the division in friends & family and seeing SO many business suffer & people forced
to do things they don’t want to.

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74601

Everyway

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74602

i now have no life, and have lost 60% of who i thought were my friends, our communities have
been divided, this situation went from a medical issue and turned into a political issue

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74603

It has caused me extreme levels of anxiety about losing my job, my rights and freedoms, and
not being able to leave the country! It's abhorrent!

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74604

Staying away from people, preparing emotionally to lose my 5 vaccinated children and their
families. missing 2 yrs of being around them. Worse, losing faith in mankind. Sad like never
before.

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74605

very shameful, unable to ask questions. Silencing of the people from day one. No wonder it
has turned like this. The people have lost all confidence

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74606

All of them

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74607

Reduced income, mental pressure, could not enjoy my life

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74608

N/A

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74609

The mandate has made me feel divided from my friends and family. I feel as if I have no
control over anything in my life anymore - it makes me worried for my kids sake. They should
have a choice in what they want to put into their bodies as well as freedom to enjoy their lives
to the fullest in their country.

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74610

I've been segregated from society because of my corrupt gov't partaking in a globalist plan to
destroy Canada and bring in NWO . I believe this is Crines against humanity since these shots
are not vaccines and are injuring and killing hundreds of thousands if not millions of innocent
people. I'm not brainwashed by propaganda and have been willing to research outside of gov't
so called 'science'and its clear we're being headed to slaughter like livestock . If this isn't
stopped we are globally doomed. Klaus Schwab can't wait . I live in fear daily for my children
and grandchildren . Canada needs to stand up to this tyranny before its too late if it's not
already

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74611

Unable for kids to be in activities or clubs for enrichment or education or socialization

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74612

eliminated travel plans

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74613

Ruined

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74614

The price of everything has tripled due to shortage of workers and goods but wages remain the
same. It is becoming impossible to keep your head above water

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74615

Greatly, in a very negative way.

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74616

It has turned my life into a solitary existance

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74617

Division in my family, segregation and ostracism, anxiety, loss of sleep, frustration, and many

2/18/2022 11:52 AM
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other stress related conditions for me and my family
74618

It stopped me from being able to attend my brother's funeral

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74619

Not travelling Not socializing as much Separated family

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74620

LOST MY PART TIME JOB IN RETIREMENT

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74621

Affects my nursing job. And has taken my childrens freedom away. No sports allowed unless
in masks. Or vax. No camps..

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74622

It’s a restricted way of living you don’t feel free to live like you used to. Too much government
overreach.

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74623

It has estranged me from being with my family….affected my job…. And my mental health
affected my ability to travel to see family and close friends. Put a wedge between vaxx and
non vaxx family and friends

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74624

Inability to freely travel or enter business areas where there are restrictions re masking and
faxing. Severe social and familial separations, divisions and damage done to personal
relationships.

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74625

I have become anxious and depressed and feel completely isolated . My kids are suffering at
school. This all needs to end and let us learn how to live in a society with covid without all
these mandates and restrictions and our businesses being closed down

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74626

Its depressing and people have right if choice and should be free to do and go and work No
passports

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74627

It’s made EVERYTHING hard Rifts in families

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74628

Extremely terribly. Husband lost his job and I’m on disability. The mandate has ruined us.

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74629

It almost collapsed our family financially. We accumulated extra dept.

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74630

To long to answer

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74631

Yes

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74632

Negatively. Substantial discrimination Job loss, Loss of friends and family through political
propaganda and political hate speech that has carried down from Trudeau to the people of
Canada.

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74633

It runined my mental health, relationships with friends and family. My social life. Just my entire
life in general

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74634

It has affected myself personally and is all as a family. I developed anxiety and depression
and my kids don’t have opportunity to have a normal childhood and play with friends. We
haven’t been able to travel neither for work, not for pleasure. This can not continue!

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74635

I lost my job in healthcare after 10yrs of service.

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74636

Practically bankrupted both my small business

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74637

In ways too numerous to mention here

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74638

Loss of freedom. Mental health anguish due to lockdowns & restrictions contributed to suicide
of family member.

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74639

as retired people living in the country, not very much

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74640

I have lost time with family and friends, we have lost income for to multiple closures of my
husband's work causing major financial stress, I have loved ones who have lost their lives due
to taking the vaccine. My children have been negatively impacted by all the restrictions. They
have lost almost half their lives due to restrictions. I believe the restrictions have had a
negative impact on their social and mental health!

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74641

It has divided my family, my friends, and has imprisoned me in my home.

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74642

lost family

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74643

Negatively.

2/18/2022 11:52 AM
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74644

Limiting. Though they were implemented to help keep people safe in the unknown it has now
escalated to hate and division.

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74645

Division in my family

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74646

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74647

Anxiety ,depression, fear, losing friends and family, losing relationships , cost of living brings
us to poverty living are just a few I can start with.

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74648

Loss of work No contact with friends and family. Mental health. Live became very stressful
ever since the mandates came in effect

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74649

Mentally

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74650

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74651

Loss of income. Freedom to worship freely.Built wedges between family members and friends.
Depression.

2/18/2022 11:52 AM

74652

Causing health issues

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74653

I have had covid 19 I'm unvaccinated, and have not been able to visit my four-year-old
granddaughter who was in Costa Rica for 3 years.

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74654

I have lost many friends, received hate mail because I believe that I have a right to choose
what I put in my body. It's devastating what is happening right now because of the PM's lack of
leadership and respect for the working class.

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74655

All of them

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74656

Never see my family

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74657

Can't mix and mingle, can't breathe with the masks, depression, seclusion etc... Mostly
negatively.

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74658

Might lose my house.

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74659

ruined my ability to work and visit my US husband. cannot travel between canada and US

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74660

i was kept from seeing my mother after she had a car accident. only when she was drugged up
and could not respond were we allowed to see her . to late then.

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74661

I have a medical exemption and even with that people have treated me terribly. I have had to
fight for my right to be places. My bank still refuses to serve me at a till. We have not been
able to continue our family tradition of taking our kids to a restaurant for their birthday. My
youngest two have not been able to learn the life saving skill of swimming and I am afraid my
older two have forgotten since it has been so long. My whole families mental health has
suffered and I do not understand how natural immunity means nothing to our government!

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74662

It has been a nightmare of emotions the mental toll is to numerous, how the government's
have abused everyone needs justice.

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74663

Na

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74664

It’s has been horrible. It has created division in personal relationships and church family. It has
created an extreme amount of stress. I have had to take 3-4 weeks off work when I didn’t have
Covid because of symptoms. It’s been a couple of the worst financial years of our lives. Very
very stressful. I feel like I live in a country where I don’t belong anymore

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74665

Broke up my family and friends

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74666

Forced me into nion solitary confinment as a widow living alone ...due to QRS & having almost
literally died from severe vax reaction & drs refusal to treat or provide medical excemption. Vx
destroyed my hard earned excellent health, heart just for starters on physical level.
Periocarditis & costochondritis explain only some of my symptoms...barely able to breath I
spent the over 4 mnths largely bedridden, in & out of emergency with 14..24 hour to 3 day
suffocating heart like thrombotic attacks as was unable to get any meds/care/sent home to die
alone & all ghosted me, lied when medical excempt came up. Clearly they were afraid
protecting vx. It obliterated my livelyhood & damage done by will surely cut my life short. I still
struggle health wise with issues created by feeling my heart damage every minute of every

2/18/2022 11:51 AM
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day. But I am more often able to get out & I desperately need to for my mental health but the
QR codes have illuminate that. I have already had my natural booster( anti body tests should
have been allowed as an option) having had omicron in dec 20 despite vx & I fought off the
delta seamlessly in oct 20 prior to having vx when my health was perfect before vx ruined it &
my heart..I've incurred a tremendous amount of extra expenses & most my income lost since.
For my mental health & what now shortened time/future as a widow living alone I NEED to be
able to get out, socialise & go on dates (which the so uncanadian unjustified given vx doesnt
stop spread, nor even getting) QR code is making nion impossible..
74667

Did a lot of damage

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74668

I have lost 2 years of contact with family and friends and have not been able to travel.

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74669

It has devided my family. It has made me feel sad, fearful and lonely.

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74670

Completely! I can’t go anywhere or do anything.

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74671

Not enough time to state. The control of the media and censorship has to stop! Transparency!
Government failed with the masks and lack of person protective equipment at the beginning.

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74672

Business dramatically affected

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74673

I have lost my career. I have been forced to go back to minimum wage and I am unable to
support my family adequately!

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74674

Family friends doing day to day things going to the doctors

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74675

It really hasn't. But the political grab for power and money is obvious and disgusting. As was
the double standard at and after Christmas when the vaxxed got and transmitted omnicron yet
the public safety measures did not reflect appropriately.

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74676

Mentally / financially

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74677

I lost my job for no jab I have cancer and refuse to experiment on my body with the jab.

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74678

Family members have lost their jobs, my children have been deregistered from post secondary
school and lost tuition money, my mental health is deteriorating on a daily basis and for the
first time ever I’m embarrassed to be a Canadian

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74679

The mandates has severely divided our family and friends. Not just because of the fact that
the vacines are experimental, and have already proven NOT to work...but It it is our choice, to
be vaccinated or not. It should never have been mandated in the 1st place. I believe the the
sciences has proven mandates are non beneficial to the population and in many cases have
proven dangerous to one's health and well being. It is because of my health conditions that I
choose not to be vaccinated. I as I have always been one who reacts very badly to pretty
much any type of prescition medication. In spite of that, I am a cancer survivor and also deal
with arthritis and fibromyalgia on a daily basis. So far everyone I know of who has taken the
vacine with similar health conditions to mine, has in fact reacted badly to the vacinne as well.
My husband owns a highway tractor and drives long distance in & out of Canada and the
United States. He has now received an award and recognition for traveling 3 million miles
safely for the last 25 years. We barely make a living in the industry, but get by. He has
traveled succesfully in and out of Canada for the last 2 years through all. Of these mandates
and has had no issues. There is no need for the mandates it is a infringement on our privacy
and our well being has been affected negatively by it. We thought we lived in a free country?
Please help make it so again.

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74680

Deep depression

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74681

Cant do shit, i have my 2 vaccin and still cant do shit

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74682

It’s a nightmare

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74683

Greatly but I support the government looking at the bigger picture

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74684

It took away my Charter of Rights and Freedoms....end it NOW

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74685

My Theater company has been significantly affected by the mandates and therefore lack of
potential clients. I have been rejected from society because I refuse to be forced to vaccinated
myself for a flu. I am pro-choice. My teenage daughters have suffered rejection and alienation
from the school and the students. Having to quite competitive dancing, not been able to ski or

2/18/2022 11:51 AM
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snowboard. My eldest daughter has a real medical exemption to not wear a mask. She has
been the only one in her school of 2000 students in Quebec to not have to wear one. Since
then we have moved to NB, Moncton. Here too she was the only one in 1000 students to not
wear one. But the last two weeks the school district and public health have taken away get
exemption stating it is not a appropriate medical reason to not wear a mask. She had to either
wear one or stay all alone in a class all days and do solo work. She picked the mask. The
have been on her case from the beginning. Her health is at risk by wearing one. I told them
that I held them personally responsible if her health would deteriorate.
74686

bad

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74687

I have lost friends, family, money. I have been isolated. It’s been awful

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74688

It has restricted my freedom of choice.

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74689

loneliness

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74690

Can’t travel, get medical care easily, can’t go to indoor activities and we get hassled by the
brainwashed vaxxed.

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74691

My children no longer play sports. They wear masks for 30 hours a week that have rubbed the
back of their ears raw and made them feel like they can't breathe. It's effected my marriage,
my children's mental health is suffering, my youngest has social issues and no friends. My
kids haven't had birthday parties and are being excluded by peers. The fear mongering has
given them anxiety. My 87 yr old grandma is alone and depressed. I can't go back to work. My
husband's career has been effected negatively.

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74692

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74693

This has created to much division in our country.. Vaccine should have always been a choice..

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74694

Segregated us as a family because we won’t share our status

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74695

Lost my job of 13 years after working the scary part of the pandemic , then when we all knew
more I was sent home because the government didn’t like my choice to not get a trial vaccine,
lost my vehicle, my choices my rights , family and friends are not part of my life as it created
a decide. I have watched abuses and people return to that, as there is less resources. ,
employment services will not review my claim as I was health care and no compliance with
government, even tho it’s a choice. I have watched so many horrific things change , people,
loved ones, roles in the community . Children . Family’s - children and parents fight over the
pandemic and choices. It’s so sad , suicidal attempts on teens . Our government funding his
choice at the risk of his people he is supposed to support.

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74696

Keeping myself and friends and loved ones safe

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74697

Nobody has the right to coerce or force anyone to do anything to their body. Nobody should
feel judged for what they decide is right for them. I have lost confidence in our government and
health officials over the lies and over reach of political powers. I have lost family members and
not been "allowed" to visit them in their loneliest times.

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74698

It has separated my family, made me feel depressed, stopped me from being able to go places

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74699

I have missed most of my grandson’s basketball games

2/18/2022 11:51 AM

74700

Not too much

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74701

It has broken family ties and caused suffering both emotional and physical for people we care
about. It has caused so much sorrow and mistrust in our government.

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74702

The mandate has affected my families life negatively

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74703

It has prevented me from joining activities that would have benefited not only my physical
health but my mental health as well. It's caused me a great deal of worry and depression due
to the ridiculous measures that have been taken that never make any sense. I worry for the
futures of the children experiencing these mandates, the disconnection from others, the
closure of businesses all over the world and the debt they will be forced to make up for.

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74704

A lot..couldn't go to church or travel..fear at first..couldn't see my family..couldn't get my hair
done and so much more..depression..couldn't go in restaurants couldn't go in other provinces
so ridiculous for a flu that's 99% curable and masks so hard on my breathing

2/18/2022 11:50 AM
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74705

They have divided my family, my friends and my community! My granddaughters have sores
around their mouths from wearing masks all day in school. Not to mention the psychological
harm. It is clear that the covid-19 measures have been implemented as part of a larger
scheme to control humanity. The harm being done is beyond words! We need to stand up to
this now or humanity will forever be changed for the worse.

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74706

I have lost my job, my husband lost his job, we can't participate in society. My kids can't do
normal activities. I can't leave the country.

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74707

I haven't let it affect me!

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74708

I work in the restaurant industry..the affect has been nothing short of catastrophic. There has
been a lack of transparency and explanation as to how these decisions are made, specifically
concerning the alleged "scientific" justification for measures like vaccine passports, curfews
and lockdowns. There seems to be no plan forward, and no discussion around how and when
we return to pre-Covid life.

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74709

I feel mandates did more harm than good.

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74710

Mental health issues with many people , neglect in long term care, and I’ve seen this and more
working my family and friends and work setting

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74711

I can’t go out for dinner, take my granddaughter anywhere when I’m babysitting her. I hope she
never remembers any of this.

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74712

Reduced quality of a happy free joyous life in all aspects.

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74713

I had to close down my fitness business.

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74714

In every way we lost our freedom for everything

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74715

Stress, mental health, job loss

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74716

It was Caused nothing but heartache for all my family friends and everyone I know it is
complete bullshit it needs to end now

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74717

I have had family turn on each other. I was hit by an impaired driver back in May and have
strugled to get proper medical services and now they are going to mandate that my massage
therapist be fully vaxed which means I wil now have to find a new one when I’ve been seeing
my current one for for over Fifteen years. I’m exhausted instead of focusing on my health I’m
worried about losing my business as well I have o faith in the current govt

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74718

divided my family as some have chosen to be vaccinated and some have not, my family has
never ever been divided before and Trudeau supports this division, shameful, he has killed
family dynamics for political gain

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74719

It has caused severe depression and suicidal thoughts.

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74720

Inability to travel, see my friends and relatives, apply for jobs in banks and government
institutions, take my kids to different fitness classes, constant anxiety of the government
communism decisions/laws.

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74721

Kids sports programs cancelled. Work interruptions. Stress.

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74722

Unable to travel to see my son. Unable to go to theatre, restaurants, sports facilities, fitness
activities

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74723

I have lost my livelihood by being suspended and placed on an illegal unwanted unpaid Leave
of Absence, nearly lost my condo because I could not afford my mortgage. I dropped 90%
income the first and second years of the lockdowns. It took me 12 months to find a new job. I
was working 1 day per week initially, since it was a contractual temporary part time position, so
I went to get 2 more jobs, which I was fired from 3 days before reaching the 3 months mark
simply because I was about to achieve a unionized status (and I was told this was the reason
why I was being fired)!!!! I recently got fired from the other job I held for more than a year too.
Therefore, I find myself once again unemployed. I am extremely stressed out: I have
insomnia, no appetite, I loose my hair a lot, I have headaches, I’m irritable, I cry often, I am
feeling sad, angry, isolated and so on. I lost many friendships in the last 2 years so I feel
alone. I live very far from my family and it is very hard not to be by their side. If I find myself in
a difficult financial predicament again, I might have to consider dumpster diving to feed myself
so I can keep the roof over my head. I just want to go back to my livelihood, my career I had

2/18/2022 11:50 AM
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at a major Canadian Airline Company. I want to be able to pay my bills and not have to
sacrifice more than I have already. I canceled my travel insurance, my home telephone,
Internet, television cable subscription, car insurance and sold material things in order to
survive the best I could and save enough to be able to continue paying my mortgage. I have
suffered enough already. I cannot take more of this torture! The Covid injections have not
proven to be effective because so many people contracted Covid despite being double and
triple vaccinated (including the Prime Minister). People have lost their businesses! Countless
people have committed suicide! Families have been destroyed! Lives have been ruined! It has
to stop! It has gone too far! Many countries are re-opening all over the world and, here in
Canada, Trudeau continues to push his tyrannical measures that have proven to be ineffective
as well (lockdowns, social distancing, masking, reduced capacity in businesses, remote
learning for students and so on). This nonsense has to come to an end. It does not work!
Canadians Rights, Freedoms and Liberties have been trampled on. ENOUGH !!!! We see so
much corruption at all levels of government and institutions: it is absolutely vile and disgusting.
I am appalled and angry at the way this country is being run. What a disgrace! What a shame!
I am ashamed to be Canadian for the first time of my life. THIS HAS TO STOP
IMMEDIATELY! Canada is a Democratic country and not a Dictatorship. The government has
to work for the People and not against them. END THIS TYRANNY IMMEDIATELY and let
Canadians go back to their lives, to their jobs. We have to get working again to help this
immense economical crash that has been created with this problematic situation. People all
over the country are loosing their houses, 2 millions of Canadians have lost their jobs,
hundreds of thousands of businesses have closed down. Mental health is a disaster, morale is
at an all time low and things have to change (for much better). We need to start rebuilding our
new world and NOT according to the New World Order Agenda. We need to govern ourselves if
the government is there only to collude, steel money, enriching themselves without any
consideration for the People they are supposed to work for and serve. I have reached my limit
12 months ago already. This ends TODAY!
74724

Divided friends and family, caused tension, affected my mental health and that of my children

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74725

I have no life because of it . I lost my clients teaching yoga Nidra and workshops , I’ve been
waiting for double knee replacement . Due to all of these restriction surgeries are not being
done and I have been waiting for two years already and I’m totally disabled because of it so I
can’t even walk and I need the surgery. Also my mental health is suffered greatly as I have
literally been in the house alone for the last two years and especially since my knees have got
worse over the last two years I am not even able to go out to the shops to get my food. I
should’ve had my surgery by now and apparently the doctor said I’ll probably be waiting
another two years or more to get my double knee replacement because of the backlog due to
the lack of surgeries because of all of the restrictions. So no work, no money, disabled, and I
literally don’t see anybody because of all the mandates so mental health is suffering. This
needs to end now. Let the virus work itself through just like the flu . I haven’t been able to see
my family and my children because of this as well. I don’t mind sanitizing my hands and
wearing a mask if I’m going to see somebody but other than that this is ridiculous and needs to
end now

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74726

My business has suffered, I’ve had to get a 2nd part time job to make ends meet. Everywhere
I go people are angry and sad and it hurts my heart!

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74727

My mental health has suffered immensely. I want to cry all of the time with the hatered and
division Trudeau has caused. I have lost many friends and family. I was also coerced to get
the vaccine or lose my job and livelihood. Trudeau is NOT a leader in any sense of the word. It
saddens me to see what he has done to our beautiful Country.

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74728

Mental Health my body my freedom I decide to put in my body This must end thank you

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74729

No job! Single person with many things to pay for! Worked during whole thing Not Getting Sick
Once! In Health Care for 35 yrs!

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74730

I have a history of medical reactions and am therfore not vaccinated. I am grateful for those
that gor it. It was a great relief that my elderly parents got vaccinated. I have been labelled,
targeted and discriminated against for making a personal.medocal interest that is in my own
best interest. We have followed restrictions and support those whobthink differently than us.
Our asthmatic 12 year old has been forced to wear masks at school. She was thought to have
outgrown her childhood asthma. In the past year and a half she has had the worst symptoms
she has ever had and is on a ridiculous amount of medications because of it. Her symptoms
get better and even go away entirely during school breaks such as Christmas and summer.
Once back in a mask all day at school her symptoms return within a few days. I am so
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frustrated. As a family with other medical concerns I feel betrayed by our health officials
making decisions for one disease and ignoring the other diseases. The first 6 months to a year
I gave the benefit of the doubt but I now have little trust in our health care system and
government. We have also had covid on our home, luckily we were not overly sick. We have
recently paid privately for antibody testing and waiting those results. Mandates have never
been the answer to this issue when natural immunity is being completely ignored. I don't need
to be a scientist to know that one size fits all solutions don't make sense in a medical
scenario. Stop the madness and end mandates. ALL medical conditions matter and Medical
Privacy matters. Vaccine hesitancy is a bullshit word for something that has not finished the
trial phase. You have a large population of people who are now hesitant to visit hospitals. Rant
over.
74731

Separated me from people close to me, disturbed relationships. Some loneliness, feeling
unsupported at times. Strong emotions of frustration and anger, and feeling passionate about
fighting for our freedom!

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74732

One thing is getting a test to get on an airplane. Then you must wear a mask all day from
airport to airport and while on the plane. What is the point of the test??? EVERYBODY had to
do one. EVERyBODY had to have a negative result. There is NO distancing on a plane (the
best and only true way to prevent further infection). So what is the point of everybody on that
plane having to wear a mask the entire time? These mandates had their place, are now out of
date or innefective or just plain a waste of time.

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74733

Both my employment and that of my wife's has been reduced by 80%. We can't sustain this
for much longer.

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74734

Loss of work

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74735

Mild inconveniences, but as to be expected during a global pandemic.

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74736

Killed a third of my income. Lost a few thousand dollars in deposits for vacations. Tearing
friends and family apart. Stopping us from seeing loved ones in care homes.

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74737

What life? The authorities have and have always been tyrants

2/18/2022 11:50 AM

74738

I was forced to retire early or be fired!

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74739

We have lost our right to live a free life and are prisoners in our own country.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74740

Terribly TERRIBLE. DIVISION of FAMILY, FRIENDS & WORK. SAD.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74741

All bullshit

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74742

Civil wars have been fought for less

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74743

Depression.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74744

In deferent way

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74745

Not being able to participate in programs for our children. Job loss. Loss of therapeutic
programs and speech services for our kids. No organized sports.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74746

I could not continue my work, freely worship with other believers, socialize except for close
family. I had to quit travel even though it is part of what my career entails. I made move to
Alberta to care for my aging mother because of the mental health issues she developed from
being isolated and was kept from traveling, and left my children behind in another province. My
husband and I have had no income this past year due to the mandates. I contracted Covid
from people who were triple vaccinated.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74747

Can’t visit with my parents has put up a wall between us and one of my kids who chose not to
get vaccinated. Can’t go anywhere to eat out with family or friends….etc.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74748

It has divided families, friends, elderly abuse without family ties, medical attention as every
thing is Covid19. They are causing more harm than good.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74749

It is time to end

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74750

Bankrupt, family and marriage break up

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74751

Was out of work for a long time ,also affects the customer base that's allowed in

2/18/2022 11:49 AM
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74752

For the first time in my life I have had a small glimpse at what it feels like to be a minority. I
was not able to be with my dad when he passed due to Covid protocols and it was in a hospital
in a region with zero cases. He made a decision to depart with dignity due to cancer and so he
was there to die. Only 2 people were allowed to be in the room so our family had to make
difficult choices. My children have not been able to participate in any school activities. I am no
longer able to coach sports which I have done for 20+ years. I can walk into a Tim Hortons and
order beside a vaccinated person but then I am unable to sit in the restaurant with the same
people. I have been denied my freedom to worship when retail malls and stores have been able
to stay open. My aunt also passed away from ALS and I was not able to attend the funeral
service. She was like a second mom to me but because of the lies that have been told about
unvaccinated people. My uncle was worried that he would be responsible if I made anyone ill.
A room full of double vaccinated people ( they had to show their vaccine passport) was
concerned they could get sick from an unvaccinated person. Everyone can catch it and
transmit it but what the government and public health out out on mainstream media creates
fear, manipulation and control. They should be ashamed of themselves. I have close friends
who no longer associate with us because of my vaccine status. My 19 year old son is
attending university and felt coerced to get the vaccine. He is a healthy young man that takes
really good care of himself but he was not allowed to play golf, outside with his own clubs
without a vaccine. He couldn’t go to the gym or practically anywhere with his roommates so he
decided his mental health would have to take a priority. He was paralyzed with fear as he sat in
the waiting room after his first dose(he was required to sit for 30 mins due to his anaphylaxis)
and he watched another young girl stand up from her chair and pass out on the floor in front of
him. He sat there for over an hour terrified that something horrible was going to happen when
he stood up. His favorite thing to do is play soccer and he is watching footballers all over the
world dropping dead at practice, in warms ups and games from heart attacks etc at a rate
never before seen. Those that wanted to get vaccinated have and a fair numbers against their
will being medically raped by these mandates. Enough is enough!

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74753

Hell on wheels - turned everything upside down . Lost Hope in Canada - Literally Hated the last
2 yrs No Scientific Evidence , No Live Sample , Never been Isolated or Purified to date .. all
for their Agenda and the World Economic Forum and Medical Fraud

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74754

Family and friends have lost their jobs (I will potentially lose mine), I am 'othered' as an
unvaccinated person

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74755

Family Division, job losses, Mental Health declined, loss of trust in our government, police
force, and medical system. Lost family members to suicide and drug overdose. Lost precious
time with a grandparent before they passed. My children's mental health was negatively
affected and they experience discrimination and segregation.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74756

It hasn't

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74757

I am bullied by government. Division and tension is now in my family and between friends. I
haven't been inside a building with my family and extended family in two years. I can't cross
the border to visit family. I can't fly on an airplane. My job of educating children has become
even more challenging due to masks effecting their social skills, oral language and
communication skills.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74758

I travel for work and am unvaccinated. Travel is bad enough. Only eating takeout in my hotel
room is depressing. Also I am unable to fly so must drive thousands of kilometres to get to
site

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74759

Dépression, anxiety, can’t see my family ,

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74760

Grandsons education, mental health, socially. Masks do not protect but must wear to keep
germs right there to be inhaled over and over again. Nothing with this pandemic is logical or
scientific. I don’t see the need of these things in light of the science that was never revealed to
the public. Scary to think proper documented has not been made public either. I wish for
debates with authorities and those educated in this arena with those making protocols. Make in
all public not just your indoctrination and bias and unrelenting ads and messages . We don’t
need all that and think of the expense. We are able to understand and some of us are critical
thinkers and can measure evidence when revealed for ourselves. Thanks

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74761

Aniexty, stress, divide, lack of freedoms under the charter.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74762

Restrictions of life as it was also discrimination

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74763

It has stopped me from seeing family can't eat in side restaurants, can't shop with out mask,

2/18/2022 11:49 AM
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74764

It’s made me acutely aware of what being a community is about. Looking out for others instead
of being a selfish asshole

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74765

Reduced freedom of movement and the restriction to take part in many activities or events.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74766

Piled on immense amounts of stress, divided my family & destroyed relationships in my family
& friends, isolated my children in a very unhealthy way, made our family feel like outcasts of
society, completely destroyed any trust in our government & media. The protests happening in
Ottawa are completely legal & peaceful, and the govt & media has been treating them like
terrorists. It’s evil. And now that the emergency act has been put into place, it is frustrating &
stressful to no end that it seems that no matter what the people do, no matter how many
speak up all over the entire world, NOTHING is being done about Trudeau’s complete
corruption & utter contempt for Canadian laws & the charter of rights & freedoms. He is a
completely inept leader who needs to be taken out of office immediately.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74767

I am a restaurant owner

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74768

I feel like I've been under house arrest every time limits are reimposed on gatherings. Fighting
depression has been a constant struggle.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74769

No restaurants, no seeing loved ones. No hugs

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74770

My kids mental health is down, I stress about losing my job and not being able to provide for
my kids, I feel trapped in my own country

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74771

There is not enough space here to describe how this has effected myself and family members.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74772

Negativity

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74773

- with compromised health issues was harassed daily by my workplace to get vaccinated more physical complications since complying AGAINST my choice

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74774

Can’t travel I have a medical procedure that I can’t get in Canada and I needed to get back to
Florida for a follow up but can’t because I am not vaccinated. Also had a place in Montana that
I had to sell because of not being able to go to for two years.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74775

Can’t travel Can’t visit my mother Loss of friends Feeling like I am being discriminated by my
government

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74776

I’m constantly verbally abused while out in public as I have Multiple sclerosis and have a
mask exemption. Forced out of my local grocer, laughed at by their staff, mocked by shoppers
and told I should do the world a favour and kill myself. All because I have a disease I have no
control of. When I spoke to Kelvin Geortzen, our local MLA, he also mocked, belittled me and
refused to address my legitimate concerns.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74777

It makes it hard to get together with family and friends.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74778

My whole families mental has has suffered. This has been terrible.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74779

Huge amount of stress and my career/job loss due to mandates.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74780

I have unrecognized natural immunity. And it's been lonely.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74781

I have been forced to pull my child out of extra curricular activities, because I was
unvaccinated and they needed parent involvement.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74782

Has destroyed my mental health the vaccine is poison

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74783

10

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74784

Job, travel, loss of connection with family, disconnect with community

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74785

Depression, anger, loss of family, son got a heart disease from vaccine

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74786

Isolation! Banned from enjoying the freedoms that used to be a part of my life. Freedom of
religion squashed! Masks make my lungs hurt. I have sores on my face from them! I cannot
leave my home country and return without fear of quarantine. Cost of living has been climbing
since mandates started. I live with the expectation that my freedoms will never be returned.
Stress and tensions in any small group I speak with (everyone is afraid because they might
get yelled at for being vax free or even being vaxed! No one is free! Freedoms for everyone are
gone and no one can prove these mandates keep us safe! Lost trust in media, politicians,
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health care professionals. Cannot have a candid transparent conversation with my dr. As he is
in fear of losing his job! Mandates and government over reach must end and media needs to
be cleaned up so they cannot be used to push government agendas!
74787

No job, and can’t go to university because I won’t take the poison

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74788

Limited access to everything

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74789

I lost my business, so therefore lots of money lost. And my health has declined. My eyesight
is worse from wearing the stupid face shield all day. And not to mention losing friends and
family over this because this has divided us all. It's so sad

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74790

divided my family

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74791

Divided family and friends Jobs Stress

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74792

I had to talk all my money out of the banks because Freeland said they would freeze the
assets of people supporting the truckers.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74793

Being treated like a second class citizen for no reason. Kids still masked at school,
depression,anxiety,not acknowledging natural immunity. Corrupt Government overreach is
never ok.

2/18/2022 11:49 AM

74794

I had Pfizer and had a heart attack although I was fit and perfectly healthy prior to it. I don’t
want second shot and I can’t get exemption. I teach art and I am also art therapist but can’t
work because of vaccine mandate. I was not able to travel to visit my family. I was not able to
use pool and other sport facilities to keep myself healthy and now first time in my life I’m
overweight. I am depressed because I am denied work and don’t have means to sustain
myself unless I start cleaning houses. I have 8 years of post secondary education. I feel
violated and discriminated in every aspect of my humanity. I followed all recommendations and
other measures (mask, distancing, isolation if there was a chance that I was exposed to virus).
I am a caring and kind person, I volunteer in community, yet I was called selfish, racist and
misogynist. I consider myself a feminist. I am also social democrat- not right wing or extremist
of any kind. I survived one war and totalitarian regime. What our government is doing now is as
bad and as traumatizing. I am against fear and hate mongering and the government doing this
to its citizens.I believe that science can’t thrive when scientists are shunned, bullied and
discredited if they disagree with corporate science. I am for the integrity of science and
academic thought. I’m against monopoly in drug production- how that serves humanity?To
justify the mandate, this government promoted all kind of things incompatible with a free,
progressive, democratic, inclusive society and I feel I lost my country. I want this to end- I
want my Canada back.

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74795

Wife and I placed on unpaid leave because we believe in freedom of choice. My young boys
must wear masks to school all day. They have been mentally impacted by the mandates. My
wife and I are face discrimination everytime we go to the oce arena to watch of boys play.

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74796

Cannot see my family. Cannot shop with mask on because I cannot breathe,Cannot assemble
with friends openly.I Cannot see a doctor because I am afraid they will force me to inject a
needle into me. Will probably die at home alone.

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74797

I lost my career.

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74798

Dramatically

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74799

HONK

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74800

I haven’t gone into restaurants for close to a year .. and have been excluded for not having a
vacation pass .

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74801

The effects it has on our seniors and our children people being isolated from their loved ones

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74802

Cannot see loved ones in Seniors homes, it has hurt friends & family relationships, it has been
discriminating against our fellow Canadian citizens and it has divided our country to which
great healing will need to take place if we want to be the True North Strong and Free.

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74803

It has pitted Canadians against Canadians...causing division in our society. The mandates
have to end!

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74804

Tramatized. Have mental issues that have increased my anxiety disorder and depression

2/18/2022 11:48 AM
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74805

I lost my job because of these mandates , at a care home where I had worked for 24 years, we
had the first covid round and were heroes, al of a sudden we were nobodys,that is not
acceptable ,shame on Trudeau

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74806

It brought devision in my family , This communist regime has to stop the vaccine was an
experiment from Gates and Fauci who made a lot on money. this is about the One world order
and Trudeau is under that Klaus Schwab to bring the greta reset, and we do not want this
regime where all our rights will be taken away , they will control our finances , our homes and
so forth. enough is enough get Trudeau out please now before it gets worst.

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74807

It has caused a major rift within my household. It has completely changed our minor daughter
who started out in grade 6 a happy healthy girl who over the past 2 years battled depression,
suicidal thoughts all last year, she’s completely the opposite due to the mandates and all she’s
had to endure, her health and mental health have greatly changed because of our government.
Our financial struggles are because of these mandates and my husband was forced to put
something in his body he didn’t want or it was loose his ability to provide for his family. The
stress we have endured has effected us tremendously on our mental well-being. Our
relationships with family and friends have been great changed we’ve lost multiple people we
cared about due to indifferences due to their fear because of our government and fake media.
It has made other life issues we have had to deal with more difficult like a predator who’s been
stalking my minor daughter for years I’ve spent thousands in lawyers fees not only have these
mandates caused me great anxiety because he’s been able to legally cover his face and I’ve
lived in fear of not knowing if he’s breached his terms of his restraining order but dealing with
court proceedings to deal with him because of these mandates and restrictions has been
simply awful to deal. These mandates have taken ever single part of enjoyment away of free
living we can do in our little family life we live in a prison! These mandates and government
have ruined my once beautiful Family and I’m doing everything possible to keep us together on
a thin thread

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74808

Socially

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74809

HOW? EVERYDAY LIFE IS EFFECTED

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74810

It has severely affected my life as I could not get employment, I was pretty much isolated and
on my own during the past two years, with the exception of a few months here and there. I felt
ostracized and put aside, like I was less than a human - especially when some government
and health officials were saying that unvaccinated people were 'stupid' and were 'killing other
people'. Believe me, that is NOT a nice feeling to live under for two years!!! I did not like being
forced to get vaccinated - I believe I am intelligent enough to decide that for myself.

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74811

Loss of job, privileges, joy

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74812

Cost of living has gone up, as a senior on a fixed income it’s becoming very difficult to live in
todays times. Everything keeps going up & up with no government financial help.

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74813

It has totally changed life and the way I live it. And not for the better.

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74814

Mentally and financially. I have known too many people that have struggled this way as well.

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74815

Communism.

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74816

loss of job, socializing with my family and lots of money lost

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74817

Mate lost job

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74818

no freedom at all to go where i want to

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74819

Felt forced to take vaccines to continue work and visit relatives in another province. Reduced
social opportunities with loved ones. The divisiveness it has caused in families and friends and
in our society has been very difficult for me .

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74820

Felt depressed and controlled

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74821

I have ignored all i can and lived normally. But the harassment of walking around maskless.
Not being able to go in all restaurants, and having children at home homeschooling because
the school wouldn't take the mask exemption. Also my husband was a long haul truck driver
and lost his job.

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74822

I’ve been placed on leave due to medical mandates, watched loved ones be coerced and
injured from the vaccine. I was unable to have a funeral for my Mother and Father when they

2/18/2022 11:48 AM
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died in December 2020 and had sub par medical care due to the mandates.
74823

No social interaction, loss of friends and family, no travel. My children have missed too much
to name! Learning issues, separation anxiety, lack of activities and inclusion. Fear!!

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74824

Caused unnecessary division between family members and friends and acquaintances.

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74825

I can’t visit my family and friends.

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74826

Reduced our business, staffing and customers.

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74827

it ruins it

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74828

I am losing my mind.

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74829

I haven't been able to visit my 95 year old mother for 8 months. She is healthy and not in a
care home but refuses to see me as she has been indoctrinated with the fear of a virus incited
from our government.

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74830

Lost my job in 2020 making it very hard to get by, since then it’s just been extremely
inconvenient in every way possible living with these mandates

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74831

I have lost friends because of our differences of opinion on the vaccine regulations. I've also
had a granddaughter abducted to the USA by her mother in order to protect her daughter from
the vaccine. Getting very little help from the police in order to find a way to return her to
Canada. I also have a granddaughter that got the jab while pregnant against my advice. She
decided to listen to her doctors instead and got sick the next day and lost the pregnancy within
10 days. I can't prove it was caused by the jab but I believe it was there reason. I could go on
and on with the negative impacts this experimental jab has caused in my life but it's seems the
government isn't going to listen to the people anyway.

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74832

Created division and awareness of the actual lack of knowledge and leadership from the
political parties running our Country❣️

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74833

In more ways than I can explain here

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74834

Locked up ! Going crazy having to look at fucken Trudope every day ! His ugly face is on
every news station .

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74835

Divided friends and family. Loss of income with my company.

2/18/2022 11:48 AM

74836

I have lost my job, it has divided friendships and family. It has caused depression and anxiety
about my future. I’ve pulled my kids from school because I was scared they’d force vaccines
on them. I no longer have faith in any government or government run institutions or in my
medical systems. And that is a VERY scary place to be when you trust no one because of
huge overreach.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74837

Family and friends have been divided. My wife and I have not travelled outside Canada since
January 2020. Events have been cancelled and postponed.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74838

Can't travel, go to gym or restaurants

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74839

Considerate cuts into my business income. Estrangement from society and my family. Inability
to volunteer in an organization that is outreaching to indigenous people. Not being able to be at
my mothers side when she died. I also had to give up a sport which I was a competitive
athlete.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74840

I work from home, but still was put on unpaid leave. Unsure of my future at the moment. I've
never felt so unsafe in my country.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74841

It has taken away my freedom to do things

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74842

loss of my rights and freedoms as a Canadian. Becoming the subject of experiment, bullying,
harassment, torment, coercion, degradation and segregation by our government. Extreme
depression & anxiety. Loss of livelihood, dignity, rights, hope, humanity etc... unnaturally lost
the lives of loved ones due to forced medical experimentation.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74843

My life

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74844

Financially, mentally for not only me but my kids.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74845

Depression, suicide in the family, unable to travel freely with family members because of

2/18/2022 11:47 AM
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vaccine status, students feeling suicidal, etc
74846

My business was shut down three times. I have never caught up financially. Power bills are
breaking us. As well. Good is double for some things. I have ocd fearful customers not coping
well and had to be on meds. Mental health is effecting are young and old and discouraging
prime minister cold calliculous controlling and so sick of controlled media for fearmongering as
trudeau pays tgere way… this is not Canada anymore and I awake daily to see the divide he
has caused and I carry heavy soul daily! 🥲🥲freedom now these vac have been a disaster.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74847

Availability in a timely manner of necessary products, difficulty doing health care, family
division.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74848

Can’t go to restaurants, concerts, sit in a restaurant

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74849

It's made me very negative!

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74850

Our household has suffered depression, panic and anxiety over the government population
control.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74851

Living life excluded from friends and family

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74852

I was terminated last August and have since been unable to secure employment, and in many
instances was turned down from jobs simply because I choose not to be vaccinated. The
effects of this on my family have been very difficult mentally physically and emotionally.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74853

Every single aspect for much worse. I even just had minor surgery cancelled and there is only
19 in critical care in my health region

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74854

Our sons are suspended without pay. I can't visit my parents in NS. My husband was laid off in
2020. Families and friends are divided. I won't wear a mask in church and be contact traced.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74855

Fear & isolation

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74856

lost my job, anxiety, lost friends

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74857

Can't travel home to see my family

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74858

isolation, depression, loss of friends

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74859

A lot of small businesses in our area have suffered huge losses

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74860

Mentally.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74861

I have two young children that don’t understand other children’s facial ques. I have an
autoimmune disease. And will not take the shot. And because of how I was born I am isolated
away from regular life. My husband had to leave for 3 weeks at a time to go to his son
because of the mandates. My father and mother job was effected. The mental anguish alone!!

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74862

My freedom is taken away and it will just get worse if we don’t stop it now

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74863

It has caused me to lose my job and not been able to support my mental health by attending
the gym, outings with my social circle and traveling. Also the divisiveness of the rhetoric has
caused immeasurable rifts in friend relationships.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74864

It has taken away my freedom of choice. My daughter whom took the vaccine is now total care
because of the vaccine. My family has suffered physically and emotionally.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74865

Broken family & friends relationship! Deaths, suicides & disabilities from vaccines. Isolation &
separation causing major mental health issues!

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74866

I'm treated as a fungus, due to my beliefs

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74867

The Prime Minister of Canada has spoken hate, calling me and others defamatory names,
those that are standing for their rights under the Charter of Rights and Freedom and Canadian
Media has spread his division of hatred as well. I have been discriminated against, isolated
from activities,friends and family.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74868

Lost my friends and family. Mental health isn’t good.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74869

Has totally taken away my personal freedom to choose what I can and cannot do in my life. I
am responsible for my own well being. These mandates are totally outside of the realm of
Gov't duties. The Gov't is supposed to be in service to the people not the other way around.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM
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Mentally/emotionally disturbing to not have the closeness of other people. The mandates have
created an unprecedented amount of fear amongst the people of Canada. Not enough space
here to list everything. I can no longer use public transportation, train, plane, bus. I cannot fly
within Canada to see my elderly parents & other immediate family members who are 5000 km
from where I live and my family needs my help and support. The only way we can get there is
to drive which takes 7 days. Ridiculous! When we used to be able to get on a flight and be
there in 5-6 hours. Cannot travel by train or air within my own country or travel across the
border to anywhere outside of Canada, SUCH B.S. So much damage on so many levels within
my psyche, that I am now in Therapy to maintain my sense of security within my self.
74870

Lost my job of 10 years

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74871

Depression due to unavailability of gyms and social interaction

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74872

The constant fear mongering, and social isolation gave me panic attacks… time to move on!

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74873

Lack of social life

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74874

Couldn’t participate in my curling league, couldn’t participate in skiing, restaurants, movies,
etc. Lost friends, friends have lost their jobs. Fights between my ex and myself on what to do
with the kids. Division at my work. Frustrated and saddened by what’s happened.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74875

Isolation; work and children impacted

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74876

Division of family and friends. Travel , mental health, trust in government and pharmaceutical.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74877

Lack of freedom

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74878

Not able to volunteer in my grandkids schools. Grandkids had to stop swimming lessons. No
dining out. No movies. Christmas without my family Birthdays without my family.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74879

Poorly

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74880

Unjustly

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74881

My life has been on hold for 2 years. Unable to make new connections for work, dating, social
life. More time alone than ever, not great given that I live alone. Friends have told me I am
forbidden from their home. A wedge is now between me and my sister who actually believes
the ms media. It has also made me healthier than ever, since I take appropriate supplements
more religiously than ever, to avoid sickness… thus legally I am “vaccinated” according to the
CDC definition, since the supplements and healthy food help my immune system.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74882

I want to live FREE, not with a bunch of government mandated restrictions.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74883

Negatively in every way

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74884

Not able to travel, eat at restaurants, go to church, even though I have natural immunity which
should always be accepted.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74885

Restricted travel to see family in the US, limited the interaction with close family/friends to
socialize, made it difficult to go to church, made It’s painful to see our granddaughter have to
wear a mask to school every day when her cousins in Florida Have never had a mask mandate
Since Covid began.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74886

My children are on the spectrum and their mental health has decreased immensely. They can
not see faces which is important to communication and they have been bullied in the schools
for having mask exemptions. My son is vaccine injured so we are not vaccinating anyone for
covid 19 where the vaccine has proven in effective to spread and prevent covid 19. I am a
nurse out of work can't go back even if I wanted to. I can't fly to see my family across Canada
and my church has been divided and separated. God willing we need to get back to love and
not separating our country.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74887

I have been put on leave without pay illegally through my employer since the end of November.
It has caused depression and extreme anxiety. It has caused division amongst co-workers,
friends and family. This needs to stop.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74888

My husband and I have both been fired.

2/18/2022 11:47 AM

74889

My husband and I are in Covid Prison for the past two years and cannot enjoy our condo in
Florida!!!

2/18/2022 11:47 AM
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74890

It has made me a 21st century nigger. In the 20th century, blacks were allowed to ride in the
back of the bus. I'm not even allowed on the bus, train or plane!

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74891

I have elementary school children. Science does not support masking them, or giving them
mRNa COVID vaccinations. They are more effected than I am but who knows, we’ll see the
long term studies on physical and mental health tolls taken during the lockdowns.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74892

Mental health issues has crippled my 22 year old, bright, healthy and loving daughter. My
husband lost his job from the stigmatization the mandates have created when our family got
Covid in Oct 2020. I had to take a 6 week mental health leave of absence. It kept our extended
family members away in fear of retribution, judgement or sickness, it has DIVIDED Canadians
from their communities, their extracurricular activities and from family! Some children don’t
know a school life without masks and live in anxiety of getting “this sickness”, others have
been in and out of classrooms. The govt has NOT been consistent in anything they’ve done,
and none of their efforts have improved or accomplished ending this pandemic. ENOUGH!!!
STOP. Please … just stop. Stop all of these mandates and guide us towards a life learning to
live with it, not in fear of it.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74893

My time with my 84 year old mother who suffers from dimentia has been stolen from me …
they wouldn’t even let me hug her .. I can’t get into her apartment to check on things because
they won’t allow me in. I can only take her to doctor appointments ( there and back ) she
needs affection and physical touch like she so lovingly gave her 4 kids all those years… it’s
just very sad for all of us and she always says I’m so lonely ! This is not the way ANY person
should live out their winter years

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74894

My mom fell for the vaccine

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74895

Made me loose my job. And it is dividing our country.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74896

Caused overwhelming mental and economic damage to many of my friends. Isolated seniors
have more nervous breakdowns. The government and health officials have caused a massive
divide that has caused a large portion of the population to attack people who wish to remain
unvaccinated. Health officials use false science and cherrypick facts to push a narrative.
Using mainstream media outlets as a method to control the thoughts of the citizens their
mandates have caused nothing but harm to those wishing to make a choice.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74897

I can't get certain jobs because I am being forced to be vaccinated with a untested vaccine.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74898

Wr were unable to travel to see family members who lives out of province. We couldn't go to
the funerals of 2 family members. We couldn't take our daughter swimming. Our wedding
couldn't take place the way we had hoped - we couldn't celebrate with out friends. I was
extremely stressed for the duration of my home birth, worried sick that we would have to go to
the hospital and have myself, my husband, and my baby subjected to their insane covid
protocols. So much division and ruined relationships due to the fear mongering surrounding the
mandates. I have fitness and family members whonjabe lost their jobs for not getting
vaccinated, and friends who have suffered vaccine injury after being coerced into taking it. My
baby has hardly seen any human faces in public for the entire 8 months of her life and I worry
how this is affecting her development. I have friend whonhave lost multiple loved ones to
suicide due to the mandates. I could sit here all day and writing about all the devestating and
irreparable ways these mandates have affected so many Canadians, but I don't have all day so
this will have to suffice.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74899

My mom refuses to have my family over for gatherings. My children are her only grandchildren.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74900

It has affected my business and my family.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74901

It’s deleted my Right To Choose under our Charter !! It has limited time spent with family. It
has overrode our Constitution & Charter of Rights taking away my freedoms to shop, travel &
be with loved ones in hospital

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74902

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74903

What? Of course it has affected my life, the lives of every Canadians plus everyone in this
world

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74904

Not being able to do and see people

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74905

This mandate has affected me by dividing my family and friends it is absolutely heart breaking
when people look down on you because you have a different opinion. Also not getting the shot

2/18/2022 11:46 AM
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and being shunned from society is terrible 😢 we all have a right to live our lives the way we
see fit, please stop dividing the people.
74906

Making half of what I made before because of reduced hours

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74907

Has not changed much

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74908

My husband lost his job I know work 2 part time jobs seven days a week with my kids in tow
well he takes whatever jobs he can find. He should have been safe at his job he had been
there for over a year, but no. So now he scrambles to find something else permanent that pays
enough I can cut back again and be a mom to our girls again be a wife again.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74909

Yes, very badly.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74910

As a ballet instructor, I work with youth, mostly female. Over the course of the pandemic, with
all the lockdowns, and not being able to hold in person classes, we had a staggering number of
our students self-harming, including one suicide attempt. I can tell you, the risks of the
lockdowns has FAR outweighed the risk of covid on our youth. My own young children and
their peers are socially delayed from being denied the essential opportunity to interact with
people. Personally, I was unable to attend my job for a period, which put financial stain on our
family. I count myself as very blessed, however, when I Compare our situation to those around
me who lost so much more.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74911

They have caused mental and emotional stress and financial loss.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74912

Isolation, lack of health care services. Divisions in families

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74913

Not being able to go where I want when I want and having to pay for a test everytime I want to
go out has been a financial hardship on my family

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74914

Depression and sad

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74915

When my Mom got cancer I wasn't allowed in the hospital with her when she died I wasn't able
to have a funeral. Family turned against family members never in my life have I seen so much
racism based on ones personal choice. I find it absurd that a vaccinated person can watch
their child at a sports event but another cant. My daughter is also getting married this yr the
venue calls for a passport Im not vaccinated my body my choice it is so incredibly wrong Im
been discriminated against. When a passport is been treated and looked as the golden ticket
to freedom the truth is a vaccinated person can get and spread Covid just as must as the next
person !

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74916

In the fact that I disagree with all these strict mandates that are so unjust

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74917

Isolation, loss of income, distanced from family and friends, depression, trauma to children
and thought of despair. There has been nothing positive that has occrued due to the mandates.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74918

Didn’t get to say goodbye to relatives on deathbed and dying, could not see friends, shopping
asked is so difficult for me, and the list goes on and on. It has permanently changed my trust
in the government and it has made my grandchildrens lives so limited.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74919

Mu daughter has been unable to socialize with her friends, she is very shy, so making new
friends at school has been impossible because you cannot see a person's facial expressions
behind a mask. I have been ostracized by friends and family members for my choices and
beliefs. Irreparable damage has been done within our family because of the division these
mandates have caused

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74920

Kids are suffering Mental health

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74921

Unable to work, pursue career of choice in school, discrimated against, trauma, bullied, losing
sleep, stressed, can barely afford food and shelter

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74922

Depressing not being able to do the things we love like traveling, concerts, hanging with family
and friends

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74923

It's been mentally draining. With kids activities, it's always changing and trying to keep it all
straight is exhausting. Not being able to see my daughter do gymnastics, practice or
competitions is heartbreaking. Not being able to take my kids to the leisure center to swim or
skate is hard for them. Dealing with masks everyday when I'm prone to migraines, wearinfg a
mask makes them worse. my one daughter has developed a locked jaw from wearing them.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM
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Other daughter gets nose bleeds and breathing in the mask makes them worse. Not to mention
we need to be able to see people's faces and expressions to live happy and normal lives.
74924

Significantly!

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74925

Greatly, mental health decline in my life, my wife and our two children who are 3 and 7 yrs old.
Our physical health has declined as well because of this and I work in the health and fitness
industry. My marriage has been affected in a negative way...like almost divorced several times
including last night...not good...have never felt this way in my 45 yrs.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74926

Emotionally traumatizing. Raising a family you need a village. How on earth are you to have a
village when no one can help.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74927

Depression, my life savings is lost and ive lost my sense of Canadian identity.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74928

Will take years to recover and metal health idk

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74929

Disconnected from family and close friends, mental health, children frustrated about not seeing
friends and having to wear masks in school. Loneliness. Church closed for in-person gathering
for months.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74930

Not at all wearing a mask is the least we can do

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74931

I struggle to find and maintain work,have not been able to be with family as they fight for their
life..have lost numerous friends from suicide over the last 2 years because of lockdoowns

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74932

I've lost my job, and now cannot afford my Bill's and rent or even food.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74933

It has affected me being able to see my father in iur care for weeks at times and I am his only
local visitor due to the restrictions. I was able to keep my job. I had to give up dining in
restaurants and travelling to see family. Our church attendance was limited several times and
all this divisiveness caused by the government and their scare tactics brought divisiveness
into the church.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74934

Depression anxiety lost all confidence in the government

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74935

Loss of work and depression. I was doing well and everything was shutdown. I could not
celebrate my dads life the way we hoped. An important appointment with a specialist got
postponed. A few friends/ their children took their lives.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74936

My business and personal expenses have skyrocketed. I have seen friends and family lose
businesses, suffer major mental health issues, and 2 close to my family died of drug poisoning

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74937

My son in law and daughter have lost their jobs for refusing to get the shot. My grandkids who
are 4,4,6 wear masks all day at school-indoor and outside

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74938

Reduced work(loss of income), segregation, stress

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74939

Depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74940

I am no longer welcome in my country.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74941

seen way more sucides than deaths from covid

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74942

Been home for 2 years and not going about a normal way of free life that was once had to all
here in Canada.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74943

Our financial situation has deteriorated My kids are struggling My wife is struggling

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74944

I have personally struggled with depression and feelings of helplessness. I am unable to watch
my kids play sports, so they have been removed from sports activities. I have had to explain
to my children that we can’t take them out for dinner on their Birthdays because society deems
us as lesser people. I have had to console friends and family over the loss of loved ones to
depression and overdose. I have family that has driven a wedge between themselves and
everyone else based on their health concerns. I have written MLAs and MP with either no
response or copy paste responses and now realize the system has no way to be heard. The
government won’t even listen and try to understand. It is too much, and then we are back to
the depression.

2/18/2022 11:46 AM

74945

I feel like a prisoner in my own home

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74946

No work, cash flow nil because of it. Unbelievable pressures on so many around me. No

2/18/2022 11:45 AM
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respect for police, government and health care systems. This just goes on and on.
74947

Loss of work, alienation, divided community and just plain sadness for the loss of our way of
life

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74948

These mandates have definitely separated families, friends, and I am so done with all the
liberals telling us Canadians what we can and cannot do and who we can see or cannot see
even in our own households!! They do not speak for me and I want all mandates and
restrictions and masks to end !!

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74949

Made me ashamed to be a Canadian. All but killed small businesses. Reduced income.
Restricted friendships. Put a rift in the family. Hurt a lot of people!

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74950

With great negative personal and emotional loss

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74951

Lost a lot of friends and family due to division and difference of opinions. This is not a united
Canada anymore. I vote for FReedom of Choice with love, respect and unity.

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74952

Severe mental duress, loss of job therefore severe financial duress, and have a child who has
medical issues severely impacted by school mandates. Overall quality of life has fallen to 0.
Have contemplated suicide but I keep on going because of my kids.

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74953

Isolation/ fear / division needs to end it affects everyone

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74954

Cut off from friends and family. A lonely single senior citizen

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74955

Every day. I hace never think to live in a country were de PM are making segregationismes,
division, violence language and not respect de choice of every one. Me and my family don’t
want to live in a country like that and we are thinking to live. My childs make a lot of anxiaty
about that. They are more tired with the mask, are stressful, and it’s affecting there
temperament, we are more depressious to live seperate of everybody. The « campagne » of
fear in the media are horeful. I have eard so much fear, stress, anxiety, in people around us...
it’s not a way to live and it is horrifil to make that to the people/citoyen.

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74956

Shut down one of my businesses The other two are on life support.

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74957

Anxiety

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74958

My family is divided in two ,my friends are divided,friends against friends, my anxiety level it
up to the point I don’t sleep well. It as destroys my family’s. And for ever I will never trust any
gouvernement .

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74959

Division of friends. Restricted my rights to participate.

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74960

Restricted my freedoms and caused a deep divide within the nation

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74961

Separated me from family members, close friends. Alienated me from those allowed to enter
restaurants, cannot travel, Kept me from church. More depressed daily.

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74962

Happiness

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74963

Being forced to take a vaccine I didn’t want so I could watch my 9 yr old play a sport he loves
and so I didn’t loose my job. Also having to make that decision for my 12 yr old daughter who
felt ostracized if she didn’t have it and never knowing what the long term effects for her would
be. The way all of this has aleffected my children and their mental health

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74964

Hasn’t had much of an affect at all

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74965

I lost my job, my mental health has plummeted, I’ve lost friends and haven’t spoken to family
members

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74966

Tension, division and fractured relationships with friends & family members because of
brainwashing from the media, health officials and politicians, unscientific and immoral
mandates. Personally I’ve been more stressed in the past 2 years than since the years I was
in a long-term abusive relationship, never knowing what the next day would bring, running on
adrenaline and on edge all the time. On a positive note, I left my church of 25+ years (that was
pushing all the government enforced mandates) and found the most amazing community in a
new church that values what’s most important: God and His Word. This “pandemic” has never
been about a virus. It’s about the elite who desire to control the masses. They are the pawns
of the real enemy, the devil. This is a battle for the hearts and souls of humanity. We are in a

2/18/2022 11:45 AM
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war of epic proportions, and we must stand up, speak out, take action, and PRAY to the God
of Heaven who is all-powerful and sovereign over all - including the elite.
74967

Torn family apart, made me having anxiety/stress/anger I never had. My children bot being
able to keep active the list goes on

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74968

Work, family, health

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74969

Family and friend division. Bodily autonomy choice. Choices of where I can go and my children

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74970

Depression. Jobless. A separation of my family and friends

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74971

Feel like a prisoner in my own country.

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74972

No freedom

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74973

No connection. No community. No smiles. This is one of the fundamentals for good health.
The lack of this has lead to unnecessary mental health. My daughters were forced into a
vaccine they didn’t want just so they could continue to play their sports and to have a social
life. That is not willing… that is a way to mess with ones healthy mind.

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74974

Can't play sports, put on a ton of weight, depression, can't go swimming with my 8 yr old or
take him bowling, to a movie, out for dinner. Lost friends and family members due to the
division our government created.

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74975

Depression, Anxiety, Loss of Business and income. Mental tolls on my children.

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74976

Social, emotional, marriage, work-financial

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74977

Depression, extreme anxiety, loss of financial stability, loss of family and friends created by
the division. My children have suffered all these as well

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74978

In every aspect it has

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74979

In every aspect, mentally, physically, spiritual, financially.

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74980

Has restricted both financial and mental health I can not take anymore!

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74981

Kids are unable to be with friends. Division with friends and families. Church community is
attained. I could go on and on

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74982

It’s ruined my life

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74983

Loss of personal freedom and basic human rights violations

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74984

Myself and my family have been bullied, segregated and discriminated against.

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74985

limited to the things you can do

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74986

My grandchildren are suffering seriously from Covid lockdowns. They are psychologically
affected and this breaks my heart. My just turned 5tear old granddaughter has to have at least
ten cloth masks in her backpack as she sucks on the mask and it gets totally wet which I
believe is harming her health more than the mask is protecting her. My 11 year old
granddaughter wears a mask all day in school PLUS for 12 hours a week she has to practice
with a mask on. Is the government trying to destroy our children. I am 67 years old and am
tired of tyranny from this minority government. We the people should not fear the government
who should be serving the people. It appears the healthcare was a disaster before Covid. So
why the lies. Ever since my second dose of Pfizer my body is not the same. I get out of
breath easily and I am always tired. What has this vaccine five to me??? Please get all
mandates removed. Canada the free. Bring it back.

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74987

I've lost a family member to depression due to the mandates. Also have many friends who are
vaccine injured. Depression and despair

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74988

At first it was horrible. In order to cope I had to ignore a lot of the mandates so I could stay
sane and protect my families mental health.

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74989

Destroyed duly relationships

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74990

Coerced me to get vaccinated to save my job and has affected my teenaged kids mental
health.

2/18/2022 11:45 AM
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74991

Lost 2 years

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74992

It forced me to get a vaccine that I did not want.

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74993

I am a nurse who has been asked to lie to my patients for 2 years while seeing my patients kill
themselves and acquire vaccine injuries. I've been told to be silent even when clinically it is
very clear that a lot of harm has and is being done. I have never felt the government wanted to
crush me in my 34 years but now I do. I have no trust in Justin Trudeau, I believe there is
something very dark and dangerous in him. His arrogance is going to get more Canadians
killed. Like I said, my patients have killed themselves because they have no hope left. He has
divided humanity into vaccinated vs monsters (and supporters of monsters). My patients are
not monsters. I love them. As a nurse, I am ashamed of my profession, the doctors o work
with and my government.

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74994

I’m a prisoner in my own home. It’s been unlawful to even meet with family! It’s enough. End
it!

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74995

My children have suffered anxiety issues, their schooling has dramatically suffered and we are
forced to lie at work even when health facts suggest otherwise

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74996

Business closings, how the local & overall economy has been tremendously affected,
education system & how that’s affected our kids. The demand on health care, nobody
should’ve lost there job.

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74997

Work has been very limited due to supply chain issues, feed cost for my livestock has
increased 38% since June 2020, my mental health has been adversely affected, I haven't seen
family and many friends since this started, price of food has been rising, the division in my
community between vaccinated and unvaccinated has been horrible, living in fear, the lies on
the mainstream media has been so apparent, our government has continued to divide the
country since the beginning... and so much more. I am not proud of our political system

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74998

We have handled it well,it’s just time to move ahead.

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

74999

Unvaxxed

2/18/2022 11:45 AM

75000

All I need to say is "I worked in the tourism industry". Since March 2019 (the first lockdown),
for a year and half I didn't have work at all, had to clean people's gardens to survive

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75001

It has caused me to lose my job and my freedoms

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75002

Detrimentally, especially my children’s mental health and development. We know 7 people who
have been injured by the shots, from mild to extremely severe and death. Businesses closed,
friends who’ve lost their careers or been forced to tAke the shots that are hurting people. This
needs to end now and people need to be held accountable for their roles in this.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75003

Depression, division among friends and family, anxiety.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75004

Cannot visit family within Canada and abroad

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75005

It's made my family become unhealthy, my daughter has gained a lot of weight. The stress has
caused friction between my wife and I.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75006

The hatred from both sides, the deep divisions disrespect in our society has created divisions
separation and isolation in my immediate family and my closest friends. We need healing to
become one country united in the heart colour of our flag. Individually, collectively, politically
we are not a country who knows how to listen to one another. When we face this and lean into
practicing empathic listening, humility to change ourselves first, apologize for misspoken
words and texts, and respect for our wonderful diversities, Together we can heal and become
the nation we can believe in.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75007

Segregation

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75008

It's taken away my freedom of choice

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75009

I am unable to take part in regular life activities by being excluded because I refuse to take
part in the vaccine passport system. I am being segregated and treated with prejudice.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75010

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75011

My children are traumatized and our quality of life has become very low.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM
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75012

Irreparable damage to relationships and my children’s mental health

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75013

It has taken away my Rights and Freedoms

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75014

My mental health has significantly declined

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75015

Anxiety, depression, stress leave, family and friends have endured vaccine injuries and/or lost
their jobs due to vaccine mandates

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75016

Death of an aunt. Due to loneliness. Isolation. She just gave up. She has eye hearing snd
mobility issues so left in room. When we visit. No hearing sides. Facility lost one. Glasses
crooked. It’s horrid whst Covid rules did. To get and. thousands. It’s like murder. Fed and prob
govt should be sued. Forever.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75017

My girlfriend lost her career of 20 years with no termination and could not get EI either...it's put
a huge strain on our lives. Depression, loss of sense of self, anger and distrust of our
government.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75018

Increased stress. Had to change jobs

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75019

Not enough room to write!

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75020

I have lost my job. My mental health has declined. I am anxious, depressed and angry all the
time.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75021

I have be alone and isolated, very depressed. I missed seeing my kids that live in the USA. I
have worked hard all my life to be able to enjoy the later years of my life. Only to have things
cancelled and unable to do the things I enjoy.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75022

Depression, haven't seen family

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75023

My freedom has been lost

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75024

My children n grandchildren are suffering from depression n anxiety which they never
experienced before the lockdown It strikes fear in my family n me which In turn affects the
immune system

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75025

My nephew committed suicide due to to the endless lockdowns and closures of activities he
used to manage his mental health. My brother died by drug overdose. My second oldest
daughter had a sever reaction to her second dose of the vaccine. My oldest daughter
experienced domestic violence multiple times that resulted in trips to the ER and has not been
able to access the necessary help. I lost my side gig teaching physical literacy and fitness to
kids if all ages due to the mandates lock downs and restrictions. This side gig gave my life
meaning, purpose and fulfillment. My health on all aspects has declined due to the endless
lockdowns, mandates and restrictions. My family has been divided and the effects of
restrictions and has left a permanent fracture between us. We have run a business continually
under staffed making us work long hours while trying to help our youngest with school. The
amount of stress we are experiencing is immense and overwhelming. We have family
members who have lost their livelihoods due to mandates and restrictions. I myself suffer from
PTSD from childhood trauma that went to the Supreme Court of Canada and everything I wear
a mask this abuse has come back to haunt me.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75026

people.look down on me for not being vaccinated .. i cant go.out and have a dinner .. people
tell me i shouldent get health care .. cant do my job with a mask on all day so work hours are
cut.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75027

Cannot travel, disconnection from family, lonliness, anxiety, fear

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75028

Job loss. Some Financial distress. Family division. Friend division. Loss of trust in govt run
institutions. Healths and political.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75029

I cannot fly to see my 96 year old father.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75030

Adverse reactions with family and friends. I have asthma and can’t breathe with both my
mouth and nose covered. My daughter with almost 40yrs of service as an RN fired because of
unnecessary mandates. I lost a $1500.00 hearing aid because I didn’t know it was caught in
my mask. I’m 88 yrs. old living on Sr. Pension. It’s depressing being treated like a second
hand citizen because I was smart enough not to inject a gene therapy that is an experiment
into my body.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM
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75031

In every way

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75032

I have had no life for the last 2 years.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75033

My children are not able to live a normal chilhood the masks are afecting their reading
development, speech, and mental health negatively. As a healthcare worker i have been forced
to take a vaccine that i do not want. My family has been divided over different views regarding
mandate my family is healthy and its time to start feeling like we are healthy.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75034

Loss of business and loss of freedoms. I have lost confidence in our government to
appropriately govern. I question whether or not to stay in Canada.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75035

Had to do testing just to keep my job

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75036

Work, health, family distancing due to difference of opinion

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75037

My business has suffered terribly. And I haven't been able to see my family

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75038

There are several mandates - all of which are punitive and unnecessary. Taking better care of
oneself by eating a healthy diet, getting out in nature and developing caring relationships will
go a lot further to alleviate illness. The use of early treatment for any illness is also advisable.
The pill for every ill model for treatment must be overhauled. It only works for the
manufactures (big pharma) and their shareholders. Pfizer should return their $3.2 B US profit to
the people. The mandates have made me much more aware of pervasive corruption. Time to
pull back the curtain.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75039

It has created a division in our family and has impacted my sons education.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75040

Divided my family and lost friendships.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75041

Terribly. Lost job. Brother got married and I couldn’t be there. Grandma died and I couldn’t be
with her. Lost friendships. Many more things. Division in our church.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75042

Yes

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75043

It has not only restricted my life, it has infringed on my freedom beyond anything I could ever
have imagined as a Canadian.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75044

I have missed some very important events that I will never get the chance to do. Loved ones
have died with no Is funeral this is wrong

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75045

Financially, socially, separated family and friends forever. The only thing distanced is
relationships. However I learned which places I will NEVER shop again, Tim Hortons,
Canadian Tire, etc.,

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75046

Lost my business and my job (separate); lost long friendships; division in my social group;
forced isolation; government incited hatred towards me; and an overall shift in everyone from
being nice to being not nice.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75047

Cancelling family events.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75048

All of it

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75049

Stressful

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75050

I feel like a prisoner in my own house.

2/18/2022 11:44 AM

75051

Worse than I could ever imagine

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75052

Very stressful and confusing. No debates have been allowed between doctors and scientists of
differing opinions. We’re being asked to do things that make zero sense and that Hanes by the
day. Trudeau NEEDS TO GO. He has NO concern for the citizens of Canada. I have no fear of
the virus, but I’m very concerned at the direction our country is headed!

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75053

I lost my dad because of vaccine and lot a people

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75054

it has hurt my mental health

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75055

Financially emotionally and physically, the whole program has been detrimental to mine and
my family's well-being.

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75056

I am unemployed. I haven't been able to travel inside Canada, as I am not allowed to board

2/18/2022 11:43 AM
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airplanes/buses/trains. I was pressured by my family doctor to get vaccinated. I was
segregated by my own community centre as they asked for proof of vaccination. I wasn't
allowed to visit restaurants, events, bars, pubs. I was banned from visiting movie cinemas.
75057

I've had to pull my kids out of the system to homeschool them so as not to be forced to wear
and see masks all day and be instilled with fear. My own further education has taken a back
seat to family caregiving. And I am unable to get a job with the current mandates and
restrictions. My husband was coerced into getting the jab to keep his job and on a single
family income he was backed in a corner.

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75058

I feel my rights have been taken away

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75059

The mandates have affected my life in a few ways, but the absolute most import was not being
able to see my Papa before he died.

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75060

Financially , depressed

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75061

Too many reasons to list

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75062

I'm in school right now, in Healthcare, so it may affect getting work once I'm finished. I am also
not able to get my hair cut. I didn't eat out much or go to movies, etc. previously so in that way
it didn't impact my life much.

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75063

I’m a prisoner of my own Country.

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75064

It has caused a lot of exciting and depression in my life. I went without a job for a long time
and now even with a job I am required to test twice a week in order to keep my job. I have lost
friends and family members that disagree with me some of them I may not ever see again
because they now live in fear. It has greatly affected my son's life as well who is 19 and had to
miss out on his grad and so much more that life has to offer him

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75065

My husband lost his job. No a ability to test, mask and social distance. The only way to keep
his job was to get vaccinated. This was against our religious beliefs and rights as canadians.

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75066

Causing division

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75067

Lost my job, sold my house, moved, took stress leave, daughter is on antidepressants and
never got to celebrate graduation or all of senior school Husband is unemployed

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75068

Wasn't able to see my family at the beginning, not able to have freedoms to go out and enjoy
life, enjoy small businesses such as resturants. Not able to explore the world and travel.

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75069

Fear, then lies, untrusting of fellow Canadians, families torn apart, jobs lost, livelyhoods lost,
loss of security, loss of trust and respect for government at all levels, friendships severed,
loss of freedom to travel, eat out, see a movie, swim, exercise at a gym, attend bedside of
dying family members, visit family, celebrate Christmas together among others. Wearing a
mask is dehumanizing. Seen my granddaughter having to mask her face at kindergarten is
sickening. Watching my elderly mother-in-law, as her mental health diminished, in a state of
increasing dementia trying to understand why nobody could come and visit her. Trying to
cherry pick who could attend her funeral when she passed and who simply could not make the
cut was gut-wrenching and so dishonoring to a beautiful woman with a wonderful Legacy. The
complete distress of being around anybody being made to feel like they could be a threat to
me because of their very existence. Scared to hug people and encourage them with touch is
demoralizing isolating and simply wrong.

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75070

I have 2 parents in a nursing home that inhave not been allowed to see or visit for over 2.5
months , I missed Christmas new years , and their 70th wedding anniversary as well my father
has been almost starved to death at the home he lives in beca6no one has checked to see
that he has been eating, and he had been put on palliative care and he was non responsive
sonic was then allowed to see him , my sister was feeding dad with a straw and over the nex 4
days dad was back strong as ever and up walking around, they removed him from palliative
care and I am once again not allowed to see him or my mother this country should be
ashamed of how it treats it citizens, its pathetic

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75071

Mental health has plummeted

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75072

Poorly, mental health, isolation, loss of interaction

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75073

Loss of freedom and choice to do the things I want to do. Being ruled by a dictator that has no
business being in Canada

2/18/2022 11:43 AM
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75074

It has affected my mental health with being isolated from my family and friends, and not being
able to have any physical contact….people need physical contact! It has divided family and
friends and not in a good way!

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75075

Imprisonment in our own homes, Which wasn't followed any way F$uck Trudeau

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75076

Life destroyed

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75077

Psychological issues

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75078

How has it not? We’re trapped, family divisions, fighting for my kids’ right to breath,

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75079

It has attacked my freedoms

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75080

My mental health has taken a dive. My anxiety has spiraled and I have lost faith and trust in
my government, medical field and police

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75081

Unemployed because ofmandates

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75082

Mental health!!!!

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75083

I have lost 2 jobs, sold my house, moved to a smaller more affordable city, lost the
relationship of my mom, dad and sister. Watched my teenager suffer with depression, eating
disorders and self harm and suicidal thoughts for 2 years. ALL NEED TO END NOW

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75084

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75085

Isolation the divisive tactics of the PHO and government has created a divide in our country
friends and families that may take decades to heal. This is not the Canada I want to live in.

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75086

My job options/ financial life has been affected negatively

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75087

I am a senior so it didn’t effect my job. I did get together with my family

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75088

Stress... distance from people I care about. Division in our country. Too much fear in people.
My job has been effected. My kids are losing out on precious years of their lives. I could go on
and on.

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75089

My son has lost almost 3 years of real schooling and socializing over this. I would like to get
back to supporting small businesses but I will not share my medical history in order to take
part in this tyranny

2/18/2022 11:43 AM

75090

Anxiety, lost family and friends, loneliness

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75091

Kept me from being with my husband for last year of his life and during his death

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75092

They have caused great destruction among friends and family and taken a huge tole on my
own mental health. I cry when I see kids masks and want to puke when they jab them

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75093

I choose to not get vaccinated. I have a new baby and cannot bring her to meet her great
grandparents before they pass.

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75094

Lost Friendships, some of more than 50 years. Lost the closeness of Family members. Was
ridiculed, could not travel, could not go to the Gym, was refused entry to those functions that
were even allowed anymore. Had to watch my Grandchildren be forced to take a vaccine I
knew could potentially harm or kill them just to keep their jobs to feed their Family and pay
their bills. It was heart shattering to see old Family businesses forced to close and be lost
forever, to see great Dr's and Nurses lose everything along with so many others. I could go on
and on because there was NOTHING good came of these mandates, every thing they told us
were out & out LIES

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75095

Loss of income. Loss of family and friends. It's been very stressful over the last two years.

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75096

Limited my life in every way.

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75097

Division of family, forced vaccination on family members

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75098

My family, business, emotional, physical, financial, relationship health has declined since this
tyrranical WEF puppet came in - Enough - we are not servants ! - HE IS !

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75099

Every way

2/18/2022 11:42 AM
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75100

Quality of life has decreased due to these mandates. My kids have lost 2 years of their
childhood due to a virus with a 99% recovery rate. This is unacceptable

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75101

It has secluded my family from enjoying life has caused depression anxiety and close to near
death. And this is all because of being away from friends and family and social activities.

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75102

Every way possible

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75103

It has collapsed our free democratic society. This country is lead by a communist regime.

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75104

I can't travel, go on vacation, just got fired from 13yrs working at CNRL with no severance for
not taking the jab.

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75105

Am on the verge of suicide

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75106

No work

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75107

Unable to see a dr for serious issues, loss of employment after having long Covid now with
Natural Immunity

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75108

Loss of some income and client's due to sharing of personal medical information. Social life
disruption. Extended Family now has separation due to how PM Trudeau and those in power
have handled covid. Unvaxxed Family members not allowed to visit island. This has resulted
in us selling two properties and we will be moving back to our home province to be close to
family once again. This has cost us much financially and emotionally!

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75109

Unable to visit parents with cognitive deficiencies which accelerated their conditions. Also
dividing Our Families.

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75110

Makes school hard

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75111

Stopped freedom of speech, travel to name a couple

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75112

My kid can't go to school because he gets post viral coughs and therefore can't access
supports he needs for his disabilities

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75113

Grandkids suffered the most from lost years at school, and normal social development.
Friendships strained or broken. Confidence in goverment lost. Media has lost journalistic
independence and credibility.

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75114

Stress, fear for my personal safety, anxiety, sleeplessness, loss of income, unable to see my
mother, couldn’t celebrate her 100th birthday. Lost friendships, isolation

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75115

Created divisiveness within our family and friends. Forced vaccine without know long term
effects

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75116

Isolation when im not sick, bullying because I'm not vaccinated, getting together with family,
not able to travel...

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75117

Being retired it has not affected me too much.

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75118

Me and my families mental Heath, haven’t been able to see family, feel very segregated and
decided as a nation.

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75119

All

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75120

Work

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75121

My mother was dying and we had to fight to be with her in the hospital. Finally we were allowed
in when she was at the end of life. Also (I am vacinated) my daughter is not vaccinated and
couldn't go anywhere including children's dance classes so they have had to miss those
things.

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75122

Very restricted as to where I can go

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75123

Caused division amongst family and friends. Forced me out of work. Unable to participate in
society as a free citizen. Mental stress and anxiety.

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75124

It's affirmed my thinking that we have a very serious threat from both the federal & provincial
governments. It has pretty much eroded my trust in the medical & media sectors.

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75125

Unable to visit my Mother in a nursing home ..she has declined terribly with alzheimer’s , she

2/18/2022 11:42 AM
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and I and the family as a whole has lost what precious time we had left with her and we will
never get it back . Those dear poor souls were never asked what they would want . I know of
many poor souls i. these homes that still had their minds and died because they just gave up .
This will go down in the history books as the most inhumane measures ever taken on our
aging population. Being isolated from society already and then isolate from their families.
Pathetic and cruel. We wouldn’t treat our dogs in such a manner
75126

It has hurt family and friend relationships. Also my granddaughter was abducted and taken out
of the country because of mandates

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75127

Isolation from family & friends, unable to fly, take a train, ferry or other federally regulated
transportation. Lower fitness level as unable to enter aquatic center. This means extreme pain
from rheumatoid arthritis. Unable to attend social events, theaters and concerts, restaurants.
Have not seen a medical doctor or dentist in more than two years.

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75128

STRESS: Loss of income so financial stress; loss of visiting friends and family face to face so
emotional stress; loss of normalcy and quality of life so physically it is very draining. Had a
sister pass away from cancer during this time which made the whole process of working
through this time with her and family very difficult.

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75129

It has affected all aspects of our life negatively. Especially mental health.

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75130

It has bee. Isolating and depressing. I have increased anxiety due to not being allowed to go
places, see people and feeling harrased and looked down upon. I feel like i have had 2 years
stolen from me and my husband and my daughter.

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75131

Depression, negative mental impact

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75132

I feel isolated, my mental health has gone down tremendously. My children miss their friends,
activities, and this has put their education backwards. I have also taken up drinking, it is now
an everyday activity. I'm on more anxiety and depression pills than ever before. We NEED for
things to go back to normal. This has to end, it has hurt my family, we are broken.

2/18/2022 11:42 AM

75133

I have had to close my successful cleaning business to take my kids out of school to
homeschool because of mental health decline due to the public school environment. I have
been kicked out or denied entry to local businesses and clubs. I am not able to access most
buildings and services that my taxes pay for. Community events and sporting events have
been reserved for vaccinated individuals only and have created a massive divide in our small
community. We are considering leaving Canada for the sake of our children, if the government
overreach does not end.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75134

I was FORCED to get a vaccine that I would have never gotten furthermore my children have
never been vaccinated ever due to our beliefs and in order to livetheir lives at the same
capacity they were forced to also take vaccine and it was vaccine verse mental health crisis
...its all not right!!

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75135

Freedom has been lost! My medical history should be Private.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75136

I have not been free and able to live my life however which way I want. I am tired of being told
to be afraid

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75137

Work is basically none existent. I dont want to rely on monies from government I want to make
my own. Yet this is what they want so down the road they can implement universal income and
a social credit system in place. I just want to get back to work with out these stupid passports
and mandates, the vaccines don't work everyone is getting sick and boosters are nothing more
than a money scam for the government and Trudeau has done a poor job with running the
country. Inflation is at its highest and all he cares about is his own political status not about
Canada or Canadian people. He cares more about Klaus Schwab and World Economic Forum
more than his own people. Period!

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75138

Has stopped my kids from playing extra curricular programs, homeschooling for my children
because of their mental health, letting them only wave to friends not be able to play with them
at recess. Created unfortunate stress on their mental health. Not to mention the devastating
health problems by having them wear masks for 8 hours.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75139

Loss of a job, anxiety, fear, restrictions of personal life and work , separation of friends and
family

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75140

It has separated society

2/18/2022 11:41 AM
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75141

I’m no longer working

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75142

Has taken away my god given rights of freedom! Loss of work & income, being labeled and
discriminated against, excluded from any social activities incl. sports and fun ones, churches
closed, not allowed to practice and participate in your belief of faith, division and loss of friends
and family members - instilled physiological fear and panic in one's mind and created a
constant internal crisis/survival thinking, loss of reasonable thinking, brainwashing people by
keeping them in government-ally created crisis and coercion them to get injected with a bioweapon - Mass Formation Psychosis on humanity performed by the people in power incl. the
mainstream media

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75143

Can't spend time with my children at their events & dividing friends and family. Being forced to
take a vaccination against our right to work and make a living.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75144

Isolation within my own country. Isolation and division of friends and family. Small business
losses in my community. Decrease in Mental/Physical health. Two years of missing, funerals,
births, graduations. Now unmanageable Canadian debt and inflation.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75145

It has caused division between friends & family, due to the government's divisive language and
constant lies.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75146

It descriminates against unvaxed. Mask hinders my breathing and my hearing

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75147

Family divided. 40 years together and we’re the happiest ever until Covid hit. Now I’m a lepar

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75148

It feels like I am in prison.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75149

The worst is for my children. I can't imagine pretty much only knowing the way of life. But I
guess that is what they want. If you never had freedoms you would never know what it was
with them.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75150

In a very negative way. Broke family and friends relationships

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75151

It has forced me into a depression. I lost my job and have lost friendships and family. This
government overreach must stop NOW. It is detrimental to mental health and illegal as our
human rights are continuosly being trampled!

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75152

Pitting family against family, life long friendships ending because of these mandates

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75153

Lost my job. Limited as to where I can go. Affected my need to breathe.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75154

It has separated my family and caused divisiveness. It has caused discrimination in general.
They formed two classes of citizens and invaded our privacy and confidential information.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75155

I had lost hope.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75156

It has affected my kids more.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75157

My kids are not allowed to go any where fun. We are excluded from all public activities

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75158

Just been a hassle more than anything. Also mental issues due to the stupidity of people and
silencing of true science while pushing lies on the uneducated.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75159

We don’t have a our voice anymore. Government run country now?

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75160

Isolation loss of job

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75161

It has restricted my freedom with the time I can spend with my children

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75162

Lost my job, can’t eat at restaurants, family & friends do not want to get together as they are
fearful

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75163

It has caused an immense amount of anxiety. It has caused a divide in my family, my
relationships and work place. My mental health has taken a turn, and I feel afraid and angry
more than I have ever felt in my life. I have made decisions under this anxiety and pressure, I
wouldn't have typically made otherwise. I lost my job based on this, based on feeling cornered
and desperate.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75164

I have no life. I have been suicidal 2 times and needed some counseling to help me through
this time. It is all shocking to me that this has and is happening

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75165

I feel bullied, stressed financially over lost of work ,

2/18/2022 11:41 AM
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75166

Depression and increased stress and anxiety. Death of a loved one who did not receive proper
medical care due to physician only seeing Patients virtual. My children have missed out on
milestones, graduations, and being with family and friends.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75167

Not being able to see my daughter or grandchildren.Having to sit home for months on end
when in lock down.I’m just tired from the last 2 years

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75168

.They have destroyed my family

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75169

Depression , thoughts or suicide , anger

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75170

Financially, socially, physically, emotionally in a negative way and divided my family. Shame
on the government for destroying our lives for control, power and profits. My druggie brother
got 16k in CERB on AISH. You think the govt will get it back? I could have used that money. I
borrowed money to pay my bills, energy included, and now we aren't energy independent and
paying a ridiculous amount for energy. Almost as much as a mortgage payment.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75171

Negatively, other than truly knowing the Canadian government is not on my side instead of just
speculating it.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75172

It has affected my mental healthy, my relationships with family membre and friends. Its has
impacte my children and their extracuricular activités as well as their happiness and wellbeing
and also created anxiety/fears on my oldest Child.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75173

It has caused loss of income . Devided my my tight nit family over vaccines , very much
limited my social engagement. .my ability to go to church .. my mental health .. Just about
every aspect of the freedoms I once held dear ..

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75174

Cant move freely in my own country. Its against the charter of rights

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75175

It has caused me great anxiety, and stress. It has done nothing but harm citizens.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75176

I have been discriminated against at several places of business for my medical choice. My
children have suffered in a lack of social interaction, inability to play at indoor play places and
we have had to keep our children home for school, as to prevent them from suffocation with
mask wearing and possible harassment regarding experimental vaccines. We have also been
prevented from attending church in person which is extremely important to our spiritual and
emotional well being.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75177

They have divided my family to a place of non-repair.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75178

Loose of work , depression , financially

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75179

90%

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75180

Lost family snd friends. Feel alone and isolated

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75181

Horrible………thoughts of ending my life

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75182

Loss of family livelihood due to not being vaccinated. Children segregated and loss of friends.
Oldest can’t get vaccinated for medical reasons and has lost all her friends. She has had
thoughts of suicide at times because she is so lonely. We can’t travel to see family outside of
the country. No funerals for 3 grandparents and a friend who Have passed away the past
couple years. The list goes on.

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75183

Created many hanrdships

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75184

Depression suicide and my kids are miserable

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75185

It ruined my life . I can work iam suicidal home waiting for for a way to leave the country that is
more communist like I left to be free in Canada. Trudeau should be in jail and all doctor who
inject the poison jab with him

2/18/2022 11:41 AM

75186

Deep depression. Lose of job.

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75187

Severely , jobs were lost that affects my family and friends. We are segregated from society.
This is not the Canada I know.

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75188

It has helped me to get vaccinated so I will reduce the danger I could be to my vulnerable
neighbors and helped my neighbors get vaccinated to reduce the potential danger they might
be to me.

2/18/2022 11:40 AM
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75189

I have been forced to do preform np swabs every 48 hours, my children have missed out on
sports and extra physical activities. It has caused a strain on my relationship with my partner

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75190

I've been blocked from visiting my mother in a care home. I haven't seen her since October. I
cannot wear a mask and am harassed daily. Most of my family members have shunned me
and I am not invited to any family gatherings.

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75191

Taking the freedom of everyday life away any the ability to travel freely.

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75192

Lost my job even though working from home.

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75193

Not being able to come and go as I please ! Wearing a mask is very unhealthy !

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75194

I have lost friends, family and work.... I feel like killing myself everyday and have to battle to
get myself up and going. I will not live in a communist country.

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75195

lost my job. family relationships broken

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75196

Family division, lost wages for spouse, lost my job, anxiety, fear and a sense of losing hope

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75197

Stress on us adults and mostly our children, division with family & friends, anger from mislead
vaccinated, misleading governments spewed lies and very divisive statements thru COVID
about unvaccinated, inflation from COVID is unreal

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75198

My family has broken. The division amongst loved ones, stoked by government and media lies
is unparalleled.

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75199

Depressed, isolated,

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75200

Loss of work, loss of friendships, depression, anxiety, distrust in government, distrust in our
heath care system, we feel unsafe in our own country

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75201

I’ve lost my job, been ostracized from society. My son has mental health problems. It’s been a
huge emotional and financial crisis.

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75202

Social life and work is drastically affected

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75203

I've never been more sad in my life and I've realized that we are living under a dictatorship.

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75204

Hard on mental Heath.

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75205

Mental and emotional duress

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75206

It made me realize just how much control our federal government has. This is
UNACCEPTABLE!!

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75207

Negatively, has made being a young individual struggling financially to further struggle more
financially. Pretty ironic because I’m governed by NDP and get absolutely raped on all
common goods + taxes.

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75208

Suicides from multiple friends, so devastation for family, Lowered quality of life... cannot enter
government own buildings without vax. Division amongst previously close family and friends

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75209

Division in my family life,

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75210

Affect my freedom

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75211

It’s brought division between friends and family members.

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75212

Oh let me start. First Im single and live on my own. Its cost me a massive delay in my career
path change I was in the middle of persuing. First lockdown with total Isolation cause my
mental Health to decline. Not having the gym which helps me maintain my mental health to get
through all of this Was taken away On a few occasions I felt suicidal over last 2 years Was
diagnosed with cptsd. I have gotten into massive debt having to stay at a job that pays below
living wage and massive inflation now to boot Lost many friends and family relationships are
strained Due to the toxic narrative. Including losing one friend to suicide due to mandates. I
suffer massive anxiety now due to Trudeau’s actions right now. I desperately want to go visit
friends and family and am unable to get on a plane . Cant even leave the country.

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75213

I realized that I live in a scary place

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75214

It decimated our industry and our small business that we spent 20 hrs building. Our kids do not

2/18/2022 11:40 AM
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like school at all anymore.
75215

Lost of work struggling mentally and physically for my family

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75216

The biggest change for me that the mandates have created is the enormous division between
family members that were extremely close pre mandates. There are so many things I could
mention on how the mandates have negatively affected my life but why bother mentioning
them as the government doesn’t really listen anyways.

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75217

Financially….laid off of work for a long period of time and reduced work hours when back.
Mental health took a hit as well.

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75218

Lack of Travel, can’t see family in US, forced vaccination, decline in family income

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75219

My son lost his scholarship My daughter starting using drugs because she was no longer able
to participate in sports My wife was forced to vaccinate for her career And we watched our
families divide

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75220

It’s affected my career , my mental health , my children ls mental health and education . I lost
savings . We need normal life back , we need to not be divided , and Trudeau as divided us.
We need to live with covid like we do any other disease or virus .

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75221

I'm not allowed to go in most establishments, all restaurants, all gyms, and some spas. I worry
about my employment daily as rules are constantly changing. I worry for my friends and
families businesses as lock downs have shut them down on numerous accounts.

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75222

In numerous ways but especially... The mandates have caused death among loved ones. Need
I say more?

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75223

My mom was forced to leave her job, and has therfor been cut off from some of the only
socialization that she gets making her depressed. My 1 year old daughter very rarely gets to
socialize with other children due to the regulations and mandates. My husband continually has
to worry that he's going to have to take time off due to mandates, when he's currently our only
source of income. Eventually this world is going to have to learn to live with covid instead of
ripping up other people's lives to avoid it.

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75224

Division in family, discrimination, stress and anxiety

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75225

Financialy

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75226

My boyfriend lost his job

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75227

Mental Illness, stress, financially wrecked both of my businesses, caused us to move,
financial strain, kids uprooted their lives, difficulty interacting with people who are so fearful
they can’t do anything, dealing with parents on volunteer sports boards who are unable to
make rational decisions because they are so fearful, unable to have logical conversations
based on actual data, experienced aggressive behaviour from people who how found out I am
not vaccinated, about to lose my professional license as a physiotherapist for 24 years, so
yeah, we have been affected...

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75228

haven’t been able to see family, they haven’t met my child his whole life

2/18/2022 11:40 AM

75229

I have been shunned and bullied by family and friends. I have not been able to go sit in
restaurants and go to movies since the vaccine passports and lockdowns. I am terrified that
my grandchildren are being harassed to wear masks and to get vaccinated. My 8 year old
grandson is being affected mentally by all the fear tactics. I have even been censored by
Facebook for trying to post the REAL Truth! I want my rights and freedoms back, for myself,
for my family, for everyone!

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75230

My children haven’t been able to be children for 2 years. They missed out on toddler group,
swimming lessons, dance class, countless general life experiences. Them being treated like
they are disease-ridden dangers to others is extremely damaging to their mental health and
needs to stop.

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75231

No job No income Bankruptcy is the only answer at age 59.. sad after all these years to be
broke in 2 yrs

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75232

Isolation, depression, mental health

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75233

mental health deterioration in family members including teenagers, suicides in neighbourhood,

2/18/2022 11:39 AM
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family division, despise lies from state media, travel restrictions: mothers funeral delayed by 2
years, profound distrust now of public health/gov't/pharma
75234

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75235

Living in Canada has been hell on earth. Feels like a communist country with all our rights
being taken away.

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75236

Not being able to freely travel.

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75237

I am treated like a second class citizen, unable to travel, attend in person gatherings, go to
restaurants or attractions and am painted as less than to say the least by my own Prime
Minister.

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75238

My 8 year is fearful to be away from us and can’t handle being at school and is now
homeschooled

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75239

I am a senior and I’m very upset with the mandates it’s sad family cannot see each other can’t
get decent health care and not able to do anything unless you have the shots.everything cost
so much no help for seniors but they give drug addicts welfare and two thousand a month.

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75240

Lost Money Lost family relationship Lost hope Lost 2 years

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75241

Literally in every way possible! Depression and stress is way worse then covid in my opinion

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75242

Created division and unacceptance within the people I know, my 11 yr old developed an eating
disorder due to the stress of the pandemic and mandates. My husband and two kids have
asthma and have a hard time wearing masks so have been singled out and given a hard time
for pulling their mask below their nose to be able to breathe. I have fallen into a severe
depression where I feel hopeless, alone and suicidal pretty much every day.

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75243

Job security, mental health

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75244

Can't go anywhere or do anything

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75245

In every way...no freedom etc

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75246

It has been oppressive. I feel like I live in Communism, with no rights. I feel like a second
class citizen. I had to put my job on hold.

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75247

Job social family travel division seclusion lockdowns fear all brought on by GOV mandates

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75248

Family dying without loved ones. Conflicts with family, communities, churches!

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75249

Depression, lack of social contact, suicide, not being able to eat out with friends. Sadness
watching the economy decline bc of it. Not necessary for the flu!!!

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75250

My entire family suffers from a series of mental health conditions. It has been impossible to
obtain a mask exemption for anyone, I have tried different doctors, therapists, talking with
teachers, principals, the school board. Nobody would make an exception for my children. Many
of my extended family members suffer from depression and these mandates have caused
them harm. I have been unable to work due to homeschoolibg. Public school refused to
accomodate either of my children. My oldest marks have suffered to a point where I am going
to need to hire a tutor that I cannot afford so that he might have a chance of graduating high
school. My youngest was very stressed out from wearing a mask due to his sensory
processing disorder. He was coming home from school dehydrate, because he needs
reminders to drink and the staff is so preoccupied with mandates that they have not been able
to meet the students needs. I have not been able to get a support person for him as we are
still waiting for a referral for a diagnosis. We are now paying for private school for my youngest
as he was starting to regress socially. Now we can barely afford to pay for our power and food.
My father-in-law has stage 4 cancer. I am one of his main support people and have been
unable to take him to appointments or visit him while he has been in the hospital. He has
become depressed and has given up fighting. My grandmother has been suffering from a
vaccine injury and has been in and out of the hospital. I am her main support person and am
unable to attend her appointments or visit her while she is an inpatient. She has become
depressed. My mother, sister and nephew live in British Columbia and I cannot fly there to see
them. I haven't seen my sister or nephew in four years. I have not been to see a doctor in two
years due to my inability to wear a mask for long amounts of time. Nobody in my home has
been able to have a haircut since the pandemic. I am a musician and am not able to earn a
living due to the passport requirements in establishments. We have not been able to hold a

2/18/2022 11:39 AM
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fundraiser for my father-in-law due to the passport requirement. My children cannot play sports
or participate in any extra curricular activities due to their vaccine status.
75251

Yes

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75252

Forced through coercion by the Federal Government to submit myself to expiremental vaccine
injection that has been proven ineffective

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75253

Lost my job. Ostracized by friends.

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75254

negatively...worried more about the kids health than anything actually

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75255

I can't spend time with family and friends. It's discouraging

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75256

It has kept me in my apartment, most of the time. Fear to go out.

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75257

Justin Trudeau needs to be put into jail.

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75258

Time lost at work, school with family, friends. Mandates have increased work load,extremely
stressful and emotionally exhausting in the workplace. Not being able to attend funerals
weddings etc. Isolation lack of socialization causing mental health issues,heightened anxiety,
separation with family,friends coworkers.

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75259

To have our freedom taken away to be told who I can have in our home to tell us where we can
and can’t go to FORCE us to wear masks and have passports to eat in restaurants to take our
childrens rights away….. etc. is enough to break one’s spirit and take away our dignity and it
has

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75260

Unable to visit my father at his seniors home in that last couple years of his life do to
restriction... these restrictions are hurting the people we are trying to protect the most

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75261

As unvaccinated my charter rights have been violated. I am treated as a risk to the safety of
others for no legitimate reason but soley due to propaganda and censureship.

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75262

Divided friends and family (that will never heal), limited my ability to access goods and
services and stress for the future

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75263

My mental health suffered greatly same with my children

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75264

Mental health issues, jobs lost

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75265

I've had to close my doors as a hair stylist and body maintenance service agent. I've endured
and suffered endless threats form debt collectors and I I on the verge of bankruptcy. Ive
developed a mental health issue and depression due to lack of interaction with my loved ones.
None of this pandemic is natural and I am NOT in alignment with totalitarianism!

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75266

Divide my family. Instilled fear in some family. Masks have isolated children from their natual
mental health/growth, by covering up our beautiful expressions. Stress. Threats from Trudeau.

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75267

Family tension, unable to visit in mother in personal care home, friends many of them having
side effects since taking the jab

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75268

I am a nurse. I have an autoimmune disease and a hx of cancer and was denied a medical
exemption for the vaccine. While I was waiting for the response to my exemption request, I
lost sleep and suffered with anxiety and depression. I sat awake at night agonizing over my
decision. During this, nurses and healthcare workers who fought against the mandates were
vilified in the media. My work place felt hostile and I dreaded going to work because I was a
minority there. I finally got denied because the requirements were too narrow and impossible to
meet. I got vaccinated and have suffered with a resurgence of my autoimmune disease after
being in remission. I am constantly so tired that daily tasks are difficult. My children have been
greatly impacted as well. My son, in grade 1, has struggled with learning due to the masks. My
daughter who is 9, has been showing symptoms of depression for the last six months because
of all the prolonged restrictions over the last two years. There is always an undercurrent of
tension in community interactions that is difficult to ignore. This winter has been long; my kids
couldn’t be in any sports because I wouldn’t be able to support them being unvaccinated. I
agonized over this too, as the choice was to potentially risk my health by getting vaccinated or
have them miss out so that I could at least function as their mother in our day to day life. My
dad is 70 and we usually go out to eat together every two weeks, but we had to stop doing that
because of the vaccine passport system.

2/18/2022 11:39 AM
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75269

Was not able to see my dear Mother in law in her nursing home as she was terribly confused
about why we couldn't visit ..she died in that home while not allowed to see her loved ones
faces! These mandates have had severe impacts on Mental Health.

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75270

Mandated for vaccine at my 25 year employment.Didnt want the vaccine seeing I have natural
immunity.Then I was put on leave without pay. Decided to comply. After first dose of Pfizer I
now have heart issues.Do now I have a health issue and no job!! This is insane

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75271

Watched my husband die of malnutrition in the hospital, due to being understaffed , as they
fired healthy health care workers.

2/18/2022 11:39 AM

75272

I have two children who have been deeply affected by these arbitrary mandates. The fact that
our government (at all levels) has decided that it is ok to restrict Canadians unless they decide
to put something in their body is against our Charter. It is also insanity.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75273

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75274

Job loss, depression, considering leaving Canada permenantly

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75275

Depression anxiety my children have suffered

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75276

Human rights violation, depression, loneliness, lost 3 family members after 2nd injection. My
father in law died alone in a hospital!

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75277

I have been affected mentally socially physically and spiritually due to these mandates. I loss
my job, loss of loved ones, loss of friends and family due to the segregation, my mental health
has suffer and therapist are slammed which makes it difficult to find one.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75278

I have lost my job, my kids have lost their jobs. I no longer have any faith or loyalty to
Canada.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75279

I lost my job.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75280

Not a big deal. Vaccines, masks, distancing. Deal with it until the virus is no longer a threat to
lives.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75281

Lost two years of my life

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75282

Tired of wearing masks, and my grandkids having to wear them all day while in the classroom,
if government wants children to wear masks all then government should provide them, as it
stands now kids wear the same mask all day, how clean can that be for them.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75283

Affected mental health, relationships with family, my business has been reduced to nothing,
my church life is nil. I am an ex service member of 20 years and I am disgusted. I can't travel
out of my country and this is NOT how I envisioned my retirement years.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75284

Surely it has kept me safe from getting covid19, being hospitalized, prevented new variants.
Justin Trudeau didn't create nor forced the mandates. It was the responsibility of the health
organization and the provinces PM's. The truck convoy had no right to occupy Ottawa the way
they did.. for as long as they did. My friend Maria and her brothers didn't get vaccinated and
her brother got covid so bad he had to be hospitalized for 2 weeks. She's still not getting
vaccinated. There is no cure for stupid.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75285

Mental health is terrible - I often think of leaving earth as I see no point in living at times.
Harsh but thoughts that come into my head at times.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75286

lost my job,career, friends and trust of people in general

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75287

I’ve watched it divide the country. I’m allergic to the mask so I don’t go to stores. I miss being
social with my friends. I know more people vaccinated with Covid than had Covid without
vaccine. I have never witnessed a pandemic just normal flu season!

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75288

It has caused rifts between our family and friends. I have list my job because I can't won't get
vaccinated. Noone should ever be told what to put in their body to live their lives or have
employment. I support the trucker convoy as it is a peaceful protests. We Canadians are
docile and friendly and always afraid to hurt someone's feelings but now we have had enough.
When the convoys started, I was proud to be a Canadian again. I am now imprisoned in my
own country unable to leave.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75289

I feel depressed mentally, physically and financially. Work has stopped and it’s hard to find
enough to get by on. Because of this I have defaulted in payments and it has ruined my credit.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM
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I have lost ALL respect for the government and the law. Prices of so many things have
skyrocketed, for example: gas was 72 cents per litre 2 years ago and today it is around $1.58
per litre….it has gotten out of hand completely and needs to be changed. The list goes on.
75290

I and family have been living with fear mongering from media and government control .
Members have died, are sick and have not been able to contact in person, more than 90% of
the people in our lives who matter. Liberties have been taken by a corrupt government who has
duped society into fear and discourse. Mentally, spiritually, physically and financially I have
suffered as well as my family.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75291

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75292

It has kept me from seeing my grandchildren in BC and all of my siblings in Ontario and the
masks have made breathing difficult.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75293

Hard

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75294

Depression lack of wages .

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75295

The Government has failed to represent me and protect my freedom and God given rights.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75296

Makes me depressedand anxious

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75297

1. 5 job disruptions 2. 3 job losses 3. Restrictions related illness 4. Avoiding cancer screen 5.
6 grandchildren lost organized sports and activities 6. 7 grandchildren subject to the stress and
demoralization of segregation and discrimination. A consequence of being unable to participate
in events and social activities (theatre, restaurant parties, grads community celebrations etc)
7. Several family members subject to workplace intimidation 8. Several family members ill
from shame related stress, having been forced to vaccinate to maintain income Just to name a
few harms of mandates

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75298

My kids mental health, my mental health, my husband and other surrounding family and
friends, we have been wearing masks and it has outrageously affected specifically my 5 year
old at school, he no longer likes school, his mental health is at a low, he has a hard time
making friends along with my 4 year old in preschool! My husband also missed out on all of
my appointments during my pregnancy with my currently 3 month old son, which we can never
get that time back, Christmas and other holidays including birthdays have not been the same,
we are unvaxxed from Covid for multiple reasons which in return has cost us the time of not
being able to get out with our children !!!! The government is abusing, neglecting and over
using their power !!! There is children at my kids school eating on the floor!!!!!! Ya you heard
that right! Because of this social distance and Covid… thanks… thanks for ruining many
peoples lives including innocent children!!! Then to add to it “Covid tax” on things is ridiculous
which makes it hard for families to make it through, people have lots jobs and businesses
which then in return affects their living situation! This needs to end now !!!!’ Not in march, not
next week! NOW we need a new government along with the mandates dropped because we
can not trust these people in charge the money has gone to their heads! Thanks for the control
but it’s time to end now!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75299

Not allowed access to many businesses and have been descriminated against.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75300

Very Negatively physically, financially, and socially.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75301

Didn't get to see my mom in hospital after her stroke. Didn't get to have a funeral for her so no
closure. My 3 year old had little child interaction. Division in family. My rights have been
stomped on.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75302

I can't go home and may never see my family again. Is that enough?

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75303

Everywhere ,family ,freinds and work

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75304

So much division between friends, family, coworkers. Will lose my job on April 25th if these
mandates aren't stopped

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75305

Haven't been able to see my very sick parent. Mental health issues with my school age son
due to restrictions in sport and school settings.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75306

was forced out of federal job until i was able to get an exemption. suffered months of anxiety
and stress with my wife and kids not knowing if we would have a home and a future because i
am close to retirement. We planned to expatriate on my retirement to my wifes home country
and we cannot travel because we dont vaccinate.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM
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75307

My family has been not only injured by the vaccine but we are getting no help with the medical
profession in acknowledging this injury. We are all depressed. My daughter had to be pulled
from her school due to the stress of the schools restrictions and their militant behaviour at
Ernest manning High School. My kids could not enrolled in their sports and my daughter lost
employment because she could not travel on an airplane. This has devastated my family. The
mental anguish we have suffered not knowing if my husband would lose his job over this has
weighed heavily. I am at the point where I don't see any future for myself or my family.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75308

Affects my children at school and sports. Divided my family.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75309

We have lost 2 businesses, my son was forced to be vaccinated to continue at his university,
my dad died because he could not access treatment, we lost my grandmother due to neglect
at her nursing home (she fell and suffered a fatal brain injury due to staff shortage), my kids
lost 2 close friends due to suicide linked to isolation. I work with children who are suffering
from mental health issues.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75310

Now I am not only alone, I am isolatedI live alone. The mandates have made it nearly
impossible to have any social interaction of any kind, so now I am alone and isolated.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75311

Destroyed 2 years of my life

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75312

Kept our kids and grandkids away. Totally fractured our family.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75313

Division with family and friends, ability to go out for concerts, dinners etc.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75314

I am not allowed to leave the country, I am not allowed to take my son swimming or to any
recreational activity, I am not allowed to eat in a restaurant. I feel dehumanized and angry and
disgusted with everyone that thinks his is ok over a vaccine that does NOT stop transmission.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75315

Mentally in every aspect

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75316

I cannot travel freely within my country, or out if my country. I cannot attend certain
businesses or events with friends and family.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75317

Can’t meet with family, no airport travel. Businesses closing even after 35 years, young kids
not being able to see family, vaccination passports are stupid. They are preventing people from
obtaining work. Some flew and if they don’t have a passport no flying, planes are less full and
flights are cancelled and harder for me to fly. If I have an emergency and had to fly to family or
medical reason can’t cause the flights were cancelled.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75318

In every way. Travel/work/social

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75319

Destroyed

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75320

I received a fine for 250 dollars for parking in a place where I always park because of
supposed covid restrictions. I was harrassed for walking outdoors by myself. I've been
harrassed and refused service by businesses. I've not been allowed to leave the country
because of my medical choice and the governments tyrannical responses. Stress and
discouragement. Brief suicidal thoughts for the first time in my life.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75321

I am extremely tired. It impact my mental health. My income does not exist. My dreams were
crashed. All my hard work for the last 23 years is gone. I am still alive, but it is not the life that
I deserve or ever wanted.

2/18/2022 11:38 AM

75322

Very little social interaction Draconian restrictions prevent the operation of small business and
many other activities.

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75323

Horrificly. The Yukon does not operate the same as large metropolitan areas . You only need to
see the overdose death figures since the start of mandate to see the real negative impacts on
other areas of health.

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75324

Mental health, physical health job, job loss, family and friend disconnected

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75325

My business that I have operated for 40 years is on the brink of collapse. Not sure how we will
pay our bills for January and February. Sales are in the toilet because no one is spending
because they don’t know what tomorrow will bring. And with what is happening today in Ottawa
there will be even more uncertainty. And I’d like to add as we that wonton a 13 month stretch I
lost 3 family members and could not visit or gather to mourn and find support in family. I detest

2/18/2022 11:37 AM
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Justin Trudeau and what he and the Liberal and NDP governments are doing to our country.
God is our only hope at this point! May He show His power in this situation.
75326

They have destroyed our lives

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75327

I have lost my job my family my friends and am severely depressed and in massive debt for
the first time and I was a licensed financial advisor at a bank.

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75328

Everyday. From home life, shopping and working. It has affected me in so many ways.

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75329

I'm concerned about government over reach and all the rules to go or come back from the USA
and there no rules down there .

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75330

My mental health has declined dramatically due to being isolated and treated like a 2nd class
citizen.

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75331

Loss of family programming as new mother, isolation, division and hatred between people,
stress and anxiety at work and home. Losing two friends to mental health exacerbated by
pandemic restrictions.

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75332

Tired of all the crap

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75333

Isolation, loss of friendships, loss of work

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75334

Makes me anxious

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75335

When working I’m only breathing toxins my body has expelled. I’m unable to go to the gym,
cinema & restaurants.I’ve lost friends & family from the divisive words our so called leaders
spew from their lying mouths. There is no science to back up up the abuse we have suffered
for the past two years.

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75336

I lost my job and been out of work since mid-october.

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75337

Kept me safe

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75338

Harassment in stores for not wanting to wear a mask. I chose not to take the jab so cannot
participate in certain social functions & cannot travel. Friendships challenged.

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75339

Job

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75340

It has secluded us from our neighbours and church family

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75341

It ruined my business, has divided my family - I already have little support being alone in a
province with children, tied here due to a court order involving children in a failed marriage - all
of my family live in the maritimes - I have not seen them in over 2 years. My children do not
know my side of their family at 6&8 they have not had a chance to grow up knowing their
family who live provinces away, as they’ve entered years of lifelong childhood memories - their
social skills affected, my self employment/business crumbled and lifestyles changed majorly
due to covid - scrambling to make ends meet and afford groceries and necessities while trying
to keep life as normal as possible for the children. My mental health and everyone’s around me
has been affected. Our businesses our relationships - EVERYTHING. End this NOW.

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75342

I am currently not able to continue working in healthcare due to my vaccine status

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75343

Differing opinions have destroyed relationships with family and friends and my mental has
been severely affected with the decreased unavailability of my medical team

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75344

Family Division, Co-worker division, Church division, friendships disintegrated, DEPRESSION
in family members

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75345

It decided my family neighbors community. I'm stressed out and depressed

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75346

It has taken away my freedom to enjoy restaurants, recreation, and hurt my family and friends
by dividing them with fear and hatred

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75347

Tremendously

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75348

It has divided my family. Caused me to not be able to see my son in another country. It has
ended relationships, caused division and hatred among my friends and family.

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75349

I no longer have freedom to choose where I want to work as a care aid as I won't take the so
called Vax. My family has been divided! I had to have my grampas funeral over a zoom

2/18/2022 11:37 AM
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call...so many more horrible things. It's like huge discrimination from so many...all because of
lies and agendas being pushed that are not for our best interests!
75350

Poorly. I have done nothing wrong and yet I feel like a criminal trapped in my own country.

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75351

I lost my job because I do not want the vaccine. I am severely depressed. I don't know if my
marriage of 24 years is going to survive.

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75352

Has caused huge undue stress on my family.

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75353

How has it not!!!!

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75354

Feel like a 3rd rate citizen. Being blamed for everyone that has got covid because i refuse to
get vaccinated. But have never contacted it

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75355

Depression, loss of wages loss of freedom . Wasn’t able to have an end of life celebration for
my mother

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75356

It has been 2 years of stress, separated friends and families. I was retired so wasn't stressed
about losing my job but many people lost their jobs. All the stress caused mental problems
and suicide. There was nothing good with all the mandates!!

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75357

Trudeau's BS and inability to handle any of this. Science "What Science"

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75358

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75359

By restricting travel & visits by family to our Mother in long term care. This above all else, has
been horrendous. Especially for mother. So sad, & unnecessary.

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75360

Taken away my right and family’s rights to body autonomy.

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75361

Medical appointments, travelling, exercising

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75362

As a "free" Canadian I'm a prisoner in my own country.. I can't leave to travel, visit family..
Healthy children are being masked everyday at school. Terrible

2/18/2022 11:37 AM

75363

I've lost work, and have lost the ability to take my family out for meals, go to sporting events
concerts, and cannot travel. Essentially have become a prisoner in my country because I want
to choose what I put in my body.

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75364

Depression

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75365

Horribly. Personal wise and business wise. Higgs in NB divided our Province and brought hate
on those who disagreed with him. Trudeau did the same

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75366

Feeling of isolation, trapped in my home, feel discriminated against

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75367

Lost my job. Small business shut down.

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75368

I have lost my position as an officer in the Air Force Reserve as well as the small business I
started.

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75369

Taken away my freedom as a Canadian. My rights and choices

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75370

Drastically, my wife was in a care home and I couldn't touch her until she died

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75371

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75372

Mentally, emotionally, financially, discrimination etc.

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75373

I am vaccinated and boosted. My husband is not. As a result, we are trapped in Canada. We
cannot travel. We cannot leave. Our freedom is lost.

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75374

It has divided family members and has caused a lot of stress among us all.

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75375

I have been segregated, made to feel like I am not part of society simply because I decided
not to get vaccinated. I cannt be social because I am not allowed into bars which held karaoke
nights which is where all my friends go. I am not allowed to go into the Canadian Legion
because they require proof of vaccination. My grandfather fought in World War 2 and now they
refuse me access to the one place that celebrated veterans. The one place that should uphold
Canadians freedoms is the same place that is enforcing the government's rules that take away
those same freedoms veterans like my grandfather fought for.

2/18/2022 11:36 AM
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75376

I am unable to participate in society in any way

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75377

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75378

My 2 year old has been effected and is very shy to everyone around him, doesn't know more
than half of his family.

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75379

It has curtailed travel. It has caused divisions in my family, created divisions between
coworkers and colleagues. It has lost me clients. It has hampered my ability to do my job
properly. It has forced me to do things that I am in absolute disagreement with.

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75380

Irritation maximale...

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75381

Taking away freedoms against the charter of rights

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75382

Fear ...

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75383

Employment, travel, health and much more

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75384

In every possible way

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75385

Freedom taken away. Wasted 2 precious years of my life.

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75386

I LOST my job!!! I love my work and I really want it back so badly! I followed all restrictions to
the letter but the shot is too too much to ask! PLEASE do the right thing that Canadians stood
up for so long.

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75387

Feel like a second class citizen since I don’t have any vaccines.

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75388

It has affected livelihoods, strain and disruption on relationships. I missed the first month of
my granddaughters life because of the Covid random rules made up by a health nurse.
Watched people get the shots against their will, I’ve been discriminated against for choosing
not to get the shots. Watched education be affected and moved to my smaller home town to
try to make things easier on our high school son. Teenagers are doing drugs, fighting, harming
themselves because of the hopelessness. The brainwashing on viruses has been astonishing.
Tired of the corruption. This isn’t about health it’s about control.

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75389

the mandate has caused a great deal of stress in all areas of my life

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75390

Absolutely horrible. Seperation from friends m family is so fucked up

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75391

I have a 24 year old son who is struggling horribly with depression, refusing to vaccinate and
being unable to work because of his choice. I have also watched friends with yoga studios and
restaurants DROWN. I have also lost life long friends because they refuse to agree to disagree
on issues.

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75392

Terrible

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75393

I came from a communist country to find freedom and I got worst tyrany. Depression sickness

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75394

I have no live interactions, conversations with humans

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75395

like a nightmare

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75396

lost job

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75397

Freedom of movement. Travel restrictions. Social gathering. Religious service. Being
discriminated against for MY beliefs. Lesser medical care. Unable to visit those in hospital.
Media bias; unable to receive unbiased news.

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75398

Personal with other people with different opinions

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75399

Isolation from all my friends family and enjoyable activities

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75400

I lost my job. I took a less paying job to survive

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75401

My mother died after getting a blood clot after the jab, my son had his first ever seizure after
the first shot and a friend ( nurse ) commit suicide. It’s been a difficult two years on myself and
my children. We all went through severe depression during these times.

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75402

I suffer from an anxiety disorder and have difficulty breathing in a mask. I have a mask
exemption but have been bullied so badly by the general public I don’t go anywhere anymore.

2/18/2022 11:36 AM
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75403

Out of work

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75404

Caused depression and goes against my right to determine my own body autonomy

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75405

Has divided family Family members isolated in long term care and retirement for 2 yrs
Disgusted by our govt!

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75406

Employment

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75407

I feel they have taken every God given right away, I lost my husband during this time, grieving
is a lonely time, this has accelerated the loneliness, seeing friends go out for dinner makes it
that much harder.

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75408

I have lost family because of my bodily choices and friends and my job I am suffering terribly
with depression and anxiety and do not have the will to leave my house I am not allowed to
play my sports or go to my gym so my body is suffering and my mind as the gym and sports
is my thing to do to keep my mind and body healthy

2/18/2022 11:36 AM

75409

Depression, lost my job, lost my social colleGue, not able to go to non-essential locations,
specifically restaurants

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75410

Extra stress, division between family, financial stress

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75411

Very negatively

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75412

can no longer go places I once did.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75413

Divided our families Couldn’t see mom in hospital- thankful she recovered. Isolated Depression
and anxiety Mask ticket Psychological issues going shopping. Loss of travel by plane
Discrimination having no V passport to attend games, arenas, resteraunts... sit down to eat at
food court in mall!! Feeling unsafe in my own country with PM and leaders who call us
Canadians who value freedom of choice ‘racist’ and ‘unacceptable’- that there is no place in
society for us. HATE SPEECH by a prime minister who should unite Canadians NOT divide.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75414

Affected my son with autism more than I can say here

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75415

I have had to homeschool my children this year due to the stress and anxiety the pandemic
has caused our family.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75416

I lost my Job.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75417

I've been fired, robbed of my income! I've been discriminated against and ostracized from my
own family. I'm suffering a depression I never have before. I don't even qualify to talk to a
counselor because of my 'medical status'! A am a Canadian!!! I want my rights back!

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75418

I have lost my job as an RN. As a really my physical and mental health have deteriorated.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75419

I do not have much of a social life, but now I suffer from panic attacks when out and about
because of the mask. (I have trouble breathing) Also because of this I do not work.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75420

It has mentally affected my state

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75421

Lost my job , lost my freedom , lost my social interaction, set me back for my future goals .
Havnt been able to travel . Trudeau must go . Make Canada great again please please please
🇨🇦

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75422

It insults my intelligence.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75423

I lost my twin son due to the mandates and the hospital “COVID PROTOCOL” and almost lost
my twin daughter and wife all in the same night. That’s the short story

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75424

Dramatic changes in my small business, broken relationships with friends and family due to
pushed narrative of separation. Definite strain on my mental health

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75425

Not seeing my loved ones.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75426

Stressed, masks cause horrific allergic reactions on my face. Was in hospital, couldn't have
visiters, can't do anything because I'm not vaccinated.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75427

Lost my job, a lot of internal stress, had to move because I could afford it anymore, my
boyfriend died as an adverse reaction to the vaccine

2/18/2022 11:35 AM
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75428

Haven’t been able to go to funeral

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75429

It has stopped my life. For a while I agree there was good reason. That time has long passed. I
want my freedom back.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75430

My mental health is drowning

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75431

Made me depressed, lost my job over mandate.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75432

By normalizing the exaggerated, disproportionate expressions of open discrimination,
harassment, bullying, civilian over policing, paranoia and suspicion, germophobia, censorship,
government overreach, while stunting early childhood development of healthy social skills &
distorting body language, weaponization of speech, dividing and conquering communities, use
of coercion and force, rupturing social fabric, family values, eroding cultural and artistic
expressions, messing with the Constitution, collapsing small business and inverting media to
promote lies and deception to name but a few factors which have completely messed with our
realities.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75433

Loss of work at a job I love, loss of family time with the people I love, loss of recreational
activities and ability to attend public events, loss of friends due to the false information being
projected in the mainstream media. It affects the little ones in my family by not allowing them
to socialize and play, develop skills, or attend public events which will have a huge negative
impact on their futures.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75434

It has 90 % destroyed my small business and made me depressed !

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75435

No Social contacts & less freedom to do anything

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75436

Taken away my rights to choose what is right.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75437

Bankrupted me!! Debt beyond measure!!!

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75438

Having to force my little children to wear masks- and all 3 of my children have not had a
Birthday party for 2 fricken years!

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75439

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75440

My children have been unable to attend school, activities, or play with peers. Masking has
been difficult for my son with corrective lens. Complete government control of its citizens is
unacceptable.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75441

There will never be adequate words to express how destructive the mandates have been. No
one is unaffected.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75442

Relationship,Travel, Financial

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75443

No Freedom

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75444

I’ve lost two of my 5 businesses. Now divorced. Children suffering with mental Illness from no
sports etc. the list goes on.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75445

I had to shut down my business because I couldn’t work with the lock downs, lost clientele.
Wasn’t able to go to my gym anymore, restraunts , I am still not allowed to visit my
grandparents because I am unvaccinated and will stay unvaccinated for my personal health
choice. Couldn’t go watch my kids play sports. Divided friends & family. Children hate wearing
masks in school. Have turn to home schooling because they dread going to school now with
the nonsensical mandates in schools. Stopped us from receiving medical attention because
unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75446

As a Canadian citizen I feel I am being punished for wanting to wait to see the data! I take
very good care of my health, and am a respectful and responsible individual. My children have
had their childhood vaccines but mandating a vaccine that has new technologies that we are
learning are not as effective as we had hoped (you can still get the virus and spread it, viral
load is the same in both vaccinated and unvaccinated) it is clear that people who chose to wait
on the data are being punished! It makes zero scientific sense. Doctors and scientists are
being silenced. It’s wrong! Not to mention I know at least 10 people personally who have had
horrible adverse reactions directly due to these vaccines. I feel these mandates (and
specifically our prime ministers inflammatory language) has also caused such a horrible divide
in society. It has affected my personal life very much also! It really is absolutely awful, what
has happened to this once beautiful country.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM
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75447

My children are all learning online because of the mask mandates in school and the severe
harassment they received even when they had doctors notes due to medical reasons. There
has also been loss of friendships and so much division. These mandates have done 110%
more harm then covid ever could. You call that safe and caring? I call that disgusting and
unlawful.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75448

Anxiety Isolation Family/ friends conflict

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75449

I have had a chronic sinus infection from the masks. I’m single living alone so not being
around people like normal is very difficult. It’s also made planning for my job very hard
because we never know what to expect.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75450

I’m loosing everything. My home my job my car…….. everything!! Government is corrupt to
the core. Raise taxes is their answer. Well I’m fed up with taxes and the idiots that make
decisions that a monkey can make. FED UP!!!!!

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75451

I haven't seen family in two years.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75452

Mental and physical health are greatly affected by being unable to go the gym or see
family/friends.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75453

I have lost my source of income. I have lost my community.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75454

Reduced business - lower standard of living.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75455

Negatively.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75456

Loss of money. Kids not being able to hang out with there peers,

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75457

Isolation, depression, deep grieving, separation.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75458

Robbed me of family time, public worship and vacations. It has also made me aware of the
incompetence of our Federal and Provincial governments. The medical advisers are failing.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75459

The judgement that the unvaccinated get makes it scary to live and feel safe the people
supporting vaccine mandates won’t stop until the prime minister stops calling people racists
and misogynists and radicals - the division is beyond sad. families are scared to with
unvaccinated individuals and families are broken by the words of our prime minister this is not
the same Canada as I grew up in! I can no longer visit family across provinces by plane, I
have been asked personal medical questions in job interviews that had no relevance on my
ability to do the job, I have been refused service in restaurants and healthy living activities
such as gyms and swimming pools! My daughter is missing out on activities because I will not
be putting experimental vaccines in either of us until long term studies are completed!

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75460

Horribly

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75461

Segregation. Cannot see my immediate family. Was hospitalized no one could see me. My dad
is dying of cancer refuses to see me because of his fear he may catch Covid from me.
Supporting my children who are so segregated so depressed. I am now fighting severe
depression and possibly battling breast cancer by myself now. I feel like I now treated like a
second class citizen, I’m 65 and have no freedom left will I do any treatments for my breast
now,NO Because my depression is so severe and I’m so sad why bother

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75462

I lost my job, can’t travel, can’t support myself because of this

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75463

My family has become so distant through this . Also I have been verbally abused at work .
People are mean

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75464

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75465

Much less recreational activities. Probably drink more alcohol than before. No travel...less
enjoyment of life.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75466

It has had me worried that I might actually be forced to step away from my job. I don’t believe
anyone has the right to force me to put something into my body that I don’t agree with. I also
don’t believe that anybody but my doctor has a right to see my medical records. The vaccine
passport has got to go. Vaccinated or not I will refuse to show my medical records to enter an
establishment.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75467

Emotional and psychological trauma, loss of income, segregated from society

2/18/2022 11:35 AM
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75468

how to close businesses, hard on teenagers, mental health struggles

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75469

I have lost longtime friends to disagreement about covid and the mandates. I feel like I was
forced to chose a vaccine that I didn't want and was suggested by a Dr not to get due to my
heart health. My work didn't care, get the shot or no job. Tired and weary of all of this media
fear mongering. Looking for a end to all mandates for vaccinated and non vaccinated. Looking
for body atomony and freedom for all Canadians.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75470

Destroyed our business, ruined my child’s childhood, almost ended a life of someone I love
due to suicide of losing his job.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75471

It has caused stresses and divisions between family and friends.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75472

An upset in daily life. Mostly worry and frustration about losing our freedom and rights.

2/18/2022 11:35 AM

75473

Too many negative ways to share with anyone but my lawyer

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75474

Mental health, and killed Mt father and freinds

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75475

It has been hard on my mental health, and my financial situation.

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75476

The masks mainly affected me. I can not breathe in a mask at all and i get severely bad acne
from it as well as more breathing issues from it as it does not keep everyday air out of my
lungs anyways. I got fully vaccinated so i didnt have to wear one and so my two kids whom
are 2yrs old and 8months old could live somewhat normal free lives.

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75477

Hiding socially because of choices, not free to share or talk through issues, lose of work,
social community limited, exercise limited and isolated, Isolated from Norms and best way for
me to be healthy

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75478

Too angry to type

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75479

A lot

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75480

My kid now has no interest in school,my other kids have mental problems

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75481

I did not let it destroy my life but the mandates are wrong and evil

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75482

Mandates have effectively eliminated 75% of my business. The government has people so
scared that it makes it uncomfortable to be out in public due to the Mass formation psychosis
that has occurred. The mandates have caused undo mental anxiety to my staff and myself.

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75483

List my job Nurse 32 years

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75484

It has kept me from seeing my 97 year old friend. Very difficult since up until recently, I had
been her lifeline.

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75485

Significantly! My partner lost his job during the shut down and I am being ostracized at work
for not getting vaccinated and risk losing my job!

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75486

Isolation from family and friends caused by division of ones personal opinions

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75487

Drastically

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75488

I lost my business and then my house

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75489

I will never own a home because of what the goverment did to the economy…I have no future
now

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75490

I lost my job. Been criticized by others...made to feel a lower class citizen!

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75491

Not alot. I just adhere to what the protocols say. I visit my Mother in a long-term facility. So I'll
have e patience

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75492

I had a stroke, depression, anxiety, isolation

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75493

I have lost my job which was in the bridal industry. I have also chosen to not be vaccinated
because the data shows it does not slow down or stop the spread so I can not go out and
enjoy life with family and friends

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75494

Division among Canadian

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75495

We have nothing without freedom.

2/18/2022 11:34 AM
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75496

It has stopped me from being able to see my family, I am a cyclist and I have not been able to
race or train with my training group. I have not been able to interact with my friends as much. I
have not been made welcome at school, some of my professors have made it very clear that if
they knew about my decision to not be vaccinated I would not be welcome in their class. I
have had professors threaten to call security multiple times if we did not wear masks. I had a
kid who’s mask slipped past his nose in class accidentally and our professor flipped out and
screamed at him that she was going to call security if he didn’t fix his mask right now. It has
been very hard to make friends at University because I feel afraid to actually have people find
out I am not vaccinated because there are some vocal students that are very pro vaccine and
I have overheard many conversations where students were talking about how the unvaccinated
need to be punished,( in prison, no access to medical care, should be separated completely
from society). I have never had so much hate in my life, being called selfish, a white
nationalist, anti science and many other things.

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75497

Ostracized from a number of family members & once friends…a serious divide over my jab
choice. Ostracized from public museums, pools, sit in eateries, etc. Seclusion from my
community.

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75498

I am now unable to work. I have been harassed and bullied, called names and discriminated
against because of my pharmaceutical allergies. My Doctor has been prevented from doing her
job under fear of losing her licenses. I have been isolated and that has caused anxiety and
depression and have been unable to support myself which causes more anxiety. I have also
lost friends who do not understand and have been brain washed to fear me! Constant fear of
just surviving their rules, taxes, shelter, food what next will they threaten with!

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75499

Oh my where to start. Almost every aspect of my life from family to work to friends

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75500

Depression, family conflict, loss of friendships, ostracized, ridiculed.

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75501

Mentally & morally change every part of my life & family's freedom, trapped us & in prisonned
us in are own country. Killed all we loved this country for .

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75502

Causing much anxiety and lack of human contact.

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75503

Loss of freedom Loss of income Loss of pleasure of life Loss of freedom of speech Loss of
freedom of movement Loss of freedom of medical treatment Loss of family ties

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75504

Every way possible, family loosing jobs etc.

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75505

Division of people, family, friends, freedom to travel, freedom of choice medical wise, what
goes in my body, freedom of everything really, can't go to restaurants, etc, it's all pethetic , and
wrong and lies! The truckers have got a few more people realize how Canadians have been lied
to, the media is a bad virus, ones out tax dollars are paying, feared and lied for last two years,
untruthful, manipulating, time for truth to finally come out! And hopefully if can reunite people' ,
it's also been a financial disaster,

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75506

Tremendously, almost bankrupted my business and my families mental health is destroying
our way of life

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75507

It forced me to get a shot I felt was unnecessary, given my health status. Cloth masks are
ridiculous and are merely a sign of compliance at this point. I do not enjoy attending concerts
or events where masks are required and avoid doing so. I avoid dining out and no longer go to
pubs as I find it abhorrent to show the passport. Therefore, my social life and enjoyment of life
in general has suffered.

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75508

Unable to return home as my husband and I have chosen not be vaccinated. He is a UK
citizen and me Canadian. He cannot enter and I cannot leave Canada without vaccination.

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75509

I have worse breathing issues and I can't see my sister in Long term care

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75510

It has affected everyone's life....not in a good way.

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75511

Kids have been affected with lack of friends in there life and sports, jobs were hard to find,
family’s being together and family events.

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75512

Coercion to to take Jab, and has caused division

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75513

My children have been barred from participating in so many childhood freedoms ie: swimming,
skating, indoor playgrounds etc. It’s for them I will fight the hardest.

2/18/2022 11:34 AM
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75514

Affected my business and separated family and friends!

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75515

Loss of business

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75516

I'm A trucker. Masks fog up safety glasses. Unsafe to be in many situations. Indoor
washrooms in factories not available to truckers. Only portapoties. No inside restaurants
eating. Already immune through having covid.

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75517

Loss of freedom and human dignity

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75518

Mental health for the kids as well as myself has been negatively impacted.

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75519

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75520

Caused depression, and has pitted family members against one another. This MUST END
NOW!

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75521

Minor inconvenience

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75522

No travel No doctor visit. Can’t see family

2/18/2022 11:34 AM

75523

Lost my spouse of 20 years, my whole life has changed. Did you get to see my dying family
members to say good bye....etc

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75524

Mentally draining

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75525

Divided family

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75526

Isolation, depression, anxiety, stress, financial losses, family, friends & church splits.
Segregation. Discrimination.

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75527

I can no longer enter my country and my family is trapped there while I battle stage 4 cancer
abroad. I am heartbroken to see Canada in this state. I cry often am shocked and horrified with
trudeaus actions.

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75528

In everyway I can't do anything and my wife is going to lose her job

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75529

Can't go out and do anything, caused depression, anxiety and anger.

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75530

My health deteriorated, need to see doctors in person, to upgrade medication. Miss the
company of my family and friends. Need to shop for my usual food and necessities. I am a
prisoner of my own home.

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75531

Ruined family, cost me job, can’t go anywheres as i am unable to wear a mask. Put excessive
stress on me. Forced me to leave my province in search of work. Discrimination everywhere’s
i go. Shall I continue???

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75532

Limited mobility

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75533

I dod lost money, cause i was on inpaid leave. I did cought covid and i had it very easy to
cpare those that had their 2 or 3 shots. Why, cause i did my efforts, REAL effort on boosting
my immune ayatem naturaly.

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75534

Mental health, lost friends and family to suicide

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75535

I’m building a house and living in a RV trailer in the winter means frozen pipes. I can’t go to the
gym or pool community center for a shower. 2 no thé with no shower waiting for vaccine
mandates to end in BC. In BC we have no rapid test option for entry. I can not eat in a
restaurant only get take out and there is a division in my family. We did not get together for
Christmas dinner.

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75536

Being able to visit family and friends

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75537

Risk to my employment. Policy was introduced, but rescinded

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75538

It has severely damaged it

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75539

It has restricted my ability to work as I am a railroad worker and cross the border frequently. I
was unable to be with my grandmother when she passed away, and she was like a second
mother to me. She was a very big part of my life. It has restricted my day to day activities

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75540

Freedom

2/18/2022 11:33 AM
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75541

Bring treated like a diseased animal is not pleasant. Neither is being classed as a racist,
misogynist terrorist by our own PM for disagreeing with him and ACTUALLY following the
science!

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75542

Depression of my teenage daughter due to stay home ordered and being able to attend school.
Discrimination not being able to enter certain establishments.

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75543

No access to restaurants, sporting facilities and travel.

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75544

My teenage kids are seeing councillors now. It’s been tough on my marriage too.

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75545

It’s kept me safe

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75546

Caused many cancelled family, social functions and loss of income.

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75547

Extremely negative

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75548

It had not affected me personally as much as some because I always wear a charcoal filter
mask when around others because I am sensitive to chemicals. But my husband has been
forced to take vaccines for work and travel which will probably affect his health in the future.

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75549

Caused division in family and friends. Caused great tensions in my job.

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75550

NWO cannot happen

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75551

profoundly

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75552

Depression, bad health outcomes for SO.

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75553

It has kept me away from family and friends at times and has caused a lot of stress and
division among family, friends and coworkers.

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75554

I lost my job as a Captain with the Fire Department for 20 years. I am fighting great depression
and I am living in constant fear of my government. I can no longer support myself or my
family.

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75555

It has affected my mental state a lot. Division of friends. People I know have died due to
vaccine

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75556

I have not been able to attend family functions. Due to the measures my family wasn’t able to
gather for Christmas dinner; no more than two households allowed together. My family was
intelligent enough to realize we could go out for dinner with a small table of 10. Unfortunately
those within the family that have not chosen to, or have not succumbed to their employers
threatening their employment, could not attend because of their personal choice. Secondly I
am unable to travel via flights, rail, interprovincial transit lines within my own country, yet I still
contribute my federal taxes. Because of this I have had to miss two funerals. The measures
have wreaked havoc amongst 3 of my dear and close friends who chose to take their life,
either from the constructive measures leaving them isolated and unable to get to the resources
needed to help them, they suffered the discriminatory effects of their health choices by losing
their jobs due to the mandate, losing parental rights because of the mandates. I have 15 years
experience in EMS as a Primary Care Paramedic. These mandates abscond all the forgone
rights to administration of medications. I have seen intimidation from our governments, unions
and Legacy Media. I have also seen bribery and coercion to take these inoculations. I have
seen medical terminology be manipulated to fit the usefulness of the Covid inoculation. This is
unjust and despicable. During the first year, during the 1st and 2nd wave, I was honoured to
have a position within society where I was retrieving the dead. I seen and felt the emotional
injury caused by these mandates where family could not say their farewells. I also seen the
death certificates. Not one had COVID 19 as a primary cause of death! I seen the manipulation
of these death certificates claiming that they all died of Covid. It was usually written at the
bottom by the physician in ink after the 2-4 probable causes of death. The media in arms with
the government would FAIL to report that they died WITH Covid, not OF Covid. Because of the
mandates I have been bullied and shunned by perspective employers , general citizens and
even by my own family. I have been on the verge of taking my own life because of this. A
reality that still weighs heavy on my soul. I don’t want to live in the divisive hateful world that
the government of Canada has created. They are the salt on a wound. Revoke the mandates
and let Canadians heal. Let us have peace.

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75557

It has delayed a spine surgery due to hospital being overwhelmed with Omicron patients.

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75558

Total stress

2/18/2022 11:33 AM
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75559

Bankruptcy, poverty, depression, anxiety

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75560

Have watched them tear this country apart!

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75561

Very depressing and people are hating each other, losing friends and family! Can’t enjoy the
simple things in life!

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75562

I am not longer able to travel anywhere, i am nonlongee able to swim with my children, eat in
restaurants. I have been held hostage in canada without any way to leave. My employments
have been stopped. My basic rights have been trampled. I am regarded thanks to gov as a
piece of garbage, second class citizen, unjustifiably.

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75563

Not admitted to many places, restricted access because of the mandate

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75564

Segregation between vaccinated vs unvaccinated has been atrocious the fact that families can
not get together and businesses can now be jerks to whom they deem less than human. For
crying out loud my pastor was thrown in jail because he decided he was going to do what he
has been doing for years and he let the congregation make their own choice on how to handle
covid for themselves

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75565

Too much

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75566

Being a new mother in the beginning of the pandemic is already isolating on its own, and
extremely more so with the mandates. My mental health has suffered immensely. Asthma and
I can’t wear masks or I have panic attacks, but yet there places even health branches that will
not let you in without them. I didn’t leave my house for months on end because of this. These
vaccine mandates literally make me fear for my and my child’s life. I will not under any
circumstances put that poison in my or her bodies. I’ve been through cancer healed naturally
and know how truly important it is to be extremely careful what you put into your body. And the
medical system is completely broken I don’t trust it.

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75567

Isolation, no travel, seeing people around me killed and injured. This is not right. Where there
is risk there must be choice.

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75568

Mental health

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75569

I haven't been able to work, go to a restaurant, or travel. Many of my friends have had terrible
side effects from the shot, including heart attacks, strokes and neurological issues

2/18/2022 11:33 AM

75570

Enormously so.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75571

Kept me from my mother as she died

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75572

TOO MANY negative ways: seclusion, separation from my dying mother, poverty, sorrow...

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75573

Lost job, divorced, lost friends, Christmas, missed 4 weddings

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75574

Lose of friends (some) isolation, ridicule and on and on

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75575

Hurt my business and finances Impacted longe term health of myself and children

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75576

Seeing my family and friends get further apart without the communications between family and
friends it definitely takes away From being close to each other

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75577

Had to fight to keep my job. Added stress. Can't go to restaurants with my family. Can't take
my family on vacation, etc

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75578

Financially

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75579

Emotionally, mentally, physically, and financially devastating.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75580

I’m more worried about how it’s affected and continues to affect my children and everyone
else’s kids. Isolation, depression, bullying, wearing masks upwards of 6 hours a day in school.
I could go on and on. Loss of income, losing family over difference of views and opinion
because of the divisive language spewed from the liberal government and main stream media.
The lies and deceit. I have zero trust in government and health care because of all of this.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75581

In every way possible they run us like puppet they say what we can do or not to do get your
vaccine or you can not go there I FEEL LIKE WERE IN PRISON we cant get together with our
love one to celebrate birthday or holidays for what because for me there are no Covid its just

2/18/2022 11:32 AM
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something they came up with to run the people and its getting out of hand right now Go
Trucker GO Im with them all the way
75582

They lock you in a cage so to speak . You look out and see the world but can’t join it .

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75583

No comment

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75584

Immensely, my kids are unhappy, life has changed and it’s negatively affect our lives

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75585

I feel Just like a prisoner! I always feel under stress! This whole thing was made up to give the
powers that be complete control over people!

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75586

Life has completely changed

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75587

division among family, unable to travel, schooling and working from home, job loss, wearing
masks is uncomfortable and unproven to work, government is divisive, mainstream media lies,
not able to get effective treatments

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75588

I’ve worked my entire life and paid taxes both provincial and federal and now my freedoms are
being taken away daily. Very sad for all citizens of Canada.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75589

My work has suffered, my children have suffered.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75590

Every aspect. Most notably mental health

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75591

Stress load has led to some serious health and financial issues

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75592

Ruined my mental stability Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75593

We have felt like disposable citizens for not getting the MRNA Vax. The government has
manipulated Canadians and not allowed media to properly investigate both sides of the
covid/mandate narrative. Our grandson died of a clot. 26 yrs old. No explanation as to why. He
was double vaxxed. Sister-in-law had stroke 2 weeks after, inlaws family 3 heart attacks (two
are young and fit). We can't have funerals/ travel by train/plane, visit family, leave the country.
We don't have a choice for therapeutics. We no longer have confidence in our federal/provincial
governments or health authorities. Pharmaceutical companies have WAY TOO MUCH
POWER. Investigate these companies. I don't feel like I live in Canada anymore. I don't want
to live in Trudeau's Canada.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75594

Watching people lose employment/ watching people lose their lives because of no early
treatment/ watching utter corruption from our government and media.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75595

I have become a second class citizen. I’m discriminated and segregated, not able to
participate in society! This is totally unacceptable! The crime minister of Canada is a criminal
of the highest order and as such must be prosecuted, charged and end his miserable life in
prison. He has caused enormous harm to the people of Canada.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75596

We have lost our jobs can’t get hired again because of the mandate. Our mental health of the
entire family has been negatively affected.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75597

It's been one helluva ride , heartbroken our government and media are outright lying and
covering up all the corruption

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75598

Almost lost my job. Forced into getting the vaccine. What our government is doing is
tyrannical. Trudeau is evil and needs too go.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75599

VERY STESSFUL

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75600

He has affected me in every way. Health, Depression, job, bussiness closers. Everything

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75601

Loss of family relationships, Loss of healthy lifestyle, loss of income. Victim of hate crimes.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75602

My Father died alone (not from covid) in the hospital in 2020, family was not allowed to be with
him because of restrictions. Mu Mother is ready to give up on life because of isolation.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75603

I find them annoying, and masks make me light headed and dizzy when I am required to wear
them for extended periods of time.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75604

Cannot go anywhere. Stressed about mandates. Don’t want to be a test subject.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75605

How has it not

2/18/2022 11:32 AM
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75606

Divided family. Freedom of movement impaired, ability to make a living impaired

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75607

Restricted my contact with Clients, Restricted my travel and Restricted getting together with
Co-workers at all of our events

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75608

Struggling with depression and heaviness as division and hate increase daily.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75609

Causing anxiety

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75610

Not much, I am retired and don't go far.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75611

I did what they wanted because I'm in school and couldn't finish without complying. I have
never been so upset about what is happening in my country ever in my life till now. So
disappointed in our leaders.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75612

Can’t go to movies or workout at the gym, because it affects other people’s lives it affects my
small business too because they don’t have as much to spend

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75613

Negatively impacted my emotional, social and metal health. Created division among friends
and family. Impacted my children’s health and wellness due to forced vaccinations.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75614

My child has to wear a mask in school

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75615

Been bullied by people who are vaccinated because I will not get my vaccines as well as I
have lost the majority of my income because schools have been closed more then open in the
past 2 years.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75616

Taking my life away to be free

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75617

It has divided my family and friends, i am fully vaccinated but was my choice! Every one
should have a choice and be free to work with out getting the jab!!

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75618

I have a child that is delayed in speech and behaviours due to being isolated , restricted and
seeing everyone in masks! Our kids are suffering - they are depressed and at a loss all for
what ?! A virus with a survival right of 98%

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75619

It has taken our freedom away, it has prevented me from visiting my loved one and only seeing
that loved one at his funeral. It has kept me shut in to a point of depression at times and
frustration. It has caused division in our family's, it has caused sleepless nights etc etc
etc....It has been unbearable and emotional.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75620

It has made me sad lonely and depressed

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75621

I can’t fly to Ontario to visit family and has impacted my life because I was barred from going
to any events in public

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75622

Very bad

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75623

Caused some major social anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75624

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75625

It has cause distress to my family and work.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75626

Poorly

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75627

It has caused us to be segregated, caused us to be bullied as a family,caused division in
family and friendships and in our community. I have had issues at work because I'm in
healthcare and my children have missed out on important milestones of their childhood. My
step mom has vax injury and most died. She will never regain her health and life expectancy is
decreased.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75628

It has ruined my quality of life

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75629

Lost my job !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75630

It has caused massive separation between family and friends. It is so very wrong and cruel to
treat any Canadian as a 2nd class citizen just because some have chosen to not allow an
experimental shot in their body which is now showing does not stop the current virus.

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75631

It's affecting my life

2/18/2022 11:32 AM
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75632

Depriving me of 2 years of my life not able to live healthy taking part in sport and swimming as
asthmatic depriving me of breathing properly discrimination is a crime

2/18/2022 11:32 AM

75633

I've been ok with it

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75634

Negatively. I can’t even fly in my own country. This is discrimination and must end

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75635

I require an exemption due to an autoimmune condition (vasculitis) and this exemption does
not exit. A mandated shot is murder in my case.

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75636

Tremendously

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75637

I haven’t been able to spend time with my mom who is sick from very aggressive cancer in a
long term care home. My partner lost his job in December for not getting the vaccine. I just got
mandated in the newest mandates and am considering having to drop out of Chinese medicine
school because I feel that the vaccine is unsafe and unjustified for people my age

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75638

Mental health decline. Stress, depression, anxiety. Financial stress with lockdowns and people
not spending their money and leaving their homes as they used to. Fear for the future of my
children.

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75639

My job and 3 or4 kids are now depressed and hands thought of Suicide

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75640

What life? Not only has the PM aided in criminal activity and hateful rhetoric, but has held
many lives hostage for his own broken ideals. The PM and our governments have the people
living in so much fear, that it has caused conflict with friends, family, coworkers, and
neighbours, as well as stifled the development of youths (the future of this world)

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75641

The segregation and division and hate that is present in Canada between Canadians is horrific
and needs to end.

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75642

Hard to breath with masks on. Not fair to chikdren having to wear them all day. And hardtime
on family

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75643

Depressing, division in our community friends a family divide. Unhealthy effects on every level

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75644

Hate the government even more

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75645

It’s been a horrible stain on Canadian history. It has caused mental health harms to our
children and severe economic harm to be and my barious businesses

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75646

Mental health

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75647

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75648

Depression, anxiety, alcohol abuse, lost my job

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75649

I have lost my job, my son was coersed into a vaccine he did not want to continue his
university education, family have experienced vax side effects, I have lost friends and family,
my other children have been denied entry to their sports, we have been excluded from
participating in social activities, we have been subjected to hate fueled by our government, my
family's mental health has suffered and we have required medical intervention for this, family in
long term care have been isolated

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75650

it has caused a great deal of anxiety.

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75651

Restricted my charter rights of freedom of movement

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75652

Loss of income and freedom to socialize!

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75653

5

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75654

It was very sad period for my children and my family. I have senior person in my house and
she got really depressed. Reminder We are all vaccinated twice . My children as well . They
are teenagers. They do t deserve to live life like this . Please stop this nonsense

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75655

Adversely

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75656

It's affected my mental health.

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75657

It's has blocked me from seeing my family and friends. It's created division between family
members who are afraid to be close to others because of their vaccine status. It has caused

2/18/2022 11:31 AM
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severe depression in children within my family. It's giving members of my family cause for
alarm because of the poisons injected into their bodies. It's broken my trust in the doctors and
politicians of this country. It's caused financial difficulties for members of my family. It's
prevented certain family members from attending college and thus affecting their earning
potential. It's put our lives on hold for 2 years.
75658

I have two young children and a husband and it has affected our lives tremendously from
anxiety forming in my child wearing a mask every day to getting bullied to not being able to do
certain activities and for myself not being able to do many things I used to love and just the
feeling of being treated like I'm not equal and I am not worthy has put huge strain on my
mental health and I do not think any of these mandates makes sense for the virus… I've
already had Covid and it was like a having a cold with a headache and I am unvaccinated and I
believe we do not need to stop living our lives for something like this and it needs to end
immediately.

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75659

Depressed me and taken my social support away can't be social in my city stresses to the
point I can't work at my previous high level

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75660

Loss of income Psychological and emotions and mental well being

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75661

It has caused immense troubles within my family, changing relationships forever. But worst of
all this has especially affected my children and hurting their mental health. The last 2 years
have been teaching them to be afraid of people. Thankfully we haven’t let that happen, but I
am afraid for all of the children during this time. The lack of oxygen caused my son to faint in a
store because he wasn’t allowed in without one. Also, school is supposed to be a safe haven
for kids, but the fact the teachers are completely covering their faces, their smiles… HOW can
this possibly be good for our kids?! Children entering kindergarten are having their first school
experiences having their teachers faces being covered and not able to hug them, it’s so sad.
Parents are being held back at an arms length, not able to take their kids into their class on
the first day, meet teachers in person or be able to kids be in-class learning.

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75662

Segregation within communities for sure.

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75663

Ended relationships with families and friends. Clinical depression. Restricted movement. Life
has been abysmal.

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75664

Can’t watch my kid play hockey. Mental health. Social segregation

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75665

Depression, anxiety, ostracized, hate speech from our own PM and isolated.

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75666

It’s effected my work . Has divided my family . Has taken my freedom to decide what goes in
my body . Has taken all the fun things out of my life . Not being able to see my loved ones in
care home . Has restricted my rights to travel . I have been so depressed. I survived covid
only to have my rights of freedom taking away

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75667

My career has been threatened. I suffer from depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75668

Extreme isolation, depression, gave up my Nursing job. Switched my Nursing license to non
practicing, kids have had a loss in activities, increased screen time

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75669

I lost my job at Purolator..onleave with no pay..Have to go to Foodbank to get food to support
my 2 children. Can't treat my girls to restaurants, swimming, carnivals and fairs..no museums,
no skating etc

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75670

Loss of employment

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75671

No swimming skating Sauna's going out to play pool

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75672

My 9 year old son has said he feels like he's living in hell. None of this has affected my life in
a positive way.

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75673

Doesn’t allow me to travel freely or go out with friends to a restaurant or theatre, is affecting
my home life as well as many friendships

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75674

Divided family and friends. Masks create diff breathing and anxiety. Cant go swimming and
doing most activities which are good for health. Can't see dr for issues that could be
dangerous. I worry abt the things that truly are important and necessary. Eating out and flying
are nice to do but not the end of the world. Being with family, being able to visit loved ones in
homes and being an advocate for a loved one in hospital is important. Nobody should be left
alone.

2/18/2022 11:31 AM
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75675

It has affected some of my close friends, they are losing their jobs.

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75676

It's created a divided society full of hate, judgement and fear. I am fortunate that my job and
social network aren't full of people filled with hatred but It's certainly impacted my mental
health. For half a year I woke up every day thinking why bother, this life isn't worth living if
human can so easily turn against each other like this. I still think that when I wake up.

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75677

I have lost my career as a registered midwife

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75678

I don't even know where to begin. Long story of utter depression and anxiety. But will list a few.
Lost my business I worked so hard for 6 months prior to build and couldn't afford to keep it
going. The incredible anxiety of simply wearing a mask I endure every time I put one in. Has
me to the point I cannot even get in my truck to go anywhere shopping unless I absolutely
have too. My youngest has no life basically as she also wanted to do virtual school due to not
wanting to be wearing a mask all day. She is now suffering with mental illness. My list can go
on and on but I'm tired. I'm simply tired of writing my story. It matches so many others world
wide. Not just Canada. I beg you, please do the right thing. Kindest Regards,

2/18/2022 11:31 AM

75679

Myself and all 5 of my children have been alienated from all normal societal life, we have been
excluded from family dinners, birthdays and events , persecution from peers , we feel like
second class citizens , and frankly we have been made second class citizens by these
mandates, my daughter can’t attend college, we cannot travel. This is not the Canada I grew
up in and I want my children to experience life and get to travel and get a college education
etc.

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75680

No social life

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75681

lost family and friends, prejudice, stress,

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75682

I was limited at work and forced to get the vaccine to continue my education. Many members
in family did not want to see me or visit me since the lockdowns began. I was unable to visit
my grandma in the hospital before she passed away.

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75683

Freedom

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75684

Stolen 2 years of my life

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75685

Limited Social gatherings. I’m an unvaxxed 71-yr-old widow who can’t attend social functions
with my friends. Very discriminatory mandates& many friends are fearful of being near me due
to mainstream media & the fact that our PM is allowed to hurl any verbal attack that suits his
agenda. That’s what a lot of people hear, only the fear mongers & insults by those in power.
Truly frightening situation.

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75686

Depressed

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75687

I lost my job, twice! Once to being laid off and again due to vaccine mandates. My middle
daughter couldn’t finish her third year of college and my youngest daughter was refused proper
medical treatment when seeing a specialist! On several occasions our family members were
refused entry into stores because we were wearing the ‘wrong’ masks even though two of them
had mask exemptions!

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75688

Social disconnection & Anxiety I don’t feel safe or free anymore! I know more people with
mental heath issues due to lockdowns threats from government/employer’s about job losses
and fear mongering then ever before!!!!

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75689

Not being able to see family and friends… birthdays,any holidays. Etc

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75690

Ruined everyone’s life put my job in jeopardy had to get vaccinated against my better
judgment to keep it… I hate being a Canadian

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75691

negatively......travel restrictions, and where you can go etc

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75692

Depression, frustration, uncertanty about the future, financial stress, family stress

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75693

We were created by God Almighty to be social beings and the healthy were never to be
isolated, only the sick. All of the mandates totally went against my Christian beliefs and should
never have been implemented.

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75694

Made me miss my grandmother's funeral, two aunties funerals and one uncle's funeral. It has
also created a money issue due to inflation from the government printing money we don't have.

2/18/2022 11:30 AM
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This is gonna affect my children forever and could potentially cause us to be poor. The hate
and radical thinking from all parties due to being brainwashed by big Corp media by mandates
and repeated mental warfare.. The lies have made me loose faith in the government
75695

In so many ways. Work and work related restrictions primarily travel. My son and his university
education two years of online classes. Restricted from social interaction dinner out, movies
hockey games world juniors etc. And so much more. All bull shit because of faulty PCR tests
and a corrupt media supporting a corrupt government

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75696

Employment has stopped

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75697

Lost my career of 27 yrs, lost friends and affecting my daughters university education

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75698

I lost my job. We are discriminated against. We can't travel. We were not allowed into Age
Care facility to see parents.

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75699

Loss of freedom...

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75700

Separated me and my family

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75701

Reduced travel opportunities, lost work, extreme discomfort from mask wear.

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75702

Career loss. Relationship loss. Mental health issues.

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75703

It has made life so stressful.. I feel like I can't give my daughter a real childhood because we
are forbidden to do anything. The stress added to my life has caused weight gain which is
extremely unhealthy. I panic when ever I hear anyone in my household caugh. Not because I
am scared of us getting sick. Because nothing can stop you from getting sick. I am scared of
the added disruption of our lives that a simple caugh or runny nose can cause. This is not a
healthy way to live. I believe that the restrictions and lowdown and mandates have caused
more deaths than they have stopped.

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75704

It has affected our business & personal life in many way including lost revenue & inability to
travel out of the country .

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75705

4dealing with depression, and anxiety. Lost friends because they don't agree with how I feel or
what I say about vaccines.

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75706

Lead to isolation, suicidal ideation, family alienation, social division, created fear and discord.
The dehumanizing of citizens through these mandates has done untold damage!

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75707

Depression, anxiety, threatening our livelihood and ability to feed ourselves.

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75708

No possibility to travel for visiting my parents who live in an other province , breathing
problems and skin damages because I need to wear a mask for working, divisions within my
family members and my friendship so, I am isolated and it affects my mental health. I don’t
talk about the fact that I am afraid for my children who were vaccinated : their capacities to
have children and for their immune system damages !

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75709

Split my family, my friends, no job, not able to travel in other country, not free to breathe with
mask mandate, revel may health status to anybody.

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75710

Loss of employment / mental health of two children / disconnection of family / unable to attend
3 family funerals / unable to travel across the country

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75711

I have no life....

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75712

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75713

It has infringed on My Charter of Rights and Freedoms. Government works for me! NOT the
other way around. Trudeau needs to go!

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75714

I was fires after 15 years loyalty as a professional. Can't find a job with no mandate. Denied
EI. Have run out of money to support my toddler as a single mom. Selling my things and
looking to go on welfare. Mental health at all time low. In deapair. Divided my network and have
no supports due to divisiveness propagated by JT. Couldn't get health care. My son rejected to
be seen when had an ear infection because not tested when no tests available in community.
Infection worsened.

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75715

I have lost many friends, cannot go to my exercise class, was unable to go to restaurants,
can’t go shopping or to any stores. It absolutely sucks. Trudeau must go!!

2/18/2022 11:30 AM
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75716

Stress and anxiety have great increased for ya as a family. We are now considered second
class citizens for making our own medical decisions. The government has stepped out of
bounds in imposing these mandates and rules.

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75717

The masks all most Killed me. I stopped breathing ended up at ER 130 am was there for three
days and i can go on and on.

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75718

It has destroyed the last two years of our lives, but especially our children's. The government
has taken things from us that was never ever their's to take.

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75719

I've ignored the mandate, but will probably never go to any restaurant from here on

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75720

Can't travel, my kids can't play sports, attend swimming or any other lessons.

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75721

Ruined relationships

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75722

It has ruined families by separating them by vaccines

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75723

My friends who are deaf have not had a clear way of communication, left in the dark due to the
mask mandate. My kids can't see their teacher move their mouth so they're not gaining their
full potential, me as a taxpayer, pay for. Fear in my family so deep theynare blinded to reality,
broken extended families because there's so much division. My aunt was a nurse and she said
anyone who doesn't get vaccinated should be refused Healthcare...even my sister in law who
got her first and had a stroke from it, who can't get the second due to health issued is now
excluded from society. It's sickening.

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75724

the mandates have affected my own life very little. I hate wearing a mask and see no point in
doing so, that is all. what I feel is the real tragedy in all this is the countless Canadians whose
lives have been traumatized, or even destroyed, because of what the government and health
authorities have done

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75725

Not much

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75726

My son has been trapped in doors for the last 2 years. Not able to partake in a normal child’s
activities. Didn’t have a birthday party the last two years.. I’m personally suffering from
depression

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75727

It’s completely ruined my business and my family divided. Enough for you?

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75728

I think there is nothing wrong suggesting a method but people should be allowed to make a
choice over their own lives as with abortion, sexual orientation and sexual activity.

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75729

Yes

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75730

I stay at home most of the time, did not appreciate the offer the govt gave me, vaccine or lose
your job.

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75731

Stay home most of the time

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75732

It has made it so I’m on aleave from work. The psychological warfare is unbearable. I am
emotionally unstable. I don’t trust the government what so ever. The trauma it has caused me
and the children and youth is unbearable .

2/18/2022 11:30 AM

75733

For the worse.

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75734

Lost my nursing career, friends, family

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75735

In all aspects of my life 🤨

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75736

Lost friends, feel down and has affected my little guy. He has lost friends and doesn't do the
things he used to live to do.

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75737

Quit my job when mask mandates took effect as I couldn’t handle wearing a mask for hours on
end.

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75738

Job loss, financial strain, mental health, family division, loss of fellowship, unable to gather
corporately for church

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75739

Social isolation and the constantly changing the mandates and advice is very unsettling

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75740

I’m considered an essential worker in maintenance and I have lost a lot of work with zero
compensation for it

2/18/2022 11:29 AM
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75741

Depression

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75742

Not much. Samy retired.

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75743

We have been vilified, called every name under the sun, for not taking the experimental, leaky
at best, jab. We can't travel out of this country and problems in other provinces. Had to test
but couldn't get a testing kit. Cannot substitute teach without getting test every 72 hours. We
caught covid, as did 60 other people in my small close group, from so called fully vaxed
peoples. As a matter of fact every one I know that caught the covie, caught it from vaxed
people. And after catching the covie, I felt it was a nothing burger, a mire inconvenience, and if
I caught it again I'd say whop de do. I'm 65 overweight and high blood pressure.

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75744

Added much stress. I have been unable to visit family in need. Isolated from parts of society

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75745

Torn family apart, caused depression, worried about job lose, loss of friends to suicide,
segregation.

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75746

Job loss, mental health, mental health in my children

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75747

Mental health suffering as financial uncertainty is always looming division between family
friends

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75748

I have not visited my elderly in nursing home in 2 years. My father died in hospital alone. I
have not gone to the city to shop in over 2 years. I have purchased necessities online at
greater expense and not been able to support local businesses.

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75749

Makes mw not want to go anywhere

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75750

Negative

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75751

I cannot see my son living in the US. Family members were forced to leave their jobs. Division
with friends and family.

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75752

It has affected my business, not being able to meet with my brothers and sisters in the Lord to
worship God.

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75753

I’ve lost multiple friends to suicide because of the mandates. Ive been disowned by members
of my family for my views against the mandates. People who do not want the vaccine are
prisoners In Canada as they can not get on a plan or cross the boarder into the USA- this is
not freedom and I am appalled that the federal government has Turned Canada into its own
internment camp in this regard. I was forced to make a ‘choice’ to take the vaccine or lose my
job as a registered nurse. Currently I work with nurses who come to work with Covid because
they can’t afford to not work… yet my un vaxxes co workers are apparently more dangerous
so they are not allowed to work and BC has terminated them. As a healthcare professional,
these mandates do not make sense at this point. We need our nurses and health are workers
re instated immediately- BCs healthcare system was already stretched prior to letting 10% of
our workforce go. This action does not support the health and wellness of British Columbians. I
am working short staffed everyday and we continually have to reduce services because we
can’t meet the needs of the people we service…. Because we do not have the staff. How is it
that vaccinated nurses with Covid are safer than nurses who are non vaxxed? Enough is
enough. I want to see British Columbians get the care they deserve and that means we need
all healthcare on deck- regardless of their choice to vaccinate or not. Where there is risk there
must be choice. We need to stop following politics and follow the science for real. Mandates
are no longer supported!

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75754

Affected my mental health

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75755

It has DIVIDED US as a nation.

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75756

So much has been lost

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75757

It has affected my mental health, my children’s mental and physical health.

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75758

The inability to meet with friends, the constant shifting of what we can, cannot do. It's just time
to end it.

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75759

Almost destroyed my life!

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75760

My health my pay check

2/18/2022 11:29 AM
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75761

Negative financial impact, mental anguish; not seeing family, very little social interactions.
Division of friends, family and citizens. Terrible leadership and decision making!!

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75762

Senior alone Still solitary

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75763

It hasn't affected it that much Wearing a mask and getting a vaccine have been the pnly cha
ges really

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75764

I am no longer a free person

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75765

I stay home out of everyone's way. I feel abused by those that buy into the ridiculousness of it
all. Though I am starting to go out with no fear

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75766

Totally destroyed my family life. Has driven prices were I will likely have to get social
assistance to live.

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75767

Denied me to partake in society

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75768

I feel like a Jew in Germany during the war. A second class citizen

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75769

It has obligated me to get a vaccine that has adversely affected my body

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75770

Has affected my mental stability

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75771

I have lost numerous friends, my dream job was shut down permanently, and my overall health
has been impacted. I have no social life, can't go to the gym or feel safe even grocery
shopping. At the same time, I have awakened to the corruption of our government leaders, our
failed health care system and The Great Reset and Mr. Trudeau's need to turn Canada into a
communist country lead by globalists, big pharma and MSM. This must end now or life will not
be worth living.

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75772

There is just no where to go with the stores closed

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75773

It has torn our family apart

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75774

Not free to go to restaurants, all indoor concerts etc.

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75775

Isolation under a doctors care at the beginning

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75776

Mental health issues in my children, many friends suicidal, tanking my business, can’t see
family for 2 years in US, relationships strained, all around devastation

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75777

It has affected me in everyway. I feel as though I am a prisoner in my own country. I am not
proud to be Canadian anymore. My PM has called me names that would have me in jail for
hate crimes. I feel coerced and trod on...this has to end soon or I am afraid what will happen.
People can only take so much.

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75778

Restrictions I. Everything I do in the community. It affects my work, relationships, freedom to
participate in so many activities. It’s stressful.

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75779

Unemployment, terrible emotional and psychological distress

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75780

Cannot go see loved one in hospital or into the ER with my mother in law with dementia. My
daughter cannot participate in soccer team events in restaurants and indoor practice etc.
caused huge divides with friends and family

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75781

Lost my job and have been unemployed

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75782

It has ruined my life. Newly retired and robbed of all joy. I have numerous friends that took the
jab and some have died others are disabled and some have killed themselves. As I refuse to
take the jab I am constantly having to negotiate to do simple life tasks with any corporate
companies. I read and stay abreast and this has nothing to do with Covid or any virus. This is
takeover 101 and it must be stopped NOW

2/18/2022 11:29 AM

75783

Soaring inflation.

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75784

Isolation has taken its toll on mental health.

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75785

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75786

It has affected my family life, separating my immediate family, emotionally and physically. It
has been emotionally draining and exhausting

2/18/2022 11:28 AM
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75787

It has affected my business, it has caused a division with my spouse and family, I have not
been able to see my grandchildren as often and emotional depression

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75788

My family is falling apart physically emotionally financially

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75789

My kids couldn’t play sports

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75790

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75791

Being forced to take a vaccine for work is criminal and against the charter of rights!

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75792

The reason for the mandates were based on the opinions of the leaders in government and
health, without allowing doctors and scientist's with other views to have their input. The result
for me is a lack of trust in a system that should be trustworthy.

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75793

Disruptive

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75794

Lost my job and the things I enjoy doing. Mentally.

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75795

It’s affected it a big deal. With the restrictions of when to isolate its hard when you don’t have
many friends or family to watch your kids. It’s made me go into debt so bad all my bills are
sky high! I agreed with all of this in the beginning. But now it’s just craziness. Common sense
wash your hands and stay home if your sick regardless

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75796

As seniors, depression and lonlyness from no contact, not seeing peoples smiles as we talk,
seperation of families fighting, weight gain

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75797

I had to leave my career of 10 years due to breathing difficulties wearing masks.

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75798

Depression, anxiety, stress, financial. Loneliness. Hopelessness. Watching people around me
crumble.

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75799

Left me unable to attend weddings ... art events... living like a caged animal

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75800

It has affected every single friend and family member in many ways. Vaccinated or not.
Depression, mental health, constant abuse are just a few. The divide between people in
Canada WRONG! I truly am concerned for my 2 year old sons future. Tyranny needs to end.
Trudeau should finish his life in prison.

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75801

Separated me from social occasions and my children and grandchildren and my stepmother
inLTC

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75802

My life and life of my children is ruined. Emotionally and financially

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75803

I was forced to get a vaccine I didn't choose for myself to keep my job. I lost friends. My
mother has lived trapped (vaccinated) in a basement for two years because of the fear the
media is telling everyone to feel and has been unable to live her life.

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75804

Financially wrecked and living in a country full of hatred brought on by the liberal
government!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75805

I have been Bullied for the past 2 years and forced to do things against my will or loose my
job!

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75806

In every possible way

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75807

In every way: social, economic, physical and mental health

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75808

They have made me a prisoner to my own country, a second class citizen. I have also
experienced hate speech from my own prime Minister.

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75809

Anxiety, depression, suicide of friends and loved ones, poor quality and standards of life, loss
of freedom to travel, division of family and friends, loss of work, higher cost of living,
segregated from society, bullied, threatened

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75810

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75811

Segregation from my family. Loss of income, depression

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75812

Depression, anxiety, fear, sleeplessness, alcohol abuse

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75813

I have lost faith in our government because they have not gotten to the truth about the deaths

2/18/2022 11:28 AM
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the vaccines have caused.
75814

Emotional distress

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75815

Very negatively

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75816

Loss of work. Mental Health.

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75817

Terribly, I've lost friendships, lost 2 years of travel and freedom to our life.

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75818

all of them

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75819

Disastrously

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75820

Too many ways to count, depression, lost my job, lost friends, lost my support network of my
family and inlaws.

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75821

Restricted social activity, hurt business

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75822

Financially, spiritually,emotionally and physically

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75823

Making money to live and support my family. Loss of friends and family from everyone being
divided.

2/18/2022 11:28 AM

75824

Job loss. Family loss. Death by the c shot. Bills increased. Gas increase. Mental health
problems.

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75825

Anxiété

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75826

Not much compared to some, just can’t go out to eat, or travel.

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75827

100% improvement in business and person relationships

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75828

My partner lost his firefighter job of 20 years and is fighting depression.

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75829

Mental health of all Canadians suffered.

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75830

Infinged on our God-given rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75831

Socially, economically

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75832

Didn’t want my two teenage daughters to get the vaccine but they had to if they wanted to
continue their sports and everyday life. Shameful!

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75833

I have focused upon Jesus Christ my solid rock and have gained strength from him through
the whole thing. It has bee a nuisance and has shown me how decisive and splitting this can
be in my family. It has caused hurt and pain that only my God my Jesus can bring healing to.

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75834

My health has been affected a lot my blood pressure went up so high from stress that I am on
blood pressure pills now and also not working because disabilities and still trying to get help ,
lots of stress with many situations in my life right now love more than anything to have our
freedom back and all mandates dropped permanently thanks very much for listening and caring
about our needs since we have a prime minister that doesn’t care about any of his Canadians,
I would love the world to reset and be reunited again to have Canada back to the way it used to
be? I am so disappointed in our prime minister and the corrupt government and I hope they our
investigated and found guilty and put behind bars for life what there are doing. Thanks

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75835

Depression Disconnection

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75836

Enough is enough! This is about our rights slowly being taking away from us and all about
control! Not what i want for my children or grandchildrens futures!This is hard on peoples
mental health.and will be even harder for generations to come.These mandates are rediculous
consindering i don't know anyone that died of covid yet and its been over two years.These
mandates are just away to try to condition and control people.These mandates need to
go.Mandates are not laws!

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75837

Terribly

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75838

My job my family my mental health my future… I’m angry

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75839

My job is in jeopardy!

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75840

I left my job of 7 years due to extreme anxiety and have debated escaping this country due the

2/18/2022 11:27 AM
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extreme inflation making it unattainable to be a first time home buyer.
75841

Forced to change professions, (bus driving) leaving a detrimental impact within my community.
(2-3 busses not running) Also forced to stop volunteer fire fighting.

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75842

My children don't enjoy school as much because of masking, cohorts, limited extracurricular.
For myself: limited family and friend gatherings, diversion between family and friends now,
limited outing options or availability because of occupancy limitations, trying to explain all this
to my young children who just don't understand it, masks are a nuisance, my church closing
for a while and having poor internet that I couldn't even watch online and then limited
occupancy when it opened up again as well. Isolation times, can we not just be our own judge
as to when we feel fit/well enough to go back to work or send our kids back to school. And I'm
sure there is more.

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75843

Negative in everyway

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75844

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75845

Horribly especially given the fact that I cannot leave my own country without fear of reprisal or
difficulty. I'm a political prisoner in a so-called free country!

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75846

Depression, finances, travel. Almost every aspect of life

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75847

My child HAD to take the vaccine which he didn't want to take so he can attend school. Other
one missed national and provincial sporting events, where he is a top 10 contender due to not
vaxxed. Treated as second class citizen for not taking the shots

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75848

My happiness. Ability to see family do to the divide created by vaccinated or not

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75849

Cut off from family and friends. 2 years has been stolen from me, life as I knew it was gone.

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75850

It hasn't

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75851

Ive been told if I don’t get vaccinated I can’t work in long term care. I’ve been threatened to be
fired countless times.

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75852

Yes 💯

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75853

It affected my business, mg husband’s work and freedom to spend time with friends and
family.

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75854

My father died a year ago this week and we could not legally go see him in the last days of his
life.

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75855

Unnecessary depression, separation, anxiety. Reduced education, stress.

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75856

Me, not to bad. People, friends, family around me it has been brutal..job losses, mentally
emotionally devastating. Teens committing suicide!

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75857

Tragic I have depression I am sick I cannot see specialist😡😡😡

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75858

I have been dicrimated against. Terrified because I have been force to undergo unwanted
medical tests to keep my job. Feel ashamed for trading my dignity for surival feel like a slave

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75859

Loss of friends family and work Hopelessness and fear. I’ve lost my Canada

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75860

I work for Canada Post, so federal gov’t. I don’t want the vaccine. I was put on leave without
pay since Nov 27. Healthy, capable worker that they won’t let do her job.

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75861

Restricted where i can go..what i can do...my lifein general...

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75862

Huge inconvenience I see people unnecessarily scared Masks are oppressive

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75863

Financial

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75864

Stress and a feeling of being trapped

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75865

All

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75866

Loss of work, extreme financial stress, mental health concerns, massive division

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75867

Hurt business, negative impact on health. Social status has been destroyed. Local economic
systems have failed. Everything about these mandates is destructive. Especially towards

2/18/2022 11:27 AM
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children. Child abuse
75868

I have 4 teenage daughters. Since the lockdowns, one has begun cutting herself. Another has
complete social anxiety. Their grades have suffered and they will never get back the past 2
years if their lives.

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75869

Lost many friends and family because they made us so divided. Mental health because of all
the negativity

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75870

Mental health due to isolation from family. Worried about the Emergency mandate. Should not
be imposed.

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75871

All of them

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75872

I fully support the mandate. I am about the "We" and not the "I"

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75873

Loneliness

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75874

I care for my elderly parents and since they have received their vaccines, they have both been
sick, in and out of hospital, medical issues arising that they had never had before, and I am
not vaccinated and I cannot even accompany them to their appointments or be in the hospital
with them. My father grew up in East Berlin during the war and this has caused him significant
trauma and now he will only leave his home if he absolutely has to go to an appointment, and
now he can no longer enjoy a day out shopping or just going out for a coffee because the
mainstream media and our Prime Minister have layered the world with fear about this virus.

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75875

In every single way what kind of a question is that

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75876

I’m fine but many aren’t

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75877

Job loss, mental health

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75878

Cannot work or move about freely. Loss of income. Battling with mental health issues and
depression. Lack of exercise, weight gain, isolated at home. Had to sell my property and move
to the country because I can’t afford to live in the city any more. Watched friends and family
become isolated and fearful. Media and government propaganda, censorship and
misinformation cause us to continually doubt ourselves. I feel gaslighted at every turn. People
have stopped thinking critically and are shutting down conversations because they don’t want
to deal with opposing views. It’s getting harder and harder to have open, honest conversations,
even with those I’m closest to, regardless of our views. Not able to speak my mind, or openly
explore views or options without receiving backlash and finger wagging. I’ve been yelled at by
strangers. I could go on…

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75879

It has affected my children a lot in there school work and physical health

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75880

In all aspects

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75881

Being judged by everyone. The un healthy masks make it harder to breath. I find people so
unhappy and that affects me

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75882

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75883

It has created anxiety for me as well as discrimination against me for my personal health
choices.

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75884

Devastating! have had no kind of a life in the past 2 going into 3 years

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75885

Under doctor's advice myself and my kids were unable to get the vaccine. We were segregated
and denied basic freedoms. A disgusting thing to be a part of - segregation of our society. My
husband was forced to vaccinate or lose his job. He was not in a high risk category. There was
no medical reason for him to get it. Bodily autonomy is one of the foundations of a free
society. Our government through fear and heavily edited 'science' created so much terror in our
populace as to make common sense obsolete. So the affect on me and my family has been
overwhelmingly negative. We should be able to make our best medical choices without being
punished for it. We have been villainized by our government and the government media. We
have been labeled as science deniers, misogynist, racist and having unacceptable views. I am
none of those things. I am a person who has had co-vid and doesn't need a vaccine. I follow
science by understanding what has been a long held understanding that natural immunity is
superior to vaccinated immunity. This is not a new idea! This has been understood for

2/18/2022 11:27 AM
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decades! Why is it suddenly being treated like complete idiocy if you bring this up? The
endless lies and oppression of the most basic of truths needs to end.
75886

It has isolated and discriminated against me causing those who have gotten the vaccines to
attack verbally against my personal health choice

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75887

Financial hardship, social hardship, political hardship, spiritual hardship, psychological
hardship.

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75888

Terribly effected,,Mentally,,and physically..the shot does not work, and yet,,we are made to
deny our human rights to be with others!! This BS has to end!!

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75889

Has made life more risky and expensive by firing unvaccinated first responders and
transportation workers,

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75890

The mandate has affected me in so many ways. I lost my job and the kids had to homeschool.
The kids have been missing out on so many things and it’s affecting their mental health as
well as mine. We haven’t been able to go out and visit my family because we couldn’t fly
anymore. It’s wrong on every level. This is not about health. It’s about control and it’s all been
lies.I have lost all trust I ever had in the government. I’ve never been able to see more clearly
about how evil and in humane they are.I don’t even know how they are actually human beings
with a heart inside of them. I don’t understand any of this. We need and deserve all of our
rights and freedoms back immediately. It was stolen from us. And not for our own health and
safety. That was all a lie. Justin Trudeau is a criminal and deserves to go to jail for ever! He is
a criminal and gets away with it meanwhile innocent people suffer. It’s wrong! It’s all wrong.
Please stop all this and let’s get back to love and humanity. No more lies no more fear. Our
kids deserve to grow up in a better world. They don’t deserve this.

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75891

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75892

I’ve had to deal with people I would normally ignore

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75893

In every area negatively

2/18/2022 11:27 AM

75894

everyones !

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75895

My children have not been able to interact with others on a daily basis and now are scared
when they see people and cannot be consoled at times.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75896

Prices have increased on most item. The supply chain has slowed from what used to be
weeks to now months. Travel is restricted. None of them have made sense to me. Most
medical interventions have been suppressed and vaccinations have been forced and coerced
upon upon the population. Our rights have been denied. Information has been suppressed and
opinions/views have been censored. It gave me a new understanding of how the legacy media
basically parrots the government and I worry over the loss of information.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75897

The stress from the lies have affected my mental and physical health

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75898

Terribly. I feel trapped, discriminated, anxious, depressed. I am a nurse with over 20 years
experience and I can not work in my province at the moment. Never thought this day would
come. In Canada.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75899

I suffer from depression and have had thoughts that I don't like

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75900

Lost friends and family due to improper medical care. Losing more due to an experimental
vaccine - that doesn't work

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75901

My kids have missed a lot of school because of restrictions that make no sense. Close
contacts can go to school, but household co facts stay home for 24 days if unvaccinated.
Stupid!

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75902

Health compromised...missing the freedom to travel wherever whenever.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75903

Ineffective Online school and university for my kids, inability to spend quality time with my
grandmother, divisivness between friends and family, mental health issues, breakdown of our
Canadian values and economy, price hikes on EVERYTHING, dealing with fallout from a
hateful prime minister on an ego trip,

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75904

Incredibly. I lost my buisiness..family separation..depression...the list is endless

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75905

I feel like a prisoner

2/18/2022 11:26 AM
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75906

I have had depression from not being able to see friends and family. I have constantly been
worried about family members with severe depression and it has torn my community apart

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75907

Only time will tell

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75908

As a semi retiree who is not vaccinated I can no longer fly to leave Yukon for a break. To drive
to the nearest major city below 60 is 2-3 days. I also cannot leave Canada as the only way to
leave is by flying or crossing the border into US both of which require vaccination. The dream
of traveling in retirement that I worked and saved for is gone as long as travel requires
vaccination I have been suffering from depression ever since the last election due to this fact.
This has affected my ability to work, to focus and my ability to recreate (gyms, restaurants,
etc

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75909

Dramatically in a bad way

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75910

Lost my job. And going up lose it again. Wasn't allowed to bury my father the right way Not
allowed to go to church Harassed for not being able to wear a mask

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75911

This has been the worse experience my family and i have ever gone through due to
segregation, death threats, family and friends being torn apart. I have never been so
depressed. All due to the media and politics. Vaxx pass and mandates should never be a
solution, and our charter should never been broken. They are destroying our country and at a
fast rate.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75912

Restricted access to celebrations, grandkids sporting events, divided friends, not allowed to
teach yoga, play music in seniors homes, made me feel sad, worried and stressed for the
future of my grandchildren, unable to sleep, anxious about the long term health effects of my
vaccinated family and friends, distrustful of government, healthcare, pharmaceutical
companies..and more

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75913

Mental anguish Loss of friends Being shamed and name called Being forcefully silenced
through fear

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75914

Depression has set in. Anxiety of where our country is heading.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75915

Lost friends and family

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75916

I live in Florida a free state. My parents are in BC Missed two years of traveling to be with
them

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75917

Mental health has taken a huge fall. My youngest (7) doesn't even know what it's like to have
friends over for a birthday party. Work has slowed down, lack of income. Extended Family has
become devided because of forcing to take sides.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75918

We can’t go see family that is out of province because we’re not vaccinated

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75919

I have 3 children, I'm now separated, I'm dealing with side effects from forced vaccination, I
risk losing my job supporting the truckers but I need to what is right for my kids futures.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75920

Severally, I live in a free country well apparently, not so free when mandates start happening .
My grand children are really effected by all this foolishness . This person we call a leader
needs to meet with who ever and stop all of this mess

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75921

Every aspect from work to personal life.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75922

Suicidal, depression

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75923

I lost my job. I cannot visit my aunt who is my last living relative on my mother’s side. I
cannot eat in restaurants or go to cinema, hockey games etc. I was harassed in stores.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75924

Very inconvenient and totally unnecessary for the last two years. Now- I’ll decide.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75925

Loss of business Vaccine injuries and death unreported Suicide

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75926

Not able to see my family .

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75927

Totally changed our work life, kept our kids from activities, loss of most of our community with
others.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75928

Forever

2/18/2022 11:26 AM
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75929

Grossly and Unjustly

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75930

Coerced to get vaccine.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75931

It's taken away my rights and freedoms to go where I want, see who I want. 2 weeks to flatten
a curve? Turned

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75932

I feel violated.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75933

Trampled on my charter rights. My mobility, bodily autonomy and consciousness

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75934

Can’t go into restaurants for example - too restrictive.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75935

My baby has never played with another baby nor has seen anyone's face in public. We can
travel, we're held hostage. People are scared and aggressive during lockdowns while shopping.
We've missed out on holidays, my oldest daughter is forced to wear a mask that doesn't work
at school and social distance. None of this has made sense, it's crazy. My oldest missed the
birth of her sister as she wasn't allowed to stay in the hospital with us.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75936

I was forced to choose between a shot and my job and no one should ever be put in that
situation. I couldn't see my children or grandchildren. I have to wear the face diaper that I know
is not good for me.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75937

In every way possible

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75938

My mental health has deteriorated. I have been denied the right to fully participate in society. I
have had numerous unpleasant experiences and losses as a result of the polarization
deliberately promoted by government officials at all levels.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75939

Too many ways to explain via text.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75940

Family getting together travel abroad

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75941

Due to my economic situation I was un able to travel easily to be with my family. 73 year old
grandmother and great grandmother.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75942

I am a mom, wife and small business owner. Our family life has been affect beyond measure.
My husband lost his job and was forced to get vaccinated upon finding a new one, we weren’t
able to manage on one income. Our school aged son has been struggling socially, the groups
he belonged to for extra curricular activities have dissolved either because of mandates, or
they couldn’t survive financially. He started lisping at 13 because of the damned mask. My
smaller son wasn’t able to receive medical care he required. Thankfully we were able to find
alternative healthcare practitioners who were much better prepared to handle the work during
the ever changing field of mandates and helped us decidedly more than doctors ever did. I
myself had to adjust reinvent my business to even be able to continue working. These are just
the top of the iceberg, I could right a book about it.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75943

Alot.

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75944

It has divided communities

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75945

I feel targeted, terrorized, isolated and abused. My constitutional rights and my freedom has
been taken away and trampled apon by my government. Our democracy is gone

2/18/2022 11:26 AM

75946

I have no quality of life now. We now live in a communist country. Trudeau is a very dangerous
man and his right hand Crystia Freeland is a descendent of a Nazi war criminal. We are
screwed as a country......

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75947

Very limited in where and what I can do. Can’t visit all my family in the US. Haven’t seen them
for 2 years

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75948

In what way hasn't it? These mandates have broken down our communities, driven wedges in
families, friends and neighbours. These mandates are costing people their lively hoods and
their ability to provide fie their families. These mandates have caused a plethora of health
concerns from masking causing respitory infections, skin conditions, anxiety and depression,
the vaccine has caused numerous health complications and deaths (there has been absolutely
no transparency in these covid vaccines which has let to people not having informed choice
about what they are EXPECTED to put into their bodies). Keeping families and loved ones
apart to keep everyone "safe", which inntern has only caused mental health issues, suicide
and substance abuse to sky rocket. Government officials are playing doctor without any

2/18/2022 11:25 AM
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knowledge besides a report they get on their desk. Our hospitals, nurses, doctors and support
staff are not at the brink because of covid but because of gross mismanagement and funding
cuts. Our society as a whole is abhorrently dysfunctional to the point where people are pitted
against each other for personal health choices. Before covid anyone of us was more than ok
shopping for groceries in a building that had other people in it that unbeknownst to us had a
communicably transmitted disease and we did so with smiles on our face. Covid comes along
and now those "antivaxxers" can come in here and do business they could kill us all!
Absolutely ridiculous what has happened to our society in the last 2 years. The government
should be bringing people together not driving wedges in communities, but I guess that doesn't
fatten the wallets of those in charge.....
75949

It has prevented me from participating in society. My mental health is struggling. I don’t
understand how they can keep these mandates in place when vaxed and unvaxed are getting
and spreading Covid. It’s a flu!

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75950

I’ve lost my job and I’ve missed precious time with family

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75951

The restrictions have caused other harms, I work in mental health so reduced services and
increased need in this sector. Mandatory masks and eyewear make it hard to see, breath, talk;
I'd prefer to risk getting mildly sick.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75952

I live in fear of my government

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75953

My kids have no future. They will not be able to go to post secondary education without a
vaccine. Also the vaccine doesn’t work and we all had covid so we have natural immunity
which the government refuses to acknowledge.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75954

I cannot enjoy things with my family. It’s my girls birthdays this weekend and they wanted to
go to a movie theatre, or swimming, out for dinner or to the trampoline park, we can do none of
that. I also homeschool and I can’t take the kids on field trips to museums for their education.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75955

Made it very difficult to see my daughter who lives 6 hours away. Missed being together for
birthday for the first time in 24 years. Nearly lost my job due to vax mandate. Fortunately my
job is very specialized and I'm difficult to replace. But allowed to visit elderly aunt in care
home. Not allowed to meet friends in restaurants. Denied entry at the Post Office due to my
MEDICAL inability to wear the mask.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75956

Stress I have a brain injury cause me nothing but grief all of it

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75957

Haven’t been able to take my child or grand kids swimming or other indoor activities have
family reunions life has become stressed At first understood After finding out death rates per
population And people losing the lively hood well big box stores could be open Could see the
global movement taking over against freedom

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75958

Loss of income.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75959

Loss of business, loss of friendships and family, suicidal thoughts, depression.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75960

This mandate was put in in place illegal from the start everything they said and did did not
have real science back it up but rather political science!

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75961

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75962

Family isolation. Depressed family members. Work harassment towards vaccination and over
stepping Covid guidelines

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75963

Slowed our face to face , virtual a challenge! Effect earnings

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75964

Stolen our freedom

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75965

We have lost jobs and clients for our small business. We have be refused service, we have
suggested emotional trauma from segregation in our own town and families for our status. We
have suffered relationally within our community and our church groups.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75966

These mandates, along with the inflammatory speeches Justin Trudeau has engaged in
towards the unvaccinated, has caused a loss of friendships and I’ve been subjected to
personal attacks. My children have missed out on 2 years of normal childhood activities and
their mental health has suffered extensively. I, like what is quite likely the majority of the
population, believe that a persons vaccination status is their own private information and the
choice to become vaccinated must remain a free choice WITHOUT consequences.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM
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75967

Mental health, loneliness,isolation,broken relationships.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75968

It restricts us from doing anything we want we don't have her freedom we want our freedom
back drop the mandate. It's our body it's our choice what we want to do with our bodies

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75969

I can't go out to a restaurant/ art gallery, etc. Can't go to a beach. My family considers me a
risk. My blood clotting level goes up ( d dimer in mid 600s) when they have been recently
vaxed ( Sheddinh for 3 wks - i live with them). Strained relations with friends that believe in the
vax. They still are getting covid. So they are a risk to me - also due to their shedding- from
recent vaxes if I'm in their homes. Basically, i am a 2nd class citizen. The masks hinder
breathing. I can't move into a cheaper apt in a home. unless vaxed I have to tolerate 15 min
protocol every business or medical phone call I make. I am barraged with vax propaganda . I
can't watch the lying, censored mainstream news My music business stopped. ( I would play
piano at weddings, funerals, congregations) but can't dinfe I dont have a passport. I can't afford
to cross the border ( 2 wks st a quarantine loc where I pay!! i can't fly. I can't visit people loved
ones. My Dad died. Only 1 visit ( 30- 45 min) had been allowed every 2 wks!!!

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75970

The choice !! Job or no job.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75971

This police state is not the Canada we worked for and it is not the Canada I want for my
children grand-children and great-grand-children.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75972

Financially, emotionally, kids have struggled without socia

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75973

Like everyone else’s. It’s destroying our way of life and our country

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75974

Ruined my business, caused division in my friendships and family. Caused undue anxiety in
unvaccinated and vaccinated people. Caused suicides, missed events, separation from
elderly, death from adverse reactions. My one opinion of Government and Medical is that
neither can be trusted. I also feel that the whole event has proven to be linked to nefarious
means and interference by the World Economic Forum. All our most tyrannical leaders are
graduates of Klaus Schwab's Young Global Leaders. You know the organization that wants the
world to own nothing and be happy. The other final and most importantly is the rise in anger,
which in itself does not represent the freedom we once richly enjoyed.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75975

Financially devastating and socially

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75976

Now on medication for anxiety, depression, my kids have been major affected in terms of
mental health as well

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75977

Isolated depression

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75978

Long total Lockdown

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75979

It has shown me that our health professionals leading our province are not following up-to-date
scientific information.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75980

The injustice that is being done to fellow citizens is what bothers me the most .

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75981

Restricted movement, change of friendships, lack of trust of government and media

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75982

I have been marginalized and called names

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75983

I can’t travel. That was my most loved thing to do

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75984

I lost my job I decided not to have the vaccine. I have no food I have no money I have nothing

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75985

Caused me stress and anxiety

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75986

Zero trust in our government after the way they have handled the past 2 years.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75987

It has effected everything.. my social life, health and well being, it's affected my job, career
and livelihood.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75988

My family can barely speak to each other, my grandmother died and couldn’t even go, work
pay has been cut in half, my depression has spiked, tried taking my life 2 times. I’m tired and I
want this to all end, NOW!!

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75989

yes

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75990

Emotionally, mentally and financially. Lost my home too. Not at all impressed with these

2/18/2022 11:25 AM
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draconian measures. Why are there no mandates to BAN junk food and alcohol?!! Why is there
NO concern, only censorship of babies, children and adults having serious adverse effects,
including DEATH of the jabs?! Why is there censorship of the increasing suicides, as a result
of these mandates?! Enough with these methods of tyranny on the People!
75991

Over 2 years of my life lost due to the biggest scam of the world that I will never get back.
They have made your rights and freedom political, health care has become racist with no input
from actual science . People running the world have lied to everyone making the common cold
and influenza a new name and fear mongering everyone into slavery.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75992

.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75993

Kept me from working and spending time with my family and elderly father. The list is endless.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75994

I was forced to take the vaccine just so I can go visit my mom in a Long Term Care Facility

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75995

Loss of job.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75996

I’m a nurse who now experiences tachycardia since my second forced vaccination. I no longer
am sure I want to continue to be as nurse as I have always been health conscious and this
goes against my Educated opinion deciding what is best for me. I’m scared for what this
country will be like for my children in the future as I witness it’s quick decline in freedom.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75997

Loss of work, division amount friends/family, depression, marriage break up.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75998

It has intruded in on my life and others in so many ways putting us in a prison of illusion that
reality is no longer a rational of how we live together as a loving people.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

75999

I missed the first year of my nieces life. Need I say more?

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

76000

Can’t eat out Can’t socialize Can’t travel Cant watch kids play hockey, swim, and do
gymnastics Decision amongst friends and family

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

76001

I no longer can see my grandchildren or hold them. I have friends who have dropped away. I
can no longer Network in the places where I found my business contacts and clients. This has
created great stress...family, finances, business.and career.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

76002

n/a

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

76003

Feel like I am in prison

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

76004

Further highlighted the ridiculous joke that is the liberal party; First time I’ve seen segregation
and discrimination occur on such a wide level and brainwashing to a degree that is unheard of.
You get told as a kid, if so and so told you to jump off a bridge would you do it?? Well,
apparently a lot of Canadians would jump off a bridge.

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

76005

Work , life style

2/18/2022 11:25 AM

76006

Dividing community, not allowing my children to participate in life saving skills (swimming
lessons etc),

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76007

My kids have been depressed with all of the school lockdowns and the fact that we are not
allowed into restaurants or going to the movies. The discrimination has made a split between
friends and family members. And those who are for all of these mandates have shown great
hate towards those who have chosen to use their free will and not get vaccinated. My
youngest has developed a tick due to wearing a mask and has a hard time breathing. I find it
ridiculous that we have to be threatened to take a vaccine for a disease that has a 98%
recovery rate. There is so much stress and anxiety in my family right now due to the lack of
concern for mental health.

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76008

I realized, how much I appreciate freedom of choice

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76009

It has caused anxiety depression and separation depression from my family. I have become
socially awkward around others and rarely able to go shopping because my mask causes my
skin to irritate and break out making any social experience without a mask embarrassing
because my skin is embarrassing.

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76010

In every way possible / forced coercion/ deaths/ suicides/ strained relationships

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76011

Mental illness, financial,division among family and friends

2/18/2022 11:24 AM
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76012

Efected work and travel to outher province for work

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76013

2 lost jobs, traumatized child, homeschooling a teen and a young child, frustrated that basic
medicines have been pulled from the market that help greatly in prevention of spread,
frustrated that people don't believe in basic immunity anymore and that Dr's suddenly changed
their tune on that. We were locked out of the hospital when my Dad was sick, and we have
been lied to by the media from day 1 so we are not able to receive accurate information
anymore from what used to be reliable news sources

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76014

Greatly

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76015

It has been terrible: suicidal thoughts; tore apart my family, half of my friends are gone, could
not stay healthy working out at my gym; vaccine injuries & deaths; could not say goodbye to
loved ones; ridiculous inflation. My Doctor was censored & did pressured me to take medical
products that were harmful. The masks are polluting our water ways.

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76016

Loneliness and depression, loss of time with family, loss of faith in government

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76017

In a severely negative way. I can no longer go and enjoy the simple pleasures of life like going
out to a nice dinner with my husband. I am drinking more than I should be and my anxiety and
depression are very bad. I am finding it hard to cope anymore.

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76018

I lost 50% of the value in my business and was without a source of income for 18 months

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76019

My mental health has gone to shit. I lost friend over this debate. I was forced to resign from
my job because i couldnt afford to be on LWOP so I had to resign eventually for my last
cheque and to sadly cash out my pension. My health. Serious Loss of income. I have
ABSOLUTELY ZERO RESPECT FOR ALL POLITICIANS. My pride to be a Canadian is gone.
I am embarrassed and angered. I am going to have sell my house. 2 years of undue stress. I
have stage 3 adrenal fatigue.

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76020

Not able to go places I wish to go. Wearing mask against my will. Has severely divided our
family. Mental fear, due to threat of unwanted vaxx

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76021

Has not

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76022

Negatively. It’s having massive mental health affects on my wife and children.

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76023

not at all - I have lived life normally and not followed any of these unlawful "rules"

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76024

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76025

lost my job, friends and family

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76026

Hurt my business, mental health of my three children, government processing times
unacceptable. I have asthma which affects if and how long I can enter a store or medical
office. Difficult to receive proper medical access by not seeing patients if they have one of the
100 symptoms of covid. Never before longest wait times to speak to RCA. Unstable education
access. Outrageous court processes. Less support for special need son especially Respite
card, people scared to work during lock downs. Increase prices of food and staples.

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76027

I’m a prisoner in my own country

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76028

All of the above

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76029

I have lost busines, been segregated from the govenment, separated from from family, clients,
friends and family, find it's difficult to beath properly thru daily use of the masks, feel pressure
from others to get the vaccination & boosters, stressed because of the Emergency Mandate
Act, all because of the Covid-19 restrictions mandates.

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76030

Layoffs

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76031

Negatively. I am a registered nurse. I believe in science, vaccinations, and disease prevention.
But, I do not believe in mandating citizens. We are all born with free will, and denying people to
exercise that is denying basic human rights as well as needs. Science is about questioning
and researching. Finding true evidence and openly sharing it. Medicine is about a holistic and
patient centered approach. The politicization of this pandemic has hindered true science and
health care to drive responses. Instead, we have caused our society and many health
professionals, including myself, to lose all faith and trust in our health care and political
systems. The mandates themselves have caused health significant issues that will have far

2/18/2022 11:24 AM
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worse outcomes for years to come. It is time we end the mandates, it has been 2 years and
we have not made any changes to the Covid statistics. We have however, increased numbers
for suicide, mental health concerns, undiagnosed diseases, hindered childhood development,
etc.; the list goes on... End the mandates and the madness!
76032

No too much except I fear my govts now.

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76033

Every aspect of mine and my children’s life! We can’t even go public swimming !!!!!

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76034

Not much really

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76035

Extreme depression. Unable to manage addictions. Have lost friendships mad Jobs. worsened
anxiety. Have gained weight

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76036

Mental stress at work and at home. Segregation at work. I've been put on leave without pay
indefinitely. I'm extraordinarily angry and resentful to the government.

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76037

It has divided society. Created economic loss.

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76038

In many ways. Lost my freedom of choice

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76039

I have been unable to visit my mother in the home. Shes saying she would rather die of
lonliness than not being able to see her family. Its caused horrific stress in some if my
chilldrens lives. One child has to pay to be able to work as vacciné could kill her. Another was
forced to take the shot and ended up in hospital with side effects! I could go on and on!! This
is all just totally unbelievable!

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76040

I lost my job, took new job with less pay, cant leave for another job because companies have
vax mandates, cant go to restaurants, movies or sports

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76041

Just tired of it all. I’ll make my own decision of what I put or do with my body. Freedom to
make choices

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76042

My entire family’s life has been affected greatly with segregation, discrimination, hate language
and loss of income.

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76043

I have started feeling anxiety and stress when I put a mask on and about being pressured into
taking the shot

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76044

My daughter was not allowed to see her family for 3 weeks in March/April 2020 as she lives in
a group home (adult but severely disabled and non verbal functioning at a 12 month old level).
Parents were not even allowed to do window visits as the residents behaviours would increase
as they would cry and want to be with parents. I took a leave from work to bring her home as
we had grave concerns about her physical, mental, emotional & social health. Recently
(Jan,2022) she was locked in her bedroom for 5 days in the group home as they were in
isolation due to a Covid outbreak. They were going to continue to be isolated, staff continuing
to wear hazmat PPE, so again I brought her home as all residents were vaccinated yet
extreme measures put in place that I felt was a form of neglect & abuse due to these
mandates. It took her 3 hours to not look dazed and confused from the trauma. Our work life
was affected, financial, freedom of choice, stress.Family mental health is affected. Division
with extended family. Father in law had palliative home care due to mandates. No funeral due
to mandates. I’ve seen many suffer around me physically, mentally, emotionally, and socially
due to these mandates. My medical exemption was denied from my one specialist as he is out
of province. My one local dr said she could lose her medical license if she signed an
exemption letter. Initially she advised me not to get vaccine due to my medical history.
Individual health and choices should never be blocked and forced through pressure, bribery &
coercion. The mandates were in humane, against our charter of rights & freedom and need to
be permanently removed including the vaccine mandates for travelling. This all needs to end!
We need our freedoms back. Freedom of choice.

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76045

Emotional and mental health with lockdowns - single senior living by self

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76046

My job and the vaccine has ruined my health.

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76047

Total isolation and separation from friends and family as well as encouraged conflict from
misinformation and lying propaganda

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76048

Lost jobs

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76049

Stupid question

2/18/2022 11:24 AM
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76050

Every way possible.

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76051

Loss of income, mental health issues with kids, loss of education, loss of ability to participate
in society for myself and my children, estranged from family and friends.

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76052

My father died alone cause of the mandates

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76053

I have not been able to travel to visit my ailing elderly mother. My partners kidney transplant
has been delayed. We cant exercise at our gym and it goes on

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76054

I've felt angry scared and suicidal

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76055

In every way possible

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76056

Can not see my mom

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76057

Can’t see family and friends

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76058

Social depress

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76059

Not seeing family and friends has been difficult. My 6 kids and I all had covid and the isolation
has been very hard. It's been mentally exhausting. The fear that some of my kids have
experienced because of the media and such breaks my heart. This has to be something that
we learn to live with. Let us make decisions on our own. If you're sick, stay home, if you aren't
then go about hour business. We aren't stupid. And now that my children and I have had covid
I do not plan on getting the booster or having my kids get their second vaccine and I that has
to be ok.

2/18/2022 11:24 AM

76060

I’ve lost my job and freedom to visit certain businesses. I have lost sleep on countless nights
worrying about where all of this is going.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76061

Segregation, division among friends and family, delays to normal medical services, depression
anxiety

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76062

anxiety, depression, family division, brother and a friend suicide through covid shit....feel
threatened and unsafe by my government and the health care system

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76063

It caused me to mistrust my fellow Canadians.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76064

It has created a division with family and friends and has affected my mental stability

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76065

Stuck in my home, mental health has been affected. My children can't do things and it affects
them too

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76066

I can't leave my country, I am a prisoner in my own country! I can't go out for dinner, I can't go
watch a sporting event. I have lost friends over covid

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76067

Terribly

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76068

Ruined relationships because of difference of opinions

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76069

It created trama, division among amazing people and it feels Canada is a communistic,
dictatorship driven country at this point. Canadians have no say, no rights, no choice.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76070

I cannot travel to see my family. Even though I have had severe reactions to vaccines, my
doctor said he might lose his license if he signs papers to say I am allergic.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76071

Cost of basic supplies (groceries, etc) has gone up dramatically (from before the convoy
happened). Greatly increased depression, stress and anxiety levels due to faith gatherings
being canceled and not being able to get together with people. Loss of hope because of
government mismanagement, overreach, and corruption. Astronomical increase in stress
because of mass media misrepresenting or incorrectly reporting events and issues.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76072

Increased my stress and workload at work. Working 60 to 70 hours per week to support my
staff and their patients with hands on assistance and support them mentally. My husband
cancer surgeries are being postponed and is delaying his recovery.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76073

My family had to pack up our lives and run from the vaccine and fascist mandates to a totally
different country!!! Insane… yet totally validated by what has happened. The Canadian
Parliament is 100% responsible for what has happened already. Fix this now!!!!

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76074

we've been discriminated all over the place, we can't travel, we can't go to entertainment, we

2/18/2022 11:23 AM
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are forced to wear masks and it is affecting our health, causing skin infections all over the
face. Kids are having mental issues because of the whole situation. The whole situation
doesn't make any sense, we lost faith in Canadian democracy, that the country has any human
rights left.
76075

Mental health, Depression

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76076

My business has suffered. My income has been cut in half and now I have to work. However,
my choice of jobs is pretty limited. I did manage to find a job but I have to travel a long
distance to go to work which defeats the purpose as a good portion of my income is allocated
to gas and maintenance of my only vehicle. I continue to look for work from home
opportunities but again they are diminishing. I'm also an older worker. Factor that in and the
future is not looking so bright. The businesses that don't support the mandates have either
closed or are struggling. Personally, my mental health has suffered and I hate the divisiveness
of the mandates. I'm feeling tired and worn down, but I believe in freedom and will fight for my
right to own my body and make my own decisions about my livelihood. My family members
are on different sides of the fence too. And the list goes on...

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76077

Not so bad, but just feel we shouldn’t be forced to put something in our bodies and definitely
not the children.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76078

I have heart issues because of the vaccine and felt I had no choice. As a victim of sexual
abuse, I feel this was another instance of not having a choice of what happened to MY body! It
was a total violation of my right to choose what happens to me

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76079

PTS, work has ended, people have diied from the vaccine (3) people are maimed 14 that I
know of

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76080

It has discriminates against my freedoms

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76081

I am a senior citizen living by myself in my own home. It has been depressing and difficult not
being able to go to places, having friends over or going to restaurants. My family lives in
another province so I can not even fly to see them.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76082

Makes me feel anxious and hopeless.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76083

Job loss I’m currently on medical leave but when I return I won’t have a job

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76084

We hardly leave the house. We haven’t seen some of our family for 2 years

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76085

I have chose not to get the jab, and it has caused division among my family and peer groups.
My husband was forced to get it to keep his job, and he has felt horrible since he had to get it both physically and mentally.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76086

A lot with no work for a year and losing friends for differences in choice of vaccinations.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76087

I lost my job. I was verbally attacked on multiple occasions for not wearing a mask (I had n
exemption). Some places wouldn't accept the exemption n made me wear a mask anyway.
And when forced to wear it I couldn't breathe so would try to get air by pulling away from my
nose n was "caught" multiple times n told I wasn't allowed to do that. I've become lonely n feel
totally isolated. My mental health has deteriorated over the last two years. I almost lost my
marriage cuz of it.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76088

Division amongst my family and friends. Discrimination witnessed amongst coworkers and in
our hospitals. Its disgusting

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76089

Yes

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76090

My emergency surgery was postponed for over 5 m9nths while there were no patients with
covid admitted to the hospital. My mother had the same thing happen. Celebrations and
funerals were all postponed. Traveling stopped. Going to the gym, social events. My life
completely changed. It's been very hard in many peoples mental well being.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76091

My son lost his job. Career gone. Lost friends. Can't make day trips or holidays to see my
daughter plus family in Florida. Can't go to Europe to see family,relatives and friends. Can't go
to restaurants, etc.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76092

Broken our trust with our government, our leaders, our doctors and now our financial institutes.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76093

My children in masks all day, gyms being closed causing depression, the split between

2/18/2022 11:23 AM
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vaccinated/unvaccinated and the discrimination it’s causing, seeing businesses closing for
good
76094

I have lost friends and the ability to create community at this important time of my life, my
husband and I are retired , I have felt alone and lonely.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76095

Mentally

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76096

i feel segregated from society

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76097

Our kids can’t participate in many things due to vaccine requirements.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76098

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76099

Turned me into a prisoner within my own country

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76100

Closed a division of my company

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76101

Lost family and friends thru not have the same mind set. Isolation. In general not going where I
would like too. Loneliness. Segregation.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76102

It has eliminated many of the things that brought joy to my life. It has destroyed my
relationship with my partner and it caused me to miss the birth of my grandchild. Abs it has
affected the life of my grandkids in ways that are criminal.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76103

I've been segregated, demonized, called names, unable to see family and friends. It was
extremely difficult to find a decent job, I was unemployed for several months. I can't fly within
my own country!!!

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76104

Personally, not much. However, I have given every ounce of my personal time and any ounce I
could squeeze from family time, self care time, etc to work around the clock to ensure people
have a way around these blocks and instill some hope for the future. We work tirelessly across
the country, providing solutions and tools as well as our recent misfeasence tortes, aimed at
holding public health officials accountable for their actions. The largest hit the mandates and
plandemic have had in my life is the divide amongst family.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76105

Extremely limited my freedoms!

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76106

Anxiety is up. Cost of groceries is double what it was before lockdowns. Family divisions. I
know people who died of overdose. Couldn't have a proper funeral for dad. Husband is having
anxiety attacks and never did before. We all had covid before the lock downs in March 2020
and stayed home when sick... for 6 weeks. It was not worth locking down. I only know it was
covid after catching it again, testing positive, and it was only 3 days this time and much less
severe. You cannot control a virus. You must stop division over this.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76107

Can’t see grandchildren play sports. Can’t go out for dinner. All the mandates take away my
freedom.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76108

In everyway mentally, physically, financially, emotionally, to have implemented these draconian
measures in the first place for a flu that has a 98% recovery rate was criminal.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76109

It has prevented my travelling to the US and other parts of Canada to see my children and
grandchildren. Feeling fear, seeing fear and hate in people’s eyes. Loss of connection and
friendship. I feel discriminated against.

2/18/2022 11:23 AM

76110

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76111

Caused division in my family, instilled unnecessary fear. For two years I have felt none of my
governments have told the whole truth. Actions often made no sense, but I complied as a good
citizen, I'm done following blindly. I will remember how this went down.

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76112

Killed business. Killed my sister in law . Drove my daughter to depression.

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76113

Sister has heart issues from vaccine, suicide in family, friends husband was denied surgery
and died in September. The lies, distrust, corrupted data. The response did not match the risk,
family and friends loos their small business and thus, their home.

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76114

Lost my job as a nurse and socialization.

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76115

Social isolation. Family members and friends divided. No trust in government nor their
supposed “science”. No trust in the vaccine nor the protocol

2/18/2022 11:22 AM
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76116

Lost my job as the small business could not survive.

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76117

I was not able to see my dying mom in hospital. She didn't have covid and neither did I. I was
denied the opportunity to say goodbye.

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76118

I have lost my job and most of my friends due to not being able Associate with others. Not
being able to socialize created high anxiety and depression.

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76119

I’ve been put on an unpaid LOA from my job (as of October 2021). My kids are masked all day
in school over a virus with a 99.97% survival rate. We had to postpone my dads funeral for 6
months and even when we could have it we had to have it outdoors because of restrictions,
my kids couldn’t go say their final goodbyes to their grandmother in the hospital…it had to be
done over the phone!!! I could not attend prayers for my own grandmother because of
restrictions, my son will most likely be missing his graduation this year because of mandates,
my immediate family has been divided, We didn’t get to spend my dads last together as a
family, we’ve missed out on important events and gatherings, my kids education has suffered
due to most of the past 2 years has been online learning, my kids can’t play organized sports,
I was excluded from an annual family camping trip (what would have been the 1st one without
my dad), my best friends daughter who has ADHD tried to commit suicide because of the
mandates, I missed seeing grandchildren be born, all 3 of my grandkids have been born during
the pandemic…so none of them have experienced life without having to see masked faces
when they go places, my daughter doesn’t even bother taking my grandkids out often because
of the mandates (so they aren’t very social) which is devastating to see!!!! Times when we
should have been together we’re spent apart, my job is in a long term care facility & seeing
how all these elderly are isolated and separated from their families CONSTANTLY is very
emotionally draining!!!!! All these elderly want is to see their loved ones…they’d even be willing
to risk getting a virus! I hardly ever leave my house now because it’s just not worth it. I do not
feel the need to take part in this type of society!!!! Justin Trudeau and our current government
(both federal and provincial) have destroyed everything that was good about living in a free
country. Sad. This isn’t “LIVING”, it’s merely existing. The emergency measures act isn’t even
legal because there is nothing that qualifies as an emergency!!! All of Canada can see this.
We just sit and wait for the military now I guess……

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76120

I can't go anywhere or see my family. My aunt committed suicide last year because of being In
lockdown, my mental health has taken a toll and I'm ready for this to be over. I can't take it
anymore!

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76121

Family has lost jobs, kids education, health care burnout as a RN

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76122

In every way. Isolation from family and friends. The way we shop, socialize, recreate, travel.
100% changed from pre-Covid days.

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76123

Stay home boring life

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76124

I have been coerced to do things I did not want to do. My teenagers mental health has been
drastically impacted. I have broken friendships because I questioned the efficacy of the
vaccines and masks. I have stopped watching the news. That's a plus.

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76125

Totally destroyed the change of my boys going to college or university

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76126

Many mental health issues with my ENTIRE family. Suicidal ideation, depression, loss of
employment…….the list is endless

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76127

depressing, heavily restricting my freedoms and access to church, clinics, businesses,
gastronomy, no travel possible, strangers verbally attacking people without masks even if they
are perfectly healthy; social HOSTILITY AND DIVISION

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76128

Everyway. Everyday.

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76129

Tore family apart

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76130

Can’t participate in volunteering Can’t go skating with my grandson Can’t perform as a
musician Mentally tired ,

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76131

We have lost our main income - my husband is federally legislated. Our pastor and church
were jailed.

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76132

I am a healthy emergency room nurse of 20 years unable to work. Had to sell my home to live
in a trailer

2/18/2022 11:22 AM
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76133

In a very negative way both mentally and financially, and also physically

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76134

Affected business to come yet

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76135

It has negatively affected my mental health

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76136

I’ve had financial loss, my mother lost her job, my sister can’t finish school (even online)

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76137

They restrict travel to visit relatives, restrict indoor dining, sporting events and family functions

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76138

I was terminated from a hospital job that I love. My other part-time job was grinded to a halt in
the travel industry

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76139

No freedom

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76140

It’s made me a second class citizen and I’ve been discriminated against.

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76141

In every way, rapid tests to go to work, no socializing, depression, anxiety

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76142

Far to much

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76143

Lost wages , higher taxes , divided friends, hard on home realationship

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76144

Yes

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76145

Oppression, mental health, segregation, abandonment, mandates, school closure, work
access limited, lockdowns, it’s like living in the era where reservations were put in place and
you required a pass to leave stripped of our language culture ceremonies

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76146

As a senior it has split family not able to visit. It is affecting mental health and causing
lonliness

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76147

Terribly. Anxiety, frustration, family division.

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76148

Loss of income put us in position of house being foreclosed. Havnt seen grandparents in two
years. Couldn’t celebrate in-laws 50 th wedding anniversary. Havnt been able to celebrate
Christmas or birthdays with kids or grandchildren. It’s put us back 10 years financially

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76149

I cannot see family, I cannot eat in a restaurant. my kids cannot attend sports, extra circular
activities.

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76150

My family is not speaking to me, several friends are not also they dont want to be around me
so I haven't seen them for a year or more I'm left here by myself lonely depressed asking why
am I here the government is punishing me because I medically cant take the vaccine. He has
made everyone turn on me. I've done nothing wrong. I'm not allowed to go socializing I'm by
myself . Ive had covid really bad I had to go through it alone no one would come help me . And
now I cant wear a mask because I lose my breath because of covid but no one cares, just
wear your mask so now I go to the grocery store for no more than 10 mins. This is horrible
please end all of these mandates so our country can start to heal. It's going to take probably a
year if were lucky to trust again. The damage to the kids is unthinkable. Please take away the
mandates

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76151

banned from society, held prisoner in my country

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76152

It has affected my children's education, my job and my wife's job.

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76153

Family walls built, mental issues felt, harm all around socially, economically and faith in our
system of government

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76154

Had to quit my casual job and quality of life has decreased. Not ab.e to travel and not able to
be free like before covid. Being healthy and treated like I cou.d possibly be a danger to others
is so crazy

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76155

Depression anxiety anger division between family

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76156

It has been the worst experience of my life! It has divided my family and my work colleagues
beyond repair. One thing is for sure I don’t trust our government or our media to tell us the
truth! We need our lives back!

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76157

Was not able to be with a family member, as she was dying with cancer, in hospice. Not able
to attend my nephew's first birthday party, at a banquet hall. As a person living with a disability,

2/18/2022 11:22 AM
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and not able to get an exception from doctor, my life has been on lockdown for the last 2
years.
76158

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76159

Family.. Freedom

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76160

Unemployment. Huge division in friends and family. Depression.

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76161

Divided from friends and family. Mental health.

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76162

Lots of extra politics at my job in Healthcare and it's very stressful. Covid isn't going anywhere
and we can't keep living like this. Open everything up and let us live our lives!

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76163

not permitted into my exercise class, not able to do my volunteer work, unable to go out, not
able to see family or travel within our country, isolated

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76164

I used to work full time all my life I’m a college graduate & I haven’t worked since 2019.
Daycare was closed & didn’t open for a long time, cerb ended but vaccine mandates happened
& Im not an anti vaxx I’ve been vaccinated for everything including my kids but I know this
vaccine is dangerous & alters your dna so I don’t want to take it, it doesn’t work anyways &
covid survival rate is 99.8% yet I’m forced & can’t get an exemption so I lost my daycare
subsidy from not working & now can’t work full time but even with that I can’t work at all since
I’m not vaccinated & I can’t work for hours with a mask on my face, I suffer from anxiety so I
basically can no longer work which has really diminished my lifestyle with the kids. The kids
have been bullied at school for not being vaccinated & I’ve lost friends who called me
conspiracy theorist & that I’m selfish, I did activités every weekend prior to covid, now I don’t
got to museums, to restaurants, to movies etc I feel like I’m in a depression & I worry for the
future & what it looks like for my children. I’m not part of the elite society therefore I feel as
though we have no more control, we have lost our rights & even though I’m fitting I feel in
despair that both will change

2/18/2022 11:22 AM

76165

It has caused many problems. I run a small business. And trust me when say, I am very lucky
that I HAD some savings! Otherwise,I would have had to close my doors, like so many had to.
I also was forced to have a vaccine, that I did not want it feel that I was ready to have. This
caused separation in my family. As well, I felt I would loose business if I didn’t have the
vaccine. I never should have been mandated to have this vaccine. I have a blood disorder that
makes my blood clot to fast! I haven’t been able to sleep a full night since I had the vaccine.
As I think I am going to get a clot and die! Please you tell me how this has effected my life?
And every others life out there!!

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76166

Unable to see family and even travel without discrimination re: vaccine passport. I can't breath
with a mask and therefore I am hassled or refused service. That's discrimination.

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76167

I am out of the country and afraid to go back as I am then marginalized, discriminated and
segregated by my government.

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76168

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76169

Inflation, kids social life affected, kids sports cancelled

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76170

Restricted movement and Freedom of Choice.

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76171

I can't leave my country or travel on a plan to see my dad in Alberta. My sons can't play indoor
sports. We can't go to restaurants.

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76172

It has separated family and friends so sad

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76173

I have felt discriminated against and ousted from Society. This has all been unnecessary,
unethical and driven by power and money as opposed to science. I have had extreme stress
from threat of job loss, suffered financial difficulties and had health repercussions from many
of the protocols such as masking. It needs to end. The mandates are not needed and they do
not work.

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76174

Can not F---ing travel

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76175

Anxiety, stress, loss of my small business. My husband dealing with constant infection on his
face from masks. Everyone looks like a zombie. Can't shop without a mask without being
verbally threatened. My son was forced online for 2 years due to not being able to wear a
mask.

2/18/2022 11:21 AM
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76176

Cant go out to eat, travel on a plane, cross the border, socialize with friends etc..

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76177

I cannot attend some work related things regarding my job. I will have to do rapid testing in
order to go to work. I don’t go out. I haven’t seen my family in Nova Scotia for 3 years. I could
not attend my cousins wedding. My relationship with two family members has been almost
ruined. My best friend had a box injury and so I have been supporting her. The mandate has
affected my life in all the ways.

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76178

I couldn't fly to Ontario to visit my dying mother. I've been in a major depression since this
started. The only thing that I had to help with the depression was going to the gym and
exercise and that was also taken away

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76179

I was recently fired for not getting the vaccine, and have been rejected as a candidate for other
jobs for the same reason.

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76180

AHS kept shutting down my job. I’ve only worked 4 1/2 months in the last 2 years.

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76181

Loss of friendships and complete mental breakdown

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76182

Wife lost job, kids can't enjoy recreation facilities.

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76183

Short staffed, not able to go into restaurants, family friends conflict.

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76184

Prisoner in my home

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76185

Lost my job. Lost the freedom of movement. Children have suffered. Relationships have been
stressed. Confidence in gov and health officials has been damaged.

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76186

I’m depressed and anxious, have lost friends, have missed out on social engagements and
travel, lost health.

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76187

How hasn’t it is the better question.

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76188

Our family has divided over this!

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76189

Exhausting

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76190

Stoped us from seeing family

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76191

My kids tired of them being masked up at school and more

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76192

I lost 2 years of my life that I will never get back. End the mandates now.

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76193

No work got fired. Prob going to freeze accounts etc etc

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76194

Terrible. Horrible. Caused such a divide, so much hate, anxiety and depression in my whole
family!

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76195

My husband is a massage therapist and could not work for about 4 months. He has me and 5
children to support. This was extremely hard on us. Our children have lost so much, especially
sports, which is a huge part of their lives. My oldest daughter does not know if she will be able
to go to university because she has chosen to not vaccinate. I can not go visit my sister,
brother in law, nephew and niece on the way in the USA. My husband and I are not vaccinated,
we have positive antibodies for Covid, proven by a blood test. Sadly this is not recognizes for
travel or eating in restaurants. I feel like we are being punished for exercising our Canadian
freedoms. We are not free. I have suffered Bell’s palsy following the only flu shot I ever took. I
just want the right to choose and not be discriminated for it, and to be able to choose for my
children who trust and depend on their parents to make what they feel is the best choice for
them, not the government. Please remove all mandates. Thank you.

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76196

Depression, loss of business, anxiety

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76197

Mentality Physically

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76198

It’s has affected my childrens lives. Isolating them at the beginning has been awful for their
mental health. Them growing up in this has been scary. It’s affected my mental health. It feels
very doom and gloom. There’s such a divide. It’s been really stressful. People are at odds.
You feel like you can’t go anywhere. Can’t see anyone. Everyone around you is sad and
depressed.

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76199

Its made me acutely aware ,that the governments agenda is to achieve 100% vaccination AT

2/18/2022 11:21 AM
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ALL COSTS.
76200

Terminated from work, negative impact on relationships with family and friends, banned from
access to public spaces and businesses, bullied, harrassed, threatened, coerced, loss of trust
in government and health system

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76201

Severe depression. Loneliness. Unable to travel or see family. Major stress. None of it
necessary

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76202

In a very negative way

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76203

Separated family from another country

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76204

It has kept families apart, corporate worship greatly interrupted, fear mongering has created
great division among families and citizens, my personal freedoms have been stripped, no
social activity, no gym activity, travel limited to personal vehicle in own province, travel outside
my province requires isolation upon return for 8 days. Family members, friends and many
people whom chose to exercise their rights over their own body had their jobs stolen from
them! I could list much more but I will leave it at that. This PM has mad no effort to resolve
this Canada wide protest. He has inflamed hate, division and has shown that he has no will to
SERVE the people - only RULE the people. It is very hard on the mental health of all
Canadians for the past 2 years!

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76205

It has caused tension with families and friends as well as uncertainty on the future and fears
we will not be able to support or families if the Government continues on this horrific pathway
they are on.

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76206

Negatively. Work is slow, people are unhappy and lonely.

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76207

My healthy son’s mental health. He has a heart condition and we will in no way let that poison
enter his body, especially with risk of myocarditis in his age group. My mom was severely
Injured by the vaccine. My husband last his job at a federally regulated mine site. He had
Covid but his natural immunity was denied, and since being fired, there have been 3 major
Covid outbreaks amongst the fully vaccinated remaining employees. This makes no sense at
all all. End the mandates

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76208

Mental Health, Dividing our nation,

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76209

Depression, weight gain, fear and fear of my government

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76210

Stigmization, isolation, my sister and brother haven’t meet my 2 year old daughter, I can’t visit
my brother suffering from a mental health disease in the hospital for the last 2 years, I can’t
take my daughter to family centres that are there to help families. I have had family members
say that if it wasn’t for my daughter they wouldn’t talk to me

2/18/2022 11:21 AM

76211

Too many ways for this short space. They have caused irreparable damage to society as a
whole

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76212

Mandates have severely impacted my life negatively- loss of friends, family, jobs, schools,
activities etc.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76213

negatively for health family friends work

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76214

Social isolation and depression, especially upset when Canadians losing jobs because of a
Vaccination mandates that didnt stop the virus from spreading anyway. Wasted millions of tax
payers money, the list goes on..... AND GET RID OF J. TRUDEAU!!

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76215

Business has failed, family life is negatively impacted over the last two years. Debt and taxes
keep going up and government MP's still collect paychecks.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76216

Discrimination segregation hateful words from Trudeau division my charter of rights have been
stepped on.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76217

Affected my life gravely.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76218

Stress, depression and financially down

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76219

The mandates have destroyed my 22 year long career and my present and future employment
earnings and retirement plans.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76220

It has brought considerable uncertainty since there appears to be no limit on the corruption.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM
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76221

Depression

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76222

Disruption to all activities

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76223

It has destroyed relationships with my family and indefinitely affected their health adversely.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76224

Depression, anxiety, relationship breakdowns, loss of health, loss of jobs, loss of interest in
living in Canada

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76225

My siblings have told I am not welcome in there homes.My church was closed. I am a widow
and had to move closer to my daughters to help them through this . My life changed
completely. This government has created great harm to this country and Canadian families
.The stress my daughters have been under to keep their business going to keep their people
employed has affected their well being and their children .When I moved I had to try and
rebuild my life, leave old friends behind. I have my God to carry me . Jesus has been my
saving grace through this!!!!

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76226

Lost my job. My home. Has affected my mental health.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76227

Lost my job,my bills are more than I make now. Emotionaly and mentaly have been affected
from are the harassment I endured at work and encountering people who are so very anal
about all of this. I could go on and on. Now have a councellor to help me with what I went
through at work. I am a very strong person, but also human. I focus on God and that is the
only reason I am as good as I am. so many families splitting up over all this. So much
division.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76228

We have stopped going anywhere, but what has really bother us is we can’t take our kids
swimming.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76229

It scientifically makes no sense

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76230

Restricted what is best for me and my family.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76231

My job is at risk because I want to wait to see long term effects before I get vaccinated. It had
limited almost everything I can do.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76232

It has put us in isolation from friends and family, it has destroyed jobs of our children and put
their families at the brink of losing everything because the chose not to take the jab and that is
their right to refuse it. The government should be ashamed of what they have done and
immediately reinstate back all the lost jobs with back pay for all. They have split families to
the point of hatred and THAT is so very very wrong. I believe the government owes all
Canadians an apology for what they have done is criminal and there is NO WAY a shot should
ever ever be mandatory !!!!!!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76233

It has stopped me travelling It has taken away all the activities I love to do

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76234

Mental health is strained for my family and I.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76235

Work and income, divided with friends and family members,

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76236

Lost money and I am practically broke.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76237

Our family has split in two. My grandparents and half of my family look down on me as scum
because they believe what the media/government is saying. I haven't been able to enter a
gym, restaurant or event in months from discrimination based on my vaccine status. I have
been denied my right to travel and my right to say no.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76238

Lost my job. Lost contact with friends and family. Also I Lost my husband and I could not be
with while he was dying

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76239

Threat of loosing my job if not vaccinated, the lack of compassion, common sense. unable to
enter places. haven't seen some family in over two year. I can go on and on

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76240

Not able to go in restaurants. Wear masks that don’t work. Division in our family. Our kids are
upset at us. Not able to go to the gym. Only certain numbers are able to gather at church.
Prices are up at the grocery stores. And the list goes on.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76241

I am concerned about the emotional and political health of our country

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76242

Mental health issues … Covid is always on my mind.. my entire pregnancy I lived in fear and
was also judged for not taking the vaccine .. I was constantly on Google scholar looking for an

2/18/2022 11:20 AM
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answer … now after giving birth and because I had no other choice I took one vaccine and now
my milk supply has significantly dropped and I have daily headaches … I wish I never took
this experimental vaccine. I won’t be taking another and hope these mandates stop.
76243

Took my freedom away and my choice to do as I want

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76244

Not being able to be with my mom when she was in the hospital on a ventilator and eventually
passed away.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76245

My kids livelihoods have been dramatically changed for the negative. Our family has been
ruined by the division and mass hysteria of false media. It has caused me so much stress it
has caused health problems.?

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76246

Affecting negatively our children’s , schooling , ability to play , sports and see friends . It is
adversely affected gn their mental health.Making us choose to take a poison jab or suffer the
consequences and st the same time loose our bodily autonomy . The Covid mandates have
been ac excuse to bring in the great reset and take away our freedoms in every way . The
media has been paid by the government and is not properly reporting gn the truth of what is
really going on . These mandates have negatively Celt impacted our lives in every way . They
should have never been out in place to begin with .

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76247

Divided our family and friends.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76248

I feel like a prisoner in my own country. I feel that none of the systems in our country (
education, monetary, government ect.) Work for the citizens of Canada. I'm extremely
disappointed in what they are doing to us people. I've lost complete trust in the people running
this country.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76249

Isolated me from my family, not allowing me to travel to see them. Limited my ability to work
with vaccine mandates. Forced me to wear masks when it’s against all my beliefs and has
zero scientific evidence to support it.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76250

It’s prevented us to do our regular activities we enjoy, it’s divided our family and friends and it’s
been frustrating going through all of the forever changing restrictions and lies thrown our way
from our government and leaders. Not sure how a pandemic around the world can have
provincial mandates and restrictions differ from another province. That just says it’s not a
pandemic.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76251

It has effected mine and my children's mental health and right to live freely. We deserve the
right to CHOOSE what is in our best interest. We live in Canada after all!

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76252

Kept me feeling in control of my safety and those around me and that i could help my
community by being responsible.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76253

I do not want to be restricted.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76254

Mental health

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76255

Division and isolation from friends and family. Increased mental health challenges in friends
and family.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76256

I am not allowed to watch my son play hockey my daughter can’t go to university my husband
might lose his job

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76257

It’s made life difficult to explain to young children why masks are mandatory when I don’t
believe they even work. If they did work, these mandates and restrictions and the virus would
have ended in those original 2 weeks to flatten the curve

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76258

Negatively on all accounts.

2/18/2022 11:20 AM

76259

Depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76260

Taken away my choice to decide what i do with my body

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76261

No social life depressing

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76262

Can't see friends and family, be at funerals

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76263

It has caused heightened stress, isolation, removal of personal choices and freedom to move
about and see my family.

2/18/2022 11:19 AM
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76264

I have lost my job. My hip replacement surgery has been postponed and there is a lot of
division within my family

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76265

The mandates have affected my life in many ways, the same as everyone else. I was not able
to have a wedding with family because of the border crossing restrictions. I watched friends
loved ones die in hospitals alone (not from covid) because they would not let anyone in to see
them. I have a 2 year old nephew in the states that I have not even met yet because of the
border restrictions. I have not been out to a restaurant since mandates we’re implemented. All
in all it has pretty much taken away God given, basic human rights.

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76266

Caused family division, mental stress and feeling of despair of what is happening in our
country and the world.

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76267

Horribly. Small business owner, loss of business, loss if income, not compliance fines etc

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76268

I cannot travel to see my family, my spouses job has been effected negatively, we may have
to sell our house and move, to afford to live if he looses his job.

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76269

Isolation Family divisions

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76270

It has prevented me from being able to see family and friends as well as have my family
participate in day to day life.

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76271

I lost my business, my mental health has suffered and members of my family are not
speaking. This is a disaster:(

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76272

My mental has has degraded. I am constantly depressed. I often cry because I feel helpless.
My 11 year old daughter wanted to kill her self from mandates and lock downs. She feels
trapped.

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76273

Slipped into retirement 4 years early and lost most friends to the Covidian cult of irrational fear.

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76274

Caused division in our family that may never heal.

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76275

I will be losing my job once off of maternity leave for choosing to remain unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76276

Increased anxiety and depression, isolation, seclusion, decline in sex drive, increase in drug
and alcohol use.

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76277

I lost my entire livelihood as I am a live producer and energy practitioner.

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76278

Iam a prisoner in my own country over the flue

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76279

Two years of my life have been stolen from my life. It should never happen!

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76280

Terminated from my at the LCBO. Unable to travel to see my family.

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76281

My job

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76282

It has made our life horrible. My kids have mental health issues. My marriage is rough. Please
Make it stop.

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76283

Cant go anywhere or do anything because i dont want to put an experimental vaccine into me
or my family

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76284

IIt has been mentally and physically debilitating.

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76285

My kids more than anything , oldest is 19 very hard to find work in the trade he was doing. My
younger son 17 now hard on him mentally with canceled school canceled hockey seasons and
tournaments same with my daughter that’s 13 canceled hockey seasons and school. I feel I
was forced into vaccines because with out them no entry to arenas some hotels restaurants
and it’s hard when your kids travel to play hockey when they started again. Try doing a Survey
that asks out of the so called 90% vaccinated that Trudeau brags about how many willingly
100% their own choice went and got vaccinated and how many feel they were pressured and
forced to get it that’s the real number we want to hear

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76286

I can no longer play sports , go for dinner, it’s ruined relationships with friends abd especially
family

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76287

Spent my time in prayer now to Jesus Christ, Son of the Living God

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76288

It has had a significant negative impact on my children. My daughter cries about school,

2/18/2022 11:19 AM
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masks and the isolation. My two younger kids don’t even know what normal society used to
look like. I have lost all of my hair from the stress. I felt I was going to end up in a
concentration camp like my grandparents survived in the 1940’s. The government politicized
healthcare and they have NO PLACE. The countries leader was the biggest advocate for MY
BODY MY CHOICE until he was making billions of dollars with every vaccine that was
purchased which have proven to be a failure. I’m immune compromised and do not feel safe
getting vaccinated.
76289

Terribly - complete removal of rights - never again

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76290

I am a nurse and was terminated due to my faith in antibodies from previous infection. I also
have 4 children (11-16 yrs), who have antibodies from previous infection, yet they are treated
as second class citizens. Three of them were in hockey but we pulled them out, as I could not
watch their practices or games due to this mandate.

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76291

Family no longer talks to each

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76292

I an sad..lonely depressed with all the isolation and distance fear and hate is rampant in my
town...

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76293

Emotionally been difficult. Infighting in my family between vax and unvax.

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76294

Division with my children and it has robbed me of two years of my life. No freedom of choice

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76295

Family

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76296

Death of loved ones

2/18/2022 11:19 AM

76297

Job loss, isolation, anxiety over job loss, loss of friends caused by media and government
division

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76298

Division among friends and family

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76299

I have lost my job, not able to get EI, was denied monies and discriminated against by my
union due to vaccine status, have been left out of social gatherings, not able to attend rec
activities, not able to leave my house basically. Mental health is at an all time low. The
truckers gave me much needed hope. If it wasn't for them and my dog and cat, I would have
committed suicide.

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76300

It has limited my freedom of worship, denied my right to a second medical opinion, prevented
me from going to my cottage for a period, prevented visits to aging family members in the US,
prevented out of country travel, forced me to wear a mask in church and stores that I know is
useless and dishonest, forced my close relatives to take injections that we know put their
health at risk, threatens to dangerously inject my young grandchildren, and made me feel
threatened by my own prime minister who has repeatedly disparaged people like me and
exerted abuse of power over law-abiding people like me.

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76301

Taken away my right over my body. Completely emotionally have messed up my children.

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76302

Difficulty talking and breathing while teaching children. Sweating due mask wearing. On the
positive side, due to the excessive mandates, I have had many days of subbing as a retired
teacher.

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76303

Father died 13 days after 1st CV Jab. He was in room isolation and restricted of fresh air and
exercise and family!

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76304

It’s caused mental duress for my children as they have not been able to regular activities that
children need to thrive. The stress on our lives with being treated as 2nd class citizens has
been high. As a tax paying citizen in good standing, this is completely unacceptable.

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76305

I have lost 30% of my wages over the last 2 years. I have not received any of the government
handouts but have had to deal with the extreme inflation while making less money. My power
and gas bill is 3 times more then 2 years ago. 835 dollars last month to heat my home which is
1520 square foot 3 bedroom 2 bathroom manufactured home.

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76306

Cant access any municipal facilities, restaurants

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76307

I lost my job. I've been segregated from family. Both from traveling as well as some not
wanting to see me over differences of stance on mandates. My church was jailed off for 3

2/18/2022 11:18 AM
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months last year and my pastor imprisoned for over a month. My mental and physical health
has declined since I'm not welcome anywhere, I have nowhere to be but home.
76308

Depressing

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76309

Mental stress

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76310

Every way. Negatively.

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76311

No quality of life without freedom

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76312

I haven’t been able to freely associate with friends, lost business revenue, could not dine out,
wearing a nonsensical mask, lay off staff, can’t travel.

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76313

I have experienced significant vitriol and relational breakdown because of my decision not to
vaccinate. As a therapist, I see tremendous harm done to clients. I have grave concerns about
the emotional health and development of our young ones

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76314

Can’t see my sick dying grandma 😭😭😭😭

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76315

Family and friends conflict.

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76316

Depression, stress, sadness and the loss of our freedom

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76317

Had to get the shot when I didn’t want to to keep my job. Family lost jobs

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76318

It has made me and my family fall into depression not being able to do things as a family such
as going to the movies or a family dinner with my parents and grandparents. Unable to get
schooling to get a better job to support my family. The constant worry that there will never be
an end because of our egotistical prime minister that can't get over himself thinking he's gods
gift to man and won't drop the mandates

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76319

Yes it has it took a toll on my mental health where I have panic attacks and anxiety

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76320

Lost friends and family due to the stupid mandates

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76321

Family fights over vaccine choices… less social interactions… kids wearing masks all day at
school … my child Starting kindergarten thinking this is normal. Less play dates for kids…. Kid
depression/anxiety for a 10 yr old and 6 year old… that is unacceptable…. Putting older
peoples risk on children to get a vaccine… it’s all bullshit

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76322

Staying home from work ....and vusiring family and friends at hosputal and manors my worst
affect ....

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76323

I have health conditions that i believe the vaccine will make worse, i spent a lot of money over
the years on natural remedies and eating right. I believe i should have the right to choose what
goes in my body. You have taken our ability to go to play groups with our grandchildren, also
any activities they are involved in. Can not travel to visit family. Could not go to funerals of
loved ones, etc. The QR Codes have to go.

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76324

Restriction from travel

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76325

It has effected the whole world horribly, no one agrees with any steps our government has
taken when shown proper evidence, not payed for by news/propaganda.

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76326

I catered for a living, not Much happening in the last three years. Had to pivot career

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76327

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76328

Stress, lies, coercion, bribery, financially, community, division, ignorant comments (racists,
terrorist etc) hate speech and crimes the list goes on! Health and death rates based off these
falsified numbers and science. Murder!!!!!! Pedophiles and child/sex trafficking at an all time
high with our elite and political members

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76329

As a community leader I have heard many stories and have helped individuals navigate
through struggles of suicidal thoughts, mental health issues and confusion concerning
vaccinations and isolation, etc. Some of these things I have struggled with personally as well.

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76330

Limited my ability to live my life freely in public. Divided family and friends, stopped church,
my weekly chorus rehearsals and competitions.

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76331

Depression, sadness, alcohol, loneliness, socially, loss of family relatives, weight gain,

2/18/2022 11:18 AM
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sleeplessness, fear of going out, fear of loss of . . . Money, home, livelihood, etc. . .
76332

Profoundly negatively in all aspects of life.

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76333

Myself and my family; we have had loss of income, and increase / difficulty buying essentials,
isolation, depression, anxiety, hate speech-bullying, we can’t visit family in another Province
safely at this time of year- my daughter and my mother- my other daughter was kicked out of
University and is having a hard time making ends meet until her lease expires, we are scared
of needing medical care - a problem with existing health issues for my husband and son- loss
of faith in our health hospitals and doctors, we are scared for our Country because of our Prime
Minister , and the lack of leadership, guidance and lack of ability to even try to do his job- he
walks out constantly in times of need- a leader that shows complete hatred for us and so many
in our Country- he creates uncertainty of the future and an ability to thrive in this Country. He
has contributed by his actions, decisions and mandates to a devastated economy we may
never recover from. May God save us all.

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76334

It had caused me loosing friend to suicide It had caused my daughter to end up with anxiety
and mental health issues. It hadn’t been helpful for my husband or I as well sue to him being in
an accident and you couldn’t Be at the hospitals or doc appts. To my aunt dying with out ppl
This is a horrible world we live in. If ppm choose to wear masks after they drop. That is their
choice if ppl choose not to get the vaccine that is their choice as you still get Covid with it
without the vaccine maybe less of a case but you still do. We have all or mostly all done our
part let’s move forward and live with our new life

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76335

Where do I start? My kids, my job, my friendships, my family. In all aspects. Homeschooling
has send my kids in a spiral of negative thoughts. I've lots hope and trust in our country.
People are scattered in thoughts and where this is headed. The last 2 years were lost with
family, relationships and holiday gatherings. I've hit some of the lowest lows of my life.

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76336

NA

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76337

Every aspect. Increase in stress, anxiety, and such a loss of trust in leaders in Canada.

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76338

Job loss, ostracism, heavily restricted access to healthcare (no in-person visits or treatments,
only on the phone), I am not allowed to go to restaurants, sports venues, educational
institutions, apply for cerain jobs, go to my church and worship my God. I am treated like
some second-class caste even though I have never commited any crimes.

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76339

Closed my business

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76340

Not logical, doesn’t support the science

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76341

Yes

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76342

Very negatively.

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76343

It's caused me anxiety. Job loss. Depression. Loss of friends. I'm fed up!

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76344

Wow! There is too much to say here. The lockdowns have been so very very damaging for
EVERYONE, the masking so very harmful for my grandkids, and the VACCINE MANDATES
DEVASTATING!! I can’t even broach that ongoing issue without breaking completely down.
And the Prime Minister constantly ridicules and insults anyone that disagrees with him, or
chooses not to get the vaccine, or actually wants Canada to remain a free Canadian. My entire
family and our future has crumbled into a pile of dust, all due to the single minded damaging
policies that these governments have imposed. Canada is gone.

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76345

I Qasim really stressed and depressed. I almost lost my house because TDSB pressured me
to get vaccinated and I did not. Some teachers were let go without pay. That's
Tyranny,Dictatorship and Evil!!!

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76346

Both my wife and I have lost our long term careers for absolutely NO reason. Enough!!

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76347

I have felt stressed out because I am not working since Covid started.

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76348

Disastrously

2/18/2022 11:18 AM

76349

Ruined family gatherings. Made me depressed and my family. Made my grandmother
depressed and ended her in the hospital where the depression killed her. It's killing people and
ruining our lives. End this NOW

2/18/2022 11:17 AM
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76350

Restricted my freedom

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76351

Depression

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76352

Socially, can’t watch my kids play sports. Can’t take my small children to social groups.
Divided family members. Stress on my marriage

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76353

Dépression Stress

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76354

stressful

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76355

Almost lost everything Lost my job then my entire industry was worse than it has ever been
because of the restrictions

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76356

Numerous ways

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76357

It has affected relationships with family, friends, and every aspect of life concerning travel Fear
of covid has devastated Canadians so much that I'm not sure it will ever be overcome . The
fear propaganda that the state run media has blown out of proportion is finally seeing they were
wrong . The question remains now...how to save face for many.

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76358

Friend's suicide.

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76359

Our family are so devised over all of this, my son 6y.o. do not want to go to school anymore,
he is having trouble breathing. We all have develop a breathing problems due to the mask. We
can't do any activities, no b-day, no holliday's. We need our lives back. I've lost my job and
lived a lot of discrimination at my new one. My mental health is down to his final tread.

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76360

Mentally and emotionally

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76361

I have lost my job, my mental health and that of my family has been affected! My
grandchildren are growing up not utilizing their 5 senses 😔

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76362

Slowed business down and the ability to see family is almost nil

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76363

I am subhuman. I could not work, eat out, travel. I am invisible to society and feel hated by my
country.

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76364

It has ruined every aspect of my social life. I cannot and go do things I used to enjoy anymore.

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76365

Mental health through the roof and all 3 of my kids have breathing issues. It's sad that their
breathing is affected by those damn masks all the time at school

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76366

I don’t know I the mandates have affected me as much as the Covid, but life has to get back
to normal and we will just have to live with the fact covid is here for a long time.

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76367

Negative

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76368

Forced to get vaccine I didn’t want in order to keep my job

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76369

Separated friends and quality of life diminished! Distrust of all politicians and Canadian
charters.

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76370

My son unable to graduate with his class from University. His wedding limited & so could have
all the family attend. Division in family over the vaccines. I have not been in a restaurant for 7
months. Division, fear, rudeness, isolation - my church closed & opened up with limited
capacity, masks, & contact tracing!

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76371

My daughter lost her job

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76372

Loss of employment, depression, family division

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76373

Made me a prisoner in my country. Created division within my family and social groups.
Created division in our country.

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76374

Really has not been a huge deal, I follow the rules. Working from home has been a little
depressing

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76375

Family division and fear

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76376

Inability to travel - lack of social interactions. Natural human rights taken away based on
completely fraudulent data / science (Fauci - liar, fraud, corrupt doctor/quack)

2/18/2022 11:17 AM
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76377

Stopped all extracurricular activities and socializing for me and my kids. I will be losing my job
because of it soon

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76378

Depressing and stressful

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76379

Layoffs,no travel, no family time

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76380

We work in the music industry so have essentially been shut down for two years. It has been
devastating for us as a family. We have seen an increase in depression, anxiety and overall
well being.

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76381

I have been terminated from my employment, suffered depression, isolation and financial
difficulties. After paying into EI for over 40 years I have also been denied financial support
after my termination.

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76382

Yes, absolutely.

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76383

Lost my job of 17 years, couldnt see my son out of province and a lot of family here

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76384

My children are Depressed

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76385

It has divided my family. It has not allowed us to have funerals for those who we have lost. It
has effected many aspects of my life and my families lives. My daughter missed the biggest
milestone of her teenage years and could not have a proper graduation or prom. The school
she attended was closing at the end of the year and they couldn't celebrate it at all. I know
people who lost jobs and had very adverse reactions to the vaccines. That have now effected
them permanently. The covid mandates must all be removed immediately.

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76386

Lost my better years

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76387

Mental health issues with myself and my children. Divided family based on different views.
Inability to travel out of country based on vaccines.

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76388

Depression, anxiety, financial stress, exclusion from friends and family.

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76389

I have been segregated for two years. I followed & believed what our government told us and
got vaccinated with Moderna on Apr 30/21. Ended up in the hospital and now with serious side
effects. My life as I know it is over. I expect to be a death statistic that they won’t
acknowledge.

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76390

It has divided my family, my church community. Being a widow, I have felt isolated and very
alone - especially when we were locked in our homes. My freedoms were taken away freedom of worship on Sundays and freedom of movement.

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76391

My mental and emotional well being had been adversely affected by these inhumane
mandates.

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76392

I lost two jobs and my kids live in constant fear thanks to the news lying to people!!

2/18/2022 11:17 AM

76393

Unable to work, travel, socialize

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76394

I can t see my family in europe and my kids can t have the life that always want for them

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76395

I lost my son to suicide during pandemic and couldn't even do a proper farewell for him. I have
a 91 year old mother-in-law in nursing home I can't visit, unless I am triple jabed; lost a 39 yr
old friend of breast cancer due to delayed diagnosis and surgery, my daughter who has a
congenital heart defect can't work as even her cardiologist is advising her not to get injected
with these experimental treatments.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76396

It has devided our family...friends..discriminated against...forever tax paying citizens can't go
into a restaurant in my own country...not right...people basically despise each other right now

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76397

Career changes, Family disputes, Less social life.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76398

My daughter has anxiety and depression. I have been ridiculed in my place of work for simply
wanting to question the efficacy of the mandates. I am very concerned about my economic
security and have been kicked out of society. I am not allowed to go watch my daughter
perform in the school play because I do not think the risk of the jab provides enough benefit
against covid especially Considering I am anaphylaxis and the jabbed still get covid and I’ve
had covid. It is nonsensical.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM
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76399

It stopped us from doing things we like to do example- travelling within our country, via plane,
social functions, travelling by car to the states, wearing masks everywhere you go!

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76400

Loss of work and division between people

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76401

I am now anxious, depressed and untrusting of the government of Canada.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76402

I’ve lost my children and basically I feel like our Prime Minister lost our fucking country. He
should go back to teaching snowboard lessons nobody should ever of let him run a fucking
country.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76403

Choked the life out of activities, meaningful time with family and friends. Caused a lot of
depression and anxiety.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76404

It’s affected my children, and our ability to travel and see the world, it’s added stress and
anxiety to our lives.... we have natural immunity and we want our freedoms back

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76405

I lost my job as I was not able to take the vaccine. I was given the no jab no job ultimatum.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76406

Anxiety, stress, loss of work, loss of friendship, loss of freedom, loss of respect for
government officials, loss of respect for anyone enforcing mandates, hypocrisy is the "new
normal".

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76407

Hard to find work, can’t work on certain sites, hard to find lunch, can’t live a normal life without
a stupid QR code.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76408

I lost my job and family relationships have been destroyed.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76409

Not free to go explore BC, including outdoor hot springs, the local rec centre, eat out, unsure
where I can and cannot go. I’m afraid to go anywhere and do anything as I don’t know what’s
right and wrong anymore. I only go for a walk at the park when it’s not sub zero and grocery
shop… I’m not comfortable getting the vaccine do to other underlying health issues.. it’s
invasive. I’m fine with wearing a mask where social distancing isn’t much of a choice.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76410

I could not be by my fiancé bedside when he was dying in the hospital from a blood clot not
COVID related. All he wanted in life was to get married and we were so close to telling his
mom (who lives in a nursing home) that we were getting married. His dying was not how I was
to meet his family. That was last November. My job was effected by being laid off for 4
months. Upon returning to work all the fumes from the extra sanitation we had to do gave me
headaches. Customers yelling at me to remove my masks so they could hear me. Having a
virtual job interview where it made it more difficult me to be more myself. BOTH my daughters
graduation years were challanges due to the restrictions. The cancelations of surgeries for both
myself and my daughters. Not being able to either in the hospital waiting for my dughter while
she was in the OR or be by her bedside after her surgery. Especially since she has a learning
disability. Being able to help my oldest daughter explain to our family doctor her concerns
about different health issues. Having to change masks in order to enter a hospital, even though
they saw me upon a brand new mask and put it on outside the hospital doors.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76411

The atrocious overreach of political power and influence is unconstitutional and egregious
abuse of Canadians born right to freedom!

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76412

I was put on unpaid leave of absence because I did not consent to an experimental medical
intervention. I am now able to work if I test on my own expense but my employer can still fire
me at any time based on medical discrimination. My daughter did not want to go to public
school anymore so we've been homeschooling.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76413

Decline in mineral health. Affected my job.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76414

Unable to see loved ones and friends. Unable to enjoy a meal in a restaurant.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76415

Family division

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76416

Major depression. Sadness. Anxiety.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76417

The mandates have greatly affected my family ! Especially the kids. I live with my Daughter
and 4 children. My Granddaughter (15 now) started getting major anxiety ar the beginning of
tbe pandemic which got worse as the months and years went on. She had started to cut
herself and then later started getting symptoms of tourettes. She slept a lot and cried a lot. My
Grandson right now is 2 yrs behind in school he is afraid to grow up and feels if he learns he
will grow up and die. Those were his exact words. He has had a hard time maintaining wearing
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his mask, he is only 8 yrs old. I've been depressed and am afraid of people. I sleep a lot and I
don't move much off my bed. Two years is to long ! This needs to stop. I'm begging you please
give our Freedoms back and let us make our own medical decisions.
76418

It has increased anxiety in myself my husband and all four of my children. I feel like we live in
an unwanted abusive relationship with the government. They lie amd increase mandates and
then pull back and give us a little bit of freedom over a virus that has killed less people than
the flu. It doesn’t make sense. I have no trust in my authorities anymore

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76419

It has affected my family greatly mentally. And recently I have struggled with some health
conditions, and the Mandy‘s have gotten in the way of appointments and me getting proper
care. Mental health has been at an all-time low in a family that was always in a great place. It
has divided families and friendships which is heartbreaking

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76420

I will never get better from this. I have lost all hope.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76421

Life in Ontario has become unbareable.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76422

Very negatively! Mental and physical health is suffering for everyone!

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76423

God created us as social beings and no human should be held captive against their will.
Especially, because these leaders have a hidden agenda.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76424

Mental health issues mostly.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76425

Never obeyed them. I’m not easily coned or mislead

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76426

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76427

My story is long and painful but no thanks to doctors I have brain and lung damage because of
it. I will never trust our government or doctors again! I’ve made sure my children don’t trust
them either. In short I’ll trust my broken bloody body with a wild cougar before I trust another
doctor!

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76428

Lost my career, lost family and friends. Now suffer from depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76429

Depression, frustration, loss of friends and family,living under communist dictatorship.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76430

My job is being dangled in front of me like a carrot. Get the shot or unpaid leave. This is
coercision and force contrary to the Charter, which liberals seem to have been able to
secumvent. At my place of employment, I am treated as a threat to those who have taken the
gene therapy. Not sure what they are worried about. They are protected! I wish the BS to stop.
Lets break it down. The vaxx does not offer any protection as first told to those who ran for it.
Now the Gov cannot admit perhaps they were wrong. With all the new info, we all see the gov
did not pratice DUE DILIGENCE in regards to the safety of their citizens when pushi g this
garbage.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76431

It has caused division in my family’s dream kept us from enjoying a good meal in a
restaurant,we lost good. Friends because of the mandates.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76432

Keeping me from my out of province family.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76433

Personal bankruptcy 😡😡😡😡😡

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76434

I'm am jobless and on the verge of everything I own , I have suffered from mental illness more
so then I have befoe

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76435

Beyond the point of RAGE

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76436

Stress leave

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76437

Lost my 20 year career, which affected my mental health. My son has been negatively
affected with his mental health.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM

76438

It has made it absolutely miserable. I cannot see my parents regularly. I almost lost my job but
I found a way around it...for now. I may yet lose my job that I have had over 20 years. It's
making it horrible and difficult to see my little 6 year old niece, My brother lost his job and I'm
watching his family suffer under employed. My sister in law is working double the time to
support them and doesn't have enough time with her child as a result. It's disgusting,
despicable and it's enough.

2/18/2022 11:16 AM
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76439

none

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76440

Ruined it totally

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76441

Not every much I was able to work through it except when I tested positive but was
compensated for loss of wages therefore I was okay with the mandate I didn’t want to infect
anyone so isolation was a small inconvenience

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76442

Shortage of work

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76443

I can't breathe with masks on, I can't do anything without a vaccine passport, we are divided
because of this.

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76444

Anxiety, unable to work, bleeding nose from swab gone bad, not able tonshop, quality of life
majorly reduced

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76445

Causing fear, isolation and depression. Terror over the government’s control of my freedoms
and possibly finances.

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76446

I can’t work, get my drivers license, do the sports/martial arts I love or visit friends

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76447

Lost my job. Lost my right to travel. Have been censored. Have lost time with my family. Has
affected my psychological well-being. Has delayed health care treatments.

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76448

Depression, anxiety and separation loneliness

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76449

Mental stress and anxiety

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76450

It has ruined yearlong friendships, has torn my family apart and due to the restrictions on
medical care killed my aunt (cancer therapy). It sucked the general happiness out of everyone
I know and divided people to the brink of suicide.

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76451

My child lost her scholarship opportunity with volleyball as she can no longer play. I have lost
my family and was not able to be by my fathers side when he passed away

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76452

Watching the needless deaths and suffering from a government lie.

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76453

Kid education has been slowed and not very effective. Family’s fighting, family members dying
from shots. Family members having heart conditions. Losing jobs. Lost money paid for
vacation. Pretty much Everyway

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76454

I can not travel because I need a jab, so therefore have not seen my daughter and
grandchildren in 2 years. I cannot wear a mask as I can’t breathe with it on, I start to
hyperventilate, therefore I am stuck at home. I cannot go grocery shopping, get my
prescriptions, see a doctor, visit, go out in public, etc.

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76455

Monetarily, mentally, emotionally

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76456

Which mandate? Kids are masked at school. Family members fired from their career.
Passports have segregated us out of society. It’s disgraceful.

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76457

Loss of friends and family because of divisiveness caused by mandates, loss of volunteer
work I used to do to help at risk families, sadness from seeing vaccine injuries, loss of
freedom of speech, loss in freedom of travel, loss of access to public services

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76458

Lost friends and loved ones without saying good bye. Divided the country I live in today

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76459

Greatly infringed on many of my charter rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76460

Affected our business financially. Medical Separatism - family / friends have lost - fear /
depression

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76461

Mental health

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76462

No…. Am retired…. living in rural area…. small community.

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76463

Unable to fly...Unable to go to gym...Unable to dine out. Abandoned as no vax

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76464

Loss of income, family and friends estrangement

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76465

I have lost my job as a nurse. My husband was coerced into the vaccine to keep his and had a
reaction so will not be moving forward with a second. We have two small children. One is in

2/18/2022 11:15 AM
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daycare. They have not been allowed to attend their swimming lessons which is imperative for
safety where we live. I also will not be able to attend my daughters first ballet recital this
spring. We have always supported local restaurants and businesses and currently are not
allowed to enter the premises.
76466

Has crippled our community club, small local businesses and divided our small town

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76467

Loss of hope Segregation from family members Loss of rights Hate speech/bullying has
increased Discrimination Anxiety, depression Loss of job

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76468

Out of work for 4 months due to mandates - prime client just dropped them (self contractor)
recently

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76469

Mental health: crying, depression, feeling a sense of hopelessness, division amongst friends /
family, loss of friendships/ family relationships

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76470

I have 2 children. One of them being a teenager. He has been suffering since the beginning,
with feeling trapped, not being able to see people he cares about. Everything that affects him,
affects me. My little one doesn't know anything different but I dont want him to grow up in a
world where we have things covering our faces. That is NOT Freedom! That is NOT normal.
Time to drop it all and move on with our lives.

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76471

It has taken away my ability to travel freely

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76472

Isolation from family and friends,

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76473

It affect it in every aspect of my life

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76474

Increased stress and anxiety.

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76475

I had to discontinue my post secondary education because of the vaccine mandates. I also
lost friends because of the division created by these rules.

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76476

Negatively, we are on the verge of being homeless

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76477

Wrecked relationships with family and friends. Hurt my childrens’ development and ability to
have relationships beyond our household. I lost my job, almost lost my house. Set me back
financially years. Stressed myself and my partner to extreme amounts. Made us question
living in our country.

2/18/2022 11:15 AM

76478

Made me lonely and tired of being so sad

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76479

Lots

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76480

Lost relationships, anxiety and depression, strained relationship with our kids

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76481

No travel friend losing jobs divide Canadian

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76482

Minimally

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76483

Limited everything, broke rules of law, charter rights, human rights, religious rights , violating
our freedoms!

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76484

Its tearing family’s apart and seeing my young grandchildren having to wear a mask in
school,they dont even want to go to school

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76485

Anxiety and children wishing they were dead because they can’t play with friends or see
grandparents !

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76486

Medical appointments have been canceled, cannot see my family or friends, finding a job,
cannot go out into stores or restaurants due to restrictions. I've lost a lot of friendships due to
my personal choice and being bullied for them

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76487

I've experienced severe anxiety and depression over the past 2 years. I came to Alberta
because of a family crisis a year and a half ago. Because of the mandates and restrictions I've
been stranded in Alberta. I ended up homeless and even got mugged while I was homeless.
Even though I've tried to apply for my new drivers licence and identification I still haven't
received my documents. Before the lockdown I was trying to start my own landscaping
business. Because of my depression and all the restrictions I feel helpless. Despite trying to
find help with my situation nobody has been able to help me. I just want to move forward with
my life in a positive manner. But because of the restrictions and mandates nobody can help

2/18/2022 11:14 AM
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me I even attempted to take my life. If it wasn't for my faith I'm not sure how I would have
made it this far.
76488

Both my daughters are being treated for severa anxiety - my oldest developed an eating
disorder - all during the pandemic. Isolation and fear being the triggers

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76489

Family disruptions and mental health

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76490

My job of 12 years is at risk

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76491

My mental health is declining and will be out of a job

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76492

I have been unable to visit my 89 year old mother imprisoned in a government run seniors
home.

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76493

It has restricted my ability to support small businesses,to attend church services to comfort
and support friends in need ETC

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76494

The amount of stress and anxiety towards the amount of a power grab used by the government
and Bonnie Henry. This has caused me as a business owner to loose business and also to
endure the conflicts conversations by clients on a daily basis. It has impacted my
relationships to frustration and seperation. It has caused me anxiety to think that the
constitution of canadians is being denied and over reached when the constitution states: If
there is a treatment or cure for a disease the government can not claim a pandemic. Also the
speeches from the throne have been made clear to the facts: "No one should have to choose
between their job and their health" and yet many employees have lost their jobs due to refusal
to agree to the vaaccine that is not fully approaved by the FDA and have caused injury and
death. "All Canadians should be able to enjoy their constitution privelages". Her Majesty the
Queen has been insulted by the Liberal Government ignoring her orders. This is what stresses
me the most on a daily bases, that the government is placing a Yoke of Tyranny upon the
citizens of Canada and are ignoring the statistics of the injury and fraud of the doctors claim to
Corona-19 Sars virus. I cast a Vote of NO CONDIDENCE to the Liberal Government and for
Justin Trudeau to be removed from office.

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76495

I have no job, no money, my husband is dying because he got vaxxed and I will be homeless
soon.

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76496

No social life. Isolation

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76497

There have created ugly divisions between my family and friends. I feel my freedom to make
my own well thought out choices have brought me misunderstood judgements from people that
I would not have thought could feel that way!

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76498

It ruined my marriage, caused me to take six months off work to deal with the stress. The
mental stress on society is overwhelming, alcohol sales are up 40%, who knows about the
sales of illicit drugs and suicides are through the roof. Mental health issues, abuse issues etc.
this has caused sure Mayham worldwide because of some greedy rich POS 🤬

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76499

My kids have been mentally and physically affected. They have been in and out of depression.
Their grades have really dropped in school due to all the online learning. I am truly concerned
for their future. All this isolation is unhealthy for the mind, body and spirit.

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76500

I am a terminated RN. Someone who has never suffered from mental health and now has
constant anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76501

Can not travel to see my family in Ontario, and has impacted everyday life with restrictions of
where and what we can do. Total loss of freedom!

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76502

I have more panic attacks, have to work harder to make up money to replace the money lost
through closures, increased asthma issues, socially divided, stressed, overworked, and still
poor

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76503

I have less freedom in my life and it defies all logic.

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76504

I can't work.

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76505

I lost my job!!

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76506

I have lost my job because of the mandates.

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76507

Job loss

2/18/2022 11:14 AM
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76508

It has made me not want to live in this country.

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76509

Made me a prisoner in my home. Severe anxiety and loneliness

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76510

Forced vaccination to keep job. Family and children with depression.

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76511

Separated my family almost caused me to leave my marriage, made me unproud to be
Canadian and has given me mental health issues.

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76512

I lost my job and my family is vervdevided

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76513

It’s put our family and everyone we know including the entire country into extreme duress

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76514

Monetarily, travel, mental health

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76515

Unable to visit mother in nursing home, unable to support family in hospital, minor child not
able to have support for hospital treatment due to vaccination status of parent,…too many to
list. Stop the evil agenda

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76516

People close to me have come out of cancer remission. Poor medical and dental care. I am
suffering from depression. My son won many scholarships to university where his education
was derailed.

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76517

Isolated me from my fellow Canadians

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76518

It has taking my freedom away , and isolated me :(

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76519

Lost my job, mental health issues, fear

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76520

Depression

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76521

I lost my niece and sister in law in a vehicle accident (they died) on bad canadian roads
because they could not travel on USA roads to get from eastern canada to western canada.
The USA has the best roads (interstate) but we're not allowed to travel on them due to the
mandates so therefore we have to suffer on overcrowded and unsafe canadian highways such
as the trans canada that is completely unsafe, dangerous. Snow plows don't have high
powered lights to melt snow so we can't even see them. You'd think that a snow plow would
have burning hot bright halogen lights spinning like an emergency vehicle all throughout the
trans canada but no, canada is an unsafe country with these mandates. People dying from the
politics.

2/18/2022 11:14 AM

76522

It has been fine

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76523

In every possible way. I’ve lost my job. I can’t afford anything cuz inflation.

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76524

Completely

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76525

ruined my financial, relationships with family, friends, neighbours and coworkers

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76526

My husband is currently fifhting cancer! It has been hard socially and mentally! Has caused
such devision amonst friends and family

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76527

In all aspects

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76528

family, work, missed out on my grand children playing sports, family gatherings, travelling,
hard to bread with the masks, not seeing peoples faces and their smiles

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76529

I feel people r so fearful of everything now, our children have lost 2 years of childhood and
experiences that can NEVER be replaced

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76530

Apparently I am too unclean to eat out. I've had people angry at me for not masking. My pastor
was arrested, church triple fenced, and we had to meet underground for months.

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76531

Currently in my second pregnancy during the pandemic. Many changes to policies at hospital
and dr office. Had we followed the governments “rules” our first child would’ve been extremely
isolated. Missed out on many opportunities during my mat leave. I work in long term care and
am fortunate enough to have a doctors note to exempt me from the vaccine otherwise I
would’ve been forced to get 3 trial vaccines during my current pregnancy or lose my job.

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76532

Depression. Loss of income. Family division.

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76533

Tremendously

2/18/2022 11:13 AM
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76534

Can’t travel outside Canada, can’t visit a restaurant a pool a bowling alley the theatre, can’t go
to a sports event or concert, cancelled Christmas and other holidays with family, friends and
family are divided and some not speaking to one another. The list goes on and on.

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76535

Mental health Livelihood Social life the division between family and friends and the racism has
become overwhelming. The suicides have soared everything unjust happened do to these
mandates.

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76536

Created family divide. Lost education and milestone celebrations for children and family
members Depression due to social isolation

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76537

I cannot travel to the US to see my children and grandchildren I have felt discriminated and
targeted by those lacking any respect for my opinions.

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76538

It’s created separation with family and friends. It negatively affected our business.

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76539

it has created division among friends and family. it has created anxiety. it has created
depression. it has affected our mental health severely.

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76540

Totally restricted from what was freedom before 2020

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76541

It has made me feel like a caged animal.

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76542

Can't spend time with family, shop or any of the things unvaxed are restricted for

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76543

Anxiety, depression

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76544

It's poison and divides people

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76545

It's been hell in earth. The trauma and mental illness caused by these mandates is much more
dangerous and damaging than this virus.

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76546

Taken my job from me.

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76547

Had family members die alone in the hospital ... we couldn't be with them in their last days
because of covid restrictions

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76548

Mental health, no normalcy. Science and rules changing to fit the narrative.

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76549

Less staff. More work.

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76550

I have lost work, been isolated away from my partner, mentally exhausted and challanged. I
want to have hope again.

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76551

All most loss my job and no family

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76552

Negatively in all aspects

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76553

I have been unable to travel, visit, shop, dine , speak the truth, hear the truth

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76554

Increased mental stress and polarized relationships

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76555

Horribly. Can't travel to holiday home, can't travel to see kids.

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76556

Totally disruptive.

2/18/2022 11:13 AM

76557

Lost my job, my home, my dignity.

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76558

Friends lost jobs. Cannot eat I restuarants or go to swim at pool

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76559

I feel singled me out and me feel like someone is trying to punish me for refuse the vaccines,
and government mandates. It is my body and I choose freely what I would like to do with my
body! I am appalled at the gov for not meeting with the truckers to make peaceful a resolution!
I have lost all confidence in this government and refuse to abide by his oppressive rules and
mandates! I am a free citizen and will continue to be one! I denounce this government! I live
FREELY AS MY OWN PERSON!

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76560

I have become isolated in my community by the divisiveness promoted by the controlled
media and government rhetoric. These harsh views have created rifts with in my family and
friend circles. I have developed a health condition since and have not received the medical
treatment I needed as a result of the deterioration of the health system. My family and I have

2/18/2022 11:12 AM
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missed out on numerous experiences to maintain and enhance our well being physically,
mentally, socially, financially, spiritually, and emotionally.
76561

I didn’t get to hold or see my new born baby for 12 hours because of the mandates and Covid
rules. Because I broke a fever I had to take all Covid steps and wait for my test to come back
negative till I could see my baby for the first time. Was not able to get that skin on skin
contact with my baby!

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76562

I have had a baby during these mandates and have another current pregnancy. My spouse has
been shut out of appointments regarding his babies. I am alone and unsupported at
ultrasounds, dr visits, and have had a very weak support system during birth and after due to
government mandates. I have had COVID and omicron but my natural immunity is not taken
into account, I can't take my son to Santa pictures, baby swimming, any activities that would
get us out of the house during long Canadian winters. It has been very hard on my mental
health and the wellbeing of my children.

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76563

Father died in hospital only able to see when he died. So why get the shot , just to live and Die
alone. Now the rich is getter richer and the poor poorer

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76564

Isolated,tension between family members. The vaccine mandate made it very difficult if you
did not agree with it. Social segregation.

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76565

Created division among my family, community, church and country.

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76566

I miss the gym!!!!! I am not allowed to attend because I'm not vaxxed. Healthy people go to
the gyms, what's the concern?? I've gained 25 pounds since the vax pass was put in place.
Also I miss going out for breakfast or dinner on occasion. PLEASE, PLEASE drop the stupid
mandates, let us decide what we do to our bodies. We have an immune system-let it do its
job!

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76567

Too controlling Suppose to be a free Country.

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76568

I lost my job, myself and my family's mental health has deteriorated since this "pandemic"
started. My kids are no longer allowed to ride the bus to school, so now us parents have to
drive them back and forth daily. Some of my family has chosen to say the most inconsiderable
and disgusting things to us because we have chosen the right to protest all of these
disgusting, hateful mandates that the government has infiltrated

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76569

Outs animosity between family and friends and it does not follow there science and we have
been continually lied To by our government.

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76570

The mandates and vaccine passport have affected my life in a very negative way. Since they
came into effect I have had to drastically change my way of life and it has made my mental
health worse than it already was. I used to love going to restaurants and movies and other
such activities. I live with depression and anxiety and going without those activities for so long
has really taken a toll on my mental well being. With the mandates and vaccine passport I feel
like a prisoner in my own home. Yes I can go outside, but so can prisoners in the
penitentiary... I got covid 19 and omicron and so I have natural immunity now, why should I
have to get vaccine shots that aren't properly tested? I believe that properly tested vaccines
can save lives, but I also believe we should have the right to choose whether we want to take
them or not, and not have our freedoms taken from us for not taking them. I want my freedom
back, my freedom to go and do thing, I want my freedom to choose what goes into my body. I
want my sanity back. Thanks.

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76571

Chaos in the family, lots of stress

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76572

My daughter was denied finishing college program and denied diploma. Another daughter lost 6
weeks of school due to forced isolation related to contacts.

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76573

In every way ! Work social and not being free as God wants us to be

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76574

It has infringed on my rights under the charter

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76575

I have a child with learning disabilities and speech delay. The school being off and on, and the
masks covering mouths have been detrimental to her progress. She needs proper instruction
from specific professionals that I can't replicate at home, and now 2 years of VALUABLE
therapy time in her formative years has been shot. Vaccines should have never been
mandatory/dependent on how you are allowed into society. It was all just WRONG.

2/18/2022 11:12 AM
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76576

I have seen more people impacted by the mandates then Covid, overdoses,alcoholism,
depression,time to just stop 🛑 just end it

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76577

Isolation, exclusion, Anxiety loss of wages

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76578

I have been having mental health issues not being able to breathe in the mask and not being
able to socialize

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76579

Division of family, friends, social needs, lock down permanently scared everyone mandates
need to go now !!!!!

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76580

It has been emotionally, mentally, and spiritually exhausting and difficult to continue being
isolated and segregated from society while hate, shaming, and division continue to rise. We
must take responsibility for ourselves and our unresolved emotions and trauma and come
together as a people in love and healing.

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76581

Cost me my health due to vaccine reaction plus my job. Has affect my family's mental
wellbeing.

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76582

It's reduced my daily routine substantially

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76583

Lost both my mom and mother-in-law weeks after getting these shots. Been discriminated
against, felt isolated and alone, gave up my job, feel hate towards ignorant people, constant
worry and anxiety, lost time with my dying mother, lost friends because of opposition, excluded
from family get togethers. Should I go on?

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76584

For one freedom of choice Job loss due to policy Government and company are not doctors
And do not rule over our a body autonomy freedom of Choice And proper informed consent on
all grounds. Family/ friends have been divide though out this Unable to virst family members in
nursing home. As well in hospital this isn’t Canada where I was born and Raised in

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76585

Loss of freedom for choice of medical treatment, loss of freedom to travel, to leave and return
without restrictions, loss of freedom to worship without ridiculous restrictions. Loss of freedom
to dine, watch hockey, go to movie, gym. Loss of freedom to visit my 92 year old father
without horrific rules. The mandate has ruined lives not protected lives

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76586

It has divided me and my family and my friends.

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76587

Broken family and friendships bonds and serious health problems

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76588

Has made me angry and hurt to see people being so horrible to each other

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76589

Takes my freedom and right to choose away

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76590

I had to leave my job, we missed seeing our family, I haven't been able to take my kids to fun
activities

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76591

I decided to leave Canada.

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76592

Negatively. We homeschool our children and aren't able to take part in any homeschool events
or any other extracurricular activities like swimming lessons, museum visits, or indoor play
centers. People I know that are fully covid vaccinated are sick all the time while we remain
healthy without the covid vaccine. Some fully vaccinated are miscarrying there baby, others
are having strokes and heart attacks at young ages or becoming immune compromised, all
after getting the covid vaccine. Our country is falling apart and the priminister is the one letting
it fall through his fingers.

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76593

My children’s mental and physical health has been affected greatly with mask wearing, not
being able to play sports or see friends, and do regular things kids should be doing. I have
suffered from anxiety myself because of all of this. I have never felt a greater divide in
Canadians and within my own family. These mandates are destroying our lives and our
country.

2/18/2022 11:12 AM

76594

It’s destroyed my way of life

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76595

I will now be voting conservative.

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76596

It’s terrIble. What life??

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76597

Better question is - How hasn’t it?

2/18/2022 11:11 AM
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76598

Loss of friendship. Income. Freedom...

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76599

Can’t go anywhere in public

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76600

We re not living anymore .This is slavery for something made up to take people freedom
away.This is bad.we are living in democratic country why does this apening.Let people live in
peace.Jesus make us free why politicians want to destroy us?

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76601

As a mother with a newborn and a 4 year old, I am more concerned with how it is effecting
them and their socialization skills. But also it has affected my mental health greatly

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76602

I just care about others... how people have loss their jobs, and family reunions... it's just not
right..

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76603

Made me more depressed & lost lots of family & friends cause we can’t visit each other!! Plus
Trudeau devided the world & now we are all standing together & loving one another cause of
the devil Trudeau!

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76604

It has destroyed my jobs,my family,and friendships are destroyed.

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76605

Caused depression and division

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76606

Negatively (but not as much as many others)

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76607

Terrible

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76608

It has cost me a 20 year career as well as been a detriment to my mental well being. Being of
colour, I also feel strongly that suddenly being segregated in society is a MASSIVE step in the
wrong direction - and anyone supporting it in office should have to resin for sake of their
willingness to break even the most basic discrimination laws.

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76609

My special needs son and I are Segregated

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76610

Can’t travel, my son can’t go to university, my other son can’t get back into nait, my family is
scared so we can’t see them

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76611

My kids who are adults will not talk to me... its been 5 months...

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76612

In so many negative ways to list - mostly losing relationships

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76613

My ability to travel be with family and above all devisiveness

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76614

I am a senior and have for the past tow years been so restricted to my home and not being
able to visit with my family, especially my grand-children, this has left me so heartbroken. My
grand kids have lost two years of their life due to this so called pandemic. The Government as
we know it is currently trying to take away my freedom and human rights.

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76615

Daughter lost her job because she would not take the jab.

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76616

My daughter and her family who are Canadian citizens, and live in Madagascar to serve the
poorest people on earth, have not been able to travel home because of the restrictions. I do
not respect loosing the choice of being vacinated, then being discriminated by my personal
choice.

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76617

Loss of family and friends and income

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76618

Severe depression and fear for my well being and health.

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76619

They have stolen my kids childhood. We have all been discriminated against...in school,
sports and every day life

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76620

It has caused depression, anxiety, division and much much more!

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76621

Forced vax.

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76622

Can not travel, lost part of my income, couldn’t see aging parents for months at a time, father
died during a lockdown period, funeral restricted, churches impacted

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76623

I can't write I lost total confidence in the government. You will use it against me.

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76624

It's affected all our lives as well as our personal rights and freedoms. It's further divided
Canadians. We were coerced. This event has been politicized from the start.

2/18/2022 11:11 AM
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76625

Masks, social distancing, vaccination passports and enforcement of them.

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76626

Familial division, Travel restrictions, Assembly restrictions, distrust of most professional
institutions (eg. Health, education, leadership, news reporting, and now financial and business)
I have become skeptical basically everything. The current situation here keeps me awake at
night.

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76627

PTSD

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76628

Isolation from friends and family is lonely and hard on mental health.

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76629

My dad was alone for 2 weeks in the hospital before he died. They wouldn't let us in. I'm losing
my job that was mandated after 23 years of service and glowing performance evaluations even
though I work from home. All the stress has made my autoimmune disease flair. My child is
anxious now. I am anxious. Other family members have also lost their job over mandates,
while others received the vaccine and cried for weeks over it because it went against their
beliefs but they didn't know how they could survive otherwise. Another family member is
moving out of Canada so I wont be able to see them again unless this is lifted. As a mom, I
can't sleep worrying about the fall of the free country into dictatorship and what my child's life
will now be. I have been discriminated against and lost rights and friends over my medical and
religious choice. I pray God will help us.

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76630

Went out of business due to lockdowns, added expenses, and capacity limits

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76631

Segregated me and my kids. They haven’t been able to go to events and sports activities
because I’m not able to go into the building with them for taekwondo or skating lessons
because I am vaccine free and they are too young to do up their skates by themselves and
quite frankly I’m not paying for something I can’t go and watch my children do that’s absurd
and ridiculous. Thank be gained weight being inside trying to keep on top of all this crap over
the last two years standing on guard for the future freedoms of my children by actually doing
my own critical thinking and research finding news I can trust with people that actually have
moral and good ethics that are willing to put their necks out on the line and loose their jobs
because they are telling the real truth!!! This is unhealthy for every single human being being
locked up in their homes, not being able to see their loved ones who have been treated like
jailbirds. Some of which are our most wonderful people our Oma’s and Opas, grandparents that
have lived through many other hardships for their children’s futures and now have been treated
appallingly when they needed us the most but were left to die alone in their “nursing homes”jail cells. He psychologist knows that this is psychological abuse.! I have a diploma in
psychology and all of this is absolute tyranny and sick psychotic behaviour that has been
allowed by the rulers that be. Enough is enough leave us and our children and our families
alone and let us live our lives in peace and harmony and the freedom to move and have our
being and to live and enjoy our lives!

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76632

Can’t find a good enough job to support my family because a 100% will not get the vaccine

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76633

Fear Division Hostage In my own country Segregation Human rights been violated

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76634

The mandates have caused so many disruptions in my life, wearing a mask when I have
severe vertigo, makes me have more vertigo attacks. Friends and some family don't talk to me
and/ or won't even see me because of my decision to not be vaccinated. I fear the future for
my grandson in this country. And the way our government has more or less made people turn
on each other over this is just unacceptable and intolerable.

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76635

I have hospital trauma, my need for a support person while in preadmit for having my baby was
completely disregarded and I ended up being induced to dangerously high blood pressure that
could have been avoided had they allowed my husband in with me to calm me down. My voice
was ignored. My mom had to spend 14 days in the hospital alone, we weren't allowed to see
her due to not being vaxxed. She ended up passing away without any of us allowed there.
They brought us in when they removed life support but she ultimately died alone. 💔 I will never
forget that. I'm angry and heartbroken.

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76636

Bad

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76637

Using Vax mandates to prevent healthy people from going to the gym to maintain their health
and to use a drug to rely on to stay healthy feels like terrorism

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76638

I have been limited to my social groups as well as travelling, eating at restaurants, attending
dinner theatres, the list goes on and on.

2/18/2022 11:11 AM
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76639

Lost my federal job. Cant eat out. Cant travel. Son evicted from brandon university dorm,
dropped out of school. Cant see 15 yr old play school sports. My 19 yr old bled for 28 days.
One er visit, one doc visit and ultrasound. Depressed. anxiety. Ostracized from community
and family events.

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76640

Mental health

2/18/2022 11:11 AM

76641

It has prevented me from working. Impacted my children mentally. They have lost education,
social events My mental health, finances

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76642

Unhappy with the problem of a socialist government

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76643

Isolation from family, friends and the inability to hold funerals or celebrations, not to mention
the divisions the restrictions have caused in our lives in general.

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76644

Loneliness, lack of sleep, mental health, physical health, routines, division of people, exposed
to true hatred

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76645

Yes

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76646

Very negative

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76647

Democracy does not mean do as I say or else!

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76648

Negatively in too many ways

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76649

It made me become a conservative.

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76650

I haven’t been able to work. I have lost my income. Among other things. My aunt died in
march 2020 and my moms side of family is completely torn. This has been the most divisive
times in my life

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76651

Made me depressed and suffer bad anxiety

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76652

Second-class citizen. Not allowed to use public transit, freely travel inter-provincially and
internationally, go to restaurants and other public events. Limited capacity & unable to attend
family and friends weddings or funerals. Shamed and publicly scorned by politicians and public
health authorities. Division in relationships over mandates and tax-payor funded media
propaganda. It’s been a horrible experience. This is not the Canada my forefathers fought to
protect. What have we done to it?

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76653

We haven’t been able to go to concerts, or plays, or even restaurants, the gym, or movie
theatres. My stress level has affected my medical condition which gives me seizures and I
have been having so many lately. I am also picking up OCD tendencies … I’m aware if it
luckily, but it really adds to the stress, which adds to the amount of seizures I have.

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76654

not at all

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76655

My children have been ostracized from society.

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76656

It has negatively affected my job and family. So much hate has been caused because of this.
It’s two years and nothing that we have been told to do has made a bit of difference in reducing
the spread of covid so why would we continue with what we know does not work.

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76657

Constricted

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76658

Sent me into semi retirement from the film business

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76659

My freedom Of choice!!!

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76660

Destroyed it. Lost my job, lost friends, isolated, depressed. Looking for an exit plan to a "free"
society. The rhetoric has caused permanent division and damage while destroying our
economy any my kids' future

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76661

Put on leave without pay from job and limited interaction with others

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76662

Negatively.

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76663

I feel anxious leaving my home not because of a virus but because of masking and vaccine
mandates.

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76664

Measures more deadly than risk of getting virus itself. Job loss, children atrophied

2/18/2022 11:10 AM
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academically and my seniors are dying of loneliness.
76665

It has given me periods of time where I fought depression. It caused exhaustion. Loneliness
and sometimes despair. Other people losing their jobs because unvaxed is frightening. To take
peoples livelihood away from them in this quantity is appalling. I have great concern about the
goverment having so much power and money and the fact they can just give it to themselves.

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76666

Divided myself and my husband

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76667

Affected my mental health and has caused me to have more health problems

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76668

Its prevented me and my son from celebrating our shared birthday with family and friends, for 2
years now. We've also been prevented for going on family vacations. My boys have had to
miss out on playing hockey, which they love, because we've chosen not to be vaccinated.
We've been prevented from going out and enjoying meals with friends or family because of the
same reason

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76669

My job requires the vaccine, or submit to testing. I’ve recovered from Covid, I don’t think I
should have to do either. I’ve gone above and beyond serving my community these past
couple years - I show up and I do more than what is asked of me. My medical decisions and
information are private and my business only. I feel demoralized and controlled by my
government that should be working for us the people. And the wedge these mandates have
had on relationships with family and friends. There is a lack of care and compassion for others
and it’s so disheartening. Humanity is in crisis and it has to stop! Kids in masks at school,
getting in trouble because their mask is not on properly. My kids can’t breathe with it on so
they’ll pop their nose out and other kids will reach out and touch it to adjust. My child will go to
help another child and forget to put on her mask and will get in trouble…do you get the irony in
this? She went to help someone and got in trouble over a mask! Have we forgotten what really
matters here? The fear is the virus. Pump up the pathetic health care system and get back to
saving our economy, mental health of our citizens, and the normal development of our children.

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76670

Lost employment. Can’t travel to see grandchildren. Family feuds. Vax injured friends.

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76671

Stress, anxiety, depression, fatigued, suicidal thoughts

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76672

Haven’t been able to visit dying family

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76673

All the lies about the whole pandemic thing.

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76674

Has mentally given me a lot of anxiety as I saw so much fear and contradictory information.
Also when you see the premieres being controlled to do what the PM wants, it makes you feel
like you have no one really fighting for justice and truth and our freedoms. In the beginning we
were all learning.....but now....the gig is up!! No more control!!

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76675

Can't continue my normal life , my freedom

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76676

Work, family, friends and mostly mental health of many many many people I know and care
about.

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76677

It’s absolute shit, my son was born last year and knows nothing of the “real world”. All he
knows is this fucking virus shit.

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76678

I was forced to take the Covid shot in order to keep my job.

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76679

It has made my husband and I fear for our jobs and livelihood. The masks give my children
itchy red eyes and they are very fatigued at the end of their school day.

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76680

Financially hurt for years to come, mentally exhausted, isolation from family

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76681

My volunteer job was terminated. I'm not allowed exercise classes. My world has become
more isolated. I have to be careful not to share my choices with others because people have
become strident in their views due to media fear porn.

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76682

Loss of income, mental stress from lack of socializing, no trust in government or media.

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76683

I'm a senior and resent the 2 years of travelling I have missed. Also the time missed with my
family.

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76684

A vaccine killed my mother. The mandates prohibited me form visiting her in hospital. Her
grandchildren were prohibited from seeing her one last time. When she was transported to a
hospice I was allowed in. She died one week later. We were prohibited from having a funeral.

2/18/2022 11:10 AM
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When my husband was in hospital I was prohibited from visiting him as I chose to remain
unvaccinated.
76685

It has cause strained relationships and really affected my sons university education. It has
caused a lot of fear and psychological distress in my children. I’m furious that we have been
held hostage by government and big pharma greed both power and monetary. I’m also very
upset at the infiltration of the wef and globalist policy in this country. Canadians do not want
this! Trudeau is a dictator and a racist and a hate Monger he’s a huge hypocrite. I want to see
him tried for treason the way he has sold our democracy to the globalist machine.

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76686

Created severe depression, anxiety and isolation.

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76687

Isolation and division even further of my fellow citizens

2/18/2022 11:10 AM

76688

It filled me with fear.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76689

I have Not seen the inside of my son's school or daycare in almost 2 years. He is only in grade
2. I have stress headaches often. It has torn apart my extended family. It has caused us
extreme financial hardship. We are struggling to pay our mortgage. I have NOT done anything
social in years.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76690

I can't see family and my mental health has suffered greatly Anxiety!

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76691

I’ve seen people die or have complications from the vaccines

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76692

It's been a frustrating,unnecessary garbage way of dealing with a virus

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76693

It's depressing

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76694

The mandates have split our once close knit family. My trust/faith in government has been
destroyed. I now know our legacy media is very bias creating a story that favours the federal
government agenda. My faith in what our police represent has also been shaken. I can see
that harm has been done because of the mandates and because of all these thing my mental
and physical condition has deteriorated since their introduction.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76695

I live in a rural community so it hasn’t affected me to bad, but I do have added health issues
due to the mask mandate.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76696

Not able to see my children and grandchildren

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76697

In every way possible friendship and family losses

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76698

All

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76699

It has been very obscured, making things in life hard to enjoy.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76700

Wife loosing her job Kids got sick from wearing mask. My work not able to cross boarder

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76701

Affected a lot!!! Phisicaly emotionally and I can't belive that someone who was supporting
human rights and democratcy (Trudou), now want to make comunisam like in Chine under
man-made plandemia. It is not acceptable!!! He is working for Klaus Schwab and his sick idea
"big reset" and "New World Order" instead for Canadians. Freedom!!!!!

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76702

Loss income, loss family etc

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76703

I lost my job. My kids can't play sports. I'm treated like a disease vector.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76704

I lost my job because of vaccine mandates, I’m unable to travel to Vancouver to visit my
family and see my first nephew because of the travel restrictions.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76705

Very depressed miss my family & friends

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76706

My business is almost broke

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76707

Thanks for the PTSD and unemployment, my life has changed in so many ways, I feel I wake
up in Russia

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76708

Loss of income. Unable to attend my own university graduation. Family gatherings cancelled.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76709

Mentally

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76710

Completely ruined it, I despise our governments, they are dictators, I hope they go to prison

2/18/2022 11:09 AM
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76711

Watching my family suffering both financially and mentally. At 74, I am shocked at the tyranny
taking over Canada.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76712

It has put my husband's job in jeopardy, the mental health of my family has been deeply
affected. My mom is dying of cancer that could have been detected earlier and may even be a
result of the jabs. My kids have not been able to get a proper education because of the
lockdowns. There is a rift between family, friends, and community members due to the
discrimination that the government has allowed and played a huge part in.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76713

Immensely, my dad and I arnt really on talking terms anymore because of covid also it's
affected my mental health and I've never had a problem with mental health. The discrimination
NEEDS to stop immediately.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76714

I was forced to close my salon… and struggled to pay pills

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76715

My kids schooling . My littles whom are not in school have had little to no interactions with
others. The anxiety it has caused is terrible and I don't want to live with it any more. The hate
people have towards each other is at a all time high.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76716

Difficult to do business and travel

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76717

Having to work 8-10 hours in a mask when I’m to be 6 feet from someone doesn’t make sense
and makes working a very long stressful day with a mask on! Now I’m a vaxxed person for no
other reason then you forced me too in order to live the life I’ve always lived. We need to live
with covid as it’s been a couple years already. We can’t continue this way of life. It’s hard and
depressing And overwhelming And I’m not any of these things before covid

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76718

My husband got out of treatment shortly before the pandemic. He has relapsed twice in the
last six months. Our marriage is now over. Prior to the lockdowns he was active in AA, going
to the gym (proven recovery outlet) 4-6 days a week, was in a healthy state in body and mind.
We were starting to attend church regularly again. When the lockdown happened my husband
slowly slipped until he couldn't take the social, economic, and political situation anymore. His
most recent relapses have been the breaking point of our marriage.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76719

Isolation, stress and anxiety, hopelessness. This needs to end

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76720

Social isolation and mental health

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76721

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76722

Can't work , anxiety both me qnd my child , debt like crazy now ,

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76723

The mandates have affected us negatively. We have been discriminated against many times
at Stettler business. I’ve been confronted and threatened with my young son by a very large
member of our community in a public place. I’ve been asked to wait outside of Central Vision
and Hearing in -40* weather DEAF AND BLIND BY MYSELF because they would not accept
my mask exemption. We have been unable to watch my stepson play hockey and basketball if
and when they’re allowed to play. Dr Bouwer is incredible, but consistently asks if and when we
will be vaccinated which has stopped me from going to doctor appointments and went to
Emergency room instead. Our boys have been forced to mask and have been discriminated
against by adults and peers. They have also come home from school with red, bleeding hands
from sanitizer use even after I phoned the school and sent notes asking them to wash instead
of sanitize. Teachers/principal and staff segregated and insulated the boys numerous times
and continued using sanitizer against my wishes. Huge division among our families and friends
and members of the community. The embarrassment of having to toilet on the side of the road
in construction as no public restrooms are open. The list goes on. Anyone can call me at
anytime to discuss.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76724

Loss of faith, family, friends, business and finances

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76725

Church life very unhealthy, strain on family and friend relationships, kids level of education
much lower than before.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76726

In multiple ways. Was unable to travel to be there for my dying father and attend to my mother
in that time of need. Also unable to attend the funeral. I got “vaccinated against job-loss”

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76727

Loss of freedom in restaurant and leaving my country and my marriage

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76728

Isolation, division it has caused, loss of job, inflation, loss of freedoms…

2/18/2022 11:09 AM
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76729

Mentally. Too many people had choice to get the vaccine. It should have been get it or don't go
shopping,no hospital, nothing till you are vaccinated. We the ones who helped people to open
more stores. They caused nothing but whiney cry babies. And want things done their way.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76730

Its forced me to consider leaving the country for good. I cannot live like this, it is not good for
my mental health, or my families mental health. Children cannot grow up like this, the long
term effects this will have on them supersedes anything covid-19 related as an illness.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76731

Frustration Can't be with a loved one in hospital

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76732

Lost job, health no access to doctor family separation quality of life decreased highest inflation
in our province could go on but think point is covered.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76733

I have been ostracized by family members, including my aged mother who I used to visit about
once a week.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76734

I feel like it’s put it on hold!!

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76735

Isolated from family. I feel discriminated against.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76736

I have been severely affected in moving about and not being able to have a normal life with
family and friends

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76737

It has made life very hard to live, depression, anxiety, etc.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76738

Tensions heightened in family relations due to conflicting government edicts. Job
loss/reduction from edicts.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76739

I am unable to find the work. I can not travel and I have no access to many public places.
Some of ordinary and innocent social activities are illegal now.

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76740

Caused division in family and friends!

2/18/2022 11:09 AM

76741

Minimal impact - rights come with responsibilities. Happy to do my part to help keep everyone
safe

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76742

Children being at home in the house constantly is isolating and further causes depression.

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76743

i cannot see my new grandson and it tears me apart

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76744

Caused division with family do not associate with anyone this idiot is destroying this country
this is all a scam more about a new world order than anything and Terri’s from world health
organization is also attempting to turn this to into new world order biggest attrocities against
mankind world leaders are all corrupt

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76745

Very depressed stuck in the house

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76746

I had to move myself and my family out of Canada Had to sell my business Heart broken and
soul crushed

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76747

Lost our business.

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76748

lost time

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76749

We were unable to see my dying mother in law! My business was shut down four times! We
were unable to travel.

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76750

Hard to even find senior housing, segregated me from family and friends..the list goes on..

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76751

Sad watching my country of birth become so divided

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76752

My children have been pulled from extra curriculars, my pastor and friend has been arrested,
my church has been fenced off, my children don't know whether to trust police officers, they
don't know if they'll ever eat in a restaraunt again, etc.

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76753

Restricted visiting especially with elderly family in homes. To close down churches was
absolutely uncalled for. It has affected my shopping. It has especially impacted my children
and their mental well being. All mandates and restrictions need to end NOW!!

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76754

Loss of business. Had to give up my office and work from home. Possibly facing bankruptcy.
Some suicidal thoughts which I've never had in 44 years with depression.

2/18/2022 11:08 AM
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76755

Cost me 10s if thousands in lost work and several friendships

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76756

It has turned this works upside down only for the purpose of lining the pockets of the wef

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76757

I can no longer work , go to places with family or friends, go to the USA or any other country or
fly within my own country!

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76758

It had created conflict between people and created a grave amount of stress and anxiety.

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76759

I have been unable to go to our property in the USA, I cannot attend our community center to
watch my grandchildren play hockey, I cannot attend in person a restaurant, gym, movie
theatre, concert etc, I must test for work despite many vaccinated coworkers , who do not
test, have been positive for covid 19

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76760

I'm in need of eye surgery, surgeries were canceled

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76761

There aren’t enough lines to write everything I assure you. Mental health. Physical limitations.
I’ve had surgery twice since July 2021 and the stress of having my surgeries cancelled is
absolutely debilitating. Having to take a vaccine that hadn’t faired well with a lot of people. The
Nazi mentality of our PM. He is NOT a leader. My mother has cancer. I’ve lost the last two
years not seeing her and now I have no idea how much time I have left with her. Seniors are
helpless and hopeless during this time. The stress a d anxiety of these past two years has
taken its toll on everyone at every age. Stop the madness NOW!!!

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76762

the segregation/bully/judge factor implemented by our so called gov/media. unacceptable
implementations of this Pass and the orders surrounding it.

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76763

No visiting

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76764

F,,, ,,, f,,,, f ffff ,,,,,

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76765

Increased mental health issues

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76766

I watched family members and friends lose their jobs because they wouldn't take the vaccine.
They didn't believe the mrna vaccine had sufficient time/tests to prove it to be fully safe,
especially with those women hoping to have children in the future, especially when there were
other options to invest in, eg. anti-virus medications and natural immunity sharing. These are
the people who worked extra hard and followed all protocols for safety from the onset of covid,
without incident to themselves, co-workers, or patrons/others, yet that still wasn't enough.
Some with decades of employment dedication to one employer, now in their older years, lose it
all. Convoy truckers I'm acquainted with, only wanted to sit down and speak with Trudeau or
those in Parliament, and the protest would have been done in days.

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76767

A member of my immediate family is not allowed to get another shot after 3 weeks
hospitalized with myo . Another is waiting until after pregnancy. Her doctors support her as
there are not long term studies and the child can get the shot later. She has been turned away
from places to go pee. Canada has become hateful and MOST OF ALL being locked in the
country is an unacceptable human rights violation especially when the rest of the world can
move freely. It is unacceptable. Let the UV leave and honestly we all will. The whole family. As
proud Canadians, we are disgusted by our government and embarrassed by our citizenship.

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76768

It has destroyed my mental health, my business and my private life.

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76769

Our family is all vaccinated by our own choice. But we do have friends and family who are not
and simple things like enjoying a birthday party for our children at a bowling alley has meant
aunts, cousins, grandparents have not been able to attend because of the choices they want
to make with there own body. We have not wanted to go out anymore to enjoy things that
require vaccine passports as it feels like we are a different class of human or something, it is
all so sad

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76770

In every aspect

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76771

Separated from family, segregated from others, barred from travel and restaurants, etc.
,depression, loss of hope, upset over treatment of truckers, angered by loss of rights and
freedom.

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76772

My husband and I we’re both put on leave without pay. Therefore, we were forced to sell our
home. We standby our decision and our right to not inject an experimental drug into our bodies,
especially when it is forced upon us. With contradicting evidence and science. With a Prime
Minister who would rather support science then listen to his people. Most people are not

2/18/2022 11:08 AM
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against true science. Friends and family have had moments of division because of our leader.
People put absolute faith in the leader of their country thinking that they know all things. And
therefore if the leader or Prime Minister knows all things he must be right. This is caused
damage in many areas of our society
76773

I have been discriminated against for my choice and hate has been spoken over me by the
PM. He has divided and used extreme measures to force people to do what he says.
Tyrannical government

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76774

No sports for the kids. Social isolation. Depression. Stress

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76775

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76776

Lost job..

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76777

Family can't go to restaurants, movies etc . I can't work., My kids can't play sports.

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76778

Lost $100k job, affected mental health, child’s mental health, spouses physical and mental
health as well as access to critical medical care due to cancer and mental health issues. Has
had a negative affect on my physical health and relationships with friends and family. Has
created division and animosity in society in general. Has led to complete distrust of media,
government, technology and elected officials as well as law enforcement. Makes me feel
ashamed to be a Canadian.

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76779

It has negatively affected my ability to access health care, it has closed my business, I can't
attend functions, I can't take my elderly parents out for medical appointments and if they pass
I can't go to their funeral

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76780

Not much directly, but I know people out of work in the retail and hospitality industries.

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76781

We shouldn’t be told what to put in our bodies

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76782

I have been isolated unemployed and depressed leaning towards suicidal. The freedom convoy
is the only flicker of ho hope in 2 years! We don't live in a democracy but in a dictwe are in a
dictatorship now

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76783

Feels like I'm in prison

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76784

It hasn’t because I have not followed any of the stupidity the corrupt governments have
created.

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76785

As a RN who is now unemployed related directly from the vaccine mandates, I think it’s self
explanatory when we are in a said pandemic but can afford to fire healthcare workers… I would
like to get back to work.

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76786

Wow, I can't begin to explain it. The stress of the unknown over reaches has dramatically
altered my day to daynlife and understanding of my future choice.

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76787

It has affected costs of running a farm, feeding livestock (cost and availability), cost of living,
mental health, and many other ways it has negatively impacted our daily life

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76788

Family members are dying from vaccinations.

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76789

Separated families and friends

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76790

It has taken my lively hood and torn and divided my family apart and some friends.

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76791

It has been mentally devastating for my family. I have missed out on many things with my
oldest children for school, we don't get Christmas concerts, meet and greets, parent teacher
conferences. My kids are forced to be around people in masks in their learning environment
which has been horrible for their mental health and their learning. My youngest can't be in
swimming lessons. We can't partake in any family day activities. We have been isolated from
family that is scared because of Justin Trudeau instilling fear in people. Job insecurity and our
rental insecurity scares us daily. The cost of food due to the pandemic has made me worried I
won't be able to feed my family. The real pandemic is mental health and inflation. End the
mandates so we can move on.

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76792

Trapped, can’t go to restaurants, movies kids can’t participate in competitive sports.

2/18/2022 11:08 AM

76793

It’s restricted me and family members from being able to fly domestically and internationally to
be with my children and parents, grandchildren. It’s restricted my daughter from being able to

2/18/2022 11:07 AM
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come to Canada and then return back to Europe to attend her grandfathers funeral. She is not
able to be vaccinated due to prior complications. It’s has affected the mental health of me and
sone of my family members deeply who already suffered with anxiety and depression. It has
affected my right to be employed and pay my bills because of the mandates that imposed
vaccines and proof of vaccine status. It affected earning a living because business capacity
were reduced and I was laid off. Which then in turn affected my level of anxiety, depression
and ability to function.
76794

2 years into this and I do not know a single person that has died or even gotten that sick.
Mental health of everyone has been tested and strained. Especially our children. I supported
social distancing and masks in the beginning. But as time went on and the sickness did not
become what we were told it would, I say the last year has been ridiculous. Time to get on with
life.

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76795

Mentally ,, do not know what to believe anymore, prices are insane ,, businesses closing ,,
vaccines do not prevent anything also I still live with the side effects

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76796

will loose my career after 10 years of education. I am a doctor. My patients will suffer, and not
have access to the care they need. This will congest the hospitals.

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76797

Lost Income! Lost Family connections!

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76798

It has disrupted a large part of my life. Watching others around me suffering from loneliness,
isolation and depression as a result of covid mandates is the hardest part.

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76799

My freedoms in every way possible.

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76800

I have been forced and fired out of my nursing job for wanting to wait to take the mRNA
vaccine. Family has been so scared of this virus that they refuse to see us unless vaxxed.
“Science” has shown that it makes no difference if you are vaccinated or not when it comes to
transmission. So my question is… if Covid positive nurses can work while infected, then why
hasn’t Trudeaus government and the PHO, rehire back all the healthcare workers they illegally
and unlawfully fired!? Thank you for your time.

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76801

Loss of income Social isolation Inability to associate with my community to attend or be apart
of music or physical activities.

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76802

Greatly

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76803

Mentally,controlled my freedom of movement,traveling,family relationships,income,business

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76804

It has divided family and friends, I’m a prisoner in my home, refusing to get the jab, mandates
have affected every part of my life

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76805

I have had to use my retirement money to keep my business alive

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76806

I am a pregnant unvaccinated mother, I have not been able to enjoy activities with my kids
during these mandates. I find it hard to breathe in public spaces while needing a mask. My
anxiety and frustration levels go up a lot from overheating and lack of oxygen.

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76807

Tough on my mental health. Very hard on my friends and family in general. It had caused me
grief

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76808

Mentally and socially

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76809

Makes me feel trapped.

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76810

my children have lost opportunities that they will never have again, they have struggled with
insecurities because so many things they knew and trusted have been destroyed. I haven’t
been able to travel or go out to eat, I have seen senior relatives die of loneliness.

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76811

Seriously

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76812

It has ruined my 15 year career and left me without a paycheque for months.

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76813

Absolutely ruined my self worth

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76814

Lost jobs.

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76815

I am not able to see my Mother in a LTC home. I lost my job. I lost family members and
friends. I lost friends to the vaccine

2/18/2022 11:07 AM
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76816

Forced to get vaccines that I did not want to keep my job! After having the booster my step
father died within three weeks... we believe caused by the booster.

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76817

Was forced to take a vaccine or lose my job.

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76818

All of the mandates and restrictions have affected my freedom to Breathe, Eat, Travel,
Exercise, Gather with friends and family, have access to Entertainment, my children’s
educations and mental health have been compromised for the foreseeable future. Mandates
have induced Ridicule and discrimination against me by my workplace, community and my
government at all levels with a loss of access to debate said government on mandates. They
have also affected my family financially by inducing unnecessary inflation dramatically raising
our cost of living. It reduced my ability to buy and support local as those businesses had to
close.

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76819

All

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76820

Mentally just like it has the whole country.

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76821

It has isolated our elder and we decided to bring him home to live with us. We became full-time
care-givers. It threatened people, ticketed law-abiding citizens, and imposed great financial
punishment on unsuspecting, good people.

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76822

Health is failing, the stress is on real , can’t get a job , money is running out , having a hard
time to pay bills , some family turned against me and the list goes on .

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76823

I have become a prisoner in my own home. Don't see friends or family.

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76824

created a clear division between vaxxed and unvaxxed the vaccines are too risky compared
too accepting this virus and letting our immune systems handle it the science is there there
has been too much lying to the people and theres an agenda that goes way beyond covid 19
the world needs to stand up before our democracy and civil freedoms are destroyed

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76825

Mental health

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76826

Significant increase in mental health issues.

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76827

Created a lot of damage to my family's and my kids

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76828

Not much

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76829

Terrible Financially Hurt my small business

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76830

Mentally

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76831

You mean this Fake pandemic!!!! Crimes on humanity coming!!!

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76832

Mental health ruined , for myself , family members young grand babies and old my mom 86 yrs
old . In fact we experienced a suicide in our family last week 💔 need I say more . We are free
human beings capable of keeping ourselves and loved ones safe , as we always have been.

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76833

Loss of business

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76834

Most Terribly….

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76835

Loss of finances and freedom

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76836

Loss of freedom of speech, movement, socializing . I have also lost my trust in science,
doctors in general, big pharma, social media and mostly our politicians.

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76837

Isolation, anxiety, lost trust in health system and government because losing body autonomy.
Lost family relations, lost my dignity as a Canadian - Prime Minister labeled me untouchable.

2/18/2022 11:07 AM

76838

No freedom harassment

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76839

I’m 72, alone- no family here in NL. I’ve never taken a flu vaccine. Im quite healthy, not on any
meds, don’t even have Tylenol in my medicine cabinet. I stopped trusting the health care
system forty years ago. These past two years, I have not been able to go visit my family.
Also, because I chose not to be jabbed, most of my family and friends have estranged
themselves from me. Suicidal thoughts have been haunting me. But when Mr Turdo
announced that Canada was going to vaccinate children, that was too much! I supported the
Freedom Convoy - I don’t want to live in Chinada! And now I’m worried that the government will
freeze my account. What’s next?

2/18/2022 11:06 AM
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76840

Depression, anxiety, loss of freedom,

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76841

In every way.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76842

My child has had to give up competitive soccer - after being scouted by a professional team.
My other child is being squeezed out of medical school and is suffering from isolation and
depression. My friend’s teenage son tried to commit suicide due to the repercussions of the
mandates. I am on a stress leave from work due to the stress of the mandates and the
discriminatory policies at my workplace demanding that I test twice weekly and pay out of
pocket for these tests, alongside passive workplace bullying. I have lost the trust of friends
and family members due to the division in society, and I am fearful to speak up due to the
hatred incited by our Prime Minister. I no longer feel safe. All this because of a decision to
continue to use natural medicine.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76843

I’ve had my business locked down 3 X. I have felt like a 2nd class citizen not having the
freedom to do the things I love. Not to mention losing friendships over different views.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76844

It really didn't affect me as much as others. I was able to go to work. It really affected my wife
who couldn't go to work. She is very social person

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76845

In every way possible.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76846

Less Social events and costly pcr travel tests determining my return trip are not needed. I
have my vaccines including a booster but everyone is spreading it. Time to look after
ourselves.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76847

The mental stess and family/friends division on all this can not be reversed. End immediately
and including all mandates for the unvaccinated people to fly again. We need to open up 100%
and get on with life.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76848

Depression because we can’t do the things we once did. It’s affecting my children not being
able to see with masks on!!! End it now!

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76849

Seeing my Dad locked up in a room at a nursing home for months off and on is unacceptable. I
can no longer travel inside or outside of my province or country and I am terrified having a
prime minister who is turning against his own people. I no longer feel safe in my own country.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76850

reduced my social life; reduced my business; made me even more suspicious of AL
politicians, ALL "main stream" media, ALL medical " experts on the topic; MOST police and
RCMP's motives. (What is really left, except my FAITH that God is in control and will win!

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76851

Feeling isolated, masks give me headaches, unable to go swimming - an activity that
significantly helps my health, unable to have a proper funeral for my Opa, family gatherings
canceled, caused division in my church that made me feel unwelcome, cost of living has gone
up, and more

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76852

Lost all trust in government for the people. Lost all trust in media. Lost trust in vaccination
schedules.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76853

My daughter is missing out on my support at her recreational events. I fear for my 10yo
daughter's safety when she has to go into events at the local rec center, and her father can't be
in the building to protect her and watch for indications of trouble. I cant fly on a commercial
airline or get on a train. This prevents me from expressing myself at events that happen
across the country. Im discriminated against when I have to show proof of Vaccine.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76854

Comunittee division Health issues Division in our country My job

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76855

The tyrannical and treasonous actions 'forced' upon Canada's good people, and myself
included, under the guise of 'mandates' and now the Emergency Act, has for over two years
brought unnecessary hardships upon everyone. It has pitted my family against each other
through the brainwashing effects and coercionary efforts of taking the mRna gene therapy.
Being 'forced' to wear masks and other draconian rules has impacted my life immensely.
Breathing issues attributed to face mask wearing, unable to see doctors who won't see me due
to my 'Vax" status, unable to visit loved ones in the hospital, relatives who have taken the
mRna shots are experiencing severe health issues, pitting my neighboors and family against
each other through divisive and absurd lockdown procedures. I personally have been
ostracized and shunned by those buying into the government sponsored propaganda. Being
forced through 'mandates', which are not Law', to show proof of 'vaccination', is against the

2/18/2022 11:06 AM
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Canadian Charter of Rights, the Magna Carta and the Nuremburg Code. International Law is
being flouted and trampled on. I'm being forced to submit to the governments actions in order
to buy the necessities of life. Whatever happened to Free Choice? The government of Canada
has seen fit to force a 'soft' dictatorship upon its own people. I am beaten down. I am scared. I
am beyond all of this nonsense. My will is not broken but these are dangerous times we are
living in. Those people that we handed our power over to have trampled on our human rights.
And they need to be held accountable. Our future depends on our voice.
76856

In every way including the taking of my freedoms

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76857

Missing the death of an old friend. !I it'd socializing Higher cost of living Added stress Loss of
friends

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76858

Increased depression and LACK of work. Added STRESS

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76859

It has prevented me from seeing a lot of my family. And negatively effected my mental state.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76860

Stress and financial. The kids are really suffering. Lots of collateral damage.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76861

it’s has made me a pariah in society..no jab, no job, no social activity, no grandkid activity, no
right to travel after a lifetime dream of travel, a lifetime of being a good hardworking honest
taxpaying citizen!! My retirement dream smashed for fake vax. 2 years in and my immunity
works just fine. Tyranny is the end game and I do not support a govt that uses a pandemic
plandemic to gain power over the people.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76862

Masks make me sick

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76863

My sons life disappeared!! No freedom to be a child!!!

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76864

It has been hell, no work, no social gathering

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76865

No sporting events, casinos, restaurant, work,

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76866

My son was always happy, and since the pandemic has become depressed. No near enough
financial support from our government, being on Ontario works it's very hard for a single parent.
Now that food prices have gone up and why?? Cant even afford to eat properly and can't get all
the things that you need cause your on a budget, that doesn't allow you, to buy food, and
clothing that you badly need. I'm disgusted, same goes for people on disability, seniors
pension, retirement and people who were working, but had to work that pay check should have
been more like hazard pay, and no 3.00 more an hour.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76867

Mental depression and withdrawal. My 92 year old parents living in a retirement home just
come out of 30 days of either lockdown in their building or isolation because of psw's coming
into contact with Covid. They lived through WW2, as my parents say what we are living
through right now is far worse. they too have had enough both mentally and emotionally.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76868

We have been segregated and discriminated against. Our human rights have been infringed on.
My private medical information has been shared and used to segregate and discriminate
against me and my family.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76869

Lock down effect me being able to see my grandma she no longer Recognizes me. It stopped
me from being with my loved ones during canser treatments and seeing them befor the passed
I lost three to canser this year it has effected my 6 year Olds metal health and my 13 year old
delayed learning for them effected them socially as well I had covid twice I'm not vaxxed and it
was lass then a cold both times

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76870

It has divided my family into two camps. It has caused depression and anxiety in my family
and friends. It has caused me to lose faith in my government.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76871

Depression can't lif3 a normal free life it's my choice

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76872

Hard to breath. Isolated. Abandoned by church family and extended family

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76873

High stress, anxiety and sadness having elderly parents in care held hostage by mandates,
division of family and friends, upset by all the lies, loss of access to services and freedoms

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76874

Curtailed my freedom. I am a responsible elder. I know how to keep myself and others safe. I
feel that my freedom has been stolen from me.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76875

I was let go from being a Branch Manager at BMO because of these forced mandates. I am
still looking for a job. No money coming in

2/18/2022 11:06 AM
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76876

It has affected everyone's life........sad days for what is happening in our country

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76877

Cold and isolated, from community and family.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76878

Made it hell! Being told I am intolerable and take up space by Trudeau is unacceptable. My
mental health was greatly affected.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76879

Really really hard 2 years. One kid suicidal at times, the other nearly dropped out of university.
Disaster.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76880

My mental health has been effected to the point I wake every day in total depression!!!!!!

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76881

Been not to be with family and friends

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76882

It has affected my freedom of rights.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76883

It has delayed surgery for me. My husband has a pacemaker and refuses to go for his check
up as travel is so challenging with bathroom and restaurants not open to unvaccinated We’re at
retirement age and cannot travel like we have always dreamed of

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76884

Lost friends. Did not see family.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76885

Divided family and friends and neighbours. I personally been bullied and subjected to loss of
freedoms.

2/18/2022 11:06 AM

76886

In every way.

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76887

We are seniors & it definitely has isolated us

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76888

My mental health has declined, my physical health has worsened due to gym restrictions, I've
missed out on attending important life events of family members and friends. I'm sad and
lonely and feel cut off from everyone. I feel the tension and division of my family, friends and
Canadians everywhere. I feel estranged in my country where I used to feel welcomed.

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76889

All aspects imaginable

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76890

Depression, not able to attend my brothers funeral

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76891

I had to close a martial arts studio attended by 40 kids and 20 adults, lost a job in upper
management with government mental health and lost three close friends to vaccine injuries.

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76892

I’ve had more suicidal thoughts than ever before, terrified for my children’s future while seeing
a government that puts more energy into spewing hate about 10% of his citizens than he does
having adult conversations. My grandpa died from isolation, he just let go. So many of my
friends hate one another now. I don’t know a single person who hasn’t thought about suicide
throughout this time.

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76893

Turned it upside down! Have watched my 4 adult children and spouses jobs affected, their
young family’s mental, emotional health and well-being greatly affected, 6 grandchildren forced
to wear masks everyday at school and elsewhere … for sports, activities etc. They have sores
around their ears, they are less outgoing and confident, sad, unsure around people, friends, etc
etc. It’s been a nightmare for them, for their parents and for us as parents and grandparents. It
has divided and broken families, friendships, communities, society. It has damaged our
economy, businesses, livelihoods that most will never recover from. It has to end!! There was
zero purpose for the federal Emergency Act to be invoked!! Zero!!! It was a power grab by
Trudeau to have the ultimate control that he has always wanted and coveted and seized with
this opportunity. He is now on a witch hunt and has the power to seize and freeze bank
accounts, overstep in society and arrest anyone that opposes his thinking and agenda now!! It
is criminal!! This all needs to end now!!!

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76894

Kept me from friends church and some family. Living alone I get very lonely

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76895

I am now planning on moving out of the country. Probably back to a more reasonably governed
country like UK.

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76896

Feel Isolated, mental health issues anxiety can’t wear a mask depressed because I can’t do
much, divide put between family and friends mostly due to fear of a cold. My son isn’t going to
school due to the excessive Covid measures which are unhealthy and not needed, they are
kids. My husbands work has changed because of Covid 3x due to closures etc put a strain on
our finances and relationship. Honestly fucked yo every aspect of our lives for what a little cold

2/18/2022 11:05 AM
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76897

Loss of business. Loss of social structure for kids, adults and seniors, higher prices on
everything. Division in towns/provinces because of taking sides, so Loss of community.

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76898

It has destroyed me lost family members lost jobs lost friends lost social gathering depression
we need to get back to living Justin Trudeau does not speak for me

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76899

Blocked any out of country travel

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76900

I'm unvaccinated but working without testing. I cannot travel, eat at restaurants, etc. just
because the government wants everyone vaccinated when it doesn't prevent others getting the
virus. Villain-ifying the unvaccinated hasn't affected me at all because the last time I dealt with
bullying, it didn't end well for the bully in high-school. I ignore it and steer clear of toxic people.
The mandate is politically motivated at this point. I've had Omnicron and did all the right things
to be in the clear about 1.5 weeks later. The immense amount of censorship and conflict if
interest from the government and surrounding organizations is clear. The brainwashing of the
public from legacy media is quite comical because the average person cannot think for
themselves.

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76901

Not allowed to sit in a restaurant or Tim Horton's in February in -10 temperatures. Not allowed
to travel. Blocked from visiting my dad age 91 in private care home. Denied right to choose to
wait a year or two before taking vaccine without long-term test results.

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76902

It has kept me from my family and friends.

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76903

I am unjabbed so I cannot go into any restaurant, or any public establishment for leisure
purposes. There are gathering limits on friends coming into my own home!

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76904

I am immunocompromised. I am also young, I’m part of my community. The same community
being taught to alienate me, because of my illness. I am isolated, I’ve lost my job, all because
my health experience doesn’t work for “them”. I am kind, but I’m constantly treated unkindly,
and bullied about my medical exemption, that is completely valid. I have a story, and the
government says that doesn’t matter.

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76905

my child being masked all day in school my 2 oldest boys are vaxed my wife took a reaction
to the first shot she did not take the second my oldest boys took the shot so they could do
things with their friends and work im not vaxed and wont my wife lost job at a local business it
was closed because of lock downs

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76906

My husband felt he had to take 2 jabs, and had serious adverse reactions both times. I am
jabless, and mandates prevented me from seeing family for long periods, I couldn't attend
MANY funerals (none were C19), our church was closed for long periods, I suffer depression,
mandates have badly divided our extended family, masks exacerbate my asthma, an aunt in
care home died of loneliness because she couldn't see her family, I have faced hostility from
ppl because I'm not jabbed, I haven't been in restaurants/theaters for many months, I feel like
a piece of "dirt" because of Trudeau's (and govt's) words and actions. I'm nervous and upset
much of the time because it feels as though Trudeau is inciting hatred against me. And I know
of quite a few otherwise healthy ppl who suddenly dropped dead of the jab. I fear for my
children, who all felt compelled to get the jab. What government has done is despicable.

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76907

Division amongst family members, unable to see family members in different provinces,
mental health etc

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76908

Mental health, happiness, friendships, isolation, sadness, conflict with friends and family.
Economic issues

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76909

Feeling very isolated from family and friends. Missing social interacting. Mentally stressed and
fearful.

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76910

All

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76911

I have lost three jobs to shutdowns as I work in the recreation industry. I’ve lost friendships
because of differing views and not because I’m adamant about my feelings towards everything
but others condemning me for them. I believe in freedom of choice and I am double vaxxed.

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76912

I can't go anywhere other than getting essentials. I work from home since covid started. I feel
like I never leave the house and its affecting my metal health.

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76913

I have been a permanent teacher for 15 years. I lost my job on Dec. 1 due to vaccination
mandates. I am almost out of money.

2/18/2022 11:05 AM
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76914

They have taken away our freedoms & rights as Canadians as stated in the charter of rights &
freedoms

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76915

I am vaccinated myself but have Friends not vaccinated that lost their jobs

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76916

Depression

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76917

It has kept me safe. My daughter and husband who have cancer have benefitted from the
safety measures to keep them from getting Covid and help them to fight cancer rather than
Covid and cancer.

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76918

Making family go against each other

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76919

Not enough room or time to write down for negative impacts from wife losing job, to family
member just anot committing suicide.

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76920

Distanced family Losing loved ones and not able to be there for them… stages of grief
unattainable My kids are secluded and unable to have a normal childhood of play dates, extra
curricular activities etc

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76921

Professionally I haven’t been able to fufill participation quotas for the high school
entrepreneurial program I manage. Makes my job difficult to do when I can’t go to the schools
and do my job.

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76922

Isolation segregation division

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76923

Almost every aspect. Family, work, kids, faith and friends.

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76924

It’s caused division ! It feels like communism

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76925

I have lost contact with humanity and lost access to the medical system.

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76926

I shouldn’t be forced into a vaccine for something my body has fought off with its own
immunity time and time again

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76927

Got laid off from job permanently Haven’t been able to see family Created anxiety and
depression

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76928

it has gave me depression. i haven’t had social interaction in 2 years. i ve had medical issues
that have been magnified because the medical system has been such a problem to navigate. i
feel like a pariah. it’s disgusting

2/18/2022 11:05 AM

76929

Divide between me and loved ones

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76930

I am a Senior. Against my belief I was forced into putting God know what in an injection to be
able to join anything, eat in restaurants and basically live like a hostage in what, I thought was
a free Country.

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76931

Increased mental health issues, feeling segregated from my own town, being made to feel like
a walking virus, miss my family, unable to attend any social event, can’t take my kids
swimming, bowling, to a sport game or restaurant.

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76932

-

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76933

It has caused both considerable stress in both my work and my personal relationship. I have
had to take a stress leave from work and I am barely covering my expenses. In addition our
son has been affected with school, sports and his social interactions with his friends and peers

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76934

I’ve lost a job and had a very very hard time finding a new one that isn’t biased/ threatened by
a medical status, which I’ve also never had to provide health records before. Have had
concerts/ trips/ family traditions all cancelled. I’ve been BANNED from leaving my own
country. I can go to the gym to keep myself healthy both physically and mentally. My kids are
constantly loosing out on education because of lockdowns/ being sent home for a random
sneeze.

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76935

It sucks but is needed

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76936

To not see my Grandchildren for the first months of this was terrible. It was hard on me but
tweribly hard on them. That’s be told you have to put something in your body that you don’t
even know what’s in this is NOT the Canada I know and love. We need to be united not
divided.

2/18/2022 11:04 AM
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76937

It has given me much anxiety and has caused my brain to as the doctor says " shut down"
IThe stress of these mandates and restrictions has manifested into real physical disability. I
was unable to walk read do daily tasks for a whole month last year and this year I have had
another bout of it. My family is divided. It causes fear for me when I go out. It has essentially
paralyzed me and I usually am a pretty tough optimistic person. I have been in great despair
and hopelessness these past two years. If it wasn't for God and this convoy of freedom
fighters I don't know if I could go on. I want my life back. I want my Canada back. I am not
trusting the government anymore and am even leery of the doctors now. Please make this
stop.

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76938

Depression, anxiety, job loss, unhappy marriage/ separation. Husband now has alcoholism.
Son is depressed and lost interest in life. Broken friendships. Want to leave the country.

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76939

Financial hardship, depression, extreme stress, limited options for my child

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76940

Absolutely. .And the poison jab is not helping either .

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76941

It has made me feel like I am no longer considered an equal member of my country, like my
beliefs and autonomy are not important. My body should be my responsibility, and the
government should not have control over what I put in it, and refusing to allow them that power
has affected my quality of life. I no longer want to contribute to parts of the economy that I am
banned from because of the vaccine passport.

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76942

Mentally, none of the mandates make sense, they are destroying our livelihood

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76943

Lost my job, unable to cross border or go to restaurants

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76944

I’ve lost my job. I have lost family and friends due to my choices. My little boy has suffered
greatly with the constant stress and clinic like settings everywhere he goes. Unable to have
birthday parties and sleep overs missed sports, family events, etc.

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76945

I had to get vaccinated so I could continue working despite feeling worried about effects. I was
also technically not allowed to see my parents over the holidays..extreme overreach

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76946

Traumatic

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76947

I have closed my business. I feel defeated and that because of the way the government has
locked us up I feel that there is a doom before us. It scares me to think our prime minister
wants more control over us.

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76948

Great

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76949

Lost my job, disconnected from family, unable to take my elderly father/step-mom to
appointments, etc or visit them without her being terrified, experience the disdain from
others....

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76950

Destroyed friendships and took enjoyment from my life

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76951

Freedom matters this has been a power grab in my opinion from the beginning

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76952

In my opinion - the Governmental overreach under PM Justin Trudeaus Liberal Party has
immobilized Canadian citizens rights and freedoms - we now live in a fascist state Democracy does not seem to exist in Canada - but Communism does. PM Justin Trudeau has
not been representing Canadians - he seems to take his marching orders from Klaus Schwab
and the WEF - as part of the globalist elite he is leading Canada down the path to the New
World Order - you will own nothing and be happy. If it is true that The Trudeau Family
Foundation holds 40% shares in Acuitas Pharmaceuticals - then there is a criminal conflict of
interest and Trudeau has put profits over people. It is illegal to mandate these experimental
shots that are still in stage 3 trials - they have not been formally approved. Comirnaty has
been approved - but that is not available - if it was the companies manufacturing it would be
held liable for injuries. Most of us know that a drug under EUA carries no liability for the drug
company. There is great evil that is occurring globally - Canada is the testing ground to see if
this level of Tyranny will be tolerated. PM Trudeau will not back down as he has so much to
lose. I call for a complete review of his relationship with Acuitas and Arbutus Pharmaceuticals.
There is a criminal conflict of interest - please watch the following videos
https://rumble.com/vv2a6m-dr.-david-martin-canada-exposing-trudeaus-illegal-monopoly-andglobal-fraud.html Stew Peters interview with Dr David Martin exposing why PM Justin Trudeau
will not back down on the mandates and passports - Criminal Canadian Monopoly (price fixing
and racketeering) length - 21m 20s Start at 2m 20s https://rumble.com/vupx49-breaking-

2/18/2022 11:04 AM
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criminal-canadian-monopoly-dr.-david-martin-exposes-why-trudeau-wo.html Urgent update from
Dr David Martin – re: Canada and conflict of interest - financial gains re: Acuitas Therapeutics
and Arbutus BioPharma - length 23m Start at 1m 30s https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=IH0Cd7ETges This needs a thorough and transparent investigation - Many Canadians who
aware of Dr Martin's videos feel if this criminal activity is not exposed - then there is
complicity. My very body autonomy is being threatened - the state does not own my body - it
does not own me - and does not have the right to destroy my God given rights and freedoms.
This must stop!!!!!! I have been relegated to a 2nd class citizen with less rights than my
neighbor - the restrictions that have been placed on me through my personal health choices
have been draconian, dangerous and have encouraged fear, pain, anxiety control and great
unrest. THIS MUST STOP. Our Governmental structures need a major overhauling - they no
longer govern by representation but by party affiliation and corrupt alliances. Canadians are
becoming an oppressed people - Canada is becoming a Communist country - not by choice but by force. PM Trudeau has overreached his authority with already implementing actions
through the Emergency Measures Act - however the Act has not gone through the necessary
Parliamentary process - so is not activated. I hear of people whose bank accounts have been
frozen - this is horrifying to me - It is in our constitution that we have a right to peaceful
protest!! If the MPs and Senators and Premiers and PM have not gone down to the Protest at
Parliament Hill and walked amongst the people to see it is a loving, peaceful protest - they
have not right to impose totalitarian measures to crush the opposition to Trudeaus rule this
protest represents. We must preserve and honor peaceful opposition to the Government as a
safeguard against tyranny and it appears PM Trudeau wishes to annihilate what does not align
with his - and the elite globalists direction for the New World Order. Canada's Government is
broke and We the People need to fix it through proper Democratic Process!!!
76953

We lost employment, loss of freedoms, could not go to restaurants. Kids could not play sports,
family torn apart, loss of friends, depression, anxiety, so much stress, loving in fear or even
further crazy of the global elites

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76954

Financially it has ruined our household, my 3 teenagers mental health has decline huge in the
past 2 years, I have a 4 year old who doesn't know what a social world is, We are barley
holding it together, I am dealing with debilitating shingles from the on going stress and unable
to dress properly or work!

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76955

By a lots lost my job and having a hard time to keep up with everything getting more
expensive

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76956

I have been unable to work since November 2020 because the masking continuously has
flared up my asthma so badly that I am hypersensitive to smells and have terrible asthma
attacks that my inhaler cannot help me with. I have been close to dying a couple times so my
doctor put me off work to get me to stop masking but I have irreparable damage now. My
husband was also laid off for 4 months at the beginning of the pandemic. financially we have
accrued a lot of debt and struggle to even pay our bills and buy food. Have had to ask family
to help buy food or accept handouts from the community. I am extremely stressed and have
depression because of all of it. My son is 8 and has also been homeschooling because I
refuse to mask him because of my experience. He is depressed and has expressed suicidal
thoughts as well.

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76957

Angry, feel I was forced to get vaccinated just to eat, people yelling at my difference of
opinion, the vaccine did not work, put my health at risk because of the vaccine! Worried I will
now have more autoimmune disease from it,

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76958

Can’t go any where and feel comfortable

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76959

Isolation, marginalized, lack of personal freedoms, not able to see my dad in care home

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76960

Coerced into unwanted injection.

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76961

Made life difficult because of the lockdowns

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76962

Removed all my rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76963

Has interfered with my socializing with family and friends. Which I believe is more important to
our health and well being.

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76964

Yes, I can’t travel and I need to!

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76965

Thus far, given that I am retired, other than the stupid mandated mask wearing, it has had little

2/18/2022 11:04 AM
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negative consequences on me personally. However, the greatest affect that it has had, and still
does on me, is psychological due to my awareness of the grave dangers of what is still to
come if this global shadow government is not destroyed by prosecuting all of the perpetrators.
76966

I have lost my job, some friends and family and have watched my youngest child miss out on
any kind of social activities and sports. We have been deprived of our spiritual family very
often as well.

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76967

Couldn’t travel. Forced to get a vaccine I didn’t want

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76968

We cannot see our mom who is in a care home. I have a hard time breathing in the masks. It
is frustrating.

2/18/2022 11:04 AM

76969

Can't fly unvaxxed

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76970

Severe depression

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76971

Mainly the distrust of media and how the government has handled things, most particularly in
the last three months, has opened by eyes to how far the government has overstepped lines. I
believe in democracy and the righ to peaceful protest and the mandates have forced people to
discriminate against and fear one another. I do not ever wish to see mandates like this again.
The passport system/digitization in particular concerns me

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76972

I have lost more than one job, I have become a second class citizen in my own country. I have
been threatened with violence

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76973

I can’t get a job

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76974

They have broke. My family minimized my income of my business to 20% revenue …

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76975

Unabated are disrespectful. My privacy was invaded. It took my wage away. Broke be
financially.

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76976

I really didn’t pay Attention to any of the BULL SHIT, and I’m doing fine

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76977

Cost me clients at work, my 8 year old daughter now has social anxiety

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76978

negatively

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76979

Feel I lost control of my activities, feel I am dictated to, feel my freedom has been taken away
, feel like I am being punished for my decisions, feel like I need to do as ordered to in order to
fit in.

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76980

Socially, mentally, economically

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76981

-no longer allowed to do normal things. We are being punished for our medical choices. My
kids feel awkward at school and can’t speak up. They’ve had to drop extra curricular activities.
We are trapped here and unable to even flee the country to live a normal life again. It has been
extremely stressful and saddening to see our once proud united country come to this broken,
divided, hateful state. I don’t condone racism, watching live streams I believe the media is
paid off and lying to push the narrative. I’m a good person, my family are good wholesome
people, we treat everyone with kindness and help where we can. I am a single mother of 5 and
also pay monthly for 3 sponsor children because I believe it’s important to help out. I want to
teach my children to be good people, always have good intentions, and lead with love.

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76982

I lost my job and have been treated like an outcast of society. I have had the PM of my
country bully and marginalize me.

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76983

Very lonely depressed

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76984

I chose not to get the vaccines - I have stayed home 95% of time, wore my mask when
required. Unable to enjoy other people's company, made to feel like a criminal at times

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76985

lost my job

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76986

Able to make money

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76987

Isolation and a lack of transparency with information

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76988

The mandates have significantly effected my mental health. Not being able to see friends,
family, or smiling faces. It really effects the way you see the world in a negative outlook. I
chose not to get vaccinated because I don’t believe it is possible to find a safe, effective

2/18/2022 11:03 AM
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vaccine in less than a year. I know many people personally that have had terrible health
effects because of the vaccines. I believe that I should have a choice when it comes to how I
treat my body. Everyone should have a choice. The mandates have turned people against
people. It has deprecated us. The vaccinated frown on the unvaccinated. The unvaccinated
frown on the vaccinated. It causes a lot of pressure and tension. It’s not a good feeling to feel
like you’re causing someone discomfort. Its almost like people are scared of you if you’re
unvaccinated and vise versa. The worst part about all of these mandates is no matter how
hard I try to understand each point of view and perspective. It just doesn’t make any sense to
me. It’s frustrating and confusing. Life is already hard enough. Why do we have to add to the
pressure?
76989

I used all my savings to purchase inventory for a small business, then two months after Covid
hit. I now live on my pension, hand to mouth. Sitting on inventory and no outlet to sell. I don’t
have the desire to anymore because things will just keep closing

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76990

Job, travel, mental state, security ....everything !

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76991

Freedom of choice without discrimination

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76992

My father spent the 3 of his last 4 weeks alive alone in hospital due to covid. I will never
forgive government for this.

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76993

Can not travel Can not even fly within our province

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76994

Negatively, discrimination, stress, depression, financially

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76995

I don't like any if it but I really want to stay safe

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76996

The division amongst family members and friends has been horrible. Our mental well being is
diminished. The fear has polarized us. The words and actions of our PM has added fuel to the
fire. He divided this Nation and continues to do so.

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76997

Loss of job

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76998

I’m an outcast to society because I wouldn’t take their poison! And my children have been
denied a childhood of discovery for 2 years now…they deserve to live their life like the other
kids!!! Enough…it’s proven the jabs and masks DO NOT WORK.

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

76999

I have lost my business, my home, my partner, I LOST MY OWN FAMILY because of my
belief that Covid was planned, the science behind Covid is FAKE, the Media is OWNED, and
we are now living under a tyrannical out of control government This is NOT a conspiracy. This
is THE TRUTH. We lost democracy a long time ago and I’m devastated to think my once great
country is so totally corrupted.

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

77000

Not understanding what "Permandatent" means nice spell check!

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

77001

Anxiety, stress, lost livelihood, lost community.

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

77002

Shortages in my work, depressed kids,stressed out

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

77003

Our feedoms are in jeopardy, it’s not about the pandemic anymore!

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

77004

It made me hate that fucking Trudeau even more.

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

77005

Mental stress, family separation and arguments, depression and how it affected my
grandchildren to name a few

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

77006

Taken my freedom away

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

77007

I feel like I am living in a communist country with no freedom, and I am contemplating to move
to a more free country shortly

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

77008

Verify stressful and restricting my movement (border etc) and work opportunities.

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

77009

Extreme anxiety

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

77010

My kids missed out on a lot of in person activities- not life threatening but I have an
ADHD/ASD kid who does better in all around when he is able to participate in rigorous physical
activity. Not being able to do so has impacted him negatively. I haven’t been able to watch my
kids play sports that have been allowed to continue. My last anniversary we ate takeout in our
car- we pretty much just completely opted out of dining out. When Covid first started we

2/18/2022 11:03 AM
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canceled our spring break travel plans as we watched borders start to close. Most of my family
lives in the US. My cousin died of cancer before I could see her again- and she kept asking
me to come(she had special needs), I haven’t seen my father who is living with cancer for 4
years (we visit every other year due to finances and the ‘other’ year is when Covid hit) I am a
busy mom and I used to dance once a week for my sanity and not doing that I’ve gained a lot
of weight which surprised me as it was square dancing with old people- I don’t know how they
have faired physically and emotionally through this. We live out of town so sometimes we have
to wait between activities- many times this meant waiting in the car as we were not allowed in
many places and the library was closed. We would turn the car on occasionally to warm up but
try to save fuel and be environmentally conscious and keep it off as much as possible- using
extra blankets to keep warm- we live in Northern BC so it’s cold much of the year. Most of
these things I speak of are just luxuries but isn’t it these luxuries that give us positive
emotional and psychological boosts? I struggle wearing a mask because I have nerve damage
in my neck which makes me dizzy- wearing a mask contributes to the dizziness and I
sometimes feel disoriented and confused. I don’t know the mask makes me feel this way but it
does, not always, just usually. But I consider myself one of the lucky ones- we live in a small
town on a farm so we were able to live life on our own terms as long as we were home. Most of
our town is anti mandate and pro medical choice. I would have gone insane in a city!
77011

segregation, family conflict, division. The only people I know who have had Covid have been
vaccinated.

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

77012

Very negatively

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

77013

Frustration and depression

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

77014

I lost my job. Missed out on going to funerals to say my last good byes. Me and my
grandbabies Can't go to the old folks home. Can't take the kids out to a restaurant to eat inside
FREEDOM

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

77015

Secluded, ridiculed and poisoned by my own government! I fear for my children.

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

77016

I am grieved that Canadians are being mandated to take vaccines. People have lost their jibs.
That is wrong.

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

77017

Unable to discuss rationally with anyone the issues because of the onslaught of government
backed media and their agenda. The blacklisting of dissenting scientists and doctors causes
me grave concern. Ulterior motives and governmental overreach of authority on full display
have me concerned for my family’s future

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

77018

Stress, lack of work and freedom

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

77019

I can’t go anywhere without a vaccine that I chose not to take

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

77020

Depression,anxiety,loss of business

2/18/2022 11:03 AM

77021

This question is tone-deaf.

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77022

It is low like never before. Is worst that I have had in communist country where I grow up.

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77023

Yes they have I can’t go out anywhere because of this tyrants rules they know the vacine do
stop the spread of the virus but force everyone to get them .

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77024

Made my life the shits. I don’t like being force to do things. I am all for vaccinations I do
believe that they work and having said that we shouldn’t need all the other mandates

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77025

in every way mental, physically financial

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77026

Depression and anxiety closed off from friends and family while pregnant and through a new
baby

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77027

Negatively…i feel the government controls everything…this is no linger a democracy its
become communist. Ley our lives get back to normal

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77028

Many ways!! The most difficult one having to have an adult child move home because of
mental health issues and a suicide attempt! Heart breaking ! And we know there are many
more i the same situations!!

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77029

Shattered my savings and killed my business

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77030

Job less

2/18/2022 11:02 AM
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77031

Robbed me of all hope

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77032

Very limited contact with family and in some cases no contact ! 😔

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77033

Destroyed my life in every aspect! Stop the insanity.

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77034

Unvaxed are treated like lepers. Cant participate in regular social activities. Second class
citizens that some people are actually afraid of.

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77035

In hospital with the virus

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77036

I Almost lost my job, my mental health has gone down

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77037

I lost my career because I will not take the jab. I have natural immunity! This is scary and
depressing.

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77038

Hell

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77039

My family has lost jobs

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77040

My daughter had emotional and wanted to “give up”. She stopped eating and completely
distanced herself from everyone, including us; her parents. Severely anemic and severely
vitamin D deficient. She scored a 45 on Vit D when the average should be 180. We are working
hard to keep her on track. I lost lots of clients as my office kept closing.

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77041

It has had terrible repercussions for me. Between the loneliness of social distancing, having a
hard time seeing my elderly father in a home, it has caused much anxiety and depression.

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77042

Terribly

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77043

I can't eat at a restaurant or do anything I like to do. Can't even go watch my football team play
in the states, go to our family place in arizona. I have family members who I can't visit,
because they've gone crazy & believe all the junk.

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77044

It hasn't because I've not followed them

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77045

Being segregated against goes against my charter and bill of rights as a Canadian citizen

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77046

Hopelessness and fear and lose of friends

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77047

My right to travel and to be allowed to go in restaurants and the gym ihave been so depressed
over all this it's made me feel worthless

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77048

Never in my life have I had to have permission to visit my family & friends, or to go to a gym,
or sit in a restaurant. Wearing a muscle on my face. So alone. This has been awful I've missed
family funerals, such a shame.

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77049

Have had pretty much lost my business

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77050

No sports, restaurants, movies, travel etc

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77051

For over 2 years we have been stressed out. The virus seems worse now than before. People
have been depressed, isolated, lonely, scared & afraid. I think they went to far at first in this
attempt to isolate. We have more cases now than before. It is not all about the vaccines. It is
not having the choice to choose for ourselves. I am a Canadian & I have the right to be free to
choose for myself what I put into my body. What else will you take from us. These mandates
doesn't help us only those in power.

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77052

Less work, increased stress, not able to see loved ones

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77053

Tired of the division in society, poor treatment of unvaccinated, isolation of children and youth.
It has to end!!

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77054

Marginal depression, stress, inability to see family, inability to participate in some tasks at
work, headaches/ lightheadedness (mask)

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77055

Unemployment Mental health

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77056

It has shown me what my true Canada is not.

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77057

Life has been on hold for 2 Years! Seeing Canada divided

2/18/2022 11:02 AM
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77058

I cant see my family ..Family member passes and you cant celebrate life this is bully shirt
..they know that the vaxccine doesnt work and masks dont work so what the hell do you want
from us ..

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77059

Taken away freedom of movement, Trampled on Canadian Rights and Freedoms

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77060

Horribly

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77061

Negatively. Separation and undue fear tactics are bad for mental health

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77062

It has hindered my freedom of worship in church, hindered my relationshipa with friends and
family. Created stress iver my 95 year old mother being loxked down for 3 months in her
assisted living facility and not being able to visit her. This has got to end. Premier John Horgan
and Dr. Bonnie Henry are dragging their feet on getting rid of destructive madates. They have
to sh*t or get off the pot and out of the way of British Colimbian's freedom.

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77063

Has caused family division. Been called a supremacist by my daughter. It’s been terrible.

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77064

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77065

I am not vaxxed and it has destroyed friendships with my friends and family that are vaxxed. I
can no longer travel as I cannot leave the country. My 83 year old father lives in Phoenix so
now I can't go to him and take care of him as I used to. I enjoy going out for a meal as a way
of entertainment and I am now not allowed. I can't go to a play. I can't go shopping in person
as masks cause my lungs to inflame. And I am living in fear about what is going to happen
next to the unvaxxed.

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77066

Isolation, separation between people, jobs, inflation, anger among people, fear, unknown for the
future

2/18/2022 11:02 AM

77067

Family time. Vacation trips to travel, and see family and friends.

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77068

It’s been just terrible and I can’t stand anymore!!

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77069

Separated family and friends. Limited my business sales drastically

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77070

It has created division and hatred amongst members of my family, friends and colleagues. It
has impacted my Mental health and wellness. I felt forced to get a vaccine that I did not want
because of the mandate. Even after it has been proven that the vaccine does not reduce
transmission in omicron and that it wanes after 4 months - people are still bullying me and
pressuring me to get boosters.

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77071

Made it harder to find employment

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77072

It has caused severe distress, inability to travel for work has caused my business to collapse.

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77073

Suppression to our constitutional rights-a dictatorship is forming

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77074

Torn my family apart, affected my ability to earn income and support my family, my affected
my children's education.... and so much more

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77075

Hell

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77076

Loss of income, divided families, lost vacation, socializing, limited my Church and related
activities. No one trust or believes anyone.

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77077

Created frustration. Division of family and friends. Proven how corrupt government and big
business is

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77078

Member of my family has vax injury. As result we can’t participate in anything with our
children. We are limited and it’s not fair. A medical exemption was not given. Let’s get back to
living ASAP for the future of our children, peoples mental healths, people financial needs.

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77079

Created an undue stress and mental instability.

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77080

I've lost my job, cannot travel, just recently able to go to restaurants Gain, my kids now
homeschool, they lost friends and activities, I struggle with my mental health daily and fear for
the life of myself and children now the EMA has been implemented. I do not agree with the
government and feel it is only a matter of time before they punish me for it in one way or
another. Jail time or freezing and taking away assets.

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77081

Quality of life has dropped to 10% of what it was. Fear is destroying people and relationships.

2/18/2022 11:01 AM
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Our business has lost half it's sales. But the worst loss is the loss of personal choice and
basic freedoms.
77082

I've been isolated too much

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77083

Living hell

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77084

Dumb question

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77085

Have not been able to see family in another province

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77086

I’m Fat no more gym

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77087

No social life, division within the family, discrimination against me and my family, my children
were denied a University education, and on and on!

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77088

As a senior, I have experience anxiety, depression and financial hardships. The mandates
have caused so much distress and I witness this everyday in continued lockdowns. Being
called a Fringe Minority by our Prime Minister is unacceptable. What has become to our free
Canada?

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77089

I am a grandmother. It has affected my health, my friendships, and my family.

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77090

Has impacted my mental and physical health unable to socialize,travel and use the swimming
pools skating arenas along with the activities related to horseback riding.Impacted my work As
an ICU nurse .

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77091

Made me extremely angry! Fifty years ago I immigrated to Canada 🇨🇦 to escape the tyranny of
socialist/ communist ideology. Now we are having to fight the same totalitarian ideology.
Thanks but no thanks!

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77092

Freedom movement within my own country, province, public areas ect restricted. I do not want
gene therapy/vaccine.. I've watched many loved ones & friends suffer adverse effects both
long and short term. I have great concern for the undeniable huge increase of strokes, cardiac
emergencies, seizures, blood clots, aggressive cancers and children dying.

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77093

Yes

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77094

Stupid question

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77095

In various ways, it's cause income hardship as people where in fear of having a tradesmen
working in their house and jobsites required proof of vaccination status and QR passport befor
entry, I was negated from work from all these jobs desperate for workers. And I have all the
tickets and accredited approval and 20 years experience

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77096

Your raining everyone's lives in every way possible. End the coercion it will not be tolerated.
This is Canada not Cubada.

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77097

Increased anxiety, depression, despair in the divide it has created amongst fellow Canadians,
isolation, not able to see family who have now passed away

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77098

Negatively on many fronts … No positives to take away from the handling of the pandemic.
The Canadian government should be held accountable for the harm they have caused. Harm
that goes way beyond that of any danger caused by the virus. I know so many people that
have either lost their marriages, lost their jobs, lost their sanity, or have lost hope all
together…. We have lost our minds and lost our way as a nation. If it wasn’t for the truckers
rallying and working to unite us as a nation again my hope and pride in this country and its
leadership would have been shattered.

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77099

Currently in therapy, illness to loved ones and division of family, workplace is unbearable.

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77100

Depression and anxiety Loneliness

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77101

Ok

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77102

I have an isolated special-needs child. Who now struggles to have support due to mandates. I
want to see all of the workers rehired without vaccines required

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77103

I've been in isolation for over two years. I can count on one hand how many times I have been
away from my home. I don't agree with people losing their jobs because they are not
vaccinated.

2/18/2022 11:01 AM
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77104

Loss of freedoms. Laws have been broken.

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77105

Has by isolating me away from friends and family, however it has been well worth it.

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77106

I have had more friends due of suicide than of covid. It is a problem with our health care
system and is primarily occurring in longterm care.

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77107

Negatively

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77108

My Work, My Family My Friends Interaction with people, my grandchildren their
education/mental health! Having to get vaccinated n a forceful way?

2/18/2022 11:01 AM

77109

Put on Leave without pay..and not allowed to collect EI.

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77110

No friends or family left

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77111

Felt pushed into getting vaxed to keep my job. Wish I was not vaxed

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77112

Not being able to spend time with family and friends is depressing.

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77113

Destroyed my business and my bank account -Created division within my family and friends
and strongly hurt my health a well being.

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77114

Friends have had loved ones commit suicide. Friends have lost careers. I have been removed
from jobsites. Unable to let my kids go to swimming pools and other events. Mental health for
myself.

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77115

Lost my job

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77116

Placed myself in fear, created animosity between my family. Limited my accessibility to
places. Put resentment between the government and health

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77117

Depression, loss of income, estranged from friends that are no longer friends

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77118

It has cost me work, financial, emotional and mental exhaustion

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77119

Made me make choices I didn't want to do , like vaccinate my children with an unproven
vaccine.

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77120

Living a normal life with my family and children unable to the basic community activity

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77121

I had an adverse reaction to my first shot. Cannot receive the second and cannot receive an
exemption. Have been excluded for everything. Have struggled to get a job aswell

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77122

They Destroyed my business. Cost me hundreds of thousands of dollars. We couldn't even
sell the business land or buildings as people where banned from visiting Galiano Island to view
it for a sale. It devided my family and turned some of them in Covid Crazies who we will never
see again. I have not seen some family in almost 3 years and may never see them again. It
sent us into poverty.

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77123

Negatively in so many ways. We feel like prisoners and that we have been used as
experimental subjects.

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77124

Very badly. I quit my job and division in the family and with friends. No social life because of it.

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77125

My kids have all suffered mentally, haven’t been able to see family and friends and totally lost
the freedom of rights that I fought for this country to have

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77126

Well I haven’t been anywhere and have lost my job so not good

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77127

Very little but still do not support mandates

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77128

First they scare us lock us up, coerce people into taking an experimental shot, with no long
term studies and in clinical trials. Not being able to visit sick loved ones and if you don't have
the shot treated like a plague rat. Our own premier Doug Ford has said, it doesn't matter if you
get one shot or 2 or 3 or even more you still catch covid. Division among people rules for some
and different for others. Everywhere they are pushing the shot, why so aggresively?

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77129

Mentally damaged and loss of work

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77130

Way too many to list. Job security, empty shelves, it has created wrong think, it now
segregates against those who dare think for themselves, government thinks they can eliminate

2/18/2022 11:00 AM
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all risk in our lives thru mandates- plus I don’t think they know what the word mandate means.
And on and on and on
77131

Ready to end my life

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77132

It has been hell for me. PTSD means I get harassed and it sets off more nightmares and
anxiety. Medical concerns mean I've got to risk my health or be tortured further by leaders
who've incited division in society. I've always been and will continue to be, pro-choice.

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77133

Like being in prison without the bars . Must be like this in China all the time

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77134

Horribly, mentally, physically & financially.

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77135

Health care in available when needed , social interaction destroyed , children education and
mental health destroyed

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77136

My teaching switched to online which increased my workload. At times, my church closed. I
couldnt visit older relatives, or couldnt see some friends in group settings.

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77137

Negative

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77138

It decreased quality of life for my kids and myself and lost work

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77139

Should of never happened. No one should have to be forced to do anything.

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77140

It affected my daughters mental health as well as mine and deeply affected me financially! I
was ready to take my life because my can’t handle it anymore!

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77141

Anxiety, depression, loss of employment

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77142

It has caused me extreme amounts of stress, loss of life long friendships, unable to watch my
children play sports, unable to enjoy entertainment in a public venue, continuously being
discriminated and segregated at my workplace, unable to travel due to the isolation
requirements and because of that I have not seen my mother, father, or any of my family
members since 2020. I have cried many times because of these mandates and how I am
being treated. It is unfair to say the least. I can not fathom how anyone can be OK with how
the unvaccinated are being treated.

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77143

Terribly,I cannot even describe it.I can't see my son because of these mandates. :(((Mandates
cannot stop the airborne virus to spread,!!!

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77144

I lost business in 2020 to covid I’m under financial hardships. Trying to stay afloat. I’ve lost
family due to opinions I have not seen my family for over 2 years, I’m alone & very depressed

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77145

My work got closed down, my breathing constrained, supporting the community got stifled , my
social life got cut off

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77146

Ruins my mental and social status.

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77147

It has been terrible for my business, I have not been able to say goodbye to family and friends
that have passed (I know nobody that has died from covid) watched mental illness in my
family, had friends overdose and die during this time, watched family and friends divided
thanks to the mandates and hate speech of our so called leader Justin Trudeau....the list can
go on for days but you get the idea

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77148

I had to change careers and lost most of previous business that I spent 12 years building due
to all the closures and lock downs Mt husband almost lost his job because he chose not to get
vaccinated. My children have lost years of school and opportunities to be a part of sports
because we want to wait before we vaccinate

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77149

Mandates have affected me mentally

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77150

Well first its had an impact on mental health. They put my out of a job with no ei i paid into.
They took my benefits. Kids had to leave daycare been there sence they were babies. They
have to future to look forward to. The way Trudeau and higgs and cardy talk they are nasty like
an abusive relationship i have psd and mental health from all this i can go on. The children
suffering not being able to do the things they used to. I reach out to my goverment they told
me too bad they have spoken and to bad for me and my family. How can they throw me away
like trash. How do i keep my apartment put food and clothes on my children they my job how
is this ok. Goverment has crushed my children's dreams :(

2/18/2022 11:00 AM
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77151

Family conflict; can’t go places without a pass; feel isolated and stressed: unhappy natural
immunity not recognized; distrust of gov’t, media, big Pharma and medical authorities; division
amongst society; worry about global economics

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77152

My mental health is very fragile

2/18/2022 11:00 AM

77153

Isolated, lost contacts

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77154

In every way

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77155

Horrible having to work from home seeing no one I work with for over 2 years and family has
been very hard on mental health and well being

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77156

Unemployment, graduations, education, weddings, funerals, delayed surgeries, mental health,
travel & more.

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77157

Mental stress

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77158

Feel I can't go any where ,looking at both sides of the argument qhen it comes to vaccines(
hard to do when one side is being silenced by the goverment) there is a enough evidence to
show they don't work .I feel for my life and my family's lifes they the goverment will try to
coerce me or out right force thos vaccine on me, I believe in vaccines that are truly vetted and
have zero to none,but this one is showing way to many and we don't even know the long term
effects yet

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77159

I’m not allowed to go anywhere, the unites states, vacations. Eat in public ect. Covid is not
even strong. Complete Waist of money

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77160

do to the mandates my life as a single, woman of 62, these mandates have completely cut me
off from what 'were' regular social gatherings. They have caused extreme segregation from
friends and family. It has caused severe damage to relationships with family and friends. I
have been the target of verbal abuse, shaming and guilting for my views and because I will not
submit to the FEAR & propaganda. The last two years has increased my anxiety. I don't go out
(even to get groceries) until I absolutely have to, due to complete strangers verbally attacking
me & at this point it takes me days to mentally prepare go to a store! I have spent almost 2
yrs by myself, very 'few' visits with friends (their decision). I have been a prisoner of my own
home, province, country. In my opinion these mandates have caused more mental and
emotional harm than anything they were 'supposed' to do.

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77161

depression, loss of work, isolated from friends and family cannot go to restaurants, take my
kids swimming or anything.

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77162

Really you need to ask. I know what the Jews went through

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77163

Divorce

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77164

Mental health, ability to provide for my families, daily stress and anxiety.

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77165

Threatening my husbands livelihood even though he IS vaccinated as the company he works
for has mostly unvaccinated people and is going to have to close/go out of business because
of it ! (Works for a small trucking company)

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77166

I had my choice to receive a vaccine revoked, when it became a choice of "lose your job" if
you don't. I can't see loved ones, have missed joyful moments and times of sorrow, by not
being able to attend funerals, or say "goodbye" to dying friends and family - not covid related
deaths, I might add. My mental health has suffered immensely

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77167

I've lost 120k in business as a sole proprietor.

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77168

Made it miserable. Has really affected the strength of my immune system because I'm unable
to expose myself to everyday life to increase my antibodies.

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77169

Have not been able to use the public pool, gym, play bowling, indoor mini-golf, have not been
allowed to use any of these services since the mandates. I am vaccinated but refuse to
participate in this and refuse to download anything on my phone that will help the government
track my movements, and invade my privacy.

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77170

Unable to see my elderly father who is 96 yrs old and we're not sure how long he has also
unable to see family and friends.. 2 years of lockdown losing income for months try living on
$2000/mth. unable able to attend funerals of my Aunts, Uncles, Cousin, and the worst was

2/18/2022 10:59 AM
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losing my brother to pancreatic cancer and not being able to see him while in the hospital and
he died and buried with our saying goodbye. Which took more emotion damage to myself,
father remember whom is 96 yrs old and the remaining the family. And to boot we are all full
vaccinated and had the booster. Enough of Mandates
77171

Depression

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77172

My family can't travel to visit sick grandparents. Most of my students (High School) have
increased anxiety. Our society is socially fragmented because of the unreasonable fear
mongering. Our national debt is through the roof, compromising our country for decades to
come.

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77173

It has made life hard and depressing. I have been unable o see my family back in MB

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77174

Mental health, tremendous income loss, family Division, not being able to worship freely in my
Church, inflation ridiculous

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77175

Zero social life. Lose of work. Just terrible to turn our country communist.

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77176

My family can not visit me

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77177

I was placed on an indefinite unpaid leave of absence and have been excluded from society

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77178

I have not been able to work at my regular tourism job for two years

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77179

Two sisters have lost their jobs. My husband hasn't been able to leave home for 2 years.
Masks have made it difficult to breathe. My daughter [for her mental health] decided to get the
experimental vax, against our wishes. My father's funeral was less than half the size it would
have been if mandates were not in effect. My husband works on a help line--it's mentally
exhausting when every shift he hears from people who have either had their health effected by
the shots, or have lost loved ones because of adverse reactions.

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77180

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77181

In so many ways, I’m on stress leave over it! My daughter is suffering mental health,
separation from family!

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77182

It has put a lot of strain on my life as I can not go visit family. I know of many vaccine injuries
and deaths. I have not lost my job but I know many who have or were forced against their will
to take the jab cause they didn’t want yo lose their job

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77183

Inflation, mental health, ease of ability to make a livable wage

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77184

Loss of employment, loss of activities, exclusion, headaches etc caused by masks, anxiety

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77185

Depression

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77186

Destroyed my mental health, lost a 13 year old girlfriend of my daughter to suicide, been off
work for 4 months due to being kicked out of society, friendships lost family torn apart.

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77187

Being secluded from life and people. This is so unnecessary to put fear on the world and
putting fear on the people that they absolutely need the vaccine. Tearing families apart over
fear tactics, and so much more. It's a sad government we have.

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77188

Control overreach

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77189

Jobs lost, income lost, anxiety because of lost jobs and income. Isolation, social life decline,
not allowed to worship in church,

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77190

Garbage

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77191

I lost two of my jobs, lost my ability to get a new job in my profession, my children have
suffered, oldest lost her job, all of us have been impacted mentally with suffering, depression,
higher cost of living, lack of hope for the future.

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77192

Minimally and only when there was a complete lockdown which was only for a short period of
time.

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77193

Depression. Loss of social activities. Children lacking education and social experiences.
Anger. Frustration. Loss of family and friends due to restrictions and scare tactics issued by
the government.

2/18/2022 10:59 AM
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77194

I feel like a social misfit because of my personal choices. I may as well have walked around
with a yellow star

2/18/2022 10:59 AM

77195

kids left out of social things, mental health issues, schooling delayed. Can't work unless we
get this ridiculous vaccine.

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77196

I lost my job

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77197

My grandchildren have been unable to have swimming or skating lessons. I was prevented
from being a birthing partner for my two daughters. I am held hostage in the country and have
not seen friends or family in the UK for 3 years. My granddaughter has not been able to go to
playgroups for almost half her life and is being denied a normal childhood. I have not been
allowed to function normally in society. I am asthmatic and cannot mask, but face abuse if I
breathe freely. I have been denied service. I am unwilling to go to my doctor as I fear prejudice
and have lost all confidence in the medical system. We had to cancel a big family trip to
celebrate many milestones, and were not refunded for the flights. I suffered anxiety for the first
time in my life.

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77198

It has made strangers of my friends and family. It has made me a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77199

Lost job, can't be with people, stressed, financially

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77200

Mentally and physically. Feel trapped at home. Loss of connection and hope. I have received 3
shots, I am done with mandates let everyone return to normal; those vaccinated and
unvaccinated. Stop the marginalization and hate.

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77201

My son's post secondary education has been severely disrupted and my son’s secondary
education has been disrupted. Mental health issues in youth are on the rise. Harder to find
employment.

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77202

It has pitted family members against each other

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77203

Not as bad as it has affected so many others

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77204

Lost my job

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77205

I had to move..lost friends..parents died in a seniors home and no one could visit them. Lost
my career..money..could not afford my rental in Burlington so moved where I have few friends
so I could afford it. Have a relationship ship in another xou tru and we can not come back to
Canada without him being vaccinated for a disease that no longer exists. Brothers never speak
to me or call me. I live a rural life in Jamaica in winter and s arec to leave. 12 friends left
Canafa permanently to live in other countries..I may never see them. I am not allowed to talk
about my feelings as then I am nuts or conspiracy theorist. Not true. I want to fly home to see
my grandchildren ..who by the way dont wear masks and thus do not go to school. I have a
legitvpadt medical condition and side effects ts from vaccine could harm me but can not get
exemption as Dr. Is afraid to be fired. Need I go on.

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77206

no work

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77207

Kids have been affected psychologically.

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77208

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77209

My husband lost his job. My kids' social life has been affected. The division the government &
msm has created has created problems within our friends & family.

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77210

Division in my family, and friends

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77211

I can’t travel, I can’t see my grand kids, my freedoms are gone as to where I can go

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77212

Familial divisions based on value judgements premised on medical intervention with dubious
data props. All of this, in contradiction with the previously decided and set WHO guidelines
pre-2019 that suggested “lockdown” is not recommended. I’ve lost a job, struggled to make
payments on a house, worked at a grocery store while retooling my education to attempt to join
the laptop class.

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77213

My dux grow smaller

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77214

The Stress alone should be enough. Scared for friends and family taking an experimental drug
with ZERO long term studies. I can't even fly anywhere INSIDE my own country. Or even
leave my country. Job has been threatened several times. No access to some business and

2/18/2022 10:58 AM
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services that I've paid taxes for 38 year's to be available to me. A Prime Minister that has
marked me as a racist, mysoganist and got a portion of the population split into second class
citizens that would rather see me dead than "PUT UP WITH ME".
77215

Wife lost her business, lost family and friends. Lost work.

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77216

It has separated people and divided people and it has brought about death not life

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77217

Terribly

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77218

The mandates prevented us from visiting our son in the hospital as he was having open heart
surgery caused by a lack of medical care he did not receive during the scamdemic. When we
visit our grandchildren in BC, we are not able to take them places like the pools, museums or
just a restaurant because we are not jabbed. All 3 of my adult children were FORCED to take a
jab to maintain their jobs. We are now considered second class citizens in our own country.

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77219

For 3 months I believed the MSM that if I got the virus I would die. I got the virus and went to
the hospital and a doctor told me to get my affairs in order as I won’t be leaving. The doctor
was wrong. I am 78 and now very healthy. I don’t believe the Liberal government is
transparent. Trudope is another Hitler.

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77220

Lost my job. No money no freedom

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77221

Extremely negatively

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77222

I’ve been confined and not being able to socialize

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77223

All my family are sick from the vaccines. We are all very depressed and worried about the
future and I have had not so good thoughts 😞 😢 it has affected us all in many ways

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77224

Family and friends are struggling with depression

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77225

my freedom of choice has been taken away. I was forced to be vaccinated or loose my job

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77226

Limited participation, limited family gatherings,

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77227

Restricted my business .

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77228

All

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77229

It has affected friendships and family relationships and taken opportunities away from my
child.

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77230

We can’t decide anything for ourselves anymore! I was forced to get the vaccine so that my
daughter could continue her sports, which is completely unacceptable! Justin Trudeau needs
to go!

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77231

Feel like a prisoner on house arrest.

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77232

It affects all Canadians Freedom ! I have been diagnosed with Dialated Cardiomyopathy! It has
totally affected my life! And my family’s life’s because of this !

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77233

It has caused many divisions.

2/18/2022 10:58 AM

77234

I have been segregated and discriminated against, hateful comments spewed at me. A friend
committed suicide because she was out casted by her family along with loosing her job

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77235

Stress beyond belief!!!!

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77236

I suffer with depression

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77237

The mandates have given me extreme stress, frustration, they need to end immediately!!!

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77238

Challenges in getting fresh food at grocery store. Rising cost of living. Short staffed transit,
hospitals because of mandates. I see Health challenges hidden under carpet. No longer trust
government or media

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77239

Loss of income, family and friends

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77240

Financially… emotionally.. mentally

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77241

Terrible!! Mental anguish, friends lost, separation from loved ones, couldn’t visit my mother in
Long Term Care, my brother died of cancer for lack of treatment, division and segregation, my

2/18/2022 10:57 AM
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grandchildren couldn’t use any public recreation facilities, couldn’t go to concerts or
restaurants or movie theatres, I felt afraid , and Luke a second class citizen, I feel very sad
that our country has become a communistic country, I have lost All trust in government, ,
police, Doctors, I feel depressed because the world is so messed up. I feel like I don’t even
want to live any more .
77242

All areas of my life

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77243

Caused division in my workplace. Had to leave work and started own company. Caused
Division in family, kids have missed many experiences they could’ve had. Reduced interaction
with others. Can’t meet with clients in person regularly.

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77244

Depression

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77245

It's ridiculous.

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77246

It has affected the mental health of myself and my children in an inhumane way. I have lost
trust in everyone, I was forced to chose between my livelihood or my body autonomy. I had to
mask my children and as far as I’m concerned there is no real science to support any of it. I
could not say goodbye to my dying grandmother nor could I attend her funeral because of the
border to NB being closed. I also got covid and it was nothing but a cold and none of these
measures were necessary.

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77247

Unpaid leave of absence. Restricted freedom to enter various facilities, travel to see I’ll family
members to name just a few.

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77248

Finances, mental health, physical health, personal relationships. Trust and confidence in our
leaders and those reviewing science and implementing policy on comprehensive scientific data
that has new data frequently. Unbiased approaches.

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77249

I’m hiding out in another country and can’t even go home sadly

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77250

Anxieties

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77251

Division among family/friends. Anxiety Bouts of depression

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77252

Lost job, lost income, depression,

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77253

Taken away my rights and freedoms to be my own person and make my own decisions
regarding my personal well being

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77254

discordance in my family

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77255

I have great Anger against the infringement on Canadians freedom. We have lost relationships
due to the division Trudeau has created.

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77256

Separatism in society and family

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77257

It has caused division in family, fear, children taking vaxine needlessly but we're forced to.
Very bad.

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77258

Lost a love one from the booster and looks like about to loose my job too

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77259

It's taken my freedom of movement and my freedom to make the best choices for my health
and wellbeing. It has added stress and anxiety with respect to people of a different opinion
than myself lashing out with hate and discrimination. The group of citizens for the mandates
show far more hate, and willingness to destroy any other citizen that does not have the same
opinion and the government is encouraging it.

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77260

I have suffered from severe anxiety and stress. Lost many people due to overdose and
suicide.

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77261

cant travel. big negitive in my life everywhere.

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77262

Ruined my mental health and taken away the first two years of my university

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77263

Testing every 48hrs against my will, depression, fear of police and snitches. Could not attend
church. My child got removed from U of M.

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77264

This has put tremendous stress on my girlfriend and kids. We have been deprived of our
fundamental and basic rights as a Canadian and human. My parents have been under extreme
stress being isolated, not having their kids being done to visit.

2/18/2022 10:57 AM
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77265

I m soffering several healt problèmes, anxiété, sleppless,and lost friends, and been isolated..

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77266

In every ascent, the division is absurd

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77267

Just everything

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77268

reduced work opportunities

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77269

Can't visit parents in care home, mother had a heart attack from the shot fell and broke her hip,
l have lost my job ad a health care worker, family division, list friends, what more do you want,
how about suicude and injuries mental, physical. Seriously who in this WORLD HAS NOT been
a victim to covid

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77270

Emotionally. Developmentally. Socially. Medically. Religious. Financially. Ever single area.

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77271

In many ways, with church meetings and gatherings, school, family gatherings, and friends,
and not in a good way.

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77272

Depressed and feeling hopeless

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77273

Made me fearful of my own government, my job was taken from me, my children now have
depression, my spouse has mental issues now, my mother was damaged from the COVID
shot.

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77274

A lot

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77275

Broken family, adult children suffering from ongoing deep depression, added stress, loss in
wages, place of work losing money, fear of speaking publicly, anxiety in public ( because I am
not vaccinated and the hate toward me)

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77276

Mental health

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77277

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77278

80k/yr salary cut

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77279

Horribly

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77280

I was not able to see my father when he died from a stroke

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77281

Prefer not to answer

2/18/2022 10:57 AM

77282

Since choosing not to be vaccinated I am estranged from 2 of 3 siblings who chose
vaccination for themselves. I have missed family events and celebrations without a vaxx
pass. Inability to enjoy freedom of movement, travel, etc.

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77283

It has brought on massive anxiety to my daughter Something we are fighting with every day. I
lost a potential permanent position because of the mandates. At odds with family

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77284

Loss of Job, created separation, stress.

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77285

Caused more harm then good

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77286

Could see my grandchildren and some friends and family

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77287

Senior denied access to businesses, visiting friends, mask makes it hard for me to breathe as
I’m very short of breath, not able to access health care for a heart stent I need

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77288

Mental health

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77289

It hasn't too much. I do what I have to to be safe.

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77290

I’ve lost a job. Lost family members. Cannot attend funeral

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77291

not allowed in restaurants anymore. having been raped the masks are extremely stressful.
Asthmatic made to wear masks are torture. Not allowed to visit family in hospital and old age
home. only 10 people at a funeral inhumanity. surgeries canceled. makes me want to commit
suicide to end this nightmare.

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77292

Alienated family, can't shop, go out and socialize, can't go in businesses without appt...made
everything difficult and expensive I will always decide what drugs I put in my body

2/18/2022 10:56 AM
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77293

I have gotten poorer, sadder, fatter and really angry about the actions of Trudeau

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77294

I’m a widow. Every time a lockdown occurs I sink into a deep depression cuz I can’t see my
family or friends. Then when it’s limited to amt of people again I can’t see everyone as I have
a large family. Sick and tired of masks!! I got double vaccinated to protect my family. After
second jab two weeks later in hosp. Respiratory arrest. Three incidents of angina. Had
tracheitis and swollen vocal cords. Dr. said it was secondary to covid and having to wear
masks!! Regret ever getting jabbed. Four months later extremely sick with omicron!! Fed up
with it all!!! Who knows what was in vaccine and how many more times im going to get sick!
Thanks for letting me vent! 😁

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77295

I had to retire from my 20-year health career in the laboratory because I got chemical burns
from the mask

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77296

Have been depressed. It cost us the closeness of our family. Not able to get any affection
from family and friends. Health is deteriorating because I can’t move around like I used to.
Don’t have the freedom to worship in church.

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77297

Made me feel like an outsider and very sad.

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77298

Isolation/fear living in my own country/months dealing with the stress of near loss of job due to
mandates.

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77299

I lost my dream job because I am unable to be vaccinated. My 18-year-old daughter is suicidal
because of the massive impacts on her educational and social life. My 14-year-old daughter
has lost two years of academics due to the fact that she is deaf and cannot read lips or see
peoples faces. My husband was fired from his job and only rehired once he complied… After
his second vaccination he got Covid anyways and got very very very sick

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77300

Sucks

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77301

Cost me my job. Mental anguish in teenage children.

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77302

I can’t do anything with my son. I can’t even take him to extracurricular activities now

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77303

Much fear and anxiety, not from Covid but of government over-reach and loss of freedom

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77304

I live in a constant state of fear, isolated, restricted, abused, dictated to, reduced income,
breakdown of family, fearful of the medical system, so many now unemployed, hopeless,
untrusting, betrayed

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77305

It’s divided myself from my mother and father and is causing a rift in Canada

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77306

I am basically a second class citizen isolated from normal society. I have lost most of my
supposed friends and family because I can not in good conscience comply with the culture
manipulation actions of our governments herding citizens into pens to be controlled like sheep

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77307

Lots

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77308

My kids don’t know normal. We need to get our kids being kids!

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77309

All

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77310

Change/ end of my job

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77311

Rotten

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77312

Lost my job

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77313

Staying home as much as possible, shop for groceries at 7am, not able to go to church,

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77314

In every way

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77315

It has been a horrible mental health strain, loss of friends.

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77316

mentally, emotionally and lost trusted family members over not thinking the same. Add lots of
unwanted stress! Not sure of the future, and thinking of leaving this country.

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77317

Depressed, lack of family support isolation loniless feeling of despair feeling lost alone

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77318

Depression. Sadness, rage, anxiety. Trudeau is a dictator and is following the great reset
agenda, under WEF.

2/18/2022 10:56 AM
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77319

Completely negative in every way this is a free Country or it was but now run by a dictator.

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77320

I'm afraid to date, I'm afraid to go out in social settings, I feel controlled by the government that
governs us. My emotional health has taken a huge hit during the last couple years. I miss
hugs!

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77321

Lockdowns, couldn't see family, loss of income, no family funeral or wedding

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77322

In every way possible

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77323

We have had our business decimated. Felt and been excluded and targeted. Lost friends to
suicide through this and watched helplessly as some friends have had severe health issues
deteriorate further due to the removal of health care. The censorship is terrifying and we feel
we are watching Canada become China

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77324

I am not allowed to eat in restaurants, my grandkids aren’t allowed to play sports, cannot go to
a gym, i wasn’t allowed to take part in my daughters wedding. My husband lost his job

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77325

All

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77326

Severe depression

2/18/2022 10:56 AM

77327

Anxiety fear for my childrens future

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77328

Can’t do normal everyday things like getting together with friends, prices of gas and food are
outrageous and we don’t want communists.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77329

I haven't felt like my freedom has been taken away This is public safety

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77330

We have pulled our daughters out of public school because of the mask mandates and the fact
that parents weren't allowed in the school. We haven't been able to enter any building that
enforced the rep program and my very own family cannot visit my grandmother inside her
nursing home because of the vaccination mandate. This has got to end!

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77331

These mandates have limited all of us from seeing our family, friends and loved ones at
multiple times during this pandemic. No human being should ever be forced or coerced to take
a vaccine that has not been through time trials as no one including the manufacturer can tell
any of us what the long-term effects of this vaccine will be on our bodies.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77332

It’s probably affected my daughters life more that mine.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77333

Caused me depression. Stressed all family relationships. Stressed friendships. Vaccinated
family members are having unusual health issues.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77334

It has almost caused me to commit suicide

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77335

Mental Health

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77336

Lost my job

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77337

Put me in potentially dangerous situations

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77338

It has caused societal trauma. I have lost many friends due to the division sown by these
mandates and the accompanying fear campaign. I have lost valuable community connections
and activities. It is mental, emotional, spiritual, and physical damage.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77339

Prohibited from gyms.librairies.events.markets.entertainment.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77340

Never seeing my daughter or grandson also for medical needs they are prolonged surgery

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77341

Travel, health concerns, annoying

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77342

It’s affected my children with having to wear masks. It hides emotion and makes them socially
afraid. I’ve had to spend out of pocket for covid tests to watch my daughters cheer competition
Have not been able to eat in a restaurant My father died on his own bc no visitors were aloud.
The stresss and the amount of time this has consumed my life In a negative manner. Birthday
parties were missed. Simply takes the JOY OUT of life!!! What is the point of Life if your just
controlled and ate miserable! This needs to end NOW! And I will never take the vaccine nor
wear my mask another day.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77343

It’s made me hate our corrupt government and it makes me so sad that my kids have been
living this way for two years now.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM
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77344

It has cost me my nursing job and my small children have been limited in the experiences they
have been able to have I the last 2 years.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77345

Horribly

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77346

Dividing family & friends. Grand children unable to go to school and have birthday parties.
Unable to freely move and go where I want!

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77347

I've did my due dilligence in aquiring 3 vaccines. Nothing has changed. I'm done, scrap the
mandates!

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77348

I have family members and friends who have developed adverse reactions to the vaccine. My
place of employment is in the brink of closing due to lascivious of business. My family has
been deeply and irreversibly divided. I am watching the children in my family and friends suffer
from anger and depression. I feel that these mandates have done far more damage that the
virus and politicians are doing nothing about it.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77349

It has devastated my business and ruined my mental health. I will never be the same again.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77350

The mandate has crippled my ability to work and see loved ones and engage in my
community.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77351

It's caused division between my friends and family, ostracized my family, dramatically
impacted my mental health for the worse, shaped my children's childhood and directly
impacted harmony in our home

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77352

My income has been reduced by 50%. My job became obsolete with the mandates and I was
only able to get part-time work where passports are not mandatory. I live alone & I can hardly
survive on this income.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77353

As an unvaccinated citizen of Canada, I cannot leave this country to take up residency to one
of the other countries I am entitled a passport and citizenship for. I cannot get on a plane, use
a train or get on a boat and that infringes on my rights under the Charter of Rights and
Freedoms. Also, because my son requires medical care in a city that is a 17 hour drive away
on a good day, we were forced to drive during the winter to said city for his treatments as we
couldn’t get on a plane. This 17 hour drive turned into one that was almost 48 hours because
of multiple snowstorms to which we had near death experiences when transport trucks slid into
our lane and almost crushed us, several times, both on the way there and back.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77354

we owners of a clothing company and have lost so much businesses due to closures And I
haven't been able to go see my family in over 3 years or travel.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77355

Negatively, mostly for kids

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77356

Depression anxiety not to be able to see my love ones and had to be forced to take it to keep
my job

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77357

With the lock downs my Mother in a personal care home as lived no life. It’s sad for the last
two years to watch this. Federal mandates for flights my husband is forced to drive 16 hours to
work. This is outrageous Children be forced to wear masks give them no sense of freedom. My
choice my body your choice your body’ Government can’t dictate what I put in my body ! This
whole lockdown has hurts businesss and people well being all around. End ALL mandates
please

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77358

Increased anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77359

Both my parents died during covid due to non covid related issues and their treatment plus my
ability to be with them was affected severely. I wonder if my dad wouldn't have even died if the
paramedics weren't putting on layers and layers of extra gear. Shopping for food has been
impacted. My oldest didn't get to start school. I have a hard time breathing in masks. Anxiety
has increased. I haven't been able to properly attend physical and mental health issues due to
closure of various gyms, facilities, classes.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77360

All

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77361

Lost my job as a community health care worker. Social fabric diminished, fitness gone,
social/community engagement down and no travel that supports my health and hydro cost just
confirmed 675 dollars per month. I have never had a bill like this in my life and am 60 years of
age and owned properties.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM
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77362

Not been able to see friends and family abroad. I feel like a hostage in my own country. I am
discriminated against in my own community by the vax pass. I pay taxes for community
services I cannot use. I am perfectly healthy having had Covid and got over it and I am no
threat to anyone and yet I am told by the government that I am....very disheartening if i didnt
have kids and grandkids here I would be Leaving this country.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77363

Cannot work as a nurse. Can barely feed our family.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77364

In every way

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77365

My significant other has lost his job over these mandates. My children are suffering with
mental health from the lockdowns.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77366

A large portion of my family have not met my 2 year old due to gathering limits. I am a nurse in
the community and we are short 2-5 nurses daily, working overtime daily.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77367

Lost my friendships due to fear. Haven't seen my Mom and Dad in 2 years. Anxiety due to not
being able to wear the mask. Refused service at places I shop. I have not been I'll not my
husband and yet forced to restrict ourselves from loved ones. Lost people I knew to suicide
because they couldn't handle it. All the mandates need to end immediately!

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77368

Being denied my human rights and privacy rights, has ft me searching for a free country to live
in. I will be making a a move this summer if needed.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77369

Depression

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77370

I have so many friends and family members that operate small businesses. Some have had to
close they could not make ends meet at 50% occupancy. The lockdowns had a huge impact
as well.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77371

I no longer work.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77372

As a health care worker I understand why these mandates are in place to ensure that our
health care system is able to meet the needs of those dealing not only with Covid but with no
Covid related issues. I have no problem wearing a mask and distancing from others and
getting my vaccine as I am not only looking out for myself and my family but also for those
around me who might not be able to get vaccinated due to medical reasons. I get people are
tired and I am as well but we need to look at a solution that will allow for a safe and smooth
transition back into “normal” life and not strain our health care system.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77373

My life is not the same anymore, we lost some friends because of different views on COVID19 and the government response to the crisis. Food has become expensive.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77374

I am unable to wear a mask because of health reasons but cannot get an exemption. My son
has lost his lucrative business because of covid. My daughter has been on leave without pay
for 13 weeks for choosing body autonomy. Everyone responsible for the tyranical mandates
should be prosecuted for crimes against humanity.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77375

My 4mo hasn't been socialized. I feel like a second class citizen. I'm depressed. I lost my
best childhood friend of 25 years because of differences of opinion. I no longer view police as
a service for the people. How am i supposed to tell my son that the police are always safe for
him when i dont trust them myself? I have stopped watching the news due to misinformation
and I loved CTV. Now I know they say what they are paid to say. I have learned anyone can be
bought... why bother even voting anymore?

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77376

Divided our neighborhood, friends, and families. Ostracizing the unvaccinated is a terrible
tactic, one I never expected from our government. They promised no passports and reneged.
Have lost complete confidence in our leaders.

2/18/2022 10:55 AM

77377

Negatively in too many ways to mention!!!

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77378

I lost my job and my business has suffered. I haven’t seen my mother (89) and father (93) in 4
months. They are living in a long term care home. Recently, he was in the hospital for a broken
hip and I couldn’t visit him. There is division amongst family members and loss of friends.
Verbal abuse for not wearing a mask. The stress on our immediate family is overwhelming and
it certainly did help with addictions.

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77379

Ruining my life physically and mentally..!!

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77380

My job is at risk. My children cannot experience swimming lessons, ringette, movies,

2/18/2022 10:54 AM
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restaurants or other activities that require a vaccine passport. My 15 year old daughter has
been depressed and I watch her closely for signs of being suicidal. My toddler has almost no
experience of life without masked people and it affects his ability to understand
others'emotions.
77381

I am unable to freely go about within my own country/province. Attend weddings or funerals of
friends/family. I can not travel outside of my own country. I do not have the same rights and
freedoms as other Canadians.

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77382

Alone and divided from family and friends and community. Feeling unwanted and unneeded.
Not allowed to visit my mother in the nursing home.

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77383

Job loss for personal choices.

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77384

It has effected so much. The mental health of our whole family including our 3 children, our
relationships with our family and friends, our ability to work, our ability to exercise our
freedoms in our country, and so much more.

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77385

Kept me from seeing my family in another province. Cause division among friends and coworkers.

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77386

I work retail-enough said

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77387

#1 ---- stress. #2 - divisiveness

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77388

Created division in my community. I now feel a complete lack of confidence in mainstream
news sources, in current govt and in the structure of our political system. I can’t see his I’ll
ever trust the medical system either. It has shaken the bedrock of my beliefs.

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77389

It has caused huge division between family and friends which is extremely harmful to one’s
emotional well being!! 😡😡

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77390

Can't travel, Can't go see my mother-in-law in her LTC home, Can't eat in a restaurant, Can't go
watch my granddaughter's ballet, Can't go to a movie

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77391

Denied me my God given freedoms and those provided by the charter of rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77392

I'm not able to visit my Dad who is in a personal care home. Not allowed to fly to see my sister
who is in the last stage of cancer. This is a humanitarian act of crime imposed on people and
goes against our constitutional rights.

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77393

Charter of Rights? What the hell is that.

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77394

Kept me isolated physically and emotionally with family and friends.

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77395

I can’t travel, eat out, go to movies, concerts, events etc etc. I have lost work as a film
professional.

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77396

Stressed out & depressed

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77397

It's impacted every aspect of mine and my kid's life in a negative way

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77398

Violated my rights and freedoms, and those of my family. Destroyed the economy. Impaired
the growth of children and impaired the ability of parents to support their families. Damaged the
mental and physical health of Canadians, including delaying or being denied medical treatment
for preventable health conditions.

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77399

Depressive tendencies have increased

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77400

Physically emotionally mentally monetarily!

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77401

Imposed unreasonable restrictions on freedom of movement, freedom of human interactions
and restrictions on business and way of life!

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77402

I go nowhere, see no one

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77403

my kids haven't seen anyone with out a mask, we haven't been able to have community with
others & have our kids learn from other kids, vaccines are harmful and i know many loved
ones who got it out of losing their jobs and not because they wanted to. i am broken for many
reasons. this needs to end.

2/18/2022 10:54 AM

77404

My freedom to travel has been made impossible

2/18/2022 10:53 AM
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77405

Emotionally and have lost most of my family and friends

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77406

In every possible way. It has affected me, my children and the whole country and it needs to
end NOW!!!

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77407

I have lost most hope for the future of a free and democratic Canada, and I no longer trust
many people that I was once close to.

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77408

It has giving me anxiety,stress, no job. It has put my life on hold.

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77409

It’s taken the birth of my first grandson away I was supposed to be there I don’t get to see my
kids my mother is 70 and alone so many reasons

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77410

Lost a job Mental health Depression

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77411

It’s very stressful and intense. I cannot handle another year of this. I will move out from this
province/country to get away from it

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77412

It has separated family and friends. It has made it so seniors were kept from seeing their
families and friends. People were left to die alone.

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77413

Terrible

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77414

lost wages, lost friends, friends who are now injected with crap and dealing with the
consequences, lost time with family, stress of watching Canada turn into a communist state.

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77415

It’s made me feel like we’ve been held captive in our country, in our provinces and in our
homes. Great division has been brought into friend and family groups and it’s had mental
effects on me which I’m thankful I was able to come out of. But there are numerous
Canadians, young and old that will never fully recover from the mental and emotional trauma
this is caused. The longer the mandates are in place the more damage they will do.

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77416

Depression, loss of income , financial stress, family & health issues

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77417

It has made me nervous to be in public anywhere where it is crowded with people and they
don’t care about their fellow Canadians.

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77418

Disabled, dr said not to get the vaxx, can’t wear a mask, can’t go swimming to keep my body
as healthy it can be, mental issues, lost family and friends, ruined my life!!

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77419

It has put me in a situation with employment because I don't follow the narrative so I end up
under attack & losing jobs.

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77420

I am a senior I have experienced isolation lack of social activities lost all of my volunteer jobs,
sports teams and yoga.

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77421

Lots of ways but main concern is Care Homes where no visitors allowed to 1 visitor, my mom
is 87 deaf, blind and alone. She’d chooses to end her life but our laws says she’s can’t. During
her elder years she’s alone

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77422

My daughter can not come home from NS to Ontario. She can not drive home and can not get
on plane or train after suffering mental health issues and being hospitalized in NS for the strain
of Covid mandates.

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77423

I lost my job, and now struggling with social anxiety

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77424

In every way! My children included

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77425

Cause me to take medical experiments to keep my job and to do what I want. Missed out on
opportunity etc etc

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77426

Negatively affected my mental health. I’ve suffered from discrimination, bullying, harassment,
segregation. I’ve lost work.

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77427

This has been horrible for me and my children. My 1 child has had serious depression from
masking and sports being taken away. My other child has had more asthma attacks since
masking. Myself had such an allergic reaction to masks that I had to be on antibiotics for 5
months. These mandates are unhealthy. If a person wants to wear it great but if we don’t then
we shouldn’t be made to. Don’t get me started on vaccination it should be a choice as well.
People losing their jobs b/c of it not right. Freedom of choice for my Own body

2/18/2022 10:53 AM
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77428

Every day and every way

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77429

They have made it so my kids are unable to play with friends, have torn apart my family.

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77430

Waiting for surgery

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77431

I cant do what i want.

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77432

I lost my job of 22 years

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77433

Made feel like a second rate citizen - “untouchable”, “undesired”, rejected

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77434

Lost business, lost wealth, lost enjoyment of life, liberty, and faith in institutions.

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77435

Division of family members due to statements made by Bonnie Henry and Adrian Dix.

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77436

The mandates have been so hard on my kids. Canceled school events including grad.

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77437

Two years

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77438

Terribly

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77439

It has severely restricted my business and every aspect of my personal life

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77440

My freedoms an rights have been stripped an my country is in major dept because of it an I
don’t see no way out

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77441

Rifts have been created amoungst family members, mental health issues, reactions to the
vaccine, loss of jobs, having no support person allowed in hospital for traumatic experiences,
kids education being affected negatively, and there's more

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77442

I can’t work because I won’t show my private medical information as a new condition of my
employment.

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77443

It limits rights and freedoms and bodily autonomy. I support free choice. Protect the vulnerable
but allow the healthy, working populace to go about the business of living. Is someone wants
to wear a mask, fine, do it. If someone wants a vaccine, fine, do it. But none of these things
should be forced. If a company wants to shut its doors or limit capacity, that should be the
choice of the owner. Publicly owned and funded entities, businesses, have no right to inflict
people with vaccines - with questionable efficacy - to be injected on threat of loss of
employment. That, to me, is overreach and criminal. Efficacy of this vaccine treatment is
suspect. We need decisions based on best outcomes. What has been happening is worst
outcome. We need to be able to pose questions. And we need to be able to question without
censorship.

2/18/2022 10:53 AM

77444

It has been one of the most toxic, extended periods of my life.

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77445

I don't pay taxes to have the gov limit my life over a non pandemic cause.

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77446

I become very stressful .

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77447

Had to quit my job, feel like a prisoner and outcast

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77448

FREEDOM OF CHOICE

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77449

I have lost my jobs friends family freedom of bodily autonomy freedom of choice for all has
been lost

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77450

Severely

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77451

Socially, economically, physically and emotionally!!!

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77452

Almost lost my house, unable to work, stress, anxiety, loneliness, loss of friendships. It will
take years to get back to where I was financially

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77453

Lost friends and family

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77454

Not much I live remote

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77455

I was unable to return to my job as a registered nurse after finishing my maternity leave and
my husband had to switch jobs. My children were unable to go swimming, to the zoo and other
regular childhood activities. When we travelled within the province we had to eat in the car or

2/18/2022 10:52 AM
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on the grass outside the restaurant. We have been treated as second class citizens. It has
caused immense tension and division within my extended family.
77456

Depression Loss of hope

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77457

In many ways

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77458

Lack of ability to travel to visit aging parents, honour student could not be admitted to
university of choice, missed milestone family celebrations, negative employment issues,
interrupted medical testing, mental health stress,

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77459

The pain of watching relationships fail families fall apart people lose their life’s work all while
politicians gain massively on investments that they have in the plandemic. I have been able to
keep my income going and haven’t been sick in a few years. I’ve done nothing to change my
lifestyle in the past 2 years I’ve respectfully broken every rule in the mandate. Do not have my
shots.

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77460

For the first time in my life I am afraid for my family’s safety and the long term well being of
my children and their future. The fact that the Canadian government would remove free choice
for a medical procedure without proper informed consent is shocking and i have lost all faith in
the political, media, and health care systems.

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77461

Many people are frieghtened by the false science, the restriction on travel to other provinces to
see family un vaxed.

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77462

Depression

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77463

Created conflicts with friends and family. Restricted our activities. Raised my blood pressure
with stress.

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77464

Depression

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77465

Destroyed my life

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77466

Work, division of family and friends, no social activity, depression, loneliness, poor quality of
life, my children have suffered, just to mention a few

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77467

Livelyhood

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77468

It Ruined my families life / the kids will never be the same

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77469

Feared losing my job. Vilified for my personal health choice.

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77470

No work,no family contact ,no travel to families in the east of Canada.I suffer from depression
and PTSD because of hate towards my beliefs

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77471

Impacted every aspect of my life.

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77472

It has destroyed friendships, destroyed our children's lives, it has caused major mental health
issues, put us into debt, that I don't think we will ever be able to get out of. It has caused a
major loss of faith and respect for any and all government officals, that will probably never be
restored.

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77473

Family, my restuanrt business

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77474

business losses, alienated from friends and family . Canceled my ‘trip of a lifetime’ for
staters…..

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77475

I've lost my job and my mental health has suffered dearly..I have two family members that are
now dying from the jab .I could go on and on but let's end there

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77476

Profoundly. It’s been horrible for me and my family.

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77477

Mental Illness in numerous family members. Family members with legitimate medical reasons
for not getting the experimental treatment have had to drop out of University. Depression is
massive among my friends and family and myself.

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77478

Beginning to turn Canada into a communist country I am now considered a lesser citizen. I
have seen people wish me death, without even knowing me. I have seen people acting justified
in their decision to discriminate against me for my medical decisions (including my employer).
I have been denied basic Charter Rights, like the right of mobility and now peaceful assembly.

2/18/2022 10:52 AM
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77479

Missing my family and my mother in law had to go into long term care and we can not visit her
and she is becoming very depressed that is just cruel, she and all of us have had all our shots
and wear mask and still not allowed to visit , this foolish has to end and we have to learn to
live with Covid and choose what protection we wish to support , should not be forced on us !!!!!

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77480

It has affected mine along with many many others! Depression and suicide is at a all time high
and you don’t see the government/prime minister worried about it! This is absolutely sick what
Trudeau has done! He needs to go!

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77481

Mental Health has Deteriorated.

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77482

Mentally crushed me

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77483

My freedoms have been taken away due to the government mandates

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77484

It has affected me terribly. I can't even do the basic freedoms that I have always known as a
canadian. It is affecting my kids, our family's eyc. It needs to stop! My anxiety and depression
has increased more then ever. Never had suicidal thoughts in my life until now. I don't even
recognize my country right now.

2/18/2022 10:52 AM

77485

Loss if work, money, social life hope

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77486

Destroyed it every aspect of it is traumatized

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77487

Family & friends have been divided which is very painful.

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77488

Diminished quality of life, restricted movement, caused segregation, discrimination, social
deterioration, mental stress, emotional anguish, financial hardships, lost opportunities,
isolation, mental abuse, verbal abuse, destruction of faith… and on and on etc

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77489

Social life causing depression

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77490

Depression, child is depressed, loneliness, financial trouble, losing family without seeing them
for 2 years, not being able to visit family and so much more.

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77491

It has restricted travel, it has ballooned the debt to a point that will only see further increases
to taxation. It has only served to create more division in society.

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77492

Couldn't watch my children do sports. Homeschool didn't allow me to take them out anywhere
for school events

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77493

Husband lost job, son can go swimming, join hockey etc. Has caused undue stress on our
finances, my marriage and for my son who has a learning disability. It has also affected our
health in a negative way. End all Federal and Provincial mandates including mandatory
vaccinations and quit penalizing people. We want our jobs back.

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77494

Limited to social gatherings and church services

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77495

I have never had issues with depression or anxiety, but these last few months I’ve experienced
both.

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77496

I feel like a second class citizen. I can't take my children for any activities or enjoy a meal out.
My children have suffered mentally and physically from mask wearing.

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77497

Loss of employment opportunity, and friendships

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77498

Everything.

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77499

They have made me a prisoner in my own country. We are now living in Cuba 2.0

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77500

Astronomically

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77501

Unable to move freely in and out of Canada. Unable to go into any establishment or sporting
events I like. Pitting family members and friends against each other. In other words, it effects
normal life as we knew it.

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77502

Loss of valuable time with family. Time is precious living out of province from family and not
being able to see them. Work for a federally regulated industry, take vaccine or lose your job
ultimatum. Have developed a dermatitis reaction and extremity joint pain from vaccine

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77503

Made it hard to do or say anything Trudeau is a tyrant He and the government are our
employees not the other way around. STOP THIS TRIANTY!@@ PEOPLE ARE NOT HAPPY

2/18/2022 10:51 AM
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WITH YOUR REIGN OF TERROR!!!!@@@@
77504

Stress and financial loss

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77505

My kids are not able to play sporting activities or go to school due to unscientific mask
mandates!!! I have not been able to finish my program at school due to vaccine mandates!

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77506

It has affected every part of my life...from medical treatment, to socially, to mistrust, to
disbelief in our system.

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77507

The mandates are horrible. I cannot breathe when I put mask on so my shopping time is about
20 mins max. It is dehumanizing I cannot go have a meal at a restaurant with my family
anymore. I cannot travel to visit my family. I am isolated , frustrated and lonely . Two and more
years living like this is no Life, no Freedom. It is stifling and non productive. My family has
been financially suffering. Enough of Mandates. It has to end🙏🙏🙏

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77508

Depression, financial struggles, lost friends to suicide. Uncertainty.

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77509

I’ve lost my job. I’m completely stressed. I feel like an outcast. I don’t feel safe. I think how it
would be better to go to sleep and never wake again.

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77510

Unable to travel for work. I have been able to hire some good employees due to companies
handing g out mandates.

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77511

Immensely!! My husband passed away in November and had many hospital stays and as a
result of the mandates and rules I lost an entire month of his life because I could not visit him
in the hospital to provide him the support he needed. I will never forget or forgive those who
took this time away from me to be with my husband. I am still lonely and isolated as a result of
these mandates.

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77512

I lost my teaching job of eight years for choosing not to take the vaccine while pregnant. I was
not even given the E.I that I paid into.

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77513

Restricted my freedom to travel, associate, turned fools against me over vaccines..

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77514

Had to retire three years to early

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77515

Restricted my movement and mental health and as a result my physical health due to weight
gain

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77516

I spent two years severely depressed and suicidal because of the forced isolation from
community. I cannot go out to a restaurant with my husband because of the pass. I still
struggle with fear and mental health issues.

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77517

It has made me a second class citizen. Introduced fear and anxiety to every aspect of public
life.

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77518

Misarebly!!

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77519

I can't visit my grandsons ,because I have to have a vaccines passport, I find it very difficult
to wear a mask all the time to go out do shopping are at work,

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77520

I have been more isolated and feeling depressed

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77521

It has segregated me and I have lost my job

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77522

I find I’m suffering depression and Exclusion even tho I am double vaccinated against my will I
was given an ultimatum get the shot or be out of work I fear the government will come for my
children if I don’t vaccinate them I will fight to protect my children at all cost. There is division
in my family and among friends that Trudeau has created with his words. I fear for Canada and
it’s future with this man as PM we need a change and now.

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77523

Extreme mental heath issues have developed in myself and my other family members. My
children's mother lost her existing job that she had before the pandemic and then lost her
second job due to the vaccine mandate.

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77524

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77525

Mental health deterioration. Financial struggles

2/18/2022 10:51 AM

77526

Loss of quality of life, loss of revenue mental health issues, child has not been in school
learning for 2 years

2/18/2022 10:51 AM
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77527

I have seen many broken relationships and falling apart of communities because of differing
opinions on how government/businesses have decided how to handle covid. Also, as a low
income person, inflation has been rough

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77528

It’s been challenging being able to bring my family out for dinners and to places that require
these vaccine passports because of the mandated vaccine

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77529

Mine and my children's life's have been halted. I have missed out on making memories with
my kids for being unvaccinated. I have been outcasted, looked down upon and have lost
family and friends due to my Vax status. All done by the government.

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77530

The isolation caused by the lockdowns and mandates have caused discrimination, depression,
anxiety

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77531

It has made for social isolation. In the beginning I agreed with it and I am twice vaccinated.
But it it time for it to end and let it take its course

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77532

My life

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77533

I don’t agree with the mandates. There is no point because obviously the mandates don’t work.
I fear for the children and the teens.

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77534

With loosing everything

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77535

Totally stopped social interaction. Stressed over the current issue that Prime Minister has
invoked scary for all canadians future

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77536

Not allowed to visit my mom because she lives in care home. Division with family, friends and
coworkers. Unable to watch my child play sports!!! Unable to do many things when casinos
have packed parking lots.

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77537

Limited my liberties, freedom, especially movement, job and educational opportunities, caused
mental health decline, financial loss and constraint, and on, and on. I haven't seen my family
for years too.

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77538

Canadians have been held hostage to tyrannical governments.

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77539

Travel Gas in the cost of everything going up

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77540

My sense of Canadians freedoms have been eroded by the overreach of government from
local to provincial to federal, the mandates have been extremely damaging to my relationships
with friends and family, choices were not given and threats to unvaccinated Canadians thrown
around, this is not the Canada I want to be a part of.

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77541

I moved from Ontario to Nova Scotia in December 2019, as the pandemic hit it has been
difficult to find work, since they made life challenging with mandates I as an educated
professional Engineer can not find work as I'm not vaccinated nor will I be with the Covid
Vaccine.

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77542

My entire family is questioning our own existence at this point

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77543

Fired from employment Shunned from some Family and Friends Exiled from some public
domains. Berated and ridiculed by authorities and some peers. ECT...

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77544

Basically lost 2 years of my life.

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77545

All of them

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77546

My anxiety has increased dramatically, I can’t handle being in large crowds for very long. I
don’t like leaving my home.

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77547

The same as it has affected everyone’s life…..we have become prisoners of our own Country

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77548

Not being able to visit my family in BC or to travel interprovincaly

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77549

Depressed, could not see family, restricted freedoms

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77550

Lowered the chances of obtaining gainful employment in my chosen career field. Also, the
masking of children, cancelation of sports, after school activities and in class activities such
as field trips, guests coming to schools has affected the quality of the kids are receiving.

2/18/2022 10:50 AM
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77551

I am a federal being placed on leave without pay effective March 01, 2022 due to choosing not
to disclose my vaccine status. Some friends and family refuse to see me due to not being
vaccinated. I cannot watch my 12 year old daughter play her sports because I do not have a
QR code.

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77552

My business is struggling and so are my kids mental health. All our mental health has been
affected with these mandates . It’s been hard to make friends for my little one . Everyone is
just DONE!

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77553

Halted my families life for 2 years. Also put on unlawful unpaid leave while working remotely.

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77554

It has devastated my retirement plan, business and my freedoms

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77555

Lost my Dad and could not be with loved ones. Losing my job shortly... Haven't been able to
support our local businesses.

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77556

I lost my business. I've lost income. I've lost mental health. I've lost friends and clients. Many
died from strokes or adverse events from the shots and the fanilies are scared to admit it
because of the manipulation and fear mongering from the media. and I've lost friends because
of how the Gov't and media divided people intentionally on this issue using hate speech and
bullying and blackmail and making it seem right to dp so.

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77557

Can't see my grandchildren, hostage in my own country

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77558

Work,finances, social, family divide,

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77559

How does it not affect everyone’s lives I do not agree with a passport which is a tracking
devise and is as bad as any communist county “show your papers “

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77560

I lost 30 years of my career as a restaurant server.

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77561

Can’t do anything or see anyone for all kids if different reasons

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77562

Not being able to travel work restrictions

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77563

I have been ridiculed excluded by family loss in wages. Can barely afford to live

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77564

Loss of work

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77565

Wrecked our way of life I don't feel free anymore

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77566

Mine and my 3 childrens mental health has been greatly affected. My 9 year old daughter can’t
breathe in masks and breaks out in rashes immediately from then she now has anxiety going
out in public for fear someone is going to yell at her. My children can’t attend school, or any
public activities. We can’t go to the theatre and out for dinner like we used too. We can’t really
go out and do anything like we used too. Our mental health has drastically changed. I lost my
job for months and months because of Covid. I defaulted on many loans, and am still trying to
catch up. I currently make $600 a month and work 165 hours a month. It’s the only job I can
get because of the mandates. I can barely afford to feed my family.

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77567

It has all but destroyed it. I am a professional musician & have hardly performed in two year &
the impact on our lives has been very negative from many different perspectives. (Mentally,
financially, emotionally etc.)

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77568

Descrimination from other Canadians. Attack on my charter of rights, freedom to move within
Canada. Job loss

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77569

Limited my travel and made me feel like a fool for wearing masks and making people tell me to
wear them

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77570

too many to list

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77571

In every possible negative way

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77572

No freedom

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77573

We have lost 3 friends due to covid inflicted mental health challenges and know of dozens
more in our community. I know of 1 person who was elderly who passed away and had covid

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77574

Horrifically. Stopped me from seeing family.

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77575

Discriminated against, suffering declining mental health, lack of access to public resources

2/18/2022 10:50 AM
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which I help pay for through my taxes
77576

my rights and liberties have been infringed, I live in fear under medical terrorism, I can't freely
leave this country, I feel hostage of my government.

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77577

Divided family and friends, seriously affected grandchildren forcing an experimental untested
jab on them . Who knows what will happen to them from it. Reduced businesses income,
closed small businesses. Churches not allowed to have services. Pastors thrown in jail ,
freezing bank accounts. Completely destroying economy, bringing in thousands of criminals
from other countries. Just a horrific time under this government, every person in parliament
should be charged with treason.

2/18/2022 10:50 AM

77578

Divided family, friends. Loss of employment Mental health

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77579

Caused my undo stress watching my children, deal with depression, my grandson not being
allowed to breath fresh air at school. just to name a couple.

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77580

Like most people in Alberta. Depression and no trust anymore with our government

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77581

My daughter and her family of five have had to move in with us after her husband lost his job
as a pilot

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77582

Anxiety depression

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77583

Fired from job

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77584

Yes

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77585

My mother died in a hospital without family being able to visit

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77586

I have no life now. I have been discriminated against. I have been so hurt by my rights taken
away.. I have lost my pride in being Canadian. I hate life her now..

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77587

Delayed cancer treatment

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77588

I can't not watch my children play sports

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77589

Destroying families friends and freedoms Has hurt my business This needs to stop

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77590

It has effect my mental health as well as my children not being able to socialize, see family,
travel! It had also made my business plunge to a point that I may never be able to build it up
again. Now I may have to leave home to work, I am a work from home Mom and this will
hugely affect my children!

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77591

Feeling that we are being controlled by the Government. And the charter of rights have been
taken down by our Government. Like they are forcing us to take the vaccine. And you get
money when you are vaccinated, not a Pandemic Pay at workplaces. Totally setting a platform
for division among the human race. And Discrimination towards the human race.

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77592

Non confidence in Government. We need a major overhaul of our systems.

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77593

It has turned friends and family against each other. I feel depressed and scared with the
direction my country is heading in. I don’t trust the media or our government anymore.

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77594

Lost my job until I complied. Affects my daughter who has spent half her life under these
insane conditions.

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77595

Made me a second class citizen, unjustifiably.

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77596

I feel limited. Anxious. Depressed. Overwhelmed and deeply saddened to be a Canadian.

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77597

My children have suffered in school and with depression and anxiety therefore as a parent it's
been extremely difficult to help them with so many restrictions. No proper counseling available.
My mom died Dec 6th from a heart attack because she was too scared to go to the hospital
due to covid and my dad had to do CPR on her at home but she passed away anyway. 💔

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77598

Lost wages. Discrimination. Restricted access.

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77599

The is Nazi Germany

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77600

How has it not affected everyone's lives. For what? A power hungry little tyrant? Get him out!!!!

2/18/2022 10:49 AM
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77601

They don't,I do not comply!

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77602

As a formerly very fit and athletic person, I haven't been to a gym in two years. I haven't been
able to go to restaurants with my family or wife for anniversaries, I almost lost my job, but
found an alternative.

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77603

It has made me feel like a second class citizen. I am extremely depressed. And if they
continue don’t see the point to life. I was unable to say goodbye to a family friend while she
passed. I have headaches constantly from the mask. But mostly I went from a happy fun
person to feelings of worthlessness

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77604

The mental health of myself and children has suffered immensely. Especially my daughter.

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77605

It has affected my whole life in every way we should have freedom of choice to do or not to

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77606

My special needs son suffered sitting at home isolated with no communication socialising and
learning development. He suffers lack of oxigen. Due to vaccination mandate I am at threat to
lose my job. My rights of freedom of mobility are violated and I can not go and see my senior
parents who need my support and presence living abroad. It’s Shame how the government
violates fundamental rights of people.

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77607

emotional well-being is compromised. Loneliness

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77608

Personally it has been mentally draining but overall not that affected. Friends and family
however have lost jobs, their homes and their ability to earn an income. One close friend lost
their business

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77609

Feeling confined

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77610

Loss of freedoms

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77611

I was forced to get the vaccine or lose my job. I’ve been slandered at work for not wanting to
receive it. I have been off work on a medical leave from anxiety and stress from the mandates

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77612

Our social life, family relationships and business has been hit hard

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77613

Loss income, suicides, friends and families torn apart, social division, segregation, Children’s
mental health ….. shall I go on?

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77614

its boring

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77615

11 month business closure millions in lost revenue forced vaccination

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77616

Inability to travel outside the country to visit immediate family. Limited gatherings with my
adult children. Unable to visit chronically ill family in the hospital.

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77617

Family won't see us if we are not vaccinated I can't take my kids to a restaurant or to the
movies. It has divided us the vaxxed against thr unvaxxed which should have never have
happened there should be no division only FREEDOM OF CHOICE

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77618

My parents are constantly locked down as though they are in prison - not being able to leave
their room for any reason if there is a case of positive covid in their residence - and because I
am not vaccinated I can't go to visit them

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77619

Lost my nursing job after 30 years. I have several immune disorders where my body is always
severely inflamed. I was told by my specialist to NOT get the vaccine. But there are no
exceptions for anyone without getting one shot first. So I lost my job as a well seasoned
nurse. These vaccines are not for all people. But since the prime minister is invested
financially in the vaccine Canadians have no choice. I believe in body autonomy and being free
to make choices. I can’t go out for coffee or to even eat a meal and even as I’m writing this I
feel who ever is reading it doesn’t give two shits.

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77620

Yes , my business and my loved ones !

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77621

Loss of income, loss of direction. Loss of friendships. Depression, anxiety, relationship strains.

2/18/2022 10:49 AM

77622

It helped keep me safe

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77623

mentally. im free, not suppose to be locked down in my country

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77624

Horribly ..

2/18/2022 10:48 AM
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77625

All of them

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77626

Life Sucks in Canada since the Tyrannical Mandates

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77627

Limited where I can go. Freedom of body autonomy.

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77628

Restrictions on family /community gathering sports etc

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77629

Segregation, loneliness, loss of income.

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77630

I feel so discriminated against constantly. Has brought a lot of heartache to my family.

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77631

Negatively. It should have never gotten to this point.

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77632

Yes, separation from family members and loos of help with handicapped family member

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77633

Negatively, The cure has been way worse than the disease.

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77634

Depression travel

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77635

I haven’t been able to see family in the US in over two years. I have a nephew I have never
met. I have new anxiety and health problems from wearing masks and changing regulations
and trying to help manage a flower business amidst different restrictions.

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77636

Very little, but as a small business owner I feel very sad for people who have had to choose
between a shot and their jobs! It crazy that we are in a point of life where a gov that's prides
themself on my body my choice would implement such totalitarian rules

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77637

People who used to be your friend now are not due to vax status. My children have missed out
on everything all sports. When get sick have to stay home whole family with no pay the list
goes on. Also testing 3 times a week when I am well just to keep my job. I ended up with a
open sore inside my nose!!! All this needs to end

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77638

Financial, mentality, emotionally ..

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77639

My special needs son is now an alcoholic and a drug attic because the group he lives with just
started to party all the time. PWD all got a $300 extra each month, for what exactly? My girls
went through a lot of stress and anxiety. I formed a parent group to help our kids through the
struggles but it has not been easy.

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77640

I'm not going to write the book in here, discrimination, inflation, loss of money, are just the tip
of the problem

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77641

I almost died from my vaccines during pregnancy and cannot live a normal healthy life with my
child. I’m scared everyday because of the injections. I had Covid and was totally fine but I’m in
prison because of the mandates

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77642

It has made my family divided , depressed, and withdrawn. It is not for the reasons they
believe it is. I am fearful of the affects going forward.

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77643

Depression, I can’t fly to see my family, loneliness, the division that was created brought so
much hatred amongst people instead of love.

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77644

Unable to breath and breath fresh air at work and all stores

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77645

I have a physical disability, it took away some of my physical abilities as I unable to get out
and do the things I could before that allows me to get much needed physical exercise. My
quality of life has been reduced due to social restrictions. My daughter has had 2 lung
infections and her lungs are filled constantly from wearing masks. My oldest daughter who
turned 15 informed me that she no wanted to live, everything she enjoys is gone. I had to
leave my job, my Husbands job has been difficult and has had a grave impact upon his health.
All directly stemming from lockdown, restrictions and mandates. Our family has been turned
upside down.

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77646

Major mental stress on myself and my family. Family and friends divided ! Not good all around!

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77647

Too many lockdowns to restaurants , sporting events and different provinces travel

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77648

Here in 🇺🇸 as bad and havnt been able to visit my home in Canada and family because of this
mandates.

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77649

Mandates are not giving anyone their Freedom as promised in the Charter of Rights.

2/18/2022 10:48 AM
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77650

Not much other than hearing ppl complain all about it. I just want to be safe

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77651

It has caused tremendous emotional and mental health stress. The way the government has
used fear to create division to allow them to strip us of any semblance of freedom and
normalcy is something I hope to never see happen again in my children’s lifetimes.

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77652

Depression,not seeing my grandma for two years (who is now passing from depression)
Cannot travel,visit family,run my business,stress on our family and friends

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77653

Makes my world feel like it’s going downhill, fast

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77654

Lost freedoms to visit family enjoy childrens sports and live life

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77655

My overall well being and financially impacted

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77656

In every way. My small business has been decimated for nearly two years. My basic human
rights have been violated. I cannot get on a train or plane, I do not drive so this is a major,
crushing impediment to my ability to see family members and friends and to my independence
as I must depend on others for transportation. Strife and conflict within my family over these
unlawful mandates have added to the stress I experience. Despite having a medical exemption
I have been discriminated against and refused access to food and necessary goods due to my
refusal to wear a useless mask that harms my health. Society has become ugly with faceless
people obediently conforming to cruel orders that harm our communication and humanity.

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77657

I had to make a very hard decision that went against what I truly believed in. I required a
vaccine passport in order to support my children's mental and physical health (organized
sport). I really wanted more time to decide if the vaccine was something I wanted/needed
inside me. I wanted the choice without negative consequences. I have followed all other PHO
through out this pandemic, which were sufficient during the peak of two variances, but don't
believe in mandatory injection. My mental health has suffered during the last two years as I
have second, third and even forth guessed myself for almost every decision I needed to make.
With PHOs changing, some times daily, it felt easier to sit still and wait for it to change again.
The last two years has been a beautiful recipe for depression; fear and anxiety! Enough is
enough, we have to move forward, sideways any way but backwards!

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77658

it hasn't

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77659

Caused severe depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77660

We feel like we have lost our freedom, everything our loved one fought for, is gone

2/18/2022 10:48 AM

77661

Unable to my life in freedom and do the things that make my life enjoyable and healthy like
going to the gym. I’m also stressed to the max that we have a crazy disgraceful Prime
Minister making decisions he’s unqualified to make

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77662

Fearful and angry

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77663

As a unvaxed person I cant go anywhere

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77664

i cant leave this country at my own free will. Which I am intending to do at the soonest
moment. I will not live in a fascist dictatorship.

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77665

These mandates have deeply affected my mental health as humans we are social creatures
and thrive in social environments. Isolation has done the opposite and my children's mental
health continues to decline as well. These mandates I feel have done more harm them good.

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77666

Caused isolation from families, mistrust of neighbors, fear

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77667

My wife had to walk away from her job and start her own business because she chose not to
be vaccinated. Still lost $7-8k in that process.

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77668

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77669

None I don't use one I get panic attacks from them thanks to are usless government all need
to go to jail.

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77670

Depressed, because I am not 'allowed' to go anywhere!

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77671

I have trouble breathing with a mask on. I have chest pain constantly which started 3 days
after my second vaccine shot. My children have struggled with bouts of anxiety and
depression from being under lockdown.

2/18/2022 10:47 AM
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77672

All

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77673

Forced to get vaccinated even though I don’t feel like it’s a good move for myself or my family,
but the alternative affected the mental health of my children

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77674

Limited all social contacts at times kept me from celebrating holidays and family celebrations
with my family kept me from attending church kept me from seeing my daughter who could not
visit as she lives in another country Affected my income Curtailed my freedom m as a
Canadian in so many ways It has been oppressive in CNada for two years I imagine like.
Living in communist China

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77675

Unable to visit my Mom in Hospital. Grandkids having to wear masks. Missing school for the
kids! Just all and out the social activities of life. These mandates are criminal! They must end
now!!

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77676

Friend committed suicide

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77677

I cannot travel out of the country to do my mission programs, or even family out of the country.

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77678

Family members losing their job and some had to quit university

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77679

Made it so I can’t go out and do anything

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77680

I have lost my job and will probably be losing my license die to the mandates. The mandates
have caused my family and I considerable stress and exacerbated existing mental health
disorders. These mandates have caused rifts between some of my family and friends and they
have caused massive division in society.

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77681

My job, having proper washroom facilities be able to wash my hands. Oh sit down in a clean
warm washroom at a customer. Be able to sit with family and friends at a restaurant. Going to
Hospital to visit my mom was a struggle.

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77682

Brought back the trauma of childhood in a communist country!

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77683

I live in a rural area so we don't have a lot of the activities that the more populated areas have.
I haven't been able to go to our local community hall for any activity for the last 2 years. I have
lost friends or people who I thought were my friends. I've been restricted on traveling. I have
lost 3 immediate family members over the last 2 1/2 years (not to Covid). We were not able to
have a proper funeral services. My mental state of mind has fluctuated greatly. When you live
in more remotely areas the contact with the local community is very important. I like where I
live but you need that contact when you want or need it.

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77684

I have lost my job and my mental health has suffered.

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77685

It has been unbearable.. I feel like a hermit and have been tired away from medical clinic in
Morden.. refused medical help by Dr Hildebrand a woman dr. This segregation and
discrimination has taken a toll on everyone

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77686

Tension in many relationships both community, family, church.

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77687

Segregation, division, loss of pay

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77688

It affected my life. My job. My loved ones. The entire world. It has destroyed humanity

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77689

mental illness

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77690

I was fired from my job, am ostracized from society, put on the lowest priority for medical care,
denied unemployment insurance, the mandates have all but destroyed my life

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77691

Loss of income. Loss of freedom. Distrust of government, police, media and big tech.

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77692

The division with family and friends...the world in general

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77693

I'm a Fitness instructor and lost my job at my venue bc of the vaccine mandates. I think it's
discrimination to ask someone for a vaccine passport and I refused to do it. Espesially when
vaccinated and unvacinated can both transmit the virus. I'm a homeschool parent, we've lost
access to library programs, swimming and other extra curricular activities. I've been bullied,
harrassed and called a discrace to society because I refuse to take this covid vaccine. Too
many people around me have had major reactions or death to this vaccine. All the people I
know that have had covid have been vaccinated. My mental health has always been good, but

2/18/2022 10:47 AM
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during these lockdowns my mental health has been terrible. The stress has affected my
marriage. My husband now has to drive 16 hours to work because he can't fly to camp. He
recieved his 1st vaccine because of the mandates and started having heart problems right
after. He is terrified for his life to get the second dose.
77694

The biggest impact has been the division it has caused in my family. And Trudeau’s hate
speach has really impacted my beliefs I held, that Canada is free and safe country, up to the
time when he said (how much longer will we tolerate these people and what are we going to do
with them). I no longer believe that I am safe in my own country. This has never been about
our health or safety, it's about total control. Trudeau needs to resign and he needs to be tried
for treason, because he is selling us out to the second Hitler ( Klaus Schwab) and the so
called top doctors of each province need to be tried for multiple first degree murders for
preventing early treatment. I stay away from my doctor's office because of being pressured to
take the vaccine and not even listen why I am there. I pray to god that none of my family or I
need to be hospitalized because I won't go there, I have decided I will die at home before
stepping foot into a hospital in my own country. I do no longer trust that Dr's, the hospitals or
the health department care about my health at all.

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77695

It restricts my life and that of my children.

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77696

negatively affected by mental health and that of my daughter, feeling betrayed by government,
elderly family members' mental health and physical health deteriorated precipitously due to
lack of social interactions

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77697

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77698

We have lost family due to them choosing government over us and being afraid of us because
we made a choice not to take the vaccine. We are ok if you take the vaccine. We weighed our
risks and we also had Covid and used early treatment as we didn’t want to be a hospital
number and we got over Covid very quickly. We want to travel. We don’t want to be treated as
a second class citizen. It is very emotionally hard. Our teenagers are suffering. This needs to
end !

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77699

Made us unable to travel as we used to. Our children cannot participate in the things they used
to enjoy. Constant anxiety about where this tyranny will head. Income decrease because I
cannot work as I once did. My husband lost a job because, he won't were a mask. Our church
was threatened....

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77700

Husband lost job due to "covid"; now 'unhireable' due to unvaxxed status. Both of us living on
my subsistence government pension. Mother died alone and heartbroken; hadn't seen a single
friend or relative in months; priest was not allowed in to administer last rites. Mother-in-law & 2
friends died of "unknown causes" following "vaccination." We cannot leave and seek life
elsewhere; held prisoner in our own country.

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77701

Makes me fear for my freedom which is far more important to me that government imposed
'safety' from a virus with low death rate.

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77702

They have take my rights of being able to go out in social settings and from supporting small
businesses

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77703

Negatively on all aspects. Including mental health, running my business

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77704

It has taken away my rights to visit loved ones when healthy, breathe fresh air, work and
support my family, and stressed children out to the point that mental health is a serious issue.

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77705

has injured and fractured families and friends.... sadly, some of these injuries will be
permanent. The willful ignorance just got overwhelming... some of these people, sadly, will pay
a huge price in years to come. We decided to not shop in some stores we have shopped in for
years! Their staff became mean spirited, spiteful, just plain ugly to the very people that allowed
them to have a job. Most masked and 'vax' people do not have any idea what they put into
their bodies, and will not do the real research to find out masks used everyday, everywhere, in
all people, dirty or clean... DO NOT DO ANYTHING EXCEPT HURT THE WEARER! I worked
in healthcare 35 years, and there is a time to 'mask up,' but it is not just to 'follow the leader!'

2/18/2022 10:47 AM

77706

It has limited my ability to work and generate income despite working alone and it’s created
much division and a toxic environment in the workplace

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77707

No work

2/18/2022 10:46 AM
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77708

extremely negatively.

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77709

Can't travel, see family, go to restaurants, go to church. Depression from all of this. Stopped
going anywhere that requires a mask because I can't breath. Don't trust doctors anymore they
are doing the government's bidding. Haven't had a check up in 2 years.

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77710

Lost my home

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77711

Mentally, it has pulled my family apart

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77712

Family and friends division, lost 19 year old to drug overdose . Isolation has caused
depression . And financial anxiety.

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77713

In every way possible

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77714

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77715

Restrictions

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77716

Alot of stress

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77717

many ways health and mental health

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77718

Job loss, depression, anxiety. My kid's can't play sports. It's separated my family.

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77719

The inability to see grandchildren, travel, church, constant fear of what’s next,

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77720

I’m not allowed in any restaurants, public sporting events, indoor walking tracks and people are
either afraid of me or treat me with disdain as I am unvaxxed. I’ve never had Covid or given it
to anyone else. The people I know in my community who have it have had Covid are
vaccinated. The winter in Manitoba has been awful with blizzard after blizzard and freeezing
temperatures. I can’t get out and walk and am not allowed in the hew sports center with indoor
walking track because of my unvaccinated status. I am no threat to anyone. It’s been lonely
and isolating. The vaccines don’t work. They don’t prevent yiu from getting Covid and they
don’t prevent transmission. Yet the hospitals are full of vaccinated people. Please drop the
mandates and let us live our lives.

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77721

People with the vaccines are the ones that can go in restaurants and they are the people that
are getting the virus and giving the virus to unvaccinated . My father and mother and my family
voted Liberal all there life . If they were alive today they would be devasted how Trudeau is
handling the situtation with the truckers . My opinion Trudeau is being an ass . The truckers
are hard working people and they are not bad people . I am ashamed to say that my family
were Liberals . The only person I trust and will not let you down is God

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77722

Economic and emotional and physical health went down

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77723

Not able to attend kids sporting events. Virtual schooling is not good for children. Employment
opportunities are lessened for spouse.

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77724

Made me a marginalized citizen being discriminated against and unable to fully participate in
society based on a completely false “scientific” assumption. As a teacher, masks make me
unable to fully connect with my students and develop proper relations with them. The students
are irrationally afraid.

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77725

It's ruining my retirement. 😞

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77726

mental health, is taking a hit..

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77727

Very depressed

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77728

My spouse and me distancing from family and friend. This is not canada. Were soppose to be
free. Live with covid 19. Make our own decisions. That's it.

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77729

Lost my work and my savings

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77730

Financially, personally with lost relationships, inability to travel and go to restaurants,
segregation.

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77731

I haven’t seen my family and friends and not be able to do day to day things, and I have been
drinking more.

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77732

yes it has, families fighting with families, people afraid to do anything and people getting sicker

2/18/2022 10:46 AM
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77733

My daughter cannot see the faces of her classmates or teachers. I cannot use our community
rec center: take her swimming/skating. We leave our community and drive all the way to
shipyards North Vancouver to skate

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77734

Unable to visit relatives, unable to exercise, unable to care for my senior mother,

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77735

I have lost work. My family now fights and my blood boils. Time to get this maggot out of
office

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77736

It has made me very anxious and worried. My children have missed out on 2 year of being
normal kids who can run and play. My older child missed her graduation and has delayed
college because she doesn’t want to get a vaccine. I lost income due to shut downs and
reduced capacity and have struggled to make enough to make ends meet. I don’t know if my
business is going to make it.

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77737

Lost my small business, my children's sports were cancelled, deep depression, anxiety I didn't
have before, further distrust of my government.

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77738

It’s all BS

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77739

What a stupid question

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77740

Removed my ability to travel to see my family in a country that I am supposed to have the
right to travel freely.

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77741

Seeing a lot of division and stress between opposing sides in my family. One of my son’s got
Crohn’s disease within two weeks of vaccination. Another young son was uncomfortable
getting the vaccine and I support that given what happened. He couldn’t see Spider-Man with
the family (i stayed home with him). We can’t travel to the US as a family. Uncertainty about
family plans going forward.

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77742

It forced me to permanently close my brick and mortar business. It has forced me into debt.
Sent me into depression. Severed many personal relationships and now has my family deeply
concerned for the future. Especially in regards to the EMA and now the cancellation of debates
in parliament (Feb 18)... Our government is becoming scary, tyrannical and I am not feeling
hopeful for the future, for my child's future as a Canadian.

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77743

Separating friends and family

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77744

Created a lot of anxiety. Created a divide between loved ones. Created scarcity and fear of
lack. And not food costs ans gas cost have gone up and cost of living is near unmanageable.

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77745

I lost my job, my mother-in-law needs to be in a mental institution because of no socialization.

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77746

I’m retired so not really effected by them other than a bite of stress, but seeing a lot of people
hurt by this nonsense

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77747

I feel like a slave in my own country and it actually feels like jail

2/18/2022 10:46 AM

77748

Has separated our family, very hard on the mental systems to not go and socialize with others,
masks being hard for breathing. All in all this has been very hard to try and live and not having
freedoms to do so.

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77749

I have been discriminated in travel. I can't fly anywhere. I have been discriminated in my
apartment complex as I can not attend social functions being unvaccinated. I am restricted
from attending any function that requires one of those stupid Passports that will end up
tracking people.

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77750

Not seeing family .mom in care home..funerals weddings restaurants list goes on

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77751

Terrible

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77752

Negative

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77753

Lost a jib, not avle to watch my grandson play hockey, unable to visit family, cant go out to a
restaurant. Division between people cant fly out of the country.

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77754

Can’t go anywhere cause not Vaxxed!! Can’t have social gatherings or dances which are as a
big part of our weekends as husband is a musician!!

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77755

Physically, mentally, emotionally, financially, and spiritually. It has affected my family, friends,

2/18/2022 10:45 AM
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Socially. It has destroyed by life. These mandates have been tyranical. Mandates that have
been proven not to work. Why are we being mandated on something that is not effective nor
safe.
77756

Taken away my freedom to enter places and venues that require vaxx passports! Unable to
fly...have respiratory ailments and masks besides being useless hinder my breathing!

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77757

It has in every aspect.

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77758

Work

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77759

I missed my grandkids Christmas dance recital because of the mandates

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77760

Job loss

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77761

I lost a job and now I am struggling to support my family the mental health has been awful.

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77762

Stress, grandchildren being forced to wear masks in schools, no graduation for my
granddaughter, not being aloud to visit a dying friend in hospital, seing my family and friends
take the vax because of fear.

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77763

I have a side effect from the vaccine now have heart conditions. Anxiety when masking. And
what was the point we still got covid.

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77764

I got pregnant twice!!!

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77765

Sudden bilateral sensorineural deafness, from unknown cause a year ago. Plus
vestibulardamage(Isolation at its finest)These mandates have divided my families through
judgment and disowning. My own therapist refused to book meetings due to my AHS mask
exemption. I was sent home 3x having autoimmune inner ear disease, covid/pneumonia at the
hospital. Because I was unvaxed. After 2 amblance rides I was still not given antibiotics..all
this within 4weeks of sickness. My ex wanted to keep my child away from me another 2
weeks after 6 weeks from that covid illness. Every one has their idea of how to handle covid
and nothing has worked! 2 years and we are all lost with fact checking, censorship, AND
LIES!! I CAN'T COUNT THE PEOPLE I PERSONALLY KNEW WHO HAVE DIED FROM
SUICIDE AND OVERDOSES WITHIN THESE 2 YEARS. United we STAND Divided we fall.

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77766

separated friendships, friends & family don't want to communicate anymore, have closed a
small business I was working at. I can't freely go to places anymore. taken away our freedoms

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77767

Increased anxiety, fear, mistrust of government, added stress and division amongst friends
and family.

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77768

They have made me depressed, sad,lonely, and given me anxiety

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77769

Has divided me from my family and friends… which in turn has caused declining mental health
😢daughter also lost her job during the lockdown …

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77770

Limited sports ,education ,travel freedoms, masks harm our health so much more

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77771

Division in close family circles and church. Health concerns for my kids masking in school

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77772

Isolation from family, friends and activities

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77773

Keep me distance from family and friends

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77774

Mandate has hindered my job as a news reporter; kept me out of the democratic process;
blocked full participation in my faith; prevented me from visiting my dying family member;
prevented me from travelling to another province to visit our Father in law, stigmatized me in
the eyes of my community; I have not to my knowledge acquired the virus, nor have I passed
on the virus.

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77775

Everything!

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77776

Family members fired from lifelong career, elderly & frail mom no longer can have any visitors
at her assisted living complex & health issues do not allow her to leave, family & friends rifts
and division, segregation does not permit use of facilities such as gyms, municipal pool,
sporting or concert events, or restaurants with other family members, seeing and experiencing
increasing anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77777

Medically exempt and still can't go out

2/18/2022 10:45 AM
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77778

my husband lost his job for a private medical decision and our children can’t even read books
from the library as I cannot enter the library to get a library card

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77779

The overwhelming stress has caused me to not sleep properly for the past 14 months

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77780

I have lost my job that I loved. I don't see family members anymore. My mental health has
declined drastically. I have a sadness that I have never known.

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77781

My husband lost his job. The stress caused his heart attack at 45. Division in family and with
friends. We were coerced to get vaccinated or lose work. Still got Covid from a vaccinated
family member.

2/18/2022 10:45 AM

77782

Income. Social life. Stress

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77783

Very negatively! Got me close to suicide!

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77784

Chicane dans la famille, pour les non-vaccinés. On peu plus aller au cinéma comme avant.
Obligé de porter le masque partout où on va ( difficultés à respirer avec le masque). Couvrefeu obligatoire. Et la passe sanitaire obligatoire pour aller dans les magasins à grandes
surfaces ou pour voyager.

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77785

Unvaccinated, kids can't play sports, I went on stress leave, lost income due to vaccine
mandate. Kids play more video games then ever, we are a healthy family believes in
holistically healing and being healthy

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77786

I got the vaccine to be able to take my kids to their activities. I now have a heart problem and
monitored by a cardiologist.

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77787

Lost my job , been discredited, shunned and excluded , mentally abused because I did not get
the experimental drug

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77788

Discrimination, mental health

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77789

I've lost faith in the government. I don't trust our Prime Minister's motives and believe he is
self-serving and following a dangerous globalist agenda. I have thought of leaving the country I
was born in. It's been a shocking, horrifying thing to witness.

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77790

Made it worse. Didn't prevent me catching Covid

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77791

The mandates affected my life by watching people be divided, treat others like lepers if they
did not take a vaccine, I watched the Government brainwashed the masses…. Sickening!
Nurses and Doctors loose their integrity , the reputation of so many lost there integrity because
they followed a lie That the Vaccines work. Vaccines do not work! The corruption , lies of our
Government are so in the face it is so obvious! That they have convinced themselves of their
own stupidity , and corruption. All passports have to stop And let people live! Travel, smile,
hug , dance , celebrate , enjoy life to the fullest! Thank you Bev

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77792

Depression

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77793

My father n law died alone in the hospital January 20, 2022

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77794

No freedom to move freely and enjoy life. Stressful and maddening unfair.

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77795

Socially, economically, mentally, spiritually

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77796

Closures of business and loss of business and income

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77797

Own a small business that is really struggling and losing clients due to mandates. Mental
health at an all time low.

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77798

I’m a prisoner in my own country

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77799

Greatly

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77800

I see segregation in families, communities and workplaces. So many people have lost their
jobs. A lot of people are just feeling hopeless. The protests have given people hope for a better
Canada.

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77801

I lost my job.

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77802

Stress full and counterproductive to true life

2/18/2022 10:44 AM
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77803

Financially, infringed on my ability to visit my aging Father. Depression and skin irritation all
over my face from the masks being worn 10 hrs a day, segregated at work, division and loss of
family and friends etc etc

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77804

Watching my children be forced to wear masks in school to learn and play and them asking me
to take them off and me not having control over that. And being forced to be vaccinated in
order to do normal daily things such as work!

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77805

Completely

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77806

Cannot see my newborn grandson. Cannot move freely in my community. Great concern as
the premier of BC is a member of the WEF. Only see it getting worse.

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77807

My 14 year old daughter is unvaccinated. She has been shunned, bullied and left out because
our government has chosen to punish her for not getting a vaccine that we have ZERO long
term studies on. She has been excluded from society due to these vaccine passports. The
way our government has divided us into two classes of citizens is unforgivable. I believe the
governments around the world have done a terrible job with their response to the pandemic.
They have completely ignored our children’s well-being and mental health. They have spent
enormous amounts of money on the response that should have gone into improving our
healthcare system years ago. I am very concerned for our children’s future and that of
generations to come. We have failed them while using them as a shield to protect the adults
when it should always be the other way around. I’m afraid the collateral damage from the
RESPONSE to covid will far outweigh the deaths to covid for years to come.

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77808

depression, quality of life

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77809

Somewhat, but limited. I currently live in Texas, and we don’t travel

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77810

I was fired from my job because I wouldn’t get the vaccination

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77811

It has caused fear among people and caused separation between family and friends. The
mandates do not make any sense and are destroying the economy.

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77812

It’s made my life hell and my kids lives. Their lives revolve around sport which they have not
been able to do, during crucial years of their development.

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77813

Negative

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77814

Freedom of choice is the most important issue. No matter who you support, be free to choose

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77815

As a mental health clinicians. I’ve had clients end their lives due to isolation, addiction and
depression caused by hopelessness I have seen families turn against one another and
creating impacting their children's mental health I’ve seen clients who are trauma survivors
harassed and physically attacked in public settings for exercising their right to mask
exemptions And I’ve seen a 10x more still births and miscarriages of vaccinated clients in my
perinatal population. In addition to sky rocketing birth trauma as a result of newly implemented
hospital policies

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77816

Mental health Loss of friends and family (Government generating for or against division) loss of
income inability to travel to see family

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77817

Travel, restaurants, skating at rink, skiing at Poley, haircut, church, dance classes, funeral
parlor for people I knew,

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77818

I can’t travel to see my family in Ontario. Can’t go to restaurants and events. Lost friends and
family who don’t want to be around us. I get depressed which I’ve never been in my life before.
I look at my Canada which I love and always been so proud of and feel lost. I don’t recognize it
anymore.

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77819

To many restrictions.

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77820

My adult community that I reside has enforced the vaccine passport. I’m a widow, that moved
into this area on the on-site of COViD. I live a lonely life and have contemplated suicide

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77821

I have been discriminated against

2/18/2022 10:44 AM

77822

Mistrust in our politicians. Inability to travel out of the country. I have lost friends. I cannot visit
my dad in his care home. I cannot visit my grandma who is dieing. The cost of living in my life

2/18/2022 10:44 AM
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has increased substantially due to the policies enacted which cause supply issues cause
people are no longer working.
77823

It forced me to take a vaccine in order for me to be able to eat, pay bills and survive although
intuition was advising me otherwise.

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77824

too long

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77825

Family has long income. And I have a grandaughter that was born at the start of this covid
stuff. She is special needs and was not able to get the Medical help that she needed.

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77826

Social life if my child

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77827

My personal health decision has not been considered and I have lost my rights as a citizen
because I react to any medical procedure harder than the average. My doctor was not even
allowed to give me an exemption an I know that jab would have harmed me. I have not been
able to see family because I can’t fly anywhere. Cruelty !

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77828

Turned some family against each other, bin isolated more . Watch our favourite restaurant s
close because they were not allowed to have enough customers come in.

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77829

It has made my family divided!

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77830

No socializing

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77831

All of #8

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77832

My vision is effected from constant expelling of co2 into my eyes, i wasnt allowed to go visit a
dying family member, or attend their funeral. I have been discriminated against by my peers, i
have given up my career because of coercion to get a vaccine with minimal data proving its
safety and effectiveness.

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77833

It’s been hard and mostly my children and my marriage

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77834

I can not hold business meetings, I can not go out to a nice dinner with friends, I can not go to
agriculture functions

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77835

It has restricted my freedoms to mobilize, travel, and most importantly work to feed my family.
My mental health has been tampered with. Emotional damage.

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77836

We have a four year old that has done zero extracurricular activities - she needs to do
something. Our six year old has been able to do a bit but Always asks “when will Covid be
over?” … it’s over. The science is here and we need to learn to live with it.

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77837

Mental health has taken a tole! Facing the loss of an income as policy put in at work to be
vaccinated or loss of job. At a time when prices are crazy high! Very sad seeing the hatred of
community members being so divided.

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77838

social distancing family gatherings, and my rights to be able to breath fresh air

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77839

I cannot wear masks because of my anxiety. Not able to take my family for a meal at a
restaurant. Not allowed in my gym to exercise. It has affected my marriage negatively.

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77840

Went from the most prosperous year in business to date in 2019 to struggling to pay my bills
and fighting to stay alive every passing month since. I still don’t know if I can save my
company, but further mandates will surely shut me down forever.

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77841

More fear about where the world is going; more depressed; anger that our freedom is being
taken away.

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77842

Cant do things I should be able to do. Dividing Canadians, families etc

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77843

The mandate forced me to put a vaccine into my body that I did not want. If I refused, I would
have lost my job, my livelihood. I had no choice and this is wrong! It has caused division
within our family and amongst friends. It has caused so much hate.

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77844

It has not affected our lives as we continue to respect the process but will not live in fear

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77845

It has made me in a terrible state of mind, forget what it feels like to see peoples exspressions
on there face. Social skills and just about everything that makes you feel human!

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77846

Work/income. Personal mental health as well as my child’s mental health and I have another

2/18/2022 10:43 AM
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child on the way.
77847

Lost my job, having difficulty getting another one. My health and psyche has been diminished
by it as well.

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77848

I lost my job!

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77849

Stress in marriage and division in extended family and church. Fear of repercussions if I don’t
follow.

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77850

Depression, anxiety, loneliness, withdrawn, sad

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77851

family seperation and my sons schooling

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77852

Family is torn apart! Mental health a problem . Belief !! No Hope of a future!

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77853

It has had a huge impact on my small business as there has been a reduction in capacity
limits.

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77854

Limited our freedom of movement, association with others, dividing of families, blaming each
other.

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77855

I had to retire because of stress from all the changeable covid rules I couldn't travel sit in a
restaurant go to church masks really bother me no hugs can't see family friends causes fights
mental health you name it

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77856

As a therapist I have noticed so many more couples split, I’ve had issues in my relationship.
People are suffering unprecedented anxiety and depression. Friends have lost jobs. My son
has had several depression and suicidal thoughts.

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77857

Stopped me from returning to work .saying proper goodbyes to loved ones .visiting the elderly

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77858

Obviously, I don't trust anyone pushing a drug that is going to make me "feel better".

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77859

My husband was forced to get a vaccine that he did not believe in in order to keep his job! I
have had to miss so much work because of Covid rules that I lost my job

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77860

I can not go to the gym or restaurants or travel

2/18/2022 10:43 AM

77861

Greatly in every way. Feel my charter rights and voice and personal medical freedom and
privacy have been stripped away under this PM

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77862

It’s created fear and anxiety, resentment and non confidence in our government

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77863

Wife has lost her job due to jab BS. Not being able to visit family and friends . Made me very
judgemental of people . Lost the ability to move freely.

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77864

Depression

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77865

My ability to practice in healthcare is being affected

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77866

I am disconnected from my family, my work has slowed down, cost of living has skyrocketed
and several people I know have committed suicide

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77867

Like kinda made me feel like a hermit, not going anywhere or doing anything

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77868

Termination Anxiety Depression Higher consumption of alcohol Weight gain

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77869

Hard time to find work

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77870

how has it not affected everyone's lives? my life is miserable, i feel trapped in my own country
with no control over my own life.

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77871

My childrens mental health is steadily declining . My 10 year old says he hates his life and
wants to die . They can’t go anywhere or do anything . They’ve been imprisoned for 2 years .
They’re education and school has been greatly impacted . The rivalry between myself and ex
spouse regarding the children and being vaccinated has caused serious animosity . I lost my
job and unable to support my children . Causes a divide between our families ! I didn’t get to
see family members before they passed away as they were in long term care and we weren’t
allowed to visit so they died alone ! These mandates have affected every single aspect of
mine / childrens lives . This is just a small insight to what the mandates have caused !!! This
needs to end now !

2/18/2022 10:42 AM
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77872

My kids freedom and everything to do with my kids.

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77873

I feel discriminated and it has divided us

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77874

My kids have lost all sense of normalcy. The mental health trauma is unreal in everyone and
the divide of people is absolutely disheartening

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77875

What life. We have had NO life since this started.

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77876

has affected jobs in the family and livelihood and the children have been stripped of everything
they live for , their sports , being treated like nobodies by authorities that are suppose to be
leaders for our families and children

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77877

No freedom of choice for my own body

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77878

OPENED MY EYES TO "THINGS ARE NOT WHAT THEY SEEM" AND HAS ME WANTING
TO BE PART OF A NEW PARADIGM, BASED ON LOVE OVER EGO/ACQUISITION/MORE
MORE MORE

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77879

Can’t go out to restaurants,socializing.

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77880

I am on antidepressants/anxiety medication for first time in my life. I have trust issues,
sleeping problems, ptsd. My family is completely divided. I don’t talk to any of the friends I
used to have. Lost money from clients being to afraid to come in for massage. The clients who
do come in for massage dump all of their Covid trauma on me as well. It’s been tough on
everyone. Kids and seniors have had it the worst.

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77881

Moved me into poverty status. Isolated.

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77882

Depression, anxiety and isolation.

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77883

Loss of employment and livelihood

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77884

All

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77885

Job loss, mental health tanking End this now!!

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77886

the restrictions have prevented gathering with family and friends

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77887

Losing time with family and friends. Living my life to its fullest. Loss of work. Loss of friends
and family. Mental health has been the biggest problem in my family. This is a virus that is not
going away. We need to learn how to live with it, it won't be beat. Too many people dying or
have adverse reactions from the vaccine, it's NOT acceptable!

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77888

In many ways, made necessary travel very difficult, My wife passed away, she had a large
circle of family and friends that were not allowed to attend the service all in the name of a virus
that transmitted regardless of all covid meassures.

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77889

Lost my job

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77890

Risk of job loss, limited in where I can take my family especially my children, unable to view
sports events

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77891

Loss of work and made me affraid

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77892

Can't travel or move freely. Watching a dictatorial child crime minister destroy our liberties and
freedom

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77893

Not being able to watch my kods play sports, seeing my kids excluded from activities because
they don't have a passport, declining health due to not being allowed at my gym, kids being
harassed for not wearing masks all thr time...

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77894

My kids aren’t in school. We live isolated, don’t travel and don’t participate in society

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77895

My small children, ages four and one have been deprived of a normal childhood. I have been
physically and verbally assaulted for having a medical mask exemption. My husband’s income
has been negatively impacted by supply chain issues.

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77896

When my research showed the solution to the pandemic was cheap and available, but was
being blocked by our govts and health officials, the ongoing mandates caused me to lose all
faith and trust in our political, health, and judicial system.

2/18/2022 10:42 AM
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77897

My business has lost significant revenue over the past two years. I work with children and I
see their pain!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! This is the first time in history (I believe) that children have been
sacrificed by adults. Before, we sacrificed to make their lives better. How can we do this to our
future. Children are our future!!!!!! The people advocating to inject kids with an experimental
drug, then advertise that kids have strokes too because it is affecting their hearts are
criminally insane. All this for money and power. Criminally insane!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77898

We haven't eaten at a restaurant since it came into affect. Our children can't take part in
sports/lessons at certain venues. Our children can't skate at the local arena.

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77899

Very negatively, my family has suffered mental health and financially for the past two years . It
feels like everything is a fight. It's time to go back to normal.

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77900

Affected freedom of choice of what goes in my body, affected my job, and so much more.

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77901

Many different ways!

2/18/2022 10:42 AM

77902

Worst two year for my families mental health

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77903

Caused depression and isolation and inability to see my doctors and counselors Closed the
church closed the rec center so i lost being able to get physically well. It is horrible !

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77904

Loss of freedom! Loss of income! Loss of family! Depression.

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77905

It brought fear & division and loneliness to our life. It took away from our children’s education
and childhood. My husband lost his family business and almost his health. We lost some
friends due to their fear of us and our fear of them. Many other disturbing and unpleasant daily
situations…

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77906

Caused division and has negatively impacted every relationship I have. Could not assist my
elderly parent and bury loved ones.

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77907

Stopped me from living

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77908

Meh

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77909

I am a musician. Very tough to get work. Linley staying home alone for 2 years. Depression.

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77910

I was separated from my family.

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77911

I am fully vaxed and have continued to follow all mandates and still contracted Covid. I’m a
stay at home mom so back in 2020 when it all started I stayed home with my 3 children and
never left. We kept our bubble extremely small. My husband went to work and since he was
our only exposure risk he also did all grocery shopping. The first time I saw plexiglass in a
store was July 2020. Then on Sept when kids were told to go back to school we were told by
Bonnie Henry to tighten up our Bubbles because there was a spike in cases on the very day
she was also asking me to send my kids to school and blow our small bubble of people right
out of the water as my oldest went to different school than his siblings. The kids also weren’t
required to wear masks and vaccines weren’t available yet. This caused me a lot of anxiety as
it didn’t make sense to me and didn’t seem to be in the best interest of public health if all
these restrictions were actually necessary. I learned to become comfortable with my kids at
school and at their sporting events as well. However life was still very isolating and we spent
our first Xmas alone without any family. My husband was getting social interactions at work
and my kids at school a bit but I wasn’t getting any. I have become very isolated and
introverted with all these mandates. I was a mom that never missed any of my kids events
ever. I had that benefit as a stay at home parent. However with all these mandates I have
become the parent that drops my kids off and picks them up. They often ask me to watch and
I’m so antisocial now it gives me anxiety to go into public places and be with people. The first
weekend of the trucker convoy my husband and kids convinced me to go to a restaurant for
dinner. It was the first time we had been out for dinner since March 2020. We used to go out
sometimes twice a week. I also see the huge divide that these mandates are creating amongst
family’s, friends and neighbours. They are dividing Canadians and that is a shame. I find some
people that are vaccinated treat those that are not like they are less than the rest of us and
honestly they’re not. We can all catch Covid and transmit it. I’m sorry I caught it and I rarely
leave my house. I’m sitting here frustrated with vaxed people that are traveling internationally
thinking they have a right to do that then coming home and making comments to unvaxed
people saying what right do they have that they can make that decision as it could effect
someone else’s health!! So even though I follow all mandates I feel people should be able to

2/18/2022 10:41 AM
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make those decisions for themselves. We need to try and get back to living a normal life for
peoples mental health and also for the economy.
77912

Depression

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77913

Depression but with resolve.

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77914

It has been an inconvenience, it has cost me a lot of money

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77915

My husband lost his job because he refused the experimental vaccine.

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77916

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77917

I have lost my job in travel. My child is afraid to go outside and be around other kids he has
become a keyboard warrior as he doesn't have to be around others;(

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77918

Isolated me, from family and friends, has made my mental health, worse

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77919

My daughter has been able to access therapies for her developmental ailment. We have not
been able to source other recreational activities in our that would help her develop and grow .
The masks has caused a lot of anxiety and stress in our family. The feeling of depression and
isolation. The divide it has created in personal relationships

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77920

Depression

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77921

The mandates have heart destroyed my life. I have depression, severe anxiety and have lost
most of my enjoyment in life.

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77922

It has restricted where I can go, and has caused much division within my family and friend
circle.

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77923

To expensive to travel with all the testing required. And having the choice of what goes in my
body

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77924

Lost business, lost home, removed kids from school

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77925

It has made life very frustrating because of the lies that have been perpetuated about COVID.

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77926

Very stressed to be forced into a tyrannical Canada

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77927

Scared for my children and grandchildren

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77928

I lost my job, many of my friends are now suffering serious side affects after the second shot.
My family is divided, my church is divided. The people who got the vax seem so full of hate
now and it wasn’t like that years ago.

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77929

We have had to miss a lot of time with family and friends but I believe it has been for the
common good.

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77930

Can’t see my family. Have had to take time off work. No social life for myself or my child.

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77931

Vaccine mandates ended my daughter's promising competitive TKD career

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77932

What life? Taken it away!

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77933

It has affected everyone's life but it is our responsibility as citizens to help the vulnerable

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77934

Made it very difficult emotionally, mentally and physically.

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77935

Depression and suicidal

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77936

Omgawd let me count the ways, expenses are huge n profits are more than half reduced, I
can’t go anywhere including back to Ontario where my sick sisters are presently stuck in, their
health is jeopardized by these restrictions n surgery delays. We have a 15 friend die after
being coerced to get the shot. It’s crazy

2/18/2022 10:41 AM

77937

The mandates have greatly impacted me as well as members of my family, friends I am close
to, as well as strangers I have watched go through terrible things. It has increased my level of
anxiety. My ability to go places or see people has been extremely limited which has also
affected my emotional state. Wearing a mask all the time at my job is exhausting and
scientifically, is not healthy. It has affected my ability to communicate with others. Seeing
others in masks has dehumanized us all in a way I think as we now do not see others

2/18/2022 10:41 AM
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emotions. We are all walking around like robots. As far as vaccines are concerned, everyone
should have the right to choose what they think is best for them or not. This should never be
forced upon anyone by the government. The fact that people have lost their jobs over this and
faced discrimination over this is appalling. From what I have seen, these mandates have done
nothing but create fear, hate, and division amongst communities, families, friendships, and
across the country. This is so heartbreaking and wrong. There has also been no consistency
as far as the science and rules are concerned as they keep “changing”. Only certain voices
and narratives are being amplified in the media while others have been silenced. This is wrong
on so many levels. This has never been about public health and safety. If it was, there would
have been mention of vitamins and ads for exercise, eating well, and sleeping. However, it is
clear that this pandemic has been more about power, money, and control than the health and
well being of others. I know I could say so much more about how these mandates have
negatively affected my life and the lives of those around me... We are made for community
and need each other. Please end these divisive mandates so that we can work to heal, take
care of and unite Canadians.
77938

I don’t have enough time in my life to divide the flaws and chaos of the mandates in which
they caused me

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77939

I am a prisoner in my own country. I do not have bodily autonomy. I’m treated like a disease.
My kids have suffered and now have to live in a society where other kids think they will get
them sick. It’s disgusting what has happened in a supposed free and democratic society.

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77940

Segregation

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77941

Made it near impossible to return to Canada by air, with threats of unlawful quarantine. Blocked
from travel within Canada to attend funerals and getting to care for our elderly parents. We lost
family members to suicide from lost livlihoods and isolation. Family members could not gather
to mourn the loss of parents and children.

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77942

Prisoner

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77943

Things are not like they were before the imposition of the mandates. I have had a taste of what
living in a totalitarian society is like. I don't like it. I don't want to live in a society that is ruled
by a group who because they have great wealth have decided that they determine how I live
my life. The mandates telling us how to live: wear a mask, inject a substance into my body
and become part of the "safety" trials, segregation based on whether or not you've had the jab,
standing in lines, standing 6 feet apart, not being able to do what I want, when I want, with who
I want, at MY discretion, is all a form of abuse, of making us into submissive beings. It is evil.

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77944

Severe depression, divided and made to feel less important to society fear for my kids who
chose vaccines

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77945

I lost my business, my relationships with my family and friends have suffered, my son couldn't
play hockey. His grades fell every time he was forced to do online school. The physical and
emotional stress on me and my family.

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77946

Isolated from family members and our worshiping community

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77947

I lost my Clients because l would not get the vaccine.

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77948

Lost family most of members, best friends, had to move several times. So stressed out got
sick almost died so my daughter, my grand daughter. No family contacts except for 1 out of 7.
No intervention for people who get sick from the jab. List faith In all politic representative.

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77949

Positively

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77950

in every way, great impact on work life and on the kids lives especially

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77951

Killed my dad. Took away my job and my husband's job. Put my kids, grandkids, eldery
Mother through hell. It needs to end now. Trudeau needs to be tried for his crimes.

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77952

I have lost my business of 11 years, and suffered great stress and anxiety. Seeing how
children have been affected is unacceptable in my opinion.

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77953

Horrible

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77954

It has been terrible

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77955

Physically, mentally, economically and financially

2/18/2022 10:40 AM
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77956

I've not seen loved ones that passed away and the trauma its caused my children

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77957

All of them

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77958

It has affected my life and my job and my kids and their lives and schooling in every single
way mentally, physically emotionally. All of us have suffered tremendously over the past two
years. This madness needs to stop immediately!

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77959

No more Cinema, bowling my Hospital tests for cancer reported since 2 years ...

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77960

A lot!!!!!

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77961

prevented travel from senior years, increased stress, family division, dispair

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77962

I lost my business of 5 years due to be non essential! I owned a gym! Closed during the 2nd
lockdown because we couldn't make it and governement help was useless when my landlord
wouldn't apply for the rent subsidy. So basically I was at the MERCY of my governement AND
my landlord who then seized my assets because I had to close! I invested over 250K into my
business and now my landlord has a bunch of my equipment and things I have accumulated
over the last 5 years in a 7000 square foot space!

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77963

With a child with heart problems he is not exempt. I am supposed to risk my child’s life or he
is not allowed to be apart of society. He is not allowed sports , drivers license. Segregation
from school by teachers and principals and classmates.

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77964

It has opened my eyes and ears and mouth in searching for the truth!

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77965

Discrimination

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77966

I have never experienced this level of stress in my life. It has split my husband’s and my own
family. The division is excessive and may never be repaired. The mandates have affected
everything in our day to day life from jobs and education to our mental health. They need to
stop.

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77967

Lost friends, my kids have been negatively effected, and my girl friend still is working and or
able to get her (ei) so she is now in financial ruin.

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77968

Depression, fear, weight gain, becoming a recluse last 2 years

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77969

I feel like a prisoner

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77970

Family separation,hate feelings health

2/18/2022 10:40 AM

77971

Keeping me from friends. Closing of church from time to time. Having to wear a mask. Seeing
my grandchildren wearing a mask in school.

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77972

Shut down my life

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77973

the mandates for me have separated friends and family, modified medical treatment times,
adjusted where i spent money locally,greatly increased online shopping, adjusted travel within
province for myself and family. limited lifelong family person to person interaction. Example is
my Dad’s aunt turned 99 and she got to sit at a window with a worker and watch as everyone
that would have been at her birthday drove by and honked. all while those involved were
healthy, including the birthday girl.

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77974

Given me depression and I’m now on medication

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77975

Limited my freedom and my families freedom.

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77976

Totally isolated and very depressed.

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77977

Lost of a job for all members of my household. This resulted in experiencing trauma,
depression and heightened anxiety. My marriage is falling apart as well.

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77978

I was pressured to take the vaccine. Unvaccinated are not and never were responsible for
Covid19 spread. It's time the world turns It's anger towards the pharmacy owned laboratory
responsible for releasing it

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77979

2 years and killed my husband, they are using the mandates to keep loved ones out of the
hospitals so we can't advocate for them

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77980

It has taken away my Rights and Freedoms that our forefathers fought so had for. It has

2/18/2022 10:39 AM
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destroyed my relationship with family and friends.
77981

Seniors will n care facility, not being able to watch grandchildren sports

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77982

Total disruption on my business. Income down by 50 per cent. No funerals, can’t visit
relatives, grandchildren. Mental fatigue

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77983

lost hope

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77984

I feel alone at times. My friend die and I could not see her in the hospital or attend the funeral.
My great grand baby was born still birth on Jan. 2 2022. I could not go to the hospital because
I did not get the jab and I could not go to the funeral. I want freedom of choice.

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77985

Tension with friends/family, exclusion, kids activities have been canceled, not allowed to see
grandma in care home,

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77986

I am trapped inside my own country & not able to even volunteer at my local food bank. The
evidence is strong that the “vaccines” are not functioning as expected.

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77987

I feel like I am an outcast. I have cancer and I can’t breath with the mask on.

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77988

I'm on the cliff of being terminated I haven't been able to see my friends or family in the US for
2 years Lost hours at my 2nd job Can't go out anywhere Masks have made me more sick than
not.

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77989

Impacted my business and my interpersonal relationships with family and friends

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77990

Loss of work, division in extended family, my kids are homeschooled as I REFUSE to mask
my children especially when the school CANNOT give me concert information stating that this
is beneficial to them. All I receive from the school is how for my children to properly wear a
mask and how to wash their hands properly. Learning is lost. Mental Health is up. Fear and
anxiety of remote learning is up. Kids are in tears having to do anything school related… no
sports… This is only 2 years…. Well you explain to my 3 year old why she hasn’t been in her
grandparents home in almost 2 years? I’ve had many Drs Apts between 2 of my kids and the
amount of times I’ve struggled to find childcare for my other children because I cannot bring
them all with me… the no moms groups, the no social gatherings have been EXTREMELY
difficult. People NEED people, people NEED physical support… people need their families…
some families will help except when they don’t… our PM doesn’t have ANY idea how hard it’s
been for Stay at home moms…

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77991

Loss my job

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77992

Major divisions

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77993

Very positively. I feel we need to take care of each other. It was difficult not being able to see
my newborn grandson for 6 months - in person - but I also wouldn't have wanted him to get
sick. I've been able to go swimming, eat in a restaurant when I choose, etc since that opened
up last summer. I've kept my job in health care.

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77994

Isolation. Depression

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77995

Horribly

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77996

We are unable to visit our sister/daughter in hospital; PSWs are quitting and being fired over
the mandatory fax rule and there are not enough PSWs to look after my sister at home, so she
is now stuck in hospital. Grocery and gas prices are thru the roof and as a senior fresh
produce, meat and other items are unaffordable.

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77997

Lost my job

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77998

I lost my job My best friends marriage broke up because of the stress My daughters best
friend attempted suicide My children have had interrupted education Couldn't go away or even
go to a restaurant for our 20th wedding anniversary Had to miss a trip to visit my sister
overseas. I've lost friends and have strained relationships with family now due to disagreeing
on the mandates. The mandates have been a severe negative in my life. They need to end

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

77999

Made it very difficult

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

78000

Isolation, depression, loss of work which is putting me in a very precarious situation

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

78001

My mom past away affected by mandates

2/18/2022 10:39 AM
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78002

I have and will not go to a bar or restaurant until the mandates and passports are gone

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

78003

Terrible

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

78004

Hmm, where do I begin. The main one is having to get vaccinated when I had no intention of
doing so. We have no idea what the “science” will show in years to come on the effects it will
have on us and our bodies. The mental effects I’ve witnessed first hand on what isolation does
and continues to do to us. There’s much, much more going on behind the scenes than we are
currently aware of. This is enough and it all has to stop! IMMEDIATELY

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

78005

Not able to visit my elderly parents, kids unable to play sports.

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

78006

loneliness. Be shuttered

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

78007

my kids have depression over covid 19 lock down

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

78008

Fear has reigned in my family... they’ve chosen to allow a lot of separation... the mandate to
be vaccinated has driven them to make dangerous choices for their own health.

2/18/2022 10:39 AM

78009

Financial and personal

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78010

Stressed out

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78011

Unemployed, living off credit card, massive debt, about to be homeless, declining health, full
of rage.

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78012

Our family has been ostracized and discriminated against due to our position, not to mention
the damage done to mental health due to excessive separation.

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78013

I am just tired of the division. I am tired of people living in fear. I am tired of wearing a mask
that does nothing to protect me. It’s time to move on.

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78014

My family’s mental health has suffered when kids can’t participate in activities the way they
have in the past and have to be masked all day in school. My husband lost his job due to
extreme mandates imposed at his workplace. My mother has become afraid to the point she
won’t see anyone for fear of catching Covid and dying. We had to cancel our trip to see my
husbands grandparents and then they both died (of old age NOT Covid) before we could see
them again.

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78015

Isolated and unhealthy

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78016

Social life and gatherings with loved ones

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78017

Division of family and friends.

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78018

I have a 6 year old son in Grade 1 at a French Immersion school who has missed an
abundance of school since JK causing him to be behind every year and us struggling to catch
him back up at home. Me and his dad are separated and work during the times he had online
school so he vould never attend! I'm also unvaccinated causing me to not be able to go out to
eat, go to the movies or attend most activities with my family due to this non sense.

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78019

I am no longer able to go to movies, eat out, shop in any store I’d like to and travel to my
mothers place in Lousiana

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78020

Destroyed my country

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78021

Depression

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78022

Caused anxiety, sever depression, lost my mom to cancer and she died alone . It has
destroyed my life to the point I didn't want to be here anymore .

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78023

Many things- one of them is Travel

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78024

Lost my job

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78025

Segregated and discriminated

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78026

every aspect of our lives as free Canadians is effected

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78027

Mental Distress. I was forced to get two injections of an experimental cocktail. I worry
constantly about what the long-term effects of that shot will be.

2/18/2022 10:38 AM
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78028

Yes!

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78029

Job loss. Mental health. Family members dying

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78030

It’s made our family outcasts in our community because of our medical choices

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78031

Real bad cant travel to see lost of close friend

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78032

I lost my jobs, can’t pay my rent

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78033

It has kept me a prisoner in my province. Unable to see my family who live elsewhere. Not
being able to socialize or see people’s smiles has made me anxious and depressed. The
vaccine has caused huge anxiety and personal strife in my family life and with friends

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78034

I am treated like a second class citizen in my home city. Many of you friends are musicians
who have completely lost their income. My small business income is almost zero.

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78035

We have now surpassed Gaza as the world's largest open air prison.

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78036

I haven’t seen my dad in almost 2 years. He is terrified he is going to die. I haven’t seen my
sister in the states in 2 years. I miss her terribly. I am a foster parent. All the lockdowns have
affected the marginalized in ways we will never fully grasp. Children have seen more domestic
violence, substance abuse and neglect. Why? Because no one had eyes on them. I am so
angry.

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78037

Adverse reaction to Pfizer Division of family and friends Stress on immediate family members
who can’t be with a loved one in a serious accident due to travel restrictions

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78038

I am a prisoner within my home. The 2 years plus of abuse is very taxing mentally and
physically.

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78039

It has affected health,family, friends

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78040

Hindered / jeopordized my employment

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78041

I just stay away from most people. It has caused division in families. Locked out of everything
I used to do.

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78042

Divided family due to personal disagreements in respect to implication of the vaccine
passports

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78043

Not the mandates- TRUDEAU has caused division between family and friends. My heart
ACHES for those who have lost their jobs…and their homes. His approach to dealing with the
entire situation is completely unacceptable and he needs to be removed from power
IMMEDIATELY!

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78044

Kept me home lots .

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78045

Discouraged and depressed

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78046

It worked well to keep me safe

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78047

Segregation, shaming, left to feel like a dirty, second class citizen- emotional stress is high

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78048

Lost my job

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78049

It has slowed the economy in general leading to all my clients being unable to pay their bills
90% of my clients have outstanding invoices of over 60days or more when they use to always
pay on time. It has also made it hard to socialize and grow business.

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78050

Unvaccinated..travel, peoples opinions have been hateful, restaurants, work and family

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78051

Made us rethink living in Canada as it is run by imbeciles with few exceptions

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78052

Chronic depression - unable to visit 85, 90 yr parents who are dying of loneliness - hate and
div’n in family and friends … upset that others were silenced when alarms went off … upset
with vaccine injuries and deaths!

2/18/2022 10:38 AM

78053

I was forced to get 2 vaccines so I can visit my father in the hospital with dementia & to travel.
It has also affected my mother's depression which I worry about & I have a close family friend
that is damaged from his 2nd Vax & was in ICU & spent approximately 2 weeks in hospital &
still isn't right. I believe it should be our choice as free Canadians.

2/18/2022 10:37 AM
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78054

My wife lost her job cutting our income in half my daughter can’t do any activities with her
freinds or class mates. She bullied because of this

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78055

Isolated us from others, limited our ability to do things and see friends and family. Our kids
have missed out on social interaction and wearing masks from 7:30-4 daily at school.

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78056

Limited movement in a free country. Job opportunities, connection with family, worrying about
children and family that have accepted the experimental medical procedure

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78057

I am unvaccinated, I am in a state of depression constantly. I've had suicidal thoughts. I can't
go out with my fiance for dinner. I can't work out to help me mental health to make myself feel
better. I am angry constantly. Im sad. Im never happy. I basically feel like I've been segregated
against the rest of the world. It's bullshit, and this should never have happened. Trudeau needs
to end this bullshit covid stuff. He needs to GO!! The way this was handled was not in the
interest of people, it was in the interest of our politicians making money.

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78058

Lost job, unable to enjoy social activities, eat in restaurants

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78059

It has been a campaign of division and have lost lots of friends over it

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78060

I feel like a political prisoners

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78061

Isolated me from others. Divided me from other people because of polarized viewpoints. Made
me very angry.

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78062

I will be unable to practice as a health care professional after going through an intense
schooling program the past 3 years.

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78063

Freedom has been compromised.

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78064

Took my husband because it made his mental health bad and it’s making my mental health
worse can’t breathe with these stupid masks. Just want to have a normal life again normal gas
and food prices

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78065

Changed it upside down. Divided family and friends. Made people afraid.

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78066

Inceased anxiety, Family devision

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78067

Nurse - lost a job that despite all of the negative, i loved. My mortgage is on the line. As the
main provider now.. All i can offer my family is to survive at this point..

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78068

Lost my job due to not being able to fly. Not able to finish college not able to go out and eat or
bowl with my family and friends Not able to watch my daughters hockey games Not able to
visit my sons and grandson in Alberta

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78069

Negatively -mentally , financially, socially, physically

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78070

Lost my job! Can’t eat in restaurants. Can’t travel.

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78071

Depression.

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78072

Watching Canadians trying to survive in a pandemic is horrific. Watching the media twist every
act against them makes me feel that Canada is no longer a free country. Makes me want to
leave Canada forever. even though I have no other country to go to. Canada is no longer free.
As long as we have a government that is allowed to control the media and is allowed to change
the rule of law at wimp to extend their powers of overreaching whatever they choose and
whenever they wish. Canada is no longer a free country. Trudeau needs to go. He has proven
himself to be a dictator not a leader of a free country. People need their freedoms back

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78073

Terrible Suicidal depression unwanted

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78074

Caused enormous division between family members, mental health, my wife lost her job.

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78075

Loss of income, mental health, death of both family and friends due to both lockdowns and
vaccine injuries

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78076

It has effected both physical and social lives. This plandemic has caused so much harm to
children. So many suicides and lives lost for no reason at all

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78077

They have affected my job my travel and my mental health two years has been long enough
for all these mandates we need to just except that there’s a virus out there and move on and

2/18/2022 10:37 AM
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get on to her normal lives
78078

Was placed on Leave Without Pay since December 2, 2021. Have been removed from
attending any public places besides essential services since the implementation of the
Vaccine Passport.

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78079

Inability to travel for work and pleasure

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78080

Depression, feeling isolated, division amongst family and friends

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78081

Where do I start?

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78082

Yes stress and restrictions of travel

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78083

I used to live in a DEMOCRACY. Now I live in oligarchy managed by Justin Trudeau and the
Laurentian Elite on behalf of GLOBALISTS!

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78084

I had to leave my job, can’t visit any family and several friends. Caused division with family
members and friends.. couldn’t go to my church.. couldn’t go to weddings, funerals and be with
loved ones in hospital.

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78085

Depression. And not being able to see my family.

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78086

Affected mental health, relationships, friendships, social outlets, physical health.

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78087

Terribly !!! Came to Canada not Chinada!!

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78088

Mentally, physically, emotionally, health

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78089

Miserably. Asthma worse due masks stuck in school all day. No chance for mask breaks until
recess or lunch. Socially- mental health will be the next pandemic. Scientifically stupid now.

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78090

Numerous ways, Husbands was mandated for Vax.. It put him at risk. Children no activites,
Chirch closures and others.

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78091

My special needs child lost his schooling, his social connections, all of his activities because
of vaccine passports. I am a single mother and I have been isolated from my family.

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78092

Crushed all quality of life work and divisiveness in friends and loved ones

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78093

My husband has been let go of his job, my children have been pushed out of their activities. I
have been pushed into homeschooling my children. So now they lose out on social interaction.
We have been demonized and separated from society.

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78094

Mentally, emotionally and physically

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78095

Shorter question would be who it has not effected myself and my family. The mandates have
turn my family upside down

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78096

Mental health depression

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78097

Socializing seeing my grandkids my children my neighbors my friends

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78098

It has separated me from society and has infringed on my charter rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78099

Divorce, mental health issues, addictions

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78100

Lost my job

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78101

no kids sports, no family vacation, no family dinners, etc no family funerals 😭

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78102

Fear and isolation

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78103

Caused much stress, anxiety, lost our business, husband lost his job , friend committed
suicide over it

2/18/2022 10:37 AM

78104

It's kept me from seeing my 89 year old mother Kept me from going to my newphews wedding
in Florida Kept me from going to the baptism because I wasn't vaccinated. That really bothered
me Kept me from celebrating Christmas with my large family. First time in my life My boyfriend
was forced to take the vaccine or lose his job He took the first one and we both got very sick
We were very healthy prior so I know they are damaging Kept us from traveling to NFLD for me
to meet his parents Colleges and Universities forced both my boys to get triple vaxxed and I
have experienced shedding for the past two years which made me sick and stopped my work I

2/18/2022 10:37 AM
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haven't seen my friends and family and I have many I have been very stressed out and scared
for my family's life. I am appalled at all levels of govt municipal, provincial and federal Upset
that TRUDEAU has wasted or tax dollars and now the price of every thing has sky rocketed. I
am furious that Candace had been sold out to China and now acting communist. ie we have
lost or rights
78105

Loss of my standard of living, separation from family , friends, ability to support my local
stores and restaurants. My ability to earn a income.

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78106

Because of the mandates I have been segregated and discriminated against for two years.

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78107

I was coerced into taking experimental injections in order to keep my job and to travel.
Emergency order has made me fearful of unjustified seizure of my bank accounts.

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78108

I haven't been able to watch my grand kids play sports. This is unbelievable that these
questions are being asked. We have been lied to for the power, and greed of the government.
They are supposed to work for us. The Canadian people are the leaders of this great country!

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78109

Mental

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78110

I've lost my career and haven't been able to work since first shut down, I'm a hairstylist and
lost daycare as well , I couldn't write my exam to get my license and now in a stuck situation
since the shut downs started, I had a special cutting course I was supposed to do and still on
hold, I also can't do that course I payed for due to the vaccines or any other course, I've been
struggling since first shut down and I have big debt now , no job since this all contributed to
making it impossible to work my career

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78111

Mental health has deteriorated, division of friends and coworkers

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78112

My kids haven't been able to play sports were singled out in school because I chose not to
vaccinat...my kids have become singled out and depressed

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78113

Loss of income for 2 years is over$25000 plus

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78114

Depression , anxiety .... loss of socialization

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78115

Terrible.

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78116

it has financially, emotionally destroyed our family and business

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78117

I was forced to leave my job in healthcare after working tirelessly from the beginning of the
pandemic. Three members of my family were injured by the vaccine and so I decided it wasn’t
for me. I should be able to choose what goes in my body without losing my livelihood over it.

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78118

1. Lost my brother in-law 47 yr old with 100's of micro blood cloths in the brain...after receiving
2nd dose. 2. Lost my cousin 50 yrs old, massive heart attack...after 1st dose. 3. My sister
perfectly healthy now has heart problems that started same night of her 2nd jab...
myocarditis/arrhythmia/irregular heartbeats etc...no energy.

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78119

The democracy of our great country is being fragmented. This affects us all or it should.

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78120

The mandates have affected my life in the that the cost of living jow is far more expensive
inflation is at record numbers in decades and its affected hours at my work

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78121

Negatively! . Mentally & financially

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78122

-family division as my viewpoints are different than everyone else - severe emotional stress
and depression

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78123

The uncertainty, constant change of circumstances and restrictions, often for no discernible
reasons, for two years, has contributed greatly to the stress and recent collapse of the mental
and physical health of myself and my loved ones. And there is no assistance available. Our
family doctor made a referral more than a month ago for my husband to receive a geriatric and
psychiatric assessment, for instance, and there has not been any follow-up (except from me)
for an appointment with anyone. When my husband was suffering acute confusion, anxiety and
depression a phone consult with a doctor urged us to go to emerg for him to be seen and a CT
to eliminate a brain bleed/clot or something requiring immediate intervention, the hospital policy
would not allow me to stay with my husband. It was further traumatizing for both of us for him
to be alone with no advocate known to him. I am constantly contrasting this state of affairs
with my own experience of cancer treatment 10 years ago where for two years I had ready

2/18/2022 10:36 AM
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access to so many supports including a triage team of nurses on 24 hour call along with a host
of physical and emotional supports as I went through a long, arduous series of treatments
including chemo, radiation and surgery. And of course my husband was holding my hand every
step of the way with no one suggesting his presence was anything but essential to support my
full recovery. I have also lost a job which, strangely, under the circumstances, has been the
least of my concerns.
78124

More Importantly how has the lives of my children changed

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78125

I am segregated from society, bullied and ridiculed from the govt and the media and friends
who listen to the media. Makes me want to leave this country

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78126

I lost my job, and it has divided my family

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78127

Negatively in financial mental and social. I feel like a prisoner in my own free country.

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78128

The same as everyone else. Feels like living in a country where freedom is now gone.

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78129

I am depressed, isolated, stole 2 years of my life

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78130

Socially mentally financially

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78131

My job been mandated by early March- if I don't receive an religious excemption- im fucked- - I
need a job with a medical for my hubby and my transgender child whom both have high
medical costs- so thanks to the mandate - everything falls on me- it makes me feel sad and
suicidal & I am grieving for the country I once loved and took such pride in - but I have to stay
strong for hubby - 3 kids - 2 in law kids - 4 godkids - and now a new granddaughter

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78132

Have only worked 2.5 months in last 2 yrs

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78133

Death terribly

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78134

How is that even a question?

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78135

Terrible lost business and mentally

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78136

Mental health issues, suicidal thoughts, extremely limited social interaction

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78137

The mandates have brought about an overall decline in my mental health and the mental health
of society. They have separated us and divided society. I was fired from my job and treated
hostile by by employers for not wanting to get an unproven vaccine. My Aunt had her heart
stop immediately after her first covid shot. Thankfully she was resuscitated, but she was
refused an exemption for the second shot. I know of many more who’ve had serious problems
or even died after the covid shot. I have to continually try to explain to my five year old son
why we can’t go to the pool, or the skating rink, or restaurants, or events happening on our
town. The mandated protocols that hospitals have received for treating covid patients are far
from what’s best for them. I know because it happened to my grandpa. First when he was
taken to the hospital, they told him to leave and come back if it gets worse. When he did return
he was given a drug that previously had not been approved for use. It caused his organs to fail
and he passed away. We have been separated from family members abroad for most of the
pandemic. The covid vaccine is falsely advertised as safe and effective, almost everyone I
know has had covid and the levels of sickness have been very comparable from what I’ve
seen.

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78138

As an unvaccinated person but someone with natural immunity I have been discriminated
against as I am a prisoner in my own city, province, country. I am unable to go anywhere that I
would need to fly. It has saddened me and caused great strife within my family through
divisiveness

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78139

My mental health seriously crumbled through the pandemic. The mandates have made me feel
discriminated against and secluded. My children as well as my husband have also suffered
greatly, and our quality of life has drastically gone down hill. The mandates make NO
LOGICAL SENSE, and should absolutely be dropped and burned, never to return again.

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78140

Destroying lives sickening

2/18/2022 10:36 AM

78141

It’s affected everything aspect of outer families life

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78142

Ruined it completely.

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78143

It has caused financial, mental and emotional stress. It has impacted our hold with which his

2/18/2022 10:35 AM
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development and his life has been held back. We have suffered illness and setback worse
than what Covid could have caused.
78144

Employment, family, health care, isolation, health effects

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78145

Restrictions

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78146

Severely limited our mobility and freedoms

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78147

It has split friends and Family people are so afraid Oh and it’s all lies

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78148

Mentally, physically, emotionally, and humanly!!! Enough is enough! End this control and
insanity Now!!

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78149

Friends committed suicide, mental disorders, severe anxiety, depression, physically unwell
due to no gyms, affected my extended family a lot. We are divided

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78150

Hasn’t

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78151

Has caused mental health issues

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78152

Completely changed it in the worse way

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78153

there is nothing to do anymore really bored all the time can’t see very many friends can’t learn
as much as i used too

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78154

Affected my life all kinds of Waze had my six-year-old son in hockey swimming lessons and
the list could go on and on

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78155

Loss of social life, income, relationships

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78156

Very, it is difficult with whole family my kids grandchildren, travel, this is not normal family life
this is against the law and destroy work, Bussines, family safe, stressed life, we need freedom
to our family and children and grandchildren, freedom future with out scary living not knowing
what could happened tomorrow

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78157

Less socialising, not being able to go out to restaurants, cinemas, other public facilities.

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78158

Separates family and friends for no real reason. Can't breathe with a mask.

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78159

Missing out on so much the last 2 years, feel like we ate in a constant state of uncertainty,
always walking on egg shells. Anxious, depressed, unsettled, scared about the direction our
country is heading.

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78160

I haven't been able to see my son play hockey. My husband lost some business. We have
been pointed by the finger

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78161

Stopped my ability to socialize, travel, participate in religious services, organized sport &
eating out.

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78162

A family member committed suicide, the mandates were another stresser and way to isolate
the vulnerable. I was not able to see my grandma in the hospital as she was dying either.

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78163

Cannot see family, depression, facing cancer alone

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78164

Deceased social interactions have caused great stress and loss of human interaction.
Increased use of alcohol and other addictions among Canadians has been destructive

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78165

Cost me money Family concerns Health issues

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78166

It has destroyed my relationship of ten years. It has created division between family members
and friends. I lost income. Made me depressed.

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78167

Is this even a question?

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78168

My childern and myself are currently not allowed in the public library or civic center due to
mandates.

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78169

Mental health increased cost of living Complete loss of trust in government and health care

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78170

Income dropped 3/4, imprisoned in my own country, my rights and freedoms by the charter
ignored, my government printed money exponentially and now daily inflation in all I buy, now
took away our civil liberties with the emergency act! Absolutely unacceptable!

2/18/2022 10:35 AM
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78171

It’s taken away my freedom

2/18/2022 10:35 AM

78172

I was fired from my job for refusing the vaccine

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78173

The lockdown killed my mothers. The doctors killed her. If it weren’t for the lockdown, she’d
still be alive today. I’m treated as a leper even though I have a medical exemption and can’t
get vaccinated.

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78174

Cost me the loss of my 25 yr business now closed indefinately

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78175

I’m a teacher who has lost their job and livelihood due to the mandates. It’s greatly affected
my life and my family.

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78176

It has affected my business and income which has affected my livelihood and mental, physical
and emotional well being.

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78177

My ability to work.

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78178

It has made life absolutely ridiculous. People are scared of each other and divided. Children
hate masks and they are suffering, it is child abuse. Children are not able to learn speech with
everyone’s mask on. People lost their jobs because of the vaccine mandate which was awful
that so many people were coerced and ended up with injuries or even death. This is truly is an
incredible crime against humanity.

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78179

These mandates have divided my family and made me a second class citizen

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78180

Lost my livelihood for refusing to subject myself to this vaccine or whatever it is.

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78181

More ways then I can count !

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78182

My depression and mental health along with my families depression and mental health has
crippled our family. We have gained weight, isolated ourselves, took a vaccine that has hurt
my body and I will never take another one. I am fully vaccinated And agree with vaccination
but not mandatory vaccines. I do not believe they were safe. I was forced to take it to get to
leave my house.

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78183

It has greatly affected the lives of foster children. They are not been able to see their siblings,
during strict lockdowns. Visits have been put on hold or they are few and far between. It’s it
has destroyed lives, divided families and loved ones have not been able to see their family
members in long term facilities or hospitals. The corrupt government needs to end all
mandates and resign

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78184

Out of work and almost no interaction with family outside of my household for the last 2 yrs.

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78185

Fear of Government

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78186

I have quit my job because with my asthma I couldn't wear a mask. Also my daughter is being
fired for not taking the booster. She works in long term care home. Very sad.

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78187

I have been okay, but concerned for the lives of all others.

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78188

In every way

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78189

Stress anxiety and separation of family and friends. This is an incompetent government

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78190

Created a division in citizens making life difficult for regular living conditions. It has reduced
the amount of income I normally make in order to have a normal standard of living.

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78191

Stressed

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78192

I have been harassed by teachers in school. I have been unable to workout in gyms open to
the public, my mental health has only gotten harder to handle. Justin Trudeau is ripping apart
friendships, relationships, families, and while that hasn’t specifically been my story, many of
my friends at school have experienced this very thing. Trudeau must go.

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78193

awful mandate for me

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78194

I couldn’t go out with friends or see some relatives and couldn’t have fun

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78195

NA

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78196

I want to kill myself everyday

2/18/2022 10:34 AM
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78197

Made the daily tasks so much more difficult, brought about division between friends and family

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78198

Terrible

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78199

I’ve lost my job, friends and family along with hobbies and every day life!

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78200

It’s been horrible, can’t do what I use to do

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78201

Travel across Canada, Overseas travel and at times impeded my abilities to perform my job at
times.

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78202

My daughter lost her job of 15 years , her children have lost their home and live at starvation
level because they were not allowed EI because of this bullshit ...... my husband and I lived in
seclusion not allowed to see them or my mom Traumatized beyond words comes to mind
What a disgrace this government has done to our country yet they lived in luxury and collected
full pay checks

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78203

I have lost my long term job. I am a disabled 50 year old who has worked a d paid taxes since
the age of 14. I have ALWAYS been law abiding. Since my second vaccine my Multiple
Sclerosis is the worst it has ever been. I cannot find employment, i have applied for over 600
jobs, no responses. My unemployment has run out and i now have NO WAY to oay my bills or
to just survive. I also have not seen my family in over 2 years. My mental health is at an all
time low. PLEASE HELP US!

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78204

Unable to work for certain companies, and unable to visit restaurants.

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78205

Put myself and family at opposite sides. Many friends list. My freedom to be a true Canadian
citizen is gone! I am discriminated against……

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78206

Extreme stress emotional and financial.

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78207

Though I have followed all guidelines regardless of mandates I feel the mandates have
removed my fundamental right to CHOOSE what is right for me.

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78208

Isolation, mentally, one cousin + one family friend being paralyzed after taking the vaccine,
family members loosing their job, one family member being forced to take the vaccine in order
to keep job

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78209

Lost all my social interactions and my ability to go out to certain establishments. Lost income
and my metal health is suffering because of these restrictions.

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78210

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78211

Can't get work. I feel like a prisoner in my own house. I am blamed and punished for protecting
my body.

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78212

Family and friends are divided and causing loss of relationships because of opposing views.

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78213

Hugely from family division, job losses and attending funerals of inlaws I never got to meet
because of government mandates.

2/18/2022 10:34 AM

78214

Badly !!!!!

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78215

Basically secluded in my home! Go to get groceries!! I’m sick of it al

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78216

It has saddened my children and i have not been able to watch their sports

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78217

My wife and I are both unable to get the "vaccine". Both our dr can not write an exception. We
have not left the house except for groceries in over 2 years.

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78218

Cut off from family, elderly friends and work

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78219

Feeling secluded / depressed.

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78220

Yes, mentally and physically

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78221

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78222

Negatively. Loss of family and friends

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78223

Mental health

2/18/2022 10:33 AM
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78224

Has divided family , friends , co-workers & human interaction for just a cold

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78225

Mental health issues. Job loss. Can't go to the gym, restaurants. Ostracized by friends and
family members who are pro covid vaccine

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78226

Can not travel, visit family , go out anywhere ,restaurant gyms. Can't go to doctors until had
phone appointments first

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78227

I haven't been able to see my family in the USA and I have been treated like a second class
citizen, as I am unvaxed.

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78228

I am unable to go visit my family, fly to anywhere. Go for dinner. I am being left out of so many
situations. I wasn't able to hug my mother for the last time before she died. My mental health
has decreased

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78229

Anti-vaccine proponents contributing to the never ending conspiracies and misinformation, and
causing crushing hospitalisations and death, and preventing those who need surgeries from
access.

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78230

The pass port- we have had and we recovered from Covid and can’t take our kids to the
movies or the pool. This needs to end. It’s dividing our country

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78231

I have watched friends and family take there own lives because of the lockdowns. I watched
friends become addicted to opiods and ruin there lives and no one gives a shit about them. I
will never forgive our public health for what they did to us. They did far more harm then they
did good. They should be arrested and tried

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78232

Not being able to have family time

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78233

It's ruined my life, I no longer have a job, my mental and physical health has suffered as well
as it been extremely detrimental to my Children

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78234

I've lost my livelihood, some friends, my mental health has suffered

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78235

Division of family and friends

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78236

No

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78237

made me open my eyes to the level of government & media corruption

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78238

Stripped my freedom! My choice!

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78239

All aspects of mine and my families entire life.

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78240

I have been isolated more than anytime in my life. I have found it has affected my mental
health and divided friends and families

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78241

Unemployed

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78242

Can not leave the country.

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78243

Everyone is angry or depressed. I’ve lost some people close to me and was not even able to
say goodbye

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78244

My family and I are unvaccinated. I can't even watch my 10 year old play basketball, or watch
any of my 7 year olds school performances. Since my youngest started school 2 years ago, I
haven't been able to attend anything.

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78245

Segregation and discrimination.

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78246

I’ve lost my job for not providing my medical status and the assumption that I was
unvaccinated and due to the false belief that only unvaccinated transmit the virus. I’ve been
ostracized from society for my refusal to use a discriminatory vaccine pass and suffered great
heartbreaking loneliness as a result, especially since these measures did NOT follow the
science.

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78247

The effect has been on my mental health and

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78248

Screwing it up

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78249

Distanted friends and relatives!,,

2/18/2022 10:33 AM
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78250

Its separated my family. Extreme emotional distress.

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78251

Mental health break down, ended up in hospital, lost our business

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78252

Terribly

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78253

Stress

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78254

Just fallow the money al a lie turn people into idiots. Except turthead he was already

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78255

I’m unvaccinated and have had my freedom vastly removed.

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78256

Less time with family, it needs to end!!!

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78257

Everything!!! My work, my families mental & emotional stability, seen so many struggles with
friends and people around me because of the ridiculous social distancing which brought about
depression & anxiety!!!! Enough is enough!!! The world has dropped it because the real facts
are in…why is Turdeau hanging on…? I have never been so embarrassed and angry over any
other Prime Minister than him!!! He is an embarrassment to ALL Canadians and the worlds
leaders think he is an idiot…I tend to agree!!! Turdeau MUST GO!!!!!!

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78258

Lost friends, lost income, lost opportunity for social events, stress, hair fell out, weight gain,
loss of sports, no grad for my daughter…. It’s endless

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78259

It has been terrible. Had a baby, my husband come to any appointments my older son couldn’t
meet his brother till we got home. My older son going through post chemotherapy treatment
needed both his mom and Dad for comfort at appointments and we were not both allowed.

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78260

I almost had to quit my MFA program because of the vaccine mandate at the University of
Saskatchewan. It caused much emotional and psychological distress when I should have been
focusing on my studies. So much of my time was wasted fighting for my right to an education.
Finally, I was able to get an accommodation, but I am testing 3x week. I have never once
tested positive. Yet fully vaccinated people are testing positive all around me. My father also
has had severe allergic reactions to all three of his covid vaccines. Full body rash and blisters.
Months of being on prednisone and various other prescribed creams and immune suppressing
drugs. UV therapy. When there are very real risks to a medical procedure or drug there
absolutely needs to be the freedom to choose and there shouldn't be the consequence that you
might lose your job. Masks also should not be mandated. I have hearing loss and my brother
is deaf. We both rely on facial expressions and lip reading to communicate. Humans need to
see other human faces and people smiling. All of these covid measures are incredibly
damaging to our health - mind, body and spirit. The science doesn't support the use of mass
vaccination and masking. Leave the vaccines for elderly and people most at risk. If people
want to stay home and wear a mask, they are free to do so. Let the rest of us get on with our
lives. Promote healthy eating, exercise, vitamins, supplements, sunshine, water, social
interactions. Enough of this fear and propaganda. It is low vibe. It is time to start creating a
new earth and to raise the vibration on this planet.

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78261

Horrible

2/18/2022 10:33 AM

78262

It has taken family members due to isolating and they committed suicide

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78263

Yes!!! My family feels like that have been confined to a box and there isn’t joy and excitement
in life anymore. Can’t freely go anywhere…. Test, mandate… vaccine… PLEASE STOP ALL
OF THIS MADNESS!!!

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78264

A lot of quarantine and isolated.

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78265

My mental health has declined . I no longer want to be part of this world . Our PM has called
us names that are not acceptable. Racist, second class citizens, misogynistic, and on and on
. He has separated our country and divided our citizens and made them hate eachother. Not
something I want to be part of anymore. Not a life I want to live .

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78266

I haven't been outside my door in almost 2 years. I am unable to take vaccine or wear a mask.
I have been forced to become a hermit.

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78267

What life it has all been stopped

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78268

It's has horribly divided my family. One of my best friends commited suicide from depression
and loneliness! It has made feel segregated and angry at the government. I don't feel carefree
anymore.

2/18/2022 10:32 AM
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78269

Terribly. My family is divided, friends are divided and my job is threatened

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78270

Visiting grandchildren. Visiting loved ones in hospital

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78271

Stress.. worried about my kids.. family losing jobs.. fear.. extreme anxiety. - lost friends..
division

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78272

Increased depression and anxiety, decreased my children’s social skills and ability to be with
others.

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78273

I lost my job. I can't find work my kids can't goto school anymore. They suffer bad depression
since COVID

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78274

It has completely ruined my life

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78275

Lost my job in health care re no vax,cannot go to hot springs,masks are useless,now vaxed
don’t work,so much polarization

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78276

Mentally

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78277

Traumatized me ongoing and devastated my family

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78278

It has made my family second class citizens. My 13 year old was mandated out of water polo
in October which she still cries about. Calgary and Calgary YMCA would not accept a negative
test so she was unable to enter the facilities. This has effected her mental well being. This has
made a large impact on her life. And it is an impact that she will feel four not just this year but
many years to come. She had dreams of recording a scholarship from water polo however
even she realizes that goal is nearly impossible after taking an entire season off.

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78279

Lost of job Lost of family members Lost my Constitutional Rights Lost My freedom

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78280

It has brought until psychological trauma to my mental health and well being

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78281

I have lost over a dozen friends to suicide. My wife’s grandmother had to die alone in the
nursing home. My children regressed when online learned forced forced on them. My 4 and 6
year olds have yet to experience a team sport. These mandates have stolen 2 years of
everyone’s lives.

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78282

Can’t travel, has divided family and friends, kept us from our seniors and from holding funerals
and weddings!

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78283

This has been very decisive in my family!

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78284

My mental health is gone. I feel like a prisoner

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78285

Isolation, loss is income, stress

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78286

All

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78287

It has destroyed my business, destroyed friendships, affected my mental health, limited what I
can do and how I can travel. It is unjustified

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78288

There is not one area of my life that has not been turned into a pit of hell. My education, the
desire for productivity, ambition, dreams, ideas, creativity, support circles, and entertainment
have been turned into the real-life equivalent of circles of hell by these mandates.

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78289

Massive loss of income

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78290

Loss of sleep, stomach issues, stress on my family. Lost friends, relationship have been
harmed within family and outside family. Loss of income. It’s been horrible. None of these
mandates have been helpful, but they sure have destroyed and divided our beautiful country.

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78291

Ruined my socail gatherings. Life. People at my work can work without any test & i have to
stay home till i have a negative test. Being vaccinated isnt anything different. And its bullshit

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78292

Sadness all around. It’s a pandemic of sadness. They know what they are doing.

2/18/2022 10:32 AM

78293

Divided family. Isolated me

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78294

Nothing without passport

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78295

I’ve lost my job. My family is alienated and segregated from involvement in our community

2/18/2022 10:31 AM
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with no access to many social, cultural and recreational activities. My 13 year old who should
be engaging with his peers is stripped of access to venues with his friends. We’ve lost friends
and family because of medical choice. Ever since the introduction of the passports I’ve had
weeks where I can’t stop crying. I am in a constant state of stress worries about what could
happen next. We are trying to assess how we can leave the country. We’ve been subjected to
hateful speech, ie: all unvaccinated people should die.
78296

My family has suffered segregation, isolation, income loss, loss of access to public facilities
and education

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78297

Not able to go out. Risk of not being able to attend post secondary institution.

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78298

They have ruined the Canadian way of life

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78299

increased alcohol consumption

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78300

Anxiety depression finicial issues etc.

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78301

Our kids can’t go out and be with their friends

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78302

My partner could not get a job because of the covid 19 vaccine mandate.

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78303

Lost all my jobs

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78304

Family tension, coercion tactics to take the shot, the freedom to go about my life was
decreased

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78305

Terribly!!

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78306

Loss of income, loss of friends due to overdoses and mental health issues

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78307

Everything stopped. Couldn’t go anywhere, do anything or visit anyone

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78308

Terribly lost my job because of no jab no job. Lost money etc

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78309

Inability to travel, partake in normal social activities. Concerned about school mandates

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78310

I’m on LWOP ! And can’t leave my country

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78311

Lost my job, can’t get on EI or find other employment. Affected my psychological and
emotional health. May lose my home. I am mad!!!!

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78312

Separation from my family and friends. It’s sad how these mandates have divided people.

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78313

Restricted everything we do in everyday normal life.

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78314

We have been bullied and lost friends and family because of all of this unnecessary so called
pandemic

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78315

Job loss. Anxiety.

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78316

It has caused me huge mental emotional and financial distress from discrimination and
separation from family , friends , Coworkers and Employers due to these Draconian Mandates.

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78317

Prevented me from seeing my children and grandkids

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78318

Divided the country and induced hate and medical discrimination

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78319

I have no life

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78320

Anxiety depression not seeing my family

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78321

Mentally exhauted

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78322

Greatly. My small business has been mandated to close over different times in 2020 & overall
affected the economy which affects my clientele (loss of jobs & benefits). Lack of Social life
has impacted my personal life. I am angry that no education was delivered to the public on real
healthy ways to improve upon your own immunity & mental wellness, utilizing experts such as
manual therapists, naturopaths, chiropractors, dietician’s , etc.

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78323

Negativity, trouble eating. Alone all the time

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78324

Anxiety, Stress, financial, limited to activity, & on positive note more family time

2/18/2022 10:31 AM
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78325

Financially, mentally & physically

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78326

Got separated from 23 years Common Law husband so, lost my family, lost my job and unable
to find one, have no income whatsoever to pay for rent or feed myself, anxiety folds x100
turning into full blown panic attacks...

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78327

The threat that if I wasn't vaccinated I was not allowed to work, go to the grocery store, or
attend public funtions division of family and friends Social isolation, depression

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78328

Mentally emotionally financially

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78329

Lost my job and the hate and discrimination between people is so terrible

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78330

I has impacted my ability to run my business and build relationships with my clients. Zoom
connections are hard to get started and maintained

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78331

My business, my mental health

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78332

Lost my job due to forced vaccinations. Living in poverty isolated couldn't have a burial for my
brother who died. Discriminated against... Treated like a second class citizen. F Worked as a
social worker for over 25 years. Ruined my small home based business. The list goes on.

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78333

Fighting

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78334

opened my eyes to the tyrannical government

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78335

It has stopped me from working and it has stopped me from socializing in a neutral setting ie
restaurant

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78336

Layers and layers of effects. I lost my job of 25 years. My children lost their activities, I lost
my activities. Staying active and healthy has become more difficult especially in the winter
when going outside is more difficult. I have suffered mentally along with my children. We have
experienced painful discrimination from the children’s school teacher, school policy, school
staff, the children’s friends and their parents. I HD parents offering to take my children without
my consent for a vaccine even when my child has life threatening allergies. I have watched my
private messages be censored. My friend social media accounts be censored. I have watched
the media lie. I have had people within my circle injured and even killed by the vaccine for all
of it to be denounced by people watching only mainstream news. Everywhere I go I see signs,
some very offensive saying only vaccinated can sit in here. I have family members afraid to
come near me or my children. It has caused family rifts. Friendships gone. It has been
isolating. It has been very difficult for my children to deal with the discrimination. I have
strongly considered leaving this country and would 100% if I had the ability to.

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78337

I have lost friends and family members to the divide. I am isolated and depressed. The only
one who has control over me is Jesus.

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78338

God is in Control and his will decides

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78339

Impacted my mental and physical health negatively. Imposed government ruling over my right
to body autonomy

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78340

Emotionally, physically, financially and spiritually!!!!!!

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78341

Prevented me from gathering with family and friends. Hurt relationships with family and friends,
put a lot of fear into peoples lives. We just had Covid. When my youngest (who tested positive
first) found out, he was terrified. The fear mongering is sickening and is destroying people. All
6 of us recovered. I was more sick at Christmas with a head cold. It’s disgusting and it has to
end.

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78342

Can't visit family

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78343

Unable to do some of the things I used to to love to do Go to restaurants, hockey
games,socialize with friends, and they have turned friends and family against each other

2/18/2022 10:31 AM

78344

It has driven families and friends apart. It has created segregation and hate between the
vaccinated and unvaccinated. It has affected our income and cost of living. We are now
paycheck to paycheck and slowly acquiring debt. My children are afraid of people and have not
been able to interact with other children in a social manner to help their development. The
stress from the mandates has negatively affected my mental and emotional health.

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78345

Lost my nursing career and my man stage 4 cancer from shot END MANDATES NOW

2/18/2022 10:30 AM
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78346

N/a

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78347

Mentally it has been terrible. I feel judged for not putting something into my body that I feel I
do not need and should have the choice to decide that for myself

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78348

I work with intellectually disabled people, no one considered the impact on the mental health of
this sector. Nor the children, nor the elderly. No one had the forsite to flatten that curve. There
was no plan to assist the spiraling negative impact of fear mongering, double talk, lack of
intelligent leadership and and no message of any kind of hope to assist Canadians to improve
their mental health, during a completely mismanage global ruse.

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78349

Made a to tiered society

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78350

Shortage of work. Shortage of education for my child and a wear on all of our mental health
regarding the limitations on our social abilities that have been quite limited

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78351

Strained relationships family and friends loss of business

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78352

The masks are ineffective, it says so right on the package. The vaccines only protect the
person who took it, and to what extent? They aren't actual vaccines, they are an experimental
drug that has horrible side effects short-term and who knows the long-term side effects. The
misinformation spread by the government in literally unbelievable and anyone questioning it
has been shut down or fired. It has been made public that Trudeau owns shares in the BC
company that makes the mRna shit. These mandates are complete bullshit, divided families.

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78353

No life

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78354

I wasn't able to be with my family member when they died. Total loss of income as a
professional musician

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78355

Can't work, can't travel, wasn't able to say goodbye to my Grandma when she died.

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78356

My mental health has taken a real hit! I mourn the loss of a free country and fear for my
children and grandchildren futures! Lord have mercy on us all!

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78357

Created a divisive and ignorant circumstance and unhealthy environment for people to live in.
Too many jab-related deaths and adverse injuries and I want to get back to freedom!

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78358

Affected everyone life

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78359

Mental health , career , life savings and trust of government have all hit rock bottom

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78360

We can not go in some businesses, it has strained relationships, it has cancelled community
functions,and gatherings

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78361

My health has declined in that from all of the stress, I've gained weight and am depressed. My
fitness has gone way down since I can't go to the gym. I live in constant fear that we are being
taken over by tyrannical forces and I won't be free ever again or my children. I worry for their
future. I hardly sleep anymore. My only solace us that I am fortunate to have many family
members and friends who have the same thoughts and fears. The thought that I no longer
have bodily autonomy is so unbelievable to me that I feel like I'm living in a horror movie. I've
had COVID and was moderately sick and easily recovered. Nothing the government has done
has made any sense to me and in most cases has been harmful to the majority of the
population. The harm to businesses, the elderly and children is so crushing. I worked in a
retirement home in the first year of the pandemic and the residents suffered so badly from the
isolation. They are in the last couple years if their lives and that is how we treat them?
Especially the dementia patients, they don't understand, they are just sad and lonely. Why
would our leaders want to harm us? It's so confusing and scary, I feel I can't cope and am
looking for a way out.

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78362

Killed my 92 year old mother from solitary confinement, can't travel, go to restarant,get a hair
cut. COMMUNIST EVIL

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78363

Job loss, depression, loneliness, isolation, children separated from their friends, trauma,
stress.

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78364

Family members health was affected after the jab. He will be in treatments for a long time.
Just great full family doctor picked up in time or he would have been on dialysis

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78365

I haven't been able to visit friends and family, I haven't been in a public setting for months and

2/18/2022 10:30 AM
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my mental health has been in a downward spiral the last 2 years. We need to return to normal
life right now. No more corrupt governments. No more mandates. Thats not how a democracy
is supposed to work.
78366

It has affected my life, and all of our lives in several ways. Personally speaking, I currently am
unable to attend classes in person; therefore, am unable to graduate and get a job in my field.
The mandates have caused several anxiety attacks. I am unable to see my family and friends,
and haven't been able to in over 2 years now! Life needs to go back to normal!

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78367

I have been unaccepted at restaurants, it has impacted my financially with my job, and I am
unable to travel

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78368

Has caused me to loose my job and now how mental illness because of depression about
loosing my rights and freedoms as a Canadian. I want to flee to another country that is not
communist...

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78369

Tremendously

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78370

Negatively, inconvenienced, supply chains threatened, divisive

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78371

Mental anguish

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78372

Delayed surgeries, isolation, mental health, higher anxiety and depression than usual.
Constantly changing the requirements but still no REAL mandate changes. So sad to see what
is happening to our children, being masked and muzzled.

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78373

I was terminated forvrefusing vaccination after 35 years of service, refused severance pay and
EI

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78374

Job,family,travel,living life generally

2/18/2022 10:30 AM

78375

Have vaccine injury.

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78376

Horrible - mental health issues ,

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78377

Not knowing what the next mandate is or how long. Division in opinion. Mental health of
people. Residents in care homes. Job losses.

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78378

All my family are against my decision

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78379

I have 2 family members with bad reactions to vax. They had to get it just to keep their jobs

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78380

Loss of income, children with mental health issues

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78381

It has divided and killed friends and family, impedes on humanity's lifestyle and is a Genocidal
war against humanity. This is a diabolical spiritual war that is blocking Consciousness, Love
and destroying all gifts bestowed upon us from the Creator.

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78382

We’ve gone into 160,000 worth of debt in our small business, my family friend died of the
vaccine and many other of my young friends in their 30s have had serious side effects
(irregular menstral cycle, seizures, myocarditis, blood clots from nose). I’ve also had family
and friends lose their careers due to the mandates. Our personal mental health has suffered
severely.

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78383

I feel like I am a prisoner. I have no freedom to go out, travel or see friends.

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78384

Both my husband and I have lost jobs because of the mandates.

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78385

Horribly

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78386

Don’t want it anymore

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78387

Live style, job, income,

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78388

These mandates have affected EVERYONE negatively. My children have fallen behind in
school, my husband has fewer trucking jobs. Family division. Depression, PTSD about going
out into public, worried about mask police or standing too close to someone. A LOT of people
have become VERY mean!!!

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78389

Children missing life! Mental health problems Friends/family fighting

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78390

I have 4 seniors I look after my mom had no visitors for 1 month my uncle gas not a visitor in

2/18/2022 10:29 AM
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2 months it is so heart hurting to watch them waist away by themselves it is a crime And the
poor children no school no Sunday School a pure crime evil people
78391

Lost my job. My child has been pulled from school. Mental health has slowing been declining.
Getting ready for war.

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78392

Feeling unmotivated! Very sad!

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78393

poverty

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78394

Forced me to give up my freedom of choice

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78395

Made lots of money if stupid plastic barriers

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78396

Locked in my home… told who I am allowed to have in my home. My elderly mother has
declined in health from lockdowns and restrictions. Travel restrictions… not able to exercise
out of my home. It’s pretty much endless. What will happen to the vaccinated… adverse
reactions are happening to my children and friends. Dehumanizing people with masks. Creating
a divided hostile environment. Ostracized and vilified if you aren’t vaccinated. The lies by
media and government. The list is truly endless

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78397

It’s affecting my kids lives more than mine. Mentally. This needs to end now!

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78398

Loss of income

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78399

Have not seen any family and am struggling with anxiety. Unable to attend grandsons funeral
after his suicide brought on by these mandates.

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78400

Created unneeded anxiety, devision amongst family and friends, and made made it extremely
difficult for cross border sale of our horses.

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78401

I have no ambition in my life, there’s nothing to look forward to. This is not living it’s just not
dying. I am fully vaccinated so we can move forward and all we keep doing is going
backwards. I would love to see symptomatic testing to be over, required only needed for
hospital care. My heartbreaks at the way Canadian citizens are being treated and are treating
each other. This is no way to live.

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78402

My partner lost his job for not being vaccinated, despite the fact that many people in the exact
same positions at different organizations across our province continue to work without being
vaccinated. He was put on 3 month leave of absence, then fired without cause or warning
halfway through the leave. Provincial vax mandates will be lifted before his 3 month leave
would have ended.

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78403

I’ve lost my family, friends, my job, and my car

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78404

Too many many heartbreaks to write. This is so wrong in so many ways

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78405

Forced vaccine or I loose a job I love.

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78406

No travel to see family in Canada or USA

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78407

Division with friends, family and community, isolation from society, strain on finances and job
opportunities, restricted travel provincially and internationally, child’s socialization skills and
ability to attend and learn in school. Freedom to choose what is best for myself and what I put
into my body. Has affected physical, mental and spiritual aspects of life.

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78408

I’m very depressed and I have bad anxiety , have not seen my father in law since middle of
December , he’s in the manor , not sleeping well at all and I’m very unhappy , I want our
freedom back

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78409

No jab No job, is coercion. Have created division in our Society. Not being able to use public
transportation unless have passport

2/18/2022 10:29 AM

78410

I have lost my career of 20 years as a nurse and caused separation and division in every
aspect of my life

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78411

Children have been affected

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78412

waiting two years for medical attention. unhealthy wearing a mask.

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78413

The store I worked at and manage closed permanently and I lost my job

2/18/2022 10:28 AM
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78414

Travel , and anyplace that required a QR code , which affects my quality of life for a medical
choice that I made I’m ashamed to live in Canada

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78415

My children’s ability to live a normal life. Division between friends and family.

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78416

I have been discriminated against lost friends and family … I am suffering from Anxiety and
depression

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78417

Very negatively

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78418

I don’t want to stay at home 🏡 all the time! I would like to be able to visit friends without the
fear of contacting the COVID-19

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78419

My son and I are not able to live life the way I was able to when I was young.

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78420

it has shut me away from my family and caused major depression.. thinking of ending my life

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78421

It has kill the economy and destroyed my social life and liberty of mouvement.

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78422

I suffer since getting the vaccination. Im on meds now when l have never taken pills. Keeping
me away from family and friends made it much worse. End this mandate now plz. Save
Canada.

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78423

It effected my mentally!

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78424

Isolation, socializing, travel

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78425

Mandates have affected every part of my life, physically mentally, morally, spiritually. It must
end now!

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78426

Destroyed my career

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78427

Lost peopl I love because of Covid not because they had Covid. Surgeries stopped

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78428

My mom is 81 years old and alone I am not a test rat and PM of Canada is taking our
freedoms away thru mandates. It has to end and end NOW

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78429

Depression seeing govt taking away freedoms

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78430

Not allowed to curl, go into a restaurant with my elderly Dad. Division in our community. It’s
nonsense as well as the vaccine.

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78431

I was put out of work on an unpaid leave after 37 years of service at the hospital for a choice I
had the right to make ....very wrong!

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78432

My family have not received the vaccines and my children have been bullied, shamed, not
allowed to attend events, birthday parties, have their parents watch their sports, or attend the
local rec center. Our mental health as a family has been stressed as everywhere we go, we
need to decide if we can get in. It is very challenging feeling second class.

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78433

My husband was fired from this job

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78434

very hard, as I am 75 yrs old and found it hard to be all alone for so long,,,,no family or friends
could visit,,,,

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78435

Terribly. Increased anxiety, depression, and overall lack of wellbeing.

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78436

The ineffective mandates have caused division in between family members, locked parents
out of their children’s sporting events, closed churches, masks have created more
psychological damage and are completely ineffective.

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78437

Treated like a second class citizen and I was born in Canada. I am not a criminal yet I am
treated like one at times. I have stayed strong and connected with like minded people here in
our community

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78438

I felt forced to get a vaccine to be able to attend my sons extracurricular activities.

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78439

Elevated levels of stress/anxiety for myself and family/friends for job losses, vaccine injuries,
unable to travel freely or exercise/play sports….

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78440

It has caused stress and worry, vaccine mandates and passports gave limited my ability to
live my life freely as I choose.

2/18/2022 10:28 AM
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78441

Loss of life savings, loss of career, loss of self worth, until damage for my child with speech
problems.

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78442

Two years of my life have been stolen. Split my family in two

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78443

Loss of income , social distance, I miss hugging my loved ones. Family afraid to see each
other . Need I go on

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78444

These mandates have isolated me from family, friends and society. I feel like a prisoner in my
own home and a leper when I go out in public. There has always been an underlying threat that
if you do not obey, you will be punished.

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78445

Mental health decline. Financial difficulties.

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78446

Loss of work and can’t travel. Lived outside of society. Horrible

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78447

Lay offs, most importantly my aunt is dying and family has not been able to visit

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78448

I feel as I have lost freedom to travel and speak freely. We need to get Canada back to the
once great country it was.

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78449

I have lost friends, have had heard so many stories of how these mandates have affected
peoples mental and physical health. So many elderly are living a very lonely life being
prisoners in the care home with limited people to come and visit. Children forced to wear
masks during gym classes and making them sick. Mental health of little kids when they come
home crying because of what they hear in school regarding covid. Meanwhile athletes and
concerts go on without no mask restrictions. I have grandkids and a great grandchild. Their
future looks so bleak. unless these mandates are stopped immediately thing will get
progressively worse. The so called cure for covid is worse than the disease itself.

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78450

Lost hours from work,time with family and friends and lost a loved one to suicide.

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78451

Mental health!!!! Loss of friends and family’s relationships!! Financial as there are parts of my
business that I’m not able to perform. I can’t fly to see my family! Or fly anywhere!!!! And now
I can’t peacefully protest at parliament hill!!!

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78452

Lack of freedom of movement and income reduction

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78453

Ability to transit the border until recent times. Hostage in your own nation is not correct.

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78454

I am now a second class citizen who is no longer welcome in society. My children are not able
to do sports. Church is uncomfortable due to masks. And my family relationships have been
strained by our differing opinions.

2/18/2022 10:28 AM

78455

It has kept me away from family and friends. It has grounded me to staying in my house with
no freedom It has split my family

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78456

Loss of business

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78457

Hugely. Lost job, lack of income, inflation on food, gas, housing, rent, you name it. The worst
of all is the divide in families and how it's affect us mentally, emotionally and physically. It's
affected us way more then the virus ever did or will in the future.

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78458

Caused hard feelings between friends and family, depression, stress!

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78459

Not being able to be with my loved ones at the end of life

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78460

My husband lost his employment and has been unable to find any due to his vaccination
status. One of my young daughters had to begin taking anti-anxiety medication due to all of
the stress imposed by these mandates.

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78461

I lost my job. Single parent of 2 and sole provider.segregateddiscrimintardagainst

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78462

Forced me to take a vaccine i did not want to take in order for me to keep my job.

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78463

Mentally drained. Cannot get the career I want.

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78464

Loss of income, mental stress, unable to visit family

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78465

All of them because, my wife and I like to travel . Because we are not vaccinated we are not
allowed to any traveling, eating out or any things we enjoy doing.

2/18/2022 10:27 AM
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78466

Weekly RAT test to continue my employment.

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78467

My teenage daughters can not participate in any extracurricular activities, including playing
sports, which they love.. for their school and other programs.. because they are not
vaccinated.. they want to drop out of school.. we also did fundraising and payed a non
refundable deposit on a class trip that my daughter can not go on because she will not be
providing a vax pass.. she is a grade A student.. All her friends are going..she will be left
behind and miss out on this important experience in her young life.. Also my husband is facing
losing his job.. we are mentally stressed and financially.. and find ourselves becoming more
and more disconnected from our community, province and country.

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78468

I've seen changes in people; people I know have been physically disabled upon getting the
shots. The vaxx passports have created division in my family and with friends. Businesses I
know have gone under due to government restrictions. This is just a start.

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78469

Divided my family

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78470

Well, I'll start by saying saying that the last 2 years have been the most, lonely, sad, unhealthy
and frightening of my life and i know that of others as well. My son began having serious life
threatening seizure episodes which required admission into the hospital for a weeklong
evaluation to consider brain surgery. Due to covid mandates and restrictions, I was prevented
from being in the same room as him therefore left on his own during such a terrifying ordeal.
Next my youngest daughter was diagnosed with type one diabetes. Not only was I prevented
from being next to her in the hospital upon admittance but due to covid restrictions we weren't
able to have any in person appointments for learning how to cope or treat this lifelong illness.
Next I will I will mention my late sister Sarah.. Single mom immensely stressed out during
isolation periods and began coping with with drugs. Nobody was able to go and see her and
nobody even knew what she was up to. My sister is no longer with us and my niece has no
mother. Next I will bring up my step sister, She became extremely lost after our sister's
passing and turned away from the family and also to drugs, my step sister is also no longer
with us. Now I can move on to the simple of the mandates and what it has done between
family members and friends who've developed opposing opinions. I have not spoken to my
younger sister (one of 2 surviving out of 5) in 2 years and have not seen my mother either.
Both my daughter and I began suffering severe anxiety which has made a huge impact on our
lives. My daughter's education, or lack thereof, was practically non existent for the first year,
as was the necessary social interaction and furthermore not just one year, but OVER 2
YEARS of forced face covering causing skin issues, asthma, THE LOSS OF A LANGUAGE,
that being of expression and body. Last but not least deprivation of the appropriate amount on
OXYGEN essential for a living thriving brain of a child. Breath -life force- Prana

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78471

It has made me very depressed

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78472

Lost relationships, employment, mental health, savings!

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78473

Loss of income

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78474

Getting sick from wearing masks, broke my family's spirit.

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78475

Lost my job and I’ve learned a lot Germ theory is a complete fraud

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78476

I do not recognize people because of the masks. I lost many hours of work because of
lockdowns. I had to pay hundreds of dollars for PCR tests and driving two hours back and forth
to get them. Grande Prairie was the closest place for tests recognized by airlines. My daughter
got vaccinated only so she could travel to see her boyfriend in USA. My dad died and his
grandchildren were not allowed at his funeral!!! Mental anguish and ridicule because I trust my
natural immunity and am not vaccinated. All places that demand vaccination pass are places I
am prohibited from.

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78477

I’m worried sick about my sons who had vax and swabs to keep their jobs.. I’m worried about
my grandchildren who took vax to go to school, my sisters as well. The long term effects are
unknown. I’m living in some fear because we have a Dictator running our country and it’s
affecting my every day life when I should be enjoying my Senior Years.. Damn Trudeau and
his Breed to Hell. Amen

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78478

Isolation… unable to attend funerals of loved ones… mental health..

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78479

In everyway possible! Mentally, physically & emotionally damaging

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78480

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:27 AM
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78481

Can’t visit family or grandkids

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78482

My children now have sever anxiety, and are emotionally distressed. Not being able to
participate in society in a normal way has caused stress on all of us. The fear of losing one's
job or not being allowed in certain places because of not disclosing personal medical
information has been emotion turmoil.

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78483

Affected me in many ways. List would be to long to explain everything.

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78484

Lack of employment lack of the ability to travel

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78485

Mandate has confined my life by travel interruptions, confined to our homes and taken away all
our constitutional rights. We have choices what we put into our body and now the government
wants total control of all people. What’s next? This liberal government is out of control and
what reckless decision will they make next. I feel our current government should be
investigated for criminal wrong doing and very poor decision making. Someone has to be held
responsible.

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78486

Extremely negatively

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78487

I'm ways I never thought woukd ever happe . Financially physically and mentally not just me
but the other 5 people that live in my home. Enough is enough

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78488

Our family is Covid free thanks to Bonnie Henry and John Horgan, not our prime minister
Justin Trudeau who is an embarrassment to our country and should realize he needs to resign.

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78489

Terribly! It has dehumanized me and my family, caused conflict and strife among friends and
family members, economic hardship. It all could have been avoided!

2/18/2022 10:27 AM

78490

Made some opportunities become unavailable

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78491

In every aspect horribly. I fear for my children’s future.

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78492

Yes

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78493

I’ll keep it short, Negatively , when doctors say getting the virus and building a natural
immunity to it is the best way why doesn’t our government recognize that as a form or
vaccination?

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78494

Loss of work. Depression issues. Financial issues

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78495

Destroyed it 😢

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78496

almost 3 years

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78497

Many folks I know have been isolated and/separated from family and friends. The confusion
about what really works is frustrating as it keeps changing. Frustrations with how the fear has
built up with some folks that keeps them from living or connecting. Human beings are tribal by
nature. We need each other to be healthy. There’s not enough talk about getting healthy in
general and what that looks like.

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78498

More anxious about others’ judgements upon me. Scared to do “wrong” but feeling like doing
the right thing is wrong. A heavy weight on life in general.

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78499

Not able to go to restaurants go to movies every one is stressed and moody depressed
stressed out Can’t deal with probates in USA after both my parents died. Can’t go to my
nephews wedding in Colorado. Can’t see my sister. Can’t go to a court case for my fathers
house All these things affects everyone people need to have a choice. We always did until
Trudeau came in to office. He is destroying the country and the world and humanity. He ha
destroyed human being life. He needs to be kicked out of office he actually should be put in jail
what he is doing is treason because he is not supporting the country he is destroying the
country. He is the problem He wants a socialized country where he can control everyone
Please help I vote no mandates and No Trudeau Thank u

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78500

Not sure what a person should do from one day to the next.

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78501

I have become very depressed and it has caused division in our family

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78502

My job my life are in jeopardy

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78503

In every way imaginable

2/18/2022 10:26 AM
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78504

Mother all jabbed up in long term care and locked in her room inhumanely ..with no human
contact.criminal. visitors must be 3 jabs to see family. Criminal.

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78505

I was fired without due cause, after 37 years in the same job. I have had no severance pay or
unemployment benefits, even after 4 months of unemployment. I need my jo, that is why I
worked there for o long. Employment Insurance does not even have the integrity, to decide on
my case. They just say they have been "working very hard," on doing so. Part of the delay,
though was caused by my employer, which did not send them an ROE for close to 3 months
afterward.

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78506

Lost my job

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78507

Masks give me anxiety attacks but the main reason I’m against it all is for my childrens
mental health.

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78508

To many ways to list

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78509

My children are sooo depressed its not funny and their all under 10. I've never seen them so
sad. They ask me all the time why their not allowed to see their friends and cant understand
why. They said it theirselves, if people arent dying from c19, then why are we still stuck. Their
words, not mine. We havent seen any of our family since the mandates started, like the good
law abiding citizens we are, but its enough. I missed my grandfathers funeral because of c19,
my wife may miss her grandfather too because hes not doing well. I dont think any seniuor
citizen is doing well COMPLETELY isolated. We need these mandates to stop. We all need
these to stop. Theirs no need watsoever for the emergencys act. Diplomacy is aleays the way,
not the end of a gun barrel

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78510

Loneliness, financial, social, relationship struggles, division, heartache, loss, no travel, could
not visit dying loved one and more

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78511

Severe mental health destruction

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78512

I have followed all the mandates. My business has been cut in half. But more importantly I
have gotten two shots plus the booster and now I'm having medical problems. I'm terrified to
get the next booster. And I'm worried that the government will change the criteria for what is
considered to be fully vaccinated in my Province and in the country. I am not an anti-vaxxer
but I do have serious concerns. I would like to get an exemption but I understand that there is
a many months waiting list to get to see any of you noticed or an allergist. This needs to stop.
People should not be losing their jobs, their livelihoods, and their freedoms simply because of
federal and provincial mishandling of the covid pandemic.

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78513

I no longer have one, or feel like it Depressed and medicated now High blood pressure,
medication now

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78514

I lost my job in healthcare (when we have been short staffed since long before covid. Let go for
making a decision about my body.

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78515

It has only effected where I can go.

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78516

Had to leave my job when the pandemic first started so I could homeschool my kids. Our
household lost one income and everything went up in price.

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78517

I have lost my job and income. I cannot see my family and friends

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78518

Financially, mentally, my kids are unable to play organized sports, visit grandparents in Europe
because they are not vaccinated. My 13 year old child feels like an outcast as she cannot join
friends for Indoor activities such as skating or go to the movies. Segregation and hostility is
growing and some of our friends distances themselves due to fear. Prolonged use of masks
have caused skin issues on my 10 year old son’s face.

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78519

It's made my life absolutely miserable. My health has gone down hill, my relationships have
been scarred, unable to move around and enjoy life, it has been a living hell.

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78520

It has caused me loss of sleep, loss of work. Both of my teenagers gave missed out on prom.
My grandson hasn't been educated for 2 yrs. My daughter is severely depressed. Her face is
full of the worst acne and its painful. I'm on anxiety medication. And now feel like I'm near
giving up on my life.

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78521

It is destroying my family my finances and my mental health

2/18/2022 10:26 AM
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78522

No travel , no church , division in my family, that hurts.

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78523

lost my job

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78524

Ive gained weight and im depressed

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78525

I’ve been made to feel like a second class citizen because of a medical choice that I am
making. Coercion is not choice - the vaccine passport/REP is, as admitted by government, a
form of coercion.

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78526

No longer free to work in certain areas and can’t participate in community events

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78527

I am so depressed. I am no longer confident in Canada.

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78528

Our mental health is on the verge of we don’t want to live with this tyrannical overreach
government that is in bed with the devil, our PM no longer works for the people , he is working
with WEF and global elites , he’s forgotten who elected him , we are Canadians and we’re born
free, give us our freedom back NOW

2/18/2022 10:26 AM

78529

Long term care unable to have adequate visitation and care.

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78530

It has limited my freedom of movement, my ability to go out and do things, caused isolation
and stress and divided my family.

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78531

Created division with family and friends. Lost my job. Created stress in my life.

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78532

My grand daughter is hearing impaired and she needs to see lips. Her speech is suffering.
Babies are suffering. My own mental health is horrible.

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78533

yes, I was fired from a very good job after a health inspector reported me to my boss after a
heated exchange with him. I also wasn't able to see my Cuban wife for almost a year and a
half.

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78534

Personal rights taken away with no actual choice. Distrust in government

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78535

Divided family

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78536

Brutal thinking of leaving Canada

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78537

I feel like I'm living in a police state because of a virus that a) the vaccines provide no
protection against, and b) has a survival rate of over 99%.

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78538

Mentally physically emotionally

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78539

Conflict with family

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78540

Lost job

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78541

Terrible stressed out , hard to breathe in masks , not feeling good since been wearing them

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78542

Brought such division, separation among family and friends. Couldnt visit love ones in long
term care. A few of them died and never got to see them. Lack of socializing. Friends
depressed and hurting and couldn't be with them

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78543

I've lost half my income and 1/2 of my savings due to the mandates.

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78544

my husband got the first vaccine and got blood clots but could not get an exemption so 8
months later he got another. he was very sick with first shot and lucky to live but couldnt travel
or even play golf because he needed to have 2 shots. this is cruel. I havent got no shots so Im
restricted from travel, restaurants, golf , etc. even though its been proven the vaccine never
stopped people from getting it, spreading it and dying. and yes I know people that died with 2
vaccines from it. My mental health has suffered greatly and I know people that have
committed suicide because their mental health suffered more then they could bare.

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78545

I have been ostracized from society. I have been denigrated and belittled. Now I am losing my
job from no fault of my own.

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78546

I have been excluded from gyms, restaurants and other pubic areas. I have been disappointed
by people around putting their children at risk from medical treatments that does not reduce
their risk of covid.

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78547

I’ve been laid off at one point and lost work. I’ve missed family events because they’ve been

2/18/2022 10:25 AM
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canceled or postponed. I’ve missed being able to attend a funeral. I’ve not been able to travel
because of the vaccine passports. And finally, I believe this has become about politics and no
longer our health.
78548

Severe depression. Strain on relationships. Mental health has suffered. My teen is not able to
have a carefree pre-adulthood, breaks my heart for all kids, actually for everyone.

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78549

Can't travel

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78550

Taken away my freedom to choose. By the way...Truckers are Canadians..they are speaking
for us because our govt is not!

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78551

My business has been shut down multiple times. Lost so much revenue, and continue to do
so. I am also unvaccinated and think we should have a right to choose.

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78552

I’ve missed life changing family moments, unable to work from home as a single struggling
mother already. I’ve had covid aka a cold twice, and I’m disgusted I’ve wasted 2 years of my
life locked up over a cold. I’ve been away from my family for so long and unable to travel.

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78553

I'm considered a Lepper now. I have not been sick in 4 years!! I'm extremely healthy I believe
in health wellness and fitness! I'm a nature healer not a Pharma plus user

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78554

It had made me an outcast. A person to be ridiculed, threatened. Treated like less than human.
It has destroyed family and friendships

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78555

It has restricted my freedom of movement and my freedom to enter certain venues. It has
effected friendships and relationships due to the false ‘narrative’ that unvaccinated people are
responsible for spreading Covid.

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78556

it has divided family members

2/18/2022 10:25 AM

78557

Not being able to attend a funeral of Loved one

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78558

No business

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78559

Made me aware we live in a communist country that follows a dictator not the real science,
rather a paid off science.

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78560

What life..

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78561

Family division! Elderly parents isolated! Limited social interaction. Cancelled travel plans.

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78562

Horribly

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78563

I am about to commit suicide as I have no idea how to make money anympor

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78564

Testing every 48 hours. Time and money wasted. Unable to go to a restaurant or family
dinners

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78565

Broken up family and friends and job loss

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78566

Caused division amongst friends and family!

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78567

Jobs lost, friends divided, social isolation,

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78568

In every single way possible

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78569

The mandates have cause lots of stress and separation between family and freinds. Physical
wellbeing is also on a decline since lock downs, quarantine and Vax pass. It has really put
people around me also in stress finacially. I have had covid twice and find that things are really
blown out of porortion

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78570

Mental health has suffered Division between family members and friends Loss of trust in the
government / health officials

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78571

Isolation destroys healthy lives. I need to be able to interact with people ! My husband suffered
in the hospital without his family near! He died in 2020 with his children standing at a window
on the outside of the building! This is not acceptable for families!!

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78572

Forced poison in my body

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78573

It’s been extremely hard. Relationships with family and friends have been strained. I’ve only

2/18/2022 10:24 AM
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seen my grandmother 3 times since March 2020. I would only consider one a true visit. Our 3
kids have been sad and depressed because of the lack of activities/sports and the restrictions
surrounding them-masking during dance/hockey, restricted access to dance festivals, hockey
rinks etc. It’s disconnected our family and our friendships. We spend significantly less money
in our community now. We haven’t been out to eat since before March 2020. We’ll get take out
sometimes. We haven’t been to movies, or any other venue for an event since. We literally
only go to the grocery store, gas station, hockey rink and dance studio. That’s it.
78574

Its DECIMATED our family income for 2 ENTIRE YEARS! We've been graciously allowed to
incur help in the form of government DEBT in return! And only only covered 1/10th of our
losses, NOT OKAY!!!! We couldn't attend the funeral of a loved one (who died of heart failure
just weeks after his 2nd dose), and couldn't visit another loved one in the hospital (who
suffered a heart attack at the age of 29, just 2 weeks after 2nd dose). Connected or not, we
could be there! We're not blaming the vaccine, and desperately hope none of it is connected,
as we could all be at risk for simply doing what was asked of us. Yet after all of this sacrifice,
we're STILL living with mandates and restrictions? NOT OKAY!!!!

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78575

Robbed from it on multiple levels. Life lasting injuries.

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78576

Ruined my fucking family

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78577

I'm deeply depressed and lost my job mental health issues

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78578

It’s affected my family mentally, my daughters education has been horrible and I lost precious
time with loved ones who passed from this that I will never get back. I still love my country but
for the first time in my life I’m ashamed to be a Canadian,

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78579

Ostracized from family, stigmatized and discriminated against in society. Constant fear of
employer enforcing mandate and losing my job.

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78580

I have seen my aging parents become depressed and scared. It has caused dissension in our
family. Many people I know have suddenly had health issues that I suspect is due to the
vaccines.

2/18/2022 10:24 AM

78581

Unable to see my 45 yr old son in a long term care facility he has ms 2 yrs have gone by and
his health is getting worse, I was banned from enjoying each day with him as each day is very
precious and you can never get that back. Only one way I was affected ,there are countless
other trials because of these mandates.

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78582

Child can not go to graduation ceremony I can not watch my daughter play hockey My son lost
his job Family disputes. Family split apart Mental health issues

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78583

Can't go to events, can't eat in at a restaurant, can't see a doctor for either myself or my
partner, gotta wear a mask at work, can't travel

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78584

My husband lost his job of 15 years. Weve had friends kids kill themselves over lockdown.
Our phsyco ward here are overflowing with mental health crisis. Theyve created a fear now to
even go out and live. There has not been any benefit of what the governement has done these
last 2 yrs and there are studies that state just this!

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78585

Frustration at incoherences and fear regarding state control and vaccine mandate

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78586

It's triggered a truma response that took me back to the years of sexual abuse I endured. I
have the same feelings of loss of control over my life, my body, my choices and has wracked
me with feelings of fear, shame and guilt. I have lost trust in the government to keep me safe
from prejudice, harassment and bullying. I no longer believe that the government has the best
interests of Canadians in mind, of course I've felt that way periodically for years based on
choices the government has made that seemingly supported their own financial and political
agenda.

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78587

Loss of income, for my family, can not fly

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78588

Unable to go to a restaurant, unable to watch my children play sports, unable to travel.

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78589

Needing a vaccine passport has kept me from doing many things. Right now the vaccine has
not proven anything there are more people vaccinated that are getting sick and the
unvaccinated so you cannot blame the unvaccinated anymore vaccines do not work

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78590

Mental health declined Likely to loose my job as a CDA OF 25 years

2/18/2022 10:23 AM
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78591

It has made my business very slow and less busy. I got fired from a job I had for almost 15
years because I was "cancelled" for speaking out on social media. Mental health has been
stressed in many members of my family. And much more

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78592

It has stripped my kids of two years of innocence and activities. It has stripped me of my
practicum position, contributing to a fail from my Master of Arts in Counselling Psychology
practicum course which I spent 2 months fighting and eventually had the decision overturned
but not without a loss of 8 months of income and $2000.00 in tuition fees and tremendous
psychological cost. It has hurt many friendships and contributed to a huge loss of trust in
politicians, our health care system and our society as a whole.

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78593

It’s prevented me from contracting Covid, it’s kept me safe!

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78594

It ruined my life my mother died alone with no family. We got to wave to her threw a window
she cried all the time. Said she felt like.a prisoner amd don’t know what she did to deserve it. I
don’t know if you ever worked a hard job with lots of heavy lifting and then did that with a mask
on. I have sore throat everyday and headaches all time now amd so do the girls I work with.
It’s awful and sad

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78595

Extra stresses in running family business, depression when I needed support during multiple
miscarriages but am told to stay home, husband at work and I am left at home all day with
children unable to go out and interact with other mothers. Suicide of family member. Watched
my grandmother spend final year of her life alone.

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78596

Feel like I’m locked up in my house!!

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78597

Very much I miss my friends and family and worry about the future of my kids and grandkids

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78598

It’s insane

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78599

Job loose, mental health

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78600

I have been placed on leave WITHOUT pay indefinitely with the chance of being fired. The
mental and physical stress from these mandates and being segregated has been very severe.

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78601

In every aspect. work ( my business ) health care cost of living traveling My kids education My
social life My wedding Division of my family & friends

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78602

I feel very very ostracized as well as very depressed/suicidal!!

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78603

Isolation, depression

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78604

It has alienated friends and family. I’ve missed valuable time with loved ones that I will NEVER
get back. I quit my job. Couldn’t go anywhere. Missed the birth of my grandchild. Many many
things…..

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78605

My mother died in Nov. 2020 and was only allowed a few of her family to come and say good
bye to her. She came from a large family. The service had restrictions so we had to hold it
outside And because of the mask mandates at the time it caused division to this day with a
couple of siblings because I wouldn't insist on everyone wearing the breath blockers. My
husband's family refuse to have us visit or visit them because if our difference of opinion due
to the mandates. I am discrimated against when I go to a restaurant or anywhere else if I
choose to exercise my rights.

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78606

Increased cost associated with constant testing both for work and post secondary school
requirements. Not to mention stress due to mandates. List family and friends relationships.

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78607

I’m fully vaccinated and even have my booster!! It did not stop myself or my family from
contracting covid-19 If they are going to mandate a vaccine then it better keep a person from
getting it period!!! Otherwise it should be a choice and not mandated, if someone wishes to
take the risk of getting said virus then that’s on them BUT SHOULDNT BE MANDATED!!!!!!!!!
Freedoms are being taken away from all Canadians and it’s complete BS!!!

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78608

Fear. Government overextended its powers.

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78609

It has affected the mental health of my children.

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78610

Ihave had constant arguments with family over it ,caused a terible rift in immediate family and
sibblings ,anxiety level way higher than it needs to be ,living in fear for no real reason ,i took
the shots but dont feel any safer now amen,.

2/18/2022 10:23 AM
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78611

I’m retired but can’t travel to visit family or holiday

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78612

Stopped us from freedom to travel, see family and created division among friends and family.

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78613

Lack of available work

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78614

I’m sick of being stuck at home and restricted from events and my kids are tired of life being
taken away from them as teenagers.

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78615

We have these people who are employees at stores enforcing a mask mandate for which the
science proves that masks don’t work. They are like Nazis

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78616

I am on an unpaid leave of absence from my health care position. My utilities bills have
doubled, and I am type 1 diabetic with no benefits. No money + higher bills + no benefits =
homeless by April

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78617

Losing money in my business first my clients get sick from the vax then they get sick from
covid and they passed it on to me. It also divided my friends and family, there is a protocol to
cure corona virus the flccc protocol .....was never published

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78618

Kept us pretty much confined to our home.

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78619

Two years lost, the harm done to people is unforgivable, I will never trust the government,
healthcare ever again!

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78620

Divided people I love Lost job friends Haven’t seen family

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78621

Negatively.

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78622

as old retired people.....not much

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78623

Very much and am done with it.

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78624

Very small opportunity to see family in person, no quality family time

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78625

Lost my job it was eliminated 20 months ago and now with lack of product there are no jobs in
my job market.

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78626

Loss of choice to make own decisions regarding my body and life. There is a lot of science
that has been ignored by so-called experts.

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78627

Lose of job

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78628

I was put on an unpaid leave of absence and now I’m allowed to work only if I test every 48
hours at my own expense. As I am the only bread winner I have to do that. The vaccine isn’t
an option for medical reasons but the doctor can’t write an exemption, nor does my employer
accept religious exemptions. The masks have given me permanent tinnitus, I can hardly
breathe through them because of allergies that have worsened and I get acne on my chin
because of them. Not to mention the stress the mandates have put us all through. I now have
panic attacks and chest pains once in a while. I work in a seniors’ lodge and the mental and
emotional stress those residents have gone through has been nothing short of abusive. It’s
disgusting what these mandates have done.

2/18/2022 10:23 AM

78629

Segregated and no travel

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78630

negatively restricting unnecessarily all functions of life

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78631

Impacted the physical, social and psychological well being of my family, especially my
children.

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78632

I am at the lowest point of my life from health to work, family to depression, sadness, fear and
stress. It is time for these mandates to end and for many inquiries and lawsuits to be filed.
Most important: Trudeau and Freeland must go and be tried for crimes against.humanity for the
globalist WEF agaenda they have forced upon Canada and her citizens. Enough is enough- the
truth must be told and those responsible for this attack on Canadians must be held
accountable.

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78633

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78634

Depression, segregation, financially and physically gain 40lbs in 2 years. Torn friendships over
mandate debates and discussion.

2/18/2022 10:22 AM
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78635

social isolation. slowed child development of family members

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78636

My mother listened to her Doctor because of the mandate and received her first shot of Pfizer
on May 11, 2021 even though she did not want it. She died on June 30, 2021 in Yarmouth
Hospital due to a major stroke caused by two blood clots in her brain. I believe it had
something to do with her death but they would not test my mother to rule it out and her death
was not labelled as a vaccine injury. They said that because it was outside of 3 weeks they
would not consider the vaccine because only 13 people had adverse reactions within 2 weeks
and there would be no way to test to see if it was the vaccine. My daughter feels segregated in
school as teachers question kids in class by asking them to raise their hands if they have had
the jab and priasing the ones that have in front of the other kids saying how they have done
the right thing etc; Even kids are segregating other kids based on vaccine status which causes
kids undue stress on-top of everything else they are going through at school. It has also
impacted my wife's work as anyone who has refused has been out on admin leave without pay
putting a lot of extra unnessessary financial stress on families. I have seen clear segregation
at my work place between those who believe in the covid jab and those that do not. I have lost
friends and family members over differences in opinions mostly fueled by the media. These
mandates have simply destroyed people's lives, and they need to go. Thank you.

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78637

Separated my family, hospital being full which was all a lie, we had bed shortages before
Covid, there isn’t enough room here to write how this has affected my life and I don’t have time
to explain, but this has ruined many aspects of my life is a very big way

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78638

Mental health has really been up for alot of people, harder to see doctors

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78639

I cannot have the shot (because Covid messed my body up) but I also can’t get an exemption.
My grandpa passed away a week ago today and he was alone because our family wasn’t all
able to see him over the last 4 mths. I also have a mask exemption written from my doctor
that the hospitals are not excepting. So I was discriminated against while having major liver
issues. They nearly didn’t treat me and because I was vax free they called me “Covid
positive”. I had zero Covid symptoms.

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78640

I have 3 young children and this taught them that segregation of any sort is unacceptable and
morally wrong. Never should the government have this much power over us. They are ruining
many peoples lives and this over reach needs to stop immediately

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78641

Broken family relations is the most painful.

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78642

The illegal mandates were supposed to protect myself and my family. They did none of that.
They have caused physical, mental and emotional stress on my whole family and my friends.

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78643

Caused many relationship issues, division, mental illness

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78644

No freedom and no t worked to much

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78645

Created division and segregation in my family

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78646

I have not worked in over 2 years and I'm close to bankruptcy and close to losing our
rental...I'm a single parent and fed up

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78647

Being self employed it didn’t affect me as much as some. But I stand up for those it does
affect, their job and the lives of their children to live a free life.

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78648

My husband and I both lost our job. We have become depressed. We feel abandoned by our
own community. Our kids are hurting. They can't do anything. Hockey was our lives. We may
lose our house and our car. The first sense of hope and happiness we had is when we went to
Ottawa on the 29th. And we've been there every weekend since driving 14 hours one way and
spending thousands of dollars out of our savings.

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78649

These mandates have affected me negatively in every way possible, mental health, physical
health, my job, relationships with friends, family, and my community. It has been extremely
damaging. More damaging to me and my family than any virus with a 99.9% survival rate
could ever be.

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78650

Nose bleed with masks, practice of massage therapy interrupted for 4 months. Can't visit my
parents.

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78651

I lost my husband suddenly massive heart attack , I could not have a service for him with his
children there , because not vaccinated were not allowed and they were in a different province .

2/18/2022 10:22 AM
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Second I work in a seniors home 9 died since Oct that is triple the deaths in the 3 1/2 years I
worked there . They are lonely no human touch from family. Very very sad
78652

Very much and including our community support increased in all aspect and the need to assist
for help in all situations and conditions in the holistic areas

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78653

Cannot leave canada cannot participate in society cannot make my own medical decisions
cannot attend university in person

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78654

I have not seen most of my family in over 2 years due to travel restrictions and COVID
mandates

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78655

A lot. I can't do anything anymore and I feel like my rights of freedom have been stripped of
me. I can't go out to eat or have a pleasant day at a shop without having someone harass me
about the mandates.

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78656

Lost my job

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78657

Negativity

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78658

Financially and nentally

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78659

Ruined many aspects of my life

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78660

Lack of community.

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78661

Social isolation. Lost friendships. Extremely strained relationship with my family. Seeing the
pain to other members in my community.

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78662

Lost my job barely making ends meet. Restricted from seeing family and friends and as I live
alone my mental health has suffered

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78663

Emotional stress, physically unable to see my parents, children emotional depressed.

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78664

I've lost my job of 25 years at Canada Post. I'm definitely not the same happy-go-lucky person
I've always been proud of. I've lost friends through the differences of opinions

2/18/2022 10:22 AM

78665

Massively

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78666

I am a prisoner in my own home!!!

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78667

Not able to eat in restaurants or go to sporting events.

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78668

I can no longer visit my mother and haven’t visited any friends and sisters for two years.

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78669

It has strained family relationships and made it very difficult to assist my elderly parents and
daughter who suffers with mental health issues. I myself am struggling with anxiety and not
being able to socialize with others as well as access in person counselling.

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78670

It has effected my life horribly. I’ve had people die from the vaccine and boosters. I’ve had
people commit suicide because of mental health. I myself, contemplated the end because I
just couldn’t handle being punished for refusing to inject poison into my body. Let’s end this
before we lose any more people to this monstrosity

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78671

.

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78672

Division, segregation,. Refusal of entry to buildings my tax dollars pay for, isolation , no
freedom ,no travel .

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78673

Isolation, depression anxiety and division have crippled me and made me have no respect in
our diplomatic system. Trudeau has to go.

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78674

Well I have allergies that don't allow me to get the vaccine, to wear the disposal medical mask,
and I can't use the sanitizer. Sooooo i have been treated like a diseased rat by society. One of
our job is to look after an curling club. Which they made it so you need to be vaccines to enter.
As a worker we don't need to be vaccinated to work there, but our local club decided that
because we don't have the covid vaccine we are not allowed to be around the public! Again
diseased rats! Guess what, I'm not the one getting sick, the covid vaccinated ones are the
general population that are getting sick. My daughter had to quit competitive curling, because
they mandated vaccines. My daughter had to test negative just to take a driver's test to get
her license. My husband had to test negative twice in one week to take a course. But because
the course was out of province our local curling club would not let him come back to work. He

2/18/2022 10:21 AM
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had to isolate even though he tested negative twice that week and even though we aren't
allowed to be around any of the public anymore, he still couldn't come back to work. At the
beginning of the season my daughter was still able to curl, but we were not allowed to watch
anymore. My youngest son decided that because of all the restrictions he also would no longer
curl. My oldest son quit curling last year because of the mandates. I can't get a job because of
the vaccine mandates. My oldest son graduated in June. He wanted so badly to be an
electrician or work for hydro. He has 2 letters of recommendation. He has taken every course
he could in out local high school. So at this point he has his level 1. He can't get a job.
Manitoba hydro contacted him told him to be in Dauphin for an aptitude test on Jan 28, 2022.
But be sure to bring your vaccine passport! He literally cried! These mandates never worked
for covid, and they are single handedly destroying lives! I'm sure there are many other
examples I could give, those are just the most recent ones!
78675

So many people I know are depressed and unhappy

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78676

It's affected everyone I know it's the most negative way, the government should be ashamed
of himself for thinking this was the best option he needs to quick taking our freedom of choice
and rights away, shame on him

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78677

Job terminated. Travel restricted. Relationships ended and challenged. Increased social
anxiety.

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78678

Negative in every possible way

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78679

I was terminated from my job as a health care worker. My quality of life has declined. I am
angry and disgusted with the attempt to take away my Canadian Charter of Rights!

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78680

Made me feel i dont live in canada

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78681

The mandates have affected me quite a bit not seeing family not being able to go to a
restaurant getting tired of sitting in the house

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78682

Loss of freedom to see children/grandchildren as I cannot go on a plane or train.

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78683

Caused major mental health issues

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78684

Mentally and physically

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78685

Mental stress !!! Verge of having a nervous breakdown !!!!

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78686

Financially we are struggling, my kids have lost so much time training at gymnastics and my 2
year old has t been properly socialized

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78687

Destroyed relationships

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78688

I am an RN. Chose not to get the Covid vaccine and therefor can no longer work.

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78689

Depressed, hopeless and banned from society for not getting an expirmental jab that will most
likely have tremendous side effects long term and many short term such as fatalities

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78690

Negatively in so many ways, my children not being able to touch their friends, me not being
able to see my friends

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78691

I have friends and family that have lost jobs. And I’m not allowed to do anything with my
family. I’m a tax paying citizen and can’t even take my kids to the pool... it’s a joke

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78692

Life with 3 children and choosing not to take part in phase 3 trials has great limitations on
freedom

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78693

Masking all the time has taken out the human element of interactions with individuals in my
day to day life. As well as all the regulations regarding flying and leaving Canada is a joke. If
the science has changed and the rest of the world is opening up then why are we still being
held back by our tyrant of a prime minister? Time to move on and reunite Canadians across
the country and let’s tackle some other real issues like the rising cost of goods, the insane
housing bubble we find ourselves in and the lack of government control regarding fiscal
responsibility to name a few.

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78694

Isolation. Not being with family. Seeing my grandkids live depressed and stressed. Spiritual
apathy Church restrictions

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78695

My daughter lives in England. The extra Covid tests and past hotel quarantine requirements

2/18/2022 10:21 AM
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are costly and make traveling too stressful and costly. Businesses have been forced to shut
down. This is NOT necessary.
78696

Lost my job and I’m not allowed to leave the country

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78697

My children are no longer allowed to participate in sports or swimming lessons. My husband
can no longer play league hockey. I can’t treat my staff to a meal in a restaurant. I’m not
allowed to leave my country. I feel like a prisoner. I’m tired of getting called racist and being
treated like a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78698

It has isolated me, it has made me think I needed a vaccine that’s not a vaccine and it has
maybe done harm to my body, it’s made me convince my son to take a vaccine when it
could’ve been harming him too, it’s made me suffer wearing a mask for 13 hours a day at
work, it’s made me lose friends, it’s made me change my lifestyle by not socializing anymore.
It Has had a very detrimental effect on my life and my family.

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78699

Trudeau and anyone supporting him needs to be arrested and tried for crimes against
humanity! Including doctors and politicians.

2/18/2022 10:21 AM

78700

Can't travel, we're 73 yr old...couldn't see family,Christmas, couldnt see new
ggrandchild,couldnt play cards,couldnt play pool, couldnt go into golf club and many more.
Very depressed.on med for depression.

2/18/2022 10:20 AM

78701

Negatively affected my mental health

2/18/2022 10:20 AM

78702

All

2/18/2022 10:20 AM

78703

Like living in HELL, hardly FREEDOM, I've lost many from this metallic goo jab, and many
have medical issues from this pathogen/poison

2/18/2022 10:20 AM

78704

It has prevented me from doing things that normal kids should do like hanging out with friends
and because of the mask mandate i had to leave school because i cannot breath with a mask
on.

2/18/2022 10:20 AM

78705

Caused mental stress and the inability to visit my dying mother!!!!

2/18/2022 10:20 AM

78706

Segregation - not allowed to enter certain buildings or recreational areas, division in society
especially in small towns, discrimination, freedom to move freely has been taking away,
freedom of bodily autonomy, loss of friendships and family members due to false media
statements about Covid causing a huge division throughout the world!

2/18/2022 10:20 AM

78707

Job loss, being 'othered' by our government, fear of violence based on the PM's
characterization of the unvaccinated as mostly racists, misogynists, and holding unacceptable
views.

2/18/2022 10:20 AM

78708

I will be honest I am not to sure how to put in words

2/18/2022 10:20 AM

78709

Can’t breathe in mask , loss of income due to half capacity, can’t go anywhere with out
passport

2/18/2022 10:20 AM

78710

Constant fear

2/18/2022 10:20 AM

78711

I had to leave my job due to my medical choice. I do expect to be fully financially
compensated for lost wages plus damages.

2/18/2022 10:20 AM

78712

Feel isolated, unable to move freely throughout my country and abroad.

2/18/2022 10:20 AM

78713

My knee surgery has been canceled 3 times and I’m going to loose my job at Canada post if
not knee not fixed soon

2/18/2022 10:20 AM

78714

Anxiety

2/18/2022 10:20 AM

78715

I lost my job, have had a strained relationship with my children, was not able to visit my
grandmother or father in law who died during Covid, I can’t fly anywhere, or cross the US
border.

2/18/2022 10:20 AM

78716

Lost wages

2/18/2022 10:20 AM

78717

Fortunately I haven't been hugely effected. We are self employed, and removed from Society
to a large degree. No meals, concerts or travel mostly. However it's becoming very clear we
are destined to loss all our rights!

2/18/2022 10:20 AM
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78718

It hasnt

2/18/2022 10:20 AM

78719

I've lost 6 friends to the clot shot

2/18/2022 10:20 AM

78720

I have lost more people I know to suicide and cancer. The government and media should be
held accountable for the lies

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78721

Travel restrictions And most so all Stress and loss of sleep from all the divisions .

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78722

I have had 2 lung infections from wearing masks and have lost a months wages due to close
contacts

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78723

Would just like to have our countries freedoms back !

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78724

How hasn't it is the real question

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78725

In every way possible

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78726

Cannot travel outside Canada and the masks cause breathing problems for those with asthma

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78727

Torn family apart. Divided fellow friends/Canadians. Violation of my frights to movement and
many other charter of rights. I now see how truly corrupt Canadas government is. The media
coverage is all lies and makes Canadians look stupid. I’m embarrassed to be Canadian
because of the lies.

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78728

Affected my mental health

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78729

After my emergency spinal nerve surgery the Physio department was closed. Gyms were
closed. No help.

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78730

Affecting the wellbeing of my teens. Causing family divide. Seeing people in Masks makes me
uncomfortable. Societal outcast since vaxpass instated.

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78731

It has affected my mental health and job

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78732

I haven't b the j able ti travel to see my children or my husband who lives in France . We
haven't been able to be reunited. We have lost family members due to suicide we haven't
gotten. A chance to say our goodbyes or to mourn properly

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78733

I now have a teenager that was well rounded, had an agent for hockey and has now had a
major decline in Mental health and has been in his room for a year. My husband, as a Christian
was coerced into taking the jab to feed his family Our lives have been flipped upside down.

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78734

Lost my job as a nurse Because of the mandates in long-term care

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78735

Lost my job Fighting with my husband Conflicts with people I care about Told where I can and
can’t go I can go on and on and on ……..

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78736

Because of mandates I haven't seen my sisters and their families in 26 months.

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78737

I've lost faith in Canadian politics and leadership as these mandates were never voted on

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78738

I'm not vaccinated, should be obvious

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78739

Lockdowns and vax pass makes it hard to have any quality of life period Thought we lived in a
free country, but Trudum wants to be our ruler without question

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78740

Social isolation. Working and schooling from home. Cancelling social and medical
engagements. Mental health suffering. Higher expenses.

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78741

I’ve seen family and friends suffer do to the mandates. I barrel race professionally and have
not been able to have a full season for the last two years. I’m so done and want my freedom
back. I would rather see friends and family then live in fear over a virus that is the same as a
flu.

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78742

The mandate and the government with it's paid for media has separated my friends and family.
I have stopped wanting to see people. I don't go anywhere because the mask gives me
anxiety. We have lost our place we usual rent during winter in the states. I HATE seeing what it
has done to my grandkids.

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78743

Not much

2/18/2022 10:19 AM
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78744

Stress, depression, no freedom, no travel, not seeing loved ones, not being able to go to
church, etc

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78745

I have lost my job I have no way of making a living…

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78746

The mental health of my children has been deeply affected by them not being allowed to
participate as ususal in society. They are more anxious, my eldest had become somewhat
depressed. Iy has also affected our financial sitiation due to loss of work.... these stresses
have made life very hard to live. I lost a sister due to suicide this year as well.

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78747

Has effected me emotionally, mentally, and has separated me from my family and friends..

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78748

Isolated, separated, created hate and dissonance. Affected children mentally, emotionally. Did
nothing against a virus for which the body, in its magnficence, can deal with any day.

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78749

I am not allowed to see my grandchildren because their parents are so afraid I will pass covid
to them I have also been suspended from work from the federal mandates - even though since
I have been suspended we had zero cases of covid before I left and it has gone up 300%
since I left

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78750

divided family and friends. Took time away from my daughters life as well

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78751

It has brought Communism to Canada, the once freest nation in the world. These fake
vaccines have not been tested, are unapproved, synthesis, genetic, and experimental. Natural
immunity has been proven to work 27 times better, or offer stronger immunity than these
poisonous injections. I had to close my small business and my wife is out of work because our
government does not serve Canadians but foreign interests. Trudeau must be put on trial for
racketeering.

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78752

I have lost my job due to mandates.

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78753

It has almost destroyed my life. Suicide has been in my mind. I no longer trust main media-TV or Print/Digital

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78754

I am going to loose my job as an RMT (registered massage therapist) after just completing
school and obtaining 40 grand of debt. My mental & physical health are declining drastically
since not being able to attend community events and fitness. I am also seeing friends & family
experience similar things, job losses, difficulty feeding their families , decline in health. This
sucks.

2/18/2022 10:19 AM

78755

Mental illness, loss of job, trauma on the family and friends

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78756

Unable to travel freely, live my life as a free man.

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78757

I complied in a meaningful way to help stop the spread of disease and overflowing hospitals

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78758

I’m unvaccinated I can’t eat in restaurants or travel out of my country and my 14 year old has
been banned from sports. And segregated from family n friends

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78759

I have been on medication since this has all started..my mental health has been awful! I would
like things to go back to what it was before all this..there have been a lot of suicides because
of this

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78760

It has brought a lot of distance in my family, & disagreements.

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78761

No social life and can't travel feel trapped

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78762

I have nearly lost everything due to my rights and beliefs and not getting the jab. I can’t get a
job and I’m am having a hard time feeding my family

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78763

Cost my health, and the health of my children and grandchildren. Cost me my job.

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78764

I've been apart from my husband for 3 years, going through all of this alone, my mental,
emotional and physical health is killing me slowly. I cant go see him, when I wanted to my
flights kept on getting canceled. It has put a strain on immigration process which were affected
by. September marks 3 years of immigration, denial for no reason, having to go through an
appeal and almost a year later we're still waiting. I'm broken more then I csn say, watching
everyone when life gets hard at least come home and be with the ppl they love and I go home
to an empty house, only video calls, and loneliness beyond words.....Canada has hurt us
beyond words.....💔😰we could've spent 3 years with one another, but we've lost the best years
of our life 🙈🙈🙈please end jt, I need my husband.....

2/18/2022 10:18 AM
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78765

No more freedom

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78766

No hope, mandates never ending, division of friends, family

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78767

Life has been sad. When you can’t see family and friends because if a flu something is wrong.

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78768

Mentally, socially, physically, medically, emotionally

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78769

Division, segregation, hatred, depression, financial, lost family and friends,

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78770

My business has reduced Significantly. And I was not allowed to go out anywhere until
recently.

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78771

After 5 years I am no longer able to coach minor hockey. Im segregated and discriminated
against on a daily basis. COVID hasn’t been stressful, the government’s reaction to it has
been.

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78772

Can't see loved one. Can't support local business. Can't travel as I wish. My charter right have
been taken away

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78773

It is disrupting

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78774

Total fear isolated family divison anxiety

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78775

Horseshit

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78776

It has closed my business and reduced my ability to make a living.

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78777

Masking has been very hard on my kids on the spectrum. I’ve seen a huge change in my son.
He won’t come in any stores or Malls he is very depressed. My youngest is in grade 3 and still
can’t read. Covid and masking / zoom has destroyed her love for school.

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78778

Made me a hermit

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78779

they leak so bad they do nothing,,waste of time,,and dont like the useless control

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78780

The entire pandemic crisis has caused division in our family and entirely unnecessary stress

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78781

I hv no job. And it's has damaged family relationships suffer from depression and loneliness

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78782

The mandates have affected my life immensely: I have not been able to see my grandchildren
in a very long time, our congregations have struggled with the mandates affecting our
churches, my husband has been denied work as he refuses an experimental vaccine that does
not stop the spread of the so called virus. I have watched our Prime Minister continually lie
and do underhanded things to boost his position. His secret agenda needs to stop! I am under
the impression that he gets a kickback with every vaccine given and that’s why he’s pushing it
so hard. I believe in freedom of choice and it is mine and every other living soul’s God-given
right to do so!!! The stress of the last two years in this beautiful country I call my home has
been debilitating. The legacy media’s one-sided view is atrocious!!! Reporters are supposed to
show all sides situation rather than the one they were bribed to put forth. The fact that our
Prime Minister is using our own tax dollars against our people is a monstrosity. Enough is
enough!!!!! The MPs and MLA’s need to put pressure on him to listen to his people that he’s
supposed to be serving!!!!

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78783

It has affected my children tremendously from depression and isolation

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78784

Divided relationships, caused my daughter to develop anxiety over going out in case she gets
sick, missed family gatherings, people leaving our church because we couldn’t gather, missed
sports and events and milestones for my kids that can never be recreated….

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78785

It has driven up the cost of living.

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78786

I have not been able to find a job, my children have lost out on all of their social activities and
are losing their love of life.

2/18/2022 10:18 AM

78787

Lost o freedom

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78788

Kids can't play organized sports, forced to wear masks in schools, we couldn't attend our
goddaughter's 1st communion & confirmation. We have missed family gathering, can't travel,
wasn't able to say goodbye to my Grandfather before he passed. The mandates have divided
friends & family. It has to stop!

2/18/2022 10:17 AM
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78789

My social life is gone. I am not able to visit my family aboard. Have not taken vacation outside
the country.

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78790

Complete division

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78791

I was forced on a leave without pay.

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78792

My doctor told me not to get the vaccines because I have a ‘suspected allergic to one of the
components in the vaccine’. Therefore, I have had to test twice a week at work. I use a swab
that is sterilized with EO. This is a carcinogen. I have not been able to partake in anything,
including my children’s activities. I lost my freedom. I have to listen to how coworkers speak
of the unvaccinated. I have felt segregated. They have divided us. I have had nothing to look
forward to.

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78793

My mental health and family life - negativity had divided my family-I was forced to get a
vaccine to keep my job- I wanted a choice

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78794

It has taken the freedoms and liberties away ,

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78795

Poorly

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78796

The mandates have had a negative impact on my mental health as well as my children's. We
were once an outgoing family but are now suffering with anxiety, sleep disturbances and
depresson. The mandates have proven ineffective and completely damaging to Canadians'
businesses, communities and overall health. Please end them Immediately

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78797

Very negatively. I'm very concerned for my children over the experiences they missed.

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78798

Divisive work place, us vs them mentality, fear of losing employment, loss if friends an family
over mandates an vaccines. Distrust in governments/medical authorities. Media has been the
worse, I no longer watch the news because it no longer represents actual journalism but false
stories intended to paint the wrong picture of what is going on

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78799

I feel that the world is living under Hitler show me your papers

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78800

More important is how this will affect the whole country, so many laws have be broken not by
the people but by our prime monster!! How can this happen in a democracy??? Where is the
opposition??

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78801

COVID and the subsequent mandates necessary have made our lives extremely unpredictable
which has had a negative impact on our mental health. We have had canceled appointments
and missed out on experiences and spending time with people that we love.

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78802

yes it has I have lost family AND COULD NOT SEE THEM. THIS IS HOLLOCOST..

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78803

I feel targeted for my medical choice and wonder if i should stay in canada because of safety
reasons.

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78804

Negatively in EVERY way.

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78805

Division over the forced medical experiment, and lack of adherence to the already existing
acts, laws and allowance of exemptions that were already in existence.

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78806

My daughter is ill and I could fly home to help her we also lost our business

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78807

Lost job in healthcare (nurse)

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78808

Mental health has deteriorated substantially because of home business being destroyed by
mandates. Also lost my job because I refuse to let these Draconian mandates affect my
medical choices. Financially crippled and going into debt. Lack of interaction with friends and
family and feeling lonely, scared, lost. Deep concern for where the world is going and disturbed
at the divide in society. I have left lost multiple friends to drug overdoses that likely would not
have happened as the stress from the pandemic pushed people over the edge. Added a
tremendous amount of stress to a marriage. Housing market has gone insane, will never be
able to purchase a house and our landlord is selling our home so we will soon be homeless.

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78809

My kids can not participate in activities with their friends; they have extreme anxiety about
going to school, wearing masks all day giving them headaches and just unwell feeling. I cannot
get a job in my field as I am not vaccinated, it’s caused a divide between my family and I as
we have different opinions about everything; I have not seen my grandmother in over 2 years

2/18/2022 10:17 AM
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because I am not welcome because I am not vaccinated. My son was denied a surgery that
was time sensitive, due to the cutbacks with staff at hospitals and he has passed the deadline
for when it would be a good time for his surgery for his hypospadias. My boyfriend could not go
say good bye to his uncle when he was dying and also could not attend his funeral because he
is not vaccinated.
78810

Just life in general is not the same and my husband is a “local trucker” who feels the same

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78811

Isolation, depression, feeling like people are made out to be second class citizens with no
vaccine

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78812

My mentel health

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78813

It has made me depressed and I lost my income.

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78814

Mother in law died alone as the facility didn’t let anyone in due to Covid. Been working from
home for 2 years and really not able to see anyone. Lonely.

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78815

Mentally

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78816

Felt pressured to be vaccinated for the purpose of travel

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78817

Terrible

2/18/2022 10:17 AM

78818

I've lost my job. Can't coach my kids hockey or watch them play. Can't sit down in a
restaurant. It's been a battle to remain positive and hopeful for a future in Canada.

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78819

Yes

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78820

Loss of friends , separation from people in general feeling very very lonely

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78821

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78822

Depression, anxiety, stress, treated like a second class citizen, divided my family and friends

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78823

Mental and physical health. Depression and anxiety through the roof.

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78824

Isolated for 2 years.

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78825

Family division. Forced vaccine - not for health reasons but to be able to enter long term care
home.

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78826

My fiancé and I have lost our jobs over 3 months ago, EI has not even given us an update on
whether we get EI that we have both paid in to our entire lives, we have 6 children living at
home that we need to support , they are in various grades that are impacted also greatly
impacted, several couldn’t play sports, gym class is a joke, our two in university have had to
not take all the courses they want as they are not allowed on campus and the university is all
of a sudden taking away courses they used to offer online. All 8 of us are deeply saddened of
the closures of church. something of this should always be a choice and each person should
assess their own risk, masks will hurt people more then not, segregation is at a ridiculous high
and this all needs to end

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78827

No contact with elderly parents living alone.

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78828

I have lost clients, employees, time with loved ones. My children have struggled so much!

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78829

I have been segregate locked out people don’t talk to me I now feel how the blacks felt in the
United States in 1960s

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78830

Its store apart my family and friends, someone has to eat the price.

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78831

it has turned citizen against citizen, family member against each other. my family was unable
to see their mother prior to her death...

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78832

Mental health, relationships

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78833

Lost my job, can’t attend my final year of university, finding work has been very hard as places
have mandated the vaccine as part of employment. Although I worked throughout the
pandemic in its worst parts and was essential but now I’m nothing

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78834

stresses out, government out of control

2/18/2022 10:16 AM
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78835

I am no longer able to see my husband and sons they work across the border, I don’t trust the
medical field at all as they are in cahoots and know how damaging these mandates are,
following orders is not an excuse

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78836

Unable to watch my son play hockey in city arenas.

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78837

I escaped to another country. Plan on taking everything with me as soon as I get residency.

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78838

I don't have a life anymore

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78839

I’ve been a chiropractor for 32 years and now my livelihood will be terminated. I’ve had Covid
and so have natural immunity, and I also have anaphylaxis, so taking these shots may be
deadly for me.

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78840

Tnhe pain of seeing people lose their livelihood by decree from their government. Freedom is a
gift from God. Not government.

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78841

Can’t travel to see my family

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78842

I can't see my family out of province without a 14 day isolation period. I have yet to meet my 2
year old nephew

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78843

Seeing other people suffer is the most painful thing.

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78844

Socially, with dating, working from home alone too much. Financially tough with inflation, tough
to talk to friends and family who are so fear driven now.

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78845

Tremendously! Restrictions for travel, and everyday life! Mental health, emotional well being!
Caused a divide in our family- THIS IS WRONG As well as my children, physically and
emotionally. Enough is enough, the government has made Canadians suffer for 2 years! This
is NOT what Canada is about! We are strong and free and will NOT give up!

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78846

It has caused division amongst those I love. I lost my doctor. Isolation. I have grown stronger
in my faith and resolve to never go down this road again.

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78847

Given a glimpse of what it is like to live under tyrany

2/18/2022 10:16 AM

78848

it's personal choice that has been banned for 2 years and the pressure to vaccinate all the
population I hope the truth that took the stairs will come soon, the lies took the elevator, it's
going to be interesting!!

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78849

Suspended from my job

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78850

Depression, loneness, watching my grandson struggle with obesity and anxiety, that he now in
therapy for. He is 10

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78851

Yes, as unvaccinated, we can’t travel. We can’t eat out, go to movies, go to see our friends,
use the public facilities. The most important thing is we can’t hug other people.

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78852

The mandates have impacted me personally and as business wish. I any of these mandates
work why so many getting sick. These mandates have made me more negative, I have a very
hard time breathing when wearing a mask. I am a people person I need to see people smiling.
Why is it that Covid is so important to report cases& hospitalization?? Our hospitals are
always full in fall & winter. This could have been prevented with early treatment

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78853

depression

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78854

Job loss due to the abuse by government- severe mental health issues. My children as well
suffering mentally. Now we also have a fear for our lives with constant harassment from others

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78855

In every way

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78856

My kids are depressed, crying, don’t want to go to school

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78857

I am living out of Canada until the mandates are lifted

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78858

How is it acceptable for anyone to not be able to travel freely within our own country without a
vaccine passport. I don’t muzzle my dogs and I won’t be wearing or forcing my children to
muzzle their face when out in public. Masks do more harm than good.

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78859

My employer put me on unpaid leave effective Feb 1, 2022 until March 1, 2022 and will be
terminated after March 1. I have been consistently working for my employer in the office from

2/18/2022 10:15 AM
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the very beginning of the pandemic March 2020. Was sent home Nov 2021 to work remotely
because the rapid test my employer provided did not arrive in time for me to begin testing.
Shortly after I begun completely rapid test every 2-3 days and uploading results on to the
Thrive website. All test came back negative. I am upset and hurt that this is happening to me.
I am tired of being oppressed.
78860

Unemployment, isolation, depression

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78861

100% negative destroyed health and mental health and family and job and friendships horrible
effects

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78862

Made me more aware of what is happening with the world

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78863

I hate seeing the division that this has caused amongst friends, families and neighbours. I feel
the vaccine mandate has removed informed consent.

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78864

In every way possible

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78865

It has divided my family.. I was not allowed in the funeral home for my stepfathers wake. I
cannot go to university or college. I could not visit my grandmother in a nursing home for her
last year of life. She just passed away last month. I have 4 family members who have had
children and have not met if held them. If I lose my job today I would find it near to impossible
to find a new employer that is not being forced to hire vaccinated employees only. I cannot
cross the border to leave this situation. Weddings. Graduations. Childrens birthday parties.
Funerals on hold indefinitely.

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78866

The vaccine mandates have effected my family and friends mental health and stress. They
have directly effected my ability to work in a career I have been in for 22 years. They have
ended my confidence in the Canadian govt and made me feel ashamed of our PM.

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78867

Haven't seen my father in 2 years, had a trip cancelled in the beginning of 2020 that would
have been super important, made my asthma worse with masks, had bullying for different
opinions, the world is divided and my depression has gotten worse. Cant go anywhere, prices
have went up while my wage stayed the same. Mindset from all of this is not great, rather be
dead than go another year with the mandates. Also left my job because the booster was in the
policy, absolutely ridiculous.

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78868

Took my job, my hope, negatively affected mental health

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78869

I am in the fitness industry so we have be shut down 4 times totally 12 months out of 22. I
have lost 50% of my business and I am basically rebuilding it back up with the added
expenses of operating online and in person PLUS all the cleaning supplies

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78870

Depression

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78871

My mother in law died within a month of vaccine. My husband was alienated from his family
because of traveling for work. I gave up my government job of 25yrs because I don't agree with
the overreach of the government. My rights and freedoms are gone. Justin Trudeau has
completely divided our nation. I could write a book on this.

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78872

negatively

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78873

lost family and friends over it

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78874

Been isolated from everyone..lonely

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78875

I feel I was coerced into getting a vaccine. Seriously considering leaving Canada with the 20
jobs my company now supports here.

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78876

Getting a job. Terrible rashes on face from masks.

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78877

Mentally unstable.

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78878

I lost 50% of my monthly revenue, and my store was closed for months!

2/18/2022 10:15 AM

78879

Have been treated like a second class citizen, relationships have been destroyed by
government propaganda.

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78880

The divide between family and friends have been catastrophic.

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78881

Negatively in multiple ways!

2/18/2022 10:14 AM
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78882

Can't visit my daughter who lives in a different province. Almost lost my job. Treated like a
prisoner in my own country.

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78883

As someone with a rare heart condition, I was denied a medical exemption and thus unable to
get the vaccine and therefore the vaccine passport. My children and I have not been able to be
apart of normal society. I have felt ostracized from my workplace because of my choice (that’s
not really a choice). I’ve been disgusted to be a Canadian these past few years under Trudeau.
He has to go.

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78884

Lost friends and family, lost ability of movement, vilified by Prime Miinister and media, can’t
participate in normal society, second class citizen

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78885

The price of inflation and the price of fuel is so wrong there’s days I can’t get to work because
of the fuel prices here in Nova Scotia. And it should be our choice to get vaccinated not
government. Trudeau needs to go

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78886

Limited ability to be free.

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78887

Caused division in friendships and family. This should have been a medical issue not a
political one.

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78888

It has brought a lot of unnecessary hardship.

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78889

I lost my job and my home. My family doesn’t associate with me very much and has uninvited
me to events and holidays. One of my daughters is doing school from home and feeling
isolated and needing to be atriums other children. My oldest is in high school and terrified of
not wearing a mask and people seeing her face. We feel isolated.

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78890

Mentally

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78891

Social Gathering, split up family, people looking at you as a threat, depression, high anxiety.

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78892

I am 79 years old, live alone, can’t visit or have company. May as well be dead but I will ever
give up. I want to live to see the end of Trudeau, the Traitor to Canada and her people.

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78893

financially

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78894

I chose not to be vaccinated and was therefore unwelcome in many establishments or forced
to pay an extra fee for a negative test anytime I wanted to go out. My social life was severely
diminished, which negatively affected my mental health.

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78895

I have had depression like never before. I miss my friends and family, have missed several
Christmas celebrations, birthdays because of these mandates and lockdowns. The
government should never have such control over people's lives. I used to be proud to be
Canadian, I no longer feel that way.

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78896

Mental health or the adults and children especially

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78897

ruined me financially

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78898

Not yet

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78899

Added Stress. See depression in children who are treated like spreadable cancer at school by
their teachers.

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78900

Lost job

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78901

It has isolated my and my family. I have lost my job 2 times due to “closures”

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78902

Discrimination against canadians

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78903

My kids have been left out of activities, my church has been divided and lost members
because of restrictions. I have lost connection and love of friends because of vaccine
passports. My mental health has suffered because of being locked down. I have not always
been free to leave the province and return. We had plans of doing travel videos into the United
States for our business and we’re not allowed to cross the international border.

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78904

Mental health

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78905

Had to close my business to stay at home with my child through 2 years of virtual school,
grades 1 and 2. Not really optional to leave a child to do it alone. I am now on social
assistance unable to work.

2/18/2022 10:14 AM
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78906

Restrictions as to where I can go and what I can do. This has to end!

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78907

Yes

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78908

Less clients in my business, lack of social life, division and judgment from family & friends,
headaches because of masks, can't hug my father anymore, my friend developped an uncuring
cancer right after shots, takes a lot of my time to inform people around me and to manifest
against this privation of human rights.

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78909

I have seen this impact us financially, my husband is a chef of 32 years, these places are
being open and shut so many times. No money. How is it that you are able to pay your bills. I
also work in a hospital and am forced to get the shots in order to save my job, this should
never happen anywhere, no freedom of choice. Everyone deserves freedom of choice.

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78910

The mandate has resulted in serious health problems for my family.

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78911

Lots

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78912

Mental and emotional health has greatly been affected. Freedoms taken away. Felt alone and
hopeless. The misinformation from mainstream and government means I can never trust
again. The fear, anger and divisiveness kept me from going anywhere but home and work. The
number of first hand stories of those who suffered due to mandates, lies about data, and
vaccine injury or death are too numerous to say. I can’t live like this and am not afraid of dying
so grateful I know I have that option if things don’t change.

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78913

I have children who can't participate in sports without being vaccinated

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78914

Work, funerals, wedding, son going to the university of choice, corrupt politicians, lawyers,
doctors, banks.

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78915

Horribble

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78916

Very negatively

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78917

Isolated, discriminated against.

2/18/2022 10:14 AM

78918

It’s been horrible, particularly for my mom in long term care, who has complied to 4 shots
(which made her terribly sick every time - one in the hospital), and she still wasn’t allowed to
leave her room for 5 weeks. She’s lonely, struggles with depression. And my kids have been
doing on and off virtual education (although I wouldn’t call it education at all). They basically
teach themselves. And then there is the social aspect that they struggle with missing human
connection.

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78919

Just a quieter lifestyle last couple years. I go about my business. I will be happy when Covid
is over safely. But I don’t believe we are quite there yet, but it is coming closer,(crossing my
fingers for this).

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78920

Really bad

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78921

Loss of my living…. IE ability to go do the things I used to do

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78922

Very unhappy- restaurants- restrictive travel all taken away. Funerals, weddings- gone

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78923

Isolation from family-Divisions created

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78924

No family life Can’t visit the kids No socializing with people. Friends

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78925

Stress

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78926

My family has been banned from businesses, there is a huge division in our community
between Vaxxed and unvaxxed, friends have had family disown them.

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78927

Been unemployed since Oct 2021 due to not getting the vaccine. I've fallin behind 2500$ on
my bills n collections is hassling me n recking my credit score.

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78928

Job loss, 2 family suicides ages 15, 16. 100% division amongst my family, each side ready to
kill the other.

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78929

Stress, loss of freedom to move about in my country and province, lost time with friends and
family, fear of losing my job every day just because I don’t want to inject a substance in my
body that has not had sufficient time to be studied for long term data.

2/18/2022 10:13 AM
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78930

Our place of business was closed . Never had stress and anxiety until the last two years.
Depression , division through family and friends.

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78931

No comment

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78932

Restricted it and added a lot of stress and family disruption.

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78933

Saved it

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78934

I can't dobthe things me and my son used to do allbthe time like swimming, eating out or
movie night

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78935

We have sick family in the hospital and cant visit, Its a sad situation for many in this situation.

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78936

Socializing

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78937

The mandates are horrible and sick punishment

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78938

Not able to travel, limits my work, and affects my ability to attend family functions ei
weddings, reunions.

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78939

Second class citizens and prisoner in our own country.

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78940

Negatively. Life altering. Devastating. Complete disaster. Kids should not be put in a situation
that causes them to consider suicide and these mandates have done just that.

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78941

Ive become a second class citizen.. i am discriminated against by my fellow countrymen
including my own prime minister

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78942

Knowing my nephew died from the vaccine Not able to travel Not visiting friends Wearing a
mask when I'm azmatic

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78943

Made me a prisoner.

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78944

Not being able to see my mother who is sick, my son being kept out of school, my daughters
not being able to go to university in person, ridiculed about my beliefs.

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78945

Lost work. PTS. Can't go put my dad in the ground on PEI. Feel unsafe, bullied by Justin
Trudeau

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78946

I’ve missed several of my friends funerals because I wasn’t aloud to go. I’ve witnessed a
friend kill himself due to being depressed because he couldn’t do anything. It’s taking peoples
lives so it needs to end and Trudeau needs to leave.

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78947

Increased fear and anxiety about the future for my business and family

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78948

Can’t stand wearing a mask, and govt telling us what to do just isn’t rite

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78949

All of them

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78950

I’ve been a lot more depressed over the last two years.

2/18/2022 10:13 AM

78951

I have to be forced to have a vaccine or no longer have a career that I worked my ass off in
school for

2/18/2022 10:12 AM

78952

division in opinion. reduced ability for famuly to travel

2/18/2022 10:12 AM

78953

I lost my job due to mandates, my kids and I have been blocked from participating in sports,
gyms, libraries, travel to visit family in other provinces and the US. We have been isolated
from society and experienced mental health struggles as a result. We all had Covid in 2020
and do not fear getting the virus. We want to be responsible for our own health choices. I also
haven’t been able to see my 105 year old grandmother in 2 years.

2/18/2022 10:12 AM

78954

Mentally and financially

2/18/2022 10:12 AM

78955

I should not under any circumstances be told I need a vaccine or test to earn a living. I'm a
healthy person. I should not have to prove I'm healthy to shop, go to movies, restaurants,
bars, or anywhere else. This is not a communist, or marxist country. This is a free country.

2/18/2022 10:12 AM

78956

My father passed away due to loneliness, he quit eating after his wife, and children could no
longer visit him after having a Stroke, and due to Covid rules, could no longer visit him in the

2/18/2022 10:12 AM
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hospital and care home. No proper funeral for him or my mom that also passed away due to a
heart condition!
78957

We have been terminated from our jobs

2/18/2022 10:12 AM

78958

I am on indefinite unpaid leave of absence. No jab, no job.

2/18/2022 10:12 AM

78959

Unnecessary isolation and right to socialize

2/18/2022 10:12 AM

78960

Prisoner in my country, not permitted to socialize, 3 cancelled holidays, loss of friends and
family doe to my choice, poor mental state.

2/18/2022 10:12 AM

78961

Separated from family, forced vaccine through threat of unemployment, compromised mental
health of my grandchildren , loss of income , corroded my trust in ALL heath agencies,
governments. Infringed on my freedoms.

2/18/2022 10:12 AM

78962

Unable to travel to USA to support sister during cancer treatments, unable to visit loved ones
in care facilities, strained relationships, depression

2/18/2022 10:12 AM

78963

Affected my kids mental and social skills. Affected my elderly father that has dementia with
more isolation and he has gotten worse, and I have missed 2 years of being freely with him

2/18/2022 10:12 AM

78964

Loss of business...it has been difficult to survive.

2/18/2022 10:12 AM

78965

I have lost friends. I have lost my church. For two years I have not been able to attend church
with my church family. This fact is just wrong in a supposedly free country.

2/18/2022 10:12 AM

78966

It is isolating us and turning family and friends against us

2/18/2022 10:12 AM

78967

Helping young woman find a place to live. Has not worked since Rideau centre closed, cannot
pay rent, is loosing her apartment Thankful she has the "last-month rent" she can use for
February but has nothing for March.

2/18/2022 10:12 AM

78968

Depression addiction loss of job

2/18/2022 10:12 AM

78969

It has affected my family, ruined relationships, and I also lost my job because of the mandate.

2/18/2022 10:12 AM

78970

Turned living life into just exsisting

2/18/2022 10:12 AM

78971

Mentally socially and exercise swimming taken away !!!

2/18/2022 10:12 AM

78972

Stressed,depressed,lonely,intimated

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78973

Unable to visit family about 10 mins on the other side of the US border. Unable to visit 2
grandmothers in nursing homes. My children have been seriously harmed mentally with social
development skills, 3 and 5 years old right now and they aren't even sure how to play with
other kids on the playground, though you can tell they want to. The social interaction that they
need to develop into mature adults has been seriously harmed.

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78974

It has caused anxiety. It's caused division in my family. It has destroyed Canada

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78975

Work, any of my physical activities

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78976

Poor mental Health Loss of work

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78977

What Life ? The past two Years has been a waking nightmare where I have lost friends - family
members - and opportunities and experiences. I've watched MY Government both Provincially
and Federally violate Mine as well as other Canadians' Charter Rights & Freedoms all in the
name of Political Science rather than REAL Science. I want My rights as per the Charter of
Rights and Freedoms to be respected through the GOVERNMENT's observance of the Rule of
Law. Not instead of It. Simply put - It's way past time - WE THE PEOPLE - Want Our Country
& Lives back...

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78978

Caused me to become part of the unemployed Trucker crowd because I was essential service.

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78979

Watched my friends lose their jobs and others get vaccine injured. But the worst part is the
therapeutic nihilism that our health care system and doctors participated in which caused
thousands of needless deaths.

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78980

It has affected every part of my life. From being a parent of 3 children that has to navigate
policies and situations that are harmful to myself and my children. It has affected my ability to
work and feed myself and my family while out in the world.

2/18/2022 10:11 AM
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78981

Yes

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78982

It has negatively affected my kids and I have had 2 friend commit suicide over the isolation.

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78983

My elderly parents have been terrified over the last 2 years. No social contact, no activities
has lead to a major decline in their physical and mental health.

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78984

Restricted in every way

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78985

None of it has been good !

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78986

It was destroyed our relationship with family/friends. My children’s childhood has also been
destroyed and they both are depressed which has lead to both of them needing therapy. This
needs to end now and to NEVER happen again.

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78987

Put friends and family around me in poverty and sickness

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78988

Bad in every way possible no job mental illness

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78989

Terribly , no words to describe, it’s nightmare

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78990

Family members injured from vaccine, work, mental health , disabled individual segregated

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78991

My life has gone downhill. I'm pretty depressed and have severe anxiety. I'm not scared of
covid, I never was. I'm medically exempt from wearing a mask and I'm unvaccinated. I haven't
been allowed in public for 2 years. I have been confined to my home because I am scared of
the verbal and physical abuse that may occur if I go out in public without a mask, even though
I have a note from my doctor saying I can not wear one. My children have been home with me
for the majority of this time as well. I do not believe in masking children for 8 hours a day so I
have been homeschooling. They miss their friends. They miss being included. My youngest
doesn't even know what a regular school year looks like as he's only in grade 1. I'm tired of not
being able to get my own groceries and take my kids to their appointments. I've been denied
medical services and harassed and it's taken a huge toll on me. I can't keep living like this. I
feel like I'm being punished when I've done nothing wrong.

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78992

I can’t do things I use to do. I have no life

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78993

Crushed my small business and devastated my family’s financial situation

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78994

I'm lonely. I feel depressed and isolated. I cry all the time. I've had suicidal thoughts. It's ripped
my family apart.

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78995

My family has disowned me because I exercised my right to not get the vaccine

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78996

My dad died alone. I've been fired from a 23 year nursing career. I witnessed 2 life altering Vax
injuries

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78997

I have become anxious and depressed over the last 2 years, as well as my children

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78998

Overwhelmingly - my job was taken, means to support and feed my family. Everything that
brings you joy in life - exercise, social life, visiting my grandparents, watching my niece do
gymnastics has been taken

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

78999

Got vaccine that I didn’t want. Church was shut down and masked when open and separated
into small groups made me very depressed

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

79000

It financially crippled my company where I had no choice but to shut it down and it crippled me
financially as well. After running a successful company of 19 years.

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

79001

Our family has not been able to travel, go to restaurants, any public venue, etc. We have been
looked upon as second class citizens in supposedly a free country. None of the mandates
should have ever happened! I believe all of this has been political, about control and money.

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

79002

Second class citizen

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

79003

Mental health decline in myself and 2 young children

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

79004

I was put on unpaid leave and now terminated for my job for not taking the vaccination. I just
would like to have my job back

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

79005

It has been a disaster

2/18/2022 10:11 AM
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79006

Intrusion on our charter rights

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

79007

I witness so many suffering from isolation, not getting med. needs attended to, people dying
alone, suicides, loss off jobs. We as seniors have suffered too, but the above losses &
suffering are worse than us not being able to go to the gym or having bad or terminated
relationships with relatives & former friends.

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

79008

I feel uncomfortable going out now, I feel I'm being judged. I lost a volunteer position because I
am not vaccinated. I have lost my rights and freedoms, my right to make a choice. I fear for
the children growing up today, they will have no choices if we let these mandates to continue.
Canada WAS a country of choice, I have been very proud to be a Canadian. Now I am
ashamed to say that I voted for our current Prime Minster, he is dividing our country and I fear
he will distroy it if he continues with these mandates.

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

79009

It has caused breaches in my family. It has caused 3 of my 6 children to be forced to get a
vaccine that not only protects them but also contains elements that is destroying their immune
system. One of those children is a nurse treating patients dying from the same vaccine that
was supposed to protect them. I am now constantly worried they are not going to live very
long. I do NOT need ANYONE telling me how to live my life or who I can talk to over a virus
that has a 97.8% recovery rate. Over the past 2 years I have had a problem getting household
and food items and it was LONG before the convoy which tells me these items were being
withheld from the citizens of this country. I am sick of this nonsense.

2/18/2022 10:11 AM

79010

I was terminated

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79011

In many ways. My child’s activities and daycare. Work. Shopping. Mental health. Family
bonding. And so many more

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79012

It's caused me to .loose my job. I worked 60 to 80 hrs per week in the start of the pandemic as
a PSW now for 8 months they can't find 4 hrs for me per veek so im unemployed.

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79013

Lost my best friend and my job. Have become depressed and feel alienated

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79014

Isolation is getting to me.

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79015

Discrimination, loss of job, loss of freedoms.

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79016

My mom got diagnosed with terminal cancer at the beginning of 2020… with strict lockdowns I
was unable to spend very much time with her. Because of trying to keep her safe, and to follow
the restrictions. Fast forward to the end of 2020 my mom passed away. My husband who
works in Ontario was unable to come home to NB to be with myself and my children to attend
her funeral. I needed emotional support, but had to face my moms death ALONE. Not only that
we were only allowed to have 20 people at the funeral, in a HUGE church not to mention. 20
people doesn’t even cover my immediate family…. How do you decide who gets to go and who
doesn’t. My mental health has deteriorated over the last 2 years, so much so I’ve had to start
medication to help me function.

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79017

Seperation from family

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79018

I have felt ostracized and divided from my friends and family. The government divided
Canadians and fed them propaganda and fear so they would infight. As a family we felt
discriminated against and very alone. I had to fight against anxiety, depression and fear for 2
years. The convoys gave us hope and an outlet to support freedom

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79019

It has made me mentally exhausted and depressed

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79020

Infringed on my right to choose what I can fo with my body.

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79021

Loss of friends, unable to go out, missed events, increased mental health and anxiety , stress,
missed weddings, graduations, funerals, church closed, loss of connection

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79022

It has divided my family and troubled my heaet

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79023

Mental stress, as I belive in science not government.

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79024

Mental illness, financial distress, political failure, causing division of ppl in this country, inciting
anger, creating confusion,

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79025

Taken my freedom away. Took away my family connection

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79026

Definitely

2/18/2022 10:10 AM
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79027

My son not able to play sports, social gatherings, business meetings, travel, going out for
dinner..EVERY THING CHANGED!

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79028

Loss of income

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79029

2 years of growth and progress has been stolen from every human on the planet but there has
been some good come out of it. It has helped the masses who knew the Plandemic was wrong
to band together and to recognize the path to globalization that the world was headed down
because of an elite 1%. We are seeing tyranny and are learning to fight it.

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79030

Dramatically. I've lost my full time job, my son is now Homeschooling so I cant even think of
working fulltime because I'm a single mom. My parents, friends and family have all had their
health gone down and it's from stress and everything else that's happened the last 2 years not
because of Covid. Everyone I know who's had Covid it wasn't fun but it was nothing more than
flu symptoms.

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79031

There shouldn't have been no vaccine from the start. It was a proven lie all along. DIDIER
RAOULT AND OTHER PROFESSIONALS IN THE MEDICAL FIELD PROVED ALL IT NEED
WAS A SIMPLE CURE. Justin Trudeau is caught in racket and lies. He is getting no less than
40% on all vaccines being injected. He must be punished for all his crimes.

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79032

Emotional.. financial stress seen by family and friends

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79033

Segregation and division is the beginning of atrocities and war.

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79034

I will be graduating from university this spring but because of the vaccine mandates I am afraid
that I will not be able to find work or apply for internships and start this new chapter in my life.
The mandate has also seriously affected my mental health because of the amount of division
and hostility it has created.

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79035

Depression, loneliness, isolation, unemployed, divided, lost trust in governing bodies.

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79036

Lost my business, lost my home

2/18/2022 10:10 AM

79037

I have been unable to work. My family and I have lost income, activities and friends because
of the mandates.

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79038

I’ve been stigmatized, bullied and fired from my job for not getting the vaccine. People I once
considered friends and family, treat me like a plague rat. I have major anxiety and depression
and it’s hard to function, even going into a gas station is hard. I am scared as to what people
are capable of with the incited hate and belligerence of Justin Trudeau, Blaine Higgs and many
others within our Government.

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79039

Trudeau is a Dictator. This needs to end. The govt is money influenced and not actually
backed by science. They have destroyed more lives than saving them.

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79040

Haven't been able to watch grandchildren skate, swim, dance. Can't see daughter in Europe

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79041

Taken away my livelihood, family and friends.

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79042

It has caused mental health problems, fighting and discrimination against family members, lost
income, lost time with our senior family members who have been sick, it’s been the worst thing
to happen to us. We’ve lost our retirement money, raised stress and caused physical health
issues.

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79043

Yes. Negatively

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79044

Two years, very detrimentally!!

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79045

Not really because I ignored most of them. At 72 years of age NOBODY is taking away my
freedoms. It has affected lived obes who refused the jab and lost jobs.

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79046

Limited the size of gatherings, not able to have our CMA monmonthly meetings in a restaurant
or even being together part of the time. Limited travel.

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79047

Been restricted to enter places with the vaccine passport mandate

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79048

Negatively, awful awful two years we just went through. Haven’t seen a doctor for two years
and I’m a cancer survivor. We are prisoners.

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79049

Isolation

2/18/2022 10:09 AM
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79050

im a truck driver. its effected my life in every way possible

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79051

I have no problems wearing a mask to help out the community. I will do whatever it takes to
make my peers feel safe. (Wear a mask, distance myself) However, if someone doesn’t want
to get a vaccine others should respect their decision. We are forced to get the flu shot, or any
other vaccine. I feel it should be more of an option for those who decide not to.

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79052

We can’t pay bills. Our children are developing mental issues. Our mental and physical health
has declined. Work is short

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79053

Let me count the ways....isolation, depression, overburdened with elderly parents and their
panic and fear to confirm, feeling frightened and anxiety filled daily for over 2 years, lost work,
lost wages, lost social circle, lost motivation, complete distraction from pleasure, creativity,
happiness, even LOVE.... an utter and despicable UNECCESSARY nightmare

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79054

Broken my business

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79055

I lost my job due to not providing my medical history. I've missed out on memories with my
family and friends. The mandates have divided some of my family and friends.

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79056

My are very young and this is affecting them a lot.

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79057

Our kids in school, hockey, eating out at restaurants, purchasing alcohol, not being allowed in
certain venues without vax passport etc…. But also being judged if we forget our masks or if
we have a different opinion from those who support all the mandates.

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79058

Mental health issues, and as a caregiver, no supports in place to help care for my aging mom.
So I had to give it up. Division between family and friends.

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79059

it's limited our childrens activities, caused undue stress on family business and created mental
anguish

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79060

It stops me from seeing my family

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79061

Fear, division, loss of humanity

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79062

This is no way to live. Lost friends/family, social life

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79063

It has ruined our lives a lot. My children homeschool and cant participate in activities. It has
been very lonely. My husband is losing his job because he has refused to attest to having the
vaccine. He does but he so strongly opposes mandates he has decided he will not use a
vaccine passport or enjoy freedoms that others are being refused.

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79064

It’s affected my mental health, it’s divided people and friends, family. Kept people from going
to work this list is endless…

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79065

I was forced to take the vaccine, to be able to keep my job. Had one of my children talk about
killing himself, thank God he came to me before he tried anything. I also noticed a decrease in
my children's education, online learning was to much to fallow for them.

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79066

Unnecessary. Family business closed. And the other franchises will never reopen because of
these mandates. My daughter asked me this morning if I went to school with a mask on when I
was in school. Cuz she doesn't know a life without it. If we don't stop this immediately we will
have bigger problems on our hands. I want my country back. My parents didn't leave their wartorn, government corrupted country to come here for me to experience the same or worse.
Canada needs to be free again immediately

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79067

Financial strain, cancelation of Children’s extracurriculars and family disagreements.

2/18/2022 10:09 AM

79068

Teenage depression, non verbal 3y, permanent vaccine injury, gaps in relationships unneeded
stress

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79069

It’s just wrong. Affected my lively hood. My mental health. My kids. My finances.

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79070

I have been shunned from society, I cannot even take my little girls to swimming lessons, go
on a date with my husband, workout at our favourite gym and now I’m told that as of Mar 24th I
will not be able to work. It has effected every area of my life.

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79071

It’s torn my family apart, I’ve watched family and friends lose jobs. I’ve seen small family
businesses go out of business

2/18/2022 10:08 AM
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79072

My family has been excluded from doing many things we previously enjoyed.

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79073

Stress

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79074

I lost my job of 2 years because I wasn’t willing to give out any of my personal information
stating my vaccination status. I was the postmaster in Arden working for Canada post

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79075

Stress

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79076

Depression anxiety, lack of purpose or hope for future, isolated from family and friends, can’t
travel anymore, nor leave this horrible country

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79077

I have not been able to go to a restaurant because I am not vaccinated. I cannot go to watch
my grandsons play hockey. I cannot go to the funeral of a friend. I cannot go to a movie or any
place of entertainment. I am a senior who hasn't been able socialize with friends or family for
two years. Some family and friends call me an idiot because they don't think I should refuse a
vaccine, even though I have done extensive research into the safety of this vaccine and
strongly believe it can cause great harm.

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79078

S'adonner à des gestes inutiles et non efficaces. Perte de contacts humains. Différends entre
proches.

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79079

It created fear to live daily, created conflict and division between family, friends and community
members instead

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79080

Made me scared for my children and future.

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79081

Mental health

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79082

The being forced to wear a mask is the only one I followed. As one with copd and asthma it
isn't fun.

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79083

Thought about dieing during pandemic

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79084

The biggest impact has been on the children in my family... my daughter, my nieces, my
nephews and my young cousins (I have over 25 2nd cousins). Next, I come from a family of
entrepreneurs ... our immediate family is over 120, it has impacted every one of us financially
and emotionally. We have not come together as a family for nearly 3 years for our annual
family picnic and Christmas celebrations... daily members have died and we have not been
able to come together to mourn our loss, to give each other the support and love that we all
need and deserve.

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79085

Travel.

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79086

I cant do anything because of a personal decision about an experiment

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79087

It has impacted my mental health, not being allowed to gather. It's impacted my human rights
being forced to get vaccinated against my will to keep my job. The mandates need to end
NOW.

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79088

Terrible I am now suffering with stress and anxiety, I haven’t been able to see my family
overseas for 2 years my 6 year old have suffer a lot from all this mandates that he hasn’t been
able to go to school, I haven’t been able to work .let’s move on lots of countries have move on
the lockdowns have proven it kill more people mentally you can lock a entire country that’s
inhumane, the mask don’t work the vaccine don’t work only works to give big pharmas lots of
money and Justin Trudeau and bill gates and and all the people involve in this inhumane
tyranny, enough is enough we need to go back to normal now .

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79089

Well I lived my life ,still seen my grandbaby and my kids .Never lived in fear but it's affected
my relationship with my family and at work with customers very stressful .

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79090

Not being able to see my dying father in the hospital! Not being able to see my boyfriend of 5
and a half years in NY. Ending the relationship.

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79091

Same as the rest of Canada. This is all a disgrace to the people of Canada

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79092

I haven't been able to hug my family and people need close contact

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79093

Financially

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79094

Nothing too extreme, just tired of it.

2/18/2022 10:08 AM
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79095

I lost my primary source of income. Let go from a job because I chose not to get vaccinated.

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79096

Very limited no friends no interaction with ppl etc no family plus live alone very hard on mental
state

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79097

Freedom of choice, self expression and the right to enjoy life

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79098

Continuing shut downs of businesses (mine included at times), children being mentally and
physically affected by masking, inability to travel due to vaccine restrictions, depression and
anxiety surrounding bills/income/ restrictions.

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79099

Not seeing family as often

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79100

I'm going to cut and paste an argument I had with someone online in December 2021: >First
off: COVID hospitalization vs. drowning and choking. You said the risk of the latter two are
similar to the first. This is completely, wildly false. There are ~4000 drowning deaths a year
and ~5000 choking deaths per year in the US, spread out over all age groups. 18-29 year olds
make up significantly less than a quarter of those. There were about ~40k covid
hospitalizations among 18-29 year olds in the first 6 months of COVID alone. Extrapolate the
COVID figures to a year (which results in an undercount, but whatever), and your estimate is
off by a factor of >40x. -- Firstly, it seems like what you're doing here is conflating
hospitalization statistics with death statistics, which is wrong (although I also admit that i
wasn't clear about this in my original post). Let's be more specific with my wording. And let me
also say that when i said "choking to death in your own apartment," I admit that I hadn't looked
up the numbers of choking to death in your own apartment, but my point was that the chances
of dying from covid if you're aged 18 - 35, is extremely low. First let's look at covid deaths age
18 - 29, this link below says 5,119.
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid_weekly/index.htm#SexAndAge; 2020 - 2022 Some
causes of death with a similar death rate for aged 18 - 29. Pnemonia; 4,551:
https://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nvss/vsrr/covid_weekly/index.htm#SexAndAge Car crash (ages 1524); 6,031 https://injuryfacts.nsc.org/motor-vehicle/historical-fatality-trends/deaths-by-agegroup/ I could go on, but if we look at this link: https://www.verywellhealth.com/top-causes-ofdeath-for-ages-15-24-2223960, and taking above my original point of covid having 5,119 vs
pnemonia 4,551 deaths... google says there's about 26.2 million adults in the us ages 18-29.
5,119 / 26.2 million = 0.01953816793% chance of dying from covid, similar to pnemonia and
dying in a car crash. If you're healthy and not obese with no pre-existing conditions, this
number is likely also significantly lower as obesity and chronic respiratory diseases are
significant risk factors for covid. I don't know about you, but I don't walk around in my life being
fearful of dying from pneumonia or dying in a car crash, and i certainly don't feel this way about
covid either - i've accepted the risk so as not to live in irrational fear. -- >Are people being
turned away from hospitals due to these hospitalizations? Unquestionably. The CDC doesn't
collect statistics on this, so it's hard to get a systematic picture, but hospitals in many states
are reporting that they are operating at near-100% capacity in terms of both beds and ICU
beds. For instance, Michigan is at 83% general capacity and 82% ICU capacity. In
Muskeegon, MI, they've had to set up outdoor tents as waiting rooms because they're at 99%
capacity. There are numerous reports of this sort of thing nationwide, which you will quickly
discover if you start looking. A representative story: Iowan dies after a 15-day wait for a
medical center bed. He died of sepsis. Totally preventable. -- Firstly, i'm not contending that
not a single person has been turned away, i'm sure you can find some examples. Are people
being turned away en masse? Absolutely not. I would encourage you to provide some data on
this, otherwise i'm not buying it. Secondly hospitalizations are much different than ICU
admittances, it doesn't seem like you understand the difference between these. Not sure if
you're aware of this, but operating near 100% capacity is a norm in many places around the
world, especially pre-pandemic. For instance in Ontario, here is an example where it clearly
states, by 2018 pre-pandemic numbers, "Many Ontario hospitals are regularly operating at over
100% capacity, which can lead to compromised care for patients and burnout among doctors,
nurses, and other health care providers."
http://www.hqontario.ca/Portals/0/Documents/pr/measuring-up-2018-en.pdf Not saying this is a
good thing, but it's completely manageable. Even if it's not manageable, we SHOULD be
building healthcare capacity... we've had two years to do this and yet our public heealth
politicians have continually failed. Secondly, 83% capacity, like you see in Michigan, is a
completely normal number that is totally manageable; quick link here from 2018, you can see
that numbers like 80%, 75% are not out of the norm:
https://www.clickondetroit.com/health/2020/03/23/data-average-daily-hospital-usage-ratesacross-michigan-show-where-there-could-be-bed-shortages-amid-covid-19-crisis/ -- >So, are
people under 35 clogging up healthcare capacity? Absolutely, yes. They are a substantial
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portion of hospitalizations. -- Disagree. This is a much different argument than saying people
are being turned away en masse. I don't agree they are "clogging up" healthcare capacity
based off of what I just showed you. I think there are definitely people aged 18 -29 in there, as
you have shown, but I don't think they're clogging it up to the point where it's overwhelming the
system, i think it's completely manageable. Here, take a look at people admitted to ICU aged
20 to 29 in Canada as of Jan 14, 2022 (scroll down to figure 7, click admitted to ICU)
https://health-infobase.canada.ca/covid-19/epidemiological-summary-covid-19-cases.html#a5.
It's n = 612, or 3.1% of total ICU admittances, roughly 300 a year if we contend we're almost 2
years into this. And this number is WITH wuhan-type, alpha, and delta variants... not Omicron
which is significantly less deadly... So, given all of this... why not get vaccinated? Firstly, I do
believe the vaccines are "safe and effective." I do believe that the risks of vaccine injury/side
effects are similarly low or even significantly less of covid death rate ages 18 -29. They clearly
significantly decrease your chance of hospitalization / death... but given that my risk of
hospitalization of death is already virtually zero... the absolute risk reduction from
hospitalization of death from covid is also virtually zero for me. You are aware that there ARE
risks with vaccines, which in my opinion are being underreported, or not reported because it's
difficult to tie a causal mechanism to the vaccination, and side effects can show up right after
you get the vaccine, or days, weeks, even months afterwards. Real life anecdotal example:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SobqUw7gqhs&ab_channel=DrbeenMedicalLectures How
many Shaun Barcavages are there? How many people aren't reporting long term fatigue, heart
issues, neurological issues etc? How many doctors aren't logging deaths? I'm not contending
that vaccine injuries/side effects/risks are something to be afraid of, i think it's super low. I
don't have the numbers to show you; no one does. But I also don't think covid is anything for
anyone ages 18 -29 to worry about, given the statistics and argument I made above. Therefore
I would rather get natural immunity; https://www.clarkcountytoday.com/news/israeli-studyshows-natural-immunity-delivers-13-times-more-protection-than-covid-vaccines/; and take my
chances with covid. That's personal risk assessment I should be able to make as a free
individual; the government telling me what to do with my body is coercive and unethical. As to
the seatbelt example, we do make this argument with people who smoke, are obese, and do
dangerous things like heroin, motorsports, skateboarding, and so on. Heroin is illegal.
Motorsports are highly regulated. Society proscribes all sorts of dangerous activities, to
different degrees based on the particulars of the cases. It's not as though society seeks to
completely remove risk from life -- we are lenient towards skateboarding, for instance, because
we think they're pursuing a worthy goal. -- >For various complicated social reasons (which I'm
sure you understand but which I won't go into here), there's never been an attempt to ban
smoking entirely, and it would be completely impossible to "ban obesity" (what would such a
law even look like?). Also, we indirectly try to discourage both behaviors by taxing the hell out
of cigarettes and, in certain localities, soda. If there existed a single, widely available
medication which, with only two doses, reduced the medical risks of obesity by a factor of 6x10x, you can bet your ass we would try to get people to take that medication. -- First it's not
only two doses; we're literally looking at endless boosters to participate in society if we
continue down this road. https://www.cbc.ca/news/politics/pfizer-moderna-contracts-20241.6311559#:~:text=Politics-,Federal%20contracts%20poised%20to%20deliver%20100%20milli
on%20vaccine%20doses%20annually,year%2C%20until%20at%20least%202024. Each
injection comes with a risk as any medical procedure does! Secondly, None of the groups you
mention are literally barred from their job or society from for participating in any of those
activities - quite a bit different than a "smoking or soda tax". Smokers, soda drinkers don't
have the government going into their bank accounts and fining them "a significant amount,
much more than 100$"; according to premier francois legault in quebec; they aren't barred from
accessing gyms, clubs, bars, restauraunts, seeing their loved ones in LTC homes (this is
illogical given that the vaccinated can SPREAD as much as the unvaccinated); they aren't
called "racists and misogynists" by their government's prime minister (justin trudeau said this
on a french talk show a few days ago); smokers and soda drinkers aren't told by their president
that "he wants to piss them off" as french president emmanuel macron did a few days back;
they aren't fired from their jobs for drinking soda/smoking (or not taking the jab).
79101

They have created division and segregation. They have also effected the mental health of my
family and friends.

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79102

Loss of freedoms. Concern for children forced to receive vaxx for school the risk for
myocarditis in son was high. Nephew suffered this side effect. Mental health issues our
patients are suffering cause staff treating them to struggle. My patient follow ups have gone
from average 5 minutes to average 20 minutes all due to fear anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79103

Work, depression, missing family
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79104

I have lost my job and career as a First Responder Air Ambulance Pilot at the end of October
2021. I am not able to carry on with my career in any aspect now. One reason I refused is this
drug, is that it does not meet the legal criteria for a pilot to be flying with in their system.
Transport Canada and the FAA state that in general a drug introduced into a flying pilot must
have gone through all 3 phases of safety trails, and that it has been in use in the general
population for a year with all safety data released before an aviation doctor can make a choice
to give it to a flying pilot. This drug has met none of these standards. So as far as I am
concerned every pilot is flying illegally through a loophole in Canada and the vaccinated ones
in the US. Some of the known side effects are medical ending, thus career ending for pilots, let
alone what the long terms side effects will be. Pilot incapacitations in flight are up 400 to 500%
in the last few months which is unheard of. I truly believe if increased health testing of
vaccinated pilots starts, which is something that a group is lobbying the FAA for in the US is
passed, those laws will come here as well. Then we will see a lot of pilots losing their careers
here, due to a loss of their Class one medical, which will be devastating to our aviation
industry. We are now a single income family now, as I still wait for EI. I got to witness the lies
first hand from the media and government, being I was on the front lines of healthcare in the
communities I serve. I also got to see empty hospitals first hand, a far cry from what was
being said on the news. I hauled only a few Covid patients and I literally watched medevac
become to slowest I had ever seen it in over 4 years of flying medevac in this province. You
think during a "so called" health pandemic it would be so busy that we couldn't keep up, this
was most certainly not the case. I want every last illegal mandate and rule lifted now, and I
want my career back in my home country.

2/18/2022 10:08 AM

79105

Affected my and my family’s mental and physical health by precluding us access to fitness
classes, stress related to my children from attending post secondary education and organized
indoor sports and outdoor seasonal sport ( skiing). Precluded us from travelling /vacationingalso impacting mental health as I work a high stress job

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79106

Having to wear a mask daily affects my anxiety. Increasing my stress daily. Worried about
having shot decreasing my natural immunity.

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79107

Like being in prison, taken away our rights

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79108

Loss of schooling for my children, shut down my one business and has Drastically affected my
other business! It has been the worst 2 years of my life!

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79109

I can go to the Liquor and Pot store and get as stoned as I like, but I can't go swimming and
get exercise. this is lunacy.

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79110

Lost two jobs. Mental health and feelings of self worth have declined. Feeling suicidal and
exhausted from all this collective stress. I cannot travel abroad to visit relatives.

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79111

Loss of friends, alienated from family

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79112

We had covid and our natural immunity has not been recognized, we choose not to be
vaccinated and cannot enjoy normal freedoms because of it. Also have many elderly family
members that feel like they are being held hostage till we do what you want. It's all so
disappointing, what has happened to our country

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79113

Every aspect, social, physical, mental, financial and all in a negative way.

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79114

It has made me hate the world! It has made me often think I don't want to be here anymore!

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79115

Gave me fear.

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79116

Cannot visit my mother in a retirement home. Cannot travel

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79117

It created enourmous stress in my life. Discriminated me. Created a mistrust in our health care
system, goverment corruption

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79118

We have not been able to do things as a family, such as restaurants, activities

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79119

I lost my house

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79120

Made me question what is there real plans for us.

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79121

Feels we live in dictatorship, all rights taken away. Being watched what you are doing and is
not agreed with the behaviour than Ostracize

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79122

Physically mentally emotionally financially all in extremely poor condition!

2/18/2022 10:07 AM
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79123

Taken my freedom away

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79124

Tremendously. Lost everything and still got covid.

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79125

Segregated from family. Accosted on the street by people who have different views. Not able
to travel which the government gave me a new passport in 2021 and took my money. Can’t
attend funerals. I feel like I am locked up in my own home.

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79126

R espiratory problem

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79127

More hate from both sides

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79128

I am locked in my own country.

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79129

Depression. Loss of contact with friends and not doing things with them. Isolation

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79130

Added stress, affected my livelihood to a large degree. Not been able to see my family &
friends. Not being able to breathe properly(had to get a prescription) because of the mask.
Can’t see people’s faces, hug friends & family(unhealthy)

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79131

Stress on family, kids. Travel is questioned to see family, family difference of opinions with
regard to masks, vaccinations, etc…..

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79132

Depression, anxiety, skin conditions from masks Allergy Reaction from vaccine- heart tests Xrays ecg mri not fun. All unnecessary- time to say bye to this absurdity

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79133

Anxiety Depression Loss of friendships Loss of Trust and respect in government and their
people Saw many people struggle

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79134

I havent worked since November......and no E.I.

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79135

Anxiety, stress, loss of income. I do what I have had to do to protect my loved ones and my
patients. I put their needs above my privileges

2/18/2022 10:07 AM

79136

In every way. The quality of life and mental health of people has drastically gone downhill. The
medical establishment that was once trusted seems to be making things up as they go -whether its legitimate incompetency or an agenda -- who knows

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79137

Family division, employment etc

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79138

It has tore my family apart.

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79139

Negativity

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79140

Well being, cost of living, peoples intolerance etc

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79141

Physical, mental, emotional and spiritual distress. Being unable to interact with family and
friends and limited social events. Causing intense division between friends and family. Not able
to visit family in hospital during end-of-life and being able to hold celebration of life services.
Huge cost incurred returning from US. Unable to travel to the US by car or plane without being
vaxxed. Wearing a mask has significantly impacted my lungs and brain fog. Rise in the cost of
living.

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79142

Too many to lost

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79143

Complete restriction on my rights and freedoms . Loss of friends due to side effects of vaccine

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79144

I have been unable to attend social functions, unable to travel, my children felt forced to be
vaccinated in order to keep their employment and to participate in sports. I have felt targeted
and vilified by most particularly the media and the Prime Minister. I am and will remain
unvaccinated as long as the mRNA vaccines are used.

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79145

I have seen people lose their jobs, health care workers who are needed and experienced,
people losing their pension with companies because they were put on “unpaid leave” which led
to termination. This has put a strain on me as a health care worker. I have also seen all
exemptions based on conscientious belief or religion be denied within my workplace. I feel that
many people have been backed into a corner until they are either forced to say yes to a
medical choice which they would not otherwise have said yes to, or threatened to lose their
jobs, their livelihood

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79146

Mentally, physically, emotionally. It's been a gong show that never needed to be one. Let's stop

2/18/2022 10:06 AM
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living in fear and just be. Be happy , be kind and loving. The end
79147

It affected it in every possible way

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79148

Depression, health/asthma worsened/ blood pressure

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79149

On everything

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79150

Suicidal

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79151

I am considering moving from B.C. and am currently residing in Mexico. To be told that I must
have a vaccine that I don't want or need, to be subject to ostracism because of my beliefs, to
alieniate me from family and friends due to the censorship of an adverse opinion is no longer a
decent life in a supposedly "free country".

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79152

Decreased work resulting in bankruptcey

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79153

Lost opportunity s for work

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79154

job loss, discrimination ,poverty

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79155

I’ve lost friends, and family. Devastating. My mental health suffers as well, I am segregated
and discriminated against, and I am not allowed to participate in things (such as yoga
studio/gyms), other public places. My child is affected, masked at school, I can’t even take
him to the local Rec centre. I have never felt depressed before, and hopeless and worst of
all…powerless to do anything about this tyranny that’s happening. I’m not even allowed to
support a peaceful protest that is fighting for my rights as a Canadian citizen. It’s unbelievable.
It needs to end.

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79156

Stress, depression, short staffed,

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79157

Not being able to visit my grandchildren for past two years as it meant crossing borders with
USA. Not being able to dine out .etc.

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79158

Mentally and physically and emotionally!!!!

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79159

Yes, I have had depression due up lockdown and loss of income

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79160

My father died alone because I wasn't allowed in the nursing home to see him.

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79161

Stopped us from visiting my dad in hospital stopped us from having a funeral for him the shots
cut his life short can't travel to United States can't go into restaurants.

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79162

My kids can no longer play sports which I think is disgusting. I don’t want to put experimental
drugs into my children

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79163

Negatively; decline in mental health and extreme division

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79164

I lost everything due to the Mental Stress while working Homecare! Taking care of people’s
loved ones! I have no benefits, sick pay or vacation pay to back me up! You try living this way
with a Pandemic on top of that? I never believed the truth was ever told! I pray the Truckers
get things done! Drop all Mandates!

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79165

I was forced to either get the vaccine or lose my job. I have had heart problems since the
injection, and am currently waiting for an ECG to see what is going on. I have been waiting for
months for the ECG due to Covid-19 restrictions.

2/18/2022 10:06 AM

79166

Emotionally worrying about my family being forced to take the vax to keep their jobs and
grandchild not being able to take part in school activities. One daughter lost her job.

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79167

Horrible !!! forced to get the shot or loose my job immediately had reaction and now have heart
issues

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79168

Loneliness, fights with family, friends and neighbours, my personal choice taken away

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79169

I am in danger of losing my job, In which case my pension. My family is divided. I can't go to
social gatherings. Loss of autonomy over my body. Loss of free speech without condemnation.

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79170

Can’t travel, can’t watch my kids do sports, medical procedures forced to be able to work,
can’t go to restaurants!!

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79171

It has made my life and my families life more difficult and lonely.

2/18/2022 10:05 AM
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79172

Suicide in my family, financial ruin and extreme stress, ugly hateful division in my family and
community

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79173

What life? Probably more social life in prison! And a more secure knowledge of ones future
there!

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79174

I'm scared of going out of my home because of the way people will judge me if you cough or
sneeze in public.

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79175

Mental health Social life affected Relationships affected

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79176

Ostracisized by friends & family

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79177

When I traveled outside of this country to visit my daughter it was terribly stressful. I had
another trip booked in March to see her but cancelled. Too stressful. Showing passport at
restaurants and events is awful. All mandates have taken away our freedoms.

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79178

Unable to travel

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79179

Shattered my life in ways I can't imagine!

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79180

Isolated me from family and friends causing mental and emotional stress. Affected my
finances. Caused discrimination and segregation.

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79181

Undue stressed and depression

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79182

I have been threatened by others both at work and in community. I've recently felt I can't work
in that environment because of the mandates and have left without compensation. 😕 I've been
left very disconnected. My son has suffered at school with lack of help and support. He cries
nearly everyday. Emotionally we are distraught with the inability to move about in association
and sports. I haven't been able to see a doctor. I've had personal friends lose their loved ones
from suicide (3 arms length) and others from lack of being able to see a doctor. These make
me fearful of the future and angry that certain groups are being blamed when the lockdowns
are the reason for this problem . I'm worried and stressed for my own children and elderly mom
that they are emotionally not well. Fights with family and disagreements are blown up.

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79183

We have become depressed, and can't enjoy life like we use too

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79184

Division of family and friends, Financial hardships

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79185

My 8 year old daughter has undiagnosed medical challenges that have landed us in the ER on
several occasions, including once that led to a 6 day hospital admission. During that time her
father wasn't allowed to visit her once! We are repeatedly told that since her conditions (which
are not diagnosed yet...) are not an "imminent threat to her life" they can't see her. We've been
to appointments at 5 hospitals in Ontario this year and each of them were eerily quiet. ER is
empty each time we go. Medical staff playing cards while I watch the TV in the waiting room
tell me their hero's and the hospital is overrun and can't manage. My 5 year old started school
during the mask mandates and has NEVER seen a smile from a teacher. He doesn't know if
they smile...ever. And he thinks that's normal. I haven't had a date with my husband since the
vax mandates were imposed. I stay awake at night worrying that my kids will be coerced into
something we don't believe in. I'm terrified. If it doesn't end we will have to leave Canada... our
home.

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79186

Isolated from people...my mental health is effected

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79187

I was not able/allowed to visit seniors (even as they were dying)

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79188

Economically, socially and mental health in a bad way

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79189

My uncle committed suicide. I saw many elderly residents immune systems shut down and
develop clotting/bleeding issues post injection, about 30% of our nursing home population has
had a massive decline in health or has died post injection (and their deaths are correlated to
the injection). I was silenced and public health tried to stop us from reporting these issues. I
was then attacked from superiors and started suffering PTSD. I took stress leave then was
fired from my job as a nursing supervisor while on stress leave for not providing my proof of
vaccination, which was not yet due, because I had not returned to work. I lost my benefits and
healthcare and have chronic diseases in our family that need daily treatment. Our home
business was shut down and now we have to sell our home as we can’t afford our mortgage. I
have been reported to my nursing association by my job and my license is under review. I

2/18/2022 10:05 AM
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have never had a single complaint against me in 20 years of nursing, but now they want to
strip me of my RN all because I am doing what is right.
79190

Depression, no quality of life. Feel like I live in a prison. Lost money due to lockdowns. My
children are suffering too.

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79191

I have children that won’t see me and I haven’t been allowed to see my grandchildren for 2
years! My daughter will be losing her job this month . I haven’t been able to do my job. I
haven’t been able to meet with friends, have felt isolated. Unable to travel, eat out, use public
pools. I feel very discriminated against!

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79192

Lost my business!

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79193

Can't see my faimly

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79194

I’m elderly so mainly socially-but gym attendance and then cost, loss of entertainment , travel.
I would say it affected my health.

2/18/2022 10:05 AM

79195

I cannot travel to see my family

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79196

The occupied government has raised the cost of living, shut down business, created division
and has obviously been on a mission to break our monetary system by eliminating wealth .

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79197

Made it Hell

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79198

It has crippled my income for two years. My entire business disappeared overnight. It has cost
me family friends and harmed my mental health severely at times.

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79199

My children are suffering. The uncertainty this has brought to their lives is devastating.
They've had forego many, many activities because of the mandates. They have faced
discrimination and been the target of bullying.

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79200

Xmas gathering. Watching grandkids play hockey etc etc

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79201

It's nonsense while the rest of the world is moving on

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79202

Brainwashing my child to fear air, lack of socializing for my child, denial of basic privileges and
rights. Forced quarantines against my will while perfectly healthy. Discrimination against me
and my son based on our vaccinations status.

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79203

Highly affected

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79204

Not at all

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79205

Destroyed my relationships and affecting my health and well being

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79206

I've stopped Living isn't that enough?

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79207

Lost my great job! Lost friends and family because the government is dividing people! Lost
income being locked down No exemptions for people with allergies afraid to get the vaccine!
Doctors still pushing it regardless!

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79208

Isolation, anger, frustration, anxiety, watching others suffer. my family and friends are divided

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79209

It took away my ability to be who I am and have become as a person. I've become depressed.
Developed anxiety at the age of 45. Doesn't allow me the things to do to make me a happy
person

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79210

My freedom

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79211

Loss of work, unstable mental health, Insomnia, fear for family members who have taken the
vaccination, division within family and friends, loss of relationships, loss of trust just to name a
few

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79212

Staffing issues in healthcare. Makes no sense to have to show vaccination status to go out to
resturants, skate outside at rink, indoor activities and all aspects of normal life

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79213

Everything

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79214

Haven't been able to visit family, lost wages, lost physical activities(volleyball, softball), lost of
social activities, unable to have a celebration of life for love one, missed wedding, my kids
were unable to celebrate their birthdays with friends are just a few I can think of right now

2/18/2022 10:04 AM
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79215

I've lost work and likely won't be able to work from this year forward due to mandates become
more strict in my line of work.

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79216

Had to quit my job because I have kids and school closures and close contact rules made it
so I couldn’t work cause I had to be home with kids every time they were around someone
else if they had sniffles or Covid. We had to cancel our honeymoon and haven’t been able to
travel for anniversaries and see friends and family in other countries. Always on edge wether
my husband wasn’t going to have a job. My 6 years old was getting zits and having big soars
on her face from a mask. It has kept us away from our families and it is tearing people apart. It
is extremely disgusting.

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79217

Seclusion, division, rejection caused by Government mandates from business, friends and
family.

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79218

It taught me to listen

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79219

Buisness size, had to leave a job, special needs daughter is not able to compete in special
Olympics, supporting my local Restaraunt’s, markets, funeral, weddings, hospital not letting
me visit dieing family, stress, divide in family, segregation, judgement,,,,, on and on and on 😢

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79220

It's taken away my rights, freedoms and livelihood. And impacted my mental health in a
negative way

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79221

My children aren’t in school because of mask mandates, even despite a medical reason for not
wearing one. This impacts my ability to work. I also feel ostracized from participating in regular
society because of autonomous medical decisions I have made.

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79222

Baisse de revenus, anxiété, depression

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79223

In every way. My family made an informed decision and we refused to take the vaccine.
Because of this we are blocked from most civic life in BC.

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79224

These mandates have affected everyone of us. Some people more than others. I have seen
the affects on people and it’s not good. Some people will never be the same again.

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79225

I’ve been dealing with stress and fear of what the government’s overreach will do to my kids
and grandkids.

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79226

Severely. It has broken up my family and taken away my quality of life. I might as well be
locked away in a prison because they get treated better then what we have. It's absolutely
unhuman and a control tactic by the government. It is sickening to say the least.

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79227

The mandates have destroyed our economy: financial and social. Our jobs are lost, division in
families, friends, work…what the government has done to Canadians is atrocious: division,
lies, no accountability…the Liberal party needs to be eliminated as they will never be trusted
again!

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79228

it has affected many lives especially our spiritual physical and mental well being

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79229

Church, work, friendships, travel, family, and much more

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79230

Loss of business. Great mental stress on me and a lot of my peers

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79231

In every way !!

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79232

Mentally and emotionally

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79233

Travel and freedom

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79234

family and friends torn apart, went in mental stresd leave

2/18/2022 10:04 AM

79235

It has discriminated against my kids and I and has completely destroyed my family, friends
and the quality of my childrens education.

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79236

The mandates have affected my attendance at work. My company has taken sick days away
for employees over a 2% attendance which has affected almost half of the plant due to COVID
quarantine requirements whether you test positive or not. I am 55 years old and I don’t expect
the rest of the country to shut down for my fear of catching a flue. The vaccines have proven
to be ineffective and shutting people out of society for not having it is in direct contradiction to
our Charter of Rights and Freedoms not to mention the Nuremberg code. My father in law who
was 82 with dementia and weak kidneys took the vaccine to save him from dying but a short

2/18/2022 10:03 AM
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time after taking the second dose his kidneys failed and he passed away. This so called
vaccine is not “safe” for everyone and this needs to be acknowledged. The mandates
restrictions did not allow many people to attend his funeral and he has many friends and family
that were unable to attend. The media is not reporting the truth and our liberal government is
using hate speech to a degree I have never seen in this country. People don’t take vaccines to
protect other people they take them to protect themselves and this vaccine is not effective.
79237

Lost trust in government and many medical & educational professionals who clearly have been
breaking many laws, spreading lies and corruption. If government tells us we have 5% chance
of getting cancer, will they mandate us all to get chemotherapy? Absolutely absurd! There are
way better ways to treat people with covid naturally without a dangerous experimental drug!
Many lost opportunities thanks to this unnecessary mandate !

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79238

It hasn't yet

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79239

Professionally, I manage Disability Rehabilitation and have for 20 years. What I am seeing is
catastrophic in terms of anxiety, depression, agoraphobia, suicide, addictions, etc. In addition
the sky rocketing cardiac conditions can not be ignored. This is a medical crisis far greater
than the virus. And it is escalating. Services providers to support aforementioned are
exhausted and cannot keep up with increased demands. Personally, I would like to say I have
never seen more divide and distress.

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79240

Can’t see loved ones-sick or healthy. Couldn’t see my new grandson after birth. Divided my
family sand friends. The list could go in.

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79241

Negitively

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79242

Socially Family divisions/unrest Uncertainty Stressful re: finances, security, relationships

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79243

Family divided. Job loss for jab or job. Watching small business go down the tube. People who
are vaxed becoming tunneled in their ability to think. Some people who are vaxed have
become angry, unable to think and utterly rude to people who are unvaxed. Some people
believe everything they are tol by legacy media to the point they won't even look at data
showing differently. Turdough is making Canadians afraid by ridiculous statements about
people who don't agree, some are even afraid due to his rhetoric. Media regurgitates a very
narrow narrative so that people who don't research (my 88 yr old dad for example) won't even
look at ahs data reflecting around 70% of new cases and hospitalizations are 1, 2, 3 dosed
people. Canada is going from the laughing stock to total Tyranny in the world's eyes. I've also
witnessed a unity of people protesting...millions of people supporting the protests all across
Canada and billions of people supporting protests all around the world in peaceful
demonstrations. We've been walking the streets all around Canada...but we're not heard...it's
been stepped up by the truckers (and others who have joined) and now have been heard.
Turdough has ignored, belittled, wrongly incited hatred of these people (regurgitated by msm)
he should be held for treason against Canadians

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79244

Fianancially

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79245

My children have lost out on life; no sports, no arts, no travel or recreation. They are aware
that we are being discriminated against due to a personal medical decision and the neverending strict lockdowns have created anxiety and depression most notably in my oldest child
who cries often, feels hopeless and tells me he wishes he weren't alive or that he could go
back to being little forever, before all this happened. My youngest's speech therapy has been
impacted due to delays and inferior online visits. My marriage is strained and both my husband
and I are struggling with feeling anxious and depressed as we try to give our kids the life
standard we'd hoped for them.

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79246

In every way

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79247

Loneliness, discrimination , judgment

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79248

Isolated from friends and family. No freedom to go places.

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79249

My father died and i couldn’t be with him or go to a funeral die to travel restriction for the
unvaccinated; My daughter cannot come from Quebec care for me while i am sick; My work is
with people whom I cannot meet as I am not allowed to restaurants; My grandchildren are
depressed

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79250

Emotionally, Financially Separation

2/18/2022 10:03 AM
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79251

Isolation and severe depression

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79252

It has forced me to choose between a job and a jab that has left me feeling I'll... I have been
having chest pains and have also been having symptoms that resemble Crohn's disease since
waking my second shot. (To save my job) I have also had covid since taking my second shot..
I should also mention that in my 43 years on this planet previous to these shots I have had
zero issues with chest pains or chrons disease... These mandates have caused me to lose
friends and not speak to certain family members due to different opinions.. These mandates
have also been very bad for my mental health as I now suffer from depression and that was
never an issue before covid ans all the mandates...

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79253

As a mother of four children, we're being discriminated and our children are suffering! Enough
with this nonsense and let us live our lives again!!!

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79254

Lowered my household income kept me from my grandchildren and friends affected my mental
health

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79255

In every way Our freedom Our peace Our beliefs Our Love for one another Our way of living
Our views

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79256

Given an opportunity to see how corrupt systems are and how dumbed down/programmed
humans are. Sad reality.

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79257

Been hard on the family

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79258

I lost my parents to covid.

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79259

Loosing quality of life, freedom, traveling

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79260

Destroyed my business

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79261

Poor education experience (online classes), diminished social interactions, depression,
unmotivated, restricted to travel as a family, prevented to travel to visit family in other
provinces, lost my job, family members lost their job, lost freedoms to support buisnesses and
express my beliefs (places of worship), difficulty exercising at indoor public places due to
masks, upper-respitory infection due to consistent mask wearing.

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79262

Job loss for husband and I, anxiousness, financially burden, mental health of children, inability
to participate in physical activity for myself and children in a public building.

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79263

Myself and my husband has lost our jobs, devision between family and friends. No gathering,
no seeing elderly people in my community.and the stress and fear people have

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79264

My mental health has been a struggle

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79265

My children aren’t treated the same way as others because we don’t agree with the vaccines.
We have had to stand in separate lines from the vaxxed just to get some food they don’t
understand. And honestly neither do I, we all get it spread it and 99% survive it

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79266

It's affected my family, mental health and my 2 businesses

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79267

It has made it difficult to be able to get ahead. Mostly because of the rise in taxes and prices
on everything. There are bigger problems than these mandates.

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79268

It has ended our business, my wife lost her job, my son is deeply depressed and has been
suicidal, my daughter needs counseling and thinks she has no future, and I could not be with
my ailing father before he died, nor could I have a celebration of his life. I will NEVER trust
elected officials or non elected government officials again, they are corrupt at ALL levels of
government in Canada currently.

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79269

Was Forced to be vaccinated or be fired from my job even though I work from home

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79270

I can not watch my sons sports , I can not fly to see my family , I can not enjoy a dinner with
my family , I am depressed and feeling awful since I can not participate in life anymore . This
has to end immediately

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79271

Lost of Job from not wanting the experimental shot(worked there 8 years)

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79272

Feeling sicker and more sinus problems after prolonged mask wearing. Division among family
and friends over the vaccine passports.

2/18/2022 10:03 AM
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79273

Social hardships, mental stress

2/18/2022 10:03 AM

79274

I'm currently not in Canada!

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79275

Lost wages, family and friends are divided. Increased anxiety

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79276

It has created a rift in my family, put fear in my child, and I have lost faith in my country after
seeing how our corrupt prime Minister has incited hate and division on his own constituents,
and forced medical procedures on the population in the name of profit.

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79277

Shut down my business

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79278

Restricted us from visiting family and friends, also divided friends, this is no way to live, this is
not freedom, this is communism, what is next let them tell us when to go to the bathroom and
when to shower then they can pay for my bills and everything i own!!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79279

No friends no family,deaths,can’t attend funerals,no work,higher bills,groceries,fiel everything
costs more than we make!!!

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79280

Limiting day to day function. Limiting family time.

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79281

I’ve been disconnected from friends family and have Anxiety and depression now because of
all these mandates

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79282

Lack of freedom has affected my attitude on life in Canada- so depressing

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79283

Lost my job

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79284

I felt coerced, forced into getting a vaccine so I could see my grandkids, and I had to pay $250
for a superfluous covid test in a town 3 hours from home so I could go see my dying father. I
have lost work opportunities and there are strained relationships in my family now.

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79285

I am double faxed but yet cannot see my parents who are in a nursing home....

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79286

Feel isolated at timed

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79287

I had a daughter self harm. I had tonquit my job bc my employer was asking me to
discriminate against my friends and family. My children's high school life was cancelled. My
mom spent the summer in a MB hospital and no one was allowed to go see her until my dad
got vaccinated.

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79288

Rarely get to see family. Short staff at work Families not able to visit residents in care homes
and nursing homes. I am getting burnt out from working 15 or 16 days in a row because of
staffing issues.

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79289

I have been treated as though being near me (unvaccinated) will make others sick. I have been
treated as though I am less than by those who are vaccinated. I was unable to attend my one
daughter's basketball games. I am unable to move freely (in the true sense) withing my own
Country, and cannot leave the country.

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79290

Can't bury our loved ones without having to choose who can n can't attend to comfort us ! Still
people dieing after getting vaccinated n causing delay in health care ..don't have enough
doctors as it is ! Making older people feel more isolated bc fear of caching it. They haven't
seen a smile or smiled them selves in a long 2 yrs

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79291

Haven’t seen many family members in more than 2 years. I am unable to attend indoor
functions, restaurants etc. I’ve lost time at our trailer due to lockdowns. Many more but too
long to post.

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79292

Isolation, stress, loss of friends, family separation.

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79293

Unable to see family for two years now and just lost a grandparent who I couldn't attend
because they are state side. Social interaction for my kids because of distancing and masks
as well as them not being able to see their grandparents due to the border. You cant get that
time back.

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79294

These mandates have made discrimination run rapidly that's not what Canada is about.

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79295

Haven't been able to see family

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79296

We have become a divided society on all levels

2/18/2022 10:02 AM
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79297

We have ignored it all, but made us have to sneak around and lie. Our kids haven't got to
socialize like they should. Our mental health has suffered the most

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79298

Loss of income from quarantine, more expenses with testing due to vaccine status. Hospital
care not as good.

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79299

In its entirety

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79300

Not being to see my family, inflation, what this country was built on charter of rights have been
disrupted by a government that lies and has not supported us the people of canada.

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79301

All aspects , a lot of negative

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79302

Absolutely

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79303

Slowed it down

2/18/2022 10:02 AM

79304

seperates family

2/18/2022 10:01 AM

79305

Family feuds, children can’t do anything normal.

2/18/2022 10:01 AM

79306

Child faces fear and isolation. Anxiety is increasing. Loss of our town’s businesses.

2/18/2022 10:01 AM

79307

Quit my job in nursing because of mandates

2/18/2022 10:01 AM

79308

I have no social life with friends or family

2/18/2022 10:01 AM

79309

It has slowed my education program down for a year. I lost out on 70000 because of it .. my
kids are affected by the masks and social distance and shutting down schools loosing our
rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 10:01 AM

79310

Yes

2/18/2022 10:01 AM

79311

My young children have missed out on interaction and important experiences throughout very
monumental stages in their lives. Physical health of my family was affected, mental health of
my family was affected.

2/18/2022 10:01 AM

79312

Took loved ones ,lost best freind and special events I was not able to attend .

2/18/2022 10:01 AM

79313

Restricted social interactions with family.and friends. Created fears for my 9yr old son. We
haven't been able to enjoy local activities and travel due the increased costs associated with
it.

2/18/2022 10:01 AM

79314

Many suicides in our small town with a population of about 300 or less. Division of families and
friends.

2/18/2022 10:01 AM

79315

Significantly, dramatically, horribly

2/18/2022 10:01 AM

79316

Both health and mental stress. Family

2/18/2022 10:01 AM

79317

It’s affected my whole families life my children wear a mask on the bus going to school and all
day at school then again back home on the bus. My daughter haven’t had a play date inside
our home in almost two years😩😢 nor has she had a birthday party in over two years😢 my
son didn’t have a real high school graduation and wears a mask all day in school and work😩
my son hasn’t had a normal 18 years old life at all it’s really truly sad😢 my husband wears a
mask for 9 hours straight at work and we can’t go freely to our second home in the USA
without doing a stupid Covid test to come home😩🤦🏻♀️Which we have to pay for with big
bucks. It’s time too move on with our lives and just live with this virus like all other virus’s.
End all mandates now!

2/18/2022 10:01 AM

79318

Discrimination

2/18/2022 10:01 AM

79319

Feeling isolated and depressed when I could not go to church!

2/18/2022 10:01 AM

79320

Financially and socially

2/18/2022 10:01 AM

79321

Financially, mentally

2/18/2022 10:01 AM

79322

All 4 breadwinner in the family either lost their jobs or resigned because of the conditions. No
EI. Sold our house and living on savings.

2/18/2022 10:01 AM

79323

I'm unvaccinated, so is my husband and daughter. Apart from all the things we haven't been

2/18/2022 10:01 AM
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able to do without a vaccine passport, is that we have been unable to go to my husband's
home country since last fall. If this travel ban for the unvaccinated persists we will either be
forced to take the vaccine or find a way to leave Canada for good.
79324

Ruined friendships and caused a lot of unnecessary stress as a whole

2/18/2022 10:01 AM

79325

We are missionaries and can not go back to the mission field. We need to fly, which we can
not do without the vaccine.

2/18/2022 10:01 AM

79326

Not able to be with those in hospital or in personal care homes

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79327

I lost my job and have suffered great financial loss.

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79328

I can’t work because of these mandates, so I can’t provide for my family, so yes they are
affecting me greatly

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79329

Negatively

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79330

I’ve been forced to receive an unwanted vaccine

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79331

Inconvenience only

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79332

Loss of freedoms, friendships, hopes and dreams. The joy has been taken from my life.
Misinformed precious time with loved ones. The experience of division, discrimination and
judgement has been disturbing. Knowing this has all been to set the stage for the great reset
and the pure evil of it but This experience has brought me closer to God than I have ever been

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79333

No work

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79334

Forced to get vaccine or I would have lost my job. Girlfriend would have lost her job as well.

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79335

I feel my family and I have been robbed

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79336

Worst 2 years of my life with depression but I will not stop fighting for my freedom !!!!! We
want are happy free life back

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79337

It has put a wedge with my family members , my mental health is the worst it has ever been
as I usually do not struggle at all until these mandates have held my life in limbo for 2 years

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79338

I've lost my job and therefore my lively hood. I've lost 25 lbs in weight due to the stress, which
is impacting my health. I've lost over $40K in savings and lost wages. I've lost the sense of
community from I had from my peers at work and of my fellow Canadians; I've lost my faith in
the authority of the Canadian, Provincial and local Governments. I've lost my respect and trust
of all the legacy media in North America.

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79339

I have lost half of my income for 18 months. To add to that insult after being on CERB I also
owed money on my income taxes! I have struggled with depression from isolation. I was not
able to comfort my son and daughter-in-law properly after the stillbirth of my granddaughter.

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79340

Restricted movement can’t go to restaurants ectra

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79341

I have not seen my family since it has happened which is over 2 years now where before I
would see them every 6 months or less

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79342

Placed on LWOP and cannot find a job so running into debt

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79343

Lost my job because i did not want to get vaccinated

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79344

I can’t work or travel on a plane within or outside of my country. It has also caused psych and
emotional damage and divides me from my friends.

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79345

Unenployed

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79346

The communist theives have ruined my life and the business that I spent 30 years building

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79347

I’m ready to end it all. I’ve lost everything due to a virus they won’t let me treat the way I see
fit.

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79348

Difficulty being served by federal bureaus we need to consult with. Postponement of much
needed vacation. Needed to financially assist a daughter whose business was severely
diminished because many of her clients made similar decisions.

2/18/2022 10:00 AM
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79349

Everything,financialy,family etc…

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79350

Yes .. i ask my doc for an exemption because I bruise easily .. it was recommended I don’t
take the shot on Pfizer’s information .. my doc denied me .. I’m not anti vaccine .. I got my flu
and pneumonia shot … but the Covid I don’t believe was right for me .. because I didn’t take
the shot I was denied going into restaurants .. this was a big deal for my mental health .. you
see in 2019 I lost my mom to alzheimers..I have no family now and alone out in the country ..
my only form of socializing was meeting a friend for lunch or supper … trying to grieve is hard
but these mandates made it a thousand times harder .. isolating people is wrong and cruel …

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79351

dead friends and relatives

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79352

Can’t fly

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79353

I can’t take my kids anywhere , my children are excluded from normal childhood experiences

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79354

Division in family, high anxiety, family members coerced into getting a medical treatment they
did not want just to keep working, disruptions in work life, home life, and leisure life

2/18/2022 10:00 AM

79355

Financially, mentally, socially

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79356

I no longer have a job due to mandated vaccine policy

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79357

It has impacted my finances, my relationships and my joy for life

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79358

Depression and anxiety Loss of socializing

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79359

Negatively. It has distanced my children and myself from our families, friends, the community,
etc. Our mental health has worsened.

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79360

I have had COVID and it should not have been a pandemic. I am very depressed and anxious
and find it difficult not being able to go on with my freedoms. I’m 72 years old and frustrated.

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79361

My anxiety and depression ramped right up. My oldest is anxious and depressed from all
masking. So glad she can have it off though the city refuses to follow the premier's lead on
masking. So many parents still make their kids mask. Confuses my daughter. Took her days
to not be afraid of getting in trouble for not masking. Everyday we talk about it and her
confidence grows.

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79362

Friendships lost, family hardships

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79363

Kept me away from seeing my loved ones, tension between my siblings sbout forced
vaccinations, depression in myself and mg grandkids, I have a grandson in thd hospital for the
last few months(close to 6) that I haven’t seen because of the mandates, I have missed to
social intersection with people

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79364

So many ways...lost friendship, family division, depression, the list goes on

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79365

Felt isolated, unfairly maligned by politicians, lonely, depressed, singled out and treated as
immoral and unworthy simply for making my own informed medical decisions. Tired and
overwhelmed for 2 years and "othered" by society.

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79366

I have a daughter in the US. I am not vaccinated, am teetering on the edge of sanity loosing all
faith in life. I immigrated here 27 years ago now wish to leave BUT can’t even got out of this
country . Trudeau is destroying my life.

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79367

Work has been impacted, has to change employment

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79368

TERRIBLY WE ARE NOT FREE - WE ARE SECOND CLASS CITIZENS - THIS IS NOT THE
COUNTRY I WAS BORN IN - THIS IS NOT THE COUNTRY I LOVE

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79369

Anxiety through the roof!! I am pros choice. We are in Canada, not china! We have the rights
to choose. Im not scared to live in my own country…i want my life back. Now!

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79370

well with out a deadly jab you can't do anything

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79371

Our mental health has suffered tremendously, family relationships destroyed, children have
lost their ambition

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79372

It was ruined my business , livelihood and impacted my kid

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79373

My husband and I divorced and I’m now an alcoholic due to the strain on my small business

2/18/2022 9:59 AM
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79374

Mentally, emotionally and physically!

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79375

Loss of work Loss of visitation rights Loss of friends and family due to the division caused by
our P.M. comments

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79376

I’m a single mother and don’t have a big circle of family and friends. Even those that have
been in our life, we lost them because of these decisiveness. I lost my job way back in jan
2020, not because covid, but still for something related to covid( isolated incident). My children
and I lost everything we worked for including the career. I’ve been working hard , but not easy
to find a paying job with these current mandates. I wanted to take my children on vacation so
they can feel a little happy, but we can’t even get out of the province. My children can’t go to
the library which use to be their happy places, they can’t go to swim or other activities as it
would make them not to feel isolated. The younger one can’t well with mask, but she finds
happiness while around others in school. She can’t breathe and all she does Is chewing onto it
to grasp some air. It’s scary as those fabrics may damage her if she accumulated so much
and it’s heartbreaking as a mother. She use to go to daycare, but I took it away as she would
be weak at the same ne of the day. She isn’t the same, get frustrated a lot and it’s just not ok.
The order one is in high school and can lower it to catch some air since she is a grown up. Ice
tried to hold onto my belief, though I feel like I’m loosing. I’m afraid to say a lot as I don’t want
the child kidnapper to come and take over. School work with social development to scheme
parent and take over their children, they turn you a victim to find an entrance to take away your
children and this time I have zero savings to fight them over in court ! The government is
hurting the very same people it claiming to save and it’s not fair . Children have done nothing
wrong and they should be left alone . This is no longer health measures, it’s total witchcrafts!

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79377

It has been detrimental to myself , my family, my clients, people I know. It has affected all
aspects of a happy, healthy life in a negative way

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79378

It has divided friends and family. I have lost my job. I have very bad anxiety when I need to
leave my house. I have lost interest in life. I feel sick to my stomach, sad and stressed out
EVERYDAY. people are dying alone. It is truly disgusting.

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79379

In every way possible.

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79380

It has cancelled all my travel plans.

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79381

It has caused division with many people. It has not allowed us to worship at church like we
always have been able to do freely. The government has brainwashed people into fear and
segregation.

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79382

Isolation depression loss of family members ( other than covid related). without being able to
say good bye

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79383

Very bad that we can put the parents in care home,we're the need the right help,

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79384

Depression, alcoholism, loneliness, division, the world is angrier

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79385

Suicidal, depression, Stress, No Happiness, loss of Income, Loss of Community spirit ,
Wedges between Friends and Family and the Community is greatly divided

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79386

Terrible 😢

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79387

It causes social division mental anguish ruins business affects learning in schools

2/18/2022 9:59 AM

79388

Yes

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79389

Depression isolation

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79390

Delayed surgery, extremely negative impacts on school and social life, depression, lost jobs

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79391

Some frustrations, no illness

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79392

Lost my job, wife and kids

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79393

I have 1 child who has had suicidal thoughts for the first time during covid lockdowns, know
multiple people who have overdosed, have lost precious time with elderly parents. Have
personally experienced depression and anxiety along with bouts of extreme feelings of
hopelessness. And the list could go on and on…

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79394

Made my life miserable. Brink of depression.

2/18/2022 9:58 AM
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79395

I feel like a prisoner in my own home, alienated from many used to be friends and family.

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79396

Feel like my life has been putt on hold! 😪

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79397

I've lost my job. I can't travel to visit my parents. My father is on his death bed right now and I
can't be with him. My mother and my sister are alone dealing with the situation while I'm a
prisoner in my own country.

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79398

12 year was locked off soccer team and i am suicidal. Im in BAD shape. Lost many family and
freinds

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79399

I couldn't work for a long period of time It makes people feel isolated and lonely and I've seen
too many little children with major mental health issues to condone doing this any longer

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79400

Restrictions, loss of freedom, loss of dignity, loss of freedom of choice, loss of freedom of
speech, segregation.

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79401

Family, kids mental health. Parents mental health. Work. Social. Basic freedoms

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79402

Besides keeping people prisoner in their own homes and keeping us apart from our loved ones,
I feel that basic things that everyone should have a right to are not being allowed. For
example, getting a good quality education via college/university that isn't hampered via a
vaccine passport, travel via airports to see loved ones long distance that isn't hampered via
vaccine passport, having the right to see places that showcase and teach generations our
history such as museums without being denied entry if one cannot carry a vaccine passport or
an exemption. Being treated as an equally important and valuable human being and customer
in our restaurants, bars, places of worship, workplaces, gyms, etc without having to provide
private health information that should strictly be between me and my health provider. No more
making people suffer in already uncomfortable or dangerous low quality air conditions(such as
high heat with high humidity) while wearing a mask. The list goes on so I'll just end it there but
I can keep going on how these mandates have made my life hell and what my family and I
have lost because of them as well as the things we were forced to sacrifice and suffer.

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79403

Divided people and family

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79404

Living like a prisoner in my community.

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79405

Forced me to make decisions that are against my beliefs.

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79406

It has caused loss of business , mental health decline, division’s amongst family and friends

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79407

Both my husband and I have lost our jobs, run fully into debt. My son has been committed to
the psych ward 3 times in the last few years. We have lost friends to suicide…

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79408

I've been terminated from my job and my house is going to be foreclosed due to not finding
work

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79409

Mental and physical health! Child never seen anyone. Husband depressed

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79410

I have a small business which has become Mitch smaller I'm very concerned for the mental
health of my family and my daughter is now struggling with addiction issues

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79411

I was not able to go access the services I needed causing mental stress.

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79412

Gives me no hope

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79413

Don’t do anything anymore stuck in the house. Can’t go anywhere or do anything what’s the
point of leaving yr house.

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79414

It has taken a toll on my livelihood and mental health

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79415

My children's education and mental has been deeply affected by the mandates. They have
been kept away from their family stateside. Because of the mandates I watched my 19 year
old cousins funeral from a computer screen.

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79416

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:58 AM

79417

I was forced to get double vaccinated before I could decide for myself. This has effrcted me
tremendously.

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79418

No job

2/18/2022 9:57 AM
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79419

My mental health has suffered, my family lives in the states and have been unable to see my
2 step daughters, my dog of 13 years died and I couldn't be with him due to all these ridiculous
mandates end them now

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79420

Forced to take a vaccine to keep my job- no choice. Vaccine passport needed to attend
worship - that’s a farce. Had to homeschool my son n work at the same time. Take care of my
parents. My kids moved home. Had to support my family. Lost over 80k. I am a single parent
…and I am supposed to stay well?

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79421

My business is busier but my wife is loosing her job

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79422

Very bad

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79423

Because I am not a very social person nothing really much. Mask would be the biggest issue I
have before me now.

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79424

Financially, emotionally

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79425

yes loss my job at nursing home

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79426

Work, mental health, social life, my whole life

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79427

Division of family, restricted from going out, business reduced, not seeing dying family, no
sports, not seeing nephews play sports, not allowed at other ski hills, young nieces and
nephews feeling they are poisonous, not seeing grandparents two years, kids breathing in
bacteria from masks increased illness, masking exacerbated sons acne and self confidence,
unable to travel to USA for work or to Mexico for holiday, housing a snowbird that cannot
holiday in Mexico

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79428

Depression. Isolation. Financially. Emotionally.

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79429

Losing my job for refusing the jab even though I work from home. 2 years of submitting to
practices that I dont believe in. Being stigmatized and disrespected and stripped of some
basic rights that can only be partially regained by surrendering my dignity/beliefs (get jabbed,
wear mask, etc)

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79430

Prevented from seeing my sister who is in long term care

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79431

Social gatherings; waiting outside in cold for appointments, etc.

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79432

I was made to get vaccinated

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79433

Our children have suffered, our livelihood has been neglected, our mental health and family
connections have been severely impacted. We need to feel hopeful again.

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79434

Mental health

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79435

I don’t live in Canada but I know these mandates are planned globally. It’s a form of power and
it has to stop. Body autonomy is worth fighting for and so is freedom of choice. The world is
laying in the power of very evil forces and a global elite that does not have our interests at
heart. Go freedom fighter!

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79436

Lost family. Depression, anxiety

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79437

It has made me feel isolated and persecuted, whether I am vaccinated or not is no one's
business, but now, everyone can ask and demonize someone for their choices. The mandates
have divided our country and it no longer feels like a free democratic society. My mental health
has suffered as a result of these mandates. The mandates are confusing and contradictory
and do not feel like they are aimed at the safety of Canadians. It feels more political and
financial-driven.

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79438

Yes

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79439

In a good way, only.

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79440

Feels like we no longer live in a free country. We have a government that is NOT for the
people. This government is for one person only!

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79441

Family and friends have excluded me and my company has been wiped out so I’m broke

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79442

Less work - less money - less connection - severed relationships

2/18/2022 9:57 AM
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79443

It has cost me my job and a lot of friendships

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79444

Ruined my business

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79445

Decline in mental health, loss of trust of public health authorities and the government.

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79446

It’s been very difficult financially, mentally. Our kids have had a really hard time dealing with it
all. MANDATES MUST GO IMMEDIATELY!!!!

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79447

Job loss, loss of loved ones, division and segregation from friends and family based on
medical choices. Exile from businesses, workplaces, gatherings, funerals, weddings,
birthdays, and other social events because of medical segregation. Significant stress and
anxiety when entering a business due to medical exemptions not being honored by businesses
or management at said businesses. Not being able to see family overseas for over 2 years.
Not being able to have my partners parents at our wedding due to international travel
restrictions. Freedom lost. Bodily autonomy lost.

2/18/2022 9:57 AM

79448

The mandates have affected everyone’s lives.

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79449

Watching Canada disintegrate because of the fool in Ottawa!

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79450

Made me a hermit! I don’t go out much not even for groceries. I miss peoples faces and my
mental health has suffered

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79451

My children and myself have been forced to wear self-suffocating breathing barriers for way too
long, unnecessarily. I was also placed in a position by my employer to choose between my
career and my bodily autonomy, which has caused a great deal of anxiety on myself and my
family. Very, very unethical and unconstitutional.

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79452

Mental health, Children affected, division in families and community

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79453

Just tired of it all.

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79454

Dashed my hopes for my life now in retirement. I’m segregated without vaccine. Shut out of
social life. Can’t even swim at local pool.

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79455

It has gone against everything I know to be right in my existence on this planet.

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79456

Can’t watch my son play hockey

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79457

Alone, isolated, depression

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79458

Isolated Alone. Lost Family Due to the Vaccine itself literally killing them.

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79459

Loss of family and friends 😢

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79460

Lost my job

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79461

Its been a nightmare a total disruption to our life's. The mental and financial strain has been
unbearable.

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79462

Divided family and friends. It is inhumane and insane

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79463

Negatively!!

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79464

Extreme stress related to the experimental vaccine given as a mandated vaccine to keep my
professional career. Past cancer history and what I allow in my own body

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79465

It has affected my well being in a very negative way.

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79466

Made us feel safer when going anywhere.

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79467

It has been debilitating on all aspects of my life. Family, financial

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79468

Mentally, emotionally, financially

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79469

My 15 yo is suffering mentally. My 20yo is suffering mentally and has put off her post
secondary education. My family cannot travel or leave our country.

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79470

Endless obstacles to what used to be normal life, having to jump throhgh hoops to do what
used to be simple

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79471

Negatively. I have lost relationships with family and friends. I have struggled with depression

2/18/2022 9:56 AM
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and extreme amounts of stress. My children have lost certain social skills and don’t hang out
with their peers much. Their school experience is so lacking. We are now struggling financially
because of inflation.
79472

Limited social activities

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79473

Segregated from Society, shamed and considered less than others! Lost values as individualsmental, physical and spiritual distress …so morally wrong 😑

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79474

Loss of employment, loss of social liberties, loss of mobility liberties. Complete violation of my
rights and freedoms as a Canadian citizen.

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79475

Greatly, work place is toxic with division of workers over mandates, family has lost jobs,
inability to see my dad in the nursing home, wife wasn’t able to see her mother after she had a
stroke breaking families ability to nurture and comfort, many have had heart problems after
vaccination, overall mental health of others is very fragile and hard to manage day to day as
enlightening the lost is an endless job

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79476

Loss of job

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79477

Very little

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79478

Turned me into a 70 years old hermit witch I didn’t want to happen for at least another 20 years

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79479

Too many ways to name.

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79480

Lost job. Depression. Lack of socializing. Separated family and friends.

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79481

Fear, stress, loneliness, anxiety

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79482

unable to go usual places and spend time with loved ones etc.

2/18/2022 9:56 AM

79483

In every way. Unable to do anything I want to do.

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79484

It's made just getting the basic necessities hard for a lot of people I know.

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79485

I am a Licensed Practical Nurse and if it wasn't for my career I would not have gotten the
vaccine. I do not plan on getting any more boosters.

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79486

Made it easier for my depression to take over and now I struggle leaving the hosue for any
reason, I am so badly depressed that even my meds have stopped working

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79487

Deep depression

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79488

Haven't been able to work due to the uncertainty and school closures for my young child. My
child does not know what "normal" life is, and has missed alot of school and social interaction.
Spouse has been out of work time and time again due to business closures and restrictions.

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79489

It has affected every part of my life from work, to social time to shopping, recreation etc. All
my freedoms, vaxxed or non vaxxed have been stripped away. I have suffered emotionally, as
well as financially. I sit an hold my wife while she cries thinking we are living in communist rule
for the rest of our lives. This has to end! The government, as a whole is corrupt.

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79490

I have 2 members of my family that cannot be vaccinated due to health risks but aren't allowed
exemptions. I have felt unwell since ai have been vaccinated. Even vaccinated I cannot go
watch my grandson play hockey, the reason I took it, and have bot felt the same since. I
question everything about these mandates

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79491

Divided family & friends

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79492

I'm about to lose my job, our family has been devided, my kids can't do sports, we can't take
our kids anywhere. I have lost my freedom to of choice!

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79493

Keeps me from seeing and visiting friends and family members.

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79494

Loss of income, friends, family, social activities and created undo stress and financial burden.

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79495

Can see my mother in nursing home, can’t get out for entertainment

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79496

Socially and mentally in ways that may never heal. This has to end.

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79497

It has destroyed my family’s health in every way… caused extreme division in both my

2/18/2022 9:55 AM
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workplace and family and discrimination.
79498

Isolated Alone. Lost Family Due to the Vaccine itself literally killing them.

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79499

Mentally, physically and emotionally,

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79500

It is cruel and unfair punishment, I lost a brother and sister in 2020 , but not to covid. I still
have not had closure with a funeral or meeting with my family. But Trudeau has had total
freedom to go anywhere he wants . Not right and not fair . Trudeau will not even come out to
talk to the truckers , this is not the actions of a good leader . Trudeau needs to step down
immediately.

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79501

I was bullied, coerced, and threatened with the loss of my livelihood to get the vaccine, that I
did not want. This took a piece of me that I will never get back. It took away my bodily
autonomy, my agency and everything Canada stands for, the right to choose what we do we
our bodies. It is a decision that has affected my physical health, with a weight loss of 20lb and
my mental health has suffered as well. I will never be the same person I was before the
vaccine. I have lost faith in the medical system and am angry that the government politicized
this pandemic.

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79502

Isolation in the form of wearing masks, isolation at home, prevention of children joining
physical groups like soccer etc., being told to think of others as if they are viruses, annoyance
of changing rules handed to us by people who do not seem to know the effects of the
mandates on mental health or who do not care about the effects on families on developing
bodies and maintaining physical health, listening to doctors who are not trained in nutritional
health and rely solely on pharmaceuticals, the government preventing my doctor by illegal
means from using ivermectin to cure patients of the effects of the virus and stealing his patient
records, preventing miracles from happening by closing places of prayer and worship,
preventing the family from gathering to assist those who are sick. Government overreach in all
areas of life even the one place we can gather... on social media by hiring people who snoop in
the lives of others and report them to overseers.

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79503

Poorly! Give us our freedom back.

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79504

It has affected my job & my relationships with family/friends. Also my mental health by not
being able to travel freely

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79505

Isolation

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79506

Suspended medical treatments, social impacts,employment

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79507

Thoughts of suicide, despair, hopelessness, lost my teaching job of 15 years because I wasn't
comfortable with the vaccines yet but was comfortable to get Covid if fate allowed me to. As a
high school teacher it has been incredibly hard to watch the teenagers suffer far greater over
the past two years. And my own 6 year old son says he has a hard time remembering what life
was like before Covid!!!!! No one policy was framed around, honouring every element of the
Charter with reverence. And this is why we are in this mess. Individuals have been trampled on
and it's the least Canadian we have ever been as a nation. Even our immigrants are disgusted
at what's occuring. They came here for freedom!!!

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79508

Many group activities are curbed and my kids have suffered the most with having to wear
masks while doing physical activities.

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79509

Limited movement

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79510

It has affected many aspects of my life. But the worst one I think is the division that his
started between family and friends over the whole Covid mandate restrictions.

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79511

Made it suck

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79512

Divided my family and friendships

2/18/2022 9:55 AM

79513

My family has been unfairly segregated from society. We are treated like vermin and afraid to
need medical care because we will be discriminated against.

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79514

It has separated my family, we are so miserable I have lost friends and family over the fear
and misinformation delivered by main stream media… it is disgusting what the government is
trying to do to average hard working Canadians

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79515

Isolation. Discrimination, broken family. Missed doctors appointments. Gave birth alone

2/18/2022 9:54 AM
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79516

It has taken away my freedom! I’m stressed out all the time. Major anxiety

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79517

No grandchildren, retired early, but my only hope is in our Lord Jesus Christ through the
intercession of Mary.

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79518

I cannot travel

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79519

Ruined our happiness. Lvijging in dictatorship

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79520

Prefer not to answer

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79521

I'm a fired RN. My husband is a soon to be fired RMT. We have kids. We can't take them for
swimming lessons. We can't travel or leave our country. We know people with severe vaccine
injury. We know people who have died of suicide. Kids who are suicidal. We know seniors who
have died of a broken heart locked away in carehomes isolated from family. Mandates do not
work. Follow the science the rest of of wold seems to be following. Follow the science the
super bowl people were following last week. Enough is enough.

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79522

My mental and social health has suffered greatly

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79523

lost my job, 12 yr old son unable to play organized sports (AAA hockey, travel soccer, schools
sports).

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79524

Stresses

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79525

Has mentally destroyed me, has mentally harmed my child and has affected the people I love.

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79526

Loss of income, depression, stress, health concerns, isolation

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79527

Depression, invasion of privacy.

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79528

We haven’t been able to watch our son play soccer, we’ve been banned from restaurants,
businesses won’t hire me because I won’t disclose my personal medical information to random
people.

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79529

Lost my job in health care. Significant mental health stress. Children with increased anxiety
and mental health issues. Inability to support my children in their activities, sports. Unable to
travel which is usually a big part of our life.

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79530

Family and friends and co workers mental health can't afford a house for my 3 kids as a single
mom rent is too high cost of living is too high. Lost friends to suicide because of this
pandemic. Friends and family lost their jobs loved ones dying alone its been a sad sad 2
years. Health care staff is overworked and underappreciated. It should of been my choice to
get the vaccine but I was forced by the government.

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79531

My husband lost his job, my business is dead as families can no longer afford services due to
their job losses. My teen couldn’t handle the segregation at school anymore so she dropped
out. She was removed from sports, she was not allowed to play in the gym with her friends, so
she was left by herself as he friends left her, she was removed from school twice due to
contact tracing making her miss a month of school . Then her teacher says that she can’t
come in for extra help into the study Center to help get caught up. I now homeschool 4
children. My oldest failed her graduating year due to struggles with online learning and mental
struggles brought on by these measures. We just had her complete her schooling last week
and will get her diploma. But she has no interest in doing any graduation things as her friends
are all done last year. We currently feel very unsafe in our country under our prime minister.

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79532

Loss of relationships......loneliness....anxiety

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79533

Lost my opportunity at college right after high school. Did not get to properly graduate or have
a traditional prom. Lost my high school experience due to “Covid”.

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79534

My whole family has deserted me I have no one left

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79535

Friendships, family, personal life,

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79536

Suicidal

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79537

I’m scared. our prime minister has lost his way, he is not listening to his people. His ego has
become more important than our livelihood.

2/18/2022 9:54 AM

79538

Govt control has affected everybody

2/18/2022 9:54 AM
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79539

My children’s mental health has declined. My tween daughter contemplated suicide and fell
into a depression. My 7 year olds speech impediment has gotten worse and his mask
exemption was denied by his principal. As a cancer patient, my level of hospital care has been
negatively effected as well as my mental health due to not having personal support during
appointments. I lost my job because of my children being home. I have lost friends because of
my choice to decline the vaccine. I haven’t seen my family in over two years because they
don’t approve of my choice to decline the vaccine.

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79540

After having issues with a first dose, I have now lost my job at the hospital I work at as a
nurse due to the mandate. It has affected my mental health and the mental health of so many
people around me.

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79541

Loss of job. Possible loss of home. Extreme stress and mental health decline.

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79542

Divide me from my family

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79543

Has divided my family

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79544

Isolation. Unable to see grandchildren who live in the US

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79545

I am a University student who is persuing to be a child Educator and am now in my third year
of Unviersity and I am not able to attend clinical practices in school boards, let alone majority
of my schooling that my family and I spend so much money on, I can't even attend in person
learning. This is important to me as it where I can learn the most in the field that I am in. The
mandates also took away my privilege to attend gyms to improve my physical and mental
health. As well as taking my moms job (she works at a long term nursing home and refused
the vaccine) and we are now living off of just my dads income. It has also affected my social
life as I have no way of having a social life and meeting people.

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79546

Lost family and friends due to the division over something that should be a choice, friends kids
developing miocarditis, job loss, business loss etc

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79547

Very badly

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79548

Lost hope

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79549

Fearful of freedoms deteriorating

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79550

Kept me from my family. Put me out of work. Made me a prisoner in my own home. I was
judged by the people that the government had living in fear. I felt separated and divided.

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79551

It has fucked Every thing in min and my kids Life

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79552

Caused division with my family and friends. My girls lost their skating, socially not going out
etc

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79553

I feel that I lock up

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79554

Family members unable to work, limited where I can go.

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79555

STRESS, LOSS OF EMPLOYMENT FOR MANY ON OUR FAMILY, DIVISION IN OUR
COMMUNITIES, HOPELESS BECAUSE OF A LAWLESS GOV'T.

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79556

Suicidal thoughts

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79557

I retired to try new things. Can’t. Depression anxiety

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79558

It has destroyed my life. I lost my career of 32 years, i've lost all income, and my anxiety level
is sky high. I've lost all my rights, have been segregated, insulted and unfriended. I am angry
and sick of this nonsense.

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79559

It has not hindered me a lot other than traveling, can’t cross the board. I have felt it was a lie
from day one.

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79560

I am not vaccinated. At least I had that choice and could still work. My son was kicked out of
University in his 4th year and has not been provided alternative means to effectively continue
his education. We as a family have basically been kept in our home or the grocery store for
one year !!.

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79561

It coerced me to take an experimental drug I did not want in order to earn a living so I could
continue to pay my mortgage, heat, car, gas, groceries, insurance and everything on a monthly

2/18/2022 9:53 AM
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basis. I also have suffered adverse side effects that still affect me today.
79562

I have lost friends. My husband lost his job due to not having the shot. I have suffered from
depression due to all of this. Countless nights I have cried in deep despair

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79563

Caused great depression

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79564

I lost two jobs, I have four kids

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79565

My wife lost her job

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79566

I hate it. It seems like everyone who is in politics is ok and not losing money. The big stores
are raping everyone. The carbon tax is unbelievable. It is for commodities we use. What is this
tax money going to build or do to change our environment????

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79567

I am unable to travel to visit family unable to go in restaurants It has created family division I
can not go on vaction

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79568

Anxiety , depression , major loss of income

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79569

We have a small business with loss in sales and staffing issues. Limited travel, limited time
with loved ones, restricted support during pregnancy and childbirth, limited social exposure for
my 3 year old.

2/18/2022 9:53 AM

79570

I no longer live in a free country. I am trapped in my country and have to take an experimental
vaccine if I want my freedoms back.

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79571

Mandates are awful

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79572

Struggled a bit with mental health, not wanting to go anywhere or do things that used to be a
part of normal life.

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79573

No quality of life at all. It has affected on our well being in Alberta. Lots loss all they worked for
all there lives. In there 70s 80s no where to live. This has caused huge depression,
anxiety,sleepless night and lots of tears. Trudeau needs to go. He is a pedifile running my
country. Put him in jail where he should be . Imbesalment of lots of monies jail ect....I would be
. Take his kids away as any pedifile kids would be taken. The law to work for all not just sum ?
He done nothing for Canadians but lie steal abuse bully and that all ok really. Look at the
message you are telling Canadians. It ok to sexually assault children? It is ok to lie ? It ok to
steal? Ect.... please resign or impeachment is there to get him out. Gina Alberta the province
he doesnot recognize. Gas,oil,where,canola ect.... we do not need to trade with one as all
resources for daily living is in Canada . Wake up politions people. Gina Alberta

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79574

My husband lost his job (permeant suspension) because he didn't want to disclose his health
status, which in turn impacted our finances but also stress and things that come with. Most
sad for me though, was that my son was unable to join Boy Scouts. Imagine what being
excluded from something does to a kid that's already pretty shy. My relationship with family
and friends have been strained or broken from disagreements over mandates and the division
they cause.

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79575

I am discriminated, can not fly, goto the gym or restaurant, can not go to have lunch in work
cafeteria and mostly can not go to my granddaughters sports and other activities.I feel
discriminated like in history black women could not go to the white people washroom.

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79576

My employment, unable to see friends and family. Robbed ofmy overall Freedoms.

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79577

Job, money, no freedom of movement many of my God given rights taken away, issues with
some friends and family, need for closeness, need to see smiling faces, need for our rights to
be given back

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79578

Separates family

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79579

Could not do any thing they stop you from having a life

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79580

My sister died from the vaccine… my brother had a blood cloth and heart issues from the
caccine.. my ex will never work again due to the vaccine!!! It affected my mental health BIG
TIME!!! Depression/ anxiety / etc!!!!

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79581

Mental health

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79582

Can’t really say This is a family show

2/18/2022 9:52 AM
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79583

Emotionally, mentally, physically and spiritually

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79584

My mother died because wasn't admitted to hospital till 5 days after heart attack, due to covid
measures. My father-in-law passed away in isolation due to covid measures. My two teen sons
are depressed and hopeless for the future because of covid measures. My husband and I lost
any desire to live.

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79585

Haven't been able to see my family and it has dividedmy family

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79586

-

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79587

I was locked out of seeing my 98 year old friend for 6 months in the beginning and 45 days this
year ??? !!!! Who's life is being saved at 98

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79588

My young children (ages 1 & 2) are unable to experience what normal life is and it’s
heartbreaking.. Swimming lessons, ice skating, seeing family and friends, having birthday
parties, etc.

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79589

Just minor, but I feel it should be a personal choice

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79590

Depression, job loss, mental disparity, harrassment, isolation

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79591

High stress level Anxiety Depression Friendships lost Harder to find a job Health, not being
able to go see my doctor Not being able to go visit friends in the hospital Not being able to
care for family members when sick

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79592

It has divided my family, closed businesses and made nonprofits like the one I lead impossible
to operate without discriminating, caused horrible isolation and has increased my cost of living.
I have lost friends to both the disease and the injections, I have lost my church, I have lost my
children… it has cost my trust in governments, the healthcare system, the police protections,
and has restricted my right to travel.

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79593

I’m called anti vaxer by friends and family, been ostracized in public for not wearing a mask,
been intimidated and bullied by the workplace

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79594

I have had to shut my small business down for a total of 13 weeks during the last 2 years .
Out business has never come back to where it was. Can't get employees.

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79595

Its just annoying

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79596

Stress, sickness from no access to gym to stay healthy, family and friend division. No social
life. One kid on drugs now because his athletic career ended.

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79597

Family members death from experimental mRNA gene therapy and suicide Friends suicide
Sons mental health exacerbated, continued wait listed for psychiatrist/
assessments/diagnostics continuously kicked back to family physician who has only
prescribed anti depressants “cookie cutter” one size fits all with out caring to have proper
specialist and resources involved. Constant arguing with doctors ego on phone to break that
before even discussing sons daily sometimes weekly thoughts of suicides and attempts.
Careless doctors, healthcare aka sick care. Myself and my sons discriminated against for
declining the jab. Across all platforms in society, work environment, personal the list is
endless. We are inmates within our own country for over two years. I’m just trying to hang on
by a thread as I know my sons need me. The suffering is unspeakable.

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79598

Haven't left the house much thought about suicide occasionally

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79599

Everything

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79600

Many son has almost died a few times because of the restrictions He’s not able to get his
regular care from his doctors And a lot of his surgeries had to get put on hold he also has an
able to do one on one first physiotherapy or getting to learn how to use his white cane 🦯

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79601

Mental health decline, lung issues re: masking. Loss of freedoms , no freedom to travel or go
to restaurants. Family division. Could go on and on.

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79602

Lost my job

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79603

Distanced me from family and friends, tremendous stress of job loss, refusal of services.
Hearing people say I should have my children taken away because i'm not vaccinated.

2/18/2022 9:52 AM

79604

How hasn't it is an easier question.

2/18/2022 9:52 AM
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79605

Cannot visit family in Canada and USA. Cannot work. Cannot freely enter hospitals and all
businesses. Divided families and neighbors. Cannot visit my mother. She is all alone. Cannot
get medicines and treatments. Cannot have surgery. Daughter had mental breakdown and quit
school. Fear of authorities and governments. Hostility everywhere.

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79606

no contact with our family possible

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79607

Split up my family

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79608

Loss of business opportunities and feeling like a prisoner in my own country.

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79609

Suicidal thoughts Income lost Children learning impacted Children social life inpacted Children
physical life impacted

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79610

Stress, division, loss of friends

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79611

Lost my freedom

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79612

Lack of medical care, missed 3 funerals, family isolation, loss of employment.

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79613

Anxiety and mental health for myself and multiple family members and friends. A child
diagnosed with depression

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79614

Mentally I will never be the same. The division it has caused in my family and among friends
will never be fixed either. It has removed my GOD given freedoms.

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79615

Every aspect of a real life! Friends and family seporated

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79616

It has ruined our lives and taken our careers

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79617

My girlfriend is not able to work because she doesn't want to get a vaccine she doesn't need.
We both got covid, didn't go anywhere near a hospital when we had it and both of us lived. We
actually had less symptoms than our vaccinated friends and family did. Our mental health is at
an all time low. I have admitted myself twice because I am afraid of letting myself succumb to
my dark thoughts. My family hates me for not taking a vaccine that doesn't protect from the
virus or help keep you out of the hospital. I would rather die than to be forced to live in a world
where I can't live an enjoyable life unless I allow myself to be forced into doing something I
don't want or need. The mandates are absolutely ridiculous and have no medical evidence
supporting that they work or are needed.

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79618

I have been put on unpaid leave as I cannot take the vaccine for medical reasons. My mental
health has been completely diminished. My stress level excessively high. Relationships with
some family members and colleagues have become strained and ruined.

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79619

Poorly

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79620

They are dividing families. The general public is creating a lot of fear by wearing masks. Many
children hate school now because of masks. Allow people to make their own mind up about
getting the vaccines. Stop the dictatorship and leave people alone. People who are not
vaccinated have natural am unity.

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79621

I lost my food importing business due to restaurants lockdowns. I declared bankruptcy, I lost
everything.

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79622

I am a teacher and the stress is unreal. Filthy rags on our kids faces need to go now. Not
healthy at all.

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79623

Discrimination and segregation of family and friends- limited my social gathering - difficulty
breathing with a mask- discriminatory language from our government if have a diff ent viewconcerned about the future with this experimental vaccine - life will never be the same

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79624

Depression and financially

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79625

Children in and out of school; mandated to wear a mask 6+ hours a day. No extra curricular
activities unless I'm vaccinated. Can't have a romantic dinner at my favorite restaurant (which
we do twice per year) Any future plans of out of province or country travel is not allowed.

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79626

I've done everything asked from the government and nothing has changed in two years. Even
with the Vax my family got covid. Time to give people the choice to wear a mask or not or
have the choice to get Vaxed or not. Fire Trudeau now.

2/18/2022 9:51 AM
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79627

Lose if work, travel, friends

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79628

Alot!

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79629

Mental health!! I’m scared im going to get that called some morning and knock on my door
telling me that my sister is dead 😢

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79630

It has caused me to be on a to depressants. It has isolated me and turned many of my friends
and family against one another. It made me lose my job my income and I lost my place of
living as a result.

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79631

I have had to give up bodily autonomy and do some thing I did not want to do to keep my job.
It has caused great distress and stress for myself and my daughter who also did not want to
get it but hard to to attend university. Since then she has been sick three times needing
antibiotics When she was never sick before

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79632

It has created divide among family members

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79633

Lost my job. Lost friends. My theatre company cannot do stage productions, as no theatres
will rent me space. The volleyball club where I coach a boys team, will not let me coach. The 2
men's teams I play volleyball on, will not let me practice or play. I see a lot of theatre each
year, and I cannot attend shows. My girlfriend broke up with me. I haven't been able to travel
out of the country. I can't enter most public buildings, to dine, watch movies, etc.

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79634

The mental health of my entire family has suffered immensely

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79635

I have seen the mandates isolate ppl and cause more mental illness and actually put more of a
stress on our already stressed health care system let look at putting private health care in
place you’ve just cancelled all elective surgeries which as made many ppl’s condition worse

2/18/2022 9:51 AM

79636

I am a senior and it has been so lonely and restrictive. Financially devastating ☹️

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79637

It has made me feel like a second class citizen, caused grief, stress & anxiety. It has made
me lose faith in medical personel as well as all level of government. I feel like our beautiful
country is being destroyed by an out of touch Prime Minister. There has been no transperancy
on why any of these mandates were put in place. Someone from government standing there
telling us to follow the science without providing the science or not allowing a debate is not
how a democratic society operates. I have seriously considered selling everything & moving
out of Canada. It is no longer the place I feel safe & at home in.

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79638

I have been in distress and have been on leave at my job for a month because of it. I'm still
not 100%. I have enxiety, depression and Loss of sleep.

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79639

Lost 2 yrs of work , prostrate surgery was canceled twice, injection interfered with my vision
for 1.5 yrs

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79640

I lost my job as a health practitioner in Quebec's health system because of my choice of not
being vaccinated. Stress ++++ anxiety+++ .

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79641

Lost job, family tension, health decline, stress, discouraged

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79642

Finding it hard to breathe with masks on. Very unhealthy! My freedom has been taken away

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79643

Increase in mental strain, Divisiveness amongst friends and family, Loss of ability of
socialization, threat of unemployment

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79644

Has brought division, between friends, family. There is no Trust in the government. No freedom
to make our own choices which is wrong. Among many other things

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79645

Forced to take jab or not continue working

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79646

Negatively. I lost my job and have been unable to work in my field. My mother died from
alcohol abuse and my dad is hospitalized still 8 months later from an adverse vaccine event.
My mental health has been decimated.

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79647

Anxiety, depression in family, money problems, more debt less money

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79648

Depression and loneliness.

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79649

I haven’t been able to see my grandpa who is not doing well

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79650

Ruined my life

2/18/2022 9:50 AM
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79651

Being able to attend daughters sports, being able to take her places (Science Centers etc)

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79652

I have seen many people commit suicide because of depression

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79653

Can't participate in society

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79654

I lost my work-from-home job because I didn’t want to take the experimental shot.

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79655

Have COPD can't wear mask

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79656

Very little

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79657

Destroyed every aspect of my life and business

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79658

I suffer from depression and I have been able to manage it quite fine but with these last two
years I have had to start medication again as my depression got way worse.

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79659

It destroyed my business.

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79660

Has restricted our way of life, and has driven wedges between my family and friends, and
killed our faith in government.

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79661

Cannot travel anywhere, cant go to restaurants to eat, cant go to a concert, cant visit my dad
in his nursing home, i dont even tell my friends im unvaxxed because it will cause fights and it
shouldnt.

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79662

Cant visit my father in law in a care home for two years. Cant travel in Canada or the world C
ant go to eat out> Cant stand to look at Trudeau or hear his voice

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79663

I am unable to live my life in a normal, healthy way. Everything has changed. I feel as though
my government looks down on me and disrespects me. My freedom is gone.

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79664

I have missed time with my family and coerced into taking what is looking like a dangerous
vaccine. My freedoms have been somewhat removed!

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79665

It has had a huge impact on my mental health. The worst has been being ostracized from my
children at times because they thought I might be carrying Covid since I work in a school. At
this time they are not coming to my house since I did not get the Covid shots. Also extremely
stressful was being concerned I would lose my job for not being vaccinated. Seeing the
damage done to people who has adverse reactions to the Covid shots caused a lot of
emotional distress. I have often felt helpless, alone, suicidal and angry.

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79666

Bankrupted me

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79667

It has limited my ability to travel and move freely. As stated in our charter of rights and
freedoms

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79668

Family division

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79669

It has divided my family.

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79670

Fired for not having the vaccine, therefore, no income for my family. Masking at schools has
caused my 5 year old to develop a severe respiratory condition where he has been sent to ER
4 times in 6 months with stridor. Separation between friends. Anxiety.

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79671

Every day for 2+years

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79672

Depression. Being osterzied for my views by the media

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79673

Wearing a mask for 10 hours a day has affected my health

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79674

No social life I’m angry, depressed, lonely I’ve lost friends

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79675

Depressed ..not being able to travel

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79676

How has it not.

2/18/2022 9:50 AM

79677

Lost job, can't go to the gym, mental suffers, kids mental health suffers.

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79678

No sports for my kids. No restaurants. No travel outside this country. Can’t get on the plane or
train.

2/18/2022 9:49 AM
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79679

All

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79680

They effected my kids life but not being able to hang around with there friends at school do to
cohort’s me kids cry everyday and missed so much school over this part of it my husband
fishes oysters they hade no buyer we lost over 40.00 on are in come last year do to price
cause the USA was shut down real lose for are young family

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79681

Health issues high anxiety not being able to travel when I want and where I want

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79682

The mandate's affected my life by losing my job, not being able to see my grandmother before
she has passed away alone and wasn't allowed to be at her service, my depression is really
bad, I'm losing my house and can't pay my bills over these mandates, my 3 cousin committed
suicide because they couldn't handle everything that has been going on I have lost loved ones
and we can't even buy food or support our families because the price of living is sky high,

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79683

Affected my kids and their future the most.

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79684

Negative

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79685

Must be vaccinated to keep my job

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79686

It has completely divided my family. It has brought a lot of tension between us and has caused
many fights. My 12 y/o child barely wants to come spend time with me because "mom can't do
anything or go anywhere" because I am not vaccinated. I have missed many cheerleading
competitions, weddings, going to visit friend's newborn babies... I have been called names by
strangers and have been shunned by my own friends/community/country. This mandate has
been a complete fraud and has caused so much collateral damage. The economy is crashing,
people have lost their businesses, people have committed suicide, children are suffering,
marriages are falling apart, it has to end! All this for a virus that has a 99.8% survival rate for
most! Canada will never be the same and that is heartbreaking. Rip to those who took their
lives during this plandemic and best of luck to those who lost their only source of income their small business. To the truckers, keep fucking going. We are 100% behind you and we will
forever be grateful of your patience, devotion, motivation, strength and your stubbornness.
THANK YOU. To Trudeau, Legault and all other Kim Jong-un dictator wanna be... shame on
you and I HOPE you'll pay for the pain, suffering and division this country is now and will suffer
from for years. MD

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79687

I am a university student and the mandates have greatly impacted my education. I have been
unable to attend campus and this has prevented me from taking the classes I need and want
for my career. Dealing with the situation and the uncertainty of being able to complete my
education has caused me so much stress, anxiety and emotional trauma. I truly believe that
these past several months will have been the hardest in my entire life.

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79688

As a veteran with PTSD find it hard to have a social life I just got started back into having
social dates with my wife again in public and Leska turn down which made our relationship
very rocky

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79689

Divided my family, suspension of my job, affected friendships, affected living arrangements for
my special needs son, the emotional and financial stress has affected my physical health.

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79690

More than I’d like to type JT needs to go! The mandates need to go! Enough is enough!!!
Move on. We need to live in a free country again.

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79691

My kids are depressed, I’m bankrupt, the vaccine gave me shingles and coughing up blood for
months

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79692

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79693

Isolation

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79694

Negatively affected business, mental health, physical health

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79695

Lost jobs/lost relationships friendships/depression

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79696

Divided and isolated families and friends. Terribly

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79697

Limited my freedoms: where I go… what I do…. Divisions on family; some have cut us off…
(limited contact)!

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79698

I own a restaurant. It is time to go back to normal!!!!

2/18/2022 9:49 AM
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79699

Exponentially increased fear in my patients, and as such weakened their immune systems

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79700

It has affected me negatively, I am wondering when the government will stop getting more and
more control on what we do, where we go, what we think... that is not okay! I do not respect
nor comply to all these stupid mandates.

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79701

Unvaxed unable to visit care home. My freedom is limited

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79702

Divided family

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79703

My husband and son both lost their job, my business was decimated, I lost friends and family
ties, I lost the ability to travel freely and attend public events. I was unable to visit my dying
grandmother.

2/18/2022 9:49 AM

79704

Alienation from family friends and restricted from eating in restaurants and what I'd like to do.
Freedom taken away

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79705

Severe depression.

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79706

Lost my career can't feed my kids may have to go on government assistance

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79707

In every way. Lost my business in 2020. My children a lives have been down sized. Lost
friends. Organized sports have been postponed, cancelled

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79708

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79709

Loss of job and livelihood Too much mental stress and loss

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79710

I almost had to close my business by being forced to choose between customers business
and employees to serve those customers. Personal family division, not by myself as I am
prochoice. I have lost (4) family and friends to suicide and 2 to murder because they could not
get the help needed. I personally have not gotten the medical care I need because I could not
go to a doctor without jumping through hoops first. I have needed dental care but no one wants
new patients. Seriously, I am second hand suicidal over the whole thing, I would never put my
death on anyone hands as I know what the grief feels like but I would certainly welcome death
if it came my way. This is the first and only time I will share my full emotional feelings on this
matter simply because no one REALLY cares what I put here anyway.

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79711

It has divided some of our friends and relatives because of it. People don't seem as close as
before. We can't socialize as we did. It took away some of our freedom as well.

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79712

Divided friends and families. I have had friends try to take their lives because they have lost
hope. Children’s health, education, and well being have been negatively affected. Family
members have lost jobs.

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79713

The division created between family members, friends, coworkers, our country disgusts me.
This division has come from our leaders.

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79714

Been out of work since the beginning.

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79715

A complete change in my 16 year old. Friends, sports, education, ambition.

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79716

Financial Stress for all the residence of Canada

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79717

restricts social life takes away human rights in a criminal way, any kind of these rules are
crimes

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79718

Over the past 2years I have went from being married with 4 kids working full-time earning
120,000/year in mining to a single unemployed mother of 4. I left my job in mining due to lack
of childcare at the beginning of the Pandemic. My husband lost his job in the beginning as
well. We homeschooled for most of the past 2 years, which has made it hard for me to return
to work. My 14 year old tried to commit suicide in January. A month prior to that and a month
after that 2 of her friends of hers did the same. I have drained my savings and retirement funds
over the past 2 years. Financially I likely will never recover from the past 2 years. Fortunately
my daughter lived , I can imagine how any of us would have survived if she hadn't.

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79719

It hasn't changed a lot because I haven't gone along with all the bullshit

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79720

For myself it has created alot of distance between people and friends. I have gotten fingers for
standing up for what I believe in and that is hate. All these mandates have made people
choose one side or the other and has divided our country. I am fearful of what they bring for our

2/18/2022 9:48 AM
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children. We are here on earth to love and be loved. But these mandates do not allow that.
They cause division and hate among people. We have been encouraged to turn on each other.
That is such and aweful thing for the government to do. So I guess in our community, with
wearing masks for example, I have felt separation from people even though I am in the same
store! It is so easy to not look someone in the eye when they are wearing a mask, it is sick.
We are being taught to dehumanize people.
79721

I will lose my career of 31 years if I do not get further vaccines.

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79722

I'm unable to fly from Kelowna to Edmonton to visit my mom who's in a care home. My bowling
business has suffered greatly with reduced capacity limits and having to discriminate against
many customers and not allowing them to come in. I've been very stressed out having lost
many rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79723

Stolen my life. Held hostage in my own country and world. Darkened

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79724

In every way possible and I’m vaccinated and it has caused me nothing but health issues and
nothing else

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79725

Limited ability to travel or participate in normal life. Had to drop out of activities due to
mandates. Felt extremely Isolated and my mental health has declined terribly. I’m depressed
and anxious and feel little hope. Severed relationships over vx issue. All in all it’s been awful.
Mental anguish is going to take a while to repair if ever

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79726

Depressed

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79727

Lost jobs lost income higher taxes coming to pay down debt

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79728

Destroyed everything

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79729

My kid has major anxiety and is failing in school. No sport activities as he is 12 and I didn’t
want to vaccinate him, can’t travel to Europe to visit grandparents and cousins

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79730

My business has been forced to shutdown or reduce capacity for many many months. My
brother is unable to leave the nursing home and no family can visit. My uncle passed in the
hospital alone. Not a soul was allowed in to say their goodbyes.

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79731

Loss of job , mental health,

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79732

I feel these mandates have caused a lot of tension between neighbours and friends. I know
people who have lost their jobs their homes and even families have been divided because of
these mandates. This country hasn’t need so divided. The liberal agenda is toxic for
Canadians and should be removed immediately.

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79733

Where do I start? I waited 17 months to be reunited with my husband it took 15 months to get
his sponsorship visa. In 2020, I lived through trauma being apart by my husband. I had my first
burnout at the end of 2020 right when my husband arrived I just taught it was exaustion and
crying almost everyday when I hit my burnout. In early 2021 my sister had a 2 psychosis
episode that left my family with trauma, mental health issues and family issues. Then I hit my
second burnouts in 2021 in September which had been long coming. All these traumas and
mental health issues were caused by all the mandates. It affected my whole family and my
mariage. I am so done with all the mandates. I can no longer live this way after getting help
mentally.

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79734

I have lost social settings and friends and my ability to keep up with my physical health in any
gym or physical activity centre.

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79735

All

2/18/2022 9:48 AM

79736

My wife’s business is hanging by a thread. My oldest sons Air Cadets is only virtual and his
interest in the military has dwindled. My youngest son has not been able to play the high level
of baseball he wants to and is capable of playing because of the passport mandate.

2/18/2022 9:47 AM

79737

Lost family and friends do to division

2/18/2022 9:47 AM

79738

Friends committed suicide

2/18/2022 9:47 AM

79739

I am depressed people are dying not from the plandemic but mostly from old age can’t go to
funerals weddings restaurants travel the kids in school being abused and also the elderly wake
up people it is are lives and freedoms at stake

2/18/2022 9:47 AM
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79740

It’s affected my job getting constantly tested vaccinated or not. It’s hurt my income and has
made family gatherings horrible. This is stupid the mandates don’t work and the people have
the right to choose for themselves

2/18/2022 9:47 AM

79741

It has prohibited many activities and normal life functions, including limiting ability to go out
because of mask wearing and therefore inability to breathe

2/18/2022 9:47 AM

79742

Restricted my movements, taken joy out of my life, made it difficult to visit family and friends!!

2/18/2022 9:47 AM

79743

Business stressed

2/18/2022 9:47 AM

79744

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 9:47 AM

79745

Feel like a prisoner

2/18/2022 9:47 AM

79746

This may very well be my last year alive

2/18/2022 9:47 AM

79747

Yes. Undo stress

2/18/2022 9:47 AM

79748

My children are behind in school because of these mandates and are losing there regular
social skills

2/18/2022 9:47 AM

79749

Put me outta work and caused division in my family.

2/18/2022 9:47 AM

79750

The whole plandemic has caused mass anxiety for not only myself but tons of other people too

2/18/2022 9:47 AM

79751

At first it was scary to be cleaning and then I eased off back to normal cleaning...it's been 2
years and I haven't been sick and neither has anyone in our house...in 2 years

2/18/2022 9:47 AM

79752

Yes

2/18/2022 9:47 AM

79753

Besides wearing masks it really hasn't changed it much. I still work & spend time with friends
& family.

2/18/2022 9:47 AM

79754

ONLY NEGATVIVELY!!!

2/18/2022 9:47 AM

79755

sever isolation, loneliness, discrimination, judgement, and condemnation from others I would
have never received before this farce began

2/18/2022 9:46 AM

79756

refuse to be vaccinated with something I know nothing about.I am restricted from most things I
want to do because of vaccine.

2/18/2022 9:46 AM

79757

Impacted mental health and my ability to leave free

2/18/2022 9:46 AM

79758

Depressed

2/18/2022 9:46 AM

79759

Lost my career and job. Mental health has greatly decreased. Credit card debts are
unbearable. I feel lonely at times. Stressed.

2/18/2022 9:46 AM

79760

Stress level is maximum so health issues In every way possible Terrible times in Canada and
the world

2/18/2022 9:46 AM

79761

Frustrated, anoyed

2/18/2022 9:46 AM

79762

Unable to return to Canada currently, people are afraid 😱 of vaccine, depressed and confused
by media not focusing on simplified educational science. We have the ability to make changes
and adjust our own choices with more campaigns towards safer risks. Vulnerable populations
(indigenous especially) need more resources

2/18/2022 9:46 AM

79763

The words of the Prime mister are hateful and divide Canadians which hurts all os us. We want
our freedoms returned to us.

2/18/2022 9:46 AM

79764

In so many ways

2/18/2022 9:46 AM

79765

I lost my job, was completely segregated from society & suffered family members treating me
differently and like we are diseased because of the harsh propaganda of the government. I
know that the way it affected me is small in comparison to others :(

2/18/2022 9:46 AM

79766

Ruined it, and every opportunity to be financially successful/stable. Destroyed my families
relationships and has destroyed my children's abilities to grow as humans, by severing and
severely destroying any social development, which is detreminental to mental health physical
health and cognitive growth. Absolutely destroying every humans futures. I don't belive it's

2/18/2022 9:46 AM
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possible to not be experiencing depression in Canada, unless you are an elite politician that
doesn't have to follow the rules. Or have many millions of dollars to buy your way around the
illegal mandates.
79767

Violated my rights and freedoms over a virus that is no worse than the flu. There was lots of
talk about thousands of deaths but the all cause deaths were not up, proving it was all lies.

2/18/2022 9:46 AM

79768

many ways, my son doesnt handle it well, and it is dividing the people, i beleive it to be
unconstitutional and it violation to the nuremberg code

2/18/2022 9:46 AM

79769

Emotionally, physically and financially

2/18/2022 9:46 AM

79770

Forced me to get a VAX or I would lose my job. This is against the Charter of rights as I
should have the right what to put in my body.

2/18/2022 9:46 AM

79771

Just being normal i would like to travel and see family in other provinces . I have missed going
out and seeing anyone

2/18/2022 9:46 AM

79772

Depression, losing social skills

2/18/2022 9:46 AM

79773

I was coerced to take it in order to keep my job. Any medical treatment is personal. Especially
in light of being able to contract it and spread it. My daughter who is 16 has amazing
opportunities to play post secondary soccer. She has not been able to practice/ play because
of these mandates. As a mother and a nurse this is a terrible place to be 1) her risk of sever
covid is extremely low. 2) her pediatrician doesnt feel she needs it. 3) there are studies
pending re: the impact on female ovaries and fertility - so why would I introduce harm?? These
mandates are unconstitutional.

2/18/2022 9:46 AM

79774

I almost lost my job and ability to support my family as a single mother.

2/18/2022 9:46 AM

79775

It caused mental breakdowns and divided family and friends

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79776

n/a

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79777

It has separated me from my unvaccinated family in Canada for over two years.

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79778

My kids have a hard time breathing at school, they are struggling to learn because of the
masks, we can’t travel as a family freely without being scared of not being able to get home.

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79779

Depression, exclusion, discriminated, hatred, violated,financially health, anxiety livelihood

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79780

Lose of work, didn’t see family and friends, no travel

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79781

Lost my job

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79782

Greatly. I had to stop working and my teenager has been depressed.

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79783

Yes

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79784

Mentally, financially, socially by loosing friends, family, opportunities and trust.

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79785

Wasn't able to accompany my wife into any Dr appointments when she was pregnant, those
priceless moments I can never get back again. I also didn't want the vaccine but Dr insisted I
get it.

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79786

In EVERY ASPECT.. And will continue to long after mandatea are gone..Debt..etc...

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79787

Terribly.

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79788

The mandates affected my already mental health situation and psychology too .

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79789

I haven’t seen my kids in the US since this started. Loved ones have died without me getting
to see them. Estrangement from a few friends.

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79790

Made it lacking in the joy of interaction with those I love, and friends, and strangers I have not
met yet. My mental and therefore physical health has suffered. I have had to work so much
harder to keep in optimum health. Not optimum now, that's for sure. I am a senior person who
does not take any medication and don't put drugs into my body unless I'm sure they are good
for me. VEry seldom in my life have I put drugs in my body.

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79791

Social isolation, many people in my family passed in isolation. Restricted free movement,

2/18/2022 9:45 AM
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79792

I’ve lost financially , lost friends due to segregation and discrimination , haven’t been able to
visit elders in nursing home and hospital . It’s killing Canada for no reason

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79793

Can no longer work, wife cannot visit her family outside of country, trapped in my own home

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79794

I have Felt like a second class citizen as I am not vaccinated. I do not think the vaccines are
safe and there has been family conflict because of the vaccinated versus the unvaccinated. I
have felt like I am being punished because I don’t agree with the government mandates.

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79795

It has closed my hair salon 3 times. I have so much anxiety that I feel like I need medication.

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79796

It’s caused terrible depression, not just myself but my entire family and my children. Not
seeing my grandparents who are my closest family Is killing me!

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79797

It killed my business and my life

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79798

Caused separation from family members and segregation

2/18/2022 9:45 AM

79799

I have lost my job due to the mandates discriminating against my religious belief.

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79800

I could not attend my daugher's sport activity.I could not fly and travel.

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79801

Not being able to eat put in restaurants, go to the gym, just affected me mentally drained me.

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79802

It has stunted the mental and physical growth of my children and grandchildren.

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79803

It’s been difficult, but mostly because I realize that our democracy is under attack from right
wing militia supporters. We need change, but not change to the “right” wing. We need action on
climate and social issues. The pandemic brought all of this to light.

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79804

i feel i am in jail in my own very depressed missing all my family and friends

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79805

Mentally, physically and emotionally. Words cannot describe. Canadians need to move forward
and erase these past two years. It’s time to take a stand!!!!

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79806

Feel isolated lost friends and family for our different views and depression

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79807

2 1/2 years since we seen our kids , absolutely disgusting of the government

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79808

Loss of employment, lost time with family in different provinces

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79809

Mental health

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79810

I have had to deal with depression and anxiety. I have had to have multiple conversations with
my teenager about suicide and self harm. I believe being cautious in the beginning was the
right choice but now 2 years later we need to get our freedom back. The prime minister needs
to be removed as he has shown without a shadow of doubt he cannot run this country.

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79811

It has prevented a normal life of socializing, ( even in the stores) , all entertainment, travelling,
and is ruining our economy, financially & structurally

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79812

It has caused huge decision with friends and family and has negatively affected my children’s
lives

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79813

Yes, I got terminated from a job I had been at for 16 years

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79814

I have been alone, stranger from friends and family.

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79815

On a medical disability for extreme stress and anxiety with depression, been very hard on all
my family especially the children in school. It’s created segregation in communities that once
were in solidarity

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79816

Attack on your freedom

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79817

Unable to gather with family and friends. Not been able to visit the sick and dying in the
personal care homes and hospitals.

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79818

Movement inside and outside the country

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79819

Loneliness, division in my family, sadness for the kids having to mask

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79820

All aspects of my life. It stole of my two years and more

2/18/2022 9:44 AM
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79821

So badly. It has taken my rights and freedoms away. It has caused so much division.
Depression and worry everyday.I am broken

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79822

I have a child whom is now homeschooled due to these mandates. Not being able to take my
son to play sports or go to a jungle gym. It has robbed my child of socializing and having
experiences and building confidence by challenging him to try new things as we are not able to
attend. I have lost my home business because new policies and makes mandates. I am
depressed because I have been villified for choosing my own morals and health choices. I
have seen friends suffer with adverse reactions heart problems, even death after which is so
frightening. I do not feel safe in my country I have had many thoughts of selling everything and
moving to another country. I am peaceful person and just want to give my child a beautiful life🙏

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79823

Mandates have made me feel isolated and oppressed. I watch all my family struggle with their
anxieties and mental health. My children want to go to school but struggle with masks. Not
being able to visit my Mom until she was at end of life. 15 people at her funeral. 15 minutes at
her wake. These mandates are not humane.

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79824

Can't go out with my husband for dinner

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79825

. My children have to wear masks, my husband had to be vaccinated. My groceries went up in
price, gas went up in price, people are cranky everywhere I go. Getting a job- impossible. The
vaccine made my MS flare for the first time in 5 years. Kids are unsocial, can’t get into
activities. My personal information had to be shared with teens. So many things, can’t list it all

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79826

I’ve lost a job I love in the federal government …

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79827

Divided our family on both sides

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79828

Financially and mentally and socially

2/18/2022 9:44 AM

79829

Not to much, because we have basically lived as normal, noncompliance. We are retired,
dosen't affect us much, however we fight for our kids grandchildren etc

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79830

Lost my job, which damaged 179 patients in mental health. Witnessed vaccine damage, family
breakdown, community dissolution, death threats, friendships lost, suicides, addiction, mental
health breakdowns, overdose and frankly, our government could care less. Loss of trust in
medicine, government, law, community, law enforcement, all structures of society. I'm appaled
at what this government had done to our country.

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79831

It's ruined our life's and kids life's, family, friends, now has health issues to my heart, it's never
been about the flu and always been for thr money

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79832

I have lost everything. My business will not survive this .

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79833

Stress, threads, isolation, loosing friends and family over the mandates.

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79834

My kids and I are suffering, all terribly depressed. I've gained 40 to 50lbs and even when this
is all said and done, so many friends, family and co-workers are now divided that I don't think
lifting mandates will ever repair these relationships.

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79835

It has caused division in my family; been unable to attend funerals, been unable to take my
mom to hospital or visit her, stress with family is huge! The fear is awful that has been instilled
by government and health units! Fear my children will be forced to quit and loose jobs; fear
they may feel against their will to take vaccine to feed their families. This is not democracy.
We have freedoms to decide what is best for us individually- the government does not live in
my home and does not own my body!!!

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79836

It has made some of the relationships with some dear family and friends more difficult as there
are some who support the mandates and they have followed the government’s example of not
listening to the concerns and beliefs of others, such as myself. Mental health wise, it has
made life more difficult because of the isolation and the “fear mongering” always being talked
about with the media and government. It’s honestly been exhausting mentally always trying to
find the positive things in life. My youngest son lost the last half of his Grade 12 year and his
chance of a normal “send-off” into his adult life and that has been truly heartbreaking to watch!
He has been doing well, but he shouldn’t have to deal with all these extra stresses that have
been caused by all these mandates! Where has common sense gone? It’s so very frustrating
to follow rules and regulations/ mandates when common sense has served humanity so much
better for so long!

2/18/2022 9:43 AM
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79837

Being unvaccinated, I've been singled out at work, feel like I'm less of a person because of my
health choice.

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79838

We are prisoners in a free country

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79839

isolation, separated from friends & family, physical & mental health, rise in cost of living
regarding goods & services

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79840

I have become very depressed and alone

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79841

Shitty

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79842

It has ruined my life

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79843

Anger and animosity with friends and family

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79844

Lost many months of work and income. My kids have not had sports, dance and other outlets.
My daughter 9 years old and I now suffer from depression and anxiety. My 6 year old thinks
that being on line is normal. He’s now addicted to his iPad. We have lost a number of friends
and family due to opposing believes. Constant paranoia as now we have learnt the government
has been tracking our moves. My faith and trust in government is at an all time low. We
haven’t seen our friends and family outside Canada in over 2 years. My daughter is being
bullied at school bc she has a mask exemption due to asthma and when she pulls it down to
take a breath kid tell her she’s going to get them sick and stop playing with her. Haven’t had
big extended family functions in 2 years. Have not been able to pay my respects and attend
the funerals of family members that have passed.

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79845

Distroyed my life!

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79846

Yes

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79847

Forced into retirement and lost my house.

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79848

It has affected mentally and financially

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79849

Brings back memories of living in comunism

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79850

First and foremost, it has made vaxxed family members sick and dead, unacceptable!!
Couldn't see family members, burials, weddings. Children are being denied an education, job
loss. This is a manufactured illness and death for depopulation worldwide and those
responsible have to be held accountable for crimes against humanity and genocide.

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79851

I’m retired so basically they haven’t affected me personally as I haven’t followed any of the
illegal mandates. They have, however, affected my family.

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79852

Loss of pay, being forced to either get experimental medical procedure or submit to testing to
keep job. Being forced to wear masks, and being asthmatic it makes me hyperventilate and
get light headed, forced my kids to wear masks- for what what? Extra curricular activities were
stopped for kids and adults, being discriminated against for not having the medical procedure,
being scared to leave the house, being fearful of the police and govt for their overreach, have
stayed away from hospital and Dr because of segregation of the Vax free. Being segregated at
a specialist office and made to wait in vehicle so we don't go near a "vaccinated " patient,
family and friends torn apart because govt has encouraged and gaslighted the populations,
been lied to with propaganda from govt and main stream media, our government debt has sky
rocketed and we have no say but to take the debt, we are prisoners in our own country, taken
away the right to work, any entertainment etc. The mental health of my family has suffered and
we are done with this garbage and lie!

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79853

Being locked up , not being able to see family and friends. My job. My mental health. Feel like
we are all divided, the hate. Uncertain life is worth living

2/18/2022 9:43 AM

79854

Affected my work , my family life, my mental and physical health

2/18/2022 9:42 AM

79855

Depression

2/18/2022 9:42 AM

79856

Negatively in every aspect of my life. Family, friends, work, travel, social, health, and more.

2/18/2022 9:42 AM

79857

Our livelihood has been jeopardized and our mental states have been impacted.

2/18/2022 9:42 AM

79858

My kids haven't been able to play sports, having to mask all day. The mental stress has
caused unnecessary pain and suffering.

2/18/2022 9:42 AM
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79859

Family and Friendships Division

2/18/2022 9:42 AM

79860

Less joy more worries Sad to see people around me getting into depression. Know 2 young
people who committed suicide. One died 😰😰😰 more addiction!

2/18/2022 9:42 AM

79861

Financially with having to help family members loss of jobs. High stress for myself not being
vaxxed. Loss of friends due to difference of opinions.

2/18/2022 9:42 AM

79862

I have not got to watch my kid play hockey…. My daughter has not been allowed to play
sports! My business has been affected and my income has been cut

2/18/2022 9:42 AM

79863

I have been told that I will lose my job if I don’t get vaccinated. My friends, family and
coworkers have all endured a tremendous amount of fear and worry without evidence of it
being warranted. I’ve lost trust in my country’s leadership and wonder where their morale
compass is.

2/18/2022 9:42 AM

79864

We haven't seen our daughter for almost two years and even longer for other members of our
family. It has restricted our travel. It has turned good friends into enemies. It has made us
lesser citizens of Canada.

2/18/2022 9:42 AM

79865

I am a second class citizen who pays taxes for services I am not allowed to use. I am tired of
being treated like I am dirty, or a science denier. I have been rejected at a pregnant woman
from various things because I refused to be vaccinated while pregnant.

2/18/2022 9:42 AM

79866

My business it’s going under and I have not had a Holiday Inn three years

2/18/2022 9:42 AM

79867

Caused me to nit be able to have a social life outside of my home. I used to play in the
Lambton concert band now they adopted 2 jab rule , used to go monthly out with Red Hatters.
They are all scared due to mandates also . Seniors need their social time too!

2/18/2022 9:42 AM

79868

All

2/18/2022 9:42 AM

79869

Lonely and depressed, all I get to do is go to work.

2/18/2022 9:42 AM

79870

My job is in question. I have lost friends and I have mot been able to go anywhere without a
vax pass

2/18/2022 9:42 AM

79871

Can't go out and will be fired from my job.

2/18/2022 9:42 AM

79872

My children are spilling into depression over lack of ability to go places, see people, have
family gatherings. ,My school living child is now hating School. I cannot see my 91yr old
grandmother whom I was seeing once a week for the last 10 years (unless I or my family was
sick) to take to/get for, groceries, appointments, prescriptions and just keep company, as I am
not vaccinated since in sept she loved to a seniors home. I am told by my aunt that now
grandma is starting to slip into depression much more frequently due to lack of family being
able to visit.

2/18/2022 9:42 AM

79873

Unable to visit elderly family in hospital with broken hip and diabetic complications. Child
unable to have graduation ceremony. Restriction affected financially crippling business.

2/18/2022 9:42 AM

79874

Separated from my family, could not be with a family member who passed away

2/18/2022 9:42 AM

79875

Divided society with media misinformation

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79876

I don’t appreciate the government trying to control Canadians and trying to take our
FREEDOMS away

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79877

Social and mentally stressed our hole family out

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79878

Lost my job

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79879

Kicked out of swim club. Vacation that we paid for still on hold and about to lose all our money
we paid for it. Lost Friends.

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79880

I lost two jobs, and almost didn't make the graduate list for my Social Work course June 2022;
I was highly pressured and my education was threatened. How do you provide and build a
career with no eduction? How was I to raise my children through this bullshit pandemic... I am
the only person in my entire family who got vaccinated, ONLY BECASUE THEY
THREATENED TO TAKE MY HARD EARNED EDUCATION AWAY FROM ME! Also, my
children are sheltered and unable to participate in extracurricular and sports because I was

2/18/2022 9:41 AM
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refusing vaccination in September 2021, when all sports registrations here are to be complete
for children. We are so ready to get out there and enjoy life again.. not in the house!
79881

Family division, lost of life long friends, lost of employment, lost of freedoms to travel, visit
hospital, suicides etc..

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79882

Prevented me from being able to hug my grandchildren, shop where I want and travel by plane

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79883

Isolated, depressed, have no control over what I do and with whom (unable to go for lunch with
someone because they are unvaccinated), helpless and so much more

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79884

I had to wait outside while my family member died even though I was vaccinated ..... it made
no difference. End them now.

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79885

I'm an Afghanistan veteran and the Trudeau government is acting the same as the taliban
trying to control the masses by fear and force. The Trudeau government is using domestic
terrorism and every law enforcement agency and military personnel swore an oath to protect
Canada from foreign and domestic threats.. Well they need to do something about the
government because it's in their oath

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79886

We have had our jobs taken from us, no sports for our child, no restaurants, no cinemas, no
family visits, not able to travel, depression, anxiety, oppression, relationships with friends and
family members are ruined, our 10 yr old child has lost friends, been denied services that we
pay taxes for etc...

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79887

Too many ways to list. Front line nurse x29 years. Professionally, I have seen more physical
and emotional damage from these mandates/vaccines, than any virus could have ever caused.
Personally my biggest stress is my grandchildren wearing masks at this time in their life when
they should be building their immunity, not supressing it. Our Government has chosen to
enforce an unhealthy society all in the name of public health. "Do no harm " and "Informed
Consent" apparently do not apply. Shamefull.

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79888

I’ve become more depressed, anxious and lonely. My family is divided which has been
stressful over Christmas and, in general, every day life.

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79889

in every way possible including almost bankrupting me

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79890

Restricted restricted restricted

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79891

Can’t eat on road

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79892

My kids not being able to see our faces is beyond hurtful for there development

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79893

Yes, lost friends and family

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79894

Yes

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79895

Badly

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79896

No Job

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79897

Travel

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79898

Isolated from friends and family and been very restricted. The two vaccines have reduce my
blood flow all over my body.

2/18/2022 9:41 AM

79899

I’ve lost friends, lost income, lost the ability to watch my children participate in activities, had
to be medicated for anxiety, those are just a few

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79900

Been targeted and bullied. Family division. Not allowed see my parents. Had to homeschool to
protect our daughter. Hardly get to go anywhere. Ruined vacation. Seeing a lot of mental health
crises and suicides in the public. Can’t go to church and freely assemble without a mask. I
could write a book about how much it completely and totally stinks. Our freedoms and rights
were illegally infringed upon. Trudeau deserves jail.

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79901

Can not access places that require a vax pass like community Centers for children’s
programs, kids extra curricular programs like hockey or dance. It has impacted my mental
health, etc.

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79902

Fired

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79903

I don’t think I want to go down that road with you , I,m really trying to stay positive,with each

2/18/2022 9:40 AM
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day brings more and more pain and suffering with all the mandates ! Financials mentals ….I
never thought I would see the day when we would be ruled by a government,I can’t take it
anymore .
79904

Unable to see my elderly mother in long term care. Not able to travel to see my grand children.
Loss of friends

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79905

Loss of friends, tension with family, mental health struggles, kids affected negatively.

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79906

Kids living in fear without family and friends, financial stress, fear, what aspects of our lives
are not being negatively impacted?

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79907

Tremendously. My family’s mental health has been struggling due to this “pandemic” and
mandates. Harassment at work and my teenager being harassed and losing her job.

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79908

Can not move around freely.

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79909

It has ruined my life

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79910

Mentally, financially, socially, family, job loss, huge lack of trust in the government and the
medical system. Media lies constantly. Censorship, coercion, tyrannical government causing
divide and hate amongst its people. Absolutely disgusting all around. This is not the Canada I
grew up in.

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79911

Mehtal Heath concerns for my adult child and younger. We are social beings and isolation and
distancing is not health.

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79912

My children/grandchildrens education, mental health and social growth has been decimated.
The effects of these mandates has had irreparable consequences on families, businesses,
mental health and health care for people waiting for non Covid related surgeries and treatment,
seniors have had horrifying care and have been neglected and people responsible must be held
accountable. The governments at all levels have abused their powers and have overreached
into Canadian families and must be held accountable. PM Trudeau enacting the Emergency
Order must end it now and he needs to resign or be impeached immediately. The debt this
country has incurred will take decades to balance and the reckless spending at the federal
level is criminal. This must end now.

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79913

I haven't really changed how I live but how I am treated has changed. The mandates have
created division in everyone. I have lost friends and family members because of everyone
having different beliefs. We've ended up with "far left and right beliefs" and personally I am
seeing anyone on the left as being very unaccepting and judgmental. If you are not doing the
same as them you get stomped on, called names, excluded. Canada has always been known
as a peaceful country and look at how the convoy has attempted to end the unlawful
mandates. All through a peaceful protest that has created a movement worldwide. The
mandates have prevented not only myself but many others to live their lives freely as the
charter of rights and freedoms are supposed to allow us. We can't go out to eat to celebrate
birthdays, we had to remove one of our children from school because of the mask mandates.
My kids can't participate in sports or activities. Their childhoods are being stolen from them.
And none of that is to say if I am or am not vaccinated. Because I will never show a piece of
paper to be able to do something that is supposed to be allowed in our free country.

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79914

Loss of employment, loss of freedom to travel, restriction of freedom to visit family & friends,
loss of freedom to go to the cinema, restaurants, gym, sports,...

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79915

Wife lost job,ahs

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79916

Lost my Job for not wanting to partake in a medical procedure

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79917

Restricted to work and travel abroad

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79918

Slowed my business down

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79919

Kept my family apart.

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79920

I have 4 kids 2 of which were born In the “pandemic” and have never known what it’s like to go
to the park or go ride in a shopping cart. My 2 oldest kids think masks are normal. They can’t
play with friends at school, they can’t hug or help each other on school grounds. There are no
play dates because everyone is so scared. They have never been to a movie theatre or a
hockey game. Never to a amusement park or fair. Just end it. Those who don’t agree can still

2/18/2022 9:40 AM
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wear masks, still social distance, still quarantine, and still get their vaccine. But we’ve all done
our part. Nothing is changing so just let us get back to normal. We are MORE then ready.
79921

Harder to travel out of the country.

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79922

Segregation.. Im off on stress from work for depression.

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79923

Social life affected. Relationships with family and friends affected

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79924

Like living in the prison

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79925

The prolonged mandate has made my life isolated, forced to get vaccines to be employed.

2/18/2022 9:40 AM

79926

I lost 2 years of my life for a fucking cold. A lot of division among friends and family

2/18/2022 9:39 AM

79927

Huge anxiety!!

2/18/2022 9:39 AM

79928

Loss of business. Kids lost important sports seasons, proper education, graduation
ceremonies, memories etc. Depression. Anger.

2/18/2022 9:39 AM

79929

Forced to be vaccinated to keep my job, not seeing my aging parents in almost 2 years,
missed weddings, funerals and graduation. My husband not working for 9 months causing
financial and mental strain.

2/18/2022 9:39 AM

79930

lonely, unable to visit family, friends

2/18/2022 9:39 AM

79931

I’ve been unable to go to USA to see relatives. Travel. I’ve been excluded from volunteering
and my Suicide loss group that has basically kept me alive. The division and fear that had torn
my family apart and I am not allowed to see my granddaughter

2/18/2022 9:39 AM

79932

It affects my kids that goes to school with a mask on all day, it discourages then to go
because off that and they don’t concentrate to good , had to get vaccinated to go see them
play hockey at the arena even when they allow us inside… we need a negative test to go see
the family doctor… like come on, no symptoms ok and if we do have then I understand to get
checked before… some places we need to go when there open need vaccines to go plus
masks and both doesn’t protect us 100% … enough is enough, I SUPPORT THE CONVOY
100% FREEDOM!!!! Want to solve the problem? Get rid of TRUDEAU ASAP and people use
your head every thing is gonna go good

2/18/2022 9:39 AM

79933

Health, Work, Business, being discriminated against, strangers demanding my health info, the
PM had destroyed our lives

2/18/2022 9:39 AM

79934

I’ve lived a year in isolation, lost a dozen friends and support of both my adult children and
have been segregated from a group I formed and led for 15 years.

2/18/2022 9:39 AM

79935

Constant fear of losing my job, stress from fearful citizens who keep prying into my private
medical status, depression from forced isolation, dealing with others depression and anxiety
and trauma from the mandates,

2/18/2022 9:39 AM

79936

Out of work

2/18/2022 9:39 AM

79937

I am vaccinated and other than masking (which I hate), the mandates have not affected me.

2/18/2022 9:39 AM

79938

Stress, anxiety

2/18/2022 9:39 AM

79939

The mandates go against natural law given to me by my creator. Man does not have dominion
over me and my freedom. I do not comply.

2/18/2022 9:39 AM

79940

Loss of friends and family due to different views.

2/18/2022 9:39 AM

79941

depressing

2/18/2022 9:39 AM

79942

I am scared for the future . I have seen many peoples lives affected severely and it breaks my
heart as a Canadian.

2/18/2022 9:39 AM

79943

I now hate everyone. Especially governments, doctors, police and teachers. The church has
been a huge disappointed on top.

2/18/2022 9:39 AM

79944

In every area. Civil disobedience is the only thing that has helped us and our kids' mental
health.

2/18/2022 9:39 AM

79945

Completely changed my lifestyle

2/18/2022 9:38 AM
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79946

Lost my job in my Symphony, plus no other hires, my young teen daughter had a major mental
breakdown and lost an opportunity to ballet dance in Boston, as they closed the borders.

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79947

My husband has lost his job and gone through emotional trauma for it. My children have
become anxious and lost friendships. I am no longer comfortable speaking to my family who
doesn't feel the same way as I do. I have been made into a second class citizen that has been
segregated and not allowed to participate in some parts of everyday life. I missed days seeing
my dying grandmother in the hospital and a family gathering after her funeral. We have lost the
better part of two years of our life, in short!

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79948

Devastating.

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79949

It has stolen my rights and freedoms to breathe good air and forced me to breath carbon
monoxide indoors and in some cases outside due to the mask mandate. It brought undue
stress, confusion, anxiety and increased hot flashes and it made me unable to work(job loss).
It has caused division with family members, friends and loved ones through judgment of our
freedom to choose what we want for our bodies. The mandates have kept me from seeing
sick, lonely and dying loved ones whom I love and grieve for. The mandates have the greater
population twisted up in fear mongering and mind control which is brainwashing, and
wickedness. I am Free from fear and I refuse to bow to this Tyrannical monster imposing the
agenda that "I will have nothing and be happy." I received freedom from My creator and at no
point do I submit to mere man (good or evil), over the rights and freedoms God has given me
in a world He created for me! They will pay for their lies, murder, and theft from me and my
household. I bind the Mandate and all the powers who brought it and I ask the one true living
God to loose His spirit over all the earth and bring them back into elignment with His purposes
and plans for His children!

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79950

Very depressing not seeing family. No news on tv but covid alarms every day for 2 years. Took
the jab only so family members would see me. Now concerned about what is in my body. My
husband has had many health issues sin since second shot. Have watched liberals and NDP
continually vote together on any bill put forward by liberals. Liberals giving away millions of
taxpayers money. They laugh as they pass bills limiting Canadians freedoms. Mandates for
truckers are unfair. Liberals power hungry. Don't want to give our freedom back. Omicron weak
Time to completely open country. Emergency act very scary and the fact people are being
arrested unbelievable not to mention freezing bank accounts of every day Canadians.

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79951

I lived by myself in idol for almost a year as I was living in New Brunswick and did not have a
family bubble. I had and still have no fear of Covid.

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79952

When the mandate for the vaccines were being enforced in the school setting I had just started
my 10th year as an Educational Assistant. I felt I had no other choice but to quit. The previous
school year was difficult for me watching kids be forced to wear masks. Which was bad
enough. This has affected my friendships and the close relationship I had with my brother.

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79953

I have lost jobs, been isolated from people, marginalized and segregated and confronted to
intimidate, bully, and harass me for my personal choices

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79954

It has made life feel so heavy with so much divisiveness, and the pressure to conform to rules
that defy common sense.

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79955

Negatively.

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79956

Lack of freedom is disgusting

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79957

Lost my very close relationship with all family and friends. Husband was forced to get shot or
fired. Unable to get job because of not being vaxed. The segregation and name calling has
been so mentally draining

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79958

What has not been interrupted ? .. work, family, social life.. going out, high costs of living ,
everything

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79959

Caused devide and hurt financially and children's mental health affected

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79960

I’m not vaccinated and therefore cannot find a job. I’m being discriminated upon.

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79961

I can’t do anything like leaving this god forsaken country because it isn’t fun living here
anymore.

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79962

I have lost many in person clients. My kids have been negatively affected by masking and

2/18/2022 9:38 AM
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lockdowns.
79963

It has lost me a lot of work as people aren’t wanting to leave there houses

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79964

It has divided friends and family.(vax mandate) It has hurt our kids not being able to go eat out
as a family.(vax mandate) They haven’t been able to go to school.(mask mandate)

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79965

Separated my family and friends. Less hours at work

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79966

It has caused division between family and friends. I do not like to see my children masked, it’s
heartbreaking.

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79967

It has affected every aspect of my life

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79968

I haven't worked in 2 years... I am no longer a proud Canadian.

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79969

Loss of income Stress Loss of rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79970

I non complied with what I could not agree

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79971

Restricted life for 2 years. Want my freedom back!

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79972

Destroyed my life

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79973

The passports cause segregation. It’s terrible

2/18/2022 9:38 AM

79974

Lost my job, freedom and friends

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79975

It’s been horrific! Family feuding, kids education has suffered immensely, masks are not
healthy (breathing in carbon dioxide all day), emotional trauma, mental stress, unable to travel
to visit loved ones, stripped of constitutional rights and freedoms, people have been extremely
hateful and fearful thanks to the divisive hate speech of our PM! Anxiety and depression which
I’ve never had in my 51 years until now. Trudeau wants One World Order, he admits it, how is
this okay and legal? He is committing crimes against humanity and his people! I’m shocked
and furious! I do not comply!

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79976

The mandates have affected my childrens mental health. The mandates have divided my
community, friends and family. The mandates have increased the cost of running my business.

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79977

My business, my wife’s business and the most important reason is my children's mental health

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79978

I’m not vaccinated!!! So we can’t do anything with our kids!!!

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79979

Very much, up to including losing a business

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79980

All of us! Myself, my husband and my children!

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79981

Like a prison terms

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79982

It had made my life stressful and uneasy for me and my child my mental health has suffered

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79983

Very frustrating

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79984

Reduced my business and income. Made me to get the vaccine to live my life with the
activities I enjoy doing. Divided my family.

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79985

Segregation discrimination hatred etc

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79986

I am currently on a stress/sick leave for depression and anxiety causing medical
complications in pregnancy.

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79987

I just retired and the plan was to take RV south every winter. We cannot. Also two of my grown
children have had to take the injection for work and I fear for their healths. Prices are way too
high!

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79988

Lost of job. Son can’t can’t play hockey

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79989

It has caused us to be prisoners in our own country. Trudeau has tried to make us feel less
'equal'.

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79990

I’m retired so not at all but it has effected many businesses that could not stay open because
of mandates !

2/18/2022 9:37 AM
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79991

not at all

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79992

Has left me feeling like a second class citizen (passport)

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79993

I have been very isolated and closed off from people around me that depression is a constant
fight. It is very important to have healthy connections and not feel segregated.

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79994

Anxiety to the level of possible suicide, not any longer to wait this out. Miss my freedom to do
my daily activities. Miss my friends and all the hate amongst everyone

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79995

There is too much to write End it now these mandates enough is enough

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79996

Seeing my daughter suffer not attending school / sports and any social gatherings was
horrible. Her mental health is on a decline. Personally for me was financially

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79997

My mental health is not in good shape. Can’t go about your life freely.

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79998

My children have suffered. I’ve watched them grow more and more depressed

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

79999

Drastically

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

80000

Discriminated against for both wearing masks or being jabbed. My baby is scared of ppl

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

80001

I do my part

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

80002

Isolation, Depression, Anxiety, Segregation from society/ friends/ family.

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

80003

In many ways causing división in our great country with multiple problems,

2/18/2022 9:37 AM

80004

I was fired for choosing not to put an experimental drug in my system. Others were forced , as
in against their will, to take this drug in order to keep a roof over their heads and food on the
table. The government has lied to Canadians to control Canadians all the while lining their
personal pockets.

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80005

Death of at least one family member from vaccine, the emotional & developmental setback of
the grandchildren due to mask mandates, school closures & recreational restrictions

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80006

I've had to quit my job. Our ranch can't move our animals. We are financially in a really bad
position as a result of these measures.

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80007

Scary to look at the control government can have over society. Also work ….. got slow, less
business

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80008

Mental health declined for me and family, including my children. I’m a refugee of 1984 from a
communist country and now I want to leave Canada too if this doesn’t change.

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80009

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80010

I am a prisoner in my own country

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80011

I know Covid is a virus I have had delta an omicron I survived Our world is full of different
killers but we live with them everyday I could get killed in a car accident or fall down a flight off
stairs hit my head gone The drug and alcohol addiction and suicide has a higher rate of deaths
then Covid did Our Or Prime Minister and all that have followed I made such a muck in Canada
We the people need to take it back and make it what it is I know a lot of people who tried to kill
them selves through this but that’s what they are trying to do depopulation Not all of us are
stupid

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80012

Socially, economically, broke our family unit, broke up best friends, and divided my church.

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80013

Loss of job, depression, anxiety. The list goes on!!

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80014

It has abused my rights as a citizen and has caused mental stress and anguish.

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80015

Can't go out and do anything. Segregation and discrimination

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80016

I can no longer go anywhere that requires proof of vaccination. My kids activities have been
cancelled. My son is masked all day at school and he hates it

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80017

Divided people. Restrictions to our freedom. Children masking at school

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80018

Lost my business for 2 years No hockey games, bridge Can’t see family, friends

2/18/2022 9:36 AM
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80019

How has it not would be an easier question.

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80020

Tyranical loss of rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80021

Work ,family , finances and and discrimination. It goes against out constitution.

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80022

I’m unable to cross border to see family

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80023

Interfered with everything, exposed the corruption of government and medical bureaucracy.

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80024

Forced to get vaccinated to go to the gym or lose my membership

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80025

Horrible

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80026

Forever changed relationships with family and friends, and completely destroyed my faith in
government

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80027

Unable to see grandchildren, celebrate birthdays and milestones. Forced to get it to save my
job.

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80028

Not 1 politician lost a day's pay. Kids being muzzled with masks. I could go on for a day with
all this crap.

2/18/2022 9:36 AM

80029

Health issues like depression, insomnia, isolation, not being able to visit my mother, my
children, people in my family losing their jobs because of a personal health choice. We couldn't
even go to church to pray. 🙏😔We're all at our wits end. This needs to STOP! We need our
lives back, we need to be with our loved ones, we want and need to return to work in order to
feed our families. We are barely surviving. We're just existing, trying to stay afloat, at the
mercy of our government because we have no say. They took our rights and freedom away by
locking us up. God help us!🙏❤🌈

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80030

Not at all

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80031

I have lost business, I have been forced to do something I don't agree with, I have been forced
to take the vaccine

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80032

Mental health of family friends and especially my students

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80033

Mental health

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80034

It’s been devastating to our 4 children. Mentally and physically. We actually just moved to
Florida because we couldn’t watch this hyped restriction continue to destroy them.

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80035

It has affected my everyday life. Literally everything from getting groceries to doing my job.

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80036

Separated my family.Effected us mentally and emotionally.

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80037

I was forced to get the vaccine to do essential travel.

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80038

It has brought on depression to myself and some of my family members. It has delayed my
youngest child’s learning, the mask has caused my oldest to have constant headaches. It has
affected my marriage since outing is not possible as no sitters are available to look after our
young ones due to bubbles. My kids have not been able to enjoy their extracurricular activities
and learn social skills through these interactions.

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80039

Loss of income and freedom

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80040

Stress Family life(has caused division) Pressure to get vaxxed by everyone Kids don't know
people without masks. Kids are conditioned to wear masks.

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80041

My children are stressed. I am stressed. My husband was put on leave without pay for not
taking the vaxx. He works from home. It’s divided my family and friendships. It’s a daily fight
to get my children to wear masks, they cry. It’s affecting my mental health immensely. I just
want it to stop.

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80042

Social anxiety loss or friends , and family due to division. mental health

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80043

Made my life a living hell

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80044

Feel like a criminal

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80045

Mental health

2/18/2022 9:35 AM
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80046

In every way.

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80047

Ruined business, I have chest pain and palpitations from 2nd Moderna

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80048

Life has been put at a hault for the past two yrs, its time to 3nd this so we can all have/get our
lives back.

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80049

I lost my career at hospital.

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80050

I feel like I am a prisoner in my own country, which is supposed to be free.

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80051

Mentally, social,division,mistrust,fear,depression and financially

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80052

Psychological damage. Limited lifestyle. Broken relationships. Financial uncertaint.

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80053

Loss of friends. Unable to watch kids play sports. Mental health of our children and us. Not
able to go to go to gyms.

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80054

Stress,depression, loss of business… financial..

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80055

Financial ruin family ruin everything

2/18/2022 9:35 AM

80056

isolation, fearful, lack of contact with my friends that I've had for years, not being able to go
out to eat or have a coffee.

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80057

It affected us a lot because of all the restrictions

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80058

Mental health has suffered

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80059

In every way!!! Force to get vaxxed to keep working. I have now been sick since.

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80060

Segregation

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80061

Work. Seeing the effect on our Senior and children

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80062

pain in ass, proven to be needless

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80063

We have been conditioned to be zombies. Humanity as we once knew it is completely
destroyed. I have lost many friends and family members who do not share the same views as
I do. These mandates are strictly political and have been disproved by science repeatedly. I
want my life back. I hate feeling like I can't go to certain places or do certain things in fear of
being treated like a leper. I miss my freedom. I miss my life.

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80064

Closed my business and isolated me from friends and family

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80065

Unable to work and provide for my family properly. Spouse unable to work to stay home with
our son. Which is not ideal with the costs of everything on the rise.

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80066

Lost 2 years of my life! So unfair

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80067

Killed loved ones

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80068

Division between friends and families, disgusted and outraged at the politicians stance on all
mandates. Tired of the deceit and lies the past two years should have not happened. Loved
ones dying alone, surgery’s missed and the suicide rate that has gone up and the child abuse
our so called government have caused.

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80069

My business was shut down for 3 months, my husband lost his job of 29 years, my children
haven't been able to play sports and their mental health has been negatively affected

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80070

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80071

Isolation fear

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80072

Lost my job

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80073

Negatively on many levels!

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80074

I am unable to leave my HOME country to travel. I am legally able to under the Charter of
Rights and Freedoms. I am unable to go across the border to visit family I haven’t seen in
nearly a decade.

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80075

Too much overall control is not healthy for anyone.

2/18/2022 9:34 AM
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80076

i have been scared, ostracized, isolated, and secretive out of a sense of protection.

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80077

I have no life because of the vaccine mandate

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80078

It has affected me and family mentally. Things we love to do has been taken away from us like
travelling, attending activities and gatherings this 2 year of the pandemic has been so
depressing and taken a toil on me and my family and my whole community. Please remove the
mandate immediately to live a normal life again and enjoy the things we love to do.

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80079

It all comes down to choices. No one should ever to forced or coerced into doing something
that they believe will hurt them or goes against there beliefs. I am very disappointed in how our
society has dealt with this situation. If health care was the top priority you think they would
have fixed our health care systems to be able to handle these situations. Vaccines are not a
one size fits all and I think our government needs to reassess the damage they have caused
to our society and to the people of Canada. If any of the decisions made by our government
through this pandemic made sense it would have been a different story. But everything that
has been done to date has never made sense and if you question any of the decisions made
you are labelled anti vax.

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80080

CAUSED MY MENTAL HEALTH TO FAIL

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80081

Freedom of assembly, freedom of religion, segregation.

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80082

I see my kids mental health decline I cannot travel anymore and take my kids on vacation
Wearing a mask is a concern to our health as we breath in our own recycled air

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80083

Caused my anxiety and depression to worsen due to isolation.

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80084

I have had increased anxiety due to wearing a mask. I was forced to make health decisions
due to a vaccine mandate at my job. I have lost sleep. I have had family members and friends
lose jobs because of various mandates.

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80085

Causing me and my kids depression and anxiety. My kids are failing academically

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80086

It has negatively affected my ability to work. And I can not participate in family events, watch
my children play hockey, take them swimming or skating. It has also impacted my ability to
workout at a fitness centre or take my usual yoga classes. Our winters are long and having
basically all of the options to get out and enjoy the facilities my city has to offer and that I pay
taxes to use, has had a very negative affect on my mental health and the health of my
children. Most bothersome is that it has impacted my young children in ways I don’t even
know yet, my six year olds schooling has been negatively impacted and my 3 year is
experiencing speech delays and lack of social skills.

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80087

It has jeopardized the livelihood of my company and myself financially. Creating much anxiety
and depression throughout the duration and even more so as it continues

2/18/2022 9:34 AM

80088

Limits me and my family to go out in public together. Also has created tension between us

2/18/2022 9:33 AM

80089

Tremendously

2/18/2022 9:33 AM

80090

I now suffer anxiety

2/18/2022 9:33 AM

80091

I have lost friendships anxiety my husband may loose his job because he’s not vaccinated
loss of income and experience anxiety leading to panic attacks

2/18/2022 9:33 AM

80092

A dark communist cloud is here. The future of the western world is affected and people don’t
see it

2/18/2022 9:33 AM

80093

InEvery way

2/18/2022 9:33 AM

80094

What life. This isn’t called living.

2/18/2022 9:33 AM

80095

It has ruined my life. I have lost my job as a nurse and in BC they will be taking away our
licenses so we won’t be able to work ever again. Even though I still owe for my schooling. My
mental health has gone down and a friend of mine took her own life at the age of 30!! As well
as a family member who was clean for 6 years has relapsed because of all the mandates and
closures of support services. The mandates are killing the vulnerable and there’s no mention or
issue with that. My relationship with my husband is failing and my the kids are miserable
because they can’t do activities.

2/18/2022 9:33 AM

80096

Caused me extreme anxiety and stress

2/18/2022 9:33 AM
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80097

It has hindered our lives by restricting us seeing our friends and family, hindered the success
of small bussiness, i have 1 child and he is lonely, he cant see his friends. This government
has to go, they want nothing good for us, all they want is money and more power

2/18/2022 9:33 AM

80098

Promoted unhealthy lifestyle and loneliness 2hich resulted in 2 month long stays for my wife in
a Mental Hospital!

2/18/2022 9:33 AM

80099

I am prohibited from my livelihood. I am prohibited from the activities which sustain my mental
health. I am prohibited from visiting my family who live too far to drive.

2/18/2022 9:33 AM

80100

I’m not working and before Covid I was working 5 days a week

2/18/2022 9:33 AM

80101

Has put limitations on my freedoms and caused loss of income. My children have also been
isolated and excluded from sports and other social gathering s due to our personal medical
choice. Their mental health has also suffered immensely.

2/18/2022 9:33 AM

80102

Social gathering Killed my dad of lonliness

2/18/2022 9:33 AM

80103

I lost my job of ten years in health care, my daughter lost her healthcare position for the same
reason, I have increasingly felt marginalized, stigmatized, and ostracized. I have been called
selfish for my support of freedom of choice. My family will definitely be negatively impacted,
actually threatened, financially.

2/18/2022 9:33 AM

80104

Segregation and division of family and friends. Injuries from the vaxx and to our mental health.
Loss of income.

2/18/2022 9:33 AM

80105

Lost all out saving and went into alot of debt just to keep our gyms open. We can’t make it
many more months

2/18/2022 9:33 AM

80106

Depression

2/18/2022 9:33 AM

80107

Absolutely terribly. Humans are not okay.

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80108

Mental health - family relationships

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80109

Bad

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80110

I’ve been living at odds with my conscience everyday. Watching good people suffer is
heartbreaking. My daughter lost everything she worked so hard far. My parents lost their
business, I know parents who lost their children to suicide. Prime Minister Trudeau should be
tried and convicted for crimes against humanity!!

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80111

Not able to see family and grandparents,no able to go to restituant, nat able to play hockey
etc…. Not able to live à normal Life and in in free country that a sham

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80112

I can’t see friends or family because of this. I can’t live life normal and FREE the way we are
supposed to!!!!

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80113

I had to get a vaccine against my wishes

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80114

It has kept my family members apart and damaged our mental and emotional health

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80115

It has affected where I can go , what I can do, ei family gatherings, sporting events, childrens
sports, to a certain degree how we socialize at my place of employment. People tend to look
down on you when they find out I made the choice to not be vaccinated (which I do not regret).

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80116

Physically and emotionally drained and trapped

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80117

Felt segregated

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80118

Not enough time to describe everything it has done to my family and livelihood. The mental
and emotional and physical anguish that we have been put through is not right.

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80119

My daughter in law has lost her job. The mandates have divided humanity.

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80120

We have lost our freedom and the right to make our own choices. It has divided family and
friends not acceptable

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80121

Socially

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80122

Isolation has been severe. Haven't seen our relatives & friends, or been able to travel for over
2 years.

2/18/2022 9:32 AM
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80123

Denied access to food an washrooms travelling, living with fearful people

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80124

Depression

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80125

It didn’t because i didn’t let it to effect my life. I still continue to see my family.

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80126

Being ostracized, lost friends, and afraid for my job

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80127

The mandates have imprisoned all of the world I feel like a prisoner in my own country in my
own land the freedom is gone

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80128

It’s affected my life immensely considering I can’t go out to restaurants with my wife and kids I
can’t go into the theatre with my kids anymore I can’t take my kids to an indoor play area I
can’t go into a museum with them I can’t walk her into her school anymore.

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80129

Cannot travel, feel like a second class citizen, child who wanted to die because he couldn’t
see friends. Division among family and friends.

2/18/2022 9:32 AM

80130

Caused a great deal of depression through out my family. My kids don't deserve to deal with
depression at such a young age. We have all had covid, it's nothing more the a cold, unlike
depression.

2/18/2022 9:31 AM

80131

Loss of work, depression in my whole family that’s including my children, anxiety, and loss of
life please put it to an end

2/18/2022 9:31 AM

80132

Made it miserable.

2/18/2022 9:31 AM

80133

My family has been restricted and eliminated from many things. Sports, social, attending
University campus,, travel, not seeing family etc The psychological effects have been
damaging as depression/anxiety is clearly present. Mandates must stop

2/18/2022 9:31 AM

80134

It has isolated me from normal life. Really stressed.

2/18/2022 9:31 AM

80135

Mentally, Emotionally and physically

2/18/2022 9:31 AM

80136

It has interfered with my work and the lives of my children.

2/18/2022 9:31 AM

80137

I have suffered Financially and emotionally the division that the Prime Minister has caused in
this this country we've lost many friends and family .

2/18/2022 9:31 AM

80138

World 3, 4 and 5 in the family. People avoiding each other and separation of friends and family
… rumours and the like… unemployment, hearing stories of people starving in African
countries… frustration and overeating …. I could go on forever…

2/18/2022 9:31 AM

80139

money loss

2/18/2022 9:31 AM

80140

Has caused division amongst friends and family and affected children going to school

2/18/2022 9:31 AM

80141

Longest ever I have been stuck in one place in all my life. I am triple-vaxxed. I have no
problems showing my paper vax attestation (I have no cell phone). However, the testing
requirement for crossing a border by land or air is superfluous, cumbersome, and.....given that
none of these tests are 100% accurate, with quick-quick turnabouts...risky for an independent
traveller. I need to be able to get myself from point A to point B reliably. At present....?
dammit. gotta stay put.

2/18/2022 9:31 AM

80142

It has taken our personal freedoms away, divided our family that may never be fixed, the
vaccine almost killed my husband and I deal with my depressed teens everyday.

2/18/2022 9:31 AM

80143

Lost my job

2/18/2022 9:31 AM

80144

It cost me my job as i refuse to give up my medical information to my workplace!!!

2/18/2022 9:31 AM

80145

It has crippled our economy and has made it nearly impossible to provide even the basic
necessities.

2/18/2022 9:31 AM

80146

We are a new business-opened just before covid. So terrible on business. Hard on social life,
family, friends, mental health. It has been an extremely tough 2 years.

2/18/2022 9:31 AM

80147

Daughter loss of job, because of mandate. Fired. Then went for shots unwillingly just to get her
job back to feed her daughter. Reactions to first and second shot including severe depression
for having to take the shots.

2/18/2022 9:31 AM
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80148

Losses of jobs

2/18/2022 9:31 AM

80149

Division between family members , discrimination , had to quit my place of employment and
find another job , division of friends and coworkers

2/18/2022 9:30 AM

80150

Being isolated so long has cause me not to want to go places. I use to volunteer and loved
talking to people. I haven't been able to do that in two years

2/18/2022 9:30 AM

80151

Psycho-emotional trauma for my teens; Impacted my income as a single mother &
Entrepreneur. I travelled to host trainings & wellness retreats and could not continue with my
business plans; lost clients due to in person restrictions & havingvto switch more to virtual;
more biz expenditures to try to create more of a online/virtual aspect to my business.;
increased stress & had to take a few weeks off from working due to adrenal fatigue...no
pay...as I'm self employed; limited access to everything social and separation from loved
ones, even within Canada.

2/18/2022 9:30 AM

80152

Social isolation Constricting movement

2/18/2022 9:30 AM

80153

My mental is at such a stage I contemplate suicide and I have 2 kids. I choose not to inject
myself with an experimental injection so I now have no work nor can I complete any of my
remaining electeical apprenticeship blocks because of "vaccine" mandates. I'm constantly in
fear of how to financially survive when my ei runs out. I may lose my house that we've lived in
for 20 years. It's not fair.

2/18/2022 9:30 AM

80154

The Prime Minister‘s words have made me out to be a horrible person. The truth is the
vaccines are deeply against my personal religious beliefs. I no longer feel like Canada is a free
country.

2/18/2022 9:30 AM

80155

Suicidal thoughts, job loss, loss of family connection, segregation, hate speech from prime
minister

2/18/2022 9:30 AM

80156

It has created a distant in my family and I am unable to visit my elderly mother in mb who is in
a home being lockdown by tyrants

2/18/2022 9:30 AM

80157

It has been stressful for everyone Mentally and physically

2/18/2022 9:30 AM

80158

Has caused major division among friends and family, depression , haven’t been able to visit
elderly in care homes, grandkids couldn’t play sports, increased bullying in schools, and
especially on social media

2/18/2022 9:30 AM

80159

I’m very depressed, it’s changed my life if so many bad ways.

2/18/2022 9:30 AM

80160

Made normal tasks more difficult and stressful

2/18/2022 9:30 AM

80161

Depression

2/18/2022 9:30 AM

80162

Depression and Financially

2/18/2022 9:30 AM

80163

My rights

2/18/2022 9:30 AM

80164

Lost job and freedom to travel and socialize

2/18/2022 9:30 AM

80165

Isolation has caused depression for my kids and myself. Weight gain due to lack of gyms and
sports.

2/18/2022 9:30 AM

80166

Lack of freedom, curtailed travel, unnecessary lockdowns impacting my family. What a
waste….

2/18/2022 9:30 AM

80167

Stress and anxiety

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80168

Depression family division

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80169

I can’t work I can’t go out with my family to public places and travel freely because I’m not
vaccinated because of health issues

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80170

I can’t move freely in my own country or the world. I can’t work as I have in the past and lost
my part time job because of the work rules put in place. I can’t see my children out of
province, I have to wear a mask that is sometimes very hard to breath through and annoying
with glasses. Bottom line, I can’t make choices for my own body, mind and health, not to
mention my livelihood!

2/18/2022 9:29 AM
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80171

Created divide

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80172

It hasnt

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80173

it's been difficult. but the covid response by all levels of govt have awoken the masses to what
despicable trash the political class is.

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80174

Mental; social; familial; this has impacted everything in my life

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80175

It has forced my boys to be vaccinated by coercion to keep their jobs and may now put their
future health at risk. My husband and I are fighting the policies and mandates everyday and
are at risk of loosing our employment which in turn our livelihood. We have all been under
undue stress, I cry myself to sleep most nights. We are being segregated and excluded from
participating in many areas of life, travel, in a restaurant etc... The mandats, fear and rhetoric
from government officials and the evil spoken by Justin Trudeau has torn our family, friends
and our country apart. Thanks to the truckers we have a chance to finally be heard, regain our
freedoms and they are uniting the country. Bless them and continue to give them strength and
courage to fight this evil.

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80176

The mandates have added more stress to my life, loss of income, as a driver created extreme
inconvenience. And most of all the division it has created in the work place and with family and
friends.

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80177

Relationships have suffered. My mental health and overall health has suffered.

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80178

It has caused undue hardship in my personal life, mental and phisical stability and has been a
financial burden on my children!

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80179

It has stopped me from living!!!!!

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80180

I couldn’t visit my mother when she was in the hospital.

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80181

Terribly

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80182

vaccine are not good!!!they put something in the arm of people without knowing the side
effects/ mask are not good/ and etc......

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80183

It's caused division among my family, friends and churches. It forces people to do what is
against their conscience and has been causing the elderly to have to die alone due to not
being allowed to see their loved ones. They are dying because of having nothing left to live for.

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80184

Mentally financially and physically

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80185

The mandate has caused depression, division among my family and friends

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80186

Lost friends and family. Isolated socially. Discriminated against.

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80187

It’s kept me away from family It’s kept me away from playing sports indoor over winter It’s
kept me away from friends It’s kept me thinking do I move to Florida?

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80188

Brought on a never ending anxiety and lessened chances of finding gainful employment.

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80189

I lost 2 job because of the mandate, still unemployed! It's hard when you have 3 kids that don't
want to go to school no more. My kids mental health is more important! My older sons can't
play hockey no more because of the vaccine mandate.

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80190

My son went crazy in the pandemic and is now dead, he was 23rd. Only 2 of were allowed in
the hospital to say goodbye before to him. Many of my friends and family died. And not from
covid, from suicides and overdoses. My business was closed down for 2 months. I am down
almost 50% of ny income. My mental health hasn't been good. I went crazy after my son
passed away and it was over a 2 year wait to get into a government facility so I went to a
private center, $6000 per week. Took 3.5 months off to grieve my sons death and fall apart.
Just back back to work as my debt was getting high and with Dr.Boonies new announcement
Feb 9th 1000'of us health care loose our gard earned careers March 25th. I was in college for 5
years paid huge atudents loans and am a single mom and solo income with big payments,
mortgage, clinic etc and now as of March 25th I have no career or income. Manyy of my
colleagues and friends are dead after the vaccine have vaccine injuries and this jab freaks me
right out.

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80191

My father and stepmother both died alone bc of covid

2/18/2022 9:29 AM
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80192

These Mandates have had an incredible effect on my life and the lives of friends and family.
The mental strain has created and manifested physical suffering for myself and others. The
inability to speak up with concerns without immediate judgment, whether it is a conversation
between your doctor, employer or even a family memeber seems impossible. Iv lost certain
communities that have helped me manage a day to day practice, these practices kept me
aligned mentally physically and spiritually, without them Iv felt alone Iv felt my motivation and
inspiration in life drop, I feel as if there is little point to continue on my worst of days. I feel as
if we are traveling down a dangerous path, it has me questioning the actions and behaviors of
our current goverment to the extent of fearing the loss of my own life from the very hands that
were elected to keep us safe. I find the very concerns I and my fellow citizens have during
these times become flipped and spun to appear as if they are only the concerns of the
goverment and their special group of citizens and that we are infact the problem, that we infact
are the danger. The mandates have divided our country to the point at which I feel somedays
will take decades to repair the damage done. If asking questions and having legitimate
concerns over mandates makes me a danger to Canada how am I still to believe we live in a
free and democratic society?

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80193

Business decline due to travel restrictions Mothers waited over a year for much needed
surgery. Family and friends divided. School complication and stress in sports. The list goes on
and on.

2/18/2022 9:29 AM

80194

What life have lived in bubble for last 2 years

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80195

Segregated me from the vaccinated (dining out,movies etc) not being able to take my kids
places because I chose my own medical decision. Loss of friendships. My oldest child has
anxiety about having to wear the masks. 2 years is long enough, time for all of it to go!

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80196

Separation from Family , Friends , not allowed to enter restaurant, pools etc

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80197

Being forced to unconstitutionally share medical status with employer. Being coerced to get
inoculated or go on leave at work against my rights to refuse which include conscience and
religious freedoms being denied. Discrimination in the workplace and amongst friends while
being a completely and hygienic person. Not being able to participate in public social events
with friends that don't care about my "vaccination" status, etc.

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80198

I wasn't able to eat at restaurants with my family I was not able to attend my grandpa's funeral
because I wasn't vaccinated I have to constrict my air flow everytime I walk into a store no
more mandates.

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80199

lost my job, kids can’t play sports, there is no way it hasn’t effected my life

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80200

It has caused undue hardship, arguments and fights, mefical problems

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80201

Feel like a second class citizen, although I have never broken any laws.

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80202

Seeing the sad decline of both my mother and mother-in-law, due to isolation, which ultimately
lead to my Mom’s passing. And so much more!

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80203

I was a business owner of 2 businesses, both required close contact with my clients. Both
businesses have been destroyed. At 67, I will not be able to recover from these losses These
mandates are the equivalent to cruel and unusual punishment and imo had nothing to do with
stopping a virus and everything to do with training people of all countries to be complicit with a
tyrannical dictators, all in the name the Great Reset/ New World Order. The UN, WEF and
WHO are not operating by being elected by the people. They have no right to be able to control
the world. That is exactly what's happening. All people, around the world must stand against
this tyranny or there will be no future for the children.

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80204

I am in tears every day. Trudeau has destroyed my life.

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80205

My way to make a living

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80206

I’m depressed because I was forced to get vaccinated

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80207

I lost a long time job and had to find alternate employment. I have been unable to see my
grandchildren or mother or months at a time. Taking counseling now for extreme depression

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80208

Just that feeling that your not part of everything fear of what is going on in the world now. No
one trusts the government anymore.

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80209

All of them, on a daily basis, in the most negative ways to me and my family

2/18/2022 9:28 AM
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80210

Yes

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80211

I was forced to get the booster when I really didn’t want to or feel it was necessary in order to
keep my job. Not right! It should be a persons choice

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80212

Kids online my child failed classes. Handicap son not doing OK. Emotional distress. Hate the
division of our families and country

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80213

Can’t travel to see family. Friends lost job And now dealing with hardship

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80214

It has taken my freedom to fly, to see my grandchildren, and to be respected as an equal
citizen. I believe I had covid 2 years ago and should not be treated like a 2nd class citizen. I
don't have to show my measles vaccine to do these things, so why now? I believe in Natural
Immunity, and as a Grandmother, I am sick to my stomach of giving this vaccine to children
that are healthy.

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80215

Stress, division among many other things as well as costing me my relationship with my
fiancé

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80216

It has removed my rights as a Canadian citizen

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80217

They have taken away my freedom/ charter of rights, my body my choice, my job and caused
division amongst society

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80218

Supply chain and economy, laws,jobs, health care ruined; whole country is 4 generations in
debt

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80219

Job loss, kids mental health due to lockdowns and masks in school, no longer playing sports
due to vaccine mandates for players, segregated from society due to a personal medical
choice, and held hostage in my country as I cannot fly within or leave the country.

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80220

My husband lost his job & it financially ruined us. We were debt free, money in the bank & we
went back to debt & barely now just scraping our way back to debt free. I gave birth during the
pandemic & it was so isolating going to appointments alone & not having visitors -ESPECIALLY my other son be allowed to visit me while being in the hospital. The traumatic
effects of lockdowns.. opening.. lockdowns.. divisive society... job losses.. not seeing our
loved ones etc is something that has scarred our family & not sure that we'll ever fully heal
from it

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80221

I haven’t had a life

2/18/2022 9:28 AM

80222

I hate my government and health care system now and I want them all removed.

2/18/2022 9:27 AM

80223

Stress having to get vaccine due to new job. Raising a baby during covid. No visitors in
hospital.

2/18/2022 9:27 AM

80224

It has prevented me from bonding with new family members and has adversely affected my
self employed business and so my income. The isolation created depression.

2/18/2022 9:27 AM

80225

Lost motivation, lost of income, loss friends to suicide, friends getting divorced, wife is going
through a mental breakdown , half the family not talking to each other, teenage daughter saying
life isn't fun anymore. No happiness in sight

2/18/2022 9:27 AM

80226

It has effected my life in only negative ways, depression, fear of my own government, loss of
friends family job. Nothing good has come of this

2/18/2022 9:27 AM

80227

I have developed Anxiety Depression throughout these mandates

2/18/2022 9:27 AM

80228

In many aspects of my life, my work and social life. Anger and misbelieve of these
unconstitutional and illegal rules had been able to take over our lives!

2/18/2022 9:27 AM

80229

financially, mentally, my child has suffered irreparable damage

2/18/2022 9:27 AM

80230

Caused me more anxiety, and marriage issues.. Also, lots of issues, with family divisions over
the vaccine..

2/18/2022 9:27 AM

80231

I am dangerously close to losing my job. My right to mobility has prevented me from
travelling...both essential and non essential travel. A rift has bee created between family and
friends. Mental health, both my own and those around me has greatly suffered. Witnessing the
emotional and psychological damage we have done to our youth. I have not been able to pay

2/18/2022 9:27 AM
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my respects properly to loved ones who have passed, or provided support to those who are
alive and need it. Really the list goes on. These mandates are very clearly doing more harm
then good. The risks do NOT outweigh the rewards...if indeed there have been any rewards,
considering transmission and death rates have been the same if not increased since
inoculation and restrictions. I am honestly disgusted l, with our government, our health care
providers, and the overall population who has so blindly followed such rash and illogical
decisions.
80232

Ridiculous

2/18/2022 9:27 AM

80233

Its unfortunate, but its what you have to do during a pandemic. No one wants it, but we need to
pull together and deal with things.

2/18/2022 9:27 AM

80234

Crippled my business and tore my family apart. I hope Higgs & Trudeau go to jail I pray
everyday.

2/18/2022 9:27 AM

80235

Could not travel, had to wear a mask at all times, chose not to get vaccinated, my son had to
get vaccinated or loose his job.

2/18/2022 9:27 AM

80236

Unemployed because I refuse to get vaccine be! Trying to find work that allows me to work,
without getting the jab.

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80237

It hasn’t really

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80238

I'm a 65 yr old grandmother now suffers from anxiety depression and total fear of what the
future will be for our children and grandchildren because of the lies and these unlawful
inhumane mandates...I will fight for freedom for all Canadians until I drop!!

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80239

Significantly

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80240

Wife's father and step mom both died after the shot they were very healthy before or kids have
very bad schooling money is just not there to pay Bill's and so on

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80241

has not

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80242

Lowered my standard of living

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80243

Lock downs, depression, segregation, anxiety, disbelief, betrayal from government,
divisiveness, distrust vaccine injury

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80244

Very depressed and frustrated.

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80245

it affected my livelihood or ky ability to make a living, my mental health, my well-being and
most of all my basic human rights and freedom.

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80246

My children and my work

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80247

Like I’ve lost my freedom. Being forced into a medical procedure you don’t want to “live your
life normally” only to then have that taken away too. Having the vaccine has in no way
enriched my life. The vaccine isn’t slowing the spread, it doesn’t work, masks can be worn by
those who chose, not forced on everyone. Let people decide!!!!

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80248

Taken away my rights

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80249

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80250

Mental health isolation from friends and family

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80251

Social fear now

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80252

Not able to associate with distance family and not free to go where we want to

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80253

It’s has destroyed my business I can barely make ends meet and feed my children, all the
government programs are jokes and do no help anyone but the large companies we the small
businesses have been completely sent to slaughter

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80254

Keeping us caged, unwilling participants in a political reset, harming people from all walks of
life. Deplorable !

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80255

Mentally and emotionally and not able to work !

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80256

It has affected my mental health watching people get fired for not wanting to get vaccinated. I

2/18/2022 9:26 AM
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feel like we are not treating everyone the same. I am vaccinated with booster and I feel that we
should not be making people lose their job and keeping them away from restaurants and public
venues.
80257

Loss of income, loss of family and friends, depression, anxiety, no hope, no travelling, ruining
lives

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80258

Not being able to see my family or friends. I live alone therefore, this has been extremely hard
on me. Seeing other people become meaner and more disrespectful then they were.

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80259

Has stop me from flying. Everything else was ignored

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80260

Caused severe depression and anxiety!

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80261

Our lives have been greatly affected - hospital visits to our son were very difficult, having to
pay for rapid testing, my teenage son denied the opportunity to continue playing competitive
soccer and sports at school, no graduation, prom - the list goes on and on. The worst part is
the division between friends, family, our communities, and country that has resulted. We must
not walk in fear but remain united and go in faith. Thank you!

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80262

Feel more isolated, less things to do, unable to go to my 3 grandsons hockey games, not
allowed to play pickle ball or go into restaurants, unable to travel. Some friends are really
brainwashed by all this so I feel discriminated.

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80263

Have not been able to live a normal life, kids cannot play there sports nor can I go watch them.
Cannot go on a normal date with my wife without being asked for our confidential medical
information. Haven't been able to see certain family members in other provinces.

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80264

More ways then one

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80265

Supply issues, increased cost of living, difficult to find work, difficult to socialize

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80266

I recently gave birth at the end of 2021. That's when I realized, because I'm unvaccinated, I'm
not able to give my daughter a normal childhood. I cant take her to a rec centre for her to play
and learn to swim, I cant rake her to the movies or out for lunch or a family dinner. We would
be outcasts of society watching the world pass us by. My husband is vaccinated because we
couldn't afford for him to lose his job. So he could take her out and come home to me and lay
beside me in bed and share the things I use and go out into society again that dowsnt make
sense. The mandates were fine in the beginning of this pandemic to get a handle on the
situation but now its merely being used to invoke unjustice power on canadian citizens.
Remove the fear propaganda and covid is a nasty flu with no merit to warrant these mandates
anymore.

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80267

Hurt my family and friends in a multitude of ways

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80268

travel has become very difficult..and costly..visiting mom in nursing home is complicated.

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80269

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:26 AM

80270

Cannot work

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80271

It hasn’t affected me So much, but it has others.

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80272

I'm 74 and l still love playing hockey but to this date l've been out of our two arenas. I am so
angry !

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80273

Jobs lost. Loss of rights, freedom, choice. Kids can't play sports! It's been suffocating, stupid,
devastating & HORRENDOUS!!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80274

I have lost my job (and apparently my ability to collect E.I.), my welcome in normal society,
and a close relationship with 2 of our children because of the division the mandates (and the
media lies) have caused.

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80275

It's affected my whole family, my sister loss her job, can't do anything , people turning on each
other, and this isn't life if you ask me, they are so much things to this affected , just not right!!

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80276

The shot permanently blinded my one eye...Pfizer ..blood clot from my heart

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80277

I can’t see my family

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80278

Loss of employment

2/18/2022 9:25 AM
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80279

Not me personally.

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80280

Loss of employment

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80281

Mentally, Physically, Financially, Socially, Spritually

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80282

Job loss, lost family, not able to see my grandkids

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80283

Isolation and deprivation of family contact. Loss of income ability. Depression and frustration,
loss of the joy of life.

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80284

- segregated and discriminated me, my family and my friends based on choice of bodily
autonomy - damaged, and in some cases destroyed, family and friend relationships with
divisiveness - caused vaccine death and injury - caused loss of livelihoods - ended social
gatherings of all kinds and on all levels - prevented church services and gatherings - prevented
travel inside and outside of my town, province and country - prevented my family from entering
sports and recreational facilities, restaurants, entertainment events

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80285

Lost my buisness

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80286

We have missed so much in our family. Births , birthdays, anniversary’s etc. currently my
daughter who now has to wear a mask to school is dealing with nose bleeds. The nose bleeds
have started when she was made to wear a mask all day at school. Everything has to end. We
need to start living again with out fear and government mandates.

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80287

Stressed

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80288

Due to masking I have saw a reoccurrence of my asthma that hasn’t bothered me since I was
a teenager. I cannot go out for dinner due to passports I have been harassed and ridiculed
because of my beliefs

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80289

It’s been horrible!! I stopped following the rules due to thinking it’s never gonna end anyway!
It’s a flu that we need to live with!!!

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80290

Created depression without any help

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80291

Every aspect ,from social life to family functions ,funerals and destroyed 2 years of my wife
and my retirement. We are both now seriously considering leaving Canada as our permanent
home. Our federal governments have destroyed hope for the future and no leaders call out
against the tyranny or do anything to make politicians accountable for their actions ,and I point
this to the Federal liberal government.

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80292

Yes,It sure has.I lost my Husband in 2019,and I need my family more now than ever.I haven't
been able to see them since christmas.I am sick and just had surguery and need help.I can'r
even get my self a meal.Because I am in such pain from my Kidney stones.I want and need
my Family with me...Please dear lord let this end NOW//////

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80293

Isolation,fear,

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80294

Stress, anxiety, depression

2/18/2022 9:25 AM

80295

Not being able to see my grandchildren as the government has put family against family.
Bullshit is what it is

2/18/2022 9:24 AM

80296

Financially

2/18/2022 9:24 AM

80297

Mentally, emotionally, physically, financially, medically

2/18/2022 9:24 AM

80298

A nurse not able to work A dancer not able to dance Family members excluded

2/18/2022 9:24 AM

80299

Yes

2/18/2022 9:24 AM

80300

Mental health of my children and myself

2/18/2022 9:24 AM

80301

Getting to work is a nightmare. Working in healthcare understaffed and under appreciated.
Childcare having to take days off for mandatory testing for a cold.

2/18/2022 9:24 AM

80302

The vaccine passport has impeded the conduct of my business, our ability to leave Canada
and my children's ability to study at the post secondary level.

2/18/2022 9:24 AM

80303

Very detrimental. Job loss, mental health, quality of life, severe impacts to children

2/18/2022 9:24 AM
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80304

Not enough time to tell you all that and you will probably not read it anyways

2/18/2022 9:24 AM

80305

-My Children not allowed to be active through sports/cheerleading. -Excluded from eating in a
restaurant with my family. Even though i can walk in and order take out.. -Not allowed to attend
funeral to say goodbye to dying relative. -Not allowed to visit dying mom in hospital. -Not
allowed to work when willing and able. -Not allowed to shop for groceries at markets but im
allowed to work as a vendor? -Not allowed to get a haircut. -Rejected health care by my doctor
for being unvaccinated. -Government declined EI when I paid into it while working. - Cant even
book a birthday party for my child because of vaccine status. -child denied mask exemption
even though she has asthma. -child suffering upper respiratory infections from having to wear
masks all day at school. Forced to wear during gym class even though WHO advises that's
dangerous. -second child with adhd/autism struggling with depression and anxiety attempting
to take his own life due to the mandates, exclusion on playground segregation, and
enforcement of mask wearing. -3rd child unable to fly to visit his sick grandparents without a
vaccine. -adverse reactions from vaccines have effected multiple family members who took
the vaccine under duress and coercion. 4 people have died. 6 have cancer. 13 year old had
seizures after second vaccine. 3 had strokes/heart attacks.

2/18/2022 9:23 AM

80306

Traveling back to Canada

2/18/2022 9:23 AM

80307

Major depression, couldn’t work because of anxiety over testing, kids have lost connection,
homeschooling because of masks, lost friendships safety

2/18/2022 9:23 AM

80308

It has affected my entire family including my grandchildren

2/18/2022 9:23 AM

80309

It has lead to imbalance. I see Depression and stress in the general public and in family and
friends. I think youth have been Demotivated. The impact to everyone’s mental health and
general wellness is huge.

2/18/2022 9:23 AM

80310

It has caused divide with friends and family

2/18/2022 9:23 AM

80311

All of them

2/18/2022 9:23 AM

80312

Caused division in families and community, have cause us to be on ei not working. And my
freedom has been taking away because can't enter or do certain things. I'm saddened for my
grandkids that have missed so much quality time in school and will probably be behind in their
education.

2/18/2022 9:23 AM

80313

Lost freedoms Loss of work Lost income

2/18/2022 9:23 AM

80314

Caused the cost of living to skyrocket. My teens and young adults have lost jobs and
opportunities. We have been unable to function normally causing stress and anxiety to
everyone on some level. My husband is burnt out trying to do his job with ever changing rules.
These mandates have stressed everyone and people are afraid of people, so there is a lack of
kindness and compassion. My father is in the hospital and we are not allowed to sit with him.
He is alone and it is heart breaking.

2/18/2022 9:23 AM

80315

horrible

2/18/2022 9:23 AM

80316

When both my parents were dying in the hospital I was only allowed in for one hour a day. How
is that fair.

2/18/2022 9:23 AM

80317

I miss my family, and I hate seeing young children being forced to have the jab, wearing mask.
I want to see the smile on people face when I’m out. Can’t visit my family in nursing home,
how many people will die before we get to see them t tell them and show them how much we
love them. Just stop all mandates.

2/18/2022 9:23 AM

80318

depression

2/18/2022 9:23 AM

80319

Major Income loss, emotionally effected children being home so much and missing so much
school

2/18/2022 9:23 AM

80320

Destroyed family relationships! And the jab will eventually destroy my family.

2/18/2022 9:23 AM

80321

My fiance lost his job, my business is barely functioning (no paycheck in months), we've lost
our house, we have nothing left

2/18/2022 9:22 AM

80322

I haven’t been able to take my son to the local pool anymore and as a family we also cannot
participate in any indoor sports or fitness. This has taken a toll on our health. As well, my son
has had speech and pronunciation issues due to all the teachers at strong start etc wearing

2/18/2022 9:22 AM
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masks as he can’t see their mouths as they speak. As well, I have experienced segregation
and distancing by extended family and some friends because our family does not want the
shot.
80323

Depression

2/18/2022 9:22 AM

80324

I like not being in crowds!!

2/18/2022 9:22 AM

80325

I was close to ending my life. I have lost friends. I haven't been able to socialize. My mental,
physical and emotional health has effected my whole soul.

2/18/2022 9:22 AM

80326

Scientifically unwarranted stress, but hey that's what the WEF wants to happen.

2/18/2022 9:22 AM

80327

I haven't listened to any of it. It's affected our sports and my children and their schooling.

2/18/2022 9:22 AM

80328

It’s been a horrible 2 years. The stress and anxiety over peoples fears have been hard. It’s
been difficult being ostracized by family and friends. We’ve done what we had to do to get
thought this crisis now is the time to let us get back to life.

2/18/2022 9:22 AM

80329

Feels like a person living in China which is what the PM wants!

2/18/2022 9:22 AM

80330

my children have been struggling with depression and hopelessness for the future. a delayed
surgery and being discriminated against for our vaccine status has also been an issue, lost
family and friends for speaking out against the mandates but now those people who were for
the mandates are changing their minds and coming back to tell me they were wrong

2/18/2022 9:22 AM

80331

Forced my self to get the COVID vaccine or I would of lost my job

2/18/2022 9:22 AM

80332

Not terribly. I am vaccinated and I believe that protects me. People should have agency over
their own bodies and livelihood.

2/18/2022 9:22 AM

80333

Isolation, intentional divisivness from Trudeau ,NDP alliance and legacy media harming
families,friends and children.Tyrany

2/18/2022 9:22 AM

80334

Depression, physical and mental abuse. Marriage ending. Afraid for my life EVERY SINGLE
DAY! Afraid of losing EVERYTHING!

2/18/2022 9:22 AM

80335

Lost my job

2/18/2022 9:22 AM

80336

Both my wife and I lost our jobs. My healthy 77 year old Grandfather passed away from a
vaccine injury. Etc.

2/18/2022 9:22 AM

80337

Inability to use all of my employee's in certain work places due to the vaccination mandate

2/18/2022 9:22 AM

80338

Friends and family not being able to visit or travel to see each other people are afraid!

2/18/2022 9:21 AM

80339

Depressing watching families that can’t visit loved ones. Children being kept out of school and
not building social skills required in real life. Tired of the political issue that the pandemic has
become. I am vaccinated, but I believe people should have the right to choose what is right for
their body and their health, not any form of government deciding that for us. The massive
division, that the pandemic has created, due to government forcing their beliefs on
constituents. It’s tiring, and the finish line continues to be moved further and further.

2/18/2022 9:21 AM

80340

My life has been very little affected. Just my anxiety has gone through the roof, worried about
what their and my future holds! I also want all my friends who have lost their jobs, to get their
jobs back.

2/18/2022 9:21 AM

80341

Missed life for two years, affected my child, mental health, social skills, haven’t seen close
friends in two years, More stress at work, our freedom

2/18/2022 9:21 AM

80342

It has ruined my physical fitness and affected my mental health. I was depressed by having to
quarantine and not see family and friends. I think the measures taken were extreme to the max
and ineffective. I don’t trust the government or media at all anymore and some medical
personnel. This whole situation has been a disgrace.

2/18/2022 9:21 AM

80343

Unable to see my children & grandchildren for 2 years as we live in different provinces. When
we have been able to travel borders have been closed preventing us or lock downs have been
in place. I have been alienated from former friends because I am not vaccinated. No, I am not
anti vax, I have medicinal allergies and have been waiting for my test which is in October
2022. My husband was forced to be vaccinated or lose his job. I always feel alone and lonely. :
(

2/18/2022 9:21 AM
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80344

Loss of money . My son has loss 2years of his childhood . May not be able to see the birth of
my child..

2/18/2022 9:21 AM

80345

Cannot travel to visit family, or go anywhere.

2/18/2022 9:21 AM

80346

My mental health is is failing. Its has split my family apart. We now have almost 3 years olds
that have never seen a stranger's face or a birthday party. Our schools are an absolute
atrocity. We have people dying alone or being neglected in seniors homes. Our entire country
is politically fractured. The list goes on and on. Everyone says its saving lives but there is
ZERO supporting evidence of this... on the contrary there IS supporting evidence of all the
things I just named off and more. So much more. Medical surgeries...for example.

2/18/2022 9:21 AM

80347

Resricted various areas of my life

2/18/2022 9:21 AM

80348

I haven't seen my family in 2 years and have missed out on attending funerals or holidays with
family members.

2/18/2022 9:21 AM

80349

.

2/18/2022 9:21 AM

80350

I have experienced great trauma as a mother of young children with childhoods stripped, a
daughter of a terminally ill father and the granddaughter of a grandmother who died suddenly
within a couple of weeks of her first experimental mRNA treatment. And I know in my heart
that there are others that have suffered far greater than I.

2/18/2022 9:21 AM

80351

I lost my job, kids haven’t seen family in forever because we can’t go on planes. My son might
not be starting school in September because I refuse to put him in a mask

2/18/2022 9:21 AM

80352

Mental health of many family members and financial strain.

2/18/2022 9:21 AM

80353

it has become cumbersome and pointless to wear masks anymore. socialization has become
nil.

2/18/2022 9:21 AM

80354

Immensely negatively, financially and socially

2/18/2022 9:21 AM

80355

It has kept me from my mom who has dementia

2/18/2022 9:21 AM

80356

Isolation, loss time at work, finances

2/18/2022 9:20 AM

80357

Mentally devastated.

2/18/2022 9:20 AM

80358

Loss of job, division of family, severe stress, feeling of complete loneliness

2/18/2022 9:20 AM

80359

loss of business can't see grandkids division of people, friends against friends, family against
family can't travel without vaccine passport causes fear, despair, hopelessness, depression
and anxiety no entertainment no dancing no exercise no freedom

2/18/2022 9:20 AM

80360

I haven't been able to see my critically ill mother who lives in the States in 2.5 years.

2/18/2022 9:20 AM

80361

Life as. Have known it has completely changed with family, friends and travel

2/18/2022 9:20 AM

80362

It has affected my grandchildren and myself not being allowed to enter certain places

2/18/2022 9:20 AM

80363

Has affected everyone’s freedom of choice.

2/18/2022 9:20 AM

80364

I never allowed it too

2/18/2022 9:20 AM

80365

I every way but most of all our freedom

2/18/2022 9:20 AM

80366

Socially mentally , physically, all this is NOT necessary! Suicide increase , more deaths with
the shots, lies, corruption, separation,stress,anxiety,government control, illegal acts , against
our rights

2/18/2022 9:20 AM

80367

My mental health has taking a too. I am and always been a positive person , support group to
friends. Never stressed even as a full time firefighter I have been anxious, chest pain,
depress. Currently loosing my husband of 16 years because he cant take it anymore. Ive been
angry and non existent since i was forced to getvthe jab dec 16th so i could keep my job. Ive
lost friends, family and it has dramatically affected my kids

2/18/2022 9:20 AM

80368

I lost my job my home and my freedom I’m basically agoraphobic I only leave my sisters
home once a month not at all in January and when I do I’m full of anxiety and fear

2/18/2022 9:20 AM

80369

Closed my business, affected my relationship with family and friends, my mental health and

2/18/2022 9:20 AM
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security for for future, I am 57 years old and have no income, have no idea what I willdo
80370

A negative impact on our children's social and emotional needs.

2/18/2022 9:20 AM

80371

In every way possible

2/18/2022 9:20 AM

80372

Forced Vax to visit my grand children

2/18/2022 9:20 AM

80373

Y

2/18/2022 9:20 AM

80374

Mental health for children and seniors.. at the beginning yes needed mandates but not now

2/18/2022 9:19 AM

80375

It hasn’t affected me at all. Only when standing in line back in 2020 when restrictions 1st came
in. Closed restaurants, bingos and casinos (saved me money)

2/18/2022 9:19 AM

80376

Affected every aspect of my life

2/18/2022 9:19 AM

80377

Isolating and too many negative reactions from people

2/18/2022 9:19 AM

80378

inconvience isolation

2/18/2022 9:19 AM

80379

The life of my children and grandchildren

2/18/2022 9:19 AM

80380

I had to have a c-section alone. How di you think it's effected our lives. My 5 year old now has
a speech problem because wearing masks and learning language is hard. End it already.

2/18/2022 9:19 AM

80381

My kids a depressed that they cnat do anything, its destroying my family, grandparents
everything

2/18/2022 9:19 AM

80382

Confined to our local area. No travel erc

2/18/2022 9:19 AM

80383

I have lost my mother, she died through this at a long term care home. She would call crying
afraid to die. I wasn’t permitted in and yet various workers were able to suit up in ppe and go
in. There is no reason in the world why family couldn’t suit up and do the same. She was
denied last rites as a catholic and again the priest just as easily as the workers could’ve suited
up and went to her. No science can explain that. I react to almost all medications yet I was
vilified and even frightened for not taking the vaccine. I had no choice or freedom to chose
what’s best for my health. No body cares about your medical history or if you are afraid or
cautious about an experimental drug. Even though survival rate is over 99% I became very
depressed and anxious. My grandchildren are in PEI and Alberta. I was unable to see them for
over a year! I cried myself to sleep. I am a victim of childhood trauma and abuse I am unable
to wear a mask. I was not welcome anywhere.Both my husband and I lost our jobs due to
mandates. I have never felt so afraid and so alone as these two years. And yet I see
politicians travelling partying etc. I see Trudeau force friends and family out of jobs if they do
not agree with taking vaccine. He has punished us severely. Faith is a big part of my life, my
church was closed. I lived a life of deep sadness and panic. I don’t know how long it will take
to heal our families, communities church and country. I do know from the moment I seen the
trucker convoy I felt peace and a deep happiness and hope. Now I am in shock over what
Trudeau has done with this illegal emergency act. Our rights are gone and that scares the hell
out of me. I have now broken out in hives and feel the fears and anxiety of the last two years
seeping in. There is virtually no part of my life these mandates haven’t affected. We have to
regain our rights and freedoms and live. No one should have this much power to harm
hundreds of thousands of Canadians.so many stories like my own. Suicides, job losses,
depression.

2/18/2022 9:19 AM

80384

I have been coerced into having an experimental drug injected I to my body in order to work
and visit my first grandchild overseas

2/18/2022 9:19 AM

80385

Financially and mentally

2/18/2022 9:19 AM

80386

6 months of my normal day to day life being taken away from me

2/18/2022 9:19 AM

80387

Yes

2/18/2022 9:19 AM

80388

Fear of freedom of choice in health decisions. Decrease in family bonding. Concerned of job
loss. Decrease in community spirit. Fear of democracy loss and country changing to
communism and dictatorship. Fear of losing house due to emergency act. In Sask. It was
declared in Sept.14, 4.5 months prior to trucker convoy.

2/18/2022 9:19 AM

80389

They threatened my lively hood.

2/18/2022 9:19 AM
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80390

it has reduced my work severely.... as I rely on the service industry.. it has increased my
anxiety and depression.. I have lost family and friends over the two years

2/18/2022 9:18 AM

80391

Negatively affected relationships, more stress. Depression. Less healthy ways to be social,
less friendships. Can’t go to the gym. Can’t go for coffee with friends. Can’t wait for the
mandates to be over so I can live life heathy again and be happy.

2/18/2022 9:18 AM

80392

In everything There’s no covid just control

2/18/2022 9:18 AM

80393

Affected family members losing their jobs affected my ability to go to a recreational place for
swimming exercises

2/18/2022 9:18 AM

80394

Affected my business, personal relationships, the potential loss of my 15 year business as of
March 24th tii ok name but a few

2/18/2022 9:18 AM

80395

Has torn my family apart! We were unable to attend two immediate family funerals nor able to
see them before they passed! My youngest needed to be out on antidepressants because of
the division it has caused! This corrupt government needs to end this now! We have the
freedom to choose what we want to do to our bodies and we’ve lost that choice by being
forced! I’ve lost family and friends due to the division it has caused, what kind of government
would do this to their own people??! A corrupt one! End this now, Trudeau needs to be
imprisoned!

2/18/2022 9:18 AM

80396

Not being able to be with be my grandkids and family members. Having trouble breathing with
the mask.

2/18/2022 9:18 AM

80397

It took away my freedoms and constitutional rights, caused division among my family,friends
and coworkers, gave me stress, was not able to travel, a many more restrictions that affected
my life

2/18/2022 9:18 AM

80398

Caused a lot of fighting amoungst friends and family divided people into teams

2/18/2022 9:18 AM

80399

Seen allot of good employees lose their jobs because the prefer not to become vaccinated

2/18/2022 9:18 AM

80400

It has changed my 10 year son. It has changed alotbof my friends and family in a negative
way. I ha e friends who currently have dieing family members in the hospitals that they are not
allowed to see!! It need to end NOW

2/18/2022 9:18 AM

80401

I am not able to go in restaurants at my Sports area visite family friendly

2/18/2022 9:18 AM

80402

Lost family and friends, less jobs available, Kids hated school when they did love it

2/18/2022 9:18 AM

80403

Feelings of isolation, being discriminated against, stress over possibly losing my job, children
missing out on their childhood and education. Having to pay taxes and yet being denied
access to anything my taxes help pay for

2/18/2022 9:18 AM

80404

Ruined it. Almost broke up my marriage, gave my children anxiety issues

2/18/2022 9:18 AM

80405

In every aspect.

2/18/2022 9:18 AM

80406

Anxiety Family disruption

2/18/2022 9:17 AM

80407

Work derailed, income, travel,cant leave to visit my wife. Been alone for almost 2 yrs

2/18/2022 9:17 AM

80408

Lost jobs. Can’t pick up jobs. Can’t see my 97 yr old Mother. Christmases have been ruined,
holidays, her Special Birthdays! Brought division with family and friends! Trudeau and Doug
Ford need to go!!!!

2/18/2022 9:17 AM

80409

In addition to not being able to do social things or has heat me from seeing my 80 ur old
mother to help her with groceries, taking her for appointments etc.

2/18/2022 9:17 AM

80410

Has caused Division between vaccinated and unvaccinated. Made me to feel villianized for my
personal decision, forced me to cancel my gym membership (until recently).

2/18/2022 9:17 AM

80411

It has taken precious time from me seeing my grandchildren. When my mother died, we could
not have a proper funeral because we were limited as to the number of people who could
attend. I no longer could visit with friends or just go and have a coffee with them unless it was
summertime. Some of my friends are so afraid that they won’t let unvaccinated friends in to
their homes. Most of all it has caused a horrible divide, not just between friends but worse, it
has divided families and has divided Canadians. I hold Trudeau responsible for that because of
his gaslighting hateful rhetoric and his agenda to make Canada a communist country along

2/18/2022 9:17 AM
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with the Workd Economic Forum! How has it affected my life? I am grieving the loss of my
beautiful country that I used to be proud of. The truckers were the ones that made me proud
again to be a Canadian!
80412

It has separated me from my friends and family and kept me from supporting my children in
their sporting events.

2/18/2022 9:17 AM

80413

It has put me in a constant state of anxiety, not knowing what will happen and how it will effect
my son’s future.

2/18/2022 9:17 AM

80414

Cannot breathe or enjoy going out. Anxiety to go out. Depression from waiting not to travel.
Hoping soon.

2/18/2022 9:17 AM

80415

I lost my income due to lock downs. Suffered mentally .I was unable to see my doctors in
person. My children have fallen behind in school and have suffered mentally and
developmentally.

2/18/2022 9:17 AM

80416

Depressed and scared of future, division and tension in the family , anxiety

2/18/2022 9:17 AM

80417

More ways then one. From work, to kids, to bills. Too much to put in this box

2/18/2022 9:17 AM

80418

Yes. Lost job, mental health issue.

2/18/2022 9:17 AM

80419

I have experienced loss of income.

2/18/2022 9:17 AM

80420

Stress worrying about loosing my job. Stress enforcing mandates on fellow citizens. Being
marginalized by my PM. Being a second class citizen in my own country. Strife with my
immediate family due to different points of view on how to handle this issue. Worry about the
impacts on my jabbed child regarding long and short term health issues, already starting to
present.

2/18/2022 9:17 AM

80421

Reduced income, strained family relations, lost friendships, lack of all trust for the
GOVERNMENT, and our health care system.

2/18/2022 9:17 AM

80422

Adversely, in every facet of life. The media hysteria is palpable. The government is causing
dissension among people, even families.

2/18/2022 9:17 AM

80423

Depression from watching government not following the science.

2/18/2022 9:17 AM

80424

I have lost my job as I am a licences Aircraft Maintenance Emgineer self employed. I travel to
assist in purchases I cannot do it now as my customers will not pay for a 3 day inspection on
site then have to pay me to sit in a hotel on room service for another two weeks My Dr advised
me not to get anymore Boris injections 9 years ago when I have a very bad reaction to a
Yellow fever shot When Covid first jot I checked and he said same thing. Six months later he
was told to tell me I would be Ok Don’t trust it I am not vaccinated I am 69 years old and have
had Covid I’m not frightened of ot

2/18/2022 9:17 AM

80425

It's caused depression and division and in my opinion just made things worse

2/18/2022 9:17 AM

80426

Cant go out to restaurants with family who are not vaccinated. Children are fearful. So many
restrictions at church, school and everyday life. Everyone in my family is vaccinated but we
are completely against it being mandated!

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80427

Unable to visit family and move freely within MY country!

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80428

Family division

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80429

None travel to US

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80430

It's affected every aspect of my life & that of my children. An emergency doesn't last 2 years
but a psychological war does! We're held hostage in a "democratic" & "free" country by a
tyrannical, delusional, and psychotic Crime Minister that should be labeled a terrorist himself
and charged under the Criminal Code.

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80431

Family and friendships upsets and ended. Loss of income, stress and health issues. Mental
health decline. Loss of drive and frusteration.

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80432

Over worked due to employee shortages. Stress on family.

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80433

2 years of restricting our teenagers has taken the driven and motivation and hope from my
kids. Job stolen by mandates. Maxed line of credit and withdrawing rrsp to live: count our

2/18/2022 9:16 AM
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family of 5 as 100% distrust of government.
80434

We have no life right now. Can’t do as we freely please.

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80435

It has given more fuel to my kids' anxieties. They both retreated more into social
awkwardness. They had been doing better in that regard before hand. Myself it fueled germ
fears that i already had. But also made realize how social I really am.

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80436

I’m every way

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80437

My job, relationships

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80438

Yes .. my relationship and care of my 91 year old mother with dementia

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80439

My mental health is terrible. I suffer daily from depression. My son is grade 6 and is
homeschooling because of the anxiety from the rules at school.

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80440

Lost of clients,salary,friendship,

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80441

First I am a senior the mandates has compelled me to just hide in my home. We cannot travel
by air or trains. I say to Trudeau show me your science your always blabbing about.

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80442

My kids are on antidepressants when they were not before this COVID bs. Friends and
neighbors no longer have relationship with do to the strong views about covid

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80443

Loss of income. Loss of ability to travel and see loved ones. Restrictions to where I am able to
go. My children have suffered the most as they were unable to grown up with their friends no
social interaction which has caused mental heath issues for my daughter and oldest son. I
don't want my youngest to have to Start school with a mask. I want my children to live in a
God given free land. I stand with the Truckers and our rights to freedom.

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80444

My kids mostly, they have missed out on so much of their education and my oldest daughter
is now battling with depression and was suicidal.

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80445

its made it harder to see family, travel, basically go on with life as we all know virus's dont go
away it will be with us forever so time to live with it

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80446

Terribly. My mental health and my son's is hurting bad. Also my physical state has taken a
turn for the worst due to having to wear a mask when having breathing issues. On top of not
being able to be exempt.

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80447

I did not want the vaccine but HAD to have both doses if I wwanted to travel anywhere even
within my province on a train plane or bus

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80448

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:16 AM

80449

Loss of choice for what goes into my own body. Loss of my rights as a free Canadian Loss of
freedom to travel to see my family and to come and go from my country. Loss of business
income. Loss of social environments. Treated like a leper/outcast. Loss of friends. Fear
mongering has divided people. Masking and physical/social distancing has caused health and
mental issues . These past 2 years has caused so much stress to me and my family/friends.
Humans are not to be caged and muzzled. We are freethinkers and should have free will to
choose what is or isn't in our own best interests. Our PM, Premier, and every government
official who has created mandates and has enforced these mandates have all committed
crimes against humanity and therefore, must be punished by law and removed from office and
imprisoned. This also goes for any law enforcement who has participated in arresting or
accosting peaceful people. Law Enforcement is suppose to be for the people not controlled by
the government. Law enforcement works for us, we the people. The media also needs to stand
trial for their crimes in not reporting the TRUTH. They have been paid millions of dollars by
Justin Trudeau to say what he wants them to say. Justin Trudeau DOES NOT speak for me.
He has broken more rules and laws in the history of any PM and for some reason continues to
get away with it. This is SHAMEFUL and DISRESPECTFUL to every law abiding Canadian
citizen. How can a peaceful protest (I have been to Ottawa a number of times to support the
protest) warrant Emergency orders? HOW?? The list goes on and on of all the evil doing
Trudeau and all government officials have done in the past 2 years. We/I, the people of
Canada, want our country back. We/I want our freedom back. We/I want our families and
friends back. We/I want our voices heard. We/I do not support a New World Order regime.
WE/I WANT ACTION TO REMOVE ALL MANDATES, ALL EMERGENCY ORDERS, AND

2/18/2022 9:15 AM
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MOST IMPORTANTLY, WE/I WANT JUST TRUDEAU HELD ACCOUNTABLE FOR HIS
CRIMES. Thank you Darlene Robertson
80450

It has devastated my life in every aspect. I have a life threatening medical condition and
should have access to early treatment for Covid, and an exemption from the vaccine, but there
is neither of those available to me. The government exemption program is far to limited it in
what it allows for exemptions and there are SO MANY glitches in the program. My doctor’s
hands are tied (I believe the program is not really meant to work). It wasn’t available for quite
some time and when it did come out it was extremely difficult to access and extremely
limiting. I lived at home for two years. I didn’t go see my medical specialists out of province (I
don’t have one here), because the first 1.5 years I was nervous to travel because of Covid and
the last 6 months, the airlines won’t let me fly. So, I have been deprived of necessary life
saving medical care. I have been bullied and harassed for not being vaccinated (our
government and media has segregated and discriminated). I have lost relationships w friends
and family. I know that the public did their best to follow ALL the rules, and they were terrified.
The public is TRAUMATIZED and their lives and minds FRACTURED. It feels like we have
been through a war. We need healing. Our minds have been tormented. And, now we know we
have been lied to and there are times when we are SEETHING. I know of children and adults
that have died from the vaccine and others who have injuries (short term and long term). I do it
know of anyone who has died with or from Covid (In two years not one). I no longer trust
politicians or our government programs. I do not have faith in doctors. I am a healthcare
professional and I am appalled at the lies and dictatorship of the government and institutions.
Even the Human Rights Commissions narrowed down their scope to a small window which is
so wrong. My biggest concern though is the children and young adults. I truly believe the
truckers are their for the children. Trudeau bought enough vaccines for 8 shots in each arm of
our children. And adults. And, he will not stop unless he is stopped. He wants vaccines in
arms and an electronic ID system and database. We want neither. We want access to early
treatments and to not be governed with tyranny. He has shown himself to be psychologicallyemotionally unfit to be PM, in addition to being unethical, and colluding for financial gain and
power. He is scary, please have him and his cohorts removed and charged. We do not want to
be a part of the WEF agenda. We want our country and our sovereignty back. I am in the
process of planning to leave this country. My husband had to close his business and we lost
hundreds of thousands of dollars in business. Businesses and health have been devastated
across this country. Our government has mismanaged our healthcare system so badly. And,
many other aspects of our country. He has ruined our economy. Our children have been
traumatized by the handling of this pandemic. They are delayed in learning and developing,
etc. I have so much more to say so please contact me at gillianstorsley@hotmail.com

2/18/2022 9:15 AM

80451

I've had to give up my job at a seniors home. Unable to o see loved ones in seniors home or
attend funerals

2/18/2022 9:15 AM

80452

Being isolated with little interaction with others has been depressing. Nothing to look forward
too or plan for. Horrible

2/18/2022 9:15 AM

80453

Very negatively - reduced freedom, drop in income, discriminated against for personal choice,
have to be very careful in any discussion with anyone, kids banned from many sports, schools
closed and all the associated detrimental effects.

2/18/2022 9:15 AM

80454

Lost my job, which was half of our family income. Not able to watch my kids play the spots
they love.

2/18/2022 9:15 AM

80455

In many ways. It makes me want to leave Canada.

2/18/2022 9:15 AM

80456

I don't have enough time to say it all , let's just say I'm looking to move to a different country

2/18/2022 9:15 AM

80457

Depression / Anxiety

2/18/2022 9:15 AM

80458

job

2/18/2022 9:15 AM

80459

All of them they’ve affected our kids so bad it’s scary for them I. The future

2/18/2022 9:15 AM

80460

My kids have lost all extra curricular activities. This is so wrong.

2/18/2022 9:14 AM

80461

Loss of work, income, being able to feed my family, mental health.

2/18/2022 9:14 AM

80462

Job loss, education for children, experienced violation of human rights by employer, denied
freedom to attend church

2/18/2022 9:14 AM

80463

Financially, socially, and, personally and mentally.

2/18/2022 9:14 AM
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80464

We have suicide, my parents have been effected…people we know have died…

2/18/2022 9:14 AM

80465

Increased costs, lonely, depression

2/18/2022 9:14 AM

80466

Lost my business, mandated have caused a rift between friends and family. My daughter can’t
play sports and we can’t do activities that require us to be in a facility not to mention out door
organized anything. We have found alternatives to disconnect from the system and while I
don’t care, it’s hard to watch my daughter miss out on social events as she grows , and being
forced to wear masks all day in school is NOT healthy both mentally and physically. The
mandates imposed by government officials is an overreach that must be dealt with accordingly
so the citizens can get back to living. It will take years to heal and undo the trauma that this
has caused so many people.

2/18/2022 9:14 AM

80467

Full no life at all felt like dead

2/18/2022 9:14 AM

80468

I had to get a vaccine that I disagreed with to keep my job. I battle in my head everyday that
the poison is running through me.

2/18/2022 9:14 AM

80469

Financially

2/18/2022 9:14 AM

80470

The mandates have lost me two years of my life.

2/18/2022 9:14 AM

80471

My mental has suffered, I have been suffering with my income while working from home and
trying to juggle school closures. My 4 year old is missing his education because I refuse to
send him in a mask while there is no studies done to prove the masks even work. And the
school, and school board won’t allow him back there after being there already from sept-dec
mask free. My kids haven’t been able to participate in sports, or attend swimming lessons. I’ve
lost my car from not being able to make payments. And as a single mother life is hard enough,
to only add this in and with no hope for tomorrow has been beyond exhausting.

2/18/2022 9:14 AM

80472

Stress, anxiety, depression, division with peers

2/18/2022 9:14 AM

80473

It’s decided the family. I am not able to travel on public transport or see family.

2/18/2022 9:14 AM

80474

I became a second class citizen until I was jabbed

2/18/2022 9:14 AM

80475

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:14 AM

80476

Marginalized. Mental health. Vaccine side effects which were waived off by doctor and public
health. Inability to travel. Vaccine mandate at work providing testing option, however I
understand Justin wants to take that away too.

2/18/2022 9:14 AM

80477

I have lost friends. I am unable to get out for shopping, eating, travel and my stress level is
causing serious health issues.

2/18/2022 9:14 AM

80478

Not seeing sick family in hospital, not attending church, masks increases throat infections and
face blemishes, increased fear, small businesses closing.. everything was affected, a free
country with no freedoms

2/18/2022 9:13 AM

80479

Mentally and emotionally.

2/18/2022 9:13 AM

80480

It has affected me mentally and my sons education and mental health.

2/18/2022 9:13 AM

80481

Dividing of family

2/18/2022 9:13 AM

80482

Not able to see family, restricted social and shopping experiences.

2/18/2022 9:13 AM

80483

Very unjustified

2/18/2022 9:13 AM

80484

I'm losing my RMT liscense by the end of March, and I've been in school for 4 years for
Chinese medicine, which as of today, I won't be able to get a Acupuncture liscense This has
social , psychological repercussions as well, with how I'm viewed by clients, family, Freund's,
stress of not knowing when and how this is all going to unfold

2/18/2022 9:13 AM

80485

I’m being discriminated

2/18/2022 9:13 AM

80486

Not much, still a free Canadian

2/18/2022 9:13 AM

80487

Caused a severe relapse in mental illness, divided family, lost work and friends, increased
social anxiety and depression, increased negative habits

2/18/2022 9:13 AM
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80488

Divided family. Crihed my businesses. Forced me into deep debt. Depression. My children
have suffered the most and say ''whats the point in living anymore ''. I cant see my grandfather,
a wwii vetran.

2/18/2022 9:13 AM

80489

Took away my freedom !!!

2/18/2022 9:13 AM

80490

Torn apart family, and lost many friends

2/18/2022 9:13 AM

80491

In everyway too long to talk about

2/18/2022 9:13 AM

80492

Work life family

2/18/2022 9:13 AM

80493

It has affected mine and my family’s mental health. Our business has been affected in terms
of a decrease in our service work.

2/18/2022 9:13 AM

80494

Jobs and family

2/18/2022 9:12 AM

80495

It’s a leaving hell i want my freedom want to be able to visit my parents

2/18/2022 9:12 AM

80496

Family torn apart

2/18/2022 9:12 AM

80497

In every way, but mostly my mental health.

2/18/2022 9:12 AM

80498

Mental health, weakened immune system.

2/18/2022 9:12 AM

80499

We have no life with these mandates how do think it effects….

2/18/2022 9:12 AM

80500

Mentally , socially ,,and definitely economically… it’s been a huge struggle. Higher costs ,
delays on raw materials it’s got to end!

2/18/2022 9:12 AM

80501

It has divided my co-workers, family & friends. My son had to drop out of University because
of the mandates. The stress & anxiety the mandates have caused needs to stop. I personally
had to go on stress leave from work.

2/18/2022 9:12 AM

80502

Emotionally and financially I have been devastated

2/18/2022 9:12 AM

80503

I’m a small business owner. My revenues are down by 50%. It’s been a slow decline since mar
2020. I’d be surprised if we make it thought 2022

2/18/2022 9:12 AM

80504

My husband lost his job at Purolator for choosing not to get the vaccine.

2/18/2022 9:12 AM

80505

Lost 80% of sales revenue over 2 years.

2/18/2022 9:12 AM

80506

Mainly, my children have not been able to play any sports. In turn this has effected their
mental health. My oldest daughter who should be graduating this year from university, was not
able to attend her second semester due to the mandatory vaccine mandate ( she has a known
heart condition). My second oldest is in her second year of college but due to lock downs has
not stepped foot in her college and has had to repeat most of her first year classes since it’s a
hands on program that professors are trying to teach online. Trust me when I say that I could
go on but that would require far more typing.

2/18/2022 9:12 AM

80507

Loss job, loss my small business

2/18/2022 9:12 AM

80508

Restricted where I can go. Ruined friendships.

2/18/2022 9:12 AM

80509

Lost my job, living with no money at my dad's house, lost friends, isolation has made me
suicidal.. I feel like a loser.. Depressed and anxious, all the time.. Dead friends due to
overdose.. Dead friends due to suicide..

2/18/2022 9:12 AM

80510

My wife and myself are both home without pay since November 30/2021 .... she has 12 years
in the Hospital, I have 20 years with DOT ....

2/18/2022 9:12 AM

80511

My children are suffering, my marriage is suffering and our rights and freedoms have been
taken away!!!

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80512

My life??? How about my kids, the fiture of this country!! I’ve never seen my kids suffer from
depression and as a father it scares me. I’m constantly in contact with them for fear one may
take their life. Because frankly they have no life anymore. Being from Saskatchewan and my
kids only being free for 4 days!!! They wake up happy, they have a life again, they’ve been
going for lunch with friends and family again. They come home after school with stories to tell
and can’t wait till they don’t have to where a mask at school, so they can see their teachers
and friends faces again. A smile can go a long way!!! Now my life…. I’ve never had anxiety in

2/18/2022 9:11 AM
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my life and have now been suffering from it since October of 2020. It’s made life very difficult
trying to hold a family together that is being torn apart by a liberal government ( not my
government ) with their dictator of a leader. My income dropped 30% since the liberals took
over office and another 30% since the mandates were brought in. In October of 2021 we were
borderline bankruptcy and I for the first time since my daughter was born 17 years ago had to
take work 7 hours from home. Leaving my family and kids to deal with everyday struggles of
having no life. Putting more pressure on my wife to have them ready for school, keeping them
fed and taking my son to hockey. I’ve never missed a game or practice until this passed
winter, which I finally caught a game January 2 2022. I cry everyday I’m away at work worrying
about what may be happening behind that voice on the phone. They tell me some problems but
is that all. I don’t know because these poor kids still don’t understand why they are being
punished with restrictions which forced their dad to work away from home. They are old enough
to understand we need food on the table.
80513

Stress, emotional toll on children, income loss, child losing friends, not able to see family

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80514

I missed 2 of my grandchildren being born. Forced vaccinations has caused financial
difficulties. The cost of everything has increased and as a person on ODSP I can barely
survive. I go days each month without eating. I’ve had to scrap my vehicle to pay bills. I no
longer have a vehicle and live 20 min drive to my closest grocery store. I’ve had friends pass
away and did not get to say goodbye before they took their last breath

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80515

Mentally, financially

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80516

It has affected my mental health due to gym closures and health in general suffered

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80517

It has affected every aspect negatively.

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80518

Jobs lost. Increase cost in gas and groceries. Having trouble making ends meet. Had to sell
my home.

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80519

Split from friends and family

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80520

Its divided my family,took away my right to choose what i do with my body,

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80521

Separated me from my family both in Canada and my children in the USA

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80522

It's been very stressful. I miss my family and friends. I want our lives back. This is not a way
to live in fear and hate. I want to be free to make my own choices about what I feel is good for
my health . I want to just be a normal human being again.

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80523

I been restricted from my personal choice , to choose how I maintain my health and well being.

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80524

Emotionally , pshycologically , has been very hard

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80525

Dividing the people

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80526

Negatively. To no longer be a free citizen in my own country, has been a deplorable and
disgusting reality. World govts knew that there is no controlling a virus, but they could use it to
control people.

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80527

Inability to go places I use to consider essential, major I pact on my children’s mental health
as they cannot participate in any extra curricular activities. Overall vibe of segregation and
judgement from fearful people.

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80528

The vaccines killed my mom

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80529

The Fear of the Lord... This crisis (man made) have affected my world ..not just my life but
also the lives of the people I hold dearbto my heart...I have cried for people I don't even
know...I would like freedom back!

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80530

Social and economic

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80531

Its ruined it.i...

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80532

Unable to apply for job opportunities. Unable to enter restaurants, ferries, trains, planes and
other places requiring the passport.

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80533

I very sad two years no travel to Mexico..

2/18/2022 9:11 AM

80534

No person, other than me, should decide what I put in MY BODY!!

2/18/2022 9:10 AM
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80535

YES!!

2/18/2022 9:10 AM

80536

Severely

2/18/2022 9:10 AM

80537

Horrible! Affected my elderly mother by locking her down by herself for weeks at a time. She
was not allowed to see her family except through a window for months. She has to go through
hip surgery with no family around. Affected my own mental health. Affected my relationship
with family members. Affected my small nieces by not being able to see or hug people. This
has been a disaster in so many levels.

2/18/2022 9:10 AM

80538

It’s been very stressful and sad to see businesses close, people losing their livelihoods,
segregation’s, people aren’t being as loving to one another and suicide rates up, older people
not being able to see their family. I believe the government over reaching in our lives.

2/18/2022 9:10 AM

80539

I lost my children for 2 years because court wouldn’t give me a court date. I had to move 4
provinces away to get my children back which I did!!!!

2/18/2022 9:10 AM

80540

My 2 son's in Uni Had to Take the Vaccine to continue with their education, work on campus/
in labs. They are 19 and 21. One was in ER after 1st shot, 6 hrs with chhest pains, again for
13 hrs after 2nd shot due to chest pains. Resting heart rate is 100bpm. Daughter has deferred
College for a yr to avoid vax mandate. Husband retired earlier than expected due to vaccine
pressure. My parents/ brother/family no longer speak to us b/c we have made a different
choice then them- even though my daughter has previously been hosp for 3 days From a flu
vax. My son also suffered severe adverse reaction 2 wks after MMR. Wearing a mask made
my husband's blepharitis condition flare up multiple times, my daughter gets headaches from
mask wearing at work. Now we are all considered 2nd class citizens in the Country we grew up
on, paid high taxes in and can no longer access municipal buildings

2/18/2022 9:10 AM

80541

Anxiety to the max Fear of what would be done to me if I broke one of these mandates.
Sadness of the separation it’s created in the world

2/18/2022 9:10 AM

80542

Don’t support vac pass Cannot travel freely Cannot visit family freely

2/18/2022 9:10 AM

80543

I have lost my job, my income, my family, my freedom to travel and make my own medical
decisions

2/18/2022 9:10 AM

80544

I had 2 jobs and lost them both!

2/18/2022 9:10 AM

80545

Adverse reactions and 1 death from jab, friends have lost their businesses and are financially
ruined, grandchildren have been mentally affected by loss of socialization, etc.

2/18/2022 9:10 AM

80546

Unable to move about freely

2/18/2022 9:10 AM

80547

Depression, family devision

2/18/2022 9:10 AM

80548

My mental health has suffered and I haven't been able to visit elderly family in other provinces.

2/18/2022 9:10 AM

80549

Mental health at an all time low

2/18/2022 9:10 AM

80550

It hasn’t other then I wanted to downhill ski this year

2/18/2022 9:09 AM

80551

Split my family, not allowed me to go to the gym, eat out, go to hockey, and I can’t get a job in
my industry now.

2/18/2022 9:09 AM

80552

My mother was locked in a home in her room for much of her last 2 years. She died in Oct. I
could not be with her because I am not faced. I will never get back that time with her

2/18/2022 9:09 AM

80553

It has divided family members, caused me to gain weight, effected my mental health and
spread unprecedented fear.

2/18/2022 9:09 AM

80554

Perhaps the PM would like to pay our bills as we were reduced to a 1 income home and can no
longer afford to our living expenses

2/18/2022 9:09 AM

80555

Losing my mind and my kids are are hurting they are missing out on alot of memories. For
absolute no reason other than political gain

2/18/2022 9:09 AM

80556

Can't work

2/18/2022 9:09 AM

80557

Negativity

2/18/2022 9:09 AM

80558

In everyway. Divided our nation, broke small businesses, mental health implications and the
list goes on and on

2/18/2022 9:09 AM
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80559

Jab required for job unnecessarily

2/18/2022 9:09 AM

80560

No because whether it’s there or not I will still be careful.

2/18/2022 9:09 AM

80561

My mental health!!

2/18/2022 9:09 AM

80562

Everything, literally everything

2/18/2022 9:09 AM

80563

I cant do much get groceries and come home....My daughter has had severe depression and
lost her job.

2/18/2022 9:09 AM

80564

Not only have i lost many months with family but also lost dear friends because of them. Plus
with how things have been done the doctors missed that i had broken my back because of
only speaking on the phone. My family also lost a loved one to suicide throughout these
mandates & lock downs. Please end all mandates before its to late for the greater good of
Canada

2/18/2022 9:09 AM

80565

H

2/18/2022 9:09 AM

80566

I have not been able to work since the mask mandate came into affect so am suffering
financially and mentally because of the social distancing as well and not being able to go to
the gym or yoga or eat out with friends

2/18/2022 9:09 AM

80567

My brother in law was diagnosed with cancer in January 2021. He spent many weeks alone in
his hospital room. Nobody could go see him! It was very hard knowing that he was suffering
and was alone in his hospital room. I think that plays an important role in your healing process.
How can you stay positive when you can't see your loving wife, your 3 sons, 7 grandkids,
brothers, sisters and friends? I'm sorry but every human being on earth needs love and
kindness when they go through something like that.He passed away on February 12th 2022.
We couldn't even go say our goodbyes! It's time this nonsense ends! We need to live our lives
again!

2/18/2022 9:09 AM

80568

Isolation from family members and friends

2/18/2022 9:09 AM

80569

My kids suffer

2/18/2022 9:09 AM

80570

LOST MY JOB

2/18/2022 9:09 AM

80571

I’m a positive way it opened my eyes to our government, medical corruption. I’m a negative
way I’m concerned about everything in my life.

2/18/2022 9:09 AM

80572

I haven't been able to see my love since this all started, neither of us want the vax or the test.
I haven't been able to see my 97yr old great aunt anymore. I haven't been able to see my own
parents because of the fear our prime minister instilled in people.

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80573

I was put for unpaid LOA, than terminated and my employer refused to update my ROE for that

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80574

Financially

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80575

Have a hard time doing my job with crazy complying people

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80576

Fear of going out, fear of being judged, anxious in social situations. Rapid testing to watch my
kids sports and to play sports and to attend the gym. My kid is struggling in school because of
mandate that she can't go to school when she isn't 100% feeling well or if I'm not 100% feeling
well. Its bullshit. People need to get sick to boost their immunity. That's the science.

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80577

It’s been terrible it has taken most of my rights and freedom and left me jobless for a personal
health choice

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80578

Loss of job Depression and suicidal ideation

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80579

Ruined my life!

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80580

Haven’t saw my gran in 2.5 years, used to see her weekly before. I’ve also saw lots of
businesses go under.

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80581

My job, my livelihood and everything has been affected. The mandates need to go now!!

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80582

My job, mental health, relationships

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80583

Work,health, stress,travel etc

2/18/2022 9:08 AM
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80584

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80585

Depression, anxiety , I feel like i was strong armed by our govt to get the vaccination. Im
angry and stressed over how our govt Is DICTATING . I want my rights back

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80586

Emotionally , financially, depression I have my kids and first grand child arriving and can not
travel

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80587

Destroyed my new business startup but pushing thru

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80588

I have children who have now been permanently harmed by the genetic alteration shots. I have
children who have been psychologically and physically harmed by the wearing of masks. We
have lost friends due to the treatment of the elderly in the nursing homes. We have lost friends
due to the cancellation of surgeries.

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80589

My children have not attended school in the last 2 years because of the mandates. They
haven’t been able play any sports or attend any camps. We haven’t been able to go to the
gym. This has affected us physically mentally and emotionally. We have all had Covid and
know many people who have. It’s time we start learning how to live with this and get back to
normal. Our physical mental and emotional selves need it

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80590

Not being able to travel to see my kids with in Canada

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80591

Unable to see family out of province and dealing with too much stress from all the mandates

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80592

In an unlimited number of ways

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80593

Lost jobs, school for kids interrupted, mental and physical, high stress, lost friends and family
over division,

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80594

Me and my family never felt worst in my live.

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80595

I have lost my job. My mental health is not good. Were effected by the vaccines. Friends were
lost and we have turned into hobos.

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80596

Lots of stress

2/18/2022 9:08 AM

80597

I feel isolated and disconnected from family and friends.

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80598

Depression from isolation, loss of friends, weight gain, higher level of stress. Kids are behind
in school.

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80599

Lost wages, mental health

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80600

I am not longer able to many things. It has ended relationships with family friends and co
workers that likely will never be rekindled. So many people I know are essential works and
have lost their jobs.

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80601

I am unvaccinated and I am restricted from doing absolutely everything. I am only a teenager
and can’t do the things my friends can. My family has not been able to participate in sports or
anything and I just really am looking forward to these mandates ending.

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80602

I was denied service at a barber shop and left prematurely to head for lunch and was hit head
on by a meth head.

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80603

I have been isolated and depressed for the last 6 months.. I will looked my job in the next
month because of the mandates and that will lead me into an even darker place in my life.

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80604

This has affected my life in that we are now not speaking to some family and we have been
kept prisoners from enjoying anything in life.

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80605

It has caused me to LOSE my family. And my friends

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80606

I have a mobility disability, this mandate makes it impossible for me to get out of my home at
all.

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80607

It hasn’t. Lockdown has but none of the mandates have.

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80608

Lost my dream career

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80609

Well, in many ways. I wouldn't if I could but I cannot wear a mask nor take the jabs. Nothing
was put in place for people like me. When I called to inquire , they told me to take the first one

2/18/2022 9:07 AM
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and they will decide if I should take the next from there. So, I endure people yelling at me, not
being able to go to certain places. It has been very depressing. So I pass on as much info as I
can for other people as I have done my research by NOT being able to take such things.
80610

Made me a prisoner in my own country, unable to visit grandchildren, and restricted from
seeing my 105 year old mother. Isolation and mental health issues.

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80611

got fired from job for not getting the Covid vaccine.

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80612

Division between friends and family, restrictions on freedoms and liberties, high levels of
anxiety and fear.

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80613

Terribly. I’ve fallen into deep depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80614

I can’t work cause my son is now home schooled so it’s hard

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80615

In every aspect of my life and my mental health

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80616

Mr.Trudeau and Mr.Ford have made our country and province an embarrassment to all
Canadians. I don’t want to live in Canada under a dictatorship.

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80617

Its affected my relationships with family and friends. Have been unable participate in any
events. I find the trampling of basic human rights and civil rights extremely troubling.

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80618

Prevented us from exploring our country, seeing our friends and neighbours

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80619

It has created a division in my family and friends. Daughter has been struggling with
depression over all of this. And it has also impacted our business

2/18/2022 9:07 AM

80620

All

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80621

Terribly

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80622

In so many ways, limited activities for my kids, had my son 3 months early and the whole
hospital/NICU experience with the limitations and no visitors was by far the most challenging
and heartbreaking times of my life

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80623

Loss on income, loss of relationships, loss of education, stress, anxiety and depression levels
increased for my entire family

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80624

It is destroying our lives. Loss of work. Could not be with my Mother when she passed away of
natural causes not covid! It's separating our family and lots more!!!!

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80625

Depression

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80626

Horrible

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80627

It affected me in many ways

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80628

It has separated myself and my children and my grandchildren... I couldn't be with my father
when he passed away... And I think the measures that the government put upon the people of
Canada we're outrageous...

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80629

Lost job ... life not the same everywhere...

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80630

You have iscolated healthy people ,destroyed jobs ,forced at least 1/2 the population to receive
gabs or loose livelihood!my deaf daoughter who can’t read lips due to masking, children loose
learning abilities by covering mouths ! Depression, suicide rose to all time high , drugs &
alcohol abuse as well ,broken marriages ! All for a sickness that 99.97 percent of the people
servive ! Then you gab our babies as well ! Murderers , crime against humanity ,upon our own
people !

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80631

Mentally draining, segregated.

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80632

I’m ashamed to be Canadian now!

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80633

It has affected my job and raised thebcost of living through roof

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80634

It has divided Canadian families and friends and basically has robbed us of 2 years of life. We
deserve better. We need leaders, not overlords.

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80635

Family and friends.

2/18/2022 9:06 AM
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80636

Depression ANXIETY loss of income

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80637

lost my job

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80638

My family cannot do anything. My children are growing up with not seeing peoples faces, I
have 2 covid babies and they know nothing else. We cannot sign our kids up for activities. We
are treating like lepers in the hospital. We have lost friends and families because of our
stance. I am hindered in my job and cannot fulfil the entirety of the role because of the
“suggested mandates”.

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80639

Negatively on every aspect!

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80640

I almost lost my job. My mental health has suffered from being unable to see friends and
family regularly and feeling like a 2nd class citizen for being unvaccinated when I'm already a
racialized female.

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80641

By dividing friends and family and destroying this great country.

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80642

I have lung condition and mask make it hard to breathe

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80643

I see it everyday in my job. People are suffering mentally, emotionally and physically. For me
the tyranny and lack of democracy is causing stress. The censorship within our media is
causing negative emotions.

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80644

It's greatly caused division in my social groups and family I've seen depression and suicide
and my friend groups and in my work. I'm a supervisor of Canada Post Canada Post prides
itself on diversity and inclusion but the new mandatory vaccination policy divides and
discriminates.

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80645

Reduce quality of life

2/18/2022 9:06 AM

80646

I have Had deaths of friends due to suicide, because of the stress of mandates

2/18/2022 9:05 AM

80647

Working from home, depressed, alienated.

2/18/2022 9:05 AM

80648

I was forced into a decision I didn't want to make. To get the vaccine or lose my job. I am not
suffering from side effects of the vaccine which was exactly what I didn't want as a once
completely healthy 24 yo female

2/18/2022 9:05 AM

80649

Very little

2/18/2022 9:05 AM

80650

Forced vaccination is unlawful. I am vaxed. Let people make their own choice.

2/18/2022 9:05 AM

80651

Depression, job loss, financial

2/18/2022 9:05 AM

80652

Lost and separated from friends family lost a job because of not being vax .Too many to list .

2/18/2022 9:05 AM

80653

Closed my business for several months, reduced business on reopening

2/18/2022 9:05 AM

80654

Its stressful it wrong and it should be pro choice no one should be forced into anything this
tryanny needs to end

2/18/2022 9:05 AM

80655

We have lost our right to chose.

2/18/2022 9:05 AM

80656

I have been greatly affected in my life for my personal medical choices. The most heart
breaking is not being able to be a part of my children's sports. I have been excluded from all
hockey activities because I am an apparent danger to all. My daughters have been affected by
this too. I am also a teacher, and the mask wearing on children is criminal and abusive and I
would love to see them go. Where is the science that shows these actually work? Where is the
science that shows that ongoing vaccines are helping and supporting the vaccine passports?
They do not stop the spread of the disease. What is the community benefit? In my humble
opinion, this is all about control and we are headed to a dark place. I am calling all people to
check their moral compass on what is happening!

2/18/2022 9:05 AM

80657

I feel i am in jail

2/18/2022 9:05 AM

80658

Lost my job. Missed my son's wedding in September 2020 and October 2021.

2/18/2022 9:05 AM

80659

Effected my mental health

2/18/2022 9:04 AM

80660

Did get to see grandma before she died in the hospital. And my son started having seizures
possibly from vaccine.

2/18/2022 9:04 AM
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80661

crushed my industry

2/18/2022 9:04 AM

80662

Not been able to see people and friends.

2/18/2022 9:04 AM

80663

My daughters have been depressed, I am unable to travel now with the mandates, I am
stressed at work, I have lost relationships and I am disgusted with my government.

2/18/2022 9:04 AM

80664

It has made it super challenging for me to volunteer at my local hospital as well as making me
sick with a sore throat every time i have a mask on.

2/18/2022 9:04 AM

80665

no travel, few visitors, alone , drepression

2/18/2022 9:04 AM

80666

Too much isolation

2/18/2022 9:04 AM

80667

Negatively ALL OF THEM Forced to vaccinate or lose my job

2/18/2022 9:04 AM

80668

I chose to be unvaccinated as myself and my wife originally had Covid 2 yrs ago….she chose
to get vaccinated and was very sick in mid January …..I have not been sick since initial
infection due to my natural immunity from prior infection. I have not been able to go to bars or
restaurants since I chose to be unvaccinated. This has created tension in my household and
with friends due to our different points of view. I believe Justin Trudeau has intentionally tried
to create division in this country to implement a socialist agenda similar to the one in China
that has a social credit system which he has openly admitted to admiring. I am seriously
considering moving to another country after everything we have been put through. It got so bad
that I decided to re-write our national anthem.

2/18/2022 9:04 AM

80669

Not good …. Mental health is down

2/18/2022 9:04 AM

80670

This has made me a second class citizen and has affected my mental health and my ability to
take my daughter places to enjoy her life.

2/18/2022 9:04 AM

80671

Job loss Livelihood Division Mental health

2/18/2022 9:04 AM

80672

I want life back and don’t care about Covid.

2/18/2022 9:04 AM

80673

You really don’t want to know but in one word….HELL.

2/18/2022 9:04 AM

80674

I have been put on unpaid leave of absence for not getting vaccinated from my hospital
position after 18 years of service.

2/18/2022 9:04 AM

80675

My children have grown to hare school my teenage daughters mental health has deteriorated. I
feel I'm welcome to travel. We have natural immunity because we have all recovered yet still
isolated can't leave our country

2/18/2022 9:04 AM

80676

2 years segregation from loved ones and public

2/18/2022 9:04 AM

80677

As an unvaxed citizen it has placed unreasonable restrictions on where to go

2/18/2022 9:04 AM

80678

Finantialy, everyone got sick despite being vaccinated,

2/18/2022 9:03 AM

80679

It was created an unhealthy environment. A lot of negative thoughts.

2/18/2022 9:03 AM

80680

Job loss for not complying to the Vaccine, Division within family

2/18/2022 9:03 AM

80681

Depression I see in kids, doctors not seeing the sick, zoom calls not in person, businesses
closing.

2/18/2022 9:03 AM

80682

Not being able to eat in restaurants and not being able to work on certain jobs that require the
dbl vax!!

2/18/2022 9:03 AM

80683

I am now a 2nd class citizen..I can't wat in the same places as vaccinated people..I can't
enjoy movies or gyms because of my medical status??...since when has the government
become owner of my body and my right to choice!!!...this government refuses to debate the
science with world renowned physicians and specialists....why?....if I wasn't in the sad state of
finances and living on this damn island...I would most definitely be in Ottawa demanding we
get ALL our freedoms and rights back!!!!enough lies mandates and coercion!!!!

2/18/2022 9:03 AM

80684

I am a Canadian Veteran that served to protect the charter of rights and freedoms and the
Canadian constitution. I am now a second class citizen who has this corrupt dictatorship
government taken my rights away. Justin Trudeau and all politicians that support this hostile
takeover of Canada a d the citizens of this country deserve to be treated and trials for

2/18/2022 9:03 AM
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terrorism and as traitors. Using the safety measures act is a disgusting power hungry way to
deal with such a peaceful demonstration.
80685

It has caused separation in my family. My children have been emotionally and psychologically
hurt by all these mandates. They are so sad. They are missing out on so many important
events in their lives. The mandates have been the opposite of health for our family.

2/18/2022 9:03 AM

80686

Masks make it very difficult for me to breathe; having to limit church attendance; not able to
go out to eat at a restaurant; etc.

2/18/2022 9:03 AM

80687

It has taken a toll on both my mental & physical health with gym closures & so much isolation.
Thanks to mask mandates I now need a control inhaler twice a day plus a fast acting inhaler
frequently just to breathe 😔. Financially it's been a strain as well. Not able to go to funerals,
church, restaurants, go freely in a supposed free country. Forced medical mandates are
morally wrong! 😭The division, hatred, lies & coercion from our PM needs to stop.

2/18/2022 9:03 AM

80688

Put on leave without pay. Stress between spouse, family, co-workers and neighbors.

2/18/2022 9:03 AM

80689

Can not take my children to their activities, can not eat in restaurants, movies etc. It has
affected my children and my mental health.

2/18/2022 9:03 AM

80690

Totally divided society. Horrible. Lying officials.

2/18/2022 9:03 AM

80691

I’m just had a baby abs would like to take her to kid things (zoo museum swimming dance
gymnastics) and can’t as I’m not vaxed bc I’m breastfeeding

2/18/2022 9:03 AM

80692

I am unable to watch my children play their sports, including taking them to
competitions/meets. I am unable to participate in my exercise in the pool and my husband had
to, against his will, get the vaccine in order to keep his job and provide for his family.

2/18/2022 9:03 AM

80693

Lost my job

2/18/2022 9:03 AM

80694

It has been very difficult to connect with family and friends. As a clinical counsellor I have
noticed unbelievable stress and division on families. These mandates have been divisive and
inducing pathology

2/18/2022 9:03 AM

80695

All

2/18/2022 9:03 AM

80696

It has segrated me from society, isolated me from family, friends and support systems and has
made me a victim of discrimination.

2/18/2022 9:03 AM

80697

Haven't been able to see family out of province due to travel restrictions. Lost good
friends/family because of Trudeaus divisive rhetoric. Missed out on kids school and
extracurricular activities. Was not able to attend weddings or funerals of loved ones.

2/18/2022 9:03 AM

80698

Inability to travel to family and friends who live outside Nova Scotia

2/18/2022 9:03 AM

80699

I have lost income, due to closures, my children have mentally struggled, through missing
school, and I have as well, due to the division this has all caused.

2/18/2022 9:02 AM

80700

Lots

2/18/2022 9:02 AM

80701

Mental health

2/18/2022 9:02 AM

80702

Terrible.

2/18/2022 9:02 AM

80703

Not being able to go out and socialize and reduced income.

2/18/2022 9:02 AM

80704

Restaurants, travel

2/18/2022 9:02 AM

80705

Divisions in family, friends. Friends who lost jobs.

2/18/2022 9:02 AM

80706

it takes away my freedoms, and makes me ashamed to live in a country where the
government takes away the basic freedoms from its people

2/18/2022 9:02 AM

80707

Stress, anger, loss of income, complete lack of respect or comprehension of the mindset of
the traitor Trudeau

2/18/2022 9:02 AM

80708

It hasn’t. I don’t follow any of that psy op bullshit.

2/18/2022 9:02 AM

80709

Cant go anywhere, my kids cant play sports

2/18/2022 9:02 AM
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80710

Depression

2/18/2022 9:02 AM

80711

Lost two years of my life !

2/18/2022 9:02 AM

80712

forced to vaccinate against my better judgement. No vaccine, no job

2/18/2022 9:02 AM

80713

I'm a CCA and I worked the 1 2 3 with out the needle but could for the 4. I want my job back

2/18/2022 9:02 AM

80714

This box isn’t big enough. I’m still waiting to have celebrations of life for TWO people that have
passed away. Now they’ve both almost been gone for two effing years and nothing still. Have
you ever grieved during a pandemic?

2/18/2022 9:02 AM

80715

I’m being treated like a second class citizen because I have exercised my right to have the
freedom of informed consent.

2/18/2022 9:02 AM

80716

Was forced to get a Pfizer Covid shot I never wanted

2/18/2022 9:02 AM

80717

Way too much to explain

2/18/2022 9:02 AM

80718

My life is horrible since 2 years. I feel humiliated and very angry.

2/18/2022 9:02 AM

80719

I can’t hang out with my friends anymore. I can’t wear a mask and I’ve seen people almost
killed by other people who really think someone without a mask on is some kind of threat. I’m
disabled and defenceless so I just stopped going out in public. I miss having any kind of social
life. I really want a job but since I can not wear a mask, who the heck will hire me? I haven’t
been allowed in a restaurant in more than 1/3 of a year now I have severe nerve damage so
I’m absolutely unable to consider this vaccine without having much more info on it

2/18/2022 9:02 AM

80720

Not being able to work without vax Both myself and husband Not able to attend my family
funeral

2/18/2022 9:02 AM

80721

Negatively, kids are devastated

2/18/2022 9:01 AM

80722

Anxiety, financial stress of inflation and lack of work, programs not available to my autistic son
because of covid, not being able to see family members in nursing home because of covid.
Isolating, increased alcohol intake

2/18/2022 9:01 AM

80723

Mental health, job loss, children have suffered greatly with loss of all activities, loss of time at
school with friends, loss of social identity thanks to masking.

2/18/2022 9:01 AM

80724

I have been locked out of my job, discriminated against, harassed by family and friends.
Belittled made to feel less because of my stand against the vaccine and mandates. It has
taken a psychological toll on my mental health

2/18/2022 9:01 AM

80725

Masks caused breathing issues,tired of being secluded and punished for the flu

2/18/2022 9:01 AM

80726

It has affected my childrens social/emotional development as well as their mental health.

2/18/2022 9:01 AM

80727

Depression, isolation, division, anger and hostility from pro mandate family members who have
been VILE to everyone who didn’t think the way they did, etc etc etc

2/18/2022 9:01 AM

80728

I have been locked out of life for 2 years

2/18/2022 9:01 AM

80729

Stress beyond stress. Loved ones passing without being able to be part in the funeral
proceedings . Not being able to go to weddings ! Special religious ceremonies had to be
cancelled over and over ! Left alone in the emergency Department without anyone! Medical
care delayed which may have effected future treatment and or serious consequences to my
health. Not able to say goodbye to my uncle who I loved with all my heart !!!! Etc etc etc etc

2/18/2022 9:01 AM

80730

I am a recent widow. Ive not been able to have my family and friends together, ive had to
decide which family members i can see , wait 14 days to see the others. No travel, wear these
deplorable masks everywhere, listen to utter nonsense by the “experts” and government
officals with scare tactics, list friends and severly damaged relationships with immediate
family.

2/18/2022 9:01 AM

80731

Feeling secluded Missing family Cancelled holidays to travel in our own country. Missing
grandchildren's sports Missing my own curling league Divided some famy members Lost
friends who believe the current situation is only about a bad cold. Who only watch TV news.

2/18/2022 9:01 AM

80732

to many ways to count.

2/18/2022 9:01 AM

80733

My husband list his job in 2019 due to mandates and after because of mandates. Not able to

2/18/2022 9:01 AM
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visit family in another province. Plus watching my grandchildren change from happy individuals
to extremely depressed .
80734

I've lost my healthcare job of 17 years. My husband cannot go back to school. My children are
traumatized and we have endured unbelievable trauma from the segregation and
discrimination.

2/18/2022 9:01 AM

80735

Vaccine’s Physically have given me side effects Bell’s Palsy left problem with right eye
Socially deprived us from family and friends Mentally I am depressed most of the time

2/18/2022 9:01 AM

80736

Watching my grandkids fall in a slump l, my father and father in law died alone, my cognitively
disabled client died alone in the nursing home... I can go on and on

2/18/2022 9:01 AM

80737

Crippled it and my family depression and much more

2/18/2022 9:01 AM

80738

Isolated my children from their friends and have caused my marriage to crumble

2/18/2022 9:01 AM

80739

I watched my daughter go from being 14 with a world of opportunities ahead of her to 16 with
those opportunities stripped because of selfish people who have lived most of their lives with
without restrictions to social, educational and extra curricular activities that they had the
opportunity to learn from. Covid19 measures were never about health and safety

2/18/2022 9:00 AM

80740

Financial distress, locked into this country unable to get out, unable to access pools to swim,
lost friends because of the hate and divide created by this government, etc

2/18/2022 9:00 AM

80741

It has affected how we can interact with family and friends, and made life uncertain in regards
to how it will affect work if things continue to escalate

2/18/2022 9:00 AM

80742

Cannot travel,eat at restaurants. I am being segregated against by friends for no real good
reason. I have been treated like tar baby because I don’t want a vaccine.

2/18/2022 9:00 AM

80743

decreased my business, negatively impacted my staff, delayed medical treatment, separated
my family, negatively impacted my children's education and mental health.

2/18/2022 9:00 AM

80744

In 2 years I have fought with my own family, I have fought just last week to the point I left. I’m
28 and was looking to a buy a house last year which as you know now I’m having a hard time.
And my mother had exemptions from doctors that were denied because it didn’t have a public
health logo??? This is not okay!!

2/18/2022 9:00 AM

80745

I feel suffocated. I wish to be free about taking décision about my life my health with the
respects of others

2/18/2022 9:00 AM

80746

Loss of friendships, freedoms and rights, time with elderly parents, loss of relationships,
mental depression, loss of life friendship due to suicide

2/18/2022 9:00 AM

80747

The loss of friends, trauma, living in a state of fear and sadness, routine disruption, health
issues, judgement from others

2/18/2022 9:00 AM

80748

Mentally exhausting

2/18/2022 9:00 AM

80749

I’m a caregiver,it has saved my family. I left work but now have returned and am very anxious
if this is done to quickly.I will continue to wear my mask and keep distance even after this has
ended

2/18/2022 9:00 AM

80750

Negatively

2/18/2022 9:00 AM

80751

My children not allowed to see their father before he passed away or be with others at his
memorial. 2.5 years since my 8 children and 25 grandchildren have been able to be together
and hug one another.

2/18/2022 9:00 AM

80752

Depression for everyone in our household, especially the children. Also loss of my job.

2/18/2022 9:00 AM

80753

I was unable to go to certain places because I was not vaccinated for medical reasons

2/18/2022 9:00 AM

80754

Mental health

2/18/2022 9:00 AM

80755

Our children and elderly deserve better. Isolation and mismanaged healthcare are the only
emergency I see. Bring our heroes back who were wrongly fired for their medical choice

2/18/2022 9:00 AM

80756

Many ways None of them good. Lost friends,people divided into bad and good.

2/18/2022 9:00 AM

80757

How has it not you mean

2/18/2022 9:00 AM
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80758

Mental health has declined

2/18/2022 8:59 AM

80759

It’s been shameful to be Canadian for 2 years now.

2/18/2022 8:59 AM

80760

My whole family has suffered depression and financially as well as physically

2/18/2022 8:59 AM

80761

Not a lot

2/18/2022 8:59 AM

80762

I was threatened with losing my job, my children no longer want to go to school because of
masks, e can no longer participate in healthy activities like swimming, or family can no longer
enjoy a night out.

2/18/2022 8:59 AM

80763

Limited visiting mom in ltc home...not going to places i want freely..worried about others rights
etc.

2/18/2022 8:59 AM

80764

Kept us apart from family. Closed my business so many times in the last two years

2/18/2022 8:59 AM

80765

Caused discrimination, division, and separation in our family and friend circles. Probably
irreparable damage. Mental health issues are in my immediate family that never existed before
-ones i would never have dreamed would happen. My children with special needs have not
received treatments and needed therapies and have regressed big time. I’ve watched friends
and family lose everything and commit suicide. The list is endless.

2/18/2022 8:59 AM

80766

My friend and son’s best friends mother was killed in the mass shooting here in our area. Our
whole family has struggled through the tragedy. Now we are in a never ending mandates that
restrict our lives because we have made a private medical decision for our family. The
suffering needs to end. We need social interaction with family and friends and freedom to go
places.

2/18/2022 8:59 AM

80767

everyday life

2/18/2022 8:59 AM

80768

It created fights between friends family and coworkers the way it was handelled

2/18/2022 8:59 AM

80769

I can no longer work due to the mask giving me PTSD and have to shut down my usa
workplace cuz I can not depend on my gov allowing me to freely travel back and forth. Lost so
much money when they shut down the border and then implemented the mandatory hotel
quarantine, as well as cancelling flights.

2/18/2022 8:59 AM

80770

Not just myself in general, but people had to die alone, people had to lose there job because of
a choice, suicide is up, mental health is up, people are divided, Trudeau has caused this not
the pandemic, it could of been handled better , with Canadians in mind at all times. Instead he
has made the unvaccinated feel like they were useless to society. We ALL matter . And now
with the convoy, if he cares about all Canadians he would of met with them and talked this
over, to at least hear them out. He doesn’t care about anyone , calling them names . People
around the world have lost there jobs for things he has said and done , so tell me why is he
still our Prime Minister????

2/18/2022 8:59 AM

80771

Really impacted

2/18/2022 8:59 AM

80772

I can't go see my mom in the nursing home..I cant go to funerals of my loved ones ..can't eat
at my favorite restaurant...basically I can't live ..

2/18/2022 8:59 AM

80773

My family and I have been segregated from a large portion of society. My children have been
unable to enroll in sports or extra-curricular activities. My wife is losing her job. And the masks
have had noticeably negative impact on the physical emotional mental and relational health
and development of every member of my family.

2/18/2022 8:59 AM

80774

In the beginning I was restricted on where I could go. Very. Now I do not follow any restrictions.
I’m done with listening to people who do not have a clue. And yes that’s the government. The
science has not changed through this. Just too much power take upon the government telling
us. It’s over. The people (me especially) will not follow any thing these governments come up
with in the future. Elect a clown you get a circus.

2/18/2022 8:58 AM

80775

I lost my job

2/18/2022 8:58 AM

80776

Degraded and spiritual mental health

2/18/2022 8:58 AM

80777

Socially

2/18/2022 8:58 AM

80778

I have not been able to move about freely or to take my daughter to activities that would

2/18/2022 8:58 AM
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support her (and my own) health and education. It has divided us from family, friends and
community. We've missed attending funerals, worshiping in our own way, the joy that comes in
day to day interactions with others. We are reailient but I am noticing the longterm effects of
an unnecessary stress on myself and my family. My teenage daughter has become fearful and
anxious of people in general choosing to drink to the extent of going to a detox centre. To not
be able to socialze freely is against the essence of being human.
80779

Isolation and not allowing to socialize our child

2/18/2022 8:58 AM

80780

Well for starters ive been banned from society for not being vaxxed, have been discriminated
against for that choice, threatened that i should be gassed for being unvaxxed, disowned by
family and friends for health choices, accused of being a racist, misogynistic, extremist white
supremacist by our own Prime Minister JustinTrudeau. Ive been called a murderer, I've been
treated like a plague, my work has been extremely effected by the mandates. How healthy is it
really to work in a hot, moist greenhouse and sweat while wearing a mask?? Im not sick or
contagious!

2/18/2022 8:58 AM

80781

At 66 years old, it made me sick to be isolate. I lost my joy and my friends

2/18/2022 8:58 AM

80782

The mandate has been ridiculous right from the beginning. We all are aware now that it’s just a
flu. At least 700,000 people die from the flu each year. This mandate has hurt children adults
and especially the elderly. Imagine telling your mother or father you couldn’t come see them
because of the flu. Can you be in lockdown the rest of our lives. It may be the last year to be
alive and some people didn’t get to spend that last bit of time with them. This is an about a
vaccine. This is about control

2/18/2022 8:58 AM

80783

Division. Loss of business. Mental health.

2/18/2022 8:58 AM

80784

Socially hurting my children

2/18/2022 8:58 AM

80785

How hasn’t it. Does not feel like Canada anymore.

2/18/2022 8:58 AM

80786

Isolation from family and our church activities

2/18/2022 8:58 AM

80787

It has taken all the joy of living away. I never thought in all my years we would have a Prime
minister who would bring our Country down into poverty and rule by his own rules not by the
oath he took to follow out Constitution.

2/18/2022 8:58 AM

80788

Everything has been affected.

2/18/2022 8:58 AM

80789

2nd vaccine was forced on my family in order to work. My husband, our LIFE PROVIDER,
FATHER, HUSBAND DIED from 2nd vaccine 7 days after receiving it! BLOOD CLOT TO HIS
BEAUTIFUL 46 YEAR OLD BRAIN STEM!

2/18/2022 8:58 AM

80790

Income loss, isolation, loss of friends and family, emotional and mental distress, family
member dying hours after the shot

2/18/2022 8:58 AM

80791

Just means I would never visit Canada

2/18/2022 8:58 AM

80792

In every way possible, psychologicalically, physically and financially

2/18/2022 8:58 AM

80793

My 10 year old daughter's mental health as been affected because she has missed so much
school. I haven't been able to see my elderly parents, haven't been able to say good-bye to
someone dying, have had to wear a mask for 6 hours per day at my job, have had to show my
workplace proof of vaccination, have had to show a ski resorts proof of vaccination in order to
ski, haven't been able to see my friends, and my daughter has had very limited social contact
with her friends.

2/18/2022 8:58 AM

80794

It has robbed our family of opportunities we normally would have. Family vacations. We feel
like prisoners in our own country

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80795

Out of work...no cerb ..but still have same bills and responsibilities

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80796

It’s meant that my kids cannot participate in organized sports, whether community or school.
It’s meant not being able to see family for a variety of reasons but mostly due to Covid
mandates. It’s meant a lot of self-sacrifice and stigmatization. It’s meant many broken
relationships and a lack of a job.

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80797

Mental health for my kids and i Job loss Division Loss of school time for kids

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80798

Important relationships have been severely diminished. This has created a divide with friends

2/18/2022 8:57 AM
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and family. Just knowing that friends and family support these mandates makes me feel very
unsafe and judged. In my opinion, mandates have no logical or scientific/ medical basis. This
is slowly floating to the surface as many countries are starting to drop them. it makes no
sense whatsoever. The media used to be the “last resort” for injustice and now it is a big part
of the problem. I have always been a very trusting person but lack of transparency and
censorship has created severe distrust for me and my community and country. My trust and
confidence in healthcare and government is severely damaged and will take a long time to
heal. My work has also been diminished even now and all the benefit programs have long
since stopped. When society is full of anxiety they slow down and projects dry up or get put on
the back burner. Which translates into fewer contracts for me.
80799

It’s absolutely crushed democracy and our rights and freedoms Government does NOT have
any merit to anything they have imposed. Shows how people all over the world assumed very
wrong our political leaders were doing things in humanity’s best interest, quite the opposite has
proven true. The people in mass rising peacefully WORLD wide makes it clear the people of
each country will work hard to rid our nations of these corrupt individuals to regain our
sovereignty that never should have been taken in the first place.

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80800

Life is no longer freedom feing very dépression since the last 2 year

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80801

It has separated friends from family and ruined many young children for growing with
knowledge of body language from facial expressions. People aren't happy and are being killed
or killing themselves. This is not the world I grew up in and more people than me want our
Canada back and the truckers have done then most in that regard and their supporters

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80802

Stuck out of country for over a year now because mandates were put in place after I left
Canada which I cannot do (PCR procedure first, then proof of full vaccination next). I lost my
job. I miss my family. I want to come home but cannot to a PCR or receive these ‘covid
injections’. I am Canadian.

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80803

To the point I might have to close my business

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80804

It has negatively impacted my mental health mandates need to go now!

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80805

The feeling of oppression is always present. My job requires a mask almost all times.
Sickening feeling having to do so.

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80806

not at all

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80807

Dumb question

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80808

In every single way!

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80809

isolated me from friends and family

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80810

It’s been horrendous. 2 years of not seeing immediate family over sees. Contemplated suicide.
Family division and haven’t seen my nephew in 6 months. Now I’m facing losing my job in 2
weeks. It’s been horrible and continues to get worse and it needs to end NOW.

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80811

I don’t have a life!!! This was not my choice!!!

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80812

I can't travel, enjoy activities with friends ie: restaurant, skiing, travel, etc.

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80813

Emotional and anger

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80814

travel

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80815

Segregation, lost friendships, missed time with family, missed time with friends, ruined
holidays, ruined birthdays, all for something with a 99.7% survival rate... this CAN NEVER
HAPPEN AGAIN!!!

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80816

I am not vexed so I am very limited in where I can go.

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80817

Negatively

2/18/2022 8:57 AM

80818

Mental health impacts

2/18/2022 8:56 AM

80819

My life has been hell the last 2 years. Cannot travel or anything. Stopping people from living.

2/18/2022 8:56 AM

80820

I do not feel like a free Canadian, to go anywhere I please.

2/18/2022 8:56 AM

80821

The blatant actions by the government on all levels to remove our God given rights and

2/18/2022 8:56 AM
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freedoms have affected all levels of my life, from my ability to make a living, attend events,
travel, etc.
80822

my children are unable to play sports, attend social events, see their friends. My job was
threatened and I lost work because of it

2/18/2022 8:56 AM

80823

Unable to visit my son and family in BC and his brother an family in CA. Lost some friends

2/18/2022 8:56 AM

80824

My oldest child has been very anxious throughout this pandemic led to believe sources from
outside our home that covid was dangerous for her and she would die from a slight cough. Her
anxiety has caused her to have panic attacks which have led her to get so upset she has said
twice that she wants to kill herself. She's 8. So heartbreaking. My youngest has never known
anything but covid restrictions and lockdowns and mandates. All he knows of public places are
masked faces. Enough is enough. I am a health care practitioner (registered dental hygienist)
and I am being mandated by the 24th of March to be vaccinated with the covid vaccine. I do
not wish to be. I have had a stroke in the past that I still have residual symtpoms from and I
do not wish to get a vaccine that has the potential to cause another stroke. As an RDH I have
been extensively taught the importance of informed consent and practice is daily but
apparently I do not have the right to informed consent with regards to this vaccine. Where
there is a risk there should always be a choice.

2/18/2022 8:56 AM

80825

Angry, frustrated, and depressed.

2/18/2022 8:56 AM

80826

My mental health has deteriorated considerably. I have lost many close friends to by-product
Dave of the restrictions. I can barely afford to eat month by month and it is worse each month.

2/18/2022 8:56 AM

80827

Depression

2/18/2022 8:56 AM

80828

Loss of freedom

2/18/2022 8:56 AM

80829

Loss of work and income

2/18/2022 8:56 AM

80830

Family gatherings have been cancelled. My 4 year old granddaughter started school with
masks and crying everyday about going to school. The teacher said the class is socially and
academically behind. I know of people who have committed suicide feeling hopeless!!

2/18/2022 8:56 AM

80831

My children are depressed, have lost all their sports activities, have had school disrupted and
one is failing as she has learning disabilities. I’ve not been able to see my sister in the states
for the past 2 years.

2/18/2022 8:56 AM

80832

Not allowed to see my Mother on long term care after her stroke. She has had Alzheimer’s for
10 years. WAS allowed w testing til last round of restrictions. They do not plan to roll it back
when things calm down. No restaurants, children have lost jobs and HOPE for the future. Best
friend for life & I on opposite sides of the debate, not allowed to see clients in hospital, but NO
PEOBLEM to keep working at reduced staff, 6 days a week in essential service (meat
packing). I now DO NOT TRUST/BELIEVE politicians if all stripes, big pharma, big media,
science. Every aspect of our lives is being systematically destroyed. Money,education, social
safety net. I FEAR for my future (am 62). Rents are $2000/mo if you can find one.

2/18/2022 8:56 AM

80833

Ruined me life

2/18/2022 8:56 AM

80834

Affected my life!

2/18/2022 8:56 AM

80835

It has created physical division between friends and family. Some cannot enter restaurants
etc. when some can, for example. It has created emotional division. Those that are in favour of
mandates appear to not have done any reading beyond mainstream media. Perhaps they are
more accepting and trusting of government policies. Those who are not in favour of mandates
have interestingly been reading other sources of media ie. independent media. Perhaps they
are more open minded and critical thinking. Many people therefore have difficulty accepting the
decisions of others for this reason. Arguments might arise.

2/18/2022 8:56 AM

80836

Unable to travel with husband to US. Partial knowledge of others leading to judgement and
abuse they don’t even realize they are doing. Relentless obsession with searching for the truth.
Confirmation that people can be hypnotized or brainwashed. Stealing my earthly joy.

2/18/2022 8:56 AM

80837

Made me an outcast in my country. Cant work or socialize

2/18/2022 8:56 AM

80838

I WAS able to WFH but they isolation caused severe depression and massive weight again. I
lost my one and only family I have her in Canada as they will not allow me to visit without a
vaccine

2/18/2022 8:56 AM
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80839

Destroyed

2/18/2022 8:56 AM

80840

I am unable to visit with my mother who presently resides in a rest home. She was living on
her own before the was doubly "vaxxed" but quickly became too weak to care of herself. After
numerous ambulance calls (despite family taking care of her inside her home), she decided to
relocate to a rest home. Her cognitive abilities have declined to much so that can no longer
express herself. Of course there is no proof that these effects are related to the "shots". The
burden of proof falls on the victim. I also have not been able to travel to see my daughter and
son, my grandchildren who reside in another province.

2/18/2022 8:56 AM

80841

Masks difficult. Caused pause to think before going places. Barred from the Ymca. Slowed
down, not entirely a bad thing in itself.

2/18/2022 8:55 AM

80842

Mandate freedom

2/18/2022 8:55 AM

80843

I have become increasingly more suicidal in the past 2 years than in my whole 10 year
diagnosis of depression and even though I am double vaccinated (not by choice but by fear) I
still have no freedom to go anywhere as the government has decided to shut this country down

2/18/2022 8:55 AM

80844

It has affected me big time. Worked at my job for years and the let me go cause I won’t take
the devils poison shot

2/18/2022 8:55 AM

80845

We are not living, we are just existing.

2/18/2022 8:55 AM

80846

Haven’t been able to socialize with family and friends

2/18/2022 8:55 AM

80847

It’s been TERRIBLE. Ruined my mental health, friendships, family relations, I said good bye to
my grandma via zoom. My poor children too… time to END IT ALL!

2/18/2022 8:55 AM

80848

Completely ruined it.

2/18/2022 8:55 AM

80849

It has had effected my work, distanced with my family, my granddaughter who has Autism has
been left behind in her schooling. I have 8 grandchildren who are having difficulty with
understanding why they can't go to school and then they are allowed. Socializing, staying fit
when the gyms are closed.

2/18/2022 8:55 AM

80850

Isolation

2/18/2022 8:55 AM

80851

All negatively.

2/18/2022 8:55 AM

80852

They have totally destroyed my life. I don’t know how to get back to normal and have been so
depressed for so long. Im so exhausted dealing with with our Trudeau government. They are a
disaster and evil. Watching them Shred Canada has been so sad

2/18/2022 8:55 AM

80853

Made it extremely difficult to find work and socialize

2/18/2022 8:55 AM

80854

All

2/18/2022 8:55 AM

80855

My children are growing up without any friends, no socialization, nobody their age. I can't take
them anywhere and their development is very negatively impacted by this. The loss of
freedoms is a disgusting abuse of power and needs to stop immediately. It affects my mood,
my job, my family life. Essentially my whole life.

2/18/2022 8:55 AM

80856

Lack of chance to visit aging and dying family members. Children loss of learning experiences,
athletic activities and friendships.

2/18/2022 8:55 AM

80857

Job loss, reduced income, mental health decline, loss of friends, loss of national pride

2/18/2022 8:55 AM

80858

I hate Canada, look at Florida.

2/18/2022 8:55 AM

80859

With a family of 4 we saw no option but to take the vaccine in which none of us wanted. 2
years of on-line school (back and forth) and many graduation festivities cancelled! My son was
not able to go to college without it (it was a huge hassle), my other son was going to be
suspended from the Military, my husband could no go to the gym (which is a real health
concern for him) and I was just petrified that I would not be able to get in the hospital for
visitation without it. As well I’m active in the church and very discouraged that we were “non
essential” and have been closed down constantly. Taking rights away and as our government
said in NB “Making life uncomfortable” for the unvaccinated is wrong! We are all people and all
Canadian Citizens.

2/18/2022 8:55 AM
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80860

Very much. Not permitted to see family members and children have been suffering the most. It
has created a divide of people that has never been witnessed before.

2/18/2022 8:55 AM

80861

It’s been very humiliating, isolating, caused fear, stress, anxiety. I feel I will never completely
recover. I’ve lost trust in humanity.

2/18/2022 8:55 AM

80862

In many many ways! Has kept me from my family! Evil evil mandate

2/18/2022 8:54 AM

80863

I'm not able to work and I've had to pull my kids from school. My family barely talks to me
anymore and I've been suffering from depression.

2/18/2022 8:54 AM

80864

I can't wear a mask so being locked up in my home for 2 years has caused me depression to
the if suicidal thoughts

2/18/2022 8:54 AM

80865

Mental health consults, forced to get vaccinated or I lose my job and my career. Limited or no
socialization. Wedding plans cancelled multiple times. I could go on.

2/18/2022 8:54 AM

80866

How hasn't it affected everyone's lives !!!!

2/18/2022 8:54 AM

80867

Has greatly affect my children and everybody’s day to day life.

2/18/2022 8:54 AM

80868

Isolation Depression Mental Health

2/18/2022 8:54 AM

80869

Very little for me. I do not want any more shots and I want all Canadians vaccinated or not to
be free to move across USA boarders.

2/18/2022 8:54 AM

80870

Mental health, Physical Health and it needs to stop

2/18/2022 8:54 AM

80871

Depression, family structure broken, financial hardships.

2/18/2022 8:54 AM

80872

Can’t attend funeral of loved ones, can’t have family gatherings, can’t go to restaurants.

2/18/2022 8:54 AM

80873

Loss of work. Not being able to see loved ones. Weddings and travel plans cancelled. And
more...

2/18/2022 8:54 AM

80874

It has taken away our rights to live

2/18/2022 8:54 AM

80875

Many ways. My livelihood,my sense of security

2/18/2022 8:54 AM

80876

It’s created great division and uncertainty amongst people. I have stopped interacting with
some obsessed individuals who have been programmed over the last two years and certain
individuals have been instructed to stay away from me due to my lifestyle which hasn’t
changed much except for the travelling. I haven’t seen my family in two years and it’s getting
harder instead of easier.

2/18/2022 8:54 AM

80877

Too many people i know losing jobs over unlawful mandates .Goverment overreach and
spending too much money creating debt for generations to come. Causing inflation to
skyrocket.

2/18/2022 8:54 AM

80878

Every way. Am no longer treated as an equal Canadian

2/18/2022 8:54 AM

80879

Had to go on leave from my position due to non-compliance of masking mandate

2/18/2022 8:53 AM

80880

My partner has been unable to continue his education which has impacted us financially and
he also lost his job at the beginning of the pandemic. I was also pregnant and underwent
horrible stress as a result of social isolation and not being able to have my partner at any of
the appointments with me, even when I feared I was miscarrying. And then I couldn’t get the
postpartum support I needed because of appointments being only virtual, no moms group, no
family and friends to help. It has been awful!! I also fear for my own job loss once I return to
work from maternity leave. The mandates all need to end now. They are not warranted and are
infringing on our basic human rights. This is not Canada !!!!

2/18/2022 8:53 AM

80881

My children and myself have worsening mental health challenges , missed birthdays, family
events ect

2/18/2022 8:53 AM

80882

From the beginning I’ve lost most of my family the government has divided us

2/18/2022 8:53 AM

80883

Job loss, mental health issues, surgery wait time.

2/18/2022 8:53 AM

80884

Inclosed to house

2/18/2022 8:53 AM

80885

Haven’t been able to see family and friends. Working in underground mining you can’t breathe

2/18/2022 8:53 AM
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at all with masks on
80886

Not much

2/18/2022 8:53 AM

80887

So many things I can not do now. Restaurants, swim

2/18/2022 8:53 AM

80888

It has affected my mental health and my children’s mental health

2/18/2022 8:53 AM

80889

Tore my family apart. Caused a great divide

2/18/2022 8:53 AM

80890

Negatively in to many way

2/18/2022 8:53 AM

80891

Alcohol Addiction, mental health, kids mental health.

2/18/2022 8:53 AM

80892

It took my job away as well as my wife's

2/18/2022 8:53 AM

80893

Loss of work

2/18/2022 8:53 AM

80894

I have been keep from my family, my mental health is the worst it has ever been. TIME TO
GIVE ME MY LIFE BACK

2/18/2022 8:53 AM

80895

Family turmoil,my teen has depression

2/18/2022 8:53 AM

80896

Caused division between friends and within my own family. Could not care for or visit elderly
parent in the hospital which caused anxiety and stress to all.

2/18/2022 8:53 AM

80897

Can not visit family or friends without hardship. My workplace was significantly effected by
restrictions.

2/18/2022 8:53 AM

80898

Tremendously

2/18/2022 8:53 AM

80899

I've been imprisoned in my home. I'm living im fear.

2/18/2022 8:52 AM

80900

Has made me very depressed,it's time to move on and just live our lives again

2/18/2022 8:52 AM

80901

Lost my job, my junior kindergarten daughter is suffering from anxiety due to social distance
and wearing a unnecessary masks.

2/18/2022 8:52 AM

80902

Lost freedoms

2/18/2022 8:52 AM

80903

It really hasn't effected my life, I am trying to protect my family and my loved ones by
following the guidelines set out for us. The ones that have done have effected it by prolonging
everything by not following the guidelines

2/18/2022 8:52 AM

80904

constitutional rights denied for a flu

2/18/2022 8:52 AM

80905

Loss of work …. Loss of family ….. loss of community…. Education … travel ……. Social …..
ESPECIALLY COMPLETE LOSS OF FAITH IN EVERY CURRENT POLITICAL LEADERS
AND THOSE WHO SUPPORT HATE VIOLENCE SEGREGATION AND IMPLEMENTATION
OF A MEDICAL TREATMENT WITHOUT CONSENT !!!! HORRIFIED THEY INSIST ON
INJECTIONS TO BABIES AND CHILDREN!!!!!!

2/18/2022 8:52 AM

80906

I am retired and I want to do things with my granddaughter and family like restaurants, events,
recreational time or any memory I want to have and to travel Freely we shouldn’t be here at
this point for a lie

2/18/2022 8:52 AM

80907

Can’t go to restaurants. Lost income..very limited activities with my special needs boys..can’t
go to movies or gym. Had to cancel gym membership

2/18/2022 8:52 AM

80908

Our life is upside down the kids need to be kids... Canadians want freedom!

2/18/2022 8:52 AM

80909

I have lost clients in my business because of the mandates. My father and sister have lost
their jobs due to the mandates and not being eligible for medical exemptions. My fathers
cardiologist advised against the vaccine due to my fathers high risk of heart attack, and my
sister who is pregnant lost her job driving a school bus because she didn’t feel comfortable
taking the vaccine while pregnant. The mandates have hurt my business and the people that I
love.

2/18/2022 8:52 AM

80910

I live alone and have been working from home, so taking away my rights has left me very
isolated at times.

2/18/2022 8:52 AM

80911

Lost of income. Stress. Depression. Frustration. Complete distrust in the current government.

2/18/2022 8:52 AM
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80912

Lost 2 jobs and can barely live anymore, i have lost all confidence in goverment.

2/18/2022 8:52 AM

80913

The company I worked for closed. My husband is in hospitality so we will never recover
financially and 2 of my children have anxiety that impacts their daily life to the point they can
not function

2/18/2022 8:52 AM

80914

Destroyed my businesses, separated my family and friendships, depression and solitude and
mental health issues.

2/18/2022 8:52 AM

80915

We are so blessed by God. But there are so many missed opportunities because of the
mandates. We are seeing the hurt and divide these things have brought with it and it’s not
where we want to be as Canadians. We want to be able to hug freely, someone who is hurting
emotionally. We want to be able to support and love on each other as needs come up and the
best way to do that is to show up, not isolate. We want to worship our God freely in church and
not have barred access for the people who enter. Thank you for this survey. God bless you and
God bless Canada.

2/18/2022 8:52 AM

80916

It has reduced the ability for me to see my family and enjoy the simple pleasures of life. It has
affected my partner even more, as he was not able to see his father for over a year and his
two grandfathers passed away during the pandemic. Not being able to be there for them in their
final moments haunts him to this day and he is going through a depression.

2/18/2022 8:52 AM

80917

It's against the constitutional rights for all Canadians

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80918

It has created mental health issues and my livelihood has been threatened.

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80919

My son has lost his right to a university education and we as a family have lost freedoms
within this country including the right to travel freely in our own country. I am appalled at the
way government has handled this whole pandemic and the lies that continue to be told.

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80920

Cannot visit/care for family Loss of job Socially discriminated against

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80921

It hasn't

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80922

Closed down my business; can’t afford to travel and no longer wish to travel and explore freely
the wonders of our country and other countries; lost all confidence in the government at
protecting my rights and my health.

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80923

Segregation from family and friends. Anxiety and PTSD has become worse. Unable to work
without discrimination.

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80924

Anxiety disorder, locked in Ontario unable to support 90+ parents in BC.

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80925

Lost my job, poor mental health, lost family and friends, struggling marriage, kids acting out

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80926

Unable to travel outside of Canada. Unable to freely live my life, shop go to entertainment
venues, restaurants etc, unable to visit my mother in a seniors residence because they
constantly have the residence in lockdown and I'm not injected

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80927

My children have lost to much and it has effected their mental health

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80928

It has broken my marriage of 34 years; lost friends and clients; prevented travel and social
events. Isolation and heartache.

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80929

I now am severely depressed!

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80930

Work life and travel

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80931

Mentally

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80932

N/a

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80933

Not being able to get out and hang out with friends. Living alone it has a effect on your mental
health

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80934

Ruined normal life, career, relationships

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80935

It hasn't effected my life. The trucker convoy has!

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80936

It has caused a lot of tension within my family. A lot of heated debates and a lot of hurt
feelings . It has caused my kids to miss out on school and sports and social events like
Birthday parties. It has caused me breathing issues trying to breathe/ teach in a mask all day.

2/18/2022 8:51 AM
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It has caused tension at my work place with the " fear" of the unvaccinated. It has also made
me rapid test weekly to prove I'm healthy enough to do my job!
80937

Caused a lot of stress, emotionally and financially to our family. Lock downs especially.

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80938

Crushed my spirit separated family. I’m considered essential and have worked way too much.
The media tell so many lies, they have put so much fear in people it’s ridiculous.

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80939

String Division, health, loneliness causing anxiety.

2/18/2022 8:51 AM

80940

Can’t visit family. Can’t travel. Can’t engage in normal life activity: restaurants, events, gym,
funerals.. Being attacked and ostracized, discriminated against for thinking differently.

2/18/2022 8:50 AM

80941

My sister committed suicide. My clients have been isolated and alone. People have suffered in
my family from depression . Loneliness . My child has new diagnosis of adhd school has been
hard off and on open and shut. I worked in Covid as a nurse for years and it’s time to open up.
Life is short and precious. I didn’t get to see family for years so when my sister past I missed
so much time with her. It’s airborne . Masks make no sense unless it’s an N95

2/18/2022 8:50 AM

80942

My events catering business was shut down and now operates as delivery only. My partner
works out of province so we have had to isolate many times but have never gotten Covid and
have done everything asked, including vaccination. Our son has missed out on ALOT of
preschool days as well as extra curricular activities due to mandates. He also has had more
Covid tests than any of us at the age of 3 :( (again has never tested positive). We are tired.
We are over it. We want to hug our friends and family

2/18/2022 8:50 AM

80943

Ostracized by family & friends & strangers, some family has divided and gaslighted me and no
longer speaks to me, some family would not come into my home to visit or allow me into their
homes, friends and people I know would not hug me freely, I am at risk of losing my career, my
family member lost his career for self autonomy, my brother-in-law with special needs could
not participate in his community anymore and was stuck at home, my fiance and I aren't
speaking for at least a month right now influenced by the divisive energy, we are moving to a
new province but we don't know if I will be able to continue my massage therapy career
depending on where we go, I have only been able to go to a gym a few times in 2 years and
used to go regularly, I have to calm my anxiety before I go into places like Costco because
any "misstep" with your mask or distancing and they have lacerated myself and others and
their own staff verbally, I am having to stand up for my simple freedoms that are wrong to take
away, I have had trouble breathing in my mask, I have had perioral dermatitis during the
summer for over 6 weeks due to my mask, increased acne when I already have hormonal
imbalance and have struggled with my skin health and the effects mentally for over ten years,
I had to study a massage therapy program online for at least half of my program and missed
out on extremely important practice and proper knowledge absorption to be a medical
professional, the first lockdown was where my fiance and I fought more than we ever have in
our whole 8 years together.

2/18/2022 8:50 AM

80944

Mental health has taken a hard hit. And not just myself

2/18/2022 8:50 AM

80945

Yes in many ways, I am ready to have our freedom back

2/18/2022 8:50 AM

80946

All the way

2/18/2022 8:50 AM

80947

I now have covid as I work at a large camp and have had 3 vaccines and a flu shot. I haven't
watched my grandsons play hockey in over 2 years

2/18/2022 8:50 AM

80948

Crippled my business Divided family & friends Extreme stress

2/18/2022 8:50 AM

80949

my life my choice

2/18/2022 8:50 AM

80950

it's put my whole family in depression and a feeling of despair with no end in sight

2/18/2022 8:50 AM

80951

Depression and anxiety!! Can not do anything I got the vaccine to travel and there are so many
road blocks to get back into Canada!! I do not trust the Government!! Freezing people’s bank
account to giving all our money away then the carbon tax ! Total BS !! We need a
responsibility in the government! Walking out of the HOC is totally unacceptable and calling
people names needs to stop too

2/18/2022 8:50 AM

80952

Mental damage Job loss

2/18/2022 8:50 AM

80953

Lost a job opportunity, forced to homeschool my two children, major anxiety, stress

2/18/2022 8:49 AM
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80954

Horribly ruined my life. Loved ones dying alone in the hospital. Terrible

2/18/2022 8:49 AM

80955

It is mentally exhausting. Other then being a huge inconvenience, I can honestly say I’m tired
of it all and ready to move on with living a normal life.

2/18/2022 8:49 AM

80956

I believe in a persons right to choose what goes in their body. It’s the government’s job to
make vaccines available it’s the right of the citizen to decide whether they want it or not.

2/18/2022 8:49 AM

80957

Mental and psychological , relationships , bullying

2/18/2022 8:49 AM

80958

Been tough as the gyms were closed but glad they are back open for mental wellness! The
Federal govt has had strong leadership in this

2/18/2022 8:49 AM

80959

These mandates have negatively impacted mine, and my children's mental health. They have
put a strain on relationships with family and friends. They restricted how my husband can run
his business and how he interacts with customers.

2/18/2022 8:49 AM

80960

Lost my job and no replacement found. Family who were very close and happy now
disagreeing and depressed. Vaccinated family are sick. Have not seen my brother and his
family for two years as they are in the US. My brother’s son is triple vaccinated and very sick
with Covid. A friends son was kicked out of university 3 weeks from completing his degree
(vax free) Need I go on. There is more…

2/18/2022 8:49 AM

80961

Taken away our freedom

2/18/2022 8:49 AM

80962

Children no longer can enjoy curriculum activities, homeschooling, loss of job for personal
choice, not able to dine in a restaurant and can’t enjoy freedom activities. Absolutely
disgusting how the government can get away with this!

2/18/2022 8:49 AM

80963

I'm not vaccinated because of health reasons and it has taken my freedom away.

2/18/2022 8:49 AM

80964

Loneliness, depression, fearful

2/18/2022 8:49 AM

80965

Lost my job

2/18/2022 8:49 AM

80966

It has made my life miserable

2/18/2022 8:49 AM

80967

It has affected my health due to the mask mandate. I now have breathing issues as a result of
extended mask use and depriving my body of much needed oxygen. Do not think that this will
ever get back to 100 %. Not to mention the social aspect of being distanced. Lost contact with
many people. Probably won’t get most of those friendships back. Due to the division the
government has caused with these mandates.

2/18/2022 8:48 AM

80968

It hasn't I'd rather be safe . I feel for hospitals having to deal with surge

2/18/2022 8:48 AM

80969

Skip

2/18/2022 8:48 AM

80970

Distant withdrawn from others.

2/18/2022 8:48 AM

80971

I have has to postpone our wedding. My newborn granddaughter was taken from her Mum for
10 days to isolate. Not ok!

2/18/2022 8:48 AM

80972

My grade 12 daughter has the worst high school education experience! Unable to get job
experience, I'm sure I will be supporting her and having to pay to upgrade her high school
education so that one day, she can get a professional job. Medically, denied 3x going to a
doctor because I had covid like symptoms even though I tested negative. I have chronic sinus
infection that requires antibiotics . Denied basic medical care.

2/18/2022 8:48 AM

80973

Job loss and financial difficulty. Mental health in children

2/18/2022 8:48 AM

80974

2 suicide attempts by young teen children.

2/18/2022 8:48 AM

80975

I have been discriminated against. I have been cast out of society. I have missed family
funerals. I have missed our yearly travels down south. I have suffered increased mental health
attacks.

2/18/2022 8:48 AM

80976

I took my children out of public school because of the mask mandate, and couldn’t drive bus
because of the vaccine mandate.

2/18/2022 8:48 AM

80977

Negative. Job lose.

2/18/2022 8:48 AM

80978

Lost my dream job.

2/18/2022 8:48 AM
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80979

Had to get covid shots I DID NOT want to keep my job. Work in a nursing home and had to
watch the elderly be without their family whom they were close to and would normally see on a
regular basis. Go through 2 Christmas seasons without them seeing their loved ones. I have a
neice I will probably never know because of all this. Separation of family due to all these
mandates. The list goes on ...

2/18/2022 8:48 AM

80980

In every way possible. Bring me back to 2019

2/18/2022 8:48 AM

80981

Loss of income more than once, loss of TIME spent with freinds and family over mandates
that constantly change, have no structure and that have lost my trust and faith IN.

2/18/2022 8:48 AM

80982

Projects not completed Husband had to leave his job(mining) Family divided Harassment And
more

2/18/2022 8:47 AM

80983

Breathing through a mask for 8 hours a day is going to affect my lungs, I can’t travel & watch
my kids play their sports or go out & just enjoy my life

2/18/2022 8:47 AM

80984

Depression, weight gain

2/18/2022 8:47 AM

80985

Turn my life to shit

2/18/2022 8:47 AM

80986

Negatively

2/18/2022 8:47 AM

80987

Doom and gloom for years.not seeing family.sheltering healthy is inhumane.

2/18/2022 8:47 AM

80988

It has created an anti-social way of life where friends and families are torn apart

2/18/2022 8:47 AM

80989

I'm unvaxxed do I need to say more

2/18/2022 8:47 AM

80990

Unnecessary fear and stress. Children harmed

2/18/2022 8:47 AM

80991

Immensly.

2/18/2022 8:47 AM

80992

Ruined ny business, destroyed family ties, caused suspision to breed rampant, made
neiggbors and friends into rats and tattlers, made me lie to keep my job, made me lie to stay in
the arts scene. Mental health is worst ever.

2/18/2022 8:47 AM

80993

Terribly. Because of them, I am unable to do the things that keep me healthy and make me
who I am. I used to play hockey, go to the gym, do yoga and I am a volunteer firefighter. I
cannot do these things anymore, I haven’t seen my friends in months. Because of this my
mental health and anxiety is through the roof! And to top it all off I am pregnant, with a doctor
who tells me not to get the vaccine but won’t write me an exemption. Another kicker, I am a
seasonal worker with the government and I need to have my attestation in by Feb 28 stating
my status…I have to be double vaccinated to return to work and I just have no idea what the
next two months are going to being for me. I’m not religious but I am praying to whatever
higher power is out there.

2/18/2022 8:47 AM

80994

It has divided everything. From family to church to work. Can't go into some stores

2/18/2022 8:47 AM

80995

Incredibly negative

2/18/2022 8:47 AM

80996

Mentally, traveling abroad to family

2/18/2022 8:47 AM

80997

We have lost our freedom ....

2/18/2022 8:47 AM

80998

More questions than I can count. Watching my mother in law die my fb messenger. Not able to
see my family in other provinces. My anxiety through the roof. Alone.etc.....need I say more

2/18/2022 8:47 AM

80999

Poor mental health

2/18/2022 8:46 AM

81000

I've been isolated from society . Haven't been able to get medical treatments for a car accident
I was in .My injuries have become permanent

2/18/2022 8:46 AM

81001

Health Job security Freedoms

2/18/2022 8:46 AM

81002

Yes

2/18/2022 8:46 AM

81003

unable to travel internationally

2/18/2022 8:46 AM

81004

Less interaction with friends and family. Division due to mandates. Travel to our winter
destination.

2/18/2022 8:46 AM
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81005

I have watched my child get vaxed because she did not have a choice. She is now suffering
from huge anxiety attacks that she has never ever had. I watched my sister who worked for
the library in Brooklin, On be fired for not revealing her medical information to her employer-she
has 5 kids at home. I have had 2 family members commit suicide. I have watched my son
unable to complete his electrical apprenticeship due to lockdown and mandates and his mental
health as all of ours has deteriorated.

2/18/2022 8:46 AM

81006

Just plain annoying

2/18/2022 8:46 AM

81007

I suffer from anxiety, my daughter suffer from anxiety, I had the second vaccin and had side
effects on my asthma

2/18/2022 8:46 AM

81008

Took my retirement from me. And the vaccine is toxic

2/18/2022 8:46 AM

81009

I have been subjected to threats and cruel hate speech. The people in my building have told
me to my face that i don't deserve to have medical treatment but deserve to die. There is so
much division among my family and church members; it's very stressful not to mention the
isolation.

2/18/2022 8:46 AM

81010

My son was limited to basically the house because he will not wear a mask as he has troubles
breathing in one. We have stayed home as him and I where not vaccinated for over a year and
a half. We recently got double jabbed against our will just so we could get some limited
freedom back and this was not the way it should of been. Since my second shot I have been
seeing a doctor with extremely high blood pressure and headaches, vision is blurry off and on
all day. I had a clean bill of health before this at the age of 42. This all has to end and let us go
back to a stress free and normal life

2/18/2022 8:46 AM

81011

I now have less faith in the honesty of the political, medical, media, and law enforcement
communities

2/18/2022 8:46 AM

81012

Lost job

2/18/2022 8:46 AM

81013

Closed girlfriend s business loss of friends ,depression

2/18/2022 8:46 AM

81014

I work less because I am homeschooling. We are struggling financially as a result. My son
hasn't had a normal school year. He started grade primary, one, and two but has not finished a
school year yet. This is because the school shut down or because I have decided to
homeschool (I didn't want him to feel pressured to get the vaccine and he has a really hard
time wearing a mask all day). He doesn't have the social interaction he needs. Our mental
health has suffered as a result of trying to find our "new normal".

2/18/2022 8:45 AM

81015

Loss of income loss of freedom loss of friendship discrimination reduced health care loss of
travel freedom loss of faith in health system, government, media

2/18/2022 8:45 AM

81016

Badly

2/18/2022 8:45 AM

81017

The mandate has made everything harder. I have heart issues and with having to wear a mask
at all times at work it causes me to become short of breath, take dizzy spells and have
headaches. Both of my children are suffering because of the school closers. With my 9 year
old daughter showing signs of depression. Being a single parent that works full-time it makes
online classes a nightmare.

2/18/2022 8:45 AM

81018

It has affected my mental and physical health negatively!!!!

2/18/2022 8:45 AM

81019

segregation, divisiveness, unable to attend family funerals, a family member died after getting
shot

2/18/2022 8:45 AM

81020

Every way humanly possible

2/18/2022 8:45 AM

81021

One hundred percent- along with devastating future health impacts , negative impacts on
society , financial concerns

2/18/2022 8:45 AM

81022

Physically and emotionally very stressed

2/18/2022 8:45 AM

81023

my freedom to make my own choises

2/18/2022 8:45 AM

81024

The question is what hasn’t been affected? It’s unconstitutional and the science has shown
this for a long time now but government didn’t want to give up their power control and whatever
money they’re making off this.

2/18/2022 8:45 AM

81025

I’m tired of the fear and anxiety, tired Acc fed up that people have lost their jobs that they’ve

2/18/2022 8:45 AM
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been in for years And years…… it’s divided people into such unkindnesses and hate, breaking
apart families, friends, I’m terrified to get the vaccine due to the severity of neurological
deficit’s I’ve experienced from other vaccines. I’m not actual, as my children have so had their
vaccines And I as a previous nurse have had my vaccines….. But I’ve seen such tremendous
side effects in many people close to me.
81026

Can’t go to the gym. Work restrictions

2/18/2022 8:45 AM

81027

Opened our eyes

2/18/2022 8:45 AM

81028

I have had no work since the vaccine mandate was implemented. Reduced personal
interaction with family and friends, complete loss of faith in government, watched my son
struggle with depression and self-worth as his business was put in jeopardy, watched as my
children received experimental vaccines so they could keep their jobs (not because of concern
over their risks of disease), watched my grandchildren wear face coverings in school and even
outside at recess. Uncertainty about life in Canada. Several close family members are
seriously considering moving out of the country if things dont change. The truckers have
renewed a semblance of hope that Canada could remain "The True North Strong and Free".

2/18/2022 8:45 AM

81029

Lost my job, can’t take my kids to swimming or skating lessons, can’t go out to a restaurant

2/18/2022 8:45 AM

81030

Less shopping and eating in restaurants

2/18/2022 8:45 AM

81031

It's destroyed friendships, family relations and has forced me to miss my children's activities

2/18/2022 8:44 AM

81032

Difficult to meet new people after moving across the country.

2/18/2022 8:44 AM

81033

Unable to travel for work or kids sporting events, interrupted kids sports careers at a critical
time for them, school situation caused stress related illness for my child, created division
among family and relatives, affected staffing/shipping issues at local post office, staffing
issues at seniors home, I am seeing increase in teenagers/seniors treated for depression in
my work as a pharmacist

2/18/2022 8:44 AM

81034

Having family threaten to call the police on me because I stand up for my rights is really
stressing me out. That I cannot see my brand new granddaughter without wearing a mask
because my daughter is living in fear over this. She got her jabs while she was pregnant and
that hurts a bunch.

2/18/2022 8:44 AM

81035

Stress and finances And the same for every person I work with

2/18/2022 8:44 AM

81036

Mental health of myself, my spouse and our 2 teenagers has suffered greatly

2/18/2022 8:44 AM

81037

Some extra time to do personal reflection

2/18/2022 8:44 AM

81038

Frigged it up royally, completely, mentally, financially, every way possible

2/18/2022 8:44 AM

81039

Emotionally

2/18/2022 8:44 AM

81040

Socially, mentally financially

2/18/2022 8:44 AM

81041

Psychologically, financially, socially

2/18/2022 8:44 AM

81042

I have chronic pain from a MVA and 3 spinal surgeries. I cannot effectively manage the pain
without going into a pool at least twice a week. The pain level is so high that I cannot sleep.
Also, my husband lost his job for not taking the vaccine.

2/18/2022 8:44 AM

81043

Upset our whole life ,isolating us from our friends & family..mentally hard on us..

2/18/2022 8:44 AM

81044

I’ve had to shut down my business, lost income and patrons, been discriminated against, and
felt a total loss of freedom.

2/18/2022 8:44 AM

81045

I can’t go into publicly funded buildings. Eat at restaurants without having to show a paper. My
family feels they can’t see anyone unvaxxed. My mental health is getting worse.

2/18/2022 8:44 AM

81046

Terribly! Loss of quality of life, mental anguish, undue hardship.

2/18/2022 8:44 AM

81047

Loss of income division of families and as a Canadian our freedom has been taken away we
don’t want communism this must all stop now.

2/18/2022 8:44 AM

81048

Child didn’t start school. Didn’t work at all. Mental health. Haven’t been inside restaurant in
years. Haven’t traveled at all. ETC.

2/18/2022 8:44 AM
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81049

Socially, no Dr's, no healthcare in general, division. Everything the elite wanted to do...

2/18/2022 8:43 AM

81050

Costing me a fortune with my small business.

2/18/2022 8:43 AM

81051

My disabled sister died alone in Kelowna BC at beginning of pandemic and I wasnt able to be
there with her. No one checked on her and she starved. she was in kidney failure when found.

2/18/2022 8:43 AM

81052

Isolation has been tough

2/18/2022 8:43 AM

81053

Severed family relationships to a point of no return! Mental state of my family members and
myself is forever changed in a bad way. Medical procedures delayed to up to 3 years now that
could have had bad of outcomes. Severed childhood friendships.

2/18/2022 8:43 AM

81054

Loss of work. Loneliness

2/18/2022 8:43 AM

81055

I can’t go places with people I love, I can’t travel with them as they cannot get the vaccine…
we should not be ordered to not have freedom or a life. Missed out of jobs and other
opportunities because of a vaccine. Vaccines have never been mandated like this before why
are they now ?

2/18/2022 8:43 AM

81056

Freedom is evaporating day by day. Can’t travel outside the country

2/18/2022 8:43 AM

81057

Mental strain. Scared of how angry and divide society is now. My children both missed
graduations and my son had 2 scout adventures cancelled on him. I know of numerous people
who did not get to be with or say goodbye to loved ones. Including myself.

2/18/2022 8:43 AM

81058

It is threatening my job and livelihood. Many friends and family and associates have suffered
suicides, overdoses, mental illness, and breakdowns. I know of no one who was seriously ill
from COVID, but many who have suffered from the lockdowns.

2/18/2022 8:43 AM

81059

I’m shut out of society, stigmatized and can’t travel which has affected me a great deal as all
my family lives outside of Canada and havent seen any of them for over 2 years.

2/18/2022 8:43 AM

81060

Destroyed my ability to travel freely, to see loved ones, to socialize. It’s divided our family.
Made me feel like my beliefs and choices based on extensive research is wrong and doesn’t
matter. Which has led to anxiety and depression.

2/18/2022 8:43 AM

81061

Divided family, compromised health care, loss of job, created hate among friends and my
mental health has suffered greatly as well as my children’s. I have lost trust in our
government, media and our prime minister.

2/18/2022 8:43 AM

81062

Negatively

2/18/2022 8:43 AM

81063

Anxiety. Small business owner. Young children.

2/18/2022 8:43 AM

81064

Increased degrading mental health in both ny 12 yr old son and myself and loss of family and
friends for refusing to get jabbed.

2/18/2022 8:43 AM

81065

Haven't seen my family in Ontario for almost 3 years

2/18/2022 8:43 AM

81066

Myself and my wife had to get the vaccine to keep our jobs. My 12 year old had to get it to
play his favourite sports. We were forced. It wasn’t my decision

2/18/2022 8:43 AM

81067

In every way ,especially watching others lives being lived in Fear of family neighbours , and
others , it’s demoralizing, and all lies , to control peoples minds esp hard seniors and children ,
God has the Victory and Love for fellow man is returning

2/18/2022 8:43 AM

81068

In all aspects of my life and I am sick of the hole thing

2/18/2022 8:43 AM

81069

I feel depressed, like I can’t go in public, socially awkward and more angry then ever

2/18/2022 8:43 AM

81070

The vaccine has made me sick! I was forced to take it in order to keep my job

2/18/2022 8:42 AM

81071

Added stress to my family. Isolation stress on my children financially difficult to keep small
business alive

2/18/2022 8:42 AM

81072

Reduced my work, made my young son very unhappy as he was unable to do the activities he
enjoys

2/18/2022 8:42 AM

81073

In healthcare, family, friends, isolation, church, shopping, recreational, and everything.

2/18/2022 8:42 AM

81074

Lost job

2/18/2022 8:42 AM
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81075

Frustrated and not trusting of both the provincial and federal governments.

2/18/2022 8:42 AM

81076

I do not live in a free country anymore

2/18/2022 8:42 AM

81077

Loss of freedoms! High levels of stress and anxiety, loss of family and friends, job stress and
anxiety and a lot of antigen testing.

2/18/2022 8:42 AM

81078

Income lost

2/18/2022 8:41 AM

81079

Mandates aren't healthy for anyone. Period. It's ruined too many lives and businesses

2/18/2022 8:41 AM

81080

Division of family, friends. Loss of business, illness of friends from vax, not seeing family
overseas, mental health

2/18/2022 8:41 AM

81081

We can’t go to social events, I can’t compete with my horses. it has caused family division
and have lost friends over it. It has caused stress at my work and my husband can’t find work
because of the vaccine mandates.

2/18/2022 8:41 AM

81082

Severe depression. Loss of income. Traumatized children

2/18/2022 8:41 AM

81083

Great emotional stress and anxiety, financial hardship, lost friends, loss of work for my
husband, worry and strain on our kids, faced discrimination when trying to participate in
society, exhaustion over trying to explain to loved ones and friends how the media is not
reporting all sides of every story!

2/18/2022 8:41 AM

81084

In every way, I now suffer from major anxiety that I can't get over or be alone.

2/18/2022 8:41 AM

81085

Horribly

2/18/2022 8:41 AM

81086

Depression and almost lost my job due to v status. The simple fact something has felt off
since this entire pandemic has begun has taken an emotional toll on my body. It’s so difficult
to process what’s happening when nothing adds up or makes sense.

2/18/2022 8:41 AM

81087

I've been relegated to being a second class citizen and all the loses of freedoms accordingly,
travel, associate, protest,daily things like restaurants and arenas

2/18/2022 8:41 AM

81088

People are stressed! We can’t live life like normal Canadians. We r restricted to travel,go to
church lost jobs, pensions it’s horrible. Trudeau should go to prison and so should all the
Premiers! They got money to do this to the people who trusted them.

2/18/2022 8:41 AM

81089

Unable to do what I wanna do

2/18/2022 8:41 AM

81090

The mandates have hurt my family relationships and friendships. They have hurt our ability to
live a stress free life. My metal health is at the lowest it has ever been!

2/18/2022 8:41 AM

81091

The mandate has helped keep me safe

2/18/2022 8:40 AM

81092

Mentally

2/18/2022 8:40 AM

81093

Divided family. Stress. Called a Nazi and terrorist by PM. Shed many tears. Fighting cancer
and dont need more stress. Can't breathe under masks.

2/18/2022 8:40 AM

81094

I’ve had to drop out of school because I wasn’t aloud to attend see all my friends go out after I
turn 18 to bars and it’s been a year and I still haven’t even been to one for the first time. It’s
completely separated me from eveyone else makes me feel like a criminal when I go out in
public because I’m unvaccinated even though I should not feel that way. I have to worry about
people treating me differently because I’m unvaccinated so I’d rather stay quite but I’m sick of
it. I shouldnt have to feel like this. When I am working at the restaurant I work at I have
constant people commenting on the vaccine situation on how it should be kept and all when
little do they know I’m unvaccinated and serving them I hate it.

2/18/2022 8:40 AM

81095

I had to retire early due to mask mandates

2/18/2022 8:40 AM

81096

Depression big time

2/18/2022 8:40 AM

81097

It has caused unnecessary division between family, friends and Co workers. Making the
children wear a mask on the bus or in school is a also violation of their choice to choose. It's
proven that masks don't work so there is no point demanding the children wear them.

2/18/2022 8:40 AM

81098

these mandates have effectively ruined my life.. it’s made everyone so hostile. it’s torn my
family apart. my grandparents, who were the only good thing in my childhood, refuse to see me

2/18/2022 8:40 AM
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because they’ve been fed all of this propaganda and just believe it all. not going to restaurants
hasn’t been much of an issue, i can live without that. it’s the divide and segregation that i’m
not okay with. it’s the coercion to get vaccinated when there’s no long term knowledge of
effects. i lost my 14 year old cousin to a heart attack after the vaccine. enough is enough. this
has made my mental health state so much worse when i’ve already struggled with mental
health my whole life, i dont know if i’ll ever fully recover. i just want my normal life back, for
good.
81099

Limited travel and restaurants. Music venues and sporting events. My child hasn't been able to
play organized sports because of not knowing when they would shut down. 6 weeks of
Christmas break because of closures.

2/18/2022 8:40 AM

81100

Torn family

2/18/2022 8:40 AM

81101

Hasn't really affected me at all but I know a lot of people that it has

2/18/2022 8:40 AM

81102

Denied medical attention as my doctor is not seeing unvaccinated patients in person. Living in
constant fear of not being able to attend a loved one’s funeral.

2/18/2022 8:40 AM

81103

Employment, inability to travel if unvaxxed, no gym, sports, mental health issues, children's
mental health and social skills and learning, segregation and put down because of my choice
not to take vax

2/18/2022 8:40 AM

81104

Depression

2/18/2022 8:40 AM

81105

The mandates have caused a decline in my mental health, anxiety, depression, hopelessness.
They have caused me to fear living in a dictatorship and eroded my belief that the government
does the right thing for the people. The mandates have reduced my ability to run my small
business. They have restricted my freedom to travel to visit family, producing further
depression. The stress of the mandates has had harmful consequences for my health and
wellbeing. I no longer trust our governments.

2/18/2022 8:40 AM

81106

The mandates have meant added stress and unrest for my family, as well as turmoil amongst
extended family. It has created unnecessary fear, anger, postponed wedding. For others I know
the mandates have resulted in crippling anxiety, depression, addictions, suicides, abuse, and
many other terrible outcomes. It is time to end all mandates and start to heal people and the
economy.

2/18/2022 8:40 AM

81107

Mental health in my family has taken a huge hit. My kids have suffered and missed out on a
lot and are traumatized by all of this.

2/18/2022 8:40 AM

81108

Needed Health services placed on hold while dealing with Covid 19 testing and mandate rules
vaccines etc Last two years are enough for anyone in healthcare to have enough!

2/18/2022 8:39 AM

81109

lost my job and working overtime volunteering to help others in need.

2/18/2022 8:39 AM

81110

Trapped in my country!!!! My kids can not do anything, not even snowboarding which is an
outdoor sport nor can they go to post secondary school so they can have jobs and live!

2/18/2022 8:39 AM

81111

it has done so much emotional harm to my 83 year old mother, locking her up in a small room
with no contact has taken years off her life.... damage I am trying to repair but I don't think she
will get her part of the mind that was damaged and hurt..

2/18/2022 8:39 AM

81112

My kids education has been affected,

2/18/2022 8:39 AM

81113

Mentally and Financially

2/18/2022 8:39 AM

81114

Unemployment, depression, isolation, poverty

2/18/2022 8:39 AM

81115

Lost my job, destroyed my marriage, alienated and hurt my kids. Ruined them socially.

2/18/2022 8:39 AM

81116

I have anxiety now/ I refuse vaccines because of the adverse events that are happening, that
they are covering up , my family is separated can’t see my kids, grand children/ I’m working
from home now because of the mandates, can’t travel/ can’t eat in restaurants/ can’t hug
people/ Trudeau and ford don’t follow these mandates But the dictate them. How is that right.
Can’t you see something is wrong here ???

2/18/2022 8:39 AM

81117

I wanted to kill myself

2/18/2022 8:39 AM

81118

Inability to go to our winter home in the South. Inability to breath with the masks…watch my
grandchildren loose interest in school and life. Inability to physically support my elderly

2/18/2022 8:39 AM
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husband while he went through radiation. Higher stress levels, disruption and division of family
members.
81119

horribly

2/18/2022 8:39 AM

81120

It is very tolerable and better than overloaded hospitals and the disruption and hardship caused
by “trucker convoy”

2/18/2022 8:39 AM

81121

I am crippled it's hard to fi d work I can do. I've lost my job, had to deplete retirement
investments due to lack of suitable work. Even though I got vaxed. I have lost all faith in the
political system!

2/18/2022 8:39 AM

81122

Financially, socially, mentally. It has divided Canadians.

2/18/2022 8:39 AM

81123

Isolation, children have been put in forced situation to have vaccine or be terminated from job.
Therefore their incomes and way of life have been destroyed, it has affected my grandchildren
in negative way, I have full distrust of government and fear future as feel Trudeau is a dictator,
am no longer a proud Canadian until freedom convoy, this action has brought some hope into
life.

2/18/2022 8:39 AM

81124

Stress, in convenience, broken friendships, increase tension in family, given anxiety and
uncertainty to my kids. Limited travel domestically and internationally. Terrible on mental
health.

2/18/2022 8:39 AM

81125

Its terrifying living during a time and segregation. I've heard too many people say they want the
unvaccinated to die and are actually terrified of perfectly healthy people. I've been more scared
of what our Prime minister is willing to do to great people than I've ever been of getting covid

2/18/2022 8:39 AM

81126

Took my job and my child 14 yrs old cannot participate in anything and both our mental health
is suffering.

2/18/2022 8:38 AM

81127

humane interaction.

2/18/2022 8:38 AM

81128

Lost many freedoms

2/18/2022 8:38 AM

81129

Depressed can’t go anywhere

2/18/2022 8:38 AM

81130

I'm now a second class Citizen!

2/18/2022 8:38 AM

81131

Lost friends, stress, threat of losing children to ex

2/18/2022 8:38 AM

81132

Mentally and financially

2/18/2022 8:38 AM

81133

My kids can't have their social lives back, I'm worried about their mental health

2/18/2022 8:38 AM

81134

No job, segregation from my family, seeing many friends in distress over thes mandates.

2/18/2022 8:38 AM

81135

Lost career, forced to retire

2/18/2022 8:38 AM

81136

Anxiety over seeing my government turn communist in two years...

2/18/2022 8:38 AM

81137

It has turned seemingly logical friends into polarized groups. I see the merits of them but feel
that it does not allow for growth or the ability for people to accomodate & grow within their
capacity. It also does not take in regional or cultural differences that forced mandates seem to
amplify rather than mitigate as intended.

2/18/2022 8:38 AM

81138

Lost my job, severed good relationships with family members and several friends

2/18/2022 8:38 AM

81139

LIVELIHOOD , PERSONAL FREEDOM , MENTAL HEALTH

2/18/2022 8:38 AM

81140

My wife and I use to be volunteer minor hockey coaches and both our daughters played
hockey as well. The vx passport and mandatory vaccination put an end to that

2/18/2022 8:38 AM

81141

Missing loved ones, and funerals are not as they should be, virtual?

2/18/2022 8:38 AM

81142

Kept me from my Florida home

2/18/2022 8:38 AM

81143

Lost business. Poor mental health. Reduced income.

2/18/2022 8:38 AM

81144

My family has been robbed of 2.5 years of our lives

2/18/2022 8:37 AM

81145

It has been unbelievable to see my country and some of its people behave so irrationally ,
hypocriticaly and hatefully due to fear and control. Very sad.

2/18/2022 8:37 AM
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81146

Depression, social anxiety, poor health due to lack of access to proper health care,

2/18/2022 8:37 AM

81147

I feel discriminated against for my medical choices. Caused unnecessary stress, disruption.
Caused us to be unable to visit family in a neighbouring province. I used to be proud of our free
country. I no longer feel that way.

2/18/2022 8:37 AM

81148

Frustration, depression

2/18/2022 8:37 AM

81149

Depression

2/18/2022 8:37 AM

81150

Had to sell vacation home as not allowed to fly. Huge impact on my university grandchild who
was not allowed to attend

2/18/2022 8:37 AM

81151

Restrictive & punitive.

2/18/2022 8:37 AM

81152

All of them :(

2/18/2022 8:37 AM

81153

Poverty

2/18/2022 8:37 AM

81154

It's effected my kids in their grades at school to the way they interact with people in general
now.

2/18/2022 8:37 AM

81155

Depression, financially

2/18/2022 8:37 AM

81156

Everyday

2/18/2022 8:37 AM

81157

Mental health, my children's schooling, their mental health and education and social
development

2/18/2022 8:37 AM

81158

Not able to see my elderly father-in-law. He is 97 years old and lives in a retired home.

2/18/2022 8:36 AM

81159

depression, deaths of loved ones secondary to lockdowns - not covid - loss of friends, family,
community. Feel segregated and isolated.

2/18/2022 8:36 AM

81160

Been harassed when shopping, even though I am exempt

2/18/2022 8:36 AM

81161

My child has not been able to participate in social activities; being sports and indoor events.
Huge separation between family members, sadness, stress and anxiety beyond.

2/18/2022 8:36 AM

81162

It has made me unsocial (hermit) divided from lots of my friends & family lonely

2/18/2022 8:36 AM

81163

I’ve been severely traumatized and I’m extremely angry. I lost my only daughter. I don’t know if
I’ll ever fully recover.

2/18/2022 8:36 AM

81164

My father and three of my friends have killed themselves.

2/18/2022 8:36 AM

81165

- loss of work; division and segregation; loss of social activities; increased bullying behaviours
by others;

2/18/2022 8:36 AM

81166

Depressed

2/18/2022 8:36 AM

81167

It has discriminated against me, segregated and isolated me and my loved ones

2/18/2022 8:36 AM

81168

Lost my job because I refused to get vaccinated

2/18/2022 8:36 AM

81169

I deal with constant anxiety as to what will be next My child now has an educational delay that
may never be recovered My family and friends are in constant turmoil My mother has Dimentia
and cannot understand why she is alone Now The Emergency Act afraid to travel Seriously
needs to stop

2/18/2022 8:36 AM

81170

Depression, fear of loss of livelihood

2/18/2022 8:36 AM

81171

Extremely negative. Mentally, financially, emotionally, physically.

2/18/2022 8:36 AM

81172

It has kept my family safe and kept the lab I work in from being overwhelmed by sick calls.

2/18/2022 8:36 AM

81173

It has caused a huge divide in many families, we have absolutely no social life, our children
are growing up and deserve their freedom and rights. The unmasked unvaxxed has basically
been shunned from existance within the general public. Its time this ends!

2/18/2022 8:35 AM

81174

My freedoms have been striped from me and my family

2/18/2022 8:35 AM

81175

Financially and psychologically.

2/18/2022 8:35 AM
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81176

Destroyed my business for over 2 years.

2/18/2022 8:35 AM

81177

Added stress as I have lost friends and family caused by division perpetrated by state media.
Business has been affected

2/18/2022 8:35 AM

81178

Mental and verbal abuse, isolation, loss of family love, being labeled an outcast, disrespect,
loneliness, divided people, anger towards me, depression, unable to travel violates constitution
and my charter of rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 8:35 AM

81179

I have lost 2 jobs and my wife had to shut down her business because of lost revenues from
covid restrictions

2/18/2022 8:35 AM

81180

It has isolated me from my family, children & grandchildren. My dad & daughter both died due
to Dr's offices closures and misdiagnosis by Virual Healthcare. By the time they actually got
face to face Dr appointments it was too late. My husband is working up to 120 overtime hours
bi weekly because of the pressure put on mental health because of the lockdowns &
restrictions. Over use of drugs, cannabis, alcohol and nothing else to do has overwhelmed the
system. People need to get back to work. I had my first shot and within 12vhrs had extreme
joint, muscle and migraine pain. That was 7 mts ago. I'm still suffering, self medicating
because of the time it takes to see a specialist. Cannot get an exemption from the second
dose unless a specialist Dr. Signs my recommendation. So I cannot go anywhere. I'm shunned
and isolated. It's made my life a living hell.

2/18/2022 8:35 AM

81181

Financially and emotionally ruined

2/18/2022 8:35 AM

81182

The distance from family & friends plus travel.

2/18/2022 8:35 AM

81183

My childrens mental health has declined, my own mental health has hit an al time low. I feel
segregating and less of a citizen by the exposing of these mandates.

2/18/2022 8:35 AM

81184

Bad

2/18/2022 8:35 AM

81185

has not respected my right to choose if I take a vaccine or not

2/18/2022 8:35 AM

81186

I have been suffering from depression and anxiety now, it has affected the kids the worst
taking away their childhood

2/18/2022 8:35 AM

81187

Anxiety for the future of myself, family and friends, and the country as a whole.

2/18/2022 8:35 AM

81188

Forced to get the shot. Having major health problems after vaccine from the vaccine. Stress.
Family issues.

2/18/2022 8:35 AM

81189

I am held prisoner my mental status is extremely worse by the day

2/18/2022 8:35 AM

81190

Badly

2/18/2022 8:34 AM

81191

I am a prisoner in my home. I have lost friends and family because of my vaccine status. If
the government continues it's tyranny, I would rather die than live in this country. Our
constitutional rights are being taken away. I don't trust the government, the news media, the
police or hospital staff.

2/18/2022 8:34 AM

81192

Lost my job Lost my sister in law Depression

2/18/2022 8:34 AM

81193

total fiasco

2/18/2022 8:34 AM

81194

We are seniors, and where starving, the price of food, can't heat our home oil to high a price.
And raised our property tax buy a $100.00 during the pandemic, go figure.

2/18/2022 8:34 AM

81195

I've lost friends and family from the social division. I've been kicked out of stores from
discrimination of having no mask. I've lost two major careers from unionized institutions
because I refused to provide proof of vaccine due to medical reasons, mental health reasons,
religious creed, and privacy rights. The daily mask wearing, lockdowns, and redundant rules
have caused trauma. I've lost joy and pleasure doing things I normally do. I feel depressed,
anxiety, have panic attacks and have been suicidal because of this. The complete loss of my
human rights is the most frightening part of it all. I feel like I'm now living under a dictatorship,
and Government and employers have the right to do whatever they want under the guise of
health -- even if it means violating my human rights. I feel like a prisoner in one of the worst
prisons on the planet. I do not feel free at all. Our Government and mainstream media
programming fear daily. I know countless people who've been sick, Injured, died, or contracted
covid from being vaccinated; and not one unvaccinated person I know has ever contracted

2/18/2022 8:34 AM
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covid. Medical professionals (top of their field) have been censored so that there is only one
side of science that fits their Agenda. Anything that opposes the WHO science has become
pseudoscience. Realistically, this simply isn't true. And it is a massive cover up to suppress
truth in order to keep these lies going to keep people vaccinated, locked down, and
brainwashed. This is all an insane agenda orchestrated by psychopathic people. Only a person
with zero empathy, zero compassion, zero light and love within them could create such a thing.
And the managerial class is "just following orders", just like they did in Germany. How are
these false leaders any better?..
81196

Anxiety and mental health issues

2/18/2022 8:34 AM

81197

Isolation and confusion

2/18/2022 8:34 AM

81198

I have lost much business and the masks makes me sick to wear . Also I have lost friends
and family immediately after taking a vaccine!

2/18/2022 8:33 AM

81199

I have become suicidal, I'm normally a very happy go lucky person and love being around
people but haven't really seen anyone in almost 3yrs. It's time for me to get my life back!!!

2/18/2022 8:33 AM

81200

Affected our mental health, and our family closeness

2/18/2022 8:33 AM

81201

I lost my job. Hubby as well. Struggle to provide for our family.

2/18/2022 8:33 AM

81202

Ive lost my job even though i am fully vaccinated. Its insane.

2/18/2022 8:33 AM

81203

Almost cost me my job. Struggling with depression. Conflicts with our marriage.

2/18/2022 8:33 AM

81204

Not just mine. My kids. And very negatively. My household was born with asthma and
excema. Wearing a mask when you already have a hard time breathing is just making it easier
to have an asthma attack. Not to mention the rash you get from wearing it on your face when
you have excema! I also have had a brain surgery and have a huge scar down my head and
back up behind and around my ear. Wearing a mask bothers my scar extremely! And
everytime I panick from not catching my breath from wearing a mask I nearly panick myself
into a seizure. People die from seizures and asthma attacks. Covid is a cold. You know before
covid was a thing, the doctor would say " you seem to have a virus. Go home get lots of sleep
and fluids, and make sure you're taking vitamins. It should pass in a few days." Whatever
happened to that medical common sense 🤔 I'll tell ya. It must've been killed by covid 😅 which
is less dangerous than the common cold. For heaven sakes my kids think people who wear
masks are scary because they can't see there whole face! Great job liberals and ndp. And let's
not forget the face of the leader behind all this foolishness, Justin Trudeau 😒 Canada is done
with the bs and scare tactics. Just give it up already! Arresting people for not believing or
complying with mandates that are not laws is crap.

2/18/2022 8:33 AM

81205

Very stressful and depressed. Don't want to live in Canada anymore.

2/18/2022 8:33 AM

81206

Strain

2/18/2022 8:33 AM

81207

Almost bank rupt

2/18/2022 8:33 AM

81208

I am considered a second class citizen. My one daughter has lost everything - including the
right to post secondary education

2/18/2022 8:33 AM

81209

Lost job

2/18/2022 8:32 AM

81210

I lost my business.. my children are sad and depressed my relationship ended its ruined my
life ..I lost 5000 in a trip I couldnt take

2/18/2022 8:32 AM

81211

My job was terminated. My overall quality of life has been greatly reduced.

2/18/2022 8:32 AM

81212

Depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 8:32 AM

81213

I am unable to go to restaurants. I have to wear a mask while teaching SK/Gr. 1. How am I
supposed to teach phonics when the kids can’t see how my mouth is shaped. I can’t hear the
kids when they talk so I don’t know if they are making the correct sound or even answering the
question. The masks are severely affectless learning!!!

2/18/2022 8:32 AM

81214

I am reliving the years under de comunists who stripped my freedom based on false comunity
greater good reasons

2/18/2022 8:32 AM

81215

I am on leave without pay..my children are homeschooled because of all day masking.

2/18/2022 8:32 AM
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81216

In every way possible.

2/18/2022 8:32 AM

81217

Stress,social issues

2/18/2022 8:32 AM

81218

In ways that are difficult to express politely

2/18/2022 8:32 AM

81219

Loss of revenue due to lockdowns, ostracized due to decision to choose natural immunity (
judged, insulted, blamed, ousted of society - treated like a pariah). I have observed incredible
divisiveness, anger, arrogance and self righteousness. Finally I am deeply concerned and
saddened for the children and youth and the yet unknown consequences of all the mandates.

2/18/2022 8:32 AM

81220

Isolated from friends,loneliness,mental emotions!x

2/18/2022 8:32 AM

81221

I’ve lost my job and my daughter has lost her childhood

2/18/2022 8:31 AM

81222

I HAVE 2 GRANDDAUGHTERS N I CAN NOT TO TO ANY EVENTS WITH THEM. I CANT
DO THIS OR THAT! ABSOLUTELY NOT GET VAXED TO PLEZ OTHERS! END IT ALL NOW.
EVERYWHERE I GO I FEEL LIKE A DOSE BAG FULL OF COOTIES. LIKE DONT GET
AROUND HER. ABSOLUTELY ALL LIES THIS PANDEMIC IS AET UP BY GOVERNMENT
PUT TRUDEAU OUT NOW

2/18/2022 8:31 AM

81223

Two years of bullshit,

2/18/2022 8:31 AM

81224

I have lost work because of it and have not been able to see my own mother for 2 years
because she is in an assisted care home

2/18/2022 8:31 AM

81225

Children developed anxiety and depression , we are stressed, gain weight, lack of focus due to
stress, elderly parents are scared beyond rationale they practically lost 2 years of their life.
Division in the family and friends

2/18/2022 8:31 AM

81226

I have lost my job that I loved. My husbands mom died alone and we missed the last year of
her life. My kids are severely affected.

2/18/2022 8:31 AM

81227

My work with children who have autism has went from a 1 year service to 6 months. They are
missing out. Kids will have to be held back because services are not able to be completed

2/18/2022 8:31 AM

81228

It makes me feel like I have been imprisoned in my own country by a Incompetent Prime
Minister and his followers.

2/18/2022 8:31 AM

81229

Divided and destroyed my family

2/18/2022 8:30 AM

81230

Where do I begin??

2/18/2022 8:30 AM

81231

Loss of jobs and not being able to be with family and friends. Just want our lives back to live
normal again

2/18/2022 8:30 AM

81232

It’s all a lie from the most corrupt government in Canadian history

2/18/2022 8:30 AM

81233

Being a fifo worker my provinces mandates have kept me from seeing my family for extended
times even following their vaccine policy and almost ruined my marriage due to not being
home. Let people decide for themselves and let’s get back to normal

2/18/2022 8:30 AM

81234

Mental health, loss of trust in medical and government

2/18/2022 8:30 AM

81235

I haven’t had a haircut for ages. I have dental issues that haven’t been addressed because I
refuse to mask or put up with other BS.

2/18/2022 8:30 AM

81236

I feel like I’m governed by tyrants who don’t care about the citizens at all, especially if you
disagree with them.

2/18/2022 8:30 AM

81237

Restricted mobility, education, how I work, negative mental and social affects,

2/18/2022 8:30 AM

81238

Can not go or visit family and friends. Where I go to work at different jobs.

2/18/2022 8:30 AM

81239

everything

2/18/2022 8:30 AM

81240

All

2/18/2022 8:30 AM

81241

My children have been illegally removed from University. This will affect them for the rest of
there lives. I can no longer travel and am a prisoner in my own country. Mentally it has been
hard to watch people lose everything because of the restrictions and watch the elected
goverment enrich itself using these mandates. They all have to end!

2/18/2022 8:30 AM
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81242

It has done more harm to the population on there mental health, breaking up families. I have
lost a friend to suicide, couldn't handle the confinement anymore. It has devided the country .

2/18/2022 8:30 AM

81243

Profoundly. I no longer have bodily autonomy. I’ve completely lost trust and faith in the
government.

2/18/2022 8:30 AM

81244

Have no life

2/18/2022 8:30 AM

81245

Business is slow, bank account is empty. Distanced from our family. Cannot participate in
regular activities as unvaxxed.

2/18/2022 8:30 AM

81246

My kids think masks are a normal way of life (2 and 3 years old).

2/18/2022 8:30 AM

81247

Job loss, deaths, mental health, loneliness,

2/18/2022 8:30 AM

81248

I have made the decision to not be vaccinated because of pregnancy and breastfeeding, and
also because of the very real vaccine injuries. I have lost my job after my maternity leave
ends at big brothers big sisters because my boss made every shot mandatory. I hate being
labeled sub human. This segregation needs to end.

2/18/2022 8:30 AM

81249

Negatively, it has hurt my business. It has stressed my family out. It hasn’t been effective

2/18/2022 8:30 AM

81250

Loss of my small business, division’s of family and friends , lack of trust in our government.
My health has declined from vaccinations

2/18/2022 8:30 AM

81251

With adverse side effects froM Vaccine and my mental health is in the forefront for the 1st
time in 50 yrs

2/18/2022 8:29 AM

81252

Horribly!

2/18/2022 8:29 AM

81253

In everyday. A breech of my constitutional rights and freedom. It's unlawful. I've lost my
job,my home and my sanity

2/18/2022 8:29 AM

81254

ALOT OF THINGS!

2/18/2022 8:29 AM

81255

We have most friends and family and been called names. Our kids have missed out on
important activities that they will never get back. I can not take my child to swimming or
gymnastics.

2/18/2022 8:29 AM

81256

depression and children's education

2/18/2022 8:29 AM

81257

I has destroyed my liveley hood and my career, and made it extremely difficult for my children
to have a normal life.

2/18/2022 8:29 AM

81258

I cannot accompany children to social events, my social life has diminished

2/18/2022 8:29 AM

81259

Causing segregation

2/18/2022 8:29 AM

81260

Couldn’t attend college

2/18/2022 8:29 AM

81261

lost my job even though I have natural immunity, restrictions on where I can go, restrictions on
travel, arguing amongst family and friends, isolation, significantly reduced my ability to shop,
savings being depleted while on unpaid LOA and not able to collect unemployment

2/18/2022 8:29 AM

81262

My job my family my friends

2/18/2022 8:29 AM

81263

DESTROYED MY LIFE!

2/18/2022 8:29 AM

81264

I have lost my job and the government will not provide EI which I have paid into for 30 years.

2/18/2022 8:29 AM

81265

destroyed my family life My family is going hungry because of this monster destroying this
country he is a insane dictator

2/18/2022 8:29 AM

81266

Seeing the exclusion & desocialization around the world has been saddening. Following routes
that have caused more harm than good has been trying. I believe strongly in taking measures
that protect all of us but these measures are unjustified. Our health care system was already
failing, that is where we should have been spending the money & efforts.

2/18/2022 8:29 AM

81267

I have lost my job, my benefits. My 3 children have lost part of their childhoods. I worked at a
community school as an EA. Therefore I was employed my our government. Never in my life
have I ever felt so helpless. I have an autoimmune disorder. After my first Vax I had a very
bad reaction and flare up. I was put on antibiotics for 3 months. My doctor and pharmacist

2/18/2022 8:28 AM
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suggested I wait to get the second vaccine. But we're not willing to give me a medical
exemption. I was sick. So these were my choices. 1. Not get the second vaccine, but lose my
job and my benefits. OR 2. Get vaccinated, risk my health, again, risk having flare ups and
having another bad reaction, in able to keep my job. I chose my health for me and my children.
Although, I have lost my job. My benefits, which have made me not be able to get my
medication for my auto immune disorder as I can't afford it, with no job. My rights were
stripped from my hands. My job, my health. All because of mandates. No matter who you are,
no matter their situation. As for my kids, most sports have been cancelled. Wether vaccinated
or not. Why? Because regardless their Vax status or not, there is no longer interest in sports.
Children are tired of the disappointment. Being able to play then not being able to play. Some
of their friends that come to practice have to social distance from the ones who are not
vaccinated. Only vaxxed can play in games. Unvaxxed are limited to skills and drills. What is
this teaching our children? It's teaching them everything that I have worked my ass off to
teach them NOT to do. Division. I've always taught my children that everyone is equal.
Something needs to be done.
81268

Job loss, decline in mental health, alcohol abuse

2/18/2022 8:28 AM

81269

Loss of job. Stress.

2/18/2022 8:28 AM

81270

Moving provinces, lost my nursing career, 2 pandemic kids who have never experienced
normal

2/18/2022 8:28 AM

81271

My rights and freedoms have been stripped

2/18/2022 8:28 AM

81272

I own a place in Texas that I normally live in for the winter and was unable to drive across the
border from March 2020 until Nov 8 2021

2/18/2022 8:28 AM

81273

I’ve become a “less than” in my own country for no logical reason

2/18/2022 8:28 AM

81274

Terribly..mentaly fysicly emotionally and financially. I will need years to recover, mostly
financially

2/18/2022 8:28 AM

81275

My freedoms have been taken away

2/18/2022 8:28 AM

81276

Wasn't able to enjoy dine in at restaurants or take my kids to any indoor activities.

2/18/2022 8:28 AM

81277

I have a medical reason to not be vaccinated, but cannot receive a medical exemption. I have
been unable to see my 92 year old mother for over 2 years, not able to fly, board a train.

2/18/2022 8:28 AM

81278

My very existence. Increased stress that is physical, mental and financial. I am earning less
with all cost going up - hope does not pay the mounting bills

2/18/2022 8:28 AM

81279

Loss of job , my children have any kind of social life with others their age outside of
school,everything has went up in price which is hard,

2/18/2022 8:28 AM

81280

Not at all

2/18/2022 8:28 AM

81281

Yes, loss of freedom

2/18/2022 8:28 AM

81282

Loss of clients, difficult travel, convicted of being not vaxed,

2/18/2022 8:28 AM

81283

Gives me anxiety to watch little kids wearing mask on there faces, also not being able to be
with family and friends.. .

2/18/2022 8:28 AM

81284

I am being controlled. This is not a free country.

2/18/2022 8:27 AM

81285

I'm about to lose my job because I made a personal choice to not take an experimental drug
therapy that is only authorized for emergency use.

2/18/2022 8:27 AM

81286

Almost lost everything I worked years to get, and jobs are lost, and it as created health issues
in my family and separated some people from me because of their differences.

2/18/2022 8:27 AM

81287

I was forced to get a shot in order to keep my job, pay my bills, etc. Now I have long lasting
side effects from the jab.

2/18/2022 8:27 AM

81288

No freedom

2/18/2022 8:27 AM

81289

It's been hard. Isolating and my workload is crazy. All of this has caused major work stress
which impacts my family in return.

2/18/2022 8:27 AM

81290

Mentally

2/18/2022 8:27 AM
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81291

Not being able to visit my mom and not being aloud to be at my father in laws wake or funeral
with family when we really needed it. And I was also laid off in the beginning.

2/18/2022 8:26 AM

81292

My mental health has been affected greatly, I have been treated like a second class citizen
and my children have lost 2 years of their childhood they will never get back

2/18/2022 8:26 AM

81293

Being unvaccinated has made it difficult as our Prime Minister has created such a divide
between those that have the jab and those that don’t. I can’t leave the country if I want to go to
any continuing education courses for my job. As a naturopathic doctor our whole profession
has been left out of this Covid battle, talking about boosting the immune system is not
allowed. And yet there is so much we can do to help people recover from this virus rather than
just depending on the jab, which is I see is doing more harm than good. Main stream media is
not reporting any of the side effects. Which is odd as CBC has had two of their main reporters
die after getting the vaccine and yet nobody wants to stand up for them.

2/18/2022 8:26 AM

81294

I continue as I always did. I come from a place of love and kindness for all of the people. Yet
my support is firm against mandates.

2/18/2022 8:26 AM

81295

I have been held in this country as a hostage, I hold more than one Citizenship I have been
unable to go to my home country and to look after elderly relatives. I have been terminated
from my job which I had held throughout the "pandemic" I drove the most vulnerable special ed
students on a daily basis, I was put on unpaid "leave" which in itself is not a legal reason, for
not being willing to disclose my vaxx status. I have been deprived of seeing my children one of
whom lives in a different country. Two years of my life have been taken away contrary to the
laws of this Country, International agreements of free travel between democratic countries and
any and all other treaties and agreements Canada and my Home country have been
signatories off, pertaining to free exchange of movement of the two countries citizens.

2/18/2022 8:26 AM

81296

Mental health Employment Loss of family and friends Health

2/18/2022 8:26 AM

81297

My charter of rights are being denied

2/18/2022 8:26 AM

81298

I can’t go out to eat in a restaurant with my family. I have to take a rapid test twice a week to
keep my job as a city worker. I am worried for my children and grandchildren. I am sick of
listening to the hypnotic messaging coming from government and the media. I am a second
class citizen and have been subjected to derogatory remarks from all levels of government. I
feel my rights have been eroded by the mandates.

2/18/2022 8:26 AM

81299

My child is miserable and it has caused a lot of anxiety in my family

2/18/2022 8:26 AM

81300

Lost my job

2/18/2022 8:26 AM

81301

Brings a person down having all these restrictions laid on you

2/18/2022 8:26 AM

81302

The division and hate by those instilled with fear is the worst for me. Our government has
divided us. The only way to visit my elderly mother is to do a test. This I refuse to do. Knowing
if one of my children were to end up in hospital I would not be able to visit them is
heartbreaking. This is the world I live in. Very sad.

2/18/2022 8:26 AM

81303

I got disowned by my father, I lost my job, I can’t find a job, I’m selling my house,my kids and
husband had enough they aren’t the same anymore they are alway angry

2/18/2022 8:26 AM

81304

My charter of rights has been violated and so was my body. I was forced to choose between a
dangerous "vaccine" i did not want in my body (caused myocardia) or lose my job. Masks
freak me out because I can't see people's faces , psychologically it's been very hard on me.
Not to mention that they're actually bad for our health. And finally the digital passport is the
beginning of tyranny, it is the beginning of the Chinese social credit system and it MUST NOT
BE ALLOWED TO BE IMPLEMENTED.

2/18/2022 8:25 AM

81305

I have lost friends and family member, we are devided, and can’t get past our disagreements. I
have lost my ability to play sports and go to the gym which has greatly impacted my mental
health. I have been isolated so much that I am socially awkward now. My business relies on
the oil and gas industry and with the travel restrictions we have struggled. I’ve been completely
alienated.

2/18/2022 8:25 AM

81306

Horrible watching people die from the vaxx

2/18/2022 8:25 AM

81307

The mental health of my children was severely affected. My young daughter had a very hard
time breathing while wearing a mask at school all day, every day. She used to cry every single

2/18/2022 8:25 AM
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morning before school because she didn’t want to wear a mask on her face. Both kids had to
miss excessive amounts of school due to supposed covid cases in their classrooms. Their
grades suffered and so has their mental health due to limited interaction with their peers, no
extra curricular activities, and being told by their teachers that if we don’t wear masks, they will
endanger the lives of their grandparents. For myself, I lost work and had to worry every single
day about how I was going to pay our bills and buy groceries. Trying to work/find work while
homeschooling both children being a single mom took a severe toll on my mental as well.
81308

It's destroying it. Canada is being run by a dictator. He says thing like "tolerate people with
unacceptable views" just shows he does not want a democracy. He's a dictator and should be
removed immediately.

2/18/2022 8:25 AM

81309

Obviously it had made life more difficult

2/18/2022 8:25 AM

81310

We don't like everything that we have to do but the mandate has kept me safe and alive, which
is the aim of it.

2/18/2022 8:25 AM

81311

Depression . Family devison

2/18/2022 8:25 AM

81312

Work

2/18/2022 8:25 AM

81313

Well I’m a stay-at-home mom. At the beginning I couldn’t go to church and I’ve never wept so
much in my life. 60-something days! And now it’s just minor things - like I couldn’t take my
kids to Winterfest at Canada’s Wonderland or I couldn’t go to Florida where my mom has a
little vacation house. And the masks. But more than that it’s the feeling of being bullied. There
are no rational reasons for these mandates. Well, the rationality comes from politicians making
lots of money, by stomping on the people they’re supposed to care for. And that doesn’t feel so
good.

2/18/2022 8:25 AM

81314

Sick since taken a jab.,serious health issues

2/18/2022 8:25 AM

81315

Took away my freedoms and civil liberties

2/18/2022 8:24 AM

81316

Raising a 3 year old in covid who’s never been able to socialize as well as always living in fear
of losing everything ive busted my ass to get my entire life .it’s abusive .

2/18/2022 8:24 AM

81317

I am basically a slave . All i am allowed to do is work. When I was a child we could do
anything my granddaughter can do nothing can’t even make friends .

2/18/2022 8:24 AM

81318

Travel

2/18/2022 8:24 AM

81319

Lost work, family bonds shattered, gained weight. Financial hardship, no more savings, mental
well-being. Discrimination, segregation. Loss of connections with people. When we are making
less money or no money expenses have all gone up

2/18/2022 8:24 AM

81320

Repeatedly being made to isolate at home in my single household bubble while working as an
ICU RN during the pandemic has been mentally very tough. I was also unable to see my
partner and main support for up to 6 months of each of these years due to travel restrictions
and the nature and location of our jobs.

2/18/2022 8:24 AM

81321

loss of income, mental stress

2/18/2022 8:24 AM

81322

It has effected relationships in a big way and I no longer trust my government or health
officials and I never will again

2/18/2022 8:24 AM

81323

Mental health

2/18/2022 8:24 AM

81324

Lost my job

2/18/2022 8:24 AM

81325

Discrimination. Masking children, traumatizing and emotional, mental damage.

2/18/2022 8:24 AM

81326

Mental illness, depression!

2/18/2022 8:24 AM

81327

It kept our family under constant stress, it damaged our mental emotional physical and
financial wellness significantly, it turned us into second class citizens. It divided our society,
removed humanity, and made civil communication and informed decisions a ting of the past.

2/18/2022 8:23 AM

81328

Lost freedom to go to businesses and church...Every trip into town feels like running a gauntlet
of zombies

2/18/2022 8:23 AM

81329

Unable to travel unable to see my doctor it’s been very stressful I have copd and masks make

2/18/2022 8:23 AM
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it hard to breath there are others but these are some of the hardest
81330

Lost my nursing job. I feel isolated and started taking antidepressants. The gov has made me
feel like I have the plague and most family or friends don’t want to see me anymore.

2/18/2022 8:23 AM

81331

Lost my job, haven't been able to see my family in nova scotia for almost 3 years.

2/18/2022 8:23 AM

81332

The mandates are horrible. They've affected my life my family friends. An absolute negative
impact on my life.

2/18/2022 8:23 AM

81333

Can’t travel, play sports, go to restaurants, causing stress and anxiety issues, depression,
mental illness

2/18/2022 8:23 AM

81334

Mental …. Depression…. Missing the social contact … family & friends divided Also we have
business that have been closed for several months at time, causing layoffs

2/18/2022 8:23 AM

81335

Poor mental health, lost family and friends due to segregation and the government pitting
people against eachother

2/18/2022 8:23 AM

81336

It has divided family and friends and coworkers.

2/18/2022 8:23 AM

81337

Loss of income, health (can’t breath in a mask) can’t travel

2/18/2022 8:23 AM

81338

I was forced to take the shots to not be put on unpaid leave. My kids were forced to take it to
participate in school activities. And it has caused division in our family and friends.

2/18/2022 8:23 AM

81339

It has turned my life upside down but I can deal with that. It is my children’s and grand
children’s future I most worry about.

2/18/2022 8:23 AM

81340

Isolation, discrimination,

2/18/2022 8:23 AM

81341

Mental health has suffered, and to many other way to list.

2/18/2022 8:23 AM

81342

Loss of life and business

2/18/2022 8:23 AM

81343

Mental health, job security, finances, social anxiety

2/18/2022 8:23 AM

81344

Isolation

2/18/2022 8:22 AM

81345

It has isolated my children and caused them to loose or not learn may needed social and
educational skills

2/18/2022 8:22 AM

81346

Mental Health of me and my family severely

2/18/2022 8:22 AM

81347

My businesses are all dead, my mental health is compromised, my relationship is on the
rocks, my community has been turned against me

2/18/2022 8:22 AM

81348

How hasn't it affected out lives between all the rules and restrictions, to cost of living and food,
it's absolutely RIDICULOUS.

2/18/2022 8:22 AM

81349

I had one shot and had severe left sided chest pain for a month. I saw three doctors in
Antigonish Nova Scotia and not one ordered a test. I can’t work without the second shot, nor
can I get EI. I am living on child support and child tax. I’ve been suicidal and I have three
children who need me.

2/18/2022 8:22 AM

81350

We left town house To the kids and moved To our chalet in the mountains very isolated since
then.lost our jobs,lucky we had money aside !!! This nonesense has To stop

2/18/2022 8:22 AM

81351

Adversely

2/18/2022 8:21 AM

81352

Total disaster

2/18/2022 8:21 AM

81353

Negatively

2/18/2022 8:21 AM

81354

Husband is entertainer & hasn’t been able to work.

2/18/2022 8:21 AM

81355

Division between my family and my friends. I am not a depressed person yet I am depressed
the fear permeates the air I breathe. The fact I can do doing and go no where cause I am
unvaxxed. I will DIE UNVAXXED

2/18/2022 8:21 AM

81356

Haven’t been able to leave the country or get back in… no theatres, no sit down in
restaurants….

2/18/2022 8:21 AM
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81357

Sever depression, suicidal thoughts, loss of family bond, isolation, couldn’t travel to my dad’s
funeral

2/18/2022 8:21 AM

81358

I have not been able to find work due to vaccines

2/18/2022 8:21 AM

81359

makes me angry

2/18/2022 8:21 AM

81360

Stressful off work

2/18/2022 8:21 AM

81361

Can't go nowhere, do nothing or visit nobody even our family

2/18/2022 8:21 AM

81362

Took my freedom away, I get rejected entry of stores have I have a legit medical reason for not
wearing a mask. I can’t go out and enjoy life

2/18/2022 8:21 AM

81363

Increased mental health issues, financial loss, and it has also effected my daughters mental
health very badly.

2/18/2022 8:21 AM

81364

The nonsensical mandates not supported by science has made my life turn upside down. I am
now a prisoner in my own country. I fear for my life as I have opposing views to the
government. I fear for my ability to support myself as the govt is freezing bank accounts.
These mandates have caused division and conflict within my family and social circles. I feel
like I’m living in a nightmare that has no end.

2/18/2022 8:21 AM

81365

14 day quarantine if I left my province. Forced to get vaccine so I could see my family and my
child wouldn’t be forced to isolate for two weeks when we came home

2/18/2022 8:21 AM

81366

Created alot of stress as i cannot breath wearing the mask and stress due to social isolation

2/18/2022 8:20 AM

81367

My children who are 2 have never known a normal social life of play groups, swimming
lessons, large family gatherings.

2/18/2022 8:20 AM

81368

Loss of income

2/18/2022 8:20 AM

81369

It’s taken away from my freedoms and has really caused problems within my family!!!!! And
I’ve lost a lot of friends over the mandates.

2/18/2022 8:20 AM

81370

I lost my job and cannot find employment due to the mandates. Suicidal thoughts, depression,
not sure when I'll wat next or when I will be living on the streeta

2/18/2022 8:20 AM

81371

I have asthema and dont comply most of the time

2/18/2022 8:20 AM

81372

My liberty to live as I see fit.

2/18/2022 8:20 AM

81373

All

2/18/2022 8:20 AM

81374

Took my free will and choice with being vaccinated. Added stress with my livelihood. Our
social life and connection with others. Unable to travel to see family.

2/18/2022 8:20 AM

81375

It has impeded me from being able to leave a relationship I otherwise would have by now.
Between the mandates and the housng crisis it makes it very difficult for me to be able to
afford to because I can't do many jobs without a mask or a vaccine and the stress can be very
overwhelming with all of the threats and names from the prime minister.

2/18/2022 8:20 AM

81376

It has made me fear for my job, I’ve had to test every 72 hours to keep working. It has created
divisiveness in my family and threatened relationships with family and friends.

2/18/2022 8:20 AM

81377

Fighting between freinds and family terrible

2/18/2022 8:19 AM

81378

The mandates have divided friends and families. Our children suffer daily. People need people.
We need to hug and love one another in order to stay emotionally well. Mental health has
suffered so bad with little to no support. We have seen multiple suicide and drug over dose. It
is a very sad situation, we have lost precious time with our elderly...they are dying from
loneliness.

2/18/2022 8:19 AM

81379

Anxiety, depression, loss of family and friends. Unable to attend my grandmother's funeral.
The father of my baby Unable to support me at any appointments, almost kicked out of the
hospital durring labor and delivery.

2/18/2022 8:19 AM

81380

Travel restrictions, income reductions, cost of living increased, connection with family due to
the severe DIVIDED cause by Trudeau’s inflammatory words and actions

2/18/2022 8:19 AM

81381

Ruined our lives . Lost job had to sell home family having a lot of emotional problems

2/18/2022 8:19 AM
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81382

I developed anxiety and depression, was forced to be vaccinated or would lose my job (I'm a
single parent with no outside help) and my daughter and I have lost our family physician
because she chose not to vaccinate and was forced to close her practice.

2/18/2022 8:19 AM

81383

The only way it has actually affected me is the side effects from the vaccine. In saying that I
will not have the booster. I am still experiencing the side effects.

2/18/2022 8:19 AM

81384

I see it all as the beginning of totalitarianism.

2/18/2022 8:19 AM

81385

Mental affects has been extensive. I can not participate in my 2 children's extra circular
activities. I can not take them to movies, out to dinners. I have become a second class
citizen.

2/18/2022 8:19 AM

81386

losing my job

2/18/2022 8:19 AM

81387

I couldnt travel home by plane to see my small kids when working away in Alberta beacuase I
didnt have my second dose in time I was forced to buy a car and drive across the country.
Justin Trudeau ran an election and said mandates and vaccine passports for international
travelers and 3 weeks after his victory he changed his position to everyone that is NOT DEMO
RACY

2/18/2022 8:18 AM

81388

Loss of quality of life

2/18/2022 8:18 AM

81389

Immeasurably

2/18/2022 8:18 AM

81390

I haven’t been able to visit elderly family members, my grandkids have lost 2years of
education, & life in general.

2/18/2022 8:18 AM

81391

Depression at times leading up to smoking after 19 years as a non smoker

2/18/2022 8:18 AM

81392

I’ve been placed on leave without pay due to mandates. I will likely lose everything I own
(house, car, food for my kids..)

2/18/2022 8:18 AM

81393

It’s threatened the company I’ve spent 11 years building, and my entire retirement is in
question

2/18/2022 8:18 AM

81394

Forced to get vaccinated to keep my job (even though I have proven natural immunity). Family
members are still dealing with vaccine side effects.

2/18/2022 8:18 AM

81395

Caused fighting between family members and friends. Affected my job.

2/18/2022 8:18 AM

81396

Child cannot play sports, we are all discriminated against and can't take party fully in society

2/18/2022 8:18 AM

81397

In every way my business, family, friends Experimental drug vaccine cases death and case
rapid cancer cells that is unstoppable. Children has lost their sports in school and some have
been take out because of the Corruption that has taken play in the public school of
Discrimination. Because a personal choice.

2/18/2022 8:18 AM

81398

Jobless over workplace vaccine polices that will be lifted in March , stressed, segregated..

2/18/2022 8:18 AM

81399

Loss of job, mental illness because of lock downs and unable to visit family members in the
hospital and go to funerals.

2/18/2022 8:18 AM

81400

Lost my job

2/18/2022 8:17 AM

81401

I have had employment restrictions to earn a living, I have had restrictions on spending time
with my family and friends. I’m restricted from breathing freely!

2/18/2022 8:17 AM

81402

Depression, anxiety, loss of friends and family

2/18/2022 8:17 AM

81403

I have become segregated from society and made to feel like I’m outcasted

2/18/2022 8:17 AM

81404

2 years ago I had to cancel travel plans to visit my Grandson in MB; continued separation from
family and friends, this continues to cause mental and emotional anguish. These mandates
must stop. There is no science for this. Enough with the lies and deception! This is crimes
against humanity!

2/18/2022 8:17 AM

81405

It has effected my mental, emotional and physical health. My husband had a heart attack
because of all the stress. Not being able to visit the people I love. Seeing my friends and
family divided. The list goes on and on!

2/18/2022 8:17 AM
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81406

I've lost my job which has affected my entire family I have seen people adversely affected by
vaccines and forced to get them to keep their jobs ! It's has caused mental health issues for
so many Canadians, especially depression and anxiety !!!

2/18/2022 8:17 AM

81407

Lost my job

2/18/2022 8:16 AM

81408

I live alone so the past 2 years have been very lonely.

2/18/2022 8:16 AM

81409

Terrible

2/18/2022 8:16 AM

81410

Caused depression and anxiety that I have never had before.

2/18/2022 8:16 AM

81411

There isn’t an area that HASN’T been affected

2/18/2022 8:16 AM

81412

I have suffered with depression and anxiety since the start of the mandates and they continue
to worsen. My quality of life has massively declined and I find myself depressed most days
and I’m sad or angry all of the time because of how the Canadian government has chosen to
handle Covid. I hate the division amongst Canadians and it needs to stop

2/18/2022 8:16 AM

81413

I can't breath! Putting a back on a child is child abuse!

2/18/2022 8:16 AM

81414

I've lost substantial income from these draconian mandates, by not being allowed to enter
establishments without an experimental drug injection to even compete in my chosen
profession. Coercion is not consent.

2/18/2022 8:16 AM

81415

I have lost my job, I was unable to visit my Grandmother in NS while she was dying. I have
not been able to visit family members in different provinces. My children have missed out on
two years of carefree life

2/18/2022 8:15 AM

81416

I was seriously injured in 2019 I was crushed by a trailer while I was working 7 months in the
hospital and still am recovering I had a broken pelvis,back, severed bowls,severed arm,
broken chest,and the only thing that got me through was my family since the man covid my
mental health is at a all time low and my recovery isn't going as good

2/18/2022 8:15 AM

81417

Honestly too many ways to count. My kids missing out on everything, sports, birthday parties.
I have sensory issues and anxiety and find it extremely difficult to wear a mask. My mother
had cancer last year and her appointments and surgery were constantly delayed which is
unacceptable.

2/18/2022 8:15 AM

81418

Can’t go to church, can’t attend appointment with mother in law who has stage 4 cancer, son
can’t play hockey, can’t eat at a restaurant, my daughter has bipolar/adhd and is struggling to
do online college. My husband doesn’t know how long he will have his job and I’m about to
become a grandmother but will not be able to go to the hospital. My parents have moved in
with us due to being isolated from everybody due to the covid restrictions.

2/18/2022 8:15 AM

81419

Property owners in Montana, unable to go!! No choice in getting vaccine or loos job, division
amongst canadians

2/18/2022 8:15 AM

81420

Isolation from friends and family

2/18/2022 8:15 AM

81421

It kept me safe (immune-suppressed) and my elderly in-laws safe as well

2/18/2022 8:15 AM

81422

I lost my job as a bus driver, my kids didn’t want to go to school anymore, they cry every day,
every day the would say they chocking us, so I took them out while I find an other job. Other
then that I don’t travel and don’t dine in etc the rest didn’t really affect me.

2/18/2022 8:15 AM

81423

Stopped freedoms it is bull shit

2/18/2022 8:15 AM

81424

Yes

2/18/2022 8:15 AM

81425

Very negatively. My husband lost his job. And my kids have suffered immensely and still are.
We feel like prisoners in our own country.

2/18/2022 8:15 AM

81426

My employer Stellantis, requires employees to be vaccinated, or else you are put on forced
unpaid leave. They do not give the option to rapid test!

2/18/2022 8:14 AM

81427

Isolating much of the time, not being to attend college, hockey practices, swim and other
public activities

2/18/2022 8:14 AM

81428

Depression, job loss

2/18/2022 8:14 AM

81429

Mental health

2/18/2022 8:14 AM
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81430

It has affected everyone’s life! The children the elderly and the disabled in so many ways the
list can go on for days. It has affected my job and I’m constantly worried how the owner at the
restaurant I work at is managing to stay open. My mother became I’ll with ‘cancer’ and how
she was treated at the hospital was a disgrace then my father fell and broke his back, he
couldn’t move anything from his neck down and what I saw when when they gave him a Covid
test making him move his neck back and screaming in pain,well I have no words, your not
supposed to move a person with spinal cord injuries, to say I’m angry is an understatement,
there’s no knowing the extended damage done to him because of this procedure.

2/18/2022 8:14 AM

81431

It hasn’t

2/18/2022 8:14 AM

81432

In every way!! Find it very disheartening that people are still blindly watching that legacy news
and believing it as truth yet they don’t have the patience to listen to my side!, I’m done with
the mandates I don’t care anymore. The division needs to stop, as well as every mandate put
into effect!!

2/18/2022 8:14 AM

81433

The easier question would be, how hasn't it affected my life.

2/18/2022 8:14 AM

81434

Lost work and the increased cost of living

2/18/2022 8:14 AM

81435

My daughter died I want in depression you can't even get help everything over phone

2/18/2022 8:14 AM

81436

Financially mentally and physically

2/18/2022 8:13 AM

81437

Unable to mourn loved ones that passed away. Have facial numbness and nerve damage from
the vaccine which I had to have to keep my job.

2/18/2022 8:13 AM

81438

Halted our lives.

2/18/2022 8:13 AM

81439

Never thought wed get this bad or screwed up

2/18/2022 8:13 AM

81440

I have never been this depressed in all my life. My heart aches every day for my children who
have have lost two years of education, social activity, prom. It has destroyed us all. We are
sad most of the time. My husband lost his job.

2/18/2022 8:13 AM

81441

It has affected my children, myself, my friends. People I love have had severe losses to their
income and ability to support their families. It has caused fear and divided our family. It has
ruined our gatherings and our lives for 2 years. ENOUGH. This Prime Minister, his vile words,
his segregation of society, his lack of leadership, is an embarrassment to our country. This has
to stop.

2/18/2022 8:13 AM

81442

Loss of career, my children have anxiety, my small business (restaurant) has suffered to the
brink of collapse, marriage has become stressful, society has become divided

2/18/2022 8:13 AM

81443

Depression and loss of family and friends

2/18/2022 8:13 AM

81444

Depression

2/18/2022 8:13 AM

81445

Kids hate school and you can't even shake hands. Masks restrict breathing and ability to see
emotions

2/18/2022 8:12 AM

81446

Mental health and career impacts

2/18/2022 8:12 AM

81447

Stress and anxiety and depressed

2/18/2022 8:12 AM

81448

Can’t take my kids or wife nowhere fun, it’s cause fights in my family , should never been
mandate my body my choice

2/18/2022 8:12 AM

81449

Being forced to take an experimental innoculation against my will to keep my job. Creating a
toxic environment for my family at school and in the community as well as the workplace.

2/18/2022 8:12 AM

81450

Terminated from teaching

2/18/2022 8:12 AM

81451

In absolutely ever aspect !!!!!! There is NO aspect of my life that it hasn't affected!!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 8:12 AM

81452

Family members dying along Not able to have a proper funeral Family members in nursing
home - can’t visit half the time - them thinking you have forgot about them Children wearing
mask at school having nose bleed issues Children not getting proper education due to the
schools closing Doctor appointments canceled Just to name a few you there is not enough
time to write them all

2/18/2022 8:12 AM
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81453

Isolation

2/18/2022 8:12 AM

81454

Affected work and family values

2/18/2022 8:12 AM

81455

It's nit right. It is doing more harm than good. They are pointless

2/18/2022 8:12 AM

81456

I suffered from anxiety for 2 years, depression from loneliness, and stress. Since the
pandemic began I've known 2 people who have died from suicide, 5 people from fentynal, 1
person from pneumonia, and 1 from vaccine injury. I've watched many people suffer and lose
their jobs. It's caused divide among family members and in my opinion is a complete disregard
for our God given rights. We were treated like prisoners.

2/18/2022 8:12 AM

81457

Mental health! Prisoners in our own country. Missing the Beaches, Concerts, Family
Gatherings, Dining Experience, Because of this Madness the Costs Will Double when all of
this over! We are seeing it now... Small business/Big Business have to raise there prices to
make up for the past now 3 Years thanks to the current government! Absolutely No reason why
Women's Hair cut/color should cost $400. Absolutely No reason why Gas is almost $2.00 a
litre Now. Food is now unaffordable! Surprised were not on the Ration system yet, the world
already knows we're a joke! Chinadaistan - Because Canada Doesn't Exist anymore! 💔

2/18/2022 8:11 AM

81458

I have no problem with the mandate....a small thing to prevent the disease spreading

2/18/2022 8:11 AM

81459

Feelings of isolation and depression

2/18/2022 8:11 AM

81460

Tired of it all

2/18/2022 8:11 AM

81461

Freedom to come and go as I please, shop, go to events, see family and friends, I west
glasses can't see with a mask in the winter. I'm vaccinated and still can't go anywhere without
proving it, or gather with people. My son cannot play with friends at school in JK the way I
could.

2/18/2022 8:11 AM

81462

Anxiety not able to do family-orientated things

2/18/2022 8:11 AM

81463

Segregated me and caused depression. Loss of job

2/18/2022 8:11 AM

81464

Not greatly but I think free choice should prevail.

2/18/2022 8:11 AM

81465

It has divided us. It has barred us to our homes. It has robbed us of our health. It has created
anxiety and a weak mental state.

2/18/2022 8:11 AM

81466

In every way its affected my life, work, seeing family, and jus goin out for dinner or movies,
even jus goin out to have fun in general. You have to have the jab to work and make money
that's bullshit!. While the rich and elite site back and collect money. Meanwhile my daughter
had to get the jabs and booster so she could work but only ended up in the end getting let go.
We dont even know what the hell is in this vaccine and they wont let us know tell 2055 come
on. The PM is insane and drunk on power just look at what hes done, said and doin.

2/18/2022 8:11 AM

81467

Ever since I was forced to take my second shot I have been ill. My quality of life is not the
same.

2/18/2022 8:10 AM

81468

Not my choice I was forced to get vaccinated to keep my job. My grandchildren are masked
this is not ok. I want to see my grandchildren play sports before I die.

2/18/2022 8:10 AM

81469

Isolation has cost heavy depression to hit. Not being able to see friends and family. Friends
that won't see you because they are too scared to even come in contact with humans due to
the fear this has brought amongst humanity. Unable to travel. Unable to work. Covid isn't what
its made out to be. I knew this from the beginning of these 2 years. Its a trial and setup its
strategically planned.

2/18/2022 8:10 AM

81470

Lost my business.

2/18/2022 8:10 AM

81471

I lost my job and most of my friends and relatives.

2/18/2022 8:10 AM

81472

The Mandates have caused stress to families. We don't take drugs therefore the vaccine isn't
a solution. We pray everyday for our freedom back.

2/18/2022 8:10 AM

81473

Taken away my freedom!! Depression, missing my family, friends, Businesses are being
ruined, Trudeau has gone to far with his Emergency Act against Canadian Citizens!! My
confidence in our Government has been shaken to my core. It’s caused issues within families
about vaccination or not? People have lost their jobs over this pandemic!! They chose to not
get the jab! They shouldn’t loose their jobs no matter what job they have.

2/18/2022 8:10 AM
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81474

Loss of job loss of my livelihood loss of family members dieing loss of seeing family

2/18/2022 8:10 AM

81475

Has caused complete societal divisions!

2/18/2022 8:10 AM

81476

Unable to work as a pilot with out getting jabbed

2/18/2022 8:10 AM

81477

Destroyed my career. Broke my relationship, affected my health. Almost bankrupted me

2/18/2022 8:10 AM

81478

I have a pre existing lung issue that has been worsened by wearing a mask. As well as serious
depression.

2/18/2022 8:10 AM

81479

Our children in masks for 8.5hrs every day & being asked daily if they’re Vax or not

2/18/2022 8:10 AM

81480

It's affected my children more then anything and it's sad to see the extreme Anxiety they have
regarding this plandemic

2/18/2022 8:10 AM

81481

These mandates have impacted my family immensely. I am a mother of two young children
and am currently out of work on stress leave. I want to start with, I am very pro-vax and
always have been. My children and I have all of our vaccines. I also have gotten many
optional vaccines like the annual flu shot, H1N1, twinrix and a booster of MMR when we had a
measles outbreak a few yrs back, just to name a few. I had my covid vaccine appointment
booked in July this past summer, but the day before I was to go in and get my 1st dose a
close family friend passed away 24 hours after his shot, and it terrified me. I cannot explain
how much it impacted me. I have not been able to get past this crippling fear. I have spoke to
my doctor on several occasions about it, and because I have a rare allergy and carry an epipen, he did suggest I see an allergy specialist and do an allergy test, then get my first dose in
the allergy clinic. My Dr put in the referral for this, but it was denied by the allergy clinic. They
suggested I go get my first dose and if I have a reaction, to then get a referral. This did not put
my mind at ease. Since then my vaccinated fiance has caught covid and neither myself, nor
my children caught it from him. After 5 days my fiance, still testing positive is able to go back
to work and later grab us some groceries, meanwhile my children and I are isolating for another
5 days and not aloud out of the house. My fiance has covid, we do not. This does not sound
like public health is following science to me. I want to be able to watch my 7 yr old son play
hockey again, take my children swimming when we rent a hotel room, take them skiing at
poley with their friends or to the arcade once in a while. It breaks my heart how much my
children are missing, and I know I'm to blame. I'm scared everywhere I go that I'm going to be
asked to leave, infront of my children. I try to shelter them as much as possible from all of
this. I cannot return to work (even if I were capable) until I am fully vaccinated. I feel like my
life has been turned completely upside down these past 8 months or so. I have been labeled
an anti-vaxxer, put down and even lost friends over my "choice". I have extreme anxiety every
time I know there is going to be an update from our premiere, or god forbid our Prime Minister,
wondering what they'll do next to make our life more uncomfortable or if they'll even continue to
tolerate us. Nothing would make me happier then to just be treated equal again.

2/18/2022 8:10 AM

81482

Caused unbelievable stress and mental anguish

2/18/2022 8:10 AM

81483

My youngest kid only knows life with wearing a mask AND there’s so many family he doesn’t
even know because we aren’t aloud to see them.

2/18/2022 8:09 AM

81484

Lost my job due to being unvaccinated. Not eligible for EI because I lost my job due to
vaccination status.

2/18/2022 8:09 AM

81485

I can no longer volunteer nor participate in any social functions, nor go to restaurants, theatres,
or cinemas. Every time I go out somewhere with my mask on I suffer from a migraine. I am an
extrovert who is pretty much trapped at home and miserable. My only outlet is protests.

2/18/2022 8:09 AM

81486

Depression and anxiety

2/18/2022 8:09 AM

81487

Dividing family and friends making them fearful and isolated

2/18/2022 8:09 AM

81488

Against my charter of rights

2/18/2022 8:09 AM

81489

All of them.

2/18/2022 8:09 AM

81490

It has forced me to receive a inoculation that I did not want to have to save my career. My
basic human rights were violated.

2/18/2022 8:09 AM

81491

It has basically ruined friendships, broken me financially. It has ruined my trust in public
health...maybe forever

2/18/2022 8:09 AM
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81492

I had to get vaccinated to keep my job. I have not been sick through COVID so I felt the vax
was unnecessary. My mom was isolated from us, she fought cancer and now has Alzheimer’s
mainly without her family. My husband lost most of his business as no permits were issued to
small business.

2/18/2022 8:09 AM

81493

I have been unable to leave the country to take care of my sick father in the UK. He is in the
hopital and has no one to advocate for him. My children are depressed and felt forced to take
the vaccine so they could continue their studies. And still they were unable to attend classes
for the majority of the last 2 years. Please end these mandates.

2/18/2022 8:09 AM

81494

Forced me into deeper bankruptcy as well as distanced my family

2/18/2022 8:09 AM

81495

Made me realize my country is becoming a dictatorship. Our country has been sold out to
globalist interests and demonic One World Order forces.

2/18/2022 8:09 AM

81496

Missing family

2/18/2022 8:09 AM

81497

forever changed and not in a good way. Two years of our lives stolen from us.

2/18/2022 8:08 AM

81498

Not at all I'm vacinated and so is all of my family

2/18/2022 8:08 AM

81499

I suffer from Depression, fear, sadness, isolation. Financially affected, been discriminated
upon, it's affected my son, his education, his concentration. We've been lied to, and we feel
like we are in prison... Dreams, plans, relationships all have been lost... I am angry at the
government for the lack of démocratie they have displayed, and has cause my life and my
son's life to be put on hold for more then years now... I was sick for many years, almost died
and had made myself a promise to live as much as I can, and I feel they have stolen too much
time of what I have left... I feel cheated financially, emotionally and it makes me want to leave
Quebec and Canada all together... I want this government to trialed by a fair legal court, for the
lies, the corruption and the violence, the manipulation, the undue pressure of getting
vaccinated, and the pain and suffering afflicted on my family and all of Canada's people... I will
NEVER forget!!

2/18/2022 8:08 AM

81500

My 8 year old son in grade 3 now hates school. Masks and not being allowed to play with his
friends on the playground

2/18/2022 8:08 AM

81501

Loss of business for 2 years.

2/18/2022 8:08 AM

81502

Everything is fucked up

2/18/2022 8:08 AM

81503

Before vaccines I visited my 81 year father in BC twice. Since the vaccine I am unable to
travel??? What's up with that? If the vaccines worked I should be allowed to see my father...
The covid cases are higher than ever. We have been duped.

2/18/2022 8:08 AM

81504

Very stressful to be the only person in my family to care for my Mother and Father at their long
term care facility. They depend on my for all their social contact, shopping, emotional support.
No other family or friends are allowed to go their to visit. It's draining mentally and physically.

2/18/2022 8:08 AM

81505

It has separated my family and friends

2/18/2022 8:08 AM

81506

I am diagnosed with major depression and anxiety, and it has only gotten worse with the
isolation the mandates that are in place. I also have major health conditions, including heart
conditions, that do not qualify me for a medical exemption for the vaccine mandates. I find it
disgusting that our government has little to no sympathy for its citizens.

2/18/2022 8:07 AM

81507

I have been discriminated against for making a health decision for my body. I was unlawfully
fired from a job because of my personal choices!!! I have not been allowed to go to the movies
a restaurant! Forced to wear a mask when I am not sick. Been held captive in my own
province!!! Not allowed to visit friends in hospital! Most of all my mental health has taken a
toll. I just want my rights as a Canadian citizen to choose what’s right for me.

2/18/2022 8:07 AM

81508

The mandates have forever changed Canada as we know it. Very few trust one another now, it
has divided us all and some have lost relationships over this forced mandates and injections,
people have lost their jobs, and people have lost their trust in our healthcare. This is not who
we are.

2/18/2022 8:07 AM

81509

Very difficult for me with mask as im hard of hearing and need to read lips for me to
understand.and people gets frustrated because i make them repeat.

2/18/2022 8:07 AM

81510

Severely increased stress due to inconsistencies

2/18/2022 8:07 AM
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81511

I have a vaccine injury and am terrified to take anymore for fear of my health

2/18/2022 8:07 AM

81512

I still haven't seen my son in 3 years, loss of work, inability to travel, mother had to die alone,
kept away from family

2/18/2022 8:07 AM

81513

It has caused a division with family & friends, it has caused so much stress for many! This
has affected all Canadians in a negative way.

2/18/2022 8:07 AM

81514

Complete waste of two years of our life. Children suffering the most.

2/18/2022 8:07 AM

81515

I haven't been able to socialize or go places. Very stressful on me.

2/18/2022 8:07 AM

81516

Not being able to visit loved ones in hospital, nursing homes, even emerg…..

2/18/2022 8:06 AM

81517

I've lost my job & am having difficulty finding another. No money coming in is very stressful.

2/18/2022 8:06 AM

81518

Extreme and severe mental stress, on disability from work, kids developed social anxiety and
have had their education severely impacted.

2/18/2022 8:06 AM

81519

Forced me to get vaccinated in order to keep my livelihood.

2/18/2022 8:06 AM

81520

I have been forced under threath to received the injections. I don’t want at all to be injected
again.

2/18/2022 8:06 AM

81521

Made me feel like I am back living in a communist dictatorial regime, being coerced to do
something (vaccinate) in order to do basic things and not be looked at someone that should
not "be tolerated" in society, made me feel isolated from kids, grandkids, friends and and
people in general, inability to travel as planned, inability to smile kindly and my smile being
acknowledged

2/18/2022 8:06 AM

81522

It triggered a trauma response from my past domestic abuse by way of being forced to wear a
mask and feeling revictimized by the government gaslighting and overreach. I lost my job in
healthcare and am a single mother of two. This has been devastating for me externally and
internally.

2/18/2022 8:06 AM

81523

Travel sucks it is stupid what Canadians have to do when returning to Canada.

2/18/2022 8:06 AM

81524

I am a federal worker. I am not vaccinated. I had to be in leave without pay. I had to take my
son out of school because of the stigmatization daily microagression and we cannot leave this
country to return to our origin country because we are on hostage by these dictatorial
measures to support a globalist agenda. we know there are early treatments. we know there
are hundreds of thousands deaths from the experimental injection. we know about Antibody
enhancement disease, VAIDS, pericarditis, myocarditis, arrhythmia, 400 soccer player dead on
the field in one year. 40% augmantation in tdeads in 2021 between 18-50 years old. We read
the Great Reset, we saw The Event 201. We know there is at this moment the Grand Jury,
lead by Dr. Rainer Fullmich that is taking the WHO to an international trial. We also know
legacy media is not sharing any of this and we see all the manipulation of the
#masscreationpsychosis. thanks for reading. look for these Canadian eminencies: Dr Briam
BRidle, Dr. Roger Hodkinson, Dr. Paul Alexandre. Th fringe minority is INFORMED

2/18/2022 8:06 AM

81525

Income and travel

2/18/2022 8:06 AM

81526

I’m a business owner, my teenage children are now going to therapist bc they are depressed
and have lost 2yrs of their youth, activities friends and this has caused such division between
family and friends. If you would like me to write you a letter to fully explain how this has
affected us in detail I am happy to do so. It’s time to start living life again in a healthy way

2/18/2022 8:06 AM

81527

No more family visits. Kids are depressed. Hec everyone is depressed being locked up at
home

2/18/2022 8:06 AM

81528

A better question would be how hasn't it affected my life. It has negatively affected mine and
canadian lives in almost every way.

2/18/2022 8:06 AM

81529

Breathing is affected.Being controlled. I hope more people wake up and see what it is really all
about

2/18/2022 8:05 AM

81530

Mentally and emotionally very difficult as I can’t visit people who are at the end of life. The
division it has created is beyond sad! I worry about constantly about the children who are
stuck at home with an abuser!! This needs to end

2/18/2022 8:05 AM
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81531

It has divided my family and friends. I have lost family members from the “vaccine”

2/18/2022 8:05 AM

81532

I am unvaxed so it’s affecting everything

2/18/2022 8:05 AM

81533

Depression anxiety scared and nothing have help vaccination social distance we need our life
back

2/18/2022 8:05 AM

81534

SO MUCH NEGATIVITY

2/18/2022 8:05 AM

81535

Yes l lost my job and have no incomes

2/18/2022 8:04 AM

81536

Negatively

2/18/2022 8:04 AM

81537

Alienated from my family, mental health, financial problems, broken relationships

2/18/2022 8:04 AM

81538

I have had to bolster the spirits of people who are sinking into depression, losing their
livelihoods, managing isolated children. The harm is real and palpable for many Canadians
even if the #ComfyClass can't see it

2/18/2022 8:04 AM

81539

Can't see loved ones effects jobs affects me seeing my child who lives with her mother

2/18/2022 8:04 AM

81540

It has affected my mental health in a negative way. I feel more anxious and depressed. I have
lost family and friends over the mandates. My kids don’t get to go out as much and experience
the life they should be experiencing and it makes me sad for them. This needs to end, give
kids their lives back as they are only kids for so long.

2/18/2022 8:04 AM

81541

It’s like living in a communist country

2/18/2022 8:04 AM

81542

Loss of friends and family, erosion of mental health, depression, loss of hope for the future

2/18/2022 8:04 AM

81543

Depression

2/18/2022 8:04 AM

81544

Fear of losing employment Loss of socialization Inability to travel Stgmaizaion

2/18/2022 8:04 AM

81545

It has ruined my freedoms my kids freedoms this should never have happened to anyone

2/18/2022 8:04 AM

81546

My human right to decide for or against medical intervention with free and informed consent
violated

2/18/2022 8:03 AM

81547

I'm labeled as a second class citizen. I'm afraid to be prosecuted by the Prime Minister
because he said I would not be tolerated.

2/18/2022 8:03 AM

81548

I have been ostracized by my family for my choices. I have been shamed and guilted by my
family. I live having to be very cautious of who knows the stance I take. It has caused extra
stress with my husband and children. My daughter who is an advanced daughter cannot go to
her dance studio. Tow of my high school children have lost their enjoyment in going to school
and I can see their desire to learn has diminished. I have been made to feel like a dirty and
diseased person by our PM. As a result of the vaxx pass I have not been able to watch my
son, the captain of his high school hockey team, play his last year of hockey. I cannot take
my younger kids to activities they enjoy. I have not been able to visit my elderly father.
Dreaming about my future and things I would like to do and places I would like to go has
become pointless. I have never felt discrimination before and it is aweful.

2/18/2022 8:03 AM

81549

I see sad and sick kids. I am tired of it. I get yelled at for not wearing a mask. I feel nervous
everywhere I go. I am constantly anxious.

2/18/2022 8:03 AM

81550

It has infiltrated the very fiber of trustworthy leadership, scientific freedom & discussion and
taken most of true rightful and free choice away from the individual for the coercion and
manipulation by traumatic and mental force.

2/18/2022 8:03 AM

81551

i was kicked from my bowling team, can't go to a movie or restaurant, my gf and daughter both
lost their jobs over refusal to take vaccine, used to be friends are not anymore, division
created everywhere, haven't been able to go see my parents in another province for two years,
funerals, the vaccine killed my gf grandfather.

2/18/2022 8:03 AM

81552

I was thrown out of college due to not being vaccinated.

2/18/2022 8:03 AM

81553

An every way .mentally an physically.

2/18/2022 8:03 AM

81554

I felt forced to get a vaccine I didn’t really want. My health suffered because of it after my
second dose. I will not be getting a booster. The vaccine mandates need to stop. They are not
right and not effective in reducing the spread.

2/18/2022 8:03 AM
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81555

Every aspect!

2/18/2022 8:03 AM

81556

Loss of freedom

2/18/2022 8:03 AM

81557

It has made me and my family feel sad and depressed. We also missed out on many family
activities because of them.

2/18/2022 8:02 AM

81558

confined to home, no contact with family, anxiety, stress

2/18/2022 8:02 AM

81559

Destroyed family and friends relationships. Hard on businesses and marriages.

2/18/2022 8:02 AM

81560

It was a nightmare I want my life back ..I feel depressed anxiety is sky high if this continues I
don't want to be in this world

2/18/2022 8:02 AM

81561

Not being able to coach my daughters basketball team or watch her play, travel and many
more things.

2/18/2022 8:02 AM

81562

Can't find any work because I have to be vaccinated for 90% of it and I don't believe in it

2/18/2022 8:02 AM

81563

Father died by himself without hardly any family, lots of other things

2/18/2022 8:02 AM

81564

Have not had a Denist,Doctor ,Blood test ,Eyedoctor appointment for 2 years now . Had no
health care for me since the B.S. COVID started

2/18/2022 8:02 AM

81565

Too many restrictions

2/18/2022 8:02 AM

81566

It has affected my family's mental health and my autistic children social abilities

2/18/2022 8:02 AM

81567

Was made to feel like a second class citizen in my own country,not able to travel from
province to province,not able to be with family who had to be hospitalized,stress from it all
played a big part. Children not being able to play sports etc. I think the biggest thing these
mandates have done is caused division amongst Canadians!

2/18/2022 8:01 AM

81568

I lost my job. My children can’t play sports. Financially my family is struggling due to our
sincere held beliefs.

2/18/2022 8:01 AM

81569

Significantly

2/18/2022 8:01 AM

81570

Arguments and loss of family and friends. I am a pensioner. I am well aware and knew that this
was coming. I read the Rockerfeller paper in 2014 and prayed that this would not happen. I
refuse to take the shot, so I was bannished from travel, from dining in with friends, etc. The
discrimination is despicable and yes finally I support the truckers 110%

2/18/2022 8:01 AM

81571

I adjusted. Changed how I work, caused financial hardship. I am disgusted by the conspiracy
theories and how gullible some people are.

2/18/2022 8:01 AM

81572

Distanced all my family, almost caused a separation between my partner and I, depression for
myself and kids and partner. Feel like I’ve aged ten years in two. Financially affected us all as
a family.

2/18/2022 8:01 AM

81573

It has destroyed the local economy and place many people on part-time jobs rather than
meaningful full-time work

2/18/2022 8:01 AM

81574

All aspects of my life, travel social, all of it.

2/18/2022 8:01 AM

81575

Job loss, Child side effects of masking (nose bleeds and headaches), lack of schooling
causing mental duress for children and myself, travel restrictions for self care, watching family
being forced to vaccinate

2/18/2022 8:01 AM

81576

I’m am vaccine injured!! Destroyed me mentally, felt completely violated! No one has the right
to impose themselves on my bodily autonomy!! I am a nurse!!

2/18/2022 8:01 AM

81577

mental health of my husband and children and in turn mine. Division between friends and
family. Fear of the future.

2/18/2022 8:01 AM

81578

Prisoners in our own home

2/18/2022 8:00 AM

81579

Coersion is not consent. I had to choose my job ora vaccine I did not want and mandate I do
not believe in. My kids had to choose between sports they had already made teams and
graduation participation or s vaccine that they not only did not need but was dangerous. Many

2/18/2022 8:00 AM
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family members have been treated like second class citizens because of their choice and
autonomy. The social division hascreated negative social dynamics throughout daily activity.
81580

Forced me to retire!

2/18/2022 8:00 AM

81581

Not being able to see family,can't go to restaurants, can't visit loved ones in family that are in
hospital,senior homes,loss of jobs,has completely taken our God given rights and freedoms
from us! This is totally wrong!!

2/18/2022 8:00 AM

81582

Depression, father had a stroke, divided the family

2/18/2022 8:00 AM

81583

I am an immune compromised Canadian living with complex health issues. I desperately need
surgery abroad, and because of the vaccine passport and restrictions put on doctors and
medical exemptions to the vaccine, I am not able to travel to receive medical treatment.
Health care and politics should not be mixed. Unfortunately in North America, it has.

2/18/2022 8:00 AM

81584

Incredibly since I have made the personal decision not to be vaccinated. My employer has
also implemented a vaccine policy such that when we are to return to the office, everyone
needs to be vaccinated, putting me in a very difficult situation.

2/18/2022 8:00 AM

81585

Family division, shunned by friends and I can’t leave my own country to travel!

2/18/2022 8:00 AM

81586

No travel.

2/18/2022 8:00 AM

81587

In every aspect! My 5 year old doesn’t remember going to stores without a mask and has
missed out on her activities like swimming and cheer among so many other opportunities at
this stage in life.

2/18/2022 8:00 AM

81588

I’m a overworked underpaid health care worker. That should say it all

2/18/2022 7:59 AM

81589

Segregated, loneliness, angry, isolated and divided

2/18/2022 7:59 AM

81590

I lost a job because of the mandates

2/18/2022 7:59 AM

81591

I have 3 children and it has affected their quality of life as well as mine and has had damaging
long term implications. It has ruined family and friend relationships.

2/18/2022 7:59 AM

81592

All of my families mental health, my children are scared of everything now. We have been
separated from family and friends, fighting amping family and friends over the vaccines is
really getting to us. We would love to show the world to our new baby but can’t as we have
choice not to have the vaccine. All our new baby knows is see people with masks, this is all
ridiculous now and isn’t helping

2/18/2022 7:59 AM

81593

I am unable to fully participate and visit family across the country. I have sleepless nights and
am on anti depressants never before needed until government overreach started to scare me
into believing that our democracy was in a crisis. We have lost friends and family members
over this overreach and have lived like hermits because we are part of the those who should
not be tolerated . Trudeau has incited hate towards us. I have not been able to attend classes
or go to a physiotherapist for a prior injury. In class exercise classes and socializing with
friends has been denied. Trudeau and premier Kenney made us second class citizens. This
has been a successful social psychological experiment thrown at every citizen across the
globe and those tyrants like Trudeau who either are being dictated to by a different power have
taken full advantage of everything good that we once had in this country.

2/18/2022 7:59 AM

81594

Can’t travel, can’t go to stores, can’t take my children places, kids and my mental health
struggling.

2/18/2022 7:59 AM

81595

Very poorly…

2/18/2022 7:59 AM

81596

My 9 year old child has shared suicidal thoughts with me that continue to plague her mind as
she cannot see a reason to stick around the way the world is headed. She asks why she was
brought into the world if the world is just going to grow with hate and division. I can't answer
her, as I have chosen to not have more children given the state of things. I can't convince her
to live when I can't convince myself.

2/18/2022 7:59 AM

81597

Lowered mental health

2/18/2022 7:59 AM

81598

Not able to socialize and continue with my normal life.

2/18/2022 7:59 AM

81599

Isolation, depression, job loss.

2/18/2022 7:59 AM
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81600

feel like a prisoner

2/18/2022 7:59 AM

81601

Forced me to take an experimental injection or leave my job

2/18/2022 7:58 AM

81602

I am not vaccinated so I am treated like a 2nd class citizen. Can't go to restaurants, movies or
anywhere else a passport it required

2/18/2022 7:58 AM

81603

It has caused division, it has created more anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 7:58 AM

81604

Forced me to inject unwanted "vaccine". Opened my eyes to where misinformation is really
coming from (controlled media and government). Depression, division of family and community

2/18/2022 7:58 AM

81605

Made me and my childs depression worse being locked up at home and not being able to
breath and my children cant live their lives the list goes on and on this is just wrong everything
about trudeau is wrong

2/18/2022 7:58 AM

81606

I supplement my income by working as an events DJ. The gathering restrictions have caused
me to have a significant reduction of income of about 20%. This has forced me to resort to
social assistance programs for food and rent and I hate being a burden on the system.

2/18/2022 7:58 AM

81607

I have many friends in Canada. Their suffering is mine. Lost revenue from businesses forced
to close or jobs lost, churches forced to close, movement between provinces heavily
restricted, unscientific mandates and forced vaccinations...It's an utter disgrace what's been
going on in this beautiful country.

2/18/2022 7:58 AM

81608

My teenage son has suffered from severe depression even needed to be taken into the
hospital for suicidal thoughts

2/18/2022 7:58 AM

81609

Every aspect. Family and friends interactions. Sports socializing. Marital relationship and
mental health

2/18/2022 7:58 AM

81610

Loss of business, my child's education, loss of income, loss of family and friends due to
difference of opinions, my child's mental health, my mental health, the list goes on and on

2/18/2022 7:58 AM

81611

No community, not being able to spend time and support people I love.

2/18/2022 7:58 AM

81612

Our children have struggled

2/18/2022 7:57 AM

81613

I haven’t travelled to see my daughter and her family in more than 2 years. I was hurt by the
first PCR test and I did not want any more tests.

2/18/2022 7:57 AM

81614

Loosing our rights of a free country

2/18/2022 7:57 AM

81615

My daughter has had no birthday parties as she is only turning 3 so her whole life pretty much
has been in some sort of lockdown, I can't take her anywhere to eat or do anything fun cause I
refuse to get the needle

2/18/2022 7:57 AM

81616

Not much. Can’t go certain places with friends. Can’t see some people. Hate masks. There
was a time and a place for this but it’s over

2/18/2022 7:57 AM

81617

I am unable to travel to my winter home in Florida. I am unable to go to restaurants. I am
unable to travel. I can’t visit my family. I can’t wear a mask so some places like Bulk Barn
won’t let me in even if I offer to wear a visor. I can’t stand that my grand daughters have to
wear masks. One of them developed allergies and now has to use a pump. I want it all gone.

2/18/2022 7:57 AM

81618

We have a granddaughter who almost died because our province was shut down with no
visitors and her mom was a first time mom who didn't catch some things early on. It was
nearly impossible to even be able to speak to a Dr on the phone at the time. A year later our
grandson had croup but we were afraid to take him to ER because we were unvaccinated. I
personally have three autoimmune conditions that are under control but I'm afraid the shots
would flare things up so I haven't gone for them. I also can't wear a mask due to Myasthenia
Gravis so it's been a long stretch of isolation that seems unnecessary since masks have been
proven not to stop transmission anyway. I told myself it was all in my head but then almost
passed out in the middle of a store, so I don't go anymore. My husband grabs groceries here
and there after work. We are little to no risk to anyone, certainly less than people who deal with
with public and travel a lot (because vaccinated transmit this too) but we are being treated like
second class illegal citizens not allowed in restaurants, swimming pools, and any public hall or
building in our small town. I also had fear of getting a ticket when driving mother in law to an
appointment once when we had zero visitors from other households allowed, I known someone
who got a ticket for babysitting her grandchildren. My husband and I were sneaking into his

2/18/2022 7:57 AM
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mother's home wondering who was watching us come and go once a week to keep an eye on
her. I can't accompany her inside any medical buildings now due to my vaccine status and
worry what will happen if she falls or requires medical assistance for any reason. I haven't
seen a dentist for over two years, and I desperately need new eye glasses but can't go in for
an eye exam or glasses because of my issues wearing a mask. My dad had an accident with
a wood splitter and lost his thumb but was alone in ER with no family because of these
mandates and policies. He has no cell phone and wouldn't know how to use one anyway.
Because of not having anyone their to advocate for him and ask doctors questions, he came
home with a poor understanding of aftercare, ended up with an infection, and was readmitted
days later for IV antibiotics. My son dropped him off and had to wait outside with no contact
and no idea how things were going, it was 30 below out and a security guard came to his car to
say it was a no idle zone. He would have gladly shut his car off and gone inside to help his
grandpa but no 'visitors' were allowed. He had to park Ina nearby lot and keep driving by the
door in case grandpa was released until finally we were able to reach a nurse and were told
he'd be staying at least 24 hours. I also lost a job due to these vaccine mandates and its a job
I had put a ton of effort, time and money into getting. This is extremely frustrating. I know
covid is real, I know lots of people who were sick with it and some got better quick while others
took longer but I also know our medical system can't handle any regular flu and hasn't been
able to for many, many years. The covid death rate isn't as scary as we've been told in my
opinion but even if it is, there are other things in life that can kill us too and we deserve to
choose our risk. We lost a good friend to cancer last fall and hadn't been able to visit her. Her
husband was forced to get shots in order to visit her even though they don't stop transmission
but even then, they allowed two people and that was it. What were they afraid of, that we'd give
a dying woman covid? Enough is enough with the suffering and inhumane treatment of humans
who need each other. Please respect natural immunity and the fact that these mandates often
aren't making sense in people's lives, they're just causing more suffering.
81619

Stress and anxiety

2/18/2022 7:57 AM

81620

The mandates have had a serious impact on my life, my medical treatments, my family
relationships, relationships with clients and friends, as negatively impacted my overall wellbeing, has infringed on my rights and him, has imposed threats and has impacted my mental
health, my ability to travel and visit family, it has affected my social activities places I can
freely go to, it has affected my financial situation and it has affected my relationship with my
partner, it has affected my used as a Canadian citizen, it has traumatize me beyond measure,
it has affected my overall health, it has taken away my credibility for the government and
impacted my life living in this country. It has created a living nightmare.

2/18/2022 7:57 AM

81621

A lot, mentally most.

2/18/2022 7:57 AM

81622

My son and I have t been able to return to Canada and help my 84 yr old elderly mother who
lives alone.

2/18/2022 7:57 AM

81623

Less work, inability to travel freely within and out of the country, not able to go to kids hockey
games, eat in restaurants. Anxiety about current political situation and censorship, my family's
future and segregation.

2/18/2022 7:57 AM

81624

Dissappoited in government.deviding vacinated and non vacinated government control.
Freedom of choice. I am unvaccinated treated as a out sider subjected to all kinds of pressure
from government to conform. Avoided as labeled causing spread.

2/18/2022 7:57 AM

81625

- My mother couldn't have a funeral - I can't visit my family in the UK - I can't visit my family in
the US - I can't go to the gym to stay healthy - I can't go to a museum - I can't present my
research at a conference I need for my job - I will likely lose my job The mandates needs to
end immediately and this unethical behaviors needs to NEVER happen again.

2/18/2022 7:57 AM

81626

Has Majorly affected my home life and social life.

2/18/2022 7:57 AM

81627

Loss of job, unable to participate in Society as before family and friends who avoid you
because of fear due to government over reach in creating fear.

2/18/2022 7:56 AM

81628

In every way

2/18/2022 7:56 AM

81629

It reduce my income considerably and lost clients

2/18/2022 7:56 AM

81630

Divided my family. Added to inflation.

2/18/2022 7:56 AM

81631

My mental health

2/18/2022 7:56 AM
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81632

Huge loss of income

2/18/2022 7:56 AM

81633

Mental and financial stress

2/18/2022 7:56 AM

81634

less much less freedon

2/18/2022 7:56 AM

81635

broke up relationship

2/18/2022 7:56 AM

81636

No access to public activities ... restaurants ...theater...limited access to mother in law since
passed ... no funeral ...

2/18/2022 7:56 AM

81637

Lost my job as a teacher... been struggling financially with an 8 year old daughter. I can't go
anywhere with my daughter.... we've made our life great by appreciating the small things.

2/18/2022 7:56 AM

81638

Financially, mentally, lose of family and Friends. I am a prisoner in my own home

2/18/2022 7:56 AM

81639

Screwed up everyones life ,cost of living is horrible

2/18/2022 7:56 AM

81640

Destroyed my faith in my government and democracy. How do I teach my kids lies are not
acceptable when our provincial and federal governments are spewing obvious lies every day.
My business has suffered, I lost my part time job because I refuse to follow the lies. Battling
depression, economic ruin and lost many family and friends due to my own government's lies.

2/18/2022 7:55 AM

81641

Like living with a huge weighted cloud over your head. In your face continuously.

2/18/2022 7:55 AM

81642

I have no life. I cannot do anything I used to.

2/18/2022 7:55 AM

81643

Loss of income. Depression, anxiety. Isolation. Way worse than the “cure”

2/18/2022 7:55 AM

81644

It’s affected employment , family dynamics - interactions. I wasn’t able to have a funeral for
my sister and my brother doesn’t talk to me anymore because I’m not vaxxed . I can’t go out
and enjoy activities restaurants gatherings and or take a holiday or a flight anywhere for that
matter . Covid is a hoax scare tactic designed for government control . These mandates need
to end immediately and Trudeau needs to go ! Give us our freedoms back 🙏🏻

2/18/2022 7:55 AM

81645

My income was cut in half due to the loss of the job that was supplementing my pension
income.

2/18/2022 7:55 AM

81646

Segregation and isolation based on fake science. There is no science to the 6ft/2metres
distance, no science to vaccines preventing transmissions, cloth masks don’t work. Mandates
are based on divisive policies vs science. They need to go

2/18/2022 7:55 AM

81647

My children have been banned from the sports, music, and youth group activities so important
to their physical, mental, and emotional health. My husband is facing termination from his
career of 16 years. My anxiety is so high that I have been to the ER and transported by
ambulance to a second hospital for chest pain, which at this stage is no longer intermittent and
stress-based, busy constant. I am unable to wear a mask because of my anxiety. My family
wants to emigrate from Canada, but we are banned from leaving the country by air, land, or
sea, so we are effectively held hostage here. I have 7 friends and family members who had
serious adverse vaccine reactions that have dealt permanent damage; all of these confirmed
causal by their doctors. I have been told that antivaxxers should be given the choice to “get
the shot or be shot”. I do not feel safe flying a Canada flag on my front porch, as our flag has
somehow become a symbol of anti-government (?). My children are suffering, my oldest (12)
has mentioned suicide many times as he does not have hope that he will ever have freedom of
choice or a future in Canada. He and I are in need of counselling support but cannot find a
councillor who does not label and dismiss us for our views.

2/18/2022 7:55 AM

81648

I make clean drinking water on First Nations and have had my job threatened repeatedly, the
nurses even warn you about myocarditis, it's absolutely absurd that we don't get a choice when
there's that level of risk.

2/18/2022 7:54 AM

81649

I have realized that science is no longer listened to and I live in a state of fear that
governments can do anything they want even if it's rediculous and unfounded I. Science

2/18/2022 7:54 AM

81650

The Mask mandate has made me increasingly anxious. My family is political and I was forced
into getting the vaccine. The mandates have turned me into a whole different person.

2/18/2022 7:54 AM

81651

I’ve lost friends and family, my mental health is at an all time low.

2/18/2022 7:54 AM

81652

My children are segregated at school unable to participate in sports etc. at school. They are
suffering. Endless anxiety and depression have plagued my children. Relationships with My

2/18/2022 7:54 AM
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extended family has been destroyed due to the different choices we’ve made. My daughter had
to defer post seconds due to the mandate.
81653

It’s like being in prison never been there but I think it’s about the same we need freedom

2/18/2022 7:54 AM

81654

My mental health, relationships, lost the simple right of eating in a restaurant or going to a
movie with my husband who only has one shot and die to a adverse reaction can not have his
second , being treated like garbage

2/18/2022 7:54 AM

81655

I lost my job , I lost my trust for my government. This Plandemic needs to end ! This is crimes
against humanity.

2/18/2022 7:54 AM

81656

So many ways..lost hours at work

2/18/2022 7:54 AM

81657

My Doctor advised against the vaccine. I'm not eligible for an exemption as I don't fit the
federal criteria. My Charter rights are being violated due Toca pre-existing disability, and my
country has turned their back on me. I have 4 kids and I can't even take them swimming, or
bowling, or to a restaurant. I can't attend their school, and I can't leave the country to alleviate
my severe depression.

2/18/2022 7:54 AM

81658

Made me not able to travel freely within Canada

2/18/2022 7:54 AM

81659

It has made life miserable

2/18/2022 7:54 AM

81660

After job loss due to business shutdown due to covid restrictions and a year unemployment
now working in US. The travel costs have skyrocketed and testing requirements mean more $
gone.

2/18/2022 7:53 AM

81661

I watched my great aunt deteriorate to the point of death as they isolated her like a prisoner in
a crate home. I cannot fly to see my sick parents because I am not vaccinated. I see how it’s
created fear in the world. People are not free. Some are terrified! It’s created the haves and the
have nots. I’m a have not.

2/18/2022 7:53 AM

81662

Over all mentally

2/18/2022 7:53 AM

81663

Loss of freedoms & government put Canadians in debt forever!!

2/18/2022 7:53 AM

81664

I have been removed from the Famliy home daycare agency I was with due to the vaccine
mandates and was forced to become a private in home daycare, so my daycare parents lost
their government subsidies and I lost the benefits of the agency. My daughter cannot go into
her field of choice after graduation due to the vaccine mandates as she wants to be an LPN,
so that will be one less in the field. My step daughter also was a CCA and had to find a new
job due to the vaccine mandates, so the healthcare field lost another good CCA, contributing to
the huge shortage right now. My son was unable to play hockey with his friends this year due
to the vaccine mandates. We've been excluded from society, insulted for our health choices
and our privacy violated.

2/18/2022 7:53 AM

81665

Ive known since March 2020 that these measures were part of a global plan to introduce the
nefarious New World Order. I have lost my family and friends over the difference of opinions

2/18/2022 7:53 AM

81666

Emotionally, financially, socially!

2/18/2022 7:53 AM

81667

I am a Psw who worked in the ICU. I was fired for not being vaccinated. I worked with Covid
for the entire year there was no vaccine never caught Covid always use my protective
equipment. I was fired for not trusting a vaccine that doesn’t have any clinical trials or longterm testing. I won’t be getting vaccinated I’ve met too many people with vaccine injuries. One
being a 20 year RN who is now paralyzed from a vaccine injury .

2/18/2022 7:53 AM

81668

Emotional stress , my teenagers have struggled My 5 year old is struggling with pronouncing
words due to masks

2/18/2022 7:53 AM

81669

I am unable to work. Due to allergies, I refused the vaccine.

2/18/2022 7:53 AM

81670

Effects of mask, side effects of vaccine, divided family, it is all based on money to fill the
pockets of the political leaders, pharmaceutical companies, masks companies, respirators
company. It is all sin.

2/18/2022 7:53 AM

81671

I live alone - no regular human contact has left me in a perpetual state of anxiety and stress.

2/18/2022 7:53 AM

81672

My husband has to drive home from his work in Alberta at the end of the month because he
cannot fly home anymore. He has been gone over 3 months already, meaning my 3 and 6 year

2/18/2022 7:53 AM
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old children have not seen their father in that long. We’ve also had huge expenses because of
it, with him having to buy a vehicle unexpectedly and stay in hotels instead of being home with
his family for Christmas and days off. Half of his fully jabbed coworkers have Covid currently
and he is healthy. This madness needs to end now, it is tearing families apart.
81673

Out of work for almost 2 years

2/18/2022 7:53 AM

81674

IN EVERY WAY!!!!

2/18/2022 7:53 AM

81675

I already have PTSD and other mental heath issues… all this has made them worse. Not to
mention the division among my family and friends

2/18/2022 7:53 AM

81676

It’s has caused tremendous stress, anxiety depression etc.

2/18/2022 7:53 AM

81677

No work in my profession. Separation from friends and family because of my vaccination
status

2/18/2022 7:53 AM

81678

Made me prisoner at home

2/18/2022 7:52 AM

81679

I have seen people suffer from significant mental health issues brought on by these mandates.
I have experienced physical reactions to the vaccine. The social division on mandate issues is
creating fear, anger and grief. It is creating danger to our society and country.

2/18/2022 7:52 AM

81680

Stress, loss of social contact, polarization among friends as well as people in general, inability
to travel, go to restaurants and events, time wasted keeping track of latest rule changes. I
have known as early as March 2020 that the fear produced from leaders and media was idiocy
and produced solely to make the populace take a vaccine with no questions asked. I watched
as everyone drank in the fear. It was awful to watch. Shocked that the untested vaccine would
be given to young people and children.

2/18/2022 7:52 AM

81681

Put me in in financial debt

2/18/2022 7:52 AM

81682

Isolated

2/18/2022 7:52 AM

81683

Mental health is suffering (I already suffer from depression so socializing with other and
travelling helps and this has been taken as an option) my weight has increased even though I
exercise (stress and lack of social support to get out) and my work load has increased
because of other workers being isolated from all the constant changes in rules which can be
interpreted in such way that taking time off is tempting

2/18/2022 7:52 AM

81684

It's ruined it. I've lost so much money and our relationship didn't survive it. I lost my entire life
when we ended. And put me in severe depression. Alot during closures is was hard to keep
going trying to survive on ei I had a total of 26 weeks that we were forced closed

2/18/2022 7:52 AM

81685

Loss of work,social life,friends and family,mental exhaustion,trust in our government and
medical system

2/18/2022 7:52 AM

81686

Can’t go out to restaurants and go about freely and can’t go to another province without
applying or isolating

2/18/2022 7:52 AM

81687

I was not able to see my dad in the hospital when he’s been very seriously ill! I felt as though I
had no choice but to take vaccine to be able to continue to work and be able to fly and see my
dad! When finally getting there was still not able to see my dad even though we are all
vaccinated! It’s heartbreaking

2/18/2022 7:51 AM

81688

Small business owner

2/18/2022 7:51 AM

81689

It really has not. I've tried to be as safe as I can. I have been vaccinated. But still wonder if all
information has been shared with everyone regarding the vaccine?

2/18/2022 7:51 AM

81690

The regulations with regard to public mandates are inconsistent & are not logical. Our children
need their freedoms back & we need to see their smiles again.

2/18/2022 7:51 AM

81691

Lost my job!

2/18/2022 7:51 AM

81692

Physically, emotionally, mentally, spiritually, relationaly and financially.

2/18/2022 7:51 AM

81693

It has tries to coerce me into participating in a medical experiment that I want nothing to do
with. This was supposed to have been dealt with after the holocaust.

2/18/2022 7:51 AM

81694

I lost my career of 21 years. It caused divid in my marriage and impacted my and my families

2/18/2022 7:51 AM
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mental health.
81695

lost my job as a nurse, divided family, caused depression anxiety suicidal ideation for my
children. Separated and segregated people,

2/18/2022 7:51 AM

81696

Mentally and socially. I'm a private person and would rather not go into detail.

2/18/2022 7:51 AM

81697

stressful

2/18/2022 7:51 AM

81698

Alienation is hell, we are social creatures!

2/18/2022 7:51 AM

81699

Seeing how the First shot put me in the hospital. It has given me anxiety and depression that
the mandates and rules are just going to get worse.

2/18/2022 7:50 AM

81700

I new suffer from anxiety and depression. I have lost hope that our Country will ever return to
the freedom loving, fun loving and caring country that it once was. I am afraid to leave my
house as I will not get vaccinated and my “Primeminister” has promoted hate and violence
towards the unvaccinated.

2/18/2022 7:50 AM

81701

I am unable to travel, attend yoga classes, see friends. I feel like a prisoner in my own
province. People are divided, angry.

2/18/2022 7:50 AM

81702

We have been cut off from our grandchildren

2/18/2022 7:50 AM

81703

Can't take my son to pool, forced to follow a lie and not science

2/18/2022 7:50 AM

81704

Lost family relationships, friends, skin irritations due to the mask, colleagues, not able to play
sports, enter restaurants, go to family gatherings, travel, socialize and ostracized in society, a
second class citizen in some people’s views.

2/18/2022 7:50 AM

81705

The kids missed out on so much activities

2/18/2022 7:50 AM

81706

I lost my employment with SALVATION ARMY. My husband was coerced into taking
expiramental injections without having risks acknowledged or concerns addressed. My
extended family treats me with disdain for not being vaccinated. My natural antibodies are
being invalidated. I can't breath properly with mask. Masks have triggered panic and I already
struggle with reading facial expressions. Friends and family have slipped into despair and
depression. I've experienced intensifying depression. Lost access to physical health, mental
health and recovery groups.

2/18/2022 7:50 AM

81707

It has caused separation in my family. I'm also not able to visit family due to travel restrictions.

2/18/2022 7:50 AM

81708

All but closed my business, not able to attend my grandchildren’s events, social events with
my wife/friends and increased stress

2/18/2022 7:50 AM

81709

Mentally stressful to think I have to place something in my body that has no full disclosure.
Worried about work. Scared for my child, lost family that are devided

2/18/2022 7:50 AM

81710

I have watched friend advised by family doctor not to get shot, fired because if they medical
choices! This is Absolutely disgusting and no government should be a part of anyone’s
medical decisions

2/18/2022 7:50 AM

81711

I work in LTC. I was given the option get an experimental jab, or lose your job.

2/18/2022 7:50 AM

81712

Lost my job. Discriminated against for medical decision

2/18/2022 7:49 AM

81713

It’s turned family against family, I’ve lost friends due to my beliefs, my child’s education has
hinder to an unacceptable level, not to mention they hate having their face covered all day.
This should be illegal!

2/18/2022 7:49 AM

81714

I can't participate in anything I can't eat in a restaurant I can't go to concerts... I live for live
music and people and socializing keeps me sane

2/18/2022 7:49 AM

81715

mask- doctors won't see me without one, limited access to places. isolation has caused
anxiety, stress, and depression. vax pass -can not leave country, go to restaurants, bars, on
vacation etc. everyday life has been impacted, have lost hope.

2/18/2022 7:49 AM

81716

No freedom

2/18/2022 7:49 AM

81717

Terribly

2/18/2022 7:48 AM

81718

I am on LWOP currently and about to lose my home because of it. I also have allergies and

2/18/2022 7:48 AM
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can not get a mask exemption so my breathing has been severely affected. My oldest son
missed out on hockey for 2 years now and he is a fantastic goalie. My other son is missing his
friends at school but has panic attacks when he puts on a mask. My husband lost his job and
had to switch careers to a job that is longer hours and harder on his body. I have numerous
friends injured by the vaccine. The mandates need to be removed immediately. Where there is
risk, there should be choice.
81719

Church closures, has caused division in families and communities etc

2/18/2022 7:48 AM

81720

Not being able to go anywhere

2/18/2022 7:48 AM

81721

In my business

2/18/2022 7:48 AM

81722

Job, travel, social

2/18/2022 7:48 AM

81723

Took my business, my mental health, my new jobs, my kids are suffering.

2/18/2022 7:48 AM

81724

Mostly prevented pleasure travel

2/18/2022 7:47 AM

81725

Kept me from seeing people I love

2/18/2022 7:47 AM

81726

It has affected my kids, my son cant get his open heart surgery my twins went from out going
kids to having high anxiety. Lost wages and behind on bills

2/18/2022 7:47 AM

81727

Very bad

2/18/2022 7:47 AM

81728

Trouble breathing with mask Not able to shop for long periods Sever anxiety Stress Panic
attacks

2/18/2022 7:47 AM

81729

Reduction of income Increased stress

2/18/2022 7:47 AM

81730

It has created fear in my family, friends, communities and coutry.

2/18/2022 7:47 AM

81731

Financial burden, mental and physical health problems

2/18/2022 7:47 AM

81732

I feel alone and life isn’t worth living but I have a great family holding me together

2/18/2022 7:46 AM

81733

My childrens mental health has been greatly affected My oldest said she would rather die then
go to school. It is infuriating that we are still doing this to our kids

2/18/2022 7:46 AM

81734

No routine or activities. Divide. Loss of work and income. Interactions with others. No physical
co tact. Masks cause health and breathing issues. Etc

2/18/2022 7:46 AM

81735

It has taken so much away such as sports for my kids, cannot breathe working hard labour
with a stupid mask on.

2/18/2022 7:46 AM

81736

My whole family has been extremely traumatized including death!!

2/18/2022 7:46 AM

81737

business almost obliterated, mentally depressed, losing hope for any future.

2/18/2022 7:46 AM

81738

Strained relationships Compromised my health Lost all faith in the integrity of politicians Made
me angry and distrustful of politicians and people who believe them

2/18/2022 7:46 AM

81739

Badly

2/18/2022 7:46 AM

81740

Made my children cry. Gave me depression. Had to get the shots against my will to keep my
job.

2/18/2022 7:46 AM

81741

Can not visit family who lives across country, my child can't get involved in sports due to
restrictions. Can't give him a normal life. Kicked out of playground. School constantly closing.
Juggling sanity with working home school no outlets for stress. Can't use a gym

2/18/2022 7:46 AM

81742

Very negatively

2/18/2022 7:45 AM

81743

I lost my dearest friend to cancer during this time, mandates made it impossible to see her or
even gather properly for a memorial. Meanwhile leaders were travelling abroad for holidays. It
has been a long 2 weeks!

2/18/2022 7:45 AM

81744

From working from home to out of work. My children activities and mental wellness. The ability
to communicate at school with a burden on the face. Second language is much more difficult
when you cannot read lips and expressions. NeverMind Breathe. Etc etc

2/18/2022 7:45 AM

81745

It breaks my heart to watch my 5yo go to school with a mask on. I hate the division of people.

2/18/2022 7:45 AM
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Life needs to go on because this way of living is not healthy.
81746

Negatively

2/18/2022 7:45 AM

81747

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 7:45 AM

81748

this is nothing but political ploy for power and money....they really haven't, I don't go by the
mandates

2/18/2022 7:45 AM

81749

It’s been more annoying then anything

2/18/2022 7:45 AM

81750

Destroys my freedom of choice. I use common sense when I am out and adress every
situation on its merit. I chose when to wear a mask

2/18/2022 7:45 AM

81751

Made job hard to do

2/18/2022 7:44 AM

81752

Mask, famiky gathering, employees being fired, giving government more reason to tax us and
inflation to go up.

2/18/2022 7:44 AM

81753

Forced vaccination

2/18/2022 7:43 AM

81754

It has divided my family, my coworkers my neighbors. It has made me feel like a leper. It had
put constant fear in myself and my children. It has caused me to seriously think about leaving
Canada. I do not wish to live in a communist country. My dad would be rolling over in his
grave.

2/18/2022 7:43 AM

81755

Closing of gyms has hurt my physical and mental health, as well as not being able to attend
public functions.

2/18/2022 7:43 AM

81756

My social rights have been stripped. I have been denied the opportunity to see my 102 year
old mother since she was 100. I have been the victim of hate speech by the PM. Thank God
I’m retired, or I would have lost my job.

2/18/2022 7:43 AM

81757

Severe mental health issues and anxiety in myself and my children. We were not able to travel
to see my mother before she died. My kids are so scared to cough that they hide symptoms
so that no one thinks they have covid. They are so depressed about all their extracurricular
stuff and schools closing that they no longer get their hopes up for things because “they will
just get crushed, so what’s the point”.

2/18/2022 7:43 AM

81758

It has taken impeded on my rights and freedoms. Gathering and going for a family vacation is
something my family has been unable to do since the start of the pandemic. Hospital visits to
sick and dying family members has been denied due to restrictions.

2/18/2022 7:43 AM

81759

It is isolating, emotionally exhausting, restrictive, totally abnormal and tension building

2/18/2022 7:43 AM

81760

Feel like I'm a prisioner in my own province !

2/18/2022 7:43 AM

81761

Financially, kid’s educations, basic life pleasures. It’s changed our lives completely.

2/18/2022 7:43 AM

81762

They have affected myself and so many others by way of Mental Health. I am a very strong
person and didn't think my government would ever break me. They have done that. As a
provincial government employee, I have been bullied and threatened and coerced into taking
an experimental injection in order to keep my job. And I know many others who have as well.
Being medically raped has crushed my soul. Seeing kids depressed not able to hang out with
friends and the younger ones not able to play with friends, has been devastating. Hearing of
people in Special Care Homes or in the hospital not being allowed to have visitors, is Criminal.
Some seniors would rather die or be euthanized than spend any more time alone. It's time for
the government to wake up and see all of the other harm that they have done. They need to
end these mandates and own all the psychological harm they have done.

2/18/2022 7:42 AM

81763

I’ve had to close my salon countless times, stress and emotion for me and my family, inability
to live my life freely.

2/18/2022 7:42 AM

81764

Lost my jobs every time there was a lockdown, and / or schools were closed and we had to
become teachers. The last lockdown I didn’t have enough hours to generate any ei support.
It’s been hard financially. Also my kids suffer , socially, mentally and educationally. Pleas end
the mandates , the virus has mutated to be manageable like a cold or flu

2/18/2022 7:42 AM

81765

Lost job. Daughter demode religious exemption and could not continue 3rd year on UofT.
Emotionaly we are destroyed.

2/18/2022 7:42 AM
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81766

Work stoppages from no supplies due to people not working.

2/18/2022 7:42 AM

81767

Tons

2/18/2022 7:41 AM

81768

Made me think.

2/18/2022 7:41 AM

81769

I feel like a criminal in my own country. Divided me from my family and friend. Not a world I
want to live in. Taken away so much from my daughter. She use to love life now she’s
miserable.

2/18/2022 7:41 AM

81770

Every aspect of my life has been affected

2/18/2022 7:40 AM

81771

I am lonely and depressed. My adult children have lost their jobs. My husband may have to
work much longer than planned to help the kids until they find work.

2/18/2022 7:40 AM

81772

Changed my life in every aspect of life

2/18/2022 7:40 AM

81773

Financial, loss of relationships, severe anxiety, fear for well being of family members

2/18/2022 7:39 AM

81774

No Jab No Job.

2/18/2022 7:39 AM

81775

No longer have a social life, I'm depressed and live in fear because people are so divided and
have turned hateful.

2/18/2022 7:39 AM

81776

I don’t feel making vaccines mandatory in order to be part of society is fair. It should be a
personal choice. I got my two vaccines because being a parent I couldn’t imagine something
possibly happening to my kids and me not being able to be with them in the hospital or other
settings like that. The vaccine does not stop you from getting the virus or spreading it. To be
honest anyone for the vaccine have said you don’t get as sick. So if that is the case, those
with the vaccine might be more likely to spread it, considering they might not know they even
have it. Where someone sick might stay home. I don’t think there is actual facts that the
vaccine reduces the effects of the virus though. Having my children in extra curricular
activities has left me Ill to think of subjecting them to a trial vaccine. One that even if they get,
they can still get the virus. Taking that risk of giving them something my gut tells me isn’t right
verses their mental health if they aren’t able to participate in their sports anymore has been an
impossible decision. One that has left me feeling angry. The division this has caused between
family, friends and community is huge. The mental health impact I have felt has been
extremely hard to deal with. I am self employed and have taken a huge financial loss due to
covid. I am tired of seeing my children scared if they sneeze or cough that they may get sick
and die. The kids today are terrified. If this variant is equivalent to the seasonal flu, then why
is it being treated any different. The 7 days isolating and all the other measures taken if
someone within your house home tests positive is a lot. We need to get to a point that if we
aren’t feeling well then stay home. Back to drink lots of fluids, get your rest and feel better. If it
is a cold, treat it as a cold.

2/18/2022 7:39 AM

81777

How HASNT it is the question! Segregation, discrimination, depression, anxiety, limited job
accessibility….

2/18/2022 7:39 AM

81778

A living nightmare

2/18/2022 7:39 AM

81779

1)Mental health (severe depression/self harm/suicide thoughts in child) 2)Her friend was
hospitalized for attempted suicide also. 3)My 18 year old dropped college because she couldn't
do online learning, now may never go back. 4)Met my baby grandson in Alberta for the first
time at ten months because we couldn't travel. 5)Both myself and my husband had severe
vaccine side effects. 6)Caused serious rifts in our family. Some may never mend. 7) My
grandchildren have never been around other children! This is NOT NORMAL!! Their
development is behind substantially. My list goes on!!

2/18/2022 7:39 AM

81780

Loss of job Isolation loss of friends and family, division of family and friends due to vaxxed
and unvaxxed

2/18/2022 7:39 AM

81781

My child is depressed from missing out on activities other kids are allowed to do and he is now
self conscious about showing his face to eat so he skips meals at school.

2/18/2022 7:38 AM

81782

Isolation, depression, divide amongst loved ones

2/18/2022 7:38 AM

81783

My son lost his job, my son in law hasn’t seen his family who reside in New Jersey and they
haven’t seen their grandchildren. I was laid off even though I was essential. My husband took
early retirement because he couldn’t stand to see teachers angry with children who didn’t
social distance and didn’t want to keep masks on. I now suffer from anxiety.

2/18/2022 7:38 AM
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81784

Loss of work, loss of work opportunities, loss of volunteer coaching at my daughters curling
club, loss of sport for myself and daughter, loss of freedom to travel and visit our relatives,
loss of freedom to travel to do regular maintenance on my business property out of province,
loss of business which puts my family’s economic well being in jeopardy, loss of social life
including dancing, singing, eating out, visiting family, and loss of freedom to go into certain
businesses.

2/18/2022 7:38 AM

81785

My mental health has suffered , my children are not getting the social activity that they need

2/18/2022 7:38 AM

81786

My whole livelihood

2/18/2022 7:38 AM

81787

Anxiety, fear, depression

2/18/2022 7:37 AM

81788

I lost 3 1/2 months pay because bi was put on unpaid leave because no didn’t want to get the
vaccine. Still can’t catch up

2/18/2022 7:37 AM

81789

Restricted freedom, mandates creats fears, insecurity, and limits people living a normal life.
I'ts an abuse and attac to the security of every person in this nation. I WAS loosing hope to
come back and live in the the most wonderful place in the world. My right to deside what is
best for my lifes and my family is mine, not the goberment. The vaccine has kill and enjury
many people already, I say not to a goberment of mandates and not to comunism in Cánada. I
see this as an extorsion, a not necesary enforcement impose to canadience.

2/18/2022 7:37 AM

81790

It’s not human! Living in constant oppression! Disconnected from loved ones…

2/18/2022 7:36 AM

81791

Loss of Social interactions, loss of income, conflict between family and friends.

2/18/2022 7:36 AM

81792

Can’t see family. Can’t travel to see my family.

2/18/2022 7:36 AM

81793

My youngest child has been in lockdown her whole life!!

2/18/2022 7:36 AM

81794

Stopped me from seeing my friends And family, doing my work for 2 years.

2/18/2022 7:35 AM

81795

Stressed everyday, blood pressure rising, brain fog, and Trudeau’s comments about the
unvaxxed made me hate to be a Canadian

2/18/2022 7:35 AM

81796

Physiological and financial

2/18/2022 7:35 AM

81797

My wife had her government funding pulled and non revoked. We have since sold our family
vehicle just to pay our bills. We can no longer afford to survive or provide for our children..we
will soon lose our house as well.

2/18/2022 7:35 AM

81798

Raise our stress and we feel like loosing our freedom

2/18/2022 7:35 AM

81799

Division of families. Noticeable anxiety and depression in my cliental and friends. Mass
hysteria from news propaganda.

2/18/2022 7:34 AM

81800

Was forced to get a vaccine for work was terrified. It has affected my mental and physical
health!

2/18/2022 7:34 AM

81801

depression lossing my job stress

2/18/2022 7:34 AM

81802

Lost both my jobs, had to try and recreate my life. CERB is not enough to live in Toronto, and
the first time I made $200 and claimed it they ceased all payments of CERB. How nice of
them?! They have destroyed most businesses around us, I distrust in the government & am no
longer proud to be a Canadian; it's now an embarrassment.

2/18/2022 7:34 AM

81803

It’s isolated me. Made me, my family and everyone I know fearful of basic human interaction.
It’s made the people in my life feel like second class citizens. It’s created conflict between
family members. I had to change schools because of how toxic the environment became and
now I’m paying close to $800 / month for care for my child.

2/18/2022 7:34 AM

81804

Our freedoms have dropped from 100% to zero! Considering that Covid like every other year is
the common flu. People die every year from the Flu!! Trudeau is a dictator who could have
been the “Peoples” hope for normalcy but he went the dictator route! Shame on him!!

2/18/2022 7:33 AM

81805

Mentally, emotionally and physically these mandates have kept me isolated, in turmoil and at
odds with family and friends.

2/18/2022 7:33 AM

81806

My husband is sent home without pay as he opts not to vaccinate. I lost my volunteer job in a
thrift store because i am not vaxxed Our family is divided as those strong pro vaxxers are

2/18/2022 7:33 AM
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intolerant of those who opt not to vaccinate We, as unvaccinated, feel uncomfortable in some
public venues, as we fear discrimination or outright hostility
81807

My children and I have been masked to go to school and work. I have had to pay for covid
tests in order to work. My children have been excluded and bullied at school and else where
because they arw not vaccinated or because they have had their masks down. I am concerned
for my families mental health because of all the mandates and restrictions. My husband has
been denied medical services because he is vaccine-free. My husband has been bullied and
belittled by other adults including our landlord to take the vaccine.

2/18/2022 7:33 AM

81808

Has caused division and anxiety in my family.

2/18/2022 7:33 AM

81809

Negatively. Both physically and mentally.

2/18/2022 7:33 AM

81810

Job loss, friends coerced and now injured, kids pulled from school bc of mandates

2/18/2022 7:33 AM

81811

Scared of what Trudeau is acting like a Dictator taking away our freedom.please let us to be
free

2/18/2022 7:32 AM

81812

How has it not?! The only people who haven’t been affected, are probably the people in
government who were saying “we’re all in this together”.

2/18/2022 7:32 AM

81813

Depression , heavy job , 2nd dose caused health issues

2/18/2022 7:32 AM

81814

Mandates have made me a second class citizen. Mandates have taken away my rights and
freedoms as a Canadian citizen. I can not go places of my own will and i am seen as less than
vaccinated individual

2/18/2022 7:32 AM

81815

My mental health, I’ve had a heart attack at 35 years old because of the shot, Can’t work. So
it has affected me deeply!!!!

2/18/2022 7:32 AM

81816

It has caused undue stress between my wife and myself, our kids and our grand kids. It’s a
insult and violation of my non negotiable rights

2/18/2022 7:32 AM

81817

It has destroyed it. I fell into depression, u lost my job due to the severe anxiety from being
forced to mask especially while pregnant. I almost fell off a ladder due to it and could have lost
my baby. My children are depressed from masks in school, they come home crying because
they cannot breathe. I have lost hope because of the mandates

2/18/2022 7:32 AM

81818

It has limited my ability to enjoy family life and limited my social time with family and friends.
It has also negatively impacted my physical mental health.

2/18/2022 7:31 AM

81819

No work

2/18/2022 7:31 AM

81820

Unable to live life as I did before mandates Can not eat at restaurants, play sports, volunteer,
enjoy entertainment Fell like I am under house arrest in my own province

2/18/2022 7:31 AM

81821

Extremely

2/18/2022 7:31 AM

81822

It’s ruined the lives of people I know. Depression has hit my kids as we can’t do anything.
Activities are limited. They stay in their rooms all day when not in school

2/18/2022 7:30 AM

81823

Unable to socialize with friends and family. Unable to attend functions.

2/18/2022 7:30 AM

81824

My husband lost a good he had for 13 years!

2/18/2022 7:30 AM

81825

Loss of job, loss of participation, treated like a 3rd class citizen and I have always been a hard
worker and paid many taxes all my life. Unable to see my dying mom during 1st lockdown.
Unable to give her a proper send off upon passing. Unable to see friends and family in
hospitals. Life is depressing. I see this ony kids and grandkids. It has been horrible. Enough
please. 99.98% survival rate since day 1. Everyone has been lied to over and over again

2/18/2022 7:30 AM

81826

I am a single mother of three & I lost my job as a caregiver in a private nursing home due to
the mandate

2/18/2022 7:30 AM

81827

I lost my daycare license. My daycare funding, daycare assistance funding for a child, we had
to sell our second vehicle to free up money. I can no longer afford my bills or provide for my
family and there is no help out there.

2/18/2022 7:30 AM

81828

I have been divided from my fellow Canadians in too many ways. I am not free to move around
and work as I please

2/18/2022 7:30 AM
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81829

I could not see my dying mother in the hospital. I could not go to restaurants. I spent a lot of
time alone at times, unable to visit others. Lots of division in my family.

2/18/2022 7:29 AM

81830

The children of our generation are not going to recover from this. It's heart breaking, as if social
media has not made it hard enough for them, now there are these restrictions and such a
division on society and families. It's all senseless.

2/18/2022 7:29 AM

81831

It’s not me I’m concerned about it’s how it’s affected and taken away 2 years of normal life for
my kids

2/18/2022 7:29 AM

81832

I had to close my business, could NOt find a job and was forced to sell my house after using
ALL of my saving just to get through the first year !! I Despise Justin Trudeau and his
government !!! They should all be in prison for what they have done to this Country and it
Citizens !! Until the last 2 wks I had never considered leaving Canada and now we are actively
looking for another country to move to !!!! The rest of the Politicians that are allowing this to
happen because they are FOLLOWING the rules of parliament !!! Has anyone NOTICED that
Trudeau is NOT following ANY rules by his own !!!! Wake up and save this Friggin Country and
stop this oh “we have to talk about it “ Bullshit and throw his lying thieving traitorous ass in
Prison !!!!! Anyone one else would have been there LONG AGO !!! He is not a God, he is a
power hungry, narcissistic, Psychopath that wants to be a Dictator !!! What the hell don’t you
see ??????? 🤯🤯🤯

2/18/2022 7:29 AM

81833

Lost my income no job

2/18/2022 7:29 AM

81834

Has affected my life force vaccine for my job to deal with n95 got 2 shots and then got covid
after working 3 outbreak before no vaccine and never got it

2/18/2022 7:29 AM

81835

I am a registered nurse that has been nursing for 30 years. I have been put on unpaid leave
since Dec 1 /2021. My current role was in mental health and addictions. Not only am I ready
and willing to go to work but I am needed in my community to help others struggling through
these times.

2/18/2022 7:28 AM

81836

Eroded my God given Freedom

2/18/2022 7:28 AM

81837

Inflation

2/18/2022 7:28 AM

81838

It is difficult to stay positive and happy. I believe everyone’s mental health has been tarnished
by this Tyranny and Fake pandemic.

2/18/2022 7:28 AM

81839

Job and segregation in society - no freedom to do anything

2/18/2022 7:28 AM

81840

I own a gym. Its crushed my business

2/18/2022 7:28 AM

81841

Negatively

2/18/2022 7:27 AM

81842

Socially, mentally. I hardly go anywhere. I can't fly to see my elderly mother in alberta or my
daughter and grandson in bc. I have lost friends and barely see family in ns due to the divide.

2/18/2022 7:27 AM

81843

I am very afraid for my life/health do to the poison I let the government inject me with. Have
been sick ever since

2/18/2022 7:27 AM

81844

Separate from friends and family

2/18/2022 7:27 AM

81845

It is pro choice, simple!

2/18/2022 7:27 AM

81846

Broke me

2/18/2022 7:27 AM

81847

My husband & I were discriminated against while he was hospitalized for a stroke, it has
caused tension & division by family members, one son(an ICU RN) lost his job and our second
son (a single parent) is having his job threatened. The level of mental stress on my sons
terrifies me. My best friend (50+years) lost her husband to cancer and I have yet to have the
opportunity to hug her. I could continue but you get my point

2/18/2022 7:27 AM

81848

Lost two years of travel and precious time with friends and family that I will never get to enjoy

2/18/2022 7:27 AM

81849

Prevented my children from playing recreational sports. Segregated from society.
Discriminated against.

2/18/2022 7:26 AM

81850

It hasn't

2/18/2022 7:26 AM

81851

Termination

2/18/2022 7:26 AM
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81852

Everything got more expensive . Everything .

2/18/2022 7:26 AM

81853

Are you fucking serious? Is this a real question? It took away my body autonomy, my freedom
of choice, and treated me like a lab rat, and demonizes me for thinking differently.

2/18/2022 7:26 AM

81854

It has isolated my family, torn family members apart, everyone’s mental health has been
destroyed. And segregation is just plain wrong. And our PM saying the nasty things he says
about Canadians just makes me sick

2/18/2022 7:26 AM

81855

Where do I begin. I have been isolated in new motherhood more than new mothers are
isolated. My baby is 2 and hasn’t met most of his family and now his family is decided on a
personal decision. I have 2 older children 12 and 15 years old who have lost out on sports,
birthdays, band practice (my son isn’t allowed to sing at school!!). Their mental health has
been terribly affected. We have been dealing with eating issues, or lack of eating. Insomnia.
My 12 year old had 2 infected ingrown toenails for a year and no one would do anything to fix
them. Twice he got medications that he reacted to and ended at the children’s hospital. Where
he still couldn’t get them removed although we were on the list waiting. I ended up paying out
of pocket $500 so my child could kick a soccer ball again. Or ride his bike. Or wear close toe
sneakers to hike. Or dip his poor toes in water!!!! Let’s take away every single thing that brings
a child joy when the world shuts down and see how his mental health is impacted. That’s just
my kids. My partner and I have had financial struggle and hardship. Our relationship has
fractured. That’s the tip of the iceberg.

2/18/2022 7:25 AM

81856

I have bean off work do to injury I have beanharased by work to get the experimental jab I
have bean shuned by family memembers I have bean on the verg of divorce. All my family
received the jab inlaw tried to Hitt me because of media lies I have bean segregated

2/18/2022 7:25 AM

81857

Not being able to watch my grandsons play hockey, extreme anxiety when seeing everyone in
masks, which affects my ability to do errands, division of family and friends, seeing how it has
affected my youngest grandson is heartbreaking. There are many more ways.

2/18/2022 7:25 AM

81858

I am not vaccinated so I have not been able to do a lot of things since the vaccine passport
came out

2/18/2022 7:25 AM

81859

It’s affected My Work,family,friends and freedom.

2/18/2022 7:24 AM

81860

Horribly. It has separate d my family. It has not allowed my father to be with my mother while
going through stage 4 cancer treatments. It has caused discrimination between friends and
family. It has caused confusion and depression for my son and other of his group with autism
and other differing abilities. It has taken away activities and outing that help with socializing. It
has caused depression in my nieces and nephews in school age. They have not had a normal
school experience and some have dropped out of college and are unable to work. My family
member have lost jobs and having a hard time affording to live. It has affected me living with
all of this around me.

2/18/2022 7:24 AM

81861

The whole pandemic fraud has stolen two years of my elderly life, impacted my families lives
financially, stolen two years of my grandchildren's education and our social connections.

2/18/2022 7:24 AM

81862

Socially this is a disaster kids can’t meet with friends it’s psychological affected everybody
like living in a box

2/18/2022 7:24 AM

81863

Drastically-not wanting to get into details.

2/18/2022 7:24 AM

81864

I feel isolated and alone

2/18/2022 7:24 AM

81865

My children have been isolated from friends and extra curricular activities, one sister and my
nieces and nephews will no longer visit and my husband and I have both lost jobs of 17 years
due to the refusal to disclose our vaccination status

2/18/2022 7:24 AM

81866

Job loss. Inability for my daughter to have birthday parties or socialize with friends and family.

2/18/2022 7:24 AM

81867

I've lost my job, my friends, my family. My children are being persecuted by their school
teachers because of our personal beliefs . I'm afraid to send them to school, because it's now
seen as good, to judge people, and segregate them because of what they believe in, or what
their parrents believe in. My son has had his pediatrician appointments cancelled. I've had my
cancer screening canceled. I'm so depressed, if I didn't have my kids depending on me, I'd
probably just walk off into the woods, sit down and die.

2/18/2022 7:23 AM

81868

I have been outcast in my community. My children have no extra curricular activities to attend.

2/18/2022 7:23 AM
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My family will not let me visit.
81869

I was told by doctors my life to stay away from vaccines because of my immune disorder now
I’m not able to see my children play hockey

2/18/2022 7:22 AM

81870

Physically kept me from family, secluded me and my children. I live in fear of coercion from
our government. My kids mental health is negatively affected and now there is a lack of
professionals available to help. Friends and family have lost jobs homes, and lives because of
mandatory vaccinations. Nothing good has come from any of this.. Not even the possibility of
being safe from a virus that has a 99 +percent rate of survival... Which shows none of this
made any difference... So why is it all in place?

2/18/2022 7:22 AM

81871

It’s been pitting my family and friends against each other

2/18/2022 7:22 AM

81872

It’s confounded me from seeing my family & friends

2/18/2022 7:22 AM

81873

Destroyed family, caused anguish and severe concern for all freedom

2/18/2022 7:22 AM

81874

Lost freedom

2/18/2022 7:21 AM

81875

It made it abundantly clear how incompetent and corrupt the government and leverage paid
health officials are

2/18/2022 7:21 AM

81876

business has suffered to the point of near bankruptcy

2/18/2022 7:21 AM

81877

Fewer visits with family and friends. No dining out, reduced travel.

2/18/2022 7:21 AM

81878

One person that I know has passed of Covid, I can think of multiple people in my community
who have passed from drug overdoses and suicides because of the mandates

2/18/2022 7:21 AM

81879

It has been terrible

2/18/2022 7:20 AM

81880

Take away my freedom ,my work,my Helth and my mental Helth

2/18/2022 7:20 AM

81881

Drastically eliminated my civil liberties. Completely eliminated my trust in the medical
profession and every governmental authority. I am betrayed by my elected MP and MPP. This
is the biggest humanitarian crisis in human history. Fear, disgust, anger and incredulity are
daily realities.

2/18/2022 7:20 AM

81882

Our family mental and physical Health , can not travel to see my family , kids stuck at home
can t go for activities like swimming , I can not go to gym

2/18/2022 7:20 AM

81883

Lost jobs, pressured and extremely affected my childrens mental health

2/18/2022 7:19 AM

81884

feel like I am in prison

2/18/2022 7:19 AM

81885

Difficulty at work from having to wear masks at all times, isolation from friends and family,
inability to travel to see family and friends die to travel restrictions, negative impact on mental
health, difficulty in receiving certain health services due to lockdowns and restrictions

2/18/2022 7:19 AM

81886

Enjoyment of life has decreased. I am in sales, i have been working behind a computer for the
last 2 yrs. I miss travelling, seeing my family in Montreal. I miss living.

2/18/2022 7:19 AM

81887

Forced vaccine, no funeral for daughter, restrictions affect mental health, division of Canadian
family, friends, careers, economy, community

2/18/2022 7:19 AM

81888

It has destroyed my childrens education. I now see how corrupt the government is and just
how far they will go to prop up the lie.

2/18/2022 7:19 AM

81889

forced vaccination

2/18/2022 7:19 AM

81890

Mentally, financially and caused division in our workplace

2/18/2022 7:19 AM

81891

We have no longer been able to go out and enjoy society like movies, sports games,
restaurants, concerts etc. But the most heart aches is that my children are not able to play
their sports they have played for years. No hockey, no skiing as a family no swimming, no
skating no nothing!!!!

2/18/2022 7:19 AM

81892

Marriage and family tensions. Was oppressed for 5 months as unjabbed.

2/18/2022 7:19 AM

81893

Inability to travel and until recently inability to use a gym, rec center or eat at a restaurant

2/18/2022 7:19 AM
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81894

i refused to disclose my vaccine status and have been placed on unpaid admin leave since
nov 30/21 after working with the school board for 12 years...have not received ei either....my
sisters and brothers no longer invite me to any family gatherings because of my status...the
only thing that helps me is my faith in God and my church

2/18/2022 7:19 AM

81895

I lost my job as well as my university education. I am a single mom and it’s been a struggle to
provide, having my income taken away.

2/18/2022 7:18 AM

81896

Significantly adversely

2/18/2022 7:18 AM

81897

Can't travel, get course, mental health

2/18/2022 7:18 AM

81898

It hasn’t really. I still have my job and employers haven’t required a mask or vaccine. I just
think it’s bullshit.

2/18/2022 7:17 AM

81899

My kids can’t play sports, Constant negativity and name calling because the government
started it so others followed, constant division, this is causing more stress and depression
then needed. Can’t travel, can’t take my kids to a restaurant for there birthday or the library or
to swimming, my kids haven’t learnt to swim because of all the mandates. The constant
threats from the government are aweful and unnecessary and illegal. My body, my choice. I
want to see long term data or any data of the vaccine. Nothing has been shown.

2/18/2022 7:16 AM

81900

My husband and I have been given no answers to our very serious questions about the
vaccine. We didn’t feel safe taking it and both lost our jobs because of unethical, unlawful and
unscientific mandates.

2/18/2022 7:16 AM

81901

We can't go anywhere, our children can't play with other children because this government has
terrified so many and divided us.

2/18/2022 7:16 AM

81902

It has shown me the tyranny and lies that our government is capable of, so it has made me not
trust them going forward. It is very sad that the government will not recognize the side effects
and death that the vaccines are causing. The mandates need to end immediately.

2/18/2022 7:16 AM

81903

My husband was put on forced leave at work, and when I am done my mat leave I will also be
put into forced leave. My kids can’t do activities & I haven’t been able to go to the gym for my
health where I previously went twice a day & was my fittest & healthiest. I was very close to
bleeding out & potentially dying because the hospital kept pushing my surgery due to “staffing
shortages”. Which the mandates are responsible for on top of the already short staff in
hospitals before Covid happened. All mandates are absolutely unacceptable, have done more
harm than good and in my opinion, killed more people than saved. If they even saved any.

2/18/2022 7:16 AM

81904

It’s caused isolation and unnecessary fear.

2/18/2022 7:16 AM

81905

It's caused an enormous amount of stress in our family. I have lost friends over the handling of
the last 2 years. My child is falling behind at school due to masks and lack of class and in
classroom learning. She is depressed. End them now.

2/18/2022 7:16 AM

81906

Made my entire family feel like second rate citizens. Wife lost her job while vaccinated
teachers spread it through the schools anyway! Government and these companies putting
profits over individual rights. Disgusted that out on PM would call us racist, mysoginists.
Unacceptable!!

2/18/2022 7:16 AM

81907

I have had to reschedule my wedding three times, being unable to attend funeral services for
close friends and family members passed away from non-Covid related deaths. I have been
unable to visit my grandmother who is in a care centre hand is 93 years old. I have been
unable to attend church services. My child has lost The ability to attend school multiple times
resulting in depleted mental health and anxiety attacks. I have lost loved ones to suicide. My
Prime Minister has derogatorily insulted me and my family! There are many more Examples
but I’m sure I will run out of writing space.

2/18/2022 7:15 AM

81908

Makes me feel safe.

2/18/2022 7:15 AM

81909

empêcher de voyager pour visiter mes enfants

2/18/2022 7:15 AM

81910

Horribly, I can’t do anything but sit in my house and do nothing…….. I WANT TO LIVE
AGAIN!!

2/18/2022 7:15 AM

81911

I cannot travel to see my family...I am a prisoner in my own Country...I am treated like a
second rate citizen denied access to many places / events...depression/anxiety...loss of hope
...feeling violated by the mandates!!

2/18/2022 7:15 AM
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81912

lower income, mental health,

2/18/2022 7:15 AM

81913

It has been discouraging here in NS since the premier at the time of the first lock down
immediately hid in his house and let Strang totally run the show, now that we have a new
premier, Strang is still in charge? The province should be led by a team of individuals who are
also safeguarding other aspects of our lives , such as the economy , mental health etc.

2/18/2022 7:15 AM

81914

I am not free to move within my own country. My client base has declined

2/18/2022 7:15 AM

81915

My kids physical health

2/18/2022 7:15 AM

81916

I am living as a prisoner in my own country.

2/18/2022 7:14 AM

81917

My mental health, that I already take medication for and I find that I needed to more, then
before 😭

2/18/2022 7:14 AM

81918

I lost my job as a Registered Nurse dispite a valid medical exemption from my nephrologist. I
had a vaccine injury in 2009 when I received the H1N1 vaccine causing an autoimmune kidney
disease. The mandates have caused me to lose my livelihood, I may loose my home. I am a
single mom and this period has been traumatic. The mandates mean not only do I loose my
job, but as an RN I also loose my career. There is no hospital that will hire me near me
because of the mandates. I lost my freedom to live and socialize. My family wouldn't see me
at Christmas because they think I will infect them even though I am extremely healthy. There
isnt science to back this up but the government and media have given my family the
impression there is and there is a serious risk to being around me and my 2 unvaccinated
healthy girls. I worked through the worst of the pandemic, I had covid march 2020, and now I
have lost a $100,000/ year job doing work that I love, and am really good at to now struggle to
meet basic needs and am living on credit. I voted for justin when he was first elected. I
believed he had a good heart and mind. I feel so foolish now.

2/18/2022 7:13 AM

81919

I worked in a hospital, the mandate have been hard at times, but the have kept many out of
the hospitals.

2/18/2022 7:13 AM

81920

it showed how dirty the media is

2/18/2022 7:12 AM

81921

Wife got fired segregated and bullied at work from employer causing stress and health
problems

2/18/2022 7:12 AM

81922

It has been hell on earth. I am a senior and I feel like I am in jail and also think the end of life
is soon coming to me from all this crap.

2/18/2022 7:12 AM

81923

stress, work, not seeing family on and on etc

2/18/2022 7:11 AM

81924

I have lost my marriage my job, my mothers life went from a small on to non existent! This
has ruined so many things

2/18/2022 7:11 AM

81925

I lost my grandfather during the pandemic and he died alone cause of restrictions and no one
was able to see him

2/18/2022 7:11 AM

81926

Lost a job.

2/18/2022 7:11 AM

81927

I am unable to enjoy the freedom to socialize and interact with my peers. I have been made an
outkast because of this forced vaccinations, i have been reduced to a second class citizen.
Whats next? Slavery.

2/18/2022 7:10 AM

81928

In every negative way it possibly can. It has cause severe anxiety it myself and my 2
daughters. We have watched two close family members pass away without being able to say
our goodbyes in a proper way. Taking your children to watch their grandmother pass looking
through a hospital window is a disrespect to all involved and should have never even been an
option. My husband was mandated the vaccine or he would have lost his job, I have missed so
much work because of a cough or head cold. My kids have lost so much of their education
because of all of this. Online schooling is very unhealthy in so many ways. I could keep
going….

2/18/2022 7:10 AM

81929

Not much

2/18/2022 7:10 AM

81930

I have not been able to work. My career has been in restaurants for 19 years and now has it
not only taken away fifty percent of my wage, also 100% of the guest experience in a
restaurant. People don't care about the mandate, the social distance and the vaccines

2/18/2022 7:10 AM
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because they aren't working. We have literally been going through this for 3 years and I have
had covid and was fine. But I have to take time off work. I have not gotten my vaccine nor
have I ever had a flu shot in my 34 years of living. My rent has not been paid since the new
Canada worker benefit barely covers my rent. Let alone electricity and telephone. I am 3
months behind in rent. I have lived here for 5 years and never have I ever missed a payment.
Plus the cost of food, my dependant, and factors in wifi and television which during a.lockdown
is something to keep us same. I have been turned down for position because of the vaccine
passport. It is not fair to force a "vaccine' that isn't even a vaccine. It isn't even thoroughly
researched and tested. It's making people more sick. What is really going on?
81931

Social isolation Strain on relationships Inability to gain employment

2/18/2022 7:10 AM

81932

I'm depressed and I want to die because of Justin Trudeau 😔

2/18/2022 7:10 AM

81933

how hasn’t it should be the question.

2/18/2022 7:10 AM

81934

I 100% support Government actions to limit Covid Transmission-I think Gov't could do more! I
think the Trucker Blockade is Disgusting and I DO NOT support them!

2/18/2022 7:10 AM

81935

It has effected my job, my mental health, my family's mental health, and how I feel living in
this country.

2/18/2022 7:10 AM

81936

Caused division between my family and friends, they affect me where I can go or not go, my
medical is no longer a private matter and my freedom is taken away

2/18/2022 7:10 AM

81937

No freedom. Divide Canada

2/18/2022 7:09 AM

81938

It has negatively affected my financial situation, small business, and my emotional state.

2/18/2022 7:09 AM

81939

2 unemployed teachers Forced to sell a vehicle Forced to sell house

2/18/2022 7:09 AM

81940

Not being able to see our family, all our family lives in NS and family being divided because of
vaccines, we will not give to our children and half our family hates that and half is for it! Just
tired of it all…

2/18/2022 7:08 AM

81941

Ostracized my family from friends and family. Put my wife on unpaid leave at a job she has
done for fifteen years and rarely taken a sick day. Mental fatigue, stress, anger, anxiety all
heightened. Distrust in news reporting. Distrust in all levels of government. Disbelief that even
when there is solid evidence the inoculation from Pfizer and others harms people the
government still pushes it on their citizens.

2/18/2022 7:07 AM

81942

It has destroyed friendships. Canada needs to heal and ALL mandates need to be lifted,
emergency orders removed and laws put in place so that this NEVER happens again

2/18/2022 7:07 AM

81943

In all ways possible

2/18/2022 7:07 AM

81944

Isolation. Lost friends and family because of hatred and the divide this has caused from people
not understanding that we need to think and do for ourselves and not be forced or coerced!

2/18/2022 7:07 AM

81945

I feel like a prisoner it’s a positive

2/18/2022 7:07 AM

81946

I have not been able to see my kids/family.

2/18/2022 7:07 AM

81947

When I have to send my 5 year old to school with a mask. All day. Schools have been closed
so much and has effect him mentally. He cries, saying Mom when will Covid be over. I just
want it gone

2/18/2022 7:06 AM

81948

No work, home school, no activities to participate, not much fresh air, loneliness, no affection,
segregated, unpaid bills, etc…..

2/18/2022 7:06 AM

81949

Restricted my freedom of movement, miss seeing people's faces and smiles. Pisses me off
that are children's education has suffered and had them wearing dust masks unnecessarily.

2/18/2022 7:06 AM

81950

Depression , divorced ,

2/18/2022 7:06 AM

81951

Horribly, depression, divided between friends and relatives, high inflation, lot of confusion etc...

2/18/2022 7:06 AM

81952

It has made my life Hell..

2/18/2022 7:06 AM

81953

Unable to take grandchildren to activities

2/18/2022 7:06 AM

81954

It has taken away my rights, freedom, right to choose what goes in my body

2/18/2022 7:06 AM
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81955

The vaccine has caused divide among us and brought hatred out

2/18/2022 7:06 AM

81956

I have a 3 and 1 year old son. The passports have stopped me from doing anything fun with
my kids or doing any mom groups to help them with socializing. I also worry the masks have
effected their critical early stages.

2/18/2022 7:05 AM

81957

My mental health is horrible and I no longer want kids

2/18/2022 7:05 AM

81958

Loss of income and divided friends and family

2/18/2022 7:04 AM

81959

Physical and mental deterioration. Lost friends. Divided families.

2/18/2022 7:04 AM

81960

Ruined it

2/18/2022 7:03 AM

81961

I have been fighting mental illness since I was a preteen and this pandemic has taken away
most coping go tos.Its time to move on

2/18/2022 7:03 AM

81962

My oldest child is nearly 8 years old and has never had a normal year of school. He asked to
be homeschooled this year due to anxiety and he’s missing out on vital socialization. I had to
leave my career to stay home and homeschool him. My youngest child is almost 4 and has
never attended a birthday party, has no friends, no preschool, behind in speech from
lockdowns and lack of socializing. My husband and I have suffered immensely with mental
health, our businesses have crashed. We’ve lost relationships and long term friendships over
opposing views. The division needs to end.

2/18/2022 7:02 AM

81963

Negatively

2/18/2022 7:02 AM

81964

How hasn't it... depression, stress financially do I need to go on.

2/18/2022 7:01 AM

81965

Awful! Just awful!

2/18/2022 7:01 AM

81966

Caused family to split, illness, fear, lose of job and loss of my Canadian freedom

2/18/2022 7:01 AM

81967

Isolation, division, mental health and loneliness.

2/18/2022 7:01 AM

81968

It opened my eyes on the real evil that is governing our province, country and the world.

2/18/2022 7:00 AM

81969

It has destroyed my life. All my freedoms and rights have been thrown out the window even
though they are protected by the Charter of rights and Freedoms. I am not a criminal. I pay my
taxes and am a good person; we have a 7 year old daughter who’s eyes are blackened
because of the constant mask wearing in school. This is unfair and no longer acceptable. I am
fighting for her and her friends and their future!!

2/18/2022 7:00 AM

81970

Negatively in many ways

2/18/2022 7:00 AM

81971

It has greatly impacted myself and my family socially, educationally, and financially.

2/18/2022 6:59 AM

81972

Lost job, lost home, divided family, vaccinated son with myocarditis, vaccinated daughter
hospitilized “with covid” two weeks after second shot, new diagnosis of anxiety, complete loss
of hope for future.

2/18/2022 6:59 AM

81973

It has affected my business, it has affected my child. It has affected my social life. It has also
affected relationships in my family

2/18/2022 6:59 AM

81974

Every aspect imaginable.

2/18/2022 6:59 AM

81975

I have a lot of anger and anxiety. People have made me feel inferior, unaccepted, diseased
because I am unvaccinated as well as my children. They have been bullied and lost friends

2/18/2022 6:59 AM

81976

Gave me a lot of anxiety

2/18/2022 6:59 AM

81977

No longer able to work, can’t participate in outdoor organized events (4x4 truck rallies) can’t
watch children sporting events, children can’t participate in their activities, can’t dine out.

2/18/2022 6:58 AM

81978

I have been shunned from my family. Anxiety, suicidal at one point

2/18/2022 6:58 AM

81979

It has effected it in every single way. Torn my family apart, lost my job, my childs education
has been immensly effected.

2/18/2022 6:58 AM

81980

My kids have lost their social lives, sports, schools. They are emotionally and mentally hurting
from all of this. I have lost jobs, friends and a love for my country. The governments have
refused to look at any data on the other side of their program. It is disgusting.

2/18/2022 6:58 AM
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81981

Mentally, health wise, freedom. You name it. This pandemic was handled all the wrong way....

2/18/2022 6:57 AM

81982

My one year old son had an important surgery delayed and it almost caused him to lose his
life. The hospital was not overrun. I've worried day in and day out about my best friend. She
did not get her shot, she lost her job and she is now battling crippling depression and suicidal
thoughts. Families were uninvited to CHRISTMAS gatherings (I am literally so mad about this I
can't even begin to express it)...... This is not the Canada I grew up in.

2/18/2022 6:57 AM

81983

Not being able to visit love ones in the hospital at the end of there life

2/18/2022 6:57 AM

81984

I have two kids that had improper schooling, no grade 12 graduations for either, and one had to
leave University because of mandates. I’ve had anxiety for fear of not being able to feed my
family.

2/18/2022 6:57 AM

81985

I have been discriminated, segregated, criticized, my freedoms have been taken from me, loss
of enjoyment, lost friends and family and have been been exposed to unnecessary stress and
fear. Loss total faith in government, health care system, judicial system and legacy media to
which are corrupt.

2/18/2022 6:56 AM

81986

Loss in income

2/18/2022 6:56 AM

81987

My daughter lost her job , we cannot eat in a restaurant, go to a movie , makes us feel like
lepers. The anxiety i feel now all of the time because of this has increased greatly!

2/18/2022 6:56 AM

81988

Lost job, lost friends, lost family

2/18/2022 6:55 AM

81989

Yes

2/18/2022 6:55 AM

81990

Isolation, division, restrictions, all play a part on your mentalhealth. It has just made life very
lonely and I feel like I live in a communist country.

2/18/2022 6:54 AM

81991

In a very negative way

2/18/2022 6:54 AM

81992

Mentally

2/18/2022 6:53 AM

81993

Limited on places that I’m able to do business with

2/18/2022 6:52 AM

81994

I feel like a prisoner in my own society. Can't travel or eat in a restaurant.

2/18/2022 6:52 AM

81995

No comment

2/18/2022 6:51 AM

81996

As a small, seasonal business owner in the food/tourist industry it has made an already
challenging task so much more challenging. Due to location and length of season, we have
difficulty securing staff and the idea of going into a season having to hunt down vaxed staff will
be next to impossible. That said, if we are unable to operate at full steam, we will likely not
only loose our business but also our home. Extremely stressful.

2/18/2022 6:50 AM

81997

Feel as though our human rights have been taken away . The suppression of medical
information by dr and scienctist was insane and only made u doubt the government more .

2/18/2022 6:50 AM

81998

Separated family and friends, caused mental and emotional damage

2/18/2022 6:50 AM

81999

Was put on leave without pay. Did not want the jab

2/18/2022 6:50 AM

82000

In almost too many ways to explain

2/18/2022 6:48 AM

82001

It’s fucked everyone’s lives

2/18/2022 6:48 AM

82002

Mental health for my entire family education for my kids, lost vacations that were prepaid,
unable to see family and friends. Loss of jobs.

2/18/2022 6:48 AM

82003

Depression, anxiety, lost my job, lost family members (division).... lost of freedom

2/18/2022 6:47 AM

82004

Lost a job, got another lost it due to the people in charge. Drain the swamp!

2/18/2022 6:47 AM

82005

Can't see my dad in long term care. Can't leave the country. Can't breath with mask. Divided
my family

2/18/2022 6:47 AM

82006

We have no freedom. Welcome to communist Canada. We have never done this for a virus
that can never be cured. Stupidity at it's finest.

2/18/2022 6:47 AM

82007

Family and friends division. Limited access to doctors appointments, wait time for hip surgery.

2/18/2022 6:47 AM
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Inflation of food prices, gas prices, fear mongering from government, mistrust of health
authorities, mistrust of government(all government). Conflicting information from health
officials. Total disparity for my beautiful country.
82008

Forced to retire early. Loneliness, anxiety, anger, too many emotions to count.

2/18/2022 6:46 AM

82009

Lost my job as a GNB employee after 18 years.

2/18/2022 6:46 AM

82010

It help me feel safe

2/18/2022 6:46 AM

82011

Negatively 100%

2/18/2022 6:46 AM

82012

I have to test 3 × per week. I don't see half of my family.

2/18/2022 6:45 AM

82013

Yes it has. I have lost my job

2/18/2022 6:45 AM

82014

It has effected what my kids can attend for extra curricular activities, which is hard as we
homeschool. As well affected gathering for worship at church.

2/18/2022 6:45 AM

82015

Mental health decline due to isolation and segregation imposed on us.

2/18/2022 6:44 AM

82016

It has ended friendships, strained family relationships, it has affected my work life, it has
caused many restaurants in my city to suffer and to close, it has made me fearful of saying
what I actually believe out loud to others

2/18/2022 6:44 AM

82017

I don’t think any of us will get over this trauma in our lifetime

2/18/2022 6:44 AM

82018

I’ve lost income due to closures/lockdowns and restrictions.

2/18/2022 6:44 AM

82019

Was coerced into getting a vaccine to keep my job. Isolation and depression from having to
stay home so much. My child has lost so much of her academic potential. She is no longer
engaged in learning.

2/18/2022 6:44 AM

82020

I was forced to take the vaccine or not be able to feed my family. i get headaches and. don’t
breathe properly everyday because i have to wear a mask. I work in the school system. and i
can’t hear probably because of the masks and children in elementary are filled with fear if they
forget to put their masks back up after eating! I am not allowed to eat out with my family
because some of them choose not to be vaccinated. I am not supposed to sing in church and
have to wear a mask when sitting even tho at restaurants when sitting you can remove a
mask. i am unable to visit family members in other provinces. Mentally it is very hard to not be
able to spend time with other people.

2/18/2022 6:44 AM

82021

I lost all my friends because I'm not vaxed. Our son has told us to lose his contact info. My
amazing cousin committed suicide. My .other is having a nervous breakdown. Our other 3
parents are in long term care and we can't visit them. Our daughter will lose her teaching job at
the end of this semester. Our grandchildren just got expelled 4 and 6 because of the mask
mandates.

2/18/2022 6:44 AM

82022

The mandates have affected my mental health, friendships, family members, employment.
They cause sepatation and division between me and my neighbors and other members in the
community. They have caused stress, anxiety, and depression to me personally. They keep
me from pursuing and doing the things I love.

2/18/2022 6:43 AM

82023

I can’t travel to see family, I can’t get an education in Canada, I can’t participate in
volunteering or community gatherings. These mandates have divided my family and friends. I
have been singled out for my beliefs and the right to my health autonomy. I have been refused
entrance to hospitals with my son. We live in a divided oppressive country and this saddens
me. I worry for my children’s future. I want to leave Canada.

2/18/2022 6:43 AM

82024

My kids development has been affected in my oppinion due to lack of activities and social
experiences

2/18/2022 6:43 AM

82025

Loss of work, interrupted school, family disagreements

2/18/2022 6:42 AM

82026

Lost my job

2/18/2022 6:42 AM

82027

I have a young child who was being forced to live in fear everyday.. fear to breath, fear to
socialize, fear to bring a stuffed animal to School… I since decided to homeschool. I have a
teenage daughter who took both vaccinations and it’s still unclear whether she’ll have a prom
or graduation. Then we have the inflation, the housing crisis after the pandemic had many
ontarionians moving to NS during the pandemic, now people here can’t afford to buy a house. I

2/18/2022 6:42 AM
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myself have struggled with my mental health immensely, especially over the past 6 months
since the vaccine passports came out. Watching neighbours shun you, being treated as an
unworthy citizen by our own prime minister. I find it difficult to see joy anywhere anymore.
82028

Discrimination, family support, mental health!

2/18/2022 6:41 AM

82029

Lost my job and now I am almost homeless plus I have to bankrupt

2/18/2022 6:41 AM

82030

Divided friends and family

2/18/2022 6:41 AM

82031

I've lost friends, family, my livelihood, went into depression which never ever happened before.
Now on meds because of it. My son couldn't attend college, pulled my youngest out of the
school system, my father moved in for his health and safety and to help us financially.

2/18/2022 6:41 AM

82032

Isolation ,depression,anxiety, fear,high blood pressure,unable to see any family due to travel
restrictions

2/18/2022 6:41 AM

82033

Homeless, suspended without pay, shunned by friends and family.

2/18/2022 6:41 AM

82034

Not being able to attend the gym everyday has decreased my physical health. I have MS, and
the gym was my saving grace. I have to rapid test 3x week just to be able to work when my
double vaccinated colleagues, who can equally contract and spread covid do not have to test.
It makes NO SENSE!

2/18/2022 6:40 AM

82035

Wasn’t able to travel and be with family during the death of my father. Basically destroyed my
new business and the list goes on.

2/18/2022 6:40 AM

82036

My ability to breath oxygen, my revenu ,my business, I can t take a train, or plane, Cant take
holidays to the caribbean, could't see family and friends, couldn't go in certain stores,or
casinos, go dancing and listen to music or see live bands,

2/18/2022 6:40 AM

82037

Imprisoned in my home

2/18/2022 6:40 AM

82038

My mental health has severely declined because of all the restrictions. And in this mess I lost
my mother who I wasn’t allowed to see for long periods of time. She was my everything !

2/18/2022 6:40 AM

82039

Division of friends and family. Social network compromised

2/18/2022 6:40 AM

82040

It violated my rights and my body.

2/18/2022 6:39 AM

82041

Lost wages, mental stress, unable to see my elderly mother before her death, unable to attend
church without restrictions and so much more

2/18/2022 6:39 AM

82042

Divided friends & family

2/18/2022 6:39 AM

82043

Restricted my movements and taken away my right to choose what happens to my body.

2/18/2022 6:38 AM

82044

Mentally it has had a huge impact on mine and my families lives. My husband travels for work
and it has been very difficult to do so.

2/18/2022 6:38 AM

82045

My dad died last fall and we haven't been able to get together as a family to lay him the rest.

2/18/2022 6:38 AM

82046

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 6:37 AM

82047

Not allowed to travel, social restrictions, family division. These restrictions and mandates are
100% unscientific (political science) and 100% un-Canadian

2/18/2022 6:37 AM

82048

Depression, anxiety, lack of motivation and secluded. It took 2 years away from my life that I
cannot get back.

2/18/2022 6:36 AM

82049

Are you serious? Stop dividing families!!!!

2/18/2022 6:36 AM

82050

My mental health is the worst it has been in ten years

2/18/2022 6:35 AM

82051

I have lost my family.

2/18/2022 6:35 AM

82052

Yes and my families too. I have suffered from depression, loss of hope, division within my
family, my children have been affected socially and emotionally and have lost out on so many
things a child shouldn’t have to.

2/18/2022 6:35 AM

82053

Lost my job, my children cannot haven’t been able to play with their friends for over a year,
haven’t seen my family in over a year

2/18/2022 6:35 AM
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82054

Financial loss. Vaccine medical side effects.

2/18/2022 6:35 AM

82055

Lost my job

2/18/2022 6:35 AM

82056

visiting at LTC. Father in law is 91. It's as bad as prison, locked in his room

2/18/2022 6:35 AM

82057

I lost my job and my rights.

2/18/2022 6:34 AM

82058

It didnt

2/18/2022 6:34 AM

82059

I have 2 vaccines and booster, pain in arm since I got the booster. Missed my kids
graduations, family events, mandates divide families and communities.

2/18/2022 6:34 AM

82060

I am a daycare worker, my class of 2 year olds have been struggling with these masks. They
are not improving in their speech, they are struggling. There masks get so dirty. I also was
forced into the vaccination or I would lose my job. End the mandate!

2/18/2022 6:34 AM

82061

Loss of income, social isolation, family rift, anger, distrust of government institutions, distrust
of mainstream media

2/18/2022 6:32 AM

82062

My healthy child wasn’t allowed to play sports. She said she’s rather be dead then segregated
from her peers. We’ve been segregated and looked at like second class citizens. The
mandates kept us from being with a loved one as she passed, being able to travel to see
family and it’s been the worst 2 years of life.

2/18/2022 6:32 AM

82063

my daughter is a national gymnast and could. o longer train and subsequently had to drop out
my son did. it get a graduation and is currently ending second year university without stepping
foot inside the university i have been financially impacted thank e have been lied to chastised
and segregated due to our right to choose

2/18/2022 6:32 AM

82064

Anxiety

2/18/2022 6:32 AM

82065

It has made for extreme stress unnatural living. It has taken my freedom away. The
dehumanizing hateful treatment of the unvaccinated people is pure discrimination. Shameful.
Not allowing seniors and unwell people to be surrounded by loved ones is cruel. We want our
Lives and our Canada bacl.

2/18/2022 6:31 AM

82066

Family and friends division, affected mental health. Masks gives me headaches .

2/18/2022 6:31 AM

82067

Could not have the wedding I wanted. Unable to see my husband on a regular basis. Hard time
breathing through masks, Unable to eat out and meet with friends

2/18/2022 6:31 AM

82068

I took the two vaccines only to keep my job. Got very sick the second dose. Refused the
booster and lost my job. Kids couldn’t go to the Y. My daughters life saving course keeps
getting cancelled. My son lost out of two Years aviation camp that he needs to advance for air
cadets and get into the college. It has all been a huge impact.

2/18/2022 6:31 AM

82069

I haven’t worked in 2 years did not qualify for any government assistance so have had an
income of zero. I was also given first vaccination well I was unconscious & could not give
consent, then I was bullied into second dose & booster through fear. My own dr. Told me I
could die if I did not continue with the 2nd dose & booster. I was told it was more dangerous to
not get the second dose, & the booster. It was a complete violation of my rights & freedoms as
it is for every citizen of Canada.

2/18/2022 6:30 AM

82070

Financially, mentally, family & friends divided.

2/18/2022 6:30 AM

82071

my husband has lost his job I'm not able to see my young children participate in sports It has
emotionally affected my children We have decided to now homeschool and will not send our
children to school with mandates that have been proven to cause harm to them

2/18/2022 6:30 AM

82072

🤕

2/18/2022 6:30 AM

82073

I can’t be an active person like before, no gym or sports.

2/18/2022 6:29 AM

82074

By restricting my freedom of choice as to where I may eat, shop and entertain myself. By
making it harder and more expensive to purchase almost anything. Because these mandates
do not seem to be based in common sense, logic or actual science

2/18/2022 6:29 AM

82075

Yes. Caused depression in family members. Due to my job, I am nit allowed to give my true
opinion of the mandates when asked. Very demoralizing. Reduced income. Threat of not

2/18/2022 6:28 AM
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visiting my mother at the nursing home if not vaxxed. Unable to travel to see my dad who is in
his ninties.
82076

Lost my job as a nurse

2/18/2022 6:28 AM

82077

Divided family and friends. Mental health of all.

2/18/2022 6:28 AM

82078

I was forced vaccines amd had to change careers after 18 years of transport

2/18/2022 6:28 AM

82079

Unable to visit my grandchildren in USA including two born during all of this madness

2/18/2022 6:28 AM

82080

Worried about my kids future

2/18/2022 6:27 AM

82081

Lost a good paying job, was actually starting to enjoy life financialy, I made a choice to not get
the vaccine, for many reasons. Now I am struggling to pay my bills.

2/18/2022 6:27 AM

82082

It’s nearly separated myself and my wife and mother of 2 children. I really worry about what it’s
doing to children growing up not seeing faces (because of masks). The segregation of society
and family division the proof of vaccine mandate has caused is unbelievable. It’s a grimy way
of getting people to do something they aren’t sure about. I’ve lost all respect for all government
everywhere in this country. If someone is hesitant to get a vaccine you don’t force them by
excluding them from society, you earn their trust. This is so so bad.

2/18/2022 6:27 AM

82083

The mandate has affected my career for which I can no longer do. I am an elementary school
teacher who has lost their job due to the imposed mandate which now is ineffective against the
new variant anyhow. I also own a small business which is has impacted as well. It has also
affected my mental health and well being. I have lost relationships and have experienced
anxiety for the first time in my life.

2/18/2022 6:26 AM

82084

It’s affect my life terribly. And my children. They have lost so much time from life because of
this

2/18/2022 6:26 AM

82085

Loss of social relationships, social exclusion, loss of work, increased fear during pregnancy,
inability to have visitors in hospital, discrimination from doctors, doctor refused to continue my
husband's chronic care, physician board won't carry forward his official complaint, daughter
can't be in dance class, it goes on and on

2/18/2022 6:25 AM

82086

It has caused division in my family, with a lot of friends as well. We are not able to go many
places now, we can’t go visit family from afar. It really has changed a lot of things.

2/18/2022 6:25 AM

82087

Hermit life depression

2/18/2022 6:25 AM

82088

Our Children don't want to go to school and I cannot home school them while working from
home full time so they are behind in their education by 2 yrs.

2/18/2022 6:25 AM

82089

Yes...for choosing my freedom to choose what l put in my body l have been put on unpaid
leave of absence..l'm 61 and a PSW and have to start all over again to look for a job

2/18/2022 6:24 AM

82090

Not able to see family wedding etc

2/18/2022 6:24 AM

82091

I have not been able to visit family, friends and or go for coffee with a colleague, there has
been isolation and division

2/18/2022 6:24 AM

82092

It has had devastating impacts on my family, health wise, financially, emotionally and
spiritually.

2/18/2022 6:24 AM

82093

I never cried and felt so much stress and anxiety in all my 48 years on this earth! Not mention
the terrible financial burdens I’ve been trying to cope with as a result of being placed leave
without pay for “noncompliance to the vaccination policy” for declining to disclosing my private
medical information.

2/18/2022 6:23 AM

82094

Vaccines by definition “ provide immunity from one or several diseases” This Covid shot is not
a vaccine and is being sold as one. False advertising and fraud.

2/18/2022 6:22 AM

82095

Can’t work, can’t travel, can’t participate in life like others can

2/18/2022 6:22 AM

82096

Not able to visit dad in hospital in different province due to lock downs not seeing family and
friends etc, masks make breathing difficult and so on

2/18/2022 6:22 AM

82097

My child is suffering, my job could be at stake, my wife’s job could be at stake, and we’re all
suffering psychological damage.

2/18/2022 6:21 AM
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82098

Mental health has been awful

2/18/2022 6:21 AM

82099

Terribly

2/18/2022 6:21 AM

82100

Kids are behind in school Very concerned about possible side effects or death from repeated
vaccinations with the mrna vaccines (knowing I will probably have to continuously get it as a
Healthcare worker despite the fast it doesn't stop the spread and I am very low risk for dying
from covid) Worried about mandating the jab in young kids in order to go to school. I sont feel
comfortable with the side effects of this jab. We got a other vaccines but this ones side effects
are way higher.

2/18/2022 6:21 AM

82101

Lost my job as I won't be vaxxed. Lost relationships with family members'

2/18/2022 6:20 AM

82102

Division among family and friends. Hard to find employment.

2/18/2022 6:20 AM

82103

Depression

2/18/2022 6:20 AM

82104

My daughter lost her job, I was laid off, my partner was laid off, I've developed anxiety through
the masks, I have trouble breathing, mentally it affected me, my family is divided, friends are
divided, even my coworkers are against me

2/18/2022 6:20 AM

82105

Loss of humanitarian freedom

2/18/2022 6:19 AM

82106

Not at all

2/18/2022 6:19 AM

82107

Terribly. I've lost faith in my country.

2/18/2022 6:18 AM

82108

As a farmer relying on export, I have experienced a reduction of cattle prices. I raise bison, of
which, market price has slid from $4.80/lb to $1.80/lb, with no provincial/federal subsidies
because; A. I own my land (don’t pay rent), B. I am self employed and do not hire staff. This is
met at a time that our economy is stressed, interests have risen, employment is inaccessible
with mandate restrictions and export is locked down with deliberation over covid mandates and
a severe decline in foreign need, also due to covid mandates…This is only the economic tip of
my iceberg as further threat to my person includes the fear of collapse of our social
economics.

2/18/2022 6:18 AM

82109

After 2 long years it has affected my mental health and my ability to help my family members
struggling with these ridiculous mandates affecting their jobs and their livelihood. I am thankful
that I am retired as a mental health care worker because I would have lost my job for non
compliance to the imposed and illegal mandates. It still affected me as a lot of people in my
family were relying on me to help them cope these crazy times .

2/18/2022 6:18 AM

82110

How does it not it’s effective mentally, as it’s wrong on every level do to all the lies . Division it
has caused between family ,friends , business It needs to end NOW.

2/18/2022 6:17 AM

82111

social impact and violation of my charter rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 6:16 AM

82112

It has affected my mental and physical health. Because of the prime minister hate speech I’ve
been called racist, selfish, uneducated, and many more names. I’ve been segregated from
society. Not allowed to have my children play sports or participate in life like the zoo or indoor
play spots. Many relationships of friends and family has been affected. My church has divided
because of these mandates. These are just a few.

2/18/2022 6:15 AM

82113

Forced me to be unemployed. Hospital services for mental health and postpartum services has
been hard to attain. Surgeries have been delayed. Kids cannot be kids and do normal things. I
have not subjected them to any of the mandates including masking as it is child abuse.

2/18/2022 6:15 AM

82114

Heavily. My family wouldn’t see or talk to me and as well as some friends. My partner and I
split up due to the difficulties associated with lockdowns which lead to me losing my house
and dog. That is just the tip of the iceberg.

2/18/2022 6:14 AM

82115

Too many to list! All negative!

2/18/2022 6:14 AM

82116

division with community, friends, family. Discrimination. My mental health, my artwork, my
sons health, my social life including supporting restaurants, galleries, theatre. It also
highlighted government over-reach which I never thought would happen in a free country.

2/18/2022 6:13 AM

82117

Can’t get a job

2/18/2022 6:13 AM

82118

Fired

2/18/2022 6:13 AM
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82119

It’s been horrible, particularly for my kids.

2/18/2022 6:13 AM

82120

In every way. It has isolated me from friends and family and has created a division between
us. I have friends that won’t talk to each other. I’ve lost friends. My 24 yr old son had a grand
mal seizure after the second dose. I can’t go visit my elderly parents in Nova Scotia. The
stress is insurmountable.

2/18/2022 6:12 AM

82121

Depression, see my kids have no life, can’t do any swimming competitions, one if my kid
dropped school because of massive headaches with the mask, we want to see each other
face, people are disconnected! And the lies from the prime minister?? It is disgusting! I want
my life back, I can’t stand seeing Canadians being lied to and having no clue of what’s going
on. It hurts inside, really hurts.

2/18/2022 6:11 AM

82122

Wasn't able to invite friends to my wedding, great grandmother with dementia was left alone in
hospital waiting area for hours as no one was allowed to be with her due to restrictions
(unacceptable), bottom line is our hospitals were overwhelmed before covid so stop blaming
covid and fix it but not at an expense to Canadians freedoms

2/18/2022 6:10 AM

82123

Depression and thoughts of suicide

2/18/2022 6:10 AM

82124

Inflation ,price of gas .,kids education,sports , travel,

2/18/2022 6:10 AM

82125

Wasting my time trying to figure out the government's scheme. So now I know.

2/18/2022 6:10 AM

82126

How hasn’t it?

2/18/2022 6:10 AM

82127

Gave me heart issues from the shot

2/18/2022 6:09 AM

82128

I have watched good hard working people loose their livelihoods OR be forced to take the
vaccine to keep their job. Absolutely despicable and I have lost ALL trust in my government as
it is today. We need immediate change in parliament.

2/18/2022 6:09 AM

82129

I’m a single mother with a single income, and I lost my job. I shouldn’t be given ultimatums at
my employment because of a medical choice. If these mandates did not exist, I would be
happily at work, educations the imaginative, bright minds of many young individuals. The
passport for every Canadian sets limits depending on your vaccine belief or choice. It shouldn’t
matter if I had a vaccine to be considered equally allowed to give business to small or large
organizations, to sit in a restaurant, or participate in travelling. That is not equality, that’s
segregation. As for the masks, the mask has given me nothing but addition issues with my
health. I have asthma, and when I wear the mask, is increases my troubles breathing, elevates
my symptoms of asthma, and creates a harder time breathing. We are to breathe out Carbon
dioxide, not breathe it back in, as well as, the other particles we breathe out.

2/18/2022 6:08 AM

82130

Not being able to see family, almost getting fired for not wearing mask properly. Coerced and
forced to get vaccinations

2/18/2022 6:08 AM

82131

Can't go out

2/18/2022 6:08 AM

82132

Lost friends, human rights and freedoms, sovereignty over our own bodies. Feels like prison

2/18/2022 6:08 AM

82133

Unable to go to certain facilities, claustrophobic with mask wearing. Disrupted interactions with
family and friends, alienated long standing friends. For the first time in my life tending to get
depressed

2/18/2022 6:06 AM

82134

I’ve become a lot more careful around people

2/18/2022 6:05 AM

82135

Haven't seen family for 3 years this summer, they are in AB

2/18/2022 6:05 AM

82136

Loss of trust in governments and medical institutions and police forces worldwide. Will never
believe a word any of them say on face value again. It’s an appalling abuse of positions
worldwide. Human rights violations everywhere by elected representatives for the people.

2/18/2022 6:05 AM

82137

Our family business affected, mental health plummeted (I had a baby during pandemic too so
PPD and isolation were the hardest things I’ve dealt with), childs loss of social connection
caused anxiety and depression, mother cancer diagnoses was put off

2/18/2022 6:05 AM

82138

I’ve lost friends, income and have been unable to travel to see family members.

2/18/2022 6:05 AM

82139

Not able to live a normal life. Watching people die of other causes. And not able to be with
them

2/18/2022 6:04 AM
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82140

Can’t see family, lose of jobs in household, can’t afford groceries, friends having reactions to
the vaccines, force vaccine in order to work.

2/18/2022 6:04 AM

82141

Haven’t been able to give my mom and uncle a proper burial. Haven’t been able to see my
family in years due to social distancing. Feelings of stress and anxiety exhibited.

2/18/2022 6:04 AM

82142

Lost my job, can’t collect EI, can’t see my Mom in seniors home, can’t watch my grand kids
play hockey, can’t go out for a meal or movie, family is fighting amongst one another,
extremely hard to find work. My stress is through the roof.

2/18/2022 6:04 AM

82143

My daughter was a nurse at a longterm care facility and was placed in unpaid leave due to
vaccine mandates. I was a Judicial Assistant and one of the judges verbally attacked me
because I wasn't vaccinated. I went on stress leave for three months and have been placed in
another department. I lost income and have encountered mental health issues because of it.
I'm a changed person. Watching the world succumb to tyranny of governments has increased
my worries for the future of my children and grandchildren and mankind in general. I has left
me isolated from social activities and caused increased anxiety and depression. The major
positive thing the mandates has done is brought me closer to my faith and my walk with God.

2/18/2022 6:02 AM

82144

Curtailed participating in society, eliminated travel for enjoyment and to see family, divided
family on opinions re mandates, mental health, no trust in government, decreased volunteer
participation.

2/18/2022 6:02 AM

82145

In many ways. I’ve watched my family crumble with their mental health, with all these
restrictions it’s no life. My extended family has excluded us because of some of our choices.
It’s done nothing but cause division and heartache. I just want to get back to living life!

2/18/2022 6:01 AM

82146

Lost work and lost time with family that can not be replaced

2/18/2022 6:00 AM

82147

Restricted travel to visit family.

2/18/2022 6:00 AM

82148

my father and my father in law both died alone without family being allowed beside them.

2/18/2022 5:58 AM

82149

honk

2/18/2022 5:57 AM

82150

Can’t do anything.

2/18/2022 5:56 AM

82151

Has made me a second class segregated member of society because I choose my own
medical care. I choose what I place in to my body and I’ve been punished for the duration of
this pandemic even after recovering from covid naturally.

2/18/2022 5:56 AM

82152

I have lost my job. I am stressed beyond measure and it affects my health. I HAVE NOT
SEEN THREE OF MY CHILDREN IN OVER TWO YEARS!!!!!

2/18/2022 5:56 AM

82153

Entire thing is depressing

2/18/2022 5:56 AM

82154

Children in sports and travel Masking is unhealthy mentally and physically

2/18/2022 5:55 AM

82155

Lost my job, work is slow, socially depressed, hard to enjoy life as a second class citizen.
Forcing me to experiment with a drug that I clearly do not need.

2/18/2022 5:54 AM

82156

Coerced to keep my employment

2/18/2022 5:53 AM

82157

It violates my CHarter Rights in many ways

2/18/2022 5:53 AM

82158

Physically and mentally exhausted

2/18/2022 5:52 AM

82159

I have not been able to work . It has created such division in the country and my community
and family . I am constantly needing to desescalate people who are aggressive towards me . I
am discriminated against for my personal medical choice

2/18/2022 5:51 AM

82160

I lost a child to pre-existing mental health and addiction issues when the lockdown hit. She had
come home from a treatment centre looking forward to having a sense of freedom and
normalcy in her life again and that was squashed. That loss has destroyed our family and the
grief indescribable. Also choosing bodily autonomy because of natural immunity from
contracting the virus over a forced inoculation has hindered my ability to enjoy doing the things
I love. Also being called derogatory names by our country’s leader as a result is beyond hurtful
and discriminatory. Lastly, it has also impacted my other child who used to play competitive
sports and no longer able as a a result of the mandates. She has also been socially shamed
for her choice not to be inoculated by her father and stepmother. It has hurt us on so many
levels.

2/18/2022 5:51 AM
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82161

Has affected family life the hardest.

2/18/2022 5:50 AM

82162

Everything about thos is wrong

2/18/2022 5:50 AM

82163

financially,

2/18/2022 5:50 AM

82164

Loss of employment

2/18/2022 5:49 AM

82165

Mandates have caused a lot of division, ( I think intended) delayed medical treatment, soaring
costs, inability to get certain items, trampled on our constitutional freedoms, the complete loss
of trust in the people that are surmised to be our leaders.

2/18/2022 5:49 AM

82166

Needing to take many days off work because of sick kids.

2/18/2022 5:48 AM

82167

Dividing my family.Depression.watching my grandson , used to be so outgoing and funny
sense of humour, all gone, misses his friends. Family members losing there business and
income. Families getting divorced…the list goes on and on!!

2/18/2022 5:47 AM

82168

Very disruptive, child care issues with my grandchildren, coerced into getting the vaccine to
keep my job.

2/18/2022 5:46 AM

82169

Isolation, family divided, friends divided, masks are not healthy, depression

2/18/2022 5:46 AM

82170

My kids mental health declined.

2/18/2022 5:45 AM

82171

very depressed

2/18/2022 5:45 AM

82172

Limited access to family, friends and a social life.

2/18/2022 5:43 AM

82173

Loss of job

2/18/2022 5:41 AM

82174

Locked in Canada -no travel to usa

2/18/2022 5:41 AM

82175

Not being allowed to go to the gym has great affected my physical health, lock downs have
cause a huge income reduction causing financial stresses, major debts trying to stay afloat,
segregation and ridicule from friends and family based on personal private medical reasons.
Trudeau has divided this country in so many ways, and I'm not sure we will get back the happy
and free Canada within my lifetime if ever

2/18/2022 5:41 AM

82176

I cannot participate in society no Pass. No travel so I can't see my son and other relatives
overseas. My son's job gone, it affected his relationship, his partner left because there was no
money, gone, with the baby. He lost his family and his home and almost died in a suicide
attempt. My granddaughter got pericarditis from Moderna. Another granddaughter could not
study overseas on a scholarship she won for 2 yrs. 6 people died, 5 in one family including a
30 yr old, none covid related, no proper funerals for any of them. My 15 yr old grandson was
treated for depression. Grandkids have to wear masks all day or answer to the "Mask Police"
and have to be retrained in how to wear a mask. I have been lonely and depressed as a single
senior. No exercise , no friends meetings, no outings in fact no social life with friends or family.
Horrendous 2 years. Fearful and had to find my own source for medication in case I got sick.
Shared it with friends. I need this to be over. I have missed my medical check ups and
developed high blood pressure and blood sugar. I have not had the care I needed. We can look
after ourselves now.

2/18/2022 5:39 AM

82177

I lost my job at Canada Post . My part time hair salon has been closed 3 times.

2/18/2022 5:39 AM

82178

I've been discriminated, I had to change my job, I couldn't participate at my father's funeral, I
start thinking I don't want to live anymore.

2/18/2022 5:35 AM

82179

Depression Isolated Discriminated against Harassed

2/18/2022 5:34 AM

82180

I am living in constant fear and depression. My children’s development has slowed or halted.
We have less access to medical care, and support programs. I have lost friends and family
members to differences of opinion. I am afraid to live authentically for fear of judgement and
harm. My household has lost income. We have missed involvement in important life events
taking place in our extended family. We have lived through COVID and we are still suffering
through all of the above….please tell me truthfully, what is the point?

2/18/2022 5:33 AM

82181

Business loss , seperation of family and friends. It needs to end enough is enough.

2/18/2022 5:31 AM

82182

I am not able to work as a nurse even though there is a staffing crisis.

2/18/2022 5:30 AM
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82183

Things are going good at first it was ruff and there was a few times that were stressful
wondering if Covid had got too close but really just doing what is best to help this pandemic

2/18/2022 5:29 AM

82184

I want my old life back. Can't go anywhere or do anything. Have to wear a mask ALL DAY at
work. Hard to breathe!

2/18/2022 5:29 AM

82185

It's made it difficult to visit senior family members, I have no been able to go to church for
most of the 2 years.

2/18/2022 5:24 AM

82186

Think about are children

2/18/2022 5:24 AM

82187

Termination of my job as an RN for non compliance for getting the jab. 32 years of service

2/18/2022 5:24 AM

82188

they never did a fuckin thing except divide discriminate and cost billions

2/18/2022 5:24 AM

82189

Violation of charter... it's criminal

2/18/2022 5:22 AM

82190

Negatively , increased personal debt , loss of friendship , loss of business , loss of relations
with family. Devastates emotionally

2/18/2022 5:21 AM

82191

Always looking over my shoulder. Big government is watching. Not the Canada I grew up in.

2/18/2022 5:21 AM

82192

Have feeling as if the state is driving me and all people into a slaughterhouse, leaving no hope
of escaping

2/18/2022 5:21 AM

82193

It has caused division in my family and amongst friends. Anxiety and depression.

2/18/2022 5:20 AM

82194

In every way imaginable, I feel like a prisoner and more importantly, sick and tired of the lies,
betrayal and these politicians getting away with breaking the laws of freedoms we have as
people. Accountability MUST be in forced no matter who they are. Enough of this, why are
they not prosecuted?

2/18/2022 5:20 AM

82195

Lost friends and family

2/18/2022 5:18 AM

82196

I couldnt do anything

2/18/2022 5:18 AM

82197

All

2/18/2022 5:18 AM

82198

I've been coerced into getting a vaccine I didn't want so I could keep my job. My body, my
choice!

2/18/2022 5:18 AM

82199

We have lost our family business, I have lost my career, my child can not attend public
school, I have had much needed medical procedures delayed, my family members have had
much needed medical procedures delayed, my daughter can not visit her grandmother in the
long term care facility, my kids can not participate in sports and are excluded from their
favorite things like movies, concerts, restaurants....I can go on for days.

2/18/2022 5:18 AM

82200

..

2/18/2022 5:18 AM

82201

Depression, loss of job,

2/18/2022 5:17 AM

82202

Constantly fighting anger, depression, bitterness, strong mood swings

2/18/2022 5:17 AM

82203

Lost work, instability in my kids lives with schools open, confine, open, online. Activities a go
and cancelled etc.

2/18/2022 5:17 AM

82204

It has isolated me, husband died in 2020, no support, no contact and mental depression.

2/18/2022 5:17 AM

82205

It has divided my country, my fellow Canadian’s and left me with knowing I cannot trust my
government

2/18/2022 5:16 AM

82206

My business is down 60%. I am unable to gather with my family. I feel isolated. depressed,
alone and devastated.

2/18/2022 5:16 AM

82207

As a 45 year old man, I have never felt so coerced, violated and segregated by our
government. The freedom convoy has restored a little pride in being Canadian.

2/18/2022 5:16 AM

82208

It has been an excuse to take away our civil liberties an excuse for Trudeau to destroy the
Canadian economy and to turn this country into his own dictatorship. This planedemic has
given the media the privilege of becoming a propaganda machine with no sense of honest
investigative journalism. They constantly lie or mislead without repercussions. Inflation. A
destruction in the trust of everyone in public office every police officer and a faith in the

2/18/2022 5:16 AM
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population in general that they are intelligent enough to understand the difference between
propaganda and The Truth that comes from open debate. The quashing of religious freedoms.
The forced open display of my private medical history.
82209

The mandate have affected day to day life with just going to the grocery store or trying to go
out for dinner they make no sense and they not working so why have them.

2/18/2022 5:15 AM

82210

Became recluse due to my refusal to wear a useless mask

2/18/2022 5:15 AM

82211

My job, seeing family and friends, financial

2/18/2022 5:15 AM

82212

Mentally physically spiritually depleted isolated and separated from family. Lost all activities
and taken verbal abuse off everyone who believed this was about health

2/18/2022 5:15 AM

82213

Negatively

2/18/2022 5:14 AM

82214

PTSD

2/18/2022 5:14 AM

82215

I live alone and want to travel and attend social events instead I feel locked up and isolated.
Depression is real and the division of people is so prominent

2/18/2022 5:14 AM

82216

Lock downs do not work and the shots did not work . We need to do our own thing without
mandates we are adults . If we get sick it's our own fault.

2/18/2022 5:13 AM

82217

I have lost the family company that took us 10 years to build. My daughter lost her dance
scholarship and the ability to dance. I don't care about movie theatres or restaurants etc... I
feel sorry for those businesses though. My Mother was locked down in her care home without
any family member able to see her and she has deteriorated significantly.

2/18/2022 5:12 AM

82218

I can’t be with my elderly sick mother. I couldn’t be with my dying baby brother when he took
his last breath. I had to leave my birthplace (NS) because I was treated like a pariah. I cannot
go for treatments for my MS. I suffer from depression & anxiety.

2/18/2022 5:11 AM

82219

My family has experienced discrimination because of our choices. The endless mandates
have taken a toll on our mental well-being. Our small business has suffered. I have had
medical procedures canceled

2/18/2022 5:11 AM

82220

Lonely alone depression aniexty whole lot of unnecessary mandates an isolation

2/18/2022 5:10 AM

82221

There is zero common sense and our own government is using the police force like mafia
enforcers !!

2/18/2022 5:10 AM

82222

Being forced in order to return to work

2/18/2022 5:10 AM

82223

My Partner had to leave her job.

2/18/2022 5:10 AM

82224

Its fucked up

2/18/2022 5:07 AM

82225

Well I was forced to put something in my body that I did not want. From that I'm have totally
lost faith in government now.

2/18/2022 5:07 AM

82226

I have lost my business and both of my truck because company s don't have the fright and the
government has fule prices so high I was losing 24 to 34 hundred dollars a month

2/18/2022 5:06 AM

82227

It is the biggest fraud / hoax in human history

2/18/2022 5:05 AM

82228

All aspects, lost my job. Daughter couldn’t attend university, son couldn’t play hockey, all
socialization within the community was ended.

2/18/2022 5:04 AM

82229

I and my 24/7 husband feel like we have been in limbo for 2 years and who knows what time
we have left .

2/18/2022 5:04 AM

82230

Made me sure that we have sick people that claim to be "leaders"

2/18/2022 5:04 AM

82231

I did not want the vaccine but had to get it it keep my job. My son is out $12000in student
loans because he wasn’t able to cope with online learning. We have lost friendships. Family
has been isolated. Unable to attend funerals. Kicked out of sports and the list goes on

2/18/2022 5:03 AM

82232

Was like you were in prison you could not visit family or do anything

2/18/2022 5:02 AM

82233

I'm not able to use the bathroom in stores now.

2/18/2022 5:02 AM
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82234

My young children have become much more emotionally fragile and spend much more time on
screens. I've seen small businesses around my neighborhood devastated and many closed.
Society is very factionated and we've started othering people which is never a good thing for
society.

2/18/2022 5:01 AM

82235

My mental health has declined and I'm not able to find employment.

2/18/2022 5:00 AM

82236

Made it miserable

2/18/2022 4:57 AM

82237

Same as everyone else. Oppression.

2/18/2022 4:57 AM

82238

Negatively, in every possible way. Job loss, stress, feeling of hopelessness & despair, kids
traumatized from schools, lockdowns, not being able to be with elderly loved ones, government
overreaching! The mandates need to end-permanently. The Prime Minister does NOT represent
or correctly speak on behalf of the Canadians in his country.

2/18/2022 4:57 AM

82239

I feel trapped not being able to do anything

2/18/2022 4:56 AM

82240

Very depressed & lonely missing my family & friends.

2/18/2022 4:54 AM

82241

The mental health of my family, the cost of goods and services has had financial implications,
and it has caused great divides within my circles.

2/18/2022 4:54 AM

82242

Lonely and fearful

2/18/2022 4:54 AM

82243

I have lost a job as a PSW that I loved and worked at for 20 yrs. I've had to visit my loved one
in LTC through windows while she cried (I am fully vaccinated). My daughter who's 4 yrs old
has not gotten to experience school the way she should be. Having a QR code requirement at
my daughter's dance and skating lessons implemented just last week is ridiculous and has
now prevented me from watching her during her lessons. This needs to end. We have been
compliant for 2 yrs. We have the highest vaccination rates worldwide wide. These regulations
and mandates are now political and no longer scientific.

2/18/2022 4:54 AM

82244

Adverse reaction, depression, family division, loss of income

2/18/2022 4:52 AM

82245

Loss of Business/ mental health

2/18/2022 4:52 AM

82246

financial hardships mental anguish fear of the government fear of prison or camps dying

2/18/2022 4:52 AM

82247

I am a teacher on leave without pay. My teen daughters forced into vaccine. Going to school
and being excluded. My 13 year old diagnosed with anxiety and LD this past summer has
become more anxious. Refusing to do presentations now. Both have been yelled at and
harassed about masks about vaccines. Living in a small town and having your mother put off
of work. Not able to come watch any games I believe has been really hard on them. I know
what I know. I know there has not been debate on concerns. I know the media has not shown
the other side. I know I no longer trust my government or the media. I have never wanted to
leave my Nova Scotia but now want to move away. I don't feel safe anymore.

2/18/2022 4:50 AM

82248

Not much other then going out to eat

2/18/2022 4:50 AM

82249

Ruined relationships and career

2/18/2022 4:49 AM

82250

Not being able to go to swim and the gym has affected my health. I feel isolated and alone and
life seems hopeless because there is no joy. Miss seeing friends and family.

2/18/2022 4:48 AM

82251

It has reduced my confidence in the integrity of levels of Canadian Government, it has
inconvenienced me, strained relationships and damaged my community. It has stolen quality
time between me and loved ones for over two years and reduced the quality of my life.

2/18/2022 4:46 AM

82252

I see family & friends suffering

2/18/2022 4:46 AM

82253

ok what life . when they where put in life stopped !!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 4:46 AM

82254

Can’t travel

2/18/2022 4:45 AM

82255

Destroyed relationships crippled financially emotionally crippled

2/18/2022 4:44 AM

82256

It forced me to spend more time outside of Quebec, I'm currently in Florida.

2/18/2022 4:44 AM

82257

We are now a zero income household. We are continuously threatened and intimidated by our
government. I can't believe this is Canada. I can't believe people are choosing tyranny. By

2/18/2022 4:42 AM
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people, I mean our Liberal & NDP MPs who just voted "yes" to the Emergency Act. They are
not human.
82258

The division in this country

2/18/2022 4:42 AM

82259

Unable to see my grandchildren

2/18/2022 4:39 AM

82260

my mental health is on the verge of a breakdown and our finances are non existent.

2/18/2022 4:39 AM

82261

worst I have ever imagined could happen in Canada Cannot visit my mom in care home
restricted in all ways and horrible sufficating feeling wearing a mask and much more

2/18/2022 4:39 AM

82262

I lost my job while until October 2021 I was a hero - front line worker; husband lost his job; no
income since November 1st, 2021; mental Health; child out of all activities.

2/18/2022 4:37 AM

82263

Ruined friendships and caused much division in my family, affected my work, affected my life
on every level. I can’t even go out for dinner anymore. It’s ruined our lives on so many levels.

2/18/2022 4:37 AM

82264

It has ruined family relationships , separated friendships and caused my church to cease
meeting

2/18/2022 4:36 AM

82265

None really as I do have health issues so I do what I think will protect myself ! I believe that
people should be able to protect themselves and make decisions on how they can do best for
themselves , it is not my right to force others to do things as there is lots of mental health
issues etc that this has affected ! Therefore I have been doing things for years to protect
myself and the biggest thing is keeping things clean!

2/18/2022 4:35 AM

82266

Masks Obstruct airflow and circulation they are dangerous vaccines are experimental unnatural
I have developed three Spain headaches fatigue chronic rhinitis pain all over my body

2/18/2022 4:34 AM

82267

Lost my job and lots of money. Suffered Anxiety and depression. Do not want to live in this so
called new world

2/18/2022 4:33 AM

82268

Horrific impact on economy. Youth committing suicides due to lockdowns. Dictatorship. Fear.

2/18/2022 4:33 AM

82269

Social, family, every way that can be thought of

2/18/2022 4:32 AM

82270

Kids are struck in front of TV, unhappy. I'm stressed to the Max, always fed fear every week
from the government, it's exhausting. I'm tired all the time !

2/18/2022 4:31 AM

82271

I’m single and live alone - mandates have robbed me of community

2/18/2022 4:31 AM

82272

I can not go anywhere visit my son in Ontario and I cannot get needled can't go to eat out with
my friends

2/18/2022 4:31 AM

82273

Seperated my family. Life has become depressing

2/18/2022 4:31 AM

82274

Made me more anti social , less active as swimming was my passion

2/18/2022 4:29 AM

82275

Negatively

2/18/2022 4:29 AM

82276

All

2/18/2022 4:27 AM

82277

Mental health, financially, family, friends, social events, shopping, everything

2/18/2022 4:26 AM

82278

I have been made to feel like a 2nd class citizen. I choose not to be part of the dangerous
injection trials and was extremely limited to what I could do or places that I could go. I suffer
with anxiety and claustrophobia and really can not wear a mask. I felt trapped at home and
would shop online or on FaceTime while my husband walked through the stores. I was
encouraged to just walk in to a business, announce that I have a medical exemption and just
carry on with my life. My family is divided and some of us can not even speak. I have had
Covid and it is actually less annoying than the flu! The only symptoms I got was loss of taste
and smell. That’s it!! Why the hell would I get the jab when natural immunity is way better? I
could seriously go on for a while explaining how this has negatively affected my life.

2/18/2022 4:26 AM

82279

A friend’s restaurant went bankrupt because of Covid. Small business owners suffered, large
companies got government money.

2/18/2022 4:26 AM

82280

Unemployed and disgusted with BC and the liberal government in Ottawa.

2/18/2022 4:24 AM

82281

There are no words to describe how hugely and negatively this has impacted my life and my
children’s lives. Our mental health is forever damaged.

2/18/2022 4:23 AM
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82282

Lost 2years of truly living, I was ashamed to be a Canadian . The convoy brings hope where
desperation loomshop

2/18/2022 4:22 AM

82283

This has restricted my life on many levels!

2/18/2022 4:20 AM

82284

Wasted two years of my life. Might just as well been in prison. Cost of everything has tripled.
Anxiety, depression. Lack of community. No church or family gatherings. Never ending
loneliness . Feels like communism. We have lost our freedom.

2/18/2022 4:18 AM

82285

Lost half my income and two years of experiences in my young adulthood

2/18/2022 4:18 AM

82286

Loss of freedom

2/18/2022 4:17 AM

82287

It hasnt

2/18/2022 4:17 AM

82288

Had effected my bussiness. Had a sister in law pass away that i could not attend. Has
effected my mental health.

2/18/2022 4:16 AM

82289

My job mental stress depression

2/18/2022 4:16 AM

82290

I hate the mask im vacinated by force for work

2/18/2022 4:15 AM

82291

I have been isolated and without friends for 2 years. I feel the overwhelming pressure of living
in a world I no longer understand, and struggle for community.

2/18/2022 4:14 AM

82292

Econommical.socially.and finanacial. I am depressed and can understand way suicides are up.

2/18/2022 4:13 AM

82293

It's affecting every aspect of life. Government treats it people like animals.

2/18/2022 4:12 AM

82294

Lost my job of 7 years. My family and I are now second class citizens. Unable to move freely
within our country, unable to make a personal medical decision without government
intervention. My kids are unable to participate in society to the same extent as first class
citizens.

2/18/2022 4:12 AM

82295

Stressful 2 years of mandates and false reporting from the government and media. Canadians
are so divided like never before. The mandates and rules just makes no sense.

2/18/2022 4:11 AM

82296

It has divided and polarized the people in my life. The mandates forced so many of us to get
the vaccines and now some of us are injured by the vaccines.

2/18/2022 4:10 AM

82297

Yes. Unable to travel /fly in Canada and anywhere else in The world

2/18/2022 4:10 AM

82298

Restricted travel. Total loss of faith in government and the media.

2/18/2022 4:09 AM

82299

I have no trust in government, media, our regulatory agencies, our health agencies (including
the colleges of physicians and surgeons, in fact I doubt the ability of doctors to manage health
or to be true to their oath) and I wonder if our courts can be trusted. I am saddened to see how
many of my peers have been deceived and now constantly worry about their well-being. I am
full of disgust for our so called leaders, gov't, corporate/business, educators, health and nonprofit sector who have not stood up to protect our communities from this obvious scam.

2/18/2022 4:08 AM

82300

It has caused undue emotional and financial stress

2/18/2022 4:08 AM

82301

HONK

2/18/2022 4:08 AM

82302

Our father died alone, he kept asking why mom didn’t come, then we couldn’t have a proper
funeral, mom was locked up for months, our family is split, we haven’t seen our grand children
in almost three years, the list goes on like most other Canadians

2/18/2022 4:08 AM

82303

Un employed

2/18/2022 4:06 AM

82304

I'm depressed

2/18/2022 4:06 AM

82305

Affected our distribution chain and mental health. Increasing all of our inputs costs

2/18/2022 4:05 AM

82306

Suffering from Anxiety, stress, feeling oppressed, became a 2nd class citizen. Friendships
have been destroyed, because of the divisive nature of mandates and the actions of the PM
and media.

2/18/2022 4:02 AM

82307

Separate family ,& stopped me from taking a colony year

2/18/2022 4:02 AM

82308

I have watched friends and family become increasingly depressed. I have spoken to parents

2/18/2022 4:02 AM
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concerned about the mental well-being of their children. I have been fortunate enough to work
through everything but I have watched as people have lost their livelihoods.
82309

cannot trust doctors and government all liars.

2/18/2022 4:01 AM

82310

Extremely negatively

2/18/2022 4:00 AM

82311

Suicidal

2/18/2022 3:58 AM

82312

It has ended friendships, it has caused strain between my family members, it’s caused me to
had countless asthma attacks, it’s hurt my grandchildren who for either all or the majority of
their lives have not see peoples faces or been allowed to interact with anyone. It’s shut down
some of my favourite restaurants and stores. It’s taken away what little bit of social interaction
I did have with friends, it’s affected my physical fitness and my children's and grandchildrens
physical fitness. It’s caused such division at every point in my life including my job where I
have been unfairly denied promotions because I don’t like wearing a mask. My overall physical
and mental health has been severely impacted to the point I’ve considered ending my life.

2/18/2022 3:57 AM

82313

Increase my stress level and my kids got brainwashed by the one sided news

2/18/2022 3:57 AM

82314

Placed on leave without pay

2/18/2022 3:57 AM

82315

Can't go out for supper, visit with family/friends

2/18/2022 3:57 AM

82316

Separation

2/18/2022 3:56 AM

82317

Hell on earth

2/18/2022 3:55 AM

82318

Loss of income, family division and conflict that will not be mended

2/18/2022 3:55 AM

82319

miserable

2/18/2022 3:51 AM

82320

Ruining business, mental health

2/18/2022 3:51 AM

82321

Unable to visit parent in extended care

2/18/2022 3:51 AM

82322

Everything is absolutely terrible! Nobody should live this way. This is like being a prisoner in
your own home.

2/18/2022 3:49 AM

82323

Insane mandates have damaged my mental health and that of All people around me. The
mandates are fascist! I don't want to live in a fascist dictatorship. People are being irreparably
harmed. Children are being harmed. There must be justice. There must be accountability.

2/18/2022 3:48 AM

82324

My mental health has been effective, I feel like I live in Germany when Hitler ruled. I have
panic attacks to go get bread and milk from the store

2/18/2022 3:48 AM

82325

Division of friends and family Missing out on major life millstones Mental health issues Anxiety
Never ending Fear

2/18/2022 3:46 AM

82326

In everything that is public and my job

2/18/2022 3:46 AM

82327

It has devided me and my 2 kids they stopped speaking to me ever since Bonnie Henry had
said for the vaccinated not to see the unvaccinated we were a very Tate family as I am a
single mother with a disability was discriminated most of my life then overcome it and now
being discriminated against again with my own kids some family members and all my friends I
have my grandma lives in Ontario in a nursing home she’s going to be 92 had all her shots and
boosters but still got Covid I heard as she’s gotten better but now her health is deteriorating
and as I am not vaccinated but I have my own ammunity to Covid I would like to go see her I
also am waiting for hand surgery but since I’m not vaccinated they keep putting me back to
the end of waiting list I broke my wrist in Aug 2020 hand healed wrong so I cannot use my
hand the way I use too so please end all mandates and vax passes just let us be free

2/18/2022 3:44 AM

82328

Stress and loss of money

2/18/2022 3:44 AM

82329

Stress levels off the chart!! My beliefs in The True North Strong and FREE??? Our rights to
choose !! The ability to see family friends and loved ones!!!! Children in and out of schools
constantly and made to wear masks indoors and outdoors!!! All the fear tactics

2/18/2022 3:43 AM

82330

In all aspects of my life.

2/18/2022 3:43 AM

82331

Lost my staff, traveling, food stores, friends, family, wages, freedoms, health, and happiness,
mostly freedoms

2/18/2022 3:42 AM
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82332

I do not give my freedom away it is not for debate, I want all of it back NOW!!!!

2/18/2022 3:41 AM

82333

Lost my job over jab

2/18/2022 3:41 AM

82334

Ruined MTL marriage, various family relationships and alienated me from my children’s sports
teams.

2/18/2022 3:39 AM

82335

It’s ruined my life. I’ve lost friends and family members and I can’t go out and enjoy the things
I used to. I live in fear is reprimand because I refuse to comply with any of this. It needs to
stop

2/18/2022 3:39 AM

82336

The mandate has affected life by causing anxiety in public places not knowing if my personal
medical information will become public information or if I will be embarrassed and turned away.
I have had to wait outside my children’s swimming lessons like a second class citizen. I have
had to endure unkind, divisive conversations with family members over these issues. I have
experienced embarrassment and shame after hearing our Prime Minister say horrible things
about me. Mandates have really affected my mental health.

2/18/2022 3:37 AM

82337

All ways.

2/18/2022 3:37 AM

82338

I have been discriminated against, intimidated and bullied due to my mask exemption. I have
been suffering from depression and anxiety. I have also been denied access to these medical
services; counseling therapy, eye care, dental, and a doctor

2/18/2022 3:36 AM

82339

Depression, anxiety, stress, isolation, sadness, frustration, anger, bullied, separation,

2/18/2022 3:36 AM

82340

Fuck off

2/18/2022 3:36 AM

82341

Financial

2/18/2022 3:35 AM

82342

Not seen family was forced to get a vaccine I knew nothing about long term side effects to
keep a job

2/18/2022 3:34 AM

82343

In every respect of my life financially and emotionally

2/18/2022 3:33 AM

82344

I lost work.

2/18/2022 3:33 AM

82345

Financially, emotionally,

2/18/2022 3:31 AM

82346

Unemployment, depression, disputes between family members,

2/18/2022 3:31 AM

82347

I cannot travel, cannot eat in restaurants, attend funerals, go to movies and cannot see my
grandchildren play sports or do ballet etc

2/18/2022 3:30 AM

82348

Lost business, friends and family

2/18/2022 3:29 AM

82349

All

2/18/2022 3:29 AM

82350

Caused hate and division between friends and family. Completely destroyed income sources.

2/18/2022 3:28 AM

82351

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 3:28 AM

82352

I lost big portion of my income, I am depressed and isolated all the time. I have no life and
many worries.

2/18/2022 3:27 AM

82353

I am unvaccinated and will continue to be segregated these mandates are lifted. I just want the
right to not be injected

2/18/2022 3:27 AM

82354

Became a second class citizen for not wanting and getting an almost useless experimental jab

2/18/2022 3:26 AM

82355

Husband lost work

2/18/2022 3:26 AM

82356

Isolation. Not getting to see my elderly Mother, my children and grandchildren as often as I
wanted. I choose to not vax and some friends and family either argued with me or choose to
stay away. Friend committed suicide. The government created unnecessary fear of death from
COVID but it was the jab that caused more injuries. My Mother got the first jab and got a very
serious infection in her leg, so she refused to get any other jabs. Some of her friends tried to
bully her into the other jabs. People really turned into bullies. It was terrible.

2/18/2022 3:26 AM

82357

Every aspect of my life has been negatively impacted by every aspect of this nonsense! I’m
sick with stress and the ongoing trauma , my mental health has declined… the list goes on.

2/18/2022 3:25 AM
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82358

Has hurt me financially, as well as put a atrain on my marriage and family life and has caused
mental health issues to some members of my immediate family

2/18/2022 3:25 AM

82359

Pm called me a racist mysoginist

2/18/2022 3:24 AM

82360

Lost my job,less money in the home,depression at times moodiness due to losses and
grief,family.divided,unable to hug or touch creates frustration.Upsets in homelife,unable to
travel ,higher costs, wait times for doctors unable to get a face to face appt.Medical issues put
off so falling thru the cracks.

2/18/2022 3:24 AM

82361

It has caused me to feel depressed about life. My husband can't get work so our futures future
is uncertain. I have no confidence in my Government to make choices that are good for our
nation. Mandates are hurting people.

2/18/2022 3:23 AM

82362

I lost my job

2/18/2022 3:23 AM

82363

Bankruptcy, depression, substance abuse, loss of family/friends not to covid & family/friends
vaccine injury or death!

2/18/2022 3:23 AM

82364

Everything is much more expensive. It has taken my personal freedom away from me and my
family.

2/18/2022 3:22 AM

82365

No skating with my Ten year ild

2/18/2022 3:21 AM

82366

Every which way you can imagine including the death of my brother via the booster.

2/18/2022 3:21 AM

82367

I lost my job. My kids have severe depression. As a single mom dealing with all these is
driving me insane. It breaks my heart how my kids are struggling instead of living.

2/18/2022 3:21 AM

82368

I’m stuck in Mexico because I refuse to take the death shot! How’s that for being affected!
Mexico is growing on me!

2/18/2022 3:19 AM

82369

Destroyed my kids therapy programs. Daughter can’t even attend school now.

2/18/2022 3:19 AM

82370

I have been prevented from visiting family in the hospital due to other complications, when I
don't even know anyone who had more than a mild flu with Covid, and this includes elderly
infectees and at risk individuals like myself.

2/18/2022 3:19 AM

82371

Stole my freedom

2/18/2022 3:18 AM

82372

My small holistic health business was mandated to be closed for 3.5 months in 2020. I have
lost $30,000 since March 2020, and am desperately trying to rebuild.

2/18/2022 3:18 AM

82373

I’m on lwop at present, as I won’t comply with my employers mandate, so without a
paycheque.

2/18/2022 3:17 AM

82374

My child has not been able to participate in sports/activities due to the vaccine requirement for
12 year olds. This is severely having an impact on her mental and physical health. This is
dividing the country and making it a very unpleasant place to live.

2/18/2022 3:16 AM

82375

I've lost work. I've lost money. I am now a 2nd class citizen.

2/18/2022 3:16 AM

82376

Not being able to support my friends businesses ie gyms and dining out. Not being able to
participate in physical activities with my children. Ie pools and other rec centres. Being treated
by people differently on a business level due to people knowing i chose not to vaccinate
myself

2/18/2022 3:15 AM

82377

Depression, suicidal thoughts, lack of social connection and meaning in my life.

2/18/2022 3:15 AM

82378

We had covid we were very sick and 2 of 4 hospitalized we all have antibodies. (checked 250+
(my BFF is a Dr 2xvaccine and booster her antibodies are 75. She has been ill repeatedly after
each vaccine injection she has major oddities now she did not have ever before. My God
daughter and step daughter my inlaws all have had vaccine injuries and are very mad . Job
losses business closed .Youngest child malicious harassed by her teacher to under age get
the vaccine she was 10 yrs old in Sept when she entered his class. HE IS STRESSed
because of mandate. He desires to disconnect from Mom and controlled daughter. He has a
Short fuse doesn't engage or empower the kids in his grade 6 class. Her anxiety through the
roof . Also for the 4th yr a young female class a mate has bullied our daughter she enlists
some other girls to become mean. have had to sell our home at a reduced rate through winter
as we have not been able to pay all the bills with our borrowing from family. after paying

2/18/2022 3:14 AM
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82379

Inability to fly, engage in social activities

2/18/2022 3:13 AM

82380

I’ve never felt more depressed in my life or uncertain of the future if I’m being completely
honest. I felt coerced into getting the vaccine just to travel WITHIN Canada to visit my family
after 2 years when I was still undecided about it. I feel that the government has overreached
into our lives and created a divide between us Canadians. This pandemic has been
unnecessarily politicized.

2/18/2022 3:12 AM

82381

Destroyed my finances, unnecessarily

2/18/2022 3:12 AM

82382

Divided family and friends, increased depression and anxiety, harmed grandchildren health,
harmed our business.

2/18/2022 3:12 AM

82383

i have Copd. mask breathing can be restrictive

2/18/2022 3:11 AM

82384

Travelling

2/18/2022 3:11 AM

82385

Low income and living off savings too long. It has divided families and the community.
Everyone is depressed. Distrusts in leadership and MSN.

2/18/2022 3:10 AM

82386

Lost job from mandates and may lose house and farm. Wife lost job from mandates.
Depression and panic attacks.

2/18/2022 3:10 AM

82387

lack of income

2/18/2022 3:09 AM

82388

Mental health

2/18/2022 3:09 AM

82389

Can't do anything mandates restrict, though I don't wear masks period

2/18/2022 3:08 AM

82390

Divided my family. People I know have died and you can’t pay your respects to those people
because you can’t get together. No getting together with family and friends. Watch people
around me living in fear cause that’s what media and government is feeding people. I’m
considered conspiracy theorist from family.

2/18/2022 3:07 AM

82391

Can’t visit mom in the lodge, can eat at restaurants, can’t travel and many others

2/18/2022 3:07 AM

82392

How has it not? It has affected every man, woman and child that I know. My child has spent
1/3 of her life in Covid. She has never gone to school in a normal environment. My children
have missed out on school, sports, friends family. My kids didn’t see their grandparents for the
most of the last 2 years. We will never get those 2 years back. For me and my husband it’s
fine, but the kids are so far behind where they should be. Now it is time for it to end. They
need their lives back.

2/18/2022 3:06 AM

82393

Immeasurably but having friends die and be injured from the vaccines is foremost, watching
children all all of us suffering and having my father not be allowed out of his room to even go
outside on patio of his nursing home with all staff and all patients thrilled vaxxed is especially
cruel.

2/18/2022 3:05 AM

82394

Divisiveness

2/18/2022 3:05 AM

82395

Stopped going out. More stressed and unhappy

2/18/2022 3:04 AM

82396

Weird question. The world is upside down because of mandates

2/18/2022 3:02 AM

82397

Loss of income, lost freedom to travel, lost freedom to watch hockey games in my suite, lost
ability to go out and have meals at restaurants, lost ability to workout in gym, caused major
division in family and friends. Too much to list

2/18/2022 3:01 AM

82398

It’s how it affects all Canadians lives not just mine. I stand with Canadians whom choose to
not get vaccinated, but they should also have the same rights as a vaccinated person to move
freely across borders internationally or nationally. It affects my life seeing other Canadians
suffer due to personal or health reasons affecting their personal choice in accordance with our
charter.

2/18/2022 3:01 AM

82399

Isolation, emotional health issues, job loss, societal divisions, segregation, discrimination,
NOTHING positive. Doug Ford finally admitted one shot or ten shots, social distancing and/or
masks and people can STILL contract and spread Covid among the vaccinated. They are the
super spreaders now. The time to get on with our lives and return our stolen freedoms is long
overdue.

2/18/2022 3:01 AM

82400

It's been horrible.

2/18/2022 3:01 AM
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82401

job loss

2/18/2022 2:59 AM

82402

My mental health has been affected, sometimes I wonder is life is worth living anymore I
definitely don’t look at life the same way because of the pandemia situation and all the
discrimination and division.

2/18/2022 2:58 AM

82403

It has taken away my freedom. Such as travel, socializing with friends and it makes me feel
depressed, like living in a communist country.

2/18/2022 2:57 AM

82404

Isolation, lack of freedom, coercion to get vaxed for employment, lack of respect for my
government, censorship and how Trudeau and mainstream media lie to incite a certain
narrative

2/18/2022 2:57 AM

82405

I can't take my kids swimming, can't go out with my family. Family is refusing to see us if not
vaccinated

2/18/2022 2:57 AM

82406

caused family strife

2/18/2022 2:56 AM

82407

It has impacted every aspect of our lives. I miss seeing people’s faces, we have lost human
connection, friends and divided us amongst family members as well. It is time to move forward
and follow other countries around the world. We can live with the virus and people can make
their choices on what safety measures they can continue to keep for themselves. The
government has no right to mandate every single person to receive a vaccine when science
shows that 1) natural immunity is far greater and 2) body autonomy is a basic human right. The
segregation and divide among the people of society based on vaccine passports is completely
unconstitutional and unjust. It is time to end all mandates immediately.

2/18/2022 2:56 AM

82408

Coerced into getting a vaccine or else lose my job... I am not anti -vax...I should be able to
choose for myself for a medical procedure..also family would not visit when not vaccinated
..this is divisive

2/18/2022 2:56 AM

82409

Income, stress, isolation and loneliness

2/18/2022 2:55 AM

82410

Protected me from dying

2/18/2022 2:55 AM

82411

I’ve watched my child suffer mental decline. I’ve watched friends loose their businesses and
their jobs.

2/18/2022 2:55 AM

82412

job loss

2/18/2022 2:54 AM

82413

Lost my job

2/18/2022 2:54 AM

82414

I can’t travel, go to restaurants and events

2/18/2022 2:53 AM

82415

I can’t come to Canada to see my family. Before we moved we weren’t able to meet with our
faith community or have friends over. We couldn’t have Christmas with our kids.

2/18/2022 2:52 AM

82416

Kids lost two years of their education

2/18/2022 2:52 AM

82417

I rarely leave my house except to walk in nature as so cannot wear a mask for longer than a
few minutes. I have lost all of my performance in one which was mite than half of my total
income. I cannot see my dad in his care home and he now has absolutely zero quality of life.
Which is tragic as he was dancing to live musicians almost every week when he first entered
the home. Now he is not able to walk at all and currently has Covid along with over 20 other
people in his home and can’t even see my mom for his measly 1 hour 3 times a week.
Absolutely criminal what does been done to our elders.

2/18/2022 2:52 AM

82418

Lost my work and unable to find work, lost my ability to shop freely or access certain services
and businesses, lost so many friends and family due to their fear and angst due to the
propaganda on TV, but all of it has woken me to the dark underbelly of those running the world
and forced me to find myself and my truth and helped me to free my mind.

2/18/2022 2:52 AM

82419

Honestly it’s made me depressed. I lost my job due to Covid, and haven’t been able to recover
since. I haven’t been able to see my family in over 2 years, which has left me feeling
extremely alone and isolated. I’m stuck out here with no hope, and our leaders don’t care.

2/18/2022 2:51 AM

82420

It has destroyed nearly 3/4 of my friendships. I feel unwelcome in society and am genuinely
afraid of people and their hatred. My depression also returned due to the lockdowns and I had
to go back on psychiatric medication. I'm still suffering because the government has divided
us so much that I'm not sure how it can be repaired at this point.

2/18/2022 2:51 AM
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82421

My son has been excluded from school events in his high school grad year. He lost his job and
I have been unable to watch him in his last year of his sport with a passport. My husband had
to step down as president of our sons sports club. The social isolation we as an unvaxxed
family have felt these past months have been devastating.

2/18/2022 2:50 AM

82422

It has been hell. Two of our adult kids lost their jo s to vX mandates.

2/18/2022 2:50 AM

82423

Terminated from work

2/18/2022 2:50 AM

82424

Not being able to live free and having my own chive to chose what I put in my body

2/18/2022 2:50 AM

82425

Mental stress, the inability to enjoy life

2/18/2022 2:50 AM

82426

Two years..... Two years to long

2/18/2022 2:49 AM

82427

MY husband lost his job, we lost over half our income.

2/18/2022 2:49 AM

82428

I believe in Freedom, do not support a tolatarian dictator regime that this Trudeau government
is imposing on Canadians! Needs to be stopped NOW!!

2/18/2022 2:48 AM

82429

Ruined it

2/18/2022 2:48 AM

82430

By saving it.

2/18/2022 2:48 AM

82431

It’s affected my ability to get treatment for my work place accident Injuries and are stopping
me from living life or being around people, Also the division between people is hard to navigate.

2/18/2022 2:47 AM

82432

I will be Homeless in a matter of Days, Feb 23rd I WILL BE ON THE STREETS

2/18/2022 2:47 AM

82433

It ruined my life, career and evrything I cherished in life.

2/18/2022 2:47 AM

82434

The effects are too numerous to list but I have lost both my career and my mental health is
suffering in the extreme

2/18/2022 2:47 AM

82435

Anxiety, no job.

2/18/2022 2:46 AM

82436

Depression. I am a social person and need interaction with people.

2/18/2022 2:46 AM

82437

I lost my job, pulled my teenager out of public school to homeschool for the last 2 years,
division within family and friends, but MOST importantly... friends and children of friends died
or are permanently damaged because of adverse reactions to this vax. We can't be with our
loved ones in the hospital in their last days, hours. I would never want to leave this world like
that.

2/18/2022 2:46 AM

82438

I lost my job I lost family and friends to this evil devised worldwide scam fear can never be
allowed to be the tule of the land. It is wrong. I never ever thought my country would be
tyrannical. I’m ashamed I never fought for others in tyranny. But I’m ready to stand and say No

2/18/2022 2:45 AM

82439

Yes

2/18/2022 2:45 AM

82440

Had to move, 2x because of prejudice in neighborhoods

2/18/2022 2:45 AM

82441

Cant visit family & Friends , have issues wearing masks etc

2/18/2022 2:45 AM

82442

Every aspect outside of my own home

2/18/2022 2:44 AM

82443

It has shown the tyranny of the current world leaders

2/18/2022 2:44 AM

82444

Completely

2/18/2022 2:44 AM

82445

Destroyed my faith in the ability of the government to defend the freedom of the citizens.

2/18/2022 2:43 AM

82446

Separated family members. Reduced work options.

2/18/2022 2:43 AM

82447

Affects my kids lives and working life

2/18/2022 2:43 AM

82448

I can’t leave the country, even when the destination country would welcome me. It’s like my
government is holding me hostage.

2/18/2022 2:43 AM

82449

Depression, anxiety and other mental health issues. Friends and family division over
restrictions and freedoms. Employment possibilities are limited.

2/18/2022 2:42 AM

82450

Have not received proper healthcare because of the vaccine mandates and at jeopardy of

2/18/2022 2:42 AM
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losing my job now too.
82451

Definately!

2/18/2022 2:41 AM

82452

Get headaches.. my baby doesn't even know how it is to go shop without seeing people smile

2/18/2022 2:41 AM

82453

It has hindered relationship....hurt my children by being scared,bullied or seeing people bullied.
Caused family to not be around when needed the most. Seeing friends loose jobs has been
devastating...I could go on..I just want to see this mandate go away to provide mental health
to get better. To allow people to not be segregated...it is not ok. It would be different if we saw
that the vaccines work. No real proof they do. I am double vaxed...family got covid from a fully
plus vaxed and that person got it from a fully vaxed person. Some were really sick..others not
so much. There is not enough study to say if we or those we got it from could have been
worse if they were not vaccinated. No proof to say that we could have been better without the
vaccine. Which is what is so troubling. Mandates do nothing other then allow the government
to have control. That's it!! It does nothing other then separate and scare people.

2/18/2022 2:41 AM

82454

-lack of employment opportunities -missed special family events

2/18/2022 2:40 AM

82455

First I lost my job, my career of over 17 years. Then it stripped us of our ability to travel within
or outside of Canada, and visit loved ones in other provinces.

2/18/2022 2:40 AM

82456

scamdemic

2/18/2022 2:40 AM

82457

Very negatively, my spouse lost his job, our family was segregated from society

2/18/2022 2:40 AM

82458

Losing friends ,family and the ability to see a doctor and dentist so I can stay healthy .

2/18/2022 2:39 AM

82459

No social gathering and menbers of me family being forced to jab or loss your job. Criminal

2/18/2022 2:39 AM

82460

My ability to support my family and myself and my children's mental health has been severely
impacted. This has to end now!

2/18/2022 2:38 AM

82461

Financially and emotionally

2/18/2022 2:38 AM

82462

Lost my job of 13 years as a registered nurse after working through the first 18 months of the
pandemic and contracting covid during this time; unable to have my wedding; depression and
severe anxiety; frequent headaches from masks; unable to get employment insurance; unable
to find a job even though I am willing and able to work; my fiancee is also on the verge of job
loss. That makes two young, skilled, willing and able to work members of society unemployed
for no real reason.

2/18/2022 2:37 AM

82463

Isolation from my friends and family No travel

2/18/2022 2:37 AM

82464

It has destroyed my life

2/18/2022 2:37 AM

82465

Forced into personal bankruptcy

2/18/2022 2:37 AM

82466

I had to get unnecessarily double vaccinated to keep my job. This caused me extreme stress,
affected my physical health, and now months later I’m considering quitting my job because I’m
so disgusted with my employer. I also wasn’t able to join my family for a funeral for my papa
who died near the beginning of the pandemic.

2/18/2022 2:36 AM

82467

Friends lost, family members not speaking, affecting mental health due to discrimination of
views

2/18/2022 2:36 AM

82468

Stress and limit of freedom

2/18/2022 2:36 AM

82469

I felt coerced into taking a vaccine I wouldn’t have otherwise. I feel violated everytime I show
my passports. I have to wear disposable masks because of a panic disorder with any others
that collapse to my face when breathing in… it gets expensive.

2/18/2022 2:36 AM

82470

I cannot travel by air, ferry or train. I cannot go to my gym, any sports centers, restaurants,
theaters. My children cannot do sports activities, like swimming or skiing. It has affected my
mental health and my children's mental health.

2/18/2022 2:35 AM

82471

it impacted my business and my sense of freedom, the fear propaganda psychologically
damaged so many, witnessing how it affected family and friends was heartbreaking

2/18/2022 2:35 AM

82472

I can’t watch my kids’ sports. My family has disowned me for not getting the V. My students
are having breakdowns all the time. The mind-fucking has been extraordinary.

2/18/2022 2:35 AM
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82473

Lost my job, more stress, strained relationships, mental anguish

2/18/2022 2:35 AM

82474

Infringed on my rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 2:35 AM

82475

Has not affected me too much, I have never worn a mask from day one; I refused to do so.
Will not get the vaccine as I have been completed against the technology (I am not anti-vax
per say). I go fishing, walks at times and I shop pretty much as I wish and go to restaurants
that don't require the vaccine passports and many simply ignore me when I enter; when the
odd restaurant would make a fuss, I simply walk out. Masks don't prevent covid and the whole
covid matter is an agenda and it has nothing to do with one's health.

2/18/2022 2:35 AM

82476

I lost my job just before the Covid outbreak and lockdowns started, so I did not qualify for
CERB. The mandates have made getting another job incredibly difficult. I have spent my entire
life savings just trying to stay afloat. I am 2 rent payments away from being homeless. MY CV
is now 2 years out of date. My mental health has plummeted. I do not know that I will ever
recover from the mental/emotional/financial devastation of these mandates.

2/18/2022 2:34 AM

82477

My daughter age 6 has been effected the most by having to wear filthy germ infested face
mask All Day at school. School activities have been diminished.sports activities has been
effected, gatherings with family & friends effected. Senior family members have passed on
alone with out family by their side. Church gatherings have been effected for us while big
football should Adium’s are full & nightclubs & it just seems to rhyme or reason on how they
choose what to ban. My daughters gymnastics was cancelled for a while , yet the hockey
team still stayed going. I cannot take my daughter swimming or out for dinner or a movie ….
Not too mention family members & friends losing their jobs 😢

2/18/2022 2:34 AM

82478

destroyed it work is very stressful because there are so many children of all ages with severe
mental health disorders now

2/18/2022 2:34 AM

82479

I am a non Canadian. I chose the wrong choice of bodily autonomy. I have stents in my legs
and had two strokes this year. I just want to see my grandkids get old. If I chose to vaccinate I
may well not be able to. All the doctors dealing with circulation issues say it’s a bad idea to get
vaccinated. Even my family doctor says don’t get certain ones, but refuses to give an
exemption. The college may sanction him/her. Unless we show vigorous support for the
convoy, all will be lost for me and many other Canadians in the same situation and those to
come to that age. One a line is crossed, you can never go back. It changes Canada forever. I
believe since the crisis was involved we have already crossed a line. The investigation of this
time will show the truth but will we ever have another government that will care beyond their
dictatorship.

2/18/2022 2:34 AM

82480

Restricted my God given rights to all freedoms

2/18/2022 2:33 AM

82481

Signs of anxiety in children, she tells me she can't breathe well wearing it at school, divide
between families, husbands elderly grandma in good health suddenly became so depressed
due to isolation from all her grandkids and lifestyle she was hospitalized over Christmas for
trying to end her own life. Got forced into taking a shot to keep my job at the. I will never take
another shot of any kind again. I had some strange side effects after which caused me to be
scared to even go for a walk by myself. Was considering calling 911 after my second. I'm not
sure how we got to the point of this being ok.

2/18/2022 2:33 AM

82482

In a most severe manner. Treasonous acts committed by any member of our society, let alone
by our own PM should be prosecuted in the court of public opinion as well as in the common
law courts around the world.

2/18/2022 2:32 AM

82483

Immensely

2/18/2022 2:32 AM

82484

In every aspect of my life. Relationships stressed, mental distress w decreased physical
contact, so many ever changing restrictions not allowing freedom of choice, financially
affected w inability to work to full capacity, inability to get proper treatment due to finances,
cannot go public indoor spaces due to masks mandates and inability to breathe comfortably.

2/18/2022 2:32 AM

82485

SPEND A LOT OF TIME RESEARCHING SLL SIDES OF THE ISSUES SURROUNDING
COVID TO ENSURE I’M VERY INFORMED

2/18/2022 2:32 AM

82486

It is lies and the country is turning into communism and I do not support it.

2/18/2022 2:32 AM

82487

Separation from extended family that live in USA. Husband’s job loss due to mandates.
Anxiety and depression in my kids.

2/18/2022 2:31 AM
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82488

Unable to travel, have to wear a mask to go anywhere, anger and division in my family
because of them, missing out on special events, loss of education for my children due to
schools closing, weight gain for my kids since they were unable to do any activities, overall
fear, frustration and anxiety.

2/18/2022 2:31 AM

82489

Lost my business and my home!

2/18/2022 2:31 AM

82490

Yes

2/18/2022 2:31 AM

82491

The loss of friends, freedoms to travel, loss of job,

2/18/2022 2:30 AM

82492

100% negative effects. Physically, mentally, business wise and spiritually as well

2/18/2022 2:30 AM

82493

Annoying and unnecessary

2/18/2022 2:30 AM

82494

i have had to take my university classes online

2/18/2022 2:30 AM

82495

My kids have suffered

2/18/2022 2:29 AM

82496

It has almost destroyed my marriage, my wife was coerced by that of job loss ministry of
health. Now they want my children to receive this experimental injection, never will that
happen. The government has started a civil war against democracy.

2/18/2022 2:29 AM

82497

Every last bit of it. Mostly putting food on the table, and keeping a roof over my family’s head

2/18/2022 2:28 AM

82498

Forced retirement from job I loved, savings gone, no socializing, stress, alone, financially,
anger,

2/18/2022 2:28 AM

82499

It has irritated me, the dumbness of the people. Not being able to go anywhere without the
mask, not even with a very sick dog going to the vet. Telephone calls with your doctor, instead
of a visit.

2/18/2022 2:28 AM

82500

I have lost my job and freedom to live a social life.

2/18/2022 2:27 AM

82501

Badly

2/18/2022 2:27 AM

82502

Taken away my freedom, made me out to be worthless, divided my family and friends

2/18/2022 2:27 AM

82503

-restricted my contacts with friends -Put -terrible pressure on the household. -Feelings of
distress due to family members 's health jeopardized.

2/18/2022 2:27 AM

82504

Unable to travel. Haven’t seen my aging mom in 2.5 years. Almost lost my job. Mentally
exhausted. Affected my social life, separated from friends.

2/18/2022 2:27 AM

82505

Negatively. This is proposterous

2/18/2022 2:26 AM

82506

Stress and health are affected not to mention watching friends and coworkers lose their jobs
and businesses

2/18/2022 2:26 AM

82507

Pretty much not at all, it has saved us money. Yet it would be nice to go out again, and go on
vacation outside of Canada.

2/18/2022 2:26 AM

82508

Not

2/18/2022 2:25 AM

82509

I have listened to the words of Dr. Robert Malone, therefore I know the dangers of the
vaccines.

2/18/2022 2:25 AM

82510

It has created a massive disconnect in my family. My kids have lost their connection with their
cousins because we haven’t been able to be apart of each other’s lives and we have barely
seen them in 2 years. I am now homeschooling my son because school was causing him
anxiety and he was worried he was going to be forced to get vaccinated. I can’t leave Canada.
I can’t visit my family in the states. The stress, mental health issues and financial strain
caused by all of the government mandates are far worse than the virus for the majority of
Canadians.

2/18/2022 2:25 AM

82511

It severely damaged my mental and everyday health condition.

2/18/2022 2:23 AM

82512

Stress. Segragated. Loss of trust in governme t and law enforcement. Physical health
impacted.

2/18/2022 2:23 AM

82513

All ways

2/18/2022 2:23 AM
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82514

screwed everything. dictatorship loss of employment loss of free speech

2/18/2022 2:23 AM

82515

Please free canada

2/18/2022 2:23 AM

82516

I have been on stress leave for a year, I lost two pets durring the first lockdown when veys
were closed, I've lost all social contacts, I am verging on being suicidal, my husband lost his
job, my daughter can't get proper care for epilepsy she was dx with durring covid. I have been
vilified by my own Prime Minister, have hate directed at me, I have lost all trust in the
government because of their hateful messaging. I have lost money from being quarantined 6
times from work for 14 days from. Wing in contact with positive co-workers even tho I was not
ill. I am a manager and had to try to help all my employees with their stress from the constant
changing of rules. I had a skin infection from masking for 8 hrs a day no matter what I did, or
what mask. Basically my life has been ruined and I live in constant anxiety over the
governments ever over reaching hands. I cannot even leave the country, which is directly
against my rights and freedoms.

2/18/2022 2:23 AM

82517

I can’t breathe, I’ve lost friends, brothers, a sister. Dead, never to return and I didn’t get to say
goodbye

2/18/2022 2:22 AM

82518

threat of job loss and inability to wear mask.

2/18/2022 2:22 AM

82519

Immensely, my family’s mental well-being and sense of autonomy and freedom to decide for
ourselves what’s right. Our mental health, our relationships, our income, our physical fitness,
our sense of hope and positive outlook of the future. The poor decisions made more harmful
and mostly unnecessary. Those responsible need to be held accountable so this kind of
scenario does not happen again.

2/18/2022 2:22 AM

82520

Job loss, family and friend loss, harassment in my community, discrimination in my
community, loss that freedom to travel, loss of freedom of speech, loss to work small
business, loss of life.

2/18/2022 2:22 AM

82521

Destroying our lives.

2/18/2022 2:22 AM

82522

Bad

2/18/2022 2:22 AM

82523

I am sick of it. Sick of being afraid I would die.

2/18/2022 2:21 AM

82524

No work. Depression. Divorce.

2/18/2022 2:21 AM

82525

employment, infringement of human rights. socialization, the ability to take elder parents to
medical appointments, mental health, financial hardship, discrimination, trust in government ...
. livelihood

2/18/2022 2:20 AM

82526

Unable to travel, go to restaurants, isolated enraged. Polarized from family. I didn't think people
could be so damn stupid.

2/18/2022 2:20 AM

82527

the underling inconvenience and fear. Feeling fear in others

2/18/2022 2:20 AM

82528

Destroyed relationships with family, public segregation and discrimination, public hate and
harassment, cost of food and financial hardships,

2/18/2022 2:20 AM

82529

Personal relationships, depression, lack of motivation, weight gain

2/18/2022 2:19 AM

82530

My husband and I are seniors. Seniors do not have a lot of time left in teir lives to spend with
family or friends whenever and however they choose. The governments have taken away 2
years of our lives with their ridiculous mandates. The governments should be forced to
apologize publicly to each and every person for their illogical mandates and all people that
have been affected should be compnsated monetarily or by receiving their jobs back. We
should all be allowed to choose for ourselves how much risk we are willing to deal with to
spend the rest of our lives in whatever way makes us happy.

2/18/2022 2:19 AM

82531

Has divided families, society and has created job loss and IT HADNT AND DOESNT WORK

2/18/2022 2:19 AM

82532

Isolated

2/18/2022 2:19 AM

82533

Lost my business. Lost many relationships, lost a friend who died from vax. One mortgage
payment away from losing my home. Suicidal for 2 years. Lost 2 friends in old age hom3
where i used to take therapy dogs.

2/18/2022 2:18 AM

82534

It has caused me to go on anxiety med, become suicidal and to keep me from sleeping

2/18/2022 2:18 AM
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82535

I'm in a minority group that is not greatly affected, but the mandate is still unconstitutional,
immoral, and obviously not about our health.

2/18/2022 2:18 AM

82536

it has turned it up side down and inside out. i lost my family and everything that ment anything
to me i have worked all my life to get where i was just to end up with nothing. i did get my GED
on line and rather enjoyed that. but im still finding it extremly difficult to re enter the wrk force,
but i am ready to go.

2/18/2022 2:17 AM

82537

Life isn't life without freedom.

2/18/2022 2:17 AM

82538

Loved ones in hospital alone and helpless.

2/18/2022 2:16 AM

82539

Lost my job of 40 years, almost ready for retirement due to mandates

2/18/2022 2:16 AM

82540

Negatively in every way.

2/18/2022 2:16 AM

82541

Every aspect of life has been affected!

2/18/2022 2:15 AM

82542

I've never felt more marginalized in my life! I've had panic attacks for the first time and stress
like never before. It is ruining my teenagers life. At 13, he doesn't see the point in life! I've lost
friends. Haven't seen my family on the other side of the country in what will be 3 years (this
summer). That means my parents have missed the last years of my son's innocent childhood.
He isn't the boy they knew 3 years ago!! We will never get those years back!!

2/18/2022 2:15 AM

82543

It has kept me home.

2/18/2022 2:15 AM

82544

I’m no longer able to provide for my family, I’ve lost all hope and question my reasons to live

2/18/2022 2:15 AM

82545

only negatively

2/18/2022 2:13 AM

82546

Having moved to my current community a year before Covid arrived, it has made establishing
myself and connecting with community exceedingly difficult. It has affected mental health, and
caused disconnections and uncomfortable relationships with family members who have been
hypnotized and believe the lies that have been presented. It has created distrust in the medical
profession, and anger that mainstream media continues to present a false narrative simply so
they can continue getting money from the government.

2/18/2022 2:13 AM

82547

Vaccine injury so declining further shots which will render me without a passport, denied travel,
denied access to hospitalized family, cannot include unvaccinated family in outings and travel

2/18/2022 2:13 AM

82548

Restricted my travel and my kids ability to attend events

2/18/2022 2:13 AM

82549

Lost my rights of free choise

2/18/2022 2:13 AM

82550

Unable to go to bars or restaurants, limited in 'free time' activities (movies, bowling, etc),
unable to fly back home to see my mom and grandmother.

2/18/2022 2:13 AM

82551

It’s been brutal. Segregated, demonized, and feel like I’m not a part of the country I love

2/18/2022 2:13 AM

82552

Every way possible, I left. And what’a coming is gonna be even more (inflation and whatnot)

2/18/2022 2:12 AM

82553

We can’t travel or go to restaurants or any events, weddings, funerals

2/18/2022 2:12 AM

82554

Deadly, loos my job, loos family: my family and family of my husband. Also conflict in my
family. My aunt dead after second dose, as my cousin - after second dose. The friend of my
daughter committed the suicide. I gad and have a lot of anxieties, could not to go to church in
Quebec. I am almost dead.

2/18/2022 2:12 AM

82555

No real life in the last 2 years. My young, healthy, adult children were forced to get vaccine, by
the media crazed environment. Why the healthy, young people have to risk side effects of
experimental treatment? I could not travel to see my family, and still can not.

2/18/2022 2:12 AM

82556

It effected my business. It has effected family relationships. My child doesn’t get to be a kid.
Among many other reasons.

2/18/2022 2:11 AM

82557

I know how the Jews were treated in 1930's Germany felt with the slow implementation of rules
and mandates to take away freedom. Our P.M using hate speech to divide the population of
Canada into two groups and urging violence against those people with unacceptable views on
the mandates. I'm a second class citizen in Canada and slowly getting to the point of being
FORCED to accept a medical procedure that has not been fully tested until 2023 and has been
proved not to stop the virus or prevent its transmission on to others. Lots of other people have

2/18/2022 2:11 AM
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lost their homes and businesses due to these useless mandates, poorly planned and provided
no benefits to the community, all except for big pharma.
82558

A lot

2/18/2022 2:11 AM

82559

Destroyed friendships and families and loss of bodily autonomy.

2/18/2022 2:11 AM

82560

Loss of income. Drink more. Sleep less. Wtf do you think!!!

2/18/2022 2:11 AM

82561

Taken the blinders off my eyes to see what the government is really about. Read way more
laws than i care to count to actually see what the God-given rights are of men and women in
this country.

2/18/2022 2:11 AM

82562

these mandates and many if not ALL of the ministers of this crown corporation government
have made multiple decisions that have destroyed my life entirely. i believe the entirety of the
ministry deserve to be tried for high treason. nurumberg 2.0 !!!

2/18/2022 2:11 AM

82563

It has filled it with fear and divided my family.

2/18/2022 2:11 AM

82564

I multiple ways, it is an insult and violation toy right to consent which I stand by, I am body
confident. Manipulation of my dna allowed. Death has occured as a direct result of two
vaccines I two months. The evidence and pre knowledge of this even, known as a black swan
event was anticipated for over 12 years. Stop all mandates and violations of human rights.
This country will never be a communist nation. And those responsible for the attempt are to
tried for genocide and meet the same consequences for their treason. Nuff said.

2/18/2022 2:11 AM

82565

Immensely. Loss of a job, loss of friends, loss of family, loss of recreational sports teams.
Death by suicide in my neighbourhood, death by overdose in my neighbourhood, domestic
disturbances with police presence, unhealthy debates and unnecessary fights. Small business
closures that were once popular hangouts. Tremendous hate and fear around me reinforced by
the only form of communication we're allowed to listen to (the media). Mental health challenges
with long waitlists to get help and speak with someone about it. Unnecessary isolation of
healthy individuals. Physically being trapped restricting access to travel unless being made to
feel like a lab rat - testing so frequently. Environmental litter polluting our world from discarded
masks, hand sanitizer bottles, and gloves. Dry hands from the constant washing and hand
sanitizing, skin outbreaks where masks reside, doctors appointments that were so easily
cancelled because they don't have to meet in person anymore. The stress and fear of washing
groceries or changing clothes every time you leave your house. Watching loved ones suffer
and receive no help from the healthcare system after damage done to them by a forced
experimental shot brought on by a mandate. Did I mention the isolation? There's also the
censorship. Humans are social beings and meant to be social. The mandates destroyed that.
The damage on our psyche alone is enough to cause long term PTSD and the lack of
accountability of what these mandates have done over the past 2 years to our lives, our
economy, our world is indescribable, frustrating, and a step in the wrong direction. There must
be a better way.

2/18/2022 2:11 AM

82566

My work has slowed. My family is worried & my daughter is having depression & seeing a
doctor for it. My freedom of movement to shop where I want ability to speak freely about
government overreach has been effected. Rising costs of everything has left my family with no
savings and living week to week. I worry constantly about my children’s future in a
Surveillance state with digital currency where the government can arbitrarily restrict my
movements, speech and ability to engage in commerce.

2/18/2022 2:11 AM

82567

Not that much!

2/18/2022 2:10 AM

82568

I can't eat at restaurants or go to concerts.

2/18/2022 2:10 AM

82569

Lost my job

2/18/2022 2:10 AM

82570

Initiated mother’s early onset dementia

2/18/2022 2:09 AM

82571

Nearly destroyed my business, divided our nation and was completely unnecessary.

2/18/2022 2:09 AM

82572

Mentally exhausted,,, needs to End!! Inflation of all material products, local activities shut
down and restaurants... trudope needs to go

2/18/2022 2:09 AM

82573

I was fired from my nursing job for refusing the experimental vax. My children cannot attend
events with their friends, or go out for dinner as a family plus the stigmatization and ridicule
from society

2/18/2022 2:08 AM
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82574

Pushed wife into drinking heavily after losing her job. Lost hours at my job causing financial
problem(never had hour reduced before covid). Fighting possibly leading to divorce with my
wife over not be able to injoy anything outside of our house.

2/18/2022 2:08 AM

82575

Separation from family Grandmother died 32 hrs after booster Grandmother died alone , was
lonely for months Much more...

2/18/2022 2:08 AM

82576

Lost my job and I can’t travel by plane. I can’t believe this is happening in Canada !

2/18/2022 2:08 AM

82577

How has it not!

2/18/2022 2:07 AM

82578

HONK

2/18/2022 2:07 AM

82579

Very negatively

2/18/2022 2:07 AM

82580

Mental health of myself, my wife who worked in health care and was driven into medical leave
for mental health reasons. Our 3 year old son not being able to interact with other kids for most
of his life so far with long term behavioral outcomes and social outcomes still to be
determined. Conflict in my extended family and ultimately resulting in us leaving our home and
moving somewhere we could feel safe and have space to feel like free people. Unable to
travel, unable to enjoy the normal conveniences historically available to us in Canadian society
and a complete lack of trust in any health care, government and most medium and large
corporations in Canada and the world.

2/18/2022 2:07 AM

82581

Extremely emotionally and psychologically damaging to my whole family. My daughter has
become withdrawn, depressed, and started self-harming, my marriage has ended, my finances
have been severely impacted (and will continue to be because of the extreme price increases
caused, as well as the increased taxes that I know will soon follow) - all as a result of the
economic crises the mandates have caused.

2/18/2022 2:07 AM

82582

Poorly. Life is harder with masks(I can’t focus).

2/18/2022 2:07 AM

82583

Job loss

2/18/2022 2:06 AM

82584

Mentally, physically and emotionally.

2/18/2022 2:06 AM

82585

No restaurant, no club, no music festival, no hotsprings, no travel.

2/18/2022 2:05 AM

82586

Work, my freedom to choose, not being able to visit loved ones on their death bed

2/18/2022 2:05 AM

82587

Mental health went down the drain

2/18/2022 2:05 AM

82588

Its making me go crazy! I want to live a normal life.

2/18/2022 2:05 AM

82589

Terible

2/18/2022 2:05 AM

82590

Terribly. Lost friends, lost family, lost sports, lost access to activities for my child, lost
freedom, lost my sense of Canadian identiy. Has created stress, anxiety, fear, and depression.

2/18/2022 2:05 AM

82591

It forced me to get a shot in order to keep my job.

2/18/2022 2:04 AM

82592

my poor kid in school he going to be emotionally damaged from all of the lock downs and 6
feet apart,not being able to see his family and friends.it's extremely important for children to
have contact and see faces,this all need to end asap for everyone please

2/18/2022 2:03 AM

82593

Lost my job

2/18/2022 2:03 AM

82594

Unable to go out with friends

2/18/2022 2:02 AM

82595

Severe mental health

2/18/2022 2:02 AM

82596

My wife lost her job, my business has been severely effected. We are financially in trouble

2/18/2022 2:02 AM

82597

About to lose livelihood. Not able to travel, visit relatives, do group fitness and ballet.

2/18/2022 2:02 AM

82598

I’m losing my job

2/18/2022 2:02 AM

82599

What life, there is no normal

2/18/2022 2:02 AM

82600

Federal Mandates GREATLY affected my life. Forced on leave of absence with Airline job.
Lost income. Can't fly to see Fiancé who lives overseas. Live alone= Mental health
deterioration for 2yrs. Family division. Etc.......

2/18/2022 2:02 AM
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82601

I have given up my Saturday recreation time to supporting rallies, writing letters, teaching my
team. I have not been able to attend my grandsons Christmas play. I don't wear a mask and it
is often uncomfortable going to shop at stores. People have become angry, aggressive, full of
fear.

2/18/2022 2:01 AM

82602

I won’t have a career next month and will need to find a way to earn an income within the next
four weeks. The masks and social distancing are detrimental to physical, mental end
emotional health. The passports cause segregation, alienation, arguments, isolation and
infringement on Canadian’s rights and freedom. They need to end immediately.

2/18/2022 2:01 AM

82603

I can't go to the gym, movies, restaurants, travel outside of Canada. I basically have no rights.

2/18/2022 2:01 AM

82604

I’ve lost everything. I can’t go home to see my family, I can’t finish school, I can’t find work,
I’ve lost my friends and most of my family etc. I feel like a second class citizen now. The fear
agenda they’ve pushed has some of my family members now treating me like a disease and
want nothing to do with me anymore. My depression has been extremely bad and my mental
health continues to decline. I’ve lost everything. Even my landlord evicted me because I’m not
vaccinated. It ruined my whole life. I am homeless and without a job anymore. Some landlords
require proof of vaccine here now. Everything that was simple became difficult. The
segregation it’s caused is heartbreaking.

2/18/2022 2:01 AM

82605

some

2/18/2022 2:00 AM

82606

I have been placed on LOA unpaid. I cannot go out to .ist public venues or use sports
facilities. I cannot visit my mother in her LTC facility. My child cannot find a job or attend post
secondary education. My government is worse than an abusive spouse

2/18/2022 2:00 AM

82607

In every way, When you are not free.

2/18/2022 1:59 AM

82608

Work, children depressed, anxious, scared, confused, angry, resentful, mistrusting everything
and everyone, it’s separated us, but also changed the way we live. Felt hopeless.
Disappointed in this corrupt broken system. Driven by greed, hate, hierarchy, tyranny,
corruption, power amd control. I think the people should run and have a say in their own money
and what to do with it! The vaccine has killed too many of my friends and family! Many people
I know committed suicide from being alone. Children are growing up fearful and they brain
washing only makes it work. We don’t watch the news anymore! As it’s all bs except the
weather! Even then you can’t trust that! So disappointing! I could go on and on!

2/18/2022 1:59 AM

82609

Greatly impacted my mental and physical health, finances, employment, friendships

2/18/2022 1:59 AM

82610

Not able to move about freely. Not able to visit sons or watch them compete in their track
events in the US (They are at university there and graduating in May.) Worries and stress over
the possibility of losing a 35 year long career. Loss of friends and family. Loss of freedom. We
feel like second class citizens, yet we have made countless contributions to society for
several decades. Both my husband and myself worked on the frontlines during the entire
pandemic. We have been law-abiding, tax paying citizens our entire adult lives. We have
always been proud Canadians. Now we are embarrassed to be Canadian.

2/18/2022 1:58 AM

82611

Depression. Lonely. Loss of friends. I don’t see how I can make a difference in society
anymore. There is no point to life.

2/18/2022 1:58 AM

82612

In many ways; Can't see family, no job, can't go for dinner...

2/18/2022 1:58 AM

82613

Horrible effects

2/18/2022 1:58 AM

82614

Unable to meet clients face to face. No meeting spaces available. Personally cannot play
indoor sports or join anyone for a coffee inside. Cannot travel by plane to see family.

2/18/2022 1:58 AM

82615

Lost my job providing services to children with special needs.

2/18/2022 1:58 AM

82616

Isolation

2/18/2022 1:57 AM

82617

I wasn’t able to be with my grandfather or father while they were on their death beds. These
mandates are affecting mental health, which in turn affects our physical health anyway, I’ve
had Covid and I’d take the illness over this communism any day.

2/18/2022 1:57 AM

82618

Stress about losing my career

2/18/2022 1:57 AM

82619

Serious stress, loss of income, broken relationships, isolation, depression

2/18/2022 1:57 AM
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82620

Work is stressful, division has been created, and I feel like a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 1:57 AM

82621

Depression

2/18/2022 1:57 AM

82622

Unable to travel to visit any family in Europe or the US. Alienated by many friends and family
members. Unable to partake in any events or hobbies that used to bring immense quality to
my life. As an immigrant to Canada I have for the first time in 20 years looked at moving back
to the UK as I am very scared of where things are heading here. Feel very unsafe and
insecure. Seeing many friends lose their jobs and struggling with financial difficulty. Seeing
many vaxed people falling sick despite following the ineffective and excessive mandated
measures, and witnessing sudden deaths and serious side effects in the vaxed.

2/18/2022 1:56 AM

82623

Because of my freedom of bodily autonomy I can no longer participate in my regular activities
as before. No more exercise classes, none of my favourite hobbies with other groups. Our
younger son who is special needs can no longer participate in a special Olympics, actually
none of them, the athletes. I worked in health care years ago. There were more deaths in the
hospital due to flu than there have been since Covid

2/18/2022 1:56 AM

82624

Not being able to get on an airplane, train or ship. Unable to participate in community events
(concerts, sporting events, team sport activities.)

2/18/2022 1:56 AM

82625

The division of the people is very heart breaking. The Tyrannical Governments must be
STOPPED!!!

2/18/2022 1:56 AM

82626

Depressed, confused, disappointed in our leaders . Untrusting of the federal government

2/18/2022 1:56 AM

82627

Destroyed my life. I am a person with a disability (traumatic brain injury) and I am barred from
my support group. I am totally alone without any hope.

2/18/2022 1:55 AM

82628

Mental health is awful and has destroyed relationships. Physical Heath is also very low

2/18/2022 1:55 AM

82629

Stopped my freedom of movement. My family and friends have had their livelihoods threatened
and ability to continue education by forced vaccination. It has had a horrible impact on dividing
and alienating people.

2/18/2022 1:54 AM

82630

Health decline, life insurance application declined for 5 years, disability, job loss, debt, loss of
financial independence, loss of rental space, savings depleted, selling of vehicle, halt of
mental health treatments, lost family members, friends, turmoil with loved ones

2/18/2022 1:54 AM

82631

I have suffered majorly from depression and am starting to get anxiety. I have also seriously
suffered with suicidal thoughts due to the stress of living in the conditions the government has
created for myself and family. I have faced segregation, discrimination and hatred from many
people due to my medical choice. I feel uneasy going in public places as the PM, health
officials and government funded mainstream media has programmed people to hate and even
be violent towards anyone who stands for freedom or voicing their great concerns about the
“vaccine” or what’s right for their bodies and the large percentage of science that states an
opposite view. People are getting death threats for standing up for their bodily autonomy and
others who don’t have a voice. Familys have been torn beyond repair and I have lost many
people I though were friends because of my medical choice. Peaceful protesters are being
jailed illegally for standing up for this country and the slew of hardships people are facing
nationwide because of this government including my family whom has suffered greatly. I am
scared. I feel hopeless in this government and wish to flea my own country out of fear of losing
my freedoms and possibly being held in government facilities due to my medical choice. I feel
coerced into putting medicine into my body to keep a job or even go to the gym where I keep
my mental health healthy including strengthening old injuries so I can lead a better life. I feel
sad. I feel torn. I am heartbroken. I feel lose, I have lost close to three years of my life. In
those years I should’ve been visiting family, travelling and experiencing life, keeping healthy
from the gym (my safe place) I like millions are being coerced to either get a shot or be a
complete outcast in society—this is not freedom of choice, I feel like I am living in a horror
movie or nightmare and am unable to wake up. I feel trapped. I feel I have lost my freedom of
speech. My life has been flipped upside down like millions of Canadians and my charter rights
are not being recognized or respected but stripped from me from a tyrannical government
greedy for power. I cannot go on living like this any longer—the freedom convoy gave me and
my family hope, hope for change that we so desperately need…hope that this 1984 nightmare
will end. I am done.

2/18/2022 1:54 AM

82632

Depression

2/18/2022 1:53 AM
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82633

I lost my career and my home. I have no hope for a life or future. Anxiety.. lost all trust in
authority or health service industry. Hopeless about life 😪

2/18/2022 1:53 AM

82634

Mental health

2/18/2022 1:53 AM

82635

Restricted by access to certain facilities

2/18/2022 1:53 AM

82636

Mentally, emotionally & physically

2/18/2022 1:52 AM

82637

Negativity

2/18/2022 1:51 AM

82638

It has affected my daughter doing her job she loves, and everyone loves her at her place of
work

2/18/2022 1:51 AM

82639

Fired from my job with island health My parents own a restaurant that refuses to ask for the
pass ❤️Making business difficult and so stressful never ending mandates and things that at
this point make no sense

2/18/2022 1:51 AM

82640

Lost my job.

2/18/2022 1:51 AM

82641

Not able to see my family, loss of full time employment, due to not having the jab

2/18/2022 1:51 AM

82642

Rather in a good way: I had to face myself, I could see really who people around me are. I
realized that reality is far more vicious than fiction and how much I have been manipulated.

2/18/2022 1:50 AM

82643

Job loss, mental and emotional stress. Loss of family relationships and family division.

2/18/2022 1:50 AM

82644

I’ve lost 60% of my culinary business due to the mandates! I work alone in a commercial
kitchen no one in the building and because I am unvaxxed I’m not allowed in any rented
commercial kitchen as per Dr Bonnie Henry mandates !!! 😡😡 was to end on February 17,
2022 and NO WORD YET!! I have bills to pay .. who’s going to pay them for me??? End the
mandates NOW !!!

2/18/2022 1:50 AM

82645

Separated friends/family, job loss, segregation and treated by our government like we do not
matter when everyone knows vaccines DO NOT stop the transmission of the virus so why are
there travel mandates for unvaccinated Canadians!!!!!

2/18/2022 1:50 AM

82646

I cannot take my young children out anywhere to enjoy going places with them that require the
vaccination passport. I have seen how not being allowed to visit friends etc. Has affected my
young son in a bad way, depression, sadness.

2/18/2022 1:50 AM

82647

Can't find work, and I'm a student!!!

2/18/2022 1:50 AM

82648

My business has been affected, my son’s life and our freedom of mobility since we’re not
vaccinated.

2/18/2022 1:50 AM

82649

Fuck you assholes for thinking you get to make my medical choices. I've lost my job and now
you're threatening me with not being able to buy groceries. Stop being Hitleresqe dictators!

2/18/2022 1:50 AM

82650

unable to go indoor play place w my kids or enjoy a meal at restaurants w family/friends, cant
travel, have high anxiety that our college will mandate the vaxx and ill be jobless

2/18/2022 1:49 AM

82651

Caused depression from isolation Hard feelings and division in my family Feel separated from
friends and family - socially isolated Unable to travel easily within Canada

2/18/2022 1:49 AM

82652

I didn’t want to get the vaccine because I work from home. I don’t really leave my house.
Mostly pick up groceries in the parking lot or get them delivered. But because I work in health
care I had no choice in getting the vaccines. Like I said I work from home and haven’t been in
the hospital in 3 years. So there was no reason why I should have been forced to get the
shots. And I also have NOT gotten Covid And no one in my house hold has either. It has
created hate and divide with my friends and coworkers and none of that should have
happened.

2/18/2022 1:49 AM

82653

The mandates seem to be more about political moves than keeping people safe so now I have
zero faith in our government or the media.

2/18/2022 1:49 AM

82654

In every way possible

2/18/2022 1:48 AM

82655

Difficulty finding/retaining jobs, broken relationships, social ostracism, depression, anxiety

2/18/2022 1:48 AM

82656

I have opted not to go to businesses requiring vaccine passports and I have cancelled travel
plans

2/18/2022 1:48 AM
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82657

Extremely negatively

2/18/2022 1:48 AM

82658

I’m an employee and my income has dropped. I have been forced to use my line of credit to
pay bills. My personal debt has increased and will eventually force me into bankruptcy.

2/18/2022 1:48 AM

82659

Lost my job in March 2020 and haven’t found employment yet

2/18/2022 1:48 AM

82660

Badly

2/18/2022 1:48 AM

82661

Isolated. Scared. Lack if supplies. Businesses I used to visit closed. Everyone is short
staffed. Anxious. Mental heath issues. Fear of physical connection.

2/18/2022 1:48 AM

82662

Preventing my son from getting to swim in an pools or hot springs in our area which was a
regular outing for us before the passports. Division from friends and family, having to leave my
job.. So many things beyond this have been inconveniencing and heart breaking to experience
within the collective.

2/18/2022 1:48 AM

82663

Lost job, not seeing my parents in 2 years, my kids education and Career greatly impacted ,
increased violence in the family, increased stress, social isolation

2/18/2022 1:47 AM

82664

I am a veteran, these mandates are discusting.

2/18/2022 1:47 AM

82665

Brought on depression

2/18/2022 1:47 AM

82666

I can't wear a mask and have been bullied and harassed because of it. I lost my business and
am not able to go to a gym, a restaurant, movie theatre or live theatre because I choose not to
take an experimental bioweapon

2/18/2022 1:47 AM

82667

I am virtually housebound except for trips to supermarket and Home Depot…at least my
renovations are getting done! I can’t go to pubs or restaurants and I’ve lost several longstanding friends because I won’t have vaccine. I used to work in vaccine research - none of
the current ‘approved’ ones are viable and we certainly can’t say if they are safe - way too
early! And then there is the issue of my partner - he is stuck in France under virtual house
arrest, their Covid restrictions are so great. He needs to sell his property there as he is now
nearly bankrupt but no realtors working over there and he can’t travel, nor can I. I haven’t seen
him in 4 years - he was due to come over just as Covid hit. Finally, my Mum died because of
Covid restrictions- she had mild dementia at the beginning but she couldn’t take the social
isolation…she deteriorated very, very quickly and died of sepsis secondary to cellulitis last
summer. The facility she was in phoned a Dr. for an antibiotic prescription but she wasn’t seen
by a doctor. Had she been, I believe she would have been admitted to hospital and might not
have died when she did.

2/18/2022 1:46 AM

82668

In every way negatively

2/18/2022 1:46 AM

82669

Badly

2/18/2022 1:45 AM

82670

I can't got out for dinner. Have drink with friends. I'm limited on what jobs I can take. I'm seen a
scocial pariah by other groups. The list goes on.

2/18/2022 1:45 AM

82671

Destroyed our freedoms

2/18/2022 1:45 AM

82672

We have a big family and this has been very hard on all of them. Anxiety, loneliness and
divisive behaviour shave all been observed and felt by our children.

2/18/2022 1:45 AM

82673

In all aspects of life, and also mentally.

2/18/2022 1:45 AM

82674

It has affected my Mental health, caused discrimination, hindered me financially, socially, and
has taken away my freedoms.

2/18/2022 1:45 AM

82675

I had to leave my medical lab technologist job because I knew it was fraudulent activity and I
wanted no part. I also was isolated from the world and segregated and called a tinfoil hat pea
on because I did my own research and didn’t listen to propaganda

2/18/2022 1:44 AM

82676

It has shown me that what I’d been taught in school about Canada being a democratic free
country with free unbiased media is all LIES. Everything they taught me about communism is
actually true about Canada. The freedoms our ancestors fought and died for can be so easily
taken away by a treasonous tyrant dictator so easily. It’s so disgusting how Justin and his
father have damaged this country more than any other prime ministers

2/18/2022 1:44 AM

82677

Depression, anxiety, panic attacks, isolation, restricted in so many ways... We have become

2/18/2022 1:44 AM
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divided; family, friends ,colleagues and Canada Fear for my 6 yr old grandson. How this mask
mandate is affecting him. Trudeau pushing the vax....loss of freedom of choice, loss of living a
full life with no more dining out, out dancing, going to children's,sports and events..loss of
freedom of choice. I have become more political since watching the behaviour of PM
Trudeau...fear of what he will do with the Emergencies Act. Doing what I can to support
freedom of choice and lift the mandates..all mandates. l called the Governor General, for Non Confidence vote to get Trudeau out. So yes, my family has been negatively impacted by the
mandstes.
82678

Lost my job. Son was forced to inject poison into his body for work

2/18/2022 1:44 AM

82679

Disastrously

2/18/2022 1:44 AM

82680

misirably

2/18/2022 1:43 AM

82681

Anxiety and despair

2/18/2022 1:43 AM

82682

My son being suicidal losing hope and dying from tainted drugs, which I feel is a way bigger
pandemic. I am praying for our sovereign free will. Even in my darkest moment, this convoy is
giving me hope for my and above all our children's future and sanity.

2/18/2022 1:43 AM

82683

I am being held Prisoner in Canada. I suffer from Depression, anxiety and it is only getting
worse

2/18/2022 1:43 AM

82684

No freedom

2/18/2022 1:43 AM

82685

Lost jobs, family members dying alone, no physical contact with loved ones

2/18/2022 1:43 AM

82686

Haven’t seen dying relatives to say goodbye, loss of money and faith in my government,
mental health issues

2/18/2022 1:42 AM

82687

Depression

2/18/2022 1:42 AM

82688

Closed up my work, no tourism, no freedom

2/18/2022 1:41 AM

82689

Made me terrified for my safety and given uncertainty to every aspect of my life and my young
children’s life

2/18/2022 1:41 AM

82690

The mandate has affected my life in every aspect; I’ve lost my job, my savings are dwindling
fast, and my mental health is poor. The division in our great nation has got to stop. Sincerely,
Kim Brown Nurse Campbell River, BC

2/18/2022 1:41 AM

82691

I'm was restricted from traveling,restaurants,moviestheathers,spas,concerts, hockey and
soccer games etc for 2 years... it's time to go back to normality.

2/18/2022 1:41 AM

82692

FAMILY BREAKDOWN, ISOLATION, DEPRESSION, LOSS OF MOBILITY, RIDICULE,
THREATS, LOSS OF TRUST WITH FAMILY DOCTOR, NEIGHBORS, ADVERSE
REACTIONS OF LOVED ONES WHO COMPLIED

2/18/2022 1:41 AM

82693

Destroyed friendships and family ties. Killed boyfriend. Vaccine injured daughter. Do not trust
the government. Can’t believe main stream media

2/18/2022 1:41 AM

82694

It has caused mental health to decline and financial distress to me personally

2/18/2022 1:41 AM

82695

The constant barrage of fear of the virus from health board and media. The manipulation of
numbers from our health board and media.

2/18/2022 1:40 AM

82696

I have never felt the vaccines are appropriate let alone safe. It appears the ones that are
getting sick now are the ones vaccinated. The masks unless you are in a hospital are
completely uncalled for and the social distancing is ridiculous to a point. Most people in
kindergarten know to keep at arm's length or you are invading peoples space. It also has given
bullies a reason to bully another. I also believe there is something very suspicious about your
testing. To see someone eyes get black underneath and face swell up right after they have had
the deep nasal swab is horrible.

2/18/2022 1:40 AM

82697

Mental stress and anguish....anxiety fear and stress every day all day....my dad died in sept
2019 and I haven’t been able to see my mum or spend any time with her as she is in a diff
province and I’ve not been “allowed”. Now she’s had her third shot and is sick and I’m terrified
it’s done something to her and I won’t be able to go to her. I’ve been discriminated against and
lost friends and family and the prime ministers hate speech has damaged me more than I’d
like to admit and I’m terrified to live in the country I was born in and have lived my whole life in

2/18/2022 1:40 AM
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because of his comment about “they take up space and do we tolerate these people. I’ve felt
like there isn’t really a future worth living for and I’m a happy person who has never had these
thoughts.
82698

The mandates have made me feel oppressed. They have segregated friends and families,
divided us in so many ways, and put a strain on our mental health & sanity. In my heart I know
what’s right for me, but my own government doesn’t honour or respect the choices I make for
my body. I feel I have no value in the government’s eyes and my voice has no sound.

2/18/2022 1:40 AM

82699

Lost my job

2/18/2022 1:40 AM

82700

Has had a bad affect on my life. Make them stop this is insanity.

2/18/2022 1:40 AM

82701

Depression.

2/18/2022 1:40 AM

82702

Negatively

2/18/2022 1:40 AM

82703

It is terrible to see the future of our children get destroyed like this

2/18/2022 1:39 AM

82704

Creates a life of fear in my children. We want to be able to make informed medical decisions
for ourselves and our family not be forced. We lost fear of this virus after being accidently
infected and have no more symptoms than an average winter flu bug. We know natural
immunity has been a thing since God created the world and believe it still safer than an
experimental drug.

2/18/2022 1:39 AM

82705

My husband and I are both unable to get the vaccine due to our pre-existing health conditions.
I myself am very physically disabled and have faced harassment and ostracism because I am
unable to safely wear a mask or get this vaccine. It is difficult enough dealing with a lifealtering disability, but to be denied access to the normal fun parts of life - going to a restaurant,
seeing a movie, shopping with friends, swimming at the pool, attending group events, etc - has
taken a huge toll on my mental health and made me feel like an outcast. Especially through
the winter months, when I am not deemed worthy enough to be in a public indoor space, I am
forced to be confined to my own home. As well, I almost became paralyzed because my
doctor refused to see me after learning I am not vaccinated, and I was not able to get the care
I needed until it was almost too late. Enough is enough. These mandates are destroying lives.

2/18/2022 1:39 AM

82706

I've lost my bartending job twice due to Covid causing 1200$-1400$ lost each month. It has
affected my personal life in every way

2/18/2022 1:39 AM

82707

We are retired, and have not been able to any activities in the past 2 years except go for
walks/bike, and luckily golf. No visiting with others, card games, social outings to meet others.

2/18/2022 1:39 AM

82708

Mental health

2/18/2022 1:38 AM

82709

Limited time with Family, especially outside our province. Unable to breathe with mask.Division
in family because of personal choice re vaccines. Loss of friends because of my choice re
vaccines. My body, my choice.

2/18/2022 1:38 AM

82710

economically, socially, mentally, emotionally. It is extremely stressful and scary to see where
this country is headed, lead by the state-controlled media and so called health ‘authorities’
(who have never, ever backed up their life affecting decisions with any solid, scientific
reasons) and power-crazed politicians, most of whom have not listened to Canadians they are
supposedly there to serve.

2/18/2022 1:38 AM

82711

Ended my 15 year career I spent 6+ years earning in school. Im now suffering like I escaped a
cult, the cult of our healthcare system.

2/18/2022 1:38 AM

82712

Bad govt

2/18/2022 1:38 AM

82713

Loss of business income, loss of friends, family and friends division, excessive mental stress.

2/18/2022 1:38 AM

82714

Stress, Anxiety, Work, Family.

2/18/2022 1:38 AM

82715

It has negatively impacted every part of my life: my health, my relationships, my employment,
my social life, my finances, everything. Now I know what dictatorships feel like.

2/18/2022 1:38 AM

82716

I am vaccine injured and no longer able to support my family. My government has completely
let me down and my children are shamed about their vaccine status. I can’t even begin to
describe the trauma

2/18/2022 1:37 AM

82717

Fearsome of losing freedom of choice, faith, democracy,movement,independence Prime

2/18/2022 1:37 AM
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minister, premier and pho have personal agenda of control and surveillance; have personal
investments and gain in nanotechnology and experimental drugs
82718

Being my wife and I are unvaxed it has affected daily life and created undue divisions with my
siblings. We are not even able to visit my wife's parents that are in a Seniors home.

2/18/2022 1:37 AM

82719

It hasn't made it better, thanks for asking.

2/18/2022 1:37 AM

82720

Don't get me started!!! 3 family non Covid deaths and no funerals!!!

2/18/2022 1:37 AM

82721

It has eliminated travel, shopping is no longer fun with masks and capacity restrictions, our
children’s sports were on hold for a season, no more going out to eat.

2/18/2022 1:37 AM

82722

Anxiety, feeling disconnected in life and miss my family and friends

2/18/2022 1:37 AM

82723

Disrupted my life and

2/18/2022 1:36 AM

82724

It has caused me to have to show my identification everywhere I go for leisure

2/18/2022 1:36 AM

82725

I have been ostracized by friends because I choose for medical and spiritual reasons not to be
vaccinated. Mandates have eliminated my participation in volunteering and activities I love. I
cannot go to restaurants and entertainment. I cannot fly across the country or leave Canada. I
have gone into deep depression loading up my car with a hose to attach to my exhaust system
because I didn’t want to live the way things were unfolding in my province, Canada and the
world. Fortunately my Husband kept calling me to come home after being away the whole day
and night I decided to come home I couldn’t put my family through that. This has been the
hardest most anxiety inducing two years of my life.

2/18/2022 1:36 AM

82726

Made life very bad. Very depressing and divisive

2/18/2022 1:36 AM

82727

Increased depression, general lack of desire in all areas of my life. It’s stolen my joy but I
intend to get it back!

2/18/2022 1:36 AM

82728

Almost bankrupt, horribly depressed.

2/18/2022 1:36 AM

82729

I have lost income, almost lost my house, list friends, estranged family members.

2/18/2022 1:36 AM

82730

Unable to visit family, paranoid friends, family arguments, no travel

2/18/2022 1:35 AM

82731

was forced to get vaccinated to keep my job.

2/18/2022 1:35 AM

82732

income family isolation

2/18/2022 1:34 AM

82733

forced early retirement

2/18/2022 1:34 AM

82734

Greatly. I’ve lost my job from mandates, I’ve had friends almost die from the vaccine, two
commit suicide from stress with covid and ice has issues with anxiety and depression
because of the mandates.

2/18/2022 1:34 AM

82735

Shunned by family members and friends!!

2/18/2022 1:34 AM

82736

I’m isolated, at risk of losing fellow employees that give their heart and soul to create the
beautiful environment I work in, my kids are tired and scared, I’m stressed out and my mental
health is at an an all time low. And yes, I’ve used the mental health supports.

2/18/2022 1:34 AM

82737

Severely negative.

2/18/2022 1:34 AM

82738

It has destroyed it

2/18/2022 1:34 AM

82739

Negatively. All around. My kids are suffering. My mental health has dwindled.

2/18/2022 1:33 AM

82740

I am a prisoner in my own country

2/18/2022 1:33 AM

82741

Ruined it

2/18/2022 1:33 AM

82742

Yes I can not see my grandma and it causes a division in my family and friends

2/18/2022 1:32 AM

82743

Horribly. I can’t see my loved ones. My clients have lost their jobs and my family too

2/18/2022 1:32 AM

82744

Restricted my travel and caused division in church and family

2/18/2022 1:32 AM

82745

Very negatively, mentally, emotionally due to the division and segregation since the beginning
of mass vaccinations. I'm worried about a mandate ending my job. This is the Great Reset

2/18/2022 1:32 AM
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orchestrated by the WEF. Trudeau reports to Klaus Schwabb and not the Canadian people.
The Vice PM is a trustee on the board WEF. This is a global take over. Vanguard.
BLACKROCK, JP Morgan, etc. Psy ops. False flags. Division. Media. Gun ban. Censorship.
Age of Aquarius.
82746

It has ended my relationship with my family, some of my friends. My grandmother died without
a funeral. I have lost several business opportunities. My wife and I were not able to attend our
children's limited activities. My family has been segregated from society. My wife and children
now suffer from extreme anxiety disorders. I have lost all hope for my country.

2/18/2022 1:32 AM

82747

Job loss for my daughters, family separated for long periods of time, have not seen my aged
inlaws in 3 years, postponed my wedding etc

2/18/2022 1:32 AM

82748

Lost work can't travel division between family

2/18/2022 1:32 AM

82749

1.Not seeing family. 2. A loss of family and friends because of the differences of opinion. 3.
The lies and untruths the government, so called health authorizes and media were spreading.
4. My family being forced to take an experimental drug. 5. Forced at work to get jabbed or yest
twice a week. 6. Masking 7. Not being allowed to go anywhere. 8. Lockdowns. 9. And more...

2/18/2022 1:31 AM

82750

Can't see my grandkids

2/18/2022 1:31 AM

82751

Job

2/18/2022 1:31 AM

82752

Anxiety and loss of hope that we will ever return to living our life. No travel, no family, all
stress

2/18/2022 1:31 AM

82753

negatively, personally, financially, professionally, industrially

2/18/2022 1:31 AM

82754

I have lost my job and my wife lost funding from the bank due to these mandates and the
unpredictable government mandates and astronomical inflation my wife was denied for 2 years
her business loan and was just told the bank will not go forward with the business loan at all
due to all of this. I have lost family members and tones of life long friends because of these
forced vaccinations and the prime minister creating hate for unvaccinated people and devision
within our country and people this make me sick this is not the Canada I grew up in and this is
not the Canada my grandparents fought for.

2/18/2022 1:31 AM

82755

I changed jobs when my employer mandated vaccines. I cancelled my gym membership when
they required the vaccine passports. I stopped going to restaurants that ask for the vaccine
passports.

2/18/2022 1:31 AM

82756

Badly

2/18/2022 1:31 AM

82757

Destroyed it

2/18/2022 1:30 AM

82758

Restricts freedom of my friends, family, endangers health of everyone around

2/18/2022 1:30 AM

82759

Very poorly.

2/18/2022 1:30 AM

82760

With this restrictions it's very hard to help my loved one who is struggling with anxiety and
depression

2/18/2022 1:30 AM

82761

Stress at work and dividing with family and friends

2/18/2022 1:30 AM

82762

Omg! Huge family fight due to trying to keep 88 yr old parent safe at home, and sibling
disagreed. So much to that story, but stress created a heart attack which was the widow
maker(thankfully didn’t die). Doing daycare for my grandkids at considerable financial cost to
myself as it meant I needed to take a leave from my nursing job…which, later meant not
returning to, because of the mandated vaccines which I totally do not support as there is too
much evidence against them. My Dr friend had 4 teens in less than a month come in within
weeks of vaccine, 3 died and 1 lived after receiving care at a heart unit. Thankfully I have a
few like minded friends and family and we support each other, turning to faith has helped and is
absolutely the silver lining in this Covid mess we have been dealing with.

2/18/2022 1:30 AM

82763

It has fully revealed the bought and paid for mainstream media to be globalist narrative parrots,
and that Trudeau is a traitor to Canada and an ally of foreign interests.

2/18/2022 1:30 AM

82764

Being off work, fighting with kids to do homework and unable to help them. Missing birthday’s .
Family time.

2/18/2022 1:29 AM

82765

Lossing my job and feeling being discriminated

2/18/2022 1:29 AM
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82766

Severely. Mentally, emotionally , socially, financially & has divided family & friends.
#TrudeauHasGotToGo

2/18/2022 1:29 AM

82767

Husband had mental breakdown, I own a gym so there’s that, daughter no sports, and as
unvaxed we have been discriminated, and unable to do many things, grandpa alone in nursing
home, no funerals.

2/18/2022 1:29 AM

82768

Terribly

2/18/2022 1:29 AM

82769

It has torn my family apart with all the fear and hate it promotes.

2/18/2022 1:29 AM

82770

Mental stress, can’t see children across the border, disrupted severely friendships and social
life

2/18/2022 1:29 AM

82771

I lost my job. My kids have lost important school time. They have lost their sports and 2 years
of their childhood. Both my children have troubles paying attention with masks on. I haven't
been able to wat h them play school sports. They have not been able to access the gyms.
None of this is good

2/18/2022 1:29 AM

82772

It has worried my children and limited their social exposure. It has reduced and limited my
income potential. It has created undue stress due to a car crash in which I was confined in
with difficulty breathing for an extended time, wearing a mask is not possible for me. I have
been excluded from events, places, stores due to my medical exemption. I cannot even attend
my school graduation. It has been extremely stressful to see the Canadian debt balloon to the
largest it has ever been, meanwhile the cost of living is sky rocketing as well.

2/18/2022 1:29 AM

82773

It’s affected every aspect of my family life in every way possible!!! This grotesque
overreaching NEEDS to end NOW!

2/18/2022 1:28 AM

82774

Ruined my life and friendships. Lost my pride and love for Canada.

2/18/2022 1:28 AM

82775

I can no longer continue dental assisting unless I get vaccinated by March 24th 2022 (I will
not), I can't do things I enjoy doing- movies, concerts, eating out, rec center activities because
I don't want to risk the adverse effects of the vaccine. I'm dealing with anxiety and depression
due to hearing and reading about how people talk about those who aren't vaccinated. I took
time off work since Nov. 20 2021 due to my anxiety and depression. I'm frustrated with the PM
not listening and lying, I feel like I have no control over my own body, that I'm going to be
forced to take the vaccine or lose everything. I've been feeling hopeless and helpless. We
need more money into healthcare and no one seems to see that as an answer even though it's
all over the news every day that the hospitals are over run. It's like common sense is no where
to be found.

2/18/2022 1:28 AM

82776

Lost loved ones to suicide

2/18/2022 1:28 AM

82777

Broken relationships with friends and family. Isolated my brother who had mental illness and
may have contributed to his drug overdose.

2/18/2022 1:28 AM

82778

Terribleness!!!!!! Divisive. Job loss Too many lies 🤥 🤥 🤥 Etc etc

2/18/2022 1:28 AM

82779

I can't find a good job without being vaxxed. My daughter couldn't be hired for her first job at
a&w. My teenagers can't have fun out with their friends going to movies, bowling and
restaurants ect. They are missing out on the best years of their lives. I can't fly from BC to
Ontario to go visit my 95 YEAR old grandpa whom is retired RCMP. My kids are constantly
complaining about sore throats and acne around their mouths from wearing masks all the time.

2/18/2022 1:28 AM

82780

I lost my job

2/18/2022 1:27 AM

82781

Work, social Snd family divided

2/18/2022 1:27 AM

82782

It has affected my mental health and the jobs of millions and has taken the freedom of choice
away from everyone

2/18/2022 1:27 AM

82783

I am on loa

2/18/2022 1:27 AM

82784

Depression, loss of income

2/18/2022 1:27 AM

82785

Two tier societies have always ended in a blood bath. History doesn’t lie.

2/18/2022 1:27 AM

82786

Family turning on me, haven't seen them in 9 months, grandfather passed away so now I'm
never going to see him. Depress. Fat.

2/18/2022 1:27 AM
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82787

Depression,stress, lost job due to mandate

2/18/2022 1:27 AM

82788

I am miserable anxiety business gone to crap all my family can’t see them husband drinks
more kids fight and panic and I can’t calm them. It’s so wrong to be locked up like this when
the world is opening up

2/18/2022 1:27 AM

82789

As a front line health care worker it has made huge negative impact on mine and my
daughter's lives. my clients and coworkers have been negatively impacted from what I have
personally witnessed and heard from them as well

2/18/2022 1:27 AM

82790

Liberty and enjoyment of life.

2/18/2022 1:27 AM

82791

Has limited my ability to travel freely

2/18/2022 1:26 AM

82792

very depressing and fear of loosing livelihood.

2/18/2022 1:26 AM

82793

Depression, anxiety

2/18/2022 1:26 AM

82794

Canadian Freedoms have been taken, resulting in loss of work, church life challenges, many
challenges for my kids in school or thoughts of university, leisure activity etc. Masks are a
health risk yet the government makes us all wear one etc yet people with masks still can get
covid and people who have the jab can still get covid. This is craziness and the government
needs to give us back our freedoms and our rights as Canadian Citizens!!!

2/18/2022 1:26 AM

82795

Isolation

2/18/2022 1:26 AM

82796

Mentally drained. the hate & divide its cause. Family and friends not talking do to prime
minister BS.

2/18/2022 1:26 AM

82797

Loss of job Divide of life long friendships Divide of community, colleagues Affected my well
being and mental health

2/18/2022 1:26 AM

82798

It has robbed me of 2 years of my life and so many other Canadians. I'd like to believe this
was done to us out of ignorance but I feel it's much worse than that.

2/18/2022 1:26 AM

82799

How...I drove 1200km and wasn't allowed to see my mother in a care home. Strangers could
go in and care for her but myself a healthy senior nor allowed. She recently passed. I consider
isolation like that to be cruel and inhumane.

2/18/2022 1:25 AM

82800

Social isolation Mental health Job insecurity Bullying Extortion by forced vaccines to work

2/18/2022 1:25 AM

82801

Took away freedom, since it supported fake science, it insulted my intelligence and education!

2/18/2022 1:25 AM

82802

Terribly

2/18/2022 1:25 AM

82803

Coerced by government to get a shot and then had to reveal my personal medical info just to
keep my job, it was never a condition of hire. Yes, I have a Vax passports but refused to use it
as it segregate part of the population which is wrong on so many levels. We need unity not
division. The hate people hate towards you if they thing your unvaxed is horrendous. My aunt
died allow because of mandate, my daughter did really have a grad and not after party's
because of mandates. I missed 2 Christmas, and an Easter with my son because of
Mandates. I can't support local restaurants because of mandates. I can travel out of the
country because of Mandates, I. Ant take a plain, train or bus because of mandates. Heck at
one point I could not buy a brush at Walmart but could buy Christmas Decorations because of
mandates. It's not science if it was it would be the same across Canada and the similar around
the world but it's not.

2/18/2022 1:25 AM

82804

Lost work , wasn’t able to be with my aging parent before she died , I have lost many friends .
My mental health is in the basement

2/18/2022 1:25 AM

82805

I lost my job.....my personal life has be effected and I almost lost my son to suicide

2/18/2022 1:25 AM

82806

Loss of freedom

2/18/2022 1:25 AM

82807

Yes, I have never experienced such depression ever.

2/18/2022 1:25 AM

82808

Torn apart relationships with friends and negatively impacted relationships with my family.
Husband was laid off for four months during the pandemic and my small business has
struggled to stay alive. The pandemic has torn apart and divided our community. Life will never
be the same as it was before the pandemic!

2/18/2022 1:25 AM
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82809

I have to wear a mask every day at work. My child has to wear a mask at school and they are
teaching children to fear one another

2/18/2022 1:25 AM

82810

Can’t travel

2/18/2022 1:25 AM

82811

Limited my business, travel and time with loved ones, and so much more. My healthy, young
nephew ended up with a severe, completely life altering vaccine injury.

2/18/2022 1:24 AM

82812

Feel that my freedom of my body was threatened by the Government and mainstream media

2/18/2022 1:24 AM

82813

It has: — irreparably divided family members — stolen a valuable 2 years from a 7 year olds’
life — robbed 1 of the few enjoyments an 89-yr-old grandma can look forward to — caused
isolation & loneliness. We are HUMAN beings (meant for interaction). — added unnecessary
stress to my post-secondary education — threatened our daughter’s mental illness /addiction.
And the list goes on & on & on.

2/18/2022 1:24 AM

82814

Lost my job, unable to travel to see my elderly parents, made me feel like an out cast at work,
no unemployment benefit so financially hit

2/18/2022 1:24 AM

82815

Too much isolation

2/18/2022 1:24 AM

82816

Shown me how entrenched the evil agendas are.

2/18/2022 1:24 AM

82817

I can't travel, I have to limit family and social gatherings etc. It's not right to be marginalized
and maligned by our own prime minister.

2/18/2022 1:24 AM

82818

We’re all in this together until we didn’t comply with vaccine mandate. Then they discriminated
against unvaccinated to make them comply. This decided my family 💔.

2/18/2022 1:23 AM

82819

Negatively. Lose of constitutional rights

2/18/2022 1:23 AM

82820

I lost my job in healthcare

2/18/2022 1:23 AM

82821

Couldn’t see family. Family passed away and unable to say goodbye or be by their side.
Heighten anxiety and depression

2/18/2022 1:23 AM

82822

Breaking our marriage and family apart. Depression and feelings of our life as we know it is
over and chaos will consume the world if Trudeau continues with all these restrictions on our
rights and freedoms

2/18/2022 1:23 AM

82823

Decreased my freedom

2/18/2022 1:23 AM

82824

I had to get a vaccine I didn't want because I didn't want to lose my job.

2/18/2022 1:22 AM

82825

Split family due to beliefs. Lack of travel.

2/18/2022 1:22 AM

82826

Discrimination

2/18/2022 1:22 AM

82827

Violation of my character rights, loss of income, family division, witnessed my children loose
large portions of childhood unnecessarily, sickening divide throughout Canada and huge
unlawfull government overreach without parliamentary process.

2/18/2022 1:22 AM

82828

It has been a violation of mine and my children’s Human Rights! End the Mandates &
Restrictions!

2/18/2022 1:22 AM

82829

Useles mandates losrs

2/18/2022 1:22 AM

82830

It has separated my family. I have become locked in unable to participate in any family
gathering. No visiting, no friends.

2/18/2022 1:22 AM

82831

It has kept my parents and siblings away from my family more than it should have. It has
caused arguments and divided family members who would under circumstances without
mandates would have been fine.

2/18/2022 1:22 AM

82832

Wife lost a job, my income reduced by 30%, close friends moved out of Canada.

2/18/2022 1:22 AM

82833

Devastated my spiritual, physical, and mental health. Made me feel inferior. Like an
untouchable from India or a leper. Almost destroyed my business. The vaccine nearly killed a
good friend and severely damaged my 20 year old nephews heart. The mandates justified
medical discrimination in my community and created a stigmatized and traumatized groups
throughout my community. It has divided us so deeply that we may never recover many
relationships both family and friends. I am claustrophobic and have been unable to secure any

2/18/2022 1:22 AM
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mask exemptions despite visiting 3 different doctors. I was previously very active in
volunteering in my community, now I cannot. I cannot leave the country or use most tax
funded facilities. I feel it is wrong to mask children for school, so I felt compelled to
homeschool my 9 year old son. I could go on for days. Please just end the mandates!
82834

It’s been frustrating

2/18/2022 1:22 AM

82835

Lost friends, close friend vaccine injured due to pressure at work, strain on relationship with
partner over different beliefs.

2/18/2022 1:21 AM

82836

I never got to be with my dad when he died in the hospital in August of 2020. He did not have
covid, but he was isolated and left to die on a commode!! He was 74. We miss him everyday. I
feel he was just a casualty and the medical system didn't even offer condolences to my mom.
They were married 54 years. Think I've got a beef ?? The division between people who have
these shots (I have 2) but no booster for me, and the venom towards people who chose not to
have this injection is appalling. Freedom of choice!! and no passports or digital ID either. That
is truly heading us all down the wrong road.

2/18/2022 1:21 AM

82837

Honk

2/18/2022 1:21 AM

82838

Lost job, cannt find one now over 60 yrs old!!!! Stress, anxiety, mad, pissed off at how this
liberal government fail our country!!!!!

2/18/2022 1:21 AM

82839

It has stopped my access to fitness facilities. Reduced my ability to visit my children and
siblings. We humans need social interaction to function properly.

2/18/2022 1:21 AM

82840

I can't visit Family, can't take vacation, can't eat out, family and friends have gotten sick from
the vaccine. I feel more unsafe from the Government than Covid. What does that say?

2/18/2022 1:20 AM

82841

Affecting my employment, worried for my childrens,grandchildrens future,not trust my
government for anything.

2/18/2022 1:20 AM

82842

Myself and my family live in constant fear of what the government will force us to do.

2/18/2022 1:20 AM

82843

Stress Anxiety Sadness Feel alienated Feel discriminated against I feel as though I’ve lost
freedoms because I have a different viewpoint on my personal health decisions.

2/18/2022 1:20 AM

82844

Yes

2/18/2022 1:20 AM

82845

sometimes I feel very discriminated upon for being mask exempt unable to enjoy my leisure
activities with friends also lost friends over the freedom of choice that was never really a
choice to begin with...coercion only

2/18/2022 1:20 AM

82846

Segregation, discrimination , socially, work,forced coercing, traveling, FREEDOMS

2/18/2022 1:19 AM

82847

I lost my job. I am a nurse - due to health care mandates- unable to work in my field

2/18/2022 1:19 AM

82848

I'm unable to go to a restaurant, a movie theatre or a theatre. I also can't leave Canada by land
or air. People look at me in fear when I make the choice to not wear a mask.

2/18/2022 1:19 AM

82849

Can’t fly, can’t eat out, can’t use facilities that I pay taxes on, limited dental visits, etc etc

2/18/2022 1:19 AM

82850

It has caused inconvenience, feelings of impotency against fraudulent and some clearly
ridiculous government rules, the coerced two jab vaccine to get the eventual passport has
caused both in our household some annoying health issues, and after two years I'm sick and
tired of stupid, onerous health rules and wearing stupid face diapers that don't do a damn thing
to prevent the spread of Covid19 or prevent one's exposure to this disease.

2/18/2022 1:19 AM

82851

our PM has purposefully incited hate & division in the population, signalling that on 1 issue it is
perfectly OK to hate someone & wish they did not exist... then entrapping them in the country.
That has caused great emotional distress & affected my ability to work, meet deadlines, &
even got me to a place where I could completely understand wanting to end ones life.

2/18/2022 1:18 AM

82852

Made it hell

2/18/2022 1:18 AM

82853

Created emotional stress for my family.

2/18/2022 1:18 AM

82854

Most of my co workers were terminated. They were my friends, I trusted them when the chips
were down and now we have no staff, everyone is exhausted.

2/18/2022 1:18 AM

82855

My children and grandchildren have been poisoned

2/18/2022 1:18 AM
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82856

Reduced business, I am barred from almost all social activities. Masks cause me skin lesions.

2/18/2022 1:18 AM

82857

Loss of my freedom of movement, depression from watching the news, sadness seeing global
communism taking route in Canada. Anger with our governments rhetoric towards working
Canadians. Anger from seeing the censorship of creditable Dr’s & scientists. The list goes
on…

2/18/2022 1:18 AM

82858

Loosing Job, segregation, family and friends parting ways. Stress anxiety health

2/18/2022 1:17 AM

82859

It's affected my kids the most.

2/18/2022 1:17 AM

82860

Damaged relationships, caused anxiety and depression, impacted ability to work

2/18/2022 1:17 AM

82861

I feel isolated , have lost friends , feelI have lost purpose in life

2/18/2022 1:17 AM

82862

YES

2/18/2022 1:17 AM

82863

Completely messed up my life. I couldn’t see my grandkids or have a proper burial for my
father.

2/18/2022 1:17 AM

82864

Most of my friends choose not to get vaccinated so they cannot go anywhere or hang out with
me. Also I got vaccinated against my own wishes and I feel like crap about it.

2/18/2022 1:17 AM

82865

My Grandfather was isolated for 7 months with no contact with family. He went into a care
home for a broken hip and now 2 years later he died from dementia and alone. I'm scared to
put my kid in school because a) masks are not healthy to use on a regular basis especially in
kids that don't follow the protocols for safe mask use. I can not comfortably put her in one
knowing that. B) we are a family that doesn't vaccinate and with all this stuff going on I do not
need her being a target since the vaccine registry (another vaccine mandate in BC) would tell
her personal medical information to people who shouldn't have access to it. C) she would get
bullied if I got her an exemption by teachers and students alike My father won't speak to me
anymore because I disagreed with all these measures from the get go. The mandates literally
robbed me of all my family save for 1 aunt who regrets being coerced into getting vaccinated
for covid. I've been fairly isolated myself through all of this and my mental health has suffered.
Feeling depressed and full of anxiety isn't fun. I can't go eat out anywhere. I can't travel. I get
harassed for not wearing a mask. I just refuse to participate in this giant lie that masks help
mitigate respiratory viruses. It's bull and no one should be wearing them. Cost of living is now
going up. Inflation is through the roof. Hard to make ends meet with two little ones and a
husband who's work has diminished since covid started. I've lost my faith in all governmental
or health institutions municipal, provincial, federal, and international. The rulers of the world are
tyrants and charlatans and aren't worth the pretty penny they get paid to fuck up our lives like
this.

2/18/2022 1:17 AM

82866

Our business, our family relationships, our community relationships, my daughter's education
and ski school have been negatively affected to name a few...

2/18/2022 1:17 AM

82867

Divided family and friends, fear has taken over peoples lives. Mental illness, suicides and
effects on our children seem to be swept under the rug by the fear the government has placed
on Canadian citizens. It is time the truth comes out and some questions are answered. I have
to say my mental health Is slipping away along with our freedom. Love and unity needs to be
built back up from all this hatred. From a very sad and disappointed BC resident.

2/18/2022 1:16 AM

82868

I feel like a criminal i cant go to a restaurant or to the bar for a drink if i want.

2/18/2022 1:16 AM

82869

Very badly

2/18/2022 1:16 AM

82870

I don’t agree with the over reach of power . Freedom of choice

2/18/2022 1:16 AM

82871

Loss my career

2/18/2022 1:16 AM

82872

It has ruined my life , my job, relations with my family and friends. It has imposed a sense of
doom over everything and made me question if I should leave canada permanently. It has
made me ashamed of being Canadian for the first time in my life. It’s been a nightmare. I want
to leave this country and I fear for its future.

2/18/2022 1:16 AM

82873

Loss of work. Loss of freedom. Split up our family

2/18/2022 1:16 AM

82874

Lost my job, my mental health, my favorite sport (no ski resort for the unvax), erroded my
relationship with my girlfriend, prevent me from travelling during the best years of my life and
many more

2/18/2022 1:16 AM
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82875

Depression & loneliness because I couldn't fly to see my daughter son-in-law & grandsons,
couldn't visit sick friends in hospitals, weight gain.........

2/18/2022 1:16 AM

82876

I’ve been bullied, had bad vaccine reaction, depression, limited in my options income lost jobs
lost, not able to see family and friends missed my grandfathers 100 birthday. Kids affected
greatly health and school and more. Not able to plan future living in fear and uncertainty. The
government vocal against me, the hate and this country becoming a dictorship and no freedom
is crushing. I cannot plan work trips that I need to or go to professional development
workshops. I cannot go to weddings, funerals or make any future plans or celebrations. I fear
not being able to visit any loved ones in hospital and see myself and my loved ones health
after the vaccines decline. So much more but this is all for now

2/18/2022 1:16 AM

82877

Lost my job

2/18/2022 1:16 AM

82878

I cant dine out with my wife except for a few locations. I can no longer go to the public
swimming pool. Seeing my children come home in tears because of having to wear a mask all
day is the worst by far.

2/18/2022 1:16 AM

82879

Kids are suicidal so huge mental health toll

2/18/2022 1:16 AM

82880

I have not been able to go certain places because of that I've decided to do with my body. I
have been mocked and made fun of by people that disagree with me.

2/18/2022 1:16 AM

82881

Divided family. No longer trust Legacy media and government.

2/18/2022 1:15 AM

82882

ruining my life and ability to work

2/18/2022 1:15 AM

82883

I am a second class citizen in my own country. I cannot fly in or exit my country. I cannot take
my kids to the leisure centre. I cannot participate freely in society. I am marginalized for a
personal medical choice that only affects me.

2/18/2022 1:15 AM

82884

Lost a job, cannot travel, livelihood is completely altered. I feel like a dirty second rate citizen.
I feel discriminated and mental health has taken a toll.

2/18/2022 1:15 AM

82885

It’s been awful, families torn apart, death, depression, had Covid and still can’t go out even
with antibodies! It must end!

2/18/2022 1:15 AM

82886

Business has been effected. Mental health. Physical health. Overall financial crisis.

2/18/2022 1:15 AM

82887

Can’t swim, can’t go to the gym, can’t work , lockdown, can’t use my natural immunity after I
got Covid, can’t use my religious exemption , vaccinated people getting Covid and spreading
it, vaccines don’t work, we’re living in a dictatorship , communist ! NO end this now

2/18/2022 1:15 AM

82888

It has affected my relationships, personal and professional, my education, my wages, and my
mental health.

2/18/2022 1:15 AM

82889

It’s deeply affected my young children, myself and my job .

2/18/2022 1:15 AM

82890

It has made me feel like society is falling apart in Canada, and that we are actually being
controlled and having our freedoms taken away from us. I personally feel attacked by our own
people as a result of the mandates separating people and turning some against one another for
no serious reason. This is not the Canada I grew up in for over 50 years (born a Canadian).

2/18/2022 1:15 AM

82891

Many times being alone I wanted to die ! Lord take me home

2/18/2022 1:15 AM

82892

Caused division from my family. I am alone with no family because I won't get inoculated.

2/18/2022 1:15 AM

82893

Negatively

2/18/2022 1:15 AM

82894

It keeps everyone safe

2/18/2022 1:14 AM

82895

In far too many negative ways to list.

2/18/2022 1:14 AM

82896

All of them affect my life.

2/18/2022 1:14 AM

82897

I’ve lost my job as a healthcare worker. I have serious mental health issues now. I am now
technically considered a terrorist by the government for protesting at the trucker convoy. To
summarize - the mandates have effectively destroyed my life.

2/18/2022 1:14 AM

82898

In every way. Stress, loss of family time, constraints on my freedom. Awful.

2/18/2022 1:14 AM

82899

Job loss Friendships divided Depression Debt

2/18/2022 1:14 AM
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82900

I am a an Ian citizen living in the USA, as result of the mandates I am not able to visit my
family in Canada without being vaxed

2/18/2022 1:14 AM

82901

Criminally, isolation, despair, loss of work

2/18/2022 1:14 AM

82902

Loss of work, division among friends and family (vax/non vax), social anxiety, fear ie: unsure
of future/unable to make plans for future, depression ie: unable to enjoy previous hobbies

2/18/2022 1:13 AM

82903

Social isolation. Financial hardship. Difficult breathing. Not being able to travel. Not being able
to see family

2/18/2022 1:13 AM

82904

Lost my job, haven’t seen family in over 2 years. Depressed no energy left

2/18/2022 1:13 AM

82905

I've lost my job of 15 years as an RN

2/18/2022 1:13 AM

82906

I feel more anxiety and mental and emotional stress than I ever have. I feel like I had no
choice to get a vaccine I never wanted. I felt ripped off of my own right to decide of my own
personal decision for my own body. I feel like I was forced to do something I didn’t want to. I
have lost a family member which I couldn’t even attend the funeral and another family member
for married and I also couldn’t attend their wedding because of the mandated restrictions.

2/18/2022 1:13 AM

82907

It has created divission, loneliness, depression, anxiety, ruined frienships. It has also caused a
huge distrust in our government for me.

2/18/2022 1:13 AM

82908

I was forced to be vaccinated to keep my job! Pretty sad when I don’t have the freedom of
choice. Get the jab or feed your family

2/18/2022 1:13 AM

82909

I have witnessed my government lie, steal, and abuse the people it’s ment to serve. The
mandate has ripped apart family and friends.

2/18/2022 1:13 AM

82910

It has harmed me financially, and has harmed my family members, death by vaccine for 2,
miocarditis in 2 of them, turning family against each other...just for starters. 😡

2/18/2022 1:13 AM

82911

Mentally, physically, & emotionally devastating!!! Corruption at the highest , tyranny
government policy and mandates are unethical. Follow the Money !! All lies & racketeering. It
was never about health but control !

2/18/2022 1:13 AM

82912

Not much because I work in myself ongoing thru meditation.

2/18/2022 1:13 AM

82913

Anxiety. Unable to go about normally. Unable to participate fully in society doing normal
activities that others are allowed

2/18/2022 1:12 AM

82914

Deep depression, our financial situation, tore our family apart

2/18/2022 1:12 AM

82915

lost my job

2/18/2022 1:12 AM

82916

Will be losing my career as of March 24 thanks to bonny Henery.

2/18/2022 1:12 AM

82917

I was in lockdown in a province that was not my own. Gave birth to my first baby there,
6,500kms away from my mother (who was suppose to support me). To this day, I can not bring
my young toddler to the pool, or have a dinner date with my husband, or grocery shop without
a claustrophobic panic attack due to the mask blocking my oxygen. My father cut ties with me
due to my beliefs, and I have been segregated from many joys in life. I live in BC but work in
NS, and am not allowed to fly to my job. Enough is enough. Covid IS NOT THAT BAD, and not
worth this mysery, isolation, depression and segregation.

2/18/2022 1:12 AM

82918

Dont get me started ... there will be consequences for many many years

2/18/2022 1:12 AM

82919

I feel like a second class citizen. Work has been busy for me though.

2/18/2022 1:12 AM

82920

My children have suffered mentally and emotionally. They have struggled in school. I have had
to get a job to help with finances because of the cost of living.

2/18/2022 1:12 AM

82921

Depressed

2/18/2022 1:12 AM

82922

Vaccine gave me Shingles

2/18/2022 1:12 AM

82923

Every possible way

2/18/2022 1:12 AM

82924

Can’t work

2/18/2022 1:12 AM

82925

Have buried friends that got vaccinated.

2/18/2022 1:11 AM
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82926

Lost job due to mandates.

2/18/2022 1:11 AM

82927

Too many ways to write out. It has profoundly effected my whole life. I will never trust anything
the media says again. And the medical establishment. Both are paid whores.

2/18/2022 1:11 AM

82928

stress, work, funeral, visiting a elder, shopping , home life , travel Getting sick wearing a mask
, can't breathe

2/18/2022 1:11 AM

82929

Family relationships are fractured. Friend relationships are stressed. Work has slowed down.
Friends have lost their jobs. We have not seen family very much. No travel to the US.

2/18/2022 1:11 AM

82930

It ahs affected my business - therefore my financial health - my ability to travel and see my
family and friends, not being able to see my friend in hospital, restricted going into stores,
restaurants, cinemas, forced my daughter and her husband to get the vaccine or loose their
jobs, it has created division amongst Canadians - families, friends, public - it has created a 2
tiered class system - it has fanned fear and panic - it has harmed children physically, mentally,
emotionally, psychologically and spiritually - I consider it child abuse and we as a society will
be living with the consequences of the harm that has bene done to our children for generations.
The mandates are illegal - the so-called vaccines are still in stage 3 trials - PM Trudeau proved
even after 3 shots - he still caught covid - so the vaccine is not sterile and likely has done
much to put pressure on the virus to mutate. As I live alone - I have been isolated for 2 years
now - the loneliness is intense. I am aware of friends and family members who have
experienced depression and stress and anxiety. The rifts and divisiveness has been harsh and
cruel - the impact will be life long. I have completely lost faith in our Federal Government. PM
Trudeau is not my leader and does not represent me - if the public had the power - I would
issue a vote of no confidence and replace him. I have grown distrustful of Main Stream Media what they portray is a very different story than what citizen journalists and reporters as boots
on the ground are showing. I feel that the MSM is an arm of governmental propaganda. I no
longer believe the government cares about me - or protects me - or represents me. I feel we
are very close to to the death of Democracy in our beloved country. It is time to put the power
back in the hands of the people and the elected officials to represent their constituents
truthfully. We - the Canadian people have all been traumatized and it is time for us to heal.
However we will not be able to heal so long as PM Trudeau is wielding tyrannical power over
Canadians. He is not my leader - he does not represent me.

2/18/2022 1:11 AM

82931

All of them

2/18/2022 1:11 AM

82932

Job loss and mental health

2/18/2022 1:11 AM

82933

Isolation

2/18/2022 1:11 AM

82934

Loneliness isolation. No Christmas no thanksgiving. Having loved ones die alone with no
funerals. Kid masked. So lonely

2/18/2022 1:11 AM

82935

It has reduced my ability to participate in society, it has negatively affected my income, and
the mandates have hurt my physical and mental wellbeing

2/18/2022 1:11 AM

82936

Mainly school & post secondary education for both my children, I object strongly to being
forced to take an experimental therapy (as the science behind these injections is not
independently peer reviewed and no longer term studies have be done they are still
experimental). to attend post secondary, only to be on lockdowns and online. I have bodily
autonomy over myself and minor children not the government. I also have an aged parent that
was pressured by her employer into taking the first dose of Pyzer’s vaccine. She suffered
pulmonary edema a month after, was rushed to hospital in Accute distress. Hospital staff tried
to pressure her into taking a second dose “for her protection” even though they couldn’t say for
certain it would not effect her heart further. She is still recovering.

2/18/2022 1:11 AM

82937

Loss of business income, headaches from mask, couldn’t go inside for my Dad’s funeral,
booster killed him, loss of friends, discrimination in my community.

2/18/2022 1:11 AM

82938

How hasn’t it? My mental health has sufffered. My children’s mental health and education has
suffered. My marriage suffered. My business struggled. Everyone has been negatively
effected.

2/18/2022 1:10 AM

82939

Loss of job..mother died alone and after vaxx and 2 young men as my nephews

2/18/2022 1:10 AM

82940

Fear my husband will lose his job or have to submit to a vaccine he does not want. Kids are
isolated, miserable, afraid and depressed. I am barely keeping my mental health at a

2/18/2022 1:10 AM
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functioning level. If I didn’t have kids I would probably be in a deep depression.
82941

It has created terrible division across our community and our great country. It has also
severely injured and killed people in my community. On a positive note, it has helped to
expose the already present and deep corruption our gov leaders are connected to.

2/18/2022 1:10 AM

82942

Home, work overload of stress, home schooling, out of work for most of last year, children
muzzled at school

2/18/2022 1:10 AM

82943

Created division between family members, disabled a daughter who took the shot for work in
healthcare.

2/18/2022 1:10 AM

82944

There has been a loss of employment, loss of business and and enormous increase in our 16
year olds daughter’s anxiety. She is a different person then she was two years ago. Filled with
panic attacks and general anxiety.

2/18/2022 1:10 AM

82945

I was an essential worker and my kids stayed with there mom. Now I’m in court fighting for
them due to this. I’ve worn a mask thinking it would help. Had COVID and still being forced to
take a vaccine I don’t trust. I’ve taken many in my life and have had zero issues doing so, but
not taking this one. Watch friends close businesses and go into debt. Inflation is making life in
Canada very undesirable!!

2/18/2022 1:10 AM

82946

Too many to explain here, but they need to end.

2/18/2022 1:10 AM

82947

Unemployment for no vaccine, anxiety and stress. Family division. Family with huge mental
health concerns sit to isolation

2/18/2022 1:10 AM

82948

Very little, but I see that it has affected a lot of people in a terrible way.

2/18/2022 1:10 AM

82949

I haven’t watched my jr high son play any of his school sports this year, his first year. I haven’t
been able to watch my elementary kids for two years in their Christmas concert. Last year was
my daughters first year, my eldest sons last year and main role in Christmas play. I missed all
that. I’ve been responsible for my childrens education during time home because one kid starts
out having Covid, then all are home for 3-4weeks. I haven’t been able to see my grandmother
who lives in a lodge. I’ve witnessed my mothers stress, and my own distress as my
grandmother is being mishandled by staff, confused protocol and mandates that has had staff
confused and locked my grandma in 3 times in isolation, only once with Covid—sent my
grandma to the hospital 7 times in the last 2 years after staff failed to listen to my
grandmothers ailments when we, her unvaxed family couldn’t visit her and check up on her,
and so she ended up in the hospital as a result each time. In my own home, marital conflict
has been a result. My husband and his family all followed strict Covid protocol and vax, and
feeling strongly to follow the government recommendations, I did not. I am not willing to get
vax or my children when there is so much contradiction from the mandates, protocol and rules
when they apply when they don’t, that to me, there is too many red flags to just blindly follow
—-and vax people are still getting Covid and transmitting Covid anyway, so what’s the point!?!
—and personally, kids and I have had Covid 3 times this year. We never came close to
needing hospitalization, so why would I need to get a vax, I’m healthy, why would my kids,
they are healthy. We have NO long term effect data available to justify getting vax when we
are healthy people. Not willing. As a result, we have gone through hurdles of disagreement,
family hypocrisy, conflict, and a very insecure marriage is the result. Nearly ending it several
times. I guess what I’m saying is, families are divided, ending and kids are caught in the
middle, this has personally been my own experience. And grandparents wanting to guilt
grandkids into getting the shot “for them, their grandparents.” For two years, I have been made
to feel wrong, bad and alone simply in protecting my kids, and protecting my own truth and
choice to have the freedom to decide what I put into my own body. It’s hard to find
employment being unvaxed, I have only now been able to take my kids swimming again since
passports were eliminated in Alberta last week, I again have the choice to go out and enjoy
entertainment. That’s all I want, choice. Freedom to have choice

2/18/2022 1:09 AM

82950

I have a medical condition that will not allow me to be vaccinated and I have been subject to
continuous medical testing, descrimination in the work place, harassment from coworkers and
my employer, harassment and discrimination amongst my community, I feel so alone and
unwelcome. It's not my fault I was born this way. No one seems to know what the charter
rights and freedoms is.

2/18/2022 1:09 AM

82951

I can’t go out and enjoy social life anymore I feel that jab isn’t for me so I am cast aside of
society

2/18/2022 1:09 AM
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82952

Emotionally, physically, monetarily...my mom and daughter have been severely affected. This
will take a lot of time to work through all the traumas.

2/18/2022 1:09 AM

82953

I have lost my job because I have a medical condition and this government has over stepped
its authority.

2/18/2022 1:08 AM

82954

It has made it hard to visit my parents and friends and family

2/18/2022 1:08 AM

82955

They have led to my local hospital closing at night due to staffing shortages from nurses being
fired or “retired”. Local hospital staffing shortages increased. Professionals out of jobs when
rapid testing and PPE are available. My children cannot eat warm hot lunches at school for
three years. My children’s education has suffered. There is no extra reading help at my
children's school because the public is not allowed in to help buddy read with my son. My
children cannot play organized sports.

2/18/2022 1:08 AM

82956

Family members have been angry at us for not agreeing and we didn't see our own
children/grandchildren a lot in the last 2 years, even though they live 10 min. away. People
losing their businesses and livelihoods. These mandates never made any difference anyways.

2/18/2022 1:08 AM

82957

It breaks my heart to see the people around me suffering. Not being allowed to see sick family
members or even attend funerals. Businesses are suffering from transportation to hospitality. I
am lucky to have a job and not lost a family member during these past 2 yrs.

2/18/2022 1:08 AM

82958

Can’t work. Can’t go to the gym or pool which has affected my mental health. Can’t take my
son swimming. Can’t go out for date nights at restaurants. Dealt with family dividing. Couldn’t
go to my 22 yr old cousins funeral. Can’t have the doula I want for a hospital birth as I’m
pregnant. Can’t take my 2 yr old to activities do to vaxx passport. Can’t fly to see my family.

2/18/2022 1:08 AM

82959

In so many negative ways. I lost my job of 23 years as a nurse, lve lost my stable income, lve
had to live off my savings for the last 4 months, they are more than half now. I have lost close
relationships with family and friends. I had to cancel my last flight to Kitimat to see my Mom,
she died before l was able to see her. We still have not had a funeral for her 2 years later. My
Dad has had a sudden cognitive decline since being vaccinated. And l have been unable to
see him for almost a year due to my unvaccinated status. My depression this year has been
far worse than ever due to the loss of my job. I have missed out on many milestones with
family and friends….lm sure there’s lots more lve missed, that will come to me later. I have
endured disdain from my coworkers due to my vax views, harassment from management,
denied e I..,

2/18/2022 1:08 AM

82960

Lost half my income. Can’t see my family, lost friends and know of many vaccine injuries and
deaths

2/18/2022 1:08 AM

82961

Mental health, suicidal, loss of income, livelihood threatened, chronic state of fight/flight,
traumatized, threatened with termination from my job of 16 years, feeling unsafe, ostracised,
stigmatised, dehumanized.

2/18/2022 1:08 AM

82962

Many ways, physical and mental health, financial, relationships

2/18/2022 1:08 AM

82963

Divide my family. Kicked me out of my career. Given me stress and sleepless nights. It has
affected my friendships. It’s impacted my health. Emotional and physical. It’s impacted every
aspect of my life.

2/18/2022 1:08 AM

82964

Travel. I have family in the USA that I can’t go visit as my son is not vaccinated due to
previous issues.

2/18/2022 1:07 AM

82965

All of my children had their special events and sports canceled. My daughter graduated last
year with no grad, prom or anything. My mental health suffered from never seeing faces
anywhere and my husband's workplace became a hostile environment due to the division
caused by covid rules forcing him to find new employment, therefore effecting us financially.

2/18/2022 1:07 AM

82966

Horribly

2/18/2022 1:07 AM

82967

Segregation

2/18/2022 1:07 AM

82968

I did not get to see my elderly grandmother in long term care. Her health rapidly declined with
her isolation from all friends and family, and she passed away Christmas 2020. We did not get
to have a funeral for her. Also, the mandates has caused an extreme divide within my
immediate and extended family to the point that I had to cut ties with some of them due to

2/18/2022 1:07 AM
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their abusive rhetoric toward myself and others. I am double vaccinated, and I believe in
freedom of choice and freedom as a whole.
82969

Added anger, fear, anxiety, some broken relationships

2/18/2022 1:06 AM

82970

I lost my job and the life is difficult to survive

2/18/2022 1:06 AM

82971

Ruins it

2/18/2022 1:06 AM

82972

Conflict between friends and families, possible loss of my small business

2/18/2022 1:06 AM

82973

Mental health

2/18/2022 1:06 AM

82974

Very negative affects in daily life

2/18/2022 1:06 AM

82975

Very depressed. We have lost family and family due to Covid issues. It has really decided us

2/18/2022 1:06 AM

82976

The mandates have caused deep divisions between family members and friends. It has forced
friends and clients to lose their businesses. I have friends that have lost their jobs because
they chose to refuse to be vaccinated. I suspended vacations for two years running because
of uncertainty with the ever-changing requirements to get back into Canada.

2/18/2022 1:06 AM

82977

Loss of friends family travel, time spent with family and friends.

2/18/2022 1:06 AM

82978

My mental health is terrible, I have felt like ending my life many times. I can’t do the things I
used to

2/18/2022 1:06 AM

82979

Mental health, restrictions, coercion, family and friend division, discrimination, intolerance from
others, my rights being infringed, lack of medical privacy, tormented, respiratory issues caused
by wearing a mask, living in constant fear, distrust. A government that is intolerable, mean,
divided, rude, violent, lying, cowardly, untrustworthy, unwise, tyrannical. I felt anger for not
having rights because of illegal mandates as they are not laws.

2/18/2022 1:06 AM

82980

Restricted my life.

2/18/2022 1:06 AM

82981

Loss of income, experiencing despair, mental health issues, family and friends broken up.

2/18/2022 1:06 AM

82982

Lost my job

2/18/2022 1:06 AM

82983

Yes. Lost my job and family.

2/18/2022 1:05 AM

82984

Well let's see...I haven't worked since April - can't even get EI any longer, I have not been able
to see my only sibling in the US for years, my child can't see her only uncle, can't see my
parents who are elderly in homes, can't take my family out to eat for 6 months...,not even for a
birthday or special occassion, am paying taxes on city facilities that i nor my family can
use...my wife's besiness was shut down for months how's that for starters? Cause there's
more I'm sure. #fuckyoutrudeau !!

2/18/2022 1:05 AM

82985

Health care worker that can no longer Work, and kids in post secondary kicked out because of
mandate. Treated like a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 1:05 AM

82986

I'm a fired nurse. We may lose our home. I have lost many friends and made new ones. My
mental health has declined. My stress level is through the roof. I am terrified to stay in Canada
under a dictator, Justin Trudeau..

2/18/2022 1:05 AM

82987

Can’t see loved ones or other humans. Can’t see their expressions either.

2/18/2022 1:05 AM

82988

Just like being a second class citizen

2/18/2022 1:05 AM

82989

My husband is unemployed and my daughter can not work as she is medically mask exempt,
the government said it’s ok to discriminate against her as she is too dangerous to be allowed
to participate in society

2/18/2022 1:05 AM

82990

Lost income

2/18/2022 1:05 AM

82991

Job loss, mental health issues, lower educational outcomes for children

2/18/2022 1:04 AM

82992

It has taken away the freedom of choice we have always enjoyed and appreciated in the past.

2/18/2022 1:04 AM

82993

Unjustly and so much

2/18/2022 1:04 AM

82994

My childrens mental health has declined a lot, which in turn doesn’t help me at all. I can’t leave

2/18/2022 1:04 AM
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the country , a lot of my rights and freedoms have dissapeared
82995

Unvaccinated are treated like lepers. They make us out to be unsafe to be near. Second class
citizens unworthy to participate in society.

2/18/2022 1:04 AM

82996

Loss of rights, segregation, second class citizen, rifts with family and friends, and others.

2/18/2022 1:04 AM

82997

Loss of family time. Friends. Loss of sanity. Depression.

2/18/2022 1:04 AM

82998

It destroyed my life and at the moment I’m trying to pick up the pieces. This is tyranny. I will
never trust the government or medical establishment again. I hope someday swift justice
comes to those responsible. They all deserve to rot in hell.

2/18/2022 1:04 AM

82999

Lost my job because of mandatory Vaccination policy

2/18/2022 1:04 AM

83000

mental health issues Loss of my job, isolation,behind in bills. homeless soon stressed family
relations

2/18/2022 1:04 AM

83001

Job loss. Family division.

2/18/2022 1:04 AM

83002

division of family and friends.. restrictions of employment

2/18/2022 1:04 AM

83003

The divisiveness has cost me family and long term friends. I've been isolated for two years
now, first because of the mandates and next because of the vaccine shedding. I've watched
the country i love get torn apart

2/18/2022 1:04 AM

83004

I cannot breathe

2/18/2022 1:03 AM

83005

Family friends social life Work place travel everywhere

2/18/2022 1:03 AM

83006

It has made me lose fate in the medical and political classes. This was never about our health.

2/18/2022 1:03 AM

83007

Made me so far behind in my bills because I was put on an unpaid leave of absence for 4
months until I had no choice but to comply for my job that I am having to take out a second
mortgage to fix my situation

2/18/2022 1:03 AM

83008

My business has suffered tremendously and I cannot travel to visit family.

2/18/2022 1:03 AM

83009

It messed up my seniors walk fitness business. It has kept me from taking part in a normal
way in my Catholic parish. It has caused rifts in my family and with my friends. It has given
me daily anxiety. I can only pray that God ends this mess soon.

2/18/2022 1:02 AM

83010

Depressing !!!

2/18/2022 1:02 AM

83011

Gov is Illegal unethical immoral Made me want to move into politics

2/18/2022 1:02 AM

83012

I am a second class citizen.

2/18/2022 1:02 AM

83013

It has destroyed relationships, I’ve missed seeing people before they’ve died, I’ve suffered
mentally, emotionally and physically. My family has suffered so much. My kids are young and
have missed out on everything a child should have in their childhood. I have been judged and
deemed many negative things because of my choice to not take the experimental jab.

2/18/2022 1:02 AM

83014

I cannot take part in public life

2/18/2022 1:02 AM

83015

Two years of isolation has taken a toll on my mental health. Family relationships have become
strained and I have missed seeing my adult children and aging mother. My ability to earn a
living has also been impacted in a negative way.

2/18/2022 1:02 AM

83016

I have lost a lot of clients… I haven’t been able to fly and see family…

2/18/2022 1:02 AM

83017

Division with friends and family - vaccines don't work - should never have had a pandemic for a
virus similar to the common cold and flu that does not hurt 99.5% of the population.

2/18/2022 1:02 AM

83018

It has affected every aspect from employment to quality of life

2/18/2022 1:01 AM

83019

It has reduced my self-employed income by at least 50%, it has kept me away from my
daughter and new grandchild in another country, it has saddened my heart to know that our
government is criminally responsible for genocide and destruction of the Canadian economy. It
saddens me that there are no judicial bodies that are going after the criminals who've
committed treasonous acts against Canada and it's good citizens.

2/18/2022 1:01 AM
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83020

No life

2/18/2022 1:01 AM

83021

Work stress, job insecurity, relational division, decline in mental health, isolation from in-person
church community, reduced access to forms of physical activity, feelings of uncertainty about
the future of Canada and my ability to live safely and freely.

2/18/2022 1:01 AM

83022

Jobs lost and Trudeau is still the premier..... and he dont deserve that position

2/18/2022 1:01 AM

83023

unlawful authoritarian and not based on science

2/18/2022 1:01 AM

83024

Have lost business 30% or more down for the past 2 years.

2/18/2022 1:01 AM

83025

I lost my job. I watched loved ones suffer. I have family members who won't talk to me or see
me. I am banned from participating in society, restaurants, yoga, etc

2/18/2022 1:01 AM

83026

Cannot leave Canada on a plane. I feel like a prisoner in own country. Sick of wearing a mask.
Cannot go into any restaurants..

2/18/2022 1:01 AM

83027

LOSE OF CHANCE TO WORSHIP DIVIDING OF MY FAMILY ECONOMIC LOSS ISOLATION

2/18/2022 1:01 AM

83028

mental health, physical health

2/18/2022 1:01 AM

83029

Look up panopticon.

2/18/2022 1:01 AM

83030

Disheartening to watch the divisiveness anger isolation that many experience. Sad to see
humanity this way and troubling to feel no confidence in government media banking system.
Pretty much everything seems to b a lie.

2/18/2022 1:01 AM

83031

lost my job, have several sinus infections from having to put on a mask in an office which
holds 150 desks but only five people at work, social distancing never did work, cannot go
anywhere now, without a vaccine passport, unable to apply for certain jobs, now that I lost
mine.

2/18/2022 1:01 AM

83032

When people cover their faces it causes a person to be less social. I noticed people backing
away if you got to close. I had to wait to see my grandchildren

2/18/2022 1:01 AM

83033

Discrimination by citizens businesses and government/health care due to an injury unrelated to
COVID that makes it difficult to participate in society and the mandates cause further anxiety
over and above the injury and worsened by I'll treatment by fellow human beings

2/18/2022 1:00 AM

83034

Cancel of events.. children don’t know how to act around people

2/18/2022 1:00 AM

83035

Living hell for everyone, including myself

2/18/2022 1:00 AM

83036

Segregation, panic attacks and anxiety bcz of this, fear for our children, fear for my business.

2/18/2022 1:00 AM

83037

Proof we live in a communist regime

2/18/2022 1:00 AM

83038

I need to pay to get rapid testing twice a week for work and to visit my father in assisted living.
I am unable to travel by air, train or boat. The media and government created fear has resulted
in less social interactions from friends and my mental health has suffered.

2/18/2022 1:00 AM

83039

My father is dieing from covid depression, not being allowed to see family for months. I have
found strength in myself for not lashing out while I was verbally abused on numerous
occassions and accused and threatened at work. Even while they knew I have taken the
vaccine, but wont give up my right to medical privacy. There has been a great division of
friends and surprisingly of family. In trying not to let my stress show, I have caused some
irreversible damage to my health.

2/18/2022 1:00 AM

83040

leaving the fucking country ffs

2/18/2022 12:59 AM

83041

Job loss due to vaccine mandates. Loss of income. Loss of health care. I am a single mother
and will lose my home.

2/18/2022 12:59 AM

83042

Out of work

2/18/2022 12:59 AM

83043

Negatively!

2/18/2022 12:59 AM

83044

100%

2/18/2022 12:59 AM

83045

Destroyed my life

2/18/2022 12:59 AM
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83046

Terrible !! Mentally, emotionally, family issues, school issues, etc

2/18/2022 12:59 AM

83047

Destroyed business

2/18/2022 12:59 AM

83048

I have always had clear skin around my mouth. I now have sores around my mouth. The
masks make it hard to breathe. People can’t hear me when I speak and ask me to repeat
myself when it’s difficult to speak with them on. I am a musician. I have sang and played in
restaurants and coffee shops. I have hosted music jams with intentions of healing and
lessons. I can no longer do that. My music playing and singing has been a part of my
livelihood and with the mandates I can no longer do that. I have had a work injury that has
affected my whole body. The pool has been a big part of my recovery. I have had bad
reactions to vaccines in 2006 and 2009 and I believe that I would be very sick from the
vaccines that are being pushed on people now. The same tactic of get the vaccine or lose your
job was used in 2006 which I received because I didn’t want to lose my job. I hadn’t been sick
for many years previous to that vaccine which made me very ill for more than a week. I am
being excluded from the pool which is my physiotherapy to recover from my injuries. That is a
human rights violation. I am to receive the best medical treatment. The pool is my medical
treatment that is being taken away.

2/18/2022 12:59 AM

83049

Depression and financial strain

2/18/2022 12:59 AM

83050

has divided my family unable to go to a restaurant or fly

2/18/2022 12:59 AM

83051

Divided me from some of my family and friends.

2/18/2022 12:58 AM

83052

The whole bullshit of covid has separated my children from me, I Have become disappointed in
this whole government. It’s pathetic unfortunately.

2/18/2022 12:58 AM

83053

They haven’t really .. I just think they are useless

2/18/2022 12:58 AM

83054

They have stolen 2 years of my life, liberty & pursuit of happiness

2/18/2022 12:58 AM

83055

I have become over anxious 😟

2/18/2022 12:58 AM

83056

No work, loss of income, isolation, depression, no hope, goal posts keep moving, no end in
sight, helplessness

2/18/2022 12:58 AM

83057

Can't travel trouble wearing masks due to missing lung, can't get involved in community's
activities can't go to gyms

2/18/2022 12:57 AM

83058

Job security Education Cost of living Family mental health

2/18/2022 12:57 AM

83059

The discrimination is disgusting

2/18/2022 12:57 AM

83060

My daughter is suicidal, she’s 12. This is a terrible time for children

2/18/2022 12:57 AM

83061

Mental health at an all time low.

2/18/2022 12:57 AM

83062

Job loss, mental health, financially, freedom to travel freely, emotionally and loss of bodily
autonomy. All areas impacted- negatively

2/18/2022 12:57 AM

83063

Not allowed to coach basketball and helps kids anymore is the biggest let down for me.

2/18/2022 12:57 AM

83064

Excuse me????? I have no life thanks to these mandates!

2/18/2022 12:56 AM

83065

Hell

2/18/2022 12:56 AM

83066

My parents haven't been able to travel to see their new grandson. My American wife and I can
not travel to see my family in Canada either. Feels like we are living in war times when in
reality Trudeau is playing with my life for politics.

2/18/2022 12:56 AM

83067

Lost my job

2/18/2022 12:56 AM

83068

It has trampled on my rights and freedoms not only as a Canadian citizen but as a human
being!!!

2/18/2022 12:56 AM

83069

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:56 AM

83070

in everyday life

2/18/2022 12:56 AM

83071

Lost jobs

2/18/2022 12:56 AM
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83072

It's stressful and has brought a lot of divining in Canada

2/18/2022 12:56 AM

83073

I lost my job.

2/18/2022 12:56 AM

83074

Diluted our democracy to further a nefarious agenda unrelated to the plandemic. Praying it's
not to late to reverse and implement processes to not allow this to ever happen again.

2/18/2022 12:56 AM

83075

Lost 2 years of my life and loved ones

2/18/2022 12:55 AM

83076

Negatively in all aspects. Mentally, emotionally and physically. My whole family has been
segregated and discriminated against.

2/18/2022 12:55 AM

83077

Destroyed it and made me ashamed of this country

2/18/2022 12:55 AM

83078

In so many ways this space isn’t enough for it!

2/18/2022 12:55 AM

83079

Restrictions in my life. Church gatherings restricted. Divisiveness amongst friends, family and
strangers. No family gatherings or opportunities to be with my children or grandchildren. I
absolutely hate it.

2/18/2022 12:55 AM

83080

The mandates have changed everything. The government telling u that you have to do as they
say or loose your job or traveling or going out. They have completely taken our freedom and
freedom of choice away. We should beable to make our own choices

2/18/2022 12:55 AM

83081

The lockdowns severely impacted my income, putting me into debt and depression. Add to
that being made to feel like an outcast socially, and the hate speech against me personally by
my own PM because of a (well warranted) medical decision I made, being unable to leave
Canada; the mandates have had a huge negative impact on my life and well-being.

2/18/2022 12:55 AM

83082

segregation. additional daily costs. hateful rhetoric. decreased quality of life

2/18/2022 12:55 AM

83083

Prevented my company from doing business, maintaining customer volume, it’s increased
prices and has made childcare impossible

2/18/2022 12:55 AM

83084

I have anxiety and depression due to the ongoing divide, pressure, not knowing if ill have a job
by the next day. Can't take my kids and family to a restaurant or movies. This is out of control.
I know more pewith side effects from the vaccine than people who have died from covid 3-0

2/18/2022 12:55 AM

83085

It has turned it upside down. My husband and I both got coerced into a vaccine with risks, that
we did not feel was warranted, just to keep our jobs. Our son has developed debilitating
anxiety. There are now tensions and division amongst so many of our friends and family that
were never there before. The mandates are what have ruined our lives for the past couple
years. No one should be forced to do something they are not comfortable with against their
will.

2/18/2022 12:54 AM

83086

Activities with children. my business. My clientele. My ability to provide. The way I travel.
Entry into any business (not aloud in majority). Relationships. No visitors while in the hospital
for over a months stay. I have been affected in every aspect of my life. It’s been going on for
so long I feel like I’ve lost ability to be in public confidently. Events are difficult for me because
I have spent so much time alone

2/18/2022 12:54 AM

83087

Limiting my children in participating in physical activities

2/18/2022 12:54 AM

83088

Hasn't affected my life

2/18/2022 12:54 AM

83089

My 14 year old child has a new eating disorder and is obviously under mental distress since
November 2020. I and other members of my family have felt like second class citizens,
discriminated against, ostracized and felt out right hated by my own prime Minister, whom I
pay taxes to., who is supposed to serve me and my fellow Canadian citizens. Instead I am
banned from participating in society and being able to exorcize my right to even leave these
deplorable conditions, to exit Canada's (sadly) at all. I could not have ever imagined a day in
Canada, where I may possibly need to try to apply to another country as a refugee from a
tyrannical government. How did this happen in my beloved free country??

2/18/2022 12:53 AM

83090

It has damaged my business, my childrens mental health, my mental health. It has hurt our
family to not see loved ones who have died. This is not life. People need community.

2/18/2022 12:53 AM

83091

I have missed visiting with my kids and grandkids, my mother in a care home, my foster father
in a care home, several funerals. several memorials (non covid related) my siblings are
enstranged from me, its caused depression and anxiety in my life now and I am fearful for my

2/18/2022 12:53 AM
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well being when I go out in public because my own Prime Minister has accused me of being
misogynist and racist for being unvaxxed and now I am expecting to be put in an isolation
camp at any time by the RCMP for the same reason.
83092

It's created division with relationships, frustration and anger, a sense of violation

2/18/2022 12:53 AM

83093

Loss of freedoms for my grandkids and myself to any activity and to socialize as free
Canadians.. loss of work

2/18/2022 12:53 AM

83094

It has affected kids, job, everything in our day to day lives unnecessarily. Don't like being lied
to.

2/18/2022 12:53 AM

83095

Freedom

2/18/2022 12:53 AM

83096

Shit

2/18/2022 12:53 AM

83097

Two dead relatives from lockdowns (OD and suicide). One dead friend for vax. One heart
damaged friend from vax. Zero dead from covid. Many depressed family and friends.

2/18/2022 12:53 AM

83098

Not vaxxed so has really affected my life.

2/18/2022 12:53 AM

83099

Not being able to go out like a normal Canadian to do anything!!!!

2/18/2022 12:53 AM

83100

I can’t leave the country.

2/18/2022 12:52 AM

83101

It has taken away employment and school for my grandson whom is suffering due to it.

2/18/2022 12:52 AM

83102

It has caused division in our family members. My husband couldn’t visit me in hospital when I
had emergency surgery- so he travelled home -was in a vehicle accident & got broken ribs- he
was here by himself & I was there in hospital by myself! Not right at all. Couldn’t have a 45 (
forty-five) year Anniversary party with family & friends ! Wasn’t allowed to sit next to friends, or
to sing in church! Couldn’t go to stores - I could not breathe with a mask on -therefore was not
allowed into some stores. Homecare worker would not come to my house because I would not
wear a mask in my own house!! My 11 yr old Grandson( at the time) was scared to come onto
our house for a short visit on our 45 th Anniversary!. How has it affected my life? I could
probably think of more but I will stop at this for now.

2/18/2022 12:52 AM

83103

Lost friends! Less travel. Less income

2/18/2022 12:52 AM

83104

I lost my job!

2/18/2022 12:52 AM

83105

I have been discriminated against, my Charter rights have been violated, I have lost income, I
am a taxpayer who can't access many aspects of the society my taxes fund, I have been
disparaged for calling out the mountain of lies

2/18/2022 12:52 AM

83106

Made it hard mentally. Feel like I’m missing out on so much fun that I used to just be able to
take part in without even thinking.

2/18/2022 12:52 AM

83107

In every aspect of my life!!!!

2/18/2022 12:52 AM

83108

Lost my job

2/18/2022 12:51 AM

83109

Hell yes

2/18/2022 12:51 AM

83110

Created a greater knowledge of how our system of governance and rule of law have been
captured and do not serve the people

2/18/2022 12:51 AM

83111

Depression,anger and frustration, isolation

2/18/2022 12:50 AM

83112

I had to be vaccinated to keep my job.

2/18/2022 12:50 AM

83113

It’s made my entire family feel like second class citizens because we were all infected with
covid before the jab came out so taking the jab was all risk with no reward

2/18/2022 12:50 AM

83114

Very negative- emotional, mental and physical

2/18/2022 12:50 AM

83115

My job ,my family,my friends and community Mental and physical heath.

2/18/2022 12:50 AM

83116

My kids having to mask up at school, not seeing friends and family, working out in a mask at
the gym, the lies by Big Pharma and the government and health officials is disgusting; and
being in constant fear is bad for the immune system. I'm done.

2/18/2022 12:49 AM
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83117

Scared for the future of our country. Scared for my children's future and all the debt they will be
paying for their lifetimes. Concerned that this is the beginning of our government ushering in
the World Economic Forum agenda.

2/18/2022 12:49 AM

83118

Financially, emotionally, physically,

2/18/2022 12:49 AM

83119

I haven't been able to play gigs as a working musician. I have 55% less piano students now
than I had before covid had started and it was the mandates/lockdowns that have made a
direct negative impact on my life. I wasn't permitted to see my uncle who was in a nursing
home and he passed away with a broken heart as he could not see his loved ones. I was not
permitted to attend his funeral as well as other friends close to me who have passed away. I
could not watch concerts when the lockdowns happened and now can't see any because I
refuse to take an experimental vaccine with wretched results that are even dangerous. The
masks are difficult to breathe with and I am asthmatic. The box itself states that masks do not
prevent viral transmissions. Was not permitted to visit friends at their houses while lockdowns
were happening for fears of fines. There was fear mongering on television every hour of every
day. I watched some students of mine get severely depressed who were bright happy engaging
kids before the pandemic started. I saw paranoia and distrust within communities firsthand. I
witnessed people with no prior health conditions who once they got their vaccine shots
developed heart issues, blood clotting, covid itself, and respiratory illnesses. I saw and still
see an Orwellian/Huxley world unfolding before my eyes and not enough people are worried
about it. :/ All around, these measures have created unnecessary problems where covid itself
paled in comparison. I saw and see governments trying to use the pandemic to flex fascist,
authoritarian muscles and I am NOT exaggerating. It has been extremely negative on so many
levels. It's quite terrifying that these measures take place in Canada.

2/18/2022 12:49 AM

83120

Stressful, lonely, angry, becoming very hateful of all law enforcement

2/18/2022 12:49 AM

83121

In a very negative way. All encompassing - me, my family, my friends, my community, my
province, my country. All extremely negative.

2/18/2022 12:49 AM

83122

Relationship with family and friends. Ability to travel, visit go to family reunions, downsize
Christmas/holiday get-togethers. not able to come and go as was normal. discomfort when
wearing the mask. etc

2/18/2022 12:49 AM

83123

I have been limited with work and can't travel to Czech to introduce our now 1 year old baby to
my wife's family.

2/18/2022 12:49 AM

83124

Forced to get a vaccination to complete my school practicum. Refused to let me graduate
without the vaccine. Absolutely horrendous. Lost my freedom the day that choice was forced
down my throat.

2/18/2022 12:49 AM

83125

I have been very unhappy. Lost faith in humanity. My family and friends are divided. My
daughter has not been able to participate in sports dance and music. My mental health not
good. This freedom convey has been my only hope.

2/18/2022 12:49 AM

83126

I can not go very many places. It is even getting harder to go buy groceries.

2/18/2022 12:48 AM

83127

I had to leave my job and could not be employed at other jobs because I did not disclose
personal medical information. Mental, physical and monetary stressors imposed on my
family's and my life.

2/18/2022 12:48 AM

83128

Lost friends and family due to vaccine reactions. Myocarditis. Couple others have seizures
and 1 diagnosed with Parkinson's at age 25. The mandated vaccines are ruining more lives
than COVID ever did. Your can say whatever you want on the news, if it does not line up with
what I witness it becomes hard to believe my government anymore. People have lost their
jobs, income, homes, and their lives. Keep pushing government, nothing is more dangerous
than someone with nothing left to lose. I hope you always remember that.

2/18/2022 12:48 AM

83129

It’s devastated my family for going swimming, out to dinner, doing anything and then divided
our extended family horribly with hate. My daughters mental health extremely affected with
masks and everything with school/life in general and our family all suffer mental health
problems now amd throughout.

2/18/2022 12:48 AM

83130

Slowly dying for two years

2/18/2022 12:48 AM

83131

Families mental health. Can’t watch my sons sports. Feelings of discrimination and
segregation. Second class citizen. Husband can no longer work or fly to work. This is not
about health.

2/18/2022 12:48 AM
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83132

Travel, freedom, family stress, childrens up bringing, children masking in schools robbing them
of their right to breath. I’m fuck pissed and hope the motherfuckers that are behind this
plandemic pay dearly.

2/18/2022 12:48 AM

83133

My heart was and is broken when my immediate family wasn't allowed to visit our new baby
boy that was born in March 2020. My family and older children were not allowed to visit me in
Kelowna General hospital after I had my 3rd baby, very upsetting and an emotional family
experience after driving 2.5-3 hours with other family members, I had to tell them while in the
delivery room that they weren't allowed to come to hospital. I was only allowed to have my
spouse with me. It was very emotional time for all family members. Now since November of
2021 I can't coach the sport I worked hard at everyday for 15 years. (Canskate) I can't watch
my kids play sports, because I'm not vaxxed and never plan to be. I have lost family / friends
over my beliefs on not trusting Justin Trudeau and the Vaccines.

2/18/2022 12:48 AM

83134

Affected my work, my social life, my sanity, my mental state of mind, my 9 year old has
become depressed cause we can’t go anywhere or do anything.

2/18/2022 12:48 AM

83135

Lost my job, unable to visit family, division between family and friends, have nursed for 50
years so have a clue about our God given immune system. Have had covid and recovered fine
so have the best antibodies. But unable to live life normally.

2/18/2022 12:48 AM

83136

Made me more miserable

2/18/2022 12:48 AM

83137

Loss of job, may be unable to work in my profession ever due to licensing. Loss of friends and
family. Social isolation. Depression, anxiety, suicidal ideations .

2/18/2022 12:48 AM

83138

60 years old the worst 2 years of my life! Family is having a very difficult time, kids and
grandchildren. This will go down in canadian history as the most diabolical power control of
canadian citizens.

2/18/2022 12:48 AM

83139

The mandates have divided my family. Feel like second class citizens and punished for
making a personal decision. Unable to see my daughters year end performance, unable to
travel even within our country.

2/18/2022 12:47 AM

83140

I’ve lost my ability to provide for myself and my family. The government have stolen my
employment opportunity. I am segregated against in all aspects of life.

2/18/2022 12:47 AM

83141

Not allowed in public pool which is needed therapy for pain management, and mental health.
Husband forced to jab to keep job. Can't fly to see family. We got covid. Natural immunity
should be recognized.

2/18/2022 12:47 AM

83142

It hasn't.

2/18/2022 12:47 AM

83143

Estranged friends and family. Divided my community. Could not attend regular events and
outings.

2/18/2022 12:47 AM

83144

Unable to travel and have a normal life

2/18/2022 12:47 AM

83145

Let me count the ways. It is psychological warfare. It affects all areas of my life and specially
the young ad children in my life.

2/18/2022 12:47 AM

83146

Work Family break up Lost friendships Mental anxiety Lost opportunity for my kids Mental
trama for my children Lost personal revenue Missing contact with relatives

2/18/2022 12:47 AM

83147

Very negatively.

2/18/2022 12:47 AM

83148

Too many ways to list

2/18/2022 12:47 AM

83149

I’m tired of the media and lies that my government has told

2/18/2022 12:47 AM

83150

Horrible!!!

2/18/2022 12:47 AM

83151

As a single parent it has directly affected my child and my lifestyle. I can't even take him to
swimming lessons let alone out to eat or to go visit family out of province.

2/18/2022 12:46 AM

83152

Quality of life, oppression, loss of my job, loss of freedom, loss of choice, the devisiveness
it’s caused, the hate, vitriol it’s inciting

2/18/2022 12:46 AM

83153

No Problem

2/18/2022 12:46 AM

83154

Has hurt me financially and the mental health of myself my family and friends.

2/18/2022 12:46 AM
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83155

Loss of social interactions, gained weight. Slight depression from friends and family not
wanting to break laws.

2/18/2022 12:46 AM

83156

Unable to lead a normal life in freedom.

2/18/2022 12:46 AM

83157

My children schooling was affected and I have some young adults that have lost hope. Also I
haven’t been able to see my grandkids in another country.

2/18/2022 12:46 AM

83158

Not in the fuckin slightest because I am rural. Urban sheep are affected differently than rural
sheep

2/18/2022 12:46 AM

83159

n/a

2/18/2022 12:46 AM

83160

Loss of income and no social life

2/18/2022 12:46 AM

83161

Depression, loss of income

2/18/2022 12:46 AM

83162

My youngest sister died (at age 59) of a pulmonary embolism (blood clot in the lungs), after
two Pfizer shots. She was alone in her apartment for two years, afraid to let ANYONE visit her.
She was a veritable prisoner of her own fear. Shame on the govt for not providing Ivermectin
for everyone.

2/18/2022 12:45 AM

83163

Mental health has been effected. Financial impacts and increased stress to make ends meet.

2/18/2022 12:45 AM

83164

- emotionally abs academically harmed the children I work with - vaccine injuries to people I
know - affected my family and their jobs - put financial strain on our whole country

2/18/2022 12:45 AM

83165

Kept me from family and friends. I lost my best friend to cancer and because we couldn’t
travel out of the country I never got to see her before she passed. It has caused distancing
between friends and family over the difference of opinions of the mandates. I felt the
mainstream media we just puppets and did not tell the whole truth. I hope we can one day
learn the honest truth about what went on these last two years.

2/18/2022 12:45 AM

83166

Depression

2/18/2022 12:45 AM

83167

I have lost most of my hospitality business (down 90%). I feel so depressed and fearful.

2/18/2022 12:45 AM

83168

In every Leah imaginable! I’ve lost all my gigs as a musician now can’t get any back! It has
completely ruined the momentum I had going, I just released an album and had posters and
shirts made, now nothing! I’ve lost have of my music students as well! All for nothing!!!

2/18/2022 12:45 AM

83169

Isolation, family division, great sadness

2/18/2022 12:45 AM

83170

Well Iost my job of 14 yrs. My family are fighting and I can't see my friend who is ill in the
hospital.

2/18/2022 12:44 AM

83171

I am a rehabilitation therapist who owns a private practice that includes health and wellness
services. I opened at 5 days a week in 2018 and at best have reopened 3 days a week since
Covid. All the government loans and grants don’t matter if my lights are on but too many
people are scared to come out of their house due to fear

2/18/2022 12:44 AM

83172

My daughter has lost her friends because she can’t go to the movies or to a restaurant. My
partners daughter is suicidal because she can’t go skiing or play volleyball, she is in
councelling. We have friends who have been fired from their jobs, who have been permanently
disabled or died from the vaccines, and friends who have lost their will to live. These mandates
have torn this country to shreds.

2/18/2022 12:44 AM

83173

I cannot travel by plane, train or boat, I couldn’t sit down in a food court or restaurant or take
my kids to swimming lessons (I can finally do those things again because the vax pass was
lifted), I’ve lost friends over the division these mandates have caused, had to pull my kids
from school because I couldn’t stand to mask them everyday, we don’t enjoy museums, malls,
etc anymore because of the mask mandates.

2/18/2022 12:44 AM

83174

My son was deregisteted from his final year of University and has become jaded and not sure
if he even wants to go back to finish after investing 24,000 towards this degree. We have lost
trust and relationship with friends and family who have been groomed to despise our choices.

2/18/2022 12:44 AM

83175

PTSD. Lost or strained relationships.

2/18/2022 12:44 AM

83176

It has given me the worst cabin fever ever. It has alienated friends and family.

2/18/2022 12:44 AM
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83177

excruciating anxiety from not being allowed into social settings and having to stay home by
myself.

2/18/2022 12:44 AM

83178

Destroyed my family's livelihood

2/18/2022 12:44 AM

83179

Greatly. I have been discriminated and alienated from business social snd recreational
activities that are beneficial and life enhancing for a senior such as myself. My family has
been divided by the mandates. I lost my only sister to a COVID complication I believe is linked
to the vax. And the dispicable behaviour of our PM against all citizens of this country is far
more stressful than Covid.

2/18/2022 12:44 AM

83180

I have been totally prevented from any kind of social gatherings, restaurants movies etc and
unable to travel for the last 2 years. Safe and effective drugs for prevention and early
treatment were withheld from me during this time. I am disappointed in our 'health' bureaucrats
who have, and still are, ignoring the science they purport to follow. The combination of the
above has resulted in a state of depression. So. I guess it's safe to assume that discriminating
against me based on my choice not to take an experimental, untested and demonstrably
dangerous injection forced upon the whole population by an arbitrary mandate has had a
negative effect on me.

2/18/2022 12:44 AM

83181

Mental health, financially, family separation, socially

2/18/2022 12:43 AM

83182

It's woken me up to the corruption.

2/18/2022 12:43 AM

83183

I haven’t visited my mom in years

2/18/2022 12:43 AM

83184

Socially Emotionally Financially Caused so much hate and division

2/18/2022 12:43 AM

83185

It has stifled to my job as well as crippled my mental health

2/18/2022 12:43 AM

83186

Financially and mentally

2/18/2022 12:43 AM

83187

Severe negative

2/18/2022 12:43 AM

83188

It affects my and my children's mental and social health very detrimentally. Social support for
myself and social growth for my children is not present as it could be. The rejection by social
venues, the demands for masking are doing damage to healthy perspectives.

2/18/2022 12:43 AM

83189

My business has suffered. Family friction is evident. I am suffering from depression. I have
anxiety and fear our PM is ruining the country.

2/18/2022 12:43 AM

83190

Having to stay away from elderly parents, no funerals for loved ones. Feeling forced to take a
vaccine that I didn’t want

2/18/2022 12:43 AM

83191

Even after vaccination my family got COVID.

2/18/2022 12:43 AM

83192

I no longer have a job. I must sell my house as I cannot afford to keep it, with no income!

2/18/2022 12:43 AM

83193

Stress. The news lies, it ticks me off.

2/18/2022 12:43 AM

83194

Isolated. Sad

2/18/2022 12:42 AM

83195

Confined. It is my choice, if I want to get the vaccines , NOT Governments. Mask are not
good for the face , breathing, no Joy when wearing them.

2/18/2022 12:42 AM

83196

Was advised by my specialist not to get vaxxed due to health reasons. Many of my rights
have been taken away because of it. Have not been sick with covid at all.

2/18/2022 12:42 AM

83197

Segregation has been stressful grand children Have also been segregated and treated unfairly
segregation in my job stressed for the future now knowing what the government is capable of

2/18/2022 12:42 AM

83198

It has been very difficult with not being able to socialize, travel and has strained relationships
with family and friends.

2/18/2022 12:42 AM

83199

It has destroyed my trust in government, the Charter of Rights & Freedoms, the Health
Authorities and the legacy media.

2/18/2022 12:42 AM

83200

Which one? They all have to some degree. Breathing is life sustaining. Masks are uselesss.
Natural Immunity is far superior to ANY vaccine. Freedom is our God given right, not the
dictate of any government.

2/18/2022 12:42 AM

83201

The biggest impact has been the passports and not being able to travel. My husband works in

2/18/2022 12:42 AM
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Texas and I was so scared if something happened to him I would not be allowed to travel there
to be with him. Emotionally the passports caused such a terrible feeling of being a bad person,
a lower class citizen. I have never felt so segregated and like an outcast in all my life. Family
kept me and my boys away from Thanksgiving just because I chose not to put something into
my body without more time and research being done. As for work, I am a teacher but spent 20
days isolating at home because a student in my room tested positive. I was at home perfectly
healthy the whole time while other teachers who are vaccinated and had positive cases in their
rooms were allowed to be at work. It felt like a slap in the face and again made me feel like a
bad person, an outcast. Also, the fact that I couldn’t go to a gym or for coffee with friends
while others could even though there was nothing wrong with me has been extremely hard on
me mentally. I am not a bad person but was made to feel like one with these ridiculous
mandates. I watched my two high school students suffer from depression and isolation and
one who didn’t get a normal graduation which was heart breaking.
83202

I hate those masks as it makes it hard to breathe. It's also messed with church services.

2/18/2022 12:42 AM

83203

Socially

2/18/2022 12:42 AM

83204

Delayed medical procedures and appointments. Not able to visit sick relatives who are in the
hospital. Not able to able to work out and stay fit when the gyms are closed. Feeling
claustrophobic and panicky if having to where a mask for extended periods so staying away
from places where masks are required as much as possible. The vaccines are “leaky”
vaccines, meaning you can still catch and transmit the virus which makes the Vaccine
passports irrelevant, all they do is cause tension and divide society.

2/18/2022 12:42 AM

83205

Totally limited my social and financial live

2/18/2022 12:42 AM

83206

Can’t fly, couldn’t go to a restaurant until a few days ago still have to wear a mask

2/18/2022 12:42 AM

83207

It’s literally been fine, people are so dramatic. I trust science, simple.

2/18/2022 12:41 AM

83208

People in my family who are not vaccinated due to medical or religious reasons have lost their
jobs or have been placed on unpaid leave and one is a single Mom! These mandates don’t do
anything to protect us from the virus. Common sense and education are best.the mandates
what people can do. It’s also effecting the mental health of many! We need to learn to live with
COVID as it’s here to stay!

2/18/2022 12:41 AM

83209

It’s made me feel like a second class citizen I’m a honest hard working individual who just
wants a choice in the matter that’s all Don’t force something on me a specially a experimental
drug no thank you God bless

2/18/2022 12:41 AM

83210

I became a second class citizen but my children have suffered the most

2/18/2022 12:41 AM

83211

I have had friends and relatives forced to take the jab to provide for their families. I have had
students drop out of classes because they couldn’t afford testing. I have had three friends
vaccine injured. This has to stop!!

2/18/2022 12:41 AM

83212

It’s sheltered and depressing having to live like this and families have been torn up all around
me.

2/18/2022 12:41 AM

83213

I can’t travel home to see family across the country. I don’t have any family here being a
single mom so it’s been hard . I usually go home a few times a year . Also as a musician I can
get into places but my friends can’t even while I’m unvaxxed . I can’t take my son to the hot
springs becuase the hotel has the mandate . The list goes on . But that’s the main few ones .

2/18/2022 12:41 AM

83214

I had my business shut down 3 times for no reason. We never had anything linked to our
facility. My children have been forced to wear masks even though it has been proven
unhelpful, their lives have been turned over countless times due to school closures and
quarantine mandates.

2/18/2022 12:41 AM

83215

It has negatively affected my metal health

2/18/2022 12:41 AM

83216

It’s pretty obvious

2/18/2022 12:41 AM

83217

Removed democracy from my country

2/18/2022 12:41 AM

83218

Worried about losing my job. Unable to travel freely throughout Canada

2/18/2022 12:40 AM

83219

I was fired from my job, I am being segregated from my peers, they have ruined relationships
with my sister, friends, coworkers, in-laws, I now have anxiety, and had the first panic attack of

2/18/2022 12:40 AM
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my life at 40 yrs old, my nursing license is being threatened and I may never get to use my
nursing career again, my mother has had a severe vaccine reaction and is permanently
disabled, my kids are feeling social pressure at school to wear masks that do them more harm
than good, they are being taught to “stay away” from their friends (6ft), I am not allowed in their
school, they’ve missed out on field trips, ceremonies, birthdays, assemblies, and have also
lost friends. My heart is heavy. And there are people who’ve had it much worse. It is time to
end this madness, the science says so.
83220

It has devastated my business. My partner had the opportunity for 4 jobs but had to decline
because of mandates. We had to move 5 times and almost became homeless. I suffered
PTSD because of Trudeau forcing Vaccine mandates. Coercion is not consent. This is not my
Canada and Trudeau has oppressed, ostracized and divided Canadians with hate speech. The
emotional, physical and monetary toll is irreplaceable

2/18/2022 12:40 AM

83221

Isolation and loss of income

2/18/2022 12:40 AM

83222

Mental health, suffering small business, restrictions

2/18/2022 12:40 AM

83223

It made me super annoyed at the stupidity of everything. Made me angry, stressed out and
bitchy all the time. Logic is dead! People are being lied to on a daily basis and it just blows me
away how some can still believe all this nonsense

2/18/2022 12:40 AM

83224

Not able to travel

2/18/2022 12:40 AM

83225

Lost food for family and freedom of seeing family

2/18/2022 12:39 AM

83226

I am not able to go into a restaurant for a meal, fly anywhere, watch my daughter play hockey.
My children are the ones that have really paid the price. My daughter has a vaccine injury,
eldest son has left university after a year and a half of classes from his bedroom and our
middle son is suffering from depression to the point of suicidal thoughts. My husband has
taken a decrease in wages. Things aren't good at our house. Extended family are all divided on
the topic and don't speak.

2/18/2022 12:39 AM

83227

I lost my ability to work as a registered nurse. It is completely devastating. I am unable to
attend activities for my children and they are not allowed to participate in certain activities.
What is happening in our country is disgraceful and appauling.

2/18/2022 12:39 AM

83228

Isolation. Child abuse forcing children to wear masks all day in school

2/18/2022 12:39 AM

83229

It is suppressing and depressing

2/18/2022 12:39 AM

83230

Left my 8 year old child out of school, an incomplete education, missing out, 1/4 of their life in
a mask; divisions among family and friends; complete loss of trust of the media; complete
loss of trust of physicians, college of physicians and surgeons, pharmacists, health care
system; complete loss of trust of all levels of government; disgraced to be a Canadian under
the leadership of our current PM

2/18/2022 12:39 AM

83231

So many friendships lost Can't travel or watch my kids sports No restaurants

2/18/2022 12:39 AM

83232

Anxiety, depression, loneliness, financial stress, loss of income, mistrust of the govt, disgust
with the govt & health officials

2/18/2022 12:39 AM

83233

Too much to list.. but when it effects my kids that’s the tipping point

2/18/2022 12:39 AM

83234

Like living under a Fascist/Marxist-Lennonist dictatorship !!

2/18/2022 12:39 AM

83235

It has denied my children the chance to attend post-secondary schooling, it has kept me from
being able to visit elderly family members in care facilities, it has impacted my business, I
have watched friends and neighbours lose their businesses, their jobs, lost friends to suicide
because of mental health issues increasing due to loss of jobs caused by COVID restrictions.
We have lost excellent nurses, RCMP, teachers, ski instructors, hospital support staff, from
our community because of mandates. Not only are these institutions poorer for having these
people be forbidden for continuing their jobs because of personal choices, but our community
has lost them as well as some have had to move away. I have friends with serious vaccine
side effects without any financial support from their employer or the government after being
forced to comply to keep their jobs. They level of bullying by the vaccinated towards others
who have chosen differently is horrible and affecting families and especially children.
Alcoholism and drug abuse has skyrocketed in our community. Families and many
relationships among our circle have broken up over these mandates.

2/18/2022 12:39 AM
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83236

All

2/18/2022 12:39 AM

83237

Caused huge loss in My business and Pain and suffering in my personal life . It was the wrong
way to hand the virus .

2/18/2022 12:39 AM

83238

Business was 100% closed completely for 8 months in the last 2 years

2/18/2022 12:39 AM

83239

Misery

2/18/2022 12:38 AM

83240

Terminated my care position ..Can't see my 89 year old mom .. hate and division from friends
family and nieghbors.. depression

2/18/2022 12:38 AM

83241

It has curb my freedom to go places I want to go because I’m not vaccinated

2/18/2022 12:38 AM

83242

My wife and I survived covid very early in the Pandemic. We fully support natural immunity
and are very disappointed public health did not have an immunity test . We hated being
discriminated against because our choice of not having the vax took away our freedoms and
society made us an out cast. Thanks to the propaganda of the government. Our son was
forced to get the jab and jeopardized his health . I could go on but it is suffice to say the
Mandates effected our lives immensely negatively !

2/18/2022 12:38 AM

83243

I am sad, then angry, then lose hope, then pray because I need to claim God is still in control.
I want mandates to stop and not return.

2/18/2022 12:38 AM

83244

My family has been divided by these mandates and has made social gatherings very awkward.

2/18/2022 12:38 AM

83245

Media has torn us apart. Family and friends. This is just so wrong.

2/18/2022 12:37 AM

83246

reduced personal activities, travel, interactions. Have developed physical and mental health
issues

2/18/2022 12:37 AM

83247

Very negatively, I am a prisoner in my own country.

2/18/2022 12:37 AM

83248

loss of job and income , and rising cost of living

2/18/2022 12:37 AM

83249

Ashamed to be a Canadian. Divided. Marginalized. Isolated.

2/18/2022 12:37 AM

83250

Lost job. Lost business.

2/18/2022 12:37 AM

83251

It is affecting my business financially to the point where I’m barely hanging on. It is caused
differences between family and friends. It has been on a horrific experience that I never
thought I would never have to deal with

2/18/2022 12:37 AM

83252

Lost my job. Can no longer run the Non profit youth sport program that I was president of
because I wont comply to put masks on children. My husbands sound/event production
company has not had work in 2 years. My kids and being fed constant contradictory
information at school that makes no sense and it is starting to affect thier mental health. I
could go on.

2/18/2022 12:37 AM

83253

Have not seen any family members in 2 years.

2/18/2022 12:37 AM

83254

My Dad developed serious heart issues after his second vaccine. My daughter was unable to
access in person medical care at the start of the pandemic & despite being sent for blood work
3 times, microbiology wouldn’t process it due to Covid “overload” and her strep infection led to
PANDAS which has utterly turned our lives upside down. I wasn’t able to get a medical
exemption from my rheumatologist despite a prior life changing vaccine injuey. As a result of
my work mandates, my Dads failing health, and my daughters medical condition I’ve
developed severe anxiety and depression and have now been off work taking SSRIs and doing
weekly counselling to deal with this all. The pandemic and resulting policies and mandates
have traumatized me and my entire family. I’m so very angry.

2/18/2022 12:37 AM

83255

Placed on leave without pay

2/18/2022 12:37 AM

83256

Lost my job, income, depressed, feeling of helplessness, lost friends/family

2/18/2022 12:37 AM

83257

Négative

2/18/2022 12:37 AM

83258

It has basically kept me locked up for 2 years as I will not take the vaccine.

2/18/2022 12:37 AM

83259

Destroyed everything.

2/18/2022 12:37 AM

83260

I can't breath with masks on, my children can't learn ad effectively, and I can't see my senior

2/18/2022 12:37 AM
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mother inside!
83261

I now work from home and cannot visit work sites. My wife lost her job

2/18/2022 12:36 AM

83262

It has destroyed my trust in government and the media. The mandates completely ignore
scientific data. Everybody I know has had COVID, vaccinated or not. If we don't have herd
immunity by now, it's impossible. Time to get back to living freely.

2/18/2022 12:36 AM

83263

Family divided

2/18/2022 12:36 AM

83264

loss of 80% of my work

2/18/2022 12:36 AM

83265

Ruined it

2/18/2022 12:35 AM

83266

In every way imaginable! I no longer have a career, my siblings and I no longer speak, my
finances are in chaos, I’m not able to access many public and private events and I’ve lost
many friends, both from vaccine injuries and from shunning

2/18/2022 12:35 AM

83267

Can't travel, having to stay distant from family etc. Definitely not trust govt.

2/18/2022 12:35 AM

83268

28 year career in healthcare lost - terminated..freedom lost..

2/18/2022 12:35 AM

83269

Has made it miserable for myself and my kids at school

2/18/2022 12:35 AM

83270

Every part of my life has been affected buy this mandate

2/18/2022 12:35 AM

83271

Job loss, wage loss, business loss, mental health,

2/18/2022 12:35 AM

83272

The mandates, despite what the governments have said, are NOT based on science. The long
history of public health science comes to different conclusions. The governments' mandates
have caused horrific collateral damage in many areas, including injuries and death. My father
died from his second vaccination - heart inflammation. It has also been a huge financial cost to
my business and many, many of my friends, relatives, and clients.

2/18/2022 12:35 AM

83273

Loss of friends family.. depression financial worry Dealing with hate and bullying in hospitals,
not be treated, closing dr. Availability stress ,

2/18/2022 12:35 AM

83274

Emotionally My job Caused division with friends and family

2/18/2022 12:34 AM

83275

Financially

2/18/2022 12:34 AM

83276

My great grandmother died without her family there with her (she didn’t have covid but the
hospital wouldn’t allow her family to see her). My aunt died of covid - even though she and her
husband were triple vaxed. She had leukemia but she was counting on the vaccine and it
failed. My friends healthy mother died days after taking the vaccine. My moms best friends
husband had to be rushed to the hospital with life threatening blood clots the evening after he
had the vaccine. A child in my area died after the vaccine. A lawyer I know lost three of his
buddies to heart attacks and strokes after they had their vaccines. These were healthy guys in
their thirties. Almost everyone I know can tell me stories of vaccine failures and vaccine
injuries. Almost all of the staff at my work have got covid in the last two months and they are
all fully vaxed and some boosted. Every one of them. Several of them passed it on to their
family members. They have stories of entire families getting sick. Multiple households. No one
died, not even the unvaxed ones in their household. Everything the gov has told us has been a
lie. I don’t believe any of their bull shit anymore and I never ever will trust the gov or the
medical system again.

2/18/2022 12:34 AM

83277

My work my family my friends. I have not been able to see my 97 year old mother in 2 years. I
have lost my job and I cannot see my grandson play hockey. I have not been able to travel
missed

2/18/2022 12:34 AM

83278

I have become depressed and feel alone! Can’t breathe with the mask on. I got the vaccine to
avoid a two week isolation, when I flew to Newfoundland, for three weeks! I was shamed into
getting my first shot, by my doctor…even tho I expressed my opinion about why I didn’t want
to get one! Once I got the first one…. I thought I messed up by getting the first one, I may as
well get the second and I won’t have to isolate, while traveling within Canada! Freedom to
make our own choices is very worrisome! It is turning the people against one another, if or if
they don’t get the shot! That’s wrong! I’m so undecided who to believe anymore, so many lies
have been told by Big Parma, the government and media! I am living in a state of confusion!

2/18/2022 12:34 AM

83279

Made it safe

2/18/2022 12:34 AM
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83280

Okay

2/18/2022 12:34 AM

83281

I have had approximately 11 cancellations at my Airbnb due to British Columbia mandates. I
have lost approximately $14,000.

2/18/2022 12:33 AM

83282

It has segregated many of my friendships and even my family for awhile. It has negatively
impacted my school and my social life, putting me under severe stress. It has caused financial
strain as I cannot find another job, and have to pay for rapid tests every time I want to
maintain my social life. It has affected my education poorly as well, as I am judged by my
professors and colleagues for my medical choices. The convoy has been the first hint of hope
I have felt in 2 years.

2/18/2022 12:33 AM

83283

Messed everything about being a young adult up

2/18/2022 12:33 AM

83284

Everything!

2/18/2022 12:33 AM

83285

I have lost my job, my livelihood, my career, my dignity, my credibility, my ability to travel, my
ability to see loved ones, my ability to participate in society, and all for nothing. It’s obvious
the vaccines do not work as they were once suggested. Therefore, the passports are
ineffective. Society has never been so divided and polarized and I have never felt so
segregated in my entire life. We should be building communities with love and support, not
tearing our country apart.

2/18/2022 12:33 AM

83286

Just feel they are completely unnecessary at this point

2/18/2022 12:33 AM

83287

Kept me safe

2/18/2022 12:33 AM

83288

My husband lost his federal job and my business has dropped 90% plus my daughter had to
be homeschooled this year due to mental health issues in regards to masks and school covid
protocols

2/18/2022 12:33 AM

83289

Very much..

2/18/2022 12:33 AM

83290

Life has never been worse.

2/18/2022 12:33 AM

83291

My children have developed phobias of any kind of germs, 2 of my children have been affected
in their sports activity, I have been put on LWOP, as well as relationships have been negatively
affected and strained

2/18/2022 12:32 AM

83292

Travel extra fucking costs for tests when you have know no systems.

2/18/2022 12:32 AM

83293

It’s been hell and utter discrimination.

2/18/2022 12:32 AM

83294

It has affected me deeply. Absolutely horrible that segment of the population is stigmatized
when the science is clear that they should not be

2/18/2022 12:32 AM

83295

No Comment !

2/18/2022 12:32 AM

83296

Terribly! I am not the person I used to be, I am depressed a lot and sometimes my anxiety is
through the roof. I can’t stand listening to our Prime Minister or our BC health ministers even
speak. I do not trust our government one bit or msm! I personally witnessed the media lie
when I attended a protest to allow healthcare workers to make their own choice and not be
mandated to take the vaccine. They said protesters interfered with a medical emergency and I
was standing right there when the ambulance and the firetruck pulled up and then they left
within five minutes. Nobody interfered everybody moved out of the way, it was totally staged
for the media. That was my red flag regarding this whole pandemic. If I hadn’t of seen it for
myself I might have a different opinion but I know what happened and I know how much they
are lying and it is ruining my life and many other peoples lives as well. I could go on but there
is probably no point as the government is going to do what they wanna do and we don’t have a
say. The last thing I will say is that the dictator needs to go so Canada can be free again.

2/18/2022 12:32 AM

83297

It has taken away my freedom as a Canadian. It has forced me to put something in my body
against my will for my job, medical rape for employment. It's affected my mental health being
forced to do this.

2/18/2022 12:32 AM

83298

Can't go any place as most places are closed all ready , shut their doors for even , This is
coming to a NO FREEDOM COUNTRY if the Liberals get their way .

2/18/2022 12:32 AM

83299

Adverse reactions to our 2 daughters health and not being able to fly to PEI to visit daughter.
Various other issues. Too many to mention.

2/18/2022 12:32 AM
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83300

Socially, emotionally, family and friends, less income, more debts, family division, kids
miserable…

2/18/2022 12:31 AM

83301

Many things I am unable to participate in. Much disruption to the social fibre of my community.
Loss of opportunities.

2/18/2022 12:31 AM

83302

Stopped me from travelling getting fired from work and more

2/18/2022 12:31 AM

83303

Caused division, and the breakdown of many relationships. Added many barriers, and removed
many social supports. Isolations adverse effects

2/18/2022 12:31 AM

83304

Segregation, financial fears

2/18/2022 12:31 AM

83305

Ruined my life

2/18/2022 12:31 AM

83306

Divided family and friends. Ostracized people.

2/18/2022 12:31 AM

83307

Forced to get the vaccine to work, taken me away from my kids/grand kids. It was bad enough
u forced me to get vaccinated to feed my family but now we are threaded with jail, finances etc
if we don’t bow down to the PM bullshit! 🤬

2/18/2022 12:31 AM

83308

It hasn’t as I don’t follow them

2/18/2022 12:30 AM

83309

Job insecurity, mental health problems, burnout. I AM A HEALTHCARE WORKER!!!! PLEASE
MAKE ALL MANDATES STOP!!!!

2/18/2022 12:30 AM

83310

Stopped me from working stopped me from visiting family in care homes.

2/18/2022 12:30 AM

83311

The mandates have had an extremely negative affect on my life.

2/18/2022 12:30 AM

83312

Health issues, added stress, loss of family and friends, having to share my private medical
with everyone, currently not working, the list continues...

2/18/2022 12:30 AM

83313

I can’t support my son when he plays sports. We are discriminated against and segregated out
of society. Everyone can spread CoVid. Relationships are strained. Stressful encounters.

2/18/2022 12:30 AM

83314

It is a jail sentence.

2/18/2022 12:30 AM

83315

My fundamental human rights have been restricted without adequate justification - which
means they have been violated.

2/18/2022 12:30 AM

83316

Since the mandates began, I have lost my mother and not been able to be with her before she
died, no funeral possible, she was isolated from family for a month and died alone, absolute
cruelty and torture to me and my family. Now my father's health is failing and he has not been
allowed visitors for the past month and the same thing is happening. Those in power will have
these souls and the disrespect and cruelty shown to them on their conscious and blood on
their hands and will be haunted in their hour of need. The stress and depression has been
debilitating and overwhelming a lot of the time.

2/18/2022 12:30 AM

83317

We have lost our business and probably will loose our home. We are 65 years old. Nowhere to
go

2/18/2022 12:30 AM

83318

Totally

2/18/2022 12:29 AM

83319

I cannot mask and will not vax, so I have become the segregated “other” with out the right
papers

2/18/2022 12:29 AM

83320

Mental, physical, emotional, economic harms

2/18/2022 12:29 AM

83321

Work, home, mentally, physically & socially.

2/18/2022 12:29 AM

83322

My 14 year old daughter has been affected the most

2/18/2022 12:29 AM

83323

In so many ways it is hard to list. Segregation bullying harassment depression monetary
Freedom to choose

2/18/2022 12:29 AM

83324

Life has stopped. Fear, Loneliness, anxiety. Business loss. Gov't response times for their
services reduced substantially.

2/18/2022 12:29 AM

83325

It has robbed our family from visiting a family member in a seniors home and having her die in
lonliness. It has robbed us of having social interactions and causing depression. It has cost
job loss in our family and many businesses in our small town to close.

2/18/2022 12:29 AM
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83326

I was put on Unpaid Leave in January. I will be fired from my job of 22 year in April 2022.
Secondly, I have not been able to fly to visit my son in Quebec. I also have family in Germany
I would love to visit again.

2/18/2022 12:29 AM

83327

It’s heartbreaking to not attend my grandsons hockey games

2/18/2022 12:29 AM

83328

Completely destroyed

2/18/2022 12:28 AM

83329

I’m a widowed senior, it has effected me as I need social interaction with other people. There
are many lonely times that I never thought my senior years would be anything like this. I need
things to get back to normal.

2/18/2022 12:28 AM

83330

I haven’t seen family. I haven’t got to do special outings with my kids such as swimming or
indoor sports. Mostly it has effected my children they should not live in a masked world. My
medical choice shouldn’t determine whether I can watch my kids play hockey or not. Me
medical choice is no ones buisness but my own and my doctors. Children do not need to be
vaccinated especially young children.

2/18/2022 12:28 AM

83331

Not much more than inconvenient

2/18/2022 12:28 AM

83332

Cannot travel, find another job. Very high stress levels.

2/18/2022 12:28 AM

83333

Not saying good bye to family when dying. Nephew sister. Brother in law Husband passed no
one could be with him but me. Seeing my grandkids not being able to get proper education. My
grand daughter has trouble learning with all the shutdowns she won’t go back to school
because she feels she can’t catch up. Missing all my family.

2/18/2022 12:28 AM

83334

Career loss. Financial loss. Total heartbreak. After 6 years of expensive post secondary
education (Masters Degree), my title as a Speech-Language Pathologist will be unjustly taken
from me due to a vaccine mandate here in BC and the College of Speech-Language
Pathologists and Audiologists going along with it. I have wanted to be a Speech-Language
Pathologist since I was 15! I desire to maintain my bodily autonomy and no government should
ever be able to coercively inject me in order for me to keep my job. I can no longer serve and
help families I have been working with for years. Families are losing a skilled, loved,
dependable, and qualified therapist. My mental health has suffered greatly with endless
government mandates, mixed messaging, and government-orchestrated division. I went from
being loved by colleagues to being ignored and shunned once they knew about my vaccination
status. What the BC government has done in firing healthcare workers is an absolute disgrace
and failure.

2/18/2022 12:28 AM

83335

Lost my job

2/18/2022 12:28 AM

83336

I have lost my job, temporarily, back now because of testing and government forcing ahs to
hire back workers with testing options. I have lost friends, income and my faith in humanity as
a whole. I am treated like a second class citizen for my beliefs and am tired of being lied to. I
will never trust anything the government does ever again and how they have interfered with my
rights and my health is unspeakable.

2/18/2022 12:28 AM

83337

It has made it impossible to work. We have had to shut down our business

2/18/2022 12:28 AM

83338

The mandates caused much grief all the way around.

2/18/2022 12:28 AM

83339

Mental health

2/18/2022 12:28 AM

83340

Depression, job security, stigmatization, lack of community, social isolation, family conflict,
etc.

2/18/2022 12:28 AM

83341

Isolated me.. Affected my mental health... Made it impossible to see my handicapped son...
Affected my health wearing masks breathing in my contaminated germs when I breathe out...
Made people judge me for not getting vaccinated.. Made it impossible to travel....

2/18/2022 12:28 AM

83342

Negatively - impacted relationships with family and friends, I’ve been put on leave without pay
for not complying with my employer’s vaccine mandate.

2/18/2022 12:28 AM

83343

Restrictions have kept me from enjoying culture and recreational activities, missing out in
family events, not being able to participate in the things I enjoyed like going out to restaurants.
I have felt ostracized and discriminated against. It has created division between myself and
members of my family and friends. I have lost income from our home based business which
eventually died off completely. I experience worry and anxiety over the unknown effects of the
vaccine that loved ones have felt forced to take. I have witnessed the heartbreak and sorrow

2/18/2022 12:28 AM
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of friends who have lost loved ones due to suicide because of their inability to deal with the
mandates and how they have negatively impacted their ability to cope. I too have experienced
moments of helplessness and hopelessness in witnessing our freedoms being taken away. I,
like many, want the truth to be told so we can begin rebuilding our country and world.
83344

I lost my job in Oct due to the vax mandates. It's also been harder to get to church with the
occupancy limits. I've experianced isolation and harrassment from other Canadians over the
mask and vaccine mandates. The madates have made the last 2 years very stressful

2/18/2022 12:27 AM

83345

Ruined it including my children’s.

2/18/2022 12:27 AM

83346

It put stress on my children. My BF lost work as a musician. At my place of employment. We
were busy all day long and worked a lot of overtime that I wasn’t paid for. & we were exempt
from applying for a reimbursement as a Registry Clerk.

2/18/2022 12:27 AM

83347

I can no longer watch my grandkids play in sports or attend school functions. I cannot eat in a
nice restaurant.

2/18/2022 12:27 AM

83348

No social life

2/18/2022 12:27 AM

83349

Extremely. I can not attend my kids sports activities. I am unable to have date night with my
husband who I might add is a camp worker 20days out of a month with only 4 days off. No
longer able to go to the movies with our littles. These ridiculous mandates need to go away.
We are now nor have we ever been in a pandemic.

2/18/2022 12:27 AM

83350

This is not living!!! I lost two siblings and not able to visit one and unable to have a proper
Funeral for them.Two years of life lost.Loved ones injured by the vaccines

2/18/2022 12:27 AM

83351

lost job

2/18/2022 12:27 AM

83352

All aspects of my life

2/18/2022 12:27 AM

83353

Family relations deteriorated. Less tolerant of others. Want to move to Mexico to escape.

2/18/2022 12:27 AM

83354

Everyone

2/18/2022 12:27 AM

83355

On many levels !

2/18/2022 12:27 AM

83356

Disconnect me from my community and support network, depression, less physical activity
leading to poor health, income loss, business loss, my ability to support my family, emotional
stress of not being able to see my family oversees

2/18/2022 12:26 AM

83357

Police state

2/18/2022 12:26 AM

83358

Not able to socialize

2/18/2022 12:26 AM

83359

We are stuck on the launch pad unable to move forward.

2/18/2022 12:26 AM

83360

I have been unemployed for almost 2 yrs. I am not able to go to the gym or eat in a restaurant.
I have lost family due to it. I feel like I am a lower class citizen. I do not go out of the house
very much. I can't breathe wearing a mask, think, get headaches and feel sick. I have not
been able to find a job where I am not masked or vaxxed. I have been unable to travel. I am a
prisoner in my own country and now being shunned by society for not complying. I am in
slavery and want all mandates to end immediately!

2/18/2022 12:26 AM

83361

It has separated us from family and friends and prohibited us from participating in social
activities and being segregated. We are against the forced injections.

2/18/2022 12:26 AM

83362

Stolen my livelihood and the food off my and my 3 children's table

2/18/2022 12:26 AM

83363

I felt extremely bullied and forced into vaccination protocols. I don't feel safe or free to live in
Canada anymore since Trudeau has taken over.

2/18/2022 12:26 AM

83364

I lost my job as a care Aide. I cannot go to movies or restaurants with my kids. I can't go in
and watch my kids swimming lessons. I've lost a ton of money and time and stress. There's a
huge divide in my family now and in my community and in the entire country. We now live in a
two teired system and it's disgusting. The propaganda is leading people to make comments
that coincide with what happened in ww2. I'm appalled that great people of our country would
allow such evil forces to take control and steal the lives of many wonderful human beings. We
are not ants we are people. People don't need to be controlled people need to be nurtured and
taken care of. People need to be shown compassion and support and find harmony. How are

2/18/2022 12:26 AM
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we still struggling so hard to do this. Why are there so many evil forces who want to impose
fear and control for their personal agenda. There are so many people who know the right path
and are following it and for that I am grateful. Good always triumphs and this too shall pass. I
thank all the wonderful people working to make our country great again and unite our nation
and light the spark in our hearts!
83365

Kept me from seeing family and friends. As I live alone it made it very unpleasant.

2/18/2022 12:26 AM

83366

It has caused deep divisions in my own personal circles. Instead of bing us togeather it has
caused misinformation and mistrust

2/18/2022 12:26 AM

83367

Lost my business and faith in national media

2/18/2022 12:26 AM

83368

Business

2/18/2022 12:25 AM

83369

Socially mentally emotionally

2/18/2022 12:25 AM

83370

It brought me closer to humanity

2/18/2022 12:25 AM

83371

people and public have voiced their opinion when I want freedom to chose for me and also for
them, they are scared but there is not a virus and the vaxx ingredients are not good.

2/18/2022 12:25 AM

83372

It has destroyed my career and left me and my kids hungry. Finding jobs with millions of others
is not easy

2/18/2022 12:25 AM

83373

I hate commies

2/18/2022 12:25 AM

83374

Forced to take a untested drug so I was able to work

2/18/2022 12:24 AM

83375

Forced me out of my job and passion; forced my girlfriend out of her job; ostracized is both
from our friends and family; cut off our income; draining our savings; threatened our food and
home security; threatened my ability to fill prescriptions for medicine I need to stay alive;
prevented me from getting medical and dental services; incited hate crimes against me.

2/18/2022 12:24 AM

83376

My Family divided as well as friends, co- workers, church family with much hate speech
because of not wanting to be vaccinated. Feeling like an outcast -not able to go to a restaurant
not able to gather with co- workers for celebrations People full of fear and don’t want to be
around me as an unvaccinated individual Highly stressful situation waiting to find out if I would
lose my job for not being vaccinated.

2/18/2022 12:24 AM

83377

It can be fixed if life goes back to normal for all. This is the right time when these good
truckers gave us a hope in humanity and unity

2/18/2022 12:24 AM

83378

Isolation

2/18/2022 12:24 AM

83379

Depressed, can’t go to a restaurant 😢 worked my whole life & I'm treated like a Leper. MSM
has people so scared they won’t go near anyone not vaxxed. When we know it’s not true.

2/18/2022 12:24 AM

83380

I have depression, anxiety. I am totally isolated, without social activities. This is debilitating! I
don’t see my family. My health has been affected. I am saddened by the division that this has
caused.

2/18/2022 12:24 AM

83381

It has crippled us including my husband and 2 small children.

2/18/2022 12:24 AM

83382

Cat do nothing and I’m a taxe payer

2/18/2022 12:24 AM

83383

Mental health of all of us. Weight gain. Job loss. Everything. This has been hell

2/18/2022 12:23 AM

83384

I stopped living and just surviving. Can’t visit places, sitting at home, my kids as small as 4
have to wear a mask for 7 hours, he complains he can’t breathe and has headaches. My
teenager has severe depression and was in a bad shape due to lockdowns and masking. Lots
of hate and segregation from government about my medical choices.

2/18/2022 12:23 AM

83385

Our kids have suffered on numerous levels, especially mental health, we lost a lot of
friendships, our business has suffered, people, families and friendship divided. Discrimated
due to beliefs. Our nation have been divided for nothing. It needs to ends and Trudeau needs
to be removed as prime minister

2/18/2022 12:23 AM

83386

n/a

2/18/2022 12:23 AM

83387

I have complied but I have had it with all the restrictions. I feel like I can’t do anything and
have no life. I am anxious and my mental health is in question

2/18/2022 12:23 AM
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83388

Stress loss of work loss of family time

2/18/2022 12:23 AM

83389

Socially, economically, religiously

2/18/2022 12:23 AM

83390

Affected my family’s mental health as well as physical health with the mandatory masks in
schools.

2/18/2022 12:23 AM

83391

Missed most of the last 2 years of work. No government supports in place in 2021 such as
mortgage or loan deferrals - on verge of losing home. Have a Masters degree in Business
Administration but can’t find a senior employment position.

2/18/2022 12:23 AM

83392

Depression, failure of proper health care, lack of respect from health professionals, being
treated like a leppr because I don't agree with mandates and many others

2/18/2022 12:23 AM

83393

Tearing my family apart

2/18/2022 12:22 AM

83394

Detrimental in Every way!!

2/18/2022 12:22 AM

83395

It basically killed My Mother. Been separated 9 days not allowed to see each other to visit
while in hospital for simply infection. Not hold her see her talk to her on a phone always told
phone not available no updates Mom and I treated horrible in Thd Nelson medical Clinic by
Dr's. The Loinlines was damaging Seperaration damaging it rude so many seniors sad to hef
them ssy this worse the war thd division the hate. I pray this ends before makes more damage
not sering My Grandson's My Children damaged Family Seperaration 💔 🙏 😢

2/18/2022 12:22 AM

83396

As a single father of two. It has been especially tough. Not being able to let your boys enjoy
there young lives is an emotional roller coaster on me as well as my kids

2/18/2022 12:22 AM

83397

There’s no way this is a serious question.

2/18/2022 12:22 AM

83398

Homeschooling the kids

2/18/2022 12:22 AM

83399

Lost my job for declining to disclose, haven't worked in 4 months cause of the devastation of
mandates, accruing debt, very depressed. Took 9yo out of school cause of mandates for mask
and jabs. She's suffering mentally, missing friends. We can't go anywhere, not that i can afford
to.

2/18/2022 12:22 AM

83400

Cost me my job. Cost me mental stress and dispare, as well as physical health issues. Cost
me family and friends lost.

2/18/2022 12:22 AM

83401

Division and job loss

2/18/2022 12:22 AM

83402

Depression. Alcoholism. Anxiety

2/18/2022 12:22 AM

83403

I’m so many ways! I’ve watched it divide families, and friendships!

2/18/2022 12:22 AM

83404

It's been horrible in so many ways. It's my children that I am concerned for, who knows what
the long term consequences will be for them. The fact that thousands of canadains died alone
with no loved ones by ther side is a tragedy that will go down in history as one of the most
horrific things that many people accepted as okay as it was happening.

2/18/2022 12:22 AM

83405

I lost my job of 15 years with AHS. I can’t watch my kids play sports because of no vax pass.
I can’t see my family or friends. The Division is horrific. I couldn’t eat out in restaurants.

2/18/2022 12:21 AM

83406

Job

2/18/2022 12:21 AM

83407

In every way possible in a negative way

2/18/2022 12:21 AM

83408

Taken away my freedom of choice

2/18/2022 12:21 AM

83409

Loss of income, divisiveness between family members, friends and colleagues, addiction
around me, loss of life

2/18/2022 12:21 AM

83410

Not too much , retired so was fairly easy

2/18/2022 12:21 AM

83411

Travel. Restaurants. Entertainment. Weddings funeral etc etc

2/18/2022 12:21 AM

83412

It has divided my family and friends. In my own home this has caused an enormous amount of
stress for my children, wife and myself. Both my wife and I have had thoughts that it would be
better if we were not here anymore. This is causing a great depression in my family. We are

2/18/2022 12:21 AM
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not able to see our grandmothers, even if we were fully vaxxed, they are locked up tight and
are alone.
83413

Severe damage to our families small business Mental health issues including anxiety
depression and addiction issues Kids behind socially and academically Health issues including
irregular and abnormal menstral cycles in two of my girls, other members of my family have
experienced blood in urine, kidney issues, skin rash, chest pain following booster, and overall
feelings of unwellness Mom passed away alone in hospital we believe largely as a result of
neglect and lack of family advocacy Mother in law cognitive abilities declining faster as a
result of longlines and extended periods of isolation

2/18/2022 12:21 AM

83414

it has caused some division amongst my immediate family

2/18/2022 12:20 AM

83415

Affected job security, relationships, decreased confidence in govt, spiritual impacts through
restrictions on church gatherings

2/18/2022 12:20 AM

83416

Every aspect of life. It’s made me feel enslaved.

2/18/2022 12:20 AM

83417

My teenage grand kids are suffering from depression, anxiety, and loss of self esteem from
these lock-downs and restrictions. Life is just not worth living!

2/18/2022 12:20 AM

83418

A lot of time alone…..not wanting to mix and hear all the Covid discussions and
disagreements….and Much more

2/18/2022 12:20 AM

83419

Shut down my business, negative impact on my marriage, have lost friends

2/18/2022 12:20 AM

83420

My toddler has grown up without seeing the faces and emotions on the people around her. We
are unable to fun family things like ice skating and swimming or going to our local theater. I've
had to shut down my work. My throat is itchy and sore all the time when I'm wearing a mask

2/18/2022 12:19 AM

83421

Drastic implications for my poor children. Education destroyed, life freedoms eradicated, fun
and excitement removed, my stress levels terrible, feeling of community destroyed, apartheid
Canada, demonized for deciding what I put in my own body. Injected people evil and unkind,
lacking empathy and stupid as rocks. All these mandates are a means to and end. The end is
the end of western civilizations. EVIL BASTARDS NEED TO HANG.

2/18/2022 12:19 AM

83422

Poor mental health for my kids. Loss of work for myself. Oldest son didn’t go to post
secondary

2/18/2022 12:19 AM

83423

Unable to have a funeral for my husband that would have been open to everyone that wanted
to attend. Living a life in isolation. Vaccinated against my will so I could travel with my
daughter.

2/18/2022 12:19 AM

83424

Not able to participate in society

2/18/2022 12:19 AM

83425

My freedom of choice. Division between family and friends, no travel, no social events,
depression, seeing what my grandchildren have to go through breaks my heart, so wrong.

2/18/2022 12:19 AM

83426

financial, mental and unnecessary in every sense. Media driven for what. A glue or cold. Look
ad the amounts of deaths in the last 5 years and nothing has changed from then till now
except the name of the illness. Loose the media and you will loose covid

2/18/2022 12:19 AM

83427

The feeling that my God given freedoms are being taken from me

2/18/2022 12:19 AM

83428

I can’t travel

2/18/2022 12:19 AM

83429

It has destroyed my family, put me in a deep depression and taught me to never trust my
government, health authorities, drs. And the police. I consider the supposed prime Minister,
jagmeat sing, and Jason Kenny an enemy of my country, my family and myself. They have
declared war on all Canadian citizens and should be charged with treason.

2/18/2022 12:19 AM

83430

Negatively - socially and emotionally - I will never try government and their scamming health
officials again

2/18/2022 12:19 AM

83431

My restaurant has been impacted enormously; basically 90% of our business is through drive
thru, our lobby is almost always empty. I have lost my teaching job because I refused to
subject myself to the vaccine or the chemicals in the testing swabs. I have worked hard to
give my kids a sense of normalcy, but wearing masks has been horrible for everyone! My
youngest son has put on a lot of extra pounds from the first initial lock down and we can’t
seem to get the weight off him! Everyday I watch this Prime Minister try to impose more illegal

2/18/2022 12:19 AM
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mandates and rules, it sends me into a panic! It keeps getting worst. Mentally I am nearly at
my breaking point! The science has been settled for awhile and our governments keep ignoring
it by pushing illegal mandates!
83432

Kept my special needs granddaughter from coming home and I don’t go anywhere unless I
have to

2/18/2022 12:19 AM

83433

Two suicides in our family and friends and so very terribly!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2/18/2022 12:18 AM

83434

Not being my able to see my family and my grandkids. My son and my son in laws jobs were
hit hard, hours were very hard to come by. Lots of my family and friends lost there jobs and
some came very close to loosing there homes. The last 2 years have been very very hard😢

2/18/2022 12:18 AM

83435

By creating a division in my family, vaxed/unvaxed. Due to social distancing, mask wearing,
group size I have lost most of my business.

2/18/2022 12:18 AM

83436

Brought my small business to a stand still!

2/18/2022 12:18 AM

83437

Ruined it

2/18/2022 12:18 AM

83438

My elderly mom needs almost more care than we can provide but we don’t want to put her into
a carehome because she will never see her grand/great grandkids again 😢

2/18/2022 12:18 AM

83439

My employment. My education. My social, physical, emotional, cognitive and spiritual health. I
have essentially lost everyone and everything that is important to me. I went from being a very
social and loved person to being discriminated against & bullied, with very few supports. I went
from being very physically active & healthy to having severe stress, anxiety, and depression,
very little physical exercise, poor sleep & nutrition. I went from being emotionally secure and
safe, to having very little self confidence, self-efficacy, and self worth, with mal-adaptive
coping mechanisms and extreme apathy. I was cognitively sharp and capable, and now I suffer
with extreme cognitive burn out, the ability to problem solve and make decisions and cope. I
struggle to find the meaning and purpose of my life anymore, and my hope is gone. I do not
have a sense of belonging in this world anymore. I do not know where I belong, but I feel it is
not in the country where I was born and raised; Canada.

2/18/2022 12:18 AM

83440

Life of every human on earth

2/18/2022 12:18 AM

83441

Mentally, socially, finically

2/18/2022 12:18 AM

83442

Not good!! I what does shut down three times as a hairdresser. My husband was doing dialysis
and could not work. Times are very hard for us! Taking him in and finding a place for me to find
rest and a bathroom was hard. I could not be at his side when he needed me! Give us back our
choices! Freedom!!

2/18/2022 12:18 AM

83443

Have affected our business our family our grandchildren every day life.

2/18/2022 12:18 AM

83444

Too many ways.

2/18/2022 12:18 AM

83445

I've been fired from my place of employment and am unable to get a job in this province in my
chosen profession (health care). I'm unable to attend social activities such as hockey games,
eating at a restaurant.

2/18/2022 12:18 AM

83446

Depression..The vax has caused me breathing problems..I could run circles around
children..now I can hardly breathe..Took 5 or 10 mins after the vax to start feeling the negative
affects

2/18/2022 12:18 AM

83447

Family..mentally..death..

2/18/2022 12:18 AM

83448

It has limited where my family can go and what we can do, cutting us off from recreational
activities, theatre, cultural events. It has caused a great amount of mental stress. I am
concerned about potential job loss and general loss of access to participate fully in society.

2/18/2022 12:17 AM

83449

Emotional stress

2/18/2022 12:17 AM

83450

I began the pandemic 2 months pregnant. My partner couldn't be present for ultrasounds. My
mother and sisters couldn't be there for the birth of my daughter. My large family's seasonal
gatherings have been on hold. My daughter isn't seeing family and other children as much as
she should be in her first years. My partner and his vaccinated family don't want to interact
with my family who are all unvaccinated. There is great family tension and my daughter is in
the middle of it. It's needless and it is not OK!! My partner has thousands of dollars on hold

2/18/2022 12:17 AM
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with airlines from a vacation we had to change tickets for several times because of the
changing travel mandates of our goverment and the subsequent changing policies of airlines.
Our life has become extremely less social and fulfilling than it would have been without these
mandates.
83451

Desperation and mental health

2/18/2022 12:17 AM

83452

I couldn’t go to church, I had to wear a mask, & I couldn’t visit loved ones.

2/18/2022 12:17 AM

83453

Lost friends and family because of the forced agenda to only being allowed to have 1 opinion,
lost work, anxiety and loneliness

2/18/2022 12:17 AM

83454

Disaster

2/18/2022 12:17 AM

83455

I work in a federally regulated industry and am directly affected by the vaccine mandate.

2/18/2022 12:17 AM

83456

Depression, suicide, medical issues, division, segregating

2/18/2022 12:17 AM

83457

Ruined my life, I was in my second year of post secondary and had to leave because of these
mandates. I am struggling to get employment. I had covid and I’ve had my blood tested and I
have high natural immunity to it and still that goes unrecognized. It has divided my family and
friends. It’s been devastating.

2/18/2022 12:17 AM

83458

Restricted my freedom to travel, Restricted my ability to seek medical assistance for my
ongoing conditions, turned relatives and friends against me !!

2/18/2022 12:16 AM

83459

Vaccine or no employment No eating out No public entertainment No public recreation No
admittance to church

2/18/2022 12:16 AM

83460

Wonderfully it showed me who the real fascists are: Trudeau, Biden, Inslee, Coumo, CNN,
MSNBC. It enlightened me

2/18/2022 12:16 AM

83461

Depression, sadness, anger...

2/18/2022 12:16 AM

83462

I have tried to kill myself, I’ve distanced my life from loved ones. It’s effected me in horrible
ways.

2/18/2022 12:16 AM

83463

It's been lonely, suffered weight gain with nothing to do, depressing.

2/18/2022 12:16 AM

83464

Yes. Not being able to go anywhere like restaurants s

2/18/2022 12:16 AM

83465

No job, friends that are suicidal, family members drinking more. Lots of decision with family
and friends.

2/18/2022 12:16 AM

83466

2nd class citizen

2/18/2022 12:16 AM

83467

Just haven't been able to travel

2/18/2022 12:16 AM

83468

Loss of work, increased stress, loss of visitation with family especially elderly parents, health
care decreased as Dr limited visits

2/18/2022 12:16 AM

83469

I lost my job.

2/18/2022 12:16 AM

83470

Lost my life, my nurse career of 15 years and pulled my kids from school

2/18/2022 12:16 AM

83471

It has destroyed the mental health of myself and family. The mandates made me choose
between my job to feed my family and getting jabbed against my will to keep my job. This has
affected me mentally and physically.

2/18/2022 12:16 AM

83472

Fucked it up . I can’t work because of this cabal government.

2/18/2022 12:16 AM

83473

Pure division amongst everyone and prevented me from seeing my dying father!

2/18/2022 12:16 AM

83474

Freedoms restricted

2/18/2022 12:16 AM

83475

Depression, suicides, substance abuse, social anxiety, limited travel, broken family apart,
divided neighbours.

2/18/2022 12:16 AM

83476

Work, schooling for my child, her mental health has gone down hill since having to wear a
mask all day long at school, can’t even see if her friends smiling or not at her, most definitely
not putting that poison vaccine into my body without enough research on it, I want my family’s
freedoms back

2/18/2022 12:16 AM
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83477

It has affected me immensely in a negative way in many aspects of my life. Including,
mentally, physically, financially, and socially. It has stripped my freedom away from me. It has
also cost my job that was very important to me. Please make it end as soon as possible!

2/18/2022 12:15 AM

83478

I lost my job on the railway of 11 years when manager put in a policy that was impossble to
follow.

2/18/2022 12:15 AM

83479

I can't count the ways - I am extremely unhappy of the division which seems to have been
propagated by certain organizations

2/18/2022 12:15 AM

83480

I retired 2 years ago....due to mandates &jabs I'm unable to have a social life or travel....also
unable to visit Family &Friends....it has been the worst 2 years in my life...thanks to our
greedy prime minister....

2/18/2022 12:15 AM

83481

Stole 2 years of my life and made me ashamed of my country.

2/18/2022 12:15 AM

83482

Cannot travel to Canada to visit grandkids and return

2/18/2022 12:15 AM

83483

Family arguments, lack of social interaction with family and friends

2/18/2022 12:15 AM

83484

Not being able to be with our family. Watching our Grandchildren struggle with school, not
being able to take part in sports, and leaving in fear. The masks are compromising their own
natural immune systems..

2/18/2022 12:15 AM

83485

Negatively

2/18/2022 12:14 AM

83486

This mandate has forced my husband into early retirement from a career of 25 years. He is
only 56. My job is heading in the same direction.

2/18/2022 12:14 AM

83487

I’m a prisoner in my own country.

2/18/2022 12:14 AM

83488

Made working hard to do with masks and restrictions, miss my family

2/18/2022 12:14 AM

83489

I lost my job

2/18/2022 12:14 AM

83490

It has drastically affected ny ability to run my business, earn an invome to support my children
as a single mom, and greatly harmed my relationships with family. I have suffered mentally
and emotionally due to isolations and not being allowed to gather with family at a time in my
life when I truly need support. I felt forced to get a vax I don't feel comfortable with or believe
to be safe because of family pressure and the fact it would limit my invome even more if I
wasn't vaccinated ...despite the fact I had covid and my tested antibody leverls were beyond
the highest test range possible, but for some reason natural antibodies weren't good enough. I
felt forced and should never have been in this position.

2/18/2022 12:14 AM

83491

I can't go to social events or travel. But I am healthy and happy.

2/18/2022 12:14 AM

83492

I have lost business, family and friends. My mental health and my children's mental health has
suffered deeply as well as my husbands! My husband spent 5 years in school didnt get to
actually graduate and now can't be hired anywhere because of lack of hiring. My son took off
and ran away putting himself in danger because he wanted to socialize and feel normal and he
nearly killed him self. Mental health appointments are constantly canceled! So my son has
suffer miss treated as well. I am exhausted and need things to go back to normal!

2/18/2022 12:14 AM

83493

My child is failing school and suicidal I am on leave without pay on feb 28 My family has been
destroyed Some of my friendships are destroyed My home based business has lost thousands
in revenue

2/18/2022 12:14 AM

83494

Divided the family.

2/18/2022 12:14 AM

83495

Lost my job, lost people close to me, ruined everything

2/18/2022 12:14 AM

83496

I am on stress leave over the mandates at my work. One of my coworkers almost died from
the Covid vaccine. She was in the hospital for 5 weeks and almost died. Now only has one
functioning kidney. The vaccines are not safe or effective. The censorship of doctors speaking
out against the vaccines needs to end.

2/18/2022 12:14 AM

83497

Diminished work and revenue. Adult child still lives at home. Can’t get work in their chosen
field of expertise.

2/18/2022 12:14 AM

83498

Destroyed any illusions I might of had that other Canadians were Democratic. Apparently most
of us are authoritarian. Totally disgusted.

2/18/2022 12:14 AM
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83499

It has added additional stress and mental strain on myself and my family

2/18/2022 12:14 AM

83500

I have been separated from family and community.

2/18/2022 12:14 AM

83501

Has caused divides and arguments between vaxed and unvaxed. Limits what we can do

2/18/2022 12:13 AM

83502

It's made me morbidly obese

2/18/2022 12:13 AM

83503

to many ways to list

2/18/2022 12:13 AM

83504

Has made it a challenge to get out of bed in the morning and find purpose

2/18/2022 12:13 AM

83505

The mandatory masks harmed my health. I have not been able to visit my 84 years old mother
who lives outside of Canada. I was threatened that I will get fired if I do not wear the mask
properly, even though I have 3 solid medical reasons not to wear it. I have not been able to do
any of my regular activities because I did not get those poisonous shots. The atmosphere at
work got much worse because people divided into pro and anti, which only created hate, fear
and anger. I would eventually celebrate once a year an international COVID day. COVID has
not cause anything. COVID clearly surfaced how, why and where have been the governments
leading the countries and how is a true situation in all resorts. Bold, clear and naked truth
about all governments and global magnates, that we all needed to see without pink glasses.
For me seeing the truth clearly is worth of any sacrifice, because only in that way we know
whom to trust, what to do and most importantly what NOT to do in the future.

2/18/2022 12:13 AM

83506

Emmense stress for my job and cost me money

2/18/2022 12:13 AM

83507

Work, family, travel

2/18/2022 12:13 AM

83508

Unvaccinated and restricted from restaurants and fitness places. Frightened for the health of
friends and family who took the injections. Distressed to hear the confusion and despair of the
people who feel trapped.

2/18/2022 12:13 AM

83509

Seeing family members

2/18/2022 12:13 AM

83510

Conflict and tension with neighbours, extended family, community members and friends. Loss
of 40-50% of income due to restrictions on business. 2 years of sub-par school and restrictions
on kids activities.

2/18/2022 12:13 AM

83511

absolutely affected my mental health, this space is too small to list all the details, also daily
mask wearing/talking with a mask on for 6 hours+ caused dry throat every night, breathing in
recycled air is horrible and the list is long... with all the misleading informations I do not trust
media any more

2/18/2022 12:13 AM

83512

Heavily divided friends and family

2/18/2022 12:13 AM

83513

Negitive life crushing , changed it

2/18/2022 12:12 AM

83514

My stress levels were so high, I had a heart attack

2/18/2022 12:12 AM

83515

Cost me a lot of money. Health and friendships. Church closing so wrong on every way Hitler
brought to reality. Deaths unnecessary.

2/18/2022 12:12 AM

83516

Mandates have affected every aspect of my life. I have lost my job of 18 years due to Covid. I
had to give in against my will to vaccination in order to be able to see my elderly mother. My
daughters wedding was affected. Made me not able to attend weddings, births and funerals.
Have affected my health both physically and mentally with depression and anxiety. They have
affected financially all ability to retire when planned and I may yet lose everything including my
home. I live alone in rural MB so not being able to see family and friends and losing my job
completely isolated me. I cannot explain in a short survey how many aspects of my life have
been negatively affected. The Trucker’s Convoy answered a voice deep in my gut and my soul
that was screaming internally and did not know what to do about it that would make a
difference. They unknowingly gave me a platform, a voice, a will and they gave me hope along
with so many thousands of Canadians to peacefully and legally express what I feel. I was out
there on the highway in the cold cheering them on their way to Ottawa. I disagree with every
mandate this government has imposed regarding Covid. I disagree with every response this
government has made to Canadian citizens peacefully and legally protesting the actions of this
government. This government has instilled anxiety and fear in me for the first time in my nearly
60 years as a born and raised Canadian. Fear for Canada, the Charter of Rights and Freedoms,
the Constitution of Canada and freedom of all Canadians.

2/18/2022 12:12 AM
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83517

I have been made a second class citizen. Have to test to work. Can’t leave the country for
medical treatment that I am seeking. As a speech language pathologist I am seeing horrible
effects on developing children. It is horrifying to watch. We are unable to visit my husband’s
grandfather in his care facility due to “outbreaks” with everyone vaxxed. So much pain and
suffering and division. I haven’t been able to peacefully attend church and worship, get basic
necessities in peace. All outside situations have become stressful and divisive. This is an
abuse of power and abuse of basic human rights, natural rights, and Canadian rights.

2/18/2022 12:12 AM

83518

shamed as unvaxxed unable to find work restricted from society and my childrens ability to
enjoy the normal things in life

2/18/2022 12:12 AM

83519

Can’t go to any senior activities, gyms, health talks

2/18/2022 12:12 AM

83520

Lots of fear and lost relationships…

2/18/2022 12:12 AM

83521

It's affected my mental state. It's affected my relationships with people. It's affected work for
people close to me. The mandates have taken away my ability to travel or to go do regular day
to day things

2/18/2022 12:12 AM

83522

Lost 2 years of my life I will never get back

2/18/2022 12:12 AM

83523

Segregation

2/18/2022 12:12 AM

83524

Burn-out

2/18/2022 12:12 AM

83525

Lost work, mental health decline, loss of freedom crossing borders, not allowed in certain
restaurants/venues, etc etc

2/18/2022 12:12 AM

83526

Work Family Travel Health

2/18/2022 12:12 AM

83527

My life has been affected by these mandates. I had a 6 month old son when the lock down
started this meant i had no help for a long period of time. My mental state is shot not only from
that but not being able to do anything that makes me truly happy anymore , my fiancé is
double vaxed his parents triple and my mom triple . Me and my father are the only ones who
will not take it , this has put a huge strain on all relationships. My son is now two and a half
and i cant sign him up for anything fun , no pool ,no gymnastics ,no rec center or restaurants.
Depression is at an all time high , i think about ending my life daily whats the point in holding
on when you cannot find happiness or hope for the future . Many Canadians feel this way .
Suicides are at an all time high and treatment centres are over flowing . Ive been lucky enough
to keep my job so far . My union is fighting hard against the federal mandates which i am
great-full for. Im also grateful that my fiancé will not get another “vaccine”. My child my
relationships and my mental health is suffering because of these mandates . I refuse to wear a
mask while grocery shopping now i want my son to see me speak to form words and to be
brave . I want his speech to not be effected by this . Ive been yelled at and dehumanized by
members of my community for my personal health choices . If these mandates do not end im
afraid this disgusting government will keep on pushing and end up breaking us as people and
our country. Im fed up and so are the majority. An uprising will happen.

2/18/2022 12:11 AM

83528

Don’t see family and friends like normal. Fuck to tell the truth nothing is what normal is
supposed to be. Mental fatigue is happening every day.

2/18/2022 12:11 AM

83529

Completely negative. Anxious children, loss of income. Terrible

2/18/2022 12:11 AM

83530

Unable to afford a decent evening out with the cost of tests. Missing traveling due to vaccine
passport mandate. I miss seeing my grandparents and being discriminated by my family who
are trying to keep them away from anyone who isn’t vaccinated. Heightened levels of
depression, anxiety.

2/18/2022 12:11 AM

83531

FU

2/18/2022 12:11 AM

83532

Loss of jobs in my home. Loss of business, loss of friends and family.

2/18/2022 12:11 AM

83533

Lose of business

2/18/2022 12:11 AM

83534

It has not

2/18/2022 12:11 AM

83535

Unable to see my kids.

2/18/2022 12:11 AM

83536

I can't fly to visit my daughter, who lives in another province, I can't watch my grandsons play
hockey in some arenas, our so-called "Prime Minister" as well as the premiers of several

2/18/2022 12:11 AM
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provinces, are openly engaging in hate speech against those who choose not to (or are unable
to) get the experimental jab. Our country has been divided by the rhetoric being spewed forth
by politicians and the "legacy" media.
83537

Have been made to feel like a citizen who has no rights

2/18/2022 12:11 AM

83538

Im jobless and almost homeless i have claimed bankrupt and have not had any help during
this pandemic

2/18/2022 12:11 AM

83539

Family members out of work because of V-pass

2/18/2022 12:11 AM

83540

Made my life more stressful

2/18/2022 12:11 AM

83541

Lack of socialization, increase anxiety and depression, my small business has been struggling
due to contractors and clients needing to isolate or be tested, I'm not able to go to the gym or
a restaurant, I've lost friends because of our differences

2/18/2022 12:11 AM

83542

Lost my job, family divisiveness, unable to travel

2/18/2022 12:11 AM

83543

It keeps me from my family my friends my relatives my grandkids everybody in general
vaccines take years of testing to be proven safe and effective and here we have one in less
than a year on something that is killed less people than the flu it’s bogus they’re trying to take
our lives you fuckers better open your eyes

2/18/2022 12:11 AM

83544

I can not see my family in a different country because of vaccine passport for the flights.

2/18/2022 12:10 AM

83545

Unable to travel, to see friends, and family. Unable to live

2/18/2022 12:10 AM

83546

It effected my life alot. Couldnt see my grandson, my son-in-law cant have the shots bexause
of medical history. Which we cant have dinners out together. And mental health has taken a
kicking.

2/18/2022 12:10 AM

83547

Mental health of my family, friends and self, job loss, job change, restrictions on freedoms,
travel, health care

2/18/2022 12:10 AM

83548

Family members unable to visit. No traveling!!

2/18/2022 12:10 AM

83549

Evasive of my privacy. Has segregated me accusing me of not being responsible for stopping
covid.

2/18/2022 12:10 AM

83550

Absolutely destroyed family and relationships, mental health issues, job insecurity, health
issues (inability to go to the gym or continue social relationships)

2/18/2022 12:10 AM

83551

Lost alot of time with family that's getting old and lots of money. Barely can afford groceries
even on discount.

2/18/2022 12:10 AM

83552

Yes I have been traumatized by how the government has responded to Covid. My family and I
will never be the same.

2/18/2022 12:10 AM

83553

It showed me people think they are greater than gods creation, God gave humans free will and
that is the ultimate law, I answer to that and not the laws of men

2/18/2022 12:10 AM

83554

Horribly it has changed my life so much and many people around me

2/18/2022 12:10 AM

83555

I’m very concerned for my children and grandchildren how the mandates are going to affect
them long term,I’m very concerned they will be mandated to take the vaccine,I feel the
benefits do not our way the risks

2/18/2022 12:10 AM

83556

Division amongst family

2/18/2022 12:10 AM

83557

Mentally

2/18/2022 12:10 AM

83558

I'm still alive, working in a front line occupation.

2/18/2022 12:10 AM

83559

Lost my job which I loved dearly even though I’d worked without endangering myself or others
as PPE worked when vaccines weren’t available

2/18/2022 12:10 AM

83560

Forced me to get a jab I did not want so I could live a free life.

2/18/2022 12:10 AM

83561

Severe decline in my mental health.

2/18/2022 12:09 AM

83562

Depression, seeing my kids upset, my surgery postponed. Feel like 2 years have been

2/18/2022 12:09 AM
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wasted. Want our lives back.
83563

Terribly!!

2/18/2022 12:09 AM

83564

Shut me off from social,family gatherings. Discussions with friends, colleagues. Deception
from health professionals who have chosen to be silent Feeling impotent to be unable to voice
truth about the lies guiding mandates, harming so many people specially children.

2/18/2022 12:09 AM

83565

isolated me from friends and family ended some relationships because of the fear people have
of the virus

2/18/2022 12:09 AM

83566

very negatively

2/18/2022 12:09 AM

83567

Negatively. Financially, emotionally and physically.

2/18/2022 12:09 AM

83568

I can’t travel!!

2/18/2022 12:09 AM

83569

Poorly - life is a daring adventure or nothing at all, so sad the kids are in masks not good for
physical or social health

2/18/2022 12:09 AM

83570

To feed my family I was forced to take vaccine

2/18/2022 12:09 AM

83571

Physically, mentally, I felt I had no choice in getting baccinated Social media has brainwashed
everyone into being afraid . Etc

2/18/2022 12:09 AM

83572

I quit subbing at school because I did not want to be vaccinated or do the testing!

2/18/2022 12:09 AM

83573

I cannot travel. I cannot watch my children play hockey. The mental health of my children has
suffered. The mental health of my parents has suffered along with that of myself and my
husband. We thankfully still have jobs and a business, but the stress levels being experienced
are significant.

2/18/2022 12:08 AM

83574

Depression, anxiety. I left Russia to realize that Russia came to Canada now. my daughter 7
years old struggle with mask wearing. She can not communicate normally with her friends.
When they eat at school they are prohibited to talk. She is Crying. It was taking away 2 years
of my life. My daughter was taking 2 years of her life. She was 5 when covid started now she
is 7.

2/18/2022 12:08 AM

83575

It stress me out

2/18/2022 12:08 AM

83576

Lot jobs

2/18/2022 12:08 AM

83577

Made life sad, depressing, gained weight, lost my job, can’t afford to workout anymore, the
kids mental state and schooling has been affected. Extreme stress

2/18/2022 12:08 AM

83578

Taken away freedom

2/18/2022 12:08 AM

83579

I am no longer free in my own country. I can’t eat out, go to a movie, travel and the list goes
on. I am a heart broken florist nations person who’s grandfather disenfranchised himself so we
could be free. He gave up everything for us and look what our Prime Minister has done to this
beautiful country!

2/18/2022 12:08 AM

83580

Depression and anxiety disorders

2/18/2022 12:08 AM

83581

No restaurants, no gym, no travel, people being terrified to see people's faces or be near them.
Exhaustion when shopping or going anywhere. Just completely over it.

2/18/2022 12:07 AM

83582

Was unable to see my elderly mother. Lost fellow exercisers. Stopped community social
events.

2/18/2022 12:07 AM

83583

Caused people to be filled with FEAR of everyone and Saw a lot about of depression and
suicides.

2/18/2022 12:07 AM

83584

It has divided my family & caused undue hardship. I have also had friends killed by the
mandated vaccine.

2/18/2022 12:07 AM

83585

Reduced the jobs I can take, mental and emotional exhaustion from being stuck at home for
so many months at the start of this, tensions with friends, constantly being concerns about the
possible effects of the shedding from those that have had the shots, loss of faith in the
medical system to a point where I refuse to see a doctor unless I can find a naturopathic MD,

2/18/2022 12:07 AM

83586

Haven’t been able to see my mother in the care home. My son is getting married I can’t go

2/18/2022 12:07 AM
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unless I’m vaccinated
83587

Mental health

2/18/2022 12:07 AM

83588

Major depression and disunity in the world

2/18/2022 12:07 AM

83589

Makes me feel like I have no control over my own life.

2/18/2022 12:07 AM

83590

Takes away my freedom of choice

2/18/2022 12:07 AM

83591

Having to wear them well in school was terrible

2/18/2022 12:07 AM

83592

I cant see my family, they're in Québec, I'm in Alberta. My 10 year old has a heart condition
that prevents her from taking the covid vax but she doesn't qualify for an exemption. She is
very depressed and even borderline suicidal at the idea that she won't have a life to live. I had
to leave my decade long government job because I dont want to get vaccinated. My kids got
harassed by teachers and bus driver's because of mask exemption. They were put aside and
made to feel like they were dangerous to their friends even though there was a signed
document from my doctor...... it just doesn't end.... grocery store trips. Friends and family
division. Our own prime Minister telling us we are unacceptable... I dont know how I'm not
having a mental breakdown right now.

2/18/2022 12:07 AM

83593

I’ve been excluded from society

2/18/2022 12:07 AM

83594

Life as we knew it no longer exists…freedoms have been taken away consistently.

2/18/2022 12:07 AM

83595

Greatly

2/18/2022 12:07 AM

83596

DISASTERIOUS

2/18/2022 12:07 AM

83597

Family division and nastyness, depression , loss of travel, loss of extra curricular activities,
etc

2/18/2022 12:07 AM

83598

all

2/18/2022 12:07 AM

83599

My son with autism lost out on face-to-face time with his clinicians, his early learning ABA
therapy program was also cut short. I recently went back to university to pursue another
career, and was deregistered from my classes and lost my research position as a result of the
vaccination requirement.

2/18/2022 12:06 AM

83600

It cost me my JOB as a Long Term care aide. I chose to NOT take the vaccine till the trial
period was at least over BUT wasn’t allowed to do that so because of my age I chose to take
early retirement. It has also caused a riff between my immediate family members causing
certain family members to choose NOT to come to our home when invited for family
celebration like birthdays, Xmas, thanksgiving etc

2/18/2022 12:06 AM

83601

Lost job and discriminated against based on religious beliefs

2/18/2022 12:06 AM

83602

Vaccine injury

2/18/2022 12:06 AM

83603

I lost my job in healthcare. I am restricted from enjoying all the things in life I previously had
the freedom to do.

2/18/2022 12:06 AM

83604

Horribly

2/18/2022 12:06 AM

83605

Travel,social gathering,

2/18/2022 12:06 AM

83606

I feel like I’m a second class citizen. I have worked my butt off my entire life for very little
money and help. My husband and I were very comfortable with my family until this covid
political crap started. Now we struggle to pay bills. We have done and lived normally the entire
2 years, only at our jobs we have to follow their rules. Thankfully they have been decent to us.
The fact that we can’t go and have fun due to these ridiculous passports is frustrating. It will
not make us get the shots. We have allergies and can’t take any shots. Nor will we ever under
any circumstances.

2/18/2022 12:06 AM

83607

Was put on leave of absence from work, have been reinstated temporarily with constant rapid
testing. This is to be reviewed in the future and I may lose my job completely. Also, I have
been unable to travel and restricted from being part of society due to vaccine passports.

2/18/2022 12:06 AM

83608

Job loss, isolation, barred from traveling and visiting family, human rights denied.

2/18/2022 12:06 AM

83609

Have not been able to visit my family in Canada for more than 2 years. My sister is vaccine

2/18/2022 12:06 AM
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injured from the first shot and unable to meet the requirement to leave the country. Doctors
have been clear they won’t provide exemption from fear of reprisal.
83610

We've been prevented from many things also I have to watch myself and pace myself so as
not to get depressed

2/18/2022 12:05 AM

83611

I am a photographer and videographer and have lost clients due to my "status". My father
won't hug me because he's "not allowed". I haven't seen my nieces and nephews since the
beginning, I haven't been able to watch my brother play hockey, and I'm not allowed to leave
my country because I can't board a plane or cross a boarder. That's enough for now

2/18/2022 12:05 AM

83612

Isolated, segregated, fired from work, anxious and lost faith in Canada

2/18/2022 12:05 AM

83613

Stress

2/18/2022 12:05 AM

83614

Depression and I’m ostracized from society.

2/18/2022 12:05 AM

83615

Going swumig, arena..restaurant

2/18/2022 12:05 AM

83616

It has put stresss on myself and my family, my kids schooling, the ability to go out and do
anything with my child, my child graduates this year and I don’t even know if we will be allowed
to attend, it has created divide in my workplace and I see it will all customers and their
families. All this created was division in family and friends

2/18/2022 12:05 AM

83617

It’s restricted my ability to travel and see loved ones. It has caused lots of seniors that I know
to be lonely and die alone with out their family and friends.

2/18/2022 12:05 AM

83618

Made my children get vaccine to remain working, not aloud restaurants etc second class
citizen

2/18/2022 12:05 AM

83619

Isolated me from friends

2/18/2022 12:05 AM

83620

Lost my job, my children losing their childhood.

2/18/2022 12:05 AM

83621

My children have been affected by masks, social anxiety, feels of being isolated, feeling
ostracized for not being vaccinated. People look at you like you are selfish, uneducated and
ignorant if you are not vaccinated for covid.

2/18/2022 12:05 AM

83622

Segregation. Loss of work Family Divide Tremendous Stress Depression Anxiety

2/18/2022 12:05 AM

83623

Ruined our country for a vaccine that cannot even stop transmission.

2/18/2022 12:05 AM

83624

Very negatively

2/18/2022 12:05 AM

83625

Created division between family, community and our institutions. Labelled a group of people
unacceptable and dangerous for making a responsible, principlwd medical choice. Has created
lawlessness in governing bodies which have urged the private sector to emulate.

2/18/2022 12:04 AM

83626

Mental distress over possibly losing my job if not vaccinated Dealing with mask mandates in
stores

2/18/2022 12:04 AM

83627

Isolation, depression, mental health.

2/18/2022 12:04 AM

83628

Mental illness Family disconnect Children upbringing

2/18/2022 12:04 AM

83629

Loss of job

2/18/2022 12:04 AM

83630

Unable to travel, lost job because unvaccinated Mental health has been affected due to not
being able to get together with family

2/18/2022 12:04 AM

83631

It has made it so that I can not gather with friends or family. It has made it so that my children
can not play with their friends or family. It's has greatly affected our health and has required an
increase in need for inhalers and has caused other breathing issues.

2/18/2022 12:04 AM

83632

Isolation from family friends inability to attend events as a spectator and participant and travel

2/18/2022 12:04 AM

83633

I have lost my job because of being unvax’d in healthcare. I am having to move to another
province in order to be able to keep working. I have been estranged and ostracized from family
and friends.

2/18/2022 12:04 AM

83634

My husband cannot fly commercially as a pilot. I am on leave from my job as a nurse. My kids
can’t go in public places due to mandates. We have lost 80% of our friends and some family

2/18/2022 12:03 AM
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also. Our mental health is suffering. We know people who died or became severely I’ll after
taking the vaccine and feeling like they had to due to mandates.
83635

No travel, limited family time, isolation, disagreements, work. Every aspect of my life has
changed.

2/18/2022 12:03 AM

83636

It has cost me medical treatments needed in regards to cancer, the loss of my 93 yr old
mother, isolation, dissension with friends & family, has made me feel like a criminal, causes
continued health issues with mask wearing requirements 9breathing barriers), etc, etc, etc

2/18/2022 12:03 AM

83637

Restricted free movement and assembly

2/18/2022 12:03 AM

83638

It has caused divisions among family lots of anxiety and lonliness

2/18/2022 12:03 AM

83639

I vacation No socializing

2/18/2022 12:03 AM

83640

It has ruined my life. I lost my job, I am severely depressed, and my autoimmune condition
has gotten worse as a result of the severe stress I am under.

2/18/2022 12:02 AM

83641

I consider myself lucky that I have not yet been forced into a vaccine which has not been
proven safe. That said I have lost sleep worrying that i might some day have to make that
choice. Travel has been limited and the inability to visit loved ones THAT is the most
maddening and is pure b.s.Many of my friends and family have been forced into something
they didn't want. Most people i know have already had Covid so i feel most people already
have natural immunity to it. I also believe the AHS numbers are very inaccurate and
misleading as is the media. There are MANY side effects not being talked about....many lies.

2/18/2022 12:02 AM

83642

It has torn apart my family. It has limited my freedoms so that I feel like a second class citizen
in my own country. Covid may end one day but the damage done to my family will never end.

2/18/2022 12:02 AM

83643

Too many things to mention

2/18/2022 12:02 AM

83644

Stress,anxiety, high blood pressure, anger, fear. Zero trust of medical professionals and
especially all governments

2/18/2022 12:02 AM

83645

No airlines my kids unemployment division in our country

2/18/2022 12:02 AM

83646

Every aspect.

2/18/2022 12:02 AM

83647

Knowing that it is more than a virus but all about one world order and losing our God given
rights!!

2/18/2022 12:02 AM

83648

Couldn’t fly to see my family here in Canada

2/18/2022 12:02 AM

83649

Lost my job, sons lost friends and activities, depression, eating disorder, can’t see dying Mom
in hospital, can’t fly inside or outside Canada, isolation

2/18/2022 12:02 AM

83650

Not much right now other than restaurants & certain businesses , but I’m very concerned if
they do t get dropped it will affect my career as it will become mandated for me to practice as
all health professionals will become mandated.

2/18/2022 12:02 AM

83651

Encroached on my FREEDOM

2/18/2022 12:02 AM

83652

My husband (of 50 years) was not able to be with me at all during the five days I was in the
hospital for a quadruple bypass. We said goodbye outside the doors of the hospital - not
knowing if we'd see each other again. My daughter gave birth 2 1/2 months early - we were
unable to visit my daughter or the baby. After my daughter was released the baby stayed in the
hospital for two months and only one parent at a time was allowed to stay with her. It was
stressful and heartbreaking for us all. There's more, but they're smaller inconveniences.

2/18/2022 12:02 AM

83653

It affected me mentally. Constant change of rules and requirements made it impossible to plan
for the future. We constantly live in fear of losing our jobs and not being able to pay our
mortgage and feed our daughter. I used to have goals and dreams, now I’m just surviving one
day at a time. It doesn’t help that mandates don’t make sense. Covid is just a flu. Masks and
vaccines are useless at best. With more time passing and more data being available, they
seem to do more harm than good. The fact that experimental injections were made mandatory
is mind blowing. The government overreach, the promises to make life for unvaccinated (a.k.a.
non compliant) extremely uncomfortable, the omitting or twisting of truth, the constant lying
and brainwashing on tv is terrifying. My parents lived in a communist country, I do not want
that for my family.

2/18/2022 12:02 AM
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83654

I couldn't go to church for months, my daughter, a care giver lost her job of 17 years, after
working the first 18 months of covid. I can't go into any decent restaurants or aqua fit classes,
or visit my aging friend in a seniors home.

2/18/2022 12:01 AM

83655

How hasn’t it it’s messed my life up for 3 years I can’t travel with my fiancé without a shot I
can’t do anything without a vaccine I’ve lost my freedom of choice

2/18/2022 12:01 AM

83656

Everything from work to pleasure. Mental health, relationships etc

2/18/2022 12:01 AM

83657

It has created a divide amongst family members who are pro choice vs those who are crippled
by fear created at the hand of legacy media. It has affected my self worth, compromised my
principles and dignity as I was forced to be vaccinated in order to not lose my job and career if
27 years as a dedicated public servant.

2/18/2022 12:01 AM

83658

Ruined friendships, depression, anxiety, loneliness

2/18/2022 12:01 AM

83659

Lost my job

2/18/2022 12:01 AM

83660

Extremely bad

2/18/2022 12:01 AM

83661

N/a

2/18/2022 12:01 AM

83662

I lost my job over the vax. Now I can barely afford to eat. I cant breathe when I wear a mask
all the time. It’s just control at this point now. The vaccine doesn’t protect you from covid.
Trudeau has been infected twice now but swears it works and begs us to get vaccinated.
Everything said by the liberals contradicts itself. Trudeau has offended me by calling me a
racist and nazi. He has single handedly ruined a once great country. I could go on forever
about this joke of a leader

2/18/2022 12:01 AM

83663

Loss of employment/livelihood Loss of family and friends Anxiety Insomnia Loss of church
family Loss and distrust of family dr Daughters coerced into vaccination for university 2 of my
daughters had adverse reactions-heart problems Discrimination Segregation Hate speech from
MP and society Do NOT trust mainstream media Loss of mental and physical well beingaccess to gyms Loss of gathering for socializing-restaurants, Christmas
parties,movies,swimming Loss of use of tax paid facilities Heart Ache

2/18/2022 12:01 AM

83664

It has caused immense stress as my freedoms and liberties were removed and I lost my job
and only source of income due to the illegal mandates.

2/18/2022 12:01 AM

83665

Isolated, rifts with friendships, can’t watch grandkids play sports, limits social activities.

2/18/2022 12:01 AM

83666

Terribly. Feel as though I’m in jail

2/18/2022 12:01 AM

83667

Segregation, mental health issues, physical fitness access restrictions, feel like a second
class citizen, worried about my children and grandchildren’s well being and future in the current
dysfunctional tiered society.

2/18/2022 12:00 AM

83668

Mental health

2/18/2022 12:00 AM

83669

It’s kept me a prisoner in my own country, haven’t been able to see sick family members in the
hospital. Can’t support my children in their sports. It’s devastating

2/18/2022 12:00 AM

83670

Lost my job, mom lost her job, grandpa died with no one beside him. Kicked out of college/
school. Can't find a job without the vaccine, so I'm going broke. Separating family with different
views. People hating and judging me for my personal beliefs and choices for my own health.
Can't fly to visit family, or travel to where I use to live within Canada. Can't go out anywhere,
so I am becoming very antisocial and sometimes depressed. Masks are giving me anxiety,
always feel and am judged if I don't wear a mask. Get hate and evil comments on social media
and from OLD friends. Unable to see my new baby cousin, haven't held him and he is 2y/o.
Many many more!

2/18/2022 12:00 AM

83671

Isolation, desperation, loss of work, loss of friends and family due to divisive rhetoric, loss of
faith in media, loss of faith in Canadian politics, distain for censorship in social media and the
silencing of actual scientists that don't fit the narrative.

2/18/2022 12:00 AM

83672

Terrible- isolation from friends Ana families, unable to attend my Aunt of 90 yrs old in the UK,
suicidal thoughts due to isolation and depression. Family divided, ugly behavior by our Prime
Minister and his comments about unvaccinated. Unable to travel - can’t use my airline points .
The breach of our constitutional rights makes me HATE our country. I find all politicians
disgusting and wonder why law breaking politicians are running the government. I no longer

2/18/2022 12:00 AM
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respect police who commit crimes for politicians and I no longer respect any government
officials. Chief medical officers are running the country and Trudeau is a communist we didn’t
vote for. Ugly ugly ! I believe in God only - Canada has become a communist country .
83673

No travel

2/18/2022 12:00 AM

83674

Unable to travel, take my kids to any activities, had to pee on the side of the road as I was not
able to go into establishments

2/18/2022 12:00 AM

83675

Limited social life, given that I refuse to be jabbed with an experimental drug which has had no
long-term testing, and no-one has any idea of any possible long-term effects.

2/18/2022 12:00 AM

83676

Lost my job and financial security, most of my savings, my right to travel freely, lost friends
over mandate disagreements, and have lost ALL faith in government, public health, law
enforcement and "experts".

2/18/2022 12:00 AM

83677

I can't work without getting the vaccine, so I'm unemployed, I am segregated from society
because I'm not allowed in restaurants, theater's, bars, etc. without the vaccine. I have a mask
exemption but thst doesn't stop people from harassing me in stores, I've even been kicked out
by employees, and have no legal defense because of the requirements of the BC human rights
tribunal. Out government has not only allowed discrimination they have legalized and
ENCOURAGED it! Every single time I leave the house I'm worried I'm going tk get harassed,
just the though of having to go to the grocrry store makes me sick and angry. I have even
looked into the requirements to claim asylum in another country because it is SO horrible living
here now.

2/18/2022 12:00 AM

83678

Can’t fly, go out with my grandkids, cross the border, visit my mom in a care home!

2/18/2022 12:00 AM

83679

Isolation and needless fear.

2/18/2022 12:00 AM

83680

I only wear a mask so i can keep my job. Its nonsense. I only took the vaccines so i wouldnt
lose my job. I do not support any of this but i need money to live.

2/18/2022 12:00 AM

83681

We have lost family, friends. Irreparable damage has been done to many of our relationships.
My children have developed anxiety.

2/17/2022 11:59 PM

83682

Completely destroyed any reason to live at my age after working 10 hours a day for 50 year's
and now the stress is unbearable

2/17/2022 11:59 PM

83683

Lost friends...feel betrayed by politicians...it's exposed the dirty mainstream media....it's all
around disgusting...

2/17/2022 11:59 PM

83684

I have been unable to do anything for months. I had to take an unpaid leave from work due to
stress of being a health care worker. These lockdowns and masks have given both my children
anxiety. I'm suffering from depression. We are second class citizens with no rights because we
don't want to take a vaccine that doesn't actually stop transmission or contraction and has
tons of side effects.

2/17/2022 11:59 PM

83685

I've been bullied, threatened, kicked out of stores and drastically limited on where I can go. My
job has said they want to make vax mandatory or lose my job. Hoping it doesn't go there.

2/17/2022 11:59 PM

83686

In an extremely negative manner.

2/17/2022 11:59 PM

83687

Not as much as a lot of people that I know but it has created extra stress, particularly with
those who have opposing views and the government making non vaccinated people seem like
selfish people.

2/17/2022 11:59 PM

83688

Our mental health, our jobs, my children took it the worst in school

2/17/2022 11:59 PM

83689

It’s made life almost unbearable and I’m embarrassed for the nation I once loved so much.

2/17/2022 11:59 PM

83690

made to feel like a second class citizen

2/17/2022 11:59 PM

83691

The mandate has only shown that we are currently living during a communist revolution. I'm
more concerned for the next 10-20 years to see how this progresses.

2/17/2022 11:59 PM

83692

I have not been able to work as I can not weat a mask for medical reasons. I have
contemplated and planned suicide as I feel usless and like I am a burden on my famiy. I have
been a prisoner in my own home as have many people.

2/17/2022 11:59 PM

83693

We’ve lost the freedom it means to be a Canadian

2/17/2022 11:59 PM
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83694

Sporting event. Seeing loved ones.Work

2/17/2022 11:58 PM

83695

It affected me greatly in all areas of my life. I grew up in a communist country and it’s so scary
to see Canada denying us human rights and freedoms.

2/17/2022 11:58 PM

83696

It has nearly destroyed my business and segregated me from enjoying time with my family in
public settings.

2/17/2022 11:58 PM

83697

The mandates were responsible for the premature, undignafied, lonely, horrible death of my 65
year old husband that was in long term care for less than a year. I have also been put on
unpaid leave due to AHS not recognizing my natural immunity and I refuse to be tested at my
cost when fully vaccinated people can still contract and spread the virus.

2/17/2022 11:58 PM

83698

2 suicides, 1 vaccine event death, 3 neighbours with vaccine injury, I lost employment, BC
Coroners Service report skyrocketing drug overdose, Countless hours wasted defending
freedom instead of being productive. Employment restriction due to not being vaxxed, no
vacation, couldn’t travel to the USA.

2/17/2022 11:58 PM

83699

Past experience with bad reactions to longstanding and fully studied vaccines have made me
hesitant to get this new covid vaccine which has not existed long enought in trial phases to
know long term effects, and reports of serious complications, reactions and deaths short term.
I do have not, and will not get this experimental drug. As such, i am not able, as a single
mother of 4 to take my kids to social activities like the swimming pool, and am not able to
attend my sons upcoming musical theatre performace, which he is so proud of and has been
working towards for over 6 months. Among other things. The science is against these
mandates. Mandates should have to pass through democratic processes to be extended past
the initial, time sensitive implementation. No extentions without a vote!

2/17/2022 11:58 PM

83700

Loss of income, division of family, my mental and physical health. Distrust of government and
news.

2/17/2022 11:58 PM

83701

I feel i have lost my rights.Whats next

2/17/2022 11:58 PM

83702

Disrupts every facet of life, causes divides in the community & sometimes in the family. We
are not dealing with e-Bola, Omicron is little worse than the flu. Politicians are using mandates
as a power not health tool- REMOVE IMMEDIATELY!

2/17/2022 11:58 PM

83703

It has caused division among my once very loving and accepting family because of fear. I lost
my livelihood that I sacrificed years of my life for. These mandates don’t make any sense!!!

2/17/2022 11:58 PM

83704

Greatly -

2/17/2022 11:58 PM

83705

Isolation and family division due to vaccine mandates

2/17/2022 11:58 PM

83706

I lost my job among other basic freedoms.

2/17/2022 11:58 PM

83707

Financial hardship

2/17/2022 11:57 PM

83708

The mandates and restrictions and cruel actions of government have affected certainly
adversely affected my life and that of my family in many ways, including job loss, loss of
professional licence/designation, family and community fracture, significant financial loss,
stress, disease/illness, significant decline in wellness, significant decline in quality of life, loss
of freedoms and human rights, loss of church life, loss of social interaction, inability to work,
inability to volunteer and contribute in communities, inability to attend events, inability to visit
family at home and in hospital, inability to attend funerals, traditional & cultural events and
celebrations, significant trauma due to fear, being stigmatized, called awful racist and
demeaning names, falsely accused and shamed, badgered, alienated, pressured, forced, lied
to, imprisoned in own home and abroad due to not being allowed to return home nor travel
within my own country, discriminated against...by by our own government and countrymen..
our human rights, dignity, character, and charter of rights has been violated... my family has
been violated and live in fear, we have been coerced and manipulated and forced without real
choice and without being properly and factually informed, and our tax dollars have been misused and squandered against our will and against our choice... our freedoms have been taken
away and our country is hopelessly in debt and crumbling, the country our 5 generations of
family has worked hard to build, fight for, and continue to support... our home and life is
violated!... and sadly the outcome of the mandates and restrictions and actions of our
government have NOT been truly successful nor as promised, in fact more and more
destructive and negative outcomes are surfacing and much irreversible damage done.

2/17/2022 11:57 PM
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83709

My mental health has been crushed. I have lost family members and friends to suicide. I am
fighting for my job, to keep my house and family. The governments handling of this pandemic
has turned me into a second class citizen in my own country, and has made me hated by a
large segment of the population because I chose to make medical decisions based on
research, my own bodys medical history and my faith. I have had much of all of my dignity
stripped from me. My once vibrate life and outlook on my future is now bleak and depressed. It
has ruined me.

2/17/2022 11:57 PM

83710

Shut down my business and caused me so much Dept. Lost family and friends to the who is
and isn't vaxx. I've also lost my faith in the government, health care providers, News stations,
doctors, anything to do with health, anything to do with media. I have no trust for anyone
anymore and also lost all care for if the government was to arrest me for supporting the convoy
because what's the point in living when you can't live the way you want to live

2/17/2022 11:57 PM

83711

neices can't attend universities 2 daughters inlaw can't see parents

2/17/2022 11:57 PM

83712

I have lost my job , my income and a way to survive . I lost my home and now I’m staying with
family . I’ve been beyond stressed and depressed!!!!!!!

2/17/2022 11:57 PM

83713

The division, child abuse in school with forced masking verbally abused because I can wear a
mask also pulling my child out of school because of the mandates I have to leave my work

2/17/2022 11:57 PM

83714

Discriminated against for having natural immunity.

2/17/2022 11:57 PM

83715

Isolation from family. Lost my job. Divisions within my community.

2/17/2022 11:57 PM

83716

Everyone is worried about losing our freedom

2/17/2022 11:57 PM

83717

Lost job. Had to cancel a family trip. Had to cancel child’s school trip. Had to cancel many
appointments. Caused family divide due to vax status. Caused mental anguish. A case of
addiction now effects our family.

2/17/2022 11:57 PM

83718

I have been shut off from society, riduculed for my very personal choices, I've lost friends &
family & have experienced a deep depression because of all of this

2/17/2022 11:57 PM

83719

Seeing all the things that my young children are having to miss out on, is really affecting me.

2/17/2022 11:56 PM

83720

Depression

2/17/2022 11:56 PM

83721

It hasnt

2/17/2022 11:56 PM

83722

Drastically!! Mentally, emotionally, physically, personally, financially

2/17/2022 11:56 PM

83723

Missed out on time with family including weddings funerals and birthdays. Children have
missed out on sports events, recitals and normal childhood activities. Masks have caused
breathing issues, anxiety attacks and swollen glands from 12+ hours of wear everyday.

2/17/2022 11:56 PM

83724

To many to list

2/17/2022 11:56 PM

83725

Every pain I get I feel like the shot is killing me

2/17/2022 11:56 PM

83726

Where do I start? They have been extremely upsetting to have our freedom to choose taken
away and be living in a tyrannical dictatorship! I have known the truth about what's going on
the whole time and it's absolutely terrifying and I can't sleep and am anxious and depressed
most of the time, it just seems like there's NO end to it and things are going to get A LOT
worse. The mandates and tyrannical Trudeau MUST be stopped!!

2/17/2022 11:56 PM

83727

Made life a living hell

2/17/2022 11:55 PM

83728

diminished children's education

2/17/2022 11:55 PM

83729

Isolation and has restricted travelling both in the country and to other countries. Financially our
hotel business was cut by 75%

2/17/2022 11:55 PM

83730

I took a stress leave . Then chose to retire .

2/17/2022 11:55 PM

83731

They make life much more difficult for individuals and small businesses like restaurants

2/17/2022 11:55 PM

83732

Ruined business opportunities, friendships, ruined a year of development for my son,
increased costs of everything, violated my charter rights, made me distrust all beaurocrats and
media

2/17/2022 11:55 PM
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83733

Has caused massive stress & created divide in the vast majority of my relationships.

2/17/2022 11:55 PM

83734

both of us have lost our jobs. so significant harm from Gov mandates

2/17/2022 11:55 PM

83735

Add extra stress and financial hardship in my life . Division amongst fellow Canadians

2/17/2022 11:54 PM

83736

Can't have freedom of choice over how I choose to live my own life

2/17/2022 11:54 PM

83737

I have no savings left as I haven’t worked in nearly 2 years. I am stressed as to how to pay for
the basics of surviving. I have never had mental health concerns, but I do now. I am
moderately depressed most days and have lost hope for a future due to JT and his illegal
antics and disgusting irresponsible actions amd lack of human decency. Appalling.

2/17/2022 11:54 PM

83738

It has kept me alive and my family alive thank you.

2/17/2022 11:54 PM

83739

It has crippled my life! Lockdowns have taken our thriving family business and destroyed it.
My health has been destroyed because of stress trying to keep up financially. I am not able to
get the vaccine because I am allergic to everything except for 7 foods. I am now an
outcast...not allowed to go into public places like theatres or even cross the US border for our
business. This corruption will be answered for one day!

2/17/2022 11:54 PM

83740

Reminds me of WWII how the nazis treated the Jewish people

2/17/2022 11:54 PM

83741

Lost my job

2/17/2022 11:54 PM

83742

Family member deceased due to vax injury. Loss of work, friends. Loss of health due to being
indoors too much.

2/17/2022 11:53 PM

83743

Can’t go on holidays or go out to eat etc

2/17/2022 11:53 PM

83744

Negative depression and bad lungs

2/17/2022 11:53 PM

83745

Every single one

2/17/2022 11:53 PM

83746

Job scrutiny and loss... No travel overseas immediate family, mental health concerns for whole
family, hardship

2/17/2022 11:53 PM

83747

Lost work, online learning for 3 children while running business. Stress on everyone. Our son
missed out on high school grad. Missed being with my grandad when he passed away!!! Fear,
loneliness, depression, anxiety. Watching my teenage daughter deal with increasing anxiety
and depression. Loss of family and friends. Watching a few friends have vaccine injury’s My 6
year old daughter having to wear a mask all day in school. Having nose bleed and telling us
she can’t breathe in gym. The distancing of the kids in school. In school Trama having to be
separated and fear of getting sick. other parents not wanting their kids to play with your for a
personal choice.

2/17/2022 11:52 PM

83748

It has taken away rights of those that want to live their lives.

2/17/2022 11:52 PM

83749

I feel imprisoned, depressed and helpless.

2/17/2022 11:52 PM

83750

Worry, anxiety, loss of friends, loss of income, The government has divided families in their
persecution of the unvaccinated.

2/17/2022 11:52 PM

83751

Mental health of family and kids. Lost friends to divisive polarization of country. Lost faith in
democracy and health care system.

2/17/2022 11:52 PM

83752

All of them, they're mandates you idiot.

2/17/2022 11:52 PM

83753

I was coerced to take an effective and potentially harmful injection to keep my job as a nurse

2/17/2022 11:52 PM

83754

Forced out of job, socially isolated, can’t participate in leisure activities that support mental
health, division amongst my family, lost friends.

2/17/2022 11:52 PM

83755

I have a 2 year old that has been sheltered by this pandemic BS and we’re sick of it we want
to live life the way it was

2/17/2022 11:52 PM

83756

Lost my job

2/17/2022 11:52 PM

83757

Family and friends are diVided now

2/17/2022 11:52 PM

83758

Causes me anxiety

2/17/2022 11:52 PM
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83759

Unable to have a normal life and living with great fear of expressing my opinions without being
and feeling judged

2/17/2022 11:52 PM

83760

Negatively

2/17/2022 11:51 PM

83761

Wearing a face diaper in school while the students don't.

2/17/2022 11:51 PM

83762

It’s effected me and my kids and the way of living witch is sick to me kids should not have to
wear masks and no one should be forced to get a vaccine that does fuck all or lose there jobs
it’s bullshit and needs to all end and bring our freedom as Canadians back! Fuck our so called
leader, he needs to be jailed not our peaceful protesters that are standing for our rights and
freedom!

2/17/2022 11:51 PM

83763

Job loss

2/17/2022 11:51 PM

83764

Lost my Federal permanent work from home job for somehow being a danger to my co-workers
for not taking part in the experiment. (Because Science?)

2/17/2022 11:51 PM

83765

Job loss

2/17/2022 11:51 PM

83766

It's been horrible

2/17/2022 11:51 PM

83767

It affected my life because there’s so many things I couldn’t do without getting a shot like
playing hockey, going to restaurant’s, couldn’t see family it really put a dampener on all of our
lives for no good reason. This virus hasn’t proven to call this a pandemic I was in Ottawa at
the convoy around hundreds of thousands of people and covid hasn’t spread at all from what
I’ve seen

2/17/2022 11:51 PM

83768

Everything.

2/17/2022 11:51 PM

83769

Being viewed as a non- canadian

2/17/2022 11:50 PM

83770

Yes. Whose life hasn't it affected?

2/17/2022 11:50 PM

83771

Allowed me to see communism come into my country by so called leaders

2/17/2022 11:50 PM

83772

I am on medical leave.

2/17/2022 11:50 PM

83773

It has caused massive friction between friends and family. Not just for me but for many others.
I don’t know how much longer this can continue before the wounds inflicted become per many
scars on me and the society I live in.

2/17/2022 11:50 PM

83774

I missed the birth of my first grandson I have missed 2 years with my grandma, who doesn't
have much time left, her mental health has fail immensely as she has isolated away from our
family. She has missed out on precious time with her great, great grandson. This is a rare
opportunity for families that doesn't happen often. I have not seen my terminally ill friend in
almost a year, and will probably never see her again. I have seen my mothers mental health
fail. I can no longer go to sporting events, concerts ect. I had to quit my job. There is now
division, anger and bannishment in our family that I fear will never be fixed. We have lost
friends. I now hate leaving my house, I hate having to do simple errands and going out in
public. I have never been afraid of Covid, I am terrified of where our country and society is
headed.

2/17/2022 11:50 PM

83775

Tired of being treated like I’m some diseased rat.

2/17/2022 11:49 PM

83776

I was forced to miss my childs birth

2/17/2022 11:49 PM

83777

I've been discriminated against, harassed,yelled at,told I will not be served,made to stand
outside in the rain,not been able to buy certain things because I was not let into the store, not
been able to leave the country to visit my family,missed out on work events, created a lot of
stress for each and every visit to town because I don't know how I will be treated at each store
orby other people,I've been kicked out of stores, yelled at by management,intimidated by
staff,questioned by staff unnecessarily.

2/17/2022 11:49 PM

83778

Loss of income Depression Anger Sadness Family division Dealing with my mothers declining
health due to lockdowns

2/17/2022 11:49 PM

83779

Medical discrimination, breach of privacy laws, bill s201, coercion, unlawful breach of bill of
rights and charter, society segregation

2/17/2022 11:49 PM

83780

Negatively.

2/17/2022 11:49 PM
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83781

I can't see my family anymore without driving across Canada. I can't go to events or travel
outside of canda. I have to live I a lie everyday at work and wear a mask. My dad's side of the
family had Christmas without us, due to irrational fear. I am aware the vaccine does not stop
transmission, living another lie. It's been stressful, scary at times, I can't plan for my future. I
am aware of the world economic forums plans and that all levels and parties of government are
infiltrated by the world ecocnimic forum and corporate incentives from big pharma and other
corporations and beurocrats. The people we pay to keep us sagehave sold us out long long
ago

2/17/2022 11:49 PM

83782

It has taken all of my and my 10 yr old sons physical activities from us, we believe in medical
choice, healthy choice and after seeing my friend almost die from the first shot and have NO
SUPPORT from our healthcare providers or the government is criminal. Then travel restrictions
were put in place which limited her even more to source out her own means of medical help for
her vaccine side effects/injury. I can’t take my some anywhere, soccer games, hockey game,
swimming or to the climbing gym because of these mandates. We can’t go skiing because we
aren’t allowed to enter the ski lodge to warm up! This is not how we treat our people. Our
government has failed us.

2/17/2022 11:49 PM

83783

no work and everything else in my life....everything

2/17/2022 11:49 PM

83784

Ended my career

2/17/2022 11:49 PM

83785

Loss of freedom

2/17/2022 11:49 PM

83786

NO FREEDOM at ALL THEY MADE IT HARD FOR ME, MY FAMILY'S, I DIDN'T HAVE A
CHOICE, DIDN'T MAKE SENSE PEOPLE GOT VACCINATED, WERE SPREADING THE
DISEASE AROUND, FORCING PEOPLE TO GET JABBED, THEY WRNT FLYING, CAME
BACK GOT SICK, FILLED UP OUR ICU, GOVERNMENT WAS LYING FROM THE
BEGINNING, STILL ARE, SOME COPS ARE JUST LIKE TRUDEAU, MAD COP DIDN'T
HAVE TO GET THE JABBER, WHY NOT, UNLESS COPS ARE LYING TO.....FIRED
TRUDEAU NOW, HE GREW UP IN THE BUSH, NAME CALLER, FILLING THIS UP IS
PROBABLY BULLSHIT, BUT WILL SEE, I deserve every right to do things as the next person,
and the army is behind us, dosen't that tell u all something, let TRUDEAU HAVE NO MONEY
FOR 2 YEARS SEE WHAT HE DOSE OR SAYS, JUST GET RID OF HIM, GROSE GUY,
PUTTING IT NICE, HE STARTED IT, LIKE A LITTLE BABY..PLAYING WITH OUR MONEY,
WAKE UP PEOPLE, WE ALL WANT TO WORK, OPEN UR EYES, U DONT CARE ABOUT
UR GRANDCHILDREN?????

2/17/2022 11:49 PM

83787

Well, in 2020 our household lost approx $45k of income, and in 2021 we can account for
approx $30k of lost income. Add all the new useless taxes, as well as the Justinflation, and
we're not doing so well in 2022

2/17/2022 11:48 PM

83788

1.Have felt imprisoned 2. Cannot go South 3. Stressful—worries over killer shot for loved ones.
4. Blown away that ANYONE could actually believe all the lies 5. Missed much family get
tpgethers 6. Tired of constitutional rights being taken away. 7. Weary of lies and criminal
activities of health people & governments. 8. Censored illegally.

2/17/2022 11:48 PM

83789

In every way. Financially, physically, emotionally

2/17/2022 11:48 PM

83790

Negatively.

2/17/2022 11:48 PM

83791

Loss of work, quality of life, stress, loss of freedom

2/17/2022 11:48 PM

83792

Hugely. So tired of our PM and Premiere.

2/17/2022 11:48 PM

83793

Ruined it

2/17/2022 11:48 PM

83794

I haven't been able to fly back to see my family in Ontario. My son is now one and my dad
hasn't met my son yet. My mother has only met my son once when he was 6 months old. My
fiance's mother has only met my son once. They are missing out because of these ridiculous
mandates. I am currently on maternity leave but work in healthcare and I will lose my job if I do
not get vaccinated. I should have the choice. We all worked through the this before there was
a vaccine and were considered heros... and now we will lose our employment if we don't get
the vaccine. How us that a choice it's an ultimatum Ridiculous! My family is missing our on my
sons life. This all needs to end like yesterday!!

2/17/2022 11:48 PM

83795

Job loss. Unable to travel. It is not about health at all. It is about totalitarian control

2/17/2022 11:48 PM

83796

Insult to my life fuck Trudeau and WEF

2/17/2022 11:48 PM
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83797

Separating people.

2/17/2022 11:48 PM

83798

It has made me extremely depressed. My anxiety level is through the roof. I am unvaccinated
and I feel completely alienated from daily life . I was a very social person, loved to join in
activities and get together with friends, go out dining. It has been over 2 years that has felt like
a prison.

2/17/2022 11:48 PM

83799

My wife lost her job, my small business is struggling and my family/relatives are torn apart.

2/17/2022 11:48 PM

83800

Terrible. My kids didn’t get to enjoy normal activities. (Playing sports, watching movies)

2/17/2022 11:47 PM

83801

Lost afew friends and feels like I’m in a prison for simply living.

2/17/2022 11:47 PM

83802

Fuck trudeau

2/17/2022 11:47 PM

83803

We're not able to visit our daughter and her 4 year old son in Germany. Haven't seen them for
two years now. We used to visit twice a year. Our life consists of watching Netflix, occasional
coffee at a cafe (no restaurants), going for a walk on the beach. That's it for two years. Lost
more than half of our friends. One told me I should have all my medical services rights
removed. We're not allowed to visit our son and his family (and 8 year old daughter), not
allowed to babysit her or even visit on Xmas. They never visit us anymore because we are
unvaxxed. We've had no visitors to our home for two years because of lockdowns and vaxxed
friends who are fearful. We are afraid to go to a doctor. We are afraid we will lose our
naturopathic doctor on March 24 because Bonnie Henry has mandated that they be
vaccinated. We can't visit my sister-in-law and her kids in Vancouver because we're not
allowed to stay in her seniors' condo (only for vaxxed). We used to eat our with friends every
Wednesday but now we are not allowed in restaurants. We're never going back to eating in
restaurants when and if we are ever allowed to because we are too upset that the restaurant
owners did not oppose the vaccine passports in solidarity. We feel afraid to speak to anyone
about our views because people are so nasty to the unvaxxed and they don't understand that
this is all illegal, that masks don't work, the vaccines are toxic and don't work, the media are
lying non-stop every day, and these people who blindly follow the rules are helping to destroy
our once free country. They hate us, say we are the cause of the lockdowns (not true), and
think we don't care about anyone but ourselves (not true - we care about all those people who
are getting the vaccine and worry that they will get an autoimmune disorder, heart disease,
Guillain Barre Syndrome, become sterile, have miscarriages, get cancer or HIV or die. We do
care. We are scared of this tyrannical government that ignores our rights and freedoms and
seems unlawful. Every day we feel like we are living a nightmare. We are 69 and should be
enjoying our retirement, travelling, babysitting our grandkids, etc.

2/17/2022 11:47 PM

83804

Shut my business down

2/17/2022 11:47 PM

83805

Emotional and Financial

2/17/2022 11:47 PM

83806

It sucks! And the money-printing doesn't help

2/17/2022 11:47 PM

83807

They have divided my family and friends. My mental health has suffered. They have filled my
mother with so much fear she no longer visits her friends.

2/17/2022 11:47 PM

83808

100% negatively

2/17/2022 11:47 PM

83809

Mentally and financially affected me and my family. This needs to end now!

2/17/2022 11:47 PM

83810

I am a prisoner in my home town, in my province and in my country. I am innocent and i am
angry. I no longer trust nurses, drs, police, politicians, govt. I cant do the things i live to like go
to a restaurant to share a meal with my family, go to a movie on a date with my hubby......I AM
A PRISONER

2/17/2022 11:46 PM

83811

I was put on unpaid personal leave and I cannot travel. Relationships with friends, family and
coworkers are damaged. I want to leave Canada and live somewhere else.

2/17/2022 11:46 PM

83812

It hasn’t really. I know a lot of people it has affected.

2/17/2022 11:46 PM

83813

I used to love my country until Trudeau ruined it with his hate speech and divisive policies

2/17/2022 11:46 PM

83814

My livelihood has been threatened.

2/17/2022 11:46 PM

83815

It makes me feel apprehensive about the future.

2/17/2022 11:46 PM

83816

I do not agree with any of the mandates and do not wish to have them shoved down out

2/17/2022 11:46 PM
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throats
83817

It affected my mental well being not to be able to socialize with friends once a week at bingo.
The negative approach by the divide made me feel threatened when shopping for groceries,
etc.

2/17/2022 11:46 PM

83818

I personally have had severe anxiety and depression over this. My husband lost his job in
mental health not because he was no good but because he refused to be bullied into a Vax we
don't believe in run by a government that we voted for and no longer trust. I fear for our future. I
moved back to my home province only to be abused by my chosen government. We no longer
live in a democracy. Shame on you jt. Not worthy of capitals. The only thing that makes me
proud is the Truckers. Didn't know Canadians had it in us. Proud of that but not my country
and especially not my privince. I am afraid to go out. Afraid more of people and quite simply
unnerved by the government not governing but willfully breaking laws on so many levels to
impose control over things they should have no say in. Turned my world upside down. I feel
like Alice in the rabbit hole. Nothing makes sense

2/17/2022 11:46 PM

83819

Drained the life out of family and friends. Broken up relationships with friends and family. For
no reason...

2/17/2022 11:46 PM

83820

Lost my job because I won't disclose my medical information

2/17/2022 11:46 PM

83821

I can't live a normal life unless I capitulate. How has that not affected my life? Either I give in
against my will just to do basic things or I am treated like a second class citizen.

2/17/2022 11:45 PM

83822

Three siblings died and I couldn’t attend a service in person or see them on their way out…

2/17/2022 11:45 PM

83823

Forced to be vaccinated. My teenagers are discriminated against

2/17/2022 11:45 PM

83824

The mandates have made me fear for my life. How far will they go? It has stifled me, kept me
trapped, taken away the things in my life I most love to do and enjoy, I can't see my family or
travel. My son can't join his friends from school in activities or go to in class sports instruction.
I can't go to the guy which is very important for my physical and mental health. It has made
me feel like a second class citizen. Apartheid in Canada.

2/17/2022 11:45 PM

83825

I has severely restricted my life and caused me great financial distress and anxiety. I've gotten
three upper respiratory infections from the mask, which I gave up wearing last August.

2/17/2022 11:45 PM

83826

I can’t travel for work or see family

2/17/2022 11:45 PM

83827

Unpaid leave as of Nov 1/21.

2/17/2022 11:45 PM

83828

Financially,isolation, emotionally, mentally and has torn the family apart.

2/17/2022 11:45 PM

83829

It’s affected negatively financially emotionally mentally I am forgetting how to even function in
society and it has destroyed my family my mothers in a home and I can’t go see her my
daughter goes to the hospital frequently and I am unable to go visit her this country is being
ran by a very evil people

2/17/2022 11:45 PM

83830

Could not make a living income, hard to cope, feeling hopeless.

2/17/2022 11:45 PM

83831

Mentally , Financially , socially and not able to be with my children , grandchildren,

2/17/2022 11:45 PM

83832

Not working at times. Loss of money. Lost family and friends. Mental well being. Spending
time with family and friends. Being segregated from entering restaurants, and other activities.

2/17/2022 11:45 PM

83833

Depression, anxiety, loneliness

2/17/2022 11:45 PM

83834

I cannot visit grandparents in carehome, i cannot take my child to the ski hill. I cannot visit
with friends because they hate me for my decisions. I have family that hates and will not talk
to me because of my choice. I cannot visit a pool to take my kids swimming. I am treated like
a second class citizen, cannot eat in public, go to the theatre. I am constantly called names
and ridiculed for my choice. I cannot go to the gym to stay healthy. I live in a constant state of
stress, always wondering if i still have a job to put food on the table for my family, thinking 1
day i will be told i can no longer work because i have not taken covid vaccine. The list is
endless......

2/17/2022 11:45 PM

83835

Same as everyone else...uprooted.

2/17/2022 11:44 PM

83836

Mental health issues

2/17/2022 11:44 PM
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83837

Triggered depression, anxiety, isolation

2/17/2022 11:44 PM

83838

They stole my county’s elections

2/17/2022 11:44 PM

83839

I am a prisoner in my own country.

2/17/2022 11:44 PM

83840

disaster no family no friends no life

2/17/2022 11:44 PM

83841

I’ve been kicked out of business’s, can’t leave the country!!

2/17/2022 11:44 PM

83842

I don't go shopping cause I won't wear a mask, etc, etc, etc ...

2/17/2022 11:44 PM

83843

Health compromised!

2/17/2022 11:44 PM

83844

It has destroyed the economy. Kind of like what Trudeau has accused the truckers of doing

2/17/2022 11:44 PM

83845

It has affected every aspect of my life … my relationships with friends/family, my employment
as a teacher, my mental health, my ability to enjoy services I once enjoyed, etc.

2/17/2022 11:44 PM

83846

Restricted travel, sometimes urgently needed. Working days and income loss of family - family
had to lean on me for help, which strained me as well. Dear friend suffered vaccine injury and
is still. Children with hypoxia. Have family and friends in States and St. Catherine's; made life
more difficult for an illness with a 98% recovery rate.

2/17/2022 11:44 PM

83847

Driven me and my family to our breaking point

2/17/2022 11:44 PM

83848

It has ruined it. Our leaders do not care for the citizens.

2/17/2022 11:44 PM

83849

We have been isolated for two years and been rejected by businesses becauseWe are not
vaccinated

2/17/2022 11:44 PM

83850

The struggle of trying to hold together your family, your job and yourself under this amount of
stress for this amount of time is causing more anxiety, depression and breakdowns then any
damage done by Covid.

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83851

Yes

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83852

Turned me into a hermit

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83853

Embarrassed of watching fearful people

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83854

I cant go places because I did not get the experimental shot.

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83855

we have been restricted for 2 years. There was never a pandemic of any kind that needed to
be mandated. If the proper drugs were allowed to be used in hospitals there would be very few
sick people and 80% less deaths

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83856

Every single aspect of every day

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83857

I love in fear that someday the government will force more and more on me and my family.

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83858

I was rejected from society for the last six months. Loss of a family member. My cousin was
unable to get the social help he needed, overdosed and passed away.

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83859

very sad

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83860

N/a

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83861

It has made me and my family feel discriminated against.

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83862

I have not been able to go out with my family for meals, go to thr movies, go swimming play
organized sports, etc due to the extreme segregation imposed by all levels of government due
to my right to choose what goes into my body. I have basically been denied my right if choice

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83863

Stopped me from being with family, caused emotional stress, caused family rifts and so much
more!!

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83864

I’m unable to fly to NL to see my elderly Mother. If I drive their I’m not allowed to visit her in
the seniors residence. I’m unable to fly to AB to see my daughter and son-in-law and my 2
grandchildren. I’m not allowed to enter the office building of my employer. I’m also not allowed
to take a vacation outside of Canada because I’m not allowed to fly.

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83865

Assault on my rights, no longer safe in my own country, hate spewed on us by the PM!!! Laws

2/17/2022 11:43 PM
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broken, fear pushed on the people by a corrupt government, now our money and children
threaten by this same corrupt government. Made to feel like criminals for standing for my
rights!! Can’t sleep at night for fear of losing my home again from a corrupt government
83866

Yes

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83867

Kids are now home schooled. I work from home. Cannot enjoy life to the fullest as I'm not
aloud in most facilities

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83868

Lost a major part of my 3 children's childhood. Mandated jab so I could keep my job in a dead
economy so that I can keep putting grocery at an ever increase rate due to an insane inflation
and carbon tax

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83869

I now suffer from high anxiety and recurring flashes of anger. I am retired and have had 2 years
stolen from me that I cannot afford to lose and cannot replace.

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83870

Lock him up.

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83871

Directly

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83872

Lost job and isolated family

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83873

Some inconvenience, hassled at stores Can walk I to & around Superstore & costco but had to
provide vaccine proof to but booze.....in the SAME store Very inconsistent & reduclous rules

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83874

I have missed time with family and friends, celebrations, holidays, deaths, births, grads on and
on the list goes. I have lost friendships and family relationship over our personal medical
decisions. We have been discriminated agaist not allowed in to places because of no vaccine
passports. We have often not been allowed to worship together in our church building. We have
been unable to visit the sick and old, heartbreaking. We have been bullied, bribed and
threatened relentlessly by our Provincial and Federal Governments, even called horrible
names. We are ashamed of what has happened to our once Strong and Free Canada. We have
0 trust in mainstream media or in our Federal or Provincial Government...none. It has showed
us just how corrupt they are.

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83875

Hurt my ability to see family

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83876

Horrifically in countless ways

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83877

Made it miserable

2/17/2022 11:43 PM

83878

I lost my job

2/17/2022 11:42 PM

83879

It makes me feel like being pushed on to reservations and our human rights being taken away
again. I heard of truckers convoy children being taken for their own good like our native
children were taken to residential school for their own good. It’s all not good

2/17/2022 11:42 PM

83880

Income, jobs. I now have to pay for rapid tests to work, anywhere from $20-$55 twice a week.
Discriminated and punished for my right to choose.

2/17/2022 11:42 PM

83881

Can't have any social outings as a family. It hurts the children the worst

2/17/2022 11:42 PM

83882

Badly no freedom

2/17/2022 11:42 PM

83883

Loss of one friend, one acquaintance after their second shot killed them; my job; My children’s
stress over having to get the shot to work; acquaintances from not agreeing with them;
freedom to go to concerts; sports venues; restaurants.

2/17/2022 11:42 PM

83884

Loss and division of Family and Friends.

2/17/2022 11:42 PM

83885

My kids don’t know how to be kids anymore. Everyone is living in judgment and fear.

2/17/2022 11:42 PM

83886

Travel. Family. Work. Other

2/17/2022 11:42 PM

83887

Horribly ! Especially for my daughter and her dance and activities and both my grandparents
died alone in hospital because of mandates

2/17/2022 11:42 PM

83888

Mother in law passed away, couldn't go see her.

2/17/2022 11:42 PM

83889

Lost my job, separated from family, division between friends, increased stress, my kids were
isolated from activities.

2/17/2022 11:42 PM
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83890

Isolated us from family/friends/society, made us prisoners inside our own country.

2/17/2022 11:42 PM

83891

I have lost my job

2/17/2022 11:42 PM

83892

Lost my job, cannot visit relatives

2/17/2022 11:41 PM

83893

no words can explain in two sentences the level of division and psychological effects this has
placed on the public

2/17/2022 11:41 PM

83894

The added stress in my life has caused anxiety, high blood pressure, etc

2/17/2022 11:41 PM

83895

Freedom

2/17/2022 11:41 PM

83896

In all ways.

2/17/2022 11:41 PM

83897

Lockdowns have been terrible on my family

2/17/2022 11:41 PM

83898

Masks have given me anxiety and shortness of breath. Social isolation has negatively
impacted my mental health. And I can’t travel freely because of my decision to not get the jab.

2/17/2022 11:41 PM

83899

Don’t get to see our family and enjoy our lifes

2/17/2022 11:41 PM

83900

It’s had an effect on everyone, mentally, emotionally, jobs and incomes lost. Senior programs
not available or limited.

2/17/2022 11:41 PM

83901

Depression, family seperation, cancelled going to university because I would have had to been
vaccinated to work in my chosen field, 4 year old who hasn't been able to participate in normal
activities for his age,he crys all the time because he wants to go make friends, 2 older kids
missing school. Feeling hopeless and powerless and uncertain what my next step in life should
be

2/17/2022 11:41 PM

83902

I am double vaxd but refuse to get a discriminatory Vax passport. Have not taken my kids on
outing to pools, hockey games...etc After church was initially shut down, we lost our support
lines. This was very hard on our marriage and in Sept '21 my wife left. My mental health and
physical has struggled

2/17/2022 11:41 PM

83903

I don’t want to live. I can’t take my children many places.

2/17/2022 11:40 PM

83904

Pretty much driving us all crazy

2/17/2022 11:40 PM

83905

Mental health is not good haven’t seen family for two years and disgusting how much I’m
paying In Extra costs. Heat food gas and I work full time to be broke thanks To Justin and the
ndp blockheads

2/17/2022 11:40 PM

83906

Limited my mobility because of my belief that no matter the science vaccines is a personal
choice that shouldn't be influenced by govermnent

2/17/2022 11:40 PM

83907

I dont go out I will not get vaxed as I have been told from my doctor not to for medical reasons

2/17/2022 11:40 PM

83908

Every aspect, work is not good, mental health is dwindling and physical health is dwindling

2/17/2022 11:40 PM

83909

Changed life as we know it ..permanently...and in not a productive way ...brought the
government corruption to light.....God has been put aside for power and greed

2/17/2022 11:40 PM

83910

Isolation, forced to take experimental injection to keep my job.

2/17/2022 11:40 PM

83911

Very depressing and I got very sick after my last vaccination

2/17/2022 11:40 PM

83912

Extreme mental anguish and stress !!!!!!!!!!!

2/17/2022 11:40 PM

83913

As one with hearing issues, masks make communication very difficult. Relationships with
friends and family have been strained because of lack of contacts and/or opposing views of
the situation.

2/17/2022 11:39 PM

83914

I am losing $500 to $800 a month potential income, plus Im kicked off the bowling leaque for
nothing, plus im not allowed to eat in a family restaurant or swim in our local pool which I pay
taxes toward

2/17/2022 11:39 PM

83915

In more ways than I care to list.

2/17/2022 11:39 PM

83916

Has caused division among friend and family

2/17/2022 11:39 PM

83917

THE GLOBALISTS SHUT THE WORLD DOWN OVER A COLD

2/17/2022 11:39 PM
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83918

Can't work yet still have to pay taxes for services I'm segregated from even using. I was
trained in my professional investigator classes that I'm restricted from collecting medical
information without a court order yet the 16 yr old minimum wage waitress asks me for my
medical information. This should mean I dont jave to abide by any rules I've been taught as a
private investigator. Right?!

2/17/2022 11:39 PM

83919

We were denied the ability to have a proper visitation & funeral for my parents when they
passed away. We were denied the opportunity to attend church in person each Sunday. The
mandates have divided families!

2/17/2022 11:39 PM

83920

It has divided my family and friends, and promoted hate, fear and mistrust in my community. It
has been exhausting, and at this point, it feels like all this has happened for nothing to do with
care and concern for individuals. The terrible secret of this plan originating from the political
and wealthy elite is gradually being dragged out into the light, and it is diabolical.

2/17/2022 11:39 PM

83921

Cant see /visit my elderly Mother

2/17/2022 11:39 PM

83922

I didn’t get lots of time with my mom before she died in a hospital

2/17/2022 11:39 PM

83923

Financially, heartbreaking as parents died in care homes- 😔 ALONE. Then the lying media
said it was due to covid. I've lost all trust in media 100% and in Prime Minister. And Doctors who were too cowardly to rise up and say the truth on this entire nonsense.

2/17/2022 11:38 PM

83924

Not Being able to see family. And can't do things with my kids because of the mandates.
Couldn't be with my friend while she gave birth to her son, wasn't allowed in the room. And she
wanted me in there.

2/17/2022 11:38 PM

83925

Fuck you Castreau

2/17/2022 11:38 PM

83926

Hellish

2/17/2022 11:38 PM

83927

Financially and tore my Family and Friendships apart

2/17/2022 11:38 PM

83928

No job, divided family, stress, anxiety, relationship problems, depression

2/17/2022 11:38 PM

83929

terribly

2/17/2022 11:38 PM

83930

Almost bankrupt and losing my home

2/17/2022 11:38 PM

83931

Depression, anxiety, fear, like never experienced before. On heavier dosage of anti-anxiety
medication. My 12 year old sons mental and physical health has deteriorated dramatically.

2/17/2022 11:38 PM

83932

Can't work, can't travel, can't go to church, can't go places I'd like to go. We who do not want
to be vaxxinated are being treated like second class citizens.

2/17/2022 11:38 PM

83933

Rip me from my family because of their misinformation

2/17/2022 11:38 PM

83934

Disabled child impacted socially, employment and overall mental stress

2/17/2022 11:38 PM

83935

I was forced to get vaccinated in order to provide for my family. I’ve never felt more violated!!!

2/17/2022 11:38 PM

83936

My mother died from COPD alone and in a hospital where she spent 6 lonely and torturous
weeks. It has divided our family. We have lost friends through disagreements. It has made
working in a stressful job so much worse.

2/17/2022 11:38 PM

83937

Destroyed my friends businesses, kept my friends and family in a state of fear over nothing. It
needs to end. Say no to tyranny!!

2/17/2022 11:38 PM

83938

Tyrannical government bad.

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83939

Lost my job. Can’t see children or grandchildren. In danger of losing my home

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83940

Adversely

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83941

No job

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83942

In every way possible

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83943

It has made my ptsd 100 times worse. I'm so concerned to leave my house as I refuse to be
vaccinated due to the constant bullying & belittling by the vaccinated people. It's been awful

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83944

Immensely in the negative aspect.

2/17/2022 11:37 PM
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83945

As I’m retired, the mandates have just been an inconvenience for me more than anything.
However, it has taken almost 3 years out of my retirement life! No travel, separation from
friends and family.

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83946

Every last one of them

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83947

Personal, children, family, work , school, leasure, life Affected every aspect of my life

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83948

Too many to list! I hope those who created this will gobto jail!

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83949

Lost my work

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83950

Extremely affected. Moved my mom in with us from nursing home and both my kids struggling
with mental health. I have a major anxiety issues now as a result of the last two years.

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83951

In every way you can think, division among family, lost friendships, hatred in people, loss of
jobs, people losing everything they have, family separation due to stress, so much sadness

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83952

Killed my spouse!!

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83953

My civil liberties, financial well being, mental and general physical health have been
decimated.

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83954

I have family harmed from vaccine injury. I have a 33 year old daughter who is in great pain
now. A friend who has had a serious stroke. Children mental health harmed.

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83955

Enjoying a normal life

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83956

Negatively

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83957

As a care aide the lives of the nurses have been hugely affected and in turn has affected me
with being understaffed.

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83958

I was terminated from my job . Can’t watch my kids sports , can’t go to the gym . My mental
health has suffered . I have thought about suicide. It seems hopeless . I have never felt this
country has been so divided . Relationships of all kinds have been ripped in half.

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83959

Loss of job.loss of friends,freedom to go places.

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83960

Increased anxiety, depression. Lost respect and trust in our government. Hopeless feeling.
Want to leave Canada. Thinking of ways to leave and never look back

2/17/2022 11:37 PM

83961

I can't travell, can't socialize, lost friends and families, I DON'T FEEL FREE MYSELF, my
healt went donwn to drain etc....

2/17/2022 11:36 PM

83962

Financially, mentally, physically, emotionally, all in negative ways!! I’ve lost 2 relatives to
Covid whom both were in nursing homes, but I’ve lost 21 friends and family to suicides,
overdoses, and other medical reasons

2/17/2022 11:36 PM

83963

Laid off from my job.

2/17/2022 11:36 PM

83964

Terribly, family division

2/17/2022 11:36 PM

83965

Depressed, can't visit my elderly father overseas

2/17/2022 11:36 PM

83966

Not going out

2/17/2022 11:36 PM

83967

Lost faith in our government and want Trudeau and the Liberals made accountable for their
crimes against humanity. Loss of freedoms to choose. Mandatory masks, vaccinations are
uncalled for.

2/17/2022 11:36 PM

83968

Lost job can’t travel lost family and friends

2/17/2022 11:36 PM

83969

Misery

2/17/2022 11:36 PM

83970

Terrible feel like a prisoner. Total bullshit. Trudeau destroyed canada Shane on him What a
legacy to leave his children

2/17/2022 11:36 PM

83971

too numerous to mention. but all marginalised people (elderly, disabled, carers of disabled)
have had to make so many sacrifices without any real effort to help. so many societal/health
supports have been taken away in the guise of "protecting" people. our health care system
(including but not limited to elderly and disabled/chronic care) was already under great strain

2/17/2022 11:36 PM
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and COVID broke it without the government doing what was necessary. they should have been
creating new health care services, hospitals and clinics instead of wasting money and effort on
mandates & lockdowns and all they've entailed.
83972

It’s the kids I’m worried about. Their future freedoms. It’s been strongly negative how
mandates have polarized my community

2/17/2022 11:36 PM

83973

Negatively, in every way

2/17/2022 11:36 PM

83974

Mental illness

2/17/2022 11:36 PM

83975

Terribly

2/17/2022 11:35 PM

83976

Less family interaction. Less normal social celebrations of life. Increased social media which
is.

2/17/2022 11:35 PM

83977

Killed my income and social life

2/17/2022 11:35 PM

83978

Greatly

2/17/2022 11:35 PM

83979

In ways that we will never recover from as a family. Children should never ever have to
experience being locked down unless they are in prison.

2/17/2022 11:35 PM

83980

Threat of job loss daily. Discriminated against by not being allowed into our community center
for swimming. Could not let my son start hockey because I’m not allowed in the rec. plex. Not
allowed in to watch sons gymnastics. Not allowed in restaurants, movie theatres, museums.
I’m most angry about not being allowed in to the hospital to see my dad who suffered a brain
bleed. And I’m also not allowed to fly or leave the country. All of this is blatant discrimination
given the fact that the vaccinated spread Covid at the same rate OR MORE than the
unvaccinated.

2/17/2022 11:35 PM

83981

Can't travel/division within family/friends Mask mandate at work

2/17/2022 11:35 PM

83982

I can't travel, can't find another job because I am vaccine free, can't go to a restaurant, cam't
live my life the way I think I should, can't socialize, life was not easy before but now it looks
meaningless!!! Can't even leave Canada and move somwhere else!! Yes, I am thinking about
that too although I am an immigrant and came here for all the things listed above!! So many of
my friends left in time I guess...

2/17/2022 11:35 PM

83983

It has made me feel like I'm not a human with God given rights, and that I'm disposable at the
whim of an authoritarian regime to further their own agenda.

2/17/2022 11:35 PM

83984

I have been subjected to medical apartheid. I am working with volunteer groups to oppose
these unjust and damaging policies. However, it has connected me with many intelligent and
caring Canadians that put their country men and women ahead of their normal comfortable
lives.

2/17/2022 11:35 PM

83985

Discrimination, charter rights denied, isolation

2/17/2022 11:35 PM

83986

Not allowed to watch my daughter play hockey, which has ruined the sport for her and she
ended up quitting. Her whole team would go out for a team dinner and she would be stuck at
the hotel by herself. I can’t take my 4 year old to do anything such as skating or swimming,
haven’t been to a restaurant in as long as I can remember. My wife lost her job in health care
because she refused the shot. Numerous friends and family have attacked me and my
decisions. There’s too much to type it all out…

2/17/2022 11:35 PM

83987

In every way imaginable! It has affected family relationships, mental health, financial security,
and my god given rights as a Canadian.

2/17/2022 11:35 PM

83988

The mandates have destroy family s d work relationships, isolated myself and my children, let
to bullying in schools by ADULTS, Further speech delays in my child, depression, fear and
persecution within my own country

2/17/2022 11:34 PM

83989

Destroyed relationships, made me feel like an outcast, watched loved ones suffer from
adverse affects

2/17/2022 11:34 PM

83990

It has been extremely challenging finding secure housing and mental healths supports for my
family member with severe mental health challenges. It has caused me severe anxiety going
in public and how our government has handled this. I have even had thoughts of suicide over
the past 2 years. I have been bullied, harassed, and threatened in my own condo building. I

2/17/2022 11:34 PM
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lost my income for a short period. I have been denied the right to travel our of my own country.
I have feared for my future. I have considered not having children due to the restrictions and
current government in place. I have lost several friendships. People I know had died because
of these mandates. I was bullied for going to the gym, so I left the one place that supported
my mental health. It has put a big strain on my family relationships. It is preventing me from
further income generating opportunities, traveling opportunities. It is challenging to just go to
the store and not wear a mask. I have missed valuable time with my loved ones.
83991

I truly feel I could relate to the Jewish people right before the nazi's started raiding homes.... all
because I dont want to be a medical guinnie pig

2/17/2022 11:34 PM

83992

Very much so Excluded from society and unable to find employment

2/17/2022 11:34 PM

83993

Divided family

2/17/2022 11:34 PM

83994

It all seems like a bad dream. I want to be healthy and I want my children to be healthy. The
mandates have had zero good. They have segregated and isolated. Caused nothing my
sadness for my family and my children.

2/17/2022 11:34 PM

83995

In every way

2/17/2022 11:34 PM

83996

Lost my job temporarily,, but even though I’m back at work my income is down 40-50%.

2/17/2022 11:33 PM

83997

Division in family and community

2/17/2022 11:33 PM

83998

The hardest part has been watching people around me suffer the consequences of highly
contestable and irregular policies enacted by our government- sworn to protect our constitutionwithout any referendum, unjustly based on the protocols set forth by unelected members of
international bodies. Clearly the facts tell us those people have no regard for men and women
when measured next to that of their master's will which is for total and absolute control in
pursuit of their fourth industrial revolution. Utterly eroding soverign civil liberties. Psychological
warfare through manipulation, deceit with no debate, and no discussion. Absolutely criminal.

2/17/2022 11:33 PM

83999

My poor kids! Evil world we live in!

2/17/2022 11:33 PM

84000

Negatively in every way!

2/17/2022 11:33 PM

84001

Bad

2/17/2022 11:33 PM

84002

It has caused division in our community

2/17/2022 11:33 PM

84003

Lost all my gains

2/17/2022 11:33 PM

84004

Limited life style

2/17/2022 11:33 PM

84005

Isolated, can’t travel and spend time with family, can’t visit aging relatives, masks affect my
breathing, no more in patient Dr visits, country is divided and is getting worse, businesses are
closing, can’t go to gyms to help my mental health, can’t go to casino, restaurants, movie
theatres etc etc etc. it’s ridiculous especially when other countries are back living their best life
and we have lower Covid numbers and are still mandated. Ridiculous

2/17/2022 11:33 PM

84006

My family relationships are ruined. I fear for the mental health of my love ones.

2/17/2022 11:33 PM

84007

Not much as I haven’t complied ever for the most part! Get rid of this RUBBISH!

2/17/2022 11:33 PM

84008

It has effected every saver of my families lives . Job losses , depression , isolation . Mask
headaches , rashes . I haven’t saw my mom in over 2 years she’s afraid of Covid .

2/17/2022 11:33 PM

84009

Mental health

2/17/2022 11:33 PM

84010

Immensely

2/17/2022 11:33 PM

84011

Mental health , my own and family members, isolation

2/17/2022 11:32 PM

84012

Loss of work, loss of social opportunities, constant stress and anxiety over the matter and the
ripple effect it has.

2/17/2022 11:32 PM

84013

Many ways.

2/17/2022 11:32 PM

84014

Cancelled family and social visits. Forced jabs to be able to shop

2/17/2022 11:32 PM

84015

House arrest, my kids are suffering. Mental health is a big issue

2/17/2022 11:32 PM
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84016

Social and family life has ended. Isolation and decreased mental health

2/17/2022 11:32 PM

84017

Blow me.

2/17/2022 11:32 PM

84018

By revealing that we are not near as free as we have been told and claim to be. There is
tremendous evil that needs to be disposed of.

2/17/2022 11:32 PM

84019

business closed down 3 x

2/17/2022 11:31 PM

84020

I lost my job.

2/17/2022 11:31 PM

84021

Badly.

2/17/2022 11:31 PM

84022

body, mind, spirit, financial,

2/17/2022 11:31 PM

84023

Turned it upside down and shook the life out of it. Mentally, physically not to mention the
segregation my children and I have faced . The government needs to be arrested and charge
with treason and crimes against humanity.

2/17/2022 11:31 PM

84024

Witnessed in family and friends despair to the point of suicidal thoughts, hopelessness, fear,
isolation, extreme loneliness, separation, confusion, deception, darkness, covered faces,
broken relationships, loss of community and church, segregation, vaccine injury, distrust in
politicians and authorities… but in my very large family extended family, NOT ONE DEATH
FROM COVID. The ONLY benefit of lockdowns was significant time to study the science and
come to understand the truth.

2/17/2022 11:31 PM

84025

Been not able to see friends and family made it very stressful

2/17/2022 11:31 PM

84026

It has segregated us as second class citizens

2/17/2022 11:31 PM

84027

Prisoner in my own country.

2/17/2022 11:31 PM

84028

Horribly

2/17/2022 11:31 PM

84029

Divided my family and friends

2/17/2022 11:30 PM

84030

Unable to see family & friends, unable to keep my small business profitable, taking time off
work to isolate with sick kids

2/17/2022 11:30 PM

84031

My mom is dying over seas and my kids and I cannot leave the country to go see her because
of the mandate, my children are missing out on being children because of it and it is starting to
affect all of our mental health

2/17/2022 11:30 PM

84032

My mother died on Feb 5th 2021. Probably thinking she was deserted & no one loved her
enough to visit. Sickening.

2/17/2022 11:30 PM

84033

It was ok at the beginning. But now after two years it has affected my kids and possibly my
job. It has definitely divided some of my family and friends so it has time to end them and start
to learn to live with Covid because the vaccines don’t work doesn’t take a rocket scientist to
figure out that it’s just common sense bye from vaccinated triple vaccinated and everybody
getting it and spreading it regardless.

2/17/2022 11:30 PM

84034

Cost me my line of work in Healthcare

2/17/2022 11:30 PM

84035

I've lost my job and can't be a member of society. Totally segregated.

2/17/2022 11:30 PM

84036

In every way it has especially caused tension and fighting between family members who were
once very close. It's also affecting our kids growing up normally and our jobs.

2/17/2022 11:30 PM

84037

I have lost my job of over 12 years took a Hugh effect on my mental health and that of my
family

2/17/2022 11:30 PM

84038

Isolation from my family

2/17/2022 11:30 PM

84039

i am barred from much of public society for a virus that can be treated safely and easily w out
these toxic vaccines

2/17/2022 11:30 PM

84040

Loss of revenue

2/17/2022 11:30 PM

84041

Refugee

2/17/2022 11:30 PM

84042

Not able to visit my close family. Brother & sister not speaking to me.

2/17/2022 11:30 PM
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84043

Terrible abuse of power from government. I feel bullied by our prime minister and other
unelected health officials like Bonnie Henry and Thersa Tam

2/17/2022 11:30 PM

84044

Segregation and lonely

2/17/2022 11:29 PM

84045

Can't see my child playing hockey or go into workplace

2/17/2022 11:29 PM

84046

Deeply in horrible ways

2/17/2022 11:29 PM

84047

Cannot finish college program. Cannot support my children in their sport opportunities. Cannot
use local recreation facilities. Can no longer participate in BC 4-H Program

2/17/2022 11:29 PM

84048

A lot

2/17/2022 11:29 PM

84049

Life in itself

2/17/2022 11:29 PM

84050

My husband lost his job, my daughter can not enjoy her last year of high school and everyday
I wear a mask I feel sick.

2/17/2022 11:28 PM

84051

Lost job.

2/17/2022 11:28 PM

84052

school, work, social aspects, and items/supplies unavailable or huge increase in price!

2/17/2022 11:28 PM

84053

Have lost a lot of friends

2/17/2022 11:28 PM

84054

Moved, lost Job, lost family and friends to the FakeNews promoting a fake vaccine and
Disease.

2/17/2022 11:28 PM

84055

My wife could not handle life this way and has left with our children.

2/17/2022 11:28 PM

84056

Damaged my health through mask wearing. Science is virtually unanimous that masks don't
provide any benefits, other than maybe psychologically. Raised my stress levels, Put
enormous negative pressure on my children--child abuse!

2/17/2022 11:28 PM

84057

It has eroded the very foundations that our country once stood for. It has crushed, destroyed,
wrecked havoc, hurt, betrayed Canada, it’s citizens and generations to come.

2/17/2022 11:28 PM

84058

Negativily

2/17/2022 11:28 PM

84059

I have lost my country and many friend. Can’t leave the country. Can’t go to most places
except the grocery store. Many firmed have lots their jobs and their families. Our very way of
life in a Canada has been totally torn apart

2/17/2022 11:28 PM

84060

Terribly

2/17/2022 11:28 PM

84061

Ruined families and friendships. My mental health and that of those around me has been
severely degraded. I am absolutely disgusted with the effect mandates have had on children,
specially masks effect on verbal and social skills. I also feel like I've been pressured to violate
my body against my will.

2/17/2022 11:28 PM

84062

My children have not been able to participate in any curricular activities. We have not been
able to enter any public settings such as swimming pools, rec centers, sports arenas. We
have essentially been unable to go beyond our home and schools. Thankfully we are selfemployed and have not been affected that way.

2/17/2022 11:28 PM

84063

Loss of family and friends due to division. Mental health has suffered. My kids have missed
out on important years of development and are suffering.

2/17/2022 11:28 PM

84064

feel like i live under hitler

2/17/2022 11:28 PM

84065

Our work forces everywhere has been affected. We need all our workers brought back to their
jobs. The mandate broke our country. Stop the mandate and repair our country.

2/17/2022 11:27 PM

84066

I can't do fun things with my Family anymore. Whereas before all mandates I was free to have
fun with my Family. Also, it has effected all of us mently and phisicly. Any playdates I
would've normally had for my kids are no longer. Its soo hard on them, and they are young!
Canadians have the highest vaccination rates and yet we see no freedom given back to us for
all we have done to support in helping keep covid cases/deaths to a bare minimal. We deserve
our freedom NOW!!!

2/17/2022 11:27 PM

84067

It’s ruined my life and my freedom

2/17/2022 11:27 PM
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84068

It has ruined my life.

2/17/2022 11:27 PM

84069

Work has been intolerable. Depression and anxiety.

2/17/2022 11:27 PM

84070

The affects of these lockdowns business closures being controlled will all ha e long term
affects On us. What our prime minister has done to us - segregating Canadians - name calling
- trying to instill fear and so much more is an unbelievable act by someone who should be
running our peaceful country. This pandemic has been a political and media pandemic.

2/17/2022 11:27 PM

84071

I’ve lost my family. We have such disagreements, I no longer have a relationship with my mom
or siblings..

2/17/2022 11:27 PM

84072

Made it seem like I am an outsider in my own country. Divided my family into prejudiced
factions. Made me fear my government.

2/17/2022 11:27 PM

84073

My whole life! Travel, work etc.

2/17/2022 11:27 PM

84074

Mentally emotionally financially relationships-all … all areas of my life

2/17/2022 11:27 PM

84075

made me second class citizen, split my family, not able to see friends. can only go certain
places

2/17/2022 11:27 PM

84076

In every way

2/17/2022 11:27 PM

84077

People are on edge, relationships are broken, the mental, emotional, physical and spiritual
health of myself and the people around me is suffering. Loss of life, financial resources, family.

2/17/2022 11:27 PM

84078

Tyranny

2/17/2022 11:27 PM

84079

Loss of natural law rights, loss of Charter Rights, loss of freedom, loss of employment, loss of
personal wellbeing, and I have been descriminated against for not acquiescing to taking
experimental, human genome/ gene editing ("gene therapy") injections.

2/17/2022 11:27 PM

84080

Lost my job ability to go places

2/17/2022 11:27 PM

84081

Isolated from family and friends

2/17/2022 11:27 PM

84082

Devastating. Trudeau is way out of his league.

2/17/2022 11:27 PM

84083

Lost my career

2/17/2022 11:27 PM

84084

There has been a great divide in my workplace to the point where I did not want to come to
work anymore. Also I had one Covid 19 vaccine in sept and have had chest pain on my left
side as well with pain down my left arm for months . My menstrual cycle has stopped and I
have talked to 2 doctors and have been dismissed and they both recommended me getting a
second shot . I am stressed all the time and worried about my health .

2/17/2022 11:27 PM

84085

Unscientific, fraudulent and corrupt

2/17/2022 11:26 PM

84086

Damage to economy

2/17/2022 11:26 PM

84087

i no longer love my country i no longer think the government has any concern for my general
happiness

2/17/2022 11:26 PM

84088

Loss of friends, income, activities, health, isolation

2/17/2022 11:26 PM

84089

Muh fefes

2/17/2022 11:26 PM

84090

A lot

2/17/2022 11:26 PM

84091

Alot

2/17/2022 11:26 PM

84092

Big times affects my job and my revenue.

2/17/2022 11:26 PM

84093

My son's mental health

2/17/2022 11:26 PM

84094

Isolation, segregation and discrimination

2/17/2022 11:26 PM

84095

Isolated from everyone and everything.

2/17/2022 11:26 PM

84096

After 50 years in the workforce I’m unable to go to a restaurant, pub or any event, because I
didn’t take the poison Government is insane and have no right to do this to Canadians

2/17/2022 11:26 PM
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84097

I’ve been segregated, verbally attacked, suffered from anxiety and depression from it, parented
through it with a depressed and suicidal teen because of the mandates

2/17/2022 11:26 PM

84098

I was fired from my job.

2/17/2022 11:26 PM

84099

Stuck in masks and shields at work. Difficult as I suffer from chronic sinusitis. Daily swabs
aggravate that as well

2/17/2022 11:26 PM

84100

I feel like this is not the country i was born in anymore. I have not confidence in our leadership.

2/17/2022 11:26 PM

84101

I will be losing my job as an SLP because I’m not vaccinated. My job satisfaction has dropped
dramatically because of having to wear masks and having the beautiful smiles of the children I
work with covered up. Seeing young children shamed by their teachers for not wearing masks
has been so upsetting. I’ve had two great nephews born in the past year and haven’t met either
one because my family and I aren’t vaccinated. It’s time to end this craziness and to stop
dividing families and communities.

2/17/2022 11:26 PM

84102

Made my family and I feel lost, lonely, sad! Im Emotionally and physically exhausted and want
our life back!

2/17/2022 11:26 PM

84103

I am depressed, have gained a lot of weight because I can’t go to the gym or play sports. I
have been isolated from my friends and family, and until a couple of weeks ago I hated my
country.

2/17/2022 11:26 PM

84104

Lost my job

2/17/2022 11:26 PM

84105

We have had family division and friends who have lost jobs. We have had to take our daughter
out of many activities because she can’t wear a mask. We have lost friends who won’t
associate with us because of our choice to not get vaccinated. We were prevented from
worshiping at our church and enjoying fellowship and community with fellow believers. All of
this has contributed to a decline in mental health and added stress to our family and
community network.

2/17/2022 11:26 PM

84106

It has created division, loss, depression, vaccine injuries to friends and family among other
things

2/17/2022 11:26 PM

84107

There is note enough on this page to describe how this has affected myself and family. All
negative.

2/17/2022 11:25 PM

84108

The youth sports club that I an president of has seen a drastic drop in volunteers. Some very
talented and hard working children dropped out because they are unvaccinated and not allowed
to compete in the BC winter games (now cancelled). One of my children is showing signs of
depression due to the masks and reduced social interactions at school. My visually impaired
mother has had all of her social clubs cancelled (ukulele, choir, etc)

2/17/2022 11:25 PM

84109

My granddaughter so far behind in school she missed part of grade 1,2,3 then put in split4/5
class .struggles in school suffers from depression because of it.. developed asthma from the
masks wearing so many hours in school.. i’ve developed depression myself.. not being able to
be around my 92 year old mother.. everybody in my family argues we used to be so close
..The separation that Justin Trudeau is caused Between friends and family. .We are under
attack by The World economic forum. ZKlause schwab .. this is caused me a lot of stress and
depression. Usually government looks after their people. Our government is attacking the
Canadian people. We are all in the dark on what his plan is .He bragged about purchasing the
news and they don’t tell the truth anymore on the main stream media .our voice is silenced
when we talk they block us on social media. When I go on the website and I see social credit
system on the Canadian website that scar.es the heck out of me.. I don’t wanna be a slave.I
want to be free from the passports and the mandates immediately. I won’t feel safe in this
country until the passport and the mandates are gone. And Justin Trudeau is not running our
country anymore.

2/17/2022 11:25 PM

84110

Family life mental health and business wise

2/17/2022 11:25 PM

84111

It has taken my freedom away, I can’t go visit my children, I’m missing graduations, birthdays,
funerals. I can’t breathe with masks on. I never participated with flu shots in the past and I’m
not in the future. Had a real bad flu and I survived…

2/17/2022 11:25 PM

84112

It’s affecting my mental health

2/17/2022 11:25 PM

84113

Business, health, family

2/17/2022 11:25 PM
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84114

The suffering has been Immeasurable

2/17/2022 11:25 PM

84115

I cannot move freely to visit my mother in law in other country!

2/17/2022 11:25 PM

84116

The past year I have gone into a deep depression. I cry every single day. My son and are now
in therapy as we’ve been fighting he had his 1st son in august as my first grandchild I have not
been allowed to see him. My boyfriend who was my soul mate left me due to the vaccines. I
want Trudeau to resign immediately and we need to restore our country. Please God hear our
prayers.

2/17/2022 11:25 PM

84117

Lost both jobs. A nice home. Now suffer f4om horrific anxiety and depression

2/17/2022 11:25 PM

84118

Shocked by the abuse of power by the trudeau government Shocked by the abuse towards the
“unvaccinated » lead by the trudeau government Shocked by the lack of health promotion
Traumatized by the trudeau government narcissistic dictatorship

2/17/2022 11:25 PM

84119

I hate wearing mask it does nothing

2/17/2022 11:25 PM

84120

Fuck you

2/17/2022 11:25 PM

84121

Watching my elderly mother die during 2 months in hospital with only 2 people allowed to visit
per day, my oldest sister and I stayed 24/7 to care for her in the final 6 weeks, if another family
member wanted to visit one of us had to stay home until the next day even if the visitor stayed
a short visit, most of her grandchildren and surviving siblings never got to see her alive again
and seeing the toll on my youngest nephew as a chance to participate in activities he
thoroughly enjoyed and was beginning to thrive at be destroyed, he had just started in army
cadets a great joy for him being a youth from a sparsely populated rural area with few
socializing opportunities.

2/17/2022 11:25 PM

84122

Lost wages

2/17/2022 11:25 PM

84123

Caused psychological stress leading to anxiety and depression. I feel iam not in Canada
anymore but rather a totalitarian regime my family escaped from. Informed consent is not
honored and the stress of losing ones job to provide for ones family if you do not comply is
devastating. Add the fact that most businesses are mandating as well. This is wrong on all
levels.

2/17/2022 11:25 PM

84124

Negatively

2/17/2022 11:24 PM

84125

yes

2/17/2022 11:24 PM

84126

My husband lost his job. I now have anxiety issues. I didn’t get to go to my uncle’s funeral. My
endoscopy was postponed. I haven’t got to see my children very much. My grandma is afraid
to be around anyone. My family has been divided on these issues that trudope implemented

2/17/2022 11:24 PM

84127

I have guillain-barré syndrome after taking your poison bud. I also got Covid-19 a few months
later and still suffer from long-covid

2/17/2022 11:24 PM

84128

I lost my job and most of my family. I have had depression and moments of suicidal thoughts.

2/17/2022 11:24 PM

84129

I was unable to visit my family in Germany. I was forced to switch to online teaching. I suffer
from isolation and depression because of the mandates.

2/17/2022 11:24 PM

84130

Stress, forced medical procedure or lose my job, missed family gatherings, missed funerals,
so very sad, afraid

2/17/2022 11:23 PM

84131

Screwed up employment, retirement, mental health, distrust of all politicians, doctors, big
business, police

2/17/2022 11:23 PM

84132

In every possible way. It’s divided my family. My toddler is unable to participate in activities.
Fear of the corruption of both the government and media. Distrust in the medical system.
Watching Canada quickly growing in debt. Friends, family and members of my community
loosing their jobs and homes. Anxiety over what Canada is becoming and how this will effect
our children, how poorly kind and peaceful freedom fighters are being treated, ETC….

2/17/2022 11:23 PM

84133

In many ways

2/17/2022 11:23 PM

84134

loss of work hours, and income

2/17/2022 11:23 PM

84135

It has completely changed my life. I have very little interaction with other human beings. I am
belittled when I do go out and have never had so much mistrust with our media or any

2/17/2022 11:23 PM
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government in my whole life.
84136

Sick of the bullshit.

2/17/2022 11:23 PM

84137

Lost 2years

2/17/2022 11:23 PM

84138

Work has slowed

2/17/2022 11:23 PM

84139

My youngest son tried to commit suicide as a result of the mandates. We are very fortunate
and blessed that he is still here. But he woke up one day not wanting to live through this
anymore. So now we live day by day. It’s heartbreaking

2/17/2022 11:23 PM

84140

Most disruptive

2/17/2022 11:23 PM

84141

It has made it so I do not want to travel as long as these UNJUSTIFIED RESTRICTIONS are
in place

2/17/2022 11:23 PM

84142

Isolation. Restrictions. Divisiveness. Lack of family time. Stress.

2/17/2022 11:22 PM

84143

Made me poorer Made me hate politicians Made me hate polls

2/17/2022 11:22 PM

84144

I can not watch my grandson play hockey. I can not go swimming with my grandchildren. I
can’t not go out for dinner at any time. Not for a break from cooking, not for special occasions.
I can’t attend the theatre which I support with financial donations. I can not attend my strata
meetings. I can not join friends out for coffee.

2/17/2022 11:22 PM

84145

My kids have anxiety , and the division in family

2/17/2022 11:22 PM

84146

My son who suffers from depression could not play hockey (a sport he absolutely loves)
because of the vaccine mandate. He also suffers from respiratory issues and I think him
wearing a mask all day has exasperated his symptoms. I was denied access to see my father
who was dying of dementia in a long term care facility. At his funeral we were only allowed to
have 20 people due to social distancing. Many family members were turned away.

2/17/2022 11:22 PM

84147

Depression, damaged relationships, freedom of movement

2/17/2022 11:22 PM

84148

Worry, stress, frustration,

2/17/2022 11:22 PM

84149

Lost my job, financial distress

2/17/2022 11:22 PM

84150

It has destroyed so many lives. People NEED each other. Families have been torn apart. Teen
suicides are through the roof as are drug addictions and mental health issues. People need
people. It has divided us long enough. The omicron variant is much milder and weaker and I
believe it’s time for us to end this, stop being afraid and get on with our lives and with being
there for each other. We need to stop being terrified and divided and start living again! This
virus is not going away and I believe that we just need to learn to live with it. Kids need to be
in school interacting. That is a huge part of education and they need that. I believe in freedom
to make our own choices.

2/17/2022 11:22 PM

84151

It’s in ruins

2/17/2022 11:22 PM

84152

Took away my right to live freely

2/17/2022 11:22 PM

84153

I am/was an entertainer. And also worked installing tradeshows and events. No work all shut
down. I refuse to collect CERB took a job nightshift stocking shelves at less than half of what I
used to make. I'm 62 years old. How much of that work will I get back when and if things ever
really get back to normal. Looks like I might have to retire as shelf stocker.

2/17/2022 11:22 PM

84154

It has affected every aspect of my life including my loved ones. My daughter has had to take
stress leave from work as she was suffering from neurological problems. I have lost a close
elderly friend who was neglected living in isolation at a long term care facility. I have not been
able to visit my mother who also resides in assisted living & who has had to endure several
incidents of being placed in isolation. I have lost friends who passed shortly after being
vaccinated & know so many others who are suffering from severe adverse events. So many
others that are close to me have lost their jobs. I have had several friends & relatives
disassociate. I have lost my rights to freedom of choice & speech. It has caused undue
hardships in every aspect of my life

2/17/2022 11:22 PM

84155

All

2/17/2022 11:22 PM

84156

In every way. Work Kids Family This needs too end

2/17/2022 11:22 PM
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84157

Lost my job, delayed services/educational opportunities for my children.

2/17/2022 11:22 PM

84158

So much stress trying to keep up with all the BS! Who to believe?

2/17/2022 11:22 PM

84159

Disaster

2/17/2022 11:21 PM

84160

It's fucking retarded shit that should have ended a long time ago.

2/17/2022 11:21 PM

84161

It has affected every part of my life as well as my wife's life my child's life . It has been wrong
from the beginning.

2/17/2022 11:21 PM

84162

Yes

2/17/2022 11:21 PM

84163

Loss of work and income. School and activities for the kids have become hard. Depression is
a real thing now

2/17/2022 11:21 PM

84164

Negatively

2/17/2022 11:21 PM

84165

Hasn't other that travel

2/17/2022 11:21 PM

84166

Divide...not trusting the government (period) I'm tired if there force of power they work for us
the people far as I'm concerned we the people are the government..they work for us! We pay
there salaries...

2/17/2022 11:20 PM

84167

My work has a jab or test mandate or you lose your job "with cause" with no severance. I have
to mask all day long and the rules around how I can do my job have changed countless times.
The program I built over the last 14 years is being run into the ground because of restrictions. I
live in a border town where for the last 13 months people from "the other side" can come visit
at my house but I'm not allowed to go to their house because I would be required to quarantine
for 14 days without pay as my employer would deny the use of sick time. My child has not
been able to take part in sports or other activities because we cannot enter the facility with her.

2/17/2022 11:20 PM

84168

I lost my job, my 14 year old son is on antidepressants and my father’s death was expedited
because I wasn’t allowed to visit him in the hospital. Me and my family aren’t allowed to sit
and eat in a restaurant, go to movies or even attend funerals, I have been shamed for not
being able to wear a mask and it feels unsafe to express any of my opinions publicly. Media
has name called me and labeled me unfairly because I choose not to get vaccinated (ie I’m
labeled an anti-vaxxer, when I’m no such thing -my family and I have all vaccines related to
deadly diseases but because I’m using my full right to informed consent and refuse this
particular “vaccine” , I’m now an anti-vaxxer? )

2/17/2022 11:20 PM

84169

It’s brought my career into question along with many others. The government divide created by
Trudeau and company has gotten out of hand.

2/17/2022 11:20 PM

84170

It has isolated me from society and caused severe depression and worsened my agoraphobia.
I felt forced to get vaccinated so that I could fly to the US to visit my mother. I didn’t want to
get the vaccine, but if I didn’t, I couldn’t have seen my mom. I shouldn’t have had to make
that choice. I have an autoimmune disease and the 1st dose put me in pancreatic failure for 3
days.

2/17/2022 11:20 PM

84171

Breaking up my family and friends

2/17/2022 11:20 PM

84172

Loss of work

2/17/2022 11:20 PM

84173

Caused our RN daughter in law after 2 years of diligently working through Covid got fired
because she was hesitant with this “vaccine “. Our Grandchildren were bullied by a teacher for
not wearing a mask due to getting migraines. Caused a brother-in-law to give up on life
because no one could see him when he was in the hospital. Caused mental anxiety for many
family members. Caused tension between friends and family.

2/17/2022 11:20 PM

84174

Can’t travel, can’t eat in restaurants can’t breathe, can’t visit loved ones, can’t see a Doctor.
Give up my rights to go in the hospital if need be. Lost all my right to decide what goes in my
body or what is good for my health. Lost hope in our gouvernement and any politician. Live in
fear! Lost two years of my life. Losing hope fast!!

2/17/2022 11:20 PM

84175

In all ways it has made a negative impact on my families mental health

2/17/2022 11:20 PM

84176

Has caused depression

2/17/2022 11:20 PM

84177

Physically, mentally, socially and negatively impacted my job

2/17/2022 11:20 PM
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84178

It has caused family division. The vaccine has caused adverse reactions in a family member.

2/17/2022 11:20 PM

84179

Un every possible way

2/17/2022 11:20 PM

84180

I can't leave the country.

2/17/2022 11:19 PM

84181

It has kept me from seeing my children multiple times. It has forced me into poverty by locking
me down and forcing me out of business.

2/17/2022 11:19 PM

84182

Discrimination full force! We know masks don’t work period! We know the (vaccine is a death
shot)! I do not want anything put in my body unless I agree to it! I am against Canada turning
into China! I don’t want my beautiful country run by a dictator/ pedophile, adrenochrome
junkie,psychopath! Canada needs to return to its COMMON LAWS that were taken from us
years ago!

2/17/2022 11:19 PM

84183

Terrible, depression in family and drug addiction.

2/17/2022 11:19 PM

84184

Grand babies have major health issues and missed 2 years off support to them

2/17/2022 11:19 PM

84185

ruined it

2/17/2022 11:19 PM

84186

Been fired, lost friends, lost family, missed funerals and weddings

2/17/2022 11:19 PM

84187

Ruined our damn lives

2/17/2022 11:19 PM

84188

Surgeries,family visits,travel,entertainment,it effects my mental health,my heart condition
etc,etc.

2/17/2022 11:19 PM

84189

Lost my job

2/17/2022 11:19 PM

84190

Loss off community, connection and stability. Depression, frustration and broken hearted
children. Please end thes mandates, our futures depend on it.

2/17/2022 11:19 PM

84191

Negatively. Mental health is suffering. Physical health is suffering children are suffering.

2/17/2022 11:19 PM

84192

Extreme mental health issues & financial ruin, destroyed relationships.

2/17/2022 11:19 PM

84193

I have lost 2 years of my retirement life. Have not been able to travel. Life is not a dress
rehearsal you only get one chance.

2/17/2022 11:19 PM

84194

Lost my job as a nurse. Depression. Family separation

2/17/2022 11:19 PM

84195

I think of suicide on a daily basis. Life is unbearable. Divisions among community. Fear thst is
way extreme. No depend and balanced media. Being excluded from society and community
due to vax status, a vax that doesn't prevent transmission, thst is experimental and which has
a very concerning safety profile...oh and it's ineffective!!! I can barely go on. I feel deeply
oppressed and hopeless, esp hearing and reading the vilification from our govt and public
health officials. I want to leave Canada, feel like a refugee.

2/17/2022 11:19 PM

84196

I have been discriminated and segregated from society even though I worked and payed taxes
like everyone else. The Covid vaccine isn’t working and people are actually dying from this
experimental vaccine. Being coerced/blackmailed into it doesn’t sit well with me.

2/17/2022 11:19 PM

84197

Time lost, time wasted, time we’ll never get back. Our country disgraced.

2/17/2022 11:19 PM

84198

Kept me home and unable to carry on life as usual.

2/17/2022 11:19 PM

84199

Can't eat in restaurants Denied service in several places due to masks

2/17/2022 11:19 PM

84200

Increased grief, depression and anxiety. My kids included.

2/17/2022 11:18 PM

84201

It has split apart my family and friends. It has made me lose work.

2/17/2022 11:18 PM

84202

Very bad. I can't even go to the gym. But yet you can gave lcbo and beer stores and huge line
ups at Costco etc. But you can't go to the gym for your own well being. It's mentally messed
with me and I can't even Take my son out to any events.

2/17/2022 11:18 PM

84203

Seen many have had bad effects from vaccine or deaths from vaccine end that now

2/17/2022 11:18 PM

84204

Depression anger loss of health, loss of income

2/17/2022 11:18 PM

84205

Death of family members (not COVID sickness related), suicide. Division, alienation, children
have anxiety, Depression and stress through the roof, unable to join in family/friend get

2/17/2022 11:18 PM
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togethers, loss of volunteer opportunities, bullying
84206

Don't like having someone who knows nothing about me or my family telling us how to live.

2/17/2022 11:18 PM

84207

Negative

2/17/2022 11:18 PM

84208

Put my life in a danger

2/17/2022 11:18 PM

84209

Loss of work. I have cancer my support not allowed to see me in hospital

2/17/2022 11:18 PM

84210

Isolation from family. Family members losing employment etc

2/17/2022 11:18 PM

84211

Couldn't see older I'll family members, couldn't go to the same places as friends, holidays
disrupted, kids education and extra curriculars, been rudely discriminated against, lost
relationships, consumed more alcohol to cope. The list goes on

2/17/2022 11:18 PM

84212

it has taken away everything

2/17/2022 11:18 PM

84213

Masks are not normal. They don't do anything. It's heartbreaking to see children's school
photos with masks and kids thinking wearing masks all the time is normal. It's not. It is also
FORCED COERCION making it basically mandatory to decide between getting an
EXPERIMENTAL injection that HAS had HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS of adverse events
and losing their job and their ability to provide food for themselves and their family. It's
absolutely disgusting behavior and I've never been more ashamed to be a Canadian citizen.
I'm embarrassed by the actions my government is taking regarding this ..... I don't even know
what to call the past two years.... not a pandemic of a virus but a pandemic of fear and hate
and division imposed upon the Canadian citizens by the government.

2/17/2022 11:18 PM

84214

Horrible

2/17/2022 11:18 PM

84215

made me realize how much the liberal and ndp politicians have divided this country. and the
same in many other countries. there usva world wide agenda happening and people are
oblivious to it because theyre distracted by this division.

2/17/2022 11:18 PM

84216

The mandates have superceeded my God-given freedom to choose what is right for me and
my family.

2/17/2022 11:18 PM

84217

Depression and anxiety like I have never felt before. Ground my tooth down from grinding at
night, and couldn't see a dentist because I had a mask exemption. Lost clients and business,
now I have a 60,000 dept. Lots family and friends. I feel like I live in Chinada. Couldn't go to
family and friends funerals. AND the loneliness is unbearable some days. This is crimes
against humanity

2/17/2022 11:17 PM

84218

Taken away freedom to choose, to be with family, go to funerals, weddings.

2/17/2022 11:17 PM

84219

Financially

2/17/2022 11:17 PM

84220

My adult children forced to get vaccinated to attend school and keep their job, even though
they were against the experimental vaccine. Lost friendships, experienced depression and
hopelessness for the future.

2/17/2022 11:17 PM

84221

I am so saddened by this whole situation. I am unable to see family and friends, go to
restaurants, concerts, watch my grandkids perform, unable to go to the gym or pool, not
allowed to travel. I am being segregated for my choices that I have made for my own personal
health.

2/17/2022 11:17 PM

84222

It has absolutely ruined the global economy and my financial health and is and was a total
incompetent or malicious method to control the uncontrollable. The new normal hasn't even
begun.

2/17/2022 11:17 PM

84223

All of them

2/17/2022 11:17 PM

84224

Can not: travel abroad, go to restaurants, forced to wear breathing barrier when shopping and
work, social life gone, resentment from peers that took part in the phase 3 trials of novel
innoculant.

2/17/2022 11:17 PM

84225

Stripped of freedom

2/17/2022 11:17 PM

84226

Dehumanizing. Zero trust in government and healthcare and pharmaceutical companies

2/17/2022 11:17 PM

84227

Mind your own business

2/17/2022 11:17 PM
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84228

Not much

2/17/2022 11:17 PM

84229

Fuck Truedead

2/17/2022 11:16 PM

84230

Badly

2/17/2022 11:16 PM

84231

I had to be vaccinated to save my business as it operates thru travel.

2/17/2022 11:16 PM

84232

Changed it forever

2/17/2022 11:16 PM

84233

The division this has caused is sickening.

2/17/2022 11:16 PM

84234

I haven't been able to go anywhere. I can't take and put my kids in any sports or other
activities. My oldest child wants to go to college in September but so far cannot.

2/17/2022 11:16 PM

84235

How has it not! Loss of income, social connection and health.

2/17/2022 11:16 PM

84236

I can’t visit my daughter, immune comprised

2/17/2022 11:16 PM

84237

I have never CONSENTED to any of it.

2/17/2022 11:16 PM

84238

I've stopped supporting local business that try to force me to restrict my breathing or ask me
private health information. I've been threatened called all sorts of despicable named. Not able
to visit my 78 year old father who's in the hospital. Gave me stress and anxiety.

2/17/2022 11:16 PM

84239

Loss of basic human rights and freedoms. Devastating

2/17/2022 11:16 PM

84240

Everything has been affected!!! Please remove the mandates!!! Mentally drained by all these
things we don’t need. It is not law it’s a mandate and doctors are speaking out time to be true
with yourself and end it all. Kids needs to be free of all those mandates… I have my double
vax and I still had Covid and I almost died so vax or not it doesn’t matter… let the people live
their lives…

2/17/2022 11:16 PM

84241

It has hindered my ability to work, ruined relationships and even led to people making violent
threats towards me

2/17/2022 11:15 PM

84242

Depression, weight gain, unheslthy choices, freeedoms

2/17/2022 11:15 PM

84243

Unemployment. Ontario Works hasn't raised the rates to keep up with the inflation.

2/17/2022 11:15 PM

84244

Less social life

2/17/2022 11:15 PM

84245

Ruined it

2/17/2022 11:15 PM

84246

Loss of freedoms

2/17/2022 11:15 PM

84247

I have a brother with ling cancer that can not live out his final time as a free citizen. My
children are missing out on their lives. I have family members that believe in the propaganda
and do not want to see family or others in their final time as a result. Forcing vaccines on
people without releasing the contracts is not acceptable. Silencing doctors is crazy. Cover ups
and tyranny are not acceptable. Our government has been infiltrated by WEF, SNC, WE,
LabLeak and vaccine investigations blocked and covers up.

2/17/2022 11:15 PM

84248

It has created division between both my friends and loved ones. Not to mention the stress it
has placed on me and my family.

2/17/2022 11:15 PM

84249

It tearing family and friends apart. 2 tier society based on a medical treatment that us proving
rather in effective.

2/17/2022 11:15 PM

84250

Intrusive in every way possible

2/17/2022 11:15 PM

84251

My kid had to wear a mask at school and it's too stressful. I can't travel, I can't go anywhere

2/17/2022 11:15 PM

84252

I am completely terrorized by the vaccine mandates. I feel threatened by the government
every day. My bodily autonomy has been stolen and it's horrifying.

2/17/2022 11:15 PM

84253

My mental health has declined as well as my physical health because I can't do the team
sports and exercise classes I loved. I haven't been able to bring my kids to swimming lessons
or to their activities that keep us well

2/17/2022 11:15 PM

84254

Loss of employment, mental health issues for my school aged children .none of this is ok

2/17/2022 11:14 PM

84255

Cannot fly within Canada

2/17/2022 11:14 PM
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84256

I lost my childrens daycare and both my jobs. My young children have missed out on more life
then they have gotten to enjoy. Ive had to start anti depression medications and anxiety has
become an everyday struggle.

2/17/2022 11:14 PM

84257

Loss of income. Loss of friendships. Loss of government trust.

2/17/2022 11:14 PM

84258

It’s affected my life negatively in ALL aspects!!

2/17/2022 11:14 PM

84259

Travel, shopping, dining. Loss of my rights.

2/17/2022 11:14 PM

84260

In every aspect but I worry most for my children and all children. We need our lives back. We
need our freedom back!

2/17/2022 11:14 PM

84261

I have Natural Immunity since March 2020. While recognized in Israel, the EU, and other
countries, it is not recognized in North America. This, this has hampered my involvement in
everything from travel, entertainment, etc.

2/17/2022 11:14 PM

84262

It has ruined me financially

2/17/2022 11:14 PM

84263

Fuck Trudeau

2/17/2022 11:14 PM

84264

I’m Covid vaccine free. Basically I can still work and buy groceries.

2/17/2022 11:14 PM

84265

Isolation and restriction. Can’t see my family on the other side of the country. Never sure if my
job will disappear.

2/17/2022 11:14 PM

84266

All my rights are no longer valid

2/17/2022 11:13 PM

84267

Praying more for the truckers and other protesters

2/17/2022 11:13 PM

84268

Wasn’t able to see family members. Suffered tensions from the idiocy of allowing flights in or
refugees walking across the border without being tested and covid hotels and we were
expected to follow the line

2/17/2022 11:13 PM

84269

Divisive

2/17/2022 11:13 PM

84270

Unemployability, loss of relationships, ostracism, loss of activities, segregation, extreme
stress

2/17/2022 11:13 PM

84271

in every way…

2/17/2022 11:13 PM

84272

Horrible divisive to our society; ineffective in stopping the spread; incorrect response to Covid
19

2/17/2022 11:13 PM

84273

It's been divisive and demonized everyday Canadians because they want bodily autonomy and
freedom of choice when it comes to what's to be injected into them. It's just wrong. Whatever
happened to our Charter? Why is this government being so tyrannical when it comes to
something as sacred as a person's body. I have the right to say I don't want a penis in me but I
don't have the right to say I don't want a medical "treatment"? This feels like medical rape to
me.

2/17/2022 11:13 PM

84274

How could it not!!!! Its like "living" in a communist country! Enough already!

2/17/2022 11:13 PM

84275

Mental health issues, stress, fear, sadness, division from friends and family, and the list goes
on

2/17/2022 11:13 PM

84276

I’ve lost most of my clientele from my home based business thst I had to close 3X because of
lockdowns and restrictions I’ve lost the ability to go to or do activities I normally did prior to
COVID. It has affected my mental health. I have lost communication with family members
because of differences of opinions over the vaccine

2/17/2022 11:13 PM

84277

mental health

2/17/2022 11:13 PM

84278

Loss of constitutional rights and freedoms

2/17/2022 11:13 PM

84279

Has stopped me from traveling to see my family. To go to family functions. Stopping me from
going to activities, the gym restaurants ect. It has divided friends and family. The stress of it
all! Seeing businesses shut down. Knowing friends that have lost their jobs. Family members
threatened to lose their jobs, being the only income provider….it’s unnecessary

2/17/2022 11:13 PM

84280

Physically, psycholigally, financially

2/17/2022 11:13 PM
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84281

My whole family has struggled mentally, friends are torn apart, my daughter suffers from
migraines and she sick weekly because of the masks! The government has divided people and
the main stream media is full of lies! The last few weeks with the convoy has brought me hope
for the first time in 2 years!

2/17/2022 11:12 PM

84282

Not being able to see family & friends

2/17/2022 11:12 PM

84283

My whole family has felt isolated by people that feel the unvaccinated shouldn’t be allowed to
attend any social activities. My 9 year old has told me she wishes she wasn’t alive because
there’s so much hate in the world. We had covid in feb of 2021. 1 child had the sniffles, the
other had nothing, one parent had a chest cold and the other had nothing. We stayed home.
Got over it and want to move on.

2/17/2022 11:12 PM

84284

It affected my life in ways that even if l try explaining, the Ontario government elected would
not understand.

2/17/2022 11:12 PM

84285

Mandates divide the people.

2/17/2022 11:12 PM

84286

High anxiety, depression, isolation, discrimination

2/17/2022 11:12 PM

84287

Prevented me from working for nearly 2 years as my industry is one of the first to be shut
down and one of the last to open back up. Financial and mental health stress is through the
roof.

2/17/2022 11:12 PM

84288

I am confused

2/17/2022 11:12 PM

84289

I lost faith in government’s ability to handle a crisis

2/17/2022 11:12 PM

84290

Depression

2/17/2022 11:12 PM

84291

Everything

2/17/2022 11:12 PM

84292

Not being able to explore

2/17/2022 11:12 PM

84293

I can no longer be there for my community as a volunteer fire fighter. Our fire hall is currently
shut down because there are not enough members. My family has been turned against
eachother and will never be the same. My uncle is dying from a vaccine he was coerced to
take.

2/17/2022 11:12 PM

84294

Mental health, loss of income, stressed children

2/17/2022 11:11 PM

84295

Lack of jobs being unvaxed they limited me down to basic starting jobs from my previous
career

2/17/2022 11:11 PM

84296

Very negatively. This has all affected my mental and physical health severely.

2/17/2022 11:11 PM

84297

Made it miserable

2/17/2022 11:11 PM

84298

same as everyones economic disaster

2/17/2022 11:10 PM

84299

After the moderna vaccine I have been having problems with shortness of breath( very bad),
weakness, tired all the time, and sometimes irregular heart beat

2/17/2022 11:10 PM

84300

Lost my job Struggling to pay bills Missing my family

2/17/2022 11:10 PM

84301

Brought me great anger

2/17/2022 11:10 PM

84302

I had to leave the country to work without getting raped by a needle.

2/17/2022 11:10 PM

84303

I haven’t been able to bond with my grand daughter.. my daughter is a health care worker.. I
can not be jabbed. For health reasons so unemployment is a problem.. and not being able to
spend much time with my daughter for being in jabbed..my family and friends are so divided
and It shouldn’t be that way at all.. I’m unable to visit family in Quebec.., I’m paranoid people
will attack me for not bbeing jabbed.. mental health is being affected .. can’t go to the gym
have gained lots of weight 🦯.. stress weight.. the list goes on

2/17/2022 11:10 PM

84304

40% cut in wages

2/17/2022 11:10 PM

84305

For the everyday, they haven’t as I am vaccinated and so have not been restricted entry to
places. However travel was impossible with young children due to the testing requirements and
non vaccinated having to quarantine upon return for 14days. Not realistic for a family. But I am
now angry with how individuals who are not vaccinated have been treated by fellow Canadians

2/17/2022 11:10 PM
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and by their government. Vaccine mandates and passports should never have been introduced
and especially now with the Omicron variant the need is even less so. The side effects of two
years of mandates, restrictions, divisiveness cannot be quantified with case numbers as has
been with covid cases, but it is huge and should not be discounted and dismissed. The side
effects will be felt by society for years to come.
84306

terrible

2/17/2022 11:10 PM

84307

Lost all faith in government and police

2/17/2022 11:10 PM

84308

Increased stress and depression

2/17/2022 11:10 PM

84309

Has sheltered me from family, friends, has caused depression due to being stuck home.

2/17/2022 11:10 PM

84310

Not being able to see our family in Europe, not able to have grandchildren enjoy activities and
be kids, living in stress because son is about to lose his licence in medical field and not being
able to provide for family, constant stress because we are living in a country where our leader
divides our people and turning them against each other, not being able to breathe properly,
being constantly put down by our leaders hateful words, watching our children and
grandchildren living in stress without hope

2/17/2022 11:10 PM

84311

Personal Depression and lack of confidence in government

2/17/2022 11:10 PM

84312

ruin

2/17/2022 11:10 PM

84313

Depression

2/17/2022 11:10 PM

84314

yes

2/17/2022 11:09 PM

84315

I haven't let it affect me. I altered my life style. It hasn't affected me personally as I chose not
to live in fear. It has affected my family members. My daughter lost her job. My other family
members were coerced into the vaccine that they did not want. This is how I was indirectly
affected. I will not get vaccinated. They will not force or coerce me into getting an untested
trial drug into my body.

2/17/2022 11:09 PM

84316

Caused division between family and friends and restricted travel and hurt business

2/17/2022 11:09 PM

84317

Destroyed it

2/17/2022 11:09 PM

84318

Limited my freedom of movement, subjected me to slurs and abuse

2/17/2022 11:09 PM

84319

Destroyed relationships, affected my healing after an accident, affected my young family
members, affected my finances

2/17/2022 11:09 PM

84320

Unable to travel to see family. No vacations. Hard to find work. Finacial strain. Depression n
anxiety. Social strain and im sure there is lots more. I miss the freedom to live life with no
limitations.

2/17/2022 11:09 PM

84321

I believe in choice for everyone and freedom for all. This is disgusting. Trudeau does not
speak for me.

2/17/2022 11:09 PM

84322

I am a prisoner in Canada until such time as the vaccine passport requirement for all forms of
travel including international is abolished. I have natural immunity which I spend my own
money to test for since I had Cov-19 in Fall 2020 and the science supports that I am as
immune as or better than a triple vaccinated person. I have not seen my children in well over a
year now as I live 4000 km from them. Also, the fact that I am unvaccinated has cause some
struggles with my siblings and mother.

2/17/2022 11:09 PM

84323

Negatively

2/17/2022 11:09 PM

84324

I was fired from my job because I refused to divulge personal medical information. I was
restricted as to which jobs I could apply to based on my personal medical choices.

2/17/2022 11:09 PM

84325

Suicidal feelings. Business suffering. Relationships suffering.

2/17/2022 11:08 PM

84326

It has stopped me from seeing my grandchildren do activities and spend quality time with
family and friends

2/17/2022 11:08 PM

84327

I’m depressed, feel alone! Worried about everything and being unvaxxed cuz we are hated by
the vaxxed

2/17/2022 11:08 PM

84328

It's effected my everyday life, my work, my child's school, my human rights to be a free

2/17/2022 11:08 PM
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citizen! This needs to stop. Stop destroying Canada
84329

It has caused physical and mental harm to myself and those I care about, causing fear,
tension and depression in my family and with some friends. Division, tension when dealing with
the public, because so many are living in severe fear. They are in constant judgment and
expectation mode with everyone around them. The mandates caused me to go into depression
with not being able to go to all the places I used to. It took away my freedom to travel without
stress, it took away my freedom period!

2/17/2022 11:08 PM

84330

Unable to freely travel or take my girlfriend out to dinner. Discriminated against for my medical
decisions.

2/17/2022 11:08 PM

84331

Ongoing dismantling and destruction of my family. Loss of friendships, my integrity and sanity
being questioned by family members simply because I have questions and evidence opposite
to theirs, threat of loss of my job, inability to do my teaching job properly and thoroughly, as I
teach Fine Arts. Inability to ask my questions freely or to present information without fear of
losing my job. And I could go on.

2/17/2022 11:08 PM

84332

Emotionally, physically and financially

2/17/2022 11:08 PM

84333

I was not able to see a dying relative in their final days due to the restrictions on travel

2/17/2022 11:08 PM

84334

Lost my career for not complying

2/17/2022 11:08 PM

84335

Was compelled to get a vaccine I didnt feel I needed in order to maintain some semblance of a
normal life; a vaccine that has been proven to have little to no effect on disease transmission,
which defeats the logic of most of the rules centred around vaccines and testing.

2/17/2022 11:08 PM

84336

My job

2/17/2022 11:08 PM

84337

My brother lost his job as a federal government worker. I've been paying his rent in addition to
my own. I've been so stressed I've gained 60 pounds in two years. I've started drinking a bottle
of wine a night in order to cope.

2/17/2022 11:08 PM

84338

Forced to quit 21 year career with fed gov, lost gym membership and soccer team, kids are
angry about masks and lost their social contacts and activities, family is scared to be around
me, extreme isolation as a newly single person in a new city.

2/17/2022 11:08 PM

84339

Took my freedom of choice away.

2/17/2022 11:08 PM

84340

Can’t freakin breathe with those dang masks and it is seriously hurting my lungs

2/17/2022 11:08 PM

84341

I have not been able to go and dine out. I have not been able to fly to Alberta to see my family.

2/17/2022 11:08 PM

84342

Stopped my career and ability to provide for myself. Even paying rent and the insane utilities
has become an un-acomplishable challenge.

2/17/2022 11:08 PM

84343

It has caused a lot of stress both in family relationships and within the community I live in.
Firstly, I was a classroom ESL teacher in a private school, but lost my job, due to not being
able (and ultiimately refusing) to switch to teaching approximately 17 students per class online
with Zoom. Being on a computer 14 hours a day was not okay with me. That was difficult,
because I loved my job, and the students, and wanted to work longer. I also needed to keep
working as I do not have a company pension. (school where I worked is owned by #236th
richest person in world) Yes he's one of the 1%. Additionally, I keep myself strong through
moderate and right living, and am primarily my own doctor! To have the state all of a sudden
trying to force me to accept an injection of an experimental chemical product containing
synthetic technology , is beyond comprehension and is /has been extremely threatening. I
have always used natural products to restore balance to my system, only reverting to a
pharmaceutical if it were an emergency.This has worked well so far. So, the mandates while
causing much anxiety, have also increased my desire to learn more about medicinals
particularly how to grow them and make my own medicines, (indigenous and folk remedies)
something i have done successfully in the past. That being said, because I am refusing to be
part of the experiment, I am excluded from a lot of things that I would like to do, however, I can
live without them, so it's bearable for a while.I do need to breathe, however, so wear my mask
over my mouth only , and just when absolutely necessary - never outside! I used to go to a
community pool and have a sauna 2x a week that helped me detoxify; now that is gone, as are
the long term friendships made there, and I do feel a great sense of loss. I could go on and on
about the negative impacts, however, many of the effects have been positive. First of all , we
are being forced to go within more... and this is a good thing i believe. I read and write more

2/17/2022 11:08 PM
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and practice meditation regularly so this helps me gain strength for coping with the fact that i
have no job, almost no income, my community thinks I'm a conspiracy theorist and are afraid
and angry at me, and my daughters haven't seen me for two Christmases now (nor
Thanksgivings) as they are following Dr. Henry's directives and listen to the propaganda about
unvaccinated people being "selfish" and unsafe to be around. In spite of all this, I"m working
non -stop figuring out how to awaken others to the possibility that everything isn't as it seems
and in order to protect themselves they might want to read or listen to other sources. This is
exhausting. But it's all okay.... it's just a transition to something else, hopefully a much better
world without all of these exploitative structures and systems in place that perpetuate gross
wealth inequality and environmental harms. As George said all those years ago "All things
must pass away".
84344

Wasted my time and almost stopped my work

2/17/2022 11:08 PM

84345

Waste of time

2/17/2022 11:07 PM

84346

Mentally stressful, to many contradictions

2/17/2022 11:07 PM

84347

friends lost their jobs, fear of mine, friends left the country. lost friends. small business closed.
unable to support local business'

2/17/2022 11:07 PM

84348

Severely from every angle, from financially to relationships and family trauma

2/17/2022 11:07 PM

84349

Haven’t gone a vacation with my husband or kids!

2/17/2022 11:07 PM

84350

Family Division! A substantial loss of income including substantial,long term financial losses
to my retirement fund. Unnecessary stress on my children, spouse and peers.

2/17/2022 11:07 PM

84351

Negatively. Increases stress. Divided family. Divided work/ friends.

2/17/2022 11:07 PM

84352

I lost a job I had for 17 years when I was 64. I have been depressed many times, drink more
than I used to, don't have contact with many family members & lost numerous friends.

2/17/2022 11:07 PM

84353

Phycological.depression, fear,loss of friends due to vaccine injury and two deaths.

2/17/2022 11:07 PM

84354

Segregation Unable to travel to visit family

2/17/2022 11:07 PM

84355

Mental stability, economic loss, stress on children

2/17/2022 11:06 PM

84356

Lost faith in all health departments and government departments until they stop with the
political science and start to look at both sides of the story. Daughter fired with no
unemployment from the hospital, nurse on the palliative floor all though COVID and it was to
dangerous for her to stay after 1.5 years of COVID-19! This is the only time in my life I can
say I am embarrassed to be Canadian!!! Now the truckers has given some hope to the country
again and we will stand with them!

2/17/2022 11:06 PM

84357

Lack of social life, lack of travel

2/17/2022 11:06 PM

84358

.

2/17/2022 11:06 PM

84359

Feel alienated (unvaxxed). Feel angry and depressed.

2/17/2022 11:06 PM

84360

Its totally taken away any trust i had in govetnement,health officials,main stream media,and
big Pharma.

2/17/2022 11:06 PM

84361

I feel my rights to choose what I put in my own body, my chose to travel and freely pursue
normal day today activities have been discriminating. Causes stress and financial hardship in
a divisive society.

2/17/2022 11:06 PM

84362

100% negatively! I would never have thought that my country could sink this low! Our PM is a
shameful example of power gone amok!

2/17/2022 11:06 PM

84363

Made my social, physical and mental life Unbearable

2/17/2022 11:06 PM

84364

Division lost time with families lost wages added stress

2/17/2022 11:06 PM

84365

Death

2/17/2022 11:06 PM

84366

Was in the middle of career change when mandates hit, now unable to find work. Mild
depression from mandates

2/17/2022 11:06 PM

84367

It is difficult to sustain my business due to restrictions.

2/17/2022 11:06 PM
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84368

na

2/17/2022 11:05 PM

84369

Being treated like a second class citizen is disturbing and seeing people pitted against each
other

2/17/2022 11:05 PM

84370

My basic freedoms and way of life.

2/17/2022 11:05 PM

84371

It has taken our Freedom away!

2/17/2022 11:05 PM

84372

Missing sports games

2/17/2022 11:05 PM

84373

Severely impacted my business causing loss of income, customers and the ability to travel

2/17/2022 11:05 PM

84374

Isolated, business, segregated families & society

2/17/2022 11:05 PM

84375

I’m a snow plow operator, drive alone for 8 to 12 hour shifts. I have a medical mask exemption
so the municipality I worked for took me out of my plow, penalized me financially, then made
me sanitize portapotties and clean public toilets after the homeless had masturbated on the
walls and defecated on the floors. After 9 months of that humiliation they brought in the jab
mandate, or test twice weekly in the same damaged and scarred nose I have the mask
exemption for. I had to quit or be put on unpaid leave. I quit and cashed in my pension to cover
my bills until the insanity stopped. Now my landlord has decided to sell the house we’re renting
and due to the pandemic hyperinflating the real estate market, rent is now $700 to $1,000 more
a month than I was paying. Plus it’s damn near impossible trying to find someone to rent me
their place when I don’t have a job. Single mother, two kids, all had CV, all with natural
immunity - can’t work, can’t travel, can’t go anywhere inessential, my kids can’t play sports or
go to a movie or visit their dying grandma - all because we survived a disease. People that
have survived Covid are 3x more likely to develop an adverse reaction. It is completely
unnecessary for me and my kids to take the poison yet we’re bullied, harassed and mislabeled
by our peers, our communities, and our own tyrannical leader. Castro Jr MUST be stopped! I’m
ready to apply for refugee status in the US, I fear for mine and my children’s future here in
Nazi headquarters.

2/17/2022 11:05 PM

84376

It has created fear in social interaction.

2/17/2022 11:05 PM

84377

I have lost friends and family members who are on different sides of the fence. Basically under
house arrest. I don't go out because I am hearing impaired and with the masks it's impossible
to read lips so why bother. I have been in the hospital for one operation and I have to go back
for another and I have to be in there by myself because my wife can't come in. And I could go
on and on!!!!!

2/17/2022 11:04 PM

84378

My husband lost his job in the government.

2/17/2022 11:04 PM

84379

As a status Indian this has imposed more segregation and oppression upon me and my family.
The Government once told us it was lawful for them to take our kids and put them in residential
schools. Now they are trying to say it is lawful for them to take our bodies or else limit us in
society as a consequence for not obeying. History rhymes. There are those now who disagree
with this assessment just like there were those who disagreed at the time of residential
schools. History will reveal both to be of one mind. #StopSegregation #EndTheMandates

2/17/2022 11:04 PM

84380

I cannot travel to see my elderly mother in law and she cannot come see us. We cannot eat
dinner in a restaurant. Everyone is fighting because of the hatred invoked by our govt who
refuses to answer questions because they know WE ARE RIGHT and Justin Trudeau is
making a ton of money on these lockdowns and mandates. THE STRESS IS IMMENSE
ENOUGH TO MAKE MANY PEOPLE SICK. Rosa Parkes had it good, at least she got to sit
at the back of the bus, I can not even get on the bus. It is shameful how backwards we have
gone. I was ashamed for 2 years to be Canadian and the truckers are the catalyst for change.
We are not fringe, we are the backbone of Canada. The hardworking families who deserve a
voice and since the govt is basically giving us the finger, we shall demand our voice be heard.
FREEDOM FOR ALL, NOT JUST FOR SOME.

2/17/2022 11:04 PM

84381

Just devastating couldn’t do anything but buy groceries

2/17/2022 11:04 PM

84382

My children don’t know what it’s like to not wear a mask. They have t seen family and lost out
on starting sports. My 6 year old is depressed. I husband and I would have lost our jobs if we
didn’t get vaccinated and NO we didn’t have a “choice”

2/17/2022 11:04 PM

84383

Not well at all...

2/17/2022 11:04 PM
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84384

We can’t go out and do anything without a passport and I am depressed. Life needs to move
on

2/17/2022 11:04 PM

84385

Its ruined my life beyond repair

2/17/2022 11:04 PM

84386

My freedoms have been infringed upon. I can't travel on an airplane, go to a restaurant, see a
movie or leave my own Country.

2/17/2022 11:04 PM

84387

Terror

2/17/2022 11:04 PM

84388

Lost my job. Had to sell my house.

2/17/2022 11:03 PM

84389

go fuck yourself

2/17/2022 11:03 PM

84390

Ticks me off

2/17/2022 11:03 PM

84391

Boring, I'm moving to Texas to get freedom back

2/17/2022 11:03 PM

84392

Discrimination of Canadians Isolating the elderly in care homes

2/17/2022 11:03 PM

84393

Lost business

2/17/2022 11:03 PM

84394

Narrowly avoided losing my job, had to beg for an exemption

2/17/2022 11:03 PM

84395

Restrictions in church, restaurants gatherings, funerals and division of family and friends.

2/17/2022 11:03 PM

84396

Financially, mentally, emotionally.

2/17/2022 11:02 PM

84397

My job is at risk, I miss my family. It’s tearing us apart. I feel for small business, kids missed
education and people hurt by these mandates. I worry the conspiracy theories about Trudeau
have a globalist agenda for Canada in conjunction with the WEF are true. I feel helpless

2/17/2022 11:02 PM

84398

Removed all avenues of income and retirement start up business. Stress and anxiety are now
a part of ebeyones life.

2/17/2022 11:02 PM

84399

It’s created and us and them attitude among Canadians, cost them relationships, livelihoods,
and mental and physical health.

2/17/2022 11:02 PM

84400

Affected my work arrangement and the duties of my job. Also caused division among family
and friends.

2/17/2022 11:02 PM

84401

In every aspect too long to list Job day to day segregation abuse trying to survive eat live and
pay bills that keep getting bigger and bigger

2/17/2022 11:02 PM

84402

The way I am able to raise a child..

2/17/2022 11:02 PM

84403

Kept me and my family alive

2/17/2022 11:02 PM

84404

Lost my job lost my house lost my car extremely suicidal

2/17/2022 11:02 PM

84405

Held hostage within my city, province and country.

2/17/2022 11:01 PM

84406

It has effected my work with the social distancing and travel restrictions, it has effected my
personal life by delaying school opening and policies making it so I have to take extra time off
work to care for my son

2/17/2022 11:01 PM

84407

Not able to cross the border or fly

2/17/2022 11:01 PM

84408

Watching my grandchildren be afraid to play or even just go outside ,not being able to enjoy
family gathers and the list goes on

2/17/2022 11:01 PM

84409

The mandate has brought soo much stress. I do believe Covid is real but no matter what we do
it will spread. The metal health has affected literally every one I know from mandates. I work in
a nursing home and the stress from Covid/mandate have done more harm than actually Covid.

2/17/2022 11:01 PM

84410

Horribly

2/17/2022 11:01 PM

84411

Locked down. Division of family and friends. Work stopped. Financial distress.

2/17/2022 11:01 PM

84412

I go out much less often. Any socializing with friends/family has been greatly curtailed. My
support of businesses and the community has been curtailed.

2/17/2022 11:01 PM

84413

Not in the slightest. Doesn’t mean It’s not wrong. Communists.

2/17/2022 11:01 PM
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84414

It has seperated my family and friends from one another.

2/17/2022 11:01 PM

84415

Lost our businesses. Destroyed our childrens health and instilled fear in them.

2/17/2022 11:01 PM

84416

I’ve lost my job as a healthcare employee .

2/17/2022 11:01 PM

84417

I was put on an involuntary leave of absence by one of my employers. That was almost 6
months ago...still on leave. Masking makes it difficult for me to breathe due to a lung
condition, but I am not exempt, apparently my ability to oxygenate properly is of no
consequence. Not being able to see faces, only eyes, has been difficult...we need to see
whole faces. Especially our children, they learn a lot through facial expressions. I could go on
and on, but those are the top ways this whole mandate nonsense has affected my life.

2/17/2022 11:01 PM

84418

Not my Canada

2/17/2022 11:00 PM

84419

Lost income

2/17/2022 11:00 PM

84420

I am a care provider for children and cannot help or accept any more children into my home
due to my vaccine status. I am recently engaged and unable to plan a wedding due to
mandates and the current status of Canada. My fiancé is fearing the loss of his job due to vax
mandates. Without his job, we would be forced to sell our home due to the mandates and
forced vaccination.

2/17/2022 11:00 PM

84421

Threatened with job loss, banned from air and rail travel

2/17/2022 11:00 PM

84422

Vaccine mandate. I lost my job

2/17/2022 11:00 PM

84423

I have lost my job of 17 years due to covid vax mandates causing monetary and mental health
issues. My eldest daughter has had to extend her college education an extra 1 1/2 years due
to Covid lockdowns and mandates, causing monetary and mental health issues. My husband
lost his job due to covid vax mandates, causing monetary and mental health issues. My
youngest daughter had issues with online schooling during lockdowns causing her to have to
take summer school to catch up, worries that she will not have a graduation this year if
lockdowns resume, worries that her parents will not be allowed to attend grad due to mandates,
issues with her applications to universities due to covid lockdowns. My husband lost his father
due to age-related issues, but due to covid mandates was not allowed to see him barely the
last 2 years of his life, was not allowed to see him in the hospital as he was dying due to covid
mandates, and family members were not allowed to attend the funeral due to covid mandates
and mandated capacities. Mask mandates caused my health, and the health of my family
members to deteriorate due to excessive wear and deteriorating our natural immunity. Covid
mandates caused family members to fight, and caused many of us to be discriminated
against, by not allowing us access to venues that our taxes pay for, nor access to social
venues. I worked 50 hours/week during 2020 trying to help the country keep ourselves together
via supply chain, and have paid taxes and full deductions from my income for the last 35
years- and now I am a lesser citizen who has been banned from work, and from most of
society. My employment income insurance has been withheld from me, despite paying into it
faithfully for 35 years. I am angry, enraged, depressed, and losing faith in the law, the rights of
a democratic society, and in both man and God himself. The repercussions of these terrible,
unwarranted mandates will be felt for generations. Neighbour now fears neighbour, families are
being torn apart, couples divorcing, and violence and segregation is being applauded. Fear
rules us now. A sad way for a great country to deteriorate into...

2/17/2022 11:00 PM

84424

Freedoms have been taken.

2/17/2022 11:00 PM

84425

It’s limited my freedom and my quality of life

2/17/2022 11:00 PM

84426

It's been hard! Depression rates up Suicide rates up

2/17/2022 11:00 PM

84427

We can't afford groceries for a family of 5. We have one income because my kids need
someone home incase they need appointments done or are home sick. Husband works hours
away.

2/17/2022 10:59 PM

84428

Son put on unpaid administrative leave by DSS, then asked by DSS to work for free. That
does not pay the Bills. Cant eat inside restaurants, cant go to rec centre, bingo, theater, etc.
Cant travel to see my daughter. My eldest daughter also list her job. Most importantly, we lost
our doctor because of mandates. Now we have none.

2/17/2022 10:59 PM

84429

In every way destroyed my family cause of government fear mongering

2/17/2022 10:59 PM
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84430

It’s effected every aspect of my life. Including home, work and social life!

2/17/2022 10:59 PM

84431

Cannot fly in a commercial airliner. If I cannot cross the US border by March 10th I will miss
my annual dune camping trip for the third year in a row! FFS

2/17/2022 10:59 PM

84432

I miss my grandchildren. My mental health has deteriorated. I need to talk to people.

2/17/2022 10:59 PM

84433

House bound 😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡😡

2/17/2022 10:58 PM

84434

Stressed

2/17/2022 10:58 PM

84435

Not being able to say or do things I would normally do if this was a free country, like before the
plandemic. Our freedoms have been slowly taken away from us by Trudeau, the World
Economic Forum and Klaus Schwab.

2/17/2022 10:58 PM

84436

Divided my friends … kept me from family

2/17/2022 10:58 PM

84437

It's reduced the quality of my life and created division and fear

2/17/2022 10:58 PM

84438

Ruined quality of life on many levels. Unvaccinated, so forced to work at home, unable to go to
anywhere requiring vax pass including the gym which has resulted in my gaining over 20lbs.
The weight gain has had a huge effect as well.

2/17/2022 10:58 PM

84439

they ruined my life, wrecked my retirement, going broke now...

2/17/2022 10:58 PM

84440

Mentaly affected me and my family our jobs, Our kids éducation enough is enough

2/17/2022 10:57 PM

84441

Mentally,financially and socially.

2/17/2022 10:57 PM

84442

Ruined businesses, lost friends, divided my family, and, it seems, divided this country.

2/17/2022 10:57 PM

84443

I'm disappointed by our government. It isn't the science, it is dictatorship. The science implies
the debates. Trudeau isn't the science. God help him!

2/17/2022 10:57 PM

84444

Loss of freedom and rights

2/17/2022 10:57 PM

84445

It has cost me some long term friendships

2/17/2022 10:57 PM

84446

Intense family discord. Mental health issues.

2/17/2022 10:57 PM

84447

Loss of freedom

2/17/2022 10:57 PM

84448

Like everyone else

2/17/2022 10:57 PM

84449

My husband was unable to be with me in hospital due to his health preventing him from
wearing PPE.

2/17/2022 10:57 PM

84450

Can't go anywhere or do anything. It's like being a prisoner in my own house. I want to freely
be with family and friends.

2/17/2022 10:56 PM

84451

Stuck at home

2/17/2022 10:56 PM

84452

After working for 31 years, I am no longer able to travel. My wife is not able to visit her mother
in the nursing home, I am not able to visit my son who lives out west. My son may lose his job
as Vancouver’s best chiropractor in the near future. Potentially losing his business of five
years and their newly purchased condo.

2/17/2022 10:56 PM

84453

I can’t do the things I used to do

2/17/2022 10:56 PM

84454

Cost me my income, so far. This covid-19 hoax is a political ploy to enslave us all and KILL
most (90%) of us. And it is working.

2/17/2022 10:56 PM

84455

Has made travel between provinces terrible

2/17/2022 10:56 PM

84456

It has left me alone almost 24/7 because I won’t take the jab My adult children believe I’m a
threat to their health - it has destroyed my family

2/17/2022 10:56 PM

84457

Cant visit grandchildren less social visiting Loss of job activity Isolation from famliy Unable to
attend funerals of famliy members Personal anxiety.

2/17/2022 10:56 PM

84458

Our business is currently just barely hanging on. Doing 30/40% of normal. Mandates gave
ruined our country b

2/17/2022 10:56 PM
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84459

It forced me to get the vaccine which gave me anaphylaxis. Secondly it has effected my kids
horrendously took me a year to help my youngest to not be scared of other kids in social
situations like dayhome

2/17/2022 10:56 PM

84460

Lost all trust in doctors felt depressed and suicidal

2/17/2022 10:55 PM

84461

It’s causing division in our country. This is not the Canada that I want to live in. Certain people
are unable to do certain things and none of the “science” makes any sense.

2/17/2022 10:55 PM

84462

It hasn't practically affected my life other than making me feel ostracized for my medical
choices. But I have seen it affect soo many people close to me in very negative ways.

2/17/2022 10:55 PM

84463

I have had to be by myself most of the time because I am a widow. I could not go see my
Mom when she had major surgery due to blood clots that put her life at Risk. She spent 2
months in & out of the hospital due to these Blood Clots. Also could not see her or visit due to
all the restrictions. Lost my trip to Mexico due to Travel restrictions. Could not get a job due to
restrictions. It has affected my friendships due to the decision of mandating Vaccine
Passports so I could not even go see friends go to restaurants or see movie at the Theatre or
even go golfing due to the stupid rules that you can't use an indoor bathroom. Our canadians
are being forced into taking a Vaccine that is not really even approved or tested properly.
These past 2 years feel more like it's about Fear, Control and not really about our Health. We
are not hearing the real truth. Our News is all lies and is pushing an agenda. I should have the
right to say what I want in my body. Over the past 2 years I also went through Breast Cancer &
I got to choose on what procedures & medications I wanted. I will not take any Covid shot. It is
not a true Vaccine, I have never ever taken a flu shot in the past either and I am not an antivaxxer. I have all the proper vaccine's for severe illnesses. I just want my life back which is
the freedom to make choices about my health and seeing the people I Love like family &
friends. Also I deserve to be able to travel, go to restaurants and to the Gum or a theatre when
I want. If I am not feeling well I stay home. I have just had Covid so now I believe my immune
system will protect me in the future as it did when I got it. Thank you for listening to my story.

2/17/2022 10:55 PM

84464

I haven’t been able to see my mother at a PCH since December 31/21

2/17/2022 10:55 PM

84465

It has made me realize the depth of evil in the world and how the globalists have very easily
conditioned the populace to obey the government dictates. I now know for certain there is NO
democracy. It has split up our family in unimaginable ways and torn the fabric of our beloved
Canada apart.

2/17/2022 10:55 PM

84466

made me do ton of research to find out all the REAL truth and who owns and runs everyone so
opened my eyes huge

2/17/2022 10:55 PM

84467

I'm a person that can't wear a mask due to medical reasons. I have been discriminated against
since the beginning of this mess.

2/17/2022 10:55 PM

84468

Restricted my Charter of Rights and Freedoms to participate in society as a Canadian citizen.

2/17/2022 10:55 PM

84469

mentally, psychically and emotionally, the damage to the children in my home and to my
nieces and nephews much less my mother how is a senior and lives alone.

2/17/2022 10:55 PM

84470

Depression. Loss of employment. Family and friends are divided. No social activities. I don't
want to go on like this.

2/17/2022 10:55 PM

84471

Loss of abilities in all factions of normal Canadian life

2/17/2022 10:54 PM

84472

I am small business owner struggling to keep the business open, I lost my primary job due to
mandates, and the public schools have failed my child

2/17/2022 10:54 PM

84473

I very lost my job and was denied ei because I don't want the medical treatment , now of about
to be evicted cause I can't pay my rent and bills

2/17/2022 10:54 PM

84474

Feel like I’ve been in prison for 2 yrs. lonely and sad.

2/17/2022 10:54 PM

84475

not being able to see friends, almost losing my job due to vaccine mandates, not being able to
celebrate christmas with my family, not being able to travel

2/17/2022 10:54 PM

84476

My kids are deprived o child hood and hubby is about to lose his job

2/17/2022 10:54 PM

84477

Created a world of judgement and family separation

2/17/2022 10:54 PM

84478

I was laid off from my job as a flight attendant in April 2020 and lost a significant amount of

2/17/2022 10:54 PM
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income
84479

Undue stress from the bigotry of mandaters, threats to my job

2/17/2022 10:54 PM

84480

Mental health, isolation, it's affected every part of my life. It had delayed the language skills of
my son. I am vaccine injured.

2/17/2022 10:54 PM

84481

Haven’t been able to go out much as I am unable to wear a mask.

2/17/2022 10:54 PM

84482

I've lost friends and family members who won't adhere to the mandates.

2/17/2022 10:54 PM

84483

Loss of work, friends, sanity

2/17/2022 10:54 PM

84484

What hasn't it affected it's stressing, have no freedom, couldn't go and enjoy a simple coffee or
dine out it felt like I was being punished because of my choices which I don't understand as I
never got the flu shot and I still had my freedom then there is the division of family and friends
over a vaccine that doesn't even work, and you have no idea how hard it is to try and breath
through a mask for even 10 minutes for many ppl in my case it's not easy I always feel like I
am suffercating so I had to stay home and sent my wife to do groceries ect that way I didn't
have to feel suffercated by the mask. I had to endure the insults from our own prime minister
as I am one who did not get the vaccine for my own personal reasons. Overall we had as
much rights a prisoners that's the way these mandates affected my life and still is when will it
stop it's already scientific proven that it doesn't matter how many jabs you get it's not going to
stop you from catching or transmitting the virus. I and I am sure many other Canadians wants
our freedom back. Cause if this is called freedom the way we are living today especially the
ones who are unvaccinated then I am ashamed what happened to our country . This is not
freedom this is control

2/17/2022 10:54 PM

84485

Caused depression. Divided family and friends. Caused my children to miss out on social
events and sports. It’s been horrible

2/17/2022 10:54 PM

84486

I feel I live in Cold War Berlin

2/17/2022 10:54 PM

84487

Lost business, negative mental health

2/17/2022 10:54 PM

84488

Endless Boredom and Violence

2/17/2022 10:54 PM

84489

Where do I begin??? From not being able to work, pay pur bills feed our family of 5 children, to
depression, extreme anxiety... children failing classes due to liberal teacher focusing on
teaching the children 45- 60 minutes each class about covid and that they are idiots if they
don't get the vax to the so called fact that ppc and con voters are racist, homophobic,
rednecks... these things are derogatory and come straight from a man who runs a country. Our
nation is completely screwed if he does not leave and NOW

2/17/2022 10:54 PM

84490

Lost my job and can not get employment. I have been turned away from seeing my family
doctor because my daughter had a fever we had to go to emergency for a non emergency
situation such as a UTI. I have been suffering with mental desperation due to not being able to
see other.

2/17/2022 10:54 PM

84491

Myself and my kids have been segragated. I have family members that won't speak to me
anymore because of the Vax. My 15 year old son with heart condition is doing online school
because he can't go out for lunch with his friends on lunch break etc

2/17/2022 10:53 PM

84492

I feel like I'm living in a communist country

2/17/2022 10:53 PM

84493

No

2/17/2022 10:53 PM

84494

Negatively

2/17/2022 10:53 PM

84495

Over the road truck driver unvacined unable to go to restaurants supper

2/17/2022 10:53 PM

84496

Mentally. Emotionally. Division. My 9 year old wants to quit school to be homeschooled. It
affects work. The mandate shot has harmed 3 friends. I feel forced into something my
instincts tell me is not safe or right!

2/17/2022 10:53 PM

84497

I could write a book. Stressed out . Sick of lies from government and the money that was
wasted during this time by government money grab . The long term effect it will have on the
elderly & the kids . Wasted 2 years of restrictions & for what . So that somebody like Trudeau
& his friends could live large ,print money & destroy Canadians .. pathetic

2/17/2022 10:53 PM

84498

Family divided. Elderly at my job had passed away alone family who have passed no

2/17/2022 10:53 PM
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celebration of life. Many arguments involving Covid. Denied health care and forced to be
vaccinated or fired from employer
84499

It's limited my travelling to the US and prevented me from playing sports!!!😡

2/17/2022 10:53 PM

84500

Loss of friendship, relationships, depression

2/17/2022 10:53 PM

84501

Kept us from family and friends and can’t go out and socialize

2/17/2022 10:53 PM

84502

Not much

2/17/2022 10:53 PM

84503

Travel to see elderly parents

2/17/2022 10:53 PM

84504

Loss of BASIC HUMAN DIGNITY

2/17/2022 10:53 PM

84505

Job loss

2/17/2022 10:53 PM

84506

I think of suicide a lot

2/17/2022 10:53 PM

84507

Can’t eat I’m restaurants am judged and bullied for my choice. Have suffered from depression
and my kids have suffered from depression. My daughter went from honour roll student to
barely passing due to online schooling and now suffers severe anxiety and gained over 70
pounds and refuses to attend school

2/17/2022 10:53 PM

84508

I want the choice for what's right for my family and my own body. Thd division Trudeau has
created on Canadians has caused so much anxiety for me and so many others. I just want this
to end so we can heal

2/17/2022 10:53 PM

84509

It has taken away our freedoms to live. There are too many restrictions. In my opinion there
has been many other life events that are similar to the truckers convoy and Covid-19 and the
world has not been shut down before.

2/17/2022 10:53 PM

84510

My mom worked as a Personal Support Worker for almost 20 years and has lost her job.
Unvaccinated people are discriminated against in social settings. Mandates have created fear
and contributed to the discrimination of unvaccinated people. My person relationships have
suffered, including with my boyfriend. Many of these relationships will never heal. I cannot
travel across the country or internationally. I cannot visit my family overseas. I cannot plan a
future for myself. I cannot seek new employment due to vaccine policies. I have to test for
covid every 48 hours for my job, even though my vaccinated colleagues can get sick with and
transmit covid. I feel like a prisoner in my own country. There's no plan for mandates to end or
light at the end of the tunnel.

2/17/2022 10:53 PM

84511

Divided families and caused job loss. Made us prisoners in our own country. Stigmatized those
who can’t be vaccinated or choose not to be vaccinated, increasing isolation and anxiety. Fired
amazing healthcare workers causing nursing shortages and burnout.

2/17/2022 10:53 PM

84512

Stifled relationships.

2/17/2022 10:53 PM

84513

Forced me to take vaccine

2/17/2022 10:52 PM

84514

I teriminated from job

2/17/2022 10:52 PM

84515

Extremely

2/17/2022 10:52 PM

84516

Trudeau is Hitler

2/17/2022 10:52 PM

84517

I feel like two years of my life has been wasted. I have lost family and friends due to not
agreeing on mandates.

2/17/2022 10:52 PM

84518

I have been in terrible pain and was waiting for surgery for over two years. I needed knee
replacement, and finally just got the first knee done but am waiting for the second knee.

2/17/2022 10:52 PM

84519

How hasn’t it ?

2/17/2022 10:52 PM

84520

In every possible aspect, for absolutely no reason.

2/17/2022 10:52 PM

84521

Employment Relaxation

2/17/2022 10:52 PM

84522

Created divisions and mental health problems

2/17/2022 10:52 PM

84523

Made me depressed

2/17/2022 10:51 PM
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84524

Restrictions to go to restaurants etc hockey games,concerts. Also funerals.

2/17/2022 10:51 PM

84525

Made to feel like a second class citizen.

2/17/2022 10:51 PM

84526

Isolation. Fear. Disgust. Total lack of trust for all medical and public health announcements.
Medicine turned into a pFizerPimping(tm) outfit mandated by totalitarians.

2/17/2022 10:51 PM

84527

I want to go back to "normal" and the mandates were necessary to make a difference. It has
not affected me a lot, but it has to anyone waiting for surgery. The main outcome was that I
wasn't able to see our Mom in LTC but it was important to keep the residents safe.

2/17/2022 10:51 PM

84528

Mandates have violated my charter rights and discriminated against my personal views and
physical choices.

2/17/2022 10:51 PM

84529

Stolen my freedom

2/17/2022 10:51 PM

84530

I have depression.....I don't feel free ...I feel victomised

2/17/2022 10:51 PM

84531

I'm a Single mother and can't do things with my daughter because I won't put poison in our
bodies and can't get a job for same reason and we can't do fun things simple as movies or
indoor things with my child for same reason,my teen ha s anxiety issues because of
lockdowns and mandates so it needs to stop my Asma has got worse with two years of the
mask so I will no longer wear it ,I refuse to comply any longer I'm done listening to the
dictatorship bullies.

2/17/2022 10:50 PM

84532

never ending negativity and bias

2/17/2022 10:50 PM

84533

I wasn't cable to attend funerals or church services. My kids couldn't go to school. My son
couldn't attend his graduation. I no job, I haven't been able to take my kids to sports events.
Movies, or plsygrounds . I want to travel this Sumner again. Most upsetting is much ofxa
nuisance masks and distancing has been for my kids.

2/17/2022 10:50 PM

84534

Isolation, rejection, fear, locked out of life

2/17/2022 10:50 PM

84535

In every way you can imagine Mental health, my job, my children's lives

2/17/2022 10:50 PM

84536

I'm deeply depressed that we allowed vaccine mandates. This is a literal Nazi policy that
violates the Nuremberg Code.

2/17/2022 10:50 PM

84537

Can't see grandkids, stuck in house for 2 years, cannot breathe with mask on, got a lung
disease so I stay at home.

2/17/2022 10:50 PM

84538

Feel like a 2nd class citizen. Lost friends. Lost family. Lost Freedom (travel, movies, dining
out etc) Masks not healthy to wear. Lost Freedom to choose what is best for me. Bonnie Henry
bullshit every night ..making people fearful. This c0vid is bullshit and I'm fed up with
government which doesn't truly care about Canadians. Trudeau is a dictator now & I worry for
children and their future.

2/17/2022 10:50 PM

84539

I’m a paramedic. I won’t get vaccinated. This summer I saw a 22 yo die of an aneurysm the
day after his booster. I saw a huge increase in stroke-like symptoms, mostly in women and a
huge increase in cardiac events. Additionally, my daughter had a severe adverse reaction to
many of her regular childhood vaccines. My government has said there are no medical
exemptions. They want me to play Russian roulette with her life and give her the first covid
vaccine anyway and hope for the best. My government doesn’t care about my child’s life, so I
no longer trust my government. She’s 11, intellectually gifted and very kind. She wants to be a
Supreme Court judge. If these mandates continue, she will eventually get kicked out of school
and won’t be able to attend university. I see the writing on the wall: they take something away
and allow people to get used to it. Then it’s one more thing and one more thing. It will never
end if we don’t stop it. I want my children to grow up in the Canada I did.

2/17/2022 10:50 PM

84540

It’s affected everything -mental health/isolation/relationships

2/17/2022 10:50 PM

84541

It has divided my family and community.

2/17/2022 10:50 PM

84542

I’m starving and can’t breathe

2/17/2022 10:50 PM

84543

Yes

2/17/2022 10:50 PM

84544

Forced to be vaccinated to keep my job although I was not comfortable taking it.

2/17/2022 10:49 PM

84545

Depression

2/17/2022 10:49 PM
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84546

None sense

2/17/2022 10:49 PM

84547

Unable to travel and see my family.

2/17/2022 10:49 PM

84548

No social life and everything expensive

2/17/2022 10:49 PM

84549

Every mandate enacted has flown in the face of science in a variety of fields that inform
overall health, we've sacrificed overall health for knee-jerk fear based practices already widely
known to be harmful to longterm health in the hopes that these "temporary measures" will
produce some measurable effect against a virus we've only exacerbated. The government is
not QUALIFIED to be making health choices for anyone. Especially bot patients they
themselves have never laid eyes upon.

2/17/2022 10:49 PM

84550

It has divided my family and friends .. vaccinated vs non vaccinated. My children's me tal
health has deteriorated due to mask usage and quarantine requirements and school closures.
My wife's small business was forcibly shut down by the govt and basically has never recouped

2/17/2022 10:49 PM

84551

I don’t even want to be alive anymore. I already had a lot of problems along with many others
and there was no thought put into what their decisions would do to people like me. I won’t go
near a doctor now.

2/17/2022 10:49 PM

84552

Made me realize that without a cell phone you become marginalized. Otherwise I believe the
science and the mandate is not an issue, eliminating the virus is.

2/17/2022 10:49 PM

84553

Mentally the pandemic has affected everyone. But seeing the way people interact today and
how tensions have risen to extraordinary levels is extremely sad and concerning. The mental
tools on the pandemic will take years before things begin to normalize to what they were prior

2/17/2022 10:49 PM

84554

Extremely

2/17/2022 10:49 PM

84555

It has made socialization difficult for me and the constantly changing rules are a source of
stress. It is also demoralizing seeing other areas of the world with no mandates and living
normally while we are not with no difference in, or better health outcomes.

2/17/2022 10:49 PM

84556

Most direct impact is reducing my business to almost nothing

2/17/2022 10:49 PM

84557

In every single way you can think of. We have had suicides in our family. My child has tried to
harm herself. We can’t see family in the unites States. Mental health has declined, emotional
health. We are traumatized. The Canadian government has traumatized myself and my child!
And millions of other families! Make this end NOW!!!

2/17/2022 10:49 PM

84558

Depression for myself, masks are giving my eldest son headaches and my youngest daughter
anxiety. My youngest son missed 2 years of his learnings, because he has ADHD and learning
disabilities and online school was useless for him. My mother spent 4 months in the hospital
alone, not allowed any visitors, and her illness got worse because of no contact with loved
ones. She never met her newborn grandson and died before visitors were allowed.

2/17/2022 10:49 PM

84559

I absolutely hate everything about this scamdemick

2/17/2022 10:49 PM

84560

Not that much. We would not travel internationally.

2/17/2022 10:49 PM

84561

Depression and anxiety

2/17/2022 10:49 PM

84562

My child could not participate in activities as the city had vaccine mandates and she has a
health condition that prevents her receiving it. We lost time at work with shut downs affecting
our ability to buy food. I got a saliva stone from severe dehydration due to having to wear a
mask all day and then could not receive medical treatment due to shut downs.

2/17/2022 10:48 PM

84563

My life long career plan, job and livelihood has been negatively affected. My family cohesion
and co-parenting agreement have been negatively affected. My friends and family have been
divided. My outlook on the future of my life, my children's life and our country's integrity has
been negatively affected.

2/17/2022 10:48 PM

84564

Depression

2/17/2022 10:48 PM

84565

20,000 in lost wages, potentially my only shot at getting a house in my lifetime not to mention
the headaches, stress, and taking a shot I didn't want to take

2/17/2022 10:48 PM

84566

The lockdown has not allowed me to work as my workplace is considered non essential.
University now requires proof of vaccination for all students.

2/17/2022 10:48 PM
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84567

Anxiety and sadness in my children, and of coarse loss of work.

2/17/2022 10:48 PM

84568

Extremely concerned for the Mental Health and Quality of life for All Canadians So many
situations of poor mental health of children, youth Adult Mental health affects children and
youth As adults it is our responsibility to care for all the children The grief and trauma has to
stop so the healing can begin The risk of the mandates continuing far outweighs any other risk

2/17/2022 10:48 PM

84569

All

2/17/2022 10:48 PM

84570

Negatively

2/17/2022 10:48 PM

84571

Too many needless restrictions.

2/17/2022 10:48 PM

84572

Communism.

2/17/2022 10:48 PM

84573

It hasn’t

2/17/2022 10:48 PM

84574

Personally it has affected my mental health. It has also affected my childrens menta heath
and academic learning. As well as their sports and extra cuticular activities and social
development.

2/17/2022 10:48 PM

84575

Everything!!!! Money, depression, suicidal thoughts, family, socializing!!!!!!!!🫂❤️🙏

2/17/2022 10:48 PM

84576

My wife has lost her job, and life is much more difficult now

2/17/2022 10:48 PM

84577

Hell

2/17/2022 10:47 PM

84578

It affected my pregnancy. My hubby couldn’t come in to see ultrasound. We had to wear mask
to be in the birth room.

2/17/2022 10:47 PM

84579

Job loss

2/17/2022 10:47 PM

84580

.

2/17/2022 10:47 PM

84581

Unable to Barry my mother , unable to see family and friends Didn't get my surgery. No visitors
qhilw in hospital Quarantine every time I went in for treatment. Many negative pcr tests for
surgery after accident....... loss of job ..... no freedom or life o travel......

2/17/2022 10:47 PM

84582

The mandates have only had negative effects on my life. The added stress at work, the
divisiveness and isolation have been exhausting. Affecting my physical health and mental
well-being. It has taken away the confidence and trust I once had in our government and
healthcare system and replaced it with uncertainty and distrust. Nothing that has happened
over the past two years has answered any questions or concerns that I have, but instead
raised more questions and concerns.

2/17/2022 10:47 PM

84583

It has driven a wedge between friends and family. It has slowed business down to almost the
point of closing business.

2/17/2022 10:47 PM

84584

Hugely the divide, bullying, segregation. My lively hood and mental health huge

2/17/2022 10:47 PM

84585

Communism!

2/17/2022 10:46 PM

84586

Negatively! It’s time to move on.

2/17/2022 10:46 PM

84587

Depression. Lost faith in country and government. Lost belief that this country is as great as I
thought growing up. Lost faith in liberal party. Lost loved ones who suffered health
complications post vaccination. Watching loved ones suffer post vaccination. Seeing so many
suffer from mental health issues from stress of mandates and isolation. Seeing our children
suffer from loss of real conne time with others because of masking policies. Seeing everyone
so divided and hateful.

2/17/2022 10:46 PM

84588

The mandates caused far more harm than any truckers ever could. My brother-in-law lost his
job. My stepson is on anti depressants and has been suicidal multiple times this year. My kids
come home with headaches from the mask wearing in schools. My best friends moved to
Mexico to escape the tyranny. My renter couldn't pay rent because her hours working at a
restaurant have been either non existent or limited due to capacity limits. My sister who is 40
yrs old now has a heart condition caused my her second dose of moderna. My uncle died this
year in what is suspected to be an adverse reaction to the vaccine but no doctor is allowed to
say that out loud. All family members who wanted to attend the funeral were not able to
because of the capacity limits. My neighbors son couldn't play hockey because his religious

2/17/2022 10:46 PM
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exemption to the vax was denied. I would say the mandates have caused tremendous harm
and has destroyed people's lives in ways Covid never could.
84589

Affected visiting family, weddings annd funerals postponed, work time lost and job lost!

2/17/2022 10:46 PM

84590

It has caused my son a lot of anxiety. It has caused my family a set back to getting the proper
help for my recovery, also socially

2/17/2022 10:46 PM

84591

I’ve lost my job and so has my husband. This garbage about these mandates being about
health are anything but that. The government has zero care about what it means to care for the
whole of a person. It has used coercion and force to make people do as it sees fit . It’s
DISGUSTING

2/17/2022 10:45 PM

84592

My children have depression, my mother has missed specialist appointments, my relationship
fell apart, I can't find work..the list goes on

2/17/2022 10:45 PM

84593

It’s divides my family. It’s caused many mental health issues among myself and children. It’s
caused financial hardships and stress due to lockdowns.

2/17/2022 10:45 PM

84594

It has taken away everything I enjoyed because I would not take vaccines

2/17/2022 10:45 PM

84595

Stress. Authoritarian control. Government ignores the real science, imposes a dangerous
injection, now draconian Act of Parliment. Total incompetence.

2/17/2022 10:45 PM

84596

Suicide, loss of income, loss of home, loss of savings. HOW DARE YOU TAKE OUR LIVES
AWAY FOR A FAKE VIRUS WITH A 99.8% SURVIVAL RATE?

2/17/2022 10:45 PM

84597

Horrible

2/17/2022 10:45 PM

84598

Most everything

2/17/2022 10:45 PM

84599

Lost my ability to work as refused vaccination

2/17/2022 10:45 PM

84600

We’ve lost an incredible amount of income. We’ve struggled to hold onto Our ranch and cattle.

2/17/2022 10:45 PM

84601

Depression, loss of work, dry mouth and clenched jaw from mask eating, anxiety

2/17/2022 10:45 PM

84602

Every way. Caused a great deal of stress and anxiety

2/17/2022 10:44 PM

84603

Limited to social functions, if I want to go to church, I must social , where a mask.

2/17/2022 10:44 PM

84604

Destroyed my private life and business

2/17/2022 10:44 PM

84605

Life sucks

2/17/2022 10:44 PM

84606

Less social activities Less people interaction Isolation Work issues

2/17/2022 10:44 PM

84607

Destroyed many aspects of my family's life.

2/17/2022 10:44 PM

84608

Have affected pay, time with family and friends, social gatherings, alcohol dependency.

2/17/2022 10:44 PM

84609

They have restricted my ability to see family who live in the US and elsewhere in Canada.
They unfortunately have caused some family members to choose a medical intervention they
did not want but took in order to support their families, they have made me feel like I am a
second class citizen, they have caused friction within families and friends, they have
prevented me from going to a restaurant, seeing my grandchildren play a sport indoors,
restricted me from seeing my doctor in person. That being said, on the positive side, I now see
how tyrannical our governments are. It showed how terrible legacy media is.

2/17/2022 10:44 PM

84610

In every way.

2/17/2022 10:44 PM

84611

I’ve lost work and struggle to pay my mortgage and bills. I’ve had to go to the food bank for the
first time in my life. My relationships with family and friends are strained. After being pcr
tested, it ripped the lining in my sinus and I caught pneumonia. Test was negative.

2/17/2022 10:44 PM

84612

It has affected to much to comment on!!

2/17/2022 10:44 PM

84613

Depletion, sick feeling that I did feel before I got my double dose. Painfull body. No motivation.
I feel of emptiness lonely

2/17/2022 10:43 PM

84614

Definitely affected my mental health

2/17/2022 10:43 PM

84615

HONK!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2/17/2022 10:43 PM
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84616

I have lost my job. My entire livelihood and career I thought I’d have forever. I have been
forced to move due to financial issues and I am 22 years old. This is the time in my life I was
supposed to be making and saving money, my whole world is turned upside down.
Relationships with friends and family damaged (much like everyone else) because of the
division in this country. I know I am on the right side, but I definitely feel like I’m on the lonelier
side (which I have learned to be ok with) I don’t even want life back the way it was anymore to
be honest. I have zero trust in our political and healthcare systems, we now need a huge
change- bigger than most people realize.

2/17/2022 10:43 PM

84617

Lost my job of 12 yrs. Husband forced to get a shot to keep his job & got really sick !!!!!!!! No
more !!!!!!

2/17/2022 10:43 PM

84618

Loneliness. Not being able to fly or go to restaurants. Not being able to meet friends for coffee.

2/17/2022 10:43 PM

84619

Not Peaceful life anymore

2/17/2022 10:43 PM

84620

Closed business

2/17/2022 10:43 PM

84621

Children unable to participate in certain activities, job stress, having to add to my day to test
before work, feeling awful wearing a mask (fatigued).

2/17/2022 10:43 PM

84622

Depression lonely can’t my famaly seeing the amzing smile of poeple

2/17/2022 10:43 PM

84623

I have carried on as i did before.

2/17/2022 10:43 PM

84624

Loss of job, discriminated against daily, my children can’t attend school due to special needs,
my children have lost all social and physical interaction, they require medical assistance and
resources and yet they can’t receive that help due to their medical needs. Lost our home.
Family members who have been negatively affected by C19 vaccine. Immediate family
members who have committed suicide, acquired high anxiety and will NEVER TRUST public
health and/or medical or political figures ever again! Way to destroy lives of good people!
Shame on all of you!

2/17/2022 10:43 PM

84625

The mandates have tortured my son via masking all day in school, they have caused
discrimination and segregation across our once great country, mandates have effected my
workplace. My family could not go out for supper without someone asking us for private
medical information. Our rights as Canadian citizens have been stripped from us because of a
PM with a huge ego.

2/17/2022 10:43 PM

84626

It has caused a huge rift in my family based off misinformation provide by such mediums as
CBC and CTV. My country has made me feel as though I am a second class citizen and
should have no rights or freedoms.

2/17/2022 10:43 PM

84627

Yes

2/17/2022 10:42 PM

84628

If it were not for my faith, the people in my life and for the ones I've met and the groups I've
found who are like minded, I would likely be a basket case. There is some low lying anxiety.

2/17/2022 10:42 PM

84629

My work and income, social and family contacts, health on all levels including access to in
person medical care, mental and emotional health, enjoyment of life and confidence that I live
in a free and democratic. No longer proud to be canadian. What did previous generations fight
for? Not this.

2/17/2022 10:42 PM

84630

Job loss ( LWOP) forced retirement under duress.

2/17/2022 10:42 PM

84631

Lost my job as a helicopter pilot, pregnant wife lost her job as nurse

2/17/2022 10:42 PM

84632

Mental and physical health, divided family, depression

2/17/2022 10:42 PM

84633

I now live in a constant state of anxiety and fatigue. It has been too long. I lost my father due
to loneliness and lack of care because our family was not able to visit and touch him. He
thought my mom ( his best friend) had died. When they were finally able to do outside visits,
and he saw my mother for the first time in three months, he let out a loud heart wrenching sign.
Five months after my dad’s passing, my father-in-law passed away. My son’s wedding had
nobody practically. It’s been horrible. After two years of following the mandates, I feel it’s time
to live with it. I’m so done.

2/17/2022 10:42 PM

84634

Mentally, physically, emotionally and overall livelihood, lost trust, lonely, languished and afraid
of the future because of the great reset/new world WEF agenda

2/17/2022 10:42 PM
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84635

we have become second class citizens. We have lost friends and relationships with some
family members are strained. We feel more stress than we have ever felt before. I am a
caregiver to my husband, and have been unable to accompany him into hospital, even on
emergency visits.

2/17/2022 10:42 PM

84636

Ruined my childs developmental years, he is reading 2 grades below his level. Drove a wedge
between my immediate family, ruined the last years of my 87 year old grandmothers life left
here. Lockdowns where unnecessary, vaccine mandates are pointless, vaccinated don’t stop
the spread of Covid-19. Ruined family and friends local businesses. Put my husband out of
work for all of 2020 & we’re still playing catch up

2/17/2022 10:42 PM

84637

I hate the govt web more than I did before

2/17/2022 10:42 PM

84638

Forced me to wear a mask, allowed communism to spread in my country

2/17/2022 10:42 PM

84639

my uncle fought for my freedoms an i invoke the canadian bill of rights as my God given rights
to be free

2/17/2022 10:42 PM

84640

I haven’t been able to see my family who lives in the US and it has caused me much stress
because we are in the process of adopting a child from the US. Also my son has special
needs and it has interfered with his appointments and healing

2/17/2022 10:41 PM

84641

Make my dicrimination

2/17/2022 10:41 PM

84642

It messed with my social status. I’m all about freedom of rights. I think it is a crock of crap.

2/17/2022 10:41 PM

84643

Friend and family segregation mental health and added stress

2/17/2022 10:41 PM

84644

Stigmatized discriminated against took away my God given freedoms Created division &
mental anguish -job loss & uncertainty for my livelihood.

2/17/2022 10:41 PM

84645

Very fearful and dark negative time.

2/17/2022 10:41 PM

84646

temporary loss of work- 5 months in 2020 division in family and friends unable to socialize in
outer world, travel etc.

2/17/2022 10:41 PM

84647

I got the Moderna vaxx forced through my employer and now have auto immune disease

2/17/2022 10:41 PM

84648

Isolation, being ostrasized by friends/family, inability to visit family in the USA. Have felt
suicidal and hopeless.

2/17/2022 10:41 PM

84649

Emotionally, physically, financially. Has effected every aspect of my life in a very negative and
harmful manner.

2/17/2022 10:41 PM

84650

Almost lost my job and watching my daughter wear a mask to school every day when she is
special needs.

2/17/2022 10:41 PM

84651

Really Badly..Freedom is a huge disappointment.

2/17/2022 10:41 PM

84652

Negatively impacted many relationships - family, friends, work - from distrust to hysterical
hatred. Masking caused anxiety and confused thinking in unexpected situations. I've been
prepared to pay the price of being barred from public social events, but it's only been relatively
easy because my partner has been willing to accept my position.

2/17/2022 10:41 PM

84653

My fish died

2/17/2022 10:41 PM

84654

Created a lot of stress, directly responsible for inflation. Not sleeping well.

2/17/2022 10:41 PM

84655

It hasn't. Except for the forcing of masks and distancing and the ridiculous vaccine passes. It
all needs to be stopped

2/17/2022 10:40 PM

84656

Lost friend and family friendship. Traumatized and angry at all government leaders

2/17/2022 10:40 PM

84657

Divisions in family, community and country.

2/17/2022 10:40 PM

84658

Let's put it this way, I was on the way to make over 150k a year, I make less than 20k now.

2/17/2022 10:40 PM

84659

Horribly, I'm an immunocompromised person who is afraid to even see a doctor. I have lost all
faith in our medical practitioners. Enough is enough it's time to start healing this trauma we
have all endured.

2/17/2022 10:40 PM

84660

It has divided my family and forced an experimental drug to my daughter so that she could

2/17/2022 10:40 PM
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dance. A drug I was AGAINST.
84661

Depression due to isolation from family. Community business suffering.

2/17/2022 10:40 PM

84662

Stress & anger re: bogus mandates across the board for a non emergency positioned
fraudulently as a "deadly pandemic" The responsible parties must be made accountable!!!!

2/17/2022 10:40 PM

84663

I’ve haven’t been able to take my daughters to go swimming in the facility I pay for with my tax
dollars in 5 months. My marriage has crumbled. Friends are no longer friends. Lost all faith in
govt institutions. If I could I would leave Canada and relinquish my citizenship

2/17/2022 10:40 PM

84664

It sucked

2/17/2022 10:40 PM

84665

Hard to find and keep a job when the job requires that I have an unnecessary medical
procedure that I don't need, let alone want.

2/17/2022 10:40 PM

84666

Not able to be with or go out with family members

2/17/2022 10:40 PM

84667

Lost my job, Separated family Discrimination Segregation Economic Depression

2/17/2022 10:39 PM

84668

Depression- sons dad won’t see him anymore

2/17/2022 10:39 PM

84669

Childrens mental health, family members lost buisness, my mother hasn't left her appartment
in 2 years. My childrens Chrismas was ruined. Haven't been allowed to go to church

2/17/2022 10:39 PM

84670

It’s affected my business and mental health

2/17/2022 10:39 PM

84671

Feel miserable

2/17/2022 10:39 PM

84672

I am compromised, The Mask is Bad for me

2/17/2022 10:39 PM

84673

Screwed my mental health and threatened my livelihood.

2/17/2022 10:39 PM

84674

What life?

2/17/2022 10:39 PM

84675

Money

2/17/2022 10:39 PM

84676

Added lots of fear and control by others to my life, ostracized me, no option of air travel, less
social, family disagreements are rampant.

2/17/2022 10:39 PM

84677

In all ways more than needed

2/17/2022 10:39 PM

84678

It has caused depression, anxiety personally social anxiety and depression in my child. It
completely isolated my family in a new province with no family and no way to make friends. It
took months to find a church as everything was online. My youngest child has missed so
much schooling and became so far behind he needed to repeat grade 1. The lies fed to us for
the last 2 yrs by this government has destroyed families, peoples lively hoods and our
children's sense of safety and community. The mandates must end now.

2/17/2022 10:38 PM

84679

The better question is how hasn't it .

2/17/2022 10:38 PM

84680

My daughter gets chronic throat infections from masking at school. My friends have suffered
adverse effects due to the vaccine, other friends have lost their livelihoods due to forced
inoculation.

2/17/2022 10:38 PM

84681

Isolation depression Loss of love and loved ones when I have no family Devastating

2/17/2022 10:38 PM

84682

Very negatively

2/17/2022 10:38 PM

84683

It has ripped my life apart. I no longer recognize the people or country I live in. I have lost
everything except my health. My co-workers were hurt, one parent. No one has helped or held
anyone accountable. I’ve lost 95% of my relationships and my jobs. I’m no longer welcomed to
participate in society. I have felt despair, and incredibly unsafe for too long. I would prefer to
catch a cold or flu.

2/17/2022 10:38 PM

84684

I am and have been a completely heathy person. Inlcuding my husband. We chose NOT to
consent to an experimental shot that could possibly affect our present excellent health. We are
retired and because of our choice we hae not been able to get of our own Country and take the
winter break we are used to doing. We''re prisoners in our own country FOR BEING THE
HEALTHY ONES! I feel like I've been abused by being held hostage for two years now.
Enough is enough! If I wanted to live in China I would but I don't!!!

2/17/2022 10:38 PM
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84685

Terrible, stuck in the house, loosing our minds! Can’t travel to see my elderly parents!!!!!

2/17/2022 10:37 PM

84686

I have felt segregated, and alienated as a Canadian.

2/17/2022 10:37 PM

84687

These mandates have detrimentally been negative for our entire family and it's time for this to
end and move on with life happy, united and peaceful!! Not divide and hateful of each other
because of out prime minister's divisive rhetoric!! He has destroyed Canada and should not be
allowed to be the prime minister...he should resign!!

2/17/2022 10:37 PM

84688

All

2/17/2022 10:37 PM

84689

Mentally has broke me down

2/17/2022 10:37 PM

84690

Obvious

2/17/2022 10:37 PM

84691

Had ended the chance to go out to relive stress. On top of increases stress due to worrying
about my current health and how the vax will effect me.

2/17/2022 10:37 PM

84692

Lose of income

2/17/2022 10:37 PM

84693

Freedom and privacy are compromised

2/17/2022 10:37 PM

84694

We lost jobs with in the family, we lost income and almost lost our home. We still Amy loose
our home. Mental health, the lose of family. How about we tell you how it hasn’t effected us.
Oh wait we can’t

2/17/2022 10:37 PM

84695

It’s isolated all of us. Kept family members from important health appts causing worsening life
threatening health complications that would not have come into play had they been able to
keep their appts. Loss of jobs, income, my home, friends, family, physical and mental health.

2/17/2022 10:37 PM

84696

I hold a PhD and used to teach at a university but now I can't. I love nature but wasn't able to
enjoy it for a year because parks and trail were closed. I lost a few good friends because they
did not like what I had to say about covid/mandates (I used scientific research papers to make
my point). I live alone and have no emotional support, very lonely and at times didn't see the
point of living. Many people who went along with it all have had little negative impact in their
lives, they can travel, hold jobs, go places (with their passport) and do not understand how it
feels to be marginalized.

2/17/2022 10:37 PM

84697

Job loss, business lost, my daughter has suffered from the isolation and not being able to
participate in sports. I no longer trust any government institutions or services. I am ashamed
of my government and Canadian people.

2/17/2022 10:37 PM

84698

Lost job and been isolated can’t I can only go grocery shopping that’s it

2/17/2022 10:37 PM

84699

Lost my job, some friendships and the closeness I had with my family

2/17/2022 10:36 PM

84700

In many ways. Isolation- contentions in friends coworkers and family- severe depression- loss
of access to medical services - loss of ongoing access to grandchildren's activities and
events. No christmas - Thanksgiving-Easter dinners. Discrimination and hate crimes - abuse
...

2/17/2022 10:36 PM

84701

Travel

2/17/2022 10:36 PM

84702

I haven’t been able to see my family in a year and a half

2/17/2022 10:36 PM

84703

Lost job. Can't participate in society. Can't grow by personal business.

2/17/2022 10:36 PM

84704

Loss of work and can’t find work. The financial stress and mental anguish have become
unbearable. I feel lost 😞

2/17/2022 10:36 PM

84705

By destroying friends and families lives.

2/17/2022 10:36 PM

84706

I get dizzy everytime I go in stores from my mask . Got divorced

2/17/2022 10:36 PM

84707

I have been denied the freedoms I have a constitutional right to.

2/17/2022 10:36 PM

84708

Stress! Anxiety!

2/17/2022 10:36 PM

84709

Made my workplace toxic due to the vaxed vs unvaxed divide, seen staff placed on leave
without pay for refusing to disclose their vaccination status placing more work load on those
who chose to comply, saw colleagues retire and quit due to the vaccine mandate, seen other
colleagues take disability leave to avoid the mandate, so many suffering dire financial

2/17/2022 10:36 PM
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consequences because of their desire for bodily automomy. Then there is the whole customer
service impact as we were forced to demand masks be worn, as messengers of management
policy this was extremely taxing.
84710

I had a bad reaction to this first shot and can't get the second without massive risk to my
health. Having already had covid and being asymptomatic I don't think it's worth the risk of
having more pain or death.

2/17/2022 10:36 PM

84711

As a AHS employee it was mandated to take the Covid injection or be placed on unpaid LOA. I
WILL NOT be coerced in to taking this deadly injection. There is SO MUCH information out
now of these failed injections yet they remain in policy with AHS to work. The alternative rapid
test will be a COST TO ME OF $500.00 a month in order to work!!! That is insane!

2/17/2022 10:35 PM

84712

Horribly

2/17/2022 10:35 PM

84713

Negatively

2/17/2022 10:35 PM

84714

Negatively negatively negatively

2/17/2022 10:35 PM

84715

Great emotional pain, having loved ones die without any family present. And I have lost all
trust in government information. Too many lies.

2/17/2022 10:35 PM

84716

terribly

2/17/2022 10:35 PM

84717

Very negatively. I want my freedom.

2/17/2022 10:35 PM

84718

I am extremely unhappy, easily irritated, eating too much and very depressed due to being
completely helpless to bringing the truth out about Covid-19.

2/17/2022 10:35 PM

84719

Taken away our freedom. Affected mental health, physical health, all ways of life have been
affected.

2/17/2022 10:35 PM

84720

Seriously!!!! My 7 year old wearing masks in class with open windows in -20 weather. I’ve had
it!!!!!

2/17/2022 10:35 PM

84721

It has caused me to be completly segregated from society include retail stores where i would
buy affordable groceries

2/17/2022 10:35 PM

84722

Lost freedom

2/17/2022 10:35 PM

84723

Made me more socially unavailable and anxious about life.

2/17/2022 10:35 PM

84724

Lost my job

2/17/2022 10:34 PM

84725

Hate what Justin has done to canada, internationally it’s a disaster and considering leaving.

2/17/2022 10:34 PM

84726

I think I made the wrong choice not leaving earlier

2/17/2022 10:34 PM

84727

Haven’t been able to see my elderly parents in their care home, they’re locked down more
often than not.

2/17/2022 10:34 PM

84728

Do you need to ask?

2/17/2022 10:33 PM

84729

My mother died of blood clots in her lungs from the vaccine. She suffered from solitary
confinement in her retirement home for months before she died. She got no rehab from a
severe stroke because of lockdowns. She could not communicate online because of aphasia,
which made the loneliness even more cruel. When she died, only four family members were
allowed to comfort her and say goodbye, even though she had five children, three siblings, 12
grandchildren and two great-grandchildren. I am haunted by the useless, brutal restrictions that
made life hellish for her and then killed her. I also have been blessed with 3 grandchildren born
during the lockdowns and mandates. We were lucky that there have so far been no serious
consequences of the forced isolation and neglect of moms and babies. My daughter was
forced to labour in a mask. Insanity! Much of the prenatal care for all three first time mothers
was done virtually. Very dangerous and neglectful. No mom and baby groups, leaving all the
moms terribly alone. No well baby clinics. No exercise or birthing classes. Our tightly knit
family has helped greatly, but I know many others must be suffering terribly. When my
daughter brought her 4 month old son to hospital with vomiting, diarrhea and dehydration, she
was put into an examination room with him and LOCKED IN for more than four hours with no
one checking on them, until my son in law very politely and intently insisted on getting in to
check on them. They said it was her fault because she had not seen the nursing call button.
My grandson could have died. Recently, after two years of not seeing a doctor due to phone

2/17/2022 10:33 PM
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appointments only, my husband went in person for abdominal pain. The doctor focused entirely
on pressuring my husband to get the vax. He did not check my husband's blood pressure even
though he is 67 with a family history of early fatal heart attacks. Instead of focusing on his
health, he tried to frighten my husband with lurid stories of COVID deaths. We have been
seeing this doctor for ten years, and he seems to have lost his mind, his empathy, and his
professional ethics. Our family has suffered so much, I am just getting started. My daughter in
law was laid off when the store she worked at was closed. My daughter, a PhD student, cannot
return to her studies after her maternity leave because of a child care shortage. Now we are all
petrified that our money will be frozen and our homes and life savings seized because I made
a GoFundMe donation to the Freedom Convoy. Most of my extended family will not talk to me
and call me a nazi. I have lost all my old friends due to polarization about mandates. I have
lost my faith community because of restrictions on my church. Our Prime Minister is having a
massive tantrum because of three weeks of non violent pushback. He and other politicians and
the medical establishment have ruined my life and my childrens' lives and are threatening our
future. All from hubris, blindness and a lust for power. May God forgive them, because right
now I can't.
84730

Extremely restricted. Ended my previous career.

2/17/2022 10:33 PM

84731

The restrictions and lockdowns have caused me immense emotional damage. I have anxiety
like I have never experienced before. I could blame it on the vaxx, but I am unxaxxed. Have
never seen the country so divided. The truckers’ convoy has been the only sign of hope in
more than 2 years. .

2/17/2022 10:33 PM

84732

Very hard to be positive when nobody can be close to anyone

2/17/2022 10:33 PM

84733

It has caused division, emotional and mental health issues, the abuse and oppression forced
on our children will not be seen till future date. We need leadership that puts God given rights
and Charter of Rights and Freedoms of Canadians above personal gain.

2/17/2022 10:33 PM

84734

Mandates have caused me to miss the deaths of loved ones, I have had my schooling
disrupted and I have been dealing with emotional stress from isolation.

2/17/2022 10:33 PM

84735

Made preprations for suicide by self-immolation.

2/17/2022 10:32 PM

84736

Made me fearful for my safety, my personal choices, my right to speak freely.

2/17/2022 10:32 PM

84737

I now homeschool my children, we are not a part of society because we will not accept masks
or vaccines.

2/17/2022 10:32 PM

84738

Isolation & stopped my business - also stop the social credit system digital id program you are
planning

2/17/2022 10:32 PM

84739

It has kept me from seeing my family..... and basically ruined my life.

2/17/2022 10:32 PM

84740

Negatively, too many things to list.

2/17/2022 10:32 PM

84741

I lost my job April 2021. I have had a surgery put on hold. I have gone TWO YEARS without
new denture due to lockdowns and shipping issues. I have not received adequate medical or
mental health care since March 2020.

2/17/2022 10:32 PM

84742

In every single way. Mostly depression

2/17/2022 10:32 PM

84743

I am saddened for my grandchildren. They don’t have a childhood of laughter and joy.
Depressed with no visits or interaction. I loved to go out for lunches with my girlfriends which I
can’t do anymore. I have been shunned by my family and divided.

2/17/2022 10:31 PM

84744

Mental health has declined and depression rates have been at an all time high. Iv been forced
to take the vaccine not because of fear but because of hopes to return to normal life again but
that has not happend. They need to end now. No scientific evidence has supported mandates
nor has proven them effective.

2/17/2022 10:31 PM

84745

It has financially hurt my business and mentally harmed my children. It segregated and divided
my family and friends and people within my community. We almost went bankrupt but luckily
my husband could work to help keep my business afloat and provide for our family to now be
penalized for making more in paid income. Where is the fairness in this? Were they trying to
make people go bankrupt? Do they realize the harm they have done and how many will be
never recover? We deserve better and so do our precious children. What kind of world are we
leaving for them? Our government and AHS should be ashamed for what they have done.

2/17/2022 10:31 PM
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84746

It’s terrible & we should never be mandated for anything from the Government! The poisonous
jab that Trudeau wants everyone to have 🤬

2/17/2022 10:31 PM

84747

My children's mental health has been greatly affected by the mandates

2/17/2022 10:31 PM

84748

It has ruined everything.

2/17/2022 10:31 PM

84749

Lonely for my kids can’t do the things they use too can’t see there grandparents

2/17/2022 10:31 PM

84750

Cannot travel due to jab status. I fear losing my job. Hurt family relationships.

2/17/2022 10:31 PM

84751

Not able to move freely about in my own country or travel. Division within family with opposing
views. Not able to attend events freely.

2/17/2022 10:31 PM

84752

I'm going to loose my job. I'm furious and it affects my daily activities.

2/17/2022 10:31 PM

84753

Fear and being kept from family

2/17/2022 10:31 PM

84754

Depression, anger, mental health

2/17/2022 10:31 PM

84755

How hasn’t it?

2/17/2022 10:31 PM

84756

Negatively

2/17/2022 10:31 PM

84757

Every day there is something interfering with my day to day work and family life

2/17/2022 10:31 PM

84758

Economy, mental health, children, family

2/17/2022 10:30 PM

84759

Poorly.

2/17/2022 10:30 PM

84760

Hurt family relationships

2/17/2022 10:30 PM

84761

I am a Laboratory Technologist of over ten years who is on unpaid leave for failure to comply
with providing vaccination status. It has caused must strain financially and mentally.

2/17/2022 10:30 PM

84762

Unhappy

2/17/2022 10:30 PM

84763

I have spent two years in front-line health care mgt. I am fully vaxxed, have mandated
vaccines for staff. With Omicron - vaccines do not mitigate spread, masks provide negligible
protection. Hospital impact is plummeting

2/17/2022 10:30 PM

84764

Business has struggled to keep going. Taken the greatest negative toll I would have ever
imagined on my now 13 year old son. Placed a permanent wedge between me and now former
friends and my parents & siblings.

2/17/2022 10:30 PM

84765

- Depression - Loss of social connections - Inability to travel - Burnout at work

2/17/2022 10:30 PM

84766

No freedom.

2/17/2022 10:30 PM

84767

I feel and have seen first hand the affects first hand of the decline of many people around me
due to the mandates way too many things to list.

2/17/2022 10:30 PM

84768

I have a medical condition that has had me off work since Feb 4 2020. Due to covid( how I
now despise those 3 word) I have had massive time delays for treatment. During this time I
injured my shoulder. Surgery is required, but again, due to covid, I've been forced to endure
this painful problem for approximately 18 months. I went from making a decent living to try
surviving on just over 700 a month. I've had nothing but time so I've done massive amounts of
research. Having medical professionals, doctors and nurses censored, threatened, and fired
because they dont tow the line for political elites and their government appointed and taxpayer
funded medical so called experts has been frustrating to say the least. It's time for everything
to end and get back to normal. The normal we had. Not the reimagined normal of our elected
representatives. They were elected to serve the people. Not change everything to the
detriment of the citizens.

2/17/2022 10:30 PM

84769

I've been threatened with losing my job of 27 years if I don't take the experimental drug.

2/17/2022 10:30 PM

84770

Complete erasure of all human rights.

2/17/2022 10:30 PM

84771

Lost my job, division in my family

2/17/2022 10:29 PM

84772

Depression divorce loss of job

2/17/2022 10:29 PM

84773

I am unvaxxed by choice due to a heart issue. I have been basically isolated for 2yrs. leaving

2/17/2022 10:29 PM
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me forced to spend all my time alone. This is very debilitating emotionally. It has to end now!
84774

My child being masked everyday at school and on school bus for 2 years has been
traumatizing. He cannot get back those 2 years. He’s missed so much and then add that he
has been excluded from participating in any indoor activities. It has caused depression and
anxiety and especially his physical health to decline when he can’t take his swim lessons or
skate lessons indoors anymore. The discrimination and segregation is something I never
thought I would see in Canada. The mandates and passports are not based on science.

2/17/2022 10:29 PM

84775

Forever

2/17/2022 10:29 PM

84776

Unable to see ailing parents, possibly lose my job, travel to see family

2/17/2022 10:29 PM

84777

Made working unbearable and less hours so harder to pay bills

2/17/2022 10:28 PM

84778

Limits employment opportunities, can't attend child's sporting events or go out anywhere for a
date. Bad for my mental health

2/17/2022 10:28 PM

84779

Prisoners

2/17/2022 10:28 PM

84780

Unable to see my mother and divided my family

2/17/2022 10:28 PM

84781

My business went under due to the mandates.

2/17/2022 10:28 PM

84782

In so many ways. At the beginning of the pandemic I was required to do online teaching. Not
only did I work around the clock trying to get content online but I also had to guide parents so
they could help their children navigate on technology. For the last 2 years I have had to
prepare my classroom for online and in class learning. This has required a lot of extra hours of
extra work. My mom was in lockdown in a lodge for months on end. I could only talk to her
through a window.

2/17/2022 10:28 PM

84783

sad

2/17/2022 10:28 PM

84784

Freedom!

2/17/2022 10:28 PM

84785

How has it not?

2/17/2022 10:28 PM

84786

I cannot do anything or go anywhere that requires a vax pass. My friends and family are
divided. I have been criticized, ostracized and continually referred to as an “anti-vaxxed” just
because I have chosen not to have this vaccine. It seems we no longer have a voice or a
choice.

2/17/2022 10:28 PM

84787

Caused a great deal of hopelessness and depression.

2/17/2022 10:28 PM

84788

Isolated from family.

2/17/2022 10:28 PM

84789

Caused undue stress and anxiety

2/17/2022 10:28 PM

84790

I haven't seen my girlfriend in two years. My kids don't get to enjoy their childhood. My
business has suffered. The cost of living has gone way up.

2/17/2022 10:27 PM

84791

Job loss , division of humanity, mental health, discrimination, belittled, Mental abuse , unable
to sleep , Separated from love ones , All rights taken Away, Hell on Earth

2/17/2022 10:27 PM

84792

Incredibly. I can't return to work in the health care field. My children have lost out on any kind
of normality in the last two years. One being two years old. One having severe disabilities that
took the lockdowns incredibly hard. My children leave for school and return home in tears
many days, over how much they can't stand the masks. My grandfather dies within months of
taking the experimental jab. My mom fell ill for over 6 months. Both coerced into getting it
against their original decision not to. Lost 2 friends. One to suicide. Friends and family who
have lost their businesses and livelihoods. What is this? This is sick! Who does this to their
own people?

2/17/2022 10:27 PM

84793

Increased anxiety, people I know have been vaccine injured, alienation by friends, loss of job.
Government needs to let us live our lives and make our own risk/benefit analysis when it
comes to covid-19 vaccinations. Social media and legacy media need to start covering
everything (but they aren’t about to bite the hand that feeds them) and they need to stop
censoring people (I.e. free speech), effective early treatment needs to be embraced and
natural immunity needs to be acknowledged and accepted as more robust and longer lasting
than vaccine immunity. Where there is risk, there needs to be choice (this is in reference to

2/17/2022 10:27 PM
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any type of drug). Politicians need to listen to their constituents. Most are totally disconnected
from reality. Canada has turned into a dictatorship. We will not forget.
84794

Broken relationships with family and friends, depression, I won’t go to the doctor or hospital,
can’t breathe in a mask, Poor eating because I hate to go to the grocery store.

2/17/2022 10:27 PM

84795

Every aspect has been affected: family, employment, social, personal. I had a nervous
breakdown because I felt our leaders were completely out of control enforcing illegal mandates
that are in direct opposition to our Charter of Rights. I missed over 2 months of work and when
working the income was much kess than normal.

2/17/2022 10:27 PM

84796

It has effected my children a social life. We cannot join any activities, go on any trips, mental
health for some family members, ruined friendships for those who are against us making a
choice different than ours.

2/17/2022 10:27 PM

84797

Isolation, estranged from family, severe health problems after 1st injection.

2/17/2022 10:27 PM

84798

Loss of work ,Dr appointments, financial issues schooling for daughter

2/17/2022 10:27 PM

84799

Added stress to me and my family, I am a single Dad raising two kids, and was put on loa
without pay. Went without money for a bit. Stressed out not knowing when they gonna let me
go for good. Also seeing my kids deal with pressure from school and feeling left out. The ever
increasing prices of fuel and power and taxes, and food due to the illegal and arbitrary
mandates. I have lost trust in the system

2/17/2022 10:27 PM

84800

Isolation and business interruption

2/17/2022 10:26 PM

84801

Cut off from elderly relatives that have no other family, stress due to divisiveness deliberately
promoted by Government Propaganda, family disagreements (e.g aunt uninvited my father to
Christmas dinner due to lack of jab), no more eating out, there's even more...

2/17/2022 10:26 PM

84802

Where there is risk,There must be choice. .. Freedom to assent or decline .. Choice is
Freedom

2/17/2022 10:26 PM

84803

Can’t run my business properly and market my product. Experienced family division,
depression and deep trauma, can no longer feel safe. No trust in authorities any longer.

2/17/2022 10:26 PM

84804

I have no social life. I can't go see my sick mom. Iam depressed..... I can't take this anymore

2/17/2022 10:26 PM

84805

Restricted movement in and out of country . I would like my life back

2/17/2022 10:26 PM

84806

Not seeing my mom in 2 years. Segregation of some freinds and family.

2/17/2022 10:26 PM

84807

Lost job

2/17/2022 10:26 PM

84808

I now live in fear of my government. I am not only a citizen of this country but another as well,
I am not allowed to return to my home country under these mandates. My human rights have
been violated. I have lost a job due to these mandates. My mental health has suffered.

2/17/2022 10:26 PM

84809

Keeps people from fellowship and family

2/17/2022 10:26 PM

84810

No gym, no restaurant, no movies, no arenas, no concerts .

2/17/2022 10:25 PM

84811

Everyone should have there choice over medical decisions and not be threatened with
unemployment over it. I have chosen what is best for me with information I had at the time.
How the government is currently behaving makes me think I didn’t make a great choice. The
way they are trying to push the Vaccination on the 10% is unreal. The vaccination which
doesn’t prevent illness or transmission many people with 3 doses around me has test positive
for Covid 19.

2/17/2022 10:25 PM

84812

hasnt

2/17/2022 10:25 PM

84813

It has made me not want to have anymore children in fear of their future. Instead of being
excited, I am sad for my son to start his first day of school. This is NOT my Canada.

2/17/2022 10:25 PM

84814

It has added stress from knowing how quickly our government acted tyrannical and didn’t
hesitate to take our freedom away. I am excluded from restaurants, bowling alleys, theatres.
Friends and family have turned on the unvaccinated. We have a government who promotes
division and hatred.

2/17/2022 10:25 PM

84815

Depression, isolation, stress, anxiety

2/17/2022 10:25 PM
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84816

Not very much, switching to wearing mask all day is fine, I can see the affect it has on society
with reduced infections being transmitted. Work is moderately the same. I am an outdoorsy
type person so my personal activities has not changed either.

2/17/2022 10:25 PM

84817

isolation

2/17/2022 10:25 PM

84818

I have lost all friends and everyone I know is in constant fear of the cold/flu

2/17/2022 10:25 PM

84819

We have not had a normal family gathering in 2 years. I can't travel or cross the border. My
parents are in a retirement home and I have to see them with a mask on. I could not be with
my daughter when she had her baby on Feb 7 2022. I could not attend ER with my husband
who really needs a translator. Etc, etc...

2/17/2022 10:25 PM

84820

I lost my job

2/17/2022 10:25 PM

84821

My children have lost two years of growth and enjoyment. I have lost relationships with friends
and even my sister due to systemic lies, manipulation and division

2/17/2022 10:24 PM

84822

More ways than you can count

2/17/2022 10:24 PM

84823

Creates anxiety. Takes away ability to plan for the future. Makes a person feel hopeless and
isolated. Makes a person feel like a second class citizen.

2/17/2022 10:24 PM

84824

It’s been years of hell

2/17/2022 10:24 PM

84825

I have to quit my job because I couldn't travel by air anymore. Lost a lot of "friends" because
my choice. My family suffered a lot, my oldest daughter had heart problems after vaccines

2/17/2022 10:24 PM

84826

Made it difficult to see my family

2/17/2022 10:24 PM

84827

It hasn’t

2/17/2022 10:24 PM

84828

Well....since December 2021, I have been put on Administrative Leave Without Pay. Which
has impacted my family considerably. These mandates have also impacted our livelihood. My
children's lives have been put on hold with their schooling due to the mandates. Arrogant,
condescending Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has to go! He has ruined and divided numerous
lives of Canadians for the past 2 years.

2/17/2022 10:24 PM

84829

Depression, division

2/17/2022 10:24 PM

84830

Medical apartheid is awful!

2/17/2022 10:24 PM

84831

Strife

2/17/2022 10:24 PM

84832

Negatively, division

2/17/2022 10:24 PM

84833

I am a prisoner of my own country. I have been treated like a second class citizen. Socially,
mentally, physically. Work and friendships have been negatively affected. I am so done with
this scam.

2/17/2022 10:23 PM

84834

Everyone around me is depressed, losing work, business or their long time career. It is a sad
time

2/17/2022 10:23 PM

84835

Forced me to get a vaccine i dont need, caused a wedge between family amd friends.
Ostrisized my children

2/17/2022 10:23 PM

84836

Nothing

2/17/2022 10:23 PM

84837

Restricted it unreasonably.

2/17/2022 10:23 PM

84838

Quit my job

2/17/2022 10:23 PM

84839

Lost wages. Negative impact on Mental Health.

2/17/2022 10:23 PM

84840

My best friend my partner passed away and I was unable to have a proper funeral for him.
Have not been able to visit family and friends.

2/17/2022 10:23 PM

84841

I reacted to the vaccine and am not allowed to get medically exempt so I am forced to live my
life like a second class citizen excluded from Thanksgiving an Christmas and couldn't go to
the gym or restaurants or even buy my own alcohol

2/17/2022 10:23 PM

84842

Totally,.especially my children. Disgraceful act of crime against humanity by the govt

2/17/2022 10:22 PM
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84843

Mental health is crap for pretty much everyone I know.

2/17/2022 10:22 PM

84844

Made me feel like I had no freedom of choice

2/17/2022 10:22 PM

84845

It makes me ashamed to be Canadian.

2/17/2022 10:22 PM

84846

Another once free nation destroying it's society and credibility.

2/17/2022 10:22 PM

84847

Course me to get a shot. My son got subside issues, but he is better now. Several projects i
worked on got cancelled. My planned vacation to US got cancelled. and so on.

2/17/2022 10:22 PM

84848

It sucks ass. Everything is x100 more difficult.

2/17/2022 10:22 PM

84849

I suffer from depression and i live alone and mandates have increased my depression.
Mandates have separated me from friends and family and has divided us from society

2/17/2022 10:22 PM

84850

Made it impossible to visit family and do things with friends.

2/17/2022 10:22 PM

84851

Mandates caused segregation, apartheid, & paranoia among co-workers who formerly got
along. Manager committed suicide. Business fell apart.

2/17/2022 10:22 PM

84852

Lost my job and very depressed

2/17/2022 10:22 PM

84853

Been forced off my job for 2 years. My children have suffered with their education. It hurt my
family financially and emotionally. My 64 year old mother was fired for not taking the shot, she
will lose everything she’s worked hard for. I have lost all my trust in the government and most
in the medical field.

2/17/2022 10:22 PM

84854

You cannot do anything and I find it has made me very depressed

2/17/2022 10:22 PM

84855

Literally cannot even leave my own country

2/17/2022 10:22 PM

84856

It has caused immense heartache in my children and myself by not being able to interact with
our family and friends. We have missed saying goodbye to loved ones that have passed;
celebrating new beginnings with loved ones; have made us not be able to physically be able to
partake in events as a family. Has caused great divide in my family

2/17/2022 10:22 PM

84857

Loss of watching my kids play there sports to a extent of my kids loosing interest to even play
anymore loss of family time with my parents brothers friends like 2 years long enuff and
enough is enough with the lies from our gouverment

2/17/2022 10:22 PM

84858

Not allowed to see my mother in the hospital for the last 3 weeks. All the other liberties I've
supposedly lost have not affected my life.

2/17/2022 10:22 PM

84859

It has stop me and my family from visiting each other,never in my 52 years have I seen such
hatred towards each other it’s so so sad :(

2/17/2022 10:21 PM

84860

It has destroyed some relationships, made me lose profound trust in government decision
making and generally decry the power of the pharmaceutical industry in shaping the many
narratives that control our lives in divisive, cruel ways.

2/17/2022 10:21 PM

84861

lets go Brandeu!!!

2/17/2022 10:21 PM

84862

I feel like a prisoner and I can’t escape

2/17/2022 10:21 PM

84863

Greatly- govmt has convinced society to treat me differently for a personal health reason.
Ostracized, can’t bring my children to their sports, can’t get on a plane. All for a personal
Heath decision which doesn’t stop transmission

2/17/2022 10:21 PM

84864

It has broken up my family and I lost my job

2/17/2022 10:21 PM

84865

Immensely

2/17/2022 10:21 PM

84866

Affected very much my physical and mental health

2/17/2022 10:21 PM

84867

Made it very closed in…we don’t feel is if we can go anywhere, or participate in anything. Our
work has suffered. Many of our friends are depressed and no longer mingle or enjoy life.

2/17/2022 10:21 PM

84868

Immensely and in many facets from work to removing any semblance of a social life or
positive mental health. It has ruined my life and will continue to for years to come.

2/17/2022 10:21 PM

84869

In every aspect...this is not a pandemic but a plandemic of control and Agenda 2030 to bring in

2/17/2022 10:21 PM
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one world government. We're not dealing with governments, but criminal cartels...
84870

Isolated from friends.

2/17/2022 10:21 PM

84871

I lost my job because I would not comply

2/17/2022 10:21 PM

84872

I feel sad for canada

2/17/2022 10:21 PM

84873

Just frustrated it by media information which all seemed to be false! Not letting us make our
own decision about our own body. Then target kids that they said aren’t really affected!

2/17/2022 10:20 PM

84874

Been a strain on all aspects of enjoyment and caused mental fatigue

2/17/2022 10:20 PM

84875

Caused depression, anxiety, disagreements and ends of friendships. Weight gain, addiction.
Children have lost trust and are confused haven’t been able to live their lives. Education lag.
Sooo many things.

2/17/2022 10:20 PM

84876

Stopped my life!!!!

2/17/2022 10:20 PM

84877

I am a senior living alone so it has been very lonely

2/17/2022 10:20 PM

84878

Ruined my life is so many ways! My children have suffered immensely. Financially, mental
health, physical health, missed medical appointments, the list goes on and on.

2/17/2022 10:20 PM

84879

Mental health of my family relationships torn apart My income suffered from closures

2/17/2022 10:20 PM

84880

These mandates have brought hate and divide into my families lives. It has affected our
relationship with our friends and family as well as our livelihood.

2/17/2022 10:20 PM

84881

Social isolation

2/17/2022 10:20 PM

84882

Destroyed friendships. Created division amongst all friends, loved ones and family and
throughout my community!

2/17/2022 10:19 PM

84883

unable to fly, unable for family to see our newborn son, unable to have a full wedding, weight
gain, loss of community

2/17/2022 10:19 PM

84884

I ignored it, but watched others suffer under tyranny.

2/17/2022 10:19 PM

84885

It has limited how we go about our everyday lives and has been nothing more than a control
tactic by a tyrannical government

2/17/2022 10:19 PM

84886

My life is very lonely with the mandates. It lacks the joy of being part of a lively society.

2/17/2022 10:19 PM

84887

We have not been able to take our children out, eat at a restaurant, socialize and we have
almost no friends or family left... the government has slaughtered the way of life in Canada

2/17/2022 10:19 PM

84888

Lost house, sanity. Children depressed and anxious.

2/17/2022 10:19 PM

84889

Bad

2/17/2022 10:19 PM

84890

I missed the birth of my children. Plus so much more. Work opportunities etc

2/17/2022 10:19 PM

84891

Unrealistic and unfair restrictions on family members and their place of employment

2/17/2022 10:19 PM

84892

Ruined my life

2/17/2022 10:19 PM

84893

Affects everyone

2/17/2022 10:19 PM

84894

it closed my business, it separated our family - my 2 daughters need a Psychiatric help they
are afraid to work with people we haven't had any events together , haven't ben able to
celebrate our 50 and 51 Wedding anniversarys together nor with our friends. My family's
freedom is taken away I feel forgotten and jailed in my own home.

2/17/2022 10:19 PM

84895

No job, no money, can't go see my kids,

2/17/2022 10:19 PM

84896

Isolation resulting in poor mental health and depression, difficulty maintaining meaningful
employment, friction between friends and family, stress from the divide and hostility in society,
unable to visit my grandmother in nursing home, feeling treated unfairly and segregated, unable
to maintain physical health at the gym, unable to enjoy time out with friends, most tasks are
delayed. Most of all I feel hurt that this situation added more division and hostility in our
already struggling social fabric.

2/17/2022 10:18 PM
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84897

Depression and major mental health issues. I can’t watch or have my kids involved in
swimming, skating etc. Family and friend division.

2/17/2022 10:18 PM

84898

Work travel family friends division

2/17/2022 10:18 PM

84899

Ruined it

2/17/2022 10:18 PM

84900

my sanity to my will to live

2/17/2022 10:18 PM

84901

I can’t even express how detrimental, damaging and outright abusive these measures are and
have been. I have lost faith that any rights or freedoms will be restored or respected. I am
terrified of the government. I never feel safe. The outright lies and politicizing of Covid is
disgusting and has turned into outright tyranny. I have a baby and cry every day imagining his
future and feel nothing but nauseated and despair. I wish someone would stand against the
lawlessness and the abuses of our rights and freedoms. But I have almost no hope that
anyone will.

2/17/2022 10:18 PM

84902

devastating isolation, employment, ability to have a normal life.

2/17/2022 10:18 PM

84903

I got an injection I didn't want and now have different health issues I am dealing with. I want
the government out of my life. I want true democracy back. I want health and happiness back
in our country

2/17/2022 10:18 PM

84904

Some

2/17/2022 10:18 PM

84905

Terribly

2/17/2022 10:18 PM

84906

Destroyed our business and lost friends and relatives

2/17/2022 10:18 PM

84907

It has made travel impossible and school aged children and staff miserable.

2/17/2022 10:18 PM

84908

Can't get a job without being vaccinated, I have panic attacks when I wear a mask, the kids
growing up don't understand what is going on and have more anxiety and fear from wearing the
masks, all of the separation it is tearing my family apart, let alone the rest of the country. Xant
go visit some daily in other provinces so I haven't seen my grandson in over a year. We were
not able to go to my husband's father's funeral last year or even go spend time with him before
he passed from cancer. If in fact masks make a difference where is the proof but all I see is
the masks littering the ground everywhere, the elderly can't afford to buy them and choose to
wear the same moisture stained medical mask over and over, or the ones giving you hell over
not wearing one can't wear their mask properly.

2/17/2022 10:18 PM

84909

Suicidal

2/17/2022 10:17 PM

84910

Depression, social anxiety, financial ruin close to losing everything, my infant so has never
seen the face of the child care provider who cares for him. My daughter suffered through
remote learning, her education is behind now.

2/17/2022 10:17 PM

84911

Yea

2/17/2022 10:17 PM

84912

Loss of freedom

2/17/2022 10:17 PM

84913

My kids cannot participate in ANY extracurricular activities and that also includes not being
able to take a babysitters/ home alone/ first aid course. One of my kids was embarrassed
publicly in their school for not having the vaccine. They haven't been invited to hang out with
friends as they can't go places with them as they need a pass to go almost anywhere. If this
continues on, my oldest won't be able to get a job and save up for her secondary education....if
she would even be able to get a secondary education.

2/17/2022 10:17 PM

84914

I lost my job on March 15, 2020. Some members of my family, and some of my "friends", have
rejected me, because I refuse to get the injection. I have had to watch while too many of my
fellow citizens have succumbed to the mandates, and consequently live diminished lives.

2/17/2022 10:17 PM

84915

Severe depression suicidal thoughts

2/17/2022 10:17 PM

84916

It has caused incredible stress, anxiety and fear on a daily basis. It threatens my health and
my livelihood.

2/17/2022 10:17 PM

84917

I can’t believe how many people are are ruled by fear suddenly i am shunned for having my
own thoughts and choices

2/17/2022 10:17 PM

84918

Hardly at all. But, I have an abnormal life.

2/17/2022 10:16 PM
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84919

Financial, employment, mental health, family deaths due to JABS, better to ask how it hasn’t
affected my life

2/17/2022 10:16 PM

84920

Has prevented me from visiting my elderly mom for 2 years.

2/17/2022 10:16 PM

84921

lost my father due to vax. injury, can't see my children or family living abroad, lost my
business

2/17/2022 10:16 PM

84922

Taken away my freedom of choice.

2/17/2022 10:16 PM

84923

It's ruined my chances at finding meaningful work, it's made all my family scatter apart and
stop talking to each other (and made everyone fearful of each other). It's like this is exactly
what the government wanted. I also see more people having suicidal thoughts. I can only help
so many...

2/17/2022 10:16 PM

84924

It has robbed me of two years of time with my grandchildren, it has robbed us of saying our
good byes to my father inlaw. The treatment of the elderly and children has been inhumane to
say the least. I have watched this tear families apart and steadfastly worked toward harmony
in my own family when disunity threatened.

2/17/2022 10:16 PM

84925

As an un-vaxxed Canadian, I feel threatened by my own Government and Prime Minister's
Hate Speech!

2/17/2022 10:16 PM

84926

Affected that you have to divulge your personal health info to anybody.

2/17/2022 10:16 PM

84927

It’s caused massive anxiety. I had an emotional breakdown. I’m afraid for my children. My
husband was forced to get vaccinated in order to keep his employment.

2/17/2022 10:16 PM

84928

I have not been allowed to do things because of my choices which I feel I should have the
freedom to CHOOSE what I do with my body

2/17/2022 10:16 PM

84929

All plans, activities got canceled. Couldn’t even see my kids performance. Child is suffering
from masks and list goes on and on and on ..,

2/17/2022 10:15 PM

84930

My kids are miserable

2/17/2022 10:15 PM

84931

Anxiety.

2/17/2022 10:15 PM

84932

Destroyed my small business

2/17/2022 10:15 PM

84933

Depression family separation loss of friends and parents died alone. This is all been BS

2/17/2022 10:15 PM

84934

Millions infected with TB each year, far more lethal and contagious, but a hard flu triggers a
lockdown? No.

2/17/2022 10:15 PM

84935

Could not see my father when he died and we could not have a funeral for him

2/17/2022 10:15 PM

84936

We have lost our jobs, our house(we owned), everything we own basically and are living with
our 2 children in an RV.

2/17/2022 10:15 PM

84937

Financially, emotionally, mentally

2/17/2022 10:15 PM

84938

I'm now unemployed, lost family and friends.

2/17/2022 10:15 PM

84939

Fuck Turdo

2/17/2022 10:15 PM

84940

Lost my job, my kids, and my wife.

2/17/2022 10:15 PM

84941

Masks are annoying. They dehumanizes the individual..becoming impersonal. I like to see
people’s face for expressions.

2/17/2022 10:14 PM

84942

Depression, job loss, mental health struggles

2/17/2022 10:14 PM

84943

Heartbreaking

2/17/2022 10:14 PM

84944

A part of your freedom is gone

2/17/2022 10:14 PM

84945

I feel I am no longer free to go about my day to day life. Being unvaccinated I am not allowed
in certain places, I not allowed to support local businesses therefore hurting the economy in
our small town. I have four kids in school all who have suffered with these mask mandates.
They have been sick more with having to wear masks than they ever were before.

2/17/2022 10:14 PM
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84946

Badly

2/17/2022 10:14 PM

84947

Income and peace of mind

2/17/2022 10:14 PM

84948

Children are unable to take part in community services or events. Family cannot travel Division
due to government

2/17/2022 10:14 PM

84949

It nearly ruined it. It is the direct cause of 2 domestic incidents which strained the relationship
with my spouse and put a tremendous strain on everyone in the family. It caused a lot of
damage and grief over the two years it was in effect while providing ZERO BENEFIT. IT MUST
END IMMEDIATELY.

2/17/2022 10:14 PM

84950

I was bullied at work for not being vaccinated (I work for bc gov) and when the vaccine became
mandatory I had to take two shots against my will as I couldn’t afford to loose mortgage
payments (I am single, no other income). I feel very depressed since then. Going down the hill
very fast by drinking every day. I don’t see a light.

2/17/2022 10:14 PM

84951

It’s been horrible and painful being isolated. Masks give me anxiety. All the lies need to stop. I
want my life back.

2/17/2022 10:14 PM

84952

It has caused divide in family and friends. It has caused depression and has taken away the
basic enjoyment of life. It has made me realize that we do not have the freedom that we
believed we have had.

2/17/2022 10:14 PM

84953

Haven't seen family. The economy was damaged from lockdowns. Friends lost jobs because
the choose not getting the vaccine.

2/17/2022 10:14 PM

84954

Na

2/17/2022 10:14 PM

84955

It’s limited my employment options, kept me from seeing my family, as I can’t fly from Ontario
to Saskatchewan where they live. I have gained weight because I can’t use the gym to
exercise. I have lost friends, I have suffered mental health issues from being unsocial.

2/17/2022 10:14 PM

84956

Not much personally.

2/17/2022 10:13 PM

84957

Destroyed my business, mental health suffers due to prime minister labelling and name calling,
creating a 2 class society. Family is now divided. Lost friends.

2/17/2022 10:13 PM

84958

It sucks

2/17/2022 10:13 PM

84959

Job loss

2/17/2022 10:13 PM

84960

Split friends and family. Mental health. Isolation. Depression alcoholism. Feelings of anger

2/17/2022 10:13 PM

84961

My kids not being able to have a life outside the house.

2/17/2022 10:13 PM

84962

Adversely

2/17/2022 10:13 PM

84963

Lost my jobs, financial disaster, health problems due to mask wearing. Unable to fly to
Germany to visit my sick mother.

2/17/2022 10:13 PM

84964

in EVERY aspect in an OVERLY NEGATIVE manner.

2/17/2022 10:13 PM

84965

Stressed especially since the Prime Minister has gone out of control

2/17/2022 10:13 PM

84966

It has divided our family. Missed significant events, such as weddings, birthdays, Christmas,
anniversaries and very unfortunately funerals! I no longer believe the science, or contradictory
mandates are/or have been effective.

2/17/2022 10:13 PM

84967

Negatively

2/17/2022 10:13 PM

84968

Loss of freedom, education, work, travel, mental health, family relationships, social life

2/17/2022 10:13 PM

84969

Tyranny

2/17/2022 10:13 PM

84970

This has to be a joke.

2/17/2022 10:13 PM

84971

Having to stand outside my daughter's dance recital, while people blocked the door was
incredibly degrading. My 4 yr old was devastated, I had no good reason as to why I wasn't
allowed. Just that the government has made stupid rules. Just one on many things that stick
out.

2/17/2022 10:13 PM
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84972

Minimally.

2/17/2022 10:13 PM

84973

Depression. Insane. Fear. No hope.

2/17/2022 10:12 PM

84974

There was no Pandemic so therefore everything the government’s did was to receive money
kick backs so because everything they have done has been a complete inconvenience to my
life. It probably did make the idiots of this country happy for a while

2/17/2022 10:12 PM

84975

Restricted my freedom . Affected my husbands work.

2/17/2022 10:12 PM

84976

My children haven’t been able to do any of the things they love to do. I didn’t get to go to my
grandpas funeral because of travel restrictions.

2/17/2022 10:12 PM

84977

It’s kept us from our family and friends, it’s taken many opportunities from our children to grow,
interact and develop as healthy children. It’s taken away job hours, and opportunities for our
family, and prevented our oldest daughter from attending university. These are just the tip of
the iceberg

2/17/2022 10:12 PM

84978

It has split long time friendships and caused a split in the family among other things

2/17/2022 10:12 PM

84979

Been unable to travel, no longer feel like I can get medical help without being prejudiced.
Unable to take my children to appointments. My children have suffered greatly, son suffers
from anxiety due to everything and the masks cause him great discomfort. Constantly in
trouble at school for suffering with masks. No longer feel free in my country.

2/17/2022 10:11 PM

84980

I lost work, my kids was taken out of sports at school, I couldn't attend a close friends funeral
, I going to lose more love ones thanks to the vaccine ! We want life to go back to normal!! No
more mandates !!

2/17/2022 10:11 PM

84981

Drastically

2/17/2022 10:11 PM

84982

Job loss; travel restrictions

2/17/2022 10:11 PM

84983

Broken relationships, marginalized, difficulties at work, mental health, church closures,
mandatory testing that does not work, strife, segregation, bullied, censored speech, lied to, no
trust in media, government or health care system

2/17/2022 10:11 PM

84984

Lost jobs, lost time with loved ones, so much division

2/17/2022 10:11 PM

84985

In a negative way

2/17/2022 10:11 PM

84986

Mostly stress

2/17/2022 10:11 PM

84987

It hasnt

2/17/2022 10:11 PM

84988

Job loss from lockdown 2020; vax injury for 3 of the 6 family members vaxed; so much fear
that no one is 'living'; blaming those who choose not to be jabbed for an obviously ineffective
and useless vaccine.

2/17/2022 10:11 PM

84989

Fear mongering in the beginning made me run out to get vaccine. If I was aware of the bs then
I would not have received it.

2/17/2022 10:11 PM

84990

Many of my activities have been eliminated or restricted.

2/17/2022 10:11 PM

84991

Mental health

2/17/2022 10:11 PM

84992

Work

2/17/2022 10:11 PM

84993

Lost friends, feel alone & isolated, divided our community, our province & country. Destroyed
business's, jobs were lost by family members - hated it - far worse than a virus@

2/17/2022 10:11 PM

84994

Like most Canadians, It has been a huge inconvenience, it has been financially devastating
and shutting down versus simply protecting the most vulnerable, will take many years to
recover from

2/17/2022 10:11 PM

84995

Hardship

2/17/2022 10:11 PM

84996

It showed me the efficacy of the lies the government has told over the years. The lies and
control of the media and the lies and control of the people in power.

2/17/2022 10:11 PM

84997

I am no longer able to enter my homeland. And my homeland is being run by a totalitarian
dictator who is likely the illegitimate child of another dictator.

2/17/2022 10:10 PM
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84998

Fear factor to start Guilt factor when not vaxxed Had to do what I didn't want to do travel No
choice Friends affected Stuff on shelves affected gas prices

2/17/2022 10:10 PM

84999

Deaths due to desease (with no funeral) suicides, and attempted suicide.

2/17/2022 10:10 PM

85000

its been hard on me and my family and my work

2/17/2022 10:10 PM

85001

Splits families, makes life difficult, unemployment, lack of facilities, services and products,
masks uncomfortable -loss of FREEDOM OF CHOICE!!!!

2/17/2022 10:10 PM

85002

It has divided my family. Some won’t even speak to me anymore. It is utter discrimination to
be forced to 3 times a week testing in order to keep my job, causing a great deal of stress. It
caused the death of my mother, no longer able to see her family etc etc etc!!!!!!!!

2/17/2022 10:10 PM

85003

I was forced to pay $225 a month for testing just so that I could go to work

2/17/2022 10:10 PM

85004

I was in a terrible depression as were many other Canadians until the truckers standing up for
our freedom gave us hope!

2/17/2022 10:10 PM

85005

Caused us to miss family, food costs to soar, fuel costs to soar, made friends scared to visit

2/17/2022 10:10 PM

85006

Job loss, loss of family, deaths

2/17/2022 10:10 PM

85007

It does not make sense to act like this for a cold/flu virus like.

2/17/2022 10:10 PM

85008

Severe depression, family separation, social judgement, hate speech crimes against me

2/17/2022 10:10 PM

85009

My hours of work have been reduced

2/17/2022 10:10 PM

85010

It’s been horrible. People are bullies and forced vaccines or losing jobs have affected our
family. It’s disgusting.

2/17/2022 10:10 PM

85011

It has destroyed my live as a free person and made me feel more like a slave.

2/17/2022 10:10 PM

85012

Horribly. I have disc issues and need to swim. They took away my therapy. Unable to travel to
Hawaii has put severe stress on my husband and I. my son lost his job as he wouldn’t
vaccinate.

2/17/2022 10:10 PM

85013

It degrades a person, segregation , freedoms gone,

2/17/2022 10:09 PM

85014

How hasn’t it

2/17/2022 10:09 PM

85015

Caused a complete divide in my family

2/17/2022 10:09 PM

85016

How has it not? Job lost. Income lost. Friendships lost. Family members dead. Damage to my
child from restrictions for nearly two years. Loss of learning. Increased screen addiction. Can't
spell or write. Mental health issues. Divisiveness curated by media and politicans - left v. right
- vaxx v unvaxx et al. This is on you.

2/17/2022 10:09 PM

85017

financially, socially, culturally

2/17/2022 10:09 PM

85018

It’s restricted me from going places I would normally go because of my views and opinions.
It’s greatly reduced our ability to get gainful employment. And it’s even affected some
relationships.

2/17/2022 10:09 PM

85019

Treated like a lepar, destroyed family and friend relationships, lost business revenue, anxiety,
uncertain of future, hopeless, forced redeployments for work multiple times, total lack of
control. Demoralized and dehumanized. Mourning the death of this once great country.

2/17/2022 10:09 PM

85020

I am a doctor and it has damaged many of my patients and their children. Many of my friends
and patients including myself are considering leaving Canada as it has become an
authoritarian state.

2/17/2022 10:09 PM

85021

The mandates have effected me mentally and emotionally on a day to day basis. The
mandates don’t work and won’t work and that’s a fact, the science isn’t there backing the
mandates. It was a bad call by the government and they need to make it right again! Make
Canada great again cause right now it’s absolutely shit! Canada is the land of the free not a
place where you feel pressured of straight up FOCRED To get a shot with zero science
backing it

2/17/2022 10:09 PM

85022

I wasn't able to have my family members and partners family members visit us in the hospital
after the birth of our twins. I had to wear a mask while delivering twins for over 45 minutes and

2/17/2022 10:09 PM
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could barely breathe!
85023

I’m basically a prisoner....no dentist, no doctor, no testing done, can’t shop, go to a movie or a
play, can’t skate or swim indoors, can’t get a mask exemption and soon no chiropractor

2/17/2022 10:08 PM

85024

Loss of a job of over 20 years at a shelter for abused women

2/17/2022 10:08 PM

85025

Prevents me from traveling home.

2/17/2022 10:08 PM

85026

Depression, anxiety, lack of social life

2/17/2022 10:08 PM

85027

Unable to see family in hospital/nursing home Incurable medical conditions from vaccine Out
of work for most of the year Can't go out to a movie/resteraunt Division amongst
family/friends/clients Living expenses increased

2/17/2022 10:08 PM

85028

Ruined

2/17/2022 10:08 PM

85029

Second class citizens and fired

2/17/2022 10:07 PM

85030

How has it not affected my life?

2/17/2022 10:07 PM

85031

HA. it took my life.

2/17/2022 10:07 PM

85032

Less freedom as a tax payer

2/17/2022 10:07 PM

85033

Disastrous

2/17/2022 10:07 PM

85034

It has ruined my life.

2/17/2022 10:07 PM

85035

I started to have panic attacks

2/17/2022 10:07 PM

85036

I can’t see my mom,my friends ,can’t dance ,can’t see facial expressions,! The social isolation
is slowly killing us all

2/17/2022 10:07 PM

85037

The mandates have made it hard or impossible for us to visit family and to attend funerals and
weddings. My dad died and my sister from the states was unable to be there.

2/17/2022 10:07 PM

85038

Negatively- vaccination induced health issues with in-laws and friends. Stroke and heart
issues.

2/17/2022 10:07 PM

85039

multiple ways

2/17/2022 10:07 PM

85040

It has put a wedge between my children and has almost ruined my small business

2/17/2022 10:07 PM

85041

Coworkers were fired

2/17/2022 10:06 PM

85042

I have lost friends. I no longer speak to some relatives. I’m judged every day

2/17/2022 10:06 PM

85043

Very badly

2/17/2022 10:06 PM

85044

Mental stress. Loss of income. Can’t see family.

2/17/2022 10:06 PM

85045

Separated my children, ostracized from our church Can’t dine out Can’t fly anymore

2/17/2022 10:06 PM

85046

Yes, cannot travel

2/17/2022 10:06 PM

85047

Violated my human rights Violated the charter of rights

2/17/2022 10:06 PM

85048

It is basically a farce!

2/17/2022 10:06 PM

85049

feel segregated

2/17/2022 10:06 PM

85050

Separated from my family and friends. I could not travel, eat in a restaurant, watch my
grandchildren play hockey, etc. Masks do not stop the spread of covid and are healthy to wear.
Children wearing masks all day at school is unhealthy and what I consider child abuse.

2/17/2022 10:06 PM

85051

Destroyed my business....destroyed friendships

2/17/2022 10:06 PM

85052

Social isolation and segregation. Family members permanently disabled from shot

2/17/2022 10:06 PM

85053

Every aspect of life has been negatively affected. The government response was a complete
failure. The Canadian charter of rights and freedoms was supposed to protect Canadians from
out of control politicians and unelected ministers/representatives.

2/17/2022 10:06 PM
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85054

Lost job

2/17/2022 10:06 PM

85055

Treated like a social leper. Lost revenue. Lost family and friends do to divisive government.

2/17/2022 10:06 PM

85056

Health mentaly

2/17/2022 10:06 PM

85057

Negatively

2/17/2022 10:06 PM

85058

honk

2/17/2022 10:05 PM

85059

Destroying it , trying to take my job, my ability to earn extra income, treating me like a second
class citizen. Cant is arch children’s hockey games

2/17/2022 10:05 PM

85060

Made me realize that most people do not think for themselves--they're sheep.

2/17/2022 10:05 PM

85061

Divided my family and friends

2/17/2022 10:05 PM

85062

Bad

2/17/2022 10:05 PM

85063

Mental warfar

2/17/2022 10:05 PM

85064

Fearful for our existence and recognizing we are in dictatorship

2/17/2022 10:04 PM

85065

Have not been able to participate in society, have not been able to travel, worship.

2/17/2022 10:04 PM

85066

I have hardly gone anywhere

2/17/2022 10:04 PM

85067

Teenage daughter hospitalized for several suicide attempts from lack of social interaction,
inability to learn online, and constant fear that whole family will die of covid. Kids scared all the
time (even though fully vaccinated and have had covid). I was coerced to be vaccinated
myself by fear mongering mainstream media and government threats. Now scared by writing
this my bank account will be frozen.

2/17/2022 10:04 PM

85068

Jib

2/17/2022 10:04 PM

85069

Pains my heart to watch the division of my family and the depths of evil in government, media,
medical system, education system & law enforcement

2/17/2022 10:04 PM

85070

Disrupted completely, made friends & damiky distant.

2/17/2022 10:04 PM

85071

Resulted in the termination of my job.

2/17/2022 10:04 PM

85072

Business strains, family division, inability to travel to be with family, children masked at
school, regular testing of post secondary children in our family to go to school, daughter lost
sports scholarship and kicked off campus because of medical status, parents ostracized
because of medical choices, depression,

2/17/2022 10:04 PM

85073

It has really limited what I am able to do with my family. We live in a rural area where there are
not a lot of options to choose from already and the mandates has made it near impossible to
do anything. The mandates have also caused conflict and division with close family and
friends.

2/17/2022 10:04 PM

85074

My children do not get to participate in the only childhood they will ever have. They have
anxiety and depression. My son throws up most days from stress and sadness. Our
government is corrupt and anti-science.

2/17/2022 10:04 PM

85075

They ruined my life and my family’s life, mental, emotional, physical, financial well being!

2/17/2022 10:03 PM

85076

Destroyed my life and my health and my financial safety. Two friends desperate enough they
took their own lives. Family with cancer being ignored. Grandparent died alone and not from
covid. 8 month wait for an urgent MRI. Kids traumatized and struggling. Covid didn’t do this,
govt did.

2/17/2022 10:03 PM

85077

My 2 teenage and two young adult children are struggling with depression and intolerance from
others because of stupid mandates.

2/17/2022 10:03 PM

85078

Segregation from all activities and outings. Work and relationships

2/17/2022 10:03 PM

85079

It has made my life lonely. I live alone and couldn’t visit my family or friends for over 2 years.

2/17/2022 10:03 PM

85080

Destroyed my business (aesthetician) depression, frustration, isolation.

2/17/2022 10:03 PM

85081

Business shut down. took a min income job. Hermit cus didn’t go many places. My wife

2/17/2022 10:03 PM
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couldn’t go to her own sisters funeral because it was in NWT and would have to isolate on her
own dime who can afford that 🤷🏻♂️😡
85082

My work place has been shut down numerous times over the past two years. Most recently
two days before Christmas with no evidence or real explanation. I was only able to receive
$270 a week in compensation from the government, $270 a week in vancouver is an
appallingly low amount to survive. I called my mp’s office to find answers and was told to
“borrow money from loved ones”. After TWO years of being beaten down and locked out of my
job, my savings are non existent and the response was appalling.

2/17/2022 10:03 PM

85083

Creates division and anxiety

2/17/2022 10:03 PM

85084

No theater, no restaurants, no social occasions, not being able to visit my family overseas,
being treated like a second class citizen.

2/17/2022 10:03 PM

85085

Loss of income. Loss of relationships, loss of freedom, loss of bodily autonomy.

2/17/2022 10:03 PM

85086

My husband lost his job in March 2020- & was never called back. My daughter lost her job in
March 2020- & wasn't called back until late 2021 but wasn't able to return to work because she
is unvaccinated. My family is unvaccinated and have been treated like pariahs even though
the science and medical community have admitted that the hospitals are currently over-run
with covid patients who have been double and triple vaccinated. After receiving vaccinations
the majority of people had a false sense of security given to them by the lies of the CDC,
health officials, and the governemnt (there will only be a few break-through cases), so they
attended large group events and spread the disease while the unvaccinated people were
locked away in their homes for self protection. All of this has made me sick and depressed
and the only people fighting for our rights are the truckers and it is disgusting the lies the liberal
party and the media are telling about (like they are using children as human shields,
desecrating the war monument, urinating and deficating in the streets, and blowing their horns
all night). None of this is true, and everything was going calmly until Trudeau got Biden
involved-then Biden insisted Trudeau take firm action against the trucker shen he won't even
take firm action against Russia.

2/17/2022 10:03 PM

85087

can't fly within my country, can't leave the country, lost my freedoms

2/17/2022 10:03 PM

85088

These mandates have caused a rift with family members resulting in stressful speaking terms.

2/17/2022 10:03 PM

85089

I haven't been able to see my family in another province and can't travel

2/17/2022 10:03 PM

85090

Added unnecessary stress to all aspects.

2/17/2022 10:02 PM

85091

Relational strife, mental health issues, multiple people I know who have been permanently
affected and hospitalized from the vaccine. Many didn’t want to take it, but felt they had no
choice and are living with permanent consequences due to adverse effects.

2/17/2022 10:02 PM

85092

Isolation no gathering church socializing attending events

2/17/2022 10:02 PM

85093

Drastically

2/17/2022 10:02 PM

85094

Isolation, discrimation, lost friends, distanced family, unable to see my parents in the hospital,
restricted my travel which i need in my life, and cost thousands of extra dollars and stress to
my daughters college education

2/17/2022 10:02 PM

85095

Mental distress. My wife has lost her job. I’ve watched our economy destroyed and lives
harmed, even suicide and drug related deaths. What they are doing to us is pure evil.

2/17/2022 10:02 PM

85096

It’s miserable being unable to fly abroad to be with my husband. My baby hasn’t seen his
father in almost half his life now.

2/17/2022 10:02 PM

85097

It’s put strain on my marriage and mental health and ability to focus on being a new first time
father

2/17/2022 10:02 PM

85098

Feeling controlled

2/17/2022 10:01 PM

85099

It has been isolating, emotionally draining. If have not been sick at all and don't understand
why the mandates are so controlling

2/17/2022 10:01 PM

85100

loss of income, family and friends. Depression.

2/17/2022 10:01 PM

85101

In every aspect as possible. Unable to do anything or go anywhere, feel like a prisoner in my
own home and depression has settled in nicely. I feel like I live somewhere else but planet

2/17/2022 10:01 PM
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earth as it was. Terrible feeling.
85102

As an unvaccinated person ( as recommended by my doctor) I am subject to comply with all
punishments associated with the mandates including loosing a great portion of my job as I can
no longer cross the can/us border in my truck as part of the food supply service.

2/17/2022 10:01 PM

85103

HAVE NOT BEEN ABLE TO TRAVEL TO SEE MY FAMILY

2/17/2022 10:01 PM

85104

caused lots of anxiety with everything and everyone

2/17/2022 10:01 PM

85105

Lost loved on due to lockdown ailments

2/17/2022 10:01 PM

85106

Lost my job. Wrecked my mental health. Sewed immense division amongst close people.

2/17/2022 10:01 PM

85107

Drop in income.

2/17/2022 10:00 PM

85108

It has stopped me from seeing my grandchildren play sports, stopped me from travelling,
stopped me from a social life, stopped me from seeing people's smiles, it has hurt my income
and caused extreme stress in my life!

2/17/2022 10:00 PM

85109

I have been put on unrequested unpaid Leave of absence! I am a RN x30 years! My husband
has Cancer and are still raising a child!

2/17/2022 10:00 PM

85110

I can’t fly or go to restaurants this is Nazi Canada

2/17/2022 10:00 PM

85111

In my life have never seen our freedoms been infringed.I’m so sad to be Canadian these past
2 years .always been proud of our nation and had family who fought for Canada’s freedoms.
Enough division of a great nation

2/17/2022 9:59 PM

85112

Has affected all aspects of our lives. I haven’t been able to go to the gym for some time. Our
child is negatively affected by all of it - masks, distancing, online learning when it was in
effect. My husband is struggling because it’s affecting his work.

2/17/2022 9:59 PM

85113

In so many ways…. For the worse

2/17/2022 9:59 PM

85114

I'm a service provider and the masks are one of my main issues I can't wear them its hard to
work and Tru and breath. It has effected my kids the most. Stuff has been canceled on them
they hate masks can't play with their friends or have sleep overs. As a parent you want the
best for your kids but these mandates has extremely limited their fun. It's not right

2/17/2022 9:59 PM

85115

Loss of income, business, health, stress, kids health and wellbeing.

2/17/2022 9:58 PM

85116

I'm a prisoner in my own country. I can't leave or come. I can't fly domestically

2/17/2022 9:58 PM

85117

Can't travel, see family, go to local arena for sports,

2/17/2022 9:58 PM

85118

Lost my job. All family is abroad, not sure if I will ever see them again. Can't go to gyms,
swimming pools, etc. Forced to cover my face to buy groceries. Destroyed my mental health.

2/17/2022 9:58 PM

85119

Shit.... absolute shit

2/17/2022 9:58 PM

85120

I have children who are being discriminated against, can't live there normal lives. Have gone
through lockdowns online school. It has completely distrupted them. They have become more
and more internal. Losing social and academic skills. They have missed sports, as well as the
fun of going on field trips. My son just recently missed the ski trip because he isn't vaccinated.
He has even been turned away from walking up and buying a drink at Tim Hortons. This is just
the tip of what it's done. We have been harmed more by the mandates than covid could ever
touch.

2/17/2022 9:58 PM

85121

Can’t afford to live or help anyone. People are becoming hateful

2/17/2022 9:57 PM

85122

Travel and society segregation

2/17/2022 9:57 PM

85123

yes, mentaly

2/17/2022 9:57 PM

85124

Ruined it

2/17/2022 9:57 PM

85125

Cannot see parent in nursing home/hospital, cannot goto restaurants or travel outside canada

2/17/2022 9:56 PM

85126

i needed the vaccine to go to school

2/17/2022 9:56 PM

85127

Exemptions were mandated and doctors were threatened with their licenses. Uninformed

2/17/2022 9:56 PM
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concent and corociern at place of work! Pretreatments were not allowed so illness went
untreated causing harms. UnCanadian politicians and health officials in Canada.
85128

Addictions, depression, abuse, isolation, confusion, fear, limitations, segragations

2/17/2022 9:56 PM

85129

Lost income. Mental and physical Health declined. Loss of trust in Government and Media.

2/17/2022 9:56 PM

85130

Stress

2/17/2022 9:55 PM

85131

Violated my mobility rights in the Charter of Rights and Freedoms

2/17/2022 9:55 PM

85132

I had to leave both of my jobs due to vaccines being mandated. Looking for a job has been
stressful always wondering if they requure vaccination as a condition of employment. I am
constantly anxious wondering what restrictions are coming or changes to school for my kids.
The school situation going back and forth has been hard on my kids. Being excluded from
participating fully in society, my son not being able to do activities like his vaccinated friends
etc. I am constantly worrying about family and friends who took the shot and if they are going
to become sick from the vax at some point in the future. Seems like every conversation with
every person ends up being about vaccines...no one can keep it separate, it is all consuming. I
have become distant from vaccinated friends because they believe I am wrong for not getting
it and I am endangering them.

2/17/2022 9:55 PM

85133

Loss of freedom. Loss of rights. Loss of friends. Loss of faith and trust in the political leaders
in Canada.

2/17/2022 9:55 PM

85134

Has segregated more people than needed!

2/17/2022 9:55 PM

85135

I can't travel to visit my family before of these mandates.

2/17/2022 9:55 PM

85136

How hasn’t it!?

2/17/2022 9:54 PM

85137

job lost

2/17/2022 9:54 PM

85138

Turned it to shit

2/17/2022 9:54 PM

85139

Lack of work. No parts. No sports/school . Everything

2/17/2022 9:54 PM

85140

Took a turn for the worst

2/17/2022 9:54 PM

85141

Lost my job.

2/17/2022 9:54 PM

85142

Financially, stressful 😫

2/17/2022 9:54 PM

85143

I've barely followed any of the mandates because I strongly believe that they aren't helping
stop the spread of COVID.

2/17/2022 9:54 PM

85144

Kept me out of restaurants- watched my grandchildren get depressed - has affected all parts of
my life

2/17/2022 9:54 PM

85145

In a very negative way. My job was threatened, I was unable to attend my children’s sports,
there was divide in my family. All for nothing, all because the government overreached and
abandoned our charter of rights. Never again.

2/17/2022 9:54 PM

85146

Mental and physical health has been negatively affected. Can't be employed at certain places
unless I am vaccinated, depriving me of my freedom of choice for bodily autonomy. There is
nothing to do due to the extended lockdowns shutting down everything from gyms to indoor
sports to entertainment/restaurants and killing small businesses.

2/17/2022 9:53 PM

85147

Husband lost his job. Daughter forced to vaccinate in order to get her college education.

2/17/2022 9:53 PM

85148

As a government employee, I've been placed on leave without pay for refusing to get
vaccinated.

2/17/2022 9:53 PM

85149

It's been too long to lose our basic freedom. Lack of medical services in particular has been
damaging.

2/17/2022 9:53 PM

85150

Was forced to get vaccinatinated or lose my job. A week or two after my second dose of
vaccine, I started having daily GI bleeding which persists to this day. My liver is inflamed and
ALT enzymes are elevated. I have been for countless tests, diagnostic procedures, and taking
drugs to deal with consequences of vaccines. Specialists tell me its autoimmune disorder.
Never had any symptoms like this in my life.

2/17/2022 9:53 PM
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85151

What hasn't it affected? You can’t even go to a restaurant if you are out of town. You can't
even take your grandchildren to any activities. You are required to mask and test for work. You
can't support the truckers without being called a terrorist or any other nasty name. I don't
particularly appreciate being told that I have to put an experimental drug in my body because
of our PM is on a control freak.

2/17/2022 9:53 PM

85152

My children are unable to participate in sports. I am unable to attend any restaurants, venues
or events in my city

2/17/2022 9:53 PM

85153

Restricted travel to visit family

2/17/2022 9:53 PM

85154

Destroyed my family, created suicidal thoughts and self-harming attempts in my person. As
well as violence and abuse in my partner's family.

2/17/2022 9:53 PM

85155

They are discriminatory to me and my family, they limit my ability to participate in life.

2/17/2022 9:53 PM

85156

Yes, prisoners of Canada, house arrest

2/17/2022 9:53 PM

85157

Job restrictions, unnecessary masking, travel restrictions. Not saying a final goodbye to dying
loved ones. I want to be free to make my own medical decisions for myself and my family.

2/17/2022 9:53 PM

85158

Poorer mental health

2/17/2022 9:52 PM

85159

So many people I know are convinced that the unvacinated are causing more problems for
various reasons. They're listening to government paid media sources and not thinking for
themselves.

2/17/2022 9:52 PM

85160

Your mandates have kept me away from my family, not able to spend holidays, see my
grandchildren suffer with masks in their faces, not being able to watch my grandchildren play
sports . The devastation caused by the draconian measures and absurd name calling by our
leaders which has caused families and friends to be divided. And the list goes on.

2/17/2022 9:52 PM

85161

It’s affected the employment of myself and all of my family as well as cut off access for me to
travel to see my family and vice versa

2/17/2022 9:52 PM

85162

It has affected my life im too scared as my family is broken up now cuz some are vaccinated
and some are not..my health has taken a toll ..I don't feel free to talk to family or other
people..life was so much better in 2019 we are having a hard time to feed our selves for the
month let a lone a week I and my husband. Everything like food is so expensive..we have to
stay in a apartment building with cockroaches due to the rents going so high we can't afford to
move it stated when the pandemic and mandates started .this needs to change

2/17/2022 9:52 PM

85163

Wasn’t allowed to see my elderly mother in a nursing home for four months and not allowed to
attend her funeral. That’s one example

2/17/2022 9:52 PM

85164

I had to get a vaccine I didn’t want in order to get paid at my job in a long term facility

2/17/2022 9:52 PM

85165

Here is a prison.

2/17/2022 9:52 PM

85166

Made it impossible to go out and do the things that I normally would be able to with my friends
and family. It has impacted my lungs and health as well; having to wear masks during work
and when shopping.

2/17/2022 9:52 PM

85167

Lost my job

2/17/2022 9:51 PM

85168

My business dwn 75%, My kids can’t go to college, my wife lost her job, I can’t travel to visit
sick family, just to name a few.

2/17/2022 9:51 PM

85169

Loss of family and friends as one of us unvaccinated. Unable to travel freely. Isolation as we
are seniors.

2/17/2022 9:51 PM

85170

I have to use a seperate bathroom at work and I will be fired March 31st. I hate the world we
live in.. absolute corruption

2/17/2022 9:51 PM

85171

lost my job and my kids are depressed

2/17/2022 9:51 PM

85172

Demonization of people who do not want to take a medical treatment recommended by the
government.

2/17/2022 9:51 PM

85173

Mental illness-depression, non-activity in activities I'd normally do, 2 years of anxiety and
family decide and Wages lost

2/17/2022 9:50 PM
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85174

Husband our of work for over a year. My business down 80% Our children having to do college
on line Children depressed Suicides on lots of people I know Family member dies with in 24
hours of her covid shot Lots of scared people Fear Anger I’m so disappointed in the media and
how they manipulate the number and tell lies and change their minds So saddened by all this.
The number do not support the lock down measures. Never in my life has a leader acted in
such and irresponsible way. Deeply saddened.

2/17/2022 9:50 PM

85175

Made me very disgusted with the leaders of the country and my province!!! Also the media

2/17/2022 9:50 PM

85176

lost my job

2/17/2022 9:50 PM

85177

I have been refused service and even medical care as a result of my mask exemption (for
which I have a doctors note). I have been segregated from society for refusing to disclose my
vaccination status. My family members have lost their jobs and businesses. My mental health
has suffered. I have lost 4 friends to suicide as a result of the lockdowns.

2/17/2022 9:49 PM

85178

Am a prisoner in my own country

2/17/2022 9:49 PM

85179

I continue to work for a federally regulated employer, subject to mandates, in spite of refusing
to declare my Covidiocy jab status.

2/17/2022 9:49 PM

85180

Repressive

2/17/2022 9:49 PM

85181

I can’t travel I can’t go out, and it’s a pain in the ass

2/17/2022 9:49 PM

85182

Not being able to visit my grandfather while he was dying in the hospital

2/17/2022 9:49 PM

85183

It’s affected the freedom, mental heath, inflation, income and being pushed to get the jab

2/17/2022 9:48 PM

85184

I have not been able to travel to, and visit my family in Canada for 2 years. My 85-year-old
mother in BC emailed me today saying she wished she could see me before she dies. I cannot
travel back into my country of citizenship because I have chosen not to have a forced
experimental vaccination!

2/17/2022 9:48 PM

85185

personally It does not affect my life

2/17/2022 9:48 PM

85186

I live in prison, big, still relatively comfortable but prison. And most of people around me are
mad as they don't understand what's going on. My children are barely able to study. My wife
work closed.

2/17/2022 9:48 PM

85187

I lost my job, I can’t see my family who live away, and I can’t breathe clean air

2/17/2022 9:48 PM

85188

Can't travel by plane, can't eat at sit-down restaurants, have to wear a stinking mask, etc,etc.

2/17/2022 9:48 PM

85189

By banning us from boarding a plane, the mandate infringes on our right to reunite with our
family - our child and our parents - overseas. Also due to the mandate, we are not allowed to
work at the office or even attend meetings in person. Every aspect of our lives have been
unjustifiably (according to real scientific evidence and data and not political science) disturbed
. The virus itself has not affected anybody in our family in the slightest but the draconian
measures to "combat" it have given us long term health issues - from mental to endocrine,
metabolic, circulatory ... the list is long. And for that we have only the government to blame
and hold responsible.

2/17/2022 9:48 PM

85190

I can’t travel and my kids are having a rough childhood. Humans are social and should not be
treated like this.

2/17/2022 9:48 PM

85191

I can't go to restaurants, gyms, only because I made a medical choice for myself. That's
wrong!!!

2/17/2022 9:48 PM

85192

MASKS: I have suffered for two years with chronic sinus infections. It has been painful.
SOCIAL DISTANCING: I have witnessed depression and sadness in the eyes of people I meet
in public due to the lack of being able to shake hands or give hugs! VACCINES: It has always
been a choice to be vaccinated. I choose not to be an experiment. VACCINE PASSPORTS: It
is nobody else's business as to whether I have had the vaccine or not ! It has also created
segregation that our forefathers and ancestors have fought so hard to eliminate! It has also
created more hate than I have ever seen or heard of in my lifetime. 50% CAPACITY: We are a
social species and as the saying goes " the more the merrier "! I myself enjoy talking to other
people, dancing , laughing, or dinning. All the mandates have kept people in a state of
depression and is now making people angry!! If we were left to choose , then those that were
scared could stay home while the rest of us could carry on with our lives!!

2/17/2022 9:48 PM
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85193

Depressing and monetarily

2/17/2022 9:48 PM

85194

I cannot fly to the USA to visit my children who play college hockey!

2/17/2022 9:48 PM

85195

Made it difficult and frustrating to travel. Has created a divided society and a fearful and
frustrated citizenry.

2/17/2022 9:48 PM

85196

Very negatively

2/17/2022 9:48 PM

85197

Brought division into family and friends. Some relatives have become sick with vaccine
injuries. Diagnosed by Mexican Doctors. Some who had Covid 19 cured by Ivermectin Mexico
but Banned in Canada & USA

2/17/2022 9:48 PM

85198

Every aspect, mental, emotional, financial. Disgusted by our leaders over reach of authority.
Trudeau is a complete embarrassment for our nation

2/17/2022 9:47 PM

85199

I have lost my country :-(

2/17/2022 9:47 PM

85200

It has made me no longer proud to be a Canadian with the tyrant we have in power, I was
getting so I liked to travel but can no longer do so

2/17/2022 9:47 PM

85201

I am locked in my house not aloud to have anyone in because of the mandates

2/17/2022 9:47 PM

85202

2 years ruined and world taken hostage by medical terrorists for a lie. The ones responsible
must be brought to justice.

2/17/2022 9:47 PM

85203

Limited mobility, social life, can’t bring my kids to activities.

2/17/2022 9:47 PM

85204

It's hurt myself, my children, my job, my friendships. Nothing has not been affected, and all for
something we could have dealt with through natural immunity in a much faster and more
effective manner.

2/17/2022 9:47 PM

85205

lost work

2/17/2022 9:47 PM

85206

We are watching tyranny unfold right in front of us. If we don't have a right to choose what
enters our own bodies then we have no rights at all. Name one single right you still have if you
do not have the right to bodily autonomy.

2/17/2022 9:47 PM

85207

Caused troubles in my family. My friend lost his sister due to a vaccine.

2/17/2022 9:46 PM

85208

My entire social life has been destroyed and my family is divided.

2/17/2022 9:46 PM

85209

It has ruined it. Vaccines killed my uncle.

2/17/2022 9:46 PM

85210

Wereing a mask some time and not being able to go to restaurants

2/17/2022 9:46 PM

85211

Terrible

2/17/2022 9:46 PM

85212

4 out of a family of five have lost there jobs! 2 removed from trade school,

2/17/2022 9:45 PM

85213

Hurt my business and my income

2/17/2022 9:45 PM

85214

Job loss, social segregation

2/17/2022 9:45 PM

85215

I have been barred from using my season tickets at hockey, going to restaurants, going to
fitness centers, as Well as being ostracized by neighbours and friends

2/17/2022 9:45 PM

85216

It made me depressed, scared, isolated and degraded.

2/17/2022 9:45 PM

85217

Split friendships and mental healrh

2/17/2022 9:45 PM

85218

Deprivation of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, which is guaranteed to us and should
be protected. Loss of loving family connection due to constant fear mongering and restrictions
keeping us apart. General discomfort in many ways, including breathing stale air in masks,
awkward family tensions, fear of loss of choice and forced injection of a highly questionable
substance. Distrust in authorities due to contradictory statements, ever shifting goalposts,
neglecting scientific discussions, and heavy overreach into the lives of free persons.

2/17/2022 9:45 PM

85219

Stress and fear mongering from liberL,who and biden

2/17/2022 9:45 PM

85220

Separated because of it. Will be divorced. F Trudeau

2/17/2022 9:45 PM

85221

My mental health has decreased, weight gain, weight loss, stress leave, loss of income, loss

2/17/2022 9:45 PM
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of bodily autonym. Had covid got over it. Couldn't get natural immunity test because the
government made Doctors so scared to go against mandates and wright as exemption. You
name it and it has effected me and will continue to effect me for years. This government has
ruined families with its division tactics. pitting people against each other calling each other
names and generalizing every one, as if we are not all human. I will be voting carefully for the
future elections. i Feel lied to cheated and betrayed by those we elected.
85222

Discriminatory against my previous health condition

2/17/2022 9:45 PM

85223

It's affected my life mentally, physically, and took memories away from me along with time
spent with family and friends that will never get back

2/17/2022 9:45 PM

85224

I’m donne I’m sick

2/17/2022 9:45 PM

85225

It has hurt my business and my ability to see my family as well as my mental health

2/17/2022 9:44 PM

85226

Caused stress and family division

2/17/2022 9:44 PM

85227

Feels like we’ve been in jail with no end, watched my teenagers suffer through it …

2/17/2022 9:44 PM

85228

Family torn apart. Business destroyed. Unity lost

2/17/2022 9:44 PM

85229

Terribly

2/17/2022 9:44 PM

85230

It has coerced all my children to get the shot to keep their jobs. No long term safety data. Lost
my job for attending a protest. My work mandated full vaccination as well

2/17/2022 9:44 PM

85231

Mentally, physically, emotionally for me and all of my children who have been centered out by
bullies

2/17/2022 9:44 PM

85232

Lost 2 businesses can't work can't travel. Going broke.

2/17/2022 9:44 PM

85233

Cannot attend weddings, funerals, family members in hospital or long term care !!! Just to
name a few !!

2/17/2022 9:44 PM

85234

It has had a negative effect.

2/17/2022 9:44 PM

85235

Husband lost his job. teenagers stuck in the house for 2 years. THeir education was nil for 2
years and now behind. Fear to not wear a mask because they have been brainwashed to think
the vaccine and masks and distancing made them safe which they didn't. We don't trust the
government leaders especially PM AT ALL. Adverse effects to vaccine mandates. WE WANT
OUR FREEDOM !!

2/17/2022 9:43 PM

85236

Some friendships got hurt, everyone has been more polarized. For 2 years, I barely got out
twice a month.

2/17/2022 9:43 PM

85237

I've lost most friends, almost my livelihood and I feel like I'm living on the holocaust. Yes, I am
a Jewish person, I will say it how it is.

2/17/2022 9:43 PM

85238

Friends and family tension, no travel, stress for kids, social life impaired, less work, less
healthy, more expenditures, anxiety...

2/17/2022 9:43 PM

85239

Too many restrictions without the real science behind it. Complete Loss of trust in the
government.

2/17/2022 9:43 PM

85240

Forced vaccinated to keep my job. Feel as if I have no control in my own life. Depression.

2/17/2022 9:43 PM

85241

Not at all still free to go where I please. Nice to not have unvaccinated fools near me.

2/17/2022 9:43 PM

85242

I cannot belive how Canada turned to dictatorship regime with PM Trudeau spreding hate
crime, calling people names. We went from amazing democracy to comunism. Government
want to control our life's and forcing us to do what we don't want to do.

2/17/2022 9:42 PM

85243

Mentally. Violated my constitutional rights.

2/17/2022 9:42 PM

85244

The mandates have taken away special moments for mu children. My daughter was born in
covid and has spent very little time with my family

2/17/2022 9:42 PM

85245

Made my life hell

2/17/2022 9:42 PM

85246

It has caused the loss of employment, the seperation from my family.

2/17/2022 9:42 PM
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85247

It has made it very difficult to have any trust in governments at all levels, If they are so sure of
the "science" where is the data? when government says they are following "science" show the
data.

2/17/2022 9:42 PM

85248

How does one answer all the ways everyone’s’ lives have been affected to date in a small
survey? And what about the long term effects? This is impossible to answer in a survey type
environment.

2/17/2022 9:42 PM

85249

I am restricted in my access of many public services, since I am un-vaxxed and also refuse to
wear masks. I have also suffered financially due to the impacts of Covid restrictions on travel
(I travel on business). It has also affected me mentally and emotionally, seeing all the harm
that it has caused.

2/17/2022 9:42 PM

85250

...I see the elderly become depressed, mental issues, drug use/ overdoses skyrocket , teen
suicide, small businesses I shop at go under, staff shortages everywhere!!! Putting Canadians
against Canadians....cerb ridiculous...and the mandates getting rid of good workers in all jobs
across the board. Govt over reach understated.

2/17/2022 9:42 PM

85251

mental health.

2/17/2022 9:42 PM

85252

Lost revenue in my business

2/17/2022 9:42 PM

85253

I have felt like a prisoner in my own country!

2/17/2022 9:41 PM

85254

Flying, restaurants, seeing my grand children playing rec hockey

2/17/2022 9:41 PM

85255

Birth of my first child not being socialized properly with family and friends. Working 12 hr shifts
with PPE, not being able to breathe properly. Being forced to get a vaccine I didn’t want in
order to keep my job.

2/17/2022 9:41 PM

85256

The mandates have had a very negative impact on the mental health of myself and my family.
Being segregated Because of our own personal medical decisions has had a very negative
impact on my whole family. These mandates of all kinds need to be removed immediately.

2/17/2022 9:41 PM

85257

Destroyed my faith in my own government and health care system.

2/17/2022 9:41 PM

85258

Division

2/17/2022 9:40 PM

85259

My anxiety has never been higher navigating a world that excludes me and my children.

2/17/2022 9:40 PM

85260

Limited my travel, increased work stress, crippled work supply chains, increased operating
costs, Limited available labour, and lost business

2/17/2022 9:40 PM

85261

Hugely not able to travel or live normally. No connection to many friends

2/17/2022 9:40 PM

85262

Lung issues from wearing masks

2/17/2022 9:40 PM

85263

Depressed

2/17/2022 9:40 PM

85264

Lost my job

2/17/2022 9:40 PM

85265

Unable to breathe with mask on. Unable to go out to dinner with unvax family. Coerced to be
vaxxed and regret it and feel lucky I'm still alive. Great difficulty in travelling even if vaxxed.
Discrimination and divisiveness created by mandates for no reason as no difference in
catching or spreading Covid. Too many lies and suppression of the truth. Friends injured by
vax and getting little or no help. People lost their jobs for no good reason. Great doctors
discredited for no reason. Legacy media sickening to watch. No longer trust them. Suppression
of actual medications that could and do help just so they could push the vaccines with no
liability to manufacturers. Charter freedoms and human rights totally ignored. Government
covid passport mandates are sickening and disgusting and criminal. They have caused me
severe depression.

2/17/2022 9:40 PM

85266

Me and my 2 boys my 15 year has Saver autism and we lost our house last year my oldest
son and I each have saver depression and the 3 of us are claustrophobic so the mask been a
issue thank u so much for your time

2/17/2022 9:40 PM

85267

Loss of job for the time being. Maybe permanent

2/17/2022 9:40 PM

85268

My aunt had to die alone in the hospital

2/17/2022 9:40 PM

85269

Friends and family losing their jobs. Kids missing out on important extra curricular activities..

2/17/2022 9:40 PM
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so much extra stress.
85270

Being “forced” out of many activities that are needed. Travel restrictions have been very hard.
Stress caused by mandates has caused more damage to my life that the actual virus.

2/17/2022 9:39 PM

85271

I lost 80% of my business. I and my 3 kids can not see my mom (grandma) she lives
overseas 😭.

2/17/2022 9:39 PM

85272

Made my angry about my country

2/17/2022 9:39 PM

85273

Relationships strained or destroyed, rejected from my workplace after working through the
most intense and unknown portion of the last two years. Stress and sadness. Sleepless
nights.

2/17/2022 9:39 PM

85274

I was put on Unpaid LOA on December 1, 2021. I can’t collect EI after paying into the system
for 40 yrs and am now struggling to pay bills by using my personal line of credit and credit
cards. I won’t be able to pay my student loans or car payments much longer and I guess I’ll
claim bankruptcy. Sad sad sad Canada we live in now.

2/17/2022 9:39 PM

85275

Increased anxiety and depression in my family, kept me from seeing family, including Parent in
a seniors home. Kept my tween and myself from activities and let to social isolation. Kept me
from seeing my kid play sports.

2/17/2022 9:39 PM

85276

Stress, income, reduced opportunity for our three son's dreams

2/17/2022 9:39 PM

85277

It has created mental and economical stresses. My husband has lots his job after 22 years
with no severance or qualification for unemployment insurance, he can’t get another job without
having to be coarse into violating his basic human right to decide his own body autonomy’s
care. Our family, friends, coworkers have been divided. We have experience discrimination and
hatred like I never thought it would be possible to experience in Canada.

2/17/2022 9:39 PM

85278

Loss of physical and mental health, dealing with vaccine adverse reactions in family, dealing
with friend and family mental health from two years of fear mongering... adrenal exhaustion

2/17/2022 9:39 PM

85279

My mom passed away..we couldn’t be there 😢😭

2/17/2022 9:38 PM

85280

It has been terrible in every aspect

2/17/2022 9:38 PM

85281

I don’t have a life anymore

2/17/2022 9:38 PM

85282

Jobs lost, Barred from Sports, restaurants, gyms, visiting grandkids…. And more.

2/17/2022 9:38 PM

85283

Mandates made my life a living hell.

2/17/2022 9:38 PM

85284

Interfered with my faith and relationships, I had to close my small business

2/17/2022 9:38 PM

85285

Added a lot of stress, lost income, feeling of isolation.

2/17/2022 9:38 PM

85286

I haven’t followed any of the rules due to living in a rural area. Most laws are only enforced on
those who live on pavement.

2/17/2022 9:38 PM

85287

lost my job

2/17/2022 9:38 PM

85288

Can't go out to eat, can't go to theaters, can't travel, despise wearing masks, can't even sing in
church anymore, can't attend bible studies, can't sing in the men's group I am a member of,
and just about everything that made life worth living.

2/17/2022 9:38 PM

85289

Business halved, divided friendships, relationships impacted, mother almost died after adverse
reaction

2/17/2022 9:37 PM

85290

I was forced to close my business, sell my home and move 5 hours away from my family!

2/17/2022 9:37 PM

85291

It has caused a rift in my friendships.

2/17/2022 9:37 PM

85292

Loss of income

2/17/2022 9:37 PM

85293

Turned it up side down side ways an totally twisted, the worst

2/17/2022 9:36 PM

85294

I lost my job. Wife lost her job. Kids had to quit university.

2/17/2022 9:36 PM

85295

It took work away and create immense uncertainty and fear. There’s always some good that
comes from bad too. But this evil has to finally come to an end.

2/17/2022 9:36 PM
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85296

Loss of business, severe depression, autoimmune issues since vaxxed. Vaxxed because I felt
line i had too. It felt severely tyranical.

2/17/2022 9:36 PM

85297

Suicidal thoughts

2/17/2022 9:36 PM

85298

It has taking away my freedom to breathe ..I can not wear a mask but that doen't seem to
matter to anyone

2/17/2022 9:36 PM

85299

Lost my job in health are,benefits and pension...behind on bills and depression and
hopelessness

2/17/2022 9:36 PM

85300

A lot, it's like a dictatorship

2/17/2022 9:36 PM

85301

Beside developing mental issues and becoming a racist (thanks Justin) black African
Canadian? Well, lost money, jobs, a house and can't travel to visit families. So, I guess, Small
price to pay for having a Canadian dream, "freedom".

2/17/2022 9:36 PM

85302

My ability to participate in activities that were, and still are, a very important part of my and my
husbands life….

2/17/2022 9:35 PM

85303

Let me count the ways....too man. My family is a mess because of the mandates, division, no
unity, my job jeoprodized with school district, lost a few friends, unable to roam freeky in my
neighborhood. Drs office makes a persin wear thier chemical laden masks, cant even ear my
own, i hve celiac, masks dont work and hve produts,not conducive to be brethed in... my
children choose not to cimmunicate wthbme, one says ubtil i conform to experimental
injections and aall the rest that goes with these times. Going thru a divorce stems frm govt
decisions that aided hugely to wrecking our marriage.

2/17/2022 9:35 PM

85304

I lost my job. I've lost family and friends because they only listen to the divisive, hate-filled
media and government BS. I'm still shocked every day at how low these monsters will stoop to
control the masses.

2/17/2022 9:35 PM

85305

Too much to list, all negative.

2/17/2022 9:35 PM

85306

Limited to normal human life

2/17/2022 9:35 PM

85307

I’m vaccinated but I refuse to attend anywhere that requires vaccine passports. My work
requires vaccination to work in office but I work remotely from home. If I didn’t I probably
would’ve looked for another job.

2/17/2022 9:35 PM

85308

Stripped me of my freedom and my grandchildren

2/17/2022 9:34 PM

85309

Financial, emotionally , physically health being denied services and appointments and
necessary tests. Home life ,work life ,family relationships. The government has destroyed
many families and caused much harm

2/17/2022 9:34 PM

85310

I was forced to choose between a medical choice or my job.

2/17/2022 9:34 PM

85311

In almost every way possible

2/17/2022 9:34 PM

85312

Can travel and see friends

2/17/2022 9:34 PM

85313

Depression, anxiety, loss of business 🤬

2/17/2022 9:34 PM

85314

I’m unvaccinated it affects me in every way

2/17/2022 9:34 PM

85315

I left canada

2/17/2022 9:34 PM

85316

My kids mental health and mine is suffering The lockdowns are horrible I haven’t seen my
family that live across the country in 2 years I’m so depressed and anxious and sad for my
kids that Canada is like this

2/17/2022 9:34 PM

85317

Loosing freedom in my life is bad all the way around

2/17/2022 9:33 PM

85318

I am a new mother and the mandates have made it a extremely lonely, depressing time in my
life. I have lost friends and family members due to the vaccine mandate. I will never get these
years back and will never trust the government or most of the medical industry again.

2/17/2022 9:33 PM

85319

Adversely. Freedom to travel to visit friends and family. Evening curfews. Children forced to
wear masks at school limiting oxygen to their developing brains that are asymptomatic.
Coercion to take jabs to remain employed. Division sowed between individuals. Propaganda to
instill fear in population.

2/17/2022 9:33 PM
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85320

Health. Can’t play the sports that keeps me fit. Social gatherings that help me to possible
meet someone that I would like to spend the rest of my life with.

2/17/2022 9:33 PM

85321

I forget how live a normal life with my family.

2/17/2022 9:33 PM

85322

Mental health and wellness, financially

2/17/2022 9:33 PM

85323

Not being able to see who ever you want.

2/17/2022 9:33 PM

85324

Stress. loss of work. Lost friendships and other relationships

2/17/2022 9:33 PM

85325

Loss of employment

2/17/2022 9:32 PM

85326

Ruined my relation with my Friends, family, neighbors. Ruined my mental health. Put my life
into black hole!

2/17/2022 9:32 PM

85327

2 years

2/17/2022 9:32 PM

85328

Ruined it

2/17/2022 9:32 PM

85329

It’s a pressure to be vaccinated against my personal beliefs and without sufficient and reliable
information. I am vaccinated but felt I did it out of fear. My sons wedding was a mess due to
restrictions that came up and took place immediately. It has distanced me from family and
friends, caused anxiety and isolation in everyone

2/17/2022 9:32 PM

85330

It has caused us to quit the gym, take son to activities like swimming or bday parties
socializing in general grocery shopping with a mask is just insane like all the other stupid
mandates.

2/17/2022 9:32 PM

85331

My children were not allowed to play sports. My family was not allowed to attend church. My
son was not allowed to attend university. Family division.

2/17/2022 9:32 PM

85332

Almost drove me to suicide.

2/17/2022 9:32 PM

85333

I am depressed. I want my life back! I have been doing everything the government wants and
still this goes on. I am recently retired and want to enjoy all I have put into this system. I have
worked hard to enjoy my retirement. My world is spiralling downward.

2/17/2022 9:32 PM

85334

I have been unable to see family. Parents. Grandbabies On antidepressants cuz of mandates.

2/17/2022 9:31 PM

85335

Feel like I lost my freedom and has caused a lot of divisions and hate

2/17/2022 9:31 PM

85336

1)My 10 year old has said on numerous occasions, what is the point of living anymore. 2)My
business has been decimated from these mandates 3) My son and I are not able to be
vaccinated due to anaphylaxis from previous vaccines and we are now treated as diseased
individuals 4) My husbands who works from home did not want to be vaccinated. He was
forced to or he would lose his job

2/17/2022 9:31 PM

85337

Children have lost 2 years of their youth.

2/17/2022 9:31 PM

85338

Put my wife in the hospital, depression, family strain, loss of community and social cohesion.

2/17/2022 9:31 PM

85339

Affected family life. Social contact is very limited. Mentally fatiguing

2/17/2022 9:31 PM

85340

Children's activities

2/17/2022 9:31 PM

85341

Very little. It has been heart wrenching watching the effects on so many others.

2/17/2022 9:31 PM

85342

My mental health by watching people fighting wishing death upon each other

2/17/2022 9:30 PM

85343

Not being able to spend time with family and friends, socializing and travel as well as work.

2/17/2022 9:29 PM

85344

Descrimination. Its like I have not Rights at all.

2/17/2022 9:29 PM

85345

Can't breath with mask, can't go out anywhere.

2/17/2022 9:29 PM

85346

Severe Depression, anxiety. I disagree with social apartheid especially because the science
does NOT support the reasons behind it.

2/17/2022 9:29 PM

85347

I cannot travel…..

2/17/2022 9:29 PM

85348

I have lost one job, I cannot travel, my family is separated, my union does not support me, I

2/17/2022 9:29 PM
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am discriminated against, and I am not welcome everywhere I go.
85349

me personally, no, not really, but many friends. a friend lost his job because he refused the
injections

2/17/2022 9:29 PM

85350

All

2/17/2022 9:29 PM

85351

Being unvaccinated as well as My children, sports limited and can’t go watch sports can’t see
my aunts and uncles in hospital, and a lot of hatred in this world. Division by our PM trudeau

2/17/2022 9:28 PM

85352

I have friends who have lost their jobs. It has created segregation amongst Canadians

2/17/2022 9:28 PM

85353

lost wages, lost freedoms, stress,

2/17/2022 9:28 PM

85354

Depressed and suicidal

2/17/2022 9:28 PM

85355

Hasn’t

2/17/2022 9:28 PM

85356

I have lost my job and ability to work for a living

2/17/2022 9:28 PM

85357

unable to see extended family and friends, dealing with so many people full of fear

2/17/2022 9:28 PM

85358

Lost my job. Never been sick one day! Division between friends.

2/17/2022 9:28 PM

85359

Lost complete trust in Gov't, Public Health, Media and now the police.

2/17/2022 9:28 PM

85360

Not so much as some but feel awful for all the people who lost their jobs due to vaccine
mandates.

2/17/2022 9:28 PM

85361

Violates our constitutional rights and our bill of rights

2/17/2022 9:28 PM

85362

Too many ways to list here as a small business owner.

2/17/2022 9:28 PM

85363

Took both vaccines. Second gave me inflammation of the heart. Then got covid. Won't be
getting a booster

2/17/2022 9:28 PM

85364

Persecution at work, persecution amongst friends, family division, it has made planning my
wedding very difficult

2/17/2022 9:28 PM

85365

Loss of income, family, social cohesion. Relevance.

2/17/2022 9:28 PM

85366

It’s been a nightmare, my family is broken and things have been stressful. Seeing my kids at
school fighting with masks was awful. all the mandates need to stop.

2/17/2022 9:27 PM

85367

It hasnt

2/17/2022 9:27 PM

85368

If anything, its affected my children's lives. They can not be kids, they cannot go anywhere
and do anything without a vaccine. It isn't right!!! And these poor kids shouldn't have to be
wearing masks.

2/17/2022 9:27 PM

85369

Depression for me and my kids

2/17/2022 9:27 PM

85370

Kept me and my small children from making connections with their family members including
grandparents. It has taken away very special years in my young children’s lives to learn to
love school. They are always so sad to go because they are treated like inmates. It’s
supposed to take a village to raise a child. That has been taken from them.

2/17/2022 9:27 PM

85371

Three family members losing their jobs

2/17/2022 9:27 PM

85372

My wife’s disabled and is having her golden years stolen from her

2/17/2022 9:26 PM

85373

It's affected every aspect of it. I lost my job as a teacher, I can't go do the things I enjoy
anymore, until recently I couldn't eat at restaurants, etc. It has negatively impacted my mental,
emotional and physical health

2/17/2022 9:26 PM

85374

Created anxiety

2/17/2022 9:26 PM

85375

It has caused division, fear and loneliness.

2/17/2022 9:26 PM

85376

These useless, deadly,unscientific mandates have turned myself and my family into prisoners
in our own country unable to enjoy the basic quality of life and freedoms we are granted by god
and the charter of rights and freedoms,lost our jobs and have blown through our savings just to
survive and never take cerb or any government bullshit. My children are harassed in shopping

2/17/2022 9:26 PM
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malls and grocery stores because I refuse to make them wear a mask. I have been involved in
multiple altercations with psychotic people who would literally attempt to attack and verbally
assault my kids because they don't wear a mask. So the mandates have turned simple minded
people into complete psychopaths out of touch with reality and logic. If I had the financial
means I would have left this country I was born in and love and gone somewhere like Japan or
Brazil where the people there are more intelligent and their governments have more spine than
our coward leader Justin Castro. Even Russia is more Diplomatic and Democratic than Canada
had been since Justin has taken office and allowed all the Premiers to become dictators.
85377

Discriminatory, divided, ruined lives, business and life in general. No more privacy and no more
right to whether or not I choose to get vaccinated on an experimental drug. I don't condone to
being a test subject.

2/17/2022 9:25 PM

85378

Trying to homeschool a 9 yr old adhd defiant Child for two years- his loneliness. We’ve lost
both sides of our families due to our beliefs. Our son has literally lost everyone except his
parents.

2/17/2022 9:25 PM

85379

Money wise. I lost. Treated like I am diseased

2/17/2022 9:25 PM

85380

Socially and financially

2/17/2022 9:25 PM

85381

It affected the mental health if my children (no friends, activities, etc)

2/17/2022 9:25 PM

85382

It has greatly reduced my income.

2/17/2022 9:25 PM

85383

It has divided our family and friends It’s been depressing it’s been over reached by the federal
government

2/17/2022 9:25 PM

85384

Very stressful and restrictive. My husband was refused access to his works items by BC
Hydro.

2/17/2022 9:25 PM

85385

It has separated family members from me and friends. As well it has impacted my mental
health, I’ve lost sleep and now live in fear being forced to have the vaccine shot twice after
following true science and realizing that there could be long term health issues from the
vaccine

2/17/2022 9:25 PM

85386

Thoughts of suicide

2/17/2022 9:24 PM

85387

Daily cutted my freedom

2/17/2022 9:24 PM

85388

Don't force vaccines that don't work on people

2/17/2022 9:24 PM

85389

Riuned my family and my business

2/17/2022 9:24 PM

85390

I'm tired of the division. The boosters did not seem to work...so no more for us!

2/17/2022 9:24 PM

85391

Bankrupted me

2/17/2022 9:24 PM

85392

A feeling of insecurity with government over reach. Lack of confidence in the medical
community not allowing early intervention..vaccine injuries not being addressed… because of
pressure for my job I got the vaccine and now have an autoimmune disorder…my child can’t
go to university because of the mandates. Watching the loss business…mental health is much
more evident especially with the young. Division of the people. My young nephews can’t play
sports so they got the shots, this is heartbreaking because we don’t know the long term side
effects..it is a crime against humanity to continue to push theses vaccine when the side
effects are astronomical and the vaccines have clearly failed. Young healthy friends dying or
getting a recurrence of cancers. The list is endless. But to know how unlawful the governments
have been the the media has fooled us is very unsettling. I no longer feel safe in my health,
job security, freedom, financial, healthcare.

2/17/2022 9:24 PM

85393

The whole Co-vid thing has been a pain in the neck!

2/17/2022 9:24 PM

85394

Divided family, lost work Lost friends

2/17/2022 9:23 PM

85395

I’m allergic to many medical chemicals and my allergist and doctor can’t give exemption so
I’m a prisoner until I risk death. I have been a good citizen and shouldn’t have to be
condemned to death, especially when I’ve had covid and was fine.

2/17/2022 9:23 PM

85396

In everyway

2/17/2022 9:23 PM

85397

Loss of work, couldn’t see family and friends for birthdays, family gatherings and or on

2/17/2022 9:23 PM
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holidays. Can’t participate in sports/activities,Gym, which is bad for my mental/physical
health. Can’t afford the cost of living with raised gas prices and housing sky rocketing. Food is
at an all time high. Are these raised prices all for the gain of our crooked government, yes I
think so. Can’t eat out, travel, or good watch events without a mask on without a stupid picture
that shows I’m vaccinated and my license. Like may as well take my blood and match my
figure prints to see if I’m even myself. My stress level is at an all time so high praise to the
truckers
85398

Divided family and friends, caused ENORMOUS stress, business huge debt and almost
bankrupt! No enjoyment in life! Watched my mom die alone ( NOT Covid) scared of the Great
Reset!

2/17/2022 9:23 PM

85399

My god given freedoms have been taken away

2/17/2022 9:23 PM

85400

I was forced to get the shot to keep my job even when I proved I had the antibodies already

2/17/2022 9:23 PM

85401

Where to start my mental health isolation little to no human contact. I'm 2x vaxed my health
has never been so bad.

2/17/2022 9:22 PM

85402

Freedom

2/17/2022 9:22 PM

85403

Stress and anxiety are at all time highs.

2/17/2022 9:22 PM

85404

I am unvaccinated and have had extreme social stigmas attached to me and my family. My
husband also had a leave of absence and almost lost his job for being unvaccinated.

2/17/2022 9:22 PM

85405

It has divided friends and family.

2/17/2022 9:22 PM

85406

Stopped me from going on my winter holiday as I am not vaxed and refuse to do so.

2/17/2022 9:22 PM

85407

Government is setting a terrifying precedent to coerce individuals to undergo medical
procedures to be able to keep or find employment, shop at certain stores, and who they are
allowed to be with. Many small businesses have closed forcing people to buy from large
corporations. Lockdowns have ruined people's social life, kid's proper development...

2/17/2022 9:22 PM

85408

Ill from the stress accumulated at work.

2/17/2022 9:22 PM

85409

Incredibly negatively.

2/17/2022 9:22 PM

85410

Can’t visit elderly family members

2/17/2022 9:22 PM

85411

Not able to visit my family in Europe, not able socialize. Feeling depressed,confused and
angry. I fled from communism and this is even worse! This is Stalinism!

2/17/2022 9:21 PM

85412

Mentally taxing. Haven’t been able to find a job. Unable to see friends and family. Depression.

2/17/2022 9:21 PM

85413

death of family members due to isolation, loneliness or 'vaccine'. family division. 2 years lost
with grandchildren. mental and physical exhaustion.

2/17/2022 9:21 PM

85414

Lost my job

2/17/2022 9:21 PM

85415

Mentally and emotionally

2/17/2022 9:21 PM

85416

Caused a lot of stress and divide

2/17/2022 9:21 PM

85417

I have lost friends. Almost lost my job that I have always been very successful at. My teens
are depresses and never have been before. I feel scared for my family and their future and our
freedom every day. I haven't been able to visit my family in the States. My father in law is sick
in the hospital and we can't visit him.

2/17/2022 9:21 PM

85418

I have been traumatized by discrimination and segregation in my family. Division with my
friends. Family members have lost their jobs due to new vaccine policies that were not in place
at time of them being hired. Emotional trauma, high anxiety, depression and thoughts of
suicide. I have been verbally abused because my opinion didn't fit the narrative being spewed
out by the main stream media. I am afraid for my children's and generations after, that
Canadians will not live in a free democratic country. I am exhausted.

2/17/2022 9:20 PM

85419

It has destroyed and torn apart my family!!

2/17/2022 9:20 PM

85420

I had to take a time off work due to various health issues. But in part the mental stress caused
by the mandates was the final straw

2/17/2022 9:20 PM
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85421

I couldn’t see my family for 3yrs

2/17/2022 9:20 PM

85422

negatively

2/17/2022 9:20 PM

85423

The leader of my country is embarrassing us. My kids have suffered tremendously

2/17/2022 9:20 PM

85424

I no longer have a job with the federal government, and my mama's heart hurts for my kids
wearing masks all day at school as it is dehumanizing for them. They have not been able to
partake in extracurricular social events either.

2/17/2022 9:20 PM

85425

Completely in a bad way

2/17/2022 9:20 PM

85426

I disagree with showing my proof of vaccine to travel on airplanes and trains. While I am
vaccinated, this feels wrong

2/17/2022 9:20 PM

85427

It has divided my family which I fear the government actually wants.

2/17/2022 9:20 PM

85428

I was given the ultimatum comply or financial destruction. I wanted to wait at least a year for
actual safety data for the vaccines and frankly feel violated by the government. I cried leaving
the clinic and have regularly since. The government has created a system of segregation
treating a group of people like they are diseased & dangerous. It's created damage in my
family and friendship because of the constant shaming and horrific language directed towards
the under or unvaccinated. I have people close to me who are vax injured not only do they not
get any medical help, they are treated poorly in society and have had their freedoms removed
if it occurred dose one. It's heartbreaking to see Canada turn into a country where if you are
not fully vaccinated you are treated in inhumanely but it's the direct result of the government
(prov & fed) constant fear propaganda and finger pointing.

2/17/2022 9:19 PM

85429

Horribly. My freedom was taken from me. i was abused physically and verbally throughout the
entire stretch of it and now it has gotten significantly worse with the lies of white supremacy
and racism.

2/17/2022 9:19 PM

85430

They have caused me much anxiety and damage to my relationships. They have directly
impacted my two businesses greatly. They have made my children anxious.

2/17/2022 9:19 PM

85431

I am mentally and emotionally drained.

2/17/2022 9:19 PM

85432

Wearing a mask 9 hours a day has made me not have any natural immunities to bugs. I have
had two flues and various infections (ear, nose, throat). I do NOT WANT the vaccine passport.
Get rid of it

2/17/2022 9:19 PM

85433

Destroyed family and friends relationships. Limited ability to travel, socialize, attend
grandchildren’s hockey, eat in restaurants.

2/17/2022 9:19 PM

85434

It made me feel that my rights are violated

2/17/2022 9:19 PM

85435

Ruled by people that don’t know what they are doing. Many intelligent scientists who should be
allowed to give input. They are being silenced

2/17/2022 9:18 PM

85436

The way covid has been handled by all levels of government has been a complete failure!

2/17/2022 9:18 PM

85437

I work in a hospital. I have to look after the UNvaccinated people who are sick and dying.
Despite having 3 vaccines, I know I am only 60% covered from catching the Omicron variant. I
do not appreciate unvaccinated people infringing on MY right to health and public safety.

2/17/2022 9:18 PM

85438

Unable to attend gym, dine in restaurant, enjoy a movie at a theatre. Disgusting.

2/17/2022 9:18 PM

85439

I was unable to do anything

2/17/2022 9:18 PM

85440

Financially and mentally

2/17/2022 9:17 PM

85441

I can't see my dying father in another country due to my medical status

2/17/2022 9:17 PM

85442

My business suffered dramatically, my rights and freedoms were infringed upon, and I was lied
to by all levels of government.

2/17/2022 9:17 PM

85443

Depression, health

2/17/2022 9:17 PM

85444

Extremely negatively. My mental health is at all time low

2/17/2022 9:17 PM

85445

Depressed, lost friends and family over vaccine, can't go to work

2/17/2022 9:16 PM
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85446

Isolation

2/17/2022 9:16 PM

85447

My son couldn’t continue his college education We couldn’t travel to see friends and family

2/17/2022 9:16 PM

85448

In every way. Not being able to see and advocate for sick loved ones. Being excluded from
certain parts of society. Depression

2/17/2022 9:16 PM

85449

Fear of losing job and friends over vaccine choice. Ongoing passive aggressive comments and
verbal attacks. Feeling hated by society.

2/17/2022 9:16 PM

85450

Family members lost jobs over their medical choice and we lost half our income.

2/17/2022 9:16 PM

85451

Yes

2/17/2022 9:16 PM

85452

It’s made me the strongest mentally I’ve ever been.

2/17/2022 9:15 PM

85453

Make it miserable

2/17/2022 9:15 PM

85454

In every way. I've lost a job I loved for the last 11 yrs. My family relationships have suffered.
Everyone is divided now. This isn't the way. This isn't the way we should all be living. End this
scamdemic now!!!!!!! End all of the mandates now so people can go back to their lives living in
peace and love. Thank you.

2/17/2022 9:15 PM

85455

There’s isn’t enough room for my answer. This is not normal.

2/17/2022 9:15 PM

85456

That actually is a stupid question, this is supposed to be a free country.

2/17/2022 9:15 PM

85457

My job and the deaths of 2 family members and more family members sick

2/17/2022 9:15 PM

85458

stressss

2/17/2022 9:15 PM

85459

Financially, socially, academically, mentaly.

2/17/2022 9:15 PM

85460

No longer speaking to friends and family members, depression , anxiety sicken by our prime
minister and his actions embarrassed to be a Canadian

2/17/2022 9:15 PM

85461

Negatively

2/17/2022 9:15 PM

85462

Lost my job, destroyed my family, incalculable psychological trauma.

2/17/2022 9:14 PM

85463

Both my teenagers are now on anxiety medications. They are not able to go to the movies or
play hockey. I will be fired from my job very soon if I don’t get vaccinated. It has created a lot
of stress and tension.

2/17/2022 9:14 PM

85464

I have been forced to leave businesses because I was not vaccinated

2/17/2022 9:14 PM

85465

Mental health

2/17/2022 9:14 PM

85466

Lost my daughter to suicide

2/17/2022 9:13 PM

85467

Feels like I'm in prison

2/17/2022 9:13 PM

85468

Isolation

2/17/2022 9:13 PM

85469

Restricted freedom of movement and vacation time it’s my family. Wearing a mask all day
makes it hard to breath and gives me headaches all the time. The worst is that the vaccine
passport is discriminatory and creates a two class society like in nazi germany.

2/17/2022 9:13 PM

85470

I have had to leave my job that I have worked years to achieve accreditation for due to
company policy being brought up in next to no time for no real research. I now stand in a
compromised position where fending for my family is compromised due to political conflict, not
scientific evidence.

2/17/2022 9:13 PM

85471

Mentally

2/17/2022 9:13 PM

85472

Job lost can’t support family

2/17/2022 9:13 PM

85473

Lost family and friends from vaccination status. Couldn’t visit parents in seniors homes.

2/17/2022 9:13 PM

85474

I am a permanent resident of Canada married to Canadian citizen. I was unable to see my
Australian family for two years . Both my beloved grandparents died in this time ( not of Covid
…but because we were not able to see them in the nursing home , so it broke their heart and
will to live ) My best friends 2 older teens have both attempted suicide because they have lost

2/17/2022 9:13 PM
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hope and are isolated and unable to do normal young people activities. I lost my volunteer job
of ten years as a baby Cuddler for babies that are born addicted to drugs because of their
mothers addictions ….I am double vaxed and the hospital knew that because I also
volunteered 3 days a week on the vaccine sites for 6 months ( I’m an ex RN ) but I refused to
download the digital passport in solidarity with other nurse friends who lost their jobs because
they made a different medical decision to mine . There are many many other ways I have been
affected.
85475

I lost my best friend. Broke up my family. Damaged early family attachment for my 4 year old
to her god parents and baby cousins. Lost family time. Never got to say good bye to my best
friends mom and dad that died in hospital in Oct and November. Will never get that back.
Damaged my trust in media and scared to live in Canada now

2/17/2022 9:13 PM

85476

Travel, social life,negative talk

2/17/2022 9:13 PM

85477

X

2/17/2022 9:13 PM

85478

Yes terribly. We lost a granddaughter and because of essential workers we have not saw our
family.

2/17/2022 9:12 PM

85479

I can never work in one of my trades ever again. I'm done watching my children suffer mentally
emotionally and physically from the mandates. I suffer from seasonal depression and anxiety
which has gotten so much worse. Not to mention the financial difficulty the lockdowns have
put on my family.

2/17/2022 9:12 PM

85480

We're prisoners in our homes and our country. Destroyed relationships, as well.

2/17/2022 9:12 PM

85481

Unable to socialize with friends and caused anxiety.

2/17/2022 9:12 PM

85482

We kept our son home from kindergarten due to forced masks and the potential of forced
vaccines. There is now a void between my family and some of our friends and family, because
they are afraid of being fined or getting covid. We have stopped supporting businesses that did
not support individuals rights to make their own choices.

2/17/2022 9:11 PM

85483

Isolated from from friends!

2/17/2022 9:11 PM

85484

Almost ruined our business, mental health issues for my children, broken friendships, missed
opportunities for my children, distrust of the government and the health authority

2/17/2022 9:11 PM

85485

They have kept me safe. People need to calm down and realize how free they actually already
are and stop distributing everyone’s lives by this idiotic protesting.

2/17/2022 9:11 PM

85486

Can't do sports, can't go to restaurants. No access for activities for my young child.
Segregation.

2/17/2022 9:11 PM

85487

not good for my mental health

2/17/2022 9:11 PM

85488

Lost my job and lots of job opportunities. Ristricted freedom of movement within my own
country, and limits my freedom to leave.

2/17/2022 9:11 PM

85489

You want I should write a book?

2/17/2022 9:11 PM

85490

It has ruined it.

2/17/2022 9:11 PM

85491

It’s been horrible been going on way to long!

2/17/2022 9:11 PM

85492

More depressed , sick of masks

2/17/2022 9:10 PM

85493

As a young mom, I can no longer take my children swimming, skating, to a movie theatre or a
restaurant. I cannot even attend my girl’s dance showcase!! Not to mention the isolation from
friends in my community and church. I’m so disappointed in how things have been allowed to
drag on even as this virus has weakened or slowed.

2/17/2022 9:10 PM

85494

Immensely

2/17/2022 9:10 PM

85495

I am now on leave for a second time do to my mental health being so bad because of all of
this

2/17/2022 9:10 PM

85496

Loss of income

2/17/2022 9:10 PM

85497

Negatively … divisively….

2/17/2022 9:10 PM
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85498

Depression

2/17/2022 9:10 PM

85499

In every way possible

2/17/2022 9:10 PM

85500

it hasn't,

2/17/2022 9:10 PM

85501

Lost my job

2/17/2022 9:10 PM

85502

Segregated,divided,bullied,lose of income and the right to travel and move freely

2/17/2022 9:10 PM

85503

My family are social beings. It goes against my human rights. We are not criminals. The
masks cause more harm then good. The labeling on the box even says it will not prevent the
spread of CoVid. The fake vaccine doesn’t even stop the spread of CoVid. My wife and I travel
the world and for 2+ years we have not. The affect is devastating to all.

2/17/2022 9:09 PM

85504

It has left me, very sad, and very discouraged that we will never get back to normal

2/17/2022 9:09 PM

85505

Horribly. And my kids life

2/17/2022 9:09 PM

85506

Couldn’t have a proper graduation or prom, couldn’t finish college, couldn’t go out to eat or
travel, couldn’t see loved ones or go to weddings, couldn’t gather with friends or family outside
the ones living in my home.

2/17/2022 9:09 PM

85507

Two of my friends have died from the injection. A number of relatives are now I’ll. My freedom
of movement has been severely restricted. I feel like a prisoner in Canada.

2/17/2022 9:09 PM

85508

Mentally

2/17/2022 9:09 PM

85509

I can't travel to see my family and friends.

2/17/2022 9:08 PM

85510

I have been forced to remove my kids from activities because of the vaccine passports, not
being able to tie their skates or get them in their swimsuits or watch them participate. I have
listened to them cry because they just want to participate again. I have had to cancel their
birthday party they had been looking forward to for months because they weren’t allowed to
swim in the pool at the local hotel. I have watched them come home from school with masks
on their faces completely covered in sweat, dirt, snot and blood. I have had to tell them they
can’t go watch the new kids movie at the theatre, or try and explain why we can walk through
the mall but not go sit in the restaurant and have a burger. My 9 year old has a complete melt
down every single day before school, any time we have to leave the house. My 5 year old
cries if we are out and realize we forgot his mask. I’m ok with him not wearing it. He is not. My
youngest was born January 2020. He doesn’t know how to interact or socialize with other
people and has severe separation anxiety. My best friend and her husband lost their jobs at the
school. An ECE and a bus driver. 2 incredible assets that the school can not afford to lose.
These mandates have caused division in the family and with friends. They have caused
uncomfortable situations being asked publicly about our private health decisions and having
people stare and treat us like we have the plague. Being called a racist, misogynistic extremist
by the prime minister while he asked the group if people like “us” should be tolerated. That’s
just the icing on the cake for all of it. We are law abiding, tax paying, community contributing
citizens. We are raising our 4 children to be strong and kind and curious and informed and to
set boundaries for their bodies. We have weighed the pros and cons, and have made the
choices we feel are best for our family. We don’t deserve to be treated like we are infected.
Our kids have suffered enough. Our seniors have suffered enough. These mandates are
harming innocent children, lonely seniors who just want to see their families. This needs to
end.

2/17/2022 9:08 PM

85511

Like living in hell, like a caged animal!

2/17/2022 9:08 PM

85512

Getting Covid vaccine left me with a debilitating disease that will never go away and only get
worse as time goes on. The only reason I got the vaccine was so that I could go to the gym
and continue to do the things that helped to keep me healthy and happy.

2/17/2022 9:08 PM

85513

Yes

2/17/2022 9:08 PM

85514

I work in the resturant business so Hours cut and capacity. Plus I had just taken a bunch of
esthics courses and was trying to open my own business doing that so with all the back and
fourth of being open then closed and the government has people so scared to leave their
houses , business has slowed right down. I have also lost a nephew and a long time friend to
drug overdoses during this “pandemic” and one friend from a adverse reaction to this vaccine
so it’s effected me greatly.

2/17/2022 9:08 PM
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85515

Have not worked since july2021

2/17/2022 9:07 PM

85516

traveling, shopping, vacations, mental health.

2/17/2022 9:07 PM

85517

job's family gathering's div Canadians breathing mental health shoplng travel & many more

2/17/2022 9:07 PM

85518

Loss of work

2/17/2022 9:07 PM

85519

Vaccinated people i know died because of vaccine

2/17/2022 9:06 PM

85520

We haven’t seen our Canadian relatives in over two years

2/17/2022 9:06 PM

85521

Lost my job and family members

2/17/2022 9:06 PM

85522

It has frustrated me a lot. As i have not complyed with the mandates and wish everyone would
stop complying and live their lives the way they wish. Thats the only way things will change.

2/17/2022 9:06 PM

85523

It has created stress and division and financial problems

2/17/2022 9:06 PM

85524

there is no life, there is existence

2/17/2022 9:06 PM

85525

realized even more how much corruption there is in pharmaceuticals.. now don't even inoculate
my newborns

2/17/2022 9:06 PM

85526

Horribly

2/17/2022 9:06 PM

85527

Shut my business down. Caused anxiety in my children. Shut down access to certain buildings
for my family. Loss of friends.

2/17/2022 9:05 PM

85528

I lost my job because I was not comfortable taking the vaccine with my heart condition.

2/17/2022 9:05 PM

85529

Drastically!

2/17/2022 9:05 PM

85530

Depression, anti social

2/17/2022 9:05 PM

85531

Made it so I couldn't go see my son and making it difficult to travel anywhere my gf lived in the
USA and its a huge pain to see each other

2/17/2022 9:05 PM

85532

There is such division in the land amongst the people. And the main media is 60% at fault
followed by political leaders at 20%, and large businesses at 20%.

2/17/2022 9:05 PM

85533

Destroyed everything that was good. Work, family, mental health...

2/17/2022 9:05 PM

85534

In every way

2/17/2022 9:05 PM

85535

Many Businesses we use have been closed

2/17/2022 9:05 PM

85536

Business destroyed, life ruined.

2/17/2022 9:04 PM

85537

Ostracized, shunning by family and friends, can't visit parents in LTC, not free to travel, being
shamed and ridiculed for a medical choice, extra labour due to staff shortage

2/17/2022 9:04 PM

85538

My child and I have depression. My daughter lost friends, has fallen behind in school. Has
anger issues because of frustration. I had just started my life over and now have lost all the
friends I just made before Covid. Family conflicts, arguments. Isolation. Can’t get out to the
gym… my daughter can’t go swimming, or other activities. My parents health has been getting
worse since injections. Arguments with family. Finances tight… so much more!

2/17/2022 9:04 PM

85539

Negatively

2/17/2022 9:04 PM

85540

Restricted my freedoms

2/17/2022 9:04 PM

85541

Mentally and emotionally.

2/17/2022 9:04 PM

85542

It showed me the process by which the World Economic Forum is using C19 through
operatives such as Trudeau, Freeland, Macron and Merkel to enslave the world through its socalled "Great Reset".

2/17/2022 9:04 PM

85543

Lost my job multiple times, (service industry), couldn’t afford to move into my own place,
mental health suffered tremendously, my urgent shoulder operation was delayed by a year. The
whole mandate situation is immoral and cruel. It has cost more trauma and death than the
Covid flu ever did.

2/17/2022 9:04 PM
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85544

Loss of freedom

2/17/2022 9:04 PM

85545

Haven’t been able to visit Mom in her senior’s residence, no socializing with friends in
restaurants, trouble breathing through useless masks

2/17/2022 9:04 PM

85546

I was persecuted, only did 13 days the 14th to flatten the curve was too much lol never tested
never masked never injected. It wasn’t easy.

2/17/2022 9:04 PM

85547

Affected my children not being able to play in public indoor spaces (playgrounds), has ruined
countless friendships and relationships with family members

2/17/2022 9:04 PM

85548

It has totally isolated me from my family, my friends, my enjoyment in life, travelling and
relaxing. I have not relaxed in 2 years.

2/17/2022 9:04 PM

85549

The masks have caused me emotional harm.

2/17/2022 9:04 PM

85550

Lonliness and frustration

2/17/2022 9:03 PM

85551

Very negative

2/17/2022 9:03 PM

85552

Lost my job, increased alcohol consumption, haven't been able to go to gym, worst mental
state of my life

2/17/2022 9:03 PM

85553

Made me feel like a slave

2/17/2022 9:03 PM

85554

cant meet my family , health issues from wearing a mask , mental health etc

2/17/2022 9:03 PM

85555

I am limited to not visiting my family. I feel fearful and lonely. In person church services have
mostly stopped from the fear.

2/17/2022 9:03 PM

85556

I have no social life. I am banned from restaurants and entertainment because of a personal
choice I made. I have become a hermit and battle depression daily.

2/17/2022 9:03 PM

85557

The only affect it really had was that I got to spend more time investigating big Pharma,
politicians, gov’t, health industry and then to come to the conclusion that there is insidious
corruption at the highest levels.

2/17/2022 9:03 PM

85558

Job lost Friends lost Depression Family problems

2/17/2022 9:03 PM

85559

Many overdose deaths, suicides.Many unexplained deaths from injection as well at debilitating
side effects

2/17/2022 9:02 PM

85560

Terribly, loss of livelihood, friends, mental health issues..etc

2/17/2022 9:02 PM

85561

Temporary cost me a job, my partner is facing losing her RMT license right now, I’ve lost
friends and family, my faith in humanity has been lost. Onset depression and anxiety.
Increased alcohol abuse. The list could go on. My freedom to travel internationally

2/17/2022 9:02 PM

85562

Stress and constant anxiety

2/17/2022 9:02 PM

85563

Mentally to the point of giving up life

2/17/2022 9:02 PM

85564

It has Hurt every area of my life including business social family, mental health

2/17/2022 9:02 PM

85565

Horrendously, my wife lost her job in healthcare, no trust in the government..

2/17/2022 9:02 PM

85566

It sucks more for the kids as I am content to sit this out and hold tight.

2/17/2022 9:02 PM

85567

It's been good for me. But that is besides the point.

2/17/2022 9:02 PM

85568

Unable to go anywhere with passport mandate, lost job, unable to see family members, etc

2/17/2022 9:02 PM

85569

My family's small business suffered and had to close. I'm depressed.

2/17/2022 9:02 PM

85570

I have been unable to socialize due to division imposed by these mandates; unable to attend
certain activities due to my choice of freedom; I have been unable to travel (fly) to visit family
in other provinces; the masks mandates are a medical procedure that infringes on my right to
breath freely; all mandates are illegal as the pandemic was pushed through using a fraudulent
PCR test; the 'vaccines' are experimental until 2024 and against all 10 Nuremberg Codes;
these mandates have been put into place while the science has not been debated. The
science is not settled in a pandemic and the mandates have affected my life in every area
because my rights under the Canadian Bill of Rights have been infringed upon. These vaccine

2/17/2022 9:02 PM
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mandates are unlawful in Canada they cannot be mandated. The mandates are in violation of
our Constitution. God has given me an immune system and the politicians are not doctors.
85571

Haven't seen some of my children in a long while

2/17/2022 9:02 PM

85572

I couldn’t social or travel. I wasn’t free to make my own decisions about my life choices. This
shouldn’t happened in Canada. We were a democratic and free country. But it’s changed to a
tyrannical leadership.

2/17/2022 9:02 PM

85573

Absolutely 100 percent, never been so stressed, depressed, full of anxiety, felt targeted and
discriminated for my choice.

2/17/2022 9:02 PM

85574

lots of ways

2/17/2022 9:01 PM

85575

It has destroyed family relationships, friendships, and my mental health.

2/17/2022 9:01 PM

85576

Terrible! Lost a family member, psychologically, mentally, physically, emotionally!

2/17/2022 9:01 PM

85577

Family breakdown Community breakdown Loss of childhood

2/17/2022 9:01 PM

85578

Many

2/17/2022 9:01 PM

85579

Mental health, career, and family relationships

2/17/2022 9:01 PM

85580

👎

2/17/2022 9:01 PM

85581

Loss of job, no EI benefits, no one wants to hire vaccine free, segregated, loss if friends,
family, had to cremate mom (who didn't want to be cremated) so we could have a proper burial

2/17/2022 9:01 PM

85582

Huge financial hit due to missed work to juggle kids in/out of school; mental health concerns
throughout our family due to masking and vaccine controversy. This all has been handled very
poorly for the past 18 months.

2/17/2022 9:01 PM

85583

This current governments blatant hypocrisy gives me anxiety and questions the direction this
country is heading with this current libral government.

2/17/2022 9:01 PM

85584

Lost the freedom to travel at home and abroad, lost connection with family, friends, lost right to
go to restaurants, cafes, bars, gyms, other venues

2/17/2022 9:00 PM

85585

I feel like a second class citizen. I’m not vaccinated so can’t eat in restaurants, can’t travel,
ostracized by family and friends. Hard on mental health.

2/17/2022 9:00 PM

85586

Made life terrible and dealing with mental health !

2/17/2022 9:00 PM

85587

Greatly

2/17/2022 9:00 PM

85588

I have been very stressed out about the vaccine mandates for my job and the uncertainty of if
I will get fired.

2/17/2022 9:00 PM

85589

Fired

2/17/2022 9:00 PM

85590

I now live in isolation and afraid for my children.

2/17/2022 9:00 PM

85591

I'm horrified at government overreach & breaking laws & planning to move out of Canada
permanently and take my knowledge business and my dollars with me

2/17/2022 9:00 PM

85592

Caused depression at the realization that our leaders are authoritarian dictators.

2/17/2022 8:59 PM

85593

Divided friends family Brought much FEAR

2/17/2022 8:59 PM

85594

What a ridiculous question. THEY ALL AFFECT MY LIFE.

2/17/2022 8:59 PM

85595

It has been traumatic, and it must end immediately! I pray this will stop, Canadians have been
abused by their government. Restore Human Rights and allow freedom of choice. This is the
way forward.

2/17/2022 8:59 PM

85596

Horribly

2/17/2022 8:59 PM

85597

I had to wear masks and shields at work. After so many inconveniences because of
lockdowns everywhere, my job started mandating vaccines and I had no option but to resign.
Otherwise I would be indefinitely in an unpaid leave of absence with no EI. I lost my job,
because otherwise I could not survive.

2/17/2022 8:59 PM
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85598

Depression, loss of income, suicidal thoughts. I want my life back.

2/17/2022 8:59 PM

85599

Yes..now unemployed

2/17/2022 8:59 PM

85600

I am on unpaid leave since November because I refused the jab.

2/17/2022 8:59 PM

85601

Made everybody miserable,loss of job, divorce

2/17/2022 8:58 PM

85602

Barely has at all, just less to do now.

2/17/2022 8:58 PM

85603

I cannot travel on aircraft. Cannot shop in certain stores.

2/17/2022 8:58 PM

85604

The division has affected me the most but I have seen many others affected very negatively
and hugely. All the mandates have killed more than the actual virus and I've seen the suffering
first hand. It needs to stop.

2/17/2022 8:58 PM

85605

Segregation, discrimination,family division, depression, no hope, angry, emotional, no future,
no social, no tomorrow,……

2/17/2022 8:57 PM

85606

It’s helped to keep us safe

2/17/2022 8:57 PM

85607

I have not worked in two years.

2/17/2022 8:57 PM

85608

Financially, mentally, emotionally, physically and has affected my children as well.

2/17/2022 8:57 PM

85609

In every aspect , in particular I have a mask exclusion , legal letter from my medical
representitive , and medical authorities decline it .

2/17/2022 8:57 PM

85610

They have put life on hold - Almost no events take place anymore - Cant get a group together
to go out to eat - Shopping is stressing as people ask for my personal medical information Makes it harder to travel

2/17/2022 8:57 PM

85611

Socially and mentally.

2/17/2022 8:57 PM

85612

Lost job. Am not able to go to the gym or restaurants anymore. Was not allowed to play indoor
sports. Lost friends .

2/17/2022 8:57 PM

85613

My husband has been put on unpaid leave. It has strained our relationships with family
members and we've missed so much time with family. I lost a family member to a car accident
in December that I hadn't seen in two years and now we will never see him again. Our teens
have missed out on extra curricular activities and spending time with friends.

2/17/2022 8:57 PM

85614

My debt has accumulated almost out of my control to manage due to loss wages from
constant restrictions and lockdowns. My mental state is very poor. My pride for my country
has dwindled with prime minister Justin Trudeau

2/17/2022 8:57 PM

85615

Was terminated from my job

2/17/2022 8:57 PM

85616

Can’t travel, go to the gym, restaurants, movies, eat at the food court, lost work opportunities,
school has been delayed by 6 months as of this point.

2/17/2022 8:56 PM

85617

It has affected my life in many ways. It has caused my family to be separated, caused
division in my family, mental health problems. The mandate is something that needs to be
lifted to allow people to live their lives again. The dictatorship has to stop!! I don’t have to be
controlled by the government and not allowed to make my own decisions.

2/17/2022 8:56 PM

85618

Lost job

2/17/2022 8:56 PM

85619

I was denied education by Conestoga College. I could not finish my last semester.

2/17/2022 8:56 PM

85620

Coerced into receiving the covid vaccine or job loss, not being able to put a roof over my
families head, feed them. Income loss. Undue stress and anxiety. Decision between friends
and family and in turn lost connection between friends and family. Loss of freedom to move
freely throughout our so called free country. Marginalized for not having the same views as our
so called inclusive government.

2/17/2022 8:56 PM

85621

I feel the mandates has divided so many Canadians. Even more so with the Prime Minister's
handling of the protest. I feel he kept escalating, the Prime Minister should of the leadership
skills to de-escalate. As a Canadians citizen, I do not support the Prime Minister invoking the
Emergency's Act, definitely concerned and losing trust in our Government and Banks.

2/17/2022 8:55 PM

85622

Fuck you I don’t have to justify having rights

2/17/2022 8:55 PM
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85623

mentally - malnorished; socially - fucked up / unable to form words and think as when social;
physically - lazy ( no exercise ) promoted . Nothing as far as prevention - other than masks
etc. Terrible

2/17/2022 8:55 PM

85624

In ways that I can not describe

2/17/2022 8:55 PM

85625

Division with my family and at work.

2/17/2022 8:55 PM

85626

As a senior, I stay home most of the time because I cannot wear a mask. I feel isolated and
alone. My children have to pick up my groceries and prescriptions. This is no way to live the
last years of my life. My husband who just died, was in a nursing home where I couldn't visit
for the longest time and he couldn't understand why. It feels like we live under tyranny now!

2/17/2022 8:55 PM

85627

Fear for future!

2/17/2022 8:55 PM

85628

family divided - not speaking to each other

2/17/2022 8:55 PM

85629

Negatively

2/17/2022 8:55 PM

85630

Divided my family friends impacted us financially.caused slight mental health issues with
uncertainty .

2/17/2022 8:55 PM

85631

unable to go out to eat ... no social activities ... feeling of isolation and sad ... unable to
support friends

2/17/2022 8:55 PM

85632

Closed our business

2/17/2022 8:55 PM

85633

Emotionally - physically - mentally and every level. Relationships have split in families and
grandchildren are suffering dearly with the masks. No need for this

2/17/2022 8:55 PM

85634

Non vaxxed - unable to fly back to Ottawa to visit my children or to Australia to see my
daughter. Rarely leave the house.

2/17/2022 8:55 PM

85635

I have not been able to travel to see family and not been able to have family help my Mother
with Dementia because they can’t get here by plane. I have had family members hurt by the
vaccine. I have had my kids not have as much energy due to constant mask wearing. They
have had their social activities shortened due to all the rules. Isolation rules kept perfectly
healthy kids at home when they were not sick. We have a two tier society created and the split
in between my family and friends if one does not take the government mandates narrative is
sad. Since when are we not to ask questions. Our political leaders have divided our culture. It
is horrible. Until The truckers convoy I had lost hope. They have restored my hope in
humanity. And our leaders and media want to spread lies about them.

2/17/2022 8:54 PM

85636

I have enxiety,almost divorced

2/17/2022 8:54 PM

85637

Yes

2/17/2022 8:54 PM

85638

Prisoner in my own country

2/17/2022 8:54 PM

85639

Wearing masks at work unable to socialize with friends family and colleagues. Makes a person
more susceptible to things like major depression or suicidal thoughts A person looses hope
without human interaction

2/17/2022 8:54 PM

85640

Causes depression Stereotypes choosing to say no to the vaccine

2/17/2022 8:54 PM

85641

Tremendously, it has affected my mental health.

2/17/2022 8:54 PM

85642

Lost everything because of the mandates. Not because of the virus.

2/17/2022 8:53 PM

85643

Lost job, divorce

2/17/2022 8:53 PM

85644

Greatly affected my family

2/17/2022 8:53 PM

85645

I’ve not be able to be a part of society. Not able to attend family weddings. Family gatherings
do not include my children or myself. My daughter had to put her dreams of being a paramedic
on hold and quit schooling until she knows for sure she will be able to work.

2/17/2022 8:53 PM

85646

Loss of family and friends, loss of relationship ,stress of losing home ,cost of living doubles
etc

2/17/2022 8:53 PM

85647

I had to be on parental leave to make sure to keep my job

2/17/2022 8:53 PM
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85648

A

2/17/2022 8:53 PM

85649

Work, social, you know...living?

2/17/2022 8:53 PM

85650

Quality of life went down

2/17/2022 8:52 PM

85651

It really hasn't much other than the mask, we are not overly social people...work .go home
repeat. It has affected my heart for the loss of freedom for people like my mom and other
seniors, very sad for small children not seeing faces for two years ...sad for the isolation of
teens . .the degradation of the do called in vaxxed...it's very sad.

2/17/2022 8:52 PM

85652

Restricted my sons birth with occupancy limits and ruined family events and milestones

2/17/2022 8:52 PM

85653

It has put a strain on both family and friend relationships!

2/17/2022 8:52 PM

85654

Undue hard ship at work. Alienated my sons life, destroyed his school and .extra curricular
activities

2/17/2022 8:52 PM

85655

I am loosing my career because of the mandate to be vaccinated for work and now I have no
job options due to cost of childcare and my wage reduction so now I’m basically forced to just
stay home and try to live off one income

2/17/2022 8:52 PM

85656

Immunocompromised, housebound almost 2 years and in the same place as when Covid
started. Ridiculous

2/17/2022 8:52 PM

85657

Financially, mental and physical health. Cancelled hospital appointments due to not seeing in
person.

2/17/2022 8:52 PM

85658

The whole country is suffering from job losses loss of so meany much needed small
businesses all the big box stores are all flurising The primeminster of Canada hates the people
he acts like we are all dogs and he is a master of all

2/17/2022 8:52 PM

85659

I was not able to see my dad for the last year of his life as he was diagnosed with terminal
cancer. My social life is basically nonexistent. My copd has gotten so bad from wearing masks
that I can barely breathe. For the 10 years prior I was able to breathe just fine. I can go on and
on.

2/17/2022 8:52 PM

85660

drastically. less work. loneliness. weight gain. divided amongst friends...

2/17/2022 8:52 PM

85661

Lost my job, lost my family because Trudeau said to exclude the unwanted, the mandates
were not necessary in first place

2/17/2022 8:52 PM

85662

Depression

2/17/2022 8:52 PM

85663

I no longer have any trust in the following institutions: Goverment (Federal, Provincial, or
Municipal), our Health System, Main stream media, or the police. They are all rotten to the
core.

2/17/2022 8:51 PM

85664

I see the suppression and a divided society.

2/17/2022 8:51 PM

85665

Lost my business. Lost my job. My kid has been locked down for half her life and her
development has been affected. Mental health. Lost all trust in all government run institutions.
No longer trust the medical institutions. Lost faith in fellow citizens.

2/17/2022 8:51 PM

85666

I hate it

2/17/2022 8:51 PM

85667

nope...because I never followed them

2/17/2022 8:51 PM

85668

Job loss, career loss, marriage loss, I will never forget what you took from us

2/17/2022 8:51 PM

85669

I have felt like I’m in jail I can’t take my Children to many venues that I pay for with my taxes,
the divisiveness is disgusting. END THE MADNESS... kids are suffering

2/17/2022 8:51 PM

85670

Got placed in a LOA

2/17/2022 8:51 PM

85671

Anxiety

2/17/2022 8:51 PM

85672

Mental health, masking prevents my deaf daughter from capturing language from lip reading
her teachers/peers/every speaker with a mask, missing my childrens sports and supporting
them, loss of opportunities to support businesses in my community (restaurants etc), division,
sister is vax injured due to mandatory vaccination (nurse).

2/17/2022 8:50 PM
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85673

I have been unable to continue my education, wasnt able to go celebrate my dad's life

2/17/2022 8:50 PM

85674

Can't visit with family and friends. (Social) Church was closed.(spiritual) exercise groups were
cancelled.(physical) bombarded constantly with same message-get vaxxed, loss of stimulation
by human interaction(emotional) difficulty understanding-mask hides verbal cues, limited
shopping because of difficulty breathing with mask.

2/17/2022 8:50 PM

85675

It has poisoned people, destroyed livelihoods, and caused irreparable harm to individuals and
society.

2/17/2022 8:50 PM

85676

Unable to go to restaurants; to visit friends, family; or to even LEAVE the country!?

2/17/2022 8:50 PM

85677

I was unable to get the proper medical care I needed for my torn rotator cuff.

2/17/2022 8:50 PM

85678

I have never in my life felt so alone & not being able to be loved ones in hospital is simply
inhumane!!!!!!

2/17/2022 8:50 PM

85679

Negatively. I cannot say exactly how because the government would violate my rights even
more if the right people found out.

2/17/2022 8:50 PM

85680

It’s made me feel discriminated against, angry and saddened.

2/17/2022 8:50 PM

85681

I have not been able to visit a summer with my family in Sherkston Canada

2/17/2022 8:50 PM

85682

I lost a job I loved. I haven't been permitted to have a friend visit my home or me visit theirs
since Nov 30, and I can't visit my family without driving 18hrs in winter conditions. Before I
would have flown. I haven't seen my father since 2018 and my mother since 2019. I lost a 10
year old family member to suicide during Feb 2021 lockdown and a friend to drug overdose in
2021. I think the social isolation is hurting people.

2/17/2022 8:49 PM

85683

I have seen people die of suicides and overdoses. I have seen so many businesses close and
so many people have lost their jobs. Life is sad

2/17/2022 8:49 PM

85684

It has been detrimental in many ways

2/17/2022 8:49 PM

85685

I have 7 children 3 with disabilities who have suffered immensely with their education,
socializing and health ailments

2/17/2022 8:49 PM

85686

Segregated society ended friendships & families -enough is enough (its endemic we have to
just live with it)

2/17/2022 8:49 PM

85687

Irritates my skin behind my ears, makes breathing difficult.

2/17/2022 8:49 PM

85688

I’ve never been so depressed in my life. Lost all hope. I know way too many people on the
edge of suicide

2/17/2022 8:49 PM

85689

I have been fired from my job, my mental health has declined horribly and I am now classified
as a second class citizen in my own country. Oh and they won't let me leave!!!! What's next?
Just to starve to death?

2/17/2022 8:49 PM

85690

Felt I was living in a communistic society.

2/17/2022 8:49 PM

85691

Now that's a loaded question. The mandates have taken my career and forced my husband
and oldest son to accept an injection to keep their careers. My second oldest child felt
pressured into getting it so he could play soccer with his friends, which was taken from him
anyway due to other mandates. My two youngest children are currently being homeschooled
because of the anxiety that wearing masks causes and are missing out on valuable social time
due to the mandates. My mental health is lower than its ever been. I can not sleep, lying
awake at night and being woke up throughout the night with thoughts and feelings about my
children's futures and their freedom. Throughout the day I am constantly reminded of the fact
that my family really does need my full time income as I position the buckets under the drips
from my roof that started to leak last week, or as I cook meals for my children and lie to them
when they ask why I'm not eating too "I'm not hungry right now", "You eat, I ate earlier", or as I
collect my pay check of $124 for the shifts I was blessed to get at the local corner store that
week because gas is a luxury I can't afford and the corner store is a job I can walk to, or the
realization the the EI claim I filed just after Christmas will never be approved because I was
placed on unpaid administrative leave on Christmas eve which gives the government the right
to withhold the hours I worked hard for preventing me from drawing from that claim, or the
medication that was prescribed to me that I can't pick up from the pharmacy because when
choosing between medications and groceries at a time like this is not a choice, my children

2/17/2022 8:48 PM
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come first and they deserve to eat. At this point I'm extremely emotional writing this. These
are things I don't talk about. These are just a few of the ways the mandates have affected my
life; enough already. Signed, an emotionally, physically, and mentally exhausted wife, mother,
daughter, human being with "unacceptable views" -Justin Trudeau
85692

•Loss of income and loss of ability to work •Division of family and friends •loss of informed
consent and personal choice •loss of exercise facilities • this whole ordeal has increased my
stress levels and made me feel anxious and extremely disheartened with the obvious political
theater that is being played out. I am worried for the state of the world and all our sovereignty.

2/17/2022 8:48 PM

85693

The mandates have affected every aspect of my life. Medical apartheid has caused division
and hatred in my community and I think the damage is permanent.

2/17/2022 8:47 PM

85694

My mental health. I have an increase in depression. I am sick and tired of them.

2/17/2022 8:47 PM

85695

It's awful. Stop it please. We beg you

2/17/2022 8:47 PM

85696

Lost job

2/17/2022 8:47 PM

85697

Depression, isolation, financial struggle

2/17/2022 8:47 PM

85698

We lost our business in 2020. Sales are down by 50% in our other business. People in our
community have discriminated against us and feel righteously allowed to do so with impunity.
A local business received an email referring to me as a known anti- vaxxer - saying they will
not come back since they do not feel safe. I asked the RCMP if this was hate speech. Officer
Gaudet at our detachment said it is not since the media, Trudeau, our premier and others all
use this statement. Hate speech laws specifically describe the categorization of individuals
using hateful language. There is so much more..

2/17/2022 8:47 PM

85699

Badly

2/17/2022 8:47 PM

85700

Its cost me financially by disrupting my workplace operations, as well as adding excess stress
and affecting my mental health.

2/17/2022 8:47 PM

85701

divided family .. isolation .. shaming exclusivity ..unable to cross border to visit family .

2/17/2022 8:46 PM

85702

Very very badly.

2/17/2022 8:46 PM

85703

Yes, lost my job. I can't take my grandchildren to sporting , entertainment events . Can't go out
for a nice meal, or leave the country. I can't visit my mother in law in her care facility.

2/17/2022 8:45 PM

85704

3 suicide attempts

2/17/2022 8:45 PM

85705

I cannot eat in a restaurant, attend a funeral, visit someone in the hospital, enter some stores,
etc

2/17/2022 8:45 PM

85706

It has caused divide in family and friends. Health issues mental and physical. Delayed
treatments and testing for myself and others personally. Ruined my wedding twice and put
strain on many relationships. Resulted in suicides of 4 people I know because they saw no
hope or point of living being isolated. It has caused me to dustrust the "health" experts and
professionals who refuse to speak truth publicly. I trust less than ever before because of proof
of ignoring real science and censoring of alternative viewpoints. Bitter, angry, tired and now will
not backdown on having human rights honored

2/17/2022 8:45 PM

85707

Ruined every aspect of living in a community Affects my health for the worst. Can’t go really
anywhere or visit with friends. Don’t have freedoms!!!!

2/17/2022 8:45 PM

85708

Never before, huge family divisions that may never mend.

2/17/2022 8:45 PM

85709

restricted socializing, sense of isolation ... vax passports restrict evenings out with friends,
sense of isolation ... no travel, taken the sense of adventure out of life ... unable to access
timely medical appointments ... the polarization of society has lost me friends and saddened
me to see the devastating toll on friends and families

2/17/2022 8:44 PM

85710

In horrible ways

2/17/2022 8:44 PM

85711

My kids can’t play sports, get bullied for not being vaxxed, it’s robbing them of their childhood!

2/17/2022 8:44 PM

85712

My mental health is declining.

2/17/2022 8:44 PM

85713

A million hellish ways.

2/17/2022 8:44 PM
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85714

My buisness has increased.

2/17/2022 8:44 PM

85715

Screwed it

2/17/2022 8:44 PM

85716

Negatively

2/17/2022 8:44 PM

85717

Job loss, selling home, kids have to change schools, kids don’t want to wear the masks, kids
don’t want to be bullied if they have not received the vax yet.

2/17/2022 8:44 PM

85718

It has separated family causes depression an made several family members very sick

2/17/2022 8:44 PM

85719

We have been excluded from society , lost family and important event in our lives.

2/17/2022 8:44 PM

85720

No travel. Company removed entertainment budget

2/17/2022 8:44 PM

85721

Devastated our lives -enough already

2/17/2022 8:44 PM

85722

NA

2/17/2022 8:43 PM

85723

I don't feel safe, too much gov. overreach!!

2/17/2022 8:43 PM

85724

It pains me

2/17/2022 8:43 PM

85725

Lost all social aspect with family & friends. Suffering mental illness! Unable to be free & live
my life. Alot of strain in daily activities. I want to be back to the best norm & live our life fully &
feel wanted & smile again!

2/17/2022 8:43 PM

85726

Cannot visit friends in Canada.

2/17/2022 8:43 PM

85727

Having COPD and asthma was unable to get food etc at stores. Without the illegal passport,
unable to eat in restaurants. Just like Hitler did to the Jews during 2ndWW.

2/17/2022 8:43 PM

85728

Very little

2/17/2022 8:43 PM

85729

I've been lied to by my government. This is severe. I have lost all trust in government.
Shameful.

2/17/2022 8:42 PM

85730

The mandates have undermined my personal freedoms. As a Canadian, I am capable of
making my own medical decisions (and my family's) with the support of health care providers. I
never hired the government to be my medical advisers. Please listen to the will of the
Canadian people.

2/17/2022 8:42 PM

85731

All

2/17/2022 8:42 PM

85732

I am missing out of time with family and friends and life is too short for that.

2/17/2022 8:42 PM

85733

Exercise, masks (breathing), depression, experimental vaccine (adverse reactions), anxiety,
discrimination, hate

2/17/2022 8:42 PM

85734

Discrimination from coworkers, anxiety, mistrust of medical doctors, media, and government
health agencies.

2/17/2022 8:42 PM

85735

I have struggled with depression as a direct result of covid policies.

2/17/2022 8:42 PM

85736

I’m a widowed mother with 3 children who lost employment because of the vaccine
requirement. One of my sons has medical and special needs and appointments have been
cancelled or rescheduled. I no longer trust doctors other than those who chose to fight and
speak up.

2/17/2022 8:42 PM

85737

Job losses. Lost 2 jobs

2/17/2022 8:42 PM

85738

It’s had serious impacts on my children. Significant impacts on my extended family, especially
financially, and mental health has been an issue.

2/17/2022 8:42 PM

85739

Meh

2/17/2022 8:41 PM

85740

Negatively.

2/17/2022 8:41 PM

85741

Limits who is allowed to come to dinner on hockey trips, it has segregated friends and family
members that aren’t vaccinated! It has caused mental stress on myself and everyone in my
family, especially my wife and kids!!

2/17/2022 8:41 PM

85742

Cannot travel, cannot go to restaurants, cannot take my kids skating or swimming, cannot sign

2/17/2022 8:41 PM
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my kids up for any indoor activities (like soccer, gymnastics, etc.), headaches from wearing
masks, not able to see family members, being treated like a second class citizen and not
responsible
85743

It has ruined it

2/17/2022 8:41 PM

85744

I'm disabled. Too many times I haven't been able to access assistance. I stood alone at my
aunt's funeral. Alone. I'm tired of seeing the unnecessary panic in people's eyes

2/17/2022 8:41 PM

85745

Financial hardship.

2/17/2022 8:41 PM

85746

I couldn't have a proper fu eral for my mother. Kiss her goodbye and have still not been able to
grieve properly.

2/17/2022 8:41 PM

85747

Enormously My teen son is depressed, my husband is suffering with his health as well
because he wasn't able to see a doctor for a very long time.

2/17/2022 8:41 PM

85748

I have watched divisiveness in my family and co-workers . I have seen severe discrimination
and peoples rights taken . I have seen my country being sold out to globalists and communism
. I have lost complete trust in politicians and our medical system .

2/17/2022 8:41 PM

85749

In every way possible, masks are awful, have not seen or hugged my family, my grandkids
cannot do sports

2/17/2022 8:40 PM

85750

Family division

2/17/2022 8:40 PM

85751

Lost wages, lost friends, lost travel, lost trust in government. Mental health issues. Cannot
visit my elderly mother. Divisiveness. I can go on!

2/17/2022 8:40 PM

85752

Mental health is the worst it’s ever been. I need to be able to go to the gym to keep my mind
and body healthy.

2/17/2022 8:40 PM

85753

I lost my business, I lost my friends, I lost hope

2/17/2022 8:40 PM

85754

It has created extreme division in our country. Instead of loving and supporting each other, we
codemn and blame each other that they are not doing enough. It has attempted to make us
fear everything, including our own shadows and closest friends. And still the mandate has only
destroyed our relationships, rather than the virus. I had to pay a significant fee every week,
just to be allowed to continue working my job. That same job I have worked at, in person for all
but 10 of my normal working days, in the past two years of this pandemic and never once did I
catch covid or bring covid into my workplace. These manadates made me to feel like a second
class citizen, even though I had done nothing wrong. It was simply because I did not agree
with taking an experimental at the time injection.

2/17/2022 8:40 PM

85755

Where do I start? ....

2/17/2022 8:40 PM

85756

Difficulties traveling. Stressing my young children out. Limiting my 8 year olds social options
at school due to cohord rules. Negative effect on alk 3 of my young children's development.
Having to wear masks in situations that no longer make any sense. Unable to meet close
friends at a restaurant.

2/17/2022 8:40 PM

85757

It’s ruined the last 2 years of my life and put me in financial distress

2/17/2022 8:40 PM

85758

I do not comply

2/17/2022 8:40 PM

85759

A teenager in my neighborhood committed suicide, my son is quitting university because he
hasn’t attended one class yet in his second year, I have felt a lot of depression and loneliness.

2/17/2022 8:40 PM

85760

Lost all revenue due to border restrictions for non essential unvaccinated travellers.

2/17/2022 8:39 PM

85761

Decreased mental health, fewer friends. Slowed child development

2/17/2022 8:39 PM

85762

I watched my dughters heart broken when her best friend of 15 years a child who spent almost
every weekend with was cut off from all mental health supports and was isolated from friends,
her job, her support systems, she committed suicide at 19. no funeral, no memorial cause
nope no gatherings, I watched my little brother have to fight and write letters to whoever would
listen just to be at his 11 year old daughters bedside as she fought life threatening cancer
#prayersforkenzi. I see hate being spewed at those that just want the choice of being
vaccinated an option. I waited a year to get into a specialist for health issues and still waiting.
but I feel the most dangerous mandate to our country was the vax pass. it does nothing.
officials even say it's only to get more people vaxed. so coercion if you will.

2/17/2022 8:39 PM
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85763

Extreme depression, family discord, fear, economic hardship, distrust in our government and
medical "authorities", and extreme distrust in the CBC and mainstream media.

2/17/2022 8:39 PM

85764

Loss of income

2/17/2022 8:39 PM

85765

Many aspects to my life.

2/17/2022 8:39 PM

85766

I am being coerced by my government without them providing any data to support the
emergency measures. The same is true for the restrictions imposed. I am told they are
following the science so how can the science change depending on your geographical
location?

2/17/2022 8:39 PM

85767

I’ve lost my job, due mandatory Vaccinations. Have been prevented from leaving my country
even I hold dual Citizenship

2/17/2022 8:39 PM

85768

It has made me want to leave this country permanently.

2/17/2022 8:39 PM

85769

I hardly ever get to play wityh my grandchildren and this is very hard to take

2/17/2022 8:38 PM

85770

Lost my job, can’t go to the gym, put on weight, mental health has deteriorated, can’t take my
2 year old daughter to any classes (swimming, gymnastics etc.). It has completely changed
my life for the worst.

2/17/2022 8:38 PM

85771

terribly, I have a disability my doctor wrote an excemption letter for me by Bonnie Henry
refused it. I have been isolated with no help for 2 yrs because I am unvacinated. My 31 year
old son had a terrible reaction to the 1st shot and was hospitized. I believe Trudeau has a plan
to control people and used the pandemic as other leaders from the WEF have tried to do as
well

2/17/2022 8:38 PM

85772

Which one, simply stated it's taken simple freedoms and made them gifts

2/17/2022 8:38 PM

85773

A Loved one has died alone, in hospital, after spending 2 weeks alone in hospital, 2 close
friends had to be admitted for some time in psych. Wards for mental health issues directly
resulting from job loss and fear tactics deploys by news outlets, my mother is still waiting of
cancer testing, many friends were forced to take a medical jab out of fear for loosing their jobs,
ot out of health concerns

2/17/2022 8:38 PM

85774

Mandates have negatively impacted my life and the life of my kids

2/17/2022 8:38 PM

85775

I was placed on forced leave of absence, preventing me from working, and earning wages to
support myself. It had a major impact on my psyche and morale.

2/17/2022 8:38 PM

85776

I can no longer see my kids as they are 4 hours away from me. I am a widow and find having
to stay home alone all the time is very depressing. I am bipolar and the stress of this mandate
is causing it to flair up,

2/17/2022 8:38 PM

85777

High stress levels, depression and anxiety.

2/17/2022 8:38 PM

85778

All aspects children, going out, seeing grandparents

2/17/2022 8:38 PM

85779

Mentally beat up

2/17/2022 8:38 PM

85780

I cannot travel to see my sick mom. My daughter hasn’t seen her father in 2 years due to
travel restrictions.

2/17/2022 8:38 PM

85781

Lost many long time friends. Lost relatives and friends because of Covid treatment in hospital
when their life could have been saved with Ivermectin or other natural products.

2/17/2022 8:38 PM

85782

Can't fly to see family

2/17/2022 8:37 PM

85783

Not allowed in some businesses, can’t see grandchildren participate in activities. Not able to
work in some offices.

2/17/2022 8:37 PM

85784

I havn't been able to volunteer in the long term or work as a security officer

2/17/2022 8:37 PM

85785

IT'S RUINED IT

2/17/2022 8:37 PM

85786

Can’t do shit

2/17/2022 8:37 PM

85787

Destroyed it

2/17/2022 8:37 PM

85788

Every way

2/17/2022 8:37 PM
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85789

i've learned more about medical science than i ever thought i'd ever need. i've grown to
completely distrust most of the med sci community, every level of govt apart from a handful of
true patriots, and 85% of the western populace including people i used to consider friends. i've
pragmatically wondered if suicide was the only exit out of this deeply corrupt, anti-science,
dystopian nightmare ride into fascist tyranny

2/17/2022 8:37 PM

85790

Depressing, anxiety. Complete change of life style and enjoyment. Stress!!!

2/17/2022 8:37 PM

85791

Don't want to say

2/17/2022 8:37 PM

85792

Mental health

2/17/2022 8:37 PM

85793

Not able to go to the USA for the winter.

2/17/2022 8:37 PM

85794

It destroyed my life and divided my family.

2/17/2022 8:36 PM

85795

It restricted my families freedoms even with natural immunity

2/17/2022 8:36 PM

85796

I’ve almost gone out of business and my personal relationships have been negatively affected
because of my personality medical choices that would have never mattered in the past!

2/17/2022 8:36 PM

85797

Lost my entire way I worked and lived. Trapped in one place for the last 2 years, been
depressed, lost friends and family due to the hateful government division

2/17/2022 8:36 PM

85798

I have been made to feel like a second class citizen. I have not been allowed in restaurants. I
am not allowed to travel. I feel fear from the divisive language coming from the leader of the
liberal party.

2/17/2022 8:36 PM

85799

I have no life because of it

2/17/2022 8:36 PM

85800

I lost my business

2/17/2022 8:36 PM

85801

The mandates have damaged my child, I’ll never trust the medical system or government
again

2/17/2022 8:36 PM

85802

This is not Canada anymore

2/17/2022 8:36 PM

85803

Lose Of All Family Members

2/17/2022 8:36 PM

85804

Both partners losing our jobs. Unable to enter building for child activities. Destroyed mental
and financial health. Still caught covid

2/17/2022 8:36 PM

85805

Lost family and friends, will lose my job, lost family business

2/17/2022 8:35 PM

85806

I’ve been pregnant twice during the Pandemic and I’m always short of breath and it’s so hard
for me to breathe in masks. I’ve chosen not to enter any establishments that use the vaccine
passport. I don’t support segregation and discrimination based on medical status.

2/17/2022 8:35 PM

85807

Badly Crazy badbly

2/17/2022 8:35 PM

85808

Isolation, depression

2/17/2022 8:35 PM

85809

Family separation

2/17/2022 8:35 PM

85810

Can’t live my life as it used to be

2/17/2022 8:35 PM

85811

I was unable to leave the country to be with my husband, we're stuck in two different countries.
Corporate housing has been violating tenants rights using covid as an excuse I was denied
entry into a group ery store Nations because I can't breath wearing masks for long periods of
time A man working a gas station became aggressive and hostile with me when I entered to
make a purchase citing I could only make a payment outside and not enter if I didn't wear a
mask Public Health peoples didn't check if my minor being brought to a health center to do a
covid test was with their legal parent and administered a test breaching custody rights , stating
they can do so under a public health order

2/17/2022 8:35 PM

85812

Enormously!

2/17/2022 8:35 PM

85813

Horrible my family is divided

2/17/2022 8:35 PM

85814

I have been able to go to the gym, restaurants, voice theatres in 6 months. I am not allowed to
get on a plane or leave the country. I have been masked for 40 hours a week for almost 2

2/17/2022 8:34 PM
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years. In that time I haven’t seen a coworker smile. I am miserable.
85815

My mother died (not of Covid) she gave up living when we could no longer visit her and
couldn’t be with in her last minutes also could only have a funeral with immediate family
outside. Also have had surgeries cancelled due to it.

2/17/2022 8:34 PM

85816

Not mine but my kids

2/17/2022 8:34 PM

85817

It has been the worst two years for myself and my family. Canada is not supposed to be a
communist country. If they would’ve followed the real science there would’ve been no need for
anything to do with these mandates

2/17/2022 8:34 PM

85818

It's been an emotional and depressing 2 years. I just want my rights and freedoms back.

2/17/2022 8:34 PM

85819

Isolation, depression, anxiety, suicidal

2/17/2022 8:34 PM

85820

In all possible ways

2/17/2022 8:33 PM

85821

Mental distress and societal divide

2/17/2022 8:33 PM

85822

friends and family lost jobs, social life has deteriorated, mental health declination

2/17/2022 8:33 PM

85823

Physically, emotionally and mentally

2/17/2022 8:33 PM

85824

Just wear a mask in town fortunately we live on a farm so things are okay

2/17/2022 8:33 PM

85825

Lost job

2/17/2022 8:33 PM

85826

Negatively Impacted time spent with family and friends.

2/17/2022 8:33 PM

85827

Job loss, poor mental health, financial issues

2/17/2022 8:32 PM

85828

Restricted rights and freedoms of family members and their ability to work and earn an income
to support themselves as they chose to make a medical choice that was right for them. As
well as their/my ability to travel by plane, participate in services such as indoor activities,
gyms and dining.

2/17/2022 8:32 PM

85829

It has made my anxiety flourish I am stressed to leave the house

2/17/2022 8:32 PM

85830

In every way possible. I am now a second tier citizen who has been demonized and compared
to a woman hating Nazi. I no longer feel safe in the country I have always called home, but
can't even leave. Trudeau must be held accountable for his crimes.

2/17/2022 8:32 PM

85831

Destroyed

2/17/2022 8:32 PM

85832

It’s the worse thing the government did as far as dividing Canadians. I’ve been discriminated
and segregated from the onset of mask mandates and all other mandates. See friends, family
and neighbors lose life, liberty and livelihood over mandates. It’s put me in a depression and
dispair as far as having a voice in my governance in Canada with these tyranical orders being
put on us all

2/17/2022 8:32 PM

85833

Loss of employment , mental health, education has been interrupted, social exclusion,missed
family events over seas

2/17/2022 8:32 PM

85834

In more ways then can be expressed

2/17/2022 8:32 PM

85835

Everyone is done. Many are suicidal and dealing with addiction issues. Marriages are
crumbling. Families are tearing apart. Stop the mandates now!

2/17/2022 8:32 PM

85836

Lost my job

2/17/2022 8:32 PM

85837

Sick and tired of it all cant do much

2/17/2022 8:31 PM

85838

Loss of work and anxiety

2/17/2022 8:31 PM

85839

Lost friends, family, business volume, and respect for government.

2/17/2022 8:31 PM

85840

Horrible ways. Segregation has its challenges.

2/17/2022 8:31 PM

85841

I hate to be freedom

2/17/2022 8:31 PM

85842

Kids have been affected the worst. Wearing masks in school, living in constant paranoia when
it’s a fact that their age bracket is not affected (and can’t transmit the virus either). They are

2/17/2022 8:31 PM
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discouraged from hugging each other. Cruel and useless. They eat facing outside, not each
other. I find that a useless act of violence, similar to torture, to the point that we are
considering home schooling. The teachers have been kind and not too paranoid, and this is the
only reason why we haven’t resolved to do it yet. But frankly, I lose sleep over the thought of
what happens in school. We can’t see our kid practicing sport (no access to the pool for
visitors). I have to test regularly at work, regardless of v status: it is painful, it gives me
persistent headache; I feel violated twice a week and frankly annoyed that to please the
anxious I have to endure an invasive practice just to remind every germ-phobic in town that,
surprise, I’m still a healthy person. Wow. De-normalizing health can’t be a great tactic, but here
we are, two years into this nonsensical measures that did little to nothing to keep safe
vulnerable people (I’m looking at you, elderly residents care centres and hospitals, because
this is where every single LETHAL breakout occurred) while managed to throw everyone else
into a dystopian world. At work we eat at tables that resemble a prison set. Keep in mind that
all are tested, so we are 100% to be surrounded by non contagious colleagues. Some wear
face shields. We wear a mask 15 hrs a day. There’s ridiculous rules for one-person occupancy
of toilets, including TOI-TOI (I dare you to fit more than 1 person in one of these. It’s so stupid
I fail to find the word to describe it). We don’t travel anymore. And before you think “well that is
a luxury”, just know that we have family overseas and they are all elderly, so no, visiting them
it’s not exactly “a luxury”. When we traveled to Europe to attend funerals and weddings, my kid
had to be tested - which was very painful and traumatic. When we landed, since they traveled
with vaxd persons, they did not to isolate (because *obviously* non-infectious status applies to
minors attached to you, right? It’s SO science-based!), BUT they could not attend school, so
skipped 14 days. Playground yes, school no. In short, our lives have been hostages for two
long years. We don’t care about eating out in bubbles. We went to the opera, and seeing
everyone in the orchestra masked made me want to leave. What strikes me, is that some
people find all this normal. That they have renounced all that makes them human, in exchange
for keeping their anxiety and fear in check. I wouldn’t care a dime, if they did not impose it on
everyone else. This country, where we are Permanent Residents and where we came only for
work, has become a prison. The fact that the PM has decided to use an Emergency Act
against peaceful demonstrators is frankly scary.
85843

Socially broken. Alive but not living.

2/17/2022 8:31 PM

85844

parkwood hospital outpatients has been cancelled on/off for periods of time at once. not able to
use the local arena were a training facility i used is.

2/17/2022 8:31 PM

85845

I had to shut down my business for 7.5 months out of a year. My kids missed an equal amount
of months of school to that. Because of the fear tactics used and division caused by the
goveoand media I have lost countless clients when they found out I am not vaccinated. Two of
my children now have heightened anxiety because of all the mandates, and separation anxiety
as they have barely been away from me since school was out so often and I was home with
them. The division I have seen in people saddens me deeply and I fear we can not recover
from this. We need to end all mandates and speak up about ending the hatred and division.

2/17/2022 8:30 PM

85846

Isolation and segregation

2/17/2022 8:30 PM

85847

Mentally, physically, financially and emotionally

2/17/2022 8:30 PM

85848

Loss of job, depression, depressed kids

2/17/2022 8:30 PM

85849

Not able to take my 2 year old daughter to the pool or functions with other kids. I'm worried for
how this is going to effect the kids development in the future. Arguments with friends and
family.

2/17/2022 8:30 PM

85850

Made it so I had to take more time off from work than needed to to having Covid symptoms
despite testing negative. We lost teachers for additional week due to vaccine mandates

2/17/2022 8:29 PM

85851

It has iterfeared in my family's wellbeing, financially and emotionally.

2/17/2022 8:29 PM

85852

Made it shit. Period. Nothing good has come of Covid “handling”.

2/17/2022 8:29 PM

85853

It has split our family apart...my daughter eith mentsl illness has gotten so bad. My hasband
has lost hus job.

2/17/2022 8:29 PM

85854

Son attempted suicide. Family division. Loss of friends. Loss of work. Inability to travel
outside of country.

2/17/2022 8:29 PM

85855

Fuck

2/17/2022 8:29 PM
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85856

Ruined social life, local businesses and freedom of Canadian citizens. Natural immunity is 30x
stronger than any modern vaccine. The uncharted territory of mRNA vaccines long term effect
are yet to be discovered and once they are the world needs to be ready.

2/17/2022 8:29 PM

85857

Has impacted my ability to work. Mandatory vaccine or Leave without pay!

2/17/2022 8:29 PM

85858

Currently on leave without pay even though im an essential health care worker, affected the
children, our livelyhood, etc...

2/17/2022 8:29 PM

85859

Lost my job

2/17/2022 8:29 PM

85860

Lost my good income job. The stress has aged me beyond belief. And the forced vaccination
that I had to get to keep my original job has given me heart problems.

2/17/2022 8:28 PM

85861

Stressed, my son lost his job and I have to support him

2/17/2022 8:28 PM

85862

Lost my job. Lost my girlfriend. Lost friends. Lost the right to travel. Treated as a pariah and
less than a human. Increased social anxiety. Depression. Poorer physical health.

2/17/2022 8:28 PM

85863

Unbelievable stress

2/17/2022 8:28 PM

85864

Dining out, seeing family, generally enjoyment of life negatively impacted.

2/17/2022 8:28 PM

85865

Can’t go anywhere or do anything. Have been isolated from family for far too long

2/17/2022 8:28 PM

85866

Dramatically

2/17/2022 8:28 PM

85867

Very bed.

2/17/2022 8:28 PM

85868

Ruined family and friends relationship to the point of suicide

2/17/2022 8:27 PM

85869

Cause undue stress and hardships, family divisions.

2/17/2022 8:27 PM

85870

Bad

2/17/2022 8:27 PM

85871

Terribly - lost employment, successful life shattered

2/17/2022 8:26 PM

85872

Destroyed our lives !!! this criminal government must be removed and tried for crimes against
humanity - NO agenda 2030 - NO WEF - NO Davos clicke - this is Canada - We are Free - it is
our God Given Right This is not China! Trudeau is NOT GOD! NO COMMUNISM in our
Country - Trudeau GET OUT !!!! he

2/17/2022 8:26 PM

85873

I have been unable to participate in public activities like swimming and skating with my
children. Something we have great joy in doing and because of the vaccine mandates I am
unable to go into my tax paid facilities to participate.

2/17/2022 8:26 PM

85874

After 2 years of lockdowns, I now have medically diagnosed PTSD with agoraphobia on top of
a panic disorder and a bunch of chronic illness. I now face having my bank account seized for
making a perfectly legal donation to support the Freedom Convoy. In no way was I "supporting
terrorists". I'm losing my only safety (the place I currently live), there's nothing for rent in my
community so I am now facing homelessness. I trust no one in government. Been fighting so
hard and doing weekly therapy but I have completely lost hope.

2/17/2022 8:26 PM

85875

Stress loneness depression

2/17/2022 8:26 PM

85876

Long line ups to get into stores. More expensive everything. Im on ODSP and no extras to
cover masks and costlier goods

2/17/2022 8:26 PM

85877

I have no free choice

2/17/2022 8:26 PM

85878

My children’s education, my son being able to go for testing, Myself am waiting on two
surgeries for over a year from a motor vehicle accident. I had to relocate back to my
hometown being a single mother for extra family supports because of mental health. I also had
to drop out of school because of my accident and not being able to receive full treatment and
to homeschool my one son who has ever learning difficulties and can’t be taught from a
computer. My children’s social skills and mental health have dramatically been affected
because of all the restrictions and we didn’t have a choice into getting vaccinated for my sons
to be able to play hockey or spend time with their grandparents in a hotel or go to a restaurant
you must be fully vaccinated. Not having the choice to do something as a parent strips our
rights away unlawfully and this is not ok. No one deserves to be treated the way JT is treating
a country he’s suppose to be representing and he’s suppose to be listening to the people. He’s

2/17/2022 8:26 PM
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not even listening. This isn’t just about Canada’s freedoms anymore it’s now become a global
stance.
85879

Both myself and my wife have lost our jobs due to vaccine mandates. We have two children
who are mow treated as 2nd class citizens and excluded from sections of society. In addition
to this, we are forbidden from leaving in order to relieve ourselves of our situation.

2/17/2022 8:26 PM

85880

Psychological challenges and inability too see family and friends. Not being able to help ill
friends.

2/17/2022 8:26 PM

85881

Sadness, utter loss of everything job, social life and the worst of it friends and family.

2/17/2022 8:26 PM

85882

Canadians should be free to Choose what medical procedures they want to take

2/17/2022 8:26 PM

85883

Ruin my life !! I will call bankruptcy

2/17/2022 8:25 PM

85884

I refuse to vaccinate my child, so he is not able to participate in extracurricular activities any
more

2/17/2022 8:25 PM

85885

It has created huge division of people in my life, affected my mood, my business

2/17/2022 8:25 PM

85886

Lost mental stability and feel divided from society

2/17/2022 8:25 PM

85887

Mine and my husbands careers and livelihood’s, my adult children’s careers, livelihoods and
education, their goals and plans, my grandchildren’s wellbeing, goals and plans .. nothing
about these mandates have been positive.. I am, for the first time in my life suffering
depression, anxiety and panic attacks on a daily basis.

2/17/2022 8:25 PM

85888

Too many arguments with my wife over not being vaccinated.

2/17/2022 8:25 PM

85889

Makes me lose faith in humanity.

2/17/2022 8:25 PM

85890

Anxiety, stress, isolation, sadness

2/17/2022 8:25 PM

85891

My wife has needed an operation for 2 years and I'm no longer able to cross border truck. Also
many Canadians have turned against one another and became divided.

2/17/2022 8:25 PM

85892

Have no freedom

2/17/2022 8:24 PM

85893

In every way.

2/17/2022 8:24 PM

85894

Psychological trauma, loss of human rights, leaving under threat of bodily violation. Disgust
with the government, disillusionment with government and health system. Will never trust
public health system again

2/17/2022 8:24 PM

85895

I voted for less government interference in my life. Yet here we are, with all levels of
government demanding I take an experimental injection to hold a job, to be able to travel. It's
like the people running the government is Harvey Weinstein!! Take this shot and everything will
go back to normal. I call bullshit!!! Enough is enough!

2/17/2022 8:24 PM

85896

Scheduled to loose my job, daughter lost job despite having doctors note and testing positive
for antibodies

2/17/2022 8:24 PM

85897

Loss of income, loss of travel rights, loss of social life

2/17/2022 8:24 PM

85898

I'm sad and depressed

2/17/2022 8:24 PM

85899

Lost employment, ended family and friend relationship, family members forced to vaccine
which resulted in injury

2/17/2022 8:24 PM

85900

Nearly ruined it

2/17/2022 8:24 PM

85901

Job loss

2/17/2022 8:24 PM

85902

Loss of job/income(feds) and subsequent difficulties affording the basic necessities of life.
Tense relationships with friends/family/coworkers/society. Fear of retribution for my personal
choice. Fear of unjust treatment at the hands of my govt and the citizens it influences in a
divisive way. Desire to escape the confines of society as it has been created for us. Yet it also
allowed for a renewed sense of hope for the future thanks to the unity that arose from the
division that is permeating our everyday lives.

2/17/2022 8:23 PM

85903

I am miserable. My wife and I have gone through periods of unemployment. Our children's and

2/17/2022 8:23 PM
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our me tal health is in the dumpster. We have no hope because our leaders dont understand
and dont care
85904

Work shortages

2/17/2022 8:23 PM

85905

Made me feel like a prisoner in my own country

2/17/2022 8:23 PM

85906

I have refused these mRNA injections and am now considered a second-class citizen by the
ignorant powers-that-be. I have done nothing wrong and am completely healthy. I HATE
Trudeau and his cronies and I hope very soon that they will get karmic payback for all the evil
they have done. Rotting in hell for all eternity is almost too good for them.

2/17/2022 8:23 PM

85907

We were closed for 7 months. We lost incomes. Not been able to see my elderly father for a
year. Been called horrible names for my believes of making the best choice for yourself.

2/17/2022 8:23 PM

85908

Lost my job, May lose my home, son was forced to get shot to go to university, partner lost his
job. I hate Trudeau, Higgs, and all mandates - they’re all uncanadian.

2/17/2022 8:22 PM

85909

Stress and mental health

2/17/2022 8:22 PM

85910

The mandates have caused me to be required to receive a vaccine that which I did not desire
in order to continue to provide for my family and keep my livelihood.

2/17/2022 8:22 PM

85911

I lost my job and it has created great stress on me and my family

2/17/2022 8:22 PM

85912

Risk of job loss and travel restrictions

2/17/2022 8:22 PM

85913

Constant uncertainty, feeling of being bullied into getting vaccinated

2/17/2022 8:22 PM

85914

lost job

2/17/2022 8:22 PM

85915

If if not complied, I would loose my job in nonessential service

2/17/2022 8:22 PM

85916

It's been awful. Nearly bankrupt us, our small business is still struggling. Mental health is
struggling.

2/17/2022 8:21 PM

85917

I lost my dignity, lost my father, almost lost my job, lost trust and support of my family

2/17/2022 8:21 PM

85918

You don’t even want to go there, shame on all of u

2/17/2022 8:21 PM

85919

Children and my family are exiled from society for refusing to take a needle that doesn’t stop
or slow spread or infection. Knowing grown ups and children that have been killed and injured
in the short term and the unknown of the long term. It’s just too risky for not much if any
reward. We are the same jabbed or unjabbed and the division has made me sick to tell you the
truth. They call me all kinds of names for just being cautious not to kill or damage myself or
my children. Yes end mandates at let’s get on with our lives. Those that are susceptible to
death need to take precautions not the whole World

2/17/2022 8:21 PM

85920

Too mant ways to write

2/17/2022 8:21 PM

85921

Loss of business, split my family, lost friends, lost my ability to go to a local church, more
suspicious of people, dont trust govt or health care providers at all, lost respect for the police,
a few neighbours seem to despise me, been mistreated by total strangers, treated like blacks
used to be treated, and much more!!

2/17/2022 8:21 PM

85922

I was not allowed in to my cousin's son's funeral to be with my grieving feeling and the iwk and
Tim houston also will not publicly apologize for labeling his death as a covid death when it
wasn't but we will get legal he'll and fight that.

2/17/2022 8:21 PM

85923

Laid off

2/17/2022 8:21 PM

85924

Its effecting my kids mental health.

2/17/2022 8:21 PM

85925

Just likeLiving 2 years in prison.

2/17/2022 8:21 PM

85926

Lost of job

2/17/2022 8:20 PM

85927

Never worried much! Worked right through it

2/17/2022 8:20 PM

85928

Have not seen grandchildren for over 2 years!!!

2/17/2022 8:20 PM

85929

lost my job, lost my apartment, had to move home at age 37. have been living off of credit

2/17/2022 8:20 PM
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cards and loans unable to find a job that keeps up with basic bills. If they don't end there is no
future here and i will be looking to leave the country.
85930

It has torn my family apart. My husband will lose his job at the end of March if he doesn't get
vaccinated. The covid vaccines are NOT safe and they are NOT effective. I know so many
people who have been damaged by the vaccine. It almost killed my mom after suffering a
stroke after her second Pfizer dose. These crimes against humanity have got to stop.

2/17/2022 8:20 PM

85931

Loss of job

2/17/2022 8:20 PM

85932

It made me miss a lot of daily things that I take for granted such as seeing faces, having a
daily routine undisrupted and freedom of choice.

2/17/2022 8:19 PM

85933

They have made life miserable. I was almost forced to stand in the hospital parking lot while
my father died. I don't drive so it has made seeing my family almost impossible unless they
want to spend many hours driving to visit me as we live in different provinces. My overall
stress and quality of life have plummeted over the last two years and I have lost most of my
faith in politicians and the medical profession. Every restriction and mandate was imposed with
the promise that it would make things better and ever time time things just got worse.

2/17/2022 8:19 PM

85934

Mom in a nursing home cannot have all of us adult kids visit her. I'm not able to hang with my
own 4 adult kids and grandkids the same. No going out for dinner..no dancing.. no theater..no
cross border shopping...

2/17/2022 8:19 PM

85935

Negatively

2/17/2022 8:19 PM

85936

The mandates have ruined my life.

2/17/2022 8:19 PM

85937

I've been suspended from my job. A job I love, a job where I help people. I was unlawfully
denied a religious exemption.

2/17/2022 8:18 PM

85938

Very little

2/17/2022 8:18 PM

85939

It has impacted my business and also have affected our family mentally . Has given my
daughter to hst has a disability to loose her volunteer position in long term care along with
other social unused to attend .

2/17/2022 8:18 PM

85940

Monetarily, socially, familially, emotionally, psychologically…

2/17/2022 8:18 PM

85941

Worse physical and mental health

2/17/2022 8:18 PM

85942

Ended my career.

2/17/2022 8:18 PM

85943

Everything. In every way. All mandates, digital ID, and social credit score system needs to
end and never be implemented.

2/17/2022 8:18 PM

85944

Feel terrorized by the hate discrimination, dehumanization, verbal abuse from our PM. I’ve
lived in constant anxiety since these mandates started but more so during the last election.
It’s offensive and makes me feel less. I am secretive about my status and have lost friends
and family over this. People have an irrational fear of being around me. All because of our
political class who advised the jabbed to keep away from the unjabbed. Really hateful and evil.

2/17/2022 8:17 PM

85945

Lost everything

2/17/2022 8:17 PM

85946

Limited social activities. Created rifts between self and friends due to difference of opinions
regarding mandates.

2/17/2022 8:17 PM

85947

Bad for my kids

2/17/2022 8:17 PM

85948

Sneak preview of what Governor Inslee of Washington state may do in the near future. Also,
as an American, I'm very concerned about the stablity of our northern neighbor. Never before
did I think Canada might be at risk of civil war, now I'm not so sure.

2/17/2022 8:17 PM

85949

No freedom ! It’s like communism ! We have the charter rights as a Canadian

2/17/2022 8:17 PM

85950

It has caused a divide in my family, it has caused stress in my everyday life having to deal
with masking and personal questions about my private information. It has caused me great
anxiety to be “lead” by someone who has no regard for our rights and freedoms. Trudeau
MUST go!!!

2/17/2022 8:17 PM

85951

The impossibility of leading a real life and vaccines have side effect I know I have GCA Giant

2/17/2022 8:17 PM
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C cell Artrosis it is up 60% and can lead to blindness and the 3rd jab they say has part of he
HIV chain so.. You tell me.
85952

How hasn't it would be a shorter answer

2/17/2022 8:17 PM

85953

I have no doctor. I cannot wear a mask and none will see me without one. Myopic laser focus
on covid and nothing else.

2/17/2022 8:17 PM

85954

Terribly

2/17/2022 8:17 PM

85955

I’m a prisoner in my country, I can’t cross borders. I’m treated like a second class citizen. My
children can’t play sports. We can’t enjoy things like restaurants or movie theatres. All
because we do not feel fully informed about the vaccines and the side effects. There is no
transparency.

2/17/2022 8:16 PM

85956

They have ruined our countries economy so time will time. I have lost family and friends.

2/17/2022 8:16 PM

85957

To many impacts to record here….

2/17/2022 8:16 PM

85958

Can work, can’t enroll my kids in sports, they’ve falling behind in school and it’s divided me
from friends and family. Overall, horribly.

2/17/2022 8:16 PM

85959

Badly

2/17/2022 8:16 PM

85960

Lost my job

2/17/2022 8:16 PM

85961

Yeah

2/17/2022 8:16 PM

85962

It has created division in friends, coworker’s and family

2/17/2022 8:16 PM

85963

Isolation, denial of access to recreation and fitness, ocean l outcasting, depression, restriction
of visiting family, travel restriction, restricted social activities

2/17/2022 8:16 PM

85964

Lost my job. My kid’s mental health is desperate.

2/17/2022 8:16 PM

85965

I do not trust that it has anything to do with a “pandemic”..pure evil and it has only caused
harm and death worldwide

2/17/2022 8:16 PM

85966

It’s taken away my freedom of movement and association.

2/17/2022 8:16 PM

85967

We were locked up like prisoners, hated that

2/17/2022 8:16 PM

85968

It just has

2/17/2022 8:15 PM

85969

Partial work loss, my two girls social life and schooling, tension between family members and
not being able to participate in activities ie. snowboarding at ski hills.

2/17/2022 8:15 PM

85970

I have lost friends based on my points of view on these injections. So my personal
relationships have take an unnecessary hit. I have yet to know someone who had covid, yet I
know 2 people who died from injections and 3 more with heart problems. All in their late 20s
and early 30s. Im not allowed to interact in certain places in society because apparently I'm a
filthy unvaccinated person, yet scientifically speaking am no different than a person who had
been injected when it comes to transmitting and getting the virus.

2/17/2022 8:15 PM

85971

Isolation

2/17/2022 8:15 PM

85972

Negatively

2/17/2022 8:14 PM

85973

In all ways - all my freedoms and rights had been taken and I lost all my trust in government,
forever.

2/17/2022 8:14 PM

85974

It has been upsetting, to put it mildly. I was forced to take a vaccine that I didn't want, just to
keep my job. The governments campaign to have everyone vaccinated has caused rifts, both
between family and friends and I. Some of these never to be repaired. Also, my job as a nurse
is stressful as it breaks my heart to see our Residents lonely, suffering steady decline in
cognition from not being able to have visits from their families who have chosen not to be
vaccinated. What am I to say when a Resident asks "Why is everyone mad at me?" because
nobody comes to visit?

2/17/2022 8:14 PM

85975

Political agenda & over reach needs to end immediately! We have our charter & bill of rights &
our god given rights violated by Govt over reach for the last 2 yrs & getting worse! A planned
pandemic that had 98.% Survival rate. I do not accept the great reset the global elitists want.

2/17/2022 8:14 PM
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85976

coerced into getting vax in order to keep job and keep a roof over my head

2/17/2022 8:14 PM

85977

i'm a prisoner of my own province, and also a second-class citizen.

2/17/2022 8:14 PM

85978

Cannot visit loved ones in care homes since this began, segregation to move freely, division
between families

2/17/2022 8:14 PM

85979

Unable to travel across border to help sister-in-law go through cancer treatments, unable to
visit mother-in-law in her facility, strained relationships with family, trying to plan my son's
wedding, had to be postponed, TMJ injury because of wearing mask, etc

2/17/2022 8:13 PM

85980

YOU RUINED MY LIFE

2/17/2022 8:13 PM

85981

Out of work now. Good bye 20 year career.

2/17/2022 8:13 PM

85982

I’ve seen the drug overdoses and suicides in my profession

2/17/2022 8:13 PM

85983

Mental health Health Financial Stress

2/17/2022 8:13 PM

85984

Forced early retirement, financial issues, no job, no freedom, not allowed in most business, etc

2/17/2022 8:13 PM

85985

My mental health has suffered drastically, my financial situation is much worse and I have no
faith anymore in government institutions and the state/ corporate media.

2/17/2022 8:13 PM

85986

It hasnt

2/17/2022 8:13 PM

85987

Being coerced into an injection has traumatized me.

2/17/2022 8:13 PM

85988

It has ended my career , anxiety and anger since the start as I knew right away this was a
scam. My husband has heart injury due to fake vaccine. However the convoy has restored my
faith in Canada and my fellow Canadians.

2/17/2022 8:13 PM

85989

Mental health, friends family losing livelihoods

2/17/2022 8:12 PM

85990

A lot been at home for 2 years very depressed

2/17/2022 8:12 PM

85991

Destroyed small business, families, hospital capacity, economy.

2/17/2022 8:12 PM

85992

Depression, anxiety, lack of communication. Loss of friends and family

2/17/2022 8:12 PM

85993

Diminished my ability to LIVE in JOY, diminished my physical activities....therefore body is not
happy

2/17/2022 8:12 PM

85994

Stress. Loss of full citizenship. No longer able to leave the country.

2/17/2022 8:12 PM

85995

Work and job disruptions

2/17/2022 8:12 PM

85996

I lost my job. Found another. Live in constant stress I will lose my current job due to
lockdowns/mandates/supply issues. The shot should always be a choice, not a mandate. Not
forced. Multiple people have told me they feel dirty, like they’ve been raped or sexually
assaulted, after they had to get the shot to keep their job or to travel.

2/17/2022 8:12 PM

85997

Breech of informed consent for a medical procedure

2/17/2022 8:11 PM

85998

Yes

2/17/2022 8:11 PM

85999

doing bad

2/17/2022 8:11 PM

86000

Loss of friends, loss of family. Sickness because of vaccine (both shots). Hard to breath with
mask. Vaccines do not work. Lockdowns do not work. Social distancing does not work. Masks
do not work. And all the above are causing more harm then good.

2/17/2022 8:11 PM

86001

I lost my job due to vaccine mandate. The mandate is stupid.

2/17/2022 8:11 PM

86002

My family is torn apart. I have one family member who is a COVID doctor. She has suffered
with the lockdowns. Imagine having to put in 80 hours a week on the front lines with literally no
help/sympathy from the bosses, and then having to go home to constant dismal lockdowns.
Recently, for their vacation she went to Alberta, so that they could enjoy some social time on
the slopes and in restaurants. (end of January). I am from Ontario. I bet you never imagined
that the lockdowns/mandates are having a terrible effect on the front lines workers, but indeed,
they are. In fact, she had hoped to go chill in Hawaii for a week, but they had to cancel. They
could not risk a positive COVID test and two weeks of quarantine upon return. Next, I have

2/17/2022 8:11 PM
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several immediate family member who are not vaccinated due to bad reactions to the vaccine.
This includes my 90 year old mother, a sister, and a niece and her entire family. My mother,
sister, and I had terrible reactions to the first dose of the vaccine. I may never be able to run
again. So my niece completely refused to vaccinate her family (four kids/her/husband). My
cousin's daugher developed Bell's Palsey on the birth of her daughter. These are too many
reactions to be coincidental. Do you know that in the UK they are hiring people to process
VACCINE HARM settlements at this time? Our government is lying to us. I was triple vaxxed,
and I still developed a pretty serious case of Omicron. My unvaccinated family members'
children are not allowed to participate in any organized after-school activities. They are being
treated worse than you can possibly imagine by authorities. I know that you don't like to draw
these comparisons, but imaging how the Jews felt when they were first identified and isolated?
Just how far is our government willing to take this? It makes me sick. My niece and her family
feel absolutely horrible. My niece, her family and her entire extended blended family all had
Omicron recently. ... 9 people. The ones who faired the worse were the daughters of her exhusband. They were the only ones who were vaccinated. Do you know that a company, I think
Maura, recently had a survey which asked Canadians if we should just let the unvaccinated
die, and over half of Canadians said yes. Who even asks questions like that.... so evil. I
believe all mandates should be lifted because I see the terrible suffering of my family member
COVID doctor, fully vaccinated, but who has to work in one hell and then go home to another
hell of lockdowns. And I see my unvaccinated family members suffering terribly.
https://www.jobs.nhs.uk/xi/vacancy/917036734
86003

Second class citizen

2/17/2022 8:11 PM

86004

You don’t have enough space here to list

2/17/2022 8:11 PM

86005

Mental health is at an all time low. I have lost friends and family because of my personal
choice and I feel the government and main stream media are to blame. All politician's that are
a part of the WEF need to be held accountable for their actions.

2/17/2022 8:11 PM

86006

I got shamed and fired from my 25 year career in healthcare that I loved. I lost my work family.
My children lost their ability to go to the arena to skate. I lost faith in the government. I lost
faith in the healthcare “experts”. I lost the feeling that we live in a free country.

2/17/2022 8:11 PM

86007

How has it not Charter of Freedoms stamped out. lost friends family Trust in medical advise
anxiety (suicidal) thoughts

2/17/2022 8:11 PM

86008

It needs to end

2/17/2022 8:11 PM

86009

My kids have been deprived of many things that for the older sibling was normal. My healthy
daughter was forced to make a choice between an experimental therapy, or an injection. She
called it medical rape. The stresses on our family have been unbearable at times

2/17/2022 8:11 PM

86010

It's ruined it and it's ruining childhoods.

2/17/2022 8:11 PM

86011

Loss of income. Segregation imposed by the government. Devastated mental health of myself,
wife and children.

2/17/2022 8:11 PM

86012

It has ruined my relationship with basically all family members.

2/17/2022 8:11 PM

86013

Discrimination

2/17/2022 8:10 PM

86014

Feel like I’m in jail. Some days I’m depress and lonely

2/17/2022 8:10 PM

86015

Everyone is miserable, and I've seen those around me falling more to mental illness and lack
of resources. It's disgusting to think of all that money spent with nothing to show for it.

2/17/2022 8:10 PM

86016

Forced to get a shot or lose my job.

2/17/2022 8:10 PM

86017

I have been deemed an inactive employee.

2/17/2022 8:10 PM

86018

Isolation

2/17/2022 8:10 PM

86019

Lost job, children discriminated against at university, lost income, discrimination based on
medical history, cannot participate in normal activities.

2/17/2022 8:10 PM

86020

I am not allowed to visit family in the hospital, I will potentially lose my career, people have
been brainwashed by the media to be hostile towards people who refuse the injections

2/17/2022 8:10 PM

86021

in every imaginable aspect - detrimentally

2/17/2022 8:10 PM
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86022

I lost all income and am now barely surviving on social assistance of $1500 a month that is
the price of my rent...

2/17/2022 8:10 PM

86023

Denied surgery, got covid from a triple vaxed person, cross border relationship ended because
neither one of us could travel... Oh I can go on. I hate my country and I'm trying to get out

2/17/2022 8:10 PM

86024

Lost my job and livelihood

2/17/2022 8:09 PM

86025

Chokes me up to think about not being able to say good-bye to my 92 year old dying motherin-law in hospital this past November...to hold her hand and tell her how much she meant to
me. It is inhumane to think of how the WHO, PHAC, politicians and public health have treated
the people in order to bring in the Great Reset. Horrible.

2/17/2022 8:09 PM

86026

Restricted my freedoms in unreasonable way

2/17/2022 8:09 PM

86027

Anxiety. Stress. Depression.

2/17/2022 8:09 PM

86028

I feel like I am living in a dystopian nightmare

2/17/2022 8:09 PM

86029

I Lost precious time with loved ones who I was prevented from seeing while they were In
hospital before they passed. My mother had a heart attack and I was prevented from going in
and supporting her before and after and when she was taken out of surgery she was put on a
covid floor for recovery!!! Had to fight that with local MLA. Lost two jobs now due to vaccine
mandates because I cannot medically vaccinate and now with breakthrough cases I’m glad I
didn’t let the feeling of coercion and threat of losing my job, over shaddow my good sense even the I lost my high paying jobs twice due to mandates. Since all companies are being
strong armed into vaccine compliance due to contracts with companies requiring their
contractors staff to have them on their projects, it’s limiting my ability to find gainful
employment that will Financially sustain me under current inflation rates. I’ve also been
deemed non essential for regular iron IV infusion treatments at my local hospital. I’ve also
been on a year long waiting list for an MRI for my back and in the interim, I go for regular pain
Injection treatments to manage on my own and stay employed. These have been set on
backlog now too. All of this has further contributed to my overall mental, emotional and
physical health. Having low iron Makes me extremely fatigued with severe episode of
tachycardia at times. It’s scary!! It affects my Cognitive ability and leaves me drained of
energy. This also does not help when trying to hold down a job. I’ve lost friends and long time
work colleagues because they get mad I’m not vaccinated but don’t understand my risks due
to CVID disorder. It was a daily struggle before all the lockdown measures and cut backs but
at one point for the First time ever I had to take An emergency welfare Check. Most of the
services that once were in place had volunteers but many have shit down due to mandates.
Emotionally I am drained. I have had days where I simply just want to give up and Feel like
this is not living. PLEASE, END THE MANDATES!!! painting everyone with the same brush is
just not a suitable solution.

2/17/2022 8:09 PM

86030

In every bad way possible they did more harm than good

2/17/2022 8:09 PM

86031

HONK HONK HOOOOONK!!!

2/17/2022 8:08 PM

86032

honk

2/17/2022 8:08 PM

86033

Horrible

2/17/2022 8:08 PM

86034

Loss of income, division of friends and family, children who developed anxiety and social
issues

2/17/2022 8:08 PM

86035

Federal and Provincial Governments have destroyed lives, businesses and the economy.
Friendships have been destroyed. Addition related death and suicide have spiked. All they
have done is created division and hate. They've failed by every conceivable metric. They
should stand trial and be hung.

2/17/2022 8:08 PM

86036

Job loss, mental health issues with entire family, family and friends do not get along because
of differing opinions regarding mandates.

2/17/2022 8:08 PM

86037

Ruined it

2/17/2022 8:08 PM

86038

Work, family relations, mental health

2/17/2022 8:07 PM

86039

2 years of complete government control has made everything worse.

2/17/2022 8:07 PM

86040

Can't go to work without being vax. Can't go to my union meeting. Can't go to church. Can't

2/17/2022 8:07 PM
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visit parents in old senior's home
86041

All aspects

2/17/2022 8:07 PM

86042

Drastically changed my views on the world and trust in so called institutions beyond repair.

2/17/2022 8:07 PM

86043

These mandates have affected so many elements. I am a Pastor's wife and these mandates
have done more harm than good to the holistic health of people. Especially in Northern British
Columbia where we have been hit especially hard by the mandates. I have had to walk
alongside students and members of our church who have had to lose loved ones over this time
(with some being unable to attend a funeral), have had their families divided and their mental
health torn apart. For myself, I lost important milestones from my graduation to celebrating my
wedding with friends. These are important key moments that I have grieved over. I have heard
firsthand the grief of these passports and have had to watch my husband suffer discrimination
because he is fearful of getting the vaccine as a young male.

2/17/2022 8:07 PM

86044

Travel. Social. Supporting loved ones in hospital. Less medical assistance.

2/17/2022 8:07 PM

86045

Depression, isolation, anxiety

2/17/2022 8:06 PM

86046

fucking globalist world economic forum totalitarian bullshit forcing these poison injections
everywhere, absolutely unconstitutional and dystopian. I can’t fucking find a job cuz of this shit
fuck you Trudeau, you are Klaus Schwab’s lap dog whore and we the people will come for your
head sooner or later, you’ve done too much evil and you will pay the price.

2/17/2022 8:06 PM

86047

I was terminated by my employer

2/17/2022 8:06 PM

86048

lost of job forced to het vaccinated unable to travel i am extremely anxious ever since the
whole divide started

2/17/2022 8:06 PM

86049

It has severely affected my quality of life, career, mental health, and respect for government in
general.

2/17/2022 8:06 PM

86050

I’ve been denied medical care, mandates have created such fear that people in my family
won’t see me, I’ve had more seizures during this time and I have cancer. Wearing a mask has
created issues with my breathing and pain in my chest. Not seeing people and being
discriminated against when I’m immunocompromised and not willing to take an experimental
gene therapy has been horrible for my mental health.

2/17/2022 8:06 PM

86051

I’m depressed and lonely without any real human contact, gym and travelling, also sick from
the vaccine

2/17/2022 8:06 PM

86052

Loss of employment for not vaccinating, while working remotely.

2/17/2022 8:06 PM

86053

Completely unrecognizable. Society is in shambles.

2/17/2022 8:06 PM

86054

Job loss, time stolen from relatives, division of family and friends. Mental health of child,
vaccine injuries of friends.

2/17/2022 8:06 PM

86055

Job loss - leave without pay, no EI.

2/17/2022 8:06 PM

86056

Financial and mental impacts as a direct result of the the discrimination and segregation
imposed by government provincially and federally.

2/17/2022 8:06 PM

86057

Mental anguish Economically Socially

2/17/2022 8:06 PM

86058

I’ve had my rights under the Canadian charter of rights & freedoms taken away. I demand them
back. I will not comply. I will not be injected with your poison. I will not wear a diaper on my
face.

2/17/2022 8:05 PM

86059

Delayed job opportunities, socializing, networking, playing music, taking kids to activities, etc

2/17/2022 8:05 PM

86060

My freedom was taken away.

2/17/2022 8:05 PM

86061

Very tough two years

2/17/2022 8:05 PM

86062

poorly

2/17/2022 8:05 PM

86063

My wife has been placed on leave without pay indefinitely so we have had to sell our home to
keep food on the table for our two children.

2/17/2022 8:05 PM

86064

I had to close my business and my family has been divided

2/17/2022 8:05 PM
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86065

Business has suffered. Income down severely. Prices increased on everything. Tired of no
social life

2/17/2022 8:05 PM

86066

Lost friends and family due to the division caused by the Covid pandemic.

2/17/2022 8:05 PM

86067

I haven't seen my mother in Cape Breton for three years; I lost going to church during some of
the lockdowns; missed weddings; baptisms; and I lost my choir

2/17/2022 8:05 PM

86068

Loss of family/house hold income, home schooling children, exposing government evil.

2/17/2022 8:05 PM

86069

I will now be stigmatized because based off previous experience with vaccines and additives
everywhere in general, I will be at very high risk for issues following one vaccine let alone
every 6 months. I don't appreciate being told that my risk assessment must equal vaccination.
It's coercive. It's removing my autonomy of self. And it's removing my right to say no. What's
next? Is the government going to order all babies be aborted and mandate that medical
procedure? I hope not. Close this precedent down right now.

2/17/2022 8:05 PM

86070

Can’t travel, put on live music shows, can’t see sick relatives.

2/17/2022 8:05 PM

86071

It has changing important relationships in my life due to differences among opinions. I am not
allowed to go to restaurants, movie theatres, I am publicly shamed, I can’t leave my country or
visit relatives in other provinces.

2/17/2022 8:04 PM

86072

Loss of a business operationally for 17 years and my GOA job I had been at for 5 years.
Mental health has deteriorated due to isolation of not being allowed to be accepted into society
for my medical choice.

2/17/2022 8:04 PM

86073

Lost my profession

2/17/2022 8:04 PM

86074

Loss of business

2/17/2022 8:04 PM

86075

First and forward Separated my family , affected my Job as a long haul US cross border driver
(32years), Alot of stress on my health ex: distorted my sleep, my capability of handling
different task etc.... overall took my rights away and freedom....

2/17/2022 8:04 PM

86076

Several family members have experienced severe repercussions from the vaccines they were
required to take in order to continue at their place of employment. Similarly, I will never return
to Canada if I am required to take one of the Canadian prescribed vaccines, especially the
mRNA type: Moderna, Pfizer, and Astrazeneca. There are other vaccinations on the market
and I would be willing to consider China's Sinopharm or Sinovac.

2/17/2022 8:04 PM

86077

How hasn’t it!!

2/17/2022 8:04 PM

86078

Taken away my lively hood and ability to provide for my family. Extreme division in society
that we feel everyday. Stripped of fundamental freedoms reinforced by the charter of rights and
freedoms

2/17/2022 8:04 PM

86079

Questioning the power-hungry authorities, politicians, and governments. Profound
disappointment with public health science and scientists. Stressed about their next steps,
unjustified mandates, directives, restrictions. Loss of income/ Job (place on leave without
pay), reduced social interactions and social life, loss time with families for special occasions,
closing of local businesses, prevented from travelling.

2/17/2022 8:04 PM

86080

IL, my husband, and our 3 children have been completely separated from our entire family
since the pandemic started. We live in the US and have been living completely normal lives in
our state since fall 2020. No one mandates masks, vaccines, social distancing, reduced indoor
capacity etc. and everyone here has been living life just fine. My kids are heartbroken every
day that they cannot see their grandparents, aunt, uncles, and cousins. These mandates don't
work. It has caused immense psychological stress to completely lose trust in the Canadian
government, provincial governments, local governments, and public health officials. It feels
like living in an upside down clown world, where those wearing the mask of doing good are
committing grave harms.

2/17/2022 8:04 PM

86081

Sick from constant masking. Can’t visit many businesses/restaurants as I can’t get the
vaccine.

2/17/2022 8:04 PM

86082

lost friends and family who are on the opposite side of the issue

2/17/2022 8:03 PM

86083

Both my parents lost their jobs, I haven`t seen my family in europe for 2 years - I lost friends,
dealing with depression and we are barely surviving financially.

2/17/2022 8:03 PM
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86084

Because of my choice to remain uninjected I am now a second class citizen. ie I cannot go to
restaurants or travel or even leave the country, which is supposed to be protected under the
charter.

2/17/2022 8:03 PM

86085

I cannot travel. It has affected my mobility rights and my work. I’ve been separated from
Family and friends.

2/17/2022 8:03 PM

86086

Lost my job

2/17/2022 8:03 PM

86087

I lost friends family members because of the vaxxed and the unvaxxed argument. It has
caused me alot of stress because the information that is provided tome by government and
main stream media is inadaquate and confusing. what I see happening around me is not the
canada that I want to live in. I can't believe the split this has caused.

2/17/2022 8:03 PM

86088

My children have been affected from isolation. Vaccine mandates have caused them to leave
their sports. Their friends have left them for believing in choice. The divide the mandates have
caused is irreversible.

2/17/2022 8:03 PM

86089

Ruined my kids lives, interfered with one getting a job, the other getting a full education.

2/17/2022 8:03 PM

86090

I can't leave the country, go to sporting events, restaurants and many other things.

2/17/2022 8:03 PM

86091

My father had an adverse reaction to the vaccine and spent the last 12 days of his life and
died alone in the hospital. No visitors allowed!!!!!

2/17/2022 8:03 PM

86092

Caused serious mental health issues and separation of our family

2/17/2022 8:03 PM

86093

Treated as a second class citizen due to my medical choices

2/17/2022 8:03 PM

86094

Discrimination from my doctor (refused to examine me), not being able to participate in any
indoor events or gathering with my friends and coworkers. Discrimination and resentment from
family. My son battled depression after a year of no school, no sports, no anything.

2/17/2022 8:03 PM

86095

Mental health

2/17/2022 8:02 PM

86096

It has made it a dystopian hell

2/17/2022 8:02 PM

86097

Son won't let us see our granddaughters unless we get vaxxed

2/17/2022 8:02 PM

86098

isolation, loss of friends, lack of exercise , not able to see my husband in long-term care, not
able to celebrate weddings or go to funerals, etc etc etc

2/17/2022 8:02 PM

86099

Extremely negative.

2/17/2022 8:02 PM

86100

Horribly. Mental health problems . Poor lifestyle. Financial impacts. No access to childcare.
Restricted access to elderly relatives. No access to church.

2/17/2022 8:02 PM

86101

Restricted mobility and access

2/17/2022 8:02 PM

86102

Affected a lot

2/17/2022 8:02 PM

86103

My complete livelihood and my children’s livelihoods.

2/17/2022 8:02 PM

86104

So many levels Mind body spirit financially mentally… it’s all exhausting

2/17/2022 8:02 PM

86105

Made me concerned about my livelihood and mental health and fear for the future of my kids

2/17/2022 8:02 PM

86106

It ruined much if what makes life worth living.

2/17/2022 8:02 PM

86107

It has created absolute chaos. I have one daughter I've had to Homeschool, because she can't
manage the mask for that long without panicking, a disabled daughter who has missed more
time then attending (even when school is in because there now isn't enough TAs working), and
my third daughter who enrolled in NSCC and moved home the beginning of October because of
the stigma in the school of her choosing to not be vaccinated. My husband and I own out own
company and the costs of material has skyrocketed so bad that he'll probably need to find a
job because people are starting to not be able to afford having that type of work done. My
disabled daughter has also had to have a baclofen test put on hold (this is done in day surgery
to test to see what doseage she would need for a baclofen pump), she was originally booked
for Nov. 5th and we are now aiming for August because whoever the second support person is
needs to be fully vaccinated and I don't have anyone that meets the "requirements" and it's too
long of a day to do myself. Thankfully her oral medications are still working well enough that it

2/17/2022 8:02 PM
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could be held off on for a little while. My oldest, 18, went for wisdom teeth extraction at
Bridgewater hospital in December and we was made to be embarrassed from the time we
entered the hospital and then, after I paid hospital and anesthesiologist fees ($400), I was
asked to leave the hospital and wait in my vehicle while my daughter set inside. Her surgery
was booked for 10am that morning and didn't actually go in until 1:45pm because she was
unvaccinated and had to let the vaccinated go first. This is just the most important things, the
list goes on, sadly.
86108

Depression.

2/17/2022 8:02 PM

86109

Too many ways to list, mental health, physical health, business, monitary family division

2/17/2022 8:02 PM

86110

Loss of main income in our home

2/17/2022 8:01 PM

86111

It cost me friendships, time with my family and my job.

2/17/2022 8:01 PM

86112

It has restricted my rights

2/17/2022 8:01 PM

86113

Devastating

2/17/2022 8:01 PM

86114

It took away 2 plus years of my life and my son lost being 16 and 17. How has it affected my
life? In every way possible. Friends and family have been estranged.

2/17/2022 8:01 PM

86115

I had my first child in 2021 and I was not allowed to have people with me in the hospital visits
or check ups. During delivery I was limited to one support person which severely affected my
mental and emotional health. My daughter is growing up in a world scared of people because of
masks and she is unable to see people. She doesn’t know that strangers have mouths and
smile like mom and dad. I am unvaccinated so can not take her places for baby dates and
socialized time. I can not take her swimming to get used to pools (drowning is in top 10
children deaths in Canada) how will my daughter and many other kids adjust to missing out on
so many important life milestones. I have been suicidal myself for the first time in my life
because of the micromanaging of our lives by government officials.

2/17/2022 8:01 PM

86116

Two years of not seeing family

2/17/2022 8:01 PM

86117

Lost my house lost my job lost most friends estranged from family

2/17/2022 8:01 PM

86118

Inconvenient and unnecessary!

2/17/2022 8:01 PM

86119

Unable to basically do anything. I recall the premier giving out $3000 ticket fines to whoever
visited private residents during thanksgiving, but did not fine people for having get togethers at
restaurants. Total fucking fraud of a system.

2/17/2022 8:01 PM

86120

Terrible

2/17/2022 8:01 PM

86121

Negatively. I cannot visit my son in the USA. My son in Canada suffering depression.
Stigmatized for medical choice, even though covid recovered. Can’t even visit my brother on
Van Island

2/17/2022 8:00 PM

86122

2 jobs lost in house, depressed children

2/17/2022 8:00 PM

86123

Terribly

2/17/2022 8:00 PM

86124

Ive lost so much. Inability to practice my religion, loss of family time, concerts, vacations,
thousands of dollars, ability to lip read, witnessed suffering of others unable to visit loved
ones, increase in substance abuse.

2/17/2022 8:00 PM

86125

Yes

2/17/2022 8:00 PM

86126

I haven’t been able to do anything with my 3 young children because of a choice I should free
to make !

2/17/2022 8:00 PM

86127

Yes

2/17/2022 7:59 PM

86128

Loss of ability to get medical care. Work disrupted. Unable to see family

2/17/2022 7:59 PM

86129

Depression, anxiety, distrust in media and government, I feel like I have lost my way as I have
been on hold for a year +. I can’t start my life mentally again until this is over. Help us please

2/17/2022 7:59 PM

86130

Negativly. I dont talk to half the people i use to

2/17/2022 7:59 PM

86131

The company went to four weeks on four off. I couldn’t do it. Because I’m awaiting a major

2/17/2022 7:58 PM
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surgery that’s been over a year my health is so bad I can’t work over gone bankrupt I have no
food I need help but no one will help me
86132

Lost friends, can’t travel, being treated like a second-class citizen.

2/17/2022 7:58 PM

86133

My son has had to suffer because he decided not to get vaccinated. He has played hockey for
10 years and couldn’t play this year because of his personal choice on what he puts in his
body. My grandfather passed away December 1st and we were only allowed to have 25 at the
funeral because there were unvaccinated people there. It has took a toll on everyone’s mental
health, physical health and life in general. We need to go back to normal ASAP so everyone
can try to repair the damage these mandates have done to us for the last two years.

2/17/2022 7:58 PM

86134

Cannot attend restaurants, gyms, child entertain facilities. Cannot enroll my children in extra
curricular activities or sports. My 11 year old son as high anxiety due to masking mandates
and feeling like he cannot breathe. My husband feels pressure from vaccine mandates about
possible call backs to his Stellantis job in the future. I work in essential service and it all is
redundant and impossible to enforce.

2/17/2022 7:58 PM

86135

Less money income, less visits to see my son who is in n a treatment center, ( he is
autistic)....less family visits, less going outs as a family....mental health, phisycal health
deterrent syntoms..

2/17/2022 7:57 PM

86136

Not seeing my grandkids

2/17/2022 7:57 PM

86137

I have worn a mask every day at work for over a year and despite being one of the first among
my coworkers to choose to wear one in the beginning, I have always believed it should be up
to individual choice. I was made a second class citizen under the vaccine passport system as
well.

2/17/2022 7:57 PM

86138

Can’t enjoy family friends gathering

2/17/2022 7:57 PM

86139

I haven’t worked in 2 years, i am trying to put food on the table and i am not able to so well
anymore

2/17/2022 7:57 PM

86140

It’s affecting my income, my children’s mental health

2/17/2022 7:57 PM

86141

lost work, unable to visit friends and family, depression

2/17/2022 7:56 PM

86142

Less income (I’m a marketing consultant) because some of clients went bankrupt. Also: A bit
of loneliness and overall dissatisfaction with the way governments all over the world are
handling the pandemic. It reminds me of Eastern Germany where I grew up.

2/17/2022 7:56 PM

86143

I have gotten used to the mandates put in place and when our health care system says it is
safe to do so then they should be lifted to a certain degree. I think masks and vaccines and
boosters need to stay in place for awhile yet/

2/17/2022 7:56 PM

86144

There is no life

2/17/2022 7:56 PM

86145

My right to choose feel fascist

2/17/2022 7:56 PM

86146

Made me miserable, I have considerably less hope than any other time in my life.

2/17/2022 7:56 PM

86147

My children haven’t been able to play sports, have to wear a mask many hours a day and they
have developed anxiety

2/17/2022 7:55 PM

86148

It has prevented me from living as I should, as a free Canadian citizen.

2/17/2022 7:55 PM

86149

I worry about how this has negatively affected the mental health of my children.

2/17/2022 7:55 PM

86150

Trudy sucks, I feel like a prisoner in my own country. He needs to be in jail

2/17/2022 7:55 PM

86151

My life has become anxiety and hell

2/17/2022 7:55 PM

86152

I feel ostracized but society including friends and family due to my medical decision. My
mental health has declined and my family is divided because of the various opinion.

2/17/2022 7:54 PM

86153

I feel as though the first 2-4weeks of covid lockdown was potentially necessary and somewhat
helpful. I have chosen to be vaccinated for health issues. Every individual has the right and
freedom to chose about any vaccine. The government does not have the right to take away
any Canadian citizens freedoms ever. This is not acceptable and we need an interim prime
minister

2/17/2022 7:54 PM
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86154

Losing my job due to a vaccine mandate March 4th , this is unbelievable!!

2/17/2022 7:54 PM

86155

job loss, isolation, family division

2/17/2022 7:54 PM

86156

Traumatic, caused major depression, fear, division with family and friends.

2/17/2022 7:54 PM

86157

My job was threatened

2/17/2022 7:54 PM

86158

Completely ruined my any trust I ever had in the government and media.

2/17/2022 7:54 PM

86159

Discriminated against

2/17/2022 7:53 PM

86160

I want to leave Canada and never return

2/17/2022 7:53 PM

86161

Not seeing my family. Being isolated when not sick. Watching my friends and family loose
their jobs. Cost of living, fuel, food. We are all drowning.

2/17/2022 7:52 PM

86162

Overall decline in mental health. I’ve also witnessed close friends and their families divided
over vaccine mandates. The government should have never put us in a position to microregulate each other.

2/17/2022 7:52 PM

86163

Incredibly! Lonely, isolated. It has caused division amongst family, friends. My job has been
effected. Mental health has climbed horribly.

2/17/2022 7:52 PM

86164

My husband lost his job as a Psych Nurse in BC. We had to sell our house and move to AB to
find work. Because of the unlawful mandates we had to uproot us and our 5 children from
friends and family. My husband ( who caught covid at work and shared it with the rest of us)
was forced to leave a career he loved and was incredibly good at. He saw many of his clients
lose their lives( suicide/OD) because of the closing of clinic, groups and social supports. This
affected his mental health as well. We are incredibly lucky to have strong faith, and good
friends, most of whom felt the same about the mandates as we did. So although we will be
fine, the mandates have affected us greatly.

2/17/2022 7:51 PM

86165

Mental health Got goals to accomplish

2/17/2022 7:51 PM

86166

I’m a health care worker. I was forced to vaccinate to keep my job

2/17/2022 7:51 PM

86167

Infringed on Constitutional rights and freedoms. Created division within family, church and
social spheres. Pollicization of science has eroded trust in government. Legal, medical and
business realms have been compromised. Damages to families, children, businesses far
outweigh the supposed merits of lockdowns, etc. The legacy media has not examined critically
the narrative but has parroted the political agenda of control and fear.

2/17/2022 7:50 PM

86168

Isolation. Depression. My 9 year old daughter is now in therapy for her mental health. She has
not done well with online school and lack of activities. In family fighting of vaxxed vs.
Unvaxxed. Mandates are ruining my families life.

2/17/2022 7:50 PM

86169

badly

2/17/2022 7:50 PM

86170

Friends have been ruined economically.

2/17/2022 7:50 PM

86171

As a disabled person with a mask exemption, I was shamed by people in stores and thrown
out.

2/17/2022 7:50 PM

86172

I am unable to freely leave Canada without a vaccine passport. I am forbidden to participate in
society, have lost friends and family due to these mandates! Cannot work due to not being
vaccinated! I have natural immunity! My girls are able to participate in society! Unacceptable!

2/17/2022 7:50 PM

86173

I was put on an illegal LOA when I did not comply with the vax mandate. I looked at the SEC
filing. The shot is a genetic device that instructs your cells to produce spike proteins!!! That’s
Covid! Why would I voluntarily be injected with a bio weapon that produces Covid? Our DNA
made by God is elegant. It’s 4D in its folding and unfolding. We truly are fearfully (respectfully)
and wonderfully made as the scripture says. I wasn’t an anti-vaxxer going into the plandemic,
but I certainly am now! No more needles for me. I’m single with no husband backup. My
relationships with family members and friends are strained or lost completely. I spent last
Christmas completely alone and this Christmas with friends rather than family. This plandemic
is a complete dystopian nightmare dreamed up by satanic psychopaths who ascribe no more
value to human life than they do to cattle. Covid is a distraction for a coup d’état of the free
world. It has nothing to do with health. To the contrary, it is a population reduction strategy by
elites who are open about it. Jab or job. If I described this relationship to any psychologist,

2/17/2022 7:49 PM
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they’d tell me that I’m in an extremely abusive relationship and I need to get out. The people
running this diabolical shit show are absolute monsters. Revenge is mine says the Lord. God
is JUST. Nobody ‘gets away with it’ ultimately. There’s a hell as sure as there is gravity on the
earth and anyone who does not receive the sin payment/bail of Jesus Christ is going there.
The psychos may kill us, but they will answer to Jesus Christ and receive their eternal
punishment. Amen!
86174

Caused severe anxiety for family, unable to visit elderly family, years of education
lost/hindered for children

2/17/2022 7:49 PM

86175

I was unable to get an exemption for the vaccine, despite having multiple adverse reactions in
the past. My doctor was not allowed to provide them to anyone. Because of the mandates I
didn't feel I had a choice, my family lives out of country and I hadn't seen them for almost two
years. After getting the vaccine, I developed long term cardiac, digestive and neurological
health issues that put me in the hospital twice. I'm still suffering months later despite multiple
medications. The rhetoric around unvaccinated individuals, restrictions put on them and
livelihoods lost hurt primarily vulnerable people, largely disabled. Everyone is free to get
vaccinated or wear a mask if they choose. But forcing it harms people in life altering ways.

2/17/2022 7:49 PM

86176

My freedom

2/17/2022 7:49 PM

86177

Terribly in everyway!

2/17/2022 7:48 PM

86178

I feel trapped and actively looking to leave the country

2/17/2022 7:48 PM

86179

It has affected my freedom of choice as a Canadian citizen, divide between my family and
friends, caused depression and mental health issues for my family.

2/17/2022 7:48 PM

86180

.

2/17/2022 7:48 PM

86181

My kids lost all their social and physical activities Ex hockey etc. They don’t want to go to
school anymore because of the masks. It’s a very sad world now.

2/17/2022 7:48 PM

86182

To move freely

2/17/2022 7:48 PM

86183

Separated my family and friends and financially

2/17/2022 7:48 PM

86184

I haven't been able to access the medical care I need. Ive missed 3 funerals and 2 weddings
of close family members due to travel restrictions. We had to renovate our house to allow my
husband to work from home, and after all of that My husband's job is on the line due to being
unvaccinated even though he works 100% from home still, my own business (retail) has
suffered greatly and is barely alive. My kids are unable to apply for college and university
because they're unvaccinated. One of my sons is a musician and can't play in any of the
venues that used to hire him. My younger children are struggling with their emotional and
mental health, despite all I've done to try to keep life as normal as possible for them.

2/17/2022 7:47 PM

86185

Not able to travel!

2/17/2022 7:47 PM

86186

Job loss Stress General unhappiness

2/17/2022 7:47 PM

86187

Relationships with family/friends, and my sons firefighter training came to a halt and he also
lost his job. My husband was coerced into vaccination when he did not want to.

2/17/2022 7:47 PM

86188

I have become a second class Citizen. I cannot take my family swimming, skating, I can’t eat
in restaurants. Worse of all, I fear for my livelihood because I refuse to get the vaccine.

2/17/2022 7:47 PM

86189

Making it hard at work at home

2/17/2022 7:47 PM

86190

It has shown me that the government has authority to decide what is best for my mental and
physical health .I have no rights

2/17/2022 7:47 PM

86191

Having to wear a mask and hindering my breathing. Pressure and division amongs family and
society, stress.

2/17/2022 7:46 PM

86192

Na

2/17/2022 7:46 PM

86193

I’ve been segregated from any public area. I can’t take my children to activities. My children
have gotten bullied by other students! This needs to end!

2/17/2022 7:46 PM

86194

Isolation.

2/17/2022 7:46 PM
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86195

Financially Mentally

2/17/2022 7:45 PM

86196

In every way

2/17/2022 7:45 PM

86197

Are you serious?

2/17/2022 7:45 PM

86198

It's ruined my life.

2/17/2022 7:45 PM

86199

I’ve watched friendships torn apart, didn’t get to see the newest members of my family for well
over a year

2/17/2022 7:45 PM

86200

It has made me understand government only cares about using Covid for political reasons. It
has made me distrust government.

2/17/2022 7:45 PM

86201

Financially, socially and mental health

2/17/2022 7:44 PM

86202

Negatively

2/17/2022 7:44 PM

86203

Life has sucked for 2 years. I’m tired of watching my kids cry!

2/17/2022 7:44 PM

86204

I was fired for being a danger to the public, but now everyone that I hear of with covid is double
vaccinated and boosted, where is the science now?

2/17/2022 7:44 PM

86205

It's destroyed my business.

2/17/2022 7:44 PM

86206

These mandates have affected my mental health/ well being in general, my family
relationships and income. They need to end now!

2/17/2022 7:44 PM

86207

Negatively

2/17/2022 7:44 PM

86208

I,have become a second class citizen….

2/17/2022 7:43 PM

86209

Our kids need to get back to having normal childhoods.

2/17/2022 7:43 PM

86210

Unable to gather with my church body. Increased exposure to anxiety, depression, and suicidal
ideation by clients I work with. Unable to say good-bye to my mother who died alone in a
hospital. Unable to have an appropriate funeral for my mother's death. Working from home for
two years and counting Inability to travel to see/support family in other provinces

2/17/2022 7:43 PM

86211

Lost friends. Mental duress. Lost job. Spiritual distress. Politically marooned. Lost faith in
government

2/17/2022 7:42 PM

86212

I have been ostracized by friends, family, society. I cannot socialize with them in public
places, my sons cannot participate in any community events where the passport is
implemented. We haven’t been able to start them in hockey which they love and don’t
understand why we aren’t allowed to go when others are. Masking at work everyday has
impacted my anxiety and asthma. Forcing children to wear masks while in physical education
class has broken my heart, they cannot breathe properly, they are supposed to be active and I
fear we are doing them more harm than good. They are fearful of others, their bodies, germs,
society. It is impacting children a social emotional growth, body language, cues from facial
expressions, speech and interactions. I am not able to travel to visit my family even though we
are far away from them. I’ve been treated very poorly at the hospital by multiple doctors. It has
felt lonely, I’ve been disrespected, treated like a second class citizen in my own country. It
needs to end. Our children will bear the affects of all of it for generations.

2/17/2022 7:42 PM

86213

Reduced the goods and services crossing the Ambassador Bridge.

2/17/2022 7:42 PM

86214

caused disruptions in my business

2/17/2022 7:42 PM

86215

Life has been shit for two years. Division segregation tyranny. I could go on

2/17/2022 7:42 PM

86216

I've been unable to attend family events due to capacity limits and as a result I missed my
Grandmothers 100th birthday on October 4, 2021.

2/17/2022 7:42 PM

86217

I have contemplated suicide because of the curfews and lockdowns in Quebec. I am tired of
the divisive politics. I may have my bank account frozen soon because I contributed to the
truckers and my name appears on the hacked list. I will live in the street if that happens. I
have a permanent disability income from the Regie des Rentes du Quebec since 2008 for
autism spectrum disorder Aspergers.

2/17/2022 7:42 PM

86218

unneeded stress; the attempted stripping of Constitutional Rights that the government has no
business tampering with; no confidence in government authorities to do what is right for the

2/17/2022 7:41 PM
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people of Canada -our leaders act like petulant children and treat Canadians as if they are
children that need discipline; calling them names like some school yard bully, because they
don't agree with them. Meanwhile the government is destroying people's livelihoods and the
Canadian economy over a disease that kills less people than the regular flu. They buy out the
media to spread their lies, and suppress qualified doctors who dare to speak against their
narrative. What happened to free speech and open discussion to find real solutions? Trudeau
and Ford seem to think they are leaders of a dictatorship, rather than a democracy. They both
need to step down, before the damage they are causing destroys this wonderful country.
86219

Alienated from friends. Limited shopping. Forced obedience to illegal, unsafe medical
practices. Wasted taxpayer money. Abuse of rights to personal freedom in general.

2/17/2022 7:41 PM

86220

Destroying my child's education, ripped my family apart, divided the whole country.

2/17/2022 7:41 PM

86221

Minimally. Inconvenient at worst.

2/17/2022 7:41 PM

86222

I want to die because of this. I don't see any future.

2/17/2022 7:41 PM

86223

Mental health has diminished, financially I've lost money.

2/17/2022 7:41 PM

86224

I live with Serious allergies. Perfume and petroleum products reduce my airway to the size of a
straw. I had to go off on sick leave because my employer would not accommodate my medical
request. I even was able to provide them with health dept approved alternatives. In a few more
days I will have no sick days left and therefore no income.

2/17/2022 7:41 PM

86225

Finance, social, mental health.

2/17/2022 7:40 PM

86226

Depression and family divisions

2/17/2022 7:40 PM

86227

Lost my job, made me severely depressed and unwilling to do anything. Planning on leaving
country.

2/17/2022 7:40 PM

86228

Directly

2/17/2022 7:40 PM

86229

Very disruptive, too many to mention!!!

2/17/2022 7:40 PM

86230

Greatly!

2/17/2022 7:39 PM

86231

My mental health is deteriorating

2/17/2022 7:39 PM

86232

For 2 years I cannot visit my aging parents in NL . I cannot attend a funeral in NL . My family
is divided on this stupidity. The shots are poison so I will not comply.

2/17/2022 7:39 PM

86233

My mom had to die alone in hospital. Unable to attend functions and movie theatre, gym or
restaurants! Disgusting!

2/17/2022 7:39 PM

86234

Minor inconsistencies

2/17/2022 7:39 PM

86235

Depression, lost business, separated family members

2/17/2022 7:38 PM

86236

Seeing people suffer

2/17/2022 7:38 PM

86237

Negatively in the worst ways thinkable

2/17/2022 7:38 PM

86238

The worst of all was Trudeau calling me vile names, complete nonsense, saying the people are
angry with the unvaccinated (me) and egging them on. He should be charged with hate crimes.
He made me feel unsafe and frightened for my safety in my own country. The head of my
country, Canada, targeted me for hate!! Why has he not been charged yet??

2/17/2022 7:38 PM

86239

Yes.

2/17/2022 7:38 PM

86240

Depression

2/17/2022 7:38 PM

86241

Badly. I lost my job, had emergency surgery postponed, lost friends/family

2/17/2022 7:38 PM

86242

husband has depression, my leave of abscence from work becasue of masking, new farm
business has been stalled by higher costs and lack of availability of steel and wood.

2/17/2022 7:37 PM

86243

Lost job

2/17/2022 7:37 PM

86244

For the last 6 months I felt like an outsider in my own country. I wasn’t able to watch my high
school aged daughter play basketball, have a meal at a restaurant or go to the movies all

2/17/2022 7:37 PM
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because I would take a “vaccine” that doesn’t prevent infection or transmission of Covid 19.
Not to mention I had a prior infection that gave me natural antibodies. This isn’t a free country
anymore. This is medical apartheid plain and simple and the hateful rhetoric from our Prime
Minister has divided this country to the point I don’t recognize it anymore.
86245

Horribly. My whole family is depressed and anxious

2/17/2022 7:37 PM

86246

Countless negative ways.

2/17/2022 7:36 PM

86247

Slowed my business, my mothers cancer surgery was delayed to a dangerous point.

2/17/2022 7:36 PM

86248

I am watching Canada for 2 years now heading toward Totalitarian government. I was born in a
free country and I expect it to stay FREE.

2/17/2022 7:36 PM

86249

It has brought about segregation and division in our society making people second-class
citizens within their own communities. Turning rights into privileges for those who comply with
government decree and suggestions.

2/17/2022 7:36 PM

86250

I can't find work because of the mandates.

2/17/2022 7:36 PM

86251

How? I dont have a life if im not given choices.. mandates are not choices.

2/17/2022 7:36 PM

86252

In every way! Lost my job due to mandates Can’t do social things Can’t take grandkids to the
pool ext. Stress levels are high Mood is low

2/17/2022 7:35 PM

86253

I haven’t been able to see elder family members or my daughter that is in another province. A
family members life has been destroyed due to an aneurysm & stroke after being vaccinated.
My job disappeared as well.

2/17/2022 7:35 PM

86254

Lost my job, can’t fly, can’t leave my country, can’t go to restaurants, can’t go to funerals etc

2/17/2022 7:35 PM

86255

Unable to travel. Business suffered. Daughter forced to withdraw from university.

2/17/2022 7:35 PM

86256

Mentally the worst I've ever been, substance addiction

2/17/2022 7:35 PM

86257

Negatively

2/17/2022 7:34 PM

86258

Loss of family member contact and activities to retain health

2/17/2022 7:34 PM

86259

Haven't seen loved ones in 2 years and lost loved ones due to the vaccine, including my
business.

2/17/2022 7:34 PM

86260

I’m fine. My children are suffering, however. Loss of friends. Loss of connections. Loss of
sports. Loss after loss. Mental health challenges brought on directly from the mandates.

2/17/2022 7:34 PM

86261

My daughter is 9 years old and dances competitively, and to travel and make sure she’s safe I
had to get the shot

2/17/2022 7:34 PM

86262

Tremendously

2/17/2022 7:34 PM

86263

Anxiety

2/17/2022 7:33 PM

86264

lOSS OF JOB AND ALL INCOME.

2/17/2022 7:33 PM

86265

Brutal de-humanizing painful and psychotic

2/17/2022 7:33 PM

86266

It has greatly affected my mental health and my kids mental health. It has caused divide in my
family. My kids sports are effected and my ability to watch them.

2/17/2022 7:33 PM

86267

Destroyed mulltiple relationships, I'm financiallly ruined, lost my license over a direct covid
related emergency, I don''t speak to family, endless list of similar horror.

2/17/2022 7:32 PM

86268

Awakened me to government corruption and now have complete distrust of government and
media

2/17/2022 7:32 PM

86269

It's bankrupted my restaurant.

2/17/2022 7:32 PM

86270

Stress

2/17/2022 7:32 PM

86271

It hasn't. I'm a shut in.

2/17/2022 7:32 PM

86272

lost everything brink of mort

2/17/2022 7:32 PM
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86273

Forced me to take a leave of absence as a matter of conscience

2/17/2022 7:32 PM

86274

Loss of income, loss of stability, loss of employment

2/17/2022 7:32 PM

86275

Unemployed. Had to sell my home. PTSD

2/17/2022 7:31 PM

86276

On every level possible…2 years lost of my life that we won’t get back! Time missed with
family and friends. This caused people to divide against each other .. mental health issues
went up .. I firmly believe this was a big mistake to enforce lock downs and to make it
mandatory to get vaccinated.. scrap all mandates! Federal and provincial NOW!

2/17/2022 7:31 PM

86277

Mental anguish, loss of income and job, forced out of society, afraid, angry, tensions in
relationships, loss of trust in government, health care, and other big institutions, loss of right to
travel, loss of personal freedoms, loss of hope, anger

2/17/2022 7:31 PM

86278

My first vaccine gave me heart palpitations. I can't get a flight to work without a second dose,
so I drive 16 hours to northern BC. I have a family and refuse to put my heart at risk. My work
schedule is 2 weeks on 2 weeks off

2/17/2022 7:31 PM

86279

I'm treated as a second class citizen for choosing to follow my religious beliefs (which are
supposed to be protected in this country). I've been separated from my family for two years,
I've only been able to see my nephew once since he's been born in April 2020 when the
Atlantic bubble was in place for roughly 2 months. I've been demonized by my government and
fellow citizens because of the divisiveness spouted by my government. It's psychological
torture to constantly shift the measures and I've been living with constant anxiety over my
rights being subject to the whims of the government. I just want to be left alone to live my life.

2/17/2022 7:31 PM

86280

Husband was a touring musician. He has been unable to work for over two years. My work
place was shut down three separate times. My mental health has suffered and relationships
have ended over differing views. My parents will not speak with me anymore

2/17/2022 7:31 PM

86281

Lost job

2/17/2022 7:30 PM

86282

Ruined my life

2/17/2022 7:30 PM

86283

Made it a bit safer

2/17/2022 7:30 PM

86284

I was coerced into having a medical procedure I did not want or need, caused unnecessary
stress and stressed my personal and professional relationships.

2/17/2022 7:30 PM

86285

I was fired for not getting the vax. This also denied me entry into various parts of society. The
medical segregation is wrong.

2/17/2022 7:30 PM

86286

Unable to travel to family, feelings of isolation, excluded from funerals

2/17/2022 7:30 PM

86287

Depression alone

2/17/2022 7:30 PM

86288

My 14 year old daughter is now medicated due to acute depression and suicidal attempts. My
13 year old daughter developed myocarditis immediately after the first shot of Pfizer Covid
vaccine, and due to her not being able to get the second shot she is being bullied at school
and even had to stop sports. From a financial aspect, work opportunities have drastically
decreased, thus creating stress at home. Worst 2 years of our lives.

2/17/2022 7:30 PM

86289

Couldn't enjoy going to the theater, restaurants,bars, show venues to take my mind off the
normal everyday routine.

2/17/2022 7:30 PM

86290

I can't work unless I wear a muzzle and get experimental injections.

2/17/2022 7:30 PM

86291

In many ways. Work, children with depression most importantly

2/17/2022 7:30 PM

86292

I am a health care worker. Masks are part of my life. My concern is with the bigger picture and
vaccine use under short test process.

2/17/2022 7:29 PM

86293

My job is on the line because of mandates. I can’t see my family either because of travel
restrictions.

2/17/2022 7:29 PM

86294

In every aspect

2/17/2022 7:29 PM

86295

Family separated and divided. Lost job. Lost family members without saying good-bye, no
funeral. Hate and discrimination. Stripped of our rights to choose what is best for ourselves

2/17/2022 7:29 PM
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and our children. Denied any REAL science, early treatments. Leaving the feeling of no hope,
no hope for myself and more importantly our children.
86296

Harmed my childrens physical and mental health. Affected both my spouse and myself mental
health

2/17/2022 7:29 PM

86297

Stress and anxiety over being forced to vax

2/17/2022 7:29 PM

86298

limited restrictions

2/17/2022 7:28 PM

86299

My daughters are afraid of crowds. They are 14 and hate going to the mall! They need their
friends.

2/17/2022 7:28 PM

86300

Negatively in every aspect of my life

2/17/2022 7:28 PM

86301

Bullied, ostracized, segregated, mental health decline, unable to attend or host family
gatherings, relationships deteriorating, church events camcelled, sometimes difficult to
understand people when wearing masks, difficult to find a quiet place for my daughter to
school via internet

2/17/2022 7:28 PM

86302

Haven’t been able to take my spouse out for meaningful dates which has an affect on our
relationship. Can’t access my kids sports events.

2/17/2022 7:28 PM

86303

They have kept me safe.

2/17/2022 7:28 PM

86304

typical life..cancelled and censored.

2/17/2022 7:28 PM

86305

Could not visit my dying mom in hospital. My father not getting proper treatment for cancer
recovery. My wife's surgery cancelled ... my daughter is losing out on life!!

2/17/2022 7:28 PM

86306

Keeping everyone separated/isolated taking away everyone’s freedoms/ rights/ making people
choose between work or getting vaccinated/giving more health problems to people than covid/
ruining the economy etc.

2/17/2022 7:28 PM

86307

Deaths, depression, missed crucial events

2/17/2022 7:28 PM

86308

It has affected all aspects of life.

2/17/2022 7:28 PM

86309

Government overreach

2/17/2022 7:27 PM

86310

It has negatively affected my family and friends mental and physical health. It has created
division in our country and so much hate. I don't want this future for my kids.

2/17/2022 7:27 PM

86311

It really has not effected me

2/17/2022 7:27 PM

86312

Tremendously

2/17/2022 7:27 PM

86313

Not only do they consume my work on a daily but I have to wear masks and social distance
when I go to the grocery store or for that matter anywhere

2/17/2022 7:26 PM

86314

Anxiety. Loneliness. Family issues.

2/17/2022 7:26 PM

86315

Every way

2/17/2022 7:26 PM

86316

My husband lost his job. I’m unable to visit my Sister in a nursing home. The mandates have
caused such devsion in our families & community. We can’t socialize with family & friends.
Cost of living has increased.

2/17/2022 7:26 PM

86317

The socializing aspect yes. Humans are not met to be confined. The children are the next
generation of leaders and they are the impacted ones. There health is affected by having to
breath through masses all day long. This is not normal . The governments have messed up
here. I do appreciate that the Truckers protest has brought things to the forefront and people
are listening including the elected people of government who are placed there by the people.

2/17/2022 7:26 PM

86318

Children’s sports Reduced church services Less time with family

2/17/2022 7:26 PM

86319

Have become depressed and saddened deeply

2/17/2022 7:26 PM

86320

Depression, socializing

2/17/2022 7:25 PM

86321

Not able to go to restaurants, pubs, movies, bowling, events. Stress level thru the roof.

2/17/2022 7:25 PM

86322

Ruined my life. Made me suicidal

2/17/2022 7:25 PM
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86323

As Friends and Family lose their livelihoods, lose access to basic services (recreational and
necessary) as well as the loss of Bodily Autonomy, the consequences in the future committed
by a tyrannical government will put our current legislation to shame.

2/17/2022 7:25 PM

86324

I am unable to travel, go out to restaurants or any events. I have recovered from CoVid and do
not want to inject an experimental drug.

2/17/2022 7:25 PM

86325

Negatively, in all aspects. The virus itself has had ZERO impact on my life, or those of my
family, friends, co workers and clients. This “health crisis” is the biggest goal ever perpetrated
on the world’s public. All who I know have ignored these mandates for two years, and will
continue to do so. We must be extremely lucky. None of are dead.

2/17/2022 7:24 PM

86326

It has broken my family apart, my kids have suffered socially- I have children that haven’t and
no longer can meet certain family members (they have passed), segregated from society,
become a second class citizen, missed milestones, sacrificed TWO YEARS that we can
never get back, lost my job for refusing the jab.

2/17/2022 7:24 PM

86327

lost my business, family members, freinds, soon my home, trust in govt

2/17/2022 7:24 PM

86328

My government has incited hate and discrimination against my family and myself. They have
stripped me of my rights illegally.

2/17/2022 7:24 PM

86329

My child is unable to finish university

2/17/2022 7:24 PM

86330

It has caused harmful division within family and community and some of my basic human
rights have been taken away because I made a choice to not get vaccinated.

2/17/2022 7:24 PM

86331

Placed on forced leave without pay for maintaining my right to medical privacy.

2/17/2022 7:24 PM

86332

It really hasn't

2/17/2022 7:24 PM

86333

It has completely destroyed my life, and my children's lives. It has destroyed our community
connection and every single person I know can say that it has affected their relationships with
family and friends. There are people within sour small community who have lost their jobs due
to the mandates.

2/17/2022 7:24 PM

86334

Negatively in countless ways

2/17/2022 7:24 PM

86335

Lost job, broken friendship and family relationship, couldn’t attend a funeral of my dad was the
worst

2/17/2022 7:24 PM

86336

Bad

2/17/2022 7:24 PM

86337

It has increased my depression, stress, and absolute distrust in the authorities ability to
resolve anything more complicated than a parking ticket.

2/17/2022 7:23 PM

86338

All the mandates have affected my life ...the freedom to move where I want and need to go!

2/17/2022 7:23 PM

86339

Mobility, mental health, financially etc

2/17/2022 7:23 PM

86340

Ruined it

2/17/2022 7:23 PM

86341

Isolation and feeling of separation from society.

2/17/2022 7:23 PM

86342

Mental health gone to shit, scheduled to be fired

2/17/2022 7:23 PM

86343

Lost my job

2/17/2022 7:23 PM

86344

In every way imaginable...

2/17/2022 7:23 PM

86345

despair

2/17/2022 7:23 PM

86346

I can’t fucking breath at work. My job has been threatened as well as my education. I’m paying
for post secondary to basically educate myself at this point. I cannot see my loved ones

2/17/2022 7:22 PM

86347

Loss of income. Mental health strain on myself and my kids.

2/17/2022 7:22 PM

86348

The mask mandate is responsible that I lost my job after 22 years; the company decided to
stop the production line and replaced it with masks, because this would give more profit. We
have not been able to travel and help our elderly and sick parents in Europe too. This all
caused financial problems, depression and anxiety in every single family member. Further I

2/17/2022 7:22 PM
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have a great job offer in Europe but can not accept it, since I am not allowed to leave this
wonderful country anymore.
86349

Our children are terrified to remove their mask. They are crying because they cannot see their
friends, family and have birthday parties. We have been depressed and had sometimes
suicidal thoughts. Had to sell our business due to covid as well.

2/17/2022 7:22 PM

86350

It forced me to resign from my job that I loved

2/17/2022 7:22 PM

86351

Lost my job, can’t leave Canada

2/17/2022 7:22 PM

86352

Lost job, friends, family

2/17/2022 7:22 PM

86353

In a drastic way ! Trudeau needs to go and all of government as they do not listen to the
people

2/17/2022 7:22 PM

86354

Family division, witnessing the maltreatment of the unvaccinated in my family has been
challenging psychologically. I had to get a vaccine to keep my job. I’ve witnessed the
exclusion of clients from community centres vital to their well-being and supplementing
supports due to low-income, be prohibited from accessing those centres. As a counsellor, I’ve
seen the increase in fear, distrust, hope and connection in clients who are deeply struggling
with mental health. Many clients have lost their jobs and can’t find new employment because
of their vaccination status. Isolated clients at risk for family violence were put a more risk by
lockdown mandates… Suicidal ideation, attempts, and completions have dramatically
increased for children and youth… I sit with some as clients… so negatively. Life has been
impacted negatively

2/17/2022 7:22 PM

86355

Father died after 4 months in hospital aug 2020 99% of the time alone. Family member double
vax is in hamilton hospital with bleeding heart. Other son coerced into jab or lose his job. This
is just 3 example

2/17/2022 7:22 PM

86356

Severe mental health degradation, financial losses

2/17/2022 7:22 PM

86357

All of these mandates are so pointless and unscientific, but the worst was my wife being alone
in the hospital during a major surgery. I lost my job for 3 months. My son was fired in January.
And then the usual fear and social isolation.

2/17/2022 7:21 PM

86358

Depression and job loss

2/17/2022 7:21 PM

86359

I can no longer work as a choir director.

2/17/2022 7:21 PM

86360

Can't travel Can't just go out to eat without booking unless I want to wait til the occupancy has
reduced. Severe Depression, isolation

2/17/2022 7:21 PM

86361

I fear for my children’s mental health as we pulled them from hockey which they loved as it
was clear there was discrimination against unvaxxed families. As well we have lost our best
friends and some family due to divided opinions, these are relationships that may never heal
so it has also had an impact on my husband’s and mine mental health. My husband nearly lost
his job before they allowed testing as well.. I am not ok with how Bonnie Henry and Justin
Trudeau are handling the pandemic and dividing the entire country with useless mandates that
have been proven scientifically to not be effective.

2/17/2022 7:21 PM

86362

I have not follow the mandate.

2/17/2022 7:21 PM

86363

Travel restrictions, vaccine passports,threaten job

2/17/2022 7:21 PM

86364

I have been ostracized, threatened and verbally abused. I don't trust the government or
medical community anymore.

2/17/2022 7:21 PM

86365

All

2/17/2022 7:21 PM

86366

Lost close friends. Haven’t had any social life since September 2020. One of my family
member has being put on unpaid leave and is under the threat of being fired. We were robbed
of all hope, we feel abused, bullied, hated on and rejected. We now have severe depression
(diagnosed by a therapist.)

2/17/2022 7:21 PM

86367

Divided my family. Lost friends. Depression

2/17/2022 7:21 PM

86368

If people want the vaccine get if not don’t get it. Everyone should have a choice with no strings
attached(like losing a job) that is not a choice it’s coercion and it’s wrong. I have many friends
that were in this position, lose a pension you’ve collected for 20 years or take this shot that

2/17/2022 7:21 PM
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you don’t want. I have chosen not to get the shot for medical reasons and now I’m not allowed
to go in an arena, stand by myself and watch my only son play hockey. The way I am treated
by our team is awful, nobody will talk to me or even look me in the eye, I can’t believe what
has happened to people. The division and fear that the media and our government’s have
created is heartbreaking. The amount of mental illness that is happening and will be for
generations to come:( The amount of drug overdoses, suicides, abuse that’s happening! That’s
the real problem. Our hospitals have been overwhelmed for years! It’s nothing new! And then
to fire healthcare workers for something that should be a choice is insanity! In the middle of a
pandemic. I have many friends in nursing that say it’s so dangerous to be a nurse right now
and they are leaving in droves, because they are being asked to work in other departments and
work with people that are not qualified and if something happens to one of their patients they
are on the hook for it. Everything that is happening now is wrong and doesn’t make sense. All
my vaccinated friends see what is going on and are speaking up. All my vaccinated friends
who were forced to get it are speaking up. End the mandates now and these awful vaccine
passes. Every restaurant owner hates them and hates turning away paying customers over
something that everyone gets and spreads . Time to move on
86369

Did not allow me to freely participate in society

2/17/2022 7:20 PM

86370

In every way possible

2/17/2022 7:20 PM

86371

Cannot fly

2/17/2022 7:20 PM

86372

I have experienced the terror of realizing my govt. was trying to murder me, went down a very
dark, frantic path that cost me everything, eventually leading to me experiencing a spiritual
awakening. This has been the most difficult time of my life - for worse, and for better.

2/17/2022 7:19 PM

86373

Had to miss family celebrations at restaurants. About to get fired (June 1). Can’t take my kids
anywhere. Division of friends and family.

2/17/2022 7:19 PM

86374

Ruined it

2/17/2022 7:19 PM

86375

I did not immigrate to Canada to live under totalitarian governance. The mandate has extened
far too long and is apparently no longer necessary. I have lost my freedom due to this
mandate.

2/17/2022 7:19 PM

86376

isolation from family. Difficulty breathing when wearing masks

2/17/2022 7:19 PM

86377

International travel limited, ended. Revenue flow threatened, damaged.

2/17/2022 7:19 PM

86378

Lost many friends, havent seen family, lost work to support family. Its divided our country

2/17/2022 7:19 PM

86379

I am a survivor of childhood abuse, and have felt like I have been trapped in another abusive
relationship with the governments for the past 2 years.

2/17/2022 7:19 PM

86380

Everything feel like i dont want to live love or laugh because of justin tredeau

2/17/2022 7:18 PM

86381

Restricted travel. Paying for pcr testing to get back into my own country

2/17/2022 7:18 PM

86382

It has divided my friends and endangered my livelihood.

2/17/2022 7:18 PM

86383

I can’t leave the country. I live in Windsor and had to drive 10,050 km round trip 90+ hrs driving
in December winter roads, to Dawson Creek area, to see my daughter and my 6 grandkids. It’s
ridiculous.

2/17/2022 7:18 PM

86384

Created an impeding financial crisis, consolidated wealth to the Uber rich and simultaneuosly
have government's uncontrollable power over who gets to suffer

2/17/2022 7:18 PM

86385

We can't plan for trips like we used to due to mandates. My daughter has had her mental
health severly affected the last bit due tk the masking and not being able to play with all her
friends. The vaccine passport severly limits what we can do, especially when it comes to
watching my daughter participate in extra curricular activities. Plus there is always the fear of
segregation due to not being vaccinated, especially for my daughter. Its not good all around for
anyones mental or physical health.

2/17/2022 7:18 PM

86386

Not allowed in restaurants

2/17/2022 7:18 PM

86387

stressed out to the max makes no sense starting to cringe when I hear the word 'science'

2/17/2022 7:18 PM

86388

It has prevented me from visiting close relatives.

2/17/2022 7:18 PM
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86389

I’ve become a second-class citizen that doesn’t have the rights guaranteed to me under the
Charter of Rights and Freedoms. I may lose my job because I will be refusing testing.

2/17/2022 7:17 PM

86390

My employment has been at risk and I have been subject to testing every 72 hours at a
personal cost of $40 per test 2 times a week. Myself and my family are second class citizens
and can’t go out to eat, go to the movies, travel etc etc etc.

2/17/2022 7:17 PM

86391

It has shown me ow utterly inept our government is and how corrupt both our media and
government is.

2/17/2022 7:17 PM

86392

I am unvaccinated and therefore treated like a leper. As a veteran of the Canadian Army with
25 years service, I am deeply hurt by these mandates and restrictions.

2/17/2022 7:17 PM

86393

lost my job, lost my place of residence, harder to get a job now, gas went up over 50cents per
litre, food costs are up 35%, and the government has no plans to let people just be responsible
for themselves and live their lives

2/17/2022 7:17 PM

86394

My kids are denied going to university

2/17/2022 7:17 PM

86395

Wasted 2 years of my life

2/17/2022 7:16 PM

86396

Terrible, it made my life a living hell. I’m miserable and depressed from the lies and poor
leadership

2/17/2022 7:16 PM

86397

Stopped keeping living my life

2/17/2022 7:16 PM

86398

Mental health and the lives and development of my children

2/17/2022 7:16 PM

86399

Depression anxiety fear

2/17/2022 7:15 PM

86400

I have lost my job, I have lost friends, I barely have a relationship with my family and can not
get married in Toronto City Hall due to the mandates. We have a finite amount of time on this
earth and for the Government to continue to abuse the temporary powers granted due to covid
is unacceptable.

2/17/2022 7:15 PM

86401

Very little social life anymore. People are afraid and turning against each other.

2/17/2022 7:15 PM

86402

I plan on leaving canada as soon as possible and i will never ever come back

2/17/2022 7:15 PM

86403

Canadian citizens life in fear of their criminal governments.

2/17/2022 7:15 PM

86404

I lost my job..my career ..my credit..my dignity..my mental health is shot. Losing a loved one
without being able to hug them and say good bye. It has basically taken away things I shall
never get back.

2/17/2022 7:15 PM

86405

Depression

2/17/2022 7:14 PM

86406

Mentally and economically

2/17/2022 7:14 PM

86407

My career opportunities have been severely limited by these mandates. My children's
educations and future are at risk.

2/17/2022 7:14 PM

86408

Fortunately not much for my wife and I, however our spend on entertainment, food and
beverage industry has been $0 - so they have been impacted disproportionately

2/17/2022 7:13 PM

86409

Well lets see..I can't leave the country, eat in restaurants, go to the movies, will lose my JOB
if I don't get jabbed. HOWS THAT FOR A START

2/17/2022 7:13 PM

86410

Not able to have family together for my grandmothers funeral was devastating. The so soap
impacts of not being able to gather with friends and family over holidays has been severe.
Being discriminated against for choosing what I do and Do NOT PUT IN MY BODY. Business
and pleasure travel plans being constantly canceled. The divide created by punishing the
unvaccinated is devastating. tearing apart families, friends , coworkers and communities
because of negative messaging of the media and the blatant denial of any opposing or
questioning narrative. It is my sincere hope we can recover from this atrocity.

2/17/2022 7:13 PM

86411

Separation from family, friends and job

2/17/2022 7:12 PM

86412

Lonely

2/17/2022 7:12 PM

86413

Stolen my rights and freedoms

2/17/2022 7:12 PM
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86414

As a Permanent Resident in Canada since 1985, I have felt so isolated from friends, family,
groups, etc. To me, people in public places seem like half faced zombies walking around!
Where has humanity gone?!

2/17/2022 7:12 PM

86415

My daughter in grade 8 needs to freely socialize again. My son in grade 1 needs to more
clearly hear what his teacher is saying and improve his vocabulary and pronunciation.

2/17/2022 7:12 PM

86416

It has affected my income

2/17/2022 7:12 PM

86417

I have not been able to go to public spaces that require vaccine passport due to my hesitation
with the vaccine caused by genetic heart issues. My child has not been able to do sports or
extracurricular activities due to vaccine mandates.

2/17/2022 7:11 PM

86418

Lost my business. Struggling financially.

2/17/2022 7:11 PM

86419

Mental health decline, damage to trust of media and government, alienation from friends

2/17/2022 7:11 PM

86420

Too much to mention. Just a few listed below: - Family divided, it will never be the same Kids
could not go to sports, put on weight Could not travel to see my elderly parents

2/17/2022 7:11 PM

86421

My dad died alone on the covid floor (without covid) because no visitors unless death eminent.
I couldn’t see my husband for three weeks when he had heart surgery because I was not
double vaxed. All extended family life beyond children and parents is gone because of all the
restrictions around assembly and travel.

2/17/2022 7:11 PM

86422

It has affected EVERYONE in this country: children, seniors, businesses, schools, moms,
dads... EVERYONE. More important - its affected our TRUST in government, medical folks
and media. Trust is gone. Maybe forever.

2/17/2022 7:10 PM

86423

Job loss, mental health, intimidation and mistrust of government now.

2/17/2022 7:10 PM

86424

On the positive, I am saving money by not being able to go to restaurants, casinos, theatres,
and not being able to visit friends and relatives due to mandates. On the negative, may end up
losing my job because natural immunity isn’t accepted.

2/17/2022 7:10 PM

86425

We’ve experienced job losses, and our livelihoods have been greatly affected. We have had to
go through a bankruptcy because of the mandates forcing us out of work. We have had to
have our vehicle repossessed as well. Two of our youngest Children have major speech delay,
and have been slow to develop cognitively for their ages due to masks, and everyone around
them wearing masks. We are also religious and it’s affected our ability to gather for prayer and
with our church congregation. My children cannot attend any extra curricular activities they
used to enjoy, it’s affected their mental health seeing others being able to swim and put on
their dance recitals. We cannot attend band recitals for my oldest child either because of the
segregation at the halls and event centres. Our children have suffered the most due to these
draconian measures. And we will continue to stand up for their freedoms.

2/17/2022 7:10 PM

86426

I want to kill myself

2/17/2022 7:10 PM

86427

covid19 and the mandates forced me to self isolate for two years, missed all family occasions
and holidays and all milestones in our family. I complied based on my medical conditions and
with medical advice to deal with this pandemic. It is an reoccurring and ongoing situation, this
must be dealt with a different plan . Its time to decide how we can do that. It must be the least
harmful way we can find.

2/17/2022 7:09 PM

86428

My life is has been turned upside down . Loss of job

2/17/2022 7:09 PM

86429

More or less left me with the feeling I was raped by politicians while submitting to a medical
procedure in order to remain employed

2/17/2022 7:09 PM

86430

Created division in our society

2/17/2022 7:09 PM

86431

I can't breath properly with the masks, my government has gone crazy and the damage to our
future will be immense.

2/17/2022 7:09 PM

86432

I can't leave canada even if I wanted to. I am a prisoner in my own country

2/17/2022 7:09 PM

86433

Negativity. My children haven't had a regular childhood since 2019, missed celebrating their
birthday's with family and friends. My son what was 2 years old when this started doesn't know
his grandparents and great grandmother because we've done social distancing and staying
away the most vulnerable. They've missed out on sports, ballet. My now 4 year old son has

2/17/2022 7:09 PM
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missed pre primary because we don't want to mask our toddler, especially knowing the
deprimental sife effects it has on children. My daughter suffers with anxiety, she is terrified to
cough, sneeze or clear her throat at school because she fears everyone will think she has
covid19. In December of 2021 my daughter had a breakdown at school when they moved to
masking 6 hours a day with no break (besides to eat) not even allowed to breathe fresh air, we
had to switch her to homeschooling. She now misses her peers daily, but refers to school as
prison... this coming from an A+ student who absolutely loved School. We are done with
everything, we have done everything asked of us and not one of these measures has been
good for our family. We are sick and tired or being treated like we have the immune system of
a 80 years old. Time to finally do what Dr Strang said, prepare the hospitals and care those
who are most vulnerable. Stop restricting healthy people! That goes for all vaccanated and
unvaccinated Also stop the discrimination segregation and hate talk coming from government
bureaucrats this shouldn't be allowed. Especially the PM
86434

Restricted movement. Increased anxiety. Strained relationships.

2/17/2022 7:09 PM

86435

Socially, financially, mentally and physically exhausted from these mandates. They need to
stop!

2/17/2022 7:08 PM

86436

It’s time to move on. We can’t lock humans up and break the charter of rights and freedoms.

2/17/2022 7:08 PM

86437

Long term negative effects. Makes me ashamed to be canadian

2/17/2022 7:08 PM

86438

It has affected friendships and family life considerably, perhaps irremediably. The mandate is
pure evil since it is for unreliable vaccines since that so far do not immunize, limit
transmission or even reduce symptoms or protect from severe forms of the infection. We have
no long-term safety data. The mandates do not make sense at all.

2/17/2022 7:08 PM

86439

Definitely. It has affected my life in many ways. Social interactions, recreational activities,
travel, shopping etc

2/17/2022 7:08 PM

86440

Very poorly

2/17/2022 7:07 PM

86441

Limited social interaction with friends and family. Limited social activities. Division of the
Canadian population, family and friends. Coercion to take vaccines. No freedom of speech nor
freedom of choice. No reporting of vaccine effects. Banning proper treatment and drugs.
Misinformation replaces a second opinion. Natural immunity is not recognized. Asymptomatic
is a newly created concert. Etc, etc, etc…..

2/17/2022 7:07 PM

86442

I lost my job as an Registered Nurse and I am not able to go visit my son who lives across the
country in BC. I can't fly to the Europe to see my family. I live alone and rarely have a visitor. I
lost my freedom as a Canadian citizen. My church was locked and I miss to participate in all
it's activities.

2/17/2022 7:07 PM

86443

Travel and freedom

2/17/2022 7:07 PM

86444

lost my career, can't travel to visit my family, prisoner in my own country, can't participate in
society (all for a personal medical decision). P.S. I am not anti-vax and would have received
Novavax had it become available before losing everything in my life that mattered to me.

2/17/2022 7:07 PM

86445

My kids suffer from anxiety now.

2/17/2022 7:06 PM

86446

Restrictions, stress, loss of income

2/17/2022 7:06 PM

86447

Has totally changed how I interact with other people and it angers me.

2/17/2022 7:06 PM

86448

yes

2/17/2022 7:06 PM

86449

Has affected my job and travelling.

2/17/2022 7:06 PM

86450

I’ve have felt like a second class citizen. Constantly being discriminated and segregated
against. I don’t trust the healthcare system now and pray everyday that my family doesn’t
need medical attention. Doctors cannot be trusted anymore and I have zero faith in our
government.

2/17/2022 7:05 PM

86451

They have restricted my movements, given me anxiety, I worry for the future of children and
everyone because they may have adverse affects from an unproven drug. Soapbox: Once it
was known the virus was not the "Black Death" (99.4% overall recovery rate) the mandates
should have been lifted rather than expanded. (Conspiracy???) These mandates are not about
the virus. They are about control. Why? I don't know. Ask Klaus Schwab.

2/17/2022 7:05 PM
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86452

Caused incredible division... loss of relationships. And it would be fine if it actually followed the
science. The virus spreads regardless of vaccine status so the passports do nothing to
mitigate spread. They simply segregate people.

2/17/2022 7:05 PM

86453

can't travel, can't socialize with friends, can't even visit community centers as a unvaccinated
person

2/17/2022 7:05 PM

86454

unemployment

2/17/2022 7:05 PM

86455

Can’t breathe with Mask on…have exemption due to cancer…denied access to many
businesses…lots of anxiety!

2/17/2022 7:05 PM

86456

I refuse to tell my vaccine status so I have been denied entry into many businesses I have
lost my job so I have suffered mental hardship and well as financial hardship

2/17/2022 7:05 PM

86457

-loss of schooling for my children -loss of medical care for my family -loss of sports and
fitness for my children -loss of freedom of movement -unable to leave the country -restricted
access to participate in society -etc....

2/17/2022 7:05 PM

86458

It's ruined my relationship with my employer. My wife has lost her job in nursing. The
segregation, ruling over my freedom and restrictions have taken a toll on my mental health

2/17/2022 7:04 PM

86459

It’s been a discouraging two years. Isolation, loss of basics rights, and freedoms, loss of love
of country, loss of trust in the medical community

2/17/2022 7:04 PM

86460

Illegal mandates ahve forced me to disclose private health and religious information to my
employer. My employer has suspended me without pay for not taking a voluntary, experimental
vaccine.

2/17/2022 7:04 PM

86461

Treated as a second class citizen Mental health issues Feeling isolated and asking what is the
point

2/17/2022 7:04 PM

86462

Anxiety, financially, not able to see my daughter who lives abroad

2/17/2022 7:04 PM

86463

Our mental health is suffering greatly. It has divided my family

2/17/2022 7:04 PM

86464

I will not be threatened to take a vaccine that has had zero long term testing. For that I am
quite possibly losing my job.

2/17/2022 7:04 PM

86465

Our Children have had major Mental Health challenges, reduced grades in school, missed out
on sports. We have not been able to visit our Parents and family in over 2 YEARS. The worst
has been the sheer hate and division that has been encouraged by the Canadian Government

2/17/2022 7:03 PM

86466

Lost friends, family, income, health and mental health have declined

2/17/2022 7:03 PM

86467

It has caused unnecessary stress with all the lies that the prime minister and the media have
told us to one thing and the prime minister and his cabinet can do whatever they want. They
don’t follow the rules that they impose on the citizens of Canada. And there is proof out there
showing this. The main stream media covers up for Trudeau and tells a different story. No trust
in our leader or the media.

2/17/2022 7:02 PM

86468

Mandates have severely affected my life and livelihood and many others around me

2/17/2022 7:02 PM

86469

Job loss myself and my husband. Limited access to our grown children in other provinces.
Mental health stress. Anxiety. Fractures in our close family. Loss of friends

2/17/2022 7:01 PM

86470

Ruined my life

2/17/2022 7:01 PM

86471

Not much of a problem with the local mandates, because I haven't followed them for a while
now... But the border rules are annoying

2/17/2022 7:01 PM

86472

Cut off from family, psychological effects from gov gaslighting, depression

2/17/2022 7:01 PM

86473

I have been forced to work from home for the past two years, I was unable to see my
grandmother in the hospital as she died, my children were forced to wear masks in school and
were infected with covid anyway

2/17/2022 7:00 PM

86474

I am restricted from entering restaurants, entertainment facilities etc. I have been restricted
from seeing family and many other measures that reflect the tyranny of the mandates.

2/17/2022 7:00 PM

86475

Financially almost ruined me

2/17/2022 7:00 PM
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86476

Restricted access. Can’t fly. Prisoner in our country

2/17/2022 7:00 PM

86477

Hasn’t. Don’t really do much differently. Never stopped doing most things despite rules.

2/17/2022 7:00 PM

86478

Mental & physical health suffered

2/17/2022 6:59 PM

86479

The mandate doesn’t make sense

2/17/2022 6:59 PM

86480

Can’t see family & friends or go to restaurants & movies, etc

2/17/2022 6:59 PM

86481

In the upcoming days I will be expected to terminate the employment of dozens of staff
because they cannot it decided not to get a vaccine (we are federally regulated). I don’t believe
this is acceptable.

2/17/2022 6:59 PM

86482

It's turned everyday life into a 'papers please' sort of system, needing to provide private
medical information to use basic amenities. Such information, and decisions for your health,
should be between yourself and your doctor - the government shouldn't have any role in this,
nor should businesses and the like be asking you for your medical details.

2/17/2022 6:58 PM

86483

It's made me lose trust in: government, health officials, and news organizations.

2/17/2022 6:58 PM

86484

My wife and I have both lost our jobs because of the mandates and policies. We are now
unable to provide for our family and have been treated like second class citizens. We are now
unemployable in our professions and soon won't have enough savings to keep paying for our
vehicle and home. We have lost both of our daughters from depression which led to drug
abuse, the government has taken away everything from us.

2/17/2022 6:58 PM

86485

I am a prisoner of Canada, can't travel or leave the country which is against my charter rights

2/17/2022 6:58 PM

86486

Business has had to close

2/17/2022 6:58 PM

86487

I’ve been isolated, can’t have my kids in programs. Can’t dine out. Can’t be with extended
family.

2/17/2022 6:58 PM

86488

Can't see the doctors and can't get medical help that I need desperately.

2/17/2022 6:57 PM

86489

I was assaulted by our government. I lost my bodily autonomy when I was forced to receive an
injection under duress of losing my job. As a single adoptive mother, that was not a ‘choice’, I
did not consent. I have witnessed the deteriorating mental health of close friends and family
members, young people whose lives have been ruined or ended too soon. Our mental health
care system was overloaded and utterly failing prior to COVID, the lives lost to these
mandates from suicide and opioid overdose need to be considered. The cost is too high. My
son has missed two years of extracurricular activities and the social and emotional
development that those activities provide.

2/17/2022 6:57 PM

86490

Yours hasn't I don't live in Canada. But I found the threats in my country to be scary,
oppressive, and against human rights.

2/17/2022 6:57 PM

86491

It has affected my life very negatively. I don't want to be forced to take an endless string of
experimental vaccines -- or face losing my job.

2/17/2022 6:57 PM

86492

Honk

2/17/2022 6:57 PM

86493

Everything

2/17/2022 6:56 PM

86494

I lost my main job for AirTransat since I did not want to get the vaccine. Morally depressed
and sick of being lead by a minister who abuses every single power he has

2/17/2022 6:56 PM

86495

I will lose my 20 year job if mandatory vaccination continues for health care workers; division
in family re: vaccine choices; not able to visit loved one in LTC home; restrictions on visiting
dying grandmother (who has since passed); breathing issues/headaches when wearing masks;
etc….my heart hurts for the state of our country and humanity right now!

2/17/2022 6:56 PM

86496

Mental health of my family and children Adverse health affects in family members that were
vaccinated

2/17/2022 6:56 PM

86497

I have been laid of from my job on several occasions over the last few years because of the
restrictions. It has robbed people of seeing the faces of their brothers and sisters across
Canada. Non verbal communication especially including facial expressions is an important part
of life and one the deeply effects my job.

2/17/2022 6:56 PM
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86498

A prisoner in my own country

2/17/2022 6:56 PM

86499

lost my job, can't dine at a restaurant, polarized my family and friends, strained my marriage

2/17/2022 6:56 PM

86500

My children have suffered mental health issues, as have my hubby and I

2/17/2022 6:56 PM

86501

My child does not know how to socialize anymore and it’s very depressed

2/17/2022 6:56 PM

86502

Daughter can’t go to university. Can’t travel to see family members

2/17/2022 6:55 PM

86503

I have had no work, lost friends, been gaslighted, miserable, unable to travel, it’s been a
nightmare with my medical problems, I haven’t been able to go to the gym, my family business
has closed, I had to move in with my elderly parents, my love life has been destroyed, my
community has been anti-Semitic and I do not wish to speak to authorities in fear of further
persecution.

2/17/2022 6:55 PM

86504

I have a medical condition, cannot wear a mask. Denied service, even though the mandates
allow for them. Months of work/income taken away. Family division.

2/17/2022 6:55 PM

86505

My maternal grandmother was diagnosed with stage 4 bone cancer, because of covid
restrictions my mother and I were her primary care givers. Even though we were her primary
care givers only 1 of us was allowed at her bedside when she passed. My paternal
grandmother gave up the will to survive. Her family was everything to her. Because of Covid
restrictions none of her family was allowed to visit. She to died alone. We were not able to
have traditional funeral services for either of these wonderful women. We are a blended
family.with 6 kids between us, because of covid restrictions we have not been able to have
any type of family gathering or celebration. My younger children have had 2 years stolen from
them, no graduations, proms, birthday celebrations.... My youngest daughter was cutting
herself because it made her "feel something". Therapy is hard through zoom. My youngest son
just wants.to see people's faces, he cried knowing that when he returned to school after
Christmas everyone was confined to their desks and masked, he didn't want to go back.

2/17/2022 6:55 PM

86506

big loss of $ and friends/family

2/17/2022 6:55 PM

86507

Mandate has caused havoc didnt see my mom for a year and a half. Inflation, no freedom of
speech.

2/17/2022 6:54 PM

86508

Not at all. Am vaccinated and boosted. But it is not right to vilify any segment of our society
for their opposing opinions.

2/17/2022 6:54 PM

86509

Not being able to fly or visit my home in the usa

2/17/2022 6:54 PM

86510

Lost job, unable to get a job, unable to see dying family in hospice

2/17/2022 6:54 PM

86511

je ne peux plus aller au restaurant, voyager devient tres compliqué et dans ma ville je paie des
taxes et n'ai acces qu'a presque aucun édifice,en particulier la piscine

2/17/2022 6:54 PM

86512

It has restricted my freedom of movement as I am not able to travel to see my aging parents

2/17/2022 6:53 PM

86513

I am a martial arts instructor that lost his craft because I refused to either have or check
vaccine passports. From the outset I recognized this as something so evil and inhumane that
there was no pathway to participation. By God's grace I still make a living.

2/17/2022 6:53 PM

86514

It has made me feel very alone and isolated! The divisions it has caused has been heart
breaking!

2/17/2022 6:53 PM

86515

Lost my job, seeing mental decline in my loved ones, loneliness

2/17/2022 6:53 PM

86516

I have 3 out 4 children with anxiety issues that were not present before. 1 child will not go out
of the house and if she does she can't bring her self to speak with anyone out side of home.
She is now on medication for this but it is not really helping.

2/17/2022 6:52 PM

86517

Depression

2/17/2022 6:52 PM

86518

Loss of job / income Loss of friends & family Mental illness from isolation

2/17/2022 6:52 PM

86519

Restricted social interaction..

2/17/2022 6:52 PM

86520

Cannot do music business anymore. Vannot see my father in a nursing home. Cannot go out
anywhere for food.

2/17/2022 6:51 PM

86521

Made me a second class citizen.

2/17/2022 6:51 PM
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86522

2 of my children had to stop their university education and my job was at risk unless I tested.
Family and friends divisions.

2/17/2022 6:51 PM

86523

In every way.

2/17/2022 6:51 PM

86524

Lost two years of freedom, family division, lost friends, depression, business, the list goes on.

2/17/2022 6:51 PM

86525

I can not cross the border to visit family whom I've not seen in years. I have health reasons for
refusing the shot and I will not get it no matter what. I'm deeply disappointed that natural
immunity is not recognized. Wearing a mask makes me feel faint and I hate it like crazy. I
guarantee you they help as much as installing a volleyball net to keep mosquitos off the yard.
Stupid useless garbage imposed on us. I don't wear one everywhere I can get away with it, but
some folks growl at you to put one on. I hate going to town, hate shopping -- I go out as little
as I can. Not because I'm in the least bit afraid of a virus but because I hate what this has
done to the people of our country, turning us into a police state where citizens tattle on each
other. In the words of our PM: "This HAS TO STOP."

2/17/2022 6:51 PM

86526

My husband’s cousin has committed suicide, my girls have gone through the social anxiety of
wearing masks and randomly will panic if they aren’t “carrying” their mask, we have gone
through financial hardship, and I have had very limited contact with my family die to the
divisive nature of vaccines……including my father who recently passed of dementia. I have
missed the last 2 Christmases with him because of restrictions!!!!

2/17/2022 6:51 PM

86527

Mental health of my 3 teenagers is at a low. Discrimination from friends and family, uncertainty
of emplyment

2/17/2022 6:51 PM

86528

Unable to visit family

2/17/2022 6:51 PM

86529

It has made me feel extremely uneasy, and unconfident in this government. I have dealt with
prolonged depression because of the division amount Canadians.

2/17/2022 6:51 PM

86530

Removal of freedom

2/17/2022 6:50 PM

86531

Devastated my children’s mental health and education; imprisoned us in the country through
travel bans (missed Christmas with grandparents); on leave from work because of mandate.

2/17/2022 6:50 PM

86532

Social isolation, depression and anxiety increased, restricted my children's activities,
friendships lost, suicidal ideation, decreased income. Disgrace for my fellow humans and how
they are treating and willing to treat others.

2/17/2022 6:50 PM

86533

Unable to travel inter-provincially or outside of Canada for 2 years. Knew 2 people who
committed suicide and 1 who attempted due to lockdowns. Know 3 people whose businesses
went bankrupt due to lockdowns. Developed anxiety due to ongoing low level stress of having
to deal with covid rules everywhere, to the point I can no longer ride my motorcycle. Unable to
attend any public space, restaurant or gym because I refuse to disclose my private medical
information. Elderly parents cancelled nearly every family get-together for the past 2 years due
to fear of covid.

2/17/2022 6:50 PM

86534

😡

2/17/2022 6:49 PM

86535

I am vaccinated but segregation is never acceptable

2/17/2022 6:49 PM

86536

It coerced me into getting a vaccine that I personally was not interested in getting at the time.
For 2 years (and still counting) I have been frustrated by the obvious lies and manipulation of
data and people’s minds. My 2 year old child has only lived in a world of fear, discrimination
and segregation. I have watched as experts who have concerns that do not fall in line with the
new religion of Covidism get censored, shamed, ridiculed and demonized. I have been labelled
an anti vaxxer although I am not anti vaccines. I have been labelled a racist, misogynist, alt
right (thanks PM Trudeau) even though I am none of those things. My mental health has
suffered due to the feeling of hopelessness I have at times experienced. Watching Public
Health and government strung us along and lie to us, and seeing so many fellow citizens fall
for it and in some cases cheer it on. I have lost that feeling that I am a sovereign being with
power over my own body, which is very important to me. Sure, no one force injected me. Just
threatened to take a career away that i love and worked hard for. I considered it, but reluctantly
went and got 2 injections. I have lost all trust in government, public health, the courts,
academia. I’ve realized all these institutions can be infiltrated and people bought and
influenced to push nefarious agendas and manipulate the masses. My life will never be the
same. I live on a giant tax farm where our elected officials (chosen for us to elect) can at any

2/17/2022 6:48 PM
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time they find it opportune, try to become our rulers and turn us into the basic dictatorship they
so admire elsewhere in the world.
86537

My son was kicked out of sports and is now struggling with suicidal thoughts because of
missing school, sports, and being discriminated against. Shame on our government. They are
traumatized the children.

2/17/2022 6:48 PM

86538

Lost job, wages and acess to society in general.

2/17/2022 6:48 PM

86539

Can't interact with my work colleagues, can't go to the gym, can't go to music concerts, Have
to wait in lines outside of places in order to show passport

2/17/2022 6:47 PM

86540

1- I am always pro choice. Mandating the vaccine is absolutely ridiculous. 2- I had a heart
related reaction to the vaccine. 3- After 2 hours teaching with a mask, I feel dizzy and very
tired. 4- My daughter wears a mask at school and returns home very tired and sleeps right
away. 5- I hate the fact that I need to show my medical information and my ID to the cashier
every time I want to have a coffee with a friend. 6- I was fully vaccinated by the time I got the
vaccine and spread it to my family so there is absolutely no point of saying do the vaccine to
protect the others. 7- I follow the science, I have a phd in actuarial science and believing
science and numbers is part of my dna now, but I also know that science changes over time.
We believed at the beginning that we need to do the vaccine to protect ourselves and the
others, wearing mask can reduce the spread… I waited for long on the vaccine website to get
an appointment the day it opened in Ontario. But now, there is another truth, science evolves,
we have lots of data now, children have been wearing masks in school for too long now, and
we need to absolutely move on!

2/17/2022 6:47 PM

86541

Foreign

2/17/2022 6:47 PM

86542

Suspended from job at crown corporation, can’t visit mother in long term care, stress,
loneliness and getting constantly gaslit by employer and government officials and media

2/17/2022 6:46 PM

86543

My charter rights have been ignored.

2/17/2022 6:46 PM

86544

It has left me drained without having to have regular social contact. I have a hard time going
out now, for lack of socializing with the lockdowns. Friends are not as close to me because of
these lockdowns, segregated for having to choose who can visit and not visit because of
limiting contacts. It goes on and on! Fed up!

2/17/2022 6:46 PM

86545

It took away all life from me and my family. The "life" of "trying not to get sick" is not worth
living.

2/17/2022 6:46 PM

86546

Date vaccine or lose job. But its your choice. We'll just take everything from you until you
submit.

2/17/2022 6:46 PM

86547

caused a rift in my family

2/17/2022 6:46 PM

86548

I have diagnosed with depression due to the mandates. It has torn my family apart which is
devastating. We use to be very close.

2/17/2022 6:46 PM

86549

significantly

2/17/2022 6:45 PM

86550

Bbh

2/17/2022 6:45 PM

86551

It's damaged family relationships, caused stress, and caused my back surgery to be
rescheduled last year.

2/17/2022 6:45 PM

86552

Can't travel even inside Canada between province due covid passport policy. It's against our
Charter of right and freedom that Canadian citizen has the right to move to and take up
residence in any province, and to pursue the gaining of a livelihood in any province

2/17/2022 6:45 PM

86553

family division, income

2/17/2022 6:45 PM

86554

Two years of absolute hell. Family members died alone. Friends lost jobs and small
businesses. Children's mental health destroyed. We are all LESS HEALTHY than we've ever
been. This has been a crime against humanity.

2/17/2022 6:45 PM

86555

Family tensions.

2/17/2022 6:45 PM

86556

Badly

2/17/2022 6:45 PM

86557

Limited social interactions and access to recreation and leisure activities for myself and my

2/17/2022 6:44 PM
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boys. It has also affected my workplace, everything from how I can treat patients (social
distancing measures limit number of patients allowed), and I have been replied to Primary
Assessment Centres to test asymptomatic people in place of treating Physio patients with an
actual need for my services. More recently, I have been placed on unpaid leave for my
personal medical decision, even though this was not a factor when I worked more closely
testing potential covid positive cases with more significant exposure to people. Also,
Healthcare workers are assigned only 1 mask per day, something that up until the pandemic
went against routine infection control practices. As a Physiotherapist I can also say that the
mental health and physical activity level of my patients has been negatively impacted by the
mandates, and the indirect consequences of them are far reaching and much more significant
than risk of covid infection ever was! It's time for mandates to end.
86558

I lost my employment due to the tyrannical measures the government has put on me. It's
caused division among everyone I know.

2/17/2022 6:44 PM

86559

Negatively

2/17/2022 6:44 PM

86560

Ruined kids sports, can’t go anywhere, prisoner in my own country, stress, costs are up, can’t
get supplies…basically turning us into a 3rd world dictatorship

2/17/2022 6:43 PM

86561

It has prevented us from traveling, eating in restaurants and gathering as families. My mother
died and we could not even have a proper funeral.

2/17/2022 6:43 PM

86562

Depression and loss of freedom and hope

2/17/2022 6:43 PM

86563

Restricted where I go. Stopped me from gathering with family especially during tines that
should have been for celebration. I have been cancelled by those who I thought were my
friends because I disagreed with the government.

2/17/2022 6:43 PM

86564

Psychologically affected.

2/17/2022 6:43 PM

86565

I have had some mental health challenges & reduced opportunities for employment. I have
great concern for what this has done to increase suicides & suicide ideation as well as
domestic violence. Restrictions have short-changed education for children and increased drug
& alcohol use. Masking has severely harmed young children and the fallen IQ averages are
evidence of that. Freedom of worship was taken from me. My daughter’s wedding was
drastically changed from being the celebration it ought to have been. Many people I know were
unable to have proper funerals for their loved ones. Furthermore, I now have friends and family
members who have lost jobs due to their medical choices and I myself have lived as a
second-class citizen with restrictions from enjoying full participation in society. I am
exceedingly concerned about the loss of basic Charter Rights and Freedoms and I do not want
this kind of Canada for the coming generations.

2/17/2022 6:42 PM

86566

I don’t go out to eat as often and was forced to get a rushed vaccine

2/17/2022 6:42 PM

86567

All been peaches and cream? Loss of freedom.

2/17/2022 6:42 PM

86568

Mandates at all government levels have created a permanent two tier society of the
'vaccinated' vs 'unvaccinated'.' Every government and legacy media platform has generated
two years of fear based on half-truths, scientific ignorance, and provable falsehoods
surrounding all aspects of our covid response. The government continues to generate the fear,
and, unfortunately, only the government can stop this irrational fear in the minds of millions of
Canadians by simply telling them that we must all learn to live with covid now and that they no
longer have to fear those of us who have made a different medical decision based on ALL
AVAILABLE medical research and advice.

2/17/2022 6:42 PM

86569

Was fired from job

2/17/2022 6:42 PM

86570

My freedom to live.

2/17/2022 6:42 PM

86571

I had to find a new way to support my family.

2/17/2022 6:42 PM

86572

Undermined my belief that government wants to uphold Canadian constitution, Charter of
Rights and Freedoms and democratic foundations of our society. Very distressing.

2/17/2022 6:42 PM

86573

c

2/17/2022 6:41 PM

86574

Lost business

2/17/2022 6:41 PM

86575

Lost my job

2/17/2022 6:40 PM
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86576

My family is financially and spiritually tired

2/17/2022 6:40 PM

86577

In an extremely negative, soul crushing manner..

2/17/2022 6:40 PM

86578

Depression, broken family, missed job opportunity, lost time.

2/17/2022 6:40 PM

86579

Prevented me from doing my pastoral work , having been unable to visit people. Created too
much fear amongst people

2/17/2022 6:39 PM

86580

stuck outside Canada, had covid (blood test to prove), but now a prisoner if I return because
no vax. and they will not follow natural immunity.

2/17/2022 6:39 PM

86581

Only lock downs have

2/17/2022 6:39 PM

86582

Depression due to lack of social gatherings.

2/17/2022 6:39 PM

86583

It has affected employment and also many small businesses including restaurants I visited for
years had closed down

2/17/2022 6:39 PM

86584

It has just about pushed me over the edge of not wanting to live anymore. The stress and
divide that our premiere and PM has caused with the fear lingering by them and main stream
media is astronomical. I work in health care and every single day I pray I get fired! I have
always loved my job and loved helping people but you know the day “I give no fuck” I am at
that point. These mandates I have seen tore friends and families apart. Enough is enough.

2/17/2022 6:39 PM

86585

The place I worked at folded because the mandates restricted business.

2/17/2022 6:38 PM

86586

I lost my job due to lockdowns and unable to find a new job. I want to die.

2/17/2022 6:38 PM

86587

all

2/17/2022 6:37 PM

86588

I don’t feel free

2/17/2022 6:37 PM

86589

Adversely. Mental health issues from being alone and isolated from family and from having my
mother spend weeks in hospital alone before she died. My sister and I were able to be with her
when she was moved to palliative care, but before then we were not allowed in to see her and
she was not capable of calling on her cell phone and had very little nursing help.

2/17/2022 6:37 PM

86590

No freedom

2/17/2022 6:37 PM

86591

Constant fear that my job would impose the mandate and make me unable to work because
the government has made it okay for businesses to do this.

2/17/2022 6:37 PM

86592

I was forced to take 3 doses of a vaccine that almost killed me each time. I had to take blood
thinners for weeks just to break up the PE's I received as a result of the shots. All of this to
keep my career of 35 yrs in healthcare. So digusted in our government for forcing people rather
than giving a choice!

2/17/2022 6:36 PM

86593

job loss.

2/17/2022 6:36 PM

86594

It has affected me mentally

2/17/2022 6:36 PM

86595

No comment

2/17/2022 6:36 PM

86596

Limits admission

2/17/2022 6:36 PM

86597

We've lost 4 loved ones during the 2 years of the pandemic. Most of whom suffered the effects
of being alone and unable to spend time with family and friends. The mandates and restrictions
have caused huge mental and emotional stress for our family, including a near breakdown of a
marriage. Not to mention a job loss, due to choosing to not get the shot. The negative impact
of the mandates have been immeasurable. The loss of relationships due to people being
unable to accept a difference of opinion and so much more!

2/17/2022 6:36 PM

86598

It has affected relationships, and the ability of my daughter to socialize and join geoups

2/17/2022 6:35 PM

86599

Socially, mentally, physically. Not financially, I'm lucky in that regard.

2/17/2022 6:35 PM

86600

Has not affected me personally. I personally am fully vaccinated. However, this is a medical
decision and personal choice. Against villifying people who decide not to get the vaccine

2/17/2022 6:34 PM

86601

It has caused divisions at my work place. It has threatened my security as a Canadian

2/17/2022 6:34 PM
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86602

Our hearts ache for Canadians. The USA, is watching Canada, become a communist country
lead by Justin.

2/17/2022 6:34 PM

86603

Broken my family

2/17/2022 6:34 PM

86604

We, all have been negatively effected by this pandemic. I believe mandates were required to
keep us safe but are now so stigmatized that their positive effect has been rendered useless.
It saddens me that people who are high risk for serious illness are now being forced to isolate
while those who could reduce risk by vaccinating are duped into ridiculous claims of infertility
and microchips. The world has gone mad

2/17/2022 6:34 PM

86605

My business closed down, I was unable to visit my grandmother in law during her last days of
life, social cohesion amongst communities is at an all time low… the list is much more but
those are a few of my experiences.

2/17/2022 6:34 PM

86606

Depression, social isolation, scared of not covid but gov over reach

2/17/2022 6:34 PM

86607

Moderately

2/17/2022 6:34 PM

86608

Relationships have fractured, family is fractured and now vax passport is affecting my
business negatively.

2/17/2022 6:33 PM

86609

I lost my job after 7 years for insisting that we follow the ethical principles of informed consent.

2/17/2022 6:33 PM

86610

1)Forced to retire 2)isolation and division of family 3)seniors dying alone

2/17/2022 6:33 PM

86611

I quit my job in public service. I also had heart problems following the vaccine.

2/17/2022 6:31 PM

86612

In every way possible

2/17/2022 6:31 PM

86613

If we are losing all out freedoms to save our lives , great until you have no life to save !

2/17/2022 6:31 PM

86614

I couldn't attend my brother's funeral. I couldn't be at the birth of my great grandson.

2/17/2022 6:31 PM

86615

I am an individual who has always suffered from mild episodes of depression, since I was a
teenager. These mandates over the last two years have left me with crippling anxiety and
severe depression. My work has been effected, my romantic relationships, my finances and
my home life. My ten year old daughter doesn’t remember what it was like to not have to social
distance from her classmates, be able to sing in music class, see her classmates faces at
school. My three year old daughter has hardly even been able to experience ‘normal life’. This
needs to end.

2/17/2022 6:31 PM

86616

Destroyed my business, relationships, friendships and having a Prime Minister calling me a
racist and misogynist with unacceptable views and I shouldn't be tolerated has made me fear
for my life from my own country and government.

2/17/2022 6:30 PM

86617

Suicidal

2/17/2022 6:30 PM

86618

Family division, depression, anxiety, suicide attempts, mental health.

2/17/2022 6:30 PM

86619

Caused serious adverse health side-effects for my partner and myself and wreaked major
havoc on our mental health, finances, relationships with friends and family, trust for our
institutions. I ended up in hospital twice over the course of the pandemic - once for mental
health repercussions relating the fallout of prolonged lockdowns and the second time for an
adverse vaccine reaction.

2/17/2022 6:30 PM

86620

Illegal medical segregation has made life hell

2/17/2022 6:29 PM

86621

I have not had a normal social life, mentally it has hurt my psyche, some jobs have been lost
and some family and friends have alienated each other.

2/17/2022 6:29 PM

86622

I have lost the freedom that I grew up with.

2/17/2022 6:29 PM

86623

Children, activities, travel, job opportunities, family relationships, costs of things.

2/17/2022 6:29 PM

86624

This is now a pain in the ass. I am double vaxxed. Clearly this process did not work. Time for
our governments to take ownership of the fact that their legitimate attempts to control the virus
did not work. Let’s turn the page and get back to doing Canada and making up for lost time.

2/17/2022 6:29 PM

86625

Difficult from a mental health standpoint. Same for my children.

2/17/2022 6:29 PM

86626

Excessive testing costs for cross border travel for family reunification. Unnecessary

2/17/2022 6:29 PM
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quarantines time, lost time with family and friends.
86627

Isolation. Lonliness. Drinking alone.

2/17/2022 6:28 PM

86628

Limiting social interactions have been difficult on my mental health. Lived in Georgia where
they did not have mandates and coming back home makes it seem very unnecessary.

2/17/2022 6:27 PM

86629

My grand father was medically kidnapped/murdered and left to die by himself. Our freedoms
are no longer and this needs to end.

2/17/2022 6:26 PM

86630

Terrible effect on mental and physical health, negatively affected relationships with friends and
family. These mandates have been completed unsubstantiated.

2/17/2022 6:25 PM

86631

Lost my job, due to lack of work, and was forced back into driving truck. List my pickup. Didn't
get to see my mother after she passed away. Watched the mental drain on my wife as she
was pushed to get shots, to keep her job. She held out to the very end. All rights and freedoms
were completely violated. Having Dr's not be able to actually consider any medical at all, as I
have quite a bit of medical. As the government pretty much wiped all medical reason off the
list, so to force this shot. But guess what I still will not do it. Watching children suffer and
scared as everyone is forced to mask. And watching the homeless numbers climb very fast.
The government has no care to what the end result will be on every person mentally, and hope
they have bigger pockets to fix what this had caused every single person in this country. So
thanks for making me lose my job and wrecking my credit, and depriving me of my right to see
my mother before and after she passed.

2/17/2022 6:25 PM

86632

Job loss Mental health Relationships

2/17/2022 6:25 PM

86633

Being denied the ability to work in Healthcare (emergency department), due to Vax status, after
16 months working as a paramedic during this whole crisis. Served my community as a
Frontline emergency healthcare worker for 15 years.

2/17/2022 6:25 PM

86634

Destroyed my family’s mental health

2/17/2022 6:24 PM

86635

No freedom

2/17/2022 6:24 PM

86636

Mental health

2/17/2022 6:24 PM

86637

Very negatively

2/17/2022 6:24 PM

86638

My husband died after getting the shots his heart swelled and when they open him up his heart
shredded.

2/17/2022 6:24 PM

86639

It has silenced my free speech.

2/17/2022 6:23 PM

86640

Freedom to travel, business lost, stress, etc.

2/17/2022 6:23 PM

86641

Torture

2/17/2022 6:22 PM

86642

It has postponed the burial of a family member. It has caused us not y to o be able to attend
special family gatherings.

2/17/2022 6:22 PM

86643

Pain in the ass

2/17/2022 6:22 PM

86644

travel ban, unable to shop at large stores,

2/17/2022 6:21 PM

86645

Everyway

2/17/2022 6:21 PM

86646

Lost my job, broke up my family, drove my wife to alcoholism and PTSD, my kids hate going
to school wearing masks, faith in medical system and good governance and judicial system
destroyed, legacy media proven to be false and biased beyond repair.

2/17/2022 6:21 PM

86647

I was fired after running a soup kitchen for 28 years over a vaccine that does NOT stop
transmission. Israeli and uk data was showing this in July. This was political all along and does
so much harm to everyone. I was always pro vaccine but the harm our institutions have done
will have a lasting negative impact.

2/17/2022 6:21 PM

86648

No dining out

2/17/2022 6:21 PM

86649

It has been tough but we need tough measures to keep everyone safe, healthy and alive...

2/17/2022 6:21 PM

86650

I was unable to travel to visit my boyfriend of 6 years until I got the jab. Then I was told I
would be fired if I didn't attest to it. I caved to these coercive mandates and I wish I never did.

2/17/2022 6:20 PM
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I never wanted the vaccine and I do not believe anyone who doesn't want it should have to get
it to participate in society.
86651

I feel horribly oppressed living under such tyrannical rule.

2/17/2022 6:20 PM

86652

Very badly: economically, socially and mental health.

2/17/2022 6:20 PM

86653

made life unbearable, difficult and horrific

2/17/2022 6:20 PM

86654

barred from freedom to profess my religion in USA. Psychologically damaging actions by
federal and state bureaucrats.

2/17/2022 6:20 PM

86655

Spit and divided our communities and turned Canadians against each other. Has made Canada
a more hateful country.

2/17/2022 6:20 PM

86656

I was willing to follow the science, and by doing so, I concluded that it was much better for
society's overall well-being to follow what experts recommended, than to worry about myself,
or what privations I personally had to endure. The collective health and safety is more
important than anyone's perceived rights to be unvaccinated and travel, freely or move
amongst vulnerable populations. No on has the right to inflict disease on other people. That is
not freedom, that is selfishness.

2/17/2022 6:19 PM

86657

As a proud vaccine-free citizen, I've been relegated to the status of a 2nd class citizen facing
medical apartheid and blatant discrimination even though the shots do NOT prevent
transmission; have been proven dangerous causing millions of serious injuries and deaths
worldwid;e (CENSORED) and while there are safe, successful, slandered and suppressed non
patented, cheap options to treat covid.

2/17/2022 6:19 PM

86658

My family has been affected financially, emotionally and physically. Needed to financially
support my daughter who lost her job for not taking the jab even though she had medical
exemptions.

2/17/2022 6:19 PM

86659

Negatively

2/17/2022 6:19 PM

86660

Lost my job due to medical status

2/17/2022 6:19 PM

86661

Division

2/17/2022 6:19 PM

86662

I was put on unpaid leave

2/17/2022 6:18 PM

86663

All

2/17/2022 6:18 PM

86664

Not mine directly but for my husband and his business and the life of my children and
grandkids

2/17/2022 6:18 PM

86665

Shittily

2/17/2022 6:18 PM

86666

Job loss

2/17/2022 6:16 PM

86667

Negatively

2/17/2022 6:16 PM

86668

Fostered social divisions and prejudices

2/17/2022 6:16 PM

86669

My mother died and we couldn’t have a funeral, my uncle died and we couldn’t have a funeral.
My grandson was born and I couldn’t be there, I have barely seen him because they are too
afraid to have anyone over due to the government causing fear and panic. I have had covid 3
times in the past two years I am fully vaccinated and boosted yet it doesn’t matter, I can still
catch it. Shame on you, shame on you for everything you have done. I have been a volunteer
on campaigns for liberals, I have worked elections, I have been a liberal supporter for over 30
years. I will never vote liberal again. Trudeau is a dictator and I cannot believe this Canada.
This is NOT my Canada. Good riddance liberal party.

2/17/2022 6:16 PM

86670

Lost my job No kids sports

2/17/2022 6:16 PM

86671

Destroyed my freedomes

2/17/2022 6:16 PM

86672

Positively. The mandates protect us

2/17/2022 6:16 PM

86673

Made it more lonely

2/17/2022 6:15 PM

86674

Our entire society has become shaped by social engineering and online virtue signaling
escalating into outright demonization and scapegoating with speech repression, groupthink,

2/17/2022 6:15 PM
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silencing of critical thought, abuse of credentialism and authority, and erosion of charter rights
under emergency powers acquired in a corrupt manner. I've lost quite a bit of freedom of
movement and was under the Quebec curfew. I left Quebec because of this, and before the
protest, Quebec was moving further in a direction I believe is illiberal, repressive, dysfunctional
and outright stupid. My freedom of association is hindered quite a lot because of the division
over these mandates and people's beliefs. My freedom to even go outside at certain times has
been taken. This completely changed my social life and my health along with the way I look at
the world and Canada. I decided not to get the vaccine right away at first, and as things
developed, have so far held on to my decision not to for a number of different reasons. So
everything associated with that. The country I live in is likely headed for a major financial
crash and possibly worse because of this abuse of emergency powers and godawful policy and
media messaging. All of these affect my financial future, my relationships, my mental health,
my charter rights, my trust in government and others in my society, my society in general, and
my desire to live in a different country. Right now I hate my country and its leadership. I mean
hate. That is a first. I no longer have interest in holding on to money in a Canadian bank
account because of the danger of abuse of these emergency powers. There will be an
international issue with trust in our financial institutions facing major complications. That is bad
for me and bad for everyone. I could go on.
86675

Every way possible

2/17/2022 6:15 PM

86676

fucked it up

2/17/2022 6:15 PM

86677

Very little

2/17/2022 6:15 PM

86678

Ruined my teens years

2/17/2022 6:15 PM

86679

Feel rejected and frustrated. Some time, not happy to live in this kind of society.

2/17/2022 6:14 PM

86680

Yes, lost job, no income, family division, lost friends, depression, anxiety, children's mental
health, children's social severely limited.

2/17/2022 6:14 PM

86681

Filled me with despair.

2/17/2022 6:13 PM

86682

I am disabled and unable to wear a mask for medical reasons but I receive such aggression
and hate in public when I explain I have an exemption that I simply gave up going anywhere
last year.

2/17/2022 6:13 PM

86683

Put me in debt and I am not able to see family across canada

2/17/2022 6:13 PM

86684

X

2/17/2022 6:13 PM

86685

My children’s future rights will be diluted

2/17/2022 6:12 PM

86686

Lots my job

2/17/2022 6:12 PM

86687

The mandate has taken a role on my whole family. I started the LPN program and was a month
away from graduating and since I wouldn’t get the vaccine I wasn’t able to finish, so I am left
with no job to support my family. It also affects my son in school having to wear a mask all
day. He is only in grade primary and comes home sweating and tired from not getting masks
breaks. It also effects all 3 of my sons as we cannot have them in extra circular activities as
we are not vaccinated and it takes a role on their mental health as well as ours. My heart hurts
for my children. Please end all mandates!!

2/17/2022 6:12 PM

86688

Has taken away from my freedom to do what I want in a FREE country and without being
discriminated against because of my own personal choices.

2/17/2022 6:11 PM

86689

Too many ways to count .

2/17/2022 6:11 PM

86690

A lot.

2/17/2022 6:11 PM

86691

I'm not able to fly within Canada, I'm unable to leave Canada, I was harrased by the border
patrol when returning to Canada and by the pro-mandate people, including physical assault.

2/17/2022 6:11 PM

86692

Lost my job, I got a ticket for taking a walk by myself during curfew. Many many damaged
relationships. Stress, anxiety, suicidal thoughts almost daily for over a year.

2/17/2022 6:10 PM

86693

Negatively affected my health and those of my family.

2/17/2022 6:10 PM

86694

Job loss, mental health issues

2/17/2022 6:10 PM
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86695

By infringing on my rights as a Canadian citizen

2/17/2022 6:10 PM

86696

For 2 years I have missed out on a world of life expirence. I’ve lost 2 jobs. Was laid off
multiple times. Was bullied by my bosses for my choice to not vaccinate (as a waitress). My
boyfriend is across Canada and I can no longer visit him. I am forced to stay in my house and
am trapped in my own mind full of depression and constant anxiety because of the unfairness I
have received. I don’t like living in a shell. I deserve to be free. I have done my part. Washed
my fruits and vegetables, wore 2 masks, sanitized my hands constantly, wiped my phone
every time I got home. It’s been two years. I don’t know how much longer I can do this.

2/17/2022 6:10 PM

86697

I lost my employment.

2/17/2022 6:10 PM

86698

I was let go from my 14yr career working as a PSW!!!

2/17/2022 6:10 PM

86699

Not being able to vacation

2/17/2022 6:10 PM

86700

It has affected my mental health, and trust in the government. I am vaccinated by my own
choice but I’ve watched loved ones be forced by the fed to get vaccinated after having an
adverse reaction to the first dose of loose their job. All so they can work at home. I’ve seen
others loose jobs they love because of the mandates or not be able to visit loved ones.
Children are suffering. Our federal gov had politicized, vilified and manipulated Canadians for
their own game. This is not a game. People have lost too much. Im ashamed of our prime
minister for his treatment of people who disagree with him. The mandates have not shown to
have limited Covid at all with omicron. I and millions of vaccinated Canadians had Covid. The
mandates are unjustified at this stage and the emergency act is offensive to our democracy.

2/17/2022 6:10 PM

86701

i'm trapped in this country because of a vax. it's a prison for those who want to leave

2/17/2022 6:09 PM

86702

The threat of the World Economic Forum showing how it has infiltrated our Government at all
levels and those involved should be in prison

2/17/2022 6:09 PM

86703

Depression sadness and shame for what our own govt is doing to us

2/17/2022 6:09 PM

86704

The divide the PM has caused in this country has had an emotional and psychological impact
on my life.

2/17/2022 6:09 PM

86705

Impinges on a fundamental liberty that is not the domain of the federal government.

2/17/2022 6:09 PM

86706

🖕

2/17/2022 6:09 PM

86707

Unable to Travel, depression, drinking more,

2/17/2022 6:09 PM

86708

My son has had to postpone his college education.

2/17/2022 6:09 PM

86709

Affected us by oppressing our lives to the point we cannot work, travel, see family outside our
province, or even let our kids be kids.

2/17/2022 6:09 PM

86710

There’s not enough space here to FULLY elaborate..

2/17/2022 6:08 PM

86711

Limited income and family visitation. Impaired my freedom to a normal life.

2/17/2022 6:08 PM

86712

Yes

2/17/2022 6:08 PM

86713

It has been divisive and depressing watching people demonized one another. My children have
also suffered mental health wise during the lockdowns.

2/17/2022 6:08 PM

86714

Lost loved ones with no visitation,lost freedoms,our country is divided until the freedom
convoy 2022 gave the world hope

2/17/2022 6:08 PM

86715

Destroyed my life and my families lives worse than I could have ever imagined

2/17/2022 6:08 PM

86716

Increased anxiety, depression, difficulty learning for my children, unable to visit family
members and friends, inflation

2/17/2022 6:08 PM

86717

Infuriated by the over reach of government globally.

2/17/2022 6:08 PM

86718

My business was Destroyed. Gov't employees didn't miss a single paycheck Politicians were
consistently unmasked

2/17/2022 6:07 PM

86719

significantly

2/17/2022 6:07 PM

86720

After a cost/ benefit analysis I decided that I wasn’t going to take the Covid vaccine. As a

2/17/2022 6:07 PM
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result of my medical decision, I was not able to attend school in person so I ended up dropping
out. I cannot get a job in my field due to the vaccine mandates. There is no scientific basis for
them, and more importantly, they cannot be morally justified. The constant government
propaganda and fear mongering by our media outlets have traumatized some of my family
members to the extent that they are afraid to leave their homes and visit those who have not
been vaccinated. The government has been completely reckless and authoritarian. Please end
the is now.
86721

In the UK all mandates have been dropped

2/17/2022 6:07 PM

86722

Depression, anxiety

2/17/2022 6:07 PM

86723

It’s divided my family and workplace. I am depressed, angry and I hate the government. I will
never trust public health again and I will teach my children not to

2/17/2022 6:07 PM

86724

Get the mask off my beautiful daughter. It's discussing, let her have a normal childhood.

2/17/2022 6:06 PM

86725

What life???

2/17/2022 6:06 PM

86726

I am bored and have lost business therefore income.

2/17/2022 6:06 PM

86727

Have not been able to visit my family.

2/17/2022 6:06 PM

86728

I prefer to be free to make my own choices

2/17/2022 6:05 PM

86729

Feel like a prisoner in my own country! My kids’ mental health has incredibly declined. Shame
on the government!

2/17/2022 6:05 PM

86730

depression

2/17/2022 6:05 PM

86731

Enjoyment of life, fractured relationships, friends who have lost jobs and isolation

2/17/2022 6:05 PM

86732

My family and I have lost 2 years of our lives. Families and friends have been divided.

2/17/2022 6:04 PM

86733

My life? I simply continued living in prison. If that is life, then I have no idea how to answer.

2/17/2022 6:04 PM

86734

The fact that there was no interest to promote Early treatments, Showed me just how corrupt
our Governments, the CBC, CTV, City TV, Global, the Globe and Mail, the Toronto Star and
Public Health are. I no longer trust any of these institutions.

2/17/2022 6:03 PM

86735

Countless ways, mental health issues, lost friends/family over mandate bs

2/17/2022 6:03 PM

86736

I lost my job.

2/17/2022 6:03 PM

86737

Negatively

2/17/2022 6:03 PM

86738

My family and friends have been divided into two groups. My church has been divided. I
couldnt have the wedding of my dreams. I had to give birth with a mask on.

2/17/2022 6:03 PM

86739

Im depressed and scared about the future of canada

2/17/2022 6:03 PM

86740

I lost my small business, and got superficial thrombophlebitis (superficial blood clot with
inflammation in the vein) after my second vaccination.

2/17/2022 6:03 PM

86741

Negatively. Ostracized. Shunned. Descriminated against.

2/17/2022 6:02 PM

86742

Severe depression from isolation, remote learning is having very negative impact to our kids
including stunted social & learning development, poor emotional development, etc.

2/17/2022 6:02 PM

86743

worsened mental health; caused divisiveness between friends and family; created fear and
anxiety

2/17/2022 6:02 PM

86744

My wife lost her job. My job was threatened. Cannot travel.

2/17/2022 6:02 PM

86745

It hasn’t not really affected my life

2/17/2022 6:02 PM

86746

It hasn’t

2/17/2022 6:02 PM

86747

not able to visit ageing parents can't take my spouse to dinner cannot cheer my kids sports

2/17/2022 6:02 PM

86748

I’m every negative way. Depression and no hope

2/17/2022 6:01 PM

86749

I have family that can't travel, restaurants closed, wages lost, suicides, loneliness.

2/17/2022 6:01 PM
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86750

Stress, family strife, anxiety, fear, loss of hope, concerned for democracy.

2/17/2022 6:01 PM

86751

Lost my job, kids lost 2 years of schooling. Couldn't attend funerals or visit loves ones in the
hospital.

2/17/2022 6:01 PM

86752

Loss of wages. Loss Of friends. Haven’t been allowed to Fly so I can’t visit my aging parents
in a nursing home.

2/17/2022 6:01 PM

86753

I have lost my job as a nurse

2/17/2022 6:00 PM

86754

Undue amount of stress living in rolling lockdowns 40% increase in unpaid overtime at work
with no ability to disconnect Isolation from my family and friends. I’ve missed weddings
funerals graduations and birthdays Many loved ones with irreversible vaccine injuries Division
driven by our PM Family members with businesses shuttered

2/17/2022 6:00 PM

86755

It has changed Canada into an authoritarian state, and our family lives in fear.

2/17/2022 5:59 PM

86756

Lost job temporarily, haven’t gone on vacation in 2 years, been kicked out Costco for simply
shopping, while people can loot without coincidences in CA. Kids forced to wear masks 8
hours a day and I’m not allowed a say. Turned people against each other for no good reason.
Haven’t seen my out of state family members in over 2 years. Never ending “emergency
powers” just a power grab, not about keeping us “safe” Fells like we are living in a psyop.

2/17/2022 5:59 PM

86757

Increased the cost ($) of virtually everything. Restricted access to many venues. Locked out
of job opportunities. Unable to leave my country. Allowed our government to become
authoritarian monsters. Infringed my charter rights. Destroyed our economy and supply chains.
Destroyed the livelihood of millions of Canadians. Did not stop covid or flatten curve.

2/17/2022 5:59 PM

86758

The mandate has taken an emotional toll on me causing depression and suicidal thoughts

2/17/2022 5:59 PM

86759

Work, social, health, financial

2/17/2022 5:58 PM

86760

My social life is over and it is depressing. I have not been able to attend any social events
such as parties, restaurants, celebrations, church or funerals in well over a year. Our
government's rhetoric since the last election and leading up to it, have destroyed social
cohesion in Canada. Friendships, relationships and families have been hurt deeply. The
government has pitted neighbour against neighbour. Many Canadians including myself have
lost trust in our government, our medical institutions and our media. Medical doctors in Canada
who have shared different opinions on treating covid-19 have been smeared, censored and
punished for speaking out. I feel Canada is no longer a healthy democracy.

2/17/2022 5:58 PM

86761

Lost job, lost home

2/17/2022 5:58 PM

86762

Divided me against my neighbors . Initially cancelled church shows restaurants and my ability
to leave the country Etc

2/17/2022 5:57 PM

86763

psychologically

2/17/2022 5:57 PM

86764

I felt like I was in Nazi Germany when I was refused entrance into a restaurant, without a
vaccine passport. Oddly enough, most other restrictions don't apply, because wi-fi already
keeps me out of most venues. I don't wear a mask anywhere, and was not allowed to finish a
transaction in a credit union, so I withdrew my money and closed my account. I have felt a rift
in friendships, and have had to remind them and family that I will not let the division
encouraged by governments to end our relationships. I haven't seen a doctor in about 3 years,
and no longer trust the medical profession. I no longer trust governments or the media,
because I have experienced first hand witnessing of events that have been maligned by
mainstream reportage. Concerns addressed to our politicians are ignored and I have learned
they are a waste of time, though I keep hoping that one or two persons might eventually be
moved to step into integrity.

2/17/2022 5:57 PM

86765

Loneliness

2/17/2022 5:57 PM

86766

I'm afraid to go out people with masks on are scary y can't we smile anymore

2/17/2022 5:57 PM

86767

Freedom

2/17/2022 5:56 PM

86768

I have not been able to see my daughter and granddaughters for two years. My other daughter
has lost her career of 10 years as a nurse. My partners has suffered from vaccine injury and
was very ill for months. I have never suffered from anxiety but I sure do now. End this and let
us move on

2/17/2022 5:56 PM
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86769

We have been treated like second class citizens. My son lost two years of schooling, friends,
social life, activities.....Terrible!!! What a shame what we have been through....We also had
covid, and recovered.....

2/17/2022 5:56 PM

86770

Seriously? How has it not affected everybody's lives. It has served its purpose and has to end
now.

2/17/2022 5:56 PM

86771

Ruined my freedom to do anything to have fun to life my life normally, lost my job for not
having a vaccine that doesn’t work

2/17/2022 5:55 PM

86772

In every way you can think of

2/17/2022 5:55 PM

86773

I'm a prisoner in my own country

2/17/2022 5:54 PM

86774

Yes

2/17/2022 5:54 PM

86775

2020 was the year I was going to get in shape I had a whole gym plan and work plan to try and
better myself. I couldn't do either because my Premier decided he had a better understanding
of my health. I'm still fat and now I'm more poor than I have ever been.

2/17/2022 5:54 PM

86776

In every way, I've had my 9-year-old son tell me he would rather kill himself than have to learn
online away from all his friends. I've had mental health issues from dealing with fear, stress,
depression...ect.. I've had more stress at work due to the isolation rules. I really could add
more but need to go be with my family

2/17/2022 5:54 PM

86777

Forced on me a medical procedure that I did not consent to, just to keep my job.

2/17/2022 5:54 PM

86778

Caused me severe depression.

2/17/2022 5:53 PM

86779

I have not been able to visit my family for 2 years in Ontario

2/17/2022 5:53 PM

86780

I have not sat in a restaurant in five months, and have not been allowed to get on a plane to
travel within Canada or to leave the country. My partner was close to losing his job.

2/17/2022 5:53 PM

86781

I don’t like being treated like a child

2/17/2022 5:52 PM

86782

My kids are struggling. Family and friends divided over propaganda. Considered a second
class citizen… etc.

2/17/2022 5:52 PM

86783

Forced me to vaccinate against my will and getting sick as a result, plus divided my
community

2/17/2022 5:51 PM

86784

Substantial lost prosperity.

2/17/2022 5:51 PM

86785

Negatively

2/17/2022 5:51 PM

86786

Discriminatory not being able to go to the pool or into restuarants!

2/17/2022 5:51 PM

86787

It is affecting my job and family

2/17/2022 5:51 PM

86788

My father had 4x's bypass recently, and his follow up appointments which absolutely should
have been in person, were forced to be over the phone.

2/17/2022 5:50 PM

86789

Lost a job, developed depression and bought a dog

2/17/2022 5:50 PM

86790

I could not travel freely in my country (I have a 2nd residence), I have been under curfew
twice, limits have been placed on my right to have guests in my home, ...

2/17/2022 5:50 PM

86791

- Have been made a second class citizen despite committing no crime - Eliminated any
remaining faith I had in government - Lost hope for the future of my country - Created rift
between myself and people I love

2/17/2022 5:50 PM

86792

Excluded from medical appointments with my wife for my newborn

2/17/2022 5:49 PM

86793

Father died.

2/17/2022 5:49 PM

86794

Forced to take the vaccine. Now I am tired all the time.

2/17/2022 5:48 PM

86795

The same way its affected yours. Two years of terror, (unneeded) stress, loss of friendships,
and division.

2/17/2022 5:48 PM

86796

Worsening health issues no drs to see me depression unable to see my supportive family
abroad

2/17/2022 5:48 PM
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86797

Isolation, traveling, shopping, vaccine passports, can't visit my father in hospital & other
province. Inflation, media propaganda, political science not real science data, unconstitutional,
Political Power

2/17/2022 5:48 PM

86798

Made me depressed and isolated. Seeing my country torn apart and divided. Not doing well

2/17/2022 5:48 PM

86799

I have seen my children lose opportunities for learning, recreation, and developing healthy
social behaviours. They are now in therapy from multiple events that have occurred in the last
two years.

2/17/2022 5:48 PM

86800

I lost my job and was unable to pay the mortgage and lost my house.

2/17/2022 5:47 PM

86801

Limited ability to travel and access goods and services. The messaging and methods of
coercion regarding the mandates make it clear I am not recognized as a human being in my
own country.

2/17/2022 5:47 PM

86802

I know 40+ ppl with jab reactions. Had 3 ppl commit suicide over lockdowns and CERB recall.
Lost $100,000 investment into my business that is now dead. Have no job. Cannot leave this
country for a sane country where I could actually get work.

2/17/2022 5:47 PM

86803

Caused family division, strife. Prevented normal activities

2/17/2022 5:47 PM

86804

Ask me in person!!!!!!!!!

2/17/2022 5:47 PM

86805

My daughter was born March 2020, she missed out on baby classes, seeing strangers faces,
being around other children. I believe the mandates are awful for our children.

2/17/2022 5:47 PM

86806

My business went from thriving to the verge of insolvency. My personal savings have all
evaporated. I am not able to go to church when I want. The shout-downs caused unnecessary
strain on my physical, emotional well-being and on my relations. And the list could go on for a
long time…

2/17/2022 5:47 PM

86807

Caused heart issues for my otherwise heathy son in the prime of his life of whom serves as a
city police detective, problems for my grandchildren, my fathers inability to be with my mother
on her deathbed after 65 Years of Marriage), the purposeful division of society is unforgivable,
as are the purposeful lies and avoidance of direct questions to our cowardice leaders that have
obviously displayed they are Not persons of good character and the blatant disregard for
human lives, the human collateral damage from this is pure evil! No we will not forget these
atrocities!!!

2/17/2022 5:47 PM

86808

i feel that I have lost my freedomof speech and even have been made to feel ostrasized by
society i general. since the freedomconvoy has arrived I feel that I now have a voice through
them. God bless them

2/17/2022 5:47 PM

86809

Making all aspects of basic life more difficult, and the decimation of the economy affects
everyone

2/17/2022 5:46 PM

86810

Makes life more draining and difficult. I can't socialize with friends as we are divided between
vaccinated and non. I live by the USA border and there are constantly changing requirements
to cross. I have difficulty breathing with a mask on. I haven't been able to use the facilities at
my local gym or exercise. I was taking classes and they were opened then closed then open
then closed and repeat. It's been dreaming and has affected my health as I am a regular
exerciser at the gym. I moved to a new province in January 2020 and covid closures have put
a huge strain on allowing me to meet people and join in social activities.

2/17/2022 5:45 PM

86811

Absolutely, my mental health has never been so bad as it has been these last 2 years

2/17/2022 5:45 PM

86812

My son has suffered massive anxiety and mental health crisis, including developing an eating
disorder that required hospitalization

2/17/2022 5:45 PM

86813

Depression, anxiety, panic attacks, ideation of suicide

2/17/2022 5:45 PM

86814

How has it not. Friends and family cannot take part in dinners together at restaurants. Children
are masked all day at school and separated from their friends as if their friends are “dirty”.
Mandates have divided our society.

2/17/2022 5:45 PM

86815

watching masses of people develop brain damage has been traumatizing.

2/17/2022 5:45 PM

86816

Drastically impacted the mental health of myself and many around me

2/17/2022 5:44 PM
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86817

Negatively

2/17/2022 5:44 PM

86818

I feel like I am a prisoner.

2/17/2022 5:44 PM

86819

My father was hospitalized last February, when a hay bale rolled over him. It nearly killed him,
he had to be taken a hospital in Ottawa. Only my mother was able to visit him, my brother and
I had to stay home, worrying whether we'd ever see him again. Whether he'd die from
complications and not be able to say good-bye. Due to the restrictions of visitors due to Covid19. It has also made it difficult for me to find employment.

2/17/2022 5:43 PM

86820

Extremely distressing

2/17/2022 5:43 PM

86821

Stress with Family, not seeing friends, stuck a home for months

2/17/2022 5:43 PM

86822

Ruined it

2/17/2022 5:43 PM

86823

Divided my family

2/17/2022 5:43 PM

86824

Too many ways to count.

2/17/2022 5:43 PM

86825

My children have suffered from health issues due to long term wearing of masks and mental
health issues by being discriminated against and not being able to play their sports. These
mandates have created such divide between friends and family as well as family members not
being able to have their support systems while in hospital after heart attacks due to the
vaccine. My brother was alone and scared in the hospital for days after his heart attack, it was
absolutely inhumane!

2/17/2022 5:42 PM

86826

It’s lost me friends and family. Made life miserable

2/17/2022 5:42 PM

86827

May husband lost his job bc he refused to be vaccinated. Our church was closed for months
because of limits indoors. Overall quality of life has diminished-wearing masks in all
environments, not being able to decide for myself the cost-benefit analysis for vaccines. The
constant coercion, manipulation, badgering, threatening, and name calling as a means to get
people to get these vaccines. the vaccines

2/17/2022 5:42 PM

86828

Bad mental health concerns. Severe depression.

2/17/2022 5:42 PM

86829

Lost my job

2/17/2022 5:42 PM

86830

Hell

2/17/2022 5:42 PM

86831

I no longer live in a free country

2/17/2022 5:42 PM

86832

Due to medical issues I would not take an untested vaccine & would seriously affect my health
further. which means mandates highly restricted my life.

2/17/2022 5:42 PM

86833

Mental health, inflation across the board, falling behind

2/17/2022 5:41 PM

86834

Been isolated for two years.

2/17/2022 5:41 PM

86835

Significantly

2/17/2022 5:41 PM

86836

Destroyed it.

2/17/2022 5:41 PM

86837

It's taken away my freedoms obviously.

2/17/2022 5:40 PM

86838

It changed everything

2/17/2022 5:40 PM

86839

My 21 &19 year olds children could not go out with friends to a club like I did in the 80’s and
90’s makes me sad. I haven’t been able to work, neither has my daughter . One of my
daughters vaccinated friends wouldn’t get together with her because she is vaccine free. It was
a hurtful divisive occurrence due to trudeau hate speech against unvaccinated. I can’t speak to
friends and family about my feelings of how the vaccine doesn’t look safe to me. I won’t put
myself in a position of being rejected because I’m vaccine free. I also Have lost trust in legacy
media, health care and the government. Basically I’m super depressed and sad for the
truckers and how they are being treated by the liberal government oh and if I had any money I
wouldn’t keep it in a bank

2/17/2022 5:40 PM

86840

Family divided - vaccinated versus not vaccinated; not able to see grandchildren; not able to
have funerals, or accompany dying friends and family; destructive isolation; no more social
life; not able to visit hospital as caregiver; inflated acted prices for fuel, food; not able to visit
family in other regions or provinces; fear about mandates inducing segregation and

2/17/2022 5:40 PM
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discrimination and hatred, fear of economic destruction due to induced debt for future
generations, loss of jobs for friends; loss of small businesses in our community; disintegration
of our social fabric and community, loss of freedom and right of practicing our religion;
unexpected and tragic deaths of people who were jabbed three times created personal fear, we
feel we have lost two years of our lives..that is huge; significant loss of confidence in
government leadership and national health policies. We have completely lost our rights and
freedoms according to our constituents; we fear the presence of police at peace rallies; we fear
intrusion of privacy .. at home, and on social media; we fear the possible collapse of our bank
systems. We know the government rules are severely interfering with our school children
causing fear, depression;, loss of socialization and scholastic achievements. National news
can not be trusted following this pandemic. I feel sorry for the front line health workers, the
doctors and other professionals Finally too many citizens urgently needing and deserving
health care were pushed aside or left to die because COVID was used as an excuse to push
people aside for deserving patient needing treatments, e.g cancer investigations and follow up.
This survey is so important for us to express our fears, and our views. Nobody in government
seems to care or is prepared to reach out to us or our neighbours.
86841

Not at all

2/17/2022 5:39 PM

86842

Poorly

2/17/2022 5:39 PM

86843

Seeing family members in different parts of the country and abroad. Knowing many people who
lost their livelihoods and businesses. Govt should be ashamed of themselves.

2/17/2022 5:39 PM

86844

Will never show papers for the 'privilege' of participating in a normal life, regardless of Covid
shot status. Therefore excluded from aspects of public life.

2/17/2022 5:39 PM

86845

My two children. It’s been detrimental to their social development.

2/17/2022 5:39 PM

86846

3 teen grandbabies suicidal 2 admitted to psych ward both 16yr girls.1 girl attempted and her
mother admitted for suicidal ideation. 4 grands behaviourial and defiance issues..all ER visits
were left alone with no parents allowed..still could be suicidal..and my son has overdosed at
least 10x with 9 of them ending up in ER Death is knocking on my families door and not
because of a deadly virus. But because of government and health edicts.

2/17/2022 5:39 PM

86847

Isolation

2/17/2022 5:39 PM

86848

Travel restricrions.

2/17/2022 5:38 PM

86849

I feel like things keep getting worse for Canada. So much divide and hate. I’m sad to be a
Canadian.

2/17/2022 5:38 PM

86850

Depression, anxiety, lost of work

2/17/2022 5:38 PM

86851

Forced to flee my country to maintain good mental health elsewhere.

2/17/2022 5:38 PM

86852

lost 3/4 of my business and 10s of thousands of dollars.

2/17/2022 5:38 PM

86853

RUINED THE BIRTH EXPERIENCE OF MY FIRST CHILD. I haven’t been able to travel. The
vaccine passport is a joke (you never needed any other proof for any other vaccine ever made
and distributed) The vaccine dose not prevent infection because you can still contract the virus
and die. the hospitals are given strict orders and are not given people “Adequate care” and they
are dying. My family member died! My mental health has suffered from isolation. This mandate
is a slap in the face for our veterans, government saying taking the vaccine is a choice but
you take away “freedom” to force people into taking it.

2/17/2022 5:38 PM

86854

Worst time ever

2/17/2022 5:38 PM

86855

Mandates destroyed my state and I had to move to a free state. I hope Canadians can escape
Canada. We will welcome them with open arms in the name of FREEDOM!

2/17/2022 5:38 PM

86856

I have lived in China & can see the writing on the wall.

2/17/2022 5:37 PM

86857

Forced me to betray my integrity in order to support my family. Bei

2/17/2022 5:37 PM

86858

Not really affected myself since am self employed. Unfair to the young under 30

2/17/2022 5:37 PM

86859

It caused certain physical health issues, as well as harmed the mental health of myself as well
as that of my family. It has harmed my business and the income of my family. The mandates

2/17/2022 5:37 PM
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are a gross overreach by the government that vehemently ignores the rights and freedoms of
all Canadians that are enshrined in the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
86860

Work from home. Restricted social interactions.

2/17/2022 5:37 PM

86861

my rights to travel internationally are currently being violated because of vaccine status and
this is a violation of my Charter Rights and Freedoms

2/17/2022 5:37 PM

86862

That’s a funny question because I can’t live my life with mandates everywhere!

2/17/2022 5:37 PM

86863

It made me a second class citizen with no rights like the Jews in the 30' in Nazi Germany.

2/17/2022 5:37 PM

86864

Chronic stress, fear, anxiety, missed school, forced injections,

2/17/2022 5:37 PM

86865

Taken away my freedom as a human being living on this planet.

2/17/2022 5:37 PM

86866

My father hasn’t physically seen his doctor in two years. He keeps having key treatments
delayed. I had to rush my daughter to CHEO due to depression and inflicting harm to herself!!!
My youngest son did not leave his rooms for months after the lockdown started. I am living
with severe tinnitus and hearing loss in one ear due to the second vaccination. I have had
several family members die not due to Covid over the last year and have not been able to
attend their funerals due to travel restrictions. This list goes on and on…

2/17/2022 5:36 PM

86867

Adversely

2/17/2022 5:36 PM

86868

denied my right to exist as a human being in a free democratic society as granted to me and
all of my fellow human beings by the constitution

2/17/2022 5:36 PM

86869

My son, who had previously done excellently academically, failed first year university so badly
once the remote learning requirements were imposed, that he is now working a low skilled
warehouse job, and won't be continuing with his education. I was forced to take what I
considered an inadequately tested vaccine, in order to continue participating with my wife with
her post cancer surgery informal physio at the community center pool (what was the only
effective pain management strategy that we could find), but yet another round of mindless
lockdowns by our Ontario dictator, removed that option from my wife, making the fact that I'd
been forcably injected with a vaccine that is likely unsafe irrelevant. Calling a vaccine safe and
effective when you remove anybody from the trial that had a severe reaction isn't reassuring,
and the data from the trial kept secret, and when doctors that talk about adverse reactions
loose or are threatened with license removal, and when detailed statistical analysis shows that
vaccine deaths spikes that occur immediately after vacination are obscured by labelling the
victims unvaccinated, and when the fear porn constantly shoved down our throats to justify the
lockdowns and mandates is out of step with reality, omits age stratification, conflates covid
with comorbitidies, and inflated by policies that have killed off at risk elderly people in care
homes, while also prohibiting family interaction that is all they have at that stage of their life. 2
years of evil by the media, governments and big pharma, and we still haven't finished 2 weeks
to flatten the curve.

2/17/2022 5:36 PM

86870

Health

2/17/2022 5:36 PM

86871

No freedom

2/17/2022 5:36 PM

86872

worst thing ever

2/17/2022 5:36 PM

86873

job loss

2/17/2022 5:35 PM

86874

It has caused me to lose money and great stress

2/17/2022 5:35 PM

86875

socially...economically...personally

2/17/2022 5:35 PM

86876

It has continually added more stress to my life to the point I feed suffocated.

2/17/2022 5:35 PM

86877

I'm a recent University graduate, data analyst, and had trouble finding work in my field due to
covid. I was a citizen member of the Planing Advisory Committee with my local municipality,
but they required proof of vaccination in Nov of 2021. I resigned form that position because my
medical history is between me and my doctor. I no longer support local restaurants, and I
cancelled my gym membership because I don't want to disclose my vaccination status.

2/17/2022 5:34 PM

86878

Unable to spend time with my family and friends on my birthday in November because of this I
was only allowed to be with a couple of people and I turned 61 and I live on a pension of $626
a month and I can’t afford to live on that I’m tired of living in poverty I worked hard all my life

2/17/2022 5:34 PM
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and this is what I get my children are all grown up they have good educations and pay their
taxes I deserve better for this mother should be rewarded for the stay at home and hard work
Being a mother and a homemaker but I never got paid for any of that I do it all for free and now
the government says oh you can’t get Canada pension because you work from home you can’t
get insurance on my Walmart card because I work from home as a mother it’s not right
86879

Significantly, just trying to work, earn a living and support my family.

2/17/2022 5:34 PM

86880

Mental and physical distress.

2/17/2022 5:34 PM

86881

I have young kids , 2 and 5 years old , they barely seen there grand parents since the
biginnning of this pandemic . Cant go see friends either ... I follow pretty much everything thats
comes out from WHO ,iNSPQ and other related health organisation and i realise in september
that our govenment doesnt follow them at all ... this pandemic as become politic and it as to
end now

2/17/2022 5:34 PM

86882

Negative and harmful mental health affects will be long lasting due to trauma inflicted from the
mandates and restrictions for the past 2 years. Also social isolation has negatively impacted
interest in being in social situations or around people in general. Economic problems will affect
us for years to come due to loss of income and instability of available work due to the forced
vaccination required to work in health care.

2/17/2022 5:34 PM

86883

Schooling our children has been a nightmare. Our social lives have been on hold for 2 years.
There have been divisions in our family. Would not recommend. Will not comply again

2/17/2022 5:34 PM

86884

Developed OCD due to pandemic stress. Family members have suffered extreme side effects
of the vaccine due to mandates which have changed their life forever. Polarizing views due to
media reporting & leadership has torn my family apart.

2/17/2022 5:33 PM

86885

Affected work .

2/17/2022 5:33 PM

86886

My Charter rights to freedom of assembly, freedom to travel, equal treatment under the law,
and medical privacy have been violated.

2/17/2022 5:33 PM

86887

Badly. And I don't trust the government enough to be specific. Shame on all of you for letting it
get this far.

2/17/2022 5:33 PM

86888

Worrisome levels of government overreach and imposition on civil liberties afforded to us by
the Charter.

2/17/2022 5:33 PM

86889

loss of freedom

2/17/2022 5:33 PM

86890

It has affected my mental health in many different ways. Firstly because of how the media has
fear mongered not only myself but many others. The second way that this has affected my
mental health is because of the useless lockdowns

2/17/2022 5:32 PM

86891

It has been harder to have a social life, what with gatherings limited and gathering places
reduced. The divisiveness of mandates have also created tension between myself and close
friends and family. I've also had a pretty bland senior highschool year, where socialising was
really difficult. Online school was terrible, and that compounded with the quadmester system
has made it so that I have not learnt to the degree that would have otherwise been possible.

2/17/2022 5:32 PM

86892

My children’s education has been impacted greatly, excessive amounts of stress do to working
and homeschooling, loss of Firends due to division and being harassed for Medical information
for my children to play sports and to be supervised by a parent. Not to mention the masks
which have no been proven to do any good. But have hindered my children’s ability to have
social facial interactions with teachers and Firends. Etc…….

2/17/2022 5:32 PM

86893

Two years in, effectively, a prison for which I had to pay. Couldn't have funerals for family and
friends. Knee replacement surgery delayed for more than a year, resulting in likely permanent
damage elsewhere. Unable to travel to visit elderly relatives overseas, some of whom are now
dead.

2/17/2022 5:32 PM

86894

I am living under a power hungry oppressive tyrannical government who's only goal is to see
how much they can oppress their citizens.

2/17/2022 5:32 PM

86895

I can’t breathe in my mask and when I’m shopping I start to feel sick. My glasses fog up. My
family never goes out anymore just drive-thru. No life anymore.

2/17/2022 5:32 PM

86896

Not at all. I have been able to work from home, and my income has been unaffected. Many are

2/17/2022 5:31 PM
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not this fortunate.
86897

Lost job

2/17/2022 5:31 PM

86898

Kept me safe

2/17/2022 5:31 PM

86899

Prevented attending events, forced to wear stupid mask, at risk of losing job, restricted travel.

2/17/2022 5:31 PM

86900

Caused depression and poor physical health.

2/17/2022 5:31 PM

86901

Lack of business income down 50%

2/17/2022 5:30 PM

86902

Terroble

2/17/2022 5:30 PM

86903

I’m previously infected and have tachycardia, so my risk/benefit from vaccine is
questionable… this has caused me strife medically as doctors are so focused on following
policy that it’s been a rollercoaster to try to get some of my doctors on board with my
individual case, all the while going through cancer/surgeries/chemo… It’s caused strife
professionally, as I lost my job due to vaccine requirements and had trouble finding a job also
due to mandates… financial/shelter strife, due to the above reasons… and finally mental strife,
3 of my friends have died (2 from covid, 1 from vaccine adverse reaction), I was not able to
mourn them via hospital visit or funeral, I have been smeared and looked down on by my prime
minister and people in my life even though I have a reasonable medical reason not to get the
vaccine, and I am not even able to go to the gym(fitness fights covid) or blow off some steam
by going to a restaurant or activity area… one of my 12 yr old nephew’s is on suicide watch,
says he feels alone, says he can’t take much more… so ya, I would argue that the mandates
as a whole, have had a much greater negative impact then Covid itself ever did. Thank you for
your time 🙏🏻

2/17/2022 5:30 PM

86904

While government officials and media get to meet with people and socialize they have had no
idea what it’s like when we are told to stay in and not meet with anyone. It has been
depressing and we are seeing the rage and anger unfold because of unnecessary lockdowns.

2/17/2022 5:30 PM

86905

It amplified my friend/roommate's addictions, which caused us to have to leave our house,
which has left me homeless and living in my car. That friend died as a result of the lockdowns.
I can't use most facilities because of the Passport. I've been on stress leave from work since
December 20, 2021. I'm fighting depression and anxiety.

2/17/2022 5:30 PM

86906

Socially, financially and psychologically

2/17/2022 5:30 PM

86907

Registered Nurse terminated from my job for not taking the vaccines despite having 3 medical
exemptions. Cared for the most vulnerable and complex patients in our communities

2/17/2022 5:30 PM

86908

Federally regulated, so forced to get vaccinated

2/17/2022 5:29 PM

86909

Immensely, I am sick of not being able to live. Like every other virus we will have to learn to
live with it.

2/17/2022 5:29 PM

86910

It has all but killed my small business

2/17/2022 5:29 PM

86911

i feel disgusted everytime i scan my vaccine card, i feel frustrated that i was coerced into
getting a medical procedure performed that is irreversible and that i did not want. i feel i
endorsed the government and it's actions but at the time i truly thought if i was one of the
people that got it the government would end things. i was naive

2/17/2022 5:29 PM

86912

I’m miserable

2/17/2022 5:29 PM

86913

ruined it

2/17/2022 5:29 PM

86914

I have come to understand the extent in which the Federal Government can control my life w/o
due process.

2/17/2022 5:28 PM

86915

Financial problems, mental health problems, isolated from society for having counter narrative
opinions.

2/17/2022 5:28 PM

86916

It’s effected everybody in a negative way

2/17/2022 5:28 PM

86917

Can't go anywhere, depression. Anxiety.

2/17/2022 5:28 PM

86918

All of them

2/17/2022 5:28 PM

86919

Bankrupted my business of 17 years.

2/17/2022 5:28 PM
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86920

Absolutely, I can’t travel to see my son, daughter in law and three grandchildren in the states. I
can’t worship in my church the way I want to. I am extremely uncomfortable wearing masks.

2/17/2022 5:28 PM

86921

Toll on mental health, physical health

2/17/2022 5:28 PM

86922

Severe depression and loneliness

2/17/2022 5:27 PM

86923

It has made me take a drug that is still in its experimental phase for the price of returning if my
personal liberties as a member of society.

2/17/2022 5:27 PM

86924

I’ve had to start on a high dose of antidepressants because of suicidal ideation which of
course have many negative side effects. I had to quit a job I loved because I was not
comfortable testing three days a week or taking a vaccine. I’ve lost friends and family
members due to division over vaccine mandates. My mental health is still severely strained
from everything over the past two years but my teens need me to be strong for them.

2/17/2022 5:26 PM

86925

Mentally. Family and friendships broken/breaking because people have been divided and some
can no longer get along

2/17/2022 5:26 PM

86926

Angry

2/17/2022 5:26 PM

86927

I father died during this time with lung cancer, his cancer treatments were delayed six months
due to this farce. I was not able to mourn properly or see my only family I have left that are
living in a different Province. My mental health has deteriorated significantly. My freedom of
movement stolen from me, my freedom of medical choice stolen from me, my freedom of
speech stolen from me.

2/17/2022 5:26 PM

86928

Robbed of basic freedoms

2/17/2022 5:26 PM

86929

Lost earning potential. Segregation of family.

2/17/2022 5:25 PM

86930

fds

2/17/2022 5:25 PM

86931

As a family of 8 that homeschools, we have literally been trapped and confined to our home for
the last 2 years. We have not been able to do any extracurricular activities or attend places
like public pools, ice rinks or theaters. We feel as if we have been lied to repeatedly and
although we have complied with all of the mandates and public health measures we are not
done doing that anymore. We are the only unvaxxed family that I know of and are also the only
family who has NOT got sick over the last 2 years! I feel betrayed and I feel disconnected
from society and more recently I feel like a political prisoner. I have looked into migrating out of
Canada so that our family can continue to uphold the values we have. We believe in having
body autonomy as well as informed consent and I am having a hard time believing that we are
going to loose those abilities now and in the future. I have lost my job and can not find one that
does not require the jab. I'm a professional cabinet maker and I used to build all kinds of
government facilities and so, I can not do that anymore. We are getting by okay as a family
and we are not in jeopardy of loosing our home but our quality of life is much lower than it ever
has. We have had to make tough choices but try to hold our heads up high knowing that our
own personal beliefs are the right ones. Besides our Charter of Rights and Freedoms
infringements, I think the wedge that has been driven inbetween literally all of our friends and
family is the toughest thing we have had to deal with, all because of our personal beliefs on
body autonomy. I used to be a proud Canadian.

2/17/2022 5:25 PM

86932

I lost my job due to vaccine mandate, I suffered from a relapse in my depression and anxiety
due to isolation.

2/17/2022 5:25 PM

86933

Inconvenience

2/17/2022 5:25 PM

86934

I am vaccinated, i have a close friend who got the vaccine and had a major life altering side
effect. In my province there is no exemptions, this has ruined her life and she cannot even go
to restaurants. So i do not support passports at all. They are not morally acceptable for
canada.

2/17/2022 5:25 PM

86935

Family conflict. Sports career severely stunted. Children's mental health. Social activity loss.

2/17/2022 5:25 PM

86936

Youth sports has been a huge impact as I coach youth soccer.

2/17/2022 5:25 PM

86937

Not Canadian, thank God.

2/17/2022 5:25 PM

86938

Destroyed my faith in public health. Destroyed my livelihoods. Destroyed my faith in Canadian

2/17/2022 5:25 PM
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institutions. Convinced me that science has become politicized.
86939

It is a useless exercise in government overreach and ignores all law.

2/17/2022 5:25 PM

86940

Very very negatively...

2/17/2022 5:24 PM

86941

It has forced family members to get a vaccine or face unemployment, it has negatively
affected close family relationships.

2/17/2022 5:24 PM

86942

Lost hope

2/17/2022 5:24 PM

86943

I want to leave Canada

2/17/2022 5:24 PM

86944

Father killed himself

2/17/2022 5:24 PM

86945

No restaurants, big box stores, personal business went broke, personal finances are in the
gutter. Bonus: the country is divided against itself thanks to the msm lying to the people.

2/17/2022 5:24 PM

86946

Forced compliance under duress. Under threat of losing employment, housing or visiting my
dying father.

2/17/2022 5:23 PM

86947

I can’t leave the country. I can’t go to my husband’s cancer appointments with him My adult
son’s support from Lanark Community Living were discontinued due to his medical mask
exemption Can’t dine in a restaurant My son’s ophthalmology appoint was cancelled due to
mask mandates and weird rules

2/17/2022 5:23 PM

86948

Other than it being unconstitutional?

2/17/2022 5:22 PM

86949

Depression not only myself but my children even more so. No grad ceremony for oldest son
and now hardly making ends meet going futher in debt because of the last 2 years and now
skyrocket inflation.

2/17/2022 5:22 PM

86950

I am single vaccinated - adverse reaction. I can not enter a plane, bus, train, gym, theatre,
table service restaurant, rink etc.. I am a second class citizen.. it disgusts me

2/17/2022 5:22 PM

86951

Segregated and discriminated...kids bullied and isolated.Lost faith in country and politicians,
doctors, lawyers, and nurses.

2/17/2022 5:22 PM

86952

Education for my children

2/17/2022 5:22 PM

86953

They completly ruined my life,

2/17/2022 5:21 PM

86954

It has profoundly impacted the freedom of my family, disrupted or cancelled important life
events, and caused irreparable harm.

2/17/2022 5:21 PM

86955

I cannot leave the country to see my partner, my family... I am a prisoner in my own country

2/17/2022 5:21 PM

86956

Job loss. My mother in LTC with dementia is in lockdown half the time and has restricted
visitors the rest. She has no idea what is going on and believes her family have locked her up
and abandoned her.

2/17/2022 5:21 PM

86957

Completely cut off from family. Dare not take a position again in Canada. It is hell.

2/17/2022 5:21 PM

86958

I actually tought of suicide and doing bad stuff!!!

2/17/2022 5:21 PM

86959

i am now embarrassed to be a Canadian

2/17/2022 5:21 PM

86960

We are retired so the major effects have been on our ability to travel

2/17/2022 5:21 PM

86961

Yes

2/17/2022 5:20 PM

86962

Income down, businesses down, can't go to gym, can't travel.

2/17/2022 5:20 PM

86963

Very negatively, especially the mental health of my children.

2/17/2022 5:20 PM

86964

Lost my job. Divided my family

2/17/2022 5:19 PM

86965

stress

2/17/2022 5:19 PM

86966

Limited my freedom to travel

2/17/2022 5:19 PM

86967

It has increased my anxiety and depression.

2/17/2022 5:19 PM

86968

Negatively. The mental health detriments will be felt for generations never mind the crippling

2/17/2022 5:19 PM
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economic and social costs.
86969

its made life horrible

2/17/2022 5:19 PM

86970

Destroyed my life financially, professionally, personally, emotionally. Getting the shots was the
day I felt I died as an individual with rights and freedoms. I will never be the same. I feel alone
without options. All that education and sacrifice and I cannot get a job because I am not
connected and not a hateful leftist.

2/17/2022 5:19 PM

86971

Fuck Trudeau lock him up for life. My life my choice where and when i die

2/17/2022 5:19 PM

86972

its ruined my life

2/17/2022 5:18 PM

86973

Can't run my Contracting business cause of the restrictions for the last 2 years!

2/17/2022 5:18 PM

86974

Induced depression

2/17/2022 5:18 PM

86975

In every way possible

2/17/2022 5:18 PM

86976

My mother died alone, my daughter lost two year of her childhood, I was impacted financially
and had to take an experimental drug in order to keep my job

2/17/2022 5:18 PM

86977

Reduced income, worse mood, feeling isolated, unable to visit with friends and family

2/17/2022 5:18 PM

86978

Less financial freedom due to mandate induced inflation. Rifts with friends and family and in
church.

2/17/2022 5:18 PM

86979

Ruined my children’s schooling and missed birthdays, made travel out of the country more
expensive.

2/17/2022 5:18 PM

86980

Unable to travel into Canada for literally no scientific reason whatsoever. If in doubt of this,
read up on transmission of SARS-CoV-2 vaccinated or unvaccinated at British Medical
Journal.

2/17/2022 5:18 PM

86981

Losing time with loved ones, constant stress and tension, constantly changing goalposts for
getting our lives back, fearmongering, not being able to trust any government, the media, the
judicial system.

2/17/2022 5:18 PM

86982

Cannot see family members who chose not to be vaxxed.

2/17/2022 5:17 PM

86983

I have been obeying our governments commands as an unvaccinated person. No going out to
protect others. It's about time we open up.

2/17/2022 5:17 PM

86984

Mental health issues, weight gain and addiction issues.

2/17/2022 5:17 PM

86985

Couldn't travel across provincial border to visit my immediate family without quarantine/testing.
Denied medical test without PCR test.

2/17/2022 5:17 PM

86986

I am fully vaccinated, so the passport doesn't affect me personally, but I will continue to
oppose it until it's gone.

2/17/2022 5:17 PM

86987

I watched my 90 year old grandma languish in long term care for months, isolated and alone. I
called her every day for two months and she cried every day… she was traumatized! She was
eventually diagnosed with failure to thrive and they allowed her two short visits a week. This
was an unacceptable condition. Even when her daughter came for a visit (both vaccinated)
they told them not to hug or touch!!! How crazy is this?! What she needed was care and
compassion and love from family and her final days she endured the horrendously callous
public ‘guidance’ for her ‘protection’ but it wasn’t even what she wanted. Because I live abroad
I was not even able to visit her before she died.

2/17/2022 5:16 PM

86988

BEING IMPRISONED IN MY HOUSE , AND NO FREEDOM OF REGULAR MOVEMENT.
STRESS AND UPSET . WORRY OF FREEDOMS AND RIGHTS .

2/17/2022 5:16 PM

86989

Stress and anxiety, loss of social grouping.

2/17/2022 5:16 PM

86990

Huge, this has affected our whole family mentally and physically. It must end now.

2/17/2022 5:16 PM

86991

it’s just about literally destroyed me and my loved ones. this has permanently scarred me. this
trauma may never cease for me. i just want to live and heal. please, for the love of god and all
that is good, make it stop.

2/17/2022 5:16 PM

86992

Vaccine free people have lost their right to travel, right to body autonomy. the mandates

2/17/2022 5:16 PM
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stopped my family from saying Goodbye to my mother as she died. Constant stess of waiting
to see what the government would impose next on the vaccine free
86993

It has dramatically impacted the basic activities of daily living. Very unhealthy, much more so
than Omicron by many-fold.

2/17/2022 5:15 PM

86994

It has affected my children, their health physical and mental I was forced by fed transport job
to vaccinate against my will I was sick for 3 weeks after my 2nd shot I have suffered from
anxiety and depression End this nightmare now

2/17/2022 5:15 PM

86995

Can’t see family attend my grandmothers funeral caused a devise between people ! Trudeau
must resign and disappear along with ford

2/17/2022 5:15 PM

86996

Job loss of my and colleagues for non-compliance with illegal mandates. We were all in it
together until we weren't. Trauma upon trauma. Abuse by any other name is still abuse.

2/17/2022 5:15 PM

86997

I am ashamed to be Canadian

2/17/2022 5:15 PM

86998

My father, who has dementia, has declined precipitously over the past couple of years due to
lack of physical / mental stimulation. Their lives have been destroyed. They have not seen
family or their grandchildren in three years.

2/17/2022 5:15 PM

86999

.

2/17/2022 5:15 PM

87000

Trauma from no being able to have a proper funeral for my infant son, fear that I was not able
to pursue my religion according to my conscience, inflation has crippled my finances, fear of
being homeless, unable to properly access checkups, friend dying due to delayed surgery, and
now governmental over reach that goes against everything it means to be Canadian.

2/17/2022 5:15 PM

87001

Lost my business

2/17/2022 5:15 PM

87002

I am unvaccinated therefore have not been able to participate in society for the last year. My
partner has been forced to take a vaccine to not lose his job which has caused a lot of mental
anguish. We have been living in prisoners of our country and it’s time it stops.

2/17/2022 5:15 PM

87003

I feel as if I don’t have control over how I live my life. I don’t have any trust in the government.
I can’t even leave the country. I feel hopeless.

2/17/2022 5:14 PM

87004

Not significantly for me, as I am rural and have environmental sensitivities, so avoid public
places anyway; my son has a disability and misses his social activities.

2/17/2022 5:14 PM

87005

Lost jobs, mental health issues , dept for foreseeable future

2/17/2022 5:14 PM

87006

Stolen time

2/17/2022 5:14 PM

87007

Loss of income

2/17/2022 5:14 PM

87008

Violation of my Charter Rights and Freedoms

2/17/2022 5:14 PM

87009

Missed a lot of famil events funerals graduations birthdays.

2/17/2022 5:14 PM

87010

What life?

2/17/2022 5:13 PM

87011

Mental health, feeling of imprisonment in my own country, fear of authoritarian government

2/17/2022 5:13 PM

87012

Negatively

2/17/2022 5:13 PM

87013

Watched countless folks become demented

2/17/2022 5:13 PM

87014

My kids are 2 years behind in school, friendships strained, unable to travel to US for medical
care. An uncle died alone in hospital, not covid related, family wasn’t permitted in.

2/17/2022 5:13 PM

87015

Mental health. Isolation. Divisiveness

2/17/2022 5:13 PM

87016

Can't go to graduate school, parents are fired from jobs, major social isolation and
stigmatization

2/17/2022 5:13 PM

87017

Stress

2/17/2022 5:13 PM

87018

Many ways, including watching my mother in her last days alone,in a hospital, with no visitors
allowed. She past away broken hearted.

2/17/2022 5:13 PM

87019

I have had to watch people (friends and family) become stupid when they, in fact, cannot or will

2/17/2022 5:13 PM
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not think for themselves as well as endure all the idiot political bs.
87020

Job loss, mental and social stress

2/17/2022 5:12 PM

87021

Broken social bonds.

2/17/2022 5:12 PM

87022

Children being forced to mask in school

2/17/2022 5:12 PM

87023

It’s all been ridiculous

2/17/2022 5:12 PM

87024

My mother died in a hospital alone in a different province, and I wasn’t able to say good bye.
Watching my children go to school and not see other children's faces. I’m not not allowed to
take my kids to the pool, restaurant movies.

2/17/2022 5:12 PM

87025

Cost me my job.

2/17/2022 5:12 PM

87026

Causes arguments in the home

2/17/2022 5:12 PM

87027

Negatively is an understatement.

2/17/2022 5:11 PM

87028

My special needs son can't live with me because of workplace policies and has to live with his
abusive father. He now has severe anxiety on meds and talks about ending his life.

2/17/2022 5:11 PM

87029

Limited time with my kids, depression, loss of income, strained personal relationship

2/17/2022 5:11 PM

87030

I run a small business and it has been very stressful. Difficult to find people that want to work

2/17/2022 5:11 PM

87031

Not directly cost my job. Indirectly by slowing down the economy caused me to lose my job.

2/17/2022 5:11 PM

87032

Increased stress, decreased time with loved ones, decreased mental health

2/17/2022 5:10 PM

87033

My neighbour and friend committed suicide after the second round of lockdowns due to the
stress and financial harm that caused her business to fail, her children now have no mother.
My children have have coped poorly with the health measures, one asks constantly when he
can stop wearing masks at school. Omicron is exactly as bad as the flu, the restrictions are no
longer needed.

2/17/2022 5:10 PM

87034

Made me realize the govt. is corrupt and acting like Hitler did. The press are noting but
propagandists for the corrupt government and I had to move out of Canada. Fuck that until my
home is back. Now it's 1930 Germany.

2/17/2022 5:10 PM

87035

It's ruined it. I have no prospects, less money, and absolutely zero hope for the future. To be
honest I'm not even sure what's keeping me and my husband from double suicide at this point
except we want to live out of spite, as it's clear the gov't WANTS us dead.

2/17/2022 5:10 PM

87036

Suicidal, and with finance

2/17/2022 5:10 PM

87037

My business has been affected and my mental health

2/17/2022 5:10 PM

87038

Immense depression

2/17/2022 5:10 PM

87039

I lost my job and am unable to find a new one that doesn't require the vaccine. I am also not
able to visit family in Nova Scotia without quarantining. I am not allowed to travel on
planes/trains or cross the US border. All of this has caused extreme anxiety and unhappiness
in my life.

2/17/2022 5:10 PM

87040

Loss of human freedom and dignity

2/17/2022 5:10 PM

87041

My small business has suffered tremendously. My husband had to change jobs 3x. My son
cannot attend his university and dropped out for 6 months as he does not do well online. My
other son lost his last 6 months of his applied college program to an online option and now
cannot begin his career as a sound technician with no festivals/events. Furthermore, I have
suffered emotional abuse and discrimination in my personal life and now feel that from my
Prime Minister. I and live in fear of my government's overreach. I have lost faith in our current
goverment and feel embarrased for Canada on the world stage.

2/17/2022 5:09 PM

87042

Horrible.

2/17/2022 5:09 PM

87043

In all ways.

2/17/2022 5:09 PM

87044

Immigration process completely stalled since university graduation in 2020 which continues to
prevent me from working, can't visit family outside of Canada since 2020, was unable to attend

2/17/2022 5:09 PM
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grandmother's funeral outside of Canada, vaccine passport only applicable to residents (not
visitors) which prevents me from participating in nonessential activities (even though I am
double vaccinated)
87045

yes

2/17/2022 5:09 PM

87046

I simply don't believe that it's fair and equitable. Each Canadian should be able to choose
whether to be vaccinated or not. Masks have to go too...

2/17/2022 5:09 PM

87047

Lost friends and family. Mental health is a real struggle.

2/17/2022 5:09 PM

87048

Depression and anxiety

2/17/2022 5:09 PM

87049

every way

2/17/2022 5:08 PM

87050

I am a second class citizen in my own country because I do not wish to partake in a forced
medical treatment that has been proven to be very ineffective. I am not allowed to board a
train, plane, or bus, I am a prisoner not allowed to leave Canada. I am not allowed to partake in
society because of my personal medical choices. I have received many aggressive remarks
and just pure hate from people who think that I am a “dirty unvaccinated”. Our Prime Minister
is on record himself saying that people like me “take up space” and wonders if they should
“tolerate” us. Some people have taken these words to heart and now lash out towards others. I
don’t deserve to be treated as though I’m less than human. My mental health has been
severely declining the past two years because of all these factors, and it wasn’t until our brave
truckers stood up for all of our freedom that I finally have some hope again, and that things
may actually go back to normal, not the new normal but the old normal, where there was no
segregation and discrimination. Freedom of choice is a basic human right and I shouldn’t be
persecuted for doing what I feel is best for my body, and my life.

2/17/2022 5:08 PM

87051

Completely obliterated the community and the unity of the country. And ruined the economy.

2/17/2022 5:08 PM

87052

My housing, hours at work, relationships with loved ones all upended. My children's education
has suffered. My children have lost birthday parties, graduations, access to friends and
healthy socialization. A cousin lost to suicide. People have become vicious with each other
over what should be a private medical decision.

2/17/2022 5:08 PM

87053

My family and i feel segregated from our community, it has put members of our family at odds
with eachother, and my children have had to see psychiatrists to deal with the lockdowns and
lack of socializing...these mandates have destroyed our lives

2/17/2022 5:08 PM

87054

Lost money, friends, family and 2 years of my life. Plus losing our freedom in our country to an
authoritarian government.

2/17/2022 5:08 PM

87055

Could not attend our daughter's recital due to passeport mandate. Could not visite my mother
in hospital due to passeport mandate.

2/17/2022 5:07 PM

87056

It has got coworkers fired. Testing requirements have caused me to cancel vacations.
Reduced capacity laws have cancel family gatherings.

2/17/2022 5:07 PM

87057

My son's hockey has basically been cancelled for 2 years. My son lost his grade 8 grad and
1st year of high school

2/17/2022 5:07 PM

87058

Eliminated my right to bodily autonomy and personal health care.

2/17/2022 5:07 PM

87059

Negatively in all aspects

2/17/2022 5:06 PM

87060

Stunted my children's development, job loss, finacial stress, social rifts

2/17/2022 5:06 PM

87061

I cannot return to my home country

2/17/2022 5:06 PM

87062

Increased anxiety. Inability to travel. Fewer recreational activities. Missing friends. Chronic fear
of persecution due to dissident status whilst existing in a blossoming turnkey totalitarian
society.

2/17/2022 5:06 PM

87063

Lost my job

2/17/2022 5:06 PM

87064

loss of personal liberty

2/17/2022 5:06 PM

87065

Family and friend division / tension, stress, depression, suicidal thoughts, frustration,

2/17/2022 5:06 PM

87066

Haven’t been to a restaurant in ages. Totally ashamed of my government and many of my

2/17/2022 5:06 PM
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fellow citizens. My family has researched and seriously looked into moving to a “red state” in
the USA
87067

(In Ireland) - impinged severely on family life (especially the capacity of family to accompany
their birthing, sick or dying members in alienating hospitals), and on important milestones weddings, funerals, communions.

2/17/2022 5:05 PM

87068

Less freedom to do things I want to do

2/17/2022 5:05 PM

87069

You have the guts to ask?

2/17/2022 5:05 PM

87070

Financial devastation. Mental drain. Severe mental and physical mental impact on my children

2/17/2022 5:05 PM

87071

In every way possible. Loss of jobs. Loss of mental stability. Loss of friends. Loss of family.
Loss of our every freedom that we as Canadians have stood for. However, this has made me
stronger as a person, stronger in my morals and what I believe in. Our true values have been
given the light to shine. These mandates and new lawys/restrictions will not take my pride to
be a Canadian and fight for what is right.

2/17/2022 5:05 PM

87072

It makes me worried about never ending Government overreach in all areas of life

2/17/2022 5:05 PM

87073

My sister died in hospital without any of her family able to visit, hug her, or comfort her. Ditto
her poor broken hearted husband who died a few months after her. Ditto my poor father in law.

2/17/2022 5:05 PM

87074

It hasnt

2/17/2022 5:05 PM

87075

Lost my job. Lost my professional licence. Divided my family. Had to sell our dream home.
Lost friends de to division.

2/17/2022 5:05 PM

87076

Loss of income and family separation from their mass psychosis hypnosis from government

2/17/2022 5:05 PM

87077

Made me richer

2/17/2022 5:05 PM

87078

Sadness as I see the opposing views escalate and the division widen.

2/17/2022 5:05 PM

87079

lost wages, isolation, missing dr appt, kids not having social life

2/17/2022 5:05 PM

87080

Physical and mental health on a biological level.

2/17/2022 5:04 PM

87081

Prevented from travelling and accessing businesses.

2/17/2022 5:04 PM

87082

vaccine passport

2/17/2022 5:04 PM

87083

Limited my freedom

2/17/2022 5:04 PM

87084

cannot travel, work in public places, enter restaurants

2/17/2022 5:04 PM

87085

I no longer go to pubs/restaurants

2/17/2022 5:04 PM

87086

I am not allowed to visit my father in an ltc home. I cannot leave the country

2/17/2022 5:04 PM

87087

Working from home for two years, I developed depression and anxiety, and began drinking
alcohol to cope. Became a daily drinking with liver damage. On top of this I lost $50k
investment in a gym, forced to close.

2/17/2022 5:03 PM

87088

slowdowns

2/17/2022 5:03 PM

87089

Lost my job, my wife has broken down mentally many times, suffered side affects from the
vaccine and will refuse any other option than leaving the country for good as soon as possible,
my children have lost connection with the outside world and missed two years of real
education and any participation in sports and recreation, my youngest child born in 2019 is
exhibiting signs of delayed speech, my father has become a scared shut in

2/17/2022 5:03 PM

87090

Don’t tell me what to do

2/17/2022 5:03 PM

87091

My wedding was cancelled. My fiance lost his job. My brother moved home with my parents.

2/17/2022 5:03 PM

87092

been outed and disregarded by government...inflation on overspending

2/17/2022 5:03 PM

87093

Lost my job, lost friends, lost time. God forgive those souls who created this!

2/17/2022 5:03 PM

87094

Mostly the PM's divisive and hateful language has divided families and friends

2/17/2022 5:03 PM
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87095

in all facets

2/17/2022 5:03 PM

87096

Depression Anxiety Child who ha auggeeed immensely Stigmatized Lost friendships Lost
family

2/17/2022 5:03 PM

87097

Ruined mental health of Mt family. Cast me out of society because I have a medical condition

2/17/2022 5:03 PM

87098

Job loss

2/17/2022 5:03 PM

87099

It forced me to leave the country to reunite with my wife and daughter who left before me

2/17/2022 5:02 PM

87100

Government overreach, in any nation which claims to have a representative process,
regardless of political orientation, represents a threat to individual liberty. Authoritarianism
should never be granted a foothold in a nation that claims to uphold individual rights.

2/17/2022 5:02 PM

87101

I am depressed

2/17/2022 5:02 PM

87102

I'm in the hospitality industry so the lack of a clear plan and firmly laid out metrics to follow
have swallowed so many businesses. The only masks that are effective in any meaningful
sense are n-95's or better. Being forced to wear one for an entire work day for 2 years is
becoming torturous. Being treated like I'm subhuman for choosing not to undergo a medical
procedure has shattered my faith in our charter of rights and freedoms. I quit smoking. I quit
drinking. I lost 45 pounds. I haven't been sick once in the last 3 years. Everyone I vaccinated
person I know has been sick multiple times now. I don't recognize the country I've lived in for
the last 35 years and I plan on grabbing the first flight out when they finally deign me a proper
citizen of this country again.

2/17/2022 5:02 PM

87103

Lost job

2/17/2022 5:02 PM

87104

Social isolation, segregation, discrimination, disunity

2/17/2022 5:02 PM

87105

I am losing my home. I am unable to serve volunteer in my community i was dismissed from
my employment due to not disclosing my VAX status. Orivacy breach and unable to attend
public places & exercise, i cannot see my son in Alberta my son tried to kill himself he is
stuck at home due to constant school closures to his abusive dad i lost custody due to no
funds to protect my son. Here i am i cannot get a job because the position only accept vaxxed
passports i have to use saint vincent de paul society and older parents to help me with food
but cannot pay i was working for 19 years at the same job in government. I am horrified
depressed and half my family eont see me due to VAX status this all happened in 2 years my
life is isolation and poverty i cry every day praying for a miracle then the truckers came i had
hope now thos order emergency act has hurt my heart that i am crying so much. I am terrified
of our government liberals and so oppressed by it

2/17/2022 5:02 PM

87106

cannot cross international borders

2/17/2022 5:02 PM

87107

haven't

2/17/2022 5:01 PM

87108

Of course - these restrictions have affected us all.

2/17/2022 5:01 PM

87109

Made it miserable

2/17/2022 5:01 PM

87110

I've lost two relatives to covid, both unable to have funerals. I've lost two friends to vaccines
(blood clots) unable to have funerals.

2/17/2022 5:01 PM

87111

I am unable to find a job due to mandates, unless I take an experimental "vaccine".

2/17/2022 5:01 PM

87112

It destroyed my faith in our institutions.

2/17/2022 5:01 PM

87113

Restricting

2/17/2022 5:01 PM

87114

Masks masks and more masks. People and politicians demanding that they know more about
my body and risk then I do.

2/17/2022 5:01 PM

87115

What do you think...

2/17/2022 5:01 PM

87116

N/A

2/17/2022 5:01 PM

87117

Low supplies

2/17/2022 5:01 PM

87118

Too many to list!!!

2/17/2022 5:00 PM

87119

made me relive my youth in a communist country.

2/17/2022 5:00 PM
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87120

A federal mandate would get me Fired from my job for not getting a vaccine that i did not wish
to receive. I have many health concerns and it was not in my best interest to get such a
vaccine as per my doctors suggestion. I did it anyway because i did not want to lose my job or
my social life. But i will no longer be receiving any subsequent vaccines.

2/17/2022 5:00 PM

87121

I cannot go watch my children play sports. My children's social development has been very
severely impacted.

2/17/2022 5:00 PM

87122

I have lost all trust in government

2/17/2022 5:00 PM

87123

Cannot take vaccine dues to allergy of ingredients. Cannot visit Canada from Detroit any more.

2/17/2022 5:00 PM

87124
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87125

My mental health is suffering

2/17/2022 5:00 PM

87126

Not much, but other people ought to be free.

2/17/2022 5:00 PM

87127

I'm about to lose my job despite being in perfect health. I have been relegated to being a
second class citizen and my human rights have been violated.

2/17/2022 5:00 PM

87128

As a fully vaccinated individual I have seen the divide created in families including my own.
Originally my parents wouldn't even see us as they were so scared of Covid-19 and the effects
of the virus. They made sure to do their part to get vaccinated and so did we. We missed
bdays, weddings and even holiday dinners. They missed 2 years of my daughters life. They
finally decided enough is enough and went from being staunch liberal supporters to
conservative supporters due to the divide created by mandating whether people could get the
shot or not. I also found this quite offensive even as an Athiest. I respect everyones right to
religion, even if I don't believe in god myself. And to see religious people forced to get
vaccinated or those with actual health concerns I myself have had enough. A lifelong Green
party voter and now I find myself aligning with the conservatives as well. I may be fully
vaccinated but it was by force not by choice. I respect anyones choice to not be vaccinated.

2/17/2022 4:59 PM

87129

Too much government overreach

2/17/2022 4:59 PM

87130

Unable to see family and friends

2/17/2022 4:59 PM

87131

Lost of freedom, democracy on pause for 2 years. Debate not allowed. Discrimination. No
more freedom of speech. Mental health

2/17/2022 4:59 PM

87132

I am fully vaccinated and immune compromised and my elderly father (who lives w us is also
immune compromised). We have followed all the rules and mandates but when the mandates
became over extending, causing extreme polarization and division and were used as a tool to
treat others as less than, it was not okay. Instead of properly investing in our health care (Fed
& Prov) the responsibility has been put on the people to the detriment of delayed care
(resulting in the death of multiple family members), massive increases in suicide, drug
overdoses, seniors choosing to end their lives rather than live another day, people dying alone,
and I could go on and on. My children have not been able to attend school for 2 years, my
unvaxxed friends and family are looked at as second class citizens, people are losing their
jobs but being told it is a choice. How is that a choice?! Despicable.

2/17/2022 4:59 PM
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87133

Negatively, mental health at an all time low and watching suicide rates and drug overdoses sky
rocket shouldn't, but are making sense

2/17/2022 4:59 PM

87134

Significant isolation

2/17/2022 4:59 PM

87135

Isolation

2/17/2022 4:59 PM

87136

Loss of income, loss of work. Inability to travel, inability to visit friends and loved ones.
Inability to leave my house during curfew (Québec)

2/17/2022 4:59 PM

87137

Lost my license to practice medicine

2/17/2022 4:59 PM

87138

I no longer trust politicians, banks, doctors, pharmacists, priests/bishops. It has alienated me
from friends, family, neighbours, fellow congregants. It cost my family our income, and our
daughter her friendships and her school-based education. This is the end of the world.

2/17/2022 4:59 PM

87139

Financial ruins

2/17/2022 4:59 PM

87140

It has nearly bankrupted my business

2/17/2022 4:59 PM

87141

Unable to fly

2/17/2022 4:59 PM

87142

Broken family/social bonds

2/17/2022 4:58 PM

87143

Loss off wage, stress leave, loss of home, unable to buy food

2/17/2022 4:58 PM

87144

Easier to list what it hasn’t affected: nothing

2/17/2022 4:58 PM

87145

Isolation and no dining, opera, concerts, thetre

2/17/2022 4:58 PM

87146

Can't travel, participate in social activities such as theatre, restaurant, gym, ect.

2/17/2022 4:58 PM

87147

Cant find a job, lost friends, mental health decline.

2/17/2022 4:58 PM

87148

It’s made me a second class citizen and a prisoner in my own country.

2/17/2022 4:58 PM

87149

Masks could be effective in some crowded settings; however, I feel wearing them in all
situations should be examined(kids, teaching staff, etc)

2/17/2022 4:58 PM

87150

My husband is not vaccinated so we cannot travel, go to restaurants or to events etc. It has
caused family turmoil with both sides of our families. I am a therapist and I can tell you the
mandates have been horrible for the mental health of all of my clients.

2/17/2022 4:58 PM

87151

Made me realize Canada is a dictatorship under the World Economic Forum, with Trudeau as
its main puppet.

2/17/2022 4:58 PM

87152

I have to show papers at the door of public places as though I am living in a military
dictatorship.

2/17/2022 4:58 PM

87153

Almost no social interaction, distancing of friends

2/17/2022 4:58 PM

87154

I am now a prisoner in this country. I cannot travel to see my son. I cannot eat in a restaurant.
I don't know if I would even be treated at a hospital. I am scared that these mandates will
never end. The PM's hate speech towards unvaccinated people has made me desperately
want to get out of this country.

2/17/2022 4:58 PM

87155

I'm a home body; but the mounting hatred from the "vaccinated" against the "unvaccinated"
stirred by state propaganda and Dictator Trudeau's hatemongering is alarming.

2/17/2022 4:58 PM

87156

Everyone of my Charter rights have been violated, our government is on par with how China
treats it's citizens. Canadians have been called atrocious names by our own Prime
Minister..aren't we all Canadians.. doesn't he represent all of us...I will never forget and trust is
really hard to earn back

2/17/2022 4:58 PM

87157

I feel like I'm home! I mean back in Iran, where I was a second class citizen for holding
unacceptable views.

2/17/2022 4:58 PM

87158

It sucks to find out our govt is a proud fan of Hitler.

2/17/2022 4:57 PM

87159

I cannot get physically fit at the gym. My social life has been ruined not being able to go to
theaters and restaurants being 20 years old

2/17/2022 4:57 PM
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87160

I am trapped in my country, unable to leave or return, which is in violation of the Canadian
Charter. I am discriminated against- as is my daughter. Bullied by my employer, and my
oncologist (I am a cancer patient). My daughter's 14 year old friend tried t commit suicide out
of isolation and loneliness. School teachers abusing kids, witnessed by my daughter.

2/17/2022 4:57 PM

87161

Division within the family unit, distrust for all levels of government, distrust in the health
system

2/17/2022 4:57 PM

87162

I’ve contemplated suicide

2/17/2022 4:57 PM

87163

Devistating.

2/17/2022 4:57 PM

87164

I felt like a prisoner locked in my own house for 2+ years !!!

2/17/2022 4:57 PM

87165

My wife almost died from side effects of the astra zeneca vaccine

2/17/2022 4:57 PM

87166

Divided family and friends. Treated some Canadians as second class citizens. I do not
recognize Canada Strong and Free anymore

2/17/2022 4:57 PM

87167

Loss of income

2/17/2022 4:57 PM

87168

Depression, anxiety, stress

2/17/2022 4:57 PM

87169

By stress. The whole this is a scam. People that died were old, and at end of life, and people
that live unhealthy lifestyle . Yet we punish the health people. Very Sickening

2/17/2022 4:57 PM

87170

kept me a prisoner in my house

2/17/2022 4:57 PM

87171

Can't travel, can't go to a restaurant - I'm blessed to be self employed but sales of down due to
no events happening.

2/17/2022 4:57 PM

87172

Hoooonk

2/17/2022 4:57 PM

87173

-Lost my Job -my 13 year old niece has to get professional help for social anxiety - my gf can’t
go visit family that lives over seas - I can’t go see family that lives over seas. -lost all faith in
humanity

2/17/2022 4:57 PM

87174

I am fortunate to not have significant impact to my life. I am single, employed, and have no
debt. But I know others are not so fortunate. Id also enjoy no longer being excluded from
travel, culture and social life for not taking a rapidly developed vaccine that has proven
relatively ineffective.

2/17/2022 4:57 PM

87175

Friends committing suicide, and my country devolving into a shitty apartheid state.

2/17/2022 4:57 PM

87176

Lost my Job

2/17/2022 4:57 PM

87177

It has helped to keep me and my father-in-law whom I live with to take care of safe.

2/17/2022 4:56 PM

87178

Prevented me to travel, go to restaurants, etc. It suspended my life for absolutely no reason,
no demonstrated benefits, no science.

2/17/2022 4:56 PM

87179

I have suffered extreme mental health impact due to 1st-18 minths as a Social Worker and
Manager in Long Term Care 2nd-after loosing my 15 year career due to wanting to wait for
more data and trials (and standard approval nit emergency approval) before vaccinating.
Basically I'm starting over at 39 after building a prestigious career caring for other Canadians.
The government mandates have ruined my life, truly.

2/17/2022 4:56 PM

87180

It has hurt my business and industry as a whole. In a positive way it has allowed me to move
out of a big city and settle down in the country.

2/17/2022 4:56 PM

87181

Mentally. We need to get back to normal life as soon as possible, or the ramification of these
issues and their long term effects will be permanent and irreversible. Many families have been
hurt or torn apart. The cure has by far out done the disease which is no longer more of a threat
than common flu

2/17/2022 4:56 PM

87182

Made life more challenging in terms of mental health.

2/17/2022 4:56 PM

87183

I have been separated from my 3 grand babies in Calgary since the pandemic started.

2/17/2022 4:56 PM

87184

Greatly limited my freedom of association, where I could go, when I could go. Dictated what I
could & couldn’t do in my own home. Imposed decisions regarding my body & health

2/17/2022 4:56 PM
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87185

I get discriminated against constantly for not wearing a mask. I can't access some services
without taking experimental drugs.

2/17/2022 4:56 PM

87186

1) 99% of my friends consider me an unreliable and confused person for my views. 2) I know
consider 99% of my friends as fearful pro-gov't totalitarians 3) I've been refused service at
multiple stores and restaurants, changing how I shop. Rather than local/omnivore, I go to chain
stores and Amazon. 4) I have far less opportunity to see my elderly father

2/17/2022 4:56 PM

87187

relationship declined, mental struggles

2/17/2022 4:56 PM

87188

Lost my job. Can’t travel, eat in a restaurant, see a movie.

2/17/2022 4:56 PM

87189

I am a hostage in my own country 😡

2/17/2022 4:56 PM

87190

Honk

2/17/2022 4:56 PM

87191

Limited my business

2/17/2022 4:56 PM

87192

Created deep and potentially permanent divisions in family and friends.

2/17/2022 4:55 PM

87193

Can’t fly

2/17/2022 4:55 PM

87194

I slowly lost my small business over the last 2 years. Serious depression & feeling bullied into
a vaccine I did not want.

2/17/2022 4:55 PM

87195

In many negative ways, resulting in stress and loss of trust in many organizations.

2/17/2022 4:55 PM

87196

Worse

2/17/2022 4:55 PM

87197

Social isolation, deteriorating mental health, increased awareness of bias and deception in
legacy media

2/17/2022 4:55 PM

87198

LOSS OF OPPORUNITIES, RIGHTS VIOLED

2/17/2022 4:55 PM

87199

Poorly

2/17/2022 4:55 PM

87200

I have lost my career, I have lost my savings and I have gained 40 pounds. I am depressed
and will now probably spend the next 10 years trying to get where I was 2 years ago. Will I
ever be happy again? These mandates have destroyed my life.

2/17/2022 4:55 PM

87201

Depends on WHICH mandate. None of them had a positive effect.

2/17/2022 4:55 PM

87202

Freedom of movement. Can’t see family. Can not travel. Divided families and friends.

2/17/2022 4:55 PM

87203

Negatively. I was threatened with job loss (I work remotely and haven't been to the office in 10
years), despite an autoimmune disease. Not allowed to get a medical exemption. I now have
anxiety. I am angry.

2/17/2022 4:55 PM

87204

Could not maintain physical fitness due to gym closures

2/17/2022 4:54 PM

87205

Greatly

2/17/2022 4:54 PM

87206

It has created absolute chaos with little to zero help

2/17/2022 4:54 PM

87207

It has affected my life tremendously! With not being able to see friends and family it has cause
me to go into depression. I want this mandate to be over and life to be as it was before.

2/17/2022 4:54 PM

87208

Lost my job, lost my ability to get a mortgage, blew my savings keeping my rented apartment
going. Never mind the fiscal costs increasing as a result of the economic impact of these
mandates. I can barely afford to fuel my Geo Metro, that's how bad things have become. I am
frugal as can be, always have been, and even I am at my wits end trying to keep up with this.

2/17/2022 4:54 PM

87209

It made me realize there’s a flagrant corrupt governance from the leading party !!!!

2/17/2022 4:54 PM

87210

My grandma died directly as a result of pandemic restrictions.

2/17/2022 4:54 PM

87211

Children suffered, no sports

2/17/2022 4:54 PM

87212

Financially, mentally/psychologically, physically (fully vaxxed and now experiencing unusual
health related issues). Relationally (family divisions), socially (former “friends” lost).

2/17/2022 4:54 PM

87213

They've me a second class citizen

2/17/2022 4:54 PM
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87214

N/a

2/17/2022 4:54 PM

87215

I am surrounded by people full of bigotry and hate who want to inflict suffering on others. It has
ended friendships.

2/17/2022 4:54 PM

87216

It has kept us safe. It has shown me how selfish people are. Very sad!

2/17/2022 4:53 PM

87217

I had to get two doses of the civic vaccine so that I could go to the gym. I did not want to get
vaccinated, but the gym is a big part of my life. I feel the vaccine has negativity affected my
health as I've had mild chest pain since my second dose. I was told is need blood work to
confirm if I have an illness.

2/17/2022 4:53 PM

87218

I'm unvaccinated due to my personal choice and thus I feel that the politicians have chosen
that I don't belong to society. I can't do any of the things that I used to do before the
mandates. My social life has effectively some to and end. I've lost friends. My family life is in
turmoil. These mandates have made my life miserable. All for what?

2/17/2022 4:53 PM

87219

In every possible way

2/17/2022 4:53 PM

87220

mental stress, and physical health

2/17/2022 4:53 PM

87221

Was fired for non compliance to mandates, cannot fly to see my abing mother for 2 years now,
lost family and friends. Lost faith in government and doctors equally. It hurt me a lot.

2/17/2022 4:53 PM

87222

2 years of my young adult life have been taken away

2/17/2022 4:53 PM

87223

My children have been masked and deprived of to much over the past two years. Our mental
health as a family is fragile. We did everything that was asked and we are done complying to
something we cannot make sense of anymore. Enough.

2/17/2022 4:53 PM

87224

Loss of ability to provide for my family due to mandates.

2/17/2022 4:53 PM

87225

Can't travel, loss of bodily autonomy.

2/17/2022 4:53 PM

87226

Poorly

2/17/2022 4:53 PM

87227

Made me and almost everyone i know miserable.

2/17/2022 4:53 PM

87228

Ruined it.

2/17/2022 4:53 PM

87229

It has divided my family.

2/17/2022 4:53 PM

87230

Mental health deteriorating. Cannot see friends, cannot visit aging parents, loss of freedom

2/17/2022 4:53 PM

87231

The mandates, restrictions, and government “remedies”have had severe negative
consequences. Loss of income. Loss of family. Loss of socialization. Loss of church
community & participation. Loss of sports and other community involvement. Inflation and
supply chain issues caused by the government have made everything more expensive,
meaning money is much tighter. Everything is worse. And all for nothing. Nothing the
government has inflicted upon us has had a positive affect on anything COVID related.

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87232

Family and friends lost jobs or got coerced into taking a shot.

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87233

bad economy, zero social contacts, mental health

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87234

Freedom of choice has been lost. Loss of loved ones due to lockdowns and vaccine injury.
Family members cannot get jobs due to choice of not getting a “covid” “vaccine”. People have
lost their jobs and cannot support their families. all mandates must end.

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87235

1 child is seriously covid vaccine injured, confirmed by 2 Drs

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87236

Stressful

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87237

Family, friend, and community ties have decimated.

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87238

Not much ... I am retired

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87239

Yes

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87240

Ljtuhju

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87241

My teens son’s emotion wellbeing has been affected. One has severe depression and I’ve
been turned down by 6 recommended psychologists because the WAITING LIST is full. End

2/17/2022 4:52 PM
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the BS you are killing more then saving by these measures.
87242

The mandates prevented me from visiting my dying father, or comforting my mother when he
passed away. It has caused conflict within our familty.

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87243

It's an affront to our society. It's not a question of whether I'm vaccinated our not. Canadians
support the rights of individuals to choose what is right for their bodies.

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87244

seeing family, ability to travel freely in country.

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87245

Restricted my Trav, social life, access to hospital and doctors.

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87246

Lost two jobs, lost income

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87247

Social isolation, lost work over continued lockdowns in 2021, serious arguments with family
and friends over petty policy issues that only the government can fix, arbitrary segregation
from certain segments of the economy.

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87248

Mental emotion health

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87249

Mandates restrict Canadians freedom!

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87250

I’m now a social outcast. I cannot participate in life. I spent 2 years alone. I didn’t touch a
human for over 2 years because of these tyrannical policies.

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87251

HONK!!!

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87252

depression, lost of meaning in life, gain 35 pounds (because I was training in a gym I cannot
go anymore), lost my career, have been shamed for not wanting the vaccine even though I'm
not considered at risk and had mild symptoms during covid (omicron), I'm the «black sheep» of
my family, my godfather refuse to talk to me, I fear that my boss will discover that I'm not
vaccinated, I just wish I could move to united state and make a life there but I can't even
cross the border.

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87253

Unable to attend funerals and visit family members when they were sick

2/17/2022 4:52 PM

87254

Loss of freedom to move throughout my country. I am a prisoner within Canada. 2 of 4 family
members have had heart problems due to the vaccine.

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87255

It divides families and friends; Negatively impacted the economy and social life.

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87256

I used to be fat and now I am obese

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87257

Family has lost over two hundred thousand dollars during the plandemic

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87258

No

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87259

Forced by government to be closed for many months

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87260

loss of freedom

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87261

In everyway.

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87262

Government over reach and loss of freedoms! No longer go to gym or restaurant. Having to
show papers to live is crimanal!!!!

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87263

Entirely too much.

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87264

Division between Canadians. Loss of time with family. Not being able to care for loved ones
when they are sick

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87265

Isolation family not able to mert and religious practice interfered with

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87266

Destroyed lives

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87267

Ruined 2 years of my kids life.

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87268

Where to begin. I don’t pretend to be a victim. I haven’t lost my job. Cant complain too much

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87269

Destroyed relationships between family and friends wich i don't know if ever can be recovered

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87270

Horribly.

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87271

It’s destroyed the social cohesion of the country and divided me from friends and family

2/17/2022 4:51 PM
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87272

Hasn’t

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87273

Watching 3 of my coworkers catch heart attacks for a medical intervention they didn’t need
and didn’t want was horrible.

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87274

Are you kidding, this is obvious

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87275

So many missed family events, missed public events, unable to leave my home when i wish,
forced to get a vaccine that is untested and that has shown to barely keep people healthy,
masks restrict your breathing and can lead to more infections. Lockdowns have been shown to
do nothing. PASSPORTS WORST OF ALL, they make no sense, you can be vaxxed and
asympto and still be allowed to take your mask off because passport? no its a scam.

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87276

I have a 14 year old son who already has social anxiety and being locked at home only serves
to magnify it.

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87277

The mandates have resulted in undue physical and social constraints both due to lockdowns
and the passport system. Further, likely irreversible economic damage has been done in
various ways, not limited to: small business damage and closures, very high inflation which
continues to accelerate, due to both excessive money printing and supply chain issues,
handing out of COVID relief funds which doubled the debt in a single year and encouraged a
significant portion of the population not to work, further exacerbating the supply issues due to
employment shortage.

2/17/2022 4:51 PM

87278

very much

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87279

left job because of vaccine requirements now self-employed

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87280

I have not been able to support my aged parent in the hospital. Friend’s small business have
failed due to the mandates.

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87281

My children reverted socially. My husband lost his job and we are all struggling with
depression.

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87282

It hasn’t effected mine personally but I believe in our fundamental liberties and that
government cannot force use to do these things.

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87283

Family and friends lost jobs, relationships, careers threatened over mandated
shots,psychological abuse on our children, lost education time with poor online school setups,
quarantined/lost work/school, movement between provinces restricted…

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87284

I am literally a second class citizen in my own country. Foreign tourists have more rights than
me.

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87285

I have never been sadder being this isolated and I see through the politics of the pandemics,
the one world govt, social credit system that is being ushered in under the guise of the
pandemic..it is horrible

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87286

Ready for it to end

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87287

it has restricted my freedoms

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87288

It’s been terrible thank you for ruining peoples businesses and lives

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87289

Homelessness, lack of access to proper medical care, mental health.

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87290

Financial, Relationship, Mental - All negatively affected

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87291

I can't leave the country!

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87292

travel

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87293

It’s caused severe financial, physical, and mental stress for me and my family.

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87294

Severely impacted the quality of life.

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87295

Mental health

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87296

My husband lost his job with the House of Commons (on leave without pay) for not wishing to
declare his "vaccine status". He has had Covid and requested that natural immunity be

2/17/2022 4:50 PM
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recognized. It was denied and he was treated like an outcast and treated with disrespect from
the people above him who he reached out to in hopes they would listen to his plea.
87297

The mandates have taken away civil liberties and intrinsic human rights, such as the right to
leave the country, and the right to not be discriminated against on a medical basis.

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87298

Spouse lost job due to refusing to attest

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87299

Negatively.

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87300

It has made it a huge torment and been horrible for my children.

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87301

Caused an increase in depression, anxiety and stifled job opportunities

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87302

My body my choice

2/17/2022 4:50 PM

87303

Forced to vaccinate against my wishes in order to keep employment.

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87304

Negatively.

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87305

To me the mandates have made my life miserable. from a long time it is pretty clear that it is
not about the virus anymore but about big pharma and associated corruption/control agenda.

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87306

All of it

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87307

Isolated , divided my family and friends that may never be mended , feeling segregated and
depressed on how Canada is being ran I’m tired of the mainstream legacy media lies and
Justin Trudeau and Jagmeet need to be removed from office and their power. Justin Trudeau
needs to get assessed for covert narcissism

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87308

Lost my job. Forced to leave Ontario (financially)

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87309

Terribly. Depression and isolation.

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87310

depression and alcoholism

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87311

Depression, alcoholism, Weight gain, physical symptoms from stress, can't go to gym, can't
play team sports anymore, can't watch my kids sports, .....All despite naturally acquired
immunity prior to any vaccine availability.

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87312

Idiot question

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87313

I may or may not get boosters and wear masks, but it should be my choice. Mandates are unCanadian.

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87314

Forced me to get a vaccine I was unsure about

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87315

I am suicidal

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87316

Negatively—isolation,fear,uncertainty, loss of work

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87317

It killed the most beautiful aspects of my daily life

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87318

Not affected

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87319

Restricted travel Can't fly. Can't leave Canada Can't eat in a restaurant Can't visit patient in
hospital

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87320

It has made me reconsider remaining in Canada.

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87321

Limited freedom of movement, and participation in society

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87322

Changed my life completely for worse. Lost my job and made me literally sick with depression.

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87323

Lost everything

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87324

It has made me consider leaving Canada forever

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87325

None of your business

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87326

Division among family. Division among all.

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87327

!

2/17/2022 4:49 PM
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87328

unable to return to Canada

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87329

Mental health issues (depression, anxiety, frustration)

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87330

I am fully vaxxed but am denied a gym membership because I won’t participate in the passport
program, as one example.

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87331

Im broke

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87332

I am not allowed to leave my country, my family and friends have been divided by hateful
rhetoric, I have been a second class citizen in my own country - barred from participating fully
in society.

2/17/2022 4:49 PM

87333

Badly

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87334

I felt pressured to get the vaccine, I ended up with myocarditis after my first shot and still had
to get the 2nd to keep my job. I hate what this country has become.

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87335

I have children afraid of strangers because all they have seen is masked faces. I have lost
confidence in the ability of the government to preserve freedoms. Travel has been restricted.

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87336

My life is considerably worse than it was before the mandates. They have intruded on many
aspects of daily life.

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87337

High anxiety ...depression...

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87338

Loneliness from loss of relationship between friends and family, 2 friends committed suicide,
helping support friends who lost jobs, inflation, children are lonely

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87339

The easier question is to ask how the mandate has “not” affected my life.

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87340

loss of income

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87341

Whole life

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87342

Physically mentally socially financially economically spiritually intellectually

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87343

Lost of freedom, undue stress, unwanted medical procedure due to coercion through a vaccine
passport.

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87344

I lost my bodily autonomy, my freedom of conscience, my right to privacy and my freedom of
religion.

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87345

opened my eyes to totalitarian eveil in the West

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87346

depression, financial hardship, political division.

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87347

Bodily autonomy is PARAMOUNT. Canada used to be seen as a beacon of democracy. To
watch you destroy yourselves as a nation from across the ocean is very upsetting.

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87348

Yes. Missed family gatherings, mental depression, anxiety, financial loss.

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87349

Cut me off from family and friends. Unable to visit my father-in-law before he died.

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87350

It's kept me separated from my significant other and my family. Cost me my job. Has made
doing anything about either nearly impossible.

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87351

In all ways imaginable. My asthma has come back after 25 years of being without it because
of masks, my career, my parents mental health, I’ve had 2 friends commit suicide due to
lockdowns but don’t know a single person who has or had covid (till now, all triple vaxxed).
Enough.

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87352

Depreciation is real out here

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87353

I have been stuck at home for the last two years, unable to look for a job, or to go anywhere.
and my family is hurting.

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87354

Job lost

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87355

Lost 80% of my business. Had to reduce staffing levels from 12 to 3 people.

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87356

Divided and stigmatized. Some family relationships might be beyond repair.

2/17/2022 4:48 PM
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87357

TOOK 2 YEARS OF MY LIFE.

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87358

I have been excluded from mainstream society. I had to get a medical procedure done in order
to keep my job and go out in public.

2/17/2022 4:48 PM

87359

The politicization of this pandemic has caused me to lose trust in our institutions. Take the
politics out of healthcare.

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87360

It has somewhat limited my previous activities, but not completely, I still have plenty of
freedom, and I'm willing to accept these restrictions for the general health of our society.

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87361

School work & social life has been terribly affected. This is no way to live.

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87362

Problems finding services while working.

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87363

My parents got divorced, my mental health is in the gutter. But thanks to Trudeau property
prices are even higher so I have to continue living in a bad situation

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87364

I'm fortunate to live in a free state, i feel for my canadian brothers

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87365

Very badly depressed, family mental health and my kids suffer badly mentally.

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87366

It has made me realize that I do not share values with the majority of Canadians, many of
whom would like to see me in prison for my medical choices. At the same time, I'm not even
able to leave this country to move somewhere I would fit in better, because of the Federal
restrictions prohibiting me from leaving.

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87367

Everything

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87368

made me very depressed

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87369

Forced me to take the vaccine against my consent via threat of job loss.

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87370

have never had so many days off in my 18 years of being a contractor

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87371

It has made me realize that JT is demon possessed.

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87372

it violated my basic rights and freedom, the political response devalued my savings and
increases financial pressure

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87373

Friends and family have been split apart on this. I have been discriminated against at work and
in my personal life.

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87374

Lost my freedom to choose how to protect my own body

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87375

Mental State , Business, Health , financial , no faith in GVMT

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87376

Suicidal family member.

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87377

They ruined everything mentally, physically and emotionally

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87378

Very negatively

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87379

It’s allowed my premier and prime minister to become unaccountable tyrant who actively ruin
my fellow citizens’ lives.

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87380

Loss of sections of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87381

Yes

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87382

Negatively

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87383

Lack of freedom

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87384

Not willing to state

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87385

Segregation

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87386

It has caused unnecessary division in society for an issue which should have been a private
matter between a patient and his doctor.

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87387

I lost my job due to dictates from the government

2/17/2022 4:47 PM

87388

Very negatively

2/17/2022 4:47 PM
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87389

It revealed how corrupt our leaders are

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87390

Zero trust in medical or government.

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87391

It sucks

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87392

Severe depression, stigmatization, fear for my life, terrified of my government

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87393

I realized that Trudeau is a dangerous psychotic man who will endanger anyone for power.

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87394

It has caused depression in my family

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87395

It took everything from me, my marriage, my livelihood, my dreams and now my freedom.

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87396

None of it makes any sense.

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87397

Very little

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87398

Can't live a normal life.

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87399

Yes

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87400

Loss of work over the last 2 years, strained social relationships

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87401

Small Business ... how do you think it went?

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87402

Friendships and family fractured... can not speak about covid, disgraceful.

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87403

All

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87404

Sickening rules, pharmaceutical companies running the government

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87405

Lowered quality of life and freedom levels

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87406

Lost my job.

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87407

Ineffective at reducing Covid spread yet dramatically reduced the quality of life for my children
and mental health of the whole family.

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87408

Almost lost job, cannot go out, social isolation, decreased mental health, cannot travel freely

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87409

Mental and economic suffering of family

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87410

vaccine passports and masks

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87411

Isolated, poor health

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87412

Depression

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87413

Lost job, job opportunity, social life.

2/17/2022 4:46 PM

87414

Stress, depression, anxiety, financial instability

2/17/2022 4:45 PM

87415

Forced me to take an experimental vaccine. Affected all aspects of my children's lives.

2/17/2022 4:45 PM

87416

I’m immigrating to the United States in part because I no longer feel that I can morally pay tax
dollars to this awful, oppressive country

2/17/2022 4:45 PM

87417

Lost job, friends and family over this nonsense.

2/17/2022 4:45 PM

87418

Dehumanized and discriminated against by my own government. Never did I think this would
happen in Canada.

2/17/2022 4:45 PM

87419

I have never been so ashamed of my country! They have ruined lives and will never regain my
trust or support.

2/17/2022 4:45 PM

87420

I feel like an outcast and persecuted by my government. I feel the effects in my wallet getting
worse and worse

2/17/2022 4:45 PM

87421

Yes

2/17/2022 4:45 PM

87422

Depression, mental illness, physical illness.

2/17/2022 4:45 PM

87423

We have been pretty well housebound other than shopping for groceries and keeping
appointments.

2/17/2022 4:45 PM
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87424

Poor mental health quality

2/17/2022 4:45 PM

87425

Depression. Negative effects on my school aged children

2/17/2022 4:45 PM

87426

Restrictions on places allowed to do business

2/17/2022 4:45 PM

87427

Possibly coming to the USA.

2/17/2022 4:45 PM

87428

misery

2/17/2022 4:45 PM

87429

Drove me fucken nuts

2/17/2022 4:45 PM

87430

Anxiety and a lot of stress

2/17/2022 4:45 PM

87431

No movies, restaurants, airplanes, family gatherings

2/17/2022 4:45 PM

87432

very very shitty! Mental Health 1 out 10

2/17/2022 4:45 PM

87433

Loss of employment, panic while wearing mask, friends suffering post vax from aggressive
cancers, transverse myelitus, vertigo, heart issues, clots. Separation from friends and loved
ones.

2/17/2022 4:44 PM

87434

I live in the country, so life has been easy. I was vaccinated to see my mother in Winnipeg.
Otherwise, I would have avoided it.

2/17/2022 4:42 PM

87435

My mental health has struggled. Being an extrovert and locked down has caused anxieties.

2/17/2022 4:42 PM

87436

Job loss Elder care depression Depression n mental health of University children

2/17/2022 4:42 PM

87437

My refusal to get vaccinated has resulted in being refused access to some stores and
restaurants that I frequented in the past. I am no longer able to run across the border to the US
for goods & services not offered in Canada. Plumbers, carpenters, and electricians have been
refusing to perform essential repairs at my home, so I now have to take time off from work to
deal with these things on my own - and in my own limited-experience/limited-skills way. It's not
the end of the world, but quality of life has decidedly taken a downturn.

2/17/2022 4:37 PM

87438

not able to travel and my son has been extorted from university and 2 of my other children are
in masks all day at highschool

2/17/2022 4:37 PM

87439

Not much. I work from home mostly anyway. I miss a little getting together more with friends,
but am doing it now.

2/17/2022 4:37 PM

87440

Can’t work. My kids can’t play sports And my family has isolated us along with my uncle who
committed suicide last week. End the nonsensical unscientific mandates NOW

2/17/2022 4:35 PM

87441

It has made me hate Canada.

2/17/2022 4:31 PM

87442

My life is fucked up! I'm scared shit of our tyrannical gov. I'm terrified the jab is going to wipe
out my family. How is that?

2/17/2022 4:29 PM

87443

negatively

2/17/2022 4:29 PM

87444

The mandate(s) had nearly broken me down mentally. There have been many suicides.

2/17/2022 4:29 PM

87445

Forced vaccination to keep my job.

2/17/2022 4:28 PM

87446

Depression

2/17/2022 4:28 PM

87447

I am a federal employee, on sick leave for now, but used up all my credits. So i am on EI Sick.
I will be on leave without pay by end of April if mandates remain

2/17/2022 4:28 PM

87448

Division with family members

2/17/2022 4:23 PM

87449

less work

2/17/2022 4:22 PM

87450

Horribly! I cannot see my newest grandchild. I cannot go to my church or receive the
sacraments. I cannot do my volunteer work. I am stressed, depressed, out of shape, lonely
and divided from family and friends. I had COVID and it was like a typical flu and yet I have
sacrificed so much for so little.

2/17/2022 4:21 PM

87451

Horribly. We know we have to live with this so now give us the freedom to live as we choose.
No masks, no limitation, no mandate

2/17/2022 4:18 PM
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87452

Limited access to exercise and sports. Loss of work. Mental stress on my family. We are all at
least double vaxed and still got Covid even with wearing masks

2/17/2022 4:18 PM

87453

In big ways running a small business and personally I think it is oppressive, any dive and bad
for the environment to wear plastic masks

2/17/2022 4:17 PM

87454

Poor staffing where I work

2/17/2022 4:17 PM

87455

These policies feel Anti-Canadian. They create division in our country and create social and
mental health issues.

2/17/2022 4:16 PM

87456

My husband hasn't worked since November 15th and we've been impacted financially. Our
children are now homeschooling because we refuse to let them wear a mask. Our kids are no
pinger welcome in an arena to play hockey and they miss it dearly. All extra curricular
activities (swimming, gymnastics, ski hills, movie theaters, restaurants) are off limits for our
family. Our mental health has been severely impacted as well since the majority of our friends
and family have decided they want nothing to do with us because we aren't buying the
narrative. It's been very difficult. Gruef on top of grief. We're now getting ready to sell our
home, the house we built to raise our children in, because we just can't stand to live here
anymore. We want something better for our children.

2/17/2022 4:16 PM

87457

I have spent the last two years avoiding contact with all others, including loved family
members, to keep everyone safe. I have not participated in any of the social activities I love.

2/17/2022 4:15 PM

87458

Too many to list. Don't think all mandates are wrong. But some have been too restrictrive.

2/17/2022 4:15 PM

87459

affected my mental health very much, inability to do MRI test as was scheduled, didn't see my
doctor in person for over two years (previously I was seeing him every six months). In short it
feels like being in prison.

2/17/2022 4:12 PM

87460

Separate me from friends and family, increased anxiety ++++, fear of future! Money wise, my
energy is down, etc

2/17/2022 4:12 PM

87461

Missing human socialization , missing travelling .

2/17/2022 4:12 PM

87462

Cut off from friends and family

2/17/2022 4:12 PM

87463

Closed my church. Two years since I have hugged my grandchildren. Would like to sit in at
favorite restaurant. Missed out on fishing with my son last summer.

2/17/2022 4:11 PM

87464

I have seen rifts in our won families (outside our nucleus); I have seen the effects on our own
sons, being excluded from previous friend groups and from fully participating in society. For
me, as EHS not much has changed in a literal sense, but for our family as a whole yes. My
family cannot travel to family abroad (2 other continents). I have seen so many (new) friends
have extreme tension within their families, marriages, I have seen families leave the country
(before it closed); I see future (academic) prospects for our sons disappear before us . Just
some impressions

2/17/2022 4:10 PM

87465

I am a nurse???

2/17/2022 4:09 PM

87466

Isolation, loss of friends, not able to attend funeral of family members, sadness.

2/17/2022 4:08 PM

87467

Lonely, bored, lack of outside activities with people

2/17/2022 4:08 PM

87468

limited my travel

2/17/2022 4:07 PM

87469

It’s kept me and my family safe!

2/17/2022 4:07 PM

87470

I am on Leave Without Pay as a federal employee. I must travel to another province to shop in
certain stores. I am depressed and fearful of my neighbours and have had relationships
destroyed by the governments’ propaganda and censorship.

2/17/2022 4:04 PM

87471

Kids all have mental health issues. My business is suffering. My marriage is suffering. And so
many other reasons.

2/17/2022 4:03 PM

87472

😳... what I fear the most is the here after, the ridiculous increase in housing, next generation
will never own... this hapoened because all were told to stay home, then given the option to
work from home from ANYWHERE 😡

2/17/2022 4:00 PM

87473

Masks are very unhealthy especially for children. Luck of normal life for children is
devastating. No sports, no social life. Forcing people to vaccinate is unacceptable. It’s time to

2/17/2022 4:00 PM
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end this nonsense. I am an immigrant from a communist country and I chose Canada because
I love FREEDOM
87474

Major mental health struggles with my kids, Isolation, stress fatigue

2/17/2022 3:59 PM

87475

Yes. I have lost $7,000. so far. If Trudeau doesn't back down all Canadians who are able need
to descend on Ottawa hopefully, with a number reaching 2 million. Every politician supporting
Trudeau's totalitarianism needs to resign or be thrown out.

2/17/2022 3:58 PM

87476

Destroyed our business - Mother died of heart failure in hospital alone and NO ONE could visit
her - could not hold a funeral - children were so depressed in school with masking and washing
hands in poison 10 times a day we pulled them out and are homeschooling them (Happiness
has returned)

2/17/2022 3:57 PM

87477

Delays in health service

2/17/2022 3:54 PM

87478

I found mental health consequences in my young children!!!! Multiple ways but this by far
overrides everything

2/17/2022 3:51 PM

87479

Loss of income and mental health issues with teenage children.

2/17/2022 3:45 PM

87480

Morally,financially.

2/17/2022 3:42 PM

87481

Caused constant irritation, depression (even despair), anger towards others (even my own
family), complete distrust of the medical profession.

2/17/2022 3:42 PM

87482

It took away everything that made my life meaningful ; it has broken my family and some
friendships.

2/17/2022 3:41 PM

87483

It has negatively affected relationships with friends and family. Some friendships of many
years have been lost, and with others I walk on eggshells. I have been insulted and hurt by
friends because my husband and I have not caved to the fear mongering and narratives. My
sister in the U.S. and I cannot visit each other. My husband's aunt had to die alone in a nursing
home. Our social life has suffered. The list goes on.

2/17/2022 3:39 PM

87484

Terribly emotionally, mentally, financially and physically.

2/17/2022 3:38 PM

87485

liberty, health, mental health, affectivity, business,

2/17/2022 3:37 PM

87486

Extreme isolation, for myself. Close family members were coerced into this biological
experiment, by their provincial employer. "Vaccine" did not work, as one of them (triple vaxxed)
brought Covid home to the unvaccinated family. A second fully vaxxed member also
contracted Covid. My sons fully vaxxed coworker, contracted Covid twice, in one year!
"Vaccines" are failing big time!

2/17/2022 3:30 PM

87487

getting refused service at stores, service organizations. Most family and friends have chosen
or coerced to taking injections without question or informing themselves of toxic ingredients,
potential for death or serious disease, surveillance and control.

2/17/2022 3:29 PM

87488

Stress from divisions amongst my friendships. Separation from family and friends. Loneliness.
Stress from fear of losing my freedoms - financial, medical, personal, (possibly physical) and
stress from enormous concerns for generations of Canadians following me regarding losing
their freedoms and autonomy. SHOCK at watching the extreme over-reach of power by
Trudeau by invoking the Emergencies Act, which I have read, and am certain is unjustified
(Omicron is not a threat, nor are peaceful protestors - crime rate is DOWN in Ottawa!). This is
a terrifying threat to democracy. If Trudeau can do this for no justifiable reason now, then he
can do this whenever he wishes.

2/17/2022 3:23 PM

87489

It cancelled my life, i have missed out on my grandchildren

2/17/2022 3:22 PM

87490

I cannot easily travel within Canada, nor can I go visit family in other countries. I cannot do
any of my hobbies (music, sports etc.) and my friends have lost their jobs. I am afraid to go to
the doctor if I am ill in case they jab me without my consent.

2/17/2022 3:19 PM

87491

Mandates rooted in independent science are reasonable. Personal choice is needed for
vaccines since the science has shown they are not effective, can cause personal short term or
long term injury and they do not consider those with genetic variances. COVID tests for
vaxxed/unvaxxed is a tool to assist with preventing transmission. Clear, transparent,
information about masking, social distancing, 50% occupancy based on independent science
is needed to determine what mandates make logical sense to protect vulnerable populations in

2/17/2022 3:17 PM
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public places. Testing & quarantines (for those who test positive) are essential to protect
vulnerable people.
87492

Grande Limitation de la socialisation. Division dans ma famille et mes amis. Je n'ai pu (ou
presque) voir ma famille, mes petits enfants etc. Je n'ai pu assister à des funérailles d'amis.

2/17/2022 3:10 PM

87493

deeply, can not do anything, can not travel, may loose my job, and then what about my poor
kids! Their lifes will be permanently impacted...

2/17/2022 3:09 PM

87494

Moderate

2/17/2022 3:08 PM

87495

It has made me extremely depressed. It has affected my mobility, my zest for life, my weight
and I feel I have aged about 10 years in the last 2 years.

2/17/2022 3:08 PM

87496

This is the first time in my life that discrimination against a minority group has been socially
acceptable. I refuse to support discrimination so I have refused to get a vax pass. I can't go
anywhere a vax pass is required. I am appalled so many people I know are fine, proud even, to
participate in medical apartheid. It has caused friction in all of my relationships.

2/17/2022 3:07 PM

87497

Increased stress, my basic human rights are being violated, I am denied access to
activities/events/art galleries/museums (which I contribute financially to), social "isolation"
(including losing friends"), increased concern for family and friends, poorer physical condition
(bc not allowed into public exercise facilities, etc.), pervasive negative social impact, cannot
visit family and friends, cannot partake in cultural activities, PROFOUND DISCRIMINATION
DESPITE MY DURABLE NATURAL IMMUNITY, etc.

2/17/2022 3:06 PM

87498

Lost friends directly as a result of the mandates and some business over zealous use of the
mandates

2/17/2022 3:03 PM

87499

My personal and business!!!! Worked so hard all my life to retire and now I can’t!!! Never went
on any government assistance in my life except when I had my children!! I’m having health
problems and most Dr’s won’t see you in the office!! This needs to stop!!! If all the government
employees would only get what we did per month, we would’ve open long time ago!!! This
Covid only made the Elites billionaire!!!!

2/17/2022 3:01 PM

87500

I can adjust to protect myself and others, so have learned to work with snd around mandates.

2/17/2022 3:01 PM

87501

Lost my job. Parent died due to restrictions. Mental health issues. Can’t find work, denied EI

2/17/2022 3:00 PM

87502

my business has struggled. Likely will trigger a recession. Mostly mental health, loss of
community

2/17/2022 2:55 PM

87503

Since I could not travel I had a loss of income

2/17/2022 2:54 PM

87504

In every aspect. Living lost living accommodation. Lack of seeing people. See people in fear
and depression and oppression. Kids living infear

2/17/2022 2:53 PM

87505

I believe it should be the choice of the people let them decide. I do not believe in the vaccine
passports as well. We are canadian this is a country built on freedom

2/17/2022 2:53 PM

87506

It is difficult to just get through any given day as this deadly,ongoing crime against humanity
continues.

2/17/2022 2:51 PM

87507

Our son will not visit us in our home, or allow us in his home because we decided not to take
the shots, and he had the shots. He believes we cannot speak with us, or get near us without
a mask--AND distancing!! Both our adult children have been hypnotized by the media rhetoric
and it is heart-breaking for us.

2/17/2022 2:48 PM

87508

It’s been an utterly dystopian two years and restrictions have caused enormous harm to
people’s wellbeing.

2/17/2022 2:37 PM

87509

yes

2/17/2022 2:30 PM

87510

Stress and worry because it is not justified and terrifying to see a leader with such a hold over
the country and his unwillingness to listen to the people and his colleagues.

2/17/2022 2:27 PM

87511

Here in rural oregon I can ignore a lot of them, but my social life is curtailed, my business has
lost over 30% of its income, I watch many businesses close, people are afraid of each other.
In general, I’m watching all of our rights as free people be taken away a bit at a time and so
many of my fellows are believing it is necessary because of the scary death dealing virus. I’m

2/17/2022 2:23 PM
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delighted and proud of the people in my country of origin showing the whole world how to resist
peacefully. Blessings on all the participants in the convoy.
87512

My eyes are opened to all the lies.

2/17/2022 2:19 PM

87513

Previously I thought the provincial and federal government was a bit corrupt and self serving,
but mostly well meaning. Now I believe it is intentionally cruel and focused on crushing dissent
and criticism by soft force, soviet-style. The biggest shock was watching news sources I
thought to be trustworthy like CBC report outright lies about what was happening in my locality
- not exaggerations, but outright lies. My faith in the democratic process has been shaken, and
I may never vote or invest in Canadian assets ever again.

2/17/2022 2:18 PM

87514

You never miss something until it is taken I am referring to Freedom of Choice

2/17/2022 2:06 PM

87515

Stress anxiety suicidal thoughts job loss

2/17/2022 2:01 PM

87516

Hampered my ability to see my kids and grandkids

2/17/2022 1:53 PM

87517

Lost my job Mental health and anxiety Mandates do not work

2/17/2022 1:52 PM

87518

Social isolation

2/17/2022 1:52 PM

87519

The mandates don't affect me personally so far. Some of the other stuff is a different matter.

2/17/2022 1:47 PM

87520

Robbed me of freedom of choice and freedom of conscience. Isolated me from family and
friends. Caused divisiveness. Made me distrust political leaders and media.

2/17/2022 1:42 PM

87521

family division; ostrasized as I do not mask; friends departed; family unable to be with sick
relatives hospitalized. SEGREGATED!

2/17/2022 1:40 PM

87522

I lost my job. This has created division and depression in my family.

2/17/2022 1:38 PM

87523

I feel isolated. Doctor appointments by phone diagnoses by phone, can’t go into vets with your
beloved pet, brother and friend died alone

2/17/2022 1:38 PM

87524

It has affected me personally and my business tremendously.

2/17/2022 1:25 PM

87525

Lost work; emotional distress; fear about the impact on my young grandchildren

2/17/2022 1:24 PM

87526

Government decisions are often political measures that are not always based on science. Is it
better to die of depression or go bankrupt? I have seen too many illogical decisions since the
beginning of this pandemic.

2/17/2022 1:19 PM

87527

In every way. My fear of going to any health care facility because the wait and our overworked
doctors and nurses are losing the battle to treat their patients the way doctors were meant to
has changed. Even if I feel sick which I do I would rather live with my sickness than reach out
knowing our health care system is broken. Doctors and medicine is controlled by government.
Trudeau as affected my life by belittling every Canadian out there and is working to take away
our rights.

2/17/2022 1:18 PM

87528

I am EHS already confined in my house since many years, but occasionnaly I was able to
shop and do some alpine skiing once in a while. The vaccine passport is stopping me from
that and it divises the population and do not protect from any virus. I agree with social
distancing and sanitary hand cleaning while we have too many hopital cases of Covid but we
should get back to our normal life as soon as the hospitals are dealing with similar demand as
in 2019 and before. It is unsain the way we are actually dealing with this virus when the danger
is not the same as in the begining.

2/17/2022 1:17 PM

87529

Can't see my kids out of country. Daughter can't attend in person school

2/17/2022 1:10 PM

87530

friend who killed herself; me stuck at home; family strife; cancelled holidays; unable to travel

2/17/2022 1:07 PM

87531

Emotional health suffers from lack of social life and ability to see and touch my family and
friends.

2/17/2022 1:05 PM

87532

I, personally, have been lucky, but even in my area with comparatively few mandates the
crushing of social organization, small businesses, and freedom has been harmful.

2/17/2022 1:04 PM

87533

Well all around created paranoid depression upon most ! My wife's friends grandmother died of
covid after all her shots and my grandmother became very ill from her booster people are
dividing over something that really either way you can transition it and die from it or recover

2/17/2022 1:00 PM
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from it as usual depends on the person simply stay home if your sick as usual and avoid
people as always no need for all these drastic measures that clearly made no difference! I can
go on and on about how contradicting it is but anyway myself I do not want it my heart head
and religion tells me it's a bad idea for me and I don't want to be treated different or shunned
from restaurants and I don't want my child to grow up in a Canada like this, it's not right. Kids
can't keep structure they have to guess school or lockdown every other week. Trying to limit
who they can play with at school! Prolonged use of masks builds bacteria that will cause lung
issues on top of the poor air quality between your face and the mask. My daughter sees
people's masks instead of faces and is nervous. I've seen really good people that are great at
there jobs be fired for not wanting it. Which they should not be discriminated for it's really not
for me it's for everyone and our children's futures! 2 years seems like a small amount of time
to some but to most it's a significant amount of time and to kids it's a long time and a large
part of their developing years!
87534

Like every one.

2/17/2022 12:58 PM

87535

I have to adapt myself at home and at work.

2/17/2022 12:54 PM

87536

Loss of job, death of family members and mental health issues affecting the young in our
family

2/17/2022 12:53 PM

87537

Kept my family safer and healthier and protected our vulnerable population and those on our
frontlines as in health care emergency nurses for example.

2/17/2022 12:53 PM

87538

have lost friends to suicide and split families that will never mend

2/17/2022 12:47 PM

87539

Each provincial government official and especially the PM of my country, had repeatedly told
the public that people not vaxxed were a threat to our country, a threat to be in the same room,
and they are selfish. The public took that information and applied it and hate and divisiveness
developed. It tore families apart, and the ugly side of human nature was evident. And our
government leaders did not stop the division between the people BUT purposefully allowed it to
force by shame and condemnation to be vaccinated. Then to learn I could lose my jib, my
ability to work and provide for my family and once again ALL LEVELS OF GOVERNMENT
AGREED THAT WAS OK. The liberals and ndp said publicly many times "fire them". I had no
fear about covid. My fear and mental health was created by my countries Givernment Leaders.
And even today, the PM speaks deep anger and hate to the Canadian citizens who are not
vaccinated.

2/17/2022 12:46 PM

87540

Because of it I have not been able to see a movie, eat at a restaurant or visit my physician in
person. I cannot travel by plane. I have not seen my sisters and many of my friends in two
years. My son's highschool prom and graduation ceremonies have been cancelled, his first
year of college was cancelled (postponed a year) and has been suffering from depression.

2/17/2022 12:43 PM

87541

Socially added stress to my life

2/17/2022 12:43 PM

87542

In every area - IT'S ABOUT FREEDOM TO CHOOSE for my body, my health, my family.

2/17/2022 12:42 PM

87543

The mandates are government overreach restricting the freedom of Canadian citizens against
their wills. They are illegal, immoral, and against the constitution and Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms.

2/17/2022 12:41 PM

87544

Not much. I comply with the health measures, am careful when I shop, go to church in person
or on Zoom. I believe the pandemic may have been avoidable but I agree with the medical
measures. I hate that it has been politicized. I understand the convoy but believe illegal acts
must suffer the consequeces

2/17/2022 12:39 PM

87545

My healthcare was extremely delayed or ignored! My family Dr went from seeing me once a
month for my disability & health problems to NEVER!! I still have no diagnoses for being
hospitalized - no followup! Sustained serious damage to my cottage because i was told NOT to
travel to it! I still can't go in with my mother to her Dr. Appts. As per normal as her health care
advocate, she forgets to tell the Dr. Her symptoms- she had had a stroke! My health condition
has gotten much worse as i could not use the exercise facilities or do the things I needed etc.
Have felt chronic fatigue since my first vacinne... Very depressing Couldn't go to loved ones
funerals. Oh the list goes on!

2/17/2022 12:38 PM

87546

Detrimental. I was fired for choosing health freedom. Health Canada is unable to give informed
consent as the Trudeau government made it an interdependent Agency linked to the FDA a
corrupt American institution.

2/17/2022 12:36 PM
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87547

It has totally disrupted our community, causing deep divisions.

2/17/2022 12:33 PM

87548

Not a tall

2/17/2022 12:33 PM

87549

Seclusion, Isolation, lost education for children, change of work location.

2/17/2022 12:32 PM

87550

Impossible to go to church, impossible to talk freely, discrimination, not allowed to have
someone visit me after my first surgery, etc, etc. No respect of the charter of rigths.

2/17/2022 12:29 PM

87551

I am able to think for myself and make decisions for myself so I haven't allowed it to affect my
life as much as possible. I don't bow to tyranny because I'm already 'free'

2/17/2022 12:19 PM

87552

Socially, causing fear

2/17/2022 12:12 PM

87553

Isolation and bewilderment in front of a lack of consideration regarding the fact that many
included me cannot receive vaccination due to intense allergies and that the list of exemption
does not consider this. Mental confusion with the intensity of medias and control from the
government!

2/17/2022 12:09 PM

87554

Yes

2/17/2022 12:03 PM

87555

Mental, Spritual, and Financial Impacts for all family members.

2/17/2022 12:00 PM

87556

Mentally

2/17/2022 11:56 AM

87557

Created anxiety, stress, divided family, friends and neighbors

2/17/2022 11:53 AM

87558

If has affected both my personal and business life.

2/17/2022 11:53 AM

87559

Stress, Family disruption and work life disruption. More conflict

2/17/2022 11:48 AM

87560

A major disruption - limiting the quality of life! And damaging the development of our kids, both
socially, mentally, and physically!

2/17/2022 11:43 AM

87561

It's all a Big Lie. Tell-a-fiction media have brainwashed the masses into a state of blind
compliance and obedience. The theft of opportunity from our children and youth in particular is
unforgivable. The betrayal by our elected and unelected public apparatuses is an undeniable
misfeasance in public office, and must be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law. The
Great Reset they planned has turned into the Great Awakening for humanity. We shall conquer
their evil.

2/17/2022 11:43 AM

87562

Made it difficult as a citizen to come back into Canada from the United States. Forced me to
get a vaccine I did not want or lose my job. Would have affected my father and his life saving
heart surgery if the mandate was in affect February 2020.

2/17/2022 11:30 AM

87563

Less funds / job taken away ... breaking up families / but sharing Truth !

2/17/2022 11:28 AM

87564

Forced to vaccinate to keep my work-from-home job. Within the week of jab 1, I was in the
hospital from a cardiac event. Suffer from angina. At 30, with BMI of 20!

2/17/2022 11:27 AM

87565

I was a registered nurse terminated from my job because I was not given the choice to deny
vaccination.

2/17/2022 11:24 AM

87566

Fucking hellscape that I will never forgive our criminal politicians for creating.

2/17/2022 11:14 AM

87567

Can't see friends and family

2/17/2022 11:09 AM

87568

Children lost university year of degree, also missed aaa draft year for hockey, can't visit child
in usa. Can't travel out of country or within. I spent almost 2 of the last 5 months of 2021 In
quarentine when healthy after driving son to school in usa. Can't go to gyms, restaurants etc.
Isolation and difficult mentally on children especially that they are discriminated against.

2/17/2022 10:55 AM

87569

Hell on earth !

2/17/2022 10:55 AM

87570

My freedom of choice has been taken away

2/17/2022 10:52 AM

87571

It has destroyed my dreams and my will to live. My relationships are shattered and my kids
mental health is decimated.

2/17/2022 10:48 AM

87572

Made me want to flee Canada

2/17/2022 10:45 AM

87573

Mental and emotional health

2/17/2022 10:44 AM
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87574

Mandates are illegal and unethical that create divide and hate

2/17/2022 10:38 AM

87575

lost job, family, friends and social life

2/17/2022 10:37 AM

87576

We have lost our business of 15 years.

2/17/2022 10:37 AM

87577

My children have suffered greatly including suicides in their friend groups. Both children and
adults cannot cope with what is happening in the world, in their own families and have no hope
for a bright future. They constantly feel afraid of what each day holds. I have seen the children
stressed and tearful and I live daily in fear not because of a virus but because of the mandates
which have divided my family and friends. My own son is now suffering with anxiety and
mental health he is so uncertain of his future and sees no hope. This was a young adult who
had so many big plans. Who has suffered with myocarditis and is so fearful of a forced
injection to live in Ontario and travel! The two tier society has created bulling, ruthless hate
and ridicule from the vaccinated towards the unvaccinated. My children have witnessed this
towards other children in their schools from both teachers and children. I personally have first
hand witnessed the treatment and verbal abuse towards unvaccinated individuals and the
dismissal that some are already medically comprised or have allergies to a vaccine compound.
One person outwardly indicated that these people do no longer have the right to participate in
society! Unfortunately this hate has been allowed and compounded and encouraged by our
own PM. People have lost everything, their jobs, their family and friends, their homes. What I
honestly cannot understand is why!? And why have we turned a blind eye to the vax injuries
and deaths. Why don’t we truly follow the science. How has our Canada allowed this! The
citizens of Canada deserve better. We are good people. Everything Canadians stand for has
been lost with the mandates! Mandates that are completely senseless. The PM’s handling of
the citizens in Ottawa has been appalling. The labeling of these people as terrorist
organizations etc is so wrong. The media’s coverage has now proven to me what I never
believed possible. They have managed to turn something so peaceful into something it is not. I
am so ashamed that such great people that represent Canada who we have elected can do
this to our citizens and our Canada!

2/17/2022 10:32 AM

87578

Made it miserable.

2/17/2022 10:26 AM

87579

No longer see family and friends. Now I’m a major depression. My child is also being effected.

2/17/2022 10:25 AM

87580

Unable to return to Canada without pcr tests. Unable to leave Canada at this time. Unable to
travel within Canada.

2/17/2022 10:23 AM

87581

It’s wrong and stressful

2/17/2022 10:22 AM

87582

For medical reasons I can not wear a mask. As such, I urge berm forced to work from home
for two years. Alone, without support from colleagues or employer. My mental health fluctuates
and I do not enjoy my career as much anymore. These unlawful, unscientific mandates have
destroyed my life

2/17/2022 10:21 AM

87583

Mental health has declined 100%

2/17/2022 10:21 AM

87584

Stressful

2/17/2022 10:03 AM

87585

Lost a year of work.

2/17/2022 9:56 AM

87586

It has ruined lives and continues to ruin lives and countries. The mandates are worse than
Covid.

2/17/2022 9:39 AM

87587

I have developed a sense of depression and an impaired ability to dream and make positive
decisions about the future. My 5yo daughter is traumatized by any mention of anything to do
with covid and severely misses her cousins in the USA and doesn't even want to consider
visiting them because she doesn't want to become disappointed. I have anxiety when I wear a
mask and am "forced" to put one on.

2/17/2022 9:37 AM

87588

Destruction

2/17/2022 9:32 AM

87589

I lost my believe in richesnes, it reminded me of communist regime i have a deep sense of
injustice

2/17/2022 9:27 AM

87590

My business is struggling and my husband’s job of 24 years has been threatened by his
employer if he doesn’t share his private medical information by March 14

2/17/2022 9:20 AM

87591

No trust in Government or Doctors, they have exposed themselves as all corrupt.

2/17/2022 9:09 AM
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87592

Has caused division with friends and family. Severe physical and emotional issues and
financial difficulties/

2/17/2022 9:01 AM

87593

I feel like a live in a communist country. It has taken joy out of lives and decided everyone.
Destroyed families

2/17/2022 8:56 AM

87594

Restrictions of movement and employment loss of earnings not seeing families

2/17/2022 8:47 AM

87595

We have lost money, I have constant anxiety and depression, we are unable to use places we
pay taxes to use, my child will not be able to attend university, one goes in another province
but they talk of changing mandates so he may not be able to continue, the other where he is to
complete his degree requires a vaccine that doesn’t work so he won’t be able to complete his
full degree. My children have not been able to experience their teenage years in a healthy
manner, they lost out on sports opportunities that may have led to continuing in university or
other programs and now cannot play. We can not leave our country for pleasure or to flee if we
chose. I have lost so much money on changing mandates and inconsistencies between
provinces while taking my child to set up for university. The taking of ones right to choose the
pharmaceuticals they put in their body is unacceptable, especially for a less than threatening
virus and for a jab that they said would never stop the transmission and infection. We have
been lied to repeatedly by our government and public health, my trust in our systems is
broken. The list of what this has done to me, my family and so many others is unbelievable.
Far worse than the virus ever could or did, we all had it early on and are still outcast even
though our bodies fought it and now have natural immunity to fight it off if exposed in the
future. This is ludicrous what has been orchestrated!

2/17/2022 8:36 AM

87596

Depression and anxiety in my children

2/17/2022 8:33 AM

87597

It has caused social isolation , depression, anxiety, sleeplessness. I retired years score I
intended.

2/17/2022 8:16 AM

87598

My business is in shambles

2/17/2022 8:14 AM

87599

In every way you can imagine. I’m more worried about the next generation though.

2/17/2022 8:04 AM

87600

Feels like prison, too much control from a corrupt government

2/17/2022 8:03 AM

87601

Work shut down several times. Inability to fly kids to and from school.

2/17/2022 7:44 AM

87602

Made it safer

2/17/2022 7:42 AM

87603

In ever area of my life. Too much to write.

2/17/2022 7:36 AM

87604

It has crippled my reflexology business. The 2nd shot of vaccination has reactivated my
asthma which had been silent for over 20 years, and it also caused nodules on my thyroid.

2/17/2022 7:31 AM

87605

My child needs to socialize

2/17/2022 7:26 AM

87606

Terribly. Lost my job. Lost loved ones. Severe depression. Suicidal.

2/17/2022 7:25 AM

87607

I feel as is I am living in the movie "Invasion of the body snatchers" and I want this collective
nightmare to end.

2/17/2022 7:21 AM

87608

I have been both physically and mentally abused. My Children and wife also.

2/17/2022 7:13 AM

87609

significantly negative social, emotional impact on our family (2 adults, 3 teenagers, 1 child)

2/17/2022 7:09 AM

87610

I’m a prisoner, held in solitary confinement, in my own home. It has fractured our Country.
Pitted friends against friends, family against family, neigbour against neigbour. I have lost ALL
TRUST in our news media. I have lost all of the most important rights (Under my Charter of
Rights and Freedoms.) Yet, I Do NOT personally know of anyone that entered the hospital
system or died of COVID.

2/17/2022 6:52 AM

87611

Negatively. This is suppose to be a free country with rights. If this doesn’t get corrected I will
be leaving and giving up my citizenship….

2/17/2022 6:50 AM

87612

All of them

2/17/2022 6:40 AM

87613

Our Charter of Rights & Freedoms have been violated by a Globalist Cabal with no loyalties to
any country who despise free & independent people. These aren't just regular crimes. They are
experimenting with lives with intentional malicious evidence of harm. First do no harm and

2/17/2022 6:40 AM
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informed consent are trashed. We have a duty to resist. They have come for our children. Who
are these people? A few controlling the many.
87614

Made my family scared to go out, as they will catch a deadly disease and die!

2/17/2022 6:39 AM

87615

It has given me mental health issues because I worry about the effects they have on other
people - i think of the people who need medical treatment & not getting it, the video footage &
horror stories of people being affected by the vaccine injuries, children whose lives have been
put on hold, the businesses that have had to shut down due to massive financial losses and
now the fear of what is planned for the future. I fear for my future - what is there to look forward
to when our freedoms have been shut down for a virus that has a 99.8% survival rate!! It
doesn't make any sense .

2/17/2022 6:36 AM

87616

Set me back at least a decade

2/17/2022 6:32 AM

87617

I refuse to accept the experimental jab that carries a huge list of side effects, including death
and i am now restricted from travel and entry into certain venues.

2/17/2022 6:18 AM

87618

On all aspects! Social, mental, emotional , financial, etc. it has been extremely difficult.
Partner lost his job due to Covid haven’t been able to find one that pays the same etc.

2/17/2022 6:14 AM

87619

depressed, anxious, fearful.

2/17/2022 6:11 AM

87620

socially, recreationally, mentally, physically

2/17/2022 5:57 AM

87621

Hearing loss, despair.

2/17/2022 5:39 AM

87622

Inconvenient at times but considering there are people who might die, valuable.

2/17/2022 5:06 AM

87623

I can't be vaccinated because I react to a lot of substances. In the past I react badly to a flu
vaccine and since that time I became disable. I can't visit my father who live in a retirement
home, I can't go in many stores and more. I am tired of all those unjustified measures.

2/17/2022 4:51 AM

87624

My father inlaw passed away in August of 2021 and we still haven't been able to have his
funeral. Also I don't not like the division it has made between my country.

2/17/2022 4:27 AM

87625

Indirectly. If the mandate continues in Canada, it will affect the course of similar ideas abroad.

2/17/2022 3:04 AM

87626

Business closed and financial stress

2/17/2022 1:19 AM

87627

I feel very bad

2/16/2022 11:48 PM

87628

Very negatively

2/16/2022 11:33 PM

87629

Very negatively

2/16/2022 11:24 PM

87630

It affected my mental health, work and caused division with family members and friends.

2/16/2022 11:22 PM

87631

Socially, work, travel

2/16/2022 11:17 PM

87632

Isolation

2/16/2022 11:07 PM

87633

I've had loved ones & friends whom have taken the vaccine with no problems (or no noticeable
problems at the present time), but I also have some that took the vaccine and became
seriously ill. And if they didn't get the vaccine, they would lose their job. I think that is
completely wrong & heart breaking! Getting a vaccine should be a personal choice, without
ridiculous repercussions such as losing your job, and being banned from places. I feel people
have been encouraged to verbally attack and shame the unvaccinated. Saying such things like
the "the unvaccinated people are selfish". I think this is bullying, shaming, hatred & divisive,
and that can cause alot of harm to it's victims. And it has! You would think something would
have been learnt throughout world history (Aboriginals, Blacks, Jews, etc...,) that it is wrong to
to take away a person's right's and freedoms. I have been very stressed over how the vaccine
mandates have directly & indirectly negatively impacted my life to the extend that I cannot put
it adequately in words. It's been traumatic on so many levels!

2/16/2022 11:07 PM

87634

It’s limited a lot of everyday things and it’s 100% ridiculous

2/16/2022 10:56 PM

87635

Restrictions prohibited opening new brick and mortar business

2/16/2022 10:52 PM

87636

Emotionally, mentally challenging. Prayer, meditation helped. Others not so well.

2/16/2022 10:47 PM

87637

Financial loss due to business closure and the kind of work I do is hands on 1:1 … cannot

2/16/2022 10:29 PM
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maintain continuing education or travel out of country - have not seen my family in 2.3 years
87638

Depressing to be shut in at home

2/16/2022 10:20 PM

87639

Division of family and friends, ridiculous amount of lies discriminating against different health
choices.

2/16/2022 10:18 PM

87640

could not travel and go to restaurant. Created toxic family and friends relationships

2/16/2022 9:49 PM

87641

not being able to dine out, throw my child a birthday party, many friends have lost their jobs,
not being able to travel, not having my children in full time school because we do not want
them in masks so often

2/16/2022 9:43 PM

87642

I have lost nearly $100,000 thus far and am afraid for my future.

2/16/2022 9:41 PM

87643

I never obeyed to these mandates. So they affected my relationships with some people
(mostly merchants)

2/16/2022 9:35 PM

87644

My son is no longer speaking to me.

2/16/2022 9:30 PM

87645

reduced income, potential/uncertain side effects from the vaccine

2/16/2022 8:57 PM

87646

Business destroyed

2/16/2022 8:47 PM

87647

Up to now, not that much. In Quebec, the three monkeys are constantly improvising. There is
no logic no science to support what they are doing.

2/16/2022 8:41 PM

87648

It hasn’t

2/16/2022 7:50 PM

87649

Increase family mental health difficulties: anxiety, impatience, mood swings. Lack of
enjoyment of family and friend gathering with mixed crowd (vaccinatedand non vaccinated).
Increase tension, isolation, avoidance fear amonst neighbors, family members : fear of getting
infected by non vaccinated, fear of experimental drugs side effects. Segregated against by the
Prime Minister induced fear of people no followign his narrative because of research of
concensus solutions based on scientific evidence. I decided to retire early,now slowly building
work on line. I feel threatened by our rights being endanger by the gain of power of Big Pharma
and our governement giving its power the this group of untrusted companies companies: the
Vioxx death rate comes to mind.

2/16/2022 7:37 PM

87650

Loss of freedoms --to shop without being accosted by either store clerks or customers division
of family banking restrictions deaths of friends from the kill shots loss of friends Son had heart
problems from kill shot

2/16/2022 7:31 PM

87651

Sense of being segregated from normal society. Deep division with some family members over
differences of views with this false pandemic

2/16/2022 7:18 PM

87652

1. Local, provincial, and federal govt public services and healthcare effectively inaccessible,
and they mostly prefer to not put any time or effort into anything that isn't covid-related. 2.
During the mandate, a family member in Alberta became a fentanyl-death statistic, at 33 years
of age. If the capacity of mental health, addiction, and other services weren't restricted by
mandates, perhaps something or someone would've prevented his death. Obviously that isn't
for sure, but certainly it's a large factor to consider.

2/16/2022 7:16 PM

87653

It has ruined my life for 2 years and destroyed my family

2/16/2022 7:14 PM

87654

Lost hundreds of thousands of dollars that I am to old to earn again.

2/16/2022 7:13 PM

87655

isolation and division within family

2/16/2022 6:53 PM

87656

Kept me and the people I love, safe!

2/16/2022 6:37 PM

87657

Very depressing and pointless

2/16/2022 6:14 PM

87658

lost 90% of my work and split family up

2/16/2022 5:43 PM

87659

Cannot visit family. Disturbed by the lack of equality amongst Canadians. Vaccinated vs
unvaccinated causes divisiveness and discrimination. I find that extremely upsetting
considering it violates human rights. Other countries are free why isn’t Canada????

2/16/2022 5:41 PM

87660

Economically. My business has been forced to almost close. However, I cannot blame the
mandate. I blame COVID.

2/16/2022 5:24 PM
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87661

It has greatly limited what I can do, has cut me off from getting to know people in a new home
town, it has caused a division within my own family and network of friends as we have different
views.

2/16/2022 5:23 PM

87662

Adversely affected relationships with some family members and fiends.

2/16/2022 5:22 PM

87663

Extreme depression

2/16/2022 5:06 PM

87664

it limited my movement especially leaving the country or province, it effected how i felt on
daily basis, I felt like a second class citizen being unvaccinated, it created division in my
family, my children were not able to participate in sports.

2/16/2022 5:01 PM

87665

mental health decline. freedom of movement restricted. Children sick from vaccine. friend dead
from vaccine.

2/16/2022 4:56 PM

87666

my son failed two years of school, depression, my mother was isolated for more than a year
and now has severe depression and dementia, my business income is cut in half, I feel like I
am living in a dictatorship without freedom and I am tired of the division this government is
causing with it's citizens. I have never felt such divide and confusion of messaging in my life
and want this to end. Now I feel like the Prime Minister is completely going over board and that
we will never be able to have a peaceful protest again. We need to call an election before he
does something really drastic.

2/16/2022 4:52 PM

87667

It has made my business go less than half. It has also made my mother very depressed and
not well. My mother has been in isolation for over a year. It has also made my nephew
depressed.

2/16/2022 4:48 PM

87668

I am a disabled person who is already isolated. I can no longer travel to the United States for
medically treatment because I am unvaccinated. While I have a medical reason for not getting
vaccinated, I would not get vaccinated with this vaccine if I were able to. My doctors have
advised me to not get vaccinated, but will not sign an exemption for fear of being disciplined
by the College of Physicians. Any mandate applications or restrictions for the population are
unethical.

2/16/2022 4:47 PM

87669

Discrimination and unable to travel or conduct normal business.

2/16/2022 4:38 PM

87670

I had to leave my job on Oct 29, 2021 because that employer ask me to be on "non-pay leave"
starting from Nov 1, 2021

2/16/2022 4:27 PM

87671

Unable to travel and go to restaurants. Reduced my ability to interact with friends in person.
Deeply disturbed with the negative ipacts on health, businesses and especially kids in school.

2/16/2022 4:01 PM
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